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Darton, 339
Darwen, 509, 623, 735
Derby, 173, 2S6, 397
Dewsbury, 50
Dii Pou 50
Donc-ister, 425
Dover, 144, 173, 313, 565, 705
Downham Market, 79, 173
Dublin, 18, 113, 173, 201, 231 236

313, 339, 397, 594
Dumfries, 369
Dundalk, 339
Dundee, 369, 735
Dungannon, 113, 425
Durham, 79
Ealing, 677
Eastbourne, 173, 313
East Cowes, 425
East Ham, 397
Eccles, 173, 201, 231, 623
Ecuador, 201
Edinburgh, 113, 201, 313, 369, 509
Edmonton, 623
Epsom, 201, 256
Erith, 18
Eton, 113, C77
Exeter, 144, 313, 649
Farnworth, 705
Felixstowe, 286
Finchlev, 18, 649
Fleetwood, 113, 594
France, 649
Fulham, 79, 202, 313, 538
Gautem.,
Germany, 396, 648
Gillingham, 173, 705
Glasgow, 79, 173, 201, 313, 649
Gloucester, 79
Gosport, 725
Gravesend, 457, 565
Grays, 677
Great Harwood, 565, 705
Greenock, 113, 509, 705
Grimsby, 481, 623, 649
Hackney, 50, 173, 231, 286
Halifax, 18, 369, 509
Hammersmith, 79, 202, 538 649 677
Hampstead, 202, 313, 735
Harrogate, 339
Haslingden, 144, 369, 509
Hastings, 201, 286
Hawick, 50
Hereford, 18, 79, 677
Heme Bay, 144
Heston and Isleworth, 18, 256, 509

594, 735
Heywood, 481, 705
High Wycombe, 231, 369
Horbury, 79
Hornsey, 144, 594, 735
Horsham, 173, 623
Horwich, 538
Hospital lighting, 397
Huddersfield, 231, 339
Hull, 113, 231, 594, 735
Huntingdon, 257
Ilford, 257, 397. 457, 623, 649
Ilkeston, 313, 649, 677
India, 113, !44, 202, 257, 286, :;m

425, 481, 538, 565, 594, 649, 735
Ipswich, 202. 257. 313, 369
Islington, 457, 594
Italy, 79, 113, 144. 230, 256, 286, 313

339, 396, 594, 649
Itchen, 369, 481
Ivvbridge, 4"7

Japan, 286
Keighley, 113, 594, 649
Kendal, 286, 565
Keswick, 677
Kettering, 623
Kilmarnock. 202, 706
Kingsbury, 144
Kingswinford, 706
King's Lynn, 80
Kingston-on-Thames, 257, 397
Kingstown, 231, 735
Knottingley, 565
Lancaster, S97, 649
Leamington, 18
Leeds, 257, 286, 677
Leek, 173, 649
Leicester, 18, 397
Leigh, ^73, 257, 340, 565

Lighting and Power Notes—continued
Letchworth, 113
Lewisham, 340
Leyton, 369, 649
Limerick, 113, 173
Lincoln, 18, 114, 202, 565, 677
Liverpool, 144, 231, 649
Llanelly 202
Llanfairfechan, 340
Llanfyllin, 538, 565, 623, 649
London. 18, 50, 79, 113, 144 173

202, 231, 257, 286, 313, 340, 363'

397, 425, 457, 481, 509, 538, 565
594, 623, 649, 677, 706, 735

London County Council, 113, 173
286, 457, 565

Londonderry, 257
Loughborough, 677
Lowestoft, 314
Luddenden Foot, 80
Luton, 50, 340, 481, 623, 736
Lymington, 481
Lynton, 50
Maidenhead, 397, 677
Maidstone, 257, 649
Malton, 397
Manchester, 18, 144, 173, 287, 397.

425, 457, 481, 509, 677, 736
Manchuria, 160
Market Drayton, 202
Masham, 202
Melbourne, 49, 143, 339, 369, 456, 509
Mexborough, 481
Middlesbrough, 50, 80, 202, 314. 340

538, 565, 706
Middleton, 457, 538
Mirfield, 80
Monaghan, 202
Navan, 397
Nelson, 425, 509, 736
Newbridge (Co. Kildare), 114
Newcastle-under-Lyme, 538 706
Newfoundland, 706
Newmarket, 314
Newmill, 173
Newport (I.O.W.), 397
Newport (Mon.), 50, 80, 202, 340
New Zealand, 144, 145, 340, 565, 623
Newton Abbot, 736
Norway, 736
Northallerton 80
Northwich, 397
Nov* Scotia, 509
Nuneaton, 50, 287, 425, 623
Oldham, 678
Oxford, 706
Paisley, 18. 706
Pembroke (Dublin), 173
Pendlebury, 80, 565
Perth, 80, 173, 678, 736
Philippines, 50
Plymuoth, 257
Poplar, 79, 340, 457, 735
Portishead, 257
Portugal, 457
Pressure testing stations, 79
Queenborough, 173
Radcliffe, 457
Rathkeale, 481
Rathmines, 425, 678
Rawtenstall, 114, 231, 340, 510, 594.

736
Redruth, 231, 678
Reigate, 60, 173, 397, 649
Ripon, 173, 287, 369, 594, 736
Ripponden, 145
Rochdale, 422, 481, 538, 566, 594, 649,

736
Rotherham, 425, 678
Rugby, 114
Rugeley, 50, 173
Russia, 50, 201
St. Annes, 50, 314
St. Austell, 623
St. Helens, 678
St. Marylebone, 79, 286, 397, 735
St. Pancras, 286, 481, 735
Salfoid, 18, 145, 173, 257, 397, 510,

538, 649, 678
San Domingo, 50
Scarborough 425
Sevenoaks, 510
Shaldon, 287, 314
Sheerness. 202
Sheffield, 51, 173, 202, 287, 314, 678
Shipley, 145, 257
Shoreditch, 202, 340, 566
Shrewsbury, 340
Shropshire, 706
Skelton and Brotton 173
Slaithwaite, 80, 706
South Africa, 340, 425, 538, 649
Southampton, 174, 287, 314, 369, 481
Southend, 18, 80, 736
South Lancashire, 538
Southport, 314
South Shields, 51
Southwark, 79, 397
Southwold, 287
Sowerby, 80
Spain, 201, 230, 457, 648, 677
Spenborough, 649
Stafford, 202, 314, 623
Stalybridge, 18, 510, 623, 736
Stepney, 202
Stirling, 257
Stockton-on-Tees, 51 , 425
Stoke Newington, 566
Stoke-on-Trent, 145, 510, 623
Stratford-on-Avon, 369, 481
Stretford, 678
Sunderland, 145, 257, 649
Sjrbiton, 80, 231, 340
Swaffham, 174
Swansea, 51, 174, 314, 566, 706
Sweden, 706
Swindon, 80
Swinford (Co. Mayo), 114
Swinton and Pendlebury, 80, 231,

340, 457, 678
Switzerland, 369, 538
Tasmania, 202, 257, 369, 481, 623,

678, 706

Liohtoio AMD Pow» Noils—continued.
Teignmouth, 425
Thirsk, 174, 340
Todmorden, 257
Torquay, 51, 314, 425, 538
Tottenham, 594
Tottington, 706
Tynemouth, 481, 594
Ulverston, 457
United States, 231, 314, 425
Uruguay, 257, 678
Wadebridge, 202
Wakefield'; 425, 679
Walkden, 538, 706
Wallasey, 114
Walsall, 51, 202, 314, 425, 706
Walthamstow, 623, 736
Walton-on-Thames, 706
Warrington, 538
Watford, 51, 457, 481
West Bromwich, 18, 80
West Ham, 231, 369, 481, 595 736
West Hartlepool, 566
Westleigh, 736 .

Westminster, 425, 566
Weybridge, 314, 678
Weymouth; 481
Wharfedale, 18
Whitby, 145
Whitehaven, 314
Whitstable, 18, 145, 174, 340
Wigan, 51, 114, 145, 287, 314, 425

538, 679 •

Willesden, 595
Wimbledon, 174, 257, 398, 510
Winchester, 174, 679
Windermere, 679
Wirksworth, 398
Wisbech, 649
Wolverhampton, 51, 80, 114 314

425, 481. 538, 623, 706
Woolwich, 257, 369, 481, 623
Worcester, 566, 679
York, 18

Lighting without fittings, Church, 617
Lights on vehicles, 598
Line trouble, A peculiar, 587
Linking-up, 637

Liquidations—
Accessories Manufacturing Co. 593
Accumulator Industries, 172
Adnil Electric Co., 172, 261, 284, 368

Adding Machine Co., 648
Ardwick Electric Regulator Co., 480.

536
Automatic Electric Block Signalline

Co., Ill, 143
Baldur Engineering & Supply Co.,

Ltd., 564
Biddle Automatic Signal, 564
Bleichert's Aerial Transporters, 734
British Accumulator Co., 480
British & Colonial Lighting Co., 648
British Economical Lamp Co., 339
British Graetzin Light, 622
British Metal Engraving Co., 49
Burdon Oil Gas Furnaces, 339
Canadian-British Engineering Co.,

Cedes Electric Traction, 17, 536, 592,
676

Cicoy Magneto Co., 78, 172
Colston Electrical Works, 564, 705 733
Davis. J., & Co. (Southampton), 284
Easton & Co., 78
Easton, Anderson & Goolden, 78
Easton Lift Co., 648
Economises, 284, 734
Electric Railway Signalling Syndi-

cate, 111
Electro Steel Foundries, 230, 396
Empire Portland Cement Co., 49
Eureka Patent Gas Engine Starter,

622
Excelsior Aluminium Solder Co., 508
General Electrolytic (Parent) Co., 593
Globe Electric Co., 201
Harvey, H. A., & Co., 456
Hele-Shaw Patent Clutch Co., Ill,

172
Hobart Electric Tramway Co., 734
Holzapfel Marine Gas Power Syndi-

cate, 284
Ilkeston Motor & Electrical Engi-

neering Co., 78, 480
Krupka & Jacoby, 676
Lancashire Motor & Engineering Co.,

M. & G. Truck and Engineering Co.,
537, 593

Marine Smokeless Mechanical Stoker
Co., 705

Maschinenfabrik Augsberg- Nurnberg
A.G., 622

Nelson's Coal Conveyor, 17
Oil Flame Furnace Co., 201
Parana Power Syndicate, 49, 368
Phoenix Electric Heating Co. (1914).

622
Power Gas Economy, 17
Reader's Patents & Engineering Co.,

284, 734
Renew Electric Lamp Co., 255
Salsbury Lamps, 17
Schorch Electrical Co., 676
Scientific Manufacturers, 111, 172
Sheffield Electrical Engineering Co.,

143
Ship Carbons, 734
South American Cable Co., 339
South Wales Wireless Training Col-

lege, 49
Spagnoletti, 339
Standard Cable Manufacturing Co..

734
Stellar Signs. 705
Stolz Electrophone Co. (1913), 509
Teleradio Electric Co., 480
Union Electric Co., 676
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Universal < h t, 593
Whifchouse, J., Ill

160

Locomoti , 823
County Council Comn

I.oi«jWn County Council Tramway
War bonuses, 460

London Underground Railways, Notes
on the maintenance of rolling

stock on the. 352

Longitude by wireltss. 668
Loom production due to motor drive,

Increased, 598
Low-tension tu*e Thd renaissance of

the, by J- A. Crabtree, 276, 323
i i. ider, The clearness of the,

497

IV
Ai_ MINI Tool Associ:

. Control equipment (or,

Machinery age in (arming. The, 185
Machinery for China stopped, Electri-

cal , 205
Machinery, Some legal hints to those

who sell, 492
Magnetic ham]. The. 40
Magnetic survey, 473
Magm iism. Terrestrial, 652, 700
Magnetos, Ignition, 467
Main, The water power of the. :I44

Mains and the law of negligence.
Repairs to street, 275

Maintenance, Direct-current motor, by
S. Lees, 457

Maintenance of rolling stock on the
London Underground Railways,
Notes on, 352

Manchester engineers' demand, 54
Manchester Steam Users' Association,

705

Metal market, 25, 153, 267, 407, 51!),

659
Metallurgical research. 543
Metals development, Australian, 682
Meier approved, 705
Meter errors in parallel supply of fluc-

tuating loads, 473
Metric system, Decimal coinage and

the, 149, 317, 428, 484, 519, 542, 653
Metropolitan Electric Supply Co., 359

345
Mi,JH,-sbrough, Technical college for,

652
Mill, A 15,000-H.p. motor for a revers-

ing rolling, 709
Miners' safety lamps, 266, 651
Mines, Electricity in (annual report),

463
Mining electrical riant, Surface, 528
Mint report, The Roval, 460
Miscalculation, A Teutonic, 35
Mobilisation, British Electrical & Allied

Manufacturers' Association Discus
sion on commercial, 106

Moisture in gas coke fuel, The effect

of the presence of, by P. Beatty
and A. F. Smith, 415'

Motor-car trade, Electrical engineers
and the, 157

Motor generator, A 2.000-KW., 260
Motor maintenance. Direct-current, bv

S. Lees, 4, 57
Motors, Ball-bearings for electric, by
T. E. C. H., 379

Motors, Control gear for direct-cur-

rent, bi E. F. Butler, 679, 741
Municipal Electrical Association annual

meeting. The Incorporated, 409,

693, 700, 721, 726
Municipal electrical engineers in con-

gress, South African, 7

Municipal employes and compulsory
service, 149

Munitions and Labour, 25
Munition workers. Training, 610, 617

NATIONAL electrical code, 1915,

The, 564
National electricity supply, 442
National industrial organisation, 554
National resources, The conservation

of, 413
Neglect of commercial matters by the

engineer. The, bv John Marks, 277

Neglect of Science, the Committee on,

484

New Companies—
Anchor Electric Co., 487
Associated Engineers, 402
Atkinson, Lloyd S.- Co., 85

Baughan & Co., 262
Baxendale Bros., 430
British Electrolytic Zinc (Ishcrwood

Process), 626
British Graphite & Trading Co., 571

Brown's Motor Accessories. 180
Burroughes, W., & Sons, 151

Caton Electric Supply Co., 291
Coates & Co. (Sheffield). 235
Coleman & Appleby, 684
Company of Electric Caterers, 291

Conner Magneto & Ignition, 402
Cooper, H. G., 430
Electrical Accessories Association, 626

Galloway Engineering Co., 654

General Engineering Co. (King's
Cross), 118

New Ci'MriNlES—continued.
.-. Co., ..it

[nno/ation Light Co.,

H. I... US
Is. E. Sj ate, 544

Co., Ltd., IStl

1 ov,
i

. 1 1 \, lopmenl
and Power Co., - I i

S riumtrce, 373
Mitcham Rubber Co., 487
N. 1 C.T.A., 487

.
.

I.., 430
Phonoporc Construction Co., luJ

Precision Screw Co., 487
Quead,

W., Ltd., 402
Scientific Inventors' Syndicate, 235
Shenton. F. J., & Co., 599
Scott Electrical Co., 208
Selective Signal Co., 430

hi id's Parging Block Co., 118
South Coast Kearney High-speed

kail va V, 684
South Wales and West of England

Wireless Training College, 85
Strand Electric St Engineering Co.,

626
Telephone Motor Works, 651
Temple Bros., 22
Troughton & Simms. 487

. F. R„ 4 Co., 118
Wcckcs, L., 711

New Electrical Devices, Fittings, ant
Plant—

Air regulating device for Diesel
engines, Electrically operated, 40

•' Arora " electric fires, 269
" Atmos " street tamp, 614
Austin field workshop electric gene-

rating plant, 422
Austin X-ray portable power plant,

139
Belling cooking apparatus, 393
BennU automatic elevators, 718
Burglar and fire alarms, New, 269,

361
Capstan control gear, Electric, 393
Church lighting with concealed

Condensers, Determining salt-water
leakage in surface, 138

Crane signal, Indicating. 393
Cubicles, High-tension draw-out, 615
Cutter, New expansible boring, 8
Dorman petrol-electric sets, 664
" Easy-clip " shade carrier, 523
" Ediswan " electric fans, 672
" Ediswan " shell inspection lamp,

El

El-Compo " flexible hot pad, 9
electrically-propelled chai

Flour mill plant, Westinghouse, 559
Foot warmer for policemen, Electric,

452
Glass wool, 138
Helsby zinc rods, 523
" Holdfast " lamp guards, 586
Horn-gap (uses, 9, 47
Hot-pad, Electric, 9
" Hot-point " cooking appliances, 671
Humphrey type pumps, Small, 586

Ne 614

i
: KCTRiciL Devices, Fittings and
I'um— ceniinuvd.

" While's ' patenl porroslon-prooi

"Witt ind con-
era, 8

I

X-ray reflei toi a loi hall wall lampa,
659

Zcdlitc clcctrii

.;i

New Year's Honour! I

New /
New Zealand, Trade with, 284

Eli i Iroi 1
i il Worl ,

7"''

in thi i .S.A.,

4111

Nitrogen in the U.S.A., The fixation

Nitrogen, Norwegian, 49
Norway, Zinc smelting in, 459
Notes on electric welding practice, 91,

132, 183, 313

Nottingham as an industrial centre, 733
lard, 176

O

Isolating switches. 718
Jackson cookers, Large, 167
Joints in high-tension cables, Insula-

tion of, 452
Landholder, New insulated, 47
Lamp locking devices, 109
Lamp screen, Anti-aircraft, 224
Lamp, Small shell inspection, 586
Lamp shade, Revolving, 110
Lead' melting furnaces, 270
Lee electric water heater, 663
Lightning arresters, 522
Lineman's shoe, 310
Linotype metal pots Electrically

heated, 731
" Lumina" semi-indirect lighting fit-

tings, 224
"Marlor" cord grip, 362
Mayfield's sound augmenter, 614
" Mazda " shade for subdued light

ing, 474
Measuring the height of acid in

tanks, 614
Miners' " Scout," The, 270
Motors, Small power, 586
" O.K." dry cells, 269
" Overse is " rectifier, 139
Paper maki ig machinery, Electric-

ally-driven, 167
Parsons electric generating set, 362
" Perfect burglar alarm " system,

The, 361
Photo-electric relay, A. 72
" Premier " electric suction cleaner,

194
Pump. Electric fire, 270
Reflector, New shop window, 662
Revolving lamp shade, "Mazda," 110
Roberts buzzer, The ,730
Safety device for electric motor

vehicles, 421
Simplex lantern, 421
Simplex reflectors, 139
Switches and controllers, Liquij

starting, 270
Timber piling machine, 474
" Triumph " hand lamp, 263
Trolley shoe for tramways, 614

n p, N. iv. 72

Universal test i
:

" Verilux " glass, 586
Western Electric interphones, 311

BITUARY-

Baldwin, C. !•".. 626
Blackburn. R. S .

.".71

Blenkarne, W. C, 85
Brooks, B., 208
Brown, M.. 740
Castles, G., 346
Caulfield, Lt.-Col. St. George, R. S.,

Cockram, W. J., 740
Crookes, Lady, .">71

Dawbarn, R.'.V, 2!U
Dean, W., 571
Donaldson. Sir II. F., 683
Edwards, Private t,. [.. p., ???
Fairweather, C. W., 318

. Miss I.. 74u

Frewer, K. C, 85
Gnauth, Herr I-'., 599
Gordon, J., 346
Grigg, R., 55
Hanning, W., 740
Hutchings, W., 626
Ilg. A.. 55
Jones, F. J., 118
Kelvin, Lady, 346
Kingsford, H„ 178, 208
Lacey, F. W.. 373
Levinstein, I., 346
Mansell, W. C. 683
Miles, D. T.. 654
Neale, G. A., 373
O'Kelly, H. M., 150
Richards. 1 ., 4112

Robertson, Lt.-Col. Leslie S-, 654,

683
Sabine, A. L., 2:1',

Salis, E. W., 571
Short, B., 318
Smith, J. W., 626
Stanley, W., 683

J. E. M., 626
Stott, J., 487
Swan, J. C, 55
Thompson, Prol. SilVanUS P., 683

Thornton, E., 571
Tranter, J., 711
Todhunler, W., 711, 739
Tucker, G. N. G., 84
Tweedy, R. W., 599
Venner, R. F., 118
Vesey, Captain C, 85
Vetch, Colonel R. H., 150

Walker, F., 513
Webb, E. March 711

Wilkinson, Lieutenant J. I

Wilson, Sir C. Rivers, 208
Wood, J., 208
Woodall, Sir Corbet, 599

Wordingham, Mrs., 571

Official Returns—
Adelaide Electric Supply Co., 346

Alderlev v Wilmslow Electric Sup-
ply Co., 684

Alliance Electrical Works, 236
Aluminium Foil Co., 208
Anderson, D., & Co., 85, 119
Amazon Telegraph Co.. 119

Asbestos & General Paint Co., 487
Alias Carbon & Battery Co., 430
Banbury & District Electric Supply

Co., 402
Barbados Electric Supply Corpora-

tion, 119

Bath Electric Tramways, 684
Baughan & Co., 346
Baxendale Bros., 654
i & Moss. 684
Berkeley & Young, 6.14

Blackpool & Garstang Electric Light
Railway Co., 119

Black-well, "R. W., & Co.. 208
Bogota Telephone Co., 263
Bourne End Electric Installation Co.,

263
Bourton-on-the-\Vater Electric Light

and Power Co., 318, 711

Braby, F., & Co., 85
Brankfoot Power Co., 22

D., & Co., 346
Bridgwater & District Electric Sup-

ply & Traction Co., 684
Bright's Light & Power Co., 430

Biilliant Arc Lamp & Engineering

Co., 571
British Battery Co., 346
British Electric Transformer Co., 684

British Electrical Export Co., 263

OrriCUL RlTURNS—continued.
British 1.. M .lactur-

864

. 711

. hi and

way
208

l.leclric

Supply
Bur,,, ways & Light-

ing i

Burt, I

( ,,ii, i. rnc Electri

idgc Electric Supply i

I

Cash, rl !.,'•.

City of B

City of Freetown (Sierra Leone)
Electricity Co.,

City <>! Oxford Electric Tramways,
US

Clarke, chapman a i

Coatb Supply
Co., 85

rks, 180, 236
Cordoba Light, Pos

Co., 180
Costa Rica Electric Light & Trac-

tion Co., 151
Credenda Conduits Co., 85
Crosslcy Bros., 430. 487
Derby Lamp W,„ :

Dicki Kerr & C
Dove, W. E., & Co., 515
Electric Reduction Co., 85
Electric Train Lighting Syndicate,

430
Electro-Flex Steel Co., 85
Electro Galvanisers, 180, 654
Ellis & Ward, 85
Enfield Electric Cable Manufacturing

118, 208
Electric Furnaces & Smelters, 373

ring & Arc Lamps, 373
Faringdon Electric Light & Power

Co., 318
Foote & Milne, 180
Gambrell Bros., 208
General Accessories Co., 85

W. T., & Co., 571
Hacking. C. W., & Co.
Hildebrandt, I:.. 571
Hindhead & District Elect

. 180

373

graph Works Co., Ltd., 571
Isle of Thanet Electric Tramways

and Lighting Co.. 402, 430
Keith & Blackman, James, 22, 684
Kcynsham Electric Light & Power

Co., 119
Kingolite Co., 208
Lamplough & Son, 85, 600
Lancashire Light Railways Co., 318

,r & Engineering Co.,

Light Works, 118
Wells Electric Light

402
Lame Elect

Llandrindod
and Power Co., 571

M. & G. Truck and Engineering Co.,
85

Masham & District Electric Supply
Co., 180

Mawdsl, • 2 ;

Monte Video Telephone Co., ???
Muirhead S; Co., 118
Musselburgh and District Electric

Light & Traction Co., 263
National Electric Engineering Co.

289
New Era Signs. 627
Newton & Wright, 487
Newtons, 85
North Wales Tower & Traction Co..

236
Northampton Electric Light S: Power

Orford Electric Light & Power Co.,
402

Oriental Telephone & Electric Co..
236

Osram-Robertson Lamp Works, 208

Pernambuco Tramways & Powe I
.

Pirelli, 85, 684
Gas Corporation, 180

Priestman Bros .
"

IVitchett and Gold S

Storage Co., 654
Productive Engineers. 544

,, trie Traction Co., 180
Railway Finance & Construction Co.,

85
Ramsden Green. 402
Record Electrical Co., 544
Reed Bros. Engineers, 318
Resisto Electrical Manufacturing

Co.. 85
Rugby Lamp Co., 263
Runbaken Magneto Co., 402
Rural Electricity Supply, 711
Ruthin Electric Supply, 85
South Metropolitan Electric Light &

Power Co., 711
Spencer, John, 208
Strode & Co., 291
Sun Electrical Co., 236, 544
Telephone Co. of Egypt. 236
Torpoint Electric Supply Co., 151

Turner, G. H., & Co.. '487, 544
United Flexible Metallic Tuhing, 430
Vandervell, C. A., & Co., 654
Wakelini, 571
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Webb Lamp Co., 373
Westinghouse Cooper-Hewitt Co.,

208, 236
White, Jacoby & Co., 263

Willans & Robinson, 571

Woodbridge & District Electric Light
Co., 430

vitchge Sub-Oil in high-pressur
stitutes for, 474

Oils for transformers, Insulatinj

Opportunities throughout the

Our trading, 36
Organisation, 246
Organisation, Industrial, 1

Organisation of electricity suppl

future, 22o
Organisation, National business, 65

Organisation, National industrial, 385

The

554
Organisation of British

industry, The, 652, 70s
Organisation of science, 371

Orwell electric vehicles, 344
Output of U.S. power static

trical, 400
Overhead wires and
Oxygen and hydroge

electrolytic, 475

engineering

ables, 342

PAN
71

ANAMA Canal, Electricity on the,

Canal locks, Electrical opera
tion of, 543

Patent applications, 456, 676, 699, 704
Patent restoration, 49, 79, 201, 255, 313,

509, 676
Patent specifications, Renumbering of, 9

Patents and alien enemies, 53, 117, 172.

373, 423, 509
Patents Board, Australian, 153
Patents, designs, and trade marks, 652

Patents expiring during 1910, List of

British, 720
Patents in war-time, 498
Patents, New, and Published specifica-

tions, 32, 64, 96, 128. 160, 188, 216,

244, 272, 300, 328, 356, 384, 412,

440, 468, 496, 524, 552, 580, 608,

636, 664, 692, 720, 748,

Fatents, The working of unsealed, 555
Pay wallets, 647
Peat fuel, Danish, 652
Peking Government University, Engi-

neering equipment required for, 486

Percentages, Rule-of-thumb in, 266
Petrograd electricity plans, 400
Petrograd Lighting' Co. of 1886, 378
I'hcenix Assurance Co.'s building, Elec-

trical equipment of, 500
Photographic work, Over-run gas filled

lamp in, 261
Platinum, A substitute for, 271
Platinum leading-in wires, Substitute

for, 543
Pocket lamp progress (Efandem Co.),

284
Post Office engit

London, 739'

Powdered coal, Burning, 244
Power and heat for chemical plants,

651
Power, Cheap, 512
Power factor in three-phase supply

tariffs. Accounting for, 557
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As a nation we know a good deal more about German

means and methods than we did a year and a half ago,

and the voices of those who have cried for years in

the wilderness anent the national importance of in-

dustrial reform are now listened to. The outstanding

characteristic of the German is his thoroughness. It

permeates his every walk of life—even his methods of

" frightfulness." At times this characteristic,

coupled with a good proportion of Dummheit, leads

him into the most absurd and " impossible " of situ-

ations (as witness the majority of his diplomatic

machinations)—at times, it leads him into a positive

bewilderment of micro-detail (as witness many of his

researches, which produce an amazing wealth of in-

digestible data but no conclusions). These, however,

are the results of becoming obsessed by the system,

and they do not alter the fact that Teutonic develop-

ments during the past fifty years have largely resulted

from Teutonic thoroughness. Without any attempt

to transplant a German quality to an uncongenial

soil we shall do well to adapt any good features that

we have observed in German industrialism and com-

mercialism to our own circumstances before the Ger-

man detects and tries to remedy the defects of his

system.

As we have heard very frequently of late, the

broad principles of prosperity are that as little as

possible of manufactured products be imported, and

that organised efficiency of equipment, processes an-i

policy be found not only in individual firms and in-

dividual industries, but also in our national industry

as a whole. A central body is needed which shall be

qualified and equipped to collect information relating

to markets and sources of supply and able to deal

with the whole of our industry and commerce as one
vast business enterprise. In a large industrial under-

taking there are frequent conferences of depart-

mental heads to ensure that the whole concern

which may embrace works in half a dozen towns,

is taking best joint advantage of markets and transit

facilities. From time to time, fresh works or fresh

departments are started to take advantage of the by-

products of others or to supply the needs of others

in the joint concern. Why should such organisation

and such policy stop short at the largest private

firms ? Why not national conferences along similar

lines? If Government lethargy and hopeless official-

dom form the chief stumbling block, then that block-

should be cleared away, or else the manufacturers

and commercial firms! of this country must establish

an organisation of their own. There seems nothing

impossible in the suggestion that every firm should

be given a number of votes proportional to its pro-

ductive turnover, and invited to assist in electing a

central body which should have the development of

national industry and commerce as the beginning and

end of its aims.

If there be a chance of such a body getting effec-

tively to work, it is imperative that the first steps

be taken by firms and individuals of high standing.

[1] C
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so that lid suspft on of private interest be aroused,
and it is equallj important that il be understood that
the co operation of every firm, la.

needed. Then- ran thus be tunned what ma\ be
called an Industrial Parliament, entire!} fre<

the baneful influence of politicians [ts resources
will be immense without placing am appn
burden on individual " constituents." Provided that
there is nothing of a hole-in the corner nature about
the floating of such a scheme, there seems to be no
reason why it should not at once assume national pro-
portions. As a national organisation, embracing e\ ery
industry, nothing could resist its activities, and we
believe that on a proper elective basis it would com-
mand general confidence and energetic support.
A matter closely associated with the lessons in

national industrial organisation and intensive organ-
isation of individual works taught to us hv the pre-
sent war, is the value of national testing and appro-
ving. For years past the National Physical labora-
tory has been gaining rapidly in reputation, and
ever-increasing numbers of private firms have taken
advantage of the services it offers in standardi
and testing work. Now that it has been made the
final arbiter in so many matters connected with the
production of munitions, its scope and qualifications
should be brought home more clearly than ever to
manufacturers all over the country, and its relations
with British industry should be permanently improved
thereby, to the benefit of all concerned.

It is no mean work which the National Physical
Laboratory has accomplished in extending its staff

and equipment to undertake the responsible work of
testing wireless and all sorts of other electrical equip-
ment—on top of an immense amount of research
work and mechanical standardisation and testing,
such as inspectionof gauges (the final arbiter of accu-
racy in shell production), testing constructional mate-
rials, and so on. In due course publication of what
has been done, and the means whereby the high
standard of precision has been maintained, should
inspire confidence and excite that interest which has
unfortunately been rather lacking in the past. In
short, its services in war work should place national
testing and standardisation on a broader, firmer basis
than heretofore. This, in conjunction with the revo-
lutionary reorganisation which has taken place in

our industry as a whole, will place us in a much better
position to face the industrial struggle to come. And
there is reason to believe that we shall need every
advantage that can be given to us by circumstances
and by our own efforts.

Thk outbreak of the conflict now

1J)15.
ra8'ng between civilisation and barbarism

cut short experimental research in the

Old World and compelled onr investigators to turn their

attention from peaceful progress to the arts of war

;

especially was research in wireless telegraphy and telephony

forbidden ground except to the scientific staffs of the Army
and Navy. Just before the commencement of the war
sundry hints were thrown out by the Marconi Co. as to the

approaching success of its efforts to place wireless telephony

on a commercial -footing, but whether sufficient progress

had been made to enable our defenders to make use of it

in the course of their operations we do not know, and if we
did, we should not tell. Hut in the Western Hemisphere
no such restrictions obtained, and our American friends
made good use of the unique opportunities at their com-
mand, with the result that the year 1915 will for ever be
distinguished by two great achievements—trans-Continental
and trans-Atlantic telephony.

The former was inaugurated on January 25th, when the
veteran inventor of the telephone, Dr. Alexander Graham
Bell, conversed with his assistant of 1876, Mr. T. A.

Watson, over 8,400 miles of line between New York and

San Francisco, a line consisting of 1,480 tons of copper wire

per circuit, carried on no fewer than 130,000 poles. That

the human voice unaided should be capable of energising so

great a mass of metal, of so attenuated dimensions, so

effectually as to be recognisable at the far end of the line, is

inconceivable ; the feat, in fact, was only made possible by

injecting into the circuit energy derived from external

sources by the aid of relays, the development of which in

itself was a striking achievement.

No such assistance en rrwte was possible in the case of

wireless telephony ; once launched, the etherial vibrations

must pursue their course on their own merits, and

therefore we may perhaps regard the latter accomplish-

ment as the more remarkable, although it represented

only a tentative performance, and has not, like the former,

become a commercial proposition. In this instance the

human voice controlled at their source electric waves which

traversed a distance of 1,000 miles, and still remained

capable of being understood when reconverted into sound

waves. As the longest distance covered in the former case

was 4,7.">0 miles, the palm for the greatest distance of trans-

mission of speech must be awarded to wireless telephony.

What will be accomplished in the future we cannot say, but

we can safely predict that future achievements will

put in the shade anything that we dare imagine now. And
these two great feats in themselves suffice to mark the year

as one of the most notable in the history of electrical

methods of communication.

There has been no holding back the
topper.

copper market, the strength of which

increased daily during the closing weeks of the old year, and

which shows no signs whatever of relaxing. There has

been an enormous business done in America, a large prc-

portion of which was on behalf of the Allied Governments,

and it was the buying in this connection which definitely

pushed the market up to round 22 cents a lb. for electro-

lytic, the movement in America being followed by an

upward rush in prices here which has carried refined

material to about £111 a ton c.i.f. Liverpool. The position

is one of the greatest gravity, for stocks have been reduced

to entirely trifling proportions, and it seems hopeless to look

for any substantial abatement in the material conditions

ruling the market at the present juncture. It is all too

apparent that the world's production has proved unequal

to meeting the enormous demands for munition's. While
production cannot well be extended, there seems no limit to

the absorption of metal for war purposes. It is estimated

by those in a position to speak with Some authority, that the

Allies are using up about 35,000 to 40,000 tons of oopper

a month, and the estimate seems to be pretty well based as

far as can be ascertained from the broad indications avail-

able.

There are, of course, no approximate figures either of pro-

duction or consumption now issued, but as the world's output
of copper can be put down at about a million tons a year,

the importance of the war can easily be gauged from a con-

sideration of the facts set forth. So far as general consump-
tion is concerned, each week sees a lessening in the business

done. Labour scarcity is reported in all directions, while

copper is practically too dear to be used for anything other

than munition requirements, where expense is a factor which
never enters into consideration. How far the upward move-
ment may be carried is a mere matter of conjecture, but it

may be said that there is not the slightest sign, so far, of

any relief coming to the situation. No doubt, if there were
any sign of peace there would be a sharp break in prices
but it is by no means a foregone conclusion that the termina-
tion of hostilities and the resumption of normal national

conditions in Europe would produce a permanent lowering
of prices, for the accumulated demands of the warring
nations, to say nothing of the necessity of making good the
hundreds of millions sterling of damage, might quite easily

keep copper for an indefinite period upon a higher plane
than has been seen within living memory.
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ELECTRIC COOKING AT EUSTON STATION.

In connection with the handsome new dining-room which

has recently been opened by the London and North-Western

Railway Co. at Euston Station, advantage has been taken of

the opportunity to install a modern, and indeed model,

system of electric cooking, in substitution for the previous

cooking arrangements which involved the use of steam
and gas-heated apparatus.

The complete electrical equipment has been supplied by
the Brompton and Kensington Accessories Co., and is

installed in a basement kitchen, and servery and grill

adjoining the dining-room. The kitchen equipment com-
prises four ovens, each measuring internally 2 ft. by 2 ft.

by 2 ft. 6 in. high, with the heating elements arranged

Intebiob of Electbic Kitchen, Euston Station, showing Ovens, Ham Boilebs, &c.

Labge Boiling Table, Euston Station Electbic Kitchen.
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around the sides and back. Seven different heats are provided,

controlled through two three-way Diamond II switches,

with pilot lights, in which the bulbs are enclosed in metal

spinnings to safeguard against breakages, and Zed fuses

—

accessories of this type being used throughout the equip-

ment. Above the oven range is a hot closet, with a
maximum loading of 8 k\v. controlled by two single-pole

switches, and the total loading of the oven range is 2:; k u.

Adjoining the oven range are two ham-boilers, each
of SO gallons capacity taking about eight average-size hams,
together these have a loading of 7 •5 kw., and adjoining this

apparatus is a double grill for kitchen use, both apparatus

being provided with heat regulation, and the latter—with
7 kw. loading—having four push-and-pull switches, with
fuses and pilot lights. In the centre of the kitchen is what
forms, in more senses than one, the technical piece de

resistance of the equipment—a large boiling table equipped
with 23 hot plates of from 2,000 to 1,200 watts maximum
loading, giving a total loading of 38*6 kw. Each plate is

provided with a three-heat regulation switch, fuse and pilot

light, these accessories being arranged round the frame of

the top plate. A bain-marie, arranged in two sections

with 1,600 watts, maximum loading, a hot closet for 1,000
plates with two-heat regulation and a loading of 3 - 7 kw.,
and a vegetable steamer with six nests, and a 4'5-kw. loading

with three-heat regulation, are also installed ; while adjacent

to the service lifts in the entrance, which communicate
with the servery above, is a small hot closet, of 2 43-kw.
loading, for keeping the food warm while en route to the

servery. The service lifts are of the Waygood automatic

type, with push-button control.

In the servery—which is, of course, close to the dining-

room—there is, adjacent to the lift, a vegetable server with
a 4"2-KW, loading and two heats to each compartment ; the

top plate of this server is arranged for the reception of two
nests or upper sections of the vegetable steamer, which are

lation, fresh air being introduced and used air exhausted
through special trunking, while the kitchen is tiled and
finished in white, and electrically lighted throughout. In
fact, one cannot help the reflection that such an excellent

example of modern hygienic cooking methods should not be
hidden from the public view, and that both the company
and the public would be gainers were it allowed to advertise
itself directly, as well as indirectly, by the excellent cooking
results which, we understand, are being obtained. It may
be mentioned that each apparatus is on a separate fused

circuit and each circuit is led through a meter with a view
to obtaining complete cost records.

The total number of meals served at present per day is

about 400 ; the equipment has a total loading of 130 kw.
The work has been carried out under the supervision of

Lieut.-Colonel Cortez-Leigh, T.D., R.E., chief electrical

engineer to the L. and N.-W. Rly. Co., to the requirements
of the Hotel Department.

DIRECT-CURRENT MOTOR MAINTENANCE.

Br S. LEES.

View in the Servery, showing Carving Table and Vegetable Server.

transferred direct with their cooked contents to it, pre-

paratory to serving. Two soup tureens kept hot by means

of water baths are also fitted ; the heat regulation is con-

trolled by six push-and-pull switches.

The servery also contains a large carving table with five

cutting dishes for joints and other sundries ; an electrically

heated shelf behind enables plates and food to be kept hot

while waiting delivery, and hot cupboards are also provided

below the table for keeping food warm.
The total loading of this apparatus is 10 kw. and heat

regulation by means of six single-pole switches is provided.

Yet another piece of apparatus has been installed—viz.,

the dining room electric grill, which, as usual, is adjacent

to, and visible from, the dining room. This has two grill-

ing compartments, with hot closets above and below, and
has a 12-o-kw. loading. The switches in this case are of the

push and pull type. It will be seen that the equipment is a

very complete one in every way, and the kitchen is in many
respects a model one, being provided with mechanical venti-

(Continued from Vol. 77, page 838.)

The box type of brush-holder has now almost completely

ousted the hinged-arm or the grip type which was so

prevalent a few years ago. The grip-holder, when con-

structed properly, with due regard to its right application,

makes a thoroughly good and satisfactory brush clip ; the

box type, however, possesses peculiar advantages which
render this form more suitable for use on modern multipolar

motors. The smaller amount of circumferential space

occupied by the box-holder afforts greater protection against

the detrimental effects of " flash-over."

And with a tendency ever towards

economy, especially in the direction of

cubical dimensions, the commutator end,

particularly in the small-powered machines,

becomes a detail of extremely restricted

dimensions, and consequently, the

short-pitched brush gear, practically un-

avoidable under such circumstances, gets

uncomfortably crowded. Hence, faults

which become manifest in "flashing-over
"

invariably play havoc with the brush-gear.

It is possible, and moreover, by no means
a rare occurrence, for a " flash-over " to

maintain an arc sufficiently destructive iu

effect to wreck the brush-holders— the

circuit fuses remaining intact, although

not under-rated. The complication of

detail so common in brush-holders of

only a few years ago has gradually dis-

appeared, and the absence of " knock-off
"

catches has rendered the present-day box-

type holder a very simple affair by com-
parison with its earlier prototypes. The
helical spring, too, has given way to some

modification or other of volute spring of ribbon section ; and
by suitably shaping the free end of the spring to correspond

to the brush head, auxiliary triggers are dispensed with.

Given a sufficient number of convolutions in the spring,

tension adjusting gear is unnecessary, as the pressure exerted

at the free extremity of the spring is practically uniform

throughout the comparatively small range of travel re-

quired for nearly all, if not all, commercial brushes.

Many manufactuiers have adopted this construction as a

standard type, using the same size of holder in multiple as

required. Some little time back two well-known makers
had turned out quite a number of big machines fitted with

this type of brush-holder for tramway traction service. In

both cases under review the brush-gear was of unusually

massive build, but an unforseen weak point pretty nearly

caused the condemnation of the whole brush-gear. This

circumstance came about as follows : The position of the

brush-spring normally stood out considerably proud of the

body of the holder casting, as will be seen on reference to
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fig. 8. Obviously, under the abnormal conditions inseparable

from traction operation, the effects of "flashing-over "would

be more concentrated on the outside turns (a) of the spring

than on any other part, and so it proved. Spring renewals

became of rather too frequent occurrence, and there was

always the added danger of a severed spring uncoiling and

coming in contact with the commutator many bars behind

the same line of brushes. The writer has good reason for

citing this case, as he had the " pleasure " of rehabilitating

a number of installations of machines afflicted with the

trouble described. An effective expedient for protecting

brush-gear, especially the weaker and more exposed details

thereof, is to shield the holder with a guard made of vul-

canised fibre (sheet), one method of application being

represented at a in fig. 9.

As an external protective agency the employment of vul-

canised fibre finds many useful applications in the operation

of electrical machinery. A prolific source of breakdown is

Fig. 9.

that arising from the failure of field-coil connecting wires.

In practically all makes of machines, especially of motors, the

conventional short tag of wire is used. Sometimes in the

winding of the spool a finishing turn of heavier gauge wire

is used for strength, but invariably the frail tag end issues

at a point more or less inconvenient for connection with the

adjacent coil. After the usual servings of spirit varnish the

insulation becomes so brittle that great care is required in

handling to avoid breaking off the said tag end of wire,

which would, of course, necessitate unwrapping the coil

covering before repair could be made. There are very few

firms indeed that fit a really sound and mechanically safe

terminal attachment for field-coils. Two neat devices for

this purpose are shown in figs. 10 and 11. As a safeguard

against accidental breakage or damage to the connecting

wires, a good plan is to protect the leads by a length of

fibre tubing, as represented at a in fig. 11. Fibre tubing

may also be used with advantage on the terminal ends of

brush-leads and similar connections. This addition obviates

the unsightly mess of a matted bunch of greasy dishevelled

braiding or flabby overgrown heap of decomposing rubber,

and, moreover, makes for greater safety. The desirable

neatness too of the finish given to such connections is obvious

on reference to fig. 12.

Regarding carbon brushes, the writer asserts deliberately

that practically all the troubles arising therefrom are caused

either directly or indirectly through insufficient discrimina-

tion being made in their selection for the various classes

of duty. There can be no excuse (except perhaps,

economy) for using unsuitable brushes, as any reputable

maker can supply carbon brushes graded to fit every known

condition of working. What is commonly known as

blackening of commutators is a condition which can be

usually corrected by a suitable change of brushes. There

is a growing tendency toward the wider use of plain or

metal-capped brushes without bonding strips or cords,

especially for low-powered motors. This cannot be looked

upon as other than a retrograde step, as even if a number

of brushes of the same design are used, the absence of any

Fig. 12.

properly defined path for the brash current leads to all

manner of trouble, and the inevitable heating which is set

up destroys the tension spring, and insidiously weakens the

holder at some slim part or other, such as rivet, pin, screw,

&c. Greater tension, too, is required to ensure sufficient

contact between the spring member and the brush

;

obviously, the life of the brush is considerably reduced

therebv. For bonded brushes, probably the best method

of amalgamating the flexible copper member with the

carbon mass is to employ some binding medium which

allows of the connection being made while the brush is in

the plastic stage. The common method of soldering the

bond to a metal cap or pin is unreliable, and the use of

screw-clips and claws is equally bad, as, in addition, the

practice renders a large proportion of the brush unusable.

This detail is admittedly a weak point. There can be no

excuse, however, for the existence of the many wretched devices

which are to be seen at the other extremity of the brush-

bond. For instance, the brushes of a certain standard

1,000-kw. machine were fitted with bonding cords which

terminated in toy-like thimbles secured by } in. Whitworth

screws, the tapped hole in the thimble socket being

insufficient in section to carry even a couple of full threads.

The employment of separately attached terminals or thimbles
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is bad and quite unnecessary, as suitable eyelets may be

formed easily on the flexible bond itself by pressing or

welding. Of the various methods in vogue for securing the

eyelet end of the bond to the brush-holder or its spindle very

few can be described as good, some are indifferent, the

majority distinctly bad. Naturally, the ordinary threaded

screw is largely used, and if due regard be paid to proper

proportions, this method of making the connection provides

a secure and efficient fastening. But one might, not alto-

gether unreasonably, wish for a more facile and dignified

way of securing a refractory brush-bond on a bottom set of

brushes of a 1,000-kw. generator, than by means of a

No. "< 15. A. round-head screw, the operator lying face upward

with spinal column at a most unnatural angle. For this

purpose such ridiculously small screws are altogether out of

place ; nothing smaller than a iVin. Whitworth, or

equivalent thread, should ever be used, and loose washers

should be avoided always. A good form of screw is shown

at fig. 13. The type of pin plug (fig. 14) is used on some

makes of motors, various kinds of socket being available ;

in one form a spring clip is attached to the brush-holder by

means of screws, in others an extension of the holder itself

is made to form a socket into which the said pin is intro-

duced. To be really efficient a pin-plug for this kind of

duty should have a bifurcated shank and be brazed or

Fig. 13. Fio. it. Fig. 15.

Welded to the flexible tape or cord, and fit into a correctly-

drilled socket, one form of this attachment being shown at

fig. 15. The shoulder at a is to prevent the pin from

touching the commutator, as it not infrequently happens

that the careless replacing of a brush-bond results in a

badly-grooved commutator, when the connecting pin is un-

shouldered. Some makes of brushes are fitted with bonds

of inordinate length, especially for the smaller sized motors ;

great care should, therefore, be exercised in fitting so as to

avoid making accidental contact with the motor case, or

fouling the brush tension spring or trigger. The writer has

experience of many cases where unnecessarily long brush-leads

have become welded to the motor frame, causing considerable

damage and inconvenience, through being disturbed during

cleaning operations.

Another fruitful source of trouble is the failure of the

external insulation at the commutator end clamp-ring, as

indicated at «, fig. 16. Usually, the breakdown is not

primarily due to inherent defects or flaws in the insulation

itself, but rather is the resultant effect of the time-honoured

practice of binding with string or twine. The inconsistent

practice of covering a fairly wide space of mica or micanite

with cotton or hemp banding is really ridiculous. To argue

that a serving of shellac solution is afterwards applied only

aggravates matters, as the inevitable shrinkage that takes

place renders the banding brittle and easily severed ; more-

over, the interstices between the several turns afford lodging

places for dirt and grease. Further, to re-string an unwound
band in situ is not an amateur's job, even were such a

course recommendable, which it is not. This practice, still

widely persisted in, is bad, mechanically and electrically,

and it would seem, surely, that some better form of finish

should not be beyond the resources of the progressive manu-
facturer. A satisfactory method was employed by one of the

pioneer firms for a good many years, on fairly high-voltage

machines.

The practice of " grooving " commutator bar insulation

as a panacea for sparking troubles has enjoyed a very short-

lived vogue, and perhaps rightly so. Doubtless, many
cases of sparking have become amenable to some modifica-

tion or other of this kind of treatment, but its application

as a cure-all savours somewhat of the " tall order."

Endless expedients have been devised and used with

more or less success in the amelioration of sparking

arising from external causes, and every plant attendant will

have faith in his own particular pet palliative for adminis-

tration in refractory cases. One might wish there were

fewer proprietary nostrums on the market, as such so-called

commutator compositions do more harm than good in

ignorant hands, and it is by such that these substances are

mostly used. Purely external sparking can be invariably

traced to some well-defined cause or other, and when shorn

of the profound mystification which usually surrounds the

diagnosis of such affections, the disturbing factor oftener

than not proves to be of an almost ridiculously simple

character.

Given fair treatment a commutator will run for a sur-

prisingly long time, even when it has become worn consider-

ably out of truth. It is a mistake, however, unduly to

overrun a machine when in such a state. The best policy

always in such circumstances is to have the commutator

properly trued up before the inevitable mishap occurs. Of

the two methods available—turning and grinding, it is pretty

safe to say that neither has much, if any, advantage as

regards the finished job over the other, all things else being

equal. The turning of commutator metals demands the

services of the skilled turner experienced on this particular

class of work. On the other hand, a satisfactory job may
be made by an unskilled hand (that is to say, one in-

experienced at turning) with a good grinding machine.

This is rendered possible by the employment of devices

hitherto found only on the more expensive and fixed machine

tools. Control of feeds and speeds is now obtained with

micrometer-like precision, and the possibility of over-

running is eliminated by automatic reversing and stop-

gear motion. One great advantage of the modern

commutator grinder is that the commutator which is being

operated upon also drives the grinder, usually by means of

friction gear. With the older types of grinding machine

the necessity for some external source of driving agent often

added to the difficulties of overhauling a commutator. Of

course, there are limits to the application of grinding in situ,

especially in small sizes of motors—say, 20 H.P. and down-

wards. Improved methods of design and manufacture have

rendered the withdrawal of an armature quite a simple

matter, and no special appliances are necessary for its sub-

sequent insertion between lathe centres. Once it is properly

chucked, the actual work of turning up the commutator is

performed with less expenditure of labour and time than if

grinding were resorted to. When truing a commutator

by turning, light cuts only should be taken, especially at

the start, as the bulk of the cutting is on white stock, and

mica quickly turns the edge of the tool. Heavy cuts, too,
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have a tendency to spring the commutator bars and open

the mica, thus presenting openings for the entry of

metal dust and chips. A good average cutting speed is

90 to 100 ft. per minute, using a sharp V tool having

slight lop rake and set at centre of work. A good finish is

obtained with " medium " and " fine " carborundum cloth.

To prevent the lodging of cuttings between the commutator
connnections a stiff paper covering should be previously

attached in a suitable manner. The practice of swathing

the armature winding at this part in canvas wrapping has

much to recommend it, and has, in fact, been adopted

by -& few makers. Instead of the conventional rope sling

commonly used for lifting armatures, a form of cradle, as

shown at fig. 1 7 is better, as, with the latter, risk of damage
to winding, commutator, &c, is practically non-existent.

The writer has had the pattern illustrated made up of a

suitable size of Gandy belting with patch eyelets as shown,

for handling armatures up to tons in weight.

The fitting of new brushes is an operation far too casually

treated ; so also the re-bedding of the whole of the brushes

after skimming up the commutator is often neglected.

Obviously, owing to the reduced diameter of the com-
mutator, the brush face and commutator surface will not

coincide. The initial correct shaping of the brush face is

of the utmost importance, and new brushes should never be

left to shape on the commutator unassisted ; neglect of this

measure results in scorching and discoloration of the com-
mutator surface, which then requires restoration.

{To he continued.)
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SOUTH AFRICAN MUNICIPAL ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS IN CONGRESS.

The first annual Congress of the Association of Municipal

Electrical Engineers (Union of South Africa) was held in

Johannesburg, commencing on Monday, November 15th,

and terminating on Saturday, November 20tb, 1915. There

were present the undermentioned municipal electrical

engineers

On Monday the delegates were welcomed by the Mayor
(Mr. Norman Anstey) and the chairman of the Tramway
and Lighting Committee (Councillor T. F. Allen). Prof.

J. H. Dobson, general manager, Gas, Electric Supply and

Tramways Department, Johannesburg Municipality, was

unanimously elected President for the year, and in the after-

noon the members visited the Rosherville power station of

the Victoria Falls and Transvaal Power Co., returning to

Johannesburg at 6 p.m.

Un Tuesday morning the delegates visited the Crown

mines, and were received by the general manager,

Mr. A. J. Brett, and the underground manager, Mr.

Simpson. The party went down the mine, visited the large

underground electric pumping plant, and afterwards in-

spected the surface plant. In the afternoon, the President,

Prof. J. H. Dobson, delivered his inaugural address, and

was accorded a hearty vote of thanks by Messrs. T. C.

Wolley-Dod, of Pretoria, and B. Sankey, of Port Elizabeth.

Mr. W. F. Long, city electrical engineer of Cape Town,

read a short paper, entitled " Some Notes on the Prevention

of Corrosion in Condenser Tubes," and a lengthy discussion

followed.

On Wednesday the Congress met at 10 a.m. at the

Town Hall, and after informal business, Mr. John Roberts,

borough electrical engineer, Durban, read a paper on
" Tariffs of Prices for Electricity," which was fully

discussed. In the afternoon the delegates visited the

power station of the Randfontein Estates and Gold

Mining Co., being welcomed at the mine by Mr. T. P. E.

Butt, the chief electrical engineer to the company.

Next morning a paper on " Diesel Engines " was read by

Mr. W. Bellad-Ellis, borough electrical engineer, Queens-

Photo.: Brittain,]

A Group op the Delegates at the Confebence op the Municipal Electrical Engineers of South Africa,
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Greytown ; E. Poole, Durban. tXamet reading left to right.')
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towd, and after discussion the members visited the various
places of interest in the town ; in the evening they were
the guests of the S.A. Institute of Electrical Engineers
at the Transvaal School of Mines and Technology, when
Prof. J. H. Dobson read a paper entitled " The Distribu-
tion Plant of the Johannesburg Municipal Electric Supply
System," receiving a hearty vote of thanks from the Council
of the Institution for his valuable paper.

On Friday, further discussions on the papers read during
the week took place, and in the afternoon the Johannes-
burg municipal power station and distribution system were
visited, also the large municipal abattoirs.

The Congress was brought to a conclusion on the follow-
ing day, Saturday, when informal business was transacted,
and the additional officers and Council were elected for the
ensuing year, making the complete list as follows :—Pre-
sident, J. H. Dobson ; vice-presidents, W. F. Long, B.
Sankey, John Roberts, W. Bellad-Ellis ; hon. secretary,

F. T. Stokes ; hon. treasurer, E. T. Price.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS,

AND PLANT.

An Expansible Boring Cutter.

Messrs. Vislok, Ltd., of 2, St. Bride's Honse, Salisbury Square
E.C., have recently placed on the market a new patented adjustable
doable-ended cutter for finishing holes in boring- work, which is

known as the "Gauge-all." The new cutter consists of two high-
speed tool steel ends connected at the centre by special soft metal
alloy. When, after the usual wear, it is necessary to increase the
length of the cutter to its original dimensions, this is achieved by
lightly hammering the alloy centre, which, being compressed,

Fig. 1.

—

Method of Expanding Cutter.

forces out the steel ends. A U-Bhape iron or brass clip is placed
round the alloy centre in order to facilitate the operation, and it
will be noted that as the machine-man himself doeB this work,
frequent visits to the toolroom are dispensed with. A "Gauge-
all" cutter with one centre has finished 200 holes, 3 in. by 10 in.,

in steel castings, and as new centres can be put in by the makers,

I
Fig. 2.— Cutter, Showing Allot Centre.

its life oan be still further prolonged. The ordinary cutter after
about three visits to the toolsmith, has lost its nature, and there-
fore the new tool represents a great saving of tool steel—an
indispensable commodity at the present time—and time, whioh is

Fig. 3.—" Gauge^Axl " Cutter Expanded.

always costly. We understand that the " Gauge-all " cutter has
been thoroughly tested for a long time, mainly on steel castings,
with most satisfactory results, and that in practice it; has proved
as stiff under a heavy cut as a solid steel cutter.

" Wltton " Motor Starters and Controllers.

The General Electric Co., Ltd., of 07, Queen Victoria' Street,
E.C., has recently issued a new illustrated catalogue

—
" V section

supplement "—dealing particularly with the numerous types of
motor starters and controllers constructed by the company, which
it is prepared to deliver either from stock or at short notice.

All kinds of " Witton
'

' open, enclosed or.semi-encloBed D.c. starters
are stocked ; this also applies to plain A.c. motor starters. These
motor starters comprise adjustable three-phase resistances, with-
out any automatic features, mounted somewhat similarly to those
used in standard D.c. starters. The resistances are adjusted to
pass approximately full load current on the first contact and thus
to start- motors against full load torque. 'Off" contacts are
provided. A spring return and " on " catch may also be provided
at a slightly increased price. ^_, ~~=-~^

For starting three-phase Equirrel-cage motors against loads'not
exceeding half full-load torque, " Witton " star-delta drum type

Fig. 4.—"Witton" Mistake-proop Auto-transformer
Starter.

starters are to be recommended. These starters are suitable for
motors tekitfg a line current up to 50 amperes at 550 volts, three-
phase. The "starting," "running" and "off" positions follow
one another consecutively, bo that it is impossible to go from the
"off" to the " running " position without passing the " starting

'

stop.

Where equirrel-cage motors have to start against a greater
torque than half full load torque, an auto-transformer starter
should be employed ; these starters comprise an auto-transformer
with tappings giving a voltage of 40, 60, 70 and 80 per cent.

Fig. :..
—

" Witton " Liquid Starter for Use in Mikes,
Flour Mills, Cement Works or Dust-Laden

Atmospheres.

of the full line voltage, together with a change-over switch,
operated by an external handle. The transformer can be oil-

immersed if desired.

The well-kuown " Witton " liquid starter for continuous or
alternating current motors is also listed, and we understand
arrangements have been made to hold a large stock of finished
parts to facilitate quick delivery.
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In the case of extensions to existing motor equipment or new
motor equipment in improvised factories and workshops, the
" dockyard " and " factory " types of motor-starting panels are
especially suitable. These panels consist of a Salford switch and
fuse (two-pole for D.c. and three-pole for AC), one ammeter,
totally enclosed in the dockyard and open in the factory type,

and one D.c. or star-delta starter, totally enclosed in the dockyard

Fig. 6.

—

Factory Type Motor Starting Panel with Door
Open, showing Fuses.

and semi-enclosed in the factory type. The panel is simply bolted

in position on site and connected to the motor by leads in the

UBual way.
For the control of small cranes and in other situations where

space is limited, " Witton " 1 AR size controllers are suitable.

In addition to the foregoing, other controllers and controller

resistances are listed, as are automatic motor starters, ironclad

reversing switches, shunt regulators, main regulators, multiple

switch starters, single-phase motor starters, &c.

Horn-Gap Fuses.

In the Electrical World for December 11th, Mr. E. A. Dillard

describes methods which he has found satisfactory for the protec-

tion of small sub- stations against overload and breakdown of
apparatus with high-pressure fuses. He prefers annealed copper
wire for the fusible metal, though other metals would serve, and
has found it easy to calculate the time in which a fuse will blow
under given conditions, but not so easy to ensure the speedy
clearing of the arc that follows.

The best shape of horn was found experimentally ; straight

horns like portions of the letter V were not so good as horns

X*
?!" ->{< 12"—

Fig. 7.—Horn-Gap Fuse.

curved as in the accompanying figure, whichshows the horn-gap
fuses used on overhead circuits at 22,000 volts ; with these horns
the arc was opened in half the time required with horns of other
shapes.

The horns were made of galvanisediron pipe, provided with
Clamping bolts at the base for the fuse wire, which was also

wrapped round the horns, but enclosed fuses were found more
satisfactory, the fuse-wire being enclosed in a fibre tube surrounded
with a glass tube capped at one end with a heavy brass terminal.
On fusion taking place, the arc vapours are, violently expelled from
the open end of the tube, and the arc is quickly broken without
damage to the holder.

Electric Hot-Pad.

The Hoi-point Electric Heating Co., of 38, Poland Street,
Oxford Street, W., have introduced a new flexible metal hot-pad

—

the "El Comfo''—constructed of nickel-plated metal with a remov-
able eiderdown cover, and sufficiently flexible as a whole to bind
round an arm or leg or fit to the shape of the body.
A special feature is the provision for temperature regulation.

An even temperature can be maintained between 100" and 200° by

Fig. 8.
—

" El Comfo" Flexible Hot-Pad.

means of a thermostatic cut-out arranged inside the apparatup,
while the temperature limit is fixed by a small switch lever at one
end of the device. It is claimed that owing to the automatic heat
control, some five hours' service can be obtained for id. The

Fig. 9.

—

Aluminium Hot-Pad.

apparatus is supplied with 4 ft. of specially reinforced flexible to

connect to 6 ft, of ordinary cord and measures 10J in. by.6i in. by
\ in. thick.

A non-flexible aluminium hot-pad is also supplied of circular disk
pattern, with one side convex and the other concave to suit body
curves. The temperature arrangements and covering are similar

to the preceding type ; the apparatus is 8 in. in diameter and
weighs 1 lb. The heating elements are guaranteed for two years

for the tl sxible and for five years for the non-flexible type.

Japanese Electro-chemical Works.—H.M. Vice-
Consul at Osaka reports that a company has been formed in Osaka,
with a capital of 350,000 yen (about x. 35,700 at par), for the manu-
facture of caustic soda by the electrolytic process, and is going to

erect a factory in Kyushiu, where hydro-electric power is fairly

cheap. The machinery is to be Japanese. As a by-product
bleaching powder will be obtained, and an output of 300,000 lb.

of caustic soda per -month is spoken of.

Reiiniiilterinn' of Patent Specifications. — The
Patent Office announces that in order to give the public the advan-
tage of having abridgments of specifications up to date while
retaining their numerical sequence, applications for patents made
subsequent to 1915 will be given new numbers when their complete
specifications are accepted, or become open to public inspection
before acceptance. The new numbers will start with No. 100,001
(without any indication of date), and will supersede the original
application numbers in all proceedings after acceptance of the
complete specifications. It is intended in future to issue abridg-
ments of specifications in the illustrated official Journal a few
weeks later than that in which their acceptance or publication is

advertised, so that they will be available for search purposes soon
after the printed copies of the specifications are on sale ; but, until

the system is fully in force, they will only be issued when there
are sufficient to make up a full sheet of 16 pages. The present
series of abridgments will run concurrently with the new series

in the Journal until April, 1917, when it will 1>3 entirely super-

seded,

D
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THE IGNITION OF EXPLOSIVE GAS
MIXTURES BY ELECTRIC SPARKS.

By ,1. D. MORGAN, A M I E E

[Abstract 0) paver read before the Jnmtm riOM of Eli

Engineers al Birmingham, December \Sth, 1916.)

'i mi ignition of an explosive gas mixture by a spari

monly considered to depend upon the communication of beat

from the spark to the gas. Winn approaching the subjecl il

js natural to suppose that the ability of the spark to ignite

an In expressed in terms of the heat energy of the

spark. On examining the subject experimentally, however,

o suspicion is soon created that ignition depends partly, if

in i ( entirely, upon some cause other than beat.

Assuming that beat alone when accompanied by sufficient

temperature is capable of causing ignition, it would appar-

ently be right to suppose that the mode of producing electric

sparks containing sufficient beat could have no effect .upon

the igniting property of such sparks. This, however, is not

found t<i be the case.

Prof. Thornton lias shown that a greater amount of energy

is required to produce an igniting spark by an alternating
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When a pair of contact points in a non-inductive circuit

are separated so that an arc is maintained between thena, it

is true that the product v i is a measure of the power of the

arc. The value of v i is not necessarily the same during arcing

as when the contacts are together, and there is no reason

for assuming them to be the same when the arc is only of

momentary duration. Therefore v i prior to 6parking is not
a measure of the power of a hot-point spark. Further, in

non-inductive circuits carrying the same power, both ignit-

ing and non-igniting sparks can be produced by simply alter-

ing the shape or material of the contacts. Again, when the

circuit is inductive and the above effect does not enter or is

negligible, then the energy which produces the spark on
separating the contacts is expressed by L i

2
. With the same

energy either igniting or non-igniting sparks may be pro-

duced according to the shape or material of the sparking

points.

As already indicated, curves connecting volts and amperes,
or amperes and inductance, in the circuit are useful as giving

a general idea of the magnitudes involved in the production

ef igniting sparks, but caution must be exercised in using
them, since (1) a. variation of the size or material of the

sparking points is attended by an alteration of the value of

the circuit current required to produce an igniting spark, and

(2) the incendivity of a spark depends to some extent upon
its duration.
The general conclusion to which the author has been led

by a variety of experiments on the electrical ignition of gases

is that it is necessary to distinguish between the energy

which produces a spark and that quality of the 6park termed
by him "incendivity," which enables the spark to cause

ignition, and that the magnitude of the one is not a measure
of the other, although there may be a more or less, regular

relation between them when certain physical conditions are

kept constant. Ignition seems to depend on the ionisation

caused by the spark. During the interval of sparking the

ionisation may be rapidly dissipated or neutralised. If the

neutralising action predominates there is no ignition of a gag

mixture. If there is little or no neutralising action, ignition

occurs immediately. Between these two limits there are a

variety of intermediate conditions, which apparently account

7 trmo/srjetty

tnemb/ertpar&.
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.;> on Creator spring,

Pig. 4.

for the delay of ignition indicated by fig. 3, and much of the
great irregularity that is often experienced in experimental
work on this subject.

Enclose^ Apparatus.—The effect on an explosion of the

shape of the gas containing-chamber is not sufficient to be
of any practical importance in the design of a case. How-
ever, if the shape is such that the case virtually comprises
two or more communicating compartment*;, then an explosion
initiated in one of them might spread to and produce destruc-
tive effects in the other; and a given gas mixture which
explodes harmlessly in a motor case when the armature is

at rest might explode with sufficient violence to wreck the
case when the armature is in motion. These, phenomena are
quite well known in connection with the study of gas explo-
sions. The increased pressure in the first is due to compres-
sion prior to ignition, and in the second is due to turbulence.
In the design of protective cases for electrical apparatus it

is necessary (1) to avoid intercommunicating chambers or
chambers with partitions so arranged that it is possible for

an explosion in one chamber to compress the gas in the other
before igniting it, and (2) to construct the case so that it will

withstand the increased explosion pressure due to turbulence.
A motor which successfully resisted an internal gas explosion
when at rest had its cover blown off by an explosion when
the motor was in motion. At first sight this does not appear
to agree with what is known of turbulence effects; but the
explanation is probably that when an explosion occurs in a
chamber in which the cooling surface is relatively large,

turbulence may produce not only an increased rate of explo-
sion but also an increased maximum pressure. A further fact

which might have a practical bearing upon the design of
covers is the character of the internal surface, if the configura-
tion involves restricted passages. A rough surface has an
accelerating effect both in dust and gas explosions, probably
due to turbulence. Whether this effect is appreciable in

closed chambers does not appear to be definitely known, but
in tubes the effect is very marked.

Mine DeU-circuita.—The signal bell-circuits employed in
mines commonly comprise a pair of bare wires connected to

a trembler bell and battery. A signal is given by connecting
the wires with the aid of a metal instrument. The bare-wire
system has much to commend it on the score of simplicity
and convenience, but latterly it has become the subject of
much suspicion, especially since the Senghenydd disaster in
1913. Suggestions have been made to abolish bare-wire cir-

cuits and employ enclosed switches arranged at suitable
intervals along insulated circuits, but the inconvenience of
this is sufficiently evident to make it clear that miners wdl
not abandon the bare-wire system unless it is shown to be
irremediably dangerous. The facts appear to be that the
system is not seriously risky and that what risk does exist
can easily be removed.
The spark at the trembler of a bell is more dangerous than

the single break-spark which occurs on the bare circuit when
ii signal is given. To avoid the use of a trembler it has been
proposed to use single-stroke bells; but the trembler bell is

apparently preferred by miners as the liability to mistake in
the interpretation of a signal is less with the trembler than
the single-stroke bell.

Danger of gas ignition at the trembler has been minimised
by the use of an enclosing case, and the risk due to the spark
in the external circuit has been tolerated partly for the reasons
that such spark is supposed to be comparatively harmless and
that the ventilation of the mine is sufficient to prevent the
accumulation near the wires of an explosive mixture. Labora-
tory investigations show that, using a bell of the ordinary
type, the break-spark can be not less dangerous than the
trembler spark. If it is deemed necessary to enclose the
trembler, there is no justification therefore for disregarding
the break-spark. The first necessity is to abolish the break-
spark or reduce it to a harmless dimension, and the second
is to render impossible such a variation of the bell adjust-
ment as would enable a dangerous break-spark to be produced.
The results of tejsts by the author on a mining bell in an

atmosphere of coal-gas are shown in fig. 4. One object was to
find the variation of current in the bell circuit with variation
of voltage, and the manner in which these variations are
affected by alterations of the bell adjustments. The other
object was to find with what voltage and current ignition
could be obtained both at the trembler and the break or con-
tact in the external circuit. By adjusting the movable con-
tact-screw at the trembler so as to produce the minimum
spark-gap when the armature was vibrated by the magnet,
and reducing the resistance, of the armature controlling-spring
to the minimum, the relation of volts and amperes indicated
by rng.mt. was found. At 4 volts the current was 0.1 am-
pere, and at 12 volts the current was 0.2 ampere. Retaining
the same tension at the spring and increasing the trembler
gap to the maximum, the curve Mg.mt. was obtained. With
this adjustment the current is 0.05 ampere at 4 volts and
(1.2 ampere at 12 volts. Keeping the gap at the maximum
and increasing the spring tension to the maximum at which
the bell could be actuated with a .pressure of 4 volte, the
relationship between volts and amperes is given by the curve
Mg.Mt., in which the current rises from 0.1 ampere at 4
volts to 0.3 ampere at 12 volts. Still keeping the maximum
tension, but adjusting the gap to the minimum, there was
obtained the curve mg.Mt., which varies from 0.2 ampere
at 4 volts to 0.4 ampere at 12 volts. A much higher cm-rent
could be passed through the system by largely increasing the
spring tension, but the bell could not then be actuated at a
pressure below 9 volts. The result is shown in the short
upper curve, which rises from 0.75 ampere at 9 volts to 0.9
ampere at 12 volts.

Repeating the above experiments in order to determine
the conditions necessary for ignition of a coal-gas mixture, it

was found that in the tests corresponding to the first three
curves ignition oould be obtained at G volts, but not lower;
whereas when the spring tension was increased and the gap
diminished as above stated, ignition could be obtained at 4
volte. When the gas could be ignited at the trembler spark
it could also be ignited (although sometimes only after a
number of trials) at the single break-spark. In these tests,

therefore, both sparks were equally dangerous. The system
which could be made to operate safely below 6 volts could
be. rendered dangerous by altering the trembler spring.
. The above remarks are only true for coal-gas. It may
be rather severe to test a mining installation in coal-gas. but
if it can stand the coal-gas test it is abundantly safe in
methane. An ignition test made by Dr. Wheeler on the
above bell showed that with the armature fixed and the
trembler contacts touching (a condition which gives the
largest break-flash), the least current required to produce an
igniting break-flash in an 8 per cent, mixture of methane and
air was 0.26 ampere at 25 volts. An oscillogram of the cur-

rent taken by the bell while ringing has been kindly sup-
plied by Dr. Wheeler and is shown in fig. 5.

To ascertain whether a large reduction in the strength of
the magnet coila would reduce the capability of the trembler
and break-sparks to ignite coal-gas, a pair of weaker coils

was arranged in conjunction with a vibrating armature con-
tained within a small explosion chamber, the armature being
controlled by a spiral spring instead of the flat or blade spring
usually employed. In all cases the current values are higher
and the sequence of the curves is slightly different from that

of the bell tests. With minimum gap and minipum tension,

ignition was first obtained both at the trembler and the
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in order to avoid a relatively large current in the
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to negligible dimensions.
A variety of expedients have been devised. One, well

known to telegraphic • a i I in th

of a non-inductive shunt of comparatjvelj high resistance

across the ends of Hi.- magnet windings. Tins diminishes
tlir trembler spark and probably reduces the break-spark. \

condenser across the trembler gap improves the conditions at

tlir trembler, but <f.es not remove tin- danger from the ex-

ternal circuit. Another device consists of a short-circuited

winding of layers of tin-foil between the magnet windings
|..i ill., purpose of reducing the energj available for sparking

• f ill i' i.i- . .i quiti insignificant, an
gas could l»- • btained It
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itself to ensure safety. There should I Ided thi

, produced in the system should not be ca"

igniting a specified mixture of methane and air. at- this

result is easily obtained with a relay.

at the gap or break. Layers of tin-foil were wound in the

magnet windings of the coils used for the tests recorded

above, and it was found that whilst they increased the voltage

required for ignition at the trembler from 4 to G in the

Mg.mt. curve, no improvement was found at the break-spark
..1 the external circuit.

An arrangement which has been found to give good results

at. both the trembler ami the break is shown in tig. 6. The
action at. the trembler is the reverse of the ordinary action.

Fig. 6.

Instead of interrupting the circuit, the trembler short-
circuits the magnet. The magnet windings are indicated by a
and the spring-controlled armature by b. One end oi the
armature is connected to one end of the magnet coils, and
the fixed contact c is connected to the other end. When the
external i ireuit is closed as indicated diagrammatical!}" at </,

the magnet is excited and the armature is attracted by the
isame. Near the end of the movement a spring blade < on
the armature touches the fixed contact c and short-circuits
the magnet. Bj mean-, of its spring the armature is returned,

part.? c and . ale .separated. The action is then
i and a vibratory motion of the armature is obtained.

Onlj a verj minute spark is produced at the trembler, and
this is entirely negligible. The intensity of the single break-
spark at (/ is not reduced, however, to the same extent, and
although it is much less active than when the ordinal v
trembler construction is used in the hell. it. is possible I"

produce ignition ol an explosive coal-gas mixture.
The mining bell above referred t" was converted, without

altering the magnet cmls, t,i correspond t<> tig. 6, and the
Jesuit- ol a tesl is Shown 1>\ the tOp line III tig, I. II Will
be observed that the current taken by the bell was very i

-

siderablj larger than that by the normal bell. At 4 volts
the current was 1 ampere, and at 12 volts it was :; amperes.
Notwithstanding the relativelj large amount of current, no
i-'iuii, n of a coal-gas mixture could be obtained with any

ii the- trembler, but ignition could be obtaini
(1 volts at the external break. By suitablj proportioning the
magnet windings and insetting a resistance between the
battery and the bell, the currenl can be p imething
of tin same order as that required for an ordinarj bell, and
in that ease the external circuit would be rendered quite

Notwithstanding the impi btainable by devices
such as those al tion lies, in
the author's opinion, in a suitable relay system. By using
a small relay arranged to be actuated by a 4-volt battery, he
obtained perfect operation of the bell with a current of 1

Discussion.

Dr. Kapp .said that the subject of the paper '

practical importance, but also of considerable difficulty. The
author said "the enei

j

I with a circuit, prior to

sparking can be regarded as a measure of the incendivitj oi

the spark"; but he submitted that not the energy alone, but.

also the means employed to dissipate it should be regarded
as essential factors of the problem. When the current was
interrupted the stored energy J Li' must go somewhere; it

was questionable whether a condenser was practicable, and
the use of an inductionless shunt to the exciting circuit of the

bell was objectionable, because it increased the line current
and. therefore, the sparking at the bare mine wires when
bridged. The author's device of working the bell on what
might be called an inverted principle seemed much prefer-

able, and, to judge from the results of tests given in the paper,
this principle was quite successful. Thanks to the author's

ingenious device, the problem might be considered solved at

the bell: but what about the danger of ineendivity of the

spark when contact was made and broken at any point along
the two bare wires? No doubt a relay system would he a.

solution, but was it robust enough for the rough usage of a
mine'.' lie suggested that perfect safety might be obtained
in a simpler manner by distributing condensers along the

signal wires, and especially putting one at the tail end. This
expedient had the advantage that it could be applied to any
existing installation, and at very little cost, by using Mans-
bridge condensers. To show what the effect of thus ballasting

the line with condensers would be, he had calculated the
sparking conditions of a particular line a mile long, and con-
isting i'l two wins -paced lit cm. apart. Its inductance wan

2.6 millihenries, and its capacity a little over one-hundredth
nl a microfarad; resistance 20 ohms. If a current of 1 ampere
were broken at the tail end, there would be an oscillation

with a periodic time of 34 microseconds, the damping effect

of the resi-tanee being very small. During the fraction of a
second that it took to remove the iron bar by which the signal

had been given, there might be some thousands of oscillatory

sparks passing between wire and bar. The E.M.F. at the

moment ol /em current would, be 440 volte, and the maximum
power, which occurred at the time of -l microseconds after the

break, was 200 watts, ft was true that the total energy stored

in this so-called "non-inductive line" was only about 1,300

microjoules, but the frequency was extremelj nigh, and the

anther had told then that high frequency increased the

danger. It was, "therefore, quite conceivable that an ampere
broken anywhere on tins line might produce a dangerous
spark. Now let them ballast this line with only lo mid. in

all, evenlj distributed, say, in quarter-mile sections. The
frequency of the spark now decreased to 1,000 per sec. the

maximum voltage to t I. and the maximum power, which
occurred 125 microseconds alter breaking, bad gone down to

verj little over 2 watts These figures were well within the

hunt- set bj the author.

In C •' Gabrabd said Mr. Morgan had thrown a very oon-

iderable amount ol light upon a number ol obscure points

in the question of the ignition of firedamp in collieries. His

own view was that all electric sparks ill collieries should be

regarded as dangerous and should be enclosed in suitable

In Ins opinion, a switch-box for use in a colliery

should be both explosion-proof and ffametight, i.e., capable of

withstanding any internal explosion without emitting flames

or sparks which would ignite an explosive mixture outside

ill,, box. There were two other points which Mr. Morgan
had not touched on. The presence of ethane increased the

liability of explosion of methane and ail' mixtures The pi,

ence of coal dust svj also of important* tt had been found
that with sufficient coal dust an explosion could be caused by
sparks in an atmosphere containing only J per cent, of gas.

•Electrical Review, Vol. 76, p. 30, 1915.
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Thoe facts strengthened the argument for the total abolition

of open sparking in collieries. The remarks of Mr. Morgan
as to huw ignition depended on the ionisation caused by the

spark were very illuminating; he was also much interested in

the possibility of the violence of an internal explosion being
increased by a portion of the explosive mixture within the

box becoming compressed before ignition, due to an explosion

in another part of the same box. He could confirm that by
means of a relay combined with a condenser it was possible

entirely to suppress the spark at the signalling wires. But if

anything should go wrong with the adjustments of the relay,

sparking might still occur at the signal wires. He was, there-

fore, inclined to think that a mechanical pull arrangement,
with the contact-making device enclosed in an explosion-proof

and flame-tight box. would eventually replace the bare sig-

nalling wires hitherto used.
Dr. Railing, referring to the apparent disagreement between

those authorities who asserted that the process of ignition was
entirely electrical or entirely thermal in its origin, said that
possibly both were right. It was possible that some sort of

atomic turbulence was necessary to all chemical actions be-

tween atoms having an affinity for each other, and that this

atomic turbulence could be set up either by electrical or
thermal agencies.

Mr. E. A. Watson wrote that the experiments quoted by
the author seemed to show that the problem whether a given
spark would or would not ignite an explosive mixture was.
not altogether a question of the total amount of energy avail-

able. On the thermal basis of ignition it w-as comparatively
easy to see how it might be possible for there to be a limiting

value to the energy below which ignition would not occur.
If they considered a small quantity of hot burnt gas sur-
rounded on all sides by a shell of cold unburnt explosive mix-
ture, ignition would only occur if the heat liberated by the
burnt core were sufficient to raise the surrounding shell to

its ignition temperature. The smaller the volume of the hot
core, the less would be the ratio of the volume of core to the
area in contact with the surrounding shell and the greater
the cooling effect. They should therefore expect, that before
ignition of the whole charge could occur it would be necessary
to raise a definite volume of gas to the ignition "point, and
this would, of course, require a definite amount of energy.
They should, further, expect that the value of the minimum
energy required would be affected by the pressure and tem-
perature of the explosive mixture before ignition. The fact

that although one spark would not ignite a given mixture
yet a rapid succession of sparks would do so, might quite well

be due to the heating of the mixture by the energy liberated.

In this connection it was interesting to note the very large

range of variation in the energy of the spark given by different

makes of magnetos on the market, all of which might be said

to give satisfactory ignition of the explosive charge. The.

output of a magneto varied considerably with the speed, but
taking a standard speed of 500 B.P.M. it was found that the
energy per spark given by various single-cylinder magnetos
varied from 0.007 joule for a small American magneto to as

much as 0.065 joule for a high-class English machine intended
for very similar duty, i.e., a range of output of very nearly
in to 1. It would therefore seem that either the one machine
must be unsatisfactory or the other must be needlessly power-
ful. The problem, however, was complicated, as much prob-
ably depended upon the speed of the engine, it being quite
conceivable that an amount of energy which would be suffi-

cient for a slow-speed engine might be inadequate for a high-

speed one. ]t was well known that a substantial increase in

b.h.p. might be obtained in most large high-speed engines by
igniting the charge simultaneously at two points in the

cylinder, but there appeared to be no data available to show
whether an increase in r.h.p. might be obtained by increasing
the energy at the sparking plug.

Mr. S. P, Walker wrote that i'l years ago the question
arose whether the spark on breaking circuit after ringing by
pressing the naked iron wires together would ignite gas; he
made some very exhaustive experiments, from which it

appeared that there was verv little chance indeed of ignition

taking place. The signals which he fitted up in mines almost
universally employed single-stroke bells, with w:hich the

danger of ignition of gas by sparks was considerablv reduced.
For complete immunitr, he thought naked wires would have
to be given up, and that connection for ringing would have
to be made in explosion-proof cases. About 35 years ago he-

adopted the relay svstem at the Nunnery- Colliery. Sheffield,

but for a totally different reason. A signal was fixed on a
verv long engine plane, which was also very wet, and the
leakage was so great that batteries would only keep up to

their work for a very short time. He fixed a relay and put
six cells only to work it. connecting the remainder in the local

circuit with the bell. The arrangement was completely suc-

cessful. The leakage was reduced within reasonable terms,

and the signals remained loud and strong all the time.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received by us after 5 P.M. ON Tuesday cannot appear until

the following week. Correspondents should forward their communi-

cations at the earliest possible moment. No letter can be published

unless we have the writer's name and address in our possession.

The A. E.G. Meeting.

In closing this correspondence, I 6ee another anonymous
contributor, siding with "Anti-Humbug," accuses me of

"obfuscation." Surely, the boot is on the other foot. I

replied to the charge that it was as much as the existence of

the E.G. A. was worth to tackle the problem of trading with

enemy concerns such as the A.E.G. My contrary contention

has now been fully conceded by "Anti-Humbug," and I am
satisfied.

Allow me. to repeat that the. E.C.A. does represent the bulk

ol the capital invested in electrical contracting in this country,

and its members are not guilty of the crime specified.

Chiswick; January 3rd, 1910.

H. Marryat.

Salaries in Power Stations.

In connection with the alleged shortage of power station

assistants, it would appear that at last the Government are

beginning to realise that electricity works, like railways and

collieries, are of vital importance to the maintenance of in-

dustry, and in particular to the production of munitions of

war. Now that the important fact has been brought home to

the Ministry of Munitions, it is to be sincerely hoped that a

businesslike policy will be adopted in regard to any matters

connected with the supply of electricity and questions affect-

ing electricity works employes, etc.

It will be agreed that electrical station men as a class have

responded nobly to the call and offered their services for the

Forces or as skilled engineers on munition work;, although in

many cases managers and committees have refused to sanc-

tion any temporary depletion of their staffs. The result has

been, of course, that some of the more patriotic spirits have

resigned in order to join the Forces, whilst others again have

left to take up more attractive and better-paid positions in

other stations or with firms engaged on Government work.

In order to stem the tide of affairs, chief engineers and

managers have in many cases offered paltry war bonuses and

an enamelled badge to the members of their technical staffs,

with a view to compensation for the increased cost of living,

and possibly to imbue the men with the importance of then-

position in the community. The bait has been swallowed in

too many cases, but lately there appears to have been more

real difficulty in getting men for charge engineer and switch-

board duties, and whilst some engineers and managers have,

in a businesslike manner offered a living wage and secured

competent men, others (judging by their advertisements) still

try to continue the "penny wise and pound foolish" policy

of employing underpaid technical assistants, and, to crown

all, actually wonder why they can't get men !

In several instances the reprehensible practice of promoting

comparatively untrained switchboard attendants to the

position of "charge engineer" has been resorted to, no

doubt, with a view to economising on the salaries item; but

ili. results of such a policy are apt to be reflected in the shape,

of increased generating costs, particularly in regard to the

steam side of the plant.
. .

One hesitates to think that a, power station in some tanly

important industrial and munition area, containing some thou-

sands of kilowatts of plant, may be placed under the charge

of a comparatively inexperienced ex-switchboard attendant as

"charge engineer," his salary perhaps being on a level with

the wages paid to his engine driver or greaser ;
and yet there

are. no regulations in force as yet to prevent this being done.

Thanks to the Board of Trade regulations, our mercantile

marine, which we depend upon so much at present, is in a

far more enviable and safer position than some of our power-

stations with regard to its engineers, despite the fact that so

many of them have been taken over for naval and transport

duties by the Admiralty.
'

.

The Institution of Electrical Engineers never has evmced a

genuine interest in electrical stations or their engineers; the

Board of Trade and the Home Office may, of course, do so in

the future, but at present let us hope that if the Ministry of

Munitions takes the responsibility of controlling staff matters,

it will not overlook the question of competent engineers and

an adequate riving wage.
"

Chief Assistant.

Burnley.—A special meeting: of Corporation employes,

including tramway workers, has declined the offer of the Council

of an increase of 5 per cent, for men earning 30s. and under, and
an increase of Is. per week for those earning over that amount.
It was deoided to press the original demand for a 3s. increase to

the utmest limits.

Domestic Electric Heating.

Referring to your issue of December 24th, there is one

feature of electric heating which appears to have been com-

pletely overlooked by most writers. We have found, in Indian

bill stations, that a 1-KW. radiator placed under a dining or

office table provides all the warmth required when snow and

ice are all round the house. The air temperature in these

circumstances may not be above 45 deg., but this is a matter

of no moment so "long as warmed air is rising from under the

table As your leader points out, the normal temperature of
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is no guide whatever to comfort I am writing from
essive winters, with

well below point five, namely Kis. Id. pei maximum

.1. W. M cares.

The Position oj the S«edish General Electric, Ltd.

1 in anon] trtous letters which ha

.

i in the electrical I

Che p:in i A omi v i
: tain the position of firms

having connections with manufacturing ipanies in neutral
countries.

We should, therefore, he glad if you would make it known
ns, by publishing this letter, that we shall be

very pleased b ouj mpany and of
our pare

, Allmanna Sveneka Blektriska Yktie-

ae, Sweden, on application at our offices,

aj .
\\'.(

. i umentarj evi-

are of putting before
you, and which has also been submitted to the authorities,
will lie available foi

This evidence, we have no doubt, will be accepted as eatis-

that Mlmanna Svenska Elektriska Aktiebolagel
is a purely Swedish concern, not under the influence of any
liankt-. linn-, or persons in countries now at war with Great

and that this company's business has horn conducted
in a maimer in no way detrimental to the intere I

Allies.

^

None of the shareholders and none '>f the directors of the
Swedish company are of enemy nationality.

Swedish company has issued in all 150.000 shares, held
1 shareholders. The largest rjumber of shares held in

one hand is 2 per cent., of the total

rhe Swedish company has no working arrangements oi

of any kind with enemy linns Foi the protei
lien or Control of each other's hit

The Swedish General Electric, Ltd., has issued in all 5.000
1 which 1,996 are held h\ Ulmanna Svenska Elek-

The Swedish General Electric, Ltd . has secured the services
of various persons resident, in England previously in the
employ - controlled by German capital, hut Ihey

ne so, following the example of promineni Briti h

lely in their qwh interests, and without any arrange-
ment whatever with the companies by whom such persons
'Adr formerly employed, or with the foreign firms controlling
same, 'there is no agreement or understanding whatever
with or regarding auy such employes by which any such em-

shall at any future time enter 'into their former em-
ployment, or into the employ of any other British or foreign

The Swedish General Electric, Ltd., has not since tl t-

break of war l
, anufactured in coun-

tries now at war with Great Britain, or taken over or assisted
in the disposal of stock owned at the outbreak of war by com-

ntrolled by enemy capital.

Swedish General Electric, ltd.

By order of the Board,
W. [, Trail

i
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WAR ITEMS.

What the Germans Think of Russia's 1 uture Trade.—
An American Consulai report draws attention to an inter-
esting articli on German trade with Russia, which appearedm a recent issue of the " Neue Zun hei Zeitung." Ridiculing
any danger of

I .,n German goods in Russia or of
Germany being compelled to yield the Russian market to
neutral or the Allied countries, this article lays emphasis

conservative nature of the Russian merchant, who,
lly disposed towards innovations, and

could not easily be persuaded to purchase new brands of
goods. Ii points out, .is an instance, that the styl< of • l< i

died apparatus lias not changed for 10 years. Allusion js

cultivation " of Russian
markets by G r a long period of years, and the
causes of sua d to be the long credits given by
German traders—<$, 9, 12 or even 14 months—and the low
prices of German goods. It is affirmed that in electrical
supplies Germany has no competitor in the Russian market.
German influence is extensive; in business houses managers
and foremen are almost invariably Germans, and buyers are
either German or Russian. " As a lesult of long veafs of co-
operation there has developed a sense of mutual "confidence,
and why should it disappear all of a sudden ? .... A bov-
cott of German goods is altogether out of the question, for
the mere reason that the ties resulting from a communitv
of interests extending for a long period of vears will bind the
two countries again after the conclusion of the war. In con-
clusion, it may be noted that there is hardly a German
commercial house oi anv size that is not represented in

Russia, and that there is a whole staff ,,f German agents
and bthei

,
do have for years bfeen making their

living tl: in houses, and it is hardly lil

they will suddenly take up with new ventures lor I

of persuading the Russian peasant that French and
English i .. inian. After the war is

over the Russian will know no rnon about France or Eng-
land than he d war, for while he probably never
heard hi 1 now s som< I

I • i man,
and the i in every small town there
hould b n G man i presi ntative of their bu
Trading with the Enemy.—The Fon ign I rad< I >• partment

ol the For< igft
• en Si I up b] n < >f)ice

i in order to carry out the pi

bodied in the trading with the Enemy (Extension ol P
Act, 1916. i

! power to prohibit trade by any
l>erson, firm or company in the United Kingdom with anv
enemy pei sons oi ition < stablished in neutral countries.

tor. ign Trade Department will I*- concerned with
preventing trade by British firms and companies with the
enemy in neutral countries, it has been decided to merge
with it the Trading with the Enemy Department of the Home
Office, which has had the dutv of enforcing the measures
already taken tb prevent trading with the enemy, and the
Staff of which will continue to perform the same ,

:

members of the new Department, in addition to taking part
in the administration of the new Act. Questions of contra-
band or the hindrance of oversea trade between neutrals and
the enemy and the licensing of exports from this country,
and all questions of trading with the enemy other that

described above, will continue to be dealt with by the < lovern-
inen I Departments which have hitherto been charged with
these questions. In order to secure the full benefit for British

interests of the policy of the Department; the advii

assistance of business men will Iw invited through the
( handlers of Commerce and other trade organisations. It

is recognised that the success of this policy will depend upon
the active co-operation of the business community. It is

hoped, therefore, that business men will be willing
i i Department, and also that they will not h< sitab
suit it in any mailer in which it can be of assistance to them.
Mr. L. Worthington Evans. M.P., has undertaken the direc-
lion of the new Department, with the title oi Controller oi

the Foreign Trade Department of the hen-, ign < >ffice. < M't'n . -

have been obtained at Lancaster House, The Mall, S.W.
(above the London Museum), which were opened on January
5th. All communications (including thosi relating to mat-
ters previously dealt with by the Trading with the Enemi
Department of the Home Office) should be addressed to the
Controller of the Foreign Trade Department, Lancaster
House, The Mall, S.W.
An Australian Desire.— In the Fitzroy Council rei ntly

there was a discussion about the purchase of an electric

motor. A British firm, which quoted £54, could not supply
the motor for which it tendered, and the Works Committee
wanted lo buy one for .£40 from America. It was moved
that this be referred back, one councillor saying that they
ought not to deal with any but British or Australian firms;

another saying that the British firm could not fill the order;
and a third suggesting that an Australian gas engine ought
lo be bought rather than an American electric motor. The
matter was eventually referred back, on the undersl mdihg
that only British or Australian motors be purchased. All of
which shows how verj strong!) the wind is blowing in oui
favour in'Australia at present. May British firms be pi-

pared to grasp the opportunity.

After the War Trade: Government Promises.—The week
!" Fore last we devoted considerabh space to a discussion on
after the war problems, which took place in the House of
Lords. We welcomed that debate, because we regarded it

as an indication that at last the time had arrived for the
discussion of such matters in Parliament. While our pages
'A'i, being run off the machines the House of Commons
was holding its last sitting of a momentous year, and
Mr. Runciman, the President of the Board of Trade, was
giving an account of work which has been undertaken hv
his department, with the assistance of outside experts, for
the purpose of safeguarding our national trade and com-
mercial interests after the war. Many questions have been
asked in the Commons on these matters, but the reply has
generally been that the Government could not yet make a
Statement. The fact of Mr. Runcinian's speech following

lily upon the debate in the Lords, seems to us to
show that our legislators having got over some of the very
serious problems of other kinds, immediately connected with
the conduct of hostilities and the production of munitions,
that have arisen, are now able to give fuller attention
to these other matters which were bound to become
of predominant importance sooner or later. We are glad
that these speeches were not longer delayed, for in absence
of them, profitable discussion, either in the Press or in busi-
ness circles, could not have continued. We can quite under-
stand that in preparing the way for a Government trade and
industrial course of action a large number of subjects have
had to be exhaustively investigated, and we do not think
any exception can be taken to the adoption of secret inquirv
in this connection. Without proper data to go upon no
sound, satisfactory, or permanent policy could be evolved
which would bear the test of searching public examination
when the right time came.
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Since Mr. Runciman made his speech the matter has taken

on a somewhat altered aspect owing to the controversy in

the Cabinet and in the country on the question of compulsion,

the single men not having responded as duty called them to

do under Lord Derby's scheme. Mr. Runciman, as Pre-

sident of the Board of Trade, has national trade affairs under

his care, and if he and Mr. McKenna do not champion the

cause of export trade, it is not likely that others will feel

that their particular office in the Cabinet requires them to do
so. The fact is that all along Cabinet Ministers have em-
phasised the maintenance of our export trade as far as pos-

sible during the war, and others nave been agitating for

far-reachin'- efforts at " capturing " German trade, but when
these speeches were delivered apparently those who made
them did not know how many men it would be necessary

to call away from their ordinary callings in order to ensure

victory. Perhaps they do not know now, but we may
leave "the members of the Cabinet, at this moment, to

settle the supreme question, assured that industry will

consistently; and loyally follow them by making what-

ever sacrifices are shown to be necessary in order to

hurry up the end of the war. But nobody will wish
to deprive Mr. Runciman of the credit that is his due
for work done at the Board of Trade during the last eighteen

months. His speech on December 23rd showed how fully

he had entered into the spirit of the trade problems of that

period and the other problems that are anticipated. We
observe that he has been described in the German Press as

our " Minister of Commerce," and while we remember that

there has been, and still is, a very wide appeal for the setting

up of such an office, we also recognise that a great deal of the

work that has been going on in his department is certainly

preparatory and investigation work of a kind which can well

form a basis for our future national action. Both he and
Mr. Asquith have been careful to inform the House that such

work has consisted largely of the collection of material, and
that some committee or other, either from inside the House
or from among Government officials, or from business and
other experts outside, will require to analyse and report con-

clusions indicating what the future policy of the nation con-

sequent upon all these investigations should be. Mr. Runci-
man showed that practically every item of our commercial
life must come under review at such a time as this, for when
the war was over not one of them would stand in the same
position as before the war. In every case the relationship

of Germany and Austria to what might be called the Central

Power Zollverein was bound to conflict with our interest.

There were some special subjects of a highly technical

character which the Board of Trade were not prepared fully

to investigate themselves, and these he had referred to a

very small team of business men outside. These investiga-

tions covered a great variety of subjects. Among them were
the use made by the Germans of the English financial system,

the use made of British ports by German tonnage, and the

position of German owners of British companies who claimed

the advantage of our ports and flag, and the ownership of

real property by aliens. The Board were sending to Italy

an excellent representative to collect information on which
they would be prepared to act, with the idea of capturing

some of_the trade done by Germans previously. As far as
commerce was concerned, Germany was a beaten nation.

and it was our business to take good care that she did not

get her head up to the same extent after the war was over.

The advantage of the investigations already made was that

thev had been made without arousing suspicions. Mr.
Runciman said it must be the business of the Board of Trade
to see that the commercial men of this country were given
every advantage that the Government could place at their

disposal, in order to secure for us our share of the com-
mercial and industrial advantages that Germany enjoyed
before the war.
Well done, Mr. Runciman ! This is the position stated in

a nutshell. If the Board of Trade reallv rises to the occa-

sion in the thorough way that this speech indicates, and if

British manufacturers take full advantage of the excellent

opportunity that such an aggressive and enterprising policv

should put in their way, we shall not have reason to be
down-hearted—even the demand for a Ministry of Com-
merce would not be heard had we a Board of Trade that

was really intelligently, and with a full and expert know-
ledge of our different industries, assisting us in all the ways
that are practicable at home and abroad. But why send to

Italy only ? There are other and vaster countries—and we
might say Colonies, too—where the need for " Special Repre-
sentatives," or for additional ones, is very pressing indeed.

War Effects in New Zealand.—H.M. Trade Commissioner
in New Zealand recently reported:

—" The pinch of the war
is being felt by those engaged in the electrical trade in Wel-
lington. It is not nearly so easy now for an electrical firm

to secure delivery of certain lines of goods as it was six

months ago. There is a steady depletion of stocks of brass
holders and plugs, hitherto supplied by Germany to a large

extent, and if a source of sunoly of these and other small
electrical goods is not soon found, some embarrassment will

be experienced by the trade during the next twelve months."
Trade After the War.—With a view to focussing the

opinion of the commercial community in all parts of the

Empire, says the " Daily News," the British Imperial Coun-
cil of Commerce, which is the representative body of the

Chambers of Commerce and Boards of Trade throughout the

United Kingdom and British Dominions, is convening a con-

ference in London in June next. A provisional programme
has recently been circulated to the members for their con-

sideration. The programme is drafted under three main
heads: Fiscal questions, legislative questions, and voluntary

action by Chambers of Commerce and Boards of Trade.

The items enumerated under each head include compulsory

registration of aliens throughout the Empire, measures

against the " dumping " of enemy goods, and the limitation

of membership of Chambers of Commerce, etc., to British-

born subjects.

It is announced that a joint committee of the London
Chamber of Commerce and the National Patriotic Associa-

tion has called a meeting on the subject of " Business after

the War " for Monday, January 31st, at the Guildhall.

Controlled Works.— There are now 2,422 " controlled

establishments " under the Ministry of Munitions.

Recruiting Notes.— It is reported to the Eastbourne T.C.

that of the regular staff of 39 at the electricity works, 11

have joined the Forces, one has fallen in action, and another

has returned medically unfit. Of the present staff, 18 have

joined under Lord 1 Derby's scheme, and the other 21 are

ineligible.

A report to the York T.C. states that -of the staff of 82

in the electricity department, 32 are with the Forces, and 43

in the reserve under Lord Derby's scheme; of the latter, 16

have official badges, and will not be called up. In the tram-

ways department, 40 men are serving in the Forces, and 59

are enrolled in the reserve.

The whole of the eligible members of the staff of the

Exeter electricity department' have attested under Lord

Derby's scheme.

LEGAL

Electrolytic Zinc.

As reported in the Electrical Review of Deoember 17th, the

Refractory Zinc Ore Treatment Co. applied in the Patents Court for

a licence to use the German Patent No. 605 of 1909 for a process

for the manufacture of anodes of massive manganese peroxide for

use in the electrolysis of aqueous salt solutions, such as zinc sul-

phate solutions, to obtain commercially pure zinc.

The massive manganese peroxide anode, however, although it

resists chemical action and maintains the electrolyte pure, has a

comparatively email electrical conductivity, and the Refractory

Zinc Ore Treatment Co. on Thursday, December 30th, applied in the

Patents Court for alicenceto use Patent No. 15,128 of 1911, belong-

ing to Messrs. Siemens & Halske, of Berlin, for an anode in which

pieces or rods of lead peroxide are embedded in pure manganese

nitrate or in a mixture of crystalline peroxide and manganese

nitrate. By this means is obtained an intimate union of the lead

peroxide conductor with the manganese peroxide, so that the con-

ductivity of the anode is increased to the desired degree. The

application was heard by the Deputy Controller, Sir Cornelius

Dalton.

Mr. Edward Evans appeared for the applicants : Mr. C. Barnard

Burdon for the patentees.

Mr. Burdon, before the new application was heard, said he

desired to correct statements made at the last hearing to the effect

that the main work in applying this electrolytic process to the

production of pure zinc had been done by the applicants, and that

some of Messrs. Siemens & Halske's patents were based on appli-

cants' investigations. He had lately received a belated letter,

which indicated that the foreign patentees took out patents about

1913, independent of the experiments of the Refractory Zinc Ore

Treatment Co. The royalty offered was a microscopic one.

Mr. Evans said the difficulty was that they did not yet know
what was the life commercially of an anode. Applicants were

entirely deprived of the patentees' assistance in proving this pro-

cess experimentally, and applying it economically to zinc. An
elaborate and expensive plant would be required to produce the

zinc, apart from that required to produce the anodes, and they

would have to look to British manufacturers to help them. The

patent now being asked for was highly important for the production

of zinc. A price on the basis of the zinc produced was an unfair

way of reckoning it. He would put it on the weight of the anode.

The applicants had developed this thing on its commercial side

entirely without the help of Siemens & Halske.

Mr. Burdon recommended a double royalty—(1) On the basis

of the electrode ; and (2) a small royalty on the zinc produced.

The small royalty paid to Messrs. Siemens & Halske was due to the

fact that the patentees were told that prioes were then so out

down in the zinc trade in this country by foreign competition

that it would not be possible to pay more.

Mr. Evans suggested a royalty of 5 per cent, on the manufac-

tured anodes. He explained that his difficulty with regard to a

royalty on the selling price of zinc was that it would probably be

necessary to float a separate company to make the zino, and for

that a great oapital would be required. The patent covered both

the making of the anodeB and the getting of the zinc, and the

lieence would cover both these processes.

The Deputy-Controller said he gathered that the applicants

would pay a royalty of 5 per cent, on the anodes they made for
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sale to a zinc-getting company, or Is. per ton on any zinc they
chose to manufacture themselves. The royalty would be on what-
ever they manufactured for sale.

Mr. EvANS : And where we pay royalty on any anodes, there is

to be no further royalty in respect of zinc.

Mb. Bukhon asked that the licence should spocify that the

power to use the anodes was not given for any other electrolytic

purpose, and that all parties should pay a royalty to be estimated
upon the basis of the zinc produced.

Sir Cornelius Dalton said ho would communicate with the
Board of Trade, and the applicants would hear from them at an
early dite.

Robe \\iu*. v, Bili .

In the City of London Court, on January 4th, before his Honour
Judge Atht-rley- Jones, K.C., Rose Bros., 38. Beech Street, Barbican,
E.C . electricians, sued a man named Bull, trading as W. J.

Clarence, 42a, George Street, Richmond, for los. 8i, for dry bat-

teries for electric Hash lights supplied.

The plaintiff Rose said that the goods were supplied in January
of last year. Defendant complained of them, and they told him
that they knew they were not as good as they would be in a few
weeks, when their batteries would be equal to any on the market.
In starting a new factory there were difficulties to contend with.
They were making the claim on principle, as defendant had
behaved in a truculent fashion, shouting in their place :

" You
sell nothing but ' dud batteries." They should have been returned
within three months if there were any complaints. In cross-

examination the witness said the batteries were made by the
British Battery Co. Defendant : They were guaranteed for six

months. Plaintiff : If returned unbroken within three months we
would have taken them back, Defendant : I gave the order on
the understanding that they were English batteries and guaranteed
for six months. They were made abroad, probably in Germany.
Plaintiff : You complained of the Eoglish batteries and we sent
you Dutch. We ould not get German ones if we wanted. If they
were German they would have been good ones. We are now
making our owd. They ara not yet quite as good as the Germans

;

but they will be as soon as we get the raw material.
Judge Atherley-Jones found for the plaintiff. Defendant: It is

not fair. This is an absolute waste of money. The Judge : You
should have returned them sooner. I cannot discuss it with vou.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Consular Notes.—HOLLAND.— In a report from The
Hague, an American Commercial Attache states that, with the
increase of the efficiency of machinery for generating, distributing
and applying electricity, and making it less difficult to control,

there has arisen an increased demand for small electric motors for
work on farms in connection with threshing, feed cutting,
churning, &c. The thickly-populated country, with its small and
intensive farms, offers an inviting field for enterprise in the form
of a central power Btation. The unlimited water supply from the
navigation canals solveB the problem of good feed water for boilers

and cool condensation water for engines, and counterbalances to a
large extent the high cost of fuel. Germany has hitherto furnished
most of the electrical machinery, but this source of supply is now
practically unavailable.

CHIN A.—An unconfirmed report states that the board of directors
of the China Eastern Railway has awarded the concession to the
Russian firm of Barski & Co., at Harbin. Manchuria, to construct an
electric tram way between Pristan and Old Harbin, via New Harbin,
the total length of which is to be about seven miles.

In a comprehensive resume of the effect of the war on South
China trade, the American Consul-General at Hong-Kong points
out that the chief result of the present state of affairs has been the
shutting off of European markets for Chinese products, until prices
for such products have fallen so low as to make production unprofit-
able even where the goods could be sold at all. This has. of course,
depreciated the ability of China to buy for import. In most linep.

therefore, the year's business has been confined to the liquidation ot
accumulated stocks. As a result of general business depression,
there has been lesB demand for electrical machinery, and what
demand has existed has, consequent upon high prices and
uncertainty of delivery of British goods, reached the United States
in unusual degree. A contributory cause to the falling off in trade
in electrioal lines is the cessation of German financing of electrical
power and light projects. The Consul-General, whilst claiming an
increased and increasing demand for American supplies, frankly
admits that this is due more to the unique position of the United
States as a great trading non-belligerent nation, than to any
special activity on the part of American business men.
SPAIN.—From information supplied by the American Consul at

Seville, a German electric company—the Compania Sevillana de
Eleotricidad, of Seville—is having marked success. For the year
1914 the receipts, 2,267,436 pesetas (peseta = 9'6d.), and
profits, 980,336 pesetas, show increases over the figures for the pre-
vious year of 190,000 and 94,000 pesetas respectively. Since 1911,
this company has paid dividends of 8 per cent, annually, estab-
lished a reserve of 405,000 pesetas, paid 3,348,000 pesetas for the
redemption of bonds, and has now a capital of 12.800,000 pesetas.

The company manufactures its own electricity in Seville, and has
made an arrangement with the hydroelectric company, which
takes its power from the Guadiaro, to have the exclusive right to
sell its power in this city. It is, however, interesting to note that
a new company—the Catalana de Gas y Electricidad S.A.

—

financed by Spanish and British interests, started business during
1914, and is having considerable success, although this does not
appear as yet to have materially affected the receipts of the older
Germany company.

SOITH AMERICA.—The American Consul-General at Buenos
AyrcB, commenting on a meeting of the b^ard of directors of the
Camara Sindical de Comercio with reference to the causes restrict-

ing the development of commerce between Argentina and the
United States, emphasises the importance of the opportunity which
now offers itself to American manufacturers to compete for this
valuable market. The causes of American failure in the Argentine
have been the refusal to give long credits and neglect to consider
the peculiar requirements of the country, resulting in the frequent
dispatch of goods of quite a different character from those ordered,
on the erroneous principle that the next closest thing will suit as
well. Laying streps on the present abnormal conditions and the
fact that the deviation of trade to the United States is mainly due to
the temporary enforced withdrawal from this market of European
countries, the Consul-General urges American traders to utilise

the present opportunity to lay a solid foundation so that, at the
end of the war, they may have become securely entrenched.
Argentine newspapers, notably l.n Prettsa and La Aacion, also
openly warn American manufacturers that the present situation
must not be taken as a guarantee of the success of American goods
when affairs have resumed a normal state. In this connection it is

pointed out that the intermediaries and agents in the present
accidental commerce are European houses and firms who have
recourse to the United States only provisionally, and who logically
will endeavour to resume their original relationship as soon as
circumstances will allow.

An interest'n* and instructive table showing the total valuo
of imports of incandescent and other lamps into South American
countries from 191011 inclusive, is published in a recent
American Consular report. The figures for 1913 and 1914 giving
details of the imports from eaob minufacturiug country, are not
in some cases available, but some interesting comparisons are
shown. In Brazil the relative figures from 1910-12 in respect of
electric and electric lighting apparatus for Germany, the Unit:d
Kingdom and the United States, were as follows :

—
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Trade in 1915,—The January issue of the Chamber of
< bmrneroe Journal contains a series of special reports by experts in

the leading trades, regarding the trade and industry of the United
Kingdom in 1915.

Trade Announcements.—The London Commercial
Electrical Stores, Ltd., have removed their offices and stores

to 13, Farringdon Avenue, E.C. Telephone number :
" Holborn

530"; telegrams: '' Galvorite, London."
owing to the increased business, Messrs. Cave & Higuin, Ltd.,

have removed to more commodious premises at 265, Deansgate,

Manchester (telephone number :
" Central 1283 ").

Catalogues and Calendars.—The Victa Electrical
Co., of HO, Queen's Road, Battersea, S.W., have issued a circular

relating to thtir facilities for repairing electric meters during war-
time ; alsoa wall calendar for 1916, with monthly tear-off slips.

Mr. W. H. Johnson, of 14, Panton Street, L >ndon, S.W., has in

circulation a wall calendar, with small monthly slips for 1916,

which in design effectively illustrates the fact that he is sole

European representative for " R?my " electric apparatus.

The Davenport Engineering Co., of Harris Street, Bradford,

have prepared a wall calendar, with daily date slips, for the current
year.

The County of London Electric Sdpplt Co., Ltd., of Moor-
gate Court, E.C, have prepared a telephone card for the con-
venience of consumers.
The General Electric Co., Ltd., 67, Queen Victoria Street,

London, E.C.—New catalogue of between 40 and 50 pages giving
illustrated particulars of their various types of " Witton " starters,

regulators, starting panels and controllers. Price} and other

details are tabulated, and dimensioned drawings and diagrams of

onnecticm occupy the last few pages.

Messrs. Pope's Electric Lamp Co., Ltd.. Hythe Road, Wil-

lesden, N.W., have issued a wall calendar with plainly printed

monthly tear-off slips.

Messrs. Thermit, Ltd., of 27, Martin's Lane, London, E.C,
have again issued one of their pocket memoranda books, the
opening pages of which contain a good deal of illustrated informa-
tion concerning Thermit welding, some useful tables, and calendars
for 1916 and 1917.

Messrs Langdon-Davies Motor Co, of 110, Cannon Street,

London, EC , have sent us a handy-shaped pocket notebook, the
opening pages of which contain tables of information respecting

some of their standard sizes and types of motors (single-phase,

polyphase, and'D.c ), while an insurance coupon lies in the front

pocket.

The L.P.S. Electrical Co., of 18, Adam Street, Strand,
London, YV'.C.—Pocket pamphlet of 16 pages containing illustrated

particulars of their current-carrying universal test clips.

Messrs. W. Barns & Sun, Globe Works, Queenslanl Road,
Holloway, London. N.—Illustrated circular Bhowing various
descriptions of perforated steel cable plates, metals and wire-work.
Messrs. Alfred Herbert, Ltd., of Coventry, have sent us one

of their very acceptable wall calendars with monthly Bheeta for

1916, with bold figuring on good white paper.

Messrs. Porter Patent Safety Seals, Ltd., 7 to 9, Belfast
Road, London, N.—Prices and samples of their patent safety seals

for electricity meters, &c.

Dissolutions and Liquidations. — Power Gas
Economy, Ltd.—This compmy is winding up voluntarily, with
Mr. J. Duncan as liquidator. A meeting was called for yesterday
at 149, West George Street, Glasgow.
Nelson's Coal Conveyor, Ltd.—A meeting of creditors is

cilled for January 3rd, at 112, Park Road, Wallsend. Mr. T. Roee,
liquidator.

Bilbie, Hobson & Co., engineers, 106 Queen Victoria Street,

E.C, and Deverell Street, Great Dover Surest, S.E — Mr. H. G.
Hill has retired from the partnership, and Messrs. J B lbie and
J. S. Wylde will continue the business under the Bame title, &o.
Cedes Electric Traction, Ltd.—A petition presented by the

Tudor Accumulator Co.. Ltd., for the winding up of this company,
is to be heard on January 18th, in London.
Salsbdry Lamps, Ltd.—A meeting is to be held on February

7th, at 15, EaBtcheap, E.C, to hear an acoount of the winding up
from thel'quidator.

Book Notices.—"The Mechanical World Electrical

Pocket Book for 1916 " (Emmott & Co.
;
price 6d. net) contains new

sections on switchgear and switchboards, earthing, "reductors"
for half-watt lighting, and the efficiency of dynamoB and motors,
and the accumulator notes and eections on lighting oircuits and
switohing, and electric lighting, have been revised and extended.
The book gives a remarkable amount of condensed information for
the Bmall price charged, and has the great advantage that it opens
like other books.

" The Mechanical Wold Pocket Diary and Year Book for 1916
"

(Emmott & Co. ;
price 6d. net), now in ita 29th issue, contains

several new tables, while much additional information regarding
s^eam boilers has been inserted. A separate section is devoted to
the Diesel engine, and notes on brazing and soldering have been
added.

Measurements for the Household (Circular No. 55 of the Bureau
of Standards, U S.A.) is a remarkable departure from precedent, in
that although the product of a Government Department, it takes
cognisance of the existence, requirements and implements of the
domestic household and aims to instruct the householder as to
units and methods of measurement generally, methods of checking
the quantities of goods bought by weight and measure, and the

methods in vogue for cheating him—or rather, her. In this
oountry, we fear, the average housekeeper would actively resent
such an incursion into her sphere, which she believes Bhe alone
understands, and she would certainly decline to be taught anything
about the efficient management of her domain ; but perhaps our
trans-Atlantic cousins are less dogmatic in such matters and are
willing to learn something of scientific method. We have examined
the circular—which comprises nearly 150 pages—with interest,
and unreservedly congratulate the authors on the manner in
which they have carried out their work, and on the admirable
matter, both text and illustrations, which the volume containB.
True and false weighing and measuring instruments (some of the
fraudulent ones showing marvellous though misguided ingenuity),
thermometry, fuels, combustion, lighting, electricity, gas and
water supplies, with the corresponding metera, humidity, baro-
metric pressure, hydrometry, and time are amongst the subjects
dealt with ; the treatment is extremely clear and simple, yet
accurate, and the information given undoubtedly should go far to
reduce the waste and increase the comfort obtaining in the
domestic household. Although the first edition is only a few
months old, a second is already in preparation, and the newcomer
merits the warmest welcome and approval.

" Science Abstracts," Sections A and B. Vol. XVIII, Part 12,
December 28th, 1915. London : E. & F. N. Spon. Price Is. 6d. each.
The December number of the " Journal of the Tramways and

Light Railways Association " contains a full list of members of the
Aseociation and their addresses.

"Journal of the Institution of Electrical Engineers." Vol. 54.
No. 253. January 1st, 1916. London: E. and F. N. Spon, Ltd.
Price 3s. 6d.—This issue contains the following papers :

—"Design
of High-Pressure Distribution Systems," by Mr. J. R. Beard ;

" Mathematical Design of Transformers," by Prof. D. Robertson
;

'Electric Generating Stations in China," by Prof. C. A. Mid-
dleton Smith

;

" Pole-Face Losses," by Mr. F. W. Carter.
" The Principles of Dynamo-Electric Machinery." By B. F.

Bailey. London : Hill Publishing Co. Price 12s. 6d. net.
" The Electrical Engineers' Diary for 1916." London : S. Davis

and Co. Price (stiff boards or limp cloth) 3?. 6d. net.

We have received a copy of a new monthly papsr, Russia, which
is published in London at 6d. It is a commercial, financial and
literary review, and contains the official bulletin of the Russian
Chamber of Commerce in London. One of the articles discusses
engineering prospects in Russia ; others deal with Russian traffic

routes and Russian credit.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Aberdeen.—The Electricity Committee has renewed
the contracts for the supply of electri:ity to the Harbour Com-
missioners and the Great North of Scotland Railway Co. The
number of units generated in November was 1,301,800, as com-
pared with 1,13*, 140 units in the previous year, an increase of
163,660 units.

—

Evening Ga:ette.

Birmingham.—Plant Extensions. — The Electric
Supply Committee recommends the City Council to approve a
scheme for extending the temporary generating station just com-
pleted at Neehells. This recommendation is the outcome of
certain negotiations, and the decision of the Committee, in view
of the fact that the temporary station would only be sufficient to
meet the demand of existing consumers, not to accept any further
applications for supplies. Manufacturers who had accepted orders
for urgent work thereupon took steps to compel the undertaking
to supply. The alternatives of proceeding with the permanent
station, or erecting an extension to the existing temporary station,
were considered, but it was found that new plant could not be
installed in the permanent station before the winter of 1917,
whereas the temporary extension will, it is hoped, be ready for use'
during the winter of 1916. The cost of the buildings and plant is

shown in the following table :— Foundations, engine and boiler
house, J. J. Shardlow, £3,500; structural steel work, E. O. & J.
Keay, Ltd., £5,800; corrugated asbestos sheeting for roof and
walls, glaz ;ng, &c, £2,200 ; 6,000-KW. turbo-alternator, with
condensing plant, £27,000 ; three boilers with superheaters, chain-
grate BtokerB, chimneys, induced draught fans, &c, Babcock and
Wilcox, Ltd., £17.000; coal-handling plant, overhead telpherage
system, Herbert Morris, Ltd , £3,500 ; ash-handling plant, £50

;

overhead crane for engine house, £600 ; steam, feed and water
pipe work, including valves, £5,300 ; cooling towers, including
foundations, Davenport Engineering Co., £5,550 ; fire appliances,
£60 ; lagging for Bteam and feed pipes, £160 ; hotwell feed water
tank and connections, £500 ; engine-room platforms, £200 ; rail-

way siding, £3,000 ; high-tension switchgear and cable connec-
tions, £5,000; wharf extension, £3,000; contingencies, 10 per
cent., £8,240. Total, £90,660. The cost of the underground
trunk and distributing mains that will be necessary is estimated at
approximately £50.000. If it should be necessary to install

economisers there will be an additional expense for eoonomisers
and foundations of £8,000. The items of plant against which
makers' names are given are those for which tenders have been
obtained and submitted to the controlling authority.

Carlisle.—Owing to the heavy rains, the Corporation
electric light station was flooded on Friday last, oaueing a
temporary cessation of the electrio lighting.

—

Times.
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Canada.—The Hydro-Electric Power Commission of

Ontario has extended the power plant at South Tails, Muskoka River,

by the addition of a 760-K.v.A. unit ; the extension will supply

the towns of Gravenhurbt, Bracebridge and Huntsville.— Canadian

Acoording to an American Consular report, the plant oapacity of

the Calgary municipal electrical undertaking is 15,000 KW., the

plant consisting of turbine and reciprocating sets with gas fired

boilers. At the present time, however, the Calgary Power Co., is

supplying the city under a bulk contract, from its hydro-electrio

plants on the Bow River, 58 miles away, and using the city's power
plant as a stand-by unit. The city distribution is at 2,300 volts,

three-phase, by means of 233 miles of pole line ; the consumers'
secondary feeders are siDgle-phase, three-wire, at 110 aDd 220 volte

and three-phase, 220 volts, for power. Some 1 1,000 meters are in

service and 200 miles of streets are electrically lighted. The
department is in a prosperous financial position.

Chelmsford,— E.L. Purchase.—The T.C. has decided
to apply for an order under the Special Aots (Extension of Time)
Aot, 1915, extending for one year the time within which the Cor-

poration may exercise its option to purchase the local electric light

undertaking. In 1894 the B. of T. granted Messrs. Crompton and
Co. a provisional order, and the present undertakers are the Electric

Supply Corporation, Ltd.

Dublin.—AVhen the chairman of the Lighting Com-
mittee recently moved the adoption of a report recommending the
Committee's amalgamation with the Electricity Supply Committee,
an amendment was moved by Mr. P. T. Daly for deferring the
report pending the report of a Special Committee investigating
the affairs of the electricity undertaking, and this was agreed to.

By 37 votes to 14, the Corporation adopted a report of the Eleo-
tricity Committee on the chargeB for electrioal energy supplied to

theatres.

Erith.—The U.D.C. on December 29th decided to grant
a supply of current to the West Kent Electric Co. for a further
20" houses in Colyer's Lane. The electrical engineer has been
authorisjd to install, at a cost of £60, a new centrifugal pump.

Finchley,—E.L. Failure.—The electrical engineer,
reporting upon the recent breakdown of the mains, said that this
was the first occasion on which the supply of current had been
completely disorganised since 1903. Each of the three main
areas of supply was affected, and there were numerous minor
faults on consumers' premisep. The breakdown had partially
damaged the large generating set. The major fault was due to a
pick hole in one of the distributing mains, and the engineer is of
opinion that all street openings should be under supervision, as
similar damage had been done on several occasions. The engineer
spoke highly of the mannsr in which the staff and men worked to
clear the breakdown. The suggestion with regard to the super-
vision of future excavations was adopted by the Council.

Halifax.— Proposed Loan.— The Corporation pro-
poses to apply to the L.G.B. for power to borrow £5,558, the
additional cost in connection with the purchase of plant required
at the electricity works.
The General Purposes Cammittee has referred to the Electrioity

Committee a request for an advance of wages by the employes of
the eleotrioity department.

Hereford.—Loan Refused.—The L.G.B. has refused
the application of the T.C. for sanction to a loan for additional
plant at the electricity works on the ground that the matter is

not one of pressing necessity. The Council, in consequence, will
not entertain for the time being any applications for new supplies,
nor any extension of any existing supply.

Heston and Islewortb.

—

Electricity Prices.—The
Electricity Committee has again decided to retain the present price
of current, as in view of the probable falling off in the quality of
gas, owing to the extraction of constituents for manufacturing
purposes, the undertaking would be likely to reap the benefit
of an increased demand.

Leamington.—A sum of £300 is to be spent on X-ray
apparatus and an electrioal installation at the Warneford and South
Warwickshire Hospital.

Leicester.

—

Plant Extensions.—Having received
numerous applications for increased power supply from manu-
facturers, the Electricity Committee recommends the Council
to sanction an expenditure of £14,000 for the immediate provision
of cables and for anticipated requirements, for which official
approval will be given.

Lincoln.—Price Increase.—The T.C. has decided
to increase the accounts of all ordinary oonsumers for lighting and
power by 20 per oent. from the completion of the meter readings
for the Christmas quarter's accounts.

Loudon.—Bethnal Green.—The Electricity Com-
mittee of the B.C. has had under consideration the question of the
method to be adopted in dealing with the mains and services laid
by the Shoreditch B.C. in the Bethnal Green area. The Shoreditch
Council has from time to time during the past 12 years laid
mains and services, some of the work being undertaken on the
understanding that the Bethnal Green authority would, when in
a position to supply current, purchase the mains of the Shoreditch

Counoil, whilst other works have been carried out by the latter

authority in the absence of objection on the part of the Bethnal
lireen authority. The Committee recommends the Council to

authorise it to negotiate further with the Shoreditch Council for

the purchase of the mains and apparatus in order that the matter
can be settled promptly.

Manchester.

—

Loan Sanction.— Sanction has been
received for the borrowing of 48,260, repayable within 60 year?,

for the purohase of certain lands required in connection with the
scheme for the establishment of an electricity generating station at

Barton.

Paisley,

—

Ybab's WORKING. — For the year ended
May 15st last, the Corporation electricity undertaking earned a
gross revenue of £25,908 and a gross profit of £11,072, and after

meeting the usual financial charges and taxes, a surplus remained
of £446, as compared with £395 in the previous year. The units
sold during the year amounted to 1,036,611, which included
1,703,128 units supplied to the Paisley District Tramways Co., and
1,128,000 units supplied for power purposes. The output sold

compares with 3.839,857 units for 1914.

Sal ford.

—

Proposed Loan.—The Electricity Committee
has decided to recommend the Council to apply to the L.O.B., for

sanction to borrow £1,600 for a .".00-kw. rotary converter set,

together with the requisite switchgear and low-tension cable.

Southend.—L.G.B. Sanction.—The L.G.B. has sanc-
tioned the loan for the provision of engines at the Leigh and
Thorpe Bay sub-stations, on the understanding that the Corpora-
tion will endeavour to dispose of the machinery and will not fix the
same without the Board's consent. A further communication ia

to be made to the Board on this matter.

Stalybridge.

—

Loan Application.—The Joint Board
has decided to apply for sanction to the borrowing of a sum not
exceeding £20,000 for an extension scheme at the generating
station to meet the increasing demands for energy. It is pro-

posed to install another turbine set.

West Bromwicb.

—

Loan Sanction.—The Electricity

Committee of the T.C. has obtained sanction to borrow £8,850 for

the extension of generating plant as follows :—£1,759 for

economiser, steel chimney, motor for stoker and water softener
;

£4,517 for boiler maohinery, &c. ; and £2,574 for engine house
extension and for foundations for boilers, chimneys, &c. The
Committee recommends the entering into of an agreement with
the Oriental Tube Co. for the supply of current of a minimum
quantity of 80,000 units per annum.

Wharfedale.—E.L. Scheme.—In regard to the scheme
of various Wharfedale District Councils, with a view to the
establishment of a joint electricity supply undertaking, it appears
that the Otley and Burley Councils have suddenly withdrawn
without attending a meeting of the joint committee to intimate
their intention. In a report from the Wharfedale Electricity

Sub-Cc mmittee, presented to the Guiseley Council, it was Buggested
that providing there was a unanimous desire on the part of the
Councils concerned to allow a private company to come into the
district it would be advantageous if each Council had a similar

agreement with such company. Dr. Muschamp, the originator of

the joint scheme, Baid a tentative scheme had been drawn up, with
a recommendation that each Council should take a census with
the object of ascertaining what demand there would be for

electricity. The scheme must remain in abeyance at present

because the Board of Trade had clearly intimated that it would
not grant any order to any company during the period of the war.

Whitstable.—At a special meeting of the U.D.C. on
December 28th, it was reported that the debenture-holders of the

looal Electric Supply Co. had appointed a receiver. A resolution

was passed to the effect that the Council should only continue
generating current in the usual manner until January 7th, unless

on or before that date the debenture-holders stated their willingness

to recoup the Council for all expenses incurred.

York.

—

Deferred Extensions.—The Electricity Com-
mittee has recommended the T.C. to apply for an extension of

time for the laying of mains in the Biahopthorpe and Acomb
districts under the 1914 order.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

Aberdeen.

—

Track Maintenance.—Some discussion is

likely to arise in the T.C. regarding a proposal emanating from the
Tramways Committee that the maintenance of the tramway track
should be handed over to that department.

Belfast.

—

Feuale Labour.—At the meeting of the
Corporation, on Monday last, Alderman Tyrell, of the Electrical
Committee, in reply to a Labour protest against the employment
of women as conductors on the trams, said that, if it was neces-
sary to employ women, it would be done. Some discussion followed
on the age of conductors, which had been reduced from 19 to 17
years, and also on a recent electrical explosion in one of the
streets.
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Blackpool.—Contract Tickets.—The T.C. on Tues-

day last had another long debate on the question of tramway con-

tract prices. The tramways manager recently reported that the

existing charge of £3 per annum for the entire system was
resulting in a loss of about £2,000 a year to the department, but

the General Purposes Committee last week supported a recom-

mendation that any change Bhould be deferred until after the war.

Aid, Grime submitted that the Council should settle the matter

at once by raising the price to £5. The amendment was defeated,

so that the existing charges will remain in force.

Bradford.—Female Labour.—Over 300 applications

have been received for the 20 posts of women car conductors which

have been decided upon by the Tramways Committee as an experi-

ment.
Daring the storm of Saturday last a double-decked tramcar was

blown over in Idle Road, the two passengers reoeiving alight

injuries.

Canada.—Thirty Ontario municipalities have endorsed

the proposal to construct an electric railway from Toronto to

London (Ontario), at a cost of £2,800,000.—Morning Post.

Colne.—The T.O. has refused to accede to a request by

the Tramway Workers' Union that the advance of 5 per cent,

whioh the Council made at its last meeting, should be regarded as

permanent, and not as a war bonus.

Erith.—The U.D.C. has decided to apply for a prov.

order to alter or amerd the Tramways Improvement Act, bo as to

enable the Council to run motor-'buses in certain districts.

Glasgow.—Tramway Accident.—On Saturday last an
accident occurred to one of the Corporation electric cars, which
left the rails at a sharp curve, and crashed into the wall of the

Forth and Clyde Canal. The force of the collision caused the upper

portion of the car to become separated from the lower, and to hang
sideways against the wall. Over 40 passengers were on the car,

and several were badly injured, including the woman conductor, the

moat serious cases being removed to the Western Infirmary.

Leeds.—New Tramway Offices.—The Corporation

tramway department moved during several days last week from its

old premises in City Square to a new building at the corner of Lower
Briggate and Swinegate. The new headquarters are to be shared

by the Highways department, and the estimated cost of the place

is £30,000. & new headquarters has long been urgently needed,

the growth of the tramway system having been very rapid in the

last 15 years.

Preston.—-The Tramway Committee, after considering

a statement of receipts, has declined to discontinue the Sunday
morning car service. Girls are to be employed for the tramway
parcel delivery service.

Manchester.—The R. of T. has extended for one year

the time limited by the Manchester Corporation Act, 1911, for the

construction of, certain authorised tramways within and beyond
the city.

Radcliffe.—Accident.— Nine persons were slightly

injured on Monday in a tramway accident. Harry Puaey, the

driver of the oar, waa driving down Radcliffe New Road, at about
eight miles per hour, and when he tried to apply the brakes, about
200 yards from the bottom of the decline, the wheels began to

Bkid. He applied other brakes, but the car gained speed, collided

with a lorry, and ran off the track into a shop-front.

U.S.A.— Chicago Electrification Report.—The long-

waited report of the "Chicago Association of Commerce Committee
of Investigation on Smoke Abatement and Electrification of Rail-

way Terminals " has at last been made public. It contains Bome
1,200 pagea, and apparently comes to the conclusion that railway
electrification would have a negligible effect in reducing smoke
polution, and that if carried out, the railways would have to meet
an estimated annual loss of over 14 million dollars on the under-

taking. The electrification of every mile of track in the city

would involve 3,476 miles, 1,476 miles being main line, and affect

38 railroads.

The Committee in estimating the cost of electrification considered

several systems, and found comparatively little difference in cOBt.

The least costly scheme was an 11,000-volt single-phase trolley

system ($178,000,000) ; a 2,400-volt direct-current trolley system
was estimated to coat 8191,000,000 ; and a 600-volt D.c. third-rail

syBtem $198,000,000, but this ayBtem was regarded as impracticable

on account of the number of gaps in the third rail, while the over-

head trolley system would be hampered by the number of struc-

tures across the track. The estimated annual deficit arises from
the burden of annual charges to be met, electric working being in

itself cheaper than steam operation. Steam locomotives were
found to be responsible for only 10 per cent, of the gaseous polution

of the air, and it was considered that electrification would reduce

the visible smoke in the city by only 20 per cent. As pointed out
by an American contemporary, the extent of thiB smoke nuisance

to the city at large may be of minor importance, but its concen-

trated nature in certain localities may have an important bearing

on the matter.

One result of the publication of the report has been a unanimous
decision of the Chicago City Council instructing the Council's

Committee on railway terminals to consider immediately the elec-

trification of the steam railways within the oity, and report as to

the necessary ordinances to bring this about—the Council thus
ignoring the findings of the Chicago Association of Commerce.

The engineers to the Boston Elevated Railway Co. have recom-
mended the addition of a 35,000-kw. turbine set to the South
Boston station, which contains three 15,000-kw. turbo-generatore.

The engineers point out that while a 20,000-kw. set would provide

Butfioient power to meet reasonable demands temporarily, the

larger unit would cost considerably less per kw. and be more
efficient. It ib estimated that the additional coat ($200,000) would
be repaid within five years by these savings. With an estimated

five years' output of 1,180,000,000 units, the manufacturing costs

are estimated at §3,200,000 with the larger set, and at $200,000

more for the smaller set ; the use of the larger machine with ita

less steam consumption would also defer the necessity for addi-

tional boilers for one year beyond the time if a 20,000- kw. set

were inatalled. The engineera alao mention the tendency towards

higher boiler pressures, it being considered practicable to build

equipment for 400 lb. per sq. in. or more. The Boston Co. ia

rearranging its sub-station plant and substituting 1,000-kw. rotary

converters for smaller units.

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

Ceylon.—According to Indian Engineering, the wireless

equipment of Ceylon has been so much improved that the Island

can now receive measages from Paris and Cornwall.

Postal Telegraphists.—It has been arranged with the

War Office that no Post Office servant who has been attested Bhall

be called up until the Postmaster-General has intimated that

arrangements can be made for his release. Telegraphists and
skilled workmen included in the reviaed waiting list for the

Royal Engineera will not be called up with the groupB into which
they fall, but will be retained in their civil positions until they
are required for enlistment in the Signal Service.

Russia.—"Urgent" telegrams to Russia at the rate of

la. ljd. per word were inatituted on January 1st. These telegrams

have priority over other private messages.

Switzerland.—According to official reports, the Swiss

telegraph and telephone network had, at the end of 1913, an extent

of 10,389 km. The telegraphic traffic during 1913 increased to

6,140,526 telegrams (an increase of 182,512 meaaagea). Telephone
aubacribers totalled 80,517, the wire serving them being 336,419

km. in extent. The interurban circuits and international circuits

had a total length of wire of 65,0998 km. The number of con-

versations was 73,733,935. The aggregate of receipts totalled

21,182,715 fr. ; expenses were 20,016,955 fr. The profit was,

consequently, 1,165,760 fr.

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.
Australia.—January l:tth. P.M.U. Carbon and man-

ganese powder, manganese chloride, chloride of ammonia, porous

pots, outer jars and carbon blocks. See " Official Noticea " to-day.

February 18th. Melbourne, Brunawick and Coburg Tramways
Trust. Six radial trucks.*

Brisbane.—January 23rd. P.M.G. Wheatstone apparatus. See
" Official Notices " Dec. 17th.

April loth. P.M.G. Common-battery multiple switchboard, or

automatic or semi-automatic switchboard, and aa80ciated apparatua.

See " Official Noticea " December 31st.

Melbourne.—February 16th : 51 electric staff instruments.

February 23rd : Two commutator slotting machines, for the

Victorian Railway Commissioners.*

Sydney.—January 31st. Three electrically-operated railway

freight-car transferers, for Jones Bay wharfage, Pyrmont. Particu-

lars from Engineer-in-Chief of the Harbour Trust, Circular Quay.

January 20tb. Silk-covered wire, for P.M.G.*

February 7th. Metropolitan Board of Water Supply and
Sewerage. For No. 1 pumping station at Ultimo. Two centrifugal

pumps and electric motors (4,000 gallons per minute each),

switchboards, starters, &c. Contraot No. 1,301.*

February 28th. Municipal Council. Tenders for induction

regulators. Specifications (lie. 6d.) from the Electric Light

Department, Town Hall, Sydney.

May 3rd. N.S.W. Railways and Tramways Department. One
2,500-KW. turbo-alternator, for Zara Street, Newcastle, power
house. Specifications (20s.) from the Engineer's office, 61, Hunter
Street, Sydney.

Barling'ton. — January I2th. Corporation. Coal

bunkers, elevators, &c, for the electricity works. Specifications

from the Borough Electrical Engineer, Haughton Road.

Bublin,— January 12th. Port and Docks Board.

Twelve montha' aupply of electrical supplies. Forms from Mr. N.

Proud, Secretary, Port and Docks Office, Westmoreland Street.

Leeds.—January 15th. Electricity Department. Steam
coal (small slack, smudge or similar material) during the period

ending July 31st or December 31st, 1916. Mr. C. N. Hefford, City

Eleotrical Engineer, 1, Whitehall Road.
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London.—ISLINGTON.—January 21st. B.C. Twelve.

months' supply of engine-room stores, electrical fittings, meters,

cables, A;c. See " Official Notices" Dec. 3 1 at.

Vm Zealand. — Auckland.— February 23rd. City
Council. Centrifugal pumping electric motors, and automatic
starting and controlling apparatus, for the four city pumping
stations. Specifications from the office of the Water Board, Town
Hall, Auckland.
Dinedin.—Mayl7th. CityCounoil. (OTramcar bodies; (2) elec-

trical equipment. Plans, &c. from the Town Clerk, Dunedin.
Raetihi.—March 14th. Town Board. 40-h.p. hydro-electric

generating set, switchboard, i:c. Plans and particulars from Messrs.

H. W. Climie & Son, Raetihi.*

Soutli Africa.—January 17th. S.A. Railways Adminis-
tration, Johannesburg. 74,9lii; drawn-wire tungsten lamps.*

Spain.—Tenders have just been invited by the municipal
authorities of Puerto de Bejar (.Province of Salamanca) for the
concession for the electric lighting of the town during a period of

L'O years.

The municipal authorities of Bodon (Province of Salamanca)
have lately invited tenders for the concession for the electric

lighting of the town during a period of three yearB.

Specifications for the items marked * can be seen at the Board
of Trade Commercial Intelligence Branoh in London.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

CLOSED.
Aberdeen.—The Corporation Tramways Committee has

accepted tenders for ironwork and supplies of wood from Messrs.

Cruickshank & Mclntyre, Ltd., and Messrs. John Fleming & Co.

lustralia. — The Brisbane Hospital Committee has
accepted the tender of the Brisbane Electrical Co., at £3,8.'i2, for

the installation of electric light and power.
The Sidney Harbour Trust has accepted the tender of Messrs.

Gibson, Beattie i: Co. for six electric wharf capstans, for Pyrmont.—Tenders.

Bristol.— The Corporation Electrical Committee has
accepted the tender of the East Bristol Collieries, Ltd., for a bix

months' supply of coal to the Avonbank works. The estimated
amount is £11,540.

t.iiinsbv.—The Electricity Sub-committee recommends
the purchase of the following coals from Messrs. Ed. Bannister
and Co., Ltd. :

—

250 tons of Brodsworth nutty Black, at 15s. 6d. per ton, to be delivered
during January.

5,000 tons of Sherwood slack, at 12s. 4d. per ton, to be delivered during the
next 12 months.

Keighler.—The Tramways Committee has recommended
the acceptance of the tender of Messrs Clough, Smith & Co., L^d.,

to construct the overhead equipment for railless trolley vehicles
from the present terminus at Hebden Road, Haworth, to Lower
Town, Oxenhope, the capital payment to be suspended until after
the war.

Leicester.—The Electricity Committee recommends the
Council to seal the following contracts :

—

Siemens Bros. Dynamo Works, Ltd.—An additional 1,000-kw. rotary
converter and switchgear cables, Ac, at £2,450.

British Electric Transformer Co., Ltd.—One set of 100-Kw. transformers,
one spare transformer, one 75-kw. single-phase transformer, and one
50-kw. single-phase transformer, at £812.

G. Fletcher & Co., Ltd.—Additional coal-handling plant, at £1,952.

London.— L.C.C.—The following tenders have been
a^oepted by the L C C. for the supply of eleotrio lamps :

—
Corona Lamp Works, Ltd Items 8-13, 1821, and 26 (metallic rllament

lamps, with filaments of drawn wire).
Cryse co, Ltd.—Items e-27 (metallic-filament lamps, with filaments not of

drawn wire).

Edison & Swan U.E.L. Co., Ltd.—Items 1-7 icarbon-nlament lamps).

.Manchester.—The Electricity Committee has accepted
the following tenders :

—
One set of induced draught plant.—Musgrave ft Co., Ltd.
One strain turbine driven boiler feed pump —Worthington Pump Co., Ltd.
Two electrically-driven circulating water pumps.—Mather & Piatt, Ltd.
Coal-conveying p'ant.—Babcock « Wilcox, Ltd.
Water cooler.— Klein Engineering Co., Ltd.'
Railway track and crossing.—Marple & Gillott, Ltd.
Steelwork required in boiler house No. 2.—Francis Morton & Co., Ltd.
Fountains f jr new cooling towers and boiler house No. 3.— F. Mitchell and

Co , Ltd.
Periodical inspection and insurance of two boiler6 and eoonomisers.

—

National Bailer & General Insurance Co., Lid.
Lengih of ozone-proof cable.—Pirelli-General Cable WorkB, Ltd.

Sal ford.—The Electrical Committee has accepted the
following tenders :

—

The Tramways Committee has accepted the tender of Messrs.
Hadfields, Ltd., for 14 manganese-steel crossings, at £292 ; and the
offer of Messrs. Brown, Bayley's Steel Works, Ltd., for 300 steel
tramcar tireB, at £4 10s. 9d. per tire.

AVest Broniwich.—The following tenders for the supply
of plint have been recommended by the Electricity Committee for
acceptance :

—

Gwynnes. Ltd.—Motor-driven centrifugal pump.
Kenmcott Water Softener Co.—Water softener.
Cochrane & Co., Ltd.—C.I. pipes.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.—High-pressure steam pipe'.

Greenock Electrical Society.— Fridav, January 7th. At 7li
i

rand Institute, 19. Went Scewart 8lreet Paper on "The Bconomj
ol Electrioity in a Kmall Household," l.y Mr. W. B. Smith.

Electro-Harmonic Society.—Friday, January 7th. At 8 p.m. At Holboru
Restaurant. Smoking concert.

Manchester Association of Engineers.—Saturday, January 8th. At Grand
lintel, Aytoun Street. Paper on "The Importance nf I'niform Conditions
for F.ngineciing Operations and Industrial Work," by Mr. A. Etchclls.

Institution of Civil Engineers.—Tuesdav, January nth. At 6.80 p.m. At
Great Geortte Street, Westminster. Paper on "The Electrio Locomotive,"
by Mr. F. W. Carter.

Illuminating Engineering Society.—Tuesday, January lltb. At 8 p.m. At
the Royal Society of Arts, John Street, Adelphi. Discussion on "Some
!'i ui.ipies in Industrial Lighting (with special reference to the first Report
of the Departmental Committee on LightiDg in Factories and Work-
shops) " to be opened by Mr. J. 8. Dow.

Institute of Marine Engineers. -Tuesdav, January 11th. At 7 p.m. At
Tower Hill, EC. Paper on " Power-driven Tools on board Ship," by Mr.
J. Hamilton Thomson.

Liverpool Engineering Society.—Wednesdav, January 12th. At the Rovnl
Iustitution, Colquitt Street. Paper on "Marine Refrigeration," by M-.
J. Wemyss Anderson.

Association of Engineers in-Charge. — Wednesday. January Utb. At
8 p.m. At St. Bride's Institute, Bride Lane, E.C. Paper on "Limit
Gauges and their Application," by Mr. W. H. Booth.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—Thursdav, January 13th. At 8 p.m.
At Victoria Embankment, W.C. Paper on " The Predetermination of the
Performance of Dynamo-electric Machinery," by Prof. Miles Walker.

'Newcastle Local Section).—Monday, January lOeh. At 7.30 p.m.
At the Mining Institute. Paper on "The Design of High-pressure Distri-

bution Systems," by Mr. J. R. Baara.

(Scottish Local Section'.—Tuesdav, January 11th. At 8 p.m. At 207,

Bath Street, Glasgow. Paper on "Distribution and Rise of Temperature
in Field Coils " (part II), by Prof. M. Mac'ean and Mr. D. J. Mackellar.

Manchester Local Section'.—Tuesday, January lltb. At 7.30 p.m.
At the Engineers' Club, 17. Albert Square. Paper on " The Predetermina-
tion of the Performance of Dynamo-electric Machinery," by Prof. Miles
Walker.

(Birmingham Local Section'.—Wednesday, Januarv 12th. At 7 p.m.
At the University, Edmund Street. Paper on "The Predetermination ol

the Performance of Dynamo-electric Machinery," by Prof. Miles Walker.

(Yorkshire Local Section'.—Wednesday, January 19th. At 7 p.m.
At the Philosophical Hall, Leeds. Paper on "The Design of High-pres*uie
Distribution Systems," by Mr. J. R. Beard.

Chemical Society.—Thursday, January 13th. At 8 p.m. At Burlingtcn
House, ticcadilly, W. Oidinary meeting.

NOTES.

Bristol Corporation and Enemy Goods.—At a

meeting of Bristol City Council on Saturday a resolution was
passed requesting the Corporation Committees to avoid as far as

possible trading with firms containing Germans or German capital.

It was suggested that Sir W. fl. Davies, M.P., who was present,

should draw the attention of Parliament to such trading by
Government departments.

—

Times.

The City Council had a lengthy discussion on the matter a few
days ago, the question being raised with reference to a contract ft r

main cable for the Royal Edward Dock placed with Messrs.

Siemens Bros., Ltd. Alderman PearsoD. who was the principal

speaker, said that whether the works were under Government con-

trol or not it did not affect where the profit went. If the profit

went into the hands of the public trustee he was of opinion that
it would largely go to Germans when the war wa9 over, and at

the end of the war it would be used to bargain with Germany,
and Germany would get it directly, or as a Bet-off. Alderman
Pearson went on to give illustrations of the way in which relatives

and friends of his own, Englishmen, who had been in control of

businesses in Germany np to the outbreak of war, were being treatt d

ia Germany—living either in gaol or in horse boxes. He pro-

posed :

—
" That all Committees of the Council ba instruoted. when

placing order-", to avoid any business which is enemy-owned or is

managed or worked directly or indirectly by or under the influence

of enemy subjects, or is carried on wholly or mainly for the
bent fit of or on behalf of enemy subjects, notwithstanding that
the firm or company rnsy be registered or incorporated within the
King's Dominions.'' After discussion, in the course of which it

was shown that the firm had supplied machines, and unless they
were to be allowed to replace parts in case of breakdown it might
be very awkward, also that they were patronised by the Govern-
ment, and had supplied war materials to the Government, Alder-
man Pearson wished to add the words "as far as possible." He
said that it was his idea that they should go to Messrs. Siemens
when it was absolutely necessary. The resolution as amended was
agreed to. A report of the discussion will be found in the Bristol

Times and Mirror for January 3rd.

Institution and Lecture Notes.—Institution of
Electrical Engineers.—The Council has decided that during the
war any candidate for admission as Associate Member who is

engaged on naval or military service, or employed (whole time) in
an engineering capacity on munitions or other war work, shall be
exempted from complying with the examination regulations, and
any such service may be accepted in part fulfilment of the con-
ditions laid down with regard to experience, provided that in other
respects the candidate satisfies the requirements as to age and
training.

The Council has asked the National Service Committee of the
Institution to formulate a scheme for giving to disabled sailors and
soldiers a preliminary training as switchboard attendants, &c, and
for obtaining means to carry on this work and arranging for the
selection and distribution of applicants for positions.
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The following- local hon. secretaries and treasurers have been

appointed :—Mr. H. Hastings, for Spain ; Mr. A. C. Kelly, for

Argentina ; Mr. W. M. L'Estrange, for Queensland.

The following arrangements are announced for meetings to be

held in London between naw and May :

—

January 18th.—Prof. Miles Walker, " The Predetermination of the Per-

formance of Dynamo-electric Machinery."
January 20th.—H. H. Harrison, " The Principles of Modern Printing

Telegraphy."
February loth.— O. L. Record, " The Testing of Underground Cables with

Continuous Current."
February 17th.—C. Chree, D.8o„ F.B.8., "Terrestrial Magnetism." (The

seventh Kelvin Lecture.)
March 9th.—E. V. Pannell, " Continuous-current Railway Motors."
Maroh 16th.—N. W. Storer, " The Possibilities in the Design of Continuous-

Current Traction Motors."
April i:ith.— (To be announced later.)

May 11th.—Annual General Meeting.

Fatalities.—At Manchester on Tuesday an inquest was

held on Henry Wharton, aged 17 years, who had been employed at

a Manchester munition works. Deceased was being instructed in

tie work of driving an overhead crane. On December 31st he

appeared to have left the cabin of the crane (although he had no
n ;ed to do sj), and he was seen with his hand on a " live " wire

well abjve the cabin. He fell to the ground and died later.

" Accidental Diath " was the verdict.

At the adjourned inquest at Eastbourne in connection with the

death from electric shock of two men who attempted to render

'assistance to a motor-car which collided with and smashed a

2,500-volt switch pillar on December 2(1 th last, the jury returned a

verdict of " Death from Misadventure," adding a suggettion that

such boxes should be further from the side of the road. Mr. A. P.

Trotter, electrical adviser to the Board of Trade, represented the

Poard at the inquiry.

On Tuesday last, Arthur Walker, an electrician at Skinningrove

Ironworks, slipped into some gearing, receiving injuries which
necessitated the amputation of a leg.

For Sale.—Messrs. Percy Huddleston & Co. will sell by
auction without reserve, at 168, Falcon Road, Clapham Junction,

S.W., on January 13th, a 230-volt motor, motor fans, arc lamps,

cables, wires, &c, of which some particulars are given in our

advertisement pages to-day.

Appointments Vacant,— Shift engineer (£130), for

the City of Birmingham Electric Supply Department ; electrician

(50s.), for the Abertillery U.D.C. ; assistant electrical engineer

(£130), for the Government of Malta Elec'ric Lighting D<pirtment.

See our advertisement pages to-day.

Volunteer Notes.

—

EngineerinrInstitutions'Voltjn-
tf.er Engineer Cori*s.—Orders for week commencing January
10th, 1916.—By Lieut.-Col. C. B. Clay, V.D., Commandant.

Drills, G.25 to 7.25 ; 7.25 to 8.25 p.m.

Monday, January 10th.—Sections 1 and 2, Technical
;
Sections

3 and 4, Squad, Signalling Section and Recruits.

Tuesday, January 11th.—School of Arms, (> to 7 p.m.

Thursday, January 13th.—Shooting for Sections 1 and 2, and
Signalling Section.

Friday, January 14th.—Sections 3 and 4, Technioal ; Sections 1

and 2, Squad. Signalling Section and Recruits.

Saturday, January 15th.—Uniform Parade. Time and place will

be posted at Headquarters later.

E. G. Fleming,
Company Commander and Acting Adjutant.

3rd Batt. (Old Boys) Central London Regiment (Volun-
teers).—Battalion Orders by Captain R. J. C. Eastwood (Sub-

Commandant), Thursday, January 6 h, 1916 :

—

Captain of the Week.—Mr. C. F. Holland.

Orderly Officer.—Mr. F. Ofven.

Week-end Parades.—Saturday.—A, B and D Companies will

paraie at Baker Street Station at 2.30 p.m. and proceed by train to

Willesden, where they will detrain, and proceed by march route to

Wembley Park. C Company will parade at the Bame time at

Biker Street Station, and proceed direct to Wembley Park by

train.

Sunday.—Field Day.

The Battalion will parade at King's Cross (G.N.R.), at

9 30 a.m. sharp, and proceed by train to Potter's Bar. Members
will make their own arrangements for lunch. Hot tea (without

food) will be provided at 3.30 p.m., and members are advised to

bring their own drinking cups. The Battalion will entrain at

Potter's Bar for the return journey at 4.40 p.m. A sketch of

the ground, by Mr. Marplep, will be issued to all Company
Commanders.

Musketry.—Inter-Platoon Competition.—Acton Range will be

open on Saturday next, the 8;h inBt., for practice for above com-

p itition, only for those men who have sent their names in to the

Musketry S'aff. Parade in Uniform, at Acton Range, at 2 p.m.

punctually.

A. G. Joiner, Major and Adjutant, O.B.C.

British Trade in China.—A Reuter dispatch from
Sianghai sayB that a Chamber of Commerce has been formed

embracing the whole of China. It is issuing journals in English

a id Chinese, and is receiving most valuable co-operation from

the Consular officials. The Chamber of Commerce Journal

announces the formation of a school to teach the Chinese

language to Englishmen. Shanghai is at present in the throes of

a rubber boom.

Inquiry.—Makers of electrical con 'nit bearing the mark
( f a thistle are asked for.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editors invite electrical engineers, whether connected with the

technical or the commercial side of the profession and industry

also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the

Electrical Review posted as to their movements.

Central Station Officials.—Mr. Percy Lane, mains
assistant at the Finchley electricity works, lias tendered his

resignation.

The Leeds Electricity Committee has recommended the

City Council to advance the salary of Mr. O. N. Hefford,
engineer and manager of the undertaking, from ;£600 to £800
per year.

Mr. J. B. Feltham, chief assistant at the Gloucester Cor-

poration electricity works, has heen appointed electrical engi-

neer to the Mexborough U.D.C.
The Manchester Electricity Committee has decided to re-

commend that Mr. A. E. MrKi.xzii:, chief assistant engineer,

be appointed deputy chief engineer at a salary of £700 per

annum, rising by annual increases of £50 to £«00 per annum
as the maximum.
The National Electric Construction- Co. have appointed Mr.

H. C. Bmi! to In- engineer and manager of their electricity

works at Bo'ness, in succession to Mr. Rogers: Mr. Babb went
to Bo'ness from Hawick, where he acted as chief technical

assistant to the Edmundson's Electricity Works. On leaving

Hawick recently he was presented with a case of pipes.

Mr. J. E. M. Stewart, chief assistant engineer in the

Leicester electricity department, has resigned his appoint-

ment in consequence of ill-health. The engineer has been
authorised to obtain the services of an assistant at a salary

of £300 per annum.
Mr. T. S. Warters has resigned his position as shift engi-

neer at the Regent's Park station of the St. Pancras Borough
Council.

General.—Mr. A. Vines (formerly Schneider), a
British-born subject, a managing director of Messrs. Ever-
shed & Yignoles, Ltd., has by deed poll, dated December
01st, 1915, abandoned his former surname of Schneider and
adopted and will use henceforth his mother's maiden name of

Vines.
Mr. H. G. W. Haslett, of Messrs. Haylock & Haslett, joined

the London Electrical Engineers early in October last, and is

now engaged in coast defence work with that corps. A dis-

solution of partnership has been deemed advisable, which
will date from January 1st, 1916. The business will be con-

tinued under the original title of Ralph H. Haylock & Son.

Mr. Walter Towers, lately mechanical engineer at Stirling

Corporation electricity station, has obtained an important

appointment at Bosyth Naval Base. Mr. Towers, who left

Stirling about two months ago, offered his services to the

Admiralty, who gave him a position at the Base, and he has

since been promoted supervisor of the main power station.

Mr. Towers was employed by the Stirling Corporation for

13 years.

Dr. Wm. Gaknett, the well-known education authority,

mathematician and physicist, retired from his position as

Educational Adviser to the L.C.C., on reaching his 65th year,

on December 31st.

in the London Gazette appointments there appear the fol-

lowing announcements:—December loth, 1915. Admiralty;

Electrical Engineer in H.M. Naval Establishments, Ernest

Thomas Williams; December 17th, Richard Wightman.
The marriage took place at HoLlingworth Congregational

Church on December '27th, of Mr. Walter Aoutter, of the

electrical staff of the D.P. Battery Co., Bakewell, and Miss

M. Marshall, of Woolley Lane, Hollingworth.

The Morning Poet states that Mr. E. Manville, of London

and Coventry, president of the Associated British Motor

Manufacturers and ex-president of the Society of Motor

Manufacturers and Traders, has consented to serve as a mem-
ber of the Board of Referees in connection with the excess

profits dutv.

It was announced in the Times last week that a marriage

would shortly take place between Mr. Horace Field Parshall,

of Penbury Grove, Penn, Bucks, and Miss Ellen Dunlap

Pavne. daughter of Mrs. ( lertrude Dunlap Payne and the late

Frederick William Pavne, of Boston. Massachusetts.

Mr. P. W. Mozi.i.v. eldest son of Mr. H. Mozley, the Burn-

ley tramways manager, has enlisted in the Engineering Com-

panv of the London Regiment of Artists' Rifles. He is chief

engineering assistant to the Burnley Corporation.

The daily Press states that Mr. G. W. J. Praat, trafhc super-

intendent
' Bournemouth Telephone District, has been ap-

pointed superintendent of telegraph and telephone traffic in

the Ceylon Post Office.
. ,

Major 0: W. Jordan, electrical engineer, of Cardilt, has

just taken over the duties of Commandant of the No. 7 Area

of the Western Command. In this area there are Lancashire,

Cheshire and Manchester, as well as (ilamorgan companies.

Roll of Honour.—Second-Lieutenant Wilfrid C.

Hunter. R.G.A., who was killed in action on December 30th

in Flanders, was. prior to the war, secretary of the Rugby

Lamp Co., Ltd. It is only a few weeks since he took leave

of his parents and friends in Rugby to proceed to the Front.

Warrant Telegraphist Harry Noble, of the R.N.K., baa

received the Serbian gold medal for zealous service in the
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war, the <( inf.-i 11 h n t having been made al the in tance ol

King Peter
\i:i btoe B. l*i iii.i.u m, gignallei in th< ' : al 1 agi

1 rly an electrieaJ
I on Bick

al bii home 1 nffei ing From dial

Private 11 wiii;, of the 16th Lancashire Fusiliers, formally
1 :ii the \\ eetinghouse Wor] Ti aff< «3 Park, has

been lulled by the eSplosion ol a nun.' under a trench in

Private J. L Horne, of the l/6th Battalion Manchester
1: giment, who prior t<> the war was an apprentice •

« 1 1 j_; j ri«-<-i ;ii Hi. Manchester, and pre-

\ bust} repot ted mi ing ii now 1 epoj ted to have been killed

at the Dardanelles.
Sapper Harri ^shcroft, of the Countj Palatine Engineers,

who lias died in hospital at Rouen, France, from pneumonia,
contracted whilst engaged on trench work, was until last

March engi 1 .1 an electi ician at Southport.
Sappei Tom Grantham, who has been wounded <ai three

occa ion ind > home on leave fr Prance, was prior

to the ' ai iap at Blackpool Tower.
Private Albert T. Scott, 3rd Butts (EaBt Kent Regiment),

who 1 reported wounded and a prisoner of war, was on the

staff at the power house of the Associated Portland Cement
Manufacturers, Ltd., at Burham, near Maidstone.

Lance-Corporal Claud Bancroft, of the Mi Battalion West
Riding Regiment, who is in hospital at Sheffield suffering

from serious injury to his ears through the bursting of a

trench mortar, was engaged prior to the war as electrical

engineer on board Mr. George Jay Gould's yacht Atahnta,
which is now doing patrol duty in connection with the Navy.

The. Salford Tramways Committee has passed a resolution

congratulating Sergeant. Smethurst, an employe "I the Com-
mittee, im being awarded the D.O.M., and has given instruc-

tions for the resolution to be engrossed on vellum and pre-

sented to Sergeant Smethurst.

Will.—The late Dr. F. S. Pearson, who was drowned
in the Lusitania, left estate valued at £328,960 in the United
Kingdom.

New Year Honours List.—In the New Year Honours
list the following appear :

—
Mr. D. A. Thomas, of South Wales Colliery fame, who has

lately rendered valuable assistance to the Ministry of Muni-
tions by his visits to America, has the dignity of a Barony
of the United Kingdom conferred upon him.
Mr. G. N. Barnes, M.P., formerly Secretary of the Amal-

gamated Society of Engineers, is to be sworn a member of

the Privy Council.
Sir George Bullough, of Messrs. Howard & Bullough,

engineers, and Mr. A. P. Yarrow, the shipbuilder, are made
Baronets.
Mr. George Franklin, who was formerly chairman and

managing director of the National Telepla Co., Ltd., is

made a Knight, as are also Mr. H. P, Le Has, of the Caxton
Publishing Co., and Mr. R. A. Eobinson, a former chairman
of the L.O.O.

In the Colonial Honours list, COLLINQWOOD ScHREIBER, ESQ..

CMC., general consulting engineer to the Government of

Canada, becomes a K.C.M.G.
Mr. J. R. Boose, travelling commissioner for the Royal

Colonial Institute, is made a C.M.G.
Mr. W. W. Hoy, general manager of Railways and Har-

bours, Union of South Africa, and Mr. John Kennedy, con-

sulting engineer to the Montreal Harbour Commission, each
receive the honour of Knight Bachelor.

The Kaisar-i-Hind Gold Medal awarded for public services

in India is given to Mr. W. S. SHARPE, Indian Telegraph

Department, Superintendent of Telegraph Engineering, Bom
bay Division, and to Mr. 11. J. 11. Glenn, executive engineer,

I 'n,\ nice of I Villi.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

Temple Brothers, Ltd. (142,541V—This company was
registered on December 84th, with a capital ot £1,000 in £1 shares, to

carfv on the business of electricians, electrical, mechanical, motor, telephone,

heating, ventilating, and general engineers, makers and repairers of and
dealers in electrical and other fittings, telephones, indicators, fire alarms,
lightning conductors, automata time recorders, clocks, time switches, elec-

trical, scientific, surgical, nautical, optical, .oil mathematical instruments,
manufacture! lers in enfines, aeroplanes, airships, motor cycles

and cars, etc. The subscri nan each) are: J. Hamilton,
London House, New London Street, E.C.. hanicai engineer-! A

I
Seward,

London House, New London Street E.C., supcri idenl ng i. Private
company. The first direct than li\*l are W. J.

lirm ii
|
and I

.,,... .n K

fixed bv the company. Sol lei tor : C. Crowther, 23, Abingdon Sin
minst. i ! rd Sons, Ltd., 116-17, CI I

.... V '

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Bankfoot Power Co., Ltd.- A memorandum of satisfaction
llh, 191.'., ol debentures

ISth, 1911, iiecuring £80,000, has I
I

James Keith and Iilackman Co., Ltd.—Issih , on I I

SOlh, 1916, i ...

all . ,,dv i..

1 mi i
i

...
,

.
, n,!,, 191J ol di 1

i 9th 1914, .... mil,.. £1,500

Northampton Electric Light and Power Co.. Ltd.— issue,
on D I-

. Si l I] benturra, pi ., scries ol whii
ilrea i, be. n filed.

Buenos Aires City and Suburhan Tramways, Ltd. \
memorand I , ,i;.l ,, :„,,, in lull on December 9th, 1913, ol charges dated
M ,,, I, - upptemcntal agreci i dated Sep
-..'. u ' 64,000 ..,,, Ihi ,

..!•
• lo 10 DOO,

CITY NOTES.

Dick, Kerr & Co., Ltd.—Capital. ,£650.000 in AT shares
(350,000 pref.l. Return dated November 4th, 1915 805,0(10 prel. and 260,000
•rd. shares takei up; £665,000 paid. Mortgages and charges: £331,665

British Columbia Electric Railway Co., Ltd.

Tin: annual meeting was held on December 30th at the Greal
Eastern Hotel, E.G., under the pEeeidencj of Mr. c. l\

Norton. In the unavoidable absence, of the Chairman (Mr."
R. M. I Im ne-l'ii\ ne) Mr. Harold Brown, a directoi

sp h which thai gentleman bad prepared. In Hum. the
Chairman said that British Columbia had unqueetionablj
suffered from the effects of the war very much more aeutelj
than anj other part of Canada. A commercial parol
resulted which had produced so great a lalling-oft in the
receipts of the companj that it was probable it would dm
earn in the current year much more than sufficient to )>a\ lis

debenture interest. Fortunately the war did not find the
companj in a weak position as regards cash resources, and
by immediately cutting down capital expenditure to the utmost
possible extent and enforcing the most rigid economy, the
position had been still further strengthened, and the company
was now in a position to withstand even the present acutely
bad times although they should continue lor .several years.

Unfortunately, as events had turned out, they had extended
the tramway system and increased their equipment and power
plants largely beyond the requirements of the business at

present available, and had, therefore, for the time, being, large
amounts of capital uriremuneratively employed. For instance,
their systems of power plants on the mainland and Vancouver
Island had cost $13,475,000, and they were capable of pro-

ducing about twice as much power as was required during the
past year. The ordinary effects of the commercial depression
had been greatly accentuated by the advent of an extraordin-
ary form of competition in the jitney bus. With regard to

the future of this competition, since the commencement of the
winter rains there bad been a considerable and continuous
reduction in the number of jitneys operating, particularly in

Vancouver. It. was expected that this reduction would at

least continue during the remaining winter months. What,
however would happen in the spring, when the fine weather
returned, it was difficult to forecast. The general manager
held the opinion that they would not be troubled next sum-
mer with the jitney 'bus to the same extent as during the
past summer. They had hitherto .struggled to maintain a
thoroughly efficient service throughout all the districts served
by their cars, but Should this jitney competition continue on
an extensive scale, the company must cease to operate some
of the outlying lines. At present, the jitneys took the cream
of the paying traffic in the more thickly populated centres,

leaving the company to provide for the whole of the un-
reinuiicrative business. It was impossible for the jitneys to

supply the needs of the outlying districts at anything like the
lares which the company charged, but if the people, insisted
upon supporting this unfair competition in the more thickly

populated areas the company would have no alternative but
to leave some of the outlying districts without travelling

facilities. During the year every effort had been made to

strengthen the company's friendly relations with the muni-
cipalities, and although the board had been compelled to

refuse many requests involving expenditure of money, it was
hoped that the municipal authorities were beginning to some
extent to appreciate the company's difficulties, and that the
interest and prosperity of the company and of the community
were identical and inseparable, and this would undoubtedly
be realised more and more after the war. The company's pre-

sent position was extremely disappointing, but' it was one
that would tight itself with the return of normal conditions.

\s the result of the wonderful crop, which was reliably esti-

mated to produce to the farmers iu the three prairie provinces
alone no less than -lOO million dollars, and of the stimulus
given to every branch of manufacture by the increased spend-
ing power derived from it. and also from the large munition
orders placed in Canada, a great revival of trade had taken
place iii the Eastern and Central Provinces, and would un-
doubted!) slowly extend to British Columbia, lie might sum
up the situation by saying that the company was suffering

from what, could only be described as tragically had times,

which had caused much suffering and had driven a quarter
of the population out Of the cities and had, incidentally,

greatly restricted use of the cars and of electric light,

a reduction iu the consumption of power by industrial enter-

prises, and had produced jitneys. He thought there was no
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doubt that the worst was past. There was already a consider-
able improvement in the lumber trade, 6ome increase in
activity in mining, and the restoration of the Canadian Pacific
steamship service to Japan and China was definitely an-
nounced, which afforded grounds of hopes of a more marked
improvement when the winter was over. The Panama Canal
and the Canadian Northern Railway across the continent to
Atlantic tide water, both of which were completed in the last
year, would prove most powerful factors in hastening the
development of British Columbia on the return of normal
conditions, and there was nothing in the situation which
caused him to abate in the least degree his absolute confidence
in the splendid future of the province, which could be hastened
or retarded chiefly by the disposition shown by the people to
treat capital with honesty and consideration or otherwise.
The Chairman formally proposed the adoption of the report,

which was seconded by Mr. Evan-Thomas.
Replying to a shareholder, the Chairman said that with

regard to the jitney competition, the board were of opinion
that an ordinary motor-car could not possibly subsist for any
length of time on the fares they were getting. It was, of
course, possible that some form of vehicle . would develop
which would be a serious competitor with the trams, but up
to the present the competition had come very largely from
private owners who drove their own car and who were pre-
pared to work inordinately long hours. The board had striven
to get fair regulations for these cars, and he hoped they
would succeed, but they had not been able to do anything up
till now. As to the provision of £167,888 for renewals main-
tenance, the board thought it was in the best interests of the.

company that that provision should be continued as hitherto,
and he might point out that it was onlv because they had put
by such large sums in the past that the company was in its

present very strong financial position.
The report was adopted.

Tata Hydroelectric Co., Ltd.

The directors, in their report to June 30th, 1915, state that
in addition to the cotton and flour mills which have contracted
to take supply from the company for a period of ten years,

the company has entered into a contract with the Bombay
Electric Supply and Tramways Co., Ltd., for energy required
by them for two of their sub-stations, and the necessary plant
for one of these has been ordered. The directors have autho-
rised the investigation of new areas on the ghauts for the
extension of the present scheme to meet any prospective
demand for energy. Suitable sites have been chosen, and the
result of the investigations shows that considerable power will

be made available on a highly satisfactory basis. The general
manager reports as follows:—

The Walwhan dam was raised last season to a sufficient height to store

water at full supplv level. The work of completion is in progress. The water
in this lake reached full supply level on September 10th, 1915. Water for power
supply is being drawn from Lonavla lake since the commencement, and the

lake now stands at only 4J ft. below full supply level. The duct is nearing
completion throughout. The Lonavla to Forebay section is in use, and the

Walwhan section is being dressed, and is practically ready for service. The
fnrebay work is practically completed. The sluice house, sluices, and all

machinery are erected, and only a little finishing work remains. One upper
pipe line and five small lower pipe lines are completed for the original installa-

tion. The valve house at junction point 9 is under construction. The tunnel

between Walwhan and Shirawata is complete except for a little trimming,
and a quantity of excavation has still to be done in widening the approach
cut. Work is proceeding on the Shirawata Dam, and a small quantity of

water is stored which will be utilised for construction purposes. A temporary
weir is constructed for a small additional storage for power purposes next

year. The power house work for the four units is practically completed. With
the satisfactory conclusion of the necessary revision work on the generators
the whole apparatus of the original installation will be soon in full service.

The transformers, switchgear, etc., are all in regular use and giving satisfac-

tory service. The transmission line is in working order, and both circuits

are available to their full capacity. The question of insulators for mainten-
ance is receiving attention.

The receiving station plant is all installed for the four units

and working satisfactorily. For improving the power factor

of the system two synchronous condensers have been erected
during the year. The workshop building is completed and
brought into use. The underground cables so far put into

service are giving satisfaction. The major portion of the
erection work is completed. Mill equipments for all the mills

of the original installation are received. Ten mills are com-
pletely equipped and receiving power. Seventeen mills are

receiving power for partial requirements. Load is being added
continuously with due regard to the convenience of the cus-

tomers. Arrangement© are now being made for night supply
of energy. At present there are 27 mills with motors of the
aggregate b.h.p. of 27,400 in service.

—

Indian Textile Journal.

Western Canada Power Co.— It is announced, savs
the Times, that this company will default in payment of the
coupon payable on January 1st on ite five per cent, first

mortgage bonds. A committee has been formed in Canada to

protect the interests of the bondholders.

South Wales Electrical Power Distribution Co., Ltd.
—The directors, in forwarding warrants for the current half-

year's interest on the original debenture stock, state that,
although at the present time there is in hand a sum sufficient

to pay the now current half-year's interest, the whole of that
sum was not earned in the half-year, a part having been
previously accumulated .

—

Financier.

Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd.—The
number of units 6old to consumers during the four weeks
ended November 26th, 1915, amounted to 1,709,366; compared
with 1,075,864 in the corresponding four weeks of 1914.

Kaministiquia Power Co.—The directors have de-
clared a dividend of li per cent, for the quarter to January
31st, "i at the rate of 6 per cent, per annum.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Tuesday Evening.

The first week of the new year has witnessed a good deal
of firmness through the Stock Exchange. Prices all round
are good, notwithstanding the fact that the public are buying
comparatively little. . The strength of the Consol market is

a noticeable feature. Home Railway stocks are decidedly
better. The industral sections are more or less overshadowed
by further robust developments in rubber shares, prices in

that particular section going ahead with daily persistence, in

consequence of a steady advance in the price of the raw stuff.

The turn of the old year released money, as usual, in the
way of dividends, and also from the banking accounts of those
who still indulge in the practice of window-dressing. Several
Colonial new issues are in the air, and one of them has
already made its appearance, but without exerting any effect

upon investment prices, though in more normal times they
would probably have depressed the gilt-edged securities to

some extent. There is so much money awaiting investment
that prices are. well maintained, and it would be a simpler
task to write out the names of fifty first-class stocks of which
there is no supply, than to catalogue a list of similar length
giving the names of those which can be bought at the pre-

sent time.

The Home Railway market is enjoying one of its periodical

spasms of firmness. Most of the popular stocks are better,

and a decided feature of the market is the buoyancy of

Underground Electric Railway issues. The £10 shares, in
particular, are strong; but the per cent, income bonds have
also advanced, and show a rise of 2J on the week. The im-
provement is due to inquiry on behalf of investors, of whom
a large number are buying quite small amounts of the stock.

Metropolitans and Districts are both harder, and Central
London stocks—out of favour for some time pa6t—are now
wanted.
Hundreds of ex-dividend markings have been made within

the past ten days throughout the Stock Exchange lists.

Anglo-Argentine Tramways preference shares, and one or two
of the debenture stocks are now ex dividend, and the com-
pany's first preference shares, at 4. look tempting to the
speculative investor. British Columbia Electric preference
moved up a point to 61.

The Mexican group is weaker. A few thousand dollars of

Mexico Tramway and Mexican Light & Power bonds are on
offer, although definite news from the country is as scanty
as ever. Brazilian Tractions show a slight recovery, harden-
ing to 61}', while other foreign Tramway descriptions are

fairly steady.
The Telegraph market is very firm. Anglo deferred moved

up to 23. Western Telegraph debenture stock has recovered
a point of the interest deducted from the price. Globe prefer-

ence are a trifle easier at 10J. Marconis, now ex dividend,

are quoted at 35s., and there is rather more disposition to

deal in them again. The Heavy telegraph shares are, all good,
buyers predominating, and with very little floating supply
on offer.

Home Electricity shares are no better. Illumination issues

of all kinds are dull, gas stocks being weak equally with
electricity supply shares. Westminsters have further receded.
St. James' ordinary are back to 6. The market is stagnant:
and although occasional bargains take place in the leading
shares, this section ranks amongst those which have been
unfortunate enough to fail in securing any portion of popular
support since the war broke out nearly eighteen months ago.

British Westinphouse preference are strong at 2, in conse-

quence of favourable rumours with reference to the big profits

which the company is making out of war work. Babcock
and Wilcox have also advanced further. Callenders are a
good market at lit, showing a rise of 15s. on the week.
India-Rubbers, at 8J, are ex their dividend, and once more
look chean.
The rubber market is the name to conjure with for the

moment. That there is a temporary shortage of the raw
material seems to be generally recognised, but without affect-

ing the rush for rubber shares. Those engaged in the busi-

ness are Dressed to the uttermost in order to keep up with

the activity, which one of them declared only the other day
to be anomalous and contradictory, what time the country
is at war. Nevertheless, the public insist upon buying shares.

the support coming from all narts of the country. By every
canon of tradition aDd precedent, there should be abatement
of tlie fever before long, and not a few Stock Exchange men
look for a halt to be called. Still, as long as the strength of

the raw rubber market is so pronounced, the public are hardly
likely to want to part with their rubber shares.
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SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES. MARKLI QUOTATIONS.

Holfl BUOTBIOITT CoMPAKlEB,

Prioe
Dividend,

1914.

Brompton Ordinary
do. 7 percent. Prof

Obaring Cross Ordiuary
do. do. do. U) Pre!.
do. do. Oily Pre!
do. 4 Deb

Chelsea
do. 4JDeb

Oily of London
do. do. 6 per oenl. Prel,
do. do. 6 Deb
do. do. 4} Dob.

County of London
do. do, 6 per oenl. Pref. .

.

do, do. lsl Dob
do. do. 2nd Deb

Kensington Ordinary
London Electric

per oenl, Pref.

10

me,

Jo. do. 4 Deb.
Metropolitan

do. 4$ per cenl. Pref,
do, 4} Deb
do. 8} Deb

HI. James' and Pall Mall
do. do. do. 7 per cenl. Pref.
do. do. do. Bj Deb

Booth London
Bontb Metropolitan Pref
Westminster Ordinary

do. 44 Pref I*

Telbobafhs a«d Telzfhonek.

1003Anglo- Am, Tel. Prel 6
do. Def 1J

Chile Telephone 8
Cuba Sub. Ord 6

do. Prel 10
Eastern Extension 7

do. 4 Deb 4

Eastern Tel. Ord 7
do. 84 Pref 8*
do. 4 Deb 4

Globe Tel. and T. Ord 6
do. Pref 6

Ql. Northern Tel. 9a
Indo-European 13
Marconi 10
New York Tel. 4} 4g
Oriental Telephone Ord 10

do. Pref 6
Tel. Egypt Deb 41
United R. Plate Tel 8

do. Pref 6
Wesl India and Pan 1

Western Telegraph 7
do. 4 Deb 4

BOHI RAILS.

Central London, Ord. Assented .. 4
Metropolitan u

do. Dlstrlol Nil
Underground Electric Ordinary

do,

do,
do.
do. Income

Nil

16J

79i

Adelaide Bup. 6 per cent. Pref.
do. 6 Deb. ..

Anglo-Arg. Trams, First Pref,
do. Snd Pref, .

FoBBlON Trams, Ac.

4 Deb.
4*Deb.
6 Deb.do.

Brazil Tractions
Bombay Electric Pref. .. .".

do. 4* Deb.
British Columbia Elec. Rly. Pfce.

do. do. Preferred
do. do. Deferred
do. do. Deb,

Mexico Trams
do* 6 per oent. Bonds
do. 6 per oenl. Bonds

Mexican Light Common
do. Pref
do. 1st Bonds

MAMTJT4CTtTB.no CoHPAHISS.
Babcock A Wilcox 14 J
British Aluminium Ord. .. .. 6 22/ti''

do. Pref 6 «'-
British Insulated Ord 16

do. Pref 6
British Weslinghouse Pref 7J

4 >.d

Fgxd
72) xd

51)
Kit

47

do, 4 Deb,
do. 6 p. lien .. .. .'. e

CaUenders 15
do. 6Pref " 6
do. 44 Deb 4i

Castner-Kellner 20
Edison A Swan, £8 pd " nil

do. do. fully paid .. .. Nil
do. do. 4 Deb 4
do. do. 6 % Deb 6

Eleotrio Oonetrnotion . . . . ' 6
do. do. Pref. .. .'.' 7

Oen. Elec Pref g
Henley

"
50

do. 4» Pref 44
do. 4<Deb 4,

India-Rubber 10
Telegraph Con ' ,' go

10}

40/-

69
101

»i

+

1

6 14
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METAL MARKET. MUNITIONS AND LABOUR.

Dec;
£32
31
30
29
28

86/-

85/-

84/-

83/-

82/-

81/-

80'-

79/-

78/-

77/

76/

75/

74/

73/

,
72/-

71/-

7 0/-

£170
169
168
167
166
165
164

£88
87
8S
85
84
83
82
81
80
79
78
77
76

Dec
'

Fluctuations In December.

7 8 9 101314 15I6172021 22 J324 2S2A3031
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it -till is, but it would appear that we are fast giving

up our birthright for what is neither more nor less

than trade union slavery.

One has become so accustomed to dealing with

trade union officials that the individualism of the em-
ploye is wholly lost, and many employers are afraid

to give any man work unless he is a member of the

union. Other employers of labour have come to the

conclusion that all workmen ought to be members
of their union, and thai all employers ought to be-

long to an employers' association. It has practically

e to this. But one may ask. where is the boasted

liberty of the individual ? Again, what has been the

effect of the power of the unions ? Its acknowledged
evils are slackness and defiance of all authority, even
the authority of the trade union leaders themselves.

But it sinks deeper than this. It has become a

national curse in its effects upon the youth of the

country, and the recent troubles between capital and
labour, defiance of all law and order, wilful restric-

tion of output—which even Mr. Lloyd George has at

length had to admit—are but the fruits of want of dis-

cipline in the past. Bernhardi says in his " Germany
and the next War," " The English nation, under the

influence of growing wealth, a lower standard of

labour efficiency

—

which, indeed, is the avowed object

of English trade unions—and of the security of its

military position, has more and more become a nation

of gentlemen at ease and of sportsmen, and it may
well be asked whether, under these conditions, Eng-
land will show herself competent for the great duties

which she has taken on herself in the future."

Again 1

:
" We must never forget this. Hard, labori-

ous work has made Germany great; in England, on
the contrary-, sport has succeeded in maintaining the
physical health of the nation; but by becoming ex-
aggerated, and by usurping the place of serious

work, it has greatly injured the English nation."
Unfortunately every word is true, and we question
whether there is a single person—except, perhaps, a

Labour leader, whose livelihood depends mainly on
slackness and restriction—who would attempt to

deny it. Is it any wonder the Prussians thought
us " contemptible?" One is almost inclined to say,
" Thank God for the war," as it has at least arrested
us on the way to destruction.

For years past it has been well enough known to

employers that restriction of output, and restriction

.alone, was ruining every industry in the country; and
the wail of every coal owner is not so much against
the Minimum Wage and the Eight Hours' Acts, as
Acts of Parliament, but the fact that in each case the
output decreased after the Acts came into operation.
The higher the wages the less the work, the greater
the cost of production, and the greater defiance to
law and authority by the workmen. Yet the Govern-
ment would not accept the owners' explanations,
or believe the facts which were placed before it,

but forced the men's demands upon them. These
inevitably reacted on the public purse, and the great
British public wondered why ! Will this same great
British public realise now, that the British workman,
and especially the British miner, is neither more nor
less than a spoilt child, petted and pampered by a
weak Government until he is no longer fit to " fend
for himself." and whose constant cry is " we will
have more wages," without any thought for others,
or the least exercise of intelligence by asking himself
the question as to where they are to come from ? He
either cannot, or will not, realise that wealth is the
result of production, and that if he refuses to produce
there can be no wealth to distribute. To-day we are
spending at the rate of £5,000,000 a day, and it has
been estimated that at least £1,000,000 a day might
be saved were it not for the evils of restriction in the
past, and it is believed that at least 15 to 20 per cent,
more coal could be produced per day in the coal mines
of Great Britain if each workman would but do his
best. The valiant Labour leaders will say this is a
vile calumny on the British working man. Rubbish!

It is true; and no one knows better that it is true

than the Labour leader, but it is his profession to

support methods and ideas which are fast sapping the

very manhood from the British nation. That there

are some splendid workmen no one would for a

moment attempt to deny. This country would not

have been in such a good position as she is to-day

were it not for that fact, together with the patience

and long-suffering of the employers. These men,
1, have no great love for the trade union

and thousands of them have emigrated to

the Colonies where they are free to exercise their

skill and ambition untrammelled by the rules and

regulations of the " delegate," " shop steward," or
" local secretary." England a free country—Free!

When the Minister of Munitions must ask the " shop

steward " if he will kindly allow the owners of the

works to employ women; or when half-a-dozen pit

iads can stop a concern involving thousands of

pounds capital and cause hundreds of workmen to

lose a day's pay. And it is the trade union leaders

at the head of such freedom as this who aim at be-

coming the Government of the country, and who can

claim the right to kave absolute control of " all the

means of production and distribution." Better the

success of German arms! The iron heel of Prus-

sianism would be lighter in comparison, than to be

subject to the abject slavery and decadence of pre-

sent-day trade unionism.

If, however, we are wise and take to heart seriously

the lessons the past has taught us, and every man.
whether employer or employe, will form a New Year
firm resolution to do the very utmost for his country

and incidentally for himself, it may yet prove that the

greatest folly Germany ever committed was when she

went to war.

TIPS FROM CHINA.

By George R. Archdeacon, A.M.I.E.E.

Four months ago I wrote a few hints which I hoped
might prove useful in assisting British manufacturers

in their attempt to obtain the German trade formerly

done with China.
Since writing that article I have so frequently been

asked for information about the Chinese workman
that I am now attempting to set forth a few of the

most common characteristics of what is, perhaps, the

most complex type of humanity in existence.

All too frequently the newcomer is apt to take the

peculiar Chinese temperament for granted without in

any way trying to understand it. It is in this man-
ner that opportunities of progress are so often

missed, for a deeper knowledge of the native mind
would naturally lead to a clearer understanding and
a wider sympathy, which would be of inestimable

value in assisting the Britisher in his financial deal-

ings with the Chinese, whom I have often heard
described as " the first gentlemen in the Far East."

Let me warn all British engineers and representa-

tives that, although we may not find the Chinese of

interest, the Chinese, from the moment of out-

arrival , will subject us to such scrutiny that before
we are aware of it they will have our character so
well summed up that they will be able to trick us

and play upon our pet foibles and weaknesses in an
amazing manner.
They will carefully watch us and plumb the depths

of our knowledge until they are convinced whether
or not we " savey our pidgin," and if they find us
wanting we shall earn to the full their deepest con-
tempt, for the Chinese are thorough. It may be
only in one direction, but in that particular direction
they soon acquire an almost uncanny aptitude in the
application of that one quality.
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" First impressions are lasting," therefore we
have to find some method of impressing the Chinese.

A good way is to get him " tied up " on some piece

of work in which we are particularly expert, go to

his rescue, for once condescend to take our coat off,

and show him how it should be done, most carefully

seeing that we do it correctly, after which we must
patiently explain the whole process, meanwhile com-
menting on the simplicity of the operation.

In this manner we shall have benefited him and
shall have secured his profound admiration for our
skill and knowledge, the advertising of our wonder-
ful capacity will be for ever established, and we shall

be listened to with all the credibility of a veritable

Solomon.
Chinese foremen are usually referred to as " No.

i." The author has generally found that it pays to

learn the man's name, and address him by such, as it

implies a greater interest in, and familiarity with,

him, which is instantly observed by the other work-
men, thereby engendering greater authority for our

"No. i."

Perhaps one of the most extraordinary differences

between the British and Chinese foreman is the

manner in which each regards his job. The former
is apt to consider it a great calamity to lose his

berth, whilst the latter would prefer to lose a dozen
berths rather than lose his dignity.

If at any time we arrive on a job and find the work
in progress being wrongly executed, on no account
should we lose our temper with our " No. i " (if we
value his services). We must explain with firmness

that we object" to that method, and order whatever
alterations we consider necessary to be immediately
undertaken.

If by any chance we had lost our temper and repri-

manded our " No. i " before the men, he would have
"lost face," and would most probably say: —
" Master, I no can stay more, better you makee pay
me, I go catchee new pidgin." The correct mode
would have been to screw down the safety valve and
wait until we had the " No. i " in the office, and there

let the steam " blow off " to our heart's content.

The author has had experience of workmen in

about six different countries, and he is of the opinion
that, man for man, the Chinese workman will com-
pare very favourably with the best skilled men in

Europe. There is, however, one grave fault with
Chinese labour—greater supervision is needed. Fre-

quently the Chinese workman will be engaged for

weeks upon repetition work, and will work in strict

accordance with his instructions, when, suddenly,
without any apparent reason, some curious kink in

his mind will cause him to depart from his former
method and adopt an entirely new one.
From time to time one hears a great deal about

the terrible vice of opium smoking; upon closer

acquaintance, however, it is found to be no more
terrible than the alleged habit of the British workman
of dropping into a convenient " pub " and coming
out drunk.
The Chinese are, without doubt, amongst the

most frugal and thrifty people in the world, and,
with the exception of the various religious festivals,

they will never lose time if they can possiblv
crawl to work. What would not the Minister of
Munitions be able to do with such men !

In all intercourse with Chinese in superior
stations in life the Britisher should not make the
mistake of talking " pidgin English." A Chinese
merchant takes it as a compliment if we speak to

him in " pukka " English. He may not understand
half we say, but he will smile blandly upon us, feeling

that we are treating him 'as an equal, and not as a

member of the coolie class.

It may, or may not, come as a complete surprise
to many readers when we tell them that China
is the home of Trade Unionism. The Chinese have
probably forgotten more about the ethics of trade
unionism than the whole of the British Labour Party

ever knew ! Everyone belongs to a trade union or

a guild, as they are called—fitters, turners, tailors,

shoemakers, nursemaids, washerwomen, house-boys,

coolies, etc.—all have their separate guilds, and
woe to the employer whose bad luck it is to be
"' black-listed." If our name does in time appear on
this list, we shall slowly but surely begin to realise

that our works are not running so smoothly as for-

merly, and our best men will leave and be replaced

with some difficulty until we have appeased the

powers that be.

BRITISH MANUFACTURERS AND FUTURE
TRADE IN BELGIUM.

By " Belgian."

A good deal has been said and written about the

extension of British exports to new fields of com-
mercial activity, but although many schemes have

been put forward, none has actually been accepted

as a basis for such an extension. Up to the present

manufacturers have been left to their own initiative,

and that is where the trouble lies. It is not by inde-

pendent efforts that a trade of any magnitude will

be built up abroad; but it is by the co-ordination of

ideas accepted by all, and followed by all, that a sub-

stantial and durable result will be attained.

An association of manufacturers—there is one for

nearly every trade—was needed to keep up the in-

terests of the Home market, and will be needed
still more, after the war, to stop any new attempt

at German competition. A similar organisation is

needed to control the export of goods, and, if it be

worked on a sound basis, it is bound to bring success.

But the manufacturers have got to make up their

minds now, to form a board to consider, and take

adequate measures to meet, the Continental re-

quirements in the near future. Inquiries will then

be pouring in asking prices for such-and-such mate-

rials, complying with the Continental Associations'

and Supply Co.s' rules; and what will the answers

of British firms contain ? Will there not be offers of

material made to the British standards and regula-

tions, which is not what is required abroad, and will

not do ?

To point out the importance of my views, I may
mention the following cases from my own experi

ence :

—

i. British-made china cut-outs (of an old type)

were refused on account of their construction, when
submitted to the Supply Co.—the type in question

was made as nearly as possible to the Continental

pattern.

2. A consignment of steel tubing by a well-known

British firm, screwed to the Continental thread, had

to be sent to a Belgian factory to receive the inside

insulation required by all fire insurance companies.

In my efforts to introduce the British article, I

procured the necessary dies and tools from Germany,
and had them sent over here at my own expense;

but the cost of production and of insulation proved

too much to compete against the German article.

3. The use of tumbler switches on a 220-volt a.c.

circuit was objected to by the Supply Co.

4. The different Continental regulations and stan-

dards of output, well known here, but seldom applied,

by the manufacturers.
The Board of Exports is required now, to prevent

friction between dealer and manufacturer as regards

the right article wanted, by making inquiries, and
acquainting the trade with the results obtained; and

to prepare for all emergencies that will arise. An-
other reason: We were dependent on Germany for

a lot of articles that we did not make ourselves and

that were too expensive to obtain in another country.

We shall be confronted with the same problem after
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the war. If the British-made article is found too
expensive, the duty of the Association will be to
advise the firms concerned to have the articles asked
for—they are nearly all patented—made for them in

an acknowledged factory in Belgium, so as to save
the expenses of transport, customs duties, and also
the delay in delivery. Such a policy would increase
the profit of the patentee, but- it would enable the
article to be made at a price suited to the Continental
market.
The Association would also communicate the

market conditions prevailing at any time, also the
financial terms accepted. The sending of money
before the dispatch of the goods, as required before
t he war, will not do.
There are, no doubt, many more reasons for taking

steps to form an association at an early date, which
have already been made known by other writers in

previous articles.

THE DESIGN OF HIGH-PRESSURE
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS.

By J. R. BEARD, M.Sc, A.M.I.E.B.

(Abstract of paper read before the Institution of Electrical
Engineers, December, 1915.)

(Continued from Vol. 77, page 861.)

Lay-out of Distribution System.—Except in special circum-
stances it is usually essential for each sub-station to have at
least two separate sources of supply, and, if the supply to the
sub-station is not to be interrupted by a failure of one eource,
some form of discriminating protective device must be installed
<m each feeder in order to isolate it automatically in the event
of its breakdown. It is, however, not so generally recognised
that it is of equal importance that a fault on one feeder must
not interfere with the supply through the sound feeders how-
ever severe the fault may be. The only forms of protection in

commercial use which meet these conditions under all circum-
stances are the balanced-current protective system with pilot

wires and the split-conductor protective system. Both have
the further advantage that the isolation of the faulty feeder
is practically instantaneous and can be effected with quite a

Fig. 7.

—

North-east Coast High-pressure Distribution
System. Generating stations shown cross-hatched.

low value of the fault current, so that the disturbance to the
general system is a minimum. They increase the cost per
mile of a main of given section, but this is counterbalanced
by the saving effected by the possibility of using an inter-
connected system which allows of :

—

(a) A reduction in the cost of mains due to the saving in
spare feeders.

(b) A reduction in the cost of mains due to the possibility
of replacing a number of small feeders by a few large ones
which are cheaper per ampere of carrying capacity.

\ reduction in the amount of 6witchgear required.
(d) A reduction in the total annua] cost of mains, owing to

i'le to take advantage of the diversity between
the demands of different 6ub-stations.
The <'xtcnt to which a system may be 6afely interconnected

by the use of these devices is 6hown by fig. 7, which illus-

Fig. 8.—Diagrammatic Lay-outs of Distribution Systems.

trates diagrammatically the high-pressure distribution system
on the North-East Coast. No less than 350 sub-stations are

connected to this system, and it is fed by 15 power stations,

many of which utilise waste energy in the form of exhaust
steam and coke-oven gas. The whole of the feeders shown
are normally in commission and interconnected, the older ones
being equipped with balanced-current protection and the more
recent ones with split-conductor protection. As showing the
reliability of both these forms of protection, the operating
records of this system show that over a period of time, selected

quite at random, faults occurred on 23 feeders equipped with
automatic protection, and that in 22 cases the faulty feeder
was instantaneously isolated without causing an interruption
of supply to a single sub-station except in one instance, where
the sub-station in question was given a non-duplicate supply
through the faulty feeder. In the remaining case, although
the protective gear operated satisfactorily, one of the feeder
switches failed to open due to a mechanical fault; this was
equivalent to a bus-bar fault and brought out the overload
gear at two sectioning points, thus limiting the trouble to

this section of the system.
In the following investigation an attempt is made to give

definite figures for the saving effected by an interconnected
system. These figures show that the saving is not only suffi-

cient to balance the cost of the special protective devices, but
that a system so equipped is actually cheaper than systems
protected by less efficient methods which do not give the same
freedom from interruption of supply.

In order that the results may be on the conservative side

the extra cost of the special protective devices has been taken
at 10 per cent, on the switchgear, including building accom-
modation, and at 2s. per yard on the mains, which is sufficient
to cover the cost of balanced-current protection, and decidedly
more than sufficient to cover the cost of split-conductor pro-
tection. In the first place, a comparison will be made be-
tween the three types of system that are available in the case
of the supply to a number of sub-stations, the supply to which
must be reasonably free from interruption. These are:

—

(1) An interconnected system equipped with balanced-
current <>r split-conductor protection, which ensures complete
continuity of supply to all sub-station6 in the event of a fault
on a feeder.

(2) A simple radial system with duplicate feeders direct
from the power station to each sub-station, equipped with
time-limit overloads at the power-station end and reverse-
power relays at the sub-station end. This limits the risk of
interruption to the sub-station fed by the faulty feeder, and
has been adopted for important supplies such as that to the
London underground railways. Owing to the defects of the
reverse-power relay, it cannot ensure complete continuity of
supply to the sub-station affected.
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(3) A series radial system with duplicate feeders to each

sub-station protected as in (2), but with direct feeders from

the power station to only half the sub-stations, each of these

in turn feeding one of the remaining sub-stations. This in-

volves graded overload gear, and a faulty feeder may shut

•down both the sub-stations in connection with it, and will

probably shut down one of them ; it is therefore only permis-

sible where continuity of supply is not of such vital lmport-

Fo'r the purpose of the comparison, a typical case is assumed

of an area of 25 square miles with the power station at the

centre and a sub-station with a maximum load of 500 kw
at 0.8 power factor and a load factor of 30 per cent, situated

at the centre of each square mile, the distribution being

effected by underground mains at 6,000 volts. It is assumed

that owing to the divereitv between the various 6ub-station

loads the power-station load-factor will be 50 per cent., and

the average feeder load-factor on an interconnected system, 40

per cent. The average maximum feeder currents are there-

fore deduced by assuming the sub-station maximum demand

to be reduced in the ratio of the sub-station load-factor to

the average feeder load-factor. This only holds for the inter-

connected system, but in the first instance the 6ame reduced

sub-station demands will be taken for other types of system,

i.e., the advantage which an interconnected system gains from

its utilisation of diversity is neglected.

The annual cost per switch panel is taken from fig. 11, and

the annual cost of the mains from fig. 6, the proper deductions

being made in the case of types (2) and (3) for the omission

of the special protective devices. Table I gives the comparison,

while the diagrammatic lay-outs of the three types of system

are shown in fig. 8 (a), (b), and (c).

TABLE I.

Type of system.
Reference! No. of

]

to figs. ! switches.

Interconnected
Simple radial

Saries radial...

Interconnected
Semi-duplicate " tee

"

Change-over 'tee" ...

SO)
8 0)
SO)

320
937
61-2

Percentage
increased
oost over

inter-
connected
system.

4,752 I

7,664

6,075
\

TABLE II.

8 0)
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the load and, therefore, at the least favourable position for

the interconnected .-,

So far the investigation has been limited to the compara-
'•.000; but, speaking generally, the higher

the system voltage the greater is the economy to be obtained

by intercon :tion. This is obvious if it is remembered that

—

(a) The higher the voltage the less is the proportionate cost

of the protective devices, which is practically independent
of the voltage.

(/)) The higher the voltage the smaller is the section of the

mains for gives loads, and consequently the greater the

advantage offered by interconnection in reducing the total

length of mains and increasing (heir average capacity.
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Engineer: Well, that doesn't help rue; what am I to do

when ray reserve stock is used up?
Coal Merchant : You'd better ask Mr. Runcinian.

(Exit the coal merchant and the engineer, the latter to

take on a squad of labourers to wheel in coal from his store.

)

TRADE STATISTICS OF CANADA.

The following figures, showing the imports into and exports

from Canada of electrical and similar materials during the

year ended March 31st, 1915, are taken from the recently-

issued trade statistics. Figures for the year 1913-14 are given

for purposes of comparison, and notes of any increases or

decreases have been added :
—

Imports.

1913-14.

Dols.

Railway passenger ears.—
Prom United States ... 2,067,000

Motor cars for railways and tramways.—
Prom United States _ ... 72,000 50,000

Copper wire, plain, tinned, or plated.—

1914-15.

Dols.

257,000

Inc. or dec.

Dols.

1,810,000

a.ooo

From United Kingdom ..

,, United States
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FOREIGN AND COLONIAL TARIFFS ON

ELECTRICAL GOODS.

Amendm

NEW ZEALAND.—The text of the New Zealand " Finance

Act, 1915," which was assented to in October last, confirms

the amended rates of duty leviable on certain articles on im-

portation into New Z.'ii'lancl wliicli nvrv proposed in the

Resolutions introduced into the House of Representatives—

vide p. 608 of the Elbotmoal Review of November 5th. Pro-

vision is also made in the Act that every Resolution passed

on or after August 26th, 1015—the. date from which the new
duties take effect—and before, the passing of this Act, pur-

porting to impose any duties of Customs, or to create any

exemptions from Bttch duties, shall be deemed to have had

the force of law, according to the tenor of such Resolution.

SWEDEN.—The exportation of copper (unmanufactured or

raw) refined from raw material (not from scrap) at a Swedish

refinery has been prohibited as from November 6th by a

Royal Decree. The exportation has also been prohibited as

from December 10th of carbon electrodes and carbon sul-

phide; ferro-tungeten (ferro-wolfram) and ferro-vanadium

;

wolfram and vanadium.

FINLAND.—In virtue of recent decisions by the Finnish

Customs, the undermentioned articles are to pay duty on
importation into Finland as follows : —Electrodes weighing

each 3 kilogs. or more are dutiable under Tariff No. 155 (1)

at the rate of 1 mark (Finnish) 20 penni (say Is.) per 100

kilogs. ('J'20.46 lb.), while electrodes weighing each less than

3 kilogs. are dutiable under Tariff No. 231 (2) at the rate of

12 marks (say 9s. 7d.) per 100 kilogs. Fastening arrangements

for electro-technical machines (not being an integral part of

such machines) are dutiable under Tariff No. 231 (1) b (1) at

the rate of 14 marks 70 penni (say lis. 9d.) per 100 kilogs.

Generators and transformers (which are to be dutiable

separately) are dutiable under Tariff No. 231 (1) c. at the rate

of 47 marks 10 penni (says £1 17s. 8d.) per 100 kilogs.

JAPAN.—According to a decision issued by the Yokohama
Custom House, electric condensers are to be dutiable on im-

portation into Japan under Tariff No. 547 (3) at the rate of

25 per cent, ad valorem, the decision to come into force on

February 5th, 1916.

BRAZIL.—H.M. Minister at Rio de Janeiro has telegraphed

to the Foreign Office that a Commission is to be appointed

to study the question of the revision of the existing Brazilian

Customs Tariff. The result of the Commission's labours is to

be embodied in a. Bill which is expected to be laid before

the Brazilian Legislature for discussion at the next session.

RUSSIAN FAR EAST—The official Bulletin of Laws, of

Petrograd, has published a Decree, which received the Im-

perial assent on October 10th/23rd, imposing Customs duties

on certain goods imported into the Russian Far East. In

virtue of this decree a number of articles which were for-

merly exempt from Customs duties on importation into the

Governor-Generalship of the Pri-Amour and into the Trans-

baikal Territory of the Governor-Generalship of Irkutsk are

in future to be subject to duty, when imported into these

regions, at the rates fixed by the Russian Customs Tariff.

Among these articles may be noted the following :

—

Rate of duty.

Rou- Co-

Carbons for electrotechnical purposes, weighing— bles
- Pecks -

(a) less than 10 funte each perpoud 8 80

{b) 10 funtsor more each perpoud 1 10

Electrical cables of all kinds perpoud 7 37

Machines and apparatus, etc., as follows :

—
All kinds of machines made of copper or its

alloys, or in the composition of which copper
• or any alloy of copper is present in a propor-

tion exceeding 25 per cent, of the total weight
of the machine perpoud 9 90

Dynamo-electrical machines and electro-motors of all

kinds; electrical transformers perpoud 9 35

Parts of machines not specially mentioned (whether
imported separately or together with the
machine) composed of copper or copper alloys,

per poud 9 90
Parts of dynamo-electrical machines and trans-
formers are admitted under the immediately
preceding classification, except the parts
enumerated below :

—

Induction coils perpoud 19 47
Armature,-; and commutators ... perpoud 14 02J
Frames with parts (other than brasses) of
copper perpoud 9 35

Poud = 36 lb. ; 100 copecks = 1 rouble = 23. lid. at par.

"Z" Lamp Festivities.—On December 22nd, at
Lawrence H Ul, Southfields, S.W., the works entertainment of the
"Z" Electric Lamp Manufacturing: Co., Ltd., was held. It
took the form of a tea and concert, at which 200 were present.
Amon? the items in the programme were sleight-of-hand feats by
Mr. J. H. Palmer, the works foreman.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1915.

(NOT YET PUBLISHED).

Compiled expressly (or this journal by Messrs. W. P. Thompson & Co.,
• Agents, 885. High Holborn, London, W.C., and at

Lfarpool and Bradlord.

L7<752 "Method and means ol indicating or recording the frequency of

p riadii currents." N. C. F. Jensen. December 20th.

17,7.Vt "Control of electrical measuring instruments." M. J. E. TlLNIY
ind N ' .

1". Jensen. December 20th.

17,751 " Variable automatic electric power cutoff device for auxiliary
printing machinery." H. V. James. December 20th.

17,776. " Combined electric grate and fan which could be used on floor, on
ible, or hanging from the ceiling of a room." K. S. JaSSAWalla. Decem-

b ; 80th,

17.7H0. " Electric relays." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., & E. B.
Widuohe. December 20th.

1.7,683. " systems of electric welding." D. H. Wilson, J. M. Anderson,
L. Curtis. December 21st. (Convention date, December 31st, 1914,

I S.A.) (Complete.)

17,834. "System of electric welding." D. H. Wilson. December 21st.

(Complete.)

17,844. " Starting and lighting sets for automobiles." British Thomson-
Houston Co., Ltd. December 21st. (General Electric Co., U.S.A.)

17,856. " Wave transmission." G. Constantinesco & W. Haddon. De-
cember 21st.

17,8.57. " Storage of energy." G. Constantinesco St W. Haddon. Decem-
ber 21st.

17,876. " Keyboard controlling devices." Western Electric Co., Ltd.
December 22nd'. (Western Electric Co., Inc., U.S.A.) (Complete.)

17,878. " Cyclometer registering movement drop-figure action for electrical

watt-hour meters." E. Wiseman & T. C. Kirton. December 22nd.

17,901. " Earth current detectors and cut-outs for electrical circuits." J.

John & W. J. John. December 22nd. (Complete.)

17,910. " Construction of sparking-plug for internal-combustion engines."

A. E. Heath. December 22nd.

17,921. " Rotary interrupter for electric ignition devices." R. Bosch (firm

of) December 22nd. (Convention date, February 18th, 1915, Germany )

(Complete.)

17,1126. "Combined dynamometers and counters, or tachometers." W. M.
RockStrom. December 22nd. (Complete.)

17,930. " Electrical fuse boxes or holders." H. W. Cox. December 23rd.

17,946. " Selectors for telephone systems." Siemens & Halske Akt. Ges.
December 23rd. (Addition to 23,336/13. Convention date, April 20th, 1915,

Germany.) (Complete.)

17,949. " Manufacture of thcrmo insulating material." J. Cuthbertson.
December 23rd.

17,954. " Means for controlling the speed of a machine." Marconi's Wire-
less Telegraph Co.. Ltd., & C S. Franklin. December 23rd.

17,956. " Electrical selectors or impulse responders." RELAY AUTOMATIC
TELEPHONE Co., Ltd.. & L. C. Bvgrave. December 23r.l.

17,962, " Electric switches." H. K Tkechmann & British Thomson-
rlGUSTON Co.. Ltd. December 23rd.

17.974. " Electric couplers for organs and like musical instruments." H
Willis, Jun., & A. S. Cooke. December 23rd. (Complete.)

18.016. " Automatic electric lamp filament replacement device in connec-

tion with signal lamps on board ship." W. G. KlMBER & A. L. English.

December 24th.

18.017. " Driving and control mechanism of planing and like machines."
Ic.RANic ELECTRIC Co., Ltd. December 24th. (Complete.)

18.019. " Signalling by wave transmission." G. Constantinesco & W.
Haddon. December 24th.

18.020. " High-frequencv wave transmission generator," G. CONSTANTINESCO

anJ W. Haddon. December 24th.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.

1914.
23,563. Electric Ringing Apparatus or other Mechanism having Polarised

Electromagnets. V. Cleue aid G. Bonneuil. December 4th. (December
17th, 1913.)

23.566. Electrically-operated Tabulating and like Machines. C. A. E. A
Greene & British Tabulating Machine Co. December 4th.

24,013. Prepayment Electricity Meters. Landis & Gvr Soc. Anon. De-
cember 14th. (December 17th, 1913.)

24,543. Brake Magnets for Electric Meters. O. T. Blathy. December
23rd. (December 23rd, 1913.)

1915.
1,483. Integrating Electric Wattmeters. J. Hikeley. January 29th.

3,860. Electric Fire Alarum Contact Makers. R. G. Hislop. March 11th.

1.054. Electrical Turning Gear for Starting Internal-combustion Engines.
F. H. Royce & Rolls-Royce, Ltd. March 15th.

4,585. Protection or Electric Cables. J. H. Bowden & H. F. J. Thomp-
son. March 24th.

8,895. Arrangements for Protecting Telephone, Telegraph, and the like
Instruments against Lightning or Excessive Electric Potentials. A. E.
Beattie. June 16th.

11.555. Production of Undamped or Sustained Electrical Oscillations.
!•' K. Vreeland. August 10th.

Electrical Prosperity Week.—From the accounts

which have reached us it appears that the celebration of the Elec-

trical Prosperity Week throughout the United States resulted in a
huge success, and public interest was aroused to an unprecedented
extent. In Philadelphia, according to the Electrical World, prizes

for electrical decorations were given to the amount of £100 per

night, and 1,160 wiring contracts were signed on special terms : an
electric show at Memphis was crowded (admission free), and in

Syracuse the electric lighting company was highly pleased with
the results obtained ; in Milwaukee, during the first two days of

a co-operative exhibit, orders for more than £10,000 worth of

goods were received, and similar exhibitions took place in many
other centres, always with prodigious success.
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THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS.

At the last annual general meeting of the Institution it

was suggested that greater publicity should be given to the

doings of the Council and Committees. At present their

proceedings are sedulously concealed until in May they

are set forth in brief paragraphs in the Council's annual

report. Why this practice should obtain, and whether it has

any sound reasons to support it, other than the feeble

excuse of long-established custom, we do not know ; but we

remember that the suggestion to change it was heartily

welcomed, not only by the members, but also, we believe,

by the then President, Sir Juhn Snell.

In support of the proposal we may point out that the

secrecy shrouding the proceedings of the Committees

conceals from the members in general the activities of

the members of the Committees, and thus inflicts an

injustice upon th<? latter ; it is also detrimental to the

interests of the Institution, as it tends to the diffusion of

distorted statements and unfounded rumours as to what is

being done, and prevents the vast majority of the members
from adequately appreciating the enormous amount of work

that their Council and Committees in fact accomplish.

Surely there is no necessity for so much mystery. At
the rii-k of incurring the displeasure of the more dignified

members— those, for example, to whom the very thought of

shopkeeping is dUtasteful—we may cite the example of the

younger b>dy—the American I.E.E.—which prints in its

Proceedings a report of the monthly meetings of the Board

of Directors, together with personal notes, lists of the

members of the various Standing and Special Committees

(which number no fewer than 3G), and a variety of other

useful information available only to the direcorate. The
Institute has 32 Local S-ctions and 53 " Branches," and is

a very live organisation indeed. The American Society of

Civil Engineers practises similar methods, and so does the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers ; b ith have a
membership over 6.600, and the latter has doubled ite

numbers during the p<st five years, thanks (in its own words)
" to the policy of promoting the welfare of the individual

engineer through the development of high ideals in the pro-

fession, and its activities in all matters of public interest

—

and this without overlooking the human element.'
1 '' The

words which we have italicised seem to us to t>uch the

root of the complaints which are periodically preferred against

our o«n Institution.

To take another point, the Institution of Civil Engineers
has adopted the practice of opening its meetings at 5.30 p.m ;

the meetings are preceded, in?tead of followed, by a social

cup of tea or coffee, and we understand that the new
arrangement is very popular with the members. We believe

that a similar reform would be heartily welcomed by the

members who attend the London meetiigs of the Institution

of Electrical Engineers. It has been argued that the

members of Council would then be put to inconvenience in

respect of their dining arrangements, but even if so unworthy
a suggestion were " taken seriously," we cannot imagine that

the Council would permit its decision to be swayed by its

digestive faculties rather than by the advantage of the

members as a whole. People do not wish to be out late

nowadays, and the closing of the meeting at 7.30 p m. would
meet their wishes. It is for the members themselves, of

course, to press the matter if they approve of the proposal •,

[83j c
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experience teaches that the Council will never move unless

it is pushed.

A point on which, as a technical journal, we should like

enlightenment from the Council concerns the relationship

between the Institution and the International Electro-

technical Commission. The connection, apparently, is very

intimate, yet the Institution, though it has published

the list of symbols and abbreviations for electrical

quantities which have received the sanction of all the leading

nations, has not officially adopted them in its Journal.

So far as we are aware, the only nations which consistently

use the authorised notation are our Teutonic enemies, who
are so inured to discipline that with them an official

regulation must necessarily be complied with. But does

not the Institution intend to uphold the international

system ? We confess that while the symbols for quantities

are acceptable, we do not like some of the signs for the

names of units to be employed after numerical values ; for

example, mA and kW for milliampere and kilowatt respec-

tively, and kWh for kilowatt-hour—a confusion of types

which, to our mind, is unsightly, as well as meaningless.

There is no definite sign for the ohm, though either or ii

is recommended— u» being used for 27r/T ; doubtless the

context will generally show that £1 does not now mean
megohm (which would be either MO or Mi2), but who
would guess that /iO stood for microhm ? However, in

spite of our objecoions, we will use these signs in the

Electrical Review if they are given an official standing

by our leading authorities.

Another matter, which may prove of- more importance

than any of those that we have mentioned above, is the

question : What are we to do with our aliens ? That
there is a strong undercurrent of feeling on this matter in

the membership of the Institution cannot be denied, and it

is not confined to the junior ranks of the profession, very

strong views indeed having been expressed by some
engineers of high standing. A society consisting largely

of members of the Institution addressed a request to the

Council to deal with the matter, but, as we recently noted,

the Council returned an evasive reply. That the Council

possesses adequate powers under the existing Articles to

deal with the matter will be obvious from the extract which

we reprinted, but we do not anticipate that it will take

action unless compelled to do so.

Our own position in the matter can readily be defined.

So far as concerns the British-born descendants of alien

enemies, and those of alien enemy origin who were residents

of long standing and had taken out letters of naturalisation

before the war, we feel that they are entitled to immunity
from interference of any description ; the nation has accepted

them as British subjects, and is bound in honour not only

to respect but also to uphold their rights and privileges.

But as regards actual alien enemies, the position is very

different : for them, in view of the barbarities and ferocity,

the treachery and dishonourable acts, of their compatriots,

we feel no sympathy whatever. A certain number of such

enemies are members of the Institution of Electrical

Engineers : are we worse off, or are they better off, for that

fact ? We do not know that it matters one iota, for the

moment, whether they retain the title or not ; for that

matter, they call themselves men, as we do, and we cannot

make them divest themselves of the title. The real question,

to our mind, is : would the expulsion of our enemies from
membership of the Institution serve any useful purpose,

now or in the future ?

That it could have no possible influence on the conduct

of the war is obvious ; on the other hand, an alien enemy
who could pose as a member after the war might find the

title of advantage in promoting trade relations with neutrals,

or even with our Allies, by sailing under false colours. The
most important and immediate effect of such an expurgation

of the roll, however, would be an indirect one. At present

members of British nationality, but of alien enemy
origin, are necessarily grouped, in the eyes of the public,

in the same class as the actual enemy members, and the

removal of the latter would help to lighten the shadow
which undoubtedly has rested upon the former. Many
of our readers feel very strongly on this matter ; we urge
them to consider it from all points of view and in a judicial

frame of mind before taking action, lest injustice be done.

We read in the newspaper Press that

no Room* for
^ ^etrencument Committee, to which

Retrenchment. nas Deen relegated the duty of investi-

gating the expenditure of Government

Departments, had under consideration, at its last meeting,

the accounts of the Board of Trade. Now we are quite

prepared to believe that there are some sections of this all-

important department whose staffs require shaking up in a

wide-meshed sieve, and that a de-fossilising process might,
by means of pensions, bring about a very wise retrench-

ment. We are not blind to the fact that, as a whole,

the Board is an extremely complicated organisation,

which over a long period of years has been adding
compartment to compartment, until it has become
one vast concern, though with ' its premises scattered

here, there, and somewhere else ; but, on the whole,

we should say that at the present important juncture the

Board of Trade is one of the last Government departments
in which a reduction in expenditure can be looked for. It

may be that there is certain waste taking place there as in

too many other places, but it will be dangerous for a

Retrenchment Committee to lop off anything here just now
unless it has powers also to add something more efficient in

its place. And such a privilege as that hardly seems to fall

legitimately within the scope of a Retrenchment Committee.

We believe it to be the conviction of the business com-
munity of the kingdom that the need of the moment is for

a large increase in expenditure upon the department which is

supposed to assist us in connection with our national

industries and trades. The one branch of Mr. Runciman's
widespreading department which has really at heart the

interests of these industries is the Commercial Intelli-

gence Branch, which has been for years poked away
in Basinghall Street in miserably dull premises, as

though neither it nor its staff were to be permitted

to see the exhilarating light of day. It is true that

since the outbreak of war other and distinctly more credit-

able premises have been taken for particular purposes in

Cheapside, but the situation of its Basinghall Street offices

— cribbed, cabined, and confined as they are—seems to us to

be typical of the cribbed, cabined, and confined policy under

which the Branch has to operate. Nationally we have been

altogether too niggardly in our national expenditure upon
trade-cultivation activities. For years we have urged the

necessity for spending if need be an additional half a million

sterling per annum upon bringing to a state of business

efficiency our staff of Consular representatives, commercial

attaches, and trade i commissioners. We hope that Mr.

Runciman will recognise that the good work done by the

very small and inadequate number of Trade Commissioners

that we have representing British interests abroad has

shown that it would be a profitable national investment to

appoint at least half-a-dozen or a dozen others. Their

services have been appreciated by business firms, who are

asking for more. Is it a fact that we have no actual

trade representative watching over our affairs in Russia

even now ?—a market that calls for two or three. Is it not

true that for so vast an expanse as Canada we have but one

Trade Commissioner ? What can reasonably be expected

when we do things on such a scale ? Of what 'permanent

avail can it be to send a roving commissioner once to visit

South America, or, say, China—he may issue an excellent

report and answer many questions when he gets home, but

these temporary or flash-in-the-pan appointments do not

meet the needs of the case, and they certainly will not do so

in the future. Hence we see little chance of retrenchment

in connection with the Board of Trade Commercial Intelli-

gence expenditure. Indeed, every important consideration

just now calls for an increase, for not only must the Branch

be enabled to continue and extend the excellent work

undertaken consequent upon the war, but the Board's trade

activities should be organised at home in such a way that

it can intelligently deal with the requirements of different

industries, and there ought to be a greatly increased staff of

Trade Commissioners. Notwithstanding all the financial

burdens that we have to carry at present, we believe that a

substantial vote of money would be passed with practical

unanimity at Westminster.

We greatly hope that such matters will not be deferred
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until after the war. Mr. Runciman has told us of some

things that his Department has been doing alone, and in

co-operation with outside experts. He says that we shall

not be found unprepared for the trade war when it comes,

and if we feel that he is a little optimistic in describing

Germany as already commercially beaten, it may be because

he is in possession of facts concerning which we know

nothing, or because he has some far-reaching scheme drawn

up which will embrace the above, and some other very

interesting measures, for the protection or assistance of our

industries. We hope that time will prove such to be the

In all Allied countries measures are

Mi
A
JlcuiaUon

being discussed with Sreat zesfc with the

object of rendering the peoples of those

countries independent of the Central. Empires, if they still

exist as such, after the war. Movements are on foot which

might never have been started, and others have been revived

which might have been allowed to sleep on for decades,

purely because of some of the lessons learned through the

experiences of the last 18 months. The "Never Again !

"

determination is heard in all of these discussions, and in

that spirit is being laid the basis of many an important scheme.

The Teutonic organisers, scientists, and industrial magnates

may not have foreseen that one of the consequences of

the growth of Prussian militarism and the efforts to

attain its ideals (!) would be the bringing up to a higher

state of efficiency of the organisations and productive

facilities of the countries which had previously been the

Teuton's prey, and the fuller utilisation of natural resources

so as to ensure a greater measure of independence. Ger-

many, by her very ability to conduct hostilities in the

way she has done, because of her vast industrial works

and organisation, and her capacity for holding out

economically, has been forging in the minds of her enemies

a weapon which will increase their ability to deal with

her economically and prevent her commercial inroads after

hostilities have ceased. Some of the movements may
take long to mature or to develop into actual works

rendering the service they are projected to provide ; it

may be years before some of them exercise any really

substantial effect upon the situation. While it is

impossible to conjecture what the immediate after-the-war

consequences of such investigations and schemes may be,

one thing is clear, that by practically compelling

—

unintentionally—Russia, France, Italy, and ourselves to

look into such matters and devise plans and measures for

increasing our efficiency for the future, Germany has made
a rod for her own back—a rod which we trust will not be

easily broken. What we have to see to is that these plans

and schemes are not allowed to end in talk.

One measure of the kind that we have in mind hails from
Italy, where the initial steps in connection with a scheme
proposed for the utilisation, on a vast scale, of the water

powers still remaining unemployed in Italy, are being taken

in the current week at Milan, in the presence of a number
of members of Parliament. At the last meeting of the

Association of Electricity Supply Works, Signor E. Conti

drew attention to the importance which a greater use of

water powers would have in regard to the national defence,

the rendering of the country independent to a great extent

of supplies of coal from other nations, the extraction of iron

from the ore, and the production of fertilisers. As a

number of members of Parliament have expressed the desire

to be specially informed on the subject, Signor Conti has

arranged to give a first lecture this week, which is to

represent the initiation of a crusade in favour of the develop-

ment of the " white coal " resources of the country.

entirely from the hands of munition firms in this country,

there having been a lull in export buying, particularly from

Russia, while generally consumption has, of course, become

a thing of the past. It is, indeed, reported in some quarters

that there is a disposition among manufacturers of pipes and

so on to resell part of their holdings of metal, owing to the

enormous price appreciation, and the fact that general mer-

chant business has come almost to a standstill. The Russian

demand, which some months ago constituted the great

feature of the market, has become less aggressive, and one

steamer, indeed, which recently took on board between 2,000

and 3,000 tons of lead for Archangel has not sailed at all,

and will probably be headed for some other port when she

does clear. Supplies coming forward are by no means

exoessive, and so long as the freight position remains as it

is, any material relief is out of the question. There are

believed to be considerable stocks of metal in Spain and also

in the United States awaiting steamer room to bring it to

the centres of consumption, while the Mexican output is

certainly increasing. There is said to be little or no scarcity

of lead for forward shipment, and this although prices have

been moved up in a sensational fashion under the spur of

demand. It has been well said that while there is no real

scarcity of lead in the world there is a very pronounced

scarcity in the centres where it is most needed, and this

seems pretty well to sum up the entire situation. The out-

look, however, appears to indicate a continuance of high

prices for a prolonged period, though it is possible there may

be sharp fluctuations, especially if sellers occasionally come

forward and find the market temporarily bereft of buyers.

One of these fluctuations has now developed as the result

of the determination of the Ministry of Munitions to put a

stop to the speculation which has been largely instrumental

in bringing about the present extravagant level of values.

It is the intention of the authorities to place lead under the

"Defence of the Realm Act," which prohibits dealings

except under permit. Official intimation to this effect has

been given to the London Metal Exchange, and the result

was a sharp drop in prices.

Lead.
There has been a remarkable outburst

of strength and activity in lead during the

last few weeks, the supplies coming to hand and available

for disposal being quite out of proportion to the demand
experienced, and the result has been a very active market at

prices showing rapid appreciation. The inquiries which

found the market short of material in this way came almost

The financial situation of certain

Financial countries in South America was rather

Buenos Ayres. critical before the outbreak of the war in

Europe, and the subsequent occurrence

of hostilities merely served to aggravate the position of

affairs in that part of the American continent. Although

improvements have recently been reported to have taken

place in one South American country, probably a first

instance of a great city—in that part of the world—being

unable to meet its payments for public lighting, has arisen

in the case of Buenos Ayres, of whose development in many
directions so much has been heard in recent years. Ac-

cording to a local newspaper, the City Council has got in

arrears in its payments both for gas and electricity, so that a

sum of more than $1,049,000 was owing to the Compania

Primitiva de Gas in November, and $900,000 to the

German Transmarine Electricity Co., of Berlin. In order

to meet these payments, the City Council has approved the

allocation to the gas company of bills for the amount due,

having a currency of six months, and bearing interest at the

rate of 6 per cent, per annum. It is stipulated that the bills

can be renewed for a further term of six months, the currency

of six months having been fixed so as to enable the bills to

be discounted. In the case of the electricity supply com-

pany, which had instituted an action against the city, in

which it was sought to secure a partial settlement of the

claim by setting the taxes payable by the company to the

town against the amount owed by the latter to the former,

a compromise has been arranged whereby six months' bills

for $900,000, bearing inter< st at the rate of 6 per cent, per

annum, and maturing on July 31st, 1916, are to be handed

to the company. In addition the account for supply in the

December quarter is to be partly equalised to the amount of

one-half of the taxes payable by the company in this month,

whilst the remainder will be settled by bills falling due in

April, but yielding no interest. This process will be con-

tinued until October, and may be extended further bj

mutual agreement.
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OUR TRADING OPPORTUNITIES THROUGH-

OUT THE WORLD.

(Continuedfr ,»i Vol. 7 7, /wye 7H5.)

Ji must be particularly annoying

t a -<h
t0 tne cxPort nrras of the United

South States to hud that the wonderful and

America. long-cherished Panama Canal has
" broken down " at a time when

the various States of South America are so much in

need of manufactures which, for reasons beyond
their control, the Germans cannot supply, and which
because of British manufacturing activities in con-

nection with munitions of war, or else through lack

of shipping facilities, we are at present unable to

export. But, Canal or no Canal, it has for some time

been the desire of the States to nurse South America
commercially, and such attentions have been strikingly

in evidence during these eighteen months of war.

Expeditions big and expeditions small have been

dispatched to cultivate relations with buyers and
others there both for immediate and for ultimate

advantage. There is not, however, an absolute

certainty among our cousins that they will perman-
ently hold what they now have so excellent an oppor-

tunity to gain. They have come up against the

influence of European capital—and if anybody has a

hold on South America on that ground British inves-

tors have. They have also come up against the hold

that Teutonic influence establishes when German
capital initiates a public undertaking, or buys up a

British one and develops it. It has too often been

the British way to lend millions sterling which
have not brought back to us the consequent

contracts to benefit our industries. The Teutonic

way has been to get a footing, to elaborately

entrench, and to create by this, that, and the

other way, under the terms of the concession,

or by local arrangements, a system and an atmos-
phere which made it necessary for German apparatus

and supplies to be employed, and so the capital put

down, either to buy or to develop the

. , undertaking, has brought both divi-
Investors , , . ° . . .

° A ,

Q ain a dends and contracts too. An excel-

Traders' Loss, lent arrangement no doubt for the

other fellow, and one that makes us

regret that it is ever possible for a British under-
taking abroad to be sold to foreigners at however
high a premium on the shares. The loss or there-

abouts of a coming market for manufactures over a

period of years, may mean far more to us industrially

than the mere premium gain that came to the few
lucky shareholders. These bargains look very
nice on paper when we consider them from an in-

vestor's point of view—we like to read of men (other

men!) making money out of electrical investments,

hut we do not like the transfer to what we now
call " enemv hands," of undertakings which
carry with them valuable trading facilities and con-
nections. The United States then is up against

European financial influence in its efforts in certain

South American fields, and some of its advisers are

not too confident that efforts to establish far-reach-

ing schemes for the development of permanent
ftit'ire trade connections are going to yield all that

the apparently favourable factors would suggest as

being probable or possible. There is no doubt what-
ever that very determined efforts are being, made

there by American manufacturers,
To under the auspices of the U.S. Gov-

Americanlse vernmenti to t^e advantage of the

Student Mind. present disabilities of European
countries. Those efforts have been

the outcome of a scheme which is outlined in

a recent Commerce Report. One part of the scheme
—a feature with which we are bv no means unfami-
liar—-is this : —Arrangements are being made for

giving training-course positions in American manu-
facturing plants to young South American technical

graduates. Several firms have expressed their wil-

lingness to take these students, and it is now pro-
posed that the scheme shall' be extended to the
training of South Americans in the offices of com-
mercial houses. The advantages of the scheme are
obvious. In some cases the students will return to

their own countries as representatives of American
houses. They will be well-equipped, native repre-
sentatives, familiar with conditions in their own
countries, and naturally loyal to the firms with which
tliey have studied and worked. Even f later they
enter business for themselves, or engage in entirely

different lines, it is confidently expected that their

influence will continue to make itself felt. Senor
Eduardo Carrasco, chief of the commercial section
of the Foreign Relations Department of Chile, who
is at present visiting the United States to make a
study of American commercial methods, is also estab-

lishing committees in the more important American
cities to help young men, selected by a committee in

Chile, to find positions in the universities, factories,

or commercial houses.
As we say above, we are used to this sort of thing.

Particularly have British electrical

c t . . c engineers who have followed occu-
ratner and Son: ?. . . . . ,-., .

A Family pations in such countries as China,

Obligation. had very good reason for knowing
how important a card this was in the

hands of German electrical manufacturing works.
The managers or heads of such works in Berlin or
elsewhere in Germany took the long view of things,

and the readiness with which they would offer to

take the sons of influential Chinese gentlemen
into their electrical works in Europe, and give them
several years' training, is perfectly familiar to those
of our readers who followed the " Correspondence "

columns of this journal a few years ago. The young
Chinaman duly takes up his place in the German
factory, the father is placed under an obligation to

the company, and not many months after, a personal
letter from some distinguished official or other of the

concern is received by the fond parent reporting the
" progress " that his excellent son is making, and
suggesting in the closing sentences that the time
may now have arrived for orders for the require-

ments for a certain electrical installation, in which
the said parent is interested, to be placed with the

works where his dutiful and promising son is

employed. That is the German method. You
have one of the examples of the British way
in evidence at the Hong-Kong University, where,
by the foresight of Professor C. A. Middleton
Smith, by the generosity of a number of British

manufacturers, and by the efforts of this Journal,

there exists to-day in the engineering laboratories a

collection of machinery and apparatus destined to

make a lasting impression upon the minds of thou-

sands of young Chinese engineers who. after com-
pleting their studies, will go to the different parts of

China with the names of British engineering firms
" at their finger tips " so to speak. But we have no
monopoly of this method of foreign education. Our
rivals practise it wherever thev get the opportunity -

Whether this country has ever

„ w done so much as it ought in trying

no" do* to educate the minds of potential

More? buyers who pass through the engi-

neering and other colleges in the

countries which must depend on industrial nations

for many years to come, is at least doubtful. Whether
we have given sufficient facilities for such students

to come into our factories and so familiarise them-
selves with British manufactures and abilities is also

a point we should do well to consider. We hear
that one organisation is already trving to arrange
such a matter effectively in the lands of one of

our chief Allies. We may be pretty certain

that Germany will not do less of this kind of
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The Outlook
in

Canada.

thing again, if she gets the chance, and from
what we have said in the foregoing it is clear that

the United States is going to adopt the practice as

one of the long ways of winning South American
trade. In the North, the geographical nearness of

Canada has given the States untold advantage. In

the South, Canal or no Canal, the problems are very
different. There is no United States atmosphere;
there are strong competitors on the ground in

normal times—competitors whose hold is good,
whose roots are deep, and whose knowledge of the
markets is not a thing to be scoffed at; so the
problems must be tackled in a different way. It seems
to be thought, however, that if South Americans can
be Americanised as many Canadians have been, prac-

tice may be inclined to pursue a favourable course
for the United States in time. Part of that Ameri-
canising is to be found in receiving South Americans
into United States works and colleges.

The greatness of the engineering
potentialities of Siberia has been
frequently referred to in these pages.
We have lately conversed with young
Colonials who have come Home at

the Empire Call after years of daring and interesting

prospecting work in certain parts of Western and
North-Western Canada, and their stories of what
the future has in store for those who make the ven-
ture there are as fascinating and entrancing as the
fairy tales of our childhood and as wonderful as the
tales of the Arabian Nights. But for the time the
war-fiend holds the key. The movement is Homeward
for our sons—not to the lands across the seas at pre-

sent unless they have " done their bit " and can do
no more. Population has re-traced its steps in order
to aid in our endeavours to wipe out the menace of

the hydra-headed monster of Central Europe, so

that the Colonial Britisher in a free, pure atmos-
phere, may carry on his occupation knowing that the

heritage of Freedom for which our Empire stands is

not endangered. Population more than ever will our
Colonies require, and after the war they will doubtless

gain more than they have lost by the war. The finan-

cial position, too, has been a serious factor in Canada
for some time, but munitions work and a glorious

harvest will ere long assist to relieve the situation

—

indeed, already the tide of prosperity has risen in the

East, and it will doubtless soon reach the West. The
Canada of the future will be a different land, and
the character of the people will be somewhat
changed. The huge munitions contracts are not
being executed without leaving their mark upon the

manners, habits, occupations, etc., of many of the

people, and Canadian peace-time manufacturing
operations will probably be more mechanical in

future than in the past. May-be some of the

lines of manufactured goods that were freely

brought up over the border from the

States will be Canada-made. For
that we must wait and see, but what
is happening at present will form one
of the new factors to be taken into

account in considering the future position. We
hazard no opinion at the moment regarding the

future of British electrical importations into Canada,
for the position is a peculiar one. We have our
hands so full, or prospectively so full, with markets
nearer home, and possibly on some grounds easier

to work, that there will be less reason to begrudge
the States the greater opportunity for strengthening
their hold on the market that the war has inevitably

brought to them. We shall do well, however, not
to neglect the market, for after a few years, given
population and financial ability, the strides that

Canada will take out West will be large indeed

;

where the railway goes there will be a need for

electricity, especially remembering the great hydro
electric traction work that is now in hand or planned,
and if we can meet the need we shall have at any
rate a share of the spoils.

A Period
of

Change.

But we did not start out to write

_,. p . about Canada—we were led on to

I
it by our sentence about Siberia

Siberia. —to which it has been likened

by those who have with eager eyes
studied the position in their travels through both
countries. Canada is a land of promise, of course,

but Siberia is a land of promise too, almost beyond
the limits of our poor industrial imagination, and
the United States trade authorities, who know some-
thing about the matter, have, in one of their Com-
merce Reports, circulated among American firms

some information which has been prepared by a
special Canadian Trade Commissioner on " Trade
Development in Siberia." So great is the Russian
and Siberian territory, and so vast the population,

that when once the wheels of what we may term
ordinary industrial life have been set smoothly run-
ning, the requirements for machinery and many
engineering supplies will be immense.

The opportunity has been recog-

„ ... . nised for years by a number of
British ^ ... , • "c ii i

Firms British engineering firms, though we
Co-operate. suspect that so successful have been

their efforts in Russia that they have
not needed as yet to push their efforts on to those
farther eastward points which form part of their,

original project. We congratulate them upon their

success, and we welcome with feelings akin to de-
light the co-operative efforts which have been set ori

foot by the seven British electrical manufacturing
concerns who have grouped themselves for Russian
business in a separate organisation—the Electrical

Manufacturers' Company of Great Britain, Ltd.

—

to which we referred in our issue of December 31st,

1915. We may return to that most timely and pro-

mising scheme later, but meanwhile we quote the
comments of the Trade Commissioner who has re-

ported upon Siberia. He finds that during recent

years a very marked progress has
Developing taken place, due largely to the open-
Siberia.

ing out of transportation facilities—

-

what a building of railways there will

be in many parts of the world when this war
is done ! The whole hydrographic system that

supplements the Trans-Siberian Railroad is bisected

by that railroad, and for thousands of miles,

north and south of the line, there is provided a splen-

did means of cheap access to vast areas during the

greater portion of the year. These facilities are

being continually increased by the construction of

new railways and by river-improvement works,

which aim to connect the whole river system of the

country for practical transportation purposes. Trade
expansion is shown by the business of the fairs and
markets, the carrying trade returns of the chief

centres of distribution, the growth in the number
of banks, forwarding houses, insurance offices, etc.,

and the extraordinary activity in the building trade.

The census figures of 1910 show an increase in the

number of factories of 75 per cent., and of 150 per

cent, in their output over those of 1900. Flour mills,

sawmills, and breweries have been responsible for

a considerable portion of the increase, and practic-

ally the entire equipment of these and similar under-

takings was imported. Moscow merchants control

fully 50 per cent, of the trade of Western Siberia.

These firms have branches in the principal centres,

but the purchases for their stores are made in Mos-
cow. The growth of the country and the establish-

ment of strong local independent firms is, however,

tending to produce more direct buying. Most
foreign firms have been content to leave their repre-

sentation in the hands of a single firm in European
Russia, and to pay little attention to the Siberian

market. Germany has, however, by trade grouping,

and the employment of competent travellers speaking

the language, been able to build up a direct trade

on a satisfactory basis. This trade grouping, with

a view to sharing the somewhat high expense, is now
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recognised as being of first importance, and local

agents urge that responsible representatives of

grouped industries should visit the country and get

into touch with local conditions. Here, as in Russia

circumstances require the granting of extended
credit, but the cost of credit can be realised in the

prices. It is practically a question of finance—money
out on loan. Shall we ever be able to employ that

weapon to a sufficient extent to meet our rivals on
their own ground? Electrical supplies have hitherto

been almost entirely in the hands of Germany, but,

with the depletion of accumulated stocks, and the

stoppage of that source of supply, electric light

fittings, lamps, bell-pushes and fans, meters, as well

as dynamos and other plant, are said to be urgently

required. And so we see Siberia holding out her
hands of welcome to Allied electrical and engineering
manufacturers.

(To be continued.)

BRITISH ENGINEERING TRADE EXPANSION.

By Edgcumbe Brighten.

It is the opinion of many that the time has now
arrived when the question of after-war trade should

be reviewed.
If Great Britain is to make the most of the advan-

tages it will have obtained at the termination of the

war, active steps must be taken to prepare the

markets of the Empire and neutral countries for the

enormously increased output of material which will

be available owing to the extension of factories which
are now engaged upon war work.
An important step in a campaign to promote the

extension of our trade would be to form an associa-

tion covering all the engineering and hardware in-

dustries. Such an association should seek the co-

operation of all existing trade associations, and
should be governed by a council consisting of repre-

sentatives of such. The chairman or president
should be a neutral personage, not connected with
any other association.

The work that such an organisation should carry
out, to be effective, must be very extensive. Its first

duties would be to initiate a campaign within the
British Isles by means of meetings, articles in the
Press, etc., to bring home to the people the value
and quality of British goods, pointing out the fact

that Germany has been able to wage this war to a

large extent through the support we have given her
by purchasing goods and financing her industries in

the past, and showing that one of the surest
guarantees of Peace in the future would be the per-
manent annexation of enemy trade.
The association should interest itself, and use what-

ever influence it possessed, in protecting the interests
of its members engaged in export trade.
The activities should be of the most wide-spread

character. Capable representatives, chosen from
local residents (British) who have had experience of
some years' standing in such country to which they
may be appointed should be sent to the great trade
centres abroad.
The policy that has been adopted in the past by

other associations of appointing people without ex-
perience, or without knowledge of the country, has
proved its futility by its lack of usefulness.
Such foreign or colonial representatives would

have, beyond the primary object of interesting
natives of such country in British goods, the duties
of keeping the association advised as to the possi-
bility of future business. Also, it would be such a
representative's business to encourage friendly legis-
lation as to tariffs favourable to British goods.
The immense benefit that would be obtained bv

members of the association if its representatives

abroad were organised on such lines as to be able to

supply information in relation to business in pro-

pei 1 would be too high to estimate.

The system that I put forward is that the

agent or representative of any members of the asso-

ciation in any country should be kept advised as to

possible new business by the resident representative
of the association in such country, instead of infor-

mation being sent to London before being dissemi-

nated. To obtain information of value
i
the repre-

sentative would have to be an expert organiser.

The cost of maintaining such an organisation

would be high, as I do not think a representative

suitable for such an appointment in any country could
not be found under £800 to £1,000 a year. A cheap
man would be of no value to the association. In some
cases this estimate would have to be very largely

exceeded.
1 think that as each industry represented in the

association should have its interests properly main-
tained, a section covering each industry should be
arranged.
One of the chief reasons why Germany has been

so successful in pushing her engineering products in

foreign countries is because she has offered many
inducements to young men—sons of possible pur-

chasers or manufacturers of industries—to go to

Germany to receive their technical training. The
importance and value of doing this is, of course,

easily apparent to anyone, for to train a boy just

as he is reaching manhood, and is susceptible to in-

fluence, is to create a life-long sympathiser. From
personal experience, I have found it always most
difficult to do business abroad when the prospective

buyer had received his instruction in Germany, as

he invariably thinks in German and believes in Ger-

man methods.
One of the great difficulties with which we in this

country shall have to contend after the war will be

labour. I think it will be absolutely imperative that

the situation be explained to the trade unions and to

the Labour leaders. Also, one of the troubles that will

have to be faced by manufacturers will be the con-

tinuance, and possible extension, of the policy " Ca
Canny " or—limitation of output. It should not be

assumed that the limitation of output is caused
entirely by socialistic or labour principles, because

one of the chief reasons that brought about the

adoption of modern trade union restrictions was the

frequent tactless behaviour of certain employers. To
be more explicit, the limitation of output has fre-

quently been brought about by fear on the part of

the workmen that the " piece rate " would be re-

duced. At this point I leave the question, finally,

believing that careful, cautious, and unbiassed

negotiation would do much to reduce the evil here

mentioned.

Unless the greatest care is exercised by His

Majesty's Government after the war in disbanding

the armies then in being, the fear of unemployment
will be so great that all possible restrictions which
can be put into force by the trade unions will be

exercised to their utmost.

To combat such a policy, an extensive campaign
should be inaugurated, to extend to trade unions,

the Labour leaders, and the workmen themselves,

so that there would be no reason for the fear of un-

employment if labour would realise that the securing

of markets and trades now dominated by the Central

Empires should be effected by this country. From
my experience and knowledge of many Labour
leaders, I am convinced that they and the men could

be interested. The spirit of patriotism, and the

knowledge of what large wages mean, will make the

near future a most opportune time for such a cam-

paign. ,

I may be accused of laying too much stress on this

question of labour, but I believe that unless action

is taken, the time immediately succeeding the war
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will hold almost as much danger for this country as
that with which we are now faced.

The fact that thousands, hundreds of thousands,
perhaps millions of men will be released on to the
market of labour after the war, is not fully realised.

Industries and factories will have to be reorganised,
and 1 fear that, in the meantime, the percentage of
unemployment will be very high, with the cost of
living not reduced. The situation that may arise is

not difficult to imagine.
The expansion and recapture of British trade

should be commenced as soon as possible, so that

the seeds may be sown and the crops ready for reap-
Mig at the cessation of hostilities.

COKE AS A BOILER FUEL.

By E. W. L. Nicol, A.I.E.E.

'Che article on the above subject which appeared in

the Electrical Review for December 31st (page

839) is of considerable current interest in view of

the present high cost of coal and shortage of sup-
plies from the usual sources; and, on the other hand,
the plentiful supplies of coke available, particularly

in districts so affected.

At many of the more important gas works during
the present period of maximum demand for gas, the
output of coke is to some extent controlled by in-

creasing or decreasing the manufacture of carburet-

ted water gas in its relative proportions to that of

coal gas, as carburetted water gas plant is a con-

sumer—not a producer—of coke. The residuals

from which the much required, high explosive by-

products are derived are, however, obtained onlv in

material reduction in capacity or efficiency. In this
case the ignition arch has been retained, and satis-

factory ignition is effected by admitting a thin layer
of coke slack with the coke, which is graded to con-
venient size. With this method, air leakage into the
furnace is eliminated and normal capacity and effi-

ciency are obtained.
To break and grade coke to suitable size, for either

coking or sprinkler-type stokers, should not be a
matter of very great difficulty. An ordinary coke
cutter, absorbing about four or five h.p., will deal
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This consideration should to some extent offset the

disadvantage of the relatively greater bulk of coke.

At normal rates of combustion, and with equal

draught, the steaming- capacity of a liand-fired boiler

will be reduced by about 15 per cent, to 20 per cent,

by substituting coke for coal of similar calorific value

(see diagram, fig. 2). There are, of course, ready

means of supplementing an inadequate draught, but

in the case of stokers of the coking type the problem
is more complicated. To start from the beginning,

there are obvious bargaining and other advantages

to be realised by installing a stoker that will equally

well handle coal, coke, coke breeze, and possibly

anthracite, and it is a matter for considerable satis-

faction that such a stoker has been developed and is

now receiving the patronage it deserves in this coun-

try. Whiie on this subject it may be profitable to

anticipate the trend of the findings of the several

committees appointed to deal with the question of

fuel conservation and smoke abatement. The
national requirements in high-explosive material and

other by-products of coal carbonisation will, no
doubt, be held to be paramount. The future tend-

ency will therefore probably be to discourage ship-

ment of coking coals, and gradually to limit export

to anthracitic non-coking and other coals less suit-

able for carbonisation. The resulting output of coke
will necessitate improved means for its economic
combustion under steam boilers, in gas producers and
for domestic use.

THE MAGNETIC HAND.

Ojje of the lamentable results of the great war will be the

return of many thousands of our brave comrades, martyrs

to the cause of liberty and progress, crippled for life by the

loss of a hand or arm. Obviously it is of the first import-

ance to adopt every possible means to enable these men to

resume their customary occupations, by the provision of

efficient substitutes for the missing members. With their

usual foresight, our enemies are taking steps to cope with

this difficult problem, and in a recent issue of the E.T.Z.

Prof. Klingenberg, one of the leading electrical engineers

of Berlin, describes a number of devices which have been

developed for that purpose. We reproduce herewith the

illustrations which accompany his article. Fig. 1 shows an

armlet which can be strapped on the stump of the arm, and

is provided at the end with a pot magnet ; the latter is

unr

other part of the body such a9 the foot, the chin, or

the sound arm, or by a particular movement of the

injured arm itself. With this device all articles made
of iron can be held in a powerful grip for any

length of time, and can be lifted and moved about or

released, at pleasure. Hence the magnetic hand is suitable

for all jobs in which iron tools or iron articles are employed.

As a rule, therefore, the tools need not be specially made to

suit the requirements of the maimed man. In the example

illustrated in fig. 1, the magnetic hand is holding the end

of a file, and being movable with regard to the armlet,

offers no hindrance to the control of the file with the sound

arm.

Fig. 2 shows a plane which is fitted with a small iron

plate for the magnet to take hold of, and which is handled

exactly like any other plane. Stamping machines working

on sheet-iron can be managed as well as with a sound band,

or even better, for the magnetic hand can grip the smooth

Fio. 2.

—

Plane Fitted with Iron Plate.

surface of the sheet. Work can be put into lathe°, <fcc ,

with the aid of the device while the sound hand makes tLe

adjustments. Tools which are not made of iron can often

be easily fitted with iron plates, and switchgear can be

manipulated if the levers are so fitted. Magnets of different

sizes and tractive forces can be fitted to the same holder.

The plain magnet, aS above described, suffices for a variety

of simple operations ; improvements in the device will

readily suggest themselves in particular cases. By means of

a switch to fix and release the magnet alternately, the rota-

tion of iron articles can be effected. Special tools can also

be devised, such as those illustrated in fisis. 3 and 4, which

represent tweezers, pincers, and pliers, actuated by electro-

magnets. The author further states that there is no

special difficulty in providing for the movement of the

forearm with respect to the upper arm, the gripping action

of artificial fingers, and of the thumb, &c, and he concludes

by pointing out the exceptional facilities afforded by electris

Fio. 1.—Magnetic Hand Holding Filb.

Jig. 3.

—

Magnetic
TwEEZKRS.

-Magnetic Pinches
or Pliers.

mounted on a ball and socket joint, so that the magnet
poles can be brought into any desired position, and the

magnet can then either be clamped firmly or left movable
with a moderate degree of friction. The magnet is supplied

with current by means of a flexible cord and a plug, the

current being switched on and off by the movement of some

power for fulfilling these various functions, as compared

with other agencies. The use even of a portable battery to

energise the magnet when away from an electrical installa-

tion is not overlooked. No stone should be left unturned

to aid our crippled workers, and we trust that good results

may be obtained from these interesting suggestions.
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THE ELECTRIC PROPULSION OF SHIPS.

In a paper read before the Institution of Engineers and Ship-
builders in Scotland by Mr. J. Dornan, the relative effi-

ciencies of different systems of propulsion of ships were
discussed. The author stated that turbo-electric systems had
been fitted into one ship in this country, four in the United
States (including a battleship now building), and one ship in

Sweden. Seven steamers were building in Sweden which
would be fitted with the Ljungstrorn system of turbo-electric
propulsion, aggregating 10,200 h.p. The turbine, however,
had not secured a firm hold on the average tonnage of this

country, mainly owing to the high turbine speed necessary for

economy. He had worked out the data for the equipment of

a ship displacing 21,000 tons and running at 19s knots, on
seven systems as follows :

—

(A) Two 6ets of quadruple-expansion steam engines driving
twin-screw propellers direct at 85 r.p.m. i saturated steam at
210 lb. pressure per square inch ; vacuum in the condensers
of 27 in.

(B) One set of turbines arranged in series on four shafts
running at 290 r.p.m.; saturated steam at 200 lb. per square
inch ; vacuum 28 in.

(C) Similar to (A), only steam is superheated 200 dog. F.
(P.) As (B), only steam is superheated 100 deg. P.
(E and F) Geared turbines arranged on two shafts. The

former has two turbines running at 1,000 R.P.M., and driving
twin-screw propellers at 200 R.P.M. through hydraulic gearing
of the Fottinger type. The latter has four turbines arranged
in series, driving the propeller shafts through Parsons
mechanical gearing at 1.800 and 160 r.p.m. respectively. Super-
heat. (E) 200 deg. P., and (F) 100 deg. F.; working" pressure
200 lb. per square inch, and vacuum 28J in.

(G) Two shafts driven at 8-5 r.p.m. through Parsons mecha-
nical gearing by electric motors running at 500 r.p.m., driven
from two Ljungstrorn turbo-dynamos which run at 3,000
r.p.m. Vacuum 28£ in., working pressure 200 lb. per square
inch, superheat 260 deg. F.
As the rotors revolve in opposite directions, the relative

revolutions of the blade disks are 6,000 per minute, and, there-
fore, only one quarter the number of blade rows are necessary
as compared with a single-rotation type turbine of 3,000 r.p.m.
The dynamos and motors are three-phase a.c. for 2,500 volte.

The manoeuvring is mainly done electrically, speed regulation
being obtained by resistances in the motor circuits when
manoeuvring, and by altering the speed of the turbines when
reduced power is required for a lengthened period of time.
Reversal is effected by interchanging the poles of the phases.
The figures calculated in the table are based on actual

performances of machinery recently built.

By mechanical efficiency is meant the sum of all the
mechanical losses between the point where the horse-power
developed is measured and the power delivered to the pro-
peller.

The table shows the steam and coal consumptions of the
various designs, also weights of machinery and particulars
of extra, deadweight and cubic capacity.
By primary horse power in line 3 is meant the power which

must be put into the prirne mover to provide the necessary

horse power in line 2. The losses in the mechanical gears
of design F have been taken at 2 per cent., and the
primary horse power of the turbines is, therefore, 21,800. In
addition to the mechanical gear-

losses as in F, design G has
losses due to the dynamos, cables, and motors. These amount
to 11$ per cent., including a 2 per cent, loss in the helical
gears.

As the turbines used in E and G always rotate in the one
direction, no matter whether the propeller is going ahead or
astern, and thus eliminate the troubles due to astern turbines,
high superheats are used. Pesign G, having Ljungstrorn tur-
bines, can safely use as high a superheat as 350 deg. F.
The distance run by the ship in nautical miles per ton of

fuel burnt is shown in line 12. These figures are very import-
ant, and from them the economies in line 13 have been calcu-
lated. This is the most just and accurate method of computing
economy, for such variables as horse powers, revolutions, and
steam consumption per primary horse power are eliminated.

It is difficult to calculate the years for depreciation for each
type of prime mover, but it may be safely stated that design
G will be an efficient and modern one many years after A is
obsolete, as the probability of a new invention increasing the
efficiency of G is very much more remote than of one improv-
ing A. An attempt to state the years of life is shown in line
23. These figures are extremely important, as the rate of
depreciation being decreased from 61 per cent, of A to i% per
cent, of G means some £3,000 per annum.

Line 25 shows- the net annual return on the cost of ship.
These figures are the most important in the table. They have
been calculated after allowing for the usual deductions from
the gross returns, and for the years of depreciation stated in
line 23.

It is hoped that the comparisons made will clearly show
that by spending 4i per cent, more money in the first instance,
the net annual return may be increased from 7 per cent, in
A to 15 per cent, in G.
The selection of a 21,000-h.p. 19^-knot design forms a good

point to view the application of the various alternatives to
ships having higher or lower powers and revolutions corres-
ponding to the power and speed.

If the lower scale be first considered, machinery types B,
P, and E become more and more inadmissible, as the horse-
power and revolutions decrease, on the grounds of extrava-
gance in steam consumption, of excessive weight, and
abnormal dimensions. Types A and C are applicable to the
lowest of powers and revolutions. The steam consumptions
of these types, considered alone, favourably compare with
some of the other designs, and it is the excessive weight that
places the piston-type machinery at a disadvantage.
Types F and G are applicable to the lowest powers, with

the stated degree of economy maintained and very often
improved.
Taking now powers and corresponding revolutions, higher

than in the case examined, types A and C fall out of the
running very quickly, as the weight of machinery and neces-
sary space become too great.

The remaining designs are all applicable to high powers
with even better results than given in the table. Type P
would, however require to have four shafts with eight or
more turbines for higher powers, on account of the dimen-
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1 aid thai the centre of gravity of

with Ljungstrom turbinei would be about 3j ft.

higher than design A with reciprocating engines, which would
orobablj nece itate an increa e in breadth, or a reduction in the

displacement, even U the Lrjung tr6m turbine had the same
height of centn ol in reciprocating machinery.
\li Dornan showed the increases of deadweight, as compared
with the ship having reciprocating machinery, and he also

showed the in< ibic capacity. In the Ljungstrom
hip it would not be possible to utijise all the increase

in deadweight, owini 1 i wanl ol towage space, and probably

some compromise would have to be adopted.
Mr. W. D. McLaren compared the turbo-electric gear G

with the mechanical gear F, and pointed out that, in the

electrical system, design G, yielded the maximum ratio be-

tween speed of primi ift. The Ijjung-

strom turbine, owing to its highly ingenious construction,
was designed for a maximum obtainable superheat, and the

resultant economy stated in Mr. Doxnan's paper was by no
means a speculative one. Th< Swedi b boat mjolner, or 850
s.h.p., with Ljungstro turbo drive, had b

ning since December, I'.lM, between 8ft

b
i

i

rmano i mpared reli ivith her sister
ship, Mtmrr, running on the par and fitted with
triple-expan ion reci] ines. With similar coal of

13,500 ii. tii. i'.. the electrical hi] amption in 24

hours was 9 ton pin thi equr Jent to 940 i.h.p.,

as compared with the consumption of the Mimei of 15 tons
Under the same C litions peed, weather, and dis-

placement, showing a saving of 40 per cent. Thi coal con-
sumption reduced to i.h.p. m each case was .89 lb. for all

purposes in the electrically-driven ship, and I 52 lb. in the
ship with reciprocating engines. The steam a i

Mjolner were :—-Pressure 200 lb., superheat 190 deg, P., and
vacuum 29 in.; in the Mimer, saturated steam, pressure 180
lb., and vacuum 26 in. (barometer 30 in.). An aggregate of
10,000 ii. p. was now in course of construction in Sweden for
five additional elect i ieally-propelled vessels, based on the per-
formance of the Mjolner, and approximately 200,000 h.p. in

Ljungstrom turbines was either running or in course of
completion for land work. It might be interesting to state

dts of a a,iKni-Kw. Ljungstrorn turbo-alternator, which
would shortly be running in one of the London power stations.

At 40 per cent, of normal full load, the consumption was 8.1

lb. per B.H.P. per hour; at full load the consumption was 7.34
lb. per rs.H.r. per hour, in each case for turbine only. The

,.
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appeared to have 12 poles, which seemed to he as large a
number as was consistent with a reasonable power factor.

Quite a number of inventors had proposed schemes having
ratios of reduction between the generator and motor of the

order of 20 or 30, necessitating 40 to 60 poles; on the motor.
No figures of probable power factors had ever been given,

though, from the weights stated, very hopeful views were
taken. He took it that the designers of the Ljungstrora
arrangement found that geared motors, including the gearing,

were lighter and more satisfactory than largo plow-speed

motors. Mr. Dornan stated that speed regulation while
manoeuvring was effected by resistances in the motor circuits.

These resistances, capable of handling 22,000 h.p. at 2,500

volts, must be of rather formidable dimensions. There did
not seem to be any reason why this speed regulation should
not be effected by varying the alternator voltage. The power
of an induction motor varied as the square of the applied
voltage, which should agree fairly well with the power-speed
curve of the ship.

HIGH STEAM PRESSURES.

' In a paper presented at a recent meeting of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers (and reprinted in our con-
temporary Power), Mr. Robert Cramer discussed the possi-

bilities of using higher steam pressures in power plants, show-
ing by means of tables and curves the relative gain in thermal
efficiency by so doing; the following is an abstract of his

remarks :
—

In steam engineering practice the tendency to increase the
range of the working fluid has led to the recognition of wTell

defined limits : A maximum steam temperature of about 600
deg. F., above which lubrication of piston engines and main-
tenance of valves and packings are difficult, and a minimum
condenser temperature of about 80 deg. F. corresponding to

29 in. of vacuum, or J lb. back pressure. This temperature
'is so near the usual cooling water temperature that a higher
vacuum would require disproportionately large quantities of
circulating water. The necessary size of the circulating pump
and increase in size of the air pump render higher degrees of
vacuum unprofitable.

If, taking these limits, all heat were transferred to the
steam at 600 deg. F., or 600 + 460 = 1,060 deg. abs., and all

heat were rejected at 80 deg. F., or 80 + 460 = 540 deg. abs.,

the Carnot evele would be realised and the efficiency of the
engine would be (1,060 - 540)/ 1,060 = 0.491. Thus nearly
one-half of the heat transferred to the steam would be trans-
formed into mechanical energy.
While the condition of the rejection of all heat at the lower

temperature can be closely attained, it is impossible to cause
the steam to absorb all heat at the higher temperature.
In the best present practice, except for slightly higher pres-

sures in some few isolated cases, the maximum steam pressure
is 200 lb. per sq. in. absolute, and the superheat is 200 deg. F.
The corresponding temperature of evaporation is 382 deg. F.
and the bulk of the heat is absorbed at a temperature of 200
deg. F. below the maximum. It seems reasonable to expect
that the approximation to the ideal Carnot cycle, and simul-
taneously the economy, would be improved by using higher
pressure and less superheat; that is, by increasing the tem-
perature at which the bulk of the heat is absorbed without
increasing the maximum temperature.
Even a casual reference to steam tables and diagrams con-

firms this expectation and reveals the remarkable fact that
the higher the steam pressure the lees the total heat in the
steam if the final temperature be kept constant, and corres-
pondingly the superheat is reduced with advancing pressures.
This difference, while not great, is decidedly noticeable, as
Table I shows (the values throughout are taken from the
Marks and Davis steam tables).

TABLE I.

—

Total Heat of Steam at Various Pressures.

Temperature of stsam, GOO F.

Steam pressure,

lb. per sq id. 100 200 300 403 600 600 1,574
Temperature of

evaporation,

dejr. F. ... 328 382 417 445 467 487 GOO
Superheat,

deg. F. ... 272 218 1S3 155 133 1)3
Total heat,
B.TH.l. per lb. 13233 13176 13107 13056 13018 1298 8 11760

An examination of the Moliier total-heat entropy diagram
shows that the amount of heat convertible into mechanical
energy in adiabatic expansion to any given back-pressure is

considerably higher for high pressure and little superheat
than for low pressure and much superheat, if the maximum
temperature of the steam is the same in both cases.

We have thus two cases making for better thermal efficiency
with increasing steam pressure at constant maximum tem-
perature—the decreasing total heat of the steam and the
iucreasing amount of that part of the heat convertible to

mechanical energy in adiabatic expansion.

A number of tables, compiled by the author, are included
to 6how what gains can be expected with increased pressures
and varying conditions; of these, Tables II and III are a
summary showing the theoretical percentage of gain for cer-

tain comparisons selected on account of their relation to con-
ditions prevailing in present practice; in the case of atmos-
pheric exhaust these gains are so large as to justify an
endeavour to use high steam pressures.

TABLE II.

—

Relative Gain in Thehmal Efficiency due to
Increasing Steam Pressure to 6iio lb. peu sq in. abs.

•29-in. vacuum. Atmospheric exhaust.

Initial condition of
I Constant Constant Constant Coi stant

tempera- superheat, tempeia- superheat,sceam
| ture.tiOOP, 100 : F. ture.fcOu F. 100 F.

As against 100 lb.

initial pressure... 25% 30% 52% 85%
As against 200 lb.

initial pressure... 13% 15J % 32% 37i

TABLE IIL— Relative Gain in Thermal Efficiency due to
Increasing Steam Pressure to 1,574 lb. abs.

Final condition of steam

As against 100 lb. initial pressure,
100° cuperneat ...

As against 20J lr. initial pressure,
218° superheat
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Eeed water.
- of strength of constructional parts oul

] to withstand high steam pressures is of importance.

engines th red from

practice |: " exceeding 600 lb. per eq. in.

and ] lie i I i Qgines, nnd
e the design of pylinders for high steam pressures

shoul.i ul'tit's not all ime.

heavy IH1.1I1-1 ,: H S for Turbines.—In steam
Lilly in those of larger size, the casings of

proportionately heavy

wall-, were they required to withstand pressures much higher

The solution of the' problem of

adapting turbii res is found in the principle

I large steam-turbine units.

this principl jure of the steam is

. le and the resulting high

velocity is utilised in several rows of blades of the velocity-

I hus it is possible to confine high pressures to

ing and to the "steam belt" carrying the steam
but to have comparatively low pressure

1 1 of the casing. The lesser efficiency of

the velocity staging is not so serious at the high-pressure end
as it would be at the low-pressure end, because the loss

: in a somewhat higher superheat of the steam
entering the succeeding stages and is partly recovered.

With high pressures the difficulties with piping and fittings

are reduced on account of the lower specific volume of the

steam. Even if lower rates of flow than those at present cus-

tomary are permitted in high-pressure 6team lines (on account

of the greater density of the steam), the fact that 1 lb. of

steam at GOO lb. pressure occupies approximately one-third

of the space required by 1 lb. at 200 lb., reduces the required

size of the piping and fittings to such an extent that diffi-

culties in both design and cost for a given capacity are, if

anything, less than for lower pressures.

Single-acting Steam Engine.—In piston engines the ques-

tion of cylinder lubrication is important. It is apparent that

high steam pressures will permit neither slide nor Corliss

valves. The advent of higher pressure will cause the poppet
valve to come into its own.
Most nl the lubricating oil now used in piston engines is

red for the steam-distributing valves.

given output the cost of a uniflow engine suitable

for high steam pressures should be less than that of double-
.ine.s. as soon as it can be manufactured under econo-
aditions of manufacture. Such an engine, if single-

acting, has but one simple organ of steam distribution, and
.nt Of its high mean effective pressure its weight per
er is low. Even in a single-acting engine of this

type the mechanism is utilised twice as efficiently as in a
1 -stroke cycle Diesel engine.
Steam turbines for high steam pressures would probably

cost a little more than those using lower pressures and giving
the same power, on account of the extra stages required. The
extra cost would be offset by a considerable saving in the
required condenser cooling surface on account of the larger
percentage of moisture in the steam entering the condenser
and the reduced steam consumption due to better thermal
efficiency. Table IV will make this clem

TABLE IV.

—

Redcceti steam Consumption due to Better
Thermal Efficiency.

2D0 lb. COO II.

.

Initial condition of steam. . 600 F. 600 F.

Tdeal efficiency with 29-in. vacuum .'..- ... 0'329 0'373

Percentage of steam in exhaust ... ... 0'fSl

4

0749
Ratio of condenser cooling surf ace = 0"329 749/0 373 -

I

0'812. Thus, a saving of about 19 per cent, of the condenser
cooliog surface might be expected.

The qu can be eliminated in both
ogines—in tui h steam

nd the lii'st nuzzle, and in

because the single-acting type
from many points of view the logical design for high pres-

sures. In such a pi the stem of the one valve
can be provided with a "labyrinth" packing.

Auxiliaries.—In very large plants all auxiliaries are often
driven by electric power, and the
separate unit. As these units " in modern
power plants have capacities of 2,000 kw. and over, it is

simple to operate them directly with high-pressure steam.
Where it is desired that the auxiliaries be driven indepen-

dently, it should be possible to drive them with high-pressure
steam turbines if the size of the auxiliary unit warrants this,

or by high-pressure uniflow engines for the smaller sizes. In
the latter case the lubrication could possibly be accomplished

with graphite only, so that the amount of lubricant mtro-

Anoth i I

i be the noni
unilluu

i attrac-

cngines,
pared with noncondi

i I
•« of other t

high.

ir thai beam pressure ; to, say,

600 lb. per sq. in. without using temperatures higher than
I in model n encoun-.

tered by the di Bignei i re easily
in. i than in the case

have been successfully desigi nned by
tuch high steam p

i. becau e thermal efficiencies closely approaching
those of explosion engines can be realised with simpler and
less expensive apparatus and consequentl]

ie time retaining all the practical advan-
lnrh steam utilisation has over any other method of

:ing power.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received, by tM after 6 P.M. ON Tuesday cannot appear until

the following week. Corietpondentt should forward their communi-
cation* nt the earliest possible moment. No letter can be published
unlet* we hare the writer's name and address in our possession.

The Limitation of Output.

From all the discussions upon the new trade campaign,
which is being so insistently urged at this time, one feature

each and every time. So much stress has been laid

upon the necessity of the trade unions abolishing the sup-

posed limitation of output, that one is constrained to look

at this point in detail, so as to establish the faet beyond cavil,

ojc tn show that it may be merely a glib statement which is

being produced as a dummy on the stage of argument. It

is surely insufficient to lay to the charge <if the trade unions
that they are deliberately guilty of keeping down the output
of their members in the workshops, or that they have done
so in the past. After all. there are trade unions in enemy
countries, and if there is limitation of output here, one may
inquire whether enemy trade unions are faultless. Perhaps
the docile Hun would blush to turn out anything 1

his full working capacity. Maybe he has more encouragement
to do his full share than his British counterpart. Few will

dispute that much suspicion and mutual distrust exists be

tween masters and men in this country. One i f i'
1

of this is the feeling that employers never lose an opp
. i lowering prices. The usual piecework or bonus system oi

payment is too often unfair to one party or the ether. Again.
iv be in th.

|

piece work on i ne job, and
day work on another. For instance, in a locomotive boilei

lion the bi il< i
i n piecework, but it is ni I

to fix piece rates for the men who test the finished boilers, be-

cause of the great variation in results. • toe boiler wiD only take

test ber< another occupies days, one set of men
are drawing bonus regularly, while others maintain only the

hare" weekly rate. In other cases a piece-rate is easily fixed,

but is often' whittled away by the employer until only the

best worker makes any extra money, and he not much. On
ordinary day work the best man draws the same reward as

the inferior or more careless worker. It is common knowledge
in factories where only semi-skilled workers are employed
that the piecework rates are such as to afford the man or
woman only a bare existence. Especially - is thi the case
where girls and women are concerned. The worker has no
voice in the matter, except to take it or leave if. and (lie rates

are usually left to the mercies of the time-office or e one zealous
reformer with an eye on the wage packets.

In the high-speed t. ..1 trade the writer has seen night men
do their "whack," which is the equivalent of the slowest day
worker, and still have plenty of time to spare. The rate paid
was the usual trade rate per hour, and the quantity. of work
was the Bame fpr the same money. The trade unions are
blamed for such a possibility, but no mention is made of the

1 alterations. The trade rate
paid in a apposed to be the minimum: in how
man} ease- i- it als , the maximum, and why should it be so°
Output will never be increased while the poor or bIow worker's
minimum is also the good worker's maximum. The employer

Bf. for more work in the same time. The worker
!,h once the war bi gan certain

semi-skilled and unskilled workers, many thousands in num-
ber, hav: niimum wage for all over 10 years,

us. New demands are now in arbitration vary-
i

4s. to tV. per week for the same people. Whether
idj in vogue are adequate or not is not a matter

1 ir present discussion. The facts are simply mentioned to
show the present trend. Both employer and worker are out
to make the best of the present situation; the one to demand
more work as an aid to beat the German, the other to boost
up his standard wage for the uncertain future. One can only
hope that each may be satisfied. In passing, however, it may
be pointed out that the prices of our rivals' goods, if and
when they do once more appear in the markets of the world,
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will have 6ome influence upon the wages of the British worker,
and this should not be forgotten. It would seem better to
give a fair wage and see that it is earned, than either to treat
all alike on a dead level, or swindle the worker by offering
an illusory, and ever-changing, bonus system, under which
only the pick of the workers can make extra money.

Restriction of output may be the child of had times. It is

feasible that a man may pardonably not rush his work when
he hardly knows whence the next, job will come. This has
often of old been the case in British factories. No system of
protection can guarantee a full order book, but, at the same
time, we have too often seen German and other foreign goods
"ii our markets when our own workers have been idle.

Restriction of output may. then, even be good: the output
of enemy works which flows into our Empire's markets and
our home ports. British mechanics will make more money
constructing a complete machine than m assembling one macle
in America. The M.A. will have more dividends if they
make both the tubing and the. cable, instead of making the
conduit at home alone, and allowing German cable to be
drawn into it. The Minister of Munitions, likewise, will not
long complain of his own countrymen "going slow" when
once he and his brethren take the plunge and restrict once
for all the output of the Central Empires.

Commercial.

can Society of Testing Materials may be quoted against them,
and also the fact that American engineers have discarded
them, and now use extension test6. With proper apparatus,
an approximately accurate extension test need not be a
length} one, and, further, it is not essential that every coil

of wire should be tested nowadays, whatever may have been
needed at the time the G.P.O. engineers first adopted their
wrap and twist tests.

In conclusion, in adding my own thanks to Mr. Bolton, f.

would hazard the opinion that he has in mind already a,

definition of hard-drawn copper which would completely
satisfy him. Perhaps, at this stage, it would not be desirable
tu discuss it in the technical Press, but if the I.E.E. would
take the whole matter in hand, as I have suggested, there,

in ill be hi great difficulty in getting a small committee, repre-
senting the I.E.E., the N.P.L., the manufacturers, and tho
users, to agree on a definition and then to send a joint recom-
mendation to the E.S.C. A little extension of the work would
also produce a standard specification.

B. Welbourn.
Rainhill, Lanes., January 4th, 1916.

Electrolytic Copper.

All engineers will be indebted to Mr. Thos. Bolton, who is

an authority on this subject, for his contribution in your
issue of December 24th towards finding a generally acceptable
definition of hard-drawn copper of circular section, and I feel
sure that his views will be fully considered before the Erlgi-
neoring Standards Committee completes its revision of the
present standard, which was issued in March, 1910. I fully
share his hone that the Director of the National Physical
Laboratory will be able to carry out the suggested investiga-
tions before any final decision is taken by the E.S.C.
Mr. Bolton is a manufacturer, and approaches the considera-

tion of this .subject from'a somewhat different point of view
to iny<elf. My Manchester address was prepared Ghiefly from
the point of view of the user of hard-drawn copper wire, who
has been looking in vain for many years for guidance from
the E.S.C, the I.E.E., or Hie manufacturers, towards a satis-

factory dffinrtinn Failing this, a considerable advance towards
a complete definition has been suggested by Mr. D. B. Pye.
and my experience is that an increasing number of engineers
are using his formulas to ascertain what are the MINIMUM
values of tensile strength and extension for any particular
size of wire. Each formula provides a sort of datum line in
each test, and the 4 per cent given in the E.S.C. report pro-
vides a maximum extension limit while omitting all guidance
about tensile strength.
One cannot help feeling that Mr. Bolton does not fully

realise the convenience to the purchaser of hard-drawn wire,
who is not an expert, of being able to obtain these minimum
values from Pye s formula:', ami of thus having a check on
the manufacturers, not only for all standard sizes of wires,
but also for the many intermediate sizes which are constantly
being used, and of being reasonably sure that, if these figures
are attained, he will obtain wire which is free from brittleness.

I have referred to Mr. P. Johnson's contribution to the dis-

cussion on Mr. Pye's paper, and I am interested to find that,
while he agrees witH the view that the strength of wire does
not lie in its skin, he also agrees with the practicability of
Mr. Pye's formulas.
With regard to the proposed inclusion of the limit of pro-

portionality in the definition, it is my opinion that this point
on the lead-extension curve is of more importance than the
elastic limit, and for a fuller discussion of this matter, which
is not an academic one. I would refer those who are interested
to the leading article in the Engineer of October 8th, 1915.

It is the limit of proportionality which is really of importance
to the users of hard-drawn copper wire, as it is the point
where the elastic extension ceases to be directly proportional
to the load, and where no question of permanent set is in-

volved. Mv basis figures for the values quoted were taken
from the E.S.C. Report No. 55 for wires up to 0.194 in.

diameter, and I was surprised to find how low some of them
are. They are lower than the elastic limit values which are
given by some makers, and which are, in my opinion, mis-
Ipading, although not intentionally so. The position is unsatis-
factory, and I think Mr. Bolton will agree that the uncer-
tainties should be cleared up. The E.S.C. values were based
on tests made with great care by the N.P.L., and we must
accept these results unless we can show an error in the
method or later improvements in the material, or in its

method of manufacture. Further tests of the same authorita-
tive kind by the N.P.L. are now needed on wires from No. 5

S.W.G. to 7/0 S.W.G.. which have not been specially manii-
factured for the purpose of the tests.

T'niler ordinary works conditions, autographic records can
be taken, when required, while samples are being tested for
tensile strength, and from these the limit of proportionality
can be determined with sufficient accuracy for most purposes.
• We get on to controversial ground when we discuss wrap
and torsion tests in preference to extension tests as a test of
brittleness. There is a considerable weight of opinion against
the former. The report of the Wire Committee of the Ameri-

WAR ITEMS.

After the War Trade.—In the House of Commons on Mon-
day there was anotner discussion on after the war questions,
and we think that it must be unhesitatingly described as the
best of the three Parliamentary debates that have so far taken
place on such matters. The discussion was opened by Mr.
Hewins, who moved that, with a view to increasing the
power of the Allies in the prosecution of the war, His
Majesty's Government should enter into immediate consul-
tation with tne Governments of the Dominions, in order
with their aid to bring the whole economic strength of the
Empire into co-operation with our Allies in a policy directed
against the enemy. Other speakers in the debate were Mr.
Peto, Sir A. Mond, Mr. Shirley Benn, Mr. Prothero, Mr.
Chaplin, Mr. Mackinder, Sir G. Croydon Marks, Mr. Brvce,
and, finally, Mr. Runciman. In the course of the speeches
reference was made to the commercial position after the
war, the economic resources of the British Empire, German
organisation and system, the possibility of the rapid restora-

tion of German scientific competition, the prospect of the

United States becoming a dangerous competitor, and very

man} other points that have hjeen covered in articles

that have appeared in our own and other journals
during the last eighteen months. Mr. Runciman's
reply showed that he regarded the discussion as an im-
portant one. Had he regarded it as a merely academic one
he would have asked leave of the House to be attending
to practical business elsewhere. Any decision which the
House or Government came to with regard to trade matters
at the present time had a direct bearing either on the
strength of this country or on the strength of the enemy.
He believed that Germany was at last beginning to feel

the effects of the blockade. So far as treaties with Austria
and Germany were concerned they were non-existent, hav-
ing come to an end with the outbreak of war. History
could not go on, after the war, from exactly the same point.

In regard to tariff arrangements between Germany and
Russia, the latter would be more likely than in the past to

listen in the most friendly spirit to the representations that
we might make in regard to future arrangements. How
far she would be prepared to go no-one could say. No
Russian statesman could yet say exactly the lines on which
her economic development was likely to proceed. He was
confident, however, that she was not going to make herself

the tool of Germany. " Peaceful penetration " would not

be allowed to continue in Russia. We should be able to

make up our vast losses in a shorter period of time than
any other State, and it would be our dutv, so far as we
could, to aid Italy. France, and Russia in the same process.

Mr. Runciman proceeded to justify the efforts made to capture.

German trade. Many of our firms had built up, during the.

war, strong connections in South- America which he hoped
would last long after the war. They had studied their cus-

tomers' tastes with greater ingenuity than ever in times of

peace, and thev had made almost unprecedented efforts in

commercial travelling. The President went on to refer to

efforts made by our manufacturers to take up industries

once in German hands—glass, chemicals, dyes, electrical

apparatus, etc. It was more than a mere matter of com-
petition with Germany. It ought to be part of our national
organisation to see that there was no essential article, either

for the arts of peace or for the arts of war, which could
not be obtained within the Empire. Government assistance

might do a great deal, but not without the oersonal abilitv,

training, skill and industry of t"he individual. He laid it

down as one of the first necessities of this country that if

she was to hold her own during times of war, and when
war was over, we must improve our research methods, the
education of our people, and the training of our young men.
We should not attempt to economise on the monev that we
now spent on technical colleges and modern appliances. If

our present well-managed banking systems could not be
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more adventurous n must have some additional institu-

tions. Commercial banking must play a largo part if \vc

wer< to hold our own against Germany. We must once

more overhaul our patent system, ["he developmenl of

nventions, and the restrictions which we put on their

:
i influence on the extension of our

- lustry than even the juggling of a tariff. The
importance of co-operation with I

nions_, the spirit

of th< Dominions, and -the quesi pping com-
petition, were among the other matters refert d to bj Mr.

Runciman in the course of a long sp 1 h which is well

worth reading from beginning to end by all of our readers

who are keenly studying the problems of the presenl hour.

Now, repeated the speaker, Germanj was a commercially
beaten nation if there ever was such. But the real trouble

was, when the war was at an end, she might wish to

embark upon a new campaign. In this connection it would

be necessary for us in making peace to see to it that she

did not raise her head.

Russian Trade.—Speaking on the Russian cicatrical trade

opening, at a meeting of the French Syndicat des Industries

Electriques held at the end of last year, M. de llalgouct, com-
mercial attache at the French Embassy at Petrograd, stated

that before the war the Russian electrical industry had
become a veritable German monopoly. Three great com-

3, German in origin, divided the business between

themselves. These were the Volta Company, of little im-

portance; the A. E.G., operating at Riga; and the Siemens-
Schuckert companies, which were formerly distinct, but

were now amalgamated. Owing to this important trust,

the Germans had succeeded in securing all the orders. The
I

1 ntndi of these houses was as follows:—First,

they granted long terms of payment; then they had agents,

who waited on the Russian manufacturers, studied their

wants, and submitted estimates for the carrying out of instal-

lations complete to the smallest detail. Furthermore, the

Germans had a wonderful acquaintance with the Customs
tariffs. In Russian workshops which they opened, they
made all those parts which it would cost too much to im-
port; thanks to these measures, it might he said that, in

1918, the Germans monopolised three-fourths of the Russian
trical trade. Of the three German houses, the two

principal—the Siemens-Sehuckert and the A. E.G.-—were
constituted with capitals of 15 and 12 million roubles re-

spectively; together they did, in the year 1913, business to

the extent of 130 million of francs, of which 40 million only
represented goods made locally, and 90 millions were im-
ports by these German houses working under a Russian
label. These houses arc still operating; moreover, if they
were stopped, the whole Russian electrical industry would be

'

stopped too, and as this industry is indispensable for the
National Defence, it is impossible to do so. One could, on
the Other hand, call for the liquidation of these companies
if a French group could subscribe the necessary capital, and
replace by French importations the German importations
made by these companies. To do so, a capital of 50 mil-
lion roubles would have to be got together, and a similar
machine-tool equipment and skilled staff as that possessed
by the Germans would have to be forwarded to Russia.

If however, the liquidation of the A. E.G. only were
called for, a capital of only 10 million roubles would be
required.

In subsequent observations relating to the fostering of
French exports to Russia he advocated, as a preventative
against bad debts, representation on the boards of Russian
electrical concerns, and reaffirmed his statements that the
best methods of developing exports towards Russia was to
establish on the spot technical bureaux identical with those
possessed by the Germans. Russians preferred comprehen-
sive and complete estimates, and, only after their study,
were orders placed. The technical bureaux mentioned
should have branches, and the most competent agents, in

every industrial district. An electrical section might also be
attached to the Sales Office which the French Foreign Trade
Bureau was about to open, while the Syndicat's affiliation

to the French Chamber of Commerce in Petrograd was" also
advisable in this connection.

To Platinum Dealers.—The Director of Materials at the
Ministry of Munitions has addressed the following notice
to dealers in platinum:— "

.

I am directed- bv the' Minister of Munitions to inform you that, In exercise
of the powers conferred on him b'y the Articles of Commerce (Returns, &c.)
Act. 1314. pursuant to arrangements made with the Board of Trade, he hereby
requires you wittvn three days from the date of this notice to make a return
to the Director of Materials' of the Ministry of Munitions. Armament Build-
ings. \\l,li. lull Place, S.W., of the whole of the stock of platinum, ores.
residues, or bars containing the same, now on your premises or under your
contiol.

I am at the same time to draw your attention to Defence of the Realm
Regulation SUA. and to the O der made by the Minister of Munitions there-
under, and 1 am tr observe mat any person buying, selling, or dealing in
platinum, or goodi manufactured wholly or partly of platinum, offering or
inviting an offer or proposing to buy, sell, or deal in it or them, or entering
into negotiations for the sale or purchase of or other dealing in it or them,

i a permit, is liable to the penalties provided for offences *gainst the
Defence of the Realm Regulations.

Birmingham Electrical Volunteers We read in the
*' Birmingham Daily Dispatch " that the first batch of men
raised by Mr. W. E. Milns, adjutant of the Birmingham
Electrical Volunteers, for engineering work in connection
with coast defence, left Birmingham on January 10th. The
local corps have been asked by the Admiralty to supply and
maintain a section of skifle'd engineers Who are ineligible

for military servi lical and electrical workmen
of all with a knowledge of the

ring trades who are willing to give a week or more
to this wink', are asked to commun'u with Mr.
Milns at 11, Dale End, Birmingham. A meeting of all

interested in the scheme will be held at the Birmingham
Anns, Jamaica Row, at 7.30 p.m. to-day, I bich

Mr. Milns will explain the scheme in detail. Those who
volunteer will have their train fare paid, billets will be pro-

vided, and a small dailj allowance will be m
St. Helens and Enemy Contracts.—A si ;ihv

discussion took place at a meeting of the St. Helens T.C. on
|. iiim.ii

j 51 li respecting a propi <>f a
Mm firm for the supply of a water cooling tower. The

i« nil 11I discussion was as to whether or no the firm with
whom il was proposed to place the contract was a British

firm with British capital, and Aid. Sir John Beecham (chair-

man of the Electricity Committee) said that inquiries had
been made and the committee was satisfied. Some num-
bers of the Council appeared doubtful, and Sir John
Beecham ultimately accepted a suggestion that the Mayor,
the Chairman, and the Town Clerk should find out de-

liniti lv what the position was. Following the discussion

the Mayor (Aid. Bates) moved: " That no contract shall

be entered intti with any person, firm or company, of enemy
nationality." This was seconded by Sir John Beecham,
and carried.

The Trade War.—It is announced that, at the request of

a large number of business men, the Lord Mayor has con-

vened a meeting for Monday, January 31st, at 3 p.m., to

consider the questions of trading and employment after the

war. Many organisations will be represent"

The Italian Chamber of Commerce in London has passed
resolutions expressing the opinion that it is desirable:— (1)

That the Allied Governments should arrive at an agreement
to institute a reciprocal preferential tariff, and in that case
all goods imported from countries which are not parties to

the agreement should plainly indicate their origin. ('-')

That the shipping and railway services between the Allied

countries should be improved and extended, the shipping
lines subsidised and granted special facilities, including re-

duced port and dock fees. (3) That the principal commer-
cial laws of the Allied countries should be made uniform to

correspond with the needs of international trade; and (4)

that for all supplies for, and contracts with, the Allied Govern-
ments and public bodies only the Allied countries should be
allowed to tender.—"Morning Post."

London Lighting.—Replying to a question in the House
of Commons on January 6th, Mr. Hayes Fisher said the
President of the Board of Trade was strongly in favour of

any economy that could be effected in the electric lighting

of London, ami he understood that in a very large propor-

tion of the public lamps the candle-power had already been
reduced; but in some cases the type of lamp employed was
such that to reduce the candle-pow'er would involve a con-
siderable amount of initial expenditure which would be
thrown away in so far as it was not recouped by savings
before the end of the war. He was informed that the em-
ployment of lamps of low candle-power not blacked over
would not fulfil the main object of the regulations.

—

" Times."

Enemy Capital.—In the House of Commons last week a

member asked the President of the Board of Trade whether
he would publish the list of firms trading in this countrv
influenced by German capital, of which the Public Trustee
had official cognisance as supervisor or in any other official

capacity, in order that the public might be made aware of

the character of the firms with whom they dealt. Mr.
Runciman replied: " As at present advised, I do not propose
to publish a list of firms with German capital, but legisla-

tion will shortly be introduced to confer further powers upon
the Board of Trade to take steps in suitable cases to prevent
the continuance of businesses carried on for the benefit ol

enemies."

Petrograd EIectro=technicaI Institution and the War.—
The Council of the Professors of the Petrograd Electro-

technical Institution has made its lectures free to 121 of the

students. On account of the consequent reduction in the

receipts, the firm of Erikson has made a gift of 1,00(1

roubles. On the question of commemorating the death of

those connected with the Institution w-ho had fallen in war,
it was decided to decorate the lecture hall with black and
white marble slabs. On the black slab will be inscribed

the names of all those students who have fallen in the war,

and on the white slab the names of those who have dis-

tinguished themselves in battle.

Australian Councils and British Preference.—A Melbourne
paper says that in his report to Hawthorn Council in

November, as delegate on the Prahran-Malvern Trust, the

Mayor (Councillor Russell) stated that in accepting tenders

for overhead equipment for the Burke Road and White
Horse Road tramways the Trust had given preference to a

British tender as against an American one. Councillor

Russell added that, as far as he was concerned, he would
carry out this policy in every case. He trusted that after

the war was over municipalities and public bodies would
continue the practice of always giving preference to British

goods over Amoricafib
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A New Canteen.—At a certain very progressive and well-
known electrical instrument factory not very far from Lon-
don, where a variety of instruments for the Government are
being made, the Y.M.C.A. has organised a canteen for the
convenience of the workers, on lines similar to those fol-

lowed at Woolwich and other industrial centres, but, of
course, on a smaller scale. Mrs. Winston Churchill, who
is actively engaged in this branch of Y.M.C.A. work, en-
listed the sympathetic assistance of a staff of local ladies,
and she opened the new building with an address to this
voluntary staff of about thirty ladies. The proprietor of the
works expressed the gratitude of the working staff for the
assistance rendered, which made it possible to provide the
good food which was necessary to enable good work to be
done. He briefly demonstrated a few of the instruments
which were being made at the works. He also said that
much of the work was already being done by young women,
and that there was scope for many more in such work, even
after the war.

Recruiting Notes.—It was reported to the Tunbridge Wells
T.C. that the whole of the eligible staff at the electricity
works had applied to be attested under Lord Derby's
scheme. Five had been rejected and nine accepted. The
Council has decided to apply to the tribunal for the reten-
tion of the nine men as being indispensable for the main-
tenance of the undertaking.
The number of men connected with the electrical depart-

ment of the Great Western Railway who are now serving
with the Colours, is 71, this being 25 per cent, of the staff.

From the same department no less than 125 have presented
themselves for attestation under Lord Derby's scheme.

New Insulated Lainpholder.

We have received from Messes. St. John Day (Patents), Ltd.,
of Mumps Electrical Works, Oldham, particulars of a new insulated
lampholder of extremely simple design, constructed throughout of
Oldamit insulating material, with the exception of the contact
making plungers and wiriDg terminals, which latter are wired on
the firm's " one part" principle.

The holder consists of three main parts, viz., the body in whioh
are inserted the two one-piece contact plungers and wiring ter-
minals, with an insulating partition between the latter ; a nipple

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS,

AND PLANT.
Fig 2.

—

Insulated Lampholder, with Ccmbinkd
Shade Ring and Lamp Support.

Horn-Gap Fuses.

Reading the note on horn-gap fuses which appeared in our last

issue, the Electric and General Works, Ltd., of 15, Victoria
Street, London, S.W,, noticed the resemblance of the apparatus
to one which they supply, and which has been on the market for

a number of years. The accompanying figure shows one of their

triple-pole horn-gap fuses for mounting on a transmission-line
pole in the open ; it will be noted that the horns are precisely of
the form advocated, and, in fact, the company's works, which
olaim very special experience extending over many years in all

types of horn-gap switchgear, have been making all their horns in
this form for some time past.

In the example illustrated herewith, the horns consist of T
'
5 in.

copper wire and are very easily renewable. The fuse-strip con-

which screws into the upper end of the holder, and through the
centre of which the flexible passes : and a "combined shade riDg
and lamp support," which is screwed on to the lower part of the
body, and, a shade being slipped over the body first, takes the place
of the ordinary shade ring. At the same time the lower portion of
this ring is provided with internal groves to form the lamp socket,

the groves being in the correct relative position to the plungers,
when the ring is screwed up.

Independent adjustment of the shade fixing can be obtained by
a separate ring screwed on the outside of the combined shade ring
and lamp support, and an insulating hood, or petticoat, can also be
provided, if desired.

Fig. H.—Lamp Support in Position,

By slightly turning the combined shade and lamp support in a
laft-hand direction, and thus disconnecting the lamp contacts, the
device can be used as a switch-holder, and a limit stop is supplied,
if desired, for this purpose.
An improved design of the same kind is being made in which

the switch break takes place in the body with an insulating wall
between each pole. The holders are made in varionB qualities of
material to withstand heat, gases, acids and rough usage, and are
covered by several patents.

Fig. 1.

—

Triple-pole Hobn-gap Fuse.

sists of pure silver wire, which the makers find gives by far the
best results, as it is to a great degree unaffected by climatic con-
ditions, and the fusing point remains much more constant than in

the case of copper. • It also blows far more quietly. A great
advantage of the design consists in the faot that the fuse-strip is

not attached to the horns themselves, but is supported in substan-
tial terminals immediately below the sap. In this way the wear
and tear of the metal forming the horns at either side of the gap
is reduced to a minimum, the life of the horns being thus greatly
lengthened, so that renewal, or any attention at all to the horns,
is rarely necessary. The replacing of the fuse-Btrip, which is not
enclosed in any way, is also greatly simplified. These horn-gap
fuses are supplied for pressures rangiDg from 4,000 to to 35,000
volts, and for currents up to 200 amperes.

LEGAL.

Power Supply Used fob Lighting.

At the Halifax Police Court, on January 7th, J. W. Scott, motor
engineer, pleaded guilty to a c large of having fraudulently con-

sumed electricity at his premises, and was fined £5, including costs.

Electricity supplied at 2d. per unit for power purposes had been
re id for lighting, whereas the lighting rate was 4d. It was stated

that defendant had offended unwittingly, the wiring having been
d ine by a former employe, who should have known that it was
improper. Defendant had now offered to pay the Corporation at

liehting rates for all the electricity he had used during the past

year.
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Sending Electric Batteries to Amsterdam.

In the City of London Court, on January 7th, before Sir John
Paget. Bart, K C, Deputy Judge, Van Oppen & Co., Ltd., carriers,

90 and 91, Bartholomew Clos*, EC, claimed £5 12b. Ud. against

Mr. A. France. 79. Shaftesbury Street, New North Road, electrician,

for shipping charges in taking 4,000 electrio batteries from London
to Amsterdam. Mr. Gibson appeared for the plaintiffs, and Mr.

Gowing for the defendant.

Mb. Hubbard, plaintiffs' dinpatch clerk, said that they oarried the

KoodB under a coneienmpnt note. They were refused by the con-

signees in Amsterdam, and had to be brought back. That involved

the payment of doty in Amsterdam, Customs charges, kc.

Defendant told the Court that he bought 5,200 batteries in

Amsterdam. Only 1,200 were good ones, and the rest were bad.

Consequently he engaged the plaintiffs to take back the 4,000 bad

batteries and collect good ones in their place. Plaintiffs did not do

that. Therefore they were entitled to nothing. It was ridiculous to

suggest that duty was payable in Amsterdam on goods which were

manufactured in Holland.
The Deputy Judge thought the defendant's suggestion a very

unreasonable one, seeing that the plaintiffs would not get paid

anything if they could not get the good batteries in exchange.

Mr. Gibson : And the firm in Amsterdam have gone bankrupt.

That is why we could not get the good ones. Defendant said that

was not so. In cross-examination he said that he did not sign the

consignment note. It was signed by a German who had since

been interned. Many firms took out goods to Holland to exchange
them, and were paid nothing unless they brought back the goods.

The Deputy Judge did not think the plaintiffs would enter into

such a silly contract as was suggested by the defendant. It was
very improbable.

Mr. Gibson : N» firm of carriers would be able to carry on
business if the defendant's view were to prevail.

The Deputy Judge found for the plaintiffs, with costs. Mr.

Gowing asked for leave to appeal. Plaintiffs had been guilty of

a breach of duty, and it would mean a serious loss to the defendant.

The Deputy Judge refused leave, and Baid that the consignment
note was dead against the defendant.

Urban Electric Supply Co.'s Appeal.

The Lands Valuation Appeal Court (Lords Salvesen, Mackenzie,

and CuUen), sitting in Edinburgh, disposed of an appeal by the

Urban Electric Supply Co., Ltd., who appealed against the valua-

tion of their electric works and mains in the burgh of Hawick.
The works at 20, Commercial Road, Hawick, were entered in the

roll at £1,210, and the mains in the burgh at £1,210, and the

appellants claimed that the valuations should be reduced to £590
eaoh. It was stated that the parties were agreed that the " profits

principle " should be the basis for calculating the assessed rent.

The Burgh Valuation Committee reduced the valuation by £121 to

£2 300 for works and mains.
The Court affirmed the determination of the Valuation Com-

mittee except to the extent of £25, which was allowed as a further

deduction from the valuation.

Lord Salvesen said the most important question was as to

whether certain machinery, which wa9 de facto in itB nature heri-

table, and was used for the purpose of supplying motive power,
must, nevertheless, be included in the tenants' capital, so as to

reduce the assessable value of the buildings belonging to the com-
pany. His Lordship was clearly of opinion that that claim was
excluded by the Valuation Act. The machinery consisted prin-

cipally of superheaters and mechanical stokers, and was used for
the purpose of producing or transmitting first power, and although
theBe might affect a certain saving in the labour bill, they could
not be regarded otherwise than as heritable. Another question
was whether the tenant was entitled to include in tenants' capital
a sum of £500, which he kept in the bank to meet current expenses,
and which earned no interest. The tenant required that sum to
carry on his business, and accordingly was entitled to a deduction
of £25, being at the rate of 5 per cent. A third point dealt with
the claim of the appellants that four months' extra stock of coal
should be treated as part of the necessary capital of the tenant.
His Lordship was of opinion upon the facts that that extra stock
was not necessary. The Assessor had already allowed for five

months' working expenses, which included the cost of coal for five

months, and the appellants claim that nine months' supply waB a
minimum had not been proved.

Lords Mackenzie and Cullen concurred.

Electrical Engineer's Claim.

In the Court of Session, Edinburgh, a settlement has been effected

in the action pending before Lord Anderson, in which James Kvle
electrical engineer, 3, Crichton Place, Edinburgh, sued John M.
Roger, Balgrove Farm, St. Andrews, for payment of £700 as
damages in respect of personal injuries. The pursuer was serving
as a dispatfh-rider in the Lothians and Border Horse, and was
stationed at Ceres. On September 14tb, 1914, he was riding a
motor-cycle towards St. Andrews, when, near the village of Dairsie,
he was run into by a motor-car belonging to, and driven by, the
defender, coming in the opposite direction. He was severely
injured. The defender denied fault, and alleged several faults
against the pursuer in driving his oycle. The case has now been
settled by a payment to the pursuer of £100 and fxpenses, and the
action has been taken out of Court by joint minute.

Workmen's Compensation Claim.

In the City of London Court, on January 10th, before his Honour
Judge Atherley-Jones, K.C . a claim was made by a labourer, named
George F Ling, against Messrs. Bubcock A: Wilcox, Ltd., water-tnbe
boiler makers, to recover damages nnder the Workmen's Compensa-
tion Act for injuriCB received while working for them. Mr. Howe
appeared for the plaintiff and Mr. Harold Morris for the
defendants.

Me. ROWE said that the plaintiff sustained severe injuries in

July. Hi was employed by the defendants at the London and
South-Western Railway Co. 's generating Htation at, Wimbledon.
They were putting in boiler tubes, and the method of lifting them
was to use a piece of wood. The wood slipped in one instance,

and the tube fell, cutting off a piece of the plaintiff's left ear, and
bruiting his head and face. He was taken to the hoepital, where
he remained a fortnight. During his illness he was paid 15s. a
week half-wages ancr now he was paid full wages. Plaintiff waa
fit to work and might be discharged. Then plaintiff would have
no remedy under the Act unless the Court made an order.

Mr. Morris urged that no dispute had arisen : therefore the
Court had no jurisdiction. Plaintiff was only entitled to a declara-

tion of liability, and that had never been asked for. He was still

getting his full wages.
The Judge said that the plaintiff would have a declaration of

liability and costs. If he got worse he could come back.

Thermit Welding.

An application was made before the Patents Court on January 5th.

by the British Thermit Co., of the Albany. Liverpool, for a licence

to use eight patents owned by Thermit, Ltd., of London, alleged to

be necessary for carrying out the Thermit process of welding the

joints of rails.

Mr. E. R. Royston, patents agent, of Liverpool, appeared for

the applicants, and Mr. Colefax, K C, and Mr. Hunter Gray for the

opponents.
Mr. Royston said that Thermit, Ltd., was a company registered

in England, but with German shareholders. It was now a con-

trolled establishment with a supervisor appointed by the Govern-
ment. He urged that an alien company could not be allowed to

remain in possession of the patents, and contended that in view of

the advantageous position of the opponent company, any royalty

should be very small.

Mr Coi.&fax, in addressing the Court in opposition to the ap-

plication, referred to the rules laid down in the Act of 1914.

The Controller said it would take a good deal to convince

him that it was not in the interest of the community that an in-

dependent, purely English company, in which the profits went to

English shareholders, Bhould be set up. The object of the whole of

this legislation was that English trade might be foBtered.

Mr. Turner, the managing director of the British Thermit Co.,

Ltd., giving evidence, said that it was practically impossible to go
on any further in view of the patents held by the competing com-
pany. If the applicants had a licence to use theee patents, they

would be able to weld tramway rails for corporations themselves.

At present they could only sell Thermit, and corporations did not
give them orders because they could not weld the joints, owing to

the patents held by the opponent company.
Mr Colefax submitted that the needs of the country were

satisfied by Thermit, Ltd., that there was no ground for apprehend-
ing that there would be a ecarcity of the mateiial, and that the
applicants were entirely incapable of doing the work.

In the case of a licence being granted, he suggested a royalty of

2 '. ner joint as against 6d. suggested by Mr. Rojstcn.
The Court reserved its decision.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Norwegian Xitro<ren.—The report for 1914-15 of the
Norwegan Nitrogen Co.. which is a Franco-Norwegian undertaking,
states that the increase in the turnover kept pace with the develop-
ment of the production ; the profits correspondingly experienced
an expansion, and the further progress of the company is regarded
with optimism. Tho net profits, which amounted to £275,000
in 1913-14, rose to £399,000 in the past year, and the dividend pro-
posed on the ordinary share capital of £3,188,000 is at the rate of
7 per cent, as compared with ii per cent, in 1913-14, the preference
shareholders* receiving S psr cent.

Patent Restoration.—An order has been made restor-

ing Letters Patent No. 16,237 of 1910, granted to Henry Norman
Leask for "Improvements in charging doors for furnaces."

Sew Industries in the U.S.A.—According to a Reuter
telegram, a company has been formed in the United States to

manufacture nitric acid by extracting nitrogen from the air, with
the aid of water-power in Canada, near Lake St. John and on the
Saguenay River.

The manufacture of quartz glass from Band deposits found in

the State of Nebraska has been developed on a large scale, owing to

the cessation of importations from Germany.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.— Augustine Garbutt,
" electrical engineer, now weighing-machine attendant," Leeds.

—

Fir^t meeting January 14th
;
public examination, February 1st

;

both at Leeds.
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Trade Announcements.—Mr. A. G. Ingleby, late of

the machinery depar'ment of the Adnil Electric Co. has j >ined

the Electrical Supplies Co., of Tottenham Court Riad, W.. in

order to take charge of their engineering department. This

department has been reorganised. The company is now represent-

ing the following in London and the South of England :—The
Keighley Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd., for A.c. motors and

dynamos up to and including 125 h.p., and MessrB. Firth & Russell,

of Leeds, for a.c. motors up to 100 H.P.

Messbs. Cave & Higgin, Ltd., have removed into their new
premises at 265, Deansgate, Manchester. (Telephone ; Central

1283 )

Messrs. A. J. Greenly & Theodore Denison have taken over

Baldwin & Wills works, St. Albans Road, Watford, and commenced
business as manufacturing electrical and mechanical engineers,

under the style of Greenly & DeniBOC. with offices at 37 and 38,

Strand, W.C. The firm are in a position to do small turning,

boring, screw-cutting, and other work. The Greenly Advertising

Service will be carried on by Mr. Greenly as heretofore.

The Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Ltd ,
of Victoria

Street, London, S.W., intimate that their telephone numbers are :

—
442 and 443 Victoria. Some of their friends continue to call up
numbers that were discontinued some time ago.

Liquidations.—South "Wales Wireless Training
College, Ltd.—This company is winding up voluntarily with
a view to reconstruction. Mr. G. F. Willett, 92, Queen Street,

Cardiff, is the liquidator, and a new company known as the South
Wales and WeBt of England Wireless Training College, Ltd., is to

be formed.
Empire Portland Cement Co , Ltd., Northfleet, Kent.—

A

meeting of the committee of creditors was held on January 5th,

and anjourned until January 13th.

British Metal Engraving Co., Ltd.—A meeting is called for

February lltb, at 3, Warwick Court, Gray's Inn, W.C, to hear an
account of the winding up.

Parana Power Syndicate, Ltd.— Creditors mast send pa--

ticulars of their debts, &c, to Mr. L. Maltby, 4, Lindon Wall
Buildings, E.C., the liquidator, by February 1st.

Catalogues and Calendars.—Messrs. Stewarts and
Lloyds, Ltd., of Winchester House, E.C., have again favoured us

with one of their white and gold wall calendars, with the nigs of
the Allies artistically inset above the monthly dite cards.

Messrs. Mather Bros., of 35 and 36, Farringdon Street,

London, E.C., have issued a wall calendar with monthly sheets for

1916.

Messrs. Simplex Conduits, Ltd., of Garrison Lane, Bir-

mingham, have sent us one of the admirable pocket diaries which
have become identified with their name—a pocket-book which in

shape, s'ze and make-up, is, perhaps, the most handy and useful
that we know of. With it comes a novelty in the form of a " cable
cipa'uty gauge"—a set of hinged bra«s disks, perforated with
holes exactly corresponding with the internal diameters of the
eight sizes of Simplex heavy-gauge conduit. A set of cards is pro-

vided, showing the outlines of 12 sizss of insulated cable packed
close together, and, by placing the gauge over the appropriate
diagram, the maximum number of cables of a given s ; ze that
the conduit will contain is at once ascertained. The gauge and
cards are provided with a neat leather case for the pocktt, and
should prove extremely useful to contractors.

Messrs. Turner Bros., Roohdale.—Twenty-page publication
showing reproductions of a series of advertisements, which have
appeared in the Press, of their asbeBtos and other goods.

Messbs. Bebry, Skinners Co , 78, Upper Thames Street, London,
E.C., have prepared an embossed metal perpetual calendar, the
metal work of which is made to a design around an archway
through which is seen an illustration of one of the firm'n

"Ironsafe" switchboards.
The Steel Tubes and Conduits Co., Alice Street Works,

Keighley.—Twenty-four-page illustrated catalogue giving particu-
lars and prices of their conduits and fittings for electrical purposes,
including 'Spring" inspection fittings, "Stacc" grip Sitings,
tees, couplings, bends, circular junction boxes, cast-iron universal
boxes, and sundries.

Rugby Lamp Co., Ltd., Rugby.— Illustrated prica list of
"White Star" m^tal-filameut and "Rugby" carbon filament
lamps.

Messbs. Febranti, Ltd., Central House, Kingsway, London,
W.C.—List Hb. 145 gives a description and tabulated siz9s, weights,
capacity, prices, &o , of their type Wb electrio water-heater.
Messrs. C J. Edwabds & Son, Ltd., of 32-34, Great Sutton

Street, Clerkenwell, E.O., have prepared a large hanging calendar-
sheet for 1916, with the dates for the year very clearly set out,
also a list of engineering stores stocked by them.

Electric Horns.—The Benjamin Electric, Ltd., of 1a,
Rosebery Avenue, London, EC, have issued a circular embodying
» inecial New Year's offer to the trade of Benjamin electric motor
horns.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Aberystwyth.—Fire.—According to the Times a fire

ooournd on the switchboard at the electricity works on Monday,
which it was expected would result in shutting down the electric
Bupply for two days.

Argentina.—It is proposed to form a local co-operative

electro liv ht and power society in Mar del Plata, with a capital of

$500,000 m/n.
After allowing several extensions of time to the municipal

authorities for payment of a debt of S22.0CO n /o. for electric light-

ing, the local electric light company of San Antonio de Areco cut

off the current. The general public who pay their rates and taxeB

punctually are disgusted at the awkward situation the municipal

maladministration has placed them in.

—

Berieiv of the River Plate'

Ashtead.—Street Lighting.—With regard to restricted

lighting, the Leatherhead Electricity Co. has pointed out to the

PC. that the greater part of the cost of the street lighting was
made up of interest and sinking fund charges on the mains and
fittings, and that, although if the lamps were not used a certain

amount of fuel was saved at the E.L. station, the fixed charges

remained just the same. It wss also pointed out that the prestnt

contract terminated next May, and the company had no assurance

that it would be renewed, and it might be compelled to disconnect

all the mains and fittings. The company offered to discuss a

reduction in the charge for the present year when the lamps were

not used for the full time, at the same time it discus Bed the queBlirn

of the contract for the lighting for the nfxt five years. The
Council has decided to renew the request for a rebate.

Attleborough.—E.L. Scheme.—The promoters of an
E.L. scheme for this parish have applied to the Eastern Highways
Committee of the Norfolk County Council for permission to erect

poles for overhead wires, and sanction has been withheld pending a

report from the county surveyor.

A list ralia,—The Mount Gambier (S. A.) Corporation agree-

mentwith Messrs. Bridger, Ltd., for the supply of electricity to the

town is for a term of 10 years, at the conclusion of which the

Corporation is to have the option of purchasing the plant. I r
. is

expected to hive the scheme completi d by the end of 1916, when
the agreement with the Colonial Gas Association expires.

The proposal to utilise the water supply syBtem of Grafton and
South Grafton (N.S.W.) in connection with a bydro-electiic power
scheme has been adoptid by the Councils. The Bcheme is estimated

to cost £23,000.— Tenders.

The Melbourne City Council has decided to give a H t. supply to

the mining school in connection with the research work into the

manufacture of high-speed tool steel.

In connection with the lighting of St. Kilda's Road, it is Btated

that the Electric Supply Commi'tee will shortly have before it a
big scheme for the lighting of this thoroughfare.

Electrical Pimping.—The Works Committee of the Brisbane

City Council reported on a scheme for providing water for the city

ba'hs, street watering and 4rai ri "2 U8b' rj fT purposee. It was sug-

gested that the proposed reservoir on the crest of Spring Hill

should be supplied with water from the river by a turbine pump
installed on the river bank, with a c >pacity of about 650 gallons a
minute. It was estimated that the cost of the pumping station

and main would be about £1,900. The City Electric Light Co. had
offered to supply power for pumping at l'OGd. per unit provided the

pumping was carried out between 1 1 p.m. and 7 am. The engineer

estimates that the price worked out at 1 20d. per 1,000 gallons for

pumping, which, together with working expenses, would not

exceed l'od. per l,0Co gallons pumped. It was pointed out that

the authorised loan for the work was £13.000, but the estimate

was made in 1910, and that the extra cost of labour and material

and the extended nature of the scheme now submitted must be
taken into consideration. The City Council adi pted the report.

—

Tenders.

Bacti]>.—Loan Application.—The T.C. has decided to

apply to the L.G.B. for sanotion to a loan of £300, for the purpose

of supplying electricity to a new factory.

Birkenhead. -Price Increase.—The Electricity Com-
mittee of the T.C. has decided to increase the charge for current

to ordiniry consumers for lighting and power frcm the New
Year by 7J pjr cent. ; and to pre-pay ment meter consumers by

Jd. per unit.

Bolton.—Loan Sanction.—The L.G.B. has sanctioned

the borrowing of £2,000 and £215 by the T.C. for the supply of

electrical energy to Messrs. W. A. Openshaw, Ltd., Hill Fold Mills.

Boness.—Proposed Extension.—At a special meeting
of the T.C, on Friday last, a letter was read from the National
Electric Construction Co., requesting consent to a permanent
extension of the burgh electricity works in place of the proposed
temporary exteneion recently approved by the Secretary for

Scotland. Plans and specifications of the new works, submitted
by the company, showed that the proposal was to introduce a

500-KW. steam turbine set, together with an exteneion of the power
station and other additions estimated to cost, in all, about £10,000.

The company stated that the proposed extensions were imperative

to meet the demands upon the station. The Council, a'ter con-
sideration, agreed to call in the services of an independent engi-

neer to report on the state of the works and the necessity for the

extension.

Burnley.—Insurance.—The electrical engineer having
reoorted that he does not consider the plant of the electricity depart-

ment -mffieiently insured against damage by fire, the E tectricity Com-
mittee has resolved to obtain a covering note for a further £20,000
on the plant in the main generating station, sub stations and sub-

station buildings, and to obtain tenders for the valuation of the
whole plant installed at the electricity works, with a view to

re-arranging the insurance against damage by fire.
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Brandon and Byshottles.—Stbbet Lighting.—The
Council is con«idering a letter from the Brancepeth Coal Co.,

requesting payment in full of its Btreet lighting account. It was
rep >rted that three collieries had aocppted the Council's basis that

lighting should only be paid for according to the actual hours of

burning, but the Coal Co. had returned the account, and pointed
out that it had put down machinery and plant, was having to pay
increased wages, and that the cost of coal for supplying current
had advanced.

Bath.

—

Hospital Lighting^—The electrical engineer
reported that the Bath War Hospital was to be lighted with
electrioily, and for that purpose it would be necessary to extend
the 11 t. main from the sub-station at Portway works, at a cost

of £170. The Mayor had authorised him to make an offer to

Bupply electricity at a fUt rate of 4d. per unit. The Electricity

Committee recommends that this offer be confirmed, the work
required be put in hand at once, and that the War Office be
requested to erect the building required for the sub-station at the
hospital.—Jliilh II, raid.

Continental.

—

Russia.—The Minister of Trade has
submitted proposals to the Moscow authorities for reduced electric

lighting and early hours for theatres, the owners of which, how-
over, prefer later hours with fixed duration of performance. Ware-
houses must cut off current by 7 p.m., and restaurants must reduce
their light by 30 p<?r cent, compared with the previous year.
Cinematographs are to have four hours per dav, like the theatres,
but double time on holidays. The T.C. has replied objecting to the
prop >sals. and suggesting decreased current supply, so that the UBe
of improved lamps would help. The Council has already reduced
the current supplied in the town thoroughfares.

In Tula, incandescent lamps are being used in plaoeof arc lamps,
owing to lack of carbons.
The Karkoff Electric Station Bureau has submitted an estimate

to the T.C. for changing over from gas to electric lighting.

Cuba.—With a view to displacing three stations of
insufficient capacity, there has been erected in Havannah a single
large plant capable of supplying the current required for lighting,
power and traction. The equipment of this station comprises
three groups of turbines, of 12,500 kw. each. The current is gene-
rated at 2,200 volts, and distributed at 6 000 volts, and 220 volts,

according to its application. The installation of a fourth gronp of
plant is in contemplation.

Dewsbury.—Plant Extension —The T.C, on Thurs-
day last week, considered a proposal of the Electricity and Tram-
ways Committee to purchase a secondhand generating set from
Dumbirton and install it at an estimated expenditure of £3,000,
the money to be provided out of the profits of the undertaking.
There was a lengthy discussion on the matter. The chairman of
the Electricity Committee explained that the present plant at the
electricity works was working very near to the margin of eafety
owing to heavy demands, and a breakdown would be a serious
matter. The proposed purchase was only a temporary expedient.
The Committee"s proposal was approved. The Council also
approved a recommendation that the present oharges for electricity
be continued until further notice.

Dinas Powis.—The Bishop's Palace at Llandaff is being
rebuilt and will be lighted throughout with electricity generated
upon the premises. It has not yet been decided whether the
improved lighting of the Cathedral shall be by gas or electricity.

Mr. R. H. Fletcher (of Messrs." Lewis & Fletcher, electrical
engineers, Cardiff), has been appointed consulting engineer for the
electrical undertaking of the District Council.

Hawick.— Rating Appeal.—The Urban Electric
Supply Co., Ltd., appealed against the valuation of the electricity
works and mains in the burgh, which were assessed at £2,420,
aid which the Burgh Valuation Committee reduced to £2,300.
The Court affirmed the valuation of the Committee, less £25,
which was allowed as a further deduction from the valuation.

London. — Battersea.— The Electricity Committee
reports that the work of linking np the electricity supply under-
takings of Battersea and Fulham has almost been oompleted,
and that satisfactory tests of the cables have been made. The Com-
mittee recommends that it be authorised to arrange for the supply
of eleotrical energy from and to the Falham Council as and when
required.

Hackney. — The Electricity Committee reports that the
3,000-KW. Willans turbo-alternator set has nndergone offioial

tests. The borohgh electrical engineer has been authorised to
place an order with MeBsrs. Ferranti for a grid-type earthing
resistance of 200 amps, capacity for three minutes, at a cost of
£105.

Lynton.— Street Lighting.—The Electricity Co. has
informed the P.C. that it is not in a position to make any substantial
rebate on the cost of public lighting, solely on the ground that the
lamps are extinguished early, as this does not reduce the cost of
maintenance to any marked extent.

Luton.—Coal Peices and Extensions.—The town
clerk is in communication with the B. of T. in reference to matters
relating to the electricity coal contract. The contractors state
that the pitmouth prices for Ibstock coal for the year ended
November 30th, 19H were at 7s. per ton, and for the 12 mortb.8
ending November 30tb, 1916, ISs. 3d. per ton. The colliery pro

prietors contend that they were entitled to 13s. 3d. as being only
4s. per ton in excess of the average price received by them during
the year ended June 30th, 1914, and that they are not restricted

by the Price of Coal Act to 4s. upon the actual price paid by aDy
one purchaser. The L.G.B. has advised the Electricity Committee
that it ie prepared to sanction loans, amounting to £27,7»0, on
being furnished with a copy of a resolution of the Council in

respect of the difference (£2,140) between that sum and £2.",, 650,

the amount of the original application. The Board states that it

has deducted from the total amount (£30 327) the sum of

remaining unexpended on account of the loan of £5,000 sanctioned
in August, 1913, for general extensions of mains, as it considers
that this balance should be nsed towards defraying the cost of
the mains now proposed to be laid in connection with the present
scheme for additional plant. The full amount for the proposed
new cooling tower would be sanctioned on condition that the out-
standing debt on any of the depot buildings which may have to be
pulled down will be paid out of the reserve fund. The Electricity

Committee proposes to reply to the Board's remarks to the effect

that it has erroneously deducted the £2,537, as the £25.650 repre-

sented the net cost after deducting the first-mentioned figure ; and
to remind it that in November last the Council undertook to pay
out of the reserve fund any outstanding loan debt on any of the
depot buildings, which will be demolished or interfered with by
the new cooling tower. The Council, therefore, again requests the
Board to sanction the £30,327 originally applied for. The Com-
mittee also proposes to apply for sanction to borrow the additional
sum of £4,677, being the difference between the amount of the
original application (£25,ii50) and the £30,327 asked for. Subject
to the requisite order being granted by the B. of T., the Electrioity

Committee has asked the Council to agree to a supply of energy
being given to the premises of Messrs. Hewlett ft Blondeau. The
agreement will provide for a fixed period of 14 years, determinable
at the end of the seventh year, and for the payment by the com-
pany of a total minimum sum of £1,750 during the first seven
years.

Hiddlesbroufth.—Cheap Electricity.—The Corpora-
tion has agreed to a request by Mr. Gridley, of the Cleveland and
Durham Electric Power Co., who suggested that in the case of
seven of the company's officials whose duties require them to

reside in the town, a deduction should be made by the company
from the Corporation's bill in respect of energy supplied to the
residences of these officials in order to give them the same
facilities for obtaining energy at a nominal rate, which they won'd
enjoy were they able to get current direct from the company's
mains. Eight units for every lighting unit and two units for

every heating unit used by the officials are to be deducted from the
Corporation's account.

Newport (Hon.).

—

Plant Extension.—It is proposed

to establish a factory at Maesglas, and, according to the report of

the eleotrical engineer, it is desired that the Corporation should
provide certain electrical equipment costing about £3,170, or

alternatively, about £4,450. The engineer has submitted the pro-
posed terms of agreeement, providing for the payment to the
Corporation at the termination of the period of supply, of certain

amounts in respect of the equipment to be furnished, and the
Electricity Committee has decided to instruct the engineer to order

the necessary cable and plant and other equipment when he ha9
been informed that the terms of supply were approved.

Nuneaton.

—

Loan Sanction.—The T.C. has received

from the L.G.B. sanction to a loan of £6,000, less £77S received

for the sale of a 200 kw. set, for extensions to the plant at the
electricity works, and has suggested that expenditure for mains
and services should be met out of the unallocated balance of profits

of the undertaking.

Philippines.—A hydroelectric central station is about
to be established at Lucban, in the Province of Tayebas. The
estimated cost of the station is 150,000 pesetas. The machinery
will be American, and the constructing and working company,
organised by the municipality, will be formed with Philippine
capital. The power will be obtained from a waterfall on the
River Pageipi. whioh belongs to the municipality. Lucban is one
of the centres of the Philippine hat industry.

—

Induttria e

Inienciones.

Beia,'ate.

—

Street Lighting.—The T.C. has referred

back to the Highways Committee a recommendation that the E.L.
Committee should allow a reduction at the rate of £1 6s. per annum
for all street lampB not lighted from October 23rd, and so long aa

the lighting restrictions remain in force.

Riisjeley.—Prov. Order.—The Rugeley Gas Co. has
informed the U.D.C. of its intention to apply to the B. of T. for

a prov. order to supply eleotrical energy for public and private
purposes.

San Dotnins'O.—The need for the erection of a new
electric light station has been felt for some time in this city, the
local Press having made fr/qqent references to the deficiencies of
the existing lighting arrangements. In June, 1914, the munici-
pality signed a contract with a certain Senor Michelena, who
proposed to start a company to supply the city with electri ity.

In Maroh last, however, this contract was cancelled for various
reasons, and a municipal committee appointed to study measures
for the provision of the public services. A practical preliminary
step already taken is a resolution to raise a loan for the installation

of the new central station.
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Sheffield.—The offer of the electric supply department
to provide for £185, the necessary switchboards and fittings for

charging the electric vehicles of the H-alth D partment has been
accepted. The snp-rintend-'nt of the Heeley Health Department
depot has received instructions to exteud the electric lighting in

those buildingB now lit by gas, the supply pipes of which are worn
out. The Electric Supply Committee has undertaken to bear the
annual charges in respect of the expenditure incurred in laying a

new feeder cable from Kelhatn Island to Newhall Road ; mains
are to be extended to various parts of the ci'y at an estimated cost

of £5,910. The L.G.B. has sanctioned the borrowing of £2,500 to

cover the cost of increasing the accommodation for coal storage at

the Neepsend power station, and the installation of coal-handling

plant, &o., and £1.200 for the provision of rails, &c, crane track,

sleepers, and reinforced concrete retaining walla. The Committee
has decided to lease a piece of land for the erection of an electric

furnace, and has granted permission to place three 150-KW.
transformers in the Forncett Street sub-station for operating the
furnace.

L.G.B Inquiry.—Notice has been given that an iaquiry will be
held on January 21st into the application of the T.C. for a prov.

order to authorise the transfer of the Kelham Island power station

from the tramways to the eleotric lighting department, and to

amend any Acts as may be desirable.

StocktOD-on-Tees.

—

Bulk Supply.—The Corporation
has ordered a new rotary converter for the electricity works, to

enable a larger supply to be obtained from the Cleveland and
Darham Electric Power Co. The engineer reports that the saving
in capital expenditure in providing rotaries, as compared with new
steam generating plant and the extension of the buildings, will

fully warrant the change. There will also be a saving due to the

present increased price of coal.

Swansea.—The Committee has adopted a recommenda-
tion of the borough electrical engineer (Mr. J. W. Burr) to dispose

of two sets of engines and dynamos at the works, which would
leave sufficient space for the installation of a 3,000- kw. turbine ;

the alteration would also benefit the staff, which, owing to enlist-

ments, is now overworked.
It was decided to extend the mains to the new public elementary

school, at a cost of £800, providing the Education Committee paid

the interest and sinking fund on the cost of the extension for five

years, in addition to the annual charges for current consumed.

South Shields. — Proposed Loan.—The T.C. has
adopted the recommendation of the Electrical Committee that
application be made to the Treasury and the L G.B. for sanction to

borrow £1,000 to carry out a scheme for the hiring out of motors,

and £850 for a motor wagon.

St. Annes.—Mr. J. H. Clothier, the electrical engineer,

reports a continued falling off in supply for lighting and traction,

which is, however, more than compensated for by heavy increases

in supply for both industrial and domestic power. In regard to

coal, the engineer says the question is causing great anxiety ;

although he ha3 sent out a number of inquiries, up to the present
he had not been able to secure a renewal or offers for any quantity,
with the exesption of a 100-ton lot.

Torquay.—The T.C. has been informed that the L G.B.
has consented to an extension of plant at the electricity works.

Walsall.—New Plant.— The Electricity Committee
reports that tenders have been obtained for a turbo-alternator set

to replace the commandeered plant, and that it had given instruc-

tions for the sale of certain obsolete plant. Instructions have also

been given for a further reduction in the public lighting, by about
300 lamps, and in this connection the borough surveyor has been
authorised to negotiate with the electrical engineer as to the
replacement of the high-power electric lamps in the centre of the
town by metallic-filament lamps of lower power.

Watford.—Street Lighting.—The U.D.C. has ad-
journed consideration of the question of public lighting nntil
immediately after the current financial year, but in the meantime,
£2,500 is to be paid on account for the year to the Electricity
Committee.

Wig'an.—The Electricity Committee reported that it had
purchased 16,000 tons of coal from the Bryn Hall Colliery Co., at
14s. 61. a ton, as compared with lis. 61 paid to the same firm in
March last. This quantity, it was stated, would provide for the
requirements until about next Christmas.— Wlgan Observer,

Wolverhampton.—Loan Application.— The Elec-
tricity Committee proposes to apply to the L G.B. for sanction to
borrow £1,780 for mains extensions and for permission to spend
£670 out of the loans already raised in connection with the above
extensions.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

Batley.—The T.C. has instructed the town clerk to
write to the Yorkshire Electric Tramways, Ltd., protesting against
the recent inorease in fares on the Bitley to Dewebury section of
its line.

Bolton.—Through running from Bolton to Clifcon,

through Famworth and Kearsley, on the Corporation and
South Lancashire tramway systems has been discontinued, the
passengers having to change oars at Moses Gate. Representations
are being made to the re^pinsible authorities for the re-establish-

ment of the service which has been in operation several years.

Bolton-on-Dearne.

—

Light Railway Application.—
The new application promoted by the Dearne Valley Light Railway
Board for power to construct light railways between Wath-upon-
Dearne and Bolton-on-Dearne is to form the subject of an
inquiry by the Light Railway Commissioners at the end of this

month.

Bournemouth.

—

Loan Sanction. — The T.C. has
received the consent of the B. of T. to borrow forthwith up to

£6,000 for the reconstruction of a portion of the tramway track at
Constitution Hill between the borough and Poole.

Bradford.—Female Labour.—The Tramways Com-
mittee has decided that, in accordance with the recommendation
of the general manager (Mr. C. J. Spencer), instructions be issued

to make arrangements for a certain number of women conductors,
and that one or two routes be experimented with ; that the rate of
wages and the hours of duty be the same as for male conductors,
with the exception of longer meal reliefs

;
and that the necessary

uniforms be purchased and other essential equipment for such
experiment be immediately put in band ; and that all women be
dispensed with at the conclusion of the war on the return of the
former male emplojoj, or as soon as sufficient male labour can be
obtained. It has also been resolved that no women who are
engaged in productive employment in the textile trade shall be
employed as conductors.

In view of the exceptional conditions prevailing in regard to the
employment of women, owing to the war, the Tramways Com-
mittee has given authority for increasing the maximum wages of
the female staff at the tramway offices from 20s. to 30s. per week.

Burnley.—The manager of the Corporation tramways
reports a shortage of drivers and has been authorised to ask the
reoruiting tribunal for the retention of tramway drivers attested
under Lord Derby's scheme. It was reported that the Postmaster-
General desired to transfer the carriage of mails from the tramways
to the railway company, and desired the present agreement to end.
The Committee resolved that the application be not acceded to.

Gateshead-on-Tyne.— Tramway Reconstruction.—
At a meeting of the T.C. on the 5th inst., the Town Improvement
Committee reported on the application of the Gateshead Tramway
Co. for leave to substitute span-wires suspended from poles placed
at each side of Durham Road, from Shipcote to Low Fell terminus,
in place of the existing bracket construction. The Committee re-

commended the Council to agree to the following arrangements :

—

That the application of the company be granted on condition that
the whole of the centre poles on the several routes in Gateshead be
removed by, and at the sole cost of, the company within two years of
the date of the declaration. If at any time any of the new poles are
found to bs in the line of a new street, the position of the pole
to be altered at the cost of the company. Each pole to be fixed and
fitted with abase similar to those on the west side of Durham Road,
to the satisfaction of the surveyor. The Committee also recom-
mended that the application of the company for permission to carry
a double set of rails along Sunderland Road, in accordance with
plans submitted, be granted on condition that the company pays
£180 towards the cost of widening the road. The recommenda-
tions were adopted.

Glasgow.

—

Record Receipts.—The tramway receipts

for the week ended Saturday, January 8th, are the highest so far
recorded in the history of the tramway service. The total receipts

from passengers amounted to £24,236—£1,100 better than the pre-

vious best, and over £3,000 more than in the corresponding week a
year ago. The major portion of the revenue came from the Jd.
and Id. fares.

London.—Considerable delay was caused on the Bakerloo
tube railway, on Wednesday, by an outbreak of fire on a train
between Oxford Circus and Regent's Park Station.

Manchester.

—

Female Labour.—About 200 women
conductors are now employed on the tramway system, and
many tributes have been paid to the courtesy and efficiency with
which they do their work. It is expected that even larger use of
the services of women as guards will have to be made in the near
future.

Newcastle-on-Tyne. — Increased Services. — The
tramway service in the city and the suburbs, which some weeks
ago closed down at 9 o'clook at night, is gradually being extended,
especially on the more distant routes, as more female workers are
being started, and as further volunteer workers are being obtained.

Reading.

—

Female Labour.—The T.C. has engaged
26 women for the tramways, 22 as conductors, two as inspectors,

and two as clerks. The first named are paid the same wages as
men, viz ,

5d. per hour , the inspactors, 303. per week ; and the clerks,

25s. per week.

Rothei'ham.—The T.C. has been recommended to agree
to the Sheffield Tramways Committee's proposal to refer all matters
in dispute in connection with the running of additional cars for
munition workers to an independent arbitrator, subject to certain
protective conditions.
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Rochester.

—

Tr.-ui h Dll FICULTIES.—The City Council

has received a petition p'otesting against the stoppage of the tram-

way service cm Streod Hill, and in thin connection a letter was
received from the general manager f t ne Chatham and Dis-

trict Light Railways Co, which pointed out the difficulties of

maintaining the service owing to over 60 pur cent, of the emplo' h
j lining the Colours. Partial service, however, could ba given, but

only by curtailing the eervice at Frindsbury Hill. As the result

of a subsequent conference, however, the general feeling was that

the Frindsbury Hill service was by far the more important, and in

the result the company intimated that an effort would be made to

provide a modified morning service at Strood. To maintain an
afternoon or evening service was practically imposbible.

Sheffield.— In view of the services rendered to the State

hv the Pure and Applied Science Departments of the Sheffield

University, and the depletion of the income from students' fees,

the City Conncil has l>!en recommended to make special grants

totalling £5,000 out of the revenue of the tramway undertaking,

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

New Wireless Receiver.—According to the Madrid
Cientifice, trials have been made at Corunna of a radiitelegraphic

receiver, invented by Prof. Gmzilo Brano, wi h excell nt results,

The increase in sound has allowed of the hearing of messages from
Madrid and all the stations on the Spanish miliary system,

including those in Africa. It has aUo been found pos-ible to

receive by ear, with the telephone, messages from the Eiffel

Tower, Poldhu, and Norddeioh, and to record on the M rse tape

messages from all the i-t itions mention' d.

Wireless Communication Across the Pacific.

—

Communication has been estahlishel between the. United States and
Japan by way of the Marconi wireless stations at Sao Francisco

and Honolulu, in conjunction with the new J ipanes- Givernment
station at Funabisbi, near Tokio. The distance between terminals

is 3,400 miles. Commercial servioe will shortly be commenoed.

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.
Australia.— January l!)th. P.M.G. Carbon and man-

ganese powder, manganese chloride, chl >r de of ammonia, por us

pots, outer jars and carbon blocks. See 'Official Notices" January
7tb.

February IS'h. Melbourne, Brunswick and Coburg Tramways
Tru->t. S-x radial trucks.*

Brisbane—January 23rd. P.M G. Whe&tstjne apparatus See
"Official Notices " Dec 17th.

April loth. P MG. Common- battery multiple swi'chboard, or

automatic or semi-automa'io switchboard, and associated apparatus.

See "Official Notices" Decembu- 31st.

Melbourne.—February 16th : 51 electric staff instruments.

February 23rd : Two commutator slotting machines, for the

Victorian Railway Commisi-ioner?."

February 2nd Agent-General for Victoria. Fuse distribution

boxes and fuses, for the Victorian S;ate Railways. See " Official

Notices" to-day.

Sydney.—January 31st. Three electrically-operated railway

freight-car transferers, for Jones Bay wharfage, Pyrmont. Particu-

lars from Engineer-in-Chief of the Harbour Trust, Circular Quay.
January 20th. S lk-covered wire, for P.M.G.-*

February 7th. Metropolitan Board of Water Supply and
Sewerage. For No. 1 pumping i-tation at Ultimo. Two centrifugal

pumps and electric motors (-1,000 gallons rjer minute each),

switchboards, starters k;. Contract No. 1,301.*

February 28th. Municipal Council. Tenders for induction

regulators. Specifications (lis. 6J.) from the Electric Light
Department, Town Hall. Sydney.
May 3rd. N.S.W. Railways and Tramways Dapartment. One

2,500-KW. turbo-alternator, for Zara Street, Newcastle, Dower
house. Specifications (20s.) from the Engineer's office, CI, Hunter
Street, Sydney.

Birkenhead.—January 17th. Corporation Electricity

Department. Washed and unwashed Tortgh slack coal for the
period ending June 30th. 1916. Mr. G. P. Shallcross, Electrical

Engineer, Craven Street.

Croydon.—January 24th. Corporation. Stores for the

1 ramways Department. Particulars from the Manager. Tramways
Department, Thornton Heath.

Dublin.—January 21st. Corporation. Arc lamp carbons.

See " Official Notices" to-day.

London.

—

Islington.—January 21st. B.C. Twelve
months' supply nf engine-room stor„p, electric >1 fittings, meters,

cables. &?. See " Official Notices" Dec. 31st.

Battebsea. -The B.C. is reoommended to invite tenders for the

supply of oile, engine-room stores, electricity meters, service joint-

boxes, troughing, ironmongery, ice, and coal, for the electricity

undertaking, for alternative periods of three, Bix, nine and twelve
months from March :d«t next.

II M iii i i,r. mi Works.—January 17th. White earthenware
electric lamp shades. Forms of tender from Controller of Supplies,

H.M. Office of Works, 18, Queen Anne's Gate, B.W.

Manchester.—January 18th. < 'orporation. Sub-station

converters, traction boosters, high and low-pressure steam piping,

for the Electricity Committee. Specification from Mr. V. B.

Hughes, Secretary, Eleotricity Department, Town Hall.

\ew Zealand. — AUCKLAND.— February 23rd. City

Council. Centrifugal pumping electric motors, and automatic
starting and controlling apparatus, for the four city pnmping
stations. Specifications from the office of the Water Board, Town
Hall, Auckland.
Dunedin.—May 17th. CityCouncil. (l)Tramcarbodies;(2)elec-

trical equipment. Plans, &c. from the Town Clerk, Dunedin.
Raetihi.—March 14th. Town Board. 40-h.p. hydro-electric

generating set, switchboard, &c. Plans and particulars from Messrs.

H. W. Climie fc Son Raetihi.'

Wellington.—March 81 h. Public Works Office. One 3,000 kw.
generator and one 4.300-H p. water turbine, at Lyttelton, for the

Lake Coleridge electric power scheme. Spei ifioations. & s., may be
consulted by British firms at the office of the H gh Commissioner
in London for New Zealand, at 13, Victoria Street, S.W.

Pembroke ( Dublin).—February 7th. TJ.D.O. Twelve
m-inth-' supoiy of eleitr cal goods. Spe- ifioations from the Town
Ha 1, Bill's Bridge, Co. Dublin.

South Ifrica.—January 17th. S A. Railways Adminis-
tration, J 'hannerburg. 71 '.Mir, drawu-w.re tungsten lamps *

Spain.—Tenders have just been invited by the municipal
authorities of San Ildefom-o (Province of S-govia) for the c ncet-

sion for the electric lighting of the town during an indefinite

period.

Todmorden.—January 24th. Electricity Department.
1,000 tons of steam sla-k or nuts (40 tons per week). Tenders to

Mr. H. Garratt, Town Clerk, Municipal Offices.

Specifications for the items marked * can be seen at the Board
of Trade Commercial Intelligence Branch in London.

CLOSED.

Australia.—The Broken Hill Associated Smelters Pty.,

L^d.. has accepted the tender of Messrs. Fraser ,V; Chalmers for

two 2.000- kw. turbo-alternators.

Bradford. — The Electricity Committee has given
instructions for a spare rotor for the 3 000 kw. furb^-generators

at the electricity works to be obtained from the British Thomson-
Houston Co.

Bristol.—The Docks Committee of the T.C. hasacc°pted
the tender of the British Thomson- Houston Co . L"d., for a motor
starter for a two-ton electric capstan at the Royal Eiward D jck.

Bray.—The tender of Messrs. Jas. Byrom, Ltd., has

b°en acepted for the extension of the boiler house at Chamber
Hall generating Btation.

Chesterfield.— The T.C. has been recommended to

accept the tender of the B-itiBh Thomson-Houston Co , at £1,180,
for the supply of a 6,600-volt, 30 period, 600-H.p. induction motor
installation, subject to a loan being sanctioned.

London.—The Metropolitan Water Board has accepted

the tender of Messrs. F. Smith k Co. for copper cable for coal-

unloading plant, the value of the contract being £ 17",

The Metropolitan Asylums Board has accepted the tender of

Messrs. J. W. Gray & Son, at £36, for repairing defects in the
internal telephone system at Queen Mary's Hospital.

Luton.—The Jackson Electric Stove Co., Ltd., has
obtained the order from Messrs. Dadeney & Johnson for a complete
cooking equipment for their restaurant in Luton The installa-

tion is designed to cope with the requirements of 250 people.

The Eleotricity Committee recommends the acceptance of tbn

tender of Messrs. Aiton & Co., at £758, for the supply of pipework
for the additional oooler. Six tenders were reoeived.

Auneaton. — The T.C. has accepted the following

tenders :

—

Feeder panel.—British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., £11.

Overhead electric line.— B. I. & Helsby Cables, Ltd., i'437.

Southampton.—The T.C. has accepted the tender of

Me=srs. Driver & Co., at £5X3, for the supply of 60,000 deal blocks

for the Tramways Department.

Sunderland.—The T.C. on "Wednesday accepted the

following tenders :
—

Ferranti. Ltd.—Me'ers.
Unrlerl ed ^toke-- 'o , Ltd.—Two Underfeed stokers.

E. Hudson A Son .—Work in connection who installation o( stokers.
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Stockport.—The Tramways Committee has accepted the

followiog tenders :

—

Steelbanding wire.— British Westingh-'use Co.
Field coils for motets —Dick, Kerr & Co., Ltd.
Bell pushes, P. & B. Tape.—L. Andrew & Co.
CastingB. -Malleable St^el Castings Co.

The Electricity Committee has accepted the tender of the York-
shire Commercial Motor Co. for a steam wagon, fitted with
mechanically operated tipping end body, rubber tires, and three-

Bpeed gear, £695.

Wio'an.—The E.L. Committee has purchased 16,000 tons

of coal from the Bryn Hall Colliery Co., Ltd., at 14s. 6d. per ton,

compared with lis. 6d. paid last March.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

Association of Supervising Electricians.—Tuesday, January nth. At
H p ru At r,t. Briae's Institute:, Bride bane, E.C. Half-yearly meeting
and informal di<

Nottingham Society of Engineers.—Wednesday, January lith. At 7.30

p.m. At the Welbecl; Hotel, Mikon Street. Paper on " The Use nf Elec-
tricity in the Cunveyacce of Coil from tbe Working Pace t j the Pit Head,"
by Mr. R. A. Sheldon.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—Tburslny, Jania-y 20th. At 8p.m.
At Victor a Eiul>aiikm»nt, W.U Pa.ier on "Tue Priuoip.es of Modern
Prmti g Telegraphy," by Mr. H. H. Harriso i.

Royal Institution of Great Britain.—Thursday, January 20th At 8 p.m.
»t Albemarle Bireet. Le^ureou "Tbe Utilisation of Energy 1'om nal :

The Chemistry and Economics of Coal and its By-products," by Prof.
W. A. Bone, P.R.S.

Friday, lanuary 21st. At 5 30 p.m. Lecture on "Problems in Capil-
larity," by PTof. S.r J. Dewar, F.R.d.

Greenock Electrical Society.— Friday, January 2lst. At 7.4^ p.m. At the
Temp-ranee Institute. IW, West Stewart CHreet. Paper on " Direct current
Macnines," by Mr. J. A. Kinnaird.

Institute of Mechanical Engineers. Friday, January 21st. At 8 p.m. At
Gt. George S.reet, S. -V. ijene al meeting.

Association of Mining Electrical Engineers 'West of Scotland
Branch).—Satu,day, anuary22nd. At 4. 3i) p.m. At tbe Roval Technical
Coi'ege, Glasgow. Paper on " Electrical Shaft Winding," by Prof.
D. Burns.

Manchester Association of Engineers.—Saturday, January 22nd. At the
Gr.nd Hotel, Aytoun Street Paper on "Cast Iron: The Strength and
Properties of Castings," by Mr. E. V. Rhead.

NOTES.

Information Invited.—Will any of our readers who
have lately had unfortunate dealings with a firm supplying refills

for electric pocket lamps kindly place themselves in communication
with tbe Editors of the Electrical Review, sending particular} .'

The strictest confidence will ba preserved.

Foreign Trade.

—

Figures
tbe Year.—The following are
figures given in the official returns

Imports.
Electrical goods
and apparatus,

excluding ma-
chinery and un-

insulated wire
Machinery

Exports.
Electrical goods
and apparatus,

excluding ma-
chinery and un-
insulated wire

Machinery

for December and for
the electrical and machinery
for December :

—

Month
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Institution and Lecture Notes.—Institution of
Civil Engineers.—On Tue»d>.y last a paper on "The Electric

Locomotive" was read by Mr. F. W. Carter, in which the author
reviewnd the various classes of locomotive that have been evolved,

and discus-ed the compirative me -its of the methods employed for

transmitting the torque from the motors to the driving axles. The
question of stability of the rolling motion of the wheel-' was con-

sidered in connection with the tilting of the rails and the caning

of the wheels, and it was shown by novel methods of analytical

treatment that, under certain conditions, a " nosing " tendenoy at

high speeds might be anticipated, a rem-dy being found in the

use (f guiding wheels elastically centred to align with the main
driving wheels. Recent data of tractive-resistance tests on the

New York Central and Tlndson River Railroad were given, showing
conclusively that, for a particular type of coach, the additional

tractive resistance per additional coach was a function of the

speed, and was independent of the number of coaches, provided

this was greater than two, and was a Btraight-line function of the

speed within the limits of the teste. In the diecussion which
followed, Messrs. Merz Thornton, Aspinall and Roger Smith took

part, and the discussion was adjourned to January 25th.

Greenock Electrical Society.— On Friday last a paper was
read by Mr. W. B. Smith on "The Economy of Electricity in a

Small Household." It was Bhown that by the general use of

electric heiting appliances the consumer would ultimately benefit

by the consequent general reiluotion of electricity charges, just

as the lighting c nsumer had already b melted through the culti-

vation of a power load for central s-ations. The advantages and
costs nf electric cooking were fully exp ained, and figures were
advanced from actual results obtained in houses in Greenock.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—At a meeting of the

Scott sti Local Section held in Ola-go* on Tuesday last, Mr.

J. R Beard's paper on "The De-iign of High-Pressure Dis-

tribution Systems" wai read and discussed.

A meeting of the Manchesteb Local Section was held on

Tuesday last, when a paper was read by Prof. Miles Walker on
"The Predetermination of the Performance of Dynamo-Electric

Ma-h nery," and a discussion followed.

At a meeting of the Newcastle-on-Tyne Local Section, on
Monday last, Mr J. R B-«rd read his paper on " The Design of

High-Pressure Distribution Systems," and a di"cussion followed.

At the meeting of the Yorkshire Local Section on Wednesday
last Mr. Beard's paper waB read and discussed.

Educational.

—

University of London, University
Jollege.—A course of six lectures on the " Eleotrical Production

of Nitrates for Fertilisers and Explosives" will be delivered by Mr.

E. Kilburn Scott, M.I.E.B., A.M.Iast.C.E., on Wednesdays at

5 30 p.m., beginning on January 26 h, 1916. The first lecture is

open to the public without fee, on application to the Secretary,

University College, Gower Street, W.C. The course is open both
to members and non-members of the University, the fee being

£1 lis. 6d.

Volunteer Notes.

—

Engineering Institutions'Volun-
teer Engineer Corps.—Headquarters, Chester House. Eccleston

Place, S.W.- Orders for week commencing January 17th, 1916.

—

By Lieut.-Col. C. B. Clay, V.D , Commandant.
Drills, 6.25 to 7.25 ; 7.25 to 8 25 p.m.

Saturday, January 15th.—Uniform Parade, 2 15 p.m., Chester
Hou-e.

Monday, January 17th.—Sections 1 and 2, Technical ; Sections

8 and 4, Squad, Signalling Section and Ricruite.

Tve.iday, January 18th—School of Arms, 6 to 7 p.m.

Thursday, January 20th.—Shoo'ing for Sections 3 and 4.

Friday, January-

2

Ibc.— Sections 3 and 4, Technical ; Sections 1

and 2, Sjuad, Signalling S-ction and R-crnits.

Sec ions for Technical Parade at Headquarters, London Elec-

trical Engineers, 46. R»gency Street S.W.
Sections for Shooting Parade at Miniature Kingee,

Unless otherwise ordered, all Parades at Chester Honse.
E. G. Fleming,

Company Commander and Acting Adjutant.

3rd Batt. (Old Boys) Central London Regiment (Volun-
teers).—Battalion Orders by Colonel S. G. Grant (Officer Com-
manding), Thursday, January 13ch, 1916 :

—

Week-end Parades.—Saturday.—The Battalion will parade at

Baker S-reet Station at 2.30 p.m. and proceed by train to Dollis

Hill. where they will detrain, proceeding by march route to

Wembley Park.

Sunday.—Toe Battalion will parade at 9.30 a.m. at Liverpool
Street Station (low - level entrance) and proceed by train for

entrenching duties, arriving in town, on the return, about 6 p.m.
Members will make their own arrangements for lunch.

Musketry.—The Acton Range will be open on Saturday, the
15th inst., both morning and afternoon, for Inter-Platoon Com-
petition practice. Shooting to commence at 11 a.m. and 2 p.m.
Members when sending in their names should advise the
Musketry Staff at what time they will attend, to enable necessary
arrangements to be made. Members must parade in Uniform.
NameB must be sent into Headquarters not later than Friday midday.
As the days are short, it is hoped members will help the

Mutkjtry Staff by attending punctually.

A. G. Joiner, Major and Adjutant, O.B.O.

Social,—On the last day of the old year, Messrs.
Cryee co, Ltd., of Bedford, entertained their employes. The woiks
o osed early, and at 6 o'olock the staff and the employed, number-
ing some 300, eat down to high tea. Mr. H. S. Deaoon extended
a welcome to all, after which the party moved to the entertain-

ment hall, where a programme was carried out by London artistes,

Mr. Reg. Wishart's mystery box trick being especially appreciated.
At 9 o'clock the company aijourn'd for dancing, recreation and
relre-hni'-nt. On the stroke of midnight, hands were join d in

one immense circle and " AuM Lang Syne " was SUDg with n eling
and entnu iasm. which brouchttbe evening to an end. All the
arrangements were carried ont by the staff, under the directiou of
Mr. A. R Powell and Mr. A. R. Harri-xi n

French Prizes.—The French Academy of Sciences has
awarded the Hcbert pr Z3 for physics to Prof. Pupin for his
important services to telegraphy an! telephony and his method of
harmonic analysis

;
the Hughes pr ze to M. R. Marcelin a young

scientist of the first rank, who waa killed in September, 191 1 ; and
the Gaston Plaute prize to M. Marcel Moulin, for his researches in

radiation, who waB killed in September. 1914. Out of 37 award.',

no fewer than 11 were to men who had fallen in battle.

Manchester En&ineers" Demand Refused. — The
Committee on Production announced on Monday that it had
decided to refuse the application of engineers in the Manchester
district for an advance of 6s. a week on time and 15 per cent, on
piece rates. The Committee declares that no substantial case for an
increase has been made out. Some 30 000 skilled engineers and
about the same number of semi-skilled and unskilled workers are
affected by the decision. Early last year the men rec-ived an advance
of 3s. a week and 10 per cent, on piece rates.

—

tfanchetter Courier,

Appointments Vacant.— Shift engineer and three
attendans, fir Military Camp in North Yorkshire; shift engi-
neer (£2), for Queen Mary's Military Ho-pical, Wnalley ; th ft

engiueer, for me Walsall Corporation electricity department
j

charge engineer (£3), and junior engineer (£2), lor the South ivark

B.O. electricity department ; station assistant, and shift eugineers,
juni >r eugineers aud attendants, foreman of works, pumping engi-

neers, station fitters, engine drivers, stokers, trimmers, linemen,
wiremen, mates and labourers, for the Military H.T. Slectric power
installations in the Northern Command. See our advertisement
pages to-day.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editors invite electrical, engineers, wliether connected with the

technical or the commercial side of the profession and- industry
also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the
Electrical Review posted as to their movements.

Central Station and Tramway Officials.—Mr. H. F.
Richens, late assistant distribution engineer at the Stockton-
on-Tees Corporation electricity works, has taken up an ap] i-

rnent with Messrs. Naylor Bros. (London), Ltd., Southall,.
Middlesex.
Ihe Wimbledon B.C. has increased the salary of Mr. 11.

Oswald, one of the engineers in charge at the el
works, from £104 to £130 per annum as from January 12th,
1916.

Mr. Ernest A. Hilton, who is emploj-ed in the Manchester
Corporation electricity department, was married at Marple
last week to Miss Ellen Kay, of Bleak House, Ludworth.
Among the presents were a silver cake basket and a biscuit

barrel from the bridegroom's colleagues in the above depart-
ment.

St. Helens T.C. has increased the salary cf Mr. Ti. C.
Duncan, commercial assistant at the electricity works, to

£150 per annum, and that of Mr. B. T. Hawkins, electricity

station superintendent, to £200.
Peterborough T.C. has applied to the War Badge

ment of the Ministry of Munitions for war badges for the
following members of the electricity works stall, whose ser-

vices are considered indispensable for the proper operation
of the generating station:—Mr. T. Rowland, chief en
Mr. B. Rowland, mains superintendent ; and Messrs. W. Mill-
ington, J.'Prescott, and S. Poole, shift engineers.

Mr. C. W. Shepherd has resigned the position of general
manager of the Edinburgh and District Tramway Co. The
board have accepted the resignation, and asked nun to con-
tinue his services as secretary. Mr. J. D. R. Cox. of Messrs.
Babcock & Wilcox, has been appointed general manager and
engineer to the company. Mr. Shepherd has been in indif-

ferent health for Borne time. He has been associated with
tramway work fur 32 years.

Reading T.C. has refused the general manager aud engineer
of the tramways leave nf absence for immediate military ser-

vice, but has raised no objection to his presenting himself for

attestation in Section B of the Army Reserve.
At the Leeds City Council last week considerable di

took place with reference to the recommendation nf the Elec-

tricitj Committee that the salary of Mr. 0. X. Uefford,
manager of the electricity department, should he in

from 8600 t<> £800 per annum. Mr. Hugh Lupton pointed
out that Mr. He-fiord was appointed on probation three years
ago on the understanding that if he did his work w< II ha
would receive a salary commensurate with the duties of his

office. Mr. Hefford's predecessor received £900,. and had
afterwards received £1,000 at Liverpool, and this had later

been increased to £1,500. An amendment was moved that

the increase should not take place until the termination of

the war, but this was defeated by 3'2 votes to 10. and th»

original recommendation rrss oorriad.
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Mr. Hampton E. Blackiston, district mains and sub-station

engineer, South Wales Electrical Power Distribution Co. (for-

merly of the Cleveland & Durham Electric Light & Power Co.,

Nuneaton Corporation, etc.), was recently married to Olive

Isabel, eldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Siedle, of

Streatham.

General.—Mr. Edward Vickers, for 14 years chief

electrical engineer to Messrs. Walter Locke & Co., Ltd., of

Calcutta, has returned to this country, and now represents

Messrs. Luke, Stonebridge & Co., Ltd., electrical engineers

and contractors, of Calcutta and Lahore. Manufacturers of

electrical apparatus are invited to address him at Pinley Green,

Warwick.
Mr. J. G. Meneer, late chief electrician at South Crotty

Mines, Poole (Cornwall), who some time ago joined the Royal
Flying Corps, has been promoted to the rank of first-class air-

mechanic. He is at present at Parnborough.
It is announced that Professor W. H. Perkin, F.R.S. (son

of the late Sir Wm. Perkin), Professor of Chemistry at the

University of Oxford, has accepted the post of head of the Re-
search Department of British Dyes, Ltd., and the chairman-

ship of the advisory council of that company.
Mr. P. J. Pvbus, M.I.E.E., has been appointed by the Brad-

ford Education Committee as external examiner in electrical

engineering for the final examinations for the Technical Col-

lege Diplomas and for the Technological Exhibitions, and
Prof. W. H. Watkinson, M.I.E.E., and Mr. James Watson.
M.Inst.C.E., have been appointed external examiners in

mechanical and civil engineering respectively.

In the ballot list for the next meeting of the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers, the Rt. Hon. Lord Montagu of Beac-
liec is nominated for election as an Associate. His Lordship's

marvellous escape from drowning after the Hunnish attack on
the Persia has spared for the roll of this engineering institu-

tion the name of one whose services have been as brilliant as

the title that he bears is exalted.

Roll of Honour.—Regt. Sergt. -Major James Gill, of

the 23rd Battalion Rifle Brigade, who has been presented by
the N.C.O.'s with a sword, held a position in the traffic depart-

ment of the Blackpool Corporation tramways system prior to

rejoining the Army.
Trooper Leonard C. Butterworth, of Chadderton, aged

20, who has been killed in France, was an electrical meter
tester in the employ of Messrs. Ferranti prior to the war.
Private Jas. L. Horne, of the l/6th Battalion Manchester

Regiment, who was, prior to the war, engaged as an elec-

trical engineer at Manchester, is reported killed in action,

after being missing at the Dardanelles for some months.
Lieutenant H. C. Jones, of the 3rd (Toronto) Battalion. 1st

Canadian Division, who has died in hospital in London from
wounds received in action, was formerly with Messrs. Stothert
and Pitt, engineers, of Bath.

Private Samuel Hamer, of Monton, who has been on active

service with the 16th Lancashire Fusiliers, is reported killed

in action. He was 26 years of age, and, prior to the war. was
employed at the British Westinghouse works at Trafford Park.

Corporal C. M. Dean, of the 7th South Lancashire Regiment,
formerly employed at the British Westinghouse Works, Traf-

ford Park and at the Peel-Conner Telephone Works, Salford,

has died from wounds received in action.

Lieutenant Norman Codtis Lowson, Royal Engineers,
Special Reserve, 7th Division, a son of Mr. James Lowson,
senior partner of Messrs. W. C. Martin & Co., electrical engi-
neers, Glasgow, has been twice mentioned in dispatohes dur-
ing the past six months, first for distinguished service in the
field at the battle of Neuve Chapelle, and now more •parti-

cularly in relation to the fight at Loos.

Obituary.—Mr. Richard Grigg.—We deeply regret
to learn of the sudden death at Ottawa of Mr. Richard Grigg.
Commissioner of Commerce in the Canadian Trades and Com-
merce Department, with whose reports on Canadian trade,
prepared several years ago, our readers are familiar. Mr.
Grigg was a native of Plymouth, and in 1907 was chosen to

be head of the British Intelligence Service in Canada.
Mr. A. Ilg.—The Times states that Mr. Alfred Ilg, the

engineer and confidential counsellor of the Emperor Menelik,
has died at Zurich at the age of 62. He went to Abyssinia in

1878 to superintend the construction of roads, bridges, fortifi-

cations, telegraphs, etc.

Mr. John Cameron Swan*.—The death has just occurred of

Mr. John Cameron Swan, elder brother of the late Sir J. Wil-
son Swan. Mr. Swan was 89 years of age, and he is described
as a prominent figure in Newcastle business and scientific

circles for half a century. He was well known in the chemical
trade as a manufacturer and. merchant, and he had also been
closely identified with manganese and other mining operations.

Will.—The late Prof. R. Meldola," F.R.S. , left

f33,767 net personalty.

CITY NOTES.

preference 6tock for the year, lees income-tax at 3s. 2d. in the

£, a first and final dividend of £1 10s. per cent, upon the

deferred stock for the year, less income-tax at 2s. 8d. in the

£. These dividends are payable on February 1st, and, to-

gether with those already paid, they will amount to £3 15s.

per cent, on the ordinary consolidated stock, £6 per cent, on
the preferred stock, and £1 10s. per cent, on the deferred

stock for the year 1915. A bonus of Is. 9d. per cent, is to be

paid on the undivided ordinary stock, and one of 3s. 6d. per

cent, on the deferred stock, free of income-tax.

Buenos Aires Lacroze Tramways Co., Ltd.—The re-

port for the year ended June 30th states that, notwithstand-

ing the higher value of coal, the cost of which has risen 40

per cent., the percentage of working expenses has been lower
owing to economy practised. The gross receipts amounted to

$0,100,652 m/n. 'a decrease of $321,820. The working ex-

penses were $3,760,781 m/n, a decrease of $222,882 m/n, leav-

ing as net profits on working $2,339,871 m/n.

—

Financial

Times.

Dublin United Tramways (1896) Co., Ltd.—The
directors have declared a dividend at the rate of 5 per cent,

per annum on the ordinary shares for the past half-year.

t'.">.( m k 1 has been placed to reserve and renewal fund, £18,000

allocated for renewal of rails, and £13,045 carried forward.

Direct United States Cable Co., Ltd.—An interim
dividend 'if 2s, per share, less income-tax at 3s. 2d. in the £
(at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum), is announced for the
quarter ending December 31st, 1915.

Greenwood and Batley, Ltd.—The directors report a
profit balance of £47,226 to July, 1915. plus balance at credit

at March 31st, 1915, £6,417, making .£53,644. After placing

sums to depreciation and reserve and paying the 7 per cent,

cum. pref. dividend, a dividend is to be paid of 25s. per share

on the fully-paid ordinary shares and of 12s. 6d. per share
on the £5 paid ordinary shares, absorbing £23,738, leaving

£7,906 to be carried forward.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Anglo-American Telegraph Co., Ltd.—The following-
dividends are announced to the close of the year. 1915, viz. :

—A balance dividend of £1 10s. per cent, upon the ordinary
consolidated stock for the year, less income-tax at 2s. lid.
in tbs £; a balance dividend of £1 10s. per cent, upon the

Tuesday Evening.

Stock Exchange markets are a little undecided. What
rather tfnsettled the investment department was the issue,

towards the end of last week, of French Treasury Bills of

twelve months' currency, bearing interest of 5| per cent., and
so affording a yield of 6 per cent, on the money. This came as

a further reminder of the urgency of the money question, and
our own War Loan wavered, causing other sound stocks to

lose some of their recent steadiness.

Taking 6 per cent. a3 the newly-established credit of the
French Government, it will be noticed that a number of

debenture stocks, and even preference shares, in our elec-

trical price lists give a return of less than this on the money.
Time was when French credit stood highest in the world,

next to that of British Consols, but, judged by temporary
quotations—and, after all, the comparison is on empirical
grounds only—there are British industrials whose attractions

in the eyes of the investor are greater than the bonds of our
nearest ally.

The Home Railway market is rousing a little interest, though
of the lethargic order, in the forthcoming dividends, amongst
the first of which will be that of the Metropolitan Railway,

the announcement being due on January 27th. In the market,
it is thought that the company will pay about the same as it

did this time last year—namely, 1 per cent., which would
make 1 per cent, for the year, and afford a return of about
4 per cent, on the money- It is not supposed, of course, that

the deferred dividend stock will come in for any distribution

this time. The Surplus Lands will no doubt get their 2J per

cent., and the yield on this stock comes to 5£ per cent, on the

money at the present price of 50.

An unkindly joke in the market is to the effect that Dis-

trict ordinary stock will get the same dividend as usual.

Incidentally, it may be recalled that the last time that this

stock received anything at all was in August, 1882. There i3

still a little business being done in East London ordinary, on
the basis of 3|. Underground Electrics have been active, and
the income bonds shot up another 2J to 81J. For the £10
shares £2 was bid the other day, but the price tempted sellers

•and the shares have gone back a little to 38s. 9d. ; while the

"A" Is. 6hares, after touching lis. 9d.. are 6d. up on the

week at 6s. 6d. London and Suburban Tractions have been

wanted at cheap prices, but did not come to market. There

is nothing doing in London United Tramways 4 per cent,

debenture stock, of which, however, there are buyers at 51

or thereabouts.
Anglo-American Telegraph deferred stock rose J on the

declaration of the usual dividends, with an extra Is. 9d. on
the ordinary, giving 3s. 6d. to the deferred. This came as

an unexpected surprise, while it underlines the sugsestion

made here on several occasions, namely, that the deferred

stock is quite a good speculative investment of its class. The
6 per cent, preferred at par is also recommendnble, from the

point of vi.'W of aoenritv. but there is not much to go for in

the wav of probable appreciation in the price.

The Treasury is bidding 100$ for New York Telephone 4J

per cent, bonds, this price applying to the sterling issue. The
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first price posted in the ae 1*j3J, and there

I he bi

they were aeithei surprised nor chagrined to find that the
1 1 1

'I to J. I'.n I' 'ui.: onlj . ami that if point
ii the sterling 1 aue. 'I hi

eminent bid was distanctlj highei than thai oJ the market,
bee the bond bile

rei Miin'iii offer* <! i

1 nine.
The Telegraph market as a whole 1. cerj beady,

cons : descriptions; and while
the jobber* are they 1 mil,'

conies to ask them n> m 1

b iili which they ore not
supplied. "We can buj ol you fchej ay; "hut we have
none i" sell." Marconis arc strong en tin- anticipation that
the company is about to i b iwing what pay-
"

1

Hi' G eerninenl will make to the company for the use
of in .-->

1
i" outbreak of war.

Brazilian Traction shares are a dull spot in consequence of
a relapse in the Rio exi der Ls. This question 1 1

exchange i- won me of the markets con-
nei i'd with Brazilian stocks, but others profess that it 6h< uld
be disregarded, ina much a the Buctuntions are so frequently
brought1

ai t merely l>\ speculators on the other side of the
Atlantic. This, of course, is likelj enough; but, at the .same

.
a fall in tin- exchange does not en© >u

I See in
the holders i I Brazilian securities. Mexican stocks and shares
of various kinds are dull and depressed. British Columbia,

I stock is :> points lower. The Anglo-
jroup shows a disposition to droop,

ible in srnall declines in the debenture stocks.
politan Electric ordinary went back £ to 2J, but

otherwise there an- no changes in the list of home electricity
ounty of London change hands with a fair degree

of frequencj on the basis of 10; and in some of the others
there t] bargains about the figures quoted in our
price lists. Speaking generally, however, there is no fresh
animation in this department. May we add an expression of
great regret at the loss which the market has just sustained
in the death of Mr. H. B. Mudie, a well-known -member of
the House, who. before the war broke out, used to deal in
electric lighting shares. Outside the Stock Exchange, he was
best known as one of the leading exponents of Esperanto;
and the news of his death in France came as a shock to his
wide circle of friends.

British Westinghouse preference constitute the outstanding
feature in the manufacturing group. The price has spurted
5s, to 2J, and the company is said to be doing exceedingly
well with its war contracts. A lively business has sprung up
in the share-: while, on the other hand, the recent act'Tvitvm British Aluminiums has somewhat subsided. Trices o'f
other manufacturing shares keep firm, without attracting a
great deal ol attention, bo greatly has public interest become
absorbed at the present time in the market for rubber shares.
And the rubber market remains the most active in the

Stock Exchange. The other day the price of the raw stuff
reached 4s. :;; 1. per lb., and the buoyancy increased until
the animation wore the appearance of a boom in miniature
Despite treasury regulations, there has been a lot of specula-
tion during the past few weeks; and probably there were a
good many men in the market not greatly displeased to see
the price of the raw material slip back to 4s per lb. which
induced a few sales of shares, enabling the recent sellers to
replace their stock at more reasonable figures than those
lately prevailing.

•

In
,

tlf 1

al
'"'<'''V

wlt
,

group, it is noticeable how Tickers have
just lately overhauled Armstrongs and passed them in price
though the difference between them is still a matter of a few
pence only. There is a certain amount of life in copper
snares, and the market is a good one for the time being

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.

ELECTRIC TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY
TRAFFIC RETURNS.

Locality.
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DIRECT-CURRENT MOTOR MAINTENANCE.

By S. LEB3.

(Concluded from page 7.)

The writer does not recommend the indiscriminate

scouring . of commutators, and, speaking from experience,

would say that, given average conditions of working,

and everything else being equal, the application of

the cleaning block should rarely be necessary. If required

very fine quality carborundum cloth, or glass paper

(cloth, if obtainable), may be used in a wood holder correctly

shaped to fit the circumference of the commutator circle.

Both of the preceding operations should be followed by a

faithful clean-up of the whole machine.

When replacing an armature, after overhaul, say, the

mistake is often made of overlooking the presence of the

bearing oil-rings, which not infrequently suffer damage

before the cause thereof is even suspected. On reference to

fig. 18, it is evident that this happens through the ring being

in the position shown in the sketch previous to the insertion

of the shaft. To obviate such an eventuality a simple rest

device, of which two forms are shown at fig. 19, may be

fitted with advantage. A prolific source of seized bearings

is failure of the oil-ring to travel. This may happen from

various causes, chiefly, shortage of oil in the bearing well,

the effect of which is to produce " whirling " of the ring,

which becomes lodged on the top side of the bush, as shown

in fig. 20. The simple expedient of chamfering (correctly)

the sides of the ring slot, will effectually prevent the ring

from permanently leaving its slot.

Too little attention seems to be given to the proper design

of oiling rings. The common flat section type is bad, as it
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has a great tendency to stick or become sluggish when
working, especially with a heavy-bodied oil. A flat ring of

the form represented at fig. 22 almost invariably hugs one

side or the other of the ring slot. This is due to the greater

capillary effect which is produced at this point than at any

other part of the exposed shaft, the cause being the
" pull " exerted by the captive film of lubricant already

existent between the walls of the bearing shell (edges)

and the shaft. The rising ring, coated with oil, is

thereby attracted, the result being that the ring hugs

or drags along the side of the slot, its rate of travelling

being considerably below that which it would otherwise

attain were the ring free from the retarding influence above

described. Sometimes the- ring will stop altogether, and
in consequence the bearing heats up, and if allowed to con-

tinue thus, seizure follows. With oils which have an

oxidising tendency a ring of this type may become stuck

so fast as to refuse to move when the machine is started.

A well-designed ring should be formed in one truly circular

piece without detachable joints of any kind, and possess

little inertia beyond that necessary to overcome the

tendency to *' whip " or whirl. At high rotative speeds a

ring which is too light churns or breaks up the surface of

the oil and creates " creeping " and throwing along the

shaft, and increases loss caused by evaporation, but, what

is most serious of all, the errant ring conveys little or no
oil to the shaft.

Various forms of chain had formerly some vogue, but
the chain has many inherent disadvantages, and nowadays
it is seldom used except on slow-moving machinery. To
ensure an uninterrupted supply of oil the ring should sweep

through a path unobstructed by metal projections, and
easily clear the bottom and sides of the bearing oil-well.

Two good forms of ring are shown in section at fig. 21.

A perforated ring (tig. 23) has greater holding capacity

than a plain one, but with the former there is a tendency

to " drag," especially with the heavy classes of oils. The
writer has often wondered why so many makers still persist

in turning out motors having bearings fitted with hinged

or flap-doors opening outwards. Such a fitting, especially

at the driving side, may easily prove a source of danger

with the overhanging pulleys now so commonly used, and

in dusty situations dirt accumulates on the lid, and when

oiling time comes round, the bulk of the dirty matter oftener

than not gets tipped into the bearing well. (This criticism

is not meant as an advocacy for the pokey unget-

atable order of bearing ; by all means have bearings

accessible, but at the same time reduce the possibility of

entry of injurious matter to a minimum.) Oil openings or

inspection apertures covered with large single-hiiiged lids

or doors are bad practice, except, perhaps, for machines

working under engine-room conditions. Adequate means

should always be provided for thoroughly draining bearing

oil-wells, and it is a wke precaution when cleaning out a

dirty bearing to give the interior of the well a good flush

out with paraffin before refilling with clean oil.

In some designs, the oil from the bearings insinuates itself

inside the motor casing owing to the size of hole through

which the shaft passes being unnecessarily large. A thick

leather ring sandwiched between a couple of felt washers

will effectually prevent this trouble, the device being fitted

to the inside of the motor casing. Oil-thrower rings should

always be so arranged as to come inside the bearing housing.

Pig. 21. Fig. 22. Fig.,23. Fig. 24.

Opinions differ considerably as to what is the best and mosfe

efficient form of ring, but a plain V section collar slipped on

the shaft makes a very satisfactory and reliable device for

this purpose ; it has, also, the merit of simplicity, which is

more than can be said of the many weird contraptions

one frequently comes across. The practice of grooving the

shaft itself, thread-fashion, is a foolish fetish, and, moreover,

it does not prevent oil creeping.

With new machines the importance of clean bearings

cannot be over-estimated. It is rarely indeed that intricate
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cored castings leave the shop entirely free from traces, at

least, of moulding sand or other gritty substances. In

addition to pickling and fettling, the usual practice of

painting by brush does not always ensure the "fixing" of

any sandy matter which may be lurking in, say, some rugged

corner or unsuspected blow-hole. A better plan is to

pour a sufficient quantity of suitable paint in the bearing-

well, and after thoroughly swilling around, run off any

surplus which may remain. The writer has had his

quota of experience of bearing troubles, arising directly from

the presence of moulding sand. It is fairly well known

that, whereas an ordinary ring-fed b2aring will often

work quite well for long periods even in the presence of

gritty matter, a ball-bearing would be ruined probably very

quickly ; hence the advisability of seeing that such bearings

are quite above suspicion before the machine so fitted is

started,

Moulding sand, however, is not always to be blamed for

seized bearings—on new machines, at any rate. A handful

of clean waste, of average s"hop quality, often holds in

suspension enough gritty and other foreign matter to cause

not a little alarm to the intelligent and conscientious user.

Again, the precaution of cleaning out thoroughly new

bearings on site is not always appreciated properly. Almost

invariably, after a machine has passed test, and previous to

packing, the bearings are emptied of lubricant, but

seldom indeed is provision made for exclusion of dust or

dirt during transit to the customer. In shipping on and off

rail, in slinging, &c, there are a score of different ways in

which dirt, mud, and the like will, often unavoidably,

become deposited in the bearings. The inside walls being

more or less sticky the dirt adheres thereto, on flypaper

principle, and if too much is taken for granted because the

machine tested out satisfactorily, trouble sooner or later

ensues ; naturally, gritty matter is found, and a qualitative

observation pronounces foundry sand, whereas, as

likely as not, the disturbing cause will have had a more

prosaic origin, probably a scraping of mud from a careless

slinger's boot.

For obvious reasons some form or other of cable lug or

thimble should always be used even for the smallest size of

gtranded cable. A good pattern of mechanical terminal

device (proprietary) is on the market, which provides an

efficient and neat attachment, especially for flexible cording ;

with the latter, efficient soldering is often a somewhat

difficult matter where shop facilities are not obtainable.

For heavy service the lug or thimble socket should always

have at least one set-screw provided, not merely as a pre-

cautionary measure, but to ensure rigidity between cable and

socket during the sweating operation.

A coat of white paint or enamel on the inside of a motor-

shell is often of advantage, as it facilitates cleaning and

elucidation of connections, especially where motors are located

in dark and out-of-the-way places. As an aid to cleaning,

a portable air-compressor is practically indispensable ;

and there are objections to the employment of hand-bellows

or syringes.

In conclusion, by far the majority of electrical accidents

occur through carelessness or neglect to take proper pre-

cautions in working. For instance, a properly-shaped

screw-driver is somewhat of a rarity, and many mishaps

have been caused through using an ill-shaped driver. In

fig. 24 are shown correct and incorrect ways of forming a

screw driver nose. It is well, too, to remember that there

is a limit to the versatility of the otherwise useful cutting-

pliers. A stock of suitable insulated spanners is a good

investment, and a pair of thin skin insulating gloves should

never be despised, as they provide, at any rate, an excellent

insurance against undesirable eventualities : and this rather

special class of risk is not, as yet, comprehended in the now
common insurance coupon-policy of the daily news-sheet.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC COOKING CONDITIONS.

To Develop Spanish Industries.—The Spanish Society

for Promoting National Industries (El Fomento del Trabajo
Nacional) is offering a prize of £200 for any new invention, pro-

cess or improvement in the departments of electrical or mechanical
engineering tending to the progress and advancement of the

country's industries. Particulars of the offer may, we under-

stand, be obtained from the Secretariat del Fomento, 4 Piaza Santa
Anna, Madrid.

An instructive report on the subject of electric cooking

conditions in the Western States was presented at the

Portland Convention of theN.W. Electric Light and Power
Association, in September last. In the area to which the

report refers there are 389,842 domestic electric lighting

consumers, of whom 220,042 are using gas for fuel, and
2,481 electricity, leaving 167,819 homes which use some
other form of fuel, and the authors consider ways and means
of securing a large proportion of the latter as electric

cooking consumers in the next few years.

The figures are interesting, as showing the approximate

scope of future business in the area considered, also because

it is evidently felt to be either unnecessary or undesirable to

compete with the existing gas cooker business.

No doubt a similar feeling exists in many of our own
cities, where the dual interests of gas and electricity are

under municipal control, but the fact remains that in this

country the gas cooker has monopolised this class.of business

for so many years, and so effectively penetrated into the

houses of practically every class of consumer, that electric

cooking must necessarily be—and even now is, in a small

way—in competition with gas cooking here.

Much has been written and spoken in this country on the

huge possibilities of the electric cooking load, but we doubt

whether any British central station engineer possesses

reliable data as to the existing cooking methods employed

in his area, or, for the matter of that, as to the type of

cooking employed by his own electric lighting consumers.

To return to the report : many of its conclusions cover

ground familiar to our readers, as. for instance, the belief

expressed that the ultimate residential rate will be one with

a fairly high minimum bill, thu3 allowing the central station

to furnish supply through one meter.

But the average American consumer must be blessed with

a singular amount of patience and understanding if the

typical rate cited of the Buffalo General Electric Co. is a

^ample of future tariffs, and for our part, we prefer the

several types of " domestic " tariff adopted in this country,

with all their oft-criticised shortcomings.

The Buffalo rate is as follows :

—

8 c. per KW.-hour for first 60 hours' average monthly use of

maximum d-imand.

6o. per KW.-hour for next 120 hours.
#

li c. per KW -hour in excess of 180 hours.

N) maxim im demand figured less than 250 watts. Maximum
demand taken as 25 per cent, of total installation, not including

irons, heating devices, cooking devices, fans, vacuum cleaners, and
utility m>t)rs, not ex?e?ding £ H P. iu size.

Discount I c. per KW.-hour on primary rate. $1 minimum.

The subject of tariff making in its relation to the con-

sumer and central station is an old story with us, and it is

unlikely that we shall learn anything from our American

friends in this respect.

Every tariff is in effect a compromise between the rival

demands of a particular class of consumer and the central

station ; to attempt to individualise charges, in fact, to

" make the punishment fit the crime," literally, as some

people desire, is usually to court failure, for the true

criterion of success in tariff making is the ultimate effect on

the central station of the consumers en masse, and the

tariff which is sufficiently involved to study the idio-

syncrasies of the individual is too complicated for com-

mercial use in this country.

It is considered in the report that electric cooking busi-

ness can be secured with energy at lid. per unit, because of

its inherent advantages and the less shrinkage of electrically-

cooked foods, and many consumers using this rate insist

that their monthly bills are. no greater than when cooking

with gas—presumably costing from 3s. to 4s. per 1,000 ft.
;

investigators who are also interested in the gas_ business,

however, believe that electricity at Id. per unit more nearly

equals gas at the prices mentioned.

For heating water a rate of -4d. to *5d. per unit is con-

sidered necessary, though unprofitable and only justified

because it may lead to the securing of the cooking load at

a higher rate. The idea is to use low wattage heaters

connected during the night or all day, except when the

range is in use.
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On the subject of competition with gas, the views of the

combination gas and electric men, set forth by one of them,

should be appreciated on this side.

As to the reasons why there are very few consumers cooking

with electricity, even where the Id. electric rate is given in

competition with a gas rate of 5s. 3d. ($125) a thousand

•cb. ft., he points out that the most important is " that

people have become accustomed to cooking with gas and
are equipped with gas stove3, water heaters, and other

•devices, and do not like to change from something they know
to be satisfactory to something that is in an experimental

stage." Again, the first cost of an electric range is cited

as another drawback, and such apparatus is unlikely to

be adopted, he considers, until the price is lowered con-

siderably. A further reason given is the lack of an electric

water heater which is as satisfactory as the gas water heater.

Hot water being a household necessity and mixed apparatus

being undesirable, be believes that cooking by electricity

will be restricted until the right pattern of water heater is

•introduced.

As regards the first two reasons given, we may as well

realise that the gas cooking habit in this country is due in

great part to the low cost at which the consumer can obtain

the necessary apparatus, which can be hired on most reason-

able terms in the great majority of cases—terms so low,

indeed, that one suspects future gas consumption bears a

proportion of capital charges.*

The price of electrical cooking apparatus, on the other

hand, is such as to effectively deter its general adoption, so

that no body of public opinion in its favour is likely to

result for sometime—although the number of individual

opinions, very favourable to electric cooking, is growing
rapidly. However, the gas-electric official goes on to admit
that :

—
There are certain obvious advantages in cooking with electricity,

as compared t> cooking with gas, each as greater cleanliness in

the use of electricity, the fact that electricity does not burn up
any of the oxygen in the room, thus, making an electric kitchen a
healthier place ia which to work, and possibly more important
than either of the above, it haB been found by actual test that
food cook id by electricity contains mjre of the original weight
than when cooked by gas. In some cases the saving amounts to

from 15 par cen\ to 25 per cent, of the original weight. As an
instance in broiling a steak the gas flime consumes considerable
of the juice which has a very high nutritive value ; with the elec-

tric broiler the juice is all saved, as there is no flame. With elec-

tricity the heating is under absolute control and exactly the right
temperature can be maintained for any operation ; with gas, no
matter how careful the cook may be, there is bound to be con-
siderable variation and the same condition of heat cannot be
assured on all occasions.

He concludes that the gas business in general will not be
hurt, but will be improved as electricity becomes more of a

competitor, and with this the authors of the report agree.

In discussing " selling policy," the report advocates the

necessity of the central stations doing the bulk of the sell-

ing of apparatus under present price conditions ; that

deferred payments should be allowed j and that costs of

wiring should be averaged and included in the contract for

the installation, although, as an introductory argument, it

is suggested that the stations may find it advisable to absorb
the wiring cost.

It is probable that before any great advance can be made
in the adoption of electric cooking in this country, a
co-operative movement on the part of the central stations

for the purchase of apparatus will have to be introduced,

with a view partly to introducing a degree of standardisation

in apparatus, and discarding any special features which
experience with gas cookers has shown to be quite unneces-
sary, and which consumers are unwilling to pay for, and
partly to guaranteeing the manufacturers' output in return

for such a reduction in price as will enable competitive

hirinsr rates to be offered.

* A recent Gas World analysis of a number of gas undertakings
for the year 191415 shows average receipts from stoves and fittings—presumably from hire, hire-purchase, &c.—amounting to l'21d.
per 1,000 cb. ft. sold, against average maintenance costs amount-
ing to l'25d. per 1,000 cb. ft. sold.

Bradford is credited with receipts amounting to £917 and main-
tenance costs of £4,474 ; Salford, receipts £1,225, maintenance
£9,531 ; Coventry, receipts £1,960. maintenance £4,842 : Darlington,
receipts £1,934, maintenance £3,246.
We do not. of course, know what proportions cooking apparatus

bears to the total, but the principal underlying these transactions
can be understood.

In a leaderette bearing on this matter, the Journal of
Electricity, Power and Gas, which also abstracts the report,

says that " before any great increase in sales can be

expected ... the cost of electric ranges should be

materially reduced. This should be possible with standard-

isation of design, just as has been done in the case of vacuum
cleaners, which sell for less than one-fourth the price quoted

five years ago, and is being done in the case of electric

washing machines."

We entirely agree with our contemporary as to the neces-

sity of introducing some degree of standardisation as between

the various makers of cooking apparatus, although the subject

is beset with greater difficulty here, where things are made
to last years, than in the States where very often " a short

life and a merry one " appears to be all that is asked for

and provided for, and where, consequently, improved

standards can be more frequently introduced.

The only solid argument against standardisation—on the

score of its hindering the introduction of improvements—is

worn somewhat threadbare in view of the fact that the most

acceptable general type of apparatus has already been settled

for us by our gas friends, to whom we should feel indebted

rather than otherwise for having ascertained definitely just

what will satisfy the average user of to-day.

If we can agree to so much, and it is apparent that a

majority of the makers of electrical cooking apparatus do

agree, in principle, then the problem is narrowed down prac-

tically to an agreement on one or two standard sized cookers,

and the construction of electric heating devices within

certain limiting dimensions, and having standard methods

of attachment, and we doubt whether such restrictions, if

it be conceded that they are commercially desirable, will

hamper technical development to any undesirable or

appreciable extent. Probably the reverse will be the case.

While it is well to keep the ideal always in view, our

practical efforts will inevitably be influenced and severely

limited by the prosaic question of what we can afford

to supply at the market price, the latter being fixed for us,

within certain limits, by economic considerations. Excellent

as are the results obtained by electrical cooking, this factor

cannot to any appreciable extent influence progress, because

it is not realised by the public generally, and, indeed, cannot

be until the apparatus is obtainable on somewhat similar

terms to those offered with competitive apparatus. To
paraphrase the historic recipe of a celebrated cookery-book,
" To cook electrically, you must first get your stove."

THE CORROSION OF METALS.

A general discussion on " The Corrosion of Metals " formed the

programme of the December meeting of the Faraday Society.
Sir Robert Hadfield, President, who introduced the subject, was
in the chair, and papers were read by Dr. C. H. Desch, who dealt

with the effect of the physical nature of metals on the process of

corrosion, by the President, Dr. J. Newton Friend, Mr. Leslie

Aitchison, and Mr. S. Whjte, on various aBpects of the corrosion

of iron and steel, and by Mr. Arnold Philip and Mr. W. E. GibbB,

on the corrosion of brass. Amongst those who contributed to the

discussion following the reading of the set papers were
Prof. H C. H. Carpenter, Dr. W. Rosenheim, Dr. E. K. Rideal,

Mr. U. R. Evans, Mr. L. Pendrith, Dr. T. M. Lowry, and Mr. A. F.

Dismore.
Numerous examples of non-corrodible metals and alloys and of

interesting specimens of corroded metals were exhibited by

Sir R ibert Hadfield and Dr. Friend, and Mr. Robert Lennox had
an exriibit of a variety of articles made of his well known non-

corrodible ferro-alloy known as " Tantiron."
General Considerations on Corrosion.—The importance of the

subject is manifest, whether on the ferrouB or non-ferrous aide.

With regard to the former, it is estimated that the world's annual

losses of iron due to corrosion amount to hundreds of thousands of

tons. To reduce this to a minimum is to conserve our national

stores of coal as well as iron, so that the invention of a cheap and
workable non-corrodible iron or steel is a work of considerable

national value. In the non-ferrous field the matter ia no less

important when we consider the constant corrosion always taking

place in condenaer tubes, economisers, feed-water heaters, pro-

pellers, and a hundred other things in contact with fluids. A
concrete illustration of the cost of preventing corrosion in a

particular case will be of interest. To protect the boilers of the

Lusitania and the Nauretania from corrosion, 84 pure zinc plates,

each weighing some 20 lb., were used in each boiler, and these were
renewed four times a year. This meant an annual cost of £8,400

per ship, at the present price of zinc.
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Dr. Itideal, in the oonr8e of the diacnaaion, defined corrosion

as resulting from an irreversible change proceeding with a small

velocity and taking place on the common surfaces between two
or more phases, the products of which change are continually

removed from the sphere of action. Provided the word '" phase"

indicates physical Btate (e.g., state of strain or mode of crystallisa-

tion) as well as chemical composition, this definition suggests at

once that corrosion is an electrolytic phenomenon, a result of

numerous minute voltaic currents Bet up between the different

"phages " on the surfaoe of metals. This view would appear to be

generally adopted, although, as will be Been later, there are differ-

ences of opinion as to what constitute the " phases " in the case of

brass. As to the medium (or elec'rolyte on this theory), thiB may
be the atmosphere, or some constituent of if, such as water vapour

in pure air, or acid vapours in manufacturing townB, and special

media such as gases in acid liquids. There is also corrosion by

heating, but this is only a special condition of one or other of the

above cases.

Methods of studying corrosion received a good deal of attention

at the meeting. The ideal method is, of course, to test the

material under normal working conditions, but this is too slow a

process for ordinary purposes, and artificial corrosion has to be

resorted to. In the case of iron or steel, simple immersion in

water or acids has usually been adopted. In the case of brass,

electrolytic corrosion — using the test piece as anode—in salt

solution yielded instructive results, but it must never be forgotten

that the results of a laboratory test must always be accepted with

caution, unless it is certain that it imitates practical conditions.

Another point strongly brought out in the discussion was the very

different power of resistance to corrosion possessed by the same
material under varying pra^tioal conditions. Thus an iron or a
steel that will resist the Thames water has been found to be

exceedingly oorrodible in London air.

Another important aspect of the subjeot discussed, and it is often

overlooked, was methods of measuring corrosion. Merely com-
paring losses of weight in laboratory experiments may be very

misleading. It is necessary, as Dr. Desou pointed out, to distin-

guish the different forms in which the constituents are removed.

The material, for example, may dissolve, the product of corrosion

may be loose and flocculent, or adherent and proactive
;
protective

layers, indeed, of basio salts are quite an important factor in the

resisting properties of metals. Again, corrosion may either take

the form of pitting or of uniform surface action ; obviously, a
weight test in either case may lead one altogether astray. It is

points su ;h as these that render corrosion so difficult to investigate

experimentally.
Corrosion of Iron and Steel.—Two main aspects were discussed,

first, by Dr. Friend, the relative oorrodibilities of iron and steel,

and, secondly, by Sir Bobert Hadfield aod Mr. Aitchison, the

influence on steel of the special additional metals now commonly
employed—silicon, chromium, nickel, manganese, tungsten, vana-

dium, and others. Dr. Friend has come to the conclusion, and in

this he was corroborated by some practical tests that Mr. L.

Pendrithhas been miking, in conjunction with Mr. F. W. Harbord,
that there is no simple answer to the question, which is the more
corrodible, iron or Bteel 7 The answer depends both on the nature
of the corroding medium and the standard of corrodibility to be
adopted, and the problem really is, which is the best type of iron

or steel for any particular purpose ?

Sir Ribert Hatfield's summary of the resisting properties of

the steel alloys he has been working on for so long was most
interesting. C mfining ourselves to corrosion tests made in 50 per
cent, sulphuric acid, it is noteworthy that the silicon and tungsten
steels b)th have a minimum corrosive point, the former at 3 1

per cent, content, the latter at 2'2 per cent. On each side of these

minima the rise in corrodibility is rapid. Nickel steels in this

medium show a steady fall in corrodibility with increasing nickel

cont-nt, while in the ohromium steels there is a steady rise. These
results show how important a factor is the corroding medium, for,

in practic, nickel steels are not incorrodible, and although they
often remain so until corrosion onmmences, they rapidly deteriorate

after it has once set in. On the other hand, chromium steels in

practice are highly resistive. As far back as 1892. Sir Robert
Hadfield found that 10 per oent. chromium conferred on steel

practical freedom from rust, and there is now on the market table

cutlery made from what is known as " stainless " steel—because
it does not tarnish in food or acids—containing from 10 to 12 per

cent, chromium and 0'3 to 0'4 per cent, carbon. The mechanical
properties of thia Bteel, after suitable heat treatment, are also

found to be excellent, and the possibility of using it for such
purposes as dock gates is under consideration.

Mr. Aitchison's exhaustive experiments were in general agree-

ment with those brought forward by Sir Robert Hadfield. The
corrosion of Bteel in tap water, 3 per cent, sodium chloride and
1 per cent, sulphurio aoid solution, increased with the addition of

any third element up to about 5 per cent., with the exception of

chromium, which oonferred a permanent decrease of oorrodibility

(although it did not do bo in 10 per cent. Bulphurio acid).

Generally speaking, high ohromium steels were the only ones
which showed to any real advantage over pure mild steels. The
effect of varying amounts of carbon in pure Bteels was interesting,

for it decreased the corrodibility up to about 05 per cent.,

increasing it above that point. This was significant, commented
Dr. Rosenheim, for it was the second property of steel reaching a
critical point at that carbon concentration. Mr. Ai'chison
subjected all his specimens, both before and after corrosion, to

microscopic examination. It appeared that even in pearlite it

was always the ferrite which was attacked, by the production
first of etching pits, which spread gradually over the whole area.

The carbide was always unattacked, and simply dropped away

mechanically, but it acta as an aid to corrosion, by providing
a definite cathode for the ferrite or for any solid solution present

acting as ferrite. Twinning incieastd corrodibility. It was strange

that one of the least homogeneous of the materials examined

—

a 20 per cent, chromium steel—was corroded least. Mr. Aitchison
considers that the true aecret of non-corrodibility lies in some
property of the Bolid solution—perhaps its solution pressure

—

which is to be found as a consequence of its chemical composition,

coupled with heat and mechanical treatment. The solution

preBBure of iron itBelf is never low enough to prevent corrosion.

Mr. C. F. Dismore, in the course of the discussion, claimed to be
able to convert cast-iron, with a high carbon contact, into iron-

corrodible Bteel, by an electrolytic process which he had hit upon.
This rather startling claim was received with a good deal of scepti-

cism, and we must await further evidence before accepting it. If

it were a mere skin <ffect it would be intelligible, but the claim
went far beyond that.

The Corrosion of Brass.—In lieu of the usual theory that the
corrosion of two-phase brass by sea-water ia due to the action of
electrolytic currenta set up r.y minute conpl-s of aijacent crystals
of metals of different phase, Mr. Arnold Pnilip put forward for

consideration the view that it is minnte zinc-copper connles that
aat as voltaic cells. In auto-corrosion the current would fl >w fr^m
the zinc element, forming zinc chloride, to the copper forming
caustic soda and depositing hydrogen. Thus polarisation will stop
further action unless oxygen is present to counteract it. If it is,

dez ncifioation takes place, with separation or corrosion of copper.
Toe theory is also shown to support the well-known fact that
higher zinc content, such as in Muntz's metal, lowers the rate of
corrosion, a fact otherwise difficult to explain, for a 70/30 brasB is a

single-phase, and 60/10 brass a two-phase system. Mr Pnilip dis-

cussed at some length the cases of contact-corrosion and the corro-

sion of brass by external current, and he worked out expressions
giving the relative magnitude of the action in those cases which,
he said, agreed with observation.

Mr. Philio's theory was not kimlly received. It was pcinted
out that if brasB really were a mosaic of copper and zinc, corrosion
would take place much more rapidly than it does. The evidence
of the microscope and the equilibrium curve ehowed that the view
that there is no chemical combination between the constituents of
brass is quite untenable, and that it was highly improbable that
zinc and copper could exist side by Bide in brass. Moreover, zinc

in contact with copper should go into solution more easily than
zinc alone, and the copper should not dissolve at all. This is not
the case, and the e.m f. of brass in sea-water resembled that of
copper rather than zinc, while a mixture of brass and zinc, said

Mr. Gibbs, had the same e.m.f aa pure zinc—a questionable state-

ment, in our opinion. Mr. Gibbs himBelf, who, by the way, is at

present acting as honorary investigator r n the Corrosion C mmittee
of the Institute of Metals, also, in his paper, dealt with the sea-

water corrosion of 7(/i0 brass, and in thia he arrived at the con-
clusion that a aolid solution of z ; nc and copper is intermediate in

character between a physical mixture and a chemical compound.
There probably exists, he thought, a k nd of " physical" combiuation
in which the chemical character of the constituents is not changed,
but only modified. Apart from its theoretical considerations, Mr.
Gibbs's paper contained a great deal of valuable in formatkn on the
influence of a number of important factors upon the rate and
character of the corrosive attack of sea-water on brasses, and
those interested are advised to refer to the original paper.

At the conclusion of the discussion, Mr. Elliott Cumberland
gave a demonstration of his electrolytic process for preventing
corrosion of all metals immersed in liquids. The method
consists in introducing a higher counter e.m f. than that causing
the corrosive action, and it haa provtd itself to be the only
effective method of overcoming the dezincification of condenser
tubes. Continuous current is supplied from a 10-volt dynamo
to pieces of iron suspended in the liquids, which act as anodes, the
cathode being the metal protected. The anodes last from
18 months to two years, and the coBt of the current, too, is

inconsiderable, on account of the low voltage. The system has
been installed in many steamships with, it is stated, highly
successful results.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION.

The continuation of the war is by no means preventing the con-
sideration in different belligerent oonntries of the important
problem of the supply of skilled labour after the conclusion of

peace and the indirect part which iducation at the present time
should play in the production of future artisans and professional

engineers Aa a newspaper corre8pondent etated a week ago, the
professions, like other lines of life, will then have been deprived of

much valuable material, and the question now is to give a good
education to those boys with whom the future of England lies.

In thia connection attention is again drawn to the county scholar-

ships which assist boys on from stage to stage until they reach a
university. But the war has made heavy calls upon the teaching
profession, and further demands in this direction are in early pro-

spect It is for thiB reason that the important conference of

teachers and others interested in education, including representa-

tives of the County Councils' Association and numerous educational
associations, recently adopted a resolution expressing the opinion

that as the national prosperity at the close of the war will largely

depend upon the supply of young citizens well trained for the full

discharge of national obligations, no curtailment of the provision
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of higher education should ba made, evening school work should

be continued, and the children of poor parents should be enabled

to take advantage of such facilities by means of scholarships.

The question is also attracting attention in France and Germany.
In the former country, although a scarcity of labour in general

preva led before the war and will become aggravated on its con-

clusion, most consideration appears for the moment to be devoted

rather to the problem of the production of mechanical and elec-

trical engineers than to the improvement of the training of

youth", whioh is the more necessary, so as to form them into

skilled workmen. In this connection M. J. H Jacobsen, discussing

recently the proposed development of the French electrical engin-

eering industry, asked whether the manufacturer who was
endeavouring to apply the methods of intensive production was
sufficiently seconded by his staff and workmen. The reply given

by this French engineer was a negative in general. He, however,

apparently absolves the workmen from any blame from a technical

point of view, because their education is incomplete, and their

social difficulties prevent them from acquiriog the requisite quali-

fications on their own account, but nothing is said in regard to the

degree of their diligence. The course of workshop instruction

and study, in his opinion, should not only be free of any expense

to apprentices, but, as soon as they begin to show the least

efnoiency, they ought to be paid so as to permit them to carry their

practical education to a conclusion. We will not follow M.
jacobsen in his observations in regard to the staff beyond men-
tioning that one of his ideas is that the manufacturers can help

the stiff and at the same time assist themselves, bat will now
turn to Germany, where an important pronouncement was recently

made, not by an educationist, but by the general manneer of the

larse enginee'ing undertaking known as the Augsburg-Nuremberg
Machinery Works, in a paper presented to the Association of

German Engineers, on " The Engineer as a Promoter of National
Eiu-ation." As was mentioned in this journal several yearB ago,

Germany was then ove flowing with highly-trained professional

men of most classes, including engineers, and the only result at

that time was the production of a superabundance of men for

whom no profitable occupation waB available. But the turn of

these men apparently arrived with the preparation for and the course

of the war. The idea of the general manager of the con piny in

question now is that this process should be repeated on a grand
scale for the whole of the country, so that every competent youth
should beome a highly educated and skilled workman, and that

this form of education should be absolutely free. But let the
general manager soeak for himself :

—

D'. von Rieppel stated that German culture and civilisation

would lead the economic life of the country to further prosperity

after the termination of the war. It was, however, necessary for

that purpose that the former hatred between parties and classes

shou'd not blaze up aeain, but that the present unitv should

be permanently maintained. Apart from religious differences,

the division in the nation in the paBt exi-ted principally

between workmen and employers, that is between two classes

dependent np >n each other, and between whom stood the engineers

by reason of their profession. In his opinion the dividing
antitheses were founded solely and only upon different concep-
tions of the duties and riuhts of citizenship of the individual in

relation to the whole community. To need self-comprehension

the youner c tiz^n, irrespective of whether he would be a future

empl -yer or workman, must first be instructed in these rights and
duties and in the problems of a system of State. The schools,

however, scarcely devoted any consideration to this side of educa-
tion, and in the widest circles there was a lack of understanding
as to its importance. Although the war would clear away many
preferences and prejudices, it would not do so in such a
fundamental manner as to maintain unity over the conceptions of

the leaders of parties and classes after peace came. The problem
would consequently remain for them as to how they as engineers,

without occupying themselves with politics, could support in their

own circles the efforts to mitigate the antagonism of classes in the
sense and spirit of the rules of the Association. The author con-
sidered that that was possible if they restricted themselves to the
education problems comprised in the matter, which he regarded as

(I) the eqnil possibility of education for all classes of the
nation ; and (2) education in citizenship. As to the first point,

Dr. von Rieppel remarked that the opinion was gaining
ground that the sharp division between e'emen'ary
schools and intermediate schools could not be permanently
maintaini d. The premature transfer from the former school

to the latter, which was now stipnlated at the age of nine
or 10, must be discontinued ; an organic connection must be
established between the two schools. But the school fees must be
remitted in order to facilitate the attendance at school of talented

children of poorer fellow-citizens. The German elementary
school occupied the first position in regard to system and com-
pulsory extension over the country. On the other hand, the
American school, with its greater versatility and the greater
incentive whioh was given to the children for higher education,

was better for the great masses of the population. In particular,

the American school was superior to the German in the sense that
it formed the basis for each further study, everyone having the
possibility of climbine to a higher stage. The premature transfer

of pupils of middle class families to the classical school, which
now took place in Germany at the tenth year, brought about a
keen division in the great ma-ses of the population, and it was all

the more unfortunate as it was regarded as a privilege of wealth.
This division had the further unfavourable influence of causing
the better educated children of the higher class' s of citizens to be
excluded from intercourse with the lower classes of the popu-
lation. The sharp antitheses which existed were, therefore, not

to be wondered at. The possibility only existed to an inadequate
extent for the continued professional and citizenship education
beyond the school obligation incidental to the elementary and
continuation schools, whilst Germany occupied the last position
in regard to public libraries. The nation had reached such a
high degree of welfare that juvenile labour in industries was
able to be entirely dispensed with up to the 14 th year.

But the higher grades of the national schools should be
so improved that a transfer would be possible to the
practical schools at the age of 14 without loss of time.
This object could be achieved by slightly restraining the
special instruction branches in the practical schools, and by
advancing the instrnction in the national schools. In this way,
the Grman would ob'iain the equal of the American orginisation
by means of a kind of intermediate school. A large portion of the
German classes of the population would thereby find the way open
to higher aims still at an age when an opinion could be better
formed as to the special talents of a child. If to this were added
complete freedom of instruction in the national and practical
Bchools or higher practical schools, a path in an upward
direction would be opened to education in the lower layers

of the population. This step, in the opinion of the author,

would remove many grounds for dissatisfaction, and the a tach-
ment to the institutions of the State would be advanced.
The particular German State which had the courage to

establish au organic connection between the eight classes of
national schools and the five claSFes of higher practical schools
wou'd be glorified for this action by the nation in future years.

It is impossible for us to f How at any length the observations
made on the second point raised by the general manager. His
argument, however, lies in the direction of showing that, after

leaving the elementary schools for the continuation schools,

the scholars should be instructed in the privl ges, rights and
obligations of eitizmship, so that, instead of merely forming one-
sided ideas on the subject and on the compulsory necessities of
the economic life—fostered, as they are, by certain newspapers
in the years intervening before they enter the army at the age
of 20—they would fully understand both sides of the problem,
and would become better citizens and better workmen. It is,

therefore, contended that engineers and tecon cal men in

general should render assistance in the execution of this pro-

gramme for the benefit of the community. Naturally, the
scheme is me rely a paper outline at the present time, although it

has secured advocates in other circles. It wou'd not, however, be
surprising if something were done after the war generally to

improve the technical education of the boys, quite apart from what
will be accomplished, or is bing carried out in connection with
the education of soldiers partly disabled through the war. The
Krnpp Co., for instance, is already offering besides reinstating

returned soldiers or re-employinu them as far as possible— not for

office work or as messengers, & \, but in the shops themselves—to

grant financial assistance to competent men to attend clas-es in

machine construction. We must therefore, not overlook what is

proceeding in other countries in order that we may be better pre-

pared on the conclusion of peace for the great inaustrial conflict

of the future, than we were for the disastrous war of the

present.

THE DESIGN OF HIGH-PRESSURE

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS.

By J. E. BEARD, M.Sc, A.M.I.E.E.

(Abstract of paper read before the Institution of Electrical
Engineers. December, 1915.)

( Concluded from paye 30.)

Most Suitable Distribution Voltage.—In settling the distri-

bution voltage the primary consideration is that it shall be
sufficiently high to ensure that the voltage variation at the

boundaries of the supply area can be kept within a reason-

able amount without putting an excessive amount of copper
in the feeders. It is usually desirable that the voltage varia-

tion should not exceed 5 per cent, either side of the normal,

i.e., a total of 10 per cent., and from this about Ik per cent.

should be deducted for transformer voltage-drop, leaving a
permissible maximum drop of 7$ per cent, in the high-pressure

mains. Fig. 5 shows that under the same conditions the

current density in the mains, and therefore the resistance

voltage-drop per mile, is approximately independent of their

section. The actual figures taken from fig. 5 are given in

Table V.
As the power factor of most distribution systems is less than

unity it is also necessary to take account of the inductive

voltage-drop. This is not independent of the section, but

given the current density from Table V and the frequency of

the system it can be readily calculated from the size and
spacing of the conductors. Fig. 9 shows, for several typical

sizes of both underground and overhead mains at_ various

voltages, the relative amount by which the inductive drop

increases the total voltage-drop at various power factors. The
calculations are based on a frequency of 50 cycles per second

and on a constant current density, since the economical

value for the latter is independent of the power factor. They
also assume the use of ordinary 3-conductor mains; if
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plit-conductor protection the inductive drop
be appreciably reduced.

TABLE v.

at minimum load

Type ol main.
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These calculations only refer to underground mains; with

overhead mains the economical voltage will be higher, since

there is so little difference between their cost at various

voltages.

In order to 6ee what are typical figures in actual practice

for the number of switches per mile of main and the average

number of kilovolt-ainperes per mile of main, the following

table has been prepared for two typical systems for which the

author has had access to the necessary data, and as a matter
of interest the corresponding economical and limiting values

for the distribution voltage have been deduced from fig. 12.

TABLE VI.

System voltage actually adopted 5,500 20,000

Number of switches per mile of mam ... 2.63 0.725

Average maximum kilovolt-arnperes per
mile of main 450 3,500

Most economical system voltage 5,700 16,000

Upper and lower limits for system 1 ^ .xm
voltages with 5 per cent, extra cost ot

f a onft 1-5 000
distribution system J

s' '

In conclusion, the author wishes to record his obligations

to the Newcastle-upon-Tyne Electric Supply Co., Ltd., and
associated power companies on the North-East Coast, and to

their consulting engineers, Messrs. Merz & McLellan, for

permission to use much of the data on which the conclusions

of the paper are based.

SOME DIFFICULTIES IN THE DESIGN OF

HIGH-SPEED GENERATORS.

Prof. A. B. Field's paper on this subject was discussed by
the Manchester Local Section of the Institution of Elec-

trical Engineers on November 30th, 1915. An abstract of

the paper was given in the Electrical Review for Decembei
3rd, 10th and 17th, 1915.

Prof. Miles Walker assumed that the author did not advo-

cate a departure from the solid type of rotor in cases where
the stresses were not as high as in large machines run at

very high speeds. The rotor winding shown in fig. 8 had
been proved to be perfectly satisfactory to use in ordinary

shop practice, but for large rotors dealing with many thou-

sands of ampere turns per pole at high peripheral speeds, a

better winding could be put forward. [Prof. Walker then

described a winding, details of which were given in our
report of the London discussion.] The plan of getting the

stator coils a long way back from the rotor was very good.

If the slots were made 3 or 4 in. deeper than at present, it

would be possible to get quite a wide space between stator

and rotor coils ; this permitted of sufficient leakage flux to

cut down the stator current on short circuit and obviated the

necessity of providing an expensive reactance coil, which
caused a certain amount of loss. The extra depth of slot

provided a good cooling surface which could easily be cleaned.

The general mechanical arrangement was much preferable to

the type of machine where everything was bunched near the
rotor with only ventilation behind—here they had the ventila-

tion in front on the rotor side.

Mr. F. A. Kuyser described a system of ventilation which
eliminated some of the objectionable features of axially venti-

lated machines. In the case of an 8,000-k.v.a. 2,400-r.p.m.

machine, axial vent chambers were provided in the usual
way by means of holes punched in the core laminations. Nine
radial air ducts, each 3 in. wide, were provided instead of one
central duct. Each axial duct was, therefore, divided into

ten equal sections, which were connected together by means
of a system of axial tubes welded to the ventilation spacers.

At certain places the connecting tubes were left out and semi-
circular distance pieces used which allowed the air to escape
from the axial ducts to the radial ducts. The air outlets were
evenly distributed over the whole length of the core, an equal
number of axial ducts delivering to each radial duct. In
addition to the elimination of the large central discharge,

another advantage could be obtained by arranging the air

streams to secure a counter-flow action, the air streams
in adjacent ducts having opposite directions of flow. This
arrangement reduced the high temperature which occurred

near the air outlet of axially ventilated machines and equalised

the temperature over the whole length of the core. In con-

nection with stator coil bracing and the type of armature
winding for turbo-generators, the diamond type of winding
illustrated in the. paper had been extensively used in the

United States. A disadvantage of this winding was the open
slots, which introduced extra losses; if w-ide slots were used,

magnetic wedges were absolutely essential. Concentric
winding had the advantage that each bar could easily be
replaced without disturbing the remainder, but, generally

speaking, a breakdown necessitated complete rewinding. The
semi-closed slots were also of advantage. Referring to rotor

coil bracing, he gave an example of a 15.000-k.v a._1,500-r.p.m.

2-pole machine having a radial forged rotor of 46 in. diameter
weighing 22 tons. The torque developed on short-circuit was,

roughly, 15 times normal, and this produced a force of 15 lb.

acting on each lb. of copper. The maximum deflection of

the winding, which was lj-in. width copper, was .015 in.

If only the fly-wheel effect of the turbo was taken into

account the deflection was .008 in. These figures suggested

that a substantial field strap would suffice to prevent damage
after a short-circuit without extra bracing, and this was
verified in actual tests on machines of 15,000 kw.
Mr. G. D. Seaton said there was no less than 100,000 kw.

of high-speed generating machinery out of commission in this

country. The speed did not seem to be the source of trouble,

as in almost every case it was the stator that proved defective.

Mr. Jchlin said the author's figure of 20,000 lb. for the

stress inside the rotor was probably under rather than over

the mark, and in order to secure the disks on a through
shaft it was necessary to shrink them on with stresses con-

siderably above the running stresses. It was also required

that the' disks should fit the shaft when running at maximum
: otherwise the disks would float, which was not per-

missible. Fortunately, this country was well situated to

obtain steel forgings of large and 6mall sizes, and for that

reason it was probably unnecessary to adopt a disk construc-

tion until very extreme sizes were encountered. British steel

makers were prepared to supply very large rotors having

excellent physical properties in both radial and tangential

iions. American steel makers had not yet been able to

guarantee such radial test pieces. The following details repre-

sented the procedure adopted by one of the leading British

steel makers in the manufacture of large rotors.:—An ingot

of approximately 115 tons and 94 in. in diameter would be

issued, 50 per cent, being cut off at the ton end to ensure

homegeneity of material. A 12,000-ton press would forge the

ingot down to the required diameter, the ends being forged

down in a smaller press. The reduction in area would then

be about 2i to 1, so that,the work done was quite consider-

able. After rough machining the rotor would be thoroughly

annealed, and in this process probably more was done to the

quality of the steel than was generally appreciated. Regard-

ing the internal stresses, which were very high unless the

material was treated exceedingly carefully, it was to be noted

that in the finished rotor there were radial ducts dividing the

rotor into sections to a considerable depth, 6 to 8 in. These

ducts would materially tend to release the stresses in the

longitudinal direction. The slots for the coils and the ventila-

tion ducts under the slots would to a certain extent release

the stresses in the tangential direction, so that in the finished

rotor the remaining initial stresses should be fairly well

released. The critical speed could be calculated much more
accurately in the case of the solid rotor, and the stiffness of

construction permitted a smaller diameter for a given output,

which would give a slightly better efficiency. It would also

lie possible to use self-contained blowers in many cases where,

with the author's construction, the increased length would

make it impossible. By placing the slip-rings outside the-

bearings, the distance between bearings was considerably

reduced, and at the same time another objectionable feature,

high peripheral speed, would be obviated; greater accessi-

bility to slip-rings was also obtained. The ultimate cost of a

rotor constructed of plates would probably be slightly less

than the cost of the solid rotor.

Mr. A. E. McKenzie expressed appreciation of the 3-part_

wedge, and referred to the great difficulty of making a satis-

factorv job of a solid wedge perhaps 6 or 7 ft. long with the

present high peripheral speeds giving a stress of about 1 ton

per square inch at the surface of the key. Considerable

trouble had been experienced owing to keys working loose,

even after insertion with pressures of 20 to 2-5 tons per square

inch. There were advantages undoubtedly in having external

reactances, particularly when a fault developed on the wind-

ings adjacent to the machine terminals. In such a case, high

internal reactance would !>e of little use in reducing the shock-

to the system. The Manchester electricity department had

recently specified that all large machines should be built to

withstand a short circuit at the main terminals, when running

fully excited at normal speed, but under present conditions

they hesitated to apply the test. He had recently inspected

tenders for 15,000-KW. machines having the internal reactance

so high that a short-circuit current value of only seven times

the normal was obtained. He had seen several mechinee

having windings of tubular or rectangular form to enable air

to pass through the conductor. The cooling would un-

doubtedly be more effective in these designs than where the

cooling air came into contact with only a small portion of

the conductor periphery. The circular conductor was much
better to insulate than the rectangular tvpe, which tended

to cause fracture at the comers. He had known of consider-

able trouble in the past with built-up rotors: the solid rotors

had, however, given no trouble whatever, and he would be

sorry' to have to revert to the older types. Temperatures of

120 deg. C. to 180 deg. C. were only possible wth mica-msu-

lated machines.
Dr. G. W. Worrall dealt with the use of fans on rotors.

and advocated the use of external fans in nearly all cases; a

better system of ventilation was obtained, and nothing was

lost from the point of view of overall efficiency. Axial ventila-

tion was preferable to radial ventilation, and ventilation svs-

tems should be arranged so that all air ducts could be

thoroughly cleaned. He had experienced considerable trouble

due to breakdown of end windings of rotors: it was almost

impossible in building up machines to apply the actual pres-

sures to windings which occurred in practice.

Mr. R. Townend said that the type of rotor described by

Prof. Walker had proved highly satisfactory. In all cases

the temperature of the windings bad been very low. Larpe
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kisses occurred due to eddy currents in different parts of a

lator, amounting to '1 per cent.
: the

;! output of the machine ; if thi <
''mid

I,,. ,-,.<;.
i th iencj would be Ln< reased l per

cent., together with a considerable reduction in heating. The
subject of stray losses in turbo-alternri deserving of

thorough investigation.

Dr. W. Champ said the author hod shown that the first

itatii d .1 Ifo frequency, and the second was the

material available. He cordially approved of the use of the

(run "yield point" instead of ''elastic limit" throughout

the paper, but there was no indication of what the author
I red to be i pect to a given yield

point, i.e., of the factor of safety employed, Another limit

not mentioned in the paper beyond which any increase in

peripheral speed might lead to uneconomical design was
introduced by the fact that in a slotted rotor, when certain

limiting densities were decided upon, there was a corres-

ponding maximum slot area. The area of the slot multiplied

by the space factor, by the specific weight of copper, by the

square of the velocity, and divided by (j r was a measure of the

centrifugal force acting upon unit length of the tooth root.

Equating this to the section of the tooth root multiplied by
the safe Stress corresponding h> the material used would
6how whether the most economical design as dictated by
electro-magnetic considerations was consistent with the peri-

pheral speed and material proposed. He concluded that

ners were approaching the limit when they would not
have material which would cany the stress corresponding to

the maximum copper which could be got into the slot.

Regarding critical speed, he was quite in agreement with the

author, but local designers did not take the same view. When
lie specified a turbo-alternator in which the critical 6peed
was to be above the speed at which the machine ran, a well-

known designer said there was no necessity for any such
limit, as no one would pay for it. Presumably this attitude

would now be abandoned. Regarding ventilation, the author
showed preference for an axial passage under the winding
slots with a radial discharge distributed over a fairly wide
central portion of the rotor; many designers thought that

pure axial ventilation was very much better when it could be
accomplished. Regarding air-gap reluctance as affected by
the stator slots, Mr. Carter's paper on " Airgap Induction"
was a fine example of what might be carried out to a very
much greater extent.
Mr. H. Dutton, in a communication, described his experi-

ences with some d.c. turbo-generators over a period of five

years, and emphasised the necessity of perfect balancing at

the operating speed. He deprecated short-circuiting tests,

and pointed out that with step-up transformers between the
generators and bus-bars, reactance coils appeared to be
unnecessary.
The Author, in reply to Prof. Walker, said that the field

windina described in the paper was not, in his opinion, the
final solution of the problem; Prof. Walker's system had many
advantages. A number of small slots were used, and by
excellent cooling conditions a much shallower slot was per-

missible than in the system described in the paper. On the
other hand, a number of small slots was a manufacturing
disadvantage when dealing with heavy pieces. Mr. Kuyser's
system of ventilation, was interesting, but had the disadvan-
tage of some blind-ended vents, with possible manufacturing
difficulties. Mr. Kuyser had also referred to short-circuit

tests on 2-pole 25-cycle machines; it was justifiable to take
the risk of unbraced coils on 2-pole machines, but the risk
appeared too gTent on 4-pole machines. Cases had occurred
in which the shaft bad been twisted, which gave 6ome idea
of the shock to the windings. In reply to Mr. Juhlin. ductility
was reouired not at the thick part of the tooth, but at the
root; wedges did not fit along their whole length, and at cer-

tain parts a tooth had to be stretched to throw the load upon
another part, and so on. It was satisfactory to find steel

makers in this country willing to accept orders subject
to radial tests: steel makers in the States save point-
blank refusal. B*>d joints in the rotor would 'show up by
prodncing low critical speed. Outside slip-rings had many
advantages, but the mechanical disadvantage of taking the
leads through the shaft, in the author's opinion, more than
counterbalanced the advantages. Regarding the costs, there
was very little to choose between the solid and built-up rotor
when complete. Replying to Mr. McKenzie. the author agreed
that the advantages of air washing or filtration were enor-
mous. Regarding hollow conductors, there were possibilities

in the case. of turbo-windings: many years ago such windings
were used on transformers in the Niagara district, water
circulation beinc used in the Iow-nreasnie windings. Some
movement of rotor windings certainly did take place, but as
it was slight it was easily taken, care of; he did not consider
this motion the cause of the breakdown referred to by Dr.
Worrall. He agreed with Mr. Townend that the whole sub-
ject of short-circuit losses was greatly in need of investiga-
tion. In larce machines the short-circuit losses were enor-
mous, and their distribution was quite unknown. They were
too big to be heal, and were probably distributed all over
the machine, otherwise the consequences would be more
serious. In renly to Dr. Cramp regarding the factor of safety,
the author said the machines were all tested at 20 per cent.
over speed, and would hold together at 50 ner cent, over
speed. With reference to rotor slots, the tooth stresses were
not a serious matter, since if they were a salient feature

nickel steel could be. used without any great increase in cost.

Mr Garter's work seemed to show that in general the ques-
tion of air-gap reluctance would be accurately enough deter-

mined in these machines; the question of rotor face losses,

i , was obscure, and Mr. Carter's work did not cover

the case.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1915.

(NOT YET PUBLISHED).

Compiled expressly for this journal by Mfssrs. W. P. Thompson & Co..
Electrical Patent Agents, 285, High Holborn, London, W.C., and at

Liverpool and Bradford.

18,047. " Manufacture of rigid pieces of metal insulated against elec-

trolysis and corrosion." P. M. Stewart. December 28th. (Complete.)

18.049. " Electric fuses." V. Hope. December 28th.

18.067. " Spark-plug holder or tester for internal-combustion engines." L. J.

SoUHilll. December 28th.

18.008. " Electric heating device." Landis & Gvr, Akt. Ces. December
28th, (Addition* to and divided application on 15,685/15. Convention date,

Bill, I'M I, Switzerland.) (Complete.)

18.000. " Electric heating device." Landis & Gvr. Akt. G18. December
2Sth. (Addition to and divided application on 15,685/15. Convention date,

. 16th, 1015, Switzerland.) (Complete.)

18,070. " Electric heating device." Lasdis & Gvr. Akt. GiS. December
jsih. (Addition to and divided application on 15,685/15. Convention date,

June 30th, 1915, Switzerland.) (Complete.)

18,084. "Telephone sis™s." H. S. Turner. December B8th. (Divided
application on 6.480/15, April 30th.) (Complete.)

18,103. " Filament winding machines." C. Eisler. December 28th.

(Convention date. December 29th, 1914, U.S.A.) (Complete.)

18.114. " Method of electric welding." D. H. Wilson. December 29th.

(Convention date, July 9th, 1915, U.S.A.) (Complete.)

15. 115. " Allov for arc welding." D. H. Wilson & S. M. Rodc.ers. De-
cember 29th. (Convention date, June 16th, 1915, U.S.A.) (Complete.)

IS, 137. " Dynamo-electric machines." S. H. Martin. December 29th.

(Convention date January 2nd, 1915, U.S.A.) (Complete.)

18,166. " Electrical relays." S. G. Brown. December 30th.

18,171. " Electric torches for pencils, pens, and the like." T. H. Escott
and A. Allcott. December 30tn.

18.189.

ber 31st.

18.203.

18.222.

Ha
plete.)

" Alternating-current electromagnets." H. P. Annum. Decern

" Switch for eliminating dead-end effects in wireless receiving appa-
( S, I.enz. December 31st.

" Method for connecting carbon electrodes _to

(Soc. Francaise des Electrodes, France).

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.

1814.
20,505. Regulation or Electric Installations comprising Electric Gene-

rators. Soc. Anon, des Etabhssemcnts L. Bleriot. October 3rd. (October

13th. 1913.)

22.609. Regulating Device applicable to Self-induction Coils or *o
Windings or Tesla Transformers used in Wireless Telegraphy or other

.applications op high frequency. L. Rouzet. November 16th.

23.938. Permanent Magnets for Electric Meters. British Thomson
Houston Co., Ltd. (General Electric Co., U.S.A.). December 11th.

24,074. Trolley Poles or Bows for Electrically-propelled Vehicles. G.

Meyer. December 15th.

24,169. Electrical Measuring Instruments of the Thermal Tib, British

Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. (General Electric Co., U.S.A.). December 16th.

24.238. Governors. British Thomson-Houston Co. & R. H. Collingham

December 17th.

24,335. Electric Arc Lamps. G. A. Hughes. December 19th.

24,552. Electrical Resistances. A. H. Curtis. December 83rd.

1915.
722. Safety Devices or Vacuum Relays for Electric Circuits. Siemens

Schuckertwerke Ges. January 16th. (January 16th, 1914. Patent of additio«

not granted.)

760 Wire, Cable, and Rod Cutter. M. Parker (legal representative of

J. Parker, deceased). January 18th.

1 751. Sebaoueous Sound-signalling Apparatus. Signal Gea. February

3rd. (February 3rd, 1914. Addition to 3.934/13.)

3.241. Ceiling-roses and the like Electrical Accessories. R. T. Grocott.

March 1st.

3,690. Electric Igniting Apparatus for Gas Burners. South Metropolitan

Gas Co. & W. J. Buckett. March 8th.

5.371. Manufacture of Electrical Condensers. Marconi's Wireless Tele-

graph Co. & C. Mitchell. April 9th.

5.969. Thermostats. H. E. Moul. April 21st.

7,607. Armouring for Simple-core Electric Cables for Alternating Cur-

rents. A. Ross.lli. May 20th.

8 449. Electric Rivet-heaters, Welders, and the like. E. F. Giraud.

June -7th. (June 20th, 1914.)

13,618 Insulating Air-tight Joints for Terminals of Vapour Electric

APPARATUS. Rriiish Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co. (Westing-

house Electric & Manufacturing Co.). September 24th.

15.083. Portable Electric Lamps. H. J. C. Forrester (T. W. Dunham).

(Divided application on 2,489/15, February 16th.) October 15*.

A Contemporary's Diamond Jubilee. — With its

l<vf. isanp for 1915 our enntemporarv, the Fnqincpr, completed its

sixtieth year of publication. Congratulations I
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Much has been said and written during the last fort-

night about the attitude of Labour in this great crisis

of the country's history. Complaint is made that

trade union leaders do not represent the real feeling

of the working man upon great national questions.

In particular, it is urged that the card system of

voting at Trade Union Congresses is misleading.

Whether this is so or not, there can be no question

that organised labour has manifested an unpleasant
desire to act in its own interest rather than in the

interest of the country.

Individual employers in the electrical industry—to

take it as an example—will tell you that they know
the vast majority of their men are loyal to the core.

If the works manager is a " sahib " liked and re-

spected by the employes of the firm, they will have
unburdened themselves to him " on the q.t." He
knows that once they are removed from the per-

nicious influence of the Socialist and the demagogue
these men are fully prepared to make any sacrifice

that may be necessary to win the war.
But, alas ! The baneful influence of the so-called

trade union leader still makes itself felt! After all,

this kind of man lives by agitation. He is paid to

agitate. Before the war he was paid to stir up strife

between Capital and Labour or between class and
class, and he earned his money. Let the working
man realise that it is his paramount duty to put the

interests of the country before the interests of his

union and before his own selfish interest, and the

power of the union to do evil is gone for ever.

Some of the demagogues who are largely respon-

sible for the present attitude of Labour in the national

crisis present a forlorn spectacle at the present time.

As educated men, as men who have sown their poli-

tical wild oats, they have begun to realise the harm
which they have done in former years. In speeches
made up and down the country they denounced Capital

and extolled Labour. They asserted—and their asser-

tion was cheered to the echo—that the rich were
enemies of the poor. They coined phrases which
helped to win elections for the Socialist. They
managed to instil these doctrines into the mind of

the working man as firmly as the doctrine Deutsch-
land uber alhs was dinned into the children of the

Fatherland. And now, since the great war began,

they have seen the error of their ways. Some of

them have sought, and are still seeking, to undo the

past. They have seen that the rich men, whom they

so roundly abused, have been willing to devote life

and money to the service of the King', and profess

themselves surprised and pained to find that the

working classes will not do the same. But the teach-

ing of the years is not to be so lightly discarded.

In a recent special supplement the Times dealt at

some length with education and the war. It drew
instructive comparisons between the systems of edu-

cation adopted by the various Powers concerned in

the conflict, and laid down certain principles which
ought to guide us in the future.

There is one point upon which the English and

German systems are as far asunder as the poles. In

Germany, the child is taught from its very earliest

years to think patriotically, to feel that for a man to

lay down his life for his country is the finest thing

on earth. In England, on the other hand, such a

principle is seldom inculcated in the elementary

school.

[65]
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We would essay to take up tin* question of educa-

tion in its relation to war where the 'limes left off,

and ask ourselves these questions : J )id our system of

education do anything" to prevent the present war?
Mas it qualified the people to take pai't in the war?
As it seems to us, it were idle to limit a discussion

on education to a consideration of that which takes

place in elementary schools. The education of the

working classes goes on long after the " highest

standard " has been attained. It is continued by the

demagogue and the Socialist . w hose one purpose is to

foster the belief that the sole object of the working
man is to look after himself and his own interest.

And notwithstanding that a very large number of

workmen have thrown over good jobs in order to join

the Colours, there is no doubt' that there is a very con-

siderable number still lagging behind. Many of

these belong to a type created by the Socialist

—

a type which might never have been allowed to come
into existence if our educational system had been
framed a little more upon the German plan.

When, therefore, it is said that the voice of Labour
is against this or that proposal which eminent states-

men say is necessary to win the war, it were idle to

ride off on the pretence that trade union leaders are

wholly without the support of their following. While
it is necessary to bear this 1

in mind, we believe that

when the state of affairs at home and abroad is seen

in its proper light, the working man, if dealt with

personally, will not be slow to make any sacrifice

which the country may demand of him.

NATIONAL BUSINESS ORGANISATION.

Shortly after the outbreak of war a movement was
set on foot to establish an Institute of Science and
Industry. Some more or less hurried preliminary
measures were taken with the object of organising
British industrial methods, and particularly with the
view to ensuring" the proper application of scientific

knowledge in the production of manufactures. Per-
haps there was not all the calm deliberation devoted
to the project in its early days that one would have
desired. There was a preliminary luncheon; a pre-
liminary scheme was drawn up in which the founding
of a new trade journal better than all others formed
an important part; a number of free articles were
offered to the Press; a meeting was called at the
Mansion House but the original time had to be
altered, and other scientific conferences held on the
same day clashed with the event, so that the audience
was very limited; the name of the Institute underwent
a change, and the details of the scheme also under-
went alteration. On April 9th, 1915, we stated in these
pages that for many years we had all been talking
about the necessity for closer co-operation between
science, industry and finance, and that the time had
surely come for something in the way of action.
Hardly was the ink dry when we received a communi-
cation from the Institute of Industry and Science
which led us to hope for some definite action to be
taken and its nature disclosed at a dinner which was
to he given " in about a month's time to the leading
industrialists, scientists, and bankers." Deliberation
was no longer wanting. Since that date we have
endeavoured to possess our souls in patience, but
the announcement, like so much else, was very
hurried, and we have had to wait nine months. That
mav not matter very much under the circumstances.
but it would have mattered very much indeed if we
had had to wait for it in order that the nation might
have made any progress toward securing that
greater scientific and industrial co operation that we
have all been so eager to ensure. At the end of nine
months we are entertained to luncheon at the Savoy.
are regaled with a further paper by the Chairman of
the Institute (not a chapter from a published book

this limej, and are permitted to enjoy 3 most excel-

lent speech from Sir Edward Carson. For a revised
and, we suppose, final statement of the objects that

are to be pursued, we turn to the paper mentioned
above, which would hardly he described as an after-

dinner speech, but m the speech of Sir Edward
Carson we find a timely reminder that man) minds
are at work along the same lines, and many move-
ments are on foot. The six objects for which this

Institute of Industry (of Great Britain and Ireland 1

-•-" Science " has now been dropped from the title—
now stands will not be unfamiliar matters to readers
of this and other technical and industrial journals:

they are as follow :
—

1. To secure the establishment of a Ministry of Industry
with a properly qualified staff so that our foreign, Imperial
and domestic commerce may be developed on the most modern
and scientific lines.

2. To secure adequate Parliamentary representation in the
House of (illiniums on behalf of national industry, finance,

n M< i ;uiil commerce, in order that a unified ana practical

policy nia.N be adopted with regard to the development of

National ami Imperial industries, and that the disabilities

under which manufacturers at present operate shall be
removed.

3. To secure the establishment of an industrial bank or bank*
for the purpose of extending banking credits in so far as it

affects industry in the development of borne, Imperial and
foreign trade.

4. To develop National and Imperial industries by the hold-
ing of annual exhibitions of the natural resources and indus-
tries of the United Kingdom, the Dominions, Colonies, and
Possessions.

5. To stimulate and encourage standardisation in methods
of production, organisation, and distribution. To promote and
extend the application of scientific principles to industrial and
general purposes. To invite the reading of papers and lec-

tures on these subjects, and to communicate all Buch informa-
tion to its members.

6. To .stimulate and encourage the standardisation of our
educational system. The demand of industry and commerce
for the expert administrator and technologist must in the

future become more exacting; the stahilit\ of our national
industries, therefore, will depend upon the standard of know-
ledge prevailing in our factories and workshops. The Institute

will co-operate with existing educational institutions, pro-
fessional societies and trade organisations, iu establishing a
definite medium for the exchange of ideas between leaders of

industry and education, whereby definite standards of courses
of study and standards of attainment will be arrived at and
mutually accepted as the guarantee of efficiency in each of

the industrial professions

Mr. J. Taylor Peddie described his Institute as

being " in reality a British Economic League," and
just as in the earlier days of hurry he found it neces-

sary to reflect upon the Press of which he subse-
quently made use, so he now considered it politic

to reflect upon other organisations created in the past

for national purposes, few of which organisations,

if any, had been able to give adequate expression
to the needs of the hour. " They have a vague
notion that something is wrong, but what it actually

is they are unable to define." In the present case,

however, " we have every reason to believe that we
shall be able to carry them (the above six objects)

into effect at an early date.'' But, it was added, " it

entirely depends upon the support, financial and
otherwise, which the British public, and particularly

the manufacturers and trade organisations, are pre-

pared to extend to us in support of our movement."
Now, if these two statements mean anything they
mean that the Institute of Industry has " every rea-

son to believe " that the " manufacturers and trade
organisations " will give such support to this parti-

cular movement, that we shall soon, through its

instrumentality, have a Ministry of Industry, have
engineering and scientific interests adequatelv re-

presented in Parliament, have industrial banks
established, have some big exhibitions, shall applv
scientific, principles to industrial purposes, incident-

ally hearing a few more papers on such matters, and
shall standardise our educational system.
We have not space to spare to cover all the

matters touched upon in the paper or address
which, in our opinion, was altogether too lengthy,
and too hurriedly prepared, for such an occa-
sion, but when it is stated that the new Insti-

tute intends to co-operate with educational and
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professional societies and with trade organisations,

we are tempted, as an electrical and engineering

journal, to ask whether any of our particular insti-

tutions or organisations have expressed their desire

or willingness to " co-operate." We were informed

that we could " best assist " by concentrating our

energies " through one organisation entrusted with

the task of developing the new National Business

Policy." ..." Assist us in that direction by not

only becoming members of this organisation, but by

persuading your friends also to join."

The Chairman at the luncheon, (Mr. F. J. Nettle-

fold), informed the two hundred gentlemen present

that all of the immense burden of work from the be-

ginning down to date in connection with the Institute

had been done by Mr. Peddie, who was too modest
to claim the credit for himself. We can quite under-

stand that these and other matters with which that

gentleman has been concerned during the past twelve

months would be quite sufficient to tax the time

and resources of any ordinary mortal, but if be lives

to see the attainment of those six objects through
the instrumentality of his Institute he will certainly

have deserved imperishable glory.

Undoubtedly the feature of the gathering was the

speech of Sir Edward Carson, who said that, judging
by circulars he received from institutions and
societies similar to their own, that were cropping up
all around them, he came to the conclusion that many
minds were now naturally busy looking with con-

siderable anxiety to the commercial and financial

future of the country and the Empire as the out-

come of the war. Some of these, he said, would
be mere mushroom societies, and he advised them,
if they meant to be effective, to concentrate and
not dissipate their forces. This anxiety he re-

garded as a very healthy sign. It meant that the

country had made up its mind that the treasure of

men and money which it was now expending should
not be spent in vain, and that in framing the terms
of peace, and in pursuing industrial and commercial
policies after the war, we were resolved that we
should purge our system of everything which was
inimical to our own interests or could be used by the
hostile foreigner as a weapon against us.

After a few other speeches, a resolution was car-

ried in which those present fully endorsed and ap-
proved of the objects and policy of the Institute,

and recommended " all persons or companies inter-

ested in the industrial life of the British Empire to

support the Institute by becoming members."
There is a feeling that the time has come for a

strong organisation of the whole engineering indus-

tries of the United Kingdom to be formed. We fur-

ther have in existence our own electrical trade organ-
isations, and these see the need for a federation of
all associations of their class in order to bring com-
bined influence to bear upon particular problems and
in particular directions. Are we to understand that
our firms should join the new Institute as well as, or
instead of, their existing trade organisations ? Or
will those existing trade organisations meet the
individual member's case by entering into " co-

operation " with the Institute? We have no doubt
that the various organisations will judge for them-
selves whether the Institute of Industry (of Great
Britain and Ireland, Ltd.), deserving and ambitious
as its objects are, is the organisation through which
they will elect to " federate." Because some things
mav have been done in a hurry, the importance of the
objects of the scheme is not affected, but the in-

terests of engineering and electrical industries are
too great for them to be subordinated to other
interests.

to the initiation of speculative operations which do not

deserve to be encouraged at this juncture. If this sort of

thing goes on there will probably be Government inter-

vention, as there has been in some other essentials for the

successful conduct of the war, and the speculative confra-

ternity might do worse than take this to heart. Rampant

speculation is wholly out of place in these times of strain

and stress. There has been a good deal of forward buying,

and premiums have been easily obtained for February-March

contracts. It is very difficult to obtain material from

vessels arriving owing to the shocking state of congestion

which still exists at the docks, and under all tLe circumstances

it is hard to form an opinion regarding the future course of

values. The reaction witnessed in prices has certainly been

a good thing for the trade. There has been too much

speculation going on everywhere, but there will always be

people eager to take advantage of the difficulties of their

country in order to make money for themselves, and it

would be an excellent thing if this could be put down with

a strong hand. There seems no warranty at present for

anticipating any shortage of material, and, this being

the case, there is no substantial justification for the

rushing up of prices. The prospect points indeed

to ever-increasing quantities of rubber becoming available,

and it is the more remarkable, therefore, that

the tendency of forward shipments should have been

stronger even than that of prompt supplies. The world's

demand will probably keep pace, under normal circum-

stances, with progressive output, but we certainly do not

want a repetition of the rubber boom. Some people suggest

that the withdrawal of American inquiries has been respon-

sible for the reaction seen in prices, but, apart altogether

from this, the setback was distinctly overdue. According

to the last statistical returns, the stock in Liverpool

was materially reduced in December, but that in London

was added to, the net result at the two ports being an

increase of 357 tons to 7,434 ton?, against 7,34!) tons

last year. The United States is now receiving regular

monthly shipments from Far Eastern plantations, which

the United States Rubber Co. acquired some years ago

at the cost of about 7 miliion dollars, and it is expected

that the company named will get about 10 per cent, of

its supplies this year from its own plantations in Sumatra.

Some manufacturers in America are disappointed that they

have not booked more business from the Allies, but the

explanation suggested is that England, France and Russia

are far better equipped to produce the large requirements of

rubber goods needed than they have been to make army

shoes and leather productions, in which their productive

capacity is relatively less. A recent order was placed, how-

ever, for 200,000 pairs of hip boots, but this is nothing

very important. The following shows the comparative

statistics of shipments from the Federated Malay States

during the past three years :

—

1913.

... 2,131

... 1,757

... 1,737

... 1,626

... 1,225

.. 2,005

... 1,781

... 2,363

... 2,000

... 2,160

... 2,062

... 2 618

January
February
March ...

April ...

May
June ...

July ...

AugUBt...
September
October
November
December

1914.
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THE MOVEMENT OF COAL IN HOPPERS.

An account of a research into the movement of grain, coal,

&c, in the hoppers of bunkers and silos, published in the

Gtnie 1 Hvil, contains particulars likely to be of interest to

central station engineers who have under their charge

bunkers filled with slack or other small coal. The experi-

ments were carried out with the aid of a model representing

a vertical section of a hopper, as shown in fig. 1 ; the

front consisted of a sheet of glass, on which were ruled

squares to serve as datum marks, and the side walls were

of sheet steel, either straight or curved, and could be placed

at various inclinations. The substance used for the

experiments consisted of sand of two colours, which was

Fig. 1.

—

Experimental Model of Hoppeb.

charged into the hopper in layers, either vertical or hori-

zontal, so as to indie ite the progressive deformations of the

originally parallel slices. The opening at the base of the

hopper could be regulated to any desired width.

The accompanying illustrations, sketched from photo-

graphs of the experimental hopper, show clearly that it is

always the uppermost layer which moves from the periphery

towards the centre of the hopper, where it gradually sinks,

whilst the next following layer tends to flow over it, and this

holds good, no matter whether the orifice is large or small,

the ^walls more or less inclined, straight, convex, or

coil in a bunker, and noting the moment when the whitened

pieces appear at the outlet.

It has also been observed, when vertical iron pipes are

driven deeply into the coal in a bunker, for the accom-

modation of thermometers to ascertain the temperature in

the body of the coal, that these tubes remain vertical so long

as the bunker is not in great part emptied, because the

surface layer alone slides past them without dragging them
with it, the mass of the coal remaining motionless and con-

tinuing to hold the pipes in their original vertical position,

until the discharge of the coal eventually removes their

support. The face that the sloping walls of bunkers when
empty show little evidence of friction further indicates that

only the very last particles have slid upon them.

To summarise : Tne column of matter which stands upon
the outlet is the first to be discharged ; then the successive

surface layers, and finally the parts that were at the bottom

but against the walls and not immediately over the outlet.

To provide against the formation of voids in the mass,

due to the jamming and arching of the larger pieces, which it

is often awkward to get rid of, the best plan is to put the

discharge valve at the very bottom of the hopper without

any throat, and to give the outlet the full width of the base

of the funnel ; otherwise the pieces of coal find eupport in

the dead angles at the bottom of the hopper and stay there,

holdiDg up those above them.

THE PREDETERMINATION OF THE
PERFORMANCE OF DYNAMO-ELECTRIC

MACHINERY.

By Pbof. MILES WALKEE, M.I.E.E.

(Abetract of Paper read before the Instituton op Electrical
Engineers, January lSth, 1916 )

Almost every eleotrical designer has hiB own particular method
of calculating a machine and arriving roughly at its performance.

Some of these methods are exceedingly Bhort, the figures covering

not more than a sheet of note-paper ; others are exceedingly

elaborate, occupying some 10 or 15 chetts of foolscap.

Our ability to foretell the performance of an electrical machine,

whether it be an alternating-current or continuou»ourrent gene-

rator or motor, or a rotary converter, depends in the main npon
our ability to calculate :

—

Figs. 2—6.—Diagrams showing the Sliding of Grains in the Case of Vertical Layers.

Figs. 7—11.—Diagrams showing the Sliding of Grains in the Case of Horizontal Layers.

concave ; the sand resting in the neighbourhood of the

walls does not move until it becomes a surface layer, owing

to the descent of all that has previously covered it. It

is only when the walls are very sharply inclined that the

whole of the mass of sand commences moving, and this is

not a prac ical case, such a hopper being excessively high in

comparison with its capacity.

Small coal, coke, &c, obeys the same laws, as one can

easily prove by whitening with chalk the surface layer of the

1. The magnetising current ;

2. The armature reaction
;

3. The losses in copper and iron
;

4. The temperature rise ;

and, in the case of commutating machines,

5. The commutating conditions.

The last of thuse headings requires a paper to itself, so that this

pap^r will only deal with the first four.

Whatever the machine m*y be—alternating-current or con-

tinuoui-current generator, induction motor, or rotary converter

—

the methods of calculating these quantities are in the main the
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same. It ia therefore possible to have one general method of cal-

culation for all these machines ; and if such a general method
could be established it would greatly simplify the work of the

student of design.

The methods of design described in text-books and in artioles

published in the technical journals, can be broadly divided into two
classes :

—

1. Those which take as the basis of the design the total flux per

pole : and
2. Those which take as the basis the maximum flux density in

the air-gap.

In many cases where the total flux per pole is taken as the

starting point, the calculation proceeds on lines somewhat similar

to those employed in the calculation of transformers. For instance,

in calculating the electromotive force generated in the armature,

one writes
E, = K,/S* X 1<TS ... (1)

where J is the frequency, s the number of turns, * the flux per

pole, and K< a coefficient depending upon the field-form and coil

breadth.

On the other hand, where the flux density in the a'r-gap ia the

initial quantity kept in view, the formula for the voltage gene-

rated in a single conductor takes the form

r, = t B ( x 1G"8 .... (2)

where » is the velooity in centimetres per second, B the flax

density in the air-gap, and I the length of iron in centimetr«s.

The first method has the advantage that, after fixing K,, it only

dealB with the total flux, without troubling about the distribution

of the lines of force in the air-gap ; but this very feature limits

its application to those cases where we are content to know the

mean electromotive force generated. The first formula is, there-

fore, not so generally applicable as the Becond one, which gives us

a more complete visualisation of what is happening under each

pole.

It is possible to have a combination of these methods, which
preserves the advantages of both. Suppose we have a rotor Bur-

rounded by the s'ator, as in an induction motor, but that the flux

in the gap, imtead of changing from point to point along the

periphery, is of one sign and distributed uniformly, jast as it is in

a homopolar machine. If B is the flax density in the air gap, r the

radius of the rotor in centimetres, and vp> the speed in revolutions

per second, then the total flux passing into the rotor will be

B x2ir), and the total flax cut per second b x 2 t r I vpl .

Writing A g for the total working surface of the armature (the

area of the gap space) = 2 r r I, we have the electromotive force

eg generated in one conductor :

—

e, = A, B Bp, X 10
-8 .... (3)

or e, = A,BBpm X (1/60) X 1G~" . . (4)

The expression Af B gives us the magnetic loading of the frame.

If now, instead of a uniform air-gap and a constant flax density,

we have salient poles and a flax density varying from point to point

along the gap, the formula for the average electromotive force

generated in the conductor becomes

ff = k> x A, B X vpm X (1/60) X 10
-8

. . (5)

where K/ is a coefficient depending on the ratio of the pole-arc to -

the pole-pitch. This coefficient, Ey, is, in fact, equal to the ratio of

the area of the carve representing the field-form to the area of the

rectangular field-form which we should have if the pole-arc were
equal to the pole-pitch and the air-gap were perfectly uniform.

Where a number of conductors, z,, are connected in series, as in the

armature of a continuous-current generator, the formula for the

total electromotive force generated becomes

E, = K> X A, B X Z, X -Blm X (1/60) X 10"8
. (6)

Here A, b is the ideal magnetic loading of the frame ; that is to

say, the magnetic loading which we could have if the pole aTc

were equal to the pole-pitcb. The coefficient k> informs us what
fraction of this ideal magnetic loading we have in the machine in

question.

In the case of an alternating-current generator, the formula for

the electromotive force can still take the same form as (6), but we
must introduce a new coefficient, K e , to take into account not only

the area and shape of the field-lorm, but also the width of the

phase-band of armature conductors, the taking of the square root

of mean square value of the voltage, and the ratio of the number
of conductors in series per phase to the total number, z„, of the

conductors on the armature. Thus, for an alternating-current

generator or motor we have

es
= k. x bp„, x z, X A g b x (1/60) X 10~"

. (7)

By the use of a suitable ooeffioient, Kf ,
this formula can be used

for the electromotive force generated in any dynamo-electric

machine ; and for general use it has the following advantages in

its favour :

—

1. The formula contains the term B, representing the maximum
value of the flax density in the air-gap, and for many reasons it is

well to have this quantity continually before us.

2. The expression A g B, the maximum flux density multiplied by
the total area of the active surface of the armature, has a fairly

definite maximum value for a given frame or carcass ; so that if

we are familiar with our frame we know by a glonce at our calcu-

lation to what extent we are making good use of the material.

For instanoe, if we have an armature of an alternating-current

generator having a diameter of 150 cm. and a length of 30 cm.,

then A, = tt X 150 X 30 = 14,160 ; and if we know from experi-

ence that B in the air-gap cannot be made higher than 10.000C G.S.

lines per sq. cm., the maximum value of Ag b for that frame would
be 14 X 10

As this quantity, A s B, is almost independent of the number of
poles, the designer soon comes to know the value it should have
for any particular frame, and is able to judge at a glance how far

he is utilising the magnetic circuit. «>< s

3. The maximum flux density in the teeth can be found by
dividing A g is by the total section of all the teeth. This is a
shorter and more convenient method than that employed where
the total flux per pole is taken as the basis of calculation. In
the latter case it is necessary to make an estimate of the virtual

number of teeth per pole, and this ia not a simple matter when the

pole is bevelled.

4. The coefficient K,- has a certain recognised maximnm value

for a certain kind of machine. Thus, for a three-phase generator,

K e may be equal to 0'4. If it has a lower value in any calculation

under consideration (as may be the case where the pole-aro is a
small fraction of the pole-pitch), the designer's attention is called

to that ciroumstance. - s*1

5. If we multiply both sides of Equation 7 by l„, the current

in the armature conductors, we get a formula for the output, con-

taining the two expressions :

—

a. B, the magnetic loading ; and
la z«, the current loading.

Both these quantities being clearly before us during our con-

sideration of alternative designs, we can observe how one decreases

and the other increases in the fight for room whioh occurs between

iron and copper.

Any general method of design should in its nuclear form be

exceedingly short, and capable of reaching rough results in the

course of a few minutes. At the Bame time it should be capable

of developments which lead to more accurate results at any stage

of the calculation. Moreover, a general system of calculation

should be founded upon sound principles and not merely built

upon empirical rules. A method of calculation which, though
rough, is based on arguments that must be right from the very

nature of things, helps the designer in the habit of forming rapid

mental estimates ; whereas an empirical rule, however often it

may be applied, never gives its UBer the faculty of rapidly esti-

mating with approximate accuracy, because it does not take into

account all the factors that determine the result. A busy designer

would never get through his work if he stopped to calculate every-

thing. He guesses a great deal, or makes rapid mental estimates

of quantities ; he baa not time to calculate. He is never justified

in so guessing unless he knows with fair accuracy the limits of

his possible error, and knows that with that error he would still

have a machine which would comply with its specification. This

faculty of guesBing, when properly carried out, ia really a process

of rapid mental calculation based upon many machines calculated

and tested in the past.

In moat designing offices, calculation sheets are provided. The

K/ 10 1-5 20 2-5 ^0 3-5

S

mui-t-
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one Byatem of calculation is employed for all machines, one printed
form can be employed for all ; and there is a distinct advantage
in this, because an improvement in method or an increase of
rating can thereby be more readily extended from one class of
machine to another.
The procees of plotting the field-form of a salient-pole machine

in cases where it is unnecessary to take account of the saturation
of the teeth ia fairly simple. In oaseB where the teeth of the field-

magnet are tapered an i highly saturated, the matter is somewhat
more difficult. The following remarks relate to the case of a
2,700-k.v.a. three-phase turbo-generator, having a rotor 59 cm. in
diameter and 115 cm. in length, with 32 slots spaced as if there
were 42, each polar projection occupying the space of five slots

which are uncut.

The method proposed by W. B. Hird* for dealing with taper
teeth may be employed with advantage. Curves plotted somewhat
after the manner proposed by Mr. Hird are shown in fig. 1. In
order to allow for the magnetic flux which leaks along the slot and
the ventilating duct, it is necessary to have a number of curves,

while to apply Hird's method to the upper part of the tooth. It is
sufficient to take the mean density, and find the ampere-turns per
centimetre from the magnetisation curve of the iron. To find the
ampere-turns on the part D E, we find the value of f h d\\ for the
value of B( at D, and the value of/ B dB for the value of Bi at the
section E

;
the difference, divided by the difference between the

values of it,, gives the ampere-turns per centimetre, and hence the
ampere-tums for the part of the tooth from D to E ; so that the
total ampere-turns on the tooth are obtained. This is set off from
the thick dotted air-gap line in fig. 2, and gives ns a point on the
" air-gap and tooth-saturation" curve. Similarly, for B„ = 6,000
and 6,500, the ampere-turns are found, and, adding these figures
to the ampere-turns on the air-gap, we get the " air-gap and tooth -

saturation " curve shown by curve P in fig. 2.

The saturation curve for the polar projection may be obtained in
the same way, except that in this case it is necessary to take into
accjunt the leakage flux, which may be estimated by any of the
known methods. The magnetisation curve for this part is shown by
the curve G in fig. 2.

'
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ampere-turns required to allow for the saturation of the polar

projeotion at full load. To find the ampere-turns at full load and

8 power factor one has recourse to a graphic construction.

The method of calculating the value of K,, when the field-form

and the arrangement of the armature conductors are given, can

be illustrated by working out this coefficient for the 2,700-k.v.a.

turbo-generator the field-form of which is given in fig 3.

In this case we have a three-phase, star-connected armature, so

that the voltage between two terminals is that generated in a

band of conductors occupying two-thirds of the pole-pitch. It

will in general be found sufficient to calculate K, as if there were

12 slots per pole, since a larger number of slots per pole does not

sensibly affect the result. The pole-pitch is divided into 12 partB,

six of which are marked off by little circles in the half field-form

shown in fig 3. We begin by taking values proportional to tho

flux density in the gap opposite aDy group of eight circles, which

may be taken to represent the eight conductors lying in the band :

the sum of these gives a figure proportional to the instantaneous

voltage. When the field-magnet has moved through the space of

one conductor, the voltage generated is proportional to the sum
of a new set of values, and by a successive process of addition and

subtraction, we obtain figures proportional to the voltage

generated in the phase-band, which are plotted as shown in curve

w, fig. 5 ; they give the wave-form of the electromotive force

generated between the terminals of the three-phase star-connected

winding.
The next step is to Fquare the values of the ordinates of curve w,

and plot them to some convenient scale, as Bhown in curve s. Now
the value of K, is the ratio of the virtual value of the voltage

actually generated in the eight conductors, with the field-form

shown in fig. 3, to the value of the voltage that one would get in

a homopolar machine having a flux density equal to the maximum
in fig. 5, with 12 conductors in series. In order to avoid any

question of the scales to which fig. 5 is plotted, one may adopt the

following plan : 12 conductors would have a generated voltage

proportional to 12 X 700 = 8,400. The square of this is 7056 X
10 c

. Plot this squared voltage, as shown by the dotted line in

fig. 5, to a scale j^th of that used for the curve s. A planimeter

run round curve s gives a reading 1,322 ; a planimeter run round

the dotted rectangle gives 800 ; this multiplied by 10 gives 8,600.

Therefore the ratio of the square root of the mean square value

of the voltage which is generated in the eight conductors to the

Equare root of the mean square value which would be generated

in a homopolar machine having 12 conductors is -J (1,322/8,600)

= 0'3»2 = K... This method is applicable to any arrangement of

conductors.

In considering the armature reaction of a polyphase armature,

we have to take into account not only the back magnetomotive

force which it exerts, but also the back voltage that is generated

in the winding by the leakage flux which passes across the slots

and around the end-windings. A great deal has been written upon
the method of calculating thi? leakage flux.

The calculation of the amount of effective leakage across the

slots is most easily carried out by means of the foimnla X,, = ',
. A r/i,

where h r is the depth of the slot after a deduction has been

made for the thickness of the insulation between the copper and
the bottom of the slot, and b is the breadth of the slot. By Xj we
denote the lines across the slot per centimetre of axial length of

slot for unit magnetomotive force. To this must be added the

leakage across the mouth of the slot.

Whether the slot is open or semi-closed, the permeance across

the mouth of the Blot can be found from fig. 6. This figure is bo

constructed that a designer can tell at once from inspection the

effect of changes in the shape of the lips upon the permeance. The
shape of the lip is indicated by shading, as shown in the figure,

and the shading may extend either to the Jine o a as shown, or to

the line D C, or to the line 0'2 b. The position of the small face^»

may be varied, so that the fraction (mouth of slot)/(width of Blot)

has any value between zero and 1. At whatever joint we choose

to draw^), it is only necessary to continue up the vertical line from

p, as shown in the figure, until it cuts one of the curves c', a', or

b', corresponding to the depth of the lip, and we can at once read

off the permeance X,„ per centimetre of axial length of Blot. For
example, in fig. 6 the lip is supposed to be of the shape indicated

by the shading, the value of (mouth of slot)/(width of slot) being
0'375. If we carry up the perpendicular from p to the curve a',

we find that the permeance in c.o.s. lines per cm. length of iron

is 98. Had the lip been of a deeper design, bo as to extend up to

the dotted line D c, we should have carried our perpendicular up
to the dotted curve c', and the permeance would then be found to

be 1'2. If the lip is of a special shape, or has the angle of one of

its faces different from that shown in the figure, it is easy to

sketch on our figure a lip having the same permeance and having
face angles enabling fig. 6 to be instantly applied.

When calculating the leakage due to the rotor slot, it is con-

venient to multiply the sum of Xj and X,„, obtained in the way
shown in the last example, by the ratio (No. of stator Blots) :

<No. of rotor slots). This enables the result to be added directly

to the stator permeance, and the total leakage can be calculated

from the number of ampere wires in the stator slot.

For roughly estimating the zig-zag leakage, a simple rule is

given here, which works well enough in practice.

The reluctance of the path of the zig-zag leakage is in the main
proportional to the length of the air-gap. The width of the path
changes as the teeth change their relative positions. If we assume
that the dimensions of the teeth and the months of the slots are

such as one generally finds in practice, it is possible, roughly, to

take into account the changing width of the leakage path by
means of a coefficient, K; , and we may write

\ = k3 x \ pitch of slot x 1 /(length of gap x k„),

where X. denotes the lines of zig-zag leakage per centimetre axial

length of slot, for unit magnetomotive force applied across the

mouth of a stator slot. The values of K; which may ordinarily

be employed in practice are given in fig. 7 as a function of the

ratio (No. of stator slots) : (No. of rotor slots). ,

If we now add together the permeances due to the stator slot,

the rotor slot, and the zigzag path per centimetre of axial leDgth,

and multiply by twice the length of iron, we arrive at an approxi-

mate figure for the permeance of the pith of magnetic leakage
from one pole, so far as the first three parts of the leakage above
referred to are concerned. Leaving out of account for the moment
the leakage due to the end-windings, we can get the leakage in

the iron paths in C.G.S. lines per pole by multiplying the total

permeance calculated above by the maximum ampere-wires per

slot and by 1'257.

• The only reilly accurate way of finding the value of the end
leakage of an induction motor is by experiment on the wind'ng in

question. If we have two motors built on the same frame with
the same type of winding, but one machine much longer than the

other, we can, by measuring the short-circuit current on each
machine, calculate with some accuracy what part of the leakage

reactance in each machine is due to the end-windings. When
once this has been ascertained it can be put on record and the

figure used in similar cases. A simple method of finding roughly
the amount of end leakage that may be expected on a given
machine is given in the paper. The whole matter is so compli-

cated by accidental circumstances that it is useless to attempt any
accurate calculation.

The methods of calculating the copper losses in electiical

machines are fairly well standardised. So far as the iron losses in

the machine are concerned, it is impossible to determine these

beforehand with any degree of accuracy. Experience shows that

two machines, built to exactly the same drawings, and, so far as can
be ascertained, with the same care, will have widely differing iron

losses, owiDg to small accidtnts in the handling of the iron stamp-
ings. It is, therefore, not worth while to mtke a very elaborate

calculation of iron losses ; many engineers use a curve giving the

combined hysteresis and eddy-current losses per cubic centimetre

°'5TTTTTT
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than the square of the flax density. This end-plate loos should
really be allowed for separately, as its amount will depend upon
factors different from those taken into account in calculating the
true iron loss. A good deal of experimental work still remains to

bs done before we can formulate a method of calculating these end-
plate losses.

Where special silioon steel is employed, the losses may be reduced
by 40 per cent, when working at a flux density of 10,000 persq. cm.,

at a frfquenoy of 60 cycles, the thiokness of the iron being 0'05 cm.
Predetermination of Temperature lime.—In a previous paper

before the Institurion, the present author, in conjunction with
Mr. H. D. Symons,* gave certain rules for the predetermination of
the temperature rise in various parts of electrical machines ; since
that time further experiments have been made, particularly in con-
nection with the passage of heat from the walls of ventilating
ducts to the air passing along the ducts, and also in connection
with the cooling of field coils.

Experiments with ducts indicate that the specifio cooling
constant is dependent not only upon the mean velocity of the air

through the duct, but also upon the character of the motion of the
air. The cooling conditions for the same amount of air passed
through the duct may be three or four times as great where
there are considerable eddies as where the air moves in even
stream-lines. This circumstance makes experiments upon the
specific cooling constant in ventilating ducts somewhat difficult

and inconclusive, and is the cause of the wide divergencies in the
results obtained by different experimenters.

In order to arrive at more definite values, the author and Mr.
W. H. Blythe made a number of experiments with various kinds
of ducts over a considerable range of air velocity and under vary-
ing conditions. The results of these experiments are contained in
a contribution presented to the Institution.

These results can be Bhortly stated as follows :— If we denote the
flow of heat from the walls of the ventilating duct, expressed in
watts per square centimetre per degree C. difference of temperature
between wall and air. by the symbol /<„, then we find that over a
wide range of speed h, — K„ e, where v is the mean velocity of the
air in the duct measured in metres per second, and K, is a constant
depending on the character of the duct. K„ is very much affected

by the amount of batting of the air in the duct. A circular duct
2 in. in diameter gave a value of k,. as low as 000033 when the air
passed through with long steady stream lineB, but the addition of
dbAUs brought the value up to 0011. For ordinary flat ducts about
i in. wide it would seem that the constant K, may be anything
from 0'0005 to 0014, depending on the amount of eddy currents
in the air in passing along the duct. Where the ducts are dirty,
the value of K„ may be very much lower still.

The cooling of the iron of the stator is considerably helped by
the conduction of the heat into the cast-iron frame, from which it

is passed by radiation and convection to the Burrounding air. It
is generally impossible to make an accurate calculation of the
amount of this conduction. The author has found that with
ordinary box-type cast-iron frames, with the punchings dovetailed
into the cast-iron, to allow 0'15 watt per square centimetre is

suitable where a temperature rise of 40° C. is permissible.

Amongst other applications the device may be used for the
detection of electromagnetic waves ; a telephone relay for weak
electric currents ; a thermostat for the regulation of temperature

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS,

AND PLANT.

A Photoelectric Relay.

The sensitive photoelectric relay illustrated herewith, which
may be used for various scientific and technical purposes, consists
of a glass tube 6 cm. in diameter and 19 cm. in length, in which
the aluminium plate d' can be moved toward the wire net B by
means of a magnet acting on the iron cylinder B. A little rubidium
is distilled in the vacuum through the side tube v on the plate d',

whioh in this way can be uniformly covered with the alkali metal.
Hydrogen will then be admitted and the surface of the alkali
metal rendered sensitive by means of l;he glow discharge. The
hydrogen will be replaced by argon until the sensitiveness is a
maximum. The light of an incandesoent lamp at a distance of
50 cm. passes through the two wire nets B and c and liberates the
electrons in the position D from the rubidium-hj drogeu. These
electrons move under the influence of a small potential difference
from D to B, where they enter the electric field between c
and B, which is so Btrong that ionisation by collision takes
place. Through this process the current between B and c becomes
very large. The currents between u B and b c can be varied within
wide limits by a variation of the pressure and of the distances
between the electrodes.

In the course of experiments oonducted in the physics laboratory
of the University of Illinois, Urbana, the distance between B and c
was kept constant, about 5 mm., while the distance between D and
B was varied from 3 mm. to 30 mm. The primary or photo-
electric current between D and B varied from 3 x 10 10 to 10 '

amp., and the Beoondary or ionisation current from 10-' to 10 '

amp. The maximum secondary current was sufficient to close
an ordinary relay. The secondary voltage required for the maxi-
mum current was 136 volts. A further increase of this tension
produces a glow disoharge whioh persists even when the primary
current is interrupted. This apparatus thus acts as a relay, a weak
primary current closing the circuit of a relatively strong secondary
current.

* Journal I.E.E., Vol. 48, p. 647, 1912.

Fig. I.

—

Sensitive Photoelectric Relay.

within a very small fraction of a degree ; and a light sensitive
relay, in lecture experiments performed by means of this relay a
beam of light has been made to ring a bell or to turn on a group of
incandeacent lamps.—Jacob Kuiz, in the Electrical World.

New Ultra-violet Lamp.
It is reported that a Mr. Simpson, who waB experimenting with

rare metals, recently discovered that the light emanating from an
arc between certain oreB possessed powerful therapeutic qualities,

grenter than those of the Fineen lamp, as it is richer in ultra-

violet rays. Investigations are in progress at St. Bartholomew's
Hospital, London, and the results obtained so far have been very
promising.

LEGAL

Re Cedes Electric Traction, Ltd.

A debbnture-holders' action by the Austrian Daimler Motor
Co., Ltd., against the Cedes Electric Traction, Ltd., was mentioned
to Mr. Justice Neville in the Chancery Division on Friday last,

upon a motion by the plaintiffs for the appointment of a receiver

and manager.
Mr. Dighton Pollock, for the plaintiffs, said that the ground

of the motion was jeopardy. A petition to wind up the Cedes Co.

was down for hearing on Tuesday, and it would be necessary to

find money to pay this week's wages.
Mr. Ward Coldridge, K.C., for the defendant company, said

there was sufficient money at the bank to pay the full amount of

the company's indebtedness and the wages, but the petition had
created a difficulty in getting at this money. The company had
important and remunerative contracts running.

His Lordship appointed a receiver and manager with liberty to

borrow enough to pay the week's wages if necessary ; but he
recommended the parties to lay their heads together and come to

some agreement, so that the petition could be got rid of before

Tuesday.

Alleged Fraudulent Tramway Claim.

• Mr Justice Scrutton in the King's Bench Division, on January
13th, entered judgment for the London County Council in a claim
for damages by Henry Barker, of Tottenham, for injuries alleged

to have been received in a tramway mishap. The jury held that

the claim was a fraudulent one from beginning to end.

It was stated that a collision occurred betweeen the car in which
Barker was a passenger and another car at Ponder'a End, on June
11th, 1914. The plaintiff alleged that a fellow passenger weighing
19 stone was thrown on to him, causing concuasion of the spine

and other injuries.

On the application of counsel for the defendants, Mr. Justice

Scrutton ordered the papers in the case to be impounded for further
consideration.

Wynstanley, r. Macartney, McElroy k Co., Ltd.

Mr. Justice Scrutton, in the King's Bench Division, on January
12th, gave judgment in this action, which was heard last term.

He gave plaintiff £100 damages for the wrongful dismissal from
the directorship. He gave judgment for the defendants for £800,
£90 and £4S which the plaintiff had obtained from the company,
while the defendants failed in their counterclaim for £35 and
£192 and 200 Malta Tramway shares. As each side had partly

succeeded, he would save them expense by holding that each should
pay their own costs. Concluding, his Lordship expressed his great
regret that a part of the burden of this litigation would fall on
infant shareholders whoBe interests had been entrusted to unfaith-
ful and incompetent people. He hoped means would be found to

remove some of that burden to the directors, and especially to Mr.
Frank Macartney, who, since his father's death, had muoh to

answer for. He was quite unfit to hold the position of director

of the defendant or any other oompany.
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Munitions Couet Cases.

At the Rochdale Munitions Court on the 6th inRt., a labourer at

the Rochdale electricity works asked for a leaving certificate,

which he alleged had been withheld. He stated that he had been

discharged on December 22 ad, and had been unable to get employ-
ment elsswhere because he had not the certificate. The borough
electrical engineer, Mr. C. C. Atchison, said the request for a certi-

ficate had not reached him, or he would have granted one. He
agreed to give applicant a leaving certificate and a monetary grant
for the mistake.

At the same Court another employe at the Roohdale electricity

works—a turner—desired a leaving certificate in order that he
might do work of a more particular character in the manufacture
of munitions. He said he worked on a lathe only five hours a day,

and, being a rheumatic subject, the steam and heat affected his

health. Mr. Atchison said the works supplied electricity to

important works. He waB willing to release the applicant as

Boon as he could be replaced. The application was eventually

withdrawn on the understanding that the certificate should be
given within a month.

Before the Oldham Munitions Tribunal last week, Mepsrs.

Ferranti, Ltd., lodged a complaint against five youths who
" did not work diligently under the rules." It appeared that
at 6 o'clock one morning the five youths were found by
the night watchman playing cards by the light of a candle.

They had been on the night shift, and Bhould have gone away at

7 a.m. Three of the lads said they were not playing for money,
another said he had merely stopped to watch the play, and the
fifth said they were playing banker for money. The youth who
said he had merely stayed to watch was let off, and the remainder
were fined 5s. each.
Another case at the same Court concerned George W. Sugden,

a crane-driver employed by Messrs. J. P. Hall & Co., electrical

engineers. Sugden aBked for a leaving certficate, his case

being that when he started as a spare man, on November 9th,

he understood that his commencing wages of 23s. were to be
increased to 27s. if he agreed to take the job on permnnently. He
now found he would have to wait six months for a rise, and as he
had an offer of 35s. a week, he wanted to leave to better himself.

He complained also that his present work was injurious to his health
and eyesight. Mr. Hall (for the firm) said that the man had been
engaged entirely on important work. He was not a spare man at
all, and his wages were started at 23?., and would advance to 27s.

which was the standard. It was also alleged against Sugden
that he had done things with a view to getting discharged,

one instance cited being that he ran a load over some men who
were working, which was oontrary to the rules. Mr. W. Sellers

(chairman) asked how a man could be indispensable who was only
worth 238. per week. Mr. Hall : He is one of the links in the chain
forming an indispensable whole. There is no man indispensable
if you put it that way. Mr. Hall added that they would have
difficulty in replacing this man, and it would take a week or a
fortnight to teach a man. Sugden's application was granted.
The question whether the electricians in a Govan shipyard

Bhould receive an allowance for the half-hour tea interval when
ordered to work overtime was raised last week at a Local Munitions
Tribunal in Glasgow. The case was raised at the instance of
Messrs. Alexander Stephen & Sons, shipbuilders, Linthouse, who
charged a number of their workmen with having, on December
22nd, infringed the rules of the Munitions Act by refusing to work
after 7.30 p.m. unless they were paid for their tea interval, con-
trary to the practice of the establishment.

Mr. Biggart appeared for the firm, while Mr. A. Stewart, Elec-
trical Trades Union, represented the men.

According to a Scottish paper, it was Btated in the course of the
evidence for the prosecution that the men, who were electricians,

had declined to work overtime unless they were paid for the half-

hour tea interval. After being informed that the matter would be
referred to the Munitions Tribunal they still refused.—In answer
to the men's agent, the foreman electrician, who had given the
order to work overtime, said the men refused to work overtime
unless they received payment for the tea interval. In the presence
of witnesses the electricians were asked individually to work over-
time, and witnesB had found out that the majority of them were
perfectly willing to work, but said " they were on the horns of a
dilemma," as they had been instructed by the Union not to work
without payment for the tea interval.

—

Me. Stewart remarked
that this matter was irrelevant to the case, but the Chaibman
held that it was an answer to a question.—For the defence, a work-
man said he was employed with a firm who did sub-contracting
work for Messrs. Stephen, and he received payment for the tea
interval.—Ms. Stewart said this was a case for arbitration, and
the workmen were prepared to go to arbitration on the question.
They had endeavoured to have a conference on the subject with
the employers, but had been refused. He thought the men should
be dismissed, pending arbitration.

The Court found that the charge against the men had been
proved, and fined each of them 10s., payable in two weekly instal-

ments to be deducted from their wages.

electrical energy for five years, but recently the Corporation had
sent a letter threatening to cut off the supply of energy during
certain hours.

Mr. Wheeler, for the defendant Corporation, said there was a

difficult question of law to be decided on the contract, and this

could best be dealt with at the trial. Until then the Corporation
would give an undertaking in the terms of the order made over
that day.
His Lordship : I remember the case, and I think your clients

are acting rightly.

Mr. Wheeler : I will not discontinue or curtail the supply at

any time during the night or day ; but plaintiffs should give an
undertaking that if defendants succeed at the trial they will pay
for power supplied to them at the same rate as other consumers.
His Loedship : I don't like that form of undertaking. Let it

be in the usual form.

Cecil Hodges k Co., Ltd., v. Ellis & Ward.

In the City of London Court, on January 17th, before Sir John
Paget, Bart., K.C., Deputy Judge, an action which had been
remitted from the High Court of Justice, was brought by plaintiffs

against defendants, to recover £96 for an electric lighting installa-

tion at Bristol. Mr. Clements appeared for the plaintiffs, and Mr.
Lincoln Reed for the defendants. Mr. Clements said in respect of

the claim £69 had been paid into Court in respect of switchboards and
electrical appliances, and there was no dispute about the delivery of

the goods, but the defendants said they were entitled to set off £27,
and counter-claim for £24, because certain goods were not supplied

that ought to have been supplied, or work which ought to have
been done had not been done. They further said they had to

employ men and had to make temporary arrangements for power
fuses and lighting fuses, and go to other expense in travelling

from Bristol to London. Mr. Reed said a large number of ivorine

labels ordered had not yet been delivered. Mr. Clements said the

whole contract was based upon a quotation of December 11th,

1914. Full details of the contract were given, and in the course

of the hearing Mr. Cecil Hodges, the managing director of the
plaintiff company, was called. He said that they still had some
labels to be sent. They did not get the instructions for them until

a long time after they had the instructions for the boards. Great
delay was cansed by the Government war work, which was being
done by the foundry people. They had not to do the drillings in

the switchboards. He had never heard a word about the defendants
having, as now alleged, to get temporary plant and make journeys

to London, until the present proceedings. It was an oversight on
his part not to tell the defendants that he could not execute the

order within four weeks when the alterations were made. No
doubt the defendants wanted quick delivery, and they did the best

they could in the circumstances. The reason why 97 labels were
not supplied was because they had been overlooked. Mr. Reed
urged that after that admission plaintiffs could not recover at all

becauEe the contract was indivisible and plaintiffs had not fulfilled

it. The Deputy Judge ruled against that contention. Mr. David
Dalrymple, foundry manager, Wolverhampton, said he made the

iron cases for the plaintiffs. The work was very much delayed

because of important work. Mr. Ellis said it was very important

that the labels should be put on the fuses, as everything was done
by motor in the factory in question. It was all electrical work.
At present they were incomplete. For the defence evidence was
called to show that the plaintiffs had not carried out their work
according to specification. The result was that the defendants

had got the work done elsewhere at an expense which was now
counter-claimed for. The Deputy Judge said he quite realised the

importance of labels being put on the switches, and that the

haphazard method adopted by the defendants with high-power
machinery was very unsatisfactory. He held that the plaintiffs

were entitled to recover £69 paid into Court, but no more. He
gave them judgment for that amount on the claim, without costs,

and he awarded the defendants £24, with costs on the counter-

claim, that being the amount of expenses they had been put to in

consequence of the plaintiffs not carrying out their contract.

Taylor & Faeley r. The West Bbomwich Cobpobation

This case was again before Mr. Justice Neville in the Chancery
Division on Friday.
Mr William Mackenzie, for the plaintiffs, said that in this

case his Lordship had granted an interim injunction over the day,
restraining the Corporation from discontinuing or curtailing the
supply of electrical energy for power to the plaintiffs. By an
agreement made in 1912, the plaintiffs were entitled to a supply of

Consolidated Diesel Engine Manufacturers, Ltd.

The summons in the liquidation of this company which asked for

the appointment of an additional liquidator with Sir William Peat

again came before Mr. Justice Astbury in the Companies
Winding-up Court ; the former hearing was in November.
Mr. H. Cozens-Hardy, K.C., said the application was on bebal;

of three members of the committee of inspection of five, who wen
of opinion that the liquidation should not be solely in the hands ci

Sir William Peat. They made no reflection on the personal

integrity of that gentleman, but they thought it was undesirable

that he should remain in sole control. On the suggestion of his

Lordship, a meeting of shareholders was held on December 1st for

the purpose of expressing their wishes in the matter. On a large

poll 207,333 votes were recorded in favour of the sole control by

Sir William Peat, 30.000 in favour of an additional liquidator, and

135,000 in favour of his removal. That amounted to a majority

of five to four in favour of Sir William Peat's continuance alone.

If one firm's holding was deducted from the figures, the result

would be seven for and eight against his continuance alone. It

was said that there was a large claim against this firm, and that

their votes ought to be deducted.

His Lordship said he had received a message from the Official

Receiver that Sir William Peat would have no objection to the

appointment of a joint liquidator if his Lordship approved of that
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Mb. Martelli, K.C. (for Sir William Pe»t), said the views of

the majority should be given effect to. They did not desire a change,

and Sir William Peat did not object to an additional liquidator " if

the shareholders desired it."

His Lordship, in giving his decision, expressed his surprise that

Sir William Peat did not come to the conclusion in his own
intere-ts that there should be a co-liquidator. He, however, saw
no kind of case for removing him, and he had no jurisdiction to

adversely appoint a co-liquidator unless he re-summoned the

original meetings in the winding-up. That he did not intend to

do. He had no alternative, though he regretted it, but to act

npon the decision of the small majority of shareholders and to

refuse the application. As, however, it was a perfectly proper

summons to bring, his Lordship ordered the costs of all parties to

be costs in the liquidation.

ELECTRICAL PRECIPITATION OF SMOKE
AND DUST.

In re Barton-Wright.

Before Mr. Justice Sorutton, in the King's Bench Division last

week, application was made on behalf of a judgment creditor,

Mrs. Beattie, for E. W. Ba-ton-Wright, electro- therapeutic specialist,

Oxford Street, to show cause why he should not liquidate a judg-

ment d"bt of £221 by instalments. The evidence, as reported in

the Timet, showed that defendant was advertising in certain

journals that the rush of patients had necessitated an increase in

the number of his dressing rooms. The Court ordered debtor to pay

£12 a month, but debtor Baid it was quite impossible—a remark
which drew from the judge the remark. " Then you will probably

go to prison if you do not pay !

"

Tinol Soldering Paste,

On Monday an application was made in the Patents Court, set up
to deal with the patents of alien enemies, before the Controller,

Mr. Temple Franks, and the Deputy Controller, Sir Cornelius

Dalton, by Messrs. Bi-Metals, Ltd., of 57, Lant Street, Southwark,

who asked for rights to use the trade-marks of Tinol in connection

with two German patents—Xos. 13,557 of 1903, and 17,024 of 1904

—under whijh they had been given licence to manufacture by the

Board of Trade.

Mr. Inskip, K.C, appeared for the applicants, and stated that the

patent No. 13 557 was registered by Jacob Callman, of 65, GitB-

chinerstratse, Berlin, and Rudolf B irmann, 26, Walterstrasse,

Berlin-Rixdorf. and claimed a method for intimately associating

finely powdered soft solder, such as tin or tin alloy, in a paste, with
a deoxidising agent like zinc chloride, or ammonium ohloride, or

both, and a thickening body such as cellulose, which burns easily

and leaves no trace.

The other patent, registered by Maximilian Leisel, of 10, Handel-
strasse, Kciln-am-Rhine, and Rudolf Kiipper, 7, Grandorferstrasse,

Bonn-Endenich, provided a substitute in electrical work for solder-

ing with resin and tin. In addition to the aqueous solution of

ammonium chloride, or chloride of zinc, or the double ohloride for

soft Bolder, it used borax, water-glass, or glaBs powder, for hard

Boldering, and met the three requirements of (1) a soldering- metal

in a fine state of division. (2) a flux which did not leave behind an
oxide residue to impair the joint, and (3) a neutral liquid organic

substance which did not evaporate until the soldering metal or

the flux had done its work. The soldering flux-chloride, or borax,

was mixed with glycerine, and the metallic powder or finely

comminuted metal. Tne neutral liquid organic substance pro-

tected the metal from oxidisation.

Mi:. Inskip explained to the Court that in October, 1914, the

applicants were the English agents for a German manufacturing
corporation. The Board of Trade had granted Bi-Metals, Ltd.,

the right themselves to manufacture under these patents, on
payment of a royalty of 10 per cent, on the gross selling

price. From the Patents Court had come the suggestion that

they should take the trade marks as well, and they were now
applying for them. As Belling agents in this country before the

war for the Kiippera Metallwerke Gesellachaft m.b.H., of Bonn-
am-Rhein, the applicants had the option to purchase the patent

rights. That option had expired before the war, and they had
then entered into negotiations to renew it. They, of course, had
no r-lations wi'.h the German firm now.
Mb Percy Good, a direct ir of the applicant firm, was asked

whether they had ever had any complaint of the efficiency of this

method compared with the old mode of soldering.

The Witness answered that they had had one coa>plaint since the

war broke out. That was when, for the purposes of munitions,

all the pure glycerine was required. Bi-Metals, Ltd., attempted to

manufacture with crude glycerine, and found that it did not answer.
Apart from the 2 cwt. or so made then, they had never had any
difficulty. They at once communicated with the authorities and
got leave to obtain all the pure glycerine they required. They
continued to receive repeat orders from engineering and other

firms which used the composition in all directions.

The Controller of Patents observed that very few trade-mark
rights had been granted by that Court, because he considered it

desirable that the marks should apply strictly to the articles with
which they had been as^o iated. Here, however, was a case

apparently in which this condition was fulfilled, and as Bi-Metals,

Ltd., were manufacturing in this country they wished to place the

label on the tins of paste, as had been done before the war. The
contents were identical. They would hear shortly from the Board
of Trade as to their application.

1

tlj deliveri A in New ¥ork, and reported in

.Mr. I.iw BRADLEY
stated that iii the application ot electricity to the recovery of

valuable by-products ;> California!] Dj P. G. Cottrell, bad
the science and the -•* t than anj

other individual.

The problems ol r< i particles sus-

pended therein were of great variei ted not only in

tiled industrial communities but also in sparsely
settled States. Beau ition of specific problems had
been rei north-eastern Canada, Cuba, Mexico,

Is and Maska, to say .nothing of inquiries from
across the 6eas. In New Xork < ity inquiries bad ranged from
the collection of diamond chips suspended in a small volume
of air up to the collection of cinders and small pieces ol coke
from gases arising from boilers under which about ii.ooo v ,,.,

of coal were burned < ire. It was obvious that the

saving of values was the object to be attained by collecting

the diamond chips, while in the latter case the cinders and
coke particles constituted a serious nuisance in the neigh-
bourhood.
Portland cement plants generally had severe dusl problems,

as they fed finely-ground materials into long cylindrical kilns

near the point where large volumes of gas were rapidrj

emerging, and in such a manner that the gases picked up a
large quantity of dust. Instances were known where the
quantity of dust from a cement plant approached from 200 to

400 tons per day, which was scattered broadcast over the
district surrounding the plant. At iron blast furnaces the
finely-divided ore was charged in such a way that dusting
was facilitated. Reports had been obtained which showed that

the total amount of iron ore and coke lost in this manner
amounted to a very large tonnage yearly, and this dust might
be worth from $3 to $3.50 per ton. Calculation had shown
that by removing the particles from the gases from one iron

blast furnace, without cooling the gases, the value of the con-

served heat energy might amount to about $25,000 per annum.
It w7as not unusual for a fair-sized smelter to waste 1,000

tons of sulphur daily by discharging it into the atmosphere
in the form of sulphur dioxide, notwithstanding the fact that
sulphur was a very necessary commodity.
Waste gases at smelteries and refineries also contained

metals and other elements, the. recovery of which often would
be warranted for the additional revenue wheh they would pro-

duce; investigations atone smeltery showed that metals having
a gross value of approximately $4,000 per day were being
discharged into the atmosphere.

In large brass foundries perhaps 3 per cent, of all the zinc

charged into the crucibles was burned oil or volatilised and
discharged into the atmosphere, thus constituting an economic
loss aggregating many thousands of dollars per annum. In
the production of metallic zinc from ore a considerable per-

centage of zinc was lost as fume.
At a sulphuric acid plant where a large quantity of acid

was concentrated in stills, investigation showed that 2 to 3

tons of sulphuric acid were being wasted daily as mist. At
another plant hydrochloric acid fames had been killing vegeta-

tion in an adjacent park, but at present the trees and shrubs
were thriving, as the acid fumes were being collected elec-

trically.

In ventilating modern public buildings, and even up-to-date

factory buildings, it was considered desirable to control the

temperature and humidity of the air and remove all dust,

bacteria, etc. In one recent installation it had been found
that by circulating 50,000 cu. ft. of air per minute in a closed

system, removing dust, etc., by electrical precipitation, the

saving in steam which would be required for preheating this

quantity of air in cold weather much more than paid a good
return on the investment. Here the primary object was con-
servation of steam.
With a proper arrangement of pipes or plates and wires

acting respectively as " collecting electrodes " and "discharge
electrodes," it was possible to produce a discharge of elec-

tricity from the wires to the pipes or plates through gases
present between them.

In electrical precipitations it was customary to employ very

high voltages, such as, say. 75,000 to 100,000. With such volt-

ages as these it was possible to subject a gas to such strains

that it was changed from a non-conducting to a conducting
medium.
Each of the particles of dust or fume collected a charge of

electricity of the same polarity- as the discharge electrode, arid

since two bodies charged with the same kind of electricity

repelled each other, the particles were driven away from the

wire and drawn tow-ard the pipe or plate (collecting electrode).

The more electricity upon a particle the greater was the force

acting upon it. therefore in practice a strong discharge was
maintained. Furthermore, the greater the voltage between
the electrodes the stronger was the. precipitating force; this

made it desirable to operate at a voltage just below that where
a 6park or arc would form. Moving gases exerted a force

upon suspended particles, and the greater the velocity the

•An article on this subject appealed in the Electrical

Hi ^ n\\ of May lllh. 1915
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greater was this force; hence, with a given precipitating

apparatus, there was an upper limit to the gas velocity at

which the suspended particles might be completely removed.
iJirect current at high voltages was required, as alternating

current at commercial frequencies was not suitable for this

work. Large volumes of gases required, as a rule, more power
than smaller volumes, but the power consumption was affected

by other factors. Static machines did not furnish enough
power for commercial installations and were not dependable.
In commercial installations ordinary black iron pipes about
12 in. or 18 in. in diameter by 15 ft. to 20 ft. long were in

general use, connected to a gas chamber at each end in a
manner similar to that in a tubular boiler. With this

arrangement gases and suspended particles might readily be
distributed to the various pipes, and through them to another
gas chamber, having been cleaned during such passage. The
cleaned gases might be conducted to other places as desired.

The precipitating apparatus might be designed for either

hot or cold gases, and for corrosive or non-corrosive materials,

and the product might be collected either wet or dry as condi-
tions might indicate. In treating gases containing particles

of acid held in suspension, materials such as lead or stoneware
were employed to avoid serious corrosion. HeaHnsulating
materials might be employed in the apparatus to lessen the
loss of heat energy when desired. The gases might be either
forced or pulled through by fans or other mechanical means,
or if the gases were sufficiently warm natural draught might
be employed. When treating gases which were explosive when
mixed with air, they were Kept under a pressure slightly

greater than atmospheric until they had been cleaned.
The high-voltage direct current was obtained by transform-

ing low-voltage into high-voltage alternating current and then
converting or rectifying the latter into an intermittent, high-
voltage direct current. The amount of power required in

commercial installations was relatively low, generally being
much smaller than that necessary for any other gas-cleaning
system.
A unique advantage of electrical precipitation was its ability

to collect even the most minute particles. Another interest-

ing feature was that components of gases of different volatilities

might be separated by what had been termed " fractional
precipitation." In this method the gases were treated while at

a high temperature to remove those materials which were then
either solid or liquid, and then after further cooling the gases
were subjected to another treatment in a separate precipi-

tator. Arsenic trioxide of high purity had thus been separated
from copper, iron, zinc and other materials. It would be
possible to obtain water-free tar in gas plants by this means,
and also it might be possible to collect tars of different com-
positions.

Many other instances could be given, and the author hoped
that chemists, engineers and others would give more earnest
consideration to smoke, fume and dust problems and endeavour
to solve them, not only for the sake of better atmospheric
conditions and for aesthetic reasons, but also for the values
which were to be obtained when their solution was accom-
plished.

WAR ITEMS.

Trade after the War.—At a meeting of the Advisory Com-
mittee to the Board of Trade on Commercial Intelligence
held last week, among matters considered were proposals
for the safeguarding and promotion of British trade after
the war; the more systematic collection and exhibition of

samples of German and Austrian goods competing with
British manufacturers in Colonial and foreign markets; and
questions relating to the work of the Commercial Intelli-

gence Branch of the Board of Trade. Further reference to

the work of this committee appears on page 76.

Lord Derby will be present at the meeting which is being
organised for January 31st at the Guildhall.
The London Chamber of Commerce had before it last

week the report -of a special committee on the subject of
" Trade during and after the war." The main recommen-
dations, according to the " Financial Times," are the fol-

lowing:

—

1. That any measures which may be considered in con-
nection with trade during and after the war should provide:

(a) For preferential reciprocal trading relations between all

parts of the British Empire; (b) for reciprocal trading rela-

tions between the British Empire and the Allied countries;
(c) for the favourable treatment of neutral countries; and
(d) for regulating, by tariffs and otherwise, trade relations
with all enemy countries, so as to render impossible a return
to pre-war conditions and for stimulating the development
of home manufactures and the consequent increased < ni|>I<>\-

ment of native labour.
2. That steps should be taken to prevent the dumping

and under-valuation of enemy goods into British markets
after the war.

3. That discriminatory taxes be levied on the tonnage of

all enemy ships using the ports of the British Empire.
4. That the Government be urged to encourage the pro-

duction and utilisation of raw materials and manufactured
goods within the Empire under such legislative conditions

as will prevent their being controlled by or on behalf of

subjects of enemy countri

5. That the naturalisation laws of the Empire be amende*]
so as to prevent the abuses which have been disclosed since
tne commencement of the war.

6. That further legislation, especially in regard to enemy
holdings in British companies or firms, is necessary to safe-
guard British subjects from the consequences of the policy
of the German Government in organising its subjects resid-

ing in any part of the British Empire for commercial, indus-
trial, financial and economic purposes in time of peace with
a view to military aggression in time of war.

7. That His Majesty's Government be urged to guarantee
for a period of years the continuance, by subsidy or other-
wise, of new, or " key," industries established prior to and
since the commencement of the war.

8. That with a view to promoting the development of
British trade under altered conditions caused by the war.
His Majesty's Government should appoint a Minister of

Commerce of Cabinet rank, to whom certain of the functions
of the Board of Trade and other departments should be
relegated.

At the House of Commons last week Sir John Randies,
M.P., presided over a meeting of the Commercial Com-
mittee. He said that he had accepted the invitation to

attend the Congress of the International Commercial Com-
mittees of the Parliaments of Europe and Japan at the
S£nat in Paris on the 6th, 7th and 8th March, to discuss
the economical and commercial questions arising out of the

war.

Platinum Prices.—According to an Ekaterinburg dispatch
it is never easy to establish what the price of platinum is.

No matter what the quotation may be in the Press, it is

always understood by buyers that such price is rathet

nominal and is subject to negotiation. It was stated in a
Petrograd paper a few weeks ago that, in view of the pro-

posed platinum monopoly in Russia, the important Dlatinum
producers have begun to force up the prices considerably, In

order that the platinum which they controlled, amounting
to about 300 poods, might be disposed of to the Government
on a basis satisfactory to them. The price of platinum,
which not long ago was eight roubles per zolotnik, had
rapidly risen to 11 to 12. and even more, roubles. Business
generally in the Urals in platinum is doing somewhat better

than immediately before the war. At Nizhni-Tura, buyers
are offering 10 roubles for the crude platinum, and will buy
any quantity. Before the war the highest price was nine
roubles 80 copecks. At the mines there is some scarcity ol

labour owing to the high prices that it obtains elsewhere.

Goods of Enemy Origin.—The Board of Trade has issued

a warning to importers stating that they are under an obli-

gation to take all necessary steps to satisfy themselves that

goods they propose to import are not of enemy origin. Fail-

ing evidence that they have done so, the goods, should they

prove, as a result of examination on arrival, to be of enemy
origin, will be liable" to seizure even though accompanied
by Consular certificates of origin. Importers who are

offered goods (especially goods hitherto mainly derived from
enemy countries) by firms abroad respecting which they have
insufficient information are strongly advised to defer pay-

ment until the goods are delivered, and to make it a con-

dition of payment that the goods are not only accompanied
by certificates of origin in proper form, but are passed on
arrival by the Customs authorities of the United Kingdom.

Australia and Future Trade.—Reuter reports that on
January 13th, at Melbourne, the Associated Chambers of

Manufacturers presented to Mr. Hughes (Federal Prime
Minister) a series of resolutions framed with the object of

preventing Germans from regaining their trade after the

war. Mr. Hughes, in replying, said it would be incredible

folly if victory secured on tire field should leave Germany in

possession of economic opportunities. The war must be

carried on in the field of industry with a determination equal

to that shown by the Allies on the field of battle. The
Premier added that he was not in favour of trade with Ger-

many " during the war, after the war, or at any other

time."
Trade with HongKong.—The Board of Trade is

notified by the Colonial Office that, according to telegraphic

information from the Governor of Hong-Kong, complaints

are being received there that some merchants in the United

Kingdom are declining to complete or undertake orders from
Hong-Kong merchants on the ground that such merchants

are not on the white list of persons and bodies of persons

to whom articles to be exported to China may be consigned

under the terms of the Proclamation of September 24th,

1915. It should be noted, however, that the Proclamation

referred to does not apply to Hong-Kong; Hong-Kong is not

affected by the white list regulations.

Petroleum Economies in Russia.—On the basis of the

information submitted by the 1886 Company on the quantity

of current supplied to the town mains from the Bogorod
station, the Moscow Town Council has determined that on

the average the company may use the current of the " Elek-

troperedachi " concern to the extent of one-fifth of the total

consumption of the town, which would mean an economy
for the town station of 88,000 poods of petroleum. The cost

price of the current for the towr station from the 1886 Com-
pany is fixed at 3.3 copecks per k\v., and from the " Elektro-

peredachi " at 2.9 c. The difference in favour of the com-

pany pei month svorki out at an averatf of 10,000 roubles.
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" Key " Industries.—The " Times " states thai ii is under-

stood thai the Advisor} < ommittee 6i the Board ol Trade
acticall) finished a report on "Key" industries

trades without which industries of national importanoi can-

not be maintained. Our contemporary remarks:—" The
interesting and important document m.n

be expected shortly. Its contents may be unpalatable to

many, but there can be no question that the public ought
in know exactly what these business men have told th< Boat I

«,t Trade. Rugged facts are of mon importance than

polished sentences in our present position."

In a fuller statement on the matter appearing in the
"

1 mi s " oi Wednesday, il is understood that the Advisor)

Committee in their report advocate Government subsidies

for certain industries, while protection by tariff is also ap-

proved by overwhelming majorities. Electrical apparatus

and porcelain are among the trades concerned. A section

,,1 the report is stated to be devoted to th< great need for

scientific training and research.

Women in Power Stations.—Owing to increased business
,:. : decreased staff, both due to the war, the Glasgow
Electricity Department is experimentally employing women
in power and sub-station work for record-taking and switch-

gear manipulation.

Enemy Capital Holdings.—The " Financial News " prints

a copy of a circular which lias bciii issued to the secretaries

of all companies by the Registrar of Joint Stock Companies
asking for information of an important nature. A form is

enclosed whereon the recipient has to fill in, within a week,

the name of the company and the nature of the business,

: with the amount of capital in the company held/by

persons resident in foreign countries, separating, according

to various countries, the capital so held.

Australia and German Shareholders.—Router's Melbourne

correspondent reports Mr. Hughes, the Prime Minister, as

saving at a banquet organised by the Metal Exchange, that

the war was not only for national but for commercial

supremacy. He hail notified every company incorporated

in Australia to wipe out within three months their German
shareholders, whether naturalised or not.

Mr. Hughes leaves for England this month.

Prohibited Exports from France.—The French Govern-

ment has issued an order prohibiting the exportation from

that country of magnetos, accumulators, and batter) plates.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received by.us after 5 P.M. ON Tuesday cannot appear until

the following week. Correspondents should forward their communi-

cations at the earliest possible moment. No letter can be published

unless we have the writer's name and address in our possession.

Salaries in Power Stations.

So "Chief Assistant," writing in the Review of January

ats to saddle that sorely-tried gentleman, the Minister

of Munitions, with some work that he might have done for

himself years ago. He wants an adequate living wage and a.

guarantee that only competent engineers will be employed in

electrical power stations. "Chief Assistant" grumbles that

the Institution of Electrical Engineers, the Home Office, and

Board of Trade have done nothing to help him, but he hopes

that he will not be overlooked by the Minister of Munitions.

Alwavs it seems that a large majority of station engineers

expect and wait for some other body to do for them what

they can do for themselves.

The managers of the electric supply undertakings do not

wait for the I.E.E.. the Board of Trade, or the Minister of

Munitions to help them; they organise themselves into very

strong and formidable associations (quite apart from the

Institution, of which most of them are also members) to deal

with questions di lj concerning them as individuals, to

i
te or oppose legislation; and generally to look after

i hen own interests For instance, quite recently there was a

little healthy competitii ngst the managers for charge

engineers 1 switchboard attendants on account of enlist-

ments, and others leaving t'- do munition work: salaries had

: , tendencj b rise and managers either objected to this or

thought that, perhaps, the efficiency of their stations might

become impaired— it matters little which. This competition

n stopped by the managers coming to an agreement,

through then Association, nol to emplo) each other's charge

engineers, etc., without mutual permission. Tin' Munitions

of War Act did not apply to the stall's of electrical stations,

though the idea was borrowed from Section 7 of the Act.

What is good [or the managers is better for the staffs under
ii ,

and station engineers must follow the lead of their

managers and build up a strong and I sociation.

There is at present a great deal of unrest in power stations

all over the country. Station engineers' salaries have remained

practically stationary, and there is little or no opportunity of

bettering their positions by going elsewhere. The limit to

the number of those allowed to join the fighting forces of the

country lias been reached—in fact, I might say, exceeded, as

men are being released from military service to take up duties

in new tati d tnd i m< in old

Ihe cause- of th< unrest in statiot

taut s " 1,-ttei is oui.\ a slight indication I, bi i<

increased price ol c odities, is due parti) i

Nearly ever) < Cher section ol employe' in tl

industry, with the i rhaps, of the t

assistants and draught tn< n, ha obtained • lib tantial u

I lie junii n technical men axe thi bad bone oi I b.<

ing industry. The) now know it, and they fcavi beei

b) those wh e profiting b) th< ind zeal. It is

• i to withstand a blow than to be igi id; the other
sections of the industr) cannot be ignored because of then
organised strength.

Electricity supply engineers have no excuse, for since

January, 1913, there ha* hem an opportunit) "pen to them
to help tin in elves. "I he As ociation oi Electrical Station

Engineer wa formed with the avowed object ol obtaining
better pay and conditions for electricit; t] uieers.

If "Chief Assistant" is reall) erious in advocating an
ad< quate living wage and the employment of compel
onl) m stations, and is willing "

I the movement,
I can assure him that there is plenty of work before him and
anj others who care to take the mattei up. Ii electricit)

supply engineers expect to obtain real i i m some
othei source than themselves they are doomed to disappoint-

ment.
The Munitions Department has agreed to see that standard

rates are paid in all "controlled establish nts," and there

is no difficulty in getting other Government department* to

see thai theil contractors pay the same. The fixing of agreed
rates must be the work oi employers' and em]
tions; the question of competency for any particular position

is a difficult question, and to tackle it properly some such
arrangement must be made as is applied at present to marine
engineers. This would mean that legislation would have to

he promoted and would entail a large amount of work, and
i; would cost a deal of money. The work could only be done
and the money supplied by an association of the men con-
eel nod.

1 feel certain that every station engineer knows in his own
mind that a stiong association is the only solution of the
present situation, and I often wonder why so many stand
apart and will not help.

The A.E.S.E. still exists, after three years, in spite of

adverse, circumstances, and has, after much controversy,

formulated a definite policy. In various districts where there

is a large membership, conditions and wages have been im-
proved by negotiation direct, the Association having on one
occasion only to ask the services of the Chief Industrial

Commissioner. The whole of the work connected with it is

voluntary; there are no paid officials whatever. A monthly
journal is issued to members (the work in connection with
which is also voluntary), and the Association is anxious to

have the help of all in the industry. Those willing to take
an active part in the work are wanted more than ever as

the Association grows. The subscription is small—10s. 6d.

annually- -which can he paid half-yearly or monthly as desired.

The official policy of the Association is not to resort to strikes,

but to make every reasonable application, either by letter or

deputation, to attain its objects. Should such efforts fail to

obtain satisfaction within six months, then the Association

to itself the right to use any methods it thinks proper

to enforce arbitration on the questions concerned.

If- you approve, join the Association: if you disapprove, join

also, and improve it—don't let apathy prevent you from
taking any interest whatever. Follow the lead of your mana-
gers and build up a strong Association.

W. J. Ebben.
Hon. General Secretary, A.E.S.E.

Leyton, E . January 10th, 1916.

I
We regret that we have been obliged to condense Mr.

Ebben's lengthy communication.—Eds. Eur. Rev.]

Electric Ennine Starters for Industrial Motor
Vehicles.—Since the fitting of an electric engine (starting outfit

on American pleasure cars became general, there has been consider-

able discussion as to the advisability of adding: such equipment to

industrial motor vehicles. An interesting contribution to the

subj ect has j ast come to haDd from the United States, where the engi-

neering department of the Reo Motor Trnck Co., of Lansing, Mich.,

recently carried out a Beries of experiments with its new 15-cwt.

petrol motor delivery van. It is stated that the results obtained

go to Bhow that an engine starting outfit will more than repay its

first cost in the saving of petrol effected during the first year of

its use, owing to the engine being stopped instead of allowed to

run while deliveries are being made. It is also claimed that it

will have a marked effect on the cost of upkeep of the vehicle,

due to the elimination of the wear and tear of a large amount of

idle running. Finally, it may be stated that, as a result of the

testa, it has been decided to adopt an electric engine starting set

as a standard part of the equipment of the Reo vehicles,
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BUSINESS NOTES.

Consular Votes.—BRAZIL.— Considerable extension

in the use of electricity in Pemambuco is foreshadowed by the

American Consul in that town. The Pernambuco Tramways and
Power Co., which some 16 months ago substituted the present elec-

trical Bystem for the long-used mule car system, propose to install

sn electric light plant. At present trolley wireB are extensively

tapped to provide street and store lighting. Additional power is

also likely to be required for running the elevators in the many
new business blocks building or proposed.

CUBA.—According to a recent American Consular report the

business outlook in Cuba is very good. Prosperity is especially

marked in the sugar trade, and many companies have taken
advantage of the present good prices and easily obtained money to

replace antiquated machinery with more modern equipment. The
quantity of new sugar machinery, which is stated to be all coming
from the United States, is referred to as " tremendous." Indications

are that more equipment will be purchased during the coming
year, the newer mills forcing the older ones, in self defence, to

bring their equipment up-to-date. Rumours of new organisations

to go into sugar-making may also be heard.

MEXICO.—The American Consul at Chihuahua reports that

the pi)wer plant of the Cia. Agricola y de Fuerza Electrica at

La Boquilla, near Santa Rosalia, Chihuahua, has now been
completed and the current made available for use at Parral, in the

operation of the cyanide ore trf atment plant of a mining company.
The current was turned on through the transformer station at

Parral on S»p ember 28th. At present only 1,000 H P. is being used.

MANCHURI A..—The American Consul at Harbin, China, quoting

the Xorosti Zhizni, of October 21st, states that a British firm

has mnle arrangements for establishing an electrical plant at

Station Hmdash»dzu on the Chinese Eastern Railway, about 170

miles east of Harbin. The capacity of the plant will be

Buffiiient to provide several thousand consumers with electricity

and to light the streets of the village.

Book Notices.—Diesel Engines for Land and Marine
Work. By A. P. Cbalkley, B So. Fourth edition. London :

CodbI able & Co. Price 8 1. fid net—Owing to the rapid progress

in the evolution of the Diesel engine, this work, although first

iBBued at the end of 1911, has been completely revised for the

second time in four yearB. The new material is found mainly in

the section dealing with Diesel engines for marine work, a direc-

tion in which much work is being done ; the illustrations have

been nearly doubled in number, new types are described, and an
additional chapter on the design of Dies-d engines has been inserted.

The makers and users of this type of prime mover are fortunate in

having at their service so comprehensive and so well illustrated a

work on this subj -ct, which occupies a special place in oil engine

practice—as is indicated by the fact that an association of users of

Diesel engines has been formed to discuss their peculiarities of

construction and working. " The Diesel engine," says the author,
" is perhaps the most scientifically designed motor in existence,"

requiring great exactitude in construction and the utmost care in

erection, though once in operation it becomes a machine of the

greatest reliability. Useful chapters on installing, running and

testing the engine are included, and some interesting estimates of

initial and working costs, bised upon actual installations, are given.

A Text-book of Paper-Making. By C. F. Cross and E. J. Bevan.

London : E. & F. N. Spon, Ltd. Price 15?. Fourth edition.

—

However interesting the details of the art of making paper to those

engaged upon it, we cannot suppose that the average electrical

engineering reader has leisure to study it except in so far as his

profession brings him into contact with it. The points of contact

may be multiplied as time goes on, but at present they are few in

number, though of considerable importance ; they include the

electric lighting and driving of the paper mills, the electrolytic

rleiching of the paper pulp, and the use of paper in various

form9 for the insulation of electric cables and apparatus

generally, the last b;ing, of course, by far the most important.

It is curious that the authors hardly mention the lighting of a

piper mill, although the necessity of judging colour correctly

would seem to involve the use of electric lighting specially adapted

for this purpose at certain stages of the process. A shirt Bection

nn electric power describes the distribution of electrical energy

from a central power sta'ion to the motors driving the machinery

as " the ideal conditions," to which the older mills are being con-

verted. Steam is required for so many purposes in paper mills

that the method of using it first in a turbine and afterwards for

the manafacturing processes becomes very economical and con-

venient, and is highly recommended. As regards the third point

of contact above-mentioned, the book will be of especial interest to

cable-makers] and other users of high-class papers, who, as was

made evident in the proceedings of the I.E.E. some years ago, have

found it necessary to study the constitution of their paper very

closely. The b x>k is extremely well printed and illustrated, and,

needless to Bay, is printed on excellent paper.

The Electrical Engineer's Diary. S. Davis & Co. Price 3s. fid.

—This year the Diary is issued in two forms, bound in stiff boards

and limp covers respectively. In addition to the usual mass of

information which it contains, the following are new features :

—

A section dealing with industrial lighting in a highly instruc-

tive manner ; a section on electrical cooking and heating, by

Mr. R. S. Downe ; a table showing the local lighting hours

for every day in the year at 30 important centres in the

British Isles. Other additions have been made, and the very useful

lists of streets in the metropolitan area in which eleotricity supply

is available have been extended to include certain outlying dis-

tricts. It is a very useful production.

Willing* Press Guide (125, Strand, W.C.), is, as we have
said before, a most handy publication for all who want the
names, addresses, and a few other particulars, of newspapers,
magazines, &c, conveniently arranged. It has reached its 43rd
year, and continues to give full value for the money— Is.

Hazell's Annual for 1916 (Hazell, Watson and Viney, Ltd.

London : 3s. 6d. net) will hold the prominent place that its lengthy
and efficient record has made for it among the useful annuals
which contain so much information that one requires to have at

hand. This time it has, among other matters, a complete list of

recipients of the Victoria Cross and a Roll of Honour of some
hundreds of names of those who, in high circles, have sacrificed

themselves in their country's cause during the past year. Statis-

tical information regarding the Colonies and foreign countries,

10 pageB devoted to aviation matters, and 20 relating to naval affairs,

are given, in addition to the numerous sections dealing with trade,

finance, shipping, railways, and so forth.

A copy of the British Dominions Year Book, 1916, has been
received. It is published by the British Dominions General
Insurance Co., Ltd., 1, Royal Exchange Avenue, E.C., and edited

by Messrs. E.. Salmon and J. Worsfold. It contains a wealth of

matter regarding the affairs of the Empire, the Army and the
Navy, the war, with maps, badges of rank in colour—indeed, in a
few lines it is impossible to indicate the wide scope of the con-

tents. In addition to all this general information, there are

articles by many well-known writers, including one by Sir Leo
Chiczza Money, M.P., on " A Business-like Empire ; " one by
Cyril M. Picciotto on " International Law in the Present War ;

"

one on "British Opportunities in Russia," by Louis A. Rojansky
;

one on " The Economic Outlook for Germany ; " and others on
science and trade organisation, trade in war-time, and so on. The
book is not on Bale, but is for presentation purposes.

Colliery Managers Pocket-Book for 1916. Edited by H.
Greenwell. London: The Colliery Guardian Co., Ltd. Price

2s. net.—According to the statistics given in this handbook, in

1914 electricity was employed in 1 428 mines (a reduction of 42)

to a total of 713,782 h.p., compared with 628,098 in 1913 ; of this

294,0st2 h.p. was on the surface, and 419,690 h.p. underground,

being used mainly for hauling and pumping. There were four

types of electric safety lamps in extended use and five others in

small numbers, the total being 75,707 in 1914, compared with
37,823 in 1913—a very notable advance; magnetic locking was
employed in 61,772 caBes, and lead rivets in 13,787. The elec-

trical section of the book consists mainly of the official memo-
randa relating to the regulations, and contains too little general

information to be of much use ; we Bhould think that, in view of

the increasingly important part played by electricity in mining
nowadays, the section might be greatly increased with advantage.

The pocket-book appears to be indispensable to the colliery

manager.
The Practical Electrician's Pocket-Book and Diary for 1916.

Elited by H. T. Crewe. London : S. Rentell& Co. Price Is. net.

—

This is now in its 17th edition ; by condensation and the omission

of obsolete matter, room has been made for new sections dealing

with electric pumping plant, drills, blowers, and lifting magnets,

telephones and shaft signals, bells and indicators, and battery

vehicles. It is a useful little book.

The Christmas number of the Wileroid (the journal of the

Willesden Works employes of the British Thomson-Houston Co.,

Ltd.) excels even its predecessor, the first issue of the journal, in

interest and mirthfulness. It contains lively articles from the

front, a variety of essays of striotly local and professional bear-

ing, and sundry miscellaneous items, many of whioh are very
clever.

Lehtrih Lighting Connections.—Messrs. A. P. Lnndberg & Sons'

well-known booklet (price 6d. net, 7d. poBt free), is now in its

fourth edition and its 35th thousand ; it occupies a field entirely

its own, and must unquestionably be of great use to wiring con-

tractors and wiremen. A lengthy list is given of the holders of

certificates in the advanced grade of Messrs. Lundberg's examina-
tions, and a new section on automobile controls has been inserted.

We have received a copy of Part I of "' Russian Reading Made
Eisy," also one of " Russian Grammar Simplified." Both are

issu»d by Hugo's Language Institute, Gracechurch Street. E C.

" Post Office Electrical Engineers' Journal," Vol. VIII, part 4.

January, 1916. London : H. Alabaster, Gatehouse & Co. Price

la. net.
" Journal of the Institution of Electrical Engineers." Vol. LJV.

No. 254, January I5th, 1916. London: E. & F. N. Spon, Ltd.

Price 3s. 6d.—This issue contains Mr. J. E. Kingsbury's address to

the Students' Section, and the following papers :

—
" Ignition of

Etplosive Gas Mixtures by Electric Sparks," by Mr. J. D. Morgan
;

" Electric Heating," by Mr. G. Wilkinson ;
" Resistance of Heat-

treated Copper-Zinc-Nickel-Alloys," by Mr. F. C. Thompson.
"Proceedings of the Physical Society." Vol. XXVIII. Part I.

December 15th, 1915. London: The Electrician Printing and
Publishing Co. Price 4s. net.

" Journal of the South African I.E.E." Vol. XIV. No. 5.

December, 1915. Johannesburg : The Institute. Price 2s.

" SpouB' Architects' and Builders' Pocket Price Book for 1916."

By C. Young and S. M. Brooks. London : E. & F. N. Spon, Ltd.

Price 2e. 6d. net.

Meter Prices. — The Bastiax Meter Co., Ltd.,

announce that the high cost of labour, raw material, carriage,

and other items, has compelled them to revert to pre-war prices for

their Bastian meters. The reduction announced in July, 1914, is,

therefore, no longer in foroe.
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Catalogues and Calendars.—Diamond Com, Gutter
Co., Wakefield—Wall calendar with monthly date Blips for 1916.

Messrs. Pirelli, of 144, Qaeen Viotoria Street, London, E.C.,

have sent ua a oalendar for the year with a block of daily date Blips

with bold figuring on a metal background. Above the block there

is a moat pleasing design in appropriate colouring, in which a

Pirelli tire is speeding the flags of the Allies on to victory.

From Messrs, Johnson Si PHILLIPS, Ltd , of Charlton, S.E., we
have received a most welcome and handy vest-pocket diary and

engagement book (black and gold) containing an insurance conpon.

The company have also prepared for their friends a large deBk

blotting pad with a diary interleaved with blotting paper, also a

block of Bpaces for daily engagements at the left hand side, while

on the right there is a bloc!: of memoranda slips.

The Navy Employment Agency, of 25, Victoria Street, S.W.,

have favoured us with one of their " Clyde " calendars with date

indicator—a device which we have found most useful. The agency

was founded for the purpose of finding employment for men of the

Royal Navy and Marines on their leaving the Service ; amongst its

proteges are engineers and electricians. It is an admirable

institution, and though at present, owing to the war, it haa very

few men on its books, it is hoped that on the termination of

hostilities our readers will, as far as possible, give employment to

the men who have no zialouBly guarded our shores.

Mr C H. Jeffcoat, 18, Rinelagh Gardens, Hammersmith,
London, W.— Illustrated leaflet relating to the " Lamlok " electric

lamp-locking ring.

Mkssks. Alex. Hawkins & Sons, London Road, Southwark,

S.E., have issued a small and at'racwve wall calendar for 1916

with a coloured print entitled " First Aid to the Injured," beneath

which are small monthly date Blips.

Messrs. Austin Walters & Son, 67, Lower Mosley Street,

Manchester. — 20-page catal 'gue of " SignB for All Trades,"

showing a number of designs of eleotric signs for use outside

cafe< and restaurants, hotels and shops, garages and picture

theatres ; also a selection of artistic window sign", interior theatre

signs, wood-letter signs, electrio sign flashers, and electric time

switches.

The Liverpool Electric Cable Co., Ltd., Bootle, Liverpool,

have is*ued a serviceable wall calendar with a Bet of monthly date

slips 6xed bfn^ath a bird's-eye view of the workB.

Boston Gear Works, Norfolk Downs (Quincy), Mass.—90 pp.

illustrated pocket catalogue and price list of Boston gears.

Messrs. Le Carbone, 17, Water Lane, Great Tower Street,

London, E.C—Circular tabulating particulars and schedule of

qualities of their carbon brushes for dynamos and motors.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.—Herbert Page, electrical

engineer, trading as Smeeton & Page, at 63, Queen Victoria Street,

E.C, and residing at 32, Marlborough Road, ChiBwick.—An appli-

cation was made on January 11th, to Mr. Registrar Linklater. at

the London Bankruptcy Court, for an order of discharge. Mr.

Egerton S. Grey, -Official Receiver, reported that the failure

occurred in July, 1915 ; the bankrupt returned ranking liabilities

amounting to £2,157, but the proved and provable debts totalled

£2,292 ; the assets valued by the bankrupt at £176, had produced

only £79, owing to the excessive value placed by the bankrupt on
his offioe furniture, plant and stock-in-trade, which were subject to

a claim for rent, and from which nothing could be recovered from
the estate. A dividend of 6$d. in the £ had been paid on proofs

of debt amounting to £2,232. The failure was attribute! to loss

on trading, excessive drawings, and interest on borrowed money.
As offences the Official Receiver reported (1) insufficiency of

assets to equal in value 10s. in the £ on the amount of the

unsecured liabilities
; (2) trading with knowledge of insolvency ;

and (3) a previous arrangement with creditors. HiB Honour
upheld the report and suspended the discharge for two years.

Order entered accordingly.

Harry A. West, described as of 114, Chancery Lane, W.C.

—

At a sitting of the London Bankruptcy Court, held before

Mr. Registrar Linklater, bankrupt applied for an order of discharge

from proceedings instituted in September laat. Mr. E'erton S.

Grey, Official Receiver, reported that the proved and prr.vable debts

amounted to £1,015, and the assets had realised only 139. 6d. The
bankrupt was an insurance clerk with a salary of £370 per annum,
and he was willing to set aside £75 a year for the benefit of the

creditors. It appeared that in June. 1911, in order to set up his

only son in business, the bankrupt purchased, for £175, the good-

will, stock and effects of an electrical engineer's business at 5.",;

Old Dover Road, Blackheath, and, his son being a minor, the bank-
rupt purchased the business in his own name. He was in debt to

the extent of £100~ at the time, and borrowed £175 with"

which to pay for the concern. The business was unsuc-
cessful throughout, owing in a great measure to the mis-

management of the son. The bankrupt borrowed fnrther sums
from time to time for the purposes of the business, and
eventually the lender sued him for repayment, obtained judgment,
and made him bankrupt. The Official Receiver reported that the

bankrupt had been guilty of misoonduct in relation to his affairs

by obtaining from the petitioning creditor an advanoe upon the
security of a charge over a certain interest to which his son was
entitled, without disclosing the fact that such interest was already
mortgaged. Insufficiency of assets to equal 10a. in the £ on the

amount of the unsecured liabilities was also reported by the
Offioial Receiver, and Mr. E. W. Hansell.on bshiJf of the petitioning

creditor, oppoaed the discharge on the ground t'aat the bankrupt
had entered a frivolous and vexatious defence to an aotion. Mr.
Storry Deana appeared for the bankrupt in support of the appli-

cation, and coBsenW to an order for his client td Bet aside £100

per annum for the benefit of his creditors. His Honour gave the

bankrupt liberty to again apply to the Court regarding his dis-

charge, when he had paid the creditors 10s. in the £. Order
entered accordingly.

James Proctor Kyd Clark, electrical and mechanical engineer,

Hythe Road, Willesden .function, N.W.—At the London Bank-
ruptcy Court on January 12th, an application was made before

Mr. Registrar Hope, for an order of discharge. Mr. E. Leadham
Hough, Senior Offioial Receiver, reported that the applicant failed

in March last, with provable debts £1,951, and no assets what
ever. II i traded from 1895 till X ivember 4th, 1914. at first with

a partner, but sub equently in 1903 by himself. In 1902 they

appointed a gentleman, of whose estate the petitioning creditor

became administrator, their Belling agent in Russia, and he so

acted until his death in September, 1910. Disputes afterwards

arose between the petitioning creditor and the bankrupt on the

accounts between the parties, with the result that an action was
tried and judgment given against the bankrupt for £1.672, and
coBts taxed at £273. In November, 1914, the bankrupt transferred

his business to his manager in consideration of £200 cash and an
undertaking to discharge liabilities of the business to the extent of

£732, but not the debt to the petitioning creditor. The assign-

ment to the purchaser comprised stock taken over at the price of

£911 ; stock and work in progress taken over at £360; office

furniture, £50 ; book debts amounting to £1,408, and taken over

at £909 ; cash, £34 ; the leaie and goodwill of the business and
many other assets for which nothing was paid by the purchaser.

The Official Receiver submitted that the sale by the bankrupt of

his business was not bona fiile on hia part, but was made for the

purpise of depriving the petitioning creditor of the benefit of any
judgment which he might recover against the bankrupt. As
offenoes were alleged (O insufficiency of assets to equal in value

10a. in the £1 on the amount of the unsecured liabilities ; and

(2) misconduct in having denuded himself of assets in order to

defeat the petitioning creditor's claim. Mr. Tindale Davis

appeared for the petitioning creditor, and the learned Registrar,

in suspending the discharge for three years, remarked that it was
clearly a case of wrong-headed vindictivenesa on the part of the

bankrupt.
G. J T. J. Parfitt, consulting electrical engineer, Keynsham,

— Application for debtor's discharge is to be heard, at Bristol, on

February 25th.

William Carey Wild, electrical engineer, 57, Rhodes Street,

Halifax, Yorks.—The public examination of the above debtor was
held on January 14th, at the County Court House, Prescott Street,

Hvlifax, when the liabilities were stated at £126, and the deficiency

at £55. The debtor Btated that two years ago he removed to

larger premises, thereby increasing his expenses, but since the

outbreak of war his trade had fallen off. The debtor was allowed

to pass.—February 2nd is the last day for the receipt of proofs for

dividend, by Mr. W. Durrance, Official Receiver, 12, Duke Street,

Bradford.

Dissolutions and Liquidations.—Ilkeston Motor
and Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd.—This company ia

winding up voluntarily, with Mr. A. Boaler, Qf Nottingham, as

liquidator.

Easton & Co., Ltd.— A meeting is called for February 15th, at

11, Ironmonger Lane, E.C, to hear an account of the winding up
from the liquidator, Sir W. B. Peat.

Easton, Anderson .t Goolden, Ltd.—A meeting is called for

February 15th, at 11, Ironmonger Lane, E C, to hear an account of

the winding up from the liquidator, Sir W. B Peat.

Cicoy Magneto Co, Ltd.—Mr. E. H. Hawkins, 4, Charter-

house Square, E.C, has been appointed liquidator, to act jointly

with Mr. W. G. Newman.
Royle Engineering Co., engineers, Croydon.—Messrs. H. W.

Robinson and C L. Lloyd have dissolved partnership. Mr.

Robinson will attend to debts.

Electric-Lift'ht Sw itcliinjr Competition.— Me sbs.

A. P. Lundberg & Sons, of 477-489, Liverpool Road, London, N ,

inform us that their next competition or examination will be held

next month. Full particulars, including the problem*, may b i hai

on application to them, no charge being made. We have, on

various previous occasions, commented on the practi;al nature of

the subject dealt with, and most of our readers will have notioed

the periodical announcements of " results " in this Journal. Those

who are still more or less iu the dark as to what it is all about

should find full enlightenment in the aforementioned " particulars.

'

These will b 3 seat to overseas applicants, as well as to those at

home.

For Sale.—The Dunfermline Co-operative Society has for

disposal its present power station plant and motor equipment,

consisting of two 75-kw. sets, direct-coupled Bellisa i: Morcom
engine and Crompton generator, switohboards and instruments,

Baboock boiler, feed pump, &o ; also 10 motors, from 2 to 30 H p.

The L CC.invites tenders forthe purchase of one 3,500-KW. Bteam
alternator, 6,600 volts, 25 periods per second ; the Bet eonsistsof two
engines, one on each side of alternator, complete with condenser

and air pump. Halifax Corporation haa for sale two 200-kw.
Parsons' n.c. turbogenerators and three 100 KW. E CO. rotary

converters. See our advertisement pages to-day.

Trade Announcement.—The Wilson Apparatus Co.
announce that their business is now being carried on under the

style of the "Globs Radio- Apparatus Co," with head office at

18, Old Broad S"reet, London, EC, where all communications
should be sent. For the present the works aidresg will remain at

Firiohley Lane, Hendott', >~.W.
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Social.—On Friday, January 7th, the Foster Engi-
neering Co., Ltd., held their animal fancy dress dance at the
MaBonic Hall, Wimbledon, S.W. About 180 persons, were present,

all, with about six exceptions, being in costume. A series of

topical verses were set to a well-known tune by Mr. Lazenby, a

director of the company. After supper the prizes were presented

by Mrs. Lazenby.

Patent Restoration.— Letters Patent No. 9,839, of

1900, granted to G. de Bechi and R. W. Riicker, for "Improve-
ments relating to the treatment of complex sulphate ores," has
been granted.

Board of Trade Inquiries.—Recent inquiries received

by the B. of T. Commercial Intelligence Branch are for names of

British makers of the following :—Celluloid, suitable for accu-

mulator cells ; electric pocket lamps and bulbs ; centrifugal

pumps, made in lead, for pumping acid.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Barnsley.—Street Lighting.—The Electricity Com-
mittee has decided to restore half-lighting throughout the borough.

Briertield.—The L.G.B. has refused to authorise the
borrowing of farther capital moneys for the electric lighting
undertaking under the sanction previously given.

Bnrton-on-Trent.

—

Price Increase.—The T.C. has
been informed that there would shortly be a revision of the
electricity charges, both for lighting and power, owing to the
increasing cost of fnel. It was anticipated that by March next
the increased C09t would amount to £2,000.

Canada.—By the purchase of th« (Ires Falls power
site and the recent agreement with the Laurentide Power Co., the
Shawinigan Water and Power Co. will practically control the most
important water developments on the St. Maurice River, and will

possess, it is stated, one of the greatest aggregation of power re-

sources under one control in the world. The storage dam now being
constructed at the mouth of the Manouan River will considerably
increase the water facilities of the Shawinigan Co. The GreB Falls

are about four miles below Shawinigan, and are capable of deve-
loping between 60,000 to 75,000 H.p.

Last month the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario
placed in operation the generating plant at Eugenia Falls, on the
Beaver River, 30 miles from Owen Sound, the installation consisting

of two 2,250-H.P. Escher-WysB turbines coupled to 1,200-k.v.a.

generators. Power is generated at 4,000 voltB and stepped up to

22,000 volts for distribution to O wen Sound, Shelburne. Durham
and Mount Forest. The load on the first day of operation reached
856 KW., and at the present time l,50o kw. represents the daily

maximum requirements.— Canadian Electrical News.

Ceylon.—The final taking over of the plant and con-

sumers by Government, from the Board of Improvement, Nuwara
Eliya, the mountain capital of Ceylon, was to be effected on
January 1st, 1916. The new generator and turbin», which were
landed during the middle of the year, have now been erected ; they
were tested recently and are working satisfactorily. The question
of lighting has been deferred.

—

Indian Engineering.

Chippenham.

—

Street Lighting.—The T.C. has de-

cided to call upon the Electricity Co. to complete the contract
for the public lighting at Lowden without further delay.

Continental.

—

Italy.—A grant of water on the River
Verdura, with a view to the construction of a hydroelectric station

and irrigation works, has been sanctioned by the Prefect of the
Province of Girgenti, at the instance of the engineer, Giuseppe
Patane, of Catania.

Downham Market.—Proposed E.L.—The local gas
company has offered to obtain the necessary powers to supply elec-

tricity if wanted in the area. The Counoil is negotiating with Mr.
Best, of Bradford, in regard to such a scheme.

Durham.—During the recent gale a large steel tower
at the electric station. Yerrington Lane (.County Dirham). was
blown down. The station stands close to the North-Eastern Riil-

way Co.'s main line between Spennymoor and Ferryhill, and the

structure which came down was about 80 ft. high. It juBt missed
the railway by a few yardB, whilst an adjoining signal cabin
narrowly escaped.

Glasgow.

—

New Plant.—At the last meeting of the

Electricity Committee the engineer submitted a report relating to

the existing generating plant, from which it appeared that he had
only managed to meet the demands made for electrici'y during the

present winter by overloading the generating plant at the Porfc-

Dundas and St. Andrew's Cr jsb stations, and by taking 3,600 H P.

from the Pinkston generating station of the tramways depart-

ment ; that he had still to connect three large factories, whioh
are to be used later for the manufacture of engineering material

;

and that the margin of power fcs supply provided by the exist-

ing generating plant is much too small. The Committee, after
considering its report, waB of opinion that additional plant
ought to be ordered without delay, and agreed to recommend that
tenders for two 6,000- kw. turbo-alternator sets be obtained and
submitted for consideration.

Gloucester.—The Electricity and Light Railways Com-
mittee reports that for November the output of electricity was
209,511 units against 187.009 in the corresponding period of last

year. On the light railways for the six weeks ended Decem-
ber 29th, the receipts showed a decrease of £18 compared with
last year, due mainly to increased wages.

Hereford.

—

Loan Refused.—The L.G.B., in response
to a repeated application for sanction to a loan for the provision of

additional plant at the electricity works, has again refused, on the
ground that the provision of additional plant at the present time
is not a matter of pressing necessity, either on the grounds of public

health or on account of war requirements. Under these circum-
stances no applications for new supplies or for the extension of

any existing supply will be entertained. The sum required is from
£8,000 to £10.000.

Horbury.—The U.D.C. has consented to the use of

overhead lines in the district by the Yorkshire Electric Power Co.,

subject to the substitution of underground cables across Dudfleet

Lane on receipt of six months' notice, and the company has
accepted the condition.

London. — St. Marylebone. —• The L.C.C. has
sanctioned the borrowing of £3,800 for electricity mains and
services. The Electricity Committee recommends that the charge
to the Port of London Authority for the hire of two spare sets of

500- kw. turbines for cold storage purposes hi £20 per week.
The Committee recommends the Council to protest againBt the

Government introducing mea'ures to effect the pooling of private-

owned railway wagons, as the supply of coal to the electricity

works would be made more difficult.

The revenue account of the Council's electricity undertaking for

the September quarter, 1915, ehowB a gross revenue of £33,811,

and expenditure £19,174, leaving a balance of £14,367 available

for loan and special charges, an improvement of £347 compared
with the corresponding period of 1914. The number of units sold

shows a decrease of 5 9 per cent. ; during the June quarter the

decrease was at the rate of 9'6 per cent., and the improvement
during the September quarter has reduced the diminution of sales

over the half year to September 30th, to 7'.i3 per cent, on the 1914

totals. Since September 30th the daily output returns, with few
exceptions, show a marked increase over the corresponding days of

last year, the cumulative effect of which is to reduce the above
percentages of 9 6 and 7'93 to about 3 per cent, for the portion of

the financial year to date. The generation expenses were £7,581,

as compared with £6,584 and £7,546 for the corresponding periods

of 1914 and 1913 respectively. The average price paid for coal during

the quarter was 20s. 2d., as compared with 14s. last year. The
improvement in tradiog and the higher prices obtained, have
enabled the enhanced coal priceB, £1,705, to be met, the cost of

allowances granted to employes on national service, £994, the cost

of guarding the works, £123, and the extra cost of materials

generally, and to leave a balance larger than last September by
£347 to meet the capital and special charges for the year ending
March next.

Sodthwark.—The accounts of the Borough Council's electricity

undertaking for the year ended March 31st, 1915, show a deficit of

£6,410.

Poplar.—According to the report of Mr. Bowden, chief electrical

engineer to the B.C., the net surplus on the electricity undertaking

for the September quarter was £2.071, as against £1,286 for the

June quarter, making a total for the half-year of £3,358. This

figure compares with £2,408 for the corresponding period last year,

and therefore shows an increase of £950. Mr. Bowden adds that

on account of increased prices £2,835 extra was paid for coal
;

that the revenue was reduced by £600, owing to the Stepney

Council not taking a stand-by supply this year ;
and that other

extras paid amounted to £436, while the reduction in lighting rates

represented a reduction of over £500 in revenue, in view of which
the result is a remarkable one.

Hammersmith.—Street Lighting.—The Special Committee
appointed to consider the question of the allowance to be made by

the Electricity Committee in consequence of the restricted public

lighting, recommends that £2,500 be deducted for the financial

year ending March 31st next, and that an allowance at the same
rate per annum be made subsequent and until otherwise ordered by
the Council.

Bermosdsey.—Having regard to the fact that the loans for

meters, ordinary mains and for services have been overspent to the

extent of £1,610, the B.C. is recommended to apply to the L.C.C.

for sanction to, and the adv mce of, a further loan of £3,000.

Fclham.—The Law and Parliamentary Committee recently

claimed £875 from the coal contractors for los3 occasioned by

non delivery of coal ; the matter has now been settled by the con-

tractors agreeing to reduce their account from £629 to £500, and to

release their bon^e.

Pressure Testing Stations.—The Hammersmith Council

at its last me»ting decided to support the BnggeBtion of the

Hackney B.C. that the periodical inspection of pressure testing

stations carried out by the L C.C. should be suspended during the

war. The Electricity Committee considers that the undertakings

might be savf d the testing fees, and the services of the official be

rendered available for work of a more useful charactw
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Ring's Lynn.— Piuce Inobkabb.—Owing to the

increased cost of fuel, &o., the T.C. has advanced the charges for

current for power by another 5 per cent.

Iwdilemleii Foot.—A conference is to be held between

the chairman of the IT D.C. and the borough electrical engineer of

Halifax iu regard to the supply of electricity.

Middlesbrough.—Fire broke out in the generating

plant at Nunthorpe Hall recently, and before the arrival of the

Middlesbrough fire brigade, £200 worth of damage was done.

According to Mr. R. H. Scotson, borough electrioal engineer, the

total estimated revenue of the electrioity department for Decem-

ber wss £3,268 as against £3,204 for December of the previous year,

and the total estimated profit for the month was £2,069, compared
with £1,857. An inquiry in regard to an explosion at an elec-

tricity manhole was left by the T.C. with the borough engineer and
the engineer to the Post Office, whoBe main was concerned.

Mil-field.—The TJ.D.C. has applied to the B. of T.

for consent to use overhead transmission, at 200 volts, for the pur-

pose of supply under the order of 1899.

.Newport (Hon.).—The Electricity and Tramway Com-
mittee reports that the Gas Co. demanded that an inquiry should

be held by the L.G.B. on the question of the supply of electricity

to MaeglaB, which is outside the borough. The inquiry was held

last week, with the result that the B. of T. has intimated that

electricity should be supplied to the new woiks.

Northallerton.

—

Street Lighting.—It -was reported

to the U.D C. that owing to restricted lighting, the street E.L.

account for the past quarter amounted to only £46 against £178
in the corresponding period of last year.

Pendlebury.—A generating plant is being provided at

the Acme spinning mill to provide power for driving that mill and
the adjoining Albion mill. The Acme mill was the first spinning
mill in Lancashire to be electrically driven.

Perth.—The electricity department came to the assist-

ance of the city the other day on the occasion of a breakdown at

the gasworks. In connection with the matter, Mr. J. Lambert,
Corporation electrical engineer, has been asked to report upon the
whole of the electric appliances in use at the gasworks, and advise
specially as to the obtaining of duplicates to replace any parts that
may go temporarily out of order or may be worn out.

Slaithwaite.

—

Prov. Order.—The U.D.C. has decided
to apply for the date of the electricity order to be extended for a
period of 12 months after the end of the war.

Southend-on-Sea. — The T.C. is recommended to

arrange for the installation of a new automatic electric starting
apparatus for the sewage pump in HamBtel Road. MeBsrs.
Callender have written the Electricity Committee asking it to take
delivery and pay for the cable ordered in connection with the pro-
posed supply of current in the Leigh area, the delivery and pay-
ment having been delayed in compliance with the L.G.B.'s embargo
on capital expenditure. In view of the largely increased price,

which it would probably have to pay for the cable at a later date,

the Committee has resolved to authorise the clerk to inform Messrs.
Callender that the Council will take delivery of and pay for the
cable in April next. The Committee decided that in the event of
the Corporation being permitted by the L G.B. to install one or
more of the engines in the Leigh sub-station, application be made
to the Board for authority to raise the coBt of the cable under
the sanction of December, 1914, authorising a loan of £18,000 for
cables, &c. (the cost of the cable in question being included in
such application), and that in the event of the Corporation not
being permitted to equip the sub-Btation the cost of the cable be
paid out of revenue.

Sowerby (Thirsk).—Street Lighting.—The Electric
Lighting Co. has offered an allowance of £30 off the lighting
account providing there is no alteration in the lighting con-
ditions. It was pointed out that the contract was for three years,
subject to the amount bein? allowed by the parish meeting, and the
amount the meeting would have been asked to raise for the current
year was £103. It was agreed to aocept the company's offer.

Surbiton.— E.L. Transfer.—The U.D.C. has now
received the sanction of the B. of T. for the transfer of 'the E.L.
undertaking to Messrs. Callenders.

Swindon.—The T.C, having received an application
for a supply of current to Broome Manor, for lighting and power,
has referred the matter to the Electricity Sub-Committee. To
comply with the request the overhead line will have to be extended
from Broome sewage works, at an estimated cost of £275.

Swinton and Pendlebury.—The D.C. has decided
that the agreement with the Lancashire Electric Power Co. for
the supply of electricity shall be extended to the year 1923. It is
stated that the effect of this will be to lower the price of current to
the Council.

West Bromwich.—The T.C. has entered into an
agreement with the Oriental Tube Co., Ltd., to supply a minimum
of 80,000 units per annum for a period of years.

NYolverbampton.—Proposed Loan.— The Corpora-
tion proposes to borrow £1,780 for main3 extensions in connection
with the Bupply of electrical energy to local works.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

Ashton-nnder-Lyne.

—

Wage Increase.—As the result

of the recent arbitration between the Corporation and the tramway
emplojc's, increaseB of wages have been awarded to the men as

follows :—Motormen and conductors receive an increase of flrd.

per hour, and shedmen Jd. per hour, the increases to date from
October 4 th. The motormen and condu:tors working on the Man-
chester section receive the following increases for the duration of

the war :— Is. per week to employes up to 21 yearH of age, and 2s.

per week to those above that age. The wages of inspectors were
increased by Is. 6d. per week.

Birmingham. — Female Labour. — The Tramways
Committee reports that there were now 700 women acting as con-

ductors on cars in the city, and, generally, their work gives satis-

faction. About 50 profession*! and business men are acting as

motormen on cars during the week-ends.

Bolton.

—

Female Labour.—The Tramways Committee
has authorised the tramways manager to employ aB many women car

conductors aB he deems necessary, and it has been decided to adopt
a uniform Bimilar to that used by the women conductors at

Oldham.

Chesterfield.—The T.C. has decided to apply for the

tramways undertaking to be a "controlled'' establishment. An
application for the women tramway conductors to be paid the war
bonus given to male employe.', has not been granted, as they com-
menced duties after the outbreak of war at the maximum rate of

pay-

Continental.

—

Spain.—Railway Electrification.—
The establishment of interurban electrical railways in Spain is

hindered by unfavourable geographical conlitions. The country
consists for the most part of a lofty plain, sparsely populate l,

Bloping towards the coast, and the railway network in conjunction

with the cart roads suffices for the insignificant traffic. Only on
the coast, which is thickly-populated, are there interurban rail-

ways. According to the report of a German engineer, Herr W.
Reinart, in the Elektrisehe Kraft and Bttriebe, the greater part of

these, Home 15 lines, with a total work n; length of 295 km., are

of 1 metre gauge. One of these railways, running from
Pampeluna to Sanguesa, 18 km., is worked by single-phase

current, at 6,000 volts and 25 cycleB ; all the otherB employ con-

tinuous current at 500-iiOO volts, with the exception of the

Viga-Mondariz line, 42 km. in extent, which is still under con-

struction, and which will employ continuous current at 1,200 volte.

Another line intended for working with continuous current at

the same pressure, the Barcelona-SabadelT*rasa, is now under
construction ; and three lines running out of Biiba, of an aggre-

gate length of 80 km., will work with current at 500 600 volts.

Of ordinary electric railway lines the Gargal-Santafe-Mondigur
(near Almeria), with a gauge of 166 m., is the only one in use.

It is engaged almost wholly in the transport of ore on a gradient,

and with a view to utilising regenerative methods, the three- phass
system has been chosen. The trains are drawn by two locomotives

of 52 tons weight each, with two 160-h.p. motors each. A more
important long-distance line, whose electrification was under con-

sideration just before the outbreak of the war. is that which con-

nects Huelva with the famouB Rio Tinto copper mine ; this line,

devoted almost exclusively to the carriage of ore, is 80 km. long,

and has a gauge of 130 m. For its working it is intended

to use three-phase current at 3,000 volts and "iO periods ; the

locomotives are fitted with two motors of 600 H.r. each. A Com-
mission nominated by the Spanish Government is at the present

moment occupied with a scheme for an express electric line from
Madrid to the French frontier, whose termination will probably be

at the new Somport tunnel, which passes through the Pyrenees.

—

Heeista Tecnica d' Elettrieitii.

Italy.—The Socieia Anonima dei Tramways Florentine has
applied for authority to build and work new electric tramw&yj
from a point in the city to La Lastra.

Application has been made for a concession for the construction

and working of a short line of metre- gauge electric tramway to

connect the town of Todi with the Todi-Porte Nara railway
station.

Switzerland.—The Swiss State Railway authorities have
decided to commence the work of electrifying the Gothard Rail-

way, a start being made with the Erstfeld-Bellinzona section of

the line. For the current year provision has been made for the
expenditure of £120,000 on the work ; of thiB, £56,000 is for the
Amsteg power station, £52,000 for the Ridom station, and £12,000
for rolling stock and the construction of a short trial section. The
provisional estimates provide for the expenditure of £380,000 in

1917, £540,000 in 1918, £440,000 in 1919, and £60,000 in 1920. the

total cost being thus £1,510,000.

Dudley.

—

Tramway Accident.—On Sunday evening
last a serious tramway accident occurred on the Dudley—Wednes-
bury route, owing to a car carrying 30 passengers running away
down hill, without the driver, and subsequently jumping the
points and overturning across a footpath. Sixteen passengers
were injured, and one of these has since died of injuries received.

Apparently the car was at a terminus which was on a slight

gradient, and, the brakea having been applied, the driver went to

meet a Birmingham car, by which his tea was sent up. Toe con-
ductor, who rema ned on the car, changed the trolley-pole, and,
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thinking the driver was at Mb post, rang the bell and released the

brakes. The oar then started, and he commenced to take fareB,

being unaware of the position of things until bis attention was
drawn to the matter by a passenger ;

his subsequent efforts to

apply the brakes were too late, as the car left the track and over-

turned, as mentioned. This accident resembles very closely that

which occurred at Barnsley on December 2nd, 1914, and on which
Col. von Donop subsequently reported, his findings being given in

our isBue of February 5th last year.

Edinburgh.—A Sab-Committee has been asked to report

fully on the state of the tramways undertaking, in preparation for

the Corporation taking it over ; the question of procedure when
the lease expires will also be considered. Mr. Newington, city

electrical engineer, is to report on the advisability of electrically

lighting the care.

Glasgow.—A sum of £490, including a grant of £50
given by the T.C.'s Departmental Committee, has been collected in

boxes in the cars on the Glasgow system, for supolying seasonable

comforts for the ex-members of the department who joined the 17th

Batt. of the H.L.I., which is mainly composed of Corporation ex-

workers. A number of parcels have already been 6ent to France, and,

under a novel ecneme which has been introduced, a considerable

portion of the fund has been invested in wool, with which the wives

of the men, the women emplojes of the department, and others, are

engaged in knitting comforts for the men in the trenches.

L. & S.W. Railway Electrification.—According to the

Daily Express, Mr. H. H dmes, superintendent of the L. & S.W.
Rjilway, states that the new service of electric trains between
Kingston and Waterloo will be brought into operation on Sunday,
January 30th.

Middlesbrough. — Railless Tbaction.— The non-
delivery of the cars is responsible for the delay in the opening of

the railless traction system which will connect up Middlesbrough
with the Eston district lower down the TeeB bank. Oiving to

Government contracts, the delivery of the cars is not expected for

two or three months.

Stretford.—Complaint has recently been made of the

inadequacy of the car service to Trafford Park from Manchester
and Salford. The question was raised at a meeting of the Stretford

D.C. last week, and the clerk was instructed to draw the attention

of the Manchester and Salfoxd Corporations to the matter, and
to express the hope that an improved car service might be

arranged.

U.S.A.—The first actual tests of the Chicago, Milwaukee
and St. Paul R lilroad Co.'s new electrified mountain divisions have
just been made by officials and directors of the system, who toured
the completed sectims of the 400-mile electrified district in three

special care drawn by one of the new 260-ton, 3,000-volt electric

locomotives. After making passenger-train tests, running at all

speeds up to 70 miles an hour, the officials witnessed tonnage
tests, in which locomotives used on passenger trains, equipped for
heavy hauling instead of speed, pulled 2,.">00 tons at a uniform
speed of 16 miles an hour. It is expected that the all-steel trans-
oontinmtil traina of this company will be operated electrically

over the continental divide at an early date. Wnile the cost of
the work has been $20,000,000, the saving in fuel, in increased
hanling capacity, in maintenance of speed schedules and in
mechanical upkeep will be so large that a return of 20 per cent.

a year on the investment is anticipated. The regenerative
braking device in the equipment of the electric locomotives
proved under the tests to be completely successful.

—

Electrical
World.

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

Cables in Code.—The Postmaster-General announces
that the Rubber edition of Broomhall's " Imperial C jmbination
Code " has been added to the list of codes authorised for use in

foreign te'egramp, except in telegrams to Argentina, Brazil,

Paraguay, Uruguay and Honduras.

Marconi v. Telefunken.—The Standard Oil Co , of

New Jersey, has decided to remove the Telefonken wireless appa-
ratus from 22 of its Bhips, and to substitute the Marconi system,
with American operators. A contract has been made with the
Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co. of America to this end, and is

regarded by the Marconi Co. as a very important transaction.

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.

Brisbane.—February 28th. Deputy P.M.G. Gas ergine, gene-
rator, battery, power board, &c, for the Post Office, Townaville,
Queensland. (Schedule No. 370.) High Commissioner's Office,

72, Victoria Street, S.W.

Melbourne.—February 16th : 61 electric Btaff instruments.
February 23rd : Two commutator slotting machines, for the
Victorian Railway Commissioners.'*

February 2nd. Agent-General for Victoria. Fuse distribution

boxes and fuses, for the Victorian State Railways. See " Official

Notices" January 14th.

Sydney.—February 7tb. Metropolitan Board of Water Supply
and Sewerage. For No. 1 pumping station at Ultimo. Two
centrifugal pumps and electric motors (4,000 gallons per minute
each), switchboards, Btarters, &c. Contract No. 1,301.*

February 28th. Municipal Council. Tenders for induction
regulators. Specifications (lis. (id.) from the Electric Light
Department, Town Hall, Sydney.
May 3rd. N.S.W. Riilways and Tramways Department. One

2,500-Kw. turbo-alteruator, for Zira Street, Newcastle, power
house. Specifications (20.-.) from the Engineer's office, 61, Hunter
Street, Sydney.

Croydon.—January 24th. Corporation. .Stores for the
1 ram ways Department. Particulars from the Manager, Tramways
Department, Thornton Heath.

Doncaster.—January 24th. Relaying portion of the
permanent-way, Nether Hall Road, for the Corporation Tramway
Department. Mr. R. E. Ford, Acting Borough Engineer (return-

able deposit of £1 Is.).

Dublin.—January 2 1st. Corporation. Arc lamp carbons.

See "Official Noticea" January 14th.

Ecdes.—X-ray apparatus at the Eccles and District

Hospital, for the Board of Management.

Halifax.—February 14th. Corporation. Twelve months'
supply of electric lighting fittings and accessories, cables, tele-

phone wire, meters, &c. See "Official Notices" to day.

London.—Islington.—January 21st. B.C. Twelve
months' supply of engine-room stores, electrical fittings, meters,
cables, &?. See " Official Notices" Dec. 31st.

Bebmondsey.— February 10th. B. of G. Twelve months' supply
of electric lamps. Forms of tender from Mr. E. Pitta Fenton,
Clerk to the Guardians, 283, Tooley Street, S.E.

Fulham.—The Electricity and Lighting Committee recommends
that no annual contracte be entered into for the supply of elec-

trical and engineering stores, but that the borough electrical

engineer be authorised to purchase in the open market when
required.

Hammersmith.—The Electricity Committee recommends the
B.C. to invite tenders for 12 months' supplies of electric light

sundries, insulated wires, packing and jointing materials, joint-

boxes and connections.

Xew Zealand.— Auckland.— February 23rd. City

Council. Centrifugal pumping electric motors, and automatic
starting and controlling apparatus, for the four city pumping
stations. Specifications from the office of the Water Board, Town
Hall, Auckland.
Donedin.—May 17th. City Council. (l)Tramcar bodies; (2) elec-

trical equipment. Plans, &c, from the Town Clerk, Dunedin.
Raetihi.—March 14th. Town Board. 40-h.p. hydro-electric

generating set, switchboard, &c. Plana and particulara from Meesra.

H. W. Climie & Son, Raetihi.*

Wellington.—March 8th. Public Worka Office. One 3,000 kw.
generator and one 4.300-h.p. water turbine, at Lyttelton, for the
Lake Coleridge electric power scheme. Specifications. &o., may be

consulted by British firms at the office of the Hgh CornmitBioner
in London for New Zealand, at 13, Victoria Street, S.W.

Pembroke (Dublin).— February 7th. U.D.C. Twelve
months' supply of electrical goods. Specifications from the Town
Ha'l, Ball's Bridge, Co. Dublin.

Spain.—Tenders have just been invited by the municipal

authorities of Narros del Castillo (Province of Avila) for the con-

cession for the electric lighting of the town.

Swansea.— February 7th. Electric light installation,

Brynmill School, for the Borough Education Committee. Mr. A. W.
Holden, Clerk, !>, Orove Piace (returnable depot it of £1 If.).

Specifications for the items marked * can be seen at the Board
of Trade Commercial Intelligence Branch in London.

Australia.—February 18th. Melbourne, Brunswick and
Cobnrg Tramwavs Trust. Six radial trucks.*

April l"ith. P M.G. Common- battery multiple switchboard, or

automatic or semi-automatic switchboard, and associated apparatus.

See "Official Noticea" December 31st. I . s*

CLOSED.

Auckland.—The U.D.C. has accepted the tender of

Messrs. D. Latham & Co. for the EL. installation at the new
engine house at the waterworks, at £36.

Barnsley.—The Electricity and Lighting Committee
has accepted the following tenders :

—

Willans & Robinson.—Turbine. £2.590 ; condenser, ±'2,150.

Dick, Kerr & O. -Alternator, £1,980.

B.I. & Helsby Cables, Lid.— u.r. and L.T. feeders, ±2,241.
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Bath.—The D.C. has placed a contract with Messrs.

Chamberlain & Hookham, Ltd., for meters for the ensuing year.

Cape Town.—The tender of the South African General

Electric O. has been accepted by the Corporation for a British

Thomson- Houston turbo-alternator, for £12,100; also the tender

of Messrs. Sykes & Co., at £3,050, for a rotary converter.

hewsliury.—The Electricity and Tramways Committee
of the T.C. has aocepted the tender of Messrs. Heenan & Froude
for an air filter, at £187.

Glasgow.—The T.C Tramways Committee has accepted

the following offers for scrap :—Copper, and armature coils, Messrs.

P. Si W. MacLellan
; brass, and rubber-insulated cable, Messrs.

R. M. Easdale & Co. ; dry cells, Messrs. J. Jack-son & Co;

Government Contracts,— l-ist of new contracts for

December, 1916 :

—

War Ofi ice,

Eleotric cable and wire.—B.I. & Helsby Cables, Ltd. : Hooper's Telegraph
and LB. Works, Ltd, ; Johnson « Phillips, Ltd. ; Liverpool Eleotric
Cable Co., Ltd. : Midland Electric Wire Co., Ltd. ; Siemens BroB. and
Co., Ltd.; Western Electric Co., Ltd.

Eleotric cells.—Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.
Electric lighting sets.— Fyfe, Wilson ,v. Co : Parsolls Motor Co., Ltd.
Distribution boards, switob.es and fuses.— Kartret Englnee'ing Co.
Engines and generators. -Austin Mjtor Co. (1914), Ltd.

J
Keighle> Gas and

Oil Engines, Ltd.
Switehgear for transformers.—British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.
Generating sets and parts. -Austin Motor Co. (19141, Ltd.
Works services.—Electric lighting at B.F.C. Camp, Thetford : Mann,

Egerton & Co. Electiic lighting new hut hospital, Dublin : E'lis and
Ward, Ltd. Electric lighting installation at Houghton ReglB Camp

:

Grindlestone & Co. Electric lighting at hutted camps, Duddington
and Dreghorn, Eastfield and Westfield.— Grindlay, Ross & Co., Ltd.

Power houses at Crombie and Rosytb.—W. Finlayson & Sons.

Post Office.

Additional automatic equipment at Leeds Automatic Exchange.

—

Automatio Telephone Manufacturing Co.. Ltd.
Insulators.—J. Bourne & Son ; Taylor, Tunnicliff & Co.
Condenser paper.—Brittains, Ltd.
Battery zinc—Eyre Smelting Co., Ltd.
Galvanised-iron wire.—R. Johnson & Nephew, Ltd.

H.M. Office of Works.
Engineering services.—Admiralty electric wiring : W. 0. Rooper & Co.

London.—The London General Omnibus Co. has, we
hear, just placed a large repeat order for electric lighting sets with
Messrs. C. A. Vandervell & Co., Ltd.

Messrs. Pope's Electric Lamp Co., Ltd., have secured a renewal
of their contract for carbon and metal-filament lamp require-

ments for 19 lfi from the Nelson Line of steamers. Owing to the
large demand for Pope electric lamp Bhades, a further stock is being
printed, and applications for them should be sent immediately.
Hammersmith.—In order to augment the stock of coal at the

electricity generating station, the Electricity Committee recom-
mends the acceptance of the offer of JlesBrs. Cory Bros., Ltd., for

a supply of 90 tons per week, to June 30th next, of ]-in. Hucknall
High Hazel coal, alongside Chancellor's Wharf, at 21s. 6d. per ton.

Bebmondset.—The following tenders have been received by the
Borough Counoil for the supply of motors for the crusher plant :

—

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

Motor - Price without
revs. Price, spare armatures.
950 £689 £518

7091

Supply and erection oompletc :

J. Evans i Co. 951)

General Electric Co., Ltd 900
Cost of fitting spare armatures not

i Deluded

:

Crompton & Co., Ltd 1,(100

No erection, and spare armatures not
fitted

:

Brit. Wostinghouse Co., Lt3. .. 1.000
Brit. Thomson-Houstnn Co., Ltd. 1,020
Siemens Bros. & Co., Lta 1,000

Alternative tinders

:

J. Evans & Co
{ Jjjg

General E'ectric Co., Ltd 900 815 727:
* Plus 15s. per yard run of oable. t Enclosed pipe-ventilated motors.

; Totally enclosed motors.

The Council is recommended to accept the tender of the General
Electric Co., Ltd., at £551, plus 15s. per yard run of cable, estimated
at £33. la its report on the subject the Finance Committee
stated that it was informed that when the General Purposes
Committee decided to recommend the Council to accept the tender

of the General Electric Co. it did so upon its being reported to

it that it would be tin lowest tender, as it was thought that
Messrs. Crompton & Co.'s tender did not inolude the cost of
changing the spare armatures. It has since been ascertained that
Messrs. Crompton's estimate did include such cost, as provided for

in the specification. The Committee therefore, to save time,

recommended the acceptance of Messrs. Crompton's tender.

The Electricity Committee has accepted the tender of the B.T.

and Helsby Cables, Ltd., for three '5 units, complete with bus-bar,

for mounting in Callender pillar, and one '3 unit, for £29.

Stretford.— The U.D.C. has accepted the tender of

Messrs. W. T. Glover & Co., Ltd., at £356, for the Bupply of 400
yards of paper- insulated, lead-covered cable ; also the tender of
Messrs. Veritys, Ltd., at £53, for a 10-H.p. motor.

Swindon.—The T.C. has accepted the tender of the
Acetylene Illuminating Co., L*d.. for an acetylene gas plant for

use in connection with the repair of the tramway track, at £41.

Taunton.— Messrs. Chamberlain & Hookham, Ltd.,

have received a contract from the Council for meters for the year.

Windsor.—The T.C. has accepted the tender of the
PalsonjetferPump'Co., Ltd., fot an electrical pump, at about £'£0t>.

Royal Institution of Great Britain.— Friday, January 21st. At 5.80 p.m.
At Albemarle Street. Lecture on " Problems in Capillarity," by Prof. Sir

J. Dewar, P.R.8.
Thursday, January 27th. At 3 p.m. At Albemarle Street, W. Paper

on "Fuel Economv from a National Standpoint," by Prof. W. A. Bone,
F.R.S.

Greenock Electrical Society.— Friday, January 21st. At 7.45 p.m. At the

Temperance Institute, 19, West Stewart Street. Paper on " Direct current
Machines," by Mr. J. A. Kinnaird.

Institute of Mechanical Engineers.— Friday, January 21st. At 8 p m. At
Great George Soreet, S.W. General meeting.

Association of Mining Electrical Engineers (West of Scotland
Branch). - Saturday, lanuary 22nd. At 4.110 p.m. At the Romi i

College, Glasgow. Paper on " Electrical Shaft Winding," by Prof.

D. Burns.
(Notts and Derbyshire Branch. Saturday, .Innuary 28th. At

University College, Nottingham. Paper on " Unusual Breakd .WOB in

Colliery Electrical Plant," by Mr. R. Devine.

Manchester Association of Engineers.—Saturday, January 22nd. At tho

Grand Hotel. Aytoun Street Paper on " Cast Iron : Tho Strength and
Properties of Castings," by Mr. E. L. Rbead.

Salford Technical and Engineering Association. — Saturday, January
2-znd. At 7 p.m. At the Royal Technical Institute. Presidential Address.
Musical social evening.

Post Office Telephone and Telegraph Society of London. — Monday,
January 24th. At ti.30 p.m. At the I E.E., Victoria Embankment, V> .C.

Paper on " Public Administration and Finance," by Mr. F. C. Cook.

Institution of Civil Engineers.—Tuesday, January 25tb. At 6.30 p.m. At
Great George Street, S.W. Discussion on Mr. F. W. Carter's paper on
" The Electric Locomotive."

Institution of Electrical Engineers i Manchester Local Section.—
Tuesday, January 25cn. At 7.30 p.m. At the Engineers' Club, 17, Albert

Square. Paper on "The Principles of Modern Printing Telegraphy," by
Mr. H. H. Harrison.

Liverpool Engineering Society.—Wednesday, January 26th. At the Royal
Institution, GolquHG Street. Paper on "Recent Developments in Tele-

phony," by Mr. G. C. Marris.

University College, London.—Wednesday, January 26th. At 5. SO p.m. At
University Cullege, Gower Street, W.C. First lecture on " The Electrical

Production of Nit.ates for Fertilisers and Explosives," by Mr. E. Kilburn

Scott.

Leeds Association of Engineers.—Thursday, January 27th. At 7.80 p m.
At 6, Park Lane. Paper on " Electric Heating : Its Present Position and
Future Development," by Mr. G. Wilkinson.

North-East Coast Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders.—Friday,
January 28th. At 7.aO p.m. At Bolbec Hall, Neweastle-on-Tyne. Ordinary
general meeting.

NOTES.

The B.T.H. Co., Ltd.—With reference to an article that

appeared in the Sunday Chronicle on "Germans and the

Electrical Industry," a couple of months ago, in which the

writer, one " John Briton," made certain references to the

British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., a further article appealed

in the same paper on Sunday last, in which the writer says :

—

" When I wrote last on the German influence in the electrical

indnstry, some two monthB ago, I gave an account of the extra-

ordinary ramifications of the great German Trust, called briefly

the A.E G., of Berlin, and in this connection, before I go further,

I desire to clear up an unfortunate misunderstanding. Among
the ' Allied and subordinate ' companies, of which I gave a list,

I mentioned the British Thomson-Houston Co., of Rngby. I did

not say that this company was owned or controlled by the A.E.G.,

but this inference has been drawn from my article, and I there-

fore desire to say that it is unfounded.
" The truth is that the B.T H., of Rugby, is mainly controlled

by the General Electric Co., of Schenectady, which in its turn is a

descendant of the Thomson-HouBton Co., of America. The
Thomson-Honston Co. in its day sold its European patents to a

number of companies on this side of the Atlantic, some of which
in due course were absorbed by the A.E.G. and some by the

G.E. Co.

"The British Thomson-HouBton Co. belongs, as I have said, to

the latter category. It is true that the A. E.G. purchased the

German rights under the patents of the G.E. Co. and the B.T.H.

Co. in exchange for the American and BritiBh rights under its

patents, bnt I am glad to be able to state that the German com-
pany has no control over, or interest in, either the American or

British company, and I regret if any other meaning has been read

into my article, and if any harm has been done to the B.T.H. Co.

thereby. I am also able to state that the A.E.G. has no control

over the electric lamp business in this country, but on the con-

trary, by reason of British patents it was obliged to purchase from
British companies all such lamps as it sold here."

Trading,' with the Enemy.—The New Bill.—As we
go to press the text of this Amendment Bill is being published.

Among other things it gives the Government power to wind up
enemy businesses under certain circumstances. We shall refer

to the matter next week.

Inquiries.—Makers of appliances for the manufacture

of storage bat.eries are asked for.

Appointments Vacant. — Electricians and motor
mechanios are wanted for military oamp power-hooBeB (So'uth of

Ireland district]!, at it)?, to. 4 5s. +.
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The Development of Italian Hydro-Electric Works.
—The conference to which we britfly referred in ou.- last issue

took place in Milan, in the offices of theSocieta ImpreBeElettriche,

in the presence of Senator Facheris and a number of members of

the Lower Chamber, and from a report of the proceedings now to

hand, it would appear that the responsibility for assisting Italy

to develop the water powers of the country for industrial purposes

in general rests with the Government. Signor Ettore Conti, the

engineer who had bean invited to give an address on the subject,

first referred to the great importance attached at the present time

to the question of the electri -al industry in relation to national

independence and the economic defence of the nation. In view of

the European conn ct, he stated that the Italian industry must
fight on the side of the army, and in order to attain the object

which had been predetermined in the Italian war it was also

necessary to strive in the economic field, so as to secure that

industrial independence which had bfen endangered by the hege-

monical dream of the Central Empires, in the sense of endeavour-

ing to translate it into reality first by trying to surpass from an

economic point of view, and then by supporting this by force

of arms. The independence of Italy would be achieved, in his

opinion, by the adoption of a right policy with regard to Customs

and transport services, the diffusion of professional education, the

regulation of credit, and above all by the pursuit of an enlightened

national policy in respect of the u'ilisation of water powers.

Dealing then with the problem fnm various standpoints, the

lecturer first discussed the subject of the conversion of the rail-

ways to electric traction. It would be impracticable to transform

the while of the railway mileage so as to work it by means of

power obtained from hydroelectric works, as such a scheme alone

would require 1,000,000 H.P. Bat it would be possible to increase

the present electrically-operated mileage of 210 to 1,200 miles

within a period of 10 years, and at an expenditure of

£4 000,000. It would also be practicable for a considerable portion

of the power required by the industries of the country to be

obtained from electricity instead of coal, and electricity could also

be employed as motive power in agricultural operations and for

the extraction of nitrogen from the atmosphere for fertilising

pu-poses.

The question of the Bale price of electricity next engaged atten-

tion. On this point Signor Conti stated that the price per

KW.-hour was 9 6d. 30 years ago. It was now sold to large

industrial consumers at from £d. to 1 1., and at j^d. per KW.-hour in

special cases. He was firmly convinced that it would be possible

to establish hydroelectric worka which would be able to dispose

of energy at from y^l to '1. per KW.-hour, and when that

object was achieved the iron and steel and chemical industries in

Italy would no longer be exceptional industries. After having

reviewed the existing legislation with regard to the electrical

industry, the speaker submitted that nothing had been done in

this way to encourage the national industry. If the electrical

industry was to be developed on a grand scale, so as to render

possible the erection of large stations and consf quently the supply

of energy at cheap rates, the Government would have to avoid

delays and solve the problem fully, bearing in mind the legitimate

and modest wishes of industrialists, whilst at the same time the

State revenue would rapidly increaee to the advantage of the

country. The lecturer met with a very cordial reception, and
the discussion which ensued largely turned upon the means to be

adopted in approaching the Government with a view to the

adoption of immediate measures so as to permit existing hydro-

electric works to be enlarged without delay by the construction,

in the first place, of new reservoirs with the object of coping with

the scarcity of coal.

The members of the Lower Chamber present expressed them-
selves convinced of the urgency of the problem, and a Committee
was appointed to drasv up a petition to be presented personally to

the Government. In the meantime the address is to be printed in

pamphlet form, and copies will be sent to all the deputies in

order to secure their support in favour of this movement. A
considerable time will be required before any practical advantage

can be derived from the granting of facilities by the Govern-

ment in the near future. That the Government will assitt

the electrioal industry, as well as other industries, to secure

independence from the Teutonic yoke seemB very probable. "

Fatalities.—Methil.—At Kirkcaldy, Fife, on Friday,

Sheriff Armour Hannay and a jury conducted an inquiry into the

circumstances of the death of Alex. Martin, apprentice electrician,

residing at Methil, who died on December 11th, 1915, in the No. 2

Pit, Leven Collieries, owned by the Fife Coal Co., from an electrio

Bhock.

George Meredith, foreman electrician, said the boy Martin, who
was 15£ years of age, had been with him for about a year. On the

day in question he had instructed the lad to replace a lamp on the

west aide of the pit bottom. All apprentices were warned not to

touch high-tension panels. Witness stated that he did not think it

possible to apply to that particular panel the locking apparatus

suggested by the Inspector of MineB. The door of the panel had
been levered open by the deceased, who was a lad keen on his

work, and was undoubtedly curious. Joseph Laurie, the motor-

man, Baid decease! came to his room and said :
" Here are two

lamps for you." Witness then heard Martin open the door of the

panel, and shouted :
" Watch what you're doing now." Deceaeed

replied :
" It's all ri/ht, I have the gloves on." Witness then said :

" See and mind." Witness received no anewer, and on looking

over to see- what deceased was doing he saw Martin standing with

his back against th: panel and his mouth open. Witness took off

the" switch, and tho U'd fell back in his arms and never recovered.

There was a mark on his forearm like a burn. George Gordon

Fraser, chief electrical engineer to the company, said the panel

was quite safe. There were sufficient notices of danger. The lad

knew and had been warned of the danger. No matter what lock-

ing device was used, there would be danger in the human element.

The Sheriff suggested that the jury add a rider to their formal

verdict recommending that more stringent precautions and regula-

tions be adopted in regard to apprentice electricians, and that the

mines inspector should be invited to consider, along with the

management, what electric device for protecting such panels could

be adopted. Mr. Macgregor, the coal company's representative,

addressing the j iry, pointed out that no matter what device waB

adoptel, so long as boyB were boys and did not obey their

superiors, accidents were bound to arise. A formal verdict waa

returned, the jury adding a rider as recommended by his Lord-

ship.

A motor-car collided with an electric standard on the Victoria

Embankment, London, on 17th intt. The standard was broken

off 12 ft. from the ground, and one man was killed.

Volunteer Xotes.—Engineering Institutions'Volun-
teer Engineer Corps.—Orders for week commencing January

24th, 1916.—By Lieut.-Col. C B. Clay, V.D.. Commandant.
Drills, 6.25 to 7.25 ; 7.25 to 8 25 p.m.

Monday, January 21th.—Sections 1 and 2, Technical ; Sections

3 and 1, Lashings and Trestle Bridging, Signalling Class and
Recruits.

Tuesday, January 25th—School of Arms, 6 to 7 p.m.

Thursday, January 27th.—Shooting for Sections 1 and 2, and
Signalling Class.

Friday, January 28th.—Sections 3 and 4, Technical ;
Sections 1

and 2, Lashings and TreBtle Bridging ; Signalling Class and

Recruits.

Saturday, January 2'.>th.—Uniform Parade, 2 45 p.m.

Sections for Technical Parade at Headquarters, London Elec-

trical Engineers, 46, Regency Street. S.W.

Sections for Shooting Parade at Miniature Ranges.

Unless otherwise ordered, all Parades at Chester House.

E. G. Fleming,
Company Commander and Acting Adjutant.

3rd Batt. (Old Boys) Central London Regiment (Volun-

teers).—Battalion Orders by Colonel S. G. Grant (Officer Com-
manding), Thursday, January 20th, 1916 :

—

Week-end Parade*.—The Inter-Platoon Competition will be

fired at the Acton Range on Saturday next, the 22nd and 23rd inat.

This will take the place of the usual week-end parades.
" Derby" Recruits will parade at Wembley Park, on Saturday

and Sunday next, at the usual times.

Musketry.—The Acton Range will be open on Saturday morn-

ing, the 22nd inst., for Inter-Platoon Competition practice.

Members to parade at 11 a.m. Names to bs sent to Mueketry

Staff not later than Friday mid-day.

The Competition will commence on Saturday afternoon, the 22nd

inst., at 1 p.m. The competing Teams are Platoons Nos. 2 and 3,

Blackheath and North London.
The Competition will be continued on Sunday, the 23rd inat.

The Teama—Platoons Nop. 5, 10, 13 and 14—are to Parade at

11 a.m. Teams—Platoons Nos. 4, 7, 12 and 15—to Parade at 2 p.m.

Men to Parade punctually, in uniform, with bayonets.

Non-competitors may attend to witness Competition.

A. G. JOINER, Major and Adjutant, O.B.C.

Institution and Lecture >otes.—The Institution

of Electrical Engineers We are informed by the secretary of

the Institution, Mr. P. F. Rovvell, that the Council has passed the

following resolution :

—

" The Council are of opinion that Clause 41 of the Articles of

Association provides sufficient means for the expulsion of unde-

sirable persons (whether alien enemies or not) from the Institu-

tion, consistently with making the thorough investigation of the

c :rcumstances of each case which is eBsential in order to avoid the

risk of doing grave injuetice to individuals."

The Council has also under consideration the question whether

the Institution should obtain further powers for the expulsion of

alien enemies.

[We pointed out on December 31st that Article 41 contained

adequate powers for the expulsion of alien enemy members, and in

our laBt issue we surmised that the Council would not take action

in the matter, having already returned an evasive reply to inquiries

on the subject. Whether anything will be done depends entirely

upon the members of the Institution, as Article 41 can only be

brought into operation by the action of individuals, and the

Council, it will be observed, ia not committed to any policy what-

ever.—Eds. Elec. Rev.]

Metropolitan Association of Electric Tramways
Managers.—A meeting of the members of this Association was
held on 14th inst., at the Municipal and County Club. Whitehall,

when the following were present :— Messrs. Ullmann (East Ham),
chairman, Sehofield (Leyton), vice-chairmxn, Moffet (West Ham),
Harvey (Ilford), Mackinnon (London United), and Goodyer
(Croydon), hon. secretary. Letters were received from Messrs.

Fell (L.n.O.), Bruce (L.C.O.), Murray (Walthamstow), Stokes

(Bexley). Hammond (Metropolitan Electric), Williams (Erith), and

Mason (South Metropolitan), who were unable to attend. Various

inatterB of interest were discussed.
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Chinese Power House Bombed.—A Central News
dispatch from Hone-Kong', stateB that on January 14th while the
ohief engineer of the Kwang-Tung Eleotric Supply Co. was enter-
taining eome friends, including the British Consul, at a bridge
party, an unknown miscreant threw a bomb into the company's
power house. All the windows were smashed, and two or three
coolies were killed.

Lead Poisoning in Accumulator Works.— During
the month of December, 1915, twelve cases of lead poisonine in
electrical accumulator works were reported to the Home Office

under the Factory and Workshop Act, the total oases for the year
being 64 as against 41 for 1914.

The Prussian Government and Electricity Works.—The Spanish newspapers have recently recorded complaints made
in some political circles alleging that certain new laws have
become dead letters—dead in the sense that they have never been
promulgated since they were passed, and have, as it would seem,
almost become forgotten. But a still stranger case has just been
brought to light in Germany, where a joint decree, made on May
26th, 1914, was published for the first timo in the middle of
January of the current year. The decree, which is signed by the
Prussian Minister for Trade and Industry, the Minister for Public
Works, and the Minister for Internal Affairs, relates to the supply
of electricity, but it is not c wnected with the scheme reported to

be in prospect for the nationalisation of the supply industry. The
object of the decree is to secure a greater measure of production
for the public interests in regard to overland central stations, the
establishment of which has not required the snnction of Parlia-
ment—but which has been merely Bubject to p ivate agreements
and the consent of officials representing the Government authori-
ties. In future, however, certain restrictions are to be imposed,
and the promoters of overland stations are only to obtain the
right of expropriation, the use of Government ground property
(waterways of first importance, domains, forests and railways),
after the Government officials for the districts concerned have
settled the requirements to be stipulated in the general public
interest.

The decree points out, in the first place, that the requirements
cannot be prescribed from a general standpoint, as the requisite

experience is lacking, particularly as the conditions coming into

consideration are so vani d that it is impossible to deal with all

cases in a uniform manner Hitherto the right of expropriation
has been made dependent upi n the non exiaten e of a monopoly in

the delivery of materials and plant for installation*. In appro-
priate instances the undertakers have been placed under the
obligation to furnish energy to everyone in their area of supply
in so far as this could be effected without endangering the
economy of the undertaking, and this condition will also be adhered
to in the future. Effirts must be directed, tne Government
officials are instructed to sreure that the supply of districts yet
unprovided with electricity shall not be undertaken arbitrarily

by one or another undertaker, but that it Bhall be proceeded
with in the most economical manner. The appropriate supply
of a district may be prejudiced for a long time by the erection of
small works of limited capacity, whilst at the same time large
and efficient works, if they Bnpply only the more profitable parts
of a great area, would also prejudice the equal treatment of
favourable and unfavourable distric's that is requisite for
the systematic supply of the whole of the area. This can also

take place in the case of municipal works extending their supply
to parts of the outlying districts, for which a different supply
under circumstances would be more suitable for the whole.

It is now proposed, as occasion may arise, to bring the influence

of the State to bear in this direction in the case of existing works
by only permitting them to make use of State lands according
as the opportunity offers, when they give legal undertaking to

the Government officials for the district not to exceed, without
the consent of the latter, the line of demarcation representing the
whole of their present area of supply. In the case of those works
whioh possess the right of expropriation for a specified area with-
out this undertaking being imposed, this measure will also apply in

order to prevent them from supplying beyond their particular

areas without the sanction of the Government officials. The
proposed establishment of new works will be subject to in-

quiry as to whether their erection should be opposed or as

to how the line of demarcation for them shall be drawn.
Both in the case of existing works and of new stations the
conditions can be imposed that neighbouring districts shall

also be supplied even if they promise to yield a lower
return. A further important objeot is to prevent the existing

tendency for the development of private supply monopolies
from further growing, which has also to be taken into con-

sideration in fixing the line of demarcation, wfiilst efforts

must be made to obtain a right of determining whether
works whioh have been established by local authorities or with
the substantial participation of such authorities, shall in future

come under the control of private undertakings. The decree,

which is apparently addressed to the Government officials in

each district, further suggests the possibility of influencing

the fixing of charges for supply in bo far that the charges

must be re-examined at certain intervals, and a reduction

demanded as occasion may arise. These instructions are neither

regarded as exhaustive nor are they to be considered without
distinction in every case, the duty of the State, the decree con-

cludes, being to keep the development on sound lines, but not to

hamper it.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Kditor.s inritr rlrrtru-al ertgrrwerx, whether connected with the

technical or the commercial xul-e of the profusion and industry
also electric triiinmay and railway n{lir,,n:,, to keep reader* of the

Elkoti.ical Rkvikw posted a» to their movement*.

Central Station and Tramway Officials.—Mr. J.
I
H qdale, ili-' i lldham ' brporation i a j managi i - baa

strained the ligaments of one "I bis leg whi I i"

R rthei bam, and is laid up there

Mr. D. Lloyd baa resigned his i» sition a engineei to th<

Vbertillerj I
hi he having received an appointment under

Messrs. Partridge, Jones &

Messrs. SfOTjKG and Zeldham, of the Swansea Corporation
electricitj staff, have joined the Forces.

The Barnes I D.C. has granted Mr. G. C. Law, assistant

electrical engineei al the electricity works, a gratuity of £50
fox additional services rendered since the outbreak ol the war
to December 31st last.

Mr. Walter F. Long, the citj electrical engineer at Cape
Town (a position which he has occupied for nearlj II years),

has resigned in order to take up an appointmenl a general

manager of the Cape Town Tramways Co. Mr. S. J. Cltjnas,

who has been station engineer for some years, and has acted

as deputy for Mr. Long during his absence, has been appointed
acting city electrical engineer

General.—Mr. R. (1. Blake, a young electrical engi-
neer, employed by Messrs. Deveraux & Moody, Newcastle,

has been presented, on behalf "I the Carnegie Hero Trust
Fund, with a silver watch, and on behalf of the Royal Humane
Societj with a certificate on vellum, for having rescued a boy
who was drowning m the Tyne.
Mr. D. II. Morris, Glasgow manager of Messrs. Lowdon

Bros. & Co., has I n given a coi ission in the B.N.V.R.
Mr. J. T. Taylor, late representative for Messrs. Pirelli,

1 1. 1., has now-joined the staff of the British Thorns- n-Houston
Co., Ltd.

Second-Lieutenant A. R. Courtenay (late acting-manager
of the publication department, General Electric Co., Ltd.) has

sailed for the Mediterranean. After about tv* ths' active

service in France with the R.N.A.S., Armoured Oar Veroplape

Support (R.N.V.R.), he transferred to the Vrmy Service

Corps, and he is now a Second-Lieutenant in this Corps.

The Herbert Frood Co.,
-

Ltd., of Chapel-en-le-Friith, ask us

to state that Mr. W. B. Dixon is not now in their service.

Mr. Harold Boucher, who has been acting as electrical

engineer on one of II. M. Hospital Ships, has just returned

from the Dardanelles, and been appointed electrical engineer
to the Norman Flight Co., Bognor.
The London Gazette contains the following notice :—Terri-

torial Force. London Electrical Engineers. The under-

mentioned to hi' Second-Lieutenants :—Sapper G. S. II. Cox;
Private A. D. Hedgcock, from the II.A.C; and Lance-Corporal

G. A. Wadham, from RoyaJ Fusiliers.

Mr. A. P. Kelsey, one of Messrs Falk, Stadelmann & ('•>.'>

country representatives, has joined the Royal Flying Corps,

Roll of Honour.—Private Arthur Booth, of the

Ashton Territorials, who ha6 been wounded in action, was
an electrician employed by Messrs. Armstrong, Whitworth
and Co., Manchester.
Private Wm. Royle Jenkikson, of the 13th Cheshire Regi-

ment (Wirral "Pals"), who has fallen in action in France,

was, until his enlistment after the outbreak of war. engaged
as an electrical engineer with Messrs. Lever Bros., Ltd., Port

Sunligjit.

Erivate Albert W. C'apell, of the Rifle Brigade, who was,

prior to his enlistment, on the staff of the British Thomson-
Houston Co., Ltd., at Rugby, Ins been killed in action in

France. He returned to the Front two days before Christina

after recovery from fever.

The death is reported, in action in France, of Private Frank
Jokes, of the lsl Buffs (East Ken1 Regimenl I rmerlj m
the staff of the Isle ol Thanel Tramways Co.

Mr. Kenneth Geipel, of Messrs; Wm. Geipel & Co., who
has been serving in the Royal Engineers at the front iu France,

has been wounded, and is iu hospital in this country.

Obituary.—Mr. George Tucker.—We regret to re-

cord the death, which occurred on Saturday last, at bis resi-

deuee in Lordship Road, Stoke Newington, of Mr. George

X G. Tucker, i i the Electrician Printing & Publishing Co.,

Ltd. Mr. Tucker, who was in his 64th year, was associated

with the Electrt'i tan in one capacity or another from 1878, the

year in which the present paper first made its appearance,

down to the time of his death. He became principal pro-

prietor of the papei about ten years ago. Between the years

1878 and L888 his interests naturally centred chiefly around

submarine and land telegraphy. Mr. Tucker was responsible

for the p.ublication of "The Electrician" series of technical

Books, in which the researches and studies of many brilliant

writers are contained, among such authorities being Heavi-

siile, Ewing, Gore, Carter, Lodge, and Mrs. i.yrton. Mr.
Tucker also founded the Electrician Electrical Trades Direc-

tor} and Handbook (the Blue Book), and he took a personal

interest in its production. He seldom missed the Electro-

Harmonic concerts, even in recent years, and only failing

health prevented his attendance up to the last.
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Captain Colthdkst Vesey.—The directors of the Dublin and
Luean Electric Railway have placed on record their deep
regret at the death of Captain Colthurst Vesey, D.L., vice-

chairman, who had been associated with the concern for 18

years. Captain Vesey was also a director of the Dublin United
{Electric) Tramways Co.
Mr. W. C. Blenkaene.—We regret to record the death of

Mr. W. C. Blenkarne, senior London traveller for Messrs.

Falk, Stadelmann & Co., Ltd., who was well known in the
lighting trade throughout London, more particularly in the
Southern districts, where of late years he had represented the

above firm. The- deceased gentleman was for a long time
interested in a London glass works, but he abandoned this

on joining the staff of Falk, Stadelmann A: Co., Ltd., in 1891,

whom he represented until his death on the 12th inst. He h;i<l

seen longer service with the firm than any other London
traveller.

Mr. E. C. Frewer.—The death has taken place, after an
operation, of Mr. Robert Chas. Frewer, who had been on the

staff of Siemens Bros. Dynamo Works Co., of Stafford, for •-'I

years. He was 48 years of age.

Wills.—The late Professor Vivian B. Lewes left

£13,353.
Sir A. W. Pucker's estate amounted to £40,465.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

South Wales and West of England Wireless Training
College, Ltd. (142,641).—This company was registered on
January 0th, with a capital of .£5,000 in £1 shares, to carry on a college or
school tor training and instruction in wireless telegraphy and telephony, and
electrical and other engineering, and to adopt agreements (1) with the South
Wales Wireless Training College, Ltd., and (2) with J. R. Schofield. The
subscribers (with one share each) are : W. N. Jones, Dyflryn, Ammanford,
colliery proprietor; D. KadcliOe, Pen-y-lan, Cardiff, shipowner. Private com-
pany. The number of directors is not to be less than two or more than
seven; the subscribers are to appoint the first. Qualification, £250. Regis-
tered office ; Market Buildings, St. Mary Street, Cardiff.

Parsons and Hodges, Ltd. (142,731).—This company was
registered on January 15th, with a capital of £3,000 in £1 shares, 'to take
over (I) the business of an electrical, mechanical and general engineer and
contractor carried on by A. J. Hodges, at Regent Street, Leamington, in

succession to W. Parsons & Co., Ltd., and (2) the similar business carried on
by A. E. Mason, at 63, Parade, Leamington, as Receiver for the debenture-
holders of Brown & Parsons (1913). Ltd. The subscribers (with one share
each) are: W. Parsons, 63, Parade, Leamington Spa, electrical engineer;

A. J. Hodges, 26, Strathearn Road, Leamington Spa, electrical engineer.

Private company. The number of directors is not to be less than two or

more than five; the subscribers are to appoint the first. Solicitor: G. Wil-
liams, Bank Buildings, Cradley Heath. Registered office : 63, The Parade,
Leamington, Warwick.

Atkinson, Lloyd and Co., Ltd. (142,724).—This company
was registered on Januarv 15th, with a capital of £500 in £1 shares, to

carry on the business of electrical engineers, manufacturers, agents, and con-

tractors. The subscribers (with one share each) are: J. E. Atkinson. 1211,

Moss Lane, Swinton, Manchester, electrical engineer; S. Lloyd, ->s,

Duchy Street, Seedley, Manchester, electrical engineer; R. F. Peacock, 26,

Scarisbrick Road, Levensbulme, Manchester, electrical engineer. Private

companv. The number of directors is net to be more. than three; the first

are J. E. Atkinson, S. Lloyd, and R. F. Peacock. Solicitor: W. 1. Hawken,
71. Market Street, Manchester.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Burt, Escare and Denelle. Ltd.—Particulars of £7,500
debentures, created December 22nd, 1915, filed pursuant to Section 93 (3) of

the Companies (Consolidation) Act, 1908, the whole amount being now issued.

Prcpertv charged : The company's property, present and future, including

uncalled capital (if any). No trustees.

A memorandum of satisfaction in full on December 30th. 1915, of debenture

stock dated April 14th, 1911, securing £3,900, has been filed.

Coatbridge and Airdrie Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Fur-
ther charge on the Coatbridge and Airdrie undertakings and the company's
undertaking and property, present and future, including uncalled capital,

and benefit of certain agreements, contracts, etc., dated December 30th, 1915

(supplemental to charge dated October 17th, 1906), to secure £4.600. Holders :

County of London Electric Supply Co., Ltd., Moorgate Court, Moorg.ite

Place.' E.C.

David Anderson and Co.. Ltd.—Particulars of £5,500
nVbantures, created July 21st, 1915. filed pursuant to Section 93 (31 of the

Companies (Consolidation) Act, 1908, the amount of the present is.ue being

£100 Property charged: The company's undertaking and properly, present

and future, including uncalled capital. No trustees.

Issue mi December 17th, 1915. of £3,200 debentures, part of a series ol

which particulars have alreadj been filed

Ellis and Ward, Ltd. (107,215 ,-.—Capital, J10.000 in £\
shares. Return dated September 2Sth. 1915. 6.703 shares taken up; £703
paid; £6,000 considered as paid. Mortgages and charges: Nil.

Credenda Conduits Co., Ltd. (126,340).—Capit-il, £50.000
in £1 shares. Return dated July 7th (filed November ]8th). 1915. All shares

taken up; £30,01111 paid; £ ill. IHIO considered as paid. Mortgages and charges:

Nil.

HongKong Tramwav Co., Ltd.—A memorandum of

Satisfaction to the extent of £300 on October 2fith, 1914, of trust deed dated

July 1st, 1903. securing £105,000, has been filed.

Electric Reduction Co., Ltd. (54,724).—Capital, .£50.000

in £1 shares (10,200 pref. and 33.800 ord.). Return dated December 7th,

1915 16,200 pref. and 2S.S00 ord. shares taken up; £1 per share called up

on 13.000 pref. and 6.000 ord.
; £18,000 paid; £27.000 considered as paid on

3.200 pref. and 23.800 ord. shares. Mortgages and charges : £25,000.

M. & G. Truck and Engineering Co., Ltd.—Particulars of

£1,500 debentures, created January 5th. 1916, filed pursuant to Section 93 (3)

of the Companies (Consolidation) Act, 1908, the amount of the present issue

being £1,400. Property charged: The company's undertaking and propert',

present and future, including uncalled capital. No trustees.

lU'sisln -Electrical Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

—

Issue, on
October 11th, 1915, of £900 debentures, part of a series of which particulars
!: ... Lin ad} been filed.

Monte Video Telephone Co., Ltd. (27,208).—Capital,
£1011.(100 in £1 shares (87,000 pref.). Return dated November 10th, 1915.
SO. 492 pref. and 72,08(1 ord. shares taken up; £159,172 considered as paid.
Mortgages and charges : Nil.

Newtons, Ltd. (48,936).—Capital, .£40,000 in ,£10 shares..
Return dated October 5th, 1915. 3.265 slun-s taken up; £18,650 paid;
£14,000 considered as paid. Mortgages and charges: £14,000.

Pirelli, Ltd (103,068).—Capital, LS.QOO in ,£5 shares.
Return dated September 13th, 1915. £8,000 paid. Mortgages and charges :

Nil.

Cape Electric Tramways, Ltd. (54,636). — Capital,
£500.00(1 in £1 shares. Return dated November 24th, 1915. 491,222 shares
taken up; £91,222 paid; £4110. I considered as paid. Mortgages and chaig.-s :

X 391.300.

Frederick Brabv and Co., Ltd.—Capital, £400,000 in .£10
shares (2,500 pref.). Return dated September 2nd, 1915. 27,500 ord. and
2,500 pref. shares taken up; £10 per share called up on 24,250 ord., £6 per
share on 3.250 ord, and £10 per share on 2,500 pref.; £287,020 paid (includ-

ing £20 paid on 5 shares forfeited I ; £13,000 considered as paid, being £4
p r share on 3,250 shares. Mortgages and charges £55,000.

General Accessories Co., Ltd. (104,464).—Capital, £3,000
in £\ shares (1,560 six per cent, pref., 920 five per cent. preL, and 500 ord.).

Return dated August 10th (filed December loth), 1915. All shares taken up;
£1,580 paid; £1,420 considered as paid. Mortgages and charges: Nil.

Ruthin Electric Supply Co.. Ltd. (138.021).—Capital,
£5.000 in 400 pref. of £5 each and 1.000 pref. ord. and 2,000 ord. shares of

£1 each. Return dated Decen 9th. 1915 126 pref., 673 pref. ord., and
1,110 ord. shares taken up; £2,388 paid, leaving £25 in arrears. Mortgages
and charges : Nil.

Railway Finance and Construction Co., Ltd. (72,015).

—

Capital, £100,000 in £1 shares. Return dated November 12th, 1915. 92,292

shares taken up; £1 per share called up on 057 and 4s. per share on 29,595

shares; £6,576 paid; £85.716 considered as paid, being £1 per share on
62,040 shares and 16s. per share on 29,595 shares. Mortgages and charges :

Nil.

Electro Flex Steel Co., Ltd.—Issue on December 30th,
1915, of £4,000 debentures, part of a series of which particulars have already

been filed.

Lainplough and Son, Ltd.—Memoranda of satisfaction in
full on December lGih, 1915, of two debentures and a mortgage created by

the r tver, and dated June 17th and Januarv 4th, 1913, and May 14th, 1914,

securing £500, £700. and £1,500 respectively, have been filed.

CITY NOTES.

French Electrical Companies.

The Compag'nie d'Electricite de I'Est Parkien [Est

Lumiere), which has a share capital of £400,000, reports net

profits and balance forward amounting to £'55,000 for 1914-15,

which has been transferred to the special reserve fund. No
dividend was paid either in 1913-14, when the net profits of

£39,000 were carried forward.

The Compagnie Electrique de la Loire et du Centre, which
reports a large reduction in the gross profits in 1914-15, records

net profits -I £59,000, as contrasted with £95,000 in 1913-14,

which suin was carried forward. These two amounts permit

of the payment of a dividend of 6 per cent., and the appropria-

tion of £'90,000 for the general reserve fund for redemption.

The Compagnie d'Electricite de VOuest Pmrisien [Oaest

Lumiere) reports a great decline in the receipts in 1914-15, the

profits being £65,000, as against £124,000 in 1913-14. Includ-

ing the balance brought forward front the previous year, the

net surplus available amounts to £107,000, which permits of

the payment of a dividend of 6 per cent., as contrasted with
no distribution in 1913-14.

The working results of the Societe d'Electricite de Paris have

been seriously affected through the war. According to the

accounts for the year ended with June 30th, 1915, the gross

profits amounted to £158,000, as compared with £275,000 in

the previous year. By reducing the sum usually set aside for

depreciation and renewals, the net profits have only declined

from £105,000 in 1913-14 to £91,000 last year, the dividend

being fixed at 16s. per share.

The report of the Compagnie Generate d'Electricite, of

Paris, for the yeai ended with June 30th, 1915, states that the

net profits amounted to £124,000, as i ipared with £148,000

in the previous year, when any distribution of profits was
postponed. It is now proposed to pay a dividend at the rate

of £1 per share for each year, to place £160,000 to a special

reserve fund for current risks, and to carry forward the sum
ol £32,000. The allocation of this large sum to the reserve

fund is explained by the statement that the company's liquid

funds are scanty, whilst the great fluctuations in prices in the

metal market may give rise to unexpected demands. The
payment of the dividends is deferred for the present owing to

the funds being provisionally tied up.

The. Societe Industrielle des Telephones, of Pan's, whose
manufactures are in special request in connection with the

work' of national defence, reports that although the State is

now the principal customer, private firms continued to place

orders fairly regularly in 1914-15. <Uit of the six works, of

which five are in the vicinity of Paris, only that at Calais

suffered from the prevailing circumstances, as it had to be

closed, and was occupied at present by the Belgian Army.
The Calais works, which produces submarine cables, would

have experienced the results of a lack of work even if events

had not induced the directors to shut down. The net profits

are returned at £69,000, as compared with £71,000 in 1913-14,
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and the elevated and underground railway in Berlin have
recently so much improved that it is clai 1 that thi -< two
undertakings have now recovered from the unfavourable

of the war. Although information is not available

concerning the working expenses, figures which have been
published in that city show thai receipts of the

Berlin Gr 1 Tramways Co. amounted to 62,102,000 in 1915,

or £57,000 more than in 1014. but 6121,1 less than in 1313.

The gross receipts of the Berlin Elevated and I nderground
i. ere £452.000, or £52.000 less than in lull and
£16,000 less than in 1913. On the other hand, the Berlin

General Omnibus Co., whose horses and motor 'buses were
requisitioned very largelv bv the Army authorities, reports

receipts of 6362, I in 1915, this total being less bj £221,000

thi 1914, and less by £301,000 than in the previous year.

Since last August the returns issued monthly by the tramway
company have shown that the large decreases which com-
menced on the outbreak of the war have been regularly

In fact, the receipts in August, September, October,

and November reached the level of these which obtained in

the corresponding months in the peace yeaT of 1913. At the

same time, the diminution in the receipts during the war,

which attained the maximum of £33.000 in September, 1914,

must not be ascribed exclusively to the war. as the tramway
company's receipts began to decline slightly in September,
1913, on the opening to traffic of the Schonhauser section of

rhead and underground railway. The diversion of

traffic by the latter, however, seems to have now ascended
to its maximum pi sition, and any further appropriation of

traffic seems out of the question in the near future. In a
similar way the electric railway company appears to have
surmounted the difficulties created by the war. Although the

company's receipts in the last months of L915 were on the

average 16 per cent, less than in the equivalent months in

1913, the receipts since September have regularly advanced
as compared with the corresponding months in 1914, and the
total decrease of £52,000 in 1915 as against 1914 is attributed
exclusively to the working results in the first seven months
of the year. The recovery of both undertakings, as will be

od from the great reduction in the traffic of the
omnibus company, has been effected at the expense of the
latter, although this is immaterial financially, as the tramway
company and the railway company each hold one-third of

the ordinary shares in the omnibus undertaking. It is, how-
ever, questionable whether the latter, even if its full comple-
ment of horses and motor 'buses had been available, would
have endeavoured to cultivate traffic under the existing condi-
tions incidental to the higher cost of maintenance due to the
great cost of fodder and benzine on the one hand, and the low
fares on the other, which would probablj have resulted in

insignificant profits after provision had been made for depre-

German Electrical Companies.
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that the development of the undertaking in L914-15 was
greatly hampered through the war. and the carrying out of

a number of installations had. therefore, to be postponed.
On the other hand, considerable progress was made in the
technical scientific work. As a result of the year's opera-
tions a loss of £14,000 was incurred, thus increasing the debit
balance to £44.000 on a share capital of £150,000.
The financial statement of the Kontinental Teh

Compagnie, of Berlin, for 1914-15, indicates a loss of £3,400
on the telegraph business, as compared with profits of -£2.500

the income f,

Including
I

i mplation, v i,

paid

I 0. fur Stickstoffdunger, of reports that

I months
oi the voir, and it, was only towards the end of 1911 that it

working
with the exception of the ammonia I Che large
demand fully to utilise

was dis-

solved, and the li i had also

in the y< oil .inn, o.'

contrasted with 625,000, and a dividend cent, is

apital ol 6150,000, which has now

1913-14.
'1 he directors of Sit nu • A.G., of

i reporting on the year ended September 30th, 1915,

state that all

n apply works owned and 1

ipany, the value of the total connections inci

over 10 per cent
.
and the receipt I 7 per cent. In

pea oc ii nr -. ice. ever, the
n,i,i than

a i On the other hand, the working expenses largely
advanced owing to the dea tl and materials and
higher wanes. After appropriating £28,1
,i a mpat d - tth 624,00 I in 1913-1 1, and placing £3
the renewal fund, as against £13,000, the i

returned at £8 I 675,000 IT

It is proposed to pay a dividend of 5 per cent., as compared
with 6i per cent, in the previous year, the participating
ordinary share capital of £1,500,000 being greater than in
1913-14.

The A.G. fiit I < Antigen, of Berlin, which owns
a numbei of electricity works ani fcrols the share
capital of various supply compani that the com-

not unaffected through the war. The
heavy decline in the consumption of current in connection
with the German works, which occurred in the initial

of the war, was subsequently followed by a great n
with the final result that at the close of the year 1914-15 the
receipts in the ca m of thi ;

i

, ted those in

the previous year. At the same time, the expenses increased
everywhere owing to the advance in the cost of materials
and of wages, and through the allowances granted to the
farm! ol the employes who were called to the Army. No
definite information had been received fi

regard to the Russian interests—the Imatra Co. for the Pro-
and Distribution of Electrical Energy, of Brussels,

and tin- e Electric P fta :

• The
accounts exhibit net profit 1913-14, and a

dividend of ,
s per cent i- pi p d, a in

Swiss Electrical Companies.

The working of the Compagnie da Vlndustrii

Mecanique, of Geneva, was prejudicially affected in 1914-15

through the war and the general mobilisation. It is stated

that the year's trading resulted in a loss, as was also the

case in the preceding twelve months.
The Watt, A.G. fur Elehtrische Unternehmungen, of

GlaruS, which company is associated with the Zurich Bank
inr Electrical Undertakings, is interested in two Swiss elec-

tricity works and the Spanish Electricity Co., of Seville. In-

cluding the balance brought forward, the accounts for 1914-15

exhibit net profits amounting to £18,000, as compared with

£26,000 in the previous year, and a dividend of 5 per cent,

has been declared on the ordinary paid-up capital of £280,000,

as contrasted with 6J per cent, in 1913-14.

The report of the EleTctrizitats Werk Lonza, of Basle, states

thai the situation in 1914-15 developed beyond expectation,

and the works were again set in operation after a temporary
interruption in the early months of the war and were now
fully occupied. An increase took place in the turnover in

calcium carbide and in ferro-silio i a alloys,

and the artificial silicon-carbide and am - also in

demand. The market for cyanamide was specially animated
oilcan nitrate. At':

the diffi ed through the war, the company at

Waldsharl was able i
• star! working. Theother undertakings

in which the I i also financially interested suffered
i nr at til -t. but an improvement

subsequent^ took place. The accountsof the Lonza Co. indi-

691,000, as i

1913-14, and net profits of £48,000, as against £42,000. It is

intended i pa i dividend of 6 ] cent, on the ordinary

apital of £480,000 a compared with 5 per cent, in

1913-14.

The Columbus, A.G. fur BleUrische Unternehmungen, of

og to the Brown-
up. ami which controls the majority of trie shares

in the i Vrgei Electri id id i I
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Aires, and the central stations at Dolores, Corrientes, and
Pergaruino, 6tates that the war delayed the delivery of
materials and caused difficulties in the sea transport, so that
the extensions at the stations at Buenos Aires were retarded.
The plant first completed there was of 18,000 KW., and the
contracts concluded by the end of June, 1915, represented
15,000 KW., apart from the supply of energy to 2,000 public
arc lamps. In addition, a contract had been entered into
with the State for supply to the harbour works. The other
three stations mentioned were also in course of satisfactory
development. The accounts show gross profits of £59,000 for

1914-15, as compared with £8,000 in 1913-14, and net profits

of £46,000, as against £5,700, and a dividend of 5 per cent,
has been declared on the ordinary paid-up capital of £680,000,
this rate contrasting with no distribution in 1913-14, which
was the first complete business year.

Yorkshire (West Riding) Electric Tramways Co.,
Ltd.—The report for the year to December 31st, which is to be
submitted at the annual meeting to-day, states that, after
providing for all expenses, including repairs, maintenance,
and debenture interest, the net balance is £29,310, plus
£10,725 brought forward, making £40,035. A dividend of
per cent, per annum, less tax, on cumulative preference
shares absorbs £12,028, and there is to be placed to deprecia-
tion, renewals, reserve fund in lieu of accident insurance,
general reserve, etc., £12,902, carrying forward £15,045.

Western Union Telegraph Co.—The directors an-
nounce that the earnings report for the year ended December
31st hist show revenue and income $52,356,286; expenses, in-
cluding maintenance and reserve, $40,802,317; interest on
bunds $1,335,588; net income, $10,218,381. The figures for
the corresponding period in 1914 showed a net income of

$5.371,395.—Financial Times.

East London Railway Co.—=The number of p ass< :n-

gei's carried during 1915 was 8,497,284, against 6.172,121 in

1914.

Electrical Utilities Corporation, Ltd.—A quarterly
dividend of 1J per cent, on the preferred stock has been
declared for the quarter ended December 31st.

Brazilian Traction, Light and Power Co., Ltd.—The
directors announce a dividend of 1 per cent, on the issued
ordinary capital stock.

Sao Paulo Tramway, Light and Power Co., Ltd.

—

The directors have declared a dividend of 2i per cent, on the

issued common stock.

Montreal Light, Heat and Power Co., Ltd.—The
directors have declared a dividend of 2{ per cent, for the

quarter ending January 31st.

Rio de Janeiro Tramway. Light and Power Co., Ltd.
—The directors announce a dividend of 1| per cent, on the

capital stock.

STOCKS AND SHARES.
Tuesday Evening.

Cheerfulness is the prevailing note in the Stock Exchange
markets. There is a fair amount of business doing in most
of the "live" sections; while in that for rubber shares,

although the activity received a sharp check towards the end
of last week, in consequence of a break in the price of the

law material, a recovery in the latter has given a gentle

stimulus to fresh orders, and the share market is recovering

again. More trade is passing, too, in Home Railway stocks,

the nearness of the dividend declarations importing lush
interest. The news from Central and South America is not

conducive to better prices in the securities connected with
the various countries concerned.
The Home Railway revival started with improvement in

si niie of the preferred stocks of the leading companies. As
soon as buyers came in, it was obvious that proprietors of

stock were by no means anxious to part with their holdings;

and it required very little demand to hoist prices materially.

The Underground issues have shared slightly in this better

feeling throughout the market; but so far as " Mets." and
Districts are concerned, both stocks are, of course, more or
less speculative, and therefore 6wayed by the tendency which
prevails in the Stock Exchange as a whole, rather than by
rises in such sober-sided stocks as North-Westerns and the

like. Underground Electrics are keeping steady, the income
bonds and the "A" shares receiving most attention at the

present time. As regards the £10 shares, the demand has
.slanted off to a noticeable extent; and less is heard now of

the hopes current a fortnight ago as to the possible payment
of a dividend on the shares before long. However, the pool-

ing arrangement between the various Tube companies will

soon be corniug into operation, and expectation rims high
of the savings, and the increased revenue, that they should
bring in their train.

The District Railway, by the way, has found it necessary

to overhaul its generous concessions to season-ticket holders,

whereby it accepted a season ticket on deposit and added the

Ml time to the next renewal of the ticket—an excellent

arrangement from the holder's point of view, when he went
away for summer or other holidays. Difficulties in the work-
ing of the system and the many abuses that have arisen are
adduced by the company as the reasons for modifying the
concession to the extent of making it obligatory upon the
holder to deposit his ticket for a minimum period of 28 days,
in respect of which he will be allowed 14 days on the next
renewal taken up. Ibis regulation is also to apply to season
tickets between the District and its associated companies-
namely, the London Electric, City & South London, Central
London, Metropolitan and East London Railways.
The East London Railway report shows that 8J million

passengers were carried last year, an increase of 2,320,000
over 1914. The meeting will be held next Tuesday, January
25th. Bargains have been done in the ordinary stock this

week at 31 and 3|.

News from Mexico is less indefinite, but less favourable,
than had been hoped. Huerta, the strong man, is dead. He
was looked upon as a useful second string if the Carranza
regime were overthrown, either by diplomatic or military
exigencies; indeed, many people in this country thought that
Huerta would make a better President for the stormy State
than Carranza. Various other generals are said to have
relinquished this life in more or less summary fashion, and
it seems as though conditions were once mure drifting to-

wards mere chaos. Therefore, Mexicans of all kinds are dull

and depressed. Certain of the industrial bonds that were
saleable are no longer so; and although the falls are compara-
tively small in the securities quoted overleaf, the present
situation is that there are practically no buyers.

Brazil Tractions fell to 50, on a drop in the Brazilian ex-
change to lljd. ; but the. price recovered H, leaving it J

better on the week, thanks to the declaration of a dividend
of 1 per cent, on the common shares. This was just 1 per
cent, more than some of the pessimists had prophesied ; but
so long as the exchange question is so unsatisfactory, these

apprehensions are bound to recur every quarter when the
time for the dividend declaration draws near.

There is a little interest being taken in Canadian indus-
trials, including those of the various power companies that
are known to be engaged in munition work; and an unusually
hopeful speech from the Chairman of the Bank of Montreal
at last week's meeting has been of assistance to Dominion
securities as a whole—more particularly those of the railroad

and industrial concerns.
Anglo-Argentine Tramways are decidedly hard, and the

First preference shares rose J, possibly in sympathy with the

strong efforts being made by American interests to acquire
a controlling hand in Argentine railway companies. British

Columbia preference is ex the dividend of 24 points, but there

is not much doing in the stocks of the company.
The intention of the Swiss Government to transform all

its federal railways into an electrified system has been a
matter of considerable comment. The estimated cost is put
at twenty million pounds sterling—an amount which, before

the European war educated us to think in millions, would
have been regarded as ah exceedingly large sum to raise. It

is a matter for mild curiosity where the Swiss Government is

going to get its money; because, unless it has a very sub-
stantial chest in reserve, it will have to go to the Western
hemisphere, since the British Government is scarcely likely

to permit investors in this country to use their money for

such a project as that mentioned.
Palls of i in Chelsea and in Metropolitan preference are the

only changes in the list of home electricity shares. County
of London keep steadily about 10, at which price, and a
little over, there are buyers, whom holders are not anxious
to supply, having regard to the proximity of the dividend
announcement and the probability that it will be a satisfac-

tory one. British Westinghouse preference keep very firm

at their advanced price of 45s., and small improvements have
taken place in both classes of Electric Construction shares.

The Telegraph market continues to attract investors, whose
principal difficulty it is to secui-e the shares for which they
have a fancy. Eastern Extensions, unchanged in price, are

ex their dividend of 2s. 6d. ; whde Eastern Telegraph ordinary,

also ex dividend, shows an actual rise of J. The latter is now
on the same plane as Western Telegraph shares, which have
risen to 12J. Marconis are a better market, the parent shares

improving in consequence of' sharp rises in American Mar-
conis and Canadians. The United States has been buying
American Marconis freely, with the result that the price is

up to 18s. 6d. ; while Canadians have been bought with them,
and, from 5s., went to 7s. 6d. in the course of a few days.

Telegraph Constructions and India-Rubber shares both have,

rises of 10s. to their credit. Henleys for some time past have
been difficult to pick up at all, but there has been rather

more supply just lately; though when these shares are taken

it will probably be as difficult as ever to get others.

Rubber slid from 4s. 3d. per lb. to 3s. 6d. per lb. in about

a week, the drop unsettling the nerves of speculative investors

who had been buying so freely while the raw material was
on the rise. Business was brought to an abrupt halt, and
there was a general turn round in prices. On rubber picking

up a little, confidence followed suit; but there is nothing

like the volume of trade being done that characterised the

market a week or ten days ago. The iron and steel shares are

mostly firm. Castner-Kellners at 31 are the fraction to the

good. The armament market is also harder. In fact, the

industrial departments all round show noteworthy strength.
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SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES. MARKET QUOTATIONS.

Horn Electricity Companikb.

Price
Dividend, Jan IN,

1914.

Brompton Ordinary
do. 7 per oent. Prel.

Charms Gross Ordinary

mil.

do, do, do.

do. City Pref.
do. 4 Deb

OhelBea
do. 44 Deb

Oily of London
do. do. 6 per oont. Pref,
do. do. 6 Deb
do. do. 44 Deb.

County of London
do. do. 6 per cent. Pref.

do. do. 1st Deb. , ..

do. do. and Deb. ..

K msington Ordinary
L,ondon Electric

do. do. 6 per oent. Pref.

4 Dob
M itropoUta

do. 4A per oent. Pref. .

.

4)

do. 4* neb 4$
do. 84 Deb 84

81. James' and Pall Mall .. .. 10
do. do. do. 7 per oent. Pref, 7
do. do. do. 84 Deb. .. .. B4

Boutb London 6

South Metropolitan Pref 7
Westminster Ordinary 9

do. 44 Pref 44

Telegraphs ahd Telrpb
Aiglo-Am. Tel. Pref 6

do. Det 88/6

Chile Telephone B
Ouba 8ub. Ord 6

do. Pref 10

E iBtern Extension 7
do. 4 Deb 4

Eastern Tel. Ord 7

do. 84 Pref 84
do. 4 Deb. 4

Globe Tel. and T. Ord 6

do. Pref 6

Gt. Northern Tel 93
Indo-European 18
Marconi 5

New York Tel. 44 44 1

Oriental Telephone Ord 10
do. Pref 6

Tel. Egypt Deb 44
United R. Plate Tel 8

do. Pref 6

West India and Pan 1

WeBtern Telegraph 7
do. 4 Deb 4

Bom Rails.

Central London, Ord. Assented ,. 4
Metropolitan 1J

do. Distrtot Nil
Underground Electric Ordinary

1«

do. Inoome
Nil

FoRKION TEAMS, Ao.

Adelaide Sup. 6 per oent. Pref,
do. 6 Deb

Anglo-Arg, Trams, First Pref.
do. 2nd Pref, .

.

do.' 4 Deb.
do. 44 Deb 44
do. 6 Deb,

lV-si'.il Tractions ..

Bombay Eleotrio Pref 6' 10,
do. 44 Deb.

British Columbia Elec. Rly. Pfce.
do. do. Preferred
do. do. Deferred
do. do. Deb.

M ixioo Trams
do. 6 per oent. Bonds
do. 6 per oent. Bonds

M isican Light Common
do. Pref
do, 1st Bonds .. .. — 47

Manufacturing Companies
Baboook & Wiioox
British Aluminium Ord.

do. Pref.
British Insulated Ord. ..

do. Pref. ..

British Westinghouse Pref
do, 4 Deb
do. 6 p. lien

Callenders
do, 6 Pref
do. 44 Deb,

Castner-Eelfner
Edison A Swan, £3 pd. ..

do, do. fully paid
do. do, 4 Deb. ..

do. do. 6 % Deb.
Eleotrio Construction ..

do. do. Pref,
Gen. Eleo. Pref
Henley

do, 44 Pref
do. 44 Deb

India-Rubber
Telegraph Con

7*

44

22/6

18/

104
61

45/-

HG

14,6

+ i
+ }

6 14

7 10
6 12 6

_
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MUNICIPAL ELECTRICITY SUPPLY AT

JOHANNESBURG.

BY E. TURNBULL MiWDESLEY.

The vicissitudes of the municipal power plant at Johannes-

burg—from its inception in the pre-war days, down to the

period of the gas engines whose absolute fiasco is siill a

green memory—need not be more tbau touched upon in

this article.

In the early days, Johaunesburg achieved an unenviable

notoriety in the electrical world, for unreliability in its

electric supply, which bas taken some years to live down.

This particular region of South Africa was then often very

dark indeed. The lay Press used to wax mildly satirical

on the subject of the trustworthiness of electric lighting

and power; there were published rude caricatures of tram-

cars left forlorn upon the tracks, bhowing weeds growing

up in abundance, between the track setts. In fact, ridicule

was poured upon the scheme by all at d sundry ; and it is

on record that ancient borse-drawn cabs used to follow cars

bound for distant suburbs, secure in the knowledge tbat

such cars would never reach their destinations.

In the days of the gas engines, it was no unknown thing

for 20 or 30 natives to be "gassed" in one day ;
and old

hands tell tales of the remarkable antics of white men, fresh

from home, who, in some manner transcending the bounds

of natural knowledge, became imbued with the indecorous

spirit of the gas-engine room and behaved shamefully.

One hears, too, of the seizure of " big-ends," and the indis-

criminate scattering of white metal—what time the operating

staff was outside in the fresh air, seeking recovery from

the effects of the noxious fumes.

All that has been changed. Since the gas engines

were scrapped, the municipal power station has gradually

come into its own ; and it is slowly but surely assuming its

proper place in a town of the size and commercial import-

ance of Johannesburg.

Johannesburg is situated on the southern slope of the

Witwatersrand Range, and is about 6,000 ft. above sea level.

Its population varies a great deal, but approximately there

are now 130,000 whites and 150,000 coloured people. It

is, historically, one of the most remarkable towns in the

world—not excepting some of the mushroom towns which

sprang up in America and Australia at the times of the gold

rushes. In September, 188(5, when the gold diggings were

proclaimed by State President Kruger, the population of the

township was only 50. To-day, notwithstanding the fact

that it is, roughly, 1,000 miles by rail from Cape Town, and

(100 miles from Durban, and connected to these coast towns

for the most part by single-track railway, Johannesburg is a

stately city. Its massive stone buildings, its wide roads,

pavements, lighting and watt r, its tramways and means of

communication, its police, with native police-" boys," to keep

in order the hordes of semi-civilised Kaffirs ; and, finally,

its commercial and financial interests, are worthy of any

European centre. Its association with the largest British

power scheme will be known to all— though the Victoria

Falls and Transvaal Power Co. have not, it is understood,

any rights within the municipal area. The stability of the

gold-mining industry is everywhere apparent, and not the

least of Johannesburg's treasures is the South African School

of Mines and Technology. Such is Johannesburg to-day.

It was perhaps unfortunate tbat some comprehensive

scheme of power supply was not laid down by the Council

of Johannesburg at first, as there cou'd have been little

doubt, even in the early days, that the future of the town

was assured. It has been a gigantic and laborious task to

undo the great amount of harm, caused—innocently

enough, it may be—by the pioneers of the industry in

South Africa.

Johannesburg was singularly unfortunate in having,

first, an old-fashioned steam plant (belt-driven bipolar

generators with horizontal engines) ; and secondly, in

replacing these at great cost, by gas engines whose per-

formance certainly did not come up to expectations, and

whose failure left the city in a quandary.

The repeated failures of supply caused positive consterna-

tion in the city, and the subsequent law suits and recrimi-

nations are too well known to be recapitulated.

Gradually, however, a modern plant has been installed,

whose reliability leaves little to be dcs red ; its equipment

has been brought up to date as quickly as circumstances

have permitted, and to-day a " shut-down " is a distinct

exception, rather that the previous rule.

The Gas, Electric Supply and Tramways Department of

the Municipal Council of Johannesbutg is at present

managed by Prof. J. H. Dobson.

The principal power station is situated in President

Street West, and is built upnn a site adjicent to the original

stations—the general offices, car-sheds and power station

forming a compact group of buildings to the west of the

city proper. There is a small gasworks to the north of the

power station, which is managed by the same department

;

but little gas is used for illuminating purposes, the connec-

tions (numbering 470 at the end of November, 1914,)

being mostly to hotels and restaurauts, for cooking pur-

poses. (During November, 1914, three million cubic ft.

of gas were produced.)

The monopoly for lighting and power purposes is there-

fore held by the Electric Supply Department (within the

municipal areas), and this is no mean consummation in the

largest and most important city in Africa.

The original distributing system gave as much trouble

as the generating plant, but this has been remedied as

quickly as possible by the replacing of faulty feeders and

distributors, as well as the laying of duplicate (in some cases

quadruplicate) feeders. Considerable extensions in cable-

laying have been, and are being, carried out, and the whole

scheme is being brought up to modern ideas of maintenance

and operation.

The present system, both as regards the generating plant

and the distribution, is the outcome of a lengthy report,

drawn up by Mr. Dobson in June, 191 1, which contained an

exhaustive survey of the original system— if system it cou'd

be called—and enumerated the alterations to be made both

at the power station and on the lighting network, the object

being to arrange for the installation of subterranean dis-

tribution, or link, chambers, at the busy centres, each with

a duplicate feed, and the splitting up of sections by means of

pillars above ground.

All this meant the removal of old and perished cable,

disconnecting boxes, &c, and as a result the present system

begins to stand out in strong contrast to that of 1 years ago.

Dealing first with the generating plant as at present

installed at the principal power station, the capacity of

steam-driven generators is 13,500 KW.,made upas follows :

—

No.
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area) being supplied, both for lighting and power, by a

three-wire direct-current system at 23< > and 160 volts.

1 The outlying suburbs are fed by single and two-phase

feeders (the latter for power) at 3,000 volts, to step-down

transformers (placed in subterranean chambers for the most

part) and in kiosks, from which the supply is taken at 200

volts for domestic and street lighting.

There is also a third supply at 600 volts, direct current,

for traction purposes—which may be derived from the

Belliss d.c. reciprocators or from the motor converters.

In connection with the tramway scheme, one rotary

the upward position (i.e., " on lighting ") the machines run

as shunt wound ; and when it is in the downward position

(i.e., "on traction") the series field turns of the D.C.

machines are cut in, and the machines run as componnd
wound. The whole of the D.C. steam-driven generators and

the d.c. sides of the converters are slightly over-compounded,

which has a dual effect on the converters, bringing the

power factor to unity, and sometimes giving a leading

current when the machines are doing their full rated load

(on traction).

Fig. 3 shows a back view of the main direct-current

switchboard, with posi-

tive traction bus-bar

and feeder panels.

The Belliss- Siemens

1,000-kw. reciprocating

set has a middle wire

balancing connection.

The converters each

have a middle wire con-

nection, to the star point

of the rotor windings,

which is, of course,

earthed, and any out-of-

balance current is dis-

tributed equally over the

brush gear of the slip-

rings.

The above-mentioced

D.c. machine panels are

each provided with two

ammeter?, a voltmeter,

and a double-pole auto-

matic circuit breaker

—

excepting the steam-

driven non - balancing

generator panels, which

have only one ammeter.

Plug sockets are pro-

vided on each machine

panel for paralleling pur-

Fig. 1.—Part of Main Switchboard with Desk-type h.t. Board ox eight

sub-station at Jeppestown is at present in commission, for

supplying the outlying and congested traction areas.

Eventually three such sub-stations will be put into

operation, each of which will contain two British Westing-

house rotary converters of 500-kw. capacity. These will

receive two-phase current at 3,000 volts, 50 cycles, for

conversion to direct current at GOO volts.

The British Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing

Co., Ltd., have supplied the rotaries and transformers for

these sub-stations, and the rotaries are of the so-called self-

synchronising type.

Notwithstanding the three distinct systems of supply, the

switchgear is not complicated, and a general view of the

operating panels is given in fig. 1.

The desk type panels to the right control the a.c. supply

at :i,000 volts, the alternator control switches and the

synchronising gear being thown in the right background,

while the single and two-phase feeder switch controls are

shown in the right foreground. The 3,000-volt switches

are of the oil-break remote-control type, mechanically

operated by rods and handles, as shown—the oil switches

themselves being contained in separate cubicles, built on a

gallery below the operating platform. On this floor, shown
in fig. 2, the regulating resistances are also placed, together

with the auxiliary plant distributing board.

Referring to fig. 1, the main d.c switchboard is shown on
the left. In the middle portion of the board, four machine
panels, for the Belliss direct-current sets, and four con-

verter panels, controlling the direct current from the con-

verters, are placed ; the feeders branching to the left are

three-wire lighting and power feeders (inner area) and
those ranging off to the right are traction feeders.

(There are, of course, two separate and distinct sets of

bus-bars.)

Each d.c. machine has a main triple-pole change-over

switch, the connections being such that, when it is placed in

The three-wire light-

ing feeders each have

two ammeters, a triple-pole switch (the neutral connection

of which is not used), and a double-pole automatic circuit

breaker.

The traction feeders each have a single-pole switch or

link, an ammeter, and a single-pole automatic circuit

breaker. The double-pole lighting circuit breakers are

interconnected mechanically, so that if one operates auto-

matically, both circuit breakers open, leaving that particular

Fig. 2. Gallery underneath Main Switchboard
;
Oil

Switch Cells on left.

feeder isolated. It should be mentioned that each lighting

feeder feeds its own area, not being connected, normally,

with other parts of the network.

Referring again to the A.C control panels (fig. 1), the

machine panels are each provided with two voltmeters and
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two ammeters (one per phase), two watt-hour meters, two

power-factor indicators, and the necessary plug sockets for

synchronising. The oil switches are operated for overload

by the instrument current transformers, and the switch

handles each have the customary loose link, so that the

switch cannot be held closed on short circuit. The single-

phase feeders are so arranged that by the aid of oil-immersed

-selection links any feeder may be connected either to " A "

phase or " B " phase, coloured signal lamps giving a cor-

responding indication on the desk panels.

The single and two-phase feeder switches are operated

for overload by series transformers, the secondaries of which

Fig. 3.

—

Back View of part of Main Switchboard.

are connected in series with the ammeters and the switch

<trip-coils.

Duplicate synchronising gears are installed, one on each

phase, and both the alternator oil switches and the feeder

oil switches can be completely isolated by air-break links on

either side of the switches.

The whole of the switchgear is by Messrs. Siemens

Bros. Dynamo Works, Stafford. The original switchgear

was placed on the engine-room floor level, but the existing

Siemens switchgear is placed on a gallery at one end of the

principal generating station.

(To be continued.)

MOTES ON ELECTRIC WELDING PRACTICE.

Great progress has been made in every system of

electric welding during the twenty-rive years or so
which have elapsed since its practicability was first

demonstrated, but the major portion of this progress
has been accomplished during the last ten years, in

which many manufacturers have concentrated their

attention on the perfecting of special types of weld-
ing machines. Even to-day, and to a much greater
extent in the past> trade reticence has had consider-
able effect in checking the extension of electric weld-
ing, for those firms who install electric welders find

them such a " good thing " that they keep the fact

to themselves—which is all right from their point
of view, but none too pleasant for the electrical in-

terests involved. However, that particular trouble
lies chiefly in the past, and electric welders are now
used in innumerable manufacturing processes, many
of which would be commercially impracticable with-
out electric welding.
The two broad classes into which electric welding

applications may be divided are : (i) repair work and
construction by building up—requiring skill ; and (2)
routine manufacture of parts in bulk—demanding,
on commercial grounds, processes for which no
special skill is necessary. There are innumerable
manufactured parts now in daily use which could be
made more cheaply from two or more pieces (instead

of as a single casting, stamping or spun part), if only

the component pieces could be joined cheaply and
neatly. This is possible by electric welding, and the

fact finds ever wider recognition and application.

Applicability.—It is undeniable that electric weld-

ing methods are by far the most widely applicable.

Any " proposition " and any metal or pair of metals

which can be welded by any other system of welding
can be welded electrically but the converse is by no
means true, for electric welding can do much that is

impossible by other means. Primarily, electric weld-

ing alone can be reduced to a machine process, and
this is of immense importance in manufacture; but

naturally not all electric welding is mechanical.

Judgment and skill are frequently required in its

application, particularly where arc processes are

concerned. One or other of the various possible

methods of electric welding is applicable to practic-

ally every metal or combination of metals, whatever
the mechanical form of the latter and, in particular,

to many commonly employed metals which cannot

be welded by any other means owing to their deteri-

oration at high temperatures, rapid oxidisation, or

some other unfavourable characteristic. Copper and

aluminium, for instance, can be welded perfectly by
electric butt or percussion welding. Wrought iron,

mild steel, and even high carbon steel are regularly

dealt with, whilst nickel steel is very easily welded
electrically.

Composite welds, such as nickel to brass; brass to

iron or steel or platinum; aluminium to brass or

copper; platinum to iron or brass; German silver to

wrought iron, copper or brass; and practically any

grade of iron or steel to any other (e.g., mild steel

shanks to costly alloy steel tools or mild steel bars

on to drop forgings)—all such welds and many others

can be performed electrically and by no other means.

As for the mechanical aspects of the work which can

be performed, this ranges from plain " filling," butt,

lap, scarf and angle welding to the most intricate

combinations and multiplication of these operations.

Bosses round holes may be formed by welding on
rings after drilling or discs before drilling; all kinds

of metal netting and lattice work can be performed
in automatic electric welding machines; and tube

seams can be closed, spokes attached to hubs, and
all kinds of hardware and other sheet metal work
built up by electric welding instead of soldering,

brazing or riveting.

Strength of Weld.—Papers devoted specifically to

consideration of the strength of electrically welded
joints of all kinds have been read in considerable

number, and it is neither practicable nor necessary

to attempt to summarise the mass of data now avail-

able; but all data go to show that electric welds are

invariably much stronger than hand welds (where
the latter can be made), and generally stronger but

never weaker than those made by gas flame methods.

In the series of steels, the higher the percentage of

carbon or other alloyed ingredient the greater the

superiority of electrical over other welding methods.
It is an old precept that welded joints should be

adopted very cautiously in working machinery and
wherever failure would involve danger to life, the

working stresses being made very low in such cases.

This precept was and is a good one, but electric-

welding ensures such soundness in the weld itself

and so little affects metal on either side of the joint

that the union can be trusted in most responsible

positions. For example, armature shafts, chain

links, cables, and machine components are all regu-

larly welded electrically. In short, electric welding
has taken, and is quite competent to take, rank as a

regular machine shop process in construction and
repair. It is only necessary to recognise, as with

any process, certain fundamental precautions if)

practice and desig"n.

Methods.—All methods of electric welding depend
fundamentally on the Joule effect, i.e., on the con-

version of electrical to thermal energy by resistance
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interposed in the electric circuit. Nevertheless, the

term resistance welding, of which there are several

varieties, is generally' applied to systems utilising

contact resistance between the pieces joined. Arc-
welding systems utilise the contact resistance be-

tween arc crater and incandescent vapour column,
and the heat thus generated may be applied quite

externally as regards the work, or the latter may be
made one electrode so that heat is again, in a sense,

due to contact resistance on the work, but with this

very important difference that an arc being struck,

there is a definite and very high temperature at the

crater and heating is intense, more local and less

under control than in ordinary resistance welding.
When the arc is between two independent electrodes,

manipulated as a sort of blowpipe, heating of the

work is more under control as regards rate, distri-

bution, and degree, if the worker has the requisite

manipulative skill. The Hohe electrolytic process is

a modification of butt-resistance welding, the contact

resistance being between the electrolyte and the

work, and due chiefly to a polarisation layer of

hydrogen.
Arc Systems.—There are quite a number of electric

welding systems coming under this heading, but all

are " autogenous " in their action, i.e., metal is

actually melted to form a joint of cast structure.

By feeding the arc with suitable materials it is pos-

sible to produce joints of widely varying composi-
tions, but all arc welding processes are essentially

processes for craftsmen. They require considerable
skill to ensure satisfactory results, the difficulty being
that the arc temperature is really considerably higher
than desirable and incapable of control. On the
other hand, arc welding alone is applicable to miscel-

laneous repair work and, being essentially a " fill-

ing " process, it is very useful in running-in molten
metal of approximately any required composition to

fill casting blowholes, contraction cracks and other
flaws ; to build up worn or broken parts and so forth

An arc welding tool is compact, can be supplied

efficiently through a relatively long cable, and can
be applied with equal facility to any piece of work,
whereas other systems require a more or less speci-

ally constructed machine. Also arc welding can often
be applied to work whi|ch, by its form or dimensions,
could not be dealt with by resistance welding. The
strength of the original or adjoining section can be
equalled or exceeded by building up metal, and it is

remarkable what thin ware can be arc-welded satis-

factorily by a skilled worker. At the same time, the
chief utility of arc welding lies in railway shops, ship-

yards, rolling mills, foundries, tank and boiler shops,
and general engineering works (particularly repair

shops), whilst resistance and percussive welding are
the systems par excellence for repetition and very
light manufacture. If the operator is not skilled

there is considerable risk of carbonising or intro-

ducing other foreign material in arc-welded joints:

it is not easy to see precisely what is going on at

the working point, and there is always the risk that

the work will be burnt on the one hand or remain too
000! to unite intimately with added metal, on the
other hand.

In the Benardos arc system, fig. 1 (largely used to

build up lugs and gear teeth, fill blowholes, join?

tanks, pipe flanges and boiler fittings, etc.), an arc

is struck between the work to be welded and a carbon
(negative) electrode about 1 in. in diameter. The
weld is fed from a stick of suitable metal held in the
arc, and the latter may consume several hundred
amperes at 80 volts or so. By making the work
positive, the risk of carbon entering the weld is re-

duced, and the temperature attained is reduced, for

a metal arc crater is cooler than a carbon crater. The
functions of negative electrode and " filler " are
combined in the Slavianoff system (fig. 2). which
resembles the Benardos except that a metal electrode
is used, generally \ to } in. in diameter. The curT

rent consumption is seldom more than 100 amps..

and often 20 amps., or less; and the voltage is much
lower than for the carbon arc, say 25 to 35 volts.

By making the metal electrode positive, molten metal

is carried on to the work automatically, even when
working on the underside of a surface. The metallic

arc is very short {\ in. or less) and very sensitive to

pressure variations, so that it is not very easy to

manipulate, and it is hardly possible to run two in

Figs, i to 6.

parallel from one generator. The rather slower
working and the complete elimination of carbon are

valuable features, particularly in light work. To
prevent splashing of molten metal from the feede-
and protect it from possible oxidisation, the Kjellberg

system uses a metal electrode surrounded by a casing
which burns to form a crater and a flame arc; the
voltage necessary is raised to 100 v., and from 100
to 200 amps, is consumed on boiler and marine
repair work. The special electrode is connected to

the positive main.
The Voltex, Zerener, and Coffin systems all use

two electrodes producing a sort of electrical blow-
pipe, and permitting considerable control over the

zone and degree of heating, which is specially valu-

able when working on thin sheet goods, welding
straps and tube joints, etc. In the Voltex equipment
(fig. 3), impregnated carbons set at right angles yield

a long- flame arc which consumes the carbon vapour
and so protects the weld from carbon-hardening
The Zerener carbons (fig. 4) are in Vee-setting with
an intermediate deflecting electromagnet ; whilst the
Coffin arrangement (fig. 5) is very ingenious in con-

ception, and oonsists of concentric rod and tube
electrodes and an electromagnet which causes the

arc to run round the annular track provided for it.

and so distributes the heating effect. The so-called

Quazarc (Strohmenger-Slaughter") system (fig. 6) is

semi-automatic in nature, and if carefully applied

ensures a suitable quantity of " filling "-metal in the

joint and correct speed of welding with no risk of

overheating. A strip electrode of the filling-metal is

lightly insulated (with a fluxing composition) and
laid along the chamfer of the joint to be made; after

once striking the arc at the end of this electrode, it

runs along the latter as the metal melts, and i to

1 ft. of joint is welded per minute. So long as the

rigiii size of electrode and the correct current are

employed, and the edges are true and symmetrical,

good working is secured with freedom from any
difficulty in maintaining arc adjustment. The method
is usefullv applicable to tank and metal barrel manu-
facture as well as to heavier work.

(To be continued.)

THE DESIGN OF HIGH-PRESSURE

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS.

The paper by Mr. J. R. Beard, which was abstracted in our
issues of December 24th and 31st, 1915, and January 7th and
14th, 1916, was read and discussed at a meeting of the Man-
chester Local Section of the Institution of Elbctrical
Engineers on December 14th, 1915.

Mr. S. L. Pearce considered the subject of the paper of
enormous importance. Engineers were well aware of the
advantages of taking extra-high-tension supplies straight into
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sub-stations on the consumers' premises, although to do this

in the case of consumers having only 100 kw. demand (as

suggested by the author) was perhaps open to question. He
agreed that reactances were best used in connection with
generators, not simply for the protection of any individual

piece of switchgear, or even an individual generator, but
chiefly for the pur-pose of preventing the derangement of the
whole system in the event of a local fault developing, without
dividing the system into a number of sections, or attempting
to run the whole system in a most uneconomical way. Mr.
Pearce exhibited a slide showing the Jay-out of the main
switchgear at the projected Barton station to illustrate his

point. He agreed that it wa6 impossible to estimate the
severity of the fault which any particular switch might be
called upon to deal with, and, whatever the capacity of the
particular apparatus they might be controlling, the switches
should be large enough to deal with any eventuality. Regard-
ing the most economical section of mains, he exhibited a slide

appertaining to 0.25 sq. in. 11,000-volt, 20,000-volt, and 30,000-

volt cables, and giving figures showing the problem tackled
from the point of view of dielectric losses. These were inter-

esting as showing how the conclusions arrived at in favour of

the 0.25 sq. in. 30,000-volt cable confirmed the conclusion of
the author, who had dealt with the matter purely on the
basis of I

s r losses. Figs. 5 and 6 showed that the higher
the voltage the greater the maximum current per phase that
could be carried, and the more nearly the cross sections of the
cables (determined respectively by (a) consideration of economy
on the one hand, and (6) safe carrying capacity on the other)
approached one another. Pig. 6 would be of the greatest
possible assistance to engineers laying out new systems or
carrying out extensions to existing systems. The Manchester
system was laid out about 14 years ago on the series-radial

plan, and with the development of the area and industrial
power load the number of sub-stations had increased to over
100. A rearrangement of the system became essential with
a view to developing the useful employment of the copper
laid, and also increasing the reliability of supply by the adop-
tion of modern protective devices. Wherever possible exist-

ing mains were used to form ring mains with balanced-
current protective devices, so that the copper would be more
usefully employed, especially in outlying districts. The author
was correct in 6tating that reverse power relays were unsatis-
factory. His figures seemed to show an enormous difference

in price between 20,000 and 30,000-volt switchgear; this did
not agree with investigations made by the speaker some little

time ago. In conclusion, Mr. Pearce said the trend of experi-
ence with modern high-pressure distribution stations, operat-
ing over wide areas and dealing with large and concentrated
loads, seemed to point to the necessity first of all of choosing
a distributing voltage even in excess of 20,000. It was well
tnown that Manchester proposed to adopt 33,000 volts in
connection with the Barton scheme. The second point was
to employ the largest section of cable commercially possible.
This would keep down the number of cables required for the
system by the use of a balanced-current protective system, and,
again, by adopting fewer cables the total number of switching
points was reduced. Lastly, it was desirable to dispense with
or limit as far as possible the number of step-down trans-
former points on the system, which, in other words, meant
that the distinction between feeders and distributors was
largely vanishing.

Mr. S. Ferguson said that on a 6,000-volt system the
capacity of the generating plant did not materially affect the
initial short-circuit current flowing to a substation with an
average-6ized feeder exceeding one mile in length. The cur-
rent was fixed by the impedance of the circuit, i.e., the react-

ance of the generator windings and the resistance of the
feeder, and in a typical case doubling the capacity of the
plant only increased the short-circuit current by about 4 per
cent. In both Manchester and Birmingham the sub-station
oil switches had not been increased in size, although the
capacity of the plant had increased enormously. Increased
voltage (other things remaining constant) for the particular
length of feeder mentioned made the short-circuit current
more directly dependent upon the plant capacity, and it was
advisable to bear in mind that the power delivered at a fault
varied ae the square of the voltage. Regarding interlocks,

the most important on any cubicle was certainly the one deal-

ing with incoming feeders. The attendant handling the
switchgear could ensure the feeder being dead from the bu6-bar
side, but he could not answer for the man at the other side.

Means should be provided for earthing the feeder or locking
the feeder isolating switch chamber.

_
Dr. E. W. Marchant said that while a great deal of atten-

tion had been paid to the machinery of generating stations,
far too little was given to distributing systems, which repre-
sented a large percentage of the capital outlay. Referring to

the author's curves, and remarks concerning the most econo-
mical section of mains, he said that working out the relation-
ship which existed by Kelvin's law of economy, it would be
found that the economical current density in a cable was
entirely dependent upon the cost of the cable, the resistance
•of the material of which the cable was made up, and the cost
of energy per unit. Therefore, the economical current density
-was constant, and this result coincided with the author's
tables: the curves between current and cross-section were
straight lines, signifying that the current density was the same
for all sizes of cable. An increase in voltage would cause
the most economical current density for the cable also to

increase. This was also shown by the author's tables, because
the current density for a 20,000-volt cable was considerably

greater than in the case of a 10,000-volt cable. It was clear

from this result that if the working pressure was sufficiently

increased and there was adequate insulation, a point would
be reached where the economical current density would corres-

pond with the heating limit. Kelvin's law, being founded
on a basis of minimum total charge for energy distribution,

was unsuitable for determining the most economical current

far a cable already laid. The best basis for such a cable was
minimum ratio of total cost of producing energy to revenue
earned. As a rule, however, the difference was not very great.

Mr. G. Harlow said the provision of an adequate size of

primary winding on series transformers was very often over-

looked, and within the past two years he had known at least

seven cases of serious 6hort circuits due to this trouble. An in-

vestigation of these had led to the adoption of primary windings
at least equal in cross-section to the main to which they were
connected. Regarding potential transformers on bus-bars, a

protective oil switch, as suggested by the author, was abso-

lutely necessary with 100,000-kw. main plant or 50,000-Kw.

in sub-stations. A breakdown at the transformer terminals

was a fearful business, but if it occurred half way down the
winding the impedance prevented much trouble. There were
many stations where it was advantageous to use feeder react-

ances. Oil switches in sub-stations about one mile distant

from the power station should be of the same capacity as the
power-station switches. The speaker asked the author to

state how much split conductor was laid on the North-East
Coast system, and whether induction reactance was still used.

Mr. A. F. W. Richards said that the curves showed that

the cost of making ample provision for future requirements
was almost negligible. Another outstanding point was that

overhead mains at pressures up to 6,000 volts were not a
paying proposition for transmitting power not exceeding 400

or 500 kw., assuming, of course, that there were not other
considerations to be taken into account such a6 shortening
route, etc.

Mr. S. J. Watson spoke of the ease with which sub-stationa

could be 6et up when high-pressure distributing mains were
adopted, whereas in the past in connection with d.c. systems
low-pressure mains were frequently run out a considerable

distance from the power station, with consequent difficulties

in regulating and giving proper pressure to consumers. Whilst
appreciating the author's efforts, he thought that in many
cases the section of conductor for high-pressure systems was
not worked out by the scientific methods set forth in the
paper. Most systems, whether high or low-pressure, usually

started in a small way, and when mains were laid, there was
very little indication where the load would come from. The
practice had been to fix on a good-sized section of copper and
lay cables in the directions where load seemed most promising.
The generating station never by any chance became situated

in the best position relative to the distributing system, and
this fact appreciably affected not only the original lay-out but
also new developments. In Bury the principal consumers
vtere distributed in the form of a star. There was a fairly

good demand adjacent to the main roads running out from
the town, but between the tips of the star it was mostly waste
land, and in an area of this kind a ring system could not be
adopted on account of the cost and the large amount of idle

cable. An important point was the small difference in cost

(2J to 5 per cent.), which enabled an engineer to increase the

capacity of the cables by a very large percentage. A slight

increase in copper wa6 usually found to be a sound investment.
Mr. F. Fernie asked whether the author excepted cables

from the statement that no apparatus could be made immune
from breakdown through external damage. It might be said

that nobody could guard against damage to underground
cables by workmen opening up the roads, but he knew of a
case where the supply authorities received copies of all permits
to open up roads, and by sending an inspector to point out

the location of the cables damage of this nature was almost
entirely eliminated. It had been reported that Newcastle
proposed to use some 11,000-volt cables at 20,000 volts. Per-

haps the author would state whether this had been done, or

whether the 20,000-volt line of underground cable in fig. 6

would coincide with the 11,000-volt line. It was desired to

know what minimum factor of safety the author considered

permissible. Some of the 20,000-volt cables in the Newcastle
district had a factor of safety of 7 to 8, whereas for 11,000 volte

the figure was 10 to 15. By factor of safety was meant the

ratio of the maximum stress at which the cable would break

down to the maximum working stress. Referring again to

fig. 6, some explanation was necessary to show why the

inclination of the 20,000-volt line was different to that of the

11.000-volt line.

The Author, in reply, said that the reference to the use of

high-pressure distribution for 100-KW. loads applied only to

isolated loads, and in some cases it had been considered worth
while to accept 50-kw. loads. Reactances on generating plant

were very satisfactory on account of the perfection of modern
automatic voltage regulation. The Ferranti-Waters and
Callender-Waters systems were quite distinct, the former

being a parallel feeder protection and the latter the split-

conductor type, requiring a special cable. The Callender-

Waters svstem was in actual use on the South-Western Rail-

wav at 3.000 volts. The cost of switchsear had not yet been

dealt with in connection with the 30,000-volt gear, but the

curve would probably continue upwards at about the same
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slope on account of the spacing and thickness oi m illation

ng more than proportionate to th '•> refer-

ence was made to the Perranti-Waters system I.nan
not in actual a e when the paper was written. An actual
case worked out on this system showed the cost to be about
Is pei cent, greater than anj othei j tens Thi i eemed
inevitable with all systems using parallel feedei In reply

to Mr. i'Vt :i 1, i .ihni amperes at high ae much
as Hie I ..mill do, and probably very much lees

would wreck many of the switches at present on the market
Reactances should not be necessary at the sub tatione, and
only as a last resource on feeders. The breakdown of potential

transformers was not appreciably affected by tbc size of the
tation, breakdowns taking place almost as readily in mall

stations as large one-s. It should be a general rule never to
put potential transformers direct on bus-bars, even in sub-
stations Generally speaking, they were not necessary in sub-
stations, as the main transformer would meet all requirements.
Regarding the North-East Coast system, there were 140 miles
of split conductor, 385 miles Merz-Prioe protected cable, and
a balance of 185 miles of overload cable, which represented
•some systems not yet linked up. Approximately, half the
original overload protected Tyneside system had been changed
over, and the remainder would no doubt bo included in due
course. Induction reactance had not been used on the split-

conductor system for the past two years, but there was still

a lot in commission and working perfectly satisfactorily.

There was no trouble owing to extensions upsetting existing

protective gear.

Discussion at Newcastle.

At a meeting of the Newoastle-on-Tyne Local Suction of the
Institution of Electrical Engineers on the 10th inst., Mr.
J. R. Beard read his paper, of which an abstract was given in

our issues of December 24th and 31st, 1915, and January 7th
and 14th, 1916.

Mr. C. Vernier, in opening the discussion, said it was
surprising, considering how much money had been put into

high-pressure systems, that the subject had not been more
adequately considered before. Referring to the question of

mains, he said Mr. Beard dealt well with the question with-
out deciding whether overhead or underground cables should
be preferred. Generally speaking, one ran overhead mains
where jKissible in the open country, and where the necessary
wayleaves could be obtained, and it must be remembered that
the wayleave question was always a difficult one. He did not
think there was much to say against overhead lines, although
they had their faults, and it was only a question of time before
they got the. overhead as perfect as the underground system.
With regard to the annual charges for overhead and under-
ground mains, he thought Mr. Beard was a little cautious in

taking as a basis for his estimates the life of an underground
cable at 22 J years and of overhead lines at 175 years. The
author would agree with him that the life was likely to be
more than the time he had mentioned. The diagram showing
the annual cost per mile for interest and depreciation rather
favoured the underground system, for it was usually possible
to get shorter routes for overhead lines than for cables. Re-
ferring to the section on the lay-out of the distribution system,
he thought the paper was an attempt to prove the case of the
interconnected system. To most of them there it did not require
proving, but it might elsewhere; but the thorough manner
in which Mir. Beard had gone into the matter ought to settle
the question of the interconnected system versus other systems
which were often laid down even now.
Mr. If. \Y. Clothiek referred to the importance of switch-

gear as the protective system of the general scheme. For
years they had been looking into the details of switchgear
and overlooking the larger influence it had on the whole
scheme. The paper touched on a very important point in
connection with the strength of switchgear, and without deal-
ing with the heavy short-circuit conditions, he might say
there seel 1 to be no end to the development of that. lie
spoke of the difficulty that faced them owing to the growth
of systems and of plant beyond what was anticipated when
the switchgear was put in. As to the importance of guarding
live apparatus, and the statement that it was a simple matter
to interlock the guarding arrangements, he submitted that it

was a brain-racking thing to interlock and screen all parts.
Mr. G. L. Porter and Mr. R. W. Gregory also spoke upon

the interconnected system.
Mr. BEARD, in the eour.se of his reply, said that in that

district overhead lines had been brought to a verv high state
of perfection, and he thought, ae Mr. Vernier had said, that
in the course of time the overhead lines would be almost as
immune from breakdowns as were underground mains'. As
to switchgear. he pointed out the small proportion of cost
compared with the whole—about 20 per rent, or 30 per cent.
or less.

THE ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE.

The Russian Electricity Ta\.— Respecting the con-
templated taxation of electrical current in R-iosia, it is stated in
the Nnriitn Vremya that an™rdin-» to preliminary oiVnlat joni nf

the Mini*r>-v „f pin»no», H>i» rwtionl&T tax is expend to yield
aSout 17,500,000 roubles per annum.

By l\ V, CARTER, MA., Assoc.MInst.C.E.

i/i itrai t of i 'i io\ ok Civil
Engineers, January lUh, pur.

)
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n: H locomotives, particular]; thoa driven by motors of
uniform Pa, pie. me capable ol making better use of their
I'

i io than .--team locomotives; with suitable provi-
sion lor sanding the rails the tractive eft rant to a
Hill. I Of the Weight, on the ll II \ I llg-W heel -

. a[ld tllC parts
-houhl be designed mechanicallj and electrically on the
assumption that tin

1 i i attainable \ • eo motives driven
by impulsive torque, Mich as thus,, which employ the single-

iniuiitator motor, are naturally incapable of exerting
i mean tra< tive effort, although the maximum stresses

in the parts axe likely to be higher.

Most locomotives, particularly those designed for goods
service, are required at times to exert as great a tractive effort

as the conditions allow, and the control is therefore usually
devised in many steps, in order that the tractive effort in
starting may, if necessary, be maintained very close to the
limit of adhesion without overstepping it by the greatness of

the peaks. The necessity of adapting the accelerating effort

to the immediate requiremi nt:
. and ol being able on occasion

to work close to the limit of adhesion, renders automatic
methods of governing the acceleration unsuitable for general
loi tive work, and the best practice favours methods in
which the accelerating effort i-- under the immediate control

of the driver.

Railway motors being usually designed with sufficient

reserve to slip the driving-wheels without detriment to them-
selves, the weight that it is desirable to allow on the driving-
wheels is limited by the strength of the draw-gear of coaches
and wagons, which also limits the weight of train and the
acceleration permissible with locomotive haul. The couplings
used on English goods wagons, consisting of lj-in. iron chains,
probably have an ultimate strength of the order of 60 or 71)

tons, and it is not advisable to haul with a locomotive capable
of giving a steady pull much in excess of, say, 15 tons. A
locomotive having a weight on the driving-wheels of the order
of 70 tons, capable of exerting an adhesive tractive effort in

seivice of 111 tons or more, is accordingly about as heavy as it

is advisable to employ at the head of a train in England. As
the permissible weight per axle is generally at least 18 tons,

the English locomotive needs no more than four driving axles.

The electric locomotive, on account of its large haulage
capacity as compared with its weight, shows to great advan-
tage where opposing gradients are long and steep; the
economies resulting from this consideration have, in fact, in

a number of cases, proved the determining factor influencing
the decision to electrify' a main-line division. Where such
conditions prevail, the use of the locomotive motors, acting
leg. 'iierativcly to restrict the speed of trains descending
gradients and return a portion of their gravitational energy
to the line for use in operating other trains, becomes feasible

and attractive.

I'jlectric locomotives admit of a primary division into two
groups, namely, those in which the driving axles are actuated
each by a separate motor, and those in which these axles are
grouped and driven collectively, through the medium of side

rods, by one or more motors. With a few exceptions these
two groups correspond with the continuous-current and the
alternating-current systems of operation respectively, and have
their origin primarily in limitations of motor design. The
continuous-current 6eries motor in the rugged form needed for

satisfactory locomotive driving is capable of developing large
power in a confined space, and there is no appreciable sacrifice

of economy or increase of maintenance cost arising from the
use of motors of such size as is required to supply the power
of a single axle. The single-phase commutator motor, how-
ever, is of necessity close to the limits of satisfactory design
in many respects, due primarily to the difficulty of obtaining
sufficiently good commutation under the conditions of service

;

and the imposition of space restrictions is felt as a serious
obstacle to the attainment of satisfactory operation ; the
motive power is therefore, preferably collected in large units
located where restrictions are least onerous and continuous
supervision is possible. These considerations, rather than the
intrinsic merits of the side-rod design, explain the assiduous
efforts that have been made to develop a satisfactory side-rod
locomotive. Space restrictions also hamper the polyphase
motor, though to a smaller extent than the 6ingle-phase com-
mutator motor.
The commonest method for driving locomotive axles inde-

pendently is through single reduction gearing, the motor
being suspended horizontally between axle and transom, and
the gearing being entirely at one end of the motor. The
unsymmetrical drive has a tendency to wear the pinion-end
bearing linings, and thus to throw the armature shaft slightly
out of parallelism with the axle, and to increase the stresses
at th.. motor end of the teeth. The gear face is usually 5 in.

to 5;V in. wide, and increase in width beyond this does not
increase the strength of the teeth in like proportion. It has,
accordingly, become the practice, where powerful motors are
used, to transmit the power through twin gears, which make
better use of the material of the teeth.

Geared motors mounted above the axles and driving them
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through quills are used on many American locomotives.

Quill-driving fulfils a double purpose with regard to single-

phase motors; it allows them to be supported elastically, and
it helps to cushion the impulsive stresses of the driving forces

which fall to zero or reverse twice in each period.

Another method extensively used for independent driving

employe gearless motors having their armatures mounted con-

centrically with the axles. In the Grand Central Terminal
locomotives of the New York Central and Hudson River Rail-

road the armature is built on the axle, and the field structure

on the locomotive frame, the motor being bipolar, and - 6o

constructed that exact adjustment between armature and
field in a vertical direction is unnecessary. The inelastically-

supported weight on the driving axles in the case of the later

types is less than 3 tons per axle, and is carried on 36-in. wheels.

The gearless method of independent driving is particularly

applicable to high-speed service, for which motors can readily

be designed to make effective use of the material of construc-
tion.

In both geared and gearless types of independent drive,

therefore, unless the expensive expedient of driving through a

.spring-supported quill is adopted, a certain amount of inelasti-

cally-carried weight is added to that of the, wheels and axle.

The determination of this in the case of gearless drives pre-

sents no difficulty, but the geared motor, in spite of its long
standing, appears hitherto to have been wrongly treated.

Side-rod driving presents a much more difficult mechanical
problem in the electrical locomotive than in the steam loco-

motive. In the electric side-rod locomotive the original drive
is in the form of a uniform torque, and this cannot be con-
verted to reciprocating drive, without the introduction of large
couples having transverse arms. The forces tending to pro-
duce distortion in the structure are accordingly considerable,
but the permissible distortion, together with any inaccuracy
pi fitting, must nevertheless be no more than can be provided
in the clearances between running surfaces. Careful design
is therefore needed, and close adjustment of parte is necessary
to avoid binding stresses; constant attention is. moreover,

Pig. 1.

required to maintain the locomotive in satisfactory running
order, to prevent knocking and the setting up of destructive

vibrations.

Whilst locomotives driven by continuous torque are. not
likely to give trouble from fundamental causes, those driven

by impulsive torque are apt at certain speeds to be set in

resonant vibration by forces comparable in magnitude with
the main driving forces, and it is doubtless to this that must
be attributed the fracture of connecting-rods and shearing of

crank-pins which has characterised this type of locomotive.
Even in locomotives driven by uniform torque there is possi-

bility of resonant vibrations at certain speeds, due to higher
harmonic components of driving force, and since these depend
on the clearances and adjustments, the vibration may be more
marked at some times than at others. In locomotives driven
by impulsive torque, moreover, in addition to the possibility

of resonant vibration arising from the. fundamental forces,

there is probability of such vibration being set up by some of

the lower harmonic components of the driving force, and these
are likely to be more violent than those set up in locomotives
driven by continuous torque, which arise from higher har-
monics. This is in accordance with experience; continuous-
current and polyphase side-rod locomotives are apt to vibrate
slightly at certain speeds, but single-phase side-rod loco-

motives vibrate much more violently and frequently. The
Scotch yoke form of side-rod drive has long been in successful
use on the three-phase lines of the Italian State Radways, 130
locomotives of the Giovi goods type alone having already been
supplied. The use of the Scotch yoke, form on the single-

phase Lotschberg railway resulted in vibrations sufficient to

fracture the yoke;' in this case the trouble was mitigated, and
the locomotives were rendered workable by transmitting the
power of the motors through springs inserted between the

gears and auxiliary shpfts. (Generally, however, destructive
vibration has been characteristic of all single-phase side-rod

locomotives employing commutator motors, and the combina-
tion of the periodic torque of constant frequency with the
periodic change in the incidence of the driving forces of

frequency depending on the speed appears to offer an adequate
explanation of the phenomena observed; it is probable that
.single-phase rectifier locomotives driving through side-rods
would exhibit similar characteristics, though to a smaller
extent, since the application of power is somewhat impulsive
in this case also.

Vibration under the control of the suspension springs may-
arise from want of balance in the rotating and reciprocating
parts; since, however, all driving parts of an electric loco-

Fio. 2.

motive move in circles, dynamical balance is generally
practicable.

The running of the locomotive on tilted rails and coned
wheels causes it to progress with sinuous motion, and although
the amplitude of this motion is restricted by the amount of

flange clearance, its stability or instability has considerable
influence on the performance of the locomotive, particularly

with reference to the nosing tendency and the destructive
track stresses resulting therefrom.

Factors making for stability are the haulage of a train, the
elastic centring of guiding trucks, and to a smaller extent
fractional resistances to the oscillation ; the inertia of the struc-
ture, on the other hand, makes for instability.

In a locomotive fitted with guiding trucks centred by forces

proportional to the transverse displacement, the motion is

initially stable even when running without a train, and it is

the task of the designer to render it stable within the. whole
range of operating speed and all conditions of operation.

The sinuous motion of the wheels also tends to set up a
rolling oscillation of the locomotive, and when the speed is

such that the period of this oscillation agrees with the natural
period of rolling under the control of the suspension springs,

violent swaying is likely to be experienced.
The subject of tractive resistance has received considerable

attention in connection with steam trains, but few resulte

derived from tests on electric trains are yet available. Of
such teste, however, by far the most important and numerous
were made by the General Electric Company in 1905 and 1906
on the Mohawk Division of the New York Central and
Hudson River Railroad. Resulte of these teste have already
been published in the usual form, in which the tractive
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The tests were made on twins of passenger coaches of two
different varieties, which were not mixed in (lie tests; all the

coaches I with sand to considerably more than
their normal passenger capacity. The locomotive weighed
90.7 tone.

The curves of fig. 1 give results of the tests, the ordinate
representing the total tractive 'distance of the train, includ-

ing the locomotive, plotted against the number of coaches as

abscissa for different constant speeds. It will be seen from
these figures that each curve becomes substantially a straight

line at its upper end, or that, after the first two or three

coaches, the additional tractive resistance per additional coach
at any speed becomes constant.

In tig. 2 the additional tractive resistance per additional

coach is expressed as a function of the speed, and discloses

the notable result that for both types of coach the increment
of tractive resistance in question is substantially a straight-

line function of the speed within the range of speed
covered by the tets. This result was hardly to be
expected, and other types of coach may well be found to show
sensible deviation from a straight-line curve. However this

may be, the curve of increment of tractive resistance per
additional coach affords valuable data which might with
advantage be determined for the principal types of coach in

use on a railway.
The tractive resistance of the locomotive apart from the

train is not really of much importance, since the condition
is not a service one. It is apparent, however, from fig. 1,

that the train has a steadying effect on the running of the
locomotive, particularly at low speed ; in fact, in some cases
the total tractive resistance of the locomotive and one coach
is 6een to be actually less than that of the locomotive alone.
If the straight-line portion of a tractive-resistance curve of
fig. 1 be extended backwards, as shown in broken lines, to
the line of no coaches, the resistance thus indicated may be
regarded as the effective resistance of the locomotive, and this

is really more valuable than the results of direct test on the
locomotive running alone, 6ince it corresponds with service
conditions.

Fig. 3 gives the effective locomotive resistance derived from
fig. 1, and the resistance obtained by direct test of the loco-

motive running without a train.

The curves of effective tractive resistance of locomotive and
additional tractive resistance per coach furnish the means of
determining the tractive resistance of any train composed of
the given locomotive and coaches, and the confidence that may
legitimately be felt in such determination is of a higher order
than can be derived from the data usually employed in this
connection.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1916.

(NOT YET PUBLISHED).

Compiled expressly (or this journal by Messrs. W. P. Thompson & Co.,
Electrical Patent Acents, 885, High Holborn, London, W.C., and at
Liverpool and Bradford.

339. " Radiotelegraphy apparatus." A. ArBIB & W. J. MblLBRSH-JaOKSON.
January 7th.

16. " Electric switches and (use switches." H. H. Berry. January 3rd.

300. " Apparatus and process for separating argon." British Thomson-
Houston Co., Ltd. (General Electric Co.. U.S.A.). January 7th.

198. " Starting mechanism for automobiles." British WestinchouSE Elec-
tric & Manufacturing Co. January 5th.

133. " Temperature booster for hot-water heating systems." W. E. Clark.
January 4th.

43. " Electrolytic process for the manufacture of metallic win- and strip."
S. O. Cowper-Coles. January 3rd.

41. " Process for the production of copper driving bands." S. O. CowPBR-
Coi.es. January 3rd.

385. " Electric indicators." Edison St Swan United Electric Light Co.
and R. E. H. Lovelace. January 8th

54. " Electrical range finders." Ferranti, Ltd., & C Rev 8i P. Testard.
January 3rd.

224. " Driving and controlling dynamo-electric generators." J. Firth and
W. F. W. Rhodes. January 6th.

70. " Electric controller, particularly for use with electrically-propelled
vehicles." J. E. Hamilton. January 3rd.

149. " Suspenders for electric cables, etc." F. Huntingdon. January 5th.
345. " Rrreivers for wireless signals." Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co.

and G. M. Wright. January 6th.

246. " Receivers for wireless signals." Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co.
and G. M. Wright. January 6th.

247. " Receivers for wireless signals." Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co.
and G. M. Wright. January 6th.

346. " Electrolytic deposition of a cobalt-silver alloy." P. Marino. Janu-
ary 7th.

235. " Guide (or <

January 6th.

203. "Casings for electric wires." A." K. Modi. January 5th.

155. " Electrical signalling apparatus, speciallv applicable for military and
training purposes." E. G. Pulpord. January 5th.

19. " Apparatus for undercutting the insulation between the commutator
segments of electrical

nnecting trolley wheels to overhead A. S. Mizen.

nd dynamos." A. T. Robinson. January 3rd
250. " Fuses fo> protecting electric circuits." A. Schaanning & S. A.

Stigant. January 6th.

334. "Order telegraphs, etc." L. Schor. January 7th.

139. " Transmitters, microphones, relays, etc., for telephonic and similar
purposes." H. Smith. January 4th.

" Extra-high-tension isolating-link phase indicator." V. H. Tregoninc

179 *' Means for propelling a load along a cable." G. Wrspimicamt Jam
ary 6th.

288. " Electric lighting means." R. S. Woods. January ftb.

358. " Electric lighting system or circuits " II. Wri.-.lkv. Jawurf 8t»

21,121
v uncus.

34,831.
strong.

24.235.
1 1.

1 ember
24.MV3.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.

1S1«.
Electric Illumination Svstems. wore particularly for Automobile

L. Renault. December 15th. (April 3rd, 1914.)

Receiving Svstrm for Continuous Electric Waves. E. H Arm-
December 17th. (December 18th. 1913.)

Manufacture or Rubber-covered Electric Conductors. W. Gciptl.
17th

Vapour Electric Lamps
not granted.)

Tblegraphic Transmitting Apparatus

Bousson. December Mad. (Convcn-

Wechsler. December

191S.
047. Electric Signalling. F. G. Cole. January 15th.
1,090. Electrical Terminals. Sterling Telephone & Electric Ca. and T. P

Ward-Miller. January 22nd.

2.014. Electric Control Apparatus. A. H. Curtis & Igraaic Electric Co ,

Ltd. February 8th.

2,619. Electric Starters for Internal-combustion Engines. A. H. Midgley
and C. A. Vandcrvell. February 18lh.

3,261. Electric Liciit Fittings. L. A. Maurice (Executrix ol O. Maurice,
deceased) and F. T. Cash. March 1st.

4,04i. Electrical Switches. A. P. Lundberg, G. C. Laafterg, P. A.
Lundberg, and G. Pegg. March 15th.

5,727. Means for Attaching Electrio Cables or Conduit* to Switches
and the likb. G. Ellison and J. Anderson. April 16th.

5,879. Combined Electric Switch and Wall Plug. W. H. Srarge. April
20th.

5,889. Electric Heating Element. Cable Accessories Co., Lta., 6. F. H
Reeves. April 20th.

S.093. Lead-jointinc Sleeve for Electric Joints. C. J. Beaver 4 E. A.
Claremont. April 23rd.

13,051. Replaceable Electrical Safety Fuses. W. J. John. Seatcaxber 13th.

January 7th.

184. " Electric incandescent lamps, filaments therefo:
thereof." E. Wechsler. January 6th.

177. " Arc lamps." G. WesterCAMP. January 5th.

an. I ufacture

An Exhibition in Spain.—The world-war notwith-
standing, it is intended in Spain to hold an international exhibi-
tion of Spanish electrical and general industries. At a conference
held on December 30th, the plans were discussed ; the cost of
the exhibition was stated to be estimated at 40 millions of pesetas

and the receipts at 15 millions. A " Festival of the Spanish Race "

will be a feature of the exhibition, and it is expect* d that the
Presidents of the Spanish South American States will assist

King Alfunso at the opening ceremony.

Factory Property in 1915.

—

Messrs. Leopold
Farm kr & Sons in their report on factory and commercial
property sales in ly 15, state that in their experience the sales and
letting of factory property, wharves, land, &c showed far better

results than was the case in 1914. "This result is in a large
measure due to the war, which has produced a great demand for

factories and commercial property of all descriptions. As we
anticipated in the early stages of the conflict a demand was
created for factories, due primarily to the requirements of the
Government for the manufacture of the necessary war equipment
for our Fighting Forces, and, seoondly, for the manufacture in this

country of goods previously imported. . . . The nation's immediate
wants have necessarily demanded extra pressure of manufacture
which created a necessity for the opening up of factories, as well as

the extension of present oneB, to copewith the enormous requirements
of the country. We have disposed of a large number of factories,

with and without plant and machinery, at figures running into

many thousands of pounds, and an unprecedented demand
still exists for properties of all kinds. Premises that previously

to the war had failed to find tenants for years have been
rapidly taken up, owners in many cases having obtained,

through competition, increased prices. It is interesting to

record on analysing th * demand for factories that many have been
disposed of to the Government, Government contractors in all

branches of manufacture, English firms starting to manufacture
poods previously imported (now barred through the war), and
Belgian manufacturers who largely exported goods to this

country, bat are prevented from doing so now owing to their

works having been d> stroyed by the Germans."

Ball-Bearings on Railway Rollins Stock.— In
1910 experiments were made on the M ontreux-Oberland electrio

railway with the use of ball-bearings on the rolling stock, and the

reBul fs were so successful that now all new passenger motor-

coaches and trailers and a proportion of the goods wagons are

fitted with them. Their use has not been confined to the axles, as

they have been found excellent for the bogie slides, easing the

motion rntand curves. The latest step is to fit ball-bearings on the

eleitric motors which are of 114 H.P. each and run at 1,660

B.p.id. at 45 km (28 miles) per hour, and the result has been

entirely satisfactory. Experiments with dynamometers showed
that with ordinary bearings the traotive resistance was 5'3 kg. per

ton. and with ball-bearings 2'3 kg. per ton ; the latter require

lubrication only once in six months in place of every 10 or 15 days,

and last for 10 to 15 years instead of about two years.
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two. 1,992. The introduction of the Trading with the Enemy (Amend-

ment) (No. 2) Bill has once more brought into prominence

certain vexed questions as to companies which consist in

the main of enemy shareholders. The Government has

been accused of delaying action in connection with the

matter, and it has been stated that the early Acts ought to

have more drastically dealt with the situation. The sub-

ject, however, is hedged about with difficulties of no

ordinary kind, and in some respects those difficulties have

been less understood by the legislative mind than by the

mind of business men, who have been " up against " enemy-

owned firms and companies ever since the outbreak of war.

The legislative mind has viewed the matter perhaps too

coldly and unsuspectingly, regarding it purely in its legal

aspects ; the business man, on the other hand, has been in

some cases too ready to jump at conclusions, so obnoxious

has it been to him to have relations with those who belonged

to a race with so vile a record as Germany has written in

blood and lust during these eighteen months. We can con-

ceive, however, of circumstances under which the business of

a company may well be advantageous to this countiy, although

the majority of its shares are held in Germany and Austria,

and it would not therefore be wise to say that a company

must be wound up merely because some of its shareholders

are Germans ; but there is no reason for permitting concerns

which are practically entirely German-owned to " carry on,"

making profits during the war, and keeping the way open

for the enemy's " after-the-war trade."

It is most desirable that the matter be taken in hand,

and the new Bill will be welcomed by everybody who has

observed the extent to which German ownership and con-

trol have spread amongst us, notwithstanding the fact that

our own Patents legislation has been responsible for much
German capital being put into British factories. The
principle of the Patents Act was not to enable the foreigner

to got a firmer grip here, but to assist the development of

British industries within these islands, and when the principle

of " limited liability " was established some 60 years ago,

it was never intended to enure for the benefit of countries

which are at war with England.

The fact that a company is what lawyers call a " separate

entity," as apart from the shareholders, should not be

allowed to stand in the way if exigency demands that its

operations be restricted. Under the law, as it now stands,

the dividends on shares held in English companies by alien

enemies may be paid to the custodian of enemy profits :

but the company may still carry on in war time. The good-

will, which may belong almost entirely to alien enemies, is

thus maintained, and war profits might even accrue. The
profits thus accumulating might be of great use to the

enemy at the end of the war. In particular, the existing

law as to ownership of a ship is playing right into enemy
hands. No alien can own a British ship, but two Germans

= can form a company, and that company can own a ship.

The Bill introduced by the Solicitor- General proposes to

redress these evils. The Board of Trade is empowered to

make inquiries. If satisfied that a business carried on in

the United Kingdom is, by reason of enemy nationality or

enemy association of those who carry it on, conducted wholly

or mainly for the benefit of subjects of enemy states, then

the Board may make an order either prohibiting the carry-

ing on of the business during the war, or directing it to

be wound up. If the business is for the national benefit,

the Board of Trade may allow it to be carried on. If it

[97] C
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is small and insignificant, or if its closure would involve

unnecessary hardship, the Board will still be able to exercise

its discretion. It will be observed that almost everything

depends upon the pursuance of an energetic and thorough

policy by the Board of Trade. When once this Bill

becomes an Act the Board will have all the powers that it

will need to deal with the matter, and we may be sure that

if those powers are not put into force, not only the business

world at home, but our Colonial statesmen who have worked
so hard to eliminate German influence, will want to know
why. In distributing the assets of a company which is to

be wound up, preference will be given to British and friendly

creditors over those who are enemy creditors. If the com-
pany has assets in the enemy country, regard will be had

to the fact that those assets will probably be applied for the

benefit of creditors in that country.

In accordance with the best traditions of English justice

the powers given to the Board of Trade err on the side of

leniency to the alien enemy. In a winding up the sum due
to an enemy shareholder will not, of course, be paid over

to him, but will be held until peace is declared, and until it

is found how British property in enemy countries is being

dealt with.

That it will be necessary to establish such a fund was
made plain by Mr. Cave, when he told the House of an
Englishman who, when war was declared, was carrying on
business in the Fatherland. His business was placed under

a controller, he himself was interned. In January, 1915,

he was informed that he had nothing further to do with it,

that it had become a German business ; but that he, as

manager, would still be responsible for its debts ! But the

most unkindest cut of all was that all the profits would be

invested in the German War Loan ! If this represents the

way in which Germany is dealing with English property, it

seems to us that the Government would be fully justified

in confiscating all German property now in England.

Bnt that is not our way, though we may not find it impos-

sible to have a progressive policy in this as in other connec-

tions, as the war takes on new phases. Under this new
Bill the Government are going to hold on to German
property until some time after the end of the war. It will

be held in bond as security for fair dealing with property

now owned by Englishmen on enemy soil.

The Bill was received with acclamation by the House of

Commons, and that is not surprising, for enough has

happened in the war to show that Germany is determined

to show no mercy to England or to anything English ; and
the Government should do everything within their power,

either through the medium of this Bill or in any
other way, to enable us to carry on as far as

possible without German companies, German share-

holders, or German goods, when peace is once more
restored. Acts such as this may go part way in assisting

us to that end, but as we have repeatedly shown, there are

many other respects in which we have got to set our house

in order before Germany will be a permanently beaten com-
mercial and industrial nation. We must not expect too

much from Acts of Parliament—merit still counts and
always will, and we must improve both the individual and
the combined efficiency throughout the nation if we wish

to hold our own, or to regain such part of it as we had lost.

Electric

Railways.

Quite unexpectedly—for our thoughts

for long have been directed elsewhere

—

a flood of information on the subject of

heavy electric traction and electric locomotives has been let

loose upon us, by Mr. H. M. Hobart and Mr. F. W. Carter

respectively. Elsewhere in this issue we review the contents

of Mr. Hobart's masterly lecture, which conclusively demon-

strates that the steam locomotive, having reached its

physical limits, has been beaten almost to a standstill by its

younger rival. " Youth will be served," in the future as in

the past ; the steam locomotive for just over a century has

done magnificent work, of incalculable benefit to mankind

—

it has deserved well at our hands, and will continue to do so

for many years to come. But its be3t days are over, and,

even in this country, where coal is abundant and water-
power scarce, the inherent advantages of its electrical rival

have compelled recognition, whilst in countries blessed with
water-power and peace, the electrification of steam railways

is rapidly advancing.

M r. Hobart's lecture was devoted mainly to the marshalling
of facts and the deductions that could be based upon them,
leading up to the triumphant conclusion that electrification

on an extended scale was imminent, preferably on the
high-pressure direct-current system ; Mr. Carter's paper, on
the other hand, dealt with the design and performance of

the numerous types of locomotives which have been evolved
in the endeavour to find a satisfactory method of trans-

mitting the power from the motors to the driving wheels. It

is a curious fact, emphasised by Mr. Aspinall in the dis-

cussion, and later by Dr. Parshall, that the outstanding
problem in the design of electric locomotives is a purely

mechanical one, that of communicating the rotary motion
of the motor armature to the revolving wheels—a simple

enough matter on the surface, but in reality so complicated

by considerations of space, weight, velocity ratio, spring

suspension, flexibility of frame, smoothness of running,

height of centre of gravity, and other important factors,

that it remains up to the present without a satisfactory

solution. Mr. Carter has applied the resources of mathe-
matics to certain aspects of the question, particularly in

connection with the " nosing " tendency of some types of

locomotive, due to the interaction of the coned wheel

treads, the flanges, and the rails, and by original methods
has succeeded in dissecting the problem into its component
parts and providing an apparently sound theory by means of

which this objectionable proclivity can be restrained. Two
very important facts which he has brought to light, on the

basis of exhaustive tests of train resistance that were carried

out 10 years ago, are that the tractive resistance of a train

of coaches is a straight-line function of the number of

coaches, at any given speed ; also, the additional tractive

resistance per additional coach is a straight-line function of

the speed.

In view of the amount of work that has been expended on

this subject, and the anomalous results previously obtained, it

is extraordinary that these facts—which are now conclusively

demonstrated—should have eluded discovery for so long a

period, and the author is to be congratulated on the result

of his examination of these data.

Both authors are well known to be strenuous upholders

of the direct-current system as opposed to single-phase, and
they have not failed to indicate the trend of their convictions

in their latest writings ; Mr. Hobart reminds us that many
years ago he predicted the ultimate victory of the high-

pressure d.c. system, and Mr. Carter ascribes the evolution

of the side-rod " cranky " type of locomotive to the neces-

sities of the single-phase system, which also is credited with

resonance tendencies. Naturally, the supporters of S.P.

likewise did not fail to repel the aspersions cast upon their

protege, which certainly is not yet by any means out of the

running. But the controversy nowadays does not assume

an acute form, and the amenities of debate were preserved.

No new data regarding the commercial working of the

single-phase system were forthcoming, as Col. Crompton

regretfully remarked, with reference to Mr. Philip Dawson's

contribution to the discussion : but it is interesting to

record, as showing that Mr. Dawson preserves an open mind

on the subject, that he recently approved of the high-

pressure d.c. system as undoubtedly the right thing for a

British railway in connection with which he was consulted.

Doubtless there is room for bjth systems, and both are

being extended ; but it seems obvious that the successful

adoption of continually higher voltages on d.c. systems

tinds to rob the s i\ system of one of its most tangible

advantages. Mr. Aspinall stated that the experimental

3,000-volt d.c. system on the L. & Y. Railway had worked

successfully from the commencement.

Mr. Merz considered the United Kingdom particularly

favourable to the development of electric traction on rail-

ways, and stated that the trial runs on the North-Eastern

mineral line had proved highly satisfactory. It is gene-

rally agreed that for moderate speeds the existing designs

of electric locomotive serve very well, but for express pas-

senger service a satisfactory design is still awaited.
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The shortcomings of our Consular
Those Consuls • c ii_ * j • L c

. . service, from the trade point of view, are

becoming a popular theme—perhaps now

we shall see something done. Speaking at a meeting ot

the Commercial Committee of the House of Commons, of

which he is honorary secretary, Mr. Louis Sinclair, in an
address to the Employers' Parliamentary Association,

referred to those shortcomings, and said that more money
should be spent upon the Consular trade service. Some of

of us have been saying such things almost as long as we
can remember. If the Commercial Committee of the House
of Commons is worth its salt it will use its influence to

secure that result. Particularly interesting are the remarks

of the Earl of Rosebery on the same question and on another

matter too. In an address to the Rotary Club, Edinburgh,

last week, he said that it would be a mistake for business

men to seek, or to reckon upon, any assistance from the

Government for commercial enterprises after the war.

There were, however, two points on which they should be

prepared to disregard preconceived notions. They
would have to reconsider the question of tariffs, and many
of our previous formulas by which we could not be

hampered in the prosecution of a successful foreign trade.

This remark, be it noted, comes from one who, under other

conditions, said that nationally we must stand or fall by Free

Trade. The altered situation brought about by the war
has put many people's views into the melting pot, but his

lordship's attitude forms one of the most conspicuous

examples of the willingness of eminent men to scrap their

" preconceived notions." Lord Rosebery's second point

was stated thus:—"The Foreign Office have always

had the greatest antipathy to their Consular agents

engaging in promoting commerce of particular firms

in foreign countries. I think the laissez aller policy

will have to be abandoned, and we shall have to

sanction the interference of our Consular agents to pro-

mote our commerce in foreign countries." With all due
deference to his lordship, we would say that it seems to us

that in the reform of our Consular service for the good of

commercial enterprises, business men have every reason to

reckon upon receiving assistance from the Government.
In our opinion, the Foreign Office is far more to blame

than any other department for our national shortcomings in

this connection. As matters stand, with a few notable

exceptions, we receive far greater assistance from our few
Trade Commissioners than from all the Consuls, and we
should like to see the Board of Trade's activities extended.

The Board never really has had an opportunity of showing,

on a proper scale, what it can do in legitimate ways through

the medium of such representatives. " Sanction interference
"

indeed ! Yet we are inclined to think that Lord Rosebery

is one of those who really ought to know. Was he not

Foreign Secretary once — and for a brief spell Prime
Minister too ?

" Promoting the commerce of particular firms " it might
be right to object to under some circumstances, but a

Teuton would have no scruples on that point, so long as the

business went to Germany as the result of his Consular
activity. But what about the commerce of our nation as a

whole? Has the Foreign Office an "antipathy" to the

fostering of that ? We are very much afraid that that is

how it has been too frequently in the past. Yet there is

ground for hoping that even the Foreign Office is now
willing to do something to assist British traders. We are

grateful for its decision to appoint commercial attaches at

Baenos Aires, Monte Video, and Rio de Janeiro, a consul

and a vice-consul being called from other duties to fill these

new offices. The appointments have been made, says the

announcement, in consequence of the Secretary of State for

Foreign Affairs " having decided to give further assistance

towards the promotion of British trade in South America."
If this is a sign of the times, we are profoundly thankful for it.

Those who are doubtful as to whether Government
Departments are able to assist in the development of

national trades might do worse than read the report which
we give on another page concerning the first year's work of

the U.S. Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce. It

tells, it is true, of some of the difficulties that America is

" up against " in connection with export trade, but it quotes

a number of definite practical results of the Bureau's recent

efforts. The reference to the vote of $100,000 for new
commercial attache service, and the need for extending such
vote and service, should be noted.

Copper prices continue to advance

steadily, and it is generally believed in

the trade that the recent official pronouncement regarding

maximum prices is not to be taken seriously. At any rate,

consumers report that they are unable to obtain supplies

from the Government at the price fixed by them of £100
for refined material, and after waiting in vain in an attempt
to secure relief from this direction have been forced into

the market, where competitive buying has naturally forced

rates still higher. At the present time it is exceedingly

difficult to obtain copper at any price, for the leading pro-

ducers are sold out for months ahead, and are only willing to

make prices for very small lots for prompt or early shipment,

while holding off altogether in respect of important distant

business. On the top of this, stocks here are going down,
and refiners are treating metal which they have discarded

for years past, for the simple reason that they are unable

to obtain anything else. The enormous margin, too, between
the prices of standard copper and refined makes it possible

for them to treat the former at a profit, whereas for a long

period they have been unable to handle this class of material,

and to make a living out of it. The American position

shows not the least sign of abating in its strength, and
reports to hand from America speak of a copper " famine."

Certainly the leading selling agents in America are

unanimous in declaring that this condition of affairs has

now come to pass, there being hardly any January, February,

March or April copper now to be obtained except as a

favour. There seems some truth, too, in the statement

which emanates from leading producers that there is not

sufficient copper to go round, and certainly consumers in

need of supplies have been paying enormous prices. Refinery

capacity, although going to the fullest extent, is unable to

turn out the quantities of material required by the trade,

while there seems to be a glut of raw copper, for the mines

and furnaces are turning out more material than the

refineries can handle. How long this state of affairs can

continue is a matter of conjecture, but there can certainly

be no relief until war conditions are modified, and we seem

likely, therefore, to drift on for months before any definite

lead is given. According to statistics just available, the

United States output of refined copper from native and
imported raw material broke all records—at 735,000 tons,

against 084,000 tons in 1914.

Elsewhere in this issue we publish a
British Elec- grapQ ic summary of British electrical
trical Exports . , . ... •, . iL

and Imuorts
exPort and import business during the

during 1915. year 1915. which will be of considerable

interest to our readers in view of the

exceedingly difficult period through which this country, in

common with others, has been passing.

Black as has been the outlook, from the point of view

of British trade during the year, it cannot be said that

the clouds show any real signs of rolling away, and our

consolation, such as it is, must be gathered from the excel-

lent fight which the home electrical manufacturer has been

able to put up with a view to retaining overseas trade, despite

our concentration on munition making and war supplies.

Although the total value of our electrical exports was
naturally much less than during the last few years, it must
be remembered that 1915 was devoid of bulk submarine

telegraphic exports.

America has usurped the place of (leroaanyasan importer

into this country, as was expected, under the conditions

prevailing, and the only blot in the import returns for the

year, appears to be the fact that it should have been neces-

sary for us to purchase £125,000 worth of lamps and parts

from Holland, material which is produced by female labour,

and could, therefore, have been produced here, had the

manufacturing facilities existed.
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MUNICIPAL [ELECTRICITY SUPPLY AT

JOHANNESBURG.

By R. TURNBULL MWDESLEY.

{Continued from page 91.)

There are four Peebles-Ls Cour motor-converters installed

in tbe principal generating station, two of 750-kw. capacity

and two of 1,250 kw. made by Messrs. Bruce Peebles and

Co., Edinburgh, all of which are in constant service. As
previously explained, any of these converters may be run

•either on the d.c. lighting load, or " on traction," by means

ll \ \
I ll

' ll JSlttB
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MOTOB-CONVEBTERS OP 750-KW. CAPACITY.
Specification*

AC. end, 3,300 volts— 2-pbase, SO periods.
D c. end, 46f/=i20 volts as shunt— 1,630 amps.

50U/600 volts as compound—1,250 amps.
Number of poles on A.c. side—81
Number of poles on D.c. side—8 > speed, 375 revs.
Number of commutating pales—8 J

Efficiency measured as shunt geuerator for lighting at 520 volts—1,445 amps., 750 KW., D.c. output.
It is assumed that theeffieieacy is in the neighbourhood of 91 per

cent
, the input, therefore, on the A.c. end is 825 kw. With this

input at 3,300 volts, the current per phase is 125 amps.
No-load losses, comprising friction in bearings Full Half
and commutator, windage losses, all A.c. and laid, load.
D.c. iron losses, measured 29'0 29'0

Resistance of shunt winding 7t. 5 ohms, hot
shunt current about 6'5 amps 3'2 3'2

No-load losses 32 -

2 322
Rjsistanceof stator winding 0'18 ohm hot per

phase

—

Full-load current, 125 amps. ... 5'65

Half-load current, 63 amps. ... — 1'43

KaBistance of rotor winding 0019 ohm per
phase hot

—

Pull-load current, 193 amp3. ... 8"6 —
Hilf-load current, 965 amps. ... — 212

Resistance of D.c. armature winding, 00067
ohm hot

—

Fall load 1445/T5 = 965 amps. ... 625 —
Half load 723/1 5 = 4825 amps.... — 156

Resistance of interpole winding hot, 00037
ohm

—

Full load, 1,445 amps 0'77 —
Half load, 723 amps — 019

Commutator current losses at 1"445 amps., drop
two volts, resistance 000138 2'88 —

Half load, 723 amps — 072

'lotal losses in per cent,—
R625 xl 00

Full load -

Total losses

Half load

"

56"25 38 22

41322
9.25 %806 25

Efficiencies—
At full load = 93-03 % At half load = 90 75 %

The cable work at the back of the d.c. main board, the

roomy cable chamber (fig. 4) beneath the oil switch cubicles,

and the system of supporting the machine and feeder cables,

are worthy of note.

Fie. 5 shows cables from the station entering the main
cable tunnel, about a quarter of a mile long.

Fig. 7.—Motor Convebters, Johannesburg Power Station.

A comprehensive view of part of the converter plant is

shown in fig. 7, the view showing one 750-kw. and one
1,250-kw. Peebles converters.

The three steam turbines at present installed were made
by Messrs. Belliss & Morcom, and were supplied through
Messrs. Reunert & Lenz, their Johannesburg agents. They
are each of the high-pressure re-action type, but two of

them are furnished with exhaust steam belts, as shown in

fig 6. The turbines are not supplied at present with

mixed pressure steam, that is to say, the exhaust from
the reciprocating Belliss sets is not utilised in the turbines,

but passes direct into separate condensers.

The reason for this is not obvious, as, on the peak loads,

the Belliss reciprocators carry anything up to 2,000- kw.
load, and sometimes more.

Each turbine has its own condenser, of the surface type,

having a, cooling surface of 7,200 sq. ft. with 3,670 tubes

10 - 2 in. long. Their intended duty is to condense

46,200 lb. of steam per hour, and to maintain a vacuum
within 1*6 in. of the barometer, with circulating water at

an initial temperature of 70° F.

The circulating and kinetic air pumps are motor-driven

at the following sp«eds :—Air pump, 1,500 R.p.n.,and circu-

lating pump,* (100 b.p.m. Each turbine has a cooling tower

to deal with its condenser circulating water, the towers being

erected directly over their individual cold wells. As these

wells are at different levels, the necessary by-pass pipes and
valves are fitted to maintain the water levels in the wells,

or dams. The circulating pumps are situated outside the

station proper, and have both A.c. and D.c. drives. It will

be understood that the problem of circulating water in

Johannesburg has presented some difficulties, as the town
is situated in an extremely dry area, and all cooling ponds

are artificial. Make-up water, for circulating purposes,

comes from bore-holes sunk in the immediate vicinity, or,

as stand-by, from the Rind Water Board, but in the rainy

season there is no need for make up.

The turbo-generators call for little comment. Each
supplies current at :'.,000 volts, 50 ~ two-phase ; and
each has a direct connected exciter on the generator shaft.

There is at present no arrangement for operating the

exciters in parallel, each machine and exciter comprising a

unit.

The Belliss reciprocators shown in the background of

fig. 6 are of the standard triple-expansion type, each direct

connected to a continuous-ourrent generator. These four

engines exhaust directly into two cDndensers situated between

the sets, the condensers operating individually, or in multiple

as may be required.

As the switchboard gallery is placed at one end of the

station, two operator's signalling devices have been installed,

one for the turbines and one for the reciprocators.

Each is operated from the switchboard

gall ry, the various signals being shown
on illuminated boards, . attention to

which is drawn by trembling bells.

A point not without interest is the

fact that no shift engineers are em-
ployed in the Johannesburg Municipal

Power Station. The responsibility of

operating the station is vested in a shift

electrician, who is virtually, though not

nominally, in charge. All switching

operations are carried out by the shift

electrician, who by signal advises the

drivers concerned if more machines are

required. The drivers and boilermen

are each made responsible for their own
part of the work— and although at first

sight such an arrangement would seem
to point to trouble arising, such has

not occurred. It is well to add that

the station engineer resides on the

property, and is always within call.

The 1,000-KW. alternator, coupled to

a Belliss reciprocator, together with the

two 250-kw. Allen engines, are erected

in a separate engine room, adjoining

the present boiler-house—which build-

ing originally housed the first belt-

driven bi-polar generators, before the gas engine period.

This 1,000-kw. Belliss set and the two small Allen

sets are run non-condensing—but this is not a serious

item, as their hours of service are strictly curtailed— unless

in case of trouble or emergency.
(To be continued.)

* Circulating pump designed for 60 ft. head, including suction.

and discharge and allowance for pipe friction.
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COST ACCOUNTING BY MACHINERY.

A remarkable machine was described in a recent
issue of the American Machinist, which is intended to

replace mental labour in analysing and combining
works cost accounts. The installation, which is elec-

trically operated throughout, has been at work since

October 1st, 1915. At any moment of a working
week it shows how much each man has earned up
to that time, the total wages accrued in each depart-

Diagram of Operation of Registers.

ment, and the grand total of wages in all depart-
ments, ft also shows during the life of each shop
order how much labour has been expended on it.

how much labour each department has accumulated
since the commencement of the week, and the total

Pig. 2.—Job-Distriboting Switchboard.

labour expended in all departments during the same
period.

The machine deals with about 60 workmen; about
300 to 350 job changes are made every day, and 500
jobs can be registered at once.
The system is known as the " Chrono Cost-Ac-

counting System," and the equipment was designed
by the Synthelytic Co., of Chicago, and installed in
the plant of the Liquid Carbonic Co., also of
Chicago. The product of this plant is soda-water
fountains, bottling machinery and soda-fountain

supplies. Thus far only four departments are being
served.

The equipment comprises a cabinet in which the
pay-roll accounts are registered, two cabinets for job
accounts, and the job-distributing switchboard. A
standard type of programme clock is also provided.
Only a single operator is necessary.

In a diagrammatic form the operation of the re-

cording mechanism is shown in fig. 1. The source

Fig. 3.—Job Labour-Distributing Eegisters.

of electric current is a storage battery which is con-
nected to the circuits through the master controlling

machine. The recording circuit through the pay-roll

registers is closed by the workman when he pushes
in hi> button on entering the shop in the morning
and at noon. On leaving at noon and night he re-

leases his button. When the hour for beginning
work arrives, the controlling mechanism begins to

send electric impulses through the pay-roll registers,

depending in frequency upon the man's rate. These
impulses actuate the counters and accumulate his

wages, a cent at a time, on one counter, his part of

a departmental wage on another, and his part of the
total wage of all the departments of the shop on a

third.

These registers accumulate for each pay-roll week.
which runs from Thursday morning to Wednesday
evening. The totals are then transferred to written
records and the counters are re-set to zero and
replaced, or others already set to zero substituted
for them. By these changes the equipment is made
ready for the next week's pay-roll accounting.
Turning back to the diagram, it will be noticed

that only the lower circuit through the pay-roll re-

gisters has been traced. There is another, and as
drawn, upper, circuit passing through the job-distri-

buting registers.

When a workman's circuit is plugged into the
proper job register through the distributing switch
board, the same impulses that register his wages
also register the amount of his labour, first on the
individual job counter, second on his departmental
job counter, and third on the job-labour counter for

all the departments. The record of the individual
job register is copied off as soon as the job is

finished, the counter is removed, set back to zero, and
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replaced ready to record another job. The depart-

ment distribution totals and the grand total are used
to check the pay-roll totals, and are erased at the end
of each pay-roll week.

This explanation covers all the features of the

diagram, fig. i, except the " unproductive-wage
register." Its purpose is to accumulate all the wages
by departments that are being recorded on the pay-
roll registers, but not on job-distribution registers.

It is evident that for any week the sum of the read-
ings of the " total-job register " and " unproductive-
wage register " must equal the reading of the
" total-wage register."

The workman's push-buttons are in the form of

simple push-button switches built up into panels
placed near the shop entrance. White buttons re-

gister in, and black ones. out. These panels replace

the usual time clocks.

The payroll register cabinet has been developed
from a measured-service meter that has been used
for years in telephone exchanges. The job-distri-

buting switchboard, which also has been adapted
from telephone practice, is shown in fig. 2. The
plugs when inserted into the jacks connect the source
of electric impulses for individual jobs with the job-

distributing counters for the jobs on which they are

Pig. 4.

—

Arrangement of Complete Equipment.

working. The counters are shown in fig. 3; five

counters are fitted in a frame and form a unit. Each
counter records from 1 cent up to $9999.99 by one-
cent increments, and each electric impulse accumu-
lates one cent. On the back of each registering unit

is a locking device which prevents any movement of

the counter wheels when a strip is removed from the

cabinet.

The devices that control and send the electric im-

pulses which actuate the registers consist of a master
controlling machine, a programme clock that con-

trols its operation with reference to elapsed time.

a switchboard and rheostats that control the driving

motors of the machine, a storage battery supplying
current for the registering circuits, a rate rack for

•the workmen's rates of pay, and a private telephone
system to convey information with regard to jobs.

The machine can be run at normal speed, \\ times

or twice normal. The whole arrangement is dia-

grammatically shown in fig. 4.

The principle on which the system operates is that

of figuratively allotting to each workman a small

fraction of his wages at short intervals, the amount
being- alwavs one cent, and the interval being varied

according to the workman's rate of pay. An impulse
is "offered" to every circuit once every minute;
whether it is sent on or not depends on the circuit

being open or closed, and this is determined by the

relationship of the man's rate and any particular

minute in question.

The rates are set as regards the mechanism by the

rate rack, which provides groups of connections for

all even-cent rates from 6 to 60 per hour. The cir-

cuit from each man's push-button is through the rack

and the particular group of connections correspond-

ing with his rate. An impulse from the machine for

a 30c. man finds a closed electric circuit only every
other minute.
The information for the completion of the circuit

between an individual man's rate-rack connection

and the proper job register is received at the distri-

buting switchboard over the private telephone

system. When a workman begins or finishes a job

he telephones his own number and the job number
to the switchboard. From this information the

switchboard operator makes or breaks the proper

connection. It is evident that this distributing board

is constantly undergoing changes in settings as some
jobs are completed and others begun.
The master controlling machine is most ingenious

in design and interesting in construction. It is

driven by a three-phase motor, together with an

emergency d.c. motor that will automatically pick up

the load of the machine if the alternating current

fails.

When the shop goes on time-and-a-half (5 p.m. to

11 p.m.), the controlling machine runs at \\ times

normal speed, and for double time (11 p.m. till morn-
ing) at double speed. Provision is made to meet the

case of labourers who are paid at lower overtime

rates, and for odd fractional rates of payment.

Supervision is arranged for at two places—on the

distributing switchboard and in a special lamp panel

in' the superintendent's office. Under normal work-

ing conditions a lamp glows on the superintendent's

panel for every man whose wages are being added to

the unproductive-wage account. By pressing a

button a lamp glows for every man who is registered

as in attendance and is drawing wages._ Similar

signals show on the plug shelf of the switchboard.

Beyond this, each man's circuit is provided with a

lamp located near the switchboard plugs. These

light at the instant that an impulse is being sent

along their associated circuits to the registering

mechanism. The purpose behind this feature is to

forestall the possibility of plugging a man from one

job to another at the precise instant an impulse is

being sent over his circuit.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

The " James Forrest" lecture, which was prepared

for the Institution of Civil Engineers by Mr. H. M.
Hobart, M.Inst.C.E., and delivered on his behalf by

Mr. J. A. F. Aspinall, is a compendium of informa-

tion on the subject of electric railways in general,

and especially upon recent progress in the United

States. So rapid has been the development in this

branch of engineering since electric locomotives

commenced running on the City and South London
Railway in 1890, that there are now 3,460 miles of

steam railway track converted to electrical operation

in the United States and Canada alone ; on the other

hand, there remains 380,000 miles of track still

operated by steam, so that there is abundant scope

for future conversion. The author gives the total

mileage of electric railways in the United States and

Canada as 45,000 miles, but this clearly includes

tramways.
During the last five years the mileage of steam

railway converted has more than doubled. The rea-

son given for this rapid growth is the continual
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decrease in the cost of electrical energy, which iii

turn has been accelerated by the railway demand

:

even ten years ago a price of id. per KW.-hour
would have been the minimum permitting of any

whereas now electrical energy can be pur-

chased at little more than Ad. per kw. hour, and on
the Butte, Anaconda and Pacific Railway the cost is

0.263d., whilst the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Pan!

Railway will pay only o.20d.; in both these cases the

electricity is derived from water-power. The cost

of plant has also come down with a run; a 3,000-KW.

set 15 years ago cost £30,000, whereas now a

30,000-KW. steam-turbine-driven set can be obtained

for less than £60,000, and consumes only § as much
steam per KW.-hour.

While the fixed charges are lower than the opera-

ting costs in the case of a steam-driven station, the

reverse holds good for the hydro-electric station,

and for load factors above 20 per cent, the total costs

of the latter are much the lower, so that, as an
electrically-operated railway has a fairly good load

factor, the greatest progress has been made with

railway electrification in countries possessing abund-
ant water-power. The author sets out the working
costs of a 150,000-KW. steam-driven generating

station equipped with generating sets of 30,000-KW.

each, with a load factor of 50 per cent., and shows
that with fuel at 8s. per ton, the total costs amount
to 0.263d. per unit, of which fuel accounts for o.075d.

Transmission for a distance of 100 miles adds onlv

trie locomotives have a maximum tractive effort of

4.^,000 lb., and a continuous tractive effort of 25,000
lb. at [6.2 M.r.ii. corresponding to 1,080 H.P, The
net ton-mileage at present carried by the railway is

some 170 million ton-miles, the gross ton-mileage,

including the locomotives, being 400 million ton-

miles per annum. With electric traction the average
weight of the ore trains has been increased from
1,Goo to about 2,100 tons; two locomotives can haul a

train weighing in all 4,300 tons up a grade of 0.3 per

cent, at a speed of 16 miles per hour, which is more
than twice as fast as the lighter trains (3.600 tons)

hauled by the steam locomotives.

The author analyses the performance of the elec-

tric locomotives at some length, and shows that the

efficiency of the locomoti\e> from pantograph to

drawbar is of the order of 80 per cent. ; he also com-
pares their performance with that of the steam
trains, and finds that the outlay for fuel and power
has decreased by 39 per cent, with electrical opera-

tion. Owing to the greater speed and the heavier

trains hauled by the electric locomotives, the number
of trains per day has been reduced by 25 per cent.,

resulting in a saving-

of 33 per cent, in the total hours

of work of engine crews as well as a reduction of

21 per cent, in trainmen's wages. In the passenger
service on the same railway, the delays to trains

amounted to only one-fourth as much as with steam

haulage. The total net annual saving due to the

adoption of electric haulage amounts to £74,000.
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tendants would have been correspondingly greater.

Motor-generators are employed, running at 720
R.P.M., and rated at 1,000 K\v. (1,500 k\v. for 2 hours).

Each synchronous motor drives two 1,200-volt

generators connected in series; the latter are com-
pound wound, provided with interpoles, and fitted

with distributed compensating windings in the pole

shoes. The average sub-station load factor is about

34 per cent., and the average load 2,050 kw. The
motors are run with over-e.\cited fields so as to have
a leading power-factor, which offsets the lagging
power-factor of other customers of the Great Falls

Power Co., which supplies the energy to the railway

company.
The trolley conductor has a cross-section of 0.166

sq. in., and the cost of the distribution system has

amounted to £1,1 10 per mile of single track, of which
one-half represents the cost of erection. The cur-

rent collected by two locomotives attains a maximum
of about 800 amperes, and as it may not divide

equally between the two pantograph collectors, a

single contact may carry as much as 500 amperes;
the trolley wire can carry 1,000 amperes continuously
with a rise of temperature of 180 C. in the' open air,

and as the current comes from both directions along
it, the system can deal with four 72-ton locomotives
between two adjacent feeding points, requiring an
aggregate of some 2,000 amperes. Under normal
conditions of running the average current collected

per pantograph is only 400 to 500 amperes when
starting and ascending grades.
Mr. Hobart next deals with the still more im-

portant Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway,
which is being electrified at 3,000 volts d.c. for a
length of 440 miles, comprising 650 miles of single
track ; eventually it is expected that the electrification

will be continued to the Pacific coast, making a total

route length of 850 miles. The system was described
in our issue of November 5th, 1915. ' Forty-two
electric locomotives, each weighing 250 tons, with
equipment for 14 sub-stations, are being supplied,

and a length of about 113 miles has just recently
been put in electrical operation; energy is purchased
from the Montana Power Co., which has 10 hydro-
electric plants in this region, having an ultimate
aggregate capacity of over 200,000 kw. The elec-

tricity will be supplied at a pressure of 100,000 volts,

60 cycles, at o.26d. per unit. With 3,000 volts on
the line, the sub-stations are spaced at an average
distance of 32.5 miles apart, but the actual distance
varies from 18 to 43 miles. Gradients of 2 per cent.,

21 miles long, and 1.66 per cent., 10 miles long, have
to be overcome.
The sub-station machinery is similar to that of the

B.A.P. Railway, but the sets are of 1,500 and 2,000
kw. continuous rating; ihe total capacity installed is

59.500 KW.
Each locomotive has a continuous rating of

3,020 h.p., and is thus 40 per cent, more powerful
than two B.A.P. locomotives; a noteworthy feature
of the former is the equipment for regenerative
braking for long periods on down grades. The col-

lector has a double contact device, and can collect

2,000 amperes from a double trolley wire at 60 m.p.it.

The line is equipped with the double-wire catenary con-
struction, having two No. 0000 wires both suspended
from the same catenary wire, but by independent
hangers, the suspenders of one wire being midway
between those of the other. The two wires hang
close together, and the alternate suspension provides
exceedingly smooth operation, with complete elimi-

nation of any tendency to flash at the points of sus-

pension The tractive effort of the locomotive at

15.9 m.p.h. is 71.000 lb. (continuous rating), and is

provided by eight motors, each driving one axle ; the
locomotive can haul a load of 2,250 tons, in addition
to its own weight, up a gradient of 1.0 per cent, at

15.9 m.p.h. , developing 3.020 h.p., with a panto-
graph-drawbar efficiency of 80 per cent. As in the

case of the B.A.P. Railway, the motors are cooled

by the forced circulation of air from an external

blower. The accompanying figures, 1-3, show the

characteristics of these locomotives.
The heaviest duty imposed upon the locomotives

is drawing a load of 2,230 tons 49 miles up an
average gradient of 0.7 per cent., the ruling gradient

being 1 per cent.; the speed is 16.5 m.p.h., and the

average output of the motors 2,380 h.p. The cost

of electrical energy is 43d. per train-mile, compared
with 58d. for steam.
Allowing for fuel and power, wages, repairs, and

capital charges, the annual outlay per electric loco-

motive-mile is given as 43.3d., as against 47. 5cl. for

steam traction; but this figure takes no account of

the indirect economies recorded due to the heavier

trains and higher speeds, which increase the capacity

of the railway and reduce wages. Moreover, the

CM. & S.P. Railway locomotives are equipped with
regenerative braking, which is estimated to effect an
economy of about 25 per cent. ; wear on wheels and
brake shoes will be decreased, and the speed on down
grades may be higher in the absence of heating of

Fig. I.—Connections 01 Transformer, Phase-splitter,

and Motor.

tires. Another advantage of regenerative braking is

the fact that the energy thus generated by descending
trains is supplied to neighbouring ascending trains,

with a greatly reduced loss in transmission, and the

capacity of the generating and sub-station plant is

virtually increased. The author points out that,

though regenerative operation was considered 10 or

15 years ago, it would not then have had the advan-
tages which now accrue, owing to the greater weight
of the electrical equipment in those days and the

increase in the total weight of the train due to the

regenerative feature. In the case of an electric rail-

way handling dense traffic, requiring, say, 100 million

kw. -hours per annum, by the adoption of regenera-
tive control the plant necessary might be reduced
from 25,000 kw. to 22,500 kw., and this would run
through the whole of the system.

Mr. Hobart next deals with the Norfolk and
Western 11,000-volt single-phase railway, comprising

29 miles of double track (97 miles of single track).

Electrical operation was commenced in May last

year with 12 240-ton locomotives, each consisting of

two 120-ton units. Trains weighing 2,900 tons, in

addition to two 240-ton locomotives, are hauled up
gradients averaging 1.13 per cent, and 15 miles long
at 14 m.p.h., twice the speed at which three 240-ton

steam locomotives took up similar trains. The ad-

vantages claimed for this electrification are similar

to those already set forth; in this case also regenera-

tive control is employed, and by relieving the con-
gestion at a single-track tunnel 4,000 ft. long, the

carrying capacity of the line has been greatly in-

creased. Fig. 4 shows the connections on the loco-

motive; electricity at 11,000 volts, 25 cycles, is

received by a step-down transformer carried on the

locomotive, and indicated at A, fig. 4. The pressure
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at the secondary terminals of this transformer is 750
oi the electricit) goes direct from the

secondary of the transformer to the polj
1

(indicated diagrammatii in fig. 4) which

drive the locomotive; the remainder of the eli

passes through the phase-splitter C on its wa) to the

e motors B. Bj thi > mi ans the single

electricity supplied to the locomotive is convened
into polyphase electricity, and is thus made suitable

lor driving the polyphase motors. Each 240-ton loco-

motive is equipped with eight of these motors.

With a view to economical lie tendency

on American railways lor many years lias been to

keep down the train-mileage and to increase the ton-

mileage, involving a continual increase in the power
of the locomotives; in 1-' years the average tractive

power was increased 50 per cent., and the capacity

of freight cars 40 per cent. Not only can this policy

be most effectively carried on with electric loco-

motives, but the latter also enable the speed to be

doubled.
The author proceeds to describe the " 1913 " type

of electric locomotive in use on the Xew York Central

Railway, which weighs 115 tons and has a continu-

ous rating of 2,000 H.P., with a tractive effort of

j^.Sao Hi. at 54.5 M.P.H., on a (wo-volt D.C. third-rail

system. The armatures of the motors, which are

bipolar and of 250 H.P., are mounted directly on the

axles. These locomotives haul at 60 M.P.H. trains

having a total weight of 1,100 tons, and have an

efficiency from collecting shoe to drawbar of nearly

80 per cent.

In 1015 the total single-track mileage of electric

railways in the United States operated on the single-

phase system was 1,490 miles, while that using high-

pressure direct current was 3.7211 miles; while the

adoption of the single-phase system has by no means
come to a standstill, the author holds that the super-

iority of the high-pressure D.C. system ensures its

general use on main-line railways in preference to

the single-phase system, and points out that nearly

nine years ago he foretold this outcome. He draws
attention to the defects of the rectified single-phase

current which has been adopted on some lines, and
to the necessity of installing frequency-changers to

obtain 25-cycle single-phase current from do-cycle

supply, thus doing away with the advantages of

static sub stations, while the efficiency of the system

is inherently lower than that of the D.c. system.

The cost of supply, analysed at considerable length,

is found to be about the same at the locomotive, no
matter whether the high-pressure D.c. system or the

single-phase 25-cycle system be employed, while a

60-cycle supply converted to 25-cycle single-phase

rather more: but the cost of the single-phase
• lives is inherently greater than that of the

d.c. machine.
Air. llobart concludes that the extensive conver-

sion of steam railways is in prospect in the near

future; that the d.c. system is the most appropriate;

and that high-pressure D.C. locomotives are an estab-

lished success.

COMMERCIAL MOBILISATION.

On Thursday last week, at the Oonnaught Booms, the British
Electrical and Allied Manufacturers' Association held the
fourth of its series oonferences, this one being
devoted to the consideration of the steps that ought to be
taken towards organising industry in readiness for the com-

oampaign that will follow the war. The audience
numbered about 120, and included many prominent repre-
sentatives of industry, shipping, and finance. Mr. P. R.
Davenport, chairman of the Council, ra-<

The discussion was opened by Mr. ITknry THORNTON,
general manager of the Gl Railway, with a short

which was accorded a verj heartj reception. Mr.
Thornton regarded it as a .

i aeafthj optimism that
done \\ itb Germany

when Germany was "down and out";
I le convic-

tion that we would Bhortly make rapid progress on land and
manufacturers tor looking ahead.

The in Would he strange and Ql

I

capital; but the British Empire, which
had iie\.

,
edit, an

1 intile marin
natural resources, and a population skilled in manufacturing
and oi indomitable pluck— with sui aid, the,

be insolvent,
'file tii.

[he problem wa 1 tare of

In the I

rj large resources were nec<

and that the capital could only be obtaiued by an U

lire nation; th

nation, machinery for the investigation of foreign markets,
t men at the head, were indispensable requirements.

igly, a Corporation had been formed, with a

oi ion millions Bterhng, far the purpose of engaging in any
kind of 1 ad was controlled by representatives 01

111 every branch of commercial activity. But
country were different, and he did Dot

nd the adoption of the American plan
1 had no one scheme backed by powerful u

and sufficiently comprehensive to contemplate a BU<

attack on foreign markets; there was, in fact, a dan.

the movement might dissipate itself in a numl
and ep 1 essential factors o

nice of the hanks, the aid of linguists, tfa

hiued support of the various transport agencies, the help of

the Government in every possible way, and the assistance of

the Press. The Government backing in particular must he

effective. As the first tangible, constructive step towards the

goal, he advocated the formation of a committee of experi-

enced business men, on which all interests should he repre-

sented, with a specially competent man at the head—a Lord
Derby for commercial affairs. Let them enlist the banking

. and send agents into the foreign markets with the

weight of the whole country behind them.
Mr. C. H. Merz emphasised the importance of making a

beginning on the right lines. An organisation such as Mr.
tin untoii had outlined might be taken to be partly in exist-

ence already. After the war, electrical manufacturer!
have to go still further on the lines this association was
formed to promote. Hitherto the efforts of British manufac-
turers had suffered from want of cohesion and organisation;

when one required plant, etc., it was embarrassing to find

that so many people all wanted to quote for the same thin:.'.

Tin, country did not take kindly to anything in the nature
of a " trust," but the Association would strengthen
tion if it could agree that a certain number of manufacturers

should manufacture certain articles—why should so many
want to make everything? Economical production with .-mall

output was not possible, and competition had gone hey<

point up to which it was of advantage to the purcha
The hist essential to success in establishing a given export

as prosperity in that industry at home, which would
secure to it financial support, as in the case of the textile

The electrical industry had suffered from the

socialistic experiments of Parliament, with the result that

financial aid was not attracted, experience was nut gained,

men were not trained. The Association should insist on being

given the opportunity of acquiring experience at home: there

was plenty of scope for it, in connection with our lug indue-

I uless they could train the men at home, they a aid

• fully carry on trade abroad; the men sent overseas

must know their work, and the goods must he of tfa

quality.

Mr. H. Gordon Selfridge said that after this war the

business men of this country would have to take up the

struggle, and should prepare for the task with the help of

the best intelligence available to them. England had grown
so rich that the commercial fight wa6 hardly so attractive as

in olden times, but there was plenty of sport in commercial
warfare; there was also a duty laid upon the shoulders of the

men, who were the wage earners of the nation, and
on their efforts would depend the rejuvenation of the national

This country was well aide to stand the strain; it

should now again seize and hold the position of the world's

chief manufacturing, money-making, and producing country.

is made up of lawyers, who occupied too

big a place in m -t governments, and it was useless to expect

from it—they must rely upon themselves: the business

men should form their own committee and carry on without

to the lawyers. Inertia must he over-ruled—those who
1 ignore those who were sluggish, and

press "ii as in. the days following the Napoleonic wars, when
Britain covered the world's requirements. All depended upon
the spirit, enthusiasm, and imagination of the business men;
never was there such a wonderful opportunity for a nation

to make itself supreme, and to make the commerce of this

c mntry a most interesting career. Londoners could hardly

realise' what the name of London meant to the rest of the

world; the prestige and respect attached to it made it. a world

asset. This was the first body he had heard of which had
sought 1 f combination that would set the pace

for the i ition; he approved of the idea of forming
and declared that with the united efforts
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of enthusiastic business men this country could do anything

Mr. Colton declared that they must fight the Germans to

'a standstill'; the enemy had developed a great commercial
machine, with the aid of money obtained from British banks
— what would they do for capital in the future? Already they
were considering means for strengthening their strong organi-

sation and overcoming the prejudice which had been created
against their wares.
Mr. S. Z. de Ferranti expressed the pleasure he felt at

6eeing the B.E.A.M.A. acting on the right lines to bring
about success. The first thing to be done to promote trade
after the war was to make sure of our own home market. It

would be better for the country if British manufacturers con-
sisted of a moderate number of very rich and prosperous
concerns instead of many small and poor ones. The electrical

industry had suffered under conditions of the most severe
competition and legislative restrictions in the past; adversity

brought out one's good qualities, but might be carried too

far. In order to go ahead and secure command of the world's
trade we must have plenty of money for development work.
From a technical point of view, to arrive at the most perfect

product required a steady flow of money and continuous
progress; the development of the world's markets also required
that .pienty of money should be available. For these two
reasons prosperity in the home markets was essential. After
the if they must not work under excessive handicaps, they
must be strong and have ample funds at command. America
and Germany protected their home markets, and upon success
at home ( lermany built up her foreign successes. Municipal
enthusiasts here used electricity as their plaything for

socialistic experiments, and the politicians killed what other-
wise might have been another textile industry in point of

national importance. The textile industry grew to huge pro-
portions unhindered, whereas Parliament cramped the elec-

trical industry, as it had also strangled the automobile indus-
try. The greater the prosperity in any industry, the better
for all the people. He fully endorsed what other speakers had
6aid about the after-war campaign; they must use every pre-
caution to conserve their energies. He himself held extreme
views; they were dealing with an enemy that was as un-
scrupulous and dirty in commerce as on the field of battle, and
as vermin was exterminated without compunction, - so we
should use every available method of crashing the enemy. He
would like to see the allied nations utterly exclude everything
Teutonic—forbid German ownership of property, refuse to

hold intercourse with them, shut out their goods entirely.

They must give no heed to objectors; the devil was always
i nd would break out again if the chance were given.

No half-measures—let them bar .out the Germans from any
chance of commercial recovery, by completely closing the
Allies' markets to them; the enemy would never overcome
this handicap and again become a great commercial power.
But if such proposals were too extreme, at any rate let them
do all that they could to protect home markets, and combine
to fight for the world's markets.
Mr. F. W. Wile, referring to Mr. Eunciman's recent speech,

said that that gentleman planted a most insidious idea in the
minds of the British public when he said that Germany was
already commercially a defeated nation, lulling the people
into a false sense of security. He could hardly pick up a Ger-
man paper that did not 6how that Mr. Runciman was utterly
mistaken. In Germany the co-operation of the Govern-
ment with big businesses was a great success; the German
Qpvernment promoted trade by means of its diplomatic and

- u The German State-owned railways and
canals and the great shipping lines co-operated, and three

departments of the Government, with business men at their
heads, were devoted to the same purpose. Germany was now
throbbing with movements and efforts directed towards the
resumption of trade after the war, and was by no means com-
mercially beaten. With lj million square miles of territory

and a population of 200 millions at her command, Germany
seas nowhere near famine, and could never be beaten by
starvation—she would have to be knocked out on the field of

battle.

Winding up the discussion, Mr. Davenport said that
most of them agreed with Mr. Wile that there was too much
optimism. A concrete organisation should be created, witli

representatives of all the principal engineering associations,
for the single purpose of improving British industry; it was
the duty of the leaders to keep the British engineering indus-
try in as powerful a position as possible. With regard to

trusts, they had no desire to become a trust concern ; they
wished to adopt a reasonable and moderate, policy, and the
general desire to play the game would prevent the niu u

trust atmosphere from arising. The Association was ready to

join with the central organisation in helping all British indu
tries, mid would do its share to bring about co-ordination and
cohesion of the interests involved.

Mr. James Keith was unable to speak at the meeting, but
communicated his views to the secretary. He wished to point

.
out that Mr. Runciman had been rather unfairly criticised,
.!— I-. for one thing, he had promised a new Patent Vet,

a matter of tin- Ft t ^ f importance. Mr. Keith advocated the
establishment of a real search for novelty and validity before

- an application for a patent was even entertained, the aboli-

tion of renewal fees, extension of the period of the patent to

17 years, (Jovemment protection for tin' bonarfidt inventor, a,

Ci iot i I. k f ii 1 1;. iii. p iti ni ii es etc, and urged

that in the formulation of n ntors, engineers, and
business men of the first rank should be taken into consulta-
tion. The revolutionary Act of lb'iS:j was framed and carried

by a business man—the late Mr. Joseph Chamberlain

—

whereas the 1907 Act was drawn up by a lawyer, and, hence,
had practically failed to give anything like satisfaction or
justice to British inventors. He called for the exclusion of

German and Austrian trade from our business relations for

ever. The appointment of a Minister of Industry and the
improvement of the patent law would bring this country
into line with the United States, which would undoubtedly
be our future principal competitor for the world's trade, and
Britain would then have every chance of holding its own in
the coming struggle.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received by us after 5 P.M. ON TUESDAY cannot appear until

the following week. Correspondents shouldforward their communi-
cations at the earliest possible moment. No letter can be published
unless we have tlie writer's name and address in our possession.

Electric Iron Connections.

May I draw the attention of the manufacturers of electric

flat-irons to the numerous inquiries I have received for

an electric flat-iron that will not require its socket connection
rewired, after a few months' use? Almost everyone in the
electrical profession must know of this trouble, which, I should
say, is caused by the electric fiat-iron, when connected to the
supply, and not placed with its face on a heat-conducting
substance, reaching a very high temperature. The heat is

conducted to the terminals and sucket connection, passing
along to the flexible cord. The conductor itself becomes hot,

the insulation is slightly charred, and very quickly the con-
ductor breaks. I have carefully examined the broken ends
of the conductor and noted the dryness of the insulation,

especially between the break and the socket connector. Could
not this trouble be obviated by introducing a perforated

socket connector that would allow a cool draught of air to

pass through it? Surely this improvement would bring the

electric flat-iron to a higher state of perfection.

E. A. Deacon, Student I.E.E.

Twickenham, Januaty 10th, 1910.

The Institution of Electrical Engineers and Alien Enemy
Members.

The correspondence upon the above question and your
feferences thereto have attracted considerable attention, and
we have been much interested in the subject.

With your kind consent we now propose to state our views
upon the alien enemy question in general, and its application

to alien enemy members of the Institution. We wish to state

at the outset that we think the alien enemy (whether
naturalised or not) should, for the reasons set forth below, be
excluded from any kind of association with true Britishers.

The alien enemy has conclusively placed himself quite outside

all claims to civilisation and consideration :
—

1. By the ghastly atrocities committed in Belgium, France,

Serbia, and other countries upon helpless and innocent non-
combatant inhabitants (Lord Bryce's report deals pretty fully

with these matters, but the cases dealt with in the report are

the least horrible, many others, of which full records are kept,

being quite unfit for publication, and representing horrors un-

speakable).
2. By the deliberate and wanton murder of civilian passen-

gers on board the Lusitania and many other liners and ships.

3. By air raids upon civilians in London and numerous
other cities and towns, to say nothing of the destruction of

valuable property.
4. By the use of dastardly methods of warfare, such as gas,

liquid 'fire, explosive bullets and the. like, before unheard-of

in the annals of civilised warfare, and in direct contravention

of its rules.

5. By the murder of Nurse Caved.
6. By the diabolical treatment of Allied soldiers who have

been taken prisoners by the enemy, but more especially those

who are British.

These crimes against humanity have been committed, not

only by common soldiers, but in innumerable instances by
officers and professional men, who. in many cases, have been

taken red-handed at their foul and devilish work, or whose
acts have been described on oath by reliable witnesses. In

other eases they have been committed by the direct command
of high officers or by their knowledge and consent. So much
for the very brief resume of the. acts and nature of these high

priests of " Kultur."
The above proves that the alien enemy is either a degenerate

of the vilest type, and his once much-lauded and advertised

civilisation only the thinnest veneer, which was both -put on
and stripped off at will to serve his own unworthy ends, or

he has always been at heart of the most brutal and degraded

nature, and has succeeded in c ealing the fact as long as it

sinled his plans.
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In any case, he hae effected hi purj
, ili iH

ii i.n e, Mini now laughs at, the fooh who accepted him at
n valuation ami made a friend oi him. In August,

1914, In- began to reveal his true nature, an. I ha continued
more and more plainly every day up to tin pi

time.

It has been urged that tn cla :
iin natural; ed alien with

all the others ol' his race general^ would be an inju tice.

such may ho the case with a lew individual : i il

not better that a few may wilier some sort of inju tice Mem
many should ei cape puni I ml ? I Low many thou-

sands of innocent men, w en and children have suffered the
riles! torture and death, at the hands of the bestial and brutal
enemy? yei i utcrj is raised becau e ii

i proposed to give
a lew naturalised alien enemie the cold si Ider. Cases have
been cited of alien enemies who have been naturalised in

n land lor a, number of years 1 who have relatives fight-

frequently heard thai the love of the
nemy for his country amounts almost (,, a religion,

ami that patriotism is far stronger : ngst them than
I

ii" I Englishmen. If thai he SO, and we have no iva mi
to doubt ii, the reasons for distrusting the naturalised alien
are inorea i'l.

When the hypothetical alien (now naturalised for ninny
years) lii i came t" (his country, he came not for his conn-
try's good, hut obviously in his own interests. His attach-
ment (il he has any) is, therefore1

, a purely selfish one, and
il In' i in accord with his .sons oi- other relatives fighting
against his Fatherland, he is obviously a traitor to his own
country, and cannot, therefore, be trusted to be loyal to any.

. e the enemy succeeded in landing in England, aiid
even reached London : which side do you suppose the
naturalised alien would take, bearing in mind the record of
his race? After all, his naturalisation is represented but by
a scrap of paper, and as a leopard cannot change his spots,
so the alien is an alien still, and can become de-naturalised
as easily as he was naturalised, and, indeed, very much more
easily, for all he has to do is to put the papers in the fire and
he becomes a true and faithful member of the Fatherland
again. No, sir, if a tiger lives in a stable, or is eyen born in
a stable, he does not become a horse, but remains a tiger for
the rest of his life, and, although he may be apparently
tamed, his true nature will be revealed under provocation.
War with our present enemies (at one time our dear and

trusted friends) has been forecast for years, and those who
ought to know have said that it was not intended to embroil
England at present, but when Frame and Russia had been
hud low, and the enemy had had time to recuperate (say. in
tin years or so), then England's turn would come.

In this connection it is instructive to note that Dr. Klingen-
berg delivered a few years ago at lie- institution .- Idress on
h- \ I" Bupply light and power to London, and advocated one
or two huge generating stations lor tin- purpose, the present
generating stations to be turned into sub-stations ami distri-
buting centres; in other words, putting all our eggs into .me
basket (or two at the outside). A scheme was ultimately
proposed, more or le.ss upon these lines, and was urged by
th.- promoters as the ideal thing, whereby everybody was to
gel a supply fur next to nothing.
Now, suppose this scheme had gone through, it would

probably have been completed just in time to suit the enemy.
An air raid or two. and what condition would London he hi'.'

Two well-aimed bombs upon two splendid targets, and
London would be in a state, of chaos. One more upon
the gas works and the work would be complete: all

light - nt and munition works shut down. "Far-fetched,"
some may say; but, is it? We know only too well, by bitter
experience, the craft and foresight of the enemy. Ask

ami practically every other civilised State' in the
world who are hag-ridden by the enemy, and can scarcely
call their souls their own, what they think of it.

The danger to England is a very real one. for she has never
before had to fight nu enemy who does not possess a scrap of
honour, or even common honesty, and as she .anno) use
similar weapons and means used by (he enemy, she ami her
allies are at a great disadvantage, and have been from the
beginning. If we had had an honourable foe to deal with
Ihe war would doubtless have been over long ago

'hie fact is plain to all hut those who wilfully-, and perhaps
intentionally, close their eyes, and that is that Germany must
go miller, or England will do so sooner or later. How anyone

in have lb.- slightest confidence in any member of a race
possessing a philosophy and morality (or, rather, lack of
morality) such as th. \ po to say nothing of their hlas-

I'i is hypocrisy, is a mystery to all who are not bia ed
in their favour, rather than in favour of their own flesh and
bl id and the land of their birth.

We have been told thai many naturalised alien enemies
have expressed their regret and honor at (he foul acts of their
countrymen. Quite so; and the Kaiser, according to his own
statement, " v epl t. ai of blood " for

i
r Servia !

It is surprising that any action should be necessary to
remove Hie names of alien enemies (naturalised or not) from
the Hull of the Institution, as. knowing the public feeling in
the mailer and the diabolical acts of their own countrymen,
they should have resigned long ago. We can only assume
that, like their fellow-countrymen still in the Fatherland,
their hides are too thick to be affected by any amount of
ca tigation i ntil the alii o i n o ha- what he is

worth, with all n out of
the society oj decent men, ui la.-es ague

he is natural
Fei lor- against m indh idua] pi i m ill but

oi-ial pi inciple, and .-hall continu .-n if a
h-w, apparently hai ml-

ve i hat Mi. i lei ei nmi ul a has just
i itice thai within three i

whether naturah ed or not, must resign their hi

company incorporated within the Commonwealth. All honour
to our splendid I lolony for setting m b it adj

to He- mother com I

need i it

' elusion, we i nted for
'

I

iii: a hi of all ahen enemie
fro in lb.- Institution

I Gn neei and .-,

society of d lie I tritishers.

Six Borough Electrical Engineers,
Membi I r i

I

1 S Since the above w as h ritten a notice has a]

in your issue of January 21st that the Council of t li-

tem has passed a resolution thai fchej ari of opinion that
i Inn e il of the Articles of Association provides sufficient

means for the i undesirable person
enemies i.r not) from the Institution. We would point out,
however, that it would appeal thai under Article II -

has to be taken separately, and as this amounts to an attack
upon individuals, we strongly object to thi b ii d

we have stated that we havi - -lit.-. I feeling against
any individual personally, but axe supporting a general prin-
ciple.

Electrolytic Copper.

May I trespass on your space with just a few lines, even at
the risk of repeating myself, in reply to Mr. Welboum'a
courteous letter in youi issue of January 11th?
His Manchester address was such an able expression of all-

round knowledge of the subject that I should not venture to

critcise anything except the scientist's tendency to succumb
to the attractiveness of a formula.
Hard-drawn copper wire in various size.s is produced by

various methods, partly from necessity and partly to suit the
convenience of manufacturers, or the purpose for which it is

used; consequently, the resulting properties have no fixed
relation to the area or to the diameter, and it is imp - ible

to define them by a single expression in terms of either of

these throughout the whole range of sizes in u^i^
, without

considerable inaccuracy at si.me point or other
For this reason I have always deprecated the introduction

of any formula such as Mr. Pye's as a standard definition,

and I am strengthened in my objection by learning that this

formula is actually being used by engineers. I think in such
case they may, in many sizes, either be contenting themselves
with an unnecessarily low grade of wire, or may be adopting
a larger factor of safety than is needful, to the detriment of
both economy and appearance in their work.
Although I w:rite, as Mr. Welbourn truly remarks, from the

point of view of the manufacturer, yet I believe the interests

of manufacturers and users are practically identical in this

matter, in so far as both want a specification for any given
size of wire which will ensure its being the most suitable for

its purpose that can be obtained without entailing undue cost

or difficulty, either in manufacture or in testing. I do not
think that either arc particularly interested in a definition

which is not capable of being used as such a specification, but
may have the appearance of having been so intended. It was
for this rea-on that the Standards Committee agreed to follow
my suggestion and to make their definition simply a broad
statement, marking approximately the dividing line between
hard ami soft copper, and 1 fear I must disclaim having any
better definition to suggest. If, however, through the

collaboration of scientists, users, and manufacturers, a stan-

dard specification for every size could be drawn up which the

E.S.C. could adopt, we should have something of great prac-

tical value.

My idea of the procedure would be something on the fol-

lowing lines :
—

l-'o -i collect together a considerable number of samples of
wire ..I' each of lw.> size*-, one being corhparativelj thick, such
as ::/n or I/O, and the other a thin i .-. -,n I

11 .a 12 s.w.a .

and .ai each i f these sets .-any out \ ery complete tests, includ-

ing breaking stress elastic limit, limit of proportionality^
extension, total elongation on fracture, as well as wrapping
and bending tests— (torsion, I think, might I aitted as

being somewhat liable to variation through differei I

manipulation). \n examination of the tie. o la on.. 1 would
show how far a definite relation exists between the properties

i -t valuable to users and the simpler tests which can be
easily applied without liability to dispute. If the result were
Satisfactory, a much smaller number of tests on other sizes

would be sufficient to establish the standard that might
reas nably be asked for in the simple tests selected, and the

properties which engineers could rely upon being proved by
Ihelil.

Thos. Bolton.

ridon, Januai y [8th, 1916,
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WAR ITEMS.

After the War Trade.—Speaking at a luncheon given in
his honour at Cannon Street Hotel on Friday last, Sir George
Rei I, M.P., said, as reported in the Press:—" Might he
suggest to those whom lie was addressing that all the
patriotism which they might devote to revising our tariff
arrangements and our national trade would not come to
much if they did not develop their own intelligence and
reform their methods of trade: There was a wonderful slow-
ness about this country. Practical business men were wanted
to do spade work for the statesmen, each to go boldly into
his own branch of industry, always bearing in mind the
needs of the future. And when the spade work was done,
then let the Royal Commission conn. A multitude of in-
tern -is had got to be established; and we must first rely on
practical experts of British trade to prepare cases for the
consideration of the statesmen. There were many men in

the City who could render enormous services to the whole
Empire by reviewing intelligently and earnestly all the facts
of the present and the past in order to enable'statesmen to
make a really good piece of work of the restoration of the
vitality of the Empire." Sir George Reid may take it for
granted that if the statesmen of this country are really in
earnest in regard to adopting a safe line for the development
of the Empire in the future, they will not find the practical
trade experts wanting in willingness to place their knowledge
at the Empire's disposal. What the Empire will become in
the years that follow the war must inevitably be influenced
by the new trade and industrial policy that is evolved from
all our present discussion and as the result of conferences
with the Colonial and Allied representatives.

Registration of Firms Rejected.—In the House of Lords,
on January 19th, Lord Southwark moved the second reading
of the Registration of Firms Kill. According to the
" Times " report, he explained that its object was to secure
that every firm carrying on business in the kingdom under
a trade name which did not consist of the full names of all

the partners without any addition, and every person carrying
on business under a trade name containing any name or
addition other than the person's full name, should register
the name under which the business was intended to be
carried on, together with the nature and place of the busi-
fless, the full name, address, occupation of the person or

persons carrying on the business, and the names of any
foreign partners. Germans and Austrians trading here were
forewarned of the war and took English or French names
or some trading name to conceal their origin. It was cer-

tainly desirable that trading under assumed names should
cease. The practice had developed considerably during the
last few months. The Duke of Devonshire said it would be
a serious undertaking to compile a register of the kind sug-
gested in- the measure, and it would greatly increase the work
of the Board of Trade in a time of great pressure. He sug-
gested that the measure should be re-introduced in another
Si --.ion with a view to its consideration by a Select Com-
mittee. The second reading was negatived.

Women Electricians.—Following upon a consultation with
various officers of the Labour Exchange on the proposal
submitted by him to the Liverpool branch of the Electrical

Contractors' Association on the training of a certain number
of women in branches of electrical work. Mr. Arthur Angers
has submitted his scheme to the Minister of Munitions. In
effect, his plan is that women from the age of 20 to 27 or
28 should be employed in the allied electrical trades, for the

dpuble purpose, he states, of releasing men to take an active
part either in direct military service or else in war work, and
of saving an important industry, which in normal times
employs thousands of men, from bankruptcy. The positions
found for these women must be vacated for the electrician-
soldier after the war. The women shall be instructed in

electrical work by qualified instructors, and shall, after pass-
ing an examination, be paid the same wages as men thus
employed. After suggesting other details, Mr. Angers asks
for a conference of representatives of the employers and of
the Electrical Trades Union to consider the scheme.

—

" Liverpool Post."

German Capital in Swiss Undertakings.—A step recently
taken by the Swiss Government shows that certain aspects of

the present war have not failed to impart their natural
instruction even in neutral countries. The A. E.G., of Berlin,

were holders of shares in the Oberargau-Seeland Raihvav
to the nominal value of 110,000 fr.. on which 22,000 fr.

were paid up. The Swiss Government have now called
upon the railway company to repay this sum, with interest,
to the Berlin company, and thus abolish the foreign invest-
ment. Similar action has been ordered in the case of a
Strassburg company. These steps, it is stated, are taken
in the interests of Swiss industry. Commenting on the
matter, the Swiss journal " Electro Industrie," which, by
the wav, declares itself in sympathy with the Central Powers,
observes: " Our authorities are beginning to show a true
comprehension of the industry of the country and of a
national method of thinking and acting."

Engineers Wanted for the Naval Air Service.—The Roval
Naval Air Service calls for " skilled engineers, especially
those with experience of internal combustion engines, for

deferred entry or immediate service."

" Key " Industries.—Speaking at Huddersficld, Sir Alger-
non Firth, president of the Associated Chambers of Com-
merce, said, according to the "Times," that the Advisory
Committee which had been formed to consider what was
necessary to continue the enterprise' against German com-
petition, had made its report, and this would shortly be pub-
lished. Among the industries which had been considered
were those in which Germans had specialised and had gained
an absolute monopoly before the war. These were the
"key" industries which manufactured basic materials so
essential to the important industries of (his country. The
advisor} committee had represented in their report to the
Government that immediate steps should be taken, l>\ a

subsidy or a guarantee of protection to these new enterprises,
to develop them by assuring, in the national intei

niuneralion to those engaged in them. The committee Imp- .1

to extend investigations to other industries which
mans had specially studied.

Serbian Relief Funds.—To avoid any possibility of con-
fusion in the administration of contributions intended for the
benefit of the distressed Serbian population, the Serbian
Legation requests that subscriptions intended for the Serbian
Relief Fund, of which H.M. the Queen is Patroness, should
be sent to the Earl of Desart, K.C.B., at the offices of the
fund, 5, Cromwell Road, South Kensington, S.W. The
Serbian Legation will continue to receive subscriptions for
the following Serbian funds:—The Archbishop of Belgrade's
Fund, for the families of the killed and wounded soldiers.
The Society of the Serbian Red Cross. The Parliamentary
Commission for the Refugees. The Society of St. Helena,
for the orphans whose parents have been killed in the war.
All contributions addressed to the Serbian Legation (195,
Queen's Gate S.W. , London) for these funds will be grate-
fully icceivcd and acknowledged.

Australian Metals: The Enemy Control Question.—In the
House of Commons, on Monday, Sir Philip Magnus asked
the Secretary of State for the Colonies what had been the
result of his communications with the Government of
Australia resoecting measures to carry out the desire of that
Government to free the metals of the Commonwealth from
enemy control and to encourage their development for the
benefil of the industries of Australia and the British Empire.
Mi-. Bonar Law-, in reply, staled that this important subject
was one which the Prime Minister of the Commonwealth
had telegraphed bis desire to discuss personally with him
during his forthcoming visit to this country.

Tyneside Engineers and the Dilution of Labour.—At a
conference representing Tyneside members of the Amalga-
mated Societj of Engineers, united machine workers, steam-
< ngkie makers, and electrical engineers at Jarrow, on Satur-
day, the Government proposals on the dilution of labour
were discussed for three hours on the receipt of a report
from the London conference. No resolution was come to

on the report, but the meeting criticised the methods adopted
by their leaders when they met members of the Government,
and passed a resolution thereon.—" Birmingham Daily
Post."

Russia After the War.—The " Times " states that the
Russian Cabinet has decided to create a Higher Council of
Ministers to consider questions relating to the country's
economic, commercial, and industrial position in respect of
the war.

War Bonus Refused.—The Portsmouth Corporation having
decided to adhere to its decision to refuse to grant a war
bonus to its employes, the men, who number some hundreds,
and, it is stated, include those engaged in connection with
the electric light and power svstem, gave notice that

they would case work on February 2nd unless such bonus
win granted.

Germany's PigTron Production.— The German output of

pig-iron in December amounted to 1,029,14-4 tons, as com-
pared with 855486 in December, 1914, or 33,189 tons per
working day, against 27,564.—"Times."
Enemy Trading in South Africa.—A Reuter dispatch

from Durban says that an anti-German movement, the object
of which is to induce the Government to prevent enemv
subjects from trading within the Union, is being vigorously
prosecuted.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS,

AND PLANT.

Lamp-Locking Devices,

The Edison & Swan United Electric Light Co., Ltd., of
Ponders End, Middlesex, have forwarded us copies of their

Leaflets Nos. A 3,12S and A 3,130, dealing with " Lamlok
Specialities."

Fig. 1 shows a lamp-locking lampholder which oan only be
unlocked with a key held by the person responsible for the lighting1

arrangements. By this means thievirig, charging small c.P. for
higher O.P. lamps, &o., is eliminated, and a great saving assured to

many large public buildings.
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It will be seen that a pin passes through a channel in the lamp-
holder, and, when locked by taming the key, the rounded end of

the pin engages with the lamp cap, thus preventing the npward
movement of the lamp necessary to release it from the bayonet
catch.

Figs. 2 and 3 show a lamp-locking ring which can be used with
any existing bayonet holder, plain or screwod, or batten holder.

LEGAL

KlG. 1.

Lamp- locking
Lampholder.

Figs. 2 and 3.

Lamp-locking Ring, showing
Method op Attachment.

Once the lamp is locked it cannot be removed until it is unlocked
by the Bpecial key provided, which is sufficient to control any
number of lamps.

The bayonet pins are engaged with the internal groove on the ring,

through the slots in the ring ; the lamp is put into the holder, and
the ring turned round until the locking-pin is oppositethe bayonet-
slot, on the holder; the pin is then screwed down into the bayonet-slot
with the key provided. When the lamp is securely locked, a small
cap is slipped over the boss on the ring.

Ma/da Revolving Lamp Shade.

We understand from the British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.,
of Mazda House, 77, Upper Thames Street, E.C., that they have
still available a few of the Mazda revolving lamp shades, such as
we illustrate in fig. i. This effective little advertising device
comes to dealers packed in a neat flat packet containing all the
necessary parts and simple instructions to enable it to be ereoted.

Revolving Lamp Shade.

The shade proper rests on the tip of the Mazda lamp, the warm air

from which, rising through the shade, operates an ingenious fan
disk which causes the shade to revolve.
The advertising efficacy of devices in motion is doubtless

familiar to readers, and this particular device can be employed,
even where lighting restrictions are severe.

American Carbons for Italy.—An American Com-
merce report says :

—
" The Catania Street Railway and Lighting Co.

has placed an order for 19,400 American light carbons as the
result of a Trade Opportunity published in ' Commerce Reports.'
This initial purchase of American lighting supplies for Catania is

important in that subsequent orders will follow, in all probability,
for other cities and towns in the distriot. As a rule, the difficulty
lies in securing the initial order."

/.'»• Essex Battkei and Manufacturing Co.

On Friday, before his Honour Sir W. Lucins Selfe, in the Marylc-
bone County Court, Messrs. Napier, Kimber St Co., electrical

engineers, liayswater Road, W., sought to recover £28 17s. 6d.,

which had been paid to the E<sex Battery Manufacturing Co., of

Ilford.

Mil. ARTHUB Kiiikbr, one of the plaintiff firm, stated that in

November last they had 976 faulty batteries, 411 of which were
returned to the company and the balance were waiting to be
returned. £30 had been paid. The defective batteries were
returned to the defendants, and as they were not redelivered he
had made inquiries and found that they firm had gone away.

His Honour : What was wrong with them .'

WITNESS: We could get no voltage from them. These refills

are guaranteed for six months, and in three weeks they were use-

less. I sent to Ilford to see about the defective batteries, and
fonnd the works closed and the firm gone.

His Honour : And I expect your money has gone with them.
You can have judgment for what it is worth, with costs.

Belfast Slander Action.

In the King's Bench Division, Dublin, before Mr. Justice Madden,
Mr. T. W. Brown, on behalf of Mr. Alex. Bryce Farrell, of
Ravenhill Park, Belfast, resident superintendent in the central

electrical station at East Bridge Street, plaintiff in an action
against Mr. Thos. W. Bloxam, chief electrical engineer for Belfast,

applied for an order for the discovery of documents. He stated

that the action was for slander of, and concerning the plaintiff, in

the way of his business. Plaintiff's complaint was that on
October 29th, 1916, defendant stated to Alderman Tyrrell
and Councillor Duff, at the electrical station: "Main feeder

cables in the tunnel in subway were supported and clamped
in a manner likely to destroy the cable, and to be a danger
of fire in the station, and that Farrell was responsible for

this ; that cheap cotton ' flex ' was used where cables should have
"been used as a lead for current to a lamp at a small auxiliary

engine, and that Farrell was responsible for that
;
and that Farrell

was irreconcilable, and was causing disorganisation in the station,

so much so that he (defendant) would prefer to carry on the next
two months' work without anyone, rather than with Farrell."

The plaintiff said that the works referred to were done under the
direct superintendence of the defendant ; that defendant signed
the order for the materials ; and that if anyone was responsible, it

was the defendant. The defence, Counsel added, was a traverse of

the cause of action, and, in addition, a plea was entered that the
communications were privileged.

Mr. Justice Madden made the order applied for.

Tort of London Authority's Appeal.

On Friday the Court of Appeal, composed of Lords Justices

Swinfen-Eady, Pickford and Bankes, disposed of an appeal by the
Port of London Authority against the refusal of the Lord Chief
Justice to enter judgment in their favour in an action brought
against them by the widow of an electrician named Blatch, who
fell into a graving dock belonging to the appellants, and was
drowned. The accident occurred on a dark and foggy night when
the deceased was returning from the Millwall Dock, where he had
been employed on a Bhip, in connection with certain electrical

fittings. At the trial the jury disagreed, and the defendants
applied for judgment. The learned Judge, however, would not
accede to this, and the plaintiff set the case down for retrial. The
present appeal was advanced so that it might be disposed of before

the case was reheard.

Their Lordships allowed the appeal, and entered judgment for

the defendants, holding that there was no evidence called by the
plaintiff of any breach of duty by the defendants towards the
deceased, nor any evidence that the defendants omitted any pre-

cautions usually or ordinarily taken by the owners of graving
docks.

Munitions Cases.

At a sitting of the Oldham Munitions Tribunal last week, a local

electrioal firm complained that a volunteer munitions worker had
committed a breach of Sub-Sec. 1 of Sec. 6 of the Act—a Sub-
Section which makes it an offence for a munition volunteer who
enters into an undertaking with the Ministry of Munitions to act

in contravention or not fully to comply with the undertaking.
It appeared that the man had been working for the firm for some
years, and on January 11th he ceased work and refused to go
back, stating that he was tired of the job and felt unsettled. The
Trade Union Secretary stated that although the man was a
munitions volunteer he had never been " transferred " to the works
by the Ministry of Munitions.—Mr. W. Sellers (President) : But he
was working there when he became a volunteer.—The Secretary

stated that there were hundreds in the country similarly situated,

but they did not come under Sac. 6 until they were transferred

and their war badges were changed. The badge was not changed
until the man was transferred.—The employer said he would take
the workman back at once, and the Trade Union official said he
would advise the man to return.—The President of the Tribunal
agreed to a suggestion that he should cause a letter to be sent to the
Ministry of Munitions asking for a ruling as to when a man was
to be considered transferred. Such a ruling, it was stated, would
be of great value in the country.
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An Irish Arbitration.

Mr. A. E. Porte, M.I.C.E., has concluded arbitration proceedings
in Dublin concerning: a dispute between the Marquis of Sligo and
Mr. T. E. BruDker, electrical engineer, Dublin, in respect of an
installation of electric lighting in Westport House, Co. Sligo. Mr.
Brunker claimed £ 1 00 as extras, which were disallowed by the archi-

tect, Mr. R. E. Mellon, Dublin, anda Bumof £156 was deducted for

work alleged not to be in conformity with contract. Lord Sligo
counterclaimed for penalties for delay.

The Arbitrator said he would inspect the premises before

giving his decision.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Wholesale Traders' Association.—The 13th annual
meeting of the Wholesale Traders' Association for the Protection

of the Hardware, Furnishing and Metal Industries, Ltd., was held

at the registered offices, 26, Corporation Street, Birmingham, on
January 17th, Major J. H. Cartland, J.P., presiding.

The chairman, in presenting the report and balance sheet,

referred to the death of Mr. Thos. Cumberland, who, as late chair-

man, had presided over the deliberations of the Board tince 1902.

The operations of the Association had again been fully maintained,

and the members had made extensive use of its various depart-

ments, which had afforded them exceptional facilities and assist-

ance in many directions in the present crisis. 189 new members
had joined the Association daring the past year bringing the total

membership up to 3,082. The speaker said that notwithstanding

the war and the fact that a large number of firms were doing
Government work, and, therefore, were not seeking to open new
accounts, the number of status inquiries sent in during the year

had reached the total of 92,173, thereby showing that there was
still a good general trade being done by the various manufacturers
and merchants throughout the country, and that a large number
of orders had been received from Foreign and Colonial markets,

which they were unable to execute at the present time. With
regard to the debt recovery department, the number of cases sent

in for collection was 19,233 against 18,126 during the previous

year, showing an increase of 6J per cent., and representing a total

credit of upwards of £171,000. Out of this sum he was able to

report that only about 10 per cent, proved irrecoverable or bad.

With regard to the insolvency department, companies' liquidations,

fee, a large number of cases were reported to the Association

during the year, meetings attended, and action taken in the interests

of members. In several instances the result has been an increased

dividend for the creditors, and it was essential that members
should make the fullest use possible of this department as occasion

arose. There was still an impression in the minds of some of the

Bmall traders that a sort of moratorium still existed, and that

there was no reason to pay their debts. This, of course, was
absurd as the only exception now prevailing was that no person

should have judgment enforced against him by execution, if there

was reason to believe that the debt was owing to adverse circum-

stances brought about by the war. It was reported that a Bill

was shortly to be introduced in the House of Lords for the regis-

tration of persons and firms carrying on business in Great Britain

and Ireland, and this was a measure which the Association had
long advocated through different channels for some time past.

Liquidations. L AYhitehouse, Ltd., 15, The
Parade, Golder's Green, Middlesex.—The winding up order in

this matter was made on the petition of two creditors, and
according to the figures prepared, the liabilities amounted to

£993, to meet which there are assets of £917. After deducting
the claims of preferential creditors and claims of debenture-

holders, the assets were reduced to £167, the estate disclosing a
deficiency of £827 as regards ths unsecured creditors, whilst as

regards the contributories the deficiency amounts to £1,981. It

appears that the company was registered on June 23rd, 1914, and
wis formed to take over as a going concern the business of an
electrical engineer. &c, carried on by J. Whitehouse, at 15, The
Parade, Golder's Green. The contract for Bale to the company was
dated August 22nd, 19U, and it provided that J. Whitehouse should

sell to the compiny the goodwill and connection of the business

of electrical engineers formerly carried on by J. R. Whitehouse,
and the stock, fixtures, plant and book debts, and also the lease-

hold hereditaments belonging to him, and he agreed to grant a

sub-tenancy of his shop at an annual rent of £100. The nominal
capital of the company was £3 000 divided into 3,000 shares of £1
each. The company was promoted by Mr. Whitehouse. The
property acquired by the company totalled £2,297 odd, while the

liabilities were stated to be £1,152 unsecured, the proprietor's

capital being £1,145. The trading account for the six months to

June 30th, 1914, shows a net profit of £426 odd on a turnover of

£1,858, the productive wages being shown at £300, and other

drawings and salaries £171. The consideration to be given by the
company was, as to part, the allotment to him of 1,155 fully-paid

Bhares in the company, and as to the remainder an undertaking by
the company to pay all debts and liabilities of the vendor in

relation to the business. The shares were duly allotted to

J. Whitehouse, who still holds them. The first director of the

company was J. Whitehouse, and he was appointed permanent
managing director under the articles. Mrs. Whitehouse is also

said to have been a director, but there is no record of how she

became one, as she was not nominated under the articles, nor was
she elected at any meeting so far as the minute book shows.
Mrs. Whitehouse appears to have resigned as a director on
August 1 4 th, 1915. By a service agreement with the company
J. Whitehouse was to receive a salary of £312 a year and £208 a
year for expenses, and on December 20th, 1914, Mrs. Whitehouse
was voted a sum of £55 to cover the director's fees and expenses
incurred. This sum appears to have been taken to the credit of
J. Whitehouse' s salary account. The company being a private one,

no capital was offered for public subscription nor was any
prospectus issued. Mr. Whitehouse holds 1,166 shares in the
company, and Mrs. Whitehouse is the holder of one share. From
the minute-book, however, it would appear that applications were
made for two shares by another person, and it was resolved that
these should be duly allotted to him. No share certificate book
has been produced. Apparently the company ever since its

formation has traded at a loss, there being, in fact, a net loss of

£247 on the trading for the first 12 months. The failure is

ascribed to stoppage of work owing to the war, although in

November, 1914, the company extended it business by taking

additional business premises at Child's Hill. Farther investigation

is to be made into the affairs of the company.
.Canadian-British Engineering Co., Ltd.—This company is

winding up voluntarily with Mr. R. G. Sidford, 20, John Street,

Adelphi, W.C., as liquidator. A meeting of creditors is called for

February 1st.

Scientific Manufacturers. Ltd.—This company is winding
up voluntarily, with Mr. A. H. Partridge, 3, Warwick Court,

Holborn, London, as liquidator.

Hele-Shaw Patent Clutch Co., Ltd.—This company is

winding np voluntarily, with Mr. W. G. Needham, Holly Bank,
Oldham, as liquidator. A meeting of creditors will be held on
January 31st, at Hartford Works, Oldham.
Automatic Electric Block Signalling Co., Ltd.—This

company is winding up voluntarily, with Mr. A. Colls as liquidator.

Electric Railway Signalling Syndicate, Ltd.—A meeting
is called for March 1st, at 32, Great St. Helens, E.C., to hear an
account of the winding np from the liquidator, Mr. C. F. Palmer.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.

—

G. E. Bonner, electrical

agent, 105, Fox Lane, Palmer's Green, Middlesex.—Receiving order

made January 19th, on debtor's petition.

Book \otiees<—" Key to the London Telephone
Directory and Business and Trades Directory." Vol. II, No. 2.

September, 1915, to April, 1916. London : W. H. Smith & Son.

Price 5s. net.
" Annuaire pour l'An, 1916." Paris: Ganthier-Villara et Cie.

Price 1 fr. 50.

"The Two-stroke Engine." By Dr. A. M. Low. London:
Temple Press. Ltd. Price Is. 6d. net.

Calendars, Catalogues, &c.— Messrs. Alfred
Graham & Co., of St. Andrew's Works, Crofton Park, London,
S.E., have sent us one of their desk blotting pads, with diary pages

interleaved with blotting at the left-hand side. They have also

issued their usual useful book of time and speed tables for 1916.

Messrs. Thomas Whittle & Sons, Ltd , Warrington.

—

40-page catalogue, giving full particulars and sizes of their patent
belting, which is a combination of leather and steel links. A large

number of excellent half-tone pictures show the application of the

belting in the driving of electrical and other machinery.
Messrs. Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd., Woolwich, S.E.—Reprint

of pages 903- '.'08 of their Catalogue No. 510, giving revised prices

of their jointing materials consequent upon the alterations in cost

of materials, itc.

Messrs. A. G. Thornton, Ltd., Paragon Works, King Street

West, Manchester.—Two new catalogues—drawing office and
pocket edition respectively—of drawing, surveying and scientific

instruments and drawing office materials. The former is a publi-

cation of nearly 450 pages, and it contains illustrated descriptions,

price particulars, and a telegraphic code, relatingito a very com-
plete collection of instruments and equipment. The pocket edition

consists of Borne 160 pp.Sof material concerning a selection of

instruments and materials suitable for draughtsmen and Btudents.

The first of these catalogues was in preparation prior to the out-

break of war, and the prices therein are based on pre-war factory

costs.

"Z" Electric Lamp Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Standen
Road, Southfields, London. S.W.—Catalogue No. E 502 giving

some particulars of the "Z" drawn-wire lamps and half-watt

lamps, also prices of same. The pictures include some views of the

Btores, the filament winding department, and the test -room at South-

fields.

Messrs. Isenthal & Co., De117.il Works, Willesden, N.W.

—

32-page illustrated catalogue and price list of slate rheostats of

many different types, also tubular rheostats. Diagrams of con-

nections are given. The rheostats are of all-British type and manu-
facture, and they are finding an increasing market in the Allied

countries. Two other sections of the catalogue dealing with field,

arc lamp resistance, dimmers and Bpecial types, are in preparation,

and will be issued shortly.

Messrs. J. H. Tucker & Co., King's Road, Hay Mills, Birming-

ham.—Detailed lists of fuse and distributing boards, main
switches, and miscellaneous items that are in stock.

The Nottingham Society of Engineers has sent us one of

its pocket diaries for 1916. A full list of officers and members of

the Association is given, also a list of kindred Associations, together

with a number of engineering advertisements, theee preceding a
Letts' s note-book and diary.
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Private Arrangement!

—

Joseph Pebot Axdhkw,
trading as the Ray Electric Co., 82, Woodgrange Road, Forest

G:tte, and 350, High Street North, Manor Park, electrical engineer.

A meeting: of the creditors of the above was held on Monday, at

the offices of Messrs. Henry Sydney & Son, solicitors, 185, Alders-

gate Street, E.C. A statement of affairs was presented which had
been prepared by Messrs. Popplcton, Appleby & Haw kin «, and
which showed total liabilities of £1,706, exclusive of a claim by
the debtor's wife for £5 r

j for money lent. The liabilities included

a claim by the debtor's father for £300, money lent, and there

were two other cash creditors whose claims aggregated £78, while

the claims of the German trade creditors amounted to £309. Mr.

E. H. Hawkins stated that the debtor started trading, in partner-

ship, at 339, High Street, Manor Park, in November, 1906. No
deed of partnership was entered into, but the debtor and his

partner each agreed to put in £100, and the profits and losses

were to be equally shared. The debtor's £100 was lent him by

his father. The debtor was to draw £ 1 a week, while the partner

was to have £2 weekly. In June, 1908, the partnership was dis-

solved, and the partner retired. The assets were then valued at

£200, and the liabilities at £40, and it was agreed that the out-

going partner Bhould receive £100. The debtor paid £50 of that

amount down, and the balance of £50 he borrowed from his father.

Since that date the debtor had traded alone. In 1909 the debtor

removed to 350, High Street North, the premises being held on a

leass at £55, rising to £60 per annum. la 1913 the debtor found

he was trading at a profit, and he decided to open another shop at

Green Street, Upton Park, where he acquired premises at a rental

of £50 per annum. Last December he removed the stock from
that shop, and sold the goodwill and his interest in the premises

for £40. In March, 1914, still thinking he was making a profit,

the debtor opened the Woodgrange Road shop, which he acquired

at a rental of £65, rising to £70 per annum. The debtor agreed

to spend £300 on improvements to the premises, and had paid

£242 for alterations. Mr. Hawkins added that the assets were
estimated to realise £568, but from that amount had to be deducted
£90 for preference claimB, leaving net assets of £478.

In answer to questions, Mr. Hawkins stated that some creditors

had obtained judgment against the debtor. During the year ended
March, 1913, the sales were £4,098, While in the following year

they increased to £6,132. In the next 12 months they were

£6,069. Since last March the sales had fallen ell somewhat. The
drawings had been at the rate of £3 a week.

Mr. Sydney, on behalf of the debtor, made an offer of a composi-

tion of 5s. in the £, payable by four equal quarterly instalments,

the cash creditors postponing their claims.

Mr. Hawkins said that the money necessary for the payment of

the amount of the composition to the German creditors would have

to be found by the debtor, and it would then be handed over to the

Public Trustee.

Several creditors intimated that they were not prepared to accept

6s. in the £, and Mr. Sydney increased the offer to one of 6s. 8d.

in the £, payable by five quarterly instalments. After a short dis-

cussion, it was decided to accept the amended offer, and it waB also

resolved that a deed of assignment should be executed, with Mr.
E. H. Hawkins as trustee. A committee of inspection of the

principal creditors was appointed. The following are creditors :

—

G. O. Bussey £15 Kobin Hood Cyole Co £U
East London Rubber Co. 47 Pitoo Electric Co 24

Foster Engineering Co. .. 21 Walms ley & Sons, Ltd IB

Elswick Hopper Co 30 Johnson & Phillips .. .. 21

Butcher & Sons 35 Clemens Bros 36

Bummers Bros. A- Co 31 Turner & Burger 12

Dunlop Rubber Co 15 Jaeger Biob 102

Times Electric Co 50 Lobm»n & Co 125

New Polyphon Supply Co. 17 H. Feldchenfeld & Co 65

New Hudson Cyole Co 12 Stern & Co 15

Bryans, Ltd 20

Trade Announcements—XI kkkks. Bmotea, Ltd., of

1, The Triangle, New Barnet, N., state that they are inaugurating
a new scheme of insurance and maintenance of motorcar lighting

sets and electrical accessories.

Messks. Boving tt Co., Ltd., who have now removed to their

new premises at Imperial Buildings, 56, Kingsway, London, W.C.,

have in circulation a booklet containing some excellent viewa of

these premises.

Messrs. Thomas & Bishop have removed to 37, Tabernacle

Street, in order to have their general offices, storeB and works under
one roof. All general correspondence and goods should be addressed

there. The accounts departments will continue at 119-125,

Finsbury Pavement, E.C.

German Catalogues.—In order that British manu-
facturers may have an opportunity of familiarising themselves
with G arm an methods of publicity, the Board of Trade have col-

lected over 3,000 specimen catalogues of German origin, illustrat-

ing a great variety of industries, and these may be inspected at the

Foreign Simples Section of the Commercial Intelligence Branch,
32, Cheapside, London, EC. A complete index of the catalogues

has been prepared, rendering identification of any particular cata-

logue a simple matter. Arrangements have been made whereby
catalogues may be lent for a few days to United Kingdom firms

established in the Provinces. —H. of T. Journal.

For Sale.—The Salford Electricity Committee invites

tenders for one Browett - Lindley three-crank, three - cylinder

Unifljw engine, direct-coupled to Mather cV Piatt D.c. generator,

and one Browett-Lindley six-cylinder compound engine, direct-

coupled to Mather & Piatt D.c. generator, both sets complete with
jit-condensing plant. Particulars are given in our advertisement
pages to-day.

Trade Id China : Catalogues Wanted.—H.M. Com-
mercial Attache at Peking (Mr. W. P. Ker, C.M.G.) reports that

the Chinese Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce have recently

established a Commercial and Industrial Commission, whose object

is the collection of statistics and the development of Trade in

China, and that this Commission desires to receive copies of cata-

logues issued by United Kingdom manufacturers. United

Kingdom manufacturers, and exporters of UK goods, who may
be interested, should address catalogues and price lists of their

goods to the Commercial and Industrial Commission, Ministry of

Agriculture and Commerce, Peking.

—

li. of '/
. Journal.

An Inquiry from British Columbia,—Messrs. P. I'.

LETTS k Co., electrical engineers and contractors, of 3,014, Gran-
ville Street, Vancouver, B.C., wish to receive catalogues, prices

&o., from manufacturers of silk shades for electrical table, floor,

and candle lamps.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Aldershot.

—

RevisedTariff.—The U.D.C.has adopted
a revised scale of charges for electricity for powf r and hearing,

varying from 2d. per unit for under 250 units per quarter,

to 1 Jd. per unit for over 2,000 and under 5,000 units ; beyond this

amount a special arrangement will be made. The lighting accounts,

as from Mirch 31st, will be increased by 10 per cent.

Argentina.—The municipality of the city of Santiago

del Estero has voted $300,000 for the coBt of installing a power
house for the public supply of electric light and energy.

The latest electrical news of importance from the Argentine
Republic is as follows :—The electric light and power installation

now in course of construction in the progressive town of Villa

Canas, in the province of Santa Fe, will shortly be completed and
ready for the inauguration ceremony. The inauguration has just

taken place of the electricity station, recently constructed at Mont-
eros, by Messr?. Otonello & Brothers. Proposals have been made
to the authorities of Lules, in the province of Taoumany, to light

that town from the electric station situated in the neighbouring
townahips of Concepcion and Tafi-Vujo. The municipality of

Colon has received the plans of the projected electric light instal-

lation, and so soon as they are approved, the contractors, Messrs.

Klug & Hubscher, will begin operations. At Nogoya the large

Hour-milling company, the Sociedad Anonima Molinos Harineros

y Elevadores, have arranged for the equipment of their new mill

with electric driving.

Australia.—A majority of the ratepayers of Balaklava,

South Australia, has decided in favour of borrowing £3,750 for

the purpose of installing electric light. The question was first

discussed four years ago.

—

Tenders.

The annual report of the Port Melbourne municipal electric light

and power schemeinaugurated two yearsago, shows receiptsamount-
ing to £4,514, and expenditure to £3,782 ; the year's revenue included

the following :—Private consumers for power, £2,020 ; for light-

ing, £1,408 ; street lighting, £981 ; the expenditure included

£2,403 paid to the Melbourne City Council for electricity. From the

year's profit of £752, £239, the debit balance of the previous year,

has to be deducted, leaving a profit of £513 for the two years.

The city electrical engineer of Melbourne, in his report on the

proposal to install electric lighting in city premises on extended
terms of payment running to 30 months, states that the greatest

objection to the scheme would be the very large number of bad
debts the City Council would be liable to incur. It would also be

necessary to obtain legislation allowing the Council to make the

payments a first charge on the land. The engineer does not con-

sider the scheme would be availed of to an extent to justify its

adoption ; landlords would not be willing to bear the expense of

the installation even if it were spread over a period without iacrtas-

ing the rents ; the only class of property for which he conld

recommend the scheme would be where the owner was also sole

tenant.

—

Australian Mining Standard.

The Wollongong Municipal Council has adopted the plans and
specifications of Mr. J. R. Rumford for an electric light installa-

tion, the maximum demand being put at 105 kw. Electricity will

be supplied from the Department of Public Works power house at

Mount Kembla ; 28 miles of reticulation are specified. The con-

tractor is providing the installation on terms of payment extending

over 10 years.

The Mudgee Electric Lighting Co. has installed a small steam
generator set for the day load, and a new battery is to be obtained

by the company, which is also in negotiation for a new generator

set from South Australia, to take the place of a Bet ordered in

England, and unobtainable owing to the war.

—

Sydney Telegraph,

N.S.W.

—

Electric Winders.—Two electric winders are in ubo

in the coal mines of New South Wales, one being at the Aberaman
Colliery and the other at the Richmond Main Colliery. The first-

mentioned is connected through gearing to a 105-H.p., D.c,

250-volt motor, and is used to draw coal from the bottom to the

top seam. It is operated by means of a reversible controller and
powerful foot-brakes. The winder at Richmond Main ia direct-

coupled to an 800-volt d.c. motor of 800 to 1,850 b.h.p., and is

fitted with over-speed and over-winding gear, also compressed-air

brakes. It operates on the SiemenB-Ugner system, a fly-wl eel cor-

verter set being installed. A clutch iB provided bo that the
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fly-wheel can be put out of gear, and the winder worked on the
Ward-Leonard system when the loads are light. As this mine is

only in the development stage, no figures as regards the capacity of

the winder are available.

—

Australian JIRning and Engineering
Review.

Aylesham.—E.L. Scheme.—The P.O., after discussing

with Mr. Chas. H. Beet, of Bradford, and Mr. Pullan, details of an
electricity scheme for the parish, using overhead cable?, ha^ passed

a resolution welcoming an efficient scheme of electric supply, but

without taking any action in the promotion of a company for the

purpose. Mr. Best proposes to float a company with a nominal
capital of about £3,000, and to supply current for lighting at

6d. per unit, with a substantially lower rate for power and heating.

Bradford.—War Bonuses.—The Special Committee
appointed to consider the question of war bonuses to the emplojes
of the various departments of the Corporation has decided to

recommend that it is desirable to maintain the principle of

dealing with any adjustment of wages during the war by means
of war bonuses rather than the revision of the wage standard. The
Committee also recommends a revision of war bonuses as follows :

3s. a week for men over 19, where the wages do not exeed £3 a
week ; 2s. a week for male emploj<?s nnder 1!), and female
employees 2s. a week all round.

Ballater.—E.L. Scheme.—Application has been made
to the B. of T. by Duncan's Electricity Supply Co., Ltd., for consent

to the erection of 220-volt overhead transmission lines throughout
the burgh of Ballater, for the purposes of supply under the Ballater

Electric Lighting Order, 1914.

Bedford.—Messrs. W. H. Allen, Son & Co., Ltd., have
informed the T.C. that they are installing a further 250-kw. motor-
generator, so as to enable them to take the whole of their supply

from the electricity undertaking, instead of it being necessary to

run their own plant as well. The existing mains, it was stated,

would be large enough to take the increased demand provided a
synchronous motor-?enerator was installed, and this the firm had
agreed to put in. The Council has decided to provide the necesfary

additional meters and Bwitchgear, at an estimated cost of £ 130.

Brighton.—Proposed Tariff Increase.—At the last

meeting of the T.C, the electrical engineer submitted a further

report on the situation that has arisen in connection with the

electricity undertaking owing to the war. He considers that there

will be a possible increase for the year of £8,000 in the oost of

coal and a decrease in consumption, together estimated to cause a
deficit of over £5,000. The Electricity Committee, on the advice of

Mr. Christie, recommended aflat rate of 5jd. per unit for all classeB

of consumers, excepting for power and tramway supply, subject to

reductions of Jd. per unit for each additional 1,000 units after the
first 1,000, with a minimum of 3Jd. per unit for everything over

4,000. The change is estimated to produce an additional revenue
of £12,000, the proposals to take effect from the March quarter.

After a long discussion the whole matter was referred back to the

Committee.

Chisleuurst,—The Foots Cray Electricity Co. has
decided to make a quarterly charge of Is. per meter from
January 1st last. The Finance Committee of the U.D.C. reported
that although no charge for meters had hitherto been made, the
company had adopted this course rather than increase the price of
current.

Collision.—E.L. Scheme.—The Ulverston R.D.C. has
again deferred the question of signing a draft agreement with
the Conieton E.L. Co. for a scheme for electric supply in the
parish, and decided to submit the agreement to counsel for advice
regarding certain clauses.

Continental.—Italy.—In consequence of the enormous
rise in the price of coal in Italy, the municipality of Vercelli has
decided to draw upon the hydroelectric works of the Societa
Officine di Energia Elettriea, of Novara, for current for lighting
and power for the period from dusk to dawn, reserving its own
steam plant for the remainder of the 24 hours. The position of
Vercelli is typical of very many cities in Italy at the present
time.

Darlington.—The output of the municipal electricity

works for December was 665,127 units, an increase of 29'65 per
cent, upon the figures for December, 11114. During the nine months
ended December 4,347.064 units were generated, being an increase
of 715,482 units, or 19'97 per cent., for the year to date.

Dublin.—A number of motors have.been installed in a new
factory at Parkgate Street, and will be supplied from the Corpora-
tion electricity mains, it being estimated that at least 600 H.p.
will be required to keep the factory running. The factory will be
in full work by March 1st.

Dungannon,—E.L. Scheme.—The Provisional Com-
mittee for the introduction of public electric lighting proposes
to erect the generating plant at a waterfall, at Altmore,
about six miles from the town, where riparian owners are
giving every facility. The new company will be worked on
eo-operative lines. Already a considerable sum of money has
been subscribed.

Edinburgh.

—

New Power Station.—The T.C. has
adopted the Electric Lighting Committee's report recommending
approval of the plans for the Portobello power station, and that
estimates be obtained. The report stated that the cost of the work
for which tenders have b3en accepted was £93,369, and the esti-

mated cost of the remainder of the work was £106,215, a total of
£199.584. The purchase price of the site of the station was
£15,800, including a certain amount of property which would
continue to yield revenue for some years.

—

Edinburgh Evening
ye ii:a,

Eton,—Hospital Lighting.—The R.D.C. has accepted
tha offer of the Electricity Co. to supply current to the isolation

hospital at fid per unit on a five years' contract. The company
recently advanced the price to other consumers to 6Jd, per uni'\

Fleetwood.—New Plant.—The electrical engineer to

the U.D.C. has been authorised to proceed with his scheme for
providing apparatus for softening and filtering water from the
Clough for the electricity works.

Greenock.—Figures for the output of the Dellingburn
electricity works, for the month of December, show 2,508,032 units
generated, an increase of 1,104,188 on the corresponding period ef
last year.

Hull. — The acting city electrical engineer (Mr.
McGoris), in the absence of the engineer (Mr. Bell), who is now
with the Forces, has prepared revenue estimates of the Corporation
electricity undertaking for the financial year ending March 3lBt,

1917. He estimated that the receipts would be £93,970, and that
there would be a balance, after interest on loans and contributions
to sinking funds amounting to £35,235 had been met. The estimates
were approved. A number of applications for increases of salary
were referred to a Sub-Committee for consideration.

India.—The electrical scheme of the Allahabad Muni-
cipal Board is making progress, and the company hopes to com-
plete the work by the middle of Ar ril next.

—

Indian Engineering.

Reighley.—Motor Hiring.—The T.C. has decided to

purchase no further motors for letting out on hire, but existing
arrangements with consumers already supplied will bs continued,
and motors returned from hire will be relet to fresh customers.

Letchworth.—The output of the First Garden City
Co.'s electricity works for the year 1915 was 907,000 units, as
against 582,510 for 1914. During the year considerable extensions
have been made, which, when completed, will give a total of
2,140 h.p. of plant installed at the electricity works.

Limerick.—Year's Working.—At a meeting of the
Corporation it was stated that the electric light works were now
paying, a deficit of £1,700 having been wiped out during 1915, and
a profit of £500 recorded.

London.— St. Pancras.—On November 24th the
borough treasurer submitted a statement of electricity capital
expenditure for the year ending March 31st, 1916, showing that
sufficient balances are in hand to meet the estimated requirements
for the remainder of the year, and that it would be unnecessary to
borrow further.

The Finance Committee has received a communication from the
L.C.C. stating that the loan of £8,970 last granted was based upon
the estimated expenditure in 1914-15 under the head of mains
£8,000, and that it now appears that the actual expenditure on
mains in that period was £1,057 only

; the Council therefore asks
the B.C. to repay the sum of £2,587 advanced in respect of esti-

mated expenditure in 1914-15 upon electricity mains (which with
£5,413 in hand under this head at March 31st, 1914, made up the
£8 000 referred to).

Tbe Finance Committee, in reply to a communication to the
L.C.C. as to the urgency of sanction being received for a loan of
£13,000 in respect of the King's Road electricity station exten
sion. has been informed by the Controller of tbe C C. that his
Finance Sub-Committee has agreed that the application should be
proceeded with.
The Electricity Committee recommends that the L.C.C. be

informed that it is intended to extend the feeder mains in the
Northern and Prince of Wales Road district, at an estimated cost
of £4 526 ; and that the £2,587 will be absorbed by thia extension.
The Finance Committee approves the recommendation.
The Electricity Committee has received a petition from the

station mains staff for 15 ppr cent, increase in their wages in lieu
of the present war bonus. The Committee is of opinion that the
Council should reconsider the whole question of the war bonus now
in operation.

The engineer recommends that the remaining 250 arc lamps be
converted for incandescent lighting ; he also reports that his
amended estimated expenditure for 1915-16 will reduce the amount
by £2,395, and the expenditure next year will be further lessened
by £750 in respect of the hire of the Ljungstrom turbine, and
£551 for watching the stations, which will not be necessary.

L.C.C—Electbic Cooking.—The Education Committee has
decided to continue for a further period of one year the eleotrio
cooking stove installed as an experiment at tbe Maxey Roao
(Woolwich) Domestic Economy centre.
The Finance Committee of the L.C.C. haB sanctioned a loan of

£2,618 to the Battersea B.C. for electricity mains.
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Lincoln.—The T.C. has applied to the B. of T. for
consent to use overhead lines, in order to supply current to
premises at Fobs Bank.

Honaghan.—B.L. SCHEME.—A public meeting of rate-
payers has authorised the Council to give consent to the Monaghan
Lighting- Co. to erect poles and wires in the Btreets for the intro-
duction of electric lighting.

Newbridge (Co. Kildare).—Hospital Lighting.—
At a meeting of the Governors and friends of the Drogheda
Memorial Hospital, it was announced that tlectric light was being
installed in the institution.

Rawtenstallt—Large consumers of electricity for power
and lighting have recently asked the Corporation to supply the
current for lighting at the same rate as that for power, but the
application has not been granted.

B*»l»y.—The T.C. has agreed to supply current for
power purposes to the Rugby Sparking Plug Co., on terms varying
from 1 Jd. per unit for under 10,000 units, to Id. per unit for over
15,000 units per year.

Swinford (Co. Mayo).—In the annual estimate of
expenditure by the clerk of the Union, £140 is allowed for electric
lighting of the town in a special area fixed for that purpose.

Wallasey.—In regard to the failure of supply from the
new generating station on January 11th, the engineer reports to
the Council that it was due to stoppage of circulating water, and
the plant was in operation again after three days.

M est Ham.—The money now being required for current
expenditure, the Finance Committee has recommended the Cor-
poration to apply to the L.G.B. for a consent order authorising the
raising of the unexercised balance of £2,000 of the loan of £17,500
granted in January, 1914.

Wigan.—E.L. Failure.—The Corporation electricity
supply, which had been in a precarious condition all day, failed on
Friday evening last. Anticipating trouble, a warning had been
issued to consumers during the afternoon and the tramway service
suspended. Apparently trouble has arisen owing to the hard
water used for boiler feeding purposes and the non-delivery of new
boilers, and the Electricity Committee is trying to arrange with
the South Lancashire Tramways Co. for a temporary supply of
current, as the company's cables practically meet those of the
Corporation at Hindley.

It is calculated that the town will lose £1,000 in tramway
revenue, in addition to the loss on lighting and power revenue.

Wolverhampton.—Proposed Loan.— The T.C. is

making application to the L.G.B. for its sanction to the borrowing
of a sum of £1.780 for mains extensions in connection with the
supply of electrical energy to certain manufacturers ; and also for
the Board's permission to the expenditure of £670, out of loans
already raised in connection with the same extensions.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

Argentina.—The inauguration of the No. 12 line of
electric tramways at Rosario is reported. This line has been three
years in the process of construction.

Ashton-nnder-Lyne.

—

Female Labour.—The T.C.
has granted conductor's licences to 10 females engaged by the
Oldham, Ashton and Hyde Electric Tramway Co., Ltd.

Australia.

—

Electrification of the Sydney North
Shore Line —The tunnel from Ling Nose Point to Balls Head is

nearly completed, the flooding having bsen successfully overcome,
and it will be possible to lay the cables in a few weeks. At White
Bay power house, machinery capable of developing 30,1.00 H.P.

has been installed, and there is room for a further 60,000 H p.,

or 90,000 H P. in all, which is sufficient for the electrification of
the whole of the suburban lines. It is estimated that the North
Shore system can be electrified for £300,000 ; it is also considered
that the White Bay power house should be utilised at the earliest

possible moment for this railway, and that the building of the
new electric railway stock should be commenced at once in order
to be ready for the conversion of the suburban lines as soon as the
power is available.

—

San.

Stdnkv City Electric Railway.—The N.S.W. Minister for
Public Works has intimated that the construction of the Sydney
City Railway will be commenced in March. The plans specify

that the overhead station at Circular Quay is to be moved nearer
the Customs House, thus providing more room and involving the
demolition of the Harbour Trust offices and the metropolitan fire

station adjoining.

The Maryborough (Queensland) Council Tramways Committee
has oontidered a report on the electrio light and tramways
questions, and has decided to pay Mr. E. J. Redmond £60 out of
pocket expenses incurred in connection with his recent scheme.
A further £60 was authorised to be spent in order to complete the
information in connection with an up-to-date electric tramway
system.

—

Tenders.

The Yiotorian Railway Commissioners are applying to Parlia-

ment for sanction to a loan of £800 000 towards the electrification

of the Melbourne suburban lines, exoludirjg the construction and

structural alteration of rolling stock, but including the electrical
equipment ; the amount is part of the £3,1 10,000 loan for railway
purposes.

—

A ge.

The annual report of the Prahran-Malvern Tramway Trust
states that the total length of track operated was 27387 mites
double and 3*280 miles single, which would be shortly extended by
the completion of the Burke Road tramway. The car depi'it and
converter station at Kew were nearly completed, and would be
available as soon as the battery was in position. In view of existing
conditions and the increased cost of materials, it was recommended
that no further extensions should be entertained until normal
conditions prevailed. The gross revenue was £121,016, and the
operating costs £ll(i,4'.i3, leaving a surplus of £10,523, to which
had to be added £3,16"^ for the loss on the Canlfield and Point
Ormond extensions. The whole of the street lighting of the track
was provided by the Trust, at a cost of £3,336. The balance to the
credit of renewals, reserves, and sinking fund was £30,966, and
the capital expenditure was £654,599. The number of passengers
carried during the year was 18,350,503. The receipts on the
Caulfield line were £7,226, and the expenses £10.391, leaving a loss

of £2,91 2 to be repaid by Caulfield and £226 by St. Kilda. The tram fer

to reserve, sinking and loan funds amounted to £11,250, leaving a
balance of £1,190 available for distribution as follows :—Prahran,
£1,181 ; Melbourne, £9. During the year £1 u."0 has been paid to

employes who had enlisted with H.M. Forces.

Bingley.

—

Tramway Extensions.—The B. of T. has
extended by two years, up to February 7th, 191 8, the period
allowed for the completion of the Bingley tramway past the
Ryshworth Hall corner at Cros-flats.

Blackpool.

—

Traffic Receipts.—The tramway figures

for the month ending January 13th show receipts of £3 322, an
increase of £4!>7 over the corresponding period of la°t year, and
passengers carried 758,418, an increase of 105 600. The receipts

from the commencement of the munioipal year amounted to

£70,727, an increase of £2,136 over the corresponding period of the
preceding year.

Bradford. — Tramway Collision. — An accident
occurred on the Thornbury section of the Corporation tramways
on Thursday morning, last week, when an outward bound Bradford
to Leeds car took the wrong points at a crossover road near the
Thornbury tram sheds and crashed into a Leeds Corporation
car proceeding to Bradford. Nine persons complained of injuries,

the most serious cases being removed to the Royal Infirmary.

Continental.

—

Spain.—A scheme has been lodged at

the Prefecture of Public Works, at Santander, for the construction
of an electric tramway linking the seaside resort of Sardin?ro with
those at Cabo Mayor and Cabo Mener. The line, which will have
three branches, will have a total length of 3,618 m.

Italy.—As far back as April 14 th, 191 4, the Consiglio Comunaleof
Spezia decided to exercise its legal right and take over the tram-
ways owned by the Societa Tranvie Elettriche della Spezia. Differ-

ences of opinion, however, existed between the company and the
Commune as to the amount to be paid as compensation and for the

plant, 2,469,130 lire and 4,600,000 lire representing the purchaser's

and the seller's estimates respectively. The matter is now to be

referred to arbitration for settlement.

In view of the near lapse of the concession enjoyed by the Societa

Romana Tramways-Omnibus, the Administration of the Municipal
Tramways is drafting a broad scheme of tramway extensions and
street improvements conjointly, which is to be undertaken when
the whole of the city's network is under municipal control. Ten
new lines are to be carried out and the Administration intends to
" unfold a plan of underground tramway lines of moderate depth
which will represent an intermediary stage between the existing

aboveground network and the deep ' tube ' line of the future,

which must be constructed when the population of the city

amounts to 1,000,000." The provisional moderate depth under-

ground lines are, it is stated, an actual necessity, owing to the

daily growing congestion of traffic in the streets of the city. Tne
10 new lines projected are to be constructed gradually, prefer-

ence being given to radial trunk lines and the moBt active

traffic routes. The total length of the new lines projected is

upwards of 2.127 km.

—

Rsvista lecnioa <TMettricila.

Croydon.

—

Female Labour.—-The B.C. has authorised

premises b^ing rented to provide messroom and waiting accommo-
dation for women conductors, of whom nine are being trained.

It is reported that the receipts to date exceed by £5.332 those

of the corresponding period of last year. The Committee has

considered the suggestion of the Croydon Chamber of Commerce
that a parcels delivery service should be tried but, owing to short-

age of labour, did not consider it advisable or practicable.

Dover.—The T.C. has appointed a Sub-Committee to

consider the question of women conductors, and to take the

whole question of the tramways into consideration. The aggre-

gate revenue of the undertaking from April 1st la9t amounts to

£12,944, as compared with £10,730 for the corresponding period

of the previous year.

Dudley.

—

Inquest.—The inquest relative to the death

of J. T. Evans, which resulted from injuries received in the tram-

way accident, mentioned last week, was opened on Thursday,

last week. After evidence of identification, the inquiry was
adjourned to February 3rd.

Ealillff.—Owing to the bursting of a water main on

Sunday, between Ealing Station and the Broadway, ooneiderable

damage wae done to the roadway, causing the London United

Tramway service to be suspended.
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Edinburgh.—The Tramways Committee of the T.C.

recommends the provision of a motor for driving: certain machinery

at Shrubhill power station, at an estimated cost of £160.

London.—The traffic receipts of the L.C.C. tramways
during; the five weeks ended January 12th, 1916, amounted to

£228,425, and the number of passengers carried to 54,291,778 ; for

the corresponding period of 1914-15 the receipts were £221,174,

and the passengers carried 52,860.313, showing an increase of

£6,251 in the receipts, and 1,431,465 in the number of passengerB

carried.

South-Western Electrification.—The difficulty which pre-

vented the electric train service on the Waterloo to Kingston,

Richmond, and Shepperton lines, on the L. and S.W. Railway, from
being inaugurated on December .1th has now been overcome, and
it is officially announced that the service will commence on
Sunday, January 30th.

Manchester.—Trolley Boys Strike.—The tramway
department has recently experienced a shortage of boy labour, and,

by way of experiment, four girls have been engaged as " trolley-

girls." The trolley boys, being under the impression that the

girls were receiving better pay than they were, went on strike at

noon on Friday last week, their "demand " being that they should

have an advance. Mr. J. M. McElroy, general manager, stated

that he had received no application from the boys for an advance
of wages. The trolley girls, he added, were being paid on exactly

the same scale as the trolley boys. Aid. Jackson, of Salford,

general secretary of the Tramway Workers' Union, said the boys

ought not to have taken the law into their own hands,and his Union
could not sanction such action as they had adopted. The trolley

boys returned to work on Saturday. Altogether about 350 trolley

boys are employed on the tramway system.

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

Argentina.—A concession for the installation of a new
public telephone service at Buenos Ayres has been granted by the

Municipal Commission of the City to Senor Alex. Schwimmer.
The system is intended to provide news and electrophone service,

and the concession lasts 30 or 50 years ; the concessionaire will pay
6 per cent, of his gross receipts during 30 years, and 12 per cent,

during the remainder of the term, to the municipality, with a

fixed minimum annual payment of 50,000 Mexican dollars, and the

maximum price per subscriber's station is fixed at $10 per month.

New Wireless System.—It is reported from Madrid
that a new wireless telegraph system will be put in operation

between Corunna and New York from February 1st. The system
has been invented by Senor Branas, Professor of Oviedo University.

Russia and Rumania.—The Great Northern Tele-

graph Co., of Denmark, announces that an urgent service with
Rmsia and Rumania has been introduced. The word " Urgent "

must be inserted before the address and be paid for. The rate is

triple ordinary rate—viz.. to Russia Is. lid., and to Rumania Is. 3d.

Urgent telegrams will receive priority of treatment over other

private telegrams.

Week-End Messages to Australasia.—The Pacific

Cable Board announces that during the suspension of week-end
messages between the United Kingdom and Australasia (owing to

interruptions on the Atlantic Cable system), messages will be
accepted for transmission by post to Montreal and telegraphed
from thence to destination, at the rate for week-end messages from
Montreal to Australasia. Telegrams sent by this service will pro-

bably reach their destination in about 12 to 16 days, the period
depending on the mail service between this country and Montreal,
and may be posted to the Pacific Cable Board, Queen Anne's
Chambers, London, S.W., together with remittance covering the
cOBt at the following rates :—To Australia, 20 words, minimum
charge, lis. Sd. : each additional word, 7d. To New Zealand, Nor-
folk Island and Suva (Fiji), 20 words, minimum charge, 10s. ; each
additional word, 6d.

Messages must be prefixed P.W.T., which is counted and charged
for as one word. These telegrams may also be handed in or
posted to any of the offices of the Western Union Telegraph Cable
system.
An arrangement is already in force in Australia and New

Zealand for the acceptance of week-end messages to be telegraphed
to Montreal, and posted thence to their destination in the United
Kingdom.

Women Wireless Telegraphists.—A woman corres-

pondent of the limes recently discussed the opportunities open to

women to obtain employment in connection with wireless tele-

graphy. Already women are working on stations in the British
Dominions and the United States, and the British Government has
placed women in charge of stations at Rathlyn Island and the Isle

of Mull ; it is stated that the work is well within the compass of
women, who make apt students and readily acquire the technioal
knowledge necessary to enable them to perform the duties of the
wireless telegraphist.

CONTRACTS OPEN and tLOSED.

OPEN.
Australia.—February lsth. Melbourne, Brunswick and

Coburg Tramways Trust. Six radial trucks.*

April l.lth. P.M.G. Common-battery multiple switchboard, or

automatic or eemi-automatic switchboard, and associated apparatus.

See "Official Notices" December 31st.

Brisbane.—February 28th. Deputy P.M.G. Gas engine, gene-

rator, battery, power board, ,Vc, for the Post Office, Townsville,

Queensland. (Schedule No. 370.) High Commissioner's Office,

72, Victoria Street, S.W.
April 26 lh. Deputy P.M.G. Five seotions of trunk line

switchboard for Toowoomba Exchange. (Schedule No. 342.)

Melbourne.—February 16th : 51 electric staff instruments.

February 23rd : Two commutator slotting machines, for the

Victorian Railway Commissioners.*
February 2od. Agent-General for Victoria. Fuse distribution

boxes and fuses, for the Victorian State Railways. See " Official

Notices " January 14th.

March 22nd. Thermo-electric pyrometers, for the Victorian

Government Railway Commissioners.*
Sydney.—February 7th. Metropolitan Board of Water Supply

and Sewerage. For No. 1 pumping station at Ultimo. Two
centrifugal pumps and electric motors (4,000 gallons per minute
each), switchboards, starters, &c. Contract No. 1,301.*

February 28th. Municipal Council. Tenders for induction

regulators. Specifications (lis. 6d.) from the Electric Light
Department, Town Hall, Sydney.

April 10th. Municipal Council. Supply, laying and main-
tenance for six months of six 11,000-volt submarine cables, each
400 yard^ long, across Darling Harbour.*
May 3rd. N.S.W. Railways and Tramways Department. One

2,500-KW. turbo-alternator, for Zara Street, Newcastle, power
house. Specifications (20s.) from the Engineer's office, 61, Hunter
Street, Sydney.

Birmingham.—February .Nth. Twelve months' supply

of electrical stores, for the Birmingham Tame and Rea District

Drainage Board. Forms of tender from the Board's offices, Tyburn,
Birmingham.

Great Yarmouth.— February 1st. Corporation. Three,

six or twelve months' supply of tramway stores. Specification

from Mr. F. L. Turner, General Manager, Tramway Offices, Caister

Road.

Halifax.—February 14th. Corporation. Twelve months'
supply of electric lighting fittings and accessories, cables, tele-

phone wire, meters, &c. See " Official Notices " January 21st.

Leicester.—February 5th. Corporation. Thirty tons

7-in. steel girder tramway rails, for the Tramways Committee.
Particulars from Mr. E. G. Mawbey, Borough Engineer, Town Hall.

Leigh (Lanes.).— February lsth. Electricity Committee.
2,000-kw. turbo-alternator, 6,600 volts ; surface condenser, set of

pumps, 1,000 kw. rotary or motor-converter, with switcbgear. See
" Official Notices " to-day.

London.— Berhoxdsey.—February 10th. B. of G.
Twelve months' supply of electric lamps. Forms of tender from
Mr. E. Pitta Fenton, Clerk to the Guardians, 283, Tooley Street, S.E.

Islington.—February 17th. B. of G. Alteration to wiring,

provision of switchboards, motor starters, &c, provision of motors,

and purchase of old plant. See " Official Notices " to-day.

Manchester.—February 8th. Tramways Committee.
Motor-'bua engines and chassis. Mr. J. M. McElroy, General
Manager.

February 15th. Corporation. General Btores, including cables,

telephones, electrical acctssories, &c, for the TramwayB Depart-

ment. See " Official Notices " to-day.

Middlesbrough.— February 7th. Corporation. Twelve
months' supply of electric lamps. Specification from Mr. S. E.

Burgess, Borough Engineer.

New Zealand. — Auckland.— February 23rd. City

Council. Centrifugal pumping electric motors, and automatic
starting and controlling apparatus, for the four city pumping
stations. Specifications from the office of the Water Board, Town
Hall, Auckland.
Dunedin.—Mayl7th. CityCouncil. (l)Tramcar bodies; (2) elec-

trical equipment. Plans, &c, from the Town Clerk, Dunedin.
Raetihi.—March 14th. Town Board. 40-h.p. hydro-electric

generating set, switchboard, &c. Plans and particulars from MeBBrs.

H. W. Climie & Son, Raetihi.*

Wellington.—March 8th. Public Works Office. One 3,000 kw.
generator and one 4,300-h.p. water turbine, at Lyttelton, for the

Lake Coleridge electric power scheme. Specifications, &c, may be

consulted by British firms at the office of the High Commissioner
in London for New Zealand, at 13, Victoria Street, S.W.

Pembroke (Dublin).—February 7th. (J.D.C. Twelve
months' supply of electrical goods. Specifications from the Town
Hall, Ball's Bridge, Co. Dublin.

ROSS.—X-rays installation at the dispensary and cottage

hospital. Superintendent.
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Swansea,— February 7th. Electric light installation,

Brynmill School, for the Borough Education Committee. Mr. A. \V.

Holden, Clerk, 9, (irove l'lace (returnable depohit of £1 Is.).

Wigan,— February 6th, Tramways Committee. Twelve
months' supply of tramway stores, including overhead material, &c.

Specifications from Mr. V. Buckley, General Manager, Corporation
Tramways, Market Place.

Specifications for the items marked * can be seen at the Board
of Trade Commercial Intelligence Branch in London.

FORTHCOMING EVKNTS.

CLOSED.
Australia.—The following tenders have been accepted :

—

P.M.Q.'s Department, Sydney.

180 cable boxes, 95 pairs, £146 ; 73 ditto, 39 pairs, £81.-0. Dorbauer.

P.M.G.'s Department, South Ai'STbai.ia.

80 miles rubber-insulated copper wire, No. IS, L.I.W.G., £2it ; 25 miles,
No. 93, £105 ; 8 miles cotton-covered Uarne-resisting wire, £30.—W. T.
Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.

60 miles twisted-pair, V.I.R., No. 20 oopper wire, £1,1E8.-British General
Electric Co., Ltd.

Victorian Railways.

15-ton electric crane, including aocessoiies and power derricking gear,
£1,596.— Gibson, Battle & Co., Ltd.

60,000 flame arc carbons, £19 per 1,0X>.— Aust. Otis Engineering Ci.
Electric lighting materia! for cars, at rates.—Aust. General Electric Co.
Two armature banding machines, £310.—Gibson, Battle & Co.

—Tender/.

The Commonwealth P.M G. has accepted the contract of the
Commonwealth Art Pottery and Insulator Co. for the supply of

400,000 B insulators, to be delivered at the rate of 34,000 per
month.

—

Sydney Daily Telerjrapli.

Cape Town.—Tenders were recently invited locally and
in England for X-ray apparatus proposed to be installed at the new
Somerset Hospital as a memorial to the lata Sir Alfred Thompson,
M.D. The tenders were submitted to Dr. Reynolds, the radio-

grapher to the hospital, and on his advice the committee has
accepted the tender of the British General Electric Co., Ltd., of
Cape Town, at £38G. The tender includes delivery and erection at

the hospital and maintenance for three months.
The contract secured by Messrp. Sykes & Co., and mentioned in

our last issue, was secured en behalf of Messrs. Bruce Peebles and
Co., Ltd. It was for a Peebles motor- converter manufactured
under the Peebles-La Cour patents, not a rotary converter. The
Cape Town Corporation already has two 1,000 kw. Peebles motor-
converters installed, and the present order is for a third of similar

output.

East Hani.—The Electricity Committee has accepted
the offer of Messrs. E. & A. Shadrack to supply 100 tons of Sher-
wood 1-iD. nutty slack, at 22s. 3d. per ton, and 100 tons of Glas-
brook best Admiralty smokeless Welsh coal, at 31s. per ton.

London,—St. Panceas.—The Electricity and Public
Lighting Committee has recommended the following tenders in
connection with the extension of the King's Road generating
station :—Concrete coal-bunkers and lift well : Messrs. W. King
and Son, £2,764. Steel construction work : Messrs. E. C. & J.

Keay, £7,615. Coal and ash-handling plant : MesBrs. Strachan
and Henshaw, £3,660.

Islington.—The Lighting Committee has ccmmunieafed with
contractors where, in its opinion, it would be in the Council's
interest that existing contracts should be continued for a further
period of 12 months, with a view to ascertaining which contractors
would be willing to agiie thereto. The only firm who are prepared
to meet the Council in this respect, so far as contracts relating to

the electricity department are concerned, are Messrp. Wm. Geipel
and Co., who supply arc lamp carbons. The Council has been
recommended accordingly.

New Zealand.— The Public Service Stores Tender
Board, Wellington, has received the following tenders for 10,000
dry cells for telephones :

—

Electric Construction Co (accepted) £H1
54

A. & T. Burt 688
P. W. Markman 578
P. R. Baillie & Co (for 6,000 only) 419
A. Ellis & Co., Ltd '.. 625

706
D. Riley & Co., Ltd 663
Ramsay, Sharp & Co., Ltd 760

The following tenders were also received for 1,000 yards of silk-

oovered cable, 33 wires
; 2,000 yards of silk and cotton-covered

cable, 66 pairs, and 2,000 yards ditto, 64 wireB :
—

Turnbull & Jones (acieptedi £658
British General Electric Co 684
A. D. Riley & Co., Ltd 631
P. R. Biillie & Co " .. 688

— Xitte Zealand Shipping and Commerce.

\\ altbamstoM .—The tender of Messrs. W. T. Henley's
Telegraph Works Co., Ltd., has been accepted by the U.D.C. for the
supply of low-tension cables.

North-Enst Coast Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders. Friday,
January 98th. AI7.B0p.m. At Bolbec Hall, N. . Ordioury
'neral meeting.

Association or Mining and Electrical Engineers tNotls and Derbyshire
Branch
Nottingham. Papers on " Or '

Plant," by Mr. R, I), vine, ami " Notes Ol

nailing Ball! following the Scnghenydd Explosion,
1

' by Mr. O. U
Bontgen Society, ruarylrt. At B.lSp.m. At the Institution

non'The
Injtn tuns Bffeotfl produi

Institution of Electrical Engineers 'Students' Section.
try Hod. At Victoria Embinkment, W.O. Paper on "Tl

Chemical Society.—Thursday February 8rd. At s p.m. At Burlington
House, Piccadilly, W*. 1-acture on 'The Recent Work oa X-rays and
Crystals and its Bearing on Chemistry," by Prol. W. H. Bragg, l

Royal Institution of Great Britain.—Thursday, February 3rd. At 8 p.m.
At Albemarle Street, Piccadilly, w. Lecture on " Industrial Applications
of Gaseous Fuels derived from Coal," by Prof. W. A. Bone, F.P..S.

Greenock Electrical Society.— Frida\, February 4th, At 7-4Sp.rn. At the
Temperance Institute, ID, Wist Bteivart Street. Paper on "Colliery
Electiical Installations," by Mr. It. Gordon Campbell.

West of Scotland Irort and Steel Institute.— Friday, February 4th. At
7.80 p.m. At the Rankine Hall, Elmhank Crescent, Glasgow. Paper on
T<

i Manutaeture of Ammonium Nitrate, &c, from Waste Gases," by
Mr, E. Kilburn Soott.

NOTES.

Diesel Engine Users* Association.—At the January
meeting of the above Association, the use of tars and tar oils ae

fuel for Diesel engines was discussed. Mr. Charles Day, of Messrs.
Mirrlees, Bickerton & Day, had been specially invited to attend
this meetiog, and, after referring to the recent very great increase

in the price of fuel oil, he said that tars and tar oils had been
successfully used on the Continent, the ignition difficulties having
baen completely overcome by injecting a small quantity of
petroleum oil into the cylinder of the engine slightly in advance
of the tar oil.

Mr. Day estimated that the cost of carrying ou 1
; the necessary

alterations to engines manufactured by his firm for adapting them
to the use of tar oils, including a new needle valve casing, ignition

pump, and device for controlling the pump, would be in the neigh-

bourhood of £1 per HP., and, taking petroleum oil and tar oils at

present prices, the cost of this alteration would be paid for in the
first year by the saving effected in the cost of fuel oil on an engine
working for the average number of hours per annum. He had
run Diesel engines quite successfully on whale oil.

Oa the invitation of the President to give Bome information
on the subject of the crosshead type of Diesel engine being made
by Messrs. Mirrlees, Bickerton & Day, Ltd., Mr. Diy explained that
its advantages, as compared with the trunk piston type, were, in

the first place, the greatly reduced risk of piston seizire, due to

the fact that the piston need not be such a close fit, as the trans-

verse forces due to connecting-rod angularity were taken on the
crosshead, and not on the piston. There was also reduced risk of

piston cracking, and it was possible to give much bet'er support in

the orosshead type than in the trunk tjpe to the centre of the

piston, which was exposed to the greatest heat and to the maximum
stress. Trouble with the comi'cting-rod top end would also be

reduced. Bince this bearing was in a position quite away from
the heat of the piston. To secure that the piston-

rod should be kept cool, and to prevent any oil vapour
rising from the crank chambers to the cylinder,?, or any
smoke or dirty oil passing into the crank chamber, a cover was
fitted between the cylinder and the crank chamber, with a water-
cooled gland, which prevented transmission of heat to the cross-

head. A further advantage was greater economy in lubricatiog

oil, as any carbon or dirty oil was prevented from entering the
crank chamber from the cylinders ; the lubricating oil therefore

retained its condition loDger, not being splashed or thrown on
to the cylinder walls, and was kept much cooler, and none of it

being lost through the cylinders, a substantial saving would
obviously result. The air on its way to the cylinders was arranged
first to go underneath the pistons, eo that any smoke or gas which
had passed the pistons would be thoroughly cleared away, and a
considerable amount of air cooling would also take place. The
water-cooled gland mentioned would have none of the disadvan-

tages of a water-cooled piston, since it did not introduce any addi-

tional reciprocating weight, and its stationary water joints would
not be liable to cause trouble. The piston need not be made so

thick and heavy as the trunk piston, which was liable to cracking
and distortion if its thickness or weight were further reduced.

The next meeting of the Association will be held on February
23rd.

Appointments Vacant. — Chief clerk (temporary),

(50s.'), for the Corporation of Ssvindon electricity and tramways
department; test-room assistant and meter mechanic (lis), for

Borough of Newport (Mon.) electricity department ; station engi-

neers (60s.), linemen jointers (50s.), wiremen (40*.). engine drivers

(steam, gas or oil). 30s., and wiremen's mates (30s.), for the Military

Camps, Western Command. See our advertisement pages to-day.
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Institution and Lecture Xotes.—Association of
Mining Electrical Engineers.—A joint meeting of the Scottish

branches of this Association and the National Association of

Colliery Managers, together with the Mining Institute of Scotland,

was held at Glasgow on Saturday last. Prof. Daniel Burns, of

the Royal Technical College, Glasgow, read a paper on " Electrical

Shaft Winding," and said that in general the wider application

of central supply schemes and the electrical equipment of groups
of mines must inevitably lead to a more extensive use of electrical

winding, but even the most sanguine advocate of the use of

electrical appliances about collieries must recognise that many
large colliery concerns produced a large quantity of low-grade
fuel from their coal-cleaning processes, which was almost
unmarketable, and had to be used for steam-raiBing purposes at

the colliery in order to get rid of it. The necessity of thus having
to dispose of the residue of the coal washer must, and probably
always would, exert a powerful influence on the cost of steam
raising, and would provide in many cases a factor in favour of

steam winders which was entirely outside the merits of the two
systems. Prof. Burns, in conclueion, remarked that the employ
ment of electricity for winding had now been perfected, and
colliery owners need have no hesitation in adopting this type of

electrical machinery when suitable conditions existed for its

application.

From the foregoing report, extracted from the Glasgow Herald,

it would seem that some colliery owners are content to use their

boiler furnaces as refuse destructors in preference to employing
the m09t efficient means of raising coal. The economic folly of

this policy needs no demonstration. How to avoid it may be
learned from a visit to the North-East Coast.

Instil ill ion of Electrical Engineers.— On Thursday last

week a paper was read bv Mr. H. H. Harrison on " The Prin-

ciples of Modern Printing Telegraphy,'' and a discussion followed.

The same paper was read and discussed at a meeting of the
Manchester Local Section on Tuesday last. The President
of the Institution, Mr. C. P. Sparks, was present and addressed

the members, expressing his pleasure at being there. He
said that a good deal of agitation and correspondence in the
Press had taken place on the subject of "Alien Enemies." The
Institution had power to deal with this question under Article 41

if the matter was raised by 10 members, but the matter had not
been raised by any 10 members. The Council, however, had
appointed a Committee of vice-presidents to consider this matter,
and would act within a very short time.

Dealing with the work of the Institution generally, he men-
tioned the Research Committee. Considerable sums had been set

aside for it, with the approval of the members, and good work
had been done. Recently, at the request of a Committee of

the Privy Council, they presented a report naming nine subj ects

on which they considered research should be undertaken. Up to

the present the Privy Council had only considered two of the nine
subjects, and he was pleased to say that the Government had
granted the sum of £1,050 per annum towards the cost of research

on these subjects. There was no reason to think that the other
seven subjects would not receive Bimilar treatment.
The Wiring Rales Committee had completed its work, aril he

hoped the revised roles would be published within a few we ki.

Dialing with the question of examinations, the President said

it was not the wish of the Council to keep out any desirable candi-

date. If a person could not pass examinations, but was otherwise
qualified, and could pass other tests, he would be elected. During the

war period the examinations were suspended, and those candidates

who were on active service or engaged on munition work would bs

elected Associate Members at an early date. A hearty vote of

thanks was accorded to the President for his address.

Fatality. — A boy while on his way to school at

Nitehill, Renfrewshire, came into contact with a fallen live wire
of the Clyde Valley Power Co. and was instantaneously killed.

Volunteer Xotes.—Engineering Institutions'Volun-
teer Engineer Corps.—Orders for week commencing January
31st, 1916.—By Lieut.-Col. C. B. Clay, V.D., Commandant.

Drills, 6.25 to 7.25 ; 7.25 to 8.25 p.m.

Saturday, January 29th.—Uniform Parade, 2 45 p.m.

Monday, January 31st.—Sections 1 and 2, Technical ; Sections

3 and 4, Lashings and Trestle Bridging, Signalling Class and
Recruits.

Tuesday, February 1st —School of Armp, 6 to 7 p.m.
Thursday, February 3rd.— Shooting for Sections 3 and I.

Friday, February 4 th.—Sections 3 and 4, Technical ; Sections 1

and 2, Lishings and Trestle Bridging ; Signalling Class and
Recruits.

Saturday, February 5'h.—Adjutant's Instruction Class at 2.30

p.m.
E. G. Fleming,

i binpany Commander and Acting Adjutant.

3rd Batt. (Old Boys) Central London Regiment (Volun-
teeks).—Battalion Orders by Colonel S. G. Grant (Officer Com-
manding), Thursday, January 27rh, 1916 :

—

Week-end Parades.—Saturday -The Battalion, less Platoora

Nos. 6, 9 North London and BUckheath, will parade a*; Wembley
Park at 3.15 p.m. All "Derby" recruits will parade with this

partv. The members of the Officers' Instruction ClaBS will al'o pnaJe
at Wembley Park at 3.15 p.m., under the Battalion Sergt. Major.

Sunday.—Tbe Li ittalion, less Platoons Shooting at Acton, will

Parade at tbe Liw Level entrance, G E R., Liverpool Street

Station, at 9.30 a.m., and wi'l proceed by train for Entrenching
duties. Members will <arry their own lunch. The Battalion will

return to town about 6 p.m.

Musketry.—The Inter-Platoon Competition will be continued on
Saturday next, the 29th inst., and on Sunday, the 30th inst., in
accordance with the orders published on Monday last. The com-
peting platoons to parade punctually, in uniform with bayonets,
at the hours named in the before-mendoned orders.

A. G. Joiner, Major and Adjutant, O.B.C.

National Trade Policy.—In the House of Commons
on Wednesday, Sir A. Spicer asked the Prime Minister whether
the Government were prepared to appoint at once a number of
small committees to undertake, for the leading industries of the
country, inquiries Bimilar to those recently made by the special

Bub-committee of the Advisory Committee on Commercial Intelli-

gence of the Board of Trade, and to appoint upon the report of
such committees a Royal Commission, representative of various
schools of fiBcal opinion and of the leading oversea Dominions and
India, to make recommendations aB to the commercial policy of
this country conBequent upon the war.
According to the Daily Telegraph, Mr. Runciman, who replied,

said he proposed to arrange for inquiries Bimilar to that in

question to be taken shortly in a number of groupB. He was not
in a pos'tion to state what subsequent action would be taken.

In reply to a request from Sir Philip Magnus for delay, Mr.
Runciman said, "Some of these things cannot wait."

Educational. — University College, London.—
Owing to circumstances arising out of the war, Mr. Kilburn's
Scott's course on the " Electrical Production of Nitrates for

Fertilisers and Explosives," announced to begin on Wednesday,
January 26th, will not be held.

Patents and Alien Enemies.—The Worthington
Pump Co., Ltd., haB applied to the Board of Trade for the avoid-
ance or suspension of Patent No. 19,609/10, granted to Meyer, in

respect of valves for pumps.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editors invite electrical engineers, whether connected with the

technical or the commercial side of the profession and industry
also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the

Electrical Review posted as to their movements.

Central Station and Tramway Officials.—The East
Ham Tramways Committee propose to increase the salary of
Mr. T. C. Wingpield, works superintendent, from £250 t.>

E275 per annum".
The Luti hi T.C. has been recommended to increase the.

salary ni the electrical engineer's chief clerk, Mr. II. Harding,
from £130 to £143 per annum.
The Poplar B.C. has been recommended to increase the

salaries of the following officers of the electricity department
as from January 1st :—Mr. F. Tait, assistant manager, £-275

to 6281 His.; Mi. V. H. Cbuickshank, station engineer. £250
to £262 lUs. ; Mr. E. R. Ingram, mains engineer, £250 to

£262 IDs.; Mr. E. E. Parrance, sales manager. £237 10s. to

£250; Mr. A. H. Vincent, junior clerk, £71 10s. to. £78; Mr.
.1 Forsyth, charge engineer, £175 to £185; Mr. C. W. Cop-
pinger, charge engineer, ami Mr. A. E. Ricketts, sub-station
engineer. £162 10s. to £185 each.

Mr. G. Schofield, late constructional superintendent of

West Ham Corporation, has concluded his services with West
Ham and taken the position of chief assistant engineer to the
Nairobi Power & Lighting Co., Nairobi, East Africa. He.
sailed on the ss. Cowrie Castle, which left Marseilles on Janu-
ary 25th.

General.—Mr. C. G. Stanesby, F.C.I.S., has been
appointed secretary of the Charing Cross, West End & City
Electi ieity Supply Co., Ltd., in succession to Mr. Edward
Wilmof Seale, who has retired alter 26 years' service.

The London Gazette contains the Following notice:—
"Territorial Force: The London and Tyne Electrical and
Mechanical Company. The announcement of the transfer of

the undermentioned officers, which appeared in the London
Gazetti ol December 1st, 1915, is cancelled :—Captain (tem-

porary Major) Arthur E. Levin; Second-Lieutenant (temporary
tain) Hugh C. O. Tufnell; Sec [-Lieutenant (temporary
tain Hugh C ('. Tufnel; Second-Lieutenant (temporary
Lieutenant) Frederick II. Bowers."
Mr. (1. A MenshaLL, leading electrical titter and machinery

attendant on the staff of the L. ('.(.'. Highways Committee at

Rotherhithe tunnel ami Deptford Creek bridge, has resigned.

Mr. W. H. Walton, late of the stall' of the electricity depart-

mciit of the Marylebone T.C, ami formerly at Blackpool Cor-

poration works, has obtained a commission in the R.N.V.R.
He has been in the Anti-Aircraft Corps, and served for five

months at the Dardanelles.
Mr. C. W. Salt, borough electrical engineer at Torquay,

who recently joined the London Coips of Electrical Engineers,

li i been promoted to the rank of corporal.

'I lie electricians and other members of the engineering staff

of Messrs. M. Oldroyd A Sons, Ltd., woollen manufacturers,

of Bradford Road, Dewshury, last week presented an illumi-

Dated address and gold watch to Mr. G. H. Harrgp, on hia
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In the absence ol the President oi th<

11 t: 11 the l »uke of I ' aught and Strathearn, K.l .., I >r.

Id 1 llerk, P.R.S., Chairman oi the ' uncil, on >! laj

ai tei hi, hi a meeting i i the i ated the Soci

Ubert m< dal to Prof. Sir .1. J. Thomson, i i.M., D.S UL..D

I'M; S., " for In- " earcl in mistry and phj sica, and
their application to the advan i

inufactures,

and commerce."
Mr. Eric Smith, who hat ju - ectrical Signalling

1 1
.

i
. 1 1 j tment, ( lable < Sompanj , ( lanadian ( lontingent, wat elec-

trical engineer on the Santa IV- Railway, and wa ai New
Mexico, i .S. \ . bef >re a ming b i to join the Forces.

Mr. S. R. Booth ha been appointed to the staff of the

Adelaide I Diversity, South Australia, as IJecturer on Vccoun-

tancj l [e ha Eoi i ome timi b< en a Membei of the Senate
oi the University.

Roll of Honour.—Mr. E. J. Dt rcH, secretary to

i 4 i .... Ltd., electrical and heating engi-

neers, of Westminster, who enlisted in the 2nd King Edward's
Horse in August, L914, and who was twice wounded in 1915,

has uow been discharged from hospital for the second time,

and has been gazetted Second-Lieutenant in the 14th Royal
Fusiliers.

Qorporal \Y. .1. Bolt, of the 8th Battalion South Stall's.

Regiment, who hae been killed in his dug-out by a shell whilst

asleep, was, until his enlistment, on the 6taff at the Ocker
1 1 ill elecl i ical works, Tipton.

Corporal S. C. Parish, of the Queen's Surrey Regiment,
who was serving his articles ai the Croydon Municipal elec-

tricity works when he enlisted, has been killed in action. He
was 20 years of age.

Lance-Corporal Geo. Nash, of the 10th Battalion Gloucester-
shire Regiment, who has been killed in Prance by shell fire,

was, prior to his enlistment in I tetobei , L9] 1. on the electrical

staff at Norchand Colliery, Lydney.
Trooper Oliver Goldsmith, of the Hampshire Yeomanry,

who has died in hospital at Tidworth from septic poisoning set

np by an accidental wound to the hand, was, prior to his

enlistment last August, on the staff of Messrs. Cooper & Co.,
electrical engineers, of Bournemouth.

Mr. Lee, late tramway inspector at Colchester, who joined

the Royal Army Medical Corps, has been awarded the French
Military .Medal for conspicuous service in the held. He had
just .spent a brief furlough at Colchester.

Sergeant-Major Dan Harrop, who was employed as an elec-

trical engineer in the testing room at the Hyde Road tramcar
depot, Manchester, has been promoted to the rank of Second-
Lieutenant in the l'2th Loyal North Lancashire Regiment for

zeal, devotion to duty, and bravery in the field.

Captain Arthur B. I,\yton, A.M.I.E.E., who has been
gazetted temporary Lieut.-Colonel in the Prince of Wales's
Volunteers (South Lanes. Regiment), has been electrical engi-
neer and departmental manager for L3 years past to the firm
of Messrs. Joseph Crosfield & Son-,. Ltd., Warrington.

Private Jonathan Cookson, of the 1st Battalion Lancashire
Fusiliers, who was formerly employed at the British Westing-
house Works, TralTonl Turk, has been wounded in the shoulder,
but has now left hospital and returned to the Front.
Sergeant J. Bromilky. who has just been killed in notion in

France, wa.s employed by Messrs. Ferranti, Ltd., before he
enlisted.

Mr. Wm. A. Fllis, formerly of Northwich (Cheshire), and
now an electrician in the Royal Navy, has been awarded the
D.S.M.

Lance-Corporal R. Barber, 1st Cheshire Field Company,
Royal Engineers, who was, prior to Ins enlistment, on the
staff of the electricity department of Lever Bros., Ltd., Port
Sunlight, has been awarded the D.C.M. On January 15th he
visited the works and was presented by Sir Win. Lever with
a gold watch as a memento of his being the first employe of
the firm to win the D.C.M.
The County of London Electric Supply Co., Ltd., send us

the following information respecting the doings of County men
with the Forces:—Mr. H. A. Moncriepp, of the secretarial
department," who had formerly been serving in France in the
"Queen's Westminsters/' has obtained a commission as
Second-Lieutenant in the 3rd Dorsete. Mr. F. H. Howell, of
the secretarial department, formerly a bombardier in the 7th
County of London, R.F.A., has obtained a commission in the
Royal Field Artillery. Mr. N. F Gadstone, after service in
France, has obtained a commission as Second-Lieutenant in the
4th Essex. Mr. Sydney. A. Knight, of the secretarial depart-
ment, after service in Prance, has been gazetted Second-Lieu-
tenant in the North Somerset Yeomanry. Mr. C. F. Scott, of
the Putney local office, and serving in the '23rd Middlesex
Regiment, bus been promoted to Regimental Quartermaster-
Sergeant, and is now a Second-class Warrant Officer. Mr.
Alan LEIGH, of the mains department, has been granted a

commission as temporary Second-Lieutenant of the llth Ser-
vice Battalion East Surrej Regiment. The following employes
in the mains department of the companj have been killed in

action, all of the 9th Battalion Hulls (East Kent) : II. BEAZLEY,
T. Hyam, and R. Reeves.

Obituary.—Mr. R. F. Venner.—We icy ret to record
the death, which occurred on Sunday morning last, at
tin age of 54 years, of Mr. R. F. Venner. The decea ed
gentleman had been unwell for so time, and his

death was not unexpected. Mr. Vol u of the

lege. I le w:i the I laluluonil

Faraday House, h
;
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i quentlj

with tile ll.o

if an exhibit of Messrs. Shipp
Autuei p. From 1895 to ] -ith his

life-long friend, Mr. A. M. Sillar, in the
sillar. Later the bu inee - ol \ ennei & C

ints, at Westminster, energetically pu ;

of i Ihamb met< i and \

brou 'iii him int > touch v. u h

ii hat bu ine !| oducted bj Mr. E. E.
Sharp for several years, and he will continue to o oduct them
pending the making of new arrangements. Mr. Venner had

ted in i
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heating and cooking apparatus. Failing hi alth

interfered with In-, securing that measuri
once anticipate d in the cooking apparatus fi

Mr. Fredk. James Jones, oi the Eastgat .
I b tei

ness as an electrician and electrical engirt January
19th at the age of 55. He was a native of Dublin, and
i lecti teal engii in New Zealand.
ago he co need business at ' heater. \bout tie

ago he underwent an operation, and he had been ailing since

that t -. Mr. G. D. Jones (son)

ness.

Wills.—The late Mr. Alfred Binns, of Messrs. |.

and A. Binns. Ltd., wire mai IX, left £13,101
gross and £9,932 mt.
The Times states that Montague llm ' R N.A.S.,

of Male, Cheshire, electrical engineer, who died in St.

George's Militarj Hospital, Malta, on active service, left

£10,944.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

P. R. Wade and Co., Ltd. (142,761).—This company was
registered on January 19th, wiih a capital ut ,61,000 in £1 shares, to take
ovi i the business of F. R. Wade & Co., to carry on the business of engineers,
manufacturers >>f electrical instruments. and machinery, etc., ami to adopt an
agreement with I". R. Wade, 'the subscribers (with om share ei are: F. R.
Wade, 115, Colmore Row, I oil'. W. Wade,
Wembley, Money Lane, Yar.lhv, Birmingham, engi company.

.. r „( directors is not to he more Uei, five. F. K. Wade is the first

lib- director: Solicitor: C. Orton, Guibli i ion Street,

Birmingham. Registered by Jordan & Sons, Ltd., 116-117, U ) I me,
W.C.

General Engineering Co. (King's Cross). Ltd. (142,760).
This compnnv was registered on January lllth, with a capital of £1,000 ill £1
shares, to take ovei the business carried on at 97, Caledonian R
I .. the General Engineering Go. and or A V. Bond, to can
business "I scientific .uei 01 . .

,

,
.

I i.ml makers,
smiths, joiners, « Iwerket s, IhuMo-, ; .!. hydraulic and
gas engi s, etc. lie- subseobeis luiih one share each) are: A. V Bond,
9i I lian Road, Kind's r ,

v., engineer; II. C. 11. Braun, 236, Pen-
tonvillc Road. V. o.nsuitine .-ui;iiieer. To i; :

. first directors

are A. \ . Bond and II. C. II. lioun. i iu .hie , ies,, pi Iii

£25. Registered office: 97, Caledonian Road, King's Cross, N.

H. P. Jackson, Ltd. (142,778).—This companj v
tere. I on Januarj 20th, with a capital ol <e'_Viiin in el shares, to take over

ring busii ss i irried on at Churchgate, Leicester, as It. L. Jack-
son A '

'

, to ou i\ .ei the business of i r. .n (on uder s, mechanical anil electrical

ellei.i, ei -, e
1 1 | i i i , i u i

- su.i|i!e
I S Ol ll i

I I il it) For light, !

,.]- otherwise, etc., and to adopt an agreement with 11. E. fackson, E. lt.

Ki.k. ami C. II. Kirk. The subscribers (» ie share each) are: II E,

Jackson, 325, loot park Road, Leicester, mechanical engineei : Ii. II. Kirk,

106, St, Saviour's Road East, Leicester, manufacturer; C. 11. Kirk. High
lien, Letchworth Road, AN

i Park, Leicester, manufacturer. Private
company, lie numbei of directors is trnt to be bos than two or n

fee; the first are IL E. Jackson (managing director), E. H. Kirk, I H
Kirk (all permanent). Solicit :. Wynn Edwards, S3, loin I. me. Leicester,
r i by Jonian & Sons, Ltd., 110-117, Chancery Lane, W.C.

Shepherd's Parging Block Co., Ltd. fl42,756).—This com-
pane was rcLMsteieJ on January 18th, with a capital cf £2,000 in £5 shares,

ie, take over the business of a manufacturer of patent tramrail parging blocks

carried on bj W. Shepherd at Milkst. .ne. Rochdale, Lanes., ,,s Shepherd's
i Co., together with the benefit of certain existing inventions

relating to improvements in connection with the laying of setts with respect
ti, tra'mway lines or rails ami blocks or sections used in connection therewith.

The subscribers (with one share each) are: W. Shepherd, Sparthi

chestei Rout, Rochdale, ro.ul contractor; Mrs. K. Shepherd, Sparthcliffe, Man-
chester Road, Rochdale; E. Shepherd, 14, Exeter Street, Rochdale, contractor;

H. Shepherd, 30. line Street, Rochdale, contractor. Private company. W.
Shepherd is fust permanent director, subject to holding one-eighth of the

ordinarj share capital. Ri I

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL

COMPANIES.

Muirliead and Co.. Ltd. (82,270).- Capital, 850000 in 810
shar. - Ri ed D -

i 80 191 i I 183 shares t -ken up
-ii. o- , ell.,

i u| .is-:. 3.820 p .el . .: »i ...i. ei. ed p ...I on 3,000
shares. Mi I . en

Lame Electric Light Works. Ltd. (46,962). Capital,
£4,000 in Q .! .. ,. . out. .mi,, pref.l. Return dated November
24th, I'U:. All si, ... ol., ., up: .".an paid on the pref.; £3,500, i

as |. i.i .... ..el. M...:,. igi . tnd . 1. "... - e'2,700.

Enfield Electric Cable Manufacturing Co.. Ltd.—Mil o'c
,
-,

, certain I

: field, with factory and oiler build*.

. thereon, d ted I
1 bet 31st, I'M", to securi all m is due or to

bee -.be I... ... ii..- company to London '. , s kVestmh tei Bank, Ltd.,

ii. .
i

line I
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David Anderson and Co., Ltd.—Issue on January 10th,
1!)1(>, of ;£2,200 debentures, part of a scries of which particulars have already

been filed.

Keynsham Electric Light and Power Co., Ltd.—A memo-
randum of satisfaction in full on December 3Nt. 1915, of third debentures

dated December 2-Ith, 1U13, securing £1,000, has been filed.

City of Oxford Electric Tramways, Ltd.—A memorandum
Of satisfaction to the extent of £1,100 on December 17th, 1015, of charge
dated February 20th, 1014, securing £46,000, has been filed.

North Wales Power and Traction Co., Ltd.—Particulars
of £30,000 debentures, created by resolutions of January 31st, 1012, June 19th,

1013, and June 30th, 1915, filed pursuant to Section 93 (3) of the Companies
(Consolidation) Act, 1908, amount of the present issue being £0,000. Property

[*he company's undertaking and property, present and future, includ-

ing uncalled capital, subject to prior charges. No trustees.

Barbados Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd. (104,367).

—

Capital, £00.000 in 40.000 prof, and participating and 20,000 ord. shares of

£1 each. Return dated November lllh. 1015. 35,172 prcf. and 20,000 ord.

sh.avs taken up; £34.072 paid on 34,672 prel. ; £20,500 considered as paid

on 20,000 ord. and 500 pref. Mortgages and charges : £12,500.

Blackpool and Garstang Electric Light Railway Co., Ltd.
(62,150).—Capital, £10,000 in £5 shares. Return dated December 31st, 1915.

361 shares taken up; £4 per share called up; £1,707 paid (including £323
received on application for further share* not allotted), leaving £60 calls

unpaid. Mortgages and charges : Nil.

Amazon Telegraph Co., Ltd. (44,532).—Capital, -£250,000
in £10 shares. - Return dated Nov. 30th. 1915. All shares taken up; £250,000
paid, Mortgages and charges : £272,900.

CITY NOTES.

Yorkshire (West Riding) Electric Tramways Co., Ltd.

Sir H. S. Leon presided on January 21st, at 31, Throgmorton
Street, E.C., over the annual meeting. He said the revenue
for the year amounted to £81,086, against £69,768 in the pre-

vious year, but the working expenses were £3,474 more,
which equalled a percentage of 10.7 over those of 1914. The
percentage of expenses to receipts was 44.25, against 43.72—
an increase of .53 per cent. Compared on a car mileage unit
basis, the working expenses in 1914 were 4.373d. per car mile,

but in 1915 they rose to 4.882d., an increase of a little over i&.

After deducting the working expenses from the gross receipts

they had a balance of £45,208, being equal to 55.75 of the
gross receipts. The income per car mile was lO.OOld. in 1914,

and 11.034d. in 1915. The tramway revenue had grown
steadily, being ,£38,051 in 1905, and £81,080 in 1915. The
increase in gross income for the year of nearly £7,000 was
quite satisfactory, and, so far a6 they could see, was not due
tn war conditions, and there was no doubt that they were
reaping some of the fruits of the good seed sown in the past.

The general increase in expense, however, must be seriously

borne in mind, and to what extent it was likely to be perma-
nent he could not say. Under the present abnormal condi-
tions an increase of 11.7 per cent, was not excessive, particu-

larly as they had to pay so much more for wages, and for all

necessary supplies. As an instance, he might mention that
they were now paying 14s. 6d. a ton, instead of Ss. 6d., for a
class of coal little, if any, better, and this item alone meant
an increase of £2,000. As a result of the year's trading,

£45,208 was carried to the net revenue account, and after

deducting debenture interest, etc., £29,310 was carried to the
appropriation account. To this, £10,725 brought forward from
the previous year had to be added, giving a total of £40,035.
The board had dealt with this by paying a dividend of 6 per
cent, on the cumulative preference shares, which absorbed
£12.027; setting aside £5,511 to the depreciation and renewals
fund ; crediting £2.000 to the insurance fund : by writing off

£450 preference shares set aside for the Wood's accident
claim; by placing £5,000 to the general reserve fund; and
carrying £15,045 forward. He had before fully explained the
policy of the board with regard to the substitution of granite
setts for the soft granite stone setts, and a considerable
amount of the work yet remained to be done as soon as they
could get the labour and materials. It had been found neces-
sary to renew the battery at their Castleford power station,
and they availed themselves of the opportunity to install a
larger one. and had entered into a maintenance agreement
with the manufacturers by which 100 per cent, efficiency was
guaranteed for ten years. Their capital expenditure was
6783,425, £769,810 of which had been expended on lines open
for traffic and £13,196 on the Pontefract lighting. They com-
menced the supply about a month before the war broke out.
and there was every prospect of their building up a very good
business. The results, even under the present unfavourable
conditions, were quite encouraging. No one could say what
the conditions in the district they served would be after the
war, and the board felt that they must regulate their affairs
with due regard to future contingencies. If they were to
maintain and improve, their services a considerable sum of
money must be spent, and the policy of the board was to
collect as much money as possible, so that at the earliest date
they might be in a position to begin the work and pay cash
for it. In the past their relations with the local authorities
had been of a most amicable character, but during the past
year some of the local councils had pressed them to make
considerable modifications in the fares. The general manager
and himself saw one of the boards and pointed out the im-
practicability and financial unsoundness of the requests, and

now the local authorities were taking a sort of revenge by
raising the road maintenance question. However, the com-
pany did not take offence at that, and had met the authorities
very reasonably, and it was possible that in due course they
would recognise that the company were justified in refusing
to lower the fares. Last year he promised that the board
would consider if any scheme could be formulated for dealing
with the arrears on the 6 per cent, cumulative preference
shares, and they had done so, and he hoped a scheme would
be. prepared when they felt justified in placing one before the
shareholders. That moment, however, had not yet arisen.
It would be a deplorable thing to put forward a scheme which
would be acceptable to the shareholders and then to find
that, owing to circumstances entirely beyond their control,
they were unable to fulfil the obligations incurred. He asked-
for the forbearance of the shareholders until the country
returned to more normal conditions. In conclusion, the Chair-
man referred to the admirable work done by Mr. H. England
and the staff.

Mr. G. E. Leon seconded 1 the motion.
Mr. Davenport asked the board if they would accept a

resolution to invite Dr. Moody and Mr. Lock to confer with
them in regard to dealing with the arrears on the cumulative
preference shares, but the Chairman intimated that he was
not prepared to do so, and Mr. Davenport proposed as an
amendment that a committee, consisting of Dr. Moody and
Mr. Lock, be appointed to meet the board.

After some discussion the amendment was not pressed, and
the resolution was carried.

London Underground Railway Meetings.

On Friday last extraordinary general meetings were held by
the Metropolitan District Railway Co., the London Electric
Railway Co., the City & South London Railway Co., the
Central London Railway Co., and the London General
Omnibus Co., at which resolutions were passed sanctioning
an agreement between these companies with respect to the
application of their receipts and the payment into a common
fund of the half-yearly balances after meeting expenses. The
Chairman, Lord George Hamilton, said that the agreement
was made in pursuance of an Act passed last year. The five

companies will afford to each other all reasonable facilities for
through passenger traffic, through bookings, through fares,
and interchange of traffic. In 1914 the five companies carried
819 million passengers, only 42 millions of whom were through
passengers between the systems concerned. The new arrange-
ment would lead to a simple and effective system of through
or interchange tickets.

Companies Struck off the Register.—The following
have been .struck off the register, and arc accordingly dis-

solved :
—

Brabbins Fuelless Engine Syndicate.
Budleigh Salterton Electric Light & Power Co.
Economic Coaling Appliance Co.
Kmanda Engineering Co.
IW.-r Svndk.it.' uf "South America.
Russian Wireless Telegraph Trust. .

VacUum Electric and Gas Heating Appliances.
Walker Reversible Turbine Co.

St. James' and Pall Mall Electric Light Co., Ltd.—
The directors recommend a balance dividend of 3s. 6d. per
share on the 7 per cent, preference shares for the half-year to

December 31st, and 4s. 0d. per share on the ordinary, making,
with the interim dividend, 8 per cent, for the year, as com-
pared with 10 per cent, for 1914.

Australia.—The Kernpsey Electric Light and Power
Co., Ltd., in December advertised a prospectus in the Sydney
newspapers offering 8,500 £1 shares for issue. The company
was to take over the rights, etc.. of Kynoch, Ltd., of Sydney,
to supply electricity for public and private lighting in
Kempsey.

Westminster Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd.—The
directors recommend a dividend at the rate of 8 per cent, per
annum, less tax, for the half-year ended December 31st (mak-
ing 7 per cent, for year, as against 9 per cent, for 1914).

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Tuesday Evening.
The main interest in Stock Exchange markets is etill con-

fined to rubber shares. In that market, the volume of business
has taken on a fresh lease of activity; and those people who
are intimately connected with it find all their energies taxed
to deal with the business, that has sprung up. Some part of

it, at all events, is mere speculation, in spite of the Treasury
regulations to flu- contrary. The activity lias developed into

something of a gamble; and, as always happens in such cases,

the strength of prices in good companies has brought to light

various concerns of doubtful reputation.
The working man spends his money—or so. at least, we are

told—upon cheap pianos, amusements, jewellery, furs, putting
his war wages into these illusory investments; while the
people of a different rank who, especially in the Midlands and
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v., thei I "i' ><> ma] in > bi pn fil - ml "t the war, are

spending their wealth in the purchg e oi i, which
they can at leafit justifj bj the expectation thai c i divi

dend i w ill acci ue thereon, bul w hich everj brokei I

bought in nun'! with .-I view t" quick appreciation

in capital value.

Meanwhile, the application for Exchequer Bonds goes on
steadily, though not to an extent which might rea onabh be

expected by those who have means for seeing what large

amounts air being expended in the purchase of the shares

named above. The inve tmenl markets remain overshadowed
by the Exchequer issue, for the closing of the lists in which
no date ha;, yel been official!} announced. In the circum-

stances, it ic- surprising to find Consols improving; bu
.in pn e, since improvement in Consols spells firm-

ness ha' all gilt-edged ecuritie extending beyond debenture

stocks to the g I i la • preference shares in industrial -

panies.

The electric lighting dividends will be making their appear-

ance before long ami there is speculation in the market as to

how these will materialise. It is thought (hat the County of

London will maintain its previous distribution, ami that the

City will follow Mill or, at any late, make but a small cut

in its dividend. Bui as regards the West End undertakings
less certainty is felt; indeed, there are some who think that

teducti i
"iic to two percent, is almost inevitable, in view

of the conditions under which the industry has worked during

the past six months.
It is pointed oul that the fatalities caused by the darkening

of London's liglit.s arc greater than these which might have

been brought about by Zeppelins—a matter of more specula-

tion, of course; though, having regard to the practical cer-

tainty that the Zeppelins would not come in mid-winter, there

is point about the complaints which have been raised with

reference to the official attitude on the subject. The batch
ol electric dividend announcements is awaited with a much
more general interest than ordinarily—not only by share-

In ildcrs m the.se companies, but also by those who have been,

.iii.l are, hampered and inconvenienced by the lighting restric-

tions. Chelsea 4 per cent, debenture stock is a little lower,

but otherwise there arc no changes in the list of quotations
this week.
The news from Mexico is read as being unfavourable, and

once more there are small falls in the principal bonds of com-
panies working in the country. The reports of American
citizens having been murdered gave rise to the assurance that

President Wilson would have more work to do in the dicta-

tion i if notes as dignified as they are vain. Nobody supposes
that the United States will trouble about the lives of a few
citizens while those of so many thousands of others are being
spent in the glorious pursuit of dollars that flow in so readily

from the belligerent European countries.

Brazilian Tractions have recovered further: and the market
seems to he :i better one than it has been fur some time past,

although the rate of exchange has not helped matters appreci-

ably. Reassurance with reference to the dividend has stiffened

the price more than anything else; and a few buying orders
which came in at lew figures found the supply of shares on
offer was quickly exhausted.
The Telegraph market shows more changes. Western Tele-

graps have risen again, and now stand highest of the trio in

which they, with the two Eastern Extensions, command res-

pectful attention from the investor. Eastern Extensions are
a shade up. Small rises have occurred in Anglo-American
Telegraph storks. Cuban Submarine preference have been
rather pressed for sale, and at 14£ show 10s. fall.

In the Telephone department, New York Telephone 4$ per
cents, are wanted by the Government at 100J. Sales that are
made to the Treasury in connection with the mobilisation
scheme are done free of commission, through a broker, the
Treasury paying the charges—which, by the way, are half

those which the Stock Exchange Committee officially permits
its members to make. Chili Telephones are § down at 6J;
and United River Plates have eased off to 5|. Some of the
4 per cent, debenture stocks in this department are lowered
to 79, at which the return on the money is about £5 Is. per
cent.

Babcock & Wilcox have risen 5s. to 2 11/16, on persistent
buying based upon reports that the companj is making excel-

lent progress, and that it will have big profits to divide, after
making allowance for the excess tax and all possible reserves.
British Westinghouse preference have gone back. The divi-

dend in their case is due very soon. Last year 3s. was paid -

that i to say, 7' per cent., the shares being of the nominal
value of £2 each. It is expected that they will get 10 per-

cent, this \ear. Edison & Swan fell Is. to 7s. Gd.: but Elec-
tric Constructions continue to creep up, and are again 6d. to

the e
I ;it L5s.

Marconis are a slightly duller market, and interest has again
subsided for the time being. The American shares, which
rose to 18s 6(3 i iai ted to lis. on a general fall of securities
in America, due mainly to the difficulties in Mexico. Canadian
Marconis, after touching 7s. 9d., lost the pence; and the
activity that was stirred lasted but a few- days.

Rubber shares are holding their prices with marked tena-
city: and although the quotation for the raw stuff gives no
particular indication of rising again to 4s. :3d., at which it

stood a fortnight ago, the reports and dividends now- being
published are sufficiently good to keep alive interest and to
encourage fresh buying in this department.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.

Hum ELEOTEICIIV CuMPANlKi.

Price
Dividend,

1914,

Brompton Oidlnary .. ..

do. 7 per cent. Pref, ..

Charing Cros» Ordinary
do. do. do. 44 Pref.
do. do. Oily Pref
do. 4 Deb

Chelsea
do. 4) Deb

City of London
do. do. 6 per oent. Prel.
do, do. 6 Deb
do. do. 4J Deb.

County of London
do, do. 6 per cent. Pref.
do. do. let Deb.
do. do. and Deb, ..

Kensington Ordinary .. ,,

London Electric
per cent, Pref.

in

Jan. ar,,

191G.

7i

do.
Metropolian

do, 4 Deb.

1|

75

n
i per oent. Pref,

do. 4) Deb 4* 85
do. 84 Deb 8} 70

St. James' and Pall Mall .. ..10 6

do. do. do. 7 per oent. Pref. 7 6
do. do. do. 8} Deb 84 70

South London 6 2J
Snath Metropolitan Pref 7 lfVj

Westminster Ordinary 9 6

do. 1J Fret 44 4

Telegraphs akd Telephones.
A iglo-Am. Tel. Pref 6 994

do. Def 83/6 9lf
Chile Telephone 8 114

OubaSub. Ord 6 7J
do. Pref ' .. .. 10 144

KiBtern Extension 7 12g x<

do. 4 Deb 4 79
Eastern Tel. Ord 7 127j

do. 84 Pref B4 644
do. 4 Deb 4 79

Qlobe Tel. and T. Ord 6 log
do. Pref 6 10}

Gt. Northern Tel 99 B3j
Indo-European 18 49
Marconi 5 lfg
New York Tel. 44 44 1002
Oriental Telephone Ord 10 14

do. Pref 6 g
Tel. Egypt Deb 14 80
United R. Plate Tel 8 5J

do. Pref f> 4i
West India and Pan 1 14
Western Telegraph 7 l-

j

do. 4 Deb 4 79 xd

Horn Buu,
Central London, Ord. Assented .. 4 70
Metropolitan 1} £54

do. DiBtnot Nil 164
Ondertrronnd Eleotrio Ordinary ..Nil l|

do do. "A" .. .. Nil 6/6
do, do. Income .. 6 81

Foesion Teams, Ac,

Adelaide Hup. 6 per oent. Pref.
do 5 Deb

Anglo-Arg. Trams, PirBt Pref.
do. 9nd Pref. .

.

do. 4 Deb.
do, 44 Deb,

6 Deb.
Brazil Tractions
Bombay Eleotrio Pref

do. 44 Deb.
British Columbia Elec. Rly. Pfce.

do. do. Preferred
do. do. Deferred
do. do. Deb.

Mexico Trams
do. 6 per oent. Bonds
do. 6 per oent. Bonds

Mexioan Light Common ..

do. Pref
do, 1st Bonds

MANorAOTCRino Companies.

.. 14 a;jBaboock & Wilcox 14
British Aluminium Ord, .. .. 6

do. Pref 6
British Insulated Ord 16

do. Pref 6
British Westinghouse Pref, .. .. 74

do. 4 Deb 4
do, 6 p. lien 6

CallenderB 16
do. 6 Pref 6
do. 44 Deb 41

Castner-Kellner 20
Edison & Swan, £8 pd Nil

do. do. fully paid .. .. Nil
do. do. 4 Deb 4
do. do. 6 % Deb 6

Eleotrio Oonstruotion 6
do. do. Pref 7

Gen. Eleo. Pref 6
Henley 20

do. 44 Pref 44
do. 44 Deb 44

Indla-Rubber 10
Telegraph Con 90

10J
6J

44/8

H
181

<3

+ i

6 14

7 10
6 12

6 4 1

4 9
6 13 4

7 2 10
6 11 7
6 16 4

6 14 10
6 19
6 114
6 17 8
6

8

4 17 9
11 1J

'7 16 6

' Allowance made for dividends being paid free of income-tax,

L.C.C. Loan Interest Rate.—The Finance Committee
of the L.C.C. ha9 decided that until farther notice the rate of

interest to be charged by the Council for loans to local authorities

shall be 5 per cent.
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EXPORTS AND IMPORTS OF ELECTRICAL GOODS DURING DECEMBER, 1915.

The December return of electrical exports and imports marks the

close of a year which will be noteworthy for many years to come.

For some time the monthly statements Indicated a continuous

improvement in electrical export business, but the December total

of £349,409 shows a considerable falling away from the high

level of the preceding month, £522 059. The electrical imports
showed a similar, though less marked, tendency, the total for

December £238601 comparing with £250,343 in November.
The reexports were valued at £24,382, as compared with £30,560
in November.
A glance through the various sections of the exports shows that

the falling off in values was wide-spread, and most conspicuous

in cables, telegraphic material, and machinery exports. On the

other hand, both machinery and cable imports were on an extended
scale in December, and this also applies to imports of lamps and
parts which reached nearly £30,0u0 in value. Telegraphic and
telephonic imports were practically halved, and battery and carbon
imports also fell off in value.

The Australian Commonwealth, New Zealand, and India were
all good markets during the month, the farmer being credited

with as high values as during pre-war days.

To France also we supplied considerable material. American
electrical imports fell off by some £30,000, as compared with

November, while Dutch imports included over £20,000 worthof
lamps and parts.

Registered Exports of British and Irish Electrical Goods from the United Kingdom.

Destination of exports and country consigning
imports

H

Russia, Sweden, Norway and Denmark
German West Africa
Netherlands, Java and Dutch Indies
Belgian Congo
France
Portugal
Spain, Canary Isles and Spanish N. Africa...

Switzerland, Italy and Austria-Hungary ...

Greece, Ronmania, Turkey and Bulgaria ...

Channel Isles, Gibraltar, Maltaand Cyprus...

U.S.A., Philippines and Cuba
Canada and Newfoundland
British West Indies and British Guiana ...

Mexico and Central America
Peru and Uruguay
Chile .<

Brazil

Argentina
Colombia, Venezuela, Ecuador and Bolivia...

Egypt, Tunis and Morocco
British West Africa

Rhodesia, O.R.C. and Transvaal
Cape of Good Hope
Natal
Zanzibar, Brit. E. Africa, Mauritius & Aden
Azores, Madeira and Portuguese Africa
French African Colonies and Madagascar...

China and Siam ,.

Japan and Korea ...

India
Ceylon
Straits Settlements, Fed. Malay States and
Sarawak

Hong Kong

West Australia

South Australia

Victoria

New South Wales
Queensland
Tasmania
New Zealand and Fiji Islands

£
1,976

,785

358
166

£
3,362

33
10,752

4

153
125

5

110

128
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ELECTRICAL EXPORTS AND IMPORTS

DURING 1915 AND PREVIOUS YEARS.

Since the year 1909 it has been the practice of the Electrical
Review, at the commencement of the year, to publish a graphic
summary, showing the value month by month of the British

electrioal exports and imports during the last and previous years,

the curves of values beiner based on the monthly statistics whioh are

a regular feature of this journal.
* The steady progress which had, on the whole, characterised both
branches of business—but particularly the exports—for some
years, was brought to an abrupt conclusion with the opening of

the great European war in the beginning of August, 191 !, the

immediate effects of which were discussed in our last yearly sum-
mary,* and strikingly indicated by the curves of business for the
preceding 12 months.

fact that despite the war this section of our export trade was but
little inferior to that of 1911.

It will be a master of interest to many and satisfaction to most
that the electrical imports curve, on the whole, shows a declining
tendency, after the rapid recovery to almost normal values at the
end of 1914.

The re-export curve shows the depressed condition of this class
of business—in any case of small amount—during the greater part
of the year, pre-war values being reached only during the last two
months.
The gross values of our electrical exports and of the telegraphic

material included therein for the period covered by the curves
shown in fig. 1, were as follows:

—

1911

1912

19 13

1914

1916

Gross £4,600,000
6,300,000

7,568,000

5,189,000

4,564,000

Telegraphic £560,000
1,500,000

2 388,000

835,800

690,300
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and the position shows bat little recovery since the outbreak
of war. The cable exports, on the other hand, have shown
a remarkable recovery, nnder the circumstances, and in

falling away to insignificant proportions daring the early part of

the year, recovered normal values in November, while lamp imports
have steadily increased in value over the 12 months.

JAN. APRIL JULY OCT. JAN. APRIL J<JLY OCT. JAN. APRIL JULY OCT. JAN APRIL JULY OCT. JAN APRIL JULY OCT.

1911 1912 1913 1914 1915

2.

—

Monthly Exports of Electrical Machinery and Electrical Cable -other than Telegraphic and Telephonic
Cable—during the past Five Years.

150
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Electrical machinery imports totaled £1,513,000 in value,
imports of telegraphic and telephonic material amounted to
£164,600, and of lamps and parts to £256 C00, during the year

;

these figures oomparing with £1,476 000, £267 500 and £215,000
respectively for the same branches of business in 1914.

Purchasing Countries and Importers Into the United
Kingdom.

Of the remaining countries shown in figs. 4 to 7, the first three,
showing the course of business with what are ordinarily some of
onr prin -ipal overseas customers, will be viewed with interest.

I Fig. 4 indicates that our Argentine business has been falling off

since March, 1913, and this process has been to some extent
accelerated in 1915, while both Canadian and Brazilian business has
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remembered that relative values show a considerable increase on

pre-war days. Of the future it is difficult to say anything ; but as

it appears that despite the intensive development of munition

making and concentration on war work, the British electrical

industry possesses a sufficient surplus manufacturing capacity to

enable it to make a very effective bid for overseas, as distinct from

Enropean war business, there is some ground for hoping that the

present year will not compare unfavourably with 1915, so far as

export busineBB is concerned. The strong position of the American

electrical importer into this country, in the absence of effective

European competition, was, of course, foreeeen ; what the effect of

this may be after the war is an interesting speculation, especially

if it should happen that an adverse tariff handicaps German efforts

in this country. For the present, however, there is little doubt

that the Americans will retain their position as importers.

THE PREDETERMINATION OF THE

PERFORMANCE OF DYNAMO-ELECTRIC

MACHINERY.

Pbof. Miles Walkee's paper was read before the Birmingham
Local Section of the Institution of Electbical Engineers,
on January 12th. An abstract of the paper appeared in our

last issue.

Mr. R. Obsettich said that Prof. Walker's calculation sheet

was the shortest he had ever seen ; in his opinion it was cut down
too far. He also thought the design sheets should be drawn up to

include results of tests. Some reference should have been made in

the paper to observations of temperature rises by means of detectors,

as information on this subject was of great importance.
Prof. G. Kapp said that he had suspected for a long time that a

flit cooling slot was not satisfactory. He found that the conduc-
tion across a group of laminations was about 100 times less than
along the laminations, hence the cooling along a radial slot was
not much good. A tube cutting across the laminationB was more
satisfactory.

Mr. W. Marden said that probibly the more correct criterion

for deciding if the thermal limit of the frame siz; had been
reached, would be the product of As B and l„ z„ a term propor-
tional to the output per revolution, though this also would not be

constant where a large range of speed was covered on the same
frame. The ratio of the magnetic loading to the current loading
would also differ when for convenience the same frame was used
both as a synchronous generator and an asynchronous motor, due
"to the necessary change in magneti-ing characteristics. The
advantage of the author's calculation Bheet over the methods
in which the flix per pole was dealt with was not marked, since in

this case also it was usual to employ as a guide the value either of
the total armature current turns per centimetre periphery, or the
•figure for this value corresponding to the particular pole pitch.

Hii constant K,. was a combination of various factors, each of

which could be separately influenced by changes of design. The
fact that the actual value did not change largely for a given
type, direct-current generator, alternator, or asynchronous motor,
was perhaps fortunate, but it was better to keep well in view each
•of the separate factors that were subject to change.

Mr. R. G. Jakeman said that in calculating the magnetising
current of induction motors as shown, Prof. Walker advocated the
U3e of the maximum flux density. It wis well known, however,
that if the field-form constant, K>, was taken the same throughout,
this method gave entirely wrong results if there was high satura-

tion in the magnetic circuit Hence it was necessary to take a
different value of E/ (the ratio of the mean density to the maxi-
mum) according to the amount of saturation. It was his experi-

ence, however, that the method piblished by Dr. Kloss and Dr.
Smith, which, considered the density one-third of the way along
the pole pitch instead of in the middle gave excellent results for

the magnetising current, and was entirely independent of the
saturation in determining the flux density in the teeth of an
alternator or direct-current machine. Is seemed to him quite as

easy to estimate the virtual number of teeth per pole, as to estimate
the value of E/, since the lat'.er could not be worked out in each
case.

The paper was also read and discussed by the Institution of
Electrical Engineers in London on January 13 :h.

Prof. S. P. Thompson, in opening the discussion, expressed

appreciation of the valuable material contained in the paper. It

seemed possible to be too minute in calculation in view of the

practical limits with which they had to deal, but it was necessary

to have the theory well in hand. He agreed with the author's

annmaryof practical design methods, which could not be better

stated. The empirical formula Kw/a.P.M. — d- 1, brought before

tie Institution some 30 years previously by Mr. Esson, and based
on experiments with machines of different size, speed and output,

was found to be scientifically correct, with the addition of a suitable

constant. The author had shown how to build up graphically

the curve of electromotive force for any single conductor which
the rotor pole was passing, and this had been done in another way
ifjr years. But whatever method was adopted, the important
point was the working result. The author'B arithmetical method
of 6 d'ng, for a distributed winding, the E M F. form which
results from a pole field form of particular shape, simplified the old

graphical method of plotting a numb ir of identical displaced curves
along a base line and finding from them a resultant wave form.
Hj doubted whether it was wise to use the same machine
schedule for all types of machine ; it would probably be better to
use a schedule for each type.

Mb. Everest said the anthor had divided his subject into
four parts. He urged the value of uniformity of calculation
methods, which was desirable, but he (the Bpeaker) thought
impossible until the professors agreed to adopt identical methods,
including formu'iv and symbols. As a rule, it was neceBeary
now to translate from one to another, and much time was lost
in finding what it was all about. There seemed to be no reaBon
why symbols should have different meanings in so many
cases, as one had to think what they meant. He felt it was
really not advisable, from the point of view of the design office, to
use a single calculation sheet for a number of different machines.
The easential characteristics of a machine should appear promi-
nently, as also any factors assisting to produce them ; it was a
mistake to combine several coefficient:) in one expression. The
author compared the advantages of usiDg maximum air gap
density as against total pole flux as a basis of design, and he (the
speaker) preferred the latter, as also the mean density across the
total pole pitch, which enabled them to obtain the magnetic
loading. As regarded cooling with narrow ducts, he suggested
that the cooling value of a duct was really determined by the ratio

of the surface to the crose-sec ion.

Mb. H. Bubge said designers of electrical machines were still

worried by limits set by engineers to current density in armature
and field windings ; the author, however, made no reference to this

in connection with temperature rise. A good deal could be said

for the proposal to boil down the e.m.f. formula to one standard
form for all types of machines, but he did not agree with it

Mb. Hawkins arreed that almost all classes of machines could
be designed on similar lines, and that it might be advantageous to

UBe one design-sheet, simply from the facility gained by using the
same method ; he did agree that much would be gained by com-
pa-ing the quantities of different types of machines on one sheet.

The author had advanced strong arguments for retaining the
maximum value of B, in an expression of the fundamental e.m.f.

equation, based on the total flax, one reason being the ease with
which maximum flux density on the teeth could be calculated, but
it had its drawbacks.

Dr. S. P. Smith was glad the author had suggested that they
should arrive at some common method of designing machines, and
wished the paper had been confined to that only. He proceeded
to show that Eison's expression for the output of a machine gave
them the relation bettveen the twj methods referred to by the
author.

Mr. H. Rottenburg askei whether the Institution could not
arrange to collect a list of symbols in use and publish them in

parallel columns, so as to bring home the absurdity of the present

situation

Pbof. Walkeb briefly referred to one or two points raised, but
reserved his reply to the discussion.

THE DESIGN OF HIGH-PRESSURE
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS.

The paper by Mr. J. R. Beard was discussed at a meeting
of the Scottish Local Section of the Institution of Elec-
trical Engineers, in Glasgow, on January 11th.

Mr. A. Page (Glasgow), noting that Mr. Beard advised that

the area to be served should be as large as possible, recalled

that Mr. Lackie, in his presidential address to the Institution

ol Shipbuilders and Engineers last year, said that, in his

opinion, the 6upply for the whole of Scotland could be best

undertaken from three power stations. In connection with

the cost of sub-stations," in Glasgow they were employing
girls as switchgear attendants and finding them do the work
very satisfactorily. In his remarks on switchgear, Mr. Beard
again confirmed that the load which had to be carried had
really very little to do with the design—the gear must be

capable of dealing with a heavy short-circuit current. Par
too much shoddy sub-station switchgear had been installed.

Dealing with the economical section of mains, Mr. Page said

that in Glasgow they seldom took into consideration the exact

requirements of a small consumer. They had standard sizes

of cables, and one was selected which might have little rela-

tion to the immediate load, but was laid down for flexibility

and future development in the way of sub-stations or

public works en route. He had worked out for Glasgow the

following figures corresponding to those given by Mr. Beard

in his paper:—Pressure actually adopted, 6,600 volts; number
of switches per mile of main, '2.78; average max. kilovolt-

amps. per mile of main, 1,000; most economical voltage, 8,000,

i.e., 1,400 above the voltage which Glasgow was actually

employing. Sooner or later they must go to higher voltages

if they were going to deal with heavier loads.

Mr." Whysall (Greenock) expressed the opinion that protec-

tive gears of the balanced type were extremely effective and

satisfactory in operation. In Manchester it meant the addi-

tion of another current transformer and a relay, but nothing

more was needed in many cases. The Merz-Price gear was

extremely satisfactory, and one was particularly interested in
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this type because of the possibility of applying it to systems
which were alreadj is existence, and had been designed
without any thought of protection such as was desired to-day.

The Chairman (Mr. D. A. Starr) said his impressions a few
years ago were that overhead lines were more subject to

down than underground cables, but bis subsequent experience
with more than 50 miles of 11,000-voIt overhead transmission
had been sufficieni to satisfy aim that when overhead lines

were well designed and regularly patrolled they were as reli-

able as underground cables, particularly in Renfrewshire and
Lanarkshire, where thej were subject to subsidences. With
a good complete balanced protective gear they had not had any
trouble for a long time. Wayleavee had been the cause of

much trouble in the south, but if the proprietors were judi-

ciously approached, much more satisfactory results might be
achieved. He could uol ee the necessity of making switch-

gear absolutely fault proof.

Mr. W. W. LaCKTE (Glasgow) said there was a similarity

between the system advocated by the author and the Glasgow
low-tension network. Thej had made a practice for many
years of laying down a definite size of network in each street,

i\e of the immediate demands, and as the load grew
in any particular district they laid a new feeder to a point

mid-way between two adjacent feeders. The system of inter-

connecting extra-high-tension mains had only been rendered

possible by the work of Messrs. Merz, Price, and Hunter.
The main switches should be of the very best design, as they

had to stand enormous strains. In Glasgow the problem was
rather different from that discussed in the paper, as they

were dealing with sub-stations each containing between 5,000

and 6,000 sw. of plant, which necessitated at least one feeder

to each sub-station.

Mr. Beard, in the course of his reply, 6aid that air cushions

and vent pipes on switches were of little good apart from the

fact that a vent pipe took away gases from switches and made
it safe to operate switches for the second time; otherwise,

owing to gas hanging about, the switch might be damaged
at the second closing. His opinion had been confirmed that

earthing feeders formed the cause of innumerable mistakes in

pulling out the wrong feeder, and the danger to employe's in

this direction was a serious one. Some of the interlocking

arrangements which had come out lately were not very com-
plicated. In taking the cost of the distribution system, he
took two-thirds of the fixed charges, and not two-thirds of

the cost. The regulation of wattless current and load between
the power stations on the, system he had shown was carried

out by the whole operation being centred in one man named
the "system engineer," who told the various stations the

load to run at and the wattless current they had to run on

—

the wattless and governing machines being adjusted accord-

ingly. Between the sub-stations the load factors were kept

by ammeters, and in a few cases where it had been found
advisable some form of adjustment bus-bar had been installed.

He thought on the whole working, however, the number in

use at present was about a dozen. This was not a very
serious problem, and in many cases they were only
operated at 20,000 volts, though in some systems now
being laid out a higher voltage would be adopted. The
balanced current system which he referred to in the paper
was the Merz-Price system, and he dealt with the balance
protective gear which one got by connecting three trans-

formers together. Most people had two with the main earth
leakage protection. They had used this much for tail ends,

and also had adopted it to transformer protection to make it

more sensitive to faults to earth. It was only suitable for tail-

ends, however, and did not detect faults between phases,

which, of course, were most important on big systems. In
Newcastle, overhead mains were found not too reliable,

although ver\ great attention had been paid to them. He
understood that in South Wales where, like Mr. Starr's dis-

trict, they were troubled with subsidences, cable faults were
three or lour times as numerous as those upon the North-East
Const system The wayleave question was one which had
brought about pretty general trouble, but he understood the
Institution purposed taking some action as soon as things
returned to normal. He could not agree that America was
now in the front with switchgear. There were certain cases

of small lighting distribution where they had put in automatic
control which kept the voltage constant on the sub-stations.

1 nese gave perfect satisfaction, but for the power supplies the

need did not arise, for the H.T. voltage could quite readily be
kept within reasonable limits.

ELECTRIC HEATING.

Mr. S. Wilkinson's paper on " Electric Heating : Its Pre-
sent Position and Future Development," was discussed at a

meeting of the Scottish Local Section of the Institution of
CAL Engineers in Edinburgh on December 14th, 1915.

An abstract of the paper was given in our issue of December
24th, p
Mr. WEAVING said he had carried out a number of experi-

ui firmed the opinion that a high loading was
economical, and with the aid of a thermostat still higher load-

ighl be used and still further economy effected. Pre-

vioua thermostats, while they might look after the tempera-
ture of the atmosphere, required a great deal of attention

elves The thermometer and breaker described in the
paper were rerj simple and, speaking from experience, seemed
reliable, lie had found it to break with ease 30 watts at 200
volts. Manufactured in quantities, the apparatus should be

naive. The principal feature of Mr. Wilkinson'6 thermo-
stat was that it dispensed with a battery. As a result of
experiments, be (Mr. Weaving) had found that for heating
purposes electricity at Id. per unit was equal to gas at 2s. 3d.

per L,000 en. It. I he large proportion of electric fires sold as
compared with lamp radiators left no doubt in his mind as
fcn which would be the survivor.

Mr. \V. \Y. LaCKIE (Glasgow) said that the principal recom-
mendation in favour of the electric radiator was that it could
be placed exactly in the position where the heat was wanted.
1 he author eavc some figures showing the quantity of electric

power necessary to heat a room, viz., lb to 2 watts per cu. ft.

While this amount might be necessary to heat a large area,
there were many places where less would do, For instance,

m a dining room of 3,000 cu. ft. he found a radiator taking
one unit per hour placed under the dining-room table, give as
good results as a big coal fire. In November, 1914, the Glas-
gow Corporation rented premises for the administration of the
I'm nee of Wales Relief Fund, and the electricity department
.Mie called upon to supply the necessary heating. The prin-

cipal apartment was 60 ft. x % ft. x 12 ft. high, having a
total capacity of 25,000 cu. ft. By arranging the radiators

alongside, individual desks, ample heating was found to be
provided by the installation of radiators taking a total of

10 kw. The premises were occupied for practically a year,

and the consumption of energy was 17,000 units, which at id.

l>er unit gave a bill of £55, or a return of £5 10s. per kw.
It was generally admitted that radiators should give off a
large percentage of radiant heat. A captain on a 4,000-ton

tramp steamer had a 4-element 1,000-watt dull radiator fitted

in his cabin, and complained of feeling cold with an air

temperature of 67 deg. F. Two of the 250-watt elements were
removed and replaced by one radiant element taking 230

watts; with an air temperature of 57 deg. F. he said :
" Now

we are nice and warm!" That was to say, 730 watts gave

him more satisfaction than 1,000 w^atts did. The Glasgow
Corporation opened a showroom about three months ago,

and in the first ten weeks that showroom 6old 450 pieces of

electrical apparatus representing 752 kw., whilst contractors

and firms who dealt in such appliances stated that increased

custom had been traced to advice given by the showroom
staff. In a Glasgow suburb called Dumbreck, eight villas had
been equipped electrically throughout. The size of these

houses varied from 7,000 cb. ft. to 12,000 cb. ft., and each
house had 10 to 12 sw. of heating appliances, including water
heating. The largest consumption for any one of the houses

for the year ending May, 1915, was 14,000 units, giving a bill

of £40; in other cases the annual consumption was only half

of this. Speaking broadly, however, the consumption of elec-

trical energy in a house might be anything from 10 to 50

times what it would be if lighting only were taken. These
eight villas were all on one main. The aggregate maximum
demand, taken on one of the recent very cold days in Novem-
ber, was only 17 kw., which gave a diversity factor of 5 on
the total of 80 kw. installed. This was practically the same
diversity factor as they had in lighting. In Glasgow they had
10,000 domestic consumers, and 2,500 of these had heating

appliances of some kind ; their total consumption for lighting

was 500,000 units, and for other purposes, 1,000,000 units. A
large number of street lavatories in Glasgow had water

heaters installed, taking from 3 to 10 kw. each. The annual

bill for these varied from £7 to £30 per annum, depending on the

size of lavatory, and they had had no complaint about the cost

nor serious trouble with the apparatus. Mr. Goslin, the elec-

trical engineer to the Glasgow Corporation Tramways Depart-

ment, had given some very valuable information with regard

to the electrical heating of the head office of the department.

They had had electric heating installed for ten years. At first

a hot-water system was installed, but it was found unsuitable

owing to the various hours' work in the different offices. Mr.

Goslin had found that the question of electric heating was
hound up with the question of ventilation. Where heating

was adequate without the accompanying provision of ventila-

tion, complaints were eoon heard of dry throat and other

forms of discomfort and irritation. Mr. Goblin's conclusions,

briefly, were that with thermostatic control the saving might

be anything from 43 to 87 per cent.; without thermostatic

control he found a room heated to a temperature of 74 deg. F.,

whereas with automatic control the temperature was kept

between 59 deg. and 60 deg. F. Mr. Goslin had carried out

a very comprehensive experiment in a test room where he

had 36 thermostats scattered throughout the room at different

heights. lie found that there was as much as 10 deg. differ-

ence of temperature between a place near the ceiling and one

in. ir the floor level; also that there was a difference of 5 deg.

between the temperature near a window and that of an adja-

cen1 wall. This pointed to the fact that the thermostat must
he very carefully placed in a room. He also established the

very practical fact that one watt-hour raised 100 cu. ft. of

air 1 deg. F. Mr. Goslin recommended large low-tempera-

ture heaters and automatic air regulators.

Mr, R. Robertson (Glasgow) contended that the industry

got a big set-back some years ago by the installation of radia-

tors much too small for the work they were put to. Mr.
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Wilkinson's minimum figure of 1$ watts per cu. ft. to be

heated was very nearly correct. In making up data in an
experiment similar to that of Mr. Wilkinson's, he was struck

with the divergent results obtained in different rooms due to

the position of doors, windows, fireplaces, etc., 6ome rooms
requiring as much as 25 per cent, more than others per cubic

foot. He agreed that the best results were to be obtained by
the installation of a small luminous radiator for cheerful effect

and a large controlled radiator for temperature rise and main-
tenance. For the thermostat and circuit-breaker, as_ outlined

by Mr. Wilkinson, to be a success, one would require to be
installed in each room of a house. If a saving of anything
approaching 75 per cent, could be got, as in the case of gas,

a case was clearly made out for thermostatic control, and any
extra capital cost would be more than justified.

In replying, Mr. Wilkinson said that the thermostat could

be made suitable for the regulation of temperatures in water
or in ovens. It was marvellous what results could be obtained
when a radiator was properly placed and controlled. The
figures given by Mr. Lackie as to the sales from his show-
room proved conclusively the soundness of the business policy

in opening such an establishment. The cost of the thermostat
was 52s. 6d., with 2s. 6d. for the resistance. What was wanted
for domestic heating was a large black heat oonvector and a

small luminous radiator.

AMERICA AND FOREIGN TRADE.

The Chief of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
U.S.A., Dr. B. E. Pratt, has recently issued his first report.

According to the official summary of this statement pub-
lished at Washington, Dr. Pratt 6ays that the European
war has suddenly thrust before the eyes and imagination of

the American business community the subject of foreign trade.

A large part of the report is devoted to a discussion of com-
mercial conditions brought about by the war and to construc-
tive suggestions for further extensions of American trade

abroad.
After describing in detail the growth of U.S. foreign trade

during the first twelve months of the war, Dr. Pratt asserts

that the American business community should guard against
any sense of safety in their present prosperity in so far as that

prosperity is based on business connected with the belligerent

activities in Europe. He warns business men to carefully

discount the continuance of so-called war orders and avoid
basing future calculations upon conditions which they bring
into existence. Two of the great problems that must be
solved if the United States is to make the most of its present
opportunities receive much attention in the report, namely,
financing foreign trade, and the problem of educating men to

carry on such trade.

In spite of the fact that Americans are making headway in

financing their foreign trade the report insists that they can
never hope to gain the really big prizes in foreign trade until

they are prepared to loan capital to foreign nations and to

foreign enterprises. " The big prizes in foreign trade are the
public and private developments of large proportions, as, for

example, the building of railroads, the construction of public-
service plant, the improvement of harbours and docks, the
digging of canals, and many others which demand capital in

large amounts. New countries are generally poor. They look
to older and richer countries to supply them with the capital

to make their improvements and to develop their resources.

The country which furnishes the capital usually sells the
materials and does the work. In the last analysis it comes to

this : The country that wants the business must finance the
purchases, since the improvements will be made and the
materials paid for out of the money loaned."
The other problem of commanding importance in the

development of U.S. international commerce is the education
of men for foreign trade. " It is absolutely necessary that we
train men to carry on our foreign trade, for we find ourselves
to-day without an adequate supply. This problem may be
regarded as the very fundamental of success in this field. Our
banks cannot establish branches because they have not the
men with which to man them. Our manufacturers find it

difficult to secure salesmen. Our investors cannot find compe-
tent advisers on foreign offerings."

The report takes up 6uch questions as the necessity of a
definite foreign commercial policy for the United States, the
revision of commercial treaties, the much-discussed subject of
a merchant marine, co-operation in foreign selling, free ports,

and commercial preparedness. It is stated that the effective-

ness of the Bureau's work in promoting American trade in

foreign countries is best shown in the definite practical results
obtained. To prove that such results have been well worth
while, the report takes up in detail a number of the largest
contracts that American firms have closed as a result of the
Bureau's activities. Perhaps the largest order of this kind
resulted from placing representatives of a Russian concern in

touch with American exporters of raw cotton. One of these
exporters reports that it has closed a five-year contract for

40,000 bales of cotton annually, which will amount to two or
three million dollars annually, or between ten and fifteen

million dollars during the life of the contract. The report
«ontinues :

—

"We are also informed of four other specific instances of

orders, each one of which amounted to a million dollars or

more, the information concerning which was first published

in our foreign trade opportunity service. These are : A rail-

road for the island of Formosa ; a coal-handling plant for the

port of Durban, South Africa; battleships for a South

American republic; and arsenal machinery for the arsenal at

Hang Yang, China.
" Recently we were informed by a large milling concern in

the West that a little over two years ago they formed a busi-

ness connection with a concern in Turkey. The name of this

concern had been obtained from the Bureau. During the past

two vears the amount of business done with this one concern

has amounted to over $800,000.
" Numerous instances have come to our attention where the

results in each instance have been smaller, but nevertheless

important. For example, information published on foreign

trade opportunities resulted in a contract for a new telephone

system for Bergen, Norway, amounting to $201,000: a con-

tract for a petroleum pipe line at Bucharest, Roumania; a

contract for the construction of the capitol of Taihoku,

Formosa."
As a result of a conference with the King of Spain, a com-

mercial attache of the Bureau opened up markets for about

3,000.000 tons of American coal annually. This conference

resulted in the removal of the Spanish transport tax on Ameri-

can coal that had previously been a great obstacle to gaining

a foothold in this market. Dr. Pratt calls special attention to

the new and important commercial-attach^ service made
possible by an appropriation of $100,000 by the Sixty-third

Congress, and urges that a still greater expansion of the

Bureau's work abroad is imperative under present conditions

and under the conditions sure to exist in the future.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL TARIFFS ON

ELECTRICAL GOODS.

Amendments.

SWEDEN.—Exportation of the following articles has been

prohibited : Copper (manufactured or raw) refined from raw
material (not from 6crap) at a Swedish factory; nickel scrap,

cast anodes of nickel even if provided with ears with or

without hole; nickel wares, viz., sheets and hoops, rods,

nails and rivets, also bolts, pipes and tubes, wire and wire

cloth.

SWITZERLAND.—The Board of Trade has been informed

that the Societe Suisse de Surveillance Economique at Berne

began operations on November 16th. The electrical and

similar articles of which the Society will take delivery, and

for which it will in future be the only authorised consignee

in Switzerland, are enumerated in the accompanying list.

These articles can only be consigned to the Society if its

written consent has first been obtained by_ the ultimate con-

signee. Consequently, no export or transit licences will be

granted in respect of such articles unless the application is

accompanied by the document proving the consent of the

Society. Articles destined for Switzerland from the United

Kingdom, France, Italy, and Russia in respect of which

export licences have been granted or conditionally authorised

before November 16th, and articles from neutral countries

in respect of which transit permits have been similarly

granted, may be exported or allowed to pass in transit with-

out being consigned to the Society, in virtue of the special

guarantees already given by the Swiss importers. All appli-

cations to the War Trade Department for licences which have

not yet been favourably considered or conditionally authorised

should be renewed, and accompanied by the document prov-

ing the consent of the Society. The following are among the

articles referred to :

—

Accumulators, electric, and accumulator glasses.

Aluminium in all forms and aluminium manufactures.

Asbestos, crude and manufactured.
Cable, insulated.

Celluloid, raw, in bulk, sheets, rods, tubes, clippings and

waste.
Detonators.
Electrical firelighters.

Electrical carbons.

Electrical insulated wire and cables.

Electrodes, piles, and component parte.

Graphite.
, .

Instruments, nautical, observation, geodetical, and optical.

Machine tools and parts thereof.

Machinery for use in marine and aerial navigation.

Machinery, electrical, electric dynamos, and motors.

Magnetos.
Mica, rough and worked.
Rubber, vulcanised, in sheets.

Surgical instruments and apparatus, including rubber gloves.

Telegraphs, material for.

Tungsten in all forms.

Vehicles of all kinds used in military or naval transport.

MOROCCO.—With reference to the prohibition of the im-

portation of enemy goods into the French zone, the Board of
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frade understand that certificates of origin are required for
orted into that zone, and that so far as British

tre concerned Iho BJithoritiea will accept certificates
i Oo >,< in the United Kingdom if

up in the form which is accepted by the French Cus-
toms authorities in the case of certificates issued by Chambers

iien-o in respect of certain goods for which they are
required in l''ranoe. The signature of the issuing authority
must, however, be legalised by the local French Consular
Officer.

URUGUAY.—A Degree, dated September 13th, lays down
regulations respecting certificates of origin in respect of goods
shipped to the Republic of Uruguay. The Decree provides
as follows :— *

Article 1.—The Uruguayan Consular Agents are authorised
to issue—when requested to do so—certificates of origin and
nationality in respect of g<xxls destined to be imported into
the Republic of Uruguay.

Article 2.—The certificates must be presented in duplicate
to the Consular Agents, must be drawn up in Spanish or in
French, must be signed by the consignor of the goods, and
must indicate the marks, numbers, and quantity of the pack-
ages, the nature of the receptacles, the nature' of the goods,

9 weight, the origin or nationality of the goods, name
of the consignee (in the case of goods not declared "to order"),
ami the ports of shipment and of destination. Each certifi-
cate may relate to only one consignor and consignee.

Article 3.—The Uruguayan Consul at the port of shipment
m.iy also issue certificates of origin for goods to be shipped
with the option of being unloaded at either a foreign or
Uruguayan port, provided the goods are consigned to a firm
established in Uruguay.

Article 4.—Consular Agents shall riser certificates of
origin, return the duplicate to the consignor of the goods, and
send the original at once to the Uruguayan Consul at the
port of shipment, informing the consignor that the duplicate
should be transmitted to the respective shipping agent at that
port, in order that the agent may present it, together with
the respective manifests, bills of lading or "parcel-receipt," to
the Uruguayan Consul there. The Consul shall make the
necessary verifications, affix the original of the certificate of
origin to the copy of the bill of lading or "parcel-receipt,"
which is to be delivered to the master of the vessel, and shall
send the duplicate certificate, along with the other documents
required by the Uruguayan Consular Regulations, to the Cus-
toms Department at Montevideo.

Article 5—The Consul at the port of shipment, after check-
ing the certificates of origin from the shipping documents,
shall note on both (the original and the duplicate) the name
of the ship on which the goods were loaded.

Article 6.—In the case of goods sent by parcels post, the
duplicate of the certificate shall be sent to the Customs
Department at Montevideo and the original returned to the
interested party in order that it may be attached to the
postal dispatch note.

Article 7.—Consular Agents shall charge the following fees
for the visa of certificates of origin or nationalisation of
goods, viz. :

—

For the visa of each certificate in respect of
goods to be accompanied by bill of lading or
"parcel-receipt" ..." 1 peso.

For the visa of each certificate in respect of
goods to be sent by parcel post 20 centavos.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1916.

(NOT YET PUBLISHED).

Compiled expressly for this journal bv Messrs. W. P. Thompson & Co
Electrical P.Kent Agents, 285, High Holborn, London, W.C., and at
Liverpool and Bradford.

412. " Switching devices for starting internal-combustion engii
Bosch (firm of). January 10th.

International Electric417. " Telephone transmitters or micropho
Co. St R. G. Li Noir. January 10th.

425. " Electrical heating apparatus." H. Burgess and A. H. TAYLOR.
January 11th.

436. " Magneto-ignition devices." G. R. Salt. January 11th.

440. " Means for applying electrical treatment." A. Vernon-Ward. Janu-
ary 11th.

455. " Apparatus for the external shaping of clav in the manufacture of
telegraph insulators, etc." H. L. Doulton & W. Podmore. January lllh.

465. " Electric rotary converters." British Thomson-Houston Co. & F. P.
Whitaker. January 11th.

469. " Electro-magnetic therapeutic apparatus." E. Bachelet. January

471. * Electrical condensers." C. S. Franklin & Marconi's Wireless Tele-
graph Co. January 11th.

483. " Electric hand-lamps.' H. Biccleston. January 11th.

487. " Magnet systems for magneto-electric machines for ignition purposes
in internal-combustion engines." W. Schmidt. January 11th.

492. " Electric arc lamps." H. T. Harrison. January 11th.

494. " Telegraphs." W. D. Kilrov January 11th.

503 " Cable clamps for electric wiring installations." G. S. Boothrovd
and Callendek's Cable & Construction Co. January 12th.

519. " Secondary batteries." G. Pearson. January 12th.

541 "Ignition dynamos." C. T. Mason. January 12th.

""- "Elect pillar-boxes, etc." Briti.su IMSVLATIO & Hilsbv
TD . .\ H. WelBOUVH. January 13th.

:'~~ "L electric lamps." I.. A. IViisti.lv. January 13th.

579. " Dynamo-clcctric machinery." J. Mould. January 13th.

581. " I as (or producing hot and cold currents of air for
h etc." I.. B. Wright, [anuary 13th.

'" R circuits." C. J. (lose. January 13th.

'-- " Electrii Cigai lighting outfit." K. K. HUUt. January 14th.

640. " Electric hi
.
and method of making same." W. H.

I.ewers & B. A. Tapp. January 14th.

660. " Galvanii eyeglas and spectacl T. Carr. January 15th.

Ml. "Electric motor starters and controllers." E. Schattner, T. G.
TRAVIS, & J. R. Walton. January 15th.

665. " Machines for making electric cables, etc." Macintosh Cable Co.
and P. W. Sankev. January 15th.

679. " Mountings for electric switches." H. E. Mitchell. January 15th.

681. " Alternating-current electric apparatus." British Thomson-Houston
Co. & P. C. Whitaker. January 15ih.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.

& Fcrranti, Ltd.

XS14.
24,792. Induction Motor Meters. W. H

ember 30th.

21X17. Alternating-current Dvnamo-electric Machines adapted for
iironous Workinc. L. J. Hunt & Sandycroft, Ltd. December 31st.

24.838. Dynamo-electric Machines. L. J. Hunt & Sandycroft, Ltd.
ember 31st.

24.839. Alternating-current Dvnamo-electric Machines. December
- J. Hunt & Stndycroft, Ltd. December 31st.

41 Fluid Flow Measuring Devices. British Thomson-Houston Co. (Gene-
ral Electric Co., U.S.A.). January 6th.

130. Magneto-electric Machines. R. B. North & A. M. Allen. January
4th.

401. Systems of Electric Motor Control and Controllers therefor.
British Thomson-Houston Co. (General Electric Co., U.S.A.). January 12th.

723. Stray-wave Protection Devices for Electric Circuits. Siemens
Schuckertwerke Ges. January 16th. (June 17th, 1914. Patent of addition

not granted.)

2,344. Bonding Connector for Bonding the Armouring or Electric
Carles. C. J. Beaver S: E. A. Claremont. February 13th.

2,570. Means for Protecting and Indicating the Condition of Electric
Circuits. F S. Grogan & the British Electric Transformer Co., Ltd. Febru-
ary 17th.

6,685. Coin-operated Electric Supply Apparatus. P. WesVel. May 4th.

\l.i-, till. 1914.)

if.097. Dynamo-electric Machinery. Siemens Schuckertwerke Ges. May
10th (May 11th, 1914.)

7,923. slot-closing Devices for Dynamo-electric Machinery. Siemens
Schuckertwerke Or,. May Sith. (May 30th, 1914.)

9 386. Casings for Electricity Meters. W. Hamilton $ Ferranti, Ltd.

June 26th. (Divided application on 24,792/14, December 30th.)

10,231. Vibrators for Induction Coils and the like. A. E. Beattie.

Jul) 14th.

In 676 Alternating-current Ampere-hour Electricity Meters. Landis and
Gyr, \ki. C.es. July 22ml. (July 22nd, 1914.)

Two Interesting; Problems.—The Wireless World

recently propounded the following problem, which hud been set to

an ad va iced clasB of electrical engineers in a well-known college

in Liverpool" :

—
" Consider the cube to be constructed of a series

of wires representing the edges— i «., a to b = one wire, * to c is

another, to>. Eich has a resistance of 1 ohm. What is the total

resistance a to is 1 If, instead of being constructed of a series of

wire*, the cube were male of sheet metal, each side having 1 ohm
resistance, what would be the resistance between A and B ?

"

Another little problem presented by our contemporary is the

following —"Given two steel rods exactly alike in appearance,

you are told that one is a magnet. How would you tell which

piece was the magnet if you had nothing with which to suspend

the rods, no point to poise the rods upon, no other pieces of iron or

steel to attract, and no instruments of any kind \
" This problem

was submitted by Electrician H. Christie, R.M. of H.M.S.

Bonarenture.
Both problems are puzz'ing at first Bight, but yield to Bimple

meth jds of attack.
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A fortnight ago Mr. Asquith made an announcement
in the House of Commons of far-reaching import-

ance. He pointed out that " the adoption of dilu-

tion, that is to say, the employment during the war
period of semi-skilled and unskilled and female labour

on any class of work upon which it can be usefully

employed, so as to set free skilled workmen for the

work which they alone can perform, offers tbe only

prospect of securing a sufficient supply of munitions

to enable the war to be brought to a speedy and

successful conclusion." He went on to point out

that we cannot rely upon foreign supplies, because

the demands upon our financial resources and our

shipping would present insuperable difficulties. He
also said: "The necessities of the war have been

pointed out both to the owners of controlled estab-

lishments and to the representatives of the great

trade unions, and they have loyally pledged them-
selves to support the Government in the scheme of

labour dilution, the necessity for which has arisen

from the national requirements and not from any
demand by employers."

We have little doubt that the employers, so far as

in them lies, are ready and willing to redeem their

pledge. Wholly apart from the war, they have been
striving for years past to get rid of the arbitrary

distinction between skilled and unskilled labour.

They have so striven in the interests of Labour
itself. To them competition, whether at home or

abroad, has been a reality; to the worker, the fact

that the employer has been able to carry on at all

is sufficient guaranty that the existing trade union

rules are satisfactory in their operation.

We have no doubt either that the representatives

of the great trade unions will do their best to redeem
the pledge; but will those whom they purport to

represent to their part? That is the real point.

It is satisfactory to learn that during the last few
days in various industrial centres the " dilution

"

process has at last been permitted to make some
headway—for the period of the war. Perhaps Mon-
day night's air-raid of industrial works may serve

to hasten the rate of progress

!

In the electrical industry where employers and
men have played so prominent a part in the manu-
facture of munitions, we have no doubt that, given

the necessary desire, the skilled men of to-day could

do work more highly skilled, while the less skilled

could soon, with practice, be made more adept.

What the present " skilled worker" fears, we pre-

sume, is increased competition, and therefore lower

wages, in that dim and distant epoch after the war.

But we think he may set his mind at rest on that

score. Increase the number of skilled workers up

and down the country, and you necessarily increase

the general capacity of the working community.
Increase the capacity of our factories, and you in-

crease output; and increase of output will be sorely

needed after the war. If the worker at peaceful

industry can be transformed into a munition worker,

so the munition worker can, with equal facility, be

transformed into an all-round artisan.

129] '' o
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Ii is the abuse of the right of free speech which

appears to hamper the Government in bringing the

case-hardened trade unionist to see reason. There
is the suggestion that no form of compulsion should

be brought to bear upon the working man until there

is
" conscription of capital "; until the so-called rich

man is made to surrender all his property to the

Government. The "man on the barrel" who
preaches such doctrines does not go on to remind

his audience that income-tax lias been increased by

about 150 per cent., and that a Cabinet Minister has

stated that the country may have to spend about half

its entire income before the war can be brought to

a successful conclusion. Nor does he pause to con-

sider or explain what is being done in the Central

Empires—how every man, woman, and child in Ger-

man v and Austria lias been mobilised for war; how
the great populations which are at war with us are

content to bear deprivation and hardship, consoling

themselves by the reflection that, if their lot is

hard, it is heavenly compared with that of the

soldiers in the field.' These considerations are rele-

gated to the background when it is suggested that

the working men of England shall " scorn delights

and live laborious days " until the war be ended.

Amongst our enemies the people have been taught

to believe (howsoever erroneously) that they can

win through by sheer industry. Many efforts

have been made to teach the same lesson here;

and if the worker can only be made to grasp

the fact that he is as important a unit as the

man in the firing line, we are satisfied that the

Government need bring no pressure to bear in the

form of compulsion. Great things have already been

done; old England, which the Germans thought in-

capable of waging a war with her population, has

already to a largeextent proved the contrary. The
vast majority of the working men are doing their

share in the field and at the bench: it only remains

for the minority to abandon their private interests

in the interest of their country.

AN INFLUENTIAL APPEAL TO THE
GOVERNMENT.

The Guildhall meeting on "Trade and Employment

after the War," convened by the Lord Mayor at

the suggestion of a number of organisations in-

terested in the subject, and held on Monday last.

was a most impressive event. So far as the speeches

were concerned, while they were all good, there

was nothing either new in their substance or in the

desire and determination that they expressed, but

the representative character of the gathering can-

not fail to carry weight when the enemy hears of

the proceedings, nor should it fail to convince our

own Government of the necessity for it to adopt,

and that without further delay, a very strong policy

in regard to after-the-war trade and the problem of

employment. We have Mr. Runciman's assurances

that by the time the war ends very complete

measures will be found to be ready for safeguarding

the interests of British trade against enemy on-

slaughts. We welcomed the speeches of the Pre-

sident of the Board of Trade because we thought
we recognised therein a very definite and thorough-
going Government policy. We, however, must

not lose sight of the fact that the Board of

Trade as it exists to-day is choked with work.

and cannot with suitable facility take up the new
duties that the situation and traders demand.
Tor instance, the Registration of Firms Bill,

which came before the House of Lords last week,
had to be turned down, at any rate for the

present, almost entirely because the Board of Trade

was too busy with other duties to carry out the
investigations, etc., that the measure would have
involved. Yet almost every business-man has known
during these eighteen months of war how great
have been the difficulties of obtaining information
respecting private firms — whether they were
" enemy " businesses or not. The conviction that

found expression in Monday's meeting was that the
Board of Trade should continue its various duties
for the regulation, control, and administration of
trade, but that the Government should appoint a

new Minister of Commerce to be responsible for th-
promotion and encouragement of trade. It was not
the desire of the gathering to cast reflections upon
the Board of Trade. We can re-echo the sentiments
of one of the speakers who said that those who
from experience knew the Board of Trade best
knew well enough that it was not the officials of
the Board who were to blame—it was the organisa-
tion, which was compelled to handle such various
and vast concerns. What a commentary upon our
national conservatism 1 lies in the circumstance that

it is more than 46 years ago since the commercial
men of the United Kingdom first asked for a

Ministry of Commerce! Before the German indus-

trial menace or the Prussian military menace had
any bearing in our direction—even before the
Franco-German war! Yet since then our business
men have appealed to Parliament again and again;
the Press, including our own modest selves, have
urged, in season and out of season, the necessity
for action; and all this time we have been congesting
the Board of Trade more and more until, as was
truly said on Monday, it is too choked to do
all that it ought to be doing for the encourage-
ment of trade in these very important days. We
wonder what would have happened had there been
a Minister of Commerce in office when the wa>-

broke out! He and his department might have been
able to settle down at once to deal fully with a unique
situation full of splendid opportunity. Perhaps, it

we dare look further back, we should have had.
even before the war, such an investigation of
our industrial affairs and such an intelligent grasp
,of the dangers that threatened, that we should have
been better prepared in connection with those
" kev " industries upon which we are now promised
a report.

However, vain regrets will not assist us: reso-

lutions for timely reform are more to the point,

and Government action following those resolutions

is what we must look for. Reflections on the Board
of Trade and the saying of stupid and bitter things

about the Department and about Ministers are

peculiarly unsuited to the present situation. Other
means are more likely to he successful, and we are

glad that the Guildhall meeting suffered no loss of

dignity in its utterances. The object of the gather-

ing was to show a united front to the enemy and
to tender a united appeal to the Government. It is

difficult to convey an adequate idea of the import-

ance of the gathering ;
perhaps we can best do so

by stating that there were present seven lord

mayors, 70 mayors, representatives of 51 Chambers
of Commerce, and 89 trade and industrial associa

tions, eleven High Commissioners and Agents from

the other parts of the Empire, ten banks, and many
others representing all phases of commercial and

public life.

In the course of the speeches, though detail was

avoided, reference was made to the need for re-

forming the consular service—paying consuls well

and allowing them a bonus upon the increased trade

of the place under their care—the need for educa-

tional (technical and commercial) reform and for the

extension of commercial banking, and so on— all

subjects which have been done to death in the Press.

but have perhaps never before been expressed in a

public gathering which had such force and authority

behind it. The Lord Mayor, in opening the pro
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ceedings, said that Mr. Runciman's speech, ahead,
referred to, showed that the Government was in a
" friendly mood." We hope that that friendly mood
will not only permit the Prime Minister to give an ap
propriate reception to the City's deputation when it

goes to lay the meeting's resolutions before him
but that it will rapidly develop into such a zeal in the

interests of British industry and trade as will allow

the Houses of Parliament to adopt measures for

substantially assisting the business world when it

again meets its enemy competitors in the trade war.
One of the resolutions adopted by the meeting

called for immediate steps to be taken by the

Government and by commercial organisations, to

ensure co-operative action for the defence and
improvement of trade and employment after the

war; recommended full discussion of fiscal, legisla-

tive, and other steps for meeting the situation

:

and suggested the establishment of a Ministry of

Commerce to carry out a constructive commercial
policy for this country. Another resolution urged
close co-operation to improve the commercial rela-

tions between ourselves, our Colonies, and our
Allies, and to prevent Germany ever again acquiring
an undue influence upon our trade and employment.
The meeting was not a " Tariff Reform " demon

stration, but the speeches of men of eminence, and
of totally different shades of thought in normal
times, showed that all were now united in the re-

solve to " smash Germany " commercially, and
wished to acquaint the enemy with that determina-
tion of our Empire.

fanaticisms, it wishes to conquer in order to enslave. The
French newspaper concludes that the world will only really

be liberated if the network at Borkum is not re-established,

or at least if it is reformed only nnder the control of the

victorious Allies.

The important question of the fate of
Germany's ^e SUDmarine cable system of Germany

Cables After a^ter ^e war ^as J
nst ^een T&^se^ ty a

the War. French contemporary, which also refers

to one or two interesting matters of past

history. It is first pointed out that what can be considered

to be one of the vital points of Germany is situated about 2f>

miles distant from Emden, namely, the island of Borkum,
where begin most of the submarine cables which connect—
or which connected until they were cut by Great Britain

—

the Empire with the world. But this opportune destruction

of the cables, in the opinion of the French newspaper, will

not be solely a war measure, as it rests with the Allies

whether the network shall be reconstituted. This depends

upon France above all others. During the course of the 15

years which preceded the present conflict, France gave proof

of incomprehensible incoherence from this point of view.

Whilst politically the country was practising with complete

loyalty the Franco-British understanding, telegraphically

if it can be so expressed, a Franco-German understanding

was being established, which was so obliging on the part of

the French that Prince Bulow in 1912 saw in it a

reason for hoping for something better. M. Charles

Lesage, inspecteur des finances, narrated in a recent work
the extraordinary advantage of the South American Gable

Co., a British company which, he says, only had a single

shareholder—the French Republic—and whose concession

was sold by this improvident shareholder to the German
South American Telegraph Co. Germany lacked a sub-

marine connection between the Coast of Africa and
Pernambuco ; she acquired it in this way at little expense.

Not only so, but the matter of the cable to the Azores,

a'thongh still older, is none the less sad. It appears that

Portugal at first refused to grant landing rights to the

Germans for a cable which would have been an extension

of that from Vigo, but finally a concession was given

to the Felten & Guilleaume Co. In this way a French com-
pany which held an earlier concession, found itself turned

out. These incidents are pointed out in order to prevent

any future relapse. M. Lesage states in this connection that

if in the dogma of Germanism there were not perceived the

principles of universal domination, the assistance rendered

by other nations to the German Empire in executing their

plan of submarine telegraphy would not be regretted. But
German Imperialism has become a fetish, and like all

Lead.
There has been no substantial altera-

tion in the position of the lead market.

The scarcity of supplies available for disposal renders the

market exceedingly tight, and buyers have manifested no

new interest in the article, while there seems little chance of

any radical change in the fundamental conditions for

months to come. The main difficulty is, of course, the

shipping situation which appears to become more and more

aggravated from week to week. It should surely, be

possible, by the exercise of elementary foresight, to prevent

vessels which reach this country to discharge cargoes having

to wait for weeks on end before they can get a berth, and

commerce discharging. The utter futility indeed of the

labour policy of the authorities of this country is more

responsible than anything else for the rise of prices of all

commodities. Meantime, the equanimity with which the

shipping interests in the House of Commons and outside seem

to regard the state of affairs, which has been brought about

by official incompetence augurs ill for any remedial action

which may be planned having practical effect. If vessels

could discharge their cargoes and get out to sea

again without the wholly unreasonable delay at present

entailed, there would be a 50 per cent, drop in freight

rates. Not only does the congestion here, arising from

preventible causes, complicate matters, but it at the. same

time prevents shipments of fuel from the United Kingdom
to Spain, and thus further retards the production of

lead at its source. America has lately been selling a little

more freely, but here again the shipping question presents

an apparently insoluble problem to the powers that be.

The leading brokers state that many thousands of tons of

lead delivered for shipment to Archangel in the late months

of last year will not reach that port until navigation is

reopened. It seems almost incredible that the buDgling

and blundering which characterised 1914 and 1915 can

still be running riot. Meanwhile, a tight finger is being

held upon the trade, and the authorities have given due

warning that if any speculative movement develops they

will place lead under the Defence of the Realm Act, a

proceeding which would entirely stop all market business.

It is very doubtful whether the speculation carried on in

lead during the last few months deserves any notice what-

ever, but if it does, effectual steps have certainly been taken

to repress such undesirable transactions.

The abnormally high price of electro-
e ire-

j
, copper has resulted, as was in some

Drawing: J "1 , . \ ,.T.
Industries, measure to be expected, in a slight

easing-off in the demands on copper wire

and strip manufacturers ' recently. The War Office and

Admiralty requirements, however, continue to be heavy,

and there is not much likelihood of a lessening in

demands in this section as regards the immediate future.

In the export section the increased licensing difficulties, and
the transport problem, have, between them, made it almost

impossible to look adequately after the interests of regular

overseas customers. The securing of export trade hitherto

done by German wire manufacturers has, consequently,

proved practically out of the question ; but we are informed

that the subject of German competition after the war is

receiving the most careful attention of British wire manu-
facturers, and it is hoped that the German firms will find,

when the war is over, that their former success in this

country, and in overseas markets, will not easily be repeated.

The High-Conductive Copper Association, which com-

prises many of the most important copper wire manufacturing

firms in the country, has in the past considered it not worth

the expense and competitive sacrifice to root out the growing

menace of German undercutting and subsidisation, as, in

order to do so, it would have had to resort to similar

questionable tactics.
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NOTES ON ELECTRIC WELDING PRACTICE.

(Continued from page 92.)

Resistance Welding.—Resistance welding is. nut

autogenous in nature. The pieces to be welded are

held together in the desired position and a heavy
current is passed through the contact. Heat is thus

generated in the plane of the joint itself, and directly

welding temperature is reached additional mechanical
pressure is applied to complete the union and current

is simultaneously cut off. Though the necessary

current density is high, the voltage required to pro-

duce it is low, so that a.c. supply is used for economy,
and the transformer forms an integral part of all

modern welding machines, the welding jaws being
mounted on the ends of a single-turn " secondary
casting, on one limb of which the primary is wound
(fig, 7).

The uniform production of heat right across the

joint is a very important advantage, and this of all

welding processes is the one most easily adapted to

machine operation by unskilled labour—it is essen-

tially a manufacturing process, and is applicable to

almost every metal and pair of metals used in prac-

tice, and to sections ranging from 15 sq. in. or more
of steel down to wires of 1-16 in. or less diameter

(though such small sections can frequently be treated

more advantageously by percussive welding). Resist-

ance welders up to 200 or 300 kw. capacity are used

in rail welding.
The welding of oopper and aluminium, so frequently

required in electrical work, can only be performed

®

© u ©
Figs. 7. 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12.

satisfactorily by electrical methods. The difficulty is, of

course, that aluminium, copper, and brass are molten

at welding heat, and very susceptible to oxidation.

Butt welding by its rapid action gives no time for

any considerable degree of oxidation to occur, and
the mechanical action of the welding machine ensures

that the joint is completed and cooling commenced
directly after welding heat is attained; also that oxide

or other foreign material in the joint is expelled at

the moment of " closing."

For maximum quantitative and qualitative results,

the weld should be closed automatically both in re-

spect of time and force. At various dates and for

various purposes and metals, hand gear, dead weight.

balance ami, spring-operated and hydraulic mechan-
ism has been used to provide the " upsetting " force

in butt welding machines. Automatic spring closing

gear is useful for small sections and for copper and
aluminium, which must be upset just at the right

moment and in the right manner; also for zinc and
lead, which are not incandescent at welding heat, and
hence cannot easily be judged as regards the correct

closing temperature and force. Hand closing is

quite suitable for most metals between J in. and i in.

diameter, and hydraulic gear is necessary for large

sections. The closing pressure necessary is about
6oo lb. per square inch for copper, twice as much for

mild steel or wrought iron, and three times as much
for tool steels.

Bj maintaining considerable closing pressure dur-
ing relatively slow heating by moderate current, there
can be formed a weld with a practically smooth bulge
or " upset " which in many cases need not be re-
moved. On the other hand, by just maintaining con-
tact pressure and passing a heavier current, metal in
the vicinity of the joint is quickly brought to welding
heat, and additional closing force being then applied
suddenly, there is produced a ragged fin which must
generally be ground smooth. The second or " flash

"

method is safest for metals liable to burning or oxi-
dation, since metal at the contact is forced out at
the moment of closing; this method is alone applic-
able to such metals as aluminium, and though the
current consumed is heavier the welding time is

shortened and less of the stock metal is taken up in

the weld.
There is no fundamental difference between

Thomson's first " nutcracker " welder (with a clamp
on each leg and the weld where the nut would be)
and the latest types of butt welders, but the latter

are much more efficacious, due to mechanical im-
provements such as parallel jaw slides, quicker set-

ting and clamping, and more complete control to
suit all classes of work, particularly repetition work.
The commercial success of the butt welder may be
dated from the time when it was realised that it

should be designed and used as a specialised machine
tool.

Though the simplest butt welding operation is to

join two initially distinct pieces together end to end,
even small hoops or links can be butt welded (though
with increased current consumption), notwithstand-
ing the short-circuit provided by the continuous part
of the work. There are also many special cases of

butt welding two distinct pieces which demand
special attention to the arrangement of the current-

carrying clamping jaws and, in some cases, to pre-

heating. Valuable applications of butt welding
pieces at an angle are to be found in building up all

kinds of metal frame, rod and strip work; and
among miscellaneous operations often involving

angle welding and the union of pieces of very differ-

ent sections, but resulting in satisfactory construc-

tion and material manufacturing economy, may be
noted butt welding of heads on to bolts, footplates

on to pedal levers, rods on to disks to form gear
blanks, pole shoes on to magnet cores, flanges on
pipes, and metal handles on knives and forks (fig. 26).

Spot and Seam Welding.—Both spot and seam
welds are of essentially the same nature as butt

welds, but can often be applied where the latter !s

unsuitable, as, for instance, in building up thin sheet

goods. For both spot and seam welds
J
one piece is

iapped over the other and welded together either at

intervals (fig. 8) by nipping between circular elec-

trodes (thus producing the equivalent of rivets), or

continuously (fig. 9) by passage between roller elec-

trodes. Mechanical pressure or an intermediate

tilling disk or strip is depended on to concentrate

heating; the second method being the more effective

and the first the simpler. Current supply is again

through a step-down transformer with single-twin

secondary.
As compared with riveted joints, spot welds do

not loosen or tear, but are actually a source of added
strength. Generally the electrodes leave a distinct

depression (some of the metal tending to flow side-

ways between the plates and hold them slightly

apart, as exaggerated, fig. 10); a larger electrode on

one side (fig. 11) generally prevents any depression

showing there, and to keep both sides at the original

level a " filling-disk " of metal may be inserted be-

fore welding (fig. 12). A filling disk to serve this pur-

pose and to concentrate heat at the welding spot is

specially desirable when welding thick sheets or at-

taching sheet to solid parts. Another alternative,

often desirable, is to weld a dummy rivet head on one

or both sides of the joint at the same time that the

spot weld itself is made. The strength of the joint
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is entirely in the weld. In passing, it may be noted
that a spot-welder (which is simply a butt welder with
electrodes and general arrangement adapted to the

work in hand) can be used to heat and close ordinary

rivets if desired. The resistance surfaces are then

at top and bottom of the rivet blank, consequently

most heat is developed just where maximum
mechanical deformation (for head-forming) is re-

quired. The process is silent
;
and it is easy to secure

correct thermal and mechanical conditions during
closing.

A spot (or seam) welding machine is easily appli-

cable to a great variety of work, including much that

could not be dealt with practically by ordinary butt

welding. On spot welding galvanised iron, the zinc

coating volatilises from the welding contact, thus
ensuring a true iron to iron weld without affecting

the protective coating beyond the joint. There is no
action, however, comparable with the "upsetting"
of a butt weld in its displacement of dirt or oxide
from the welding surfaces, so that it is necessary to

have the latter clean to ensure a sound joint, and also

to prevent abnormal contact resistance which, when
it breaks down, permits a rush of current burning the

work and electrodes.

For repetition work in hardware construction and
other light work it is easy to design a nearly or quite

automatic spot or seam welder with motor-operated
moving parts. Four or five times the output obtain-

able with riveting: (say 15 to 20 spot welds, or 3 ft.

or so of seam weld per minute in light work) can
generally be relied upon.
A special variety of spot welding is obtained by

forming dents in a thin sheet (using a blunt punch)
and then resting this sheet, on the apices of its dents,

on a flat sheet (fig. 13), after which the two are

—w-
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A LABORATORY FOR RESEARCH ON
HEATING AND VENTILATION.

Whilst the lighting of buildings has received a vast

amount of attention, and has given rise to innumer-

able researches, the allied subjects of heating and

ventilation in relation to the well-being of the in-

mates of public and private buildings have notori-

ousl) been neglected, even by architects, who, we
should think, of all professional men. ought to have

Studied exhaustively matters of so great and personal

moment to their clients. Only within quite recent

jrears, as we pointed out not long ago, has this wide

mysteries of the science which he has made his own
The laboratory is situated close to University Col-
lege, Gower Street, no room being available within

the precincts, but in all probability accommodation
will eventually he provided at the College itself, for

the value and importance of the investigations which
have been carried on in the temporary labm
under very great difficulties, have been appreciated

by the authorities; in fact, a new department of

heating and ventilation has been created as the

direct outcome of this work, and Prof. Barker has

Fig. 1.

—

Apparatus fob Measuring thi Tri

Temperature of the Air.

Fig. -2.—Apparatus for Measuring
Convection and Radiation.

field for investigation been invaded with the aid of

scientific method, and there are still very few workers
engaged-in the assault upon these admittedly difficult

problems, although the results already obtained are

so interesting and unexpected that they should at-

tract the attention of all who are concerned with the

erection of buildings, and the manufacture of the

appliances used for heating and ventilating them.

Apparatus for Measures*
IIai'I.mion Temperature.

Fig. 4.—Thermopile fixed on Wall;
Radiator Mounted on Cradle.

In our issue of December 17th we published an
abstract of an address delivered at University College
by Prof. A. H. Barker, one of the few investigators

who have tackled the subject with determination and
enthusiasm, and we were recently privileged to pay
a visit to his laboratory and to be initiated into the

been appointed the first lecturer, as was his due.

The Institution of Heating Engineers has given

valuable support to the new departure by supplying

research students and in other ways.
In the address above mentioned, Mr. Barker ex-

plained how he had succeeded in separating the

apparent temperature of the air in a room, as

indicated bv a thermometer, into two component
parts- one, the true temperature of the air, the other

the effect of radiation to the thermometer from the

walls and furniture of the room. The problem
was one of exceptional difficulty, but has now-

been thoroughly analysed and solved, with the aid of

instruments "devised by Mr. Barker for the purpose.

In the first place, the true tem-

perature of the air is ascertained

by varying the temperature of a

column of air in a vertical tube by-

means of a water-jacket until the

density of the air inside the tube

is the same as that of the room

;

when this is not the case, the air

in the tube will either rise or fall.

and to detect the existence of such

a current a delicately suspended
diaphragm, nearly filling the top

of the tube, was employed (fig. 1).

When all is steady, and the detec-

tor shows that there is no current

of air up or dowTi, the temperature
of the air inside the tube as read

by a specially calibrated and
shielded thermometer is the true

temperature of the air. in the

room.
To determine the *' radiant

temperature " a somewhat similar

apparatus is used (fig. 3), but in this case the

temperature of the water-jacket is raised or lowered

as may be necessary, with continual stirring,

until tlie reading of a thermometer within it is the

same as that of a thermometer suspended in the sur-

rounding air, when the temperature of the jacket
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water represents the average temperature of the sur-

faces radiating heat to the thermometer; obviously

this measurement is affected by the position of the ex-

ternal thermometer with regard to its surroundings,

when the latter are not at a uniform temperature

—

near a cold window, for instance, the mean radiant

temperature will be lowered—and this effect has been
carefully studied. An approximation to the true air

temperature can be obtained by surrounding a ther-

mometer with a specially designed vacuum jacket on
the Thermos principle, which cuts off practically all

radiant heat, and this has greatly simplified the work.
Experiments are now in progress with a view to

obtaining an equally simple means of arriving at the

radiant temperature, by the use of thermometers with

large bulbs, which are warmed up and then allowed

to "cool, the rate of cooling being- a function, inter

alia, of the amount of radiation.

An elaborate investigation of the conditions

obtaining: in the House of Commons, one of the most

Pig. 5.—Method of Measuring Convected Heat.

adequately heated and ventilated chambers in the

world, but a very uncomfortable one nevertheless,

was performed by Prof. Leonard Hill and Mr.

Barker with water-jacketed apparatus of the type

above described, and their recommendations were

on the point of being carried out when the outbreak

of war necessitated the postponement of the work.

The bearing of such investigations on the design

and application of electric radiators was explained

in the address to which we have referred; briefly,

it was shown that for occasional use a radiator was
preferable to a convector, and that with radiant heat

supplied, the occupants of the room might be per-

necessary to draw air gently through the flue with

an electric fan. To measure the rate of flow of the

air, a grid of resistance wires was fixed in the flue

and supplied with sufficient electrical energy at ;;

known rate to keep its temperature slightly above

that of the air current. The arrangement is indicated

diagrammatically in fig. 5. By measuring the tem-

perature of the air below and above the grid, know-

ing the specific heat of the air and the rate of dissi-

pation of energy by the grid, the rate of flow of the

air could be accurately determined, and the amount

of heat energy which it received from the radiator

could then be ascertained, the true temperature of

the surrounding air being known.
To measure the heat radiated in any given direction.

-

an iron bar bent to the arc of a quadrant was fixed

with the radiator at its centre, and a movable device

for measuring the radiant heat was attached to the

arc, as in fig. 2, thus giving readings at all angles

in a vertical plane through the radiator; by shifting

the arc round the radiator, the radiation at a

series of angles in other vertical planes could

similarly be measured, and the result was a map of

the space surrounding the radiator, showing the in-

tensity of the radiant heat at points on the surface

of a sphere of five feet radius—a distance taken as

standard in these investigations. The radiation de-

tector first used consisted of an absorber one square

foot in area, composed of blackened coils of metal

tubing through which water flowed; the temperature

of the water at inlet and outlet being measured, and

the rate of flow being known, the amount of heat

absorbed per second could be determined. This.

however, proved to be an excessively tedious and

cumbersome method of test, and has been replaced

by an electrical method. A thermopile was stan-

dardised and substituted for the absorber, and in con-

junction with a galvanometer has given the greatest

satisfaction as a radiation measuring device. More-

over, to avoid the necessity of moving the thermo-

pile about the radiator, a cradle was made for the

latter, by means of which it was made possible to

explore the field of radiation by rocking the radiator

into various positions whilst keeping the thermopile

fixed (fig. 4)- Thus a very great improvement in

method was achieved. The thermopile was call-

:
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Left-hand Side,

Zones a to /. Right-hand Side,

Figs. 6-7.—Readings in Vertical Planes. Zones g to I.

Pig. 8.—Lateral Distribution of

Radiation (at angles of 18°, 0°,

and 54a with the horizontal
plane).

fectly comfortable although the " temperature of the

room," as indicated by a thermometer, was even

below 50° Fahrenheit. In connection with this sub-

ject Prof. Barker undertook an investigation of the

performance of electric radiators, by measuring the

amounts of heat evolved respectively by radiation

and by convection. This research involved the con-

struction of a variety of special apparatus.

In order to capture all the hot air rising from the

heating apparatus, a kind of hood, or cowl, was de-

vised, in the shape of a well-lagged pyramid, to the

apex of which a flue was attached (fig. 2) ; to ensure

that no eddies should escape capture, it was found

brated to give watts per square foot at five feet

radius. Unfortunately it is not possible to rock gas

radiators about so freely as electric radiators, and

consequently the former have to be tested by moving
the thermopile and not the radiator.

By means of these arrangements Mr. Barker has

been able to account for the whole of the heat de-

veloped by a radiator, within two or three per cent.,

in spite of the obvious difficulties of the work. Many-

types of electric radiator have been tested exhaus-

tively, and we are indebted to Air. Barker for the

examples of plotting illustrated herewith, as well as

for the photographs from which we have reproduced
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illustrations of his equipment. The latter includes

a recording ammeter, and an ingenious attachment

to the pointers of an Aron meter to give a closer

record of the amount of energy consumed at a given

moment than could be read directly from the dials.

In the foregoing account we have only dealt with

a portion of the resources of this laboratory, which

is equipped also for testing gas and coal fires, a

thermostatic arrangement for keeping the tempera-

ture of the room constant for long periods, means for

testing hot-water radiators and pipes, instruments

inserted at various depths in an external wall to

obtain the temperature gradient in the body of the

wall, an isolated section of the wall provided with a

water-jacket and electrical means for determining the

rate of loss of heat through it, and a series of wire?

stretched upon a wall for the purpose of heating the

wall electricallv for experimental purposes. A system
of gauges to show the pressures at various points

in a hot-water pipe system, and a micrometer gauging
device to measure the rate of flow of water under
low heads, have also been devised by Mr. Barker,

as well as an elaborate and very sensitive apparatus

based upon the principle of the Wheatstone bridge

for measuring' the resistance of air ducts, cowls, etc.,

in terms of definite units. With these our readers

are less concerned than with the apparatus described

above, but we have said enough to show that the

subjects of heating and ventilation are now being
dealt with in a manner which promises to elucidate

many of the problems with which all civilised peoples

are so intimately concerned; and we are cdad to re-

cord that a British University and a British scientist

are the first, we believe, to embark upon the study
of these important- matters.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received by us after 5 P.M. ON TUESDAY cannot appear until

the following week. Correspondents shouldforward their communi-
cations at the earliest possible moment. No letter can be published
unless we hare the writer's name and address in our possessi/m.

The I.E.E. and Alien Enemy Members.

The " Sis Borough Electrical Engineers," in their state-
ment of last week, have most ably voiced the feelings of, I

am sure, the majority of the members of the I.E.E. on the
above subject.

It now only remains for a definite movement to be set on
foot to give effect to the principles enunciated, and I would
suggest that the six engineers should consent to receive the
names of others who are in sympathy with them with a view
to supporting a formal notice to the Council, asking for an
extraordinary general meeting to be called to deal with the
matter.

If members in the various local centres would act simul-
taneously the whole question could be settled in a very short
time. I enclose my card and remain, for the moment,

Alien=ate(r).

I was pleased to see, in last week's issue, the very ably-
written letter signed by " Six Borough Electrical Engineers,"
and to see that irrespective of the "hidden hand influence"
which exists, and which has used every endeavour to prevent
any action being taken towards the exclusion of members of
alien enemy origin, whether naturalised or not, certain mem-
bers of the Institution do not intend to allow the matter to

rest.

As a contrast, one sees from the statement of the President
of the Institution that the Council has appointed a committee
of Vice-Presidents to consider this question, and still main-
tains that Article 41 gives it power to deal with it. but that
no ten members have yet brought forward a definite charge
against any corporate member of the Institution.

It has previously been pointed out that under Clause 80
the Council could have called a general meeting of the Insti-

tution members to consider whether any alteration in the
by-laws should be made so as to exclude all corporate members
who were of alien enemy origin. Prom the fact of its not
having done so, it is clear it is not desirous that these people
should be excluded, and, according to information which I

have from time to time, gathered from people interested in

the movement, or who have acted on behalf of associations
who have communicated with the Secretary on this point,

there is a groat lack of sympathy shown, whilst no assistance

is afforded at all. There is, further, a rumour that a petition

for a deputation and general meeting has been received, but

I do not see any public announcement of it.

It is a well-known fact that the Council of the Institution

dare not take a plebiscite of the members by ballot through
the post on this point, for it knows full well the decision

would be whole-hearted exclusion of all alien enemy mem-
bers, whether naturalised or not.

I think it is viewed, should a general meeting be forced on
the Institution, that the movement for the exclusion of such
alien enemy members may lie killed, either by reason of the
lack of members, or the fact that the members then present
will be marked men for the future, and, if in commercial
houses, their positions may be jeopardised, which would not
be the case if a plebiscite were taken.
To think that an institution like the Institution of Electrical

Engineers has failed so much in showing a patriotic spirit is.

I think, a severe reflection upon its membership. I can only

recommend each member of the Council, when considering the

exclusion of such members as may be thought worthy of its

consideration under Clause II. personally to read (as the writer
has done) the Appendix /-< the Report of the Committee on
alleged German Outrages presented to Parliament by com-
mand of His Majesty, Cd. 7895; price Is. 9d. This, I believe,

is expurgated, inasmuch as the more revolting and disgusting
outrages are not therein referred to (if we can conceive so

I trust that, after having done this, they will realise that the
outrages have been committed and authorised by a class of

people essentially of the professional class, and of a class

equivalent or superior to those members of the Institution

referred to, and, further, have been committed by people of
the same generation.

I trust, in conclusion, that members will refrain from paying
their subscriptions until some definite attitude has been
adopted by the Institution, and that the members, as a whole.
will have every opportunity of deciding for themselves
whether 6uch a policy is right or not, and that such decision

will be made in such a manner that they may, without fear

of jeopardising their positions, do so.

Station Engineer.

The Problem of the " PointFive " Tariff.

I have been interested in your communicated article dealing
with the above in your issues for October 1st and 8th last.

The article is mainly a criticism of the Norwich rating tariff

system, also in use in conjunction with the "Point-five"
tariff. One would have liked to see a criticism of the equity
and the financial soundness of the "Point-five" tariff, and
also an alternative to the Norwich system. It is true some
suggestion was made that a more consistent system would be
one in which the fixed charge was based on an estimated
maximum demand. This seems likely, however, to have
many of the defects that the Norwich system has.
With many others, I have always held the view that the

Norwich system was a very crude approximation; in fact,

one might as well base the fixed charge on a man's wages or
income as on the rating of hie house. To base the fixed charge
on the actual maximum demand is no doubt the soundest
and most consistent method, and the many critics of the
"Point-five" enthusiasts would, of course, require that this

maximum demand should be based on the total demands for

lighting, heating, and cooking combined.
In Australia, owing to the comparatively mild climate and

the disadvantages of cooking by ordinary methods during
our hot summer months, electricity for heating and cooking
should have a particularly good field. Notwithstanding this,

there are, I believe, few, if any, engineers out here who
favour, or believe in the financial soundness of, the "Point-
five " tariff, or a figure in the neighbourhood of this, as a
means for tapping this demand. The recent revelations from
those undertakings which have had some experience of the
"Point-five" tariff will hardly help to advance this system.
Radiators are greatly on the increase in many Australian

undertakings, and, although they are only used during a
few months of the year, still they have in many cases a better

load factor than cooking would have. They have shown, how-
ever, that they create a distinct peak of their own, and it is

questionable whether they are a payable proposition at prices

per unit very considerablv higher than the " Point-five

"

tariff.

The effect of the "Point-five" tariff on the stability of an
undertaking can only be judged when the demand has
reached large proportions. In the many cases quoted, the
units sold on this system bear such a small proportion to the
whole that their effect on the peak, and on the capacity of the

mains and power station, is but small.

With a tariff in the neighbourhood of the "Point-five."

coupled with satisfactory heating and cooking appliances, it

is pretty safe to assume that in many of the undertakings

at home, lighting, and even power supply, will be altogether

secondary to heating and cooking. Those undertakings in

which motive power does not predominate must, when this

time arrives, find their peak load very seriously affected by

the heating and cooking load which is superimposed on their

lighting. Where power load predominates, many under-

takings find that their peak is in the neighbourhood of noon,

and the mid-day heating and cooking load, when fully ad-
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vanced, must in consequence create a very decided and
important peak of ite own.
In your communicated article it would have, been inter-

esting to see some consideration given to the Norwich system
coupled with the introduction of the half-watt lamp. It has
been stated that those who have adopted a fixed-charge

system, such as the Norwich, will be in a much better posi-

tion to face the problem that arises from the introduction of

the half-watt" lamp than those who have a tariff of a

certain price per unit without a fixed charge This is very

questionable Take the Norwich system coupled with the

"Point-five" tariff, and assume thai the fixed charge, phi

id. per unit, In equivalent tu Id. pei unit for lighting. 11 we
assume, for argument, that the half-watt lamp halves the
consumption, which, fortunately, at present it dues not, then

on the above tariff the consumer would be paying for his

lighting on the equivalent of 3Jd. per unit. Those consumers
who have not changed over to the Norwich system, such as

shops, public buildings, etc., who cannot verj well be offered

the Norwich system, would, instead of paying the 4il. per
unit, be getting their lighting on the equivalent of 2d. per

unit. It would, therefore, pay many consumers where cook-
ing and heating units are not a very large item to discard the
Norwich system and demand any heating or cooking power
they require on the ordinary rates. A great inconsistency
would ensue ; in fact, very unfair preference might be claimed.
Why, for instance, should the shop and many public build-

ings, who are among our most unrenmnerative consumers,
get their lighting at the equivalent of 2d. per unit, and the
private house, which is one of our best consumers, owing to

its higher load factor, be charged at the equivalent of 3fd.?
The fixed-rate system with a much higher price per unil

would lessen some of the above defects, but where would
the "Point-five" tariff be?
The war has, no doubt, delayed the advance of the half-

watt lamp, but it is to-day an important factor for shops and
public buildings lighting, where the larger units can be em-
ployed. It is, however, only a question of time when the
Kiiue will occur in the case of private house lighting, and
then the Norwich system will be faced with many of the

same difficulties that other tariffs will have to consider.

The half-watt lamp is bound again to raise the standard of

lighting in the same way, but hardly to the same extent, as

the metallic-filament lamp did, hut this will in all prob-
ability not be the case with the majority of our private house
consumers. The lti-c.p. standard of carbon-lamp days was,
in very many cases, too low, and has been replaced by the
50-C.p. standard. It is hardly conceivable in the case of the
majority of private, houses, except where indirect or semi-
indirect lighting is introduced, that the standard will be
raised much beyond 50 c.P. Some alteration in the tariff, to

meet the problem which must result from the introduction of

the half-watt lamp, seems inevitable, particularly so in those
undertakings which to a great extent depend upon lighting
for their revenue. Already undertakings are feeling the effect

of the half-watt lamp in the case of shops and public, build-
ings, etc. Fortunately private houses, the mainstay of many
undertakings, will be little affected in the meantime.

I throw out a suggestion, a crude one, as a result of the
above position. Where a shop or public building has the
whole of its lighting changed over to half-watt lamps, the
ordinary tariffs should be increased by some percentage, say.

for argument, 40 per cent. If such a consumer is using high-
candle-power units, then his tariff would have to be doubled
to bring in the same revenue. The above suggestion would,
therefore, concede, him 60 per cent, of the advantage, the
supply undertaking retaining 40 per cent. If only 75 per
cent, of the candle-power installed was with half-watt lamps,
then the increase in the tariff would be 30 per cent., and on
the same basis 50 per cent., and 25 per cent, would increase
the tariff 20 per cent, and 10 per cent, respectively. There
would, of course, be some difficulty in checking the above,
and when you come to private, houses it would be much
greater. Perhaps, however, by the time the private-house
problem has to be met there, will be other solutions of the
difficulty. The proposal, I know, is a crude one. and has
objections. I simply throw it out in the hope that it may
lead to further consideration and discussion of the problem
and, perhaps, some solution.

P. J. Pringle.
Ballarat, Victoria, December 9th, 1915.

[We may point out that in this country the supply authority
is forbidden by law to place any restriction on the type of
consuming device adopted by its customers. We have grave
doubt as to the practicability of the proposal contained in

Mr. Pringle's last paragraph.

—

Eds. Elec. Rev.]

THE PREDETERMINATION OF THE
PERFORMANCE OF DYNAMO-ELECTRIC

MACHINERY.

["Crane" is reminded that letters unaccompanied by the
name and address of the writer are not accepted for publica-
tion.— Eds. Eubc. Rev.]

Russian Chamber of Commerce in London.—The
Foreign Office announces that the organisation styled "The
Russian Chamber of Commerce in London " has not obtained the
recognition or approval of either Hib Majesty's Government or the
Imperial Russian Government.

Prof. Miles Walker's paper was discussed by the Manchester
Local Section of the Institution of Electrical Engineers
on January 1 1th.

Mr. L. A. H. Carr said regarding leakage that the author's

method seemed rather complicated. The speaker had found it

possible in practice to calculate leakage by means of a formula
containing only two terms, the firBt being proportional to the core

lengths (a different constant being UBed accordingly as the rotor

slots were more or less than the stator slots) and the second giving

the end leakage. This method worked well in practice, and the

determination of the two constants for any given line of motors
was fairly simple. The core loss curves in the paper called for

some criticism. Some years ago he had carried out a series of

experiments on core losses, and it was found that for a given

periodicity and flux density the core loss in a B.C. machine was
about double that in an a.c. machine. Regarding the
" tailing-off " at the upper end of the curves, he had observed thiB

effect in asynchronous machines with cylindrical rotors. It did

not occur, however, in d.c. machines, even with extremely high
apparent tooth densities, the curves taking in fact an increased

upward tendency. The equation for watts dissipated from a

cylindrical surface seemed muoh too high for an induction motor,

but gave good results for D.c. machines with relatively large

air spaces between the salient poles. He gave figures to disprove

the possibility of getting enough air through a narrow induction-

motor air-gap in order to dissipate the quantity of heat mentioned.

Mb. Julius Frith said the current loading was surely quite as

important as the flax loading, also the ratio of flux loading to current

loading. The method of taking the maximum induction in the

air-space and multiplying it by the maximum possible area of the

air-space in order to get a fictitious large flux was not inviting.

In reference to Mr. Field's work, a Manchester paper (Journal,

I.E.E., Vol. 37, page 101), gave veiy good curves showing the

increased ohmic resistance due to the current being forced out-

wards in the slot conductors. The four curves showing iron

losses at different frequencies could, with sufficient accuracy, be

combined into one curve by plotting watts per cubic centimetre

against the product of induction and frequency.

Mr. Juhlin from personal experience testified to the ease with

which a designer could lay out machines and get a clear grasp of

the factors involved, using the method outlined by Prof. Walker ;

after using it for some time, it was exceedingly quick. Prof.

Walker had stated that it was hardly worth while to calculate

the iron losses accurately ; it seemed, however, that without

Borne fairly accurate idea of the iron losses it was impossible to

deal with one of the main headings, namely, temperature rise, and,

in his opinion, it was desirable to allocate the loss to different parts

of the magnetic circuit. The curves in the paper appeared to

give a result which was altogether too low. The losBes in a

finished machine did not by any means lie in the lamination, as

pointed out by the author. A great part of these losses would be

found in the iron structure supporting the laminations and aho in

the copper, especially in direct-current machines at high densities.

The Iobs was probably much higher in D.c. machines than would

be calculated using the author's curves. It would also seem

necessary to discriminate between the losses in induction motors

and turbo-alternators, and the field for investigation in this work
was very great indeed. The eddy-current losses increased very

rapidly with the working of the iron. For example, in turbo-

alternators there was a big mass of unworked iron, whereas in

induction motors with a large number of slots the worked surface

was considerable, and the losses were consequently high. The same
remarks applied to direct-current machines.

Mr. R. E. Grime said that a special sheet for each type of

machine would be preferable ; three such sheets would fulfil moBt

purposes. The author had given prime importance to what might

be described as "frame constants," i.e., the idealised total magnetic

flux
<t>
crossing the air-gap A S B, and the total ampere-turns l<,z« ;

the speaker entered a plea for the utility of sj/eei/ic magnetic and

electrical loadings, especially in preliminary calculations. The
specific magnetic loading waB the average air-gap induction round

the whole machine ; denoting thiB by Ba „ it equalled 2 P <p\2 ir rl.

The specific electric loading equalled (LuZ„/ciroumference), and was

often denoted by q. These two quantities had the great advantage

that for a given type of machine they remained sufficiently con-

stant over a wide range of frame sizes. After some experience

with these constants a designer could usually estimate what values

to aim at, and make the constants the basis of the first tentativs

design. The output coefficient given by the D2
1 formula on design

sheets always appeared rather a blind way of estimating what use

waB being made of available space and material. This coefficient

was inversely proportional to the product Ba„ X q. For example,

in a continuous-current machine, after allowing for internal

resistance drop the v>
1

1 formula might be written kw./rp.m. =
ds

Z X Bm x 2 * *2
/6 x 1012. This expression, which waB

quite familiar, merely brought out the fact that whereas the

ordinary output coefficient was often used to indicate that it was

possible to put a given output into certain dimensions, if this

coefficient was replaced by the two quantities B a» and q, the designer

would see at once how it was possible to get it into those dimen-

sions. It was obvious that the air-gap induction B might be used

instead of the average value at the discretion of the designer, as

the author's field-form coefficient K/ was simply the ratio of these
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two quantities, i.e., b„, = K/B. The product </.i of speoific electric

loading by current density in armature copper often (rave a very
oloseidea of the temperature rise of standard machines ; it was some-
thing more than an empirical rule, as it was proportional to the
copper loss per cm. of air-gap area, and also in the case of a barrel

winding, per cm.- of end-connection cooling surface. Thus for a

given continuous-current frame of practically constant flux a curve
could be plotted showing the relation between the permissible

value of the product fd and the peripheral speed, and over quite a
wide range of frame sizes this curve remained practically the same.
In a line of standard machines of one type, therefore, such a curve,

when once determined, gave instantly a fairly close indication of

the current density to be employed in connection with any pro-

posed value of the specific current loading. The observed total

iron loss was usually considerably higher than that indioated by
the curves. In induotion motors and alternators the losses generally

increased approximately as the square of the total Hus, while in

D.O. machines the index was usually l''6 to 2'S, or even higher, at a
very high tooth induction. The difficulties in the way of forming
a reliable estimate of the extra losses were so great, specially in

view of the large difference produced by small shop variations, that

the allowance for them must remain mainly empirical. The stray

losses, which were dependent upon the load, were mainly accounted
for by (</) eddy-current losses in the conductors embedded in the
slots, and (./<) additional iron loss due to distortion of field-form by
armature reaction. In the armature conductors of D.c. machines,

owing to the almost rectangular shape of the current wave form,
the effective increase in resistance was considerably greater than
when the same conduotor carried a sinusoidal alternating current.

The curve a.c. in the accompanying figure gave the mean coefficient

of increase of resistance for the top and bottom conductors of an
ordinary barrel winding carrying a sinusoidal current ; the cnrve
d.c. showed the corresponding effect in a normal d.c. winding.

Equivalent Increase of Resistance of Embedded Copper
of Standard Two-Later Winding.

v — coefficient of increase of resistance (mean of top and bottom conductors*.
x — 0*14 x depth of conductor in cm.

x Vfrequency /. width of conductors, total / width of sloti

for copper at 60 : C.

For simplicity the curves showed only the mean increase in top
and bottom conductors, assuming these to be identical in size. The
stray iron losses on load were not bo amenable to calculation,
owing to the awkward shape of the field-form. It was possible,

however, by ignoring the field-form altogether, and simply con-
sidering the maximum induction under the trailing-pole tips (of a
generator) to arrive quickly at a result which was, at least, of the
right order of magnitude.
Mr. R. Towxsend said that after 10 years' experience of

Prof. Walker's method he preferred it to the method generally
adopted. The constant e, might seem rather complicated, but
after a little use it was quite simple, and once obtained for a given
frame it was practically constant irrespective of the number of
slots per pole. The great advantage of using the constant was
that it conveyed so much meaning iu one fignre and showed at
a glance whether the best resnltB were being obtained from any
particular design of frame. The adoption of one calculation sheet
for all machines was not desirable. For example, if a designer
had been working on alternator designs for some time and
suddenly turned to D.c. machines, it was qnite easy to overlook the
fact that in one case a certain portion of the tooth depth had to
be added to the armature diameter and in the other a certain
portion had to be subtracted. A separate type of design sheet
would certainly tend to prevent mistakes of this kind ; in fact,

sheets having a different colour would be preferable.
Mr. W. E. M. Atres said he had found it very useful, in the

calculation of the magnetising current for induction motors, to
plot curves for the magnetising current in terms of the air-gap

plotted against flux densities for different parts of the magnetic
circuit. Regarding the curves for iron losses which, presumably,
were for A c. machinery, he had not found the actual losses tapering
off so much at high densities. The use of the same curves for

losses in teeth and core was frequently insufficiently accurate
owing to the fact that the core was usually substantial unworked
iron, while round the slot was considerably worked iron. The
estimation of the heating of induction motors was a very com-
plicated matter. CaeeB had been observed where a reduction of
rotor losseB had resulted in cooler Btator iron, although the stator

iron losseB bad increased. The heating of the stator could be con-
siderably modified by taking the heat away from the end connec-
tions in an efficient manner. Taking the ampere wires per unit
length of periphery as the current loading, and air-gap flux

density per unit area as the magnetic loading for any machine, the
product of these values multiplied by D* I was a measure of the
output, and a glance at such figures was sufficient to indicate to au
experienced perse n how the machine was loaded.

Pni ik. Milks Walker, in a brief reply, said that he did not
agree with Mr. Carr's suggestion regarding the correct method of

calculating the leakage of induction motorp. The calculation
should be made as simple as possible, but the designer should have
before him the principal factors which determined the amount of
leakage. The iron loss curves, which had been subjected to con-
siderable oriticism, were intended to represent the legitimate iron

losses. Reasons were given in the paper why some of the so-called

iron losses were actually higher in practice, but the author did not
consider it right to accept these additional losses as something
inevitable and pnt them into the curves for general application.

The correct procedure was to give curveB for the legitimate iron

losses, and if there was a legitimate loss, Bay due to eddy
currents in conductors occurring when the teeth became saturated,

a separate small formula should be employed to take care of it.

He was quite sure that the legitimate iron losses would follow a

curve as given in the paper. The anthor agreed that the teeth

and core losses should be separated and the individual curves

plotted. The importance of the iron losses was enormously great,

and the temperature rise of a machine could not be estimated
without a fair knowledge of these losses. For some reasons it

was probably better to adopt separate design sheets, bnt it was
well to have one general method of design.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS,

AND PLANT.

Glass Wool.

Amongst the new industries that have been established within
our borders as a result of the war, is the manufacture of glass

wool. This useful substance is now made in London with British

labour by the British Glass Wool Co., 134a, Holloway Road,
London, X.; moreover, it is not made under foreign patentB, but by
an electrical method invented and developed by the firm, and the
product is so fine, soft and brilliant that it can hardly be dis-

tinguished in appearance from silk—it is difficult to realise that it

consists of glass. Makers of cookers, electric furnaces, portable

accumulators and similar articles will no doubt be interested in the

material, and we should think that many other classes of manu-
facturer would find it useful.

Salt-Water Leakage In Surface Condensers.

When salt water is used for circulating purposes in connection

with surface condensers, there is always the possibility of con-

taminating the condensate because of leakage of the condenser

tubes or packing. This leakage is usually detected by chemical

tests of the condensate. The following electrical method of

determining leakage has as its basis the measurement of the

potential drop in a circuit. Referring to the illustration, an
ordinary spark plug is screwed into the condensate pipe as near

UjM^J

Fiq. 1.

—

Circuits to Measure Potential Drop across
gap of Spark Plug.

the base or hot-well of the condenser as possible. Across the two
leads to this spark plug a voltmeter is connected, and an ammeter
is placed in the circuit as shown. Assuming no leakage, pure
water will flow across the gap of the spark plug and offer a high
resistance to the flow of the current. This condition results in a
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high potential drop across the gap. As leakage occurs the resist-

ance decreases, and the drop becomes less also, affecting the flow of
current.

By a little experimentation the resistance of various states of
the water from pure to rank contamination may be computed by
Ohm's law and the results recorded. In actual operation the oiler
may read the instruments and record the data on his log sheets.
When these are turned in, it requires but a few minutes' work to
determine the condition of the condenser as regards leakage.

—

Electrical World.

An X-Ray Portable Power Plant.

It ib probably safe to say that at no time since its first appli-
cation to medioal science has the X-ray played so important a
part as it is doing at the present time in connection with the
work of saving the lives of wounded soldiers, who, but for the
prompt diagnosis it permits, would succumb to their wounds.
Not only are all the military hospitals equipped with Buch
apparatus, but a large number of travelling hospitals in the form
of specially-designed motor vehicles are also being used near the
field of battle by the Medical Service of the Army. One of the
needs that the war early brought about in connection with the
use of the X-ray was that of a portable power plant which could
be quickly installed either in a motor vehicle or in hospitals not

Fig. 2.

—

Sectional View of Austin Portable Power Plant.

provided with a source of electrical energy, and we are thiB week
able to illustrate the compact little set which the Austin Motor
Co., Ltd., of Northfield. Birmingham, specially designed for this

work, and Of which they have supplied a large number to the
Director-General of Army Medical Service.

The set, which is exceedingly compact, occupying a space of

only 3 ft. by 2 ft. by 3 ft., comprises a single-cylinder petrol engine

4^

IIP
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filament lamps mounted on the rectifier itself for the 2 amp. size,

and on a separate base for larger sizes ; no charging board, resist-

Fig. 5.

—

Small Electrolytic Rectifier.

ances or measuring instruments are necessary so that the cost of

the installation is low.

Fig. 5 shows a small rectifier of this type.

with the solenoid (?) in which the plunger (A) works. This
plunger is connected with the stem of the air compressor throttle
valve (,/)• Normally this throttle valve would be wide open and
admit a full supply of air to the air compressor, in which case the
pressure in the blast receiver would with any load on the engine
rise rapidly, as the air compressors are always made with a sub-

stantial margin of capacity.

Supposing now that the engine is at work and that the prefsure
in the air reoeiver is lower than that indicated by the finger (A) as
being the proper pressure for the load, the air compressor would
pump at its full capacity into the receiver and rapidly increase
the pressure, so causing the finger (o) to catch up to the finger
(A) and make contact between the contact points (d) and (c). As
soon as this occurs, current will flow through the solenoid (./j and
the plunger will be drawn downwardB into the solenoid, thus
closing the throttle valve, and this valve will be held closed whilst
the two fingers remain in contact. As soon as the pressure drops
a little and the gauge finger 0) falls away from contact with the
finger (A), then the circuit will be broken and the throttle valve
will re-open. In this manner the pressure in the air receiver will
be automatically regulated ia accordance with the load on the
engine.

The apparatus results in smoother running of the engine, lets

attendance, and in case of altarnators run in parallel, both putting
them into parallel and running them are facilitated.

Messrs. Mirrlees, Hickerton & Day have also recently introduced
a crosshead type of DieBel engine (which was referred to in our
iBaue of January 28th, page 116).

This construction is more costly than the trunk piston con-
struction, but for large engines it has particular advantages in

that piston troubles are reduced and trouble with connecting rod
top-end bearings is decreased ; cylinder wear is also lessened and
lubrication improved.
The engine height is increased, but owing to the necessity with

the trunk type of allowing headroom for withdrawing both piston
and connecting rod clear of the cylinder, while with the croeBhead
type only the piston needs to be lifted clear, the height of the
engine room will not necessarily be increased.

Electrically-Operated Air-Regulating Device for Diesel
Engines.

A substantial improvement in the operation of Diesel engines is

obtained by regulating the pressure of the air which blows the
fuel into the cylinder according to the amount of fuel blown in,

the latter varying with the load. Such regulation is usually
carried out by hand, demanding considerable attention on the part
of the engine driver.

Messbs. Mibrlees, Bickebton & Day, Ltd., of Hazel Grove,
Stockport, have, however, now introduced an automatic apparatus
to obtain the desired result, which is made for either mechanical
or electrical control, a description of the latter type being as
follows :

—

Referring to fig. 6. In this the current from the dynamo is

passed round the coil («) in such a way that this controls the
finger (A) exactly as the finger of an ammeter is controlled by the
current flowing through the ammeter. The finger, however,
instead of pointing to ampere readings, is arranged to move round
the scale of a pressure gauge, and point to that blast pressure
which is best for the engine for the amount of power being gene-

Fiq, 6.

—

Air-Regulating Device for Diesel Engines.

rated at the moment. The pressure gauge shown is connected up
with the blast pipe, consequently its finger (<0 points to the blast
pressure. Both fingers are provided with contact pieces id) and 00
shown in detail in the small figure. The two fingers are insulated
from each other, but are connected np with an electrioity snpply. The
amount of current used is very small, therefore the fingers can if

necessary be connected to a battery. The snpply is also connected

LEGAL

Batteries from Holland.

Before the Recorder (Sir Forrest Fulton, K.C.) and a j lry, in

the Lord Mayor's Court, on January 27th, Mr. Isidore GrunbaUB,
fancy goods importer, of 142 and 145, Houndsditch, E.C., sought
to recover the sum of £36 13s. 6d., the price paid for goods which
were defective, and loss of profit on their sale, from Mr. A Franco,
importer, of 10, Clothier Street, Houndsditch, E C.

Mr. E. Zeitlyn was counsel for the plaintiff, while the defen-

dant was represented by Mr. C. J. Conway.
It was stated that in January of last year the deftnlant,

who then had business in Holland, called on the plaintiff and
asked him to store a number of dry batteries used in flash lamps.

The defendant said that if the plaintiff could find a customer for

the batteries he would sell them at 4 id. each. Some days later

the plaintiff received an offer for the goods, and he wrote to the

defendant at the Victoria Hotel, Amsterdam, offering to purchase
them at 4s. a dozen, less 2\ per cent, discount. The defendant
telegraphed back refusing to accept anything under 4a. 3d. per

dozen. Finally the plaintiff agreed to purchase the batteries at

4 id. eaoh. He took over 4,800 batteries, received a three months'
guarantee with them, and a discount of 3} per cent. The price

paid for the batteries was £81 16s. 3d. The plaintiff sold the

batteries to Messrs. Rowarth Bros., of Norwich, who returned no
Ibbb than 1,964 on the ground that they were defective. The
plaintiff immediately informed the defendant that a large number
of the batteries were "dead," and asked for others to be sent in

their place. After some correspondence, defendant asked for

the batteries to be returned to a firm in Amsterdam. The
plaintiff, however, refused to send them back as requested,

pointing out that he had dealt with the defendant, and did not
know any other person in the matter.

In hiB evidence, tlie Plaintiff stated that he purchased the

batteries at 4 id. each, and sold them at -tjd.each. The Witness said

he did not have much confidence in the defendant, as he had only
sprung up since the war started. He told the defendant that it

was usual to have a three months' guarantee with such goods.

That was the custom of the trade, although some manufacturers
gave a six months' guarantee
Counsel for the defence said he would not dispute that some

of the batteries were defective, r that there was a guarantee
given.

In cross-examination, the Plaintiff said that he was told by the

defendant that more batteries were being sent over to replace the

defective ones, but the ship in which they were consigned was sunk
by the Germans. A second ship containing batteries was captured

by the enemy. It was untrue that at the outset the defendant
told him that the batteries were made by the Fabrik Metrom, of

Amsterdam.
The Defendant, who said he was a Dutchman, and formerly

traded in Belgium, said that at the outset he told the plaintiff

that the goods were made by a manufacturer in Holland, who
would guarantee every battery. At a later date, when he actually

sold the goods, he told the plaintiff who the manufacturers were.
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The Recorder said that in the receipt which the defendant
gave he signed his own name to the guarantee, and the name of

the manufacturer did not appear.

The Jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff for the amount
claimed, and judgment was entered accordingly, with costs.

Bebgtheil & Young, Ltd., b. Lindley.

In the King's Bench Division, on January 27th, before Mr. Justice

Atkin and a special jury, an action was brought by the plaintiffs

against Mr. R. H. N. Lindley, of the firm of C. Lindley & Co., Ltd.,

tool makers, &c, Eaglefield Road, London, E., to recover damages
from the defendant for an alleged slander which he was said to

have uttered to a representative of the plaintiff firm at his busi-

ness premises. The defendant denied that he uttered the words
complained of, and he said if they were uttered they were spoken
on a privileged occasion and without malice and bona fide.

Mr. Neilson appeared for the plaintiffs, and Mr. Dale represented

the defendant.

Mb. Neilson said that the plaintiffs were electrical engineers in

a large way of business. The alleged slander was a very
serious one, as it was spoken of the plaintiffs in regard to their

trade and business. The plaintiffs were an English company
carrying on business here; they had large works at Parson's Green
and Stoke Newington, and the slander they complained of was to

the effect that they were a German firm. The plaintiffs employed
many hands, and had had a deal of Government work, and it was
a matter of great importance to them to have it made generally
known that they were not a German firm. The plaintiffs had a
Mr. Stent in their employ, and he had occasion to go to the
defendant's premises about some latbe-chuoks, and it was then that
the defendant uttered the words complained of. The suggestion
made now by defendant waB that the words he uttered were in

relation to his inquiries concerning the plaintiffs and their goods.

The plaintiffs' complaint was that defendant said, with reference to

their name :

—
" They are a German firm, and we will do no business

with them whatever. They are a German firm, and it is a German
name." It was asserted that the words were spoken on a privileged

occasion, but it was not a plea of privilege to which he (Counsel)
was accustomed. The jury would appreciate the extent of the
harm that might be produced upon the plaintiffs' business by such
a statement as this ; its effects would be incalculable, and the
plaintiffs desired that the true facts should be known. His
clientB were not out for 'money, and if Mr. Dale was ready
to apologise now on behalf of the defendant, his clients would be
satisfied. The plaintiffs employed about 1,0(10 handB. The company
was a limited company registered under the Joint Stock Com-
panies' Act in 1901. There were two directors only. Mr. Arthur
Bergtheil and Mr. Edward Bergtheil, and all the people connected
with the company, were English. The father of Mr. Arthur and
Mr. Edward Bergtheil died in 1901, at the age of 82. He had lived

in England since 1S66. He came from Bavaria as a boy, and his

sons, Edward and Arthur the present directors, were born at
Paddington. The father, Mr. Bergtheil, was for some years a
member of the Legislative Assembly of Natal, which involved his
naturalisation. The plaintiff company was, therefore, an English
oompany, and the slander was a very serious one. The name of

the plaintiff company had now been altered to Berkeley & Young,
with the consent of the Board of Trade.

At the close of Mr. Neilson's opening statement, Mb. Justice
Atkin observed that it seemed to him that the object of the
plaintiff's action was achieved, as it merely desired to give publioity

to the true facts concerning the plaintiffs. Under these circum-
stances it seemed to him that something might reasonably be done
to settle the matter. He would see counsel on both sides in

private consultation if it was so desired.

After a consultation in Mr. Justice Atkin's room, it was announced
that the case had been settled, and that the record in the action
would be withdrawn.
Mb. Dale, addressing the Court, said that he wished to say on

behalf of the defendant, Mr. Lindley, that he personally considered

that he was justified in defending the action. There was no
ground, the defendant thought, for the action to be brought at all,

as he (Mr. Lindley) never uttered the words that were complained
of, and he was only inquiring at the time as to the nationality of
the plaintiff firm and their goods. If, however, by a certain con-
struction the words that he uttered could be regarded as damaging
to the plaintiffs, he was willing to say that he was sorry. He was
ready to say that he was satisfied with the explanation given by
the plaintiffs as to their nationality, and he did not suggest that
they were anything other than a reputable English firm.

Mb. Justice Atkin said the settlement was satisfactory. It

seemed to him that observations by Mr. Lindley in regard to the
plaintiff company might have been misunderstood.

The record in the case was accordingly withdrawn.

Munitions Court Cases,

At a sitting of the Munitions Tribunal at Dundee on Friday,
Frank Atkinson, electrician, asked a clearance certificate to enable
him to leave an Arbroath controlled firm aDd accept service on
urgent Government work. He stated that his work could be done
by an older man, and he complained that his wages, £2 15s., were
not sufficient in view of the amount of overtime he worked. In
the event of breakdowns he was expeoted to work to any hour. He
further stated that as the works were electrically driven they
required great attention and he could not get time to make repairs.

The Chairman said the certificate would be refused, and if Atkincon

thought his wages were inadequate he could appeal to the Board of
Trade.
At the Blackburn Munitions Tribunal on January 26th a Cor-

poration employe—a cable jointer—asked for release from his work
in order that he might join the Forces. He said he either wanted
to enlist or to be given more work to do on munitions. A Corpora-
tion official said they would do their best to meet the applicant in
this, and the man thereupon said he was satisfied.

At Oldham last week an eleotiical instrument maker employed
at Hollinwood, complained that his release certificate had been
unreasonably withheld by his employers. His case was that he
was employed on the erection of house service meters, and not
being on Government work, not having an official badge, and not
being, as he alleged, in receip 1

; of trade union rate of wages, he
had applied for work which would place him directly on Govern-
ment business, and would bring him in the trade union rate of pay.
His earnings with the firm were 33a, per week and 3s. war bonus,
and at his new place he was to get 39s. and Is. war bonus. A
representative of the firm said it was difficult to say exactly
whether the man was on war work or not. Before a badge could
be given to a man he must be substantially employed on war work,
and, in his opinion, the applicant had been on war work during the
past six weeks. He had been engaged on meters for munition
works, power stations, or on meterB for submarines. Mr. W.
Sellara (chairman) said that whilst meters for submarines undoubt-
edly were war work, he was not satisfied that the making of meters
for ordinary works and power stations could be considered war
work. The firm's representative said the firm had undertaken to

let any man not engaged on war work go into the Army. There
was a suspicion that there was more behind the application than
bad come out. The applicant had a friend who had worked for

the Hollinwood firm, and as he had not had good health, the
firm offered to release him so that he could recuperate. He had
since got a job in the south, and the firm there had written to

the applioant and other workers at Hollinwood offering them jobs.

The speaker added that there was an increase of 2s. due to the
applicant, but he said he would rather go to the place where his

friend was, as his health was not so good. The Chairman said

that was an after consideration entirely. The application was
refused.

Southampton Corporation r. Duguid.

At the Southampton County Court, the plaintiffs sued defendant
for the cost, under a hire-purchase agreement, of electric fittings

(£7 14s.) in the house ocoupied by him. From the evidence, it

appeared that the house was previously occupied by a town
councillor, and defendant agreed to take over the installation, it

being promised that supply should be immediately connected if

defendant paid £1 2s. Id. then due. The next quarterly account
for the installation was received, and he then said that he had
only agreed to pay one sum of £1 2s. Id. Defendant said he did

not know when signing the agreement that he was making
himself responsible for more than one single payment of £1 2a. Id.,

and he paid that because he wanted to get into the house. He
did not read the agreement, and there was no writing in the body
of the agreement at the time. Later he heard from a Corporation
canvasser that the amount of the alleged debt had been written off.

The Judge, according to the Hampshire Independent, held that

there was no agreement on the part of the defendant to pay the
money.

An Irish Abbitbation.
'

In this arbitration, to which we referred in our last issue, Mr. A. E.

Porte has now given his award. According to Freeman s Journal.

Mr. Brunker'a claim was for £373, the balanoe of the contraot

and for extra work done.

The Marquess of Sligo made three counter-claims. He claimed

a sum of £109 for alterations as to prices and deductions made by
Mr. R. E. Mellon, the architect, from the contractor's accounts.

A sum of £36 was allowed for this by the arbitrator. He claimed

a further sum of £157 paid to Messrs. Edmundaon'a, Ltd., for

completing work alleged to have been left undone by Mr. Brunker.
The arbitrator allowed £G2 5s. 3d. for thia claim. The claim of

the Marquess of Sligo for a penalty of £10 per week for delay was
wholly disallowed. The Marquess of Sligo ia to pay his own costa

and the arbitrator's fees and expenses, and to pay five-ninths of

Mr. Brunker'a costs.

A 1,000-KW., 1,000,000-Volt Transformer.—Accord-
ing to the Electrical World, C. II. Thordarson, of Chicago, erected

in the Exposition Grounda, San Francisco, a 1,000-kw., 1,000,000-

volt transformer for 60-oycle operation. The windinga were sub-

merged in a 22 .-barrel concrete tank of oil, and the transformer
complete weighed 30,000 lb. The low-tension 2,200-volt coils, of

which there were 122, were connected in pairs across the 2,200-

volt supply mains, with their midpoints grounded to the trans-

former frame. The 1,000,000-volt winding consisted of 190 ooila

wound with flat aluminium conduetors insulated with paper.

Some 90 miles of aluminium conductor and 270 miles of paper
ribbon were used ki the construction of the high-ttnsion winding.
Mr. Thordarson estimated the cost of ths transformer at $30,000,
including special winding machinery.
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WAR ITI;MS.

The Question of Llectrical Concessions in Russia.—
\ecofding to a report published in th< principal German
coninn-iri.il newspaper, no companies in Russia al

are in a more difficult situation than those which arc
engaged in the supply of energ) for lighting and powei

s, including tramways. The annually increasing
profits "i these companies, which are mostly cquipp
foreign capital, are said to have aroused, in the case of
the Stale and the municipal councils, the desire to talfl

advantage of the existing conjuncture of war by expropri-
ating these profitable undertakings at as little cost as pos-
sible. We can understand an object of thi? kind when
aimed at ventures in which German interests are chiefly
concerned, hut as ;i large amount <>f Belgian and French
capital is also invested in these classes of undertakings in

Russia, we assume thai the Teutonic statement <>f the cas< .

although it does not specifically mention any nations other
than Russia and Switzerland, applies solely to companies
in which German capital has exercised control in the past.
Ai am rate, a dispute is reported to have arisen between
the Government and the local authorities as to the future
ownership of the supoly works ami tramways. At present
two official projects are in opposition to each other. The
lirsi has hern prepared by the Minister for Home Affairs,
who proposes the compulsory transfer to the cities and
towns of electrical un l< rtakings which are of public interest.
On the other h.md. the Minister of ComrruMee is credited
with a scheme for conferring upon the State a monopolv
for granting concessions for these undertakings, and stipu-
lating also that the owners of existing concessions must
apply to the State for a concession to continue their busi
pess. The latter project is declared to have evoked great
opposition in technical circles, and the Society of Engira i i

and Electro-technics, of Petrograd, has raised a protest
agajnst it. The scheme, which would deprive certain
towns of large receipts, also contemplates the imposition
of conditions which are much more unfavourable than those
hitherto fixed in the case of concessions, and which would
bend to check applications for such privileges. On one
point onh are the State and the local authorities said to
l>c in agreement, namely, thai the compensation to be paid
to 'present holders of concessions shall be as little as pos-
sible; and both schemes proce d from the idea that a kind
of expropriation has become necessary in the public in-
terests. It is contended that the working of concessions is
only right according to form, but thai in fad it is the usur-
pation of a right devolving upon the general community, and
the immediate and forcible rupture of the concessions would
only represent the establishment of normal legal conditions.
On this basis the companies would only be compensated
-for the fixed and movable assets in the' shape of stations,
cables, etc.. but would receive nothing for the loss due t,',

the stoppage of the concessions. It is stated that this prin-
ciple has already found expression in practice in the case
of the Kieff Tra'mway Co., whose works and rolling stock
have been municipalised against the companv's wish; and
whilst the company claimed .£2,100,000 by way of compen-
sation, the City Council, excluding anv indemnity for tin
concession, is only willing to pay ^e~50,000. The report
also refers to the well-known case of the Moscow Supph
Co.—the branch of the Petrograd Electric Lighting Co. of
1886—although in this instance the Moscow City Council
some time ago offered to pay a moderate compensation for
the unexpired term of the concession. More i.e. ntly, how-
ever, the Town Council has sought to secure a reduction
in the charges for supply from the State sequestrator, and
the German suggestion from this fact is that the nearer
the business- of a supplv undertaking is brought to the si u,
of ruin the better will he the prospects ol the Russians
acquiring it at .1 "slaughter price."

Trade After the War.—Opinion is becoming more divided
as to whether, at the conclusion of the war, 8terman\ will
he ready immediately to enter upon a trade war. Mr T
Russell, speaking at the Rotary Club. Edinburgh, on the
probable condition of trade after the war, said (according
to the "Financial Times"):—"At the close of th« n u
Germany would not be read} to compete. Germany was
short of materials. Before she could dump poods she must
obtain the material to make them with -,-md means 1,, pay
for them. Mam of hen factories were closed tin el-
Competition after tht wai would con* from \n loni
before it came from Germany."
Enemy Shareholdings in Australia.—Reuter's represen-

tative ai Melbourne rep,,in that the Federal Executive has
.approved regulations for the wiping out of enemy and
naturalised shareholders in public companies and making
the transfer of their shares to the Public Trust,-, until a
year after tin- war obligatory. Before April 15th enemi
.shareholders may applj to the Attorney-General, aftei
transfer, to have their shares sold, and they will receive
the proceeds. The regulations provide for the payment of
dividends on enemy shares to the Public Trustee after
allowing reasonable living expenses.
Swedish Export Prohibitions.—An order has just been

issued' by the Swedish Government prohibiting the exporta
tion from the counfrv of insulating composition containing
asbestos and manufactures of such composition.

Enemy firms in India.— In I Lords last

asked the Under-Secretarj ol Stab for India wheth
tie, steps had bean taken to put nemj trading
in India, and gave an instance of such alleged trading at

Bombay, Loni Islington, in reply, s;..i,i the orders dealing
wiih this mail,

1 laid down broadly thai all hostile firms i;.

India should ee.-is, to lie-
1

licence by the
Government of India. The House might r< si assured thai
lie Government ,,t India would activ, ite with
the Horn,- Government in carrying out the intention of nre-
venting this,, enemy firms from remaining permanently
amongst us.

Prohibited Exports.—The exp 1 pocket-lamp
cases and e.is. s fitted with bulb-, inn not containing bat-
teries, 10 all foreign countrii - in Europt . and on thi M- li-

terranean and Bla< k s. as,

cept through Baltic ports), Italy, Spain, and Portugal, is

prohibited.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Book Notices.—Aeroplanes and Airships.—By W. E.
Djmmett. London : Whittaker i: Co. Price 1b. net.—Like the
book on " Submarine V<s elB," by the same anthor, this is a popular
and elementary book for the edification of the general reader, but
being the work of an author who knows his subject, is not so
" popular " as to be without interest to an engineer. It deals with
the principal features of aircraft of all kinds in an entertaining
and instructive manner, and is quite suitable for those who, not
having time to study the subject fully, yet desire to have sound
general ideas upon it, and to be in a position to understand the

nature and bearing of new developments. The only feature of the
work to which we take Berious exception is the author's literary

style, which in many places is really shocking. What, for

instance, is an " increasing fitment," and how is it " practised " .'

We learn that " smokeless powder is used which makes it very
difficult for the location of an artillery battery," and the aerial

bombardment of German submarines in Ghent Harbour is men-
tioned as an operation frequently performed. There ie a canal
there, but does the author really mean Ghent ? If the author
would have his proofs read by a competent friend, the pleasure of

reading his book would be very geatly enhanced.

Excess Profits Duty amd Excess Mineral Biyhts Duty. By R. M.
Montgomery and W. Allen. London ; Butterworth & Co. Price
7s. 6d. net.—In this book the authors give an explanation of the
Finance (No. 2) Act, 1015, which imposed the new War Tax known
as the " Excess Profits Duty." The chief provisions of the Aot are

explained in due order, and instructions are given aB to finding

whether the profits of any business are liable to the duty, and the
amount of the latter. The Act is also analysed and discussed in

detail, and, finally, the complete Act is printed without notes, for

convenience of reference. The book Bhould be found very nseful
by those in charge of the accounts of firms which come within its

scope.

" Proceeding* of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers."
Vol. XXXV, 1N0, 1. January, 1916. New York : The Institute.

Price $1.

" Technical Paper of the Bureau of Mines." No. 123. "Notes
on the Ubb of Low-Grade Fuel in Europe." Washington : Govern-
ment Printing Office.

" A Meteorological Treatise on Circulation and Radiation in the
Atmospheres of the Earth and the Sun." By F. A. Bigelow.
London : Chapman .v. Hall. Price 21s. net.

"Journal of the Institution of Electrical Engineers."
Vol. LIV. No. 256. February 1st, 1916. London : E. & F. X.

Spon, Ltd. Price 3s. 6d.—This isBUe contains the following
papers:

—"Predetermination of the Performance of Dynamo-
Electric Machinery," by Prof. Miles Walker

;

" Proposed Standard
Numerals for the Scales of Measuring Instruments," by Mr. A. P.

Trotter ; "Hydro -electric Power in New Zealand," by W. Wilson.
" Experimental Wireless Stations." By P. E. Edelman.

Minneapolis, Minn, U.S.A. : P. E. Edelmann. Price $1.60.

The Import Trade of India.—The Board
Journal publishes the following figures taken from a re

Director of Statistics to the Indian Government :—

12 months ended July 31st, 1913.

liupees.

Railway plant and rolling

stock 76,214,500

Metals—Iron and steel, and
manufactures thereof ... 138,263,000

Machinery of all kinds, in-

cluding belting for

machinery
C atlery, hardware, imple-

ments (except machine
toale), and instruments ...

Metals, other than iron and
steel, and manufactures
thereof

19 I (

.

Rupees.

112,766,200

156,231,500

of Trade
port of the

1916.

Kupees.

76,446,400

77,992,900

69,810,900 12,839,200 54i833,200

59,594,700 62,957,500 35,054,500

45,627,000 65,181, 500 25,630,500
Rupee at par = Is. 4 d.
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Catalogues and Lists.—General Electric Co., Ltd.,

67, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.—Leaflet announcing altered

prices of ignitioa dry batteries (Hellesen) consequent upon the new
import duty on "motor accessories," and the decision of the

Customs authorities that these batteries come under that heading.

. New pamphlet (R 1,951) of eight pages, giving illustrations and
prioes of Robertson carbon-filament lamps for various classes of

illumination, ttime or candle lamp?, tubular lamps, heating lamps
and battery lamps. A number of views are given of the Osram-
Robertson lamp works and the glass works at Lemington-on-Tyne.
Messes. Simplex Conduits, Ltd , Garrison Lane, Birming-

ham.—Illustrated ciroular (No. 416) giving particulars and prices

of Anti-Zeppelin reflectors for half-watt and metal-filament

lamps, also Simplex lanterns for half-watt lighting in shops,

factories, &o
Messes. Mieelees, Bickerton & Day, Ltd., Hazel Grove, near

Stockport.—12-page pamphlet containing a full and illustrated

description of Mirrlees-Diesel engines of their new " Crosshead

"

type. Also a list describing their eleotrically-operated air regulat-

ing devics for Diesel engine compressors.
British Thomson-Houston Co, Ltd., Rugby.—12-page illus-

trated price list (No. 5,100 A) describing their starting resistances

for c.o. motors.
Messrs. A. D. Riley & Co , Ltd., of Wellington. N.Z., have

sent us a pamphlet containing a reprint of a description of the
municipal s»werage system of Petone, N.Z., for which they were
the contractors, with Mr. Wilson Ormrod, A.M.I.E.E , 89 their

engineer.

The Edison & Swan United Electric Light Co., Ltd.,

of Ponder's End, have prepared for advertising purpises what they •

term "Current Economy Correspondence Cards " The firm's trade

customers will be able to obtain quantities printed with their own
name and address so that the reply half with the order reaches

them.

The Growth of Mazda.—Production Las been so

greatly increased in the lamp works at Rugby that new plant has
trespissed on the norm il storage space, leaving insufficient room
to acommodate the stock. The B.T.H. Co. has, therefore, taken
over the Rugby skating rink to provide more Btorage capacity.

The annexe itself is already crowded, and a seoond floor has to be

built immediately to facilitate working in the building and add to

its capacity. At the same time the existing medley of lighting

devioes will be replaced by high-efficiency units on the well-known
B.T.H. principle. The Mazda lamps are taken by an eleotrio

automobile to the new store, which is situated very near the
railway station, thus ensuring rapid dispatch.

Board of Trade Exhibition.—The Board of Trade
Exhibition in London opens on February 21st, and will continue

until March 3rd. At Stand No. A 16, Messes. Ward k Gold-
stone, notwithstanding that they are full up with work and are

under Government control, will be, by special permission, exhibit-

ing a large variety of their manufactures, principally of goods

which, previous to the war, were made almost entirely in Germany.
The exhibit will include a large range of eleotric pocket lamps,

torches, refills for same, hand lamps, electro-medical apparatus,

&o., also electric appliances for the car and garage.

Liquidations.—Automatic Electric Block Signal-
lino Co , Ltd.—A meeting of creditors is called for February
9th, at 10, Victoria Street, S.W., to hear an account of the wind-

ing up from the liquidator, Mr. A. Colls.

Sheffield Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd.—A meeting

is called for February 29th, at Ashton-under-Lyne, to hear an
account of the winding up from the liquidator, Mr. H. Cawood.

Trade Announcements.—The business of Venners
Signs. Ltd., is being continued at 6, Old Queen Street, West-

minster, S.W., under Mr. Battson.

The Ebory Electrical Engineering Co., of 80, Ebury Mews,
Victoria, London, S.W., have been appointed British agents for the

Dyneto electric lighting and engine starting sets for motor cars.

Mr. E. J. Jarvis, electrician, of 48, Mutley Plain, Plymouth,
announces that he is retiring from business.

The Palmer Electrical Co., who represent the Nya Foere-

nade Elektrieka, of Sweden, state that they hold a stock of elec-

trical supplies, motors, &c, at their new address at 52, High Street,

London, W.C.

Prices Advance.—The Jackson Electric Stove Co.,

Ltd., announce a further inorease of 10 per cent, in all their

prices consequent upon the continued increase in prioes of raw
material and labour.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.— <!. B. Bonner, electrical

engineer, Palmer's Green, Middlesex.—First meeting, February
11th, at 14, Bedford R>w, W.C. ; public examination, February
2lst, at the Court House, Edmonton.

For Sale.—The Corporation of Nuneaton has for dis-

posal one 170-KW. Willans-Siemens direct-coupled DC, generator,

350 amperes, 460 to 500 volts. The Tramways and Electric Light
ing Committee of Swansea has for disposal the following eleotrical

plant :—One 100-H.P. Willans & Robinson engine direct coupled

to a 75-KW. Siemens-Schuckert 440/460-volt shunt-wound D.C.

generator, and one 300-h.p. McLaren marine type engine, direct

coupled to a 225-kw. Siemens-Schuckert 440/550-volt D.c com-
pound-wound generator, complete with a Yates & Thorns jet

condensing plant. See our advertisement pages to-day.

An Inquiry from Canada.—H.M. Trade Commis-
sioner in Canada reports that a manufacturers' agent in Montreal
wishes to get into touoh with United Kingdom manufacturers of

electrical goods, and he desires to receive catalogues, price lists,

&c. CReference No. 16.) Apply to the Board of Trade Commercial
Intelligence Branoh, London.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Accrinjfton.

—

Proposed Extensions.—It is antici-

pated that owing to the rapidly increasing demand, extensions tu

the electrioity works, involving an outlay of £25,000, will need

to be undertaken by the Electricity Committee in the near future,

A special meeting of the Committee is being called to consider the

matter.

Australia.—Melbourne Wiring Schemes.—Although
tin City Council rejected the proposal to install electricity in city

buildings under whioh the Council would be reimbursed in

30 monthly payments by the owners, the Electricity Cjmmittee
has had under consideration aud has recommended another scheme
based on the hire-purchase system. The Committee is of opinion

that unless some soheme is devised for assisting owners to wire

the comparatively old premises in the city, the supply of current

to these will always be very limited notwithstanding the low
rates of charge for electricity for lighting, which are the lowest in

Australia. After investigation and examination of similar schemes
in other parts of the world, the Committee considers that it is

desirable for the Council to introduce a hire-purchase scheme for

the wiring of houses in the city, viz., at the signing of the agree-

ment 10 per cent, of the estimated or ascertained cost of the installa-

tion to be paid , and the balance of cost in equal quarterly instalments

plus interest at the rate of 6 per cent, on the amount outstanding.

On the assumption that each year 500 installations of the average

siz) are wired, the annual outlay on the part of the Council

would be about £3,500. The Committee also considered a scheme

providing for the hiring out of electric motors, electric irons,

heating, oooking, and other electricity consuming devices. The
Sydney City Council electric supply department have to-day on
hire to consumers 2,546 eleotric motors, aggregating 12,160 H.r

,
at

a capital oost of £(10,000 ; the Committee considers that increased

revenue from the sale of current in this direction, under Melbourne

conditions, would produce about £50,000 per annum. So far as

eleotric cooking is oonoemed, the Committee is disposed to wait

until a supply of reliable and reasonably priced cooking apparatus

is available on the market before extending the scheme in this

direotion, realising that in order to foster a demand for electricity

for cooking, it would be necessary to arrange for the hiring out of

cookers to the consumers. As the Council's statuary powers are

restricted to the supply of electricity, it will be necessary to apply

to Parliament for additional powers to cover the propositions

recommended in the report.

—

Australian Mining Standard,

In connection with the West Australian power plant now being

erected at Perth, the Federal Counoil of the Electrical Association

of Australia has made representations to the Premier of West
Australia on the desirability of maintaining a 50-oycle frequency

throughout Australia, but it is said that the 40-cyole scheme is too

far advanced to revert to the generally accepted Australian

standard

—

Commonwealth Emjineer.

The Long Reach Electric Lighting Co. (Queensland) has been

formed to utilise the pressure from the local artesian bore to

generate electricity for lighting the town, and has applied to the

Council for its consent to an Order in Council being granted for

this purpose.

The Hamilton (Queensland) Council has decided to instruct an

electrical engineer to prepare plans for lighting the town with

electricity.

The Kilroy Shire Council (Queensland) is also applying to the

Government for a loan for the purpose of an electric light installa-

tion.

—

Tenders.

Birkenhead.—Revised Prices.—The T.C. has re-

vised charged for current as under :—In the borough, ordinary

lighting, 4<i. per unit, plus 10 per cent. ;
ordinary power and heat-

ing, first 1,500 uuitB per quarter, ljd. per unit, plus 10 per cent. ;

beyond, Id., plus 10 per cent. Prepayment meters, increase from

4id. to 5d. Outside the borough, ordinary lighting, 5d., plus

10 per cent. ; ordinary power and heating, 2d., plus 10 per cent. ;

prepayment meters, increase from 5jd. to 6d.

Bolton.—The L. & Y. Railway has agreed to bear the

oost of new mains in Rake Lane to serve the oompany's new eleotric

power station at Clifton .1 unction.

Chelmsford.—Public Lighting.—The T.C. has eo

far failed to ome to a definite arrangement with the Electric

Supply Corporation, Ltd., as to payments for public lighting on

account of the restricted use of lamps. The company offered a

rebate of £700 per annum, but the Counoil wishes to pay only

£330 per annum, or a pro rata amount for any shorter term

whilst the lamps remain extinguished. The company deolined to

agree to this proposal, but intimated that if an arrangement was

made as to a new contract when the present one expires next

March, it would probably be prepared to agree to the Council's

proposals regarding payment under the existing contraot. The

question has been referred to a Sub-Committee, which is to confer

with the company regarding the suggested new contract.
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Canada.—The electors of the city of Edmonton have
approved the agreement between the city and the Edmonton Power
Co. for a supply of electricity to the city for a period of SO years

on a KW.-honr basis, the price varying from 1"8 cents down to

"86 cent per KW.-hour, depending on the quantity taken.

The Edmonton Power Co. controls the water rights of the

Saskatchewan River at Rocky Rapids, but on account of bad

regulation in this district, dams will have to be built further up
the river, and one of these will be placed some 10 miles back from
the power house. The scheme of development at this point,

including adequate water storage, has been under consideration for

about three years, and some 60 square miles of land have been sur-

veyed, and will be cleared and prepared for an artificial lake to

impound the necessary water. The soheme is estimated to cost

$6,000,000, this including an electric railway from Edmonton to the

power site ; the work will take probably four or five years, but the

company has offered to at once take over and operate the present

steam plant aDd sell electricity at 13 cents per kw.-hour to the

city, which is to be responsible for the capital charges. It is

estimated that the present generating cost of power in Edmonton
is approximately 2 - 7 ."> cents per KW.-hour, exclusive of distribution

charges.— Canadian Electrical Kews.

China,—A Shanghai Report.—Mr. A. H. Preece, of

Messrs. Preece, Cardew, Snell & Rider, consulting engineers, has

recently reported to the Shanghai Municipal Council on the pro-

gress of the electrical undertaking and future plant extensions

required to keep pace with it. So rapid has been the increase in

output, that Mr. Preece forecasts annual additions of 10 or 20

million units, the annual demands increasing every year by 4,000

or 5,000 kw. A9 regards lighting units only, Shanghai increased

from 5'4 millions in 1912 to 117 in 1915 ; that is, it is well ahead
of Birmingham, and equal to Manchester in 1911.

In the matter of power units, over 30 millions have been added
in three years. The expansion of the undertaking iB regarded as

inevitable, and it is only necessary to decide on the most suitable

plant. New power consumers will reach 4,850 kw. in 1916, and
there is evidence that in 1917 a further 3,000 or 4,000 kw. will be

required, this being distinct from domestic lighting, heating and
power, which haB averaged an addition of 2,000 kw. for fiye years.

Summarising the position, future maximum loads are anticipated

of 19,000 kw. in 1916, 23,000 kw. in 1917, 26,500 kw. in 1918,

30,000 kw. in 1919, and 33,000 kw. in 1920.

The present capacity of the Riverside and Fearon Road stations

is 18,400 kw., which, allowing one 5,000- KW. set as spare, leaves

the maximum safe output at 13,400 kw. Mr Preece concludes

from the conditions that the maximum load must be supplied from
the Riverside station in future, and that this justifies the provision

of at least 20,000 kw. of new plant there, making a total capacity

of 34,000 kw. of plant installed ; to obtain the 20,000 Kw. of new
plant he adviseB the immediate installation of a 5,000- kw. turbine

set, also that orders be placed for (a) one 10,000 kw. and one

5,000 kw. sets, or (A) two 10,000-kw. sets, or (c) one 10,000 KW.
and one 7,500-kw. sets : a 10,000 KW. set is regarded as essential,

and should be ordered at once.

Mr. Aldridge's estimate of March, 1915, for extensions amounted
to Tls. 2,276,772, but including the cost of the f>,000-KW. set, the

total will amonntto Tls. 2,650,000, which will be spread over 1916,

1917 and 1918. By the latter year there will be some Tie. 10,000,000

invested in the undertaking, and Mr. Preece considers that there

is little doubt that by then the output sold will have reached

100,000,000 units. He further estimates that as the average selling

price will be about c.2'7, and the present price is c.3'28, there is

every prospect of reduced prices to lighing consumers.
The report as reproduced in Eastern Engineering, concludes with

a suggestion as to distributing a portion of the profits of the under-
taking for the general benefit of all ratepayers. Owing to the
community controlling the undertaking, fresh capital can be
raised at 5} per cent, or so, as against Bay 7J per cent, if the
undertaking were a private concern ; in consequence, it is sug-

gested that the community is entitled to charge interest at say
1 per cent, on the money found by it. The effect of this would
have been to raise the interest charge in 1914 to Tls. 34,190 instead
of a dole of Tls. 30,255, and in 1915 a similar amount instead of

about Tls. 35,000, and he recommends its adoption.

It is reported that a British firm has arranged to install an elec-

trical plant at Handaohedzu, on the Chinese Eastern Railway,
170 miles east of Harbin. The plant will provide for several

thousand consumers and street lighting.

Continental.

—

Italy.—Cabanzaro, with a good part of

the province of Calabria II., are about to be supplied with elec-

tricity from a large hydroelectric plant, the plans of which have
just been completed. The scheme contemplates the enlarging of
the small existing plant at Mongiana and Sera S. Bruno to supply
the whole of the province, the use of the waters of the Rivers
AUaro and Vazzallaro, and the erection of fonr high-pressure lines.

Signor Gino Canzio is responsible for the scheme.
The projected amalgamation of the Societa Anonima Elettrioa

Veronese and the Societa Canale Milani has been postponed owing
to the opposition of the minority of the shareholders. The scheme
is to be submitted to a competent court.

Dover.—New Loans, Arc—The T.C. has decided to

apply for a loan of £4,000 for cables necessary to carry ont a
special contract, for the same purpose the loaning authority has
agreed to renew a loan of £157,519 for five or seven years, with
option to repay at the end of five years at six months' notice. The
Council has accepted tenders for large and small cable.

Exeter.

—

Workhouse Lighting.—The B. of ('<. has
adopted a report of the surveyor for dealing with the electric

lighting of the workhouse, and has decided to advertise for tenders
for Block 3 in the scheme.

Hasliiiffden.— IUlk Supply. — Provisional arrange-
ments have been made, with the consent of the Accrington Cor-
poration, for obtaining an additional supply of electticity from
Rawtenstall, to supplement that obtained from Accrington. Has-
lingden is under an agreement to take all the current it requires

from Accrington, but as the latter is unable to give a regular
supply at present, the two towns have mutually agreed on this

course.

Heme Bay.—E L. Scheme.—The Gas and Electricity

Co. has asked the U.D.C. to consent to a further extension of time
for carrying out the E.L. scheme for the town, and the clerk to the
Council has been deputed to discuss the matter with the directors,

and report.

Hornsey.

—

Price Increase.—The B.C. has increased

the price of electricity, from March 31st, by 10 per cent.

India.—The Council of Regency, Bahawalpur State,

has decided to give the City of Bahawalpur a public supply of

electricity for street lighting and priva'e use. Acting on the

advice of the electrical engineer to the Punjab Government, the
contract for the generating plant has been placed with Messrs.

Balmer, Lawrie k Co., of Calcutta.

Kingsbury.—At last week's meeting of the U.D.C,
the Clerk said the North Metropolitan Electric Power Supply Co.

had made the Council a small allowance in respect of nolighted
lamps, but this had been considered insufficient. A similar point

had also been raised by another municipal body, its contention

being that it ought not to pay for what it had not received. The
case was taken to the High Courts, but judgment had been
reserved. Having regard to the fact that the decision would no
doubt have a considerable bearing on the position of affairs at

Kingsbury, the Clerk thought it would be far better to allow any
further report upon the question to be held over. The Council

agreed to this course.

Liverpool.

—

Year's Working.—The total income of

the City Council's electricity undertaking for the year ended
December 31st last, amounted to £345,808, of which £216,733 was
in respect of the sale of energy for lighting and power, £118,824
for tramway supply, and £1,592 for public street lighting. Meter
rentals brought in another £4,622, while £2,169 is credited in

respect of sales and repairs in connection with installations.

Expenditure during the 12 months totalled £136 249. Of this sum
£60 868 is entered as generation expenses: £10,525 for distri-

bution: £38,139 for rents, rate3 and taxe«, and £16 497 for

management expenses. The balance (£209,558) has been carried

to net revenue account, where £50 is added as interest. Against
the total is debited £ii5,749 in respect of interest ; £57,635 trans-

ferred to Binking fund ; and £36,223 transferred to renewal fund
leaving £50 000 to be given in aid of the general rate.

The electric supply estimates for the present year provide for

an expenditure of £57,191 on the reserve and renewal account, as

compared with an actual expenditure of £34,133 in 1915, and
£81,516 in 1914. On revenue account an expenditure of £214,837
is provided for, against £171,165 and £145,648 in 1915 and 1914

respectively. It is estimated that expenditure on capital account

will amount to £17,167, but in regard to £15,000 of this money
the sanction of the Treasury has to be obtained. LaBt year the

expenditure was £2,344, and in 1914, £26,974.

London.—Kouthwark.—The Electric Light Com-
mittee reports that it has found it necessary to again revise the

scale of charges for lighting and power. It is anticipated that

the alteration in the scale, together with the various revisions,

will show an increased income of £5,796.

Manchester.

—

Plant Extensions.—The L.G.B. has

sanctioned the proposal to divert £83,000 of the sum authorised

in respsct of the Barton Bcheme for the purchase of machinery

to be installed temporarily at the Stuart Street station, in order to

relieve the congestion and heavy loads. When the Barton scheme
is completed it is probable that this plant will be transferred to the

new station.

The coal question is no longer a source of anxiety to the

electricity department. Coal is being obtained from Northumber-
land, the extra p i;e paid being bilanced by the higher electricity

rates and the augmented consumption of energy.

During December last there was an increase in consumption of

nearly five million units of electricity as compared with
December, 1914 ', the increase of the power load was 24 per cent.

>ew Zealand.—The Ohakune B.C. is considering the

installation of an auxiliary generating set as a stand- by to its

hydro-electrio pUnt, which was described in our piges of Deoem-
bar 17th, 1915,— Tenders.

The Riccarton B.C. has deoided to borrow £3,300 for electrical

reticulation and £200 for wiring private installations.
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Xew Zealand.

—

British v. American Tenders.—
Tenders for the supply of transformers for the electricity

department of the Auokland City Council were recently

received by the Public Services Committee, and passed on
to the electrical engineer, who was informed that the Com-
mittee was prepared to consider only British-made goods. The
engineer favoured an American tender as it was strictly in

accordance with the specification, was complete, and offered

material of a high class and a reasonable time of delivery. He
said he could only reoommend acceptance of English goods if the

firms gave a satisfactory promise of delivery at their own works in

12 weeks. If this were done he was prepared to recommend the

acceptance of tenders from English firms.

The Committee left the matter in the hands of the Mayor to

act after communication by cable with the English firms men-
tioned.

Ripponden.—The Ripponden Commercial Co., Ltd.,

is on the point of installing electrical driving, by which it is

hoped to save the cost of from 50 to 60 tons coal weekly. One
room is to be taken at a time, and each room will have its own
motor.

Salford.—Proposed Loan. — The Electricity Com-
mittee has recommended that application be made to the L.G.B.

for sanction to borrow £13.660 for extensions of plant at Frederick

Road station.

The Committee has entered into a new agreement with the

Lancashire Electric Power Co., for the supply of electricity in bulk

for a period of two years.

The proposed increase of the charges for electricity is to be

considered by the Council at its next meeting.

Shipley.— Price Increase, &c.—The U.D.C. has
increased the charges for electricity for power purposes by 10 per

cent., from April 1st. This does not apply to cases covered by
special agreement.

The Electricity Committee has deferred consideration of an
irquiry from Messrs. C. F. Taylor & Co. as to a supply of electricity

to Lower Holme Mills, Baildon, until it has been ascertained

whether the Baildon U.D.C. would consent to the Council supplying

electricity in the Baildon area.

Plant Inauguration.—On Wednesday last a new three-phase

turbine set, together with switchgear, boiler plant, &c, at the

Council's generating station, was to be officially started up, the
proceedings being followed by a dinner at the Institute, Saltaire.

Stoke-on-Trent.—New Plant.—The T.C. has decided

to install transforming equipment for a sub-station at the

California Works of Messrs. Kerr, Stuart & Co., Ltd., and sanction

to the borrowing of £1,200 has been applied for for that purpose,

and has been provisionally procured.

Sunderland.—E L. Estimates.—The estimates of the

Corporation electricity department show that the income for the

year ending March 31st next, is estimated at £72,102, compared
with last year's estimate of £72,361, and £73,517 the sum actually

received. The sale of electricity is expected to realise £67,048,

compared with last year's actual income of £65,526. A decrease

is allowed for in private heating and lighting, the estimate being

£16,092, while last year's actual figure was £17,764. Power is

expected to give an increased receipt, the figure being £36,858,

against £33,640 last year. The total working expenses are

expected to be £37,818, against £:U,271 estimated for last year,

and £34,382 actually spent. There is a considerable increase

allowed for in the cost of coal, owing to the war, the estimate

being £16,148, compared with £12,479, the actual cost last year.

The total expenses are put at £41,306, against £40,090 the actual

expenditure last year. There will, it is expected, be carried to net

revenue and appropriation account £30,796, against £33,426.

the actual amount realised last year. This balance will be appor-

tioned as follows : —Repayment of loline, £17,612; interest on
loans, £10,099 ; interest on lands and redemption, £157 ; contri-

butions to capital, £963
;
income-tax on profits, £968 : leaving

for the renewals fund £995, as compared with £4,653, the amount
placed to the renewals fund 12 months ago.

Whitby.—The U.D.C. has concluded arrangements for

extending the electricity mains in High Stakesby, contracts for

current for a period of years having been entered into with the
proprietors of St. Hilda's School, the Manor House and Sneaton
Castle.

Wigan.—Proposed Extensions.—The General Pur-
poses Committee has adopted a resolution recommending the T.C.

to engage the services of an expert electrical engineer to report

upon 'he Corporation electricity works and upon a proposed scheme
involving an expenditure of about £30,000 on new plant. This
scheme, which has been under the consideration of the E.L. Com-
mittee for eeveral weeks past, is for the provision of an additional

3,000-KW. turbo-alternator, a surface condenser, two rotary con-
verters, one additional water-tube boiler and certain accessories,

and the estimated total cost is £30, f
' 0.

Whitstable.—The U.D.C. which has undertaken the

the generation of electricity for public use for the Electricity Co.

at the sewage pumping station, has informed the debenture-
holders that the work will be discontinued unless certain payments
due are paid by a certain date. Regarding the public lighting
contract with the company, the latter has offered to accept 35e.

per lamp for the period of the war, and counsel, whose opinion on
the contract has already been sought, is to be consulted as to the
offer.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

Continental.—Italy.—The Societa Tranvie e Imprese

Elettriche is seeking a concession from the Provincial Deputation

and the Ministry of Public Woiks for two lines of electric tram-

ways running respectively from Castellanza, through Olgiate and

Cassano to Gallarate and from Gallarate through Lenate and

Pozzolo to Oleggio. The necessary surveys for these lines have

already been made.
The Central Umbrian Railway, now being provisionally worked

with steam traction, will be equipped with electric driving power

next year. The current will be supplied to Papigno by the Societa

del Carburo di Calci. From Papigno three-phase ourrent will be

supplied to Marsciano transforming station for conversion to

single-phase current. The electric traction will be effected by

locomotives, driven by four single-phase motors geared to the

axles, each motor of 90 H.P.

The new goods locomotives of the Societa Elettrica BreEciana have

been built in the works of Messrs. Carminati e Toselli, of Milan,

and equipped by the firm of Galileo Ferraris. They are equipped

with four coupled motors of 80 H p. each.

An influential meeting of syndics and other representatives of

cities and towns around the Lake of Garda met recently to consider

a scheme of extension of the Mantua-Peschiera electric railway.

After a long discussion, it was decided to memorialise the Govern-

ment for the concessions for extensions from Verona and from

Peechiera to Lazise and Riva, via Mori and Rovereto. The pro-

moters of the scheme have in view the great concourse of tourists

that will be attracted to the shores of this beadtiful North Italian

lake, where the success of Italian arms will have freed the

remainder of the Trentino from Austrian overlordship, as well as

the knitting of ties with the reconquered territory.

Dudley.

—

Tramway Accident.—A second death has

occurred as a result of the tramway accident on January 16th,

and the inquest formally opened by the Wolverhampton coroner,

has been adjourned until February 14th.

Failsworth (Lanes.).— Inquest.—On Tuesday an

inquest was held on Martha Wilkinson, who received fatal

injuries in the tramway smash at Radcliffe recently. Harry Pusey,

driver of the runaway Bury car, said that when he got half way
down the hill on Radcliffe New Road, the car was travelling at

about 12 miles per hour, or two miles under the limit allowed ;
he

tried to pull up at the stopping place, but the car commenced to

Bkid, and he attributed the accident to the Bkidding of the wheels,

and to the rails being in a treacherous condition. The car had

been all right previously. A passenger thought that juBt before

the collision with a van the car would be travelling at 30 miles

per hour. A verdict of " Accidental death " was returned, and

the driver was exonerated from blame.

II ford.

—

Year's Working.—The somewhat belated

though instructive report of Mr. L. E. Harvey, the tramway
manager, on the working of the Council's tramway undertaking

for the year ended March 31st last, shows that there was a deficit

of only £21, as compared with a loss of £3,567 on the previous

year's operation. The total receipts, £31,981, were £6,188 more
than in the previous year, due to the running on the lines leased

from Barking and to a reduction in 'bus competition. The car

mileage 877,813, shows an increase of 45.918, and the passengers

carried numbered 9,203,077, as against 8,036,552 in 1914. We note

that the Edison electric tower wagon has been continuously in

work, with the most satisfactory results ; it has saved time in

getting to breakdowns and has been largely used for conveying

stores, &c. Mr. Harvey adds his conviction that it would pay the

department to invest in a 2-ton electric wagon for permanent way
UBe in place of hiring horses as at present for hauling and cartage

work. It is believed that the present year will show a profit on

the working of the undertaking, for the receipts are considerably

in advance of the previous year's takings.

Lancashire.—A correspondent, writing on the shortage

of tramway conduotors in South Lancashire. sayB that this is due

mostly to them obtaining far better-paid work in the local

collieries, and not, as is usually supposed, to extensive enlistment

in the Army.

Liverpool.

—

Year's Workini;.—The accounts of the

Tramway Department of the City Council for the 12 months ended
December 31st last, provide for a contribution of £100,000 in aid

of the rates. Income from all sources dering the period under
review totalled £707,097, traffic revenue contributing £696 893.

Expenditure during the period amounted to £483,405, of which
£192,353 was in respect of traffio expenses; £86,350 for general

expenses, £80,5H4 for general repairs and maintenance, and
£124,106 for power expenses. This leaves a bilance of £223,692,

carried to net revenue account, where it is increased to £242 673 by
the addition of interest and a sum transferred from the suspense

account. From this total has to be taken £50,081 in respect of

interest, £4,868 for rent of leased lines, £64,526 for sinking fund
charges, and £23,193 to be carried to the reserve, renewal and
depreciation account, leaving £100,000 for rate aid.

London.—The Metropolitan Electric Tramways Co. is

applying for powers to postpone, until three years after the termi-

nation of the war, the liability of the Middlesex C.C. to proceed

with any tramway and street widenings authorised by Parliament
in 1911 ; also to postpone until the same period the time granted

in 1913 for erecting railless traction vehicle equipment in Wood-
ford and Tottenham, from Green Lanes to Ferry Lane.
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Manchester.—The trolley boys employed in the tram-
way department have been dissatisfied for some days paBt with
their pay, and, following the short-lived strike reported in our last
issue, brought about because they thought they were receiving less
than the new trolley girls who have just been engaged, the boys
have asked for an advance of wages of 2s. per week. The Tram-
ways Committee has offered a war bonus of Is. per week and over-
time at the rate of time and a quarter, and at a meeting of the
boys last week this offer was acoepted. There was a fair minority
against accepting the bonus, and these left the meeting and got
some of the lads on the oars to cease work again. There was no
interference with the car service, and the " strike " quiokly fizzled
ont.

Plymouth.—Tramway Pirckase.—The arbitration
with regard to the taking over by the T.C. of the undertaking of
the Devonport and District Tramways Co. has resulted in the
price bsing fixed at £103,970. The company claimed £257,000,
and the Corporation's assessment of the value was £93,000. A
loanof £5,000 for the purchase of six new oars has been sanctioned
for 15 years.

Rochdale.—In consequence of a shortage of steam at
the electricity works, there was a failure of the electrioity supply
on January 26th, and the cars on all sections were stopped for
about 20 minutes.

Sunderland.—Revenue Estimates.—The estimates
for the year ending March 3 1st next of the Corporation tramway
department show that the estimated total income is £77,687, of
which £77,300 is put down as traffio revenue, compared with last
year's estimate of £74,8S2, and an aotual income of £75,615. The
working expenses are estimated at £43,467, as against an estimate
for 1914-15 of £42246, and an actual expenditure of £41,549.
The traffic expenses are estimated at £20,8^0, an increase of over
£1,000 on last year's figure, largely owing to increases in wages ;

whilst the general expenses are put at £6,127, compared with
£5,608 last year. The sum of £34,222 will be carried to net
revenue aooount, which is increased by bank interest to a total of
£34,485, compared with last year's aotual amount of £34,331.
The sum of £5,000 will be appropriated from the balance for the
relief of rates, whilst the reserve and renewals fund will receive
£9,261. Loan repayments will amount to £10,767; interest on
loanp. £6,277 ; income-tax on profits, £2,438 ; Wheatsheaf offices
part repayment £400, and car covers £400.

Trafford Park.—Light Railway Inquiry. — On
Thursday and Friday last week an inquiry, authorised by the
Light Railway Commissioners, was held in Manchester, touching
the applioation of Mr. Marshall Stevens and others—persons con-
cerned with the ownership of land in Trafford Park—for sanotion
to construct three light railways in and adjoining the Park. The
railways proposed were approximately 2 furlongs, 4 furlongs, and
7 furlongs in length, and, on behalf of the applicants, it was stated
that they were necessary for the conveyance of the increasing
number of workmen who were employed in the Park, and also for
goods traffic. At various points tramway rails had been down for
years, but no cars had run over them. The application was opposed
by the whole of the railway companies, the Manchester Ship Canal,
Lanes. County Council, the Stretford District Council Manchester
Corporation, and a number of other public bodies, who urged that
the proposed railways were not in the public interest, and alleged
that it was the intention of the promoters to give preference to
commercial undertakings in Trafford Park over those outside. In
the result the applioation was refused.

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

Australia.—Justifying the new telephone charges of
Id. per call for subscribers and 2d. per call ou slot machines, the
Postmaster-General recently stated that in other countries the ratts
were muoh higher, except in Sweden, Switzerland, and Denmark,
where labour was cheap. In Australia the average wages paid to
the telephone employe*, including administration and supervision,
were 13'87d. per hour, compared with 9 O'.'d. in America and
6 25d. in England. The coat of the mechanical section in
Australia was 21*6191, in England 10071d., and in the United
States 16'20d. per hour. Linemen in Australia received 17 348d.,
in England 10'071d., and in America 15d. to 17d. per hour.
The Postal Sarvice showed a defioit for the year ended June 30th

last of £629,722, compared with a deficit of £501,457 in the
previous year ; the telegraphs alone made a loss of £106,461 com-
pared with £151,446, and the telephones a lo-jof £364,109 com-
pared with £296,421.
As the result of a request made by the Professional Seers

Association in Sydney, that tha Postmaster-General should give
preference to Australians in cases where they were qualified for
higher positions in the service, the Postmaster- General has directed
that all applicants for an electrical engineership at Adelaide, now
vacant, must undergo an examination. Similar examinations will

take place in future in the case of other senior positions as they
become vacant. This, Mr. Webster thinks, will afford Australians
the opportunity they have been contending for.— The Age.

Hull.—The accounts of the Corporation Telephone Com-
mittee for 1914-16 show income £138,675 ; working expenses,

£95,102 ; works protection and war bonus, £22<'> ; marriage dowries
and pensions, and one year's contribution to staff fund, £5,62!', a
total of £100,957, to which there was added for interest and
sinking fund oharges, &c, £32,328, a gross total of £133,285,
leaving a net balance of £5,390. The loan repayment charges,
amounting to £10,689, were for one year in the case of the
original undertaking, and as regarded the ex-National under-
taking, from the date of borrowing—May 6th, 1914 —in compliance
with the requirements of the Local Government Board. After
paying the expenses caused by the removal of officers from Hull,
consequent upon the transfer, and meeting the cost of replacement
of switchboard cables, there remains a credit balance of £11,684 in

the reserve fund. The capital account shows a net expenditure of

£198,183, which inolnded the purchase of the ex- National under-
taking, and an amount of £3,6S4 capital expenditure since January
1st, 1912. The total capital ontlay was £313.112.

In submitting a report on the undertaking the engineer (Mr. T.

Holme) stated that the accounts in connection with the plant
acquired from the Post Office covered a period of 3J years. The
gross profit amounted to £37,717. He estimated £3,600 as the
loss per annum on the Post Office system before the transfer. The
main items which turned this loss into a profit on the amalgama-
tion of the two Bystems were : Salaries of Post Office staff not
replaced, £2,500 per annum

;
profit on YVincolmlee system,

£2,500 per annum; loss on 25s. tariff, now abolished, £2,000 per
annum. The effect of the war would be to keep the incime down
and in Irene the expenditure. Bit for the war, the increase of
income on the amalgamated system would have exceeded £1,000
per annum. The total length of single wire on the syBtem was
43,254 miles. The estimate for IP 16-17 returned the profit at

£1,030.

Mongolian Telegraphs.— A Russo-C'hino-Mongolian
telegraphic conference has decided that the telegraphic lines from
Kalghan to Urga and Kiakhta, crossing the territory of auto-
nomous onter Mongolia, are to pass into the possession of the
Mongolian Government, in conformity with a triple agreement
signed in June, 1915.

Torpedo Controlled hy Wireless.—A Reuter tele-

gram from Washington, U.S.A., states that wireless control of a

coast defence torpedo by an aeroplane has been definitely accom-
plished, and the Navy Dapartment has asked Congress to appro-
priate nearly a million dollars to acquire the rights. Aeroplane
control makes it possible for the operator to guide the torpedo

through the water from any height, air bubbles from the com-
pressed air motor of the torpedo giving him a certain gnide to steer

it against a ship's hull. No details are available, and the method
by which the controlling waves are enabled to actuate the steering

gear of the torpedo, in spite of the shielding effe:t of the shell of

the latter, and of the s:a-water, is not known.

United States.—The Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co.

of America has brought an action against the Datroit and Cleve-

land Navigation Co. at Buffalo, N.Y., for using infringing appa-
ratus on its steamships.

The antenna of the radio-station of the Atlantic Communica-
tion Co., at Sayville, L.I., was brought down by the weight of

sleet on Dacember 29th. Repairs were made at once.

The Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co. of America has placed a

contract for the erection of a new station building at Cape May,
N.J. A tower 140 ft. high will also be erected.

The United States battleship Wyoming reports that while she

was near Cape Hanry, Va., on January 10th, radio-telegraph

messages were exjhanged with the Sin Diego at Graymas, Mexico,

a distance of 2,500 miles.

Recently the Marooni Wireless Telegraph Co. of America brought
an aotion against the American-Hawaiian Steamship Co. for

infringement of its " tuning patent," by the use of certain wireless

telegraph apparatus manufactured by the Eilbourne & Clark
Manufacturing Co., of Seattle, Wash., whioh had been installed on
its Bteamship Floridian. Judge Veeder, on January 8th, granted
a preliminary injunction against the farther use of the apparatus

on the steamship.

Judge Mayer dismissed, on January 7th, the wireless patent
infringement suit brought by the receivers of the National Electric

Signaling Co.. of Pittsburg, Pa., against the Atlantic Communi-
cation Co., which operated the Sayville wireless station. It was
complained that the defendant had infringed the claims of patents
granted to 1.' aginald A. Fessenden, but Judge Mayer held that the

claims were invalid.

The Marooni Wireless Telegraph Co. of America has closed a
contract with the Inland Navigation Co., New York, for the
installation of wireless apparatus on 36 freight barges, whioh are

soon to ply the waters of the Mississippi. The contract provides

for 2-KVf . Marconi sets, giving a communication range of 400 miles

or more. Marconi operators will be supplied and service with
.land stations provided as in ocean navigation.

—

Telegraph and
Telephone Age.
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CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.
Australia.— April 15th. P.M.G. Common-battery

multiple switchboard, or automatic or Bemi-automatio switchboard,
and associated apparatus. See "Official Notices" December 31st.

Brisbane.—April 26th. Deputy P.M.G. Five seotions of trunk
"line switchboard for Toowoomba Exchange. (Schedule No. 342.)

Melbourne.—March 22nd. Thermo-electric pyrometers, for the
Victorian Government Railway Commissioners.*

April 12th. Electrically operated runway hoist for the Jolimont
car shops. Particulars at the contractors' room, Spencer Street.

Sydney.— February 28th. Municipal Council. Tenders for

induction regulators. Specifications (lis. 6d.) from the Electric

Light Department, Town Hall, Sydney.
April 10th. Municipal Council. Supply, laying and main-

tenance for six months of six 11,000-volt submarine cables, each
400 yards long, across Darling Harbour.*
May 3rd. N.S.W. Railways and Tramways Department. One

2,500-kw. turbo-alternator, for Zara Street, Newcastle, power
house. Specifications (203.) from the Engineer's office, 61, Hunter
Street, Sydney.

Belfast.— February 16th. Corporation. Tramway
stores, including oable, lamp and electrical accessories. See
" Official Notices " to-day.

Birmingham.—February 8th. Twelve months' supply
of electrical stores, for the Birmingham, Tame and Rea DiBtriot

Drainage Board. Forms of tender from the Board's offices, Tyburn,
Birmingham.

Exeter.—B. of G. Electric light installation for Block 3

at the workhouse. Particulars from the Surveyor.

Halifax.—February 1 ith. Corporation. Twelvemonths'
supply of electric lighting fittings and accessories, cables, tele-

phone wire, meters, &e. See " Official Notices" January 21st.

Leiffh (Lanes.).— February 18th. Electricity Committee.
2,000-kw. turbo-alternator, 6 600 volts ; surface condenser, set of
pumps, 1,000-kw. rotary or motor-converter, with switchgear. See
'Official Notices" January 2Sth.

London.— Islington.— February 17th. B. of G.
Alteration to wiring, provision of switchboards, motor starters, &o.,
provision of motors, and purchase of old plant. See "Official
Notices" January 28th.

Hammersmith.—February 16th. Corporation. Twelve months'
supply of stores, including wires, cable joint boxes, fuse boxes,
insulating material and electric light sundries, for the Electricity
Department. See " Offi ;ial Notices " to-day.

Battersea.—February 21st. B.C. Engine-room stores, oils,

electricity meters, service joint-boxes, ironmongery, tools, trough-
ing, conduits, insulators, coal, &c, for the Electricity Department.
See " Official Notices " to-day.

Manchester.— February 15th. Corporation. (Jeneral
stores, including cables, telephones, electrioal accessories, &c, for
the Tramways Department. See "Official Notices " January 2Sth.

New Zealand.—Duxedin.—May 17th. City Council.
(1) Tramcar bodies

; (2) electrical equipment. Plans, &c, from the
Town Clerk, Dunedin.

Raetihi.—March 14th. Town Board. 40-h.p. hydro-electric
generating set, switchboard, &c. Plans and particulars from Messrs.
H. W. Climie & Son, Raetihi.*

Wellington.—March 8th. Public Works Office. One 3,000- kw.
generator and one 4,300-h.p. water turbine, at Lyttelton, for the
Lake Coleridge electric power scheme. Specifications, kc, may be
consulted by British firms at the office of the High Commissioner
in London for New Zealand, at 13, Viotoria Street, S.W.

Pembroke (Dublin),—February 7th. U.D.C. Twelve
months' supply of electrical goods. Specifications from the Town
Hall, Ball's Bridge, Co. Dublin.

Portsmouth. — February 15th. Corporation. .Six

months' supply of tramway stores, including insulating materials,
lamps, motor windings. See " Official Notices " to day.

Southampton.—February lyth. Corporation. Twelve
months' supply of general Btores, electric lamps, &c, for the
Tramways Department Specifications from the Manager, Tramway
Offices, 161, Above Bar Street.

Spain.—Tenders have been invited by the municipal
authorities of Anzaola (Province of Guipuzooa) for the concession
for the electric lighting of the town.

Todmorden,—February 12th. Electricity Committee.
Uae Lanca^ire boiler, superheaters, mechanical stokers, pipework,
centrifugal pump ; also brickwork for Lancashire boiler. See
" Official Notices " to-day.

Specifications for the items marked * can be seen at the Board
of Trade Commercial Intelligence Branch in London.

CLOSED.

Australia.—The following tenders have been accepted :

—

P.M.G.'s Department, West Austeat.ia.

7 miles 763 yards of lead-covered conduotor oable, 160 pairs, £1,018 per
mile ; 4 miles 1,602 yards ditto, 1C0 pairs, £748 per mile.—Western
Electric Co. (Aust.), Ltd.

P.M.G.'s Department, N.S.W.

3J miles of lead-oovered coDduotor oable, 15 pairs, £ 101 per mile ; 9i miles
ditto, 25 pairs, £132 per mile : 9J miles ditto, 35 pairs, £165 per mile :

33J miles ditto, 50 pairs, £228 per mile ; 9J miles ditto, 76 pairs, £S93
per mile.—W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.

14i miles of lead-covered conductor cable, 150 pairs, £491 per mile ;

1J miles ditto, 200 pairs, £684 per mile ; 5 miles ditto, 250 pairs, £778
per mile ; 11J miles ditto, 300 pairs, £920 per mile.—Western Electrlo
Co. (AuBt.), Ltd.

4 miles of lead-covered conductor cable, 400 pairs, £1,185 per mile.—British
Insulated & Helsby Cables, Ltd.— Tendert.

Barking',— The U.D.C. has accepted the tender of

Mr. S. E. Moss, of Southend-on-Sea, for extensions at the electricity

works, at £1,200.

Bristol.—The Corporation Docks Committee has accepted

the tender of Messrs. W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.,

for 250 yards of 7/18 paper-insulated lead-coverid cable.

Derby.—The T.C. has accepted the tender of the British

Electric Transformer Co., Ltd., for a transformer, at £110.

Glasgow.— The Electricity Committee recommends
acceptance of the following tenders :

—

British Westinghouse Co., Ltd.—One 6.OC0 kw. turbo-alternator and con-

densing plant, at £25,62'2, for the Port Dundas station.

Willans & Robinson, Ltd.—One 6,000-K\v. turbo-alternator and condensing
plant (with Dick, Kerr alternator), at £25,480, for St. Andrew's Cross
station.

The above sets are to be completed by September of the present

year.

The Tramways Committee has recommended acceptance of the

following offers :

—

V.I.B. cable —Liverpool Eleotric Cable Co. ; Pirelli, Ltd.
Commutators.— British Westinghouse Co.

Ilford.—The following offers of coal have been accepted

by the Electricity Committee :

—

E. Poster & Co.—100 tons Glyncoed through and through, at 24s. 9d. per

ton ; 100 tons Glyncoed small, at SOs. Wd. per ton ; about 150 tons

Measham slaok, at 13s. 6d. per ton.
CleeveB & Co.—200 tons Notts large hard, at 26s. 9d. per ton.

E. Foster 4 Co.—Three trucks per week of West Cannook 2-in. nutty slack,

at 20s. 10d. per ton, over a period of 12 months.

The Committee has also accepted the tender of the Albion Clay Co.

f >t cable ducts, at 2s. 4}d. per yard.

London.—L C.C.—The Education Committee has con-

sidered a claim from Messrs. Lund Bros. & Co., the contractors for

the electric lighting installation at Ocean Street School, Stepney,

in respect of the rise in the prices of materials between the time of

the acceptance of their tender and the execution of the work. The
contract was accepted in December, 1913, and 1 he first portion

completed in 1915 ; the second portion has only recently been com-
menced, owing to the building trade strike in 1914. The Committee
is of opinion that an allowance of £39 should be made in settle-

ment of the claim ; and also that the request of Messrs. Defries

and Goldman, contractors for installing electric light at Star Street

School (Fulham), Victoria School (Hammersmith), Senior Street

Sohool (Paddington), and Woolmore Street School (Poplar), for

permission to assign their contracts to the Alpha Manufacturing
Co., be complied with.

West Bromwich.—The Electricity Committee recom-
mends the acceptance of the tender of Messrs. J. Dallow & Sons,

at £8,8.i0, for the erection of the engine-room walla and founda-
tions and brickwork for steel chimney, in connection with the plant

extensions at the electricity works ; also the tender of the New
Conveyor Co. for certain extensions to the coal conveyor.

Windsor.—Messrs. Chamberlain & ilookham, Ltd., have
received the contract for the supply of eleotricity meters for the
coming year.

Whitby.—The contract for laying cable and installing

the electric light (approximately 65 lights) at Sneaton Castle, for

Col. J. W. Richardson, has been secured bv Mr. Isaac Stephenson,
Of Whitby.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

Greenock Electrical Society.— Fridav. February 1th. At 7.1" p.m. At the
Temperance Institute, 19, Wwl Stewart Street. Paper on " Colli ry
Electrical Installations," by Mr. R. Gordon Campbell.

Saturday, February lath.— Visit to htast (nrnaecs at the Qcvan i 'on
works of Messrs. Win, Dixon, Ltd.

London Association of Foremen Engineers.—Saturday, February r.tb. At
8 p.m. At Cannon Street Hotel, F,.c Lecture on " 8uperhea:cd SteatD,"
by Mr. T. Sugden.

Society of Engineers.—Monday, February 7lh. At r.n p.m. At Cnxion
Hall, Westminster, S.W. Presidential address hy Mr. P, I

Presentation of premiums.

Institution of Civil Engineers.—Tuesday, February 8,b. At 5.30 p m. At
Great George Street, S.W. Paper on "Notes on the Wo kiigof a Rack
Railway," by Mr. W. T. Lucy.

Liverpool Engineering Society.—Wednesday, February 9th, At the Royal
Institution, Colquitt street. Paper on " The Education of a Marine
Engineer," by Mr. J. E. Jeffery.

Association of Engineers in-Charge. — Wednesday, February fltb. At
7.30 p.m. At St. Bride's Institute, Bride Lane, E.G. Papsr on "Multip'e-
Effect System of Refrigeration," by Mr. W. Stokes.

Royal Society of Arts.—Wednesday, February 9th. At I 80 p.m. At John
Street, Adelpbi, W.C. " The Organisation of Scientific Research," bv
Prof. J. A. Fleming, F.R.S.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—Thursday, February 10. h. At 8 p.m.
At Victoria Embankment, W.C. Paper on "The Testing of Underground
Cables with Continuous Current," by Mr. O. L. Record.

(Western Local Section).—Monday, February 7th. At 5 30 p.m. At
the South Wales Institute of Engineers, Park Place, Cardiff. Paper on
"The Testing of Underground Cables with Continuous Current," by Mr.
O. L. Record.

(Manchester Local Section).—Tuesday, February 8th. At 7.80 p.m.
At the Engineers' Club, 17, Albert Square. Paper on " Tbe Testing of
Underground Cables with Cantinuous Current," by Mr. 0. L. Rrcord.

(Scottish Local Section!.—Tuesday, February 8:h. At 7 p.m. At
Prince's Street Station Hotel, Edinburgh. Paper on "The Princ pies of
Modern Printing Telegraphy," by Mr. H. H. Harrison.

(Yorkshire Local Section).—Wednesday, February Oth, At 7 p.m.
At the Philosophical Hall, Leeds. Paper on " The Testing of Undcrgro md
Cables with Continuous Current," by Mr. O. L. Record.

Manchester Association of Engineers.—Saturday, February mh. At the
Grand Hotel, Aytoun Street. Paper on "Oil Engines," by Mr. G. E.
Windeler,

North of England Institute of Mining' and Mechanical Engineers.—
Saturday, February 12th. At 2 p.m. At Neville Hall, Newcis le on-Tyne,
General meeting.

THE B.E.A.M.A. ANNUAL MEETING.

The annual general meeting of the B.E.A.M.A, was held at the
Connaught Rooms on Thursday, January 20th. Mr. F. R. Daven-
port (Willans & Robinson, Ltd.), chairman of the Council, presided,
and we learn that there was a good attendance of members.

In submitting the annual report and balance-sheet, the chair-
man said that notwithstanding the handicaps under which
members were suffering due to shortage of labour, difficulties in
obtaining materials, Government control, &c, they had, com-
pared with some other trades, no reason to be dissatisfied with the
situation.

Public attention was at the present time being largely directed
to the question of the probable situation after the war, and several
associations purporting to look after that matter and working
more or less on parallel lines had sprung up. The B.E.A.M.A. had
been invited to join some of these associations, but up to the
present had not done bo, though they had given considerable time
to the exchange of views and the holding of conferences, and were
still directing their attention to the efforts made towards creating
some central and representative body which would embraca the
common interests of all British traders. Suggestions had been
made by the B.E.A.M.A. to the Colonial Office that money raised
within the Empire should be expended on British goods, and
whilst the Secretary of State for the Colonies was unable to give
any definite aseurance, there appeared now to be a far more
favourable atmosphere surrounding the whole question of Colonial
and Allied trade.

The Association had been in conference with the Advisory
Committee of the Commercial Intelligence Department of the
Board of Trade, to whom memoranda had been submitted, many
of the recommendations put forward being, the Chairman under-
stood, embodied in the report made by this Committee. That
looked as if things were tending in the right direction. They
had been in conference with the Government Research Com-
mittee, which was appointed by the Board of Education to inquire
into the broad question of scientific and industrial research and
for the granting of sums of money in aid of research. Although
he had nothing to say at the moment as to probable results, their
Committee was a strong one, and there waB every sign that good
results would flow from the effort. With a view to organising and
extending the export work of members, additions had been made
to the export staff, and Overseas Committees had been appointed
in India, Australia and South Africa, nthers, it was hoped, would
be shortly appointed The Beama Journal, which had a wide
overseas circulation, was used by members as a publicity missionary
for export trade, and, with the object of discussing ways and means
of bringing about co-operative effort, both in the home and export
Bides of the industry, which were, of course, very intimately inter-
linked, recently a series of informal evening gatherings had been
held. As the report told them, home conditions of contraot and
standardisation still remained amongst their fundamental activities,

and they had been actively engaged in these directions. He
thought they might say, without any undue pride, that their posi-

tion as an Association, both nationally aa well as in relation to
their own trade oircles, had been strengthened without in any sense
alienating, as far as he was aware, customers' minds and their
general opinion of the B.E.A.M.A.

In the discussion whioh followed, Mb. Lcndbebg (A. P. Lund-
berg & Sons), Mr. Long bottom (Electromotors, Ltd.), and
Mb. Bebbt (Berry, Skinner & Co.) referred to the unsatisfactory
position in regard to patents. Practically all members were now
controlled firms, and their patents were naturally in a state of
suspension, although patent fees had to be paid. This meant that
the usefnl life of the patent would be Bhortened by the duration
of the war. It was considered that notwithstanding the unsympa-
thetic attitude of the Board of Trade tha matter should be
parsevered with.

The report was adopted.

Messrs. Callender's Cable and Construction Co., Ltd., were elected

members of the Council.

NOTES.

Two Interesting Problems.—The Christmas number
of the Wireless World contained the following solutions to the
cube problem (which we reproduced in our last isBue), by a
correspondent, Mr. W. B. Ferguson :

—

If the cube be imagined to be pulled apart from points e and r,

fig. 1, all confusion at once vanishes, as the cube assumes the shape
shown in fig. 3, from which it is obvious at a glance that we have
three in parallel (w-x) in serieB with six in parallel (x-y) in
series with three in parallel (y-z) ; therefore the resistance from e

to c is one-third plus one-sixth plus one-third. Answer : Five-
sixths of an ohm.

Alternative Problem (sides made of 1-ohm sheets).—In fig. 1

the current entering at e divides equally between top, front, and
left side (ahfe; efah; e a d /<), each of 1-ohm resistance,

therefore one-third of an ohm total. The current leaves by
three sheets—bottom, back, and right side (ft A h g \ c d a b

;

c hfg), each of an ohm resistance, therefore one-third of

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

an ohm total. The first set of sheets joins direot with the second
lot of sheets along the line a, b, f, g, h, d, a; therefore we have
one-third of an ohm in series with one-third of an ohm. Total,

two-thirds of an ohm.
We have received from Mr. W. N. Y. King, A.C.G.I., solutions

on similar lines, leading to the same conclusions.

With regard to the second part of the cube problem, although
both solvers arrive at the same result, we are unable to agree that

the solution is correot. In point of fact, on consideration of the
conditions—a cube constructed of sheet metal, with current led in

and out by diagonally opposite comers —we have come to the con-

clusion that the problem is one of considerable difficulty. The
solvere appear to assume that the resistance of one side is one ohm,
no matter in what direction the current pisses through it, but this

Fig. 3.

is clearly an inadmissible assumption. It must, of course, betaken
that the sides are in contact along every edge ; and the resistance

of each Bide from edge to edge w 1 ohm— if it is taken diagonally

it becomes indeterminate.

As the solution to the second problem (the two steel rods)

will be published by our contemporary this week, we shall not be

guilty of discourtesy if we include it here :—Gently apply one end

of bar A to the middle of bar B, and separate the bars again. If

there is magnetic attraction between them, as indicated by " sticki-

ness," A is the magnet ; if no attraction is felt, obviously A is not

magnetised, and, therefore, B is the magnet. A symmetrically

magnetised bar, having two poles only, has no external magnetic

field at its median plane. Mr. King solved this problem correctly.
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"Jitney" Competition in America. — Full refer-

ence has recently been made in onr "City NoteB " to the serious

effect of unlicensed jitney 'bus competition upon the traffic of the

British Columbia Electric Railway Co., Ltd., a competition which
may have far-reaching' resultB, including the closing of some of

the tramway sections. We now read in the British Consular Report

for the district of Portland, Oregon, U.S.A., that this kind of

service has also been making its influence severely felt in other

places as well, and has got to be reckoned with in the future. The
writer of the report says that in the last six months of 1914 the

Btreet car service of most of the United S;atee, but especially on the

Pacific Coast, was hard hit. " In Portland the company that has

control of the street railways and supplies most of the electric

current for household and commercial purposes, mostly consists of

Eastern States capital, and is not so much affected by loss in pas-

sengers on the cars, as that is only part of the revenue, but com-
panies which have no other earning power are very much affected.

A few months ago a number of automobiles of different makes,

Bizes and conditions started to compete for the passenger service on
the streets where cars run. It was vulgarly termed the ' Jitney

'

service, after a name given to the 5 cent. (2$d.) coin used, and grew
with leaps and bounds, as many people who used automobiles to

get to work, and for occasional business journeys duriDg the day,

would put up a sign for passengers on their way to work and in the

evening home. Some women who own automobiles, and have no
house or family, have gone into the business, which the city

authorities are now endeavouring to regulate, as the loss in revenue
to the city is quite great, and some of the ' J itney ' drivers are

incompetent and wild. The new system is a great comfort to many
people, because, as soon as a car, say, carrying five persons, is filled,

they take short cuts through the residential district, not being
interfered with by the car tracks and heavy wagons on the main
streets, and a man reaches his office or hom° in half the time he
would on a street oar, and, if convenient to the others in the car,

Can on wet days be put off at Mb office or house. One result of the

'Jitney ' outbreak has been the faster running of the streetcars,

which formerly were very trying to a nervous man who was in a
hurry. Many people interested in this new business say that the

big heavy automobiles with a large carrying capacity will soon die

out from the expense of fuel and upkeep, while the cheap car,

built for economy and carrying from four to seven passengers, will

make a living for their drivers and expenses. The cost of taxicabs

here is very great. Many of the ' Jitneys,' neat looking cars, can
be hired for a trip to the station for about a quarter what the
taxicabs charge, and for less than half by the hour for an after-

noon's trip, so it is to be hoped that the regulations on them will

not be too severe. One regulation suggested that all licensed

'Jitneys' must have the name of their route painted on them,
must keep on a fixed route, must not run on a street where a street

car runs, not get off the route laid down, and all be at work from
6 to 10 a.m., and from i to 11 p.m., notwithstanding weather or

sickneBB of owner, who is generally driver. Investors in such under-
takings as Btreet railroads must look forward to the changes in

methods of transportation, and are likely to suffer, as their

predecessors the horse-tram, 'bus and cab companies did."

Institution and Lecture Xotes. — Illuminating
Engineering Society, U.S.A.—This Society holds its mid-
winter convention in New York, on February 10th and lltb. The
programme of paperB includes the following :—Relation of Light-
ing to Architectural Interiors ; Candle-Power Measurements of
Series Gas-Filled Incandescent Lamps ; Theatre Lighting ; Illu-

minating Engineering Photographs
;
The Lighting of Important

General Offices in New York City ; An Interlaboratory Photo-
metric Comparison of GlasB Screens and of Tungsten Lamps,
involving Colour Differences ; The Box Photometer ; and a
Lecture on the Lighting of the Panama Pacific Industrial

Exposition.

Wolverhampton and District Engineering Society.—On
Friday laBt, Mr. C. Jones, chief electrical engineer to the Cannock
Chase Collieries, gave an interesting lecture to the Society on the
application of electricity to the working of collieries.

Nottingham Society of Engineers.—At a joint meeting of
the Society with the ABBOciation of Mining Electrical Engineers,
Mr. R. A. Sheldon read a paper on the use of electricity in con-
veying coal from the working face to the pit-head.

Leeds Association of Engineers.—At a meeting on Thurs-
day last week, Mr. G. Wilkinson, electrical engineer to the Corpora-
tion of Harrogate, read a paper on the use of electricity as a means
of conserving our coal measures ; he pointed out that the enormous
drain upon the Empire in men, money, and materials, occasioned
by the war, had emphasised the need for thrift and economy in all

directions. One of this country's chief assets was coal, and economy
in its use and consumption waa very needful. Abont one-tenth
of all the coal raised in these islands was burned in private fires.

A great saving conld be effected at once by abandoning the waste-
ful open fire in favour of other more economical forms of heating,
such as hot-water radiators. On banishment of the open fire, the
supplemental heating of the living rooms would take the form of
electric fires or gas stoves, thus effecting great economy both in
fuel and in labour.

Belfast Association of Engineers.—On January 21st an
address waa delivered by Mr. W. Pleasance, on " Three-Phase
Current for Power Purposes." The lecturer dwelt on the
advantages of the three-phase system as compared with direct
current for power and lighting, and a discussion followed.
According to the Belfast News-Letter, the Chairman, Mr. J. W.

Kempster, said that, broadly speaking, they ought never to put in

a d.c. machine if they could put in three-phase plant ; but they
must give due weight to the purpose in view, and not install three-

phase merely for the sake of three-phase. Individual driving in

an engineering works he said, was undoubtedly the most
economical in the end. The introduction of electrical driving was
one of the ways in which they would have to make good the
wastage of capital caused by the war

;
properly applied, it enabled

them to get the utmost possible out of the man and the machine,
and greatly increased the productivity of their factories and
workshop?.

Decimal Coinage.—In our contemporary Nature for

January 20th, a writer using the initials " G. H. B.", who is clearly

an ardent supporter of the metric system, takes us to task because,

in our recent article on " Decimal Coinage and the Metric System,"
we " associated these undoubted claims for standardisation of units

with the advocacy of a change of monetary system which nobody
understands, and which does not appear calculated to advance the
cause of international uniformity." He goes on to say that the

result of our inquiries of business firms was " a very thorough dis-

cussion of the advantages of the metric system, and the absence of

any substantial evidence regarding the monetary question," and
afterwards demonstrates that the decimal system of weights and
measures in international use is based on a distinctive and nnique
nomenclature for tens, hundreds, thousands, and corresponding
submultiples of the fundamental unit, whereas most systems of

coinage are centesimal, and chaotic at that.

Our critic, who has evidently only glanced at parts of the
article in question, omits to mention that we explicity stated in

several places that we regarded the adoption of the metric system
in this country as of the first moment, and that the adoption of

decimal coinage was an independent question of secondary import-
ance, its chief recommendation being economy of clerical labour.

Apparently " G. H. B." bases his sweeping statement to the effect

that " nobody understands " the system upon his own lack of com-
prehension of it, which is a somewhat shaky foundation ; but we
did not advocate decimal coinage with a view to international

uniformity in this respect, an ideal which is obviously unattain-

able. The writer goes on to dilate upon the disadvantages of such
uniformity of coinage, thus unconsciously supporting our proposal

that we should not adopt the franc or anything of equivalent value,

but should base our system upon the pound sterling- and its decimal
submultiples, the florin being about twice the value of the mark,
and two and a-half times the value of the franc, lira, &o. He
further supports our contention that the exchange value of an
English sovereign is known all over the world, and states that our
manufacturers can at present give their quotations in decimals of

a pound— yet he does not seem to understand that the system we
propose achieves precisely that very end, without the necessity of

reducing shillings and pence to decimals of a pound !

Instead of realising that the present is an ideal time for intro-

ducing a change in coinage, when our normal standauls of value

have gone overboard, and the slight change of 4 per cent, in the

value of copper coins only would be unfelt, " G. H. B. " thinks "it

is quite clear that any ^such change would lead to a state of

chaos in our international trade"—although he has himself

stated that the value of the sovereign is known all over the world,

and our proposal is to convert our coinage to sovereigns and
decimals of a sovereign, which, he says, can easily be done 1 If

"G. H. B.'s " arguments are to have any weight, they should be

l.ssat war with one another; a writer who puts forward state-

ments on the " it-is-quite-clear " basis, when hia own argumentB
demolish one another, and exhibit a confusion of thought deplor-

able in one who assumes the office of a critic, can hardly hope to

secure the approval of anyone but his adversaries.

Fatalities.—An inquest was held at Leigh, on Thursday

last week, on Richard Tinsley, aged 45, an electrician employed at

the Bickershaw Collieries of Messrs. Ackers, Whitley & Co., who
met with a fatal accident at the pit on the previous day. He had
been engaged in repairing some wire in the 7-ft. shaft, about 10

yards below the surface, and, according to the evidence of Henry
Collier, assistant electrician, the job had been finished. They told

the banksman they had done with the cage. A few minutes later

it was lowered, and Collier heard a crash. The cage waa atopped

and brought to the surface. The body was subsequently recovered

from the sump-hole in a mutilated condition. A verdict of
" Accidental death " was returned.

The Burnley Coroner held an inquest, on January 24th, concern-

ing the fate of Alfred Dixon, of Manchester, foreman electrician

for the L. & Y. Railway Co., who waa knocked down by a train

near Gannow Junction. Deceaaed was repairing some of the wires

close to Gannow Junction when the fatality happened. He had

been employed by the Railway Co. for 21 years on this class of

work. The jury returned a verdict of " Accidental death."

Municipal Employes and Compulsory Service.—
At the meeting of the Birmingham City Council on Tuesday last,

the General PurpOBes Committee recommended that the privileges

granted to the officers and servants of the Corporation who had
joined the naval and military services should be extended to those

men who were taken by compulsion for service. An amendment
was moved by Alderman Davis that the report be referred back

for further consideration. He submitted that the Corporation

would not be keeping faith with those men who had voluntarily

enlisted if equal advantages were given to those who were con-

scripted. This was the feeling of the majority of the Council, and

the amendment was carried.
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Appointments Vacant.—Junior engineers-in-charge
(42s.), and switchmen (35e.) for the Newport Corporation Eleotrioity

Department. See onr advertisement pages to-day.

Electrical Rain-Making.—The Committee appointed
by the N.S VV. Premier to inquire into Mr. Balsillie's proposals for
causing rain by electrioity has now reported. The essential
features of the proposal were the use of an electrioally charged,
metal-coated captive balloon, the suspending of a Rontgen-ray tube
from it. and the combination of the electrically-charged body and
the Eontgen-rays. The Committee reports that after experiments
it was not satisfactorily established that Mr. Bilsillie had suc-
ceeded in making any definite advance towards attaining practical
results, bnt recommends farther investigation of the subject, with
a view to the carrying out of open-air experiments in New South
Wales.

—

Sydney Evening Xnrs.

Volunteer Notes.

—

Enoineekinci Institutions'Volun-
tkkb Engineer Corps.—Orders for week commencing February
7th, 1916.—By Lieut.-Col. C. B. Clay, V.D., Commandant.

Drills, 6.25 to 7.25 ; 7.25 to 8.25 p.m.
Sunday, February 6th.—Trench Work Train, '.'.33 a.m. Cannon

Street.

Monday, February 7th.—Sections 1 and 2, Technical ; Sections
3 and 4, Lashings and Trestle Bridging, Signalling Class and
Recruits.

Tuesday, February 8th.—School of Arms, 6 to 7 p.m.
Thursday, February 10th.—Shooting for Sections 1 and 2 and

Signalling Class.

Friday, February 11th.—Sections 3 and 4, Technical ; Sections 1

and 2, Lashings and Trestle Bridging ; Signalling Class and
Recruits.

Saturday, February 12th.—Uniform Parade, 2.45 p.m.
Sunday, February 13th.—Signalling Section. For particulars

see Notice Board. E G FlbminQi
Company Commander and Acting Adjutant.

3bd Batt. (Old Boys) Centbal London Reqiment (Volun-
teers).—Battalion Orders by Colonel S. G. Grant (Officer Com-
manding), Thursday, February 3rd, 1916 :

—

Week-end Parades.—Saturday—The Battalion, less Platoons
Nos. 8, 11, North London and Blackheath, will parade at Wembley
Park at 3.15 p.m. " Derby " recruits are invited to attend.

Sunday.—(The first Sunday in the month).—Field Operations.
The Battalion will parade at 9.30 a.m., at King's Cross Station,
G.N.R., and proceed to Hatfield Park. Members are requested to
purchase their tickets before the hour appointed for parade, and
to provide themselves with White hat-bands. Lnnoh will not be
provided by the Corps, but the Quartermaster will make arrange-
ments to provide light liquid refreshments. The 3rd Battalion
Herts. V.T.C. have kindly arranged to provide Tea, at a very small
cost, after the Operations.
The Battalion will return to town at 5.22 p.m.
Musketry.—The Inter-Platoon Competition will be continued at

the Acton Range on Saturday next, .the 5th inst., in accordance
with the orders published on Monday last. The competing
platoonB Nos. 8, 11, North London and Blaikheatb, to parade
punctually at 1.30 p.m. in uniform with bayonets.

A. G. Joiner, Major and Adjutant, O.B.C.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editors invite electrical engineers, whether connected with the

technical or the commercial side of the profession and industry
also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the
Electrical Review posted as to their movements.

Central Station and Tramway Officials.—The Pres-
ton Corporation has appointed Mr. II. Alston, of Blackburn,
to the position of chief traffic clerk in the tramways depart-
ment.

Mr. F. MawdesLey, assistant engineer at the Plumstead
electricity works of the Woolwich Borough Council, has been
promoted acting charge engineer at £110 per annum.
Mr. J. Dugdale, the Oldham Corporation tramways mana-

ger, who, as recently reported, met with an accident at
Eotherham, has now returned to Oldham.

General.—The Curtis Manufacturing Co., Padding-
ton, inform us that their principal, Mr. V. C. Curtis, after
putting in seven months' signal work with the Royal Naval
Division, R.E.. in the trenches at Gallipoli, is now at
in charge of the motor cycle maintenance for the Division.
The company's business is being carried mi as usual in his
absence.
The London Gazette Territorial Force cancellation notice

which, in our last issue, was bungled by the printer when
making corrections, should have read ae follows:

—
"Captain

(temporary Major) Arthur E. Levin; Second-Lieutenant (tem-
porary Captain) George L. L. Russell; Lieutenant (temporary
Captain) Hugh C. C. Tufnel ; Second-Lieutenant (temporary
Lieutenant) Frederick H. Bowers."
The marriage has taken place at Luton of Mr. Wm. Thos.

Godden, chief electrician at the Royal Naval Hospital at
Chatham, and Miss Alice Molland.
The marriage took place on January 22nd, at St. Botolph's

Church, Bishopsgate. E.C., of Sapper Bertram Goddard,

electrical thi L ndoU Blectri
A i

i .i in d of Woodford.
' tte :

- " Territorial I

Engineers. Tym I
I

tenant on probation:—W. \V. Wilson; Private J B.Murray,
1
1- .in the Am-' Rifles O.T.I
Mi. L. W. Phillips, A.M.I.E.E., late ol the technical staB

<il the Edison <S Swan Lai i

: Pondei I i ha
I manager oi the advertising and public-it

in. -lit oi the El© ti ical Bupp
i

.
indon, W.
on Saturday, March 4th, a weeding will taki i

Quietly, at Heme Hill, betv een l El

British Westinghouee Co., Ltd.. Trafford
I

i
oi Mr.

Wilberforce rnrnei
. oi We I re, Mon

cambe, Lanes., and Rlizabeth Vnderson (Be ie), daogbtei nl

Mi. William Noble, assistant engii r-in-chief of thi

ol Roselea, BurBage Road, Heme Hill, S E.

Councillor Jas. O'Neill has been chairman and
Councillor McGuinness has been elected vice-chairman of the

I
iniiliM i "i poration Electricit) < '<>iui

Roll of Honour.—The February number of the
Journal of the Institution of Electrical Engini
list of awards to members and students Eoi service in the.

field as follows :
—

Lieutenant-Colonel 3. O. Chambers, member/and B
General A. M. Stuart, member, have been mad I

i ani n

of the Bath.
Major F. J. < inmi. assoc. member, Major S. II Cowan,

assoc. member, Captain A. E. Davidsoi
Captain H. M. Leaf, member, have each received the D.S.O.
Lieutenant-Commander E. G. Robinson, assoc. member,

was awarded the V.C last Vugusl fot conspicuous bravery in

Gallipoli.

The Military Cross has been conferred upon :—Second-
Lieutenant C. H. Goulden, assoc. member; Lieutenant H. I!.

L. Groom, graduate; Lieutenant II. .1. Gwxtheb, student;
Captain H. P. T. Lefroy, aesoc. member; Lieutenant I. W.
Massie, assoc. member; Lieutenant A. Podmore, assoc. mem-
ber; Second-Lieutenant 0. W. Sherwell, student; Lieutenant
A. R. Tabor, student; and Second-Lieutenant G. W. William-
son, assoc. member.
The Distinguished Service Cross was won by Lieutenant

E. G. Boissier, assoc. member.
The D.CM. ha6 been awarded to Private A. M. I'm

member; Private P. J. Wood, student; and Corpora] 0. W.
Saunders, graduate.
Sapper J. H. Murray, assoc. member, has received the Dis-

tinguished Service Medal.
Seventeen gentlemen in the different classes of membership

have been mentioned in dispatches.
The Journal contains a further list of members on military

service, with particulars of promotions, transfers, &c.
Second Corporal H. E. Govi-tt. of the 67th Field Company,

Royal Engineers, reported killed in :n-t i< m in Gallipoli, was
for several years engaged with the British Thomson-Houston
Co., Ltd., at Rugby, and when he enlisted was on the stall

of the testing department.
Corporal Horace Powell, of the 9th Battalion King's B il

Rifles, who was, before the. war, on the Rugby staff of

the British Thomson-Houston Co.. Ltd.. is reported missing.

Rifleman T. A. Taylor, of the 21st London Regiment, and
late of the staff of Messrs. Siemens Bros., of Charlton, S.E.,

has been mentioned in dispatches for gallant conduct at Loos.
Private A. V. Pipe, of the l/20th London (Woolwich and

Blackheath) Regiment, who was with Messrs. S. W. Gibson
and Co., electrical engineers, of High Street, Dart

officially notified to have been killed in action on May 26th
hist. For many months he had been -posted as "wounded
and missing."
Private Hugh Kaudy, of the 11th Battalion Manchester

Regiment, who has died from dysentery cum acted at Galli-

poli, was employed prior to the war by the Lancashire Dynamo
Co., Ltd., Trafford Park.

Private J. E. Peppin. of the 7th Lancashire Fusiliers, who,
prior to the war, was employed at the British Westinghonse
Works. Trafford Park, has been killed in action.

On Monday, the Deputy Lord Mayor of Manchester pre-

sented Private J. O'Connor, of the 8th Mancheste
merly employed in the tramways department, with the

D.C.M., which he has won for conspicuous gallantry under
heavy fire.

Obituary.

—

Mr. H. M. O'Kei.i.v.—" Nature " states

that the death is announced, at the age i
I 69 years, of Mr.

IT. M. O'Kelly, formerly superintendent oi Government tele-

graphs in India. He joined the Indian Telegraph Department

in 1866, was appointed superintendent in lS8fi, and retired in

1898.

Colonel Robert Hamilton Vetch.—The Morning Post, in

announcing the death of Colonel Robert Hamilton Vetch, late.

of the Royal Engineers, at the age of ft, states that an inter-

esting incident in his life occurred in 18fi9, when he

by the Government in the Great Eastern to reporl on the

laying of the French Atlantic cable from Brest to St. Pierre

and thence to Duxbury, Mass.

Will.—The late Mr. G. A. Scott, a director of the

North of Scotland Electric Light and Power Co., Ltd., left
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NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

VV. J. Burroughes and Sons, Ltd. (142,842).—This com-
pany was registered on January 26th, with :, capital of £5,000 in £1 shares,
to eike over the business of a heating and lighting engineer Carried on l>\

W. J. Burroughes, at 143 and 144, Holboin, E.C., as \V. J. Burroughs and
Suns, to carry on the business of heating, ventilating, and electrical engineers,
plumbers, manufacturers of and dealers in appliances, etc. I he subscribers
(with one share each) are: YV. J. Burroiijjie-. 143 and 1 JJ. Holhorn. E.C.,
engineer: and S. H. Burroughes, US ...id 144. Hojborn, E.C., engineer.
Private company. The number of directors is not to" be less than two or
more than five; the first are W. J. Burroughes (permanent governing director,
special qualification, 1,000 shares) and S. H. Burroughes. Qualification of
directors, 400 shares. Remuneration of governing director. £.l7io per .intuitu

Registered office: HJ and 111, Hoiborn, E.C.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Torpoint Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Particulars of ,£1,501
debentures created January 4th, 1916, filed pursuant to Section 83 (3) of th.

Companies (Consolidation) Act, 1908, the amount of the present issue beint
£220. Property charged: The company's property, present and future, in

erluding uncalled capital. No trustees.

Costa Rica Electric Light and Traction Co., Ltd. (56,447)
—Capital. £130,000 in £1 shares. Return dated Januarv ."nil, 191G. Al
shares taken up: £7 paid; £129,99:1 considered ..s p ,1,1. Mortgages an.
charges : £286,650.

CITY NOTES.

London and Suburban Traction Co., Ltd.—The direc-
tors have declared a dividend at the rate of 5 per cent, per
annum on the cum. pref. shares for the past half-year.

Blackpool and Fleetwood Tramroad Co., Ltd.—

A

final dividend of 4} per cent, per annum, making lij per cent,
for the year, is recommended, placing £615 to depreciation
reserve, £5,499 to general reserve, writing down investments
±'995, carrying forward £4,250.

Traction and Power Securities Co., Ltd.—The direc-
tors recommend a dividend of 4s. 6d. per snare, free of income-
tax, on the ordinary shares for the year

India.—The United Provinces Electric Supply Co.,
Ltd., is the name of a new undertaking which has lately

been formed in Calcutta with a capital of 1,550,000 rupees.
.

South London Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd.

—

The directors have declared, subject to final audit, a dividend
on the ordinary shares at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum
for the year 1915, with a carry-forward of £2,900. Last year
the dividend was at the same rate.

Yorkshire Electric Power Co.—Dividend on the
ordinary shares, 1 per cent, for 1915.

National Gas Engine Co., Ltd.—Dividend on the
ordinary shares, 7J per cent, for 1915.

Winnipeg Electric Railway Co.—Dividend, 2 per
cent, for the quarter ended December, 1915.

City of Buenos Aires Tramways Co. (1904), Ltd.

—

Balance dividend of Is. 3d., making 5 per cent, for the year.

Metropolitan Railway Co.—The directors announce
a dividend upon the ordinary stock for the past half-year at

the rate of £1 per cent, per annum, making 1 per cent, for

the year.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Tuesday Evening.
The latest departure—it will no longer be latest at the end

of this week—is the removal of minimum prices from several
scores of stocks in the Colonial market which, since the open-
ing of the Stock Exchange, have been protected in this

manner by the Treasury regulations. Its effect upon the
other parts of the Stock Exchange is marked by dulnees in

most gilt-edged securities, in consequence of the widening of
the area of choice thrown open to the investor.

Home Eailway gilt-edged stocks are still hedged round by
the minimum prices, as are also a few Government stocks;
and strong criticism is launched against the Treasury for not
carrying out their plan at one fell swoop. Retention of
minimum prices in the cases quoted simply serves to accen-
tuate the confusion and uncertainty that were bound to arise;

and if the Treasury had done away with the minima at one
operation, it would have been better for investment all round.
The first of the electricity supply companies' dividends are

now announced. The Westminster Qo. is paying at the rate
of 9 per cent., which gives 7 per cent, for the year—a reduc-
tion of 2 per cent, as compared with this time in 1915. The
St. James' and Pall Mall has brought its year's dividend up
to 8 per cent.—a reduction in this case also of 2 per cent.
The other West End companies are expected to follow suit,
and for some such falling away as this the market has been
prepared by intelligent anticipation.

Prices have not moved at all. If dealers are asked how it

happens that the quotations keep so comparatively steady,
the. answer always is that it was thoroughly well recognised
that reductions of this sort could hardly be avoided. At the
same time, the effect has been to make the shares a little

more difficult to sell than they were previously; and probably,
by the time that, all the companies have 'announced their
dividends, the changes in prices caused by the declaration,,
will be practically nil. On the other band, it is hardly likeh
that people will be eager to buy the shares, having regard to
the lowered rate of return and the competition which it meets
from Government borrowings.
Home Railway dividends are also beginning to make their

appearance, and that of the Metropolitan was one of the first
to be posted. The company is paying at the rate of 1 per
cent., making 1 per cent, for the year, svhich 1-

J per cent
less than that for the corresponding twelvemonth. 'I be price
bl tbe stock gave way, and Districts dropped in sympathy.
.Metropolitan Surplus Lands receives Ji per cent., the same
as usual. Underground Electrics, however, have kept firm,
notwithstanding depression in the prices of the Home Rail-
si ay market as a whole, and the company's (3 per cent, income
bonds maintain a very steady position about 83J.
The London & South-Western starred its extended elec-

trified train system on Monday, and, as it happened, could
scarcely have chosen a more inauspicious day, having regard
to the darkened conditions under which trains had to run in
the evening in consequence of the Zeppelin visit to the pro-
vinces. The only people who failed to see a rather humorous
side to the business were the travellers. using the line during
the affected hours. One of the most inexplicable develop-
ments to the ordinary layman was the stoppage of the lifts
at some of the stations on the City & South London, but this
was not the only thing which gave rise to some wonderment
on that evening.

Brazil Tractions have gone back to 51|, although as this is

ex dividend, the actual fall is trifling. The company is doing
well, and for the eleven months to the end of last November
tbe published earnings show an increase over those of 1914
of two million milreis. Even with the exchange a6 low as
lljd., it is thought that the company will be able to main-
tain 4 per cent, dividend, at any rate, which would give a
return of "i per cent, on money invested at the present price.
The Canadian and American power companies are mostly

doing well, good November statements being issued, e.fl., by
Shaw inigan Water & Power, Mississippi River Power, and
Pennsylvania Water & Power companies. There is not
much business passing in these; but when the Americans
have bought their own railway stocks no to comparatively
small-yielding levels, the prosperity of the States will un-
doubtedly bring industrials to the fore and may easily cause
active demand for this class of investment.
Americans during the last few days, however, have been

on the dull side—partly because of labour troubles, partly
because of President Wilson's brave words to Germany. Not
that anybody on this side pays much heed to the latter, but
the Americans themselves have stopped buying shares for a
time, probably because the prices which most of the active
securities have attained are already high enough. American
Marconis have gone back with the rest of the list, reacting
to 16s., while Canadians are also a dullish spot at 6s. 3d.
Anglo-American Telegraph preferred has risen a point.

Eastern Extensions are 4 up, and so are Globe ordinary. The
debenture stocks in this section are lower : this is due to the
removal of the minimum prices, as 'mentioned in the first

paragraph. With Colonial Government stocks reduced to

figures at which they pay 5i-5J per cent, on the money,
industrial securities have had to come down in sympathy. In
favour of the latter, it may be pointed out that in most cases
they are irredeemable, whereas the others are terminable at
fixed dates. This will give the first-mentioned class a decided
advantage in the days when money becomes cheap and
investment stocks start to rise once more. For the time being.
however, it is bound to weigh heavily upon fixed-interest
stocks, particularly of the kind to which industrial deben-
tures belong.
The Mexican position is no better, so the prices for Mexican

utilities are again easier. With President Wilson's mind con-
centrated upon the European War. it is thought that he
will have no time to carry out any constructive policy of
amending Mexican conditions. Therefore all of the stock
and shares connected with the country are weak, and in too
many cases unsaleable.

British Westinghouse preference have gone back Is. 3d. to

43s. upon more cautious views prevailing as to what the next
dividend is likely to be. Henleys rose 5s. to 131, and Tele-
graph Constructions are £1 up at 36, this market as a whole
being a strong one. Iron and Steel shares throughout are
firmly held.

The armament section is in more favour. Rubber shares
gave way with the price of the raw product, the latter

dropping below 3s. and causing some of the recent optimists
to take sudden fright, and to sell their shares. At the same
time, the decline in rubber brought about a cessation of the
buying, with the result that business fell away to a fourth
or fifth of what it was ten days ago. The check will do no
harm, if it helps to nip in the bud the gambling spirit that

was on the increase day by day; and the proprietors of shares
in good-class rubber companies need feel no anxiety on the
score of their concerns doing excellently well though rubber
may drop to half-a-crown per lb.
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SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES. MARKET QUOTATIONS.

Horn Blioteioiii Oolemma
Prioe

Dividend,
1914,

Brompton Ordinary 10
do, 7 per oent. Prat 7

Charing Cross Ordinary ,, ,. 6
do, do. do, 4i Pre!. .. 4)
do. do. Oily Pro!, .. 4{
do. 4 Deb 4

Chelsea 6
do. 4) Deb 4) 87

City of London a 12J
do. 6 per cent. Prel, ..6 11

Feh. 1,

iei6,

n

To

do. do. 6 Deb.
4J Deb.

Oounty of London
do. do. 6 per oent, Prel.
do. do, 1st Deb,
do, do. ami Deb, ..

K -nsington Ordinary
London Electrio

do. 6 per oent, Pref,
do.

Metropolitan
do, 4 Deb,

44

84

hfi

75

|
per oent. Prel,

ao, 44 Deb
do. 8< Deb BJ 70

St. James' and Pall Mall .. ..10 6
do. do, do, 7 per oent, Pret, 7 6
do. do. do. &} Deb 8} 70

Booth London 6 9|
South Metropolitan Pref 7 IrS
Westminster Ordinary 9 6

do. 4} Pref 44 4

TeLEORAPHS A»D TELEPHONES,
Anglo-Am, Tel. Prel 6 1001

do. Def 83/6 9lf
Chile Telephone 8 64
Cuba Sub. Ord 6 71

do. Pref 10 14*
EiBtern Extension 7 19fxd

do. 4 Deb 4 76
Eastern Tal. Ord 7 1974 xd

do, 84 Prel Bi 644
do. 4 Deb 4 76

Globe Tel. and T. Ord 6 104
do. Pref 8 10}

at. Northern Tel 99 88

J

I a do- European 18 49
Marooni 6 \\%
New York Tel. 44 44 100|
Oriental Telephone Ord 10 12

do, Pref 6
Tel. Egypt Deb *i B0
United R. Plate Tel e 52

do. Pref 6 4 i
WeBt India and Pan 1 14
Western Telegraph 7 12J

do. 4 Deb 4 77 xd

Horn Bails.

Central London, Ord. Assented ..4 69
Metropolitan 1} 94f

do. District Nil
Underground Electric Ordinary

do. do. Nil
1M

Inoome

FoBBiaa Trams, Ao,

Adelaide Bnp, 6 per oent. Pref,
do. G Deb

Anglo-Arg. Trams, First Pref.
do. 9nd Pref. .

.

do. 4 Deb.
do. 4J Deb,
do. 6 Deb.

Brazil Tractions
Bombay Electrio Pref

do. 44 Deb.
British Columbia Eleo. Rly. Pfoe.

do. do. Preferred

.

do. do. Deferred
do. do, Deb,

Mexioo Trams
do, 6 per oent, Bonds
do, 6 per oent. Bonds

Mexican Light Common
do. Pref
do. 1st Bonds

MinurioTUEiiio OoMPAiiias.

44

44

1&
64

Babcock & Wiloox 14
BritlBb Aluminium Ord. .. .. 6

do. Pref 6
British Insulated Ord 16

do. Pref 6
British Westinghouse Pref. .. .. 74

do. 4 Deb 4
do. 6 p. lien 6

Oallendere 16
do. 6 Pref 6
do. 44 Deb 44

Castner-Kellner 20
Edison & Swan, £8 pd Nil

do. do. fully paid .. .. NU
do. do. 4 Deb 4
do. do. 6 % Deb 6

Eleotrio Construction 6
do. do. Pref 7

Gen. Eleo. Pref 6
Henley JO

do. 44 Pro! 41
do. 4SDeb 4*

IndiaRubber 10
Telegraph Con 90

31*
22/6
18/-

104

H
43/

69
101

3

94

184
4}

6 14

7 10

6 12 6

6 W
7 14 3
6 10 8

6 6 8
•6 10 6
6 17 1

6 10 4
6 16 4

6 3 1

4 9 1

6 6 8

4 9
8 18 4

7 9 10
6 11 7
6 19 4
6 14 10
6 19
6 13 4

6 17 8
6
6 8

6 13 4

8 6 8
8

•8 6 2
6 6
4 17 9

9J — '12 19
86 +1 »7 19 6

'Allowance made for dividends being paid free of income-tax.

Electric Industrial Vehicles in the U.S.— Accord-
ing to eome information jast to hand, there are at present no fewer
than 24 concerns in the United States building electrical motor
vehicles of the industrial type. The number of different models
constructed is 63, ranging in capacity from 7 cwt, to 9 tons.

It ehonld be remembered, in making use of the figures appearing
in the following list, that in some cases the prices are only general,
and they may vary according to quantities and other circumstances.

Wednesday, February 2nd.

CHEMICALS. Ac.

1 Aold, Hydroohlorlo .. .. per owt,

I „ Nitric

1 „ Oxalic per lb.

1 ., Sulphuric per owt,
1 Ammoniac Sal „

1 Ammonia, Muriate (large oryetal) per Ion
r Bleaching powder N
1 Bisulphide of Carbon .. .. „

1 Borax „
1 Copper Sulphate „

1 Lead, Nitrate „

I „ White Sugar .. .. „
1 ,, Peroxide „

1 Methylated Spirit per gal,

1 Potassium, Bichromate, In oasks per lb.

1 Potash, Caustio (SB/90 %) .

.

per ton

1 M Chlorate per lb,

1 „ Perohlorate .. .. „

1 Potassium, Cyanide (96/100 %) . . „

(for mining purposes only)

r Shellac per owl,
1 Sulphate of Magnesia .. .. per ton
1 Sulphur, Sublimed Flowers .. „

I „ Beoovered .. .. „

1 M Lamp m
1 Soda, Caustio (while 70/79 %) .. „

1 „ Chlorate per lb,

1 ,, Crystals per Ion
1 Sodium Bichromate, oaski .. per lb.

METALS. *0.

6 Aluminium Ingots, In ton lots .

.

b „ Wire, In ton lots 1

(1 to 14 S.W.O.) I

„ Sheet, in ton lots ..

p Babbitt's metal ingots ..

c Brass (rolled metal a" to 12* basis)

c n Tubes (solid drawn)
c I.

Wire, basis

c Copper Tubes (solid drawn)
„ Bars (best Beleoted) ..

„ Bbeel
. Bod
„ (EleotrolyHo) Bars
- - Bheeta ..

per lb.

per bol,

per Ibi

Ebonite Bod
„ Bheet

a German Silver Wire .. ..

n Gutta-percha, flue

b India-rubber, Para fine . . ••

/ Iron Pig (Cleveland warrants) .

.

/ „ Wire, gaiv. No. B, P.O, qual,

g Lead, English Pig
g Mercury
e Mloa (In original caseB) small .

.

• m mm medium „
• h n -. h large .. „

o Nickel, sheet, wire, Ao
Phosphor Bronze, plain oaBtlnga „

N „ rolled bare & rods „
- „ rolled strip A sheet „

o Platinum per os,

d Sillclum Bronze Wire .. .. per lb.

r Steel, Magnet, in bars .. .. per Ion
g Tin, Block (BngliBh) .. .. „

a „ Wire, Nos, 1 to 16 .. .. per lb,

While Ami- Motion Metals . . per ton
t Zino.Sh'l IVlellle Montague bnd,) N

£23
£25
£45

1/8

1/6
Nom.

76/-

£18
£11 10

1/44
60/-

Ad.

1/9J «o 1/9?

1/84 to 1/4

1/2? to 1/SJ
1/4; tO 1/5

£181
£131
£H1
£123
£141
£180
1/34
8/-

9/6
9/2

6/10

3/2

86/9
£30
£32 6

£16 15
6d. to 8/-

8/6 to 6/-

7/6 to 14/- & up.
Nom.

1/6

£86
£181 10

2/9

Nom,

4d. inc.

Jd./gd. inc

Id. inc.

£6 inc.

£6 inc.

£6 inc.

£6 inc.

£4 10 to

£6 10 inc.

Id. inc.

quotations supplied by—

a Q. Boor & Co.
b The British Aluminium Co., Ltd,
c Thos. Bolton & Sons, Ltd.
d Frederick Smith & Co,
t F. Wiggins & 80ns,
/ India-Rubber, Gutta-Percha and

Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.
g James & Shakspeare.

h Edward Till & Co.
/ Boiling A Lowe.
k Morris Ashby, Ltd.
/ Bichard Johnson 4 Nephew, Ltd,
a P. Ormiston & Sons,
o JohnBon, Matlbey & Co,, Ltd,

P
r W, F, Dennis & Co,

Callender's Hospital Fund.—On Monday last, at

the Belvedere Works of Callender's Cable and Construction Co.,

Ltd., the thirteenth annual report of Callender's Hospital and
Distress Fund was unanimously approved. Despite the war and
all its disturbing influences the work of the Fund was well

sustained during 1916. A large number of members had joined

the Colours and naturally subscriptions showed a decrease. The
highest Bum on record has been, on this occasion, voted to the

hospitals. The penny weekly subscriptions amounted to £ 2 70 against

£281 in the previous year. The Committee resolved not to appeal to

the donors this year owing to the war demanding so many calls.

The awards to hospitals and other institutions were £28S. The
report gave particulars of the number of hospital letters issued,

and the number of special home-nursing letters granted, and
stated that a large number of applicants were supplied with
surgical appliances, spectacles, convalescent home letters, and
financial assistance.
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METAL MARKET.

Fluctuations In January.

MUNICIPAL ELECTRICITY SUPPLY AT

JOHANNESBURG.
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The coal is powdered by two pulverisers, situated

directly in front of the boiler, one being driven by an A.c.

motor and the other by a d.c. motor. These pulverisers

also act as blowers—and it has been found that one pul-

veriser is quite sufficient to supply fuel up to the normal

output of the boiler. The air supply to the pulveriser is

pre-heated by the escaping flue-gases, and by this means

ay*

Fig. 9.

—

Bettington Boileb ix Course of Ebectiox.

coal of 15 per cent, moisture is handled satisfactorily.

From the pulveriser the coal passes to a separator, the larger

and heavier particles returning to the pulveriser and the

finer fuel passing direct to the tuyere,

which is surrounded by a water jacket,

and forms a mud dram.
The tubes surrounding the combustion

chamber are lined with refractory material

to within a short distance of the bottom
header. No fireclay is used in lining

this chamber, the fire-bricks being merely

stacked in position. The ash of the fuel

in its passage through the zone of highest

temperature is converted into liquid

spray, which quickly fills up the inter-

stices, and the surplus, in time, trickles

down to the bottom edge, from which it

drips, in small globules, to the ash-pit

below. The result is that the furnace

keeps itself quite clear of slag at all

rates of combustion, and deposits slag

in a manageable form

—

i.e., in globules

about o in. in diameter, in the ash-pit.

The heating up and continuous igni-

tion of the incoming stream of dust and
air, is effected primarily by the enveloping

sheath of the products of combustion

—

a mixture of gases (CO
s
, H.,0, and N

principally), at a temperature of about
3,000° F.

This "self-igniter" does not change
in position more than 10 per cent., no matter how great

a velocity is given to the incoming coarse " gas " (coal

dust).

Ignition is independent of the incandescent brickwork,
which is, in its turn, dependent upon its proximity to

the place of combustion for incandescence. The returning

gases always ensure incandescent brickwork round the

tuyere, and, after a temporary stop, the fire may be re-started

by turning on the fuel supply.

The boiler is fired up when cold by means of a Bunsen
coal gas jet, which passes through the tuyere. (This gas

supply comes from the neighbouring gasworks.) The pul-

veriser is run with the damper closed until a rich mixing

is available, and then the full mixture is turned on. When
this coarse "gas" is ignited, the- Bunsen flame is turned

off, and the fuel and air supply regulated.

It is possible to put this boiler on the range within

25 minutes of lighting up from dead cold—and this is a

distinct advantage in a station of low load factor such as

Johannesburg. As all the fuel is consumed in suspension,

it follows that as soon as the fuel is shut off, the fire is

extinguished like a gas jet. and there are practically no
stand-by losses.

By means of a CO
z
recorder, or even by observing the

colour of the flame, it is possible to regulate the proper

supply of air and fuel to obtain absolutely smokeless

combustion.

Anthracite coal, of course, is not suitable for burning in

this boiler ; when pulverised very finely, it burns fiiirly

well, but not so well as coal having a higher percentage

of volatile matter.

The boiler is equipped with a superheater, the tubes of

which pass round the outside of the lower portion of the

water tubes which form the combustion chamber.

The gases pass from the boiler into the feed section

(which consists of two steel headers, stayed with expanded

steel tubes, together with the necessary feed connections,

and brick housing), and from there through the air heater

away to the stack.

Fig. 9 shows the Bettington boiler in course of erectioD,

the vertical water tubes and the superheater tubes being

visible. The economiser is shown at the rear, and the

motor-driven pulverisers and separators in the foreground.

(Since the photograph was taken the existing boiler house

has been extended to cover in the Bettington boiler.)

Notwithstanding the extra cost of pulverising, &c, it

would seem that this boiler is not less efficient than the best

known makes of water-tube boiler. It was supplied by

Messrs. Fraser & Chalmers, Ltd., to whom the writer's

thanks are due for the diagram in fig. 8, and for the figures

of the steaming capacity.

Referring again to the Babcock boiler plant, not all

Fig. 10.

—

Doornfontein Transformer Station.

these boilers are furnished with economises, only seven

economisers in all being installed, apart from the two

mentioned. These are of the well-known " Green " make,
' and each has motor-driven scrapers as usual.

All the make-up water for the boiler feed is derived

from the town mains, and is treated by the addition

of four gallons of " Noxall " fluid in 24 hours. There is a
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small de-oiling tank for electrically treating the condensate

before it returns to the feed tanks. The feed pumps are all

rotary pumps, partly turbine-driven and partly motor-

driven.

An overhead coal bunker extends above the boilers for

the whole length of the boiler house, with bucket elevator

and conveyor, drawing coal from a sunk hopper, into which

the coal is tipped from railway wagons.

An ash tunnel runs underneath the boiler house, along

which small skips take the ashes to an end hopper, from

which they are elevated to a silo, raised sufficiently

above ground to enable carts to draw under. All ashes are

removed from the site by the Sanitary Deparl inent of the

Municipality. The coal and ash-handling plant and the

bunkers were installed by Messrs. Reunert & Lenz, Ltd., of

Johannesburg.

There are altogether eight stacks, five with the Prat

induced-draught system, with two boilers to each stack.

The marine type boiler has a stack to itself, as before

CONTROL EQUIPMENTS FOR MACHINE
TOOLS.

'(
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as the current flowing through its coil exceeds the value for

which it is set. The motor is thua protected against excess
current at each step of the accelerator.
On moving (he control switch to the "off" position, the

motor is di connected from the line and con equentlj comes
to rest.

Where a quick stop is required iccomplished by
means of a controller arranged for dynamic braking, Winn
the handle of this controller is moved to the " In-akin

lion the connections are thai all the starting
resistance i 1

1
innected in ei i< with thi mi toi armature

The motor is then Quickly brought to rest bj dynamic braking,
the contactor .switches in this case acting as a retarding device
and cutting out the resistance step bj step as the
the motor decreases.
The accelerating unit consists of a number of serii

actors, or electrically-operated switches, mounted on a slate

Fig. 2.—Push-button Switch for B.T.H. Machine
Tool Control.

base, behind which the starting resistance is mounted, the
whole unit being totally enclosed in an iron box suitable for
attaching to a wall.

Each contactor when closed short-circuits a section of the
starting resistance, so that when all the contactors are closed,
the motor is connected direct to the line.

The special feature of these contactors is that they remain
open if the current passing through the series-operating coil

exceeds a predetermined value, and close immediately the
current decreases to that value.
The first contactor coil is connected in series with the start-

ing resistance, so that on closing the control switch the cur-
rent passes through this contactor coil. As the motor
accelerates the current decreases until it reaches the predeter-
mined value at which the contactor is set to operate. The
first contactor switch immediately closes and short-circuit*
the first section of the starting resistance, at the same time
completing the circuit through the second contactor coil.

This short-circuiting of the starting resistance causes an
instantaneous current increase, which locks the second eon-

Fig. 3. -Main Switch Fuse for B.T.H. Machine
Tool Control.

tactor in the open position until the current again decreases
to the predetermined value due to the speeding up of the
motor.

_
Each section of the starting resistance i- short-cir-

cuited in a similar manner.
The whole device is extremely simple, due to the fact that

the coil used for closing the contactor is also used to hold it

open until the current has decreased to a safe value. The
coil, being a series coil, is wound with wire or strip of ample
section so that it is not likely to be damaged by the instan-
taneous current rushes.
The controllers supplied for these equipments are three-way

switches built in the form of drum type controllers, and are
supplied for reversing or non-reversing.
The controllers supplied for non-reversing control equip-

ments, as well as those for reversing control equipments, are
fitted with crank handles which can be moved to any of
three stops. In the case of the former for forward running

bt 'I Log po in 'us. and in the case of i

hollers with* dynamic braking, these ;>ond to
forward running, braking, and reverse running positions. I'oi

those without dynamic braking, n I to for-
ward running, off and reverse running positions.

Hers are fitted with magnetic blow-out coils, and are
for breaking the main current.

The main switch fuse, is of the double-pole quick-break
tj pe, enclosed in a cast-iron caa

-Accelerating Unit fob B.T.H. Machinj Toot
Control (cover removed).

Equipments without dynamic braking can be supplied with
push-button control, in which case, the connections are
specially arranged, so that the result obtained on pressing any
one button is maintained after releasing the button, and con-
tinues until a separate button is pressed.
The construction of this control switch is shown in the

illustration. The contacts are mounted on a slate base and
enclosed by a metal case, through which the push buttons
project.

When variable speed control i- required, the foregoing
equipments must be supplemented bj a hand-operated field

rheostat and a field relay to prevent the motor being started
with a weak field.

The relay supplied for this extra equipment permits the
motor to be. stopped and then started again without the risk

of starting on a weak field and without the operator having
to pay attention to the position of the rheostat handle. Thus,
when the field rheostat has been set for a certain cutting
speed, the motor will automatically run up to that cutting
speed when restarted after n stoppage.
The control equipment described above is supplied by the

British Thomson-Houst< m Co., Ltd.. ot Rugby, and is giving
satisfactory service, not only in then own. hut in many other
works throughout the world.

THE DESIGN OF HIGH-PRESSURE
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS.

Mr. J. R. Beard's paper was discussed at a meeting of the
Yorkshire Local Section of the Institution of Electrical
Engineers, on January 12th, at Leeds.
The Chairman, Mr. H. II. Wright, said that in many York-

shire industrial districts the demand for power had grown at

such a rate during the past few years that the station engi-
neer had found some, difficulty in keeping pace with it, the
consequence being that many of the feeders were already over-
loaded ; new feeders and transformer stations had had to be
put down, and many questions had arisen similar to those
dealt with in the paper. He thought the author erred on the
side of safety in giving 22J years as the period of depreciation
for underground cables. The committee appointed by the
Institution last year to investigate this question had come to

the conclusion that a life of 30 years should he allowed for

all classes of underground cables if laid with proper regard to

the nature of the soil, and suggested 60 years as the life of

conduits. In the lay-out of a distribution system it was not
the first cost of ewitchgear that was so important, as the fact

that by the choice of suitable discriminating gear a saving of
many times the cost of the gear might be made in mains, etc.

The author made out a very strong case for core balancing and
split-conductor systems of protection, but there were many
existing systems Jo which they could not be applied.

Mr. J. E. Storr said he believed that distribution of power
to the consumer's terminals for transformation on the site

was undoubtedly the method by which they would have to
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transmit their larger loads in the future. He thought the

general utility of the high-pressure transmission would be

enhanced if the gear could be standardised on a pressure of

11,000 volts. The overhead system was undoubtedly the

method by which the early development of an undertaking,

which had a large area to cover, could be dealt with. He
thought that pressures were bound to increase rather

than remain stationary, but feared that the splitting-up of a

20,000-volt main to make it economical between 6ub-stations

at 6uch a high voltage would mean more than the number of

switches allowed for intermediate sub-etations.

Mr. W. Lang thought that all practice showed that the
survey of the route and the estimate of the probable demands
that would be made for electrical power on that route were
often very far short of what actually took place during a very
short period. This had been instanced very especially during
the war period; loads had come on to the mains that were
never anticipated by the most sanguine of them. The value
of the scrap .copper of underground cables would, he thought,
be more than that of the overhead lines.

Mr. A. R. Chaytor said he thought the best reason for the
general neglect of the formula was given by fig. 4, which
showed that for quite a considerable portion of the curve the
annual cost was practically the same. It was hardly worth
while, unless it was a very big undertaking, to work out the
formula. He thought the scrap value after 17i year's of over-

head lines would be nearer 10 per cent, than 20 per cent. With
regard to underground mains and the 22-J- years, he would
give a 20 per cent, value and think the mains had 20 per cent.

of their life left. It was usually forgotten that it was possible
to take underground cables across fields for considerable dis-

tances; people compared the cost of overhead lines with
underground cables to the disadvantage of the latter, from the
fact that they were usually laid through the busy portions of
towns and had to bear the cost of reinstatement of pavement.
Mr. J. Shepherd said he did not think the author gave full

value to the overhead system ; in England they did not use
that system to anything like the extent that they did in other
countries. At Zurich they had actually put up overhead
lines for a distance of something like 80 miles. The same
system was shortly to be introduced in Berlin. All the inner
stations in Berlin were being shut down, and the entire power,
which would certainly run to 500,000 kw., would be trans-
mitted by the overhead system a matter of something like

90 or 100 miles. If they could do that abroad he thought the
time would come when, in England, they would have to

adopt the overhead system for higher voltages. The Treasury
usually allowed 25 years for the life of a cable, but he did
not see, if cables were laid solid where no surface water came
into contact with the lead, why they should not last 100 years.
A good deal had been said about the calculation of the econo-
mical area, but if the data were incorrect all the calculations
would be inaccurate. In getting out this economical area he
did not think the author had made any allowance for the
capital value of the plant required to compensate for the
losses in the cable.

Mr. Wilson Hartnell said that no engineer in his senses
would put down an underground wire if he could put the
wire above ground. In most of the British Colonies, wherever
public opinion was not against it, all the wires were put
above ground. The Yorkshire Power Co. was carrying its

wires where it could, but what he thought was needed was
some very drastic legislation to empower the company to
carry the wires over any land, irrespective of what the owners
of the property thought of the matter.
Mr. J. H. Shaw said he desired to say a good word for the

"change-over tee" system. In the undertaking with which
he was connected it had been in operation for 10 years, and
he believed they had only had six faults on some 60 miles of
extra-high-tension mains. The author discussed the diversity
factor as helping the interconnected system; that might be
all right for the North-East Coast, but in towns where the
trades were similar and started more or less at the same time,
and left off at the same time, there was no diversity factor.
The Author, in the course of his reply, said the 22J years

for cables was not intended to be taken as an actual figure;
it simply worked out at that owing to his taking 2 per cent.
He was very glad that his1 capital charges had been criticised
as being on the high "side. He still felt, however, that the
figure was somewhere about what it should be, and it did not
really conflict with the Local Government Board's revised
figures so much as appeared. He agreed that the life of cables
was probably very much more than 22J years, and in the
Newcastle district in very few cases had any serious deprecia-
tion of cables been found ; many of them had been .in since
1901, and some which were put in then were as sound to-day
as ever. Core balancing was not mentioned in the paper, but
his people had used quite a lot of so-called core-balancing
protection on single-ended feeders and on rotary-converter
transformers, where it was very useful in giving an instan-
taneous trip on faults. He rather doubted whether one could
usefully

_
standardise voltages at present; what should be

standardised was the frequency. His firm were putting up
large mileages of overhead lines at present; there was no
doubt, however, that in the North-East Coast district, if one
talked to the operation people they would ask for cables every
time. There were many ways in which overhead lines could
be damaged, quite apart from questions of design; for
example, they could not do away with hay blowing off a hay-
rick. The overhead lines were found to be useful in the early

stages of development. Recently his firm had connected up
a very big amount of munition load, and, in all cases, it had
been so easy to do it that the supply had been available months
before the firms had been ready to take it, although, in many
cases, they were seven or eight miles from the company's power
stations. The split-conductor for use on existing cables by
running them in duplicate had been developed, and was now
in quite successful operation. He believed his firm found
that 2£ switches per sub-station was quite a reasonable figure.

In the majority of sub-stations they only required two. He.
could not agree that the old rule-of-thumb was all right, but
it was rather a surprise to him, in going through these calcu-
lations, to find that the densities came down to about theold
figure of 1,000 amps, per sq. in. They had taken under-
ground cables in many instances1 across fields, and, as a rule,
it was more difficult to arrange for overhead lines. In open
agricultural country the cables would have to be laid deeper
than they had to be in the roads. He believed in Berlin
they were experimenting with something like 60,000-volt
underground cables. When he said that there were twice as
many faults in overhead lines as in cables, they must not
conclude that there was a great number of faults on the
former. It simply meant that there were very few faults in
the cables, and the number of faults they got on the overhead
line6 was quite sufficient to annoy consumers and, hence,
generally forbade their use. Inductance in feeders had the
disadvantage of tending to limit the area of distribution, and
it should be avoided. The Americans, who strongly recom-
mended inductance in feeders, were the people who had done
nothing to develop switch design for about ten years. They
brought out, ten years ago, a switchgear which was better
than they had in England, but he did not think that that
position of affairs obtained now. Rotary condensers had been
used in two cases in Durham, with very satisfactory results.

He quite agreed that one could do too much calculation in
designing actual extensions. He had allowed for the capital
value of the plant to supply the losses. In America water-
power transmission had forced them into the use of very high
voltages, and his eyes had been very much opened by some
figures he had seen in an American paper with regard to the
number of breakdowns on overhead lines on a large system.
The figures were half-a-dozen times as great as one would
expect on an English system. One thing which explained
the use of overload lines in America was that there they did
no mind a temporary interruption so much as did English
people. Electrical people in America had got a free field, and
if consumers did not want their supply they need not have it.

In England, however, circumstances were entirely opposite.
Here electricity competed all the time against other forms of

power and lighting. On the North-East Coast it was almost
invariably possible to couple up consumers on the inter-

connected system without any consideration whatever for the
effect it would have on the protective arrangements of the
rest of the system. On the North-East Coast they had very
varied industries, and the industries themselves had very
variable loads, and it was not a question of starting up a big
block of machinery at a certain time and shutting it down at
another time. The cost of the protective devices, he thought,
could be readily explained by the fact that they had, up to
the present, been used on very large systems, and the corres-
ponding switchgear had been developed to suit these systems,
and that was very expensive. If there was a demand for,

say, the split-conductor system on lighter forms of gear, it

should be readily designed to suit requirements.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND THE
MOTOR CAR TRADE.

A question of some importance to electrical engineers was
discussed at the meeting of the Agents' Section, Ltd., and
the Motor Trade Association, which has just been held at
Leeds. It may be mentioned that the first-named body is

the Agents' Branch of the Society of Motor Manufacturers
and Traders, while the M.T.A., as it is usually known, is an
association of motor traders whose obj'ect is that of prevent-
ing, as far as possible, other than recognised and legitimate
motor traders from securing trade terms, and of preventing
price-cutting in manufacturers' standard productions. The
main point under discussion was whether electrical engineers
were entitled to trade terms on motor goods.
The opening speaker was Mr. G. Hubert Woods, of the

British Westinghouse Co., Ltd., who stated that, as regards
his company, the matter of electricians was a difficult one.
The difficulty arose from the fact that they had a large num-
ber of electrical customers all over the country who were
entitled to trade terms on electrical parts. Therefore, if

trade terms were given to a firm on a dynamo which was
going to be put on the floor, the question was naturally asked
why trade terms should not also be given on a dynamo
which was going to be put on a motor car. It was difficult

for a manufacturing company to say, "unless you are selling

motor cars, we cannot give you trade terms." He thought
electrical motors would be very prevalent in the future, and
he considered the right thing for both bodies was to legislate
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for a condition of things which could be .seen coining, before

it came. It would not necessarily be assumed that because

electrical firms were admitted to membership of the Motor

Trade Association, they were entitled to the same terms as

motor agents. Manufacturers could give them a discount of

some sort or other, but continue to give to the members of

the motor trade the 8ame discount as at present. Mr. Woods
concluded by stating that if it would help matters along, he

would propose that a class for electrical engineers be formed

by the Motor Trade Association, and that they be admitted

under that category provided their applications were pro-

posed by the local division of the Association.

Mr. A. Goodwin, of Messrs. C. A. Vandervell & Co., Ltd.,

•said that he did not agreo with Mr. Woods' remarks as to it

being difficult to define the difference between trade in a

dynamo that was to be fixed on a floor and one that was to

be affixed to a car. In his opinion, the line of demarcation

was one of definite character. When a firm received an

application for trade terms from electrical people, there was
generally something which cropped up in the correspondence,

or on the notepaper of the firm applying for trade terms that

would give some clue as to the class of business the firm in

question were doing. A6 regards his company, if the note-

paper did not give any indication, their travellers on the spot

made certain inquiries. In the case of lamp bulbs, however,

it was impossible to refuse to supply them at full trade terms

to any electrical firm in the trade, and, therefore, in his

opinion, Mr. Woods' suggestion that the manufacturers

should give electrical firms one class of terms and the legiti-

mate motor trader another was one that could scarcely be

followed in practice, although very nice, in theory. The point

was to give the manufacturer some basis to work upon, but

he did not think the organisation cordd move in the matter

as to where the line of demarcation should be drawn.
Mr. A. Noel Mobbs, of the Pytchley Autocar Co., Ltd., of

Northampton, expressed the opinion that electrical firms

should not be included in the M.T.A. It was, however, going

too far to say that nobody but motor firms legitimately in

the motor trade should be supplied with accessories in the

electrical line which were fixed on motor cars at any discount

whatever. If a few lamp bulbs were sold by electrical firms

and used on motor cars, surely they could stand that. He
thought the Association should go for simplicity, and that it

would be sufficient to say that electrical firms should have
trade terms on proper electrical goods without bringing them
into the Association. He would propose a resolution to that

effect.

In closing the, discussion, the Chairman, Mr. A. R. Atkey,

of Nottingham, said that it was no use trying to close one's

eyes to the fact that the bona-fide electrical engineer was not

only entitled to trade terms on electrical goods, but was loom-

ing on the horizon as one of the most important factors in

connection with the motor industry, and if a deaf ear were
turned to their application to join the Association, the time

might come when the Association might feel sorry, and elec-

trical firms might decline to carry out the interests of the

trade. The ideal of the Association was not to prevent any-

body earning a legitimate livelihood, but to embrace in the

ranks and cover by its influence all those who could help in

the general advance of the movement. The question the

meeting had to decide was as to whether they would admit
electrical engineering firms to a section, or whether they

would close the Association against them and leave them out-

side and uncontrolled.
Eventually the following resolution was adopted :—" That

in the opinion of this meeting electrical engineers shall be
entitled to trade terms on electrical goods, but shall not be
entitled to membership of the Agents' Section, Ltd., or the

Motor Trade Association, or to trade terms on motor cars or

accessories other than electrical, and that price maintenance
agreements must be obtained from them."
Commenting on the meeting, the Motor Trader, to whom

we are indebted for our summary of the proceedings, con-
cludes :

—
" On the whole, the resolution, though in the nature

of a via media, provides an acceptable solution of the problem.
Electrical engineers may have no more than an academical
interest in the motor trade, but to suggest that the manufac-
turers of electrical goods should recognise tlie distinction be-

tween motor and non-motor goods in supplying them would
be imposing an almost impossible obligation. It is desirable.

however, that eligibility for trade terms on one class of motor
goods should not carry with it a similar privilege in regard to

all motor goods."

ELECTRIC GENERATING STATIONS IN CHINA.

By Pkof. C. A. MIDDLETON SMITH, M.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.

{Abstract of paper read be/on the Hong-Kong Local Centre
of the Institution of Electrical Engineers.)

China is a country which, foi practical purposes, is entirelj

devoid of roads. It is quite probable that 90 per cent, of the

inhabitants of China have never heard oi a steam engine, or
of a heat engine of any description. The number of Chinese
who have ;m> idea of what is meant bv the words "electrical

power station " cannot be one-tenth of one per cent, of the
population, i ib about 10 per cent, of the people have
sen the ordinary electric lamp, anil about one-tenth of that

number have Been a gas lamp.
In the whole ol China there are only three places in which

i [era industrialism i- even attempted on any scale such as
is common in towns of, say, 50,000 inhabitants in .England.

These places are Hong-Kong (a British colony), Shanghai (a

foreign settlement), and Hankow. In these places the work
of the electrical engineer is very much in evidence.

The Hong-Kong dockyards probably employ about 600 Euro-
peans and about 7,000 Chinese workmen.
The time dockyards are well equipped with all modern

machine tools, many of which are motor-driven. In the
Taikoo Dockyard there is a large central power station con-
taining 1,000-B.H.P. gas engines and continuous-current gene-

rators with a total capacity of 2,250 KW. Mond gas producers
supply the fuel for the engines. In the Naval Dockyard there
is a central station with steam and Diesel engines.

In the colony of Hong-Kong there are two public electricity

supply companies. That which is on the island and supplies
the city of Victoria has a station containing 2,000 kw. of

Diesel engines and 600 kw. of steam engines, and a new
steam turbine-driven station is being planned. The present

price of electrical energy as supplied by this company i6 6d.

per unit for lighting and lfd. and lid. for power. There is also

a separate generating station for supplying power to the train-

ways. This is steam-driven, and probably wdl disappear in

time. The Hong-Kong University ha6 its own central station,

installed largely for educational work, with a total capacity of

rather over 100 h.p. of gas, oil, and steam engines, a steam
turbine, and a Pelton wheel.

In Kowloon, on the mainland portion of the colony of Hong-
Kong, the China Light & Power Co. supply light and power.
Their plant is rated at 516 kw., but 1,500 kw. is to be installed

this year.

Near Hong-Kong there is the Canton Electric Supply Co.

Canton is the most populous and progressive city in China.

There are well over a million inhabitants. The Canton Supply
Co. uses steam and Diesel engines—it was originally a steam-
engine station—and its total capacity is 1,540 kw. The
( 'hinese shopkeeper is willing to pay high prices for electric

light, and uses it in a most lavish fashion.

The great centre of electrical development in China is

Shanghai. The conditions are more favourable in Shanghai
than m any other place in the Far East for such enterprise,

hut at the same time many opportunities have been seized

there which might easily have been lcet.

The Shanghai generating station compares most favourably

with anything of its kind in Europe or America. It is, indeed,

a model for the Far East, and British engineers should be

very proud of the fact that it has been built up under the

direct personal supervision of a Britisher.*

The station is steam-driven with two 5,000-kw. and two
2.000-KW. turbines. Quite recently the chief engineer has

suggested extensions which amount to 20,000 kw. It is

almost certain that this region will be the first part of China
to develop works and factories on a. large 6cale.

Au English firm have installed 102 steam engines in China,

with a total rating of 28,960 b.h.p. Most of these are used

for electricity -supply.

Another British firm have installed in North China at Soo-

chow a 375-kw. 3-phase alternator, direct-coupled to a high-

speed steam engine, complete with high-tension switchboard,

etc. In Chang Chow there is a 150-kw. 3-phase alternator

direct-coupled to a high-speed steam engine complete with

water-tube boilers, high-tension switchboard, transformers,

etc. In Tientsin there are two 75-kw. continuous-current

generators coupled to high-speed 6team engines, supplied for

extension lighting of the Japanese settlement. Further con-

tracts recently secured are for the lighting of two other large

. Chinese cities'; the electrical plant consists of one 200-kw, and
one 150-KW. 3-phase alternator. A large number of single-

phaee and :>-phase motors from 5 up to 100 H.r. have also

been supplied for use in cotton mills and other factories. An
outlet for electrical plant is found in up-country hospitals,

missions, and private Chinese residences where small dynamos
driven by oil engines are very much in favour. Many .-mall

steam engines and dynamos for lighting river steamers have

been sent to South China, as well as small oil-driven sets for

hotels and private houses.

\ merchant firm state that they have supplied various

electric lighting installations in South China, including a
large number of small private plants from 1 KW. to 10 kw.:
also one 12-kw. 100-volt continuous-current set direct-coupled

to a vertical semi-Diesel engine at Tung Shan, Canton. A
large European firm have supplied important plants in the

South.
In the case of the new installations the general practice at

present seems to show that the Chinese commence on a scale

of rather under 100 KW. Take a small oil-engine installation

of 50 kw. The capital cost of the engines, foundations.

dynamos, and switchboard would be (roughly) $13,000 (£1,300).

\ rough building and land would probably bring it up to

$15,000 (£1

We find at the University that crude oil can lie us^-,1 a- fuel

i.i cos! less than 2 J cents (|d.) per unit; lubricating oil, and

• A full description of this station appeared in the I'.i.ie.

Rev. of November 5th, 12th and 19th. 1915.
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waste, etc., sav I cent (Jd.) per unit. Wages for supervision,

drivers, etc., $200 (£20) a month, say $2,400 (£240) per

annum. The output of the station is reckoned at 50,000 units

per annum. The total generating costs are about 11 cents.

(2Jd.) per unit. As overhead mains may be used, the distribu-

tion costs are low. Experience has shown that the Chinese will

pay 25 cents (6id.) a unit, and there is clearly a very good

margin of profit.

There is practically no legislation m China concerning

electric supply, and if progress continues as at present, there

will be endless annoyance and confusion for engineers and
customers in a lew years.

After two years of study of the subject, the author has the

impression that at present the demand for electrical apparatus

in China is on a comparatively small scale. Shanghai is the

one great exception.
There is a great desire among all classes of the Chinese

to have electric light, and experience in and around Hong-
Kong seems to prove that they arc quite willing to pay for it

at even extravagant prices.

The plants already installed are having an educational

effect. In nearly all cases extensions are contemplated.

The Chinese are particularly anxious to make use of applied

science. The simple statement that, of the 107 students in

the Hong-Kong University' 92 have selected engineering as a

profession, shows quite clearly the direction of the thoughts

of the more progressive parents.

Up till the present there has been practically nothing in the

nature of an educative campaign on behalf of electrical

machinery in China. There are difficulties, financial and
administrative, to be overcome before this market is greatly

increased, but the greatest difficulty of all is to provide object

lessons to the Chinese, and to supply information and un-

biased advice. In the furtherance of that work the Engineer-

ing Department of the Hong-Kong University will be happy
to do its utmost.
The large oil companies are busily extending their market

all over China. Possibly the immediate developments inland

will be brought about by the use of oil engines or water tur-

bines. The use of coal inland is not probable in the immediate
future. Even in South China it is necessary to use Japanese
coal, and the price seems to be about $1(1 (t'l) per ton. The
fuel problem is one that will be solved easily, when the

Chinese begin properly to develop their own natural resources.

The electrical engineer has to compete only with such crude
illiniiiiiHiits as tin' candle and oil lamp.

In the discussion that followed, Mr. E. T. Williams said

that without co-operation Great Britain could not hope to

reap the possibilities of electrical work in a vast country like

China. If this prospective market was to be really exploited,

what was wanted was co-operation embracing the selling of

machinery, the undertaking of contracts, and the devising

and financing of electrical schemes; in other words, they mu6t
employ in China methods adapted to the circumstances of

the country. 'Die electrical and engineering firms of Great
Britain should combine their resources for China, and then,

having studied the possibilities, should distribute throughout
the country a properly organised business network, largely

composed of educated Chinese engineers under European
control. This organisation should conduct in China the busi-

ness of the united British interests. In time it would become
a self-supporting organisation, and would create a great

demand for the electrical manufactures of Great Britain.

Mr. D. W. MUNTON said that, assuming that a Chinese

came down from the interior to purchase machinery, he was
generally discovered by the various compradores, into whose
clutches he fell; not one. but several estimates were sub-

mitted, and disastrous competition followed, the result of

which was that, in order to be in the running, the very

minimum of machinery was offered, together with a vaguely
worded tender. When the contract was finally awarded, the

firm in question generally began to consider what items not
absolutely indispensable could be cut out. Fnfortunately,

contractors of repute there had to compete with firms who
sold anything from tintacks to aeroplanes: and some of these

firms, having very little in the way of reputation to live up to,

promised anything, and seldom fulfilled their promises.
Mr. W. L. CARTER said that it was not true that industrially

the country was unorganised. China was the cradle of trade

unionism, and the guilds had held complete control for many
centuries. It was due to the great efficiency of these guilds

that this people had resisted the introduction of modern
methods into their ancient industries. Before any large

schemes could come to fruition the whole question of security

for both foreign and native capital would have to be satisfac-

torily settled.

Prof. T. H. Matthkwman held that if electricity was to

appeal to the majority of China's millions, it would be from
the standpoint of its economy as compared with existing illu-

minants. This was the vital point in a country such as China,
where the scale of living was so low. He bore out what the

author said about the importance of the engineering graduate
as a factor in the development of the electrical industry in

China. The American manufacturer had realised the import-

ance of training such graduates, who came back to China to

represent these firms and push American goods. If British

manufacturers would offer similar conditions, it would be
greatly to their advantage in the future.

Mr. G. E. Marley emphasised the great need in Hong-Kong
and China generally for the unbiased consulting engineer.

Prof. Smith, in reply, agreed with Mr. Williams concerning

co-operation, and mentioned that the British Electrical and

Allied Manufacturers' Association had guaranteed the elec-

trical equipment for the Hong-Kong University—a most excel-

lent example of co-operation.

TRADE STATISTICS OF SPAIN.

The figures given below show the imports of electrical ami
similar goods into Spain during the year 1914, according to

the official statistics recently issued. It will be observed that

in both years German trade predominated in practically every

branch. The growing share of the United States is also note-

worthy. The figures for 1913 are given for purposes of com-
parison, and notes of increases and decreases (which are very-

considerable) have been added :

—
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Carbons for arc lamps.

From Germany
France

,, Great Britain

,, Other countries

Total

Telegraph and telephone apparatus, electric

meters and parts.

-

L913 L914. Inc. or dec.

Pesetas.

102,000 63,000 - 39,000

11,000 13,000 + 2,000

9,000 15,000 + 6,000

3,000 2,000 - 1,000

125,000 93,000 - 32,000

Prom Germany
Belgium
France
Great Britain

Sweden
United States

., Italy

Other countries

Total

Electrodes.—
From Germany

,. Italy

Other countries

Total

2,390,000 1,641,000 -
.»"

344,000
677,000

90,000
•_>.;.(k*i

S.-I.IKH)

1UKM.I

45,000

174,000
448,000
•jr,UN io

11,000

3,000

34,000

749,000
10,000

170,000
229,000

171,000
15.IN.N)

80,000
7,000

3,706,000 2,617,000 - 1,089,000

14,000 15,000— 13,000

15,000 6,000

29,000 34,000

Incandescent electric lamps, mounted.—
From Germany 4.667.000 2,105,000

347,000
t;:i.iNNi

158,000
85,000

48,000
47,000

215,000
742,000

5,320,000 3,157,000

1,187,000

244,000

47,000
829,000

5,000

611,000 -
193,000 -
29,000 -
387,000 -
50,000 +

France
,, Great Britain

,, Austria

,, Other countries

Total

Hydraulic motors.—
From Germany

,, France
,, Great Britain

,, Switzerland ...

Other countries

Total

Steam and gas engines (stationary) up
to 10,000 kg. weight.—

From Germany
Great Britain

,, France
,, Belgium

Other countries

Total ... . 1,552,000 1,183,000

* Italy 39,000.

Ditto, from 10,000 to 25,000 kg. weight.—

39,000

1,000

13,000
9,000

5,000

2,562,000
299,000

16,000

57,000

657,000

2,163,000

576,000
51,000

18,000

442,000
45,000

2,312,000 1,270,000 - 1,042,000

555,000
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BRITISH INDUSTRY AFTER THE WAR,

What is to be the outcome of the exhaustive investi-

gation that has been made by a sub-committee- of

the Advisory Committee to the Board of Trade on
Commercial Intelligence? We wish that we could
expect more than we really do by way of immediate
result. The findings of the sub-committee as

adopted by the committee have been published-^for

our information. That is all that Mr. Runcirrian

will or can say at the moment. The sub-committee
was a small one (five members), and it only had to

consider a few selected industries. These circum-

stances unfortunately open the way for delay, and
that way the President and his Department elect to

follow. Why? In the House of Commons a few-

weeks ago the President said that many of the re-

commendations were of wider scope than the group
of industries investigated, and that " any decision

thereon must involve considerations of policy affect-

ing many other industries and interests." Mr.
Runciman declined to take " responsibility for any
of its conclusions," but he felt, nevertheless that,
" pending the institution of wider inquiries," it was
desirable " for the public to be made acquainted
with the information so far obtained." How much
better than a cold douche is this? Yet we cannot
entirely blame the President for this attitude, for the
committee itself says that " the conclusions at which
we have arrived might be modified in some respects
were the range of the inquiry to be extended." We
rind herein little encouragement to seriously accept
Mr. Runciman 's very confident declaration that

when the war is over we shall have available
means for effectively dealing with German indus-
trial and trading competition, and preventing the
enemy from ever again " lifting her head " com-
mercially, but as the report is in many ways im-
portant we feel justified in devoting a good deal of
space to the matter. We hope that the Govern-
ment will hasten the holding of those " wider in-

quiries."

The sub-committee was appointed six months
ago to report what steps should be taken to
secure the position, after the war, of firms
who have undertaken industries " in consequence
of the Exchange meetings leading up to the
British Industries Fair." This, in the opinion
of the committee, restricted its inquiry to
the following: —(i) Paper manufacture. (2) Print-
ing trade. (3) Stationeiy trade. (4) Jewellers' and
silversmiths' trade. (5) Cutlery. (6) Fancy leather.

(7) Glassware. (8) China and earthenware. (9)
Toys. (10) Electrical apparatus. (11) Brushes. (12)
Hardware. And a subsequent one, introduced by
the President himself (13) Magneto industry. As
regards (12), as the Wholesale Hardware Club could
not furnish evidence within the time allowed, that
branch is not covered. If it had been we should
have had the unlucky number, and the President's
cold douche might have been a foregone conclusion
instead of, as we regard it, an extremely unpleasant
surprise. Many of the above classes of industry are
really no concern of ours as an electrical trade

61]
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journal, but we must indicate them so that nobody

imagines that this is an electrical report pure and

simple. We may desire to know what definition the

committee would give for "electrical apparatus.
- '

In this connection we have to turn to the Cheapside

Exchange meeting, where all sorts of " small stuff,"

of which we have imported large quantities from

Germany, etc., was brought together, and to the

British Industries Fair, at the Agricultural Hall.

where, speaking from memory, we did not see much
of an electrical character. But though this report

is not one on electrical trade pure and simple,

we may derive satisfaction from the circum-

stance that the committee availed itself some-

what generously of the information and counsel

vouchsafed by the British Electrical and Allied

Manufacturers' Association, and we find that in

several places " electrical machinery " is referred to,

which seems hardly to have been intended by the

instruction to cover " electrical apparatus." We
remember that the secretary of the B.E.A.M.A-

not long ago told us, in pretty much the same words

as Mr. Runciman used in his bravest speech in the

House of Commons, that when the war was finished

everything would be found in readiness. The
B.E.A.M.A. certainly seems to have tried hard to

Impress a number of wholesome truths upon the

minds of the committee; indeed, we believe it has

succeeded, but then there is sometimes a differ-

ence between the minds of business men and

those of our politicians. Something must now
be done to prevent the Association's efforts, and

those of the committee, being filed away and for-

gotten. We may hope for much from the Mansion

House, the Sheffield, and other important demon-

strations intended to impress the Government with

the necessity for strong and forceful action before

ft is again " too late "; we may look for the plain-

speaking of the Colonies and the desires of our

Allies to have effect upon the minds of the over-

burdened Mr. Runciman and his staff; but the im-

portant fact remains that, unless we keep at it,

everything will be far from ready when the war

ends. We cannot let everything wait while poli-

ficai parties resume their fiscal controversies. The
President has himself stated that in the trade

war there are some things that "cannot wait."

This report, restricted though it be in scope.

must not be doomed to lie deep in departmental

dust, for its purpose will n"t be met if we are to

consider it as merely useful for making " the public
"

"acquainted with the information" it contains.

There is too much of the stereotyped official reply
" yoirr-letter-shall-receive-attention " about this

utterance. We confess that we had hoped
_
for

something better. Whether or not the committee

has exceeded the anticipated scope in its

recommendations, there is unquestionably much in

the reoort which, to our way of thinking, could be

adopted forthwith " without involving considera-

tions of nolicv affectins; manv other industries and

Interests." unless with benefit to those industries.

But we must let the report speak for itself, so we
are publishing a full abstract, toeether with its

recommendations, in our other pacfes. and would

ur^e noon the Government the necessity for taking

immediate steps fo carry into effect those reforms

upon which practically everybody is agreed.

for their near requirements some time ago when prices

were still well under 3s. a lb., and although some consider-

able American buying was again experienced on the sub-

sequent rapid rise on the way up to over 4s. for plantation

rubber uuder the influence of the seriously threatening

aspect of shipping, the demand from that quarter has been

of a distinctly more parsimonious character. The fact is

worth noting, however, that the recent steady fall in prices

down to about 3s. per lb. has by no means paralysed the

trade demand, which has indeed been proceeding on a fairly

satisfactory scale. When the price was forced up to what

was generally considered an artificially high level, within a

period of comparative scarcity on the spot, quite a number
of consumers kept out of the market, but the subs<quent

fall his given them an opportunity to cover their Deeds bo

a moderate extent. The price of the commodity is certainly

quite high enough in the neighbourhood of 3s., but the

muket, nevertheless, shows wonderful resistance at that

level in spite of the fact that the position on the spot has

been eased considerably of late by very liberal arrivals which

has resulted in a gradual iucrease of the warehouse stocks.

There can no longer be any fear of a shortage, for

indications are precisely the other way, while quite

heavy quantities are afloat from the Eastern plan-

tation districts. Eistern shipments are now beh)g

diverted via the Cape route for there is not much
ch*nce of further shipments through the Suez Canal

for t-ome time to come in view of tbe precarious state of

shipping across the Swz Canal and the Mediterranean.

The rubber coming vid the Cape will probably be a longer

time in transit, but there is reason for assuming that tbe

delay thus incurred will not be quite so serious as was

apprehended at first. The progress of consumption in

allied and neutral countries within the last six months has

certainly surpa-sed the most sanguine expectations, and it is

pretty certain that this progress will not be materially

impaired so long as the war lasts, provided prices are kept

within reasonable bounds. It is well to bear in mind that

produ tion has been making substantial headway in the

Eastern plantations. The belief is now in fact expressed

that the further excess of tbe output for the current year

will be considerably above original expectations. There is

still a little uneasiness on that score in the trans-Atlantic

trade, and ths tends to explain the comparatively keener

demand which is sr.ill being experienced for delivery within

the next few months, for which a small premium is obtain-

able over the prices current on the spot.

The recent sharp nps and downs in the
Rubber. ^^ of ernde ruhherhave left the market

for this commodity in a rather uncertain state, and its

future course is therefor? purely problematic, while to some

extent subject to the progress of the demand especially on

the part of hi? tran«-At,lantic manufacturers. There is

good reason for believing that the latter made full provision

Elsewhere in this issue, by the
The Eistbourne

court of the Board of Trade , we are
kwmh-pillur • ,. , ,

Futality. enabled to publish a report which has

been prepared ;by Mr. A. P. Trotter, elec-

trical adviser to the Board, with regard to the fatal acci-

dent at Eastbourne on Boxing Day. It will be seen that the

report makes certain recommendations, to some of which no

exception can be taken. Obviously, for various reasons, it

is desirable that the switch-pillars should be placed in side

streets, and away from the edge of the footpath ; this

would have the advantage of avoiding obstruction to

traffic, and generally, in the case of new work, there would

be no difficulty and little expense in following this course.

Clauses 6 to 8 also appear reasonable, but Clauses 3, 4, and

5 reflect that i-pirit which, before the war, could be dis-

cerned in so many official decrees, especially in connection

with electrical undertakings of every de-cription. We refer

to the bureaucratic tendency continually to impo«e fresh

burdens upon them, to add to the multitude of relictions

by which thev are bound.

New regulations are constantly being drawn up with the

object of saving life, an aim which commands the approval

of every citizen ; but there is a reasonable limit to all such

precautions, and care should be taken that the want of a

due sense of proportion does not lead to the perpetration

of absurdities.

In this case, the first on record in which life has been

lost due to the smashing of a switch-pillar, a result which.
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Mr. Trotter says, oonld not have happened if the aggressor

had been either a gig or a traction engine, but only when
it was a motor-car, the immediate outcome has been the

issue of a series of recommendations apparently based upon
our military experience during the war : retreat beyond the

reach of the enemy, throw up a first line of defence, 6 in.

high x 20 ft. long, fortify the position with stone

fenders or cast-iron spurs, fill the pillar with wire entangle-

ments so as to ensure short circuits and dead earths, and
so on—why all this p>tnic ? Men and women are dying in

hundreds around us—in the metropolitan area alone on the

average three persons are killed every day by vehicles, and
nearly 80 are injured, but no suggestion is made to fit

all vehicles with pueumatic buffers or to provide pedestrians

with compulsory crinolines.

As in the case of so many legislative acts the restric-

tions thus imposed may introduce other and new dangers.

For example, if the Eistbourne switch-pillar had been fortified

with a massive kerb, concrete pillars, &c , as suggested, it

would not have given way—but the car would, and in all

probability some of its occupants would have been killed.

Or a pi-rson stepping off or upon the high kerbstone in the

dark might stuuuhle and crack his skull—many a man has
lost bis life by simpler means. The dangers of street-hox'is

containing high-pressure apparatus are well known. What
is the use of trying to stop up mesh by mesh the sieve

through which human life is always pouring by myriad
paths ? la our opinion, there is no need for any official

action arising out of this unique accident.

BRITISH TRADE AFTER tvTHE WAR.

At the recent general meeting of the

Ekctrh
11

!
Siemens & Halfke Co- held in BerliD

'
Dr-

Compare" Aiter F - A - Seeker stated, on behalf of the

the War. directors, that it was well to assume that

the new financial year would remain under

the influence of the conditions of war, although, Lerhaps,

to a diminished extent. It was probably premature to

form an opinion as to the period following the con-

clusion of peace, but, from the company's point of view,

they believed that they could look forward to it with some

confidence. The amount of their credit at the banks, and

that of the Siemens-Schuckert Works, were now greater than

were shown in the balance-sheets, and the companies, there-

fore, had at disposal such considerable funds that they

were fully equal to all demands which could be made upon

them, especially after the declaration of peace. Con-

cerning the proposed efforts to establish a Government

monopoly in the electricity industry, the speaker stated that

no idea could be formed of the possible effects before

they knew what the Empire or the individual States riad in

contemplation. The directors' only interest in the matter

was for the supply of electric power in the whole of the

country to develop. If the State assisted this development so

that electric power was obtainable at low prices, the company's

special interests as manufacturers would be assisted too. It

would be otherwise, however, if the State's designs and

measures were to exercise a paralysing effect. The speaker

said that orders continued to arrive from neutral countries,

although not to the s >me extent as prior to the war. At the

general meeting of the Electricity Co. (late Scbuckert) of

Nuremberg, general manager von Petri remarked that not

much onuld be said in regard to the company's foreign

undertakings because very little information was available.

The promotion of undertakings abroad had greatly suffered

under the influence of the war, but the manufacturing

activity of the Siemens-Schuckert Works had rapidly been

accommodated to the situation. It had been found that

business in undertakings outside of Germany was accom-

panied by enormous risks. The company, however, would

not allow itse f to be disconcerted in its policy in that

direction, but would continue it after the war though a

different course would be assumed in the selection of the

countries and the objects of the undertakings, as a result of

the experience gained during the war.

The following is an abstract of the report of a sub-
committee of the Advisory Committee to the Board
of Trade on Commercial Intelligence with respect

to measures for securing the position, after the war,
of certain branches of British industry. Those
branches are detailed in our leader columns to-day,

where we comment upon the report.

The Basis
of the

Investigation.

The Committee first asked a number of

representative firms and trade associatione

interested in the particular branches referred

to, to make observations on the general
question and in regard to certain possible

lines of Government action which had been suggested to

it. Subsequently some of those who submitted memoranda
appeared before the Committee. An attempt wa6 made
to form an estimate of the value of the imports into

this country under normal conditions, of goods of the kinds
covered by the inquiry, and of the extent to which they are

imported from enemy sources. Exact data were not available

in several cases, but a table, from which we make the follow-

ing extracts, shows approximately for each branch of trade the

value of the imports from all sources in 1913, and the values
of the imports from enemy countries, with, in the last column,
some remarks as to the other sources of supply.
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to be observed that it is limited, as a rule, to certain special

lines of goods and docs not extend to the whole range ol

articles included in the class; and thai in a number of cases
the exports of United Kingdom manufactures included under
the same general heading are larger than, or nearly as large
as, the foreign imports. Tins is so as regards china and
earthenware; telegraph and telephone apparatus; unenu-
merated electrical goods and apparatus; and electrical

machinery.
The Committer proceeds to the consideration of the detailed

representations as to the ways in which Government assist-

ance might be given to the various branches of industry which
have been under examination. We quote :

—
" The value of scientific research in indus-

Industrial try, and the desirability of Government
Scientific assistance in the promotion thereof, was
Research, generally recognised both in the memoranda

furnished to us and by the witnesses who
appeared before us. though it was admitted that British

manufacturers and workmen have not always shown them-
selves in the past sufficiently appreciative of the value of

scientific investigation into industrial problems, or of tech-
nical training. In a number of cases reference was made to
the valuable assistance given by technical institutions to Ger-
man industry, and, though no very definite evidence on the
point was adduced, we see no reason to doubt the validity of

the opinions expressed. As regards the particular British
industries with which we are now concerned, very valuable
work is being done in respect of glass by the University of
Sheffield and the. Institute of Chemistry (by the latter body
especially as regards chemical glassware and optical glass)

;

in respect of hard porcelain, and china and earthenware
generally, by the School of Pottery at Stoke-on-Trent, which
is an interesting example of combined trade enterprise. . . .

All these institutions are said to be handicapped by inadequate
financial resources. . . . The electrical industry, of course,
provides a very wide field for scientific industrial research."

" At an early stage of the inquiry our attention was directed
to the fact that an extensive scheme of State aid for industrial
research had recently been established by a Committee of the
Frivy Council, and is, we understand, to be carried out
by that department in close communication with the
Board of Trade. We are informed that a strong
advisory council has been appointed, and that a number
of applications (including requests for assistance from
the Sheffield University, the Institute of Chemistry, the
Stoke Pottery School, and the British Electrical and Allied
Manufacturers' Association) are already before that body, and
that the first grants are being made. We were accordingly
able to refer to the new Council and the funds at its disposal
those witnesses who expressed the desire for State assistance
in this direction, and to point out to them that the Council
in its consideration of any applications for help to any parti-
cular trade would no doubt be largely influenced by the extent
to which the trade had already shown or would show a dis-
position to help itself. The new scheme is necessarily experi-
mental, but it is capable of much enlargement, and we have
na doubt that if British manufacturers are ready to co-operate
with the Government in this matter and to avail themselves
of the facilities put at their disposal, the operation of the
scheme will be of very great value to British industry."
The recommendations of the Committee on this section of

the inquiry are as follows :
—

Scientific Industrial Research and Training.— (a) Larger
sums should be placed at the disposal of the new Committee
of the Privy Council, and also of the Board of Education, for
the promotion of scientific and industrial research and
training.

(b) The Universities should be encouraged to maintain and
extend research work devoted to the needs of the main indus-
try or industries located in their respective districts; and the
manufacturers engaged in those industries should be en-
couraged to co-operate with the Universities in such work,
either through their existing trade associations or through
associations specially formed for the purpose. Such associa-
tions should bring to the knowledge of the Universities the
difficulties and needs of the industries, and give financial and
other assistance in addition to that afforded by the State. In
the. case of non-localised industries, trade associations should
be advised to seek, in respect of centres for research, the
guidance of the Advisory Council of the Committee of the
Privy Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.

(c) An authoritative record of consultant scientists, chemists,
and engineers, and of persons engaged in industrial research,
should be established and maintained by some suitable Gov-
ernment department, for the use of mariuf;icturers only.

flie Committee next deals with amend-
Patents. ments of the existing law as to copyright,

„_ patents, trade marks, and merchandise
marks. Under this general heading a large number of repre-
sentations were made. As regards patent*?, it was suggested
by the representative of the fancy leather goods industry, and
endorsed in some measure by the witness on behalf of the
ehina and earthenware trade, that an inadequate search is
made bv the Patent Office before applications for patents are
accepted, and patent rights are granted in respect of articles
that have already been upon the market and are in fairly
common use. It was urged that a more exhaustive inquiry
should be mide, responsible trade associations beinc taken
into consultation as to the usage of an article for which an

applicant is claiming a patent. In this connection reference

was made to the German and United States practice, and to

the supposed fact that in Germany the sealing of the patent
protects tin- inventor against actions for infringement; but
we are informed by the Patent Office that whilst both Ger-
main and the United States profess to make comprehensive
search, it a'a proved 1 be rarely possible to make such a

search effective, and that in both countries the patents granted
air subject to u\ision by the Courts. On this last point it

was urged that the onus of taking action in the Courts is

thrown upon the owner of an article already in use, but for

which a patent has been wrongly granted, and that this is

an unfair onus to place upon him." Other suggestions were
made in favour of international reciprocity in patent matters.

The representatives of the electrical in-

Electrical dustry made more comprehensive proposals,

Proposals as namely :

—

to Patents. (I) That three classes of patent protection

be created :

—

(n) A short term or petty patent for improvements or modifi-

cations in design, without provisional protection, and at a low
cost.

(b) A long term patent for new inventions, the period of

provisional protection being 12 months, and the full period to

be at least 15 years, with an option to extend it to 21 years

by payment of increased fees.

(c) A patent for discovery of new principles, the patentee
to be permitted to claim reasonable royalties from patentees
of apparatus making use of such principles.

(2) That an attempt be made to bring about the unification

of the patent laws of the British Empire."
The Committee consider that the proposals under (1) call

for more detailed consideration than they have been able to

give them, but as regards (2) the question of the desirability

of assimilating the patent laws in the United Kingdom and
the Self-Governing Dominions formed the subject of discus-

sions at the Imperial Conferences of 1902, 1907, and 1911, and
of communications between the various Governments con-

cerned during the intervening periods. At the Imperial Con-
ference of 1911 it was unanimously agreed " that it is in the

best interests of the Empire that there should be more uni-

formity throughout its centres and dependencies in the law of

copyright, patents, trade marks, companies." The proposal

made by the witnesses would appear therefore to have
been long anticipated by H.M. Government, and an approach
towards uniformity has been made in the recent legis-

lation of the Australian Commonwealth and New Zealand.
In this connection 6ome exception was taken to a

provision of the existing Canadian law, whereby if, after

the expiration of 12 months from the granting of a patent,

or any extension of such period, not exceeding one year, which
may be authorised by the Commissioner of Patents on satis-

factory cause being shown within three months of the expiry
of the period, the patentee or any of his representatives or

assigns, imports or causes to be imported into Canada the
inventions for which the patent has been granted, the patent
becomes void as to the interests of the importer. It was
urged that this provision works to the disadvantage of the

British manufacturer, as the importation of any article made
under a patent in operation in Canada thus invalidates the

patent, even though manufacture thereunder may be actually

carried on in the Dominion, but no clear evidence as to hard-
ship was adduced in support of this contention. Canada is the

only one of the Dominions which has thought it necessary to

embody such a provision in its law, and its action is prob-

ably due to the geographical propinquity of the United States.

In contrast to this particular complaint of the B.E.A.M.A., one
correspondent engaged in the glass industry urged that all

British patents should be worked in the United Kingdom,
and no articles manufactured abroad for which British patents

are granted should be allowed to be imported (with possible

exceptions). The same writer was of opinion (which iki this

instance was shared by others) that the provisions of the

patent laws as to compulsory working should be more
stringently enforced.
The Committee's recommendations are as follows :

—

Patents.— (o) The efforts which have been made to secure

uniformity of Patent Law throughout the Empire should be
continued, (b) The provisions of the law as to the compul-
sory working of patents in the United Kingdom should be
more rigorously enforced, and inspectors should be appointed
to secure that such working is complete and not (as has fre-

quently been the case) only partial, (c) The fullest possible

information as to enemy patents should be given to British

firms during the war, and every practicable assistance for

their use.

The evidence presented showed clearly

Transport that there is widespread dissatisfaction with
Facilities. the working of the United Kingdom railway

system, and a general belief that the State
railway system of Germanv is operated greatly to the advan-
tage of the export trade. Thus as regards china and earthen-
ware, we were informed that "the very reasonable cost of

transport, and the facilities given by the German Government
operate against the (British) pottery manufacturers in compe-
tition for the trade of the United States and Canada, and of

our Colonies generally." Whilst we have no evidence that
rates for inland carriage of goods in Germany are generally

lower than those prevailing in this country, when due allow-

ance is made for the differences between the services covered
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by the two sets of rates, there can, we think, be no doubt that

the German export trade has been largely assisted and stimu-
lated by the special low rates granted on the German railways
in respect of goods for export—rates which, in the case of

certain combined railway and shipping rates, are believed to

have been quite exceptionally low. We are also disposed to

think that there is some foundation for the belief that the

German railway authorities have, as a rule, shown them-
selves more ready to give special facilities to individual
traders, and to have more regard for their individual circum-
stances, than has been the policy of the British railway
companies. It is evident, also, that there is a widespread
belief among6t manufacturers and traders generally that

foreign goods are carried inland from British ports at lower
rates than those charged for the carriage of British goods
over similar distances, and that whatever theoretic arguments
may be advanced in justification of such action by the British

railways, it does, in fact, operate as an appreciable handicap
to British manufacturers in meeting foreign competition.
This was urged, for example, by the British Electrical and
Allied Manufacturers' Association. It was urged by the
representatives of the paper-making industry- that railway
companies should be required to divide, up any through rates

charged by them on imported goods, so that the actual rates
charged in respect of land carriage could be publicly known.
It was 6tated that a suspicion existed that foreign imported
goods are sometimes rated in a different classification to

British goods of the same kind.
The Committee direct special attention

B. E. A.M. A. to two suggestions put forward by the

Suggestions. BE.A.M. A., namely:—
(1) That the Board of Trade should, as

soon aa possible, call together a conference of representatives
of shipowners, railway companies, and the manufacturing
industries, to discuss the whole question with a view to co-

operation in removing the existing handicaps under which
British industries labour when in competition with foreign
producers; and

(2) That an impartial tribuual of the Government be set

up to exercise the functions of a tribunal for adjusting griev-

ances existing between railway and transport , companies and
traders, more particularly where it can be shown that the
foreigner is benefiting at the expense of British industry.
"With regard to the 6econd suggestion, in the opinion of

the witnesses the Railway and Canals Commission is not a

suitable body for the exercise of these functions, as there is

no adequate representation of commercial interests and experi-
ence, and its procedure is both too slow; and too costly. We

' drew the attention of the witnesses to the fact that the
elaborate investigation conducted by the Royal Commission on
Railways is only in suspense owing to the war, and we urged
upon them the desirability of making full representations to

that body, and to furnish in support of their case the fullest

possible details, instead of relying, as has not infrequently
been the case, on quite general statements. Reference was
made by some of the witnesses to the advantages which
German trade derives from the facilities for cheap carriage,

especially of bulky goods, afforded by its elaborate river and
canal system, and regret was expressed at the comparative
inutility to which the British canals have been reduced by
railway ownership, and at the failure of H.M. Government to

take any action on the report of the Royal Commission on
Canals. Attention was drawn by some of the witnesses to

the handicap imposed on British manufacturers before the
wax by the fact that in some cases British shipping companies
carried continental goods from a continental port to extra-

European destinations at freights lower than, or as low as,

those charged on the same goods from a British port, even
though the continental goods were actually carried via such
British port.

The Committee's recommendations are:—
Transport Facilities.— [a) An impartial tribunal should be

set up to secure that no preference is accorded to traders in
other countries by British shipping companies or shipowners,
or by home railways; that is, that rates charged by British
shipping companies, shipowners and railways to British
traders shall in no case be higher under similar conditions
than those charged to traders operating from another country,
the principle adopted being that equality of payment entitles

traders to equality of services, (b) A definite policy for the
improvement and extension of the canal system of the United
Kingdom should be formulated, with a view to its being
carried out so soon as the national finances shall permit, (c)

Shipping companies should be prohibited from charging higher
rates of freight from British ports than from any North
European ports.

" There was a general consensus of opinion
Industrial among the witnesses that the German
Finance. manufacturers receive much greater and

readier assistance from banks and financial

houses than do their British competitors. In a number of
cases it was suggested that German industry, and especially
the export trade, is actually subsidised by the German Gov-
ernment, but apart from the special railway rates for export,
to which reference has already been made, we have no evi-

dence of this, and we are disposed to think that the belief

has no other basis than the banking facilities already men-
tioned. Of the importance of these there can be no doubt.
Thus it was pointed out to us by the representatives of the
BE. A.M. A. that there have been carried out bv German firms.

in British Dominions and Colonies, many engineering works
of considerable magnitude which could have been equally

well undertaken by British firms if the latter could have
received similar financial assistance. It was also stated that

the attitude of British financiers towards home industries is

in direct contrast with that of German financiers, who invari-

ably stipulate that the plant and machinery for the under-
takings they assist shall be of German manufacture. We
recognise fully that the conditions of German industry and
its rapid growth in a country not possessed of large accumu-
lated financial resources have caused German manufacturers
to be much more dependent on the provision of facilities of

the kind now in question than are their British competitors;
that the principles of German banking differ widely from
those which govern the policy of the British banks, and
involve 6erious risk; and that the imposition of conditions as

to foreign loans might exercise an adverse influence upon
the position which London had held, until the outbreak of

the war, as the chief loan market of the world, with the

resultant considerable advantage to British trade as a whole.

At the same time, some witnesses appeared to think that there

is a large body of British manufacturers to whom a well-

ordered system of industrial banks would be of very appreci-

able assistance. In this connection our attention was drawn
to one disadvantage of the recent development of the joint-

stock banking system. It was suggested to us that the old

local proprietary banks were more inclined to give credit to

local 6mall manufacturers, with whose position they were
intimately acquainted, than are the great combinations into

which the local banks have generally been absorbed. The
local manager is unable to take the risk which the local banker
often took, and is indisposed to advise his principals to make
any advances which even appear to carry with them any
element of risk. We are of opinion that there is a good deal

of truth in this view of the situation, and that the develop-

ment of joint-stock banking has in some measure restricted

the financial facilities of the smaller industrial enterprises."

The Committee recommends :
—

Financial Assistance.— (a) The Joint Stock Banks should be
invited by H.M. Government, so soon as opportunity offers,

to consider the possibility of affording a greater measure of

assistance to British industrial enterprise. (6) All Govern-
ment departments, local authorities, and statutory bodies

entrusted with the control of moneys raised by taxes or rates,

should be under legal obligation to purchase, so far as pos-

sible, only goods produced within the British Empire. To
meet exceptional cases, the Board of Trade might be em-
powered to grant licences to public bodies for the purchase
of foreign goods where special circumstances, including, for

example, the existence of a combine or " trust." can be
proved, (c) British financial houses concerned in the issue of

foreign loans in the United Kingdom should be urged to

endeavour to secure that preferential treatment be accorded
to British contractors and manufacturers in respect of the
public works to be carried out by means of such loans.

{To be concluded.)

MUNICIPAL ELECTRICITY SUPPLY AT

JOHANNESBURG.

By R. TURNBULL M1WDESLEY.

(Concluded from page 155.)

la the inner areas the cables have been laid underground

as far as possible, but in the suburban areas the wires are

carried overhead, and this is a certain source of trouble

during the very severe lightning storms which occur in the

summer months.

The street lighting, on those streets alone which the cars

run, is carried out by incandescent lamps suspended from

the trolley-span wires, and by incandescent lamps on

pavement standards elsewhere.

Average summer and winter load curves are shown in

fig. 12. (It should be noted that, as Johannesburg is

south of the Line, the winter months are from April to

September.)

The curves shown do not differ in any material way, in

shape, from those of the moderately-sized lighting station

at home—and it is strikingly obvious, on inspecting the

shape of the Johannesburg load curve, that the installation

of a storage battery of large capacity would be the means of

cutting off the peak, and tilling up the valley a'ter 10 p.m.,

and thus considerably increasing the station efficiency.

The great difference between the summer and winter curves

is due to two causes—one being the cold weather (when
many electric heaters are in service), and the other the shop

and office lighting, all shops promptly closing at G p.m.
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The direct-current load on the converters is also given,

and it will be noticed that in the summer time the con-

verter load drops considerably before the peak load. The
reason for this is that the two turbines (6,000 kw.) on load,

are loaded up by the a c. feeder load before the converters

can be fully loaded on the D.c. side.

In the winter time the converters can be fully loaded

at the peak, as there are then three turbines (9,000 kw.)

on load. A slight alteration has recently taken place in

the average shape of the curve, and especially the converter

load curve, owing to the rotary sub-station at Jeppestown

taking part (about 18 per cent.) of the traction load. When
the second rotary sub-station at the " Z k>" is in operation,

about 30 per cent, of the traction load will be handled by

the sub-stations ; and the D.c. generators (and converters)

in the main station will be relieved of this amount of load.

During November, 1014, 1,248.457 units were generated

for lighting and power, and 597.277 units for traction.

These statistics cover a summer month, and the figures

would be higher for a winter month. The total nnmher of

connections made at the end of November was 15,625 kw.

Referring briefly to the tramways, there are 124 cars in

daily service, the cars being partly of the single-truck

double-deck type, with the upper deck roofed in, and with

adjustable blind screens at the sides, and partly double

bogie cars of the same type.

There are aUo in service at the time of writing two

Tilline-Stevens petrol-electric single-deck "pay-.s-you-

enter " 'buses, which are used as feeders to the ti amways.

August 8th, 1914, the figures were (as compared with the

same period of 1913) :

—

1914. 191.5.

Car-miles run 66,a69 66.87?

Receipts £6,305 14s. £6fi86 8s.

Average receipts per car-mile 22 8d. 23'9d.

The average number of passengers carried monthly is

2,600,000, and the average car- railage is per month about

275,000. The present average receipts per car-mile are

2s. 2d., with 9 -5 passengers carried per car-mile.

The concrete and stone building which housed the gas-

engine plant has been converted partly into a car-repair shop

and parily into a car-shed. This building also contains a

small motor-generator for the purpose of charging the cells

of an electric vehicle used in distribution work.

There is a fleet of three motor-cars for the use of the

Departmental officials, and a number of motor-cycles for

the mains foreman, which are all garaged and kept in order

by the Department.

Finally, no account of the Johannesburg power plant

would be complete without some reference to the assistant

engineers who have shared in the work. Mr. E. T. Price

is the cbief electrical engineering assistant, under whom all

electrical engineering work is carried out. Mr. J. B. Milford

is the traffic manager of the tramways, and Mr. O. Petersen

the resident station engineer.
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radial" work or not. This resolved itself into a question of public

versus private ownership, and a biff fight was made by the advocates

of the latter, but the Commission carried the day with, in nearly

every instance, very large majorities. The vote was given on the

understanding that only preliminary work will be undertaken
during the war, as the spending of such a large sum of money as

even the present plans would involve would be a wrong policy

just now, covering, as they do, an area nearly as large as

England, in Southern, and especially in South-Western, Ontario.

Another matter clcssly connected with the foregoing is the absolute

necessity under which the Commission is even now placed of going
ahead with some scheme for securing more power. Five or six years

ago a contract was made with the Ontario Power Co., at Niagara
FalU, for the supply of power, in blocks as required, up to a maximum
of 100,000 h.p. At the time Sir Adam Beck was told that it would
be 20 years before he would require even 10,000 H p., or something
to that effect, but a few weeks ago the Commission's maximum
load exceeded 110,000 h.p., and it is steadily growing as new muni-
cipalities are taking power, and those already connected to the

system are increasing their demands. This tremendous growth
has enabled the Commission to reduce the rates charged to the

municipalities each year, and this month reduced rates for no fewer
than 66 towns and rural districts have been published ; in some
of them the consumers will get energy for domestic service at as

low a rate as 09 cent per KW.-hour.
In order to meet the demand for power, the Commission has had

to make arrangements with another company at Niagara Falls,

bat the price being paid is naturally much higher than for the

100,000 HP. originally contracted for.

Plans have already been drawn up by the Commission's engi-

neers, however, for a scheme whereby 600,000 h.p. can be deve-

loped at Niagara Falls on the Canadian side, and these will be
considered by the Provincial Government next month, when it is

highly probable that approval will be forthcoming, as now that

the people have expressed their desire to have publicly-owned
electric railways, the development of this power ds a greater

necessity than ever.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS,

AND PLANT.

Driving Paper-Making Machinery.

A catalogue recently issued by Messes. Mathee & Platt, Ltd.,

of Park Works, Manchester, which deals, not with paper-making
machinery itself—for the firm does not produce this class of

apparatus—but with auxiliary machinery that is of importance in

paper mills, contains illustrations of electric motors that have
been supplied to paper mills throughout the country ;

included

Fig. 1.— Electkic Drive of Supeb-Calendkb.

amongst these is the interesting application shown in fig. 1, which
illustrates a 100-H.P. "P" type motor driving a 10-bowl super-

calender in a H irwich paper mill. In order to obtain, in the most
economical manner, the minute variations of speed over a very
wile range that are necessary in operating a super-calender, a
motor-driven booster is provided. This arrangement permitB of

obtaining any speed between 30 ft. and 500 ft. per minute by the
movement of a small hand-wheel, without loss through the

employment of resistances. Among the largest paper - mill
installations for which the firm have been responsible is that at

the works of the Culcer Mills Paper Co., Peterculter, Aberdeen,
where upwards of 30 motors, with an aggregate capacity of

500 H.P., have been installed ; the Darwen Paper Mill Co. uses a

D.c. Mather k Platt generator of 200 kw., and Messrs. Chas.
Marsden k Co., Ltd., Barnsley, employ a rope-driven 350-KW.
generator and a smaller set with an output of 85 kw., the motor
equipment including one of 100 h.p. and about 30 others, with a
combined horse-power of something like 550. At the Eist Lanca-
shire Paper Mill, R idcliffe. also, 30 similar motors are running,
totalling over 600 h.p., and taking current from three generators

with an output of about 550 kw.

Large Jackson Cookers.

We briefly referred in our igBue of December 25th to the large

Jackson electric ovens being constructed for the Park Prewett
Asylum, which is being adapted for hospital purposes Two large

ovens and three smaller ones are being supplied, the former built

up with a cast-iron framework, sheet-metal sides and double
doors, and the latter consisting of a cast-iron oven with a sheet

metal grill above it. Both types of equipment are lined internally

with porcelain enamelled steel and suitably lagged.

The large ovens measure internally 2 ft. 9 in. wide 2 ft. 6 in. deep
and 4 ft. 6 in. high, and will take 300 lb. of meat. They are heated
by nests of red-hot type heating bars disposed on either side, and
consisting of 44 of the standard Jackson bars, described in our issue

of December 25th, arranged to give the required heat distribution.

These heating elements are protected by perforated metal plates

inside the oven. Four heat regulations are provided, controlled

by four single-pole Diamond H switches, and the maximum loading

is 15 kw.
The smaller type of oven supplied measures 26 in. x 24 in. x

23 in. internally, and has a loading of 5"5 kw., with three heat
regulation, the oven heating being on similar lines to the larger

oven ; the grill above has a 6-KW. loading. In both types of oven
the wiring to the heaters is external, with non-combustible cover-

ing, and is run in sheet-metal casing to the back and thence

through flexible installic tubing to the switchboard.

We are indebted to the Jackson Electbic Stove Co., Ltd.,

of Blandford Street, W., for allowing us to inspect this intiresting

equipment.

PROTECTION FROM X-RAYS.

At the meeting of the Rontgen Society on February 1st a dis-

cussion took place on the subject of protective devices for X-ray
operators. Dr. Sidnev Rdsb, the opener, pointed out that although
X-ray dangers were becoming less formidable, owing to the more
general knowledge of the peril, yet at the same time the neglect of

precautions was all the more serious on account of the increasing

power of X-ray outfits. The X-ray outfit of the most
modern type was capable of fifty times greater power than
the ordinary outfit of ten years ago. He thought that X ray

workers would prefer not to invoke legislation on this subject if

Buffi;ient protection could be obtained by other means, for of all

the methods available for ensuring it, lesris'ation would be the

laast popular and the least convenient. He and other spnakers

suggested that certificates of safety should be given with X-ray
apparatus.

In the course of the discussion, Mb H. E. Dosnithorne showed
that even protective devices themselves might be a source of

danger, instancing a couch which was furnished with a protective

metal surface at a certain angle which the X-ray b am wa% just

able to graze. The incident radiation was thereupon increased, and
this he attributed to the generation of secondary rays from the

metal itself.

Da. F. Bailey, of Brighton, said that hiB own practice was to

shelter himself behind a large screen, the upper third of which
consisted of lead glasB, and also to enclose his tube in a large lead-

glass bulb. In this way the operator could hardly receive any
direct X-rays at all, but he still remained subject to the ionised

atmosphere of the X-ray room and its possible dangers.

Dr. W. Habwood Nutt said that some X-ray workers wer
returning from the seat of war with very bad ulcers on the arms
and hands, and he did not believe that any man could protect him-
self aiequately, however much he was clothed with aprons and
gloves, &c, unless the tube also was enclosed. The effects of

a'-.mOBpheric ionisation might be overcome by efficient ventilation,

using two electric fans, one drawing the air into the room, and
the other drawing it out.

Db. Hebschel Habbis thought that the great fault was in the

glass supolied for protective purposes. It was often not lead

glass nor X ray proof at all, and the makers Bhould be asked in

all casea to notify their customers as to the quality of the glass

they supplied.

Copper in Germany.—The quotations for copper wire

in Germany have ahown a steady rise. For 100 m. of insulated

wire of 1 mm. 2 section 45 francs is paid, and, in some cases, even

as muoh as 60 francs is asked. The quotations for zinc wire, on^

the other hand, seem to be quite normal, and this metal is generally

employed.

—

L'Industrie Elect rig tie.

D
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THE EASTBOURNE FATALITY.

Tee following report has been prepared for the Board oi Trade
by its electrical adviser, Mr. A. P. Ikoiiik. with reference
to the fatal accident wtuch occurred at Eastrjourne in Decem-
ber last :

—
i)ii December 26th, 1915, a large motor car, procei

.1 moderate speed along the Dear aide ol a broad thoroughfare
in Eastbourne, named Seaside, unaccountably Bwerved to the

left and smashed an electric switch pillar into fragments. It

was brought np by collision with a tree a Feu feet furthi t on
The occupants of the car, two nurses aiul two children, were
unhurt, but two men who afterwards tried to move the car

were killed by electric shock. There are no obscure or doubt-
ful points about the accident. The circumstances Are quite

I lr;n

The pillar was about I it. \ -J It. 2 in. x I ft. 9 in. It was
cted of cast iron; the minimum thickness was about

half an inch. It stood at the edgfe of the footpath, which was
not provided with any curb. The pillar contained three sw itcli-

fuses of the cartridge type for the purpose i f connecting
e.ililes branching in three directions from this point. The
rabies are lead-covered, paper-insulated, concentric, foj a

supply of single-phase alternating current at 2.-W volts. At
about 6 in. above the ground level there was a horizontal

bus-bar to which the external conductors were connert.d by
links, ihe lower part of the switch-fuses was about ii ft.

above the ground level, and they were connected with the
inner conductors of the cables by 'tads" of 7/ltis about
18 in. in length. When the pillar was destroyed no connec-
tions pulled out, but the "tails" were cut through, and the
end of one showed signs of fusion.

The pillar was supplied through a feeder, and owing to a

momentary earth at the instant of the collision, the nil-

switch on this feeder at the works tripped. The switchboard
attendant replaced it. and it held in, showing that there was
no short-circuit or heavy earth. The supply was further

complicated by being fed from a sub-station, and by the
stepping-up through transformers of the low-pressure supply,
but that need not be considered.
Two men tried to push the car back on to the road. Several

persons who touched it received shocks. The driver alighted
and opened the bonnet, and received a slight shock which he
attributed to the electrical accumulator on the car. The
severe shocks received by the two men may have been due
to the firm grasp which they gave, or perhaps the car did
not make contact with the upstanding wire until it had been
moved. It was not clear from the evidence given at the
Coroner's inquest whether the car was moved or not. That
is of no importance.

'The driver attempted to pull one of the men off by grasping
his waist with both hands. In doing this he received a shock
of sufficient strength to knock him down. An attempt was
made by the bystanders to pull the men off with a wire rope.
They received severe shocks and burns. If a hemp rope nad
been used, the day being dry, they might have rescued the
men without difficulty, or they could have pulled them away
by loose parts of their clothing. If after getting them clear
the well-known method of artificial respiration had been prac-
tised, the lives of these two men might have been saved.

If the pillar had been smashed by a runaway vehicle con-
structed mainly of wood, such an accident would hardly have
occurred, and if by a traction engine with iron wheels, it

would have been impossible, for a better contact with earth
would be made by the wheels than by the feet of the by-
standers. The insulation of the car on its rubber tires was
an important cause of the fatal result.

The Board of Trade Regulations recognise sub-stations and
street boxes. The former are receptacles for transformers
large enough to admit the entrance of a person after the
transformers. &c, are in position. It is recommended that
they should be above ground wherever possible.

The regulations relating to street boxes imply that they
will be constructed below the level of the road or pavement,
and will be provided with covers forming part of the surface
of the street. In addition to regulations relating to sub-
stations and to street boxes, Regulation 18 provides that
" every portion of any high-pressure electric line placed above
the surface of the ground . . . shall be completely enclosed
either in a tube of highly-insulating material embedded in
brickwork, masonry, or cement concrete, or in strong metal
casing efficiently connected with earth."

Pillar boxes of a kind similar to the one which was des-
troyed at Eastbourne have been broken by collisions with
vehicles, and until recently a pillar of the dimensions and
construction of this one might have been considered to comply
with the regulation. But in view of the increased speed and
weight of street vehicles, and their imperfect control and
skidding, further attention must be given to the use of such
electric pillars in the streets This is not the first case in

which the cast-iron case of a pillar has been destroyed without
causing a dead earth or short-circuit among the live con-
ductors contained in it.

Various troubles with underground street boxes resulted in
the introduction of pillars, but local authorities have, with but
few exceptions, permitted their use only on their own elec-
trical undertakings. For low-pressure work, pillars present
many advantages over street boxes, and are to be recom-
mended. In the case of high-pressure distribution the acci-

dent to be feared was the possibility of the pillar 1

alive due to the bad action of a fuse or I i defect.
It was anticipated that both in the case ol targe transformer
kiosk.s and of such pdlars as are used at I and else-

where, any serious damage by a col

or a short-circuit which would trip th itch.

In most of the larger modern sj trical distribu-

tion supply is given at extra-bi^i i-station*

from which medium or low-pressure ibute tin

supply to consumers. In such cases then -pressure
mams, and DO switch pillars are used.

In older systems, such as that of Eastbourni
feeders, originally radiating from the generating station, have
become a highly complicated network. This
from the necessity for tapping tees to feedi i

to new districts. It would be desirable in these cases thai
-ub-stations should !„• increased in size oi in number, and
that the use of street-box 1

1

and that the lay-out of the feeders shOHld be SO simplified thai

bee-joints ate avoided and that -witch pillars

be used onlj in exceptional cases.

Before proceeding to consider what modification* should be
mad, in electric switch pdlars. the employment ni high-
pressure switches iii underground street boxes maj b

tioned. Many engineer-, bave strong objections to this alter-

native, chiefly on account of danger to workmen who have
to use them, and on account of failure of such appai
work properly. But investigation -how,- that this i- anothe)
way of stating the fact that many objectionable Id]

street-box switches have been tried, the unsatisfacl \ • ait

have been very apparent and sometimes serious; while a fei

well-designed underground high-pressure switches have worked
well for years and neither require nor attract attention. 1;,

-

sides these, which are non-automatic and do not contain
fuses, totally enclosed oil-switches with overload trip are

used in mines, and could easily be adapted for street boxes.

Recommendations as to Electric Pillar Boxes tor dsi with
High-pp.essure Supply.

1. The suggestion made by the Coroner's jury that pillar

boxes should be placed further away from the side of the
road is good. It is better to place them m side streets than
in main thoroughfares. If possible, they .should be built into

the walls of houses or gardens. Local authorities should use
their influence to obtain accommodation for such boxes on
reasonable terms.

1. Where pillars can lie moved back from the curb by slew-
ing the cable.- without entailing undue expense in cutting
and re-jointing, this is desirable.

3. A curb not less than 6 in. high extending not less than
10 ft. on each side of the pillar is desirable.

4. Where pillars are set near a curb, fenders or "spurs"
of rounded blocks of 6tone or of strong iron castings could
usefully be set at the corners of pillars facing the road. A
door opening on to the street must be shaped to clear them.

5. Cast-iron pillars should be reinforced by a cage of
wrought-iron rods incorporated in, or attached to. the cast-iron.

which will tend to hold the fragments together in case of

destruction, or an inner lining of sheet or of expanded metal
or wire mesh should be attached to the pillar and to the doors,

and the pillar should be connected to a substantial earth-
plate as well as to the lead of the cables.

6. Loose "tails" of rubber-covered wires are highly objec-

tionable, and should be avoided by enclosing them in a metal
tube carefully earthed, and filled in solid with compound.

7. It is not desirable that transformers should be placed in

pillars above ground, unless loose wires and cables and ex-
posed live parts can be altogether avoided. Where street

boxes are used as transformer chambers they should be placed
below ground, and properly designed switch pillars may be
set over them, or, preferably, they may be built into a wall.

8. The foregoing recommendations may be applied also to

low and medium-pressure pillars.

THE DESIGN OF HIGH-PRESSURE
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS.

In the course of the discussion on Mr. Beard'.- paper by the
Western Local Section of the Institution of Electrical
Engineers, Mr. W. A. C'hamen said that he took the author's
.statement that as time went on they would do more and more
of their distribution at high pressure to mean that they would
do far less of what he called low-tension distribution from
any one sub-station. They would cut up their area-, and
divide them over a much larger number of e.h.t. transformer
sub-stations. It would be of interest to know what would
be the effect if some of the waste-heat stations, from accident
or an\ cause, suddenly ceased giving their supply. With
regard to overhead lines in South Wales, in each case where
they put up an overhead line working at 11.000 volts the birds

had at first been a great trouble. They stood on the cross-

arms or pole tops and managed to reach the wires, causing a
.short-circuit and sometimes shutting down the supply as

well as killing themselves. This happened for a little time,
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but goon the birds began to learn—at least the next genera-

tion of birds did—that it was dangerous, and this trouble

ceased.
Mr. J. W. Bure said he supposed the author's idea was to

have many high-pressure sub-stations and to supply only in

the immediate locality of these sub-stations with low pressure.

This would obviously require not only a great number of sub-

stations but also a dense distribution area in their neighbour-
hood. The majority of central station engineers had not to

deal with an area in which this was possible. Regarding the

suitability of supply, obviously this must suit the consumers'
requirements. A short time ago he was requested to give a
supply to a large works, and suggested that they should take
low-tension 3-phase alternating current. It was, however,
pointed out that they had already a continuous-current instal-

lation at 235 volts, and it was, therefore, necessary to install

a rotary converter at their particular voltage or lose the busi-

ness. He agreed that money spent on preventing or mini-
mising an interruption to the supply was money w-ell spent,
since reliability of supply must be one of their first considera-
tions. In some cases the use of automatic apparatus was
overdone : he would rather rely to some extent upon the
attendant and employ qualified men. After all, oven auto-
matic contrivances sometimes went wrong. He suggested that

a frequency of 50 was high for power distribution. The in-

ductance voltage was directly proportional to the frequency,
and as this factor limited the power which could be trans-
mitted over any line it surely should be reduced as much as
possible. He had been under the impression that switchgear
was designed to-day that would operate successfully under
almost any condition of working. He was of the opinion that
it did not normally pay to operate cables at the maximum
current density allowed by heating limits.

Mr. 0. F. Proctor inquired what was the maximum output
of the Newcastle stations, and the proportion between the
power generated by the waste-heat stations and that of the
main stations. He also asked whether in extra-high-tension
switchboards trouble had been experienced from static charges
of the parts; in a 17.000-volt switchboard he saw tested some
years ago he noticed that sparks passed between any two
metal parts (such as two screws) close together, although they
were not supposed to be in electrical contact with any live

parts.

Mr. P. Tremaix was sui'prised to hear that the breakdowns
of overhead lines were only twice as frequent as those on
underground cables. A -2 to 1 ratio did not seem, at first

sight, to be sufficient difference between overhead and under-
ground systems to justify the greater cost of subterranean
cables.

Mr. 0. T. Allan agreed that the interconnected system was
the most economical, but the problem was how to introduce
the protective apparatus upon an existing system having
cables already laid. With the protective systems mentioned
by the author, reliance for the operation of the clearing circuit

breakers had to be placed upon current transformers, and he
found that trouble with current transformers was occasionally
experienced during lightning storms, so that they could not
be considered infallible. He could recommend the use of high
steel poles, because wilful breakage of insulators was avoided

;

it was practically impossible to break an insulator on such a
pole except by using a rifle. His experience had been that
the proportion of breakdowns on overhead lines was no greater
than with underground cables, and certainly for quickness and
ease of repair, overhead lines were to be preferred.

In reply, Mr. Beard said that in several large towns exten-
sive networks were being divided into sections fed from differ-

ent substations: on the North-East Coast, no extensions were
being made to d.c. networks or to rotary sub-stations. The
large number of generating stations was due to the existence
of sources of waste heat, but for which the area would have
been supplied from not more than three power stations. If

a waste-heat station failed, the local supply was derived from
the main system, and the loss in generating capacity could
be made up by the spare plant at the coal-fired stations. In
the event of waste-heat stations being shut down by a strike,

there would usually be a corresponding drop in the load on
the system. The same trouble had been experienced with
birds in the North as in South Wales, and recent lines were
being carried on suspension insulators. Sometimes a flock of
birds might settle on a particular wire, and increase the sag
so much that the wire or a bird on it comes into contact with
the wire of another phase. Wayleaves were required for high-
pressure overhead lines, because these could not be erected
along a public road ; underground cables, on the other hand,
could be laid in public roads without any wayleave. The
choice of frequency depended mainly upon the plant and con-
sumers' apparatus, and had little to do with the distribution

system. On the N.E. Coast system two years ago the output
exceeded one million units a day, but owing to the high load
factor the maximum demand had not yet reached 100,000 kw.
The units generated by the waste-heat stations were about
one quarter of the total. Surge effects did not cause much
trouble on a large system, and the less apparatus they had
for protecting against surges, the. less trouble they experi-

enced. For the overhead lines, they relied entirely on taking
them into sub-stations through a short length of underground
cable, which device had proved strikingly successful. All

metal parts of switchgear that were not alive were earthed.
The split-conductor system was the best to deal with break-
ages on overhead lines, which were otherwise very difficult

faults, owing to the resistance of a broken wire to earth being
sometimes from 50 to 100 ohms. Where cables had already
been laid, the balanced-current system could only be applied
by laying pilot cables; but when converting an old radial sys-

tem into an interconnected one, it was better to group the

old feeders in pairs and treat the double cable as a single

split-conductor feeder.

WAR ITEMS.

German Engineering Industry.—Herr Frohlich, the secre-

tary of the Association of German Engineering Works,
recently addressed a gathering of engineers in Wurtemberg
on "Industry and the War." There was, he said, no
scarcity of the two most important raw materials, coal and
iron, and the present production of pig-iron and steel ex-

ceeded the requirements of the Empire. Although the com-
mandeering of metals by the Government had at first caused
great difficulties in the engineering industry, these had been
overcome, thanks to the adaptability of the works. Economv
in the use of high-speed steel was necessary. The home
trade had been but little affected by the war, and hardly
any contracts had been cancelled; although in some cases

execution had been postponed until after the war. Very few
new contracts had been placed, but the absence of such was
made good by the increased Army orders. As a result of

the pressure put upon the industry by the military require-

ments the German works had acquired an experience in the

rapid construction of automatic machines and in turning out
machines on a wholesale scale which must have a beneficial

effect upon the whole industry. The months of war were
months of learning which would lay the foundation of future

technical progress. The export trade had suffered greatly,

for it must be remembered that in normal times about one-
third of the total output of the German engineering works
was exported. After the war neutral countries would pro-

bably net to a great extent as intermediaries in introducing
German goods in what were now enenw countries.

—
" Iron-

monger."
Bolton Corporation and its Contracts.—At the monthly

meeting of the Bolton T.C., on February 2nd, information
was sought as to whether the firm of Messrs. Falk, Stadel-

mann & Co., Ltd., to whom moneys had been paid by the

Electricity Committee for fittings, and by the Gas Committee
for mantles, was a British firm. Councillor J. H. Crook
said the capital of the company named was .£392, 790, all

thej directors were British subjects, as also were the share-

holders, with one exception. The firm traded with various

Government departments, and no fewer than one hundred
of its employes were serving with the Forces.—Councillor

Haythornthwaite (who originally raised the subject) said

that the last speaker was misinformed, or else he himself

was misinformed. According to a document issued by the

Companies Registration Office in November, this company
was registered in October, 1913. The total capital was
,£392, 790, of which £78,447 was held by two German subjects

in Germany, £2,200 by a German subject in this country,

£190,721 by three) naturalised subjects of German origin,

whilst the remaining £95,470 was held by the wife and
daughters of a German member of the firm, a naturalised

German. It was up to the Corporation committees to see

that they did not have German goods foisted upon them.

—

The Mayor (Alderman Seddon) said there was a difference

between* two members, and he thought the Council might
leave the matter with the two, along with himself, to see

which of the statements was correct.—It was decided that

the subject should be inquired into in this way.

Coal Supplies.—The Board of Trade announces that owing
to the increasing demands of industries connected with the

war, the difficulties with regard to fuel supplies to which
the Board called attention on December 1st last have be-

come more pressing in certain districts. It was decided,

therefore, to appoint, on the nomination of the various coal-

ownars' associations, district coal and coke supplies com-
mittees, with the object of ensuring that munition firms and
other important consumers obtain the supplies they need

with as little delay and friction as possible. Committees
have been formed, or are in course of formation, in many
districts. It will be the business of these committees to see

that the resources of their districts are utilised to the best

advantage, and that the requirements of important indus-

tries are fully met. Any recommendations that they may be

able to make with a view to greater economy in the use of

coal will be carefully considered.

"Refitting" Wounded Soldiers.—In connection with the

work of " re-fitting " wounded soldiers for industrial em-
plovment—a subject to which great attention is being paid

in Germany—an exhibition of artificial limbs has just been

opened in Charlottenburg. Not only are the exhibits

numerous, but they show that marvellous progress has been

made in providing men who, in the war, have suffered the

loss of arms or legs, with artificial limbs that will not only

enable them to perform ordinary duties but to follow their

old employment.
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A New German Price Advance for Machinery.—The lead-

ing firms in Germany belonging to the prio convention for

heavy electrical engineering manufactures, have jusl mad< a

further increase ol 10 per cent, in the list prices owing lu

the present situation ol aVJ I Eoi ials, ihus

making a total advance oi 10 pea cent. rhe higher

charges apply to machines and motors, including electrically-

driven ventilators, pumps, boring machines, etc., Martini;

appliances, regulating resistances, controllers, oil, lever and

automatic switches, and railway materials, whilst the list

prices for machines and motors ol ovei LOO li.p., as will as

for transformers, continue suspended. Furthei increases are

reserved in the case of articles foi
i

:lj peace services.

Among the firms who have signed the circular announcing
1 he alteration are the A.E.G., Siemens-Schuckert, Bergmann,
and Brown-Bo> i i i.

Women as linginters.—Speaking on " Women's Work
during and after the War." al a meeting of the Royal Society

of Arts, Lad} Parsons said thai a new field for women's
enterprise seemed likely to develop in the important indus-

trial profession of engineering. It would be a greal advan-
tage if provision could be made for some educated girls to

go through the shops and gradually take control of unskilled

women-workers. If a favourable apportunitj were to arise

for establishing a factory for women ii would be a great

step towards organising all our resources. She suggested
thai women might specialise on making some ol the in-

numerable articles thai we bought from Germany before the

war, such as motor-cars, cycles and parts, electrical ma-
chinery, sewing machines, cheap clocks and watches. It was
clearlj a case foi the Government to give a lea'd.

—

"'rimes."

Al'ler the War.—The Lambeth and Battersea B.C. have
passed the following resolution, copies of which have been
sent to the Government, the members of Parliament for the

boroughs, and Metropolitan B.C.'s:
—"That the time has

arrived for legislation to be framed to protect our people
against the return oi trading aliens after the war; that sucli

legislation should take the form of licensing all professional
and trading concerns."

Glasgow Corporation and Enemy Contracts.—The Special
Committee on Standing Orders recommends the Glasgow
Corporation to resolve:

—
" That during the period of the

war no contract be entered into with anv person of German
or Austrian nationality; or with any firm 01 company whose
subscribed capital (whether by way of shares or otherwise*
is held or controlled to the extent of One-third or upwards
by persons of German or Austrian nationality."

Australia and Enemy Shareholders.—Router's Melbourm
representative states thai the regulations approved by the
Federal Executive for the wiping out of enemy and natu-
ralised shareholders in public companies, and making the
transfer of their shares to the Public Trustee until a year
.after the war obligatory, also apply to persons on the London
registers of Australian companies.

Excess Profits.—All applications or appeals respecting the
excess profits duty should be sent to the Registrar, Hoard
of Referees (Finance (No. 2) Act), Refuge Assurance Build-
ing, 133, Strand, W.C.

Controlled Works.—Then' are now 2,720 establishments
controlled by the- Minister of Munitions.

ought to be piven, and, if so, under what conditions. The Judge
thought that toe consent ought tu be given upon the terms ttiat

Mr. Hutchings should reueive a leuial ol £5 a year. The PoBt-

maHter-Uunerul wan dissatisfied with that decision, and the matter
came before that Court iu consequence. It watt clear that in

dealing with the application they muat regard Mr. Hutchings not

in his capacity as owner of the adjoining land, but an the owner of

the soil of any roads dedicated to the public. If Mr. Hutchings
should suffer any damage as the owner of the laud, the A ,t pro-

vided in clear terms for his compensation. It was a very unusual
thing for a County Court .ludge to say that a rental should be

paid to the owner of a street. It appeared to the Court
that it was inconsistent that he should be given a

rental for that which did not affect his proprietary

interest. There was no ground for saying that the PostmaBter-
General should pay a rental to the owner of the suil of the public

road. If Mr. HutohingB could snow that in his capacity of owner
of the Boil of the roads he would be put to any expense or

damage it would be right to safeguard him. The PostmaBter-
General, however, would make good any damage, so that Mr.
Hatchings would suffer no pecuniary damage whatever by the

erection of the poles. Every possible proviBioD would be made by
the Postmaster-General to safeguard Mr. Hutchings against having
his roads made unsightly. The Court, therefore, had come to the

conclusion that the condition imposed by the learned County Court
judge ought never to have been imposed, and that the Postmaster-
General ought to be relieved from it and consent given to the

application.

Sub station Attendants.

A case of interest to central station managers and employes was
brought before the Local Munitions Tribunal for the Metropolitan
District at Caxton House on the 3rd inst., at the instance of W. J.

Ebben, who complained that the consent of the Poplar Electricity

Department to his leaving its employ was unreasonably withheld.

The complainant stated that he wished to leave because he was at

present engaged on work which did not utilise his engineering
skill and his training as a skilled mechanic to the full ; he was
only required to work 48 hours a week, and an improver was
doing the same work for 30a. a week.
Me. J. H. Bowden, electrical engineer to the Borough Council,

pointed out that the improver would eventually have the same
Btatus as the complainant, but was not yet sufficiently qualified to be

placed in full charge of the work ; 48 hours was the UBual week in

that class of work, for which no special skill waa required.

After hearing the evidence of Mr. Bowden, the Court unanimously
decided that the certificate of release asked fjr could not be

granted. By this decision, the electricity supply undertaking
appears to be placed on the same basis as a controlled

establishment.

Thbeat to Cut off Supply at West Bromwich.

On February 4th, in the Chancery Division, Mr. Justice Eve heard
a further motion in an action against the Corporation of West
Bromwich, in which the plaintiff asks for an injunction to restrain

the defendant Corporation from cutting off electrical energy with
which he alleges they contracted to supply him.—Counsel said the

motion would have to stand over for a short time, and the Corpora-
tion had agreed to abide by the undertaking they had given until

the dispute was decided.—HiB Lordship assented.

LEGAL

Postmaster-General v. Hutchings.

Mr. Justice Lush, the Hon. Uathorne Hardy, and Sir Jas. Wood-
house, sitting as the Railway and Canal Commission on Monday,
February 7th, had before them a case in which Mr. A. B.
Hutchings, the respondent, as the owner of an estate at Seaford,in
Sussex, which was laid out for building purposes and intersected
with roads not yet built upon, sought to uphold a decision of the
local County Court judge that the Postmaster-General should pay
him £5 a year for the privilege of placing telephone poles on
certain portions of the roads, a decision to which the Postmaster-
General objected.

,Mr. H. L. Murphy appeared for the PostmasterG?neral, and the
respondent appeared in person.
Mr. Murphy said that the matter came before the Court by

way of a reference under Sec. 4 of the Telegraphs Act of 1878.
Mb. Justice Lush in giving judgment, said the question had

been raised as tn whether the roads were private or public within
the meaning of the Act, and, in the opinion of the Court, it was
quite clear tha 1

; they were public roadB, and had been used by
the public for some 15 or 16 years Being public roads not taken
over bv the local authorities, Mr. H itchings was still the owner of
the soil, and was, therefore, a person who, within the mean-
ing of the Telegraphs Act of 1S78, was entitled to withhold his
consent to the placing of poleB on the roads. The Postmaster-
General desiring to place telephone poles on the road,
and to place the wires under the streets, application
was made to Mr. Hutchings for his consent, which he did not
give, and differences had arisen between the parties. Under
Sec. 4 of the Telegraphs Act of 1878 these differences were referred
to the County Court Judge for him to say whether the consent

Telegraphists' Cramp.

At the Marylebone County Court, a widow claimed £300 compen-
sation for the death of her daughter, due, it was said, to tele-

graphists' cramp, set up while employed as a telegraph operator in

the Government service. It was contended that the cramp set np
sclerosis which affected a central portion of the brain and spread
through the nervouB system with fatal results. After hearing
medical evidence, the j adge held that the connection between the
sclerosis and cramp was a surmise. He made his award in favour
of the respondent, the Postmaster-General.

Coal Mines Act Prosecution.

In the Hamilton Sheriff Court last week, Sheriff Shennan heard
lengthy evidence in two charges of alleged contravention of the
Coal Mines Act brought against R. Hutchison and A. Shaw, firemen.
The prosecutions w to the sequel to a fatal accident which occurred
in the Bardykes Colliery, Blantyre, last August, and the complaint
bore that a fall of stones, &c, having taken place, and an un-
armoured electric cable having been brought down and covered by
the dt'hrix, the accused negligently and wilfully asked and allowed
several workmen to clear away the fall while the cable waB
still alive, whereby the lives of the men were endangered, and one
of them, Mi:Dougall, miner, made contact with the cable and was
killed. Witnesses for the Crown deposed that the firemen warned
the men to be careful in clearing the fall as the ourrent had not
been switched off. On numerous occasions, dibrii had been cleared
from a cable while the current remained on.
Mr. William Smith, head eleotrician to the Summerlie Iron Co.,

said that the coal-cutter was working at a pressure of 500 volte.
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As a matter of practice the current was not switched off when a

fall took place. It would impede the work of the pit, if, after a

fall, the current was switohed off, as electricity was used for

ventilation and pumping purposes.

Sheriff Shennan said that as one or two rather important

points of law were involved in the prosecutions, he would take

time to prepare a written judgment.

Herbert Morris, Ltd., b Saxelbt.

The House of Lords delivered its judgment in this appeal on
Monday. The matter has been fully reported in our pages on

several occasions. Their Lordships dismissed the firm's appeal.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Consular Notes.—.TAPAN.—The British Consul, in

reporting on the trade of Nagasaki, gives the figures for the
machinery import trade during 1914. He shows that though the

import from the United Kingdom was less under moBt headings
than in 1913, it was still far ahead of the imports from all other

countries combined. The largest part of the import was for the
local shipbuilding yard. The totals for the United Kingdom were
£101,469 in 1914, and £167.378 in 1913 : Germany's total was
£21,660 in 1914 and £25,833 in 1913 ; and the United States

share was £7,868 in 1914 and £10,114 in 1913. The following are

the figures for some of the different classes :

—

United United
Kingdom. Germany. States.

Steam boilers £9,419 £148
„ turbines 2,968 1,568

Electrical machinery ... 2,946 4,931 1,694

Pumps 3,110 1,493 159

Capstan and other winding
machinery 5,784 799 455

Metal or wood-working
machinery 21,064 1,094

Compared with 1913, the items showing a decrease from the

United Kingdom were pumps, cranes, electrical machinery and gas,

petroleum and hot air engines. Germany had an increase in

electrical machinery, but a decrease in Bteam boilers and turbineB,

pumps, metal and wood-working machinery, gas, petroleum and
hot air engines. From the United States the decrease waB chiefly

in electrical machinery.
The Mitsu Biahi Dockyard and Engine Works employed 10,445

workmen at the end of 1914. The Consul says that in mild steel

bars and plates the United Kingdom makes no effort to compete,

but as it is now impossible to obtain these from Belgium or

Germany, there may be an increased demand for a better class of

steel. The steel foundry at Wakamatsu now produces large quan-

tities of iron plates for dockyard and other uses. Work on the

construction of an electric tramway system for Nagasaki was to be

begun laat year. " A portion of about two miles will be first

undertaken, and so far as can be learned, the promoters are buying
the rails second-hand and the cars are to be made in Japan.

"

CHINA.—British Consul General Goffe, in his report on the

trade of Mengtzu, says :

—
" The great drawback to British trade in

this province hitherto has been the lack of any British house to

represent British manufacturers and push the sale of their goods ;

but there is a good prospect of this deficiency being remedied in

the near future. The present moment is exceptionally favourable

for such an enterprise, as the two German firms of Carlowitz and
Co. and Speidel & Co., who have hitherto supplied local buyers

with machinery, piece-gonds, dyes, paper, &c, can now obtain no

further supplies, and the Chinese would welcome the establishment

of a British house here. There are inquiries for irrigation pumps,
electric light machinery, flour and rice millB, the installation of

waterworks in Yunnanfu, locomotives and trucks for the Pishih-

ehai Railway and other items, but they can only be dealt with by
a man on the spot who is prepared to make a contract for the

goods delivered c.i.f. at Haiphong, to assist possibly to some extent

in their erection and to arrange the question of exchange. The
representative of the machinery department of a Hong-Kong house
is now in the province looking into these matters, and there is a

good prospect of at least Bome of the inquiries resulting in the

placing of orders with British manufacturers."

INDIA.—The American Consul at Karachi, in reporting a request

by a firm in that town to be placed in communication with
American manufacturers of small engines capable of being driven

by electricity, to develop about 5 HP., and to be as simple as

possible in construction, states that this firm, if satisfied, is prepared

to push Buch engines up-country. In India the lower and middle
classes do not, as a rule, leave their homes or the districts in which
they were born ; but the members of enormous " families " live

close together in " groups " which combine to buy a machine to

grind meal. Sometimes this small mill is run by an oil engine,

bat recently electricity has made great strides in India and the

natives are learning to use it. The local eleotrical works recently

advertieed to supply not only electrcity for lighting, but also power
for mechanical purposes. The firm mentioned above sees a future

for small engines run by power furnished by the electrical works,

Several of these engines are, as a matter of fact, in use for the

purpose mentioned, and as these machines are not kept in stock,

the supply must come from abroad. A complaint is made that on
a previous occasion American manufacturers, when advised of the

prospective market in Karachi for electrical goods some time ago,
" went to sleep " and now an English firm is wiring the town and
supplying all the bulbs and other fixtures.

CUBA.— Modern automatic telephone systems, with complete
underground cables, are now, states a report by the American
Consul at Santiago de Cuba, in operation in that and many other

Cuban cities. The old magneto system, formerly in use and very
unsatisfactory, has been changed throughout the island. Long-
distance service is furnished to nearly all the cities and large sugar
mills. The Cuban Telephone Co., an American concern which
obtained its concession in 1909, owns and operates practically all

the local and long-diBtance lines in Cuba. New central offices have
been constructed in Santiago and the new switchboard now being
installed iB for 2,000 lines.

ITALY.—There has been, according to an American Consular
report on trade in Italy, considerable increase in activity with
regard to electrical goods in some districts of that country.

At Bari, in recent years an important business has been done
in all kinds of electrical appliances, especially motors for indus-

trial and agricultural purposes, electric light and power plants,

ic. The greater part thereof was supplied by German firms,

who were specially organised for this class of work, having
their own branches in Italy. They were thuB in a position to

furnish complete plants, and if repairs were required their

engineers and workmen were near at hand, all of which gave them
an unquestionable advantage over their competitors. However,
the present war will undoubtedly be the cause of a considerable

set-back to German trade in Italy and an interesting field for

enterprise will be thus opened to other competitors. In the region

of Pisa—a most ti jurishing industrial section, largely connected
with the manufacture of al :mentary products, there are more than
:J0O mills for the grinding of cereals, most of which use water

power. The use of small electric motors of lj to 3 H.P., is, how-
ever, becoming more extensive, and a few of the larger plants have
installed motors of 20 to 45 h.p. : but there are more than 300

olive-oil factories where the power used for pressing the olives is

still largly hydraulic or animal.

TUNIS.—A recent American Commerce report draws attention

to the increasing possibilities of this African market. Tunis is a

rapidly growing country of great agricultural and mining resources

with a population of about 2,000,000. An increasing market is

being developed for all kinds of manufactured goods, and pro-

gressive methods are everywhere manifest. Increasing production

has brought increasing prosperity, with its demand for a great

variety of goods other than farming and mining machinery. The
efficient government under the French protectorate has also raised

the standard of living of the natives and stimulated th> ir purchases

of modern goods. Amongst other things, electrical goods offer a
field for future development. There has been a considerable volume
of German and Austrian trade, prior to the war, and the latter

government has had a commercial museum in TuniB.

SOUTH AMERICA.—Evidence continues to accumulate that the

American traders, despite the exceptionally favourable opportunity

presented as a result of the temporary withdrawal of many European
firms from South American markets as a result of the war, are not

carrying all before them in their attempts to capture these valuable

markets. The American Consul at Pernambuco, who has been con-

ducting a series of interviews with business men of that city with
reference to American trade, corroborates the statements of his

colleague at Buenos Ayres, to which reference was made in our

issue of January 7th last. Complaint is made of the carelessness

of many firms whose 'indiscretions cause all the trade to pass

through the hands of a few firms in New York and thus make it

almost impossible for manufacturers and exporters, launching into

foreign trade for the first time, to enter these markets, although
they are well equipped with manarers who know how to deal with
the South American importer. These latter firms are not given a

fair chance, as the merchants in Pernambuco are, as a result, afraid

to deal with unknown firms.

A well-known merchant of that city remarked :

" I have seen

a great many letters from American firms that wanted to do busi-

ness in this city, but I never considered them." When asked

why, by the Consul, he replied :
" Because your good firms have

enough business to attend to at home. Only those that cannot sell

their products at home want to find foreign markets " Several

instances which have contributed to this unfavourable impression

are quoted. The question of credit is also again referred to as a

stumbling block to the increase of American trade. Traders Btill

continue to demand cash against documents in Pernambuco, or

even in the United States, before the delivery of goods. " If we
have to pay cash," local merchants say in discuBsing this question,
" we will buy only what we have to, and hone to do busineaB with
Europe again after the close of the war. We have a good reaBon

for this. We must do business on credit. Here in Pernambuco
most of our business is with the interior and we have to sell to our
customers on credit. Another reason is the excessive Customs
charges, which would surprise some of the American manu-
facturers. Then comes the value of the stock itself, so that to pay
cash really means working with three capitals—one for the

customers, one for the Custom house, and one for the American
exporter." The Consul urges that longer credit shonld be given

and also that more care should be takeu in dealing with orders.

He even suggests that manufacturers should pass a resolution,

promising more careful attention, which could be circulated amongst
local traders,
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Book Notices.

—

Flood Control in ' 'aHfornia.—We have

reoeived a oopy of the report made by the Board of Engineers of

Flood Control to the Supervisors of Los Angeles County, relative to

an investigation made by this Board, which was appointed in

April, 1914, and inoluded the well-known engineers, Messrs.

Frank H. Olmsted and J. W. Reagan. The book contains about

500 pages with complete and detailed maps and drawings. This

Commission spent 18 months and about one hundred thousand

dollars in making surveys and gathering data relative to both the

prevention and control of the great floods which every decade

visit Los Angeles County. The cost of the works recommended is

estimated at more than 16 million dollars. Copies of this report

may be secured by professional men, and the authorities of localities

having similar flood problems, by addressing the Board of

Supervisors of Los Angeles County, Los Angeles, California, or

J. W. Reagan, Chief Engineer of Flood Control, Hall of Records,

Los Angeles, California.
" Journal of the Riiatgen Society." Vol. XII, No. 46. January,

1916. London : Smith & Ebb*, Ltd. Price 4s. net.
" Technioal Papers of the Bureau of Standards." No. 26

:

" Earth Resistance and its Relation to Electrolysis of Underground

Structures." No. 52 :
" Electrolysis and its Mitigation." No. 56 :

" Protection of Life and Property against Lightning." " Scientific

Paper of the Bureau of Standards." No. 259 :
" A new relation

derived from Planck's Law." Washington : Government Printing

Office.
" 'Jraiiiactions of the North-East Coast Institution of Engineers

and Shipbuilders." Vol. XXXII, Part 3. January, 1916. New-
castle : The Institution. Price 5s.

Messrs. Hjdge & Co., publishers, have in the Press, and will

shortly issue for the use of employers and workmen, a handbook

on the Munitions of War Acts.

"Examinations in Soience and Technology, 1915." London :

Eyre & Spottiswoode. Prioe 9d.

Staff Supper.—The Supply Department of the British
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co., Ltd., held

their annual hot-Dot supper and smoking concert on January 21st, at

the Exchange Hotel, ManoheBter, when 32 members of the staff

and friends sat down to supper. At the smoking conoert which
followed, Mr. J. Gibson, manager of the department, presided, and

he was supported by Mr. G. Ellam (assistant manager). Over 59

were present, including visitors and the department's repre-

sentatives from Leeds and Sheffield. Mr. Gibson, in giving the

toast "The British Westinghouse Co.," referred to the loyal feeling

whioh existed between the company and the staff, and said that

during the nine and a-half years he bad been with the company,

they had treated their staff well, and in return the staff loyally

carried out their duties. The department had had a record year,

the turnover having increased by nearly 70 per cent. There

were many faces missing that night—some, unfortunately, would

never be with them again, but he hoped that others who had

answered the country's call would be spared to be with them again.

Mr. Ellam proposed "Onr Visitors," and Mr. L. E. Wilson and Mr.

E. E. Prestwioh responded. Mr. Bent toasted " The Artistes," and

Mr. Moon responded.

Private Arrangement. — The Cedes Electric
Traction Co., Ltd , 112, Great Portland Street, London, W.—

A

conference of the principal oreditors was held on January 31st, at

the Institute of Chartered Accountants. A statement of affaire

prepared by Messrs. J. W. Barratt&Co. showed unsecured liabilities

of £7.271, while the assets were estimated to realise £5,302.

There had to be deducted £255 for preferential claims and £4,090

due on debentures, and the net assets were reduced to £957. Mr.

J. W. Barratt was appointed receiver and manager on January 14th

last upon the application of the debenture holders, who were the

Austrian Daimler Motor Co., Ltd. The company had carried on
numerous contracts, on some of which money had been lost. At
the present time they held a Government contract, which it was
believed was profitable, and was being continued by the receiver.

It was pointed out that in addition to the assets shown on the

statement of affairs, there waB a large amount due in connection

with a sub-contract, and in certain quarters it was thought that a

large sum would be realised. There was also the profit which it

was expected would be made on the Government contract. There
wae a large creditor for over £39,000 for money lent, but that

amount also was not included in the statement. It appeared that

the money was lent by the Disconto Gesellschaft, but there was
some doubt as to whether the claim would rank. It was not

certain whether the firm named were the actual principals, and it

might be that the money came from the Skoda Works, Austria.

The company's business was being controlled by a Government
supervisor. A petition bad been filed for the winding-up of the

company. After some discussion it was decided to appoint a
Committee of the principal creditors to consider, in conjunction

with the company's solicitor, and the receiver, a scheme by which
second debentures could be given to a trustee for the benefit of the

unsecured creditors. The Committee appointed consisted of the

representative of Messrs. Johnson & Phillips, Mr. Hawkins, and Mr.

P. Houston (Messrs. Corfield It Cripwell).

Prices Advance.

—

The St. Helens Cable and
Rubber Co., Ltd., announoe increased prices for rubber-insulated

wires and cables consequent upon the continued advance in cost of

raw materials.

For Sale.—The Dundee Electricity Supply Department
has for disposal one 30-KW. generating set, direct-coupled to

200-250-volt " Parker " D.c. dynamo, complete. See onr advertise-

ment pages to-day.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.— 0. H. [iHtbbrattd, 20>

Vesta Road, Brockley, author.—The first meeting of creditors was
held on Monday at the London Bankruptoy Court. The receiving

order was made on January 26th, on the petition of the Capital

and Counties Bank, Ltd., who tendered a proof of debt for £317
in respect of an overdrawn balance at their Felixstowe branch.

Mr. F. T. Garton, Official Reoeiver, reported that the debtor had
stated that he was a German by birth, but was de-nationalised in

November, 1884, and domiciled in France in 18H7-8. He was an
author, but had also been engaged in the promotion of companies,
though he had never promoted one in his own name. Since 1913

he had been working on a big electrical development scheme at

Felixstowe for supplying electricity to East Suffolk. He was the

promoter, aud had expended at least £3,000 on the scheme, which had
been suspended in consequence of the war. He was taken to the

Alexandra Palace Detentioa Camp on November 17th, 191", with-

out warning, through his not being registered as an alien enemy,
although admittedly an ally by right of domicile in France. A
previous failure was reoorded against the debtor in September,
1902, under which proceedings a dividend of 4jd. in the £ was
paid, and from which he had been discharged. He attributed

his present position entirely to the war, which stopped all

his schemes and bnsinesB. Debtor sent a letter asking for an
adjournment with a view to submitting a proposal. The Chair-

man said that the debtor had not lodged a statement of his affairs.

In his preliminary examination he stated that he was only legally

liable to the extent of about £600, and he had in the shape of

assets, book debts, amounting to £9.000. In the absence of a

quorum the meeting was adjourned for a fortnight.

Augustine Garbutt, tobacconist and electrioal engineer, Brad-

ford.—At the public examination at Leeds, on February 1st, it was
stated that the liabilities were £146 and the acsets nil. Debtor
attributed his failure to keen competition and losses on oontracts.

The examination was adjourned until February 15th.

Liquidations.

—

Scientific Manufactures, Ltd.—
Meeting of creditors, February 14th, at 3, Warwick Court, Gray's

Inn, W.C.
Accumulator Industries, Ltd.—Creditors should send par-

ticulars of debts, &c, to Mr. G. E. Corfield, Balfour HouBe, B.C.,

or Mr. A. W. Sully, the liquidators, by March 8th.

Adnil Electric Co., Ltd.—First meeting of creditors and
contributories, February 29th, at Carey Street, W.C.
Cicot Magneto Co., Ltd.—A meeting is called for March 13th,

to hear an account of the winding up.

Hele-Shaw Patent Clutch Co., Ltd.—A meeting is called for

March 8th, at Hartford Works, Oldham, to hear an account of the

winding up.

Inquiries from Italy.—The British Chamber of Com-
merce for Italy at Gsnoa sends the following inquiries from firms

who formerly did business with Germany and Austria and want
to establish British connections :

—
No. 956—Firm at Bari inquire for addresses of British manu-

facturers of electric material. B.F.R.
No. 969.—Merchant at Turin wishes to get into touch with first-

class manufacturer of high-speed steel. T.M.C.
No. 987.—Commission merchant at Genoa is open to represent

British firms for mechanical machinery, machine-tools, hydraulic

machinery, metals and ores, paints and varnishes, oils. G.M A.

Trade Announcements.—Messrs. Parmiter, Hope
and Sugden, Ltd , have appointed Mr. David Alexander, 43,

Mains Street, Waterloo Street, Glasgow, their sole selling agent for

Sootland. At that address samples will be shown of all their

latest Fluvent switch and fnee gear.

The Indo-European Telegraph Co., Ltd., (Globe Radio

Apparatus Department) announce that it has been found more
convenient to designate by that title the busineBB of the Wilson

Apparatus Co. recently taken over from Mr. H. R. Rivers-Moore.

All communications should be addressed accordingly.

Diesel Engine Insurance.—We have received from

Messrs. Mirrlees, Bickerton k Day, Ltd., of Hazel Grove, near

Stockport, a prospectus of a new scheme of insurance of Diesel

engines of their make (under arrangement with the London,

Guarantee and Accident Co.), whioh provides for periodical

inspection and examination by the firm's own experts. Those

interested in the matter should communicate with the firm, asking

for a copy.

Patent Restoration.—Application has been made by

Nathaniel Bildwin for the restoration of Patent No. 10,774, of

1910, for "Improvements in sound reproducing devices of the

telephone receiver type."

An order has been made restoring Patent No. 21,425, of 1911

(R. B. Wasson), for " Improvements in and relating to the manu-

facture of metal-packing rings."

Meeting- of Creditors.—Empire Portland Cement Co. .

Ltd.—The committee of creditors, appointed at the gi^eral private

meeting of creditors, reported last week that a tentative offer had

been made to purchase the company, and it was hoped that the

sale would produoe about 5s. in the £ for the creditors.

Lamp Poster.—The "Z" Electric Lamp Manu-
facturing Co., Ltd., of Southfields, have brought out a

new poster advertising the lasting qualities of their drawn

lamps, and a window streamer emphasising that they are made
in England,
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LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Aberdeen.

—

New Plant.—The Electricity Committee
has approved of an extension of plant at sub-stations, and has

authorised the engineer to procure a 500-kw. motor-converter, at a

cost of £1,800.

Argentina.—The electrical power house of Messrs.

Barone & Hamsa, at Concepcion del Tio (Cordoba) for the Bupply

of public lighting was inaugurated on 1st inst. The service is

Bhortly to be extended to private houses and business premises.

—

Review of the Hirer Plate.

Barnet.— Street Lighting.— The North Metro-

politan EP.S. Co. has allowed the District Council a sum of £66
off the account for public lighting during the past quarter.

Barrow.—Proposed Loan.—The T.C. has decided to

apply for sanction to borrow 1 10,300 for electrioity extensions,

including transforming plant, cables, switohes, &c, required for

power purposes, and for supplying light to workmen's dwellings.

Birkenhead.—Proposed Loan.—The provision of h.t.

plant and feeders in connection with the supply to the north end

of the borough is recommended, at a cost of £6,400.

Birmingham.—Proposed Revision of Charges.—
The Electricity Committee is proposing to increase the charges for

electricity ; it is expeoted that the Committee will be in a position

to mike recommendations to the City Council in March.

Coal Contracts.—The City Gas and Electric Supply Committees

have decided to pool their coal contracts in future, instead of pur-

chasing independently.

Bo'ness.—The T.C. has instructed Mr. J.M. M. Munro,
of Glasgow, to report on tin condition and prospeots of the elec-

tric supply undertaking, and the need for an immediate extension.

Bredbury and Romiley. — The Stockport T.C. is

negotiating with the TJ.D.C. for consent to current being supplied

to MessrB. Pollock & Macnab's works.

Derby.—The T.C. has decided to extend the overhead

mains so as to supply current to the works of the Parker

Foundry Co.

Dover.—Public Lighting.—Owing to the restricted

public lighting, there has been a loss on the capital spent on cables

and time switches, and the Electricity Committee has allowed the

T.C. credit for this, and to pay £150 a year for the clook switches

after Match 3 1st.

Dowuham Market.—E L. Scheme.—Mr. C. H. Best

has written to the U.D.C. regarding the offer of the Gas Co. to

obtain powers to supply electricity, pointing out that an undesir-

able monopoly would be created, and that far greater satisfaction

would be given by an independent supply company whioh he pro-

posed to form. The Council has decided to discuss the matter

with Mr. Best.

Dublin.—A comprehensive report has been submitted

to the Special Investigation Committee of the Corporation by Mr.

P. W. d' Alton, M Inst.C.E., who was appointed by the Committee
to inquire into the history and conduct of the electricity supply

undertaking of the Corporation. By some means parts of the

report were prematurely published in the local Press, and com-
plaints were made at a meeting of the Counoil that the extracts

were so chosen as to give an erroneous impression regarding the

trend of the report. We Bhall deal with the report in our next

issue.

Eastbourne.—The Electricity Committee has disclaimed

legal liability in regard to the recent fatal collision with a switch

pillar ; the switchbox was placed in its position in accordance

with the B. of T. regulations.

Eccles.—Plant Extensions.—The electrical engineer

is to report on the coBt of providing a plant for three-phase

Bupply, with a view to application being made for borrowing

powers to carry out the scheme.

Large users of electricity for lighting purposes are now to be

charged a flat rate of 3d. per nnit for a consumption exceeding

10,000 units per annum through one service, subject to 10 per cent,

increase.

Gillingham (Kent).—The T.C. has decided to increase

the charge for current supplied to the Corporation fiatB from 6d.

to 8d. per week. Owing to the difficulty of obtaining supplies of

reliable apparatus no more electric cookers are to be issued until a
hire-purchase scheme is introduced after the war, and the existing

outfits are to be maintained as at present.

Glasgow. — New Plant. — In connection with the

plaoing of contracts for two 8,000-H p. turbo-alternatorB, it has

been officially pointed out that the Electricity Committee had only

maintained the supply by overloading the existing plant. Three
laree factories, still to be connected, would absorb nearly the

whole of the output of one of the turbines, and the other turbine

would be required to mpet the normal increase at the rate of 2,000

new consumers per annum. The two new Bets would effect a

saving in fuel equivalent to about £5,000 per annum eaoh, a most
desirable form of economy at the present time.

Horsham.—Year's Working.—The report of Mr.
Morgan, the Council's electrical engineer, ehowB that despite

adverse circumstanoes, there was a net profit on the eleotrical

undertaking of £420 for the year to March, 1916, as compared

with £459 for the previous year. Returns are included of the first

complete year's working of the refuse destructor, showing that

some 1,422 tonB were burnt and 106,690 units generated during

2,458 running hours. The destructor is credited with 320 tons of

coal saved and revenue from by-products, totalling £384 ;
financial

charges, labour, &c, amounted to £260, leaving a credit balance of

£124.

Leek. — The U.D.C. has decided to engage Dr.

Watkinson, of Liverpool University, to inspect the eleotricity

works and report. There has been a breakdown of the Diesel

engine, the crankshaft of which is cracked, and cannot readily be

replaced.

Leigh.—Plant Extension.—Authority has been given

to the eleotrioal engineer to obtain tenders amounting to £1S,800

for the supply and erection of additional plant.

Limerick.—The Mayor recently officially started up a

new 240-h.p. generating set at the eleotricity works.

London.—The London Electric Supply Corporation,

Ltd., has announced a further 10 per cent, increase in its oharges

for energy as from March.
Hackney.—The E.L. Committee recommends that the charges

for eleotricity be increased by 17$ per cent., as compared with the

scale of July, 1914 ; a 2i per cent, discount will be allowed for

payment within 14 days.

L.C.C.—Sanction is to be given to the borrowing of £13,000 by

St. Pancras B.C., and £3,290 by Woolwich B.C. for electricity pur-

poses.

The L.G.B. has been notified of approval of the linking-np

schemes of the Woolwich B.C. and South Metropolitan Electric

Light and Power Co. ; of Marylebone B.C., the Central Electric

Supply Co. and the Metropolitan Electric Supply Co. ; and of

the Haokney and Poplar B.C.'s.

The Metropolitan Asylums Board proposes to enter into a new
agreement with the Charing Cross E.S. Co. for supply to the head

offices ; electric light is also to be installed at the Mead ambulance

station.

Owing to the bursting of the compressor of a Diesel engine at

the generating station of the Smithfield Market Electric Supply Co.

on Monday, one man was so badly injured that he died soon after-

wards ; the station was only slightly damaged.

Manchester.—Motor Hiring, &c.—It is proposed to

spend £40,000 on hired motors and additional plant at sub-Btations ;

the revenue obtainable is estimated at £6,400 per annum It is

also proposed to increase hire charges for electric motors by about

20 per cent., representing £1,896 per annum. The increase will

date from June 24th next. The Gas Committee has arranged for

a supply of eleotricity to the Bradford Road works, for a period of

seven years.

\ewmill.—E.L. Scheme.—The TJ.D.C. has decided to

make inquiries from Holmfirth TJ.D.C. as to a supply of electrioity.

Pembroke (Dublin).—L.G.B. Inquiry.—An inquiry

was held on February 2nd, by Mr. P. C. Oowan, into the Council's

application for sanotion to borrow £15,000 for eleotrical exten-

sions.

Perth.—Mr. Lambert, the borough electrical engineer,

has reported on the electrical appliances at the gasworks, at whioh

there was a serious breakdown recently, and hij suggestions are to

be carried out as found convenient.

Queenborough.—Price Increase.— The Sheerness

and District Electrio Power Co. has increased the price of current

to consumers by 15 per cent, as from January 1st.

Reigate.—Price Increase.—The T.C. has decided to

raise the price of current for heating from Id. to 1 id. per unit as

from April 1st next.

Ripon.—E.L. Scheme.—A small Committee has been

appointed to inquire into the question of the delegation of the

electric supply powers to a suitable company.

Rugeley.—Prov. Order.—The Oas Co. has informed

the O D.C. that it is in some doubt as to whether the R. of T. will

grant it a prov. order for electrio lighting.

Salford.—Increased Charges.—The T.C. has decided

to advance the increase in price of electricity for lighting and

power from 7J per cent, previously decided upon to 10 per cent, for

lighting and 15 per oent. for power. The new rates are to date

from April next.

Sheffield.—Mains Extensions.—Mains are to be ex-

tended in various parts of the city, at an esti nated cost of £4,170,

of which £2,150 will be spent in laying mains to the new sub-

station in Sidney Street.

Skelton and Brotton.—The TJ.D.C. has decided to

transfer £1,200 from the district aooount to the electric supply

fund to meet the cost of work done outside the contract prioe for

eleotricity supply.
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Southampton.

—

Plant Extension.—In view of pos-

sible difficulties in steam raising, due to the inferior quality of

coal in use, the Electricity Committee has directed its engineer to

submit a new scheme for conveying plant, but has deferred the

question of new boiler plant, which had been raised, until next

September.

Swaftliam.—E.L. Schemk.—The propopal of Mr. C. H.

Best, for an E.L. scheme for the town, to be carried out after the

war, has been considered by the U D.C., which is to interview Mr.

Best.

Swansea.— Electricity Showrooms, &c.—The Cor-

poration's new electrical showrooms were officially opened on Fri-

day, last week, by Aid. Sinclair. It is interesting to note that the

Mayor was driven to the showrooms in an electric saloon-body car

—the first electric car in Wales—placed at his disposal by Messrs.

Johnson & Burgess, Ltd. The Electric Lighting and Tramways
Committee reports that Lord Jersey has consented to allow an

overhead line through his property to the English Crown Spelter

Works, on payment of a way-leave of £1 per annum.

iliirsk (Vorks.).— Public Lighting.—The Parish

Council has decided to .ask the electric lighting contractors for an

abatement in respect of the public lighting account, the first instal-

ment (£177) of which is due, on the ground of the restrictions.

Whitstable.—E.L. Scheme.—The U.D.C. has agreed to

the oiler of the E.L. Co. to accept 35s. per lamp per annum during

the period of the war for public lighting. The money will be

retained by the Council for past and future advances in connection

with the working of the undertaking.

Wimbledon.—Messrs. Handcock & Dykes have been

informed, in reply to their letter disputing their client's (the Fixed

Price Light Co.'s) liability for payment for transformer losses,

that the question must be settled by arbitration.

The assessment of the South-Western Co.'s new generating station,

oar sheds, and sidings off Durnsford Road, haB bean reduced to

£4,200 gross and £2 800 net value, these figures to remain in foroe

antil March 31st, 1917.

Winchester.—The Electricity Committee reports that

it may be nece sary in the near future to increase the price of

current to all consumers.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

Aldington-— It has been decided to issue through tram-

way tickets, at existing charges, between Accrington and Black-

burn.

Anient ina.—The work of e'ectrifying the Argentina

Central Railway to the River Tigre has been resumed by the laying

of the third rail and power cables.

Barrow.—In view of the curtailed service on Walney
Island, the Corporation has agreed to allow the B.E.T. Co. a rebate

of £400 per annum, and has also granted theoompany new licences

for running motor-'buses on certain conditions.

Dndley.

—

Inquest.—The adjourned inquest on the man
Evans, killed in the recent tramway accident, was held on Thurs-

day last week. It was admitted that the conductor did not ring

the hand bell at starting as required, in order to get a return signal

from the driver, and that the latter when he left the car failed to

remove the controller handle, as provided in the rules. The jury's

verdict imputed gross carelessness to the conductor and censured

the driver, and the Coroner committed the conductor for trial at

the assizes on a charge of manslaughter.

Gateshead.

—

Tramway Accident.—On Saturday even-

ing last a car which was ascending Bensham Bank, and had been
brought to a standstill, ran backwards despite attempts to apply
the brakes ; it subsequently left the rails, overturning at a corner
and falling on four pedestrians, who were killed, while many of the
passengers were also injured.

At an inquest, held on the sth inst, on the four persons killed,

the jury returned a verdict of " Accidental death," adding that the
driver of the car—who left the vehicle in order to asBist another
driver—committed an error of judgment,

Glasgow.

—

Female Labour.— Success has attended the

introduction of women conductors on the Corporation tramway
Bystem ; already 1,050 women are in charge of cars, while on
Sunday 26 women drivers were put on to various routes for the
first time. The general manager, Mr. James Oalrymple, 'is await-
ing the approval by the T.C. of women motor drivers before

launching a bigger scheme. This course is rendered necessary by
so many of the em'plojt's having attested nnder the Derby scheme.

Japan.—According to official statistics, there were at

the end of 1913, 914 km. of tramways worked electrically, com-
prising 1,528 km. of traok ; there were at that period 413 km. of

lines under construction. In 1913 these lines carried 570.000,000

passengers, and the 55 companies which worked them paid divi-

dends amounting to 7'91 per cent. The largest network is the

municipal system at Tokio, totalling 242 km. ; the Becond in order

is the electric railway company of K«chan, with 108 km. of lines.

— /,' hultistrw Eleetrique.

I.eith.— It ie recommended, in view of the increased

working expenses, to abolish halfpenny fares, workmen's fares in

the middle of the day, and the concessions to sailors and soldiers.

lifyton.

—

Reduoed Assessments.—The West Ham
Union has agreed to reduce the rateable value of the tramway
undertaking from £5,700 to £6,200, and of the electricity under-
taking from £5,700 to £4,200, the reduced aaeessments to remain
during the existence of the adverse conditions occsnioned by the
war.

London.—During the three months ended December
last, the Highways Committee of the L.C.C. has settled 1,134 claims
in respect of accidents arising in connection with the tramways,
the costs amounting to £10,004. In 14 out of 35 other cases

verdicts were given against the Council, and £634 and cjBts had
to be paid.

The Local Government Records and Museum Committee of the
L.C.C. recommends that it be authorised to settle outstanding ques-

tions between the Council and the Assessment Committees of the
various B.C.'s regarding the L C.C. tramway assessments.

\elson.

—

Covered I'aks.—A Sub-Committee of the

Corporation has been authorised to meet representatives of the
Colne Corporation, to discuss the advisability of providing covers
for all carB.

Aewcastle-on-Tvne. — Revenue Estimates, Ac.—
The tramway estimates for 1916-17 show a grots income of
£319,000, as against an expected revenue this year of £324.100:
the expenditure is put down at £196 300, as against an expected
expenditure this year of £196,175. The gross surplus is estimated
at £123.100, and the net surplus at £35,060, but from this is to be
deducted £9,600 the cost of allowances to men on active service.

This leaves a net profit of £25,460, compared with £33,640
expected this year During the coming year the estimated expen-
diture from the reserve and renewalB fund is £19,277.

Rotberham.—An offer has been received from the

Oldham Corporation to sell a dozen single-deck bogie cars, seating

40 passengers, at £450 each ; the Tramways Committee proposes
to purchase one, and to aek the Oldham Corporation to keep the
effer of the remaining cars open for a period.

Sheffield.— It is proposed to refer the matters in dis-

pute with Rotherham, regarding the running of additional cars to

Tinsley, to Mr. Dalrymple as sole arbitrator.

Southampton.

—

Top-Covered Cars.—The tramway
manager haa reported on the necessity of providing top-covered
cars to avoid overcrowding, and suggests that the Bell Punch Co.

be allowed a further 6 per cent, increase on its existing ticket con-
tract. For the year to January 7th last traffic receipts showed an
increase of £7,250 and weekly mileage an increase of 1 000 miles.

South-Western Railway Eleetrification. — It is

expected that the Hounslow loop-line electric service will be opened
on February 27tb.

Stretford.—The D.C. has received a letter from the
general manager of the Manchester tramways, detailing certain

changes, the effect of which will be to give an improved early

morning service in Trafford Park, which will be of great service to

emplojes there.

Wijjan.—Referring to the effect of the electricity break-
down upon the tramway undertaking, Aid. Fletcher stated at the

T.C, on February 2nd, that the estimated net loss on receipts was
£1,277, and the net loss, after deducting power expenses and wages
saved, was £956.

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

Australasia.—The Pacific Cable Board announces that

the deferred and week-end cable services between the United
Kingdom and Australasia have been resumed, as from the 4th inst.

Italy.—The Consiglio Superiore dei Telefoni has ap-

proved of the reorganisation of the urban telephone network of

Rome . extensions of the networks at several other towns, and
private negotiation for the supply of 1,500 wall instruments,

1,430 kg. of bronze wire, &c.

Paraguay.—The General Electric Co. has applied for ;i

conces-ion to establish a telephone network at Asuncion, the

capital city.

Spain.—According to a notice published in Madrid, a

company has submitted a scheme to the Government for the

establishment of a public service of wireless telephony in Spain,

the Balearic and ( 'anary Islands, and the Spanish possessions in

the North of Africa. It is also intended to apply the system of

radiotelephony to traio.8 in motion and to the railway system in

general.
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CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.

Australia.— April 15th. P.M.G. Common-battery
multiple swi'chboard, or automatic or semi-automatic switchboard,
and associated apparatus. See "Official Notices " December 31st.

Brisbane.—April 26th. Deputy P.M.G. Five sections of trunk
line switchboard for Toowoomba Exchange. (Schedule No. 342.)*

Melbourne.—April 12th. Electrically operated runway hoist
for the Joiimont car shops. Particulars at the contractors' room,
Spencer Street.

Sydney.—April 10th. Municipal Counoil. Supply, laying and
maintenance for six months of six 11,000-volt submarine cables,
each 100 yards long, across Darling Harbour.*

May 1st. Two 300-kw turbo-alternators, condensers, switch-
board. &oM for the pumping station at Ryde, for the Metropolitan
Board of Water Supply and Sewerage at Sydney.

*

May 3rd. N.S.W. Railways and Tramways Department. One
2,500-KW. turbo-alternator, for Zara Street, Newcastle, power
house. Specifications (203.) from the Engineer's office, 61, Hunter
Street, Sydney.*

Bedwas (Mon.).—March 2nd. Electrical goods for the
Bedwas Navigation Colliery Co., Ltd. Mr. G. Morgan, Secretary.

Belfast.— February 16th. Corporation. Tramway
stores, including cable, lamp and electrical accessories. See
" Official Notices " February 4th.

Birkenhead.—March i;th. Corporation. Cable and
two rotary converters with switchgear. See " Official Notices

"

to-day.

Bolton.—March i'nd. Electricity Committee. Twelve
months' supply of materials and stores, including some electrioal

items. See " Official Notices " to-day.

Bradford.—February 14th. B. of G. Maintenance of
the electrin wiring installation, bells, telephones, &c, at the Union
Hospital, Horton Lane. Mr. F. Holland, Architect, 22, Manor Row.

Dewsbury.—Electricity Department. Two second-hand
250-kw. generator panels, oil separator, piping, cables, &o. See
"Official Notices " to-day.

Halifax.—February 14th. Corporation. Twelvemonths'
supply of electric lighting fittings and accessories, cables, tele-

phone wire, meters, &c. See "Official Notices" January 21st.

Leiffli (Lanes.).— February 18th. Electricity Committee.
2.000-kw. turbo-alternator, 6 600 volts ; surface condenser, set of
pumps, 1,000-kw. rotary or motor-converter, with Bwitobgear. See
"Official Notices" January 2Sth.

London.— Islington.— February 17th. B. of G.
Alteration to wiring, provision of switchboards, motor star'ers,

motors, &c. See "Official Notices" January 28tb.

Hammersmith.—February 16 f h. Corporation. Stores for the
Electricity Department. See " Offi >ial Notices" February 4th.

Battersea.—February 21st. B C. Stores for the Electricity

Department. See " Official Notices " February 4th.

L.C C.—The Highways Committee is to invite tend, rs for tram-
way fittings, equipment, &c, for 1916-17.

Finsbi'BY.—February 14th. B.C. Six or 12 months' supply of

electric lamps. Borough Surveyor, Town Hall.

Metropolitan Water Board.—March 7th. Electric lampp,
wire, and accessories. Chief Engineer, Savoy Court, Strand, W.C.

St. Marylebone. February 23rd. B.C. Cables, insulating
material, &3.

Macclesfield.—March l.otli. Guardians of the Cheshire
County Asylum. Electrical goods. Mr. W. G. F. Tingay, Clerk of

Asylum.

Manchester.—February 15th. Corporation. Stores for

the Tramways Department. See " Official Notices " January 28th.

New Zealand.

—

Duxedin.—May 17th. City Council.

(1) Tramcar bodies
; (2) electrical equipment. Plans, &c, from the

Town Clerk, Dunedin.*

Portsmouth. — February 15th. Corporation. sis

months' Bupply of tramway stores, including insulating materials,

lamps, motor windings. See " Official Notices " February 4 th.

Sal ford. — February 21st. Tramways Committee.
General stores. General Manager, 32, Blackfriars Street.

Southampton.—February 19th. Corporation. Stores
for the Tramways Department.

Stockton-on-Tees.—February 15th. Electricity Com-
mittee, Stores,

Todmorden.— February 12th. Electricity Committee.
One Lancai hire boiler, superheaters, mechanical stokers, pipework,
centrifugal pump. See " Official Notices" February 4th.

Specifications for the items marked * can be seen at the Board
of Trade Commercial Intelligence Branch in London.

CLOSED.
Accringfou.— Electricity Committee. Altbam Colliery

Co., for a weekly supply of 70 tons of coal, at 18s. 3d. per ton,
delivered, and from March until the winter months, for 30 tons
per week extra, for storing, at 16s. lid. per ton

; the Corporation
to cart the latter.

Batley.—The E.L. and Tramways Committee. B.I.
and Helsby Cables, Ltd. Cable.

Bristol.—The Corporation Docks Committee has ac-
cepted the followine tenders :

—

W. T. Henley's T.W. Co.. and Calender's Cable Co -Cable.
Simplex Conduits.—Condoit and fittings.
Dorman & Smith, Ltd.—Incandescent lamps, fittings, ic.

Dover.—T.C. Mcintosh Cable Co., cable. £3,395, for
extensions.

Glasgow.—The Clyde Navigation Trustees have accepted
the offer by Messrs. Crompton &. Co., Ltd., for electriual spares for
32-ton cranes at Queen's Dock and Rothesay Dock.

London.— Hackney.—The Electricity Committee re-

commends that, owing to the increase in the prioe of materials, the
contract with the B.I. & Helsby Cables, Ltd., for armoured cables,
be varied according to a submitted schedule.
Battersea —The Electricity Committee recommends that the

contract with Callender's Cable Co., for cables, be renewed for one
year from April 1st next, on specified terms and conditions.

L.C C.—The Highways Committee has accepted the tenders of
the Morgan Crucible Co. for carbon brushes, at £14 10s. per 1,000,
items 1 and 2 Class T (tramway equipment, &c, 1915-16), and Le
Cirbone, for carbon brushes, item 3, at £13 10s. per 1,000.
The contract with Hadfields, Ltd., for special trackwork in con-

nection with the tramways, iB to be extended for one year from
July, 19Ui, and thereafter until determined, by 12 months' notice,
the prices to be revised every three months.
The Committee purchased 28,241 tons of coals for Greenwich

generating station, for £36,755, during the last quarter of 1915.

Manchester.—Electricity Committee.
Bertram Thomas.- One low-tension switchboard.
Johnson & Phillips, Ltd.—Low-tension cable.
British Westinghouse Co.—Four 1,050/1,320 iw. rotary converters for sub-

stations.
Bruce Peebl-s.—Two 1,050-kw. motor converters and two 200-kw. positive

traction boosters for sub-stations.
Mirrlees Wats n Co., Ltd.—Alterations, ic, to condensing plants.
Aitun & Co.—Pipework.
J. Hopkinson & Co., Ltd.—Valves.
B.I. 4 Helsby Cables, Ltd.—Cable.

Preston.—The Corporation has placed a contract for
mettrs for the year with Messrs. Chamberlain & Hookham, Ltd.

Shanghai.—The General Electric Co. of China, Ltd..
Shanghai, have for the sixth time secured the yea-ly contract
for the Bupply of Osram traction type lamps to the Shanglai
tramwayp.

Sheffield.—Tenders accepted by the Electric Supply
Committee :

—

C. A. Parsons A Co.—Turbo-alterrator (duplicate of the one now on
order), £37,626.

Stirling Boiler Co.—Three boilers and accessories, £31,400,
E. Taylor, Ltd.— Extending condensing water seivice, &c at Neepsend,

£3,660.
A. Beyrolle & Co.—Six-panel ironclad h.t. two-phase switchboard, £646.
J. B, Nadin.—Levelling coal storage site and laying steam crane track,

£3,802.

NOTICE TO OUR READERS.

The Government has intimated its intention to reduce the

supply of paper available for newspaper and other publica-

tions. The reduction will be such as to render economy in

consumption imperatively necessary. The situation will

have to be met in various ways, and in order to assist us in

complying with the demands of the Government and to

prevent disappointment due to inability to obtain copiep, we
shall be glad if readers of the Electbical Review will

give a definite standing order to their usual newsagent or

bookstall. This applies to all readers who do not receive

their Review direct from these offices.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

Physical Society of London. -Frirtav, February Uth. At 5 p.m. At the
U O •l.»gn of Scienrc Hnuth K-inKingtnn, 8 W. Papern "On a

Ooneral Methorl fir Comp«ring th« Micn-l loduotanofl betw en Two
noils with the Selflnduetanen n( One of Them," by Pro(. C. H Leon,
P.R.S., and "An Enclosed Cadmium-Vapour Aro Lamp," by Mr. H. J. S.
Sand.

Manchester Association of Engineers.—8atnrdav, February 12th. At tho
Grand Hotel, Aytouu Street. Paper on "Oil Engines," by Mr. G. E.
Windeler.

North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical Engineers.—
Hamrday, February 13th. At i p.m. At Neville Hall, NewouJe nn-Tyne.
General meeting.

Electro-Harmonic— Mondar, February 14th. At6.lBp.rn, At Holborn Bee
taurant. Ladies' Night. See our " Notes " to-day.

Society of rhemical Industry Newcastle Section). - Wednesday,
r-Vb'uaiy 16 h. At the Wood Memorial Hall, Newoastle-on-Tyne. At
8 p.m. Lecture on "The Problems of Coal with reference to the Com-
plete and Proper Utilisation of Our Fuel Supplies," bv Prof. H. E.
Armstrong F.R.9.

At BurlingtonChemical Society.—Thursday, February 17. h. At 8 30 p.i
UOLS., Piccadilly. Ordinary Scientific; Meeting.

Belfast Association of Engineers.—Thursday. February 17»h. Paper on
" Turbiue l'.ant," by Mr. P. J. Pleyin.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—Thursday, February 17th. At 8 p.m.
At Vctorm Emb inkmetit. Seventh Kelyin Lecture, on "Terrestrial
Mi-Kietism," by Dr. C. Chree, F.R.S.

'Students' Section*.—Wednesday, Fehruary 16th. At 7.4'i p.m At
Victina Embankment. Paper on "Toe X-Kay Tuba and Modern Prao-
tice," by Mr. W. J. Jones.

Institution of Mechanical Engineers.—Friday, February 18th. At 6 pm.
At lit. George Street, Westminster, S.W. Annual General Meeting.

Greenock Electrical Society.- Friday, February 18ch. At 7.ai p.m. At the
Temperance Iustitute. ID, West Stewart Street. Paper on "Electro-
Plating," by Mr. 8. V. Th n-p.

Royal Institution of Great Britain.— Friday, February 18 h. At 5.30p.m.
At Albemarle Street, Fiooadilly, W. Lectiue on "Polarised Light and
its Applications to Engineer.ng," by Prof. E. (i. Coker.

NOTES.

Foreign Trade.—The January Figures.—The fol-

lowing are the eleotrioal and machinery figures given in the
official returns for January :

—

Imposts.

Electrical goods and apparatus, Month of
excluding maohinery and January.
uninsulated wire £118,902

Machinery 700,718

Exports.

Electrical goods and apparatus,
excluding machinery and
uninsulated wire 279,933

Machinery 1,480,131

Tests on Hipjn-head Water-Wheels.—In the Elec-
trical World of January 8th were given the results of tests on
water turbines installed in the Tallulah Falls Station of the
Georgia Railway and Power Co., in 1913. These sets were
intended for a normal rating of 16 000 H.r at 580 ft. effective head,
when driving 10,000-kw. generators at 514 bpm, but as it was
found that the generators could carry 12,000 Kff. continuously at
80 per c°nt. power factor, the output of the turbines was raised to
18,009 h.p. Five sets are in place, with room for a sixth ; they

Inc. or

dec.

+ £62 037
+ 82,314

+ 10,040
- 183,351

FW I *M Cxi+? Openly

Power and Efficiency Curve of 12,000-kw. Water
Turbo Generator.

are of the vertical-shaft Francis type, with bronze runners and
forged steel gates, and weigh 300,000 lb each. The working head
is 606 ft., the highest head at which turbines are working in the
United States. Three sets were tei-ted individually, at 80 per cent.
of their maximum ou'put. the efficiencies recorded being 88'3, 89'9

and 88 7 per cent. The highest efficiencies were respectively 89'3,
90'4 and 89'5 per cent., at three-quarter gate opening and about
16 900 H p. The electrical output wa9 absorbed by water rheostats
at 63,500 volts. The accompanying ourve shows the output and
efficiency of No. 3 set, which gave the best results.

Proposed Standard Numerals.— In the Journal of
the Institution of Electrical Enuinkkub for February 1st a
note by Mr. A. P Trotter detcribing a set of proposed standard
numerals for the seal- s of measuring instruments was publixhed.
After examining the numerals used on a large number of measuring
instruments, including electricity meters, survejors' Btaffs, aDd
the Admiralty standard scales, the author designed the set in 190*
with the sole view of legibility (fig. 1) ; elegance of shape was not
disregarded altogether, but wherever necessary it. was sacrificed to
legibility. Except, perhaps, in the case of the 1, there should be
no serifs, and the figures should be of the block charaoter—that is

to b»v, there should be no marked difference in the thickness of

12345678a
Fig. 1.— Numerals Designed by
A. P. Trotter, Minimum Thickness.

Fig. 2.—Trotter Nu-
merals, Various

Thicknesses.

the line in any part of the figure. The relations between the 3.

the 5, and the 8, and between the 6. or the 9, and were considered
with the object of preventing confuBion. A height of 10 units and
a width of 7 is recommended. The thickness of the line should not
be less than one-twentieth of the height of the figure—that is,

half a unit—nor thicker than \\ units. In fig. 1 the minimum
width of half a unit has been adopted ; fig. L' shows thicknesses
of 4

' 1. li, and 1'. units. To avoid confusion with 5, as well as
with 8, Mr. Trotter strongly recommends the flat-topped 3. Accord-
ing to the usual practice, the 9 is simply the 6 reversed.

Industrial Banks.— Speaking at the annual meeting
of Lloyds Bank, Mr. J. W. B jaumont Pease, deputy chairman, accord-
iag to the Times, dealt with the criticism recently directed against
English banking practice as compared with German. He laid down
the proposition that, unless the interests of a bank were sub-
ordinated to the interests of the depositors, it was being rnn on
unsound lines. Strictly no portion of a banker's deposits should
be locked up in securities not easily realisable. In practice the
exigencies of business involved a certain amount being so invested,

but the aim of the banks was always to he prepared for the
demands that their depositors might make upon them. It was not
quite the same thing as regarded share capital, for that was an in-

vestment of a shareholder who had no right to demand his money
back. A banker could not be blamed if he dealt with the capital

in a more permanent form. German banks had comparatively a
much greater proportion of capital than English banks, and they
wire, therefore, enabled to make much longer loans and leps liquid

investments. If that were an advantage to trade it might lie worth
while to consider what could be done by English finance in this

direotion, not through a bank dealing with depositors' money, but
through a financial institution with a large capital which conld
undertake investments of the kind. He, however, could not help
thinking that danger and harm rather than good might accrue to

the trade of the country as a whole if banks became identified

with particular companies or enterprises. It would tend in the
direction of big trusts and monopolies. Time would shortly show
whether the German banks had been secured on such sound
foundations as our own.

Fatality.— Newcastle-ox -Tyne.—An inquiry was held
on the 3rd inst. iito the death of S. J. Tnomas, an electrician, which
occurred at the Elswick works of Armstrong, Whitworth & Co.

Deceased's brother, a foreman electric tester, stated that on 1st inst.

he and hi* brother went into the casting department to test a fan
motor. CloBe to the switch was a way by which coke was con-
veyed to the furnaces, and when the vt hides containing the coke
were passing, the clearance was less than two feet. Deceased went
straight to the switchboard, and witness heard a shout, and saw
his brother leaning face forward against the switch. Artificial

respiration was tried unavailingly. On examining the Bwitohboard
witness found that a joint in the wire leading to the meter had
been bared. Deceased was an experienced maD. and it was most
unlikely that he would start to bare the joint while it was alive.

He thought his brother would have opened the switch before
touching the wire, and then taken the tape off the j unt, but that in

avoiding the coke conveyor he had accidentally pushed the switch
in, while he still had hold of the wire, and thus had received the
fatal shock. A verdict of " Accidental death " was returned.

Federation of Engineering Labour.—A scheme for

closer unity among the organisations forming the Kagineering and
Shipbuilding Trades Federation has now been approved by tbo
majority of these societies. The scheme does not include amalgama
tion, but its object is to federate the unions so closely that they
will aot as one body in all matters of wages and conditions.

Amongst the societies whose members have already accepted the
scheme by an overwhelming majority are the Amalgamated
S)ciety of Engineers, the United Patternmakers' Society, the Eleo-

trical Trades Union, and the GaBworkers and General Labourers'
Society.

—

Standard.

Radiograph Ambulance Cars.—At a recent meeting
in aid of the Radiograph Ambulance Cars Fund, Sir James Mac-
kenzie Davidson said the value of X-ray motor ambulances at the
fighting fronts was beyond all question, and the promoters of this

fund were conferring a great practical benefit upon the wounded
in the war.
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Italian Hydro-Electric Works.—A decided awaken-
ing has been brought about in Italy directly and indirectly through
the war, both privately and in Government circles. The campaign
instituted by Signor Conti in favour of the development of the
hydro-electric works has now been followed by the inauguration
of propaganda by the Italian Electro-technical Association, with a
view to the advancement of the production of native machinery
and apparatus, and by the issue of two Government decrees which
were published, and came into operation on January 18th. Both
decrees aim at the securing of some relief from the extremely
unfortunate coal crisis which prevails in the country owing to the
comparative scarcity of the tonnage arriving from abroad, and the
very high prices to which steam coal and houBe coal have risen

when aotually delivered in the country, in consequence of the
enormous advance in the rates of freight. In the first decree, it

is ordained from the present until further notice that the public
lighting must be reduced by one-half in all towns where the
supply is effected either with gas (exclusive of acetylene) or with
oil or with electrical energy produced by the use of steam or gas
or oil engines, or where these systems are used in combination.
When the public lighting is carried out partly as mentioned, and
partly by means of energy furnished by hydro-electric works, the
reduction must be effected by decreasing or by entirely suppressing
the service afforded by the former systems. In the case of public
lighting, which is wholly supplied from hydro-electric works, the
prefect of the province can enforce a reduction to one-half in
order that the energy thereby rendered available may be utilised

also beyond the towns or province, so as to decrease or suppress
the employment of the before-mentioned systems or be utilised for

heating, motive power or other industrial purposes beyond the
towns or the province. The decree also empowers the town
councils to curtail the number of public electric lamps and hours
of lighting per day, and during the hours when the public lighting
is completely suspended, it will be possible for the councils in

agreement with the prefect also to stop electrio lighting by private
consumers.
The second decree seeks to obtain a more rapid increase in the

production of electrical energy by the existing hydro-electric
works. It is considered to be urgent to promote the national
economy in this direction, which is seriously threatened by the
augmentation in the prices of coal. As a consequence, and on
the proposal of the Ministry of Finance, and in agreement with the
Minister of Public Works and Agriculture and Industry, it has
been arranged that concessions can be granted by the Ministry of
Finance, without the formality of inquiry, for securing an
increase in the water taken from the public watercourses by means
of modifications in the present methods of taking off the supplies,

excepting when the rights of third parties are concerned.
Naturally the decree is merely a temporary expedient, but further
developments appear ti be in early prospect, with the object of
securing substitutes for coal, as bas been suggested to the
Government. One of these which is now engaging the attention
of the Government relates to the introduction of a measure which
would be less complicated in the formalities to be complied with
by those seeking the grant of concessions for the utilisation of
water powers for the production of electrical energy, and there is

little doubt that the industrial awakening now in progress will

lead to an improvement in this respect and strengthen the hands
of those members of Parliament who have been enlightened on
the matter by the programme initiated by Signor Conti a few
weeks ago.

National Illumination Committee ofGreat Britain.
—The report of the chairman (Mr. W. Duddell), presented at the
special annual meeting of the Committee, on January 27th. states

that during the year 1915 a great part of the international work
which was contemplated has been wholly suspended. Mr. Trotter's

proposal that the height of the amyl-acetate flame which affjrded

the light of one standard candle should be determined, was ad jpted,

and reports were received from Dr. Houstonn and Profs. Mather,
Marchant and Morris. A paper by Dr. Ott, of Zurich, on the
" Effect of Variations in Atmospheric Conditions on the Light of
the Hefner Lamp," was received, and was published in the technical
Press.

Institution and Lecture Notes.—Institution of
Electrical Engineers.—As soon as the approval of the Board of

Trade is obtained, the Council proposes to call a special general
meeting of the corporate members to consider and, if approved, to

adopt the following addition to the articles of association :

—

Addition to Article 41.
—"(a) In the event of a state of war

arising between Great Britain and any other country or State, any
member of any class who at any time during such war shall be a
subject of such enemy country or State shall forthwith cease to be
a member of the Institution, and in the case of the European War
of 1914 all such members shall cease to be members of the
Institution on and after . . .

." (The date to ba inserted will

depend on the date of confirming the resolution.)

The Counoil has also received a petition signed by 17 corporate
members with regard to the expulsion of enemy aliens, asking
that in accordance with Article 80, the Council shall call a special

general meeting for the purpose of dealing with the matter. It

is understood that the signatories are of opinion that the alteration

proposed by the Council will effect the object of the petition.

At a meeting of the Western Local Section on Monday, at

the South Wales Institute, Cardiff, a paper was read by Mr. 0. L.

Record on " The Testing of Underground Cables with Continuous
Currents." The essence of the paper was the description of the
Delon Special Testing Apparatus for testing with direot current, the

principal advantages of which are that high pressure tests can be
carried out without damage to the cable, and that the necessity

for transporting cumbersome apparatus in case of alternating cur-
rent is obviated, the Ddlon D.c apparatus being capable of trans-
portation in a suitable handcart. Mr. W. A Chamen, Mr. Tremain,
Mr. C F. Pr ctor, and Mr. C. T. Aban asked questions on various
points of detail, and expressed high appreciation of the paper.

Subsequently the members sat down to an informal dinner at the
Park Hotel.

At a meeting of the Scottish Local Section in Edinburgh, on
Tuesday evening, Mr. H. H. Harrison's paper on "The Principles

of Modern Printing Telegraphy " was read and discussed.

At the meeting of the Yorkshire Local Section on Wednes-
day last, the paper was read by Mr. 0. L. Record, on " The Testing
of Underground Cables with Continuous Current," and a discussion

followed.

Society of Engineers (Inc.).— At the meeting of the Society
on February 7th, the President's Gold Medal was presented to Mr.
Arthur H. Barker, B.A , B.Sc, for his paper on " Future Develop-
ments in Heating and Ventilation," and the Bessemer Premium,
value £5 5?.. to Alphonse Steiger, for his paper on "The Modern
Development of Water Power." Mr. Percy Griffith, M.Inst.C.E.,

President for the year 1916, then delivered his Presidential address

in which, after some preliminary remarks, he discussed the status

of the engineering profession. He considered that it was necessary
to educate the public as to the functions, qualifications, rules of

conduct and basis for remuneration of the various classes of
engineers, and advocated the establishment of a new organisation,

having as its main objective the consideration and settlement of

problems common to the whole profession.

Junior Institution of Engineers.—In the immediate future
the S iciety's programme includes lectures on " Chemistry and
Engineering," by Prof. H. E. Armstrong ; "The Use of Alternating

Currents in Factories," by Mr. G. H. Ayres ; and on "Electricity

in Factories," by Mr. R. Rankin. On February 2iUh, at the King's
Hall, Holborn Restaurant, the Institution has arranged to hold a

Bihemian Concert in aid of the British Red Cross Society in

general, and the City of London Rsd Cross Hospital in particular.

Sir Boverton Redwood, Past-President, will preside, and will be

supported by the Right Hon. the Lord Mayor of London.

Royal Society of Arts.—On Wednesday, Prof. J. A. Fleming
read a paper on "The ganisation of Scientific Research in this

Country," dealing with the subject under the heads of " Methods,
Means, and Men."

Royal Institution.— I o the course of his lecture laBt week on
the industrial application of gaseous fuels derived from coal,

Prof. W. A. Bone urged that in order to achieve the economies in

respect of power production which were possible, existing ineffi-

cient plant must be scrapped and the distribution of electrical

energy reorganised on the large scale as it had been on Tyneside.

Croydon Wireless Society.—On Saturday last Dr. Anneeley
Eccles gave a lecture on the detection and localisation of foreign

bodies by means of X-rays.

Two Interesting Problems. — We have received

solutions of the metal-sided cube problem from Messrs. E. Redman
and H. W. Underhill, the former making the diagonal resistance

5 ohm and the latter 68 ohm. We are not satisfied, however,
that either is correct, owing to the ambiguity of the question,

which does not state clearly between what limits the side of the

cube has a resistance of 1 ohm. The only rational way in which
to deal with it, in our opinion, is to regard the side as having
1 ohm resistance between opposite edges when the current is led in

and out uniformly along the whole width of the plate. If the

current enters at a point the question of its distribution imme-
diately arises ; the resistance of the plate will then depend upon
the position of each point. So long as the stream lines are straight

and parallel, the resistance of a sheet of metal is a definite

quantity, but when the stream lines are curved the problem
becomes difficult. The Wireless World, in giving the solution to

the magnet problem, adds a note :
" Next month Dr. Fleming on

the cube resistance problem," which points to the same conclusion :

we shall await Dr. Fleming's views with interest.

Electro-Harmonic Society.— The next Concert
(Ladies' Night) will be held at the Holborn Restaurant (King's

Hall) on Monday evening, February 14th, commencing at

6.15 p.m. Morning dress. Sir William Slingo will preside. The
artistes will be as follows :—Miss Olive Sturgess, soprano

;.
Miss

Norah Blaney, songs at the piano ; Mr. Tom Kinniburgb, baritone ;

Miss Ivy Angove, violin ; Mr. W. V. Robinson, Canadian enter-

tainer ; Mr. Nelson Jackson, selections from his repertoire. Mr.
Bernard Flanders, A.R.A.M., solo pianoforte and accompanist.

Electricity Supply Engineers and an Enemy Black
List.—It is stated that the Association of Municipal Electrical

Engineers is asking the Government to instruct the Board of

Trade to issue an authoritative list of alien enemy manufacturing
firms now operating in Great Britain, in order that the members
may, as far as possible, avoid the purchase of enemy manufactures.

The Australian Trade Commissioner.— Mr. G. T.
Milne, H.M. Trade Commissioner for Australia, will arrive in this

country on an official visit about the middle of March. Those
desirous of interviewing him should apply early to the Direotor,

Commercial Intelligence Branch, Board of Trade, London, E.C.
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Speed and mileage Ratings of Electrical Vehicles.
—At a meeting of the American Sjciety of Automobile Engineers
reoently held in New York, the following recommendations of the
Electric Vehicle Division with regard to standard ratings in con-

nection with the mileage and speed of electrical motor vehioles

were adopted:
—

" Kleotric vehicle speed ratings shall be based on
continuous operation with one-half load over hard, smooth and
level roads or pavements at the actual average battery charge."
" Eleotrio vehicle mileage ratings shall be based on a continuous
run at the S.A.E. rated speed with one-half load over hard, smooth
and level roads or pavements."

Volunteer Notes.

—

Engineering Institutions'Volun-
tebb Engineer Corps.—Orders for week commencing February
14th, 1916.—By Lieut.-Col. C. B. Clay, V.D.. Commandant.

Drills, 6.25 to 7.25 ; 7.25 to 8.25 p.m.

Monday, February 14th.—Sections 1 and 2, Technioal ; Sections

3 and 4, Lashings and Trestle Bridging, Signalling Class and
Becruits.

Tuesday, February 15th.—School of Arms, 6 to 7 p.m.

Thursday, February 17th.—Shooting for Sections 3 and 4.

Friday, February 18 th.—Seotions S and 4, Technical ; Sections 1

and 2, Lashings and Trestle Bridging : Signalling Class and
Recruits.

Saturday, February 19th.—Adjutant's Instruction Class at

2.30 p.m.
E. G. Fleming,

Company Commander and Acting Adjutant.

3bd Batt. (Old Boys) Central London Regiment (Volun-
teers).—Battalion Orders by Colonel S. G. Grant (Officer Com-
manding), Thursday, February 10th, 1916 :

—

Week-end Parades.—Saturday.— The Battalion, less Platoons

Nos. 10, 15 North London and 11, will parade at Wembley Park at

3.15 p.m. for drill under Company Officers. " Derby " recruits are

invited to attend.

Sunday.—The Battalion will parade, as strong as possible, at

9.40 a.m., outside the entrance to Euston Station (L. & N.W.R.),

Euston Road, for Divine Service. Dress—Uniform, with side-arms

only. Overcoats will not be carried.

After the Church Service the Parade will be inspected by the

Lord Mayor.

Musketry.—The Inter-Platoon Competition will be continued on
Saturday, the 12th inst. when the semi final round will be com-
pleted. The competing platoons Nos. 10 and 15, North London
and 11, to attend at the Acton Range at 1.30 p.m.

A. G. Joiner, Major and Adjutant, O.B.C.

Artists' Rifles, O.T.C.—One remarkable effect of the

Earl of Derby's Recruiting Scheme has been that a large number
of professional men from the technical trades, including archi-

tects, engineers and surveyors, having realised that they must no
longer delay offering their services to the country, have applied to

the ArtiBts' Rifles, O.T.C, for direct enlistment. Moreover, of

those who have attested under the scheme, many have felt

impatience for their Groups to be called up, and, solving the

problem for themselves, have applied for, and obtained, transfer

from Army Reserve B, in which Derby recruits are placed, to Borne

Regular or Territorial unit. This course is particularly favoured

by men whose education and social position render them eligible

for commissions. The transfer of men who have been placed in

Army Reserve B may be effected as soon as possible after they have
been approved and found medically fit, or postponed until a later

date, provided that at such later date the r<quirements of the

Service require the transfer. The Corps has a special class for

training members who desire to obtain commissions in the Royal
Engineers and Pioneer Battalions, and for testing candidates for

such commissions.

Appointments Vacant.—Power house staff for the

Southern Command, Salisbury ; shift engineer for Reigate. See

our advertisement pages to-day.

Submarine Power Cables.—Two ll,n00-volt sub-

marine power cables have recently been laid across the Golden
Gate at San Francisco, for the extension in that city of the Pacific

Gas and Electric Co.'s distributing system. The cables, which are

about PI, 000 ft. long, were laid under unusual difficulties, incident

to swift current and deep water, as well as to dangers in the heavy
fogs, from the shipping that plies in and out continuously through
the entrance to the harbour. However, the work was completed

on schedule time, and the cables successfully passed the 22,000- vc It

test to which they were subjected immediately after the work was
done. - Electrical World,

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.

The Editors invite electrical engineers, whether connected with the

technical or the commercial side of the profession and industry

also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the

Electrical Review posted as to their movements.

Central Station Officials.

—

The Skelton and Brotton U.C.
ha appointed Mr. G. Dixon engineer of the Council's elec-

upplj undertaking at a salary of £177 per annum.
Mr. Dixon t" 1 >i- :i 1 li

i
w

.
1

1
t tinm in appointment as engi-

ne*] for the Cleveland and Durham Electric Power Co. in

Y:a -t ( leveland.

Mi.' Melbourne Citj Council has increased theealar;
II. R. Harper, city electrical engineer, from G1.0O0 to ti 250

pel .iiiniiin.

General.

—

Mr. W. Eckkord, electrical engineer for th<*

Wingate, Wheatley Hill, and Thornley Collieries Co., Dur-
ham, lias been presented by the officials w i t li a marb
piece, on the occasion i

i his leaving to take up similar duties
under the South Mooi < toal I <•

Councillor J. .1. ii'Xini, ha- been r. -rlr, tad chairman pi

the Dublin Elec'tricitj C mittee, and Councillor 0. McGuin-
ness has been elected vice-chairman.

The marriage of Mr. II. I'. Parshall to Mi^ Ellen Dunlop
Payne, of Boston, 1 .S.A., was solemnized at Penn, Bucks,.
• hi January 31st.

The London Gazette announces that Mr. J. S. Pbingle has
been appointed an electrical engineer in II.M. Naval
lishment.

Mr. s. v. Jeavons, chiel clerk at the Stockton-on-Tees Cor-
poration electricity works, has passed the Intermediate Exami-
nation of the Chartered Institute of Secretaries at Manchester
University,

Roll of Honour.—Captain ftcmDorarj Major) A. E. E.

Pawotjs, of the 7th Battalion Manchestei Regiment, who has
won the Military Cross, was an electrical engineer; .and, with
his father, was interested in estate development in East
Africa.

Private Hare's Hacghton, of the 9th Battalion King's Own
Royal Dancasters, formerly in the employ of Messrs. Mather
ami Piatt, is reported a prisoner of war in Bulgaria.

Sapper Walter F<>\. i f the Royal Engineers, who has just

been gazetted a Second-Lieutenant, was, up to two yea] if

employed tit the Stalyhridge Joint Board's generating station.

and subsequently went to an appointment at Singapore

Private J. McCabe, of the King's Own Scottish Borderer-.

prior to the war employed tit the British Westingb tii

Works. Trallord Park, has been killed in action.

Private \V. Hope, of the 20th Hussars, reported wounded,
was. prior to the war. on the electrical start at the collieries

of Messrs. Fletcher, Burrows & Co., Atherton.

Colonel Brighten, chairman of the Jackson Electric Stove
Co., Ltd., was mentioned in dispatches with reference to fight-

ing in the Gallipoli Peninsula, lie has since, received the

Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George.

Private X. Soper, of the 5th Buffs (Hast Ken! R

mend, who has been wounded in action iii Mesopotamia, was
on the electricit\ staff at the S.E. Railway works at ishforr]

(Kent) before the war. Private A. I.. Baker, of the 5th Buffs

(East Kent Regiment), killed in action in Mesopotamia, was
engaged in the electricity department tit the -tune works.

Private Wm. T. Pi \^ oi the 8th Buffs (East Kent
Regiment), who was. until the war. on the staff of the Esle

of Thanet Electric Tramways Co., has been wounded in action

in Prance.

Sergeant Herberi Nealb. ol the 7th Norfolk Regiment, late

of the stall of the Bradford City tramways department, litis

been killed in action in Prance.

Dance-Sergeant .1. P. (iiu.. ol' the 3rd Company. L8th Batta-

lion King's Liverpool Regiment, who has I n killed by shell

fire in Prance, was, before the war, on the staff of the elec-

tricity department of Walla ej Corporation.

The D.C.M. has been ai led to Regimental Sergeant-

Major Ben '

1 1

:

i

i

•
i

•
. ol the South Pane-. Regiment, svho wa

prmr to tlie war. engaged at Manchester with the British

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., I. til.

i
,

i poral T. I i imiM! <
I the 3rd East f^iics. Field Amim-

I :e, Royal Army Medical Corps, who was engaged at, the

Burj (I Coi poi ati. n electricitj oik-, ha been

awarded the P CM. foi gallantrj at the p.. l: i

Inquiries.—A correspondent who is erecting an over-

head traveller on cast-iron columns 11 ft. high x :. in. diameter,

I in. thick, proposes to fill the columns with fine concrete, and
inquires whether it would be advisable to reinforce the concrete

inside with ji in. iron rods ; aho, whether there would be any
trouble through expansion of the concrete.

A correspondent asks for the address of the maker of " Castle

No. 5 " accumulators.

Obituary.—Mr. Hit. hi. hi Kings] The death occurred

on Pebruarj 5th, in bi >9th year, ol Mi Herbert B u

of Lima, Peru, engineer to the Central and South American
Telegraph Co.

Will.—The late Mr If. \ Taylor (Clarke, Forde S Taylor)

left £42,529.
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REVIEWS,

Specification and Design of Dynamo-Electric Machinery. B\
M. Walker. Ljndon : Longmans, Green & Go. Puce
32s. net.

The author of this book says that a serious apology is needed
for adding another book on the design of dynamos to our
already overcrowded shelves, but as tnere appeared to be no
book of electrical precedents analogous to toe lauious " Con-
veyancing Precedents," compiled by Prideaux, it occurred to

the author that such a book would be oi some use to those
engineers who from time to time have to draw up specifica-

tions for the purchase of electrical machinery. We are glad
that such an idea did so occur to him. The book not only
deals with specifications for electrical machinery, but also

outlines a method by which the specifications may be com-
plied with by manufacturers.
The book is divided into two parte. In Part 1 rules for use

in the design of dynamo-electric machinery are discussed,
while in Part II the specification and the design to meet the
specification arc treated of.

Chapter 1 is introductory, and points out certain well-known
facts in a refreshing manner.
The magnetic circuit is dealt with in Chapter 2. The effect

of the number of poles on the general design is well discussed,
and we are glad to see that attention is drawn to the fact that
revolutions per minute have a superior limit as far as reducing
material goes. Tor example, the material for a 4-pole 25-cycle
machine running at 750 revolutions per minute is rather less

than for a 2-pole machine running at twice the speed. Of
course, special reasons may demand the higher speed in spite
of this fact. Certain neat methods for determining held forms
for salient and distributed windings are given.

In Chapter 3 the electromotive force coefficient is con-
sidered in detail, and a short precis of important papers ja

given.

The vital subject of materials of the magnetic circuit is then
discussed. The author very rightly employs throughout the
book, in the main, the metric system of units. As he says,

this will be the system which will probably be most generally
employed in the future. The reviewer and, in fact, all the
practical designers he is acquainted with, use this system, and
then, where necessary, convert their millimetres into inches
for the benefit of the British workman. Most designers at
some time or other have known two continuous-current motors,
that have been wound to the same specification, to run on test

at appreciably different speeds. This kind of thing is well
accounted for on page 37, where the reasons for considerably
different magnetic properties of cast iron from two different
pourings from the same ladle are dealt with. A number of
prices are given for different kinds of material. These are
quite of the right order at normal times. Iron losses are also
discussed in a clear and practical manner.
Chapter 5 deals with the different parts of the magnetic

circuit, such as shapes of slots and teeth, flux distribution
behind teeth, and so on.
The electric circuit is next considered. A very large number

of winding diagrams are given, all being for alternating-current
generators and motors. The windings are all printed in one
colour, the different phases being indicated by full and dotted
lines. A considerable number of useful tables, not before
easily accessible, are also given. The forces on armature con-
ductors, due to 6hort circuits, etc., are briefly considered, the
reader being referred for full details to the author's classic

paper on the subject, read before the I.E.E. several years ago.
A useful abstract of Field's paper on eddy currents in arma-
ture conductors is also given in this chapter. A misprint
occurs on page 143, in which the diameter of a No. 13 S.W.G.
wiro is given ae .92 in.

The actual design of armature coils and the formers re-
quired for their manufacture is then dealt with in Chapter 7.

A large number of photographic reproductions and line dia-
grams are given, together with specimen specification forms
for different types of mouldings, etc. Altogether this is a
valuable feature, much information not easily obtainable else-
where being presented in a convenient form.

Insulation—in one sense the most important part of a
dynamo-electric machine—is then discussed. The author has
given liberally of his extensive investigations in the subject
as well as of those of others. The mechanical properties and
strength of many types of insulation are given, and also sound
advice regarding pressure teste, insulation resistance, and eo
forth.

Chapter 9 treats of the difficult subject of ventilation. Tur-
bine-driven machinery, as is natural, is discussed more fully
than other types by means of diagrams giving outlines of the
schemes adopted by various makers.
Chapter 10 is devoted to the predetermination of temperature

rise. Much of the information published in the author's paper,
"Heat Paths in Electrical Machinery," before the I.E.E. is

reproduced, together with additional matter. The determina-
tion of this temperature rise will always be the most difficult

part of electrical machine design, but the author deals with
the matter in a searching and scientific manner. At the same
time, the reviewer knows from personal experience that some
of the rules given here do not fit all machines by any means,
the rules, however, always giving results well on the safe side.

Part II of the volume commences in Chapter 11. The speci-
fication and design of alternating-current generators is first

taken. It may be safely 6aid that practically the whole of the
theory of alternating currents that is useful in actual design
is given, and also a fairly complete list of references on the
subject. We are glad to see that it is pointed out that the
ordinary d'-l formula for commencing the design of a new A.c.

generator cannot be intelligently used unless account be taken
of not only the regulating properties of the generator, but
also the effect which the frequency and speed have upon the
number of poles and the cooling conditions of the field coils.

Though the book is certainly not of an elementary character,
we think a list of d I values might have been included as a
preliminary guide. Engine, water wheel, and turbine-driven
alternators are all considered in turn, the treatment on the
whole being quite satisfactory.

Induction motors are next dealt with in a similar fashion.
This time the circle diagram is well to the fore, and also a
table of output coefficients is given.

Chapter 18 deals with continuous-current generators. The
various types of continuous-current windings are not de-
scribed since, as the author says, they are fully dealt with
in many text books, but the principles governing good com-
mutation receive special attention. No dH table is given, but
several different sizes of machines are worked through.
One of the author's specialities is next considered, i.e., rotary

converters. Probably Prof. Miles Walker has done more to-

wards developing this type of electrical apparatus than anyone
else in the country. Much of the ordinary theory of heating
of armature conductors, etc., is not given, quite rightly in a
book of this kind, but a considerable quantity of useful infor-

mation is put forth in an illuminating manner. The applica-

tion of the various rules is exemplified by outlines of the

design of two rotaries. This is a most readable chapter.
The concluding chapter gives a short account of the specifica-

tion and design of phase advancers. The different types of

windings, etc., peculiar to this type of apparatus, are well

described.

Taken on the whole, the book is a mine of wealth for the
experienced designer. Beginners will not progress very far

if they commence with this book—in fact, the author assumes
'

' that the reader is familiar with the laws of electricity and
magnetism as applied to the design of dynamo-electric ma-
chines, and that he is conversant with the theory and operation

of these machines as given in the many excellent text books
on these subjects."
The general method of design is that developed by Mr.

B. G. Lamme, of the American Westinghouse Co.
In the specification part of the volume the author—very

rightly in the reviewer's opinion—takes the view that it is

the function of the consulting engineer or buyer to state pre-

cisely what he wants to buy, and to leave to the manufacturer
the methods of attaining the results called for.

The book is well printed, and will be for years a classic - iii

the subject of which it treats.

Wireless Time Signals

Price 3s. 6d. net.

London: E. & F. N. Spon, Ltd.

The official handbook " Reception des Signaux Eadiotele-

graphiques par la Tour Eiffel." issued by the Paris Bureau of

Longitudes, is of such practical value to navigators, geode-
6ians, explorers, and horologists as to justify completely the

preparation of this authorised translation, to which the trans-

lators have added useful appendices, tables, ami a short

vocabulary, materially increasing the value of the book. To
the. expert this treatise will be found invaluable as a work of

reference; to the amateur it provides a lucid exposition of the

principles of wireless telegraphy, supplemented by practical

notes on the construction of installations suitable for his use

in receiving time and weather signals, etc. The arrangement
and illustration of the book are admirable, and a 'very praise-

worthy feature is that the book deal- thoroughly with its

subject matter, and does not wander outside the fitter; this i-

by no means alwa\^ the case in these days "1 j.-unified and
detailed technology.
The instructions given for the erection and adjustment of

receiving apparatus should enable anyone to get good results

and to take an intelligent interest in the manipulation of his

apparatus. The importance of the Eiffel Tower signals is

discussed briefly in Chapter II, and the nature of the signals

and the means by which they air produced is then described

The remainder of the chapter is devoted to explanation of

methods by which the signals are utilised by the recipient

and allowance made fi i various retardations, etc.. to obtain

a, time reading accurate within 0.1 second or so—which is

near enough for navigation, watchmakers', and most other
practical requirements. For scientific purposes, and for the

benefit, of explorers and geodesians, it is desirable to make yet

more accurate determinations of time, and the general means
by which this is done are indicated in Chapter III. There is

no purpose in seeking higher accuracy of comparison than
1/100 or 1/140 second, and this degree of accuracy is already

attainable. The methods of making and calculating compari-
sons by aid of the scientific time signals are described very

minutely, ami by following the text carefully and referring

to the folding plate and typical record sheets included, the

reader should learn all that can be learnt from paper in this

connection.
Appendix "A" enumerates the time signals and meteoro-

logical radio-telegrams transmitted daily from the Eiffel Tower
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at the time this treatise waa prepared. Appendix "B" deals

with augmented weather reports subsequently arranged, and
.1 miscellany of useful information, including a time-

that in almost every hour of the day and
night there is (in normal times) (some report or official signal

of interest and value, which ran be picked up even by the

amateur. Tables of international time signals, call letters,

code and vocabulary, a useful collection of meteorological

tables, and a good index conclude a volume which is indeeC
!i able to the greal and ever-widening circle of till

tli se interested in wireless." It ie, moreover, a work which
can be studied profitably pending the time when we can
make practical application of the information which it con-

tains.

/ cjii rimental Physios. By II. A. Wilson, F.K S. Cambridge
1 diversity Press. Price 10s. net.

This is a text-1 k of mechanics, heat, sound, and light

issued in the now fj us "Cambridge Physical Series," and
although it emanates from Texas. U.S.A.. the name of H. A.
Wilson, "formerly Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge,"
guarantees its English wholesomeness.
The author admits that the writing of such a book,

primarilj intended for a first-year college course, offers little

[or originality. He appears, however, to have dis-

iderable scope for originality in his decisions
what to include and what to leave out, justifying his selec-

tive li\ remarking, " the kind of text-book which contains a

little about everything does more harm than good."
Dr. Wilson has obviously aimed at excluding everything

n t i f fundamental importance. In each chapter a subject
is discussed theoretically and then a few experiments are
described fully and the various applications mentioned. Such
ubj< cts as Gravitation, Expansion of Solids, Change of State,

< mvection and Conduction. Resonance and Photometry,
appear to lend themselves admirably to the author's "irre-
ducible minimum " method; for it is very true that if a
student thoroughly grasps the principles of, say, Searle's
Conductivity Experiment, there is no need to teach him any
more; he is then in a position to add to his knowledge of
Conduction of Heat by reading up details of other experi-
ments for himself. But it seems to, us that the method
breaks down when it attempts to deal with such a subject
a; " Motion." including uniform, accelerated and simple har-
monic motion, in eight pages. Mechanics, and especially the
early portions of the science, cannot be adequately treated
without frequent recourse to graphical and other examples.
and a mere reading of the chapter in Dr. Wilson's book would
not. we fear, nut the ordinary first>year college student in a

ion to tackle problems in Kinematics. The treatment of

Force and Motion, Work and Energy, and Mechanics of
Rigid Bodies is fuller and, consequently, more satisfactory.
The chanter on " Properties of Liquids " is the best in Part' I

(Mechanics), and suffers least from the author's pronounced
tendency to evaporate his subjects nearly to dryness.
Part II (Heat) is thoroughly sound and satisfactory, the

best chapters nut of eleven excellent ones being those on the
conversion of heat into work and the properties of gases.
The subject of Sound (Part III) naturally involves more

mathematical treatment, but all the essential experiments are
described. The author's capacity for getting to the point in
a very few words is especially noticeable in the sections on
Reflection, Refraction. Interference, and the Composition of
Vibration= The diagrams in this part of the book are also
exceptionally good.
The last navt of the book is devoted to the treatment of

Light and Radiant Energy, and the author follows the usual
methods of dealing with reflection and refraction at plane,
and spherical surfaces. Disnersion and Colour are given
considerable attention, and there are also good chapters on
Velocity of Light. Interference, Diffraction, and Polarisation.

( >n the whole. Dr. Wilson's book is one that can be recom-
mended to first-year college men whose knowledge of phvsics
is scanty; but the mere reading of it will avail but little

without the working of numerous examples. Unfortunately,
there are no exercises given in the book, but references are
given to most of the standard works on the various Bubiects,
so thai :i Btudent who has access to a good reference library
and is prepared to work some examples could pot do better
than adopt Dr Wilson's book, remembering in doing so that,
to adaet an old maxim, " Examples are better than precepts."
-P.H.S.K.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

Rrown's Motor Accessories. Ltd. f 142 891V—This com-
panv ivn registered on February 2nd, with . caoital ..I £6.000 in £1 shares,
to take over the business of motor accessory dealers and electrical engineers
carried on bv II Lodge ind II Rehhinrjton, at 56 ind 58 Renshaw Streei
I.iv moot. .-« Brawn .\ Co. The subscribers (with one share each) are : H.
I.odne. SO. Falconer Street, Liverpool, electrical engineer; H. Bebington, 51,
Bagnt Street. Liverpool, electriral engineer. Private companv. The number
of directors is not to be less than two or more than five: the first are H.
Lodge and H. Bebington. Solicitor : E. Llovd, 31, Korth John Street, Liver-
pool. Secretary (pro tern) : Mary C. Dodd. Registered office : 56 and 58,
Kenshaw Street, Liverpool.

Lidgett Engineering Co., Ltd. (142,921).—This companv
was register! ipltal of £5,000 in £1 shares (1,500
pref.), to take over the business of a mining, electrical and mechanical cngi-

ni.ll mi l.\ ii I- Steavenson, as Stcavcnson & Co., at Lidgett Eler*

trical Engineering on, Barnsley. 'II,

re: G. S. Merpl H Oak lale Koad, Nether
I'll.. Sheffield, i ind steel merchant; <• P. Steavenson, Lidgett House.
Hoyland Common, engineer. Private companv. The nutui

nol to I- Ii si than two 01 mori <<
< are C s Marpli and

1.1 Quatifi '".11. jl 100. R managing
I>v the company. Solicitor: C. I rowther, 23, Abingdon

si,.. ., S.W Registered b; 1 1 & Sol Ltd., 116-117, <

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL

COMPANIES.

Mil

Railless Electric Traction Co., Ltd. (9,872) .- Capital
£5,000 in l,7S( I. shares ol / I eai h ind 5 000 Ii hai la. each
Return dated Jaouarj 6th, 1916. 2. .".71 ord. and 5.000 del. .-hare, taken up
/I pei share called up on 2,05 1, shares; £1,1)16 p
arrears; £"65 considered as paid on 515 ord. and 5,000
charges; Nil.

Cordoba Light, Power and Traction Co., Ltd. (99,640).—
Capital, £1,000,000 In £l share- (800,000 p. el.. 600,000 ord., and 100.000
pref. or ord.). Return dated December 30th, 1915. 300,000 pref. and 600,000
ord. shares taken up; £1 per share called up on 300,000 pref. an! 170,100
ord.; £470,100 paid; £4211.011(1 o.n-i. lei ol a- paid on 129.900 ord. -hares.

Mortgages and charges : £182,700.

Power Oas Corporation, Ltd. (70,860).—Capital, 4300,000
ii 350,000 ord. shares of £1 each anil 1011,000 def. shares of 10s. each. Return
dated December 30th. 1915. 2411,020 ord. and 100.000 del. -hares taken up
(exclusive of 380 old. forfeited); £1 per share called up on 183,158 ord. shores;

£183,478 paid (including £320 paid on 380 ord. shares forfeited); £116.41)2
considered as paid on 66,462 ord. and 100,000 def. -hare-. Mortgages and
charges : £75,000.

Electro Galvanizers. Ltd. (138,767).—Capital, £20,000 in

£1 shares (12.0UO first pref., 5.000 second pref., and 3,000 ord.). Return
daled January 14th. 1916. 11,500 first pref., 4.6(10 second pref., and 3.000 ord.

shares taken up; £19,100 considered as paid. Mortgages and charges: Nil.

Colston Electrical Works, Ltd.—Mortgage on moneys pay.
able to the company by the Corporation of Bristol (or installing electric light-

ing and electric bells at the Hani Green Sanatorium, Somerset, dated January
25th, 1916, to secure all moneys due or to become due from companv to

Capital Si Counties Bank, Ltd.," Clare Street, Bristol.

Masham and District Electric Supp.-v Co., Ltd.— Particu-
lars of £50(1 debenture.-, created January 19th, 1916, Bled pursuant to Section

93 (3) ol the Companies (Consolidation) Act, 1908, amount of the present issue

being £440. Property charged: The company's undertaking and property,

present and luture, including uncalled capital (if any). No trustees.

Eoote and Milne, Ltd.—Mortgage derx mure, dated [anu-
arv 28th, 1916, to secure £6,000, charged on the company's undertaking and

property, present and future, including uncalled capital. Holders: London
Countv"& Westminster Bank, Ltd., 41, Lothbury, E.C.

Hindhead and District Electric Light Co., Ltd. (78,361).
—Capital, £30,000 in £1 shares. Return dated May 17th. 1915. 24.142

shares taken up"; £13,642, paid; £10.500 considered as paid. Mortgages and
charges : £4.4511. Returns of allotments mode up to October 21st and

December 19th. 1915. show a further 465 ord. and 42 urd. sin

lively allotted fur cash.

Burraah Electric Tramwavs and Lighting Co., Ltd.
(75,090).—Capital. £200.000 in £5 s'hares (20.000 pref.). Return dated

January 7th, 1916. All shares taken up; £5 per share called up on the

prel.; £100.000 paid; £100,000 considered as paid on the ord. Mortgages

and charges: Nil.

CITY NOTES.

.. , . . The net profit for 191.5 was £-21,209 (1914,
Yorkshire £20,535), plus £3,049 brought forward. Pre-
hlectric ference dividend (6 per cent.) has been paid.

Power Co. £7.500 put to general reserve, £1,908 written
off the 1915 Bill. 1 per cent, is to be paid on the ordinary
shares, and £2,478 is to be carried forward. Co6te of all

materials, especially coal, have been very heavy, but there
has been a substantial growth of gross revenue. 27 per cent,

of the staff enlisted, and men of military age have attested,

and there has been difficulty in obtaining experienced labour
and in maintaining the supply. The supply has been largely
used by munitions factories, and the demands upon the com-
pany in connection with collieries and coke ovens with their

associated chemical works for the extraction of valuable pro-

ducts from coal have grown considerably. £13,840 cum. pref.

shares have been taken up during the year. Of the 5i per
cent, first mortgage debenture stock of the Yorkshire Waste
Heat Co., Ltd., only £19,205 is left, and the directors com-
mend this stock to the proprietors of the Power Co. Annual
meeting : February 15th.

During 1915 the revenue was £106,044,
Lanarkshire an increase of £6.S66, and the expenses

Tramways Co. were £60.091. an increase of £1,896. £11,000
is to lie transferred to depreciation reserve,

and after providing for debenture and other interest and other
items £20.971 is available. A dividend of 5J per cent, for the
year is paid, and £958 is carried forward. £4,500 debentures
have been purchased and redeemed during the year. Four
more motor omnibuses will be put into service in March. The
accounts will be issued yearly in future, instead of hnlf-vearlv.
Passengers carried 20,526.000, as against 19,394,282; traffic

receipts £104,990, as against £97,958; mileage, 2,264,922, as
against 2,330,903.
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St. James' During 1915 the connections increased

and Pa.l Mall frorn 1.3,1-23 kw. to 16,305 k\v., and 1U,674,6U9

blectric Ligat units were supplied; the Central Electric

Co., Ltd. Supply Co. is paying no dividend tor the

year. War conditions have again reduced

revenue. The net profit was £18,8il6, plus £2,417 brought for-

ward, and £4,500 is transferred from the contingency fund.

Alter paying 7 per cent, on the preference shares and 8 per

cent, on the ordinary, £2,752 is to be carried forward. 'Ihe

units generated by steam plant were 970,514, and purchased

L-2,842,237 13,812,751. Private supply required the number
stated above, works accounted for 242,343, batteries 267,103,

transmission and transformation for 1,899,552, and distribu-

tion, &c., for 729,144. At the annual meeting on Tuesday
next shareholders will be asked to increase the borrowing

powers from one-half the nominal capital to £50,000 iri excess

of that amount.

The directors' report lor 1915 shows as

Metropolitan follows .-—Total net income £595,676, plus

Railway Co. £11,458 brought forward. Deducting inter-

est, renewals, and preference dividend..

£77,693 is available for ordinary dividend, which i.^ 1 per cent,

for the year, leaving £13,041 to carry forward; £15,000 has

been transferred to general renewals fund. The ordinary divi-

dend for 1914 was £1 4s., and £11,458 was carried forward.

The m -u viaduct at Kilburn had brought considerable _ addi-

tional traffic, owing to the improved train service that it had
made p ssible. Under the arrangement with the Government,
the company pays interest on the capital outlay on new lines

and works, but receives no benefit from the improved earn-

ings, and representations have been made to the Government
i ii the I" int. Traffic on the G.N. and City section has largely

increased. Notwithstanding the dislocation of business, the

traffic of the entire railway was larger than in 1914 and 1913,

and, while every possible economy had been introduced, they

had not materially reduced the number of trains run. The
annual meeting was held yesterday.

Traffic receipts during 1915 increased by

Llandudno and £1,811, largely due to the Old Golwyn ex-

Colwyn Bay tension, but increased cost of stores and
Electric frequent changes in staff caused less effi-

Railway, Ltd. cient and less economical working, so that

*\n- net profit is £5,414, onlv slightly larger

than for lid! (£5,144). Adding £562 brought forward and
deducting sinking fund instalment, etc., .£4,408 is available,

and a dividend of 4 per cent, absorbs £3,976, leaviug £432 to

carry forward. The sinking fund instalment is considered

sufficient to meet depreciation. The route length in operation
i; now 85 miles, and all the lines for which powers have been
obtained have been constructed. Annual meeting : February
11th.

For 1915 the revenue was £68,079 and
Paisley the expenditure £45.737. After allowing

District for debenture and other interest and sink-

Tramways Co. ing fund charges, and including £3,206
brought forward, the balance is £19,488.

£6,500 is put to reserve, 5 per cent, is paid on the preference
shares, £2,000 is put to preference share sinking fund, and
£3.478 is to be carried forward. Traffic receipts increased by
£6.141, but expenses have largely increased. Work on the

maintenance of track and rolling stock is deferred owing to

scarcity of labour, and £2,000 more than usual has been qar-

ried to reserve for this purpose in future,. The system is being
carried on with difficulty, nwmg to abnormal circumstances,
but so many munition workers use the system that the
number of cars run cannot be reduced. Passengers carried
14.978.962. as against 13.755,904; care mileage 1,367,926, as

against 1,378.120. Annual meeting : February 29th.

During 1915 the revenue was £60,917, an
Chatham and increase of £9,865, and the expenses were
District Light £32,230, a heavy increase. £6,000 is to be
Railways Co. transferred to depreciation reserve, and

after providing for rent of Rochester Cor-
i ration lines £3,744, debenture and other interest, and other
items, £15,733 is available. After paying 6 per cent, on the
ordinary shares for the year. £3,150 is carried forward. Owing
to shortage of labour and other causes, the track and rolling
stock have not been maintained in their usual state of repair;
£1,000 has been put to maintenance reserve to enable these

t

repairs to be carried out when labour conditions are more
favourable. A reduced service of cars has been run. £8,200
debentures have been repurchased and redeemed. Passengers
carried 12.755.428. as aaainst 10.662.928; traffic receiDts
£60.357. as against £50,439; car mileage 1.029.535. as against
1.133.762.

Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd.—The units
sold during the five weeks ended December 31st, 1915 were
1,778,448, compared with 1,221,134 units in 1914.

Liverpool Overhead Railway Co.—A final dividend on the
ordinary shares at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum brings
up the total distribution to 3i per cent, for the year.

Cambridge Electric Supplv Co.. Ltd.—A final dividend of
3 per cent, on the ordinary shares brings the total distribution
up -to 5 per cent, for 1915".

Dublin United Tramways Co., Ltd.—Mr. W. M.
Miki-hi, the chairman, told shareholders at the annual meet-

ing that the gross receipts for 1915 were the largest in their

history, being £333,589, against £321,896 in 1914, of which

LI I. i'o i was due to an increase in passenger traffic. The gross

expenses exceeded those of 1914 by £18,143, the increase in

expenses being greater than that in receipts by £6,140. Be-

sides producing 803,389 more units of electric current, the

average cost of about 24,000 tons of coal consumed was 3s.

a ton higher than in 1914, being 18s. 5d. against 15s. 5d. The
greatest increase in expenses was under the head of main-

tenance, amounting to £10,154, £2,700 of which represented

new car motors and electrical ear equipment.

Tyneside Tramways and Tramroads Cg.— The directors

recommend a dividend of 3 per cent., less income-tax, on the

ordinary shares, £1,400 is placed to reserve for renewals, £500

to special reserve, £290 is applied to loss on conversion ol

i nsols into War Loan, and £625 is to be carried forward.

Dr. I. T. Merz, at the meeting on Tuesday, said that the

receipts bad not been materially interfered with. There had

been a marked increase in the ordinary traffic, but the holiday

traffic bad been less by some £1,400. They had run fev.e,

ears, but bad earned more passengers. The increase in ex-

penditure was largely due to repairs and upkeep of the fine.

Sunderland District Electric Tramways, Ltd.—After pro-

viding for interest on the prior lien bonds and the first mort-

gage debentures, and for sinking fund instalment, and making
provision for depreciation on investments, there remains a

net profit of £1.759. After paying interest at the rate of 2J

per cent, per annum (less income-tax) on the first income
bonds. £651 is to lie carried forward. The traffic receipts

show a deeiease of £522, but owing to economies in working
expenses there is an increase in the profit of £580. The
annual meeting was held in London on Tuesday.

Electrical and Industrial Investment Co., Ltd.—The net

revenue for 1915 was £11.500, plus £10,377 brought forward.
Alter paying 6 per cent, on the preference and 5 per cent, on
the preferred ordinary shares, £10,878 is to be carried for-

ward. The investments have been written down in accord-

ance with the capital reduction scheme (£85,500). The bal-

ance at credit oi reserve is £29,372. The company holds 225

investments standing at £545.681. Annual meeting: Febru-
aiy 16th.

Central Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—During 1915 eriergv

was supplied to the Westminster. St. James', and Chelsea
Companies to the tune of 28,984,437 units. After allowing for

sinking fund and depreciation, the net balance is £1 17s. Id.,

plus £6 brought forward, and the amount is to be carried

forward.

City of Buenos Aires Tramways Co. (1904). Ltd.—The
annuity has been received from the Anglo-Argentine Tram-
ways Co., and the net revenue for 1915 was £66,341. After

paying 5 per cent, dividend for the year, £4,200 is transferred

to the general amortisation fund, carrying forward £141.

National Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—A final dividend of

4s. 6d., making 7s. per share for the year, as compared with

8s. for 1914, is announced. £633 is carried forward, as com-
pared with £1,310 brought in. £5,000 is put to depreciation.

National Gas Engine Co., Ltd.—The net profit for 1913

is £70, 96o. After paying 7i per cent, on the ordinary,

£30,520 is to be carried forward. Annual meeting: February
15th.

Smithfield Markets Electric Supplv Co.. Ltd.—Dividend
2 per cent, for year, carrying forward £1,300.

Parsons Marine Steam Turbine Co., Ltd.—Interim divi-

dend 10 per cent., less tax.

Wadebridge and District Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—

A

dividend of 6 per cent, is announced.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Tuesday Evening.

The electricity supply market was not affected by the divi-

dend declarations which have been made up to the present.

The West End companies, as it was generally supposed they
would, have lowered their rates, but the South London pro-

vided a pleasant surprise by announcing the same dividend as

that of a year ago—namely, 5 per cent.—on the strength of

which the' shares rose 7s. 6d. to 3L The St. James' & Pall

Mall Co. has lowered its dividend to 8 per cent., being a

reduction of 2 per cent, as compared with last year. Business
for weeks past has been very quiet in the whole of this sec-

tion, as we have noted from time to time; so it can scarcely

be said that the Stock Exchange market has undergone any
pronounced change. There is more doing in Latin-Canadian
issues than in most of the home electrical securities; while
the activity in rubber shares has been resumed to some extent.

The effect of the removal of minimum prices from Colonial

Government stocks has been carried still further amongst the

ranks of gilt-edged descriptions in the industrial departments.
Where prices remain the same as they stood before the changes
came about, the holder should hesitate to congratulate him-
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self until be finds that the nominal quotation is an actual one
from the p6int of view of the seller. II is, however, cheerful

to observe how the Colonial stocks, which were exceedingly

weals when the market in them wa allowed to become a free

one. have now mended considerably. Buyei have come for-

ward i" such an extent that the trouble is ol presenl to find

fcocli to ati i\ them, instead of the other way round ;
and

this, of course, exerts its sympathetic influence upon thi

ii. 1 enture stocks, prefereni e hare . and pn ordinary

ol industrial and most othei companiei
Business generally is quiet, and the declaration ol .1 satis

factory batch of Home Railway dividends left the market
cold. The railways arc certainly lifting better than might

have been expected or supposed ; and ii thej can make such
good progress under the presenl difficult conditions, the out-

look may be regarded with composure for the future.

Reference has already been made' to the revival of orders

in the Latin-Canadian list. It has been fairly well distri-

buted over tiie principal companies concerned, and a goodpart
.it the buying is known to proceed from New York—this in

spite of the fact that United States investors are obviouslj

troubled as to the potentialities contained in the presenl diplo-

matic situation between their country and Germany.
Pennsylvania Water & Power shares have risen 3 points

t.i 78J, Shawinigan is 21 uji at 138, there are buyers about

for Kaministiquia Power capital stock, and Canadian General
lilectrics are harder. On the other hand, the Mexican group
i.s very dull. Several of the bunds in the utility companies
are lower, the falls ranging from 1 to '! points. The news from
Mexico is far from encouraging; and although hope has not

yet been lost, and optimists avow that Mexico stands upon
the very eve of a turn in her fortunes, there arc certainly

no buyers of Mexican stocks. Per contra, if good news does
come in, quotations will be restored with a rapidity even
greater than that with which they fell ; and the risky specu-

lator has plenty of scope for Ids fancy in this department just

now.
British Columbia Electric preference stock has fallen 3

points, and the yield therefore rises to over 9 per cent, on the

money. The information which comes from Vancouver seems
to suggest that British Columbia has so far missed its proper-

share of the more cheerful financial conditions that prevail

in Canada, as compared, say. with a year ago.

In the foreign section, Brazilian Tractions have fallen back
to .491, two or three hundred shares c ing to market and
finding no willing home awaiting them. Anglo-Argentine
Trams second preference rose to ''•',. and the remaining Issues

in this group are steady. The. Telegraph market is irregular.

Great Northerns are 5s. better, and Anglo-American preferred
gained a point to 101$—this, bj the way, being the price

which the Treasury is bidding for New York Telephone 4J
per cent, bonds. Oriental Telephones have weakened, the
price going back 3s. 9d. on the offer of shares the other day.
Marconis are dull at 37s. lid., the subsidiaries being also in-

clined to weaken after their recent spurt. Globe ordinary at

10J are the fraction down.
Amongst manufacturing shares, British Westinghouse pre-

ference are prominent with a rise of 2s. to '2i. more than re-

covering their reaction of last week. Callenders gained
4. and Edison & Swan fully-paid shares rose 5s. to 1J, although
the partly-paid at 7s. are a trifle lower. Babcock & Wilcox
declined 1/16, while other iron and steel shares are mainly
good.
The price of copper had a dramatic jump of ,t'4 a ton on

Tuesday morning, and this brought about a sharp rise in the
prices of most copper shares. The rubber market exhibits
noticeable strength, and there is still a remarkable amount of
business doing, the demand for shares coming from all parts
of the country. The spring reports of the companies and the
final dividends are sure to make good reading for the share-
holders, and it is largely upon the stsength of expectations-
connected with these that the market is so hod in tone.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.

ELECTRIC TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY
TRAFFIC RETURNS.
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NOTES ON ELECTRIC WELDING PRACTICE.

(Continuedfrom page 133.)

Clamping.—The question of the arrangement of
the clamping jaws is important in any butt welding
operation, i'ne jaws have necessarily to be heavy
and to have large contact surface to carry the heavy
welding current without overheating themselves or
the work. On the other hand, their considerable
mass and clamping surface offers a ready path for
escape of heat by conduction from the weld, and a
certain projection of the work is desirable to hasten
and localise heating and save current. If the nature
of the work demands support close up to the joint,

the current used must be heavier to " overtake " the
more rapid cooling.

Wrought iron or mild steel bars of equal section
each project £ to § of their diameter if the weld is

to be made on the impact or flash principle, but if a
boss is to be built up, more extensive heating is re-

quired, and each rod projects £ to f diameter.
Copper and brass, owing to their high thermal con-
ductivity and the greater amount of stock absorbed
in the weld (due to the metal being practically molten
at the moment of upsetting), must project consider-
ably more than iron—say, i| to 2\ diameters for
copper and rather less for brass. A weld in small
copper wire may take up i diameter or more of stock.

In order that both pieces welded may reach welding
heat at the same moment, it is necessary that the re-

lative cooling facilities be the same for each, and this

is particularly important where copper, aluminium
or brass are concerned, for the weld must then be
completed directly welding heat is reached. It there-

fore follows that if one piece is of larger section or
of more highly conducting metal than the other, it

(the first) should project further from the jaws. The
projection is roughly proportional to sectional area
of work in the case of unequal sizes of the same
metal; and where different metals are concerned com-
pensation should be made by projection or sectional
area (or both) for differences in thermal conductivity.

j±
The conductivity of copper being about six times that t

of wrought iron, the copper should project say three z|

times as far as the wrought iron in case of a weld ^-v
being desired between the two. If possible, the sec- (£*)
tion of the copper should be reduced as well. To
secure correct degree and timing of heating, a low
carbon steel to be welded on to a high carbon steel

should project 2\ or 3 times as far as the latter

—

say, if and 5 diameter respectively.

The procedure in practice is to set up two pieces
with approximately correct actual and relative pro-
jections as determined by experience, and then to
make a trial weld, noting the time taken to attain
welding heat and the uniformity of heating, etc.

Locating stops and upsetting springs or weights
being once adjusted, their setting should be noted
for future guidance, and repetition work can be at
once commenced. Tables or charts can be drawn
up bo facilitate adjustments for given classes of work.
In cases other than that of simple end to- end weld-

ing of round or rectangular stock, the disposition of
the jaws is of even greater importance, and it is some-
times necessary to employ auxiliary heating to allow
for the greater mass or conductivity of one piece.
Typical examples of the kind of problem involved are
illustrated by figs. 19-21. In the case of the simple
right angle corner weld a projection ratio (a/b) of
2: 1 will generally allow for the easier escape of heat
along a as compared with b. A tee-joint offers yet
greater opportunity for heat escape along a (fig. 20)
as compared with b, and, unless the jaw c is com-
paratively near that edge of a remote from b, the
zone of heating is as dotted due to lateral conduction
in a and heat absorption by c. A simple means of
getting over the trouble is to use three jaws as in
fig. 21, first passing current between 1, 1 till the piece
A is sufficiently preheated, and then passed between

i and 1, 1 to complete the weld. This course is prac-
tically essential if the piece b is considerably lighter
in section than a. The two current distributions may
be effected by a 2-way switch, or two distinct transf-

ormers may be used as shown diagrammatically in
fig- 25> ^ the nature and amount of work justifies the
construction of a special machine. The sketch is

self-explanatory, the essential feature being the use
of two transformers, s t, to preheat the heavier piece
and weld on the tee-piece respectively. In the past
gas flames have been used for preheating, but, except
for nlling-in or building-up work using arc equip-
ment, it is difficult to conceive any case to which
electric preheating-clamps cannot be applied advan-
tageously.

Building up a tee-piece from three separate piece?
is easily effected by a 3-jaw arrangement, as in figs.

22, 23. The pieces a, b are first butt-welded, and in-
cidentally preheated for the second operation of
welding c into the first-formed burr.
The question of jaw or electrode shape is closely

associated with that of clamp arrangement, and.
whilst demanding special consideration for each case
is solved by application of the general principles
already enunciated. For ordinary butt welding the
clamping jaws have to represent a compromise be-
tween massiveness required to carry very heavy
currents and lightness required to reduce heat ab-
straction from the work; from the mechanical stand-
point, they must admit quick insertion and removal
of work, and transfer sufficient clamping and lateral
force to the latter without injuring its surface. To

®
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in milk of lime. The gripping surface for the jaws
(in butt welding) should be clean as well as the actual
welding surface. By attending to preliminary clean-

ing overheating at the jaws is prevented, time and
current are saved, and the risk of flaws is eliminated.
Something has already been said regarding electric

preheating by resistance-heat; generally it is limited

by considerations of cost to comparatively light

pieces. Any piece which can be welded by the resist-

ance process can, of course, be preheated by the
same means, and having welded, say, a wheel tire,

the whole of the latter can be heated electrically

for shrinking-on purposes, conveniently and with

Fig. 25.

economy. In the case of castings or other massive
.pieces, preheating by gas-torch or by gas ring or

coke tire or mutrle furnace is generally desirable.

Electric resistance welding is then impracticable, and
though an arc between separate electrodes (e.g.,

Yoltex) could be used, the heating effect would
generally be too intense and too local.

More or less mechanical preparation is necessary
in all but the simplest welding jobs. Except in the
case of very thin plates (to which arc welding is not
very safely applicable), the edges of plates to be arc
welded should be chamfered to ensure penetration of

heat and added metal. To allow for the difficulty of

sound welding throughout the thickness of a flange

on a pipe, the former should be bored taper and the
latter bell-mouthed, thus affording valuable me-
chanical support to the weld.
Various means of clamping and preheating to allow

for inequality of section or mass in butt welding have
been described, but best of all is to arrange that the
sections welded are equal whenever possible. This
can frequently be arranged either by preliminary

' T'-^-J -„ 13
Pig. 26.

machining or by judicious selection of the position
of the joint. For instance, in welding bolt heads to

bar stock (to save machining the whole belt from the

solid), the weld should not be at the base of the head
itself: rather should the head blank be chosen large

enough to permit \ in. or so to be turned down to

the bolt diameter, the weld being then made on the

end of the stub so formed (a, fig. 26). Not only is

the ease and reliability of welding thus increased,
but cleaning up the finished joint is facilitated.

Similarly, the joint between a knife and metal
handle should be made at b b, fig. 26—where there is

uniform section on either side, and the small welding
fin is easily ground off.

(Tv be ran tinned.)

MODERN PRINTING TELEGRAPHY.

On January 27th Mr. H. H. Harrison, A.M.I.E.E., read a

paper before the Institution of Electrical Engineers on the

principles of modern printing telegraphy, in the course of

which he reviewed the history of the subject, and described

the essential features of the various systems that have been

evolved. The system invented by David Hughes in 1894 was
the first to achieve permanent success, and Was followed by
the Baudot multiple system 20 years later. The broad prin-
ciples on which a printing telegraph should be designed were
first clearly defined by Donald Murray, in hie classic paper
read before the Institution iu 1905. Almost all inventors of

modern systems have adopted the five-unit alphabet, with
the result that the devices employed by them follow similar
lines. A fundamental requirement for success is that the
operation of the system shall not depend upon the strength,
but the direction of the received current, unless, as in the
case of a submarine cable, the line is far removed from
external electrical disturbances. By varying the number,
duration, or moment of appearance of the signal elements a

single wire can be employed to transmit impulses which select

the desired characters, cause them to be printed on a tape,
and advance the tape for the next letter.

Using the five-unit system, means have been devised to

enable each combination of signals representing a letter to

be dispatched by the simple depression of a key, as in ordin-
ary typewriting; but in order to avoid loss of time due to

other necessary operations it is found better to store the
signal permutations so that the line can be kept working
whilst the operator is otherwise engaged, rather than to send
the signals direct to line as formed. The usual method of

storage is by causing the depression of each key to perforate a

paper tape in a corresponding manner, the tape being then
fed into a mechanical transmitter. Arrangements have been
devised for enabling errors in keying to be obliterated without
affecting the receiving apparatus, and for stopping the trans-

mitter when it outruns the perforating mechanism, in order
to avoid tearing the tape. The transmitter is automatically
started again directly the operator catches up with it by a
device due to Murray. At the receiving end the signal

sequences are stored, and combined to set the printing wheel,
which then prints the proper character, and the mechanism
is automatically reset for the next letter. Ingenious devices
have been developed to enable the printing to be effected

either on a tape, on a continuous web of paper, or on separate
pages, which are automatically fed into the mechanism ; not
only so, but the sender can ensure starting each message, on
a fresh page, and the mechanism even sends him a warning
signal when a page is full.

For circuits carrying comparatively little traffic, the single-

channel low-speed stop-by-6tep printer, using the Baudot
alphabet, and perforated tape, and manually-operated, is quite

suitable. Several systems are described by the author, includ-

ing one of his own invention. A feature worthy of note in

6ingle-channel printers is that in order to give time for print-

ing a letter without delaying the working of the system, two
groups of setting magnets can be employed, so that while
one character is being printed the next can be prepared.
This is known as the "overlap" principle.

All modern high-capacity systems depend for their opera-
tion on the maintenance of synchronism between rotating

mechanisms at both ends of the line, which involves two main
requirements—the maintenance of uniform angular velocity

of the rotary devices, and the maintenance of a definite phase
relationship between the sending and receiving apparatus.
Numerous devices have been worked out for these purposes,
and are described by the author. Usually a shunt-wound
electric motor is the driving agent, and is provided with a
fly-wheel with special fluid damping features.

Speed governing is effected with the aid of a tuning-fork,

eo connected with regard to the motor that resistance in

series with the armature is periodically short-circuited for

longer or shorter periods and the speed maintained constant.

The "phonic wheel" of Rayleigh and La Cour, which con-

sists,, of an iron star-wheel kept in rotation by alternating

currents supplied by means of a vibrating reed, makes a most
satisfactory and reliable motor of constant speed. To keep
the sending and receiving apparatus in step with one another,

one is made the controller and the other is adjusted to run
slightly faster or slower: means are then provided for auto-

matically correcting the phase of the latter whenever it departs
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from exact agreement by a known amount. The corrections
can be generated by the signals themselves; several methods
of doing this have been devised and are described.
Th last section of the paper deals with modern develop-

ments, tending to economise time and plant. The high-speed
one-channel apparatus is known as " automatic," and the
low-speed multi-channel apparatus " multiplex," but in many
respects they are identical. The latest high-speed system is

capable of printing 1,000 letters per minute without blurring,
the paper being struck against the type-wheel by an electro-
magnetic, hammer which is actuated by a condenser discharge.
The printing time in any multiple system does not involve
waste of line time, so that overlap is not necessary ; the line
is practically placed at the disposal of one, two, or more, up
to five or six, operators in succession for the transmission of

signals, by the rotation of distributors divided into sectors.
As the signals may be 6ent in either direction, by each
•channel, it is evident that a variety of combinations of traffic

can be made. Here a difficulty arises on long lines, due to

the appreciable lag of the incoming signals, so that they
begin to encroach on the outgoing signals, and special means
have to be adopted for dealing with this trouble, which
reduces the efficiency of line use ; in fact, if the lag is serious,

it is preferable to use separate lines for up and down traffic.

The signals can be automatically repeated at intermediate
stations, and as distortion of the signals results from repeated
repetitions, they can also be retransmitted in as perfect a

form as that in which they were first dispatched, and this

process greatly increases the flexibility of the multiplex tele-

graph.
The author concludes that the five-unit equal-letter alphabet

now holds the field, and that high-capacity systems trans-
mitting letter by letter at 40-45 words per minute, per printer
unit can be made of strong construction and at diminishing
first cost. Except where saving of line time is of the first

importance, it is better to provide special segments for the
Correcting impulses rather than to correct by the signals
themselves, the former method having the
advantage of automatic phase-finding. On
the less important circuits the type-wheel
tape printer of low first cost has a large

field, but for the high-capacity circuit the

page printer holds undisputed sway.
In the discussion which followed the author

received many congratulations on the com-
prehensive character of his paper, which Mr.
Donald Murray regarded as sufficiently de-

tailed to enable any competent engineer to

construct such apparatus.
In opening the discussion, Sir William

Slingo pointed out that printing telegraphy
had been hindered in its early 6tages by con-
servative feeling, but its increased legibility,

saving in time of transcription, &c, were
now appreciated, and it was now a question
of high-speed automatic I'craus multiplex
working. He noted the absence of reference
to photographic methods, which the author
subsequently discounted from a practical

standpoint, and discussed at some length the

Siemens automatic system, which, he said,

attained a working speed of 166 words a

minute, but Mr. Harrison did not think this

speed would be maintained in practice. The
Morse code was not twice as long as the
five-unit code, the proportion being 8 : 5.

He disagreed with some of the author's con-
clusions, and thought that page printing

would in the end prove more satisfaction'

than tape printing.

Col. Squier urged telephone and telegraph
engineers to draw freely on wireless develop-
ments with a view to improving their art.

while Mr. Walter Judd pointed out that the Eastern Co.'s

long-distance cables were fitted with the Creed system and
perforators; all messages were printed off ready for delivery
in tin- city.

Mr. Donald Murray pointed out by comparison w:ith the
interconnected electric supply system on the N.E: Coast -(see

Elec. Rev., page 28) that a great deal remained to be accom-
plished before a paper on printing telegraph networks could
J>s written. Mr. Raymond-Barker suggested that to complete
the comparison of telegraphic codes, a graph of the cable
code should be added; the word "London" would represent
49 units as against 09 units with Morse, and Major Booth,
referring to the same comparison, said the results could not
be taken as an indication of value for line working; he
thought Mr. Murray had been surprised to see the Hughes
instrument printing as fast as his up-to-date apparatus, but
it was illegible. He also doubted whether any ordinary type-
writing mechanism would stand the high speeds of modern
telegraphy.
Mr. Tyrrell mentioned the reliability of the Baudot appa-

ratus at Antwerp just at the time of its surrender, and
despite the efforts made to interfere with the working; he
pointed out, in reply to Sir William Slingo's suggestion that
printed messages would not have been trusted 20 years ago,

that many thousands of printed telegraph messages were
being distributed in the city, to stockbrokers and others,

quite 30 years ago.

THE "MACHINERY AGE" IN FARMING.

An interesting review of the economic conditions which will

confront the British farming community after the present

war—and which are even now influencing this industry—was
contained in a paper presented at the last meeting of the
Farmers' Club in London recently, by Mr. W. J. Malden.
The theme of both the paper and discussion which followed
it, was the inevitable necessity of meeting the deficiency of
manual and animal labour by the introduction of power-driven
appliances on a wholesale scale, particular stress being laid
on the value of the oil motor for ploughing and other purposes.

It is not for us to discuss the pros and cons of oil or steam
power on the farm, but rather to point out that at the best,

either is merely a stepping-6tone to the use of electricity for
all farm purposes : for power, traction, light, intensive culti-

vation of crops, poultry incubation, and the production of
artificial fertilisers. At present the farmer is groping in the
dark, and we share with the author his difficulty in under-
standing why the Board of Agriculture should not employ the
highest engineering skill, as well as the best chemical, veteri-

nary, bacteriological, and poultry experts. Assuredly there is

need of expert guidance to ensure that the future of agricul-
tural engineering generally shall not be wrecked on a side
issue.

We have previously drawn attention to this subject* and
urged on the Board the necessity of opening an inquiry into
the subject of agricultural electric supply generally, with a
view to studying our national requirements in this connection,
because sufficient evidence has been' obtained to place beyond
doubt the utility of electrical methods on the farm, and,
furthermore, because the economic prosperity of the country
demands that steps shall be taken to co-ordinate our industrial
operations, particularly where they can be made interdepen-
dent and mutually helpful to one another. Although, judging
from the remarks made by Mr. Maiden, one might almost

Generating Plant on a Nottinghamshire Farm.

assume that an oil or petrol motor-driven tractor for plough-
ing, or other purposes, represents the panacea for all present

and future farming troubles, and that the newly-discovered
adaptability of this type of machine is such as to discount
experiment in other directions, yet he himself admits that the

(oil) motor is in a comparatively crude form, and that whether
it would be 6o valuable in cultivating small British fields in a
climate so wet as ours, and where so much land is on the

heavy side, as a tractor or windlass hauler—avoiding the

necessity of running heavy engines over land after it has been
ploughed—has yet to be proved.
We have touched on this matter because it would be a

great mistake to defer consideration of the known utility of

electrical methods generally on the farm, solely because an
unproved oil or petrol tractor for ploughing and haulage
has made its appearance, especially as electrical ploughing has
distinct possibilities of its own. Experimental electric plough-
ing on an extensive scale has taken place in several European
countries with favourable results in comparison with steam
and oil power; in Germany a number of electric ploughing
equipments are in operation, while in this country we can
point to a small Nottinghamshire farm—to which we refer

later on—which ha6 depended on electricity for ploughing,
thrashing, and power and lighting generally, for several years

past, apparently with, satisfaction to the owner.

•Elec. Rev., December 3rd, 191-5-, page 729.
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Given suitable recognition of the utility of electrical methods
on the farm, the apparent obstacle of the moment—the lack

of supply facilities in agricultural areas—could be easily over-

come, especially in the neighbourhood of the established supply
undertakings which, as has been shown in our pages, are

sufficiently numerous and widespread t<> cater for the initial

requirements of any general scheme for farm and village

supply. We have it on the authority of Mr. Maiden's paper
that an almost unlimited number of " motors" (oil or petrol

engines and tractors) could be sold to the farming community

tackle overcame this difficulty it introduced others equally

serious—the ploughing engine being too heavy to run over
the land in wet weather, and in any case requiring the ser-

vices of two or three men and a horse to carry fuel and water,
in addition to three men working the ploughing tackle.

Mr. Chorlton called in Messrs. E. 0. Walker & Co., engi-
neers, of Manchester, who designed and installed the equip-
ment which has been in use since 1910. This consists of a
25-H i . suction gas engine, with producer, &c, driving by
means of a belt a, 500-volt direct-current dynamo, this plant

Electrically-operated Plough, with Haulage Trolley, Overhead Wires, &o.

at the present time—in fact, the machinery age in farming

has arrived, and, despite the difficulties which beset us at the

moment, the present is a golden opportunity which may not

occur again to introduce power appliances to the farmer and

one which electrical engineers and electricity suppliers would

do well to seize on with a view to the future development of

electricity supply in the hitherto neglected agricultural

districts.

being installed in an outbuilding at the farm, where it supplies

electric lighting and local power requirements. In addition,

this plant supplies overhead distribution wires, which are

carried on poles to various parts of the farm, and which supply

the electric ploughing tackle in the field.

The ploughing gear is on similar lines to steam ploughing

tackle, consisting of two special trolleys carrying electrically-

driven haulage gears, which are placed at opposite sides of

Haulage Trolley fitted with Electric Motor and Pulley for Belt Driving.

Electricity on a Nottinghamshire Farm.

Some five years ago, a Mr, Chorlton conceived the idea of

introducing electrical methods at his 240-acre farm at Cotgrave,

near Nottingham, more particularly with a view to over-

coming ploughing difficulties arising from the heavy clayey

nature of the land, which had necessitated the use of three

and four horses to pull the plough through a furrow, resulting

in excessive puddling of the latter. While steam ploughing

the field and haul a reversible three-furrow plough to and fro

between them by means of a wire cable ; the haulage trolleys

are moved on a short distance after each successive journey

of the plough, a cable drum being fitted to the trolley for this

purpose, the cable of which is anchored at the farther end
of the field. It will be noted in our view of the plough at work
that the overhead wires are tapped by flexible cables arranged

to hook over and slide along them.
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Originally a double-ended five-furrow plough was in use,

but this has been superseded by a lighter double-ended three-

'furrow plough in view of the experience gained ; as regards
the matter of experience, Messrs. Walker found it necessary
to experiment in the first instance with a two-horse plough
fitted with a dynamometer, in order to obtain 6ome idea of

the tractive effort required. In the case of the tackle actually

•employed now, the hauling rope, about 400 yards long, weighs
about half a ton, and a pull of up to five tons is required when
hauling up hill. It may be added that the 25-h.p. gas engine
requires some coaxing before it will take the load after it has
+>een running light, while the ploughing tackle is being ad-

justed ; but despite this—and contrary to the views held before
the installation was put in, that a 25-h.p. plant would not
pull a single-furrow plough—it is found possible to pull three
shares through the heaviest and stickiest clay, ploughing three
'furrows 8 in. or 9 in. deep and 9 in. or 10 in. wide.
The haulage trolleys weigh about 4 tons each, and they are

employed where possible to pull each other on heavy land,
but experience shows that they can be greatly improved by
making them self-moving in future.

It is obvious that with electric power available in different

parts of the farm, many operations can be facilitated by its

use.
The electric motors on the haulage trolleys are provided

with pulleys providing for a belt-drive to any type of machine,

attached to the connector. By this arrangement all the strain

is taken from the actual connection, and, further, prac-
tically no heat touches the flexible cord itself. Again, it will

interest you to note that there are four points of contact on
each terminal.

Hotpoint Electric Heating Co.,

L. G. Hawkins.
London, W., February 3rd, 1916.

[The connector referred to is certainly a very good one,
which ought to give very little trouble.

We drew attention to this connector in our issue of Novem-
ber 27th, 1914, when writing of the "El Radio" radiator,
without, however, giving details.

—

Eds. Elbc. Rev.]

The I.E.E. and Alien Enemy Members.
With reference to the correspondence in your columns regard-

ing the Institution of Electrical Engineers and Alien Enemy
Members, all those who wish this matter settled in the only
patriotic and reasonable way should refuse to pay their sub-
scriptions until the matter is properly dealt with.
May I, at the same time, ask the following questions:—
What are the advantages of being a member of the Institu-

tion in any grade?

Thrashing Machine Electrically Driven from Haulage Trolley.

.and one of our views shows a thrashing machine being driven
in this way. Harrowing, mowing, cutting drains with the
implement already used with steam ploughs and any other
operation done with 6team ploughing tackle can be done with
the electric tackle used on Mr. Chorlton'6 farm. We under-
stand that this gentleman is well satisfied with his installation,

which is run by farm hands—the farm foreman being the
chief engineer. We may add that a field, 280 by 280 yards,

of heavy clayey soil has been ploughed to a depth of 8 in with
a coal consumption of 1J tons; obviously the cost would be
less were it possible to obtain electricity at power rates for

ploughing, and Messrs. Walker estimate that nine miles of

single-furrow could be cut per hour at a cost for energy of 4d.

on the basis of Jd. per unit, or pro rata for higher prices.

We are indebted to Messrs. E. O. Walker & Co. for the
particulars of this installation: we have also drawn on a
short article published in the Manchester Guardian, through
whose courtesy we are enabled to publish the accompanying
views.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Itrttfirg received- hy vs aftpr 6 P M. ON Tukspay cannot appear until

the folhwrinq week OorresponjjAnts xhonld forward their cotnmwn-
cation* at the earliest possible, moment. IVo letter ran he puhlUkeii

unless we hare the writer's name and address vn. onr possession.

Electric Iron Connections.

We understand that one of your interested readers a few
weeks ago made reference to the unsatisfactory flat-iron con-
nector which he had been in the habit of using. We should
specially like to draw your attention to the sample connector
which we are taking the liberty of sending to you, and
•would bring to your notice the specially prepared flexible

wire, which we use together with the special fibre bar

What inducement is there for a student to apply for trans-

ference, with its fee and extra subscription?
What has the Institution done to assist young, struggling

engineers to earn a sufficient salary to meet such new liabilities?

Admitted there are the lectures and the lending library, but,

apart from these, it seems to me that the advantages are nil.

The Institution is closed, or, at least, the library is, during
the hours when most members of the electrical profession can
visit it, and it is impossible for a student to use the library

to his advantage.
Is it correct that members of the Council have facilities for

dining on the Institution premises? and what would happen
to the student who took his frugal lunch to consume on the
Institution premises?—yet his 1$ guineas is more to him than
the higher subscription to the member.
What is needed is an Institution on the lines of the Ameri-

can Westinghouse Electric Club.
A Student.

February 6th, 1916.

With reference to the letter of " Alien-ate(r) " in your issue

of February 4th, we shall be glad to receive the support of

other members if you will be good enough to accept them.
The dastardly air raid of January 31st should assist in en-

forcing our demands.
Six Borough Electrical Engineers.

February 1th, 1916.

[An important decision of the Council of the Institution will

be found in our "Notes" section.

—

Eds. Elec. Rev.]

B.E. l.N.A. The following firms have been elected

meaibers of the B B i.M.A. :—Ferguson, Pailin & Co., Op<nshaw
;

Mirrlees B rk^ton & Day, L'd., Hazel Grove, near Stockport.

Calender's C.ble and C instruction Co. Ltd., has been elected a

member of the CouDcil for the session.
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FOREIGN AND COLONIAL TARIFFS ON
ELECTRICAL GOODS.

EGYPT.—Keyised tariff valuation foi use in assessing

imporl duties on certain metals have been issued, with effect

from December 1st, L915, to Januarj 31et, L916, or until

denunciation, as folt v.

Valuatii m pet

kilogramme.
MiTliemes.

Copper and brass sheets, round and bottoms 114

Copper sheets, plain Ill
( lopper sheets in rolls, bars, round and Sat ... Ill

Copper ingots 108

Copper wire iid valorem.
Brass wire
Braes sheets, plain, '-') bj 48, 8 lb, to 5 lb. ...

Tin ingots anil bars 168

Lead shorts ; )1

Lead shot 32
Lead pipe 31

Lead, pig 31

Zinc sheets 105

Zinc ingots 105

Phosphor bronze 105

Antimony 130

Quicksilver 600

Duty is leviable on the valuations shown at the rate of

8 per cent. (1,000 milliemes =JEE1 = £1 0s. 6d.)

SWEDEN.—The Board of Trade have compiled a list of

articles which are at present prohibited to be exported from
Sweden in virtue of a series of Swedish Royal Decrees issued

since August, 1014. The following are included in the list :
—

Galvanic batteries; carbon electrodes; electro-magnetic igniting

apparatus for motor ignition, detached; ferro-chronie : ferro-

manganese and spiegeleisen ; ferro-tungsten (ferro-wolfrarn)

and ferro-vanadium ; ferro-eilicon and i'erro-silieo-mangancse.

Copper and alloys thereof with zinc.- tin, or other non-
precious metal, such as brass, bronze, German silver,

Britannia metal, etc.; also aluminium, nickel, chrome, and
antimony :

—
I amanufactured or in the rough (including refined copper

produced from raw material (not fr.om scrap) at a Swedish
refinery).

Anodes <>i copper, copper alloys and nickel, cast, even it

with ears, with or without holes.

Scrap.

Copper and alloys thereof with zinc, tin, or other non-
precious metal, 6uch as brass, bronze, German silver, Britannia
metal, etc. ; also aluminium and nickel. Manufactures, viz. :

—

Sheets and hoops :

—

Rolled or pressed, even if with sheared edges (rect-

angular, and other kinds).

Hammered, bent, bell-shaped, with turned-up edges,

including cup-shaped materials for making cartridges,

etc., provided with holes, polished or otherwise worked.
Perforated sheets, including so-called strainer plates.

Reds (even if in bundles or coils), rolled, drawn, ham-
mered or profile pressed, but not further worked, whatever
be the shape of the section.

Solder, moulded, crushed, 01' granulated.
Nails and rivets; also bolts, wormed or not.

Pipes and tubes, whatever be the shape of the section,

even if turned on the exterior and interior.

Wire, mlled or drawn, whatever be the shape of the section.

including so-called trolley wire (contact wire).

Woven wire (gauze, wire tissue, etc.).

Note.—So-called wire gauze (endless) of nickel, and nickel
wire tissue more than 1 metre wide are not prohibited.

Copper and alloys thereof with zinc, tin, and other non-
precious metal, such as brass, bronze, German silver, Britannia
metal, etc. :

—
Wire twisted into cords or cables, not insulated.
Wire furnished with sheath of lead or other metal, with

or without armouring, even if in combination with other
materials; also electric cables or lines with similar sheaths,
with or without armouring.
Wire insulated with rubber, gutta-percha, etc., even if in

combination with other materials; also electric cables, lines,

and cords insulated in this way.
Wire insulated with textile materials, paper, asbestos, or

varnish, even if in .combination with other materials; also

electric cables, lines, and cards insulated in this way.
Wire, electric cables, lines, and cords insulated in any

other way.

Rubber in various forms, viz. :—Rubbered plaster; rubber
articles for medical or hygienic use; raw rubber, gutta-percha
and balata, also so-called reclaimed rubber; rubber, in solu-

tion or in the form of paste (but "not rolled into sheets or
further manufactured), with or without admixture of other
substances such as sulphur, graphite, and resin ; also artificial

soft rubber; manufactures of soft rubber, except driving and
transmission belts, and except rubber boots and shoes; manu-
factures ot hard rubber (ebonite, etc.), even if in combination
with other materials; rubber waste and worn-out articles oi

rubber; rubb. r toys, and parts thereof

Zinc ;
—

Unmanufactured (with the exception oi zinc produced
from raw material (not from scrap) at a Swedish refinery);

rap.

sheet-.
I v • n o ith a coating oi otbei i metal.

Wire, pipes, and parts <,| pipei anod< even if provided
• ith eai . h ith oi h ithoui boles.

Rolled sheet furnished with holei (so-called boiler zinc).

Rods.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR,
(NOT YET PUBLISHED).

1916.

'

'

i
' ' l"i o,i. i,,utn.,i by Messrs. vv. P. Thompson & Co..

Electrical Pstenl Agents, 285, High Holborn, London, W.C.. and »>
Liverpool and lira, Heel.

1.H7I, "Vibrating diaphragms for telephones', transmitters, gramophones.
Sic." T. Chalmers. January 24th.

t.0!>7. "Lock-nuts, &c." Marconi's Wireless. Telegraph Co January
Mth:

1,098. " Automatic or semi-automatic telephone systems." Relay Auto.
matic Telephone Co. & T. M. Inm.iv. January 24th.

1.116. "Means lor placing collectors in contact with electric conductors."
H. J. Dover, Vacuum Brake Co., & W. P. Walkek. January 24th.

1.12:1. " Telephone systems." Automath Telephone Manufacturing Co.
IND J. Savin. January 24th.

1,143. " Generator lor electric OS) illations or lor alternating-currents of
high frequency." F. W. Lanchestek. January 25th.

1,157. "Electrolytic cells." C. Churchill ,\ Co. And 10 Gebraerd. Janu-
ary fiSth.

1,183. " Apparatus (or controlling electrical currents by rise and fall ot

temperature." A. J. Bennett, W. Bennett. & L. Sandoz.' January 2jth.

1,189. " Telephonic receiving apparatus for aviators." G. H. Nash and-

Western Electric Co. January 25th.

1.227. " Magneto-electric gun with propulsive retro-action." E. MerSCh.
January 26th.

1.246. "Circuit controllers." CuTLER-HAMMBR MANUFACTURING Co. AND-
h.i.wre ELECTRIC Co. January 26th.

1.247. " Resistance units, and manufacture thereof." Cutlbr-HamiuhI
Manufacturing Co. & Icranic Electric Co. January 26th.

1.248. " Means for controlling electric circuits." Cutler-Hammer Manu-
facturing Co. & Igranic Electric Co. January 26th.

1,255. " DynamcAeJectric machines." British Thomson-Houston Co. and-

V Mil TTI.EWORTH. January 26th.

1,266. " Switch-operating mechanism." A. Robert & A. Tanquav. Janu-
ary 26th.

1,271. " Electric glow lamps, electric are lamps, electric heaters, &c.""

C. O. Bastian. January 26lh.

1.278 " Electrolytic batterv." MacKai Copper Process Co. Januarv
26th. (April 9th, 1915, U.S.A.)

1,282. "Arrangements for transmitting impulses." Relay AUTOMATIC Tele
PHONE Co. & L. C. Bygrave. January 26th.

1,287. "Joint box for armoured electric cables." H. Hair. January 27th.

1,299. " Gas and electric globe gallery screw." T. Cracknell. Januar)
27lh.

1,309. " Means for supporting and insulating electric line," Bi i:

and G. V. Twiss. January 27th.

1,368. " Electric lampholder." A. H. Short. January 28th.

1,374. " Means for controlling and regulating electric motors." Cutler-
Hammer Manufacturing Co. & Igranic Electric Co. January 28th.

1.381. " Electric accumulators." H. Leitner. January 28th.

1.3S4. " Electric lamps." A. J. West. January 28th.

1,390. " Apparatus for observation of azimulh angles and simultaneous
electrical transmission of value of such angles to remote indicators." E. A
Graham & W. J. Rickets. January 28th.

1.117. "Cores for Pupin loading coils, magnets, &c." Western Electric

Co. (Western Electric Co.). January 29th.

1.418. "Arc incandescent lamp for therapeutic, .Vco, purposes." E. V
GlMlNGHAM. January 29th.

1,434 " Multi-speed alternating-current motors." British Thomson-
Houston Co. (General Electric Co., U.S.A.). January 29th.

1,436. " Device lor controlling electric ignition in internal-conibuslio'i

ngines." M. Pensuti. January 29th. (February 3rd, 1915, Italy.)

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.

1814.
23,938 Permanent Magnets for Electric Meters. British Thomson-

H Co. rGencral Kir, trie Co., U.S.AJ. December 11th.

24,659 Automatic Magnetically-operated Clutches for Electrii Motors,

J. G Stirk. Decembei 28th. tjune 28th, 1915.)

19X5.
270. Electric Meters for Registering Excess. A. W. Burke. January

7th. (January 21st, 1914.)

324, Electrk m. Transmitter Microphones, B. H. Pilkington. January 8th.

353, Centrifugal Compressors, British Thomson-Houston Co. (General

Electric Co., U.S.A.). January 8th.

482. SlIADEIIOLDERS AND THE LIKF FOR ELECTRIC LAMrS. J. N Mollett and'

E. Mollett. January 12th.

1,091. DETECTORS, PARTICULARLY POF Wireless Signalling. Sterling Tele-

phone 8 Electric Co., Ltd., and T. D. Ward-Miller. January 22nd.

2,546. Electric Fires. H. H. Berry & W. J. Markham. Febru.m 17th

4 till Electro-magnetic Switches. British Thomson-Houston Co. (General

Ele, trie Co., U.S.A.). March 30th.

7,869. Rontcen Tube Apparatus. C. B. Bunion (Siemens & Halske Akt.

Ges.). May 27th.

10.42ii. Electric Transmission Systems tor Motor Vehicles. N. shuttle-

worth Shackleton. July 1st.

11,3 ». Electrolytic Current Magnifier's. W. Judd, A. Frascr. & Eastcro

Telegrs >h Co., Ltd, August 5th.
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|1" 1* The case of the Leiston Gas Co. v. Leiston-cum-

... 189 Sizewill U.D.C., which was decided in the King's
Bench Division on February ist, raised a point of
considerable interest to those who supply gas or
electricity for lighting purposes. Yet it requires
careful study, for some people may be tempted to
quote it as an authority for propositions which are
rather too wide. The facts are very briefly these

:

The plaintiffs, a gas company, undertook to provide
columns, lanterns, and gas burners, to connect the
same to their mains within the district of the de-
fendants, a local authority, and to light, extinguish,

and clean and repair, the lamps for a period of five

years, in consideration of certain quarterly payments.
The lamps, etc., were to remain the property of the
gas company; but there was nothing in the agree-
ment to show how the price payable was divided
between expenditure on capital account and the
sums to be paid for gas. The contract ran from
June, 1911. In January, 1915, however, owing to an
order issued by the military authorities under the
Regulations for the Defence of the Realm, the lights

were extinguished in the defendants' district. The
defendants therefore refused to pay the sums due
under the agreement from January to September,
I 9 I 5 Upon being sued, they pleaded that t:.e con-
tract was either illegal or impossible to perform, and
that it could not be enforced. Mr. Justice Low
refused to adopt this contention. Having pointed
out that the plaintiffs had not only to supply gas
but to provide and maintain a number of lamps and
certain apparatus, he said:—

I do not think it is correct to say that, because in time of
emergency power is given for a competent authority to sus-
pend the actual lighting in a given area for such times as may
be considered necessary for national safety, and because such
power is exercised, a provision for lighting within that area
becomes unlawful.

If it " became unlawful within the meaning of the
authorities " the Courts could not enforce it. He
next dealt with the contention that performance
had been rendered impossible. Impossibility mieht,
of course, have excused performance, but his lord-
ship pointed out that in one respect the contract had
been performed, in that the gas company had already
provided the lamps and plant. Further, they were
bound to "stand by" to light the district at anv
moment, should the lighting restrictions be removed.
The important point to note about this decision

is that the gas company had to do something more
than supply gas; they had to provide lamps and other
plant. In that sense, and to that extent, the con-
tract on their side was performed. It was not a case
where the gas company had merely connected up
to their mains and agreed to supply gas for a period,
making no special outlay on behalf of the new con-

= sumer.
It is interesting to consider what the position

would be in case a lighting restriction order was
applied in a case where no outlay was necessary or
actually made. Suppose, for instance, an electric

lighting company are under agreement to supply all

necessary current to street lamps for a period of five

years at so much per lamp—the lamps being the
property of the local authority. In such a case, it

is conceived that the question whether the lamps are

lit or not is a matter which concerns the local

[189]

t & Chevillet, 22, Rue

Gordon & Gotch,

., Corso
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authority. If circumstances occur which render il

impossible to lighl the lamps, so much the better for
the lighting company. As was pointed out by Mr.
Justice Low, iu the case under review, they would
be bound to have everything in readiness to supply
the load il and whenever required to do so.

Another kind of case may occur. Suppose the
lighting company are under liability to supply cur-
rent for every lamp and when required, subject
to a minimum consumption of, and payment for, so
many units. In consequence of the restriction of
lighting even the minimum may not be attained;
yet the local authority will still have to pay for it.

Id each of the foregoing cases it seems to be clear
that the lighting authority would be to a large extent
protected. The loss would fall on the local authority
But where the contract is perfectly open—the local
authority being entitled to demand enough light " to-

light the town " (or as may be) at so much a unit,
it' would seem that the lighting company could assert
no claim for damages if, owing to the' action of the
military authorities acting in the interests of the
defence of the realm, no public lamps could be lit.

Having regard to recent happenings, cases of
these various kinds may occur in many different
parts of the country. It is possible, however, that
some agreements extending over a long period con-
tain classes enabling them to be determined. In
such instances no difficulty is likely to occur.

Copper prices continue to soar under

the growing scarcity which has been

characteristic of the market for months past, and which has

•eriously alarmed consumers. The speculative account is,

presumably, exceedingly small, but the position of those who
have uncovered contracts in standard metal has become most
uncomfortable, and there is no indication whatever of the

least relief coming forward for months to come. The
statistics continue to indicate a perilous condition of affairs,

and the scepticism which has been expressed in some
quarters for months past regarding the actual position of

the metal not being as represented by the available returns,

is now seen to have been wholly misplaced. The fact that

the world's consumption has overtaken output is, no doubt,
a very regrettable circumstance, but it is blind folly for con-

sumers to close their eyes to the patent facts in the situation,

which is entirely controlled now by what appears to be a
chronic state of scarcity. In America prices have reached a
higher level than those ruling here, absolute famine condi-
tions having driven consumers into the market for imme-
diate supplies, for which they have had to pay quite

extravagant figures. American producers now are in the
fortunate position of having nothing but odds and ends to
ell for several months to come, and this condition shows no
sign of relaxing as long as the war lasts. The American
eiports of copper during the last few weeks have been
very large indeed, and some records have been broken.
It is a matter for regret that the issuing of weekly
•tatements as to exports of copper has been dis-

continued by the United States authorities, though the
Bionthly returns will no doubt appear in due course. The
United States copper exports for 1915 are given as
276,000 tons against 360,000 tons in 1914, details of the
principal countries' takings for the last three years being as
follows, in tons :

—
To 1913. 1914. 1916.

United Kingdom ... 65,682 87,556 80.985
France 65 826 6K.328 102 400
Italy 18,877 26 068 44 705
Bu«8ia 40 425 20,456
Germany 145 529 88,452 Ml
Austria 15.539 13,809 Ail
Holland 77,129 68,940 1,678

The most striking feature in the above returns is the
enormous incr<>a->e in the French takings, the collapse in the
•hipments to Holland, and also the entire absence of clear-

ances to Germany and Austria. Russia took a good deal

lass copper than had been expected.

At a meeting of the Chief Technical
The I.E.K. and . • , , , . . .. , . , , .,

... „ Assistants Association which was held on
Allen I'.iieiiit

Members. Saturday last, which Association com-

prises practically all the deputy electiical

engineers of Greater London, together with certain senior

technical assistants, advantage was taken of the assembly of

ai large a number of corporate members of the Institution

of Electrical Engineers to raise the question of the exclu-

sion of alien enemy members, whether naturalised or not.

The Association, we understand, expressed regret that nc

action was taken, immediately after war was declared, to

exclude such members, and complains that, though it hat

been in communication with the secretary of the Institution

of Electrical Engineers for the past six months, it has

obtained little satisfaction and less sympathy. In view of

the announcement that steps are to be taken by the Council

with regard to the exclusion of alien enemy members, the

corporate members of the Institution who were assembled at

the meeting passed the two following resolutions :
—

(a) The corporate members of the Institution of Electrical

Engineers present at a meeting of the Chief Technical A-^istante
Association of Greater London place on record their unanimoae
dissatisfaction at the attitude of the CoudciI of the Institution of

Electrioal Engineers, inasmuch as no step» are proposed to be taken
to remove persons of alien enemy origin (naturalised or not) from
the roll of membership of that Institution.

(J) Tuey also consider that the Council of the Institution
should obtain powers at the General Meeting, which it is stated is

to be held, to secure a ballot by post from th-ir numbers ; such
ballot to ascertain the exact wishes of all corporate members at

present resident in this country as to whether such persons of
alien enemy origin should, or should not, be retained as members
of the Institution, and the by-laws to be amended accordingly.

The Association also authorised the hon. Fecretary to

state that its members are in accord with the communica-
tion from "Six Borough Electrical Engineers" which
appeared in our " Correspondence " columns on January 2K.h,

and will support the writers in any action that they may
decide upon in furtherance of the principles laid down in

their letter.

In this connection we may draw attention to the notice

issued by the Institution of Electrical Engineers to its

members, which appears in another column, with regard to

the Special General Meeting. It will be noticed that the

meeting is called for 5 p.m., an hour at which only a small

proportion of the members can be present. Almost the

same procedure was followed in the case of the meeting

held to consider the ne* draft Articles of Association in

1911, and called forth vigorous protests. It is difficult to

understandiwhy a more appropriate and convenient hour, suck

as 6.30, should not havebeen adopted. If the Council wishes,

as we have no doubt it does, to ascertain and carry out the

desires of the majority of the members, it is more likely tc

attain that object by consulting their convenience. The fact

that the members of the Electro-Harmonic Society, prior

to the concert held on Monday last, by a postcard vote

decided that the concert should commence at 6.15, rather

than at 7.30 or 8 p.m., is not without significance ; and

both the Civil and Mechanical Engineers' Institutions arc

commencing their meetings at 5.30 or 6 p.m.

Another point, of considerable importance, is the fact

that many of the members who feel most deeply on the

subject of alien enemy members— not only the rank and file,

but also mm of prominence in electrical engineering—are

convinced that if they take any overt action against alien

enemies, the latter will eventually find ways and means to

strike at them, and in that thought they will not appear at

any meeting, or vote in any way except by secret ballot.

This, no doubt, explains the demand of the above-named

Association for a postal ballot.

No provision is made in the existing Articles for the

taking of such a ballot except in the case of the election of

the Council ; no doubt the authorities are chary of spending

£20 or £25 on such a vote, but surely this is a trifle com-
pared with the importance of obtaining the true opinions of

the majority of the members, which can never be done at

any general meeting. This question, however, cannot he

dealt with at the special meeting, as 11 days' notice must

be given.
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The Italian

Electro-

mechanical
Industry.

The first official step in conection with

the scheme for securing the emancipation

of Italy from the German yoke in the

electromechanical engineering industry

was taken at Milan, on January 15th,

when Signor Guido Semenza, President of the Associazione

Slettrotechnica Italians, delivered before the members of

the Association the first of a series of lectures which are

to be given by way of propaganda throughout the country

ia favour of the development of the native industry and

the definite exclusion of the Teutonic element in the future.

Tery appropriately the title of the address was chosen :

'• Dai V.D.E., all' A.E.I."—" From the Verband Deutscher

Blektrotechnikertothe Italian Electrotechnical Association."

Taking as the starting point the fact that the rules and

standards of the German Verband have hitherto prevailed in

Italy, the President outlined the history of the native industry,

and set forth the reasons why, after a brilliant beginning, it

had to surrender its arms in face of foreign competition— the

expansionist German policy, together with the irrationality

of the protection afforded by the import duties and the

hostility in the air, since the position in Italy in the past

had been dominated by the fetish for foreign goods.

When the war broke out it was found how profoundly

German influence had taken possession of the Italian

market, and the Association had therefore assumed the

task of seeing whether it would not be convenient to pro-

mote an agitation so that the electromechanical industry

might attain to that development which was its due. The
manufactures of the industry were precisely those which

utilised hydraulic power, which was to-day a very important

branch, as it supplied the Italians with motive power. But
serious difficulties stood in the way of progress, including

those of the import duties, which, instead of dealing with

keavy machines according to weight as at present, ought

to be applied to them on an ad valorem basis.

The next duty of the Association, the President pro-

ceeded to explain, would be in the direction of endeavouring

to persuade the Government, the provincial authorities, the

town councils, and the large companies, that it would be

appropriate to give a clear preference to machinery con-

structed in Italy. It was necessary for the machinery and
materials to be of high quality and to be able to vanquish

foreign competition. There had, however, hitherto bf en very

little co-ooeration between science and industry in the

«ountry, whereas the German industry had reached its

present d gree of perfection by the application of science

to all industrial processes. The Association intended in a

•hort time to issue Italian rules and standards f r the con-

struction of machinery, which would have the effect of

improving the types of machinery made. These rules, the

President concluded, woold be known as tho=e of the

A.E.I., and would be in opposition to those of the V.D.E.,

if assistance were rendered by the Government, the pro-

fessors, the consulting engineers, and the manufacturers.

Telegraph Wires over Roads.—The case of the
PostmaBter General r Hutchiogs, which we report elsewhere in
this issue, involved the discussion of an interesting p >int as to the
right of the P) tm*ster-G jneral to suspend telegraph lines over
roads. The facts were very simple. Hn required to suspend lines

•ver a building estate at S aford, across which there were certain
public roads which hid not b-en taken over by the local authority.

The owner of the estate having objected, the ma'ter was referred
to the County Court Judee, who awarded that the P stmaster-
Qeneral should pay £5 a year for the privilege. On appeal to the
Sailway and Canal Commissioners, thiB decision was reveled, the
Oonrt holding that for the suspension of wires over th» publio
roads, no compensation was payable without proof of actual
damage, and that in so far as his rights as an "sdj <ining owner "

were concerned, the landowner would have to avuil him-elf of the
remedy given by Sec. 12 of the Telegraph Act, 1863. This
decision applies to telephone as well as to telegraph wires, and it

seems to accord with justice and good sense. Ic is difficult to
conceive what harm is occasioned to anyone by the mere suspension
•f a light wire well above the surface of a road. If there is any
technical wrong done, it is amply compensated by the fact that
the extension of the telephone system is a boon to the public.

ELECTRICITY SUPPLY DEVELOPMENT IN A

STRAGGLING INDUSTRIAL AREA.

By LEWIS W. DIXON, A.I.EE.

I had the pleasure a few y< ars ago of describing in the

Electrical Review a somewhat intricate overhead system

in D >wlais in the area of the Merthyr Electric Traction and
Lighting Co., Ltd., for the purposes of private and street

lighting supply.

Since then another extensive development has been

carried out by the company, to link up all the colliery towns

TRELEWIS

.„.StlBSTATIONl(%

W,

Fig. 1.

—

Map op abba of Supply.

in the area of supply for lighting and power purposes. The
object of this article is not to lay claim to any part'cular

engineering feat, but to show what high-voltage trans-

mission at a moderate cost can do in industrial arets, which

may prove of interest to similar undertakings that have a

portion of their area undeveloped.

For some years the Merthyr Co. devoted their attei tion

solely to the tramway, lighting and power business in tr e
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to erect an 11,000-volt three-phase transmission line

between Merthvr and Treharris, and to erect transforming

stations and provide a low-tension distribution system in

Merthyr Vale, Aberfan, Treharris and Quaker's Yard, and
subsequently to Troedyrhiw as well. A periodicity of 25
cycles was adopted to enable the company to effect a junc-

tion with the South Wales Electrical PoAer Distribution

Go. at Trelewiw, which took place in March, 1914.

A rou^h map of ihe area of supply, fig. 1, shows the

principal places served and a few views will serve to show

'.
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A continuous copper earth-wire runs the whole length of

the line, and is grounded, by request of tlie Board of Trade,

at every fifth pole. All ironwork, stays. &>•., are bonded to

this earth-wire, and, should a line fall on a cros^-arm, the

tripping-out is instautaneous, which has been proved from

experience.

Commercially, the development has been successful. The

Welsh collier likes plenty of light, and there are over 300

consumers connected to the various networks.

Sub-stations.—Fig. 6 shows the standard type of building

alopted by the company, with switch-chambers and light-

ning arresters in the top storey.

All the high-tension swkchgear is the sheet steel type

made by Messrs. A. Reyrolle & Co., Ltd., which.so far, has

given every satisfaction.

Transformers are provided in duplicate, and are all three-

phase, oil-cooled, and made by the Brush Co.

There is every prospect of an increased demand, and it is

possible that more rotary plant may he installed at Merthvr

to deal with the tramway and lighting loud in the main

town of Merthyr. All this devtlupment work, as in the

case of Dowlais. &c, was designed and carried out by the

writer and stuff.

In conclusion, it may be of interest to mention that the

company's generating station is built on the site of the old

Penydarren Iron Work", where the first steam locomotive to

run on rails was made for goads traffic by Richard

Trevethick some 106 years ago.

THE FRENCH ELECTRICAL INDUSTRY.

ABOUT a year aeo the French Societe d'Encouragement pour

l'lndustrie Na ionale suggest d that an investigation should be

made into the question of the m ans to be adopted for com-
peting with Germaa industry alter the war. M. Hi lairet, with

the authority which is associatid with one of the founders of

the French electrical industry, ie> ponded to the cull, and showed
that the French had no reason to be envious of their rivals from
the standpoints of staff and workmen, execution, price and the

quality and abnnda> ce of raw materials. It w s also contended

that the home market could be fully suop ied ry native firms

without having recourse to other countries, and that, with some
effort?, the manufacturers would be able to iicrase their exports,

whilst customers, with some considerati n, could reduce their

imports almost t- 1 a ntgligib'e qnantity. la this connection our

contemporary, L'Industrie Elei-trit/UP. re ently endeavoured to

prove how this result may be a:eomplished. The journal leaves out

of account the question of carbons, the progrees in the mtnn-
facture of which m 're than balanc s the French inferiority in

porcelain ; lamp-", which are in process of complete transforma-

tion ; and secondary and primary batteries, which only represent

a small fraction of the foreign trade. As a con sequence, the dis-

cuision is devoted solely ti machi es, apparatus and cables, which
comprise 82 per cent, of the value of the total imports. The
accompanying table gives the values for the four years ended
with 1913 .—

The French Turnover in Machinery, Apparatus and
Cables.

Imports. Ex"(ir*s. Imports. Exports.

1910. 1910. 1911. 1911.

£339 000 £128 000 £370 000 £186,000
. 481000 212 0(10 573,000 369 000
. 140.000 173 0n0 123.<'O0 110,000

Dynamos
Electrical apparatus

Armatures and parts

Total £960.000 £513,000 £1,066 000 £665,000

Difference in favi ur of

imports £447 000 £401.000

1912. 1912. 19 3. 1913.

Dynamos £353.<'0O £119,n00 £362 000 £164.000

Electrical apparatus ... 677,000 423,000 740.000 583 000

Armatures aDd parts ... 150,000 132,n00 184,000 98,000

Total £1,180,000 £674,000 £1,286,000 £845,000

Difference in favour of

imports £506 000 £441,000

1910. 1910. 1911. 1911.

Cables and wire £9,900 £70,000 £23,000 £142,000

Difference in favour of

exports £60,100 £119 000

1912. 1912. 1913. 1913.

Cables and wire £24,000 £118,000 £66,000 £136,000

Difference in favour of

exports £94 000 £70,000

It will be seen that notwithstanding the increase in the absolute

values, the difference between the imports and exports has

rem lined substantially const°nt, being an average of £448 000 for

machines and apparatus, while the difference in the average for

cables and wires has ben £85 000. Among the causes adduced to

explain why the eff Tts made to break through this constant differ-

ence have not succeeded is mentioned the scarcity of labour, which
becomes accentuated every year. Theqnalitv nfibe manufactures is

decUred to be excellent, aid, notwithstanding- the higher cost of

materials, it is possible to maintain competition by accepting

reduced profits, but owing to the lack of labour it is impossible to

produce in adequite quantities and consequently with sufficient

rapid ty. It is admitted that th- Kiench are invariably b«aten on

the question of the period r<qnired for delivery. The seme
reason nvist be attributed a-i *h- cau-e of the wakne-s of the

export figures as compared with those of G-rman iniu-try. The
imp Ttauce of this cause of inferiority arises from two 'act*. In

the first plare, the progress made is much niore accentuated in the

case of electrical ap aratus. which is manufactured above all in

Paris, wh»re skilled labour is relatuely atuodant, than in the

case of machines, wh ch are generally made in the provinces

where labour becomes i-carce. Secondly, in regard to cables and

wire, in the manufacture of wbica labour only plays a secondary

part, there is a sirplns of exports, whilst for machines and appa-

ratus, where the proportion of laiour in the cost price ranges

from £ to i. the impor's have the advantage. Without wishing to

cone ude thit the scarcity of labour is the sole cause whichhi mners

the d-velopmmt of the industry, our contemporary affirms that it

is an important factor in tie situation.

It there are left out of consideration other causes of a general

kind, such as banking and commercial orgmisation, the question

arises as to what the national resources in labour will be after the

war. The results hitherto achieved will pr. bably be reduced then

o«vi-ig to the voids brough about thr.>ugh deaths and incapacity ;

while, on the other hand, the labour requirements throughout the

country will b- increasei for numerous pu- poses. It is, therefore,

neces-a y to consider directly the problem of how to produce as

much as possible, and even more than hitherto, with the aid of

fewer wo kmeo, and at greater cost. In the course of a

lecture delivered before the Societe d'Encouragement, M. H.

Ernault recomrrenried the use of imi roved plant and the adop-

tion of specialisation for mechanical construction ; in other

words, the producti n of standard types. What is good for the

latter should abo be good for the electrical engineering in-

dustry. But as soon as the electrical iaduBtrj wishes to embark
upon this path it is go ng to meet, particularly in the home
market, with great difficulties and deplorable customs. Each

purchaser has assumed the habit of asking for a particular machine

to fulfil his special requirements, which are almoBt fantastic. He
compels the maker to lose his proficiency and his money in under-

taking perpetual inve tiaations, to make patterns constantly, and

to charge bis winding, whi< h rt quires much time ant labour, and

is oppose! to the use of improved machinery, rapidly producing

excellent products at low prices and with a minimum of labour.

Very often the maker refu-es the order, and the intending cus-

tomer then applies to a foreign firm, who accepts, or pretends to

accept, the conr itions. In the opinion of the French journal, it

will be necessary to struggle with the greatest tenacity in order to

bring about a change in Buch disastrous commercial morals.

An initial step in this direction, it is contended, should be

taken by the un'fication of specifications for machinery, trans-

formers and cables. Starting from three different principles

—the defence of the interests of French industrialists or the

interests of buyers and the scrupulous respect for scientific data

the Union des Syndica's de 1'Electricite the A>sieiation de Pro-

pr etaires des Machines a Vapeur, or the consulting engineers and

the Comite El ctroteehn que, have recommended conditions to be

imposed upon makers. These conditions which are far from being

in agreement, are a great obstacle to the creation of standard

types. If. however, an appeal be made to ea h of these Associa-

tions, it is considered that each will be able, without abandoning

its leeitimate claims, to adapt them to the needs of an industry

which requires aid to overcome the difficulties which threaten it,

and to place it in a position to compete on equal terms in fo eign.

markets. Circumstances more favourable for the purpose than

those now obtaining will never be met with again. Everyone feels

today the need for sacrificing his opinions as an individual in

favour of the general interest—the superior interest of France.

It is to this work that the journal would like to pee manufac-

turers devote their efforts as it would represent, our contempo-

rary concludes, an excellent response to the patriotic wishes

expressed by M. Hillairet some time ago.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTING5,

AND PLANT.

Universal Test Clips.

We have received from the L.P.S. Electrical Co., of 18. Adam

Street, W.C., particulars concerning their " current-carrying

"

Universal test clips, which we illustrate herewith. These are

particularly designed for making quirk temporary electrical con-,

nections when testing telephonic, telegraphic or power apparatus;
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Fig. 1 shows the No. 8 b'zi for 15 amperes ; it is made in copper,
with an internal spriner, and the toothed j*ws, having a spread of

t{ in., are mitable for gripping either fine wire or storage-cell
lags. To attach the clip at its other extremity to the other wire,
the latter is bared of insulation a little way, and the end inserted
in the hole in the heel of the clip and soldered in place ; the lips

of the trough ara then pinched over the insolation to put the
strain on the latter. The heel of the clip can then be taped over.

Fig. 2 shows a 20-amp. clip, arra< ged for screw connection at
the heel, the bared wire being secured under a washer or cleat,

Figs. 1 and 2.—Testing Clips with Soldbhed and Scuewed
Connections respectively.

and the adjacent lips being pinched over the insulation of the
conneo'ing cord. Standard 109-amp. clips are made, which will

carry 200 amps, for a short period.

These clips can be supplied with rubber insulating covers to

protect the u«er from shock and prevent short-circuiting with
adjacent terminal clips. These covers are coloured red and black
for distinguishing polarity, &c. Special lead-plated clips, with
enamelled springs, are tupplied for storage- battery charging.

The Premier Electric Suction Cleaner.
r We were recently enabled, by the courtesy of the Electbic
Suction Cleaneb Co., of 56 Victoria Street, S.W., to inspect the
latest patterns of their "P emier" suction cleaner, which has
been developed np to a high d gree of perfection. Fig 3 shows

Fib. 3.

—

Ghost View op Premieb Cleaneb, showing
High-speed Revolving Beush.

the ordinary or domestic type, which is operated ly a vertical
motor, and U provided with a rev. living brush (to pick up thread I

and lint) in the nozzle drifen at high speed by the incoming air, a
roller at the rear wnich is adjustable to suit the nap of carpets or
upholstery, a switch in the handle, an aljustable yoke, and a
variety of attachments for the many purposes for which suc\

260 volts, d.c. or A c , can be lifted out very easily, together with
the fan, which has blades of a particular thape found by experi-
ment to be best adapted to the purpose (fig. 4). The position of
the switch in the handle, which has an insulating cap go that the
user is secure from possibility of shock, is shown in fig. 5.

Wherever possible, the metal parts are made of aluminium, and
the convenience of the user has been carefully studied.
The pattern shown in fig. 6 is a novel development intended for

industrial use ; by means of a specially design<d belt it can be

Fiii. 5,

—

Switch on End ok Handle.

attached to the waist of the nser, leaving both hands free, so that
he can use the cleaner at the top of a ladder. Alternatively he
can carry it by a substantial handle. This type is particularly
suitable for use in stores, warehouses, theatres, cars, &c, being
extremely handy and convenient. In the main the industrial

cleaner is id< ntic.il with the domestic type.

The company point out that the electric Buction cleaner is not a
tj, nor is it an article of luxury ; it has become a very necessary
domestic aid, f specially in these days when servants are scarce.

The ' Premier" is made for all voltages from 25 to 2<>0 volts, and

Fig. 6.

—

Pbemieb Indtjstbial Cleaneb in use.

all frequencies from 25 to 133. Careful tests by independent
experts show that the special form of fan blades that has been
developed enables the machine to give a pressure equivalent to

more than 10 in. water gunge, and in the industrial type a still

higher pressu'e is a'tained. Toe device has proved to be exceed-
ingly effective for switchboards, and is specially usrf ul for cleaning
filter cloths in turbine stations, as well as for many other purposes.

Fig. 4.

—

Motob and Fan removed i-bom Head op Cleaneb.

machines are suitable, cither as suckers or blowers. The brush is

here shown as if the nozzle were transparent, and is provided with
curved blades upon which the air-current impinges. The motor,
which is a beautiful piece of work, and is made for pressures np to

Commercial Vehicle Inspection. — The Electric

Vehicle Committee of the I.M.E.A is providing three cash prises

in connection with the tenth annual inspection of commercial
motor vehicles, organised by the Commercial Motor Users'
Association, to take place in May.
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TESTING UNDERGROUND CABLES.

At the meeting of the Institution of Electrical Engineers
on February luth, Mr. O. L. Record, A.M.I.E.E., read a paper

on the testing of underground cables with direct current by
means of the Delon apparatus. Ihe author pointed out that

ae there was no detinue relation between insulation resistance

and dielectric strength, it was necessary to measure the latter

directly, and in order to provide against possible pressure rises,

it was usual to make tests on cables in the course of manufac-

ture at not less than twice the working pressure for which they

were intended. It was also necessary to apply similar teste

after laying the cables, and the Engineering Standards Com-
mittee specified that such tests should be made at about twice

the normal voltage for a period of 30 minutes. In the case of

cables for moderate pressures this presented no difficulty;

usually a small transformer could be taken to the spot. But
when cables for high pressures and of great length were con-

cerned, difficulties arose. The apparent power, and therefore

the dimensions of the transformer, increased as the square of

the test pressure and as the capacity of the cable, and conse-

quently the weight of the transformer became excessive. For
example, the apparatus required to test 15 km. of 3-core cable

at 6,000 volte after laying might weigh as much as 25 tons.

In such cases the tests after laying were often not made, and
the lack of certainty regarding the condition of the cable

caused uneasiness. On this account it had been proposed to

make the tests with continuous current at a pressure equal to

the maximum reached in the case of alternating current.

It had been shown that the breakdown voltage for a dielec-

tric under alternating pressure was a function of the time of

application, and of the frequency employed, tending to de-

crease as the time was prolonged or the frequency increased;

and for a given cable this reduction of dielectric strength by
the application of a high-pressure test was permanent. Conse-

quentlv, manufacturers were strongly opposed to the applica-

tion of an A.c. test higher than the working pressure being

Fig. 1.—Principle of the Delon
Apparatus.

Fig. 2.—Connections for Testing a

3-core Cable with Condensebs.

repeated on cables for which they had undertaken the guar-
antee, and this had the unfortunate result that supply engi-
neers were prevented from employing this method of ascer-

taining the condition of their mains from time to time; hence
another method of testing was desirable.

Testing by continuous current had the advantage that, once
the cable was charged, no more energy was expended, no
matter what the capacity of the cable, provided that the insu-
lation was good; therefore teste after laying could be carried
out with apparatus of small power. Moreover, observation
had shown that such tests did not fatigue the dielectric, and
the period of application had no effect on the breakdown volt-

age. Hence, with continuous current supply authorities could
repeat their tests as often as desired without objection on the
part of the cable manufacturers, and at the same time they
eould determine the insulation resistance of all the feeders.

The Delon apparatus worked on a principle described by
the author as follows :

—

The essence of the apparatus is a high-tension contact-
maker which charges condensers by making at each half
period a connection through a short spark between the trans-

former and condenser to be charged. By means of a suitable
arrangement the contact is made at the moment when the
electromotive force is at its maximum value, and, by means
of auxiliary condensers, the voltage of one half-period is added
to that of the other, with the result that finally the principal
condenser is charged to a pressure double the maximum of
the alternating current employed.

As shown diagrammatically in fig. 1, the contact-maker
formed by a conductor, T, embedded in an ebonite disk,
revolves round a spindle perpendicular to the plane of the
disk Four fixed hashes are placed a very short distance
from the disk in such a manner as almost to make contact
with the conductor when the latter passes between them.
These four brushes are placed at the extremities of ttro dia-

meters which are perpendicular to the axis of the disk. Two
ef the adjacent brushes d are joined together and connected to

one of the secondary terminals of the transformer. The other
two brushes, a and fa, are connected each to an apex of the
triangular group of condensers to be charged, the other apes
being joined to the second terminal of the transformer s.

Ihe disk is driven by means of a synchronous motor fed from
the alternating-current circuit which furnishes the high-ten-
sion current by means of the transformer, 'ihe group oi fixed

brushes can be placed at a convenient angle to allow of their
coming opposite the moving conductor at the moment of
maximum voltage; the condenser c 2 to be charged, and the
two auxiliaries Co and Ci form a triangle.

At the outset, the synchronous motor being started, if the
primary circuit of the transformer is closed the moving con-
ductor T passes, say, first of all between the pair of fixed
brushes 6 and d (+ ). The condenser c takes a charge which
depends on the self-induction of the transformer and the
maximum voltage of the secondary current. The other two
condensers Ci and C2 take a charge such that the sum of their
potentials Ui and Co, is equal to the potential. Do of the
condenser Co.

At the following half-period it ia the condenser Ci which is

directly connected to the secondary, and as the direction of
the current is changed this condenser is charged in the same
direction as in the previous case. The condenser c .. on the
contrary, receives a charge in the opposite direction to the
first. Asa result the condenser c>. which is the one that it ia

desired to charge up to a high potential, receives charges
which are always in the same direction, whatever the position
of the moving conductor. The quantity of electricity supplied
at each contact will then charge simultaneously one of the
two auxiliary condensers in parallel with the group formed
by the secondary auxiliary condenser and the condenser c-j.

Aa the time during which contact is established between the
transformer and the condensers is very short, and as, moreover,
the self-induction of the secondary of the transformer is con-
siderable, the quantity of electricity that can be introduced
into the system at each half period is limited, but the repeti-

tion of the phenomenon is so rapid that at the end of a rela-

tively short time the condenser c reaches a potential equal to
twice the maximum pressure of the alternating

current. Id practice the charging-up is effected

in less than a minute at a frequency of 50, that
is, in less than 6,000 contacts.

The word "contact" signifies the passage of
the conductor past the fixed brushes and not
actual contact, the closing of the circuit being
always produced by means of a spark, very short

and of low resistance. With such a system it ia

possible to reach continuous charges as high as
desired by using transformers of only compara-
tively small power.
The author then went on to etate that the

whole of tie apparatus could be carried on a
handcart, the total weight being about half a
ton, so that two men could easily wheel it. The
cart contained a small switchboard, a synchronous
motor and contact-maker, the auxiliary conden-
sers and the transformer. The conductor T (fig. 1)

was completely embedded in an ebonite disk

except at the ends, and the four contacts were
mounted on an ebonite carrier which could be
rotated to give the brushes the correct position.

The transformer was wound for 110 and 220 volts

on the primary side, and gave 15,000 or 30,000 volts on the

secondary side. Hence it could be used for a continuous pres-

sure of 2 X 30,000 X 1.4 = 84,000 volte, and by increasing

the primary voltage a test pressure of 100,000 volts could be

attained. Apparatus for 150,000 volte could be made portable,

but for higher pressutes the sparking distances became too

great to be dealt with on a handcart. The transformer need
not be larger than 3 kw. The electrostatic voltmeter should

not be carried on the cart.

Fig. 2 6hows the connections for testing a 3-core cable, which
takes the place of the condenser c 2 . One of the conductors

is connected to the lead and then to one of the fixed brushes,

and the other two conductors are joined together and con-

nected to the second brush. The two condensers are joined

together and their common point is connected to one of the

secondary terminals of the transformer. As will be seen, the

test is made between conductors 1 and 2, and conductor 3

and the lead. In order to complete the test it is therefore

necessary to make a second test, joining conductors 1 and 2

to the lead and the other two conductors to the fixed brush fa.

In actual practice the auxiliary condensers are usually dis-

pensed with, the cable itself providing the capacity.

Fig. 3 shows the connections for a 2-core cable. In this

case one of the conductors of the cable is subjected to a

pressure always of the same sign and equal to the maximum
positive value of the alternating electromotive force, viz.,

+ E V2 and the other to a pressure equal to the maximum
negative value, viz., - p \/ ' so that the-e is at any inst-'llt

between the two conductors under test a difference of potential

equal to double the maximum voltage, viz., .' "

The same test can similarly be applied between either

conductor and the lead, and cables with three or lour

conductors can be tested as shown in fig. 4, where the

maximum pressure is established between cores 1 and 2, and
the. lead.

In the ease of single-conductor cables, which are usually

used for low pressures, a test pressure up to 100,000 volts can
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be applied by connecting the core to one brush only and
idle.

tore, the authi nded the
\ illara elect

ntinuou curreni 1

1 arises whether the continu
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bad been defi-
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Fig. 3.—Connections for
Testing a 2-core Cable.
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with the oscillograph showed that the pressure variation was
less than 8 volts in 30,000, so that the pressure was much

constant than that of a dynamo.
If the cable makers and supply authorities could agree as

to the proper test pressures to be adopted, all objections to the
use of the method would disappear.
In an appendix the author Rave particulars of German

experiments on the system, which showed a ratio of effective-
ness in producing breakdown of about 1 to 2.6, compared
with alternating current. A portable plant rated at 10 k.v.a.
was provided with a 500-volt 50-eycle supply for the primary
of the transformer by a petrol-driven alternator of 9 kw.; the
apparatus was carried on two wagons, weighing in all 8 tons,

as much as 50 km. of cable to 150.000 voltB.

Discussion.

'I b< discussion was opened by Mr. Welbodrn, who felt that
some mention should have been made of the work carried out
iu direct-current testing by others. There was nothing new in
using direct-current machines for testing networks, it was
common practice IS years ago, but fell into disuse with the
growth of alternating networks for various reasons, one being
the flimsy character of the D.c. high-voltage machines which
were available. It had, however, been a matter of consider-
able thought whether there should be a reversion to direct-
current testing, which was quite practicable in view of the
high voltage D.c. machines now available. Transformer
equipment for testing completed a.c. installations was a serious
item and would be more so with the 33,000 and, possibly,
50,000-volt cables which were coming, so that some suitable
alternative method, such as suggested, was wanted. But it
was necessary to .satisfy the user that, the method was a
practicable one; the 14 minutes mentioned to burn out a fault
might not be practicable, but he believed that the static dis-
charge through a puncture would give the cleanest burn-out
possible. As to the nature of the current produced by the
apparatus, he would have been glad to see some oscillograph

The curve showing the relation between A.c. break-
down voltage and duration of test was exactly similar to one
published in Sir John Snell's book, and prepared 10 years
ago from tests on the first 20,000-volt cable made in this
country. lie was uncertain whether the author's remarks on
dielectric fatigue would hold good with modern cables.
Mr. A. P. Trotter si consideration should

be Riven to the period of time in testing, as it was open to
doubt whether half-an-hour was reallv necessary.
Mr. F. C. RAPHAEL said that the paper by Mr.' Evershed and

discussion on a similar subject contained much information as
to what actually occurred in the cable. The strain resulting
from direct current must bp entirely different from that with
alternating current, and they must still have the factory test;
further, some kinds of fault would probably not be broken
down with the direct-current me.th.nl.

Mr. Watson referred to some experiments canned out by
himself with a view to testing a large cable at 150,000 volts
with an influence machine, built on practical engineering

lines. Unfortunately, the result was not entirely successful;
as run in con

and was built to give I KW. at 150,000 volts. 1(

in. dia., ami
I

built up into units
ulators—all glass fcx i

ay with. The
b which

thi output I thi main mach d. In the end
lime broke down by the

;
rj of the

thought they bad possm
i found necessary with a small machine.

.Mr. Warren said some simple means of varying and con-
trolling test pressure were, he supposed, included n
Deloo apparatus. The ah Lng arrangement
should receive every attention as far higher pressures would
be used with single than multi-core cables. The use of the
apparatus seemed © cause the actual d.c. pres-

i a variable; and the small power available for localis-
ing faults was not very convincing, but the apparatus cer-
tainly got over the transformer difficulty.

Mi, II. M. Savers said the author had left out one of the
greatest advantages of d.c. testing, i.e., it was possible to
measure the actual dielectric resistance of the cable. This
was of direct interest to the man in charge of the cable net-
work, as it gave him an indication of coming trouble before
the cable broke down. The usefulness of the cable sheath
was proved by experience with lead-eheathed single-phase
cable's; the earthed outer gave an indication of coming faults.

In testing he had often found it advantageous to run the
engine of the testing set slower and reduce the frequency,
thus reducing the 6ize of transformer plant required.
Mr. Rosling said the Delon apparatus was a reasonable

proposition from the cable maker's point of view, and it would
indicate moisture in cables being laid better than a.c. testing.

Installed cables were tested for the joints, and long lengths
could be cut into sections, the final joints being made under
the personal supervision of the engineer, which was the best
method of ensuring a sound joint.

The President felt that the paper rather reflected on
British cable makers. Cables underwent an a.c. test during
manufacture, but after laying it was only a question of testing
joints. Up to now there had been no great difficulty in test-

'

ing with transformers, but when they began to use 30,000-volt

cables, the Delon apparatus became of interest—for testing
joints, not cables. There was no continual pressure testing

under present conditions, as implied in the paper; only rarely
were there accidents involving such testing.

The Author, in replying, pointed out that the title of the
paper might have misled them; it was not intended as a
treatise, and only referred to higher pressure cables than now
in use; also, it was intended to describe a particular apparatus,
lie quite agreed with a.c. testing in the factory, but it must
be noted that with pressures of 30,000 or 40.000 volts, there
would not be the same margin of safety, and greater pre-

cautions would be necessary subsequently. He thought Mr.
Evershed's paper only dealt with the first part of the curve
showing relation of pressure to time of test, but breakdowns
occurred in the second part. The Delon apparatus was pro-

vided with suitable resistance on the l.p. side of the trans-

former to vary the test pressure.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received by us after 6 P.M. ON Tuesday cannot appear until

the following week. Correspondents should forward their communi-
cations at the earliest possible moment. No letter can be published

unless we have the writer's name ani address m our possession.

Salaries in Power Stations.

The Electrical Review for January 21st has just come to

hand (after its journey of nearly 3,000 miles), and I note that

Mr. Ebben, the energetic hon. secretary of the A.E.S.E., ha«
replied to my letter and taken up the subject of power-station

salaries. I am afraid he has not taken the spirit

letter in quite the right way, for I have no personal grievance

at present, and the letter was written in an honest endeavou*
to draw attention to what is really a most important matter.

I have, been in a position to appreciate Mr. Ebben's good work
for the benefit of station engineers, having taken an interest

in the Association since its inception in January, 1913, and
also having proposed or seconded for election several of its

present members.
In my letter, kindly published in the REVIEW under date

of January 7th, I endeavoured to point out the unsatisfactory,

and even dangerous, state of affairs existing in many power
stations owing to shortage of staff, and also t" put m
charge engineers and technical assistants on their guard in

the event of central stations becoming "controlled establish-

as I have very good reason to believe that certain

have left no stone unturned to secure the protection

of the Ministry of Munitions in their self-made plight. _
The Ministry of Munitions may intervene, and, being a

Government, department, their knowledge of electrical station

matters will probably be on a par with that of other Govern-
ment departments; and as the managers will not enlighten

them, for obvious reasons, the position of technical assistants

.'.
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may bo worse than in the ante bpllum period, for they will

ba treated as mere operatives in a controlled establishment.

1 fully agree with Mr. Ebben when he say6 that station

engineers must follow the lead of their managers and build

up a strong association themselves, instead of waiting on the

I.E.E., the B.O.T., or the Home Office; but, unfortunately,

of late very little interest has been evinced in the subject,

and one can only conclude that if the present apathy con-

tinues the end of the war will find station men in a_ very

backward position with regard to their own interests. Owing
to shortage of stall and the craze for cheap labour, young
women are being successfully employed in power stations,

and it is interesting to note that for at least seven months
now an important municipal power house of some 23,000-kw.

plant capacity has employed on all three shifts female switch-

board attendants. Who" knows but that we may see in the

post bcllum period managers advertising in the Eeview
for charge engineers, married men preferred, wife to act as

switchboard attendant, combined salary 35s. per week of

seven 8-hour shifts

!

If station engineers could look ahead they would see the

futility of a "wait and see" policy, even during the present

European crisis, for undoubtedly this is no time for any man
worthy of the name to remain an inert mass. If central

station men are not required in H.M. Forces, their energies

should be directed towards improving their status and condi-

tions of employment by the honourable means at their com-
mand, and in this connection I am glad to note that the official

policy of the A.E.S.E. is still against that detestable weapon
of Labour—strikes.

Undoubtedly the Association has a future before it, particu-

larly if it tackles the question of competency of engineers, for

I am convinced that at present the chaotic state of the profes-

sion is largely due to there being no standard of training

required, and rather than "kick against the pricks" it would
be to the advantage of chief engineers to encourage the

pioneer work of the A.E.S.E.
Chief Assistant.

Malta, February 3rd, 1916.

WAR ITEMS.

Copperless Machines in Germany.—About two or three

months ago we referred to the Government notice issued

in Germany imposing upon electrical firms the obligation

to make a return of the dynamos, motors, transformers,
apparatus, etc., in stock, and in which copper was used, so

that the military authorities might requisition these ma-
chines, etc., as occasion might arise. In this connection a

further notice of a remarkable kind has now been published.

It states that the electrical firms have been constructing
transformers having zinc windings for some time past, and
that they are now engaged on the production of generators
and motors with windings made entirely or partly of zinc

and commutators of steel, for which princides have already
been settled by the Union of Electrical Engineers. As doubts
have arisen as to whether electrical "machinery and trans-
formers in which no copper is used come within the scope
of the notice regarding the obligatory return previously men-
tioned, the second notice announces that this is not the case.

But in those instances where Conner is partly employed in

the construction of machines, transformers, and annaratus
the original obligation holds good. At the same time, it is

stated that the voluntary notification of machines possessing
no copper is admissible.

Licences for Export.—The Director of the War Trade
Department calls attention to the fact that where a licence

is granted for the export of prohibited or restricted goods
the licence does not relieve the owner of the goods, or the
consignor or other person to whom the licence is granted,
from any responsibility to which he may be liable for anv
breach of law or regulations. It is therefore incumbent on
persons before applying for licences or exporting goods to

take all reasonable steps to satisfy themselves that the ulti-

mate destination and intended use of the goods are un-
objectionable. Failure to do so may involve serious conse-
quences.

Trading with the Enemy.—The Board of Trade has
appointed Mr. E. R. Moon, C.B., K.C. (chairman), the
Hon. J. D. FitzGerald, K.C, Sir G. Croydon Marks, M.P.,
and Mr. Gershom Stewart, M.P., to be a committee to advise
it on matters arising under the Trading with the Enemy
Amendment Act, 1916. Mr. W. P. Bowyer is secretary to

the committee, and all communications should be addressed
to the Board of Trade, 3S-39, Parliament Street, S.W.

Australian Preference.— It is announced that the New
South Wales Government has recently had under considera-
tion the question cf preference to British manufacturers,
and has decided that in the nurchase of supplies for the
public service of New South Wales a 10 ner cent, preference
shall be extended to local British or Empire manufacturers
as against those of other countries.

Prohibited Exports.—The exportation of carbon electrodes
for electric furnaces has been prohibited by an Order in

Council.

Munitions Manufacture in Italy.—La Societa Partenopea
per Industrie Metallurgichi ed Elettriche is the name of a
new undertaking which has lately been formed in Naples
with a capital of .£40,000, mainly to engage in the manu-
facture of war munitions.

Station Men with the Forces.—The Lowestoft T.C. re-

ports '20 electricity works employes on active service. One,
Mr. W. Smith, has fallen in action in Flanders, while 18
have received war badges.

Controlled Works.—The number of establishments con-
trolled by the Minister of Munitions on February 10th was
•2,834.

THE HIRSCH PORTABLE ELECTRIC LAMPS.

On February 12th, Mr. Hiram H. Hibsch read a paper before the

N. of E. Institute of Mining and Mechanical Engineers,
describing the Hirsch lamps, which, though largely used in the
United States of America, have not yet been adopted in Great
Britain, The lamps have been designed for use by watchmen,
and in mines, and other places where special precautions become
necessary on account of the presence of explosive materials or

gases. They are operated by a storage battery contained within a

casing.

The hand-lamp is provided with a storage battery placed on an
asbestos cushion, in a cast aluminium caSng with a hinged top.

The top piece is also of cast aluminium, and is provided with a
hook, a rttUctor, and terminals for making contact with both poles

of the battery. The reflector unit consists of concentric eafety

shells1
, an incandescent lamp, a safety glass, a crystal, and a switch.

The battery consists of two horizontal lead plates, each about an
inch thick, placed in the bottom of an ebonite jar, and separated by
wood aud perforated ebonite, the bottom plate being pesitive. The
positive and negative leads extending from the battery-plates are

enclosed in glass tubing. The solidified electrolyte consists of a
gelatinous substance developed by the manufacturers. The battery

is provided with a vent-plug, and the top of the battery iB sealed

with an insulating compound. The terminals consist of anti-

monious lead.

A magnetic spring lock is housed in the bottom casing, and a
rubber cushion is placed in the bottom.

The reflector is constructed with three concentric ehells, the

intermediate shell being insulated from the other two and con-
nected to the negative pole, and the other two shells to the posi-

tive pole of the battery. The distance between these shells varies

at different pointB from ^j to i in. The shells are so arranged that

if the reflector should be crushed or punctured, the current to the

lamp would be cut off by the shells bting short-circuited between
thfl battery and the lamp before the lamp-bulb could be broken.

The incandescent lamp used is of the 2-volt 0'55-ampeie
tungsten-filament type. The safety glass consists of a piece of

window glass 2^% in. long, 1 in. wide, and about 005 in. thick, sup-

ported across the reflector shell behind the crystal.

The miner's lamp consists of a storage battery placed in a cast-

aluminium box designed for mounting on the miner's belt. The
box is supplied with a handle, and contains the necessary contact

springs for making contact with the battery terminals. Through
the upper part of the box an armoured flexible cord extends,

the other end of which i^ fastened to the head-piece. This head-

piece is similar in construction to the rtflector of the watchman's
lamp, and consists of an incandescent lamp, a reflector, safety

shells, a safety glass, a crystal, and a switch. The battery is of

the same construction as that of the watchman's lamp.

The weight of the lamp complete is 3i lb., and of the battery

only If lb.

It is claimed that the storage-batterieB are easily and quickly

handled in charging, easy to take apart and repair when neceBsary,

and quickly accessible. The sediment that tends to loosen from
the positive plate still remains part of the plate. Jarring or up-

setting the battery will not affect the plates as in batteries having
thin vertical plates. Short-circuiting the battery will not injure

the plates. The battery will not upon short-circuit arc sufficiently

to ignite gas, black powder, &c. Immediately on short-circuit the

voltage drops to zero, on account of the peculiar characteristics of

the battery plates.

The solidified electrolyte always remains in contact with the

plates, whether upside down or not, and when in any position will

not rnin a man's clothes by the ppilling of acid. The batteries

will give an average light of 5 c.P. for 12 hours or more on each

charge.

If the crystal and Bafety-glass should get broken in an explosive

atmosphere, the lamp is extinguished by the safety-glass opening

the circuit at the switch and thereby eliminating the risk of

igniting anything explosive on account of breakage of the lamp-
bulb. The lamp becomes extinguished before the bulb breaks.

The arrangement of the three shells in the reflector or headpiece

will prevent any danger from the bnlb igniting anything explosive

if the shells shoull be crushed or punctured, as the shells short-

circuit the lamp and the light is extinguished before the bulb is

broken.

Board of Trade Inquiries.—The Board of Trade
Commercial Intelligence Branch has received applications from
firms in this oonntry for makers of 2 to 30-H.P. eleotric motori
(various voltages, D.o. and A.c.) to drive ventilating fans.
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Electric Generator Co. r. Jackson.

On February 10th, in the West London County Court, before his

Honour Sir W. Lucius Sclfe, plaintiffs, eleotrical contracture, of

Sheoherd's Bush Roa'1
, W., sued defendant, an electrical engineer,

of Falbam Road, S.W., for £17 1 5 «., the price of an electric motor
and starter which the definiant had hired and had retained.

After hearing the evidence, his Honoub said that, allowing

defendant credit for half of the first quarter's hire, he would
give judgment for the plaintiffs for £10 3s. and costs, payable in

two monthly instalments.

Herbert Morris, Ltd., v. Saxelby.

As briefly mentioned last week, the Honse of Lords, on Feb. Sth,

gave their considered judgment in the apnea! by MessrB. Herbert

Morris, Ltd., against an order of the Court of Appeal affirming a

judgment of Mr. Justice Sargant in favour of the respondent,

Mr. Fred. Albert Saxelby. The arguments were concluded on
November 2i»th last. Their Lordships decided that the decision

appealed from was right, and dismissed the appeal with costs.

Lord Atkinson, in the course of his judgment, said that the

action out of which the appeal arose was brought to restrain the

respondent (1) from being concerned in the sale or manufacture of

pulley blocks, hand overhead runaways, electric overhead runaways,

hand overhead travelling craneB, or any part thereof, and (i) from
divulging or using confident ill information acquired by him whilst

in their employ. In all these cases one had to a k oneself what
were the interests of the employer that were to be protected, and
against what was he entitled to have them protected 7 He was
undoubtedly entitled to have his interests in his trade secrets

protected, such as secret process of manufacture, which might be of

vast value ; and that protection might be secured by restraining

the employe from divulging these secrets or putting them to his

own use. He was also entitled not to have his old customers by
solicitation or such other means enticed away from him ; but
freedom from all competition per se apart from both these things,

however lucrative it might be to him, he was not entitled to be

protected against. He must bs prepared to encounter that even at

the hands of a former emploj <-.

Turning to the facts to ascertain what in fact it was that the

appellants here sought protection against, his Lordship mentioned
that the plaintiffs were very successful manufacturers of the

particular class of machinery he had referred to. They had
specialised in it—standardising many parts common to different

types of machinery. Toough they made Borne other machinery,
this kind constituted three-fonrths of their output. In this

mannfaoture they appeared to be the premier firm in England.
Their business was very extensive. They had branch offices at

Lmdon, Manchester, Birm ngnara, Leeds, Sheffield, Newcastle,

Cardiff and Glasgow. They had a traveller in Ireland but no uflice.

Their regular and apparency principal customers, as appeared from
the evidence of their managing direotor, Mr. H. Morris, were the

Admiralty, the War Otfice, the G ivernment Ordnance Factory,

numerous foreign and Colonial Governments, railway companies
both at borne and abroad, and more recently the Aircraft

Department and the torpedo factories. No otner customers were
named. There was nothing to show that Mr. Saxelby ever came
into personal relations with any of the officers of these departments
or undertakings, or that through his acquaintance or personal

influence with any of them he might be able to divert their custom
away from the plaintiffs to another firm. In his opinion there was
no danger whatever of anything of that kind, and the question of

enticing away of customers nrght be put aside. The appellants,

moreover, had thoroughly organised their busioess, both on the
manufacturing and commercial side of it. They had got up and
arranged in an elaborate, careful and systematic manner, a large

number of charts and drawings called L sheets, comprising tables

and indicating the composition and dimensions suitable for
particular jobs. Mr. Justice Sargant fonnd that the information
there contained was so detailed and minute that it would be impos-
sible for any employe to carry it away in his head. It was claimed,

however, by the appellants, that this organisation and general

method of business were trade secrets which the defendant was
not entitled to divulge to another, or to use his knowledge of them
in the service of any persons other than themselves ; but he could
not get rid of the impressions left upon his mind by his experience
on the plaintiffs' works. They were part of himself, and in his

Lordship's vie* he violated no obligation arising from the relation

in which he stood to the appellants by using in the service of some
person other than they, the knowledge he had acquired of
their scheme of organisation and m thods of business. Up to the
time that the respondent left the service of ths appellants in 1913,
his whole engineering traini' g wa< connected with the manufacture
of these four special machines. He said he had tried to get
employment as a general engineer and had failed, and he was
therefore obliged, being unable to live in France, to take service

with one of the appellants' rival*.

His Lordship agreed with the view of the Court of Appeal, that
although the agreement might be of some advantage to the
plain' iffs as restraining competition, jet it was not reasonable when
viewed from the point of view of the defendant or of the public in

general. It was not reasonable to r* quire the defendant to put
aeide all the skill and experience that he had ai quired during the
period that he had been in the plaintiffs' employment and to begin
life afresh, Accordingly the appeal mustbe diamissed with costs.

Lord Shaw's judgment, which was read In his absence by Lobd
Atkinson, was to the same effect. He said that Mr. Morris, the
managing director of the plaintiff company, very candidly
admitted that the real object of the plaintiff company in imposing
the restraint was to preclude competition on behalf of the
defendant after he had left the company's employment. The
comp.ny objected, he said, to tkill and knowledge acquired in its

service being put to the disposal of any trade rival, and the tkill

and knowledge he referred to was the general skill and knowledge
which an employe of any ability must necessarily obtain as opposed
to knowltdge of any matter and skill in any process in which the
company could be said to have any property at all. He was clearly

of opinion that the restraint was in no way required for the
plaintiffs' protection, and was therefore unreasonable and bad
in law.

Lord Pabkeb of Waddington, in concurring, pointed out that
it had been laid down tnat all restraints on trade of themselves, if

there was nothing more, were contrary to public policy, and there-

fore void. It was not that such restraints must of themselves
necessarily operate to the public injury, but that it was against

the policy of common law to enforce them, except in cases where
there were special circumstances to justify them. The test, he
thought, was this : that for the restraint to be reasonable in the

interest of the parties it must afford no more than adequate
protection to the party in whose favour it was imposed. He
agreed that the appeal failed.

In this judgment Lobd Sumner expressed hia entire concurrence.

The appeal was accordingly dismissed, with costs.

Munitions Court Cases.

At the Edinburgh Monitions Tribunal, William Cowie, employed in

driving an electric crane for Messrs. Redpath, Brown & Co., Albion
Road Sceel Works, applied for a clearance certificate on the grouud
that the work he was engaged on was dangerous. A representative

of the firm stated it was an overhead electric crane that Cowie was
engaged on and it was a perfectly simple job. The Tribunal refuted

to grant the certificate, the Chairman advising Cowie to give the
work a fair trial.

In a case before the Oldham Tribunal, a labourer employed by a
firm of eleotrical engineers applied for a leaving certificate on the
ground that his wages were too small and he had another job

offered him. He received 23s. for working 53 hours, and had a
wife and children. He now had 30s. off red to do other work in a

mill. The firm said the man's average wages during the past four
weeks had been £1 8s. 3d. The application was refused, the

Preeident holding that the man was fully employed on munitions.

Before Sir Robert Wallace, K.C., sitting at the London and S.E.

Division General Munitions Tribunal, a well-known firm of elec-

trical instrument manufacturers were the complainants, and a firm

of builders and contractors were the respondents. The Ceaibman
said tha* the plaintiffs' workmen were clearly engaged in war
work, that a number of them left without the consent of their

employers, that they had not obtained from the legal tribunal a

certificate of discharge, and that they had all been taken into the

employment of the respondents. An offence had been committed.
The Coairman said that, having heard all the witnesses calltd by
the respondents and the men, they did not want to hear any
evidence ou behalf of the complainants. In regard to four of the

men, the offences against the Act were deliberate and not done in

ignorance, for it had been admitted by respondents' manager that

when the first man applied for work questions were asked, and the

manager was informed that no leaving certificates had been

obtained, also that the men had been engaged on war work. A
former emploj e of the complainants was the medium through
whom the men were engaged. The Chairman described it as a
very bad case indeed, and fined the respondents £15 in each case,

ana granted 10 guineas costs.

Re Bbyant Trading Syndicate, Ltd.

A cubious story was told to Mr. Justice Neville in the Companies'

(Winding Up) Court, on Tuesday, February 15th, when Mr. Wm.
East, a retired brewer living at Wimbledon, applied under Sec. 32

of the Companies' Act, to have his name removed from the register

of shareholders in the Bryant Trading Syndicate, Ltd.

Mb. Preston (for the applicant) said the Bryant Trading

Syndicate, Ltd., was now in liquidation, and it was alleged that

his olient was the holder of 60 £ shares, with only £1 paid. Under
these circumstances, he made this application, and his case was
that the company had no business, and never bai any business, to

pnt his name on the register. Mr. East was apparently interested

in el ctric lamps, and in 1»0$ he heard from a friend that this

company was producing a very good lamp. On that account he

went with his friend to sea it. Apparently there were none

for him to see. But he paid £1 for lamps to be Bent to hiB resi-

dence that he might teBt them. He was invited to take shares in

the company, and was, indeed, induced to sign an application for

50 shares. But Mr. East stipulated that this application was not

to be used until he had tested the lamps. In fact, no lamps were

ever sent to him, although he wrote to the company two

or three times. Upon that he dismissed the matter from

his mind. No notice of allotment was ever sent to him, and un'il

the company went into liquidation, and this demand was made

upon him, he only received one communication from the company.

That was about four years ago, and as it seemed to indicate tbat

he was being treated as a shareholder, he wrote to the compai y

saying that he was no such thing, and the communication molt

have been sent to him in error, Apparently there was a reeolu-
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tion on April 9th, 1908, allotting- the 50 shares. He submitted (1)
that Mr. East's aoplicition was subject to a cnnd tion that had
never been satisfied

; (2) that even if there had been an uncondi-
tional application th» company never communicated the faot of

the alio m nt to Mr. Bast.

Me. Walter Bast w»nt into the witness box to be cross-

examined bv Mr. Hewitt, K.T. for the liquidator of the company
upon the affidavit; he had made. He said that when he went to the
office of the Bryant Trading- Co. in April, 1908. he did not intend
to subscribe for ("hares. Bit 'he managing; director, Mr. Metcalfe,

whose "6ee»e were all Swans." aBked him to take np 500 shares

and " practically compelled him " to apply for 50. He said he
would not touch them unless the test was satisfactory. Bat Mr.
Metcalfe said the shares were groins; so fast that he could not
guarantee that they would be allotted if the application were
deferred, and he made a conditional application accordingly.
After the non-delivery of the lamps he did nothing to secure the
repayment of his sovereign.

Mb. W. F. Moore, secretary and sales manager of the company
from 1908 until 1911, said that he remembered the shares being
allotted to Mr. East, but could not remember the notice of
allotment being sent out in this particular case. He had no
doubt the notice of allotment was sent out.

Me. James, secretary of the company from 1911 to 1915, said

that he firs'; sent out notices to shareholders who had not paid
for their shareB in full in 1911. About two a year would be sent
out afterwards asking for the unpaid balance on the shareB. He
conld not remember any shareholder writing back to deny his

liability.

Mb. Hewitt Bnbmitted that the memory of Mr. Eist was not to

be relied upon, and that there was ample evidenc to show that he
had. or should have had, the presence of his name on the register

of shareholders hroneht home t-o him.
H'S Lobd«hip. in giving judgment, said this was ra*h»r a

curious oa>-e, whioh had arisen owing to a peculiarity in the
mansgement of a company whioh he had never come across before,

and which he shook! recommend other companies not to follow,

i e„ the oompany never m vie any oalls on their shares, bat occa-

sionally applied to shareholders for something on account of the
value of the shares they had taken. Of course they had no right

in any of these cases to demand anything from the shareholders,

because the liability of shareholders was dependent on the making
of calls in the first instance. The question turned on an interview
of April 8 th, 1908. With regard to that he was not satisfied that
Mr. East's application was conditional npon a test of the lamps.
Moreover, he had, if he had chosen to read it, received notice

over and over again, that he was on the register of shareholders
in the oompany. He was sorry for Mr. East, bnt saw no reason to

rectify the register. The summons would be dismissed, but with-
out costs, because the trouble had been oaused by the way in which
the company had acted in making no calls, bnt merely writing
round for subscriptions.

Electrical Controller Fingers.

An aotion by Messrs. Allen West & Co., L fd„ of Lewes Boad,
Brighton, against the British Westinghouse Electric and Manu-
facturing Co , Ltd., of Nirfolk Street, Strand, claiming an injunc-
tion for alleged infringement of a registered desisrn was heard by
Mr. Justice Astbury in the Chancery Division on Thursday,
February 10th. Plaintiffs said they were the registered proprietors

of the copyright in a design of controller fingers for electrical

mwhinery, and the defendants had without their licence or
written consent infringed the copyright, and as an instance of the
infringement the plaintiffs referred to the supplying by the
defendants to the Admiralty f controller Sogers for use on
machinery installel in a boiler shop in Portsmouth Dookvard in
the latter part of 1914 or the beginning of 1915. Defendants denied
the alleged infringement, and said the design was invalid, and it

was not new or original at the date of registration. Thev pleaded
prior publication and prior general common knowledge. They said
the design had been published in this country prior to the plaintiffs'

registration by the publication of a drawing by Robert Friedrich
Baerlooker, of the Westinghouse Works, Traff )rd Park, defendants'
engineer, in 1909, and by the publication of the drawing by the
-defendants to their workman in the ordinary course of their trading
between March, 1909, and March, 1910. Defendants also said the
design of the plaintiffs had been anticipated by the mannfaoture
and sale by the defendants to the Cargo Fleet Iron Co., Middles-
brough, in 1910, of 17 controllers with controller fingers. De-
fendants had a motion to expunge the plaintiffs' design from the
register of designs.

M'. Colefax, K C, and Mr. C Terrell appeared for the plaintiffs,

and Mr. Walter, K C, and Mr. J. H. Gray for the defendants.
His Lordship gave judgment, and said the encouragement given

by the patent laws to new conditions and original designs was
primarily to advance our industries and to keep them at a h gh
level, bat in administering the provisions of the laws, it was most
important to b*ar in mind that they were not intended, and should
not be allowed, to paralyse or impede the natural growth and deve-
lopment of manufactures which they were intended to benefit.

He thought that the present case rested npon the question whether
the difference in the registered design of the right-angled support
finger was or was not suffi;ient to make it an original de-ign
within the meaning of the Aot, or whether, on the contrary, it was
not an ordinary and natural alteration of the shape of a known
article for the purpose of fitting it into a case or apparatus in
whioh it was desired that it should work. He thought that the
pattern of the finger in the anticipation conld, if it was reason-
ably adjusted, be made to fit into a space as small for all practical

purposes as the finger shown in the original design. The altera-

tion was not sufficient put js-t matter for a registered design, and
the design in quest ;on was therefore not valid, and there must be
jidgment for the de'endants in the action and motion, with costs.

A stay of execution was granted en the application of Mr.
Terrell.

Price v. Hammebsmith Borough Council.

In the Kine's B anoh Dvision, on Monday, February 14th. Mr.
Justice R iwlatt gave judgment in a case that had occupied his

attention for some days in which the plaintiff, Mr. Edward Price,

proprietor of the Royal Laundry, Goldhawk Riad, Shepherd's Bush,

W., sued the Hammersmith Borough Council to recover compen-
sation in respect of a fire that occurred on his premises through,

as he contended, the fault of the defendants' electrical installation.

The defendants denied liability. After hearing the evidence,

Mr. Justice Rowlatt said that in this case the plaintiff sought

to recover damages in respect of a fire that broke out in a laundry,

and the defendants were sued as a publio corporation which
supplied the laundry with electricity. It appeared that the fire

broke out in the sortiDg room of the laundry where the service main
—which belonged to the defendants and for which they were
responsible—entered the fuse-box and meters, which were con-

nected at a point where the plaintiff's own- wires b°gan, and for

which the defendants were not responsible. The first question

was whether the fire broke out in the service main belonging to

the defendants on the defendants' side of the fuBe-box ? Oo that

question, and on that alone, he had be n addressed by counsel.

His Lordship concluded his j idgment as follows :

—
'' I think

it has not been made out that the plaintiff's fire commenced in

the defendants' service ma'n Q . I do not think that the plaintiff

has proved his case. It is a fire wh ;ch mn-t remain, in my judg-

ment, one of unknown and mysterious origin It has not been

shown to me how it happened. I kn"w quite well where there is

apparently no external cause of a fire, and there is electricity in

the place, and the service main is found to be burned, that one is

apt t > say that it must have been the electrical current whioh
started this ; but this is onlv guessing, and I do not think that I

am entitled to adopt that intellectual process. The plaintiff has

not reasonably convinced me by the evidence that this fire was
caused by the electrical main, and I cannot say how the fire began.

Under these circumstances, the onus is on the plaintiff, and I must
say that he has not proved his case, and. therefore, there must be

judgment for the defendants, with costs.
''

Sub station Attendants.

In our report of this case on page 170 last week, Mr. Bowden was
incorrectly represented as saying that " no special skill was
required " for the work in question ; the word " no " shonld have

been omitted.

As we go to pTess, the following has come to hand from Mr. W.
Arthur Jones (president of the Association of Electrical Station

Engineers), on behalf of the Executive Committee of the Associa-

tion :

—

Referring to your report in last week's issue of the case before

the L radon Munitions Tribunal between Mr. J. H. Bowden,

chief engineer of Poplar, and Mr. W. J. Ebben, in which it is

stated that a certificate of release was refused, it is only fair to

Mr. Ebben to state that the fi iding of the Tribunal was that

—

"In view of the facts th»t Mr. Bjwden has now promised to

release Mr. Ebben as soon as the improver referred to becomes
more proficient, and that overtime would be arranged on munition

wo'k, a certificate could not be granted.''

We may state that this Association was mentioned by Mr.

Bowden in connection with this case, and we would emphatically

point out that it was purely a personal matter relating to Mr.

Ebben.
As an Association we take great exception to the statement that

Mr. Bawden is reputed to have made " that no special skill was
required for the class of work referred to." We think that" as it

was necessary for Mr. B iwden to enlist the servfees of two of his

chief assistants, and also that of Mr. Beauchamp, Chief E"gineer

of West Ham, at the tribunal to retain the services of Mr. Ebben,

the statement to whioh we take exception is somewhat disproved.

Coal Mines Act Prosecution.

Sheriff Hat Shennan, Hamilton, has given judgment in the

cise reported in our last issue.

His Lirdship finds, in regard to Hutchison, that so far as the

cable was concerned, no blame attached to him, and that the course

he adopted was not dangerous so long as the workmen observed

reasonable precautions. The evidence Bhowed that a course similar

to that whioh Hutchison had taken was frequently followed in the

district, and had hitherto led to no mishap if ordinary caution was
observed. The olan adopt jd was to clear away the delri.i from the

Bide of the road furthest away from the cable. As this was done,

the soft material kept falling away towards that side, and by the

time the men came very near the cable, it should have been possible

to lift it by hrad and replace it, so as to hang it on the Bide of the

road. Hutchison warned the men that the current was on, so that

they might exercise caution. That conld not be urged againBt him
as proving that there was danger. There were many unavoidable

dangers in coal mining, and it was part of the duty of a careful

fireman to keep on warning the men to be cautious. The Sheriff,

however, considered that Hutchison, through a misunderstanding
of his duty, had failed to comply with the statutory requirement
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in regard to the state of the roof where the fall took place. He
ought tn have mentioned in his report that the roof waB defeotive
there. His Lordship therefore found th ; s part of the charge
proved, hut dismissed the respondent v>ith sn admonition. From
the evidence led, he found the charges against Shaw—which had
also referenoe to the cable—not proven.

Workmen's Compknsation.

Sheriff Moffatt, Falkirk, on Fiday issued jndement in an
aotion raised und >r the Workman's Compensation Act by the
Scottish Central Electric Power Co. against Wm. Kerr, labourer.
While in the employment of the company Kerr met with an
aocident involving injuries to his head and back, and was paid
compensation at the rate of 12^. per week. In consfquence of an
arrangement, K»rr accepted employment from the Scottish Central
Electric Power Co. at his old rate of wages in lieu of further
compensation. Proceedings were raised by the company to have
it declared that his incapacity had ceased, or at least diminished,
and they asked the Court to review the weekly payment of 12s.

and to end or diminish the same. K»rr objected to the proceedings,
maintaining that, as he had not recovered from the effects. of his

injuries, no order should be pronounced terminating his right
to receive compensation. The Sheriff found in favour of the
workman and dismissed the proceedings, finding the employers
liable in expenses on the higher scale.

A Belfast Action.

Mb. Justice Gibson, in the King's Bench Division, Dublin, directed
notice to be served on defendant's solicitors in reference to an
application, on bshalf of plaintiff, to have interrogatories adminis-
tered in the action by Mr. A. B. Farrell, resident superintendent of
the central electricity works, Belfast, againBt Mr. T. W. Bloxam,
city electrical engineer, Belfast, for alleged slander, the words
complained of dealing with the support and clamping of main
feeder cables and with plaintiff's methods of work. The object of
the application, it was explained, was to enable defendant to

specify the cables, &c. Plaintiff's solicitor had already sent the
proposed interrogatories, wishing to avoid application to the Conrt,
but no reply had been received, except that counsel's advice was
being sought.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Consular Notes.—JAPAN.—H.M. Consul-General at

Kob6 (Mr R. G. E. Forster) reports that one result of the war will

be to stimulate the industries of Oiaka, the main part of whose
foreign trade is don^ by Kobe. Industries, which were being
slowly worked up against the competition of the imported articles,

have suddenly been given a free field. To how great an extent

they will profit by the occasion to establish themselves firmly

against the time when they have again to face competition remains
to be seen, but it seems clear that after the war importers of

manufactured goods will be faced with greater difficulties than
formerly. As to the effect on British trade, it is difficult to speak.

The elimination of German and Austro-Hungarian competition
would appear at first sight to afford a splendid opportunity, but as

far as can be seon at present manufacturers and merchants in the
United Kingdom have their hands too full to capture new trade.

For the present, therefore, it is rather a question of how much of

the old trade in machinery and metals, for instance, can be main-
tained.

The war has revolutionised zinc refining in Japan. Hitherto
the two refining concerns at Amagaski, near Osaka, and Miike, in

KyuBhiu, have been Blowly feeling their way. As a result of the
war great activi'y has been shown in connection with military
requirements, considerable extent-ions have been made, and it is

anticipated that when all the works contemplated are in working
order they will be in a position to deal with the whole of Jaoan's
output of z'nc ore. There was a decline in imports of machinery
from £1,697,000 in 1913 to £1,342.000 in 1914. All classes of

machinery shared in this decrease, which, speaking generally, was
due at first to the Government policy of retrenchment, combined
with the general depression, and latterly to the difficulty of
ohtaining supplies from Europe. The making of machinery in

Osaka and Japan generally is increasing yearly. To give a few
instances, the demand for oil and gas engines is met largely by
locally-made engines ; while in machine pumps, water turbines,
cranes, dynamos, motors, locomotives, and in many other classes

of machinery, impirts are feeling the effect of local competition.
Since the outbreak of war the difficulty which British firms have
experienced in accepting orders for prompt delivery has diverted
many orders whioh might have been expected to go to the United
Kingdom.

Bankruptcy Proceedinffs.—J. Taylor Peddie, des-
cribed as an engineer, of A Id wych Site, Strand, W C.—An appli-
cation was made, last week, to Mr. Registrar Linklater, at the
London Bankruptcy Court, for approval to a scheme of arrange-
ment recently entertained by the creditors. Mr. Egerton S. Grey,
Official Receiver, reported that proofs of debt amounting to

£9,744 had been lodged, and the proposal provided for the pay-
ment of a composition of 5s. in the £ on claims of £2,748, and for

the absolute release and discbarge of liabilities to the amount of
£7,472. The Official Receiver opposed the application on the
grounds (1) that it was not the a;tuil arrangemeut which debtor
was seeking 1 1 make with his creditors

; (2) that th« assets were
not equal in valm to lOi. in the £ on the amount of the liabilities

;

and (.3) that be had brought on his insolvency by rash and
hazardous specula'ions. Mr. E W. Hansel), who appeared in

support of the application, pointed out that although the releasing
creditors represented the maj jrity in value of the debts, they were
only a few in number, and were confined to Stock Exchange claimB
in re»p?ct of differences, whilst the creditors who were to receive
the composition were 21 in number. His Honour, after hearing
evid>n;e, approved the scheme of arrangement, and annulled the
order of an judication.
Alfred Slatter, consulting electrical engineer, Caxton Honse,

Westminster, S.W.—An application for an order of discharge
was made, on February 8th, to Mr. Registrar Linklater, at the
London Bankruptcy Court. Mr. Egerton S. Grey, Official Receiver,
reported that the applicant failed in June, 1912, with provable
claims £2,380, and assets valued at £198, but only £10 had been
received in respect of the estate. The only offence reported by the
Official Receiver was the insufficiency of assets to equal in value 10s.

in the £ on the amount of the unsecured liabilities, and his Honour
granted a discharge, subject to a nominal suspension Of three
weeks. Order entered accordingly.

G. E. Bonner, Ashsroft, 103, Fox Lane, Palmer's Green, Middle-
sex, electrical engineer.—The firBt meeting of creditors was fixed

to be held on February 11th, at 14, Bedford Row, W.C., when the
statement of affairs showed liabilities amounting to £210, and
assets estimated to realise £63 ; after deducting preferential
claims, the estate disclosed a deficiency of £147. The debtor prior
to November, 1914, had for 17 years been engaged as stockbroker's
clerk, but on the outbreak of war his salary was considerably
reduced, and he took up an agency with a firm of electric lamp
manufacturers on commission terms, but did very little business. In
November, 1914, the stockbrokers terminated his employment, and
from that time until last December his only employment was the
agency for the lamp firm. Debtor stated that his failure was due
to loss of employment and heavy interest to money-lenders. The
matter remains in the hands of the Official Receiver.

Book Notices. — Sell's Directory of Telegraphic
Addresses. London : Business Directories, Ltd. Price 25s.—The
1916 edition of this useful business directory has just appeared. In
the course of its 2,600 pages it gives an alphabetical list of firms
in London and the country, with their telegraphic addresses and
telephone numbers ; an index to telegraphic addresses ; a classified

trades list of the United Kingdom ; cable addresses of British
Empire overseas and foreign firms ; telegraph tariffs, and other
information. All new telegraphic addresses and alterations in

postal addresses received from the Postmaster-General up to

January 1st this year are included. The classified trades list con-
tains more than 3,400 separate trade headings.

" Journal ot the Institution of Electrical Engineers." Vol. LIV.
No. 25ti. February 15th, 1916.—This iBsue contains a paper on
" The Principles of Modern Printing Telegraphy," by Mr. H. H.
Harrison. There is also a " Sixth List " of 65 members of the
Institution serving with H.M. Forces.

" The Practical Engineer Electrical Pocket Book and Diary for
1916." London : The Technical Publishing Co. Price, cloth, 1b. 4d.,

post free. The new edition has been brought up to date, especially

in connection with the specifications for copper conductors,
particulars of instruments and apparatus, electric furnaces, and
standards for electrical machinery ; and new sections have been
added relating to telephones and to first aid in case of accident.
It contains a remarkably varied and comprehensive amount of

information.

"Science Abstracts." Sections A and B. Vol. XIX. Part I.

January 31st, 1916. Index to Vol. XVIII. Sections A and B.

London : E. & F. Spon. Price Is. 6d. each net.
" Lockwood's Builder's and Contractor's Price Book for 1916."

London : Crosby Lockwood & Son. Price 4s.

"Telegraph Engineering." By E. Hausmann. London: Con-
stable i: Co., Ltd. Price 12s. 6d. net.

'" The Universe and the Atom." By M. Erwin. London: Con-
stable & Co., Ltd. Price 8s. 6d. net.

"Directory of British Manufacturers for Russian Trade."
London : Russo-British Trade Exchange, Ltd. Price 5s.—This
directory, which has been edited by Mr. R. A. Lenski, is printed in

the Russian language for circulation in Russia. It consists of 400
pages, with trade headings in Russian and English. It has received

the support of representative electrical manufacturers, whose
advertisements are suitably illustrated and are well produced.
We hope it will prove of some assistance to onr firms who are
trying to gain a hold on the Russian market.

Trade Announcements.

—

The Electrical Supplies
Co. are opening a Manchester office and stores at 40, Victoria •

Buildings, Victoria Street, Manchester (Telephone No.: "City
5794 "). Mr. R. L. Bateson has been appointed manager of the
branch, where stocks of lamps, cables, fittings, carbons and acces-

sories will be held.

The Holmquist Electric Co., 1911, Ltd., and the Radio
Electric Lamp Co., Ltd., have removed to more commodious
premis-s at 17. Great Chapel Street, Oxford Street, W. Telephone :

" 4278 Regent."

Messrs. Cave & Hiqoin, Ltd., of 265, Deansgate, Manchester,
have altered their title to HioniN, Ltd., and all communications
should be so addressed.
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Liquidations.—Oil-Flame Furnace Co., Ltd.—

A

meeting will be held at 11, Ironmonger Lane, E C, on March 14th,

to hear an account of the winding up from the liquidator.

Globe Electric Co., Ltd.—Creditors should send the usual
parti.uiars to Mr. G. E. Coifield, 119, Ftnsbury Pavement, E.C., the
liquidator, by March 14tb.

Patent Restoration.

—

The Adjustable Cover and
Boiler Block Co., Ltd , ha? applied for the restoration of Patent
No. 6,831, of 1911, granted to J. R Hannam, for "Improvements
in or relating to side flues and downtakes for boilers."

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Acerin<rton.— Plant Extensions.— The Electricity

and Health Committees have given instructions for a scheme to be
prepared and tenders to be obtained for dealing at the minimum of

cost with the present difficulties at the destructor and electricity

works. Toe proposal includes the erection of a new chimney and
flues and the provision of a new tubular boiler fcr the destructor,
thus releasing two Lancashire boilerB for the electricity works.
The scheme is estimated to cost between £5,000 and £6,000.

Australia.—Although the Fremantle (W.A.) Council
recently decided to reject the Government's offer to supply elec-

tricity in bulk from the Perth power station, it is understood that
the Fremantle Tramway Board has decided to accept the offer,

which includes delivery of energy at the Board s main sub station

at East Fremantle, at '85d. per unit. The agreement is proposed
for 50 years ; electricity may be resold to other local authorities

at not more than 2d. a unit and to the Government at not more
than If i. per unit. The Tramway Board was influenced in its

decision by an experi report by Mr. Curie Smith, showing a profit

margin in favour of the Government supply.— West Australian.

Mr. Fo'bes Maekay, reporting on the delay in supplying North
Sydney (N.S.W.) with electricity, pointed out that this supply
could be available in 10 days after receiving the submarine cables

tq cross the harbour. It is understood that the cables have been
shipped, and it is hoped that the supply will be ready by the end
of the month.

Barnes.—The contract for the maintenance of the

storage battery having expired, the Tudor Accumulator Co. has
asked for a renewal for a further period of 10 yeara on the same
conditions, but no security would be deposited. The matter was
adjourned until the next meeting.

It was decided to make arrangements for a Bupply of electricity

to the houses on the Vine Cottage estate as soon as they are ready
fcr occupation.

Bradford.—A small Sub-Committee of the Guardians
has been deputed to consider the installation of electrioity at the

Bowling Park Colony.

Bridlington.

—

Destructor Scheme.—The L.G.B. has

disapproved of the Corporation's scheme for the erection of a refuse

destructor at the electricity works.

Brighton.—Suggested Price Increase.—The Elec-

tricity Committee has decided to adhere to the proposal to raise

the maximum price of electricity to 5Jd- per unit, with reductions

after the first 1,000 units, but suggests that the charge for power
should be raised \i. p ar unit on the first 2,000 units. Consumers
outside the borough are to be charged 6£d. per unit. It is also pro-

posed for the improvement of the financial position of the elec-

tricity underakiog, to transfer to rate account certain annual
liabilities on capital expanded in plant for street lighting in

unremunerative areas.

Chester.—The Waterworks Co. has under consideration

the substitution of electric power for steam with a view to reducing

the working expenses.

Church Stretton.—Prow Order.—The local Elec-

trioity Co. has applied for a provisional order in respect of the

urban district of Church Stretton and the parishes of All Stretton

and Little Stretton.

Continental.

—

Spain.—A joint stock electric supply
company, styled the Energica Electrica de ABturias, is being formed
at TJjo, in the Province of Asthrias. It is intended to utilise

certain waterfalls on the Aller River, totalling 6,000 H P. The
scheme is in the hands of the engineer Don Juan Rovira.

Russia.—Wben the new Moscow central station was constructed
in- 1898 a three-phase 2,100-volt distribution system was adopted, -

with transformer pillars where the pressure was stepped down to

120 volts. In 1S07 the network was extended to the industrial

districts beyond the city, and in 1910 the distribution pressure was
increased to 6,5flO volts, there beiDg at the present time two
6,500-volt networks and four 2,100-volt networks. Last year the
central station and cable network were further modified, with a
view to increasing their efficiency.

Dublin.—The report of Mr. P. W. d'Alton, on theiCor-
poration's electricity undertaking, indicates that the administra-
tion of the system is unduly complicated owing to the dual control
by an engineer who is not a manager, and a secretary who in part
manages. The engineer should be given more responsibility for
the number and qualifications of ppople employed, and for the
extension of the load and its measurement. The charges for energy,
while not unreasonable for public lighting, are unduly high for
private supply. Considerable reductions in the number of work-
men employed at the Pigeon House are possible. The wages paid
under the Department of Public Lighting appear to be out of pro-
portion, amounting to over 16 per cent, of the gross revenue
received for that service. The coBt of the secretarial depart-
ment is high ; a general gain in economy would follow were can-
vassers and meter-readers placed on the engineering staff. The
salaries and wages paid otherwise than from revenue appear to be
unduly heavy. The coal supply seems to have become a monopoly

;

methods should be adopted in the future to secure competition,
and the coal spscification issued by the Corporation should be more
rigidly drawn. The charges for interest and repayment of moneys
borrowed are fair, and are being admirably met. Further capital must
be expended at the generating station to provide for the demands
of the winter of 1917-18, and a scheme of extension must be prepared,
and estimates invited and considered, during the coming year.
During the spring and summer of 1916 no efforts must be spared
by the engineering staff to get the power house into proper condi-
tion to meet its winter load with existing plant. The returns of
the units generated at the power house are unreliable on account
of the condition of the watt meters, which must be overhauled,
repaired, and recalibrated before any reliance can be placed on their
readings. The Stewart engines are obsolete and extravagant, and
should only be worked in emergency. The Belliss-Moroom engine
wants a thorough overhaul by its makers, to render it less

extravagant in steam consumption ; such an overhaul will probably
greatly increase its efficiency. The Richardsons-Westgarth turbine
should be in part reconstructed by the makers, to reduce its steam
consumption. The Oerlikon turbines are excellent. The con-
densers of the station, which are now, and have for long been,
seriously ineffective, must be put right. The older section of the
boiler-house plant should be used only in emergency ; it ought not
to be worked as it is now rn the daily load. The five large Babcock-
Wilcox boilers and the Yarrow boiler should be always used for
the day in, day out, needs of the station. Such a practice in con-
nection with boilers and engines will produce a saving of the first

importance in coal, labour and repairs. The present practice of
using obsolete plant for the majority of the working hours of the
station, and reserving modern and efficient machinery for inter-

mittent peak and emergency loads, is to be deprecated as most
extravagant.
The local Press publishes portions of counter-reports, prepared

by Mr. Fred Allan, secretary to the Electricity SuDply Committee,
Mr. Mark Ruddle, city electrical engineer, and Mr. L. J. Kettle,

deputy city electrical engineer. The whole matter will be con-
sidered at the next meeting of the Electricity Supply Committee.
The statement of accounts of the electricity undertaking for the

year ended March 15th, 1915, shows that the total capital expen-
diture was £834,757 ; the total income was £105,410, as against

£98,190 in 1914, and the debt charges amounted to £53,579, as
against £46,069 in 1914, the surplus on the year being £1,417, as

compared with £4,917 in 1914. Together with balances brought
forward, the total surplus available was £10,291, from which
£2,351 was placed to renewals. The total units sold were 9,519,545,
as compared with 8,516 927 in 1914. The maximum demand was
7,486 kw., and the station plant oapacity 12,000 KW.

Eccles.

—

Proposed Extensions.—With reference to

the proposed electricity extensions mentioned in thiB column last

week, it is stated that the present engine capacity at the gene-
rating station is fully loaded, and the Committee wishes to proceed
with the extensions in order to use them as soon as the war is

ended. Existing cables would be available for lighting purposes
;

the three-phaBe system is necessary for supplying energy to local

works.

Ecuador.—The Municipality of Daule has been author-
ised to install an electrical plant for the public lighting of that
town.

Edinburgh.—The Edinburgh Merchants' Association

has passed a resolution condemning the Corporation's action in

proceeding with the Portobello scheme at the present time.

Epsom.

—

Increased Prices.— < >wing to the extra cost

of coal, &c. the U.D.C. is recommended to increase the charges for

current by 25 per cent., as from March 31st next. The assessment
of the undertaking having been increased from £650 to £1,285, an
appeal has been entered.

Glasgow.

—

War Economy.—Mr. Lackie reports that

by deferring meter cleaning and repairs for an extra year £1,500
will be saved ; also that £3,000 will be saved by delaying repairs

to station plant.

; Hastings.

—

Price Increase, &c—The T.C. has been
refused a loan of £500 for house services. The obarges for elec-

,

tricity in respect of the current quarter have been increased by
10 per cent, as a temporary expedient, in addition to the 10 per

cent, increase already in force.
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India.—Dissatisfaction is felt ia Calcutta at what are

claimed to be the high prioes oha'ged for electricity to the general

publio, ani the Corporation has adopted a res 'latum a-kin/ for an
expert Gove nment investigation of the matter. The publ o pajs

8 annas an I 4 annas respe nively p r unit for lighting and power
;

the Government p iys less than half these rates f .>r its supplies.

Ipswich.—Loan Sanction.—The L.G.B. has sanctioned

the h irrowing of £3,100 tor cjiilhanliuji plant at the generating

station.

Kilmarnock. — The Corporation electrical engineer

report) i hat he has adjusted the t-rms of an agreement with the

Caorington and Auohloobau >llieries. Ltd, for the Bopply of

electricity to Annandale Pit, and that he proposed to run a new
1 1

,i)ilO- volt transmission line from the works to the oolli-ry,

which could afterwards form part of the soheme for duplicating

the supply to Troon and Irvine.

Lincoln.—The T.C. has decided to give an additional

anpply of current to Messrs. Clayton & Shuttleworth, Ltd.

Llanelly.

—

Street Lighting.—The Electric Light
and Traotion Co. has mwle a rebate of £100 on the account of the

T.C. in respeot of restricted publio lighting. The Counoil origin-

ally demanded a reduction of over £200.

London.

—

Hampstead.—The Lighting Committee has

considered a report of the ohief electrical engineer, with reference

to the breakdown of the 1,000-KW. Westinghouse turbo-alternator

on December 15th ; the Committee found that the switchboard
was of an obsolete pattern and incapable of dealing with the

present loads, and it has authorised the engineer to issue specifica-

tions and obtain tenders for a modern switchboard. The 6 C. has
agreed to apply to the L C.C. for sanotion to the borrowing of

£4,000 for the above purpose.

Fclham.—After the current quarter the prices for eleotrioity

for private lighting, power and public lighting are to be inoreased

to 4d., ljd. and 1 J i. per unit respectively, with no discount.

Shoreditch.— As from the March m ter readings the prioe of

electricity for all purposes is to be inoreased by 15 per cent.

Owing to the increased cost of coal, &c, there will probably be a
deficiency of £4,000-£5,000 on the year's working.

Stepney.—The Finance Committee of the B.C. has approved an
estimate of £ 19,000 for two new boilers ; the Council has machinery
sanctions represen'iDg £16,000 in hand, and it is proposed to

interview the L.C.C. with a view to utilising this sum and borrow-
ing a further £3.000
Hammersmith. -The electrioity works are at present insured

against fire and aircraft risks to the amount of £45,588 ; the Eleo-

tricity Committee has authorised an extension of the policy against

aircraft for a further £45 588, representing an insurance against

fire of £45,588 and against aircraft of £91,177.

Sheerness.—The U.D C. has agreed to the proposal of

the S leerness E P. Co. to increase the charge for the supply of

energy at the sewage works by 15 per cent.

Market Drayton.—The Silop C.C. has withdrawn its

objections to the Electrioity Co. erecting overhead lines, subject to

the usu*l B. of T. regulations b-ing complied with.

Masham.—The Council has intimated ti the local com-
pany that no tender will be required for publio lighting under
present conditions.

Middlesbrough.—The Cleveland and Durham Power
Co. has granted the T C. farther privileges respecting the maximum
load taken, and the engineer reports that it is not now necessary to

oonsider the ques'ion of bringing the battery up to date ; he sug-
gested that a gas engine plant be installed for emergency use,

and this was agreed to. It was stated that the alterations would
cost £1,000, and effect an annual saving of £500 or so, besides

deferring for several years a farther expenditure of some thousands.
The engineer reported that, owing to the new arrangements, the
services of a chief assistant would not now be required.

Monag'han.— Street Lighting.—The Council has
now given permission to a company t) proceed with the erection of
poles and wires for the introduction of publio electric lighting.

Newport (Mon.).—Loan Sanctions.—The L G B. has
sanctioned the borrowing of £780 in respect of an el> ctric sub-
station at Mill Parade. The B ard has also sanctioned the raising

of £3,004 for mains and £500 for services, and has advised the
Corporation that it has deducted £375 to be paid by the contractors
in respect of the laying of cables from Pill sub-station. With
regard to the proposed losn for the provision of power to the
faotory at Maesglas, the Board asks to be furnished with details
showing how the revised estimate of £3,872 is made up.

Sheffield.—A recent issue of the Sheffield Daily Tele-
graph oontained a reference to the phenomenal state of hustle
which characterises the city electric supply department. It appears
that the generating oapacity of the department has been doubled
sinoe the war started, and is now being quadrupled. Our con-
temporary's pen-picture of the E.L. Committee running away from
the "slow-goi'ig" Council, and of the efforts of chairman and
manager to ont-distance the Committee, depicts a refreshing atmo-
sphere of al-rtnesR not usually associated with municipal control
in peace time. We understand that the C mncil will shortly be
called on to sanotion a further £137,000 expenditure on electrioity
extensions.

Staffurd.—Proposed Loan.—The T.C. has decided to
apply t) the L.G.B. 'or sanction to the borrowing of £12,000 for

extensions to ihe tlsutri :ity works.

Tasmania.

—

Hydro-electric Works.— Mr. Batters.

the chief engineer, has sub uitced an estimate of £18 750 as the
pr ibable cost of completing the hydro-eleotrio works. The total

cost of the works, in luding the above »mount, is placed at

£338 99H, exclmive of submerged land at the Grt-a Lik-. estimated
eventually to ectend over 5,0if0 acres and to oost £7.000 and of the

c )St of extensi m to N irlh West Buy. Mr. P trry's estimate of the
total cost ot tde first part of the scheme was £295 572, and the excess

is attributed partly to payments inexcenso' preliminary valuation to
the Complex Ores Co. an t partly to generally iocrea-ed oost of plant.

It, is announced that as soon as the annual consumption for

domestic lighting in II ibart reaches a million units the price will

bo reduced to 4d. per unit.

Wadebridge.

—

Cottage Lighting.—The Electric Supply
Co. has under consideration a scheme to supply electric light to

the tenants of small cottages, at a weekly rate, which will com-
pare favourably with the cost of oil or other means of lighting.

Walsall.

—

Motor Hire Scheme.—The electrical engi-

neer has baen authorised to negotiate a working arrangement with
motor manufacturers, whereby they will supply motors on a three

or five years' hire-purohase basis, through the sales department,
without the department inourring any financial liability.

TRAMWAY, and RAILWAY NOTES.

Argentina.—The first section of the Metropolitan elec-

tric railway, under constru ition at Buenos Ayres, was inaugurated

on December 1st. The concession holder is the Anglo-A'gentine
Co. Three new tunnels will shortly be constructed to conneot

with the section inaugurated. The working day is 20 hours, and
a three to five-minutes' service is given. On the opening day
100,000 passengers were carried.

—

Induttria e Inrencionet.

Continental.—Denmark.—At a recent meeting of the

Danish Ingeniurforening, a discussion was initiated on the
" Eventual introduction of electric driving on the" boulevard
tramways in Copenhagen and on the neighbouring tramway
system."
Spain.—An application has been made by the Sociedad Minera

y Metilurgioa de Panarroya for a concession to construct and work
a narrow-gauge eleotrio railway between Conquidor and
Puertollano.

Switzebland.—The General Management and the Standing
Committee of the S viss Federal Railways have just submitted a
report to the Council of Administration in regard to the projaoted

conversion of the Eratfeld Bellinz ma seotion of the St. Goth ard

railway. It is first pointed out that the three-pha«e system wonld
be unsuitable for the purpose in view, whilst the advocates of the

direot-onrrent method b»se their contentions on experence with
lighter trains and pressures far below 3,000 v >lts The single-

phase system, whii-h is already employed on the Lotschberg rail-

w vv, can now be recommended for adoption without reserve. No
other electric railway system exists which can be plaoed on an
equality in regard to the varied nature of the service, the number of

locomotives, length of the tra"k, and extent of services rendered,

with that of the New Y irk, New Haven and Hartford Rrailway.

At the same time this railway is the first which from the system
u»ed ha9 proved itself to be extensible at will and capable of being
accommodated to all kinds of services. In the case of the Lotsoh-

berg railway the interruptions in working were attributed

chiefly to the diffioult oirou instances under which the eleotrioal

equipment had to be provided. The report also discusses the pro-

blem of uniformity in the form of current and periodicity, which
it i« Bought to attain in the distribution of energy throughout
Switzerland. The Amsteg and Ritom p wer stations, which are

proposed for the working of the Eri-tfell-Bellinz ma seation, will

be able to furnish energy not only for this section but also for the

whole line from Luoerne to Chiasso, the conversion of whioh will

not be long deferred.

Darlington.—The T.C. has agreed to certain increases

of wages in the tramway department, which will entail extra
expenditure amounting to £135 a year.

Dudley.—On Friday last, Timothy Parkes, the conductor
concerned in the recent tramway accident, was charged with man-
slaughter at the Dudley Police Court, and committed to the next
Worcestershire issizss

The inquest in oonneotion with the second death resulting from
the reoent tramway aooident, was resumed on Monday, the jury

finding that Turner died as a result of the acciientsl overturning
of the ca', which was caus°d by the negligence of the conductor,

Parkes ; the jury added that they did not consider this culpable or

criminal negligenoe and addressed certain recommendations to the
tramway company.

Dundee.—Mr. Fisher, the tramway manager, has drawn
attention to the necessity of renewing the overhead rqnipment in

the centre of the city, whioh work will shortly be carried ont by
the electrioity department.
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Ecuador.—A decree has been published authorising the

constru tn>n of a railway with electric traction if convenient,

between Q lito anf Esmnraldas. The line will pass, by preference,

through toe towns of Caynmbe and Otavalo ; th>- fir-it Motion to

be constructed w.ll be from Q lito to Ibarra. Should it be decided

to employ electric traction, the erection of a pjwer station

wonlii be undertaken at the same time.

Glasgow.

—

Wab Economy.— Mr. Dalrymple has reported

that there will be no expenditure on capital account this year, and
that owing to depleted staffs ordinary expenditure will bs
reduoed, bnt the savin? will be counterbalanced by increased

wages and war alio vances. The T 0. has dec'ded to purchase
T inrnliebank G*s Works, and ground i< to be given np for road
widening, the Tramways Committee contributing £500 towards the
price.

Hind ley.—The U.D.C. has approved a draft agreement
with the Wigan Corporation for the lowering of" the road under
the bridge at Wigan Road. Hiudley, to allow of the passage of double-

deck tramcars, subject to the surveyor endeavouring to get the
lowering tailed out to make the gradient not more than 1 in 80.

Jarrow.—The Town Improvement Committee has
deoided to communicate with the Tramway Co. regarding the
condition of the tramway track.

Luton.—Tramway Extension.—The T.C. hag been
reoommended to make application to the B. of T. for an order
prolonging the period for the completion of the remainder of the
tramway track for another two 5 ears from August llth next.
Loan Sanctions.—The L.G.B. has approved of the borrowing

of sums amounting to £30,327 for electricity purposes, by the T.C.

North London Railway Electrification.—It is stated
that the work of electrifying the North London Railway to

Richmond will shortly be coamenced, and that a much improved
servioe will be the result — Pall Mall Gazette

Southport.—It has been decided that horse haulage
at the Corporation gas works shall be superseded by electric

haulage in the near future ; the rails already in use will be retained,

and the Electricity Committee will supply the overhead equipment
and the necessary vehicle.

West Lancashire.—The L. and Y. Railway Co. proposes
to construct a li?ht railway from the existing railway at High-
town round by Formby Point, rejoining the existing railway at
Ainsdale, a distance of about six miles. The Light Railway Com-
missioners have been asked to issue an order authorising the work

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

Air Raids.—In order to keep the lines free for official

messages on the occnrrenoe of air raids, the Postmaster-G neral

has ixsued an appeal to the publio to use the telephone as little as

possible on such occasions, and on no account to call np the police

or other public officials.

Australia.—It is hoped that the new telephone rates,

which came into force on December 10th, will brine in an addi-

tional revenue of £180,000 a year. Increases in the postal and
telegraphic rates will be made this year, in order to avoid a

repatition of the deficit of over £600,000.

Canada.—On Monday last telephonic communication
was effected between Montreal and Vancouver, a distanoe of 2,300
miles. Montreal was also connected with San Francisco.

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.

Aberdare.— March 8th. Electrical goods, for the

Powell-Duffryn Steam Coal Co. Stores Manager, Aberaman offices.

March llth. TJ.D C. Electrical stores for 12 months. See
" Offidil N jtices " to-day.

Australia.

—

Sydney. May 1st. Two 300-kw. turbo-

alterna'ors, condensers, switchboard. Skj„ for the pumping station

at Ryle, for ths Mstrop ilitan B jard of Water Supply and Sewerage
at Sydney. *

May 3rd. N.S.W. R\ilways and Tramways Department. One
2,500-KW. turbo-alternator, for Zira Street, Newcastle, cower
house. Specifications (20j.) from the Engineer's offioe, 61, Hunter
Street, Sydney.*

Birkenhead.—March 6 th. Corporation. Cable and
two r itarv converters with switchgear. See " Offioial Notices

"

February 1st.

Bolton.—March 2nd. Electricity Committee. Stores,

Inolading some electrical items. See "Official Notices" Feb. llth.

Bootle.—February 23rd. Corporation. Stores, including
lamps, meters, fuse boxes, &c. E eotrioal Engineer.

Dewsbury.— Electricity Department. Two second-hand
250 kw ?en--ra or panels, oil separator, piping, oables, &o. See
"Official Notioes" February llth.

Dublin.— March 1st. Battery materials for carriage

lighting, for the G.N. Railway Co. (Ireland). See " Offioial

Notices" to-day.

Dundee.—February 28th. Corporation. Stores for the
Tramways Committee. Mr. P. Fisher, General Manager.

France.—Paris.—February 24th. The State Railway
Servioe requires 3,5'>0 copper rail bonds of 400 mm-, section,

and 9,900 of 200 mm3
, seotion. Bureaux du Service Eleotrique

(3* division), 72, Rue de Rome, Paris (8°), Tuesdays and Fridays,

3 to 5 p.m.

Keighley.— 30-h.p. electric motor installation for pump
driving, for the Fleece Mills Co., Ltd. See " Official Notices

"

to-day.

London.— Battersea.—February 21st. B.C. Stores

for the Electricity Department. See " Official Notioes " Feb. 4th.

New Zealand,—Dunedin.—May 17th. City Council.

(1) Tramear bodies
; (2) electrical equipment. Plans, &c, from the

Town Clerk, Dunedin.'

Plymouth,—March 2nd. Corporation. Converter with
starter. See " Official Notices " to-day.

Pontypridd.—March 13th. U.D.C. Twelvemonths'
sipply of el itncal s'o-es for the Ee'ti; Light and Tramways
Department. See " Offi i*l Notices '" to-day.

Swansea.—March 6th. Education Committee. Electric

lightine installation at Brynmill and Cwmbwrla Council Sohools.

See *' Official Notioes " to-day.

West Ham.—March 22nd. B. of G. Three months'
supply of electric fittings. Clerk, Union Road, Leytonstone.

Specifications for the items marked * can be seen at the Board
of Trade Commercial Intelligence Branch in London.

CLOSED.
Glasgow.—Tramways Committee.
Traction lumps —General Eleoiric Co., Ltd., and Edison & Swan Co.
Lighting conduit and fittings.— Simplex Conduits, Ltd.

Me->rf. W. Lucy & Co. oek-d tie Elerricity < ommittee for an
increase of 10 per cent, on their contract prices for the supply of

c.i. branch, boxes, in consequence of the phenomenal rise in the
price of pig-iron and foundry coke. The engineer reported that

the other contractors for similar material had not applied for any
increase, and the Sub-committee agreed to recommend that the
increase be not granted.

Hampstead.— B.C. British Thomson-Houston Co.,

Ltd , for H.T. switchboard, £3,886.

London.—St. Marylebone. B.C.
Brit sh Westinghonse Co., Ltd. — Spare amiftturc for rotarv oonrerter,

at £1,018.
Ferranti, Ltd.—200 prepayment meters.

Bebmondsjey.—The Electricity Committee has given instruc-

tions for existing contractors to be a-ked to continue their con-

tracts for supplies for a further 12 months on the same terms.

The Committee has accepted a tender of the Glenboig Union
Fireolay Co., Ltd , for 3,000 firebricks and one ton of fireclay in

bags, for £28 ; and it proposes to renew for a further period of

10 years, upon the same terms, the agreement with the Tudor
Accumulator Cj. for the maintenance of the battery.

Newport (Von.).—The contract for the supply of cables

having expired, the electrical engineer proposes for the present to

order supplies as required.

Park Prewett.—The tender of Messrs. Hill, Upton and
Co. has been accepted by the Haute County Council, at £2 599. for

telephones, fire-alarms, tell-tale clocks and bells, at the Park
Prewett Asylum. This firm ha9 the contract for installing the

electrical plant.

Slough.—Messrs. Chamberlain & Hookham, Ltd., have
received tne contract for electricity meters for this year.

Sunderland.— Tender accepted by Electricity Com
mittee : —Willans & Ribinson, Ltd., blading for Willans turbine.

Walsall.— Electricity Committee. Accepted tender :

Bell ss & Morcom, for a 3,750 kw. turbo-alternator (.in place of one

sold to the Government) for £13,227.

West Bromwich.

—

The tender of the New Conveyor

Co. for extensions to the coal conveyor at the Council's electricity

workB has been accepted.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

Institution of Mechnnirnl Engineers. Friday, February ISth. At fi p m.
UAt/UtiOen e--tr .r, \v.>» j„ nsier, U. W. Annual General Meeting. Paper
on " ChiselB," by Mr. [I. Fowler.

Greenock Electrical Society.- Friday, February ISth. At 7.45 p.m. At the
:.

' Temperance Inetl ate, W, West Stewart Street. Paper on " Eleotro-
Pliyui.g," by^Mr. 8. V. Tborp.

Royal Institution of Great Britain.— Friday, Februarj 18th. A» 6.80p.m.
At Albemarle ettreec, HicoarMly, W. Lecture on " 1'olariBed Ligbt and

, .: its Applications to Engineering," by Prof. B. G. Coker/

Institution of Electrical Engineers Manchester Local Section
Tuesday, February Una. At 7.80 p.m. At ibe I-JngineerH' ulUD, 17, Albert
Sjnare. Paper on "Continuouscurrent Railway Motors," by Mr, B, V.
l'annell.

(Birmingbam Local Section).—Wednesday, February 23rd. At 7 pan-
At the University, Edmund Street. Kelvin Lecture on "Terrestrial Mar
m tiam," bj Dr. C. Chree, F.R 8.

Illuminating Engineering Society.—Tuesday, February s-Jnd. At 8 p.m.
At the Royal Society of Arts, John Street, Adelphi. Discussion on " Some

, Future Possibilities in the Design of Instruments for Measuring
' Uluminati in."

Liverpool Engineering Society.—Wednesday, February 28rd. At tb,e Royal
Institution Colquitt Street. Paper on " Efficiency of Projeotots and
Rejectors,", by Mr. H, T. Harrison,.

Leeds Association of Engineers.—Thursday, February 24th. At 8 p m.
At 5, Park Lane. Paper on " stamp Forgings," by Mr. B. Saunders.

North-East Coast Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders.—Friday.
February asth. At 7.S0 p.m. At the Bjlbec Hall, Wewcasdeon-Tyne.

, General meeting.

Manchester Association of Engineers.—Saturday, February 26th. At the
Grand Hotel, Ay toun Street. Paper on " Cast Sieel as a Material of Con-

I
struction," by Mr. E, F. Lange.

battersea Polytechnic, Battersea, S.W.— Saturday, February 26th. At
7 p.m. Annual conversazione and inspection of students' work.

Oils, lubricating.—
From United Kingdom

,, Canada
United States

1912-13

Dols.

2,000

Dols.

+ 1,000

21,000

Total 30,000

Materials, for Western Union Telegraph Co.—
From United Kingdom ... 4,000

., Drifted States l.qpo

Total 5.000

Goods for Anglo-American Telegraph Co.—
From United Km. dpm

1 tes

Canada

Total

Scientific instrupicnts.—
From United Kim.

United States
Other countries

Total

Materials for wireless telegraphy

From United Kingdom
United States

Total 3,000 3,000

Dollar - \- 2d

6,000

7,000

29,000

2,000

31 .000

3,000.

[,000
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adjustments of arcs and the various types of arcs, o.c, a.c,

and enclosed. In the third chapter electrode materials and '

their physical properties are described very fully. In this

section the author points out the lack of experimental know-
ledge concerning emissive powers of substances at high tem-
peratures, remarking that it is in this direction that the
illuminating engineer will have to seek guidance for progress
towards, perfection of illuminants by the selection of efficient

electrode materials.

There are short chapters on the theory of electrical dis-

charges and spark discharges in which the excellent work of

Sjeinmetz, Earhart, and Russell is briefly referred to; but the
main portion of the book is devoted to the study of the voltage
and current conditions, and the distribution of energy in the
arc. In the former of these subjects the classical work of

Mrs. Ayrton is made the basis of the treatment. Her study
of the carbon are is undoubtedly the most exhaustive yet
made, and although the author modifies his equations to suit

the results of the more recent experiments of Grau and
Tnepler. he relies on the Ayrton results and the Ayrton-
Thompson equations for the greater portion of his treatment
of the carbon arc. Perhaps the most important criticism that

Rasch makes of Hertha Ayrton's experiments is in connection
with her method of measuring the arc-length. Usually, like

Hertha Ayrton. one denotes and measures the length of the
ajc as the axial distance between the edge of the anode crater

and the point of the cathode. In reality, however, the true

length of the arc, i.e.. the length of the current-carrying gas
column, is longer by the depth of the crater, a depth which
is not entirely independent of the arc length and the current.

The introduction of this true arc-length results in the correc-

tion and simplification of Ayrton's equation from

* = g + al + (7 + St)U 0)
to e = m + I (a + o/j) (2)

where c. I. and J are volts, millimetres and amperes respec-
tivelv and the constants are in (1) g = 38.88; a = 2.074; y —
11.66 and S = 10.54; while in (i) m = 36.59; a = 2.074, and
= 10.54.

Extending the theory to metallic electrodes, it is found that

the value of 5 is a linear function of the specific heat, and on
page 97 a diagram is given indicating this relationship. Un-
fortunatelv. the linear law derived is quite wrong, and should
read 5 = 23 - -62c instead of S = 23 X 4 ( 1 - 2.7c).

Very little attention "is given to mercury vapour lamps and
hematite arcs, but the ordinary commercial types of arc are
fully dealt with and valuable efficiency data are given.

On the whole, the German of Rasch is done into very fair

English by the translator (Tornberg), but occasional obscuri-

ties and inaccuracies mar the translation. The German con-
struction, in which the verb is eventually brought to heel

near the end of the sentence, is occasionally met with, and
the punctuation is erratic.

. While the present work is a useful monograph on the sub-
ject, we do not think that it is by any means the last word on
the electric arc. at any rate, so far as physicists and electrical

engineers in this country are concerned.—P. H. S. K.

surhed, followed by chapters on Energy, Momentum, and
Newton's Laws. The book does not appeax to suffer on-,

account of this deviation from the usual order of treatment,
and even the subject of Work, Power and Energy is success-

fully negotiated in spite of the postponement of the. velocity

and acceleration section. There are very obvious advantages
ia the introduction of moments and leverage and machines
at an early 6tage, and, since the ideas of velocity and force

are commonplace ideas which scarcely need definition, there
appears to be no reason why the old order should not give

place to the new.
There are excellent chapters on Stress and Strain, Riveted

Joints, Frames, Beams, and Girders. Chapter XIII is a some-
what belated treatment of Centres of Gravity, a subject that

might well have made an earlier appearance in the book; and.

another section that seems somewhat out of place is a chapter
oh curvilinear motion inserted between "Friction and Lubri-

cation" and "Mechanisms and Gearing." All these subjects

are. however, treated with remarkable clearness and practical

insight.
The book is well illustrated; worked examples and descrip-

tions; of laboratory experiments are frequent, and every
chapter is carefully summarised; and there are sets of well-

chosen exercises following every one of the 17 chapters. \n

appendix includes trigonometrical tables, weights . and.

measures, and some useful constants. The book is well bound
and, printed, and is in every way" likely to fulfil the hope of

ife author " that it may be found of value as a class-book in'

the junior classes of engineering colleges and in public schools

that have an engineering side."—P. H. S. K.

Continuous and Alternating-current Machinery Problems. By
W. T. Ryan. London: Chapman & Hall, Ltd. Price

2s. 6d. net.

The average technical student is apt to find general prin-

ciples and mathematical theory rather vague, and to enable

him to get a genuine grasp of a subject—particularly a sub-

ject like electrical engineering—considerable practice with
numerical examples is essential. This small volume, emanat-
ing from America, has been designed for administering a

short elementary course of such examples.
On the whole, the problems are well chosen, and bear a

resemblance to those with which an engineer meets in prac-

tical work. They cover a wide ground, and occasionally notes

and hints for their solution are given. By people trained in

this country, problems involving "circular mils per ampere"
will probably be ignored.
The answers are not given—thus making the book of little

use to a private student—and considering that the total num-
ber of pages is onlv 37, the price appears to be on the high

side.-H. G. S.

An Introduction to Applied Mechanics. By E. S. Andrews,
B.Sc. Cambridge : University Press. Price 4s. 6d. net.

A preliminary survey of the pages of this book is sufficient

to convince us that Mr. Andrews has had experience of the

difficulties met with by students of mechanics, and that he
is no novice in the art of text-book writing. A closer study
deepens the conviction that the prefatory remarks are not
the idle platitudes that we are accustomed to look for in

prefaces, but are the sober truths concerning the present

methods of teaching applied mechanics.
The author's experience leads him to the conclusion that

the chief difficulties encountered by both teachers and students

in applied mechanics are due to the treatment in the older

form of text-book being too much that of applied mathe-
matics—a kind of exercise ground for algebraic manipulation
—and that in attempting to remedy this, the modern books
have given too much engineering application of the principles

of mechanics without sufficient explanation of those principles.-

Practical teachers of mechanics will recognise that Mr.
Andrews has thus effectively summarised the defects that

have rendered most class-books of mechanics useless for the

instruction of engineering apprentices and the younger
students in engineering colleges.

But the author has not only accurately diagnosed the weak-
ness of the ordinary text-book ; he has, in the 300 pages of

this volume, prescribed a valuable remedy. He has avoided

making his book into a course of mathematical gymnastics;

at the same time, he has not gone to the other extreme and
crowded out the adequate explanation of principles by prac-

tical examples and applications. The book before us is, in

fact, a well-balanced treatise, in which a true view is kept of

the relations between principle and practice, theory and
experiment.
The order of treatment is somewhat unusual. Chapter I

deals with Vectors, followed by Moments and Leverage, and
Work, Power and. Energy—subjects usually treated after the

application of vectors to velocity, relative velocity and
accelerations. Machines and Efficiency are dealt with in

Chapter IV, and then the usual treatment of vectors is re-

NOTES.

Electrical Machinery for China Stopped.—With
reference to the proceedings before the Prize Court in London,
reported on page 748 of onr issue of Deoember 10th, we have
received a communication whioh makes it necessary to state that

the concern for which Mr. Dunlop asked for the release of certain

electrical machinery was the Peking Eleotric Co. and not the

Peking Chinese Electric Light and Power Co., Ltd. We have also

received a copy of the Peking Gazette, in which a letter appears

amplifying the explanation which we have just given. Mr. A. O.

Buckingham, engineer-in-chief to the Peking Chinese Electric

Light and Pjwer Co., Ltd., there writes as follows :

—

In case there should be any misoonceptinn as to which is the Peking Elec-
tric Co., and which is the Peking Chinese Eleotrio L ght and Power Co., Ltd.,

I would p lint out that the former has an order, wh ch it enjoys in common
with the fekiog Chinese Eleotrio Light and Power Co., Ltd., to supply in the
Legation Quarters, and in no other part of Peking, whereas the Peking
Chinese Electric Light and Power Co., Ltd., has power to supply over the
whole of Peking including the Legation Quarters.

It will, therefore, be clear that the function of the Peking Rlectrio Co. is

more specific than general, and such terms as " Chinese Publio Lighting
Installation," and " Eleotric Light Co. of Pekiog,"could only in their common
acceptation be taken to refer to the Peking Chinese Eleotric Light and fewer
Co., Ltd.
The reason I am compelled to deal with this matter is, that my company's

business is being seriously handicapped, owing to its being confused with the
Pekiog Electric Co.

Mr. Buckingham's company has placed in England considerable

orders for goods of which it is in great need. These goods are

already very much overdue, and any doubt as to the identity of

his company would cause the goodB to be further delayed.

Fatality.— Sheffield.—An inquest has just been held

on a 16-year-old boy named C. H. Roper, who met his death from
electric shock while having a bath. His brother John had fixed

an electric lamp in the bathroom with flexible wire secured by
tacks. Owing to the blind falling, John endeavoured to reinovte

the lamp bulb (on account of the lighting regulations), but it was
too hot to hold, and fell, with the wire attached, into the bath.

The lad in the bath got so severe an electric shock that he died

almoBt immediately. The pressure was 200 volts.
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The Future of Electric Steel.—An article in the

Ironmonger states that the number of eleotrio furnaces in the

United Brakes has increased during the past 12 months hy 82 to a

total of 73, and the American total now exceeds by 20 that of

Germany, which had previously ocoup'eo
1 thefirBtplacein'hiBbranoh

of industry. Of the Germui furnaces 16 are melting ferro-manga-

nese, and, cons jquently, are not a faotor in the steel trade. The

American development of eleotrio m»lting has been mainly in the

production of steel castings of ordinary analysis, bnt more eolid

and free from blowholes than oan be obtained by the babv Bessemer

or the open-hearth prooess, and of alloy steels ranging from the

high-priced "qaality" steels used for aeroplane and automobile

construction up to tool steel itself.

Even in Sheffield eleotrio melting is making rapid headway ; 15

furnaces were installed last year, of which eight are employed in

melting high-speed steel. There is great soope for the eleotrio

faraaoe outside the manufacture of tool steel. New kinds of steel

are in demaDd which can be successfully made only in that

furnaoe, and the oall of the aeroplane, automobile, and other pro-

gressive industries for steels of higher quality is compelling

recourse to the same system. Statistics indicate that progress is

chiefly with the aro tvpe of furnaoe, whioh is making rapid strides

everywhere. In the United States there are 68 against two of the

induotion type, and in other countries the number is 179 against

only 35 induction furnaces.

According to the Iron Age, the total number of furnaces in

operation for eleotrio melting of steel has increased from 213 to

303. Germany now takes Beoond place with 53, an inorease of

only six. Progress was greater in England than in any other

E iropean oouutry, our number of furnace* having gone up from

16 to 46, and there is every probability of the same rate of inorease

being maintained in the near future. A considerable number of

oontracrs for new iostallatione have been placed or a'e under con-

sideration, and mtny mire will be needed if steelmakers in the

oouutry lay themselves out (as is highly prob»ble)to caoture a

share of the huge trade in small steel castings which in the past

has been left largely in the hands of Continental firms. There is

a deoided opening for a small eleotrio furnaoe of moderate first

oost and simple design, bath for the production of small castings

and special steels for various purposes.

During the year Sheffield has installed or contracted for eleotrio

furnaces as follows :—Hadfislds, Ltd , 6 ; Vickers, Ltd., Thos. Firth

and Sons, LM., John Brown k Co., Ltd., and Brown, Bayley'a

Steelworks, Ltd., two each ; Arthur Bilfour & Co., Ltd., S. Osborn

and Co., Ltd., and the Uaiveraity of Sheffield, one each. The
whole of these furnaces are of the He'oult type, and range in

capacity from 3 to 10 tons. Eight of them are producing tool

steel and the remainder castings and war material. The following

British firms have also installed or are installing eleotrio furnaces :

London Foundry Co., Ltd., Brimsdown ; Diimler Motor Co., Ltd.,

Coventry ; Thwaites BroB., Ltd., Bradford ; and T. Summerson and

Sons, Ltd,, Darlington.

As regards types, the Heroult furnace stands first with a world

total of 115 out of 303, induotion furnvms ranking seoond with 38,

the RennerWt third with 35. and the G onwall next with 15. The
number of Herou't fu'naces in the United Sates has increased

fnm 19 to 43 Other figures for the same oouutry are Snyder 14,

Wile 7, and Rennerfelt 2. Ttere are also 4 Reonerfelt installa-

tions ii Eieiand at the following works:—Elgar Allen &C>.
Ltd, Sheffield; A. Ken'ick & S»ns, Ltl. Birmingham; Steel

Castings, Ltd., Birmingham ; and Electro Flex Steel Co., Ltd.,

Duoston. There are ll electric furnaoes in Russia, 23 in Sweden,

and 6 in Norway. In Canada the manufacture of stel by eleotric

melting is carried on by Electric S'eel and Metala, Ltd., Ontario
;

Armstrong, Whitworth, of Canada, Q rebec ; Thomas Dwidson
Manufacturing Co., Montreal ; and the Canadian Brake and Shoe

Co., Q lebeo, these firms having 8 furnaoes among them.

In the foregoing extracts it is not made clear whether the

considerable number of electric steel furnaces installed by Messrs.

Eleotrometals, LM., in Sheffield and other English to woe are

included. These furnaces were described in our issue of October

8th, 1915.

Institution and Lecture Notes.—Insurance Insti-

tute of London.—Oi Mm lay afternoon last Mr. Alfred Hands,

delivered the first of two lectures on "Storms, Lightning, and
Lightning Conductors," at G esham College, E.C. The second

lecture will be given on Monday, February 28th, in the Hall of the

Insuranoe Institute at 11 Queen Street, EC.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.— A special general

meeting of the corporate members of the Institution will be held

on Wednesday, March 1st, at 5 p.m., for the purpose of considering

and, if thought fit, of passing the following resolution as an

extraordinary resolution with the view to its subsequent confirma-

tion as a spe ial resolution :

—

"That the following word-"be added to Article 41 of the Artioleg

of Association namely :—(«) In the event of a state of war arising

between the U lited Kingdom of Great Bitain and Ireland and

any oth»r country or S ate, any member of any class who at any

time during enoh war shall b» a snbjeot of suoh enemy oountry or

Sta*e shall f'r'h with cease to be a member of the Institution, and in

the case of the E iropean Wtr of 1914 all suoh members shall cease to

be members of the Institution on and after the 16th day March,

1916."

Shinld ths above resolution be passed by the requisite majority,

a further special general meeting will be held on March 16th,

when the said resolution will be submitted for confirmation as

a special resolntion.

The Committee of the Privy Oounoil for Scientific and Indns'rial

Research has made the following grants to the I stitution for one
year's re-earoh work : -H sating of buried cables, £KlO

;
properties

of insula'ing oils, £2SO.

The provisional programme of the Birmingham Local Section
for the second half of this Sossion inoludes the following :

—

February 21-d.— Dr. C. Ohree—Kelvin Looturo on "Tcrros;ri«l Mag.
netiHm."

Maroi 16 ta.—Mr. N. W Slorer—" Tbe Possibilities in the Design ol

Coatinuons-Carrent Truoiijn Motors."
April 12th.—To be arranged.

Mb. C. P. Sparks, president, accompanied by Mb. P. F. Rowrll,
secre'ary, was present at a meeting of the Newcastle Local
Skction on the 15th inet. Mr. P. V. Hunter presided, and there
was a very good attendance, including many of the principal elec-

trical engineers in the district, who offered the visitors a hearty
welcome. The President addressed the meeting on the work of

the Institution, and afterwards a paper, with lantern illustrations,

was given by Mb. R. W. Gbegobt, dealing with the Roman Wall.

The arrangements were admirably oarried out by Mr, J. R.
Andrews, the local secretary.

Birmingham Electric Club.—On Saturday last a paper was
read by Mr. H. W. Wolton on " Electric Welding."

Electrolytic Copper in Germany.—According to

Indu stria e Invenciones, a new factory ig to be started in Germany
for the refining of copper by eleotr lysis, at Bitterfeld, the owners
being the Hu"tenwerke, of Niederscho iweid*. Ttte energy required
will be 2,000,000 KW.-hours yearly, which will be supplied by the

power station at G dpa Jenseni'z. This will make the third

eleotrolytio copper works in the German Empire.

Electricity at Dublin Quays.—In the High Court,
Dublin, M'. Justice Pirn mads a oons-nt a rule of C >urt in a case

by the C-irp iration against the Port and Docks Botrd and the
Sieam Pack t C j., in regard to the openiug-up of the quays for the
laying of eleotrio wires from the pathway. The settlement pro-

vides for notice of intention to open, the city engineer to require

defendants ti guard against the interruption of the city electricity

supply and other utilities.

Volunteer Notes.—Engineering Institutions'Volun-
TEEB Engineer Cobps.—Orders for week commencing February
'.'1st, 1916.—By Lieut.-Col. C B. Clay, V.D., Commandant.

Drills, 6.25 to 7.25 ; 7.25 to 8.25 p.m.

Monday, February 2 let.—Sections 1 and 2, Technical
; Seotions

3 and 4, Lashings and Trestle Bridging, Signalling Class and
Rscruite.

Tuesday, February 22nd.—School of Arms, 6 to 7 p.m.

Thursday, February 24 th.—Shooting for Sections 1 and 2, and
Signalling Class.

Friday, February 25th.—Seotions 3 and 4, Technical ; Sections 1

and 2, Ltshings and Trestle Bridging ; Signalling Class and
Recruits.

Saturday, February 26 .h.—Uniform Parade, 2 45 p.m.

E. G. Fleming,
Company Commander and Acting Adjutant.

3bd Batt. (Old Boys) Central London Volunteer Regi-
ment.— Battalion Orders by Colonel S. G. Grant (Officer Com-
manding), Thursday, February 17th, 1916 :

—

Week-end Parades —Saturday —The Battalion will parade at

Wemblev Park at 3.15 p.m. for drill under Company Officers.
" Derby " recruits are invited to attend.

Sunday —The Battalion will pirade at Liverpool Street Station

(low-level entranoe, G.E R ) at 9.30 a.m , and proceed by train for

Entrenching duties. Members will oarry their own lanch. The
Battalion will return to towa about 6 p.m.

Winter Quarters.—-The Fatigue Party, under Corporal Manning
will parade, as usual, at Wembley Park, on Saturday and Sanday
next.

Musketry—There will be a Shooting Match at Bisley on Saturday

next, the 10th inst. Parade in uniform at Waterloo Station, No. 9

Platform, at 12.45 p.m.

A. G. Joiner, Major and Adjutant, O.B.C.

For Sale.—The Stoke-on-Trent Electric Supply Com-
mittee has for disposal two Belliss and four R tworth engines, D.C
and A.C generators. See our advertisement pages to-day.

Rock Drills.—Keplying to the discussion on a paper on
"Compressed Air for Coal Cutters," which he read at a meeting of

the Mining Institute of Soot'and, in Eiiaburgh, on Saturday, Mr.

Sam Mavor said fie c 'mplaint that a satisfactory eleotrio rook

drill had not been produced was a valid one. bnt he now believed

that the days of the compressed-air rock drill were numbered. He
had recen'ly seen in operation a rock drill constructed in accord-

ance with a novel system of power transmission, which absorbed

only one-fifth of the power required by a compresBed-air drill, and

o >nld be u-ed in association with a»y electrical plant. Toe system

had features which differentiated it from any other attempts to

compete with the compressed-air drill, and he believed it wu
destined to revolutionise all branches of oivil engineering and

mining whioh were based upon rook drilling.
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Flood-lighting—a Contrast.—We reproduce herewith

from the Electrical \Tortd a view of the "matohless Tower of

Jewels " at the San Francisco Exposition, as it appeared at night.

This.will interest readers in this country, especially residents in

the city of , and will assist their imaginations to conjure up
some idea of what might be there were it not otherwise ordained.

After the war, perhaps

—

Farm Supply in Eastern Pennsylvania.—A recent

issue of the General Electric Review contains an article by Mr.

J. W. Price on the subject of rural development of transmission

lines which details more particularly the experience of two com-
panies in the Bnpply of electricity to farms. The first company
has acquired its rural consumers incidentally, but having been led

to investigate matters is establishing a definite policy for acquiring
farm consumers. It has at present 125 such consumers, aud has
put np 12 miles of special lines in quarter to half mile lengths, the

majority of the farms being connected to lines put up for other

purposes.

Of the 125 farmers mentioned, 30 are power consumers, and all

are users of light. The 95 consumers u»ing only light give an
average revenue of £3 15?. a year : the average revenue pi-r f-«rm

power consumer (including lighting) is £16 18s a year. The
supply is charged at &\1. per unit for lighting. lesB 20 per cent,

disc >uat, and 2}d. per unit for power, less 10 per cent, discount,

with a miutbly minimnm bill of 4 j
.

The total farm power load is 412 H.P., or 307"35 iw, and the
total farm load (including lighting) 432 35 KW., representing

3 46 KW. per consumer, and a demand of 55,000 units, rather more
than half being lightiug nnits.

The second company adjoins the one just referred to, and has
32 miles of lines, much of which, however, is used jointly for

telephone and power wires. Current is being supplied for street

lighting, but the principal load consists of farms, to whom a special

tariff is offered, one of the conditions of contract being that where
the prospective load is not such as to warrant an extension at the
company's expense, the extension will be installed if the consumer
agrees to guarantee revenue within two years to cover the cost of

the extension. The customer pays for and maintains his trans-

former and main switch, with the idea that he will switch off his

transformer when not in use, and save core loss.

The lighting rate is 6 \d. per unit, less 10 per cent., with mini-
mum charges ; cooking, heating, battery charging and motor
service above 1 H.P. are classed as power, and supplied on asUding
scale varying from 4d. to 2 J

,d. per unit, with 10 per cent, discount
aud minimum charges.
There are 40 farm customers, aid 30 use bo'h light and power,

the total mot >r load beiog 325 B P , of waich 228 H P is distributed

amongst the 30 consumers referred to, giving an average of 7 J H.P.

each. The company has now adopted a standard 10-H.r. motor for

its consumers.
Six consumers, representative of the whole, s'iow an average

yearly revenue for power and lightng of £15; for 40 farms the
total is tak n at £578. Three of the farms have their motors
mounted on truck*, and it msy be rioted that vacuum cleaners,

washinc machines, sewing machines, irons, &c, have been adopted
in considerable numbers.

It is mentioned that the tendency is to keep the H.P. rating down
with a view to distributing the load throughout the day ; also that
experience shows that it is only a short time before the lighting;

consumer adopts electrio power appliances.

Hone of the consumers above mentioned tmploy irrigation

pumping.

Italian Progress in Electrochemistry.—The prizes

awarded yearly by the BrambUla Founda.ion for invents ns or

processes calculated to be of advantage to the population of

Lombardy, have, for 1915, baen awarded, as regards the fi-st prize,

to the Society Anonima Ferriere di Voltri, of Voltri and Darfo, for

alloys of iron produced in the electric furnace, & ;., and for the
impulse it has given to electrumetalorgical production in Italy.

The second pr.zj is awarded to the Sjcie a B ettneae Elettrocnimioa
del Caffjro, of Milan and Bresoia, for an electrolytio substance
styled " Pasta Caffaro," for the prevention and combat of the
vine disease termed peronospora.

Electricity Works as "Controlled Establishments."
—Tne GUsgow Electricity Committee has appointed a Special

Sub-Committee to confer with representatives of the Gas Com-
mittee as to the question of making application to have the elec-

tricity department declared a " controlled establishment."

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editors invite electrical engineers, whether connected with the

technical or the commercial side of the profession and industry
also electrio tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the

Electkical Review posted as to their movements.

Central Station Officials At the Electricity Works, Stam-
ford, Mr. P. H. Brandreth, the resident engineer (Lieutenant,
67th Provisional Territorial Force), was presented by the
staff with a pair of silver candlesticks on the occasion of his
marriage. Mr. J. E. Edmundson made the presentation.

Mr. T. K. Richardson, station superintendent at the Maryle-
bone B.C. electricity works, who was granted three months'
leave of absence on November 4th, owing to illness, haa been
granted a further three months' leave.

Mr. R. Parker has retired from the position of foreman at
the Bristol T.O. electricity works after 22 years' service, and
Mr. J. Stapleton has been appointed his successor at a salary
of £169 per annum. Mr. Parker's health has broken down,
and at the Council meeting the question of a pension was
raised. Alderman Pearson replied that there was no scheme
in existence under which Corporation workmen could receive
a pension, the Council having refused to listen to his own
proposals on the matter. Mr. Parker was entitled to every
consideration. The Committee is to report upon his case.
One member proposed that he be granted a year's salary.

The St. Marylebone B.C. has increased the salaries of the
following members of the electricity supply staff :—Mr. W.
Harper, assistant accountant; Mr. W. H. Shorter, chief
assistant, sales department; and Mr. C. H. Cape, shift engi-
neer.

Mr. E. J. Walsh, chief assistant engineer to Kilmarnock
Corporation, where he has been for the pa6t four years, has
been appointed resident engineer by the Musselburgh and
District Electric Light & Traction Co., Ltd.

Petty Officer S. Hann, attached to the Hawlce Battalion,
R.N. Division (borough electrical engineer, Stoke Newing-
ton), received special mention in a dispatch by General Sir
Ian Hamilton on September 22nd, 1915.

Mr. J. Lewis, assistant engineer at the Sleaford Urban
Council electricity works, has resigned.

General.—At a complimentary dinner, given on Saturday,
5th inst., at the Princess Restaurant, Newcastle-on-Tyne, Mr.
J. Spencb was presented, on the anniversary of his 21 yearo
as district manager of the General Electric Co., Ltd., with a
silver rose bowl by the staff.

The Committee of the Privy Council for Scientific and In-
dustrial Research has appointed the Hon. Sir C. A. PAR80N6,
P.R.S., to be a member of the Advisory Council, in place
of Prof. Bertram Hopkinson, P.R.S., who has been forced to

resign by the pressure of duties connected with the war; and
Prof. J. P. Thorpe, PR S., to fill the vacancy caused by the
death of Prof. R. Meldola, F.R.8.

Mr. T. G. Travi9 has resigned hi6 position as general sales

manager with the Electrical Apparatus Co., Ltd., in order to

join the sales organisation of the British Westinghouse Co.,
Ltd., at Trafford Park, and will commence his new duties on
the 17th inst. Mr. Travis was previously with the British
Westinghouse Co. for some years, subsequently joining the
Electrical Apparatus Co. as Manchester representative.

The Illuminating Engineering Society (U.S.A.), on February
10th, gave a banquet in New York in honour of Mr. T. A.
Edison, who was made an honorary member.
Private M. P. Beluvead, electrical engineer, of the 55th

Canadian Infantry, was married last week at the Catholic
Church of St. Lawrence, Petersfield, to Miss Ruth Maude
Gibbins.

Roll of Honour.—Trooper Joseph Wm. Odell, of the
Berkshire Yeomanry, who was on the staff of the Pulsometer
Engineering Co., Ltd., of Reading, and had served with the
regiment in Egypt, has died from consumption.
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The P d to Sergeant Colin Morrell,
(St tin 2/lst West Riding (Sheffield) Koyal Engineers, who

1 oli ni. iindergiound electrician at the llickle-
i' 11 Main < tollierj .

Private I >w id <,>i iw. of the 7th Battalion Lancashire Fusi-
\\

. T, 1 (loveo .v < 'o., Ltd.,
n( Traffbrd Park, lias been wounded, and is in hospital at

IIh' I' i'.m has been awarded to Private P. Mottershead,
1 Battalion Lancashire Pusiliere, formerly employed

by the British Westinghou e Works, Trafford Pari

are thai our i< aders will join with us in congratu-
lations to the President of the Institution of Electrical Engi-
neers, -Mr, 0. 1'. Spares, Upon the honours gained by two of
his sons who are with the Force Reference was made to the
matter at last week's o ling of the Institution. The facts

e ;
! -i.

•
i j (

.
1 1 :i 1 1 1 \.

(

'. Sparks, U.K., received the
Ribbon of the Military Cross from his Corps Commander in

Prance on February 5th. This was awarded him following
the night attack on Januarj Llth-12th, 1916. Captain Harrj
Sparks, Suffolk Regiment, was decorated b'j the King at the
Investiture <>n January loth, 1910. with the .Military Cross,

-I February, 1915.

Obituary.

—

Sir C. Rivers Wilson.—We regret to record
tin- death, which occurred on Februarj l

.nli in London, at tin-

age of 85 years, of Sir Chas. Rivers Wilson. The deceased
gentleman was for .some years chairman of the British Elec-
trie Traction Co., Ltd., also of the Rami Central Electric
Works, Ltd., which was taken over by the Victoria Palls
Power Co.
Mk. IIrrbert Kingsford.—Mr. Herbert Kingsford, whose

' death was announced here last week, was chief of the stall' of

tral and South American and Mexican Telegraph Com-
panies. Mr. Kingsford began his career with the Telegraph
i IbiiStruCtion .V Maintenance Co., and took part in some of the
Atlantic cable-laying expeditions of the Great Eastern. He
afterwards joined tin- Commercial Cable Co., and sailed in the
ill-fated Minia, but later was for many years in Peru with the
companies first named. He was patentee of a bell-ringing
grapnel used by cable-laying concerns.
Mr. Belvedere Brooks.—The Daily Neivs reports the death

of Mr. Belvedere Brooks, of the Western Union Telegraph
..Co., who began as a messenger boy in 1870 and worked his
way up to the top.

'.Mr. John Wood.—We regret to record the death, in his
65$) year, of Mr. John Wood, which ocucrred on 14th inst.
at his residence at Forest Hill. The deceased gentleman was
senior partner in the firm of Mosses & Mitchell, of Chiswell
Works, Golden Lane, E.C., and a director of several London
firms.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

Scott hlectncal to., Ltd. (142,870).—Registered February
9th, by Pepper, Tangye ,^ Winterton, 34. Waterloo Street, Birmingham.
Capital, £100,000 in £1 shires. Objects: To carry on the business of manu-

al ami dealers in llchting sets and starting apparatus, lamps.
dynamos, magnetos, and electrical and other apparatus, and. accessories of. -all

kinds, and parts thereof, for use in connection with motor vehicles, airships.
aeroplane*, seaplanes, boats and ships, manufacturers of and dealers in such
vehicles, and cycles, carriages and other conveyances for use on the road, in
ill- ni, or on the sea, electrical, mechanical, hvdr.iulic, automobile and
general engineers, etc., and to adopt agreements with the Kfandem Co., Ltd.,
and Jesse Variety, the subserioers (with one share each) are: 1. Vafley,
l"ln sdal. , Wightivick, Wolverhampton, accountant; R. H. Johnston, 49, Queen
Street. Wolverhampton, chartered accountant; P. Smith, Ravrnsholt. Sunnet.
field, Wolverhampton,- secretary; F. H. Pepper. 34, Waterloo Street, Birming-
ham, solicitor; H Walker, 117, Poplar Avenue, Edgbaston. Birmingham,
managing clerk; J. E. Smith, 78. Springfield Road, King's Heath. Birming-
ham, cashier; J. W. Harvev. 28, Algernon Road, Birmingham, accountant.
Minimum cash subscription. 25,000 shares. The first directors (to number not
less than three or more than ten) are: J. Varley; E. J. Hardy, Alverstone,
Park Road. Coventf . and G. R. Cornwallis, Roseland, Albemarle Road, Nor-
wich. Until otherwise, determined the said directors shall form a committee
• ii management of the board of directors. The Efandem Co., Ltd., shall . for
a period of ten years have the right to nominate a director, so long as they
hold 500 shares. Qualification (except such nominee), £500. Remuneration
(except managing director). £50 each per annum (chairman £100). Eaoh
member of the management committee of the board shall receive a further
£200 per annum as remuneration. Registered office : National Provincial Bank
Chambers, Queen's Square, Wolverhampton.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Bullers, Ltd. (62,020) .—Capital, .6400,000 in .£10 shares
(20.000 prel Jhh. 1915. 15,000 ord. and 15,000

up; £10 per share called up on 7 ord. and 15,000 pref.;
£150,070

|

i considered as paid on 14,993 ord. shares. Mort-
gages and cl

Gamhrell Bros., Ltd.—Land Registry Charge on the com-
pany's " Electrical I in Merton Road, Southfields, dated January
12ih. 1916. to secure all monevs due or to become due from cornpani to
National Provincial Bank of England, Ltd.. 158, High Street, Putney. S.W.

Osram=Robertson Lamp Works. Ltd. (formerly Osrani
Lamp Works, Ltd.) (95.312).—Capital, £250.000 in 7,500 " A " and 2.500 " B

- "

shares of £10 each, and 150.000 pref. shares of £1 each. Return dated
December 9th. 1915 (filed January 7th. 1916). 7,500 " A." 2,50ft " B." and
128.250 pref. shares taken up; £10 per share called up on 6,000 " A "; £60.000
paid; £178,250 considered as paid on 8,500 "A." 3,500 " B," and 188,950
pref. shares. Mortgages and charges: £24,000.

Kingolite Co., Ltd.—A memorandum of satisfaction to
the 'Ment of £.',ii oil Jandary 0th, 1010, of debenture dated July Sth, 1914,

£400, has been

John Spencer, Ltd. (56,764).—Capital, .£7.5,000 in £o
hares [10,001 1.). Return dated Deccmb. r 81st, 1915 "filed January 5th,
1916). 10,000 prel. and 1,027 ord. share. I i6,135 considered as

11,037 shares. Mortgages and charges: £25,000

Hohtrt W. Blaclovell and Co., Ltd.—Capital. .£250.000 in
i 1916 Ifilcd January 27th). All shares

taken up; £1 p.- 100,007 paid: £149,993 con.
lidi red aa p ii I 19,093 h iri . Mort| eft :

Nil.

Aluminium Foil Co., Ltd.— Mortgage dated December
Ml. 1914, to renin £1,500, charged on the Bridge Road Engineering Works.
M i' Fo Ltd 195, Strand, W.O. (Regis-
tered February 2nd, 1918, pursuant to Order of Court).

Pernambuco Tramways and Power Co., Ltd.—Issue on
January 11th, 1916, of £100.000 debentures, part of a series ol which parti

cularfl have already been filed.

I nfiild Electric Cable Manufacturing Co., Ltd.—Deed of
further charge on certain hereditaments and premi Hilary 27th,

1916 (supplemental to mortgage dated November Bth, 1914), to secure £2,760.
Holders: Viscount Grimston, fhi Camp, Si Uban , G. I Indrcws, 140, Weal
Campbell Street, Glasgow; and F. Pluttc, Fountainblcau, Dacres Road, Forest
Hill. S.E.

Bourne End Electric Installation Co., Ltd. (98,428).—
Capital, £5,000 in £1 .shares. Return dated Docembei 30th, 1915. 1,000

taken up; £7 paid; £993 considered as paid. Mortgages and charges:

I
-'. '.

Westinghouse Cooper Hewitt Co., Ltd. ,89.947).—
Capital, £30,000 in £1 shares. Return dated Decemb« 17th. 1915. All

shoes taken up; 9s. 6d. per share called up; £14,250 paid. Mortgages and
. harges : Nil.

CITY NOTES.

Mr. Walter Leaf, presiding at the annual
St. James' meeting on Tuesday, said that they had to

and Pall Mall recognise that their industry had yet to

Electric Light suffer for an indefinite tune under conditions

Co., Ltd. which were wholly adverse and brought no
war profits. Last year they set aside £4,500

to be used this year for the equalisation of dividends, hoping
ti> maintain the rate at 10 per cent., but conditions had been
worse than they anticipated. Their estimate of reduced
revenue was correct, but expenses had exceeded the estimate
by £3,000. The loss of profit due to the war was, therefore,

about £12,000 additional, and they were only able to pay
8 per cent. The increased expenditure showed itself chiefly

in the accounts of the Central Co., on which they relied

more and more for their supply. The cost of the unit for

electricity purchased had risen materially, and it had been
thought desirable by the two companies concerned that, in

order to keep down the cost, the Central Co. should not
declare a dividend for 1915 ; they would thus be that amount
short in next year's revenue. They had had to renovate the
plant at Grove Koad Works, and had added a large new turbo-

generator and boiler plant. A large reserve of coal had had
to be held. These two causes involved considerable capital

expenditure, which must be provided by the companies until

it could be made up out of the large provision for depreciation.

For this reason they were proposing to extend the borrowing
powers. They had entered into an arrangement with their

neighbours, the Marylebone Borough, for mutual support in

the event of certain emergencies, til of their men had joined

the, Colours, and six had been killed. Theirs was accepted 'as

a public utility undertaking, and a number of their skilled

staff were to receive war service badges. Their investments,
which cost just over £55,000, stood at £45,716 at December
last. They were not ear-marked for any special purpose, and.
unless some unforeseen necessity arose they intended to hold

them until the liquidation of the business. If at that time
there was depreciation, it would be a capital depreciation,

and would have to be met out of the capital reserve fund.

It was not a depreciation that must be made good out of

revenue. In regard to the future, if the war stopped to-

morrow they would at once step back into their previous
prosperity, but while the war continued profits could not

improve. The revenue showed unexpected elasticity in the

second half of 1915, and there was a real growth due to

extended electrical power and heating business, and to some-
what increased charges to consumers. That increase had been
well received, and they would profit more by it in 1916 thau
in 1915, but it was not a resource upon which they could

largely depend. There came a point at which any increase

of charge simply meant that the demand was cut down. They
looked to increased heating and power demand to make up
for the shop lighting loss. The report was adopted, and a
resolution increasing the borrowing powers to the extent of

£50,000 was also carried.

Lamps, motors, fc., connected increased

Westminster during 1915 from 41,201 kw. to 42,355 kw.
Electric Supply Out of profits £2,000 has been set aside.

Corporation, together with £5110 received for founders'

Ltd. shares cancelled in 1897, to the reserve

fund; these sums more than cover the loss

intents realised during 1915. After allowing for depre-

ciation, sinking fund and other charges, and paying 8 per

cent, final on the ordinary shares, making 7 per cent, for the

year, £1,518 is carried forward. Units sold 22,485,878 (includ-

ing a.c. supply of 1.267.258); used on works 325,690. Annual
meeting: February 23rd.
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Mr. John Booth, at the annual meeting
National . on February 9th, said that the company had

Electric Supply had to face the loss of many reliable men,
Co., Ltd. increasing expenses for fuel, rates and taxes.

and for the greater part of the year a falling

revenue ; but new consumers had enabled them to end the
year with a record output for December. They had had to

pay more for loans, and had now raised the rate of inteiest
to 41 per cent, and 5 per cent. Older machinery had been
taken out, allowing for the installation of one of the. latest

and most efficient turbine sets, by which substantial Saving
would be effected in the fuel account. The balance on the
net revenue was £13,358, against £15,240 a year ago. With
an increased output and new machinery, the company wan
in an excellent position.

The net profit for 1915, including £15,334
Davis and brought forward, after allowing for depre-

Timmins, Ltd. ciation and manager's commission, was
£61,555. After putting £5,000 to general

reserve, to income-tax account £2,600, to depreciation on in-

vestments £452, paying 6 per cent, on the preference shares
and 8 percent, on the ordinary, plus a bonus of: 15 per cent,

tree of tax, £39,092 is carried forward subject to tin- special
taxation of the year, the amount of which is at present un-
ascertained. For 1914 the dividend was 8 per cent, and the

bonus 15 per cent. Annual meeting : February 24th.

The net profit for 1915 was £3,634 (1914,

Electrical £2,964; 1913, £2,569). Steady progress is

Distribution of again reported, and in view of the increased
Yorkshire, Ltd. expenditure, the lighting restrictions, and

other difficulties occasioned by the war, the
results are very satisfactory. After including £602 brought
forward, £1,000 is put to reserve, 6 per cent, is paid on the
Ordinary shares, and £1,031 is carried forward subject to

directors' remuneration. The company's strong position is

largely due to its close association with the Yorkshire Electric
Power Co., and to the benefits of agreements with (hat com-
pany for bulk supply and management. These have enabled
the vein's difficulties to be met in a manner and at a cost
which would not have been possible with separate generating
stations and a separate organisation. The Selby and Stanley
Provisional Orders have, been granted, but they will not come
into force until after the war, nor will further applications be
considered by the Board of Trade during the war, save under
exceptional circumstances. Annual meeting: February 29th.

Smithfteld Markets Electric Supply Co.. Ltd.—The gross
profit for 1915 was £4,250 (£4,576 for 1914), and the net profit

£2,816 (£3,139 for 1914). £400 has been put to debenture stock
redemption, and £1,250 to depreciation. After paying the
dividend of 2 per cent., £1,296 is carried forward. The output
was maintained, but costs increased. Matters in dispute re

existing oil plant have been settled on favourable terms and
the cost charged to capital. An improved design oil gene-
rating set, to replace the last remaining steam set, will be
ready for working in the early spring.

Cambridge Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—During 1915, 99
additional consumers were connected and 1,067,081 units were
supplied, an increase of 55,246. The profit was £9,359, plus
£2,647 brought forward. Debenture and other interest ab-
sorbed £1,793, £3,000 is put to depreciation fund, and, after

paying 5 per cent, for the year on the ordinary shares, £2,753
is to be carried forward. The 1914 dividend was 6 per cent.

Annual meeting : February 23rd.

Crossley Bros., Ltd.—Final dividend 3 per cent., making
5 per cent, for the year. The amount to credit of revenue
account for 1915 was £99,015. £20.000 has been placed to

reserve and £30,330 is being carried forward. Capt. Eric
Crossley has been elected to the board in place of the late Mr.
Brian Crossley (killed in action).

Central London Railway Co.—A dividend of H oer cent.

is declared on the undivided stock for the past half-year,

making 3 per cent, for the year; one of 2 per cent, on the
preferred ordinary, making 4 per cent, for the year; and one
of 2 per cent, for the j ear on the deferred ordinary, carrying
forward £16,685.

Metropolitan District Railway Co.—After paving the divi-

dend on the 4 per cent, guaranteed stock, and 41 per cent,

oh the 41 pref. stock, a dividend of 11 per cent, is paid for the
last half-year on the 5 per cent, second pref. stock, making
3 per cent, for the year, carrying forward £13,952.

Chelsea Electricity Supply Co., Ltd.—For the- last half of
• 1915 the ordinary dividend is to he at the rate of 4 per cent,

per annum, making 4 per cent, for the year; carrying forward
about £3,260. The dividend for 1914 was 5 per cent.

London Electric Railway Co.—After paying the full divi-

dend on the 5 per cent. pref. stock, a final dividend of J per
cent is to be paid on the ordinary shares, making 1J per cent,

for the year, carrying forward £12,303.

Telegraph Construction and Maintenance Co.. Ltd.—In
addition to the interim dividend of 5 per cent, a further divi-

dend of 10 per cent., together with a bonus of 12s. per share,

are now announced. The 1914 distribution was at the same
rate.

. National Boiler and General Insurance Co., Ltd.—Total

dividend for 1915, 30 per cent., less tax.

Underground Electric Railways Co. of London, Ltd.—
"After paying' the full interest on the 6th per cent, first cuim.i-

lative income debenture stock,, apd on the 6 per cent., income
\> nds, £38,500 is to be carried forward.

Liverpool Overhead Railway Co.—For 1915 the gross 're-

ceipts were £95,232, and the working expenses, including
appropriation to reserve funds, were t'01.435. ' Passenger's

carried 15,082,502, as against 13,361,944 in 1914:- After paying
i per cent, on both classes of preference, and 3s per cent, on
the ordinary shares for the year, £6,873 is carried forward'.

Annual meeting : February 22nd.

London Electric Wire Co. and Smiths, Ltd.—Distribution
on the ordinary shares for 1915 : 125 per cent. (7$ per cent.

dividend and 2s. 6d. bonus). £50.000 is put to reserve and
£28,559 is carried forward, for L914 the dividend was 10

pev cent.

Mather and Piatt, Ltd.—Ordinary share dividend for 19:15,

12J per cent., less tax.

Fredk. Braby and Co., Ltd.—Interim dividend on the ordi-

nary shares : 5s. per share, free of tax.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Tuesday Evening.

Alteration in the form of this Stock and Shares article and
price lists is rendered necessary, of course, by the Govern-
ment's action with regard to the supply of paper. Journals
have to make the best of it they can, without raising unneces-
sary fuss; and so, so far as this particular section of the Elec-

' TRICAL Review is concerned, we say no more than to hope
that the excision of various quotations from our lists of securi-

ties will not be a matter of noticeable inconvenience to any
of our readers. From time to time, it is proposed to add to

the accompanying tables others of securities such as those
which we are taking out this week; and, as it has been said on
former occasions, if there are prices which friends of ours. find

it difficult to obtain, we shall be always very pleased to dp
our best to get them.
Round the Stock Exchange markets are generally hard.

There is a slight yielding in the prices of Consols and some of

the other gilt-edged stocks, thanks to the permission just

given by the. Treasury to the French holder of British stocks

and shares that he may sell in London markets, under stated

restrictions. This has dislodged a certain amount of stock

which was held on French account, seeking opportunity for

some time. past to be allowed to 'sell. Moreover, the shadow
ot the next War Loan once more drags across the investment
markets. It was driven away in the early winter by the issue

of Exchequer Bonds ; but its advent cannot be delayed much
longer, and the probable date assigned to it at present is

somewhere in April.

, The electric lighting markets are somewhat inclined to

heaviness. Chelseas eased off to 31 on the reduction in the
dividend -from 5 per cent, to 4 per cent., but otherwise the
list of West End shares is unchanged. South Londons main-
tain their rise of 31, thanks to the repetition of the 5 per cent,

dividend. • There is a little doing in Westminsters, the price

keeping hard at £6'; while in the preference also there is an
occasional bargain marked in the neighbourhood of £4.

City of London ordinary slipped back to 12, and the prefer-

ence to 10J, showing falls of 5s. in each case. The declines

were associated with fears as to the ability of the company to

continue the dividend of 9 per cent, paid a year ago on the
ordinary 'shares. Counties are keeping very steady, and at 10

the price is full of dividend, showing a yield, therefore, of

over 7 per cent, on the money, provided the distribution of

last year is repeated.

Smithfield Markets Electric Supply Co. shows a net profit

of £2,816—a decline of £323 as compared with last year. The
dividend is maintained at 2 per cent. The shares have not
changed hands since last October, when a bargain was
marked at 17s. lid. For 1913, by the way, the dividend was
21 per cent.

British Westinghouse preference have eased off to 44s. 6d-

British Aluminium fell sixpence to 22s. ; there are some 6 per
cent, preference on offer about 18s., which are cheap as com-
pared with a good niany other of the £1 preference shares so

popular at the present time. Why there should be a run
after this particular class of shares it is difficult to see, but,

in point of fact, the preference issue of any sound industrial

company, is readily taken nowadays, and at a price which
looks extravagant when it i6 compared with the quotations for

trustee securities.

The Home Railway market is quiet, with Underground
Electric incomes once more the principal feature of strength;.

The price has risen another J upon the declaration of the full

£3 per cent, interest on the bonds. The other dividends from
the Associated Electric Railway companies are in accordance
with general expectation, but it must be confessed, now that

the dividend is out, that none too much certainty was felt

about the before-mentioned coupon for £3 being paid in full

next month, although the odds were strongly in favour of it.

Metropolitan ordinary stock is a dull market at 24, at' which
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price it still looks too high. Districts loiter about 15, and
there is no alteration in Central London stocks.

Brazil Tractions have risen to 61t, thanks to a recovery in
the Rio exchange to Is., a subsequent reaction to 11 15/16d.
being regarded as negligible, 'ihe rally wipes out the greater
part of last week's fall. Anglo-Argentine Trams are wanted,
and most of the other securities associated with the Argentine
Republic have come into request, from the National bonds
downwards. Mexicans are. very weak. No quotable changes
are marked in the prices, but the feeling of disappointment
deepens—disappointment mainly concerned with the failure
of the United btates to take any real steps towards the*settle-
ment of the country.
The Telegraph market is scarcely so firm. Eastern ordinary

hae recovered 10s., after ite fall of la6t week; but the Anglo-
American group is a little easier, and Globe preference went
back to their pax value of 10. West India and Panama shares
are 1/16 lower. New York Telephone bonds keep at 101J, the
Government price. More business in Marconie has resulted
in the quotation improving to 1 31/32; but the subsidiaries
are dullish in tone, Americans, for instance, being 16s. 3d.
and Canadians about 6s. 6d.
Telegraph Constructions, in the manufacturing group, are

£1 up at 37; and at 103 British Insulated ordinary show a
5s. rise. Babcock & Wilcox keep steady. The armament
group is dull, though the Webley & Scott Co. shows its profits
quadrupled, as compared with those of a year ago. The
rubber market is active and strong, the raw material having
risen to 3s. 7d. per lb., which brought in a freeh accession of
buyers for all the popular shares.

£1 18
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NOTE5 ON ELECTRIC WELDING PRACTICE,

{Concluded from page 184 )

As a final example, fig. 27 shows the Clarkson
system of building up steel wheels for automobiles
by butt welding. Radial bosses on the drop-forged
nave a are drilled and machined externally to form
a short tubular section of diameter and area equal to
that of the tubular spoke b, which is then welded in

place. At the outer end a rim attachment, consisting
of a tubular section (equal to that of the spoke) ex-
panding in the form of an elliptical ' bell " to the
curved flange plate, is welded to the spoke, and the
rim is then shrunk on after machining the periphery
of the attachment plates. An exceptionally strong
and neat construction results.

" After-working."—After completing an electric

weld, and usually whilst the metal is st..i 11 t. a

thermal or mechanical treatment may be given with
a view to relieving possible internal stresses, harden-
ing or softening, or to remove or re-fashion extruded
material. In arc welding the arc may be " played "

by a skilled workman so as to prevent severe con-
traction stresses being set up, and it is common to
hammer the joint by hand whilst it is cooling. Per-
cussive welding does not heat the work appreciably;
110 thermal after-treatment is required, and the only
mechanical finishing necessary is to grind off the fin

which is quite thin but usually sharp.
If it is required to anneal a butt welded joint, it is

only necessary to increase the jaw separation some-
what and pass a gradually decreasing current (con-
siderably less than the welding current) through the

high carbon and certain other alloy steels. On the
other hand, a weld in copper is soft, so that if the
joint is in wire which has to be redrawn, the whole
should be annealed.
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work to be done. Though well known to every
electrical engineer, it is not so generally appreciated

amongst those using or interested in. welders that

only 50 or 60 volts is needed or can be used effectively

by a carbon arc (less by metal arcs), so that a low
voltage motor generator is generally good business.

A constant current generator overcomes much of the

difficulty of drawing a steady arc of suitable intensity

on the work itself. Connections for the Kramer
constant current, commutating pole dynamo are

shown in fig. 31, where c represents the commutating
pole winding, se a differential series field winding,
s/z a shunt field system, and ex a separately excited

fine wire field winding. By adjusting the regulator

ri, the dynamo voltage is controlled whilst the regu-
lator R2 adjusts the welding current. Once adjusted,

the latter remains constant over a considerable range
of weld resistance (e.g., 150 amps, from o to 0.5 ohm
weld resistance, falling to roo amps, at 1.1 ohms).
Since a single arc welder is rarely employed, and
since some hundreds of amperes each is a reasonable
average, supply has to be taken from power or trac-

tion mains, and this renders a low voltage set com-
mercially essential. The latter should be used with

a switchboard containing voltmeter and ammeters,
controllers for the motor and compound generator,

and an automatic short circuiting switch. Alterna-

ting current is not suitable for arc welding.
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The Committee recommends that the following broad principles

should be adopted in respect of future trade exhibitions :

—

(a) Trade exhibitions should be held under the control of

the Board of Trade.
(6) Exhibitions should be exhibitions of manufacturers'

wares for traders, and should not be organised with a view to

attracting the general public.

(c) Exhibitions should not be too general in scope, but
should be for n limited number of branches of industry at a
time, according to the importance and dimensions of each
particular industry in this country.

{d) At least one year's notice of the intention to hold any
particular exhibition should be given to manufacturers.

4s regards the Merchandise Marks Act,

Trade practically all the witnesses urged that

Marks. the provisions of the Act should be strength-

ened so as to require compulsory marking
indicative of foreign origin, that such marking should be

on every imported article to which the requirement extends,

and that mere marking of the wrapper or other packing should

not be sufficient. In the case of glassware it was suggested

that the marking should be in the glass itself. A number of

witnesses expressed strongly the opinion that goods of enemy
origin should be marked distinctly with the name of the

country of manufacture, and not with some less definite indi-

cation, such as " foreign made " or " not British."
" Some of the witnesses urged that the Customs should pre-

vent the entry into this country of goods which bear infring-

ing trade marks, but it would appear that the existing

arrangements in this respect are not fully known or under-
stood. We understand that the Customs have at present a
system of registration of trade marks, the property of manu-
facturers, dealers, or traders in this country. Under this

system a manufacturer who has reason to believe that his

name or trade mark is one not unlikely to be imitated so as

to constitute a forgery may apply for registration for his

name or mark. On such registration being completed the

Customs officers are apprised, and in the event of any goods
bearing such name or trade mark being observed by them in

the course of their examinations, the firms registering are

immediately informed, and on their statement that the marks
are infringements, the detention of the goods is continued. A
bond is entered into by the firm to cover this detention, and
unless some satisfactory arrangement is concluded between
the importer and the possessor of the infringed mark the
goods are in due course confiscated."

The Committee received various representations respecting

the protection of British trade marks abroad. Its recom-
mendations are as follow :

—
(a) All German and Austrian goods imported into the United

Kingdom should be required to be marked with an indelible

mark "Made in Germany," or "Made in Austria-Hungary,"
and goods imported from other foreign countries should be
similarly marked either with the country of origin or with the
words "Foreign made" or "Not British." Such marking
should be in all cases on the actual goods, and not merely on
the package.

(6) Alien firms and alien-owned companies should be prohi-

bited from registering in the United Kingdom trade marks
containing English words.

(c) The Government of India should be urged to reconsider

the question of the establishment of trade mark registration

in India.

(d) As regards the entry into this country of goods bearing
infringing trade marks, there seems nothing to complain of in

the Customs practice set out in the above quotation, as a
public department cannot be called upon to undertake actions

for the protection of private rights, and we endorse it, but
there is an additional requirement which should be put into

force, viz. :

—

" As a part of the information to the firm affected by the
infringement, there should be supplied as a matter of course,

the names of the consignor and consignee, which have hither-

to been withheld on the ground that the Customs have no
power to give the required information, which is in many
cases actually in their possession. In cases where shippers, or
brokers, are alone concerned in the importation, the Customs
should be enabled to require full information as to the original

consignor, and the actuM consignee, as a condition of entry
of the goods, and this should be effected by legislation, or by
regulation, as may be found necessary. In support of this

view it is only necessary to point out that the first sten in

any action for infringement is to ascertain the identity of the
infringer, and thnt this should be withheld by a British depart-

ment, when in its possession, is wrong as a question of policy,

and really amounts to a screening of the offending foreigner,

and the confederate recipient in this country, who is often a

mere agent of the consignor, occupying a small office. The
Customs should, therefore, in our opinion, be furnished with
neoessarv powers and required to use them when granted."
"His Miiesty's Consular Officers should be directed, so far

as practicnWe. to watch for, and report immediatelv with the

fullest details obtainable, cases of the apparent infringement
of British trade marks, or attempts to pass off foreign-made
goods as British."

The BE. A.M. A. and the Paper Makers'
A Ministry Association made suggestions on this sub-

ol Commerce, jeot The Committee says that the sugges-

tion is believed to be due "to a feeling in

trade circles that the great variety of duties which the Board

of Trade has to discharge unavoidably prevent that concentra-
tion of attention on commercial and trade matters which is

desirable." The B.E.A.M.A. further urged that it should be
the duty of the Ministry of Commerce not only to promote
trade but " to champion its cause against any other Depart-
ment which seeks to impose restrictive conditions." The
Association's witnesses took exception to the connection of »
Ministry concerned in the development of trade with a Depart-
ment which issues "regulations as to public safety and all

the numerous regulations which emanate from the Board of

Trade."
On this point the Committee recommends :

—

" H.M. Government should be urged to consider anew the

advisability of establishing a separate Ministry charged solely

with the safeguarding and extension of British industry and
trade, and freed from the regulative duties in respect of Rail-

ways, Shipping, and Harbours, and the duties in respect of

Labour, which at present devolve upon the Board of Trade."

It was suggested to the Committee that

Trade the system of Trade Commissionershipe
Commissioners under the Board of Trade, which has
and Consuls. proved so successful in the Self-Governing

Dominions, should be extended to the prin-

cipal foreign countries. " We heard a certain amount of

criticism of the Consular Service. Whilst no doubt there has
been justification in the past for some of the complaints as to

the inattention of Consular Officers to commercial matters,
and their inexperience in regard to them, and weak spots are
still to be found in the existing organisation, we think that

the general level of the Consular Service in this respect has
risen appreciably in recent years. We are of opinion that
more weight should be attached to commercial knowledge
and experience in the appointment of Consular Officers,

though we recognise that other considerations must be taken
into account; but in regard to both Trade Commissioners and
Consular Officers we may point out that we are informed by
the Board of Trade that numerous complaints are received

from both classes of officials that British traders and their

travelling representatives do not make sufficient use of them,
and that the officials are thereby deprived of the opportunities

which they desire to have of obtaining at first hand practical

information as to the particular ways in which they might be

of service to British manufacturers and merchants."

The Committee recommends on these points :

—

" The appointment of Trade Commissioners responsible, and
reporting directly, to the Board of Trade, should be extended
to the principal foreign countries."

"The organisation of the Consular Service should be dealt

with so soon as possible after the completion of the Report of

the Royal Commission on the Civil Service, with a view to the

increase of its commercial utility."

The B.E.A.M.A. urged that a Government
The Metric inquiry should be instituted into the desir-

System. ability of adopting decimal coinage and the

metric system both for this country and in

the Dominions. " The use of the metric system is, of course,

already permissible; as to'any Government action beyond that

we are aware that opinion is divided; and we content our-

selves with recording these suggestions."

The Committee recommends: — " Repre-

Travellers sentations should be made to the Govern-
and ments of the Self-Governing Dominions and

Catalogues, of the Colonies with a view to the preferen-

tial treatment of British commercial travel-

lers in respect of licence fees."
" Representations should be made to the Governments of

such British possessions as levy import duties on imported

catalogues and trade circulars, with a view to the substantial

reduction of such duties in respect of the catalogues and cir-

culars of British manufacturers."

The Committee refers briefly to the "in-

Technical sufficient importance attached in this country

Training. to technical training, in spite of the pro-

gress made in some directions, and the

advantages which the manufacturers of Germany have derived

from the more developed and systematic schemes in opera-

tion there. Suggestions as to the failure by employers and

employed alike to appreciate the full importance of technical

training were made in several instances. "We were glad to

learn, however, that in the glass industry there are signs of

a marked improvement in this respect."

We can almost hear the smile of some of

Those our readers as they remember some elec-

Continental trical excursions which may not have beep

Tours. in the mind of the Committee when it

penned the following :

—

"The other matter to which we would direct attention is

the attraction which Continental buying exercises upon British

distributing houses. The periodical visit to the Continent,

combining a business tour with a pleasant holiday, and the

entertainment provided by German manufacturers, presents

strong attractions to the representatives of British distributing

firms, and is not likely to be given up by them unless there

are very strong motives for such action. The cumulative

effect of this particular consideration on a large number of

firms in leading them to prefer to deal with Continental

makers, even when British firms are offering goods of similar

quality at competitive prices is, we think, very considerable.'
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The Committ** Bays that tho preceding
Tariff matters were, in the representations made

Protection, to it, of secondary importance in compari-
Bion with the question of the possibility or

•therwise of tariff protection after the wax. Practically all

tfae representative firms and associations consulted asked for
a measure of Protection. The reasons advanced were as
follow :

—
"There is a general fear that, immediately after the war,

this country will be flooded with German and Austro-Hun-
garian goods, sold at almost any price, and that the competi-
tion in price which was going on before the war will be
accentuated, with resultant serious difficulty to all manufac-
turers <«f giHuls of kinds exposed to this competition, and posi-

tive disaster to those manufacturers who have been encouraged
to extend their operations, or engage in new branches of in-

dustry, with a view to capturing trade hitherto carried on by
enemy countries.

" The causes of the ability of German firms in the past to

undersell their British competitors, on which most emphasis
has been laid in the representations made to us, are:

—

" (a) The low railway rates charged in Germany on goods
for export, and other transport advantages.

" (6) The industrial combinations in Germany, which, with
a large home market secured to them by the tariff, were able
to produce on a large scale and to dispose of their surplus
product abroad at very low prices.

" (c) The low rates of wages prevailing in certain industries
in Germany.

" In some cases it was admitted that lower wages are not
the cause of the lower prices at which German goods are
offered. Thus we were informed as regards paper-making
that ' the labour bill, for the same class of output, is much
the same in Germany as in Bury'; that in the electrical in-
dustries ' in 1913 hours of labour were slightly longer in Ger-
many than in England, wages were about the same in the
two countries, and the standard of labour was better in Ger-
many.'
"The conviction that the prices at which German goods

will be offered in the British and neutral markets after the
yfar will be even lower than the pre-war quotations is based
on two assumptions—first, that in some branches of industry
at least Germany has been accumulating large stocks during
the war, and secondly, that immediately upon the conclusion
of peace she will make every effort to recover her position in
the world's markets, and to crush nascent competition, and
that in carrying out that policy cheapness will be a potent
weapon. Whatever may be the truth as to the accumulation
of stocks, we do not think the validity of this second assump-
tion is open to doubt."

The Committee directs special attention
Magnetos. to magnetos :

—

Prior to the outhreak of the war the trade in
Magnetos, which are of great importance for all forms of motor-cars and
aircraft, as well as (or other purposes, was virtually monopolised by the
Bosch Co., of Stuttgart, a verv powerful organisation with great resources.
The result was that at the sudden commencement of the war there were no
manufacturers in this country, where the normal demand was about 5.000
magnetos per week; since then it has substantially increased, especially for
military and naval purposes. A number of British firms took up the manu-
facture, and with the assistance of Sheffield in respect of the production of
magnet steel, they have succeeded in making magnetos which have passed
the Government tests and are asserted to be as good as the Bosch products.
The firms are receiving large Government contracts, and there seems to be
no doubt lhat in this instance (which is specially important as being one of a
" key " industry) a considerable British manufacture could be built up which,
inter alia, would guard against a repetition o( the serious difficulties caused in
Che early stages of the war by our dependence on foreign supplies. The one
obstacle is the reluctance of the firms concerned to commit themselves to
further capital outlay, and the unwillingness of outside capital to come to
tbeir assistance, unless assured o( some securitv against the strenuous effort!

which the powerful Bosch concern will undoubtedly make after the war to
break down the new British enterprise. The representatives of this industry
asked that Government assistance might be afforded them in the shape of

(1) an undertaking that the Government Departments concerned in motor
transport and the air services would undertake to make use only of British
magnetos made (so far as practicable! only of British parts—such undertaking
to be for a term of years after the conclusion of the war: and (2) the extension
to all magnetos of 'he import duty of 333 per cent, imposed upon magnetos
imported as parts of motor cars. We reported to the President of the Board
•f Trade that, in view of the importance of the manufacture of magnetos for
military and naval purposes, its position as a " key industry," the efforts

which the manufnetun rs have made, and the undoubtedly severe competition
from the powerful Bosch interests which they wilt have to encounter after the
war. we were unanimously of opinion that Government assistance might be
given in the two lorms desired by tht industry.

Tlie amount of the tariff duties which it was suggested
ahonld be imposed naturally varied with the different branches
•f industry.

,

The following resolution, recently pa.^exl

The by the Council of the British Electrical and
B.E.A.M.A. Allied Manufacturers' Association, was com-
Protection municated to the Committee :

—
Proposals. " Resolved, tint it is the considered

opinion of the Council of this Association
that the Government should, as soon as possible, proceed to
formulate a tariff scheme, emhodving :

—

1. An Imperial Customs t'nion between Great Britain and her oversea.
Colonies, Dominions and Dependencies, with a view to the adoption at some
later period of free trade within the British Empire.

8. A tariff on "II goods imported into this country which are such as can
fee efficiently and economically manufactured in British workshops.

3. That a subst intial preference should be given to all goods, whether
manufactured or otherw'se. imported from any portion of our overseas Empire.

4. That a smaller prefere ice than the foregoing h* given to those countries
which are now allied with us in defending the ripht of national existence
against the dominating influence of the Central European Powers.

5. That such preference as may be possible, hiving in view the balance of
trade between nations, be given to neutral countries.

fi. That the dutv imoosed on goods of Austrian and German manufacture
should be of a highly protective character, not only in Great Britain, but also
In the overseas pans of the Empire."

Some other suggestions were put forward for the protectioa

of British manufacturers in other ways. These are :
—

(.i) The confiscation of, or imposition of a substantial duty on. Imported
goods unaccompanied by a British Consular certificate to the effect lhat the

goods are not invoiced to this country at a lower price than would be obtained
for them in the domestic market of the country of manufacture (i.e.. " anti-

dumping " legislation).

((>) Restriction ol British Government contracts to British goods, or a pre-

ference to such goods in respect of price. The reasonableness of this claim was
strongly urged upon us by representatives of the new magneto industry, and
also in the. case of table gla

The British Science Guild reported that a large number of

educational institutions and authorities had already under-
taken not to purchase any chemical glassware of foreign

manufacture for a period of three years after the war, pro-
! that an adequate supply of British manufacture is

forthcoming.

(c) That in respect of the raising of loans or the levying of taxes by muni-
cipalities or public bodies (or carrying out works of public utility, it should
he a condition imposed bv the Central Government that preference be given to

British manufacturers. Such preference might, it was suggested, be limited

to 10 per cent., as a check upon trade combines.

On this matter the Committee recom-
The mends:—

Committee " Tariff Protection.—Where the national
Recommends supply of certain manufactured articles.

Import Duties, which are of vital importance to the national

safety, or are essential to other industries,
has fallen into the hands of manufacturers and traders out-
side this country, British manufacturers ready to undertake
the manufacture of such articles in this country should be
afforded sufficient tariff protection to enable them to maintain
such production after the war. With reference to the strongly-

expressed opinion of many of the witnesses that the enact-
ment of protective duties on the industries other than those
referred to in the preceding paragraph, which have formed
the subject of our inquiry, is essential to their maintenance,
we wish to report that in view of the following considera-
tions :

—
(<i) That there exists a strong desire to respond to the feeling

in our Dominions in favour of an Imperial preference in
trade, and that ther.e is also a strong desire to arrange pre-

ferential trading with those who are our Allies in the present
war, and

(b) That the present high direct taxation tends to raise the
rate of interest on money, and cheap and abundant capital

for the employment of their labour is of the greatest import-
ance to the working classes,

it will be necessary to impose some widely-spread import
duties, and we are therefore prepared to recommend that a
larger proportion of the revenue should be raised by reason-
able import duties. We are of opinion that such import duties
would go a long way towards satisfying the requests for

special protective treatment for the industries which we have
had under consideration. We would only add that in view
of the threatened dumping of stocks which may be accumu-
lated in enemy countries, the Government should take such
steps as would prevent the, position of industries, likely to be
affected, being endangered after the war or during the period
required for a wider consideration of the whole question."

The recommendations of the Committee
Cold Water are subject to this consideration :

—
and a " We are fully conscious of the limited

Reservation, range of the inquiry, and that the particular
branches . . . cannot well be singled out

for special Government action ; our investigations have been
devoted onlv to a comparatively small portion of the immense
field of British industry, and the conclusions at which we have
arrived might consequently be modified in some respects were
the range of inquiry to be extended."
The signatories to the report are :—Algernon P. Firth; A. J.

Hobson ; Stanley Machin; E. Parkes; and Albert Spicer.
(Percy Ashley, Secretary.)

Sir Albert Spicer adds a reservation in respect to the imme-
diate enactment of protective duties, which conclude* as

follows :
—

In view of these recommendations, which are all protective ia effect, and
of the fact that during the continuance of the war manufacturers are auto-
matically protected, and that (or some yea'-s after the war protection, equiva-
lent to import duties, is likely to be afforded by the prejudice against Germaa
and Austrian go,>,ls. 1 (eel mat the consideration of a tariff for th-se special

industries should wait until after the war, unless it can be undertakes
earlier, when th- whole issue cm b? again considered in the light of what, I

hope, will be an agroed policy witb our Dominions overseas and ssu* prcesat

Electrolytic Disinfectant.— Our contemporary, Nature,

in a note on pew antieep'io refers to Hie nse cif electmhsed fea-

water for the rH-.infeo fion of hospital chips, remarking tha-, tbonjjh

the production of hypooh'orie by the electrolysis of RaU Relation

for blesc.hing pnrpnses, and the powerful anHwp'in properties of

hypochlorite ro produced, have long b°en known, the i 'ea of

electrolysing «e«.-v7at>r on the vessel which is to be disinfected is

a novel one. It is due to Dr. H D Dikin. whose apni-atua con-

sists nf an electrolytic cell, which, wi h a current of 66 75 amperes
at 110 voUr, yields a solntion of two parts per 1.000 of hypo-

chlorite at a ciRt nf ahotit 3d. pfr 100 ga'lons. Thi-< Rnln'icn,

dilo>ed fith an eqnal volume of sea- water, is suffi if nt'y strong to

steri'iRe fl >or», deck*, latrine". A3. It haa been nsei on the Af»i-
tanici on her last two vojages, with excellent results.
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THE ELECTRIC ARC IN VAPOURS AND
GASES AT REDUCED PRESSURES. 4

Br W. A DA.RR1H.

A STUDY of the light efficiency of an arc from a chemical stand-

point, t-how8 that there is a certain rather limitel class of sub-

stances which, when introduced into the arc in s iiall quantities,

produce a very great increase in luminosity. Thus the aidition of

small quanii ies of cerium or calcium compounds to the carbon
arc miy increase its efficiency over 300 per cent . and the addition

of titan urn (preferably as an oxide) to the magnetite arc similarly

produces an increased luminosity without a corresponding increase

in energy consuoop'ion.

A study of there facts led to the conception that perhaps an arc
oould be maintainei in a closed vessel and sipplted with these

light-prodacirig elements in the vapour form. Titanium, tungsten,
and other elem-nts which increase the luminous .fficiency of an
arc, may readily be secured in the form of volatile liquids.

Preliminary tests having indicated the possibili i-s, as well as

the difficulties to be overcome, lamps were constructed and a
detailed study was made of the effects of the various available

electrode materials, the different vapours, and different designs of

lamp. A bard glass was employed, which allowed of the sealing

of tungsten wir--s and rods directly into the globe with the aid of
a flux of pitassium nitrate and borax. This enabled heavy seals

to be used. Figs. 1 and 2 show designs which were found fairly

sati-factory.

The lamp consists essentially of a chamber at the centre of
which an arc is drawn between tungsten electrodes about f\ in.

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. Fio. 3.

in diameter. The electrodes are partly surrounded with a refrac-

tory insulator, intended to keep the arc from moving far from the

ends of the electrodes, as this allows the arc to extend and
ultimately to rup are. Tue refractory insulator, also assists in

k«»pin; the electrodes at a high temparature, thus increasing the
efficiency of the lamp and the stability of the arc.

The upper electrode is fastened by means of a tungsten rod to

an iron core, which is surrounded by a glass shell to protect the
iron from corrosion, as the vapours used reedily attack nearly all

metal except tungsten, platinum, gold, and a few other inert

materials. A flexible tungsten spiral serves to conduct the current
from the uppjr movable electrode to the upper seal, fig. 3.

It was found, after a number of trials, that a certain combina-
tion of gases gave a minimum amount of decomposition products,

which gradually collected upon the globe, thus reducing the
amount of light radiated. In order to overcome this difficulty, the
arc chamber was extended above the upper electrode, thus forming
a oondensing chamber in which the soot could collect, allowing
the walls to remain clean. A draught tube was placed around the
upper electrode in such a pisition that the headed gaseB from the
arc would pa s upward through the draught tube cut into the con-

densing chamber, and then back downward into the arc chamber
for ue again. The corrugations shown on the draught tube and
condensing chamber were found to aid the condensation of the
inspended matter.

The search for a satisfactory electrode material showed that

earbon wasnnsaisfactory. Tungsten proved to be practically inert,

evem at a white heat, in the presence of the various vapours UBed.

The tungsten terminals, moreover, did not melt or evaporate in the
aro except at a very slow rate, which seem°d to be comparable to

the evapiration of the filament in an incandescent lamp.
The arc in this lamp is quite different from that of other com-

mercial arc lamps (see fig. 4). It is usually very stable, about J in.

in diameter, tubular in form, and varieB from 2 to 5 in. in length

with 110 volts direct current, the variations being due to differences
in pressure, nature of the gases supplied, &c. A high pressure
increases the intrinsic brilliaucy of the arc, but makes it necessarj
t > operate at a shorter length, as the gas currents due to tempera-
ture differences and arc reaction are corre-pondingly more violent.

The diameter of the cential luminous tube is also reduced with an
in r.a«e in pressure.

Tje general appearance is that of a thick intensely white incan-
descent filament slightly bent at the upper end. With some of the
vapours, as, for example, the metaloid halogen compounds, anti-
mony, phosphorus, and arsenic cM.jrid' s, the central tubular por-
t on is surrounded by a razged flame, which is light pink in the
case of arsenic and pal-c greeo in the case of phosphorus.
The flame portion acts somewhat as an absorbing screen, thus

reducing the total useful racial ion. It is a curious fact that this
flame may exiBt for a short but appreciable time after the circuit
has been interrupted, thus indicating that it probably doeB not
hive a part in the conduction of electricity through the vapour,
hi"} appears to ba a z me in which the vapours, after being dis-

sociated by the heat nnd electrical effects of the arc, recombine.
Toe spectrum of the flame is usually quite different from the arc
sp'otrum, and is characteristic of the elements involved, while the
speotrum of the arc independent of the ends of the electrodes
(whi;h, of courBe, give a hot-body spectrum) is usually a band
spectrum, and is practically continuous except for a few absorp-
ti m lines.

The electrical characteristics of the antimony pentachloride
lamp are shiwn in fig. 5. plotted between arc length and voltage.
The curve indicates that a 4 in arc at 10 amperes r«quir> s no more
voltage than a 1-in. arc at 2 amperes. A 10-ampere arc is four
times as long as a 2-ampere arc, and its intrinsic brilliancy is
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FOREIGN AND COLONIAL TARIFFS ON

ELECTRICAL GOODS.

BRITISH DOMINIONS AND POSSESSIONS.—A Supple-

ment to the Board of Trade Journal of January 13th contains

lists of prohibited exports, classified under their respective

headings in alphabetical order, from British India, the Self-

Governing Dominions (other than Australian), Egypt, and cer-

tain other British Possessions. The information in the present

Bupplei ^les that given in the Supplement dated

October 14th last, and (he lists have boon amplified by the

inclusion of particulars for Malta, Mauritius, Jamaica, Bar-

bados, and British Guiana. Copies of the Supplement may be

obtained, price 3d., from the usual sale agents for Govern-

ment publications.

FRANCE —In virtue of a Decree of the French Minieter of

Finance, dated December 10th, certain goods whose exportation

and re-exportation had been prohibited by a Presidential Decree

dated December 7th, are allowed to be exported or re-exported

from Prance, without special authorisation, when consigned

to the United Kingdom, the British Dominions, Colonies, and
Protectorates. Belgium, Japan, Montenegro, Russia, Serbia, or

American countries. The list of articles includes the follow-

ing :—Accumulators and accumulator plates; manufactures of

aluminium and oxides; antifriction metal; copper, pure or

alloyed, in all forms; electrodes, electric batteries and their

elements; tin, pure or alloyed, in all forms; engine and boiler

packing, including slag wool; manganese (metal) in all forms;

mercury (compounds and preparations of) ; molybdenum
(salts of); worked mica; nickel, pure or alloyed, in all forms;

salts of copper, chromium, tin and mercury ; silicon ; sulphates

of soda and zinc; titanium (salts); tungsten (metal) in all

forms; vanadium salts; zinc manufactures.

BRITISH INDIA.—The exportation of mica, has been prohi-

bited from British India to all countries except the United

Kingdom and British Possessions, as from November 19th

last. The prohibition does not. however, apply to goods

shipped by or for the use of the Crown.

SOUTH AFRICA.—Customs decisions have recently been

issued in the Union of South Africa and also in Southern

Rh(desia in virtue of which the rate of import duty on con-

centrated accumulator acid (consolidated sulphuric acid) is to

be '20 per cent, ud valorem under the general tariff. In the

Union of South Africa the rebate allowed to the product of

the United Kingdom or of reciprocating British Possessions

is 3 per cent, ad valorem ; in Southern Rhodesia, however, the

rebate is fixed at 9 per cent, ad valorem, and is allowed to all

British Possessions, whether reciprocating or not.

By a further decision of the Union of South. Africa Customs
Authorities the duty leviable on commercial silica under the

general tariff is 20 "per cent, ad valorem, with a rebate of 3

per cent, ad valorem to the product of the United Kingdom
or reciprocating British Possessions.

NETHERLANDS.—A Dutch Royal Decree dated December
10th prohibits the exportation of graphite and articles made
therefrom, whether as raw material or manufactured, unless

forming parts of manufactured articles of which graphite is

not the main component part.

FRENCH COLONIES.—A French decree doted December
27th provides that mica in sheets or leaves, and micanite (the

exportation of which was prohibited by a decree of December
9th ) may be exported and re-exported, without special autho-

risation, when consigned to the United Kingdom, the British

Dominions, &c, Belgium. Japan, Montenegro, Russia, Serbia,

or American countries.

SWITZERLAND.—By a Swiss Federal decree of December
30th, the exportation from Switzerland of asbestos, mica and

micanite—in sheets, even if combined with tissues; and in

pipes and other specially-shaped articles, even if combined
with other materials—is prohibited as from January 3rd.

STATE OF BRUNEI.—Revised import and export duties

have recently been announced in the State of Brunei, among
which tuny be noted an export duty on Para and other culti-

vated rubbers of 2§ per cent, ad valorem. Formerly, rubber

was, not specifically tariffed.

PORTUGAL—A Portuguese decree dated December 27th

prohibits, as from the date of the decree, the exportation of

certain articles from Portugal and the adjacent islands. By
way of exception, the Minister of Finance may permit, in

certain circumstances, the exportation of these articles on
payment of special export surtaxes in addition to the ordinary
export duty. Among the articles included in this restriction

are the following;— Rate of surtax.

Tin or tin ore 1J percent, ad valorem.

Copper ore or cement 1 per cent, ad valorem,
Wolfram 30 escudos per metric ton.

Other ores not specified li percent, ad valorem.
Articles of copper, brass and tin 8} per cent, ad valor c m.

SPAIN.—An export duty on zinc in bars, lumps, cake, and
scrap of 100 pesetas per 100 kilogs. net came into force in

Spain on January 3rd. in virtue of a Spanish Royal Order.

EAST AFRTOA PROTECTORATE.—New regulations dated

November 10th, 1915, have been issued in the East

Africa Protectorate amending the requirement* as to

Certificates of Origin for goods imported from certain for-

eign countries. Certificates in the prescribed form must be
presented to the Chief of Customs in respect of all goods

imported into the Protectorate in trade with any foreign

port, other than British ports, with the exception of those

of Russia, Belgium, France, Italy, Spain, and Portugal, pro-

vided, however, that in respect of goods transhipped in the

United Kingdom a duplicate of the "Specification for For-
eign and Colonial Merchandise" (Form 30) or the Shipping
Bill (Form 64), signed and stamped by the proper Officers

of Customs in the United Kingdom, may be accepted in lien

of the Certificate of Origin. For the present, however, such
Certificates will not be required in respect of individual con-

signments not exceeding £25.

BRITISH GUIANA.—The "Customs Duties Ordinance,
1916," provides for the imposition of duties on goods im-
ported into and exported from British Guiana, with effect

to December 31st, 1916, unless otherwise enacted. The rate*

of duty leviable under the new Ordinance are practically the

same as thc«e previously in operation.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR,
(NOT YET PUBLISHED).

1916.

Compiled expressly (or this journal by Messrs. W. P. Thoupsor k Co.,
Electrical Patent Agents, 385, High Holborn, London, W.C., and at

Liverpool and Bradford.

L. C. lircura a ad

* Hi»

1.469. " Electrical selectors or impulse responde
Riur AuTOmatiO Telephone Co. January 31st.

1,472. " Cells or boxes (or secondary batteries." E. J. Clar
Accumulator Co. January 31st.

1.475. " Miners' electric safety lamps." O. Oldham. January Jlst.

1,481. " Make-and-break switches." E. Girardeau. January 31»t. (France,
January 39th. 1915.) -- m

1,483. " Electro-magnetic release or cut-out." A. Faniisi. January Slst.

1.502. " Testing arrangements (or machine telephone switching systems."
Western Electric Co. (Western Electric Co.). February 1st.

1,526. " Electric motor pump." S. Kawakami. February 1st. (Japan
February 5th, 1916.)

1,540. " Impulse senders." Relay Automatic Telephone Co. February 1st.

1,550. " Protective gear (or alternating-current feeders and circuits." A. E.

McColl. February 2nd.

1.595. "Transmission o( wireless signals." GaLLETTi's Wireless Telegraph
and Telephone Co. & R. C. Gallbtti. February 2nd.

1.596. " Electric heat radiators." A. F. Berry. February 2nd.

1.597. " Radio-telegraphy.' J. Betiienod 4 E. Girardeau. February »nd.

(France, February 2nd, 19'16.)

1.609. " Electrically-operated ordnance, machine guns, 4c." J. U. ECHA-
tarkia & W. G. Gkattan. February 2nd.

1,617. " Mercury contact and short-circuiting devices (or electrical measur-
ing instruments " A. L. Davis. February 3rd.

1.620. " Means ol equalising or balancing electric currents, applicable to

rotary converters." C. C. Garrard & A. H. Railing. February 3rd.

1,628. " Electrolytic apparatus (or laundry, 4c, purposes." E. RiUS» 4 .
Roberts. February 3rd.

1.635. " Electric joint." G. H. Scholes. February 3rd.

1.698. " Electric batteries." H. F. Joel. February 4th.

1.705. " Means (or controlling alternating currents." British Thomson-
HOUSTON Co. (General Electric Co., U.S.A.). February 4th.

1,707. " Electric heat-regulating switch." J. KlELL. February 4th.

1.724. " Eleclrical resistances." Clarke, Chapman & Co. and R. C. Harris.

February 4th.

1.74S. " Electro-plating tubes." J U. Carlmark (trading as Electric Engi-

neering 4 Plating Co.). February 5lh.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.

i's Wireless Telegraph

1915.
977. Electric Cable Sockets. C. Pressland. January 15th.

1.212. Thermostatic Electric Switches. W. T. Prltchard. January 25th.

1,214. Electric Generators and Motors. M. M. Cardellino. January 25th.

1.234. Stranded Electrical Conductors for Overhead Power Transmis-

sion. M.- Hochstadler. January 36th. (Convention date not granted.)

1.384. F.ircrK.C.L CoSffKOLLlNC APPARATUS FOR THE TooL CAKR
working Machines. " Vulkan "Ma
(February 2nd, 1914.)

5,883 Method or obtaining a Sparkless Break of an Inductive Electrical

ClRCurr 1. F. Wall. April 20th. (Cognate application 6,253/15.)

8.524. Electric Vulcaniser. O. C. Dennis. June 9th.

10.901. Manufacture of Electric Apparatus comprisinc Insulatinc Parts

made by Moulding. M. Segre. July 27'n.

10.902. Method of Screw Threadinc Articles made of Horn or Analogous

Substances of Fibrous Structure. M. Segre. July 27th.

11.660. Arc Lamp with Enclosed Voltaic Arc. Allgemeine Elektricitats

Ges. August 12th. (August 13th, 1914.)

12.143. Electrical Switchgear. E. A. Graham. August 23rd.

12,924. Electric Heating Apparatus. G. Pate & A. R. Wood. September

! OF Metal-
n(abriks Akt. Ges. January 26th.

9th.

15.369. Telephonic Receivers. E. A. Graha No nber 1st.
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A number of our manufacturers are at present

making- laudable efforts to secure a share in the large

electrical trade that will be done with Russia after

the war. Their immediate ability to meet the re-

quirements of the market is restricted for various

reasons, but for those who are not pre-occupied with

other concerns the market presents great opportuni-

ties for them to assist our Ally. Everybody electrical

now knows that Russia's electrical manufacturing

capacity has been very small indeed, and nobody has

known it better than German firms, who have done
their best to keep it so. Russia has been in the past

far too dependent upon those who wished to add

Imperial domination to commercial conquest, and
her statesmen and her business people too must
recognise by now that, if the way had been less easy
for that commercial success, the possibilities of the
present lamentable state of war ever occurring would
have been much reduced. With a manufacturing
capacity and a modernised industrial organisation
such as her national position and wealth called for,

there might have been no shortage of munitions last

year giving the enemy an opportunity to demonstrate
the superiority of her industrial facilities. The same
thing applies in regard to other countries as well,
and there may be much heart-searching on this point
in all of them before the conditions of a permanent
peace are laid down.

It is a serious question of the first magnitude as
affecting the entire future relations between great
nations as to how far one nation is to so develop
its industrial resources as to make them a constant
war menace for the rest of the world. The matter
is of the utmost importance now that experience has
shown us all that war in the twentieth century is so
largely a series of engineering operations. The
nation with the most extensive engineering works,
and with the largest number of trained people earn-
ing their livelihood therein, given the facility for
securing ample supplies of necessary raw material,
may be so prepared for war emergencies as to be able
to dictate the policy of other nations. Germany's
works of this character are at present practically

intact ; whether or not they will remain so at the end
of the war is quite another question. But what-
ever happens in that connection the lesson has
been learned, and as one consequence we may
reasonably suppose that after the war international

trade between Germany and Russia will not be
resumed on the old basis. Russia, in order to be
independent of German electrical manufacturing in

the future, must either increase her own productive
capacity or she must import increasingly from Great
Britain, America, Japan, Sweden, etc. The former of
these alternatives has exercised the minds of Russian
electrical and other industrial authorities a good
deal, and we may expect to see increased manufac-
turing; capacity on Russian soil as time goes on; but
as things stand, and until a new and industrial

Russia emerges, importation must be relied upon.
Leaving our Allies and neutral manufacturing
countries out of consideration at present, let us
ask what will be the position of British electrical

manufacturers in relation to the coming; Russian

[217]
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demand. Some of her writers are blaming us for our
past indifference to the market, and are seeking the

reasons therefor and drawing their own conclusions

as to what may be expected in the future. Granted
that a good deal must depend upon Russian national

policy in regard to import trade, and the possibility

of that policy favouring British traders, we have
to remember that British electrical manufacturers
are faced with many other problems in regard to the

future which are somewhat closely related to the

question of their activity in Russia. They are

eager to secure the Home market to themselves,

also to meet the needs of the Colonies and depen-
dencies, while France and Belgium and Italy

desire their assistance, or will do for a time, and
there will further be no disposition to reduce their

hold on foreign markets in which they already have
desirable connections. They may distribute their

attentions over all these markets, Russia included,

without meeting any of them to the full, but the

question that is naturally being asked in some of

these other countries is, how far it will be possible

for them to depend upon British industry if they

make plans for trying to prevent enemy trading within

their borders. Will the character of British products

be adjusted to meet their requirements ? Will British

manufacturing or productive capacity be increased to

any large extent ? We believe that to both of these

questions the answer is emphatically in the affirma-

tive, but will the capacity be sufficient to justify other

nations in basing international trading policy upon
possibilities in this direction ? As our deliberations on
after-the-war trade policy proceed we may expect

such questions to be more and more searchingly

asked and discussed by our Allies, and it is as well

that we should consider the matter as calmly and
carefully as we can in readiness. We may be

as anti-German in sentiment as the horrors of this

war compel us to be, but the fact will remain that, if

in any country whatsoever other nations cannot
suitably meet the requirements of purchasers, the

trade will go to those who are in a position to do
it, and who are not merely in that position from a

manufacturing capacity point of view, but are eager
to employ every possible means of adaptation and
enterprise within their power to attain that end.

We have been led to make these remarks more
particularly by an article which has appeared
in Elektrichestvo, of Petrograd, on the prospects

of future electrical business between Russia and
England. There is so much of interest in this article

that we quote from it fairly fully elsewhere in this

issue. The author is Engineer P. Gurevitch. We
suggest that his contribution might well be made
the basis of a very serviceable discussion. It is well

that we should see ourselves as we appear in the eyes

of a friend, but he offers certain criticisms to which
we are sure our manufacturers could effectively reply.

He suggests that British electrical manufacturers will

lose certain markets because Germany, being out

of favour elsewhere, will concentrate her energies

remorselessly upon those markets, fighting us with
the old weapons of low prices and long credit until

she succeeds. Taking this, we think too readily, as

accomplished, M. Gurevitch uses it as an argument
why we should display our utmost enterprise in seek-

ing new markets—especially in Russia. We do not
believe that British electrical and engineering firms

need much more urging' at this particular moment
to display enterprise in Russia. The war has roused
many of our trading interests from their former
lethargy, and the future will be different from the
past in that respect or we are greatly mistaken.
It will be different for our enemies also. The con-
dition of affairs in Germany at this moment, and the
more serious position that is inevitable, do not, in

our opinion, suggest that we shall be defeated in the
future by the long credit given by Teutonic firms.

Further, if we are to meet the demand we must be
to some extent assured concerning the inducements.

Our electrical confreres in Russia should see u
it that their arms are not so wide open to German
electrical firms in the future, and that German
financiers and electrical organisations are not so
privileged in the facilities granted to them. I to

should also bear in mind that there are other diffi-

culties beside that of the language and demands for
long credit that have led some British trader> to be
disinclined to operate in Russia. M. Gurevitch has
something to say regarding the bad reputation
of some Russian business people. Much is to be
gained by the promotion of a spirit of confidence
and trust between the trading communities of our
two great nations. The war has brought about a

betterunderstanding between us, and the mutual sai •
i-

iice that we are making in the cause of world civilisa-

tion will, we trust, be followed by mutually satis-

factory fair and square commercial dealings which
shall be uninterrupted for a generation. Electrically

we shall play our part up to the limit of our enlarged
capacity. Labour problems, especially the pro-
spects of " dilution " being continued after the war.
the employment of women, and the abandonment
for ever of limitation of output, have much to do
with this question of future capacity. Assuredly the
worker requires educating as to the importance of
the effect of these matters upon the future trade of

the Empire, and of the promotion of desirable com-
mercial relations with our Allies. Of course, our
manufacturers will weigh up in good time the ques-
tion of that capacity, and we hope that thev will

accommodate themselves to all the coming markets
of the world according" to the developments in the
situation. But we hardly think that they will be inclined

to relax their hold upon a market where they can do
good business, and where the possibilities are im-

mense, until they are assured of success in another
that is offered to them. However much they may
welcome good desires and believe in anti-German
sentiments, they will require to know more about
the Russian Government's policy for excluding Ger-
man electrical manufactures. On the other hand,
the Russian Government is not likely to deprive

German traders of facilities if by so doing it is

going to affect adversely Russian developments:
therefore, it is not unlikely that it will want
to know something- about British, Allied, and neutral

manufacturing capacity. The situation is not an
easy one to deal with, but the details will inevitably

hang very largely upon the broad principles which
are adopted by the Trade Conference of the Allies

—

if the war position is such as to enable any definite

conclusions to be reached when that conference takes

place.

Lead.
The lead market has preserved a wo 1-

derfully steady tone, and there was hardly

any change in values even when it became necessary to sell

some fair quantities of lead which had been loaded for

Russia many weeks ago, the vessels containing which h;id

not left British ports. The demand continues distinctly

active on account of the home trade, but there has not been

much doing generally in connection with the export markets,

although within the last few days a few inquiries have been

met with from Russia for April -May shipment. At the

present time the White Sea is frozen up, and no more

shipments are likely to be made to Archangel until the

route is pretty free from ice. A good deal of lead has been

impirted lately, and thanks to this there is a plentiful

supply of metal for early delivery, but demands have been

good enough all along to absorb everything reaching here.

The position depends very largely, no doubt, upon

shipping conditions which have become abominably

muddled. The monstrous charges and hopeless muddle at

pirts, combine to put out of effective operation all econcmie

factors tending to relieve the position, and it seems to b)
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nobody's business to direct matters with the smallest degree

of commercial intelligence. Probably things have about

reached their limit now, and there seems to be a faint hope

entertained in some quarters that " something will be done."

It is absurd to look for any change for the better until a

little common sense is brought into play, until the vessels

lying rotting on account of ineptitude are made use of,

until steps are taken to control the extravagance and

waste in connection with official chartering, and until

arrangements are made for discharging vessels when they

do arrive. So far the promises of improvement which have

been made have been entirely illusory, but if conditions were

changed ia this respect there would soon be an end of the

extravagant prices everywhere demanded for commodities,

and the sooner the situation is handled with a few gmins of

common sense the better for the nation at large.

The advices coming to hand from Mexico suggest a dis-

tinct improvement in the mining position there, and this is

all to the good, for, as Messrs. James Forster & Co. point

out, Mexico produces in normal times 120,000 tons a year,

or about 10 per cent, of the world's lead production.

The fatal accident recorded in our last

* * d y
t )

ln ^sne affords a grave warning of the

danger of a little knowledge in connec-

tion with electrical affairs. It is very well for the young

tyro to experiment with electric bells and pocket lamps,

or anything else that can be fed from primary cells,

but when he tampers with conductors connected with the

public mains he is embarking upon an enterprise which

may have disastrous results. This is well understood in

the case of gas and water supplies, which have been with

us so many years that the public thoroughly understands

its position with regard to them and the dangers which

follow igno' ant and unskilful tampering with the pipes and

fittings ; electricity, however, is comparatively a newcomer,

and has not yet acquired the respect of the ambitious

schoolboy anxious to demonstrate his cleverness.

It is true that in the case in question the combination of

circumstances happened to be exceptionally favourable to

the prospects of disaster, and was probably unique—may it

remain so. In ordinary circumstances the lamp might

have remained in use for years without mishap. But the

flexible cord was held in place only by tacks, and when

the boy, in haste to extinguish the light, seized the hot bulb

instead of the switch, apparently in dropping the lamp he

jerked the flexible off its frail supports.

The moral to be drawn is that on no account should any

unqualified person be permitted to meddle with the wiring

of electric lighting installations. The bathroom especially

is the very last place in which foolhardy experiments should

be allowed.

Tapping Blast Furnaces.—At the Edgar Thompson
works of the United States Steel Corporation, blast furnaces are

tapped by a method devised by the engineering department of the

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing; Co.

An eleotric arc is drawn between an electrode and the

chilled metal in the tap hole : the heat of the arc burns

through the chilled metal, until the flaid contents of the

furnace are reached. If during the opening operation

non-conducting material is encountered, it is necessary to

stop the arc and drive a steel bar through this mass. The
process of melting is then continued, the arc following this bar of

metal.

A 250 volt circuit is used, the pressure being reduced by means
of a water rheostat. A current of from 800 amp. to 1,000 amp.
is ample for the operation. The apparatus required consists of

a special electrode holder, electrodes, cable, a resistance, and a head

shield or prot ctor for the operator. The electrode holder consists

of an iron pipe 4 ft. or 5 ft. long, in one end of which the elec-

trode material is placed and clamped by means of a ring ; the end
of the pipe is split in order to give a clamping effect when the

ring is forced down towards the end of the pipe. In the other end
of the pipe a wooden pole ia placed, the cable connection being

made to the iron pipe. The entire length of the electrode and its

holder is about 12 ft.

INCREASING THE TRAFFIC CAPACITY OF

TELEGRAPH LINES BY ACOUSTIC TUNING.

The usual connections for d.c. telegraphy with Morse

sounders are subject to the disadvantage that with closed-

circuit or with open-circuit working, so long as communi-

cation is in progress between two stations, all intermediate

stations muso remain idle. On a line with many inter-

mediate stations, this naturally involves great delay,

particularly during busy hours, and a line which is ample

for the average daily traffic may be hopelessly inadequate

during the rush hours. The two main methods by which

the traffic capacity of a telegraph network may be increased

are (1) by increasing the average capacity of the trans-

mitting and receiving instruments ; (2) by increasing the

message capacity of the line— i.e., by using high-speed

instruments and multiplex working respectively. High-

speed instruments are generally fairly complex, and must be

served by a crew of skilled operators, so that they are chit fly

limited to long-distance main lines, with high traffic density

during a large fraction of each day. Multiplex working

also shows to best advantage only when traffic is dense,

but the apparatus used is little more complex than for

ordinary one-direction working, and no special prepara-

tion of messages is required. Combined high-speed and

multiplex working is particularly adapted to the inter-

change of messages between two large towns, and offers

nothing to the solution of the problem of maintaining free

intercommunication between all possible pairs of stations on

a line dealing principally with local traffic of this nature.

A system facilitating such intercommunication must be

infinitely flexible, i.e., permit simultaneous communication

between any pair of the series of siations served, and it

must involve only apparatus which is reasonably cheap to

install and quite simple to operate. Recent advances in the

use of alternating currents for signalling purposes sngges-t

that the principle of variable-frequency tuning might be

used to advantage in developing simultaneous signalling

without interference over a single line. Dr. Oscar Srnka,

of Brunn, has recently devised a multiplex system on this

principle, using alternating currents of d ffereut frequencies

on the same line and passing through all siations on the

latter, but each frequency affecting only tbat receiver

tuned for its reception. The sender, receiver and

auxiliary apparatus at each station are connected in

series with each other and with the line, and each station is

allotted, for reception purposes, a definite a c. frequency.

Giving suitable arrangements for sending signalling cur-

rent of appropriate frequency into the line, this system

eliminates waiting (except where a station is already

engaged), and give3 each station access to all the others at

all times by a single line.

For reasons given later, it is convenient to keep the

frequencies used between, say, 600 and 1,1"0 cvcles pe"r

second. With a difference of 50 cycles (i.e., 000, 650, &c.)

1 1 stations per line are possible between these limits, and

if this be not sufficient, 14 stations can be operated by

reducing the difference in frequencies to 40 cycles. A smaller

difference is not desirable, since 40 cycles at 1,120 cycles

represents only 4 per cent, difference, and this is as low as

it is safe to go without endangering accuracy in selective

working. If more than 1 4 stations should be desired on
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one line, the best solution is to extend the frequency range

above 1,000, or below (ioO cycles. To prevent confusion by

harmonics, the even progression of frequencies should be

broken, say, by the use of 1,250 instead of 1,200 cycles

(which would probably confuse with the fiOO-cycle m-ssages)

;

1,350 instead of 1,300 cycles (which = 2 x 050 cycles),

and so on. This also provides a greater percentage d ffer-

ence between the several frequencies, and makes working

safer in consequence.

The apparatus employed consists of a " mono-telephone,"

or tuned a.c. telephone (fig. 1 ) for reception, and an adjust-

able, variable-frequency " singing telephone " for trans-

mission purposes. The mono-telephone responds vigorously

to alternating current of the frequency for which it is tuned,

but is practically unaffected by alternating currents of other

frequencies. In the sketch, which is based on a drawing in

Elektrotechnilc, a steel membrane m (1 w 2 mm. in thick-

ness) rests on three fine points set 120° apart round the

nodal line of the fundamental wave— i.e., on a circle of

diameter = 0*68 x the diameter of the membrane. A
powerful magnet m has an iron core k carrying a fine wire

winding s of 200 to 400 ohms resistance. The c ire K is

hollow, and to it is connected a forked tube r leading to the

telegraphist's bead-piece receivers. Both the operator's

hands are left free : the monophone is protected by a glass

bell jar.

An ordinary telephone receiver with rim-fixed membrane
responds to all frequencies, but a membrane supported as in

fig. 1 responds freely only to a frequency identical with its

own natural frequency. The latter depends on the

diameter of the membrane, and it is thus possible to make
monophones to respond to any desired frequency, this fre-

quency being constant throughout the life of the instru-

ment, i e., no frequency adjustment being required in ordi-

nary working. Though, in practice, the monophone
membrane will respond to others than its exact natural

frequency, it does so very weakly, and the difficulty is not

to pick out the loud signals intended for the station con-

cerned, but to read the faintly-reproduced signals belonging

to other stations, even supposing one wished to do so. By
placing a closed resonance tube t over the centre of the

membrane, the fundamental note is rendered yet more pro-

nounced, and there is no possibility of mistaking it. For
frequencies of 1,100 and 600 cycles per second the wave-
length of sound == velocity /frequency = 33,300/1,100 or

600 = 30 3 or 55'5 cm. ; and the length of the tube T
(closed at upper end) = wave length/4 = 7 6 to 13 9 cm .

which is quite a convenient range of dimensions.

It should be noted that the tuning of the receiver is

entirely mechanical and accoustical— there are no tuned
circuits, involving complex construction and needing more

or less skilled manipulation. Once built, the monophone
should need no further adjustment.

To eliminate the necessity for a head-piece receiver, a

loud-speaking monophone may be built on the principle

illustrated in fig. 2, using two membranes actuated by two
magnets and supported respectively on cork and on steel

points, the lower membrane being drilled to admit the pins
carrying the upper membrane. A horn with telescope tube
for acoustic tuning, and a thin elastic diaphragm for dust-

exclusion, complete the apparatus. Where a permanent
record of messages is required, a mono-frequency relay, in

combination with a diffetential relay, operates a printer, the

arrangement being as shown inside rectangle (1), fig. :'..

In this diagram, m represents a monophone membrane (as

in fig. 1), actuated by the relay coil s. A nickel-silver

contact-plate at the centre of m makes contact with a
rounded contact piece on a light and delicately pivoted lever

h. The latter is counterweighted, so that it has a frequency
of swing slightly lower than that of m, hut does not affect

the natural frequency of the latter. During idle periods the

adjustable spring/ (fitted with a felt pad ) holds the lever h
lightly on to m, so that a closed circuit is maintained between
the points a b, and the differential relay it keeps the position

shown. When, however, a signal sets m swinging, the lever h
is not able to keep exactly in step, its contact with m bt comes
imperfect, and the relay R, therefore, closes contact 2, and
so completes the local printer circuit B

2
wv and the signal is

printed on p. Adjustment is effected by a screw setting

the position of s, or by shunting the coils of the latter ; the

relays are placed under a dust-tight cover, and mounted on a

rubber block to absorb external vibrations. By adding a

resonance tube the monophone relay can be adapted for

audible reception as well as, or instead of, giving a printed

record ; when receiving by sound the printer is stopped,

and the switch s
t
opened.

So far only incidental mention has been made of the

apparatus used to produce the frequency required for

signalling to a selected station. Each station must be able

to produce with ease and certainty a.c, at all the fre-

quencies required by the (n — 1) other stations on the

line. The apparatus used for this purpose must be reason-

ably cheap and compact, and it must be reliable and simple

to manipulate. Tuned buzzers might be used, but a battery

of them to supply ten or a d> zen definite frequencies would
be costly, take up a good deal of room, and need more
skilled attention than can be counted on in 'a country tele-

graph office. Toothed-wbeel high-frequency alternators

run at variable speed offer another solution, but the

difficulty is to provide means for maintaining speed con-

stant at the desired value, particularly where there is no
ordinary electricity supply available to serve a driving

motor. The Larsen acoustic, variable-frequency A.O.

generator offers a simple, inexpensive and technically satis-

factory way out of the difficulty. The generator yields a

nearly sinusoidal current, and therefore sets up clear musical

tones in air. In the rectangle (2), fig. 3, a singing tele-

phone T is provided back and front with tubes r1
, over which

slide tuning tubes r ; the telephone is coupled electro-

magnetically to a microphone m by the induction coil .1. By
varying the setting of the tubes, the frequency of the A.c. is

controlled ; for any particular setting, the frequency of the

current delivered by the secondary of the induction coil is

constant within a fraction of 1 per cent., and falls normally

between the limits GOO and 1,100 cycles per second, but

can be made higher if there is a specially large number of

stations on the line. The positions of the tubes r cor-

responding to predetermined frequencies are naturally deter-

mined once for all, and marked on the tubes themselves.

Fig 3, as a whole, shows the complete lay-out for an inter-

mediate station. The through-line L is connected, via the

lightning protector s, to the change-switch w and the station

apparatus. The receiver gear (in rectangle (1) ), is adapted

to audible or printing reception, and by connecting a second

rnonofrequency relay to the terminals a b (or possibly just

by using a second membrane beneath s), the second relay or

membrane being tuned to the same (special) frequency in

each station, provision mav be made for simultaneous recep-

tion throughout the system of time signals, weather reports

and other official intelligence. The transmitter, in rectangle

(2), is connected to the line through a transformer Tr and
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frequency pjpter K of the vibrating reed type. This meter

indicates whether a station with which it is proposed to com-

municate is already engaged ; in the case depicted, the

meter shows stations 3 and (i already engaged. The whole

equipment is compact, simple to operate, and not uuduly

expensive. For u-<e under average conditions on lints with

10 to 15 intermediate stations, it Eeems to be of distinct

interest.

MODERN PRINTING TELEGRAPHY.

Discussion at Edinburgh,

The paper on " Molem Printing Telegraphy," by Mb H. H.
Harrison. waH read before a meeting of the Scottish Local Sec-

tion op the Institution of Electbical Engineers at Edin-

burgh, on Tuesday last week. Tne m-eting was largely attended

by members of the telegraph staff of the General Post Office in

Edinour=h.
Replyiog to Mb Tubnbull (Edinbureh), who asked if anything

had been <ione to connect electrically two typewriters, bo that the

operator at one end conld work with his visa-vis at the other,

Mb. Habrison explained that the London and Manchester circuit

had not less than hundreds which were controlled when trans-

mitting with one operating line wire. Mb. M'Gbegob (Elm-
burgh) cited a cuse where a civilian telegraphic staff had been very

considerably reduced— i.e., in the Scotsman office in Edinburgh.
He explained that there they had had three wires, but that now
they worked with the Creed t-ysem upon one line. The saving in

cost of maintenance, &e.. would be great. There were now two or

three operators against five or six. The apparatus was bough'' out-

right at a coat which wou'd in three or four yea's be covered by the
amount saved in the wages of the operators who had been dispensed
wita. Mb. DaNKes (Eiinburgh) agreed entirely with the author
that Mo'se signalling could not go e ut of use, as the present war
had shown that there was no system to approach the Morse. In
the commercial world, however, the Murray-Baudot had points to

commend ir.

In the courfe of his reply, Mr Habrison, in answer to Mr.
M'Gregor, s»id he took it that in the case he h^d cited the Creed wire
was not always running, and that occasionally there were correc-

tions and servi'-e instructions to be sent. VVhile it was possible

to work with Creed on the Btaff as Mr. M'Gregor had suggested,

and with no knowledge of Morse, it would be awkward if any
mi-hspt occurred. He imagined, therefore, that a Morse operator

would still be needed in an establishment with a Creed installa-

tion only. As to driving, his opinion was that the weight-driven

transmitter was a very good form if they made the motor large

enough ; he lmigined that many, including those in post offices,

were on the small Bide. He was inclined to think that trans-

mitters and repr ducers on the Creed system should be driven by
the phonic wheel.

Discussion at Manchesteb.

Mr. Harrison's p*p*r was also read and discussed by the
Manchesteb Local Section on January 25th.

Mb. W J. VIedlyn Baid that in Manchester the Murray and
Western Eieitrio Co.'s printing pystems were used, whilst Liver-

pool used the Siem' m and the Biudot systems. The Whc-atstone

automatic and the Creed reperforator and printer were also used

at both the above centres. On the M array and Western Electric

apparatus in Mnnchester, operators had no difficulty in typing at

the rate of about 50 words per minute, and thus keeping well

ahead of the automatic transmitter running at 40 words per
minute. la Manchester, specially prepared ink rollers were used,

and the printed tape or page print waB afterwards run through a

copying machine in order to produce a duplicate for departmental
purposes. The printing of a duplicate by the telegraph apparatus
itself would, if possible, effect a considerable saving. The high-

speed one-channel automatic printer appeared to have a disad-

vantage in the delay experienced in obtaining repetitions or cor-

recting errors of transmission. Questi ns had first to be per-

forated on one of the sets and then wait their turn for passing

through the common transmitter. The required reply suffered

delav at the distant end through the same reasons.

Mr A. Brookeb said the printing telegraph practice of the future

was apparently to be based chiefly upon the work of Hughes and
Baudot. The valuable work of the Post Office engineers had to be
recognised, particularly in duplexing printing telegraphs. It was not
fully appreciated even now that a differentially wound instru-

ment, although balanced to a steady current, was not necessarily

so to transient currents ;
in fact, an instrument could hardly be

made truly differential to transient currents of different duration
and voltage. The author had issued a warning to inventors who
tried to produce signals by varying current strength ; if he held
the opinion that even with perfectly insulated lines variable-

current methods were not going to succeed, it would be wtll if the
warning was nv re definite and reasons giveD.

Mr T E. Herbert said, regarding the author's statement that
the typewriter class of printer would survive, that Murray con-
structed a special typewriter with a very short type-bar and ball

bearings, wi'h a view to increasing the rapidity of the machine.
The final result was a speed of about 200 words per minute. The
recent telegraph of Siemens claimed a ra'her higher speed with the
aid of the type-wheel. H" was not convinced that the type-bar
would eventually survive the type-wheel. In designing his own

machine the author had adopted a type-wheel. There was a simple

foim of type-printing tel- graph (constructed by Siemens) in exten-

sive use in Germany, and it would be remembered that in this

country the Steljes admittedly failed, because it was badly con-

structed ; had the construction been better, it would have been in

extensive use to-day, and, as things stood, there was nothing to

replace it for short-distance work.

Mr. T. Plumiier said that in Birmingham the duplicating of

messages had been abandoned. Only one copy was prepared, which
was passed on to the public, but certain particulars embodying
number of words, address, times, &c, were recorded on apoition

of the message form, which could be detached and retained. The
old method of taking carbon copies had apparently bfen abandoned,

in which case one of 'he great difficulties of inventorB of printing

telegraphs had been removed. Birmingham had two sextuple

duplex Baudot sets working to London in place of four quadruple

and four duplex sounder circuits. The Birmingham-LoDdon cable

was underground, paper- insulated, and the four quadruple sets

were worked on loops, i.e., without any earth connection, and on
the top of the loops the four earthed duplex circuits were super-

imposed. The old arrangement gave 12 channels woikicg in either

direc ion between the two cities, and these 12 channels, which
formerly took up eight wires, were now being provided by the two
Baudot septuple duplex sets, taking up only fmr wires. The rew
arrangement released lines for exten-ion to other towns. A trial

was made recently to find what the Baudot sets could do, and the

record, Birmingham to London, was 84 9 m ssages fini-hed and
disposed of in an hour. Since this traffic did not keep the instru-

ment fully employed, the figure could not be taken as the maximum
possible.

Mr. G. C. Morbis said that when contrasting the single-channel

high-speed with the multiplex low-speed instrument, a point to be

borne in mind was the speed at which the printed tape could be

gummed on mescage formB and checked. Gummers and checkers

all worked in one group with the highspeed instrument, and
there was only one tape to be gummed ; the work could, there-

fore, be easily distributed amongst the group, and the size of the

group varied according to the speed. With a multiplex, however,

one gummer was required for each channel. The transmitter also

had to be considered, and the speed of the channel had to be

adjusted to give both ends suitable loads. An electrical combiner
consisting only of relays coupled with a refuting type-wheel

offered the best solution of many mechanical difficulties. Regard-

ing the use of perforated tape as a reservoir of signals, although

this had been employed for many years it was far from satisfac-

tory. The d fficulty in making punches to work rapidly and

accurately was surprising, and worn punches and dies were often

a source of stoppage. Paper of variable thickness also contributed

to the faults. With Col. Squier's sine- wave method of telegraphy,

all fine printing signals might be sent simultaneously on one seg-

ment, and suitably sorted out at the receiving end, using tuned

circuits. If bo, the speed of circuits would be enormously

increased.

Mb. F. D. Latimeb drew attention to the invaluable pioneer

work of the late Mr. Fred. Higgins, of the Exchange Telegraph

Co., and Baid that the relays of the Exchange Telegraph Co. were
not situated at the receiving end, nor were they polarised ; they

were sufficiently sensitive, however, to reppond to the current

impulses at the rate of about 2 000 per minute. In practice it had

been found that in a transmitter running at 100 revs, a minute,

the electromagnets had an "apparent" ohmic resistance of

approximately nine timeB the actual ohmic resistance, consequently

the operating current was only one-ninth of that under steady

current conditions. Pome years ago the Exchange Telegraph Co.

maintained about 700 financial recording instruments scattered

throughout London, and all controlled by one operator stationed

at the central offices in Cornhill.

The Author, in reply, Baid that the type- bar translator was the

only satisfactory translator which would make duplicates, but the

one difficulty in making duplicates with the printing telegraph wa»
that of feeding in blanks. The only practical way seemed to be to

take press copies. The automatic suffered in the matter of delay

in dealing with corrections. Hughes Bhowed excellence in the

workmanship of hiB printer, while Baudot put forward the comet
alphabet, namely, the equal-letter alphabet. It was fair to state

that Baudot founded the system of modern printing telegraphs.

An objection to varying the current strength for signalling pur-

poses, quite apart from its use on overhead lines, lay in the fact

that, in order to produce a suitable alphabet, it required to be an

unequal letter alphabet which c uld not be multiplexed. Generally

speaking, it was better to keep away from a system depending on
variable-current strength. In the author's opinion, a type-bar

translator would give excellent results when worked at 45 or 50

words per minute, or even higher. Regarding type-whiels, he did

not think a shaft material could be produced which would stand a

a speed of 45 or 50 words per minute for any reasonable length of

time without shearing. In America, artillery fire control was
actually carried out by means of a rather primitive and simple

form of printing telegraph using only 16 letterp.

National Business Organisation.

—

The Instittjte

< f Industry (of Great Britain and Ireland), Ltd., has

appointed a Special Committee of its court of directors to meet
representatives of important trade interests, with a view to con-

sidering suggestions having for their purpose the strengthening

of the court of directors, and the co-operation or amalgamation of

other similar movements.
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JOHANNESBURG ELECTRICITY SUPPLY.

At the meeting of the South African Institute of ]

Engineers on November 18th, 1915, Prof. j. 11. Dobson,
M.I.E.E., read a paper on the distribution plant of the

Johannesburg Municipal electric supply system, of which he
13 the engineer and manager. The following is an abstract of

tho paper :

—

The municipal area of Johannesburg is over 80 square miles

in extent, and is one of the largest of its kind in the world.

Electricity is supplied for domestic, industrial, and tramway
purposes, there being nearly 20,000 meters on the system, and
the annual output being over 25 million units. In 1886, when
gold was discovered on the Witwatererand, the township had
a population of SO, which grew to about 3,000 in 1887, and in

1914 had reached 853,374. After the Anglo-Boer war in 1902,

Messrs. Mordey and Dawbarn were appointed consulting engi-

neers to the Council, relinquishing their connection with the

Council in 1908.

The consulting engineers adopted three-wire d.c. supply at

280-230 volts for the inner area, 3-wire single-phase A.C. at

300-200 volts for the outer area (feeders at 3,300 volte, single-

phase, one pole earthed), and 575 volts d.c. for traction. The
two voltages for lighting supply cause some annoyance to

consumers who move from one area, to the other, and the

generators being two-phase, some difficulties are experienced

in balancing the phases.

The author joined the municipal service in 1909; at that

time there were ten feeding points, to which two have since

been added. The feeders were single-core cables of 1 sq. in.

section (neutrals 0.5 sq. in.), insulated by prepared paper,

vulcanised bitumen, and impregnated tape, with two layers

of steel armouring, jute served and compounded. The dis-

tributors were triple-concentric cables paper-insulated, lead-

(jovered, jute served, and double steel armoured, jute served

and compounded. At each main feeding point was a feeder

box in the pavement, containing three-wire bus-bars on por-

celain insulators, the box being filled with diatrine. Similar

boxes were used at the junctions of distributor and sub-distri-

butor oables. Bach feeding area was fed by one feeder and
was entirely independent of the others; the cables were
coupled with studs and links, so that on the occurrence of a
fault the whole feeding area was cut off, and the fault had
to be localised by disconnecting and reconnecting the distri-

butor cables in the feeder box, causing loss of time.

The system had to be entirely reorganised, owing mainly
to frequent interruptions caused by faults on the D.c. feeders.

Owing to the vulcanised bitumen becoming soft and plastic,

the whole of them decentralised at loads of less than 600 or 800
amperes per square inch—in some cases less than 400 amperes.
The insulation resistance of the cables dwindled away, and
short-circuiting between the copper and steel armouring was
a regular occurrence. " Such a state of feeder cables, attached
to a system as has been described and coincident with the
failure, of the gas engine, scheme, made conditions absolutely

appalling."
Financial considerations required that the best arrangements

had to be made of the existing cables, and the reorganisation

of the system occupied several years. The feeder cables were
picked up, stripped of all the armouring, and relaid on the
solid system in glazed earthenware troughs with proper bridge
pieces, the troughs being filled with bitumen and covered
with bricks. First an additional feeder was run to the centre
of the town, so that the feeders could be relieved one by one;
the additional feeder was eventually absorbed by the growth
of the load. Nearly all the pavement boxes were discarded

;

underground chambers were built at the feeding points, and
feeder pillars at the sub-feeding points. Two or more cables
pass each feeding point, with three exceptions, and provide a
duplicate or triplicate supply. Isolating switches enable the
distributors to be quickly disconnected from the bus-bars when
necessary. Direct telephone communication with the power
station is provided.
At the chief sub-feeding points, feeder pillars have been

substituted for the surface boxes, with isolating switches.
Wherever it is possible, duplicate supplies have been provided.
The alteration in the "inner area" took three years to

carry out, and little or no trouble has been experienced since
the changes were made. The insulation resistance of the
feeder cables, however, is relatively low. Joints in the distri-

butor cables were originally made in cast-iron boxes; faults

frequently occurred in these, and in such cases the joints have
been remade without boxes. Service joint boxes are elimi-
nated as far as possible by running back important services
to chambers each dealing with four blocks of buildings.
The "outer area" is supplied with single-phase current at

3.300 volts, transformed down to 200-200 volte three-wire,
distributed by underground and overhead networks; an ex-
ception is a new industrial area, which is given a three-phase
four-wire supply. The high-pressure cables are two-wire con-
centric paper-insulated and lead-covered, the inner core being
insulated for 3.300 volte and the outer, which was earthed,
for 500 volte. They were laid on the solid system, and termi-
nated in kiosks containing transformers and switchgear. The
high-pressure cables were looped into the kiosks and bolted to

the terminals without disconnecting links; in some cases six
or seven kiosks were all connected to the same cable without
means of disconnecting whilst the cable was alive.

Tho type of cable and method' of laying were quite good,
but unfortunately two high-pressure cables often were laid in
Hi' same trough, and experience proved that a fault on
one cable often affected the other, thus doubling the extent
of the damage and the magnitude of the interruption of sup-
ply. Locating a fault, with the high-pressure cable bolted
hard on to each transformer, was a very lengthy
especially as there were no easy means of splitting up the
high-pressure cable into sections. There were certain dis-

connecting boxes where high-pressure cables branched, but
inn to the boxes and melting out the insulating com-

pound took bonis of labour. Generally, to restore supply
took a day or more. Replacing the high-pressure fuses in
the transformer kiosks when the high-pressure bus-bars were
alive was very dangerous, and the only alternative was to

put all the districts served by the cable in darkness until the
fuses had been re-inserted. The fuses were of faulty con-
struction, and there were no interconnections on the low-
pressure network. From the operative point of view, the
transformer kiosks were " veritable death-traps."

The system was reorganised by the installation of link

chambers and pillar boxes for high-pressure cables, the linking-

up of high-pressure mains to form ring mains, the grouping
of transformers, the replacement of certain of the iron kiosks
with brick transformer houses, and the installation of proper
control gear in all transformer kiosks. Where several feeders
run in the same direction for considerable distances, they
have been provided with link chambers which enable any of

the outgoing cables to be fed from any of the incoming
cables, and provided with circuit-breakers. These arrange-
ments have proved of immense value in dealing quickly with
cable faults; and similar arrangements on a minor scale have
been carried out in pillar boxes. In several cases the high-
pressure cables have been joined up to form ring mains.
Several sub-stations have been built in which the trans-

formers have been centralised and provided with switchgear,
which facilitates the maintenance of continuity of supply,
better pressure regulation, and economy in core losses. In all

iron kiosks which have not been replaced by transformer
houses, suitable switches and fuses have been provided on
both the high-pressure and the low-pressure sides.

The three-phase four-wire power supply to Newtown is

derived from the two-phase system by the Scott method at

400 volts.

The tramways comprise a total of 42.29 route miles, 66.17

track miles, and are supplied with direct-current by under-
ground cables up to two miles from the centre of the town,
after which the feeders are carried overhead on the tramway
poles. The original feeder cables are of the single-conductor

leadless type, bitumen-insulated, with a layer of paper next
to the copper and jute serving outside the bitumen. They
were laid on the solid system, the best for the purpose where
atmospheric disturbances occur, the path to earth from the

copper conductor through the bitumen insulation and filling

and the trough being a long one. Unfortunately, a telephone
cable with earthed lead sheathing was laid in the same trough
as the feeder, and the latter was connected with the trolley

line through fuses by lead-covered cables in the tramway poles;

the phenomenal 6torms experienced in Johannesburg quickly
found out these weak spots. The telephone cable system
became alive at 500-600 volte, and was rendered useless; the
traction cables broke down to the earthed lead sheathing of

the telephone cables, causing long stoppages, and the line

connections were pierced where the lead sheathing touched
the poles. To relieve the system from such troubles, all the
paths to earth that could be got at were cut out, the tele-

phone cables were pulled up whenever possible, insulated

cable without metallic sheathing was substituted for the line

connections, and British Westinghouse lightning arresters

were fixed at quarter-mile intervals on the overhead equip-
ment. Porcelain insulators replaced the original compressed-
fibre insulation of the trolley line, and have stood up well

against the severest electrical storms. Disconnecting switches
have been installed on the line connections, and arrangements
have been made to link up the feeders and to confine the

area, of stoppage due to a breakdown to a minimum. Whereas
formerly some portion of the tramway service was interrupted

during every storm, such interruptions have been almost
wholly eliminated.

The tramway system as originally laid down was hampered
by no Govern nt regulations, and naturally, therefore, no
precautions against electrolysis by stray currents were taken.

In 1913 the Government formulated regulations practically

identical with those of the British Board of Trade, necessi-

tating the partial reorganisation of the traction supply and
the erection of rotary-converter sub-stations at three points,

fed with two-phase current at 3,300 volts. The secondaries

of the single-phase transformers are double Scott-connected,

with two distinct windings, to give a six-phase supply to the
a.c. side of the rotaries, which are provided with starting

motors and are self-synchronising.

The public street lighting of the inner area was originally

carried out with arc lamps, nine in series, but was_ unsatis-

factory owing to frequent faults on the cables, which were
rubber-insulated and lead-covered, laid direct in the ground
without protection. An average of at least four faults per
week occurred on these mains, and in wet weather five or
six sometimes took place in one day. The cable being hope-
less, the arc lamps were temporarily replaced by large half-
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watt lamps or clusters of ordinary metal-filament lamps fed

by new 6teel-armoured cables from the mains. A complete
scheme of arc lighting with centralised control has been
devised, but lack of funds prevents its being carried out.

From 1909 to 1914 the number of connections increased
from 5,720 to 16,091, and the total units consumed from 11.8

millions to nearly 25 millions; the maximum load from 5,400

to 10,900 kw., and the number of street lamps from 5,340 to

7,400. The undertaking is equal in point of magnitude to the
whole of the other municipal undertakings in South Africa.

AN ELECTRIC BATTERY LOCOMOTIVE.

Some eighteen months ago the Midland Railway Co. put to

work a battery-operated electric locomotive for shunting and
sorting the coal traffic in the West India Dock Depot, London,
which investigation showed could be performed more satis-

factorily and economically in this way than by horses,

hydraulic or electric capstans, and 6natch-heads. As the
ordinary steam locomotive cannot enter the yard, the whole
of the work had to be performed by the electric locomotive.
The maximum speed attained with full load is about seven

miles per hour, speeds up to 12 miles per hour being attained
with light loads; the rated capacity of the locomotive is six

Electric Battery Locomotive, Midland Railway.

loaded wagons weighing 15 tons each, and 12 light wagons
of approximately 6ix tons each.
The weight of the locomotive complete with battery is 17-}

tons, and the wheel base, which is, of course, rigid, is 8 ft. G in.

The general appearance and method of construction of the
locomotive is well shown in the accompanying view. It is

fitted with two 22-h.p. motors—one per axle—supplied by
Messrs. Dick, Kerr & Co.
The battery, which is situated in the two end compart-

ments, was provided by the D.P. Battery Co., and consists
of 108 cells, 21-plate T.L. type, with a capacity of 300 ampere-
hours. The cells are the D.P. standard train-lighting pat-
tern in lead-lined teak boxes, and are fitted with " block

"

type lida.

The locomotive has not been out of service at any time on
account of the failure of the battery, and no single cell has
failed since put to work about 18 months ago. The battery
has been in daily use (except Sundays), the discharge rate
varying from 40 to 90 amperes, with occasional spurts up to
150 amperes.
The battery is charged every day from about 12.30 p.m. for

one to two hours, and a, "refreshing" charge is given in the
early morning.
When the battery was cleaned out the work was done with-

out interrupting the service in any way, and the plates were
found to be in excellent condition, despite the 6evere jolting
occasioned by continual shunting of the coal wagons. Out of
over 2,000 wood separators in the battery it was found neces-
sary to renew only about three dozen, and only very few
ebonite sheets were split. This is partly due to the careful
suspension of the truck, and also to the tough qualities of
the accessories. The four-bar bottom block on which the
plates stand, a special feature of the D.P. cell, proved its

worth; no shorting had taken place, and there was no inden-
tation, as the weight is better distributed than on the two-bar
blocks.

The control is by the ordinary series-parallel method, pro-
viding two economical running speeds, but no restrictions
are put on the drivers with regard to the use of the other
notches; the braking is of the rheostatic type operated by tha

main controller, this method being very useful for shunting
operations. A baud brake with hand operation is also fitted

to each axle, being equivalent to the tender brake on steam
locomotives.
The mechanical portions of the locomotives are largely con-

structed of standard wagon parts, e.g., the wheels, axles,
draw-gear, &o. The body and cab are of wood, suitably
braced with ironwork. The covers over the battery compart-
ments are arranged to drain off all rain water, while both
sections are so ventilated that gases given off during charging
or working the battery are carried off.

Charging is performed by a motor generator, the pressure
of supply from the Poplar Borough Council—460 volts—being
too high to offer any advantages for 'the use of a reverse
booster. The generator is differentially compounded, so that
after current is switched on, further attention is unnecessary
except in the case of a "gassing" charge.
We are indebted to the D.P. Battery Co. for the foregoing

particulars.

THREE-PHASE PLANT AT SHIPLEY

(YORKS.).

The first venture of the Shipley Council in public electricity

supply was in 1900, when a small generating plant in con-,

nection with a Meldrum refuse destructor was brought into

use. This plant was soon supplemented by two 240-kw. Par-
sons direct-current turbo-generators (in 1901), and consider-

able praise is due to the Council, and to its enterprising
engineer at that time—the late Mr. Quinn—for pioneering a
type of plant which has proved to be possibly the most impor-
tant factor in modern electricity supply work.
Further developments followed, and by 1905 the Council's

plant consisted of four boilers and four turbo-generators of a,

total capacity of 1,000 kw. In 1912 the Council, after inquiry,

decided that the time had arrived to install a modern three-

phase system to meet the industrial requirements of the area,

and, having obtained borrowing powers for £30,000, pro-

ceeded to put down a three-phase 6,600-volt 50-cycle alter-

nating-current system with rotary converters for traction

supply and direct-current lighting and power, thus falling

into line with the majority of progressive industrial towns.

l^/^al^W. ^Sf-^jt\ y ABB

Bracing of Stator End Windings, Shipley Alternators

This new installation was officially inaugurated on February
2nd, the occasion being celebrated by a dinner at which many
of those interested in local electricity supply work attended.

The new plant includes two Babcock & Wilcox boilers fitted

with integral superheaters and chain-grate 6tokers, with a
rating of 20,000 lb. of 6team at 160 lb. pressure, superheated
to 550 deg. F. ; two steam-driven Clarke-Chapman pumps
have been provided for boiler feeding. Two Westinghouse-
Rateau turbines, running at 3,000 r. p.m. .each with a continuous

output of 1,250 kw., have been installed; these are coupled

to alternators by th» Phcsnix Dynamo Co., a special feature
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of Hi< machines being the heavy steel clamping rings round

the sjtator end windings and the ventilating arrangement, for

which :iir is supplied from two Sturtevant dry-air filters

equipped with motor-driven fans.

Each turbine exhausts into a Cole, Marchent & Morley

surface condenser capable of dealing with 20,000 lb. of steam
per hour.
The new three-phase sw-itchgear was supplied and erected

by the British Westinghouse Co., and is of the cubicle pattern

designed to take care of future needs; supply is given to a

large sub-station in the centre of the town, from which all

distributing cables will run, the cable contract for some ten

miles of three-core lead-covered cable drawn into ducts

having been placed with the Western Electric Co., who have,

we gather, supplied the bulk of the cable in use in Shipley.

Two rotary converters have been installed, one of 500 kw.
capacity and Westinghouse make, and one of 30U kw. by the

General Blectrio Co., for general direct-current supply pur-

been equipped In accordance with this reoomm'ndation, and in

every case (Treat sntiafact on has been expressed by the draughtsmen.
Thin syHtem of lighting U used by a certain engineering and

shipping firm in the Ne«castle area, whose reputation is known all

over the world—the engineer of which has stated that he had great

dilli 'ulty in preventing the draughtsmen U'-ing the new lighting

during the day time— they declared it better than the natural

daylight. We lllnstrate the pendant and the close ceiling patterns

of the "Lamina'' fittings in figs. 1 and 2.

Anti-aircraft Lamp Screen.

We have received from Mr.. J. W. Beauchamp, manager of the

West Ham electricity undertaking, particulars of a new type of

lamp Bcreen, for wlich a patent has been applied for, and which
has been designed a- an inexpensive method of cutting off upward
rays from lamps md avoiding the bright patch of light which
usually results frcm the use of a conical reflector on an incan-

Wesiinohouse-Phcsnix Tcrbo-alternatob at Shipley. Fig. 3.

—

New Type Lamp Screen.

poses. The electricity works are situated on the Dockfield

estate, which, together with two adjoining estates, amounting
in all to 50 acres, were acquired by the Council and are now
being disposed of for industrial purposes. During 1914-15

1,735,000 units were sold, and for the year nearly completed
it is expected that 2,500,000 units will be sold.

We understand from Mr. W. Redmond, the Council's elec-

trical engineer, to whom we are indebted for these particulars

and under whose supervision these extensions have been car-

ried out, that the new plant is giving every satisfaction, and
that the coal consumption has been reduced by 50 per cent.

;

moreover, some of the local factories have already been con-
nected to the new system, and others are in prospect.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS,

AND PLANT.

The Lighting of Drawing Offices.

For the lightiug of drawing offi:e», the British Thomson-
Houston Co., of Mazda House, Upper Thames Street, E.C., usually

Fiq. 1.—Pendant Type. Fig 2—Close Ceiling Type.
B.T.H, "Lumina" Semi-indirect Lighting Fitting.

advise the use of Mazda half-watt type lamps in their " Lumina "

semiindirect lighting fittings. A number of drawing offices have

descent lamp. We understand that in practice it gives a very fair

distribution of light.

Figs. 3 and 4 bhowthe construction and application of the screen
which is made of sheet tin, and is being placed on the market by
Messrs. Falk, Stadelmann & Co., of Farringdon Road, E.C.

Fig. i.

—

New Lamp Screen in use.

The reduced brilliancy required by the authorities can be most
effectively obtained by using lamps of smaller candle-power or

under-runaing or frosting ; the practioe of covering the lamp with
an opaque coating is ineffective owing to the difficulty of

maintaiaiag it, and because by increasing the temperature, it

shortens the life of the lamp. It is, in fact, obvions that the

methods at present adopted for seouring reduced illumination of

oar staMts are crude and wasteful.
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THE FUTURE
ORGANISATION OF ELECTRICITY SUPPLY.

[communicated.]

Considerable interest is attached to the circular issued a

short time ago by the South Metropolitan Gas Co., inviting

subscriptions to the company's stock by their consumers, in

amounts of £5 and multiples thereof, at the price of £82
par £100 of stock. This investment, with gas at its present

figure of 2s. lOd. per 1,000 ft., yields £5 7s. 3d. per cent.,

which is undoubtedly attractive ; indeed, one is tempted to

wonder at the Treasury giving their sanction to what

must be a competitor to the War Loans. However, the

scheme is distinctly interesting, and worthy of some con-

sideration. The war will end sooner or later, and a difficulty

will probably be found in raising capital for the many
extensions and enterprises which have, perforce, been held

in abeyance.

The issue of " Baby Bonds," as they are termed in

America, has long been in operation in that country.

The advantages of spreading a considerable portion of

their stuck amongst their consumers and employes have

been realised by the companies, and used as a bulwark

ag-nnst the municipilisation of their properties and the

undermining of their consumers by the gas opposition. The
plan of giving consumers a direct holding and interest in

their electric supply company has undeniably done much to

restrain municipalities from undertaking work in this direc-

tion. One cannot help being forced to the conclusion that

up to the present such enterprise has been against the

development of the electrical industry in its broadest

possibilities.

With the first boom of electric lighting, numerous pro-

visional orders were granted in this country to small towns

and districts ; some of these were not even taken advan-

tage of, but were merely obtained to block private enter-

prise. Nevertheless, at that stage a great impulse was given

to electrical progress, but the cream of the possible light-

ing load having been obtained, most of these small muni-
cipal c racerns have found themselves handicapped by the

difficulty of obtaining powers for the hire of motors and
apparatus. The fullness of time has shown that the effect

of these small undertakings, with their cast-iron boundaries

and restricted powers, has been to put the brake on still

greater expansion by means of companies or authorities

generating on a grand scale with the efficiency of big limits

and the advantages c inferred by large diversity factors. Many
of the-e concerns may be ^aid to be in a state of polarisa-

tion, affording little or no profit to their owners and scant

opportunity to those requiring cheap light and power.

The present chaotic condition of London's electric ser-

vice is an example of this. We have numerous compara-
tively small areas supplied by municipal undertakings which
are working under the disadvantages referred to, and com-
panies who are deterred by the shortness of their tenure

from'exerting their full powers. So far, the various schemes
put forward for solving the question of a comprehensive
and oheap supply for this city have been abortive.

Much the same state of affairs obtained in the early

development in America, except, that in their case most of

the towns and districts were catered for by companies.
Therefore, as the advantages of amalgamation have been
realised, it has been possible to assemble small operating
companies into large holding companies. An American
contemporary classified the advantages to be obtained into

several divisions ; briefly, they were :

—

Efficiency.—Operating efficiency is greatly increased

because the directing officers of large holding companies
are the ablest men in the busness, who contribute expert
knowledge, superior administrative ability, and sound judg-
ment. Those superintending actual operations p >ssess

abilities which command larger salaries than are obtainable
in the smaller companies, and the benefits of their super-

vision are distributed among a large number of properties

at a comparatively small expense. Holding companies
have on their staffs expert engineers. Such engineering
service- is impracticable in small concerns. Alert, legal

supervision is maintained, which is frequently of great

importance but usually too expensi e for a small company.

Departmental operating costs are closely kept, carefully

analysed and compared. Publishing and advertising can

be co-ordinated and directed into the most profitable

channels.

Economy.—In addition to the economies resulting from

efficient operation, there are economies in the purchase of

material by bulking the orders. The holding companies

are always in touch with the markets, and are able to take

advantage of cheap prices in any commodity or article, and

to buy in advance of rising prices.

Holding companies, by the creation of large issues of

securities based upon securities of subsidiary companies, give

to this cla-s of security a broad market. They distribute

the risk among a large number of properties in different

parts of the country, so that any adverse circumstance

affecting one property does not materially injure the

integrity of the security as a whole.

To sum up, it is claimed that the advantages rendered to

the community are better service, cheaper service, broader

service in populous centres, and service extension to village

and rural communities.

The selling of " Baby Bonds " to consumers, which is a

part of the policy of holding companies, has been reduced to

a fine art, and almost every conceivable talking point is

tabulated. Many of the arguments advanced are ingenious,

but not of a nature to appeal to a Bnti-h investor, who
appears to prefer a certain statelinpss in the dressing of a

financial statement for his consumption. The issue of

stock in small uuits, enabling sm«ll consumers to invest.

and so acquire a real interest in the industry, has several

very obvious advantages. It turns each holder into a friend,

who will do his best to forward the development of the

company amongst his acquaintances. This is an active

influence, and is likely to do more good than the reliance on

public spirit and civic pride, which it was hoped would do so

much to foster municipal undertakings.

The popularity in America of the " Baby Bond," and of

similar issues made in this country, invites the consideration

of the extension of the principle to such a public service

utility as electricity supply. In fact, it is nibbled at when

deposits bearing interest are enforced, but as such they are

usually a source of annoyance, operating against the supply

authorities' welfare.

The present state of affairs is that with the idea of public

control, huge monsters such as the Port of Lmdon Autlioiity

and the Water Board have been created. Most of these are

financed with moneys borrowed upon public credit, and one

could fairly safely say against the wishes of half the rate-

payers concerned, who, however, seldom obtain the control

that they are supposed toi exercise, by reason of the multi-

tude of questions generally involved at election times. This

remark is not made as an attack on these services or with

a view to belittling their work, but merely to emphasise the

small amount of public control actually existing.

Assume that instead of forming such trusts on public

credit, they took the form of companies with the controlling

capital issued in small bonds. The board of directors

would contain certain representatives of the municipalities

whose districts were affected, much on the lines of the last

L.C.C. scheme, who would be charged with the duty of

seeing that the interests and rights of the community were

protected. The affairs of the company would come up for

revision at the usual general meetings, and where a vote

was required it could be taken upon the direct issue with

no consideration of politics supervening. One ventures to

think that a more businesslike administration and better

management would result.

So doubt the que-tion bristles with difficulties, but it

should not be impossible to discover some method which

would open the way for a cheaper and more general supply

of electricity. Some discussion of the subject may forward

the question to a stage where it will be ripe for practical

steps when the passing of the war leaves us free to act

again. It may be that the application of the principle of

the "Baby Bond" can be made in a way that would

help to smooth the path for the large composite bodies that

appear to afford a solution of the present state of dead-

lock. It will also be borne in mind that money is
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changing hands, and there will be many small people with

money to invest who will only be attracted by a class of

investment which is sonnd. One with the possibilities and

assured future of electricity supply should be well in favour

if we work to deserve it.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received by us after 6 p.m. ON Tuesday cannot appear until

the following week. Correspondents shouldforward their com muni-

cations at the earliest possible moment. Ao letter can be published

unless ice have the writer's name and address in our possession.

Cause of Flicker.

I have under my charge three Belliss-Crompton d.c gene-

ts, rated at 50 and 100 kw. at 450-550 volts, operating
j ilii,; wire overhead network, with Crompton's C.M.B.
balancers. Only one machine is at present working at once,

ami the load is metal-filament lamps and fans.

\W aic experiencing trouble with a flicker in the lights,

which seems to synchronise with the engine beat, and we are

unable to find any cause for it. It does not always occur,

hut is sometimes scarcely noticeable, and at other times it

becomes objectionable. All machines seem to be affected, but

not to the same extent, the small set being the worst, and
one of the 100-kw. sets. The third set very occasionally gives

trouble, and then only slightly, and we have found that

changing over to this set will stop the trouble. The flicker

seems to start at half load on the first two machines, when the

bus-bar voltage is about 485-490. The machines have only

been in use two years, but this flicker was noticed from the

beginning.
I should greatly appreciate any information or advice that

your readers can offer as to the cause and remedy of this

trouble.
F. C. Bulsara.

Nagpur, India, January 29th, 1916.

German Interest in Swiss Concerns.

In your valued paper issued January 28th, under the heading
of "War Items," you have printed an article dealing with

the German capital invested in Swiss concerns, in which you
state that the Swiss journal, Elektro-Industrie, the paper of

the Association of Electrical Contractors in this country, has
expressed its sympathies for the Central Powers. This state-

ment is apt to be misunderstood by the majority of your
readers, who will wrongly be led to believe that the Swiss
electrical contractors are to a large extent sympathising wnth
the enemies of Great Britain. We feel it our hounden duty
to challenge this view. Even if a few members of the Swiss
Association of Electrical Contractors should in consequence
of personal relations and, last, but not least, through lack

of understanding of other people and nations and ignorance
of conditions existing abroad, sympathise with the German
cause, the majority of us have long ago realised that a too

powerful commercial supremacy of one group of the Powers
will endanger our economical and political independence. Our
trade had suffered a great deal from disloyal German compe-
tition long before the outbreak of the war. The article in the

Elektro-Industrie, written in favour of the German electrical

trade, proves that in Switzerland both opponents in a dispute

get a hearing, but it does not follow that it expresses the

views of all its readers.

In conclusion, we should like to explain that the "block-
ade" policy practised in England and France against neutral

Switzerland is hitting our trade badly, and we are wonder-
ing whether it will dawn on the Allies some day that their

action in binding industrial forces over here that might be
useful to them tends to strengthen the position of the German
industry in Switzerland. It must be noted that the Germans

eady organising themselves in order to win back the

Swiss market alter the war. if possible to a still larger extent

than in pre-war times, and it looks as if they' will succeed

unless the Entente Powers discard their over-anxious policy

of mistrust against Switzerland.
Theodore Schwarz.

le, Switzerland, February 15th, 1916.

City Guilds' Subject: " Electric Wireraen's Work."
" Electric Wireraen's Work" concerns not only w iremen,

but ako a much greater number of people who are intimately

concerned with and interested in what might otherwise be

termed "Everyday Electrical Applications." These other

people are contractors, foremen, architects, charge electricians,

inspectors, builders, clerks of works, students who will one

day take up one of these callings, other students, and many
others.

The subject (to quote another writer) deals (or should deal,

first, with the elementary electrical principles involved;

secondly, with the hundred and one kinds of consuming
devices' and accessories that are to (or should) be found in

ordinary electrical installations (houses, shops, offices, small
workshops, &c.) ; thirdly, with the simple theory of their

construction and working; an. I, lastly, with the. various

methods of "wiring them up."
The above 6hows the fundamental importance of the sub-

l the 'in ( niilds' report foi asl - ion prow nov
ii i* neglected by those in authority in some of our

technical colleges, institutes, and polytechnics.

On page 20 of the Report we find that " Electrical I

ing" was taught at 117 centres last session, and "Electric
Wiremen's Work" at only .~>7. Turning to page 22, wo find,

further, that there were 1.->II CSl animation in

"Electrical Engineering," and only 253 in "Electric Wire
men's Work." The 1,34a above does not, b> tic way, include
thoM' taking telephony, telegraphy, and electro-metallurgy.
These figures indicate a very topsy-turvy condition of things.
and prove that fundamental training in applied electrical

work is to a great extent ignored by those whose duty it is

In luster it.

For every student who i-. investigating the mysteries ol

dynamo design, alternating-current work, transmission sys-

tems, electrical instrument making, &C., Ac. there should
surely be a. dozen or so who only desire a working acquaint-
ance with everyday electrical matters.

It would be absurd, of course, to depreciate the value of

the. subjects included under "Electrical Engineering" in the
City Guilds syllabus. But it seems quite evident from the
above-quoted figures that we are paying too much attention
to what might be termed exclusive subjects, and neglecting
another subject which, if properly handled, should he spread-
ing everyday electrical knowledge amongst thousands of

people yearly. This would be to the ultimate benefit of the
whole electrical profession and industry.

It is a fact, we believe, that in many institutes the students,
though they have practical tuition in jointing, &c., are not
treated to lectures based on the " E.W.W." syllabus, but
have to attend the elementary electrical engineering classes.

This, obviously, is very unsatisfactory.
Had things not been as they are. we should not, perhaps,

have had The Wireless World saying in its February issue

(p. 734) that the City Guilds Institute was "not really very
well known "

! A rather remarkable statement, considering
it has been carrying on its work for about 35 years.

A. P. I.undherg & Sons.

London, N., February 21st, 1916.

WAR ITEMS.

I'.neniy Companies.—The "Times" states that the com-
mittee appointed to advise the Board of Trade in tackling
companies of enemy nationality or association held its hr:>i

meeting on February 17th. The affairs of four companies
were gone into, but as the proceedings were private no
decision was announced.

In the House of Commons, on Monday, in reply to a
question, Mr. Pretyman stated that the committee had
numerous cases before them. The list of persons, firm>,

or companies whose businesses might be ordered to be dis-

continued wholly or partially or wound up would be laid

before both Houses from time to time, and notices of such
orders would be gazetted. There would be no unnecessary
delay, but it was desirable to pass all the names through
the committee. It was difficult to draw the line as to

exactly whether a firm should come before the committee or

should not. In reply to another question, Lord R. Cecil said

that the black list under the Act was in an advanced state

of preparation, and publication would be commenced shortly.

Westinghouse War Relief Fund.—We have before us a

copy of the balance sheet down to December, 1915, of the

British Westinghouse EmploveV War Relief Fund.
_
A

meeting of the' delegates was called for yesterday evening

at the British Westinghouse Club, Moss Road, Manchester,

when Mr. J. H. Tearle was to preside. During the period

from August, 1914, to December, 1915, the contributions bv

employes amounted to £13,648, and that contributed by the

company was £6,291; adding a small sum for donations'and

bank interest received, the income was £20,038. The pay-

ments to dependents were £12.047. Christmas gifts stand at

£885. Donations were si nt to local hospital, Red Cross, and

other funds to the tune of £500, and national donations were

6680 There has been transferred to the Widows' and

Orphans' Fund £4,000, and a balance of £2,312 remains at

the bank. The Widows' and Orphans' Fund is almost

entirely invested in Treasury Bills.

Tramcar Lighting Prosecution.—At Blackpool, on Feb-

ruary 18th, Arthur Bolton, tramcar conductor, was sum-

moned for failing to obscure the car lights. Three other

conductors were summoned for similar offences. The car in

question was seen standing in Talbot Square with 13 lights

switched on, and thev were visible seawards. No blinds

were drawn. The Chief Constable said he had brought

these matters to the notice of the tramway people time after

time. Some of the complaints had been attended to, and

some had not. A fine of 20s. was imposed in each case.
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Trading with the Enemy.—The Board of Trade has
appointed Sir Edwin Cornwall, M.P., to be a member of

the Advisory Committee in connection with the Trading
with the Enemy Amendment Act, in place of Sir George
Croydon Marks, M.P., who, owing to work under the

Ministry of Munitions, cannot serve. Sir George is at pre-

sent acting as Special Commissioner in the Tvne district

to deal with the inauguration of schemes for the dilution

of labour.

Use of Electric Torches.—The use of electric torches in

Essex has become so great that the Chief Constable has
issued a notice to all superintendents in the county that in

future proceedings will lie taken against any person dis-

playing any light in such a manner as to serve as a signal.

I'nless the nuisance is abated, an order will l>e made by the

competent military authority prohibiting the use of electric

torches in the open.—"Times."

IMPORTS OF HOLLAND.

The following figures, showing the imports of electrical and
similar goods, for consumption, into Holland during the year

1914, are taken from the recently-issued official trade statistics;

the. figures for 1913 are added for purposes of comparison, and
notes of any increases or decreases are given :

—
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photographs show the corona on bright tinned phosphor-
us, on copper wire polished aft<

I b
i

.sure, on
weathered galvanised iron wire, on a polished braes rod, and
unpolished copper cable, and so on.
The author is to be congratulated on (he quantity and

quality of the original work he has done. Tin' account of his
extensive experiments on high-voltage electricity i« exceed-
ingly interesting, and his descriptions "I apparatus are

a 1
."-I in phi tag] aphs excellent.

li'niihrr .Mm hin&ry-. By Henry C Pearson. Nevs 5£ork:1915.
The India-Ritbber World Press Price 6$ in I'.S.A., post
! ree.

.Mr. Henry C. Pearson is the edit"i of the India-Rubber
World, the chief organ of the rubber trade in the U.S. But
besides being a most successful and brilliant technical jour-

nalist, he is, and has always been, a practical rubber man,
keenly alive to every phase, past, present, and future of the
rubber industry. As a result, he has in the past produced
works, such as " Crude Rubber and Compounding Ingre-
dient*;," which are to be found in the reference library of
every self-respecting rubber manufacturer. His latest effort,

Rubber Machinery, is perhaps the most useful of the series,

for while—as the author points out in the preface

—

" mechanical and inventive ingenuity has been producing
machinery for use in' rubber manufacture " for fifty years,
this volume ie, so far as we are aware, the first published
work, at any iate in the English language, dealing compre-
hensively with rubber machinery. There have been many
rubber books in which typical machines have been features in
illustrations of processes, but none in which the processes
have been referred to merely to explain the machines.
Technical works dealing with machinery are frequently no
more than a series of illustrations from manufacturers' cata-
logues strung together on a thin chain of uncritical letterpress.

Such works serve, perhaps, to remind us of much that we
had forgotten, but they are scarcely stimulative of thought.
Mr. Pearson's volume does not belong to this class; he writes
with discrimination as w-ell as with skill. His object, he states,
is . . . "to record the machines that are of general appli-
cation either to all or to a number of the lines into which the
trade is divided . . ." To this end, he tells us, "volu-
minous matter has been collected from machinery makers
the world oyer; from rubber factories, from patent specifica-
tions—American, English, German, and French. The actual
value of such a collection to the rubber manufacturer, what-
ever his line, should be great, but the suggestive value (the
italics are ours) will be even greater." In our view, Mr.
Pearson has very largely achieved his object, but his success
in this regard is not due entirely to "collecting voluminous
matter" from various sources; without the author's practical
knowledge of the industry and the exercise of his critical
faculty it might have been a poor thing. As it is, however,
the volume should find its way to the shelves of all those
whose work brings them into contact with rubber machinery.
The book is sub-divided into twenty chapters; of these, the
first two are devoted to machinery used in washing and
drying crude rubber; Chapters III and IV deal with the
handling of mixing materials and the process of mixing;
Chapters V and VI with calenders and plant for preparing
fabrics for calendering and spreading; Chapter VII with
clutches, drives, and safety stops for mills and calenders:
Chapters VIII to X with vulcanising plant, materials, and
methods. Chapter XI is a useful contribution on the subject
of tube-making machinery, while the two succeeding chapters
are devoted to spreading, doubling, and finishing plant. Chap-
ter XIV, on cement and solution machinery, is the last on
what may be termed rubber manufacture proper. After a
couple of chapters on the extraction of rubber and gutta
from shrubs, vines, &c, and of resins from low-grade rubbers,

.

we have (Chapters XVII and XVIII) a very interesting sec-
tion dealing with reclaiming. Chapter XIX, on temperature,
recording and controlling devices, will be of more than pass-
ing interest to those (and they are many) who have endured

• losses and worry 'as the result! of "over of under-vulcanising.
The concluding chapter is on rubber "laboratory equipment,
and iii this, we think, will be found much thatis suggestive
even, to those"'whose work lies wholly' in the laboratory. Here
and there we meet with views of statements' that are capable

»'o{ criticism; b r" instance'" the authors', estimate of the capa-
city of certain types of crude rubber washing plant appears
to us to be rather high; again, the views expressed on the
subject of the "nerve" of crude rubber and methods of
determining it will

<
scarcely meet general acceptance. They

appear to be based on some recent publications of Caspari's,
which will, however, require a great deal of confirmatorv

_
work before the somewhat sweeping deductions made from
them can find practical application. These and other minor
blemishes do not. however, affect the character of the book
as a whole, nor need they interfere with our congratulations
to Mr. Pearson for having given us a most valuable and inter-
esting work.

LEGAL

Motor cab v. Tramcar.

Stiiknoiary Nkii.son ban issued judgment in the Glasgow Police

Court in the prosecution of a Olasgow T.C. moto'man who was
charged with recklessly driving the tramway car under his charge,

and causing it to collide with a motor-car and damage the vehicle

and injnre its occupants. The impact was so great that the tram-
car was forced off the rails. Dealing with several authorities

which had been submitted to him. the Stipendiary said the

principle laid down in Macandrew 4c Tillard (l'.i09) clearly applied

to the present case, so as to primarily lay the responsibility of

avoiding the collision upon the vehicle which was emerging from
a small side street upon an important public thoroughfare on
which there were tramway rails alnng which, according to the

Board of Trade regulations, it was lawful for a tramway car to

travel at a rate of sixteen miles per hour. A motor-car was a

much more mobile vehicle than a tramway car, and therefore the

chief responsibility for the avoidance of danger lay nponthe motor-
driver. He found the charge against the motor man not proved.

Munitions Cotjbt Ca«es.

At the Manchester Munition" C >urt on Saturday, a firm of elec-

trical engineers summoned Messrs. Homphrey Lloyd k S ns, for

engaging a youth named Carnall and taking him away from a

controlled establishment. The case was broueht under Sec. 12

of the Amended Munitions Act, and it was stated for plaintiffs

that they had warred defmdants that they were infringing the

Section by employing Carnall. Defendants' statement was that

Carnall replied to their advertisement for a clerk, and he was
engaged subject to his references being satisfactory. Plaintiffs

substquently informed them that theirs was a controlled establish-

ment and that they could not spare Carnall, whereupon Humphrey
Lloyd & Sons informed the youth by letter that they could not

continue the engagement. On the following day, February Sh,
Mrs. Carnall called and the youth also wrote, and both Btated

that he was not employed on munitions, that he had no badge,

and that he would not return to his old place. Defendants,

added the statements, were not a munition firm, and as the state-

ments seemed satisfactory, the defendants kept the youth at work.

The defendant firm were fined £3 and the youth £1, the latter not

to be enforced if he returned to Mb work by the following Wed-
nesday.

An electrical fitter employed by the Admiralty at Sheerness, last

week applied for his discharge, on the gn und that, as overtime

had been abolished, his wages were insufficient to keep himself

and his home going at Ashton under-Lyne. He desired (according

to the Standard) to get work at Manchfster. There were six

fitters, two labourers, and an assistant doing the job which one

man did before the war. A representative of the Admiralty said

that no overtime was promised, but the man worked overtime from
February, 1915, to January last, his average earnings being

£4 6s. 3d. a week. There was a difficulty in getting electrical

fitters, and the Admiralty had to keep up a large staff to deal with
any emergency that might arise. The certificate was refused.

British Trade Interests in Denmark.—An Exchange
dispatch to the Time> states that a speoial British. Commercial
Adviser has joined the British Legation at Copenhagen.

GBOCOTT r. LOVATT & BOOTH.

At Staffordshire Assizes last week, before Mr. Justice Avory and
a jury, Riohard Thomas Grocott, tracing as Gaskell & Grocott,

manufacturers of electrical earthenware fittings, of Longport,
near Barslem, brought an action against J 'seph Lovatt, general
secretary, and Jabez Booth, organiser, of the National Amalga-
mated Society of Male and Female Pottery Workers, to recover

damagps for libel.

According to a report in the Manchester Guardian, Mr. Graham,
for the plaintiff, said that he olaimed damagei- for a libel contained
in a handbill issued on May 25th last In that month there was
considerable agitation not only in the pottery trade, but in most
other trades all over the country, for an advance in wages on
acoount of the increased cost of living. This was shared by the

. workpeople at Longport, and on May 7th Mr. Lovatt, general
secretary of the Union, wrote to the plaintiff's firm stating he
was instructed by the operatives to ask for an advance of 10 per
cent, in wages to all day wage and piece workers on account of the
increased cost of commodities. This appeared to be an- entirely

gratuitous interference between Mr. Grocott and his workpeople,
because the vast majority of them belonged to a special Union
which looked after the interests of their particular branch of the
trade. The plaintiff took no notice of the letter or of a similar
letter written a little later, in which it was stated that the manu-
facturers had agreed to pay a bonus of 7% per cent. Recognising
the general demand for an increase of wages as being a just one,

Mr. Grocott, in common with most other employers in the district,

granted of his own accord a war bonus of 7$ per cent, to his

employes, and paid it for the first time upon May 22nd for the
week beginning May 15th. Three days later a handbill was dis-

tributed outside the works. It convened a meeting and stated that
the business to be disoussed was the "£ per cent, war bonus, and
added, " If you are anxious to secure the war bonus, attend this

meeting. Yon can only obtain it by joining this society. Now is

the time to join. " The plaintiff complained of this as being a
libel upon him, because it implied that he was not at the time
paying the war bonus as other employers were doing.

Mb. Milwabd, for the defendants, asked the jury to say that
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there waa no libel and no intention to libel the plaintiff. He
pleaded that his clients had no knowledge of the handbill.

The Judge said the j ary knew how dangerous it was in these

days when the relations between employers and employed were
delicate to ruffle or disturb relations between masters and men
which were amicable. In this case there appeared to be no ground
for the imputation alleged, because the plaintiff was already pay-

ing the war bonus when the handbill was issued, and this fact

could easily have been ascertained from any of the plaintiff's

workpeople.
The jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff, and assessed the

damages at £200.

The Lighting of Kingstown.

The Court of Appeal, Dablin, was,' last week, engaged considering

an appeal brought by the Dablin Southern District Electric

Supply Co., Ltd., from a decision of Mr. Justice Barton, refusing

an application for an order directing the Taxing Master to tix the

costs of the company against the U.D.C. of Kingstown, on the scale

provided for by the A.ctB for the taxation of Parliamentary costs,

or, in the alternative, directing that the costs should be taxed as

Chancery costs on the higher scale, as batween solicitor and client,

or for such other order as the Court might deem reasonable. The
case related to the arbitration proceedings between the Kmgstown
U D.C. and the Dablin Southern District Electric Supply Co., in

connection with the Kingstown lighting scheme.
Oa Monday the Lord Chancellor said that the view of the Court

was that the appeal should be dismissed with costs, but as some
questions of general importance had been raised with which it

would be necessary to deal, they would deliver a considered judg-

ment as soon as possible.

Fakbell ». Bloxam

Befobe Mr. Justice Gibaon and Mr. Justice Pirn in the King's Bench
Division of the High Court of Ireland, application was made on
defendant's behalf for an order changing the venue of trial from
the City of Belfast to the City of Dublin in the case of Mr. A. B.

Farrell against Mr. T. W. Bloxam. The action has already been
referred to in our pages.

In the result the Court changed the venue to the County of

Antrim, costs to be costs in the cause, Mr. Justice Gibson remark-
ing that this would enable plaintiff to have justice and to have the

action tried (at Assizes) as cheaply as possible.

THE SWISS MACHINERY INDUSTRY.

The importance of Switzerland as a producer of machinery and
competitor in the markets of the world is clearly illustrated in the
annual report which was recently published by the Swiss Assooia-

tionof Machinery Manufacturers (Verein Sohweizerischer Maschinen
Induetrieller). Although the report does not contain any record
of the total output of machinery of all kinds in that country, it

quotes details of the import and export trade in 1913 and 1014,

ani mentions that the number of works belonging to the Associa-

tion was 151 in 19U as against 155 in the previous year, whilst the
workmen and apprentices, of whom one apprentice to 10 workmen
appears to be the rule, comprised 36,123 anl 43.081 in the two
years respectively. As will be seen from the accompanying table,

the total imports of machinery declined from £2,298 000 in 1913
to £1,647,000 in 1914, the reduction being entirely due to fewer
deliveries beiog received in the second half of the year :

—

Total Value of Fobeign Tbade in Machineby.
Imports. Exports.

1913 ... £2.298,000 £4 473,000

1914 ... 1,647,000 3 561,000

There is no reason for assuming that the native makers secured

any substantially greater share in meeting home requirements as

a result of the diminished imports in 1914, as the decrease was
rather due to the general depression in the purchasing industries

through the war.

As might be expected from its geographical proximity and great
industrial development, Germany occupied the principal position in

the Swiss import trade, the deliveries from the former to the latter

having besn £1,600,000 in 1913 and £1.112,000 in 1914, or 70 per
cent, and 68 per eent. of the total Swiss imports in the two years
respectively. On the other hand, the exports from Switzerland to

Germany only receded from £720,000 to £680,000 in 1914. The
exports to Austria-Hungary decreased from -£196,000 in 1913 to

£140,000, but the imports from the dual monarchy are only men-
tioned in the sense that Austro-Hungarian machinery participated

in the total exports from Switzerland to the amount of 4 per cent,

in both vears. The imports from France fell by £80.000 in 1914,

and the Swiss exports to Francs also diminished by £124,000. In
the case of Italy the Swiss imports receded by £8,000 and the
exports by £40,000.

The Swiss trade with Great Britain is set forth in the report

separately for the first time The imports are given as having
been of the value of £113,000 in 1913, as contrasted with £69,000
in 1914, whereas the Swies exports are returned at £217.000 and
£210 000 in the two years respectively, a subitan'ial advance
having taken place in dynamos and milling machinery. The
report emphasises the great 1 ss of trade which occurred in the

moBt Important market for Swiss machinery, namely, Russia,

where a decrease of £228,000, or 33 per cent., took place in 1914 ; a

diminution of £200,000, or over 50 per cent., took place in the case

of South America, and one of £108,000, or 37 per cent., in the

trade with Spain, as compared with 1913. The table which
next follows also records the foreign trade in electrical and
certain other machinery in the years set forth :

—

Imports of electrical Exports of electrical

machinery. machinery.

1910 ... £48.000 £626,000
1911 ... 40.000 721,000

1912 ... 59,000 689.000

1913 ... 61,000 814,000

1914 ... 55,000 623,000

Foreign Tbade in Cebtain Otheb Machinery.
Imports. Exports.

1913. 1914. 1913. 1914.

Hydraulio turbines and
pumps £29,030 £18,000 £340,000 £26",000

Steam engines and steam
turbines 34,000 19,000 419,000 236,000

Gas, oil and benzine

engines 24,000 21,000 476,000 350,000

If the imports are deducted from the value of the exports, it wil

be found that the latter represented an apparent surplus of

£2,176,000 in 1913, and one of £1,914,000 in 1914. It must, how-
ever, be borne in mind that Switzerland is a large purchaser of

foreign machinery for re-exportation as the report, although not

specifically referring to re-exports, gives the share held by various

countries in the total exports of machinery from Switzerland in

the two years under consideration. If these shares are brought
together for the principal countries, the following results in per-

centages of the values are shown :

—

Participation of Foreign Machineby in the Total
expobts fbom switzebland.

1913. 1914.

Germany 16'3 per cent. 19"3 per cent.

Austria-Hungary ... 4'0 „ 4'0 „

France 177 „ 187 „

Italy 8 9 ,. 101 „

Great Britain 4'9 „ 5 9 „

Total 51-8 58'0

The total sum represented by the above percentages of the

exports in either year is greater than the total value of the imports

either in 1913 or 1914, and the percentages can, therefore, not be

regarded as thoroughly reliable. At the same time the figures

lead to the assumption, which appears to be wholly justified, that

the entire value of the imports of machinery is also contained in

the total value of the exportB for each year.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Inquiry from Canada.—A Montreal firm havirig

branch stores in Quebec, Ottawa, Toronto, and Vancouver, and
travellers throughout the Djminion, wishes to obtain agencies

for British electric lamps, &o. Apply Bjard of Trade Commercial
Intelligence Branch, London.

Trade Announcement.— Messes. Napier, Kimbee,
Ltd., announce that Mr. R. N. Cunningham iB not now connected

with the company. He has disposed of the whole of his ordinary

shares and resigned his directorship, and Mr. A. W. Kimber
becomes principal shareholder and will remain managing director.

British Trade with Russia.—The Board of Trade
Commercial Intelligence Branch has isBned a special eight-page

reprint relating to " Possibilities of British Trade with Russia."

It is a memorandum prepared by the Acting British ConBul-

General at Moscow. We have not space to spare to deal with it at

length at present, but we recommend it to the attention of all

firms that are interested in our future trade relations with Russia.

The writer emphasises the need for organised preparation ; shows

the necessity for a knowledge of local conditions
;
and makes a

comparison between British and German methods. He disousses

four suggested methods of developing British trade :—(1) Local

representation ; (2) the " Group " agency
; (3) commercial bank-

ing ; establishment of forwardiDg agents
; (4) official visit of

British merchants. In conclusion, the principles of successful

trade are considered.

Science and Industry in Australia.—At a conference

held at Melbourne, on January 5th, the Prime Minister. Mr.

Hughes, presiding, it was resolved that an advisory council be

established to formulate proposals for a national bureau of science

and industry. The Prime Minister said that great industries,

primary and secondary, must be stimulate^, advised, and aided by
scientific industrial research, and by wise laws. Provision would

be required for a bureau of standards, an! for industrial research
;

there should be a scheme so broad as to reach right down fr> m the

central institution to the preparatory schools, for there wa« only

one way by which the e -heme could be effectively carried out

—

and that was to reaoh the people when th?y were \oung, and to

impregnate them with science. Mere money would not be allowed

to stand in the way.
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The British Industries Fair.—This Exhibition, which
has been organised by the Board of Trade, will remain open until

Maroh 3rd. It is being held in the Victoria and Albert Museum,
South Kensington, and in order not to interfere with the produc-

tion of munitions of war, the exhibits have been limited to print-

ing and stationery ; china, earthenware and glass : fancy goods
and toys. Over 100,000 invitations have been issued, but if there

are wholesale buyers in any of these trades who have not yet
reoeived tickets they can obtain same by applying to the Board's
Cheapside offices. Our own impression of the Fair, formed on
Monday afternoon, when Her Majesty the Queen made a tour of

inspection under the guidance of Mr. I! inciman, is that an
unqualified euccess may be expected. We confess to experiencing
something in the nature of a shock when we found that the greater

part of the ground floor of the Museum had been temporarily oleared

of its serious permanent collection in order to make room for collec-

tions of dolls, teddy bears with sparkling electrical eyes which lit

up by means of a switch at the centre of their frontal curvature,

golliwogs, and all sorts of funniosities, but, after all, the Exhibi-
tion is a very serious affair, affording very acceptable indica-

tions of the efforts that British manufacturers are making in

various departments of industry to dispense with German-made
goods. Not many electrical articles come under the classification

of trades adopted for this event, but those of our readers who visit

the Museum should make a point of visiting the stands of the
several enterprising firms who are engaged meeting the very large

demand that exists for pocket and other portable electric lamps
and articles that come within that category. From our conversa-
tion with those in charge of such exhibits, we gathered that the
spirit of all engaged in this branch of the electrical industry was
one of the mott thorough-going optimism. What has been done
since the outbreak of war, what is being done now, in spite of all

the labour difficulties of the time, and what is in prospect
for the dayB when military and munitions demands
fall away, altogether make a most interesting story.

Some there are who say that British manufacturers
were beating Gorman manufacturers in such lines before
the first shot in this war was fired, but all are confident that we
shall be so strongly prepared that there need be no fear of our
losing the market after the war. The Efandem Co., of Wolver-
hampton, had an output of 3J million batteries last year—this

year it will be 5 million. Of actual pocket lamps they turned out
an average of 35,000 per week from January to December last

year, and everything was made at Wolverhampton. There may
have been difficulties in regard to glass lenses, but even here
English manufacturers are rising to the occasion. The Efandem
Co. are also developing a number of new lines, such as bells and
indicators and general novelties in which Germany was to the
fore in many parts of the world, and the result ia gratifying. Qn
their stand will be found many devices which certainly cannot
correctly b'e oalled "toys," for we noticed military equipments of
electric lamps for fixing on the bridle and on the stirrup, also
lamps for shell inspection and trench service, which show
the adaptability of the firm for meetiag the requirements of
the Forces. The British Ever-R.jady Co., Ltd., also have
what for this exhibition is a comparatively large stand
where an excellent range of pocket limps, portable hand and
reading lamps, torches, miners' lamps, dry cells, a cumulators, and
many electrical specialities is well displayed. This company has
been doing a splendid business for some time past, and we learned
with satisfaction of important works extensions for dry battery
manufacture which are in hand, concerning which more later we
hope. Messrs. Ward & Goldstone, as our readers have already been
made aware, are also exhibitors of many of the lines for which
they have long been so well known. Pocket lamps and batteries,

hand lamps, portable lamps, model motors and dynamos, Ford
starting batteries, electric cycle lamps, magneto- electric machines,
" Volex " dry batteries and electrical novelties are shown in great
variety. Messrs. F. Dirton & Co. have ou display many hand and
pocket lamps, model motors and dynamos, model electr c boat
motors, accumulators and dry cells, car-lighting dynamos, water
motors and dynamos for running from household taps, Samson
dry cells, and many electrical machines and novelties. But they
have developed also very largely their lines of meteorological and
other instruments, and are doing well in that department. Messrs.
W. A. & B. .T. Jacobs, Ltd., the Surrey Electrical Co., Ltd., and Mr.
T. Baxter also have interesting exhibits of pocket lamps. Here
and there the electrical vnitor will find other features of interest,

and in the pottery and earthenware sections the enterprise of the
British manufacturer is very evident.

Catalogues and Lists.—Messrs. Smart & Brown,
Erith, Kent, have issued a wall calendar, showing in colour one of
their motor launches as supplied to the Thames P .lice last year.
Muldivo Calcclating Machine Co., 49, Q ieen Victoria

Street, L mdon, EC— Leaflet relating to the "Muldivo" calcu-
lating niachinp, which is of French ma' ufac'ure.
Sun Electrical Co.. Ltd, 118 120, Ciaring Cross Riad,

Load n W.C.—Pice list of "Bri.annia " metallic-filament drawn-
wire lamps.

Jackson Electric Stove Co, Ltd. 38, Blandford Street,
Lou oq, W.—Illustrated price cards relating to coffee percolators
and hot- water urns.

The Schenectady Works.—Some of the London news-
papers havn published exaggerated reports respecting the recent
fire at 'he General Eectric Co.'s works at S;heneotady. We learn
on the best authority that the damage done is so slisht as to be
hardly worth mentioning, and that the work of production will not
be in the least interfered with.

Bankruptcy Proceeding's.—W. C. Wild, electrical

engineer. Halifax.—FirBt and final dividend of 5s. 7\d. in the £.

payable at Otlicial Receiver's office, 12, Duke Street, Bradford.

<;. E Bonnkr, electrical engineer, Palmer's Green.—The public

examination of this debtor was held at the Court House, Edmonton,
on February 21st.

F. H. Watts, electrical engineer, 40, Mincing Lane, E.C.

—

Trustee released, December 6th, 1915.

A. J. Loader, " Medical Electrician," Nelson.—Trustee released,

December 13th, 1915.

Liquidation. — Electro Steel Foundries, Ltd.,
Darlaston.—March 4th is the laBt day for the receipt of proofs for

dividend, by Mr. II. E. liurgess, the liquidator, 33, Carey Street,

W.C.

Inquiry from Brazil.—The Acting British Consul-

General at Rio de Janeiro reports a local demand for steel poles for

the suspension of arc lamps. Satisfactory supplies have hitherto

been obtained from Germany. Supplies of electrical insulators

have also been obtained from Germany in the paBt, and consumers
state that they have only been able to secure inferior substitutes

from the United Kingdom since the outbreak of war. Samples of

insulators of German make have been received from the Consul by
the Board of Trade Commercial Intelligence Branch in London, to

which communications should be addressed.

Book Notices.
—

" Wireless Transmission of Photo-
graphs." By M. J. Martin. London : The WirelesB Press. Price

2s. 6d. net.
" The Rubber Growers' Association, London, E.C. Annual Report

of the Council for 1915."
" Thomas Alva Edison." By F. Rolt-Wheeler. London :

Macmillan & Co., Ltd. Price 2s, net.
" Proceedings of the American Institute of EPctrical Engineers."

Vol. XXXV. 'No. 2. February, 1916. New York : The Institute.

Price Si.

The Committee of Management of the San Francisco Inter-

national Engineering Congress, 1915, announces that the volume
on Mechanical Engineering is ready for distribution, and the

members who have subscribed for this volume will soon receive it.

The other volumes will be issued as rapidly as possible.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Argentina.—A new electric power house was formally
inaugurated at Acebal (Province of Santa Fe) last month. The
establishment belongs to Senor Julio Hardy.
La Prcnsa's correspondent at Tucuman says that owing to the

shortage of water, the Electrica del Norte Co. has addressed a note
to the municipality, stating that it will be obliged to leave the
city in darkness unless the water required for the power station be
forthcoming. The Intendent replies that the municipality must
adopt measures to guarantee the regularity of the public and
private lighting service in terms of the contract. It is believed

that this attitude will give rise to a serious conflict, as the muni-
cipality owes the company §300,o00 m/a. for lighting. On the
other hand, it appears that the company has sought the present
pretext with a view to arriving at a settlement.— Rerieiv of the

River Plate.

Atherton.—The electrical engineer has reported that

the output is steadily increasing, and will soon reach the maximum
load which the Tramway Co. is able to supply until suoh time as

the new generating set is installed.

Binmay.—E.L. Scheme.—With reference to the E.L.
scheme proposed by Mr. Best, of Bradford, the U.D.C. has deferred

the question of entertaining the proposal until it is ascertained

how similar schemes work in neighbouring towns.

Continental.— Spaix. — The new central station at

Segovia, belonging to the Sociedad Co-operativa Electra Segoviana,
has just been completed and put in operation. Water power is

utilised, the plant comprising two Francis-type turbines supplied

by Messrs. E-cher, Wyes & Co., of Zurich, and two alternators by
the Allmaana Sveneka Aktiebolaget, of Stockholm.

Italy.—A report of the l> -manic furni-hes details of the natural
water resources of Italy utilised for industrial purposes up to June
30th 1914. The concessions granted number 3,161, for the produc-

tion of 770,000 KW., without taking into account a large number of

concerns work ng without legitimate title, and 2,600 grants under
construction. The reeions in which the concessions operate are

16 in number, the mo't important being Piedmont, which has 620
concessions, vielding 216,000 KW. Lombardy has 394 conce-sions,

totalling 205,000 KW., and Ujibria with 101 concessions, obtains

100,000 kw. In addition to the foregoing there were granted in

the working year preceding June. 1014, 116 concessions for a total

of 20 000 KW. The revenue obtained by the State Treasury
from fie taxation of conce-sions totalled on June 30ih, lit 14,

2,871.202 lire, which is exclusive of the income which should
have been derived from a number of free concessions, granted
under special Act*, representing a total of 33,580 KW,

—

Revi&a
Tecnica d'Elettricit'i.
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Darlington.

—

Supply Developments.—At a recent

meeting of the Electricity Committee it was reported that the
supply of electricity for the 10 months of the year was up by 20 per

cent, as compared with last year, and that for the last month there

was an increase of 10 per cent, on the year, this, notwithstanding
the reduced use of electricity for lighting purposes.

It was aUo reported that the oontraot with the N.E.R. Co. for

the full supply of eleotricity for its works would date from .Tone

1st next.

Dublin.—We briefly summarised last week the state-

ments which were circulated locally regarding the oontents of Mr.
d'Alton's report on the Corporation electricity undertaking. From
discussions which have since taken place in the Council chamber,
we gather that all publication in the local papers, whether of the
report or of the replies thereto, which have been made by certain

officers of the department, is unauthorised officially and is pre-

mature. DonbtleBS Mr. d'Alton regards himself as being bound by
those obligations of etiquette and confidence which for the present

compel him to maintain silence. Probably when the proper time
arrives, the Corporation Committee will officially publish the
report and replies, and until then we prefer to withhold any com-
ment that we may desire to make upon the matter.

In addition to the counter reports mentioned laBt week, Mr.
Mangan, the eity accountant, has now submitted a report more
or less disagreeing with Mr. d'Alton's conclusions. Mr. Mangan
apparently does not believe that the load conditions can be greatly

improved in Dublin, and nrges that in making price comparisons a
distinction must be drawn between piwer and lighting supplies. He
evidently agrees that some explanation is needed of recent coal costs

and consumption, bat points ont that "units used on works" includes

energy used at Fleet Street and other sub-stations, and therefore,

subject to transmission losses. He further considers that his own
analysis of salaries, &c., submitted to the town clerk last June,
made this matter clear.

Asylum Lighting —The returns of the cost of eleotric lighting

at Richmond Asylum for 1915, as compared with gas lighting in

1911 show a saving of £978, and this although added buildings

are now lighted.

Eccles.—There was a surplus of £632 on the Council's

electricity undertaking for the year ended March 31st last. This
has been carried to reserve.

High Wycombe.

—

Street Lighting.—The Electricity

Co. has accepted the terms offered by the T.C. in respfct of

the public lighting up to the end of 1915, but objects to the pro-

posals of the Council as to payment since January 10th, the date

of the new lighting order issued by the Government. The com-
pany has asked that the matter shall be referred to arbitration,

but the Council has deferred the question until the end of the
ourrent quarter.

Huddersfield.

—

Year's Working.—It was stated at a
recent meeting of the T.C. that the eleotricity department had used
28,242 tons of coal in 1915, as compared with 20,781 tons in 1914,

and that the cost had risen 75 per cent., indicating the possibility

of a further increase in the price of electrici'y. The units sold

totalled 10,536,374, an increase of 30'5 per cent., due to the demand
for power ; due to the night work, a considerably improved lead
factor resulted.

The borough treasurer's revenue statement for the year ended
December 31st last, Bhows a balance of income over expenditure in

respect of the electricity undertaking of £3 441; £1291 is to be
transferred to the depreciation and contingencies account, and the
remainder carried forward.

Hull.—Smoke Nuisance.—The local Health Com-
mittee has threatened proceedings unless the smoke emitted from
the chimneys at the Sculcoates electricity works iB reduced. The
acting electrical engineer, Mr. Magoris, has presented a report,

pointing out the difficulty of complying with the request at the
present time, and this is to be forwarded to the Health Committee.
In effect Mr. Magoris points out that it is impossible to restrict

capital expenditure, obtain new plant, give the maximum output
from the plant and yet study the niceties of Bmokeless combustion
—especially if, as is probable, the staff is depleted.

Kingstown.—L.G.B. Inquiry.—An inquiry has been
held into the Council's application for sanction to a loan of £6,000
for the payment of the arbitration award and coats connected
with the transfer of the electric lighting undertaking under the
Electric Lighting Order Confirmation (No. 8 Kings'own) Act, 1914.
No objection was offered. The award waB for £3 608, and the costs
Mid fees brought the total up to £4.704. The costs of the arbi-
tration proceedings amounted to £603. The total expense wts
estimated at £6,327.

Liverpool. — Annual Accounts.—During the year
ended December 31st last, the revenue of the electricity department
unounted to £345.808. the balance to net revenue was £209,558,
Mid after meeting interest and sinking fund contributions, and
providing £50,000 to rate relief, £36.223 was transferred to
renewals. The department has a reserve fund of £183,000 and a
balance of renewals fund in hand of £97,000 : the rate contribution
represen's about 3£ per cent, on the unredeemed capital and 23 per
Jent. on the income derived from private lighting and power.

London.

—

Hackney.—As it is not possible to install

two further boilers and economisers in the new boiler house to

provide against breakdown, the Electricity Committee recom-
mends that the stoker driving gear for the second boiler installa-

tion be provided immed ately.

Rawtenstall.—Bulk Supply.—With a view to giving

a bulk supply of electricity to Haslingden a Sub-Committee
recently recommended the borrowing of £11,000 for the purchase
of new plant for the station at Hareholme. It has been decided,

however, that for the present this scheme shall not be proceeded
with, but that a cable shall be Hid as far as Lockgate, and as

much current as possible shall be supplied to Haslingden in that

way. The estimated cost of this is about £2,000.

Redruth.

—

Street Lighting.—Owing to restricted

lighting the U.D.C. ie negotiating with the Urban Electric Supply
Co. for a revision of the existing charges for public lighting.

Suil.ifon.—E.L. Purchase.— The transfer of the

Council's electricity undertaking to Messrs. Callender's Cable and
Construction Co., Ltd., has been completed. Messrs. Callender

will pay £51,732, by instalments, as purchase price, and have
already paid £4,100, to reimburse the Council's losses, and for

other matters, including instalments of purchase money due to

date of transfer.

Swinton and Pendlebnrj*.—The Lancashire Electric

Power Co. has notified the U D.C. that the price of current would
be advanced as from January 1st, in accordance with the advance
in the cost of coal, as provided for in the agreement.

U.S.A.—Half-Watt Lamps.—According to the Elec-

trical World, all the are lamps in the city of New York are to be
replaced by large gas-filled tungsten lamp', under the terms of the
contracts entered into for 1916 with the different lighting com-
panies supplying the city. The new gas-filled lamps will range
from 100 c.P. to 400 watts in size, and the ordinary tjpe tungsten
lamps from 40 to 100 watts. During 1914 the city decided to discon-

tinue the use of the flaming arc lamp; beginning with 1915 there

were in service 18,211 arc lamps, many of which were replaced

during the year by gas-filled tungsten lamps, while this year the

remainder are to be replaced, resulting in a saving in the larger

sizeB of about $10 a lamp over the arc lamps replaced. Our con-

temporary adds that besides saving in money, it was found after

a careful investigation that the gas- filled unit afforded a more
uniform distribution of light without glare or flicker, and had a

much greater penetrating power in Btormy or foggy weather.
The Inland Steel Co , Ind., is reported to have placed a millitn

dollar contract with the Westinghouse Co. for steel mill electric

plant, including two 5 000-kw. turbine sets, two fly-wheel motor-
generator sets, two 8,000-H.P. motorB and a 15,000-H.p. motor.

The Niagara, Lockport and Ontario Power Co. is contracting to

deliver 40,000 h.p. to Niagara Fal's manufacturing plants. This
power will be supplied by the Ontario Power Co. from the
Canadian side and used moBtly for electro-chemical purposes.

West Hani.

—

Proposed Loans, &c.—In connection

with the recent breakdown on the 5,000 kw, machine at the gene-

rating station, the engineer has made arrangements with the

makers for the reconstruction of the electrical end of the machine
on a more modern plan. The Committee recommends approval to

the general principle of linking up with Poplar within the limits

available at the present time. The engineer in the course of a

report to his Committee, says he proposes that application should

be mode to the L G.B. for sanction to borrow £3,000 for mains
and £5 000 for sub-atationB, transformers and switchgear, in order

to cover amounts overspent, and to provide a balance to meet
applications which may arise ; £11,000 for increasing the capacity

of mains in the Silvertown district required on account of the

increasing demand by the Port of London Authority
; £4,500 in

connection with the linking-up scheme with Poplar ; £3,275 in

connection with the generating station, and £1,000 for meters.

The Committee recommends the adoption of the report. The
L.G.B. has given its consent to the borrowing of £2,000, being the

balance unexercised on a sanction of £17,500 for services, &c.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

Australia.—The N.S.W. Public Works Department has

in contemp ation four additional tramways in the Sydney area, at

a cost of £164,000. The lines are from B >ndi Road to Bronte,

along Cooks River Road to connect with the Gardeners Road line,

and from Barns Road to Ryde.

Bisphain.—The Blackpool Corporation is in negotiation

with the Blackpool and Fleetwood Tramroad Co., as an interested

party, with regard to a scheme for the buildiDg of a sea wall north
of Blackpool, to arrest the erosion of the cliffs. The Bispham
U.D.C. feels itself too small a body to undertake such a lartre

expenditure—about £25,000—and has approached the Corporation
with a view to an extension of its boundaries, so as to absorb
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Birmingham.

—

Trailer Cars.—The Tramway Com-
mittee ho in-tructed Mr. I! ik.-r. the general manager, to inquire
into the use of trailer oars on the London tramways with a view
to their possible introduction in Birmingham, where the shortage
of drivers is causing some concern.

EccleS.

—

Tramway Sriiii.i 8.—There was a surplus of

£2,220 on the tramway aicount for the year ended March 31st

lriBt :
£.">72 of.this has been appropriated for street improvements

account, and the balance of £1,617 has been carried to the reserve

fund.

Gla8gQW.—In order to comply with the terms of the
restricted lighting order, the Tramways Committee has had the
windows of the c»rs painted halfway down. In addition, nearly
20 000 lamps have been dipped, and measures are to be taken to

dim the lamps on the forepart of the cars so far as is consistent
with the public safety, and to doll the illuminated signs.

llalifav.—The B. of T. has extended the period for the

completion of certain tramways authorised by the Halifax Cor-

poration Act, 1911, for one year from August 18tb. 1916.

Hull,—Tramway Surplus.—The income of the Cor-
poration tramwaysjup to March 31st n-st is estimated at £162 890,

and the credit bilance, after meeting all charges, at £13,762,
against £19, 112 in the previous year. It has been decided to grant
£10,000 to the relief of the rates, as in previous years. Daring
the year Jd. fares have been maintained and some five million

free rides given to soldiers, &c. The department has a reserve fund
of £143,0U0.

Lanes. & Yorks. Railway Electrification.—Sir George
Armytage, chairman of the board, i-t *ted at the annual meeting of
the shareholders on February 16 h, that the electrification of the
Manchester and Bary line was now almost complete, and that the
eleotric trains would be gradually brought into use at an early

date. The statement of receipts and expenditure on capital

account showed that on electric power stations. &o., the company
had expended up 'o December 31st, 1914, the sum of £392,804, and
during 1 !> 1 5 £112 871 was expended, making a total of £505,676
on this head. Estimated further expenditure on capital account
included £17,500 during the current year on the electrification of
the Manchester and Bary line, and £6.500 subsequently ; and
£28 400 on electric power stations, &o., during 1916 , andl 65,500
subsequently. Under the heading of rolling stock, detailed figures

were given respecting the trains worked by electric power, from
which it appears that thenumbsr of cars had increased daring the
past year from 174 to 210, and the carrying capacity from 13,616
saats to 16,552 seats.

London.

—

Poplar.—Electric Wagon.— The Elec-
tricity Committee has recommended the B.C. to purchaap, for joint

use with the Works Department, a 4-ton Edison electric wagon, and
a 4 -ton Foden steam wagon. The total cost is estimated by the
Committee at £2,000.

Loudon and North-Western Railway Electrification.
—The engineer's report on the progress of the work up to Feb-
ruary 10th states that the bridges and tunnels for the junctions
between the new electric lines and existing lines to Eiston and
Broad Street are in progress, and half the length of the iron-lined
tunnels under Primrose Hill has been comoleted. The electric
power station and r-p»ir shed at Stmebridg* Park and six electric

sub-stations ari compl-tp, and part of the plant has been installed,

and the equipment of the new lines for electric traction between
Willesd^n aad Watford is in a forward state.

The electrical equipment of the North London, Hampstead
Junction, and North-South Western Junction lines, whioh form the
through route between Broad Street and Kew Bridge and Rich-
mond, is being proceeded with, and the buildingB for the sub-
stations on these lines are complete.

Manchester.

—

Female Labour.—About 250 women
are now employed on the Corporation cars, and others are being
appointed to fill the places of men called to the army under the
group Bystem.

Monmouthshire.—The Board of Trade has extended
the period of the Western Valleys (Monmouthshire) Railless Eleo-
tric Traction Act, 1913, for one year.

U.S. I.

—

Electric Truck Parade.—An unusual demon-
stration occurred in December last, in Chicago's "loop" district,

when 89 electric trucks, loaded with tea and coffee, paraded in the
streets to mark the inauguration of exclusive electric truck
delivery service by Messrs. Re d, Murdock & Co., wholesale grocers.
The procession was accompanied by mounted police, and a band
enlivened the proceedings—in Am-rican fashion. The goods were
consigned to 1,920 customers in 875 cities in the States, and the
result was "some" advertisement. But we wonder what would
happen were a London firm to suggest a similar demonstration in
the Citv !

60,000-KW. TuBBTNBS.—The InWborongh Raru'd Transit Co.,
of New Y >rk, is oonsidering bids for two 60 000kw. steam
turbo-alternators, which, according to the Electrical World, will
each be made up of three separate eleotrio generators driven
by one high-pressure and two low-pressure turbines, the latter
being oonneoted in multiple Apparently it has not been decided
jet whether to install 60,000- kw. units or the equivalent in
30,-OOO-kw, units. - ;

WaltliamstoxT.—The Tramways Committee recommends
a revision of tne fares and fare stages, including an increase of

50 per cent, on the prices of workmen's tickets. Having been
advised by the contractors for the supply of tickets that the

restriction of the importatim of wood pulp would result in them
being able to supply only .'.0 per cent, of the usual requirements of

tickets, the District Council has been recommended to communi-
cate with the Board of Trade, pointing out that the proposed
allowance would place the undertaking in considerable difficulty,

and a-ki> - the Board to withdraw the restriction as far as tram-
way undertakings are concerned.

West Ham.

—

Halfpenny Fares, &c.—The tramways
manager recommends the pulling up of the Beckton Road tramway,
and the relaying of as many rails as are required in the doubling
of theConnaught Road terminus track. The manager estimates the
cost of this doubling at £970, the c ft of polling up the rails in

Beckton Road and making g <od the roadway at £350, and the

valu i of the rails. fi<h plates, ka., recoverable at over £2,000. The
man ger ha" submi ted an exhaustive report on fares and stages,

in wuch h" recom nends, inter alia, the abolition of the halfpenny
far s. He e>timatea the cost of new track work requiring to be

put in hind as so>n as pis-ible at about £100,009, and is of opinion

tha some action should betaken to increase revenue. Whereas
th i actu .1 cost of carriage per passenger works out at '67d.,

ex dnding capital charges, 47 per cent, of the total number carried

on'y pay one halfpenny. The halfpenny fare at WeBt Ham, with the

e c :eption uf one year, has never covered actnal running costs. A
sjile of fares should be made which gives the j inrney desired at

n it le9s than cost price, and should be periodically revised in

acorriance with the requirements of the financial side of the

uniertaking. The Committee recommends the Corporation to put
into operation the following fares on all cars running in the
borough as and from the beginning of the next financial year :

—
(1) A universal Id. fare for a continuous journey on any one car

;

(2) aljl. workmen's return fare for a continuous j mrney on any
one car ; (3) existing through fares where necessary to be adjusted

to comply with the above scheme ; (4) children's Btages to remain
in force as at present.

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.

Aberdare.— March 8th. Electrical goods, for the
Po well-Duffryn Steam Coal Co. Stores Manager, Aberaman offices.

March 11th. U.D.C. Electrical stores for 12 months. See
" OfluUl Notices " February 18th.

Australia.

—

Sydney.—May 1st. Two 300-kw. turbo-

alterna'cr'. condensers, switchboard. &e„ for the pumping station

at Ryde. f ir the Metropolitan Board of Water Supply and Sewerage
at Sydn<y. *

M»y 3rd. N.S.W. Railways and Tramways Department. One
2,500-kw. turbo-alternator, for Zara Street, Newcastle, power
house. Spec fications (20i.) from the Engineer's office, 61, Hunter
Street, Sydney.*

Melbourne.—April 19 th. Victorian Railways. One 1 000-amp.-
hour ttorage battery, plant for impregnating electrical apparatus
with insulating varnishes, &c*

Belfast.—March 15th. Tramways and Electricity Com-
mittee. Stores, including a number of electrical items. See
" Official Notices" to-day.

Birkenhead.—March 6th. Corporation. Cable and
two rotarv converters with switchgear. See " Official Notice:"
February 1st.

Bolton.—March 2nd. Electricity Committee. Stores,

including some electrical items. See "Offinal Notioes" Feb. 11th.

March 6th. Tramways Committee. Stores, including lamps,

carbons, &c. See " Official Notices " to-day.

DexTSbury.—Electricity Department. Two second-hand
250-kw. generator panels, oil separator, piping, cables, &o. See

"Official Notices " February 11th.

Dover.—March 0th. Electrical sundries and cables, for

the H irbour Board. (Schedules 2s. 6d. each.) Mr. Mirtyn Mowll,

Registrar, Castle Street.

Dublin,— March 1st. Battery materials for carriage

lighting, for the O.N. Railway Co. (Ireland). See " Offioial

Notices" February 18th.

Dundalk.—March 21st. U.D.C. Engine-room stores,

cables, lamps, 4o., for the Electrioity Department. See " Offioial

Notices" to-day.

Edmonton.—March 8th. Electric lamps for six months,

for the B, of G. Mr. F. Saelton, Clerk, Lower Tottenham.
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Heston and Isleworth.—March 11th. r.D.C. Elec-
trical supplies, including cables, meters, &o. See " Official

Notices" to-day.

Heywood.— March 15th. Electricity Committee. Stores,

inolnaing si me electrical items, for 12 months. See "Official

Notices " to-day.

Keiguley.— .!0-h.p. electric motor installation for pump
driving, for the Fleece Mills Co., Ltd. See "Official Notices

'

February 18th.

Manchester.—March 7th. G.C, Railway Co. Stores,

including electrical items. Stores Superintendent, Gorton.

New Zealand.

—

Duxedin.—May 17th. City Council.

(1) Tramcar bodies
; (2) electrical equipment. Plans, &c, from the

Town Clerk, Dunedin.*

Plymouth.—March 2nd. Corporation. Converter with
starter. See " Official Notices " February 18th.

Pontypridd.—March 13th. U.D.C. Twelve months'
snpply of electrical stores for the Electric Light and Tramways
Department. See " Offi ial Notices" February 18th.

Spain,—Municipal authorities of Esguevilla (Province

of Vallaiiolid). Tenders for the concession for the electric lighting

of the town during a period of four years.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS^

North-East Coast Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders.—Friday,
February U6ih. At 7.80 p.m. At the B.lbec Hail, wewcasile-on-Tyne.
General meeting.

Association of Mining and Electrical Engineers (Motts and Derbyshire
Branch).—SatU'dsv, February 26th. At 3.30 p.m. At Umversi y College.
Paper on "8 atic Tra> siormers," by Mr. C. Jones.

Manchester Association of Engineers.—Saturday, February 26th. At the
Grand Hotel, Aytoun Street. Paper on " Cast Steel as a Material of Con-
struction," by Mr. E. F. Lange.

Battersea Polytechnic, Battersea, S.W.— Saturday, February 26th. At
7 p.m. Annual conversazione and inspection of students' work.

Junior Institution of Engineers.—Saturday, February 26th. At 3 pm. At
the Holborn Restaurant, concert in aid of the British Red Cross S <ciety.

Tuesday, February 29'h. Lecture on " Chemistry and Engineering,"
by Prof. H. E. Armstrong, F R.S.

Post Office Telephone and Telegraph Society of London.— Monday,
February 28rh. At6.80pm. At the I.E. K., Victoria Embankment, W.C.
Taper on " Loading of Telephone Circuits," by Mr. A. B. Hart.

Association of Supervising Electricians.—Tuesday, February 29th. At
7.16 p.m At St Bride'- Institute, hride Lane, E.C. Paper on " Illumi-
natiug Engineering." by Mr. L. Gaiter.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—Wednesday, March 1st. At 5 p.m.
At the Iusiitu'ion. special general meeting of oorpurate members.

Institution of Electrical Engineers (Students' Section). — Wednesday,
Ma ch 1st. At7.J6p.rn. At Victo ia Emha.ikm-nt, W.C. Dismission on
"nuggest-d Applications of Science to Warfare," opened by Mr. R. E.
Dickinson.

Chemical Society.—Thursday, March 2nd. At 8 p.m. At Burlington House,
Piccadi ly, w. Ordinary sc ent fie meeting.

Greenock Electrical Society.- Friday, March 3rd. At 7.46 p.m. At the
Temperance Insti'u e, 19, West Stewart Street. Paper on "The Life of
Sir Charles Wheatstone," by Mr. A. K. Maoaulay.

Boyal Institution of Great Britain.—Friday, March 3rd. At 6.30p.m. At
Albemarle d reet, Piccadilly, W. Lecture on " Cor na and other Forms
of Electrio Discharge," by Prof. Silvanus P. Thompson, F.R.8.

Swansea.—March 6th, Education Committee. Electric

lighting installation at Brynmill and Cwmbwrla Council Schools.

See "Official Notices" February 18th.

West Ham.—March 22nd. B. of G. Three months'
supply of electric fittings. Clerk, Union Road, Leytonstone.

Specifications for the items marked * can be seen at the Board
of Trade Commercial Intelligence Branch in London.

CLOSED.

Government Contracts.—List of new contracts for

January, 1916 :

—

Eleotric cable and wire. — British Insulated and H°lsby Cables, Ltd ;

I Frank nbnrg & Sons. Ltd.; H-oper's Telegraph and India-Rubber
Works, Ltd. ; Johnson Matthey & Co., Ltd. ; Joho-on <k Phillips, Ltd.

:

Liverp 'Ol Electric Cable Co. ; St. Helens Cable & Rubber Co., Ltd.

;

Siemens Bros. « Co., Ltd.
Generating sets.—Aster Engineering Co.. Ltd.; Austin Motor Co. il914),

Ltd.
Elect ic lamp".—Balfour, Baring. Ltd.
Switches.—Berry & Hayward, LtJ.
Terminals and electrical instruments.—British L. M. Ericsson Manufac-

turing Co.; Joh son & Phillips Ltd.
Works 6e vces.— Electrio Light at Crowlarns Camp, Barrow-in-Furness,

E. M. Evans 4 S nB, Ltd. ; electric light installation at Havnes Park,
Girrll-^tone ft Co. : eleitric lighting at Bridge of Allan, Mackenzie and
Moncur; electric lighting at Kenross. Mackenzie A Moncur; electrio
lighiing at Dunflrmlinn. Gnndi.y, Ross & Co., Ltd.; installation of
elect ic lighting, bells, & \, at War Hospital, Bath, N. G. Middletonj
power house, &c, at Lilbonrne, Girdlestone & Co.

H.M. Office of Works.

Motor-generator, &c, at Research Building, Teddington.—Vickers, Ltd.
Supply of e ectrio oable and wire du-ing 1916. -General Electric Co., Ltd.;

W. T. Henley's Telegraph Woiks Co., Ltd.

Post Office,

Telephone appara* us.—Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co., Ltd.;
Western E'ectric Co.. Ltd.

Insulator brackets.— Bullers. Ltd.
Telephone cable.—Union Cable Co,
Repeating coils.—Western Electric Co.
Flexible cords —British Insulated and Helsby Cables, Ltd.
Earthenware troughing —Doult in & Co., Ltd.
Lead tubs.—G. J. Chatterton, Ltd.
B'onze wire.—T. Bolton & Sons, Ltd.; F. Smith & Co. (incorporated in

the London Electrio Wi and Smith's, Ltd.i

London.

—

Poplar.—Tenders received by the Electricity
Committee for switcbgear for linking up with Hackney :

—

British Westinghouse Co (reoommendedi £1,498
Si-mensBrns ^501
Johnson & Wright, Ltd. . . l lD21
Ferranti, Ltd 1,750

midland Railway Co.—Contract for Osram drawn-wire
lamps for 12 months, placed with the General Electric Co., Ltd.

Reading', — Borough Education Committee. Wiring
work, &c, for the X-ray apparatus at the School Clinic i Reading
Electric Supply Co., Ltd.

Southend-on-Sea.—T.C. Two years' supply of coal for
the electricity works, with an option of about 10,000 to 11,000
tons a year : Foster & Co,

Walthamstow.—District Council. Coal for the elec-
tricity works fox 12 months, 60 tons per w*eek : Myers, Robo & Co.

NOTES.

The Accurate Tse of Technical Terms.— An
engineering c irrespondent writes as follows ;—It is with regret

that one frequently sees the meaning of words blurred owing
to continued wrong usage. Often one wishes for an English
Academy to watch over our language in order to prune away such
excrescences as they appear. The journalistic use of the word
"decimate" provides a case in point. Its real meaning is to kill

a tenth part, but now it is used as equivalent to annihilate! In
engineering we of ten find the word "bearings" applied to that
part of the shaft which runs iu a bearing ; surely a confusing

term, when the bearing is obviously the fixed part which bears or

supports the shaft. The part of the shaft in the bearing should

always be called the jiurnal. The word " rate " now shows signs

of going wrong, being u^ed with two quite contradictory meanings.
In a recant Review article on Electric Lifts, the author writes as

follows: "The resistance Bhould be amply rated. . . so that they

cannot be damaged if run for long periods with resistance in

circuit " On the other hand, in connection with Prof. Field's

recent IE.E. paper, it was pointed out in the discussion that a

turbo-generator which the Americans would rate at 20,000 KW., in

England would be rated at 14,000 KW. In the first case the words
" ample rating " mean of ample proportions, while in the Becond

caBe the word rate has the opposite meaning. A most entertaining,

not to say expensive, law-suit could thus be built upon the contrary

u 3es nf the word "rate," where the conmltant had specified that

the machine was to be amply rated, and where the maker had
supplied p'ant of meagre proportions. One lot of experts would
declare that, in ensineering circles, ample rating means ample
proportions, while the other side would produce equally eminent
experts and also dictionary makers to prove that the words
certainly mean that the materials had to be worked to their

uttermost, and weight kept down.
Wha r,is the proper meaning of the word "rate" .' The Standard

Dictionary gives as the meaning of the wod " To set an estimate

upon, especially with reference to other similar things."

Hence a low-rated machine is one from which one does not expe ;t

very much, while a highly-rated machine is one from which one
expects a great deal. The writer, therefore, submits that the

meaning in Prof. Field's discussion is the correct one, and that an
amply-rated machine is one having small proportions and heavy

How are we to express the intention of the author of the Electrio

Lift article so as to bear elucidation by the lawyers .' Same makers
advertise their motors as being liberally rated, and others state that
theirs are conservatively rated. Doubtless, this iB the unique ease

where the words conservative and liberal have the same meaning,
but it does not seem likely that either of them in this connection
would satisfy a judge.

Probably the best way would be to state that the machine must
have proportions ample for the work specified, and that the stresses

must be low. One might say that the rating must be low, but
while correct it will be better to avoid this expression until the
word is no longer used wrongly.
Oar American friends have a way of stating that the construction

of their plant iB " rugged." To us this seems to mean that the
workmanship is rough and unfinished, bnt a reference to the

Standard Dictionary shows that in the U.S.A. the word " rugged
"

is used with the meaning " Possessing vigorous health, robust,

sturdy." That is picturesque, like many Americanisms, but the

Englishman will do well to avoid it. He might find that makers
In this country interpret it as having the other meaning, namely,
" having a surface full Of abnipt irwqnalitfeS or prirjections."
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Institution and Lecture Notes.—Institution ot
Electrical Engineers.—Tne Kelvin lecture which was delivered
by Dr. C. Chree, F.R.S., on the 17th in*t„ was devoted to "Terres-
trial Magnetism," a subject which had been dealt with by Lord
Kelvin in connection with his important chancres in the des'gn of
the mariner's compass, and with the possible relation he' ween
terrestrial magnetic storms and silar influence. L >rd Kelvin in

1863 showed that if the sun's magnetisation were 120 times as

intense as that of the earth, its complete reversal, if that were pos-

sible, would only produce a disturbance of 1' in declination. He
next referred to the subject in 1892, when he devoted fully half
of his Presidential addoss to the Royal Society to terrestrial mag-
netism ; he then stated that in order to produce appreciable dis-

turbances the sun must be a magnet of 12,000 times the intensity

of the terrestrial magnet, but held that even if the magnetic force of

the sun were perceptible here, it was vastly leBs in amount than the
abruptly varying force which was required to account for the mag-
netio storms which were apparently associated with the occurrence
of spots on the sun. Further, he gave reasons whioh, to his mind,
were absolutely conolusive against the suppisition that terrestrial

magnetio storms were due to the magnetic action of the sun, the
expenditure of energy at the sun necessary to produce the observed
results being inconceivably enormous.

However, Dr. Chree points out that Lord Kelvin's conclusion has
little bearing on the theories of solar action mainly current to-day,

which attribute the magnetic storms to the presence in the earth's

atmosphere of something bearing an electric charge, originally
projected from the sun.

The lecturer then discusses in turn the secular change, the solar

diurnal variation, and the phenomena of magnetic disturbance", of
whioh subjects, as Superintendent of the Ke«v Ooservatory, he is

one of the foremost investigators.

The lecture forms a very important contribution to the literature

of this subject, which may seem abstruse at the moment, but, like

the phenomena of static electricity in connection with wireless

teleeraphy, high-pressure transmission, &o., may become of im-
mense importance to electrical engineers in the not distant future.

Physical Society of London— At the annual general meet-
ing, held on February 1 1th, the reportB of the Council and of the
treasurer were adopted. The following officers were elected for the
ensuing year:—President, Prof. C. V Boys. F R.S ; Vice-Presi-

dents, Messrs. W. R. Cooper and F. E. Smith, Dr. S. W. J. Smith
and Dr. W. E Sumpner, D.So. ; Secretaries, Dr. W. Eccles and Dr.
R S Willows; Foreign Secretary, Dr. R. T. Glazebrook ; Treasurer,
W. Daddell, F.R.S.

Papers were read 'On a General Bridge Method for Comparing
the Mutual Inductance between Two Coils with the Self-Induct-
ance of One of Them," by Prof. C. H. Lees F R.S., and on " An
Enclosed Cadmium-Vapour Arc Lamp," by Dr. H. J. S. Sand. The
lamp is similar to the meroury lamp, and is constructed of quartz
glas->. To start the lamp, the metal is melted by means of a
Bunsen burner, and the arc is struck by tilting. Before introduc-
tion into the lamp the metal is freed from oxide and dissolved gases
by a special process of filtration while at the pump. It is pre-
vented from adhering to the glass, which might lead to fracture,
by the presence of a small amount of a loose powder in the lamp.
The lamp gives a powerful light, and, once started, will continue
burning indefinitely.

Two slides were shown by Dr. S Russ, showing the ultra-violet
speotrum of the Simpson arc and that of pure tungsten. It was
evident that the spectrum of the former was almost wholly due to

tungsten.

Dublin Electricity Supply.—As we go to press we
have received the following letter : —"We notice in your issue of
February 18th a summary of Mr. P. W. d' Alton's report on the
Dublin electricity undertaking, and a reference to the steam
turbine supplied by us. In view of the recommendation put for-

ward in the report that the turbine should be reconstructed, and
to remove any misapprehension, we beg to put on record that the
turbine referred to was supplied by us nine years ago. As you
are well aware, considerable improvements have been made in
turbine design since this machine was supplied, resulting in
increased economy.

F<ir Richardsons, Westgarth & Co., Ltd.
M. G. S. Swallow.

Hartlepool, February 23rd, 1916.

Tne War and Electrical Goods.—On Wednesday, in
the Bow C unty Court, before his Honour Judge Graham, K.C.,
Mr. G. J. Wilson, of Liverpool, dealt r in electrical appliances, sought
to enforoe the payment of a judgment debt of £1(3 10s. 9d. from
J Goldberg, tradinr as the Anglo-Russian Electrical Supply Co,
of 99, Woodstock Street, Canning Town. Mr. Daybell, who appeared
for the plaintiff, said the case was bordering on fraud. The
defendant exten-ively advertised electrical goods, and the plaintiff
sent money along for them, but never got the things, nor had he
had his money back. The defendant was oross-examined, and
admitted that prior to the war, and up to about a twelv month
ago, he did adverse very largely, but now his business had been
completely mined owing to the fact that so little electric light
was used. The darkening of London had ruined him, as it had a

g od many others. He agreed that in April, 1915, he advertised
50,000 Excello carbons for sale at £1 a 100, but, as a fact, he
had to dispose of them at 2s. 6d., and even as low as Is. 6d.
Before the war he used to get quite a number of these
lines, but now he c >uld do nothin-. He thonght he could pay 5s. a
month. Judge Graham 5s. is better than nothing, and that is

my order for 12 months, wi.n lo days' iuipnsonmentin default. In
reply to Mr. Daybell, he allowed his client's oosts from Liverpool.

A Turbo-Generator Steam Consumption Test.

—

The following corrections were received from the author of the
article on pp. 210-24 1 after those pages had gone to press :

—
Table I.—185 lb. pressure—allowance, '125 per cent.

TABLE III.
Per oent ol Allowance to lie made,
atmoc pherio + per oent.
pressure. — per cent.

85 + 19

86 + 172
87 + 15'3

*8 + 131
89 + ll'fi

90 + 9T,

91 + 76
92 + 5 -

93 + 10
94 + 20
95 -00

96 - 2'6

97 - 4'2

Volunteer Notes.

—

Engineering Institutions' V.E.C.
—Orders for week commencing February 2*th, 1916.—By Lieut.

-

Col. C. B. Clay, V.D., Commanding.
Saturday, February 26th.—Uniform Parade, 2.45 p.m.

Drills, 6.25 to 7.25 ; 7.25 to 8.25 p.m.

Monday, February 28th.—Sections 1 and 2, Technical ; Sections
3 and 4, Lashings and Trestle Bridging, Signalling Class and
Recruits.

Tuesday, February 29th.—School of Arms, 6 to 7 p.m.
Thursday, March 2nd.—Shooting for Sections 3 and 4.

Friday, March 3rd.—Sections 3 and 4, Technical ; Sections 1

and 2, Lashings and Trestle Bridging ; Signalling Class and
Recruits.

Saturday, March 4th.— Adjutant's Instruction Class at 2 30 p.m.
E. G. Fleming,

Company Commander and Acting Adjutant.

3ed Batt. (Old Boys) Central London Volunteer Regi-
ment.—Battalion Orders by Caot. R. J. C Eastwood (Sub-Com-
uianaant), Thursday, February 24th, 1916 :

—

Week-end Parades.—Saturday.—The Battalion will parade at

Wembley Park at 3.15 p.m. for drill under Company Officers.
" Derby " recruits are invited to attend.

Sunday.—The Battalion will parade at Liverpool Street Station
(low-level entrance, G.E.R.) at 9.30 a.m., and proceed by train for

Entrenching duties. Members will carry their own lunch. The
Battalion will return to town about 6 p.m.

Musketry.—Acton Range will not be open on Saturday, 26th inst.

A Match will be shot at Bisley on Saturdav, Sergeants ». Privates.

Men to Parade in uniform, at 12.45 p.m., Waterloo Station, No. 6

Platform.
A. G. JoiNEB, Major and Adjutant, O.B.C.

ELECTRIC SMELTING OF IRON ORES IN

SCANDINAVIA.

Introduction.—We are indebted to the enterprise of the Canadian
Department of Mines for a most useful reporc on the present state

of the electric smelting of iron orfs in Sweden and Norway
(Notodden), which Dr. Alfred Stansfield has drawn up as a result

of a visit of inspection made in the summer of 1914. The purpose
of the investigation was to take particular note of the ec inomics
of the operation of the furnaces in use, in view of the possibility of
establishing an electric pig iron industry in Canada.

Types of Furnaces in Operation.—Two main types of furnace are

at present in use for smelting iron ores: (I) The E ektrometall fur-

nace
; (2) Furnaces of the Helfenstein type. The following tables

give a list of the 13 furnaces in operation and the 10 in course of

construction in June, 1915 :

—

I.—Elekteometall Fcbnaces.

In operation. Building.

Domnarvet 2 of 3,000 h.p. —
I of 6,000 H.P.

Solersfors — 3 of 3,000 H.p.

Ljusne — 1 of 3,000 H.p.

Hagfors 3 of 3,400 H.p. 3 of 3,400 H.p.

Nykroppa — 2 of 3,400 h.p.

Trolha-.tan 1 of 3,000 H, P. 1 of 3,000 H.p.

In the far north of Sweden a large iron-works of 25,000 H.P. is

to be constructed immediately.

II.—Helfenstein and Tinfos Fcbnaces.

Domnarvet 1 of 5,000 H.p.

1 of 7,000 h p.

Notodden (Norway) 4 of 1,600 H.p.

Uiefos 1 small furnace.

The ElektrometaU Furnace,—The feature of this furnace is that

the ore is preheated, and partially reduced in a large Bhaft before it

reaches the smelting chamber, the heating and reduction being
materially assisted by the circulation of the furnace gases, whioh
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ia characteristic of this furnace. In the most recent examples the
crucible is circular, and is lined with fire-brick, and it is provided
with only one tapping-hole for both elaer and metal, which are
separated by a dam as they flow. The arch of the crucible, con-

strmted of fireclay bricks, is cooled below by the cool gases from
the top of the furnace, and also by cold air. The stack of the
furnace is constructed in a steel shell, and is supported on steel

beams independently of the crucible. The shaft is reduced to a
neck where it enters the crucible, but the tendency is to increase

the width of this to facilitate the passage of gases. The electrodes,

which are circular, about 2 ft. in diameter, and 4 or 5 ft. lorjg,

enter the furnace through the arch just outside, and concentrically
with the neok. The larger furnaces have six electrodes, which,
supported by rollers, lie between two inclined guides. At the
bottom of the guides is a water-cooled collar, built into the furnace
arch, but supported from above, and above this collar is a water-
cooled contact ring made up of a number of metal blocks forming
a flexible collar round the electrode. These blocks are connected by
cable to the buB-bars. A clamping ring above the contact ring
serves to feed the electrodes, which do not, as a rule, need moving
more than once in two or three days.

The furnaces with six electrodes are supplied from three trans-

formers with three-phase current, each transformer being con-

nected to diametrically opposite electrodes, so that the current
tends to pass between these rather that between adjacent elec-

trodes. The regulation of the current is effected by varying the
supply voltage on the primary side, and not by moving the
electrodes.

To circulate the furnace ga»e?, the gas withdrawn from the top
of the furnace is filtered, washtd and dried, and returned—either

through a Riots blower or else simply by meats of the rotary

washing fan—to the furnace through six tuyere*, entering beneath
the furnace arch and between adjacent electrodes. Increasing the
circulation raises the temperature in the shaft facilitates the
reduction of the ore, raises the percentage of CO» in the esciping
gases and increases the economy of electric power and of fuel, but
it also increases the consumption of the electrodes. An important
economy in operation will be effected when the escaping gases are

utilised for heating open-hearth furnaces.

The Swedish iron industry consist" principally in smelting the

pure native ores with charcoal in blast furnaces. The industry is

profitable, because the pg-iron produced is of high quality and
commands a high price. Now the electric furnace can compete
very favourably with these blast furnaces, first, beoause they are

small ; secondly, because the electric furnaces yield better metal
;

and finally, because only about one-third of the charcoal is con-

sumed in the latter for the same yield of iron. The Elektrometall
furnaces are small, too ; the 4,000-H P unit at Domnarvet yields

only some 30 tons daily, yet the cheap Swedi-h water power
renders the cost of making iron less than in the charcoal blast

furnaces. Attemots to use coke instead of charcoal in the Elektro-

metall furnace have so far been unsuccessful, although further

experiment* are being made in this direction by building the fur-

nace shaft wider and lower.

Efficiency of the Elektrometall Furnace.—The Report contains

some fully-detailed a -counts of the working of the furna:es which
were inspected, as regards power and material consumption, h at

distribution, and output. We can only summarise them very
briefly here.

Tne Dower is Bunplied at some 10,000 volts and transformed to

80 or DO volts at 'he furnace termimls. The energy consumed for

auxiliary purposes— motors and lighting—-is some 2j per cent, of

the whole supply. Neglecting transformer losses, the furnaces
utilise during ••peration about 90 per cent, of the power supplied,

and some 82 or 83 per cent, of tbe gross amount, paid for, allowing
for holidays and stopDages for repairs. This figure would be con-

siderably higher—say, 90 per cent.—if three or four furnaces were
worked together

The amount of electrical energy to be paid for (on the above 82

per cen'. basis) to produce 1 ton of pisr-i-on w rks out at 0'4 1 H.P.-

year utilising GO per cent, ores and 017 H. P. -year for only 50 per

cent. ores. These figures are for basic Bessemer or acid open-
hearth iron. To make grey foundry pig about one-half of a H.P.-

year is at present required.

The consumption of charcoal may be taken as 340 kg. per ton of

white pig, and 370 kg. per ton of grey pi?-iron.

The consumption of electrodes varies considerably, but it has
been reduced as low as 3 k*. per ton of iron ; an average figure is

5 or 6 kg.

The circulation of gases in the Elektrometall furnace economises
the consumption of charcoal, but it increases that of electrodes.

(To he continued.)

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editors invite, electrical engineers, whether connected with the

technical or the commercial tide of the profession and industry
also electric tramway and railway officials, to fteep readers of the

Electrical Review posted as to their movements.

On February 23rd, at Sheffield, Mr. P. P. Seager.oi theengi-
staff at the Manchester Corporation electricity works,

v>- married to Miss Edith Maude Warburton, of Sheffield.
The Blackburn Electricity Committee has decided to increase

the salary of Mr. Wheelwright, the electrical engineer, by
lino per year, bringing it up to the level of salaries paid to
other officials of similar standing.

General.—Mr. \Y. Hooper, formerly on the staff of the
Lynton (Devon) electricity works, was on II. M.S. Arethusa
when she was mined, and was saved.
The London Gazette contains the following announcements:

—Territorial Force/; The undermentioned to be temporary
captains Second-Lieutenants (temporary Lieutenants) T. F
Middletox-Case, G. E. Madge, and M. G. Bland. The follow-
ing Sei niid-Eieiitenants to be temporary Lieutenants: H. G.
(;. Clarke, Cecil II. S. Evans, W. H. Mather, G. E. Owles
E. O. Levett, and T. H. Gotch. Lance-Corporal A. S. Gill
to be Second-Lieutenant (on probation),
Mr. J. G. Balsillie hae vacated the post of radio-telegraph

engineer to the Australian Commonwealth Government, to
which he was originally appointed in 1911, for three years.' for
the purpose of establishing and developing a wireless system
for Australia. His term expired last year, but in considera-
tion of the vital importance of wireless telegraphy during the
war. it was extended a further year. The system adopted by
the Federal Government is the invention of Mr. Balsillie, and
the originality of its distinguishing features has been 'recog-
nised by its former disputants, the Marconi Co. Mr. Balsillie,
however, placed the system absolutely at the disposal of the
Federal Government, and has so far received no monetary
consideration on its account. Mr. Balsillie will concentrate
his attention on the artificial production of rain.

—

Australian
Mining Standard

Roll of Honour.—Lieut. Harry Marsh, who has been
killed in actii n in France, was with the Lancashire Electric
Power Co., Manchester, before the war.
Private Reginald Lightfoot, of Crewe University and

Public Schools Battalion, who has been killed in action, was
in the electrical department at Crewe Railway Works.
Sergeant E. J. Berry, formerly employed by the Chloride

Electrical Storage, Ltd., Clifton Junction," Ls in hospital suffer-
ing from shell shock.

Rifleman Harry Scattergood, formerly in the electricity
department of the Co-operative Wholesale Society, Trafford
Pari;, has died from wounds received in action.

Obituary.—Mr. A. L. Sabine.—We learn with deep regret
of the death of Mr. Ufred Louis Sabine, which occurred on
Sunday last, at Heme Bay, at the age of 75 years. The
deceased gentleman was for 50 years in the service of Messrs.
Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd., for 30 years (from 1880 to 1910)
holding the position of secretary, from which he retired six
years ago. Mr. A. L. Sabine was a brother of the late Mr.
Ri berl Sabine, the eminent civil and electrical engineer. In
our youthful days we were personally in constant touch
with him. and we remember him as a man of most gentle and
retiring disposition, with whom it was a pleasure to converse.

Will.—Mr. Geo. Angus, of Geo. Angus & Co., Ltd., belt-

ing manufacturers, left £24,541.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

Lower Thames Land Development and Power Co., Ltd.
(143,059).—This company was registered on February 18th, with a capital of

Essex, 7ronting on the River Thames, containing 308 acres. The subscribers'

(with one share each) are: J. B. Braithwaile, 37, Austin Friars, E.C., stock

and share broker; H. B. Renwick, Burnham, Chartfield Heath, S.W., direc-

tor; F. W. Reynolds, Acorn Works, Edward Street, Blackfriars, S.E., direc-

tor; F. C. M. Brown, 44, Marlborough Hill, N.W., secretary; G. Tweedie, 42,

Palmerston Crescent. Palmer's Green. N„ accountant; G. Scott. 30, Gloucester
Terrace, Hyde Pa'k. W., engineer; T. W. Cole, 44, Rose Hill Road, Wands-
worth, S.W., secretary. Private company. The number of directors is -not

in In- less than three or more than seven; the first are J. B. Braithwaite,

H. B. Renwick, and F. W. Reynolds. Qualification, one share. Remunera-
tion, £600 per annum, divisible. Registered office : Moorgate Court, Moor-
gate Place, E.C.

Coates and Co. (Sheffield), Ltd. (143,006).—This com-
p.,n\ w.,s registered on February 14th with a capital of £3,000 in £1 shares

:.lin nil.i. to take over the business of an electrical engineer and contractor

cirri. il on bv J. Coates. at 345, Glossop Road, Sheffield, as Coates & Co.

The subscribers (with one share each) are : J. Coates, 345, Glossop Road,

Sheffield, electrical engineer ; Mrs. M. A. Coates, 5, Peel Terrace, Sheffield.

Private company. The number of directors is not to be more than five; J.

Coates is first permanent director. Qualification, £100. Solicitor : C. Crow,
ther. 23. Abingdon Street. Westminster. Registered by Jordan & Sons, Ltd.,

116-117, Chancery Lane. W.C.

Scientific Inventors' Syndicate, Ltd. (143,070).—This
company was registered on February 19th, with a capital of £1.000 In £1

to expenmen

Central Station Officials.—Mr. A. R. Fox, who has re-

signed his position as shift engineer at the Macclesfield elec-

tricity works, will take up the post of resident engineer-in-
charge at Chippenham electricity works a month hence.

nufacture, and develop methods and means of

light, heating! and ignition, produce and destroy gases, produce neutralising

effects In electrical, ihemieal, or mechanical means, and to use. manufacture,

aid in and turn to account bv-products antl waste material. The subscribers

(with one share each) are: F. Harrison, 12, Barry Road, East Dulwich, S.E.,

electrical engineer; F. L. Harrison, 12. Barry Road, East Dulwich, S.E..

electrical engineer. Private company. The number of directors is not to be

less than two or more than five; the first are F. Harrison (permanent chair-

man) and F. L. Harrison. Qualification, ^50. Remuneration ^s fixed by

the company. Registered office : 83, New Street, Kennington, S.E.
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Makin and Co., Ltd. (143,007).—This company was
i

i capital ol £1,000 in £1 sharet, to carry
on the l>u

i nd manufacturers,
Id ill n in

i
!

i
:

i.
;

i
: adopt an

ag lenl «ii]i Makin & Co., Ltd (in rol ar) liquidation) and I'. Toothill.
i 10 re: R. lill Mount, Tuxford,
cetired e n ; R, C. Smith, Jun., •-'. Knsti > Road, Shi B

nci i
. Private pany. The numb than two

,,r more than five; the first ... R I R. C. Smith, Jim. Qualifica-
i

,
in i an Ri

!
I office : 39, Townhead Street, SI

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL

COMPANIES.

Colston Electrical Works, Ltd.—Mortgage on certain
moneys, dated i fith, I to secure nil i ^ Jue or to become

I i. unties Hank. Ltd., Cl.ire Street, Bristol.

Mawdsleys, Ltd.-^apital, £20,000 in £1 slums. Return
dated Januarj 5th, 1910. 18.937 shares taken up; A ii,9:i7 paid; .612,000 con-

es arid charges : .£,'6,300.

Telephone Co. of Egypt, Ltd.—A memorandum of satis-
l.i.iiini to thi extenl ol i,7nn ..n l-vi„u.iry 1st, 1918, ol debenture stock
covered in trusl deed dated lul) 27th, 1904, and three supplemental deeds ol

ed Feb. 21st, 1906, March 4th, 1908, and October 27th.

1909, in-: - mi nun, has been filed.

Oriental Telephone and Electric Co., Ltd.—A memoran-
dum ..I satisfaction to the extent of ^l.JSO on February 1st, 1910, of deben-
inn' stock covered by trusl deed dated June 28th, 1905, and a supplemental
dec I ul .,, Lieu], .lo.m,.,,, dated j un ,. 12th, 1907, securing £200,000, has been
filed.

Sun Electrical Co., Ltd. (63,201).—Capital, .£45,400 in
£1 shares (20,000 pref.). Return dated December 28th, 1915. 17.141 prcl.

and 5,400 ord. shares taken up; £22,541 paid. Mortgages and charges : £3,050.

Alliance Electrical Stores. Ltd. (111,884).—Capital,
£25,000 in 47.500 pref. ord. -does ..I IDs. each, and 1,250 def. ord. shares of

£1 each. Return dated February 5th, 1916. Ad shires taken up; 10s. per
share called up on seven pref. ord.; £3 10s. paid; £24,1196 10s. considered as
paid on 47,493 pref. ord. and 1,250 def. ord. shares. Mortgages and charges :

Nil.

North Wales Power and Traction Co., Ltd. (78,193).—
Qapital, i 270,000 in £5 shares (10,000 pref.). Return dated January 7th,

I'm. 38,100 ord and 9,200 pref. shares taken up; £5 per share called up on
34.100 ord.; £170,475 paid; leaving £25 in arrears; £66,000 considered as
paid on 9,2110 pref. and 4,000 ord. Mortgages and charges ; Debt of £40,000,
secured bv issue of £80,000 first mortgage debs., 5 per cent.; debt of £7.000,
seoured bv issue of £7,000 " I! " debs., 6 per cent.; debt of £1(111,000, secured
bv £100.000 second mortgage debs., 7 per cent. Total debt, £147,000. Total
debs, issued, £187,000.

Westinghouse Cooper=Hewitt Co., Ltd. (89,947).—Capi-
tal. £30.000 in £1 shares. Return dated December 17th, 1915. All shares
taken up; 9s. 6d. per share called up; £14,250 paid. Mortgages and charges:
Nil.

CITY NOTES.

Mr. H. C. Woodward, presiding at the
Liverpool annual meeting on Tuesday, said that they
Overhead were still under the control of the Govern-

Railway Co. ment, but the original terms of the arrange-
ment had been modified, inasmuch as the

proviso that the compensation payable should be reduced in

the same proportion as the aggregate net receipts for the first

half of 1914 were less than the aggregate net receipts for the
first half of 1913, had been done away with as from January
1st, 1915, and in the place thereof it had been agreed that
the company should provide out of their net revenue 25 per
cent, o'f the amount of the war bonus granted in February
last to employes who come within the Railway Conciliation
Scheme. The bonus to the other employes, and the subse-
quent increase in the bonus generally, are allowed by the
Government to be included as working expenses. The number
of passengers carried created a new record. It was attribut-
able to the abnormal conditions prevailing in the Port of
Liverpool, whose docks had never at any time been so fully
occupied. The receipts did not exactly represent the traffic

carried; so many more passengers had added to their takings,
but the surplus was not shown in the accounts, the difference
having been handed over to the Government to assist in
making up the deficiencies of some of the other railway com-
panies. Thej had placed £4,000 to renewal fund and added
£400 tn contingent fund. Owing to the shortage of labour
and the difficulty of obtaining adequate supplies of materials
(prt'ain work in connection with maintenance had had to be
postponed, but this would be done immediately opportunity
again offered. The Governmenl had agreed that companies
s<> affected would be recompensed in respect of 6iich deferred
work. The heavy traffic of the past rear had considerably
taxed the accommodation of their rolling stock, particularly
at certain times, of the day, and in the hours of heaviest traffic
a three-minutes' service was in operation, and some incon-
venience had been inevitable. The Great Ceiitr.il Railway
Co. had acquired the land for the Seaforth and Sefton rail-
way. When this new railway was connected with theirs at
Seaforth the interchange of traffic should prove beneficial,
and, provided that Liverpool docks and shipping continued
to prosper, he hoped that the results put before the share-
holders this year might at least b© fcillv uiaintainad in the
futmiv

The gross profil i L915 as £34,439,
Newcastle phis £14,617 brought Forward. Interest on
and District debentures and loans was £18,474, leaving

Llectric 630,583, out of which 62,260 is put to
Lighting second mortgage debenture redemption
Co., Ltd. fiiml. £500 to depentu] : expenses, and

£27,823 is carried forward. Though the net
profit shows an increase, no dividend is expedient, owing to

abnormal conditions. Owing to increa ed o ts, (he charge
Liners was raised as from the June quarter. Increased

power demand has more thi peneated for loss due to
restricted lighting. A further 62,600 ol the 6 per cent, deben-
tures has I ii redeemed. Capital expenditure during the
year was £48,818. Annual meeting: To-day.

The profit for 1915 was £77,688, against
London 693,234 for 1914. Including 68,824 brought
Llectric forward, and allowing for debenture interest

Supply and debenture sinking fund, 650,9!

Corporation, mains, out of which ii per cent, is paid on
Ltd. the preference shares, 3 pel cent, on the

ordinary, 65,000 is put to contingencies
account, and £9,050 is carried forward. I mi sold 50,757,584,
as against 16,343,065; total cosl per unit sold .64

,50d. (increased coal and wages). Power supplied for trac-

tion, tramway, and industrial purpose increased by 11 per
cent. Average receipt per unit old (lighting and power)
.'.K'kI.. againsi ,94d. in 1914. The expense ol generation in-

creased by nearly 50 per cent, owing to the war. Although
/muni facie the accounts show for 1914 an excess profit over
the two previous years, no provision is made for Excess Profits
Duty. The solicitor advises that " an electricity supply under-
taking with a tenure expiring in 1931 comes, if need be, under
the provision in Section 42 of the Finance Act referring to

businesses which ruay apply for an increase of the statutory
percentage in special considerations; anil that when all proper
adjustments are made, it will be clear that the Corporation
is not liable to the payment of such Excess Profits Duty."
Annual meeting : Yesterday.

Ma. A. LurroN, at the annual meeting on
Yorkshire February 15th. said that the capital expen-
Electric diture (£3,550 less than in 1914) had been

Power Co. limited to extensions which could not pos-
sibly be refused. They would during the

first half of 191G receive benefit to some extent from the
sliding scales in force in their agreements. The plant had
been run at very great pressure, and maintenance and repairs
were in consequence very high. New and larger plant was
on order. In July, 1914. they seemed to have turned the
corner, and they regretted that a higher dividend could not
be paid. They must consolidate and secure their resources
as they proposed by increasing the reserve to £20,0(X). Mr.
T. O. Callender seconded the adoption of the report.

For 1915 there is a revenue credit balance
South of £49.190, plus £5,591 brought forward,

Metropolitan and a dividend of 10 per cent, on the corn-

Electric Light pany's holding in the West Kent Electric

and Power Co., Ltd. Debenture charges are 612,612
Co., Ltd. 7 per cent is paid on the first and 6 per

cent, on the second pref. shares, £16,750
is put to depreciation account, and a dividend of 4 p
is payable on the ordinary shares, leaving £6,605 to cany for-

ward. For 1914 there was no dividend on the ordinary shares.
The report gives the following figures, those in parentheses
being for 1914:

—

h.p. connected, 19.389 (15.529); consumers,
0,781 (6i68); gross revenue, £S0,576 (£66,792); expenditure.
£31,386 (£23,737); net revenue. £49,190 (£43,054). There was
a satisfactory improvement in revenue from energy sold, but
coal costs were abnormally high, and wages increased consider-
ably. A 5,000-kw. turbo-generator is being added to cope
with the demand, and it will be in commission next month.
Negotiations with the debenture trustees are pending with a
view to defining the obligation of the company under the
trust deed as to setting aside sums to depreciations, &c.
In the meantime, at the suggestion of the trustees, the
£20,000 carried to reserve in 1913 and 1914 has been trans-

ferred to depreciation account, although there is no obligation
to do so, no dividend having been then paid on the ordinary
shares. With Treasury sanction, £10,790 first debenture stock
(4J per cent.) and L5.926 second pref. shares (6 per cent.)
were issued during the year. The business of the West Cent
Electric Co. has made substantial progress, the gross revenue
rising from £1,596 in 1914 to £13.320 in 1915. and the net
revenue from £541 to £3,051. Mr. II. E. West lias been
elected to the board in place of the late the Hon. L. A. Brotl-

rick. Annual meeting : March 1st.

The capital expended during 1915 was
Notting Hill £1 556. The number of consumers is now

Electric 4,358, only 20 of whom are supplied at 200
Lighting volts. The lamps connected have increased
Co., Ltd. from 234,608 to 239.981 (32-watt eqm'v.).

•nid the profit (less income-tax) for 1915
was £99 617. as compared with £24 221 for 1914. Revenue
from sale of current was £12.119, an increase of £332; the
reduction of £1,604 in profit is mainly due to higher income-
tax, which was £2;653, as against £1.499. There is put to
depreciation, renewal, and reserve £3.000. debenture interest
requires £2.267, interest. &c., on the Kensington and Notting
Hill Joint D«b«nhire stock takes £4,171, income-tax M,m,
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distributed to staff under co-partnership scheme (8 per cent,

addition to wages), which is still working satisfactorily, £253.

After paying 6 per cent, pref dividend, and 5s. per share,

less tax, on the ordinary shares, £337 is carried forward.

Tints generated or- purchased, 3,343,269; units sold, 2,436,4%;

used on works,' 18,001; expended in distribution transformers

and accumulators, S8S,772;_ public lamps, 53. Annual meet-

ing : February 29th.

During 1915 the aggregate gros6 traffic

London receipts of the five companies to the agree-

Electric ment establishing a common fund, were
Railway Co. ±'4.921,245. The aggregate receipts from all

sources were £5,481,144. The amount re-

tained by the companies for revenue liabilities (working
expenses, prior charges, reserves, &e.) was £5,029,77S, and the

balance £451,366 is credited to the common fund. This coin-

panv is entitled to 20 per cent., and receives £'117,355, which,

added to £11,547 brought forward, makes £128,902 available

for ordinary dividend, an increase of £59,055 as compared with
1914. The dividends were announced in our last issue. Capi-

tal expended during 1915, £.157,160. The traffic is satisfac-

tory, and shows a substantial growth since the opening of the

new Willesden Junction Station of the L. & N.-W.R. The
total passengers and the average fare per passenger cannot
be given, as the District line is under Government control.

Annual meeting : Yesterday.

This company's share of the common
City and fund referred to above is 2 per cent, and it

South London accordingly receives '£9,027. The total net

Railway Co. income was £91,780, an increase of £39,830.

Interest, rentals, and other fixed charges
require £30,253; reserve £10,000, against nothing for 1914;

preference dividend £42,500, as against £18,133; and the bal-

ance is £9,027. The dividends were stated in our last issue.

The year's capital expenditure was £59,104. Arrangements
were made to obtain supply of current for working the rail-

way frony the Lots Road power station, and the Stockwell
power station has been closed down. Annual meeting : Febru-
ary 29fh.

This company's share of the common fund
Central is 20 per cent., and £90,273 has been re-

London ceived, plus £15,413 brought forward. The
Railway Co. gross receipts increased by £39,159 to

£316,527, and the expenditure by £12,164
to £156,523. The net income was £160,004, an increase of

£26,987. Interest, rentals, and other fixed charges were
£38,131, there is put to reserve £10,000, as against nothing
last year, and the preference dividend takes £21,600. The
dividends on other 6tock were stated in our last issue. Capital
expenditure during 1915, £35,440. The Treasury consented to

the issue of £150,000 redeemable 4 per cent, debenture stock;

this has been sold, and the proceeds will be available for the
payment of commitments in connection with certain improve-
ments entered into prior to the war. The construction of the
Wood Lane and Ealing Broadway extension makes slow pro-

gress owing to the war. A year's extension has been granted
for exercising the compulsory purchase powers under the
Central London Railway Act, 1913. Annual meeting : Yes-

This company being entitled to 12 per
Metropolitan cent, of the common fund receives £54,164,

District plus £13,888 brought forward. The receipts
Railway Co. of the undertaking during 1915 were

£1,066,247, and the expenses £511,721. In-
terest, rentals, and other fixed charges required £350,432;
there is put to reserve £35,000; the dividends are as stated
in our last issue, and £13,952 is carried forward. Capital ex-
penditure of 1915, £17,059. Annual meeting : Yesterday.

Sir H. S. Leon, presiding at the annual
Smithfield meeting last Friday, said that the increase
Markets of £1,355 in the capital account included the

Electric Supply balance of the cost of the Diesel plant, in
Co., Ltd. regard to which a satisfactory settlement

had now been arrived at with the Diesel
Co. The new set, which would be at work in a few months,
would enable them to make a thorough overhaul of the exist-
ing ones. In regard to the heavy increase in cost of produc-
tion, their oil contract carried them over last year. It was
now double the price, and charges to consumers had had to
be raised. The total cost of generation in 1915 was 6 per
cent, higher than in 1914. At the quinquennial valuation their
rateable value was considerably increased, but on appeal the
original figure was restored. Receipts from sale of current
were higher, but the total receipts were less, as consumers
were disinclined in wartime to spend money on extensions
and alterations. The net profit was £324 less than in 1914.
A serious accident occurred on 7th inst. One of the com-
pressors of a Diesel engine exploded, killing one man and
wounding another. The cause was being investigated.

During 1915 the gross receipts were
Bristol £512,385, and the working and general ex-

Tramways penses and renewals were £413,521 leaving
and Carriage £98,864. After paying debenture interest.
Co., Ltd. carrying £4.364 interest on investments to

reserve, paying the preference dividend, and
5 bar cent, for the year on the ordinary, less income-tax,
£20,000 is carried to reserve fund for contingencies and re-
Mwali. aud M$M is Carried forward. The receipts of the

tramways department increased by £8,703 (3.63 per cent.),

and those of the carriage department by £49,017 (23.39 per
cent.). Passengers carried were 60,272,400, an increase of

1,970,815. No fewer than 1,095 of the company's employes
joined H.M. Forces. The depletion of the staff necessitated

restricted public services. A motor omnibus service between
Tewkesbury and Cheltenham has been inaugurated, but other
new services remain in abeyance. Communications have
passed between the Corporation and the company with refer-

ence to the former's purchase option, but without result. As
the Treasury has refused consent to any public issue of stock

by the Corporation for the purpose of tramway purchase the
directors offered for the purchase price to be satisfied by the
issue of Corporation stock to return half per cent, more than
the market yield of Government 6tock at the date of the
award. The offer has not been accepted, but it cannot remain
open indefinitely. Annual meeting : March 2nd.

During 1915 the number of consumers
Rushden increased from 79 to 123; lamps and motors

and District by 6,380 to 11,941; and the units sold were
Electric Supply 249,783, nearly 4$ times more than in 1914.

Co., Ltd. The h.p. of motors increased from 101J to

292$, of which 290J is let out on hire. The
mains have been extended. Maximum load increased by 109
kw. to 183 kw. Revenue from sale of current advanced from
£463 to £1,699. The rapid development of the undertaking
has called for extensions, and—new plant which will practi-
cally double the capacity of the works will 600n be got into
commission. After putting £300 to depreciation, and paying
3 per cent, dividend, £90 is carried forward Annual meet-
ing : March 2nd,

The results for 1915 are all that could
Northampton have been desired. A favourable coal con-
Electric Light tract covering the earlier part of the year
and Power balanced the high prices paid in the latter

Co., Ltd. half. Costs of other materials increased.

31,476 new lamps were connected, making
223,257. 733 h.p. was added in motors, making the total

4,608 h.p. New mains and feeders were laid, and the output
was 5,055,643 units, as compared with 3,958,700. The existing
station and site leave no room for expansion, and a large site

purchased near Nunn Mills has been approved by the Board
of Trade. A new generating station will be proceeded with
as rapidly as present circumstances allow, also a railway
siding for more economical conveyance of coal, &c. The
general depreciation account has been increased by £6,750,
£665 has been written off motors, and £1,750 added to reserve.
After paying 5 per cent, on the preference shares and 6J per
cent, for the year on the ordinary, £3,114 is carried forward.

Kensington and Knightsbridge Electric Lighting Co., Ltd.—'Ihe number of houses and shops connected increased by 70
to 5.011 during 1915, and the lamps connected from 488,912
(14,660 kw.) to 510,785 (15,320 kw.). The lighting restrictions

reduced the units sold by 9 per cent., entailing a still larger
percentage of reduction in net profit. The available net profit

is £11,653, plus £1,629 brought forward. After paying the
preference dividends and 7 per cent, on the ordinary for the
year, £432 is carried forward. The renewal and reserve fund
has been increased by £7,137 to £139,021. Annual meeting :

March 2nd.

Para Electric Railways and Lighting Co., Ltd.—The
gross receipts decreased from £249,891 in 1914 to £243,483 in
1915. The operating expenses were reduced from £132,491 to

£115,309, the net revenue earned in Para being £128,174, as
compared with £117,400. The accounts are based upon the
legal exchange rate of 16d. per milreis, and £33,205 must be
deducted as the actual loss incurred on remittances. After
providing also for the London expenses, the balance of operat-
ing revenue is £90,759, compared with £106,147 of the pre-
vious year. After paying debenture interest and preference
dividend, and putting £15,000 to depreciation and renewals
reserve, a dividend of 5 per cent, for the year on the ordinary
shares, less income-tax, is paid, carrying forward £18,935.

Mexican Tramways and Light Companies.—The " Finan-
cial Times " states that circulars have been issued to bond-
holders of the Mexico Tramways Co., Mexican Light and
Power Co., Mexican Electric Light -Co., and Pachuca Light
and Power Co., stating that in view of the difficulties of the
companies caused by the unsettled conditions in Mexico,
Messrs. E. R. Peacock (chairman), S. C. Boulter, H. F.
Chamen, R. Fleming, A. Hill, H. M. Hubbard, and A. F. P.
Roger have agreed to act as a committee for the protection
of the bondholders' interests.

Mersey Railway Co.—The auditor has certified that the
revenue available for 1915 amounts to £21,442, as against
£21,279 for 1914. With the exception of £164 which is car-
ried forward, this amount is distributed thus :—4 per cent.
on 1866 stock, 3 per cent, on 1871 stock, 3 per cent on 1882/3/5
stock, and 1 per cent, on the "B" debenture stock. Annual
meeting : To-day.

Beauty Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Mr. D. McGrath pre-
sided at the annual meeting last week. Satisfactory progress,
with an increase of 10 per cent, in the output, was reported.
The profit was £140. A dividend of 6 per cant, wae deelared,
£T6 being oarriad k>rwo?d.
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Bournemouth and Poole Electricity Supply Co.. ltd.—

Pinal dividend on the ordinary shares a1 the rate or 7 per

cent, per annum, less inco -tax, making 6 per cent, for the

year, as against 7 per cent, fi a I'd I

Oxiord F.lectric Co., Ltd.—A final dividend <>l 3J per cent.,

less income-tax, is declared, making 6 pel cent, for the year,

d , impared with 6, per cent, for 191 I.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne liltctric Supply Co., Ltd.—Final
dividend on the ordinary shares 3J pel cent .

makin| 6 pel

rmt. for 1915, as against 5j per cent, for 191 1.

Direct West India Cahie Co., Ltd.—Interim dividend at

the rate of 6 per cent, per annum, free "I tax, for the pa*t

half-year.

Halifax and Bermudas Cable Co., Ltd.—Interim dividend

a l the rate of 6 pei cent, per annum, free oi tax, for, the

past half-yeai

.

Mirrlees Watson Co., Ltd.—A dividend of 5 pel cent., less

tax, is recommended.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Tuesdas Evening.

The incidence of the coming taxation hangs like a cloud

over all the Stock Exchange markets. It was very much the

sa when the $& per cent. War Loan was coming; and for

sis weeks at that inn.' markets were listless, apathetic, de-

pressed, tfter the Loan had been issued and allotted, finan-

cial matters got tidied up, and business improved. So it is

likely to be again, because there is plenty of money about for

investment, and the onlj thing which the Stock Exchange

leuliy bates and tears is uncertainty.

ihe most important event of the week, so far as the elec-

tric il markets are concerned, is the issue of an appeal to bond-

holders in the .Mexico '.Tramways, .Mexican Lignt & Power,

Mexican Electric Light, and Pachuca Light & Power Com-
panies, who are invited to deposit their bonds, at as early a

<late as possible, with a committee that ha6 been formed for

the protection of the interests of the bondholders. A lengthy

circular recalls the statement made by the Mexico Tramways
( i last summer, and quoted on several occasions here, with

reference to the difficulties under which the companies were

labouring.

Put briefly, the present committee's endeavours will be

directed to securing such guarantees as will ensure that the

tramways property, when taken back, can be worked with

propei protection and under such conditions as will safeguard

tile bondholders' interests; while questions affecting the bight

and Power companies are arising almost daily, and invi Ive

matters of policy that call for important decisions. The com-
mittee is a Strong and workmanlike body, and the deposit of

the baids with the committee may well be recommended to

the proprietors.

Prices in this market have been little affected, save for a

fall of I points in Mexican Light common, by the step thus

taken, but for .Mexican issues as a whole there has been just

a slight demand during the past few days. Affairs in the posi-

tions of various companies have reached a pass well-nigh des-

perate; and as the committee may be able to do something to

mend the fortunes of these unhappy concerns, they are deserv-

ing of every encouragement and support.

Brazil Tractions have been moving between 53 and 51J,

being at the moment nearer the lower point because of a
disappointing slip back in the Eio exchange. The rate went
just over Is. last week, only to ease off to llfd. The bonds
of the Rio Tramways Co., however, are steadily maintained
at 883 for the Firsts and 73 for the Seconds. Ihe Argentine
Tramways group is steady, without showing any particular

movement.
The London General Omnibus Co. issued its report early in

the present week, and the company's receipts of £2,882,400
are £340,000 less than they were in the previous year, while
expenditure was only reduced by £253,000. The dividend
comes down from lii per cent, to 12 per cent., but the latter

is paid free of tax, instead of being gross, as it was in 1914,

si. that the actual shrinkage is less than appears. Under-
ground Electric Income bonds are rather sellers at 85, but
the £10 shares are 3/16 lower at' lii, while the Is. shares fell

back to 5s. in!.

Railway stocks as a whole are heavy. Two of the steam
lines are making new issues of stock—an example which it is

thought likely may be followed by others, unless the public
reception to the newcomers is not favourable. Which, by
the way, is likely enough, because the terms offered are none
too tempting. Undergrounds are heavy with the rest; and
the adoption of electric traction by the South-Western Rail-
way has had no influence, so far, upon the prices of the stocks.

Palling again into reminiscence, it may be recalled that the
result of the Brighton Railway's electrification did not benefit
the prices of the stocks until some months after the new
system had been in operation.

Reduction of dividends in the electric lighting market is

emphasised by a decline in the Kensington distribution from
9 per cent, to 7 per cent. Prices in this department are steady,

and there k rather more business than usual doing in some

of the shares. London Electric .-olio."', -,\, ' lower, but
then- has been a Little improvement m County preference,

and these are the only changes on the week, as will be noticed

from our share list.

i tern Ordinary is i 1 " firme i »pol in the telegraph mar-
ket, and there is a use of 1 in Chili Telephones. Marconis
are a trifle easier. New Yoik Tele] ontinue to be
wanted by the Government at 101J. It had been i

that some announcement would be made by Mr. Aequith, in

bis speech on the Vote of Credit last .Monday night, with

reference to the amount expended up to the present by the

Governmeni in the purchase of American securities, but
apparently the figures are not available.

Of the manufacturing shares, Callendens make the best
showing, with a rise of 5s. to 112. Henleys are also a good
pol at 11, the price being, of course, full of the dividend for

the "fat" half of the year; anticipation looks for the

announcement to be at the usual substantial i

British Westinghouse preference again lost <M., but the

market in the shares is not a bad one. There has been a
little buying lately of the company's 6 per cent, prior lien

debentures, the security for which is admirable; and the

price of L02J carries the £3 interest due on April 1st. Other
ils are firm. The rubber market has gone back a

little by reason of a decline in the price of the raw staff.

This led to profit-taking amongst some of those who had been
speculating in the shares. Business fell away considerably

in volume. Advantage has been taken of the reaction by
people who sold shares which they were unable to deliver,

and their purchases sufficed to keep the market, steady as a
whole.

SHARE LI3T OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.

Bom Bliotbioitt roKPimti,
Price

Dividend,
1914.

10Br. mpton Ordinary .. ..

Cnnring Gross Ordinary
do. do. do. 4j Pret,

Chelsea D

Oity of London .. 9
do. do. 6 per cent, Pr: 1, .. 8

County of London 7
do do. 6 per oent, Pref, .. 6

K^nBington Ordinary 9
London Electrio 4

do. do. 6 per oent. Pref. .. 6

Metropolitan 8i

do. 44 per oent. Pref. .. 4<

rft. James 1 and Pall Mall .. .. 10
Houtb London 6

<*ou«h Metropolitan Pref 7

Westminster Ordinary 9

it

Feb 22,

1916,

'i
84

10J
Us

if

H

6 13 4

7 10
6 117
8 H 8
6 17 8
7 10
9 10 6

Tklrobapbb ak> Telephones,

A iglo 4m. Tel. Pref.

do. Det.
Obfle Telephone ..

"una Bub. Ord. ..

E intern extension
Ewiern Tel, Ord...
oiobe Tel. and T. Ord.

do. Pref.
It. Northern Tel.
Indo-European ..

vu rm\

New York Tel. 44..
Oriental Telephone Ord,
United R. Plate Tel. ..

West India and Pan, ,

,

Western Telegraph

13|
1274

10i

111
1014

6 18 6
•7 19
9 10 6

Central London, Ord. Assented
Metropolis

Dlslrlol Nil
Underground Electric Ordinary . . Nil

do, do. Income

«

FcBiian Trams, 4a,

Adelaide Snp. 6 per oent. Pret,

Angio-Arg. Trams, First Pref.

do. 2nd Pref, .

.

do. 5 Deb.
Brazil T -actions
Bimhav Bleotr'n Pref
British Columbia Elec. Kly. Pfoe.

do. do. Preferred

.

do. do. Deferred
do. do. Deb.

Msxloo Trams 6 per oent. bonda
do. 6 per oent. Bonds

Mexioan Light Common
do. Pref
do, 1st Bonds

MaHCTAOTOB^O CoMPAHUS,

Baboock 4 Wiloox 14 9g
British Aluminium Ord 6 22/-

Britisb Insulated Ord 16 10;

British Westinghouse Pref 74 44/-

Oallenders 16 113
do, 6 Pref 6 41 — G

Castner-KeUner 20 P4 — 6
Edison 4 Swan, £8 pd Nil 7/- —

do. do. fully paid .. .. Nil 1* —
do. do. 6% Deb 6 60 — B

Electric Construction 6 16/- — 8
Geo Eleo. Pret .... 6 fg — 6
Henley 20 14 — »8

do 44 Pref «4 4* — 6
India-Rnbber 10 9i — '12

Telegraph Con 90 B7 — '7

* Allowanoe made for dividends being paid free of income-tax,

-M
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EXPORTS AND IMPORTS OF ELECTRICAL GOODS DURING JANUARY, 1916."

The returns of electrical exports for the first month of the year

show an appreciable improvement on the December position, the

month's exports having advanced from £319,409 in value in

December to £381,599 in January. The electrical imports, on the

other hand, fell awty in valne, the month's business amounting to

only £216,407, as against £238,691 in the previous month; the
re-exports also receded to £10612 in value from £24,382 in

December.
The improved export total was mainly due to increased telegraphic,

telephonic and battery exports during the month ; cable export

values remained stationary at a high figure, while maohinery
exports fell off considerably.

A marked decrease took place in machinery and cable import

values, and in certain other directions lower valups were recorded,

while the only noteworthy improvement on the December figures

was in telegraphic, telephonic and battery imports. Our most
prominent customer during the month was India (£66,000), while
France purchased nearly £40,000 worth of electrical material from
us ; our Australian Colonies and Argentina were also good cus-

tomers. United States imports fell off as compared with December,
as also did Datch lamp imports.

Registered Exports of British and Irish Electrical Goods from the United Kingdom
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A TURBO-GENERATOR STEAM CONSUMP-

TION TEST.

By a Station Superintendent.

Engineering has its trials, more especially in war
time, and if it were not for the absorbing interest

of the many problems that face the engineer, and
give him occasional tastes of pure pleasure in solving
them, the profession would easily be an alternative

to a suicide club. Perhaps one of the deepest joys
is planning" and carrying out a steam consumption
test. This pleasure was sufficiently marked in the
old days when the indicator diagram and the weight
of steam used were the chief factors, but the advent
of electricity and the accuracy with which it can be
measured has deepened the interest in proportion,

no doubt, to the increased satisfaction to be derived
from a nearer approach to the truth.

Let us suppose we are about to test a 5,000-KW.
turbo-alternator. There is much interesting and
careful preliminary planning', and to go back to the
earliest stages we should consider the drawing up
of the specification for the plant. The specification

will determine at what time during the maintenance
period the test should be taken; usually after a month
or two's continuous run of the plant. It will call

especially for a guarantee from the makers of a

steam consumption per KW.-hour under certain given
conditions of : (a) Steam pressure, (b) steam tem-
perature, (c) vacuum, at overload, full load, three-
quarters load, and half load. It will describe shortly
the methods to be adopted in taking the test, and
will say who provides the necessary apparatus, tanks,
instruments, etc. The important clause is the one
dealing with the guarantee, and some such wording
as given below may be adopted.

" Should the steam consumption be greater than
at the rate of lb. per Kw.-hour at approximately
full load, for each and every complete tenth of a
pound of steam in excess of a margin of 2.\ per cent.

a sum of £400 will be deducted from the contract
price. Should the steam consumption be less than
at the rate of lb. per KW.-hour at approximately
full load, for each and every complete tenth of a
pound of steam saved beyond a 2\ per cent, margin
a sum of £400 will be added to the contract price."
The figure of £400 will naturally vary with the

value to the buyer of the gain or loss to him under
his peculiar conditions. The contractor will insert

the figure for steam consumption in tendering, and
a further clause will give the purchaser the option
of refusal to accept the plant should the consumption
be, say, 10 per cent, above the guarantee.
So much for the specification, and it would appear

simple enough to reproduce the conditions specified,

to agree on how to take each reading, and to obtain
a figure satisfactory to both parties.

To those who would tread this path happily, the
writer would, however, sound a note of warning, and
indicate that however much both the customer's
and the contractor's engineer may have started out
with a pure and firm intention to seek the truth,
human nature will out, especially with a bonus in

sight. So the best of intentions suffer, and things
are apt to go awry.

Sad to relate, the writer has known human nature
to fall so low as to exhibit a deliberate intention on
the part of the respective engineers to hoodwink and
deceive each other. However remote a contingency
this may be, and the reader will guess its remoteness,
it is well to provide for it. So before starting the
test the parties should agree : (a) on how many read-
ings shall be taken; (b) on what corrections are to
be applied should the results obtained vary with the
specified conditions. In this connection the follow-
ing notes may be found of use:—

1. Steam Condensed.—The steam condensed should
in all cases be weighed. This may be done satis-

factorily by obtaining two large tanks, each of which
will take about 10 to 15 minutes to fill on full load

test. If of wrought iron, the tanks should be well

stayed to preveiU distortion on filling with water,
and should be set on a weighbridge, previously

checked by dead weights, and supported thereon by
timber laid across underneath in a certain marked
position. The tanks should be weighed empty and
full, and the temperature of the water taken at the
time. Care must be taken to mark the water level

clearly on each side of the tank when full, and this

level must be reproduced by adjustment of the tank
support when the tanks are re-erected and supported
ready for test.

The two tanks should be placed side by side and
the condensate led to them by a pipe branched to
each tank, each branch being controlled by a quick-
acting lever-actuated valve. These valves should be
worked alternately by the customer's and the con-
tractor's man, the former being inclined to cut off

the water a shade too soon and the latter a whit too-

late.

The time taken to fill each tank should be taken
carefully, and particular note should be taken, pre-

ferably by a chronometer, of the start and finish of
the test of, say, about four hours. It will usually be
most convenient to stop at a " tank full," provided
that the electricity meter reading is taken at the same
time.

The correction in the weight of condensate to be
applied on account of the variation in temperature-
between the water as weighed on the weighbridge
and the condensate should be agreed upon. The
agreement should present no difficulties, as the facts
are well known.

2. Steam Pressure.—The steam pressure should be
taken on the boiler house side close to the main
stop valve, and the pressure gauge used should be
checked before and after the test by a standard in-

strument. The steam consumption is affected to a
comparatively small degree within the usual varia-

tions of boiler pressure, but it is essential as far as
practicable to obtain a steady pressure even if it be
a little over or a little under that specified. Table F

gives the corrections to be applied in this connection,
and follows modern accepted opinion.

Pressure in lb. Allowance to be made,
persq. in. + per cent.

- percent.
170 + .25

175 + .125

180 00
190 - .25

195 - .375

200 - .50

205 - .625

210 - .75

Table No. I.—Showing per cent, allowance to be added
to or deducted from the steam condensed for
variation in 6team pressure. Steam pressure
taken as 180 lb. per sq. in.

3. Steam Temperature.—The steam consumption
of a set such as that under consideration will vary
as much as 1 per cent, for every 10 deg. F. variation

in steam superheat above 500 deg. F., and 1 per
cent, for every 12 deg. F. below that figure. The
importance of taking careful and accurate readings
will therefore be understood.
The steel thermometer pocket should be located

close to the pressure gauge above mentioned, and
should extend well towards the centre of the steam
pipe. It should be filled with mercury or cylinder

oil, and the thermometer should be one that has been
calibrated and certified as correct. Further, this

thermometer, together with others used on the test,

should be tested in boiling water immediately after

the official run as a further check.

Table II gives corrections for variations in steam
temperature, and is one now commonly accepted,

but this is a matter which should be made a subject

of agreement between the interested parties before
the official test is made.
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Allowance to be made,
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ectro-technical apparatus 7 roubles
atively small quantity of electro-

technii al appa ad was Dot all made
If. The importation during the past two yean from

alone of electro-technical apparatu per annum
1,000 marks value, which make* aboul one-til'th

of the total qu.o
. I in Eng-

land; wlni i in Germany, with an annual production of
1,200,00 1,1 kid marks, there was an export in 1912 of 272,000,000

hi.
! the production) and

in L913

oi -I 3 per cent.) and the export of electro-techni d
'nun England worked out in thousands of roubles as follows :—

1907. 1911. 1912. 1913.

Total electro-technical goods ... 34,366 45,619 51,513 71,477
Electrical machines 9,292 16,836 18,400 21,469

It is to be observed in connection with this, that the year
L918 was a very satisfactory one for the English electro-

aJ industry, for its export, in comparison with 1912,
rose by nearlj 40 per cent., whilst the increase in the German
export compared with 1912 improved only by 21.3 per cent.
The cable industry in England is very highly developed,

and is one of the oldest and most flourishing branches of the
electro-technical industry. This great consumption in Eng-
land of cables is explained particularly by the submarine tele-
graph lines, and 60 on. Thus in 1913 the export of cables
made nearly half, or 47 per cent., of the total English exporta-
tion of electro-technical goods, whilst the value of the cables
exported amounted to £3,577,663 sterling. Submarine cables
alone were exported to the value of £1,903,915; in other words,
about a quarter of the total English export (to be exact, 25.2
per cent.) of her electro-technical goods was made up of sub-
marine cables. For Russia, however, this extraordinary
development of a branch of the English electro-technical in-
dustry in respect to changing over from importation from
Germany is not of much importance, for, thanks to the high
protective tariff on cables in Russia for some years back, with
the active co-operation of foreign capital, this has been so
far developed that nearly all the consumption in cables and
insulated wire can be covered by the production of Russian
factories, at the head of which stands the United Cable Fac-
tories of Petrograd, with a capital of 6,000,000 roubles (the last
dividend was 15 per cent.), and the Kolchugin Latten and
Copper Rolling Works Co., at Keleroff Station, Northern Rail-
way, the production of which in the near future will probably
increase, for the capital of this company was lately increased
from 6,000,000 to LO.000,000 roubles. The importation of cables
into Russia reached in 1913 155,000 roubles value, whilst
from Germany the importation amounted to 81,400 roubles.
Russia does not require much of English telephone and

telegraph apparatus, the exportation of which from England
in 1913 was £290,279 sterling value. As the chief consumer
of such apparatus in Russia is the Post Office Department,
which orders them exclusively in Russia, the production of
these apparatus has so far developed that the needs of the
country can be supplied by existing Russian factories, at the
head of which stand the Russian L. M. Ericcson & Co., in
Petrograd, which recently increased its capital from 2,000',000
to 4,000,000 roubles; the Russian Siemens & Halske Co., capi-
tal 5,600,000 roubles, latest dividend 6 per cent. ; and the'N. K.
Geisler Co., of Petrograd, 1,000,000 roubles capital, latest
dividend 12 per cent.
The importation of telegraph and telephone apparatus in

1913, according to Russian statistics given in the Elcktri-
chestvo, makes a total of only 363,000 roubles. These figures,
however, do not agree with the German statistics, according
to which, in 1913 there was exported from Germany to Russia
telegraph apparatus to the value of 188,000 marks, and
telephone apparatus to the value of 1,079.000 marks;
total, 1,267,000 marks, or 583,000 roubles. In 1912, the
export from Germany to Russia of these apparatus reached a
total of 562,000 roubles, whilst, according to Russian statistics,
this importation of telegraphic and telephonic apparatus was
in 1912 only 240,000 roubles. Since German statistics are
generally very exact, we must suppose that part of the im-
ported telegraphic and telephonic apparatus from Germany
are entered in the Russian import list under some other head-
ing. Ureadj the export alone from Germany into Russia is
more than one and a half times the whole Russian importa-
tion shown in the Russian statistics; while, according to Rus-
sian statistics, in 191S there was imported from Germany
only hall' i 1 the total quantity of imported telegraphic and
telephonic apparatus, one-third being imported from Sweden
and one-sixth from other countries.

The acquisition of English carbons for arc lamps, for which
in Russia, in consequence of the interrupted imports from
Germany (amounting in 1913 to 447,000 marks value), at
present th< al want, unfortunately cannot be counted
on. In England the production of carbons for arc lamps is
even less developed than in Russia, since there is only
one factory of the kind. In view of this cessation of imports
of carbons from Germany, the exportation of such from Eng-
land was forbidden with the opening of hostilities, so that
Enaland itself imports carbons from Sweden, Switzerland,
and so on. In any case, the export of carbons from England
in 1913 reached a value of only £10.064. Eneland's exportation
of incandescent lamps is also small. In 1913 England's export
made £152.456 sterling value. The total English export of

incandescent lamps was less than the German export of these
lamps to Russia alone, in 1913

;
according to German statistics,

there were exported to Russia 7,009,105 electric lamps with
metal filament, value 7,296,000 marks, and 1,539,666 lamps
with carbon filaments, value 768,000 marks; total, 8,084,000
marks, equal to 8,709,000 roubles. In 1912 this item was even
larger, viz., 8,854,000 marks for metal filament and 617,000
marks for carbon filament, total 9,471,000 marks. Again, the
German statistics do not agreed with the Russian, for accord-
ing to the latter the total Russian importation of incandescent
lamps 00 roubles in 1912.

Ihe feeble development of English production of incandes-
cent lamp.-, may be partly explained by the fact that only two
English factories oi electric lamps work with English bulbs.
All the others obtain theirs from the Continent, which cer-
tainly makes the production dearer. 'Ihe last fact is seen also
in many other branches of English electrical industry, par-
ticularly in the production of various equipment material such
as porcelain, glass goods, &c., which might often, indeed, be
made in England; but, unfortunately, the.se auxiliary branches
of the electro-technical industry are not sufficiently developed
in England. 'Ihe value of the English exportation of arc
lamps and projectors was only £14,512 in 1913, whilst into
Russia alone Germany exported in that year 12,369 arc
lamps, valued at 652,000 marks; parts of arc lamps valued at

79,000 marks; and projectors valued at 5mi.(HHi marks; total

1,231,000 marks. England exported in 1913, £51,828 sterling
value in parts of arc and incandescent lamps, including
£19,737 value to Russia. Electric batteries and accumulators
in that year were exported by England to the value of £226,325

;

but for Russia this branch of English electro-technical indus-
try is, again, of but little importance, for the production of
accumulators in the Russian factories can now be almost
entirely covered by the national workshops. The importation
of accumulators, according to Russia statistics, made in 1913
55,000 roubles value only, but the importation of galvanic
batteries, not specially indicated in Russian statistics, from
Germany alone, according to German statistics, made a value
of 340,000 marks.

Respecting the important group of electro-technical manu-
factures which is indicated in English statistics under the
title "not specially named manufactures and apparatus for
electro-technicians," with a total exportation of £1,063,146
sterling, Russia received £16,007 sterling ; that is scarcely 1J
per cent, of the total export. In this group, besides various
ornamental materials in which England can scarcely hope to

compete in Russia with other countries, there are also elec-

trical measuring apparatus, meters, &c. The production of

these instruments in England is considerably advanced, and
their export into Russia might be increased. In view of
Russia's great necessity it increased considerably in 1914.

Of the electro-technical manufactures under the above group,
Russia imported in 1913 from Germany alone h.t. electrical

apparatus, 8,967,000 marks, against 5,431,000 marks in 1912.

Electric apparatus for heating, &c, 321,000 marks; electric

signalling apparatus, 667,000 marks; electro-medical appa-
ratus, 894,000 marks; insulation tubes, 273,000 marks; wireless

telegraph apparatus, 111,000 marks; electric measuring appa-
ratus, 4,247.000 marks (against 3,143,000 marks in 1912); insu-
lating articles in asbestos, mica, &c, 76,000 marks; electrodes,

173,000 marks; or a total of 35,729,000 marks.
The first position, after the cable industry, in England is

occupied by the production of electrical machines; therefore,

on this branch M. Gurcvitch dwells more fully, especially as

in the Russian importation of electro-technical products
dynamo machines and electric motors occupy the first place.

Therefore, the possibility of increasing the importation of elec-

trical machines from England becomes a question of consider-
able interest to Russian buyers of that class of goods.

The total export of electric generators and motors to Russia
according to the official statistics of England, Germany, and
Switzerland was valued at 5,440,000 roubles; but according to

Russian statistics, as published in the Elekirichestvo, the im-
portation thereof made 9,595,000 roubles. If we add to the
5,440,000 roubles the value of the importation of electrical

machines from Austria, Belgium, France, and Switzerland,
which made in 1912 only 7 per cent, of the total importation,
then this sum would be only slightly increased. It remains,
therefore, to suppose that under the heading electrical

machines, there is included in the Russian statistics, besides
dynamo machines and electro-motors, all other machines
driven by electric current, for example, electro-magnetic sepa-
rators, and so on. Part of the difference may still be explained
by the fact that Germany, Switzerland, England, and other
exporting countries give the export price, whilst the Russian
statistics report the import price, that is, the price of the
exporting country, plus the cost of transport, insurance, <fcc.

But certainly the difference of nearly 4,000.000 roubles is not
so explained, and it is regrettable that owing to inaccuracies
in the figures in the Russian statistics the actual exchange of
goods is confused, and one is lead (by using Russian statis-

tical data) to incorrect conclusions. According to Russian data,
for example, the importation of dynamo machines and electro-

motors is of almost twice the value shown in foreign statistics.

The difference, in fact, is nearly half a million roubles more,
for in the German export of electrical machines the author
has added also the importation of armatures, commutators,
&c, which parts in the Russian statistics are classified sepa-
rately, although to a very much reduced extent compared
with German statistics.
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Taking advantage of the occasion, M. Gurevitch quotes one
more inexactitude in the Russian statistics. These describe

as German goods many articles of English, Swiss, and other

origin, but imported over German railways because of the

intermediate position of Germany, and the same applies to

all goods arriving by steamer from Hamburg, which were
described in Russia as German goods, although they may be
of foreign origin, and only the last part of the way has been
covered on a German steamer. Thanks to the foregoing, the

importation of electrical machines from Switzerland, which
made the solid sum of 1,250,000 roubles, by no means corres-

ponds to the Russian statistics. As these machines were car-

ried through Germany, they were described as German
machines. Although, in fact, the importation of these

machines from Switzerland is almost twice as large as from
England, in the Elektrichestvo table they are not noted at all,

whilst the importation from Sweden, making only one-tenth
of the importation from England, is correctly described, since

Swedish machines do not pass in transit through any other
country. It may therefore be said with confidence that the

importation of electro-technical manufactures from Germany
is exaggerated in the Russian statistics, and the importation
from other countries is underestimated. The question of the
introduction of uniform statistics in all countries had been
near to realisation not long before the war, for on the initia-

tive of the Belgian Government, representatives of twenty-nine
Powers, . including Russia, were to meet in Brussels for the
preparation of uniform statistical reports, but on account of

the war this congress was not held. It is hoped, however,
that this important question for making plain the real ex-

change of goods of various countries and the part they take in

the world's business will be duly considered after the war.
Following this slight digression, made in view of the im-

portance of statistics for establishing the real importation of

foreign electrical goods into Russia from foreign countries, M.
Gurevitch returns to the original point.

Prom the foregoing particulars on the importation of elec-

trical machines into Russia, it follows that the Russian market
for English manufacturers of dynamo machines and electro-

motors was not an important one before the war. Whilst
Germany sent in 1913 into Russia 12.6 per cent, of all her
export of electrical machines, totalling, with armatures and
commutators, 7,867,000 marks, England sent into Russia only
2.7 per cent, of its total export of these machines. Even
Switzerland exported these machines to Russia to twice as
great an extent as England. Germany, on the other hand,
exported six and a half times as many as England. Mean-
time, dynamo machines and electro-motors happen to be that
department in which England, previous to the war, could
compete more or less successfully with Germany on the Rus-
sian market.
On the causes of this indifference of the English to the Rus-

sian market M. Gurevitch dwells in somewhat more detail,

having examined the export of electro-technical manufactures
from England to foreign Countries. In the distribution of mate-
rial included in the English official statistics, he divides the
countries that are buyers of English electro-technical industrial
manufactures into four groups. In the first are the English
Colonies, Australia, India, South Africa, Canada. &c. In the
second, South American Republics. In the third, Trans-
Oceanic countries, Japan. China, United States, &c. ; and in
the last, European countries. The centre of gravity of Eng-
lish exports lies first in the English Colonies, whence over half
of all the English electro-technical manufactures are exported.
One-seventh of this export goes to South America; ll/100ths
to Trans-Oceanic countries, and one-tenth to Europe. The
stronger the competition of other countries was on the Euro-
pean market, and the more difficult became the export there
the less interest did the English exporters take in it; because
for them, until recently, there was an immense market in the
English Colonies, where the English have a variety of advan-
tages compared with other competitors. For export into these
countries, the English exporter does not require to learn for-
eign languages, and for the transport of the goods he uses the
immense English fleet, and so on.
The English Press advises the English merchant to turn his

attention to these markets, as recently the competition of the
German electricians has increased enormously there. The suc-
cess of Germany in the English Colonies, in the opinion of
the English trade Press, is explained to a large extent by the
fact that the German merchants maintain large stocks there,
thanks to which they can serve clients not only cheaplv but
quickly, which in many cases is very important for the client

:

and this, no doubt, exnlains to a large extent the success of
the German firms on the Russian market too.

In view of the great competition of Germany in England,
this classical country of Free Trade, recently, with growing
frequency, there has arisen a voice on the necessity of intro-
ducing protective duties for the English industry. Conserva-
tive circles particularly call for these duties, and that such,
at the end of the war. will be really introduced is very pos-
sible, for they will be particularly useful in the acquisition of
fresh revenue.

If, however, England, with these additional duties, is put
in a condition to preserve the English Colonies as a market
for its electro-technical industry, then the English exporta-
tion to South America, which had been for England, after the
Colonies, the best market, will doubtless fall away. In conse-
quence of probable difficulties to German exports in the coun-
tries with which Germany is carrying on war, the German

electro-technical industry will be obliged to devote much more
attention to South America than hitherto. But already, before
the war, South America was the best market for the impor-
tation of German electro-technical manufactures. The Argen-
tine occupied the first position in 1913 in this respect amongst
all other countries. If the export of Germany to European
countries declines, then she will endeavour to' press out the
English electro-technical manufactures, at all events from
South America. With reduced German prices, and long credit,
which the German industry is in a position to give, probably
she will succeed.
At the same time, it must still be remembered that in

the United States, the question of seizing the South American
markets is now greatly considered. The exportation of electro-
technical goods from the United States has considerably in-
creased recently. As the United States can become a large
provider of electro-technical goods in the future on the Rus-
sian market, a number of figures are given by the author
showing the business recently done by America, With the
proximity of the South American markets to the United States
of North America, and the existing good condition of trade,
they will doubtless succeed, he says, in pressing out a con-
siderable part of the English electro-technical goods from
South America. The Secretary of the Department of Trade
of the United States recently advised American financiers
and industrialists to follow the example of Germanv, and
finance various technical proj'ects in South America. Thanks
to this system, Germany has acquired not only a profit on
the capital owed to the German banks, but also the orders for
machines, and so on. It is known, for example, that the
A.E.G., not long before the war, completed a majestic, many
million project of underground electric lines in Buenos Aires.
Whether Germany or the United States obtains the South
American market is all one. Undoubtedly the suffering factor
after the war will be the English electro-technical industry.
It therefore should, in order to fill up the blank from the
reduced exportation to South America, seek new markets;
and one of such markets, presuming sufficient enterprise on
the part of the English, should be Russia, One of the hind-
rances to the extension of the export from England to Russia,
as has been frequently shown in the Russian economic Press,
has been the unwillingness of the English to give credit. Now,
for Russia, which is still a country very poor in capital, suffi-
cient credit becomes a question of first importance. For its
success in Russia the German industry is undoubtedly indebted,
to a large extent, to the circumstance that Germany, with the
co-operation of her banks, offers Russian buyers extensive and
prolonged credit. To the English merchants the German svs-
tem of trading on credit was. therefore, verv objectionable.
Recently, however, in the English Press, ever more frequently
are seen articles on this topic, and if English industry desires
to sell its goods in Russia it ought to make similar concessions
to those made by Germany.
Unfortunately, Russia's business people have abroad in res-

pect to payments a very bad reputation. If, however, foreign
providers were to make distinctions between various' trading
firms and factories. &c. in all probability their losses would
be less. Most of the insolvencies in Russia fall to trading
concerns.

_
whilst insolvencies in the factories are relatively

few, for in Russia large concerns prevail. For example, in
Russia there are about 1,100 factories or works with the
workmen exceeding 500. about 2.300 between 100 and 500 and
about 2,150 with staffs of 50 to 100. The risk in giving credit
to the first two categories of factories and a considerable por-
tion of the third group is very small, for it is to a very large
extent made up of sound concerns, and partly of share com-
panies with large capital. But if it becomes a question of
town councils, large electric stations, and the like, then the
risk of non-payment is excluded entirely. Whilst as Germany,
of recent years, understood the necessity of distinguishing
between giving credit to tradesmen and factory owners, and
then devoted all her strength to getting into direct business
relations with the Russian users of machines and technical
goods, in England the direct sale by English factories of
machines to the Russian consumer is hampered by a series
of causes. In the first place, in English industrial circles
there is a complete ignorance not only of Russian, but of many
other foreign languages. In Germany even small manufac-
turers send out catalogues at least in three languages, and
often in five or six. including Russian. In England even large
houses seldom send out catalogues in foreign languages, as
their chief markets happen to be countries where the English
language prevails. Further, whilst the German language is
pretty well known in Russian business circles, the knowledge
of the English language is very rare, which excludes the
possibility of. or. at all events, makes very difficult, the use of
English catalogues in Russia. In such circumstances, then,
English manufacturers being anxious not to incur heavy
expenditure do not consider it advantageous to print a cata-
logue in Russian. Thanks to all this, direct export by English
manufacturers is made very difficult, and thev prefer to deal
with foreign commission houses knowing the English language
or with English exporters. Of small exporters as known in
Germany, there are but few in England. There are large
export houses there that can maintain a large staff of foreign
correspondents.
Thanks to such intermediaries, foreign consumers do not get

into close relationship with the manufacturers, and this is
certainly prejudicial to business, for the manufacturer does
not properly realise the special requirements of the buver in
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respect to the construction of the machine for nn h-und-such
an application, and soon. The English manufacturer usually

supplies a well-known type and the buyer has either to be
content with I

i elsewhere.
ports very little, he is little

concerned whether with the aid of advertisements he can
make his Roods known to i as has been largely

German industry in Russia. Generally the organisa-

tion of tli" English export trade ho been verj feeble. Of the

of better organisation ol export brj iness, there is

now a clear conception in the English Pres and
journals. But this will take
Russia can count in the future on receiving from England

only electrical machines, and to a small extent electrical

measuring apparatus. It is certainly necessary that EnglisB
industry should give up its conservative methods of dealing

and change over to the more modern methods, for, with
normal conditions, the conqueror of the world's market will

he the one which provides the necessary goods best, cheapest,

and in the most convenient form for the buyer.

ash (a white powder) passes out
chimney. Cinder heavy loads particles of slag will

travel with the ;_<as current and adhere to the first cold surface
they meet, the botfe tubes, eventually choking
the gas passages. This is overcome by admitting a little

steam with the ah 140 lb. per hour is enough for 160 per
cent, load, or 24,000 lb. of steam ]« r hour. Ihe slag is also

jet once a day. Most of the
over into the back chamber and is washed out

thi i day.
The furnace is virtually surrounded by air passages, and

heat that gets into them is returned to the furnace.
The ail and deflecting air currents do much to-

wards protecting furnace walls.

One arch was burned out in six months, being melted down
from nine to f'>ur inches thick, but it wa6 made of common
firebrick. It is possible that it would pay to use carborundum
fo r this purpose.
As to the cost 'if pulverising coal, a figure of 24.5 cents

per short ton is given, including fixed charges, which would
li

i reduced bj a third with large plants. Two years' experi-
shown that repairs are no greater than in all coal-

handling machinery.

BURNING POWDERED COAL.

An article on this subject by Mr. A. S. Mann, in the General
Electric Review, last year, dealt at some length with the.

-experimental work earned out at the < ieneral Electric Co.'s

Schenectady plant. One of these experimental applications

was to boiler firing, the boiler unit being of the water-tube

type and rated at 474 h.p.

The furnace was fitted with an extension front, making a

4-ft. Dutch oven, in the front of which were fitted six feeders

and burners, the feeders being each operated by a J-h.p.

motor and drawing their fuel from a hopper immediately
above them.
The feeder consists of a 21-in. dia. screw, tapered down at

one. end, driven at from 300 to 600 r.p.m., according to the

requirements of the furnace ; this revolves in a feeder box,

and delivers coal to a tee-piece, where it is picked up by
the primary or carrying air current, and this apparatus can
be placed a few hundred feet from the furnace burners if

required, the fuel delivery being controlled by operating the

motor rheostats. A screw of the tvpe mentioned will feed

700 lb. of fuel per hour.

In the furnace itself additional air from a blower is ad-

mitted at six separate ports, that is, each coal particle

encounters six air currents before it passes to the heating
surface, these air currents passing across the burning current
in order to give a stirring or mixing action. The 6ix burners
across the furnace front are arranged to give the air currente

issuing from them a revolving action in a counter direction

with respect to each pair. These incoming currents almost
immediately meet a downward current of hot air, preheated
by passing through the firebrick arch, which drives the main
current down towards the hearth, which it passes over, curl-

ing up and back again from the brick bridge behind the fur-

nace. With this arrangement combustion is virtually com-
plete in 8 ft. travel, even with 200 per cent, or more load.

As much as 520 lb. per front foot of furnace has been burned
with only 7 ft. between header and floor line; the boiler has
carried 265 per cent, load long enough to show that such loads
are possible, and 220 per cent, or more can be earned indefi-

nitely, as there are no cleaning periods.

The powdered fuel is burned in suspension ; as it travels

at 40 or 50 ft. per second, it must be consumed in l/6th second
or so. During this brief interval there is only l/5th lb. fuel

burning even at the heaviest loads, and at no instant is

there a greater quantity of coal on fire. With an ordinary
grate no coal particle must burn in a short time, the average
time for all particles being half an hour, for there is a ton
and a half or so of fuel on the grate burning slowly. With
the powdered coal furnace, the fire has been started in a
cold furnace beneath a boiler full of cold water and with
half the coal burning capacity in use, the boiler pressure of

140 lh. has been available in 20 minutes.
A number of boiler trials were conducted, efficiencies being

calculated by dividing heat in steam by heat in coal (labora-

test) that produced it Test No. 11, with B05 per cent, load,
which gave 75.7 per cent, efficiency, with 208 c.f. air per lb.

coal, and a flue temperature of 724 deg., was the best of the
series, and has since b£en repeated for a week at a time.
This result was obtained by experimenting with the air

dampers, air volumes, flue temperatures, &c., and it has
been found that the hulk of the air should be admitted
through the arch, preheated, and that 200 c.f. per lb. coal
represents about the best proportion. The dampers and rheo-
stats being marked, the sto leer can accurately adjust coal
and air to ol eient combustion.
In order to utilise the heat in the escaping gases a feed-

water heater i< being inst died in the chimney base; the 60ot
drops in the gns chambers before reaching the chimney.
The three difficulties, whi at light* loads

(140 per cent, or less), are slag, ash. and burned brickwork.
A furnace temperature of 2. leg V is met with, and ash
heonmes slag (114 lb. per ton), and is run into a concrete pit
containing water, from which it can be removed with pick
and shovel.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1916.

(NOT YET PUBLISHED).

Compiled expressly for this journal bv Messrs. \\
-

. p. Thompson & Co.,
Electrical Patent Agents, 285, High Holborn, London, W.C., and at

Liverpool and Bradford.

1.773. " Sparking plugs." VV. A Clark, H. G. Longford & W. W.
Loncford (tiading as Sphinx Manufacturing Co.). February 7th.

1.774. " Terminals," R. E. H. Lovelace. February 7th.

1.778. " Electrical apparatus for heating liquids." j. F. Barr. February
7th.

1.779. " Electrical apparatus for heating and/or sterilising liquids." J. F.

Barr February 7th.

1.787. " Junction box or sleeve for wireless armoured electric cables."

F. H. Davies. February 7ih.

1.794. " Portable electric lighting devices." W. R. Adams. February 7th.

1,811. " Electro-magnets for brakes, &c." J. Anderson & G. Ellison.
February 7th.

1,831. "Automatic telephone systems." G. H. Bryant. T. M. Inman and
Relay Automatic Telephone Co.. and F. M. Ward. February 7th.

1.S25. " Electric arc generators for high-fiequency oscillations." J. GkLL.
February 7th

1,827. " Apparatus for wireless telegraphy, &c." B. Binyon & C. L. V.
Lee. February 7th.

1.861. " Syntonisation bv frequency of groups of electro-magnetic waves."
M. IS. Rodriguez. February 8th.

1.862. " Thermic telephones." Naamlooze Vennootschap di NederlandSChi
TiiiRMO-TELEraooN Maatschappij. February 8th. (Germany, February 3rd,

1915.)

1.868. " Automatic telephone systems." G. H. Bryant. T. M. Inman, and
Relay Automatic Telephone Co. & F. M. Ward. February 8th.

1.869. "Telephone systems." G. H. Bryant. T..M. Inman, and R«lay Auto-
matic Telephone Co. & F. M. Ward February 8th.

1,875 " Dry batteries." P. R. Porrill. February 8th.

1.S76. "Machine switching telephone systems." Western Electric Co.
(Western Electric Co.). February 8th.

1,897 "Sparking plugs." J. E. Evans. February 9th.

1.903. " Electrically-operated alarm signalling device." J. R. Garnir
February 9th.

1.904. "Alarm signalling device." J. R. Garner. February 9th.

l.'ll.". " Electric radiator or heat projector." S. W. Hamlyn. February 9th

1.921 "Electrical signalling systems." W. A. Sharman. February 9th.

1,920. "Thermostats." C. E. Hearson. February 9th.

1 976 " Electric diaphragm automobile horn." A. W. Hclbert. February

10th.

1.983. " Trolley head replacement devices." H. R. Hayward. February

10th
2.020. " Sparking plugs and method of making same." W. J. MELLERSH-

lACKSON (Champion Ignition Co.). February 10th.

ill's "Telegraph repeating instruments." T. B. Dixon. February 10th.

2.044. " Wall boxes for electrical switches, plugs. &c." M. Brooks, J. E.

Franks and A. E. Reed (trading as Walsall Hardware Manufacturing Co.).

February lllh.

2.045. " Manufacture of electrically insulating coatings for metallic wires,

&c." H. G. Rule. February 11th.

2.056. " Dry battery." F. P. Baumann. February 11th. (Switzerland,

February 16th', 1915.)
'

2.058. " Dynamo-electric machines." G. Schroeder. February 11th.

2,065 " R.nlii>-telegranhv." ]. Bethenod & E. Girardeau. February 11th.

(France. February lllh, 1915.)

2,066. "Wireless telegraphy." E. R. Clarke. February 11th.

2.068. " Electro-magnetic driving gear for clocks." J. Lameris. February

11th.

2.085. " Secondare or storage batteries." H. Wade (B. Ford). February
11th

2.101. " Alarm or indicator apparatus for electric current supply warning
G. Chapman, February 12th.

2,114 " Electric switches." R.' H. Williams. Fehruary 12th.

2.132. " Electric battery lamps." G. B. Jones. February 12th.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.

1915.
7-22. Safety Devices or Vacuum Relays for Electric Circuits. Siemens

Schuckertwerke Ges. January 16th. (January 16th, 1914. Patent of Additioa

ted.]

1.093. Regulation or Control oe Electric Currents. J. Stone & Co.,

.,-, | A. H D irker. (ami iry 22nd.

1.346. Insulation >r liuiii e,t Cables. K. W. Wagner. January 27th.

1 mu ,rj 'JIM: I'M l
i

1.4711, Automatic and Semi-automatic Telephone Systems. Relay Auto-

ephone Co. (formerly Betulander Automatic Telephone Co.) and
« i/,tk< n I inuarv 29th.

i
' ii in of Electric Batteries. H. F. Joel. January 30th.

1.641. FircTRiCALLY-DRlvEN Clocks. A. Webber & Standard Time Co.

Fibular)
1.670. Treatment of Air or a Gas with an Electric Arc. M. R. A. Samuel,

ind

2 ,:1nn 1' .i.table Electric Lamps. Wallace Novelty Co. (Fairweather).

Februar; 15th
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In those far-ofi days before the war, when we were

discussing the respective strengths of British and

Teutonic electrical manufacturing concerns, we were
over and over again advised by those who are

entitled to be described as leaders and experts in

the industrial world that, if we were weaker than

we ought to have been in certain departments, it

was almost entirely due to want of organisation.

We heard that statement in public speech and in

private conversation; it was made in the technical

and trade Press by editors and by their correspon-

dents. Everybody seemed to be convinced that

something along that line was needed, whatever
other measures might be taken in our manufacturing
interests. Attempts were, therefore, made to bring
about that very desirable state of things when the

electrical lion and the lamb would lie down together,

when tangled skeins should be unravelled, when
without the adoption of too harsh procedure manu-
facturers would sink as far as practicable their

individual interests and adopt a uniform policy in

matters of principle so that benefits might be secured
for the whole of our national electrical industries.

Nobody will say to-day that those attempts entirely

failed, but for a variety of reasons they were never
crowned with that measure of success for which
some people hoped. They were, however, suffi-

ciently successful to lead those interested in them
to indulge in war-time in an appeal to all engineering
industries to emulate their example, perhaps join

hands with them, and thus pursue the same or
similar good efforts in the direction of larger and
more general national organisation. In the days of

peace, propaganda meetings were held in some of the
industrial centres, and a number of engineering firms

were entered as members of one organisation. And
now, while the war is at its height, others are em-
barking upon a somewhat similar series of propa-
ganda meetings in provincial centres after holding
two or three to create the right atmosphere in the
metropolis. In addition to this, we have an elaborate
Manchester proposal for roping in every engineering
firm in the Kingdom, and an Institute of Industry
which desires to secure the support of all branches
of manufacturing. Yet further efforts are being
made by others to establish organisations which are
in some way or other to save the situation for us or
assist us " after the war."
We profoundly hope that the cry for more efficient

organisation, started long years ago and then so
slightingly regarded, will in these times be taken up
from one end of the land to the other, and will be
rewarded with a fuller measure of success. But
surely nobody anticipates that every firm will be
induced to join hands in an engineering organisa-
tion ! There always will be a number who will desire

to " gang their ain gait," and it is for them to

choose. There is, however, strong ground for

hoping that there will soon exist amongst us an
organisation which, while it may not include every-
body, and while it may have little room for those
who are inclined to give only a half-hearted support
to true British interests, will be able to exert such
an influence as shall both make it a power in Govern-
ment circles and render it capable of conducting the

most thorough-going campaign in Colonial and
foreign markets for the benefit of British electrical

and engineering industries.

Where is that organisation to be found ?

[245]
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We do not know what measure oi .success has

attended the steps taken by the B.E.A.M.A. towards

securing the already suggested " Federation oi All

Associations," which it apparently regards as being

essential if the Ministry ol Commerce, when we gel

it, is to be of the fullest service. Probablj it is i on

sidered that public opinion must first be cultivated

before that idea of federation can be developed. If

that be so, there is no time to be lost. We may
even be allowed to express a regret that steps of

the kind were not taken in those early days after

the outbreak of war, when we were led to suppose
that the situation demanded no unusual effort.

However, the present policy has been gradually de-

veloped, and as we go to press we learn that the

Secretary has written a book which is shortly to

appear, and in which he outlines a scheme for

federation.

Very fittingly Birmingham was chosen (Man-
chester will not mind ! Birmingham' is nearer to

London) as the place for the first of a series of

meetings organised by the B.E.A.M.A. with the

object of providing a platform for the general ex-
pression of opinion by the engineering industry on
the public importance of that industry " as affecting

the restoration of commercial prosperity and the

maintenance of impregnable national defence after

the war." It was made clear that the views
expressed by those taking part . in the discussion

were not necessarily those of the B.E.A.M.A..
that association merely undertaking the duty of

organising the gathering. Now. after all that

has been written and said about the war and the

engineering industries, and the economic struggle

that is expected to follow the war, it must not be
expected that many things new or original will be
spoken on such public occasions, though there are
many thing's that have to be said over and over again
if public opinion is to be formed or guided. Was it

not so at the last B.E.A.M.A. meeting in London?
It is not surprising, therefore, to find that many of

the old things were reiterated at Birmingham. They
had to be—what else was there to say? If we were
to report the discussion we should have to place

before our readers once more many things that we
have urged for many years in regard to the measures
that the engineering industries ought to take for

themselves. How long is it, for instance, since we
urged that, without engineers in Parliament, engi-

neering could not have its interests properly watched
over at St. Stephens? How often have we stated

that our foreign rivals, whether German or trans-

Atlantic, had a great advantage over us by reason
of the largeness of their output ? How many times
has the Ministry of Commerce been shown to be a
necessity if Parliament and Government departments
are to be able to understand what is injurious and
what is beneficial to our industries ? How often has
the danger of our past reliance—almost complete in

certain cases—upon Germany and Austria for certain

manufactures been pointed to and held up as a grave
warning? How often, almost to the point of weari-
ness, have we all seen how desirable it is that good
relations between Capital and Labour should be
fostered, instead of the politician being allowed to

sway the public with his efforts to set class against
class ? Yet all of these, and a score of other matters,
form perfectly legitimate subjects for discussion in

connection with the present propaganda efforts.

Surely to-day hardly anybody is ignorant concern-
ing the supreme position that engineering has
occupied in assisting the cause of the Allies during
the past twelve months. Will this be forgotten by
the nation after the war? Or will the industry be
allowed to occupy that exalted place in the councils of
the State which is its due ? If onlv the nation can be
led to see that by safeguarding the best interests of
the engineering industry the interests of the British

Empire are being protected and strengthened, these
conferences will not have been held in vain. In order

that -.neb may be the issue a federation of organisa-

tions seems desirable, if such federation is the best or
oid}' meat oi ki eping so serious a matter la

before the mind oJ the voting public and of the elected

politicians.

By effecting a better organisation of the British

engineering industries, whether along Manchester,
Birmingham, or Kingsway lines, if we act in time
we shall be prepared to utilise our greatly

enlarged manufacturing capacity and employ both
those who return from the Front to these trades,

as well as the many thousands of at present partly

skilled workers, who will by that time probably rank
in a class of higher efficiency, adaptable to work
which, though it will not be on the production of

shells, will still be of an engineering or metal-work-
ing character. The opener of the discussion said

that we " must make the big'gest effort ever recorded
in industrial reorganisation," or " we shall have the

biggest national scrap-heap ever witnessed." Of
course, we have to remember that the words were
those of Mr. Elder, not those of the B.E.A.M.A..
that they were spoken at Birmingham, and that under
these circumstances they will be none the worse
for being taken cum gnino salis. Those present were
informed that the great problem of the future is

not a manufacturing- problem but a financial one.
" What we shall be short of is working capital," but
if we are short thereof, our enemies will assuredly

be shorter. There will be plenty of work to do, but
throughout the world there will be a limitation of

purchasing power. " Finance alone can open the

market gates and bring together the manufacturer
and the user of machinery," all of which leads us

on to those very familiar points that greater financial

strength can be exerted by manufacturers who act in

association than by single firms who, as we say,
" gang their ain gait." " Our manufacturers should

exploit foreign markets, not in a spirit of mutual
rivalry, but in strong combination." This is as tut-

questionably true as it is hoary-headed. We trust

that by means of a strong organisation it may be-

come possible to make arrangements for industrial

finance within industry itself, by means of " addi-

tional institutions" such as Mr. Runciman and his

rejected sub-committee advocated. That certainly

seems to be more within the range of practical

politics than a conversion of our present sound and
prosperous banking system which has so well stood

the test of the strain of world-war. It was stated

at Birmingham by Mr. Dudley Docker, who pre-

sided, that firms who deserved advances from the

joint stock banks got them, but he added that the

facilities might be multiplied by an adaptation of the

German system, which combination among our
manufacturers would make possible. It will be waste
of breath to continue abusing our present banking
system generally—we should be more profitably

employed in working out our own salvation and
forming our own "additional institutions" as the

result of strong co-operative manufacturing action.

It would probably be desirable to secure the co-

operation of the banking interests, and some writers

are advocating Government pressure to attain that

end. We doubt whether much is to be gained either

by such advocacy or by enforced co-operation.

The recent accident od Tyceside has
Gas on Trains.

once moj,e d ;rected pnbl jc attention to

the risks involved by the use of cylinders of compressed

gas on railway trains, and has led, to a good deal of corres-

pondence and editorial reference in the pages of the lay

Press. Unfortunately, the nnehot is invariably the same

—

the matter drifts back into oblivion, nntil the recurrence of

disaster stimulates public interest anew and calls forth

a fresh crop of letters and articles. The difficulty at

the root of the trouble is a financial one ; much capital has

been sunk in equipping railway trains with gas-lighting
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installations, and in providing gas generating and charging

stations, and the railway companies cannot see their way

to abandon this expenditure and spend fresh capital on elec-

tric lighting plant. The stringency of capital that will

be experienced after the war will further retard

reform. That the authorities recognise the danger is

clearly proved by the fact that many of the railways are

installing electricity in preference to gas on all new rolling

stock, but many years must elapse before the obsolescence of

their existing stock brings about anything like the complete

abolition of gas lighting.

An article in a financial contemporary last week quoted
" an expert of over 30 years' standing," to the effect that

serious accidents resulting in loss of life by the use of gas

practically never occur to comparatively slow trains, the

impact being insufficient to smash up the carriages and

demolish the gas cylinders ; hence he concludes that only

in the case of expresses need provision be made to avoid

such occurrences.

That so short-sighted a view should be held is somewhat

extraordinary. Surely it is obvious that if a fast train

crashes into a slow train, the latter being equipped with

gas, the danger is just as great as if the fast train were gas-

lighted—even greater j for expresses usually consist of

stronger and heavier coaches than slow trains, and are less

likely to suffer destruction than the lighter rolling stock

employed for slow traffic.

The expert suggests that the gas cylinders should be

carried only under the last carriage of a train, whence the

whole train would be supplied with gas, and here, again, it

is obvious that the rearmost coach of a standing train is the

very one most exposed to the impact of a following train.

Such arguments are too transparently fallacious to carry

any weight.

Rubber.
There has been irregularity of move-

ment in the crude rubber market, but

prices have registered an advance on balance, the improve-

ment in sentiment being due, to some extent, to the presence

at sea of at least one German raider. The rubber trade

has not forgotten the consequences of allowing the Emden

a free hand for so long, and is highly apprehensive regarding

the possible exploits of the Hoewe. There has been a very

good demand from consumers both on home trade and on

export account, Russia being particularly well to the front

in the latter connection. The quantities of material reach-

ing here of late have been comparatively light, but there is a

moderate premium still for deliveries this side of June, and
this feature will, no doubt, become accentuated if the

German raider sets to work in earnest as the Emden did.

One of the features which have been especially pronounced

in the market within the past month has been the improve-

ment in the demand which has been experienced for the

lower grades of plantation material, the result of which has

been that the margin between the finer and the poorer sorts

has been reduced to a considerable extent. There is hardly

any improvement in the shipping position owing to the con-

gestion at the docks, and whenever there is any little

quickening in demand, prices respond immediately. Lately

there has been more disposition on the part of Brazilian

holders to market material, and this recently caused a very

sharp break in the price of fine hard Para, but the market
has since steadied.

There is no doubt that the English market is losing its

importance as the world's distributing centre, for all the

statistics available here and in the nearer East are indicative

of the greatly increasing importance of the quantities shipped

direct from there to America. • An official cablegram

received from Singapore gives the amount of plantation

rubber exported from the Straits Settlements for the month
of January as 4,443 tons, compared with 3,005 tons in

December last, and 2,576 tons in the corresponding period

of last year. These figures include transhipments of rubber

from various pkces in the neighbourhood of the Straits

Settlements, such as Borneo, Java, Sumatra, and the non-
Federated Malay States, as well as rubber actually exported

from the Colony, but do not include rubber exports from the

Federated Malay States.

A singular example of the way in
Trade Union Mch th ruleg f Trade Unions are

Rules.
. , , , ,. , .

sometimes sought to be applied is to

be found in the case of Kelly v. National Society

of Operative Printers, which was fully reported in

a recent number of the Law Times Reports. The

plaintiff, a printers' assistant, was a member of the

defendant society in 1913, and was employed in the

machine room from 10.30 p.m. to 0.30 a.m. During

the day time he worked for several hours each day for a

firm of carriers, unknown to his employers at the printing

office and to the officials of his society. As stated by Lord

Justice Swinfen Eady in his judgment :
" He is 43 years

of age. He said that he did not find the work of a reel

hand heavy ; he has two children, and a wife who is

unfortunately a cripple ; and for their sake he worked as

he did." On his daily activities becoming known to the

society, a resolution was passed for his expulsion. The
resolution purported to be made under a rule of the society

enabling a branch committee to expel a member for " mis-

conduct calculated to damage the character and reputation

of the society." The act of misconduct alleged against

the plaintiff was not specifically mentioned in the rules

;

but another Rale 2!) (2) provided as to the amount

of overtime which night men were allowed to work.

He brought an action in the County Court and obtained

a declaration that the resolution was ultra vires and void,

and an injunction with damages for £68. The defendant

appealed on the ground that the society was unlawful as

being in restraint of trade, and that the action was brought

on an agreement and non-enforceable by statute. The
Divisional Court was divided in opinion ; in the Court of

Appeal, however, all three judges held that the plaintiff

having been expelled under a rule which gave no power to

expel, and in respect of an offence which he had never

committed, was entitled to the injunction claimed. It was,

however, held that he could not recover any damages ; but

he was allowed the costs of the entire proceedings. This

decision appears to us to accord with the first principles of

justice. In effect, the Union sought to alter its rules in

order to meet a particular case ; but it has long been a

principle of English law that no club or society can alter

its rules so as to expel one of its members against the

wishes of the minority. It may be hoped that the lesson

of this case will not be forgotten.

Elsewhere in this issue will be found

^'"Tml T
&

the ailnoancemenfc that the Council of the

Institution of Civil Engineers has invited

a noted economist to address the members on the subject of

" Industrial Development," feeling that engineers should

give earnest attention to the economic issues which, after

the war, must profoundly influence the future of engi-

neering, and the industrial and commercial enterprises

which are vital to its progress. We cannot too cordially

welcome this indication that the Council of our leading

engineering Institution is alive to the importance of this

aspect of the gigantic struggle which is now in progress.

Hitherto our engineering institutions have held aloof from

the great questions which have racked the nation, refusing

to " dabble in politics," and ignoring the fact that politics

—

the art of government—is the highest interest of the citizen.

Not parly politics—for that odious profession we have

nothing but contempt ; they have done well to keep their

hands unsoiled by such contamination, but they would do

better if. without neglecting the scientific and technical

aspects of their work, they would recognise the duty that is

laid upon them to discuss with calmness and discernment the

great political questions which properly lie within their

scope. Amongst these are the industrial, economic, and

commercial problems which arise from time to time, and

which at the present juncture have assumed new forms, and

have become of the utmost urgency. We commend the

excellent example of the civil engineers to the consideration of

the Council of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, which

in the past has shown a regrettable disposition to stigmatise

such matters as sordid and unworthy of its attention.
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ELECTROMOBILE BATTERY CARS.

On the occasion of the official inauguration of the Swansea

electricity department's new showrooms, a feature of par-

ticular interest was the electric saloon car in which the

The Electromobile Chassis.

Mayor, Chairman and Vice-

Chairman of the Elec-

tricity Committee drove to

the ceremony, it being, we

understand, the first electric

battery car in Wales.

This car was lent for

the occasion by Messrs.

Johnson and Burgess, Ltd.,

the Swansea representatives

of Messrs. Electromobile

(Leeds), Ltd., who, we un-

derstand, built the car to

the special requirements of

Messrs. Juhmson & Burgess,

Ltd.

It may be added that

many refinements have been

incorporated, and the ve-

hicle is considered, 'both in

its technical features and
in appearance, an advance
on American designs.

It is fitted with an " in-

side drive" saloon body
for four persons, collapsible swivelling

seats being provided for the driver and
his companion ; the body is painted in

Vauxhall brown and black, and up-

holstered in Bedford cloth.

The chassis is built up of pressed steel

members, and is fitted with semi-elliptical

springs, and wheels with Warland rims ;

it has a wheel base of 7 ft. 6 in., and
a tread of 4 ft. 6 in. .

The electrical equipment consists of

an 8-b.h.p. double commutator series-

wound totally-enclosed motor, running
at 1,600 k.p M. ; this has a direct drive

on to the differential on the rear axle,

through double helical machine - cut

Rear view of Chassis, showing arrangement of Motor,
Gearing, &c.

or so. The battery ha9 an output of 105 ampere-hours,

or sufficient for 50 miles running on one charge.

The electrical control of the vehicle is by means of a com-

bined foot pedal main switch (with magnetic blow-out) and

starting resistance—the arrangement being quite novel and

particularly designed to facilitate driving in traffic where

frequent and sndden speed reductions

are wanted. The switch-arm coupled to

the pedal is normally held in the full-

load position by spring tension ; a partial

depression of the pedal gives the equiva-

lent of " clutch slipping " for a moment-

ary slowing up, and a full depression of

the pedal cuts off current from the main

controller, which can then be moved
without sparking to any desired speed

notch.

The driver can, of course, move the

controller to the highest speed position

to commence with, and start by the pedal,

but this extremely rapid acceleration is

not recommended, although it can be

accomplished without any perceptible

jerk.

It may be added that the resistance

employed is of the carbon disk compres-

sion type, consisting of Ferranti tubular

resistance units.

Speeds are selected by a

control handle mounted
concentrically with the

steering wheel, and in this

connection we may mention

the electric horn switch of

the Seng type, also a novelty

in its way. This consists

of a metal ring mounted
underneath and concen-

trically with the steering

wheel ; when the ring is

touched by the fingers at

any point the horn is im-

mediately operated. This

is a great improvement in

a small but important ae-

tail, as the driver can sound

the horn without moving
his hand or eye from their

driving positions. Further,

the electric wiring is fixed

in one stationary position,

and does not get twisted

Greenwood &BatleyLtp
Leeds.

The battery slung under the chassis

consists of 44 Chloride super-Exide
type cells; each cell has 15 plates with
wood separators, und weighs :!2?, lb.

only. A special feature is the large

sediment space at the bottom—3] in.

instead of the usual | in.—as a result

of which there is do need to clean out the battery until the

end of the life of the plates, instead of every thousand miles

Electromobile Delitery Van.

round the steering pillar, as is the case with a switch mounted

in the usual way on an arm of the steering wheel. A polished
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mahogany instrument dashboard is fitted, on which are

lamp switches—for a Holophane roof light, a rear lamp, and

two head and two side lamps—a flush Stewart speed-

ometer, a flush Stewart rim - winding clock, the

latest pattern Weston volt-ammeter incorporating a minia-

ture electric lamp and a Sangamo ampere-hour meter of

the differential shunt type with a reversible pointer and

automatic cut-off, for disconnecting the circuit when the

battery is fully charged without the necessity of an attendant

standing by to switch off.

It should be mentioned that ball bearings are fitted

throughout. Three brakes are fitted, operated by foot,

hand and electrically, by using the motor as a dynamo
short circuited through a resistance. Sufficient has been

said to indicate that the Swansea car lacks nothing in- up-

to-date equipment ; in normal running, it may be added,

that it operates on j to 5 unit per mile.

ThrougQ the courtesy of the makers, Messrs. Electro-

mobile (Leeds), Ltd., we are able to illustrate a delivery

van which they supplied to Messrs. Greenwood & Batley,

of Leeds, last year. This has a light canvas-covered body,

and carries \i to 15 cwt. of goods, the speed being from

13 to 14 miles an hour. This vehicle was originally

intended for carrying between different local works, repre-

senting very short journeys indeed, but its handiness was

so apparent, that its radius of action has now been extended

to places seven or eight miles distant.

The general constructional features of the Electromobile

chassis will be gathered from the early part of this article

and from the views of the chassis ; the delivery van is

equipped with an 11-plate type " Exide " 40-cell battery,

giving 40 miles' travel on one charge, and with electrical

control similar to that already mentioned.

ELECTRICAL TRADE AFTER THE WAR.

Ar a recent meeting of the British Westinghouse Ci.ub, Mr.
G. H. Nelson, A.M.I.E.B., assistant superintendent of the

Electrical Machines Department, read a paper on the advance-

ment of British electrical industry after the war. He pre-

faced his remarks by a reference to the fact that the United
States had realised the necessity of taking immediate steps

to obtain a large share of the trade of the world, and was
spending money freely on research work. The first thing

for us to do was to win the war, and each one might help

towards this end by making economies in living, avoiding

imported luxuries, limiting as far as possible all necessities

that came from neutral States, and investing the money saved

in war loans. In business every effort should be made to

produce as quickly as possible, at a minimum cost, all the

requirements for running the war, and to employ men in-

eligible for the firing line.

The "Business as usual" campaign had been a mistake;

our policy should have been to prosecute the war to a suc-

cessful issue without delay. However, that phase had passed,

and the German commercial section considered that the mili-

tary party had made a great mistake, for nearly half Ger-

many's export trade before the war was with this country and
our Allies. Many weaknesses must be eliminated from our
manufacturing and selling methods before we could even get

level with Germany in many of our industries. Our enemies
were already preparing for the problems of peace. Our
exports at present made a good showing in pounds sterling,

but a great deal of these would go to help win the war, and
would not serve to develop our export trade. America and
Japan were establishing their export trade while we were
unable to compete, and no time should be lost in making
preparations for the future.

The author gave a ma6s of statistics with regard to German
electrical trade, showing that in the period 1907-1911 the

number of concerns increased 41 per cent., and the number
of hands employed 80 per cent. ; the total earnings of employes
increased 73 per cent., and the wages per employe 3J per

cent. No other industry showed so great a development.

German electrical exports were valued at 7.7 millions sterling,

ours at only 3.1 millions, and their electrical goods were
sound and of high efficiency; they had established themselves

in countries, such as Russia and Spain, where we competed
with them on equal terms, and did more than their share of

the trade with our Colonies. The white population of the

British Empire was slightly less than that of Germany, but

we had a total population of 400 millions, which should

afford us an immense scope for trade, in addition to that

with foreign countries.

The great progress of the Germans in coinrperce was
ascribed bv the author to careful manufacturing organisation

and research work ; technical education ; selling organisation

;

their banking system; and import duties which secured to

them their home markets.
Manufacturing organisation dealt with factory expenses and

the design of products. As regarded factory expenses, the

Germans ran their works night and day, and this had an

important bearing on the subject. Factory expenses ware

made up of rents, rates, taxes, maintenance and depreciation

of buildings and machinery, power, light, engineering,

draughting, management, purchasing and accounting ex-

penses, salaries of foremen and charge hands, and miscel-

laneous shop labour. Productive expenses, on the other hand,

represented the cost of the workmen's time.

The selling price of an article was made up of the cost of

material and labour (which could be easily determined), share

of factory expenses and of selling expenses, which were not

easily arrived at, and profit. The author showed that where

an annual output of 1,000 motors would bring in a profit, a

reduction of output by 50 per cent, would probably show a

heavy loss, due to the fact that factory and selling expenses

did not diminish correspondingly; further, if the output were

doubled by working day and night, the profit would be very

greatly increased. Hence, keeping down the factory expenses

per article and securing the maximum output were considera-

tions of the first importance. He declared that night working

paid handsomely in the electrical industry, which earned

such large overhead charges—but it was essential to success

that the night shift should be run on the same fines as the

day shift as regarded facilities for getting the work done.

Moreover, the extra output could be profitably sold at reduced

prices, thus enabling the makers to establish themselves in

foreign markets. The greater proportion of repetition work

with larger output also enabled the costs of production to be

The importance of good design had been fully appreciated

by the Germans, who gave great attention to this subject.

The most important question was—what did the customers

want? Information under this head could be obtained from

the selling organisation and erecting staff; these should keep

accurate records of the machines sold, their load and speed,

the nature of their work, and the conditions of running. The

German was not content to rely on the ideas of one man in

getting out, say, a new motor; he collected all the available

information, including particulars of competing machines, the

results of scientific investigations, the views of the heads ot

departments, and so on, and from this combination evolved

a motor better than that of any competitor. It embodied the

best of these men's ideas and experience, and the results ot

an enormous amount of research work on materials to aid

the designer to secure the maximum output for minimum
weight The co-operation of all departments of the factory

in this work was of the greatest importance. In this country

there was not the slightest doubt that designs generally were

not tackled on a thorough basis, and in consequence many

designs were developed that the salesman could not sell or

the shopman build.

The author gave some comparisons between British and

German motors. The shafts of the latter had fewer diameters

than those of the former. A 2-h.p. machine of German make

had a main coil weighing $k lb., and a commutating coil

weighing 4i lb. ; a similar British machine had a held coil

weighing only 10 lb. The German cod was nicely shaped and

bettor impregnated. A small German motor of 130 lb. weight,

running at 1,200 R.p.m., had an output of 2 h.p .; a_ British

machine of the same weight and speed, an output of 1« h.p.

The British machine had no fan or commutating poles, and

even if a fan had been fitted, the maximum output could not

have been obtained without commutating poles; the German

machine had both, its armature had larger slots and con-

tained more copper—there was nearly twice as much copper

in the German slot as in the British. ,,1
To bring the latter into line with the former, the makers,

had to fit a fan, wind the coils tighter, and get more copper

on the armature. All this was done on an existing frame,

but while making changes to fit a fan the machine was made-

so that the brackets at each end were alike. This was a

point in advance of the German design, representing a saving

of 15 per cent, on the building of 100 motors.

The author pointed out that an enormous amount of money

was spent on experimental and research work of one kind

and another, but it was not carried on in an organised fashion.

He considered that there should be in London, or in some

other centre, an experimental and research bureau, to whicn

1 results of experiments were sent and recorded ;
to this bureau

any firm could refer for information before commencing to

carry out tests, and this information would be sent free of

charge The maintenance of this bureau should be covered

by the State, as bv circulating the results of research work

the trade of the countrv must benefit. Similarly, many manu-

facturers should be educated to look at the matter exactly in

the same way, namely, that by publishing the results ot

their researches they were benefiting the trade of the country,,

and, therefore, they personally must be benefiting in a pro-

portionate degree.

Much of our own business was snatched from under our

noses For example, the Buenos Aires tramway undertaking

was started bv British capital, and electrified by German;

similarly the Victoria Falls power scheme contract went to

Germany as well as the orders of some of our great railways

and corporations. Twenty years ago we practically mono-
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polised the Russian market, but previously to the war we
ertakerj by Germany, because with our over-conserva-

tive methods of business we were not inclined to allow long
eredits, we would not quote in the weights and measures of

the country, nor would we quote for goods delivered at the

frontier, duty paid. We should 6tudy the requirements and
financial methods of the country, deal in the business methods
ff the country, with men who were familiar with the people,
their language, and their ways, deal in the units of weight and
measure of the country, and correspond in the language of

the country.
The German's home trade was secured to them by protec-

tive tariffs and the patriotism of the nation. The German
Government, corporations, and railways would not give an
irder to Britain because the British price was lees than the
German, even if the British firm cut the price to get in. This
could not be 6aid of British corporations. Further, some of

our big industrial firms did not consider one another. A
special line was got out by one of our hosiery manufacturers.
The samples were sent to a leading merchant house, and the
line sold well. One day a traveller from a German house
came in with samples, but was told his samples were not up
to the English makers' standard. The German asked for a
3ample of the British make, and was given one. This wa6
sent to Germany, duplicated, and offered to the English mer-
chant at 10 per cent, less than the British makers' price,

without actually giving the figure, and the English house
gave the Germans an order.

Another ca6e happened with himself. He had put an elec-

trical installation in one of our big industrial places, costing
upwards of £10,000. On completion it was found that a cer-

tain section of the works wanted lighting, and he was asked
to get out a scheme and submit a tender. This was done

;

the tender included the supply of three small transformers
and carrying out the necessary wiring, the whole costing
about £700. He received the order for wiring, but not for

the transformers. The wiring was completed,' and the trans-

formers arrived and had to be installed by the purchaser.
The author was sent for the day after, and the manager
told him the transformers were wrong and would not give
proper voltage at lighting points. When asked what that
had to do with the author, he coolly replied :

" Well, I took
your specification from your tender, and Bergmans' supplied
ihe transformers on that specification."
Mr. Nelson concluded by remarking that we were a race

that suffered from inertia, but, like all bodies that had big
inertia, we should show that when we got on the move we
took a lot of stopping. We should start by stirring up patriot-
ism for our own products instead of installing foreign-made
goods, and by adapting the German " ten commandments,"
which urged the reader in nil things to study German interests,

to our own case by substituting England for Germany.

AN ENCLOSED CADMIUM-VAPOUR ARC

LAMP.

The following particulars of this new lamp are taken from
the paper read before the Physical Society by Dr. H. J. S.

Sand :—Lowry and Abram give an account of an enclosed
cadmium-arc lamp designed to supply the cadmium lines only

;

the employment of this lamp was, however, not very con-
venient, as it had to be left permanently connected with an
air pump. It was started by an electric spark and was run
at a low temperature, being water-jacketed, but, even so, its

life was not long.

The lamp which the author has constructed is run at a
fairly high temperature, the metal being melted by means of

a Bunsen burner before starting, so that the arc may be
struck by tilting ; and the temperature of the lamp is main-
tained high enough to keep the metal in a molten condition
and to prevent condensation of metal vapour on the glass.

The principal difficulties to be overcome consisted in the
removal of dissolved gases and oxide from the metal and in
preventing it from adhering to the glass, which would lead
to fracture of the lamp on heating and cooling. As the lamp
is constructed of quartz glass, there was also the difficulty

ef obtaining an efficient vacuum-tight seal for the leading-in
wires, but this difficulty was overcome in a perfectly satis-

factory manner by the lead seals described about two years
ago.*

The oxide and dissolved gases are removed by subjecting
the metal to a process of filtration in a vacuum during intro-
duction into the lamp. The adherence to the glass, which
would be very great in the case of a metal freed from its

mating of solid oxide, is overcome by introducing into the
lamp a small amount of a fine powder which spreads itself

out over the surface of the metal. The powder chosen for
this purpose was always zirconia, obtained by igniting zirco-
nium nitrate.

Fig. 1 shows the general appearance of the lamp;. It con-
sists of a quartz tube bent into an inverted U in such a

•Electrical Review, February 27th, 1914, p. 355, and
May 2'2nd, 1914, p. &57.

manner a6 to give rise to a short cathode chamber a and a
long anode chamber b. Each of these chambers is continued
in a leg consisting of a thick-walled capillary through which
a tungsten wire passes, the lead seals 8, a being fitted at the
ends of the legs. After the lamp has been carefully exhausted
the metal is melted and allowed to run in. During this
process it is freed not only from oxide but also very largely
from dissolved gases. If desired, the metal may be further
boiled while the lamp is still at the pump. The lamp is

started by heating with a Bunsen burner from the top until
the metal is well molten. When started from the cold it

usually lights up even before tilting. It is usually run on a
lighting circuit of 100 or 200 volte with a back resistance

adjusted to take a current of 5 to 7 amperes on short-circuit.

i\

Fig. 1—Cadmium-Vapour Arc Lamp.

The voltage on the terminals of the lamp is low, usually about
30. Owing to the fact that the small upper chamber holds
the cathode, metal distils into it from the hotter lower anode
chamber, and drips back again once every two or three
minutes, causing a slight flicker, which does not, however,
interfere with the use of the lamp. It is advisable after use
to remove the metal from the bend of the tube, as it would
probably otherwise set up strains on solidification which
might lead to fracture of the glass. The lamp may be kept
burning for an indefinite time, and yields a powerful light

for optical purposes.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received by us after 6 P.M. ON Tuesday cannot appear until

the following week. Correspondents should forward their communi-
cations at the earliest possible moment. Ao letter can be published
unless we have the writer's name and address in our possession.

Trade Discounts,

With reference to the meeting of the Motor Traders' Asso-

ciation, held at Leeds, the report of which was given in your
issue of February 4th, I was certainly under the impression
that if an electrical engineer was asked to fit a dynamo to a
motor car he was entitled to trade discount from the manu-
facturers of the dynamo, as if this cannot be called work
appertaining to an electrical engineer I shall be glad to know
what can be ; and an electrical engineer might with equal
justification be refused trade discount on lamps U6ed for

motor-car headlights, or accumulators used for ignition or

lighting purposes.
It might not be out of place to give my own experience

regarding this. Some little time ago, having two orders from
customers to fit dynamos to their cars, I inquired from one
of the leading manufacturers of these articles regarding the
cost, but was informed they could only be sold on the same
terms to me as to the rest of the general public. I did not
bother any further with this particular firm, but purchased
them from another firm which was certainly more business-

like, and at the time I made no remark whatever, owing to

pressure of work.
I note, however, that the meeting eventually decided that

electrical engineers are entitled to trade terms for articles

like this, and I should hardly imagine it would require a
Solomon to come to a decision of this sort. The motor traders

seem to be a very highly favoured set of individuals, as they
are enabled to purchase anything in the electrical trade at

trade terms, and, apparently, there is no discussion about it."

Further than this, it appears from the correspondence I fre-

quently get that almost everybody is entitled to obtain elec-

trical goods at trade terms. For instance, from my experi-

ence over a period of about two months, the. following persons
have stated that they can get trade discount on everything
electrical that is made, through their works :—A leather mer-
chant, wholesale clothier, draper, and grocer, and I should
imagine, if one were able to go into it, almost every trade
under the sun. Surely it is time, if the motor traders can
make their trade suchi a close corporation that they
even have to hold discussion as to whether electrical engi-

neers should purchase a dynamo at trade terms, it is about
time the electrical engineers retaliated by forming themselves
into a similar combine to protect their interests; such a
ci mbination is, apparently, not unusual, as it is well known
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that plumbers have had an association of this kind for a long
while.

One of the chief things in the electrical trade is the extra-

ordinary number of so-called factors, and I cannot possible

see what use these are at all, as the wholesale firms seem to

have sufficient representatives to sell their goods without any-
one else intervening at all. Personally speaking, I do not
know that I deal with factors, but I do know that factors

make a point of calling at mills, and even at country houses
where the electric light installation is looked after by a

gardener; under these conditions the factors claim them
to be considered as keeping their own engineer, and conse-
quently they allow them the. trade discount off everything,

and the electrical contractors have to look on and say nothing.
The Electrical Contractors' Association is an association

formed for quite a different purpose altogether, being mainly
concerned about the question of the rights of corporations
trenching on their legitimate business. Various ideas have
been brought forward to enlarge the scope of the Contractors'
Association, and try and make this more popular with the
whole of the electrical contractors of the country, but nothing
ever seems to have been done in any way to make this such
a powerful organisation that the manufacturers and factors

dare not keep on trading as they now do.

It certainly does not seem quite right that almost every
other business in the country should be confined to its own
particular trade customers, and yet the electrical business
seems to be the one where any person who likes to go and
ask for trade terms gets them. In some cases I have found
that large engineering firms might be legitimately entitled

to purchase at trade terms, seeing they keep their own men
to carry out additions to their installation work

; yet it does
not seem to stop at this, and I have a case in mind now
where, in addition to their purchasing at trade terms for the
private houses of their partners, they even go further than
this and purchase at trade terms for their churches and
chapels. I also understand that the same thing applies to
their managers and everybody else in their office on the same
lines. I do not think that this can be in any way considered
trading fairly, as if wholesale people consider they can deal
with the electrical situation by means of factors, then there
is no need at all for the electrical contractor, and he might
just as well be out of business altogether.

Consulting engineers do not in any way assist the move-
ment for fair trading regarding electrical contractors, as it

has got to be common custom in the case of country-house
installations for a consulting engineer to send out the wiring
specification to the electrical contractor, and the engine speci-
fication to engine builders, and so on, whereas if the electrical

contractors had some combination they would say they must
have all or nothing, which is the answer that every consulting
engineer gets from my place.

There is room for the Electrical Contractors' Association to

extend the scope of their operations, as I am satisfied that
they could make themselves into a very powerful factor to
regulate the manner in which trade discounts are allowed,
whereas at the present time complaints come before the
E.C.A. at their different sections, and the usual end of it is

that the firm in question is reprimanded, hut whether the
contractor gets any satisfaction out of it I do not know. I

certainly think that the work that has been done by the
secretary and executive of the E.C.A. reflects the greatest
credit on them, but I have never yet heard any proposals
made to force a limitation of trade discounts, simply because,
as a fighting force, the E.C.A. does not exist, except on the
lines of fighting for the question of •trade with regard to
corporations.

Contractor.
February 21st, 1910.

[We quite agree with the views expressed by our corres-
pondent with regard to trade discounts. The subject has
often been discussed in our columns. It is curious, however,
to note that "Contractor" is unaware of the fact that the
Electrical Contractors' Association originated from corres-
pondence, on this subject in the Electrical Review, and that
it was formed mainly for the purpose of putting an end to
the misapplication of trade discounts, direct dealing between
manufacturers and the public, and similar grievances. The
ouestion of municipal trading became acute much later.—
Ens. Ei.F.c. Rev.]

Cause of Flicker.

I have read Mr. Balsara's letter concerning the trouble he
is experiencing through the cause of flicker on his d.c. generat-
ing sets, and the following might be of interest to him. A
few years ago the same trouble occurred in this station on a
31o-kw. d.c. reciprocating set, and it was some time before
the trouble was located. A heavier flywheel was first tried,

but this did not get over the difficulty, and the trouble was
finally found to be due to the interpole field. Probably the
field strength under the interpole was not always in propor-
tion to the armature current at any load, due to the iron core
of the interpole being saturated.
A shunt was fixed across the main leads carrying the whole

current, and this entirely did away with any sign of flicker.

A SUCTION GAS PRODUCER USING

BITUMINOUS COAL.

At a meeting of the Inkth'I'tion of Engineers and Ship-
builders in Scotland on January 25th, Mb. II. V. Farnhwi
read a paper on this subject, the data for which had been
obtained from producers of 100, 250, and 500 b.h.p. All of

these were supplying gas to electric power generating plant.

Fig. 1 shows the 100-b.h.p. size in section, a is the space
into which the coal is fed through the door at that level, b

is the chamber which contains the initial charge of gas coke.

ff are the 6teel rams coupled to the rising grate; these rams
have machine-cut teeth gearing into pinions.- c is the main
steam raiser. E is the sliding plate for supporting the fuel

bed whilst charging the producer with coal. A 3-b.h.p. elec-

tric motor is coupled to the gearing which operates the sliding

plate and the rising and falling grate. Suitable reducing gear

is connected to the clutch gearing, which, in turn, carries out
the four operations, viz., (1) the raising and lowering of the
grate; (2) the inward and outward travel of the sliding plate.

This 100-b.h.p. producer, tested by Dr. Dugald Clerk,
developed 4,824 B.H.p.-hours, in 48 hours. The grate area is

706.8 sq. in., equal to 6.6 sq. in. per b.h.p. A small cooler
was fitted between the engine and the producer to cool the
gas to atmospheric temperature, and was the only chamber
employed in rendering the gas fit for use in the engine.
Bituminous coal was used containing 34 per cent, of gas and
tarry matter, and after the run no trace of tarry matter was
found on the valves of the engine.
The essential features of the producer are the rising and

falling grate and the sliding plate, and the chief characteristic

W. A. Walker.
Eltctrirtil Engineer to the Ketter

February 26th, 1916.

ng U.D.C.

Fig. 1.

—

Vertical Section of Farnham Trodi-cer.

is the feeding of the coal through the firing door at f lie

bottom of the producer.
The method of working the producer is as follows :—Ordin-

ary gas coke is fed on to the grate when at its lowest position

through the hinged door at the top of the producer. Thin
charge of coke is brought up to the level of the gas outlet.

The engine is allowed to run from one to two hours, accord-
ing t<> the load, with gas which is generated from this coke
only. As soon as it is necessary to begin to charge the pro-
ducer with bituminous coal, the grate is raised to the level

of the sliding plate, the travel of which is about 10 in. The
sliding plate is now driven across the fire between the bottom
of the fuel bed and the top surface of the grate. The grate
is lowered to its lowest position, and the bituminous coal is

then thrown through the firing-door opening on to the grate.

As soon as this space is packed tightly with the coal, the
sliding plate is withdrawn, allowing the incandescent fuel

gradually to settle on to the fresh fuel. The firing door is

now closed, and the same procedure is followed at intervals,

which are determined by the load that the producer ia

carrying.

The pressure of the rising grate causes the fuel, which it

supports, to become very dense and compact, preventing
channels or cavities from forming in the fuel column, without
the necessity of any poking of the fuel. This characteristic

of applying pressure to the glowing mass of incandescent
carbon is very important; in fact, it is the main principle of

D
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Fi< and 3.—Faenhui Gas Producer for Bituminoi

top cover, and discharges th pe bolted to the outside

steam raiser. This arrangentenl is clearly seen in figs. '_' and 3.

The temperature of the air i^ as high as 350 dcg. 1-'. when it

mes into contact with the water flowing round the
rings of the steam raiser itself, and, consequently, it enters
the space under the grate slightly cooler than this.

Indic.n demonstrate the regularity of the gas
value whilst the operation of charging the producer J

out.

While minor mechanical and gasification difficulties were
met with and overcome in the 100-b.h.p. size, it was not
until th were made that very real difficulties

began to assert themselves. The smallest size, that of

100-b.h.p. capacity, b area of only 4.9 sq. tt.. or
12 ft. in trouble was met with in employ-
ing an ordinary stei : thick.

When tie- dil svas increased to 3 ft. 9J in.

(250 b.h.p. ) ami 5 it. b.h.p.) the plain steel plate

250-B.H.P. producer a
single water-cooled plate is used, and is clearly shown in figs.

2 and 3; in the 500-b.h.i\ size two water-cooled plates are
employed, both plates working towards the centre of the fire.

Though these water- ted to a pres-

sure test of 50 lb. per sq. in. before using them, after a few
weeks' work the plates began to fail; the front end had a
bevelled edge of about 3 in. width, and this bevelled edge
would always split, due to the circulating water not reaching
the extreme end of the plate. This trouble has been entirely

coal in the suction-type producer. The percentage of hydrogen
is lower than usually met with in gas from producers using
anthracite coal.

From -Jo samples the average hydrogen content was only
10.29 per cent., but the average calorific value of the
same 25 samples was 143.16 B.TH.r. per cubic foot (higher
value).

Various classes of bituminous coal are being gasified most
successfully by the producer under review; the upward pres-

sure of the rising grate causing the fuel to become thoroughly
homogeneous renders caking coal just as suitable as the non-
caking variety. Small coal has been found more suitable

• than Coal containing a high percentage of ash
curtails the period that the producer can work without a com-
plete clean out.

The most important feature of the Farnham producer is the

entire absence of cli aning plant of any description, the only
auxiliary chamber to the producer itself being the cooler.

Though thi temperature of the gas before entering the

cooler i-< high, it is absolutely free from any tarry matter,

and when the gas leaves the cooler it is at atmospheric tem-
perature and ready for use in the engine.
Gas enters the cooler at the base, and after leaving the

coke in the lower half of the chamber, comes into contact

with a very fine gauze screen, which can be rotated from the'

outside by means of a chain and pulley. This screen pre-
- any soot leaving the chamber, a? jets of water play

on the upper surface of the gauze, and drive the soot down-
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wards into the coke immediately below. The coke itself has

a separately controlled water supply.

The screen is always placed vertically until the first charge
of bituminous coal is fed into the producer; by the time this

is done, the coke has become hot enough to distil off any
tarry matter which may have been present in the. first charge
of coke.
A screen working to-day has not been removed from the

cooler for over one year, and the mesh of the screen is as

clear as when first fitted. This mesh has 80 divisions to the
square inch.

The ash content of the coal used determines the length of

time the producer can generate suitable gas. With an ash
content of 5.3 per cent., 148 hours' running has been obtained
on a 250-b.h.p. producer without a pound of clinker being
withdrawn. Of bituminous coal 12.8 tons were gasified, 22,000
B.H.p.-hours were obtained, and after the producer was cooled
down about 1,200 lb. of clinker were withdrawn through the
firing door.

A battery of these producers of 250 b.h.p. is now producing
gas on the suction system from bituminous coal for driving
gas engines of 850 b.h p. This producer is always run out
entirely after the completed period of running; no charge of

bituminous coal is ever introduced during the last 10 or 12
hours' run.

Careful consumption tests with bituminous coal gasified in

the Parnham producer show a net fuel consumption of 1.47 lb.

per b.h. p.-hour, including all losses, week in and week out.

On the 500-b.h.p. size 2.01 lb. per KW.-hour was the consump-
tion of fuel recorded weekly, the cost ranging from 13s. to

20s. per ton, against anthracite costing from 30s. to 40s. a ton.

WAR ITEMS.

Russian Journalists and German Commercial Penetration.
—At the dinner given by the Newspaper Proprietors' Asso-
ciation on, February 23rd, to the Russian journalists now on
a visit to this country, M. Egoroff, in replying to a toast,

referred to the supreme importance of commercial relations
between the Allies and Russia, and to the " penetration "

policy practised by Germany. We quote the following ex-
tract from his most interesting speech from the " Times "

report:—" Gentlemen, it has become an established axiom
in political as well as in literary spheres that the most
reliable guarantee of stable friendship between separate
countries must be sought in their respective business rela-
tions. That is an idea which I, however, must accept with
considerable reservations. It seems to me that the war has
already introduced a very important factor. It has shown
that economic relations may give place before other con-
siderations of a more exalted order, moral and political.

Let us not forget that Germany did not hesitate to declare
war upon Russia, although her trade with that country
ranked as one of the most important assets in German com-
mercial prosperity. On the other hand, we have no example
in history when the Russian nation entered upon a war with
greater enthusiasm than now. Yet our trade with Germany
was also one of the most important factors of our material
welfare. What is the explanation of this apparent contra-
diction in terms ? The answer is a simple one. There is

one kind of trade which involves mutual benefit, another
kind which is tantamount to a pacific conquest. Germany
stood on the latter footing. In her commercial penetration
into other lands she sought not only a means of self-enrich-
ment, but a sure road to gradual conquest. She was aiming
at the subjugation of the Russian people by means of her
commercial and financial influences. Therein lies much
food for reflection. Let us hope that our Allies, who are
stronger than ourselves in the domain of industry, will not
leave the German road an open one, but that they will oust
Germany from the Russian market and succeed in estab-
lishing a basis of just and equitable business relations with
Russia. There is no other method for assuring in the future
the stable development of mutual friendship which will place
our countries beyond the menace of any unforeseen events."

Wood Pulp and Tramway Tickets.—The February issue
of the "Journal" of the Tramways and Light. Railways
Association contains a copy of a communication sent to the
Board of Trade on February 16th by that Association respect-

ing the possible effects of the restriction of importation of

wood pulD on the production of tramway and omnibus
tickets. The Association acted on behalf of itself, the London
Omnibus Owners' Federation, the British' Electrical Federa-
tion, Ltd., and the Provincial Omnibus Owners' Associa-
tion (Incorporated).

Aircraft Risks.—The leading departments of Glasgow
T.C. have considered the advisability of insuring their

respective works against aircraft risks. The Tramways
Committee decided, bv 14 votes to 13, against insuring,

while the Electricity Committee, by 17 votes to 9, proposed
to insure the generating stations at Port Dundas and St.

Andrew's Cross.

Reserved Occupations and Exemptions.—The revised list

of reserved occupation:, issued by toe Board of Trade on
February 2nd contained the following:

—

Electrical generating stations (including those for tram-
ways and electric railways): All classes of workmen.
Gas works: All classes of workmen inside the works.
Tramways: frame inspector; driver, chief storekeeper;'

parcel superintendent.
Mechanics, etc., in all industries: Mechanics and other

similar men engaged in the maintenance and repair of plant,

machinery,, and tools.

The Saltburn Military Tribunal last Friday exempted, for

two months Mr. T. W. Hukon, assistant electrical engineer
to the Cleveland Trust. It was pleaded that he was the
only person left to look after underground mains, that the
original staff had been reduced from five to two men, in-

cluding Mr. Hulton, and that advertisements had failed to

lind a successor with suitable qualifications.

The Halifax Tramways and Electricity Committee has
recommended that the Ministry of Munitions be asked to

take over, as controlled establishments, the tramways and
electricity departments of the Corporation.
The Bolton Tramways Committee has decided to make

application to the Ministry of Munitions for a certificate

that the supply of tramway facilities by the Corporation is of

importance to carry out munition work efficiently.

At a meeting of the Military Service Act tribunal at Dork-
ing, on February 22nd, the chief accountant of the Electricity

Co. aonlied for exemption, and was granted two months'
extension only.

At the Recruiting Tribunal at Wallsend-on-Tyne, appli-

cation was made, en February 25th, for the total or tem-
porary exemption of a tramway conductor on the Tyneside
Tramways and Tramroads Co.'s system. It was stated that

the company was short-handed, and that that morning thev

had been unable to run a workmen's car. They would
either have to stop the cars or employ female conductors,

but before they could employ female conductors it was neces-

sary to make certain alterations. A postponement for one
month was granted.

Application is to be made to the Ministry of Munitions
by the Glasgow Tramways and Electricity Committees for

a certificate making the departments controlled establish-

ments, and permitting the municipality to that extent to

come under Section 7 of the Acts which prohibits the em-
ployment elsewhere of persons who have left munitions
factories.

Dearth of Machinery in Russia.—With reference to our

leading article of last week, the Board of Trade " Journal
"

quotes a report from the British Vice-Consul at Ekaterin-

burg, to the effect that in Ural mining works a great dearth

of machinery in general is now beginning to be very seriously

felt, and fears exist as to whether allied and neutral powers
will be able to replace the tremendous quantity^ of machinery
that Germany formerly supplied to Russia. Not to mention
new enterprises, the machinery which is at present in use,

owing to the difficulty of obtaining spare parts, is likely to

be run out, so that practically all current businesses will

require new machinery after the war. The demand for cata-

logues and' specifications in the Russian language has never

been so acute as it is at the present time. Russian buyers

are at a loss to find out whence to obtain prompt and reliable

information as to where special requirements may be bought.

Great preparations should be made by all firms anxious to

share in business in the Russian market after the war.

Travellers having a good knowledge of the Russian lan-

guage, as well as a technical knowledge of machinery,

should be sent out to the Ural mining works, where the

Russians would be only too glad to give them every assist-

ance.

An Italian Company's Difficulties.—Owing possibly to the

influence on traffic exercised by the war, the Societa Tramvie
Vicentine is in financial straits, and a petition for its

liquidation has been filed by the Banca Popolare, of Vicenza.

The Society, however, last August applied for and secured

the protection of the moratorium, after a court expert had

reported favourably on its finances. A meeting of share-

holders is to be called to decide on its future course of action.

The Society was started in 1906, and works some 135 kilo-

metres of line between Vicenza, Valdagno, Chiampo,
Recoaro, Bassano and Montagnana, and receives govern-

mental, provincial and communal kilometre subsidies, which

guarantee its bond indebtedness. Its capital is 4,000,000

lire in 100 lire shares.

After=the=War Trade.—The Council of the Birmingham
Chamber of Commerce, in its annual report, expresses the

hope that the Government will not fail to take such steps

as may be necessarv to enable the manufacturers and
workers of the country to consolidate their position and enter

into international competition after peace is declared without

those enormous disadvantages which prevailed before the

war.
It is stated that, on Tuesday next, Mr. Asquith will receive

the deputation appointed at the Guildhall meeting on trade

and employment after the war.

Enemy Trade Marks in Australia.—In furtherance of its

policv of stamping out German influence and German trade,

the Australian Commonwealth Government has suspended

the trade marks of 450 articles of enemy manufacture.
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Trading with the Enemy.—The " London Gazette " for
I

1 bruary 29th contains lengthy lists of persons or bodies of
enemy nationality or associations in Greece, Morocco,
V therlands, Norway, Portugal, Portuguese East Africa,

in, and Sweden, with whom or which trading is pro-
hibited. A number of electrical companies are included.

The Hoard of Trade has made Orders requiring the
undermentioned businesses to be wound up:

—

Qalmon Asbestos and Rubber Works, Ltd., Sheppv Place,

Minories, London, E. Controller: Mr. E. H. Fletcher, 14,

George Street, Mansion House, E.C.
Rhenish Rubber and Celluloid Co. (1908), Ltd., Basing-

hall Street, E.C. Controller: Mr. J. S. Cotman, 10, Cole-
man Street, E.C.
Harburg and Vienna India Rubber Co., Ltd., Golden

I
, E.C. Controller: Mr. C. W. M. Kemp, 3G, Wall-

brook, E.C.

Manchester and Future Municipal Contracts. — The
" Morning Post " states that the Manchester City Council
was on Wednesday to be asked to confirm a resolution to

the effect that all municipal corporations in England and
Wales should have their attention called to the following
Standing orders which have been adopted by the Citv
Council:—"No contract shall be entered into with any
person of German or Austrian nationality; no contract shall

be entered into with any firm or company whose subscribed
capital, whether by way of shares or otherwise, is held or
controlled to the extent of one-third or upwards by persons
of German or Austrian nationality." The resolution adds
that the Town Clerk be instructed to transmit a copy to the
Town Clerk of each borough with a suggestion that the
respective councils will take into consideration the advisa-
bility of adopting similar standing orders.

LEGAL

Attwell v. West Ham Corporation.

The West Ham Corporation on February 24th unsuccessfully ap-

pealed to Justices Ridley and Avory in a King's Benoh Divisional

Court against a judgment at Bow County Court, where a
jury awarded Mr. A. E. Attwell, an electrical engineer, £350
damages against the Corporation for personal injuries he received

through the negligence of the Corporation's servants. The matter
has already been reported here. The plaintiff's case was that he
was working at a h.t. chamber when an explosion occurred, with
the result that he was severely injured. The West Ham Corpora-
tion appealed on the ground that tnere was evidence of contribu-

tory negligence, but Counsel for the respondent took the preliminary
objection that the appeal was out of time, and that all the grounds
of appeal were inadmissible by Sec. 120 of the County Court Aot.

The Court upheld the preliminary objection and dismissed the
appeal with costs.

'Munitions Cases.

At Oldham last week, the local Munitions Tribunal fined John
Cox 7s. 6d. for a breach of the Act. His employers, a firm of

electrical manufacturers, complained that he had attended at the
works in an unfit state to work, being the worse for drink, and
after being warned he repeated the offence ; he later asked for his

leaving certificate, which was refused, and he was told to come to

the works when he was sober, but he did not return.—The Tribunal
declined to grant leaving certificates to three Belgians who were
employed by the same firm, and wanted to go to a place in

London where they could earn more money.

A South Wales Mines Case.

On February 25th, at Merthyr, Mr. H. Thomas, manager of Hill's

Plymouth Co.'s Graig Collieries, and Mr. W. W. Green, agent to the
collieries, were summoned for nine offences in respect of eleotrical

plant. The matter is reported in the &)uth Wales Daily Xeics,

from which paper we quote. Mr. Vachell of the Home Office, who
prosecuted, explained that at the collieries in question—the Nos. 1

and 2 South Pits—there was a very extensive eleotrical plant with
over 20 miles of cable and 26 motors. The plant was one of the
oldest, and was getting very antiquated. In August last there
was a non-fatal accident at the oollieries and one of H.M. inspectors
was sent to make an examination. As a result of that Mr. W. J.

Charlton, the inspector, would tell the Court that the plant was
"extremely neglected," and was in "a very dangerous condition."
The summonses had been taken out " to illustrate various
offences," but they could have taken out a hundred.
Mr. C. Kenshole, for the defendants, raised objection to such

a remark.
Mr. W. J. Charlton, junior Inspector of Mines, said that when

he called Mr. Thomas's attention to the condition of the cable he
said he had no idea it was in suoh a bad state, and he quite agreed
that it was unfit for use.

Mr. C. Kenshole : Do you know the company are gradually
putting in and installing new cables throughout these collieries ?

—I understand they are trying to comply with the rules.
They are gradually putting in armoured cables and replaoing old

cables ?—I did see some old oables replaced.

I)j you agree that to get cable now is a most difficult matter .'

—

It would be some time before the whole could be completed.
Mr. W. W. Green said he had been for 12 years agent to the

Hill's Plymouth Collieries, whose annual output was about 600,000
tons. He was not aware of any breach of the regulations in

regard to the electrical apparatus in the mine. There was now a
great difficulty in obtaining cables. The cables were from time to

time damaged by falls of roof—and there were exceptionally

bad roofs in these collieries, probably the worst in South Wales.
The overlying strata were very weak and saturated with water.

Probably these mines were the wettest in Wales, and possibly in

the kingdom.
Mr. Henry Thomas, manager, said the oompany were gradually

introducing new plant. The electrician bad reported from time to

time up to October 7th that the insulation was good. It was
impracticable for witness to follow the electrician step by step to

see that he was doing his duty.
The cases were adjourned until a date to be mutually agreed

upon.

B.E.T.—Reduction of Capital.

The Court of Appeal, composed of the Master of the Rolls and
Lords Justices Phillimore and Warrington, on Monday, heard an
appeal by the Public Trustee as the executor of the late Leopold
Salamons, the bolder of £12,960 income certificates of the British

Electric Traction Co., Ltd., from an order of Mr. J ustice ABtbury,
sanctioning upon the petition of the company a reduction of its

capital from £4,000,000 to £2,998,397 15s., and also sanctioning
the scheme of arrangement under Sec 120 of the Companies' Con-
solidation Act, 1908, so as to bind the various classes of share-

holders and also the holders of income certificates issued by the
company.
Mr. Clauson, K.C., in support of the appeal, contended that the

scheme of arrangement under whioh the reduction of capital was
effected might involve his client in some future liability.

The hearing was adjourned for £ fortnight to enable the com-
pany to file further evidence.

FARRELL r. BLOXAM,

Mb. Justice Pim, in the High Court, Dublin, granted an applica-

tion for service of a subpana out of the jurisdiction on Mr. A. N.
Moore, formerly chief assistant electrical engineer at the Belfast

electricity works, now borough electrical engineer at Newport,
England, who is a necessary witness in the action for slander
brought by Mr. A. B. Farrell, resident superintendent in the Belfast
central station, against Mr. T. W. Bloxam, chief electrical engineer,

Belfast.

Assessment of Colliery Power Stations.

The Divisional Court, on February 25th, granted an application
by Mr. Ryde, K.C., on behalf of the Pjntypridd Union againBt the
Cambrian and other colliery companies in Glamorgan, asking for

an extension of time for setting down appeals. It was stated that
the cases referred to the assessment of electrical power stations at

the collieries.

CONCERNING DISCOUNTS.

By A STATION ENGINEER

During recent years manufacturers have acquired the habit of
sending out price lists with the most astonishing array of dis-

counts attached. A glance through recent invoices gives the fol-

lowing discounts :—20, 10, 5, and .". per cent.
; 33$ and 30 per cent.

;

7J, 15 and 10 per cent., plus 5 per cent, advance ; 20, 7 and 10 per
cent.

;
plus 10 per cent., less 83$. Just why makers do this kind

of thing it is not easy to understand. Perhaps one reason is that
buyers often add the discounts together, thinking to get an
approximate result that way. Thus 20, 10, 5, and 5 per cent, sounds
like about 40 per cent. ; at any rate, a smart salesman will say

that, and doubtless many an order has been booked on this under-
standing. A little thought will show that adding the figures

together does not give the correct answer at all. Take this case :

—
20 per cent, off 100 gives 80. Then the 10 per cent, deduots 8,

leaving 72. The two 5 per cents, reduce that to just under 65, so

that the total effect of the discounts is only equivalent to 35 per
cent., and not to 40 per cent. Similarly 33i and 30 per cent,

worksout at 53',, and not at 63 J per cent. The strange assemblage
of 7i, 15, and lu per oent. looks like 32£ per oent., but it works out

at 29'2 per cent.

The question frequently arises, does the order in which the
discounts are taken make any difference 1 The answer is that the

order makes no difference at all. The writer has had many
arguments with friends on this point, and calculations have even
been produced giving the opposite result. Yet the truth of the
proposition can easily be shown. Taking 20 per cent, and 10 per

cent, discount off an amount is equivalent to multiplying it by '8

and '9, while taking 10 per cent, and 20 per cent, off is the Bame as

multiplying it by '9 and '8. Obviously, the effect is the tame in

either case. Similarly it makes no difference whether a per-

centage advance in price is added before or after the discount is

taken,
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May one suggest that there is something silly in these elaborate

discounts. Manufacturers would save so much time and labour if

they quoted the equivalent figure instead of a multitude of dis-

counts and advanoes, that it is hardly credible that they keep up
the present method. The following accounts, copies of aotual

invoices, will show the waBte of labour in making out accounts on
the repeated discount system :

—

£4 9 fi £0 2 8

(1) Less 20 % ... 17 11 (2) Less 20 % • ... 6

3 11

„ io %
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Ediswan Showrooms in Australia.—The accom-
panying picture shows the interior of the Melbourne showroom of

the Edison and Swan UNITED ELECTRIC Light Co., Ltd. Not-
withstanding all the difficulties of shipping in these days, the
company is enabled to make there a very useful collection of

articles of such classes as find a sale in our Australian Colonies.

The company has made a special study of the requirements of this

particular market. It will be remembered that one of the directors

recently made a tour of the Colonies in the company's interests,

and such visits are exceedingly helpful in enabling a company to

follow a line likely to fit in with the desires of our kith and kin.

The stocks at Melbourne are being added to continually as new
lines come along. The photograph shows such familiar lines as
luminous radiators, Baetian heaters, fans, anil Holophane glassware.

There is not the slightest doubt that the demand for British electrical

manufactures in Australia is very large at present, and the company

Ediswan Showrooms at Melbourne.

has cho3en the right moment for extending its activities in that
market. The anti-German movement there is so strong, and writers

and statesmen alike have been so thorough-going in their dealing
with enemy companies, that the opportunity for our firms to do
increasing trade is bound to be better than it has ever been before.

Many of our electrical and allied firms already have branches in

Australia, &c. and the Edison & Swan Co. has branches in

Melbourne (368, Little Collins Street), Sydney (58, Clarence Street),

Brisbane (32 4, Adelaide Street), and sub-agencies in Adelaide and
Perth, as 'well as agents in seven towns in New Zealand (Wel-
lington, Napier, Auckland, Gisborne, Christen urch, Invercargill
and Dunedin), where Ediswan branded or agency goods may be
obtained. Tne company also has its agents in Johannesburg,
Malay and the Straits Ssttlements, and in India and Burmah,

Trade Announcements.

—

Mr. J. Martin Blair has
removed to Central House, Kingsway, W.C.
The offices of the E I. Hill Advertising Service have been

removed to 2ii, Stanton Road, Wimbledon, S.W.
Messrs. Ernest G. Denner & Co., electrical engineers, of

Sheffield, have removed from 150, West Street, to 281, Glossop
Road.
Messrs. W. M. Wilson & Co., 19, Waterloo Street, Glasgow,

have been appointed sole selling agents in Scotland for the Welle'
Electrical Co., London, who represent in the U.K. the Compagnie
Frarr lise de Charbons pour L'Electricitr.

Prices Advance.

—

The Benjamin Electric, Ltd., of
Rosebery Avenue, E.C., have issued a notice respecting further
advances in prices of a nnmber of their manufactures.

For Sale.—"Walsall Electricity Supply Department has
for disposal two Bumstead & Chandler 260-H.P. steam engines,
direct coupled to n.c. generators ; ODe ditto Heh.p, engine, coupled
to forced draught fan ; glaBS accumulator cells ; four switchgear
panels and three transformer panel?. See our advertisement pages
to-day.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Aberdeen.—The engineer's monthly statement shows
that during January 1,366,600 units were generated, an inoreaseof
1:55,!>'.I0 units, as compared with the corresponding month last
year.

Argentina.—The Electric Light Co., of Mar del Plata,
recently threatened to suspend the service owing to the muni-
cipality having dishonoured a promissory note in its favour for
$50,000 m/n.
The inhabitants of San Jenaro (Province of Santa Fe) are con-

templating the establishment of an electric lighting service in that
town.

—

Reiiew of River Plate.

Australia.—The Bundaberg (Queensland) Gas and Coke
Co., Ltd., has been authoiised to supply electricity for a period of
25 years within an area in the Bhire of Woongarra.

—

Tenders.

Aylesbury.—L.6.B. Ihquiby.—The L.G.B. has in-

formed the U.D.C. that an inquiry will be held into the applica-
tion for sanction to a loan of £325 for electricity purposes.

Barton - on - Dumber. — Street Lighting. — The
Council has declined to pay the electric supply company's account
for the past half-year's lighting amounting to £110, as owing to

the lighting restrictions the lamps have not been lit for some
time. The Council offers 50 per cent, in settlement, but this the
company has refused, demanding !)0 per cent, and threatening
proceedings. The Council has decided to ask the LG.B. for

advice on the subject, and suggested that legislation should be
introduced to deal with such matters. It is interesting to note
that the Clerk to the Council is also secretary to the Electric
Supply Oo.—YorJuhirs Pott.

Bellinsrham.

—

Proposed E.L. Scheme.—The Council
has approved of a proposed electric lighting scheme for the district.

Biliiiley.—The question of increasing the price of elec-

tricity for lighting has been deferred for 12 months.
The electrical engineer has been instructed to proceed with the

wiring of the firemen's bells, in accordance with his estimate and
the agreement with the Bradford Corporation as to the use of the
tramway posts.

Biniiiii»liani.—Rate Aid.—The Electricity Supply
Committee's contribution to the rate fund, for the year ending
March 31st next, is to be £25,000, as against £35 C00 last year,

due to the increased price of materials and labour : the Tramways
Committee will contribute £50,000, as against £30,000 last year.

Coal Shortage.—According to the Morning Punt, the Corpora-
tion generating station practically ran out of coal on Monday, and
as a result it was found necessary to suspend the tramway Bervice

for an hour or two, the cars being left standing in the etreeU
pending the resumption of supply.

Blackpool.—The aggregate output of the electricity

supply department during the past 10 months was 4,077,170
units, a decrease of 322,090 units, as compared with the same
period last year. The effect of the lighting restrictions is

shown by the great decrease during January in the amount of

electricity supplied for public lighting. Last month the output
under this head was only 2,000 units, compared with 15,8(18 units

in January, 1915 ; 214 new consumers have been added during the
last 10 months.

Bolton.—Owing to the numerous applications received
for electricity for power, a Special Committee has been appointed
to consider the whole question of capital expenditure with the
Finance Committee.

Bradford.-—The Electricity Committee has authorised
an extension of mains from Apperley Bridge transformer chamber,
across the bridge to the city boundary (including additions to the
transformer chamber), at a cost of £400, and the sealing of an
agreement for bulk supply to the Yorkshire Electric Power Co.
through this extension. The Committee has approved a supple-
mental agreement with Messrs. Roby, Clifford & Co. and Mr.
Wilfred Turner for the continuance of a bulk supply to Station
Mill, Wyke. The Committee has also decided that the system at
present in operation for obtaining cables from the British Insulated
and Helsby Cables, Ltd., be continued for a further 12 months from
April 1st next, and thereafter until further instructions are given
in the matter.

Continental.

—

Italy.—The Government is making
efforts to extend the use of water-power for the production of
electrical energy in substitution for coal, for the supplies of which
Italy is entirely dependent on importation ; and a decree has been
issued authorising the Minister of Finance to extend concessions
for the diversion of watercourses without the formality of sub-
mitting the question to technical authorities for report, provided
the rights of third parties are respected.

—

B. of T. Journal.
Experiments are being made on Italian railways with

eleotrioally-driven cranes for loading coal into engine-tenders. At
Florence an Italian-built crane was employed in these trials, and
at Naples a crane similar to those used on Prussian railways. The
cranes are mounted on trucks and are each worked by two motors.
The coal is brought in small trucks holding between 500 and
750 kg., and these latter are lifted bodily and their contents
emptied into the tenders. The time taken in this operation is

between four and eight minutes, three men being employed, the
current required being 008 KW.-hour per ton.— Industrta e

Inventions.

Dublin.—Cottage Lighting.—Reports of the Cor-
poration Housing Committee contain estimates for the lighting of
proposed working men's dwelling houses by electricity. In the
North Lotts area the estimate for 201 houses (847 points) in the
first section, is C 1,143 ; second section. 245 houses (933 points),

£1,259 ; and third Bection, 91 houses (387 points), £522. In the
Newfoundland Street area the estimate for 125 houses (355 points)
is £179 ; second section, 61 houses (305 points), £411

; and third
seotion (449 points), £673.

Epsom.—The U.D.C. on February 22nd decided to

increase its charges for current as under :—Private houses and busi-

ness premises, 7d. per unit
;
power, flit rate of 3£d. and on the

sliding scale with a minimum of lid. for 3,000 units; pnblio
lighting, 4Jd. per unit.

Heston and Isleworth.—Loan Application.—Ap-
plication is to be made to the L.G.B. by the District Council for
sanction to borrow £175 for mains extensions.
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Huntingdon.—Refuse Destrt/ctor.—A L.G.B. in-

quiry was held, on February 22nd, into the application of the T.C.

for sanction to a loan of £1,800 for the provision of a refuse des-

truotor, which, it is estimated, will effect a saving of £100 a year.

There was opposition only with regard to the proposed site, but

the. Inapeotor intimated that a loan would not be granted unless

the Board was convinced that the destructor was an absolute

necessity.

Ilford.

—

New Tariffs.—The Council proposes to adopt

revised tariffs for electricity supply, which will be subject to the

war increase of 12£ per cent. Included are a rateable value tariff

of 12£ per cent, per annum, plus I'd. a unit, flat and maximum
demand rates, a eliding scale for power and special rates.

India.—Electrical Pumping.—The Bangalore Muni-
cipal Commissioners have decided to electrify the pumping plant at

the waterworks, for which purpose electricity is to be taken from

the Ciuvery Falls power station.

—

Indian Engineering.

Ipswich.

—

Price Increase.—The T.C. has increased

the price of current for lighting from 4£d. to 5d. per unit, and the

tariff for heating, cooking, power, &o., by 15 per cent., making
25 per cent, advance since June, 1915, while rebates in connection

with the charges for supply through prepayment meters have been

abolished.

Kingston-on-Thames.—The T.C. has increased the

price of current supplied to the Thatched House, Richmond Park
from 7^3. to 8d. per unit.

Leeds.

—

Proposed Price Increase.—An increase of

10 per cent, in the charges for the supply of electricity, as from
March 31st to the end of March 31et. 1917, is to be proposed at the

next meeting of the City Council.

Leigh.

—

Proposed Loan.—The T.C. has decided to

apply to the L.G B. for sanction to the borrowing of £18,300 for

extensions to the electricity undertaking ; £65,713 has already

been expended on the undertaking.

London.

—

Woolwich.—A letter has been received

from the L.C.C., with regard to the B.C.'s application for a loan of

£3,622 for mains, transformers, switchgear and apparatus,

stating that the Finance Committee had agreed to recommend
Banction to the borrowing of £3,290 only subjeot to TreaBory
approval, deducting certain expenditure which has taken place

since restrictions were imposed. The Finance Committee has

considered the borough electrical engineer's report as to the

deficiency on the undertaking for 1914-15, and has asked for

the observations of the B.C. npon the financial condition of the

undertaking as disclosed by the accounts. The B.C. has decided

to accept the reduced sanction, and to charge the £332 to revenue
account.

The Charing Cross, West End, and City Electric Supply Co.

is applying to the Board of Trade for its consent to an increase of

10 per cent, on the charges for lighting during the period of the

war and for 12 months afterwards or for such period as the Board
may determine.

—

Standard.

Londonderry.—According to the Londonderry Sentinel,

at a m»yoral luncheon held last week, in the course of the speeches,

it was announced that the pro (5t on the electricity department this

year would be probably £2,000. The chairman of the Lighting

Committee announced that the output had increased by 21 per

cent, and the revenue by over 30 per cent, in 1915, as compared
with 1914. The L.G.B. had sanctioned a loan for new plant,

which would result in a saving of £750 a year on coal and enable

them to increase the output by 70 per cunt. Through the action

of a small Committee a saving of £800 had been effected in pur-

chasing coal recently.

Maidstone.

—

Price Reduction.—From April 1st the

charge for current for heating purposes will be reduced to Id. per

unit by the T.C.

Plymouth.

—

Quarterly Return.—The return of the

electricity undertaking for the quarter ended December last shows
that on the Prince Rock section 1,044,834 units were sold, pro-

ducing an estimated revenue of £11,136 as against S8S.996 units

and £9,297 in the corresponding period of the previous year. At
the Newport Street works 785,089 units were sold, producing

£7,469, as against 718,545 units and £6,587 in the last quarter of

1914.

Portishead.—The Clevedon, Portishead and District

Electric Supply Co. has applied to the B. of T. for consent to use

overhead lines at Long Ashton.

Salford.—The T.C. is making application to the L.G.B.
for further sanction to borrow £2,016 to cover capital expenditure

in connection with the electricity undertaking in respect of loans

sanctioned bv the Board prior to March 12'h last. Agreements
are to be entered into with four firms for the supply of current.

The Electrioity Committee has accepted the offer of Messrs. Maden
and McKeen to purchase and remove two of the existing old

engine generating sets at the Frederick Road station for £2,500,

also the offer of Messrs. Andrew Knowlee & Sons to supply 500
tons of Trencherbone slack at 16s. 8d. per ton.

Shipley.

—

Price Increase.—In consequence of the

increased prices of materials which are being paid by the electricity

department, it has been decided that from April 1st next all charges

for electricity for power purposes, not covered by special agree-

ment, shall be advanced 10 per cent.

Stirling:.—A further sum of £ 1 ,000 is to be borrowed

for the purpose of defraying capital exDenditure in connection

with the electric lighting undertaking. The Corporation already

possesses the necessary powers to borrow this sam.

Sunderland.—Prkf. Increase.—The Electricity Com-
mittee has decided to recommend the Council to advance the

charge for electricity for lighting purposes by the equivalent of a

farthing per unit, commencing from April lBt.

Tasmania.—The Hobart City Council has adopted the

following schedule of charges for electric power. UDder Schedule A,

4s. per month per b.h.p. installed plus Id. per unit used, with a dis-

count of 0'4d. per uoit for prompt payment ;
under Schedule B, 4d.

per unit for the first 25 units per quarter, and 3d. per unit for all

over 25 units, with a discount of Id. per unit. Under Schedule C, the

charge for connected loads of 100 H.P. np to 500 H.P., to be 4a. per

month per b.h.p. installed, plus Jd. per unit used, with a discount

of i&- per unit. The chief engineer of the hydroelectric depart-

ment wrote, stating that the Government proposed for the purpose

of encouraging the establishment of new industries in Tasmania,

to charge half the schedule rates for electric power supplied to any
new enterprises for the first 12 months, and a»ked if the Council

was prepared to make a similar concession.

—

Hobart Mercury.

Todmorden.

—

Proposed Loan.—The T.C. has decided

to apply for sanction to Bpend £2,200 on boiler plant for the

electricity works.

Uruguay.—The new electric light service at Punta del

Este, a seaside resort, was formally inaugurated last month.

Wimbledon.—The Electricity Committee has autho-

rised an arrangement with Messrs. E. Brook, Ltd.. for the hire-

purchase of motors which might be hired to consumers in the

Council's area.

The Council has approved of revised agreements for supply to

the Foster Engineering Co. and Messrs. Stevenson & Sons, a coal

clause being incorporated.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

Australia.—A progress report by the Railway Commis-

sioners, on the auburban railway electrification, mentions that

No. 1 boiler house, with 12 boilers, stoking, aah and coal-handling

appliances, are expected to be completed in a few months ; a

section of the condensing plant, manufactured locally, is finished,

and two turbo-alternator sets are well in hand. A portion of the

20,000-volt transmission cable is in position ; the Jolimont car-

shed is practically complete ; the rolling-stock equipment is being

carried out, and a commencement has been made in equipping sub-

stations. The Ci inmisBionerB are unable to give any idea as to

when the scheme will approach completion.

Blackpool.—It is proposed to discontinue the parcels

express service on the tramway cars as from April 1st, the service,

which has had 12 months' trial, not being a success.

Bradford.—As an outcome of consideration of recom-

mendations of the Executive Council of the Municipal Tramways
Association regarding the question of the indispenaability of

certain sections of employes on tramways, the Tramways Com-
mittee has passed a resolution : "That having regard to the severe

gradients on certain sections of the Bradford tramway system the

Committee deem it necessary, in the interests of public safety,

that not less than one-third of the staff of male conductors be

retained in the service of the department." After somewhat pro-

tracted negotiations the emplojes of the tramway department

have accepted the offer of a war bonus equal to an increase of

about 3s. a week on the old rates, but have done so under protest.

The 20 women conductors are giving satisfaction, and the manager

ha's been given authority to engage 40 more women as conductors.

Brighton Railway Electrification.—The chairman,

at the recent annual meeting of the company, referred to the

progress of the electrically worked suburban lines of the company,

new work on which, he pointed out, had been temporarily sus-

pended for a time, but was now being steadily carried on with a

view to completing at least a part of the scheme by the time

normal oonditions returned.

He stated that the existing electrical services were working

most satisfactorily and giving excellent remits.' Recent statistics

showed that last year there was an increase in the number of

passengers carried by those services of nearly 70 per cont. over

those carried in the last years of steam traction, and since their

inauguration five years ago over 40 millions m ire passengers

had been carried by them. The increase still continued, as waa

demonstrated by the fact that the number carried last year

waa 15 por csnt. higher than in 1914 ; this meant that there was

a considerable addition to the daily suburban traffic. The contract

for electrification was now in the hands of the Metropolitan Car-

riage and Waggon Co., and Messrs. R. W. Blackwell & Co.
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Burnley.— Plant Inauguration. — To-morrow the

new 6,ti0ovolt three-pbaee plant, including turbine plant and a

rotary converter sub-station, installed at a cost of £26,o00, is to.be

officially started up. " M •' —s£ J3 «•

Continental.

—

Spain.—The small horse-tramway system
uniting I run and Fnenterrabia, 5,100 metres in length, is to be
eleotrified. The two towns have together a population of 18,000
only, but the latter town is much frequented by foreigners in the
summer season.

—

Indiistria e Invenoionet,

Croydon.

—

Wages.—The Tramways Committee has
received a letter from the Chief Industrial Commissioner respect-

in); an application made by the Union of Licensed Vehicle Workers
in regard to wages and working conditions, asking whether the
Corporation is willing to concur in the reference of the matter to

arbitration. The Tramway Committee estimates that these
requests would involve an additional payment in wages amounting
to close on £10,000 a year. Under the circumstances, the Com-
mittee has now recommended the Corporation to inform the Com-
missioner that it is not willing to agree to his proposal.

Dublin.—At the annual meeting of the Dublin and
South-Eastern Railway Co., Mr. V. H. Grierson suggested that
negotiations be opened with the Dublin United Tramways Co.,

with a view to the electrification of the railway line between
Dublin and Bray (Wicklow).

Glasgow.

—

Electric Vehicles.—It is proposed that a
deputation of the Cleansing Committee of the T.C. shall visit

Birmingham, Sheffield and Dover for the purpose of inspecting at
work the electric vehicles now in use in those towns for refuse
collection, before submitting a final proposal to the T.C.
There are now 1,180 women conductors and 25 women drivers

on the Corporation tramway oars.

Leeds.

—

Wages.—The General Purposes Committee has
decided not to reoommend any further increase of the war bonus
to tramway workers except in special cases ; it has also deoided
not to alter the terms of employment of women conductors.

London.—The Board of Trade has extended the period
for the exercise of compulsory purchase of lands, &c, under the
London Electric Railway Act, 1913, by one year.

\ewcastle-on-Tyne.—An extension of the Corporation
tramway system to Benton was opened on Friday, last week, and a
ten-minutes' service will be given. In connection with the above[ a
motor-'bus service will run from Benton to Annitsford Bridge.

\orth London Electrification.—Lord Rathmore, at

the annual meeting of the North London Railway, stated that it

was hoped by September next to work the present service between
Broad Street and Kew and Richmond by means of electrio trains,

but probably not the more frequent service they intended ulti-

mately to supply. The scheme forms part of the greater suburban
electrification scheme of the North-Western Railway.

\ortli Staffordshire Railway.—In the course of his

speech at the annual general meeting of the above company, the
ohairman mentioned that the electric haulage in the Harecastle
tunnel, on the company's canal system, had been working very
satisfactorily indeed. The average number of boats towed by the
tug was eight, and it was a question whether they would not pro-
vide a duplicate tug to ensure that traffic should not suffer from a
breakdown.

South-Western Railway Electrification.—At the
annual meeting of this company it was stated that the expenditure
on the electrification of the suburban lines, up to the end of 1916,
was £970,000. It was hoped to commenoe the Hounslow service
early in March. Owing to the delay in the delivery of the machinery
for the completion of the power house, it would probably be three
or four months before the service to Hampton Court and Claygate
was electrified, thus completing the present scheme. Comparing
the week just prior to the opening of the "roundabout" electrio
service with the second week after the service commenced, there
was shown an increase of 16 per oent, in the bookings.

Wolverhampton.—On Friday last, owing to the short-
age of street labour, the services of the recently-formed Women's
Volunteer Reserve were obtained to dig out the tramway cars
which were snowed up during the previous night and day.

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

Aeroplane for Line Repairs.—An aeroplane was
employ*.! in the restoration of telephone service destroyed by the
reoent fl >ods at Sin Diego, Cal. It carried a rope across the
flooded district, and with the rope a telephone cable was hauled
through the water, thus enabling a connection to be made between
the broken lines.— T. and T. Age,

Canada and U.S.A.—Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co.
announces that deferred plain language telegrams, night, and
week-end telegram] can now again be accepted for Canada and the
United States.

Spain.—The Spanish authorities have seized a secret
wireless station at San Felix de Gaixols, in Catalonia.— The Time*.

I ii i Inl States.—The Federal District Court of New
York upheld on January 7th the Atlantic Communication Co., the
German-American concern operating the wireless station at Say villc,

L. I., in its contention that it was not infringing upon patent rights
held by the National Electric Signaling Co. The suit begun against
the German company was dismissed. The National Electric
Signaling Co. holds patent rights to radio inventions by Prof. R. A.
Fessenden, and in his opinion Judge Mayer held that certain
claims in the Fessenden patents were invalid. The Court declared
that Dr. Lee de Forest had worked out the musical-toned receiver
to a commercial possibility, and was operating stations in New
York while Fessenden was still experimenting.

—

Electrical World,

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.
Aberdare.—March 11th. U.D.C. Electrical stores for

12 months, See " Official Notices " February 18th.

Australia.

—

Sydney.—May 1st. Two 300-kw. turbo-
alternators, condensers, switchboard, .Vc„ for the pumping station

at Ryde, for the Metropolitan Board of Water Supply and Sewerage
at Sydney. *

May 3rd. N.S.W. Railways and Tramways Department. One
2,500-kw. turbo-alternator, for Zara Street, Newcastle, power
house. Specifications (.20s.) from the Engineer's office, 61, Hunter
Street, Sydney.*

Rarrow-in-Fumess.—March (ith. Corporation. Elec-
trioal stores for 12 months. Borough Electrical Engineer.

Relfast.—March 15th. Tramways and Electricity Com-
mittee. Stores, including a number of electrical items, See
" Official Notices" February 25th.

Rirkenhead.—March t;th. Corporation. Cable and
two rotary converters with switchgear. See " Official Notices

"

February 1st.

Rolton.—March nth. Tramways Committee. Stores,

including lamps, oarbons, &c. See " Official Notices " Feb. 25th.

Electricians' work, for theRurnley.— March -JOth.

B. of G. Mr. J. S. Horn, Clerk.

Dundalk.—March :.'lst. U.D.C. Engine-room stores,

cables, lamps, &c, for the Eleotrioity Department. See " Official

Notices" February 25th.

East Ham.—March 10th. Corporation. Twelve months'
supply of engineers' sundries, for the Electrio Lighting and Tram-
ways Department. Town Clerk.

Edinburgh.—March 13th. Corporation. Structural

steelwork at the new electric generating station, Portobello. Sir

Alexander B. W. Kennedy, 17, Victoria Street, S.W.

Ileston and Isleworth.—March 11th. U.D.C. Elec-

trical supplies, including cables, meters, &o. See " Official

Notices " February 26th.

Heywood.—March 1 5th. Electricity Committee. Stores,

inoluding some eleotrical items, for 12 months. See " Official

Notices" February 25th.

Ilt'ord. — The Tramways Manager does not think it

advisable t) obtain tenders this year for annual supplies. He
suggests obtaining one or two prioes as and when artioles are

required and accepting the most favourable, excepting cases where
the amount exceeds £50.

London.

—

Kensington.— March 8th. B. of G. s'x

months' supply of electric fittings, lamps, i.o. Clerk, Guardians'

Offices, Marloes Road, W.
L.C.C.—Maroh 10th. Asylums and Mental Dafioienoy Committee.

Electrioal sundries. Mr. H. F. Keene, Clerk, 6, Waterloo Place, S.W

Manchester.— March 7th. Electricity Committee.
Additional tanks for feed-water softener, Stuart Street station.

Chief Electrical Engineer, Diokinson Street.

Newport (Hon.).—March 4th. Corporation. Twelve
months' supply of Btores ani materials for the Electricity Com-
mittee. Mr. A. N. Moore, Borougu Eleotrical Engineer.

New Zealand.

—

Duxedin.—May 17th. City Council.

(1) Tramoar bodies
; (2) electrioal equipment. Plans, &c, from the

Town Clerk, Dunedin."

Pontypridd.—March 13th. U.D.C. Twelve months'

supply of electrical stores for the Electric Light and Tramways,

Department. See " Offi.ial Notices " February 18th.
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Salford.—March 4th. T.C. Two 1,000-kw. and one
500-kw. rotary converters and two water-tube boilers. Borough
Electrical Engineer.

Spain.—The municipal authorities of Alcublas (Province
of Valencia) have lately invited tenders for the concession for the
electric lighting of the town during a period of 20 years.

Swansea.—March tith. Education Committee. Electric

lighting installation at Brynmill and Cwmbwrla Council Schools.

See "Official Notioes" February 18th.

Specifications for the items marked * can be seen at the Board
of Trade Commercial Intelligence Branch in London.

CLOSED.

Australia.—The following tenders have been accepted :

—

P.M.G.'s Department, Sydney.

300 railfs of twisted-pair distributing wire, £3,300.—Western Electric
Co. (Aust.), Ltd.

60 miles of rubW-inaulated conductor wire, £478.—W. T. Henley's
Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.

P.M.G.'s Department, South Australia.

30 miles of rubber-insulated tinned-copper wire, £273.—W. T. Henley's
Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.

Metropolitan Board of Water 8upply and Sewerage, Sydney.
Centrifugal pumps and electric motors at Marrickville, £3,114.—Gibson,

Battle & Co. —Australian Mining Standard.

Victorian Railways.

50-ton electric overhead travelling crane, including longitudinal con*
ductors, for Ba'larat workshops, £2,160 ; ditto, for Bendigo workshops,
£2,160 : P0 ton ditto, for Ballarat workshops, £1,576 : 10-ton ditto, £922

;

ditto, for Bendigo workshops, £927 ; ditto, for Ballarat workshops,
£927-—Stothe't £ Pitt.

Half-watt lamps, lanterns, &c—Aust. General Electric Co., and I.R., G.P.
and Telegraph Works Co., at rates. — Tenders.

Aylesbury.—U.D.C. Fuel oil (22 tons) for the elec-

tricity works : Anglo-American Oil Co., Ltd.

Be.vhill-on-Sea.—T.C. Accepted tenders :

—

Fan housing for induced-draught plant at the eleotricity works,

—

Sturtevant Eng. Co., £156.
Pump.-G. & J. Weir, £82.

Bradford.—Guardians. Recommended tender : Main-
tenance of electrical installation at the Hospital, £15 a quarter,

Mr. Chas. Bell.

Derby.—T.C. Tenders accepted :

—

Two electric omnibuses, £2,266.—Edison Accumulators, Ltd.
Coal for the electricity works.—Parr & Sons : Mr. T. Walker ; Brookhouse,

Johnson, Ltd. ; Derby Coal Co., Ltd. ; Hall's Collieries, Ltd.

II ford.—The D.C. Electricity Committee is extending the

present contracts for annual supplies for 12 months as follows :

—

HouBe-service fuse-boxes.—W. Lucy & Co., Ltd., 25 per cent, increase.
Joint-boxes.—W. Lucy & Co., Ltd., 4 per cent, increase or decrease with

every 10 per cent, variation in the ruling price of pig-iron.

Incandescent lamps.— Cryselco, Ltd.; Electrical Mfg. & Supplies: and
London and Rugby Engineering Co., Ltd , on present terms.

Meters. — Ferranti, Ltd., and E'ectrical Apparatus Co., Ltd., at present
ruling prices as quoted. The B.T.H. Co. decline to enter into a
oontract for 12 months ; orders will therefore be placed for their type
of meter as required.

As regards bouse-Bervice fuse boxes, no reply has as yet been received
from J. H. Tucker & Co. as to whether they are willing to continue the
oontraot or not.

Messrs. PoBter & Co. are to supply F.400 tons of Ibstook medium peas coal

at 20s. 2d. per ton, and 1,500 tons each of Ibstock D.8 nutB and slack

at an average price of 18s. OJd. per ton, over a period of 12 months.

Glasgow.— The Tramways Committee recommends
acceptance of the followiog offers :

—

GalvaniBed-steel wire.—John 8tewart & Co.. Ltd.

91/18 oab tire cable.—St. Helens Cable Co., Ltd.
Tubes for oanopy rods.—Stewarts & Lloyds, Ltd.
Thrfte-oore oable, ozone-proof cable, and asbestos-covered wire.—B.l. and

Heltby Cables, Ltd.

Liverpool.—Recommended tenders for supply of mate-
rials for the Electric Supply Department :

—

Insulated cables and wires —Liverpool Electrio Cable Co. ; St. Helena
Cable & Rubber Co.

Electric meters.—Ferranti, Ltd.
Carbon-filament lamps.—Edison & Swan Co.
Metallio-filament lamp". Pope'6 Electrio Lamp Co.
otoneware trougbi g, msulao-B, &^.—Mi idleton Fi-eclav Works : Dtulton

and Co. ; J. bi. Beard & Co., Ltd. ; Callender'B Cable Co. ; J. Bourne
and Sons ; J. Evans (Liverpool; ; Liverpool Building Material and
Cement Co., Ltd.

Eleotric fitting* and sundries.—Sykes & Sugden, Ltd. ; British Electrio
Calibrated Fuse Co.

Cables and acces-ories for street mains.— Callender's Cable Co.
Cast iron troughs and boxes for street mains.—Whymau's Foundry Co.
Lubricating oils.— Spurrier, Glazebrook & Co., Ltd, ; Vacuum Oil Co.

For the Tramways Department :

—

Iron castings.—Moston Malleable Castings Co. ; National Rail & Tramway
Applianoes Co. ; In'ercbangeable Brake Block Co.; Jas. Allan, sen.,
and Son; -Tohn Needham & Sons.

Steel gear, and pinions. -F. W. Rowlands & Co.

Lubricating oils and grease*,. -Vacuum Oil Co. ; C. C. Wakefield & Co.

London.

—

Islington.—Lighting Committee. Accepted
tenders for annual supplies :

—

Cable terminal service and network boxes, tapes, and iron castings.

—

Callender's Cable Co. ; Luoy ft Co. ; Sykes & 8ugden ; J. Gibb & Co. ;

Dussek Bitumen Co.; Henley's Tel. Works Co.; I.R., G.P. and Tel.
Works Co , Ltd.

Electrioal sundries, lamps, 4c—Goodman & Co. ; Cryselco Co. ; Edison
and Swan Co.

Cable*.—B I. and Helshy Cables, Ltd.
Meters.—Chamberlain .v. Hookham ; British Westinghouse Co.
Earthenware pipes, insulators, troughs, fire bricks, Ac—Young & Sons ;

Turner 4 Limey, Ltd. ; KoowleB 4 Co. ; Doolton & Co.
Transformers and c.i. tanks.— British Electrio Transformer Co. ; Sheep-

bridge Coal & Iron Co.
Arc lamp globes. -Gocdwin 4 Co.
Oils and lubricants.—Vacuum Oil Co., Ltd.

Manchester.— Tenders accepted by the Tramways
Committee :

—

J. M»ckie & Son 'agents for the Cornish Tin 8melting Co., Ltd.).—Block tin.

Daimler Co., Ltd.—Four motor- bus chassis.

By the Eleotricity Committee :

—

Strachan 4 Henshaw, Ltd.—One Telpher ash hand'ing plant,
W. T. Glover 4 Co., Ltd. ; Chas. Maointosh 4 Co., Ltd. ; and B.I. and

Helsby CableB, Ltd.— Supplies of cable.
Newton, Chambers 4 Co., Ltd.—Hot-well tank and water piping.

The E.C. has consented to the substitution of the name of the
British Westinghouse Eleotric and Manufacturing Co., Ltd., for

that of Brown, Baveri & Co., Ltd. (London), as sub-contractors for
a IB.OOO-kw. alternator.
The Gas Committee has accepted the tender of Mr. R. Carlyle,

Manchester, for the erectbn of a power house for electrical plant.

Midland Railway Co.—Pope's Electric Lamp Co., Ltd.,
has secured a renewal of its contract for the supply of " Elasta

"

wire lamps and carbon-filament lamps to this company.

New Zealand.— The following tenders have been
aocepted by the Public Works Department, Wellington :

—
Transformers.—Section 53, £949, India-Rubber, G.P. and Telegraph Works

Co., Ltd. ; Section 54, £705, and Section ?5, £572, Tolley & Sous.
Insulators.— Section 56, £474, National Electrical and Engineering Co.

;

8ection 57, £210, and Section 68, £110. Ind'a-Rubber, G.P. and
Telegraph Works Co. —N.Z. Shipping and Commerce.

Salford.—Messrs. Maden & McKee, Liverpool, are to
purchase and remove two of the old generating sets at the
Frederick Rjad station for £2,500. Messrs. Andrew Knowles and
Sons are to supply 500 tons of Trenoherbone alack, at His. 8i. per
torj, delivered.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

Greenock Electrical Society.— Friday, March 3rd. At 7.45 p.m. At tho
Temperance Institute, 19, West Stewart Street. Paper on "The Life of
Sir Charles Wheatstone," by Mr. A. R. Maoaulay.

Saturday, March 11th. Visit to Greenock Gas Works.

Hoyal Institution of Great Britain.—Friday, March 3rd. At 5.30 p.m. At
Albemarle Street, Piccadilly, W. Lecture on "Corona and other Forms
of Electrio Discharge." by Prof. Silvanus P. Thompson, F.R.8.

Saturday, March llth. At 3 p.m. At Albemarle Street, Piccadilly, W.
Lecture on "Radiations from Atoms and Electrons," by Prof. Sir J. J.
Thomson.

Salford Technical and Engineering Association.—Saturday, March 4tb.

At 7pm. At the Royal Technical Institute, ^aper on "Arrangement
and Efficiency of Boiler Plants," by Mr. P. D. Kirkman.

Institution of Civil Engineers.—Tuesday, March 7th. At 5.30 p.m. At the
Institution, Gt. George Street, S.W. Address on "iDdussrial Develop
ment," by Mr. Harold Cox.

Rontgen Society.—Tuesday, March 7th. At 8.15 p.m. At the Institution of
Electrical Engineers, Victoria Embankment, W.C. Discussion on "The
Injurious Effects produced by X-rayB." Paper on "The use of Inverse
Current," by Mr. A. C. Gunstone.

Association of Engineers in-Charge.—Wednesday, March 8th. At 8 p.m.
At St. Bride's Institute, Bride Lane, E.C. Paper on " Labrication in

• Practice," by Mr. H. W. Pretty.

Royal Society of Arts. -Wedoe«day, Ma vch 8th. At 4.30 p.m. At John
street, Adelphi, W.C. Paper on " Optical Appliances in Warfare," by
Mr. C. R. Darling.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—Thursday, March 9th. At 8 p m. At
Vict ria Em wik-nptit. W.C. Paper oa " Coulinuous-current Railway
Mot irs," by Mr. E. V. Pannell.

Manchester Local Section!.—Wednesday, Maroh flth. Joint meet-
ing with the Liverpool Engin«eriog Society. At the Royal Institu-ion,
Colquitt Street, Liverpool. Paper on "The Modernising of an Electric
Power Supply Undertaking," by Mr. E. M. Hollingsworth.

(Yorkshire Local Sectioni.—Wednesday, March 8th. At 7 p.m. At
the Philosophical Hall, L.eeds. Paper on " Hire and Maintenance of

Continuous-current Motors," by Mr. H. Joseph.

Manchester Association of Engineers.—Saturday, March llth. At the
Grand Hotel, Aytoun Street. Paper on "India-rubber and Ba.lata Belting
as Conveyer and Power-transmission Belts," by Mr. J, Tioto.

NOTES.

The Batti- Wallahs' Society.—In spite of the bad
weather, a hundred Batti-Wallahs and their friends gathered

together at the Victoria Mansions Restaurant for an informal

evening on Friday last. Lieut. Haydn T. Harrison (president) was
in the chair, and Mr. W. Riggs (past president) was deputy chair

man. A large proportion of the assembly were clad in either blue

or khaki. One of the party, Major Spittle, late of the G.W.R.
electrical department, had only the previous evening returned from
Flanders on short leave. One of the chief features of the pro-

gramme was the Batti-Wallah Baud, an original turn arranged by
Mr. F. J. Collis, assisted by Messrs. Ireland, Beevor and Hornby,
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Institution and Lecture Votes.

—

Petrol, Steam
AND EleOTBIO VEHICLES.—A paper on the above subject was
read recently by Mr. 0. Martin Gamble before the Yorkshire Asso-
ciation of Students of the Institution of Civil Engineers, at

Sheffield. The author referred to the increased daily radius of
motor as compared with horse transport, pointing out the saving
in handling of goods by the use of the latter in preference to the
railway for short distances. As regards steam traction, he men-
tioned that the time taken in raising steam, withdrawing or bank-
ing fires and replenishing water tanks was equal to 50 10-hour
days a year.

The paper contained statistics showing comparative estimated
running costs, the figures including standing charges, interest 5 per
oent. per annum, depreciation and insurance, but not management
and establishment charges. Thus a rubber-tired petrol wagon of

2 tons capacity, on the basis of 40 miles a day would cost 8'7d. per
mile run; a 3-ton wagon, 10 m i- d., 1 1 '2d. : a 1-ton wagon,
40 M.P.D., ll'7d. ; a 5-ton wagon, 40 M.P.D., 12'8d. A rubber-
tired steam wagon of 3 tons capacity, 35 M.P.D., would coBt

10 (id. per mile run; and a 5-ton wagon, 30 m.p.d., would
oost I3'9d. As against the°e figures, the author estimates
the cost of operating a 2-ton electric vehicle 30 and 50
miles per day at 10'ld. and 7'8d. pir mile run respectively ; a
3£-ton vehicle, 45 U P.D., at lOd. ; and a 5-ton vehicle, 35 M.P.D.,

at I2"8d. per mile run.

Electric vehicle makers' estimates, comparable with the fore-

going, show, for a li-ton vehicle, 32 M P.D., 8'8d. per mile run
;

2-ton vehicle, 40 M.r.n., 5*'7d. and .".'Id. (two makers) ; 3i-ton
vehicle, 40 M.P.D , 7'13d., and 15 M.P D . i;'69d. (two makers) ; 5-ton
vehicle, 35 m.p d., 9'5d., and 40 m.p.d., 8'45d. per mile run (two
makers). Figures of cost per ton-mile were also given, based on
the data given above. The author admits the difficulty of pro-
ducing really comparative data.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.— The special general
meeting of corporate members, to consider the proposed altera-

tion of the articles of association, for the purpose of excluding
alien enemy members, was held on Wednesday last ; the attend-
ance was unexpectedly large, and included many members
from provincial centres. The President moved the resolu-

tion, whioh was seconded by Mr. C. A. Baker. An amendment
extending the scope of the resolution to all members of alien

enemy origin was ruled out of order, on the advice of the hon.
solicitor ; other questions were raised with regard to the case
of naturalised aliens who had not denaturalised themselves in

their native country, with regard to the possibility of giving every
member an opportunity to vote by means of a postal ballot, and
with regard to the permanency of the exclusion after the war.
The adjournment of the meeting was also moved, but not accepted
by the President, and complaints were made that the meeting was
farcical if no amendments could be considered. The President,
who emphatically repudiated a suggestion that the Council was
pro-German, explained that any change in the articles must first

receive the approval of the Board of Trade, hence the impractic-
ability of dealing with amendments to the resolution, which had
been approved by the Board. The discussion was very animated,
and several members who supported the resolution intimated that
if it did not apply to naturalised aliens who had omitted to become
denaturalised at home they would vote against it. On the other
hand, it was pointed out that if the resolution were rejected a
totally erroneous impression would be created outside the Institu-

tion, as the sense of the meeting was unmistakably in favour of
the exclusion of alien enemy members. Eventually it was decided
that the resolution should not be put to the meeting, but that a
new meeting should be called, at which the resolution and
amendments could be fully considered and a satisfactory
resolution formulated, which would then be submitted to
the Board of Trade for approval. The session occupied about
lj hours.

Institution of Civil Engineers.—On Tuesday next the mem-
bers will receive an address on "Industrial Development," by Mr.
Harold Cox. In inviting Mr. Cox to address the Institution on
this Bubject, the Council states, it considered that the present time
calls for some earnest attention on the part of engineers to the
economic issues which, after the war, must influence profoundly
the future of engineering, as well as the industrial and com-
mercial enterprises which are vital to its progress, both in this
country and abroad. '

Association of Mining Electrical Engineers.—In the course
of a' pa,p"<*r on " Some Coal-Cutting Difficulties,'' read at a meeting
in Glasgow of the West of Scotland Branch of the Association,
Mr. H. T. Mackinnon suggested that as coal-cutters demanded
intelligence and experience in their operation, machine men when
first engaged should be brought to the electrical engineer-in-
charge for examination as to their ability to diecharge the work.
Experience had shown that there was no other clasB of machinery
more certain to yield a return for its proper maintenance or to exact

. 80 severe a penalty for its neglect than the coal-cutter of the
modern type. Ha emphasised the necessity for standardising plugs
for machines and gate-end boxe*.

The Yorkshire Branch of the Association, on Saturday last, paid
a visit to the Frickley Colliery, South Elmsall, by permission of
the Carlton M .in C illiery Co., whose engineer. Mr. H. Elliott, pro-

pter d a paper describing the colliery and its plant.

Tramways and Light Railways Association.—The Associa-
tion has decided to hold its Congress on Friday, June 30th, in

order not to clash with the annual Conference of the I M.E A.,

which is provisionally fixed for Thursday and Friday, June 22nd
and 23rd,

Volunteer Xotes.

—

Engineering Institutions' V.E.C.
—OrderB for week commencing March 6th, 1916.—By Lieut.-

Col. C. B. Clay, V.D., Commanding.
Drills, 6.25 to 7.25 ; 7.25 to 8.25 p.m.

Monday, March 6th.—Seotione 1 and 2, Teohnical ; Sections

3 and 4, Lashings and Trestle Bridging, Signalling Class and
Recruits.

Tuesday, March 7th.—School of Arms, 6 to 7 p.m.
Thursday, March 9th.—Shooting for Sections 1 and 2, and Sig-

nalling Class.

Friday, March loth.—Sections 3 and 4, Technical; Sections 1

and 2, Lashings and Trestle Bridging ; Signalling Class and
Recruits.

Saturday, March 11th.—Uniform Parade, 2.45 p.m.
At the Parade on Saturday, March 11th, members will parade

with the 4 th Batt. Central London Regiment, and will proofed
by train to Woldingham, where they will be given an opportunity
of inspecting the trench digging now being carried on there.

Members wishing to stay in camp on March 11th at Woldingham
must give in their names at once.

E. G. Fleming,

Company Commander and Acting Adjutant.

3rd Batt. (Old Boys) Central London Voldnteeb Regi-
ment.—Battalion Orders by Capt. R. .T. C. Eastwood (Com-
mandant), Thursday, Maroh 2nd, 1916 :

—

Week-end Parades.—Saturday.—The Battalion will parade at

Wemblev Park at 3.15 p.m. under Company Commanders.
Sunday.—First Sunday in the month—The Battalion, less North

London Platoon, will parade at Wembley Park, at 10.45 a.m. for

Field Operations. The North London P.atoon will be attached to

the 4th Batt. Herts. Volunteer Regiment, for these operations.

Mr. W. Ridd will be in command of the Battalion for these

manuRUvres. The Commandant and Adjutant are appointed

Umpires.
Musketry.—There will be shooting at Bisley on Saturday next,

the 4th init. Members to Parade, in uniform, at 12.45 p.m.,

Waterloo Station, Platform No. 6, and to report themselves to

Sergeant Cotter.

There will be no shooting at Aoton.

A. G. Joineb, Major and Adjutant, O.B.C.

Appointments Vacant, — Chief assistant engineer

(£200), for the Wallasey Corporation electricity department ; shift

engineer (£2), Borough of Rawtenstall electricity department.
Sae our advertisement pages to-day.

Cedes Electric Traction. Ltd.—The petition of the

Tudor Accumulator Co., Ltd., for the winding up of this company
has been allowed to stand over for a fortnight.

A 3,000-KW. Motor-Generator.—There has recently

been initalled at station C of the Pacific Gas and Electric Co.,

Oakland, Cal., a 2,000-kw. motor-generator set, consisting of an
11,000-volt, three-phase, 60-cycle synchronous motor and a 275-

volt, 2,000-kw. shunt-wound, commutating-pole generator.

To carry the full-load current, which is about 8,000 amperes
and provide sufficient radiating surface, the commutating field

poles were wound with soft annealed copper strips wound on edge
and connected in parallel. It was impracticable to use solid con-
ductors, because a crOBB-section of 8 Bq. in. was required. On
account of the current which had to be commutated and the high
peripheral BDeed of the commutator the bars had to be arch-bound
midway between each end by three shrink rings of high tensile

strength. Both ends of the commutator, are bored to a slight taper
and rest on similarly tapered steel rings held together by bolts.

This construction allows the commutator bars to expand length-

wise when heated without distorting the shape of the commutator.
On account of the length of the commutator a brush-holder yoke
is placed midway of it and the brush forks are attaohed so that
they extend towards each end. Even with this construction they
are relatively long, so the forks were made of cast-iron to give
rigidity and copper-plated to improve their conductivity.

All parts of the brush rigging are made comparatively heavy to

absorb the small vibrations set up by the 260 brushes in the com-
mutator. Box-type biush-holders are employed, which are split

through the centre and hinged on one side, so that any holder oan
be removed without disturbing the others.

Each armature conductor consists of eight square wires in parallel,

insulated from each other to reduce eddy current loss, whioh
would be considerable with solid conductors of the cross-section

required. The coils are insulated with mica, fish paper and cotton

tape, which are hot-pressed and impregnated with an oil-proof and
moisture-proof compound. D.flectors are attached to the front

end of the commutator and the rear ends of the armature to force

air past the current-carrying parts.

Although the rotating element of the set weighs 46 tons, only
two bearings are used. Each pedestal is provided with a large oil

reservoir, with openings to permit the circulation of air for cool-

ing. Tne bearings are ring-oiled, but to ensure an adequate supply
of oil the flooding system is used. Small gear pumps, belted to

tha shaft, carry oil from the reservoirs in the pedestals to the tops

of the bearings.

This motor-generator set, while rated at 2,000 kw., ocoupies a

floor space of only 13£ ft. by 21 ft., which is but slightly more
than the space occupied by the 1,000-KW. sets of the same speed

.previously installed in the same station.

—

Electrical World.
~
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Swansea Electrical Showroom. — Through -the

conrtesy of Mr. Burr, the borough electrical engineer, we are

enabled to illustrate the palatial showroom recently opened by the
Swansea Corporation electricity department. The premises which
face the gas company's showrooms in the centre of the town, were
originally used as a bank, and contain three large rooms, one of
which—the showroom—we illustrate, while the others are used as

a demonstration room and inquiry office respectively. It is pro-

posed to hold weekly demonstrations in cooking, for which object

Swansea Electrical Showroom.

two lady assistants have been engaged ; the room for this purpose
accommodates 60 people. As stated in a previous issue, the show-
room was opened by Col. Sinclair, chairman of the Electricity Cim-
mittee, who pointed out that the chief object to be attained was to

demonstrate to consumers, existing and prospective, the advantages
of electricity in its various applications.

Re Adnil Electric Co., Ltd.—The creditors and
shareholders of the Adnil Electric Co., Ltd., Adnil Building,
Artillery Lane, Bishopsgate, EC, against which a winding up
order was made in October last, met on February 29th, at the
Carev Street offices of the Board of Trade, Lincoln's Inn, W.C.
Mr. H. E. Burgess, Official Receiver, reported that the company was
registered in 1909, and was really a revival or reconstruction of
a previous concern, entitled Marples, Leach & Co., Ltd. : it was
formed for the purpose of picking up that business, then in the
hands of a liquidator. It appeared that Marples, Leach .V Co., Ltd.,

had been in existence for five years, but then failed owing some
£7,600 on debentures and £24.000 to unsecured creditors. The
greater part of the debts were due to the Bergmann Elektricitats
Werke, of Berlin, and under the liquidation of Marples. Leach and
Co., the Bergmann Co. provided cash with which to pay off the
debentures in full and to give the unsecured creditors a dividend
of 7s. 9d. in the £. The Adnil Co. was then registered and pur-
chased the stock of Marples, L°ach & Ci. from the liquidator. There
was also some talk of a contract to purchase the goodwill of that
business, and in the books of this company the Bergmann Co. was
credited with £6,000 in respect of such goodwill, for the reason,

apparently, that the Bergmann Co. were almost the only creditors
of Marples, Leach & Co., Ltd. That sum of £6,000 was included
in the present liabilities of this company, but in the absence of
any contract or supporting document it could not be admitted to

rank with the other debts. The nominal capital of the Adnil Co.
-was £10,000, divided into £1 shares; the whole of it had been
issued, and with the exception of two holders of one share
each the lot was held by the Bergmann Co., who accepted
7,300 shares in payment for goods supplied, and provided
cash in return for the remainder. The company traded
during the first two years of its existence at a small Iobs,

but since then at a profit. During the year ended June,
1912, a profit of £638 was made, and in the following year
the profit was £1,025, out of which a dividend nf 5 per cent, was
paid. Only a small profit was made during the year ended June,
L914.

The chairman added that this company was really an agency in

England, for the Bergmann Co., and it followed that, as soon as

war was declared, supplies from the parent company were stopped,
and no valid reason remained for the existence of the Adnil Co.
The trading and business automatically stopped, but certain of the
creditors intimated that they were prepared to continue operations
on certain lines. Accordingly, Messrs. Marples k Leach, who
had acted as managers, undertook the responsibility of the future
trading, and were to take stock from the Adnil Co., and pay them
one-third of the gross profits on the further trading, the other two-
thirds going to Messrs. Marples i; Leach respectively. The com-
pany had, however, received the whole of the profits, and Messrs.
Marples & Leach had a claim in respect of their shares thereof.

The winding-up order was not made against the company until
October, 1915, although the petition was filed in the preceding
July, and a provisional order was made for the Official Receiver to

take charge of the concern and protect the assets of the company
pending the hearing of the petition. Soon after that order was
made, with a view to Carrying on the business, and collecting the

large amount of book debts, Mr. J. H. Stephens, chartered
accountant, 6, Clement's Lane. Lombard Street, EC, was appointed
special manager. He had previously been appointed, under the
Trading with the Enemy Act, to supervise the business. An offer

was received by Mr. Stephens from Mr. Leach to take over the
stockat the price of £4 843, payable by instalments extending over
two years. It followed that the liquidation must ex'end over that
period. A statement of affairs had been drafted showing liabilities

of £33 000, but from that had to be deducted the £6,000 before
referred to as owing to the Bergmann Co. in respect of the good-
will, thus reducing the indebtedness to £27,000. Then, with
regard to assets. Mr. Stephens had collected altogether £16,919,
and after deducting necessary payments lor currying on the
business, he had a balance of £12,092 now in hand. There were
further book debts, amounting to £ 10.000, to be collected, and they
were expected to fetch £4,500 ; there was also a balance of £4,200
to cime from Mr. Leach for the stock, so that the total realisation

could be estimated at £20 792, or, roughly, after deducting
expense", at £20,000, to be distributed amongst creditors for
C 27,000, who would probably receive rather more than 13s. 4d. in
the £.

A creditor inquired whether a considerable sum was owing to

alien creditors, and in the event of those claims being disregarded,
the English creditors would not rec?ive 20s. in the £.
The Official R ceiver pointed out that although it was the usual

custom abroad to settle with home creditors in full before taking
English claims into account, the law in England provided that all

creditors, whether home or abroad, should share alike. In this
case the moneys due to German or other alien creditors would be
handed over to the Public Trustee, who would hold them until the
conclusion of the war.
A resolution was pas?ed for Mr. J. H. Stephens to remain in

charge of the liquidation.

Over-Run Gas-Filled Lamps in Photographic Work.
—As shown by the accompanying performance curves for gas-
filled tungsten lamps, the c.p. and the actinic intensity of the light
increase much faster than the power demand when the voltage
across a given lamp is increased above the normal operating pres-

snre. For instance, with a 10 per cent, increase in voltage above
the rated value, the actinic intensity increases 50 per cent. Con-

s
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the Sooiete d'Electricite de Paris, whose prinoipal customers are

the Metropolitan Railway, the Nord-Sari Railway, the CompaRnie

dea Tramways de Paris et du Departement de la Seine, and the

Compag-nie des Omnibus. The contracts with these customers and

the large industrial consumers are arranged on a double basis. In

the Brat place, the prioe is fUed according to the consumption of

energy, and it is based upon the average price of coal in the

previous year. Later on, when it is possible to ascertain the

average prices of ooal in the current year, the accounts are

adjusted aooordingly. In normal times the variations in

the prices of coal are only slight, and the adjustments

of accounts are consequently limited to sums amounting to

a few thousands of francs : but at present the variations in coal

prices are enormous, and the adjustments represent several millions

of francs whioh customers will have to pay to the company. The

necessity for accumulating large stocks of English coal, which has

to be paid for in cash, imposes a great charge upon the financial

resources, and in order to keep adequate funds in hand the date

for the payment of the company's dividend for 1914-15 has been

left to the discretion of the directors. In Italy, where in times of

peace imported ooal oost £1 4s per ton, the rate rose recently to

£8 per ton. bat tiace then a slight decline has taken place. The

enpply companies and the tramway authorities are particularly

affected detrimentally not only on account of the high price of

coal, but also owing to its scarcity. Some of the tramway com-

panies are restricting their services, whilst others will be com-

pelled to stop working altogether if the situation is not speedily

remedied. A meeting of representatives of the tramway and

lighting companies has just been held, when it was decided again

to impress upon the Government the urgent necessity for taking

action in the matter, esoecially as the State is a very large pur-

chaser of English coal for the railways and other purposes.

Engineers' Wages.—The Manchester Guardian states

that the Joint Committee of Engineering and Kindred Trades

representing the Manchester district met in Manchester on 23rd

February. Mr. T. J. Holt, district pecretary of the Amalgamated

Society of Engineers, presented the figures of the ballot dealing

with the decision of the Government Productions Committee

regarding the apolication for an increase of wages to engineers

in the district. The result showed an overwhelming majority in

favour of carrying the question forward. Another application is

to be made to the Manchester Engineering Employers' Federation.

The original application was for a wages advance of 6s. per week.

The local conference and the central conference declined to accede

to the claim, and the Government Productions Committee took the

same course. It is stated that an amended application is now being

forwarded to the Employers' Federation, as the men are determined

that the Manchester district shall be brought up to the standard of

other centres. For the men it is stated :—" Hitherto we have been

one of the highest-paid engineering centres in the country, but

to day we are one of the lowest. The wages of the past have

drawn the cream of the craftsmen to this area, and, naturally, the

prestige must be maintained. In Manchester we have only had a

3s. wages advance since the war began. Other towns have received

from 5s. to 7s. of a wages advance, and others again a 4s. wages

advance with a 3 a
. war bonus."

Inquiry.—Makers of " Metite " brushes for slip-rings

are asked for.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editors invite electrical engineers, whether connected with the

technical or the commercial side of the profession and industry

also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the

Electrical Review posted as to their movements.

Central Station Officials.—The following increases of

salary to officials in the Manchester electricity department

were to be brought before the City Council on Wednesday of

this week :

—

Mr T Baxendaie, constructional engineer and assistant resident engineer

at Stuart Street, from £270 to £300 per annum; Mr. J. R. Davidson, boiler-

house superintendent, running staff. £,200 to £225 ; Mr. H. W. SMYTH, engi-

neer-in-charge, Stuart Street, £7200 to £225; Mr. W. H. Woods, engineer-in-

charge, Stuart Street, £200 to £220; Mr. W. H. Simpson, engineer-in-charge,

Stuart Street, £200 to £220; Mr. A. L. Lunn, engineer-.n-charge, Stuart

Street, £175 to £200; Mr. J. G. Thomson, boiler-house superintendent, repairs

staff £175 to £200; Mr. W. Baxter, superintendent of electrical repairs at

all stations and sub-stations. £158 to £175; Mr. W. Kidd. assistant construc-

tional engineer, £163 16s. to £200.

Out of 5-2 applicants, five of whom were interviewed. Mr.

T. E. Boothby, of Wembley. Middlesex, has been appointed

as charge engineer at the Southwark electricity works, at a

salary of £3 a week. Mr. W. E. Buckingham has been

appointed junior engineer. There were 15 applicants for this

post, five being selected for interview, but two only putting

in an appearance.

Mr. E. W. Martin, assistant distribution engineer at Wool-

wich, is to be promoted to the position of distribution engi-

neer (a post formerly filled by Mr. Penning, the present

deputv electrical engineer) at a commencing salary of £170

a year. It is proposed to increase Mr. Pennine's salary from

£235 to £250.

Mr. J. S. Hollinrake, electrical engineer to Bispham-with-

Norbreck U.D.C.. has been appointed manager to the Weaver-

ham Electricity Supply Co., Ltd., Cheshire,
. .

The emploves at the Kilmarnock Corporation electricity

works have presented Ml. E. J- Walsh, chief assistant engi-

ii. .I-, with a purse of sovereigns on his departure to take up
the duties of resident engineer to the Mu i

'trie

Light & Tram Phe presentation took nlm tsfunctinn

held last Friday, pi i by Mr. Neil (lurk, works

iiperintendent, and Mr. W. E. Uptoi i
istant en jin< •

-

Mr. Et. W. Kin/, assistant electrical engineer of the

Wimbledon B.C., has been granted b •
i ion as Lieu-

tenant in the Army Ordnance Department.

General.—On Saturday evening about fifty employes and
friends of the firm of G. R. Marson gathered at tbi

Arms" Hotel, Coventry, for a social evening at the invita-

tion of the firm. The manager, Mr. J. Marson, was in the

chair. During the evening Mr. W. Chatwin, an employs' of

the firm for 20 years, on behalf of tl ther employes oi the

firm, presented to Mr. J. Marson a gold match-box for him-

self, a gold chain and pendant for Mrs. Marson. \ musical

pri igramme followed.

The [ndia-Eubber, Gutta-Percha & Telegraph Works G
Ltd., of Silvertown, have lost another of their old servants

in the person of Mr. Robert Stables, who recently retired on

account of ill-health alter 43 years' service. Mr. stables who
was born in 1850. joined the India-Rubber Co. in 1873, and
in two or three years was made engineer-foreman. In 1884

he was appointed manager of the rubber department, which
eventually came under the control of Mr. C. H. Gray, one of

the present managing directors. Mr. Stables took a great

interest in local affairs, and a few years ago was elected

Deputy-Mayor of West Ham. An artistic illuminated address

(into which a rubber tree and the Silvertown Co.'s house flag

were introduced), together with a cheque, was presented to

Mr. Stables as a token of the high esteem in which he is held

by his many friends at the works, at Cannon Street, and at

the branches. Owing to the present =tnte •' x ' <t h 1 '^ s

health, two of his former colleagues. Messrs. G. Stoat and .1.

Hi). well made the presentation at his home at the Garden
City of Letchworth, Herts., to which he recently removed.
Mr. M. A. McLean, of the British Westdnghouse Electric

and Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Trafford Park, is serving on the

Stretford Appeal Tribunal.

Vmongst the candidates selected by the Council of the Royal

Society to be recommended for election into the Society is

Mr. S. G. Brown.
Mr. Ewart V. Baldwin, for the past eight years with the

Newcastle Electric Supply Co., has secured a commission in

the Royal Engineers, and has joined the Electrical Section.

At St. John's Church, Chatham, mi February 24th, the

marriage took place of Mr. Leonard W.u.us. ..I the electrical

engineering staff at the shipbuilding yard of Messrs. rainier,

Newcastle-on-Tyne, and Miss Margaret T. Coltman.
Mr. P. A. Walker, draughtsman in the Wimbledon B.C.

electricity department, who joined the London Scottish Regi-

ment at the outbreak of the war, and was wounded in France,
losing one of his eyes, returned to his. duties in the depart-

ment on January 31st. on his discharge from the Army. He
has now resigned his petition, having obtained another
appointment.

Roll of Honour.—Second-Lieutenant R. B. Dunlop. Roval
Engineers, reported a second time wounded, was formerly in

the service of Messrs. Siemens at Glasgow.
Mr. J. Bayldon, late of the 2nd Battalion Scots Guards,

electrical storekeeper at Korthfleet Engineering Works, died

on February 17th. He took part in much fighting until

wounded at Ypres, and was invalided out of the Army.
Private Andrew Quick, late of the staff of the Gravesend

and Northfleet Electric Tramways, Ltd., and of the 2nd Bed-
fordshire Regiment, has been killed in action in France.
Sergeant Francis L. Cater, who was gazetted Second-Lieu-

tenant on February 18th, returned home ill, and is in hospital

at Hastings.
Second-Lieutenant E. A. F. Goodfellow, 3rd Connaught

Rangers, who was killed on February 20th, was the only son

.of Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Goodfellow; he was educated at Eton
and the Central Technical College, South Kensington, where

he was Siemens medallist and David Salomons scholar, and
obtained diplomas in electrical engineering ami in civil and
mechanical engineering. He graduated B.Sc.Eng. (hons.) at

London University, and became assistant engineer of the

Burma Railways, hut came home in April last and obtained

a commission. He was said to be " a tremendous worker."

Wills.—The late Colonel T. E. Yickers CYirkers, Ltd.)

left unsettled net personaltv amounting to £106.899.

The late Mr. Thomas Parker left £13,380 gross and £6.096

net personalty
The late Mr. J. H. Lane, a director of the Indian Govern-

ment Telegraph Department, left £2S,842 gross and £26,307

net personalty.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

Baughan and Co., Ltd. (143,116).—This company was
registered on February B5th, with a capital of £2.500 in £1 shares, to carry

on the business of electrical, general, and consulting engineers, as (orm.-rlv

carried on hv A H. V. B.iughan at London Street. Reading, as Baughan

and Co The subscribers (with one share each! are : G. B. Hextall. 36. King

E.C., solicitor; F. Sawyer. 46. Fairmile Avenue. Streatham.

, Private company. A. H. A'. Baughan is first permanent govern,

iag uVectfir. Kegisteral office; S 43d 10, Louden Sueet, Kn? ci uig.
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OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Musselburgh and District Electric Light and Traction Co.,
Ltd.—A memorandum of satisfaction to the extent of £600 on December 15th,

1915, of charge dated November 13th, 1!)05, and May lllh, 11109, securing
£90,000, has been filed.

Rugbv Lamp Co., Ltd.—Issue, on January 26th, 1916, of
£500 debentures, part of a series of which particulars have already been filed.

White, Jacoby and Co., Ltd. (52,494).—Capital, .£4,000 in
£1 shares. Return dated December 23rd, 1915. 3,207 shares taken up; £1
per share called up on 850 shares; .£850 paid; £2,357 conside.ed as paid on
2,357 shares. Mortgages and charges : £1,380.

British Electrical Export Co., Ltd. (138,028) .—Capital.
£2,000 in £1 shares. Return dated January 5th, 1916. 103 shares taken up;
£103 paid. Mctrlgages and charges: Nil.

Citv of Freetown (Sierra Leone) Electricity Co., Ltd.
(138,055)).—Capital, £1.000 in £5 shares. Return dated Jamiarv 31st, 1910.
All shares taken up; £1,000 paid. Mortgages and charges: .Nil.

National Electric Engineering Co., Ltd.—Capital, .£5,000
in £1 shares. Return dated January 3rd, 1916. 2,659 shares taken up; £li.j4

paid; £2,005 considered as paid. Mortgages and charges: Nil.

Bogota Telephone Co., Ltd. (69,059).—Capital, £45,000
in £1 shares (20,000 prel. and 25,000 def.). Return dated November 26th,
1915. 18,200 pref. and 18,607 def. shares taken up; £1 per share called up
on 9,200 pref. and 18.607 def. shares; £27,807 paid; £9.000 considered, as
paid on 9,000 pref. shares. Mortgages and charges : Nil.

Bourne End Electric Installation Co., Ltd. (98,428).—
Capital, £5,000 in £1 shares. Return dated December 30th, 1915. 1,000
shares taken up

; £7 paid
; £993 considered as paid. Mortgages and charges :

£2,000.

CITY NOTES.

French Electrical Companies.

Tlic Compagnie Generale Francaise de Tramways proposes
to pay a dividend of £1 per share for 1915, as compared with
16s. in 1914; the Tramways de Rouen £1 4s. per share, or 6
per cent., for 1915; and the Tramways d'Amiens 5 per cent.,

as against 4 per cent, in 1914.

The accounts of the Societe Hydro-Electrique des Basses
Pyrenees for 1914 show an increase in the receipts as com-
pared with the preceding year, but the inconsiderable profits

have not permitted of the payment of a dividend. The situa-

tion of the undertaking improved in 1915, owing to the
demands for power on the part of local works engaged on the
production of war materials.
The Societe Est-Luiuirre, of Paris, reports that the receipts

' in 1914-15 experienced a decrease simultaneously with a growth
in the working expenses owing to the war, and the number of

new consumers, which exceeded 23,000 in 1913-14, increased
by scarcely 2,000 in the past year; whilst the consumption of

old customers was much less than formerly. After several

years of progressive expansion, the gross receipts in 1913-14
reached £215,000, and the gross profits £89,000, the figures
for the past year being £182,000 and £49,000 respectively.

The net profits receded from £74,000 in 1913-14 to £29,000,
but no dividend has been paid for either year, as the companj
is reserving its funds for the purpose of development works.
The report of the Societe d'Electricite de Paris for the year

ended with June 30th, 1915, states that the period included
the first 11 months of the war, when industrial depression
was the most marked, and it only experienced slightly the
effects of the resumption which is growing month by month,
and is tending to increase the sales of energy to the transport
companies and large manufacturers in the vicinity of Paris.
1'nder the prevailing circumstances, the works carried out at
.the Saint Denis station were of little importance, and no addi-
tion was made to the supplementary installations and acces-
sories. The sales amounted to 85,510.000 kw. -hours, as con-
trasted with 145,213,000 kw. -hours in 1913-14, and the net
profits reached £105,000, permitting of the payment of a
dividend of 8 per cent., or 16s. per share.
The Societe L'Oaest-Lumiere, which made regular progress

year by year down to the outbreak of the war, suffered from
this event and the advance in the cost of coal and of other
raw materials. While the number of new customers increased
by 16,000 in 1913-14. that in the following year scarcely rose
hy 2.000, but the company has the good fortune of possessing
in its area of supply many industries which are working for
the national defence, and w-hich are expected to be transformed
after the war. especially in the case of the many new works,
so as to produce articles formerly procured from Germany.
The gross receipts in 1914-15 amounted to £240.000, as com-
pared with £335,000 in the previous year, and the net profits
were £65,000 and £124,000 respectively. A dividend at the
rate of 2s. 9d. per share has now been declared for each of
the past two years, this contrasting with 5s. 7d. per share
in 1912-13.

The directors of the Societe L'Eclairage Electrique, of Paris,
report that the Lecourbe works, which was disorganised at
the beginning of the war through the withdrawal of mobilised
workers, was not brought to a standstill, but continued the
construction of machinery and executed important deliveries

either from stock or from manufacturing. The work carried
out at the cable factory at the Jarville works was the produc-
tion of wire, whilst conductors and cables were made at the
works in the Eue Bolivar. In the case of the Colombes
works, which was closed on the opening of the war, work on
copper was resumed in October, 1914, together with the pro-
duction of tubes and small appliances, which were in great
demand. The works in the Avenue de Choisy was very
actively occupied, and received large orders for electrical
plant and lathes. The net profits realised in l'.)14-15 amounted
to £42.000, and a dividend at the rate of 5 per cent, has been
declared.

The profit for 1915 was £34,955, plus
Chelsea £3,111 brought forward and £2,312 for in-

Electricity terest. After paying debenture interest and
Supply Co., Ltd. redemption fund, putting £14,720 to credit

of reserve for renewals, depreciation, and
contingencies, writing off £1,089 for cost of extinction of
founders' shares, writing £1,000 off investments, paying 6
per cent, on the preference shares, and 4 per oent. on the
ordinary for the year. £3,293 is to be carried forward. 5,564
lamps (equiv.) were added during the year, making the total

319,840. The units sold were 4,192,892, a decrease of 149,290
for the year. Annual meeting : March 8th.

The net revenue from investments, &c,
Underground in 1915, after deducting general expenses,

Electric and including the amount brought forward,
Railways Co. was £707,370. After paying 4£ per cent.

of London, Ltd. on the bonds due 1933 and on the three-year
secured notes due 1917, the eurplus is

£580,618. This is dealt with thus :—Payment under the guar-
antee on Central London Railway assented stocks, £26,931;
interest at 6 per cent, on first cumulative income debenture
stock due 1945, £76,380; interest at 6 per cent., plus income-
tax, on 6 per cent, income bonds due 1948, £438,731, leaving
£38,576. The income from investments was £680,741, as
against, £684,626 for 1914, a decrease of £3,884, or .57 per cent.
Notwithstanding the abnormal conditions resulting from the
war, the aggregate income from all sources was well main-
tained. Annual meeting : March 10th.

During 1915 the business of the company
British continued to show most satisfactory results.

L. M. Ericsson The net profit, after charging £11,882 for
Manufacturing depreciation, and £2,500 for debenture in-

Co., Ltd. terest, is £22,593, plus £7,023 brought for-

ward. After paying the preference dividend,
£9,000 is to be put to reserve, 8 per cent, (free of income-tax)
is to lie paid on the ordinary shares, the same as for 1914,
carrying forward £6,616. The death is recorded of Mr. P. G.
Wayne, a director, but the vacancy is no! to be filled up at
present. Annual meeting : March 15th.

Sir Henry Maxce, addressing the annual
Davis & meeting on February 24th. said that the

Timmins, Ltd. report from the financial point of view was
highly satisfactory, but the results were in

a. great measure due to abnormal conditions due to the war.
They must not expect that at the conclusion of hostilities they
would immediately return to the normal state of things exist-

ing before the war. Business relations would take some time
to re-adjust themselves. In regard to the Excess Profits Tax,
the exact amount that they would have to pay was not yet
ascertained, as no doubt the Government would require to
see that the accounts were prepared in exact accordance with
their views. It was, however, certain to exceed £10,000. Mr.
G. E. Davis, the managing director, who followed, said that
they had had to work hard and long to secure the year's
results. A year ago he. said that no man could tell what the
difficulties of obtaining supplies of metal, etc., used in their
manufactures might be in the near future, and that applied
even more so to the conditions that obtained to-day. No
supplies could be obtained except against cash in advance,
and that meant that a big bank balance was needed. Their
order-book was naturally congested, and they were anxious
to cause their regular customers as little inconvenience as
possible.

The directors report to the following ^
Charing Cross, effect for 1915 (the figures in parentheses
West End & are for 1914) :

—
City Electricity West End Undertaking.—Gross earnings,
Supply Co., Ltd. £138.964 (£142.086).; expenses, excluding

depreciation, £70,068 (£69,677); net earn-
ings. £68,895 (£72,409). plus £18,000 brought forward, interest
accrued for 1915 £2,978, and transferred from general reserve
(income) £6.000. The available total is £95,873. Out of this,

debenture interest requires £17,829, depreciation £22,000, pre-
ference dividend £18,000, and 5 per cent, is paid on the ordin-
ary shares, the same as for 1914, carrying forward £18,044.
There are now connected to the mains in the West End 718.028
(equiv.) lamps, as follows: Lighting, 458,345; heating, 36,572;
223,111 (8.982 h.p.) in motive power. Units generated,
5,934.552; bought, S,f.,l,iyS; «,ld, 11.440,835; used on works
and in transmission and distribution. 2,948,345. Public lamps,
303; units sold for public lighting, 313,638

City Undertaking—Gross earnings, £158.357 (£153,689);
expenses. £94,590 (£86,983); net earnings, £63,767 (£66,706),
plus £18,000 brought forward. The available total is £81,767.
Out of this, £30,459 is required for interest on debenture
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£18,000, 615,308 is
i

618,000 to cai rj forward Ph

to the city mains 722 Too (ei Light-

m p.) I 19,631,120; b 14; Bold,

24,084,857; used on w ul. ,817.

The : including
Oxford I: Ice trie 61,055 brought forward Debenture and
Co., Ltd. othea inter* st req 62,016

ten off hire-purchase installations £686,
5 per cent, is paid on the pref. shares, and 6 per cent., less

i me-tax, on the o

plant Venn', ni a< count eu trri d fi i axdL The
demand for light dec id owing to the war, and the beavj
cost of fuel also affected the rev< true. M r. B. A.

bas been elected a direct r in place of the late Prof.

T. L. Bullock. \nnii:il ting : March 7th.

L915 the pr«
I 1, and after

Torquay deducting debenti there remains
Tramways £6,511, plus £897 brought forward. To
Co., Ltd. wsei ye am

cent, (the same as last year) is paid on the
ordinary shares, and G91 I is carried forward. The traffic

fell from £28,414 to 828,070, th rs carried
from 4.366,227 to 1,293,177, and the car miles run from 627.140
to 620.756. The avera receipt pea car mile fell from 10.87d.
to 10.85(1.. but the average receipts per passenger increased
from l.56d. to L.57d., and the cost of energy per car mile
from 1.83d. to 1 91d. \t the annual meeting held on Febru-
ary 11th. the chairman, Mr. W. B. CoWNIE (who

|

in tl bsence of Mr Schlesinger through illness) said that
the result was a good testimony to the stability of the under-
taking. The receipts this year bo far showed an increase of

£253 over those to the si date lasi year. Under the agree-
ment with the Corporation it was provided that when the
market price of suitable coal exceeded 20s. per ton, the price
of current could be increased bj agreement, or by an amount
to be settled by arbitration. The Corporation had intimated
that they intended to charge an extra id. per unit, which
they considered grosslj excessive; arbitration would, there-
fore, probably be resorted to. If the price awarded by the
arbitrator materially affected their costs, they would have
to re-arrange their services and stages. The total operating
cost per ear mile run was 6.09d., against 6.36d. in 1914. Tire
chairman expressed appreciation of the services of the mana-
ger. Mr. H. J Xisbett. and his staff. A number of women
conductors were at work and giving entire satisfaction.

At the annual meeting on February 25th,
Newcastle=on= Dr. J. B. Simpson said that during the

Tyne <& District year third mortgage debentures for £30,000
Electric were issued to provide for the erection of
Lighting new plant at Newburn, which came into
Co., Ltd. operation at the beginning of the year; that

plant had enabled them to reduce the works
costs. Loans had increased by £39,395, the money having
been expended in erecting plant to supply energy for power

This plant had only recently been put into com-
mission, and it would further reduce the works oosts. The.

capital expenditure during the year was £48,817. As they
obtain delivery of full quantities of coal con-

tracted for, they had to purchase coal in the open market,
and it had adversely affected the profits. To meet the addi-
tional costs the price for energy supplied to ordinary cus-
tomers was raised as from the .Tune quarter meter readings.
The total gross receipts for electrical energy showed an in-

crease of £9,301 over L914. The loss of receipts due to light-
ing restrictions was £3,700, but this had been compensated
for by the increased demand for power. The net profit for
the yeai was I 15,965 an im rease of £555. In view of the
exceptional circumstances due to the war. and the uncer-
tainty of what was before them, the directors decided that it

would not be wise to recommend the payment of a dividend,
believing that in these times a cautious and conservative
policy was essential.

Mr. R. IT. Benson, presiding at the annual
London meeting on February 24th, said that after

Electric Supply his warning of last year regarding
Corporation, back which was inevitable during wax-time

Ltd. owing to the pria ol coal and restricted
lighting, they would not be surprised to see

that, while th. Que broke the record at £21S.9(J4
against £191,196, the net revenue was only £77,687, against
693,234. Owing to the hi ;hei coal and wages costs., the a I

per unit sold d instead of id. The present net
revenue bad only been twii tceeded. This year the amount
put to reserve was double the amount paid in dividend. He
wished it were more, but ii tvas a substantial amount against
the risk of purchase in 1931. In anxious time when there
was lees profit, the wort and responsibility of the staff were
baldest. They could realise what a trying thing it had been
to generate and sell 50,757,584 units against 46.341
T914. under war conditions, with <l elded staff and irregular
supnlies of indifferent coal, requiring careful selection and
sorting. Special thanks were due to Mr. Partridge and the
staff, and to the managing director. But for the war they
would have had a record year—l. net revenue, or
even more. He must not predict no v as to the future; they

aid, and
n customers as

usual. Mr. R. Stewart Bain, the managing director, fol-

b the o u:il technii
i particulai I pita] expen-

diture of th ders and

The total h.p, oJ motors connected was 15,683 h.p.,
and contract* for a further L.500 h.p. had been received. The

up by nearly 623,000, and the

ounted for over £30,000 of that, and the
balance to th.- war). They
col of coal at 19s. 9d. per ton, as against

M.s. Id. in th There had been
great difficult} in getting delivei to shortage of

, and the bulk had been delivered by rail. It had
been of an inferior quality, which meant Larger quantities at
greatly increased prices. The difficulty of obtaining an
adequate supply of coal bad not di the last

meeting. While the cost per unit ed from 0.50d.
to 0.64d., the average selling price advanced from 0.94d. to

0.96d.
Mr. J. Browne Martin, pre

Westminster annual meeting on Februarj 23rd, said that
Electric Supply they had had to contend with many ad-
Corporation, verse cau and shareholders would Be

Ltd. prepared I u normal
bad naturally been

checked, and they had offered considerably from the lighting
restrictions. Rigid lighting economy had been practised by
ncoi\ consumers. The t. to! output Bhowed a slight b

but the revenue decreased by £4,080. This was due to the
large increase of 1,040,000 in units sold for power, heating,
and cooking, whilst those sold for lighting were less by
750,000. Some of the generating costs had risen appreciably;
distribution costs were much the same as last year. I

for street lighting cost more by £700, as before the war they
came from Germany. Fortunately, the company held a large

h I. o that the full effect was not felt in 1915. This year
there would be at least a further £1,000 increase. An increase
of £738 in management expenses was due to extra wages

i enlistment of so many of the staff. Tliev had set
aide £23,500 to depreciation, as against £30,868 in 1914, in

accordance with the recommendation of Sir A. B. W. Kennedy,
the engineer-in-chief, who reported to the board on the matter
some time ago. In the early days of the company they put
very little aside to depreciation, but as soon as the revenue
was sufficient they increased the sum to make up for {he
defieiencj in the early years. This had now been made good,
and they would henceforth be able to reduce the rate. The
fund now amounted to £316,000, the whole of which had been

1 out of revenue. They had reviewed the whole of
their investments, and set aside out of revenue £2.500 to pro-
vide against losses on realisation. That practically agreed
with the ascertained loss on the investments realised during
the past year. They had sold some of their American securi-
ties. ;,),,[ offered others on loan to the Treasury. The proceeds
had been invested in War Loan and Treasury Bills, which
together aggregated upwards <tf £70,000. In December, 1914.

and March. 1915. they considered the question of raising
charges to consumers, but decided not to do so then. In June
I i t, however, they received a notice increasing the
ment, and they were faced with much heavier charges for
coal and increased wages, and reluctantly they raised the
price by 10 per cent., so that the shareholders should not
i hi- the whole of the burden. The increase took effect in
the last quarter of the year only. Owing to the uncertainty
of the coal supply, special arrangements were made for storing
large quantities, and this had increased the cost per unit
generated. Having failed to obtain any substantial relief

from the Assessment Committee, they were appealing to

Quarter Sessions. Their chief assistant engineer. Mr. C. O.
Grimshaw, had been occupied with important duties under
the Metropolitan Munitions Committee. They had lost a col-

league from the board in Mr. Hayes Fisher, who had been
appointed to the post of Parliamentary Secretary to the Local
Government Board. They did not propose at present to fill

the vacancy. Mr. Hordern, their manager, was serving as a
Commander in the Royal Navy. Their mains superintendent,
Mr. W A. Tones, was with the Forces in Egypt, and nearl"
all eligible men had been attested. They had 97 employes

one-third) on active service—one had been killed.

another was missing, ten had been wounded, and three were
sick in hospital. It had been difficult at times to carry on
the work of the company efficiently in all departments. The
Chairman alluded to the death of Mr. Frank Iago, who re-

signed the secretaryship after 27 years' service last iugust
Mr. W. \. Pearman, who had been their accountant for 20
years, had been appointed to succeed him. The meeting
pas l a vote of thanks to the special constables who had
guarded tl mpanj 's premises.

Jarrow & District Electric Traction Co.. Ltd.—The
is £8,855, an increase of £986. After

deducting expenses, also debenture charges, putting £800 to

lined £2,911, plus £1,026 brought forward.

Of this, £900 is to be put to reserve. 4 per cent, is to be paid

on the ordinary shares, and £1.040 carried forward. Annual
meeting : March 6th.
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At the annual meeting, in Edinburgh, Mr.
Fife Tramway, Wm. Low said the Dunfermline and Dis-

Light and trict Tramways Co. had paid over to this

Power Co. company by way of dividend and manage-
ment fees £13.650, compared with £15,250

for 1914. An extension of time in which to build certain tram-
ways had, after a very stiff opposition, been granted. Regard-
ing the power and lighting business, the growth had been
quite satisfactory, but all properties of this kind had been
hard hit by increased costs, particularly in fuel. Fortunately,
fchej cyrried out large extensions during 1913 and 1914, which
enabled consumers to lie supplied and current to be generated
more economically. The total revenue received from the Fife
Electric Power Co. and the electric lighting undertakings as
dividends, profits, and fees amounted to £13.507, an increase

of A':2, -91, which was satisfactory. The additions to the power
station plant had been completed. Regarding the revenue to

hi' anticipated from the combined properties during the cur-
rent year, short of some entirely unforeseen contingency,
there should be a net result rather better than that of last

year.

South London Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd.—The
gross receipts in 1915 were £54,732, and the expenditure was
£27,553. Including £2.899 brought forward, £30,127 is avail-

able. After placing £6,248 to depreciation, paying debenture
and other interest, also 6 per cent. pref. dividend, 5 per cent.

is to be paid on the ordinary shares, leaving £3,010 to be car-
ried forward. There were added 25,652 new lamps (900 kw.),
making the total 366,518 (12,820 kw.). The units sold were
6,318,140, an increase of 164,899. Units generated, 7,926,950.
Annual meeting : March 7th.

Tyneside Electrical Development Co., Ltd.—For the year
ended January 31st the profit was £2,602, plus £3,427 brought
forward. After paying per cent, per annum on the preferred
ordinary shares, 10 per cent, on the deferred ordinary shares,

and transferring to general reserve £1,000, £3,654 is to be
carried forward. The balance of the amount now unpaid on
the preferred ordinary shares during 1916 is to be called up.

New York Telephone Co.—Year 1915: Telephone earn-
ings, $77,748,217 ($3,836,159 inc.); telephone expenses,
$60,114,877 ($2,372,479 inc.); net telephone earnings,
$17,633,340 ($1,463,680 inc.); other income. $1,877,2(10

($7,806 inc.); total net earnings. $19,510,540 ($1,471,486 inc.);

interest charges. $4,049,103 ($21,971 inc.); balance, $15,461,437
($1,449,515 inc.) ; dividends declared (8 per cent.), $10,008,579;
balance to surplus and reserves, $5,452,858 ($1,449,515 inc.).—Financial News.

Telegraph Construction and Maintenance Co.. Ltd.—The
accounts for 1915 show a net profit of £108.707. after charging
the interest on the debentures, plus £111,406 brought for-
ward, making £220.114. In addition to the interim dividend
of 5 per cent., the directors propose to distribute a further
dividend of 10 per cent., together with a bonus of 13s. per
share, free of income-tax, and to put to reserve fund £20,000,
leaving £110,474 to be carried forward.

Stock Exchange Notice.—The Committee has ordered the
undermentioned to be quoted in the official list :

—

Bombay Electric Supply & Tramways Co., Ltd.—Further issue of 12,000
ordinary shares of £"10 each, fully paid. Nos. 120.001 to 132.000; and £10,000
5 per cent, second mortgage debentures of £100 each, Nos. 2,001 to 2,100.

County of London Electric Supply Co.. Ltd.—The
directors recommend a final dividend on the ordinary shares
at the rate of 9 per cent, per annum, less income-tax, making
7 per cent, for the year, the same as for 1914. £40,000 has
been placed to reserve for depreciation, leaving £14,000 to
carry forward.

Northallerton Electric Light and Power Co., Ltd.—At the
annual meeting on February 23rd, the directors reported a
net profit of £490. which is* to be credited to reserve. £500
was written off plant for depreciation.

City of London Electric Lighting Co., Ltd.—After placing
£50,0(10 to reserve and paying 6 per cent, on the preference
shares, and 8 per cent, on the ordinary shares (as against 9
per cent, for 1914), £17,500 is to be carried forward.

Metropolitan Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—The directors
recommend a final dividend at the rate of 2 per cent., making
a total of 3 per cent, for 1915, as against 3J per cent, for 1914,
placing £27,000 to reserve, and carrying forward £4,978.

Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd.—The units
sold to consumers during the four weeks ended January 28th
were 1,354,635, compared with 1,022,022 in the corresponding
four weeks of 1915.

Tramways, Light and Power Co.. Ltd.—Including £1.712
brought forward, the receipts for 1915 were £32,213. After
meeting debenture charges and paying 6 per cent. pref. divi-

dend, £3,348 is to be carried forward.

Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co., Ltd.—A divi-
dend of 4 per cent, on the ordinary shares for 1915, writing
off £11,500 and carrying £6,774 forward, is announced. For
1914 the dividend was 3 per cent.

Lancashire United Tramways, Ltd.—For 1915 the traffic

were £90,578; miscellaneous receipts and electrical

energj sold produced £6,249. Less working expenses £54,933.
cost of generating electrical energj sold £4,096, general charges,

£5,240, rent of leased lines £5,191. Add dividend on holding
in New St. Helens and District Tramways Co., Ltd.. 61,534,
making profit of combined undertaking £28,901. The interest
and dividends received from the operating companies together
with sundry receipts, amounted to £14,017. After deducting
interest on prior lien debenture stock and expenses, there
remains £198, which has been carried to depreciation account.
There i^ also a balance on the year's working of the operating
companies, after payment of interest and dividends before-
llientiolled, of ±'10.203.— Filh

Electro Bleach and By=Products, Ltd.—For 1915 the pro-
fit-;, alter allowing for depreciation, &c, are £25,574. After
e'enee r,
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, interest and writinQ 20 per cent, off

the preliminary expenses a net profit of £22,924 remains. The
directors recommend a dividend of 7 per cent, on the ordinary
shares, placing 64,000 to reserve, and carrying forward £722.
The profit is below expectations. owing to the war and failure

to obtain delivery of new plant.

—

Financial Times.

Mackay Companies.—Quarterly dividend of 1J per cent.

on the common shares is announced.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Tdesdas Evening.
Until the new War Loan is out, markets are bound to be

more or less under the shadow of its coming. The buying
of the 4i per cent, issue has ceased, and there is a general
slackening of prices in other investment departments. At the.

same time, the tone round the markets is one of confidence
and steadiness. The frenzied battles round Verdun are taken
as an omen of the German onslaught at its apex ; and, this

having been repulsed, there is much satisfaction at the result

of a movement which must have cost the enemy terrible toll

m life and munitions. So that where dulness is perceptible

in prices, it may be aacribed to the coming of the new War
Loan; a King Charles' Head that will probably have a knack
of getting into Stock Exchange reports until the terms of the
issue are actually known.
Ihe City of London Electric Lighti Q I o. has declared a

dividend of 10s. a share, making 8 per cent, for the year, as
against 9 per cent, paid for 1914. This is a slight disappoint-
ment, because most people had been expecting the company
to repeat its previous performance. There was a small decline
in the price of the shares upon the announcement; it is

argued, however, that 8 per cent, in these difficult days is an
achievement by no means despicable.
The County of London Electric Supply Co. declares a divi-

dend of 9 per cent., making 7 per cent, for the year-, and so
maintaining its previous rate. This came up to expectation.

as foreshadowed here already; the price of the shares has
risen I to lOf. There is not a great deal doing in the other
Metropolitan issues; but, the dividends being out and the
worst known, it seems that there is rather a tendency for
people to buy electric lighting shares again, and quite possibly
the market may now slowly recover.
Gossip has it that matters are none too peaceful on the

board of one of the electric light companies concerned with
the supply of current for power and lighting purposes. One
section of the board is understood to favour the adoption of

such a price for current as would probably check any wide-
spread demand for it, while others take a more liberal view
and point to the prices being obtained by kindred companies
as the best criterion to measure what customers would be
likely to pay. There may be lively scenes at one of the meet-
ings to be held in the near future, and the outcome is awaited
with a good deal of interest.

In the railway market there is very little fresh of interest.

If anything, the tone is heavy as a whole. The reports have
now been issued by the various companies concerned in the
Underground group; and while they mostly show good results,

progressive in character, there is nothing sufficiently startling

in them to attract the attention that leads to buying. Under-
ground Electric income bonds are amongst the popular stocks
for the time being, no doubt in consequence partly of the
fact that the present quotation carries £3 net interest; the
price will be ex tins interest on Wednesday. The shares
fluctuate spasmodically, and both kinds show improvements
this week.
Globe Telegraph ordinary strengthened 1 on the. declaration

of the usual quartely dividends of 3s. on the preference and
2s. on the ordinary, payable on March 31st. The market for

telegraph issues as a whole is steady, falls of J in Western
Telegraph ordinary and J in Anglo-American preferred being
associated with a little selling on behalf of deceased accounts.
Eastern ordinary lost i, but Great Northern Telegraphs arc

an equal amount to the good. The Government's price for

New York Telephone bonds is lower at 100}, or 104 for dollar

bonds. Callenders lost their 5s. rise of last week, and Henley
preference were marked down to 4.

Mexican industrial issues are lower, and further falls have
occurred of two or three points in the common shares and
the bonds of the Mexico Tramways and the Mexican Light
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£8 18 4
7 2 10
6 13 4
« 13 4

6 17 8
7 10

7 18

mid Tower Companies. Curiously enough, there is still a
demand for Mexican Railway issues; but the utility descrip-
tions some of the holders are trying to sell, rather 'than join
tin committee that has been formed for the protection of the
bondholders, the obvious reason for each attempted selling
being that the proprietors have lost both hope and patience.
Anglo-Argentine 'Tramway 5 per cent, debenture stock is

easier, and Brazil Tractions fell to ">L on the course of the
exchange being unfavourable to holders. British Oolumbia

i
Li 1

1 ics are dull.
Mi Public [Trustee, as execute) for a deceased holder of

612,960 income securities oi the British Electric Traction Co.,
has appealed against a reduction of the B.E.T. capital; and
the case came before the Court on Monday. The counsel in
support of the appeal pointed out that the resolutions in
favoui of the reduction in capital had been validly passed,
and demurred to the statement of the Master of the Hulls that
the company appeared to have had a disastrous record. The
hearing was adjourned for further evidence on behalf of the
companj

.

Copper shares are a little irregular, after having been in
the ascendant in consequence of the sensational rise in the
price of metal. The rubber share market is one of the best
in the Stock Exchange, as it is certainly the busiest. Upon a
recovery in the price of the material to '3s. 9d. per lb., a fresh
impetus was given to buying of the shares; and the appetite
of the public for investment varieties appears to be as keen
as ever.

The following is our representative list of securities con-
nected with the various electric markets:—

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.
Home Electricity Companies.

Dividend Price
. "

.. Feb. 29, Rise ov fall

1914. 1915. 1916. this week.
Brompton Ordinary .... 10 — 7j —
Charing Cro^s Ordinary ..56 84 _

do. do. do. 44 Pref.. 44. 41, 8g id —
Chelsea 5 4 8} —
City of London 9 8 11J —

J
do. do. 6 per cent. Pref. 6 6 104 — +

County of London .... 7 7 108 + J
do. C per cent. Pref. 6 lo| —

Kensington Ordinary .... 9 7 6 —
London Electric 4 3 1

4

— J
do. do. 6 per cent. Pref. 6 6 4J —

Metropolitan 34 3 3} — J
do. 45 per cent. Pref. 4\ 44. 8 —

St. James' and Pall Mall . . 10 8 5| xd —
South London .... 5 6 8£ —
South Metropolitan Pref. ..7 7 1A —
Westminster Ordinary .. 9 7 5f xd

Telegraphs and Telephones.
Dividend,

1914.

Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref 6 100 — 4

do. Def 33/6 815 —
Chile Telephone 8 6g —
Cuba Sub. Ord 5 71 —
Eastern Extension 7 12§ —
Eastern Tel. Ord. 7 1 :7 — *
Globe Tel. and T. Old 6 10g + 4

do. Pref. .... 6 10 —
Great Northern Tel 22 84J + J
Indo-European 13 49 —
Marconi .... 5 US _
New York Tel. 4J 4* 100J +J
Oriental Telephone Ord 10"

\\\ _
United R. Plate Tel s 6J —
West India and Pan. 1 1^ —
Western Telegraph 7 12$ —

4

Home Rails.

Central London, Ord. Assented ..4 68 —1
Metropolitan 1J 92) — 4

do. District Nil 16} + }
Underground Electric Ordinary . . Nil W + A

do. do. "A" .. Nil 6/3 +9d.
du. do. Income . . 85 + fa

Foreign Trams. &c.

Adelaide Sup. 6 per cent. Pref. .. 6 4Jxd —
Anglo-Arg. Trams, First Pref. 5* 4ft

—
do. 2nd Pref 54 84 —
do. 5 Deb 5 78J —1

Brazil Tractions . . 4 61 1

Bombay Electric Pref (', 10 xd —
HritisliColunihi.iElec.Rly.Pfce. .. 6 66 —

do. do. Preferred.. - 87 —
do. do. Deferred . . — B4 —
do. do. Deb. . . 4J 64 —

Mexico Trams 6 per cent. Bonds . . — 40 —9
do. 6 per cent. Bonds . . — 85 —2

Mexican Light Common .. .. Nil 92 —3
do. Pref Nil 35 _S
do. 1st Bonds .... — 42 —

Manufacturing Companies.
Bab^ock & Wilcox 14 2j) _
British Aluminium Ord. . . . . 5 92/.
British Insulated Ord. . . 15 io|
British Wcstinghouse Pref 74 44/-
Callenders .. 15" ija i

do. 5 Pref. 5 4? _ *

Castner-Kellner .... 20 84
Edison A Swan, £3 paid .. .. Nil 7" _

do. do. fully paid Nil Ji
do. do. 5 per cent. Deb. ..5 60

Electric Construction 6 14,9 _g^
Gen. Elec. Pref t

j)
_ '

Henley 20 14" _
do. 44 Pref 44. 4 — }

India-Rubber 10 9* _ «

Telegraph Con 20 87 —
* Allowance made for dividends being paid free -t

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

6 6 8
4 10

6 19 6
6 16 4

6 10 6
6 17 8
6 8
Nil

•8 8
6 12 6
12 19

It shonld be remembered, in making use of the figures appearing
in the following list, that in some cases the prices are only general,
and they may vary according to quantities and other circumstances.

Wednesday, March 1st.

CHEMICALS. &.C.

Acid, Oxalic per lb.

Ammoniac Sal
Ammonia. Muriate (large crystal) per ton
Bisulphide of Carbon .. ,,

Borax
Copper Sulphate ....
I'ottish, Chlorate per lh.

,, Perchlorate
Shellac per cwt.
Sulphate of Magnesia .

.

per ton
Sulphur, Sublimed Flowers

,, Lump ,,

Soda. Chlorate per lb.

Crystals per ton
Sodium Bichromate, casks .

.

per lb.

METALS. Ac,

Brass (rolled metal 2" to 12" basis) per lb.

: ,, Tubes (solid drawn) .

.

,,

r ,, Wire, basis ,,

: Copper Tubes (solid drawn) .. ,,

r ,, Bars (best selected) .. per ton
r „ Sheet „
r „ Rod
1 ,. (Electrolvticl Bars .. „
t „ „ Sheets .. „
i ,. „ Rods
f „ „ H.C. Wire per lb.
: Ebonite Rod „
' „ Sheet
1 German Silver Wire .. .. ,,

1 Gutta-pereha. fine ,,

1 India-rubber, Para fine . . .

.

„
Iron Pig (Cleveland warrants) .

.

per ton
., Wire. galv. No. 8, P.O. qual. „

f Lead, English Pig ,,

r Mercury per hot.
• Mica lin original cases) small .. per lb.

r „ ,, ,, medium „
f ., ,, ,, large .. „
I Bilicium Bronze Wire .. .. per lb.

Steel. Magnet, in bars .. .

.

per ton
. Tin, Block (English)
1 .. Wire, Nos. 1 to 16 .. .. per lb.

Latest
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METAL MARKET. THE RESISTANCE OF A CUBE.

Fluctuations in February.
By A. J. Makower, M.A.

Feb.
£35
34
33
32
31

106/-

105/-

104/-

103/-

102/-

101/-

100/-
99/-

98/-

97/-

96/-

95/-

94/-

93/-

92/-

9 1/-

90/-

89/-

88/-

87/-

86/-

85/-

84/-

83|.

82/-

£188
187
186
185
184
183
182
181
180
179
178
£110
109
108
107
106
105
104
103
102
101
100
99
98
97
96
95
94

Feb.

12 3 4 7 8 9 1011141516171821222324252829
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In order to corroborate the above reasoning, a
cube with 6-in. sides was made of a sheet of tin of
No. 22 S.VV.G. gauge. Before cutting up the sheet
the resistance of an 18-in. square, measured between
corneis as in fig. i, was found to be 0.00174 ohm.
The sheet was then Cut up and formed into a cube,
and the resistance was found to be 0.000546 ohm,
which is near enough to one-third of the value,
0.00174 ohm, to confirm the law given.

It is interesting, in view of the reference made
above to the resistance between opposite edges,
to state that the resistance of a square sheet of the
material used was determined between its edges by
feeding a strip at six points, as shown in fig. 3, and
measuring the current taken and the voltage drop
between the lines ab and cd. In this arrangement,
the stream lines in the small central square are prac-
tically uniform, as shown by the lines drawn. The
resistance of the square was found to be 0.00026 ohm,
or 0.15 times that of the square fed at its corners.
Using this figure, we see that the resistance of the
cube between diagonally opposed corners will be 2\
times that of one of its sides measured between
opposite edges, instead of two-thirds of that resist-
ance, as given in the issue referred to.

It is not simple to solve
N
the problem of the

diagonally fed square mathematically, but very close
results may be obtained by graphical methods. If

the stream lines be drawn in directions that seem to
be reasonable, and the area be divided up into a
number of nearly rectangular areas by the stream
lines and the equipotential lines normal thereto, the
resistance of the area can be predetermined with a
fair degree of accuracy. The writer has obtained
a value agreeing with the test values within 10 per
cent, by dividing the area into about 120 small
rectangles in the above-described manner.

ELECTRIC SMELTING OF IRON ORES IN

SCANDINAVIA.

(Concluded from page 235.)

Tlie Tinfos Furnace.—Apart from an experimental 5,000-H.p.

Helfenstein furnace at Domnarvet, of which particulars are avail-
able, the only experience so far pained with this type of furnace
is from the operation of small units at Notodden, sa it cannot be
said to have yet had the opportunities of development that have
favoured the Elektrometall type.

The furnace is shown d agrammatically in fig. 1. The smelting
chamber A is long and rectangular, having one carbon electrode, B,
embedded at its base. There are three upper electrodes, c, and
these ire movable. The oharge of ore, limestone, and ci ke is fed
through the rectangular chutes d, e, extending right along the
furnace. Two hollow water-cooled beams, F ani G, support the
roof and the chutes. The pig-irjn and slag are tapped from one
end.

Three-phase current is used to operate the three f jrnaces at
Notodden, each taking about 1,600 h.p. at 35-55 volts, 50 cycles.
The arrangement by which the electrodes are in the middle and

the Bupply of ore lateral is said to favour economy of heat.
The furnace gases pass up the chutes, and help to heat the
incoming material. For the rest, the gases could be utilised in other
ways, but at present that is not done. An advantageous feature
of the furnace is that it uses coke, and not charcoal, but coke con-
taining 12 per cent, sulphur can be made to yield pig iron with a
content as low as 01 per cent. The furnace uses purer ores
than the Elektrometall furnaces, and, the units being smaller, no
useful comparisons can be made. In some tests recorded the con-
sumption of energy in the furnace itself was 2.800 KW.-hours per
ton of white pig-iron and about 3,000 per ton of grey pig, using
a 44 par cent. ore.

The chief disadvantage of this type of furnace, compared with
the Elektrometall, is that it uses single-phase current, so that on a
three-phase circuit three furnaces have to be conpled together. On
the other hand, the bott' m electrode ensures all the current passing
throngh the whole mass of molten iron, and the regulation of the
height of the eleotr 'des required in the three-phase Elektrometall,
to ensure even distribution of current, is here unnecessary. The
single-phase furnace has, however, the disadvantage of using a
lower voltage, so that the losses in transmission and transformation
are proportionally higher.

The Renntrfell Furnace.—This is anew type of melting and refin-

ing furnace, invented in 1912. Up to the present, as many as some
20 furnaces have been built for Sweden, Norway, England and
Russia, the largest having a capacity of 3 tons. It has been very
successful in these small units, and the users are siid to be most
enthusiastic in regard to them. Mr. Rjnnerfelt hopes to be able
to build units up to 50 tons capacity, or even more.
The furnace resembles the Stassano, in that it is of the "inde-

pendent arc " type, but instead of the heat of the arc being merely
rellected, or radiated down on to the charge, the arcs are so arranged
as to be deflected themselves down upon the metal to be melted.
The method is made clear from fig. 2, from which it will be seen
that there are three electrodes, two horizontal and one vertical.

They are supplied with two-phase current, the vertical electrode
being the common return. The arc produced forms a flime
extending vertically from the central electrode, and forced down-
wards by the magnetic force produced by the current itself. Fig. 2

also shows how the low-voltage two-phase current is transformed
from high-voltage three-phase.

The furnace itself consists of a cylindrical etfel shell, mounted
on trunnions, so that it can be tilted. It is lined first with 1 i-in.

asbestos board, and then with 6re-brick-i, with an inner lining of
magnesite bricks. Mignesite bricks line the roof, too, and thus a
very high temperature can be maintained. The furnace's cavity
is egg-Bhaped, as shown in fig. 3. In the larger furnace the
cylinder is extended and several seta of arcs are used. A 40-ton
furnaoe would have four Bets of electrodes of 6 in. and 7 in.

diameter. Graphitised electrodes are employed ; they are smaller
than amorphous carbon, so that the size of the openings is kept
down. The consumption of electrode ib only 3 k?. per ten of steel,

and in the smallest furnaces the energy consumed d"eB not exceed
the moderate figure of 1,000 kw.-hours per t n of steel for cast-

ings. The power required for a 600-kg. furnace is 12"> kw
at80vcl:s. For larger sizes it would decrease to about 120 kw

Fig. 1.

—

The Tinfos
Fubnace.

Fig. 3.

—

Section of Rehnebfelt
F0ENACE. !

per ton capacity. The furnace has been successfully used for
melting ferro-manganese for use in Bessemer and open-hearth
furnaces, as well as for melting steel for castings, which is its

normal function.
Conclusions.—Dr. Stansfield, from his study of Scandinavian

conditions, arrives at the conclusion that although electric iron
smelting cannot at present hope to compete generally with the
blast furnace, in certain localities where pure iron, charcoal, and
cheap water power can be obtained, it Bhould be possible to pro-

duce economically a high-grade charcoal pig-iron, for the
manufacture of special qualities of steel and wrought iron. Dr.
Stansfield's interest is, of course, chit fly in Canada, and he points
out that Canadian ores are not nearly so pure as Swedish ores.

Nevertheless, impurities like sulphur are eliminated very thoroughly
in the electric furnace, and it seems possible, so he concludes,
using ores of moderate purity and a cheap fuel such as charred
wool refuse or gas coke, that a good quality of iron suitable for car
wheels could be made at a profit in one or other of the electrio

fnrnaces at present in use. This is more likely to be the case if a

furnace such as the Elektrometall type were to do away with its

shaft and its circulating system, and instead utilise the heat of its

gases outside the furnace in heating open-hearth furnaces for
turning the pig-iron into steel. It is noteworthy that the gas
produced in making a ton of pig-iron in the electrio furnace would
almost suffice for the production of 1 ton of steel in the open-
hearth furnace.
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NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS,

AND PLANT.

Triumph Hand Lamp.

We have received fr. m Messrs. Ward & Goldstone, of Sampson
Works, Salfnrd. particulars of their Triumph electric haDd lump or
torch, for which exceptionally longr hours of burning' are claimed.

When fitted with the firm's " Volex Duo " dry battery, which
measures 6£ in. Ions by 2J in. wide, about 150 burning hours are
obtained, using a 2£-volt metal lamp.
An accumulator giving the same burning hours would be much

heavier and larger, and we understand that the " Volex Duo " dry

Fig. 1.

—

Triumph Electric Hand Lamp.

•ell will hold up in stock for several years. On account of its long-

burning hours, this lamp is recommended for use in factories,

warehouses, &c, as a safeguard against the inconvenience of sudden
extinction of the ordinary lighting.

The Arora Electric Fires.

The Arora Co., of Loughborough, which was started in the
summer of 1915 mtrks a distinct advance in this branch of the
electrical industry, under most propitious circumstances. Mr. Eric
W. G. Burder, a keen member of the Loughborough Electricity

Committee, who had an engineering works and foundry at Mb
disposal, appreciated the great progress that electric heating and
cooking was making ; he met Mr. F. S. Grogan, who had patents
pending, and possessed an exceptionally complete knowledge of
what the publ'c required, and their experience and resources were
combined with the intention of providing, direct from the foundry,
solidly built and reliable apparatus for heating and cooking at
popular prir-es. The works extend over many acres on the
outskirts of Loughborough, and have a private railway siding

;

goods can bIbo be dispatched on two main railways, ensuring
prompt delivery to all parts of England.
The "Arora" fires, one of which is illustrated herewith, are

fitted with an element built of an extra-heavy section of wire,
whioh under ordinary circumstances would not glow, but owing to

the patented form of construction, a pleasing glow is obtained at

Fig. 2.

—

The " Arora " Electric Fibe.

•[uite a low current density, and a maximum of radiant heat is

produced. Elements of the most non-oxidieable metal have in the
past ox dised sufficiently to reduce the consumption materially and
consequently the heat produced. With the Arora heavy elements,
this defect is reduced to a minimum. The elements are mounted
on fire clay of exceptional strength. The frame-work is of cast
iron throughout, in two main parts, the fire box and the front.
The former is a complete unit forming a standard part, which is

interchangeable with any front of the three finishes listed. It
contains two 750-watt bars, two switches, and two heavy terminals
complete with two yards of 70/36 s.w.G. flexible cord, and is

attached to the front frames by means of two bolts only. The fire

bars are also interchangeable, and may be obtained at a very low
cost. The solid frame- work and parts are practically indestructible,

and may at any time be made equal to new stock for a few shillings

The total weight of the fire is 19 lb.

Arora fires Nos. 1, 2 and 3 (as illustrated in fig. 2) were put on
the market in the middle of Janua- y this year, and we are informed
that within a month orders were executed for over 40 corporations.
Many repeat orders for large numbers have since been received, and
strong approval has been expressed with regard to the particularly
pleasing high-tempemture eff> ct and the remarkably low prices.

We understand that Hob. 11, 12 and 13 are now coming through
the works ; they are Bimilar to that illustrated, but 3 in. higher,
to allow of the addition of a third fire bar? We also learn that
very shortly a boiling plate of the open type will be put on the
market, to meet the demands of the public and many central-

station engineers for a quick, reliable boiler at low price.

Mr Grogan's many friends will be glad to hear of his new
venture, and will join with us in wishing him success ; few men
have done more than he to develop the employment of electricity

for cocking, and we believe he is working on the right lines

—

radiant heat and low prices.

Ediswan Dry Cells, &c.

We have received from the Edison & Swan United Electric
Light Co., Ltd, of Ponders Eud, Middlesex, a sample of their
Ediswan 'OK." dry cells, which they are making in their own
works. The cell measures about 6 in. high and 2.1 in. in diameter ;

short-circuited through an ammeter for a moment, it gave 3]
amperes, and when put on discharge through a resistance of 5 ohms
at 0'2 ampere, it stood up well to the heavy demand upon it, for

nearly eight hours a day, four days in succession. During that
period the output was 4 a.h., and the current had fallen to 012
ampere, bat recovered to 015 after a rest. Later on, when short-

circuited, it gave nearly one ampere for an hour and a half. So

Fig. 3.

—

"Ediswan " Shell- inspection Lamp Fitting

far as we can judge from theBe rather haphazard tests, and the
appearance of the cell, it ought to do good service in connection
with bells, telephones, fire-alarms, &c.

We have also received from the company particulars of their
" Ediswan " shell-inspection lamp fitting, which is provided with
an earthing device, and is sent out wired complete with lamp holder,

and three yards of 3-way flexible cord, the latter including the
earthing wire. The fitting, whioh is shown in fig. 3, is extra
strong, with a view to hard factory use, and is very cheap.

Sew Burglar and Fire Alarm.

Mr. Arthur Julian, of B»nk Chambers, Reading, noticing
whilst he was in the United States the remarkable frequency with
which safes were dynamited by thieves, conceived the idea that a
combination of a pneumatic and an electric alarm would form a
considerable improvement upon the existing system (winding a
great length of insulated wire round the safe, and keeping a
current continuously flowing in the circuit, any interruption of the
current giving an alarm). His plan is to include in the design of
the safe a double lining of thin m=tal, either inside the walls and
door or sandwiched between the plates of which the walls and door
are built up, and to connect the cavity with a U-tube containing
mercury and a platinum contact wire. The air in the civity ib

under a slight compression, forcing the mercury out of contact
with the platinum wire and the ends of a circuit containing a ball

and battery are connected with the mercury and platinum. Under
normal conditions, the circuit is kept open, thus avoiding the
expensive renewal of batteiiea incurred with the closed-circuit

system ; variations of atmospheric temperature, if not negligible,

can easily be compensated for. Should the air-pressure drop, owing
to the wall or saf« being drilled through or to other unlawful
tampering with it, the mercury column at once would close the
alarm circuit ; the same result would follow if an accidental leak
took place, the device, therefore, being self-teBting. There is no
difficulty in connecting the door of the safe to the alarm system.
To guard against tampering with the pipe which connects the safe
with the alarm apparatus, the inventor inserts into the tube three
steel wires, which render it practically impossible to close the pipe
by hammering, melting, or other means without allowing the air

to escape and give the alarm.
Another application of the invention is to fire alarms. A system

is already in operation in which a small-bore metal tube attached
to a contact device is led round the ceiling of the room to be
protected, the expansion of the air contained in it immediately
giving warning of the outbreak of fire ; Mr. Julian would put the
air ia this tube under slight pressure, so that the occurrence of a
leak would instantly betray itself. In this case two platinum
contaats would hi required, one to announce a leak, the other to
give an alarm in case of fire. Hi has alsi devUed a burglar-proof
bell to mount on the outside wall of a building in connection with
a burglar alarm inside, the same principle being employed.
Mr. Jnlian has patented the device in Great Britain and elswhere,
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and has provided for the apparatus being operated either on the

plennm system, as above described, or on the vacuum system, which
of course is an obvious alternative. We understand that he is open
to negotiate with firms desirous of adopting the system.

Liquid Starting Switches and Controllers.

A novel type of throw-over automatic liquid starting switch has

recently been invented and patented by Mr. J. H. Woolliscroft,
A.M.I. E.E., general manager of MeBsrs. H. T. Bxithroyd & Co., of

Liverpool. One of the best-known types of liquid Btarter is the

Woollisoroft automatic liquid drum stai ter and controller, which
is in extensive use ; the new arrange ment, however, possesses

distinct advantages even over this satisfactory instrument.

The new switch has been designed to start up automatically

motors, &3„ at a predetermined speed, irrespective of the manipula-

tions of the oparator, and cm be justly termed " fool-proof." The

Fio. 4.

—

Staeteb in " Off " Position ; Automatically

Starting, and Held in Position with N.V. Coil.

device (fig. 4) consists of a circular drum divided axially, the halves

being separated by a diaphragm, which is fitted with a two-way
unbalanced valve. When the drum is rotated about 120°, it brings

the electrodes to the bottom, the liquid being taksn to the top and
held suspended until it has leaked through the valve to the bottom
half containing the electrodes. As the liquid is closing the path

of resistance, the air in the electrode chamber, and the gases

of rotation. Anothpr feature is that when the whole of the liquid

has passed to the electrode chamber when starting up, the switch
automatically short-circuits itself only after opening the electrode

circuit and not merely shunting the paths as is usual, which latter

method permits gaseB to be formed and electrolysis to take place,

both of whioh are objectionable. The switch is short-cirouited by
the action of the two-way unbalanced valve, which when released

from the weight of liquid, mechanically trips the contact brush
to the short-circuited position with all resi-tanoe cut out (see

fig. 5). With this arrangement there is not aoy waste or small
currents paBBing continually, as is usual with solenoid-operated

devices, &o.

Should any fault occur with any of the automatic devices (which
is hardly possible), the starter can always be used as a plain dipper-

type liquid Bwitch, and can keep things going until opportunity
occurs for inspection. The original type of Woolliscroft auto-

matic liquid starting gears successfully got over the objection

against the use of the early type of liquid starters (which were
non-automatic and messy) ; the new pattern will be most usefnl

for starting motors agains-t heavy starting torque, doing away with
expensive friction couplings, loose-belt arrangements, tec.

Being totally enclosed with the exception of the two small
breathing or vent holes, which are effectually covered with fine

gauze, the switches will fill the requirements for dusty, dangerous
and explosive atmospheres.

Lead Melting Furnaces.

The Monometer Manufacturing Co., Ltd., of Whitehousa
Street, Aston, Birmingham, has introduced a patent lead melting
furnace, specially designed for the feeding of presses used in the

manufacture of cable and compo pipe. Amongst the special

features of the furnace are the automatic control of temperature
by the firm's patent self-acting adjustable heat controller ; the
prevention of oxidation by tnrning the inert gases from the
burners into the closed chamber covering the melting pot ; the

billet charging apparatus ; telescopic outlet pipe ; low-pressure
burners fed from a gas equalising reservoir, &o.

Many of the leading cable makers use this furnace, and recently

one firm has decided to equip its entire lead plant with a battery of

these fnrnaces.

Electric Fire Pump.

Messrs. Mather & Platt, Ltd , of Park Works, Manchester,
have recently isaued a catalogue of fire fighting appliances,

containing information to assist the shipowner to comply with
the Merchant Shipping (Convention) Act, 1914, the provisions of

which are about to come into operation.

It has been usual to install reciprocating steam pumps for fire

duty, but Messrs. Mather \ Platt draw attention to the possible

alternative of an electrically-driven turbine pump, which has,

comparatively, a greater output for its weight and size than the
steam pump.
A two-chamber turbine pump running at 1,400 R p.m., as supplied

by the firm, will throw two jets horizontally about 60 ft., the

water being supplied through 50 ft. of 2$-in. canvas hose with
i-in. nozzle. This absorbs about 23 HP., and a motor
of about 28 HP. would be suitable for driving it. A
motor-driven turbine pump of this type is illustrated

in fig. 6.

Current would normally be drawn for the ship's

lighting and power installation, but provision should
be made for connection to the emergency set which
is now usually carried on deck to permit of some amount

Fig. 6.—Starter in "On'' Position; Automatically Short-circuited.
Protective Covers are not shown in the Illustrations.

Fig. 6.—Turbine Fire Pump for Ships' usb.

formed when starting up, are expelled through a special outlet

vent, by the liquid acting as a water piston. Also to obviate any
vacuum in the top half, from which the liquid descends, this

chamber is fitted with a suitable intake vent hole. These vents
are essential for practical working.
The switch is fitted with the usual no-volt and overload releases,

and, being of the free-handle type, cannot be held in on a short

circuit or overload. When the switch returns automatically to the
off position, the liquid passes en bloc to the lower half without any
disturbance or churning, and the air displaced passes unrestricted

through the second valve arranged for the special purpose, which
is part and parcel of the flip valve ; the circuit is immediately
opened, and the switch ready to be thrown over at once to the
starting position again. This is a valuable feature, especially with
reversing motors that require to be tickled rapidly in either direotion

of lighting being maintained and a supply given for wireless

purposes, in the event of the main sets being put out of gear.

The Miner's "Scout."

This is a patent mechanical device, which is intended to indicate

the slightest movement of ground, when adjusted in a stope or

tunnel, and thus to give warning of impending falls of roof.

Instant intimation is given to a watchman or to the mine manager's

office by the completion of a circuit through the instrument ; or

the ringing of a ball and the showing of a red light on the device

itself may serve, where the instrument is in sight of, or near, the

minerB. The Mining Commissioners in the South African Gold

Mines, and also in Australia, state that there is need for such an

instrument, and in the latter country legislation for its use in

dangerous mines is about to be introduced. >
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The patentees are practical miners who have found the nee of

Buch an instrument Lf vital moment to them, as, in many mines

in the countries mentioned, the number of accidents through
falls of ground or rock exceeds 60 per cent, of the total. They
claim that there is no sudden fall of ground without some slight

movement some tinn before, and that this instrument indicates

the slightest movement in time to enable the necessary measures

to be taken to prevent accidents.

The instrument being inexpensive and of a portable nature, it

can easily be carried and used in various parts of a mine.

It is of very simple construction, consisting of two braes tubes

telescoping together, but kept extended by a long spring inside

them, and a box iB fixed to the upper tube, containing a battery,

bell and red lamp. Contacts on the outside of the box are clou t!

when the tubes are pushed together, by a disk clamped on the

lower tube. The outer ends of the tubes are shod with iron, and
the instrument is applied bv pushing the tubes together until they

fit between the roof and floor of the tunnel, against which they
are firmly held by the spring ; the disk is then clamped close to

the contacts, so that any movement of ground which brings the

roof and floor nearer together by, say, \ in., or less if desired,

will cause the bell to rii g and the lamp to light up. Farther
information can be obtained from the Sloan Electrical Co , Ltd,,

of 12, Golden Lane, E.C.

"WIRELESS WIRING" AT THE FRONT.

The following is an extract from a Utter written by a G.E.C.

man at the Front (Corporal Watts) to a friend in Walthamstow,
Mr. F. Miller, who kindly forwarded it to us:

—

" I must first of all ask you to thank all my pals at the G.E.C.

for their kindness to me at Christmas. Indeed, it was good of

you all to remember me and to express such kind wishes. The
parcel arrived on the very day, but I couldn't say much then as

my heart like my mouth was too full. I have never had such a

Christmas, and, in many ways, I do not wish for another similar

one. A week previous I was working hard for the review. We
were successful in obtaining a large hall of a local woollen factory,

and as it has only been built about two years it consisted only of

the four walls (brick) and a cinder floor. We built a stage and
arranged all the seating, and I took charge of the electric light-

ing. After a chat with the owner we persuaded him to supply us

with current from his plant, so that was a great help. Well, I

started in on what looked like an impossible j ob, as it was impos-

sible to obtain any insulated wire or accessories from any of the

large towns near. I then had a ' brain wave,' and collected two
old inner tubes of a private car and a little rubber gas tubing. I

commandeered some No. 8 bare copper wires and slung them across

the river from the factory to the hall, insulating by pieces of

inner tube nailed to woodwork. As I had no straining instru-

ments, I took up the slack by forcing strips of wood between the

leads. I brought the leads right outfcide the hall for safety's sake,

and only brought them in on the stage. The next to tackle was

Fig. 1.

i

Fig.. 2.

the hall, which I wired in bare No. 20 copper, which we had in

stock as binding wire. As with the mains, the insulation was
inner tube pieces, 1 in. X 1 in., under a wire staple. Where dead
endB were attached, rubber bands were cut and formed globe strain

insulators. [Fig. 1].
" All wires were run on the top joists far overhead, so I made

pendants with two live wires, separated by 6-in. strips of wood, and
6 in. of flex to enter the lampholder. This made a very satis-

factory job, and at night was invisible by the artificial light. In
fact, it was ohristened ' the wireless wiring.'

" Next I tackled the dressing-room, which was directly behind
the stage, and as I was not allowed to cut a hole throngh the wall,

I had to take my leads under the top of the door, which consisted

of an iron girder, and was easily touched by the face of the artistes

as they came off the stage—especially in ' black outs.' To safe-

guard this bend I ran the wires through two lengths of

rubber gas tube, and labelled the position 'Danger a mort '—
danger of death. The lighting of the dressing-room was carried

out as the hall, but the leads were fixed to wooden brackets, and
the drops were workshop flex. Next the stage. Now the fun
started. I found I had used up all my holders and all I had

scrounged from neighbouring columns. Here was a problem—how
to bring the lamps into position of utility and out of the way of

scene-shifters. Luck is a big factor, so I backed my fancy, and
chanced it. My footlights and three lines of battens were all made
by drilling holes to take the lamp-cap and soldering two pieces of

wire to the contacts, and attaching them to the two leads stretched

along the front of the batten by bringing the wires round to the

front kept the lamp in position thus [Fig- 2] :

—

" One of the staff-sergeants of our neighbours made two stage

arcs for us, and they were a work of art. These I had to run for

with /„ insulated which was ' scrounged.'
" Now my total was made up as follows :

—
Ball. 7spendants (I light) ; 1 cluster (5 lights).

Outside. 1 illuminated sign I review.! (2 lights).

Dressing Boom. 6 pendants (1 light).

Orchestra. 2 pendants (1 light).

1 signal light (1 light).

Stage. 2 projector arcs (10 amps.).

18 footlights.

56 battens.

1 pilot lamp at switchboard, worked off accu-

mulator, 4 volts, 8 c.P.

"Not a bad load, considering the voltage waB 115 D,c. Now
came the trouble of the switchboard. Here was a problem indeed.

I had obtained 1 d.p. 10 amp., 1 s P. 5-amp. knife, 3 5-amp. tumbleiT

1 3-amp. tumbler, 1 dock plug, but no fuses. We made the board

of 2 9-in. planks, IS in. square, and monnted on two battens,

4 in. x 2 in. My fuse bridges were J in. steel bolts (main, jj in.)

and bus-bars, copper wire bound zig-zag round the bolts. Fuse
wire strand of No. 40 copper taken out of flax. Behind each fuse

was fixed a piece of mica to prevent fire. With the help of

Pte. W. Hossick, of the ISth A.S.P., who worked like the Scots-

man he is, we were able to switch on half-an-hour before the dress

rehearsal, to which were invited the invalids from the Hospital.

As luck would have it, the only main fuses we could get on the

switchboard in the mill were German cartridge type, and they

only had one pair, 60 amps. You will see we were on the brink all

the time, but, I am glad to say, all was well. My fuses were only

just sufficient, as I dared not blow the cartridges. Yon can

imagine what a relief it was to ub electricians to see ' all on.' I

won't say the fuses weren't warm—they were hot.
" Our dress rehearsal was Christmas Eve, and we had until Mon-

day night to put the finishing touches, and we were at it to a

packed house (average 800) every night of the week. Every-

thing a great Buccess. Daring the week of showing I had my
ordinary work to do as well, so I was not idle. Three times

that week I had to go up to the line to fix up a broken-down
lorry. My part in the review was not hard, but I had to keep

changing. One lot four times in 10 minutes On the

following Sunday we (A.S.C.) gave the kiddies of the village a

bun-fight, cinema and concert. This entailed a lot of extra work
as the mill was shut down, and I had to divide my lighting into

halves and use two of our travelling workshops. On the following

day we cleared everything away."
The occasion of the installation above described was the

5th and 18th A.S.P.'s ChiistmaB, 1915, revue, entitled "Yes, I

Think So !

" The revue was written and produced by Private R.

Douglas, aasibted by Private L Bartleet and Lance- Corporal

Topham, while Private L. Bartleet arranged the music. The
scenic effects were arranged by C.Q.M.S. Dearden, and the elec-

tricians were 5th A.S.P. Corporal Watts and 18th A.SP. Private

W. HosBick. The scenes were laid in " A Middle-Class English

Home—Christmas, 1914," and "Grove Park BarrackB— January,
1915," " Somewhere in England, July, 1915," and "Somewhere in

France—Present Time." The last Bcene was as the firBt, but at

Christmas, 1934 ; one scene was entitled, " Recruit's Dream

—

Horatio Tatus in Automobiling." Corporal Watts figured aa a

raw recruit, and "a lounger and policeman "—whether the last

two parts were identical or not is left unstated. Corporal Watts

was also responsible for a conjuring turn. The cast included

many non-commisBioned officers and privates, and one eecoad

lieutenant, who appeared in the rile of "the dude." The enter-

tainment appears to have been most carefully and ably planned

and carried out, and illustrates the unquenchable good spirits and
enterprise of our comrades in France.

A Substitute for Platinum.—An alloy for use in

contact and spark devices to replace platinum has been patented by

Mr. Panl R. Heyl, of New Rochelle, N.Y. (assigned to Commeroial

Research Co., of New York City). This alloy consists of silver

and palladium, in varying proportions according to the conditions

under which it is to be need. An alloy of Bilver with 2 per cent,

of palladium has been found to give satisfactory results under

many circumstances. When the contacts or spark points are

exposed to sulphur compounds, 5 per cent, or more of palladium

should be UBed. The alloy which was found to give the greatest

resistance to spark erosion waB that of 60 pet cent, palladium and 40

per cent, silver. Additions of palladium to silver raiee the melting

point and lower the thermal conductivity. It has been found that,

on account of the high thermal conductivity of silver, the heat

from the spark will be conducted away fast enough to prevent

melting of the silver. In view of this fact, Bilver-palladium alloys

with very high percentages of silver can be used in a great many
cases.

—

Met. and Chem. Engineering.
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FOREIGN AND COLONIAL TARIFFS ON
ELECTRICAL GOODS.

BRITISH INDIA.—A Customs Circular has been issued by
the Department of Commerce and Industry fixing, with effect

from January 1st, 1916, the tariff valuations on various articles
I into British India. These valuations differ in many

instances from those which were previously in operation. The
duty, however, on instruments, apparatus and appliances,
and parte thereof—electric, electric lighting, galvanic, tele-

graphic and telephonic, remains the same, viz., 5 per cent.
ad valorem; while electrical machinery and component parts
thereof (including belting of all materials for driving machi-
nery) remain free of duty. Among the articles for which the
tariff valuations have been amended are the following, duty
being charged at the rate of 5 per cent, in each case :

—
Former New

valuation, valuation.

Es. Arts. Rs. Ans.

Sal ammoniac cwt. 31 36
Brass, patent or yellow metal, sheets

and sheathing, weighing 1 lb. or
above per sq. ft., and braziers and
plates cwt. 54 65

Copper, braziers, sheets, plates and
sheathing cwt. 62 65

Copper, pigs, tiles, ingots, cakes, bricks
and slabs cwt. 58 62

Copper, china, white, copperware ... lb. 2 2 2 4
Copper foil or dankpana, white, 10 in.

toll in. by 4 in. to 5 in. ...100 leaves 1 14 3 8
Ditto, ditto, coloured, 10 in. to 11 in.

by 4 in. to 5 in. : 100 leaves 2 3 12
Quicksilver lb. 1 8 3
Zinc or spelter, tiles or slabs, soft, cwt. 25 50
Zinc or spelter, tile6 or slabs, hard, cwt. 20 40

16 annas = 1 rupee = Is. 4d. (at par).

NORWAY.—Information has been received at the Board
of Trade to the effect that the prohibition imposed in Sep-
tember last on the exportation of tool steel and turning steel

from Norway has now been replaced by a prohibition on the
exportation of tools and tool steel. The prohibition does not r

however, apply to such articles produced in Norway and
accompanied by certificate of origin.

UNITED STATES OP AMERICA.—A decision has been
given by the Board of General Appraisers regarding the rate
of import duty leviable under the United States Tariff Act
of 1913 on power-transmitting tables for sewing machines.
These tables, it is decided, being composed in chief value of
metal, and capable of operating at the same time from 5 to 20
sewing machines, are properly dutiable as manufactures of
metal not specially provided for, at the rate of 20 per cent.
ad. val.

COLOMBIA.—A Colombian Decree of November 5th pro-
vides that when articles liable to Customs duty are sent to
the Republic by ordinary or registered letter post, the same
duty shall be levied thereon as if the articles were imported
by parcels post {i.e., the full duties prescribed by the Colom-
bian Customs Tariff), and that, in addition, a fine of | peso
shall be levied for each letter. Packets of books are, however,
excepted from this provision, Customs duty only being levied
thereon.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1916.

(NOT YET PUBLISHED).

Compiled expressly (or this journal by Messrs. W. P. Thompson 4 Co..
Electrical Patent Agents, 885. High Holborn, London, W.C., and at
Liverpool and Bradtord.

2.164. " Telephone transmitter. 1
' H. Burce, February 14th.

2,176. " Electric switches or couplings." R. W. L. Phillips. February
14th.

'

2.179. " Electric torches or pocket tamps." A. A. King. February 14th.

2.201. " Svstcms (or distributing electric energy." C. H. Wordingham.
February 14th.

2.212. " Device (or automatically effecting release o( electrically-operated
mine signals, &c." D. Pbarsb. February 15th.

2.242. " Telephonic receiver." A. Williams & L. D. Williams. February
15th.

2.249. " Passing through the human body currents derived from the ordinary
town main electrical supply." E. E. Grevillb. February 15th.

2.253. " Automatic electric driving engine." F. Knight. February 15th.

2.254. " Method o( electro-mechanically operating colour effects (or theatres,
fcc." W. E. Grant. February 15th.

2,256. " Electric batteries." R. S. Baxter. February 15th.

2,261. " Regulation ot induction motors." British Thomson-Houston Co.,
Ltd., & N. Shuttleworth. February 15th.

2.266. " Electrically-operated Indicating apparatus (or signalling apparatus
on railways." J. P. O'DoNNELL. February 15th.

2.293. " Electrical fire and burglar alarm." A. Julian. February 16th.

2,312, •' Heavy current relay key." J. Gill. February 16th.

2.328. " Electrical discharge devices." S. Dusiiman. February l«ta.
(U.S.A., February 20th, 1915.)

2.329. " Means (or producing alternating currents." British Thomson-
Houston Co., LID. (Geniral Electric Co., U.S.A.). February 16th.

2.339. " Telegraphy and apparatus therelor." A. C. Fuller. February 19th.

2,345. " Electric heat radiators." A. F. Berry. February 16th.

2,347. " Oil-cooled transformers." A. F. Berry. February 16th.

2.350. " Electric pocket lamps." 1 K Rum & A. Weinuann. February
16th.

'

2.375. " Combined plug, socket, and switch devices (or electric circuits."
V. Hope. February 17th.

2.384. " Accumulator-charging systems (or vehicles." R. Russell. Febru-
ary 17th.

2,388. " Electro-magnetic apparatus." J. E. Pollak (Soc. Anon, des Etab-
lissements L. Bleriot). February 17th.

2,400. " Electric buzzers, Sic." A. W. Gamage, Ltd., & G. H. I. Horan.
February 17th.

2.402. " Signalling by electro-magnetic waves." A. Artom. February 17th.

2.405. " Electric switches." C. W. Gray. February 17th.

2.443. " Fluid-operated electrical switches." J. F. Barr. February 18th.

2.444. " Electro-magnetic overload circuit breakers." H. E. Turhet.
February 18th.

2,464. " Electrostatic machines." Morris & Lister and D. K. Morris, and
E. A. Watson. February 18th.

2.468. " Telephony." S. G. Brown. February 18th.

2,478. " Electric conductor grips for relieving the connection o( such
conductors with electric fittings from pulling strain." S. FlLDES. February
19th.

2.491. " Electrical [uses or cut-outs." H. W. Co*. February 19th.

2.524. " Transforming motion into electrical waves or impulses." T. B.
Dixon. February 19th. (U.S.A., July 19th, 1916.)

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.

1913.
20.856. Telethons Exchange Systems.

September 16th. (October 28th, 1912.)

Zivnoatenska Bank* (fir

2,283. " Dynamo-electric machin
Watson. February 15th.

M-L Magneto Syndicatb & E. A.

1915.
1.0S7. Telephone Systems. J. E. Cooley. January 22nd. (January 23rd,

1914.)

1,435. Dynamo-electric Machines and Electrical Systems connected there-
with. J. Stone & Co. and A. H. Darker. (January 28th.)

1.471. Automatic and Semi-automatic Telephone Systems. Relay Automatic
Telephone Co. ((ormerly Betulander Automatic Telephone Co.) and L. C.
Bygrave. January 29th.

1.500. Lamp Supports and Casings, particularly designed for use with
Electric Incandescent Lamps. B. J. Grigsby. January 29th.

1,857. Submarine F.lectkic Leakage Telegraphy. Signal G.m.b.H. February
5th. (February 5th, 1914. Addition to 13.919/13.)

2,078. Coin-freed Electric Illuminatinc Apparatus. H. F. Stiles and
A H. F. Perl. February 9th.

2,343. Telegraph or like systems and apparatus therefor. Automatic Tele-

phone Manufacturing Co. & S. R. Smith. February 13th.

2.624. Rotors of Dynamo-electric Machines. Sunderland Forge & Engi-

neering Co., R. G. Scott and A. T. Robertson. February 18th.

2.687. Electric Batteries. J. Sutton & G. J. Sutton (trading as Stuart and
Moore). February 19th.

3.442. Manufacture of Carbon Electrodes. Georg Mendheim (firm of)-.

March 3rd. (March 4th, 1914.)

4.046. Electrical Switches. A. P. Lundberg, G. C Lundberg, P. A. Lund-
berg, and G. Pegg. March 15th.

4.209. Rheostats. Igranic Electric Co. (Cutler-Hammer ManulacturiruJ

Co.). March 17th.

4.348. Telegraphy Eastern Telegraph Co. & A. C. Gardiner. March 19tk.

5.076. Electric Signalling Systems for use on Railways. J. Boot & W. E.

Sccurfield. April 1st.

5,224. Electrically-operated Reversing Mechanism for Planing Machines
AND THE like. R. McK. Robertson & J. Lennox. April 7th.

5.261. Device for Testing the actual available Working Current in

Electric Batteries or Cells. A. A. Lyon. April 7th.

5,513. Miners' Electric Safety Lamps. O. Oldham. April 12th.

5,768. Electric Lighting. I. Frankenburg St Sons, Ltd., and E. FlemLaA*.

April 17th.

6,807. Stereoscopic X-ray Apparatus. British Thomson-Houston Co.

(General Electric Co., U.S.A.). May 6th.

6,898. Electrical Connectors. A. P. Lundberg, G. C. Lundberg, P. A.

Lundberg & G. Pegg. May 8th.

7.006. Electrical Toasting Devices. E. C R. Marks (Landera, Frary and

Clark). May 10th.

7,433. Electric Air Heater. F. L. McKinnon. May 18th.

7,554. Combined Electric Switches and Plugs. A. H. Railing, C. C.

Garrard & A. F. Searle. May 20th.

8.099. Means for adjusting the Height of Electric Lamps. R. E. Taf-

finder. June 1st.

9,915. Brake for Electrically-propelled Vehicles. Rt. Hon. H. L.

Samuel, W. Slingo, H. C. Gunton & C. H. Douglas. July 7th. (Divided

application on 15.539/14. January 28th, 1915.)

10.334. Electric Bells. M. Suwa. July 15th.

10.983. Method and Apparatus for Isochronising and Synchronising Rota
table Members, particularly applicable for Multiplex Telegraphy. P. M.
Rainey. Julv 29th. (August 18th, 1914.)

11.375. Means for the Production of Sound by Electro-uacnbtically-

OPKKATED Diaphragms. E. A. Graham. August 6th.

12.340. Electric Motor Control Systems. British Westinghouse Electric

and Manufacturing Co. August 27th. (September 25lh. 1914.)

13.837. Regulators for X-ray Bulbs and like apparatus. C. G. Rocn.

September 29th.

15,113. Dynamo-eiectric Machines adaptbd for Synchronous Working.

L. J. Hunt & Sandycroft, Ltd. October 36th. (Addition to 24.838/14.)
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In discussing the subject of organisation in our last

issue we touched upon a number of ways. in which
our national industries may be strengthened by effort

from within themselves. While that article was being-
written a number of leaders to whom we look for
a certain amount of direction in these days, were
delivering speeches in London on another and
by no means less important aspect of the great
question of after-the-war trade. We do not agree
that discussion of such matters in any degree
weakens the nation's effort to speedily bring the war
to a victorious conclusion, and we are glad that two
very busy members of the Cabinet were able to

find time to attend part of the proceedings of the
Association of Chambers of Commerce for the pur-
pose of making speeches concerning the relation of
trade to the war and the essential nature of the ser-
vice that traders are rendering to the Empire and
the Allies, also to reveal, though only in some small
way, what is happening in the minds of members of
the Government respecting what assistance the
nation should render to industry after the war. Mr.
McKenna, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and
Mr. Bonar Law, the Colonial Secretary, a few years
ago might not have been credited with the desire to
sleep in the same bed, but their presence in the
same Cabinet in a period of national crisis, and the
consciousness that the position that now confronts
us is totally different from any that we have ever
known before, have led them 'to turn their swords
into ploughshares, and they are together preparing
the ground for a compromise respecting what they
formerly regarded as vital differences. Mark first

the words of Mr. McKenna:—" We must learn by
the experience of the past. . . . We have found
ourselves dependent upon that nation (Germany) for
many essential matters of our own trade. I do not
think that, as a nation, whether by the individual
efforts of our traders or with the necessary assistance
of Government, we ought ever to allow ourselves to
be placed in that position again." He proceeded to
show that there was a very large field for common
agreement between those who still stood for or
against certain principles, but he added what we
have said on many occasions :

" It does not follow,
though trade may be free, that the help of the
Government should not be given to assist our
traders." Our regret is that the Government
did not see it so in days gone by and render a greater
measure of assistance, but, as Mr. McKenna says,

the Government has: learned " by the experience of
the past," and it is now about to act. What is to
be the course of that action ? The most significant

and hopeful part of the speech, though somewhat
enshrouded in mystery, was this:—

" We are prepared, and we have already shown, in a way
which I am not yet able to state to you, that we are prepared
to give the assistance of the Government to the development
of foreign trade in order to ensure that those rivals who are
now our bitter enemies, shall not have the control of the
foreign trade which they have enjoyed in the past. ... In
the past there has been some complaint that Government has
not given that assistance in distant parts of the world which
was rendered by other Governments in similar circumstances.
Well, it may be that a policy which is right at one time is

not right at another, and it may be that we have to learn

that a policy of Government assistance becomes necessary to

secure the development of what we might term the master
trades, and to secure the extension of our commercial influ-

ence through neutral countries."

[273]
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Here we must lease the Chancellor. We must
nut venture to probe the inner recesses of the govern-

mental brain, though we confess that we shall await

with pleasure the further draught which is so neces-

saiv to satisfy our thirst for information.

The attitude assumed by the Colonial Secretary

on the following day is in marked similarity to that

of Mr McKenna. " Everything is changed," said

Mr. Bonaf Law. Jle is not arguing to convert

Manchester electors now, all that is a matter of the

dead past—" Everything is changed. We must
begin on a new basis; we must put aside all pre-

conceived ideas .... the problem is not at all

the same as we used to discuss, and it must be con-

sidered from a new point of view by those who held

my views and those who were opposed to them."

The probability that after the war there will be

special trade relations between those who are now
our Allies " completely alters the basis of the pro-

blem." As Colonial Secretary he turned from the

question of trade with the Allies to the future of out-

trade within the Empire. " Whether it pays us or

not we shall not forget these things (war horrors),

and whatever else happens the resources of the

British Empire will never again be exploited as in

the past by our German enemies." Further, " I do
not believe that the people of this country will be

satisfied with any system which makes us dependent

for the key industries of our trade and for our sup-

plies far war on any nation, least of all on the Ger-

man nation." We shall all desire to re-echo the

tributes which Mr. Law paid to the magnificent

service rendered by the Colonies throughout the

war. " We could not have won this war, we could

not win it now, but for the strength which we have
got from the great Dominions." In presence of

such a conviction, after the utterance of so

momentous a statement, there will surely be none
to deny the Dominions a voice in regard to what the

after-the-war policy of the Empire shall be, and in

that policy the question of trade and industry occupies

a large place. Some of the Colonies are already deal-

ing with the matter, so far as they can, endeavouring
to exclude German influence both now and after the

war. Mr. Andrew Fisher and Mr. Hughes are now
in this country. They are both highly charged with

messages from the Australian people urging that we
adopt no half-hearted measures which will permit of

cancerous growth again occurring in vital industries

of the British Empire. Mr. Law had all of these cir-

cumstances in mind when he said that the problem
of the future must be considered in conjunction with
the great Dominions as well as in conference with

our splendid Allies. He announced that arrange-
ments were being made for an economic conference
of the Allies to be held in Paris, at which will be
considered both the fuller use of the economic forces

of the Allies in the prosecution of the war itself, and
the problem of what will happen after the war, when
Russia and Italy want to be free from the influence
with which German financiers and business men
have permeated their industries in recent years. Mr.
Bonar Law confessed that he could not fix his mind
on " after-the-war " problems at that 1 meeting, and
so much depends upon the conference at Paris, that
Mr. Asquilh on Tuesday was in the same position. As
a matter of fact, we all feel how immense these pro-
blems are, and how vast will be the attention that
they will have to receive before the details can be
settled point by point, but apart from the considera-
tion of the details, we can find a common ground in

the speeches of these dissimilar men—a definite desire

for, and a move in the direction of. a compromise
which will bury the controversies of the past and
lead us all to adopt some policy or other which shall

enable the Home Country, the Empire, and the
Allies, so to act in harmony for generations to come
as to bring happiness and prosperity, and freedom
from external menace, to all the nations that have
been so terribly mangled in their efforts to prevent

the domination of the world by Prussian militarism.
As there will be no separate Peace, so will there be
no separate commercial treaties made with the
Enemy, by any one of the Allies. The prospect of
an Economic Pact is already giving German traders

furiously to think."
One other speech delivered last week has a close

relation to the two referred to above we mean that
of Sir F. Ilolden, who also appeared before the
Chambers of Commerce gathering. His remarks
were devoted to the subject of banking, and in our
ell oris to secure the co-operation of the banks in

assisting our industrial development we shall do well
to keep his speech in mind. We believe that at

heart most people share his admiration for the excel-
lent work that British banks have rendered in the
past. It is obvious from his speech that he urges
British traders and industrial men to pursue the idea
of forming, with the assistance of the Government.
a big "additional" banking institution, perhaps on
the familiar industrial bank lines, with branches of
allied small banks in different countries abroad. By
establishing such an organisation Sir Edward hold's

that " we should be pretty successful in turning the
tables on our German banking competitors in foreign
countries."

There has been no great change in

fundamental conditions in copper within

the last few weeks, although events in all metals have been

the subject of the closest attention on the part of the autho-

rities, whose efforts for some time were directed towards the

elimination of gambling operations in the metals more par-

ticularly required for munition work. Although a warning

to that effect, had already been given recently in the case of

pig-lead, the drastic action taken last week to prohibit

speculation in war metals as indicated by the Proclamation

came rather as a surprise, and naturally caused some con-

sternation in metal circles, because of its far-reaching effects',

also having regard to the difficulties involved in conduct-

ing bonil fide business. Official dealings in copper, as in

other metals, barring tin, which was excluded from the

Proclamation, were brought to a standstill. Through the

representation made to the Ministry of Munitions by a

deputation from the Metal Exchange, however, a satis-

factory understanding, was arrived at by which it was
possible to resume official operations on the Metal Exchange
on Monday last. These operations, of course, are now pro-

ceeding under the new regulations, or in accordance with the

spiritof the Proclamation intended to prohibit speculation with

no intention of interfering with the course of legitimate business.

A more comfortable feeling has thus been brought about,

although the liquidation of outstanding speculative engage-

ments has now to be proceeded with. So far as copper is

concerned, the modified aspect of the London official trading

can hardly have any important bearing on the course of the

general market under present exceptional conditions of

scarcity due to the magnitude of th? outlet not only in con-

nection with the huge requirements of munition factories in

warring nations, but also to the phenomenal extension of

industrial enterprise across the Atlantic. There is no blink-

ing the fact that these two factors combined have been for

some time past more than sufficient to take care of the

whole of the world's output in spite of the considerable

increase in the American production to new high records.

The American brass industry is now consuming much
heavier quantities, the melting of the American Brass Co.

alone being at the present time roughly estimated to be at

the rate of well over j million tons per annum. There has

been, too, a notable expansion of electrical enterprise in the

United States, partly in connection with important schemes

of railway electrification. Very large quantities of copper

have been shipped from America to the Allies in the last

few months, but these appear to be rapidly swallowed up
by the intense pressure of munition work, while it is rather

significant that the unsold warehouse stocks of raw and
finished metal in this country have been reduced to vanish-

ing point. Sulphate makers now find considerable difficulty

in covering their needs in rough bar copper, while the
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demand for this material has been very keen at the

relatively low prices ruling as compared with the value of

American fine copper in the neighbourhood of £136. At
the highly inflated level of prices at which their copper has

been selling for some time past, American producers have

been accumulating enormous profits, and this is not unlikely

to continue so long as the war lasts. The bulk of their

output has been sold for months ahead, therefore enabling

them to be quite independent of adverse movements in the

price of standard copper, such as have again been experi-

enced lately amidst the disturbed surroundings. The
market is admittedly held at a dangerously high level, but
it is hardly likely that American control will be relaxed in

view of the present exceptional opportunities.

The special meeting which was held
The I EE. and , . , . ., „ ...
... „ last week to " consider this question

Members presented many unexpected features, not

only to the Council and members of the

Institution, but also to the interested onlooker. The

large and punctual attendance of members at 5 o'clock was

in itself surprising, and the intensity of feeling evinced in

the course of the proceedings bore additional testimony to

the importance attached to the question by them ; more-

over, the attendance was by no means confined to members

resident in the London area— many well-known engineers

had come to town expressly to take part in the proceedings.

It is easy to understand, therefore, their disappointment

when they found that, under the stress of " legal techni-

calities," it was not competent for them to propose and

discuss amendments to the resolution which had received the

sanction of the Board of Trade. As we pointed out some

weeks ago, a fortnight's notice must be given of the nature

of the business to be transacted at a special general meeting,

and as barely a fortnight intervened between the calling of

the meeting and the date on which it was to be held, it was

obviously impossible for members to take any effective action

towards varjing the terms of the resolution.

Writing after the event, no doubt it is easy to reproach

the Council for lack of foresight in approaching the Board of

Trade first and the members afterwards ; in the absence of

a similar experience we might hesitate to criticise the

Council on this ground. It happens, however, that the

sequence of events closely resembles the procedure which was

followed by the Council in 1911, when one week's notice

was given of a meeting at which alterations in the Articles

of the first importance were to be " considered," with the

result that the members claimed their right to a voice in

their own affairs, the meeting became a fiasco, and the whole

question had to be reopened. The present Council cannot

have forgotten those incidents, and, therefore, criticism is

justified. On that occasion, writing before the meeting

took place, we pointed out that the whole proceeding had
an air of precipitation and autocracy, and that the wiser

course would have been to allow plenty of time for mature

-consideration of the new proposals
;

precisely the same
remarks apply to the present situation.

We have no doubt that the wisest course, under the

circumstances, was that which was ultimately decided upon
—namely, to consult the members first and the Board of

Trade afterwards. This is also the routine that would be

dictated by common sense, and why it was not adopted in

the first instance we are at a loss to understand.

Those of our readers who recall the
American Lamp

circumgtances whicn attended the estab-
Patents.

hshment of the Ldison & Swan patents

for carbon-filament lamps in this country, and their over-

throw in Geimany, will be interested to learn of the situation

which has now arisen with regard to the tungsten lamp

patents of Just & Hanaman. In December last we recorded

the judgment of the Court of Appeal, according to which

the judgment of Mr. Justice Joyce (that the plaintiffs'

patent was not for making filaments of tungsten, but only for

making them by the particular process specified) was sub-

stantially confirmed, the judgments of both tribunals being

directed entirely to the process and not to the material used.

The result of the action, subject to appeal to the House of

Lords, is at present to throw open the manufacture of

tungsten filaments of the " squirted " type in this country,

for the process employed for this purpose by the defendants,

which was declared not to be an infringement of the

plaintiffs' patent, is, we believe, unprotected by letters

patent.

On the other hand, we have just received particulars of

the decision of the United States District Court, Southern

District of New York, in an action brought by the General

Electric Co. (U.S.A.) against the Lace-Philips Co., to re-

strain the latter from infringing the American patent of Just

and Hanaman. The defendant company imported into the

United States lamps with "squirted" and drawn-wire

filaments of tungsten. The U.S. patent specification con-

tained a broad claim for an incandescent lamp filament

consisting of tungsten in a coherent metallic state and
homogeneous throughout.

The Judge held that the lamps imported by the defen-

dant company infringed the claims of the patent, and he

also declared the patent valid. The application was filed

in 1905, but the issue was delayed through interferences

between four parties, one of whom, with the connivance of

one of the Patent Office examiners, had fraudulently intro-

duced into one of his own specifications matter derived

from the Just<& Hanaman application. In the end, priority

of invention was awarded to Just & Hanaman, and the

patent was issued on February 27th, 1912, so that it will

run until 1929, and if the decision stands, the control

of the tungsten lamp situation in the United States will

until that date be entirely in the hands of the General

Electric Co. and its licensees.

A striking feature of the decision is the fact that the

claim of the American patent for a product and not a pro-

cess (though two processes were described in the specifica-

tion) has been upheld by the U.S. Court, while in this

country the whole question turned upon the process and not

upon the product.

The case of Crane v. South Suburban
Repairs to Q.as q0) which is reported in a recent

Street Mains
number of the Law Reports draws atten-

and ihe Law . . , . ,

of Negligence. tlon to an lmPortant point relating to the

liability of gas and electric lighting com-

panies whose mains must be repaired in situ. Workmen
employed by the defendants, a gas company, for the pur-

pose of carrying out repairs to a gas main in a highway,

placed a fire pail, on which was a ladle containing molten

lead, on unenclosed land adjacent to the highway. The

plaintiff, a young child, was playing with other children

near the fire when a passer-by accidentally knocked over the

fire pail, and the molten lead was spilled on the plaintiff,

causing her injury. In an action by the plaintiff to recover

damages, the County Court Judge found that the defen-

dants were guilty of negligence in leaving the fire un-

attended and unguarded with the. knowledge that it was

surrounded by children and that it was being used for

molten lead. In these circumstances two Judges of the

King's Bench Division have held that there was evidence

on which the County Court Judge could find that the

defendants were negligent, and that the defendants were

also liable on the ground that what they were doing was a

nuisance in that it was daDgerous unless precautions were

taken to guard persons using the highway from the danger.

It is to be observed that the decision was based partly

upnn the fact that to melt lead in a place situate near a

highway was a nuisance for which the defendants were

liable if it caused damage. It is clear, therefore, that

whenever street repairs are undertaken, the electrical

employed should be warned to take the utmost care to keep

the melting lead out of harm's way. In effect they are

bound to insure the public against any injury which may
happen.
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THE RENAISSANCE OF THE LOW-TENSION
FUSE.

By JOHN A CIUBTItEE.

When, if ever, the history of electrical switcbgear comes to

be written, it will be found that tbe last six years mark
the " Renaissance of the Low-Tension Fuse." For some
time prior to 11)10, the general quality of low-tension

switcbgear had been steadily on the decline in this country.

Mechanical strength and electrical efficiency had both been

sacrificed for price, with the result that much of the switch-

gear sold at that time was flimsy, unreliable, and dangerous

to operate. An examination and comparison of the average

switcbgear catalogue of 190!' and to-day, however, will show

a remarkable difference and improvement in fuses and fuse-

boards. In the writer's opinion, this improvement is not

merely due to the ordinary processes of evolution, but rather

to the compelling forces of the Home Office Regulations

governing the use of electricity in factories. Mr. Scott

Ram's memorandum (Form 028, 1910) has also had no
slight part to play in this development.

It is significant that though the Draft Regulations were

published in 1907. and the approved Regulations at the

Fio. 1.

—

Old Type Tubular Hand-Grip Fuse, showing
Typical Fracture.

end of 1908, nothing of any importance was done in the
development of the " Home Office " type of fuse, until after

the publication of the memorandum in February, 1910.
Prior to 1910, the tubular porcelain fuse of the hand-

grip type, as fig. 1, was generally considered to be the thing
in this country. In various forms, with differing ends and
contacts of weird and wonderful design, it was almost
universally adopted. It was a good fuse, infinitely preferable

to the fuses it followed, but dangerous to handle, and with
distinct limitations. The year 1910 marked its passing, or

to be more exact, its development into the Dew fuse.

At first, manufacturers were slow to appreciate the position.

A few, bolder than the rest, led the way and placed new
designs on the market, and in 1910, at least six patents were
taken out, on fuses specially designed to comply with the
regulations and memorandum. These designs being based
on the "safety first" principle, were naturally more
expensive than the old-fashioned types, and therefore

inclined to be slow sellers. Buyers jibbed at the price— did
not recognise the necessity for " new fangled ideas "—the
old style was quite good enough for them, (iradually,

however, as the market became educated to the new demands
and requirements, and con-" Home Office" material was
being condemned, the new designs began to make headway.
Other firms modified or re-designed their fuses, patent agents
grew busy, and the " renaissance " became a reality.

The evolution of the new fusegear is still incomplete, but
already assumes definite form in a distinctive class of " safety

first" fusegear, which, in general appearance, may be said

to be as essentially English as was the perpendicular archi-

tecture of the Middle Ages.

No one had recognised this change more than the German

manufacturer. For years he had grown accustomed to

pouring motors, Bwitchgear, and accessories into this country

in a steady stream. With one or two marked exceptions,

the German fuse failed to comply with cur Home Office

Regulations, and there were distinct signs, prior to the war,

that the Hermans were taking strenuous steps to attack the

British home trade in ironclad switcbgear built to our Home
Office Regulations. A great amount of time and paper is

being wasted in discussion over the inevitable German com-
petition after the war. The wisest plan, from the manu-
facturing point of view, is to get to businets, and, by

thorough organisation and careful desigD, to produce an
article unequalled in efficiency and price. The rest may
well be left to the politicians.

The home market has always preferred an easily

rewirable fuse. While the cartridge fuse has its many
supporters, it cannot by any means be said to be so

popular as abroad. Kor the present, at any rate, the easily

rewirable fuse, encased in some form of tube and supported

by an insulating shield and handle, would appear to be the

main feature of the removable " Home Office" unit of to-day ;

while the base unit includes some suitable protection for

the metal contacts, bus-bars, &c, the whole combination

making a shock-proof fuse. There are, however, many
features requiring recognition and development, before we
can hope to regard the question of our " Home Office

"

fuses with any satisfaction or credit to ourselves. Only too

frequently the design of low-tension switchgear is left in the

hands of junior draughtsmen, who produce interesting

assemblies of detail parts, but with little regard to the

functions to be performed.

Shielding of Live Parts.—The shielding of live parts is a

matter provoking considerable discussion, particularly when
the base contacts are in question. All are agreed upon the

necessity of well shielding the hand from any danger from

the handle contacts or fuse wire, and suitably shielded grips

are universally provided. Opinions may differ as to the

efficacy of some of the designs marketed, but the safer typts-

of handle must ultimately prevail.

When the question of shielding the base fittings comes

into consideration, we do not find the same harmony.

When the switchgear is in some special position, and only

accessible to duly authorised persons {e.g., in "rooms, com-
partments set apart for the purpose "), it would appear that

contact shielding may not be insisted upon, but the average

board about a works, enclosed in a wood or iron case, should

unquestionably be effectively guarded in every way against

accidental shock.

To comply fully with the Regulations, one has to consider

the fuse under all conditions. Thus, it is possible to combine

the base contact shield with the handle, so that insulating

shrouds carried from the handle effectively cover all live

parts. If. however, the fuse handle is withdrawn, the pro-

tection to the base contacts is likewise removed, leaving the

board entirely unprotected. The fact that the shields are

on the handle tends to make the operator careless, and he is

inclined to ignore the danger in the contacts and bus-bars.

There is, further, the danger of making accidental contact

with the exposed contacts when handling an adjacent fuse.

The bus-bars also require protection. Some firms fit these

bars behind the fuse bases to protect them, others fit them at

the front and shield separately, while still others carry them in

suitable holes passing through the bases. Whatever arrange-

ment is adopted, the danger of accidental contact should be

considered, and all live metal effectively shielded as much as

possible.

Other designs of fuses are rendered unsafe by reason of

the fu:e wire terminals on the handle being exposed, even

though the base contacts may be fully protected. This not

only offers a possibility of accidental shock, but by the very

fact of the covered contacts and shield handle lulling the

operator into a false sense of security, offers additional

danger. The risk is, of course, greater in the case of the

smaller siz^s of fuses with merely a finger-grip. The unused

fingers curl themselves into unexpected positions, and find

the live spot, if it is to be found. The solution, therefore,

appears to consist in so arranging the fuse wiring terminals

that no live parts can be accidentally touched by any normal

individual. The fool looking for trouble with a steel rule

or wire, and poking his finger down openings to see what
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he can find, must always expect a suitable reward for his

folly.

Hot Handles.—With long-break fuses there is frequently

difficulty in handling the fuse bandies, owing to the exces-

sive heat of the grip. It is hardly realised that each fuse

wire is a small electric heater on its own, and, in a confined

space, may heat up the handle to a dangerous degree, soften-

ing clips and burning the hands. When a man burns the

skin off the palm of his hand in pulling out a fuse, or

has to use cotton waste to get a safe grip, it is time that fuse

was re-designed. Yet a large percentage of the present-

day fuse is of that brand. If the designer had to re-wire

and handle his own fuses, he would pay more attention to

their cool working. It is undoubtedly necessary, therefore,

in design, that the question of hot fuses that cannot be

safely handled, should have equal consideration with the

effective shielding of live parts.

This matter is intimately bound up with the questions of

break, and ventilation of the fuse wire, both of which are

dealt with at a later stage. If any doubt exists on the

matter, it is always wiser to have a new design modelled by

hand, for the purpose of testing the heat by actual experi-

ment, before any expanse is entailed in the manufacture of

tools, &c. The Potteries are always willing under ordinary

conditions, to assist manufacturers in thesa matters.

Fuse Break.—Passing to general questions of design. It

is to be hoped that some day the Engineering Standards

Committee will be able to turn their attention to the

standardisation of fuse-breaks. Under the varying specifi-

cations, corporation regulations, and manufacturers' designs

of to-day, we have a multiplicity of breaks for the same

conditions.

Fig. 2, gives a graph showing 500-volt fuse-breaks by

several of the leading British manufacturers. It will be

75 100 300 500 700
AMPERES

Fig, 2.

—

Showing 600-volt Fuse Breaks by Various
Manufacturers.

seen that there is a considerable variation in the lower

capacity fuses, and the various makes only draw into reason-

able harmony towards a 0-in. break for 500 amperes.

Soaring well above the majority is plotted the Glasgow

Corporation fuse-breaks.

It seems hard to realise that all these varying sizes are

seriously put forward by manufacturers to perform exactly

the same function. Surely it should be possible to establish

some suitable standard, leaving each manufacturer to work

out his own details. The circuit opening efficiency could,

and should, be covered by a definite clause as to the condi-

tions under which each size of fuse should effectively blow.

One has seen a long-break fuse deposit its fragments

about the room when blown on a short test, while specially

designed shorter break fuses have repeatedly snapped out

the arc without the least damage to themselves. Without
wishing to minimise the question of break, it has admittedly

grown into a fetish with many firms, and is often used as a

safety-valve for badly-designed gear.

While on this question of tests, one might with advantage

give extracts bearing upon the matter of testing; fuses from the

rulesof the American National Board of Fire Underwriters :

—

(67c). Cut-outB muBt operate successfully on short circuits under
the mOBt severe conditions with which they are liable to meet in
practice, at 25 per cent, above their rated voltage, and for link
fuse cut-outs with fuses rated at 50 per cenf. above the current for
which the cut-out is designed, and for enclosed fuse cut-outs with
the largest fuses for which the cut-out is designed.
With link fuse cut-outs there is always the possibility of a larger

fuse being put into the cut-out than it was designed for. ...
Again, the voltage in most plants can, under pome conditions, rise

considerably above the normal. The need of si me margin as a
factor of safety to prevent the cut-outs from being ru ned in
ordinary service is, therefore, evident.

The most severe service which can be required of a cut-out in
practice, is to oppn a " dead short-circuit," with only one fnee-

blowing, and it is with these conditions that all tests should be
made.

(68A). Enclosed fuses must not hold an arc, or throw out melted
metal or sufficient flame to ignite easily inflammable material on, or
near the cut-out when only one fuse is blown at a time on a short
circuit on a system of the voltage for which the fuse is rated.

The normal capacity of the system must be m excess of the load

on it just previous to the test, by at least five times the rated

capacity of the fuse nnder test.

The resistance of the circuit up to the cut-out terminals must be
such that the impressed voltage at the terminals will be decreased
1 per cent, when a current of 100 amperes ispassed between them.
For convenience, a current of different value may be UBed, in

which case the per cent, drop in voltage allowable would vary in
direct proportion to the difference in current used.

The .above requirement regarding the capacity at the testing-

circuit is to guard against making the test on a system of so small
capacity that the conditions would be sufficiently favourable to
allow really poor fuses to stand the test acceptably. On the other
hand, it must be remembered that if the test is made on a syrtem
of very large capacity, and especially if there is but little resist-

ance between the senerators and fuse, the conditions may be more-
severe than are liable to be met with in practice outside of the large

power stations, the result being that fuses entirely safe for general
use may be rejected if such test iB insisted upon.

One wonders how many of our British fuses would,

satisfactorily comply with these regulations and tests.

{To be concluded.)

THE NEGLECT OF COMMERCIAL MATTERS
BY THE ENGINEER.

By JOHN MARKS.

The neglect of business matters by engineers in the past has
had an effect on the engineering industry which is too often,

overlooked, especially when ways and means of setting the-

engineering industry more firmly on its feet are being dis-
cussed. Let us see what has been the effect on the industry

as a whole, and on the electrical engineering industry in parti-

cular, of the want of business qualities in so many of our.

engineers.
Right from the start of the electrical industry the majority

of engineers have been too much accustomed to look on the

business side of the matter as beneath their notice, and this

policy has had the following unfortunate effects.

The manner of financing many of the original electrical

concerns was left in the hands of financial men who cared

nothing for the industry, and less than nothing for either the

great possibilities of the electrical industry or the benefit to

the nation of its correct development. What they did care

about was being able to float companies on to the general,

public at heavy promotion profits, afterwards taking the

first opportunity to get rid of their own holdings in the •

various concerns.
The engineers who were financed by these people were as-

clever and able a set of men as any country ever possessed.

In the majority of cases, however, they were purely engineers ;
-

and not business men in any way.
They conducted many and valuable experiments, but paid

too little attention to getting goods delivered ; often they

developed personal fads, and ran these fads at the expense
of the company long after other and rival concerns had pro-

duced more suitable and reliable, if somewhat less novel,,

designs. When profits were made, and -in the early days they

were made, in spite of the faulty financial management, they

were too often divided up to the hilt, and little provision was
made for the days when more firms would be in the field and

;

competition would be much keener.

Assertion without facts to back it up is of little value. The
writer, therefore, mentions one or two instances, with which
he was quite familiar, of faulty management by clever, but
non-businesslike, engineers.

One concern, some years ago, appointed a very clever and'

scientific engineer as its head. One of the first positions

taken up by that engineer was to state th;it in connection-

with a new line then developing, he was goinf to make the.
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product turned out from that works the perfect product of

its kind. A very worthy object, and one which might quite
well have been attained along with commercial success if

only businesslike methods had been employed.
Orders were fairly plentiful at the time, and the producl

of that firm was then as good as that turned out by any other
firm, and the. projected improvements could have been
out on each fresh batch of machines put in hand ; at any
rate, that is what a businesslike manager would have done.
This policy was not sufficient for the engineer in question,
who actually stopped machines going out which had been
tested and more than satisfied the specification under which
they were ordered. No matter, they were not to go out;
some detail improvement had occurred to the manager over-
night, perhaps, and those machines must wait in the shops,
be partially dismantled, the detail improvement fitted, and
the result tested. It may seem incredible, but it is a fact
that in some cases machines were tested and partially dis-

mantled twice and three times before they went out.
Naturally, customers became, first impatient, and then dis-

gusted, and got into the habit of not expecting delivery from
the firm, the natural consequence being that they placed
their orders elsewhere. Unhappily, the firm had a good
standard line of essential goods in the electrical world, and
were, in fact, in possession of a really good paying speciality

;

for a time the money earned by this speciality enabled the
process described above to go on without altogether upsetting
the dividends.
This could not last for ever, and by the time the perfect

apparatus was on the market the firm found that people
had lost faith in its ability to deliver anywhere near to
time; also, that other firms were then making and cutting
into the market in the original special line in which the firm
had done so well.

The engineer in question was disgusted to find that people
would not pay an enhanced price for his apparatus, though it

was undoubtedly the most efficient on the market. This extra
efficiency, however, only amounted to about i per cent, or
% per cent., and the money spent in gaining it made the
apparatus unnecessarily expensive.
Had the batches of apparatus for which customers were

waiting been delivered, and the improvements incorporated
in the next batch made, then the same perfection could have
been reached, the firm's good name and connection retained,
and money brought in which would have helped to pay divi-
dends and support experimenting as well. In fact, under such
circumstances there Would have been many firms ready to
pay rather a higher price for the superior article. The policy
which was followed upset the whole financial 6tate of the
concern and cut down dividends to vanishing point for some
time.

In another case the writer saw the same idea carried out,
but with regard to a different product." When the writer
happened to mention to one official that money was being
needlessly expended the same answer came out, namely, that
the older department could earn more than the newer depart-
ment could spend. Here, again, financial wreck, or some-
thing very near akin to it, resulted.
Again, in another instance, an engineer-manager not only

spent a tremendous amount of capital in trying to carry out
a pet theory in connection with the governing of engines,
but also carried his experimenting on to the premises of the.

firm's clients. This process gave annoyance to the firm's
customers, who pointed out that they required their engines
to drive their factories. The result was not an assurance
that if the various experiments were a source of annoyance
to the clients, the experimenting would be discontinued, but
consisted of the information, conveyed in a chilling tone, thai
the plants belonged to the makers until the guarantee had
run out, and that they (the makers) would do as they pleased.
Naturally, clients fell off, the firm got into difficulties, some
of the bolder spirits suggested to the engineer-manager that
he should drop these costly and futile experiments, and the
engineer in question promptly put in his notice and left the
firm.

Now cases such as the above, which can be vouched for by
many people, are by no means isolated cases; similar incidents
must be known by any engineer who has spent, say, the last
•20 years in the British engineering industry, and particularly
in -the British electrical engineering industry.
The result has been that in the British electrical industry

one finds company after company which has had its capital
reduced, and company after company which pays either noth-
ing or a totally inadequate return. If every concern confining
itself to the manufacture of electrical goods was in the same
position, it could then be argued that there was something
radically wrong with the state of the whole industry in this
country. The above, however, is not the case; plenty of firms
give a good return to their proprietors, and have done so for
many years, though many of them started up after the first

boom period had passed. In every instance, however, such
firms have been sensibly managed on the busines
Their managers have always remembered that the purpose of
the company was to make dividends, whether it made thorn
on high-class dynamos Or cheap rat-traps.
Now the effect on the whole industry of the financial neglect

outlined in the above, examples has been to cripple every
electrical concern in the country. Those firms which have
always paid a steady return on their capital could have either
paid more in dividends, or put away money for development,

or reserve funds, in larger amounts had the badly managed
type of firm been paying. Those i are not paying
Simply have to get work at any price in Order to keep going.

mofits are cut and compel n exceptionally
hi mi for all (inns concerned. Naturally, capital will not flow
towards an industry which is not in a healthy financial state,

and here, again, the badly managed firm makes it difficult

for the well managed concern to extend its works.
Another and more regrettable ell. aistaken policy

has been to cultivate in the mind of the business man the
idea that no engineer ever had, or could have, any financial
sense, and that it was necessary to keep a sharp eye on his
little proclivity for spending large amounts of money in some-
what unprofitable ways, especially when this meant the delay-
ing of delivery and disappointing of a customer. Consequently,
all the best appointments are held by the purely business man
in by far the majority of cases, and the business man, with a
far less expensive or trying professional training, usually runs
the engineers who are responsible for the design of plant
turned out by the works, or for the maintenance of the plant
necessary to operate an electric railway.
The engineer, especially the thoroughly well-trained man

of about 130 or 40 years of age, complains bitterly ol the fact

that he is remunerated at a far less rate, worked more hours,
and carries far more responsibility than his financial col-

leagues; yet how often do good engineers spoil themselves
when a chance of showing a little commercial ability comes
along.

The writer gives two instances from personal knowledge,
showing different attitudes of engineers towards the business
side of engineering.
A relative, who was manager at a large engineering works,

prided himelf on his business abilities. Quite a short time ago
an engineer with ideas on the manufacture of motor delivery
wagons and swift tractors was introduced to him, with a
view to getting the inventor's ideas carried out and tested.

Let us consider how the matter w\as taken up.
The statement of the relative in question was as follows:—

" I could see from the beginning that his idea would hardly
be likely to be a success, and that he was somewhat vague
in his ideas of business; so I proposed that before we carried
out any work at all we should have a definite agreement
regarding all work done for him. and the payment for the.

same." How typically British! No tact; no idea of chatting
over the matter with the inventor, who did not want for

money ; no suggestion here and there in order to sound the
trend of his ideas on the subject, and to see whether he would
be open to accept advice or not; none of this sort of work,
and then a tactful allusion to the matter of payment for work
done and the proposal for a regular agreement. No; a demand
straight out for cash down almost, which in itself showed
lamentable want of tact in that it displayed want of faith in

the idea and its inventor.
The work was done, the tractor made, experimented with.

and tried on various gradients, but it did not come up to the
inventor's hopes. It was. after some months' trial, aban-
doned, and my relative then bade the inventor a friendly

good-bye and patted himself on the back in that the firm had
received profitable payment in full for all they had done:
and there he was content to let the matter end. Asked it

the tractor could have, been improved, the answer was, "Oh.
yes; I believe it could; there was one point in the design of

which the inventor was rather fond, and which I knew- would
trip him up."
Now let us take, the American or German engineering

manager's view. The trials show that the inventor's idea is

not altogether feasible, and then the suggestion is tactfully

made that, if the inventor will permit, the firm will be pleased
to put money into the idea, as they consider that with a
little alteration the tractors would be quite satisfactory.

Experiments would have followed, the design been thoroughly
developed, and another paying line added to the firm's enter-

prises. Please observe that the mistaken policy was adopted
n\ an engineer who thought that he was an up-to-date business
man.

\s a contrast to the type of engineer dealt with above, the
writer was pleased to meet and entertain, a short while ago.

the manager of a large constructional firm; their busi

not electrical work, but the lessons to be learnt from this

engineer's policy are of value to any engineer, electrical or
otherwise.

Naturally, talk drifted to prospects of business when peace
shall be declared. The opinion was then expressed by the
writer that first-class business and technical organisation would
be more than ever necessary to obtain any success worth
having.
The engineer in question stated that his own opinion was

that in the days to come business would be nw-t effectively

obtained by what he was pleased to term first-class and inten-
sive advertising, followed up by representatives p
strong personalities Amongst the greatest of their assets he

rated tactful handling of possible customers, and also called

for a thorough understanding of the technical points of the
work in question. He stated that he had difficulty in getting

good engineers who were tactful representatives, or 2ood repre-

sentatives who were acquainted with their products from
A to Z. The waiter happened to draw his attention to the

disparity usually existing between, sav, the managing engi-

neer's salary and position and that of the general manager
of a business, pointing out that the latter was generally much
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better remunerated, and had had a much inferior education
and traiuing to that of the engineer.
The engineer in question admitted the disparity in emolu-

ments, but insisted that it was no more than fair, his state-

ment being that the man who managed the concern in such
a manner that it earned a good dividend was not only pro-

viding the possibility of a good and also improving position

to those on the staff, but, by tending to bring further capital

into the industry, was benefiting the whole community. He
stated that at an early point in his career he had resolved to

get the controlling position of some business before be ceached
35 years of age; that he went into the shops during his prac-

tical training with the idea of one day selling the goods; that
when he got into the drawing office he meant having the
position of leading draughtsman as soon as it was available.

Having, after a few years' hard work, attained that position,

he realised that, much as he liked the engineering side of the
business, something more was required of a man who aimed
at holding the reins. With that end in view, he took every
opportunity of influencing business for his firm, and when
sent out to try and talk over possible clients on subjects of a
technical nature, used the utmost tact of which he was
capable. The result was that be attained the position of

deputy-manager, and finally of general manager.
"Now then," he observed, "1 am a much better man than

the technical man alone; I not only help to arrange the
designs, but annually get thousands of pounds' worth of work
for the firm and all connected with it. Take my leading
draughtsman, a splendid fellow, a first-class man whom 1

should be sorry to lose. I can't promote him to be an out-

side representative or my deputy; if ever he goes out t<

>

see. about a contract, or any proposed work, there is always
a dickens of a row .to follow, and a possible loss of a" customer.
When possible clients make statements which an- wrong
fundamentally, he contradicts them and tells them that they
d"> not know what they require: the proposed client gets in a

huff, snaps back, and my leading draughtsman then shows
the client in plain unvarnished terms that he does not know
anything about the matter at all, and is a very poor sort of

person when considered alongside an engineer. When spoken
to about making such a hash of things, and counselled to be
tactful, he retorts that he cannot, and will not, be told what
is correct by a non-technical man. On the other hand, when
I get that type of customer I handle him gently, find out his

pet idea, and then gradually work him round by letting him
think that I agree with him. until he comes somewhere near to a

correct view of the case. This may take me an hour or more,
but sooner or later I convince him by quiet, reasonable, and
friendly conversation that the only way in which to carry

out the work is the way our firm does it." The. above poliev

may seem obvious, but how often is it carried out by engi-

iii <ts in a managing position? Too often the tendency to

become dictatorial, and even testy, with a customer is con-

sidered to be quite a correct attitude.

The directing of a great business is like unto the conducting
of a great orchestra; the engineer in an engineering concern is

certainly the most important instrument: but as the purpose of

an orchestra is to interpret some great musical work in a

perfectly harmonious fashion, so is the purpose of an engi-

neering business to earn a return on its capital. In the one
case, neither the leading violin nor the 'cello player is per-

mitted to display his own talents in such a manner as might
endanger the production of the masterpiece ; nor can the
engineer be permitted to indulge his own fads if it means
interference with dividend production. Both men must obey
the man who organises the whole process in such a manner
that the desired effect is produced with harmony.

In both cases there must be a conductor who will balance
the efforts of each separate player or department; and in both
cases the talent required for this conductor is not proficiency

of an extraordinary degree in any one line, but capacity to

organise other people's work, in order that a desired result

may be attained. If the. engineer is to rule in an engineering
concern, then he must be something besides an expert engi-

neer: he must be able so to conduct the firm that the desired
end, dividends, is attained, or make room for someone else.

who may not he an engineer, but who is a successful organiser

and director of other people's efforts.

Let us keep an eye on our competitors, especially those from
enemy countries: but let us not forget the severe handieans
which our own mistakes of the past have imposed on us. By
so lining we shall be in a stronger position than ever to meet
both our competitors and our shareholders.

THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERS AND ALIEN ENEMY MEMBERS.

As briefly stated in our last issue, the special meeting of

corporate members to consider a resolution altering the

Articles of Association w-as dulv held on Wednesday last wed;.

Owing to the difficulties which arose in the course of the dis-

cussion, the resolution was not put to the vote, and it was
decided to call a fresh meeting to consider the whole question

untrammeled by the restrictions which, as explained below

by " W.B.E.," necessarily tied the hands of the meeting. No

time was lost by the Council, the meeting beiri

Wednesday this week; the result will be found in our
columns to-day.

The following is a brief account of the pre,

first meeting :
—

'I he President, Mr. C. P. Sparks, explaining thee;
the meeting, said that for some time al

stated in the Journal what powers it possessed to d

alien enemy members, no action was taken mi the pat

members to put Article -11 in operation. Bventuall;
ever, a petition was received, signed by 17 members, and th

Council, after consultation with a deputation, had call

meeting in accordance with the Articles of Association
with the resolution [printed in our issue of Februat

p. 206] modifying Article 41, and providing that any
who during war should be a subject of an enemy
should cease to be a member of the Institution. Ma\
resolution, the President called upon Mr. C. Alfred
who, in seconding it, read a letter which he hud ad li

the Electrical Re-view [December 31et, p. 843]; m
ence followed, and he found no difficulty in obtait

signatures to a petition—he could have obtained 170 i

sary. At a conference with the President the form oi

tion was agreed upon, on the lines of a similar re

adopted by the Iron and Steel Institute, and the
fnlluwed. The petition did not touch the question of

Used aliens at all; they could not deal with any of these

unless they dealt with all—and .some of them bad 301

ing for us. The resolution, however, covered the

aliens who had not denaturalised themselves in thi

country, who should be excluded.
Mr. A. Gay referred to a letter which he had wri

the President with regard to the procedure to be f

and to amendments which he had forwarded, and li

dent replied that he was advised by the honorary solicit

the amendments were not in order, whereupon M
strongly protested, and urged that according to the ;.

rules of debate a. relevant amendment must be in order.

Mr. O. C. Atchison thought the. meeting would be

if limited to the resolution, and questioned whether
ing held in London could be representative of the whole,

country; he held that every member should have an

tunity of voting. He considered that it should not I

sary for the members to act in such a matter—it

duty of the Council to ascertain the feeling of the members
and to take action accordingly. The resolution, in his

did not go far enough, as it would not prevent alien

from rejoining after the war.

Mr. Gay moved the adjournment of the meeting and tie'

holding of a postal ballot on the resolution ami am
but the President refused tn accept the motion, upi

Mr. Gay protested that the whole of the pn ceedi

irregular.

Mr. P. C, Eaphael suggested that the resolution si

passed unanimously, and that afterwards the proposed amend
ments should be considered.

The President pointed out that any proposed change
Articles must first be submitted to the Board of Tn
approval.
Mr. W. B. Woodhouse said he would support the

tion on the understanding that aliens who had not

tn denaturalise themselves would be expelled, and Mr. E. M.

Duncan, whilst suggesting that each ease pf alien membei
ship should be dealt with individually, thought they n

to wait for the Institutions of Civil and Mechanical I j

to lead the way.
The President refused tn be guided by any other body, and

pointed out, with regard to the question of natura

that British law prevailed over German law in this country,

so that naturalised aliens would not he touched bj i

1

tion: but it would still be possible, under Article 41, foi 10

members to take action with regard to anv individu

As for re-election after the war, that would be in the

of the members themselves.

Mr. A. A. Campbell Swinton feared that the interpretation

of the law with regard to aliens naturalised, but not

naturalised, altered the conditions very much, and
members who were in favour of the exclusion of alien enem\
members, including Mr. G. W. Partridge and Mr. J. 1

1

I

declared their intention of voting against the resoluti

would not have the effect of excluding this class.

Suee.estions to modify the wording of the resolution, and

to adiourn the meeting, having been rejected by the I'

Mr. L. L. Robinson proposed that the resolution he

hack to the Council and brought forward again in a i.

could be amended so that it would be a resolution

the Institution and not of the Council. Tt was pointed out

that the resolution ought not to be negatived, as this would

produce an erroneous impression outside the Instituti

eventually the President, remarking that the matte
very great importance, announced that the resolution

not be put to the vote; a new meeting would be C

which the various proposals could lie fully discussed

final decision would be submitted to the Board of

approval.

The meeting at the Institution of Electrical Engh*
1st inst. was extremely interesting, as revealing ami

things the misconceptions which exist, amongst pro

—often business—engineers regarding business methods.
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mi. .11 with which we are all familial was
: . (1 111 With I:

aa to i ere to be coi

to the Theob oultf

have been :

"
'i In.- is not a debate bul a m

|

nblic

livened for a specific pui pi e, \ a . to pass, if

..II ll III. Ml

ire in favour" of it pass it, it you ore not in favoui i

it, bat there the matter

Why tins answer was nol given clearlj and directlj

I am nt a loss to know; it would ha1 in b in talk,

we should have lost much in entertain-

ment.
Mj ami mentioned

ii gton as authoritj thai bi

[liis did not necessarily prove that me Chairman's

was wrong; it might only prove thai the Mayor of

Islington know no more ire than Mt. Gaj !

matter of fa ilj understood. If

; the In ititution as an

institution, the mi d bave I" 1 ''!! at libertj to put

adments they pleased, bul it was a meeting

of the Institution as a company, con equentlj the proceedings

bad to !>.' conducted in stncl conformity with the Articles oi

iation. There was no use in badgering the President

lie didn't make the law.- governing public companies, and be

didn't make the Institution Articles: in short, he had in this

particular case no option.

In submitting the resolution, the Council had undertaken a

thankless job, and the meeting showed little appreciation of

their efforts. But. really, they had some justification for

their action. Seventeen members, as 1 understand it. brought

the question of expulsion of enemy aliens before the Council.

Meetings and negotiations took place. A proposal as to how-

to deal with the question was drafted by the group of ruem-

hers. The Council could not agree with that alt. gether, but

intimated that with some alteration they could give it their

whole-hearted support, and that a definite proposal could

consequently come before a me, 'tine with all the weight of

the Council behind it. All right so far, but. alas! lor the

next -stage. Instead of bringing this proposal or some resolu-

tion embodying it before the Institution, to be talked thin

"according to the recognised rules" of debate;" assuming that

there would he no opposition, they determined to alter the

Articles of Association right away, and called a company
ing for the purpose. Their assumption was false. The

subject is highly contentious, and a general debate at another

in i ling is to take place, after which the mangled remains
of the various resolutions and amendments proposed may

to in, Ii. ate the lines on which a resolution can he drawn
; nding the Articles. In not submitting a resolution to the

Institution first the Council were guilty of an error of judg-

ment: that is all. But what were tie Council thinking about
to have made such a mi-take'.'

Tin- resolution seemed as clear in its meaning as language
could make it. I very carefully considered the wording when
the notice of the meeting reached me. and decided to vole

lor it. It appeared quite free from ambiguity, and ui.\ view was
evidently that of Messrs. Baker, Swinifon, Rider, Atkinson, ami

many others present. It was clearly stated that enemy sub-

jects should cease to he members of the Institution, and with

this 1 was well content. But, unfortunately, the President

told us that the interpretation of the resolution wae a questii n

,,f law, with wdiich statement 1 entirely disagree. As the

wording stood, it was not a question of law at all. but a

question of fact, and the fact is that until an enemy Govern-
ment has released its subject from his obligation? to his

country of origin, he continues to be an enemy subject, and
this whether we take him to our hearts by naturalisation or

not. The latter event makes no difference at all. because it

is not recognised by the enemy Government. It is true that.

in the absence of release from his continuing obligations, the

return of an enemy subject to his own country might imply
his being imprisoned or shot, wdiich would possibly bend bis

sympathies in the direction of the country of his adoption:

hut. nevertheless, lie is still an enemy subject, and a
quently, by the wording of the resolution, he is got rid of.

r>o the Council mean this, or do (hey not? If they do, let

them say so clearly and put forward a resolution worded so

that there can be no hedcing behind legal argument. If they
do not. the- isly deceived the men who went to the

meeting t>i vote for the resolution, and in this case also a

new winding will be necessary. Evidently, so far as our
i nt Council are concerned, clarity of thought does net

march with technical attainment.—W. B. E.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received by us after 6 p.m. on Tuesday cannot appear until

the following week. Correspondents should forward their commum-
cations at the earliest possible moment. Av letter can be published

unless we have the writer's name and address m our possession.

Wages at Greenwich Generating Station.—The
L C.fl. Highways Committee has received a petition from certain

employes at the Greenwich peneratrae' station for an increase of

wages, and also an application for increased Day for overtime.

The Committee reports that the question of the waees of these

emoloyei w»s Bettled bv arbitration in June, 1915. and it is of

opinion that thev are not entitled to have their wages reconsidered

1)7 the Conciliation Biard unHl June, 1916. As regards the appli-

cation for increased pay for overtime, the Committee resommends
that it be referred to the Eleotrical Conciliation linard.

l.i.HIIO.KW. Generator for iManchester Corporation.

In iL Closed" column in your last issue, a
i.lei.n, the transfer of the order lor the above
machine from us t<> the British Westinghouse Co., ami a- the

bald statement of tins fact in times Mich as these might be

misunderstood bj your readers, we should he much
il you would allow us to point out that the change m the

contract—which aade bj friendly arrangement be-

tween the parties—is .-imply due to submarine risks in sea

,i being imperative in the national interest.- that this

plant shall be ready for running by March, f.117.

Mr. 1'eaice has authorised us to -tat,- thai this a* tion is not

In an\ wa\ due to technical or political i has been

determined solely having regard to the
upon the deliverj of goods bj water during the period of

hostilities.

Broun, Boveri & Co., Ltd.

A. (
'. Eborall, Managing Dil i

l,n„l,ii, s \\\. March 3rd, 1D1G.

City Guilds' Subject: " Electric Wiremen's Work."

I bave read with interest the letter under the above head-
in^ 1

1, ,ui Messrs. A. 1'. Lundberg & S.uis. The most important
feature missing loan the letter is the fact that the classes do
I, i attract the men engaged in tin- section of the electrical

industry. The bulk of the students with whom I hat

into contact are Invariably engaged in occupations outside

the scope oi electric wiremen's work.
There are indications of considerable modification in the

subject matter of the syllabus, which, it i.- hoped, will bring

the tuition in tlie classes into line with the requirements of

so-called " wiremen," and thereby encourage larger classes

and more candidates in the examinations.
In a, Mm, ,n, electrical contractors should interest their

employed in technical training ami the advantages ap]

ing thereto.
W. Ellerd Styles.

London, \\ ., February 29t7», 1916.

What is an "Electrical Contractor?"

Your correspondent "Contractor," on page 251, complains

nsulting engineers who, while doing their best for their

clients, do not assist "electrical contractors," which, in this

particular case, seems to mean "wiring contractors"; but

what right have such
#
contractore to supply engines, dynamos,

and plant they do not understand'.'

Is "Contractor" himself an engineer or electrician" If

so, then he is an exception, and he should advertise his

qualifications SO that consultants may avail themselves of his

assistance. Any man may dub himself "electrical contrac-

tor." though knowing nothing of electrical work, and not

making any of the apparatus he uses: even the wiremen he

hues have been trained by others: and he feels aggrieved if

I13 does not get a middleman's commission on everything!
had :") years' experience in tins particular line of

work, so I know what I am talking about.
Eacts.

Cause of Flicker.

Mr. Buleara's trouble with light flickering seems to me
to !„ due to a broken earth return somewhere or other. The

the trouble being present with any of the generators

running proves to me that the fault is either close to the

ml or beyond it in the lighting circuit wiring. The
vibration of the engines running is disturbing this broken

earth wire more or less, according to the proximity of the

engine to the fault.

i rectified a similar fault a short while ago in a lighting

circuit on a 3-wire D.C. system. -230-460 volts. The fault had

been on fur two years, and was only noticed when the mam
middle-wire fuse blew. From this time onwards an occasional

nasty flicker was observed in a certain circuit: the switches

acted all right, bul the withdrawal of the Ins.. did not affect

the circuit at all. I knew then that I was eating light

through the earth return of the conduit, which was being

vibrated at tune- bj the engine working close bj and some-

times breaking the circuit.

Eventually, I opened cut the faulty c I found the

return wire trapped in the angle of a split elbow, and making

., loveh contacl thereto. It Mr. Bulsara's trouble is some-

thing like tins be will find some fault on the earth return or

-wire cable.

not be on the outers, w-hieh are both above earth

potential bj 230 volts or more in his case, and would cer-

tainlv blow the fuses. I should advise Mr. Bulsara, if the

fault is only on a certain section of lighting, to have the

return cables tested for an earth leakage.
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If the fault is on every light in the place, then the main
middle-wire cable is faulty at some point or other beyond the
switchboard bus-bar connection, and should be tested out for
earth leakage. If the fault were traced to valve trouble in
each engine it would constitute a record fault, I think.

I should be glad to know the ultimate death of this fault,

and hope Mr. Bulsara will acquaint the Electrical Review
when he finds it.

Hy. Fowler,
Liverpool, March 2nd, 1916. Electrician.

Concerning Discounts.

In the interesting communication on the above subject your
correspondent says :

" Just why makers do this kind of thing
it is not easy to understand." But the reason is not far to

seek. Invoice clerks, and, indeed, most people who have the
making up or checking of invoices, know nothing of "deci-
mals," which they regard as a mysterious arithmetical
process, which only schoolmasters and scholars, who have
devoted their lives to the subject, can possibly understand.
The invoice clerk works with a book of discount tables, and
as these are made up for discounts of 1$, 2J, 5, 10, 15 per cent,

and so on, the reason for the imposing array of discounts is

obvious.
It is rather odd, however, that cable makers and other

jugglers with discounts have not heard of the marvellous
discovery made by some brilliant genius in the tube trade (or

is it the file trade which has the honour?). The tube makers
use a standard list for all classes of tube, and different dis-

counts are quoted for steam, water, and gas tube, &c. The
discounts are single figures like 57$ or 62$, and so on. But
the discount tables do not give discounts like these, so what
is the invoice clerk to do, poor thing? Well, after a little

instruction and a lot of hard thinking, it dawns on him that

62$ per cent, discount, for example, is simply 50 per cent, of
the list price, plus 10 per cent, of the list price, plus 2$ per
cent, of the list price, or 12s. 6d. per £1. The arithmetical
genius simply takes 62$ per cent, off list = list X (100-62^/100)
= list X .375 or list X §. Thus does the wily tube maker
win the esteem of the scholar and the plain clerk alike, " two
at a blow."
The tube maker's method has a decided advantage in this

respect, that all discounts are calculated on the list price,
which is generally a round sum in pounds or shillings, or
pence with no fractional parts. Compare the following :

—
Cable Maker's Method. Tube Maker's Method.

List £146, less 25, 15, and List ±'146, less 42$ p.c.

10 p.c. Using discount tables.

Less 25 p.c £36 10 20 p.c. on £146 = £09 4

20 p.c. on £146 = 29 4
109 Ki ii 25 p.c. on £146 = 3 L3

Lesslap.c 16 S 6

Total discount £62 1
93 1 6

Less 10 p.c. ..

Net

9 6 2 £146 less £62 Is. = £83 19s.

net.
£83 15 4 Another wav is to take off

8s. 6d.'per £1.

The slight difference in the results obtained is. of course,
due to the fact that 25, 15, and 10 per cent, is equal to 42.625
]>er cent., or .125 more than 42$ per cent.
I think that this is a most opportune time to invite dis-

count jugglers to mend their ways and "put away childish
things," and I suggest that the Electrical Review should
take this matter up vigorously and now. If we are to com-
pete successfully with our enemies after the war is over, we
must " lay aside every weight."

" A Station Engineer " deserves a hearty vote of thanks
for bringing this question up; we have suffered too long
under the yoke of the discount designer

John W. Black.
Glasgow, March 6th, 1916.

An Engineer's " Wages."
May I draw your, and other people's, attention to the first

advertisement in the current number of your paper under the
heading of "Situations Wanted"? It seems to me that the
rate of remuneration for technical men is poor enough already,
and advertisements such as this do not tend to improve
matters.

If any firm can pet the services of a well-trained engineer
fur "low wages." why should they pay high, or even moderate,
salaries? Is it'lack of esprit de corps that is responsible, to a
great extent, fur advertisements of this kind?
There is one advantage of trade unionism which might be

applied to engineers here illustrated.

Disgusted.
Baling, March 6th, 1916.

of the German after the war total and (as far as is humanly
possible) permanent.
This point I endeavoured to make in the following letter to

the Council, the publication of which should now be no
breach of confidence.

W. P. Anderson.

The Council of the

Institution of Electrical Engineers, London.

I.E.E. and Alien Enemies.

Gentlemen,—I am in receipt of your post-card of the 15th
inst. With regard to the matter contained in it, perhaps I

may be permitted to express my own personal view, which I

know to be shared by a large number of your members in
the North. This view is that the resolution has been drafted
on wrong lines, in that, although we are logically quite safe
from the intrusion of Germans at our meetings throughout
the duration oi the war, we are not protected from their
becoming members after peace is declared.
There is little doubt that German commercial men will

make a superhuman effort immediately after the war to regain
their footing in our social and industrial life, using the mem-
bership of our clubs and institutions as a lever to that end;
and that they will be successful in this aim in the course of a
few years is more than probable, our national characteristics
being what they are.

May I suggest, therefore, that a new resolution be framed
making it impossible for any member of this race to join the
Institution after the war? I 'fully realise that no rule can be
made to hold " in perpetuity," but he will be a bold man who
in the next 50 years attempts to rescind such a resolution
passed now. Surely, also, partial achievement is better than
the making of no attempt.

I would make the resolution I propose apply to Germans
whether naturalised or unnaturalised (if legally possible), the
former, in my opinion, being much the more dangerous of
the two.
As indicative of local feeling here, I would say :

—

1. That the rules of the Engineers' Club, Manchester, have
been so altered that no present alien enemy can, in future,
enter the Club either as member or guest.

2. That the City Corporation has placed upon its standing
orders a resolution prohibiting the purchase of German
machinery out of the public funds.
There can be little doubt that these steps will be of a most

far-reaching character.

I have purposely only confined myself to the German, and
would make it clear that the proposal is put forward not
because he is our enemy, but because he is, and must be
made to remain for many years to come, a social outcast
with whom one cannot treat as with an honourable foe.

While extremely unwilling to be a party to any policy
which might be considered undignified. I would make a strong
appeal to you, as members of the Council, to give the above
matter your very earnest consideration.

Yours faithfully,

W. P. Anderson, Member.
Manchester, February 21st, 1916.

The I.E.E. and Alien Enemies.

Prom the feeling expressed at last night's Institution meet-
ing, I am sure that no mere form of words will satisfy the
general ma6S of members which does not render the exclusion

Decimal Coinage and the Metric System.

1 have been following your articles on the metric system
with great interest, and, although it may seem like flogging
a dead horse, I should like to point out that the introduction
of anything metric at home and in the Colonies would be
enormously to the advantage of British trade and intercourse
generally with Netherlands India.
When the war is over and Germans realise that they are

no longer welcome guests in British countries, they will

probably swarm to this country, so that everything possible
should be done to enable British firms to compete with them.

In addition to the many examples you have given of the
advantage of using the metric system, permit me to point out
that when using the Vernier. Take an example with the very
common form of sliding callipers engraved with inch and
metre scales. On the former 7/16 in. is divided into 8 equal
parts, so that each division is 7/128 in., on the latter 9 mm.
is divided into 10 parts, so that each is 9/10 mm. I put the
callipers on my ruler and, finding that the reading is some-
thing more than 28 mm., run my eye along the scale, and,
finding alignment at the third Vernier division, write down
28.3 without the slightest mental effort or delay. When I

look at the inch scale, however, I find 1 1/16 in. with align-
ment at the seventh Vernier division, so that I have to write
down 1.1/16 in. plus 49/128. Need I say any more?
Only a few days ago a gentleman who represents a very

important American- firm, and travels all over Java, told me
that he was convinced that British firms had lost their hold
on the trade greatly through their representatives and travel-
lers not being able to speak Dutch. Now I do not suppose
that many young Britons will learn this language, but there
are plenty of young men in Holland who would be only too
glad to work for a time in British factories so as to perfect
their knowledge of English and learn British methods of
business. There should be no great difficulty in attracting
such young men, and as marry of them would afterwards
naturally gravitate to Netherlands India, even if it were not
worth while to seed some of them out in the interests of the
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bad woi ked, thej would bi I 1

ing I !] itish goods of ;ill sorts.

The I irience of my own may interest you:
a !i factory saw the catalogue of a

(inn dealinj irj small toola on my table, and asked
! him. lie made a list of what lie wanted

with the prices, which to save nae trouble, he kindly added
up, making .1 total 01 something like £2:236:172. The
smile v, ith wh in rather bad
tai te, but it was nothing to what he said about our monetary
gj I. 'Ml

I have written the above in the hope of advancing, if over
eo little, the introduction of the metric system in British

and l< 1 ve it to you to 1 use of it as you
ink fit.

C. H. Pownall.
Banjoowangi, Java, January &th, L916.

Mr. Trotter's Recommendations for Feeder Pillars.

re© inhiihui-, for feeder pillars appear to

carry out in many cases. It would meet
ate if the carcass of the pillar was made of

tee! or cast-steel.

[t is a well-known fact that cast-iron will fly into pieces
ii' struck a severe blow, bul cither wrought or cast-steel would

this defect Indeed, it seems likely that the
liastbourne accident would not have had serious results if

1
i 1

1

.
1 bad been of cast-steel.

II iini 1 other engineers, on this question will be
into 1 esting.

Feeder Pillar.

WAR i ITEMS.

Australia and Enemy Holdings.—Statutory Rules, 1916,
No. 13, made January 29th, under the Australia War Pre-
cautions Act, require:

—

All naturalised persons of enemy origin, unless exempted
by the Attorney-General, and all enemy subjects, to transfer
to Public Trustee, before April 16th next, shares held by
them in companies incorporated in Australia.

Public Irustee to be appointed by Government and to
haw authority to hold shares for twelve months after end
"I war, or to sell them at the request of transferor or by
direction of the Attorney-General.

Proceeds of sale of shares to be paid by Public Trustee to

or, unless Attorney-General otherwise directs, divi-

dends or shares transferred to Public Trustee or held bv
enemy subjects to be paid to Public Trustee, and dividends
on shares of naturalised persons to be paid so if Attorney-
1 " n< 1 al requires.

Applications from naturalised persons to be exempted from
regulations require to be made in writing to Attornev-
General, accompanied by statutorv declaration giving full

particulars of name and address of place and date of birth.
parentage, and occupation of applicant, and setting out list

of names of companies in which he holds shares, number
and value estimated of shares, and ground upon which
application based.

The Attorney-General has absolute discretion to deal with
thinks tit.

As in calls on shares transferred, the regulations provide
that the Public Trustee may, at request of transferor, and, if

directed, by Attorney-General, shall pay calls out of funds
supplied by transferor, or out of proceeds of sale of some of
his shares.

After the date of regulations any enemy subject, and any
naturalised person of enemy origin to whom exemption has

Fused, who sells or otherwise disposes of his shares
to any person other than the Public Trustee, and any person
who buys shares hum any enemy subject or any such

ed person, shall be guilty of offence against the
Act, ami the sale or transfer shall be void.

Naturalised person of enemy origin mean.* person who
been subject of country with which United Kingdom

is now at war is naturalised Hi itish subject by virtue of
certificate of naturalisation issued in any part of British

;i- in himself, father or mother, or, in case of mar-
ried woman, to her husband, and includes the wife of anv
such naturalised person.
The regulations ai">lv to London Register, Australian

Companies, equally with Australian Register.

Exemptions.—The Swinton and Pendlebury Tribunal has
granted total exemption to one of the attendants at the

i sub-station of the Lanes. P.P. Co. The attested

man, it was stated, ought to be badged with the rest of
npany's workers, but was under the military age

when the badges were supplied. Attendants at generating
stations were in a reserved trade. Mr. Purritt, for the com-
pany, said he himself was doing the work of about six

people, and he had had to get five men back from the Army
to their employment. If the employe now appealed for were
taken he did not know how the electricity supply of the

district could be continued.

1 emporat \ x< mption has tx en gi.nn. .1 John < iibson
whose exemption was applied For by the Winder-

mere Electricity Supply Co.
Ai the Woolwich Military Tribunal last week an electrical

firm applied for exemption for a specialist in automat
phony. It was stated that this was n. -i ., e served occupa-
tion, but in order to obtain his present position this man
had had to undergo the training of certain reserved occupa-
tions. Formerly the firm had ten oi these automatii tele-

phone specialists, but seven had already gone, and the
remaining three were absolutely indispensable. The firm
had established time automatic telephone exchanges, and
if anything want wrong these were the only men win, mold
put it right. The certificate was granted conditional upon
his continuing in the same occupation.

Portishead Tribunal on Saturday exempted an electrician
employed by the' Clevedon, Portishead and District Electric
Light Co., who was staled to be the only skilled employe'
left, and whose services wen necessary for the running of
the plant.

Trading with the Enemy: An Australian Action.—We
read in the " Melbourne Age," for January 20th, that a High
Court writ has been issued on behalf of the Welsbach Light
Company of Australia, Ltd., of Melbourne and Sydney,
directed against tin Commonwealth of Australia and the
Federal Attorney-General. The writ claims:

—

(n) A declaration that the Trading with the Enemy Act-
are ultra vires of the Commonwealth constitution, or. in the
alternative, that section 2, sub-section '-' (b) of tin- first Ac!
is ultra vires of the Commonwealth coiisiitulion.

(0) A declaration that the proclamation of his Excellency
tin Governor-General, dated July 7th, 1915, pursuant to the
Act, is unlawful.

(c) A tleclaration that the notice dated Septemben 18th,

19T5, declaring the plaintiff company to be, in the opinion ot

the Attorney-General of the Commonwealth, managed or
controlled, directly or indirectly, by or under the influence of,

or carried on wholly or mainly for the benefit or on behalf
of persons of enemy nationality, or resident or carrying on
business in an enemy country, is unlawful, and is also con-
trary to fact.

(d) An injunction restraining the further publication of

the said notice.

The case was expected to come on for hearing before the
full bench of the High Court in Melbourne last month.

German Press Campaign in Spain.—We have received the
following communication from Air. R. M. Nosworthy, pre-

sident of the British Chamber of Commerce for Spain,
Barcelona:— In view of the powerful and unscrupulous press

campaign which is being carried on in this country bv

German and pro-German interests, the British Chamber of

Commerce for Spain is strongly of the opinion that a com-
bined effort should be made at once to counteract it bv an
efficient means at our disposal, viz., bv bringing pressure

to bear on Spanish newspapers by the organisation of British

advertisers. Such organisation is intended to serve two
objects: (1) The advancement of British commerce in Spain.

(2) 'The well-merited support of those newspapers am!
periodicals which have declined to sacrifice their sense of

truth and justice to the pressure of the German Press Bureau.
Great Britain has already a large export trade with this

country, but it might be considerably increased b\ judicious

press advertising, which phase of commercial activity : s

still in its infancy in this country. This Chamber is of the

opinion that a well-organised advertising campaign on
behalf of British productions would certainly meet with
immediate success, and this must apply especiallv to the

ever-increasing number of proprietary and household articles

of daily use. A special committee of this Chamber has
been formed to deal with the subject on the following lines:

—

]. Atlv

O0.11

should be

als ti inline

rted only 1I1.. vspaper

ot tlie must influential newspapers and periodk-.-ils in Mndrit

Barcelona, Seville, Bilbao, and other centres in Spain, with their emit i.

advertisements, will be compiled and sent to advertisers on application.

3. The British Chamber ot Commerce for .Spain, having the placing of

large number of advertisements, may be able to obtain specialty advantage!

the
rebates, und discounts, the benefit of which will be gi'

11 agents.

to advertii

.iiKei ti-iwill, if desired, undertake the translai

ments into Spanish, and their publication, free of charge.

5. Firms which prefei to leavi theii advertising to local agents should

instruct them to patronise onlv those newspapers recommended bv the Briiish

Ch imber of Commerce.

Applications should be addressed to the Secretary, Advertise-

ment Committee, British Chamber of Commerce for Spain,

Pla/a Cataluna 9, Barcelona.

Congestion at Havre.—The Commercial Intelligence

Branch of the Board of Trade is informed by the Foreign

Office as follows:—The French Government desire it to be

known that the port of Havre is much congested, and it

is consequently desirable that British exporters of L'oods

for Switzerland should send, in their own interests, as little

as possible by this route for the present; meantime efforts

are being made to relieve the congestion.

Nottingham Corporation Contracts.—The Nottingham
Corporation has unanimously decided to support the Man-
chester decision that no public contract shall lie entered into

with any body of German or Austrian nationality.

Controlled Works.—The number of controlled establish-

ments is now 3,052.
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German Trade Preparations.—The French Minister of

Commerce and Industry has just communicated to the
French Chambers of Commerce the intimation that, accord-
ing to information received from authentic sources and sup-
plied to his department by the Minister of War, Germany
and Austria-Hungary are "engaged in laying down stocks in

America of certain classes of merchandise of prime necessity
under the conviction that after peace is declared there will

be a great demand for them, and consequently an enhance-
ment of prices. These stocks will be held until the end of
the war owing to the present difficulty of shipment. Among
the goods scheduled for these manipulations are:—Wool,
lard, animal fat, copper, tin, raw rubber, tires, cottons, oil,

vegetable grease, soap, anil woven goods. Tin- Minister
adds that he deems it needful to signalise these preparations,
so that French commerce and industry may take measures
to guard against being forestalled in connection with the
products mentioned. It is, of course, obvious that copper,
tin, rubber, and oils and grease are products in which the
electrical industry have an interest.

War Trade Department.—Mr. W. C. Bridgeman is acting
as assistant director of the War Trade Department, and will

continue to represent the department in the House of
Commons.

BUSINESS NOTES.

LEGAL

Morshead r. Quasi Arc Welding Co., Ltd.

A claim by Mr. L. R. Morshead, an engineer, against defendants,
electrometallurgists, Caxton House, Westminster, came before Mr.
Justice Darling" and a special jury, in the King's Bench Division on
March 2nd. The plaintiff claimed damages for alleged wrongful
dismissal from his position as technical representative. Defendants,
who are the owners of patents for a speoial method of electrically

welding metals, pleadei justification on the ground that they were
dissatisfied and, in reply to that, Mr. Morshead contended that
such dissatisfaction was unreasonable.
The jury eventually returned a verdict for the defendants, and

judgment was entered accordingly, with costs.

C junsel for the plaintiff asked for a stay of execution with a
view to a possible appeal, but this was refused.

Electrical Engineer's Libel Suit.

In the King's Bench Division, on Tuesday, before Mr. Justice
Ridley and a special jury, Capt. Herbert Wm. Lowe, of Crickle-
wood, sued Mr. C. J. Weld Blundell, of Lulworth Castle, Wareham,
for an alleged libel. Defendant did not admit publishing the libel.

The letter complained of was written on a privileged occasion,

and was bona fide and without malice.

In opening the oase, Mr Lewis Thomas K.C., stated that
plaintiff was now a captain in a Warwickshire Regiment, and had
been for 18 months in the trenches. Plaintiff was an electrical

engineer. In 1911 he was approached by a friend of defendant's
to undertake the management of the Float Electric Co., Ltd., in

which Mr. Blundell was the largest shareholder. The company
was engaged in the manufacture of a patent safety electric lamp.
Acsording to the agreement defendant was to find sufficient capital

to enible the business to be carried on. There was a difficulty

owing to sufficient capital not bsing provided by the defendant.
Plaintiff eventually resigned his appointment, and his resignation
was accepted. He received his commission in November, 1914. In
July, 1915, on returning home, plaintiff found that defendant
had bsen making certain reflections on his character. Afcer a
new manager had been appiinted to take over plaintiff's work,
defendant wrote a letter to Mr. Stephens, his aocountant. This
communication referred to the new manager, and stated :

—
But mv espsrience with workmen is that they all follow exiotly the tricks

and rogueries of their predeoessors, and his predecessor, Lowe, an ingenious
thief, with the help of the rest of the gang—managed by jusfl the same
maoce'ivres and pretexts to get £1,000 or £3,000, and—sheltered him com-
pletely and pretended that the money had been fairly used in trading trans-
actions.

Plaintiff gave evidence in support of Counsel's statement.
Mr. Charles Comins, chartered accountant, 50, Cannon Street,

E.C., was called to show that the balance-sheets and accounts of

the comoany were accurate.

Mr. Mitchell Innes, K.C., for the defence, stated that there

wa9 no evidence of publication. The letter was addressed to Mr.
Stephens, who had acted as defendant's accountant. He also con-
tended that the letter was written on a privileged occasion. It

was addressed to an accountant whom defendant had consulted for

the purpose of guidance and information.

The Jury, having briefly deliberated, returned a verdict for

plaintiff, assessing the damages at £1,000.

Judgment was entered accordingly, with oosts. A stay of

execution was granted with a view to an appeal.

Sweden.—It is announced from Stockholm that the

AUmanna Sveneka Elektriska Aktiebclag has acquired the majority
of the shares of the Nya Forenade Elektriska Aktiebolag, of

Lndvika

Consular Notes.—SIAM.—The American Vice-Consul
at Bangkok reports a demand for electric motors, tramcar equip-

ment, telephone and telegraph supplies, X-ray apparatus, electric

fans, bells, batteries, and a variety of similar goods. Bangkok is

at present the only city in Siam supplied with electric power for

industrial purposes. It has two electric light and power plants

—

the Siam Electricity Co., Ltd., a private company, and the muni-
cipal light and power station, owned and operated by the Siamese
Government. Particulars of these undertakings have appeared in

onr pages.

CHILE.—According to a report from the American Commercial
Attache at Santiago, two new electrical companies have been
floated in Chile. The Compania Elcctrica Canpolican, Rengo, Chile,

has been organised, with a capital of 800,000 paper pesos (about

£27,000), to take over certain electrical machinery already installed,

and to purchase the concession for lighting the towns of Rengo,
San Femandom Rancagua, Peumo, San Vicente, and eight

others. La Campania de Luz Elcctrica de Constitucion his
been floated with a capital of 60,000 Chilean paper pesos (about

£2,000) for lighting and providing power to the town of Consti-

tucion, located in the Province of Maule, on the coast. Consti-

tucion has a population of about 0,500, and is a popular seaside

resort.

COLOMBIA.—The Colombian Congress, according to informa
tion supplied by the American Consul at Barranquilla, has appro-

priated $5,000 for the purpose of establishing an electric light

station at Puerto Colombia to supply that village and the railway
and steamship pier with electric light. In consideration of this

Bum the authorities of Puerto Colombia will be rfquired to supply

lights free for 10 yearB to the coastguard, post office, and telegraph

offices, and one searchlight of 2,000 c p., or two of 1,000 c.P. for

use by the coastguard in lighting the bay for police purposes. The
surveys and plans are under way. American machinery and equip-

ment are to be installed.

ECUADOR —The American Cinsul-General at Guayaquil Btates

that, notwithstanding the fact that several contracts for the con-

struction of the Esmeraldas- Quito Railway have been entered into

between the Government and different parties, none of which have
ever been fulfilled, another project was recently laid before Con-

gress, and accepted, providing for an electric railway between the

two cities. To give an impetus to the work, another law was
enacted instructing the Executive to proceed without delay with the

construction of the line, provided experts approved of the pro-

position. The line is to be built under the direction of a commis-
sion, composed of the Minister for Public Works and four personB

nominated by the municipal Councils of Quito, Ibarra Tulcom, and
Esmeraldas. The funds required are to be obtained from certain

taxes designed as a guaranty for a foreign loan which has been

authorised.

GERMANY.—In a report from BreBlau, the American Consul in

that city refers to the establishment of a new Electro- Chemical

Co. (Eleotro-ChemischeFabrik Fiirst von Pless)at Kattowitz. The
purpose of this undertaking is the building of a chloride factory

in the neighbourhood of Emmanuelsegen, near Boerschachte, and
the production and sale of chloride of potassium, as well as of

other electro-chemical products.

NORWAY.—A serious situation as regards the electricity supply

of Stavanger was indicated in a recent report from the American
Consul in that city. A lack of autumn rain threatened to produce

such a shortage of electricity that the city might be without light

and its factories without power. The lake supplying the water-

power for the city's electric works had sunk more than 18 ft.

below normal. Radical measures were being taken to conserve the

remainder of the potential electric power. About -10 per cent, of

this power (3,559 kw.) is used for light and heat, and about

60 per cent. (5,000 kw.) for the fish, textile, wood-working, tee.,

factories. The extreme northerly situation necessitates artifical

light for a good part of the day. The electric works are in the

mountains, about 18 miles from Stavanger, near Lake Oltedal,

which furnishes the water-power. A project has been under way
for obtaining the main power from a river about 60 miles from the

city, connecting the wires with Lake Oltedsl, so that both sources

may be used. The unprecedented shortage was expected to hasten

the work on this project, but two years at least will be required for

its completion.

SPAIN.—The American Consul at Seville reports that permis-

sion has now been given for the extension of the telephone lines

in that city to 22 towns in its vicinity. Some of the towns are

petitioning for immediate connections, while some are waiting

until proper financial arrangements can be made. It is expected

that the first line will be installed between Seville and Guillena,

as this is one of the neighbouring towns that has a considerably

daily commerce with Seville.

Fire.—Messes. Nalder, Bros. & Thompson, Ltd.,

state that the fire which broke out at their works at Kingsland
Green, on Sunday morning last, was fortunately discovered in time,

and the damage done, though somewhat inconvenient, has not shut

down the works. We are sure that their friends will excuse such

slight delays as have been caused by this misfortune.

Board of Trade Inquiry.—The Board of Trade Com-
msrcial Intelligence Branch has been asked by firms at home for

name3 of manufacturers of porous potB for electric batteries, No. 2

(5,000 required), and pumps for high vacua, power-driven.
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Trade with New Zealand,—Mr. W. G. Wickham, late

H.M. Trade Commissioner for New Zealand, now II. M. Trade
Commissioner for South Africa, has furnished the foliowine par-
ticulars relative to imports of machinery into New Zealand in
1914 :—Of the total value of the imports of machinery into New
Zealand in 1914, about one-half paid duty under the preferential
tariff. The electrical machinery and cables imported are almost
entirely for lighting, telegraph, and telephone purposes. Of the
imports of internal combustion engines, more than half are for
motor cycles and motor boats. A further deduction for agri-
cultural and dairy machines, and domestio and office appliances,
leaves an exceedingly small reBidne available for industrial pur-
poses. The following table shows the total value of imports of
machinery into New Zealand in 1914 under the new classification,

imports from the United Kingdom being especially distinguished :

—

From From
United all

Under the preferential tariff. Kingdom, countries.

Steam engines and boilers

Internal combustion engines
Electrical maohinery and accessories
Mining machinery
Sundry

£48,037
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Bankruptcy Proceedings.—W. D. Birkett, factor

of eleotrioal goods. Whitley Bay.— Receiving order made at

Newcastle-on-Tyne, February i'8th, on a creditor's petition. First

meeting, March 16th
;
pnblio examination, March 23rd—both at

Newcastle-on-Tyne.
.T. Taylor I'eddie, mechanical engineer, Aldwych Site, Strand.

—March ISth is the last day for the receipt of proofs for dividend
by Mr. F. S. Salaman, 1 and 2, Bucklersbury, London, E.C.

Book \otices.

—

Questions anil Solutions in Teleyraph //

and Telephony. Final Examinations. By H. P. Few. London :

S. Rentell & Co. Price Is. 6d. net.—This book covers the questions

set by the City and Guilds Institute in the final examinations of

Telegraphy and Telephony for the period 1906-15, an(J gives very
full solutions to the last papers. The syllabuses of the Institute

in these subjects, and the answers to the numerical problems set

in previous years, are appended. The answers given appear to be*

all that could be desired, and a great deal more than could be hoped
for, by any examiner.

" Journal of the Institution of Electrical Engineers." Vol.54.
No. 257. March 1st, 1916. The issue contains the Seventh
Kelvin Lecture on " Lord Kelvin and Terrestrial Magnetiem."
By Dr. C. Chree, F.R.S.

" Employers and Workmen under the Munitions of War Acts."

By T. A. Fyfe. London : W. Hodge & Co. Price 2s. 6d. net.

"Science Abstraots," A and B. Vol. 19. No. 218. February
28th, 1916. London ; E. &, F. N. Spon. Price Is. 6d. each net.

The Electrical Press, Ltd., will shortly publish " The Motor
Transport Year Book and Directory, 1916," at 10s. 6d. net.

The Engineer's Year-Hook of Formula, Mules. Tables, Data, ,(•<'.,

for 1916. Compiled and edited by H. R. Kempe, M.Inst.C.E.
London : Crosby Lockwood & Son. Price 15 a

. net.—This valuable
referenoe-book now makes its appearance for the twenty-third
time, and is, if anything, more welcome than ever. It has grown
appreciably in bulk ; the text-matter now occupies 1,866 pages,

the directory matter has been re-arranged, and^French, Spanish, and
Russian translations of the terms used in the directory have been
appended. The revision of the Year-Book has been carried out as
fully as usual, and amongst the new features are contributions on
railway signals, aerial ropeways, electric drills, magnetic chucks,
hydroelectric plant, mechanical draught, electrical plant. &c.
" Electrical Engineering " has been overhauled by Prof. C. A.
Cams-Wilson, and " Steam Turbines " by Mr. H. L. Guy. If one
were to contemplate the compilation, ab initio, of a reference-book
which should cover practically all branches of engineering, and
should be so useful as to be almoBt indispensable to every engineer,

one would be appalled by the magnitude and complexity of the
task. Let us be thankful, then, that the feat has already been
accomplished, and that in " Kempe's Year-Book " we have an
invaluable desk companion, an encyclopedia in miniature, and all

in one handy volume.

Eight Months' Italian Trade.—The official figures of

Italy's foreign trade for the first eight months of 1915 have just

been published, and they show an aggregate total of 3,667,394,168
lire, and a shrinkage on the figures for the same period of 1914 of
168,111,814 lire. The shrinkage was chiefly on the imports, which
on a total of 2,296,200,000 lire, showed a falling off of 194,700,000
lire ; while the exports, to the value of 1,565,900,000 lire, marked
an advance of 26,600,000 lire. The exports to, and imports from,
various countries are shown in the following table :

—

Exports, 1915. Difference on 1914.

Austria-Hungary... 104,926,000 - 32,139,000
France
Germany ...

Great Britain

Switzerland
Argentina ...

United States

270,055,000

184,195,000

223,884,000

178,513,000

70 206,000

173,285,000

128,532,000

38 549,000
28.704,000

20.268,000

14,618 000
1,664,000

Imports, 1915. Difference on 1914.

Austria-Hungary ... 33,636,000 - 145,072,000

France 90,407,000 - 83.382.000

Germany 149,602,000 - 186,051,000

Great Britain ... 285,205,000 - 83,382,000
Switzerland ... 41,671,000 - 8,894,000

Argentina 234,165,000 -I- 207,041,000

United StateB ... 771,617,000 -I- 459.961,000

These figures show that, while on the one hand there has been a
falling off in the aggregate interchange of goods with Germany and
Austria-Hungary, there has been an increase of Italian exports to

France, Great Britain and Switzerland, and of imports from Argen-
tina and the United States.

—

VElettroteenini.

Catalogues and Lists.

—

The Edison & Swan United
Electric Light Co., Ltd., of Ponder's End., have issued a blue

ground show-card of Royal Ediswan drawn-wire lamps. An out-

stretched hand brings the lamp more closely under the attention

than the card alone could do.

Messrs. H. Tinsley & Co., Eldon Park Works, South Norwood,
S.E.—12-page illustrated pamphlet giving full particulars and
prices of Dr. C. V. Drysdale's distortionless sine-wave phase-

shifting transformers.

Messrs. Jenson & Nicholson, Ltd., Goswell Works, Stratford,

London, E.—Circular giving particulars of their British Standard
insulating compositions. Mr. Arthur Hutching?, who has joined

the firm, will attend to all matters in relation to the electrical

insulating varnish department.

Italy.—The Sbcieta Partenopea per Industrie Metallur-

giche ed Elettriohe has been formed at Naples with the object,

while the war lasts, of manufacturing arms, munitions and war
material, but later of working in iron, aluminium, &o,, and Belling

the products of the same. The capital of the company is 1,000,000

lire in 10,000 shares of 100 lire each.

For Sale.—Darlington Corporation electricity depart-

ment has for disposal two 100-KW. D.c. 460/520-volt dynamos
direct coupled to enclosed steam engines ; MeaBrs. Wheatley
Kirk, Price & Co. will include in the sale by auction of

the Barton Flour Mills, Gloucester, on March 29th, a 160-kw.
electric light installation, complete with engine, boilers, super-

heaters, economisers, &c. Particulars are given in our advertise-

ment pages to-day.

Board of Trade Inquiries. — fi."M. Trade Com-
missioner in Canada reports that a firm in Toronto wishes to obtain

agencies of United Kingdom manufacturers of electrical heating,

pumping, and power house specialities. H.M. Consul at Rome
reports that a local importer wishes to get into touch with United
Kingdom manufacturers of small electrical appliances. Names and
addresses can be obtained from the Commercial Intelligence Branch
of the Board of Trade, 73, Basinghall Street, E.C.

Football.—An interesting football match was contested

on Saturday, March 4th, between the Ediswan Lamp Works, glass

department, and Siemens Bros. Dynamo Works, Ltd., for the

Siemens Silver Challenge Cup. The ground chosen was at the
" Boundary," Ponder's End, kindly lent by Mr. Pass. After a very

well contested game the honours went to the Ediswan team, who
scored 3 goals to Siemens's 1. All the proceeds are to be utilised

to provide comforts for the local lads fighting at the Front for

their King and country.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Accrington. — Plant Extension.— The Electricity

Committee decided to obtain tenders and prooeed with the work
of installing a coal elevator and conveyor, whioh it is estimated

will cost £700.

Barnstaple.—The T.C. has consented to the electrical

engineer superintending the installation of the electric light at the

Science and Art Schools.

Barrow.

—

Plant Extensions. —The Electricity Com-
mittee reported that although the formal sanction of the L.G.B.

had not been received to the borrowing of the moneys for the

extensions, the Board* had agreed to the order for the rotary

converter being placed.

Birmingham.

—

Price of Electricity.—The Elec-

tricity Committee states that the reduction of the rates for the

supply of electricity in 1912 has been fully justified, as the growth
of the output more than compensated for any loss in revenue, and
the surplus each year had steadily increased ; up to the end of the

September quarter last year, it appeared that the revenue due to

increased output would compensate for the advances in the cost of

fuel and materials. Towards the end of November, however, the

cost of materials, and especially fuel, rose rapidly, and as a result

the returns for the nine months indicated that whilst the present

year would show a surplus, unless an alteration were made in the

charges the increased costs during the next financial year would not

be met by the receipts. The Committee, therefore, recommends an
increase of 15 percent, on all charcres for lighting and 20 per cent,

on the charge for power, to take effect from the March reading of

the meters. The h.t. supply is given under Bpecial agreements,

which now contain a coal clause, advancing the price automatic-

ally. As opportunity ariBes, the agreements without the coal

clause are being terminated, and new ones substituted. The Com-
mittee proposes to apply to the traction supply the terms of the

coal clause in the h.t. agreements.

Blackburn. — Turbine Pumps. — The Waterworks
Committee has requested an inquiry as to the early carrying out

of the recommendation with reBpeot to the erection of turbine

pumps on the Bowland main.

Bo'uess.—The T.C. has received the report of the con-

sulting engineer, Mr. J. M. Munro, of Edinburgh, on the condi-

tions and prospects of the electricity undertaking;, and the need
for an immediate extension of plant. He approves of the scheme
of the National Electric Construction Co. to inBtall a new boiler

of 10,000 lb. evaporative capacity, with mechanical stokers, super-

heater, Sse. and a 500-KW. high-speed turbine unit with condens-
ing plant, at a cost of £13,900, and on his recommendatioa the
Council agreed to apply for sanction to the borrowing of £14,500.

Mr. Munro pointed out that at present the inclusive capital outlay

on the whole undertaking per KW. of running plant capacity is

£73 10b. ; after the extensions are completed the capital outlay per

KW. of plant will be approximately £51. The number of KW.
connected a year ago was 739, now they are 1,092. The maximum
demand on February 9th, 1915, was 285 KW. ; in the corresponding
week of 1916, it was 400 kw.

; on December 20th, 1915, the demand
reached 465 KW. Recently a further 215 kw. of possible load was
connected, and Mr. Munro adds that the load cannot obviously be
Carried with the present 500-KW. plant with no spares,
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Bredbiiry and Itomilrv.—The U.D.C. has consented
o the granting of an order to the Stockport Corporation to Bupply

ity in its area. The draft order provides that whenever
i
-< dbury and Romiley Counoil can satisfy the Board of Trade

thnt it is in a position to supply electricity in its own district, the
inier can be revoked.

Brighton.—Revised Charges.—The T.C. has given
notice of a revision of charges for electricity as from the March

bei meter readings, as follows:—First 1,000 units, 6jd. per
unit ;

' i. per unit reduction for each extra l,n00 units to 3,000,

and 4d. per unit for all above :i,000 units. Flat rate outside the
rh to be 6}1. per unit : by prepayment meters in the borough

."•}d. per unit and outside, 6Jd. per unit. Power l$d. per unit, first

lite, beyond l.',d. per unit.

Burnley.— Price Increase.—The Electricity Corn-
has increased the charges for electricity for ordinary light-

1. to 3Jd. per unit ; for heating and domestic purposes
from 1

',
1. to 1 Id. ; and for traction for l'20d. to l'25d. The old

for power remain, except that the charge will be plus 10 per
cent, instead 5 per cent.

New Plant. — With reference to the inauguration of new
three-phase H.T. plant, which has been installed by the Cor-
poration electricity department, this had become necessary
owing to the growtli of the demand in one section of the
rwn. A sub-station was erected at Holmby Street, and two

300-KW. rotary converters with transformers, switchgear, ,tc.,

installed. This plant is fed at 6,600 volts, three-phase, from a
A'estinghouse turbine set at the generating station. The

t runs at 3,00(1 r.p.m. on steam at 160 lb. pressure, and is

equipped with a surface condenser and turbine-driven pumps.
Two 600-KW. rotary converters are installed to link up the A.c. and
B.C. pi int.

Biirton-on-Treiit.

—

Loan Refused.—The L.G.B. has
refused sanction to the borrowing of £3,500 for works in connection
with the electricity undertaking. The Board further stated that it

appeared that the cost of additional transformers and switchgear
might be met out of revenue.

Colchester.—The Electricity .Supply Committee reports

that the total output of electricity for the month of January was
" units, as compared with 186,084 for January, 1915. The

number of consumers was 2,773, as compared with 2,686.

Continental.

—

Italy.—At a meeting of the Consiglio
ipole, of Rome, in October last year, a loan to the amount of
"JO lire was sanctioned for public electric lighting improve-

ments. Of this sum, 1,1 37, ">*0 lire has already been spent in new
installations and in the conversion of the previously existing oil

and gas lighting to electricity, and a further 237,565 lire has been
disbursed in the erection of two 1,500c. P. lamps ; 101 600-c.P.

half-watt lamps ; and 750 200-watt, 100-watt and 60-watt glow
lamps in some of the principal streets of the city and suburbs. It

is the intention of the electric light department to proceed with
the further extension of the public eleotric lighting service, and a
further sum of 410,000 lire is to be spent on the installation of 53
600-c.p. lamps and 2,017 glow lamps.

Dart ford.

—

Price Increase.—The U.D.C. has decided
to hold a special meeting to consider the Electricity Committee's
report and recommendations. A deficit of £3,000 is estimated on
the year's working of the undertaking, and the Committee, in view

the increase in cost of coal, recommends that the charges for
lighting and power be increased by 20 per cent, from April 1st.

Be LG.B. is to be asked to sanction the borrowing of £1,076
[id itare over the amount sanctioned for the extension of

the electric light station and plant, and to cancel the unexpended
sum of £75 in connection with the overhead cable.

—

Dartford

Bcrb.v.—The Electricity Committee reports that with
the contracts for coal now being concluded, it is hoped to ensure
the supply for the ensuing 12 months. While the lighting require-
ents have fallen off, the demand for power has increased during

i nine months ended D3cember 3lBt with a profit increase of
i

; in the 10 per cent, advance charges realised £2,600
during the nine months.

Felixstowe.—Mr. R. P. Wilson, the Council's electrical

' er, reports that it is necessary to install a booster, &c, to
increase the pressure in part of the district. The Council has

d, subject to obtaining the consent of the L.G.B. to a loan, to

le the money, estimated at £140. for the work.

Guatemala.—According to the Journal of Electricity,

result of the war is that Ocos will lose its electric light.
t nine years ago, the KoBmos liner Seiostris was beached on

i coast, and the chief engineer, left in charge, supplied the town
electricity from the Bhip's installation. Now the price of

shipping has reached a point where it appears to be profitable to
dig a canal and II oat the ship back to sea.

Hastings.—Owing to the restricted lighting, the Cor-
poration Electric Lighting Committee estimates a deficienci 8of

India.—Electric Heating.—The Simla municipality
s encouraging the nse of electric heaters by offering special rates,

bringing the cost down to, approximately, that of coal fires, con-
y heating by electricity has become very popular in the

i
this winter. The high cost and difficulty experienced in

obtaining satisfactory radiators, &c, from England led to the
municipal electrical engineer experimenting in this direotion, with

the result that radiators, water-boilers and several other types of
heating apparatus have been constructed to suit individual require-

ments. The local made heaters are favoured to such an extent
that the mnnicipality cannot nearly keep the supply up to the
demand. Several types have been standardised, and they are pro-

duced at a cost of half to one-third that of imported heaters.

The elements used are manufactured in the country and the design
has been patented by the inventor. The public has the option of

either purchasing the heaters or of hiring them. A special tariff,

which includes both the hire of the heater and current, has also

been introduced. These appliances are stated to be the invention of
Mr. F. L. Milne, of the Simla electricity department.— Indian
Kii'/i iwen m/.

With reference to our note on page 202 on the subject

of Calcutta charges, which was based on the statement of an
Indian contemporary, we understand that the statement that
the Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation charges 81. and Id.

respectively per unit for lighting and power is incorrect, as the
company allows a discount of 25 per cent, off these prices to all

consumers. Consequently, it would be more correct to state that
the prices charged are 6d. and 3d. respectively per unit for lighting

and power. Further, the company allows a gradual scale of addi-

tional rebites to large consumers, reducing the prices down, in

some cases, as low as 3',d. per unit and 2d. per nnit for lighting

and power respectively. The supply to the Government is at the
rates charged to ordinary consumers. The only advantage to the

Government is that it is allowed to aggregate its consumption at

the different Government establishments for the purpose of getting

the maximum rebates. Large consumers for power purposes at

factories are supplied with alternating current at a pressure of

6,600 volts, at very low prices.

Japan.—According to a report from Tokio, occasional

interruptions in the operation of the high-tension transmission

line3 in Japan have been found to be due to the fact that reptiles

climb the masts and enjoy a sun bath on the cross arms, and, in the

course of their walks abroad, create short circuits.

Kendal.—The estimated net deficit on the electricity

undertaking, for the 12 months ending March 31st next, amounts
to £370.

Leeds.—The local Chamber of Trades is leading a

vigorous protest againBt the suggested increase of prices for elec-

tricity supply by the Corporation. ()ae ground of protest is that

large advances of salary have recently been granted to officials.

London.—Mr. II. W. Powden, referring to the nse

of coke breeze under the boilers at the South Metropolitan
Electric Light and Power Co.'s station, mentioned at the

company's meeting recently that the results obtained over a
period of nearly 12 months showed a considerable saving,

notwithstanding excessive repairs due to design and stressed con-

ditions. Although, owing to the demands on the plant, the experi-

ment had been a bandoned, he saw no reason to prevent the

exclusive burning of coke breeze (unassisted by coal) in a boiler

house properly designed and ventilated. This was important when
using forced draught with a sulphurous fuel. He farther men-
tioned that the new H.T. transmission lines and 3,000-KW. sub-

station at Crayford, about 10 miles from the power house, had
been brought into use. During the year about 1 1 \ million units

were sent over the feeders ; the maximum load was 6,250 KW.,
and the coal coat was '37d. per unit. New turbogenerator and
boiler plant was expected to be in commission during the month.
Battersea. — The Electricity Committee recommends that

owing to the restricted lighting an allowance of £1,000 be made
in the next financial year from the total amouut which would
have been charged for public street lighting at the current rateB.

L C.C.—The Finance Committee recommends the County Council

to sanction the borrowing of £3.000 by the Hackney B.C. for

mains and switohgear, and of £2,000 by the Poplar B.C. for its

share in linking-ap costs.

Marylebone.—The revenue statement of the B.C.'s eleotricity

undertaking, for the December quarter, shows a total income of
' £69.991, an increase of £."..832 over December, 1914. The expendi-

ture amounted to £21,636, an increase of £2,197, i.e., 1042d. per

unit as against l'012d. in 1914. The net result is a balance of

£44.168 available for capital charges, an increase of nearly 11 per

cent., as compared with December, 1914. The output sold for the

respective December quarters of 1915 and 1914 was 4,982,454 and
4,614.801 units. The Eleotricity Committee has refused a request

for increased wages by members of the Amalgamated Union of

Enginemen, Sec.

The Metropolitan Electric Supply Co., Ltd., is increasing the

charges for electricity for lighting, heating and cooking by a farther

10 Der cent., from the end of the present quarter.

Hackney.—The engineer recommends the installation of an
auxiliary battery for excitation purposes at the generating station,

at an estimated cost of £465. Hitherto the alternators have been
excited from the main battery, but recently owing to a short

circuit on the n.c. bus-bars and the consequent drop of pressure on
the battery terminals, the excitation of an alternator was reduced
so that the converters were able to send a reverse rush of power
into the alternator and operate the reverse current relays, leading

to a temporary shut down.
St. Pakcbas.—The Electricity Committee has reported on two

or three fires whi:h occurred in a reserve coal store in December
and January. The chief engineer held that the ponring of water
on the coal by the fire brigade had cause spontaneous combustion,

although the fire brigade authorities did not agree to this view.

It is estimated that the lose to the undertaking in cartage, labour,

and calorific value is about £1,300.
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Manchester.—The Electricity Committee, owing to the

great demands on its plant, has been compelled to refuse a supply

to a proposed new works, whose requirements would have been
" equal to the whole of the lighting in Manchester " (says the

Manchester Erening yews). Aid. Walker, in referring to the loss

of these works to the city, pointed out the absurdity of the opposi-

tion of the Ratepayers' Association and otherB to the proposals of

the Electricity Committee, through which he does not doubt that

the city has suffered considerably.

Nuneaton.—Insurance, &c—The T.C. has decided

to obtain quotations for insuring the electricity works against

damage by aircraft, for a total indemnity of £12,000. In respect

of restricted lighting for nine months ending December, 1915, the

Electricity Committee ha? allowed a rebate of £150.

Ripon.—E.L. Proposals.— The City Council has
adopted the Electricity Committee's recommendation that inquiries

be made of the Harrogate Corporation as to what price it would
supply electricity in bulk, at the city boundary, and also on what
terms the Thirsk authorities would give a supply.

Shaldon.—E.L. Scheme.—At a meeting on March 2nd
an E.L. scheme for the district, to be carried out on co-operative

lines, was submitted by Dr. Parves, of Eseter. and a motion in favour

of the project was adopted. The company interested proposes to

supply current at 3d. per week per 25-c.p. lamp, or 2Jd. per unit,

if consumers do their own wiring.

Sheffield.—Loan Sanctions.—The formal sanctions of

the L G.B. have been received to the borrowing of the following

amounts for additional plant at Neepsend :—£3,100 for reservoir

pipe work and circulating water discharge pipes, valves, and
bends; £1,250 for cables for connections and auxiliary boards;

£49,712 for new plant and foundations, switchgear, and acces-

sories ; £45,050 for three new boilers, sludge pump and pipe work,
screens, motor pump and housing, boiler foundations, sub-station

equipment and transformers ; £12,500 for cooling towers and
foundations, coal shoots.

Southampton.—Ash Plant.—The T.C. has adopted

a scheme of the electrical engineer for removing the a-hes.

clinker, &c, at the works, by other means than the existing

coal conveyor. The total cost of the work is put at £500,

which will be defrayed out of revenue. This includes £300 for a

lift, for which it is proposed to obtain tenders ; the remainder of

the work will be carried out by direct labour.

Soiithwold.—Price Increase.—It is announced that

the Electricity Co. has increased the price of current (7d .per unit),

by 20 per cent.

Wigail.—Mr. S. L. Pearcs, the city electrical engineer

of Manchester, has been appointed to report exhaustively upon the

Corporation's electricity undertaking.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

Aberdeen.—The Corporation Tramways Committee has
instructed the manager to try for six months a new type of

ventilated motor for the cars.

Australia.—The Melbourne, Brunswick and Coburg
Tramwavs Trust is entering into negotiations with the recently-

formed Fitzroy, Northcote and Preston Tramways Tru t fur tne

construction and the running of the latter system. It ia under-
stood that there is a good opening for the eonomical running of

the two systems under one management.

—

Melbourne Age.'

Sydney City Railway.—The N.S.W. Minister of Works for-

casts the successful working of the City Railway from the com-
mencement of operation, which is assumed to be in 1920. The first

year's working is estimated to give a net surplus of £125,000, and for

1926, the net surplus is estimated at £369,000. The total cost of

the work, which is to be commenced this month, is estimated at

£7,000,000. Two types of car are under consideration, with
accommodation for 100 passengers seated and 166 standing, and
98 seated and 100 standing respectively.

—

Sydney Telegraph.

Blackpool.—Commencing on April 1st, soldiers are to

be allowed to use the Corporation tramcars on payment of half-

fares, this applying to all routes except the circular routes.

Bristol.—Tramways Purchase.—At the annual meet-
ing of the Bristol Tramways and Carriage Co., on March 2nd, Sir

George White referred at some length to the negotiations which
have taken place with the Corporation in connection with the

proposal of the latter to acquire the tramway undertaking. In
this connection, the correspondence between the Corporation and
company, from October, 1914, to January, 1916, was published in

the Western Daily Pre<< of March 3rd, which, in an editorial,

points out that the economic situation has completely changed
during the war, and that the new situation has been used by the

directors in the interests of the shareholders. Two years ago the
situation favoured the exercise by the Corporation of its option ;

it oonld have raised money at 34, per cent. ; it could not now raise

any money in the open market, and the Tramway Co.'s offer to find

the money at \ per cent, above current Government rate, would mean
that the city would have to pay 5J per cent., which, with the pro-

vision for Binking fund, gives tne proposal quite a new complexion.

Oar contemporary Bums up the matter by indicating what appear
to be three courses open :—(</) The acceptance ot the offer of the

Tramways Co. to sell to the city the tramwayB system and the

motor-omnibuses on the financial terms which the present situation

would require ; (7<) the acceptance of certain concessions (not as

valuable bb the Option Committee hoped to secure) on the condition

of waivinsr the option of purchase for 14 or 21 years: and (r) to

let tbe whole matter stand over until 1922. It further hints that

the choice, under the circumstances, may lie between (b) and (c).

Continental.—Italy.—LaSociebi Tramvie Campidano-
Poetto is the name of a new company which has been formed in

Cagliari, with a capital of £.".2 000, to acquire and electiify the

Campidano and Poetto Bteam tramways.
Spain.—A concession hae been granted to tbe Sociedail Tranvia

del Erte de Madrid for the construction and working of an electric

tramway in Madrid (Monte del Pardo district).

—

Board" of Trade.

Journal.

Switzerland.—The Electric Railway Journal, quoting a Con-

tinental source of information, states that bow collectors are to be

substituted for trolley collectors on all the Zarich tramway cars.

A great reduction in delay, due to trolley wheels jumping off the

wire, and repairs, has been found on a route experimentally

equipped with bow collectors.

Danven.—School Return Thkets.—The Tramways
C >mmittee has decided to issue return tickets for school children

for one penny, available for the journeys to and from school.

Edinburgh.—Several important notices of motion refer-

ring to tramway affairs have been tabled by the T.C, including a pro-

posal to consider the expediency of appointing a tramway manager
and establishir^ a tramway department, the advisability of appoint-

ing a trumway engineer to attend to the interests of the Corporation

during the remainder of the lease, and a proposal to consider " as

to the advisability, in the public interest, of adopting legal pro-

ceedings to terminate the lease between the Corporation and the

company, in respect of its failure to implement its undertaking to

provide an adequate service of cars in the city."

Lancaster.—The T.C. has decided to purchase and run

three motor-' buses, for the accommodation of the workers at the

new works now being erected in the town.

London.—At a recent inquest on the driver of an

electric train, whose body was found in the tunnel at the Crystal

Palace, it was mentioned that a wedge was found in the compart-

ment of the train which he had in some way got out of, which

might have served to render the so-called " deadman's handle'

inoperative. The attention of the guard was drawn to the fact

that something was wrong, by the train running at high speed

through a stopping, station, and he subsequently applied the

brakes and stopped the train.

\orthanipton.—A statement as to the working of the

tramways undertaking for the year to March 31st next shows an

estimated balance of £4,594, which it U proposed to appropriate as

follows :—To reserve fund, £2 600; to relief of rates, £1,500;

balance to be carried forward (or the actual amount), £494.

Application is to be made to the B. of T. to extend the period for

exercise of the powers relating to trolley vehicles and tramway
extensions not already carried out, as contained in the Corporation

Act of 1911, for a further period of 12 months.

I'.S.A.—The Electric Railway Journal states that the

Interborough Ripid Transit Co , of New York, has ordered from the

Westinghouse Co. a 70,000ew. turbo unit for its Seventy-Fourth

S'reet power station. The unit will be in three sections, onehigh-

piessure and two low-pressure, and on light load it will be capable

of operation at high economy with the high pressure and one low-

pressure cylinder. The three electric generators of the unit will

be of equal s ze, and at about 60,000 kw. will divide the load

equally. The steam pressure to he used will be about 225 lb., and

the superheat approximataly 150° F.

The Journal of Electricity states that the electric towing
" mules " at the Panama Canal have been modified, to allow of the

two main induction motors being operated in cascade at half the

speed for which the machines were designed ; the speed of the
'" mules " is thus reduced from two to one mile an hour.

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.

Australia.—Sydney.—May 1st. Two 300-kw. turbo-

alternators, condensers, switchboard, Arc, for the pumping station

at Ryde, for the Metropolitan Board of Water Supply and Sewerage

at Sydney.
*

May 3rd. N.S.W. Railways and Tramways Department. One
2,500-KW. turbo-alternator, for Zara Street, Newcastle, power

house. Specifications (203.) from the Engineer's office, 61, Hunter

Street. Sydney.*
Melbourne.—April 26ih. Eleetrical equipment and accessories

for Bub-station for the Sandiin»ham-Blaok Rook tramway.*
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4berdare<—March llfch. U.D.C. Electrical stores for

12 months. See " Official Notices " February 18th.

ltd last.—March 15th. Tramways and Electricity Com-
mittee. Stores, including a number of electrical items. See

"Offioial Notioes" February 25th.

hunilalk.—March 1 1st. U.D.C. Engine-room stores,

cables, lamps, &c , for the Electricity Department. See " Official

Notices" February 25th.

Dundee.—March 2'.)th. Corporation. Klectrical stores,

meters, &c. Electricity Department, Dudhope Crescent Road.

llestun ami Islewortli.—March 11th. U.D.C. Elec-

trioal supplies, including cables, meterp, ice. See " Official

Notices" February 25th.

II <\ wood.—March 15th. Electricity Committee. Stores,

inoluding some electrical items, for 12 months. See " Official

Notices" February 25th.

London.

—

Westminster.— B. of (1. Six months' supply

of electric lamps, fittings, kc. Mr W. J. Lickley, Clerk, Guardians'

offices, Princes Row, Buckingham Palace Road, S.W.

Manchester.— March •-'•Jnd. Electricity Committee.
ti,i'.00-volt three-phase Bwitchgear, for Stuart Street station. See
" Official Notices " to-day.

Merthyr Tydfil.—March 13th. Electrical accessories

for six months for the B. of Q. Mr. F. T. James, Clerk, 134, High
Street.

New Zealand.

—

Dunedin.—May 17th. City Council.

(1) Tramcar bodies
; (2) electrical equipment. Plans, &c, from the

Town Clerk, Dunedin.*
Wanoanui.—May : t bb . Borough Council. Gas producer plant,

gas engine, generator and switchgear.*

Pontypridd.—March 13th. U.D.C. Twelve months'
supply of electrical stores for the Electric Light and Tramways
Department. See "Ottitial Notices" February 18th.

South Africa. — March 20th. S.A. I tailways and
Harbour Administration. 5,106 train-lighting cells.*

Specifications for the items marked * can be seen at the Board
of Trade Commercial Intelligence Branoh in London

CLOSED.

Barrow.—Corporation. Rotary converter and switch-

gear, British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., £2,760. The contract

for 80 tons of coal per week—Pope & Pearson's washed smalls—at

1 9s. per ton delivered, has been extended for six months.

Croydon.—Corporation tramways. Wotan, tantalum,

and carbon filament lamps for the year. Siemens Bros. Dynamo
Works, Ltd.

Horsham.—U.D.C. Tender of the Electrical Apparatus
Co., Ltd., for D.c. house-service meters for 12 months, accepted.

Leyton.—The Tramways Manager has purchased l(i tons

13 cwt. of steel tramway rails for £128. Mesars. B.I. & Helsby
Cables, Ltd., have received a oontrract for trolley wire.

London.— Battersea. — The Electricity Committee
recommends acceptance of the following tenders :

—

Oils, with the exception ot turbine oils.— Price's Co., Ltd.
Packings.—Beldam & Co.
Consumers' fuse boxes.—British Insulated & HMsby Cables, Ltd.
Electrolytic meters.— Reason Manufacturing Co., Ltd. : Bastian Meter

Co., Ltd.
Mercury meters.—Chamberlain & Hookham, Ltd. ; Ferranti, Ltd.
Box compound. -Dussek Bitumen Co.
TroughinR. conduits, bellmouths, iSc, and way-bridges.—Calender's Cable

and Construction Co., Ltd.
Coal. -Shipley Bright small nuts, Myers, Rose & Co., Ltd.; Pooley Hall

small nuts, Foster & Co.

The Committee also recommends that no contracts be entered into
at present for house-service boxes, &o., and watt-hour electrioity

meters.

Bebmondsey.— The Electrioity Committee recommends the
renewal of the following contracts for annual supplies :

—

Carbon brushes.—Morgan Crucible Co.
Cable.—C. Macintosh & Co., with the addition of 2j per cent.
Insulating box oompound.— l mseck Bitumen Co., subject to an increase of

8s. per cwt.
Conduits.—T. Wragg & Sons, with certain exceptions.
Joint boxes.— Sykes & Sugden, plus 10 per cent.
Quotations for ruhber and oertain other oable and out-outs will be

obtained as required.
The Committee has purchased 30 tons of Welsh and picked steam coal out

ot oontract from C. Franklin, at 37s. pnr ton for the Welsh and
31s. 9d. per ton for Cie steam ooal, and has accepted the quotation of
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., for fire doors, lire bars, &c.

L.C.C —The Highways Committee has received the under-
mentioned tenders for the supply of 600 driving-wheel tires and
250 pony-wheel tires :

—

Driving-wheel tires. Pony-wheel tires.

H. Bessemer & Co., Ltd. £88 10'. a ton, less £F5 10s. a ton, less
(acoept, d) ! 2^ per oent. dis. 2} per oent. dis.

Cammell, Laird & Co., Ltd.. . £3$ 10s. a ton. £55 10s. a ton.

The cost df the tires is estimated at £2,200.

HACKNEY.—The Electricity Committee has received the following
tenders for an auxiliary battery, &c. :

—
10 years'

maintenance at
Ba rTBBi

.

Price, per annum.
Hart Accumulator Co.. Ltd (acoeptedi £251 t'17 IB
Tii.inr AooomnUtor Co., Ltd .. ar>a 18 10

Chloride Electrical Btorgge Co ..267 18 10
D.P. Battery Go 861) 18 8

Chamivo Boostkh.

Electromotors. Ltd (accepted) 64
frviit.i Kl nl i'.i

, I, til 61 H n

"H Bros. Dvnamo Works, Ltd r.H n o

J. II. Holmes A CO 02

I Kwi 1
1 in. BAR.

Naldcr Bros. & Thompson. Ltd (aooeptedl 93 "

St. Marvi.emone.—The Electricity Supply Committee recom-
mends the acceptance of the following tenders :

—

New eennomiser, £1,243.—B. Green ft Son, Ltd.
Repairs to iirti-sianwell pump.— A. C. Potter A Co.
Re-linkim; chiiin crate stoker, £116.—Babcock ft Wilcox, Ltd.
Coal.—Charrington, Sells, Dale ft Co., 1,600 tons of Langwith and Glapwell

nutty slack, at 2 s. per ton, during the four months March to June
inclusive. A. Blackinorc ,v Co., 11,000 tons of Low Laithes Yorkshire
washed nuts, at 21 s. '.Id. per ton, at the rate of 1,000 tons per month
from August, 1916.

The Committee does not think it desirable to enter into contracts for

general supplies for 12 months to March, 1917, and has limited the
inquiries to supplies which will he required for six months only.

As regards small house cable, flexible cords, rubber goods and insulating
material, the Committee considers that It would be advantageous to

buy in the opoo market as and when required.
Indergro'ind cables.— B.I. and Helsby Cables, Ltd.

The Committee has taken advantage of the high prices ruling in

the metal market to dispose of a quantity of scrap cable and also

of some surplus stocks at profitable rates. Prices cleared : copper

£106 per ton, lead £28 per ton, and sundry small cable (unstripped)

£36 per ton.

Metropolitan Water Board.—St. Helens Cable and Rubber
Co., Ltd., V.I.R. cable and flex, £40; Simplex Condnite, Ltd.,

electric light fUtings, £28.

Wandsworth.—The Guardians will not this year invite tenders

for the supply of electrical fittings, &c, for set periods, but

quotations will be obtained as required.

Southampton.—The Tramways Committee. Messrs.

Edgar Allen & Co., points and crossings, £196.

Sunderland. — Electricity and Lighting Committees.
Acoepted tenders :

—

Metallio packing.—Penman Metallio Packing ft Engineering Co.
F..H.T. switchgear.— Ferranti, Ltd.
Governor valves.—Willans A Robinson, Ltd.
Creosoted wood troughing, &c—Armstrong, Addison ft Co.

Winchester.—Corporation electricity works. Alexander
Duckham & Co., Ltd., engine and cylinder oils for a year.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

Physical Society of London.— Friday, March 10th. At 6 p.m. At the
Imperial College of Science, South Kensington, S.W. Experiments illus-

trating "The Plow of Heat in Conducting Sheets," by Mr. S. Skinner;
"The Absorption of Gas by a Quartz Vacuum Tube," by Messrs. R. S.

Willows and H. T. George.

Manchester Association of Engineers.—Saturday, March 11th. At the
Grand Hotel, Aycouu Street. Paptron "India-rubber and Balata Belting
as Conveyer and Hower-transmisston Belts," by Mr. J. Tinto.

Royal Institution of Great Britain.— Saturday?, Maroh 11th and 18th. At
3 p.m. At Albemarle Street. Lectures (I and II) on " Radiations from
Atoms and Electrons," by Prof. Sir J. J. Thomson.

Thursday, March 16th. At 3 p.m. Leoture on " Organic Chemistry in

War: Organia Products used as Propulsive and Explosive Agents," by
Prof. H. E. Armstrong, F.R.S.

X
Belfast Association of Engineers.—Wednesday, March 15th. Paper on

"Civil and Military Engineering under the Roman Empire," by Mr.
A. Mel. Cleland.

Faraday Society.—Wednesday, March 15th. At 8 p.m. At the Institution

ol Electrical Engineers, Victoria Embankment, W.C. Informal discission
on " Methods and Appliances for the Attainment of High Temperatures in

the Laboratory," opened by Dr. J. A. Harker, F.R.8.

Nottingham Society of Engineers.—Wednesday, March 15th. At 7.30 p.m.
At the Welbeck Hotel, Milton Street. Paper on "Brass Foundry
Practice," by Mr. H. L. Reason.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.— Thursday, March 16th. At 8 p.m. At
Viofio nil Embankment, W.C. Paper on "The use of Continuous Current
lor Terminal and Trunk Line Electrification," by Mr. N. W. Storer.

(Students' Section).—Wednesday, March 15th. At 7.46 p.m. At the
I.E.E., Victoria Embankment. Adjourned discussion on " Suggested
Applications of Science in Warfare."

(Birmingham Local Section).—Wednesday, March 15th. At 7p.m.
At the University, Wdmund Street. Mr. J. S. Peck will read Mr. N. W.
Storer's paper on " The use of Continuous Current for Terminal and Trunk
Line Electrification."

(Scottish Local Section^.—Tuesday, March 14th. At 8 p.m. At
207, Bath Street, Glasgow. Kelvin Lecture on " Terressrial Magnetism,"
by Dr. C. Chree.

Chemical Society.—Thursday, March 16th. At 8 p.m. At Burlington House,
Piccadilly, W. Ordinary scientific meeting.

Institution of Mechanical Engineers. -Friday, Maroh 17th. At 6 p.m. At
the Ins Hilton of Civil Kng neer*. Great George Street, S.W. Paper on
"The Composition of thi ExhausrErom Liquid-fuel Engines," by Second-
Lieut. R. W. Fenning, R.E. (T).

Greenock Electrical Society.— Friday, March 17th. At 7.45 p.m. At the
Temperance Institute, 19, West Stewart Street. Papers on "Some d.c.

Diagrams of Connections," by Mr. D. Angus, and "Heating and Ventila-

tion," by Mr. W. A. Toppin.

Electro-Harmonic Society. -Friday, March 17th. At 8 p.m. At Holborn
Rettauraut. Smoking concert,
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NOTES.

L.C.C. Committees.—The L.C.C. is recommended to

confirm the appointment of the members of the following Com-
mittees for 1 9 1 5-1 6 :

—
Highways Committee—Sir John Benn, D. Davies, G. M. Gillett,

A. 0. Goodrich, W. Haydon, D. Hazel, T. F. Hobson, G. H. Hume,
W. Hunt, H. Marks, Capt. T. Prestige, A. H. Scott, P. C. Simmons,
W. J. Squires, H. Ward and A. W. Yeo.

Stores and Contracts Committee.—W. H. Ecroyd, W. Haydon,
W. C. Johnson, Mies A. S. Lawrence, 0. Lewis, H. MarkB, H.
Parsons, I. Salmon ; the Education, Fire Brigade, Highways,
Drainage, and Parks Committees have each to elect a repre-

sentative.

Foreign Trade.

—

The February Figures.—The fol-

lowing are the electrical and machinery figures given in the
official returns for February :

—

Impobts.

Electrical goods and apparatus, Month of. Inc. or

excluding machinery and February. dec.

uninsulated wire £96,494 + £27.416
Machinery 613,691 -f 40,168

Exports.

Electrical goods and apparatus,

excluding machinery and
uninsulated wire 298,638 + 124.76S

Machinery 1,524,653 + 238,785

The Electric Vehicle Committee.—At a meeting of

the Electric Vehicle Committee on February 18th, the increasing
oircnlation of the official publication was commented on. The
Committee had before it a letter from the secretary of the Electric

Vehicle Association of America, offering every assistance in help-

ing forward the movement.
The Committee has accepted an invitation by the Society of

Motor Manufacturers and TraderB to nominate a representative to

ait upon the Tire Research Committee, which has recently been
appointed to investigate all technical matters concerning rubber
tires.

The Committee considered a communication from the Accumu-
lator Manufacturers' Section of the B.E.A M.A., stating that it was
prepared to agree to the standard sizes and rating as set forth

aelow. These will be known as E.V.C. standards, but it is hoped
;hat, in due course, the British Engineering Standards Committee
nay give them the mark of approval by adopting them as British

Standards.

"E.V.C. " Standard Rating.—This shall be the capacity in

impere-hours obtained by a continuous discharge at a uniform
ate for a period of five hours until the voltage of the cell falls to

'7. Example : If a battery is specified to have an " E.V.C.

"

tandard rating of 180 ampere-hours, it means that the battery

kill give this capacity when discharged at a continuous rate of

!i6 amperes for a period of five hours, at the end of which time
he voltage per cell shall not have fallen below 1'7 volts.

'' E. V.C." Standard Plates.—Height, 8» in. ; width. 5| in. ; lug
entres, 4j{ in.

" E.V.C." Standard Orerall Sizes.—For all sizes the width of the
ell shall be 6fi in. and the overall height, including connector,

4 1 in. The length of the smallest Bize. i e., that with seven plates,

hall be 2 T
'

5 in., with the addition of § in. for each pair of plates

bove seven plates.

I
An exception is made in the case of the Chloride Accumulator

o.'s " Ironclad-Exide" type of cell, in connection with which the
rogth of the seven-plate size is 2J in., with the addition of .? in.

)r each pair of plates above seven plates.
" E. V. C." Standard Inspection Plvg.—Shall be that which will

t a hole in the cover of the cell 1 in. in diameter.
" E.V.C." Standard Charging Voltage.—Shall be that whioh is

litable for charging 44 lead-acid cells, i.e., 85 to 120 volts.

The Committee has had brought to its notice difficulties which
Ire being experienced in a few of the districts bordering upon the
ondon area by electric delivery vehicles, operating from London
I long delivery routes, in getting boosting charges. The diffi-

ilties consist in either delay in getting connected np for charging
ving to there being no permanent connection for the purpose,

jj
on the other hand, the exhorbitant price charged for the

rvice. The Committee appeals to all central station engineers to

lopt, where thfy have not already done so, the Committee's
andard tariff of Id. per unit for " off peak " charging, with a
inimum of 2s. per charge (24 units at Id.), to include all con-
licting-up and disconnecting. At first, all that is necessary is a
i rmanent (for the time being) connection from the switchboard
iB-bars through a d.p. switch and fuses, or a maximum overload
rcuit- breaker, through an adjustable water resistance to aBritish

|
indard charging-plug. If, perchance, there is a booster set, or

F exciter in the station, giving about 120 voltB, that can be used

|
c this purpose when required, so much the better. The proper

f d permanent charging plant can be put in when the first car is

I I into permanent use in the district.

i Glass Telegraph Poles.—According to the Journal
legrapliique, reinforced glass telegraph poles are being made in

t rmany for use in the TropicB and elsewhere, aa being immune
Iim the attacks of white ants, &o., and proof against climatic
ilnences, and more lasting than wood. The poles are cast in
Jmlds, in which is a fine network of steel, the cdmbination
aiding- a pro'dffrft Of great strength.

Red Cross Concert.—In the streets of London the

afternoon of Saturday last was cold and raw, but in the King's
Hall of Holborn Restaurant was warmth and light and friend-

liness, for the Junior Institution of Engineers were gathered for a
Bohemian concert " in aid of the funds of the Red Cross Hospital
of the City of London Branch of the British lied Cross Society.

"

Sir Boverton Redwood, Bart. (Past President), was in the chair,

supported by the Lord Mayor. The artistes were as follows :—

-

Soprano, Miss Ethel Williams ; contralto, Miss Mary WilliamB
;

baritone, Mr. Archie Anderson ; elocutionist, Mies Frances
EdmondB ; royal campanologist, Mr. Wilfrid Alderton ; cornet
soloist, Mr. Chap. Leggett ; living marionettes, Mr. Arthur J. Hill

;

character sketches, Mr. Ernest Cherry ; humorouB songs, Mr.
Walter Montagu. Accompanists, Mr. R. Cooper and Mr. Fred.

Froud. Hon. musical director, Mr. Geo. T. Bullock. The thanks
of the Institution were proffered to Sir Boverton Redwood by Mr.
Tookey. The Lord Mayor arrived early, and made, just before the

interval, a brief speech. He introduced Mr. Richard Davies,

Chairman of the City of London Branch of the Red Cross Society,

who had a silent and very attentive and Fympathetic audience to

listen to his interesting account of the hospital, and his tactful

appeal for aid. Although not in the programme, mention must
not be omitted of a bevy of nurses in blue and white with the
Ked Cross badge, who dispensed programmes in return for dona-

tions to the hospital funds. The audience numbered 646.

Institution and Lecture Notes.—The Faraday
Society.—The Society will hold an informal discussion on '

' Methods
and Appliances for the Attainment of High Temperatures in the

Laboratory,'' on Wednesday, March 15th, at 8 p.m., at the Institu-

tion of Electrical Engineers, Victoria Embankment, W.C. Dr.

J. A. Harker, F.R.S., of the National Physical Laboratory, will

open the discussion, over which Sir Robert Hadfield, F.R S., the

President of the Society, will preside. Workers interested in the

subject, and particularly those prepared to speak on the results of

their personal experiences, are invited to be present and take part

in the discussion. Further particulars may be obtained from Mr.

F. S. Spiers, secretary to the Society, 82, Victoria Street,

London, S.W.

Institute of Metals.—The sixth annual May lecture will be

delivered, on May 4th, by Prof. W. H. Bragg, the subject being
"X-rays and Crystal Structure, with Special Reference to Certain

Metals."

The Institution of Electrical Engineers.—On Wednesday an
" informal general meeting " of Corporate Members was held to

consider the question of the expulsion of alien enemy members
from the Institution. There was a large attendance. After

reading a number of letters from provincial members supporting

the proposal, and others on the contrary, the President stated that

before calling a special general meeting to vote on the question of

altering the Articles of Association, the views of the members as a

whole would be ascertained by a post-card plebiscite—not a postal

ballot, which was not practicable. The meeting then proceeded to

discuss the various aspects of the subject at considerable length,

the sitting lasting for 2j hours. The main difficulty centred in

the question whether a differentiation should be made between
naturalised members of alien enemy origin and unnaturalieed

alien enemies, owing to the uncertainty as to the bona tides of

naturalised Germans, who, if naturalised since January 1st, 1914,

may, under a new German law, retain their German nationality.

Eventually the President put a series of questions to the vote :

—

Should the voting be by ballot / Should subjects of enemy
countries be expelled .' Should naturalised aliens who had retained

their original nationality be expelled .'—all of which were carried

by show of hands with hardly any dissentients. The question

whether naturalised British subjects who had been subjfets

of a State now at war with this country, but were able

to prove to the satisfaction of the Council that they had
lost their orginal nationality, should be expelled, was answered

by an overwhelming majority in the negative, and the question

whether subjects of enemy countries should be barred from
election in the future was carried by two to one. A Com-
mittee of Members, consisting of Messrs. Atkinson, Swinton,

Gill and Rider, was then appointed to meet the Vice-Presidents

(Messrs. Highfield, Russell, Smith and Wordingham) and decide

upon the form of a resolution to embody the principles which had
thus been laid down.
At the meeting of the Yobkshibe Local Section on Wednesday

last a paper was read by Mr. Henry Joseph on " The Hire and
Maintenance of Continuous-current Motors."

The Committee of the Western Local Section has put for-

ward the following nominations for the vacancies which will

occur at the end of the present session : — Chairman, Dr. David
Robertson, Bristol ; vice-chairman, Mr. R. Howard Fletcher,

Cardiff. Seven nominations to fill five places on the Committee :

—

Messrs. F. S. Carter, Port Talbot ; W. D'A. MaddeD, Bath ; T. Mills,

Melksham ; C. G. M. New, Cardiff ; C. F. Proctor, Cardiff ; H. I.

Rogers, Bath ; A. L. Stephens, Stroud.

Diesel Engine Users' Association.—At the February meeting
a discussion took place on the nee of tar oils as fuel for Diesel

engines ; Mr. W. Batho, of Messrs. Sulzer Bros,, and Mr. L. W.
Johnson, of Messrs. Banks, Warner & Co., Ltd,, who had been
specially invited to attend, contributed detailed statements on the
subject, and in the discussion which followed streBB was laid on
the importance of rendering users of Diesel engines in this country
independent of the use of imported petroleum fuel oils, and of

utilising the mineral resources of the country. The next meeting
will b'e held on the 22nVl inBt.
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A Diary of Electric Railway Operation.— A recent

issue of the Railway Review oontainaan abstract of a memorandum
in diary form of the inaueurntion of electric service between
Three Forks and Dier Lodge, Mont., by the Chicago, Milwaukee
and St. Paul Railway.

Reference occurs under date, December L'id, 1H15, to the running
of a l,01i!-ton train from Butte to Three Forks ; it was oalcula'ed

from the electric looomotive meter readings that the cist of

handling this train from Butte to Djnald, for power, wa=> S.t ; on
the same basis the amount of power returned to the line from
regenerative braking betwen 1

1 maid and l'iedmont amounted to

?">, leaving the net cost of handling the traio from Butte to Pied-

mmt at $4.

Under date Hjcember 7th, it is mentioned that a constructional

pipe in Tunnel II, being too near a :t OOO-volt feeder, a short

circuit resulted burning off one feeder, steel messenger, and two
trolley wires abjut 800 ft. from the tunnel entrance. While
attempts were being made to find the trouble, a freight train

passed throu?h the tunnel, caught the loose ends of the overhead
structure and practically tore the whole thing down. Twenty men
repaired this during the next 24 hours.
On December Nth, a comparison was made between two electri'!

locomotives hauling S,0i i0 tons and three steam locomotives haul-

ing 2,20ii tons : the former maintained an averaje speed of

16 m.p.h. on a 166 per cent, grade, while with the latter on the
same road the speed wa9 estimated to be between 9 and 10 miles
an hour. The maximum A.c. demand noted during the test was
t>,200 kw., and the maximum D c. demand, 5,400 kw. Bhowiog an
efficiency of combined motor generator sets of 87 per cent.

The memoranda cover the 10 days prior to opening the line for

regular service, and the only other troubles worth recording were
changing sliding members of pantograph owing to wear by trolley

wire, due to itB being roughened with soot and smoke ; also damage
to overhead structure and pntograph owing to the latter passing

a trolley wire terminal. Regular operation commenced on the

tenth day.

Tahiti.—According; to the Journal Telegraphique, the

French Government is installing a temporary wireless Btaticn at

Tahiti, in the Society Islands, wh'ch will shortly be opened for

traffic. The installation w,ll be provided with plant of 10 KW
,

and will be able to communicate with New Zealand, Fiji, and
Samoa. As Boon as the temporary s'ation is ready, work will be
commenced on a perminent station of 300 KW.. which will

probably be able to communicate with cochin China, South
America, Honolulu, San Francisoo, and Sydney.

Volunteer Notes.

—

Engineering Institutions' V.E.C.
—Orders for week commencing March 13th, 1916.—By Lieut.

-

Col. C. B. Clay, V.D., Commanding.
Saturday, March 11th.— Parade, Putney Bridge Station, 3 p.m.

Drills, 6.25 to 7.25 ; 7.25 to 8 25 p.m.

Monday, March 13th.—Sections 1 and 2, Technical ; Sections
3 and 4, Lashings and Trestle Bridging, Signalling Class and
Recruits.

Tuesday, March 14th.—School of Arms, 6 to 7 p.m.
Thursday, March 16th.—Shooting for Sections 3 and 4.

Friday, March 17th.—Sections 3 and 4, Technical ; Sections 1

and 2, Lashings and Trestle Bridging ; Signalling Class and
Recruits.

Saturday, March 18th. — Adjutant's Instruction Cla?s at

230 P-m - E. G. Fleming,

Company Commander and Acting Adjutant.

3bd Batt. (Old Boys) Central London Volunteer Regi-
ment.—Battalion Orders by Capt. R. J. C. Eastwood (Com-
mandant), ThurBdav, March 9th, 1916 :—

Week-end Parades—Saturday.—The Battalion will pirade at

Wemblev Park at 3.15 p.m. for drill under Company CommanderB.
' D^rbv " Recruits are invited to attend.

Sunday —The Battalion will parade at Liverpool Street S'ation

(low-level entrance, G.E.R ) at 9.30 a.m., and proceed by train for

Eatrenohing duties. Members will carry their own lunch. The
Battalion will return to town about 6 p.m.

Musketry,—There will be a shooting match at Bisley on Satur-

day next, the 11th inat., between Sergeant It. C. Davis's "A "

Company team, and Acting Company Sergeant-Major Harper's
" B " Company team. Targets will also be available at Bisley for

other members of the Corps desirouB of shooting.

All men proceeding to Bieley should report themselves to

Sergeant Cotter, at the barrier of No. 6 Platform, Waterloo Station,

at 12.45 p.m.

A. G. Joiner, Major and Adjutant, O.B.C.

Electric Power in Russia.—It is reported from
Petrograd that a special commission, composed of representatives

of the Government, commerce and industry, will meet shortly to

examine the Bill prepared by the Ministry of Commerce to facilitate

the development of the use of electric power in works and
factories. The Bill has been prompted by the frequent crises in

connection with the supply of coal in the country.

Appointments Vacant.— Shift engineers, junior engi-

neers and attendants, station fitters, engine drivers (steam, oil and
petrol), stokers and trimmers, linemen, wiremen, mates and
labourers, for the Northern Commnnd : eneine driver, Llan-

dudno electricity works ; switchboard attendant, Borough of Nun-
eaton electricity works ; resident assistant engineer, 3 F. '"1 for

the Bethnal Green Military Hospital. See advirtisemti-t p\res

to-day.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editors inriie electrical engineers, whether connected with the

technical or the commercial side, of the. profession and industry

also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the

Electrical Review posted as to their movements.

Central Station and Tramway Officials.—A smoking con-
cerl was recently held in the banqueting-room <ii the City
Hull. Cape Town, for tin- puxpo i entation to

Mr. W, I'. Long on his retirement from the position of city

electrical engineer. The Town Clerk presided, and was sup-
d l'\ many of the Citj Councillors. ! tation

t<,nl< the Forn
i

i oificenl piece of plate. In connection
with Mr. Long's retirement and the promotion of Mr. S. .1.

(i.i \\s, the present station manager, to the position ol acting

citj electrics] engineer, Mr. Purvis, who has been Mr.
Chmas's assistant for some years, has been appointed station

manager.
Winchi tei P.C. has appointed Mr. Reginald Avion engi-

neer and manager of the electricity undertaking a( £400 a
year, increasing by £50 a year. For five years he lias been
resident engineer under the consulting engineers.
The Belfast Corporation has adopted the recommendation

of the Tramways Committee "'Dint Mr. A. Nance be relii

of his dutie as general manager of the Corporation tramways
undertaking as and from September 1st, 1916, and appointed
as consultant to the undertaking at a salary of £500 per
annum."
Mr. J. W. DuGDALE, general manager of the Oldham Cor-

poration tramways, has resigned hi> post.

Nelson Corporation has advanced the salary of Mr. Wm.
Thompson, station superintend* ni

Peterborough T.C. lias increased the salary of the acting

electrical engineer from £3 10s. to i'l per week.

General.—Mr. \Y. H. Patchell has just removed his

offices to 64, Victoria Street, London, S.W.
The prize of £10 and a silver medal, offered under the

Peter Le Neve Poster Trust by the Royal Society of Arts, for

an essay on " Zinc, its Production and Industrial Applica-

tions," has* been awarded to Mr. J. C. Mouldkn, A.R.S.M.,
M.Inst.M.M. Honourable mention has also been awardi
Mr. E. A. Smith. A.R.S.M., M.Inst.M.M., Deputy \

Master oi the Sheffield Assay Office.

Sub-Lieutenant John- Kaye. an electrician in the R.N.V.R..
was married at Dunfermline last week to Miss Margaret
Summerville, of Yiewfield, Dunfermline. Sub-Lieut. Kaye
formerly held a position at the Ashton electricity station, and
recently was engaged at Dunfermline.

It will be remembered that the members of the board of •

the Manchester Chamber of Commerce resigned in a body a
fortnight ago upon the rejection of a report expressing the

views of the board on the question of trade after the war. For
the new board 29 names have been nominated for H peats,

and among them is Mr. Harry Vernon Kilvert, electrical

engineer, of the Lancashire Dynamo and Motor- Co., Ltd.

In the list of aliens to whom letters of naturalisation were
granted dining February are the following :—W. B. Rommel
(U.S.A.), London, consulting engineer; A. Sild (Russia). Lon-
don, electrical and mechanical engineer.
Mr. S. McPadden, traffic manager at the Norwich Telephone

Exchange, who is leaving to take up an appointment at

Bournemouth, has been presented by the stall' with a china

cabinet.
Mr. T. GLADDY, who for the past eight or nine years has

had charge of the accessories section of the supplies depart-

ment of Messrs. Siemens Bros. Dynamo Works. Ltd.. 30.

Upper Thames Street, E.C., is shortly leaving that firm to

take up an appointment ^s commercial manaaer with Messrs
Trevelyan & Co.. manufacturers of electrical and general

engineering accessories, at 155, Brae: t. Birming-
ham.
Mr. PAKENHAJ! W. Bfatty has resigned his position as

chief engineer to the Lacroze Tramway Co., of Buenos Aires,

which lie Iris held since .Tune. 1913, in order to take up the

post "I chief engineer to the Buenos Aires Underground Rail-

way, belonging to the Anglo-Argentine Tramway Co., of

Buenos Aires.

We are informed that the arrangements which existed

between Mr. I has. Pdllan, consulting electrical engineer, and
Mr. ('. H. BEST, accountant, both of Bradford, who had been

for some time co-operating in connection with a number of

village electric supply schemes, came to an end on February
4th. These two gentlemen will in future work quite indepen-
dently of each other.

Sir H. Llewellyn Smith is to resume active duty as Per-

manent Secretary to the Board of Trade. Mr. \V. F. Marwood,
i'. B.. haa heen appointed Second Secretary to the Board.

These changes are consequent upon the departure of Sir G.

Barnes for India to take ui> the position of Commercial Mem-
be- of the Viceroy's Council.

Roll of Honour.—Rifleman A. T. Scott, 1st Surrey Rifles

(21st London Regiment), a clerk in the St. Marylebone elec-

tricity department, was killed iu action on January '23rd.

Torpedoman Dodson. who was awarded the D.S.M. for

gallant service, recently visited his home in Accrington. It

will he remembered the Koenig.iberg was chased by British

warships, and sought refuge in a river. While under lire

Dohson (who held the p"sition of electrician on his ship, hav-
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ing charge of the lighting, &c.) played a prominent part in

preventing the German cruiser escaping.
Private J. Holliday, who has been killed in action, was

employed at Blackburn electricity works.
Corporal P. J. Adamsox, whose death has occurred, at Cairo,

was well known in Rochdale ae an electrical engineer. He
was formerly employed at generating stations at Radcliffe and
Middlesbrough, and on his return to Rochdale joined his

eldest brother, Mr. G. L. Adamson, in the Ohm Electrical

Works. He met his death in Egypt while engaged in fixing

telegraph apparatus on the railway line, being knocked down
by a train.

Private Leonard Wood, of the 10th Lancashire Fusiliers,

who, prior to the war, was employed by the Lancashire Elec-

tric Power Co., has been killed in action.

Obituary.—Mr. R. A. Dawbarn.—We learn with deep
regret that Mr. Robert Arthur Dawbarn, M.Inst.C.E.,
M.I.E.E., of Westminster, passed away on March 6th at the
age of 55 years. Quite recently he suffered a complete break-
dawn in health, and his death occurred at a nursing home.
After serving an engineering apprenticeship, and undergoing
training at Glasgow, he, 35 years ago, entered the service of

the British Electric Light Co., the owners of the Gramme
patents. After three years he was employed on ship lighting
work carried out by Mr. Raworth, and next spenl a couple
of years on Messrs. Siemens's electric light staff at Woolwich.
He later returned to Mr. Raworth, who was then superin-
tending engineer te the Brash Co., and while with this com-
pany he was responsible for the details of many Brush elec-

tric lighting schemes. He did not limit his attentions to tin-.

country, for, as a matter of fact, certain of his Brush activities

took him te Australia, where he amalgamated several elec-

trical concerns, and studied electrical affairs generally. Some
lfi years ago Mr. Dawbarn left the service of the Brush Co.
and joined Mr. W. M. Mordey in partnership, in the business
of Mordey and Dawbarn, consulting engineers. He was in

this capacity engaged at different times upon various public
and other electrical projects and works, and the firm's opera-
tions frequently took him on visits to South America, South
Africa, and elsewhere. Mr. Dawbarn was a man who until

quite recently betrayed no signs of giving out, and we must
reekon him among those who have succumbed to the 6tress

and strain of trying years before the completion of what
seemed to be the allotted span. His death will be regretted
by a large circle of friends in the electrical world, and we
tender our sympathy to his partner, Mr. W. M. Mordey.

Will.—The late Mr. Z. Mkrton (H. R. Merton & Co.)
left £149,865 gross and £121,889 net.

CITY NOTES.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

Company of Electric Caterers, Ltd. (143,181).—This
company was 'registered on March 3rd. with a capital of £1.500 in £1 shares.
t-> carry on the business of bakers, confectioners, and millers, dealrr in flour,

mea!, and other breadstuff's, corn merchants, suppliers of refreshments, caterers,

manufacturers of and dealers in aerated and mineral waters, tea. coffee, cocoa,
and chocolate, grocers, tea dealers, &c, to conduct the business of the company
for the benefit of the ticket holders, or associated as well as of the shareholders;
to provide a public hall in the parish of Hendon or elsewhere, and to adopt
an agreement with H. S. Cooper and A. G. Raymond. The subscribers (with
one share each) are: H. Crump, Quarndon, 8', Ashbourne Avenue, Golders
Green, N.W., chartered surveyor; J. M. Lickfold, Cross Roads House, Golders
Green, N.W., solicitor. Private company. The number of directors i. not t<>

be less than five or more than nine; the first are H. S. Cooper, A. G. Ray-
mond, W. L. Raymond, H. Crump, B. G. Drummond, H. A. Welch, arid

J. M. Lickfold. Registered office: The Refectory, Finchlev Rood Gold r-s

Green, N.W.

Launa British Electrical Co., Ltd. (143,140).—This com-
pany was registered on February 28th, with a capital of ^71.000 in £1 shares,
to carry on the business of electrical and general manufacturers and con-
tractors, designers, makers and producers of electrical glow lamps, appliances,
fittings, cables, tubes, liquid, and solid compositions, powders, and flexible

wires. &c. The subscribers (wkh one share each) are: D. Schofiefd, 208,
Lauderdale Mansions, Maida Vale, W., advertising contractor; F. O. Langton.
61. Call Lane. Leeds, builders' merchant. Private company. The number of

directors is not to be less than two or more than five; the first are F. Dove
(permanent governing director) and D. Schofield. Qualification, .£20. Secre-
tary : M. J. Dove, 78, Louis Street, Leeds. Registered office: 61, Call
Lane, Leeds.

Caton Electric Supply Co., Ltd. (143,1.50).—This com-
pany was registered on Februarv 29th. with a capital of £2.000 in £1 shares
(1,000 6 per cent. cum. pref.), to carry on at Caton and elsewhere the business
of an electric light and supplv company in all its branches. The subscribers
(with one share each) are : C. H. Bes't, 72, Market Street, Bradford, incor-
porated accountant; J. T. Walker. Brookhouse, Caton. grocer. Sic.; T. H.
Mattinson, Caton. near Lancaster, boot and shoe store keeper; X. A Foster,

1, Cheapside, Bradford, solicitor. Private company. The number of directors

is not to be less than two or more than five; the first are C. H. Best and
N. A. Foster. Qualification, 25 shares. Solicitors: Gaunt, Foster & Co., 1,

Cheapside, Bradford. Registered office: 72, Market Street, Bradford.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Strode and Co.. Ltd.—Particulars of ,£4,000 prior lien
debentures, created February 23rd, 1916, filed pursuant to Section 93 (3) of
the Companies (Consolidation) Act. 1908. the whole amount being now issued.
Property charged : The company's undertaking and property, present and
future, ' including uncalled capital, ranking in priority to £15,000 existing

debentures, and a further issue of £2,500 like debentures. Xo trustees.

During 1915 80 new installations (126

Harrow Electric ku.) were connected. The consumers now
Light & Power number 1,794, taking L.862 kw. (aggregate'),

Co., Ltd. and the output for the year was 530, lOi

units. The net revenue balance, after

deducting debenture interest and the interim preference divi-

dend, was £2,402. The final preference dividend absorbs £375,

5 per coin, is to be paid on the ordinary shares, and £360

carried forward. At the annual meeting on February 22nd;

Mr. J. X. STUART, the chairman, said that in spite of the Light-

ing restrictions the sales showed a falling off of only .\no<i

units, about li per cent., which had been almost compensated
for by a .slight alteration in the method of charging during

the past half-year. As Long as the war continued they must
be satisfied if they could hold their own. He could offer no

great prospects for the coming year; they would do their best

t i maintain the dividend until brighter days, and therefore

brighter nights, came for the country. Mr. G. Spencer Hawes
seconded, and said that lot eleven consecutive years they

bad maintained their 5 per cent, dividend.

For til.- y ended January 31st, 1916,

Waste Heat the profit, after deducting administration

and Gas expenses, was £39,819 (last year £39,001).

Electrical There has been transferred to the credit of

Generating reserve account £11,000. The balance

Stations, Ltd. brought forward was £14,212, so that the

available profit is £43,030, as compared with

£40.612 for 1911. After paying 8 per cent, on the ordinary

shares, as In the previous year, £17,430 i- to be carried for-

ward. Hip balance of the dividend now being paid is to be

paid less income-tax. Additional plant for Weardale power-

station is making satisfactory progress at the manufacturers'

works, and extensions t<> Grangetown power station will be

completed three or four months' hence. The supply of waste

heat and gas. and consequently the output of electrical energy,

has beeii'l.^s than m L914. The costs, however, have been less

owing to the smaller amount paid to the owners of the col-

li, Ties and ironworks. The company took up ±'10,000 4$ per

cent, war loan, and exchanged its Si per cent. War Loan into

4J per cent. Annual meeting : March 8th.

Presiding at the annual meeting on Febru-

Lancashire ary 29th, the Hen. Arthur Stanley, M.P.,

United referred to the satisfactory result of the

Tramways, Ltd. working for the year, notwithstanding the

increase in expenditure caused mainly by

the extra, cost of materials, war bonuses to employes, and

amounts paid to dependents of men with the Forces. 130

men were serving in the Colours, but up to the present the

usual servicj of cars had been maintained through the em-
ployment of female labour, which was proving satisfactory.

Since the early days of the war the staff and employes had

made a regular monthly contribution to the funds of the

British Red Cross Society, averaging over £25 per month,

and amounting in all to over £360. Mr. Stanley (who is

Chairman of the Joint War Committee of the British Bed
Cross Society and the Order of St. John of Jerusalem in

England) took the opportunity of publicly thanking all those

who had thus so generously helped in the work of trans-

porting sick and wounded soldiers.

Presiding at the annual meeting, held at

British Engine, Manchester last Friday, Mr. R. C. Long-
Boiler, and ridoe commented on the substantial growth
Electrical in income from inspection charges and pre-

Insurance miums in all the principal departments of

Co., Ltd. business, amounting to £117.112, against

£112,465, which, occurring in the first year

of management of Mr. Harry M. Longridge. gave great satis-

faction, especially having regard to the disturbance of busi-

ness conditions and 'the absence of 44 members of the staff

with the Colours. The profit showed a slight reduction, outgo

being a little in excess of the average owing to the increased

cost of repairs and to a war bonus payment to the staff, while

the companv's charges remained unaltered. Provision was
made for carrying £5.000 to reserve for current risks and
writing £7,250 off investments and furniture, leaving a balance

of £11,521, and after providing for the final dividend, the total

funds amounted to £177,025.

Mr. R. W. Wickham, presiding at the

Electrical annual a ting on February 29th, said that

Distribution in view of the increased costs, the lighting

Co. of restrictions, and other difficulties due to the

Yorkshire, Ltd. war, the results \\>-rv very satisfactory.

The capital expended during the year was
£6,173; the policy of restricting such expenditure would,

under the circumstances, be continued. The consent of the

Treasury was being sought to make a further issue of capital,

and, if approval were obtained, a pro rata allotment to pre-

sent holders would be made. The last issue was over-applied

for. They believed that future years would show the same
steadv rjrogress as in the oast. The new lighting restrictions

would doubtless further affect the revenue, but their conserva-

tive policy would enable them to overcome present difficulties

without any serious effect upon the year's trading.
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I taring the 3 eat L915 1
1

au<

Bournemouth dedu<
and Poole rent,

I lei trie Supply plus £3,829 brought forward. Debeo
Co., Ltd. and o4Ja< r i

put i" reserve for depreciation £8,000, 4i
pej cent

i paid on tl I and 6 per < eat op the sea ad
preference shares, aJ o 6 per cent, on the ordinary. £3,607
re imiiij i ard. The total applicat
received amount to L0.549 kw., an increa e of 885 kw. for the
year. The units sold for all purposes ibered 1,061,091.

led. 5,482,458; 161 public lamps u ed 9,034 units.

The dividend bj the Richmond (Surrey) Electric
Light & Power < o., Ltd., was 6 per cent, on the ordinary

. Inn e

\ circular has been issued to the deben-
lndia it ubbei . ture and shareholders respecting the
Gutta=Percha, £400,000 1 percent, first mortgage deben-
& Telegraph turee, .which fall due for payment on March
Works Co., Ltd. 25th. It is proposed (the Treasurj raising

no objection) to make a new issue of 1,000
first mortgage debentures of 6100 each at 5 per cent at the
price of 93, repayable at 6100 in March, L926. Holders of the
existing debentures will have the preferential right of taking
up the new issue to the amount or their present holdings, so
that each holder who exercises that right will receive a new
£100 5 percent, debenture and a paynn at oi 97 in cash per
£100 now held. The directors ask the shareholders to Support
the scheme, and point out that it is to then- interest to make
ha succi - [1 is important that the companj should not be
hindered in its operations, and it is difficult for am company
to raise fresh capital at present.

Presiding at the annual meeting on March
Northampton 2nd, Aid. F. 11. Thornton welcomed the
Electric Light shareholders to the new offices. The meet-
and Power hag was held in the new demonstration
Co., Ltd. room. The company had experienced a

very strenuous year. Twenty per cent, of

the outdoor staff and 1"> per cent, of the indoor staff had
enlisted, and a great deal more work had devolved upon
those who had been left behind. The company was supplying
i< re motor power than ever before, and if it had not been
for the fact that they were able to install it within 24 hours
many shoe manufacturers would not have been able to com-
plete their Government orders. Therefore they had not only
served the town well, but also their country. The site for
the erection of a new generating station was one of the most
important that could have been obtained; it would give river
water for cooling purposes, and the} would be able to expand
as necessity arose. The fact that the Town Council had now
consented to allow them to take the mains along the towing
path, the nearest route to the town, had saved them several
hundreds of pounds. The site was rather subject to floods,

but that would be got over by raising the works above the
level of the floods. As to when they would go on with the
erection of the station, that depended altogether upon circum-
stances. Thr\ had made arrangements to add another large
engine to the works, but that could be put in at the present
station or at the new one. as wa« most convenient. Alter-
nating current would be generated at the new station, and it

would be transformed at the present station. They did not
raise the price of current until nine months alter the Gas Co.
had raised the price "1 gas, ami not until a lone time after
many other companies in the country. That was due to the
very advantageous coal contracts thc\ had secured. 85 per
cent of the current they supplied was for motor power. The
heard of directors proposed that Mr. \. E. Marlow, .1.1'.. a
prominent boot manufacturer-

, should be added to their
number.

At the annual meeting, on March 2nd,
Telegraph Sir Jambs Pendee. who presided,

Construction to the loss that the hoard had sustained
and by the resignation of Lord Selborne conse-

Maintenance ouent upon his having accepted office in
Co., Ltd. the Government. The profit for the year

was £108.708, as compared with £109.186
for 1914 and £114,863 for the Year before the war. Adding
£111,4Q6 brought forward, they had a total of £220,114. After
inlying dividend and bonus of 36s. per share, in addition to

rim dividend already paid, and nutting
£20,000 to the reserved fund, id lo.ct was to he carried for-
ward. The pa i year had Keen far from normal. Contracts
cut-

i re the war began had to be postponed on
ant of urgent Government reauirements, and it was not

until lnanv months had elap-ed after the contract dates that
they we'e :,!,!,. to complete the work which they had under-
taken. Ilex I, ..I mil. Ii foi which to thank their clients in
the . .i

.

ol i atii u< e and forbewuce in la--., of the set iou
i"e..i. which the\ had been sublet bed hi the^e
dH"'!

'

'

'
mi.lei- exertional difficulties

all the year, both on a< i trcitj of labour and short-
:l -1

'
1 "' I apolj -

i mat- rials, i . v< r-in< rea ing prices of both.
but the\ had managed to keen their manufactured output

I "»..\ ic-us years. 'I hej had don.- a

odd.es] Gov< ml as well as their ordin-
ary business. Their profits had been comparatively small,
lather less than last vear, and considerablj less than the year
before the war. i have no excess war profits to
return as payable under the Finance Act; in fact, but for

n getting for
money, and the profit realist i on th all 61 me rican

-. bhej would not have been aide to i

through-
out the yeai and had often had to cany on their Well
the danger zone, but, thanks to H I oi the Admir-
altj and their provision oi the oaval escort which -.'.as neces-
sary for protection, the ships had gone through the year
without anj mishap.

4 he gross receipts in L915 wore £300,166.
London After adding the balance brought forward

_ United and deducting all

tramways, revenue, including an appropriation oi

Ltd.
i
£25,000 to reserve for reconstruction and

i
ii :.i

i del i . main ''.'
• -

l" o.ii i led forward. 4 he r< consti iictii a of the line

Brentford and Hodnslow, c meed in L91 I. ivat completed,
and the entire cost of the work has I n charged against the
reserve for reconstruction and renewal,-.. 4 he car-repair work
previously carried out at the Chiswiek Dep5t has been ie-

moved to other dep&ts. Passengers carried 63,145,226, as

61,433,783 in 1914; car miles run 7,744,894, as against
8,996,891; average receipts per passenger l.21d., as

1.17d. Annual meeting : March 1'tli.

The revenue foi L915, c nsisting almost
London and entirely of dividends and interest receivable
Suburban from the subsidiary companies, amounted to

Traction £122,430, as against £118,580 for 1944. After
Co., Ltd. deducting all expenses chargeable to revenue,

including debenture and loan interest, and
providing for the sinking fund charges on the 5 per cent,
debenture stock, £80,755 remains, plus £2,886 brought for-

ward. After paying the full dividend on the 5 per cent. cum.
pref. shares, £3,483 remains to be carried forward. During
the year £9,317 5 per cent, debenture stock was purchased
and cancelled under the operation of the sinking fund pro-
vided for in the trust deed constituting the stock, thereby
reducing the amount outstanding to £338,683. Annual meet-
ing : March 15th.

Viscount Chii.sto.n presided on February
Tramways, 29th at the annual meeting, and said that

Light & Power they had represented in the accounts a full

Co., Ltd. year's trading under war conditions. Not-
withstanding the difficulties due to the war,

the companies in which they were interested had made pro-
gress, but the progress was largely counteracted by progressive
increases in the cost of production, and particularly in the
cost of fuel. They were of opinion that they had lived through
their worst year in 4915. The various undertakings had only
to continue the present rate of earnings to show a consider-
able increase during the current year, and the increase should
continue for some time unless, after peace was declared, a
very substantial change for the worse came over the cunny.
The Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire Electric Power Co.
developed slowly during the year, but the increased receipts
were rather more than offset by increased c< ists, the net receipts

being about the same, as in 4914. During 1916 increased
returns would be derived from this company from business
connected last year to-, late to affect the return for that year.
The Leicestershire and Warwick-hire Electric Power Co. last

year showed considerable improvement, and during the last

few i iths of the year a substantial increase in net earnings.
Judging b\ present results, tins propertj would contribute

during the current year to the revenue
of this company. Last vear he said that a large additional
revenue could he earned from the money already expended on
tie- lower properties, and this statement had been amply
justified "hiring the year, additional consumers having been
c i led to the Tower Companies' mains equal to about
610,000 receipts per annum. Their various properties showed
a substantial increase in earnings for the present year to date
compared with the corresponding period of 194.5. They might-
reasonably hope, therefore, that the current vear, unless s.ime-

thing very unforeseen occurred, would show a satisfactory
increase over last year.

The capital expenditure during 1915 was
Metropolitan increased by £30.142. The gross revenue
Electric Supply was £229,201, an increase of £13,656: work-

Co., Ltd. ing expenses 6127:150, an increase of £12,538.
The balance at the credit of the revenue

account before providing for depreciation is £102,051. £27,000
has been set aside as an addition to the depreciation and
reserve fund, which, after writing off lns.s on realisation of

certain investments, now amounts to £337,359; the net
revenue is £75.051, and adding the amount brought f< iw.nd,

interest and dividends on investments, and other receipts, the
total is £87.089 \fier deducting debenture charges, prefefcj

cine dividend &c, 634.978 remains. Out of this. :; nei cent.

for the u .

;l i- [c paid mi the ordinarj si Is, and 64,978 i*

forward Nen connections during the vear renreseni
3 ..,-

\ lamps (3.778 kw I, makins the total L,197,76i
. G Dlackwell. G. A Moiicri-tr. and P. D.

lected dr . t- .',-. and in .lauua>\ , ford \\ehnrv.
Sir J. Pender, and Mr. Tuckett resigned Mr. J, S. Highheld
has resigned his position as eneineei and has

I
onsulting engineer. Capt W. R. Eendell

h 36 been appointed general manage) \nnual meeting March
22nd.
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The revenue for 1915 was £513,561. After
adding the balance brought forward and

Metropolitan deducting all expenses chargeable to revenue,
Electric including a provision of £22,715 for

Tramways, reconstruction and renewals, the available
Ltd. balance is ±"44/275. There is placed to

reserve £13,000; preference dividend absorbs
£25,000; a dividend of 1 per cent, is to be paid on the ordinary
shares, and £1,532 is to be carried forward. £10,275 4-i per
cent, and £1,020 5 per cent, debenture stock have been bought
and cancelled. The strike in May last caused a loss in traffic

receipts of £16,000. Wages will show a material increase as
the result of further concessions granted to tbe stall' in Decem-
ber last under an arbitration award. The output of t>

Metropolitan Electric Power Supply Co., in spite of the do-
crease in the number of units supplied for traction purposes,
has been satisfactorily maintained; the total units 6old were
39,457.712, as against 36,So9,llti in 1914. Owing, however, to
the abnormal increase in the cost of fuel, the gross profits of
the Power Supply Go. for the year show a decrease of £6,340
as compared with 1914. The company is promoting a Bill in
Parliament to extend the times limited by certain Acts.
Passengers carried 89.65ti.054, as against 93,325,170; car miles
run 9,686,525, as against 11,479.592; average receipts per pas-
senger 1.23d., as against 1.20d. Annual meeting : March 13th.

Sir W. Crookes, O.M., P.R.S., presiding
Notting Hill at the annual meeting on February 29th,

Electric said that, notwithstanding the war. the
Lighting result of the year's work had been saidsfac-
Co., Ltd. tory. The £1,556 spent on capital was

almost entirely lor meters and mains for
new connections. They had only extended the mains where
absolutely necessary, and at present they would keep expendi-
ture on new work at the lowest possible figure. The revenue
rose by £330, and the expenses by £779. The increase in
revenue was partly due to new business and partly to an
extra halfpenny per unit charged on the lighting supply dur-
ing the last nine months. The total cost of generation and
distribution advanced by £1,200, although the units sold
were 100.000 less. The increase had been partly nullified by
decreased management expenses due to Mr. Sehultz's retire-

ment; the secretary now combined the offices of manager
and. secretary. The net result was a drop of £450 in the
profit for the year. The balance available for dividends was
lower by £1,185, owing to the heavy increase in the income-
tax. The total of the Kensington and Notting Hill Joint
Debenture Stock sinking fund was £72.920 held in trustee
securities. In view of the alarming fall in sucn securities,
owing to the war, they had recently investigated their posi-
tion in this respect. Owing to the 'fact that the bulk of the
6tock imrchased was terminable, and was due to be paid nil

at par at maturity in or about 1931, and that that was the
date at which the joint debenture, stock had to be redeemed,
although present-day prices showed considerable reduction, it

would make no difference to the fund, as they would nut have
to sell the stocks, but just to encash them at par. In the
case of the irredeemable securities, of which they had but a
small amount, there was a loss estimated at about £1,900, so
that they suffered very little by the shrinkage of value. The
sinking fund was now being invested in the War I,nan. The
number of houses connected had risen from 4,293 to 4,358;
the units sold fell from 2.539,412 to 2.436.490; tin- revenue
rose from £45.591 to £45.921, and the expenses from £21,370
to £23,304. They had added the equivalent of 4. 1-173 30-watt
lamps to the system, and the profit was £22,617, against
£24,221. They paid the same dividend as for 1914, but carried
forward only £336, as against £655. They had suffered con-
siderably owing to the restricted lighting," and although they'
bad managed to maintain their revenue in the past he was
not certain that they would be able to do so this year. When
peace was proclaimed their output should largely increase,
owing to the removal of restricted lighting regulations and
the new lamps that were being constantly added. Expenses
must necessarily be high for some time to come, and they
were swollen to some extent by increases of wages and pay-
ments to employes with the Forces. They had now obtained
delivery of the new steam turbine for Wood Lane works; it

would save coal, and in a large measure counteract the high
price of fuel. The company was doing its share in connec-
tion with the war. He hoped that a satisfactory peace would
be obtained before their next meeting,, and when that time
came the company would maintain its prosperity. If the
war were prolonged the temporary set-back in their accounts
should not be serious. The chairman alluded to the debt of
gratitude owing to the special constables who bad guarded
their stations.

Rushden and District Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Presiding
at the annual meeting, held at Northampton on March 2nd,
Aid. F. H. Thornton said that few people realised what
go-ahead places Rushden and Higham Ferrers were. The
company were supplying many factories and workshops with
power. Six boot factories were now completely lighted with
electricity. The number of customers had been increased
from 79 to 123. The revenue from sale of current had in-

creased from £463 to £1,699, and the output had been doubled.
For the first proper working year, he thought the company
was doing well in being able to pay 3 per ceat. interest.

JMinehead Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—The directors report
that 1915 was a difficult year. Public lighting restrictions

led to a considerable reduction in lighting units sold. There
had, however, been a good increase in units sold for heating
and cooking, and the total units snl.l were 230,416, as against
224.629 in 1914. Units generated, 360,079. Tbe average price
obtained fell from 3. old. to 3.40d. ; there had also been an

m (,'ust of materials and working expenses, so that
there was some reduction in profit. Tbe result was, however,
satisfactory. 'I he profit on trading, after paying debenture
interest, Ac was £1,753, plus £145 brought forward. After
paying tin- preference dividend and 8 percent, on the ordfha'
(less income-tax), and. placing £1,000 to depreciation and
reserve, £142 wae to be carried forward.

British Electric Traction Co., Ltd.—The din dors have
declared the dividend on the- 6 per cent, cumulative preference
stock for the halt-year ended September 30th. This dividend
must be accepted as a payment on account of the dividend on
the 6 per cent, cumulative participating preference stock to
bi issued m plaee of the n per cent, cumulative preference
stock of tin- company upon the confirmation of the scheme of
arrangement and reduction of capital by the Court.

—

Fina)icial

News.

Bruce Peebles and Co., Ltd.—The total profit for 1915
was £14,916, and alter deducting administration expenses,
interest en mortgage debentures, and allowing for interest on
tie' unsecured debentures^ the net profit is £7,096. Having
regard to tie' abnormal times and difficulties, the results are
considered satisfactory. £4,661 lias been charged to profit

and loss in respect of repairs and maintenance of buildings,
plant, and machinery. Annual meeting : March 10th.

W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.—The
directors recommend a final dividend on the ordinary shares
of 10 per cent., less income-tax, making 15 per cent, for the
year, and also a bonus of 10s. per share, less income-tax, as
compared with 15 per cent, and a bonus of 5s per share for

1914.

Dublin and Lucan Electric Railway Co.—For 1915 the
gross receipts were £7,511, increase £144. Expenditure in-

creased by £208. After providing for debenture interest, £528
i; t<i be carried forward. Payment of the cumulative prefer-
ence dividend is postponed for the present.

North Metropolitan Electric Power Supply Co.—According
to the Financial News, the directors recommend a dividend
of 6 per cent., with a bonus of 4 per cent., making 10 per
cent, for the year. £15,000 is put to renewals reserve, and
£6,043 is carried forward.

Midland Electric Corporation, Ltd.—Dividend of 3 per
cent, on ordinary shares for 1915. ±'9,719 is put to deprecia-
tion, ±'4.275 to writing off new issue and construction expenses,
and £8,932 is carried forward, subject to excess profits tax.

British Insulated and Helsby Cables. Ltd.—The dividend
on the ordinary shares for 1915 is made up to 15 per cent.,

plus -i per cent, bonus. For 1914. 15 per cent, was paid.

698,500 is placed to reserve, and £160,000 carried forward.

Canadian General Electric Co., Ltd.—Quarterly dividend
of if per cent, fni' the three months to March 31st on the
common stock.

Manila Electric Railroad and Lighting Corporation, Ltd.

—

Dividend of TJ per cent, for the quarter ending 31st inst. on
tin' common capital stock.

Globe Telegraph and Trust Co., Ltd.—Interim dividend
2s. per share, free of tax, on ordinary shares for the quarter.

Brazilian Traction, Light and Power Co., Ltd.—Quarterly
dividend 1J per cent, on the cumulative preference shares.

British Electric Transformer Co., Ltd.—Dividend on the

ordinary shares 7' per cent, for 1915.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Tuesday Evening.

The three principal factors in the Stock Exchange market
at present are the battle of Verdun, the calling up of the

Derby groups, and the new British War Loan. Such fierce-

ness on the part of the enemy as be is displaying at Verdun
is taken as a sign of his desperation to eileet something bril-

liant in order to bring in subscribers to tbe latest German
war i"iie, and to achieve some success that will cheer his

it home, .sick of slaughter as they must be, and grow-
ing restive as they are beneath the burdens of taxation and
privation. The enrolmenfcof the further Derby groups checks

Stock Exchange business from a large part of the community
which provides it as a rule; while, as to the third factor, there

is no need to emphasise it- importance.
Taking them all round, markets are surprisingly firm; and

amongst electricity sections, the splendid results secured by
the Henley's Telegraph Works and the British Insulated and
Helsby Cables Companies have led to further appreciation in

the prices of the shares. Electric lighting issues are slightly

easier. Falls of J in Brompton ordinary, of i in (.'baring Cross

preference, and of 1/16 in South London shares, are the out-

standing movements of the week.
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'1 he South I

«

thai the company di

factorilj last year. Hie Bale of current wae higher, but gross

[own a trifle, and net income, at 621

62,400 down on the year, net profil being 614,900, oi

I, ss than in 191 1. The dividend i tnainl i

|

r cent.,

1 and the en 62,000 bout the

same as b< I

Supplj « o. bat i

ejccellenl report, press receipt* have risen 624,000 I i 6298,800,

but these were countered bj extra expenses, and the net

revenue ol 6159,600 is 64,400 let J be dividend is main

tained at 7 per cent., the sa that oJ the previous twelve-

and the carry-forward of 614,500 is £2,000 more than

thai of a year ago. The reportehows that during 1915 supply

was commenced in Romford, and thai the comnanj i novi

upplj in bulk i Sutton, <
!arshalton, Wallington and

Cheam. Increased • . beyond the power oi anj

management to control al a time like the present, and the

County of London shareholders maj be congratulated upon

the skilful way in which their comp
through so trying a period.

rhe new orders with regard to the lighting of London co

into force at the end of this week, but it is nol thought that

they "ill have much effecl upon the output of the electric

companies.

Il„. domestic troubles to which we referred last week, in

connection with one of the principal London companies, are

made plainer; and it is expected thai the meeting of the

Metropolitan Electric Supplj shareholders may shovs 9

tain liveliness:." t.> quote the admiralty's classical phrase.

The W. T. Henlej Co. has raised its dividend and bonus

from 20percent. i i 25 p< r i ml ai are nominally

10s. higher at 14$. In point of fact, however, it is extremely

difficult to get the offer oi any shares at all, which, in the

circumstances, is not surprising. Having regard to the divi-

dend accrued in the price, the return on the monej is getting

<.u for 9 percent., allowing for the fact that the distribution

is made IV E income-tax.

The British Insulated & Helsbj Cables, Ltd., has declared a

dividend oi L0 pel cent., making 15 per cent, for the year,

with a bonus in addition of -' per cent.; and here again,

although the nominal price is 11, the difficulty is to gel the

shares. In both concerns the appropriations are large,

and assist substantially in fortifying the financial positions of

the undertakings.

The market for Manufacturing issues as a whole is naturally

a good one in view of these fine results. British Westing-

house preference recovered 6d. to 44s. 6d., and British Alumi-

nium ordinary are 9d. better, although there is not much
change in other shares. India-Rubber ordinary are not affected

by the notice just issued to holders of the company's 1 per

cent, first mortgage debentures, who can exchange into new
debentures, bearing interest at 5 per cent., at the rnce oi 91

Holders of the existing debentures will have the preferential

right to take up the new issue, as the} are offered £7 per

cent, in cash upon their making application to the < ipany.

Having regard to the nature i I the security, we should imagine

that there will be little hesitation on the part of the holders

in exchanging their old I per cents, into the new fives; and

the return of £5 7s. per cent, on the monej is raised to 6
|

f*r

cent, by the new debentures being redeemable at par in 11

years' ti

The various stocks of the Undergroui Railway
companies keep comparatively steady, bul attract little atten-

tion from investors speculative or otherwise. It is notice-

able, however, that a good many people are picking up low-

priced railway stock, particularly thai of the District order.

reg irdless of dividends, evidently with the intention of putting

it away to await a rise in price (that shall be equivalent to a
dividend) after the conclusion of peace.

Underground Electric income bonds at 813 are ex their j£3

dividend, and the .shares are a tiitle easier, as will be noticed

in our usual list of electricity stocks and shares.

Brazil Traction; have receded to 50$, and the Mexican group
is still decidedly dull. British Columbia preferred is rather
harder. Of the Colonial issue-. Melbourne Electric debenture
stock is wanted, and has been dune at 95J. The Anglo-Argen-
tine Tramways group is steady. Rio Tramways first n

bonds are firm at 88$, and the seconds are changing hands on
the basis of 74.

The telegraph list is unusually free IV fluctuation Lndo-
Europeans are \ higher al l- 1 '. ^nglo-American Telegraph
deferred went hack |, and this is the sum of the eh.

the week. American Marconi's hardened to 15s. 9d. For New
York Telephone li per cent. 1 ion, Is the < Sovernmenl bid is still

100|. The Eastern groiin i.s linn, with little stock on offer;

and tin
I
their previous improvements).

The stmk Exchan irith keen interest the sus-

ba i metals used in connection
with the war. and the Government action in re-establishing
the market afterwards can bing of a relief, inas-
much as the House was slightly apprehensive lest the same
sort of treatment might be meted out to itself. The copper
group is a little heavy. In rubber shares there is continued
animation and strength. Business is not on quite as large a
scale as it was a fortnight ago. but the rubbei market is the
busiest section of the Stock Exchange, and all classes of shares
are wanted by the speculative investor as well as by the specu-
lator pure and 6unple.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.
On Electricity Companies.

ml Price
. . Match 7, Rue or fall

1914, 1915. 1910. Ibis week. p.c.

i Ordinary .. 10 — 7 — i £7 2 10
ii ss Ordinary .. S s 84 — 7 2 10

il.i. do. .I... 4J Pref.. U 4J 8i — 6 6 U (1

Chelsea ..6 4 8] — A 13 4
9 8 Hi — (1 U 9

do. do 6 i . i .i.i. I'o i. 8 ti 10* — » 14 8
( cunt] .I London .... 7 7 10? — 6 16

do. B per cent. Pre* 6 fi 10f — 6 17 8
i .. .1 noiry .... 11 7 6 — 7 10

London Electa ic 4 3 it — 7 18
.I... do. 6 per cent. Pre!. 6 6 4J — 7 19

Metropolitan SJ 3 9| —

•

8 4 8
do i I- . i ni. Prel. I* 4J 8 — 7 10

St. James' and Pall Mall .10 8 S}xd — 8 18 10
South London 6 6 S,\ — fa 6 10 9
Si. nil, Mrii him, Prof. ..77 I

— 6 14
t.-r Ordinary .. .. U 7 BJ xd — 6 19

Telegraphs and Telephones.
Dividend,

1914.

Anglo Im. Tel. Pn I
it 100 — r, o o

.1... I >.-[ 33/6 21g — J 7 16
i bile Telephone H Bj — 656

Ord 5 7! — 690
Eastern Kxtension 7 Hg — *6 6

Eastern Tel. Ord. 7 127 — *6 5 (1

Globe Tel. and T. Ord fi 10| — »6 10 6
do. Pxei li 10 — 6

Great Northern Tel 22 34J — 670
Indo-European .. .13 49* + J 6 12 6
Marconi 5 H§ — 6 8 1

New York Tel. 4j 4* 100J — 4 9 4
Oriental Telephone Ord 10 144 — 6 18 8
United K. Plate Tel 8 5J — 'T 19
West India ami Pan 1 1A — 9 10 6

Western Telegraph 7 12| — '6 6

Home Rails.

Central London, Ord. Assented . . 4 674 — 4 6 18 6
Metropolitan lj 23 + J 4 7

do. District Nil 16 + J Nil
Underground Electric Ordinary Nil lj —

A

Nil

do. do. "A" .. Nil 6/- —3d. Nil
do. do. Income 6 81Jxd —J »8 9

Foreign Teams. &c.

Adelaide Sup. 6 per cent. Prel. ..6 41 xd — 6 3 1

Anglo-Arg. Trams, First Pref. ..5* if,
— 6 13 6

do. -2ml Pref 5$ 8} — 7 17 2

do. 5 Deb 5 78 — * 6 8 2
Brazil Tractions 4 60§ — } 6 18 7
Bombay Electric Pref 6 10 xd — 6
British Columbia Elec. Ely. Pfee. .5 65 — 9 1 10

do. do. Preferred . . — 88 41 Nil
do. do. Deferred . . — 84 — Nil
,1 .. do. Deb. .4} 64 — 6 12 10

Mexici i Trams 5 per cent. Bonds — 89 —1 NU
do. I. per cent. Bonds . . - 65 — NU

Mexican Light Common Nil 82 — NU
,1. i Pref Nil 35 — NU
do. 1st Bonds .... — 41 -1 —

Manufacturing Companies.

Babcock & Wilcox 14 9| — 6 6 8
British Aluminium Ord 6 22/9 +9d. 4 8
British Insulated Ord 15 11 + J 7 19 1

British Westinghouse Pref 7* 41/6 +6d. 6 14 6

Callenders 15 114 — 6 10 6
do. 5 Pref 5 4J — 6 17 8

Castner-Eellner 20 PJ — 680
Edison ft Swan, £3 paid .. Nil 7/- — NU

do. do. fully paid .. Nil lj — Nil
do. do. 6 per cent. Deb. . . - 5 6n _ 8 6 8

Electric Construction li 14/9 — 8 16
Gen. Elec. Pref li 93 — 6 4 8
Henley 20 14J »9 10 1

do. 44 Pref 44 4 — 6 12 6
India-Kubber 10 9J.

— »12 19
Telegraph Con 20 37 — «7 8 6

' Allowance made for dividends being paid free of income-tax.

ELECTRIC TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY

TRAFFIC RETURNS.
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WHAT TO DO WITH OUR CANALS.

By W. N. Stewart.

In the coming trade regeneration of the nation it is

certain that a reform of existing methods of internal

transport will be a question demanding serious con-
sideration, as present conditions too seriously handi-
cap the business and industries of the country. With
railway rates for goods traffic from three to six

times greater than similar rates in America and on
the Continent, with unused canals and with common
roads not utilised to their full value, it is small
wonder that British trades have fallen far behind
their rivals in the race for commercial supremacy,
especially when they have had to compete with
nations in which the study of transportation problems
has reached the dignity of an exact science.

Before considering the matter which is the subject
of this article, let us study the transportation pro-
blem as it affects one small community which is

typical of thousands of others throughout the land.

The present writer lives in a market town located
some 35 miles from Manchester, which, for the pur-
poses of this article, we will call by the name of " X."
This town is modern and up-to-date in all its muni-
cipal undertakings, has a population of some 18,000,

and is both a manufacturing and agricultural centre.

Its principal market is Manchester, the great distri-

buting point for Midland trade. "X" is served
by a single railway system and by a canal belonging
to the railway company, this canal being so little

used that it scarcely counts as a factor in the trans-

portation problem. Therefore, the inhabitants of
" X " and the towns round about, including several
large cities, have to pay toll to the railway on nearly

everything they buy, sell or consume, this toll

amounting to £2 6s. 8d. on each ton of goods sent,

at owner's risk, by passenger train to or from Man-
chester, and from 15s. to 30s. per ton by goods train,

according to class of goods. Parcels of limited

weight, by passenger .train, are delivered in from
four to eight hours after sending, while merchandise
sent by goods train may arrive in from two to four
days after dispatch. To make this situation clearer,

it may be fairly considered that it costs as much to

send a ton of provisions from Manchester to "X,"
a distance of 35 miles, as it does to send the same
ton from New York to Manchester, a distance of

3,000 miles, that is, at pre-war rates. The charge in

the first case js due to the action of a monopoly, while

in the second case the seas are free to all, and com-
petition follows the natural law.

How can the canals be best used to reduce these

excessive costs, to eliminate the question of mono-
poly, and to secure the modern requisite of greater

speed in delivery ?

In the report of the late unlamented Canal Com-
mission, as published in the. Electrical Review at

the time, it was shown that the best system of canal

electrification now in use is one in which rails are

laid on the towing path of the canal, electric loco-

motives supplied with current from generating
stations through trolley wires being used to tow boats

at a preferable speed of two miles per hour; that such
a system would cost something like £8,000 per mile

to establish, and that an average traffic of at least

two million tons per annum would have to be

obtained in order to pay expenses. These estimates

evidently did not take into full consideration the fact

that in many places British canals would have to be

entirely reconstructed, as in some places no towing
paths exist through tunnels, while to propose a speed
of two miles per hour in this twentieth century
smacks a bit of the farcical. The principal difficulty,

however, was never even considered, and probably

was not even discerned, by this sapient Commission,
and that is that a canal system, like a railway system.

does not do the whole work of transportation be-

tween the producer and the consumer, but only forms
one link in the chain. For example, in order to send
a ton of groceries from the wholesale dealer in Man-
chester to the retailer in "X," the goods must be
loaded on a lorry in Manchester, then unloaded at

the goods station in Manchester, then loaded on boat
or train, then unloaded at " X " goods station, then
loaded on a lorry, then unloaded at the premises of the
retailer. That is, the ton of groceries has had to be
handled six times over, and if the transit over the
streets of Manchester and " X " has been effected

by means of horsed vehicles, this part of the work
has cost more than ttvice the cost of that part of the
work performed by rail or canal, a cost which, of
course, comes out of the pocket of the man who con-
sumes the tea, sugar, or bacon so transported.
There is, however, thanks to the growing under-

standing of modern methods, a much better system.
Let us at once drain the canals and abolish their

use as water-ways. Then pave them for use as motor
roads, filling in the locks in such manner as to form
gradients not exceeding one in twenty. Let the value
of the canals be suitably appraised, and to this value
add the cost of necessary alterations, which would
not exceed £800 per mile, this sum to be found by
the Government. From each vehicle using these
roads exact a toll varying with the load capacity of
the vehicle, this toll being divided between the
owner of the canal and the Government on an
equitable scale, thus avoiding an actual expropriation
of the canals and giving their owners a substantial
income in place of the small return at present
obtained. Then confine the use of the canal roads to

electrically propelled commercial vehicles only, plea-

sure, passenger, and petrol cars being absolutely
excluded. The reasons for this exclusion are that
the roads would be intended for commercial purposes
only; that it is inexpedient to interfere with the
passenger and long-distance goods traffic of the rail-

ways; that the scheme is intended to benefit British

trades and not to fill the pockets of the Standard Oil

or other foreign petrol producers; and, last but not
least, because experience in the use of electrically

propelled vehicles has conclusively demonstrated the

fact that their cost of operation is far below that of

petrol cars, and their reliability greater. As the use
of the canal should be based on sound economic
principles, the cheaper power must be employed.
Plenty of statistics are available as to the relative

economy of petrol and electrical systems, but with
these the present article need not be cumbered.

In the operation of such a system, the Manchester
wholesaler would load the electric truck at his ware-
house, and using the streets of Manchester, the canal

road and the streets of " X," the truck would
unload at the door of the retailer in " X," the
goods thus being handled tzvice in place of six times
as at present, while in some cases the retailer would
be able to deliver g'oods to the actual user without
any rehandling. During the greater part of the

journey from Manchester the vehicle would run on
the almost dead level surface formed byr the canal
bed instead of having to climb the terrible hills pre-

valent in this part of England, the former condition

being almost ideal for accumulator traction. The time
of transit from Manchester to " X " would not exceed
four hours, giving quicker delivery than is now
usually obtained from the passenger train service,

while the cost would vary from 6s. to 15s. per ton,

in place of the £2 6s. 8d. now paid for small parcels

by passenger train, and from 33
s

- to 60 per cent, less

than what is now paid for the slow service by goods
train.

Another advantage of this proposal is that the

Government would in no case be called upon to face

an enormous expenditure, such an expenditure being
only justified by absolute knowledge in advance that

sufficient tonnage would be available to enable the

scheme to pay its way. In the scheme above out-

lined, the heaviest 1 cost—that of the vehicles—would
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be borne by the users thereof and be incurred gradu-
ally as the economy secured became known, the
large firms buying their own vehicles and smaller
ones combining on the co-operative system. The
Government would, therefore, contribute only the
small cost of making the road on a bed already
graded. As the roads would be national and free

to any electrical commercial vehicle paying the toll,

no traffic monopoly could be established, as is now
the case at sea. And as Britain's external, trade has
been built up on this freedom of the seas, which
freedom Britain has latterly been at some cost to
maintain, so would internal trade be built up by a
system of transit which could not be monopolised.
This is true because goods would not only be trans-

ferred from Manchester and other distributing

points, but manufactured goods, farm produce, etc.,

would be carried to the distributing and shipping
centres, the canal roads forming the arteries of a

vast collecting and distributing system, the common
roads—reaching every hamlet and every farm in the
land—forming the veins.

The effect on the electrical industry would be most
salutary. Thousands of workmen would find employ-
ment in the construction of motors, vehicles and
batteries, while the generating stations, municipally
owned or otherwise, would find "peak " loads a

thing of the past. In fact, iti might prove that the
sale of current for lighting would become quite sub-
sidiary to the sale of current for charging accumu-
lators.

But over and above the interests of any one indus-
try, the welfare of the nation should be first con-
sidered, and efforts should be made by Chambers of
Commerce, municipal authorities, and trade societies

in general to show our rulers that Great Britain now
has in existence the finest system of highways in the
world, ready excavated, graded and tunnelled, which
can, at insignificant cost and with minimum delay, be
made available for the use of the cheapest known
form of traction, and one which does the whole job
of transport between manufacturer or wholesaler
and retailer or consumer. And not only home trade
would get the advantage of these roads : export
business would likewise benefit by cheap transit from
factory to dock, thus helping to maintain British

trade supremacy over seas.

CONTINUOUS-CURRENT RAILWAY MOTORS.

By E. V. PANNELL, A.M.I.E.E.

{Abstract of paper read before the Institution of Electrical
Engineers.)

The railway motor is a piece of machinery liable to very
(severe usage, and its design and construction in accordance
with its service conditions form an interesting study.
The object of this paper being to consider general tenden-

cies in design, the curves and tables should be regarded as

representative of such tendencies rather than of precise

quantities.

In the last few years considerable improvements have been
effected in design. In figs. 1 and 2 the dotted curves repre-

sent the average weight of the railway motors in general use
up to about the year 1909, whilst the full lines show the
weights of motors of similar output designed since this date
and in operation to-day. The latter are almost all of the
commutating-pole type.
Dead-weight is an objectionable feature in the motors where

these are suspended directly upon the trucks. The nose form
of suspension in general use throws about half the weight of

the motor upon the axle without any intervening springs.

Moreover, owing to the motor armature rotating from three
to four times as fast as the wheels, the energy stored up in it

<Uiring the accelera'ting periods will be very considerable, and
for this reason minimum weight and armature speed are
desirable. A typical calculation for the value of this momen-
tum has been worked out by Mr. F. W. Carter.
A motor introduced in 1910, rated at 48 kw., weighed 2,735

lb., or 800 lb. less than a motor of the same output, but six

years older.

This reduction has been secured partly by the increase of

rated speed made possible by the adoption of commutating
poles, but to a greater extent by the use of more carefully

chosen material of higher weight efficiency, and a ventilated
mi. lure; moreover, owing to its ventilated design the new
motor will have a sustained capacity not lees than 50 pi I

cent, in excess of that of the older type of machine.
A closer investigation of the curves in fig. 1 will show the

desirability, from the weight-efficiency point of view, of

employing a few motors of high capacity, rather than a great

number 01 low capacity. The total cost is also much less it

this is done.
The best practice is to employ the largest motors which

can be economically loaded on the lightest service. Rheostats,
contactors, reversers, and train cables require to be dupli-

cated For every additional pair of motors; the disparity in

costs of the complete equipments is therefore far greater.

The limitations of linear dimensions are of even more strict

a nature than those governing the weight. On the standard
rail-gauge of 4 ft. 8J in. the maximum distance between the
inside of the wheel flanges is 52 in., which positively limits

the length of the motor easing. In the other direction the
wheel diameter is the limiting feature; the size in use on the
majority of electric suburban, elevated, and subway railways
is 33 in. Recently there has been a more liberal tendency in

this direction, and wheels of 36 in. to 42 in. will become stan-

dard except where tunnel limitations are too severe. With
the 33-in. wheel the maximum armature diameter is 'JO in.,

and the maximum practical length of core for a 600-volt motor
of about 200-kw. rated capacity is about 15 in.

In fig. 3 curve. A represents a series of interpole designs
worked out by the author, whilst the points indicated refer

to machines in actual service. The step at the end of the
curve relates to motors with duplex gears. It is interesting

to compare the curve relating to railway motors with that

plotted for stationary machines; the great disparity is due
mainly to the system of rating employed.
Railway motors, being invariably series wound, attain high

rotational speeds at light loads; the free-running speed in

service usually coincides with about one-third the rated load,

and is nearly double the rated speed. 600 r.p.m. is a good
average value for satisfactory designs.

In general the efficiency of the high-speed motor is better

at rated load and inferior at light loads as compared with the.

lower-speed design.

Practically all motors of 100 kw. and over are designed for

one armature turn per segment in order to reduce the react-

ance per coil, but even with the most careful design the re-

actance voltage at rated load is of the order of 9 or 10, or four
times that of a reasonably good generator.
A device which has found universal adoption is the grooving

out of the commutator mica to a depth of about 1/16 in.

below the surface of the copper. This avoids any trouble due
to high mica and has a remarkable effect in keeping the

commutator surface clean and cool. With the hard carbons
in common use centrifugal force ia found quite sufficient to

keep the slots free from particles.

Commutating-pole motors are now being regularly supplied
with 2,400-volt insulation and 1,200-volt commutators for

running two in series on a 2,400-volt line. The broad advan-
tage obtained hy the use of interpoles is the greatly reduced
chance of flash-overs. The reactance voltage being practically

neutralised , and the sparking proportionately lessened in

severity, there remains little to start an arc from brush to

brush or to frame. The commutating-pole machine therefore

becomes a stronger type of motor, capable of heavier short-

time overloads and higher speed and voltage, whilst its main-
tenance charges are greatly reduced.

It is found that the traction motor is no larger and, as

already seen, is lighter than the pre-interpole machine. On
the Moselhiitte mineral line in Lorraine, the locomotives are

operated at 2.000 volts, the pressure on each motor being
1,000 volts. The gauge of the line is only 394 in., notwith-
standing which it has been found possible to equip the loco-

motives with motors rated at 120 kw., the armatures being
of 26 in. diameter with a core length of only 6i in.

It is frequently the case that a certain type of motor will

be called upon to perform widely different classes of service.
iMissiUy interchanging local service with as many as two stops
per mile with express schedules running five miles or more
without a stop. The use of sectional or tapped field control

affords one method of effecting the compromise and operating
a system of diverse characteristics with one type of motor.
More valuable still is the use of field control for notching up
on the controlle-' during acceleration. A motor designed for

this principle will probably have at it6 full field a speed 10
per cent, lower than the average machine, whilst with the

short field this speed is increased by some 25 per cent. The
motor is thus able to run upon either of two speed curves at

the will of the motorman.
The commutating characteristics are so improved in the

interpole machine that reduction of the main field by 50 per
cent, does not appear to affect the collection of current.

Typical speed curves for a field-control motor are shown in

fig. I.

S| ils of 450 R.P.M. for the rated load speed at full field, and
550 or 600 at short field, are typical of what has been found
must satisfactory practice for a 200-KW. motor. Too great a dis-

parity in the speeds at any given armature current leads to a
pronounced current "kick" when changing, and would pro-

bably tend to induce flashing over.
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The field-control motor provides a shorter rheostatic period

and a much longer period of motor speed-curve running. The
lower the full-field speed of the motor the quicker will the

rheostats be cut out, and the less the rheostatic losses for a

given acceleration rate. On one of the suburban railways in

Christiania, Norway, the field windings of the 1,200-volt motors

are not only divided for short and full fields, but are grouped
for series and parallel connections. This gives four different

running speeds all with the motors directly on the line. By
this means nearly half of the controller notching may be per-

formed free of rheostats, and a good approximation to alter-

nating-current tapped-transformer control is effected. The
mere tapping-off from a single point near the middle of the

field winding is becoming standard practice, however, in view

of the simplicity of the necessary controller connections.

The overall efficiency of a motor allows for losses in the

copper, core, and commutator, together with gear and bearing

friction and windage. As factors in the temperature rise, all

The basis of both the American and European methods of

rating railway motors is the 75 deg. C. temperature rise ma
1-hour run on the test bed with covers removed and no artifi-

cial ventilation. Without having been standardised m Eng-

land, this system is in very general use here and might quite

well be officially adopted. It is usually recognised that the

1-hour rating represents the maximum desirable current input

for acceleration, and that the average load for a complete

day's running should not exceed 30 per cent, rated load for
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and clean-cut and direct air passages overcomes these draw-
backs entirely.

Forced ventilation by means of air compressors does not
seem to be justified except where it is required to force the
output of a motor beyond that obtained by internal ventila-

tion. The device is at present almost wholly confined to

tives.

The increase in rated voltage to values higher than 600
followed immediately upon the introduction of commutating
|K)les into railway-motor design; commutation was thereby
so much improved that an increase of 100 per cent, in the
average volts per commutator segment was found permissible.

CHATTERING WHEEL SLIP IN ELECTRIC

MOTIVE POWER.

JOO 200 300 400 500
Amperes

Fig. 7.—Thermal Characteristic of 180-kw. Motor
(see fig. 6) for 75 deg. 0. Temperature Rise.

The practicability of pressures of 1,200 or 2,400 volts has
greatly broadened the limits of continuous-current working.
Where these high pressures are employed it is generally for

fairly heavy service of the interurban or extra-suburban order
demanding powerful motors; this is a favourable feature, as

in common with other classes of electrical machine the high-

voltage traction motor becomes a more economical proposi-
tion with increasing outputs. There is a perfectly definite

limit to the pressure which can be applied to the motor
terminals, and this would appear to be about 2,000 volts for

car motors of the type under review.

Fig. 8.—Section of 200-kw. 1,200-vow Ventilated Motor for
Field Control.

With increased voltage the current to be commutated is

reduced, consequently the commutator can be shortened in

almost the same proportion. Every inch by which the commu-
tator is reduced may be added to the core length, thus
immediately securing an increase in the effective flux passing
through the armature. This very nearly compensates for the
reduced armature loading consequent upon the low space
factor in the slots, and leads to the conclusion that with given
dimensions the higher-voltage motor needs to be designed for

a stronger field and weaker armature. This is just the ten-
dency required for a satisfactory design.
The tW'o

.
limits governing commutator design in high-

pressure motors are the maximum permissible voltage per
segment and the minimum segment width. The minimum
allowable width of bar including mica is about 0.16 in., the
limiting desirable average voltage per segment is believed to

be 20 for a reasonably good field distribution.

If these conditions are complied with, the design and
manufacture of a satisfactory 1,200-volt motor is a simple
matter, and that of an 1,800-volt machine, whilst being a
slightly more heavy and costly proposition, is very little more
so. Higher pressures than this do not seem necessary in view
oi Hi.- practicability of connecting groups of two or four
motors permanently in series.

The same motor carcass which will give 200 kw. at 600
volts will yield 180 kw. at three times this potential. Fig. 8

shows a longitudinal section of the 1,200-volt motor.

A taper on this subject was read at the Midwintei Conven-
tion of the American Institute of Electrical Enoi.st.kks, New
York, by Mr. G'. M. Baton, of which the following is an

abstract :

—
The fundamental difference between the running gear of

steam and electric motive power is that in the steam loco-

motive, the only moving parts having relatively high

of inertia are the driving wheels.

In an electric locomotive, the moment of inertia of the

rotors, especially when operating through a gear reduction

may be as great as or greater than that of the driving wheels.

The combined inertia of connecting rods, cross-heads, piston

rods and pistons is practically negligible in so far as it affects

acceleration of driving wheels after slipping starts. In an elec-

tric locomotive, when slipping occurs, the sequence of events

is as follows, regardless of the type of drive :
—

Current is applied to the motor and the rotor starts to turn.

Clearances in the entire transmission mechanism are first

eliminated. Then, as the torque is increased, the metal of the

transmission, framing, &c., is bent and twisted, or otherwise

deflected. This stressed metal becomes a storage battery of

energy. Finally the tractive effort reaches a value sufficient

to overcome the existing adhesion at the rail (coeffiVi, t,i oi

friction of repose), and the wheel starts to slip. The instant

relative movement occurs between wheel and rail, the coeffi-

cient of friction drops from that of repose to that of relative

motion. There is, therefore, an opportunity for the stressed

metal to start discharging its stored energy, since part of the

resisting force has disappeared. This energy is expended in

Fig. l.

accelerating the wheels ahead of the angular position they

occupied relative to the rotor at the instant slipping started.

It is necessary next to analyse independently the two divi-

sions of the rotating system, namely, rotors and wheels.

Since the wheels are being accelerated ahead of the rotors,

the rotors are losing their load and will tend to speed up. 'lhis

i3 true not only of motors of series characteristic, but also

of induction motors when running below synchronism, as will

ordinarily be the case in traction work when the wheels slip.

Id fact, the induction motors, because their generated counter

E.m.f. with increased speed is less than with series motors.

will hold up their torque better and. therefore, accelerate

faster.

Analysing next the other division of the system, the adhe-

sion at the rail will decrease as the velocity of the wheel

tread relative to the rail increases. The effort being trans-

mitted through the transmission system, however, will

decrease very rapidly, due to expenditure of stored energy,

and as soon as this effort, which is tending to accelerate the

wheels, -becomes less than the adhesion at the rail, which is

tending to retard the wheels, the wheels will evidently .--tart

to slow down.
There are, then, two sets of rotating masses mechanically

coupled, the masses at one end of the system accelerating, and
those at the other end retarding. As soon as clearances in

the transmission are taken up, there is liable to be a jolt on
the mechanical system, accompanied by a recoil. This gives

the setting for chattering action, and such action has been
experienced in practically every type of electrically-driven

rolling stock where the motors are sufficiently powerful to

slip trie wheels at high adhesion.

In the case of a geared freight and passenger locomotive.

the quill arms at the point marked A hit against the wheel

spokes at the point marked B (fig. 1), and more or less break-
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age of these arms occurred, but this was traced to defective

castings.

In later locomotives in the same service equipped with two
motors per axle, the change in armature inertia eliminated
this striking.

The same characteristic is occasionally observed in qity

and interurban cars, although this is much less frequent than
in heavy hauling electric locomotives.

In the case of freight locomotives where the motors are geared
directly to the axles the same phenomenon has been observed.
On the Norfolk and Western locomotives, chattering slip

occurred in the running gear showTn in fig. 2. After the loco-

motives had been in service for some months, evidences of

failure were detected in the crank pins. The cause was traced
to chattering slip by means of a rough oscillograph. The
brakes were set on three trucks, and the oscillograph frame

IMPORT TRADE OF CEYLON.

Fig. 2.

was set up on the fourth truck. The characteristic diagram
of the chattering 6lip was obtained, as shown in fig. 3. The
analysis in the figure is self-explanatory.
To check the oscillograph figures, extensometers were

arranged, as shown in fig. 4, by means of which the connect-

The following figures, showing the value of the imports of
electrical and allied material into Ceylon during 1914, are
extracted from the recently-issued official statistics. The
values for the previous year are given for purposes of com-
parison, and notes added of any increases or decreases :

—
1913. 1914. Inc. or dec.

Manufactures of coppcr.-
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or mechanical force, and admitted as such by the Collector

of Customs, remain free of duty; the duty on all other elec-

trical apparatus has, however, been increased from 1'2J per
cent, ad valorem to 15 per cent, ad valorem.

SWEDEN.—The exportation of the following, among other
articles, has been prohibited from Sweden as from January
18th:—Asbestos, u nworked ; manufactures of asbestos, not
specially mentioned; insulating compositions (for protection

against heat or cold) with or without admixture; also manu-
factures of such insulating compositions, such as slabs, seg-

ments, and other shaped pieces.

FRENCH INDO-CHINA.—A concession which cannot fail

to be of the greatest assistance to British traders who export
goods to Indo-China has recently been announced. Hitherto,

British goods, in order to obtain the benefit of the " Mini-
mum " Tariff rates on importation into Indo-China, have had
to conform to the condition that the goods be transported
direct to that country. The official announcement, however,
states that as an exceptional measure, and for the period of

duration of the war, goods of British origin will be entitled

to the "Minimum" rates even if the goods are transhipped
en route at Singapore, subject to the production of certificates

of origin as required by the regulations.

MOROCCO.—The Board of Trade have received a copy of

fi Tariff showing the valuations of the principal articles of

merchandise imported into Morocco. These valuations form
the basis on which duty is to be assessed by the Moorish
Customs Administration during the first half of 1916. It

should be remembered that, with certain exceptions, goods
imported into Morocco by sea are subject to duty at the rate

of 10 per cent, ad valorem, and also to the special tax of 2}
per cent, ad valorem imposed as a temporary measure by
Article 66 of the Algeciras Act. The new valuation tariff may
be inspected at the Commercial Intelligence Branch of the
Board of Trade, 73, Basinghall Street, London, E.C.

UNITED STATES OP AMERICA.—The following decision

respecting the application of the United States Tariff Act of

1913 has recently been rendered by the Board of General
Appraisers :

—
Metal Flash-light Cases.—The outer casings of electric flash-

lights, composed wholly or in chief value of metal, lacking
only batteries and light bulbs to render them complete articles,

valued above 20 cents (lOd.) per dozen pieces, are not like

articles to those enumerated in paragraph 356 of the Tariff,

and are, therefore, not within that paragraph. They are pro-

perly dutiable as manufactures of metal not plated with gold
or sOver, under paragraph 167 of the Tariff, at the rate of

20 per cent, ad valorem.

VENEZUELA.—In virtue of a Presidential Decree, dated
December 17th, 1915, pocket and portable electric lamps when
imported into Venezuela are to be declared in the Consular
Invoice, and to pay duty, as follows :

—
Class of the Total import

Declaration for Consular Tariff under duty (including
invoice. which dutiable. surtaxes).

I.omparas electricas portatiles IV, plus 1.526

y de bolsillo 30p.c, bolivaresper
specific. kilog. (gross).

It is important to preserve the exact (Spanish) wording
shown above in the "Declaration for Consular Invoice."
(Bolivar = 9.6d. ; kilog = 2.2046 1b.)

GAMBIA.—A new Customs Ordinance (No. 21 of 1915) came
into force on January 1st, 1916, in the Colony of the Gambia,
which makes provision for the levying of import duties differ-

ing in many instances from those formerly in operation.
Among the articles exempted from import duty may be men-
tioned electrical plant and apparatus, and industrial and
manufacturing machinery for use in connection with the
preparation of any natural product of West Africa, and 6pare
parts imported at the same time ; scientific and surgical in-
struments and apparatus; telegraph materials imported for

the use of the African Direct Telegraph Co. The duty on all

goods not specified and not exempted from duty has been
increased from 5 per cent, to 7 per cent, ad valorem.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1916.

(NOT YET PUBLISHED).

Compiled expressly for this journal bv Messrs. W. P. Thompson & Co
Electrical Patent Agents, 285, High Holborn, London, W.C., and at
Liverpool and Bradford.

2,536. "Carbon electrodes." H. Lew. February 21st.

2.546. " Electrically-operated valves." E. t . St. John. February 21st.

2.547. " Dvnamo-electric machinery." LANCASHIRE Dynamo and Motor Co.
and H. B. VVlllTMORE. February 81st.

2.551. " Thermostats for attaching to urns, niullers, fcc." E. L. Bernard.
February 21st.

2.552. " Miners' electric hand lamps." A. E. Angold &• A. H. Railing.
February 21st.

2.556. " Electrode holders fur electric welding." Quasi-Arc Co. & A. P.
Stkohmencer. February 21st.

2,569. " Dynamo-electric machines." British Thomson-Houston Co.
(General Electric Co., I S.A i. Februarj -'1st.

2,576. "Remote control ol search-lamps and ordnance." J. BroCKII.
February 21st.

2,«80. "Telephone systems." Relav Automatic Telephone Co. & H. J.
IlKRINK. February 21st.

2,582. " Dynamo-electrii machines." K. V. Morse. February 21st.

2,564. " Electric furnace." W. J. Wkichtson. February 21st. (United
States, February 19th, 1915.1

2.698. " Devices f„r generating, in an aerial for wireless telegraphy and
telephony, electric oscillations having a strictly single frequency." E. Bellini.
Febiuary 21st.

2,600. "Ampere-hour meter with friction-compensating device." Landis
(V[. GVR. SoC. Anon. February 21»t. (Germany. February 22nd, 1915.)

2,609. " Means for completing the connection of tubular electrical conductor
conduits to switch boxes. Sec." H. VV. Cox. February 22nd.

2.615. " Electric heating apparatus." J. II. Farthing & M. J. Railing.
February 22nd.

2.616. " Electrical ignition apparatus for starting internal-combustion
engines." M. S. Conner. February 22nd.

2.639. "Amplifying electrical variations." British Thomson-Hoi'Ston Co.
(General Electric Co., U.S.A.). February 22nd.

2,641. " Projector arc lamps." J. BroCKIE. February 22nd.
2.660. "Automatic telephone exchange systems." C. A. W. Hlltmas

February 22nd. (Sweden, February 23rd, 1915.)

2,672. " Shading electric, &c, lights." J. W. Anderson Si L. Loukes.
February 23rd.

2,681. " Terminals of electrical machinery, &c." F. J. Hadfield. Febru-
ary 23rd.

2,697. " Automatic electric fog signals." W. A. Jeboult & H. J. S.
StoBART. February 23rd.

2,701. " Ignition dynamos." C. T. Mason. February 23rd. (United
States, March 15th, 1915.)

2,704. " Manufacture of electric incandescence lamps with metallic incan-
descence body." Deutsche Gasgluhlicht Akt. Ges. (Auerges). Februarv 23rd.
(Germany, May 4th, 1915.)

2,714. " Elastic fluid turbines." British Thomson-Houston Co. (Genera!
Electric Co.. U.S.A.). February 23rd.

2,725. " Electrical impulse responders or selectors." H. J. Herink & Relay
Automatic Telephone Co. February 23rd.

2,752. " Fire bars for electric heaters." A. S. BLACKMAN & S. R. WlNDLE.
February 24th.

2,756. " Means for attaching flexible conductors to electrical apparatus."
W. H. Sturce. February 24lh.

2,780. " Electrolytic' processes and apparatus." F. W. Gauntlett. Febru-
ary 24th.

2.857. " Electric ignition of internal-combustion engines." C. W. Tidmas.
February 25th.

2.858. " Electric ignition of internal-combustion engines." C. W. Tidmas.
February 25th.

2,861. " Receivers for wireless signals." Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Co & F. P. Swann. February 25th.

2.664. " Fluid flow meters." British Thomson-Houston Co. (Gener.,1

Electric Co., U.S.A.). February 25th.

2,891. " Telephone receivers." G. A. Nussbaum. February 26th.

2.895. " Telephone transmitters." E. A. Petithory. February 26th.

2.896. " Electrical sounders, hooters, &c, for telephones." E. A. Laidlaw.
February 26ih.

2,901. " Measuring instruments." British Thomson-Houston Co. (General
Electric Co.. D.S.A.). February 26th.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.

19X5.
1.774. Apparatus for Electrically Operating Planing Machines and the

like Reciprocating Tools. Lancashire Dynamo & Motor Co. and W. Har-
greaves. February 4th.

2,045. Electric Accumulators. J. P. Haworth. February 9th.

2,180. Electric Switch Panels. Igranic Electric Co. (Cutler-Hammer
Manufacturing Co.). February 10th.

2,226. Steam Accumulators. British Thomson-Houston Co. & C. H. Naylor.
February 11th.

2,356. Means for Intermittently Starting and Stopping as desired Elec-
tkical Machines. W. Brown. February 15th.

2,390. Electricity Meters for Multi-wire Circuits. F. A. Nield. Febru-
ary 15th.

2,489. Portable Electric Lamps. H. J. C. Forrester (J. VV. Dunham).
I-. bruary 16th.

2,786. Electric Transformers. J. Torner. February 20th. (February
21st, 1914.)

2,894. Heating Tools or Dies by Electricity. VV. ]. Readett. Februarv
23rd.

3,366. Telephone Exchanges. International Electric Co., R. G. le Noir and
E. Funccius. March 2nd.

4,110. Means for Connecting Electrical Conduits to their Fittings.

F. L. Broughton. March 16th. (Cognate application 4,885/15.)

4,681. Apparatus for the Electrolytic Production or Zinc. M. Perreur-

Lloyd. March 25th. (May 28th, 1914.)

6,642. Combined Electric Switches and Connecting Plugs. R. Moore.

May 4th. (Cognate application 8,736/15.)

7,003. Method of and Device for Kindling Mercury Vapour Electric

Apparatus. Quarzlampen G.m.b.H. May 10th. (June 15th, 1914.)

7,622. Electric Lamps as applied for Advertising Purposes. VV. C Jeans
and Jeans, Ltd. May 21st.

7,868. Rontgen or X-ray Apparatus. C. B. Burdon (Siemens & Halske
Akt Ges.). May 27th.

8,272. Arc Lamp with Electrodes of Highly Refractory Metals, Tung-
sten in particular. Allgemeine Elektricitats Ges. June 3rd. (June 3rd, 1914.)

8.412 Electrical Safety Fuse Devices. C. B. Burdon (Siemens & Halske
Akt. Ges.). June 7th.

9.246. Electric Relay. W. R. Sykes Interlocking Signal Co. & G. H.
Sykes. June 23rd.

14,648. Electro-mechanical Driving Arrangements for Vehicles and
other purposes. H. Reik & Oesterreichische Daimler-Motoren Akt. Ges.

October 14th. (September 2nd, 1913.)

15.750. Process for Electrolytically Reducing or Oxidising Organic

Substances. O. Imray (Society of Chemical Industry in Basle). November 8th.
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In spite of the prevalence of war conditions,- the

Institution of Electrical Engineers has found time to

carry out a revision of its wiring-

rules, and issued

the jth edition last week. The Wi.ing Rules Com-
mittee is a Standing Committee of 20 members, on

which all the interests involved are represented, in-

cluding the fire insurance companies, and we are

glad to be able to state that all the latter have now
adopted the rules; these are also accepted as

standard practice by n jst of our electricity supply

authorities, so we may congratulate the Institution

and the industry on the excellent progress that has

been made towards the universal acceptance of a

single standard code, in place of the heterogeneous

and chaotic mass of local regulations with which the

contractor was confronted some ten or twelve years

ago. The rules have been extended to include

medium pressures (up to 650 volts)—a very neces-

sary step in view of the amount of power that is

supplied from the outers of three-wire systems

and on three-phase networks at pressures between

400 and 500 volts—and it is interesting to note that

provision has be n made for the use of conductors

with " tough ribber compound protection," under

which disguise may be detected cab-tire sheathing.

A table showing the capacity of conduits forms a

very welcome addition, and an attempt is made to

secure uniformity in the use of colours for distin-

guishing the conductors. Where possible, too, the

work of the Engineering Standards Committee has

been utilised.

The wording of the rules has evidently been very

carefully revised, with great advantage in precision

and lucidity, and numerous minor changes have been

effected. One very commendable change is the

abandonment of the definition of grade of insulated

cable in terms of its insulation resistance—a mis-

leading system, which was also to a great extent

meaningless, owing to the wide range of values of

the megohms per mile between the large and small

sizes of cable. In place of this, v.r. cables are now

to be graded as " I.E.E. ^50-volt cable," and

" I.E.E. 650-volt cable," a m.ich more reasonable

system.

Many changes have been introduced into the

definitions and rules regarding conductors, etc., in

the direction of greater safety and reliability; thus

the size of insulated wire above which stranded con-

ductors must be employed is reduced from No. 14

to No. 16 s.w.G., and in the case of flexible con-

ductors No. 36 s.w.G. is made the minimum instead

of the maximum size for each wire; for medium

pressures heavy-gauge screwed conduit is specified;

1]
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switches having a handle projecting through an

open slot in the cover are forbidden; the use of

" hard metal " for fuses is no longer recommended,

nor is it suggested that soft metal fuses should he

soldered to metal plates; the " Home Office" pat-

tern of wall plug is recommended, and the use of a

cord grip for flexibles connected with wall plugs is

specified, while it is advised also on portable appli-

ances in no fewer than three identical clauses on

three consecutive pages; and heaters consuming over

1,000 watts—as will the majority in future—must be

in led with double-pole switches.

The printing of the wire table in the rules instead

of on a separate sheet is a distinct improvement; the

only other change in it appears to be the elimination

of the superfluous figures in the column giving the

resistances of conductors per 1,000 yards, which were

formerly carried to four significant figures—a useless

refinement, seeing that a variation of 2 per cent, is

allowed; in most cases two digits, and in the re-

mainder three, are now employed, and are sufficient

for all practical purposes.

On the whole, while the rules are not yet beyond

criticism, we must congratulate the Wiring -Rules

Committee upon the results of its last' revision; the

wording, the composition, and the arrangement 1 of

the rules have been very greatly improved, and the

changes that have been introduced in the regulations

are such as will, we believe, command general

approval.

To all who desire to see success attenda fo Re-

wound Hi) " ^e Triton fight against German trade,

the London Gazelle has been of abundant

interest during the last few months. Several issues have

contained lists of companies, firms, and individuals with

whom it is permissible to trade in China, where German
scheming during the war has been extremely active. The
reader naturally draws his own conclusions as to what his

connections should be with those whose names do not so

appear. In another issue, as we recently stated, there

appeared lists of persons and bodies of enemy nationality

or associations in Greece, Morocco, Netherlands, Norway,

Portugal, Portuguese East Africa, Spain, and SwedeD, with

whom or which trading is prohibited. Jn these lists a

number of electrical names are condemned. But last of all

we have a number of issues of the Gazelle, publishing the

names of businesses in this country which, under the Trading

with the Enemy Amendment Act, have been ordered by

the Board of Trade to be wound up. Here, again, a number
of electrical and allied names are recorded. We have quoted

such of the 44 companies as appear to interest our readers,

in our " War Items," but the announcement which will be

welcomed most of all by the electrical trade is that which
concerns the Electrical Co., Ltd. So long as the law per-

mitted a business in which practically the whole of the
capital was German owned, and the main purpose of which
was to represent the Allgemeine Elektricitiits Gesellschaft, to

continue trading, the matter was one of extreme difficulty,

but it was, nevertheless, a blot on our escutcheon. We have
watched the A.E.G. activities in this emntry, so far as it

was possible to keep track of its operations, for many years.

Its representatives came over here at a time when they
were not viewed either with suspicion or with serious mis-
giving, and they laboriously and enterprisingly built up an

organisation at great cost, which resulted in millions of

pounds' worth of contracts being, sent out of the country.

Our industry was not in a state to resist the competition. The
A. E.G. agents went in and out amongst us as respected

gentlemen, notwithstanding all that we say to-day about

the Teuton of these days not having the word "gentleman"
in bis vocabulary. They were, or seemed to be, Germans
of the "old school"— if we may use the expression. We
hope that, when the anti-German sentiment is so strong

within us all, we shall not be misunderstood for stating these

facts, for among other things that this disappearance of a

company from our registers suggests to us, is the illustration

that it affords within our own industry of the gross stupidity

and shortsightedness of the Prussian scheme for world domi-

nation. There will not be a British electrical man who will

regret the passing into oblivion of a concern which stood for

the letters A. E.G. in England while that vast German
organisation was engaged in manufacturing war supplies

of so many kinds for the enemy. The senseless mutterings

of its head, Dr. Walther Rathenau, recorded in our

piges, about war being waged in the old Roman way,

and the desires held in that quarter for making war on

the British Empire, have not been without their effect upon
the British electrical mind. They will not soon be forgotten

after the war. Much blood has flowed on the Continent,

and a record of infamy and shame has been written which

has shocked the world. The Colonies are as determined* as

we are that neither this nor any other German organisation

shall have things so much its own way in our markets in

future as it has had in the past. The announcement now
made gives final dismissal to A. E.G. activity in this country

so far as it was represented by the Electrical Co. Parts of its

organisation may have passed into other hands, and some of

its staff and employes may be employed by indisputably

British and neutral concerns, but the Electrical Co., Ltd.,

as such, in its capacity for earning profits whether on the

sale of British or other goods, for German capital, is ended.

The company's doings formed the subject of a good deal of

correspondence in these pages a short time ago, and those

who took part therein will not be disappointed at the course

that events have taken. Further, those who were legally

bound under contracts to supply goods to them will, doubt-

less, feel relieved that by the process of forced liquidation

they are freed from their contractual responsibilities. The
question that will naturally occur to many minds will be :

Will the A. E.G., after the war, be permitted to "raise its

head " again in the British Isles or in the Colonies ? We
wonder !

British observers in Italy have been
British Finance

definite in their warnings to British
for Italian J

, , ,,,..,.
Trade. manufacturers that unless they take swift

advantage of the opportunity, it will slip

through their lingers. Italian buyers who long for freedom

from Teutonic economic influence, and are determined that,

if they have it in their power to decide, (Jerman penetration

in Italian commercial and industrial affairs shall never again

be what it was before the war, have shown signs of

impatience with us because we have talked so much of bold

intentions, but have seemed to delay the taking of appro-

priate action. But all movements are not shown upon the

surface, and plans are often maturing for many months

before the outside world knows anything about them. We
believe that it will gratify our Italian brothers-in-arms as

much as it will please the British commercial and

industrial world, to learn that two of the best EDglish banks

— (the London County and Westminster, and Lloyd's)

—

as representatives of what is described as a " financial

group," have entered into an agreement for the formation

of an Anglo-Italian Bank for the purpose of developing the

economic relations between the two countries and promoting

commercial and industrial undertakings in Italy. The new

concern will be made up of two companies—the British

Italian Corporation in this country, and the Compagnia

Italo- Britannic 1 in Italy : the former will have a capital of
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£1,000,000 and the latter £400,000. The financial group
which is acting in the matter is very strongly backed.
This move on the part of our financial leaders should give
great encouragement to all who are desirous of assisting as

traders in the fostering of commercial relations. And more
than that, it augurs well for the strengthening of British

financial facilities, and a more general co-operation with
industry, in other countries where enlightened finance is

unquestionably going to be one of the most important
factors assisting us to be even with Teutonic competitors
when the world is open to them again.

THE ENGINEER IN THE TR0PIC5.

By GEO. R. ARCHDEACON, A.M.I.E.E.

Lead.
The position of pig-lead has again been

the subject of considerable interest lately.

The price of this metal has kept at a very high level for

some considerable time past, and most consumers were

rather inclined to believe that this was partly the result of

aggressive speculative buying. Recent developments, how-
ever, have certainly tended to dissipate that impression-

With the intervention of the Government in placing lead,

like most other metals, under the Defence of the Realm Act,

thus eliminating all speculative transactions, business was

naturably brought for a time to a complete standstill until

the metal market was reopened under the new regulation.

The market was then put to a test, and in a temporary
absence of inquiries the price was depressed to the extent of

25s. a ton to about £31 15s., but there were not many
sellers near that level, and the law of supply and demand
reasserted itself to an extent which has soon resulted

in the price being restored to the level at which it stood

prior to the Proclamation. The strong underlying condi-

tions having thus been more readily recognis;d, the ease

with which the recent fairly large supplies were taken care

of has tended to stimulate the covering of prospective needs

over the spring. The market was in rather an excited con-
dition in the course of the past week, with successive jumps
in the price to about £34 a ton for next month shipment,

the highest figure recorded since the years which followed

the Napoleonic wars, and there was a further rise early this,

week. The price is admittedly extravagantly high, but it

is well to bear in mind that the enormous war requirements

now absolutely dominate the pasition. Xever before in the

history of the trade has there been so much lead wanted
as at the present time, in spite of the comparatively

reduced industrial requirements on this side. The pre-

sent lofty level of values certainly affords every

inducement for producers to push mining operations,

but there is, of course, a limit to the forcing of the output,

while, at the same time, efforts in that direction are liable

to be frustrated by labour troubles as happened in the early

part of this year in Australia. Operations in that quarter

are now again running pretty smoothly, but labour tribula-

tions have lately occurred in one of the chief mining
districts in Spain, and this has not been without effect upon
the temper of the market, though the latest news regarding

the Spanish strike is a little more hopeful. In the course

of the past year, the unusually large American surplus

diverted to this country, following upon the huge increase

in the American output in 1914, had the effect of keeping
prices down for a time, but the American position is now
much stronger. Domestic consumption has been consider-

ably on the increase, so that the exportable surplus has been
correspondingly reduced. The British market is thus more
dependent upon the shipments from Spain and Australia

in order to keep pace with the huge requirements largely in

connection with munition work. Our imports for the first

two months of this year were over 7,000 tons short of the
same period last year, this deficit representing the short-

comings from America and Spain. The fact has to be
remarked that the total Spanish exports for the past year

show only an increase of about 9,000 metric tons against

the previous year's returns. The position of lead has
undoubtedly been complicated by shipping difficulties and
labour scarcity in this country which tend to handicap
amelters' operations, and Government action in that direction

would possibly assist in affording some relief from the present

tringent conditions.

It not infrequently happens that " in search of that bubble
reputation " the electrical engineer penetrates the deadly

swamp3 and forests of Africa, India, South America, or the

Malay Straits. Before finally deciding upon the accept-

ance of an appointment in any tropical district the young
engineer (who has been hitherto full of the wild desire to

get out of England), when faced with the grave decision of

accepting or refusing what at first sight seems a very

tempting offer, will probably be troubled by such matters as

(a) The high death rate obtaining io that particular dis-

trict
;

(b) The outfit necessary
;

(c) The cost of living
;

(tf) Social life.

The author has frequently been faced with these posers,

and ofttimes has found his geography too weak to enable him
even to locate the place offhand. To the untravelled

engineer the tropics are wrapped in an atmosphere of

mystery and death, and all his future success therein seems

to hang upon the odds whether he will manage to live three

years, or die within three months. The prospects of success

and affluence are alluring, yet provokingly indefinite.

Upon one occasion, when a lucrative position in South

America was offered to the writer, the managing director

said, " If you stay in England you will have a fair amount
of comfort and bread and butter ; if you come with me you

will have plenty of discomforts, but you will have jam upon
your bread."

Let the young engineer bear this well in mind ; in the

Tropics he will not only have " jam on his bread," but he

will live a freer life, and find unbounded opportunities for

experience and progress. He will occupy a higher social

position than a similar berth would carry at home, and the

opportunities for saving are considerably greater than at

home ; but there are many pitfalls for the unwary. To save

a reasonable percentage of one's salary necessitates a very

strong will, and the exercise of that will must never be

relaxed, for nowhere in Europe are the temptations so

manifold as in the Tropics, coupled to which is the effect

of a bad climate, which is constantly working upon one's

health, and so reducing the vitality that gradually one's

power of resistance decreases.

The question of total abstinence, or moderate indulgence

in alcoholic drinks, in the Tropics, is perhaps one of the

most vexed questions of the day. Each side has its strong

adherents ; each side possesses its convincing and conclu-

sive statistics. The author does not pose as an authority on

this subject, but, from personal observation and experience

in various tropical districts, he advises total abstinence

from all alcoholic liquors between sunrise and sunset ; after

sunset a moderate indulgence usually does no harm, but

seems to act as a necessary stimulant.

The care of one's health in any tropical country must at

all times occupy a serious portion of one's thoughts. Con-

stipation at all times has evil effects, but in a tropical

country its effect is simply deadly. Try and imagine the

effect of the climate upon the average young Britisher who
has all his life been used to cold fresh breezes, when he

is suddenly dumped down, say, in the malarious and

malodorous district of the river Amazon, where the tempera-

ture in his bedroom throughout the night is about 90° F.,

while the hydrometer shows about >S5 per cent, to 95 per

cent, humidity. One can well understand that living under

those conditions one loses all desire for movement or exercise,

and only cares to lounge about in pyjamas, with a long iced

drink at hand. Exercise must be the watchword, and

plenty of it, yet that is just the thing that one does not feel

inclined to indulge in. This, again, is the occasion when

the strong will must be exercised.

Another vexed question is quinine. Should one fortify

oneself against malaria by taking, say, five grains per

day, or not ? If one takes quinine each day, trouble arises

in the administering of it if one does (in spite of being

charged with the drug) contract malaria. Here, again, we

find the experts taking sides on this grave issue. Beyond

doubt a daily consumption of quinine does appear to

reduce the risks of malaria ; therefore, on the principle of
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" prevention is better than cure," the author is of the

opinion (in spite of slight deafness frequently caused by the

habit), that one should never neglect the daily dose of

quinine when in a malarious district.

As regards the most suitable "first ;iid" remedies to

carry, it depends largely upon what district is being con-

sidered—tropical diseases vary very much in the various dis-

tricts ; for example

—

Yellow fever in Brazil, but never in India, Malay Straits

or China.

Sleeping sickness and blackwater fever in West Africa,

but never in Brazil, China, or India.

Malarial fever, however, is found in all tropical countries.

Perhaps the most useful items to be observed are :—Vacci-
nation against smallpox

; inoculation against enteric fever ;

chlorodine for cholera and dysentery
; quinine for malarial

fever : corrosive sublimate for wounds and scratches ; ice-

cap in case of sunstroke.

Apart from the mosquitoes, chills are the most fruitful

causes of illness, and they frequently lead to serious results.

It is most important to avoid chills ; many a man has gone
to his grave through kicking off his sheet during the night
and sleeping with the fan blowing a draught of cool air on
to his body. A cholera belt should always be worn during
the night.

The all-important question of clothes will, doubtless,

require a considerable amount of thought. Again, local

conditions must be inevitably the guide. Many districts

have a fierce tropical summer, yet during the winter it is

necessary to wrap up in thick furs and have a roaring fire

in the bedroom. The style of one's clothes must be care-
fully considered. In India, Africa, and Malay Straits,

white patrol jackets buttoned up to the chin are usually
worn, whereas in Brazil, Hong-Kong, and Shanghai, white
jackets cut in a similar style to our lounge jackets at home,
showing white soft shirt, collar and tie, are considered the
only possible wear for a gentleman.
To sum up the whole subject, life, to be fairly certain and

healthy in the Tropics, should be (with a few reservations)

maintained in a manner similar to that followed at home.
The most important items to be observed are :—Plenty
of exercise, plenty of sleep, plenty of good food, and plenty
of optimism.

THE TESTING OF UNDERGROUND CABLES
WITH CONTINUOUS CURRENT.

Mr. 0. L. Record's paper on this subject was read before
tin- M\NCHESTER LOCAL SECTION OF THE INSTITUTION OF ELEC-
TRICAL Engineers on February 8th. An abstract of the paper
appeared in our issue of February 18th. In the discussion the
Chairman (Mr. B. Welbourn) 6aid that the present know-
ledge of insulating materials dictated that a.c overhead lines
could only be constructed for a maximum pressure of 150,000
volte, but the information given in the paper would suggest
that D.c. pressures of even 300,000 volts would be practicable
for overhead lines. It would be interesting to know the
highest limit of D.c. pressure which could be used.
Mr. C. J. Beaver said the distribution of stress with con-

tinuous current was quite different to that with alternating
current; it depended upon different factors, viz.: resistance
in the former

' case and capacity in the latter, therefore the
effects would be quite different. The object of testing cables
after laying was mainly to ensure that any damage incurred
in laying was rectified. He did not entirely agree that there
was no relation between the dielectric strength and the insula-
tion resistance. The only advantage in size and weight of
the Delon transformer lay in the fact that it had only to be de-
signed for a small current. Sound dielectrics were not affected
by pressures several times the working pressure, and the
factors of safety employed ensured that the dielectrics were far
removed from any such effects. Dielectric fatigue was simply
the reaching of the limit of disrupture voltage of some com-
ponent of the dielectric The fatigue stage would, therefore,
be far removed from any effect which could be brought about
by such voltages as were likely to be applied to the cable
under working conditions. A manufacturer might show some
disinclination to take the responsibility for a cable suffering
from things over which he had no control, but otherwise it

would not interest him very much if the cable were tested
repeatedly at twice working pressure. The most important
question in connection with the d.c. apparatus was whether it

would satisfactorily burn out faults. Wet cables were ex-
tremely difficult to break down, and the more water-logged
the cable the more difficult the task.

Prof. E. W. Marchant said the relationship existing be-
tween the breakdown strength of material tested by direct
current and alternating current was one of the most remark-
able phenomena met with in electrical work. A cable having
a non-uniform dielectric would have an entirely different dis-

tribution of stress in the two cases, the D.o. case depending
upon the specific resistance of the material, and the a.c case
depending upon the specific inductive capacity. This was one
of the reasons why the direct-current method of testing could
not be regarded as entirely satisfactory. A number of tests

had been made at Liverpool on the dielectric strength of

ebonite, with the object of determining the amount of fatigue,

which in ebonite appeared to be extremely small. He had
tried to find what might bo 6tyled " mechanical fatigue," but
the tests had failed to reveal it. He described a Wimshuret
machine designed by Mr. Watson for direct-current
and giving an output of 4 or 5 milliamperes at 150,000 volts.

Mr. Watson had also designed a special voltmeter reading up
to 100,000 volts. The instrument was of the reflecting type,
and was only a foot in diameter, the moving parts being
arranged in a chamber filled with compressed air at 200 lb. per
square inch pressure.
Mr. H. A. Radcliff thought the continuous-currenl test

did not meet the requirements of a test under working condi-
tions on alternating-current cables. The application of an
e>:cess alternating pressure was undoubtedly the correct
method of testing A.c. high-tension cables before being put
into service, and where possible it was advisable, before apply-
ing the excess pressure, to warru up the cables for several

hcurs by circulating through them the maximum load current.
Ihis could easily be done using a suitable low-voltage trans-

former. Any test which ignored the effect of dielectric losses-

was necessarily incomplete. He agreed that there was no
definite relationship between dielectric strength and insula-

tion resistance. Insulation resistance or excess pressure tests-

were in themselves insufficient, and in future all tests of any
value would include accurate measurements of the dielectric

losses. In the case of sample lengths tested at the manufac-
turers' works, the pressure should be applied for several
hours, and, if possible, a superposed low:-voltage current
equal to the maximum load should be passed through the
conductors, all teste being made at normal working frequency.
Whilst a high insulation resistance was not necessarily an
attribute of a good high-tension cable, it greatly facilitated

the location of leaky joints and fittings. The difficulties of

testing with alternating pressure seemed rather magnified, as

12 miles of cable would never be tested at 40,000 volts with
portable equipment. Tests after laying were usually made
iu lengths of about a mile, and after locating defects and
making the joints, excess pressure was applied to the full

length from the generating station or sub-station. Such a

final test was required by the Board of Trade, and despite-

the energetic opposition of the cable makers it was likely to

be repeated. He could not understand how a continuous pres-

sure could ever be regarded as the equivalent of an alter-

nating one.

Mr. F. Fernie considered that the curve showing the rela-

tion between breakdown voltage (a.c.) and duration of test

was not always true. A certain paper-insulated cable broke-

down under test at 91.5 kv., but when 90 kv. was applied to

another portion of the same cable for some hours there was
no breakdown. The pressure was again applied and raised

steadily until 91.5 kv. was recorded, and the cable again
broke down. Other cables tested at the same time gave similar
results. Similarly, the statement regarding the decrease of

breakdown voltage with increase of frequency was not true
for frequencies below 100; any decrease which did occur would
certainly be under 5 per cent. Nearly all statements regard-
ing dielectrics were to be accepted as true for a specimen
rather than a substance.
Mr. H. M. Crellin said that experiments had shown that

heating a cable to the temperature of boiling water did not
perceptibly reduce the breakdown voltage. In the case of a

cable damaged in laying, assuming the dielectric to be parti-

ally cracked so that it was composed partly of air and partly

impregnated paper,* with D.c. pressure the drop across the
dielectric would be directly proportional to the resistance of

the layers. It might easily happen with continuous pressure-

that the potential gradient would so adjust itself across the

dielectric that the presence of a crack would remain un-
detected. On the other hand, with alternating pressure the
voltage drop across the dielectric would be fixed by the capa-
cities of the layers, and not the leakage current. Impregnated
paper had a dielectric constant approximately three times
that of air; consequently, as the potential gradient was in-

versely proportional to the capacity, the alternating pressure
would easily spark across the crack, and so break down tin-

fault. Regarding the ratio of d.c. to a.c pressures referred
to in the paper, it was not generally realised that the ratio

of secondary to primary pressure of a transformer was con-
siderably increased by the charging current of a cable due to

the effect of the leading current on the magnetic leakage of
the transformer.
Mr. J. L. Langton said the Delon apparatus would have a

good application to the testing of line insulators in situ. His
experience during the past year had shown that cracks due
to temperature variations, expansion of cement, &c. . were
really the. cause of the so-called fatigue in porcelain. Defects
in insulators, which would break down with the usual trans-

former test, would not be disclosed by the Delon apparatus.
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The smallest crack required alternate stress and heating in

order to develop into a distinct fault. In air and in a solid

insulation of mineral origin there was no relation between
insulation resistance and dielectric strength. In the case of

a solid insulation of vegetable origin, however, there seemed
to be some relation, as moisture was a predominant factor

when present in fibrous material. An increase in tempera-
ture would drive out moisture and increase the insulation

resistance, but diminish the dielectric strength. Regarding
the effect of frequency on dielectric strength, his experience
with solids of mineral origin showed no difference between
33 and 100 cycles.

Mr. H. Alcock referred to the statement that the tests in

question were only intended to show up faults produced in

laying cables. The provision of a metallic test 6heath inter-

posed between the conductor and the lead sheathing already
achieved this object, and further refinements seemed quite

unnecessary.
Mr. J. W. Record thought the word "rectified" should be

substituted for "continuous" in the title of the paper. The
use of the cables instead of small condensers might easily

involve a transformer of 300-k.v.a. capacity, such as was re-

quired in testing with alternating current. If such a test as
was described should appear advantageous in future, it could
only be put into operation after some competent authority had
established the relationship between d.c. and a.c. pressures.
The author's figures might certainly be laid down provi-
sionally.

The Author, in a brief reply, said that in the case of cables
for voltages at present in vogue, the margin of safety was soi

great that the question of fatigue was negligible. He cited a
case where a 10,000-volt cable was subjected to 80,000 volts,

after which the engineer had no qualms of conscience in
testing at 20,000 volts, i.e., double working pressure, every
time there was trouble with the joints. With 50,000 or 60,000
volts the margin of safety was much smaller, and special
precautions had to be taken. He did not advocate replacing
the a.c. test altogether by the d.c. test. The capacity of the
transformer was 3 kw., and this was actually effective power
in the case of the d.c. test. Considering the extremely low
power factor in the case of the A.c test, it would be obvious
that, in spite of the large capacity of the testing transformer,
the effective power would be very small.

REVIEWS.

The Principles of Dynamo-Electric Machinery. By B. P.
Bailey. London : Hill Publishing Co. Price l'2s. 6d. net.

Much may be said in favour- of the principle that professors
and lecturers should expand their lecture notes into a text-
book for the use of their students. When the lectures and
text-books are co-ordinated in this way, advantages of unifor-

mity of method and terminology in the instruction are much
facilitated. If the resulting text-book is of sufficient origi-

nality and merit, it may prove valuable to a larger class than
the one which is more immediately addressed by its author,
and its wider publication is fully justified.

We take the work before us to be of the type which repre-

sents in somewhat expanded form a course of lectures on
elementary electrical engineering addressed to a class of the
author's students. Judged from this standpoint, the book is

well written, and will doubtless serve a useful purpose. When
regarded from the wider aspect of the more general public,

it is more difficult to foresee a sphere of usefulness.

While it may be regarded as a well-written text-book for

elementary students, there seems to be no marked charac-
teristic or originality in treatment which is likely to render
it more helpful to the ordinary student than the several

excellent text-books covering similar ground which have been
published in this country at a fraction of the price of Prof.

Bailey's book. In fact, the reviewer would not feel justified

in advising any student to invest so large a sum as the price

asked for this volume on a purely preparatory text-book,

unless he is more than usually fastidious in the matters of

binding and typography—both of which are excellent in the

present case.

Turning to the contents of the book, the author believes

that the material which it contains will satisfy the needs of

students who do not intend to follow electrical engineering

as a profession, while he also anticipates its utility as a first

course for students who expect to proceed further in the
subject. Sparing use has been made of mathematical demon-
stration, and the author has generally explained his subject

by reference to physical principles and employed methods of

general reasoning, rather than rigid proofs. In this manner
he has covered the field represented by the most important
types of electrical generators, motors, and transformers, and
has succeeded in conveying an idea of the main principles

underlying their behaviour and use. His diagrams are clear,

and where illustrations of actual machines and instruments
are introduced they are generally well chosen and helpful.

It is obvious that when such a large amount of material is

dealt with in a book of 300 pages the treatment of many
portions is necessarily very slight, and it would be unfair

to find fault with many omissions. It seems, however, a pity

that no reference is made to magnetic leakage when dealing

with field systems—especially as the student is asked to make
calculations on the ampere-turns necessary to produce a given
armature flux.

In view of the non-analytical treatment adopted in most
parts of the book, it seems of doubtful utility to approach the

principles of the alternating circuit in 6uch an academic
manner as is done in Chapter XII. Indeed, in this chapter

the author seems to have departed somewhat widely from his

plan of emphasising physical conceptions and avoiding such
demonstrations as depend only on abstract mathematics and
are wanting in appeal to the physical sense.

A good deal of the conventional mathematical treatment at

this stage seems misplaced in a book intended mainly for the

general and non-mathematical student, and such quantities

as impedance and reactance need not have been introduced

for the firet time in the form of mathematical symbols and
without any reference to their significance in practice. There
seems to be no particular need to introduce the subject of

electrostatic capacity and conditions for resonance at this

stage, especially if the student is not distinctly warned against

supposing that capacity and inductance are equally important

factors in determining the impedance of the electrical circuits

met with in the later chapters of the book.

Again, a certain number of rather advanced subjects are

introduced, but treated in such general and superficial terms

that the wisdom of referring to them at all seems open to

question. One example of this is the 6ingle-phase induction

motor, which is dealt with in three pages; even this short

discussion seems to the reviewer to be lacking in clearness,

which, it is only fair to add, is unusual in Prof. Bailey's book
as a whole.
The reviewer's general impression is that for the non-

electrical student the book may prove useful in conveying a

general knowledge of the most important principles involved

in electrical machinery; though, for the non-expert user of

electrical machines, the treatment adopted is hardly the best.

For the electrical student who hopes later to proceed further

in his studies of electrical machinery, the book suffers from

the fact that it deals too exclusively with principles and
general statements, and provides an insufficient basis of concrete

examples and definite results to enable the beginner to lay a

good foundation for future studies.

The reviewer refuses to believe that it i6 wise to present

the serious student with " the principles of dynamo-electric

machinery " in a compass of 300 pages, especially when mathe-
matical aids to abbreviation are little used.

Relativity and the Electron Theory. By E. Cunningham, M.A.
London : Longmans, Green & Co. Price 4s. net.

This little work is one of the series of monographs on physics

edited conjointly by Sir J. J. Thomson and Prof. F. Norton.

As the author states, it is an attempt to set out as clearly

and simply as possible the relation of the principle of rela-

tivity to the generally-accepted electron theory, showing at

what points the former is the natural and necessary comple-

ment of the latter. Mathematical analysis has been omitted

as far as possible with the object of rendering the account

useful to the general reader, especially to the experimental

physicist.

Of course, to the practical man the principle of relativity

has very little bearing. He is apt to consider it and allied

subjects as mere abstractions suitable as a study for those

who have nothing better to do. Nevertheless, there are many
desirous of keeping up-to-date with modern conceptions, and
to such this little book of 90 odd pages can be commended.

_

The author, after discussing space and time in Newton's

dynamics and the relativity of Newton's dynamics, goes on

to show that time is not an absolute or independent concept.

He then traces the advent of the aether theory and mentions

Fresnel's convection-coefficient, and describes Fizeau's verifi-

cation of Fresnel's hypothesis. The Michelson-Morley experi-

ment is described and discussed at some length.

Towards the end of the work there is an interesting chapter

on Minkowski's four-dimension vectors. Minkowski speaks

of space by itself and time by itself as being mere shadows,

and of only a kind of blend of the. two as existing in .its

own right. He thinks of his four-vector as a single entity,

just as we think of force as a single entity. The components

of a force do not exist of themselves. They are only con-

venient means of specifying the force, which is one and defi-

nite. So 6pace and time co-ordinates are to Minkowski only

particular, complementary, and inseparable means of specify;

ing a single fact or occurrence. Analytically, Minkowski
transports himself to a space of four dimensions, in which

the distinction between space and time vanishes. In this

four-dimensional region the whole of space and time is por-

trayed in one construct.

The A.S.E.—The membership of the Amalgamated

Society of Engineers haB increased by 2,560 during the month of

February to 208.825. This is a reord for the society, which has

secured about 30,000 new membsrs since the war.— Times.
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THE IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF SWEDEN.

Tin- following figures, showing the imports and exports in-

1913 into and from Sweden of electrical and similar goods,
are extracted from the official trade statistics which have just

hecn issued. Unfortunately they are not as up-to-date as we
should desire, the detailed 1914 figures not yet being available,
hut they are of interest as showing the course of Swedish
business just before the war.

IMPORTS.

Electric meters.—
Prom Germany

,, Great Britain

,, Other countries

1912.

Kronor.

808,000

81,000

7,000

1913.

Kronor.

1,008,000

68,000

10,000

Inc. or dec.

Kronor.

260,000
13,000

3,000

Total 896,000

Electric incandescent lamps.—
Prom Germany 1,016,000

,, Austria-Hungary ... 16,000

„ Holland —
„ Other countries ... 26,000

1,146,000 + 250,000

1,166,000

32,000

36,000

22,000

150,000
16,000

36,000

4,000

Total ... 1,058,000 1,256,000 + 198,000

Dynamos and motors over 500 kg.
in weight, and parts thereof,—

From Germany 200,000 174,000 -
„ Great Britain ... 14,000 38,000 +
„ Switzerland — 63,000 +
„ Other countries ... 8,000 23,000*- +

Total 222,000 298,000
* United States 12,000.

Dynamos and motors up to 500 l(g.

in weight, and parts thereof.—
Prom Germany 389,000 502.000

,, Great Britain ... 16,000 22,000
„ Switzerland 13,000 16,000
„ United States ... 19,000 15,000
,. Other countries ... 34,000 40,000

+

26,000
24,000
63,000

15,000

76,000

113,000

6,000

3,000

4,000

6,000

Total 471,000

Electric cables covered with lead.—
595,000 + 124,000

Prom Denmark
,, Germany
„ Holland
,, Great Britain

„ Other countries

Total

Turbines.—
From Germany

,, Great Britain

,, Other countries

Total

35,000 —
3,976,000 3,429,000 -

59,000 6,000 -
405,000 99,000 -
33,000 41,000 +

4,508,000 3,575,000

No
details.

27,000

106,000*

4,000 133,000 +
* Switzerland 105,000.

Telephone and telegraph apparatus.—
From Germany 47,000 87,000 +
„ Great Britain ... 32.000 59,000 +
„ Other countries ... 29,000 11,000 -

Total 108,000* 157,000 +
* Includes wireless apparatus 11,000 kronor.

Transformers and parts thereof.—
From Germany 97,000 407,000 +

Other countries ... 14,000 125,000 +

Total 111,000 532,000'

* Includes rotary converters.
*

35,000

547,000

53,000
3i 10,001!

8,000

933,000

129,000

40,000

27,000

18,000

49,000

310,000

111,000

421,000

Accumulators.—
From Germany

Great Britain

,, Other countries

Total

Rheostats, switches, <rY.

—

From Germany
,, Other countries

Total

999,000

7,000

1,006,000 504,000 502,000

170.111 li I

13,000 +
21,000 -t

-.29.000

13,000

14,000

657.000

38,000
S77.000 +
20,000 -

220,000

18,000

695,000 897,000 + 202,000

Transformers.—
To Norway
,, Spain
,, Other countries

Total ..

EXPORTS.

... 400,000
72,000

59,000

372,000
69,000

102,000

531,000 543,000

28,000

3,000

43,000

12,000

I'll 2.

Kronor.
Electric dynamos and motors.—
To Russia 85,000

Great Britain
Norway ...

Finland ...

Denmark
Spain
Germany
Canada ...

Other countries

Total

353,000
265,000

147,000
173,000
221,000
72,000

375,000

625,000

1913.

Kronor.

153,000
203,000

916,000
213,000
241,000
360,000
21,000

557,000
922,000

Inc. or dec.

Kronor.

I- 68,000
60,000

651,000
00,000

68,000
] 30,000

51,000
182,000

297,000

2,316,000 3,676,000 + 1,360,000

54,000

59,000

145,000

Electric incandescent lamps.—
To Germany ' 32,000

,, Denmark 46,000

„ Great Britain 28,000

„ Russia 13,000

,, Other countries ... 46,000

Total

Telephone apparatus.—
To Norway 107,000

,, Finland 419,000

,, Russia 1,069,000

„ Denmark 78,000

„ Holland 424,000

„ Great Britain 628,000

,, Mexico 177,000

„ British South Africa... 373,000

„ Other countries ... 1,884,000

Total

Telegraph apparatus.—
To Russia

Holland
Finland
Egypt
British South Africa

Australia

Other countries

Total ...

Water turbines.—
To Finland
,, Great Britain ...

„ Canada
„ Japan
,, Other countries

Total

Cranes, &c.—
To Finland
,. Russia
,, Other countries

Total

Copper wire.—
To Russia 70,000

„ Finland 100,000

„ Norway ... 32,000

,, Other countries ... 76,000

Total ...

Sinmi turbines.—
To Russia 265,000

,, Finland 47,000

,, Holland 20,000

„ Great Britain 56,000

,, Other countries ... 126,01X1

15,000 -
13,000 +

76,000 +

165,000 104,000 -

43,000

223,000

334,000
43,000

418,000

97,000

86,000
210,000

1,616,000

32,000

31,000
15,000

13,000

30,000

61,000

64,000
196,000
735,000

35,000

6,000

531,000

91,000

163,000
268,000

5,159,000 3,070,000 - 2,089,000

51,000 1,131,000

153,000 329,000
182,000
152,000
199,000

110,000

615,000

1,080,000

176,000
128,000

152,000
140,000

110,000
470,000

462,000 2,718,000 + 2,256,000

. 58,000
:,o.ooo

107,000

67,000
110,000

30,000 -
27,000 -

91,000 +
215,000 +

1,000 363,000

170,000 +
198,000 +
401,000 +

90,000
175,000

245,000

510,000 769,000 + 259,000

28,000
29,000

107,000
24,000

105,000

35,000

80,000

.23,000
156,000

179,000 +
193,000 +
122,000 +
122,000 +

109,000

93,000
90,000

46,000

278,000 616,000 + 338,000

406,000 +
28,000 -
49,000 -f

28,000 -
101,000 -

141,000
19,000

29,000
28,000

25,000

Total ... 514,000 612,000 + 98,000

Kronor = Is. ljd.

Insulating' Tapes.— We have received from the

Wholesale Electrical Co., Ltd., of 54-5«, Oxford Street, W„ Bsmplf s

of the insulating' tapes made by the Canfield Rubber Co., for

which they are st le agents in this country. The "Voltite"
rubber j rinting strip ie stated to be superior to pure rubber for

insulating joints and requires no rubber solution, the warmth of

the hand sufficing1 to make a perfect union between the layers
;

it

i« a highly elastic material, and certainly appears to adhere to

itself very tenaciously. Another sample of standard black

alhesive tape has equally clinging propensities, aDd is closely

woven and well coated with compound.
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THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERS AND ALIEN ENEMY MEMBERS.

The informal meeting of Corporate Members to discuss the

question of expulsion of alien enemies from membership of

the Institution was held on Wednesday last week; there was
again a good attendance, though many of the provincial

members who attended the previous meeting were unable to

be present. The President, Mr. 0. P. Sparks, read a number
of letters from members for and against the proposal, and
stated that before calling the special general meeting to

consider the resolution, the Council would ascertain the views
of all the members by a post-card plebiscite.

Col. R. E. Crompton, who had to leave early, was the first

speaker; he said he thought that the proposal to take the
matter, out of the hands of the Council indicated a, want of

confidence in the Council, and showed signs of hysteria, of

which he was ashamed ; they could afford to take the slight

risk involved by having Germans amongst their members,
but they could not afford to take the risk of displaying timidity

or cowardice. He then left the room.
Mr. J. S. Highfield said he regarded the question as of

intense importance; they might take hasty action now of

which they would be ashamed in the future. The Council
had not the power to expel aliens, but ought to be provided
with such power. They had alien members who had become
British subjects, and no bona-fide British subject should be
ejected. Under the old German law, after a period of resi-

dence abroad for ten. years a German automatically lost his
original nationality, and, similarly, he lost it on taking out
letters of naturalisation abroad; but a law was enacted in

1913 under which a German might obtain the permission, of
his Government to become a. naturalised British subject and
yet retain his German nationality; such a person was the
worst kind of alien, and should certainly be expelled. He
agreed with Col. Crompton that the powers of the Council
should not be curtailed.

Mr. J. H. Rider, after reading a letter from Sir John Snell
expressing his approval of the proposal, said that genuine
naturalised British subjects ought not to be expelled; but
alien enemies should be expelled, and never re-admitted. He
disclaimed the possession of hysteria. He would have sup-
ported the original resolution if it had clearly covered all

subjects of an enemy State without dispute. He concluded
by proposing a resolution to expel all enemy subjects, and to
exclude them permanently, also placing the onus of proof
that he had ceased to be an enemy subject upon the shoulders
of an applicant for membership.
Mr. C. H. WORDINGHAM, declaring that the Council was

by no means pro-German, said that they must consider only
the interests of the Institution as an Institution. To him it

was an offence to have to associate with a German; if not all

Germans had committed crimes, at any rate, no German had
dared to protest against them, or would refuse to commit them
if ordered to do so. He would exclude all Germans, now and
after the war, until the present generation had had time to
die out. Some naturalised Germans unquestionably ought to
rank as Englishmen; but there were no means of finding out
whether a German had been denaturalised or not. Those who
got naturalised in order to work for their own country were
infinitely more dangerous than avowed Germans who were
not naturalised. If a. man became naturalised for the purpose
of gain, was he worth having? Most naturalised Germans
were closely connected with Germans in Germany, and it

might be necessary to sacrifice the genuine in order to make
sure of removing the traitors. There was no hysteria about
him—he had. always felt an aversion to German's. Let. them
show signs of repentance; then we might consider the ques-
tion of forgiveness. They should beware lest the trouble were
allowed to recur.

Mr W. Rutherford sympathised with the proposal, but
felt that they must differentiate between those who had done
many years' good work for this country and others who had
not. He asked what was to be done about "neutrals" who
were working in Germany against us, and pointed out that
an Englishman was regarded as innocent until he was proved
to be guilty.

Mr. A. Gay raised the question of voting bv ballot on the
resolutions, and proposed that all aliens of enemy origin, even
though naturalised, should be expelled. He would not trust
any German.

Mr. W. L. Madgen drew attention to the benefits which this
country had derived from alien immigration, but supported
the proposal to expel subjecte of enemy States.
Mr. Ll. B. Atkinson said that the 'most hysterical sneaker-

was Col. Crompton, and it was not fair that he should run
away from the meeting. As for taking power out of the
hands of the Council—the Council had not adequate powers at
present to deal with the matter, and there was no question
of want of confidence; they wanted an automatic process of
exclusion. He would ictain naturalised members if they were
also denaturalised in Germany. His aim was to show that
they would not associate with people who were hand-in-glove
with this "den of thieves."
Mr. A. A. Campbell Swixton also maintained that a, really

naturalised alien who retained no allegiance to his native
country could not be expelled. Mr. L. Joseph thought that
all enemies should be dealt with, including neutral members

known to be working against us in Germany, and that it

was important to keep them out of the Institution. Mr.
Berkeley suggested that all of enemy origin might be swept
out, and those afterwards reinstated who were worthy. Mr.
W. M. Mordey pointed out that a large meeting could not
possibly settle a form of words; it v. old be hetter to agree
nil principles and leave it to the Council to embody them in
a resolution.

Mr. J. C. Wigham protested against the whole of the pro-
ceedings, which he thought would not help to end the war;
would the amenity of Europe never be restored? and should
they imitate the Germans in petty actions, rather than risk
retaining one or two dangerous members? Mr. Irwin also
advocated moderation.

Mr. Frank Gill supported Mr. Mordey's proposal, and
asked whether they were legislating for the present war only,
or for every future war. He would prefer to leave the matter
in the hands of the Council. Reading the letters of natura-
lisation, he pointed out that the question was a very difficult

one, but that it would be better to suffer 6ome injury than
fo tear up the agreement made with naturalised aliens.

Britain had entered the war because Germany broke her
agreement with Belgium.
Mr. J. E. Kingsbury thought they should abide by the.

laws, and obey the rules by which the Institution was
governed. The German nation was not a member of the
Institution; they had to deal with individual Germans. To
expel naturalised Germans, he thought, would be. improper
and unlawful. A middle course w :as advisable, and was pro-
vided in the resolution that had been put before them at the
previous meeting.
Mr. G. \V. Partridge thought that not the Council, but

the members should decide what ought to be done. Dr. S. P.
Thompson associated himself with Mr. Kingsbury and Mr.
Mordey, and thought that they should not deal "with aliens
en bloc, but should give power to the Council to act. He
believed that there were no German members who had been
naturalised since January 1st, 1914. The whole thing was, in
his opinion, a petty matter; but he would support the resolu-
tion if the responsibility of acting was left with the Council.
Mr. T. 0. Callender said that Dr. Thompson's remarks to

some extent justified the suggestion that the Council was pro-
German. The members clearly wished to relieve the Council
of the necessity of picking and choosing aliens for attention.
The President pointed out that at the previous meeting

ha represented the Council, whereas on this occasion he had
called upon individual members of the Council to speak, and
would also speak for himself as a Corporate Member. Most
divergent views were held inside the Council. Personally, he
would not vote for the exclusion of naturalised members; he
drew from history arguments in support of the bona-fide
immigrant. He then put to the meeting in rotation the
various points that were in question, taking the resolution
which Mr. Rider had prepared as the basis. First, voting by
ballot was almost unanimously rejected; the expulsion of sub-
jects of enemy countries and of " naturalised " aliens who had
retained their original nationality was approved by an enor-
mous majority ; it was decided that naturalised aliens who
were formerly subjects of a State now at war with this
country, but who could prove to the satisfaction of the
Council that they had lost their alien nationality, should not
bo excluded, and finally, by a majority of 2 to 1, it was
agreed that no subject of an enemy country should be eligible
for election to membership of the Institution in the future.
On the proposal of the President, it was agreed that a com-

mittee consisting of the Vice-Presidents, Messrs. Highfield,
Smith, and Wordingham, and Dr. Russell, and four members
should settle the wording of the final resolution to be sub-
mitted to the Institution, and Messrs. Atkinson, Swinton,
Gill, and Rider were nominated for this purpose. The meet-
ing was then adjourned.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received by us after 5 p.m. on Tuesday cannot appear until

tile following week. Correspondents shouldforward their communi-
cations at the earliest possible moment. No letter can be published
unless we have the writer's name and address in our possession.

After the War: British Engineering Trade with China.

The Electrical Review of December 24th, 1915, reached
Hong-Kong only a couple of days ago. It arrived on New
Year's Kay, Chinese Calendar (our February 3rd). In the Far
East, China New Year's Eve is the most important day of
the year; not only in business, but in family circles. For on
that day every debt transacted during the* previous twelve
months must be settled. The Chinese shopkeeper is most
patient concerning credit at all other times of the year, but
he dins expect, and demands, payment on. or before, China
New Year's Eve. The reaction follows. During New Year's
Day. and almost for a week afterwards, all business is sus-
pended. A perfect orgy of cracker firing and feasting marks
the beginning of the holiday. If you are fortunate enough to
have friends among the Chinese, vou pay numerous calls in
the morning of their New Year's Day; then, when that duty
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is done, you may enjoy that greatest of all delights for the
the technical papers from

" home."
3rd the writer call 4 upon

eome prominent local ( hinese. In all cases the emu
id channels. It had been a good

settlement, There, was plenty oi monej about, [tseemsthat
tn Bj itish com-

and Shanghai. There has been a most
linary "boom" in shipping. The Chinese are burn

g biers, and (bey rush bo the fluctuating share kel

Shipping and rubber companies have been entertaining them
in a manner w hi h eau i th sts 5 ,

Sjlj 1

1
iend 1, s '

are fortunate, tell me of shipping shares which have trebled

in value in the past year. Even that staid and stead; institu-

tion <iie Bong-Kong and Shanghai Bank, which we i
;

think- as stable as the Bank 01 England, even that has pre-

sented to the Chine e opportunities for gambling or specula-

tion, whichever you like to call it. When the wai c

.us a fall in the shares. If, in that August of

I'.H 1, you bad Faith in the British Empire and bought "Banks"
al 700dollars, you can sell them to-day for 830 dollars. Which,
together with the demand for, and rise in, the shares of the

British shipping companies, goes to show that faith in the

British Empire has greatly increased in the Par East. It

iiiii.i be very annoying to those Germans who are spending

all of their Boxer indemnity money, and a good deal of their

own spare cash, in proving to the Chinese that the British

Empire 1 a back number.
It is quite useless to expect the Chinese to do any work

during their New Year holiday. If they were at war they

would most certainly refuse to fight at such a time. There is

an enforced vacation, not only for students, but for all con-

tractors and mechanics. Since the writer is employed, nor-

mally, either in teaching Chinese students the hidden mys-
teries of British machinery, persuading contractors to_ install

the same in his laboratories, or seeing that mechanics and
coolies keep it in working order, he took a compulsory holiday

from such things. Having paid hi.s respects to his Chinese

Eri< ndi he spent the rest of the vacation with those best of

all English companions, the technical papers. And it seemed
that wherever his eyes wandered, the home journals were full

of trade problems and discussions.

In the issue of the Electrical Review mentioned above,

the following, from the list of contents, proved of an enticing

nature: First of all came the article "British Business

Methods which must go." Then "Trade Statistics of the

Straits Settlements." Next " Exports and Imports of Elec-

ods during November, 1915." Finally, the two pages
devoted to "After the War," which gave the views of mem-
bers of those two very dissimilar British institutions, the

lb 11 - of Lords and the B.E.A.M.A. Although the report of

the discussion by members of the B.E.A.M.A. was only

awarded small type, it seemed more entertaining than the

opinions of Earls and Viscounts.
The first-mentioned article deals with problems of finance

as applied to engineering schemes. So much has been written

on this subject with reference to the market in China that

little else remains to be said. It may be of interest, how-
ever, to repeat that the Chinese people do not like to pay in

advance. One reason why the theatre does not flourish 111

their country is that they don't like paying for an entertain-

ment of whose value they are uncertain. There is the story

of the German who introduced a kiiiematograph at Chengtu,
a place many hundreds of miles inland. It is situated in the
province of Szechuan, which European geologists and mining
ensineers report as containing in abundance almost all the
minerals used by engineers. When the picture show com-

. menced no one would patronise it. "Fancy paying money
for a thing you cannot see before you part with your cents,"

thpy said in amazement. •Finally the thing succeeded; but
onlv because money was lost at first. The astute Teuton gave
a few free performances, and probably collected his money
as the people left the entertainment, well pleased with them-
selves and the show.
The "Trade Statistics of the Straits Settlements," which

give the imports of electrical and other materials into the
various Straits Settlements during 1914. are important. f »-

the people who have made the Straits Settlements are the
aided by the British Government. The latter has

ensured for the former a fair field and just taxation. The
former have developed the natural resources of the place. The
largest individual doner to the Hong-Kong University is a

Chinese millionaire in the Straits Settlements. He emigrated
from a plan about 100 miles away from Hong-Kong, with
less than the proverbial sixpence. A combination of stable

government, at 11 .1 res< urces. and the amazing
industry which is a characteristic of the Chinese, has made
this man a millionaire. One of my students tells me that
even he, a great example of up-to-date enterprise in the
Straits, uses the most elementary methods for working his
valuable tin mines. Apparently, nearly a quarter of a million
pounds' worth of electrical machinery and similar materials
was sent from Great Britain in 1914. A great deal was sent
from other countries. It is the Chinese who are creating the
demand.
The "Exports and Imports of Electrical Goods during Nov-

ember, 1915." show, as a feature, the large Russian business.
China and Sian i Chinese also flourish—took about

q< as Canada. But Hong-Kong took nearly twice as

much, and IIongrKong is the distributing centre for South
China. Again, the Si aenti took more than Hong-
Kong. Japan and Korea took more than twice as much 88

.His. It i.s very probable that a great

the goods lor Japan were re-ebipped to North China. The
writer has evidence of the Japanese buying quantities of

expen ive surveying instruments in England for
1

1 e railways. These places, in the Far East, took 1U per
cent, ol Ih,' 1 pite the.

tart that, during the same month, Russia took 20
I

of the total. After the war . . . i\ Eea ibk that, with
all of the money available at China New Year, 1916, with
knowledge of the fact that money is to be made m engineer-

iprise in the Far East, with the natural resources
available and undeveloped—it is feasible that after the war
the electrical imports to the Far East will increase.

4 he report of the i under the title "After the
War" shows that, despite the terrific strain of the awful
Struggle in Europe, our Statesmen and our business mm are

really thinking out these problems of overseas markets.
"Viscount Jlaldaue . . . prophesied that when peace came
we should be found less prepared for it and its problems than
we were for war." But were we really so unprepared for

war? It apparently took our Statesmen several months to

reach a conclusion which Mr. Lloyd George announced with
all the pride of a man making a wonderful discovery. "This
is an engineers' war," he said, months and months after the
technical papers had reminded their leaders of what every
engineer knew instinctively in August, 1914. The Statesman
will be unprepared for the realisation that when the fighting

in Europe is over there will be another war in the markets
of the world. That, also, will be an engineers' war.
At the B.E.A.M.A. meeting Mr. Lee Murray put the great

problem which must be solved by Britishers in a dozen words :

" Having got the equipment," he said, " it was necessary to

get the foreign market." This was perhaps a less explicit

way of saying what Mr. T. C. Elder pointed out earlier in the
meeting :

" British engineering had given an amazing
example of industrial development. Its productive capacity
had increased enormously during the past 15 months, and the
shock of peace would be more staggering if the industry did

not make timely preparations. The capital invested, the
plant laid down, and the workers trained, to meet war needs,
must all be, utilised." This is a real problem which needs
carefully thinking out. The solution involves the develop-
ment of the natural resources of other parts of the world. It

dazzles the imagination to think of the trade boom which
will come about when the natural resources ol' China are

utilised for the use and convenience of man. Mr. Dunlop
was not strictly accurate when he said "Japan had secured
virtual control of Chinese internal trade." There is still

plenty of opportunity for British manufacturers. The market
must be cultivated.

We have seen the seamy side of German morality, even in

the Far East. We have read of the Bryce Commission, the

Lv.sita.nia, and the other infamies. In 1912—two years before
the war—the. writer 6poke about the need for Britishers to

combine against these traders. We know their brutal out-

look, and we loathe them. But, just as we have copied their

lead in the matter of high explosives and machine guns, 60
must we copy some of their enterprising methods to secure
trade.

When the German Government established themselves in

Shantung Province, North China, thej quickly discovered

that the Chinese farmers were poor. They found out that the

soil was worked out, and fertilisation was done in an elemen-
tary and crude fashion. They sent out fertilisers from Ger-
many. They notified manufacturers, and they provided a
market for them. German moneylenders supplied the neces-

sary credit. When the money came in from the first crop,

which was a splendid one, they obtained good interest. Thus
the Chinese farmer benefited ; so did the German manufac-
turer of fertilisers, the German moneylender, the German
shipping company. The prestige of the German increased

with his trade.

Just as in this war in Europe, the British engineering manu-
facturer is overhauling, and will finally smash, Krupps, so

will he obtain his full share of the trade which must be

obtained when the war is over. He has done well in the

past, but he will do much better in the future.

Wherever you go in China you will find the seven cent

Mei Foo (amiable and trustworthy) lamps of the Standard
Oil Co. These lamps have created an enormous demand for

kerosene, so that, all over China you find the kerosene tin

used as a receptacle for the household fluids. A certain firm

of tobacco manufacturers are as ubiquitous. Just at present

China has awakened to the advantages of electric light. The
metallic filament lamp is competing with the seven cent Mei

n in places where they seldom see a white man. The
beat of the steamship and motor-boat is heard on the inland

waterways. It is all pioneer work, but it is encouraging to

those who believe in progress, it was Great Britain who
first saw the possibilities of trade with China, in the days

of King George HI. We have sufficient faith in the British

manufacturing engineer to believe that he will reap a good

crop in the Chinese market after the war. He will do so

because he will make the necessary effort.

C. A. MiddletonSmith, M.Sc.

Hong-Kong University, February 6th, 1916.
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An Engineer's Wages.

I have read with interest the remarks passed under the
above heading in your current paper, and as a graduate of

similar qualifications as the advertiser in question, I wish to

state since the conclusion of my college training, that is last

June, I have been unable to obtain a suitable position, whether
of a technical or practical character.
Twice my applications were not favoured even with a

formal reply. All I am offered is a mechanic's work with
"low wages," and I have come to the conclusion that experi-

enced, mostly practical, men are those wanted, while qualified

technical men, fresh from the college, find little encourage-
ment in their work.

Experience.
London, March 11th, 1916.

" Wireless Wiring."

I see in your issue of the 3rd inst. that you have reproduced
my letter to Mr. F. Miller, of the G.E.O., and I only hope
tbat those who read it will not be led away with the idea
that we axe having a time of all play and no work. The
original intention was to give an entertainment to our own
men at Christmas, and to run the show for three evenings,
but owing to the huge appreciation it met with we continued
for the week. Afterwards we were commanded to run a
week at each of two other places where English troops were
congregated. This we did, and, I am pleased to say, gave a
pleasant evening to an aggregate of over 15,000 men. . . .

I have been out here since the very commencement and
om fairly well hardened, but am looking forward to that
much-spoken-of period

—
"after the war."

Arthur E. Watts (Corpl.).

[Corpl. Watts need have no misgivings; our readers well
know that their friends and brothers at the Front are not
out there for fun, and there is not one who would grudge
them the pleasure of an entertainment on the rare occasions
when Corpl. Watts and other enterprising and able organisers
have the opportunity to provide it. We only wish 6uch oppor-
tunities were more frequent, and we congratulate our corres-
pondent upon the striking success of his efforts.

—

Eds. Elec.
Rev.]

Meter Transformers.

I should be extremely obliged if you or any of your readers
could tell me the name and publisher of any book dealing
exhaustively with the design and special characteristics of
small current and potential transformers for meter work only.

Meter Engineer.

The I.E.E. and Alien Enemy Members.

The signatories to the following letter addressed to the
Institution prior to last Wednesday's meeting will be obliged
if you will be kind enough to publish it in your next week's
issue.

W. T. Anderson.
[Copy!

P. F. Rowell, Esq., Secretary,
The Institution of Electrical Engineers,

"Victoria Embankment, London, W.C.

Dear Sib,—Several members of the Institution who cannot
attend your meeting in London to-morrow feel that it may
assist those present to arrive at a satisfactory resolution if

they have before them a copy of the addition to the rules of
the Engineers' Club, Manchester, which was adopted when
the members had the same problem before them. The rule
in question reads:—
"No one of German, Austrian, Turkish, Bulgarian, or other

alien enemy birth or nationality, whether naturalised or not,
may be introduced into the Club, either as a member or as a
visitor."

_
It is agreed that this wording is not suitable for the Institu-

tion, but they suggest it might be modified somewhat as
follows :

—

"No one of German birth or nationality, whether natura-
lised or not, may remain a member of this Institution after
{date) or be introduced into the Institution in the future,
either as a member or a visitor."
Further wording will be necessary to bring this rule into

general conformity with the existing Articles, but this may
safely be left to the Council's legal advisers.

(Signed) S L. Pearce.
W. Wai.kf.r.

IT. T. Wilkinson.
IT. Allcock.
W. T. Anderson.

Manchester, March 7th, 1916.

fringement of one of their Registered Designs. At the time
of 6aid issue we were unaware of the existence of said regis-
tered design. Without prejudice to any rights we may have,
we entirely withdraw said pattern fig. 8, and all lists which
may contain said pattern. Said lists by numbers 6,811-2,
6,819-20, 6,808 and 6,809 also show additional patterns alleged
by the Benjamin Electric, Ltd., to be infringements of cer-
tain of their registered designs, and these additional patterns
we also, without prejudice, entirely withdraw.

Townshend's, Ltd.,
E. Townshend, Director.

Birmingham, March 10th, 1916.

WAR ITEMS.

Reflectors for HalfWatt Lamps, Etc.

In your issue of December 17th, 1915, we offered for sale
by fig. 8 a pattern of reflector for half-watt lanterns, subse-
quently alleged by the Benjamin Electric, Ltd., to be an in-

Exemption Applications.—The Trafford Park Estates Co.,
Ltd., appealed to the Stretford Tribunal last week tor the
exemption ot a consulting electrical engineer on trie ground
that he was employed in an occupation in wnich it was in
the national interest that he should be retained. He had
attested, and was in group 541. In answer to tne Tribunal,
he said he resided and had his business in London, but for
the greater part of each week he was in the service of the
company in Manchester. The point was raised whether the
attested man, being a consulting engineer, was an employe
of the company, and one member suggested that the point
might be referred to the Central 1 nuunal in London. In
the end, however, the claim was disallowed.
Among a number of conscientious objectors to military

service, who appeared before the Oldham Tribunal last
week, were two men employed as instrument makers at the
electrical works of Messrs. Ferranti, Ltd. They said they had
not left their employment because they were on civil work,
and the meters they made were for private houses. It was
pointed out to them that they could not tell whether the
work was civil work or not, and that the logical position
for them was to have left their employment and found other
work which they could be certain had nothing to do with
the war. The members of the Tribunal made it clear that
they did not suggest that the men were doing wrong in
working at the electrical works named, but it was sug-
gested that they were not acting consistently. The men
were referred for non-combatant service.
At the Wigan Tribunal application was made by Mr. H.

Bull, assistant electrical engineer, for the exemption of a
meter inspector and repairer and tester of installations. It
was stated that his services were of great value. There
were men doing twelve hours' shifts in several of the
departments, and if they left it was not known how they
would be replaced. The electricity department had already
lost 25 to 30 per cent, of its employes. Three months' post-
ponement was granted.
The Cardiff Tramways and Electric Lighting Committee

was asked to consent to an appeal being made to the
Tribunal for three lighting attendants. The request was
made on the ground that the department was already much
depleted in staff, and that male labour could not be obtained
for the work, which was unsuitable for women. The Com-
mittee declined to appeal for the men, and Councillor J.
Taylor said that if the need came and the work must be
done, Councillor F. W. Blower and himself were prepared
to help to do it.

At the Heme Bay Tribunal Mr. A. R. J. Creasey, elec-

trical engineer, asked for absolute exemption on business
grounds, and because he was doing work of national utility.

On his application the case was heard in private. On the
re-opening of the court the Tribunal allowed a fortnight's
exemption, adding: " This will give you, with the two
months which you have got under the Act, ten weeks in all."

The " Times " states that, at the County of London
Tribunal, an assistant electrical fitter and storekeeper,
whose firm is engaged on an Admiralty contract, was
allowed a month's postponement so that he may complete
the job on which he is at present engaged.
At the Darlington Tribunal an application by an elec-

trician, carrying on business on his own account, was re-

fused. It was stated that since his case was heard on a
previous occasion he had made no effort to wind up his
business.
At Eastbourne an electrician claimed that he was in busi-

ness for himself, and if called to the Colours he would have
to "close down." His application was refused.

At the Bury St. Edmund's Tribunal apolication was made
<in behalf of the manager of the electricity works, and ex-

emption granted so long as he remains in his present

position. Exemption was sought on behalf of_ the_ chief

working electrician employed at the works, and in his case

also exemption was granted so long as he continued in his

present employment.
Before the Clacton Tribunal the electrical engineer en-

gaged bv the Urban Council applied for exemption in

respect of an electrician and switchboard attendant. The
application was based on the grounds that the man was
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employed in public servio as a temporal-} substitute for an
enlisted man, that ii took seven months to train him
foi the work; and that the stall at the electricity works was
ahead) reduced to a minimum. Exemption was granted
conditionally un the man remaining at tne present occupa-
licm.

ill" llampstead Tribunal, an electrician engaged
in business at Kilburn applied for exemption foi an employe.
Asked whether his application was made on the ground of
national importance, he replied that he would have io give
up the whole of his business. Il<' had tried to get some-
bod} else to do the work, but mechanics could not be found.
ih& tribunal s.ud that no appeal on thi ground of nation d
importance had been made, and exemption was not granted.
The " Times " states that a manufacturer of dry batteries

applied to the Islington Tribunal for the exemption of a
;
man to whom he had imparted his trade secret. The

applicant said the making of dry batteries was largely a
German business, and there were only two manufacturers
besides himself in this country who had been successful in
making the proper article. He had three sons at the front.
He was negotiating for Government contracts. Rather than
instruct another stranger in his secret he would give up the
business, which employed 80 to 100 people, and sacrifice
.£70,000. The Tribunal decided that the applicant must get
a badge for the man if he was to be exempted.
The Wolverhampton Tribunal granted a three months'

extension to the managing director of a firm of manufac-
turers. The applicant stated that he had discovered to some
extent a secret process in the treatment of steel for elec-

trical purposes, which had been previously exclusively used
in Germany.
The Imperial Tramways Co., Ltd., applied to the Stock-

ton-on-Tees Military Tribunal for the exemption of the
company's chief storekeeper and cashier on the ground of
indispensability. One hundred and ninety-eight members
of the staff had joined the Forces, and there was not now
an unattested man of military age in the company's employ.
The Chairman granted postponement for three months, with
liberty to apply again.
At Nelson Tribunal, on March 9th, the Tramways Com-

mittee appealed in respect of the traffic clerk. Captain
Smith (for the military) said the clerk was not fully ex-
perienced, and was only put in the position recently. The
Tramways Committee could put a rejected man in his
place. The tramways manager said the trams woukl have
to stop if the man went. It was absolutely impossible to go
on working. The department had been reduced materially.
Only 13 were employed on work similar to that they did
before the war. A month's exemption was granted.
At Blackpool Tribunal, on March 9th, Mr. Furness, elec-

trical engineer, appealed for four single men employed in
liis department. The Mayor said the men were indispen-
sable. There were 107 men at the beginning of the war,
and 43 had enlisted. Mr. Furness had been one of the
keenest recruiters on the committee. These were technical
men whom it would be impossible to replace. Mr. Furness
said the men were sub-heads of departments. He was not
there on personal grounds, but as representing the Corpora-
tion. One was engineer-in-charge, and when on shift dutv
was responsible for all the machinery. If he could replace
them with married men or men unfit for service he would
do so. It was beyond human endurance to expect men to
go on week after week doing two men's work. There were
30 to 50 advertisements appearing every week in the elec-
trical papers seeking engineers and offering them war badges
as a protection from military service. He would not keep
any man out of military service if his place could be filled.

Conditional exemption was granted.
At Southport, last Friday, Messrs. F. W. Smith & Co.,

Ltd., electrical engineers, of Southport and Manchester,
sought exemption for James W. Smith, the manager of
the Southport office and a director of the firm. It was urged
that he was in a " starred " trade, but the military repre-
sentative said that he could find nothing in the list of re-
served occupations except relating to electricians connected
with public electricity supply works. Postponement to May
1st was granted.

Electrical and other Companies to be Wound Up.—Fur-
ther orders, issued by the Board of Trade under tin- Trading
with the Enemy Act, 1916, require the following businesses
to be wound un:—

Electrical Co., Ltd, 122-124, Charing Cross Road,
London, W.C. Controller: Maurice Jenks, G. Old Jewry,
I.un. lull, E.C.
Balashol Belting Co., Ltd., 13, Lambton Street, Sunder-

land. Controller: William Swan, 31, Moxley Street, New-
castle-on-Tyne.

British Graetzin Light, Ltd., 26-86, Chapter Street,
Westminster, S.W. Controller: Thomas Wise, Bassishaw
House, Basinghall Street, B.C.

Jaeger Bros., 9, Rathbone Place, Oxford Street, W.,
manufacturers and suppliers of electric lighting accessories.
Controller: Maurice Jenks, 6, Old Jewry, London, E.C.
Hanover Rubber Co., 105, Goswell Road, London, E.C,

rubber goods merchants. Controller: Geoffrey Bostock, 21,
Ironmonger Lane, E.C.

Exports to China.—The " London Gazette," of March
30th, contains a further list of seventeen bodies or persons
to whom articles to be exported to China may be assigned.

Women in Industry.—The President of the Board of
Trade, after consultation with the Horn. Secretary, lias

appointed an advisory committee with toe following terms
ni reference:

—

I I" advl ' the Board of Trade and Homo Office on question, arising
i

i i Ii pai tmenli
ictica] effect to the policy ol His Majesty' Got extending

1111 mploj i v. i in in' 1

.. occup ential

'Tin spite o[ the depletion of their suppl
laboui I" ''.' " purposi . and

2. To watch in. i Mi.,,, i from time to ttm< made in different
loi .in

I industries in the extension of the employment ..I women
Mr. 1'". Lavington, of the Board of Trail-

, and Mr. M. II.

Whiteleggc, ol the Home Office, have been appointed joint

secretaries to the committee.

Birmingham and Enemy Contracts.—At Birmingham < ii\

Council last wn k Sir William Bowater, replying to a que>-
tiim, slated that the Manchester resolution urging that no
contracts should be enured into with enemy firms, had been
discussed by the General Purposes Committee, but it was
not considered necessary to deal with the question. " Some
councils in the country," he added, " seem to have time to

pass abstract resolutions, but we have not here." The
General Purposes Committee thought the best thing to do
was to order the resolution to lie on the table.

—" Morning
Post."
An Ediswan Piano.—A concert was recentlj held at the

Edmonton Military Hospital, at which a piano, stool, and
invalid chair were presented by the Ediswan stall ami em-
ployes. The itlea of the presentation originated with MisS
F. Wootton, a member of the Ediswan staff at Ponders
End, who Started a collection amongst the staff and em-
ployes of the company, a grand total of £33 being got
together. The talent on the occasion of the concerl was
chiefly contributed by those in the service of the Edison and
Swan Co.
An Electrician!—At the Richmond (Yorks.) Tribunal, an

electrician applied for exemption on conscientious grounds.
Replying to questions, lie declared that he would do nothing
to oppose the landing of Germans in England, and expressed
the opinion that he would be as well off under German as

British rule. If women were violated he would not inter-

fere, but would look upon such incidents as accidents. At
this stage the Tribunal declined to listen further, and refused

the appeal.

Enemy Trade in Egypt.—The " Times " correspondent at

Cairo says that the Kgvptian Government has appointed a

special Commission on Commerce and Industry to examine
the extent to which the industries and commerce of the

country have been affected by the war, and to propo
measures for opening up new .markets for Egyptian products

and for replacing articles formerly obtained from i nl im\

countries by articles either locally produced or imparted
from non-enemy countries.

War Relief Eunds.—Since September, 1914, the employes
of the India-Rubber , Gutta-Percha & Telegraph Works Co.,

Ltd., at Silver-town, have been contributing to various funds,

and the total is now- ,£1,300. Nearly £700 has been senl

to the Prince of Wales's Fund, nearly £350 to the British

Red Cross Society, £260 to the Belgian Relief Fund, and

lately contributions to the Serbian Relief Fund and the

Anglo-Russian Hospital at Petrograd, have been started.

" No Room for Hermans."—This is a familiar battle-

cry of our Australian brothers in their fight against German
trade influence, and We read that the Sydney Legislative

Assembly has passed the first reading of a Bill to disqualifv.

during the period of the war, all enemy-born subjects froni

voting at municipal and parliamentary elections.

The Foreign Trade Department.—The daily press states

that a list of business men to act in an advisory capacity

has been submitted, at the request of the Foreign Trade
Department, by the London Chamber of Commerce.

Swansea Corporation Contracts.—A special committee of

Swansea Corporation has resolved that no contract shall be

entered into with anv person of German or Austrian birth,

or with anv firm controlled by such persons.

Russia and the Trade War.—More than a thousand

members of the Russian War Industries Committees have

assembled in Petrograd to report progress and to concert

more intensive action.—" Times."

No German Members.—The Council of the London
Chamber of Commerce has resolved that no German or

Austrian horn subject, naturalised or not. shall he eligible

I'm- election as a number of the Chamber until otherwise

determined by tin- Council.

Electric Motor Vehicle Construction in the United

States.— According to a report lately issued by the U.S. Bnreau

of the Census, in Washington, the number of electric motor

vehicles constructed in the United States during the year 1914

was 4,715, an increase of 229 per cent, over the output in 1909.

Electrical Trades Benevolent Institution.—The

annual meeting of this Institution will be held at the Institution

of Electrical Engineers, on Monday. 27th inst., at 2:10 p.m. The

report and accounts tor the year will be submitted, and members of

the Committee of Management and the auditors will ba elected.
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NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS,

AND PLANT.

60 lb., and the apparatus over the front wheels about 80 lb., of

which the motor weighs 35 to 40 lb.

On a normal charge the carriage will travel some 20 miles on a

level surfaoe, the battery discharging at the rate of 1 or 5 amperes

Lineman's Shoe.

An American company has developed a new insulating shoe for

electrical workers ; throughout their entire life a pair of these

shoes, the manufacturer states, will provide the wearer protection

against circuits at pressures up to 20,000 volts, and will not cause

tho discomforts of many rubber shoes.

The shoes contain no cement and have no seams, but are vul-

canised into a solid piece under high pressure on aluminium molds.

No hand work is employed in the process.

The white soles are made of a rubber composition like that
employed in certain types of coal miner's shoes, which have been
found to give 18 months of constant wear. When this white sole

wearB through, a layer of red rubber, which will itself withstand
a pressure of 20,000 volts, is exposed. The appearance of the red

rubber is a signal or reminder to the wearer that, although his

shoes will still withstand 20,000 voltB, a new half Bole should be

immediately cemented or vulcanised in place. No metal is used in

any part of the shoe.

—

Electrical World.

Western Electric Interphones.

The Western Electric Co., Ltd., of Norfolk House, Victoria

Embankment, W.C., have brought out a neat and well-made
pattern of intercommunication telephone, as illustrated in fig. 1.

The case iB of walnut, with plated fittings, and the hand micro-
telephone switch is arranged bo that the Bame instrument can be
adapted for use either as a table set or wall pattern ; pressing the
button of the line required, both selects the line and rings up the
station, and to answer it is only necessary to remove the hand-set
from the switch. Replacing the hand-Bet automatically restores

all the keys to the normal. The system is arranged for central-

battery working, so that only two batteries are required, one for

speaking and the other for ringing. Standard sizes are made for

6, 12, 18 and 24 buttons. It is claimed that by the judicious com-
bination of light metal framework, light wo idwork and ornamental
plated fittings, an instrument strong enough to stand the heaviest

service, and yet neat in appearance and of small dimensions, has

Fig. 1.

—

Western Electric Co.'s Interphone.

been devised, and certainly we can find no fault with the result,

either inside or outside the case. For convenience of examination
and adjustment, the top cover opens on a hinge, and, for access to

the cabling, the whole body is hinged to the backboard. The
hand-set is fitted with a capsule transmitter and a bipolar receiver.

Electric Invalid Chair.

There haa recently been illustrated in the DaiUj Mirror and
elsewhere, an electrically-propelled invalid chair of a type which
is excellently adapted for the use of convalescent patients in
hospitals, and, indeed, for use on the sea-front promenades around
our coast and at inland health resorts.

This chair, which has been constructed by the Elteson Electric
Traction Co., of 85, Newman Street, W., and is the invention of
Mr. C. P. Elieson, iB equipped with an Elieson 40-volt traction
battery, carried under the seat, which supplies current to a low-
speed motor, of about \ H p. rating, which is fitted under the hood
in front of the vehicle, and drives by means of a vertical shaft and
worm gear, giving a 20 to 1 speed reduction, the two front wheels
of the chair. The occupier of the chair controls its movements by
a small lever placed on one side of the chair, which gives four speeds,
and in a fifth position applies a band brake sufficiently powerful
to hold the vehicle on a hill. A small interlocked reverse switch
near the control lever provides for the same speeds, &c, being
obtained by the latter in a reverse direction.

fc The chair weighs roughly 2J cwt., the battery accounting for

Fig. 2.

—

Elieson Electrically-Propelled Chair.

under Buch conditions and the speed being 4 or 5 miles an hour.

We illustrate in fig. 2 the electrically-propelled chair, with the

inventor, Mr. ElieBon, at the helm ; we understand that the

vehicle attracted considerable attention at one London hospital

where its capabilities were informally demonstrated, and judging
by the interest taken iD the first announcement of its appearance,

there should be a considerable future for it.

LEGAL
The War and German Telephone Contracts.

In the King's Bench Division, on Monday, Mr. Justice Bray had
before him an action brought by the Birmingham Private Tele-
phone (New System) Co., Ltd., against the Dentsch Privat Telephon
GeBellschaft and H Fould &. Co., of Frankfort-on-Main, and Mr.
Alfred Gunz. formerly chairman and managing director of the
plantiff company, and now interned as an alien enemy, for a
declaration that three contracts, dated January 4th, 1911, were
determined by the outbreak of war, and ceased to be binding.
Mr. Distcrnal, K.C., appearing for the plaintiffs, said that they

were an English company incorporated in August, 1911, and carried

on business as dealerB in private telephone installations. The com-
pany was promoted by Mr. Gunz to take over and work in the
Midland Counties three contracts between himself and the German
company, by which he held the exclusive right to dispose of
the German company's goods in the counties of Stafford, Worcester,
Warwick and Salop, and agreed not to buy or deal in any other
apparatus than that sold by the German company. The contracts
were to last for 35 years, and they were terminable by six months'
notice. Mr. Gunz also undertook to form a company to take
over the obligations and benefits of the contracts. Though the
plaintiff company was formed in 1911, Mr. Gunz did not make a
formal assignment of the benefits and obligations of the contracts
before the outbreak of the war, but the companies worked together
as if such an assignment had been made and the plaintiff company
had been substituted for Mr. Gunz. In November, Hill, however,
he purported to execute an assignment of the contracts to the
plaintiff company. Mr. Gunz had since got rid of his shares in,

and ceased to be a member of, the company, which was now being
worked with English capital and by English directors. But it was
impossible for the company to carry on business unlesB it could
enter into contracts for the purchase of goods from English manu-
facturers. Therefore, the company came to the Court and asked
for a declaration that the contracts between Mr. Gunz and the
German company were determined by the outbreak of the war.
Mr. F. T. Jackson, managing director of the plaintiff company,

said that the capital of the company was £2,500. Up to the out-

break of war the plaintiff company had disposed of about 2,000
instruments and the average price was about 55s. each. Since
the war Mr. Gunz had ceaBed to be a director and shareholder of
the company. The present directors and shareholders were all

British subjects. There were about seven similar companies in

this country.

Mil Hogg (for Mr. Gunz) said his client had no interest in the
contracts, and did not want to do anything to interfere with any
right the plaintiff company might have to any declaration his

Lordship thought fit to grant. But, as he had been made a
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defendant to the action, he desired to take the point that German
contracts should be construed according to German law.

Mr. Justice Brat thought that unless the contrary was proved
the presumption was that the German law was the same as the
English law.

Mr. Hooo said there might be a difference between the German
law and the law of this country on the point whether thecontraots
were dissolved or suspended by the outbreak of war. As to the
royalty of 160 mark, counsel submitted that the liability to pay
that sum was not extinguished by the war. Under the contracts
oertain apparatus had to be supplied by the German company to

Mr. Gunz, who had a specified time within which to take them
over. At the outbreak of hostilities a great deal of stock belonging
to the defendant company was in the possession of the plaintiff

oompany. If it had not been taken over that stock remained the
property of the German company, and the plaintiffs had no right

to take it. Therefore in any declaration his Lordship made it was
neoessary to safeguard the position with regard to apparatus not
taken over by the plaintiff at the outbreak of war.
Mr. Justice Bray granted a declaration that the contracts were

determined at the outbreak of the war. The royalty of 1'60 mark,
he said, formed no part of the price of the goods, bnt was part of
the consideration whioh the German company received as long as
the contracts continued. As the contracts had been determined,
the right to the 1'iiO mark ceased. He did not think it was neoes-

sary for him to deal with the last question raised by Mr. Hogg
with regard to the goods consigned by the German company.

J udgment was entered for the plaintiff company, without coBts.

British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., v. Rtonebridge
Electrical Co., Ltd.

Mb. Justice Younger in the Chancery Division on March 10th
heard a procedure summons taken out by the plaintiffs in this
action asking for further and better particulars of the defendants'
particulars of objection to the plaintiffs' patent.
Mr. Hunter Gray, for the plaintiffs, said they were suing in

respect of an alleged infringement of patent, and by the present
summons they were asking for further particulars of the objec-
tions raised by the defendants againBt the validity of the plaintiffs'

patent. The point raised by the summODB was a somewhat impor-
tant one, and dealt with the objection of the defendants that the
plaintiffs' invention was not good subject matter for a patent by
reason of the oommon and public knowledge at the date of the
letters patent. There was a difference, contended counsel, between
common and public knowledge. Common knowledge was what
was known to be in the possession of every person in a particular
trade or business. On the other band, public knowledge was
only something that was available to everybody who desired to
possess it. No particulars of common knowledge were required.
Where a patent was alleged to be bad because certain knowledge
was to be found in some document, then, he argued, particulars of
the dooument should be given. He submitted that on every ground
on whioh a patent was disputed the defendant must give such
particulars as would enable the issue to be brought properly before
the Court. It would not be right that the plaintiffs should be met
at the trial with a dooument of which they had never heard.

Mr. Frost, representing the defendants, submitted that there was
no such distinction to be drawn between common and public know-
ledge as that attempted to be drawn by Mr. Gray, because publio
knowledge was common knowledge. There it was enough for the
defendants to say it was public knowledge that tungsten could be
drawn, and it was not necessary to give page and passage in some
document. Plaintiffs did something so obvious that it could not
be an invention. There was no need to give the reference on which
they relied.

Mr. Justice Younger : Must not the plaintiffs know the basis
or grounds for your objection that it was public knowledge .'

Mr. Frost said he would prove that by evidence. The plaintiffs
asked for documents, as if public knowledge could only be proved
by documents. If they had to give particulars the plaintiffs would
say that having alleged a specific document they were not entitled
to rely on any other dooument unless they amended their pleadings

Mr. Gray was heard in reply, and at the conclusion of the
arguments his Lordship reserved judgment.

Belfast Slander Action.

The Master op the Rolls, in the IriBh High Court, refused,
with costs to the plaintiff, an application on behalf of the defen-
dant in the action by Mr. A. B. Farrell, resident superintendent of
the Belfast central electrical station, against Mr. T. W. Bloxam,
Belfast city electrical engineer, for alleged slander in connection
with work at the station, for leave to iBsue an interrogatory. It
was urged that plaintiff had obtained an order for interrogatories,
and that defendant had complied with the order. Defendant now
wished to interrogate the plaintiff as to the reason why he believed
the alleged slanderous words were spoken maliciously. The
application was opposed on plaintiff's behalf.

British Electric Traction Co., Ltd.
[Capital Reduction.]

In the Court of Appeal composed of the Master of the Rolls and
Lords Justices Phillimore and Warrington on Friday, the hearing

was resumed of the appeal of the Public Trustee, as the exeoutor
of the late Mr. Leopold Salamons, the holder of £12,960 non-
interest bearing income certificates of the British Electric Traction
Co., Ltd., from an order of Mr. Justice Astbury, sanctioning, upon
the petition of the company, a reduction of its capital, and also sanc-
tioning the scheme of arrangement so as to bind the various classes

of shareholders and also the holders of income certificates issued
by the company. By the scheme of arrangement as sanctioned by
the judge, the non-interest bearing income certificate holders were
given in full satisfaction of their certificates 10 per cent, of their

face value in new cumulative fully-paid preference shares, and
25 per cent, of their face value in fully paid ordinary stock. The
case for the appellant was that he was not bound by the scheme,
as it might be that the acceptance by him of the shares as fully

paid would involve him in some future liability.

At the conclusion of the arguments of Counsel, their Lordships
dismissed the appeal with coats.

BUSINESS NOTES.

American Electrical Exports.—The American Elec-

trical Review and Western Electrician says that the total value of

the electrical exports for last November broke all previouB monthly
recordB. The November total exceeded that of a year ago by nearly
67 per cent. For the four electrical classes for which quantities

shipped are given in the Government reports, there were exported
last November the following :—Electric fans, 3,943 ; aro lamps,
114 ; carbon-filament lamps, 121,672 ; metal-filament lamps,

658,005. The classified electrical figures for the month are as

follows :

—
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Patent Restoration.—An order has been made restor-

ing Patent No. 24,949, of 1910, granted to Heenan & Fronde, Ltd.,

and Fred. Harrison, for " Improvements in Dynamometers."

Bankruptcy Proceedings. — J. R. Whitehouse,
managing director of an eleotrical company, Golder's Green.

Receiving order made on March 9th at Barnet, on a creditor's

petition.

G. J. T. J. Pabfitt, consulting electrical engineer, Keynsham.
—Trustee released, February lOtb.

German Samples from Brazil.—The Board of Trade
Commercial Intelligence Branch in London has received from the

Acting British Consul- General at Rio de Janeiro samples of

German electrical goods imported into Brazi'. These may be seen

at the Foreign Samples Section at 32, Cheapside, E.C. They include

brackets, lamp sockets, porcelain rcse sockets, porcelain insulators,

fuses, commutators, bell accessories, reflectors, &c.

Trade Announcements.—Messrs. Ernest G. Denner
and Co., wholesale electrical engineers, of West Street, Sheffield,

have taken new premises with stores, at 284, Glossop Road, where

all communications should be addressed. The stores are in Victoria

Street.

Messes. Thermit, Ltd., with a view to centralising their busi-

ness, have removed their registered offices to new premises recently

erected at the works, 675, Commercial Road, London, E. Tele-

phone No. :
" East 4157."

C.T.S. Authorised.— The St. Helens Cable and
Robber Co., Ltd., draw our attention, with pardonable pride, to

the fact that under the title " tongh rubber compound protection "

the Institution Wiring Rules, as newly revised, recognise and
approve of th« use of cab-tire-sheathed cable without conduits or

wood casing (Rules 33 and 65). The company, however, do not

propose to substitute " T.R.C.P." for the well-known " C.T.S."

Catalogues and Lists.

—

Messrs. D. Hulett & Co.,

Ltd., 55 and 56, High Holborn, London, W.C.—Illustrated cir-

cular stating prices of speoial shades for screening electric

lamps.
Telekltt Cable and Para Rubber Co., 38, Bath Street,

Glasgow.—Illustrated circular giving prices and particulars of

pocket voltammeters and" voltmeters, also switchboard surface

meters.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Aecrington.—Aid. Higham speaking recently on the

Bubject of the electricity department, said the minimum of exten-

sions were being carried out to enable them to cope with increasing

demands, and would only partly remedy their difficulties, the plant

being seriously overloaded. If the gas plant was not doing all that
was expected, it was due to inability to get suitable fuel for the
producers and to by-products being commandeered. He anticipated

a heavy and unavoidable loss on the year's working.

Ashton-under-Lvne.

—

Price Increase, &c—After
the current quarter, charges for current are to be increased by 10

per cent, for lighting purposes and by 25 per cent, for direct-

current power and heating purposes.

The borough electrical engineer, his assistant, and the mains
superintendent have applied for remuneration for extra services

necessary through the depletions of the staff ciused by enlistments,

and it has been decided to grant a bonus of £100 for the year
commencing March 25th next.

Bradford.—The Finance Committee of the Guardians
recommends agreement with the proposal to light the new build-

ingB at Bowling Paik Colony with electricity, and that a guarantee
be given to the Corporation ensuring a minimum revenue of £150
per annom for a period of seven years.

The Electricity Committee has given instructions for the pre-
paration of the foundations for the proposed new cooling plant,

and to obtain quotations for the requisite additional feed pumps
;

application is to be made to the L G.B. for the necessary borrowing
powers for the additional plant.

Burton-on-Trent.—Price Increase.—To meet the
extra cost of ooal, amounting to about £2,000, the Electricity
Committee has decided to increase the price of electricity by 15 per
cent., as from March 31st. The question of insuring both the
electricity and gas works against air raids has been considered and
they are to be fully covered.

Canada.—The Ontario Government has decided to
purchase, for £1,670,000, the Consolidated Electric Power Co. and
22 subsidiary companies operating in Central and Eastern Ontario.
The acquisition of these concerns will enable the Governme nt to
duplicate in Eastern Ontario the work already done by the hydro-
electric system in WeBtern Ontario.

Church Stretton.—Prov. Order.—The U.D.C. has
given its consent to the Church Stretton Electric Supply Co. s

application for a provisional order for the supply of electricity
within the urban and rural districts of Church Stretton.

Continental. — Italy. — Half-Watt Lighting. —
According to the Italian journals a good deal of attention is being
given to the substitution of half-watt lamps for arc lamps in the
streets of Italian cities. As mentioned on p. 286 of our last isBue,
the authorities in Rome have largely adopted this type of lamp
and a Bimilar substitution of lamDS is occurring at Brepcia, Parma,
Naples, &c. At Brescia some 40o i-watt lamps, of 600-c. p. size,

are now in use in the principal streets, the lamps being supplied in
groups through 24-kw. transformers, or in emergency from the
private supply network. It is held that there are considerable
operating advantages in this type of lamp, but it requires more
current and the light falls off in time. At Parma there are
installed 250 680c. p. lamps, which are run in series groups and
provided with supplementary resistances. About 50100-c.p. lamDS
have also displaced gas lamps, and the results are regarded as tech-
nically and economically satisfactory. At NapleB an experimental
installation of 60 i-watt lamps is being made in place of arc lamps
in the city's principal street ; these will be run in series of 10,
with supplementary resistances, with a view to using existing
lighting circuits.

Owing to avalanches in the Agondo Valley, the Falcade electric
works and many other buildings, have been destroyed.

Dover.—The Government has renewed a loan of
£157,000 for seven years from May 6th, with power to pay off at
six months' notice after five years, the rate of interest to be i per
cent, above the rate pavable on the last War Loan, with a minimum
of fi per cent. The L.G.B. has sanctioned a loan of £3,814 for new
cable.

Dublin. — Estimates.—A report submitted by the
Electricity Supply Committee to the Estates and Finance Com-
mittee in connection with the general rate estimates for the coming
year, states that the sales to March 31st should work out at

8,529.826 units, comprising 4,339,364 lighting units and 4.190,462
power unitB, the former a decrease, compared with 1915, of 69,167
units, and the latter an increase of 345,595 units. The receipts

should work out at £113 297, an increase of £18386 over 1915.
Taking into account the surplus brought forward from the 1916
accounts of £7,940, together with the anticipated surpluB from
the current year's working, it is expected that the income
for 1917 will meet the running and maintenance expenses, and
provide for the annual capital chargeB, provided that the cost of

coal does not exceed 27s. 6d. per ton. The estimated increase in

expenditure is £11.325, and it is pointed out that the cost of coal

increased by £11.523 over the previous year, and the cost of carbons
by £645, while the cost of general maintenance materials roBe by
from 25 per cent, to 65 per cent. The Estates and Finance Com-
mittee concurs in the views expressed in the report.

Eastbourne.

—

Price Increase.—The T.C. has decided
to increase the charge for electricity for lighting purposes from
5d. to 5Jd. per unit, as from April 1st next.

Edinburgh.

—

Heating Charges. — The E.L. Com-
mittee has decided, with a view to abolishing duplicate wiring
and meters, to adopt the system in use in Glasgow for charging
domestic consumers, i e., to charge the consumer for a fixed

number of units for lighting, the amount being based on the
average use by Buch consumers, and to charge all units in excess at

a low rate, in this case ljd. per unit. The scheme will come into

force on May 15th.

Exeter.

—

Workhouse Lighting.—The B. of G. has, by
10 voteB to 7. rejected a proposal in favour of deferring until after

the war the introduction of the E.L. in Block 3 of the institution,

at a cost of £50 or £i.O.

(lasg'OW.— Fire.— According to the daily paperr,

damage amounting to £2,000 was caused by a fire in the electric

generating building of the Victoria Infirmary recently.

Ilkeston.—The Tramways Committee has fixed the

lighting rate at 4d. per unit, with reductions for quantity ; for

power the charge will be 2 id. to lfd., according to consumption,
and for heating, &c, lfd. per unit. Electricity supplied through
prepayment meters will be charged 4id. per unit.

Ipswich.

—

Tale of a Destructor Loan.—The L.G.B.
has refused sanction to a loan for £5,200 for duplicating the refuse
destructor, apparently because the Council entered into contracts

for the plsnt before the work had been sanctioned. It appears
that the latter course was taken under pressure by Government
departments, including the L.G.B. itself, and this fact is to be
brought to the notice of the latter, with a view to its sanctioning
the borrowing of the money.

London.

—

Hampstead.—The B.C. has adopted the
recommendations of the Electricity Committee that the estimated
deficit, £3,528, for the year ending March 31st next, on the
Council's electricity undertaking, shall be met out of the reserve
fund ; and that the charges for electricity be increased by 10 per
oent. as from the beginning of the next December quarter, and
that six months' notice to this effect be given to all consumers.

—

Hump-stead Express.

Fdlham.—The Electricity Committee recommends an expendi-
ture of £950 on cables and equipment to supply Townmead Engi-
neering Works, which firm has guaranteed the Council a revenue of
not lees than £1,000 during a period of three years.

With reference to the linking-up of the Battersea and Fulham •

electricity undertakings, the. Committee has received an applica-

tion from the Battersea B.C. for a supply of at least 700 kw . for
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the ensuing year ; it is probible that the Battereea demands may
amount to some two or three million units per annum, aud, under
the agreement, the coat per unit payable to the Fulham Council

will be materially affected by the price of coal.

The Battersea B.C. having made satisfactory arrangements for

coal supply for the next 12 months, anticipates that, in view of

the supply of electricity in bulk, its coal contracts may exceed its

requirements, and suggests that the Fulham Council should aocept

the transfer of 4,00(1 tons of coal at20j. 7d. per ton.

Lowestoft.—PbiCE Tncreask.—The T.C. has agreed to

an increase of 10 per cent, in the charges for electric lighting and
heating supply.

Middlesbrough.—The Corporation Finance Committee
has ordered that no profits shall be taken from the electricity and
gas undertakings in relief of rates, as owing to the L.G.B. refusal

to sanction capital expenditure, it will be necessary to utilise protits

for extensions during the ensuing year. The electricity depart-

ment last year contributed il 2,000 towards the relief of rates.

Newmarket. — Street Lighting.— The Electricity

Co. has refused the offer of the U.D.C. to pay £1 per lamp per
annum for certain public lighting on account of restricted

lighting, and has asked for £4 per lamp. The matter has been
referred to a Committee.

Slialdou.—E.L. Scheme.—The Teignmouth U.D.C. has
informed Dr. J. Purves, with reference to the establishment forth-

with of an E.L. installation at Shaldon, that, upon the work being
completed, the Council is prepared to pay for public lighting by
electricity at an agreed sum, but without any minimum payment
as to restricted lighting.

Sheffield.—Amongst the "considerable items " of new
capital expenditure by the Corporation, recently mentioned in the
"Current Topics " column of the Sheffield Daily Telegraph, is

£307,000 for electric power extensions. The electricity depart-
ment's revenue for the year now closing is estimated at £277,000,
or £150,000 more than in 1914. Seven years ago the receipts were
only £77,000. The writer of the column proceeds to advocate an
increase in the price of electricity, apparently with a view to the
department emulating the tramways " as a popular reducer of the
rates," and forgetful that cheap electricity may bs achieving the
eame result in a less ostentatious manner.

Sonthport.— A large electric cooking installation has
been fitted at the Southport Btation of the L. & Y. Railway.

St. Anne's.—The electrical engineer to the U.C. reported
that the sale of energy for lighting and traction purposes in January
showed a decrease, but the increase 'in the consumption for power
purposes enabled the department to show an increasing total
output.

Stafford.—For the purpose of extending the Cor-
poration's electricity works, the Council haB decided to purchase
the adjoining land for £1,000, subject to the approval of the
L.e.B.

Swansea.

—

Electric Cooking.— Subject to the approval
of the Board of Education, the Education Committee proposes to
install electric irons and a cookery stove at the domestic subjects
centre. The Electricity Committee has instructed the engineer to
make arrangemente with the present contractors for the supply of
coal to the electricity station for the continuance of their contract
for a period of one month, and recommends that, in the meantime,
tenders be invited for a supply for periods of three, six, nine, and
12 monthB respectively.

Torquay.

—

Loan Sanction.—The L.G.B. has informed
the T.C. that it is prepared to sanction loans of £1,578, £3,518,
and t:i,."i50 for electricity purposes, and £.'t,252 on account of the
new electricity plant.

U.S.A.—The Northern California Power Co.. of San
Francisco, like several other companies, has taken advantage of the
present high price of aluminium to dispose of certain of its trans-
mission lines, for which copper lines of increased capacity have
been substituted. The proceeds of the aluminium wire taken down
have been sufficient to cover the cost of copper wire of greater
capacity together with the labour and other costs involved.

Walsall.

—

Motor Hiring.—The Electricity Committee
of the T.C. has made arrangements with the British Thomson-
HouBton Co., to supply motors on the deferred payment system.
The department will install the necessary wiring where such
motors are supplied to consumers. Finding it difficult to obtain
suitable men to fill the vacancies, the electrical engineer is apply-
ing to the War Office for the return of a shift engineer and sub-
station attendant, who have enlisted.

Weybridge.—The Urban Electric Supply Co., Ltd., has
applied to the U.D.C. for consent to erect overhead wires to supply
a local works. The req uest has been referred to a Committee for
consideration.

Whitehaven.

—

New Plant. — Permission has been
given for the manufacture for the Council of a 150-kw. generator ;

and the order is to be placed as soon as possible, and the cost met
out of revenue.

Wijran.—We understand that Mr. S. L. Pearce, of

Manchester, has informed the Corporation that he is unable, at the
present time, to undertake the preparation of a report on the
Council's electricity undertaking, as proposed by the T.C. and men-
tioned in these notes laBt week.

Wolverhampton.

—

Loan Sanction.—The L.G.B. has
sanctioned the borrowing by the T.C. of £1,085, for laying mains
to supply local firms.

The estimates for the year were recently considered by the T.C,
when it was remarked that no contribution of profit from the
electricity undertaking was included ; Councillor Evans mentioned
that a report on the subject was expected, and further intimated
that the Council had a right to expect that arrangements would
be made to ensure the customary dole to rate relief next year.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

Aceriujrton.

—

Tramway Collision.—On Saturday two
cars on the ClByton-le-Moors route came into collision in Whalley
Road, Altham ; both cars sustained damage, and the driver of one
was seriously injured.

Bristol.

—

Tramway Purchase.—At a meeting of the

City Council last week, the Tramways Option Committee reported

the result of its negotiations with the TramwayB Co., as to what
rent or other Bum the company would be willing to pay and what
concessions it would be willing to make t ) the Corporation if the
latter agreed to refrain from exercising its option of purchasing
the undertaking for seven, 14, or 21 years. The Committee states

that the company is unwilling to make any payment in the nature
of a wayleave, or to make such adequate concessions in the way of

revision of fareB or otherwise aa in the Committee's opinion it

would be justified in recommending the Council to accept in con-

sideration of the Corporation refraining to exercise its option.

Having regard to existing circumstances, the Committee is not
prepared to make any recommendation at present on the main
point, viz., the advisability of the purchase of the tramways. It,

therefore, had come to the conclusion that until the time for

advising the Council arrives, it should be authorised from time to

time as and when necessary to apply to the Board of Trade for any
further order extending the purchase period.

The City Council has decided to apply to the Board of Trade to

postpone the date for the purchase of the tramways.

Bury.

—

Female Labour.—For the first time locally,

female conductors were at work last week on the Corporation

cars.

Continental.

—

Italy.—The Camera di Commercio, of

Genoa, has approved of a scheme for the electrification of the
Genoa to Orada Railway, at present worked by steam. The elec-

trification iB rendered necessary by the congestion of traffic from
the Port of Genoa.

A motion has been presented in the Cons'glio Provinciale, of

Florence, declaring necessary the abolition of steam traction and
the substitution therefor of electricity, on the railway lines

Flort nce-Campi-Prato, Florence Poggio a Caiano, and Casellina-

Porto di Mezzo, as soon as the Provincial Deputation shall judge

the moment opportune, and in view of the circumstances connected
with the war.

Spain.—The engineers entrusted with the surveys for the

direct electric railway from Madrid to Valencia have completed their

work with the exception of that relating to the Madrid terminus.

Dundee.—On the suggestion of the Corporation tram-

way manager, the Corporation electricity department, which con-

trols the overhead equipment of the tramways, has fixed up an
automatic trolley reverser at the foot of Reform Street, and should

the device work successfully, it will be adopted on the other parts

of the system.

Glasgow'.

—

Female Labour.—The tramways manager
has reported verbally as to the results of the experiment of train-

ing as tramcar drivers, such of the women conductors as he con-

sidered suitable, and has been instructed to maintain the tramway
service by the employment, if possible, of men as drivers, but if

men cannot be obtained, then by the employment of women, on the

same terms and conditions aa the men.

London.—B. of T. Traffic Report.—A report on
London traffic in 1915, by the B. of T., has been issued, which
mentions that the results of the working of the L.C.C. tramways
during the first four months of 1914-15 showed some improvement,

which led to unjustified hopes of continued improvement. During
1914-15 the receipts amounted to £2,399,847, and working expenses

to £1,700,571, leaving a surplus on working of £699,276, which,

after deducting debt charges, left a deficiency of some £33,000.

For the present year, 1915-16, it would appear probable that the

general reaerve fund will be absorbed by the deficit on revenue

account, and may possibly fail to meet the whole deficiency. The
strike of May last was estimated to result in a loss of £100,000,

while increased wages and other expenditure will tend to add to

abnormal costs.
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The Highways Committee has considered the application of the

Erith U.D.C. for a prov. order to run motor-buses through the

borough of Woolwich, and, if necessary, representations are to be

made to the L G.B. with a view to securing contributions towards

road maintenance and street improvements, and an undertaking

not to oppose an application by the L.C.C. for powers to run 'buses

or tramways in Erith.

Mossley.—At a meeting of the T.C., on March 9th,

reference was made to the increasing cost of carting coal from the

railways to the gasworks— one speaker said the increase was from
£700 to £1,400—and the suggestion was made that the tramways
should be utilised for the conveyance of coal. It was estimated

that a saving of £500 a year could be effected, and the matter had
been brought to the notice of the manager of the Joint Electricity

and Tramways Board, and was receiving consideration.

\ewcastle.

—

Accident.—On the evening of the nth

inst. a collision occurred on the Scotswood tramway route ; a double-

decked bogie car, heavily laden, was going up the Delaval Bank
towards the city, followed by a single-decked car, when the former
suddenly stopped and ran backwards into the following car, causing

considerable damage, bat no personal injnry. It was stated that

the current was accidentally cut off from the first car, and the

brakes failed to hold the car on the bank, owing to the greasy

condition of the rails

Electkic Vehicle.—The Town Improvement and Streets

Committee has decided to purchase an electrically-driven van for

the collection of domestic refuse.

Oldham.—At a recent meeting of the Tramways Com-
mittee, Aid. Isherwood disposed of various statements to the effect

that something was wrong with the finances of the depart-

ment. The borough treasurer had investigated the matter,

and found all in order
;
in justice to the late manager, and to the

Committee, and to the general public, that report should be made
public.

South-Western Electrification.— On Sunday last the

electrical train service over the loop line via Hounslow was com-
menced, and a new station opened at BarneB Bridge. The service

is half-hourly, with extra steam trains at business hoars.

Swansea.

—

Tramways Supply.—A draft agreement
has been approved between the Swansea Tramways Co. and Cor-

poration for the supply of the whole of the electrical energy for

the working of the Swansea tramways. At present the Corpora-
tion supplies about one-fourth, and it is stated that the company
is anxious to purchase the remainder of the current and proposed

to scrap its present electricity station.

Walsall.

—

Year's Working.—The working of the
tramways undertaking during the past 12 months has resulted in a
surplus of £7,816. Working expenses during the period under
review amounted to £22,955, an average of 7'530d. per car-mile, as

against 7267d. in 1914. The total income was £40 291, £39,351 of
this sum being traffic revenue, or an average of 12'90SJ. per car-

mile as compared with ll'094d. in 1914. This leaves a balance
carried to net revenue account of £17,336, where interest and rent
of leased lines are added, bringing the amount up to £18,615.
Against this total is set interest, income-tax, Binking fund, and
allowances to men serving in H.M. Forces, leaving a sum of

£7,846 for appropriation. To this has been added the surplus
on the motor-'bns undertaking (£928), making a total of £8,775,
from which £2,000 will go in aid of the rates, £2,9S8 for the pur-
chase of three additional buseB, £899 for the purchase of a site for
depot extension, and £515 for a temporary garage. From the
balance a further £2.000 is to go in aid of the rates, and £300 for
a motor parcel-van. The remaining £72 will be carried forward.

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

Guernsey.—The accounts of the Guernsey States Tele-
phone Department, for the year 1915, show that the receipts were
£7,511, and the expenses (including £864 interest on capital, and
£724 Post Office royalty) C 4,741 ; sinking and reserve funds
absorbed £2.230, leaving a net surplus of £540. For 1914 the
profit was £769. Subscribers' lines (including extensions) num-
bered 2,071, an increase of 33, and the mileage of metallic circuits,

overhead and underground, was 2 584 miles. Subscribers' and
public callB amounted to 1,590,492. The capital expenditure on
land, buildings, and works amounted to £50 358 (including £18,358
drawn from the reserve funds), of which £3,632 has been repaid.

Wireless in the ft.\.A.S.—Boy mechanics are imme-
diately required for training as wireless telegraphists in the Royal
Naval Air Service; age between 17 and 17i in March, 1916.
Servioa is for the period of the war only. Application should be
male to the Wireless Officer, R.N.AS. Dapot, Barlby Road, North
Kensington.

—

The Times.

Code Telegrams.—The Riverside Code, 5th Edition,
has been added to the list of codes authorised for use in foreign
telegrams. The code is not at present available for uBe in tele-

grams to the Argentine Republic, Brazil, Paraguay, Uruguay, and
the Republic of Honduras.

Australia.

—

Sydney.—May 1st. Two 300-k\v. turbo-

alternators, condensers, switchboard, &o., for the pumping station

at Ryde, for the Metropolitan Board of Water Supply and Sewerage
at Sydney. *

May 3rd. N.S.W. Railways and Tramways Department. One
2,500-kw. turbo-alternator, for Zira Street, Newcastle, power
house. Specifications (20j.) from the Engineer's office, 61, Hunter
Street, Sydney.*

Bristol.—March 24th. Unwashed small coal or washed
pea coal for the Corporation electricity works. Mr. H. F. Proctor.

Dundalk.—March 21st. U.D.C. Engine-room stores,

cables, lamps, &c , for the Electricity Department. See " Official

Notices" February 25th.

Dundee.—March 2'.)th. Corporation. Electrical stores,

meters, &c. Electricity Department, Dadhope Crescent Road.

Halifax.— March 23rd. Electrical fittings for six

months, for the B. of G. Mr. A. T. Longbotham, Clerk, 4, Carlton

Street.

London.—March 24th. H.M. Commissioners of Works.
Main switches, main fuses, switch fuses and fuseboards, for one
year. See " Official Notices " to-day.

Manchester.— March 22nd. Electricity Committee.
6,600-volt three-phase switchgear, for Stuart Street station. See
" Official Notices " March 10th.

New Zealand.

—

Dunedin.—May 17th. City Council.

(1) Tramcar bodies
; (2) electrical equipment. Plans, &c., from the

Town Clerk, Dunedin.*
Wanqanui.—May 9th. Borough Council. Gas producer plant,

gas engine, generator and switchgear.*

Ka Hi mi ii is.— March 27th. U.D.C. Cable, house-

service and fuse boxes, and meters, for 12 months. See " Official

Notices" to-day.

Redditch.—March 2<sth. U.D.C. Three and six months'
supply of coal for the Electricity Department (125 tons of D.S.

nuts per week). See "Official Notices" to-day.

Spain.—March 27th. The municipal authorities of San
Ildefonso (Province of Segovia). Tenders for the concession for

the electric lighting of the town during a period of two years.

Warrington.—March 2lst. Electrical goods (not of

German or Austrian origin) for six months, for the B. of G. Mr.
A. Bottomley, Clerk, Bewsey Chambers.

Specifications for the items marked * oan be seen at the Board
of Trade Commercial Intelligence Branch in London.

CLOSED.

Bradford.—The Tramways Committee has accepted the
offer of the Dunlop Rubber Co. for rubber tires for raillets trolley

cars for two years from February, 1916, at '751 per mile run per
vehicle and that of the National Rail and Tramway Appliance
Co. for brake blocks at an increase of 5 per cent, on the present

contract.

Colchester.—T.C. :—
Electrical equipment of tramcars (for three months).—Mr. G. W. Allsop

and P. R. Jackson i Co.
Overhead equipment (for three months).—B.I. & Helsby Cables, Ltd.
Rubber and fibre (for three months).—L. Andrews & Co.
Castings (for three months).—Stanford & Co.
Car fittings (for three months).—British Hele-8haw Co. and Stanford i Co,
Oils and grease (for a year).—Williams & Co.

Glasgow.—The Tramway Works and Stores Committee
recommends acceptance of the following tenders :

—

Galvanised-steel wires.—J. Stewart & Co.
91/18 cab-tire cable.— St. Helens Cable Co.
Three-core cable. -B.I. & Helsby CableB, Ltd.

The Electricity Committee has accepted tenders for (1) air filters

required in connection with the new turbo-alternators for the
Port-Dundas and the St. Andrew's Cross generating stations, and
(2) fans for the cooling towers at the Sf. Andrew's Cross Btation,

as follows :

—

London.—Fulham.—The Electricity Committee recom-
mends the acceptance of the tender of Messrs. Cory Bros, for the
supply of 100 tons per week for six months of small Aberclyde
Welsh ooal, at 23s. 6d. per ton, and of the Battersea B.C. offer of

4,000 tons Pooley Hall small nuts, at 20s. 7d. per ton at Chelsea
Basin, plus Is. 23- per ton for delivery alongside of the CounciTa
wharf,
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HAMMERSMITH,—The Electricity Committee has received the
following tenders for annual supplies :

—

I3o\ Kramks, CoVXBB, Bo\kh, &t .

W. Lucy & Co.. Ltd (recommended) il«6
Johnson A Plulhpa fi85

B.I. A Hdshv Cables, Ltd 774
8iemens Bros. & Co., Ltd 807

Insulating Box Filling Compound. Per cwt.

Dussek Bitumen Co (recommended) £0 17
L. Andrews * Co 100
l.immer Asphalts Paving Co., Ltd 10
Premier Bitumen & Asptaslte Co., Ltd 1 is

Siemens Bro'. & Co., Ltd .. ..is 8
.lohnson « Phillips, Ltd 1 10
''i & Helebv Cables. Ltd 2 H 8
Calender's Cable ,v Construction Co., Ltd 3 12 6

Insi LatED Winss.
General Electric Co.. Ltd (reoommended) ±175
Pirelli, Ltd ..175
<lilleKr.it. A Beales .. .... .... 195

lOl I I. .Hi.- Cable Co., Ltd. .. .. V0U
A. P. Goodwin & Co. .. 207
Henley's Telecrauh Wolks Co., Ltd. 2W
B.I. & Hslsby C!ahles, Ltd. .... 911
Biemens Bros. * Co.. I.lil. 22a
Johnson K Phillips, Ltd 212
Callander's Cable A Construction Co., Ltd. .. .. 222
W.T. Glover* Co., Ltd 222

The Committee recommended the acceptance of the following
tenders :

—

Steam packing and joiming materials.—Middleton Bros.
Fire bricks, clay and lime.—Albion Clay Co., Ltd.
Electrical accessories.—Baxter & Gaunter, Ltd.

Swansea.— Electric lighting of two new elementary day
schools—Brynmill and Cwmburla. The tender of Mr. J. W. Law,
the lowest in each case, was acoepted by the E.C., at £168 and
£410 respectively.

Whitehaven.—Council. For a year :—
Cylinder and orank-chamber oil—Vacuum Oil Co., Ltd.
Tapes.—W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.
Buumen.-Dussek Bitumen Co.

Wolverhampton.—The Electricity Committee recom-
mends the acceptance of the tender of Measrf. Brace Peebles and
Uc, Ltd., for a 750-kw. converter.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

Institution of Mechanical Engineers.— Friday, March 17th. At 6 pm. At
,'he """""ion of Civil ltng.neers, Great Geo'ge 8treet, 8.W. Paper on
The Composition of the Exhaust from Liquid- fuel Engines," by Becond-

Lieut. R. W. Fenning, R.E. (Ti.

Greenock Electrical Society.- Friday, March 17th. At 7.45 p.m. At the
Temperance Institute, lit. West Stewart Street. Papers on "Some D.c.
Diagrams of Connectionp," by Mr. D. Angus, and "Heating and Ventila-
tion," by Mr. W. A. Toppin.

Friday, Marcn 2-tth. At the Temperance Institute, 19, West Stewart—
-eting.Street. General i

Electro-Harmonic Society.-Friday, Marth 17th. At 8 p.m. At Holborn
Restaurant. Smoking concert.

Royal Institution of Great Britain.—Saturday", Maroh 18th and 25th. At
a p.m. At Albemarle Street, W. Leotures HI and III) on "Radiations
Irom Atoms and Electrons," by Prof. Sir J. J. Thomson.

Thursday, March 2.1rd. At a p.m. At Albemarle Street, W. Lecture
HI) on "Organic Chemistry in War : Organic Produois used as Propulsive
and Explosive Agents," by Prof. H. E. Armstrong, F.R.S.

Institution of Electrical Engineers (Manchester Local Section).—
luesday, March alst. At 7.30 p m. At tbe Engineers' Club. 17, Albert
Square. Paper on "The use of Continuous Current for Terminal and
J i unk Line Electrification," by Mr. N. W. Storer.

Illuminating Engineering Society.—Tuesday, March 21st. At 5 p.m. At
the Royal Society of Aits. 1H. John Street, Adelphi. Discussion on " Some
Aspects of the Design and Use of Glassware in relation to Natural and
Artificial Illumination."

North-Fast Coast Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders.—Friday,
March 21th. At 7.30 p.m. At Bolbec Hall, Newcastieon-Tyne. General
meeung.

Physical Society of London.—Fridav, March 24th. At 6 p.m. At the
Imperial College of Science, South Kensington, S.W. General meeting.

Manchester Association of Engineers.—Saturday, March 25th. At the
CJrand Hotel, Aytoun Street. Report of the Tool Steel Research
Committee.

NOTES.

Electro-Harmonic Society.—The last smoking con-
cert of the present season will be held at the Holborn Restaurant
(King's Hall), to-night, Friday, commencing at 8 p.m. ; Mr. J. H.
Rider will be in the chair. The artistes will be as follows :—
Mr. Maurice D'Oisly, tenor ; Mr. Edward Beaumont, baritone

;

Mr. Fraser Gauge, bass-baritone
; Mr. Joseph Bull, banjoist

;

Mr. Foden Williams, humorist ; Mr. Allan Stainer, oonjuror and
ventriloquist ; Mr. Thornley Dodge, entertainer ; and Mr. Barnard
Flanders, A.R.A.M., solo pianoforte and accompanist.

Work Wanted.—The repair staff of Taunton electricity
works wants to fill in Bpare time with lathe, drilling machine or
vice work. An announcement on the matter appears among our
advertisements to-day.

Inquiries.—Makers of zinc cases for dry cells, and of

insulating links for use in tumbler switches, are asked for.

Committal Order.—In the King's Bench Division,

before Mr. Justice Horridge, Mr. Barton- Wright, of the Bartiteu

Institute, Oxford Street, appeared to show canse why an order
for committal should not be made against him for having
failed to obey an order of Mr. Justice Scrutton, made in

January last, directing him to pay £12 a month in liquidation

of the amount of a judgment obtained against him by Mrs.
Beattie, a patient.

His Lordship made an order for committal, bnt directed that it

should not issue if Mr. Barton-Wright paid £6 in a fortnight and
the balance in a month.

Institution and Lecture .Votes.—Institution of
Electrical Engineers.—At a largely attended general meeting
of the Dublin Local Section, at the Royal College of Science,
Dublin, on Friday last, the following resolutions were passed :

—

1. That this meeting is of opinion that the membership of this

Institution of any citizen, born of alien enemy parentage,
naturalised or not naturalised, shall forthwith cease, and that after
the termination of the war no such citizen shall be eligible for

membership ; and further, that any citizen of the Empire or allied

or neutral nations, being a member of any grade of the Institution,

who becomes an agent for a firm owned or controlled by citizens

of those enemy nations shall automatically cease to be a member.
2. That the chairman, hon. secretary and another be deputed to

attend 1 he general meeting to be held in London to support the
terms of the foregoing resolution.

At the meeting of the Scottish Local Section at Glasgow, on
Tuesday last, Dr. Charles Chree delivered his Kelvin lecture on
" Terrestrial Magnetism."
At a meeting of the Newcastle Local Section, on Monday,

Mr. J. S. Peck read an abstract of a paper by Mr. X. W. Storer, on
" The Use of Continuous Current for Terminal and Trunk-Line
Electrification."

Birmingham and District Electric Club.—A " ladieb' night

"

was held on Saturday, when a lecture was delivered by the Presi-

dent (Mr. W. G. L. Riddle) on "Impressions of China and the
Chinese." A musical programme followed.

Croydon Wireless Society.—At the meeting on March 4th,

Mr. E. H. Pollett, B.Sci, gave a lecture and demonstration on
electric welding.

Engineering and Scientific Association of Ireland.—
"Small Electric Stations" was the subject of a lecture delivered

by Mr. L. J. Lawless last Monday at a meeting of the Association.

Various small electric schemes in Ireland were described, and it

was shown that whether they were operated in competition with,
or in substitution for, gas they proved profitable.

"Lest We Forget."—The report of Lieut. -Col. Von
Donop, the Board of Trade Inspector, on the disaster near St.

Bede's Junction, on the North-Eastern Railway, on December 17th,

1915, was issued last week. The Inspector says :

—"This accident
is one which the provision of track circuit, which is now being so

largely adopted by railway companies, would undoubtedly have
prevented." He adds that the evidence that the fire whirh con-
sumed the wreckage originated with gas is more definite than in

any previous case, and furnishes a very conclusive object lesson as

to the additional danger which is caused in the case of an accident
by the presence of gaB on the train. After each of the Hawes
Junction, Ditton,- and Aisgill accidents, the Board of Trade
specially communicated with all the companies on the desirability

of electricity as an illuminant in preference to gas. On December
81st, out of a total number of 1,241 coaches owned or maintained
by the North-Eastern Railway, 626 were lighted by electricity.

But the company has not undertaken, as several other companies
have done, that all their new stock shall be so fitted, nor have any
steps been taken by them towards the conversion of the existing

gas-lit stock.

The Inspector expresses the hope that this fire may lead the
company to the adoption of a definite decision in favonr of electric

lighting for all new stook, and for the gradual conversion of the
gas-lit stock.

Electric Cooking Development in a Small Town.
—A recent issue of the Electrical World contained some details

of the method adopted for introducing electric cooking at Glendive,
Mont., which has a population of 4,000. In view of the increased

revenue if electric cooking were adopted, it was considered worth
while to offer ranges at cost to induce consumers to try them. It

was further decided to furnish wiring free, putting in stoves on a
30 days' free trial, but with a charge of $4 in caBe the consumer
returned the stove. The charge for energy is 4 cents per KW.-honr,
with a dollar minimum charge per month, and no meter is

installed until the end of the trial period, because experience
shows that the first month's bill being the largest will tend to

prejudice the consumer against electric cooking. It is found that
the average consumption per month per range is 100 KW.-houis.
In a few months 60 ranges were sold on this basis, and it is hoped
to have 150 in use before 1917. It is also noted that the peak load
increase has been small—not over 25 KW.

Waste Copper Recovery by Electricity in Russia.
—The All-Russia Town and Communal Union is organising a
factory for using waste copper. Statements have been prepared of

the stocks of waste copper on the railways and in the Government
works, and shortly, says a Petrograd paper, work will be begun on
the recovery of such copper by the use of electricity.
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The Metric System.—The annual report of the Chief
Inspector of Weights and Measures shows that last year the
number of metric weights and measures verified in Whitecross
Street was no leBS than 33,000, whereas in 1914 the total stood at

only 1,711.

Waste Of Coal.—Last week Prof. W. A. Bone, Pro-
fessor of Chemical Teehnoloery at the Imperial College of Soience,

delivered an address on the subject of economy in the consumption
of fuel to the members of the Society of Chemical Industry.
He stated that the coal which was left behind in the pits

represented about 25 per cent, of the coal raised, and the
question of checking this wastage was one of supreme
national importance. By the reimposition of the duty of

1b. a ton on all coal exported from this country a revenue
of about £5,000,000 would be produced, which might be
earmarked by the Government for investigation of the problem of

coal fuel economy. The waste in the domestic consumption of
coal was notorious, and it was the duty of the leaders of science in

this country, in the interests of the nation, to see that the Govern-
ment should not be allowed any longer to overlook a matter of

such vital importance. By the elimination of wasteful processes

in iron and steel works and rolling mills, a saving of about two-
thirds of the fuel consumption might be effected, and the present
unsatisfactory situation in the coking industry should be remedied.

Volunteer Notes.—Engineering Institutions' V.E.C.
—Orders for week commencing March 20th, 1916.—By Lient.-

Col. C. B. Clay, V.D., Commanding.
DrillB, 6.25 to 7.25 ; 7.25 to 8.25 p.m.

Monday, March 20th.—Sections 1 and 2, Technical ; Sections
3 and 4, Lashings and Trestle Bridging, Signalling Class and
Recruits.

Tuesday, March 21st.—Sohool of Arms, 6 to 7 p.m.
Thursday, March 23rd.—Shooting for Sections 1 and 2, and

Signalling Class.

Friday, March 24th.—Sections 3 and 4, Technical ; Sections 1

and 2, Lashings and Trestle Bridging ; Signalling Class and
Recruits.

Saturday, March 25th.—Uniform Parade at 2.45 p.m.
Attendance is specially desired for all Members on Saturday,

March 25th, as it is proposed to hold Battalion Drill.

B. G. Fleming,
Company Commander and Acting Adjutant.

3rd Batt. (Old Boys) Central London Volunteer Reqi-
ment.—Battalion Orders by Capt. R. J. C. Eastwood (Com-
mandant"), Thursday, March 16th, 1916 :

—

Battalion Parades.—Saturday, lsth inst.—The Battalion will
Parade, as strong as possible, outside Putnev Bridge Station, at

3 p.m., and proceed by march route through Richmond Park, and
back to Putney Bridge Station, dismissing about 5.30 p.m.

Dress.—Marching Order. Members may use their own discre-

tion as to what they carry in their rucksacks, but the total weight
of the articles carried must not be less than 20 lb. "Derby

"

Recruits are invited to attend.

Sunday, 19th inst.—The Battalion will parade, as strong as
possible, at Liverpool Street Station (low-level entrance, G.E.R.) at
11.30 a.m., and proceed by train for Entrenching duties. Members
will carry their own lunch. The Battalion will return to town
about 6 p.m.

Musketry.—Acton Range will be open for shooting on Saturday,
the 18th inst. Members desirous of shooting must send in their

names to the Musketry Staff. Parade in uniform punctually at

2 p.m. Members are requested to bring their own ammunition, if

possible.

There will also be shooting at Bisley. Members should report
themselves to Sergeant Cotter, at the barrier of No. 6 Platform, at
12.45 p.m., on Saturday next, the 18th inst.

A. G. Joiner, Major and Adjutant, O.B.C.

Electricity at the Front.—An article in /'Industrie

Electrique, quoting from the Elek. Anzeiyer, states that the terri-

tory in Belgium and France which is occupied by the enemy is

very rich in factories, with a great many central stations supplying
electric light and power. In the villages even the poorest houses
are provided with the electric light. Many manufactories have
been damaged or completely destroyed by artillery fire, but, with
much labour and skill, some of them have been repaired and set

in operation again. The high-pressure mains, the transformer
stations, and distributing networks have suffered still more than
the works from the effects of the fighting, but as soon as possible

after the district is occupied the mains are put in order, and the
electric light is brought into use, a very important matter, in view
of the scarcity and high price of oil and candles. As there were
stocks of coal at the pit-heads, and the pits that were in

good condition have been restarted by the Germans, energy
is generated at very cheap rates. Even before the large
power stations had been restored, ingenious soldiers had
brought many small installations into use for lighting
houses, and the electric light is almost indispensable for hospitals,

operating theatres and dressing rooms, bakeries, railway stations,

and office?.

With the aid of electric power the Germans have been able to

thrash quickly considerable quantities of corn, to drive their work-
shops, and to carry on a variety of important services. As coal

cannot be used at the mines in the neighbourhood of hostile

artillery for fear of attracting attention by the smoke, winding
engines have been driven by electric power. In the stables chaff-

cutters have been driven by motors, and the dentists in rear of the

front use motors to ply their art. In some cases, places which
before the war were not electrically lighted have been provided

with installations.

The use of electricity at the extreme front line is particularly

important. In spite of the difficulty of laying mams to the firing

line, electric pumps are often used to clear the trenches of water ;

electricity has also proved most useful in tunnelling for mines
quickly and silently, a matter of great importance, besides making
it possible to ventilate long and narrow underground galleries.

Electric light is also used in the trenches and dug-outs. It is

stated, in illustration of the wide use of electricity, that in 22
localities about 4,500 lamps have been installed, as well as 105

motors, of a total of 450 h.p.

Our French contemporary adds the amusing comment that the

German journal did not mention (what it knew) that on restarting

the power station at Lille, at the commencemuit of the German
occupation, the electricians in charge took three months to find

out that they were supplying free light and power to certain towns
which were still in the hands of the allied armies, by way of the

underground cables which connected the station with various sub-

stations. Thus, for example, the British at Armentt-res for that

period obtained their electric light from the Germans. And
many other interesting matters will be revealed by V Industrie—
after the war.

Electric Vehicle Association of America. — A
special meeting of this Association was to be held last week, with
a view to members voting on the proposal that the Association

should be affiliated with the National Electric Light Association,

as its Electric Vehicle Section. Under this arrangement the E.V.A.
annual convention would become one of the N.E.L.A. section

sessions.

Trade with Spain after the War.

—

According to

information furnished by H M. Consul at Bilbao, local business

men anticipate that after the war there will be a rush of Germans
to Spain intent on doing business in, and trading with, that

country. German firms will be less disliked in Spain than they

are in countries with which Germany is at war, and they will,

doubtless, be eager to regain and make the most of their Spanish
business connections. Before the war Spain was flooded with
cheap German goods, and it is reported that 75 per cent, of the

machinery, tools, electrical fittings, &c, in use in Bilbao is of

German manufacture. Many of these goods are highly finished,

but very poor in quality : nevertheless, they are preferred by the

Spanish purchaser on account of their cheapness. The present ip,

however, considered a go^d moment for introducing United
Kingdom manufactures. H.M. Consul, therefore, suggests to

United Kingdom firms, if they wish to preserve their position in

Spain, they should consolidate their connections and clientele, so as

to be able to compete against the expected German business effort.

Large numbers of Germans are now in Spain employed in

obtaining information on every kind of subject.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editors invite electrical engineers, whether connected with the

technical or the commercial side of the profession and industry,

also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the

Electrical Review posted as to their movements.

Central Station Officials.—After a very lengthy discus-
sion, the Blackburn Council has approved of a, recommenda-
tion of the Electricity and Tramways Committee to increase
the salary of Mr. P. P. Wheelwright, the electrical engineer,
from 42700 to £800. An amendment referring the matter back
was defeated by 25 votes to 22.

The Bristol Electrical Committee reports having considered
the desirability of granting Mr. Robt. Parkek, foreman of the
generating station, a gratuity in respect of his long service,

but is unable to agree as to the making of any grant.

The Swansea Corporation Electricity Committee has de-

cided that Mr. H. A. Davies, of the public lighting section,

be placed in charge of the new publicity department, and that
he be raised to Scale "B" in the salary scale.

The Dublin Corporation, by 36 votes to 9, adopted a report
of the Electricity Supply Committee recommending an mi-

nt in the scale of remuneration of the meter readers;
and that Mr. Wm. Dillon, of the accountant's section of the
and that. Mr. Wm. Dillon, of the accountant's section of the
secretarial staff, be appointed a first-class officer.

General.—On the 6lh inst., at the Woolwich Works of
Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd., was celebrated tl

pletion of 50 years' service in the employment of the company
by Mr. Egbert Bertram, of the dispatching and re<

department. Mr. Alexander Siemens congratulated Mr. Ber-
tram on having attained his jubilee of service, during which
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fi he had seen (ho business grow from a very small begin-
ning, vi hen about 50 pei • prised I he w hi le taff, to

i'i time, vi hen the number oi the employ^
4,000. He had the pleasure of presenting him with an illumi-
nated address and a cheque from his colleagues at the works,
as a token of their esteem and n [ard and al o a cheque on
behalf of the company as a recognition of his faithful service
and the manner m which his duties had always been per-
formed, Mr. Bertram, in reply, thanked the companj
through Mr. Siemen and also bis colleagues, most of whom
were present, foi then gifts and the expression of their good-
will, and referred to s of his verj earlj experiences when
the neighbourhood "I the works was still rural.

Sir George Greenhill, P.E.S., .-111,1 Mr. Charles Bright,
P.R.S.E., M.Inst.C.E., have requested thai their namei be
withdrawn from the executive c ttee of the Aeronautical
Institute.

Mr. W. \. Scott, works manager of Messrs. Bruce Peebles
and Co., Ltd., Edinburgh, was married on 9th inst. to Alexan-
dria, second daughter of Alexander Mann. Edinburgh. A
few days prior to the wedding Mr. Scott was presented with
a canteen of cutlerj and a silver cigarette case by the work-
men and staff.

The marriage took place al St. Robert's Catholic Church,
Harrogate, on March 4th, of Mr. \. C. Cooper, electrical engi-
neer, of Manchester, and Miss Muriel Margaret Seamer.

Roll of Honour.—The Timet records thai Second-Lieu-
tenant H. A. Johnston, of the Royal Plying Corp.-, was killed
in France on March 4th, aged 24. Before volunteering as a

private he was with Messrs Sir ns Bros., and hail fitted
wireless installations in many parts of the world.

Obituary.—Mr. C. \Y. Fairweather.—We regret ti rd
the death of Mr. C W. Fairweather. consulting engineer, of
Newcastle-on-Tyne. who was one of the founders and managers
of the Northern Counties Electric Supply Co , which, after
a very successful career, was absorbed by the Newcastle-upon-
Tyne Electric Supply Co. Mr. Fairweather was well known
in engineering and electrical circles, and in later years carried
on an extensive consulting practice in connection with
mining and collieries. His death will be deplored by a very
wide circle of friends.

Mr. B. Short—Mr; Bert Short, who was for six years
chief clerk and cashier at the North Metropolitan Electric
Supply Co.'s undertaking at St. Albans, passed awav on
March 4th, after an operation at St. Bartholomew's Hospital.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

New Era Signs (U.S.A.), 1916, Ltd. (142,233).—This
company was registered on March 8th, with a capital of £'2M in 1.. shares
to acquire, and develop the patent rights in the U.S.A. of an invention for
improvements in or relating to flashlight advertising devices, to carry on the

and dealers in advertising apparatus for" display-
ing electric and othi

ing materials, accumulators, telephon
an agreement with E. C. Leachman
Ltd The subscribers (with one shar
Street, Chelsea, S.W., advertising e>

Square, \V., company director. Prh
is not to be less than t\\ more
Lawson, F. Hope-Jones, E. C. Leach
office : Albion House, 59-61. New Oxford Street, W.C

, dynamos, lamps, v,

2 and other apparatus, &c., and to adopt
and the Magna Charta Publishing ('..,

; each) are : E. C. Leachman. 9, Oakley
pert; T. C. Elliot-Lawson. 56. Cleveland
ate company. The number of directors
than seven; the first are T. C. Eliott-

nd C. H. R. Profumo. Registered

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Lancashire Light Railways Co., Ltd.—A memorandum
of satisfaction in full on June 9th, 1915. of a mortgagi or charge dated Inn.
29th. 1907, securing £6,000, and a mortgage or chirg. dated [anuar; I

1908, being a transfer of the said morti ig hargi .1 a furthei chai !e
securing £3,000, has been filed,

Reid Brothers Engineers. Ltd.—Particulars of 43,000
debentures, created February 17th, 1918, filed pursuant in Section 93 (3) of
the Companies (Consolidation) Act, 1908. the whole amount I g I

Propertv charged: The company's undertaking and property, present and
future, including uncalled capital. No trustees.

Faringdon Electric Light and Power Co., Ltd.—Issue on
May 15th, 1914, ol '..inn (as collateral security »,il, bankers for loan) and on
February 11th. 1916, of £1,100 debentures, parts -oi a - ries ol v

culars have already been filed.

Bourton=on=the Water Electric Light and Power Co., Ltd.
—Issues on various dates from October 15th, 1913, to February 11th, 1010. ol
£250 debentures, parts of a series of which particulars have already been filed.

CITY NOTES.

Mr. H. B. Renwick presided at the
annual meeting, held on Monday. He said
tint the gross receipts had grown by 9 per
rent, to 6298,269, but the costs and ex-
penses had increased by £28,592, or 20.6 per
cent, and the net revenue was £]

as compared with £164,043 for 1914. Increased costs due to
the war occurred in the items for coal and other fuel, salaries

County
oi London

Electric Supply
Co., Ltd.

and wages, rates and taxes, and insurance. Had it not been
for war Ian dens, the confpany would ha\e had a record
year in all respect CoaJ bad been about 50 percent, above
the 1914 prices. (Their normal supplies were sea-borne, and

Bost oJ freightage alone was now i than the cost in

.it tunes of the coal itself delivered into the bunkers.
They still had difficulty in mairrtaii bocks of coal,
li was time Borne public action via., taken to deal with the mat-
ter online .

i ii ii I. n to i in recent Vet determining the maximum
price of coal al the pit's uth or bj con bitufing a Board of
Control with similar duties to those oi the Railway Executive
i

' ttee which wae now doing such g I work in regulating
the traffic of the British railwaj There a a general increase
in praoticallj everything purchased during the year. The
gross effect of their war burdens was to more than nullify
tlir very excellent increase in the gro ire, apt . in ordei
partialis to iveoup the c pan\ for these additional expenses,
the charges to consumers had been advanced by 10 percent.
In the capital expenditure of the year (£59,105), £31,745
represented expenditure on mains, which included the outlay
necessary to give supply in hulk to the districts of Sutton,
Carshalton, Wallington, and Cheam, and in the district under
the 1! ford Order, In regard to growth of business, the
position was more than gratifying. The number of units

sold increased 1>.\ .!.•" r.ciu'.i, and tin- consumers were 25,913,

against 24,212. The continued expansion during war, in
lace of lighting restrictions and other adverse influences, was
a striking testimony to the vitality of the company's busi-

ness and to the potentialities of its areas of supply. It also

spoke well for their commercial and business-getting stall,

who had secured that large increase although working with
a depleted staff and under adverse circumstances. They had
also secured during the year two long-term contracts fur

supply in hulk—one with the South Metropolitan Electric
Tramways & Lighting Co. in respect of their Sutton districts,

and the other with a company in respect of Banstead, Chip-
stead, and Walton-on-the-Hill. Supply had already been
commenced in the Sutton districts, hut in the other cases
operations would probably he deferred until after the war.

I ii
i c ;ii i.H -is had a significance and importance far beyond

their revenue-producing value, seeing that they carried
matters a step further in the direction of unification of supply,
and they were in keeping with the company's policy of link-

ing-up and centralisation. They adopted that policy at the
commencement of operations 22 years ago, and after years of

labour that policy was being vindicated more and more as

time proceeded. A further result, of these contracts wae that
there, was now one generating station less in the London
district, for the Sutton station was being scrapped, and the
necessity was avoided of erecting a further station which
would otherwise have been required lor the Banstead dis-

trict. They wore quietly doing what they could toward
solving the bigger question of the London electricity supply
problem. During the year tiny commenced supply in Rom-
ford. Tiny now served a total area of ahout 223 square miles,

of which about 183 were distributing and about in hulk-

supply. After alluding to the Bournemouth and Coatbridge
associated companies, Mr. Renwick said that the South Lon-
don Electric Supply Co.. in which they bad a large, share

had well maintained its position. The County Co.
and its associated companies had iio.'l men mi active service.

In regard to the prospects, applications received to the end
of February amounted to an additional 1,125 kw.. which
exceeded the previous year's figures; the units output was up
by 10 per cent., and there were 60 per cent, more new con-
sumers. So far as new business was concerned, therefore,

they could look forward with some measure of confidence,
hut they must expect further increases in station costs and
other burdens in the way of war taxes. The chairman con-
cluded by referring to the special services rendered by Mr.
C. P. Sparks, the engineer-in-chief, in connection with the
coal and other difficulties, and by Mr. F. C. McQuown. the
secretary, to whom the period had been one ol unusual strain.

The annual meeting was held on Febru-
ary 28th, Mr. Follett Holt presiding. The
chairman said they had suffered from a
reduction in gross receipts, resulting from
the continuance of the financial crisis in

Brazil: measured in sterling, with exchange at 16(1.. the loss

in receipts amounted to £6,408, or only 2J per cent, on the
previous year's figures, the principal cause being a decrease
Of 957,000 in the number of tramway passengers carried.
'this reduction had been met by a reduction el' 13 per cent.,
or over £17,000, in working expense-, by employing wood
fuel in place of imported coal for power production, and bv
a very strict supervision of all items of expenditure. The fall

in exchange during tic past year had not only swallowed up
their increased earnings of over £10,000, but a further £23,000

After placing E15.000 i i re erve, which now reached
the substantia] sum of £96,545, they were able to pay a divi-

dend of 5 per cent, on the ordinary shares During the year
arrangements fur taking over the whole of the share capital
ol the' I '. . Ltd.. were completed. They were now
engaged in developing the sale of gas for <- king and indus-
trial heating. Their prosperity depended to a great extent
upon the amount of rubber collected on the Amazon and upon
its export value, and :;."., 500 tons of rubber were exported be-

tween .Tnly. 1011. and .Tune. 1915, at a price 26 per cent,

better than last year; they need not be disturbed at present
about the future of the trade of Para.

—

Financial Times.

Para Electric

Railways &
Lighting
Co., Ltd.
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At the annual meeting, on March 2nd,
Kensington & Col. R. E. Crompton, who presided, said

Knightsoridge there had been stiil more stringent reduc-
Electric tions in lighting, and private economies,
Lighting which had resulted in a further reduction
Co., Ltd. of 9 per cent, in, the output. The total

reduction for the two years 1914 and 1915
amounted to nearly 1,000,000 units. Against this the average
price received per unit had only increased by 2 per cent.
Owing to the rapid rise in the price of Welsh coal, the com-
pany a local works were closed, and the whole of the supply
was taken from the Wood Lane works. A saving of about
15 per cent, had been made on repairs to plant, and the total

working expenses had been cut down from £51,523 last year
to £48,852 this year. The present value of the plant, not
taking any credit for the increase in the value of the copper
in the mains, was in excess of the value, at which it stood in

the books, and under the circumstances, as a temporary
measure during the period of the war, the balance of the
amount placed to the credit of the renewal fund had been
reduced from £9,745 to £7,261. The total renewal fund
credit stood at £139,021. The directors had contested the
quinquennial assessment of the property by the Borough
authorities of Westminster and Kensington, and had been
successful in obtaining a considerable reduction. About one-
quarter of the stall' and workmen had joined H.M. Eorces,
and several others would have to join later. The total sum
for rates and taxes paid during the past year had been in-

creased by £816. The reduction of dividend had been smaller
than that of other companies, although they had only in-

creased their price by 2 per cent, to the public. The nee of
electricity for heating and cooking was steadily increasing.
The chairman called the attention of the shareholders to the
devoted work of Mr. Miller, who was not only the engineer,
but performed the duties of managing director and had
supreme charge of the Wood Lane works; the excellent
pi sitinn in which the company stood was due to him.
Replying to questions, he stated that lie personally had found
that it was a great economy to use electric heaters instead of
fires, and the Managing Director said they had had in the
past year the largest increase in heating that they had ever
had.

The annual meeting was held on Tuesday
Oxford last week ; Sir Henri' Mance occupied the
Electric chair, and the Secretary read a memoran-

Co., Ltd. duin stating that the revenue account
6howed a profit (including .£1.05-3 brought

forward) of £13,340. After providing £2,016 for debenture
and other interest, also writing off £686 on account of hire-
purchase installations, the balance available was £10,639.
Renewals to the Diesel engine cost nearly .£600, services to

new customers £753, extensions of mains £483, meters £338.
They had written off from the capital account a sum of
£2,465, and had received during the year the sum of £5,000.
being the first issue of 1,000 shares of the new preference
capital created in 1914. The expenditure upon fuel had ex-
ceeded that of the previous year by over £800. Sales by
meter showed a reduction of £1.184, and the revenue from
street lighting was also less. The reserve and renewal of

plant account, with the addition of the sum of £1.000 pro-

posed to be now appropriated, would amount to £20,757. The
chairman said that the expenditure on hire-purchase installa-

tions would be temporarily suspended. Of the clerical staff,

four out of five were now serving with the Colours, and of

the engineering staff, three members were called upon to

serve at the commencement of the war, and 13 others joined
shortly afterwards

The capital expenditure during 1915 was
City of London £25,952. The amount written off in re-

Electric spect of buildings, plant, and other works
Lighting dismantled during 1915 is £30,738. En-
Co., Ltd. forced reduction of lighting, and increased

coal and production costs have prejudiced
the annual profit. The total revenue was £311,820. After
deducting expenses of generation and distribution repairs and
maintenance, street lighting expenses, rent, rates, taxes, &c,
amounting together to £161,000, £150.760 remains, plus
£23,372 brought forward. Interest on loan, consumers' de-

posits, debenture interest, and other charges are deducted,
and £50,000 is transferred to reserve, leaving £87.770.
After paying 6 per cent, on the preference shares and 8

per cent, on the ordinary, as against 9 per cent, for

1914, £18,024 remains to be carried forward. The gross
revenue was (as above) £311,820, as compared with £306,084
in 1914 (increase £5.735). The net revenue was £150*759, as

against £101,404. a decrease of £13,705. The average price

obtained per unit was 2.27d., as against 2.26d. in 1914. The
consumers connected decreased by 370 to 14.720, and the
KW. connected (including power and heating) increased by
629 kw. to 46,161 kw. The reduction in number of con-
sumers is entirely due to war conditions causing the suspen-
sion of many businesses, notably among stockbrokers and
foreign importing agents. The units generated increased from
33,906.963 to 34.043,297; and the number sold from 29.1S2.105

to 29,479,079; the maximum supply demanded decreased from
19,739 kw. to 17,424 kw. The units sold increased by 296,914,

notwithstanding that the consumption for lighting purposes
was more than ai million units less. Power and heating sup-
plies continue to show a steady increase; in 1915, 12,375,577

units were sold for power and 2,844,636 for heating, together
being equal to 53 per cent, of the total units sold for private
supply. 108 members of the staff are serving with the Forces.
Pour have been killed and nine wounded. Liberal allow-
ances have been made to all, to ensure that no financial
hardship shall be suffered, and all who return will be re-
instated after the war. The Marquess of Winchester, one
of the directors, is now serving in i ranee. Annual meeting:
March 22nd.

The connections to the system during 1915
Newcastle* wore increased by 20,905 H.P., making
upon=Tyne 258,390 n.r. total.

' The profit for the year
Electric Supply was t'2oi..|].\ a- compared with £178!:MI,

Co., Ltd. phis £5,946 brought forward. Interest and
debenture stocks, loans, &c, amounted to

£58,696, leaving £151,669: Alter paying 5 per cent, on the
preference and 6 per cent, on the ordinary shares, as com-
pared to 53 per cent, for 1914, placing t'-J-5.< h n

i to depreciation
reservi [as compaied with £2(UI0()). and £28,000 to general
i' erve (as compared with £17,000), £5,191 remains to be
tarried forward. £93,965 has been spent out of revenue on
tl fficient maintenance of the plant and system generally.
£110,079 -pent on capital account during the year represents
further cost of extensions in progress at the Carville and
Dunston power stations, and to the general distribution sys-
tem. The nominal value of the shares held in the County of

Durham Electrical Power Distribution Co., Ltd., has been
adjusted to correspond with the reduced share capital of that
C pany. Mr. R. P. Sloan has I n elected to the board,
but he retains his position as manager. At Dr. J. T. Merz's
wish he has relinquished the position of chairman, and Mr.
J. H. Armstrong has been elected to act in his place. Dr.
Merz becomes vice-chairman. Annual meeting : March 21st.

Mr. R. S. Newall presided at the annual
Waste Heat meeting on March 8th in the absence of
and Gas l>r. .1. B. Simpson, whose speech he read.
Electrical The capital expenditure had been increased
Generating by £3,654. The expenditure incurred was

Stations, Ltd. almost entirely in connection with the ex-
tensions at Weardale and Grangetown

power stations. The new plant was being installed at Wear-
dale with a view to a more efficient use of the gas received
from the. coke ovens, and the further plant at Grangetown
was being put in with a view of maintaining a greater and
more continuous output. Although the manufacture of the
plant and the completion of the works must necessarily be
slower than in normal times, there wag a good prospect that
all the plant would be brought into operation during the
current year. These extensions would cost about £45,000. In
June, 1915, the company had been allotted £10,000 of the 4J
per cent. War Loan, and the whole had been paid up. The
general reserve and depreciation account had been increased
by £11,000, together with £6,573 added for redemption funds
in respect of plant supplied on hire-purchase terms. He had
In en asked by more than one shareholder whether they made

i reserves against possible industrial developments
which might tend to supersede the methods they employed
in the utilisation of waste heat and gas. He thought the
accounts presented hi them each year, and the explanations
he had given at their meetings, showed that their reserves
wen' ample; in fact, they made such reserves as would pro-
vide for the whole cos! of their installations over the period
for which they had contracted to receive the supplies of
waste heat. The possibility of utilising waste heat in a more
efficient way also received their continual consideration, and
he had already referred to the new plant which was being
installed at Weardale power station with that object in view.
The profits earned during the year showed an increase of
about £817 over the previous year. The amount of waste
heat, gas, and steam that they received during the year had
been considerably less, owing to the conditions arising out
of the war, the reduction representing about 10 per cent.
compared with 1014, and 15 per cent, as compared with 1913.

Tire reduced quantity of waste heat available was largely in

respect of those stations where they received exhaust steam
from the blowing engines at blast furnaces, owing to the
furnaces having had to be worked with different and varying
classes i I re. Some of the coke-oven plants, also, had not
been working at full capacity, but there was an improvement
in this direction. Although the revenue had in consequence
fallen, so far as it was derived from the output of electrical

energy from the stations, there was some satisfaction in know-
ing that the supplies they had been able to give to the power
companies had been of even greater advantage to them than
in normal times, as, without the supplies of electrical energy
derived from waste heat they would have been subject to

largely increased costs owing to the higher price of coal.

Referring to the excess profits duty, he said from estimates
prepared he did not think they would be called to pay any
appreciable amount.

At the annual meeting at Edinburgh, on
Bruce Peebles Friday last, the Chairman, Mr. F. E.

& Co., Ltd. Andrews, said that they had considerably
re-arranged the works and added to the

buildings and machinery in order to expedite and increase the

output. Their export trade, to which, ever since the com-
pany was formed, thev had given unremitting attention, and
to which they attached the highest importance, had naturally

for the time being to give place to the more pressing demands
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at home; but far from relaxing theij efforts to keep
1,

1
n, -I, » iih .ill theii 11 kets, they were in

6u n iimts, and bad already joined hands with Beveral other
M in 1 E01 1 g d company to push business in

Hussia, so that at the conclusion oi hostilities they would be
n advantageous position to deal with the large field for

ti al engineering work which existed there. As regarded

electrical machinerj , thej were con tantlj overhauling and

improving their designs; their speciality, the Peebles-JLa Oour
converter, continued to gain in favour; a great many had

been supplied during the year, and they had a large number
on order at the present moment. The profit from manufac-

turing and iiading amounted to £13,945, compared with

411,649 for the year 1914 To this must be added interest

and transfer fees £971, as against £619 last year, giving a

total profit for the year of £14,916. There was a net profit

of 67,096, as compared with £3,892 a year ago. This sum
of £7,o% went to reduce the advtT.se balance against profit

and loss account, which WOUld now only amount to £10,686,

and would, he hoped, be entirelj efirninated in the course of

anothei Jeai 'I heir rash position had how for .some time been

satisfactory. They had spent £4,660 during the year

on maintenance out of revenue. Upwards of 34 per cent, of

their workpeople had joined his Majesty's Forces,, a large

number of the stall were also serving, and practically all

i military age duly presented themselves for attesta-

tion under Lord Derby's scheme. They had to mourn the

loss, among others, of Capt. W. Russell, a most valued mem-
ber of their stail', and Capt. John Peebles, a son .-I the

founder of the works and .secretary of the company for many
, ,i lie could not .speak too highly of the excellent work

of the managers, Mr. Bastow and Mr. Bunting, of the staff,

and of all their workpeople. Their financial position had

steadily improved and might now be considered quite satis-

factory. Sir John Cowan, of Edinburgh, was elected to a seat

uj the board of the company.

Mr. J. Falconer, M.P., presiding at the

Mersey annual meeting, said that having regard to

Railway Co, the difficult times, and that they had no
goods traffic, the increase of £5.860 in the

receipts must be considered .satisfactory. The increase in

expenditure was £5,125, due partly to higher cost of coal and

labour. The bulk of the increased labour cost was borne by

the Government, as was also the whole of the increased cost

of stores and materials. The net revenue was £52,860, as

against £52,125 in 1914. Since they had been working the.

line electrically they had put £2,000 a year regularly to the

i, i

,i ;il fund, and they had said that when the sum reached

£20,000 they would reconsider their position. It had now
reached £22,000, and they had reduced the allocation from

£2,000 to £1,000. They 'bad now begun the payment of

interest on the last of the debenture stocks, and when the

full interest on that was completed they would be in a posi-

tion to commence paying something to the preference share-

holders. In replj to questions, Mr. Falconer said that local

traffic had slmwii satisfactory development, more than main-

taining the ratio of progress of past years. There had been

practically a stoppage m the development of the country

around the railway because nobody was undertaking building

operations when building cost 30 to 40 per cent, above the

normal. He did not know who would get the best of the

bargain in the financial arrangement with the Government.

It now looked like being a good bargain for the Government.

Mr. H. St. J. Winkworth, presiding at

South the annual meeting on March 1st, said that

Metropolitan the. number of new consumers (313) was
Electric Light less than usual, as they had not carried out

and Power the usual extensions of small lengths of

Co., Ltd. mains. The new mains laid were princi-

pally for giving bulk supply to the West
Kent Electric Co. for power for factories, &c. The loss of

revenue due to Government lighting restrictions was estimated

at at hast £8,000 to £9,000. but this was made good by new
business and extensions. The total units sold increased by

37 per cent, to 9,185,742. The average price obtained was
lower by reason of the bulk supply. The total sales in the

show-room were £9.256, against £8,148, with £4.479 trans-

actions, against 3,759. The total receipts were £80,576, as

compared with £66,791. In regard to expenditure, coal had
o l 65,700 more, owing to increased output, high freights,

and inferior quality. In common with the other London com-
panies, thej increased their charges to consumers by 10 per

i the end of March, 1915. The total expenditure was
39 per cent, of the gross receipts, as against 36 per cent, in

I'M l Owing to an ambiguity in the trust deed as to what
they had to 6et aside to depreciation and in what circum-

sl es, thej had been in negotiation with the trustees with

a vie^ to definini tl bligations under (he deed. They had
decided to fall in with the wishes of the trustees, and had
transferred the £20,000 placed to reserve account in 1913 and
1911 to the depreciation account, and had carried to the

depreciation account £16.750. A letter received from the

solicitors to the trustees for the debenture stockholders indi-

cated that they would be able to come to an agreement. The
directors had under consideration the best manner of dealing

with the amount due to the eonmnnv by the Went Kent. Co.

for work done, approximately £30,000'. It would nrobahly
tike the form later on of an issue of capital by the West
Kent Co., but the precise form had not yet been decided upon.

Metropolitan
Electric

Supply
Co., Ltd.

The following figures show the progress of the West Kent
Co.'s bu in< 1914, h.P. connected, 77:;. consumers, 59;

gn revenue £1,596 ; expenditure, £] ,055 , net revenue, £541.
1915, h.p. < onnei ted, 3,018 ; consul I

enditure, .110,209, net revenue, £o,051. During
the year considerable e tension . both ol mains and con-
eumei . had been made, securing important power loads of

a sub tantial and durable character, ine bulk of the • nergj

had been taken From the supply mains of the South MetrS-
politan Co. In regard to the outlook, it was very difficult to

say what would take place m these days, but their output at

present was substantially more than at the eon.

period of last year, due mainly to the increased demand of

the West Kent Co. On the other hand, it was difficult to

obtain regular deliveries of coal, and owing to tie

tionallj high freights now ruling it was impossible to sa]
what coal would cost, but the average price was likelj to be
more than that paid last year. On the whole, the outlook was
satisfactory.

At the annual meeting on March 22nd an
effort is to be made to secure the appoint-

ment of a committee of shareholdei
examine into and report upon the position.

A circular was issued last week asking f >r

proxies in support of thi.s move by to-day,

The circular says:
—"For some considerable time we, m

common with many other shareholders of the above company*
have been far from satisfied with the waj in which its attain
have been administered. The dividend on the ordinary shares.

which in 1905 was 10 per cent., has now fallen to 3 pel cento]

and we learn that three of the directors (Lord Avehury, Si"

James Pender, and Mr. P. D. Tuokett, the latter having
recently joined the board) are all so dissatisfied with the posi-

tion that they have resigned their seats on the board. W»
feel the time has come for the- shareholders to take some
action to protect their interests."

The company has issued a reply to the circular, in which
the. Secretary writes:

—"Without explanation the circular is

entirely misleading. The board has not been satisfied recenfH
with the. conduct of affairs, and in June last decided upon a
complete change of management. This has been effected, and
it is on this change of management that the present opposition
is presumed to have arisen. . . . The chairman will give

the fullest explanation of the position at the general meeting."

Mr. W. K. Davies, presiding at the
annual meeting, on March 8th, expressed
regret that, owing to the class of demand
in districts like theirs, the year's working
necessitated a reduction in the dividend.
Some of the companies in the Metropolitan

area who could command a power load bad done better thar
in 1911. but this company's business, which was for domestic
and shop lighting, had again been adversely affected, not only

by the increased lighting restrictions and by the desire t<

economise, but also by the fact that there was at present ni

London season with its entertainments and festivities. The
units sold were 149,000 less, being 3 per cent, to 4 ]>er cent,

below those of the previous year, but low-priced power units

showed an increase of 12 per cent., and the reduction in the
sale of the higher priced units was nearly 10 per cent. They
had been fortunate in fuel expenses, which showed a reduc-

tion of £950. This was partly due to the fact that tl

plant had been running for the whole year and had taken tl

bulk of the load, and that the cost of oil had not inereasec'

in anything like the same proportion as the cost of coal. It

was also partly duo to their purchasing more current from
the Central Electricity Co., so that the amount generated hag
been proportionately less, and. to some slight extent, to thei;

having sold fewer units. Repairs and maintenance and other
costs were about the same as last year, but there were two
other items on the expenditure side of the revenue account
which called for special remark : one was that a special provi-

sion for income-tax of £1,50(1 was now necessary on account
of the high income-tax ; and secondly, that they had paid
£1,200 away to men on military service. These two items
alone more than accounted for the reduced distribution. In
regard to the prospects for the current year, they must not

look forward to any improvements, and they might even he
faced with n further reduction of profit. This was due to the

price of oil having risen very considerably, and to the reduc-
tion in the demand for current, which wns still proceeding
The output for the first two months of this year showed .1

reduction of 6J per cent, over the corresponding period.

Chelsea
Electricity

Supply
Co., Ltd.

British Electric Transformer Co., Ltd.—The result of

working For 1915 is considered satisfactory. After paying ah
manufacturing costs and expenses of administration, thea
remains a net nrofil nf £21.095, plus £3 17s brought forward.

Out of this 67,500 is put to reserve, £1.500 to depi-emtioj
reserve, 6 per cent, is paid on the preference, and 75 per

cent, on the ordinarv shares, £837 is paid as extra remunera-
tion to directors, and £4,604 is to be carried forward, Annual
l ting : To-dav.

Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co.. Ltd.—The
• <iilino\ share and transfer I k.s pre closed until 25th inst.

for the purpose of preparing the dividend warrants on the

onli \ shares for the yeai

.

Doulton and Co.. Ltd.—Dividend of 5 per cent., less tax,

on the preference shares for 1913.
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North Ormesby, South Bank, Normanby and Grangetown
Railless Electric Traction Co., Ltd.—The annual meeting
was held at Middlesbrough on the 9th inst. Mr. W. W. Storr,
who presided, said, in moving the adoption of the balance
6heet, that the 6hare capital of the company was ±'40,000, of
which 12s. per share had been called up, yielding ±21,678.
Sundry creditors amounted to ±121, making a total of ±21,799.
On the expenditure side, the cost of the Acts, including the
opposition to the Middlesbrough Corporation, had been ±4,012,
buildings and overhead equipment had cost ±14,139, and land
and sundries had involved an expenditure of ±2.754, leaving
a balance of ±879. The contract for the cars had not yet
been completed, and the system remained unopened, but they
expected to obtain four cars by the end of April. When the
ten cars were available they could start at once. The Board
of Trade had refused to sanction double-deck cars.

South Metropolitan Electric Trams and Lighting Co., Ltd.
—The total revenue for 1915 was ±69,281. After adding the
balance brought in, deducting all expenses, and setting aside
±4,500 to renewals fund, there remains ±15,486, and the
directors recommend placing to reserve ±4,500, payment of
dividend at rate of 5 per cent, per annum on preference
6hares for year to December 31st, 1914, ±8,478. to payment on
account of preference dividend for year 1915 at rate of 1 per
cent. ±1,695, carrying forward ±812. An agreement has been
entered into with the County of London Electric Supply Co.,
Ltd., for the supply of current in bulk to the company's
station at Sutton, which is accordingly being converted from
a generating station to a sub-station. Supply from the County
company was first taken on December 12th.

Stewarts and Lloyds, Ltd.—The directors, after setting
aside ±100,000 for depreciation, and after making provision
for estimated contingencies, recommend dividends for the
half-year to December 31st last at the rate of 6 per cent, per
annum on the preference shares; at the rate of 10 per cent.
per annum on the preferred ordinary shares; and for the
year a dividend of 2s. and a bonus of 6d. per share on the
deferred shares, placing ±60,000 to general reserve, ±20,000
to employes' benefit reserve, and carrying forward ±100,000.

Listowel Electric Light and Power Co., Ltd.—At the
annual meeting, held recently, the chairman said that the
present position was most satisfactory, and the result of the
third year's working was remarkable. The gross profits, after
paying all working expenses, amounted to ±322. In three
years they had put to reserve ±430. They recommended this
year a dividend of 8i per cent., carrying forward ±32. They
looked forward to a considerable expansion of business this

year, when certain new works and plant required to cope
with the demand had been completed.

Direct Spanish Telegraph Co., Ltd.—Dividends at the rate
of 10 percent, per annum, less income-tax. on the preference
shares, and 6 per cent, per annum, less income-tax, on the
ordinary shares (making 5 per cent, for the year) have been
announced for the last half of 1915, and a bonus of 2 per cent.
on the ordinary for the year, free of income-tax, is recom-
mended.
Melton Mowbray Electric Light Co., Ltd.—At the annual

meeting, held recently, it was reported that the revenue for
the vear, after adding the balance brought forward, amounted
to ±23.241. of which ±.2,280 was available for distribution. A
dividend at the rate of 3 per cent, per annum was declared

;

±!900 was placed to reserve for renewal of plant, and ±786 is

to be carried forward.

Reduction of Capital.—A petition for the reduction of the
capital of the Compania de Electricidad de la Provincia de
Buenos Aires. Ltd., and Red., from ±1,350,000 to ±825,000,
is to be heard on March 21st.

Nairobi Electric Power and Lighting Co., Ltd.—An
interim dividend at the rate of 6 per cent, per annum on the
preference and ordinary shares for the last half of 1915, less
income-tax, is being paid.

Scarborough Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—The profit for
1915 was £1.078, plus ±2,002 brought forward. After pro-
viding for interest charges, and placing ±1,000 to the depre-
ciation fund, ±1,716 is to be carried forward.

Western Telegraph Co., Ltd.—Second quarterly dividend
3s. per share, free of income-tax, for the year ending June,
1916, being at the rate of 6 per cent, per annum.
W. T. Glover and Co., Ltd.—After naving 5 per cent, on

the. ordinary shares, and transferring ±20,000 to reserve and
writing down investments, ±11.700 is to be carried forward.

Launceston and District Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—The
directors have declared a dividend of 3 per cent.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Tuesday Evening.
Verdun is the cynosure of the eyes of finance as much as

it is of those of the nation at lai-ge; and, hopeful views being
entertained of the end of this colossal struggle. Stock
Exchange markets on the whole are. firm and cheery. The
Budget is expected towards the end of the month, and the
next War Loan early in April. City circles are discussing
with animation the pros and cons of a popular loan in the

shape of premium bonds; but that more money will have to
be provided in some way or other before very long is obvious
to everybody.
This consideration weighs but lightly upon current quota-

tions for securities. There is a tendency to look beyond the
war and to invest money in the shares of such undertakings
as are now working under abnormally unfavourable condi-
tions, such as will right themselves automatically when the
war is over. The same motive which checks investment to
any large extent in armament shares is at work in directing
the search for issues at present depressed by the war clouds.
Such a development is one that should console the proprie-

tors of electric lighting shares in these present darkened days.
The war has bitten badly into profits, for reasons that are
well known to the public, and to the investor in lighting
shares particularly. But afterwards there should come such
a reversal of fortune amply compensatory for the lean tunes
through which the companies have passed; and those who
are on the look-out for shares of such class might do well to
include the electric supply market in their purview.

Circulars have been living about in connection with the
affairs of the Metropolitan Electric Supply Co. Three of the
directors, Lord Avebury, Sir James Pender, and Mr. P. D.
Tuckett, have resigned, and five shareholders are inviting
support at the forthcoming general meeting, with a view to
securing the appointment of a committee of shareholders to
examine into, and report upon, the position. The directors,
in reply, say that a complete change of management has
been effected, and that the chairman will give the fullest
explanation of the position at the meeting next Wednesday,
March 22nd. Meanwhile, the price of the shares keeps dull
at 2i
Various ex-dividend markings have reduced other prices in

this market to levels at which they pay handsomely, even on
the basis of the reduced dividends declared in respect of 1915.
There is accordingly plenty of scope for the far-seeing investor
to whom reference has just been made. The City of London
report is considered satisfactory, and the large increase shown
by the expenses, as compared with those of the receipts, is

regarded as a factor due entirely to the war. The Newcastle
Electric Supply Co. has declared a dividend of 3§ per cent.,
making 6 per cent, for the year, w-hich compares with 5^ per
cent, paid in the previous twelve months.
Mexican matters are once more to the front, in consequence

of the increased activity on the. part of some of the insurgents,
headed apparently by General Villa, who are making things
lively on the Mexican-American frontier. Various United
States citizens are said to have been killed in the Mexican
raids; and once more, for the nth time, the expectation re-
vives that President Wilson will take a firm stand and main-
tain a stiff upper lip in his demands for reform in Mexico.
It is difficult to conceive that even President Wilson can be
content with formularies on this occasion, because it is cer-

tain that if he cares to do so, he can command the support
of his country in enforcing order into his turbulent neighbours
of the Isthmus, and the sending of a few thousand American
troops to Mexico really looks as though he "meant business."
Although this is regarded as something of an ultimate bull

point for Mexican stocks and shares, it has not saved further
falls in the railway and industrial securities. Mexico Tram-
way Firsts, for instance, are down 4 points, Mexican Light
and Power common fell 2 to 20, and most of the bonds are
more than ever difficult to realise.

Amongst other foreign descriptions, British Columbia Elec-
tric preference dropped 2 to 53, and there is noticeable weak-
ness in Anglo-Argentine Tramways first preference, a fall of

£ taking these to 3J ; while the second preference weakened
in sympathy to 3|, as will be noticed from our fists of stocks
and shares this week.
The feature in the market for Home Railway 6tock6 is the

buying of the low-priced issues. Gambling counters, many
people would call them ; but those who are putting money
into such things contend that British railway systems of im-
portance never come to a complete end, and that recovery
sooner or later is inevitable. Therefore, the strength of Metro-
politans and Districts is well maintained. Underground Elec-
trics are duller. At the meeting held last week, Sir Robert
Perks suggested that fares should be raised, but the chairman.
Lord George Hamilton, stated that the adoption of such a
policy would encourage competition and probably cause a
great outcry throughout London. It was very easy to lose
traffic, he said, but traffic once lost was very difficult to
recover.

British Electric Tractions have been rather wanted, in
consequence of the result of the law case which has just been
settled by the Court of Appeal The Public Trustee, as
executor for a deceased large holder of income certificates in

the company. Bought to show that he was not bound by the
scheme for reducing the capital. But the judges held that
the directors had acted in perfect good faith ; and upon the
evidence before the Court, their lordships were of opinion
that the appellant, by accepting the stock and shares under
the scheme, ran no risk of incurring any future liability in
respect of them. The preference stock was dealt in on Monday
at 72, and the 7 per cent, non-cumulative preference at 46 a

week ago; while the most recent bargains in the prefen-ed
and deferred were at 16 and 10J respectively. No doubt the
company will now press forward the completion of its scheme,
and proprietors will hope to be in possession of their new
securities before long.
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The Metropolitan Electric Tramways, in ii- report,

a falling away of 618,000 to 6513,600 in its gross revenue for
I tie coropanj can ied 3,669,000 Fewer pa

but the av< rage fare was higher, The Del revenue, b

comes out at onlj 63,000 lees. The ordinarj dividend is 1 per
cent., against 2 per cent, a year ago. The price of the I! per
cent, debenture stock is 784, and the 5 per cent, del

.stuck stands about a point li « ei

Canadian lighting and power issues are creeping up again,
and the Vmerican companies are sharing in the indu trial

activity produced throughout the States bj the war condi-
tions of Europe. The Pennsylvania Water & Power increased
its profits, and announces that a new concern ha bi a

formed, called the Shawinigan Electro Products Co., the
objects of the latter being to manufacture and sell electric

furnace products.
Telegraphs and telephones are wholly placid. Business is

quiet in this section, and there are uo changes to report i>n

the week. Telegraph Constructions are quoted ex the divi-

dend of 36s., allowing for which they show a loss of LJ. Bab-
cock & Wilcox are strong, the price stiffening to 23 on buying
From the North. The other manufacturing issues are, on the
whole. :i good market. Rubber shares remain firm, business
in them being nunc active than in anything else round the
Stock Exchange. Considerable animation characterises the
department devoted to base-meta] shares, more particularly
those of the Broken Hill group. The copper division is a
little uncertain of itself, by reason of the frequent and violent

fluctuations in the juice of the metal.

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

Vie 1,1

p.c.

£7 2 10
7 13 in
6 18 6
5 14 4

6 14 9
<ll S
6 IB
6 17 3

6 19
9

G
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THE RENAISSANCE OF THE LOW-TENSION
FUSE.

Br JOHN A CRABTREE.

{Concludedfrom pjige 277.)

Reference has already been made to the heating up of the

fuse handle. This is, of course, aggravated with longer

break fuses, and is an argument against the unnecessary

extension of the break. Further, such heat represents

wasted energy, and therefore money.
Consider for a moment a 6-way t.p. 4/50-amp. per way

500-volt fuseboard, 6-in. break fusjs, as shown in fig. 3.

The length of wire will be about 10 in. for each fuse

(terminal to terminal) or a total length of 15 ft. The fuses

Fig. 3.

are wired with two strands 21 s.w.o.'tinned copper, having
a total resistance when hot under working conditions of

about '165 id —
.". C'2R loss = 400 watts (approx.).

The yearly cost of this, working GO hours per week at

Id. per uuit = £5.
If, therefore, the same safety could be procured with

suitably designed shorter break fuses, having a fuse-wire

length of .5 in. from terminal to terminal, a running cost

saving has been effected of £2 10s. per annum.
Fuse Wire.—Tinned copper wire is almost universally

used, is easily procured and generally handy. The question

•007"
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It is advisable to keep the hot fuse wire from contact

with the porcelain, and the provision of asbestos tubes,

braiding or pads, is decidedly necessary to shield the

porcelain at the vital parts from the excessive heat.

IV. Damage to the Metallic Paris by Arcing.— It is

impossible to entirely avoid this when ordinary fuse wire is

used. Where fuses of any size are in question, however, it

should be possible to so arrange the design that the arcing

at the terminal blocks will not affect the re-wiring and

contact surfaces. >Some fuses burn up the fuse wire

terminals, so that it is quite impossible to loosen the screws for

re-wiring, and one is compelled in emergency to merely coil

the fuse wire round the binding terminal. Others burn up

the terminal faces, and occasionally weld fuse and base

contacts in one mass. A method sometimes adopted

consists in leading the fuse wire through a small hole in the

insulation. This works all right if the fuse does not blow

in the hole. When it does, however, the cure is as bad as

the ill, and a blocked or shattered fuse is the result.

V. Loosening of Parts. — This principally occurs on

A.C. circuits, but should, of course, be considered as

a matter for standard design, and lock-nuts, spring

non-return washers, and substantial screw-driver slots

to all thumb-nuts and screws, should be supplied without

question. Unfortunately, price only too often enters into

these refinements of design, and a good fuse is spoilt by

the general objection to pay the fractional additional costs

entailed.

Cabinets ( Wood and Iron).—The size and ventilation of

cabinets have each a considerable effect upon the fuses

enclosed. Fuses that are cool in operation in the open air

will often heat up excessively in a confined space, and cause

endless trouble. Softened contacts (particularly the upper

ones), pitted contact surfaces, and premature fuse blowing,

are all the results of this cause. Wherever possible, cases

should be suitably ventilated, or have sufficient volumetric

capacity and cooling surface to counteract this tendency.

The sudden rise in pressure owing to a fuse blowing, has

also to be taken into consideration. With conduit wiring,

the gases have an opportunity of escaping up the tubes, but

where armoured or other cables which present no outlet to the

gases, are used, a serious rise in pressure may result. Occa-

sions have been known where locks have been smashed, and

heavy doors blown open through this cause. Apart from

plain holes, the breathers shown in fig. 5 have been adopted

with success.

The clearance from live metal to case requires careful

attention, for while a minimum clearance of one inch may

correctly designed board than to resort to makeshift

safeguards.

Wiring Arrangements.—The question of wiring should be

carefully considered, and it is to be regretted that designers

are not compelled by law to pass through a stringent course

of training, in wiring up their own boards. Boards are

often delivered and found to be absolutely unwirable.

Battens have to be carved and hacked away, bases packed

up, cables twisted into unnatural kinks, and conduit

brought all round the case to obtain a suitable entry.

It is also to be regretted that buyers seldom know what

they want when ordering. To make a first-class job

with a board of any s'z% the position of entry of the

cables should be considered, and settled, before the

board is set out. The board should be built round

the cables, not the cables round the board. For a little

extra cost on the layout of the boards, pounds would be

saved in the connecting up. Instead of mai.icuvring heavy

cables into impossibly placed sockets, heavy cables should

lead in direct, with little or no bending of any kind what-

ever. Yet how often is the manufactu er held up till the very

last minute for the position of the cable entry into ihe case,

and expected to deliver the job complete by return. The.

buyer arranges his cables to enter N, S, E or W, as it

pleases him, and then curses the makers for supplying an

unwirable board.

To sum up : We have yet to obtain the ideal fuse, but

the following leading features may be considered as essential

in its development (see also fig. :i 1.

1. Substantial, electrically and mechanically.
2. Mast pass stringest short-circuit tests without damage to

itself.

3. No danger of accidental contact with live parts, whether
fuse is ' in" or "out."

4. Safe to handle, even if inserting on a short.

5. Fuse wire as short as possible, compatible with safety, and
reliability.

6. Well-ventilated handle, cool in handling.

7. Poroelain free from excessive heat stresses.

8. Should not overheat when enclosed in iron case.

9. Easily re- wired, and free from danger of burnt-up terminal?.

10. No possibility of arcing to iron case.

11. Foseboards easily connected up, with as little bending of

heavy cables as possible.

12. Inexpensive.

FlQ. 5.

be ample under ordinary conditions, there are often circum-

stances where such a clearance is quite useless. Consider

the case of fuses on circuits with an earthed return, where

one has the full voltage between the lead in terminals, and

the iron case. In the event of a blow, the arc has a strong

tendency to jump to earth and burn out the whole fuse-box

in a " dead short." Where, therefore, there is any possi-

bility of a fuse blowing to earth, suitable deflector plates or

shields should be fitted at the required positions, unless it is

possible to combine such shields in the design of the fuse

unit. Asbestos lining is often worse than useless, unless

well varnished, and micanite or vitreous enamel ,put a board

outside a competitive basis. It is much better to have a

CONTINUOUS-CURRENT RAILWAY MOTORS.

A paper on the above subject, by Mr. E. V. Pannell, wa6 read

before the Institution of Electrical Engineers and dis-

cussed on March 9th ; an abstract of the paper appeared in

our last issue.

Mr. F. W. Carter, who opened the discussion, said the

paper was very opportune, the subject being highly specialised

and the literature on it being behind development. The

author was wise in limiting the subject to motors for multiple-

unit trains; he thought he attached too much importance to

the hourly rating, which was not in any 6ense a criterion of

the service capacity of this type of motor, and there had been

considerable discussion as to whether it should be retained

for that reason. He, therefore, disagreed that the one-hour

rating represented the maximum desirable current during ac-

celeration; although this was probably true of the old tramway
motors, modern commutating-pole machines often accelerated

at much higher than the one-hour rated capacity. In this

country we should require much larger clearances than were

indicated by the author in his reference to linear dimensions.

When the ventilated motor was first introduced, it was feared

that it would pick up dust, snow, fc., but now from 15,000

to 20,000 of this type had been sold by one American concern

alone, representing li million h.p. The author was wrong

iu 6tating that the Central London motors were semi-venti-

lated with hollow shafts; some motors of this type for use

in America had been experimentally made, but abandoned

because of brake dust getting into them, and the Central

London motors had solid shafts, like the District motors.

Referring to the 200-kw. 1,200-volt ventilated motor shown in

fig. 8, the bearings were very small, and a bad feature; they

were much smaller than usual, and less than those on the

new Lancashire & Yorkshire, and South-Western motors. He
thought an extra 4 or 5 inches in bearing' length would be

required for satisfactory service. The design also showed a

lip on the commutator used as an oil thrower, which was a

bad feature and would, he suggested, require replacing with

a proper oil thrower, and these alterations would, he con-

sidered, reduce the core length to less than the 18 in. shown.

It was true that roller bearings might be considered, but
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experience with them was lacking. He very much doubted
whether a 200-kw. ventilated motor of ordinary design could
be got into the ordinary gauge, without recourse to large

wheels or roller bearings, even with the smaller commutator
due to using 1,200 volte. Artificial limitations, such as due to

the one-hour rating, were undesirable.
Prof. S. P. Smith was interested to notice 'the author's

advocacy of field control, although it was in use before the

series-parallel control became the vogue; now it was coming
back in combination with the latter. The unfortunate part

about all such arrangements was that it was not economical
to increase the types in use on existing systems, and it might
involve great capital cost to convert to field control. He
could not quite agree with some of the author's data, regard-
ing recently developed machines; the GOO and 1,200-volt.

machines were reasonable, but he thought the 1,800-volt

machine was open to criticism. For instance, 20 volts average
per segment might mean a maximum of 30 volts, which, he
thought, would lead to sustained sparking between segments;
the segment pitch was necessarily small. It would be inter-

esting to know whether any such voltage had been used. The
segments per slot were also numerous, and the design appeared
to be an effort to do the work with too small a motor.
Mr. Lydall said inside the motor there was very little

room for field connections, and these should be kept to a

minimum. In regard to field control, the diverter was one
method, but. as mentioned in the paper, it had given trouble

through flashing over, and it had been proposed' to use a
relay to cut out periods of the weak field, but to get a satis-

factory relay was the difficulty. Part of the field winding
could be cut out in various ways; it was possible to cut out
the two bottom poles or alternative poles, but there might be
trouble with both ways. Then there was tapping off the
middle point, which was, perhaps, the best thing to do. He
agreed that it was undesirable to talk about the maximum
value of the average voltage, which meant nothing; the

factor was the maximum voltage.

It having been suggested by one speaker that diverters

might be made inductive with advantage, Mr. Highfield
stated that in connection with the series wound Thury
machines used by his company the diverters had been altered

from non-inductive to inductive with satisfactory results.

Previously, they had had trouble with the diverters such as
was indicated in the paper.
Mr. Eoger Smith, who in the absence of the. author had

read the paper, replied to one or two points on his behalf.

The author, he said, had mentioned that too much import-
ance should not be attached to the one-hour rating, and had
advocated service rating. The Engineering Standards Com-
mittee had not yet legislated for railway motors in this coun-
try, and for the time being we practically used the American
standards. He agreed, on behalf of the author, that the
200-kw. ventilated motor shown had serious defects from the
railway operating point of view ; there was too little clearance
between the end of the commutator and bearing. The railway
motor was a pure compromise, and the less difficulty put in
the way of the designer, and the more they asked only for
results, the better the results would be. Field control was one
of two things making the D.c. series motor really useful; the
other feature was regenerative control, and both were of
singular importance in railway work.

(a) No heavy work is imposed on the driver in operating
the control lever.

(b) No energy i6 wasted in continually pumping electrolyte.

(c) The full speed of the motor is obtained, as. when the
last rotor switch closes, the rotor is metallically short-

circuited.

(d) No energy is wasted in the rotor resistance during the
period of full-speed running, but only during the periods of

acceleration and retardation.
(e) There is no risk of flashing over, however -quickly the

control lever is operated.

1.

—

Contactor Panel for Rotor Circuit of 400-h.f.

Induction Motor.

(/) There is no cooling pipe system to be kept clean and
in order.

(g) The rate of accelerating the speed of the motor is auto-
matically controlled by a relay system, so that, although the
control lever may be put right over at the start, no succeed-
ing switch closes until the current, which has increased on
the closing of the preceding switch, has fallen to a predeter-
mined and adjustable amount.

Contactor Panels.—For alternating-current slip-ring motors,
one set of contactors is provided for opening and reversing

CONTROL EQUIPMENTS FOR WINDERS
AND HOISTS.

The apparatus illustrated and described in the following

article has been specially developed by the British Thomson-
Houston Co., of Rugby, for the control of electric motors used

for winding and haulage in collieries, -and furnace hoists in

steel works.

Each equipment consists of a drum-type master controller,
a panel on which electrically-operated air-break contactor
switches are mounted, and control resistances of the air-cooled
type.

The operator can start, stop, and reverse the electric motor
by means of the master controller, the contactors closing
automatically when the controller handle is moved. The
closing of the contactors can only occur in the correct sequence,
and each contactor remains open until the motor has
accelerated sufficiently to permit additional resistance to be
cut out of circuit without excessive current being taken from
the line. Thus, even if the operator moves the control handle
too quickly from the "off" position to the "full on" posi-
tion, the current limit relays on the contactor panel will auto-
matically protect the motor against damage and permit it to
be started up in the shortest time compatible with safety.
These contactor equipments are particularly suitable for

winders and hoists, and possess the following advantages over
liquid controllers, as clearly explained in the paper by Mr.
J. H. Rider, on " The Power Supply of the Central-Rand Mines
Group," read before the Institution of Electrical Engineers on
December 9th, 1914.

Fig. 2.—Contactor Panel for Reversing Stator Circuit of
3,300-volt Induction Motor.

the stator connections, and another set for short-circuiting
the resistance divisions in the rotor circuit.

Air-break contactors are recommended for this service, even
for line voltages up to 3,300, as the wear on these is li

that on contactors breaking under oil.

A typical contactor equipment for reversing stator circuits

is shown in fig. 2.

The contactor panel shown in fig. 1 is a typical panel for
use in the rotor circuit for cutting out the controlling resist-

ances.
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For lis '

i and less the conta< I u

trolling the statoi circuil are mounted on the same panel as
the rotor contactors, and are of the Bame general type as the
rotoi contactors \ tj pical panel is shown in G

urrent motona Hie contactor panel consists of
four contactors used for reversing tlio armature connections,

total resistance necessitates the use of not more than six
boxee.
For large motors, where more than six resistance !••

required, the mutts are. mounted as shown in fig. G. In this
case the end castings are dispensed with, and the rods carry-
ing the grids arc assembled in an iron pipe framework.

Fig. 3.

—

Contactor Panel for Stator and Rotor Circuits of
'200-h.p., 650-volt Induction AIotor.

and a number of other contactors for short-circuiting the
divisions of the starting resistance. Fig. 4 shows a typical

contactor panel for reversing a direct-current motor.

Fig. 4.

—

Contactor Panel for Reversing 66-h.p. Continuous-
CTJBRl M MOI

Resistances.—The ed for this service consist of
iron grids mounted on mica insulated rods which are fixed to
the main resistance frame. Pure mica washers are used for
insulating the grids from each other and from the frame.
For small motors th< units are mounted as shown

in fig. 5. This form of frame consists of a number of separate
boxes, the end castings of each box being arranged with lugs
for bolting to similar frames on the top, bottpm, and sides,
so that any number of boxes can be bolted together to form
a complete resistance.

This form of mounting is recommended in cases where the

Fig. 5. -Ts ir C G, Form G G, Resistance with Junction Bos.
(Side cover removed.)

Master Controller.—The motor can be started, stopped, and
reversed by means of the master controller, which is of the
British Thomson-Houston standard tramway type.

This controller makes or breaks the circuit of the contactor
switches, which then automatically controls the current flow-

ing to the motor independent of the operator.

Fig. 6. Typj CG, Form EE, Resistance, fitted with
Inflating Rods. (Side cover removed.)

Control equipments as described are operating satisfactorily
in mines in Great Britain and other parts of the world.

TAR OILS AS FUEL FOR DIESEL

ENGINES.

Ai the February meeting of the Diesel Engine Users' Asso-
ciation. Mr. W. Batho, of Messrs. Sulzer Bros., remarked
that the price at which they had been accustomed to buy
mineral oils had been such that there was nothing to induce
manufacturers of Diesel engines to expend large sums in
experiments; for years past, however, the Continental journals
had contained a large amount of information on the subject.
In Switzerland, about 140 Diesel engines installed by Messrs.
Sulzer Bros, were nearly all running on tar oil prior to the
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outbreak of war, the sizes varying from 20 to 1,000 b h.p.

This tar oil was all imported. Messrs. Sulzer Bros, had car-

ried out long experiments with vertical-retort tar and had
designed a special method of burning it. After the outbreak
of war they installed their own tar distillation plant, and the
results had been very satisfactory. "The reason why they
installed this plant inetead of using ordinary tar was that

although the latter gives fairly good results, it is not such a

clean and satisfactory fuel as tar oil. Further, vertical-retort

tar can, as a rule, only be obtained in small quantities, and
other kinds of tar require distillation to make a satisfactory

fuel. It is also more economical to use tar oil, as the valuable
by-products, such as benzol, toluol, armnoniacal liquors, and
anthracene, would be lost if the tar were used direct in the
Diesel engine.
In France, where they had installed some 50 engines, tar

oil was almost universally in use. The sizes varied from '20 to

3,500 b.h.p.

The greater part of Messrs. Sulzer Bros.' engines run with
tar oil without any auxiliary fuel pump, and this refers parti-

cularly to their two-stroke engines. A great deal, however,
depends upon the conditions under which the engine has to

work, and in some cases they have fitted their own design
of auxiliary pump with a pilot jet for ignition purposes. They
have found that it is not sufficient to inject a drop of oil in

a solid state, so to speak, in advance of the main fuel charge,
but this ignition drop requires to be properly pulverised in

the same way as the main fuel supply. Unless this is done,
the initial combustion is impaired, and it also considerably
increases the consumption of the ignition fuel.

Light oils, such as benzol, with a low flashpoint, are not
suitable for Diesel engines. The heavy tar oils are almost all

suitable. It ie possible that when oil has been 6tored, espe-
cially during cold weather, a certain amount of crystallisation

takes place. These crystals usually consist of fuel of high
value, which, by sufficient heating of the tar oil, as a rule
become easily dissolved. In purchasing tar oils the following

points should be considered :
—

The specific gravity should be between 1. and 1.1.

The lowest flashpoint is about 70 deg., but for safety against
fire it should be in the neighbourhood of 100 deg. to 130 deg. F.
Tar oils are ae a rule dark to almost black. One drop on

white paper should show no black residue, as is the case with
tar. This black residue means a large percentage of free

carbon or other tar ingredients.

The lower calorific value is between 15,800 and 16,500
B.TH.U.

The unburnt residue of tar oil should not exceed 1 per cent.
The amount of water should not exceed 1 per cent.
With coal tar oils the sulphur contained can be from 0.5 to

1 per cent.
If the tar oil contains a high percentage of residue which

only begins to vaporise at 400 deg. C, the same results can
be expected as with tar; that is to say, one must anticipate
a considerable amount of dirt in the engine, and the exhaust
valves will require frequent cleaning and grinding in.

With gas tar the most important point is the contents of
asphalt and pitch. Tar obtained from the manufacture of
gas in vertical retorts .can be used without difficulty by the
adoption of an auxiliary fuel pump and specially prepared
lubricating oil. Tars from horizontal or inclined retorts are
not suitable, and they, as well as coke-oven tars, should be
distilled for the recovery of tar oil, and in this way brought
into use as fuel for Diesel engines.
The specific gravity of coal tar is 1.06 to 1.12.

If the viscosity is over 20 deg. Engler at a temperature of
20 deg. C, the tar is unsuitable for good combustion.
With regard to flashpoint and water, the same remarks

apply as to tar oils. It should, however, be carefully noted
that when using tar as fuel, certain inconveniences will be
experienced, and these, will be considerably increased if the
amount of water contained in the tar is high.
A thin layer, of the fuel poured on to glass or paper should

show the smallest possible quantity of black or crystallised
deposits.

Tars with a calorific value below 15,500 b.th.t. are of little

use.

The ashes content should not exceed 0.1 per cent.
The sulphur content may be up to 2 per cent.
The impurities that remain after evaporation at 350 deg. C.

should not exceed 45 per' cent.

Mr. L. W. Johnson, of Messrs. Banks, Warner & Co., Ltd..
referred to the entirely successful manner in which tar and
tar nils had been used in Diesel engines in Germany. In that
country the approximate total b.h.p. developed by Diesel
engines was 850,000, of which about 150,000 was obtained from
tar or tar oils, the corresponding figures for Great Britain
being about 80,000 and 1,000 respectively. The lowest import
duty on petroleum oils brought into Germany was 36s. a ton,
which naturally was a great encouragement to the use of the
home product.
A great saving of national wealth might be effected by the

use in internal-combustion engines of fuel oil distilled from
the coal produced in our own country as compared with the
burning of coal in boiler furnaces; he estimated it at 30
million pounds sterling to the consumer per annum, whilst
the value of the coal would be increased by fully 75 per
cent.

Tar oils have so far chiefly been used for creosoting timber,
and most of the available supplies are now aent to the United

States; in 1913, 40 per cent, of our total production of tar
was exported to America, the approximate amount being
200,000 tons, which would provide nearly a quarter of a
million b.h.p. working 3,600 hours. A further large percentage
was exported to Germany, and this now also goes to the
United States. Lately, however, in America a number of tar
distilling plants are being installed, which fact is of much
importance to us.

The speaker stated that since the beginning of this year
he had been in touch with most of the sources of supply of
tar oils in this country, and that out of some 50 firms
approached only about a dozen had been able to make any
offers at all. Of these, about one-half could supply products
which would be suitable for use in Diesel engines, and the
total quantity would amount to about five to eight thousand
tons per annum. The prices quoted ranged from 2$d. to 6d.
a gallon, or, say, £2 10s. to £1 a ton at their works. It

seemed probable that a further million gallons of suitable
fuel oils could be supplied from other sources. The price of
fuel oil suitable for Diesel engines on the Pacific coast of
America was said to be Id. per gallon, and en the Eastern
coast of America 2d. per gallon. Owing, to taxation of im-
ports in Germany, tar oil had been cheaper to use than even
Galician fuel ; thus Diesel engines there had been developed
fei burn tar oils, and the exclusive use of inland fuels had
tended to make Germany independent of foreign countries.
The value of creating a home product lay in the fact that
thereby competition was established with the foreign pro-
duct, and prices were kept within reasonable limits.

A process for distilling tars obtained from gas works where
vertical retorts were used had already been set to work in a
neutral country, and the distilled oils were being used on
Diesel engines of all sizes and of both low and high speeds
with every success, and without the engines being altered
for pilot ignition. In most cases, however, pilot ignition had
been resorted to in one form or another, and it was only
quite recently that any measure of success had attended the
experiments made to use the oils without pilot ignition. The
chief trouble experienced was that at lighter loads, i.e., below
three-quarter loads, the temperature inside the" cylinder at
the time of opening the fuel valve was not high enough to
start and complete the combustion of the main charge.
Mr. Johnson referred to an engine of 150 b.h.p.. which had

been operating absolutely satisfactorily for about three years
on ordinary gas works tar. No difficulties had been encoun-
tered, and pilot ignition was employed. Several engines had
also been tested on distilled tar, and were operating success-
fully on this product without pilot ignition.

Of the various methods that had been tried for burning tar
oils, only two were useful, namely, modifying the design of
the fuel valve so as to produce the right conditions for tar
oils, or using a pilot charge. The latter was at present the
standard for running Diesel engines on tar oil. but the former
appeared to be the correct one, as the problem of using tars
and tar oils could not be considered solved until such oils

could be burned as simply as residual oils. No conclusive
results had as yet been obtained, and the whole principle
being in its experimental stage, great secrecy was observed.
The. whole difference, however, appeared to be in the design
and operation of the needle valve. What appeard to be
required was that quite a small quantity of tar oil should
enter the cylinder before, and distinct from, the main charge.
This quantity was readily converted into the oil-gas formation
necessary to raise the temperature in the combustion space
sufficiently to permit of the smooth and complete burning of
the main charge. Many experiments were carried out before
conclusive evidence was obtained that the experiments were
being made on the right lines and that results were possible.

It should be noted that copper, zinc, or alloys of these
metals could not be employed in the manufacture of parts in
contact with tar oils. Hence steel pipework must be adopted,
and the parts of engines, which were generally made of gun-
metal or phosphor bronze, had to be made of pure nickel or
25 per cent, nickel steel, while good joints could be made of
sheet asbestos after soaking it in gold size or some like sub-
stance.

In the discussion which followed, much stress was laid on
the advantage which would accrue to users of Diesel engines
in this country if they were not in future to lie left entirely
dependent upon the use of imported petr< leuin fuel oils. Ths
importance of the question from the national point of view,
particularly in the more economical utilisation of the mineral
resources of the country, was also referred to.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL TARIFFS ON
ELECTRICAL GOODS.

CHILE.—Telegraphic information has been received at the
Board of Trade, through the Foreign Office, to the effect that
the proposed new specific Customs Tariff for Chile has been
introduced in the Senate, and will, it is anticipated, be passed
by that body very shortly and promulgated as law, in the
form sanctioned by the Chamber of Deputies, with some few
modifications. A translation of the proposed new Tariff, as
approved by the Chamber of Deputies, was issued in 1914 as
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Parliamentary Return (Cd. 7,458), obtainable from Wyman
.ni'l s<>ns. Fetter Lane, London, E.O.

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO.—The Board of Trad.- have
received the oops ,if a Resolution which was agreed to on De-
cember 10th, 1915, by the Legislative Council of Trinidad and
Tobago, amending tne duties mi certain articles imposed by
die Customs Duties Ordinance of 101.') on their imp
nit" (lie Colony. Among the amendments may he noted the

following :

—
The duty on machinery—including motor and other engines,

steam boilers, and electric machinery not hereunder specified

(see below), and electric dental appliances, remains the same,
viz., 8 per cent. ad. val. under tne preferential tariff, and in

per cent, ad val. under the general tariff, but the italicised

words are new.
The following have been transferred from the free schedule

and now have to pay a uniform rate of 2$ per cent, ad val.,

viz. :—Machinery for electric lighting and power plant on
estates or mines (and parts thereof not imported for sale) if

admitted as such by the Collector of Customs; machinery for

railways and tramways on estates or mines, including rails

and rolling stock (and parts thereof, not imported for sale),

admitted as such by the Collector of Customs; also agricul-

tural, irrigation, mining, &c., machinery, not imported for

sale. Motor vehicles of all kinds, which formerly paid vary-

ing specific rates of duty, are now dutiable at the uniform
rate of 8 per cent, ad val under the preferential tariff ami
10 per cent, ad val. under the general tariff.

NETHERLANDS.—The exportation from the Netherlands
of rubber, gutta-percha, and articles manufactured therefrom
was prohibited by a Roval Decree promulgated on January
•26th.

GREECE.—In virtue of a Greet Royal Decree of October
31st last, certain tools, machinery, instruments, and utensils

of agriculture and the branches of industry connected there-

with, when imported into Greece by Agricultural Associations

for their own use or for sale or loan to members of an Associa-

tion, are to be exempted from import duty, also from muni-
cipal, communal, harbour, or any other tax. In the list of

implements and machinery specified in the Decree appear the

following :—Motors of agricultural machines, i.e., motors
worked by horse, steam, or electric power, crude petroleum
and benzine (petrol) motors; means for the conveyance of

motive power, i.e., belts, cogged wheels, chains and wire for

transmitting electric power; and pumps.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.—A Circular recently-

issued by the United States Treasury Department contains

the text of revised regulations, which came into force on
February 1st, regarding the procedure for the exportation of

merchandise to foreign countries or shipped to or from non-
contiguous territory of the United States. The full text of

the Circular, which gives detailed instructions with regard to

various export matters, may be consulted at the Commercial
Intelligence Branch of the Board of Trade, 73, Basinghall
Street. London, E.C.

BRITISH DOMINIONS AND COLONIES, &c—Informa-
tion relating to the rates of import duty leviable in the
British Self-Governing Dominions, Colonies, Possessions, and
Protectorates is contained in the Return recently published

by the Board of Trade on "Colonial Import Duties, 1915."

The Return is arranged with the ohject of bringing together
the various tariff classifications and rates of duty for each
principal group of articles, the information being 6hown for

each British Possession under each group. Electrical machi-
nery and apparatus (including wireless telegraphy) forms one
of the headings into which the groups are divided. Other
particulars included in the Return are details of the. preferen-
tial tariff advantages accorded in certain Dominions and
Colonies in favour of British goods: information respecting
tariff valuations, the levying of duties on the gross or net
weight of goods imported at specific rates: tare allowances;
Colonial copyright laws and regulations; parcel post regula-
tions affecting dutiable articles sent from the United King-
dom: and a detailed statement of the export duties leviable

in the various Dominions and Colonies, &c. The Return is

obtainable from Messrs. Wyman & Sons, Ltd.. Fetter Lane.EC reference number Cd. 8,094, price 4s. 2d., post free
4s. 9d.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1916.

(NOT YET PUBLISHED).

Compiled expressly for this journal by Messrs. W. P. Thompson & Co.,
Electrical Patent Agents, 285, High Holborn, London, W.C., and at
Liverpool and Bradford.

2.1)20.

2Sth.
Me of control for petrol-electric W. A. Siev Feb-

3,984. " Means for controlling the ignition period in magneto-electric
machines." H. Green. February 28th.

2.945. " Electrical contacts." M. W. F. Petmeky & A. W. Sherriff. Feb-
ruary 28th.

2,959. " Feed-pump pressure regulators." BRITISH Thomson-Houston Co.
February 28th.

8,961. " Electrolysis of solutions ol ilk.'li chlorides." W. T. Cidden.
! ' 2Sth.

o J. A. Fuller, &• L. Fuller.

for

1 986 " G
FebruaTj 2

2,978 " Variable ipaci
i tnsmission systems." W. Haddon

February 88th.

2.977. " Electric heaters." E. C. K. Marks (Landcri, Frarv 1 Clark).
February 28th.

2,986, "li ih tables." Callbndbk's Cabli Co. and
T O. Callender. February 28th.

3,006. " Ships' telegraphic apparatus, &c." E. V LAMBERT. February 29th.

3,029. " Electric battery lamp." J. E. Hamilton. February 29th.

3,036, " Polyphase alternating electric current commutator machines."
rHOMSON-HoUStON Co. & N. ShUTTLEWORTH. February 29th.

059 " Electric condensers." M. O'Gorman & R. WihddincTon. March 1st.

3,057. " Magneto electric machines." H. Green. March 1st.

3,059. " Cleat for carrying two separate wires or cables." I. E. Grooott.
March 1st.

3,062. "Sparking plugs for internal-combustion engines." A. T. Austin.
M inh 1st.

3.067. " Electric furnaces." H. Etchells & H. A. Greaves. March 1st.

3.076. " Electric welding or fusion-deposition of metals." A. P. Stroii-
March 1st.

3.0S4. " Electrolytic production of sodium perborate." Dectschb Gold-und
Shrek -Schkidlanstalt VORU RoSSLBR. March 1st. (Germany, March 10th.
1915.)

3,087. " Electric switches, especially for controlling electric motors." P. S.
Brook & J. A. Hirst. March 1st.

3,114. " Means for regulating voltage ol direct-current dynamo." E.
Schneider. March 1st.

3,122. " Magneto-electric machines." F. L. Hollister. March 1st.

3,161. " Battery cells." W. L. Walker. March 2nd. (U.S.A., March
17th, 1915.)

3,164 " Means for suspending and insulating electrical conductors." H. A.
Ewsm & Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co. "March 2nd.

3.165. " Studs or electrodes of electric dischargers." H. M. DowSBTT and
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co. March 2nd.

3.166. " Aeroplanes." Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co. March 2nd.

3,169. " Apparatus for heating air or gases." British Thomson-Houston
Co March 2nd.

3,192. " Dynamo-electric machines." H. CinTTv. March 2nd.

3,227. " Earthed concentric electric wiring systems." G. S. Boothrovd
and Callender "s Cable and Construction Co. March 3rd.

3,230. " Driving mechanism for machines.*' British Thomson-Houston
Co. (Geneial Electric Co.). March 3id.

3.233. " Measuring instruments, rela>s, Sic." H. A. Ewen & Marconi's
Wireless Telegraph Co. March 3rd.

3.234. " Dynamometers." W. G. Walker. March 3rd.

31254 " Electrical measuring apparatus." F. Wunsch. March 3rd.

I .S.A , March 4th. 1915.)

3. 25."".. " Voltage regulating systems for electrical circuits." R. E. Gilmor
Sperri Gyroscope Co.). March 3rd.

:. J-t: " Electric cable drums, reels, 4c." E. Edwards & H. G. Woods.
March 4th.

3,894. " Electric incandescent arc devices." British Thomson-Houston
Co (General Electric Co.. U.S.A.). March 4th.

398 " Electric switches." A. H. MidclbV and C. A. Yandekvell 4 Co.
M ii-ch 4th.

3.2H9 " High-tension magnetos." A. H. MlDGtEl AND C. A. VandervbLL
e March 4th.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.

1914.
1,405. Continuous-current G

19th (January 31st, 1913. Additioi

12,282, Polyphase Commutator D'

18th. ijune 14th, 1913.)

23,107. Electrical Switches. F. B. Con & Smith. N
lion to 23,163/12.)

Fried. Krupp Akt. Ges. January
1,4117 13

|

s ind Motors. A. Heyland. May

THE

X915.

596 Automatic Electro-dvnamic Brake System for Feed Reels

n Kl II. V. James. January 14th.

1,076. Heating Unit or Resistance Element for Electric Heating APPA-

RATUS. A. Slatter St G. Wilde. January 22nd.

2.2..M. Convertible Electric Fire. E. A. Welch. February 12th.

2.312. Electrical Heating Apparatus. A. F. Berry. February 19th.

1 328 Electric Switches or Devices for Making or Breaking Electric

Contacts. F. A. Humphreys, B. A. Quint, & E. J. Felt. February 13th.

2,532. Controllers for Electric Lifts. C. G. Major & Smith, Major and
Stevens. Ltd. February 17th.

2,618. Dynamo-electric Machines. Crompton & Co. and N. Pensabene.

1 :bru irj 18th.

2,696 ruBULAR Electric Pocket Lamps. E. C. R. Marks (Interstate

v.* Itj Co.). February 19th.

2,698. Method of rendering articles made of Porcelain, Pottbrv, Glass,

and the like, Electrically Conductive fok the purpose of enabling the

Deposition thereon of Metallic Coatings by Electrolysis to be effected.

I' M irino. February 19th.

3,987. Printing Telegraph Receivers Western Electric Co. (A. F. Dixon).

March 13th. (March 19th, 1914.)

5,351 Electrically-heated Hot-air Syringe fok Dental or Surgical use.

J M. V.iughan. April 9th.

7.704. Telephone Systems. Relay Automatic Telephone Co. Sz L. C.

Bygi ive. May 22nd.

'I 279 TARGETS for X-kay Tubes and the like. British Thomson-Houston
Co.' (General Electric Co., U.S.A.). June 24th.

11 -In Electrolytic Refining of Tin. W. J. Mellersh-Jackson (American

Smelting & Refining Co.). August 16th.

18,898. Electric Lock Switches. G. W. Bowen. September 8th.

12,951. Klfctro-magneticallv Controlled Valves for use in connection

won mi Electro-pneumatic Actions of Organs. H. Willis, Jun. Septem-

13,985. Dynamo-electric Machines fok the Starting and Ignition or

Internal-combustion Engines. British Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing

Co. October 2nd. (October 3rd. 1914.)
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Some months ago we recorded the appointment by
the Board of Education of the Advisory Council
for industrial and scientific research, responsible

to a special committee of the Privy Council, and
charged with the duty of organising and promoting
the investigation of scientific problems bearing on
trade and industry, and the elaboration of improved
processes of manufacture, with a view to rendering
our industries independent of foreign, and particu-
larly German, methods and products. Since then the
Council has been engaged in laying the foundations
of the organisation which must be erected in order
to achieve its purposes, and has made considerable
progress, not only in connection with the machinery
through which its operations will be conducted, but
also in setting on foot a number of researches, with
a view to avoiding loss of time—for the matter is

of great urgency. We have already announced that
grants have been made to the Institution of Elec-
trical Engineers towards meeting the cost of re-

searches on the heating of buried cables, and the
properties of insulating oils; similar grants have
been allocated to other scientific bodies for specific

purposes, and other proposals are under considera-
tion.

The Advisory Council, as originally constituted,
comprised only seven scientific members and an
administrative chairman; obviously so small a body
could not possibly cope with the immense task which
lay before it. and the Council has wisely adopted the
principal of devolution, in order that full justice may
be done to every branch of industry. Strong stand-
ing committees of experts in Mining and Metallurgy
have already been constituted under the chairmanship
of distinguished specialists, and a similar committee
will shortly be constituted for Engineering. We
particularly wish to emphasise the fact that the per-
sonnel of these committees comprises only men who
are in the foremost rank in their respective branches
of industry and science, and that they have been
chosen with the most scrupulous care and circum-
spection. We may confidently hope, therefore, that
the work of the various sections will be directed
into profitable paths and will speedily bear good
fruit.

In addition to the activities briefly indicated above—which represent a considerable expenditure of time
and labour—the Council has obtained particulars of
the research work which is already being carried on
by the scientific and professional societies, and by
the universities and higher technical schools, with a
view to the establishment of a register of research
and the prevention of overlapping. It is even pos-
sible that in the near future steps may be taken to
collect information as to the research work of manu-
facturing firms. We cannot afford to waste energy
and money by duplication.

Another important branch of the Advisory Coun-
cil's work is the training of an adequate supply of
research workers, and though it is impossible during
the war to make much progress in this direction, the
Council is very much alive to the urgency of the
matter, and has made recommendations for imme-
diate action, in order that whatever can be done
shall be done. The University of Oxford, acting
independently, recently took steps to ensure that
honours students in chemistry should be obliged to
take up research work, and no doubt this excellent
example will be followed. It may be hoped that we

[329]
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are on the eve of fundamental changes in our educa-

tional system—changes long overdue which will

inevitably include the elevation of science to the posi

tion to which it is justly entitled in the education and

training of those who are destined to be the

nation's leaders in art, industry, and administration.

For some months past we have foi-

The Voice lowed with great interest the speeches

of that have been delivered in Australia

Australia. by the Prime Minister of the Common-
wealth. Quite early after the out-

break of war he recognised the strength of the bands

which Germany had been winding around the re-

sources of the British Empire, and he determined

that, so far as Australia was concerned, those bands

should be snapped. The policy adopted in the

Empire's hour of emergency was developed as the

needs of the situation became more clearly defined,

and most thoroughly has such policy been applied

with a view to ridding Australian industrial,

economic, and public life of the last vestige of

German influence wherever it was recognisable.

Readers of this journal have been kept cognisant of

the main features and progress of the movement.
Australia needed a strong man for the emergency.

and he was at hand in the person of Mr. VV. M.
Hughes, and when they found that their strong man
was prepared to act they backed him up in practically

everything that he did. He is not a man to employ
half-hearted measures. Was he not first and fore-

most a Labour man? A Democrat of Democrats,

and therefore an out-and-out Autocrat ? The records

of the application of his policy have shown that he

and his supporters prefer to act too drastically rather

than leave danger lurking beside the pathway. It was
in the interests of the Empire and of the Allies, as

well as of Australia, that the metal industries were
freed from the Teutonic entanglements in which
they had become so enmeshed, and what was done
in the case of those industries led also to the strang-

ling of manv another concern in which German influ-

ence was discovered. It had been supposed that

when Mr. Hughes reached the Mother Country he

would have obtained another view of certain matters.

but the speeches that he has delivered here during

the past fortnight have all the invigorating influence

and force that marked his progress as he pushed
aside whatever opposition came in his way in the

Commonwealth. In the main, the speeches that have
been stirring the people here are similar to those

delivered in Australia—we detect no relenting

tendency. He wants us to know that the daughter
heart of Australia beats with the heart of the Mother
Country in her hour of need, and that the sword of

her sons is whetted to slay those who are a menace
at our threshold. He wants us to recognise that the

material resources of the Empire should be so

organised and controlled that that Empire shall be

independent of those who aimed to dominate it. He-

wants us to see that what Australia has done is but

the beginning of what the whole Empire should do
in order to prevent future economic domination by
those with whom we are at war. We welcome his

speeches as much because they have come at the

psychological moment as because of their invigora-

ting spirit and strength. We learned before he came
that he had some very plain truths to utter in our
midst. Certainly the beds of some of our legislators

must be a' little draughty in these breezy days. If

.Mr. Hughes were to remain here we might hear less

of the wait-and-see murmurings: there might he
some mistakes made: the fat might be more fre-

quently in the political fire ; but we should not be told

one day of Germany's head or helmet being safelv

under never to rise again, and on another hear the
disappointing assurances that we shall arrive at and
depart from the great Economic Conference at Paris

entirely uncommitted to any future trade policy. Mr.
Hughes sees the danger of putting things off, and
on behalf of the great Commonwealth that he repre-

sents he asks us to proceed to effectively, systematic-

ally, and scientifically organise the resources of the

Empire and deal right now with a number of after-

the-war trade questions. " To wait until the end of

the war is to play directly into the hands of our

enemy, to help him to keep up his national spirits."
" To delay the public declaration of what our trade

policy is to be is to make the work of attempting to

eradicate German influence in our midst infinitely

more difficult and to make any radical change after

the war impossible." " This is our hour, our oppor-

tunity, which being let slip, will pass for ever." Mr.
Hughes holds that if we acted promptly and definitely

the Allies would follow our lead, and our organised
economic menace, added to our strengthened mili-

tary and naval resources, would cause German credit

and confidence to topple like a house of cards. We
hope that when Mr. Hughes has left these shores

we shall not slumber again, but shall find that among
the statesmen in the Cabinet there are some who will

show their colours and speak out. Has not the

Minister of Munitions completed his great work?

Rubber.
Fluctuations in the price of crude

rubber within the past few weeks were

much more restricted than in the course of the previous

month, the market having displayed a degree of stability

which has helped in keeping the demand from consumers

on a very satisfactory scale. In thet-e days of precarious

shipping or fears of vessels carrying rubber being interfered

with by hostile cruisers or seriously delayed in reaching

their destination, manufacturers are obviously more inclined

to provide for their needs well ahead rather than to run the

risk of being caught short of the commodity. For this

reason, there is ground for believing that consumers hold a

fair amount of stock as a safeguard, which is, moreover,

quite in keeping with the enormous consumption going on.

Rubber continues quite a free market, and contrary to

the rumours circulated recently, the Government is hardly

likely to interfere with trading in this commodity as has

happened in most metals, with a view to ehm nating specu-

lative transactions. In any case, the price of rubber does

not appear to be unduly high, and it is chiefly determined

by the progress of the legitimate demand, and not so much
by the attitude of deilers. The price of fine plantation

rubber fluctuated so far this year between about 4s. 3d. and

3s. Id. per lb., and has again improved to about 3s. 9d.,

though this has been followed by another setback just lately

of a few peuce per lb. due to a more conservative demand
from consumers, and a little more pressure to sell on the

part of dealers who were tempted to nur.-e a little stock

owing to apprehension as to the delayed arrival of a big

cargo, which was anxiously awaited, but has since been

reported. The market is thus once again in a preity com-
fortable position, and although there is no eager demand for

fch? time b-ing. the run of business continues moderately

g >od, and the deliveries are making satisfactory progress.

There is, at any rate, no serious accnmnlntion of stocks,

while the discharge of vessels is usually much delated

through lack of lahour. The progress of consumption has

been reidly wonderful.

War requirements have undoubtedly materially con-

tributed to the much greater activity of the manufacturing

trades in allied cetuntries, but the huge increH?e which has

tiken place in trans-Atlantic trade requirements has been

prov. d the most important factor in mark-t developments

within the past year, as indicated by the huge swelling of

the shipm-nts to American ports from this side and Eastern

centres direct, as well as from Brazil. It is estimated that

the world's production for the past year was, roughly,

150 000 tons, two-thirds of which represent>d plantation

grades, aDd the other third wild rubber. The plantation

output must be exoe^ted to show a further big increase this

year to at least 130,000 tons, but the chances are that the

surplus will be steadily absorbed by the ever-increasing

outlet, provided prices are not unduly raised.
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THREE-PHASE EXTENSIONS AT BURNLEY.

Reference was recently made in our pages to the inaugura-

tion of three-phase plant in connectkm with the Burnley

Corporation electricity undertaking, which has developed

Fig. 1.

—

Turbine Plant at Burnley ; New Plant on the eight

beyond the limits of

economical direct-
current distribution

for industrial pur-

As previously men-
tioned, the new plant

consists of a turbo-

alternator with rotary

converters and switch-

gear at the generating

station, and rotary

converter equipment
at a new sub-station

which has been
erected at Holmby
Street, in a part of

the town where the

load is rapidly de-

veloping. Through
the courtesy of the

British Westinghouse
Co.. the contractors

for the new equip-

ment, we are enabled

to publish some views FlG- 2 '—R°TARY Converters at Burnley Electricity Works.

which will indicate the position of affairs.

Fig. 1 shows the new turbo- alternator,

which has an output of 2,000 k\v. at

ti,600 volts, and generates three-phase

current at 50 cycles, its speed being

3,000 r.p.m. : beside it is a I,500-kw.

tandem direct-current turbine set in-

stalled in 1909, the two turbine units

being sandwiched in between older high-

speed reciprocating direct-current sets.

The new turbine is of the Westing-

house-Rateau impulse type, operating

on steam at 160 lb. pressure, super-

heated 100° F., and it exhausts into

a Westinghouse-Leblanc surface con-

denser plant, of which a feature is the

turbine-driven auxiliary set, consisting

of Leblanc air, extraction and circulating

pumps coupled direct to a 90-b h.p. im-

pulse turbine running at 2,500 r.p.m.

This auxiliary turbine is supplied with

boiler-pressure steam and exhausts into

the main turbine through a back-pressure

Talve.

The turbo-alternator and auxiliary plant are designed

for a 25 per c Qnt. overload for two hours.

Fig. 2 shows the rotary converter plant installed at

the power station, and occupying a' position under the high-

tension switchboard gallery (which is not visible in the view).

These machines, two in number, are

each designed for an output of 600 kw.,

six-phase, converting from 370 volts a.c.

to 460/500 volts D C. Ohunt) or 500/550
volts d.c. (compound), and can supply

either tbe lighting or traction load in

parallel with the older plant.

Each machine has an exciter and
booster mounted on the shaft and a

starting motor can be added later, but at

present the machines are started from
tiie d.c. side ; three diverters are also

provided, one across the interpole winding

for traction supply, and two for use when
on lighting load, one being across the

reversed series winding.

The starting is done through five point

switches connected to starting resistances;

a throw-over switch on the machine pro-

vides for changing over the n c. supply.

The machine shafts are fitted with oscil-

lators, and the transformers are of the

oil-immersed self-cooling type, each of

700 k.v.a. capacity.

The h.t. switchgear is of the cubicle

pattern, with oil

switches electrically

operated from con-

trollers of the loose-

handle type, mounted
on the switch panels

on the galleiy ; in

addition to the tur-

bine set and con-

verter transformers,

two outgoing 1,000-

kw. feeders are con-

trolled from this,

board.

In the case of the

oil - switchgear, the

three-phases are kept

separate, and this

practice is followed

throughout the struc-

ture ; two sets of bns
:

bars are also provided

.

with a coupling
switch for use as re-

quired. Inverse time-

limit overload relay

FlG. 3.—INTBBIOB OF THE HOLMBY STREET SUB STATION, BURNLEY.
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and reverse power relays are provided on the turbine and
converter circuits, and overload relays on the feeders. t

The same gallery contains the traction switchboard,

which, in addition to the generator feeder circuits, also

provides for the traction supply from the new converters.

Fig. a illustrates the interior of the new Ilolmby Street

sub-station, which is equipped with two 300-kw. rotary

converters and the necessary transformers ; the converters

are equipped with induction motors for starting, the con-

nections employed being those of the Westinghouse self-

synchronising method. The machines are arranged to

supply either the lighting or traction bus-bars.

The AC. oil switchgear is of the mechanically-operated

type, the switches being mounted in cubicles behind the

Control panels as shown in the view, and controlled by time-

Kmit overload relays. The direct-current switchgear for the

converters, and lighting and traction supply is generally

similar to that installed at the power station, but only reverse-

current relays are provided in the converter circuits.

We are indebted to Mr. Starkie, the borough electrical

engineer, and to the British Westinghouse Co., for the
particulars here given.

THE RESISTANCE OF A CUBE.

Br F. W. CARTER.

The problem of the resistance between opposite corners
of a cube of sheet metal referred to in your issue of
February 4th appears still open to discussion. The reason
of this is, perhaps, that the problem, unlike that of
the cube of wires, is an indeterminate one, not only
as regards the manner in which the resistance of a
side should be taken, but also as regards the resist-

ance of the cube itself. If the resistance of a side be
taken to mean that between opposite edges, then the
only definite meaning that can be ascribsd to the resistance
of the cube between opposite corners is the theoretical one.
which makes the resistance infinite. If, on the other hand,
the resistance of a side be taken as that between its opposite
corners, as surmised by Mr. A. J. Makower, in your issue
of March 3rd, then this resistance itself is theoretically
infinite and practically indefinite, so that it cannot well be
given the value 1 ohm.
The problem of the flaw of current between opposite

corners of a square plate is familiar to mathematicians, and
can be solved completely in terms of inverse elliptic func-
tions. For the present purpose, however, it is not necessary
to attempt a complete solution if the assumption be per-
mitted that, close to the corner, the current flows in radial
lines from or to the corner, so that the equipotential
lines near to the corner are quadrants of circles. Let the
resistance from the corner to a certain small radius x (see
fig. 1) be E, at each of the corners to which leads are
attached, and let the resistance of the middle portion of the
plate be e.,. The total resistance of the plate is accord-
ingly :

—
R = 2R, -f R,.

In this equation R
e
refers to an area containing nothing

of a singular nature, and is accordingly finite. With regard
to R,. however, if / is the thickness of the plate, and p the
specific resistance of its material, the resistance of the
portion between x and x + dx is :

—

p clxj\ - xt,

hence the total resistance between radii £, and x. is :—

:

- p fix = ?J°

At the corner x
x

is zero, and R
r

is accordingly logarith-

mically infinite. In practice this is to be interpreted that
the resistance of the plate, as measured between opposite

corners, depends on the precise form of the corners, and on
the size, shape and nature of the contact of the leads which
bring the current to the plate. In other words, there is no
definite value other than infinity that can be assigned to the

resistance in question. For a similar reason, the only value

that can be assigned to the resistance between opposite

corners of the cube is a logarithmic infinity, and practical

measurement would yield indefinite results.

The distinction between the present problem and that of

the wire cube is that in the latter the conductors are con-

ceived as of one dimension, and, accordingly, the leads may
be supposed to enter at a point. In the present problem,

however, the conductors being of two dimensions, the

current should enter along a line : for example, a definite

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

value could be assigned to the resistance between pairs of

opposite edges of the cube. Similarly, in a three-dimensional

problem, the current must enter over an area if the resist-

ance is to be finite.

With regard to the problem of the cube of wire, the

author, recently looking over some lecture notes, taken at

Sir J. Larmor's lectures more than 20 years ago, came upon
the same problem, and as the solution was conducted with a

total absence of verbiage and terminated with a valuable bit

of advice, it may be worth reproduction here (see fig. 2): —

Tip.—Always make the most of symmetry."

LEGAL

TVRELL V. SMITHFIELD MARKETS ELECTRIC SUPPLY Co., LTD.

In the City of London Court, on Monday, this case was mentioned.
Plaintiff, Mrs. Tyrell, widow of Eiward A. Tyrell, made a claim
against the defendants for compensation under the Workmen's
Compensation Act for the death of her husband, who waB an
assistant engine driver in the defendants' eervi e. He met his

death on February 7th while working at Smithfield Market, and
was 38 years of a?e. He left a widow and three children.

Defendants paid £300 into Cjurt, and as that was the full sum
which the plaintiff could claim, the amount was accepted. Judge
Atherley-Jones, K.C., in sanctioning the settlement, apportioned
the money between the widow and the children. Mrs. Tyrell said

she wanted the Court to inveBt the money in War saving certifi-

ficates, as in consequence of her husband b.ing insured she had
money in hand to last for Borne time, and she intended to try

to earn her own living. Djf^nlants had bien paying her late

husband's wages to her in full since his death. Mr. G. A.
Powell attended on behalf of the defendants to explain matters on
plaintiff's behalf. Judge Atherley-Jones thanked him for his kind
assistance to the widow, and ordered the investment of the money
as suggested.

Telephone Dispute.

The PoBtmasterGaneral sued the Arsenal Football Club, Ltd.,

Avenell Road, Highbury, in the City of London Court, on Tuesday,
for £4 28. 6i. relephone fees. The case for the Postmaster General
was that the Woolwich Arsenal Football Club, Ltd., signed a tele-

phone agreement six years ago, and that the present defendants
took over the telephone two years ago. They had paid the rent,

and then the service was disconnected because rent was left unpaid,

and the Postmaster-General now compromised his claim for six

months' notice by suing for a quarter's rent in lieu of notice.

Defendants' solicitor said that the defendant company had
never been asked for any agreement, nor had th<=y ever signed any.

Tttey had had no benefit for the period sued for. The Pjstmaster-
General could not cla'tn under an assumed contract.

Judge Rentoul, K C. : The company that signed the agree-

ment is wound up. Aaother company has informally taken over
the telephone and occupied the premises, and paid f>ir two qnartera.

It was cut off through the non-payment of rent. That happens to

all of us sometimes through being away or overlooking the notice

of payment. It happened to me once. There is no defence
here. J udgment for the plaintiff, with costs.
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CONTINUOUS CURRENT RAILWAY MOTORS.

At a meeting of the Manchester Local Section of the Insti-

tution of Electrical Engineers, on March 8th, Mr. E. V.

Pannell's paper on " Continuous-current Railway Motors"

was read and discussed.

The Chairman, Mr. B. Welbourn, 6aid that some exceed-

ingly valuable experimental work was being conducted in the

United States, which would probably have considerable influ-

ence on the character of the electrification of railways to be
carried out during the next few years.

Mr. T. Ferguson said that in describing a typical urban
heavy railway service the author had emphasised the desir-

ability of minimum weight. This was a most important
point, and deserved much closer attention. In countries

where coal was expensive, for instance, in the Argentine, the

annual cost of carrying an extra ton of equipment on a city

and suburban service might easily reach £10. The adoption
of a motor equipment consisting of two large motors, rather

than four small ones, had much to recommend it, and for an
urban service it might pay to adopt an acceleration of about
1 m.p.h. per second rather than li m.p.h. per second, in

order to use a two-motor equipment. The saving in the cost

and weight accruing from the use of the two-motor equip-

ment was great. It was good practice to adopt the largest

motor applicable to standard wheels, having due regard to

preserving sufficient clearance above rail level and below the

car floor, as with increase of traffic there was an invariable

tendency to push up the schedule to the utmost limits of the

motor capacity. He preferred separately-driven blowers to

fans, as the volume of air and, consequently, the continuous

rating of the motor was considerably increased. The author
stated that for frequent stopping service involving rapid

acceleration the non-saturated field was preferable. However,
it was to be borne in mind that the non-saturated motor was
heavier than the saturated motor of the same speed. With
short runs it was generally better to employ the material in

making a low-speed motor in order to avoid rheostatic losses

during acceleration—assuming, of course, that it was not

possible to make a further increase in the gear ratio. Each
ca6e required a very careful study of conditions.

Mr. J. S. Peck said that the ventilated design had not been
introduced extensively into this country, but as tramway
systems increased and railways were electrified it would
certainly be adopted. A great trouble with the old design of

motor was the unprotected ends of the armature windings,
which accumulated dust. Modern designs enclosed the whole
end winding in a canvas cover, also, the ducts inside the

armature had been eliminated, or placed 60 that they could

not possibly damage the insulation of the coils. In many
armatures the insulation at the end of the slot had been
reinforced, so that the coil was protected at its weakest point,

i.e., where it left the core. Large modern motors were
insulated practically throughout with mica and asbestos,

which ensured good insulation even when the machine was
run at temperatures exceeding 100 deg. C. It had taken a

long time, even after the introduction of the commutating
pole, to produce a motor which would operate satisfactorily

even at 1,200 volts, and the majority of railway engineers of

to-day would probably hesitate to accept 1,800 volts on a

four-pole motor of ordinary construction.

Mr. J. Frith sounded a note of warning against the con-

stant temptation on the part of manufacturers to make use
of the fact that commutating poles had taken away sparking,

in order to force up the volts per commutator bar, and, at

the same time, to take advantage of the possibility of speed
regulation, in which case, with the weakened field, all the

volts would be crowded on half or even less of the bars
between brushes, and the flashing-over trouble would again
appear. One point in favour of the self-ventiln ting motor as

compared with the separately ventilated machine was the

ease with which the air could be made to proportion itself

correctly between armature and field coils.

Mr. W. C. Schacher said the one-hour rating, which was
universally adopted, urgently required revision. This method
was adopted oricinally when motors were much heavier for

a given output than to-day, and when ventilation, as applied

at the present time, was practically unknown. Conditions
had entirely changed, and in the modern motor not the

slightest relation existed between the one-hour rating and
the possible continuous output. In computing the value of a

modern motor from the capacity point of view, which was
really the determining factor, the continuous rating in kw.
at, say. half or three-quarter voltage appeared sufficient: to

judge it from the service point of view it was certainly

necessary .to have either its characteristic at hand or at least

three or four points of the curve. Considerable progress had
recently been made towards increasing the diameter of motor
coach wheels, and diameters of 42, or even 43J in., were
adopted. Regarding ventilation, the multiple fan or parallel

system had undoubtedly many advantages over the older

systems, as bv this method the cool air came into contact
with both field and armature. The author's diagram showed
the flow of air in the direction from the pinion to the commu-
tator, which, presumably, required a fan at the commutator
end. This method had the advantage that carbon or copper
dust would be ejected from the commutitor without going
through the machine; but, on the other hand, it had been

found extremely difficult to mount a fan at the commutator
end, and the speaker had never encountered a construction
with the fan in this position.

Mr. H. Allcock thought the paper would serve to accelerate

the more general adoption of direct-current electrification at

pressures higher than 600 volts, and progress should be rapid

in view of the substantial economies due to smaller currents
and reduced cost of sub-station plant, which had already
been established in connection with high-voltage working.
Mr. W. A. Barnes referred to the author's statement that

the average conditions for urban and suburban railway ser-

vice were trains of 150 tons running at a schedule speed of

IS miles per hour, with two stops per mile. The conditions

were very different, however, on "surface railways," especially

in the case of electrification of existing steam railways. The
average distance between stops could be taken approximately
at one mile with a schedule speed of 25 to 30 miles per hour,

and in consequence of the heavy duty the weight of a five-car

train was increased to 200 tons. Rapid acceleration and
retardation, with consequent low ratio between maximum and
average speed, was necessary on busy suburban lines if the

required headway was to be maintained between trains, and
the number of trains per hour increased to meet traffic

requirements. These conditions seriously affected the design
of railway motors. Four motors per motor-car were necessary
in order to secure the requisite adhesion, and each motor
would be of about 200 h.p. No revolutionary changes in prin-

ciple, but rather refinements in design, were required for the
high-voltage motor. The 200-kw., 1,200-volt motor shown in

section in the paper would require considerable modification

before it could be run successfully. The author had stated

that the commutator on a 1,200-volt motor was only half

that of a 600-volt motor of similar power ; the point affecting

the design was not the length of the copper bar on which the

brushes rested, but the length of the commutator casting, and
when the. requisite leakage distances to earth were allowed,

the difference in length for the two voltages was very slight.

It was bad policy to bring in the ventilating air immediately
over the commutator, as the brush gear necessarily formed
pockets in which grit and dirt might collect. After long

experience with the split-frame type of motor the Lancashire
and Yorkshire Railway Co. had discarded them and intro-

duced the solid frame. In order to improve what might be
termed the space factor under the cars, the main pole-pieces

had been placed horizontally and vertically instead of

diagonally. This necessitated more carefully designed bear-

ings in order to obviate the possibility of the armature
dropping to the bottom pole piece. The principal details of

the 1,200-volt motors in use on the Manchester-Bury line were
as follows :

—
Efficiency (including gear) 87.5 p. c.

Current (amps.) 140

Speed (full field) 500

Speed (short field) 600

Gear ratio 59to26
Diameter of car wheel 43in.

Weight complete 7,8001b.

• Armature.

Diameter 21.75 in.

Gross core length 15.00in.

Total conductors 708

Commutator.

Working length 4.125 in.

Diameter 20in.

Number of segments 353

The above motor was able to give a schedule speed of 28

miles per hour, excluding stops on a section of line with

very heavy gradients, and stops 1.3 miles apart.

Mr. Roger Smith, speaking from the general railway point

of view, said the author's minimum acceleration figure of 1J

miles per hour per second was too high ; one mile per hour

per second was about the lowest that should
_
be asked for.

The author had confined his remarks to the series motor with

"wheel-barrow suspension" and single-reduction gear. Such
a motor was quite useful for suburban railway service, and
also for goods locomotive working, provided the general speed

of the motor train or goods locomotive never exceeded 60

miles per hour, but above this speed single reduction gear

could not be used. The plain series motor had the great dis-

advantage that it was a one-speed motor for a given load.

The series motor locomotive was not yet comparable with the

steam locomotive at speeds at which everybody's troubles

began, i.e., speeds above 60 miles per hour. The output at

high speeds of the series motor fell off very sharply, but for

everything in view in this country in the way of railway

electrification, i.e., suburban and goods working, the series

D.c. motor with single-reduction gear was a most satisfactory

piece of apparatus now that commutating poles and field

control had been established. Field control was one of the

two features recently introduced which made the D.c. motor
more acceptable for railway work. The other feature was
regenerative control, which was being successfully applied in

the United States on more than one electrified railway using
D.C. series motors. If, as he believed, something less than
half the energy wasted in stopping a train, due to the appli-

cation of the brakes, could be returned to the supply by
regenerative control, economies in suburban working which
were badly wanted would become possible. Much depended
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upon the various railway companies standardising supply volt-

age. The Bury-Holcombe Brook line used 3,600 volts, Man-
chester-Bury 1,200 volte, and the North-Eastern Railway 1,500
volts. These experiments at different pressures would ulti-

mately lead to the choice of the most suitable high d.c.

voltage to suit the general average conditions of this country,
and the railways would have to adopt it uniformly. The
advantages of field and regenerative control could not be
realised if several different supply voltages existed. It was
well to emphasise the danger of comparing motors on their
one-hour rating only.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received by us after 6 P.M. ON TUESDAY cannot appear until

tk* following week. Correspondents shouldforward their communi-
cations at the earliest possible moment. No letter can be published
unless we hare th« writer's name and address in our possession.

The Cube Problem.

I was reading in the Electrical Review of a week or two
back an article respecting the resistance between the opposite
points of a cube.
The conditions most simple under which to consider this

matter are that the cube is balanced on one of its corners on
a plane surface of an electrical conductor, and on the top
corner of the cube shall rest the plane surface of another
conductor.
The question is, what is the resistance between the two

conductors above-mentioned, it being assumed that the resist-

ance of such conductors is negligible? This being a pure
mathematical matter, nothing but a perfect cube can be
taken.
The corners of a cube are points, a point has no dimensions,

hence, it is not possible for current to flow from one of the
conductors to the cube or out again because the area of the
cube at the point of contact is zero. Therefore, the resistance
is infinity.

Prom a practical point of view, if an electromotive force
were applied between the two conductors mentioned, a cur-
rent would certainly flow, first because the corners of a manu-
factured cube would no longer be points, and secondly if they
were nearly so the electrical pressure would cause current to
jump across between the surfaces of the cube and conductors
which were immediately adjacent to the points of contact,
and the higher the voltage the more such surface would come
into play.

It would appear, therefore, that in order to discuss this
matter at all from the point of view of Mr. A. J. Makower,
M.A., in yours of March 3rd, a portion of the corners of the
cube would have to be cut off in order to get a start; it does
not matter how little as long as the amount is defined.

David Smith.
Torquay, March 18th, 1916.

[It was because of the impossibility of dealing with the
corner difficulty that we said, some, weeks ago, that the
problem was indeterminate. Sec Mr. I\ W. Carter's article on
p. 382.—Eds. Elec. Rev.]

Business Methods Which Must Go.

I think Mr. Jacobs in the above article more correctly
defines the real method by which our lost trade may be re-
captured.

It would seem that Britain has resolved itself into a copyist
nation, waiting for someone to lead. Speaking of the elec-
trical trade, if one follows the patent and new appliance
columns of your paper he will be distressed to see that the
greater percentage hail either from Germany or the United
States, because of the reasons in many ways explained in the
above article. It 6eems as though any old thing at all, 60
long as it hails from either Germany or the States, is assured
a ready sale in Britain because the foreign article is cheaper,
more profitable for the seller, better advertised, and usually
more up-to-date.
Anyone who has had such dealings with American firms as

Mr. Jacobs describes can vouch for their willingness to give
any new method, or idea, a trial free of charge to the inven-
tor, and they won't try to rob him.
How can any nation claim to be progressive that stifles all

initiative preferring to wait till our friends, the foreigners,
have got the market? All the talk of trade unions ever
holding the hatchet over the manufacturer's head, is all due
to the hitter's fault. Piecework is the progenitor of all evils
connected with trade unions, and what is piecework but
robbery? The masters are forever seeking to cut down wages
instead of spending more money in going further afield for
their business, and studying their market wants. Ask the
British Admiralty the net result of their premium bonus
system. The same had to be abandoned, not because it did
not increase the output, but because the quality fell a much
greater proportion than the output increased. Workmen on
one hand scamp their work to make a little extra money,
whilst on the other the masters seek to cut down the price;
hence the distrust of one another.

It has never been satisfactorily explained why American

firms can pay their workmen 100 per cent, more wages, »aj
more for their raw material, more taxes, yet sell an artiel,

cheaper in Britain, or any other country, than the British
manufacturer. One can only conclude that it is due to beti.

organisation, better business methods, and at all times striv-

ing t<> attempt something new, giving every facility for new
ideas to be developed.
Canada is overwhelmed with American goods, from a ;.'

rator to a lamp socket. One scarcely evei Miing
British; yet they have to pay 5 per cent, higher tariff. It

costs no more to keep British travellers in Canada than in

America. One can only put it down to the British manufac-
turers being too stingy to pay them, preferring to moafi
bewail the fact that they can't compete because of the high
duty. Whilst a tariff may be necessary to prevent foreigner
dumping their surplus stocky, no tariff ever imposed will

alter tin' case lor the British manufacturers. Let them orgai
themselves and set out with a firm determination to use
e\ery means known and unknown to get their share of the
world's market, treat their workmen as human, not machines,
drop the throat-cutting business amongst themselves, and use
every endeavour to cut the throat of German and American
competition; the latter are no more our friends than th.

former.

It is quite refreshing to read of the new arc-incandescent
lamp being the result of British research, and it is to lie hoped
that it will prove a success and be the forerunner of mam
other new developments.

W. E. L.
Canada, February 24th, 1916.

[Apparently " W.E.L." is referring to the article by Mr
John Marks (not Jacobs), in our issue of December 24th, L91J

—Eds. Elec. Rev.]

What to do with Our Canals.

Under the above heading in your issue of the 10th ins».

was an article by Mr. W. N. Stewart, proposing to convert
canals into motor roads, but I venture to suggest that, with-
out some better backing than the arguments used, the heading
to his article needed the insertion of the word " not."

I admit straight away that for delivery for short and
medium distances from door to door, conveyance by electrii

motor may be an economical and useful method of transport,

but must respectfully submit that, because of that, to destroj

our whole canal system would be a suicidal act, in view of

what canal transport has effected in other countries. Sir

William Lindley, certainly an engineer of repute, was able
to report, upon making inquiries for the Royal Commission in

1909, that the cost of water transport in Prance had fallen

50 per cent, in the la6t 50 years. Has any such result fol-

lowed any form of traction in England, when account is

taken of the cost of the road, whether it be rail, water,
macadam, or tarmac?
Next, I submit that your correspondent's argument is

founded on absolutely false premises when he suggests thai
if our canals were drained they could be adapted as trunk
motor roads at a cost of £800 per mile. If he will obtain
estimates and go carefully into the matter, he will find that

the cost would approach ten times the amount he named, or,

say, £8,000 per mile, which coincides with the figure which
the writer, with elaborate sarcasm, suggested has been re-

commended by the Royal Commission as the cost of installa-

tion of a system of electric haulage on canals, giving a speed
of two miles per hour. I defy him to cite evidence from the
Report of the Commission to substantiate this sugg<

They made no such recommendation.
Be that as it may, however, your correspondent has yet to

square with his own dictum—that the cheaper power musl
be used—to prove that it requires less power to haul on a

waterway than on a motor road.

Frank Impey,
Secretary, The Waterway Association

Birmingham, March 18th, 1916.

The Engineer and the Commercial Manager.
i Ine would think from the recent articles on the subject

that the interests of these two classes were opposed. Is it

not the question of Capital versus Labour in a rather different

form? The commercial department represents the views ol

capital in that the only consideration of any account is the

dividend of the company, while the engineer at heart believes

that the commercial department is only little better than a

necessary evil. The discrepancies in responsibility and salary

seem to be generally admitted, the works manager and staff

being paid less than the members of the commercial section.

while hardly anyone would support the statement that the

responsibilities were in the same proportion.

The works manager may not have to sell the output of the

factory, but he has to buy all the material, handle the "hole
works staff and men. estimate the cost of all new articles to

lie made, and keep his works costs down by improvements
in designs and methods of production, so that the firm can
meet all competition in the open market. At the same time
he often finds it almost impossible to persuade the board to

devote new capital to the most necessary improvements or

e> tensions. Prom the works manager's point of view the

commercial side onlv have to add to the works cost a figure

to represent the selling costs and profit, and find the cue-
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toiners to buy the manufactured article. The commercial
department's reply is to- the effect that without that depart-

ment the whole business would stop. An exact parallel to

the. capitalist, who says: If we did not find the money there

would be no work.
What the two departments have got to learn is not only

that both are needed, but that any friction or misunderstand-

ing between them is inimical t<i the trade of the country.

We have recently hail homilies which have told us that the

engineer is not a business man, and that he is not best quali-

fied to sell his own goods or to describe them to his customers.

Are these statements true'.' The main fact that seems to

have been overlooked is that the average customer who is

readj to buy the productions of an engineering firm knows
more about the article ho wants than the average represen-

tative .sent out to interview him. Any engineer buyer in a
'

large, firm will confirm this statement, and it is probable

that more engineering firms tail to make good because their

commercial men are not engineers than because their engi-

neer- are not sufficiently commercial in their experience.

We have had examples of how incapable even a chief

draughtsman may be in dealing with a customer. This case

i- probably one due to want of proper training in younger
days, and the effect of having been compelled by bis commer-
cial department to draw out schemes which he knew were
inefficient, because the representative who had interviewed
the customer had not bad sufficient engineering training to

grasp the problems of the case. If this is- not so, how do so-

called "wild cat" schemes originate and waste the time,

patience and ability of the chief draughtsman? It would be
verj easj to give exam-pies of the mistakes of the commercial
section apart from any individual fadings.

For example, ask a purely commercial traveller if he would
not lie just as happy with an order for one article at £1,000
as with an order for 100 articles ;1 t £10 each. Which order
would the works manager prefer? Then, one other point.

The traveller who is only a traveller, and not a trained engi-

neer, i- always afraid of exposing his ignorance, and also verj

prone to make impossible promises. How many orders are
taken on promises of delivery m less time than the works
department give as the minimum possible? The works are

sometimes heavily handicapped by insufficient, and possibly
misleading or incorrect, particulars being obtained by the

non-technical staff wdio interview- the client, and finally, when
some difficult point requires explanation, the non-technical
traveller is more likely to think the client's view reasonable
because it appeals to him more, than the technical one, which
his training is not sufficient to appreciate.

For true harmony to exist between the manufacturing and
sales departments, it is therefore essential that the sales

manager shall have a sufficient engineering training to avoid
all these difficulties, and this fact is beginning to be more
recognised. The weakness of the purely commercial man's
position is practically confessed in these attempts to justify

the treatment to which the engineer is frequently subjected.

H. Gee.
March 14//;. 1916.

Concerning Discounts.

With reference to the comments of " Central Station Engi-
neer" on the above in your issue of the 3rd inst., I herewith
attach a portion of a discount sheet for your inspection, which
goes to show that the members of this Association have been
fully alive to any convenience that is to be attached to the
use of equivalents and coefficients of various discounts in use.

W. C. Fisher,

Secretary, The Tungsten Lamp Association.

London. E.C., March \ath, 1916.

[The sheet issued to clients by the T.L.A. is admirably
demised to solve the whole difficulty, by giving the discount
which is equivalent to various successive discounts, and also

giving the coefficient for use with the slide-rule, Sec., enabling
the net price to be arrived at by one operation.

—

Eds. Elec.
Rev.] '

Not being an accountant, and considering their ways "past
finding out," I do not wish my name mentioned in connec-
tion with the correspondence appearing in your columns

' Concerning Discounts," but sincerely trust you will spare
no effort to get these apparently absurd complications of

discount eliminated. We have recently been quoted prices

for cables with no fewer than five sets of percentages,
+ and —

. Personally, this does not trouble me much, as I

reduce them to one percentage and use my slide rule; but it

waste, endless time amongst my clerks. I quite fail to under-
stand why contractors should not be quoted one single figure
discount other than the extra 2£ or 5 per cent, cash discount,
which is desirable as a stimulus to prompt settlement.
In normal times list prices could be adjusted to make this

discount one of the following simple figures. 1J. 2i, 5, 10, 20.

25. o'i;
1

,. or 50 per cent., thus often avoiding the necessity of
reference to discount tables.

When this could not be done, if manufacturers quoted single
odd figures rising by 2J, such as 37;}, or even rising by 1 or 1J,
it is quite certain there would soon be plenty of discount
tables available to deal with such figures, and, though they

would be a little more bulky, the benefit of only one reference

would soon be felt, especially if the book of tables were thumb-
indexed judiciously.

The preceding paragraph would under any circumstances

often apply to exporters, factors, .mil other specially favoured

dealers.
Contractor.

Track Circuits and Cab Signals.

Lieut.-Col. von Donop at last admits that the track circuit
" would undoubtedly have prevented " the Jarrow wreck. But
he never condemned the fact that there was no track circuit

,,i the iihic o« the North-Eastem Railway. Seeing that the

track circuit ought to have been in use at Jarrow, and every-

where else 20 yeais ago, and that much less than half of the

British railways are even now equipped with track circuit.

Lieut. -Col. von Donop's report is exceedingly inaccurate. The
fact is that the track circuit is being very scarcely adopted

by the railway companies.
'The Board of Trade inspectors well know that the railways

would continue to have fate! wrecks in the absence of! a proper

cab signal, even if the track circuit were universal. A
proper cab signal or the track circuit is not good enough; a

cab signal and the track circuit is the least requirement:

The Board of Trade report never recommended the well-

known dual necessity. The three inspectors never recom-

mended a proper cab signal. They only went 30 far as to

favour the cab signal for a distant, although it lias been

publicly known that such a cab signal is exceedingly in-

adequate. The North-Eastern has only a very improper cab

signal, and at the scene of the Jarrow wreck no track circuit

at all. Why does Lieut.-Col. von Donop fail to denounce the

railway company?
Safeguard.

. What is an " Electrical Contractor"?

With reference to the letter in your issue ol March Kith

from "Facte," I do not think that this gentleman is an elec-

trical contractor, otherwise he would not write in the strain

he does. If he had been a wiring contractor be would have
known that although the ranks of the electrical contractors

may number a- good many firms who from their training are

only competent to carry out work in connection with the

wiring of houses, yet it cannot be denied that amongst the

electrical contractors of the. country there are many who
specialise in the erection of separate installations such as

country-house installations; and there are firms amongst these

who employ such a staff that they do not require any assist-

ance whatever from the manufacturers in the fixing of the

engine, dynamo, or accumulators which go to make up the

complete plant, and it was in speaking for firms like this that

my letter particularly mentioned the point to which he takes

exception.

I may preface my remarks by saying that in my own case

the works I carry out are my own design in every detail,

down to the buildings themselves ; they are erected through-

out by my own workmen under my personal supervision, and
1 am not" in the slightest degree dependent upon any manu-
facturer to supply ine with any information, except such
detailed drawings as every manufacturer sends out with his

g Is, even for his own workmen's satisfaction.

I have, therefore, cleared the ground of the imputation

which he makes.
He does not appear to appreciate the point of view that the

wiring contractor would take up with regard to the question

.J contracts. To give you an instance of what one point of

view would be : suppose a wiring contractor carried out the

wiring only of a country house installation, and-the machinery
was supplied direct by the manufacturer; assuming under
these conditions that the plant portion of the work is a

failure, who gets the blame'.' Why, the wiring contractor,

of course, and afterwards the owner of the place, if asked
who did his electrical installation, will 6ay that So-and-So did

it, but he cannot recommend him, as his work was faulty.

I am speaking from experience, so for this reason will only

carry out whole contracts.

In my opinion, one. of the reasons why almost everybody
knows so much about trade discounts in the electrical business

is due to consulting engineers including prime cost sums,
which they say must be the actual net trade prices, and,
consequently, all the business in the electrical trade is made
public property by everyone who ever has a specification

drawn up on these lines; and when they find that the first

fitting manufacturer they go to says that his discount is 50
per cent., they usually come to the conclusion that every
fitting manufacturer's discount is 50 per cent., and presume
that the wiring contractor gets 50 per cent, profit for doing
nothing. I wonder how many of us can say that we sell

fittings at this profit? I venture to say that it would be a
very small proportion that could say they ever got a profit of
this kind.
Another point is that in installation work customers expect

a tremendous amount of attention in laying the actual wires,
and no wiring contractor is adequately paid, for this very
reason; whereas, as regards the purely engineering part of
the concern, there are seldom any- questions asked by the
customer, because he is not able to ask them, as he knows
nothing whatever about this part. For the sake of argument,
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in < itl, .1 minimum amount of troubl
him detail which I .£1,000, hut
he is jui 1 to ni. Mi - trouble and visits for work which might

'-
_'' "

>
. and .it the finish the portion I the work to which

the most attention has been paid will nol be profitable at ;ill,

puxelj engineering pari ol the installation

the ci plant and eri ction can be woj k< d oul to

oil uii :i definiti 1 1 i taint; ol making a

pioht out of the job.

I have recoi nded foi -• il consulting engineers
should b specifications as a whole, us bj doing this

not think they gel anj worse deall with, and, what is

to Mi'-
1

t. they can ti\ the entire responsibility od to

one firm. In fairness to some consulting engineers, I maj
saj thej have adopted this attitude tot sum,, time past; Inn

there are others, particularly in London, who have uo1 done
so, and ni\ proposal to induce them to do this is that the
wiring contractor shall decline to carry <>ut the wiring part,

01 uhat might be called the work which entails all the worrj
and humbug, and no profit at the end oi it, as 1 am quite

certain that the manufacturers of engines, dynamos, and
accumulators will not be in a hum to take on the wiring
work after the experience son I them have had who tried

"Facts," in his letter, states thai ii I possess the qualifica-

tions necessary for the caxrying-oul of work throughout with-
out outside help. I should address my qualifications to con-
sultants, so that thej might be able to avail themselves of

my assistance; I should be interested to know why he makes
this statement, and why he should want to make out that 1

should be so keen to work for consulting engineers when I

can design power plants myself, and—as my record in this

direction shows—successfully.

Why doe> he also jump to the conclusion that the wireman
i.s a man trained by someone else'.' Even in this war time.
with Ic-s than a quarter of the stall of normal times, the only
men 1 have have been absolutely trained by myself, and some
ol these have been with me up to '20 years.

1 think I can assure "Facts" from what I have said that
I was in a position to talk as I did. I can. further, assure
him thai 1 have carried out during the fiict few years at least

a dozen water-power plants, without anj assistance what-
ever from the manufacturers, neither did I want any except
the drawing of the machinerj ;

and 1 further add that I can
find at least a dozen firms in London, at any rate, who would
say the same, as there are certain large firms who make a

speciality of country-house electric lighting, and who would
never think of availing themselves of the services of the
manufacturers in the fixing of the articles they use, and
certainly the designs of the installations are their own. I

need mention no names in regard to this, as anyone with a
knowledge of the trade knows there are firms who stand out
in this particular class of work.

I may also add to my letter that I distinctly disagree with
the practice of supplying everything electrical to any Tom,
Dick, or Harry who likes to apply for it, and am extremely
glad to know that with the new arrangements that have been
made in the Electrical Contractors' Association we shall. 1

hope, in a short time be such a fighting force as to be able to
dictate, and will not, as at the present time, have to grovel

;

I sincerely trust that the new arrangements will result in the
Association being made as strong as the Motor Manufacturers'
Association, which, as I remarked, is such a close corporation
that even an electrical engineer was not entitled to the trade
discount off a dynamo to use on a motor-ear.

I am quite sure that the decent manufacturers in the
country do not disagree with the question of the middleman
at all. as, from their point of view, they have a great many
additional travellers which otherwise they would not have,
and it cannot be denied by anyone in business that there are
certain men who. whether they are middlemen or not. ha.ve
so much weight with certain of the buying public that their
opinions are valued before those of any manufacturer.
This is how corporations should look on electrical wiring con-
tractors in towns, as when they talk so much about wanting
to do their own wiring they entirely forget the large number
of unofficial travellers they have selling their goods, for, after
all, the supply of electricity in bulk can only be considered
a question of so much manufacture,! article: but they, like
other people, think there is a certain section of the population
getting wel] paid for doing nothing. Electrical contractors
might just as well adopt the same, attitude by arguing that
tailors have no right to the profit on the cloth in the clothes
they make; or, to carry it further still, why bother with
grocers'.' as you might just as well buy the articles from the
people who make them; and the same argument applies to
even- middleman in the country. The so-called huge profits

by middlemen have been the subject of discussion by
wholesalers from times far back, and most trades have come

tb t it is impossible to do without them.
Id they wish to do otherwise; but the electrical

thr. ugh the curse of the so-called factor, has been
in the position that everybody who likes to get b

discount has only to ask a factor for it and he gets it, win
if he had to deal with the proper electrical trade he would
There have been various attempts at different times to define

the position of a trade buyer, and one in particular has been
that, the firm should keep a man that does wiring work;
an agreement like this would no doubt be kept by the elec-

fcrade, bul the factor calls upon everybody with works

and gives them trad< discount
keep a man or I

: y also do thi

count bj the
gardener.

It ha tated I 1 1 : r t ll

tneal contractor; but mj definition is that, irr<

aural I n rm oi

shop, like anj other trade-man. and is entitled i

nlai tradi i >n I hie defini-

tion 1 would stop absolutely all trad to everyone
else.

\s stated befoj

the new articles of the E.O.A. will have some driving
at the back of them, and will be able to remove some of the

k unfair systems of trading thai exist in the electrical

business, as I am quite confident that if motoi manufacturers
and plumbers can do this there is do reason whj electrical

contractors should not be able to do it.

Contractor.

Cause of Flicker.

I think the cause cannot be what your correspondents rog-

saturation of intei pol< r earth lea \i i

Bulsara states thai the ilickci seems to correspond with the
throv of the engine; this would als probablj exclude
governors.
The hint of valve trouble, so light improbable

because shewing on the three ible in

three similar engines (presumably adjusted bj the same man)
•noi i- ii a record.

Here is my experience in the first installation of electric

light in Simla over 20 years ago. with three vertical i

pound engines, cranks al L80 deg., and belt-driven simple
compound dynamos. By the time the full load was on there
was a dicker worthy of an early gas engine, and belt tighten-

ing to danger point made no change. "The fault must
the dynamo." All switches off but one lamp gave absolute

mess. " Then what is the cause'. 1 ''
"If the fly-wheel

during one revolution travels at a varying speed flick

certain." " Hut how could that happen?" "Faulty admis-
sion of steam due to faulty valves." " Humph '

The engine contractors had no representative there, and as
there was no one within 1,000 miles who knew as much as
myself (and that was very little), I was given tardy permis-
sion to investigate. Diagrams taken with an unsuitable indi-

cator told ii u- nothing, Bui measurement by wedges showed
thai the steam admission, instead of being nearly equal on
the up and down strokes, was considerably different. 1 was
forbidden to cut the ports, but readjustment as Eai as the nuts
could go improved matters so that "only your professional

eye could notice it." I was told, and there I had to leave it.

All three engines were alike: the flicker corresponding with
the beat of the engine, of oourse. Putting two fly-wheels on
one engine made no improvement.

Mr. Bulsara 's letter seems to indicate that al times there is

a variation of the amount oi flicker besides that due to the
variation of load. An earlier experience when 1 was in charge
of the. electric light on the Atlantic liner t'ity of Berlin, in

1880, may be useful. (In one occasion on starting up. the

.small horizontal engine (for 12 arcs) behaved verj erratically,
giving a mad dash for one or two revolutions, stopping dead.

going slow, and then dashing again. The engine-room .staff

professed ignorance, of the cause until 1 pointed out that an
irregular, supply of steam would have such a result, and that

there must be something wrong inside (that was as near as

I cotdd go in those days). The slide valve was so loose on its

spindle that I suppose "while men slept an enemy had done
this."

From these two experiences I suggest that not only is the

valve-setting faulty, but also thai there is a slight looseness
ot the f'alves, and that friction checks this in varying degrees
oi differenl occasions, and that all three engines have the
same faults.

I would also suggest that Mr. Bulsara should write to

Messrs. Belliss for enlightenment and guidance.

John \V. Long.
Stafford, March -2(11),

. 1916.

The I.E.E. and Alien Enemy Members.

The two recent meetings at the Institution on il

alien question musl have opened the eyes of those who
attended to the wide gulf that exists between the Council as

a whole and the members.
line can understand a Council with a record like that of

the I.E.E. getting out of touch with the aims and wishes
of mere engineers, hut one cannot understand the Council

pretending to git the opinion of the m'embers and calling the

meeting at an hour when nine-tenths of the members would
t difficulty in being present; the fact that about 150

turned up should have shown them that the members did

not mean to be trilled with. That is the kind of thing one

would naturally expect from a German, but not from the

Council of a great British institution.

The President stated that the Council were an average lot.

neither better nor worse than the average member, hut.

judging from the speeches made by some of them at the

fell that several, at any rate, showed a
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lack of ordinary judgment. Fancy suggesting at this stage
of the world's history that a German should be taken at his
own valuation and trusted till he proved to be false; was it

any wonder that there was a disposition on the part of those
present to leave the Council with no freedom of action on
this matter?

If the Council desire to fulfil their duty to those. Who
elected them, and win back some of the trust which they
have rightlj forfeited, they should without further delay ask
tin' various local sections to test the feelings of the members
on the same issues as the London members voted on, and
then carry out the wishes of the majority in the manner that
thej ih'slie.

At present they seem to represent nobody but themseives'j

to in<l_:r bj thr voting in London.

Another Station Engineer.

1 think tlu> members of the Institution of Electrical Engi-
neers air. generally, greatly indebted to you lor the assist-

ance which thej have received from your valuable papet in

respeel of the question of members of the Institution who
are of alien enemy origin:

It is very evident, alter hearing the members of the Gorjncil

speak at the informal meeting held at the Institution Build-
ings, w hy the Qouncil have done nothing, and have ignored
all representations made to thein in respect of this matter,
ami, moreover, difficult to reconcile the statement made by
the President that the Council of the Institution was not pro-

German. If it had not been for the assistance afforded bj

you] paper, I am sine the correspondence alone would not
have been able to raise the agitation which ultimately com-
pelled the Council reluctantly to take some steps in the

matter.
Ii remains to he seen whether the President of the Institu-

tion will allow (as we understand he pledged himself at the

general meeting) the recommendations which have been
passed h\ the Dublin Local Sections and the Manchester
Engineers to he balloted for hy the total membersrnp, or
whether he will direct the three resolutions which were
passed by a meeting representing less than 2 per cent, of
the total membership, to he the only is to he decided upon
bj the mbers in general. If so. it will be very evident
that it is with the .sole intention that the exclusion of alien
ei,ein\ members shall not be sweeping, whereas if the ballot

or the total membership were taken, it is a well-known fact

that the Dublin recommendation would be carried by an
overwhelming majority.
The fact that a. man signs a piece of paper does not justify

the belief that be has changed bis character or nature. I

claim that it is not a case for making invidious exceptions,
and I concur in every way with the statement made h\ Mi.
Wo'rdingham that nil members who ka/oe tin taint should h<-

excluded for "o 1

benefit of the membership in general.

P. M. A.

[We regret that the demands on our space have compelled
us to abbreviate " P.M.A.'s " long letter, omitting parts which
were only remotely connected with the subject under dis-

cussion.

We fail to see why our correspondents sn bitterly attack
the Council, in view of the proceedings at the informal meet-
ing, at which the resolution originally put forward by the
Council, after consultation with the 17 petitioning members,
was in effect endorsed by an overwhelming majority; the
new resolutions retained the spirit of the first, but were
couched in more precise phraseology in order to cope with
the difficulty of dual nationality. One resolution was added,
relating to the permanency of the ban. Lastly, the President

I
' ed that the views of every member on the several

resolutions should be ascertained by post. Short of a postal
ballot, what more do our correspondents want'.'—Ens. Elec.
Kin

I

WAR ITEMS.

Exemption Applications.—The Bradford Military Service
Tribunal has granted exemption to a local electrical fur-

nace operator, whose employer stated th.it be was engaged
in electrical smelting—a new business, and the first of its

kind in England. The firm are holders of contracts with
the Admiralty.
At the Newcastle-on-Tyne Tribunal, on Friday, an elec-

trical engineer applied for exemption on conscientious
grounds. He admitted being in the employ of a controlled
firm, but said it was not his fault if the current he supplied
was mis-applied. He was recommended for non-combatant
service.

At the Whitstable Tribunal Court a man appealed on the
ground that he was in a certified occupation and could not
be replaced. He is a fitter-driver at the electricity works.
The local military representative explained that the em-
ployer of the man failed to convince the Tribunal that be
was indispensable, and the appeal was time barred. The
Tribunal struck the case out.

• At Haslingden Tribunal, on March 16th, an electrician to

a large cotton manufacturing company claimed exemption,
stating that he was the only employe who could look after
the niotors. He had been engaged in munition making,
obtaining a certificate front the Minister of Munitions.
Application was refused.

At Barrow Appeals Tribunal, on Monday, Mr. Win. Drys-
dale, electrical engineer, applied for . xemption for the only
electrician he had left. Seventeen of his men had left from
time to time to join the Forces or go into munition works,
lie was working on requirements for munition establish-
ments. Mr. Drysdale said he had chances of other con-
tracts, but he could not undertake the work if this particular
man was taken. He added that be had got two men from
the Labour Exchange since the application was sent in, but
he could not say whether they would meet his requirements
yet or not. The Chairman: We recognise how hard it falls
upon you. We will extend the exemption until July 1st.
and I hope that will give you plenty of time to get your
oilier men going.
The Tudor Accumulator Co., Ltd., appealed at Dukinfield

for six months' exemption, or total exemption, for their
deputy chief clerk; and three months' exemption for C. W.
Baxter (30), departmental cost clerk. It was stated that
the firm had released as many clerks with special technical
knowledge as could be spared al present—four out of eight
eligible men had gone. Conditional exemption was granted
in the terms of a letter which had passed between the mili-
tary representatives and the firm, and it was stated that if

there was no change the firm could appeal again.
At Salford, temporary exemption until May 31st was.

granted for a man appealed for by the head of a department
in an electrical works who desired an extension of time in
order that some of the contracts which the firm have in hand
could be got out of the way.—At the same Tribunal, a local
firm appealed for a number of men engaged in the telephone
business. The men were engaged on highly specialised
work, 10 per cent, being for the Post Office and the remain-
ing 90 per cent, for other Government departments. Of the
firm's employes, L38 bad enlisted voluntarily, and since the
war started the firm had bad 50 per cent, more work and 150
fewer men to do it. It was stated that the Advisory Com-
mittee thought that forty men ought to be obtained from
these works ^or military service, and the applicant was
advised to get into touch with the Ministry of Munitions
on the matter.
Three months' exemption was granted to an electrician

at the Cheadle Royal Asylum who was stated to have charge
of 2,000 lights.

At the Halifax Military Service Tribunal last week an
application was made by Mr. John Mollett, that an elec-
trician in his employ should be exempted until May 1st.

in order that he might complete contracts upon which he
was engaged. Mr. Mollett said he only asked for exemption
until May 1st. The application was granted.

Russia's Electrical Industries.—At the Technical Associa-
tion, Petrograd, on December 24th, Mr. I. S. Osadchi made
a report on the position of the electro-technical concerns of
Russia, and the immediate duties of the Association. On
the question of the electrical industries of Russia previous
to the war, he said there was not much information on
them. But when the war broke out, and when the question
arose of the supply of electro-technical goods to the Army,
the producers found themselves in a very difficult position.
At present, when the industry, thanks to the war, had made
great progress, the necessity arose of finding out what was
to be done in connection therewith at the close of the war.
For this purpose, in the first place, they must fill up the
blanks in their knowledge respecting that branch of indus-
trv by means of lectures, readings, etc., and also make
wider circles of the community acquainted with the existing
state of the industry and such success as had already at-

tended it. The industry, after the declaration of war, took
quite a different development from that observed before the
war. But exact and systematic information on this point
wa9 not to "be had. With this in view, the Technical Asso-
ciation should immediately organise a series of conferences
for clearing up the conditions of the electro-technical
industry for post war operations. In the discussion, it was
shown that the satisfactory development of tire electrical in-

dustry in Russia depended on a combination of conditions,
of which the principal was the constitution of the coming
Customs tariff. Down to 1905, the Customs question con-
stituted the chief hindrance to the development of the
national electro-technical industry, and a more intensive
growth had begun with the change in the Customs tariff of
1905. The conditions referred to would have to be changed.
The critical point of the coming development of the industry
in the country would be the financing of enterprises. It

would be necessary to call together an All-Russian Congress
of electro-technical concerns and companies for making
clear the requirements of the said concerns, and further
measures for encouraging them and securing them against
an increase of German competition.
Siemens Men with the Forces.—We have received a book-

let of some sixty pasjes giving the names of the employes
of Messrs. Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd., and Siemens Bros.
Dynamo Works, Ltd., who, down to last month, had joined

the Forces. Altogether they number over 1,500. A Roll

of Honour which accompanies it gives the names of 43
men in various departments who have fallen in the war.
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The Trade Conferences.—In view of our reoenl reference

to the statement made h\ M. Gurevitch concerning German
concentration on South Amei Ftei th< war,
intei to a quesl ion asked in i he I louse of
Commons last week bj Mr. MacVeagh. He asked the
Secretary of State foi Foreign Affairs vvhethei steps will be
taken ai the forthcoming economii Kress ol the Vllies

in Paris to preserve equally the rests ol all the Mlied

countries in the greal neutral track markets of the world,

especially in the Far East and in South America, and to

make certain that no arrangements would be entered into

likely to affect or weaken in any way the existing trade

in these great markets. In his reply, Sir E. Grey pre-

sumes that this will be one of the aims oi the proposed
confei i

It is announced that Mr. Runciman will be the principal

British representative ai the Allied Economic Conference.
A Renter dispatch from Paris states that, a1 th< requ< >l

of Senior Luzzatti ami M. Timiriazeff, presidents of the

Italian and Russian Parliamentary trade Committees
respectively, and with the approval of President Poincare,

the International Parliamentary Trade Conference has been
postponed to April 24th, 25th, 26th and 27th. The confer-

ence will abstain from the discussion of Customs regula-

tions, leaving this subject to the initiative of the various

Governments.
Canadian Traders' Tour.—The Montreal correspondent of

the " Daily Telegraph " states that it has been decided by
the Dominion Government to take active steps during the

progress of the war to win for Canada as much as possible

of the trade formerly monopolised by Germans. The Depart-
ment of Trade and Commerce has already selected a number
of practical business men to visit France, Great Britain,

and Russia. They will travel to Europe this summer, and
carry on an active trade propaganda with the Allied nations
along the lines recently laid down in the resolutions of

numerous Canadian Boards of Trade, following suggestions
from Great Britain and France. In addition to this, trade

emissaries will be sent to Chile, the Argentine, and other

South American Republics, where the Germans had a very
large trade before the British Fleet drove them off the seas.

These emissaries have been selected on account of special

knowledge of the countries they will visit, and also for

ability to speak their languages. It is expected in this way
to attain the double object of improving Canada's trade and
increasing trade amongst the Allies, at the expense of Ger-
many and Austria.

Companies to be Wound Up.—The latest list of com-
panies ordered to be wound up under the Trading with the

Enemy Acts includes the following:

—

Australian Metal Co., Ltd., 2. Metal Exchange Buildings,
London, E.C. Purchasers of machinery; business prac-

tically directed by the Metallgesellschaft, . Frankfort. Con-
troller: C. H. Weatherley, 14, George Street, Mansion
House, London, E.C. March 13th.

The Allolit Co. and Otto Rosentiel, 4, Charles Street,

Hatton Garden, E.C. Agents for sale of aluminium foil.

Controller: Harold Hartley, 9, Ironmonger Lane, E.C.
Esslerk, Ltd., 91-93, Bishopsgate, E.C., dealers in elec-

trical carbons. Controller: W. C. Jackson, 58, Coleman
Street, E.C.
Continental Tyre and Rubber Co. (Great Britain), Ltd.,

Thurloe Place, South Kensington. Controller: H. Bishop,
41, Coleman Street, E.C.

Electrolytic Copper in Germany.—Since the outbreak of
the war German representatives of the copper producing
and consuming industries have co-operated with the metai
iirms on the Berlin and Hamburg Exchanges in regard to

the establishment of a German quotation for electrolytic

copper. These negotiations have now led to the decision to
fix a quotation in Berlin in future, which will first apply to

« lermany, and in a short time, the merchants hope, also to

the world. Transactions on the Berlin Exchange are also

to be extended to aluminium, antimony, lead and spelter.

Henley Men with the Forces.—The following figures give
particulars of the staff and workmen of W. T. Henley's
Telegraph Works Co., Ltd., who have joined H.M. Forces:

—

Officers, 16; non-commissioned officers, 56; privates, 479

—

total, 551. The casualties have numbered 49, thus:—Killed
in action or died of wounds, 10; wounded, 30; missing, 2;

prisoners of war, 7. Corporal W. Dagger (Duke of Corn-
wall's Light Infantry"!, since killed in action, was awarded
the D.C.M. for bravery in the field (March, 1915). Driver
|. Mason (R.F.A.) was awarded the D.C.M. for bravery in

the field in July, 1915.

For Munition Workers.—On Thursday last week Princess
Christian laid the foundation stone for a large recreation
hall for munition workers at one of the Vickers works
"somewhere near London." Sir Vincent Caillard, of the
Vickers Co., said, in the course of his remarks, that to
encourage musical activities amongst the employes a pipe
organ would be installed in the hall, and Sir Frederic Bridge
would open the instrument on the night when the hall was
opened.

Prohibited Exports.—The exportation of the following
goods to all destinations is prohibited:—Ferro-molybdenum,
ferro-silicon, ferro-tungsten, radium, and tungsten. The
exportation of X-ray apparatus is prohibited to all destina-
tions abroad other than British possessions and Protectorates!

Controlled Works.— The number of controlled establish-
ments is now 3,078.

Manufacturers and Statistics.—The feeling that has
existed among man} manufacturers for some time pasl at

the extra d« mands that are being made upon them for

statistical returns by Government departments foui

pression at a recent meeting of the Manufactt
of the London Chamber of Commerce. It was stated, ^a\*
the " Times," thai these returns involve complicated calcu-
lations which appaii nth serve no useful purpose, when
completed, commensurate with the work involved.

Trading with the F.nemy.—The "1 tte," for

March L7th, contains amended and extended lists of persons
and bodies ol persons in Argentine Republic, Morocco,
Netherlands, Persia, Portuguese Easl Africa, Sweden, with
whom trading is prohibited.

Exporting to China.—Tie " London Gazette " of March
21st contains further li-ts of persons to whom articles ex-
ported to China and Siam ma) i>< con

BUSINESS NOTES.

For Sale.—Particulars appear in our advertisement pages
to-day of a Bale of electrical apparatus to take place at Hammer-
smith on March 30tb, by Messrs. P. Huddleston & Co.

Catalogues and Lists.— The British Thomson-
Houston Co., Ltd., Rugby.—Folder containing nearly 30 sheetB

of well executed three-colour reproductions of photographs showing
alternating and continuous-current switchboards which have been
supplied to customers. The pictures show views of work exeouted
for a number of well-known public electricity supply stations, an
electric railway power station, collieries, mills, &o,, in this country,
also power stations in Calcutta and the Argentine. Only a limited
number of these folders have been issued, and it is not intended to

distribute them generally.

The Empire Trading Co. (Electrical Department), 69, Sistere

Avenue, Clapham Junction, London, S.W.—Illustrated priced leaflet

respecting " Rucella " electric radiators.
" Z " Electric Lamp Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Southfields,

S.W.—Pocket price list (No. E 500) of " Z " drawn-wire lamps.
They are of a size suitable for enclosure with correspondence, and
traders can have quantities overprinted with their own names, &c.

Messrs. S. B. Goslin & Son, 13, Artillery Lane, London, E.

—

Leaflets respecting soft-iron castings for electrical and motor work,
" Cyrol " alloy for aluminium soldering, &c.

Bankruptcy Proceedings. — J. W. & T. W.
Tattersall, Willesden, London, electrical engineers.—April 1st is

the last day for receipt of proofs for dividend. Trustee : E. S.

Grey, Carey Street, W.C.
W. D. Birkett, Arnside, Windsor Avenue, Whitley Bay,

Northumberland, factor of electrical goods.—The following are

creditors :

—

British Electrical Manufacturing Co., Ncwcastle-on-Tyne
British Westinghouae Electrical and Manufacturing Co.
Palmer Electrical Co

Ltd.

The first meeting of creditors was held on March 16th
at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, when the deficiency was put at £173.
The failure of the debtor was due to keen competition and
inability to obtain goods owing to the war. He started trading as

a factor of electrical goodB under the style of the Northern
Wholesale Electrical Supply Co. in June, 1915, with a capital of

£6. In November, his largest creditors declined to supply any
more goods on credit, and in January last issued a writ for £251
which he was unable to pay. The case was a summary one, and
was left with the Official Receiver.

J. R. Whitehodse, managing director of an electrical engineer-

ing company, Golder's Green.—First meeting, March 29th, at 14,

Bedford Row, W.C.
;
public examination, April 13th, at the Town

Hall, Barnet.

Book Notices.

—

Notes on Screw Ganges. From the

National Physical Laboratory. Teddington : W. F. Parrott.

Price Is. Gd.—The difficulties in the way of producing sorew-

threads accurately to standard, and of testing their accuracy, are

many and various, and have made themselves felt particularly at

this time, when innumerable parts of munitions of war have to be

interchangeable with other parts made in other works, and to other

gauges. The staff of the N.P.L., therefore, have done a national

service by compiling notes based upon their experience, with a

view to facilitating the manufacture and testing of the gauges,

and therefore the production of threads that will conform to the

specified requirements. After emphasising the need for accuracy

and the necessity of fully verifying gauges, the errors of screws

and methods of measurement of the various characteristics of a

screw-thread are dealt with fully. The pamphlet should prove

invaluable to engineers concerned with the manufacture and use

of screw gauges.
"Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony." By W. H. Eccles.

London : Elettrician Printing and Publishing Co. Price 12s. 6d.

net.

Proceedings of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers,

Vol. XXXV, No. 3, March, 1916. New York : The Institute.
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Dissolutions and Liquidations.—Burdon Oil Gas
Furnaces, Ltd.—In voluntary liquidation, with Mr. S. C. Pratt as

liquidator. Meeting of creditors at 23, King Street, E.C,, on
March 27th.

Socth American Cable Co., Ltd.—A meeting is called for

April 18th, at the offices, 25, Rue de Clichy, Paris, to hear an
account of the winding up.

Sparkes Motor Garage, electrical and motor engineers, Dorset
MewB North, St. Marylebone, London.—Messrs. G. H. Day, W. W.
Symper, and W. A. Jones have dissolved partnership.

Spagnoletti, Ltd.—A meeting is called for April 27th, at

34-36, Gresham Street, E.C, to hear an account of the winding up
from the liquidator. Mr. A. G. Morrisb.
British Economical Lamp Co., Ltd.—A meeting is called for

April 27th, at Windsor House, Kingsway, W.C., to hear an account
of the winding up from the liquidator, Mr. H. E. Leigh.

Private Arrangements.— Israel Ernest Poyser
(trading as the Liverpool Electrical Co.), 55, Renshaw Street,

Liverpool, electrician).—The creditors interested in this matter
were called together on March 16th, when the statement of affairs

submitted showed liabilities amounting- to £385, and net assets

£117, the estate disclosing a deficiency of £268. It waB reported

that the debtor started trading from his home address in 1906, and
in January, 1911, he opened premises at 78, Lark Lane, Liverpool,

where he traded as J. E. Poyser & Co. He sold the business two
months later for £160. On February 8th, 1913, he commenced
at 55, Renshaw Street, Liverpool, in partnership with another and
traded as the Liverpool Fittings Co., the debtor putting £200 into

the business. The partner was unable, however, to find his share,

and in July, 1913, the partnership was dissolved, debtor taking
over the assets and liabilities, the latter being £460. Apparently
the business was financially embarrassed at the time of the dis-

solution, but the debtor carried it on in the hope that he would be
able to pull the business round. Owing to the war, labour
troubles, and restricted lighting regulations, he had not been able

to do this, and he attributed his present position to these causes.

After fully discussing the position, it was decided that a deed of

assignment should be executed to Mr. Parkin S. Booth as trustee,

with a Committee of inspection, consisting of the General Elec-

tric Co., Ltd., Baxendale Bros., and Downes & Davies to supervise

the realisation and distribution of the assets. The following are
creditors :

—

Baxendale Bros £21 Downes & Davies £17
Barweil, Sons & Co., Lighting Palk, Stadelman & Co., Ltd. .

.

69
Ltd., J 19 General Eleotrio Co., Ltd. .. 59

Drake & Gorham 11 Jaeger Bros. 16

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Argentina.—A concession has been granted to Don
Juan D. Evans for the utilisation of the waters of the Rio Percey
for industrial purposes.

—

Board of Trade Journal.
A public electric lighting service has been inaugurated at

Anatuya (Santiago del Estero).

—

Review of the Hirer Plate.

Australia.—Hire-Purchase Scheme.—The Melbourne
Council has adopted the " hire-purohase " proposal in connection
with electrical installations within the area under its control, and
has authorised the Committee to introduce a scheme for wiring
premises in the city, also a scheme for the hiring-out electric
motors, heating and other electrical devices to consumers, and to
obtain the necessary statutory powers to enable the rjroposals to be
carried out.

—

Australian Mining Standard.
The report of Mr. T. M. Carey, the Perth (W.A.) Corporation elec-

trical engineer, for the past year, shows that 5,350,229 units were
generated, being an increase of 4'59 per cent, over the figures for
the previous year. The fuel consumed amounted to 16,395 tons, or
6

-

86 lb. per unit generated. The peak load reached 2,358 kw. 'on
June 25th. The total number of consumers' connections was 7,199,
an increase of 47'6 per cent. The large increase in the number of
consumers is principally due to North Perth and Leederville con-
sumers now being directly on the system, whereas previously these
areas were supplied in bulk.— Commonwealth Engineer.
As the new Perth Government power station advances to-

wards completion, preparations are in progress with a view to
disposing of the energy which will be made available. The
undertaking has powers to serve a very extended area, and the
local authorities are readily arranging for supplies. The Town
Council of Fremantle, the port of Perth, has signed an agreement
for the supply of energy in bulk for a period of 50 years ; the
supply will be given over an overhead line operating at 20,000
volts, 40 cycles, three-phase, the distance to Fremantle being
I2i miles, and the Council will extend the extra-high-pressure
transmission from its sub-station to the Henderson Naval Base
7 miles from Fremantle, the total length of the 20,000-volt trans-
mission being, therefore, over 19 miles. The maximum demand
will be approximately 2,000 KW., and the energy supplied will
amount to about 3i million units per annum to commence with.
The Government are also transmitting power over a distance of
10 miles to Midland Junction at 20,000 volts, to supply their rail-
way workshops there, as well as the Midland Junction Council
the Guildford Council, and the West Guildford Road Board. At
Guildford, Mr, Wm. Padbury is building a flour mill which will be

driven entirely by electrio power on the most up-to-date lines, and
will be the first in West Australia designed solely for electric

driving. The work is being carried out bv the staff with direct

labour, under the direction of Mr. William H. Taylor, A.M.I.E.E.
Other important consumers are the Perth City Council and the

Government's own tramway system, which is now beine extended.
Messrs. Merz and McLellan have acted as consulting engineers for
the undertaking.
The Warwick (Queensland) Council has aocepted the tender of the

Electric Energy Supply Co., Ltd.. at £4 4s. per 180 c.r. lamp per
annum for street lighting.

—

Tenders.

Barnes.—The electrical engineer reports that it will

shortly be necessary to extend the works, and that the present time
appears to be appropriate for considering the advisability of
adopting three-phase h.t. alternating current, the prime movers
being high-pressure steam turbineB.

Barnsley.—Street Lighting Charges.—The Cor-
poration has fixed the charge for public lighting for the half-year
ending March 31st at £850, representing a decrease of, approxi-
mately, £400.

Bedford.—Price Increase.—The T.C. has increased
the gross charges for current in all cases where the consumption
is under 300,000 units per annum by 5 per cent., owing to the
advances in the cost of coal and other supplies.

Bradford.—Plant Extensions.—The Electricity Com-
mittee recommends acceptance of offers for new boilers and eoono-
misers at a oost of £23,500, owing to increasing demands for power.
Last year the demand on the works reached 15,000 kw., and next
winter it is expected to reach 20,000 to 24 000 kw. At present the
modern plant at the Valley Road works includes three 3,000-kw.
turbo-generators and one 5,000- kw. unit, also four slow-speed
engine units, bringing the total to 18,000 KW. or with the old
plant at No. 2 works, which is only used on special occasions to
21,000-KW. oapacity. As reeards boilers the department is not in
the same position and additional boilers are necessary. The Com-
mittee considered the Treasury would raise no objection to the
borrowing.

Birmingham.

—

Coal Supply.—At a meeting of the
City Council, Aid. Jephcott stated that at the principal station at
Summer Lane coal could only be received by canal, but at the
new station at Nechells arrangements had been made, which had
now become operative, by which they could get both canal and
rail-borne coal, which could be transferred to the canal and supplied
to the stations at Summer Lane and Aston. The coal shortage was
not due to the department not having ordered enough, and no diffi-

culty was anticipated in the future.

Canada.—According to the Canadian Electrical News,
the power question in Edmonton doeB not appear to be settled yet.
In November last a oontract with the Edmonton Power Co. was
approved subject to ratification by the Provincial Legislature.
Meanwhile, the Athabasca Power Co., of Winnipeg, and the
Alliance Trust Co., of Calgary, are making offers of cheaper power
to the city. The latter company offers to take over the present
power house and sell power to the city at a rate approximately
20 per cent, lower than that called for under the present contract
with the Edmonton Power Co. This offer is under consideration
by the City Council at the present time.

Coniston. — E.L. Scheme. — The Ulverston Eural
Council has appointed a Committee to co-operate with the Coniston
Council and meet the promoters of the electric lighting scheme to
diBcuss the terms of the final settlement.

Continental.—Italy.—La Societa Adriatica di Elet-
tricita has applied for a concession to put down a plant to utilise

the water power of the river Brenta, near Campolongo (Province of
Vicenza), for the generation of electrical energy for lighting and
pjwer purposes.

Barton.—The U.D.C. has granted permission to the
Yorkshire Electric Power Co. to construct overhead lines between
Darton Bridge and Darton Main Colliery.

Bublin.—Cottage Lighting.—The Corporation has
adopted the reports recommending the New Spitalfields, North
Lotts and Newfoundland Street housing schemes, which provide
for the introduction of electric lighting in workmen's dwellings.

Dundalk.—Mr. Spalding, the electrical engineer, reported
to the Urban Council that the final official tests of the new electrical

plant at the power station had been completed, and that further
tests under full load actual working conditions were proceeding.

Halifax,—The Halifax District Nursing Association has
decided to have electric light installed in its institution.

Harrogate.— Bulk Supply Proposal.—After con-
sideration, the Corporation has • decided that it cannot entertain
the proposal to supply Ripon, having regard to the necessary
capital expenditure and the limited electrical energy that would be
required at the present time by Ripon.

Uuddersfield.—Power Agreements.—The Electricity

Committee has resolved that the old agreements with power users
be terminated as soon as the expiry.
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India.—According to the Madrax Mail, it has been
decided to light the buildings of the Bangalore City Railway
Station by eleotrioity ; negotiations have been proceeding with the
Madras and Southern Mahratta Railway Co. for the extension of its

snpply from the Canvery Falls plant, but these appear to have fallen
through, and the railway is now arranging to put down its own
plant in the Bangalore City Station grounds. It is expected that
the installation will be extended to the Bangalore Cantonment
Station.

Leigh.—Sewage Ptjmpihg.—In connection with the
pumping of Lower Green Sewerage, the R.D.C. has made arrange-
ments with the l'ilkington Colliery Co., Ltd., for the supply of
eleotrio power. The company is also to be asked to permit its

eleotrioal engineer to prepare a scheme for the carrying out of the
work, and afterwards superintend the erection of any electric

plant which may be installed at Lower Green Sewerage Works.

llanfairfeckan.—E.L. Scheme.—Mr. W. R. Walton
has asked the Council for some payment on account of work
carried out in connection with the eleotrio lighting scheme, which
is being postponed for a time.

London.

—

Poplar.—The L.C.C. has sanctioned a loan

of £2,000 to meet the Council's capital cost in linking-up its elec-

tricity undertaking with that of Hackney. The revenue accounts for

the December quarter last show an increase of 1,321,755 units sold

as oompared with the corresponding period in 19H. The net
income from the sale of current shows an increase of 1975 per
cent., and the working expenses an increase of B0'5 per cent. The
net surplus income shows a deorease of £928. which, in view of

the high prices of coal and other conditions militating against
profits, is considered by the Electricity Committee to be highly
satisfactory.

Electricity Charges in the City.—The Court of Common
Council last week considered the Streets Committee's recom-
mendation that, subject to the Charing Cross Electricity Co. giving
an undertaking that the proposed increase in the lighting rate of

id. per unit would not be continued beyond 12 months after the
war, no objection should be offered to the application to the B. of T.

After some discussion, the Court declined to adopt the recom-
mendation.
The City of London E.L. Co. has given notice of a probable

increase in all charges for electricity, not exceeding 10 per cent.,

as from the 31st inst.

Shoreditch.—TheL.t'.C. has sanctioned the borrowing by the
B.C. of £1,500 for house services, and £500 for meters.

Lewishaji.—Having considered an additional charge of 10 per
cent, made by the South Metropolitan E.L. and P. Co., for the
supply of energy for lighting purposes, the Finance Committee
recommends the B.C. to enter into a fresh agreement with the
company, for a period of five years, for the supply for electric

lighting purposes, at 3id. per unit, plus 10 per cent., and for power
purposes at 2 '.d. per unit, as hitherto.

Westminster.—The contracts between the City Council and the
Charing Cross Electrioity Supply Co., the Metropolian Electric

Supply Co.. and the St. James's and Pall Mall Electric Light Co.,

for the supply of energy, have been under the consideration of the
Contracts Committee. The Committee formally reports the con-
tinuance of the contracts with the two latter companies, while the
Charing Cross Co. has given notice of termination, stating that it

will let the Council know the rates to be charged after June 30th
next.

Lnton.

—

Assessment. — The electricity undertaking
assessment has been increased from £.".,000 to £6,200 gross and
from £2,500 to £3,100 net, having regard to the recent extensions.

The Corporation has been recommended to agree to the revised

figures.

Middlesbroujrh.—At a recent meeting of the Electricity

Committee it was reported that the generating costs had been
reduced from "80d. to "5d. per unit during the month, the total

cost having been £1,065, as against £1,244 in the corresponding
period of last year, and the revenue £1,508, as against C 1,290. It

was stated that the reduced costs were largely due to the fact that
they were purchasing energy instead of generating it by steam.

\ewport (Hon.).—A summarised return of the receipts

and working expenses of the electricity undertaking for the
December quarter last, shows an inorease in revenue from the sale

of current of £2,895, as compared with the corresponding period
of l'.il4, and for the three quarters of the present financial year,

an increase of £4,519. The expenditure for the quarter was heavy,
no less than £2,000 being attributable to increased coal costs,

which, for the nine months, was upwards of £4,000. The number
of units sold totalled 3.640,940, an increase of 210,9:U over the
nine months of 1914. As regards the ensuing year the general
manager and electrical engineer estimate that generating expenses
will show an increase of £1 523 over the current year and £7,386
over the preceding 12 months. On the other hand, however, they
think there is every probability that the sale of energy for power
purposes will result in a gratifying increase.

\eV Zealand.—The Ti Kuiti B.C. (having been unable
to secure the machinery for the duplication of its plant) is

endeavouring to obtain an additional supply of electricity from the
Bora Hora Falls of the Waihi G.M. Co., which are nearly 50 miles
distant.

—

TenA

Rawtenstall.

—

Assessjuqit.—The assessment of the
electricity extension has been reduced from £850 to £640.

Rockdale.—The Electricity Committee has, it is stated,

decided to call in an expert from Manchester to advise npon certain
matters connected with the electricity works—the question of
charges and the maximum output possible.

Shrewsbury.

—

Price Increase.—By resolution of the
City Council, the charges for electrical energy for all purposes are
to be increased 20 per cent.

South Africa.—Recently the Victoria Falls and Trans-
vaal Power Co. offered to supply the Johannesburg T.C. in bulk at

20,000 volts, with a minimum of 4,000,000 units per annum—on
condition that the supply was taken between 4 p.m. and 8 a.m.
each day, and did not exceed 6,000 units in any hour—at '7.")d. per
unit delivered at one of the company's sub-stations. The Corpora-
tion to supply all necessary cables, transformers and switchgear. This
offer was considered by Prof. Dobson, the manager of the Corporation
electricity department, and, on his recommendation, was refused.

The company's offer was made as an alternative to the Council's
proposal to provide additional generating plant at a cost of £ 80,000,
and it was pointed out that the load factor under the proposed
presumably peak load conditions would only amount to "J per
cent. ; that the cost of the purchased power would only amount to

£12,500 a year, and that the saving in running costs due to better

operating conditions should more than offset the capital charges
on cables, transformers, kc. Mr. Dobson, on the other hand, con-

siders that the T.C. would have to spend £35,000 to obtain the
supply, and that if the five years' contract was continued after

that period, the cost per unit would amount to Id., while if ter-

minated at the end of five years the cost would be l'19d. per unit,

and that, in both cases, substantial savings would result by the
Corporation putting in its own plant.

Surbiton,

—

Price Increase.—The Finance Committee
recommends that Messrs. Callender's Cable and Construction Co.

be permitted to increase the maximum charge for electricity for

lighting purposes from 6d. to 7d. per unit, the increase to remain
in operation for a period of 12 months only and to expire

March 13th, 1917. The Council approved the recommendation.

Swinton and Pendlebury.—The Clerk has been in-

structed to settle a compensation claim lodged In respect of a girl

who was burnt through her clothes coming in contact with a " fire

devil " used in connection with electricity extension work, and
instructions are to be iBsned to Corporation watchmen oautioning
them about allowing children to play near their fires.

Tuirsk.

—

Price Increase.—On April 10th the charges

for electricity are to be increased by 20 per cent.

AVhitstable.—The TJ.D.C, which has been working the

plant of the local Electricity Co. at the pumping station, has passed

a resolution to the effect that no further wages be paid, nor coal

or any other commodity be purchased, for the purpose of generating
electricity on behalf of the company. The Council has alBO

decided to pay £40 15s. lOd. to the Receiver acting for the com-
pany, as the amount due to the company on March 12th.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

Askton-under-Lyuie,—The Trades Council has decided

to protest against the proposed introduction by the Stalybridge

Joint Tramways Board of women tramway drivers, contending

that the routes include some dangerous roads.

Bradford.—Regulations have been submitted by the

Corporation to the B. of T. regarding access to tramway cars at

stopping places and controlling persons resorting thereto, which
provide that when Bix or more persons are waiting at any terminus

or stopping place, they shall form up in a " line or queue, " and no
person shall take any place other than in proper order—the latest

person taking the last place at the end of the queue.

Canada.— Harbour Terminal Electrification.—
For the past three years the Montreal Harbour Commissioners have

had under consideration the electrification of the harbour railway

terminals, and during the past year have visited and inspected the

electric freight terminals of the New York Central, Pennsylvania,

and New York, New Haven, and Hartford Railways where the

application of electricity had proved successful in the movement
of freight. As a result of this investigation an expert electrical

engineer has been engaged to study the railway conditions of the

port and to report on the advisability of the scheme. Should his

report confirm the conclusions of the Commissioners, steps will at

onoe be taken to prooeed with the work of electrifying the Montreal

Harbour terminals.— Canadian Electrical Newt,

Continental.

—

France.—On the electric tramcars in

Bordeaux women are employed as drivers, and they have been found

very satisfactory.
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Italy.—Application has been made for a concession for the

construction and working of a narrow-gauge electric railway, about
10 miles in length, between Piacohia and S. Marcella Pistoiesi.

The Royal Commission dealing with the technical services of

the State has nominated a sub-commission to study the whole
problem of electrifying- the State railways. This eub-commission
has already bpgun its labours, by taking evidence from leading

railway officials'.

Darlington.— The General Purposes Committee has
decided that for the purposes of wages computation all temporary
motormen and handy men in the Light Railways department shall

be classed as seoond-year men. This is equivalent to an increase in

pay of 4}d. per day instead of Id. per hour, as proposed,

Edinburgh.—The question of the appointment of a
tramway engineer, in the interest of the Corporation, during the
remainder of the Tramway Co.'s lease, the appointment of a tram-
way manager and the establishment of a tramway department has
been remitted to a Sub-Committee of the Tramways Committee for

consideration and report.

Huddersfield.—Rate Relief.—The Tramways Com-
mittee has decided to transfer £8,600 (equal to a 4d. rate) to the
borough fund for the relief of rates.

Japan.—The Acting British Consul at Tamsui reports

that, according to the local Press, a company has been formed at

Tainan for the construction of an electric tramway from Tainan to

the Port of Anping, a distance of about three miles. Negotiations
have already been completed between the company and the military
authorities for the purohase of the light railway belonging to the
latter, which is the present means of communication by land
between the two places. The capital of the company is said to be
400,000 yen (about £40,800).—Board of Trade Journal.

Leeds.—Rate Relief.—It is estimated there will be a
net surplus of about £90,000 for the, year on the Corporation's
tramway undertaking (equal to a lOd. rata). The amount originally

estimated was £5."i,000. Last year £81,000 was appropriated for

the relief of the races. At the close of the year about one million

sterling in all will have been contributed by the tramways to rate

relief.

Newport (Moil).—A net profit of £1,187 is estimated

on the tramways undertaking for the ensuing 12 months.

Rawtenstall.—The T.C. has just adopted a suggestion
for the alteration of the stages and fares between Rawtenstall and
Bacup, on and after July 24th. If the project is carried into effect

the journey will be divided into eight stages instead of seven at

present, and the fare will be Id. instead of 3td.

Southend-on-Sea.—The electrical engineer reports that
it is necessary to renew the overhead trolley-wire on the whole
length of the Leigh section, the cost of which is estimated at

£1,206. The Corporation has been recommended to authorise

the engineer to purchase the necessary materials. The Tram-
ways Committee has adjourned for six months' consideration

of the offer of Loughborough Road Car Co. to dispose of an
Edison electric 'bus for £1,100. The L.G.B. has approved of the
Council retaining and erecting for its own purpose two of the
200- EW. sets manufactured for the Leigh sub-station.

Swansea.

—

Tramway Agreement.—The Corporation
has approved of the Tramways and Lighting Committees'
recommendation as to the agreement with the Swansea Tramways
Co., for the supply of the whole of the electricity for the running
of the company's tramways and light railways at l|d. per unit,

with reductions to id. per unit for all units in excess of 1,000,000
taken in one year, the prioe being subject to a coal clause. The
company has agreed to hand over its power station to the Cor-
poration free of ground rent, the Corporation to pay the company
£400 per annum for 26 years. The cost of connecting up with the
company's feeder cables is estimated at £2,000.

Swiii ton and Pendlebnry.—At a meeting of the D.( '.

last week it was announced that the Salford tramways lease, which
had been in hand for 10 years, had been completed. The lease runs
for 21 years from 1905.

Wio-an.—Female Labour.—The Watch Committee has
granted an application of the tramways manager for licences for
three women car drivers and 17 women conductors.

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.

Australia.—Sydney.—May 1st. Two 300-kw. turbo-
alternators, condensers, switchboard, &c, for the pumping station
at Ryde, for the Metropolitan Board of Water Supply and Sewerage
at Sydney. *

May 3rd. N.S.W. Railways and Tramways Department. One
2,500-KW. turbo-alternator, for Zara Street, Newcastle, power
house. Specifications (20s.) from the Engineer's office, 61, Hunter
Street, Sydney.*

Melbourne. — April 11th. City Council. 533,000 arc lamp
carbons. See " Official Notices " to-day.

April 18th. P.M.G. 8,500 fuses.*

April 26th. Victorian Government Railways. Car-lighting
material—cables, switches, fuses, &c*
May 10th. Victorian Government Railways. Motor-generator

set and accessories for battery-charging of baggage trucks.*

Tamwoeth (N.S.W.).—May 1st. Additional generating plant,

switchboard, mains, &c, in connection with the municipal
electricity undertaking. Specifications from Mr. V. G. Kable,
Town Clerk, Council Chambers.

Dundee.—March 29th. Corporation. Electrical stores,

meters, &c Electricity Department, Dudhope Crescent Road.

Edinburgh.—April 3rd. Midlothian and Peebles Dis-

trict Asylum, Rosslynlee. Stores, including electrical fittings.

Forms from Clerk and Treasurer, 19, Heriot Row, Edinburgh.
April Ut. Corporation. Maintenance of telephone and electric

bell installations ; City Superintendent of Works. Eagineers'

stores, electrical material ; Resident Electrical Engineer.

Leeds.—Electric light fittings for the Town Hall,

Municipal Buildings, Judges' House and Offices in Great George
Street. The City Engineer, Municipal Buildings, Leeds.

London.—March 24th. H.M. Commissioners of "Works.

Main switches, main fuses, switch fuses and fuseboards, for one
year. See " Official Notices'' March 17th.

Manchester.—March 30th. L. & Y. Railway. Twelve
months' supply of stores (various). (30) Signal, telegraph and
electric fittings

; (31) signal, telegraph, and electric light wires.

Mr. Waring, Stores Department, Oiborne Street, Manchester.
March 29 th. B. of G. Completion of the electric light installa-

tion at the Nurses' Home, Withington. Specifications (10s. <id.

re'urnable) from Mr. F. H. Overmann, 49, King Street, Manchester.
April 1st. Electricity Committee. (<0 Low-pressure water and

exhaust steam pipes, valves and supports
;
(£>) valves for circulating

water pipes. Specifications from Mr. F. E. Hughes, Secretary,

Eleotricity Department.

Rathmines.— March 27th. U.D.C. Cable, house-
service and fuse boxes, and meters, for 12 months. See " Official

Notices" Maroh 17th.

Redditch.—March 2 a th. U.D.C. Three and six months'
supply of coal for the Electricity Department (125 tons of D.S.

nuts per week). See " Official Notices " March 17th.

Specifications for the items marked * can be seen at the Board
of Trade Commercial Intelligence Branch in London.

CLOSED.

Barnes.—The Council is recommended to enter into a

contract with the Tudor Accumulator Co. for the maintenance of

the storage battery for a period of ten years at an annual payment
of £135.

Bamsley.—The T.C. has considered the tenders of the
Westinghouse Co., Messrs. Bruce Peebles, Messrs. Bertram Thomas,
the British Thomson-Houston Co., Messrs. Dick, Kerr, Messrs.

Crompton, and Messrs. Reynold & Co., for the installation of new
plant at the electricity works, and has accepted that of the
Westinghouse Co. for £5,146.

Bingley and Ilford.— Bingley U.D.C, house-service

meters for one year, and Ilford U.D.C, electricity meters for

another year : Electrical Apparatus Co.. Ltd.

Colwyn Bay and Hornsey.—Messrs. Chamberlain and
Hookham, Ltd., have received a contract from Colwyn Bay for

meters for the coming year, and also a renewal contract for a

further 12 months from Hornsey.

Government Contracts.—List of new contracts for

February, 1916 :—
War Office.

Electric cable and wire.—S. 8. Abelaon & Co. ; B.I. & Helsby Cables, Ltd.

;

W.T.Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.; Hooper's Telegraph and
I.R. Works Co., Ltd.; I.R., G.P. A Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.;
Johnson & Phillips, Ltd. ; St. Helens Cable & Rubber Co., Ltd.

;

Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd.
Ebonite.—Peel-Conner Telephone Works Co., Ltd. ; Siemens Bros, and

Co., Ltd.
Generating sets.—Austin Motor Co. (1914), Ltd.
Lamps (electric).—Brimsdown Lamp Works, Ltd. ; Brit. Thomson-Houston

Co., Ltd. : Foster Engineering Co., Ltd. ; Pope's Electric Lamp C3..
Ltd. ;

" Z " Eleotrio Lamp Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Switchboards.—Automatic Telephone Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Works services.—Electrio lighting at Officers' Mess, Dover : V. G.

Middleton. Electrio lighting at Portland : G. E. Taylor & Co. Power
house, Thetford : Mann, Egerton & Co.

Post Office.

Telephone apparatus.—Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd. ; Western Electric
Co., Ltd.

Testing apparatus—W. G. Pye & Co. : I.R., G.P. 4 Telegraph Works Co.
Ltd. ; Pa>k Royal Engineering Works Co., Ltd.

Telephone oable.—B.I. & Helsby Cables, Ltd.
Insulators.—Taylor, Tunniolift & Co., Ltd.
Galvanised wire.—Rylands Bros., Ltd.
Laying earthenware ducts and cast-iron pipes in Old Street, Great Eastern

Street, E.C.—A. J. Ewart, Ltd.
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Glasgow. — The T.C. Committee on Cleansing—

a

deputation of which has visited Dover, Sheffield, Nottingham, tea.—
has agreed to recommend the purchase of two 2-ton Edison electric

vehicles for the collection of refuse.

Johannesburg.—The Tramway and Lighting Committee
recommends the acceptance of the following tenders :

—

Two 8,000-kw. turbo-alternating Bets, with Parsons condensing plant,

awitchgear, &c, £2(1,895 ; Bpare motor, £798 —Sykes & Co.
Wet-air filtration plant, £690.—Grlffln Engineering Co.

London.— Bermoxdsey.—The Electricity Committee
has purchased out of contract eight wagons and 146 tons of coal,

at prices varying from 21s. 8d. to H7s. a ton. For the annual
tenders for coal no replies were received ; the present contractors

state that they are willing to quote from time to time for current

supplies, and would endeavour to maintain deliveries at the rate of

about 100 tons weekly. The price of Shipley peas now being

supplied is 24 e. 8d. per ton. The engineer has been instructed to

purchase on this quotation as much a? possible, and to supplement
this by purchases at lower prices if possible. The Committee
recommends the acceptance of the tender of Messrs. Chamberlain
and Hookham for meters at an increase of about 71 per cent, on
the existing prices ; also the offer of Venner Time Switches, Ltd.,

for Type B time switches. The Committee has accepted the tender

of Messrs. Babcook & Wilcox, Ltd., for various fittings.

Southend-on-Sea.— The Tramways Committee has
accepted the tender of Messrs. John Brown & Co. for 64 steel tires,

at £37 10s. per ton, to be supplied as required.

Walthamstow.—The electrical engineer has arranged
with Messrs. Myers, Robs i: Co. to increase the amount of coal to

be supplied during the ensuing 12 months to 60 tons of Warwick-
shire peaB and 75 tons of Warwickshire double-screened nuts per
week, and to supply as from November 1st next to April 1st, 1917,

a further 50 tonB per week of D.S. nuts and 50 tons per week of

Derbyshire small nuts. The Council is recommended to accept the
offers of the following firms to renew their contracts for annual
Bupplies :

—

Electricity Department.— Joint-box compound, Du6sek Bitumen Co. :

meters, Chamberlain & Hookham ; carbon-filament lamps, General
Electric Co., Cryselco, Ltd., and Eleotrioal Mfg. & Supplies Co.

;

robber insertion, G. Angus & Co. ; cylinder oil, crank-chamber oil, and
D.T.E. turbine oil, Vacuum Oil Co., Ltd. With regard to the
remainder of the items, the electrical engineer has been directed to
obtain quotations from time to time as required.

Tramways Department.—Lamps, General Electric Co. ; rubber packing,
G. Angus & Co. ; trolley beads, W. Wood & Co. ; trolley wheels, Anti-
Attrition Metal Co. ; paints and varnishes, Docker Bros., R. Kearsley
and Co., and L. Berger & Co. As regards controller lingers, pinions,
gear wheelB, armature coils, oils and grease, castings, green paint, and
car accessories, the tramways engineer is to obtain quotations for
these as and when required.

OVERHEAD WIRES AND CABLES.

The case of the Postmaster-General v. Hutchings, which
was decided recently by the Railway and Canal Commissioners,
serves to remind us that as regards the right to suspend
telephone and telegraph wires over various kinds of property,

the Postmaster-General is, in a favoured position. If a

private owner objects to wires being put over his park or

garden, he may make a claim for compensation, which is

settled, in the last resort, by the Railway and Canal Commis-
sioners. In the case under notice, it was pointed out that
where roads are public roads not taken over by the local

authority, the person entitled to consent is the adjoining
landowner ; but he has no right to demand, as the price of

his consent, that a certain annual sum shall be paid in the

nature of rent. The Railway and Canal Commissioners
said that a payment of the annual sum of £5 would have
no relation to the actual damage done, but would be in the
nature of a charge for use and occupation, which
was not allowable. Wholly different considerations

apply to the suspension of cables over private roads or
places by persons who, unlike the Postmaster-Uenera],
exercise no statutory power or authority. That there is

doubt prevailing on this matter appears from the letter of a
correspondent in which he asks :—(1) In a scheme in which
overhead cables are employed, where it is found necessary
to take the cables over private property belonging to another
party, provided the property is not entered during the
process of erection, can the owner of the property legally

object to such cables ? If so, is it necessary to prove

questions, the mere fact that the person suspending the

cables does not enter the land is immaterial. It is a

trespass to suspend anything over a man's land even at a

great height above it. No damage need be proved ; and an

injunction would be granted, in a proper case, to compel

removal of the wires. With regard to roads owned by a

local authority, the matter stands on a different footing.

Attempts have been made from time to time on the part of

local authorities to veto the right of putting up overhead

wires, by resort to the various statutes by which the streets

are vested in them. It is now well settled, however, that

the vesting of the street or road vests in the highway
authority such property, and such property only, as is neces-

sary for the control, protection, and maintenance of the

street as a highway for public use. And such property does

not entitle the local authority to interfere with overhead

wires which are put up in such a way as not to be dangerous

to the public. By agreement, therefore, with adjoining

owners, who may grant leave to put the necessary poles on

their lands, it is possible to make arrangements for a non-

statutory company to carry on its business. Note, how-

ever, that in this case the person suspending wires supply-

ing electricity must comply with the regulations which have

been made by the Board of Trade under Sec. I of the

Electric Lighting Act, 1888.

THE SELLING SIDE OF ELECTRICITY—V.

(2) What is the position in a similar case to the above,
in which the property crossed is a road owned by the
Council I

It is understood in both cases that no provisional order
has been obtained by the company. With reference to these

It may be opportune at the present time, when so many o f

the regular showroom representatives are called away on

service in a greater field than electricity supply, to offer a

few remarks to those who are "carrying on."

Perhaps the most trying moments in dealing with a

captious public arise when a consumer calls to lodge a com-
plaint. Even the best managed undertakings have com-
plaints, and one of the most important functions of the

sales department is to deal with them satisfactorily. It is

obviously as valuable work to keep consumers as it is to get

them. Indeed, more so, for a lost consumer means a dead

service, and the capital spent thereon becoming unpro-

ductive.

American writers frequently take occasion to emphasise

the necessity of courtesy, and remark that politeness costs

nothing. This point is so self-evident that nothing more

need be said upon that head. Tact is the next thing, and

though it has been stated that this is a quality some people

may never acquire, there is nothing to prevent anyone being

sympathetic, and that is nearly the same thing. Bear in

mind that many of your visitors who come to complain, are

less keen in securing redress than in having their say.

Listen with sympathetic interest, and don't short-circuit

them before they have got it off their chests. They have

probably thought out what they are going to tell yon, and if

they go off without having said it, the fact will rankle.

Therefore, although the answer to their grievance may
spring to your lips long before their tale is told, let them
go through with it first.

There are usually a certain number of irreconcilables who
turn up every quarter, their accounts, according to them-

selves, always being far in excess of what they could possibly

have used, and so on. These constitute a problem in

themselves, causing as they do an amount of work far in

excess of what their business warrants. But it must be

remembered that each of these has his circle of friends,

and can do an incalculable amount of harm, so although he

may be recognised as a chronic, he must receive his full

share of attention.

Most stations find that some of their best friends have

been discovered from complaints. Faulty wiring, un-

economical lamps, over-shading, badly-placed lights, &c, are

frequently at the bottom of heavy account complaints.

Nothing like full advantage is taken of two and three-point

switching, and, one way or another, it is very rarely some

remedy cannot be found. The ultimate result is increased

business, for once the customer is satisfied that the supply

authority is studying his interests as well as its own, he is

ready to listen to other propositions which may be placed
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before him. Heating, cooking, and other uses follow so

many of these complaints in due season, that an experienced

salesman welcomes a complaint, giving him, as it does, the

personal interviews that are often so difficult to obtain.

Where a complaint necessitates telephoning another

department, it is permissible, if a thorough understanding

exists between departments, to display a little heat over the

treatment the consumer has received, which will be allayed

on learning the facts, which can be given to the consumer.

The importance of increasing the station's load through

existing services cannot be too frequently insisted upon, for

it means not only increased output, but also a better load

factor. A good plan is to have an iron, or something of the

kind, on your table, to which you can direct the conversation

at a convenient opportunity, in case the consumer is dis-

inclined to make a general inspection of the showrooms.

Never miss a chance. Above all, see that the right thing is

sold for the purpose in view ; an iron of too small a weight,

or a radiator of insufficient capacity, may lead to more harm
than good.

DIRECT-CURRENT TRACTION AT 5,000 VOLTS.

In a recent issue of the Electric Railway Journal. Mr. N. W.
Storer described the experimental 5,000-volt direct-current

equipment of the Michigan United Traction Co., on the
branch line from Jackson, Mich., to Grass Lake and Wolf
Lake, a distance of 12 miles.

Five thousand volts was selected as the initial limit, as this

is high enough to make easily possible the collection of cur-

rent for the largest locomotive from an overhead wire. It is

also high enough to lessen the amount of line copper and the

number of sub-stations, and to secure a good load factor and
efficiency with reasonable cost.

The initial experiments involved the design and con.-truc-

ti'in of two 2,400-volt motors and the necessary control equip-
ment, which were mounted on a car and tested on the inter-

works railway at East Pittsburgh in the spring of 1914. The
equipment was tirst arranged for series-parallel control with
voltages of from 2,'4O0 to 3,000 on the trolley. Then the two
motors were connected permanently in series and the equip-
ment was operated at a trolley voltage of 4,000, which was
gradually increased until the equipment was finally tested

with 7,000 volts on the trolley.

The line extends to within two miles of the centre of Jackson,
and the car has therefore to operate over a 600-volt line in the
city limits.

The trolley line was reinsulated and a mercury arc rectifier

sub-station provided at Grass Lake. A complete car equip-
ment, euii-isting nf four 100-n.p. motors with control and
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dust originating in the motor is small. It is fully recognised
that upon the permanence of the insulation depends the
success or failure of the experiment, and this is something
that time alone can determine.
Next to the motors, the control is the most important

feature of the equipment, since the switches must close and
open the high-voltage circuits properly and must be insulated
to stand continuously the maximum voltage to ground in all

kinds of weather.
In order to secure a relatively large number of breaks in

series without increasing the number of switches unduly, each
switch is made with two breaks in series.

The high-voltage switches are very similar to the standard
Westinghouse electro-pneumatic switches, but have some
special features due to the small current and high voltage.
One of the novel features in the switch is the use of an " arc
splitter," consisting of a piece of eoapstone placed in front
nl the switch jaws in the path of the arc. The effect of the
magnetic field is to blow the arc against this along its entire
length until the arc is broken. This greatly increases the
length and at the same time chills the are. and the result is

highly satisfactory. The operation of the switch groups has
been fully as reliable as that of the motors.

Practically the only other part of the control equipment
that is subject to the line voltage is the starting rheostat.
This is composed of cast alloy grids in a number of frames.
which are insulated from ground by triple insulation and from
each other by double or quadruple insulation.

Inasmuch as the equipment is required to operate through
the city of Jackson on 600 volts, a change-over switch is pro-
vided which connects the four sets of armatures in parallel.

This apparatus consists of two triple-pole, double-throw dis-

connecting switches with the contacts mounted on porcelain
insulators immersed in oil. They are connected together so
that they are operated by a single lever, which also operates
a small drum that changes a few of the contactor magnet
connections.
One group of switches is provided to effect the necessary

changes on the ground side of the equipment and the. auxili-

aries. This is a standard group which is used ordinarily for
small 600-volt car equipments.
A standard type of electro-pneumatically operated two-

motor reverser is used to reverse the connections of the motor
fields, the fields being always connected on the ground side
of the armatures so that no extra insulation is required.
Not of least importance is the apparatus needed for furnish-

ing current for control, lights and the air-compressor motor. It

is well known that the small high-voltage machine known
as the ilynanu'tor which is used for this purpose on 1,200-voll
and 1,500-volt equipments is the least reliable part of the
equipment, and it w-as felt necessary to eliminate the dyna-
motor from higher voltage equipments. For this reason the
entire auxiliary equipment of the 5,000-volt car is operated
at 150 volts.

A 150-volt storage battery, to which all of the auxiliaries
are connected, is placed in the main motor circuit between
the motors and ground. All of the main motor current, there-
fore, either goes through the battery and charges it. or

i'-^y
Fig. 2.—Wiring Diagram of 5,000-volt Bqdipmeni

auxiliaries, was installed on one of the .Michigan United cars,

win. h weighs complete about 40 tons.

The motor is known as the twin-armature bi-polar type, and
il has many advantageous features for high voltage work. A
bi-polar design permits the use of double the voltage on a

given commutator that is possible with a four-pole motor.
Fiji- twin armatures make the weight but little more than
thai "1 :i corresponding four-pole motor. Fewer field coils

are required than are used with the four-pole motor, and the
two armatures, being geared to the same axle, act as one unit
and cut the pressure on the gear teeth in half. The two arma-
tures are connected in series, and consequently, the voltage
on each is reduced to lower limits. The form of motor lends
itself readily to a very effective type of insulation, and the
mechanical construction is simple and rugged.

One characteristic that will assist in the maintenance of

the insulation is the fact that the current is small, being
only 30 amp. for each KlO-H.r. motor, and that only a. few
small brushes are required. Thus with the excellent commu-
tation, there is very little wear either on brushes or commu-
tators, and consequently the amount of carbon and copper

through the auxiliary circuits which may be connected to the
battery at the time the motors are working. By the applica-
tion of a simple device, the air- compressor does practically

all of its work when the main motors are operating, and thus
simply diverts a part or all of the main motor current as
required, so that the batten is relieved from furnishing the
current to the compressor motor and at the same time does
no! receive the high charging currents that w^ould otherwise
be imposed on it during acceleration. The battery has thus
a very light duty to perforin and can be made up of small
cells. A set of counter-B.M.F. cells parallels the battery during
charging periods to prevent overcharging and excessive charg-
ing rates.

The voltage of the battery for such an equipment is deter-

mined by the amount of power required for the auxiliaries.

The average currenl required by the auxiliaries should, in

oider to leave a satisfactory margin, be not more than 80 per
cent, of the average current taken by the main motors. The
use of 150 volts for the battery in this case indicates that the
auxiliaries are expected to use less than 3 per cent, of the
total power taken by the car.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

North-East Coast Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders.—J riday,
March 24th. At 7.30 p.m. At Bolbec Hall, Newcastle on-Tyne. General
meeting.

Physical Society of London.—Fridav, March 24th. At 5 p.m. At the
Imperial College of Science, South Kensington, S.W. General meeting.

Manchester Association of Engineers.—Saturday, March 35th. At the
Grand Hotel, Aytoun Street. Report of the Tool Steel Research
Committee.

Electrical Trades Benevolent Institution.—Monday. March 27th. At 2.30
p.m. At the Institution of Electrical Engineers, Victo'ia Embankment,
W.C. Annual general meeting.

Post Office Telephone and Telegraph Society pf London. — Monday,
March 27th. At 6.30 p.m. At the I.E.E., Victoria Embankment. W.C.
Paper on " Telegraph and Telephone Work in a Provincial Depot," by
Mr. J. M. Rusk.

Institution of Electrical Engineers (Students' Section). — Wednesday,
March 29th. At 7.45 p.m. At the I.E.E , Victoria Embankment, W.C.
Annual general meeting.

Leeds Association of Engineers.—Thursday, March 30th. At 7.30 pm.
At fi, Park Lane. Paper on " Hardness and its Determination," by Prof.
G. P. Charnock.

Royal Institution of Great Britain.—Saturdays, April 1st and Bth. At
3 p.m. At Albemarle Street, W. Lectures (IV and V) on " Radiations from
Atoms and Electrons," by Prof. Sir J. J, Thomson.

NOTES.

The Water Power of the Main.—A Bill has been
brought into the PrussianD iet to anthorise theGoveramen t toexpend
£310,000 on the establishment of hvdro-eleetric works at the weira
which are being constructed at Mainkur, KesseUtadt and Gross-

Krotzenburg in connection with the general scheme for the canal-

isation of the Main from Offenbach to Aschaffenburg. The
result of a technical examination shows that if four turbo-

generators are provided at each place, it will be possible

to obtain an average of 30 000 000 KW.-hours per annum, or

25,000,000 K\v.-hours after deducting losses in lines and trans-

formers. It is proposed to erect a transmission line between
these works and the Government hydro-electric works on the
upper part of the Weser, bo that an interchange of supply may
be effected when necessary. It has been found that when the water
power of the Main fails, or almost fails, that of the Weser works
is abundant, and rice versa. When the works have been completed,
the supply from State generating stations will be in operation over
an area extending from Bremen to the Main.

Italian Water Powers and Manufacturing*.—The
proceedings in connection with the eighth Congress of the Societa
Italiana pel Progresso delle Science, which was opened at Rome
on the 1st inst., included the presentation by Prof. Ascoli of a
paper on the electrotechnical industry in Italy. Dealing first with
the production of electrical energy, the author stated that the
situation of the country was very favourable for the purpose, in

consequence of the utilisation of hydraulio power to a large
extent. The Lombardy network comprised seven provinces, and
afforded a very fine example of an initiative in the direction of
national organisation of the water power of the kingdom. In
1913 the water power in service exceeded 1,000,000 H.P., which
was divided among the three principal groups represented by the
Piedmont Alps, the Lombardy Alps, and the Central Apennines to
the extent of nine-tenths, and in the proportion of about 300,000
h.p. in each oase. It was also possible to reokon on the establish-

ment of mountain reservoirs by the embankment of streams,
particularly in the Southern Provinces, and a law already contem-
plated the formation of artificial lakes in connection with the
Tirso, in Sardinia, and the Sila, in Calabria. With similar schemes
there would be available several further hundreds of thousands of
horse-power for industrial purposes, after having satisfied the
requirements of agriculture. But the task of utilising the
hydraulic energy would take a long time to carry out, and it would
also be impossible to determine the total amount of power which
could be derived therefrom. It was better for the present, the
Professor continued, to examine another side of the problem which
was very important, namely, the manner in which the energy

already rendered available could be fully utilised. It was found,
for instance, that while the hydraulic power now at their
disposal could yield 8,000,000,000 H.p.-houre. in reality the
various industries only used 2,000,000,000 H.p.-houre per
annum, the different works only being in operation for
a certain number of hours daily. In other words, the energy at
present used was equivalent to about 2,500,000 tonB of coal, whilst
if fall advantage were taken of it, it would represent 10.000,000
tons of coal, or a saving of 1 12,000,000 in normal peace times, and
of about £ 10,(100.000 in the present exceptional times. It was,
therefore, of speoial importance to oo-ordinate the different indus-
tries, so that the consumption of electrical energy might be equally
distributed throughout the day and the year, and every hydro-
generating station should be provided with reservoirs, so as to
yield extra power in the hours and months of greatest demand.
According to the further report of the proceedings at the Congress,
the Professor dealt at some length with the problems of
manufacturing in Italy, but apparently no reference was
made to foreign competition. Indeed, the author stated that
for the greater part the alternators, switchboards, distributing
conductors, ka., were produced in Italy, so that from this point of
view " the national industry is in a satisfactory condition." This
assertion scarcely coincides with the opinions expressed recently
at meetings of the Italian Association of Electrical Engineers, as
previously reported in this journal. Nevertheless, the Professor
concluded by predicting the formation of a central organisation,
which will be in permanent contact with makers, and which will

cause all individual efforts to converge towards a single object.

Electrochemical Industries for South Africa.

—

In the- South African Minimi Journal of February 19th the publi-
cation of a report on the possibility of establishing on a commercial
basis certain electrochemical industries was commenced. The
report has been prepared by a Committee of the South African
Institute of Eleotrical Engineers (known as the Development of

Resources Committee), and has for its purpose to call the attention

of the Government and others to the possibilities of manufacturing
locally, by the aid of electric power, several articles of very great
commercial importance which are now either being imported, or of

which there is little or no importation owing to the cost of trans-

port from overseas. It deals with materials produced by synthetic
chemistry, and especially the manufacture of various valuable
compounds which can only be formed at the high temperature
available in electric furnaces ; it is stated that there is produced
in the world annually, by means of the electric farnace, about a
million tons of manufactured product, of which the value is pro-

bably in excess of £20,000,000. The report is confined to the con-

sideration of materials which are most necessary for agriculture

and mining ; these industries, taken together, require annually
more than two million pounds' worth of chemicals, all of which
are imported in the form of fertilisers, cyanide and nitrates. The
essential elements for the successful manufacture of these com-
pounds are cheap electricity, abundant coal, limestone, and the

necessary labour, all of which exist in South Africa ; and, further-

more, the local market is to a considerable extent protected from
competition by the necessarily high costs of transport chargeable

on imported articles, as well aB by Customs duties. Imports of

calcium carbide in 1913 amounted to about 2,G00 tons, valued at

£60,000 ; the estimated factory cost for local production is

£35,850. The cost of cyanamide at South African Coast ports was,

prior to the war, £13 per short ton (2,000 lb); the estimated

factory cost of local production is £9 per ton. The pre-war cost

of sulphate of ammonia (an equivalent fertiliser) was £15 per ton.

In addition to its utility as a fertiliser, cyanamide is valuable

because of the readiness with which it can be induced to part with
its nitrogen molecule to form many of the compounds used in the

manufacture of modern explosives. South Africa, during the

year 1914, oonsumed 10,518,000 lb. of sodium cyanide, having a
total value of £454,743. In the opinion of the Committee, the

various products dealt with can be profitably manufactured in

South Africa, provided the necessary raw materials are obtainable

at about the costs which have been assumed. An early investi-

gation with regard to the location, quality and cost of production

of these raw materials is a matter of the greatest possible import-

ance, and it is hoped that the Government Munitions and Industries

Committee, or some other suitably constituted body, will take the

matter in hand forthwith.

Shortage of Electricians in Australia.—According

to a Sydney newspaper a special general meeting of the Electrical

Employers' Association of N.S.W. was held in February, to consider

the situation which has arisen owing to the present shortage of

labour in the industry, a considerable number of men having
enlisted for active service, and a number also being employed by
the Commonwealth authorities in connection with local defence.

A resolution was carried "that the public be notified that owing
to a large number of employes in the electrical industry having
enlisted for active service, and a further number being employed
by the (

' jmmonwealth Government for defence purposes, it is

exceedingly difficult for employers in the electrical industry to

carry out their contracts for eleotrioal installations and to execute
extensions and repairs within what would otherwise be reasonable

time."

Orwell Electric Vehicles.—The Midland Railway Co.

have lately acquired an " Orwell *' 30-cwt. electric tilt van from
Messrs. MosBay & Co., Ltd., for use in connection with their parcels

delivery service. A 2-ton eleotrio lorry has also been supplied by
the same firm to the IpBwich Industrial Co-operative Sooiety. Ltd.

It may be remembered that the vehicles are built by Messrs,

Ransomes, Sims, Sj Jefferies, Ltd., of Ipswich,
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Fatalities.

—

Deptford.—An engineer was killed at an
electricity works at Deptford, last week, by a shook at 6,200 volte.

He was found at the Bwitchboard with his clothes in flames.

Coventby.—At an inquest held at Binley Colliery concerning

the death of Thomas Pritchard, aged 48, who met his death while

operating- an electric coal-cutter in the mine on March 10th,

t.uiseppe Goggene, an Italian by birth, said deceased was a stall

man. About 3.50 a.m. on Friday deceased was cutting coal with a

machine. Witness was there, and saw that the deceased had his left

hand on the ratchet wheel and his right hand on the controller ;

he pulled the coal-cutter towards the face of the coal, with hie

stomach on the machine. He was not able to get off the machine,

and shouted "Take me off." Witness touohed his boot, and
received a shock himself ; he then ran to a switchbox 35 yards

away and turned off the current. Deceased was thus released from
the machine and fell to the ground. When witness touched him
again the man was dead.

Ernest Runciman, the electrioian of the colliery, was unable to

state definitely how the deceased came to receive the shock which
killed him. The Coroner questioned him as to the value of rubber
gloves, boot soles, or mats as a protection against shock. Witness
said that the sense of security afforded by these had often proved
in itself a trap, by making men less careful than they otherwise

would be. Suoh articles were liable to lose their efficacy, whili t

leaving the user under the impression that he was safe.

Asked how he accounted for the accident, witness said it was
very hard to account for. Subsequent tests had shown that it was
an exceptionally safe machine. Investigation showed that an
intermittent earth took place on the trailing cable, which was
about 70 yards long, and was provided with a special earth wire ;

it appeared that this wire had broken, the effect of which would
be that in the event of the machine becoming alive the provision

made for earthing the current would be non-existent so far as this

wire was concerned. There was, however, intermittent earthing
through this wire due to the fact that when the cable was in some
positions the two ends of the severed wire butted together, whereas
at other times they parted. The machine itself was lying

solidly on earth, and if it became alive there was every possibility

that a large proportion of the current would be dissipated to earth
directly from the machine. It was possible, however, that the
man had been standing on earth which was a better conductor
than the earth on which the machine rested, which was very dry
clay. If he had had rubber gloves on he would not have been
killed

; but the Home Office did not call for—and he was sure they
did not want—anything in the nature of rubber gloves. At the
Binley Colliery everything possible had been done to reduce the
danger from shock to the minimum.
The medical evidence showed that deceased died from paralysis

of the nerve centres produced by shock. Proper attempts at

artificial respiration were made, but were quite valueless, as the
man must have died instantaneously. The jury returned a verdict
of accidental death.

French Electrical Industry.—A survey of the condi-
tion of the French electrical industry is afforded by the recent

report of the Socie^e d'Aoplications Industrielles, a concern which
embraces a number of important operative undertakings in the
northern, middle and eastern portions of France. " Although,"
this report says, " the chief sources of income have been adversely
affected by the war and the greater number of the undertakings
have deemed it wise to withhold any dividend, results have never-
theless turned out more favourable than could have been expected.

The undertakings are of two kinds—those producing current by
means of coal and those utilising water power. The former have
greatly suffered from the enhanced coal prices, leading to a rise in

the cost of production, only partly compensated by the increased

charge to the consumer allowed by the coal clause. On the other
hand, the difficulties attending the purchase of fuel have thrown
into relief the considerable value of France's water sources. All
the undertakings producing energy by means of waterfalls have
found themselves in a much more favourable situation. Numerous
industries have been created to supply the growing requirements
for national defence, and these have found in the power from the
waterfalls a support such as, translated into figures, certainly

stands for a very notable economy for the country. The available

power in the hydroelectric networks has been rapidly utilised to

its utmost capacity, and several waterfalls which ware the objects

of schemes before the war, are now abaut being harnessed to

supply the energy which \va are lacking. Everybody recognises
it is to the general interest to aid the extension of the hydro-
electric industry, and it is probable that, after the war, a rational

and intensive utilisation of this source of wealth to the country
will be witnessed, which will compensate in great part for the ex-

penditure arising from the higher price of coal. All the producing
and distributing undertakings have, moreover, found themselves in

a very favourable situation from the point of view of the future,

for they will be the first to benefit from the resumption and
growth of economic life in our country, of which they are one of

the most indispensable factors."

—

Rene Electrique.

Water Power Legislation in Italy.—A Bill has
been prepared by the Italian Government to deal with the use of

water powers, and in substitution for the antiquated law of 1884.
The CjmmisBion appointed by the Ministry to bring the matter to a
speedy conclusion first decided to obtain the views of the Italian

Electroteohnical Association, this being the only occasion when the
wishes of the Association have been sought by the Government
since its formation. A special meeting has been held to formulate
opinions, upon which a report will be forwarded to the Com-
mission.

Appointments Vacant.—Clerk for the Batley Cor-
poration electricity works. See advertisement pages to-day.

Institution and Lecture Xotes.—Institution of
Electrical Engineers (Western Local Section).—The annual
meeting of this Section will be held at Bristol, on April 3rd, at

6 p.m. A paper on "The Hire and Maintenance of Direct- Current
Motors " will be read by Mr. H. Joseph. A morning dresB dinner
will follow, at 7 p m., at the St. Stephen's Restaurant.
Mining Engineers.—At a joint meeting of the Mining Insti-

tute of Scotland, the National Association of Colliery
Managebs, and the Association of Mining Electbical Engi-
neers at Glasgow last Saturday, a paper on "Electric Winding
was read by Mr. F. AnBlow.

Volunteer Notes.

—

Engineering Institutions' V.E C.

—Orders for week commencing March 27th, 1916.—By Lieut.-

Col. Clay, V.D., Commanding.
Drills, 6.25 to 7.25 ; 7.25 to 8.25 p.m.

Monday, March i'7th.—Sections 1 and 2, Technical ;
Sections

3 and 4, Squad and Platoon, Signalling Class and Recruits.

Tuesday, March 28th.—School of Arms, 6 to 7 D.m.
Thursday, March 30th.—Shooting for Sections :l and 4.

Friday, March 31st.—Sections 3 and 4, Technical ; Sections 1

and 2, Squad and Platoon. Signalling Class and Recruits.

Saturday, April 1st.—Adjutant's Instruction Class at 2.30 p.m.

E. G. Fleming,
Company Commander and Acting Adjutant.

3bd Batt. (Old Boys) Central London Volunteer Regi-
ment.—Battalion Orders by Capt. R. J. C. Eastwood (Com-
mandant), Thursday, March 23rd, 1916 :

—

Battalion Parades —Sunday, 26th inst.—The Battalion will

parade at Liverpool Street Station (low-level entrance, G.E.R.) at

!l.30a.m., and proceed by train for Entrenching duties.

Sergeant -Major s Class—The Adjutant will hold an examination
of members of the above ClasB, at Wembley Camp, on Sunday next,

the 26th inat., commencing at 11 a.m. Members of the Cltsa

desirous of presenting themselves for this examination must Bend
in their names to the Orderly Room before 12 noon on Saturday,

the 25th inst.

Musketry.—The Acton Range will be open on Saturday next,

the 25th inst. Members desirous of shooting must send in their

names to the Musketry Staff.

The Miniature Range at Wembley Camp will be reopened for

shooting on Sunday next, the 26th inst.

A. G. Joineb, Major and Adjutant, O.B.C.

Argentine Naval Electrical Specifications, —r The
Ministry of Marine has recently approved some new regulations

formulated by the Electrical Section of the Ministry's " Direccion

General de Material" to unify types of electrical materials

employed in the navy and to ensure a careful technical selection

of same. The regulations referred to are subdivided into a number
of sections relating respectively to : incandescent lamps, lamp
fittings, conductors, fuses, interceptors and commutators, switches,

cells and accumulators, ventilators and arc lamps.

—

Be new of the

Birer Plate.

Russian Mica.—The Central Military Industrial Com-
mittee through its electrical section has inquired into a number of

questions affecting the immediate supply of the electrical require-

ments of the country, particularly for army use. In its report on
raw material found in the country, it observes in respect to mica,

that previously to the war all mica required in the Russian electrical

factories was obtained from Canada and India. The best sort

in sheets about 1 millimetre thick and 6 in. x 8 in. was valued

at 'JO roubles per pood. Last summer, however, in consequence of

the disorganisation of the transport system in and out of the

country, there were moments when the price of mica rose to

fabulous heights, and it was bought by the factories at 25 roubles

per funt (1 funt being a 40th part of a pood). Meanwhile, Russia

controls immense reserves of the best quality of mica, and there

was a time previously to the great development of the glass busi-

ness, when Russia was the only furnisher of mica to the world's

markets, in consequence of which this mica obtained the name by
which it was scientifically known—Muscovite. Thus, in 1681,

there was exported from Russia 2,580 poods of mica to Holland,

2,400 poods to England, and 500 poods to North America. Then
there existed a special class of people called mica workers, who, by
special Imperial Letters, were protected from the arrogance of the

local authorities. With the development of the glass bnsiness, the

mica industry gradually declined, and, finally, in Russia not only

was the production of mica stopped, but all traces of those places

were lost where, in the old days, the production was most
actively carried on. They were only rediscovered in 1912 by the

engineer Zikso. This occurred in the Mamsky virgin forest, but
so far the exploitation of mica in Russia has not developed to more
than 30 to 40 pooda per month, whilst 5,000 poods are required in

the course of the year by the electrical factories alone.

Besides the Mamsky virgin forest, there are deposits of mica in

the Archangel Government, in the Urals, and in Eastern Siberia, in

most cases consisting of mica of the best quality. It is remarkable
at the same time, that Russian electrical factories, in consequence
of the difficulties in the supply of foreign mica, paid at one time

—

true, not for long—25 roubles per fnnt, whilst the cost of produc-
tion and delivery of one pood of the best mica from the Mamsky
deposits amounted to only 30 roubles.
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Eni>ineerin<r Trade after the War.—The Board of

Trade has appointed a Committee to consider the position of the

iron, steel and engineering industries after the war, especially in

relation to international competition, and to report what measures,

if any, are necessary or desirable, in order to safeguard that

position. The following are members of the Committee :—Sir

Clarendon Hyde (chairman), Mr. A. Balfour, Sir Hugh Bell, Bart.,

Mr. A. J. Hobson, Sir Hallewell Rogers, and Mr. Douglas Vickers.

At a meeting held at Manchester on Tuesday afternoon, the

following resolution waB passed:
—"That in view of the greatly

enhanced capacity of the British engineering industry, now en-

gaged on munition work, and of the severe competition to be

expected after the war, this meeting of Manchester engineers is of

opinion that the organisation of the industry from within should

immediately be undertaken." It was also resolved " that this

meeting urges the Government to create a Ministry of Commerce,

after consultation with representative commercial interests."

Inquiries.—Makers of an ampere gauge that can be

attached to cables (without cutting them) are asked for. Also

makers of " John Bull " dry cells and pocket flash-lamp oases, and

of augers for making holes for setting telegraph poles.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editors invite electrical engineers, whether connected with the

technical or the commercial side of the profession and industry,

also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the

Electrical Review posted as to their movements.

Central Station Officials.—Mr. V. J. Allan, engineer-in-

charge, electricitj works, Southampton, has resigned, to take,

up tin- position of electrical station superintendent at Kil-

marnock electricity works.
The Sydney (N.S.W.) Electric Liighi Committee recom-

mends the appointment of Mr. P. T. Davies, manager of the

power sales department of the Montreal Light, Heat. Power
Co.. as deputy general manager of the City Council's elec-

tricitj aupplj department. Inquiries made, by the Tow-n Clerk

bj cable stowed that Mr. Davies had had English technical

training.

Stoke Newington B.C. is recommended to increase the

salary of Mr. H. Large, chief assistant in the electric lighting

department, by the addition of t'-_!<i per annum to his salary

oi £140, and to grant £25 ae an honorarium for his services

in acting as borough electrical engineer during Mr. Hann's
absence. Several sub-station assistants also have received

advances.
Tynemouth Electricity Committee has recommended that

tin salaries of Mr. Dowson, shift engineer, Mr. J. Waller,
station superintendent, and Mr. H. T. Wilkens, chief clerk,

be increased.

The Hackney B.C. is recommended to promote Mr. J. P.

Hi vthman, chief clerk in the electricity department, to (.'lass

•J (a), and increase, his salary to £185.

Mr. D. Macfarlane Macleod, who has for the past six years

held the position of resident engineer to the Clyde Valley Elec-

trical Power Co., has been appointed chief engineer.

General.—Mr. H. V. Kilyert, of the. Lancashire Dynamo
and Motor Co., Ltd.. Trafford Park, was last week elected on
tin Qewly-constituted board of director.- of the Manchestei
Chamber of Commerce.
The Highways Committee of the L.C.C recommends that

Mr. G. PI. Hume be appointed chairman and Captain T. Pres-
tioi vice-chairman.
From the London Gazette :—Territorial Force : Royal Engi-

neers, London Electrical Engineers :—Chief Petty Officer H. J.

Waller, from the E.N.A.S., Anti-Aircraft Corps, to be
Second-Lieutenant (on probation). Corporal A. J. Anido
to be Second-Lieutenant (on probation). Sapper F. G. Hort
to be Second-Lieutenant (on probation). Territorial Force :

Royal Engineers. Tyne Electrical Engineers:—Second-Lieu-
tenant T. T. TrcKER to be temporary lieutenant. October
18th, 1915.

Roll of Honour.—The B.S.O. has been awarded to Lieut -

Commr, E. L. Colley Gbattan, R.N., who was in chat

wireless telegraphy at Cape Helles since Ma\ 1st. Admiral
ilc Robeck reports that the work earned out by this officer

lias been of inestimable service; also to < ranmr. J. F. Somer-
\ ti.i.i . I! X , Fleet wireless officer, who performed duties I

exceptional difficulty most efficientlj

The D.S. Cross has been given to Acting Warrant Tele-

graphist Johk \ Britten. R.N., who di played great ability

and resource in erectini i
ireli tation at Capi ffelli

under fire.

The Gazette last week announced the award of the DCM.
to Private F. Mottershead. of the l/7th Lancashire Fusiliers

(T.F.), for conspicuous gallantry in volunteering to destroy
the entrance to one oi I mine shafts. Prior to the
war he was employed by the British Westinghouse Electrii

and Manufacturing Co., Ltd.. Trafford Park. He has been
twice wounded, and is now in hospital at Uexandria.

Private Thomas Morton Healey, of the 9th Battalion West
Kiding Regiment, who was killed in France on March 1st, was
prior to enlistment, engaged as an electrical engineer

The D.O.M. has been awarded i I. W. SMlTn.
I

of the

Fast Voik.shiie Regiment, for volnnteeri . to cut

barbed eh entan I n a\ mule,- heavy fire, thus allowing
uith ii.i al reo ived the

1,'u uii < • .|.
i oi -N i , , ge for anotle

I

Sei geanl ' 18. Huntly, of the

formed; at Bei si ick-upon-Tweed i
i

Electri' Supply Co., is reported killed in action in Prance
lie had been posted as missing since Vpril last.

Obituary.— Lvov Kelvin.—We deeplj n ord the

death of uadj Kelvin, which occurred on March l
,; tli :it

Netherall I axg Ayrshire. Lady Kelvin became the second
wife oi Lord Kelvin (then Sir William Thomson) in

I

ii-t lie.piently referred to the splendid
.one thai he received tn many of his activities from h

Mr., i \ w l,i, \ insii i\. -We regret to record the death,

at the age of 70 years, oi Mr. [van Levinstein, chemical
in fa linei. one of the founders oi the Manchester School
oi Technology, and an expert in regard to patent lav. n

ELii patent principles requiring foreigners to work then-

patents in tin- countrj were adopted bj Mr. Lloyd Gi

the Patents icl ol L907.

Mr. J. Gordon and Mb. Geo. Castles.—The dea
announced of Mr. J. Gordon, manager of the eleetne tation.

Cariick-on-Shannon. and Mr. Geo Castle

Dromore (Co. Down) Electric Lighting & Power Op., Ltd.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Baughan and Co., Ltd.—Particulars of S4.000 deb
created March 7th, 1916. filed pursuant to Section 93 (3) ol the Companies
(Consolidation) Act. 190R, the whole amount being nou
charged: The company's undertaking and property, present and future, in-

eluding uncalled capital. No trustees.

British Battery Co., Ltd. (137,905).—Capital. £1,000 in
£1 shares (800 pret.). Return dated December 14th, 1915. B id, and 199

ord shares taken up; £999 paid. Mon^.i^- mi. cl i
I

Adelaide Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Capital, £750,000 in
£i shares (SO, pref., .

ai i .<

«

i.. and 50,000 unclassified) K
lanuary 4th 191(1. 50,000 pre!, and 50,000 ord. shares taken up; £$ pet

share called up on 34,000 ord. and 50.000 pre!.; £370,000 paid

considered as paid on 26,000 ord. shares Mortgages and < 118 852

5 per cent. deb. stocks.

David Bridge and Co., Ltd.—Capital, £25,000 in £l shares
(10,000 pref.). Return dated February 1st, 1916. 15,830 pref. and 4,170 ord

shares taken up; £20,000 considered as paid.

. 8,800

CITY NOTES.

Herman Electrical Companies.

The 1.6. Mix und Genest, of Berlin-Schoneberg, alter

setting aside £40,000 for depreciation, as compared with

£18,000 in 1914, reports net profit- oi 6132,000 for L915, ae

against £60,000 in the previous year. It is intended to plao

£50,000 to a reserve fund for the tax on war profits, £20,000

to the special reserve fund, and £15,000 to the provident fund.

and to pay a dividend of 18 per cent., as contrasted pith L2

per cent, in 1914.

The Strassenrisnibalin Gesellschaft, of Hamburg, states in

the annual report for 1915, that as the vital vein of the city

lay in the oversea trade, which was completely at a standstill.

the traffic suffered more from the effects of the war than was
the ease with many other towns. The net profits amounted
to £26,000, as i pared with £121,000 in 1914, and the direc-

tors recommend a dividend of 1 per cent . as against 8 pei

cent, in the preceding year.

The recent meeting of the Elektrometqllnrgischt Werhe,
A.G., of Horrem, which company was formed in 1913 with a

share capital of £50,000, held entirely by the Metal Hank and
Metallurgical Co., of FVaiikfort-on-Main, and the Griesheini-

Elektron Chemical Works Co., decided to increase th

tn £175,000 for the purpose of extending the plant and under-
taking new branches or manufacture. The two companies in

question have also taken over the new shares.

The Bergmann Elektrizitats Unternehtnungen, T.(r.. oj

Berlin (the financial company of the Bergmann Electricity

Works Co.), after having already disposed of the. Xordharz.
Wolfenbnttel, and Bodenbach Works, is now only interested

in the Magdeburg Suburban tramways, the parent company
having decided two or three years ago that the subsidiary

should not embark upon any further business The
for 1914-15 show net profits of £440, as compared with £9,500

in the previous year, and the debit balance remains at £26,000

on a paid-up share capital of £'300,000.

The Fabrik Isolierter Drahtc (late Yogelj. of Berlin, reports

that the decline in the turnover in the first quarter of 1914-15.
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as compared with the corresponding period in the previous

year, was fully equalised in the remainder of the year through
working being adjusted to meet the Army requirements.

After setting aside ±'7,800 for depreciation, as against £6,300
in 1913-14, the net profits are returned at £48,000, as con-
trasted with £32,000. The sum of £14,000 has been placed to

reserve on account of the tax on war profits, and a dividend
of 15 percent, is proposed, as against 13 per cent, in 1913-14.

The Elektrotechnigche Fabrik Rheydt Max Schorch & Co.,

o} Rheydt; reports for 1914-15 that all parts of the undertaking
were folly employed, and night shilt.s had frequently to be
worked. New plant was installed for the production of war
materials, and the turnover was about five times greater than
in the preceding year, the profits being correspondingly
larger at £179,000, as compared with £19,000 in 1913-14. After
making provision for depreciation, the tax on war profits, and
the reserve funds, it is proposed to pay a dividend of 20 per
<> nt. as ae.ain.-t 1-J per cent., on capital of £87,500, and to

devote £43,750 to increasing the share capital by allocating

the new shares in the proportion of one free share to two
existing shares.
The directors of the Grosse Be/Una Strassenbahn report

that a gradual increase in the traffic occurred in 1915 with
the further withdrawal of omnibus and motor-cab services
from the streets of Berlin, although great difficulty was ex-
perienced in coping with the augmentation owing to the
calling up of 2,000 men, in addition to the 5,000 whom the.

Army authorities requisitioned in 1914. By the re-employ-
ment, however, of old drivers, the greater use of trailers, and
the working of overtime and partial suspension of holidays,
it was possible to maintain the mileage run at only 10 per
cent, less than in the peace year of 1913, and 5 per cent, less

than in 1914. As the number of conductors capable of being
employed as drivers was now exhausted, and a further call

of drivers for Army service was to be expected, women con-
ductors had been trained as drivers, and 70 were placed on
ear- serving lines having light traffic conditions at the end
of February, 1916. Women had also been increasingly em-
ployed in the offices and depots, the total now numbering
4.000. The company had applied for permission to increase
the 10 pfennigs (lid.) fare, but the request had not been
sanctioned, although it was intended to make fresh proposals
at a convenient time. The accounts show the following
figures :

—
1915. 1914.

Total receipts £2,173,000 £2,118,000
Working expenses 1,310,000 1,300,000
Net profits and balance forward ... 327,000 328.000
Dividend percentage 6 6

The length of line in operation was 372 miles, and the
number of car miles run was 5ti.S7s.SiK I, as compared with
60,071,800 in 1914, the passengers carried having amounted to

437,000,000, as against 426,420,000 in the previous year. The
number of. employes .declined from 11,407 in 1914 to 9,637
last year, despite the employment of the 4,000 women already
mentioned, whilst the amount which had to be paid for elec-

trical power increased owing to the uneconomical working
of the new drivers.

Mr. A. P. Berry presided at the annual
British meeting held on 17th inst. He said that

Electric their sundry creditors item showed an in-

Transformer crease of about £13,000 as a result of the
Co., Ltd. larger business done. In the circumstances,

they were not excessive. It was not neces-

sarj to increase the amount put to depreciation reserve this

year, but it might be necessary to place a larger sum to that
reserve next year in view of the extensions to the works.
The reserve fund would be increased by £7,500 to £31,823.
That account had been built up entirely out of profits.

Originally it had been created principally to meet losses
v huh might arise, on investments, but the ascertained losses

in that direction had been met, and the whole figure could,
n necessary, be set against patents and goodwill, which stood
ai £65,158. A conservative policy was being adopted in

recommending the distribution by way of dividend of only
about one-half of the profits. Their resources should be hus-
banded for the benefit of the business. They would not be
justified in paying more than at the corresponding time last

year, but he hoped that when the war was over, and business
had settled down, they might be able to resume what they
regarded as their regular 10 per cent, ordinary dividend. The
past year had been the most extraordinary in the history of
the company. Prices of all materials had risen to unprece-
dented figures, while they had been under contract to supply
machines at prices fixed before the outbreak of war. All

difficulties had, however, been satisfactorily overcome. Great
difficulties had been experienced in getting deliveries of raw
materials, and also in getting finished goods delivered, hut
those troubles had been considerably lessened. Practically
the whole of the eligible members of their staff and workmen
had enlisted or attested under Lord Derby's scheme. Much
had been heard of late of the. high prices at which war con-
tracts had been taken. It was only fair to say that they had
charged no more for transformers, used so largely for war
purposes, than they had charged for their products in ordin-
ary times. As to their prospects, they had commenced the
year 1916 with a little less in orders than at the beginning
of 1915, when a lot of work was held over at the end of 1914,

consequent on the war. Up to date this year their orders
were about the same in extent as for the same period in 1915.
At the moment " Tricity " cookers were looked upon by sonic
as an economy, while others regarded them as luxuries.
They were, however, improving designs and getting out fresh
articles for which they believed then- was a good demand. A
great deal had lately been heard of the lack of interest taken
by hankers in British industries, but they had always found
their bankers willing to support them. On the outbreak of
war, for instance, the\ had been assured by them bankers
of their willingness to advance such moneys as they might
require, and. while they owed little or nothing to their
hankers at the moment, he felt justified in saying that should
they in the next two or three year, again require assistance,
all they needed would be afforded on the best possible terms.
Hankers had scarcely been given credit for the very great
assistance they had always given to industry. There was no
doubt that when peace came they would find their great
efforts in war work would be of considerable value to them.
War experience had proved that the most convenient and
economical way of driving machinery was by means of elec-
trical power; war. by compelling the installation of electricity
in - many factories, had put forward the clock of electrical
development some live years, and they should reap the benefit
from the fact that works, having'had an opportunity of
appreciating the value of electricity, would apply it

'

stall

further.

Mr. W. M. Crowe presided at the annual
British meeting on March 15th. He said that the

L. M. Ericsson net profits had been increased by £2,000,
Manufacturing and, in view- of all the circumstances, that

Co., Ltd. was a very good result. The year was not
an easy one for manufacturers, and the

difficulties of the previous year were increased four-fold with
regard to the supply of raw materials and the shortness ol
labour. Their difficulties would have been greater but for
the fact that they had a plentiful supply of female labour.
The profit on trading increased b\ 66,775. The share capital
remained unaltered. There was a loan from the bank of
£24,000, secured by the deposit of £25,000 War Loan. The
loan from the bank was necessary for the purchase of raw
material for heavy orders received from the Government, and
also for the purchase of additional machinery. Last year they
showed in the accounts a large amount standing at interest
at the bank, but that cash was now being used in the busi-
ness and was earning better profits. The stocks on hand and
work m progress at London and Beeston had increased enor-
mously since last year, and the transfer of cash from the bank
to the factory accounted for the difference in the cash balance.
The amount of stocks, &c, at the end of 1914 was £113,904,
and by the end of 1915 that item had increased to £180,849,
or an increase of £66,945. Practically all these stocks and
work in progress were put in hand against firm orders from
Government departments. Therefore, they were as good as
cash. The position of the company was improving each year.
The percentage of profit on the whole capital of the company
worked out at over 11 per cent., and deducting the preference
shares, on which 6 per cent, was paid, the profit earned in
respect of the ordinary shares was 16i per cent. Of this profit
they were paying to the ordinary shareholders less than one-
half, namely. 8 per cent., which was good policy. The pros-
pects of 1916 were very bright. The factory was full of work.
'I he Post Office telephone department had practically 6hut
down all installation work, and consequently manufacturers
were suffering. They were, however, looking forward to the
tune when the accumulated work of years would have to be
done by the Post Office, and then they hoped to benefit. He
mentioned last year that they were going into the question
of making magnetos for motor-cars and motor-cycles in order
t' meet the demand here, formerlj supplied from Germany,
but they were unable to carry out their good intentions in
this direction owing to their having become a controlled estab-
lishment. They bought a quantity of machinery for the pur-
pose of manufacturing these magnetos, and that machinery
exactly suited the special work allotted to them. As sewn as
the war was over they intended going fully into this question
again, and in the meantime they were acting as agents for
Ericssons, of Buffalo, the original makers of the magneto they
were taking up. .

Presiding at the annual meeting, on
Newcastle.on= March 21st, Mr. J. H. Armstrong, after
Tyne Electric summarising the financial results for several
Supply Co.. Ltd. years, -aid that their profits had been ad-

versely affected during the year by the reduc-
tion of lighting hours, and in the tramways supply, to the
amount of 2.000,000 units. Other factors which had affected
tie in were increased cast of labour, material, and coal, but,
oq the other hand, there had been compensating benefits from
general consumers. They had spent £93,965 in maintaining
the plant and system in an efficient state, as compared with
£74,571 in the previous year. The cause for this increase was
that they had taken out two motors and two old turbines of
3.000 h.p. and had replaced them by two modern ones of
6,000 h.p. each. The new plant was much more economical.
and enabled them to gain 5,000 kw. capacity. The dividend
was half per cent, more than in the previous year. £38.299
had been received on consolidated first mortgage debenture
stock. The expenditure on capital account had been £110,078
to*

- the year, in accordance with the' scheme of development
laid down in 1914. On the laying of new mains £18,825 had
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been expended, bul onlj four now mains bad been laid, as

; 20 hi the ]"• ceding year, but tl >- contracts

were running in I'.H I which c in foi paymenl in

il , u l he chairman referral to the scheme for

ith the I lurham Electric Supplj ' '<>., under which the

Newcastle Co. fools ovei thi mare ol the I lurhi >., and he

trouble of the Dull G n > an! qi capital,

bu 1 thai the whole of the Durham area practical!} be-

ta > ihni ow ii (the Newca tl< i
i was n (cessitj

i,,i mi m advanced foi develo] d to go under the head oi

debts. Speaking of depreciation and reserves, the chair a

pointed oul that the Newcastle Go. had received in cash, repre-

1 1 ting profits and premiums, £502,668, and the whole "I

thai sum had been spent on improvements and developments

of the business. Speaking as to kindred < parries with which

thej were associated, he said the Durham Co. had made
£27,645 profit last year, as againsl 623,946 in the preceding

year, when I per cent, was paid on the preference shapes at

il,,.,, original value, while this year 3 per cent, was paid on

the whole of the capital, and £6,000 was set aside for depre-

ciation, a agaipst nothing in the previous year. The Bough-

ton Co. which was part of the interests thej acquired in the

Durham collieries, had a capital of £23,550, and had paid a

dividend of I
11 per cent, this year and had carried i'l.iKXi to

the total nl the latter being no'n £5,000. The Hon.

I!. n. Brand seconded, and after congratulating shareholders

,,,, the sound position of the company, he said that thej had,

:is always, pursued a conservative polic3 as regarded the dis-

p . 'oi the extra profits made I ha1 policj was especially

necessarj for two reasons; one was that thej did not know
what the general financial position was going to be during

the war and after it. He would be- a verj wise man who eould

lool forward and say what was going to happen. Capital

would be much scarcer after the war, and that would mean
that there would be an extra.chargedn industrial undertakings.

would have to pay v for their capital, and Would

find it verj difficult to get. Thus, it was wise of the directors

t, pursues conservative policy and strengthen the company's

position. A company like that eould get capital on terms if

it was prosperous, but it all depended on what they were

prepared to pay for their capital.

The Rt. Hon. O. B. Stoart-Wobtlet pre-
London and gj^ iit the annual meeting, held on March
Suburban 15^ After going through the accounts, he
Traction referred to the elect of the war upon their
Co., Ltd. fortunes. Theirs was not an operating

enterprise, but a holding company. Their fortunes and pros-

perity depended on those of the operating companies whose
stocks they existed to hold. There had been a great all-round

increase in prices of materials and cost of labour. Coal by
rail had advanced by 13 per cent., and sea-home by 34 per

< t. Timber had gone up by 50 per cent., glass 90 per cent.,

coppei -'i' 1 per rent., wood blocks 31 per cent., and steel tires

by 20 percent. All their subsidiary companies were interested

in s e of those commodities, and some were interested in

all. In some eases prices were still' rising. The chairman
proceeded to refer to the increased cost of labour, to the

enlistment of men for war service (1,466 from the different

companies, or 35 per cent, of the whole). The number of

women conductors employed by their three companies was
281, and it would undoubtedly lie increased. There was an
all-round improvement of the reserves of the various com-
panies. In the second year of war their position was a go 'I

deal better than it might have been.

Mr. A. R. Holland, presiding at the

Llanelly and annual meeting, held last week in London,
District said that the year had been an extre ly

Electric difficult one. Cost of fuel and materials

Lighting anil had greatly increased. The increase in

Traction turnovei was more than offset by the in-

Co., Ltd. crease in expenses. Labour had been diffi-

cult to obtain, ami repair, maintenance, and
installation work were difficult to carry put. Under all the

circumstances they were to be congratulated on the result.

although the net profit was reduced. In the ordinary course

they would have ben asked to approve of an increase in the

capital to provide for past expenditure and future develop-

ment, but that matter imi-t be postponed. Lighting and
power lates were increased in the latter part of 1915, and
further increases might have to be made in the near future.

A fair amount of new power business had been secured, and
further additions were under consideration.

The gross profit for 1915 was £22,498.

Madras After debiting interest and London office

> Electric expenses, providing for debenture sinking
Tramwavs fund, puttins £6,000 to depreciation and
(1904), Ltd. renewals. £11,031 remains, plus £3,258

brought forward. Dividends of 6 per cent,
are naid on the preference and ordinary shares, £581 is written
oil the balance of the cost of issue of new preference shares,
and £4,272 is carried forward subject tq excess profits duty.
Traffic receipts increased bv 6.4 per cent., the whole of the
increase occurring iii the lattei part of the year. The special

renewals of the permanent wav having been practically com-
pleted, the reduced sum of £6,0hYI has been credited to depre-
ciation and renewal fund. The. reserve nrisincr from the
debenture stock sinking fund is now £7.178. Mr. T. E. Ivens.
a director, has died, and Mr. J. G. B. Stone has been elected

to the board.

The profit for L91S was £41,868,

Automatic £5,256 brough
Telephone require £2,450; depreciation on i

Manufacturing goodwill, buildings
|

iner;

Co., Ltd. ' 0; tri

!,5(K) ;
i'. niton oil

pieliimnai > expenses, £2,000; preference dividend. £12,000.

\ dividend of 1 per cent, (less in< i mi ear on the.

ordinary I
- require* Hi. loo. and -t'C. .77

1 i I be harried

forward During 1915 several automatic exchanges have been

completed, and arc working satisfactorily'; others are steadil;

approaching completion, but owing to the war no new
changes have been ordered, and the company'.- normal I « 1

1

i

no,-- i- suffering accordingly.

'I in growth of business during 1915 was
Launceston satisfactory, There are now 205 consumers
and District with 5,631 lamp-. The total revenue re-

Electric Supply ceipts were £1,232, and the working ex-

Co., Ltd. penses £516, leaving a gross profit of £717.

\ 1
1 .-I deducting bank charges and prefer-

ence dividend, the net profit is £589, which, plus I'll brought
forward, aftei paying income-tax, make,- a total of £630. A
dividend of 3 per cent, is to be paid on tl rdinarj shs

ti depreciation £250 is put, £50 i- written off prelimin
e pen es £50 to reserve, and £58 i- canie.1 Eom yard

units don ibuted k ere 51 ,253 '1 he annual meetini
on March loth.

The directors state tl I unities

Northern during 1915 were exceptional owing to the

(ieneral high cost of material and the carcitj oi

Transport labour. The omnibus services had to be

Co., Ltd. curtailed, and a number of reticles were
sold. The company hold- shares in the

Gateshead and District Tramway.- Co., the Tyneinouth and
District Electric 'fraction Co., Ltd.. and the Jan and Dis-

trict Electric Traction Co., Ltd., which -land in the book- at

£392,134 cost, and the dividends for 1915 amounted to £24,215.

Lor the year these three companies put to reserves and re-

newal- £27,955. The result is a revenue for this company of

£38,744, plus £4,230 brought forward. \fter deducting
administration and general expenses, and interest, £4,808,

and putting £6,536 to renewals, £1,372 is applied to sinking
fund for redemption of debenture -lock. 6 pel aat i paid on
the preference and 6 per cent, on the ordinary shares, and
£5.777 i- to be carried forward. Meeting : KingSWay, March
27th.

During 191-5 there were connected 871 new
Scarborough lamps, making the total 131.777. The unit-

Electric Supply .supplied were 637,219. The profit was
Co., Ltd. £1.078. Alter paying bank intercut and

making various allowances, and putting

£1,000 to depreciation, the credit balance of £1,716 i- to be

carried forward. Mr. (1. Alderson-Smith, presiding at the

annual meeting oh March 16th, said that they were in for

hard times. Their receipts for current last year were £7,500,
against £11.000 in the year before. There was a loss under
this head of £4,000, and the rental of meters was down an-
other £200. On the other hand, they had saved on coal. All

their charges had been carefully looked into, and they were
all down. The shareholders could not expect much more
from the directors than that. Of cour-e. they had had very

bad times. The bombardment frightened away 200 of their

customers, who shut up their houses, and their meters could
not be read Uior a great deal of trouble that, however, had
been done. It had been a desperately hard time for them. '1 Ilex

knew the stale of Scarborough at present, and the trouble
they had about the lights. Thirteen of their men had ji tn< d

the' Army, and three of them had been killed. Mr. CAMPBELL
SwiNTON, in seconding, remarked that the company was to

be i gratulated that it had not made a loss on the year's

working, with £4,000 falling off in the revenue. It had only

been by paying great attention to savings that they had done
as well as they had.

British Aluminium Co., Ltd.—A financial contemporary
states that the accounts for L915 show a profit, including the

sum brought in. after making provision for excess profit duty.

&c., and after charging interest on prior lien and debenture
stocks, of £204.808. £50,000 has been set aside for deprecia-

tion, and £70,000 added to reserve. After providing for pie-

dividend the directors recommend a dividend of 7 per

cent, on the ordinary shares, carrying forward £24,791,

Comnania de Electricidad de la Province de Buenos Aires.

Ltd.—Mr. Justice Neville on Tuesday, in the Chancery Divi-

sion, sanctioned a reduction of the capital of thi- companj
in ii lone will, special resolutions that had been duly

passed. Counsel informed the Court that he believed the

neeessit\ for reduction was due to over-capitalisati

many shares having been issued as fully-paid.

Bromnton and Kensington Electricity Supnlv Co., Ltd.—
After ti' £3,000 from the reserve fund to net revenue
and pultiicj £9.65B to depreciation and sundry reserve

accounts, a final dividend of 11 percent, is announced, making
10 per cent. I.n the year, and £6,0.1 is to be carried forward.

P. R. Jackson and Co., Ltd.—The gross profit for 1915 is

£18.050. Of the available balance of £12,561, after paying
7i per cent, on the ordinary shares. ;£3,000 is to be written

off goodwill and .£3,750 carried forward.
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Mr. A. H. Sanderson presided at, the

Bournemouth annual meeting on 10th inst. He said that

and Poole the effects of the war were reduced 'receipts,

Electricity reduced profits, and increased running costs.

Supply The gross revenue was down by £1,305.

Co., Ltd. Cost of coal and oil increased by £1,912,

but there were decreases under other heads,

irried to net revenue £38,684, as against £41,680 in

L914. £8,000 was placed to depreciation, against 67,000, and
the dividend was 6 per cent., as against 7 per cent, for l'»l 4

.

1 1. ii in. regard to the exceptional conditions, the results were
satisfactory. They depended chiefly upon lighting revenue,

so that the lighting restrictions had been responsible Eor the

drop in receipts. They had increased the charges to con-

sumers by 10 per cent, as from the commencement of this

year. Of the company's staff. 75 had left for war service, and
35 attested one- were liable to be called 'within the next lew

months. The nesv second preference shares were offered to

their share and debenture holders only, and the issue was
considerablj over-subscribed. From the new generating plant

at the Bourne Valley lighting station they had derived con-
siderable advantage, making a total saving of 25 per cent on
ill capital cost of the plant. The lighting units showed a

drop of H pei- cent., but the total output increased by 4 per
ci nt.

Tlie capital expended during 1915 amoun-
Windsor ted to £1,027, and it was chiefly incurred

Electrical for the installation of supplementary
Installation machinery for h.t. supply. The profit for

Co., Ltd. the year, including £468 brought forward.
was £6,515. Of this. £633 has been devoted

to debenture and other interest. £1,020 to 5 per cent, prefer-

ence dividend. £2,000 is put to depreciation, renewal ami
reserve fund, directors' fees account for £350, 1 per cent, is

to be paid on the ordinary share-, and ±770 carried forward.
The directors consider the result satisfactory, in view of the
lighting restrictions and the high cost of fuel and other
materials. During the year 3,736 new lamps were connected,
making the total 60,339.

During 1915, £325 new capital was ex-
Slough Denoted, and 1,263 new lamps were eon-

and Datchet netted, bringing up the total to 30,120. The
Electric Supply units sold increased from 831,803 to 1,070,927.

Co., Ltd. and the revenue from £8,950 to £9.625. U he
revenue increase of £669 is due to cheap

power supply. Lighting receipts decreased considerablj owing
to the restrictions over the whole area. Fuel oil for the
Diesel engines had increased from £3 to over £6 per ton, and
the rise in coal, wages, &c, coupled with the drop in the

remunerative lighting revenue resulted in a serious
reduction in net profit. £1,250 has been put to depreciation
and reserve, I per cent, dividend is to he paid, less income-
tax, and £219 is being earned forward.

The profit for 1915 was £295,132-, plus
British £119,380 brought forward. The total is

Insulated and dealt with ;is follows:—Directors' and
Helsby Cables, debenture trustees' fees, and remuneration

Ltd. to works' committee. £5,915.; interest on
first debenture stock. .±'22.5011; interest on

second debenture stock. £10,000; depreciation on buildings.
plant, machinery. &c., £25,000; .special depreciation on plant
and machinery, £10,000; transfer to reserve account, £50,000;
transfer to special reserve account, £8,500; transfer to first

mortgage debenture stock redemption account, £5,000; divi-

dend on preference shares, £30,000; dividend for the year on
the ordinary shares, 15 per cent., plus a bonus of 2J per cent.,
carrying forward to next account, subject to excess profits
duties, £160,096. The company is a controlled establishment.
The volume of trade during_the year was well maintained,
resulting in an increase of £17,703 in profit. Annual meeting :

Liverpool, March 27th.

Tlie directors' report for 1915 shows the
W. T. Henley's following results—we have indicated the

Telegraph figures for 1914 in parentheses :—Profit.
Works £161,109 (£119,246); less directors' and

Co., Ltd. auditors' fees, debenture interest, income-
tax, and amount written off for deprecia-

tion on buildings and machinerv, £56.58.5 (£21.121). Adding
£69,420 (£59,065) brought forward, the total is £173,944
(£149,191). From this are deducted :— ±'4.6811 transferred to
reserve in respect of depreciation of war loan and other
trustee securities; reserve account £25,000 (£10,000); prefer-
ence dividend £9,000 (£9,000): interim dividend on ordinary
shares £10.000 (£10,000). The available balance is £125.264
(±'99.420). From this there is to be put to the establishment
of a staff pension and benefit fund £30,000. after being voted
by shareholders; the final dividend on the ordinary shares,
making the total 15 per cent, for the year, plus a bonus of
10s. per slmre less income-tax, will require £40,000 (£30 000)
leaving £55,264 (£69,420) to be earned forward.. A reserve
has been made in the accounts in respect of the liability of
the company for the years 1914 and 1915 for special taxation.
The sum written off for depreciation on machinery has had
to be considerably increased, as much of the plant has been
run night and day on special work, and new machinery for
special work, some of w'hich will be useless after the war.
has been purchased at inflated prices. Particulars of the
employes, &C., who have joined the Forces appear in our

" War Items." Allowances have been made to dependents
where accessary. The- rompan; - a controlled esfabltshment.
Annual meeting : March '29th.

lor L915 the directors report that after
Direct Spanish providing for the preference dividend

Telegraph £46,94] remains. \ dividend ol 5 percent.
Co., Ltd. on the ordinary -limes ttbs rbs £3,233; a

bonus of 2 pel cent, on the same shares
requires ±1.293; £5,231 is applied to depreciation of Stock
Exchange securities; £5,000 is put to reserve, and £32,185
i- to be carried forward. This sum is subject to a special
taxation of profits for 1911 and 1915, the amount being at
piesent unascertained. Both the dividend and bonus on the
ordinary shares are f f income-tax. £10,000, balance of
a loan of £30,000 from the Eastern Telegraph Co., has been
pud off since the last report. The cables and land lines have
continued in good working order throughout the year.

Dublin and Lucan Electric Railway Co., Ltd.—At the
annual meeting Mr. J. W. HlLL, who presided, said that to
meet heavj charges due to the war they had had to increase
passenger and goods rates, but these were still lower than
they were legally entitled to charge. 'I hough passenger
traffic was down, goo, U carried broughl £164 more than in
the previous year, and the total receipts, £7,511, were higher
by ±144. and constituted a record. They had secured the
services on the board of Mr. Gerald Murphy, son of Mr.
Wm. M. Murphy, chairman of the Dublin United (Electric)
Tramways Co., and he wag sure his experience of tramway

'

and electricity work would greatly assist them.

Metropolitan Electric Tramways, Ltd.—At the recent
annua) meeting. Mr. Gabckb explained that they had reduced
their services of cars owing to shortage of men and the 13
days' strike in May. But for these two factors they would
have shown a large increase in traffic receipts. They were
now employing 150 women conductors. Notwithstanding a
reduction of 15 per cent, m the car mileage, the receipts, in
the latter half of 1915 were very good. The total expenses
were £14,500 less than in 1911, agamsl a total fall of £18;000
in receipts.

North Metropolitan Electric Power Supply Co.—Mr.
Oarcke. at the annual meeting on March 13th. said that the
nature of their output had changed owing to the war. More

.
"a- used lor power and less for tramways and lighting; the
units sold increased by 2,500,000, or 7 per cent. New power
business had been secured, and they hoped to lie able to

permanently retain much of it. a- factory owners were appre-
ciating the benefits of electric power more than ever. If

the war continued and coal prices did not fall they might
have to charge higher prices for electricity.

London United Tramways. Ltd.—Mr. W- M. Ackwokth,
at the annual meeting on 13th inst,, said that owing to the
increased labour employed in their districts the traffic receipts

advanced by £1,503. Satisfactory results were attending the
employment of tin- !20 women conductors. Their number
would be considerably increased,. The increase in passengers
was l.TlUmO. and the car mileage fell by }{ million miles.
Owing to higher cost of materials and other causes, the ex-
penses only fell by £7,800.

Mine-head Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—At the annual meet-
ing recently. Mr. H. D. L.EATHEK, who presided, said that all

things considered the year had been satisfactory. Tlie profit

was ±'1,753. as against £1.967 in 1914. As compared with
other electrical companies of similar size in the United King-
dom, none surpassed theirs in lowness of working costs and
amount put to depreciation and reserve. £400 had been in-

ve-ted in War Loan.

Clyde Valley Electrical Power Co.—The report for the
last half of 1915 shows as follows :—Profit £47.466. brought
in ±12,430. transfer ±25.0011 to contingency fund for deprecia-
tion. <fce. (making £150,000). It is recommended to transfer
to special reserve ±5.259. writing off balance of costs of Acts.

1901. 1904. and 1012, £8,353, dividend on preference shares
to April 30th, 1916. £9,000, and carry forward £T2;613.—
Financial Tir\ets.

Victoria Falls and Transvaal Power Co.—The net earn-
ings of this company, including those of the Rand Mines

supply Co.. for quarter ended December :11st amounted
to £190,295.

Hastings and District Electric Tramways Co., Ltd.

—

Alter paying 6 per cehl on the preference shares, £1,000 is

put to depreciation, Gl,500 to suspense account, and £766 is

t l.e ,-.o i led forward.

British Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
—A dividend on the preference shares for the year ending
December 31st, 1915, at the rate of 1\ per cent, is announced.

International Light and Power Co.—According to the
Financial Times, the directors have decided to defer payment
of quarterly dividends at present.

Globe Telegraph and Trust Co., Ltd.—A quart-erlv in-

to mi dividend of 2s. per share is announced.
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Ramsgate and District Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—The
report for 1915 shows thai the en pi i

lading £1,524

brought i' i ti ard, i 64,6] I aha affer allowing fi
i inter< I

at the rate of 5 pel cent, per annum on oul tending account
.In. in the tract©] s, and « i iting off i xpen e ol creating

debenture stock, the balance is 63,346. \ dividend ol i peo

cent, is ret imended, U 20i i
i ve, and

61,] 16 is to be cai i i

l he ai si meeting was

d Man li L3th, at Westu is

Metropolitan Electric Supply Co.. Ltd.—The
u .i held on Wedneeda3 , Mi W. II vrbisok I ripf pre-

siding. Ann the report wa adopted, a resolution was passed

appointing a committee to report upon the company's affairs.

We Bhall give a report of the meeting next week.

Hadfields, Ltd.—In the report for 1915, the directors saj

that in view of adjustments which maj be necesearj to meet

isions of tin- Munitions and Finance Arts. t'<>o,(M.Ki js

added to reserv< and renewal account, afid £152,173

carried forward. In addition to the interim dividend of Is.

per share alreadj paid on the ordinary shares, a further divi-

dend of 2s. pei share and a bonus of 2s pel share, all free

ol income-tax, are to be paid. Mr. J. T. Middleham, for

many years secretarj and chief accountant, has been elected

a director.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Tuesday Evening.

Markets are firm, in the confidence that the events of the

•v ir are going st adih in incur cf th;, Alliss. Without in-

dulging undue optimism, the Stock Exchange is of opinion

that the enemy loses ground as daily the Allies secure it. It

is not so much in the actual fighting itself that the expecta-

tions of victory are placed; it is more in the indirect influ-

ences which begin to assert themselves, particularly in the

neutral countries. There is no talk of early peace; but of

ultimate victory—perhaps before many expect—there is held

to be hope as reasonable as it is logical.

Therefore prices are nearly all better in the investment
markets. Strength has returned to the Home Railway stocks.

Industrials are. holding their ground with a tenacity that

would be surprising were it not based upon the confidence

alluded to above. There is business, too, and that not only

in the rubber market, but amongst investment stocks and
shares—business that the near approach of the Budget has

not sufficed to quench, as was the case ten months ago,

when the 4J per cent. War Loan was on its way.
The electric lighting tale of results is now complete for

the year 1915. With most of the reports we have dealt in

detail as they have appeared. The' Brompton dividend came
last, and, being at 11 per cent., making 10 per cent, for the

year, formed a satisfactory wind-up to the list, because it,

"too, was expected to be less than its predecessor, in the same
way that lowered dividends were declared by the St. James',
Westminster, London, Chelsea, City, and Metropolitan com-
panies. There is not much stock on offer in the market. A
little inquiry would lead to the prospective buyer finding how
comparatively few shares there are of which he could buy
several hundreds without materially affecting prices.

The preference list offers good returns and security. Seven
per cent, is to be obtained from the preference shares of the
London Electric Supply and 6 per cent, from those of the
North Metropolitan Power companies. A line of South
Metropolitan Electric second preference might be picked up
at about 19s. 3d., the return thereon being 6{ per cent.

Charing Cross preference returns 61 : Chelsea preference,

over 6£ ; Kensington second preference, oi per cent. Counties
are better on the meeting, the speech of Mr. H. B. Renwick,
the managing director, affording considerable satisfaction in

market circles. The preference, however, are J lower at 10|.

Kensingtons have fallen 10s. to 5£. The remainder of the
list is steadj

.

General Electric preference at 9J are J up. British Alumi-
nium ordinary shares are strong, the dividend hopes causing
steady buying. British Insulated ordinary remain at 11. The
report savs that the trade showed an increase in the profits

of £17,703. The carry-forward is £160,000, subject to excess
profits tax.

The City of London Electric Lighting Co. has given notice
that it reserves to itself the right to increase charges for

electricity, in consequence of the increased cost of produc-
tion ; but this will not become operative until confirmed by a
further notice, to be issued not later than April 30th.
Underground Electric incomes continue to droop. It seems

as though_ there is some fairly large block of stock requiring
to be realised, because the rest of the railway market is firm
to good. Districts are better at 16i, and Metropolitans, after
dippingto 22i, recovered to 23J. Our tables show compara-
tively little change in the electric section, though, of course,
improvement in the steam stocks is bound to be reflected in
those of the tube, companies in due course.
Telegraphs and telephones are placid. Eastern ordinary

gained a point, but Anglo-American preferred is easier to the
same extent. The New York Stock Exchange has put down
prices during the last day or two, and some of the shares in
the Canadian munition companies declined, owing, it is said,
to expectations on the other side of the water that the war

would not last much longer. Recovery in Canadian Marconis
is something of a feature, the shares rising to 8s.; while

American Marconie are a little better at 15s. 9d., though the

pan ill -leu .- have not moved.
What news there is respecting Mexico is not so bad; but

while it lia the effect of strengthening prices in Mexican
Railwaj issues, so far as the utility concerns go the 1 tendency
i liea\> and depressed. Mexican Light & Power first

2 lower. The feature in the foreign

section is a recovery of 2 in Brazil Tract king the

price i" 52J Vnglo-Argentine Tramways first pn
have again eased off; the yield on the monej at thi

price, it will be noticed, comes to £7 6s. 8d. per cent
hay Electric preference at 103 '"' the fraction to th

and other issues in this department keep steady.

Vctivitj prevail* in copper shares, bj reason of tl

that took plaee eail\ this week iii the price of the tal,

which crossed the I'l'm line on Monday. Cftpper i- fluctuat-

ing widely on either side of what the Stock Exchai
par; and those qualified to express an opinion seem to think

that it will move for some time to come round about LOO

The price of rubbei Keep- m the aeighbourhood oi 3s. 6d.

per lb. to a little over. Most of the reports and dividends

now appearing are in respect of a period during which the

price of rubber averaged about half-a-crown per lb.; so that a

further rise of Is. per lb. will not be reflected in profits for

another six months or so, save in exceptional car-,

is much business being done in rubber shares, and the market
in them in the Stock Exchange is rapidly becoming the

largest in the House.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.

Home Electricity Companies.

Dividend Price
. " » March 21, Rise or fall Yield

1914. 1916. 1916. this week. p.c.

Brompton Ordinary .... 10 10 7 — £1 3 10
Charing Cross Ordinary ..55 8J — 7 13 10

do. do. do. 4J Pref.. 4J 4J 3J — 6 18 6
Chelsea 6 4 84 — 5 14 4
City of London 9 8 115 — 6 14 9

do. do. 6 per cent. Pret. 6 6 10$ — 6 14 8
County ot London .... 7 7 10* +1 6 18 4

do. 6 per cent. Pref. 6 6 101 — i 5 18 3
Kensington Ordinary .... 9 7 5} — J 6 13 4

London Electric 4 8 1 — 900
do. do. 6 per cent. Pref. 6 6 4J

— 7 5 5
Metropolitan 31 3 Uj — 8 4 8

do. 44 per cent. Pref. 4J 4J B — 7 10

St. James' and Pall Mall . . 10 8 5| — 8 13 10
South London 5 6 3 — 868
South Metropolitan Pref. ..77 1A — 6140
Westminster Ordinary .... 9 7 5J — 619

Telegraphs and Telephones.
Dividend,

1914.

Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref. 6 99 -1 6 10
do. Def 33/6 21g - 7 16

Chile Telephone 8 68 — 656.
Cuba Sub. Ord 5 7! — 690
Eastern Extension 7 12J — *6 6
Eastern Tel. Ord 7 128 +1 *6 4 6
Globe Tel. and T. Ord 6 10| — »6 10 6

do. Pref 6 10 — 6
Great Northern Tel 22 841 — 6 7 6

Indo-European 13 491 — 6 12 6

Marconi 5 Iff — 6 8 1

New York Tel. 41 4* 1003 — 4 9 4
Oriental Telephone Ord 10 HJ — 6 18 6

United R. Plate Tel 8 6J — '7 19

West India and Pan 1 1A — 9 10 6

Western Telegraph 7 12| — *6 6

Home Rails.

Central London, Ord. Assented . . 4 674 — 5 18 6
Metropolitan 1J 23i + J 4 6

do. District Nil 16J — NU
Underground Electric Ordinary . . Nil 1}J — 4 Nil

do. do. "A" .. .. Nil 5/6 -€d. Nil

do. do. Income . . 6 80 xa —li *8 11 8

Foreign Trams, &c,

Adelaide Sup. 6 per cent. Pref. ..6 43 — 6 3 1

Anglo-Arg. Trams, First Pref. 5*. 3| — 1 7 6 8
do. 2nd Pref 5* 8g — | 8 8

do. 6 Deb 5 78 — 6 8 2
Brazil Tractions 4 621. +2 6 18 4

Bombay Electric Pref 6 10J +1 6 17 8
British'Columbia Elec. Rly. Pfce. ..6 68 — 9 8 8

do. do. Preferred . . — 88 — Nil

ao. do. Deferred .. — 84 — NU
do. do. Deb. 4J 64 — 6 12 10

Mexico Trams 5 per cent. Bonds . . — 85 — Nil

do. 6 per cent. Bonds . . — 85 — NU
Mexican Light Common .... Nil 20 — NU

do. Pref Nil 35 — NU
do. 1st Bonds — 38 -2 —

Manufacturing Companies.

Babcock & Wilcox 14 21 — 6 18
British Aluminium Ord 5 23/6 +9d. 4 6
British Insulated Ord 15 11 — 7 19 1

British Westingbouse Pref 7* 44/6 — 6 14 6

Callenders . .
' 15 111. — 6 10 6

do. 6 Pref 5 4| — 6 17 8

Castner-KeUner 20 8J — 6 8

Edison & Swan, i'3 paid . . . . Nil 7/- — Nil

do. do. fully paid .... Nil 1J — Nil

do. do. 5 per cent. Deb. . . 5 60 — 8 6 8

Electric Construction . . . . < . . 6 14/9 — 8 16
Gen. Elec. Pref 6 9| +4 681
Henley 20 141 — *9 10 1

do. 4* Pref 4* 4 — 6 12 6
India-Rubber 10 9j — *13 19

Telegraph Con 20 34 - *7 19

* AUowance made tor dividends being paid free of income-tax.
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EXPORTS AND IMPORTS OF ELECTRICAL QOODS DURING FEBRUARY, 1916.

It will be noted with interest that the February returns of

electrical exports from this country show a continuation of the
Bteady improvement which has been taking place since December
last.

The total value of the exports recorded for the month was
£396 483, as compared with £381,599 in January, and £349,409 in

December.
The electrical imports have been moving: in the opposite direction,

and the February total of £1»2,222, as compared with £216,407
in January, represents a bigger falling-off in value than in the
previous month.
The re-exp irts valued at £15.614, show a marked advance in

value, as compired with the £10,612 recorded for January.
Tne increased value of the exports was due. almost entirely to

improved business in the machinery, cable and telegraphic sections
;

cable exports in particular rose to a high value In other directions

j.»., telephonic material, batteries, lamps, instruments, &c, the
totals show a reduction aB compared with January
The imprrt seotions chow a general falling-off, cable imports,

however, being an exception, while machinery imports remained
almost stationary in value.

Australia continues to be probably the best all-round mirk't for

British electrical goods ; Indian purchases fell off considerably as

compared with January, but, nearer home France and North-
Eistern Europe accounted for a respectab'e trade.

It will be noted that American import figure?, though still large,

Bhow a tendency to fall off, otherwise the importers remain much
as in previ.m months.

Registered Exports of British and Irish Electrical Goods from the United Kingdom.

Destination of exports and country consigning
imports

-3
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NOTES ON THE MAINTENANCE
OF ROLLING STOCK ON THE LONDON

UNDERGROUND RAILWAYS.

We recently enjoyed the privilege of a tour
through some of the repair shops of the Metro-
politan District Railway and the Golders Green
depot of the London Electric Railway under the
genial guidance of Mr. A. R. McCallum, the chief

assistant mechanical engineer to the Underground
group of electric railways. The extent of the
shops and the variety of work carried on therein

were somewhat surprising, and many of the pro-
cesses employed were extremely interesting. One
of the novel features resulting from the war con-
ditions was, of course, the employment of women in

the shops, on all kinds of work, due to the scarcity

of male labour, which constantly tends to become
more difficult to cope with, owing to the calling-

up of " groups and classes," and to voluntary
enlistment in the Army and Navy. Subject to their

obvious limitations, the work of the women appears
•to be satisfactory on the whole. They were first

employed on the cleaning of cars, with satisfactory

results, although the output of cleaned cars with the
female labour has been found to be considerably
lower than was obtained from male labour. They
are now, however, also employed in the work-
shops not only on light work, such as taping and
remaking armature coils and the making up of con-
tactor fingers, but also in the heavy machine shops
on drilling machines, metal saws, etc., mainly on
repetition work.
The repair shops of the District Railway are situ-

ated at Ealing Common; considerable additions to

the equipment of the shops have been made since

the electrification of the railway was accomplished,
in order to deal with the increase of traffic, and this

has necessitated the purchase of additional cars from
time to time, in which improvements have been
embodied suggested by the experience obtained on
•previous rolling stock. The car bodies of the

original stock were built of wood which had been
rendered fire-resisting. The trucks were of some-
what light construction, and of comparatively short

wheel base. The latest cars are of an entire

steel construction with floors of fire-proof composi-
tion laid on steel plates. The new trucks are of

pressed steel with a longer wheel base and are of

very strong construction.

An interesting example of development is pre-

sented by the motor-car wheels. Troubles were
experienced with the earlier type of wheel which
have led, through stages, to the adoption of the
wheel shown in the drawing herewith. This new
wheel has a veiy massive centre of cast-steel with
heavy spokes. The usual method of fastening the

tire to the wheel centre by means of shrinkage and
the use of a tire-retaining ring has been modified.

The tire, which is of the section shown, is shrunk on
to the centre, and holes are drilled through both tire

and centre in an axial direction, one hole being drilled

at the end of each spoke. The countersunk bolts which
pass through tire and centre are a driving fit in the

holes, and after the nut has been tightened the end
of the bolt is riveted over in a recess in the head of

the nut, thus effectually securing it from slackening
back. A considerable number of these wheels are

now running with most satisfactory results.

The original trucks are gradually being replaced
by pressed steel trucks similar to those employed on
the newer stock. The work of making these trucks
is proceeding in the Ealing shops, where some addi-

tional machines—notably a heavy pneumatic hammer
for the big forging work—have been installed. The
side frames and transoms are purchased, as no facili-

ties exist in the shops for pressing these, but the

work of assemblage and the making of the forgings
for the brake rigging, etc., is carried out. Owing

to the fact that the new trucks are of a longer wheel
base than the old, alterations are required to the
foundation brake rigging on the car body and to

the electrical equipment ( contactors, circuit breaker,
etc.) which is hung under the car body and
has to be re-arranged. This entails a very consider-
able amount of work, but justifies itself in the in-

creased comfort of the passenger and in savings on
the cost of truck maintenance.
The large majority of the traction motors on the

District and London Electric Railways are of the
G.E. 69 type supplied by the British Thomson-
Houston Co., Ltd. These are of a plain four-pole
character. Recent additions, however, have been
of the G.E. 212 type, which are provided with inter-

poles, and they are giving very satisfactory service.

It has not been found possible on the District to

adopt ventilated covers on these motors owing to

the conditions of working, but on the London Elec-
tric, where the great proportion of the running is

done in tunnel, the new G.E. 212 motors all have
inspection covers made of a frame holding wide
mesh expanded metal. The result of the ventilation

so obtained has been very marked in the reduction

Rlevations and Part Section of Forged Steel Wheels.

of motor temperatures, and it is hoped that an appre-
ciable increase in the life of the insulation will result.

Owing to the fact that the Underground group
of railways is under one control, it has been found
possible to concentrate work of various classes in

one or the other of the workshops. This is specially

so in the case of armature repairs and coil-winding

work, which have been largely concentrated in the

Golders Green shops of the London Electric Railway.
Here provision has been made for the manufacture
and repair of all armature coils for the District,

London Electric, and Central London Railways.
Since war broke out a special room has been built

for women and girl labour, and it is intended that

this class of labour shall continue to be used for this

work.
At the moment there is a considerable amount of

work in hand in the repair of traction armatures.
After the number of years that the railways have
been in electrical operation, some trouble is being
experienced through loosening of the armature core
disks on the shaft and on the back cone. All de-

fective armatures, accordingly, go through a rigor-

ous examination for loose cores, and in those cases
where this is evident the armature is entirely-

stripped and rebuilt on a new forged steel shaft. All

the core plates are tested on a mandrel for inside
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diameter and fit on the key, and only those which
pass this test are used in the rebuilding-—those which
fail to pass being- scrapped. The plates at each end
of the armature are being replaced by plates J in.

thick, and the corners of the teeth at the end of the
slots are being very well rounded off. Every care
is taken that a newly built-up core is a sound
mechanical job, so that the armature winder has a
solid foundation on which to build.

The armatures are bar wound, the end connections
being riveted and soldered. The copper bars are
bent to shape on formers, and the coil is completed
by being jointed at the back end in position in the
slots. The insulation consists entirely of pure mica
and micanite, the only fabric employed being one
layer of cotton tape round the outside of the coil to
give mechanical strength to the bar. Each bare
copper strip (there are five conductors per bar) is

insulated with a peculiar kind of tape, uniformly
coated with thin layers of sheet mica. After the bars
are so insulated they are placed together in batches
of five, heated in an electric heater, and pressed in a
water-cooled press. The bars are then laid in a
micanite trough, the lid of the trough is laid on, and
the whole is mica taped, after which it is again
heated and pressed up and finally bound with one

resisting enamel. This dries with a highly polished

porcelain-like surface, to which carbon dust does not

adhere. An improvement has been noticed as a

result in the number of flash-overs occurring.

At present all armatures, after winding, are painted

with insulating varnish and baked in an electrically

heated oven, but a vacuum impregnating plant is

in course of erection which should have good results.

The mica of the commutators is under-cut to a depth

of 1/32 in. and Battersea electro-graphite brushes

are used.

In addition to the traction armatures, a great deal

of other work is done in the Golders Green arma-

ture room—the range of motors dealt with extend-

ing through various kinds of lift motors, fan motors

for the tunnel ventilating plant, air compressor

motors, and tunnel drainage motors, down to the

tiny Gramme ring wound motors used in the con-

trol gear of the Sprague lifts on the Central London
Railway.
Mention of the cars which have recently been put-

into service on the Bakerloo Railway in connection

with the opening of the extension of this line to

Queen's Park and Willesden must not be omitted

from these references to improvements on the

Underground. A special feature is the provision of

ally closed on position 1.

switch U.—Two-way switch operated by end gates.

switch in position 3, and unlocked \

Switch C.—Switch operated by centre door. Closed
switch is in parallel with Switch B

Middle door locked
th switch in positii

vhen door is open.
of coils of middle-door lock,

tion 2 unlocks middle door
Switch B.

spective of position of

Wiring Diagram for Door Locks and Lamp Signals.

layer of Egyptian superfine cotton tape. The bar
is then painted with insulating paint. The bar so

formed is a very sound job with very high insulating

properties.

It is interesting to note that the soldering of the

armature bars to the commutator is being done in

one operation, the whole commutator being soldered
up in twenty minutes. The armature, ready for

soldering, is stood on end, commutator downwards,
and a ring of gas jets play upon the commutator
risers. Resin is used as a flux and solder (62 per
cent, of tin) is run in, and it runs in very well. An
arrangement of this sort is possible with the " all

mica" insulation. The time taken to solder up a
commutator bar by bar with a soldering iron and gas
jet is about three hours, so that there is a very con-
siderable saving in time in this process. The covers
for the front connections are made from horsehair
cloth, as it has been found that this material does
not perish so quickly under high temperatures as
the cotton duck which was formerly used. The com-
mutator end rings and adjacent parts inside the
motor are painted with Pinchin-Johnson's heat-

a middle door half-way along the car, which facili-

tates the loading and unloading to a marked degree.

Unlike the sliding doors on the District Railway,

these middle doors are hinged and swing inwards to

open. The door is operated by the passenger, who,
when the door is unlocked, pushes it open to enter

or pulls it open to alight, the door closing auto-

matically by means of a Bardsley door check placed

under the car floor. Although the doors are

operated by the passenger, it is only while the car is

stationary at a platform that the doors are unlocked.

Electric locks are provided, which are under the

control of the gateman; when the gates are opened
at the ends of the car, the electric locks of the middle

doors are released, and passengers can then push
the door open to enter. When the gateman shuts

his gates, if the middle door is closed the electric

lock shoots, and he receives an indication of the

fact on his signal lamps; if the middle door is not
locked, the "danger" signal lamp remains alight

until the door is closed and the bolt shoots into place,

when a green light appears, and the gateman then

signals that the train may be started.
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THE USE OF CONTINUOUS CURRENT FOR
TERMINAL AND TRUNK-LINE

ELECTRIFICATION.

By N. W. STORER.

{Abstract of paper read be/ore The Institution of Electrical
Engineers, March 16th, 1910.)

This paper deals chiefly with the characteristics and possi-

bilities of the continuous-current motor for handling trains in

the most economical and satisfactory manner, not only on
one line, but for interchanging equipments on lines where
differenl conditions prevail.

The Series Motor.—The series motor has been so successful
and has shown itself to be so superior to all other types of
railway motors, that it is now used almost universally for
traction. In addition to giving the most efficient perform-
ance, the steep speed curve makes the series motor more
reliable and cheaper to maintain than any other continuous-
current type, enabling it to withstand the severe service of

rapidly accelerating heavy trains and developing overload
torques that would be. impossible in any other type of motor.
It also gives the best commutation, and is least subject to

injury resulting from the fluctuating line voltages that are
common to all electric railways. Voltages of more than three
times the normal have been reached on heavy-capacity third-
rail lines due to surges following the opening of heavy loads
or short-circuits.

The series motor as generally used has not the most efficient

characteristics. As a rule the field becomes saturated at a
current corresponding to about the one-hour rating. After
tin' series-parallel control was introduced, the control of the
field was abandoned, partly because of the grave troubles from
commutation and overload which were introduced by running
in (lie weak field. Thanks to the great progress that has been
made in motor design, notably in the development of the
connnutating pole, field control is once more being employed.
While giving the greatest economy in accelerating, its intro-
dr.cl k hi h;is again called attention to the advantages of the
motor with the steep speed curve and the unsaturated field.

For frequent stopping service the unsaturated motor will

operate more efficiently, since it accelerates with so much less

current. The difference is still more pronounced on overloads.
The root^mean-square current will be very materially de-
creased in the unsaturated motor for a given service and,
consequently, an unsaturated motor of a given rating will

have a greater service capacity. There will also be a saving
in rheostatic losses

Field Control.—The use of field control still further im-
proves the efficiency of acceleration, and offers, where desir-

able, additional operating speeds. This was first applied in
recent years to the A.c.-D.c. locomotives installed on the New

Fig. 1.—Comparison of Characteristic Curves of Saturated
and Unsaturated Field Motors, 200 h.p., 600 volts.

York, New Haven, and Hartford Railroad to provide some
speed control on the continuous-current zone of operation.
The first large installation with purely continuous-current
locomotives was on the New York terminal of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad.

Fig. 1 shows the curve of the motor for this locomotive,
which has only two motors. The usual series-parallel connec-
tions combined with field control give four speed curves.
These curves simply show the maximum range of speed at
which the motor is designed to operate at normal and half
voltages, but there are two intermediate speed curves on each

voltage which may be used if desired between the full field

and the normal field position.

There have been criticisms of electric locomotives in com-
parieon with steam in several papers, notably that by Mi.
Roger T. Smith. The electric locomotive scarcely received
justice in those comparisons, owing to insufficient information
on the subject, and if a continuous-current locomotive with
the range of speed at constant output which is given by the
Pennsylvania locomotive were applied to a given load condi-
tion, it would prove to be better adapted to the service than
anj steam locomotive, notwithstanding the very great bu-

nts that have been made in steam locomotives in

recent years. The Pennsylvania locomotive curves, for in-

stance, show that it will develop an output of 1,200 h.p. at
any speed between 42 and 76 m.p.h. It will develop 1,600 n.p.

over a range of speed from 36 to 60 m.p.h., or 2,000 H.r.
between :;•_' ami 52 m.p.h.; it will develop 3,000 h.p. over a.

line Erom '27 to 41 m.p.h., or 4,000 h.p. from 25 to 35 p

In cases where a heavy tractive effort is required fur short
periods of time, the electric locomotive has the enormous
superiority of being able to handle the load at a higher speed.
With a locomotive such as the Pennsylvania, the rheostatic

losses will be so small as to be of very little importance, as
combination of control giving series, series-parallel, and
parallel control with variations in field strength is adopted

Ordinarily it may be assumed as certain that when maxi-
mum use is made of a field-control equipment it will reduce
tht rheostatic losses to not more than one-half of whal tin y
would In' with the usual series-parallel arrangement. The
total saving per ton-mile, will, of course, depend on the
number of accelerations made.
In general, if it is desired to reduce the power consumption

ti a minimum, the unsaturated motor having a steep speed
curve is to be recommended either with or without field con-
trol wherever the service requires frequent acceleration oi

very heavy grades are encountered. It is a mistake to think
that the field-control motor is going to be materially heavier
for a given service than the simpler form of series motor.
Regenerative Control.—A great deal has been written and

spoken in regard to the possible savings that can be effected

by regenerating the power that is stored in a moving train

during the stopping period, and also by saving the energy
developed by the train in descending grades; 50 per cent, of

the total power taken from the line is expended in this way
on a great many lines, so that it is a matter of great import-
ance.

The scheme adopted long ago on the Central London Rail-
way, of saving this energy by elevating the station tracks, is

one that can be tried in special cases with excellent results.

It adds nothing to the equipment and makes the work easier,

so that smaller motors may .be used. However, it has its

limitations; a train operating at 30 m.p.h. would stop without
brakes if allowed to climb to a height of 30 ft., and a 14-ft.

elevation would be required to absorb all the energy in a

train moving at 20 m.p.h. It would not be feasible to save
all of the stored energy, nor, in fact, would it be feasible to

save any large part of it on ;l line having long trains and a
high schedule speed. Such a plan is not practicable for the

large majority of railways, but any scheme of electrical

regeneration may be supplemented by the elevated station

tracks.

Such a scheme is already pretty well developed and will

soon be in commercial operation; it involves the use of the
standard series motor, with separate excitation during

Miles ptr

Fig. 2.—Analysis op Power Regeneration, Regenerating to

10 miles per hour.

regenerative periods. The control may be entirely automatic
In 'in (he time it is applied until the lowest speed is reached
at which the motors when connected in series can develop
the line voltage. At the same time it can be stopped at any
desired speed. The regeneration at high speed is with the
motors connected in parallel, and the change from parallel
to series is effected by a bridging method especially adapted
to this purpose. There is no break in the retardation of the
train from the maximum speed until it comes to a standstill

;

for the control is so arranged that the air brakes may be
applied as soon as the minimum regenerating speed is reached.
The use of the standard series motor in this connection is of
the greatest importance, and the motor designed for field

control assists in securing the maximum saving of energy
owing to the. fact that the regeneration can be carried to a
lower speed.

It is usual practice in equipments for heavy multiple-unit
sci vice for city and suburban traffic to have the motors geared
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for a speed of about 15 to 18 rn.p.h. at the one-hour rating of

the motors. Such an equipment will retard the train by

regeneration down to a 6peed of 8 to 10 m.p.h. Fig. 2 is

plotted so as to show the possible saving that can be effected

by regenerating down to a speed of 10 m.p.h. The top curve

shows the amount of energy that is stored in the car. From
that is deducted the amount left in the car at a speed of

10 m.p.h. The nest curve deducts the amount that is required

to overcome train resistance at a specified rate of braking

down to 10 m.p.h. From this curve is deducted the amount

oE power that is lost in the equipment during regeneration.

Ih this case the efficiency of regeneration is assumed to be

80 per cent., which allows for a considerable loss in the

auxiliaries. The lowest curve shows the energy in watt-hours

l>er ten that should be restored to the line under the specified

conditions from any speed under 50 m.p.h. down to 10. It is

probable that in any case at least 45 per cent, of the stored

-energy can be returned to the line. If this stored energy

amounts to 50 per cent, of the power taken from the line,

the net reduction in power consumption should be more than

20 per cent.

Line Volt-age.—By successive steps the line voltage has been

raised until the standard for most tramways and suburban

lines is now 600 volts. This seems to be the economical limit

foe small equipments such as tramway motors, and to have

many advantages for heavy suburban work. In the United

States a voltage of 1,200 to 1,500 has become the standard for

interurban railways, whilst pressures of 2,400 and 3,000 volte

are being used in one or two instances. A continuous-current

voltage of 5,000 has also been in use on an experimental equip-

ment of the Michigan United Traction Co. for the past seven

or eight months. In England 1,200 and 1.500-volt lines are

now in operation, and a 3,500-volt experimental equipment
has been in use for several years on the Lancashire and York-

shire Railway. The tendency among the railways centring in

London seems to be to adopt the 600-volt third-rail system.

The 1,500-volt line is on the North-Eastern Railway, where it

is used for the haulage of mineral trains, the locomotives

taking current from two overhead wires in parallel. The
1,200-volt line on the Manchester end of the Lancashire and
Yorkshire Railway is used in connection with a new type of

third rail, the contact surface of which is located on the side

of the rail farthest from the running rail.

In view of the possibility of still higher voltages and other

contact systems being introduced in Great Britain, the ques-

tion of interchangeability of equipments has become very
prominent, especially under war conditions.

Two conditions of prime importance are necessary, namely :

1. The contact conductors must be so arranged that any
equipment can take power from any line without change.

2. Every equipment must be so designed as to operate at

required speeds over the various voltages of the different lines.

It is possible where the contact surfaces are properly located

to have a single contact-shoe satisfactory for collecting current

from either the under-running or the over-running type of

rail. There is no reason to suppose that it would be impos-
sible to 6hift the shoes in order to make contact with rails

located at different places, provided that the distance were
not too great to be covered. However, such things should be
avoided if possible. The author can see no possibility for

interchanging equipments between the top and bottom con-

tact rails and the side contact such as is used on the Lancashire
and Yorkshire Railway. With regard to overhead conductors,

the problem is much simpler, and it should be possible to

adopt a collector which will operate satisfactorily on any
overhead line.

It may be assumed as correct within a very few per cent,

that the horse-power or kilowatt rating of a motor is propor
tional to the voltage applied to its armature terminals. To
obtain the rated output from an equipment of motors operat-

ing on multiple voltages, it is necessary to manipulate the

-control circuits so that each armature will always receive the
same running voltage regardless of the line voltage.

As 600 volts is recognised as the standard voltage for most
citv and suburban railwavs, the higher voltages adopted or

proposed are usually 1,200', 2,400, 3,600, and 4,800. A voltage

of 1.500 has been adopted in several notable instances and is

a very desirable voltage, as it is about the maximum on which
the motors and control equipment of the form usually used
on the 600-volt line can be used without considerable increase

in the cost. It is not, however, usually considered to be high
enough for trunk-line service.

Fig. 3 shows the speed curves that will be secured on a
motor designed for a normal voltage of 1,500 when operated
at lower voltages. With a current of 150 amperes, giving a
tractive effort of 4,5001b., the speeds are 22i. 17.6, 10.7, and 8.4

m.p.h. respectively at 1,500, 1,200, 750, and 600 volts.

The 5,000-volt car equipment which is in operation on the
Grass Lake Line of the Michigan United Traction Go. is re-

quired to operate over about 10 miles of suburban line with
5,000 volts on the trolley and also over two miles of 600-volt
line in the City of Jackson. Series-parallel control is used on
the 5,000-volt line, and a balancing speed of 50 m.p.h. is

normally reached. On 600 volts the four sets of armatures
are connected in parallel and a speed of 18 to 20 m.p.h. is

reached by shunting the fields of the motors. This method
of operation can be followed successfully in a great many
instances where equipments designed for high-voltage service
are required to operate for short distances over low-voltage
lines. It is quite practicable to shunt the motor fields down

t) a very low value in such cases, as there will be no danger
of flashing at the low voltages.

It is undesirable to equip cars with more than four motors
each, as the complication and cost would become too great.

With the locomotive, however, it is quite practicable to

operate with eight motors.
As far as the motors themselves are concerned, there is very

little additional complication from the necessity of interchange-
ability on different voltages. It simply requires the use of

more armatures and at a greater cost than would otherwise
be necessary. The motors, of course, would have to be insu-

lated for the highest voltage on which they would be used.

The complications introduced would be mainly in the control

system.
A scheme by which eight armatures may be operated, four

in series and two series in parallel, two in series and four
series in parallel, or all in parallel, corresponding to full speed
o-i 2,400, 1,200, and 600 volts, or full speed on 4,800, 2,400,

and 1,200 volts and half speed on 600 volte, requires a total of 56
switches, most, of which would have to be designed and insu-

lated to handle the maximum voltage. The same number of

motors arranged for operation on two voltages, when con-
nected permanently two in series requires 36 switches.

The combinations may, to a certain extent, be made by
means of drum-type change-over switches; such a scheme is

usually used for car equipments operating interchangeably on
600 and 1,200 volts. This is shown on fig. 4, which is a stan-

dard arrangement for such an equipment. It will be noted
that the change-over switch changes both motors and resist-

Fio 3. Fio. 4.

Fio. 3.—250-h.p. (187.5-kw.) Railway Motor, Normal
Voltage 1,500.

Fiu. 4.—Diagram of Main Circuits for Standard HL Car

Equipment at 600 and 1,200 volts.

ar.ces from series to parallel or vice versa. While such a

scheme is quite satisfactory for lower voltages, especially for

car equipments, it is generally consideired to be better practice

so to arrange the motor circuits of high-voltage equipment as

to effect all changes possible by means of unit switches, some-
times using them for reversere as well, especially for large

locomotives.
(To be concluded.)

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL TARIFFS ON

ELECTRICAL GOODS.

SPAIN.—A recent Spanish Royal Order provides that the

reduced import duty of 10 centimos per 100 kilogs. net, pre-

scribed by the Royal Decree of January 1st, 1916, in respect

of iron and steel scrap is suppressed, so that such scrap can

now be imported into Spain free of duty. A further Royal

Order provides that the export duty of 100 pesetas per 100

kilogs. net imposed on zinc in bars, lumps, cake, and scrap

by the above-mentioned Decree is also suppressed.

EXITED KINGDOM AND CERTAIN FOREIGN COUN-
TRIES.—A Supplement to the Board of Trade Journal of

February 17th contains complete lists of articles which are

prohibited to be exported from the United Kingdom and
certain foreign countries, viz. : Denmark, France, Greece,

Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Roumania,
Russia, Spain. Sweden, and Switzerland. This Supplement,

which embodies information received by the Board of Trade

up to February 14th, replaces that issued by the Board on

October 28th, 1915. Copies may be obtained from Messrs.

Wyman & Sons, price 3d., post free 4d.

EAST AFRICA PROTECTORATE.—By an Ordinance dated

December 18th. 1915, the export duty on rubber, other than

plantation rubber, exported from the East Africa Protectorate

has been reduced from 10 per cent, ad valorem to 4 per cent.

ad valorem.
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MEXICO—Information has b ed at the Board

of Trade, through the Foreign Office, that the Mexican Con-

stitutionalist Government having decided
1

^'»ec

Mexican Consuls who held office during the Huerta

Ti
:

g im draw tli<- attention of exporters remdingin

where there 1^ no Mexican Consul authorised by the

tutionalist Government to exercise Consular functions,

to the provisions of Articles 54 an.l 55 - !!l
'
ostoms

Regulations. The following is a translation of these Articles :

—
l r (, (

.;,, 54.—In places where there is no Mexican Consul or

Consular Officer, the shippers should make out their invoices

plicate onlv (in other cases four copies are required);

and m other respects in accordance with the regulations estab-

lished iii the preceding Articles of the Customs Regulations.

Shippers are to forward on the smic day, through the local

post-office in registered envelop.- (Sei LI of Article 6 of the

Postal Union), one copv of the invoice to the Head Ornce ot

the Customs in Mexico, and another to the Collector of Cus-

toms at the Mexican port to which the goods are being dis-

The siiipper must be careful to obtain from the postmaster

the receipts for the registered letters, which receipts he must

transmit to the consignee in the port to which the goods are

dispatched The consignee, in turn, must present them to

the Custom house with the third copy of the invoice- on

making the request for clearance.

The fact that the certification of the invoices may have been

performed by the Consul of some friendly nation does not

exempt the 'shipper from the obligation of complying with

the provisions of this Article. ./.,, a.
Article 5.5.—Failure to produce an invoice certified by the

Mexican Consul or the receipts for the registered letters which

in accordance with Article 54, are required to be presented

to the Custom house by the consignee of the goods, will be

punished bv the collection of double Customs duties on the

goods imported : and in this ease the specification of the goods

in the corresponding Petition for Clearance will not require

to be made, as this must be made by the examining Custom-

bouse officer at the moment of clearance, when the Collector

of Customs must be personally present, whatsoever the rank

of the Custom house may be.

The same penalty- will be applied in the case of goods

exempted from the* payment of the duties to which they are

subject by the Tariff.

BRAZIL.—Various changes have been made in the Brazilian

tariff by the Budget Law for 1916, including the following :

—
Incandescent electric lamps with carbon or metal filament

are to pay 2 milreis per kilog. (gross weight). The surtax of

10 per cent, (paper) on the registration charge (expediente)

on duty-free goods is maintained in force. As in previous

Budget laws, the Government is authorised (1) to levy, for

the benefit of a port improvement fund, a tax not exceeding

2 per cent, (gold) upon the official import valuations—to be

levied at the Custom houses at Rio de Janeiro, Recife, Bahia,

Rio Grande do Sul, Maranhao, Ceara, Rio Grande do Norte,

Parahvba, Espirito Santo, Parana, Santa Catharina, Matto

Grosso, Alagoas, Parnahvba, Aracajii, and Para; and (2) to

levy a tax of from 1 to 5 reis per kilog. on merchandise loaded

or discharged at Brazilian ports, according to the value of the

goods, when proceeding from or destined for other ports.

Exemption from Customs duty is accorded to machines and

their accessories for new freezing establishments. A reduced

dutv of 8 per cent, ad valorem is payable on the following,

when imported on the requisition of a State Government or

a Municipality for works undertaken by them :—Apparatus
and accessories destined exclusively for the industrial applica-

tion (power, light, and heating) of alcohol; material for the

first public installation of light, power, water supply, and

other public services, and articles for the improvement and

maintenance of electric tramways; machines and accessories

for first installation for certain industries. ., .

Commercial Travellers' Samples.—The duty-free admission

of goods intended for re-exportation, subject to the deposit of

the amount of duty payable, or to the furnishing of adequate

guarantees is extended to samples imported by commercial

travellers, if the samples are accompanied by a Consular certi-

ficate issued in the country from which the samples are

imported, and if all the samples contained in each package are

properly specified in a detailed note. The "expediente"

charge is in this case reduced to 5 per cent. Catalogues,

prospectuses, posters, and showcards of any kind are. if con-

tainina prints, to be subject to half the duties fixed in Tariff

X... 604 (2nd section, & Note)* if their sole purpose is to

advertise industrial products; articles suitable for advertise-

ments or propaganda of such products (such as small knives,

pencil-holders, cigar-holders. Ice.) shall pay the duties fixed

for such articles in the Tariff, with a reduction of 50 per cent.,

provided they are not intended to be offered for sale and that

their use (as advertisements, etc.) is indicated on the articles.

Payment of Import Duties.—The Government is authorised

to lew import duties on all goods in the proportion of 40 per

cent, in cold and 60 per cent, in paper, thus abolishing the

provisions of earlier Laws regarding the proportion of duty

payable in gold.

*The dutv under the second section of No. 604 is 3 milreis

per kilog. 'The Note provides that prints gummed on card-

hoard for posters and advertisements shall enjoy a rebate of

cent, of the duty.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1916
(NOT YET PUBLISHED).

Compiled <v lor this journal by Messrs. W. P. Thompson & Co.,
i Agents, 28-,, High Holborn, London, W.C., and at

Liver] I

irol (or petrol-eiectr W. A. Stevens. March

8,394. "i i! J. Eck & G. A. Knapton. March 6th.

nips." J. r. Coknrille. March 6lh.

3,846, "D machinery." II. F. Joel 4 J. H. St. H. Miwu-
n \ Marel

vitches." A. M. Coates. March 7th.

vessels for portable electric lamps, ami mean- (,»r pic-
venting corrosion ol same." J. H. Builil & T. F. Bkaimi March 7th.

3,376. " Magnetic separators." A. Davies. March 7th.

flexible cords or ropes." C. Brian and-
1' Bryan. March 7th.

Alternating current electro-magnets." Waygood-Otis, Ltd. (Oth>
I March 7th.

3,389 " Alt. dialing current electro-magnets." Waygood-Otis, Ltd. (Otis

Man 1. 7th.

\!t. -mating current electro-magnets." Waygood-Otis, Ltd. (Otis
larch 7ih.

3,381. mis." British Thomson-Houston Co. (General
I Co., 1 ,S. \ I. March 7th.

3,394, "Telegraphic or signalling systems." H. W. Sullivan. March 7th

3,410. "Miners' I 1,-ctric safety lamps." O. Oldham. March 7th.

3,413. "Controlling apparatus for electric motors." Sir A. T. Dawson and
J II,, km, March 7th

3,430. " Means tor operating electric lamps." J. S. Highfield. March 8th.

3,442. " Portable electric incandescent lamps for attachment to pencils, &c."
F. J. C. Cakri'Tiiers. March 8th.

3,460. " Means for the electrical repetition, determination, or distant control

of movements, specially applicable to order-signalling systems, &c." E. A.
Graham & W. J. Rickets. March 8th.

3,174. " Overload switches or cut-outs." P. G. van Wijk. March 8th.

3,480 " Means for laving field telephone wires, &c." E. W. Brown.
March Sth.

3,509. " Electric relays." Naameooze Yennootschap de Nedeklandsche
ThejcMO-Tel-rphon MaatsChappij & Baron K. A. van Lvnden. March 9th.

3.515. " Electron discharge devices." British Thomson-Houston Co.
(General Electric Co., U.S.A.). March 9th.

3.533. " Multiple-contact microphones." Signal Ges. u.b. K. March 8th.

tiy, January 9th, 1315.)

3.534. "Electrolytic condenser or valve." G. Giles. March 9th. (Ger-
many, March 9th, 1915.)

3,536. " Electro-m.ign> tic guns with propulsive retro-action." E. MkRCSH.
March 9th.

3,543. "Apparatus for recording electric signals." E. R. Clarke March
9th.

3,559. " Electric car-lighting equipments." Albion Motor Car Co. and-

T. B. Murray. March iOth.

3,566. " Protective relav for alternating-current systems." A. E. McCoLL.
March 10th.

3,598. " Electric furnaces." T. Balmforth 1 Co., and H. J. Kitchen.

March 10th.

3 599 " Circuit arrangements for telephone exchanges provided w ith select-

ing devices." Siemens Bros. & Co. and T. Pettic.rew. March 10th.

3,601. "Thermic telephones and microphones." MaamlooZE Vennootschai-

db Nederi.andsche Thekmo-Telephon Maatschappij and Baron R. A. van

Linden, March 10th.

3 603 "Obtaining hi^h vacua." British Thomson-Houston Co. (General

Electric Co.). March 10th.

3.606. "Couplings for transmitting rotary motion at
:

a variable angle."

Hasler Art. Ges. VORM TsXEGRAPHRN-WerkSTATTE VON G. Haslek. March 10th.

(Switzerland, April 88th, 1915.)

3 622 " Processes tor enamelling .inj colouring electric lamp bulbs." F. B.

Dehn (Soc. J. Schmitt ct Cie). March 10th.

3,629. " Changing frequency of alternating currents.

March 11th.

3 657 "Impulse-control systems for automatic telephone exchanges'

Western Electric Co. & F. R. McBekty. March 11th.

3 658 " Starting mechanism for automobiles." British Westinc.houSY

Electric & "manufacturing Co. March 11th. (U.S.A., April 6th. 1915.)

3 959 "Starting mechanism for automobiles." British WlSTINGHOvai

Electric & Manufacturing Co. March 11th. (U.S.A., March 24th, 1915.1

M. Taylor.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.

1915.
2,516. Electro-magnetic Motors. W. E. Clifton. February 17th.

0957 Machines or Apparatus for Sheathing or Braiding Wire. Rope*,

Cables' Hose, and the like, with Cotton. Silk, Wikb, or like Protictivi

CovbrtngS or Casings. P. Huntingdon. February 24th.

3 001. Electric Circuit Breakers. F. B. Holt. February 24th. (Addi-

tion to 2«,746/13.)

3,657. Electric SWITCHES. E. G. K. Anderson. March 8th. (March

V.763. Electrical Fuse Boards. J. H. Tucker & J. A. Crabtree. March 9th.

-, fin" Means for Regulating Electrical Circuits. Igramc Electric Co.

(Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Co.). March 31st.

5,385 Intercommunication Telephone Systems. International Electric Co.,

R G le Ncir & E. Funccius. April 9th.

7,269 APPARATUS roR the Calculation »»«m«".S'S
in the Transmission of Electric Power. W D, Reid and Callender s Cable

and Construction Co. May 14th.

8 -'94 Fittings for Conduits for Electric Wiring and the like. J. uyson.

June 4th. (July 2nd. 1915.) ,.„, ,

10,192. Centrifugal Compressors. British Thomson-Houston Co. (General

E
10438

C
Hand LeVers^ontrcIll.ng Electric Motors for Opbrat.ng Rail-

w^e.NALSAND Points. J. H. Hibbert. July 19th.

15.196. Dev.ce for the Protection of Electric '

q«J"-"T;
ons ""s9t

Excess Voltage. G. Giles. October 27th. (October 27th, 1914.)

17.172 Magneto Driving and Adjusting Mechanism. R Bell. Deeember

7th.
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Even in normal times the difficulty of ascertaining

the exact character and personnel of companies and

firms with which or whom there were opportunities

of doing- business occasioned a certain amount of

trouble and anxiety to practically every British manu-
facturer. The liberty and freedom which have

always characterised the conduct of trading opera-

tions in the United Kingdom have encouraged

privacy, and too frequently that privacy has been

abused. In respect of limited liability companies,

there were facilities available for examining lists of

shareholders and their individual holdings, but even

then it was not possible easily to discover whether

the real parties were concealed behind nominees

bearing names which excited no suspicion. In

the case of private firms, however, it has always

been practically impossible, save through private

sources, to find out as much as could be ascer-
tained in the case of companies, and private
agents might be representing and selling the
products of those with whom, had the purchasers
known the real facts, they would have flatly declined
to have relations. We believe that in the foregoing
we have expressed the peace-time reflections of manv
a business man engaged in the electrical, engineer-
ing, and hardware trades and industries. The secrecy
and some of its undesirable consequences may have
been more or less inevitable drawbacks of our com-
mercial system, and they cannot easily be avoided
unless all business transactions are to be so restricted,

controlled, and hide-bound as to interfere with the
free play of business initiative and enterprise.

Hundreds of men who have built up great, necessary,
and successful businesses never would have engaged
in trade at all had it been required that their opera-
tions should be conducted in the full glare of pub-
licity. So long as they conducted their transactions

on sound and honourable lines, keeping to their con-
tracts, and paying their debts, of what concern was
it to anybody else who was or was not interested in

the profits o-r who did or who did not pull the wires ?

And for the sorting out of the undesirables it was
for traders to establish as perfect as possible an
intelligence service, and failing the efficiency of

such service, or indisposition to make use of it, Carey
Street revelations and a needlessly large percentage
of bad debts were sometimes the ultimate reward.

Yet the most' efficient intelligence service conceivable

respecting either firms or companies cannot afford

us complete immunity—in all businesses we must run

risks and try to look pleasant, cutting our losses as

philosophically as we can.

But in war-time, when we are engaged in a deadlv

struggle with a nation which has striven to under-

mine the industries of our Empire in ways which
have been a revelation to most of us during the last

twenty months—much as we thought we knew before

—there enters an entirely new factor which inevi-

tably seriously affects our most elementary business

considerations. Under such exceptional circum-

stances sentiment will assert itself even in our trade

affairs, and if we intend to prevent certain lines of

foreign manufactures from having so free an entry

as hitherto, we shall have to do a good many things

[357]
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for which we have not yet made any definite plans.

Before the war it mattered far less than it does

to-day who was who in the electrical trade, and if

we mistake not it will continue to matter very

much indeed after the war. Nobody really British

to-day wants to touch with a long pole any business

house in which there is reason to believe enemy
influence to be present. Are there not special Acts of

Parliament and fears of big penalties turning afore-

time miserable sinners into the most patriotic of

saints ? But everybody who knows now of the

activities of German agents in the past, of the way
in which offices of German concerns have been
opened under the most innocent sounding names,
and how foreign supplies have been sold by concerns
having British titles, is eager that there shall

be safeguards provided for the future. In recent

months these foreign connections have taken a

great deal of tracing out and unearthing and
extirpating, whether by Government departments,

by trade associations, or by privately instituted

investigations and action. In the interests of

the future of British industry, nay, more than that.

of the future of the British Empire and the world
civilisation for whose cause it struggles and pours
out its life-blood and its wealth to-day, we hear a

clamant voice calling for preventive measures. What
should those preventive measures be ? It is for our
legislators in the last resort to say; but in the first

instance suggestions should be conceived in the brain

of industry and trade, and they should be urged tact-

fully, intelligently, and forcefully upon the minds of

legislators before it is too late. We have set up
new Government departments during the war, and
though even these are sometimes lamentably short of

information, they have an organisation and system
and an abundance of material which should not be
scrapped at the end of the war, but should be utilised

in the most efficient manner possible in ways in

conformity with future national policy whatever that

is destined to be.

There are in the world a few querulous people

—

some of them are even to be found within the con-
fines of the electrical trade—who appear to regard
editors as possessing a sort of superior intelligence

for sorting out the chaff from among the wheat.
Editors ought to black-list firms and companies
though the law allows them to trade ! They
ought to publish lists of private and other
parties who are even only suspected of enemy
influence! And so on. We have alluded to

our correspondence bag, with its rejected epistles,

more than once during the war; we do not
think we shall ever be tempted to publish all that it

contains—our correspondents need have no fear, they
need not write to us now reporting change of mind,
for what we have done we have done. But all this

correspondence, and some other things besides, have
proved beyond doubt that the electrical industry at

any rate has not been overburdened with trade

associations which made it their business to collect

trade information, or such associations would have
received innumerable inquiries that have come to us.

In view of the lack of organised facilities for such
collection, we feel inclined to favour such measures
as the Registration of Firms Bill that -Lord South-
wark brought before the House of Lords again last

week. We have no more sympathy with grand-
motherly and meddlesome legislation to-day than we
ever had before, but we believe that the effective

working of such a scheme, if it can be conducted
without restriction or limitation of legitimate

private enterprise, will be a boon to traders who
want to know things about those with whom
they wish to have business dealings, even if the
information in regard to firms be limited to

what is 'ascertainable under limited liability law.

Lord Southwark explained that the principle upon
which the proposed Bill was based was that there
should be an effective registration of all pers*

firms trading in tlii- country in names other than
their own. Foreigners would not be prevented frow
trading, but they would be compelled to disclose

their names. In addition to this being a concession

to the sentiment which will undoubtedly prevail for

some time after the war, it will also prevent secret

partners escaping their proper liabilities. We should
hardly expect so limited a proposal to meet with

serious objection. We observe that the • iovern

ment which turned the idea down a few months
ago, because there was not time to deal with it

is still unable to promise that it will be proceeded
with in " another place," but it is something gained
to have the Bill referred to a Select Committee. We
read that one peer of the realm held that ''a man
ought to be allowed to manage his own business in

his own way," and if that were a complete statement

of the matter we should agree with him, but it is

not so by any means. Ordinary mortals have learned
things in recent days. Even Lord Loreburn plumps
for the measure by saying that it is a straightforward
course for business people to state their names tc

those who trade with them, and we approve his senti-

ment, born within us by painful experience in the

electrical industry, even though he be a lawyer and
supported by the Lord Chancellor who likewise sees
no reason why a man should be ashamed of trading or

of using his own name for the purpose. His lordship

sees, as we do, and as new Government departments
must assuredly see, that at the present moment a

situation of difficulty is being dealt with which has
arisen because no provision such as the proposed Bill

exists upon the Statute Book. And yet no under-
taking can be given in regard to progress in

" another place "! We certainly should like to see

the matter dealt with now if it were not regarded
as so controversial as to absorb too much valuable

Parliamentary time: but if that cannot be. it should

be among the earliest trade measures to be passed
in the first after-the-war Parliament.

An extraordinary state of affairs

Copper. has arisen in copper circles within the

last few weeks, chiefly as a result of

the Government policy in interfering with the market
by prohibiting all speculative transactions, under the

Defence of the Realm Act. Since the market was re-

opened under the new regulation restricting trans-

actions to bona-fide business, the liquidation of old

speculative commitments to be completed by the end
of May next, has been proceeded with, and rather

exciting developments have ensued with prices

fluctuating within a range of fully £25 a 'ton, and
thus swiftly forced to new high records up to about
£118 for cash delivery, which at one period last week
commanded a premium of £6 a ton. The extreme
lowest touched a few weeks ago was £93, with a

short-lived lull in the demand. The new regulation

has certainly enabled speculative holders to realise

their commitments at huge profits, at the expense, of

course, of the short interest whose position has been
anything but comfortable.

This sequel of the new regulation was inevitable

in view of the present famine conditions as indicated

by the virtual disappearance of the warehouse stocks

in this country. The object of the proclamation waS
doubtless to keep down prices by stopping specula-

tion, but technical conditions were such that pre-

cisely the reverse has happened. There has been a

constant demand from consumers for all descriptions

of copper for early delivery, which tends to accentuate

the present stringent conditions, and although there

has been some reaction from the extreme figures

recorded in the past week, there is no prospect of

any material relief being forthcoming in the near

future. In the absence of a free market, it. is obvious

that forward business on the part of dealers has been

severely interfered with, which is calculated to aggra-

vate the impoverished state of the market.
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There aire now under the new regulation virtually

no facilities for " hedging" " operations on the part

of either producers or consumers. There is no deny-

ing the fact that the new conditions brought about

by the Government interference are responsible for

the drastic adjustment in the price of rough bar
oopper, which is more consistent with the pheno-
menally high level of value ruling for American fine

copper, the latter having remained throughout
pegged at upwards of £135. The huge premium on
line copper having thus been automatically reduced
through the recent quick rise in standard copper,

the position of American producers has, if anything.
been strengthened by the prohibition of speculative

dealings in this market, for the latter have in the pasr

frequently interfered with their control. As hinted

by an American authority, the copper magnates
would similarly like the elimination of speculation

in America so as to have transactions in the metals
confined to direct negotiations between producers
and consumers. There is no sign of a falling off in

the huge consumption in copper, and unsold stocks
are extremely reduced.

Exceptional interest attaches to

The the report of the Metropolitan Elec-

Metropolilan trie Supply Co.'s annual meeting, to

E.S. Co. which we have devoted a considerable

amount of space in our " City

Notes '*
this week. It will be observed that, in spite

of the adverse effects of the war, as manifested by

the loss of jo per cent, of the lighting revenue and

an advance of at least as much in the price of coal,

the company has increased its gross revenue by
nearly 7 per cent., and has even recorded an increase

iu its net revenue, doing better, the Chairman stated,

than any of the other electric supply companies in

London, and carrying a larger amount to reserve

than in any previous year. The improvement in the

company's affairs during the last two years was due
to the rapid development of the power supply, which
showed an advance of 50 per cent, over the year
before the war, while the returns since the beginning
of this year indicate that the growth of this load is

still progressing at an even faster rate. Moreover,
the company has increased the price charged for

power, without adverse effect upon the demand.
In the face of these facts, some of the shareholders
recently issued a circular to their fellows in which,
according to the Chairman, the complaint was made
that the dividend had fallen from 10 per cent, in 1905
to 3 per cent, for 1915; the Chairman justly pointed
out that this heavy drop was due mainly to the sale

of the Marylebone section of the undertaking, and
that the shareholders had received the bulk of the

price paid for their goodwill, to the amount of no
less than £6 for every £10 share; naturally they could
not have it both ways. Then came the metallic

-

filament lamp, which so severely hit those supply
authorities that were dependent upon a lighting load,

and their dividends fell until 191 1 (the year in which
Mr. Highfield was appointed manager); since then
their profits had improved year by year. Three of
the directors had resigned, because they disapprov«d
of the proposed internal reorganisation of the com-
pany, and the imposition of higher charges for power
supply; the board of directors had unanimously de-

cided to separate the duties of engineer and manager,
as in the early days of the company, but when the
delimitation of the respective spheres of duty of the
engineer and of the manager came under considera
tion, a split took place. Mr. Gregory, one of the
signatories to the circular, pointed out that the direc-

tors in whose ability they had the greatest confidence
had resigned, together with the general manager.
Mr. Tuckett, one of those directors, gave a num-

ber of quotations from reports drawn up by Mr.

Leverton Harris and the Chairman, Mr. W. H.
Cripps, which certainly embodied views which, at

this date, can only be characterised as astounding ;

assuming that the load factor and other conditions

are reasonable, to assert that a charge of £4 per kw.
and kl. per unit for power is not remunerative is

to court the ridicule of every competent manager,
and the statement that all power prices should be

raised to a minimum of i^d. per unit is equally

absurd. We cannot too strongly protest against this

highly reactionary attitude towards the power load,

which stands condemned in the chairman's own
speech, wherein, as we have indicated above, he

showed that in spite of the heavy loss on the lighting

revenue and the increased cost of coal, the rapid

development of the power load had enabled the

company to show better results than any other

London company ! What could be more astonish-

ing, in view of the mass of experience and informa-

tion at his command, than the statement of the

chairman, in spite of his lengthy and distinguished

association with electricity supply, that he could find

no evidence that the works cost of generating a

power unit was less than the cost of a lighting unit,

and that the destination' of any unit seemed quite

immaterial, as regarded the cost of its production?

And what of the incidence of the capital charges ? We
repeat that we are astounded that such views shou.d

be held by the chairman—or any director—of an elec-

tricity supply undertaking. It is not a question of

opinion, but of fact—facts well known to even' elec-

trical engineer, and perfectly familiar to the manager
of any similar business. We do not wonder that M r.

Highfield should feel compelled to dissociate him-

self from such views, and we think it is very plainly

manifest that the action of the shareholders in calling

for an investigation of the management of the com-
pany by the board of directors is thoroughly justified.

Ox Monday last the Council of the

The I.E.E. Institution of Electrical Engineers

and dispatched to all the corporate mem-
Alien Enemy bers an account of the recent pro-

Members. ceedings in connection with the pro-

posed expulsion of enemy members,

together with a card bearing" the four resolutions

that were voted on at the informal meeting, to enable

the members to express their views on each proposi-

tion. The proceeding" is in the nature of an informal

postal ballot, though under the Companies' Act, by

which the Institution is governed, the " voting " has

no legal value, and the result will only serve as an

indication of the views of the corporate members as

a whole to those who are present at the special

general meetings that will follow. We have no doubt,

however, that not only the Council, but also the

members who are able to' attend those meetings, will

give due weight to the views of the majority, and

that they will regard themselves as the medium
whereby those views may be translated into action.

We were pleased to observe that, by overwhelming

majorities, the informal meeting endorsed the views

which we put forward in our issue of January 14th,

and which are embodied in three of the resolutions.

The fourth proposal is designed to perpetuate the ex-

clusion of our present enemies, a question which was

first raised at the special general meeting of March
1 st; on this point the voting at the informal meeting
was 2 to 1, a much less emphatic expression of

opinion than in the case of the other items. It is.

however, a matter of much less moment, for while

the other decisions will take immediate and irre-

vocable effect, this one merely outlines a policy which
in the future may be reversed at the pleasure of the

members.
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ELECTRICITY SUPPLY AT BALLATER.

As a result of negotiations which took place in 1918, between

Mr. James Duncan of the firm of T. C. Smith & Co.,

electrical ensineers, Aberdeen, in regard to the introduction

of electric light into Ballater, this charming Deeside resort

has since been provided with an up-to-date public electricity

supply.

It was tentatively arranged that power should be obtained

from the Kiver Gairn, and a provisional order was applied

for accordingly, but certain opposition being encountered

^^H^H^^HfWC fl^^HHka fM
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station to a main pole, and thence overhead, throughout the

burgh, on larch poles, being carried on cross arms and
attached to insulators. The siz 3s of cables vary from 37/14

to 7/20. Where Post Office telephone and telegraph wires

cross the route, underground cables are laid. Oa the top of

each pole is a zinc roof, and a galvanised wire leads from

Leading-in Wires, Lightning Arresters, kc . at Generating
Station, Ballater.

the roof to the bottom of the pole serving as a lightning

conductor.

Lightning arresters have been erected outside the power

station where the mains come cut.

Wire Cradle Crossing, over Telephone Line.

The street lighting is divided into four circuits. The
consumers' connections consist of aerial braided wire,

connected from the nearest pole either to upright, or swan-
neck insulators, erected either on chimneys or walls ; thence

a pair of wires of the necessary size is led into a double-
horn porcelain inlet, screwed into a galvanised tube
terminating in a pair of ironclad fuses. It is worth

mentioning that the inlet pipe leading-in through the slates

of the roof, is led through sheet lead, soldered to the

galvanised pipe, which makes the roof absolutely waterproof.

The porcelain double-horn inlet was employed to get over

the moisture which, in the autumn and winter, gathers

round the inlet and forms condensation, in course of time
making an earth and ultimately a short. The double-horn

insulator prevents this entirely, for the distance of the inlet

is 4 in. and the wires are apart. When moisture gathers,

therefore, it simply acts as on an ordinary upright insulator.

Over one year has passed since the completion of the

installation and no trouble has arisen.

The work of the erection of the plant, mains, and the

wiring of houses started in January, 1914, and the opening

ceremony was on December 24th of the same year. About
1G5 houses have installed electric light or power, including

about 2,400 lampp.

The original cost of the instillation amounted to about

£fj,000, which was borne by Messrs. Duncan's Electricity

Supply Co., Ltd.

A similar installation for the town of Ellon, Aberdeen-

shire, was begun and completed under Mr. Cooper's super-

vision duiing the same period.

In conclusion, we are indebted to Mr. Cooper for the

particulars and views of the Ballater installation.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS,

AND PLANT.

The " Perfect Burglar Alarm " System.

The ordinary electric burglar ala m employe contacts of various

types fixed to windows and doors, by which a bell or other
warning device may be rung, a simple switch providing for the
setting in action of the installation. The principal drawback to

this system has been the question of maintenance : burglar-alarm
installations are generally fitted upon premises where there is

nobody of sufficient technical skill to look after them properly,

and little care is taken to see that the system is in working order.

Fig. 1.

—

Control Gear with Cover Removed,
" Perfect Burglar Alarm " System.

Moreover, the modern burglar is an expert electrician, who would
never think of attempting to force an entry into a building unless

he had assured himself that he had removed every means of

creating any alarm.

One of the systems designed to overcome these objections is that

now made by the Perfect Burglar Alarm Co., Ltd., of 53, New
Broad Street, E.C. This company recognised that the only method
of dealing with the question of maintenance was to provide a

method of automatic testing, performed daily by the owner of the

premises upon which the installation was fitted. This is effected

by a Bpecial control gear, illustrated in fig. 1, which has three

principal positions
—"normal," "set" and '"alarm," with an

indicating pointer to the control handle. During the daytime,

when the installation is inactive, the indicator points to " normal."

Before the premises are closed the pointer is turned to " set," when,
if any short circuit or other defect exists in the detection devices

or the wiring thereto, a warning bnzzer is sounded. With the

controller at the same position, each of the detection devices may
be tried by hand, when the buzzer will operate, if all is in order.

Upon leaving the premises, a small push fitted outside

the entrance is preBBed, which removes the testing features

in the control gear, and sets the alarm for the night.

Once the push has been pressed, nothing whatever can restore the
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installation to an inactive position, and nobody can get into the

building without due alarm being given. In the morning entry

can only be effected to the accompaniment of the ringing of the

alarm bell, but at such hours this would not be objected to, and it

furnishes proof of the effective working of the bell and whole
installation. The bell can be instantly stopped by restoring the

indicator to " Normal."
The company have also provided for a forgetful owner who may

omit to set his alarm before leaving the premises. Contacts are

fitted to the ordinary door locks of the building, so that any
attempt to lock the doors without having set the alarm and
pressed the push results in the outside alarm bell ringing

furiously. In addition, they can also provide an indicator for

police purposes, which shows, upon a second push being pressed,

that the installation is in the set position.

The detection devices adopted by the company are very effective.

The principal of these is the system of concealed floor contacts,

which are laid over large patches of floor surfaces in entrances,

lobbies, staircases, and around Fates and other vulnerable positions.

There are also special devices for protecting windows and sky-

lights, doors and other possible entrances. In some of these, the

use of nickel-steel wire has been adopted to overcome the objection

due to variation in expansion and contraction by temperature
-changes. All these devices are placed so that it is impssible to

avoid them. The control gears are built up in cast-iron protecting

boxes, and the alarm bellB in weatherproof enclosed cases with
invisible hammers. The system can be installed by electrical

contractors.

The "Marlor" Cord Grip.

Messes. Stuboe & Baker, of Premier Works, Sheepcote Street,

Birmingham, are placing on the market a new pattern of cord-

grip—the invention of Mr. Sturge and Mr. Marlor, of the Manchester
Electricity Department—which is intended to overcome the draw-
backs of the usual pattern of wedge-grip having a sharp upper
•edge over which the flexible, owing to continual bending, usually
comes to grief.

The " Marlor " device consists of a specially-shaped Litholite or

hardwood cap, whijh is tapped to screw on to the top of the
ordinary lampholder in place of .the usual collar for securing the

Figs. 2 and 3.

—

Sectional and Extebiob Views of
" Marlor " Cobd Gbip.

wood cone ; the flexible is threaded through it, and its rounded
entrance offers no sharp edge for acute bending of the flex. The
cord is not " gripped," but locked, by being threaded through,
that no strain comes on the terminals.
The firm are also introducing a flex, preserver, consisting of a

hood to slip over lampholders wired in the ordinary way, the bell-

mouthed entrance saving the flexible from acute bending, as in the
oase of the previously-mentioned device.

A Parsons Electric Generating Set.

The electric generating set, comprised of internal combustion
engine and dynamo on one bedplate is now a more or less common-
place plant, but the illustration, fig. 4, shows that the con-
venience of such plant can be very greatly extended by a careful
design incorporating all the acccessories of such a set, making the
whole plant, therefore, absolutely self-contained, and also portable.
The Pabsons Motor Co., Ltd., Southampton, have recently been
supplying an exceedingly large number of these plants, both of
this size and also very much larger.

The plant in question is of 12 kw. output, and the paraffin engine
is of the maker's regular type, with all the well-known features
of pump lubrication and oil cooler, high-speed sensitive governor,
variable timed magneto ignition, forced water circulation, oil-

pressure gauge, oil-level gauge, and we may also mention that the
pistons and connecting rods are removable through the crank
chamber doors, without disconnecting any of the cylinders or
pipes.

The dynamo, in this oase is somewhat hidden by the instru-
ment board, and the latter comprises ammeter and voltmeter, d.p.
main switch, two sinjle-pole main cut-ou's, voltmeter switch, six
double-pole distributing switches, 12 single-pole cut-outs, and a
Bhunt regulator. These are mounted on a superstructure formed
of channel iron. The radiator has removable top and bottom
headers of cast aluminium, so that all tubes can be got at if

necessary. The air blast through this radiator is furnished by a
suitable fan, the efficiency of which is greatly increased by its

operating in a casing as shown. The fan is diivtn by a Sat belt
running over pulleys of useful diameter.
The fnel tank will be seen mounted at the top of the frames ;

in some recent plants it has been placed a little lower. The
necessity of preventing any overflow from the radiator reaching
the dynamo has not been lost sight of, and not only is the over-
flow pipe carried well clear, but a tray is fitted beneath in order to
oatch any slight leakage that may occur in time. As a matter of

Fig. 4.

—

Parsons 12-kw. Self-Contained GeneratInq Set.

fact, the radiator is not actually over the dynamo at all, but
between it and the engine.

The engine itself is fitted with a large and heavy fly-wheel, and
the governing is exceedingly good, usually within 2 per cent,

either way.
The speed of the engine and dynamo is moderate, v'z., 900

B.P.M.

LEGAL

Soldier Electrician's Claim against his Employers.

In the King's Bench Division, on March 23rd, before Mr. Jus' ice

Bray and a special jury, an action was brought by Mr. Taos. Win.
Geo. Budgett, head foreman in the electrical department of the

Stratford Co-operative and Induitrial Society, Ltd., and now
serving in the Army Service Corps, against the Society, claiming a

declaration that he is entitled to recover, during the period that he
is with the Forces, half wageB from the Society. The defendants
denied any contractual obligation.

° Mr. Powell, K.C., and Mr. Preedy were counsel for the
plaintiff, and the defendants were represi nted by Mr. Rose Innes,

KG, and Mr. Morle.

Mr. Powell, K.C., in opening the case, said that soon after the
outbreak of the war the defendant Society, like a good many other

concerns, decided to do what they could to induce men to join the

Army, and the directors passed a resolution that they would pay
wages as follows to men enlisting :—Half wages to married men,
half wages to single men with dependents, and 5?. a week to

single men without dependents, it being provid-d that the money
Bhould be invested in the Society's capital. Notices were posted up
to this effect, and the plaintiff, with numerous other servants of

the Society, enlisted. The plaintiff was married, with three

children ; and he was the head of the electrical department, and
was formerly a foreman eleotrician in the service of the C ntral

London Railway. In February, 1915, Mr. Budgett told Mr. Banks,

the Secretary of the Society, that he thought of joining the Army,
and Mr. G. Banks told the plaintiff that, of course, the notice

applied to him as well as to the other employes, and a form of

authority was written out for the plaintiff's wife to receive half

wages. Mr. Banks gave the plaintiff an excellent character in the

following terms :

—"We understand that Mr. Bndgett is anxious to

join the Colours. He has been in our employment since September,

1906, and has in every way given satisfaction. He is honourable,

honest and trustworthy, and one to be trusted with any position of

responsibility." The plaint ff joined the Mechanical Transport

Section of the Army Service Corps. There was also a reference

from Mr. W. H. Coxcroft, the works manager, to the effect:

—

"Mr. T. W. Budgett started here in September, 1906. as foreman
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over the eleotrioal department. He has had charge of the electrical

installation from the commencement, and has carried out many
complete equipments ... &c." Some time after the plaintiff

had gone, his wife received a letter asking if her husband had
joined up, and she kept it until Mr. Budgett came home, and then
he replied giving the facts, and said he felt much hurt at the

inquiry that the Society had made. Somebody on the Committee
(said Counsel) must have got the idea that he was likely to do
better, and the Committee wrote to him asking what his pay was,

and what allowance he was making to his wife. He replied that

he enlisted at Us. per day, and was paying his wife 4s. 6d. per day.

On May 26th the Committee met, and the result was that Mr.
Banks wrote to the plaintiff to say that the Committee had decided

not to grant the war allowance in his case, as by joining the

Colours he had benefited his position as compared with the post

held with the Sooiety. The plaintiff appealed for reconsideration

of his case, saying that his wages before the war were £2 10s. a
week, and he enlisted at 6s. per day, so that he was no better off,

and if they could not pay him half wages, he asked them to make
up the difference. The Committee declined to depart from their

previous decision.

Mb. Powell, concluding his address to the jury, suggested that

some firms had arranged to pay men joining the Foroes half wages,

believing the war would have been over soon, but as it had lasted

longer than they thought, they found they were having to pay
more than they expected. If there had been any legal obligation

on the plaintiff to join the Army, the notice of the Society would
not be a promise that could be enforced, but there was no legal

obligation at the time at all, and the Act relative to single men
had not then been passed. Counsel also suggested that the Society

was benfited by men joining the Army, having regard to the possi-

bility of a raid on our coasts.

Mr. Rose Innes, on behalf of the defendants, said that the
notices were undoubtedly posted up, but in order to make the

notices a contraot, there must be acquiescence, and the plaintiff

was distinctly told that the notice would not apply to his case, but
only to the cases of men who suffered financial loss by joining the

Army.
The evidence of the Plaintiff, who was at Bulford Camp, was

read in Court, and in this he deposed that he told Mr. Banks he
wished the money to be paid to his wife, and Mr. Banks promised
that this should be done.

Cross-examined : The separation allowance to his wife was
£1 3s. 6d. per week, and he allowed her 4s. 6d. per day out of his

pay. Mr. Banks never told him that he was not entitled to half

wages, and he (Mr. Budgett) suggested that the action of the Sooiety

was the outcome of petty spite by some of the members.
Mb. Rose Innes, K.C., said that the object of the notice

exhibited by the defendants was to secure that if a man joined the
Army he should not be out of pocket by so doing. The authority

given by Mr. Banks to the plaintiff's wife was to draw dividends
upon a share in the Society, and not to draw half wages. In fact,

half wages for six weeks were paid on an authority in the plaintiff's

handwriting, but this was a mistake.
Mb. Geo. Leonard Banks, secretary of the defendant Society,

said that the plaintiff told him that he proposed to join the Army
Servioe Corps (Mechanical Transport), and witness told him that if

he did so he would get more than a soldier's pay. Mr. Budgett said

he would get Us. a day, and witness said, " If that is so, you will

not be entitled to the half wages allowance provided by the Com-
mittee," and plaintiff answered, " I quite understand that." The
plaintiff also attended a meeting of the Committee, at which the

chairman told him that he was not entitled to half-pay.

Cross-examined : Witness said the war allowance had not been
granted to men joining Bince May, 1915, because of the prohibitive

cost.

The jury eventually found that the plaintiff was not informed
before he enlisted that he would not receive the allowance men-
tioned in the defendants' notice, and upon this the plaintiff was
given judgment, with costs.

Mr. Justice Bray said that the only legal question in the case

was whether this was a good contract between the plaintiff and
the defendants, and he was satisfied that it was a good contract,

and that there was ample consideration for the money. He gave
the plaintiff the declaration that he claimed, to the effect that the
plaintiff was entitled to £ 1 2s. 6d. per week, and j udgment would
be entered for him for what was due to date, and the judgment
would be with costs.

British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., v. Stonebridoe
Electrical Co., Ltd.

Mr. Justice Youngeb, in the Chanoery Division, delivered his

reserved judgment on the summons taken out by the plaintiffs

in this action for further and batter particulars of the defendants'

particulars of objection to the plaintiffs' patent.

His Lordship said that the plaintiffs asked that the defendants
should identify what matters they said were common knowledge
and what were public knowledge. In his opinion, the plaintiffs

were entitled to the particulars they asked for. The defendants
had very ingeniously for the first time endeavoured to set up a

pleading describing as common knowledge that which really was
public knowledge. It had been laid down that particulars should
not be relied upon as to what was common knowledge of a
particular art or science, and for the obvious reason that it was in

the interest of the publio that both time and expense should not
be unduly extended In his opinion, however, where a defendant
pleaded public knowledge, if particulars were not given a burden
would be laid upon the plaintiff, and he would oome into Court
unprepared to meet the oase that was made against him. He

thought, therefore, the plaintiffs were entitled to the order that

they asked for, and the costs of the summons would be theirs in

any event.

Mb, Fbost asked for leave to appeal if necessary, which was
granted,

Fabrell r. Bloxam.

At the County Antrim Assizes, on March 22nd, before Mr. J ustice

Pim and a special jury, the action in which Alexandar Bryoe
Farrell olaimed £1,000 damages from Thomas W. Bloxam, city

electrical engineer, Belfast, for alleged libel and slander, came on
for heariner. The details are fully reported in the Irish News ">itl

Belfast Morning News, from which we extract the following
particulars :

—

In his statement of claim the plaintiff set forth that at the date

complained of he was resident superintendent of the central elec-

trical station, East Bridge Street, and had been 15 years in the
service of the Belfast Corporation. He alleged that the defendant
falsely and maliciously Bpoke of and concerning him in respect of

his offioe as superintendent on or about October 29th, 1915, to Mr.
John Tyrrell and Mr. James A. Duff, at the central electrical

station, the following words :

—

Main feeder cables in the tnnnel in Bub-way were supported and clamped
in a manner likely to destroy the cable, and be a danger of fire in the station,

aud Farrell was responsible for this. Cheap cotton " flex " was used where
cables should have been used as a "lead " fo<* ourrent to a lamp at a small
auxiliary engine, and Farrell was responsible for this. Farrell ia irrecon-
cilable, and causing disorganisation in the station, and is a danger to the
station, bo muoh so that I would prefer to carry on the next two months with-
out anyone rather than with Farrell,

The plaintiff alleged that the words meant that he had been
guilty of gross misconduct and negligence in the discharge of his

official duties, and was incompetent and unfit to be superintendent
of the electrical station, and was deliberately interfering with the

harmonious working of the station.

The defendant, in his defence, denied that he spoke or published

the words complained of ; and he said that in their ordinary and
natural signification they were not capable of the defamatory mean-
ing alleged ; and that they were spoken and published on a privileged

oocasion, bond fide and honestly believing them to be true, and
without malice.

Mr. J. Chambers, K.C., opened the case for the plaintiff. He
said that he thought he would be able to show by the evidence

that the allegations were not only wholly baselesB, but that they
were baseless to the defendant's knowledge, and were made with
the ulterior motive of injuring the plaintiff. Both parties entered

the employment of the Corporation in 1900, and Mr. Bloxam was
appointed engineer-in-chief in 1907, and the plaintiff became his

second in command. The defendant recognised plaintiff's capaoity

and ability, for on his recommendation plaintiff was appointed

resident superintendent engineer in 1907. In 1912 defendant wrote

a testimonial in plaintiff's favour when he wits applying for the

position of resident eleotrical engineer at Tnnbridge Wells. At the

instance of a member of the Belfast Corporation, an inquiry into

the working of the city electrical undertaking was instituted in

January, 1914. Plaintiff had nothing whatever to do with
the bringing about of that inquiry, and did not know
he was going to be examined as a witness. When the inquiry

opened, Councillor Curley, at whose instigation mainly the inquiry

had been instituted, made this remark :
" In the hurry I omitted

to mention that we should make it a sine qua non that any person

brought here as a witness to give evidence must be proteoted from
persecution or dismissal if he tells the truth." Mr. Bloxam then

said :
" If nobody is to be penalised after this inquiry is over I

think I am justified in asking for the same to apply to the

manager. If he ia to bear the result of his action, others must be

prepared to do the same." After further observations had passed,

Mr. Bloxam said :
" If any members of my staff are defaulters in

respect to the support of the manager, those men shall be sum-
marily dealt with." The jury would be astounded to hear that

practioally every man who gave evidenoe at all reflecting on the

management of Mr. Bloxam ceased to be employed in the elec-

trioity works within a year from the time of the inquiry. Farrell

was the last to go, and if he (counsel) had to establish malice he

would willingly aocept the onus. Mr. Farrell spoke the truth, as

he had sworn to do. His evidence formed rather a grave indict-

ment of the management of the electricity station. From that

time his life was made a burden to him in the works, and every-

thing possible was done to make it hot for him. Continuing,

counsel said Mr. Bloxam did all in his power to goad plaintiff into

resigning his position, but without success. In June, 1915, a joint

Sub-Committee was appointed, and they reoommended that there

was no use in proceeding further with the reorganisation of the

electricity department unless Mr. Bloxam was asked to resign.

When the Sub-Committee's report came before the Corporation

that body, by a majority of one, ignored the recommendation.

On July 15th a turbo-dynamo burst and it was a mercy that the

whole place was not blown up. On August 22nd a serious fire

broke out at the station, and Mr. Bloxam tried to make plaintiff

responsible for it, but a Board of Trade inquiry showed that it was
due to an escape of gas from coal—a sort of spontaneous combustion

that had been going on for some time, and that Mr. Farrell was in

no way responsible for it. On October 29th defendant sent a

letter to plaintiff, in which he said he reluctantly came to the

conclusion that it would not be in the interests of the department

to retain Farrell's services, and he asked him to vacate his posi-

tion on the 6th prox. That letter went before the Electricity

Committee on November 3rd, and, without making the slightest

inquiry from Farrell, without communicating with him in any

way, they confirmed the dismissal. The slanders complained of
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were alleged to have been spoken immediately after the plaintiff

had received his notice of dismissal.

Plaintipp was called and gave evidence in the course of

whioh he said that his evidence at the inquiry was unfavourable
to the management. The chairman of the Committee asked him
to prepare a report with reference to extensions to the power
house, and as to the adequacy of the transforming plant at the
Bub-station. He prepared it. He asked a firm of engineers for

some particulars, and when their reply came into Mr. Bloxam's
hands, he said to witness, " What have the reports of the ( lommittee
got to do with you / You attend to your own work." Later Mr.
Iiloxam reported him for insubordination. At the Committee
meeting the chairman told witness it was none of his business

to get out reports ; it was liloxam's duty. Subsequently he
apologised to Mr. Bloxam. After the committee meeting, Mr.
Bloxam sent for him and told him not to leave the station, night
or day. Witness could not get out for luncheon for three days,

but after that the old regulations prevailed. Evidence was then
given by the plaintiff as to the defendant directing him to remove
the contents of his workshop from the residence as eoon as possible.

The lathe was a small thing, and had been in the shop for seven
years to the knowledge of Mr. Bloxam. It in no way interfered

with the working of the place. Witness denied that the bursting

of the turbine dynamo had anything to do with the working of

the electrical side of the establishment for which he was respon-

sible. The fire was due to spontaneous combustion in the coal

bunker. In both cases Mr. Bloxam endeavoured to put the blame
on witness and his department.
On March 23rd plaintiff continued his evidence. Mr. J. A. Duff,

a member of the City Council, and Alderman .1. Tyrrell, who was
chairman of the tramways and electricity at the time in question
gave evidence, and at the conclusion of the plaintiff's case, Mr.
Henry, K.C., for the defendant, asked his Lordship to rule that the

alleged slander was spoken on a privileged occasion, and also that

there was no evidence of actual malice. His Lordship ruled that

the words were spoken on a privileged occasion, but refused to

rule on the question of malice. Mr. Henry then opened the case

for the defence, and on the following day Mr. Bloxam gave
evidence. The judge having put a number of questions to

defendant, the Court rOBe for the day.

In summing up on the 25th inst., the judge said that the
plaintiff asked the jury to say that his reputation had been
maliciously attaoked, and that he must suffer bitterly if he did not
put himself right with the public. The reputation of the defendant
was also at stake, and the Belfast Corporation was also involved.

The big question of the case was : did Mr. Bloxam make hiB report

about Mr. Farrell to Alderman Tyrell and Councillor Duff merely
to benefit the electrical department, or was there any other motive
in his mind 1 Before the time of the inquiry there did not seem
to be anything strikingly unpleasant in the relations of the parties.

Plaintiff, who gave a good deal of evidence at the inquiry, was a
man who evidently thought a good deal of himself. He had been
asked to make a report, and for that purpose had applied to Messrs.

Baboook & Wilcox. The reply went to Mr. Bloxam, who asked
Mr. Farrell for an explanation, and acoording to plaintiff Mr.
Bloxam shook his fist at him. Proceeding, his Lordship said the

gravamen of the charge was the accusation by Bloxam to Alder-

man Tyrell and Councillor Duff that Farrell was a danger to the
station.

The questions submitted to the jury, with their answers, were as

follows :

—

1. Did the defendant speak the words complained of .'—Yes.

2. Did he speak them honestly believing the same to be true 7

—

No.
3. Do the said words mean that the plaintiff had been guilty of

gross misconduct and negligence in the discharge of his official

duties, and was incompetent and unfit to be superintendent of the
electrical station, and was deliberately interfering with the har-
monious working of the said Belfast electrical station /—Yes.

4. Were the words spoken maliciously '.'—Yes.

5. What damages, if any, should the plaintiff be paid '—£500.

A verdict for the plaintiff was entered accordiogly.

Freeman r. Edwards Bros.

In the King's Bench Division, on Monday (March 27th), Mr.
Justice Shearman heard the settlement of this action, in which
the plaintiff claimed damages for alleged Blander. Mr. Harold
Simmons, for the plaintiff, said that the action had been settled.

Plaintiff answered an advertisement and saw a man named Davis,

who offered him a situation provided he deposited £25. A business

in electrical fittings was opened at KentiehTown, and Mr. Freeman
was appointed manager at £2 5s. a week. Davis was an agent for

the defendants for the supply of electrioal appliance?, and the
business, as far as counsel knew, was really carried on by means of

deposits from other people. Davis gave orders to the defendants
in the name of the plaintiff, and when plaintiff's salary became in

arrears Davis persuaded him to purchase the business, most of the
purchase price being the arrears of salary and plaintiff's deposit.

In April, 1915, the defendants wrote to Mr. Freeman for payment
of the debt for appliances ordered by Davis, whioh plaintiff,

naturally, repudiated, and correspondence ensued in which it was
suggested that the plaintiff had improperly obtained the goods.

However, since then they had realised the position in which the
plaintiff was when the goods were ordered, and they now desired

to withdraw all imputations against the plaintiff. The record

would be withdrawn, eaoh party to pay their own costs.

Counsel for the defendants agreed to the settlement, remarking
that when they wrote the letters they believed what they
said was correct. Since then they had realised that they had been
wrong.

His Lordship allowed the settlement to be recorded, and said he
thought the difficulty arose through a misapprehension.

German Telephone Co.'s Contracts Dissolvf.d.

In the King's Bench Division, on Monday, Mr. Justice Bray heard
an action brought by the Lancashire and Yorkshire Private Tele-

phone Co., Ltd.. who carry on business at i.iueen Street, Albert
Square, Manchester, against the Telephon and Telegraphenbau
Gesellsohaft G.m.b.H. and Mr. H. Fuld. of Frankfort-on-Main.
Germany, asking that the Court should grant declarations to the
effect that certain agreements between the plaintiffs and the
defendants were determined by the outbreak of the war.
For the plaintiffs Mr. Disturnal, K.C., and Mr. Green appeared,

and the defendants did not enter an appearance.
Mr. Green, in opening the case, said that the defendants were

manufacturers of an apparatus for telephonic . immunisation in

works and offioee, and before the war broke out they secured the
formation in this country of companies to acquire from them, and
let out on hire in different parts of the United Kingdom, the
apparatus and accessories. The plaintiff company was a body
incorporated for the installation of private telephones, and in 1910
it entered into agreements with the defendants to deal with the
defendants' apparatus within a specified area for a period of 35

years, and to pay the defendants a royalty. In consequence of the
war it was altogether impossible to carry out the contracts, and
the plaintiff company asked for a declaration that the contracts

had been determined by the war.
Mr. Fredk. Thos. Jackson, managing director of the plaintiff

company, deposed that he had disclosed to the Public Trustee Mr.
Fuld's interest in the company, and the amount due to the
defendant company for instruments supplied. The plaintiff com-
pany had hired out a number of instruments, and, in order to keep
them in working order, it was necessary to have spare parts. It was
impossible to get these from Germany, and, therefore, in order to

carry on their business, the plaintiff company must have power to

enter into contracts with firms in England.
Mr. Justice Bray : Is that one of the things that this agree-

ment prohibits you from doing 1

The Witness : Yes.

Mr. Justice Bray made the declarations asked for.

There was a second case, in which the I.T.C., Ltd., proceeded
against the Telephon and Telegraphenbau Gesellechaft G.m.b.H.
and Mr. Hugo Mayer, asking for declarations of a similar character.

The case had relation to similar agreements, and in this instance it

was intimated that the area covered by the agreement was London
and practically the whole of the South of England.

His Lordship made similar declarations.

A third case was brought by the New Fystem Private Telephone
Co., Ltd., against the Deutsch Privat Telephon Gesellsohaft, and
similar declarations were also made.

THE PRODUCTION OF CONSTANT HIGH

POTENTIAL WITH MODERATE POWER
OUTPUT.

An article on the above subject, by Mr. A. W. Hull, appeared
in a recent issue of the General Electric Review, of which
the following is an abstract:—

CJp to the present time only two methods have been avail-

able for the production of constant high potential, viz.. the

electrostatic induction machine, and the combination of a

large number of low-voltage n.c. generators in series.

The electrostatic induction machine was invented .simul-

taneously by Holtz and Toeplei in 1865. Machines have been
built, having 20 movable and '20 stationary disks, which can
generate as much as 80 milliamperes. But surface leakage

becomes so great at about 50,000 volts that it is usually impos-

sible to exceed this voltage.

Some recent machines with special composition plates will

give 1 milliamperes at voltages of nearly 100,000, and can

deliver a little current even at 150,000 volts. The chief limita-

tion of such machines, besides their small power, is that the

voltage is not constant, but builds up indefinitely until

limited by spark-over or brush discharge.

The combination of D.c. generators in series is used in a

leu power installations where long-distance or underground
transmission is necessaryj and its chief disadvantage is thai

tin generators musl be mounted on insulated beds and driven

with insulating belts or shafts.

Recent developments in the field of electric conduction

through vacuum, and especially the development and exten-

sive use of high power X-ray tubes, have created a consider-

able demand Eoi 8 ourcel of power that will furnish from
] to 50 KW. at voltages between 10,000 and 200,000. The
apparatus to be described was not designed to meet this

general demand, but as an accessory to a definite investigation

on X-ray spectra. It has, however, proved eo satisfactory as
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ffo recommend itself for quite general use where constant
high voltage of a few kilowatts' power is needed.
The method used was the rectification by kenotrons of

high-tension alternating current, this rectified current being
used to feed a high-voltage condenser of such capacity that

^/OOMOVoltsOcA

High Vo/toge H/fti l/o/tage

Pig. 1. Pig. 2.

Diagrams of Connections for the Production of
High-voltage Direct Current.

ic can supply the desired current during the part of each
cycle when it is receiving nothing without having its voltage

drop more than a, small specified amount. In the present
ease the capacity used was much smaller than that necessary
to keep the voltage fluctuations within the desired range, and
these fluctuations, which were about 25 per cent, for full load.

shown in fig.
_ 1, without appreciably distorting the voltage

wave, and it gives a very convenient means of voltage control,
viz., by varying the capacity it is possible to vary the voltage
over the entire range from 40,000 to 100,000 volts. This is the
method of control used.
The kenotron has already been described in the Electrical

Review.* It consists of a hot-filament cathode and a metal
anode, generally tungsten or molybdenum, which is so thor-
oughly freed from gas by intense heating during evacuation
that no gas phenomena ever appear, even at 100,000 volts.

Under these conditions the conductivity of the tube is entirely
unidirectional, the current being carried only by (he electrons
emitted by the hot filament.

Fig. 5.—Upper Curve : a.c. Voltage (Base Line BO.
Lower Curve : Rectified Current (Base Line B2).

Pigs. 3 and 4 show the types of kenotron, and fig. 5 shows
the completeness of the rectification. On the positive half
of the cycle the current and voltage follow the a.c. wave,
the voltage drop in the kenotron being only 200 or 300 volts.

On the negative half the current is zero, and the voltage drop
in the kenotron is the full voltage of the a.c. wave.

It is evident from the manner of operation of the kenotron
that it has two advantages over other types of high-voltage
rectifier, which make it especially adapted to the production
of constant potential :

—
1. It allows current to flow in only one direction, whatever

the voltage may be. Hence, if used to charge a condense] 1

it will feed current into the condenser whenever the a.c. volt-

age is higher than that of the condenser, but will never take
back anything it has given. A mechanical rectifier, on the

other hand, is just as likely to discharge the condenser as to

charge it. unless the timing is exactlj light.

Fig. 4. t

Figs. 3 & 4.

—

Standard Kenotrons for Rectifying 20,000-volt
and 100.000-voLT Alternating Current.

Fig. 6, -diagr4m showing aerangement
of Condensers.

were damped out by the use of another small condenser of the
same size and a small choking coil. The arrangement is shown
in fig. 1. Single-phase alternating current of 2,000 cycles at
L50 vi'lts is stepped up to the desired voltage by a trans-
former t, rectified by kenotrons Ki and k2 and smoothed out
by the condensers Ci and c-> (0.001 microfarad capacity each)
and inductance Lj and l2 (about 200 henrys each). The volt-
age is measured by an ordinary voltmeter v in series with a
10-megohm resistance.

By this means it was possible to supply 5 kw. at any volt-
age between 10,000 and 100,000 volts with a voltage fluctuation
of less than 1 per cent. This output could, if desired, be more
than quadrupled by the use of 4 kenotrons instead of 2, and
still further increased by the use of three-phase alternating
current.

The generator is of the " dynamotor" type, designed for a
10-kw. single-phase 2,000-cycle output, and operates on a 440-
volt, three-phase, 60-cycle line. It can be built equally well
to operate on any voltage, a.c. or D.c.

The transformer is built for 75 kv. r.m.s. It has an air
gap in the magnetic circuit, and when untuned takes 75
amperes magnetising current. By the use of 50 microfarads
capacity across the primary this is reduced to about 3 amperes.
This use of an open circuit transformer makes it possible

to use only one-half of each wave, as in the arrangement

2. Being free from all lag, such as is inherent in a gas
rectifier, and having no moving parts, it operates equally well

at all frequencies. This is very important, as it allows the

use of a high-frequency generator which greatly reduces the

amount of capacity that has to be used. For example, in

order to obtain from 60 cycles the same power with the same
constancy as that given by the' 2,000-cycle outfit, viz., 5 kw.
with $ per cent, fluctuation, it would be necessary to use a
capacity of 0.35 microfarad, nearly 200 times the amount
necessary for 2,000 cycles, and this would cost, at present

prices, $35,000.
Since no satisfactory high-voltage condensers are on the

market, it was necessary to use a number of low-voltage con-
densers in series. When series condensers are used on A.c.

there is no tendency for the voltage to become unequally
divided between them. With d.c, on the other hand, unless

the leakage over each condenser is exactly the same, the

tendency would be for the voltage to become more and more
unequally divided between the condensers until, finally, one
would break down, the process being repeated until all broke
down.
To avoid this, each condenser was provided with a corona

gap, such that leakage over it would be larger compared with

•"The Kenotron Rectifier"; Elec. Rev.
p. '644.

May 7th, 1915,
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all other leakage at the rated voltage. The arrangement ia

shown in fig. 6. The condensers are of paraffin paper, rated
at 10,000 volte each, ten in series. The gaps are standard
sewing ni d i in. between points, and in order to

prevent injurj to the gape in case of spark over, each gap is

provided with a small resistance R in series with it. The best

evidence of the effectiveness of this arrangement is that it

bas been in operation eight hours a day for eight months,
often ai 10 pel cent, above rated voltage, without an accident.

U IIo.ikhi volte, i.e., 11,000 across each condenser, spark over
across the gaps occurs quite frequently, but is mild and harm-
less. U lim.oiNi volte, tor which the gape are set, it does not
occur.

\> regards inductance, the high-tension winding of a

(5,600/110-volt, 200-watl instrument transformer has proved
quite satisfactory as a high impedance. It is difficult to calcu-

late or to measure the effective impedance for a given fre-

quency under operating conditions, because the actual current
is an \.( '.. or, rather, a series of a.c. components, euper-
imposed upon a D.c, and the effective permeability of the
iron depends very much upon the degree of its saturation by
the D.c. component. The best measurements obtainable indi-

Pig. 7.—Full Line : 2,000-cycle a.c. Voltage. Dotted Line :

Rectified Voltage at Terminals of Condenser Ci (fig. 1).

cate th.it the inductance varies from 1,000 to 200 henrys.
The 10-megohm resistance consists of 1,000 voltmeter spools,
10,000 ohms each, in series. They are mounted 1 in. apart
on lattices of I in. by J in. hard wood, 100 to each lattice,

and the lattices are spaced 3 in. apart vertically above each
other. The whole unit is immersed in oil, but this would not
be necessary where more space is available.
The kenoti'on is a device of low resistance, 1,000 ohms, for

current in one direction and infinite resistance for current in
the other direction, and is entirely free from the lag and
" breakdown" necessary^ to the starting of gas rectifiers.
The condenser c is a simple electric reservoir which absorbs

energy from the transformer, through the kenotrons, during
a small part of each cycle, and delivers it to the circuit at a
nearly constant rate during the remainder. Its operation can
best be understood from fig. 7, where the full curve repre-
sents the voltage at the transformer terminals, and the dotted
curve that at the terminals of Ci. At the point A, on the peak
of the a.c. wave, the condenser is charged to the full potential
of the transformer. Prom this time on, for nearly a whole
cycle, it receives nothing from the transformer, and its poten-

Fio. 8. Fio. 9.

Pig. 8.—Upper Curve : Constant Potential 50,000 volts at
Terminals of ca (Base Line Bi).

Lower Curve : 2,000-cycle Primary Voltage (Base Line B 2).

Pig. 9.—Upper Curve : Constant Potential 50,000 volts
(Base Line Bi).

Lower Curve: 2,000-cycle Primary Voltage (Base Line BO.

tial therefore falls at a given rate. At the point b the trans-
former voltage becomes higher than that of c , and current
again begins to flow through the kenotrons into Ci, charging
i: to the potential of the transformer at the point c, where
the process of discharge begins anew. In practical cases the
current is nearly constant.
In a given ease, if the total voltage is 100,000, in order to

reduce the fluctuation to 1 per cent., or 1,000 volte, one would
have to use 0.025 microfarad capacity, if the inductances Li
and L 2 (fig. 1) were omitted. The actual value Ci + c 2

that is needed with the inductance is only 0.002 microfarad,
which means a very great saving of expense, and demonstrates
the value of using inductance.
The maximum amplitude of the voltage fluctuation across

Ci is 25 per cent, at 100,000 volts and 50 milliamperes, and if

we take this as the amplitude of the 2,000-cycle component,
then the amplitude of this component at the terminals of C a
would be 1/64 of 25 per cent, or less than i per cent.
In like manner, the ratio of the amplitude of the second

harmonic, the 4,000-cycle component at the terminals of Ci

and o 2 respectively comes out to be 1/256; it is evident that
the higher harmonics need not be considered at all.

A word should be said about the effect oi inductance with-
out capacity in the position Ca It is often carelessly assumed
that inductance in a line will of itself absorb current fluctua-

tions. It is evident from the above reasoning that this is true
only when the load itself has a low impedance. For small
loads this is by no means the case, and for an X-ray tube of

the Coolidge type, in which the current is constant and in-

dependent of voltage, the impedance is infinite for all loads
and all frequencies. Hence, in this case, the use of induct-
ances Li and Lj without capacity, or some other low impe-
dance, in the. position C» would be entirely ineffectual.

The actual capacity used was Ci=c» =0.001, nearly twice
the amount necessary to reduce the fluctuations to 1 per cent.,

and the oscillograms -how that the fluctuations were actually

about J pel i
mi

.

If 60-cyele current were used instead of 2,000-cycle, the

capacitj necessary bo keep the fluctuations to i pei c< ni

would be, c=0.35 microfarad; Ci =0.19 microfarad ; o% =0.16
microfarad.

The constancy of the voltage obtained under different condi-
tions is shown by the oscillograms, which were taken with a
water resistance load in series with the oscillograph coil

across the line, the end of the line adjacent to the oscillograph
being earthed. For voltages above 50,000, where the end of

the line could not be earthed, two water tubes of nearly
equal resistance were used and the middle point between
them was grounded. Oscillograms were then taken on both
sides of the ground, in order to detect any asymmetry in the
form of a current to earth.

Fig. 8 shows the voltage obtained with the apparatus
arranged as in fig. 1, with a load of 50 milliamperes at 50,000
volts. The fluctuations scarcely show in the reproduction, but
on the negative they measure about i per cent. Fig. 9 shows
the results of using the two kenotrons in parallel, as in fig. 2,

thus rectifying both half waves of each cycle. The base line

for the D.c. potential was made coincident with that of the
primary wave. The film was run at high speed so as to

resolve the 4,000-cycle or higher frequency fluctuations if any
were present, but no fluctuations whatever can be seen, even
on the original negative. This increased smoothness produced
by rectifying both halves of the cycle, which means doubling
the frequency of the lowest A.c. component, was anticipated.

In the oscillograms the primary A.C. wave shows no trace of

distortion, even at maximum load, which is a strong advan-
tage of the open magnetic circuit type of transformer.
By the use of three-phase 2,000-cycle current and six keno-

trons it would be possible with present apparatus to furnish
100 kw. at 100 kv. with the same constancy as that of the
5-kw. installation described above, and there is every reason
to believe that this can be increased to 1,000 kw. in the near
future.

WAR ITEMS.

Lighting Prosecutions.—Mr. S. Pauls, the borough elec-

trical engineer of Middleton (Lanes.), was summoned at
the local police court last week for a breach of the lighting
restriction regulations. It was stated that shortly after
10 p.m. on March 6th, a constable saw light coming from
the electricity works right into the roadway. On proceeding
inside the works he saw nine electric lights on at full. There
was some brown paper on them, but they were not effectively

shaded. When the attention of the defendant was'drawn to
the matter, he told the officer that they had done their best,

and that they had expected blinds for the windows that dav,
but had been unable to get them. A fine of 7s. was imposed.
At Eccles last week, Ebenezer Beal, electrician, of Wel-

lington Road, was summoned for a breach of the lighting
restriction order. He stated that the only light in his
shop was in the centre, and after an early warning had
been given by the police another constable had told him it

was now all right. He complained that he need not have
been brought before the court if the present officer had in-

formed him that further reduction of the intensity or reflec-

tion was necessary. A fine of 5s. 6d. was imposed.
The " City Press " states that, at the Mansion House, for

contravening the Lighting Order by means of a business
advertisement lighted by electricity, Charles Brownhill, 84,

St. Paul's Churchyard, was fined 40s.

Companies to be Wound Up.—Further companies which
are to be wound up under orders of the Board of Trade
include the following:

—

United Berlin and Frankfort India-Rubber Co., Ltd., 11a.
Upper Thames Street, London, E.C manufacturers of india-
rubber goods, etc. Controller: P. D. Leake, 29, Abchurch
Lane, London, E.C.
Ship Carbons, Ltd., 5, Chancery Lane, London, E.C,

dealers in carbons for electric lamps. Controller: William
Hancock, 90-91, Queen Street, London, E.C.
Schoen Bros., 29-30, Cock Lane, Snow Hill, London,

E.C, agents for the supply of electrical goods. Controller:

J. W. Barratt, 19a, Coleman Street, London, E.C.
Fischer Ball and Bearings Co.. Carlton House, High

Street, Birmingham, manufacturers of ball bearings. Con-
troller: H. Heaton, 95, Col more Row, Birmingham.
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Exemption Applications.—At the Southwark Tribunal, on
Monday, Messrs. Burdette & Co., electrical and mechanical
engineers, applied for the absolute exemption of three elec-

trical improvers. The men had already been given ten
groups. Mr. Ferae, on behalf of the applicants, pointed
out that the Minister of Munitions had stated that men in

this trade should be kept in the country. The men were all

skilled or semi-skilled in electrical fitter's work. The appli-

cations were refused.
The Southport Tribunal, on March 24th, refused an appeal

by the Southport Tramways Co. on behalf of a tram driver.

It was urged that his was a certified occupation, and that
conditional exemption had already been granted to a drive;

who had since joined the Royal Engineers.
At the Sheppey Rural Tribunal, Mr. W. E. Charlton,

manager of the Sheerness and District Electric Power and
Traction Co., applied for exemption for one inspector and
three motor-'bus drivers. Short terms of exemption were
given to two drivers, but it was decided to take no action
with regard to the inspector and one of the married drivers,

as the groups to which they belong have not yet beeri called

up.

At the Hastings Tribunal an electrical and mechanical
engineer claimed on the ground that he was in a starred
trade. The application was refused, it being remarked thai

he must have been starred under a misconception.
At the Chester-le-Street Tribunal an electrical engineer,

of Birtley, applied for exemption on the ground that he was
in a certified occupation and that he was carrying out a
contract at munition works. At the beginning of the war
he had five men, but now only had a lad. Temporary ex-
emption to April 30th was granted.
At the Sunderland Tribunal a man, aged 19, asked for

temporary exemptio.n to enable him to pass his final exam-
ination three months' hence as a wireless telegraphist. The
case was adjourned for a week, so that it could be ascer-

tained what instructions had been issued by the Government
in regard to students of wireless telegraphy.
At the Gloucester Tribunal Mr. Corson supported claims

for the exemption of four electrical workers employed by the
Corporation. One of the claimants was exempt by reason
of his occupation, another was considered to be indispen-
sable and was given until September 30th. Of the other
two, one, a storekeeper, was given until September 30th,

and the other, a motorman, was given until April 15th.

At the Islington Tribunal a twenty-year-old student of

electrical engineering, studying at a college in Kensington,
asked for exemption. It was suggested that a young man
with the applicant's knowledge should place his services at
the disposal of the country, as other students had done. The
application was refused, and the young man then said that
he desired, under those circumstances, to be trained as an
officer of the Royal Engineers.

Before the Dover Tribunal the Deputy Borough Engineer
applied for YV. J. Marley, a driver of one of the electrical

scavenging vehicles. He was 20 years of age. Six months'
exemption was allowed.

At the Barrow Tribunal William Drysdale, electrical

engineer, made an anolication in respect of an electrical

wireman. The employer stated that he had lost 17 men since
war broke out, and if this one were taken, he would have
to close his establishment. He was engaged on Government
work. Temporary exemption was granted until July 1st.

At the Bexley Heath Tribunal Gilbert North, electrical

and mechanical engineer, managing director of the Dickin-
son Electrical Manufacturing Co., and foreman mechanic
applied for total exemption. Exemption was granted con-
ditional on applicant continuing to act as foreman mechanic.

Electrical Wages at the Pulitoff Works.—In regard to the

susp nsion of work at the Pulitoff works which, according
to Reuter, was discussed by the Duma with closed doors,
tin- Minister of War is reported as stating that on Februarv
7th the men in the electrotechnical workshops demanded
70 per cent, increase in wages. This was refused as exorbi-
tant, and a strike having broken out, the military authorities
closed the works, but having come to an understanding with
the electricians, they posted notices saying that men would
again be taken on. Work was then resumed. - Later,
trouble occurred in other departments, and. the works were
closed on March 7th and placed under the Ministry of War.
since when they have been idle.

Trading with the Enemy.—In the " London Gazette," foe

March 24th, there appear amended lists of persons ami
bodies of persons in the following countries with whom or

which trading is prohibited. Many additional names are
given, including a number of electrical firms:—Argentina
and Uruguay, Brazil, Ecuador. Peru, all countries in Cen-
tral and South America. Netherlands. Netherlands East
Indies, Philipoine Islands, Portugal, and Spain. These lists

are sent to H.M. representatives in the several countries,
and they will notify British Consular officers, to whom per-
sons abroad may apply for information as to the names on
the list.

Use of Electric Torches Forbidden.—Intimation has been
given by the Beverlev authorities that the indiscriminate
sale of electric torches and flash lamps is now forbidden,
and that no person may use them in the streets or open
countrv between sunset and sunrise. The penalty for in-
fringement of these restrictions is six months' imprisonment
or a fine of J100.

After=the=War Trade.—At the annual meeting of the Bir-
mingham Chamber of Commerce, to be held yesterday, the
following resolution was to be proposed by the Mavor:

—

" That this general meeting of the Birmingham Chamber
of Commerce stronglv urges upon his Majesty's Government
the necessity for their taking, in conjunction with the Gov-
ernments of his Majesty's Dominions, definite and immediate
steps for the purpose of fostering and safeguarding the com-
merce and industries and the natural and material resources
of the Empire, and preventing any possibility of a return to
pre-war conditions."

It is now announced that M. Bonar Law will attend the
Allied Economic Conference as well as Mr. Runciman.
A Coming Problem.—A matter of some interest to muni-

cipal bodies, who decided to keep open the situations of
employes who enlisted, was raised at a meeting of the Burv
Tramwavs Committee last week. The tramways manager
reported that men formerly employed in the tramways depart-
ment were now being discharged from the Army, and some
of them had been rendered unfit for their old duties. He was
unable to find sufficient light work for those discharged, and
asked for instructions on the matter. The Question was
remitted to the General Purposes Committee for considera-
tion.

Haslingden and its Contractors.—When a resolution was
introduced, at Haslim'den Town Council, on March 23rd,
asking that body to join in a resolution not to trade with
enemy firms, Councillor Waddington said the Council had
business with a well-known electrical firm whose capital was
largely German at present. Under the new Act they had
the privilege of clearing out the German element, however,
and if they did that it would become purely an English firm.
British controlled. If those steps were not taken. Hasling-
den Council ought to finish trading with them.
Tramways and Ministry of Munitions.—In response to the

application of the Bolton Tramwavs Committee, the Ministry
of Munitions has issued a certificate, declaring that the
supply of tramwav facilities is of importance for the purpose
of carrying on munitions work. This means that the depart-
ment and its employes are subject to the provisions of the
Munitions of War Acts in regard to leaving work and
strikes. A similar certificate has been issued to the South
Lancashire Tramwavs Co.

After=the=War Electrical Manufacturing in Russia.—The
A. E.G. works of Ri rta have been removed to Karkoff. Work
has already been begun there in rented premises, where
about 2,000 men are employed, all from Riga. When in full

work the number will be raised to 4,500. The company i;

planning to introduce, after the war, the oroduction on a

large scale of small electrotechnical eduinment. such as
before the war came from abroad, chiefly Germany.

Exports to China.—The " London Gazette "
fMarch 24th

>

contains a further list of persons and bodies to whom exports
to China may be consigne-d.

Controlled Establishments.- -The number of controlled
. stablishments has been increased to :?,337.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Catalogues and Lists.— Pritchett & Gold axd
Electrical Power Storage Co.. Ltd . 82. Victoria Strep*.

London, S.W —An expanding binder has been prepared containing
a number of recently issued pamphlets givini? fnll information
respecting the company's storage batteries for lighting and power.
B10 deals with the use of storage batteries in central stations and
factories ; B 11 gives notes on the capacity and effieienov of storage

batterieB : B12 gives a specification of cells, stands and fitting's

for batteries for lighting and power installations ; BIS is devoted
to accumulator accessories : B 14 relates to accumulators in p-lass

boxes : and B 15 to accumulators in wood boxes. Copies of these
publications can be obtained on application.

Messrs. Pooley & Austin, Westminster, S.W.—Folder giving
particulars of " Panda " elecfr'c pumping plant.

The British Thomson-Houston Co.. Ltd . Rugby.—Price lisr

No. 5.313, of eight poges, giv'ng in their usual form illustrated

particulars, dimensions, and prices of automatic control for electric

capstans and winches.

A French Amalgamation.—It is stated that the
Sicie>e des TVgfileries du Havre has deoided to amalgamate with
the Soc;e>e E'eorro-Metollnrg'nue de Eroges. The effect of the
combination will be to permit the former to obtain more easily the
supplies of aluminium which are needed, and of which the latter

is a large producer, whilst at the some time the electro-metal-

lurgical oomnany will be able to utiliso its power resources to a
greater extent. The capital of the Havre company is to be
inoreased.

Monometer Furnaces.

—

The Monometer Manufac-
TTJRINO Co.. Ltd.. of Birmingham.'are supplying their Monometer
patent furnsoes, melting furnaces, and hardening furnaces and heat
controllers for a large number of important factories in the
Provinces and in LoDdon that are engaged in the melting, &c, of
lead, Admiralty metal, aluminium, tin, zinc, &c.
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Cape Asbestos.

—

The Cape Asbestos Co., Ltd., whose
faotory, employing about 250 hands, is situated at Barking,

Essex, has been working day and night for some months
past. The oonapany, besides owning large Bine Asbestos mineB in

South Africa, possessess factories also in France and Italy, and thus

forms a link in the commercial " entente " between the three

countries. We are informed that 96 per oent. of the shares are

under British control, and Lady Wernher, one of the principal

shareholders, has demonstrated her loyalty to this oonntry by
subscribing for approximately £1,000,000 War Loan Stock.

Electrical Trade at Johannesburg;.—The Imperial

Trade correspondent at Johannesburg reports that electrioal

materials are being purchased as fast as they are being received in

Johannesburg.

Concerning Miscounts.—The references to this subject

which have been appearing in onr "correspondence" columns
have attracted the attention of Bales departments, with beneficial

effeots. We have received from Messrs. W. T. Henley's Telegraph
Works Co., Ltd., a booklet which is described as their answer to

the disousaion—we will not call it the indictment. The booklet

oontains. in convenient form, particulars of conductors as adopted
by the Engineering Standards Committee (V.R. insulation), and
net prices for taped and braided wires and cables and the Henley
wiring system, per mile and per yard, without any discounts,

though the successive discounts on whioh the net prices are based

are given in a footnote. Here is an excellent example, only slightly

marred by an intimation that all prices are subject to a certain

slight advance ; we commend it to the trade in general.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.—W. I). Birkett, factor

of electrioal goods, of Arnside, Windsor Avenue, Whitley
Bay, Northumberland.— At Newcastle-on-Tyne Bankruptcy
Court, on March 23rd, this bankrupt came up for

examination. The statement of affairs showed liabilities expeoted
to rank amounting to £294 and a deficiency of £175. In reply to

the Official Receiver (Mr. Chas. Woollett), the debtor stated that

he was engaged as a commercial traveller for about three years

prior to June, 1915, when he commenced business as a factor of

electrical goods under the style of the Northern Wholesale Elec-

trical Supply Co., in Whitley Bay, with capital amounting to £6.
He had also £20, which he borrowed from his wife and repaid to her.

He denied that he had represented to any one that he had capital

amounting to £250. Keen competition, and being unable to obtain
goods owing to the war, were the causes of his failure. The
hearing was adjourned.

Book Xotices.—" Science Abstracts." Vol. XIX,
Part 3. March 25th, 1916. Sections A and B. London : E. and
F. N. Spon, Ltd. Price Is. 6d. each.

" British Destiny." By Mr. D. N. Dunlop. London : The Path
Publishing Co. Price 3s. 6d. net.

Dissolutions and Liquidations.

—

Messrs. J. W.
Willoughby & E. Wilcox, electrical engineers, of 44a, Trafford

Road, Salford.—Messrs. J. W. Willoughby and E. Wilcox have dis-

solved partnership. All debts, kc, respecting the electrical business
will be attended to by Mr. Wilcox, who is continuing in business as
Edward Wilcox & Co., electrical and mechanical engineers and
contractors, at Central Buildings, Trafford Road, Salford.
Parana Power Syndicate, Ltd.—A meeting is to be held on

May 3rd, at 1, Cornhill. E.C., to hear an account of the winding
up from the liquidator, Mr. L. Maltby.
Messrs. Alfred Graham & Co., St. Andrew's Works, Crofton

Park, and Kilmorie Works, Forest Hill, London, electrical engi-

neers.—Messrs. A. Graham, J. A. L. Dearlove, and E. A. Graham
have dissolved partnership. The Messrs. Graham will attend to

debts, &c, and continue the business nnder the same title.

Adnil Electric Co., Ltd.—The report of the Official Receiver
in this matter has been issued to the creditors and shareholders,
and will be referred to in our next issue.

Trade Announcements. — The Electrical Engi-
neering and Equipment Co., Ltd., of New Oxford Street, W.C.,
announce that their stores will be closed for stocktaking from
April 1st to 7th.

The Keighley Gas and Oil Engine Co., Ltd., have removed
to Imperial House, Kingsway, London, W.C.
We are informed that on the 22nd inst. Mr. Handel Booth,

M.P., took over the sole management of Messrs. W. B. Haigh,
Gruban & Co., Ltd., of Oldham. Mr. J. Gruban placed his
resignation in the hands of the directors, and ceased all connection
with the company.

For Sale.—As announced in our advertisement pages
to-day, Messrs. Fuller, Horsey, Sons & Cassell are offering for sale
by tender, in one lot, the assets of the Float Electric Co., Ltd.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Aberdeen.—The Electricity Committee reports that the
number of units generated during February amounted to 1.373,750,

.
an. increase .of 2,65, 130.- units- over the amount generated for
February last year. The increase was the largest for any month
during the last 2} years.

The Committee has decided to meet the directors of the Great
North of Scotland and the Caledonian Railways in connection with
the oharge for the supply of electricity.

Abertillery.

—

Price Increase.—The District Council
has decided to increase the price of electricity by id. per unit. It

was reported that there would be a deficit of £2,303 on the elec-

tricity undertaking for the year.

Australia.— The carrying out of the Wollongong
(N.S.W.) electric lighting scheme has been deferred ; the average
price tendered amounted to nearly £9,000, which was about £3,000
in excess of the consulting engineer's estimate. A modified scheme
has now been suggested, and the matter has been referred back to

the Lighting Committee for further report.

The inauguration of the electric lighting scheme for the muni-
cipality of Coonamble took place recently. The installation

will provide 9,750 c.p., at an annual cost of £442. The cost

of the installation is estimated at between £7,000 and £8,000.
The formal inauguration of the Doncaster (Vic.) electrio light-

ing scheme took place last month. The scheme has been installed

at a cost of £1,750, and an extension is now being carried out to

Doncaster East, at an estimated cost of £1,000. The local Council
has been guaranteed against loss on the scheme for a period of five

years by a Committee of ratepayers. About 60 houses have already
been connected with the mains, and others are wired in readiness

for connection.

—

Melbourne Age.
The electric lighting scheme for the Blue Mountains (N.S.W.)

towns of Lawson, Wentworth Falls, and Springwood has been
deferred pending the passing of the new Local Government Bill

and the conclusion of the war.
The Melbourne City Council has been notified that the 5,500-KW.

turbo-generator on order from the British Westinghouee Co. has
been requisitioned by the British Government ; as the growth of

the demand next winter is likely to be less than originally

estimated, the Electric Supply Committee does not anticipate that
the non-delivery will cause any Berious difficulty.

—

Tenders,

Aylesbury.

—

Price Increase.—The TJ.D.C. has in-

creased the price of current for lighting by 10 per cent., and for

power by id. per unit.

Birmingham.—The Electric Supply Committee h*s had
under consideration the operation of the coal clause in agreements
with h.t. consumers. Messrs. Cadbury have intimated that
although their agreement does not include the coal clause, they
are willing to pay for current at the rates in force under the new
agreements, and the Committee hopes the example will be followed
by other h.t. consumers. As regards the effect of the shortage in

coal supply, the Committee has been able to maintain the output,

and is hopeful that, with the advance of spring, its difficulties will

be overcome.

—

Birmingham Daily Post.

Bispham.

—

Street Lighting.—Instead of paying the

Electricity Committee £400 per annum for current for street

lighting purposes, the Highways Committee has decided to pay for

current for public lighting, at the rate of 2 Id. per unit. It was
stated that there had been little public lighting for the last two
years, and the fresh arrangement was much more satisfactory

than the old one.

Blackpool.—Despite lighting restrictions, the supply of

electricity for private lighting during February increased by 11,736

units, which was practically counteracted by a drop of 11,408 units

for public lighting. However, increased traction supply amounted
to 28,432 units. For the last 11 months there has been a decrease

of 293,ii58 units sold, as compared with the same period of 1911-15.

Bo'ness.—Plans of a proposed addition to the generating
station at the distillery of .lames Calder & Co., Ltd., have been
approved by the Dean of Guild Court. The addition is estimated

to cost £6,000.

Canada.—The new Hydro-Electric Commission has been
appointed for the city of Ottawa, in terms of the new Act passed

at the last session of the Ontario legislature. It consists of James
A. Ellis, appointed by the city, with the Mayor ex officio, and an
appointee of the Ontario Hydro-Electrical Commission.
The big wheat crop in the West and the splendid prices received,

and the possibilities of a bigger crop and even better prices this

year, is begetting confidence, so much so, that many of the
Western towns which have allowed public utilities to remain in

statu quo in the last three years, are taking steps this season, to

extend and improve the various municipal electrical plants.

Chatham.

—

Price Increase.—The Kent Electric Power
Co. has further advanced the price of energy by 13^ per cent., as

from April 1st. Reduced rates for special supplies and discounts

have been withdrawn, and a revised scale of charges has been
fixed for apparatus on hire.

Chelmsford.—E.L. Charges.—The Electric Supply
Corporation has informed consumers of electricity that, from the

end of the Maroh quarter, a minimum charge will be made for

electricity of 8s. ljd. per quarter for any quantity up to 16 units

(for cash payments this will be reduced to 7s. 6d.). After the first

15 units the oharge will be tHd. per unit, less id. cash discount.

Chile.—Permission has been granted to- the Chile
Exploration Co. (a United States syndicate) to inBtall a 5,000-volt

overhead transmission line from Chuquicamata to El Banco, and
to the San Salvador station of the Antofagasta-Bolivia Railway,
covering a distance of about 5J miles.

—

Board of Trade Gazette.

Crayford.

—

Street Lighting.—The P.C. has approved
a draft agreement with the West Kent Electric Co. for public

lighting at the new estates opened out in the parish,
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Clilden (Co. Galway).—At a recent meeting of the
District Council it was stated that £300 expanses had already been
incurred in connection with the electric lighting scheme lor the
town, and the Clerk was instrncted to furnish details to the L.G.B.,

as requested by it.

Continental. — Switzerland. — The distinction of

utilising- the highest fall of water (1,640 metres) in a hydroelectric
works in Switzerland now belongs to the Usine de Fully, recently
completed

; the highest previous cases were the plant at Orlu, in

the Eastern Pyrenees, with a fall of 925 metres, and the Vouvry
Usine in Canton Valais, 917 metres. The installation has baen
carried out for the Societe d'Electrochimie, of Paris, from the plans
of M. A. Boucher, to whom wag due the design of the other two
works. The plant includes 3,000-h.p. turbines built by Messrs.
Picard-Pictet, the high-pressure pipes feeding the turbines having
a total length of 4,625 metreB.

Dartford.—Price Increase.—The U.D.C. has decided
to increase the charges for current as from April 1st, by 20 per
cent.

Darling ton.—Year's Working.—The Electricity and
Light Railways Committee recently reported an increase of £2,300
in the revenue of the electricity undertaking. Revenue from the
supply of eleotricity for lighting was almost the same as in the
preceding year, but there was an increase of £H,0i>0 in the amount
received for the supply of power. The increased cost of fuel and
the increase in rates and working expenses generally amounted to

about £4,000, and the profits are about £2,000 less than antici-

pated. It was decided that the available profits should be placed
to a reserve fund. Last year £3,000 was transferred from the
electricity undertaking for rate relief.

Dumfries.—The Sanquhar and Kirkonnel Collieries,

Ltd., are extending their operations, and constructing a haulage
road and new screening plant, both of which are to be electrically
operated.

Dundee.— Gas Works Power Plant. — The gas
manager recently reported to his Committee that the cost of
running the electric plant at the gas works entirely by their own
generating plant for 12 months would amount to £152 ; as com-
pared with this, the cost for running with the public electric

supply, allowing for a weekly run of the gas works plant as stand-by,
amounts to £78 per annum.

Edinburgh.—Plant Extension.—The T.O. has adopted
the recommendation of the Electric Lighting Committee for addi-
tional expenditure on the McDonald Road station, amounting to

£11,000. The Council has agreed to the acceptance of estimates
for the building and steelwork of the new generating station at
Portobello, amounting to £30,570.

Halifax.—Rate Relief.—The chairman of the Finance
Committee, in moving the adoption of the estimates for the next
12 months, and the levying of a total rate of 10s. 4d. in the £,
stated that the profit from the Corporation electricity works was
£14,355, and from the tramways £14,014, which, with the profit

from the gas department, represented 9'03 per cent, on the gross
capital expenditure.

Haslingden.—Bulk Supply.—The Council has been
informed that the Accrington Corporation, which is under agree-
ment to supply the Council with electricity in bulk, has now
agreed to Hailingden obtaining a supplementary supply from
the Rawtenstall Corporation. Terms have been arranged which
will be no higher than those charged by Accrington.

High Wycombe.—Street Lighting.—With reference
to the dispute regarding the public lighting contract between the
U.D C. and the Electricity Co., the former body has decided to let

the matter stand over pending the result of the appeal in the case
of the Leiston Gas Co. and the Lei9ton TJ.D.C, it being made clear
that the Council will not be bound by the result. The company
had asked for payment of £ 100 per quarter for standing charges,
15s. per lamp per quarter for lamps used, and the existing contract
to be extended for the period of restricted lighting.

Ipswich.—New Plant.—The T.C. has adopted the
recommendation of the Electricity Committee to install an induced
draught fan in connection with the boiler plant at the electricity

works, at a cost of £850.

Itchen.—Prov. Order.—The Council has decided to
apply to the Board of Trade for an extension of the period for the
electric lighting order, until three years after the termination of
the war.

Leyton.—Price Increase.—The Electricity Committee
reoommends that the charges for electricity be increased as
follows:—An addition of is per cent, upon the amount of each
quarterly account for private lighting, power and heat ; an addi-
tion of 5 per cent, upon the amount for public lighting and 5 per
cent, upon the amount for current supplied to the tramways. The
Committee pointed out that of the total of 3,400 consumers, there
were 2,320 quarterly accounts, the annual income from which was
under £5 each ; if the average were taken at £2 10s., the 15 per
cent, increase would only represent the meter rent, which was
abolished in 1910.

London.—Woolwich.—The Finance Committee of the
B.C. disagrees with the suggestion of the Treasury that the expen-
diture of £3,290 to cover capital expenditure on mains, trans-

formers, &c, should be met from the rates, having regard to the

heavy charges which have already fallen on the rates in connection
with the undertaking. Application is to be made to the L.C.C.

for sanction to borrow £24,785 for a 3,750-KW. turbo-alternator

with boiler, switchgear and accessories ; £2,330 for transformer
plant, switchgear, &c, and £385 for mainB.

ltipon,—E.L. Schemes.—The Northern Counties Elec-
tricity Supply Co. has informed the T.C. that it cannot, under
present circumstances, consider the establishment of an E.L. scheme
for Ripon ; the Harrogate Corporation has replied to the same
effect. The Electricity Committee, therefore, considers that no
useful purpose can be served by extending negotiations for the
present.

Southampton. — Price Increase.— The Electricity

Committee recommends the Corporation to increase the charges for

lighting, power and heat by 10 per cent, from Midsummer next,

and that the increased charges in respect of the tramways com-
mence as from April 1st.

Stratford-on-A\on. — Electricity Prices. — The
Electricity Co. has approached the T.C. for permission to increase

the charges for lighting from 5d. to 6d. per unit, and the matter
has been referred to a Special Committee for report.

Tasmania.—Mr. C. T. Milne. H.M. Trade Commissioner
for Australia, reports that while in Tasmania at the end of laet

year he had an interview with the general manager of the Tas-

manian Government hydro-electric department with reference to

the scheme which is now in process of realisation. This scheme
has in view the utilisation of water power derived from the Great
Lake and its conversion into electrical power for distribution at

Hobart and throughout the Island. It is expected that at least

26,000 actual h.p. at the turbine shafts could be generated for 12

hours per day or 39,000 actual h.p. for eight hours per day, and
it is believed that this can be increased eventually to 70,000 H P.

Owing to the difficulty in obtaining delivery of certain parts of

the machinery, the completion of the installation (which has cost

about £350,000) has been delayed, but the general manager stated

that he fully expected that the work would be completed this

month (March) or early in April.

West Ham.—The Corporation has been recommended
to apply for sanction to the borrowing of the following amounts
for electricity purposes :—Mains, £3,000 ; transformers, £5,000 ;

oables, &o., £11,000 ; linking up connections, £4,500 ;
generating

station, £3,275. It is proposed to defray the item of £1,000 for

electricity meters direct out of revenue. The Corporation is also

recommended to adopt a coal clause in connection with the supply

of current to the tramways department, the rate of payment for

which was fixed in 1913, when the price of coal was lis. 6d. per

ton, at '75d. per unit. The clause will operate as and from
November 1st last. In view of the results of the working of the

undertaking for the nine months ending December 31st last, the

borough treasurer reports that he has agreed with the engineer

(for the purposes of fixing the district rate) a figure of £16,000 aa

the estimated deficiency for the year, in addition to a further

£4,300 for the allowances to men on active service.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

Australia.—The Victorian Railways Department has

appointed an " Economy Board," and in several directions there is

to be a heavy curtailment of expenditure. The electrification

scheme iB to be restricted, and various other works are to be held

over.

Blackpool.—Traffic Returns.—From April 1st of

last year to March 16th of this year the tramway receipts have

amounted to £77,506, an increase of £3,253, by comparison with

the similar period of the previous financial year.

The Tramways Committee has had under consideration the

question of renewing the lease of Dickson Road tramway to the

Blackpool and Fleetwood Tramroad Co., and also the lease to Black-

pool and Lytham Tramways Committee. There was a feeling in

favour of the Corporation working all the sect ions within theborough

.

When the present leases expire, two or three years hence, the pro-

babilities are that the Corporation will introduce a service of

through cars, though it does not follow that outside tramway
undertakings will be prohibited from entering the borough.

Continental.—Russia.—Electric Railway Schemes.
—Two eleotric railways were approved in 1914 by the Russian

Government—namely, the Petrograd Northern Electric Railways

Co., promoted by O. N. Herding, and the Petrograd Electric

Auxiliary Lines, promoted by F. A. Lipsky. Permission to form
companies was granted on condition that at leaBt 50 per cent, of

the Bhare capital should be paid up not later than a year there-

after, but, owing to the war, this condition could not be fulfilled,

consequently the promoters have approached the Government,
asking for an extension of time. The Minister of Finance

and the Minister of Communication have signified their willing-

ness to grant this, and the condition is to take effect one

year after the ratification of peace between Russia and her present

enemies. The approved extension now goeB before the second

department of the Imperial Council for confirmation,
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Darlington. — Year's Wobking. — The Corporation

tramways show an increaaeof revenue of about £1,000, but the work-
ing expenses have inoreaaed by £500, and special items account for

another £500. The deficiency on the year's working is £1,000,
as compared with £1,900 in the previous year.

London.

—

The L.C.C. has applied to the B. of T.
to extend the time for the oonBtruotion of the junction line to

connect the existing tramways in Mitcham Road with those in

Southoroft Road.
A tramway accident, which waa fortunately unattended by

serious results, occurred on the Southern L C.C. tramways on
Monday, when a car ascending Dog Kennel Hill, East Dulwich,
for some reason ran backwards, leaving the track at the bottom,

and after passing through a fence came to a stand in an adjoin-

ing field. No glass was broken, though the front of the oar waa

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.

Stanley. — Delayed Tramway Extensions.— The
U.D.C. has decided to lodge an objection with the B of T. against

the application of the Yorkshire (West Riding) Electric Tramways
for an extension of the period to March luth, 1918, for the com-
pletion of the lines as yet unconetructed, viz., Wakefield to Alver-
thorpe, a portion of line from Rothwell to Oulton, and a portion of

the Ardsley line.

West Ham.—It is proposed to defray the cost of doubling
the Connaught Road terminus track (£970), and making good the
carriageway of Backton Riad (£350), out of revenue.

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

Mian fie Cables.—The French Ministry of I'osts has
denied a (Isrman report that feven of the trans-Atlantic cables

had been destroyed, and that only two remained serviceable. The
situation, it ia declared, is normal, and communication between the
countriea of the Allies and Njrth America is being kept up regu-
larly by 16 cables, not nine.

Canada.—Telephone communication has been opened by
the Bell Telephone Co. between Montreal and Vancouver, a dist ince

of 4,227 miles, by way of the United States lines.
—

'/'. and T. Aae.

Italy.—In the seven years from 1907 to 1913 the
Italian State Telephone Administration has spent 23,000,000 lire

on the State telephone system. Of this sum, 13,600,000 lire

stands for imports from abroad. In another seven years, says

VElettrotecnica, a sum of 90,000 000 lire will be expended on like

objects, under the powers conferred by the CUlissano Law. British

and French manufacturers will have the opportunity to secure a
share in such future orders for material as the Italian Government
may be compelled to place abroad.

New Zealand. — According to an American Consular
report, durinar 1914 12 nw telephone exchanges were opened by
the Government in New Zsaland, and the number of exchange
connections increased by 4,816. A length of 2,136 miles of wire
was added to the telegraph and interurbtn telephone system, and
34,325 miles of wire to the telephone exchange local system. The
telephone service ia Auckland is rapidly being changed to the
'automatic system, the instruments for whish are coming from the
U.S.A.

Storm Interruptions. —The stormy weather of the

past week played havoc with the overhead telegraph and telephone
lines of the whole country, and the underground lines proved
invaluable, preventing the isolation of many towns The worst
effects were experienced in the Midlands and West of England, the
interruptions to communication being the worst for 30 years. The
telegraph linea along all the great railway systems suffered very
seveie'y, and many tra :ns were delayed for several hours owing to

the disorganisation of the signalling service. The damage was due
to the accumulation of snow on the wires and the prevalence of

exceptionally high winds.

Telegrams to the Forces.—The Postmaster-General
announces the provision of special facilities for week-end letter

telegrams to members of the British Forces in places abroad other
than France and Belgium.

1'nited States.—The report of the American Telephone
and Telegraph Co. for 1915 shows that the gross revenue of the
Bell system, not including the connected independent companies,
was 8239. 900,000, an increase of over $13,900,000 over 1914. After
allowing as nrovNion for depreciation ¥14,900,000, the available
surplus was 866,200,000, of which 918,100,000 was paid in interest
and 632,900,000 was paid in dividend?. The net permanent capital
obligatijns of the whole system outstanding in the hands of the
pnblic amount to $736 156,756, although the telephone plantp
stood on the b loks on December 3lst at $880,066,520 and their
appraisal value is ov^r $(il,000 000 in excess of the book value. It

is estimated that $57,000,000 will be spent in plant additions
during the current year.— T. and J. \ij,\

Wireless Telephony.—According to the Revue Else-
Irique, the American Telephone and Telegraph Co. has reoently
succeeded in establishing telephonic communication, by means of
Hertzian waves, between Seattle and Yokohama, a distance of 7,800
kilometres,

Australia.—Sydney.—May 1st. Two 300-kw. turbo-

alternators, condensers, switchboard, &0„ for the pnmping station

at Ryde, for the Metropolitan Board of Water Supply and Sewerage
at Sydney. *

May 3rd. N.S.W. Railways and Tramways Department. One
2,500-KW. turbo-alternator, for Zara Street, Newcastle, power
house. Specifications (20s.) from the Engineer's office, 61, Hunter

' Street, Sydney.*
May 21th. N.S W. Government Railways and Tramways.

16/600-volt D.c. motors for tramway stores, Randwick.*

Melbourne. — April 11th. City Counoil. 533,000 arc lamp
carbona. Sse " Official Notices " March 25th.

April 18th. P.M.G. 8,500 fuses.*

April 26th. Victorian Government Railways. Car-lighting
material—cables, switches, fuses, &c*
May 10th. Victorian Government Railways. Motor-generator

set and accessories for battery-charging of baggage trucks.*

Tamworth (N.S.W.).—May let. Additional generating plant,

switchboard, mains, &o., in connection with the municipal
electricity undertaking. Specifications from Mr. V. G. Kable,

Town Clerk, Council Chambers.

Edinburgh.—April 3rd. Midlothian and Peebles Dis-

trict Asylum, Rosslynlee. Stores, including electrical fittings.

Forms from Clerk and Treasurer, 19, Heriot Row, Edinburgh.
April 1st. Corporation. Maintenance of telephone an! electric

bell installations : City Superintendent of Works. F.ngineers'

stores, electrical material : Resident Electrical Engineer.

I\ei»hle\.—April :ird. Concrete foundation work For

5,000 kw. turbo-alternator at Coney Lane electricity works. Mr.
H. Webber, Electricity Offices.

Manehester.— April 1st. Electricity Committee, (a)

Low-pressure water and exhaust steam pipes, valves and supports
;

(Ji) valves for circulating water pipes. Specifications from Mr.
F. E. Hughes, Secretary, Electricity Department.

Salford.—April 3rd. Concrete foundations for 5,000-KW.
turbi-alternator. Borough Electrioal Engineer.

Spain.—April 13th. The municipal authorities of Sin
Feliu de Guixols are inviting tenders for the concession for the
electric lighting of the town during an unnamed period.

May 19th. 60 years' electric tramway concession at Bilbao, to

connect the existing system with the Irala-Barri district. An
option on the concession is held by the Siciedad Tranvia Urbano de
Bilbao. The contract will probably be placed with a Spanish
conoern, but material will have to be purchased abroad.

—

B. of T.

Journal.
Tenders have lately been invited by ths municipal authorities of

Banolas (Prnvince of Gerona) for the concession for the electric

lighting of the town during a periol of five years.

Warrington.—April 11th. Electricity and Tramway
Committee. Motors and transformers. See "Official Notices"
to-day.

Specifications for the items marked * can be seea at the Board
of Trade Commercial Intelligence Branch in London.

CLOSED.

Australia.—The following contracts have been placed :

—

P.M.G. 's Department, N.8.W.
300 table-pattern common d.c. type telephones, 150 ditto wall sets, arid

50 portable telephones, £1,111.—James Paton & Co.
-100 automatic wall-pattern common-battery telephones, ±'1,095.—Automatic

Telephones (Aust.l, Ltd.
50 miles of twisted-pair conductor wire, A' 462.—James Patou & Co.
9,740 protectors with lightning arresters, ± i, 437.— British General Electric

Co., Ltd.
P.M.G.'s Department, Victoria.

240 common-battery wall-pattern telephones, ±657 ; 240 table-pattern ditto,

£720.—Automatio Telephones (Aust.), Ltd.
400,000 insulators, £6,260.—Commonwealth Art Pottery Co. Pty., Ltd.

Victorian Railways.

15-ton electrio crane with accessories, lor Bendigo goods traffic, £1,187.—
Babcook & Wilcox, Ltd.

Installation of automatic sprinklers and thermostats, i'4,314.—Worraald
Bros. —Tmdtn.

Sydney.—The Electric Lighting Committee recommends the

aocsptance of the following tenders .

—

High-tension cable testing outfit (Specification 4231 : Section A. ±495
,

Section B (alternative tender!, £621 . Section C, £785 ; Section D, £91.
—Aust. General Electro Co.

Weather-proof copper cable (Specification 425), £690.—B.I. & Helsby
Cables, Ltd.

With regard to the tenders received for the 33,000-volt outdoor
transformers and switchgear, the oity electrical engineer reports

that conditions have somewhat altered since he made his recom-
mendations, and it is now improbable that the Council will require

during the next two months any additional 33,000-volt trans-

formers and switchgear. He recommends that the firms who have
tendered be informed that the Council does not propose to accept

any tendor at present.

—

Tender .
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London.

—

Battersea and Islington.—These Borough
Councils have placed contracts for meters for the ensuing: twelve

months with Me-srs. Chamberlain & Hookham, Ltd.

Batteesba.—The Electricity Committee recommends that the

tender of Messrs. Callender's Cable & Construction Co. be accepted

for the supply of bitumen for one year.

Willesden.—The U.D.C. has been recommended to accept the

tender of Messrs. Watson, Marsh & Co., Ltd., for re-wiring Block D
at the Borough Hospital.

Sutton-in-Ashfield.—U.D.C. Tenders accepted :

—

Single cylinder, enolosed type, self-lubricating engine, direot ooup'ed to a
1-6-kw. dynamo, £75; switchboard, £10; lamps, &c, £25.—General
Electrio Co., Ltd.

Wiring firemen's houses for bells, £30.—Geo. Cooper, Mansfield. ^

West Ham.—Under existing circumstances the buying
of transformers is very restricted, but as the engineer considers it

desirable to continue to purchase under contract against any
requirements which may arise for war or other work, the Corpora-

tion has been recommended to extend the British Westinghouse
Co.'s contract for a further two years, with the addition of a

sliding scale based on the cost of iron and labour.

Whitehaven.—T.U. Earthenware troughs for a year,

Messrs. Doulton & Co., Ltd.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

London Association of Foremen Engineers.—Saturday, April 1st. At
8 p.m. At Cannon Street Hotel, Cannon Street. Paper on "Copper
Alloys, with Notes on BraBS Foundry Practice," by Mr. H. D. Reason.

Boyal Institution of Great Britain.—Saturdays, April 1st and 8th. At
3 p.m. At Albemarle Street, W. Lectures (IV and V) on " Radiations from
Atoms and Electrons," by Prof. Sir J. J. Thomson.

Society of Engineers.—Monday, April 3rd. At 6.30 p.m. At Caxton Hall,
Westminster, S.W. Paper on "Modern Coal and Coke Handling
Maohinery," by Mr. J. E. Lister.

Council for the Organisation of British Industry.—Tuesday. April 4tb.

At 4 p.m. At the Sohool of Technology, Sackville Street, Manchester.
Lecture on " Industrial Research," by Mr. A. P. M. Fleming.

Institution of Electrical Engineers (Manchester Local Section).—
Tuesday, April 4th. At 7 p.m. At the Engineers' Club. Annual general
meeting. Lecture on " Recent .Researches in X-rays," by Sir E. Rather-
ford, F.R.S.

(Western Local Section).—Monday, April 8rd. At the Merobant
Venturers' Technical College, Bristol. At 5 p.m., annual meeting

;
paper

on "The Hire and Maintenance of Direct-current Motors," by Mr. H.
Joseph. At 7 p.m., dinner.

Association of Supervising Electricians.—Tuesday, April 4th. At 7.15 p.m.
At St. Bride's Institute, Bride Lane, E.C. Paper on " A.C. Motors," by
Mr. H. C. E. Jaooby.

Rontgen Society.—Tuesday, April 4th. At 8.15 p.m. At the I.E.E., Victoria
Embankment, W.C. Papers on " A Chronograph Constructed to Work
with the Electroscope," by Mr. P. J. Neate ;

" The Enclosed Tungsten Arc
as a Source of Ultra-Violet Light," by Mr. B. H. Morphy and Mr. 8. R.
Mullard ;

" Experiments with a Coolidge Tube," by Mr. E. Sohall ; " A New
Modification of the Ionisation Method of Measuring X-rays," by Mr. H. E.
Donnithorne.

Faraday Society.—Thursday, April 6th. At 8 p.m. At the Royal Booiety
of Arts, John Street, Adelphi, W.C. Lecture on " The Making of a Big
Gun," by Dr. W. Rosenhain, F.R.S.

Chemical Society.—Thursday, April 6th. At 8.80 p.m. At Burlington House,
Piccadilly, W. Ordinary scientific meeting.

North-East Coast Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders.—Friday,
April 7th. At 7.30 p.m. At Bolbec Hall, Newoastle-on-Tyne. General
meeting.

North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical Engineers.—
Saturday, April 8th. At 9 p.m. At Neville Hall, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
General meeting.

NOTES.

The Batti-Wallahs' Society.— This Society held its

annual general, meeting on March 20th. Mr. H. T. Harrison is

president for the year. Mr. F. Pooley is secretary and treasurer,

and Mr. Greenly is entertainment secretary.

An Electric Bullet Extractor.—Experiments have
been carried out with a new method of extracting bullets, with the
continuous aid of X-rays. The room is darkened, and an X-ray
tube is placed below the operating table, throwing the shadow of

the bullet and the surgeon's forceps on a fluorescent screen which
is fixed above the patient, so that the operator can indirectly see

what he is doing. In order to avoid the danger of gripping
arteries, &O.J together with the bullet, the jaws of the forceps are
insulated from one another, and connected in oircnit with an
electric bell ; hence, when both jaws of the forceps cloBe upon the
bullet, the bell rings, but if any structure intervenes between the
bullet and either i aw, the bell is silent, and the operator knows
that the conditions are not right for the extraction of the bullet

Trade Union Differences.—According to the Morning
Post a conference between the Executive Committees of the Miners'
Federation of Great Britain, the Amalgamated Sooiety of Engineers,
and the Electrical Trades Unions, respecting the demand of the
miners that engineers and electrioians employed at collieries should
become members of their Federation, took place in London last

week. A joint cjmmittee was appointed to draft a scheme for the
settlement of the differences betwoon the Unions.

Chief Technical Assistants' Association.—The first

annual general meeting of this Association took place on Saturday,

March 18th, at the Tavistock Hotel. The Chairman referred to the
satisfactory results of the first year's work of the Association, and
the following officers were eleoted for 1!) 16 :

— Chairman, J. T. Baron
;

vice-ohairmen, T. K. Richardson and W. Young ; committee,
H. F. J. Thompson and J. H. Parker ; hon. treasurer, J. R. J. Bowden ;

hon. secretary, A. P. MaoAlister. We understand that the member-
ship includes practically every deputy electrical engineer in Greater
London and, in the large stations, the senior technical assistants,

and as consequently it will no longer develop, it has been possible

to define exactly the scope of the Association. As it is associated

with the Associated Municipal Electrical Engineers (Greater
London), questions of policy are not dealt with by the deputies'

association, they having resolved between themselves to hold
monthly meetings, at which papers on technical matters are read
and discussed, thus ensuring that by the informal disoussion of

matters of vital interest or importance to central station engineers,

a thorough interchange of knowledge and experience is arrived at

which can only have one ultimate result, viz , the general better-

ment of the undertakings whose staff is included in the member-
ship. During the past year the following papers have been read

(and, where the subject permitted, discussions have taken place) :

—

The Chairman, in his opening address, embodied details of the
undertaking at St. Pancras.

H. F. J. Thompson: "The Advisability or not of Earthing the
Neutral of a three-phase High-tension System, and the Best Method
of bo Earthing "

; also discussion on " Safety Devices on High-
tension Systems."

J. H. Parker : Discussion upon "Station Economies."
D. M Mason :

" The Principle of High-Tension Switchgear from
a Central Station Engineer's Point of View."
W. E. Bradshaw : "The Advantage and Disadvantage of the

Various Systems of Laying Mains."
During the coming year it is anticipated that further discussions

will take place. The meetings will be held at the Tavistook Hotel,

Covent Garden, on the following dates, unless otherwise arranged,

at 3 o'clock :—Saturdays, April 16th, May 13th, June 10th, July 8th,

September 9th. We have received a copy of the Rules of the
Association. Undoubtedly there is a good field for such an
Association, and we hope that the intentions of those connected
with it, that it shall tend to the elevation of the profession

generally, will be realised.

Wolves in Other Dress.—As an example of German
"slimneBs" we may ommend to the attention of our readers an
important dispatch, sent to the Australian Premier from the Trade
Commissioner to the East, stating that it has been brought to

notice that certain German firms in Japan have commenced doing
business in Japanese names, the following being the cases so far

brought to notice, the Japanese name being given in parentheses :

—

Yokohama : Winckler & Co. (T. Miyabe), Bergmann & Co. (Nigo
Shoten), Otto Reimers & Co. (A.sada Shokai), Becker & Co. (Kato
Gomei Kaisha). Kobe : Beremann & Co. (Sawada i. Co.), M. Raspe
and Co. (Kato & Co.), Becker k, Co. (Toyo Bussan Export Co.),

Carlowitz & Co. (Takashito), Winckler & Co. (Kubota Exporting
Co.), Van Nierop & Co. (Tanaka T. Goda), V. Hermann, of

Siemens, Schuckert ..t Co. (Kasai & Co.). The dispatch proceeds :

—

"It is highly probable that other German firms will do likewise,

and endeavour to carry on business as usual with Australia and
other British possessions. The Japanese laws, so far, afford no
means of preventing trading with enemy Bubjects, but may, later

on, come into line. As it is highly probable that the German firms

above referred to, as also others, may endeavour to continue business

with Australia under the cover of Japanese names, I advise that

the strongest measures be adopted in Australia accordingly, and
that the Commonwealth authorities should be approached on the

matter."

—

Eastern Engineering.

Dundee Electricians* Wages.—Sheriff Laing, Aberdeen.

who was appointed arbiter in the wages dispute between the Dundee
Electrical Contractors' Association and the Electricians' Trade
Union, was in Dundee on 23rd inst.. hearing parties' evidence. His
award will be issued later. The eleotricians are asking an advance

of 2d. an hour on their present rate of pay, which is 9d. an hour.

—

Dundee Courier.

The Organisation of Science.—At the instance of the

Royal Society, a conference waB held last week at Burlington House
to consider the advisability of forming a " Conjoint Board of

Scientific Societies " with a view to the organisation of scientific

effort in the national interest. Delegates were present from 25

societies, including the Institutions of Civil, Electrical, Mechanical
and Mining Engineers, and a oommittee was appointed to draw up
a scheme for presentation to a future meeting.

Electro-Metallurgy in Finland.—According to the

Wi< Vy/< the Eleotro-Metallurgioal Go., of Ruokalacksy, has decided

to oonstruct sn electro-metallurgical factory near the station of

Nokia, The eleotrio current will be supplied by the Nokia Co.,

which owns the electrioal works near Vuoksenniska.

German Tramway Fares.—A general meeting of the

Association of Tramway and Light Railway Administrations,

following conferences of local groups, has decided to approach the

Imperial, Federal State and local authorities with a view to the

general increase of the 10 pfennigs (lid.) fare to 15 pfennigs (1 id.}

It is contended that the future prosperity of the undertakings

depends upon the fares being raised, cfwtng to the constant growth
in the working expenses,
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Electrical Trades Benevolent Institution. — The
annual general meeting was held on M inday afternoon, at the

Institution of Electrical Engineers. The year book, which had been
prepared in the usual form, contained the report of the Executive
Committee and the accounts for the year 1916. Owing to the

war, the annual festival was not held in 1916 ; due to the loss of

this means of collecting, the income for the year was seriously

affeoted, and no doubt the many other oalls on the Institution's

supporters, due to the war, have had a further adverse influence.

The result of the year a work has been a net income of £663, out
of whioh grants amounting to £11'.' have been paid, and the

following investments made:—£100 3J per cent, war Btock (sub-

sequently converted into 4 per cent, stook), £94 ; £3(>0 4 J per

cent, war stock, £295 ; total, £389. This brings the total of the
invested funds to £8,116. The cost of printing, postage, &c, was
somewhat higher than in the previous year, as it was necessary to

send out an appeal in view of the fact that the annual festival was
not held. Oj the other hand, the other expenses were considerably

lower than in the previous year. Sir David Salomons and Mr.
Hugo Hirst have been appointed trustees. Owing to the fact that

it was easier to find employment for those who applied for help,

the number and amount of the grants for temporary relief was
less than in 1914, but every person who applied, and who was
qualified, received assistance. It ii noted with regret that there is

a falling-ofl' in the number of persons making use of the collectors'

books. The Committee expressed their thanks to those collectors

who had again so ably assisted, especially in view of the fact that

their task this year was far more difficult than in previous years.

The Committee hope that the heads of firms will give this matter
their consideration, as every electrioal firm ought to have a
collector amongst the members of its staff. The Committee again
expressed indebtedness to the I.E.E. for the use of rooms for

holding meetings, and to the electrical Press for its continued
valuable assistance.

Lord Vaux of Hirrowden presided at the annual meeting, and,
in presenting the report and accounts for 1915, he drew attention

to the serious drop in donations, the amount for the year being

only £586, compared with £3,139 in 1914. The total income
for the year was £886, which he thought, in the circumstances,

need not be considered an altogether unsatisfactory state of affairs.

In view, however, of the oalls which were certain to come after

the war, these receipts were totally inadequate. It was hardly to

be expected that at the conclusion of the war all men returning

would be at once absorbed into oivil employment, and although, no
doubt, large numbers would be able to return to the positions they
occupied previously, which were being kept open by generous
employer?, it was inevitable that this would not be bo in every

case, and the calls upon the Institution for pecuniary assistance

would undoubtedly be very great. The sum of £389 was invested

last year, and it was felt that War Stock was the right investment
at the present time. In 1915 the grants amounted to £149, a con-

siderably smaller amount than in the previous year, but the

reduction was due to the fact that it was less difficult at the

moment to find employment for those requiring assistance.

An appeal had been sent out by the President, Sir

David Salomons, to a large number of persons, and it was to

be hoped that all who received it would realise that

they should do all they could for the Institution, notwithstanding
the many other pressing claims upon them. Sir David Salomons
had kindly accepted the position of trustee, and the securities had
now been transferred into the names of Sir David Salomons and
Mr. Hirst ; the latter was appointed trustee in 1914. These two
gentlemen, together with Mr. Justus Eck, were now the three

trustees of the Institution. It was sad to notice the falling off in the
list of the returns of collectors. In his opinion, every electrical firm

should look upon it as a duty to see that one of their staff was a

collector, who should also induce other employes and colleagues

to become members. If only a sufficient number of people were
interested in this way, it would be a most efficient means of

obtaining contributions and increasing the membership. It was
important to remember that it might become necessary one day to

restrict the benefits conferred by the Institution strictly to its

own members, and for this reason it was highly desirable to

increase the membership in every possible way, for not only would
this allow the benefits to be Bpread over the industry, but it would
also appreciably add to the income and possibly enable greater bene-

fits to be conferred. The total number of members at the present

moment was extremely small. He regretted the death at the

Front of Mr. E. G. Byng. who had done a great deal of work for

the Institution. The life governor whose contribution was shown
in the accounts was Mr. W. B. Esson, and it was to be hoped that

his example would be followed by others. In regard to the balance-

sheet, the total investments now amounted to £8,117. The
chairman concluded by again pointing out the necessity for

increasing the investments, the amount being small compared
with similar benevolent Institutions.

Mr. Justus Eck, who seconded the adoption of the report and
accounts, confirmed all that the chairman bad said as to the

financial position of the Institution, and the need for increasing

the membership and subscriptions. He said he would like to point

out a new possible source of income from companies before they
closed their books for the purpose of declaring dividends, and that

was in connection with the excess profits tax. H ) believed that

all subscriptions to the Electrical Trades' Benevolent Institution

would be considered as expenses of a business ; therefore, if a com-
pany had £1,000 excess profits, and paid £500 of it into the funds

of the Institution, it would only be taxing itself £250, whilst

benefiting the Institution by £500. At any rate, this was worth
trying. As the chairman had said, it would be necessary in future

to restrict the benefits to members of the Institution, and in this

connection he mentioned the instance of a mains superintendent

who was not a member, but whose widow and two children had
been assisted by the funds. In this particular instance the Cor-

poration employing the man stated that they had no powers to

astist in the matter, and he put this forward as supporting the

appeal to all members of the industry to subscribe and become
members of the Institution.

The report and accounts were then unanimously adopted.

Mr. H. Oppenheimer having retired from the Committee of

Management, a vote of thanks was passed to him for his services.

The following were re-elected members of the Committee of

Management —Messrs. Justus Eck, E. F. Johnson, P. A.Lundberg,
W.C. Mountain, F. H. Nalder, E. A. Nash, W. R. Rowlings, L. G.Tate.

MessrB. Price, Waterhouse & Co. .were re-elerted hon. auditors,

and Messrs. Sngden and llextall, hon solicitors.

The last business of the meeting was to consider some proposed

alterations in the rules. A Sub-Committee was appointed 18

months ago, and decided upon certain alterations, which tend to

make the rules a little clearer than they have been hitherto. Thus
membership is now defined as life governors, governors, life members,
and other members. There is no alteration in the effect of the rules.

The proposed alterations having been adopted, a hearty vote of

thanks to the chairman closed the proceedings.

" E.V.C. " Standard Batteries. — In the recent

announcement of the Electric Vehicle Committee, relative to

standardised overall sizes for lead-plate batteries, it should have
been stated that the overall sizes agreed upon by the members of

the Accumulator Manufacturers' Section of the B.E.A.M.A. are the

maximum sizes, the intention being that the dimensions shall cover

any maker's cells containing each the same number of plates. This

has been done in order that vehicle makers may so construct the

battery boxes on vehicles that cells of a specified number of plates

of any make may be fitted.

To Wireless Telegraph Engineers.—We are informed

that more officers are required for the Corps of Royal Engineers,

Wireless Section. Candidates should forward their applications to

Major A. Handley, RE., St. Martin's Gate, Worcester. It is

essential that they should have a thorough knowledge of the theory

and practice of wireless telegraphy. In sending in their applica-

tions candidates should Btate fully their training and experience,

and whether they have had any previous military service. The
term of service will be for the period of the war, and successful

candidates will be required to serve at home or abroad.

Institution and Lecture Aotes.— Institution of
Electrical Engineers.—The following have been nominated by

the Council for the vacancies which will occur on the Council on
September 30th, 1916 :—

President.—Mr. C. P. Sparks.

Vice-Presidents.—Messrs. R. A. Chattock and J. S. High field.

Honorary Treasurer.—Mr. J. E. Kingsbury.

Ordinary Members of Council, Members (Two Vacancies).

—

Messrs. C. Bright. F.R.S.E., F. Gill, G. H. NiBbet, and W. LI. Preece.

Associate Members (Three Vacancies).—Messrs. F. W. Crawter,

H. H. Harrison, and Wi. R. Rawlings.
Associates (Two Vacancies).—Messrs. .1. O. Callender and J.

Devonshire.
Greenock Electrical Society.—At the annual general meet-

ing the following office-bearers were elected :

—

Hon. President.—Mr. Alex. Norwell.

President.—Mr. Duncan Angus.
Secretary.—Mr. F. B. Humphries.
Treasurer.—Mr. Wm. M'Gibbon.

Association of Mining Electrical Engineers.—At a meet-

ing of the Yorkshire Branch last Saturday, a paper on " The
Installation, Erecting, and Starting-up of High-Speed Machinery

"

was read by Mr. J. A. McLay, hon. secretary of the Branch.

At the next meeting, on April 29th, Mr. J. W. Harbottle will

discuBS the " Whinney Leakage Detector."

Mr. H. C. Crews, of Manchester, recently delivered a popular

lecture on " Electricity in the Home " before the Marple Literary

Society, his remarks being illustrated by a demonstration of

apparatus in use.

Chadwick Public Lectures.—In the last of a series of lectures

on ' The Domestic Arterial System.'' at King's College for Women,
on March 29th, Dr. Charles Porter dealt with warming and lighting.

In connection with the former, he referred to the various advan-

tages and disadvantages of coal, coal gas, and electricity as heating

agents, and expressed the view that, of the three, that which most

deserved the claim of being an hygimic heater was undoubtedly

electricity. As regarded safety, cleanliness, and convenience, it was
ahead even of gas, in favour of which so many claims were

advanced. In the matter of coBt he showed that, so far as elec-

tricity was concerned, installation was the great trouble, but where

there was choice in any house as between coal, coal gas, and elec-

trioity, he advised that it should fall on the last-named. The many
advantages of central heating were also referred to, and it was
made clear that much oould be said in favour of its adoption, even

in the case of ordinary-sized houses. The suggestion waB offered

that in these days of gas and electric cookers and hot water heaters

the kitohen range might very conveniently be abolished. One of

the great difficulties in the way of its abolition was the necessity

for a fire in the kitchen ; in this connection an appliance specially

designed for use as a combined sitting-room fire, cooker, and water

heater, was described and greatly praised, being cheap to purohase

and install, and economical and efficient in use. In relation to light-

ing, the ordinary artificial agents were described, and their compara-

tive advantages and disadvantages considered. In the view of the

leoturer, electricity was the only hygienic artificial lighting ajrent,
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Inquiries.—A correspondent wishes to get into touch with

the makers of low-temperature industrial electric furnaces, who can
supply particulars of existing installations.

Patents and Alien Enemies.—Application has been
made to the Board of Trade by the Rapid Mag-nettinp; Machine Co.,

Ltd., of Birmingham, for the avoidance or suspension of patents Nos.

14,082/08 and 29,230/11, issued to Ullrich, and 4,595/13, issued to

Fried. Krupp A.-G. Grusonwerk, for magnetic separating apparatus

Volunteer iVotes.

—

Engineering Institutions' V.E.C.
—Orders for week commencing April 3rd, 1916.—By Lient.-

Col. Clay, V.D.. Commanding.

Drills, 6.25 to 7.25 ; 7.25 to 8.25 p.m.

Monday, April 3rd.—Sections 1 and 2, Technical ; Sections

3 and 4, Squad and Platoon, Signalling ClaBs and Recruits.

Tuesday, April 4th.—School of Arms, 6 to 7 p.m.
Thursday, April (ith.—Shooting for Sections 1 and 2 and Signal-

ling Class.

Friday, April 7th.—Sections 3 and 4, Technical ; Sections 1

and 2, Squad and Platoon. Signalling Class and Recruits.

Saturday, April 8th.—Uniform Parade at 2.45 p.m.
Sections for Technical, Parade at Headquarters, London Elec-

trical Engineers, 16, Regency Street, S.W.
Sections for Shooting, Parade at Miniature Ranges.
Unless otherwise ordered, all Parades at Chester House, Eocleston

Place, S.W.
E. G. Fleming,

Company Commander and Acting Adjutant.

3bu Batt. (Old Boys) Central London Volunteer Regi-
ment.—Battalion Orders by Capt. R. J. C. Eastwood (Com-
mandant), Thursday, March 30th, 1916 :—

Battalion Parades.—Saturday.—The Battalion will Parade out-

side Baker Street Station at 2.30 p.m., and proceed by train to

Wembley Park Camp, for Parade under Company Officers. Guard
duties will be practised.

Sunday (first Sunday in the month).—The Battalion will

Parade, as Btrong as possible, at St. Pancras Station (Midland),

at 9.10 a.m., and proceed by train to Chiltern Green, for Field

Operations with other units. In the afternoon a march past will

take place.

The Battalion will arrive at St. Pancras, on the return journey,

about 6.15 p.m.

North London men can travel (single tickets advisable) from
King's Cross, 8.50 a.m„ to Luton Hjo. calling at FinBbury Park,

8.59, New Barnet, 9.14, Hadley, 9.20 a.m.

Musketry.—Practice will take place at Bisley on Saturday next,

the 1st prox., for the* Inter-Battalion Match. Targets will also be

available for other members of the Corps wishing to shoot.

NameB must be sent in to the Musketry Staff before 12 noon,

Friday. All men proceeding to Bisley must Parade, in uniform, at

12.45 p.m., No. 6 Platform, Waterloo Station.

The Acton Ringe will be open on Saturday, 1st prox., at 2 p.m.

Members wishing to shoot must send in their names to the

MnBketry Staff by first post Saturday morning.

A. G. Joiner, Major and Adjutant, O.B.C.

New Ignition Plug; Factory. — According to the

Commercial Motor, the Lodge Sparking Ping Co., Ltd., of Birming-
ham, is engaged on the erection and equipment of a new factory

for the production of its well-known plugs, on a scale if required,

of 10 millions per annum.

Appointment Vacant.— Station engineer for the

Southern Command, Salisbury. See our advertisement spageB to-

day.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editors invite electrical engineers, whether connected with the

technical or the commercial side of the profession and industry,

also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the

Electrical Review posted as to their movements.

Central Station and Tramway Officials.—The Battersea
B.C. is recommended, to grant the following increases to

officers in the electricity department?:—
Mr. MiGRATH, mains assistant, from' £125 to £132 10s. per annum; Mr.

Knights, installation inspector, from £117 10s. to £125 per annum; Mr.
Adams, clerk, £100 to £107 10=..; to take effect from January 1st last.

The West Ham Corporation is recommended to appoint Mr.
King, nominally power representative, to the position of power
constructional superintendent at a salary of i'156 per annum,
plus commission according to scale.

The Coventry Tramways Committee recommends the Cor-

poration to increase the salary of Mr. T. R. Whitehead, engi-

neer and manager of the undertaking, from £500 to 42600

per annum.
The Bray U.D.C. has agreed to increase the salary of its-

electrical engineer, Mr. W. J. V . .Sowtek. . .

The Greenock Corporation has approved of the Elebtaicitj

Committee's recommendation to advance the salary of Mr.
W. B. Smith, first assistant, by £25' per annum.
Mr. Chas. W. Salt, A.M. I.E. E., borough electrical engineer

of Torquay, has been gazetted as Second-Lieutenant, Royal
Engineers (Territorials), London. His private address is.

"Gleneide," Teignmouth Road, Torquay.

General.—Mr. Sydney P. Walker has removed to 86,

Shakespeare Avenue, Alexandra Park, Bath.
Mr. E. O. Catford, chief electrician and keeper of thf

Platte Fougere Lighthouse since 1909, is leaving to return to

the Edinburgh & District Tramways Co., Ltd., in whose ser-

vice he was engaged before going to Guernsey.
Mr. F. K. Cooke, secretary of the Unbreakable Pulley and

Mill Gearing Co., Ltd., has been appointed secretary of the
Cheshire Society in London, ' the former secretary having
resigned and joined H.M. Forces. We have received a very
interesting Year-Book of the Society, containing a list of

members;
The marriage was solemnised at Blackburn, on March 23rd,

of Mr. Wilfred Pickup, electrical contractor, and Mi-,s Sarah
Eccles.

Mr. W. White, a London representative of the General
Electric Co., Ltd., has received an appointment in the Aero-
nautical Inspection Department of the War Office.

Mr. A. W. EMPSON, who has been serving in the Motor
Machine-Gun Service for nearly a year, has recently been
promoted to the rank of sergeant. Mr. Empson was pre-

viously chief engineer at the Merida electricity works,
Vurntun, which position he resigned in order to come home
and join the Army.

Roll of Honour.—Private Nicholas Higgins, of the Ttli

Battalion King's Royal Rifles, formerly a motor tester em-
ployed at the Salford electricity work-, has I u killed in

action.

Sergeant R. H. Ward, of the 6th Queen's Royal West
Surrej Regiment, reported killed in action in Prance, was.
at the outbreak of war, engaged with Calender's Cable and
i instruction Co., Ltd.

Obituary.—Mr. Geo. Alfred Nealk.—The death i» an-
nounced of Mr. Geo. Alfred Neale, for main years connected
with the electrical department of the Hull and Bamsley Rail-

way Co. He was responsible for several innovations in relation

to railway signalling by electricity.

Mr. F. W. Lacev.—We regret to learn of the death, which
occurred on March 24th, at the age of 60 years, of Mr.
Frederick William Lacey, who was for 27 years borough
engineer of Bournemouth.

Will.—The late Mr. John Wood, of Messrs. Mosses and
Mitchell, left £14,304.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

Marshall and Plumtree, Ltd. (143,369).—This company-
was registered on March 23rd, with a capital of £2,000 in £1 shares, to

carry on the business of an electric light company in all its branches, and
that' of electricians, engineers, &c., and to adopt an agreement with E. Mar-
shall and J. S. Plumtree. The subscribers (with one share each) are: E.

Marshall, 8, Netheravon Road, Chiswick, W., electrical engineer; J. S. Plum-
tree, 39, Vallance Road, Alexandra Park, N., electrical engineer. Private

company. The number of directors is not to be more than three; the first

are E. Marshall and J. S. Plumtree. Qualification. 200 shares. Remuneration
as fixed by the board. Registered office : 20, High Holborn, W.C.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Engineering and Arc Lamps, Ltd.—A memorandum of

satisfaction to the extent of £1,000 on March 1st, 1916. of debenture dated

May 26th, 1911, securing £6 000, has been filed.

Hone'' Kong Tramwav Co., Ltd.—A memorandum of satis-

faction to the extent of £23,400 on various dates bet%veen January 19th and

March 2nd, 1916, of trust deed dated JulJ 1st, 1913, securing £195,000, has

been filetl-

Electric Furnaces and Smelters, Ltd.—A memorandum of

satisfaction on various dates from May 31st. 1913, to November 30th, 1915, of

debentures (no dates given) securing £9,2U0, ha» been filed.

Priestman Bros.. Ltd.—Particulars of .£5,000 debentures,
created February 25th, 1916, filed pursuant to Section 93 (3) of the Companies
(Consolidation) Act. 1908. the whole amount being now issued. Property

charged : Freehold and leasehold land and fixed machinery, subject to exist-

ing mortgage on part of freehold properties, securing £1.200 and the com
pany's undertaking and other property, present and future, including uncalled

capital, ranking alter a prior lien debenture for £10,000. No trustees.

Webb Lamp Co., Ltd.—Particulars of .£1,500 debentures,
.

, I December 30th. 1914. filed pursuant to Section 93 (3) of the Companies
,C,,n„,lid.iti..ni A.-t, PIUS, the amount ol the present issue being £1,000. Pro-

pcrtj charged: rhe company's undertaking and property, present and future.

Nj irustees.

C. W. Hacking and Co., Ltd.—Particulars of ,£600 deben-
tures, created Februai v 18th, 1916, filed pursuant to Section 93 (3) of the

Companies (Consolidation) Act, 1908, the whole amount being now issued.

Property charged; Thi company's property, present and future, including un-

called capital. No trustees.

CITY NOTES.

Metropolitan Electric Supply Co., Ltd.

Mr. W. Harrison Cripps presided on March '22nd, at Salis-

bury House, E.C., over the annual meeting of this company.
The proceedings lasted over two hours, and the great hall wag
filled with shareholders.
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The Chairman, in proposing the adoption of the report, said

ill.' capital expenditure showed an increase of just over £30,000
in the year. The bulk of the capital they had been spending
in the past few years had been employed in laying mains,
putting up plant, ami generally providing for their increasing

business in the western area, and it was some years before they

got an adequate return. The gross revenue ehowed an in-

crease of £14,000. He thought, the increase was some-
what remarkable, considering the difficulties under which
they had been working. Owing to the Government
regulations as to lighting they had lost a very large

amount of that part of their revenue. It was 20 per cent.

less than it was in the year before the war, which meant a

loss in revenue of something like £33,000. With such a loss,

and with a considerable increase in costs, it was very satis-

factory that they were able to make a considerable advance
in their gross income, and some increase in their net

income. The costs showed an increase of about £13,000.

Almost, the whole of that was due to coal, and lately they

had had to pay something like 30 per cent, more for coal

than in 1913, and even then it was of a very inferior

quality. The chairman drew the. attention of the share-

holders to a large cartoon on the walls, showing the figures

of the other electric supply companies in London from their

published accounts, and said that all the companies men-
tioned were either in their district or touching their borders,

lie pointed out that they had all had losses to a certain extent
during the year, and at most of the meetings the chairmen
told their shareholders that it was a very fortunate and
lucky thing that their losses of revenue were so small. One
of their competitors—although they worked in perfect har-

mony with them—the Ccunty Co., said at their meeting that

they had dime as well, if not* better, than any other company.
That was said by the managing director, and it was perfectly

true when he made the statement, as the accounts of this

pany did not come out until a few days after. There was
one company which had done better than any of those men-
tioned, and it was the only one which had made an actual

increase during the year, and that was the Metropolitan Co.

They were carrying forward £27,000 out of their net revenue

to reserve, which otherwise could have been divided as divi-

dend. It was the largest amount they had ever placed to

reserve in any one year, and was £5,000 more than last year.

Hiey gave the matter great consideration, but none of them
knew what was going to happen month after month during

this terrible war. and it was considered wise Jo keep a little

bit more in hand in case of unfpreseen emergencies. Their

reserve fund was as good, if not better, than that of any
London company. They had put 9337,000 to reserve, and, as

he had told them before, they were really better off than

that, because when they sold the Marylebone property

they had already put by a considerable sum against the depre-

ciation of the plant there, and the whole of the cost of

their plant was given them back at absolutely the price they

gave for it, and therefore, although there was no deprecia-

tion, they kept the money, and did not take it away
from the reserve fund, and there it was now as against com-
paratively new plant. The progress of the company had been

very remarkable during the last year or two, and that was
especially so as regarded their power supply. When he told

them that in the last two years their power supply had in-

creased by nearly 4,000,000 units, which represented some-

thing like' 50 per cent, of the supply in the year before the

war. they would see the great progress made in that respect,

and that progress was still continuing in a remarkable way.

Taking the period from January 1st this year as against

January 1st last year-, they had been tinning out 20,000 more
units per day, which meant something considerably over one

million units in that particular period. But in addition to

that, having increased their prices for power, they were a

little anxious as to whether people would say that they did

not want the dear article, but, as a matter of fact, they had
hardly had a complaint. They must remember, when speak-

ing of charges for power, that the smallest fraction in a unit

made a great difference when they were talking in millions

of units. A tiny fraction added to each unit made all the

difference between! a loss and a little extra gain, and thus

became a valuable asset. In other words, they were selling

a very much larger number of power units at the present

moment, and at a considerably better price than they obtained

a year and a half ago. It was quite impossible for any of

ili, in to forecast what was going to happen in the present

yeai Hi could only say they were giving a large supply and
tting a good price for it, but what the price of coal was
ing to be, on which, more than anything else, the net profit

depended, neither be nor anyone else could say He felt very

tronglj thai one of the first things that would happen after

the war was that they would be able to get their coal and

othei commodities a .yreat deal easier than they could now.
mid il iva quiti certain that having expend" ..] two yeai

darkness in London, when the Zeppelins were abolished

the first thing they would see would be a brilliantly lighted

Metropolis, and then their company would get some of their

es back. They regretted having lost two of their old

colleagues on the board. Lord Avebury and Sir James Pender,
and in their place they had elected Mr. Moncrieff, w-ho was
thoroughly experienced in finance, and Mr. Geoffrey Black-

well, a partner in one of the most honoured firms in the

country and a very large customer of the company. They
had' appointed Capt. Bendell as general manager. There was

another director whose name was not mentioned in the report,

and that was Mr. Tuckett. That gentleman was appointed
in October, but was abroad at the time, and was unable to

attend any of the meetings of the board until the beginning of

January. Having attended two hoard meetic I

i reasons
best known to himself, he thought n desirable to resign, and
so they only had the advantage of his services for a couple
oi weeks. Having referred to the loyal services of the stall.

the Chairman proceeded to deal with a circular which had
been signed by a number of shareholders and sent to all of

the holders of shares. He said he did not intend to 6peak in

a hostile manner of the circular, because he did not feel in

the slightest sense hostile to those gentlemen who had signed
it. There could be no possible objection to any shareholders
sending a circular to their fellows, but it' it was sent as an
ex parte statement, then it was incumbent upon them to take
<\d\ care to see that the statements therein were absolutely

accurate, and that nothing was misleading, lie ventured to

say that without an explanation this circular was misleading.

The circular said that the dividend had dropped from It) per
cent, to 3 l»r cent., and it went on to say that that seemed
to have had such an effect on three members of the board
that they bad found it necessary to resign. That was the

inference. It was quite true that the company did pay 10

per cent., but why did the signatories to the circular take
the year 1905 and compare it with the war year of 1915? In
1905 they were supplying Marylebone, and their gross revenue
that year was £265,000. In the succeeding year, Marylebone
was cut off, and their revenue at once fell to £175,000. But
that drop had been foreseen, and the arbitrator awarded
them £662,000 for that loss—that was for the goodwill of

the business they had lost. Of that money £600,000 was
returned to the shareholders, who got £6 for every £10 share,

and the remaining £62,000 was carried to a special fund in

order to help them for a year or two afterwards and increase
tie dividend for the time being. They could not have their

cake and eat it too. They had already had their compensa-
tion, and the complaint in the circular seemed to be that

they were not getting the dividend as well. That was the.

explanation of the drop in the dividend. In 1905 there was
£122,000 to divide, and the next year there was £66,000:

then they got £67,000, and next came in the metallic-filament

lamps, with the result that for the next three years there

was a gradual falling off in the profit; 1911 was the bottom
year. In 1912 their profits began to ascend, and 1913 was a

better year still. Then came the war, and he asked any of

the shareholders if the board was responsible for that. He
did not know the reason why the three members of the board
retired, but he knew that when they left they wrote quite

proper letters to their colleagues, and there was not a single

mention made as to the falling-off of dividend. They all

mentioned that they resigned because they did not agree with

the internal reorganisation of the company. He had 6hown
there was no cause for alarm in the sudden drop in the divi-

dend, but he would at once say that some of the board had
not been altogether satisfied with the management. Before
the war some of the directors went into matters very care-

fully, and came to certain conclusions. Those conclusions

were mainly that the charges for their power supply had been
allowed gradually for one reason or another to get pretty low
for certain large customers, and they thought it desirable

that those customers should be raised up to what might be

called the standard level which they had in other districts.

Some of them on the board thought there ought to be a re-

adjustment in those prices, and others thought it would be

better to leave things as they were. Some of the board
thought it desirable to reorganise their scale of charges, and
that was done, and they already saw the advantage of it.

They also looked very carefully into some of the bigger con-

tracts, and came to the conclusion that they ought to re-

adjust them as soon as they fell in, although some would
not expire for some time. They found they were losing upon
some of those contracts. Of course, the board were respon-

sible for that, but they had always acted upon the advice of

their experts. Then some of the board thought it desirable

to revert to the old system which was in vogue when Mr.
Conacher was there. At that time the engineer made his

estimates and then they went before Mr. Conacher, who
carefully examined them. They thought it would be bettei

to set free their manager, so that he should have more time
to attend to the engineering department, and appoint a

purely business manager to take the pla I the general

manager. That principle of divided management was agreed
to by everyone on the board, and it was only when, somi

months afterwards, they came to fix as to who did this and
who did that that there was divided opinion. He contended
that reforms had actually been accomplished which would be
to the advantage of the company, and one great benefit to

the company was that at the present moment the board wat
absolutely united. The Chairman then spok< oi the damage
which would be done to the credit of the company by the

publication of statements which were not really accurate,

and coming again to the circular, which was signed bv Sir

Gerald Buxton, he said that the board had written to Sir Gerald
saying that they were quite willing to have a committee of

investigation appointed consisting of two shareholders to be
nominated by themselves, and one nominated by the board,

and the company suggested that Sir Melville Beachcroft.

a late member of the L.C.O. and the Water Board, should

act as one of the committee. Sir Gerald Buxton had written
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accepting that suggestion, and, at a later stage, a resolution

WGuid be moved with regard to the committee.
Mr. Geoffrey Blackwell, in seconding the motion, 6aid he

had joined the board after careful inspection of the balance

sheet and accounts and books, with the result that he believed

the company was an absolutely sound one and capable of

better things than it had recently achieved. The results had
obviously been unsatisfactory to the shareholders in recent

years, and it was clear to him that some drastic alteration in

the management and the policy of the company should be

tried. He agreed absolutely with the chairman that it was
an unfortunate thing at any time that the functions of a

manager and the chief engineer should be united in the same
person, as had been the case with that company in the past

few years. The policy of the present board was to get higher

rates for current and to rigidly restrict capital expenditure,

although it would be foolish not to recognise that, with coal

at its present price and with the chances of its going higher

in the future, it was going to be a slow and difficult matter to

improve the condition of the company to an extent which
might be possible in more normal times. If, however, after

a fair trial their policy did not produce improved results,

then he, personally, would be only too ready to vacate his

seat on the board.
After some discussion as to procedure, and explanations

regarding losses made on the realisation of certain securities,

the report and accounts were adopted.
Mr. Gregory, one of the signatories to the shareholders'

circular, said that for some time those associated with him.
and he himself, had taken a great interest in the affairs of

the company, and they found that the dividend had, with
the exception of one year, been steadily declining since 1905.

They found, also, that there were serious differences of opinion
on the board, and they came to the conclusion that the affair;

of the company were not altogether in a satisfactory state;

and then, just on the eve of the issue of the report, they
found that the directors who, in their opinion, had the greatest

experience and technical knowledge of the supply of commer-
cial electricity, had all resigned, and that the general manager,
who was an acknowledged expert on the subject, had been
shelved. Under these circumstances, he was certain they
would all feel that their affairs did require a little further

thought and attention. He ventured to think the terms of

their circular were most moderate. They did not attempt
to force down the throats either of the board or the share-

holders any particular line of policy. All they asked for was
a fair and impartial investigation. They did not get the agree-

ment of the board to the appointment of a committee until

their proxies were lodged, and he believed the signatories to

the circular represented about half the shareholders, and about
half the value of the shares.

The Chairman said he did not know how Mr. Gregory
arrived at his figures, as more than half the shareholders
had not sent proxies at all.

Mr. Gregory said he had over 70,000 votes and over 800
proxies. It was not material except that he wished the share-
holders to know that those who had moved were substantially
supported.

Sir John D. Pender moved :—" That Mr. W. S. Poole, Mr.
J. R. B. Gregory, and Sir Melville Beachcroft be appointed
a committee to examine into the affairs of the company, and
to report to the shareholders as to the past and future conduct
of the business of the company, with power to examine the
books, accounts, and officers of the company, and to employ
such expert and other assistance as they may require for that
purpose; and that the expenses of the committee and the
expenses incidental to the circular of March 7th, 1916, be paid
out of the funds of the company; and that this meeting be
adjourned until Tuesday, May 2nd, 1916, or such later date
as may be arranged by the committee." He explained that
the reason why he signed the circular was because his name
was on the original prospectus of the company, and at the
start he had a good deal to do with the management of it.

About 1894 he had to relinquish his seat to take up cable
work. Under those circumstances he did not like to see the
company going down.
Mr. Johnston seconded the resolution.
Mr. Tuckett, in the course of a very lengthy speech, said

he was a director who had resigned his seat, and had listened
to the speech of the chairman with astonishment. The chair-
man, in some particulars, had completely abandoned the
attitude which he had maintained for some years. It seemed
to him the chairman was hardly competent to come that day
and pretend that he was in agreement with directors who had
been forced off the board owing to his absolute disagreement
with them, whilst at the time the general manager had
been also unable to ag ,-ee with the policy. Were it not that
the chairman and Mr. Harris had during the past two years
made certain reports, to which he had referred, he thought
he would have found considerable difficulty in persuading
shareholders that anyone could at this stage of the electrical
industry hold such views. Mr. Tuckett proceeded to give
quotations from the reports of Mr. Harris and the chairman,
which, he said, embodied some of the principles upon which
it was proposed that the business of the company should be
conducted. The quotations were :

—
" The question as to what

the consumer can afford to pay, or at what price another
company can afford to sell, has nothing to do with the Metro-
politan Co." "A power load of this sort at £4 and a halfpenny
per unit neither pays us nor any London company." " All

power prices should be raised to a minimum of ljd. per unit,

and any consumer refusing be disconnected." "As regards power,
largely increased prices are, in my view, essential. We shall

doubtless lose some of our customers, and connect a smaller

number of new ones in the future, but this will be an advan-

tage to the company, as it will set free capital and plant which
we shall gradually absorb in supplying a more paying class

of business." Dealing with the quotations seriatim, Mr.
Tuckett characterised the first as an extraordinary uncom-
mercial proposition. The second dogmatic assertion was made
in connection with a large power contract which, he was glad

to say, Lord Avebury and Sir James Pender persuaded the

board to accept. At present it was returning the company a
profit of 13 per cent. Incidentally, he might remark that £

4

and a halfpenny per unit, was by no means a low or unre-

munerative price, and there was no London company he
knew of which would not welcome such a load at such a cost.

They had only to ask any electrical man what he thought of

the statement that all power charges should be raised to a
minimum of lid. a unit, and he would tell them. There were
power contracts under Id. which paid better than others at

ljd. or 2d. It all depended on the nature of the load and the

circumstances of the case. Owing to an increase in the power
load happening to coincide with a period in which there was
no very marked increase in profits, the chairman and Mr.
Harris jumped to the conclusion that the power load was
unprofitable, and instead of listening to Mr. Highfield, who
repeatedly pointed out the true explanation of the results

shown, viz., the serious reduction in the lighting revenue and
the heavy increase in the price of coal, they set to work to

prove their contention by making a series of elaborate calcu-

lations which were entirely erroneous and misleading. The
standpoint of the chairman was expressed in the following

quotation :

—
"I have not found, as regards the Metropolitan

Co., any figures or arguments to show that the works costs

of generating a power unit are any less than the works
cost of generating a lighting unit. The destination of any
unit seems quite immaterial as regards the cost of its produc-

tion." Consequently, he arrived at the comlusion that every

lighting unit sold at more than lid. per unit represented so

much profit, and every power unit sold at less than lid.

represented so much loss. The whole argument and the con-

clusions to which it led were utterly fallacious, but it was,

nevertheless, on a policy founded on these conclusions that

the business of the company was to be conducted. In conclu-

sion, Mr. Tuckett referred' to the position of Mr. Highfield,

who, he said, became manager in 1911, and in face of very

great difficulties had succeeded in materially improving the

position of the company, as would have been apparent to all

of them but for the war. Mr. Highfield's insistence on the

development of the power and Western area loads, in face of

very indifferent encouragement from the board, had
_
gone a

long way towards making good the heavy increase in costs

and the serious drop in the lighting revenue due to the war.

Just as the directors who retired were unwilling to share the

responsibility for the policy which the board were inaugu-

rating, so equally Mr. Highfield was unwilling to be a party

to carrying it into effect, and no one could blame him, for

no one with any regard to his reputation as a business man
could afford to associate himself with a policy of sheer stagna-

tion.

Mr. Leverton Harris, M.P., said it was difficult to recon-

cile Mr. Tuckett's assertion that Mr. Highfield had made the

company a success with the fact that the circular had been
issued.

' He stuck to every woid he had written in reports

made to the board which had been referred to by Mr. Tuckett.

The increase in the cost of power had been reasonably received,

and he looked for considerable extra revenue from that in

the future. He had shares in a number of companies of which
Mr. Tuckett was a director, and he did not know of any
electrical companies with which he was associated that had
achieved any success. The policy of the board was to cut off

consumers who did not pay them, and to try and make the

Western area a success, but without spending too much new
capital.

Mr. A. Samuels appealed to the shareholders to support the

chairman, seeing that he held £60,000 of the company's stock.

Several other speakers having addressed the shareholders

amidst repeated calls of "Time," the resolution was put and
carried.

The auditors having been re-elected, the meeting stood

adjourned till May 2nd.

The net profit for 1915, after providing

Evered and for debenture and other interest £2,172, in-

Co., Ltd. eome-tax and reserve for war taxes £9,169,

and war bonus £2,000. is £22,056, plus

£1,925 brought forward. A dividend of 7i per cent, for the

year, free of income-tax, absorbs £12,806, £3,000 is written

off plant, £6,000 is placed to reserve, and £2,176 is to be
carried forward. The works have been and still are busily

engaged on important works. The general trade (home and
export), while necessarily suffering from war conditions and

the diversion to war work of so much labour and material,

has been maintained better than, in the circumstances, might
have been expected. The £2,000 mentioned above has been

set aside as a war bonus for the staff and certain directors

acting as managers. The work of the year has involved un-

usual efforts on the part of the management and staff.
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The revenue account for 1915 shows a
Brompton and credit balance of G26 (95 plus .fc'5,r>-2i;

Kensington brought forward I in-

Electricity tere i reoeh id and accrued, and ±'3,000 is

Supply transferred fi"n ,, i

. . u n<l account,

Co., Ltd. making's total oi £85,405 iitei paying the 1

pi i;i in': ,h\ id, in] oi 7 i" i i'i hi ,ii Eui thet

dividend on the ordinary shares of ii pei cent, pei annum
for the half-year is paid, making 10 per cent, for the year, as
,,i 1914. There is written off the cost of investments £262,

and off the Shares in and advance to the Brompton and Ken-
sington Accessories Co., Ltd.. £3,000; there is placed to credit
,1 depreciation account, raisins it to £80,000, £6,894. Direc-

idd :ii remuneration accounts foi £638, ami .t'Q,012

is to be carried forward. The equivalent lamps connected
increased l>\ L7.054 I" !>27,292, anil the niniil>,T of consumers
from 6,350 to 6,512. The gross receipts increased IV £56,370
I,, £56,469, ami tli.' expenditure from fdi.O'.IO to £30,074. 'lin-

net receipts fill from £30,271 to £26,395. The average price

per unit obtained was 1,1
, as against 3.92d. in 1914. Annual

\pi il 3rd,

The capita] expenditure on works in 1915
Cleveland was £9,181. The gross profits, which

and Durham amounted to £31,157, have been adversely
Electric Power affected by the higher cost of coal and the

Co., Ltd. greater consumption which had been neces-
-aiv t,> make up the diminished output

f i the waste heat generating stations, and also by increases
in wages, costs, stores, and other items. After providing for

debenture interest, there remains a net profit of £10,972,
which, with £8,277 brought forward, makes the available

balance £19,249. After paving a dividend of 2 per cent, on
the preference shares, absorbing £0,674, transferring to depre-
ciation and renewals £3,000, and putting to reduction of ex-

penses of issue of debentures £1,000, there is carried forward
£8,575. The connections to the system aggregated 75,840 h. p..

as compared with 66,627 B.p. connected at the end of 1914, an
increase of 9,213 n.r\ connected, A further 5,785 n.r. has
been arranged for.

Mr. George Balfour presided at the

Arbroath annual meeting. The report for 1915 showed
Electric Light a profit of £1,895, plus £909 brought for-

and Power ward, making £2,804, less interest charges
Co., Ltd. £599, and dividend on preference shares

£364. leaving £1,840. Of this, there is to

be applied to reserve fund (making it £3,000) £1,000, and to

be carried forward, subject to directors' and auditors' fees,

£840. Mr. Balfour said the directors had every reason to

congratulate themselves upon the result of the year's trade,

keeping in view the abnormal conditions now obtaining. The
increased cost of coal, wages, and other commodities naturally
militated against the company seeming the full benefit. Not-
withstanding these adverse factors, the net revenue showed
an increase of £400. At the beginning of October the price

of electricity was increased to both lighting and power con-
sumers, and during the current, year the company would
obtain the benefit of the increased prices as an offset, at any
rate, against a large portion of the increased expenses.

Mr. C. J. Woodrow, presiding at the
Salisbury annual meeting on March 21st, said that,

Electric Light considering the circumstances, they had had
and Supply a very good year. No less than 40 per cent.

Co., Ltd. of the staff were with the Colours, which
meant that there was a good deal of

anxiety in carrying on a business of that kind. After refer-

ring to the increased cost of materials, &c, the chairman said
that the revenue from sale of current was £9,322, as against
£8,202. The balance on revenue account. £6,342. was £700
more than a year ago. A higher dividend than that recom-
mended might have been paid, but it was wiser not to do so,

remembering the uncertainties of the present situation and
the Lighting Restrictions Order. They congratulated Mr.
Randall, the engineer and manager, on enabling them to pre-
sent such a satisfactory statement. They were carrying
£2,400 to reserve, making it £'22,654, so that whatever might
happen they were in a strong position.

An extraordinary general meeting of this

Bombay company was held in London, on March
Electric 14th, to consider resolutions providing for

Sunnlv and the transfer of the control of the company
Tramways from London to Bombay. The Chairman,
Co., Ltd. Sir Charles Ollivant, explained that the

postponed transfer was on account of their
present liability to double income-tax, and that the meeting
had been called on the requisition .of Bombay shareholders—
they had on their Bombay register 4.300 shareholders With
five shares or less They had twice memorialised the Govern-
ment for legislative relief, but without success, and now were
advised that they would be exempt from liabilitj for British
income-tax if the control of the company's affairs were to
cease to be located in the United Kingdom, and that such
transfer would not impair their legal status as a British com-
pany. Mr. Agnew Turner, representing Bombay .^hare-
shareholders, pointed out that there would be a saving of
income-tax alone of £17,000 by the transfer. The resolutions
were passed on a poll, showing 86,660 votes for and 5,754
against the proposal.

Presiding at the fourth annual in, i

Automatic h 27th, Mr. James
Telephone

Manufacturing £41,867 the previous year
Co., Ltd. oi £3,620. ifter payment of the

I I pei c rdinaj > di1 id/ od
providing foi d< pi I b riting ofl ex-

penses, iv, ol £6,774 remained to be carried

forward. During the ncceeded in com-
pleting and bringing into service automatic telephone ex-
changes at Rosano, Newport (Mom.), Accrington, and Chep-
tow, :i- well as some man,, exchanges. In cases where a

24-hour day was worked with a small exchange, it frequently
liceaiue desirable to install an automatic exchange , com
pared with eight-houn a-daj condition , because three opera
tors instead oi on< were displaced. The company had in a

automatic exchanges u t Portsmouth, Paisley, Leeds, and
Blackburn, but pi low, and the Leeds exchange
might be further delayed on account of a large extension. All

the automatic exchanges in this country* as well as in Argen-
tina and India orking quite satisfactorily. Cash in
the bank and in hand at the end of the year amounted to

£54,000, out ol which £45,000 had been Ur em-
inent securities.

annua] meeting was held at Liver-
British pool on March 27th M

i

Insulated presided, mentioned thai the company had
and Helsby done a very much larger volume of trade
Cables, Ltd. then ever before, many of the branches

working continuously night and day. Seve-
ral neu lines of manufacture had been undertaken, and tin >

bad endeavoured to obtain foreign business in the open mar-
kets with considerable success. At the time of the last annual
meeting 625 men had left to join the [forces, and this number
had been increased during tin- year, fn addition to ordinary
capital expenditure on the business, they had erected a new
dining-haU at Prescot for their workers. Stocks and work
in progress had increased by £202,000, largely owing to the
increased cost of copper, lead, and other raw materials, which
had risen to an unprecedented extent. After careful valua-
tion, the. directors were of opinion that, despite general depre-
ciation, the value of their securities reached a figure in excess
of that in the balance sheet. After Mr. H. C. Woodward
had pointed out that the directors were in the happy position
of having paid the dividend out of the "carry forward" from
the previous year, and urged a more generous distribution of
profits, the report and accounts were adopted.

Charing Cross At ^e annua ' meeting, on March 9th, the

West End ' Chairman, Mr. W. F. Pladgate, in moving

and Citv
' ^e adoption of the report and accounts,

Electricity
pointed out that .the drop in net profit on

SuddIv ^e West End business compared with 1914

Co Ltd
waB on'y £3>500, while in the first year of

'' ' the war the falling off was nearly £12,000.
They had recommended a dividend of 5 per- cent., to pay
which recourse would be made to the dividend reserve
account to the extent of £6,000. The result of putting £22,000
to depreciation was that the West End undertaking had now-
some £171,000 standing to the credit of that account. The
war affected the City net receipts by about £2,500. in 1914,
and this had been increased last year by some £3.000. but
they were able to pay debenture interest, preference divi-

dend, and to carry forward £15,300 to general reserve in
respect to the City undertaking, bringing the total to oyei
£86,000. It had been impossible to attempt in any way the
amalgamation of their company with others, or to negotiate
further with the L.C.C., these matters being deferred till

after the war.

Bromley (Kent) Electric Light and Power Co., Ltd.—
During 1915 the connections increased from 4,089 to 4,254 kw.
There was a profit of B12,150, including £1,621 brought for-

ward, and after paying" debenture interest and trustees' fees
amounting to £2.979, there is a balance of £9,172. An in-
terim dividend at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum was paid
for the half-year in October, and a further dividend at tit-

rate of 8 per cent. per annum, making a total of 6 per cent.
per annum, is recommended, £3,000 being placed to reserve
and £1,672 carried forward.

Braunton Electric Light Co., Ltd.—The net revenue bal-
ance for 1915 was £251. After paying the preference divi-

dend, 2| per cent., less tax. is to be paid on the ordinary
shares, £30 is to be written off formation expenses and
5 percent, for depreciation of machinery, plant, and accumu-
lators, 71 per cent, off motors, and 2 per cent, off mains.
cables and services, which will amount to £115. leaving to
carry forward £25. At the annual meeting the directors were
complimented on the success of the company.

France.—A new companv has just been formed in Paris,
with a capital of £8,000, and -the title La Soeiete de Magnetos
and Appareils Eleetriques S.A.M., to manufacture ignition
magnetos and other electrical apparatus. It is also announced
that the Soeiete d'Electricite Nilrnelior, of Paris, the makers
of the Nilmelior magnetos, has reduced its capital from £50,000
to £20,000.
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Reduction of Capital.

—

British Vacuum Cleaner Co., Ltd.—
In the Chancery Division. Mr. Justice Neville on Tuesday
sanctioned a reduction of the capital of this company. Mr.

Manning, who represented the company, said it was pro-

posed to reduce the capital by a sum which had been lost or

was unrepresented by available asset?, and creditors were not

affected. The company was incorporated in 1903 with a capital

of £100,000, divided into 100,000 shares of £1 each. The com-
pany had been involved in a considerable amount of litiga-

tion in support of their patent, more than one case having

been taken to the House of Lords; a large portion of their

plant had become obsolete and had had to be replaced; and
shares in subsidiary and foreign companies bad fallen in

value. For the last two years the company had traded at a

loss, and there was no prospect of the lost capital being re-

covered. Bis lordship sanctioned the reduction, in accord-

ance with special resolutions passed by the company, to

£30,000,.

British Aluminium Co., Ltd.—According to the Financial

Times, the profit for 1915, together with interest and divi-

dends on investments and deposits, and the revenue derived

from Kinlochleven and Foyers estates and transfer fees, is

£312,547. plus £24,751 brought forward, making £337,298.

As provision for income-tax, legal expenses, bad and doubtful

debts, depreciation and proportion of profits payable to direc-

tors there has been set aside £41,265, reserve for depreciation

£50,000, and to reserve account £70,000. The directors re-

commend a dividend of 7 per cent, per annum, less tax, on

the ordinary snares, carrying forward £24,791. Sales are

approximately the same as in the previous year, and, although

prices showed considerable advances during the latter part of

the year, a large portion of the output was under contract at

fixed prices for the whole year.

Newmarket Electric Light Co.. Ltd,—During 1915 the

equivalent of 092 lamps were connected, making 31,436 total.

Including £151 brought forward, the profit for the year was
£2.121, which, after providing for debenture and other interest

£721, leaves £1,400. A dividend of 2 per cent, is recommended.
£'650 is to be carried to reserve for renewal of plant, and £219
is to be earned forward. -The annual meeting was held on
March 20th: the Chairman, Mr. F. E. Gripper, in sub-

mitting the report, pointed out that there had been a reduc-

tion in revenue, while working expenses remained practically

the same; as a final result they had a net balance of £331

less than last year to deal with. A large increase in the
'

coal bill was expected in the coming year, the price

having risen from 16s. to 22s. a ton, and it was hoped to

recoup the extra cost by an increase in prices. The total

equivalent 33-watt lamps connected at the end of 1915 was
31 .436.

Alley and Maclellan, Ltd.—For 1915 there is a profit,

after providing for excess profits in respect of 1914 and in-

cluding £1,908 brought forward, of £26,2S4. After putting

£10,010 to depreciation, a dividend of 6 per cent, on the ordin-

ary shares is to be paid, leaving £9,105 to be carried forward.

Folkestone Electricity Supply Co., Ltd.—The profit for

1915 is £16,759, plus £1,438 brought forward. £5,000 is car-

ried to depreciation, £500 to reserve, and 7 per cent, for the

year is to be paid on the ordinary shares, carrying forward

£2,601.

Prospectus.—The Times states that the Scott Electrical

. Co., which has a share capital of £100,000. divided into ordi-

nary shares of £1 each, is offering for subscription 70,000

shares at par. The company proposes to manufacture com-

plete starting and lighting sets, and also other electrical

accessories for motor-cars. The vendor company is the Efan-

dem Co., of Wolverhampton, and the total purchase price .

will be about £11,000 for patent rights and other assets.

Vickers, Ltd.—The directors announce that, under exist-

ing circumstances, the accounts for the year 1915 must neces-

sarily be delayed. In the meantime it has been arranged

that' the final dividend of 2i per cent, on the preferred 5 per-

cent, stock and on the 5 per cent, preference shares will be

paid on the 30th inst.

—

Financier.

Simplex Conduits, Ltd.—Including £3,647 brought in,

the accounts for 1915 show a disposable sum of £22,127. The
directors recommend a dividend of 10 per cent., with a bonus

of 5 per cent., transferring £2,500 to reserve, and carrying

forward £11.008. For 1914 a similar dividend was paid, but

no bonus.

—

Financial News.

Alldays and Onions' Pneumatic Engineering Co., Ltd.

—

An interim dividend at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum (6d.

per share), less income-tax, on the ordinary shares is

announced.

Stock Exchange Notices.—Application has been made to

the Committee to allow the following to be quoted in the

Official List :
—

British Ever Ready Co., Ltd.—85.000 seven per cent, cumulative prefer-

ence shares of £1 each, fully-paid, Nos. 1 to 85,000.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Tuesday Evening.

Confidence in the Stock Exchange Ls the corollary to the

confidence felt in the country with regard to the issue;- of the

war. That the struggle is nearing its last phases is generally

agreed. There are so many indications that the end must he

approaching; and so far as Germany's latest loan is con-

cerned, nobody believes that the money which -he trumpets
as having raised is what we on this side call new capital.

Nobody has a fixed date at which the enemy is likely to sue

for peace, but the probability of the termination of the war.

Some time, say, within twelve months, is sufficient to hearten

people who know that the balance of men, money, muni-

tions and material is all on the side of the Allies.

One of the feature- during the past lew days has been a

continuance of the brisk rally in the Home Railway market,

prices of the steam .-tecks going ahead sharply. Amongst
them, South-Western deferred gained several points—partly
on the idea that the company will benefit from resumption
oi Continental traffic upon the conclusion of the war, partly

because of the. statement that the electrification of the line

is proving a great success. Underground Electric income'
bonds recovered their loss of last week, and have risen to 81$.

Districts and Metropolitans are both better. Central London
stocks keep about the same as they were.

'

In regard to Districts, it would not take much buying to

raise the price to 20: and this level is quite likely to he
touched if the strength of the market as a whole keeps up.
It has to be leiiiembeietl. however, that a go,:,] deal of nursed
stock is only waiting for a favourable opportunity for realisa-
tion

: and tlii- factor will hold prices hack to -nine extent until

the demand from the public has absorbed whatever may
on offer.

The Metropolitan Electric Supply Co.'s meeting produced
a good deal of criticism, hut the discussion was less acri-

monious than seemed likely in advance, having regard to the
extremely pertinent character of the circulars that preceded
it. The chairman laid the position before the shareholders
with a good deal of frankness, and, in the end, a committee
of three was appointed, with the assent of the board, for the
purpose of examining the position, and 6eeing what could be
done to help in the restoration of the company's former pros-
perity. On the strength of this, the shares rose i to 21, but
in other parts of the electric lighting list the only changes
are falls of i in Westminsters and of the same fraction in

City of London preference, taking the prices to 5J and 10j
respectively. Counties keep good at 10£, on their excellent
dividend and meeting. There has been a little inquiry for

some of the preference shares to w'hich we drew attention in

this column last week, and evidently the figures that we
quoted as to yields have attracted the notice of the investor
as good-class industrial shares.

The Brompton and Kensington report for 1915 shows a
reduction of £2,000 to £17,000 in the net profit. To main-
tain the dividend of 10 per cent., £3,000 has been withdrawn
from the reserve. The Bromley (Kent) Electric Supply Co.
announces a dividend of 6 per cent., as against 7 per cent,

this time last year, which must be accounted a good result

for a suburban undertaking.
Considerable disappointment is felt at the dividend on

British Westinghouse preference being retained at its previous
level of 7i per cent. Ten per cent, at least had been looked
for, and some thought that this rate might be exceeded. The
declaration brought in sellers, with the consequence that the
price fell 4s. 6d. to £2, which includes the dividend; so that
at the, present price the return is over 1\ per cent, on the
money. The British Aluminium, on the other hand, has in-

creased its distribution from 5 per cent, to 7 per cent. ; and
the shares are a good market at 23s. 9d. It will be noticed

that other manufacturing issues connected with electric

supply are keeping steady.

At the meeting of the British Insulated and Helsby Cables,

Ltd.. held at Liverpool on Monday, the chairman's speech

showed that the company had secured a record profit for the

year. One of the shareholders thought that the board might
have "stretched their consciences a little bit," and given the

shareholders more; whereto the chairman replied that if profits

still continued in future, the directors would consider the

possibility of a larger dividend, and would not begrudge it

if it seemed feasible.

Brazilian Traction common shares are a better market at

53. City Services common shares rose to 143 on substantial

buying 'orders from the United States. Canadian industa iaJ

shares gave way in sympathy with Americans, which dropped

smartly on premature rumours with reference to peace, but

there was a fairly quick recovery. The Mexican position is

read as being rather better. Mexico Tramways 5 per cent,

bonds ro.se 3 points to 38, though Mexican Light preferred

fell a similar extent to 32—which, by the way, is only 6 point-

below the quotation for the company's first mortgage bonds.

The Anglo-Argentine Tramways group is a little firmer after

its dullness of last week, but the improvement has not yet

found reflection in the prices of its issues. British Columbia

Electric Railway stocks remain somewhat depressed.

The telegraph market is quiet, and Westerns are once more
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nearly 13. Indo-Europeans have risen to the round 50.

Oriental Telephones are harder, and a dramatic rise in Mar-
conis t<> 43s. LJd. ba^ been one of the features of the week.
The buying i> said to draw inspiration from knowledge of

irernment'e intentions with regard to the payments
to be made to the company, but this is Stock Exchange gossip.

Canadian and American Marconie are both better at 8s. and
His. 6d. ; and part of the. buying which has raised these prices

came from the I nited States. Henleys are 5s. up at 14J, and
[ndia-Rubber shares at 9J are similarly better.

The animation in rubber shares goes from strength to

strength, and has thrown off for the time being its usual
allegiance to the market for the raw material in Mincing
Lane. In some Stock Exchange offices, the work thrown
upon them by reason of the rubber share activity is taxing

physical efforts to their uttermost; and some people are

seriously asking whether, the country being at war, the
Treasury ought to permit the speculation that is undoubtedly
going on. However that may be, rubber companies are pros-

pering amazingly; and the batch of spring reports that will

I nt within the next lew weeks will no doubt take up the
tale, already told by recent announcements, of the splendid
profits and the big dividends that have accrued during 1915,

and which bid fair to be surpassed by those of the current
twelvemonth. Copper shares have fallen listless after their

spurt; and the pyrotechnical rise in the price of metal, so far

from inducing speculation in the shares, tends rather to make
prospective buyers cautious of dealing in a market so much
at the mercy of American manipulation.

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.

Home Electricity Companies.

Dividend Price
. v March 28, Rise or fall Yield

1914. 1915. 1916. this week. p.c.

Bronipton Ordinary ... 10 10 7 — j£7 2 10
Charing Cross Ordinary 5 5 8J — 7 13 10

do. do. do. 44 Pref.. 44_ 4} 8J — 8 18 6
Chelsea . . 5 4 84 — 5 14 4
City of London 9 8 11J — 6 14 9

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref. 6 6 10J — \ 6 17 1

County of London .... 7 7 104 — 6 18 4
do. 6 per cent. Pref. 6 6 10$ — 5 18 8

Kensington Ordinary .... 9 7 5J — 6 18 4

London Electric 4 3 1 — 900
do. do. 6 per cent. Pref. 6 6 4J — 7 6 5

Metropolitan 84 8 2| + | 8 4 8
do. 44 per cent. Pref. 44 44 8 — 7 10

St. James' and Pall Mall . . 10 8 5j — 8 18 10
South London 5 6 8 — 8 6 8
South Metropolitan Pref. ..77 1A — 6 14
Westminster Ordinary .... 9 7 6j — i 6 18 4

Telegraphs and Telephones.
Dividend,

1914.

Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref 6 99 — 610
do. Def 33/6 214 - J 7 17 6

Chile Telephone 8 6g — 666
Cuba Sub. Ord 5 7| — 690
Eastern Extension 7 12| — '6 6
Eastern Tel. Ord 7 128 — »6 4 6
Globe Tel. and T. Ord 6 10| — »6 10 6

do. Pref 6 10 — 6
Great Northern Tel 22 34J

— 676
Indo-European 13 50 +4 6 10
Marconi 5 2A +A 4 18
New York Tel. 4J 4J 100! — 4 9 4
Oriental Telephone Ord 10" If +fg 6 14 8
United R. Plate Tel 8 5} — *7 19
West India and Pan 1 1A — 9 10 6
Western Telegraph 7 12J + J «6 8 9

Home Rails.

Central London, Ord. Assented . . 4 674 — 6 18 6
Metropolitan 1} 23$ +1 4 6

do. District Nil 174 + 1? Nil
Underground Electric Ordinary . . Nil 1}J — Nil

do. do. "A" .. .. NU 5/6 — Nil
do. do. Income . . 6 81

J

+14 *8 8 8

Foreign Trams, &c.

Adelaide Sup. 6 per cent. Pref. 6 42 — 8 3 1

Anglo-Arg. Trams, First Pref. 54 81 — 7 6 8
do. 2nd Pref 54 8§ — 8 8
do. 5 Deb 5" 78 — '6 8 2

Brazil Tractions 4 63 +4 6 12 1

Bombay Electric Pref 6 10i — 6 17 8
British Columbia Elec. Rly. Pfce. . . 5 68 — 9 8 8

do. do. Preferred . . — 88 — Nil
do. do. Deferred . . — 84 — NU
do. do. Deb. 4i 64 — 6 12 10

Mexico Trams 6 per cent. Bonds — 88 +8 NU
do. 6 per cent. Bonds . . — 86 — Nil

Mexican Light Common . . . . Nil 20 — NU
do. Pref Nil 32 -3 NU
do. 1st Bonds .... — 88 — —

Manufacturing Companies.

Babcock & WUcox 14 2| — 6 18
British Aluminium Ord. . . . . 5 23/6 — 4 6
British Insulated Ord 15 11 — 7 19 1
British Wcstinghouse Pref 7J 2 4/6 7 10
CaUenders 15 11) — 6 10 6

do. 6 Pref. 6 4? — 6 17 8
Castner-Kellner 20 3J _ 680
Edison & Swan, £3 paid . . . . Nil 7/- — NU

do. do. fully paid . . . . NU 1J — NU
do. do. 5 per cent. Deb. . . 5 80 — 8 6 8

Electric Construction 6 14/9 — 8 16
Gen. Elec. Pref 6 9i — 681
Henley 20 14| + i »7 15
do. 44 Pref 44 4 — 6 12 6

India-Rubber 10 9J + J Hi 7
Telegraph Con 20 34 — *7 19

* Allowance made for dividends being paid free of inoome-tax.

It should be remembered, in making une of the figured appearing
in the following list, that in some cases the prices are only general,

and they may vary according to quantities and other circumstances.

Wednesday, March 29th.

CHEMICALS. Ac.

a Acid, Oxalic per lb.

a Ammoniac Sal
a Ammonia, Muriate (large crystal) perton
a Bisulphide of Carbon
a Borax .

.

a Copper Sulphate
a Potash, Chlorate per lb.

a .. Perchlorate
a Shellac .

.

.. per cwt.

a Sulphate oi Magnesia per ton

a Sulphur, Sublimed Flowers
a .. Lump ,.

a Soda, Chlorate per lb.

a „ Crystals per ton
a Sodium Bichromate, casks . . per lb.

METALS. &c.

c Brass (rolled metal 2' to 12" basis! per lb.

e „ Tubes (solid drawn) .

.

„
c ,, Wire, basiB .,

c Copper Tubes (solid drawn)

g ,, Bars (best selected) .. perton
g ,, Sheet

g „ Rod
d ,. (Electrolytic) Bars
d .. „ Sheets ..

d „ „ Rods .

.

„
d „ „ H.C. Wire per lb.

f Ebonite Rod
( „ Sheet
n German Silver Wire
h Gutta-percha, fine ,

h India-rubber, Para fine

£ Iron Pig (Cleveland warrants) . . per ton

I „ Wire, galv. No. 8, P.O. qual. „
g Lead, English Pig ,,

g Mercury per bot.

e Mica (in original cases) small .

.

per lb.

e ,, ,, ,, medium ,,

e ,. „ „ large ..

d Silicium Bronze Wire .

.

per lb.

r Steel, Magnet, in bars . . .

.

per ton

g Tin, Block (English) ,

n ,, Wire, Nos. 1 to Hi .. .. per lb.

£70
£51
£23
£28
£49
2/6
2/-

96/-

£18
£14
£9
1/4J
60/-

lOd.

1/4J to 1/44
1/5 to 1/61

1/44 to 1/4J
1/64 'o i/6;

£148
£148
£148
£137
£165
£144
1/5

8/-

2/6

2/2
6/10

3/14
88/9
£32

£16 12 6 to
£16 15

6d. to 8/-

8/6 to 6/-

7/6 to 14/- & up,

1/84
£85
£201
2/9

jd. dec.
3/8 inc.

Quotations supplied by-

o G. Boor & Co.
c Thos. Bolton & Sons, Ltd.
d Frederick Smith & Co.
e F. Wiggins & Sons.
f India-Rubber, Gutta-Percha and

Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.

g James & Shakspeare.
h Edward Till & Co.

i Boiling & Lowe.
/ Richard Johnson & Nephew. Lt.l.

n P. Ormiston & Sons.

r W. F. Dennis & Co.

A High-Pressure Plant in Chile.—It was mentioned
in this journal three years ago that a German company had received

from the Chile Exploration Co. an order for the complete equip-

ment of a power station at Tocopilla, Chile, of a capacity of 60.000

h.p. The power was to be transmitted by three-phase current at

a pressure of 110,000 volts to the copper mines at Chuquicamata,
where a transforming station for 30,000 H.P. was to be erected in

order to yield the direct current necessary for the electrolytic

production of copper. Tb.3 undertaking, which is the first in South
America with a pressure as high as mentioned, was to have been

completed by the end of 1915, aocording to the contract. On the

outbreak of the war, the greater portion of the plant was
on the way in 12 German ships, which were compelled

to make their way to the nearest ports in Brazil, Argentina and
Chile. After many difficulties, it is stated that it was possible

to tranship most of the plant to neutral vessels and convey it to

its destination. One of the steamers was obliged to make for

Antwerp whence, after the German occupation of that port, the

machinery on board was returned to Germany, and it was shipped

last year via a neutral port to Chile, after the American interests

had succeeded in obtaining a permit from the English Government.
Notwithstanding the transport difficulties, it is announced that the

installation was brought into operation by the stipulated time—the

end of 1915—and is working successfully.

The Petroffrad Lighting; Co. of 1SS0.—The fate of the

Petrograd Eleotrio Lighting Co. of 1886 has apparently not yet

been decided, although the Town Council of Moscow, where the

company also owns supply works, is continuing its efforts to bring

about a liquidation on the alleged ground that the undertaking is

under German control. According to the Swiss newspapers, the

new Prime Minister of Russia recently informed the Moscow
municipality that in view of the maintenance of customary
working under Government supervision, it would be necessary first

to prove that the activity of the company was prejudicial to the

interests of the State, in order to secure liquidation, as only in this

event could the winding-up be undertaken. In SwisB circles, which
are large holders of share capital in the company, it is calculated

that the dividend on the ordinary shareB for 1915 will experience a

moderate inorease as compared with 1914, when a rate of 8 per cent,

was declared, though its distribution was deferred.
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BALL BEARINGS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS.

By T.E.C.H.

An electrical engineer will generally admit that he is

»ot free from troubles due to faulty bearings, either

owing to wear, or because the lubricant is insuffi-

cient, or else excessive, in which case trouble results

when the lubricant comes in contact with the wind-

ings. These difficulties have existed from the earliest

times, and, the writer thinks, will always obtain

when the ordinary sliding type of bearing is used.

The most costly item, and usual cause of in-

Fig. 1.—Radial Bearing.

efficiency, is the wear which must occur when sur-

faces under pressure rub against each other; while

the wear is very often reduced by improved methods
of lubrication, it cannot, it appears,' be altogether

removed, and although the cost of a new bearing -s

small, the damage done by an armature fouling the

poles due to wear is very expensive, especially in the

largest sizes.

Ball bearings can- be considered free from this wear
when not overloaded, and are, therefore, of value

to the electrical engineer, enabling him to obtain the

highest possible bearing efficiency. The following

notes are intended to ensure a clearer understanding

of such bearings and of the proper mode of mount-
ing them.

Initial Cost.—The initial cost of the motor is re-

duced because :—(a) The air gap is very materially

reduced, which results in a saving of copper; this

reduction is not limited by bearing requirements

;

(b) the over-all length of the motor may be less

;

Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

Fiq. 2.

—

Radial Bearing, showing races placed eccentrically

for assembly.

(Number of balls which can be assembled, small.)

Tig. 3.

—

Radial Bearing, showing cut-in races to enable a

greater number of balls to be assembled.

(c) the end cover is a very simple casting, since it is

not necessary to provide an oil well, which necessi-

tates a complicated pattern and very careful mould-
ing to prevent a large number of wasters being cast.

Design.—To enable the surface of the ball races to

resist the stresses imposed by the rolling of the balls

when under loads, the steel must have a very close

structure and high elastic limit ; this is obtained when
the races are hardened throughout and then suitably

tempered. At the present time most makers of good

repute use a special chrome-steel alloy. Some of

the early bearings were made by using a cheap steel,

case-hardened, but with heavy loads failure resulted

due to the surface of the steel not being supported

sufficiently to enable it to offer adequate resistance

to penetration or indentation by the balls, the

smooth surface of the ball race being destroyed. To
enable the surface of the ball path to resist pene-

tration, the balls themselves must not be loaded

above that which the ball path will withstand, or in

other words, to obtain the highest load-carrying

capacity the maximum number of balls must be used.

This requirement has resulted in many designs to

obtain the maximum number of balls in a journal

bearing of the type shown in fig. i. Fig. 2 shows
the races placed eccentrically, and fig. 3 shows a side

recess in the races to enable a greater number to be

assembled than is possible by placing the races

eccentrically. Fig. 4 shows a later design of bear-

ing, to obtain assembly in which the balls across an

Fig. i. !'"• »

FIG . i.—Radial Bearing. Maximum aumber of balls can

be assembled.

pIG _ 5.—Radial Bearing, with Radial Seating for

Self-Alignment.

opposing diameter of the inner races upon which

the balls are held by the cage are taken out; the cage

is then passed into the outer race side-ways, and then

swivelled across another diameter, and the missing-

balls are filled in.

Ball Contact.—The steel from which the balls are

made will deform when under load, and therefore

give a definite area of contact with the races; this

should be the maximum possible without any sliding

taking place, and also equal upon both races. With

the design shown in fig. 1 the contact area of the

ball with the outer race is greater than with the inner

race, and therefore the stresses caused in the two

races are different, for while the stress in the outer

race is comparatively small, the stress in the inner

L

—

-<c~^z

Fig. 6.—Mounting of Top Radial Bbaring for Vertical
Shaft.

race is the maximum. With the design shown in

fig 3 the contact area between the balls and the two
races should be the same, and is so when the diameter

of the balls and the diameter of the ball path are

correct.
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Alignment.—For those applications where there is

no vibration, and the housing is of heavy design and
accurately machined, the bearing shown in fig. 1 has

proved very efficient, but where deflections and
vibrations occur, it is advisable with this design to

use a self-aligning seat or race as shown by fig. 5.

This aligning difficulty. is not present with the bear-

ing shown in fig. 4, a frictionless self-alignment

taking place by means of the balls rolling on the

spherical inner surface of the outer race.

Fitting.—The inner race of a radial bearing should
generally be a light driving fit on the shaft and held

against a shoulder by means of a nut. This method
is found efficient and prevents the inner race from
creeping. Some makers prefer the inner race to be

a heavy driving fit on the shaft and dispense with the

nut and shoulder mentioned above, and for this pur-

pose supply slack bearings; although for very small

motors, and when great care is taken, this method
may not cause trouble, this cannot be said for the

large motors. The outer race generally should be a

sliding fit in the housing, and no shake should be

allowed, though sometimes a light tapping fit gives

better results. When the bearings are mounted in a

separate housing which is independent of the end

cover, a considerable saving is effected when as-

sembling, and grit and dirt are kept away from the

bearings when the armature is disassembled for any
purpose.

Lubrication.—Ball bearings require lubricating

and the lubricant used must be free from acic

adjusted itself to the magnetic pull. The bearing
which is fixed to keep the shaft in position side-

ways should be the one which has the least radial

load to cope with, and which is nearly always the
one furthest from the pulley end.

THE USE OF CONTINUOUS CURRENT FOR

TERMINAL AND TRUNK-LINE

ELECTRIFICATION.

By N. W. STOEER.

[Abstract of paper read before The Institution of Electrical

Engineers, March 16th, 1916.)

( I bncluded from page 355.)

The use of field control usually involves the use ol fcwi

additional switches for each motor where switches are used.

unless two motors are connected permanently in series, when
they can be controlled by the same number of switches as a

single motor.

Fig. 7.—Mounting op Bottom Radial Bearings
fob Vertical shaft.

Fig. 8.—Mounting of Radial Bearings fob Horizontal
Shaft.

alkali. Grit and dirt must be excluded from the
bearings, and for this purpose felt washers are
generally used. Oil-retaining sleeves are used for
vertical shafts, as in fig. 6. The demand for reliable

motors can only be met when efficient ball bearings
are used, made from suitable steel, and to the re-

quired degree of accuracy.
Applications.—Fig. 6 shows the top bearing for

a vertical shaft mounted in a suitably designed
housing, embodying an oil-retaining sleeve. Fig. ~

shows the bottom bearing for the same vertical shaft

;

a thrust bearing to take the total vertical load is

mounted in combination with a radial bearing
similar to the one above. It will be noticed that the
load passes from the shaft through the sleeve on to

the thrust bearing, and does not pass through the
inner race of the radial bearing, this being a point
which is not always given its due share of attention.

Fig. 8 shows the mountings for a horizontal-shaft
motor, the bearings of which are fitted in housings
independent of the end cover. It will be noticed
that only one of the radial bearings is held side-ways
to keep the shaft in line; the length of the distance
pieces marked a must be taken from the actual
machine during the trial run when the armature has

Much the same conditions prevail where the equipments
are arranged i'<>r regenerative control. Where the motors are
to be operated to give regeneration when connected all in

parallel, it will be necessary to have a regulating apparatus for

each motor, and consequently the additional control apparatus
will be very considerable, requiring so much in fact as to make
the regenerative control of very doubtful value.

That it is perfectly practicable to operate complicated control
systems satisfactorily and reliably is shown by such example*
as that of the New York, New Haven and Hartford a.c-d.c.

locomotives, which operate both from an 11,000-volt single-

pha® trolley and from the under-running 600-volt continuous-
current third-rail of the New York Central system. The
author has no desire to see that method of operation extended,
but the control complications introduced by such an equip-
ment are small compared with what would be involved in

operating over three or four continuous-current voltages with
lull speed on three of them and with several different forms
ol contact devices.

The problem of supplying the power for auxiliary circuits
in equipments receiving power at several different voltages is

one of the most troublesome features to be considered, except
where only two voltages are encountered, such as 600 and
L.200, which arc very common in the United States. For the
higher voltages it may be that the use of a storage battery,
such a6 that provided on the 5,000-volt car equipment pre-
viously referred to, may prove to be the most satisfactory
means. On this equipment a 6mall-capacity storage battery.
to which all the auxiliaries are connected, is included in the
driving-motor circuit on the earthed side. The compressor
an be so arranged that it will receive probably at least 90
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per cent, of its operating current directly from the main
circuit without the current passing through the battery, which
floats on the line and is thus of comparatively small capacity.

This system has the advantage of always maintaining prac-

tically the 6ame voltage for the auxiliaries regardless of the

voltage on the line.

For locomotive use, where the auxiliaries require consider-

ably greater power, it is quite feasible to use a motor-generator
to supply power to the auxiliaries. The motor should be
series wound, so as to secure the greater stability due to that

type of winding. The great objection to this as well as in

the remainder of the equipment to operating on several volt-

ages, is the multiplicity of switches, change-overs, and main
and control wiring and other details involved. It soon gets

to the point where the ordinary car inspector cannot handle it.

Conclusion.—The logic of this paper points to the necessity

for the early standardisation of some of the more important
features connected wdth electrification. The benefits of

standardisation would be immediately felt not only in the
greater security of the railways in embarking on a project of

electrification, but in the decreased cost of all apparatus con-
nected with it.

A good plan would be to secure the fullest co-operation of

all concerned, carefully canvass the entire subject; and make
definite recommendations for standards. The initiative in

such an important matter should be taken by the Institution,

which numbers among its members all those who are neces-

sary to decide such questions on their engineering merits. Its

own prestige will go far towards making its recommenda-
tions into laws, but it would be well to secure the co-operation
of all other organisations that are interested. All must
approach the subject with an open mind so as to determine
as nearly as possible what will be the best for all, and their

decision should be accepted as final. Such things as the loca-

tion of the contact rail for a third-rail system, and of a contact
line for overhead systems, could be discussed and settled

within a short time; also the question of voltage can be con-
sidered and decided before any further railways are electrified

or extensions made to existing continuous-current systems.
Since the 600-volt system is so thoroughly established, and

also so well suited to the requirements of terminal electrifica-

tion, it should be continued as one of the standards, at least

for the present. While it is probable that but little will be
done towards electrification of entire railway systems in the
next few years, one other voltage should be selected that will

hi suitable for such service and wdl at least serve to direct the
aim of those, companies about to electrify. This voltage should
be high enough to permit the heaviest drafts of power re-

quired to be collected from the overhead conductor without
exceeding the. capacity of a single wire or a single collector,

and to reduce the amount of copper in the feeder system to

the lowest value consistent with reliable distribution. If the
equipments are obliged to operate at full speed on 600 volts,

it is practically useless to think of anything higher than 2,400
volts. A still higher voltage should be adopted if continuous
current is to be used for trunk-line service with heavy trains.

It is generally conceded that 1,500 volts is about the maxi-
mum voltage that can be economically used on the 4-pole

railway motor. The type of motor used for the 5,000-volt

equipment that has been mentioned previously offers a solu-

tion for the problem which makes a very considerable increase
iu line, voltage appear not only possible, but easy in so far

as commutation and commutation bars are concerned.* The
first two motors of this type were tested with 7,000 volts on
the line, i e., 3,500 volts on each motor, with very satisfactory
commutation. The limit to the voltage will therefore be found
elsewhere than in commutation. The question of insulating
motor and control for such high voltages would also appear
to be less serious than might have been expected; the 6ample
equipment of four 100-H.P. motors has run over 15,000 miles
in commercial service without a single defect in the high-
voltage insulation, and the operation of the equipment has
been highly satisfactory in every respect.
The author suggests that if possible the " through " lines

should be. differentiated from the purely suburban lines, and
that the be.st voltage for the former should be adopted regard-
less of the. latter: that an overhead contact wire in addition
to the 600-volt third rail be placed over each track that
requires full-speed operation for both equipments. While
such a scheme has its disadvantages, they are negligible com-
pared with the complication of equipments necessitated by the
interchangeable operation on several different voltages.

Discussion in London.

Mr. O. H. Mehz, who opened the discussion, regretted that

the author was not there to take part in the meeting ; he had
always looked upon him as one of the most original railway
engineers in the States, and he had many original ideas, as,

for instance, the double armature motor for 5,000-volt direct-

current work. Considering its advantages, it was surprising
that more use had not been made of regeneration: until

recently the only successful example of its use was on the
Italian 3-phase railways. He thought there was no example
of its use here on stopping services. The use of high voltage
should simplify its adoption, because, they would already have
the. dynamotor, which could be used for field excitation. The

author urged them to standardise their electric railway work,
and he thought most railwaymen would consider the 600-volt

third-rail system a6 a standard for many years to come, but
they must certainly also have a higher voltage if they under-

took main line electrification. He did not think it could yet

be decided whether the third rail or overhead wire would be

adopted in main line work; in the States the long distances

necessitated the use of at least 3,000 volts, which meant using

the overhead system, and the system adopted in this country
would depend on the higher voltage limit. No doubt the

1,200-volt construction used on the L. & Y. Railway would
be good enough for 1,500 volts, but that did not 6eem high
enough.
Mr. Roger Smith referred to the paper which he had read

before the I.E.E. in 1914, in connection with which he had
said that no electrical locomotive was iu existence which
would give 1,100 h.p. at any speed between 30 aud 70 miles

an hour, as was done by the maiu line steam locomotives in

passenger servite. The author, however, mentioned the Penn-
sylvania d.c. locomotives, which would develop 1,200 h.p. at

any speed between 42 and 76 m.p.h., and up to 4,000 h.p. at

lower speeds, which he suggested would be better than aui

steam locomotive. He (the speaker) pointed out that the

* A description of this svstem appeared in the Electrical
Review of March 24th, 1916, p. 343.

Speed in miles psi- hour

Curves of Draw-bar Pull (Steam Loco.) and Tractive Effort
at Wheel Treads (Electric Loco.), submitted by Mr. Roger

Smith.

Pennsylvania locomotive weighed about 145 tons, or twice
as much as the steam locomotive, and in using it they had
to haul about and pay for a machine which developed 4,000

h.p. in order to get 1,200 h.p. at high speed. For the goods
locomotive, the series characteristic was admirable, and look-

ing beyond the suburban service to goods working, field and
regenerative control would be very valuable, but would
probably involve the use of at least 20 switches for a

four motor equipment. We were not in a position

to settle the upper voltage limit for railway working.

The 1,200-volt protected third rail on the L. & Y. Railway
had given great satisfaction, working through the recent

snow without a hitch. The snow formed an arch over the

slut which preserved the vertical collecting face of the rail

from wet, &c. It was important to note that nothing had
been done to commit them to any voltage at all; they would
have to decide first on the needs of suburban routes, and.

later, on those of the main lines, and use equipments suited

for use on both systems. There were districts in industrial

areas where the tunnels would not admit of overhead wires.

A 1.500-volt third rail system would work in well with a

3,000-volt overhead system, but he hoped that the switchgear

for use on the two systems would not prove too complicated

if used with regenerative and field control.

Mr. Lydall gave some data of speed range and tractive

effort of 600 and 1,500-volt locomotives, from which it appeared
that the desired electrical characteristic would not be so easily

obtained on high as on low voltage. Referring to the neces-

sity of interchanging electrical rolling stock and locomotives,

he said no mention had been made of the Brighton Co.'s

single-phase line, and suggested as a climax for future condi-

tions a train equipped for running on two direct-current volt-

ages and a single-phase current of high voltage. Very little

information was available as to the extra cost of high-voltage

train equipment, and it was a factor in the comparison. No
doubt a 3,000-volt equipment would cost substantially more
than one for 1.500 volte. He added that they could not decide

yet on suitable standard voltages.
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kr. II. W. Firth said he was glad the author's attention

had been drawn to tho die* < teristice

for railway working which took place at the Institution two
years ago, and particularly to tho wasteful methods involved.

He would like to know whether he was really sanguine as to

regenerative control on multiple unit trains; if his surmises
as to the future were correct thru considerable economic

dents were in sight. Th nothing in the

natter of line volta.ee which would stop the interchange of

ives and trains between different sections of railway.

The author's views as to separate voltages would not corn-

railway nun in possible

to separate traffics, it would mean duplicating equipments.
Most of the speakers seemed to accept 600 volts as suitable

foi suburban working, but tbat tied them practically to 1,200
volts as the upper limit, and it might be necessary to go higher
later on. Par instance, h eason why 1,200 volte

should not be the lower standard, but the time
was not ripe for fixing the upper limit. •

Dr. S. P, Smith said the author deal) with the charac-
teristics of the series motor and showed its suitability for

certain work, but the position was not quite clear when it

same to larger outputs, lie was afraid they would not get
what they wanted for large locomotive work with field control,
and they might have to aim for a.c. motor characteristics.
Perhaps the single-phase series motor might solve, some of the
difficulties outlined by Mr. Roger Smith. He asked what
would happen to a motor used continuously as generator (for

ition) and as a motor for driving, with no opportunity
of getting rid of heat, and yet restricted to the present limit-

ing dimensions. American engineers had probably experi-
enced the difficulties of varying voltages and S5'stems, and he

iod that the paper had been written as a warning
against the use of more than two voltages.

Mr. II. M. Saybrs said tbat the experimental work on
regeneration had been mostly carried out on tramways in
this country, and it had resulted in failure. One reason for
this had been mentioned—the motor was in use always and
had no time lor rest. Further, a regenerative motor really
required a shunt characteristic, and this was not very suitable
for acceleration., But such a motor could be used by intro-
ducing between it and the wheel a speed-torque gear of satis-

factory construction, and he understood that such a gear was
available. This point" was worth considering in connection

vnerative control and main line railway problems.
Mr I S. Peck, who read the paper in the absence of the

author, replied briefly, agreeing that there had not been
enough experience to tix standard voltages, lie suggested.
however, that i,t would be an advantage to tix some temporary
standards on our present knowledge rather than go on on hap-
hazard lines. He briefly outlined the basic method of regenera-
tion, pointing out that many "frills" were being added, and
expressed confidence in the ability of the modern motor to

stand up to the extra strains due to regenerative working.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letter! received by u* after 6 P.M. ON Tuksdat cannot appear wail

the following week. Correspondents should forward their cemmum-
oations at the earliest possible moment. Ao letter can be published

unless toe' hare the writer's name and address in our possets' on.

Human Silver an Outgrown Superstition.

Mr. Thompson, in the Journal oJ the Institution ot He*-
tried Bngi ire, sete forth many facte which beai on tin- u^j
of German silver for resistance roil-. The writer considers

that any discussion of German silver as a material for n
colls ought l'

I
I along with thl

ancient i nature of a magnet. Si.

trical cm i n the telegraph si.

man silver as a materia] lor i coils, has been
thoroughly discredited, and almost entirely given up. It is

probably a fact that any alloy containing zinc is unfit to

stand anj sort of hard usage, such as exposure to the weather
or the heating and cooling with exposure to the air incidental

to the work ordinarily put on resistance coils. In the last 20
years alloys have been produced which answer almost every

possible need of the electrical engineer for resistance, coils.

Many of these arc of great value, and thi I
I adapted

for the particular purpose for which they are designed. These
alloys should be better known. Verj little experience is

enough to indicate what material to use for a parte a

The writer does not know of any single use where, German
silver could be recommended.

If a definition of German silver should be

is: "Brass with a percentage of nickel (very often I* per

cent., but sometimes more or less)."

Charles Wl«.
Philadelphia, U.S.A.

Concerning Discounts.

Mr. Fisher's letter mentioning the T.L.A. diflCOU!

is interesting lie shows that, after getting out a complicated
arrangement of discounts, the T.L.A. provide a .dieet .-bowing

the equivalent simple discount. But why do the T.L.A. not
use the simple equivalent discount right awaj "

We should howl with laughter if someone came from china
and told us that the ;

I busines in this way. The
whole system reminds one of an incid mi in. b i

have occurred in a certain shipbuilding centre. Some neutral

naval officers came across with regard to done for

them. In the course of their visit they saw through
yard and inspected everything in the way of warship work
that was being done for our own Navy. Then as they left

the harbour they were carefully taken down into their cabins
so that they might not see what was happening! Need one
add that they were profoundly impressed by our method of

preserving seen
The Writer of the Article.

Discussion at Newcastle.

At a meeting of the Newcastle Local Section on March
13th, Mr. J. S. Peck, of Manchester, read an abstract of Mr.
N. W. Storer's paper.

.Mr. J. R. Beard thought the field-control system had its

disadvantages. The normal condition of the motor was that
some of the field was shunted, and that meant that so much
of the copper was out of service, and consequently the motor
had to be slightly larger to compensate for that. The section
of the paper referring to regenerative control was the most
interesting one, and on this question much work would
be done in the near future; if regenerative control were used
they certainly had much greater freedom in regard to the
speed at which they braked. Speaking of standardisation of
the third rail, he thought it was bound to be left over until
they had had sufficient experience of the new third rail on
the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway.
Mr. YY. G. Gons regarded the reference to regenerative

control as the most interesting in the paper, but said the
difficulty was to get a machine that would be suitable for
both motor and generator. The difficulty was there overcome
by providing additional shunt coils for use while the machine
was generating; he thought it would be better to use the
same coils.

Mr. 0. Tdrnbull drew attention to the double-armature
motor, and said the. difficulty was the question of space; the
motors were fitted to inches, and there was room for nothing
else. As to regenerative control, he pointed out that the
trouble there might be that there, were not sufficient cars to
absorb the regenerated current, and it would come back on
the station. There were, cases where the amount of current
coming back was greater than that absorbed. Still, he thought
the regeneration of energy would do a great deal to bring
about the electrification of our fines.

Mr. T. Garter urged the importance ' of the question of
standardisation, and thought the Institution should take up
the point.

Mr. L. H. Oarr said with regard to standardisation, that
something might be done by the railways in conference, as
had been done in part in connection with the third rail.

Mr. Peck briefly replied to the discussion.

Cause of Flicker.

Confirming the opinion expressed in Mr. Long's
remember about 15 years ago going from Bristol to investigate

a flicker on the. lights of m large passenger steamer in South-
ampton Docks. The effect of the flicker on the lights in the

saloon was very noticeable when all Lights were on. The
defect was entirely cleared up by adjusting the valve* of the

engines.
This occurred so long ago that I have forgotten the name of

the boat and even the name, of the maker of the engines;
but they were vertical engines direct-coupled to the dynamos.

H. Visger.

An Engineer's Wages.

We were interested to note. " ExperienceV letter in a

recent issue of the Review under the above, heading, and it

would appear to us that "Experience" is one of the many
disappointed men who. after the completion of their college

training, are unable to obtain remunerative employment.
If "Experience" has not yet been able to solve hie diffi-

culties, we should recommend him to adopt the course which
many men have found to be inevitable, and obtain a posi-

tion as an apprentice in one of the many large engineering
works, which would carry with it a remuneration of seven or
eight shillings per week, experience, and plenty of hard work.

After the completion of his apprenticeship "Experience"
may possibly be. surprised to find that he is then able to meet
his landlady's account with his own earnings.

Two=Pbase.
Manchester, March 21st, 1916.

[Our two correspondents axe quite right; a graduate, from
no matter what college has no claim to the title of engineer,

and no right to expect an appointment in any such capacity,

for there is one element in the training of an engineer which
cannot, be imparted by any teaching institution

—

experience.

If our correspondent who, with unconscious irony, used that

pseudonym, has been led to believe that when he has passed
through his college course he is an engineer, he is the victim

of a cruel deception.—Eds. Elbo. Rev.]
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The Engineer in the Tropics.

In an article headed "The Engineer in the Tropics" in

your issue of the 17th inst., the author makes at least one

mistake. Towards the end of the article he says that " in

India, Africa., and Malay States, white patrol jackets buttoned

up to the chin are usually worn." Whether he is right about

Africa and the Malay States I do not know, but in India

certainly one seldom comes across this style of "get-up,"

except among the lower classes of Europeans (and then

seldom) or travellers from "further East." Jackets cut to

the same pattern as one's home clothes are de rigueur, and in

the more civilised parte, e.g., Calcutta, Bombay, &c, they

muet not be white, although the trousers may be. The coats

should be either of light " holland " material, silk, or flannel,

and the latter being slightly yellow provides the necessary

contrast with the trousers. The trousers may be of the same
material as the jacket, unless the latter is flannel. It is a

small matter, but may as well be correct if mentioned at all.

It is always best to buy clothes on arrival in the Tropics, and
not at home, as then one gets the correct things for local

wear. A man fitted out by a "colonial outfitter" is usually

a source of amusement to everybody but himself. All he need
take from home is a sun helmet and ordinary summer clothes.

The author of the article also recommends corrosive subli-

mate for wounds and scratches. It is true that this extremely
poisonous substance cures "prickly heat" very quickly, but
it haa to be applied in very weak solution, and even then the

result is usually very bad boils, due. presumably, to absorp-

tion of the poison into the system. Personally, I have given
up this "cure," as I prefer the "prickly heat" to the boils.

In any case, I have been advised by doctors that on no account
must corrosive sublimate be used on or near open cuts or
scratches, and chemists usually give the same warning. I

am unable, therefore, to understand the recommendation in

the article in question, and I certainly think a warning is

necessary, although I profess no medical knowledge myself.

" Koie Hai."

Wiring Problems.

Apropos of the new wiring rules issued by the Institution
of Electrical Engineers, where would you find a ruling for

the following claims which were put to us in one day :

—

No. 1. We tendered for the cabling in connection with a 15-h.p.

motor, and in our specification we stated exactly the size and
quality of the wires to be used. The cabling provided for

nearly 25 per cent, overload, but the customer claimed that
it did not comply with the rules, as his machine would give
an overload of 50 per cent, for half an hour and 100 per cent,
momentarily.
No. 2.—We were instructed to join up a 20-h.p. motor, but

aa the motor was only doing about 2 h.p. we were requested
to provide for that load only.
Needless to say, we have settled both these matters satis-

factorily to ourselves and the customers, but other views
would be interesting.

L. E. Wilson.
Manchester. March 24th, 1916.

The B.O.E. and the C. & G.

Your journal is read by many students who will presently
be answering examination questions on electrical engineering

;

and some of them now understand the serious inaccuracy of the
old rule for getting greatest current from a battery, which is

still obstinately adhered to by professors connected with the
Board of Education and the City and Guilds of London Institute.

These candidates may be wondering whether they would run
any risk of losing marks if they employed my rule, and thereby
got a correct answer that the examiners were not expecting;
for both these institutions have either been giving full

marks for wrong answers, or setting questions that are all

specially suited for a rule that is known to be bad. You will,

therefore, perhaps allow me to show the following way out
of the difficulty.

Suppose the candidate is asked what arrangement of 20
l-vojt and 1-ohm cells will send the greatest current through
an external resistance of 13 ohms. With 10 in series and 2
in parallel the resistance of the battery would be 5 ohms

;

and with all in series it would be 20 ohms. Therefore, the
greater of these resistances being the nearer to that- of the
external circuit, the old rale, would tell him to put the cells

all in series; and he should give this answer without any
comment; for the old rule will always be right when it indi-

cates an arrangement with more resistance than the external
circuit.

But now, suppose that the external resistance had been 12
ohms, which is nearer to the smaller of the above two battery
resistances. Here the old rale would tell him to put 10 in series,

which would give a current of 10/(5+ 12) = 10/17; where-
as my rale would' tell him to put all in series, which would
give a current of 20/(20+T2) = 10/lG, evidently an increase of
exactly 6J per cent. (I have chosen a number of cells that
is particularly favourable for the old rule ; otherwise my rale
might have given an increase of 20 per cent., 100 per cent,,
or anything you please.) Here the candidate should say some-
thing to the effect that when the exter/ial resistance is be-

tween two consecutive battery resistances "mi nearer fo the

smaller one, both of them ahoxild be tried; and he should then
show that the greater current is obtained with all the cells

in series. So long as he takes care not to mention my name
or my pamphlet, I do not think it will be necessary for him
to give a wrong answer in order to get full marks.

Newcastle-on-Tyne, March 0,7th, 1916.

W. F. Dunton.

[Mr. Dunton is aware that we regard the grouping of cells

as of little importance in practice; but his letter raises a

totally different and very serious question, for he suggests
that the examiners of these two great educational authorities

have been deliberately " loading the dice." That Mr. Dunton's
argument with regard to the "old rule" is correct is indis-

putable; we feel sure, however, that the examiners, if they
have erred, have done so through inadvertence and not of eet

purpose.—Eds. Elec. PiEv.]

THE RONTGEN SOCIETY.

At the March meeting of the Rontgen Society, held at the

Institution of Electrical Engineers, the discussion on the pro-

tection of the X-ray operator, adjourned from the previous

meeting, was resumed.

Dr. W. Harwood Nutt said that several X-ray workers
complained of headache and sleepiness after a short time in

the X-ray room. In his opinion this was due, not to the
ionisation of the atmosphere, but to the generation of ozone,

and 6ome experiments he had conducted showed that ozone
was actually produced in the neighbourhood of the tube.

Mr. W. A. Schall put in a mild plea for the manufacturers
of X-ray apparatus. He had no doubt that there was room
for improvement, but until the manufacturer was definitely

told what he must guard against he was in a difficult position.

The manufacturer did not yet know what the medical man
wanted. One authority would .say that a covering of 2 mm,
of 4.5 lead rubber was amply sufficient as a protection ; another
that it was not nearly enough. They had yet to find out what
thickness of lead rubber was equal in opacity to the human
tissue.

Dr. G. B. Batten referred to the enhanced danger'of those
X-ray workers who, in addition to working with the tube, had
to do with chemical substances, such as developing agents.

These would often precipitate an X-ray reaction which other-

wise would have remained latent.

Major Wilson, of the Canadian Medical Service, said that

the ideas of British manufacturers on the subject of X-ray
protection were certainly below the standard which was
deemed necessary with the heavy transformer outfits obtained
from the United State* and Canada. II.' believed, with a

previous speaker, that the tired feeling was due to ozone, no
matter whether generated from the. terminals of the tube or
those of the transformer itself.

Mr. T. Clarke made the surprising statement that lie had
worked for 20 years at X-rays without any protection wbat-

' ever, and had never received any injury. He had employed
a static machine, and in his opinion X-rays from a tube
excited by a static machine were comparatively harmless, and
were different in nature from those given by a tube excited
by an induction coil.

Upon this point, Dr. Sidney Puss, in replying on the dis-

cussion, said that there was no reason why, if the potential

difference between the electrodes was the .same, there should
not be identity betwen the rays thus differently produced.
The President of the Society. Mr. J. H. Gardiner, an-

nounced that the authorities of the National Physical Labora-
tory were prepared to examine and give a certificate upon
protective materials which would enable both manufacturers
and users of materials to know the absorption coefficient of the
jirotective devices they supplied and used. He also stated that
the Council of the Society had under consideration resolutions
on the subject of the efficiency of X-ray apparatus from the
point of view of safety, which would be submitted t<- the War
Office and Admiralty.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL TARIFFS ON

ELECTRICAL GOODS.

SWEDEN—The exportation of the following, among
i tides, has been prohibited from Sweden:—

As from February Sth.—Driving and transmission belts of

leather, rubber, gutta-percha or balata, even in combination
with other materials. ,

As from"March 1st.—Bo* Is and shoes of tissue, with rubber

soles : tungsten wire.
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RUSSIA.—In virtue of an Imperial Decree, dated January
7th, the Russian Minister ol Finance, in conjunction with

the Minister of Oommerce, has been empowered temporarily,

until the cloee of the war, to diminish oi increase, in accord-

vith local conditions, the period fixed for the payment
on goods (including postal parcels) received

at Customs establi issue regulations with regard

bo the warehousing of the - and to determine the pro-

and periods of eale of these goods, in cases of non-
, nt of the Customs or other duties.

\NCE.—Owing to ii. leclaration of British

imported into France, several cases of difficulties with

the French Customs authorities have recently been brought

notice of 11. M. Consul-General in Paris, with a request

the firms concerned that an appeal against the fine

ed by the French authorities should be made through

his intermediary. The Consul-General states that, in such

the inaccuracies are usually ascribed

and adds that, as a general rule, no satisfaction is to be

obtained on this ground from the Customs authorities. He
alls attention to the necessity of furnishing full

and accural tion to the person charged with the

declaration of the goods to the French Customs, in order that

the consignments may be correctly declared and trouble with

the Customs authorities avoided.

The following note of some of the requirements of the

Customs Regulations may be useful:—
Declarations must be presented in duplicate on printed

forms in conformity with the approved model; they must
indicate the nature, kind, and quality of the goods, the place

whence imported, and their destination. In addition, the

weight, or the measurement or number, or the value, of the

goods must be shown according to whether the duty is levi-

able on the weight, measurement or number, or on the value.

The marks and numbers of the bales, caws, casks, &c, are

to be shown in the margins of the declarations, and if the

origin of the goods or any other special circumstance entitles

them to favourable tariff treatment, the fact must be stated.

AUSTRALIA.—An Australian Proclamation, dated Decem-
ber 22nd, prohibits the importation into the Commonwealth
of electric or magnetic belts, or any belt, or any article of

earing apparel, or article for toilet use, or any appliance

which is alleged or intended to produce a therapeutic effect

n electric or magnetic influences, or by the presence of radio-

active elements.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.—According to a decision

utly given by the United States Board of Appraisers, wire-

apparatus imported for use upon vessels owned by the

United States or operated under American registry, when
entered and installed under the prescribed conditions, is free

of duty on importation into the United States.

SOUTH AFRICA.—The following Customs decision has

recently been officially announced in the Union of South

Africa :

—
Washing machines driven by electrical 'power are dutiable

inder No. 193 of the Tariff at 'the general rate of 20 per cent.

ad vul.. the rebate allowed on goods manufactured in the

United Kingdom or reciprocating British Colonies beiug 3 per

cent, ad vol.

NORWAY.—The exportation from Norway has been pro-

ubited ol copper oxide and copper protoxide, also of all

nanufactures of rubber, luilata and gutta-percha (with the

exception of driving and transmission belts of balata and

gutta-percha).

EGYPT.—Revised Tarifl valuations for use in assessing

duties on certain metals imported into Egypt have been issued,

with effect fr.»m Februan 1st to March 31st. 1916, or until

denunciation, as follows :
—

Valuation perkilog.
Milliemes.

Copper and brass sheets, round and bottom-
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NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL
ORGANISATION.

From the observations which appeared in onr issue of

January 21st, under the title "National Business Organisa-

tion," it will have been gathered that we viewed with

regret the division of the different forces which were

engaged in endeavouring to form a powerful national

industrial organisation. There were several separate

movements on foot, each of them was fairly strongly

backed by important industrial interests, all of them were

making headway in their own circle or sphere, and the

objects in view were, in the main, very similar. Was it

desirable, when there was a practically universal recognition

that a truly national organisation of impressive proportions

and effective strength was one of the greatest industrial

needs of the times, that these groups should continue their

efforts independently ? If want of co-operation among
industrial interests had been a weakness in the past, why
perpetuate the error by a division of the very forces which
were aiming to remedy it ? The air has been thick with
new schemes and proposals of one kind and another all the

while we have been at war, and their existence, the interest

that they have evoked, and the support that they have
received, have proved beyond doubt the desire of industry

to concentrate its forces.

Probably all of these schemes have contributed some assist-

ance in stimulating interest in the idea of associated and
co-ordinated policy, but three of them stand out more promi-
nently than the rest as demanding serious attention when the

time is ripe for seeing whether an amalgamation of forces can
be effected. The Institute of Industry is oue ; the second
is a substantial organisation starced in the Midlands by
Mr. Dudley Docker ; and the third is the Manchester
scheme set on foot by Sir Charts Macara. With the

first we have dealt pretty fully on several occasions ; its

little plaster exhibition building overlooking the Strand still

stands as a monument to its earlier memory, though fast

crumbling to decay, like some of its earlier ambitions. Onr
readers will have noted that we never have been able to

treat this movement as being seriously representative of the

great industries of the country ; it has not been founded or engi-

neered in a manner which called forth either our respect or

our admiration. When, therefore, we were invited to take tea

with the Court of Directors last week, on the occasion of the

making of an " important announcement," the object of

the gathering being " The creation of a national organisa-

tion adequately representing British industrial interests"

we attended with some curiosity, little enthusiasm, and only

just a slight modicum of hope. As the proceedings

developed, however, our curiosity developed into a deep

interest, and our enthusiasm and our hope both rose very

high. We are in doubt as to which was the " important

announcement," for there were several. One was to the

effect that the Institute of Industry was willing to sacrifice

its name ; the other that any director would retire in order

to strengthen the Association ; and last, but not least, Mr.
J. Taylor Peddie had placed his resignation in the hands of

the directors, so that they might offer to those who wished

to join forces with them the advantages of a central associa-

tion free and unfettered by any existing agreement as to

management. So be it ! Mr. Nettlefold, in his control of

the proceedings, impressed us with his unquestionable

sincerity. He gave us clearly to understand that the

Institute of Industry, as we have known it, is willing to

sacrifice itself in order that there may be that consolidation

of national resources which is a vital necessity.

[385]
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The way was thus opened for valuable discussion, and as

representatives of the two important groups which have

made no inconsiderable headway (Mr. Dudley Docker

stated that' his movement was supported by from 30 to 40

firms who were each willing to put down £1,000 apiece)

were present, it was possible for practical suggestions to be

advanced, Mr. Docker proposed that a conference should

be held between the Institute of Industry, the Association

with which he was concerned, and the Manchester

group, and he expressed the opinion that from such a

conference there might emerge a big association, which

even the British Government would have to recognise,

lie suggested that they should all " come under one

umbrella" (we think he meant a new one) in order to

co-operate efficiently. We are pleased to state that the

proposition was accepted by the chairman on behalf of the

Institute ; it was approved by Mr. F. R. Davenport, who,

as a director of the Manchester movement, said he would

recommend it to the Manchester group ; and it was sup-

ported by Mr. A. W. Tait, who is not disinterested in elec-

trical aud financial affairs. We believe that the conference

actually took place within a few hours after the suggestion

was made, and we shall hope to hear in due course that an

entirely new and central organisation will be speedily

established, forming an " umbrella " which shall shelter all

our national industries from the cold water of the politicians

whom Mr. Dudley Docker and not a few others abominate.

Two of the principal essentials for such an organisation

are, as Mr. Tait remarked, brains and money—both are

required in the best quality and the largest quantity. We
asked a couple of months ago whether it was suggested

that industrial firms should pay their usual trade association

subscriptions and find funds for the new institute or

association as well. Mr. Docker's efforts have proved that,

when once it is realised that a truly great organisation

is in prospect, funds will flow in freely. Hundreds of

associations which are in existence will doubtless desire to

link up to such a body, because they will expect it to exert

in combination such a powerful influence in matters of

prime concern as individually or in smaller groups they

could never hope to exert. Hundreds of wealthy industrial

companies and firms would also be prepared substantially to

support movements which are going to assist them in the

expansion of their operations.

The matter of finance in such an organisation is an

interesting one. Mr. Allcock, of Manchester, advanced a

suggestion which is deserving of careful consideration. He
urged that in their thought of, and regard for, great ideals,

they should not overlook the fact that there were many

sectional associations which were doing very useful work.

The money for a new association might be obtained by

linking these all up together. At present most of them

intermix idealistic and practical efforts. A transfer of the

idealistic duties from each of the national organisations

might induce those sectional associations to contribute a

percentage of their income (say 10 per cent.) to the national

body, which, by its constitution and objects, would cover all

those matters concerned with what may be termed national

policy in relation to industry. The remainder of their

incomes they would continue to expend upon the aforesaid

useful practical work. He mentioned, to illustrate his

suggestion, the willingness with which a firm of, say,

engine-makers, would subscribe to the funds of their

own association if they were convinced that a better

market for their engines would be secured : but

they would be averse to subscribing to funds which bad

ideals as their aim. This is, perhaps, a point of detail

which may well be left to the judgment of the court of

directors of the new association or federation, or whatever

it may be called, but we repeat that it is well worthy of con-

sideration if for no other reason than that it would permit

existing associations to leave undone some things that

at present absorb a good deal of their attention, and

allow them to increase their own usefulness to the trades

that they represent by concentrating on work of really

practical value.

The Institute of Industry, it will be remembered, dropped
" science " from its title. It may be that the new Federa-

tion of British Industries will find that it can consolidate

its forces in the most profitable manner by going a step

further. It may recognise that it will be unnecessary for

it in any way to overlap the operations that are likely to

ensue from the national organisation of science which is

being proceeded with by the Royal Society. A great and
effective scientific organisation of this character can render

service to science, and those who affect it as a calling, by
linking up all the scientific societies and institutions for

combined effort in the national interests. And if beside

this there were a great Federation of British Industries, there

would be available two essential parts of one grand organisa-

tion which would strengthen our prestige and position

throughout the world. This is surely an object for which
all should labour, and if for its fruition the spirit of self-

sacrifice has to be exercised—as we believe it muss be—we
are sure that no founder, and no Institute, will be permitted

to remain as an obstruction in the path. It is useless shutting

our eyes to the fact that certain of those who have a sub-

stantial stake in some of the present movements will require

such a sacrifice. The chairman most gracefully and appro-

priately signified by his announcements that such an
eventuality had been foreseen, and we believe that he and
his court of directors will, as a result of confeience and
mature deliberation, come to the conclusion that it must
be made.

The Council's nominations for the
The I.E.E. vacancies which will occur in the
and its offices of president, vice-presidents,
Council. honorary treasurer, and ordinary

members of Council, on September
30th next, are now in the hands of members. The
task of commenting upon this document is one of
considerable difficulty, since it is regrettably easy to

be suspected of invidiousness when any names are
mentioned. We may, therefore, begin by saying
whatever we can that is favourable, just to show that

we are not content with expressing dissatisfaction

only.

The addition of Mr. Chattock to the body of vice-

presidents will, we think, be welcomed by everyone,
especially in the great industrial district of which
Birmingham is the centre, and in which the heads
of lesser concerns affectionately allude to him as
" The Chief."
With respect to the ordinary members of Council,

we must observe that it does not appear to be at all

representative of the large manufacturing concerns
of the country. How are we to look for that co-

operation and that co-ordination of interests which
are so much talked of unless representatives of all

these interests are included ?

The central-station engineers were at one time

conspicuous by their absence from the Council, but

we saw the somewhat violent advent of Mr. H. F.

Proctor, and now we see upon it Mr. Chamen. Mr.
Chattock, Mr. Christie, Mr. Dickinson, Mr. High-
held, and Mr. Woodhouse, to mention only those

who are now members.
Certain sides of the manufacturing industry are

fairly well represented, and we welcome the nomina-

tion of Mr. Nisbett, who will not only tend to

preserve the continuity of the Council with its pre-

decessors, but whose firm is embarking upon more
than cable-making, and so becoming somewhat more
representative of manufacturing in general.

It is, however, with regard to the presidency that

we must sound a note of warning.

Dr. Ferranti was made president, amid universal

acclamation, for a second successive year, he being

the first president to be honoured in this way. We
all had hopes at that time of the carrying into

practice of "a certain " broader policy," and that we
might go forward under gallant leadership to a con-

quest of industry by electricity and to a conquest of

electricity by the British race. That these hopes

proved largely illusory was hardly the fault of Dr.

Ferranti.

Mr. Duddell's eminent services to electrical

science had their natural result in a second year for
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him. We refrained from expressing' any views on
the question at the time of his re-election, for, as

will be remembered, there was something of a set

made against him, with which we did not desire to

be identified. Sir John Snell did not occupy the chair

for a second year, and we then hoped we had broken
away from the new practice before it had become a

custom.
We are sure that we shall not be accused of any

feeling adverse to Mr. Sparks, when we say that we
unfeignedly regret that it is proposed to elect him
to the chair for a second year. We welcomed his

accession to that dignity; we have admired his occu-

pancy of the chair; his popularity is as unquestion-

able as it is well-deserved. We feel, however, that

there are so many excellent men on the Council,

whose arrival at the head of the profession is delayed
by the course proposed, that it is our duty to protest

against it.

We sincerely trust the practice will not become
customary with the Institution. The gain, if any,

to be obtained by the holding of the presidency for

two successive years by any member, however dis-

tinguished, is not obvious, and it makes the pace too

slow for those behind.

That technical phrases which are

Crosswalk. perfectly intelligible to technical men
should nevertheless present perplex-

ing problems to lawyers is not a matter for surprise,

least of all when they relate to such abstruse pheno-
mena as electrostatic and electromagnetic induction,

which have no parallel in the experience of the lay-

man; but it is a matter of considerable importance
when it affects the construction of a specification or

the performance of an installation, and this was well

exemplified in a case which was heard recently at

the Salford Hundred Court of Record. In this case

the plaintiffs.. Messrs. Pearson's (Electricians), Ltd.,

a Manchester firm of electrical contractors, sued for

a balance of account due for an intercommunication
telephone installation which was guaranteed against
" cross-talk." The defendants claimed that the
installation did not comply with the specification,

inasmuch as conversations could be overheard by
departments which had not been called ; the instru-

ments and cable were of the double-line type, and
were properly installed, so that inductive effects were
eliminated, but the defendants claimed that a secret

service was required and promised, and thus the

case depended entirely upon the definition of " cross-

talk."

The managing director of the plaintiff company,
a representative of the General Electric Co., Ltd.,

and Mr. L. E. Wilson, A.M.I.E.E., were called on
behalf of the plaintiffs, and in response to a request
of the judge for a clear definition, " cross-talk " was
defined as " electric energy conveyed through space
and not by contact or connection." A representa-

tive of Messrs. Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd., who was
called for the defendants, agreed with this definition,

and therefore judgment followed for the plaintiffs.

Those who were concerned with the installation

of intercommunication telephones in the last decade,
when single-line circuits were in general use, will

remember that as the number of stations increased
the trouble from cross-talk became acute on any
busy system, and in 1909 Mr. L. E. Wilson, in a

short paper on " Telephones " which he read before
the Manchester Local Section of the I.E.E., pointed
out that while cheapness was thus attained, the con-

sequence was the production of cross-talk, which
depreciated the value of the system generally; he went
on to point out that cross-talk was directly propor-
tional to the potential of the line. Mr. K. B. Miller

also, in his " American Telephone Practice," stated

that when one circuit acted inductively on another so

that conversations on one could be heard on the other,

the phenomenon was termed " cross-talk," and was

attributed chiefly to electromagnetic induction.

Counsel for defendants endeavoured to show that

the badinage of two comedians talking at one
another was known as " cross-talk," with what rele-

vance we are unable to imagine.
The moral to be drawn from this case is that

manufacturers in their catalogues, and contractors

in their tenders, should make it clearly understood
that immunity from cross-talk does not mean that

a line when in use cannot be tapped by a third

party, or that a secret service is to be provided; such

secret service can, of course, be given, at a price,

but is not contemplated in the ordinary intercom-

munication installations. Even when the double-line

system is installed, cross-talk may still be present if

the combination is not properly connected up. Ex-
pert opinion is adverse to the use of single lines

beyond ten stations, though unfortunately contrac-

tors are to be found who would not hesitate to go
to thirty lines.

In view of the new situation that

Electrical is arising in the Australian Common-
Trade in wealth in consequence of the very

Australia. thorough policy adopted by the

Government for limiting the activi-

ties of German and Austrian traders there both

during and after the war, we took advantage of the

opportunity presented by the presence in this coun-

try of Mr. G. T. Milne, H.M. Trade Commissioner

for Australia, to interview that gentleman on the

present position and the outlook electrically. It

is, of course, of the first importance that British

firms who are anxious to open up new business

connections in that part of the world should

closely analyse the statistics of Australian import

trade, so that they may see what proportion of the

trade' in their particular lines is already in British

hands. In some sections of the industry we have

a substantial hold on the trade that is going,

but the conditions are likely to be so much more

favourable to our manufacturers in all lines hence-

forth that the proportion that has gone to enemy

traders in the past will be ours if we are able to

tackle the business in the right way; in addition,

there will also always be new development work

in progress. These two possibilities should afforl

considerable scope for British activity without

rendering competition between British firms unduly

keen. From our conversation with Mr. Milne re-

specting the outlook, we judge that he holds the

conviction that Australia is a very fine field for the

sale of electrical machinery, fittings, and appliances.

The uses of electricity are rapidly extending there as

everywhere else, and they will continue to do so.

but so far as the British manufacturer is concerned,

Mr. Milne emphasises the point that when dealing

with public bodies in particular, it is impossible to do

business without proper local representation. A new

firm entering the field cannot expect to do business

unless it has a live representative on the spot, and

the best course to adopt before appointing such

is to send out a responsible representative who

knows the electrical trade thoroughly, especially

on its commercial side, to make a survey of the

whole field and see whether that field justifies

the opening of a branch or merely the appoint-

ment" of agents. Perhaps a number of our firms

will undertake such surveys on co-operative lines?

American and Japanese competition is a factor to

be reckoned with. During the war there has been a

development of Japanese manufacturing activity

—Japanese electric' lamps, switches, insulators, glass,

etc., and even complete installations, are on offer.

Whereas Germany formerly took large orders for

insulators on account of price, there is now local

manufacturing in this department as well as Japanese

tendering. Japanese travellers have been on the

ground recently, and their activities are not likely
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to be reduced at present. The policy of the Common-
wealth Government is, of course, to support local

manufacturers first of all, British manufacturers next,

and our Allies will naturally follow closely thereafter
in respect of any preferential treatment. Nobody can
tell at present what is to be the upshot of trade affairs

in the Australian market, save that the German
trader is not likely easily to get a look in. It may be
predicted with reasonable confidence, however, that
the spirited and thorough policy that has been ap-
plied in respect of the metal industries will bring
local industrial changes, and one of these will

involve the drawing of copper wire in Australia.

Representatives going out from England are
advised to study on the spot this question of local

industries in its bearing upon their own contem-
plated schemes for opening out branches. Viewing
our trade with the Commonwealth as a whole, we
are assured that where matters have gone against
us in the past it has frequently been due not to high,

prices, but to failure to give delivery up to time.

There has not been much change
Lead. in the general position of pig lead

lately, although the price rose con-
siderably further up to about £36 10s., a new high
record, notwithstanding the recent Government pro-
hibition of speculative dealings. Under the new
regulation, pig lead is, of course, no longer a free
market, so that the present state of comparative
scarcity is having, if anything, the more effect upon
the trend of prices whenever the demand assumes
some importance. The view, at any rate, is gene-
rally expressed by dealers that the authorities would
have been wiser by not interfering with the market.
Offers of distant metal are now generally held back
and consumers find more difficulty to " hedge in

"

against their forward requirements. Transactions
are chiefly confined to prompt and near shipments,
which tends to narrow down the range of values.
The price of foreign lead now stands near £34 15s.
usual London terms ex ship Thames, which is not
much 'ess than 100 per cent, above the normal figure
in peace times, but so far as can be gathered, there
is not room for a big fall in the price until the
quantities diverted to this country are more commen-
surate with the size of the abnormally heavy current
requirements, chiefly in connection with munition
work. There is no indication of an improvement in
the latter direction, for the present at any rate, while
the situation is aggravated by a multitude of adverse
circumstances. The chief of these is undoubtedly
the pronounced spell of stringency which has been
developing across the Atlantic, where values have
been raised to a level equal to something like £40
a ton, which virtually precludes the possibility of
contracts being arranged for shipment to this side.
There is now apparently a ready demand in

America for all the metal which is being turned out
in order to provide for the much larger domestic
needs, while outstanding contracts have yet to be
met for export, partly to Japan. The American
position is now affected by the utterly paralized state
of the mining industry of Mexico. Operations at the
American Smelting and Refining Company's plants
in Mexico have been entirelv stopped, and there is

no prospect of early resumption of working there.
As regards the European situation, indications do

not hold out much hope of relief. Mining operations
in Spain still leave much to be desired after the
recent labour troubles, producers being severely
handicapped by fuel scarcity and abnormally high
costs. A large portion of the Spanish production
has been for some time past finding its way direct to
France, so that the quantities coming to this side
continue small. A fair average tonnage is coming
forth from Australia, but the arrivals continue con-
siderably short of last year, and it is to be feared
that market conditions will continue pretty tight over
the next few months.

SHERRY'S SAWMILL AND TIMBER WORKS.

The saw mills and timber conversion and treating

works, which are illustrated herewith, have been
constructed and equipped for Mr. Sherry, at Homer-
ton Bridge, Homerton, from the designs and under
the superintendence of Mr. W. Worby Beaumont.
M.Inst.C.E., M.I.E.E.
Mr. Sherry has another saw mill at Old Ford, and

some time ago he contemplated remodelling that mill

as to its power plant and as to its timber seasoning
department; but on this he was advised, and finall)

decided to erect entirely new works at Homerton.
The Old Ford works were supplied with power

from suction gas plant and some electric motors,
and, on advice, it was intendeti to install a modern
steam plant in the place of the suction gas engine.
The engine, however, which was designed to comply
with the circumstances of the old works, has instead

been erected in the new works at Homerton.
These new works are of particular interest because

of the remarkable economy which has been effected

in the cost of power. They are situated on the Lea
Navigation, on land which had been waste until

recent times; the site has been leased from the

London County Council, which authority has a large

area thereabouts still unused.

section on a a

Pig. 1.

—

Longitudinal and Transverse Sections of thv

Sawmills (see fig. 2).

Mr. Sherry imports timber of various kinds on a

large scale, and prepares it for the various prepared

-

timber users, especially the furniture and joinery

trades. The preparation of the various woods,
chiefly in the form of surfaced boards, light scant-

ling stuff, and mouldings, produces a large quantit>

of sawdust and shavings, especially the short shav-

ings from surfacing and moulding machines. About
26 tons of this sawdust and fine shavings was pro-

duced per week; a considerable quantity was formerh
used for horse bedding, for which it was sold at a

nominal price, but most of it is now used for power
production by combustion in high-pressure super-

heated-steam generators, supplying steam to a com-
pound condensing engine.

The general plan of the works is shown by fig. 2.

whilst fig. 1 gives longitudinal and transverse

sections of the mills. The sub-soil of the land on
which the mills are built is a very varied composition
of mud, silt, bog, gravel, clay, and shifting sand,

and special precautions had to be observed in pre-

paration for making foundations, especially in the

case of the chimney.
All the foundations for the mill building and engine

room are of wide-base concrete, heavily reinforced

with strong expanded metal. Piling and heavy
timber work had to be resorted to for the chimney
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Fig. -2.—General Plan of Sherry's Sawmills.

compound Paxman-Lenz type,

with cylinders of 12 in. diameter

and 21 in. stroke; the air pump is,

worked from the tail rod of the

low-pressure cylinder. The engine

works with steam at a pressure of

160 lb., superheated 200 deg. F.„,

and runs at 200 r.p.m. The sur-

face condenser arranged in the

basement as shown is of large

capacity, having in view the intro-

duction of further steam and elec-

tric power. By arrangement with

the Lea Conservancy, circulating

water is taken from the Lea Can^l

and returned thereinto, and blow-

off water from the boiler also finds

its way into the canal from an

interception pit.

Though not shown 'in the draw-

ings, there is a large oil separator,

as well as a steam separator and
oil pumps, in the condenser pit.

The boiler is of the Economic
type, 14 ft. in length and 8 ft. 7 in.

in diameter, with two furnaces

specially arranged for firing with

continuous air and refuse fuel sup-

ply from the cyclone separator, as

before mentioned. The sawdust

foundation, which cut through

into water-logged substrata below
the level bed of the adjacent Lea
navigation.

Adopting the experience and
practice gained at other works by
the same designer, the mill ma-
chinery is in part driven by direct

rope drive to main shafting, and
partly by electric motors to

separate machines, or groups of

machines, supplied with current

from a continuous-current gene-

rator on the engine shaft.

The general plan, fig. 2, shows
the two large nulls, engine and
boiler house, the gluing-up shop,

and, alongside of the engine

house, the drying kiln, which is

about 30 ft. from the Lea Navi-

gation Canal. A long jib crane

commands the barges in the canal

and the east end of the drying

kiln, and the timber yard east of

it. In the central mill there are

several log frame saws, two of

which are shown in position, and
a number of other machines. In

this same mill is the large exhaust-

ing fan, by which all the sawdust
and surfacing-machine shavings

are collected from the outer mill

and delivered by a trunk 2\ ft. in

diameter, as shown, into a large

separator erected above the boiler

house, from which they pass into

a refuse pit therein. The positions

of the present boiler and space for

a second boiler (which is about to

be installed), feed pumps, steam
pipes, etc., are shown in the same
plan, and in the adjoining engine
room are seen the engine, dynamo,
rope drive to main shaft in the

central mill, switchboard, etc. The
relative positions of these parts of

the plant are further shown in the

two sectional elevations taken en
lines a a and B b of the plan

The engine is of the tandem

^io. 3.

—

Central Mill, showing Log Frami Saw!

j7ig . 4.—Outer Mill, showing Air-ducts for Collecting Refuse
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ajid other refuse falls into the pit shown in the

general plan, from which it is raised by an electric

Can and delivered directly into the furnaces, the pro-

portions of air and refuse being adjustable to the

best relative values for oomplete combustion. Steam
is"faken from the superheater at the back of the com-
bustion chamber.
The continuous-current generator on the engine

shaft is of the General Electric Co.'s compound
multipolar type, fitted with interpoles, and capable

of an output of 160 kw. ab 460 volts, as well as 25 per
cent, overload for two hours, or 50 per cent. over-

Mad for an hour and a half.

Fig. 5.

—

Cyclone Separator.

Since the plant was tested on the completion of

the. works, a great deal of machinery has been added,

but the following figures show that, with the load
that existed at the time of testing, very remarkable
economy was iealised. When the original estimates

wer.e, prepared with respect to fuel costs in Mr.
Sherry's old works, which were then intended to be
remodelled, and subsequently for these new mills,

particular consideration was given to the type of

refuse, which consisted chiefly, as mentioned, of saw-
dust and the short, small shavings of surfacing and
moulding machines, and Mr. Sherry was promised
th*at the new plant should give him all the power

the mill. In the result, however, no coke has ever

been required, and less than three-fourths of the

sawdust and other refuse produced is consumed.

GENERAL RESULTS OF TRIAL (AFTER PRELIMINARY

TRIALS), NORMAL FULL LOAD.

Duration of Trial, 6 hours 54 minutes.

Boiler Performance.

Total water evaporation
Evaporation per hour
Total wood refuse fuel

Fuel consumed per hour
Rate of combustion per eq. ft. of grate

Average steam pressure per sq. in. ...

Average steam temperature
Average steam superheat
Water evaporated per lb. wood refuse fuel

Equivalent evaporation from and at 212° F
Guaranteed evaporation per lb. of fuel

Draught in flues close to boiler

Engine and Dynamo.

Average steam chest pressure per sq. in.

Average steam chest temperature
Average steam chest superheat
Vacuum, engine gauge
Vacuum, condenser gauge
Total steam consumption
Total steam consumption per hour
Average indicated horse-power
Average kilowatts

Steam consumption lb. per KW.-hr.

Guaranteed steam consumption, lb. per
KW.-hr.

Wood fuel consumption per b.th.u. guaran-

teed

Combined efficiency, i.h.p./b.h.p

The highest dynamo temperature, after more than seven
hours' run at full load, was 140° F. on the interpoles, repre-

senting a rise of 70° F. above the atmosphere.
The voltage regulation tests showed between no load and

full load a rise of 1.75 per cent., and between no load and 25
per cent, overload 2.75 per cent., the dynamo running at

constant speed, without regulation of the shunt rheostat.

•21,831 lb.
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board, Messrs. Dorman & Smith, Ltd., and Messrs.

Ward Bros. ;
pneumatic dust-collecting and delivery

plant, including motor and fan. etc., Messrs. Mat-
thews & Yates; engine and boiler foundations, and

Fig. 7.—Electric Fan Feeding Boiler with W<5od Refuse.

chimney shaft, Messrs. Neil & Co. ; steel roof prin-

cipals and wind gable ends, Messrs. David Rowell
and Co.; heating apparatus in timber drying kiln,

Erith's Engineering Co.. Ltd.

LEGAL

Read b. The Stella Conduit Co.

This case came before the Court of Appeal, composed of the Master
of the Rills, Lord Justice Phillimore, and Mr. Justice Sargant,
upon the appeal of the plaintiffs from a judgment of Mr. Justice

Joyce, ia the Chancery Division, dismissing the action.

The plaiutiffs brought the action against the defendants for an
injunction, damages and ancillary relief for the alleged infringe-

ment of Letters Patent No. 18,375, of 1905, granted to Jas. William
Brooks and Albert Edward Read, for "an improved means for

connecting tubular electrical conduits together, and for connecting
the said electrical conduits to their fittings," without screwing.
The oase was reported in the Electrical Review of

Ootober 30th and November 20th, 1914.

Mr. Justice Joyce held that the gripping arrangement was a
well-known and common one, and that there was no invention in

the use of it in the patented appliance, and that the patent was
invalid.

Mr. A. J. Walton, K.C., Mr. Colefax, K.C., and Sir Denham
Warmington appeared in support of the appeal ; and Mr. T.

Terrill, K.C., and Mr. Arthur Gray for the respondent company.
At the conclusion of counsel's arguments on Thursday,

Maroh 30th, their Lordships reserved judgment.

Lund v. Hall.
Before Mr. Registrar Wild, in the City of London Court, on
March 30th, a claim was made by Richard Lund, carrying on
business as Lund Bros. 4; Co., electricians, against Messrs. A.
Hall & Co., decorators, &c, Dulwich, for £1 9s., for work done
and material supplied. The plaintiff's case was that he had done
work upon the instructions of the defendant at St. Marylebone
Infirmary, where the defendant was carrying out some work by
contract, and his workmen had damaged some electric light
fittings. The defendant denied giving the plaintiff any order,
and said his workmen did not cause the damage in respect of which
the plaintiff was seeking to oharge. The case was adjourned for

the plaintiff to produce further evidence, the Registrar remarking
that it was oath against oath as the case then stood. When the
case again came before the Court, the plaintiff called Mr. Brook,
engineer of the St. Marylebone Infirmary, who said that some time
last |August some work was being done at the Infirmary by the
defendant's men. In one of the wards the defendant's men injured
the electric fittings, and it was in the defendant's contract to re-

place them. The defendant commissioned Messrs. Lund's men to

replace the damaged fittings and to send the bill in to him. The
work was done the following day. Cross-examined by the de-
fendant, witness said it was the defendant's contract to take down
the gas fittings. In the ward in which the electric fittings were
damaged, he (witness) said he took down the gas fittings. In
answer to the Registrar, witness said it was not in taking down
the gas fittings that the damage was done ; it was done by
the defendant's men in washing off and whitening the walls and

ceilings. The defendant said his men did not do the damage, and
the engineer in question and the plaintiff were working together

against him. The Registrar said that upon the evidence before him
he must find that the defendant's men did the damage which the

plaiutiff had repaired. Judgment for the plaintiff, with an allow-

ance of os. for the witness.

Baldby v. Sun Electrical Co., Ltd.

At the Lambeth County C'jurt, before Judge Parry, on Monday,
S. T. Baldry, aged 14 years, brought an action through his father,

J. W. Baldry, engineer, of 65, Kirkwood Road, Peckham, S.E.,

under the Workmen's Compensation Act, for compensation for

injuries, the respondents being the Sun Electrical Co., Ltd., of

Charing Cross Road, W.
Applicant was employed by respondents as a learner in November,

1915. A piece of steel shaving was thrown and struck his eve.

He did not see where it came from. He was taken to the Royal
Eye Hospital, St. George's Circus, where his eye was removed, and
he remained as a patient until February lot.

Mr. Shakespeare, for the respondents, said the boys had
nothing to do with the metals with the exception of brass. If

boys were larking and an accident occurred, the Court of Appeal
had decided that such accident did notarise out of, or in the course

of, their employment, and therefore did not come within the scope

of the Aot.

Judge Parry said if that was so, they might as well shut out

boys from the operations of the Act, as they were always larking.

If the applicant had not been employed there he would not have
met with the accident, and that, to his mind, meant arising ont of,

and in the course of, his employment. In view of the import-

ance of the case, and the likelihood of an appeal, he reserved his

judgment.

Lineman's Electric Shock.

Thos. Bannon, telegraphic lineman, claimed compensation at

Tnllamore Quarter Sessions against the Postmaster-General in

reBpect of injuries received by his sustaining an electric shock
while working at the summit of a ladder or pole and falling a
distance of 18 ft. He was three months in hospital. On the sug-

gestion of the County Court Judge, it was agreed that applicant

should get half wages from December 31st to March 14th, and
nominal compensation was given to keep his interests alive pend-

ing his resumption of work. Costs were also allowed.

Munitions Cases.

The Bolton Munitions Tribunal, on March 30th, heard cases

against four employes of the Chloride Electrical Storage Co., who
were said to have refused to work overtime on Maroh 27th. The
men said they should have a day's notice, but were not warned
until the same day. They had not brought their tea with them.
For the firm it was pointed out that notice waB given on
March 16 th that overtime would be worked on March 17 th and
until further notice. In addition, there were instructions for fore-

men to provide tea for men called to work overtime at short

notice. Three of the men were fined Is., and the fourth man was
cautioned.

The Warrington Munitions Court fined a firm of feeding-stuff

manufacturers £10 and costs for employing men from a local

controlled oable workB without having obtained certificates of

consent.

Notes from Canada.—Our Canadian correspondent

writes :

—"One of the moBt important occurrences in the electrical

supply situation in the province of Ontario, is the recent arrange-

ment made by the Provincial Government, to purchase at a cost of

over £1,600,000 all the interests of the Trent Valley power
companies, whose operations cover the territory .lying east of

Toronto along the shore of Lake Ontario. This means that the

water-power rights and properties of these companies are purchased

for the people, and that they will be put direotly under the

administration of the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of

Ontario, and it also means that with the exception of the large

generating companies on the Canadian side, at Niagara Falls,

practically all the large power sites and projects are now owned by
the people and controlled by the Commission. As was recently

pointed out in these notes, the territory at present served by this

Commission is almost as large as England, while its powerB,

extending over the whole province as they do, cover an area three

and a half times as large as the British Isles. The Provincial

Government has decided to approve of the power development
scheme proposed by the Commission for the Niagara River,

whereby an ultimate capacity of 600,000 h.p. will be made
available. For this scheme turbines and generators in units of

60,000 KW. capacity are being considered. The development of

the water-powers of British Columbia is receiving oareful attention

at present. Existing plants have a capacity of some 230,000 H.P.,

and there is said to be about twelve times this power available

for use. The Edmonton Power Co. proposes to construct a dam
across the Saskatchewan River at a point about 75 miles west of

Edmonton. There will be a head of about 80 ft. An electric

railway will be built from the city to the dam.

D
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ELECTRIC COOKING AT SWAN & EDGAR'S.

Thboi '-h the courtesy of Messrs. Swan & Edgar, the well-

known drapery firm whose premises are a familiar landmark

Electric Boiling Equipment and MoroR-DBiygK Potato Peeler.

Electric Steamer, Grill, Fish Fryers, Sec, at Messrs. Swan & Edgar"s

in Piccadilly Circus,

we were recently

enabled to inspect

the extensive elec-

tric il cooking equip-

ment which has been

installed within the

last few months in

connection with their

staff catering depart-

ment.

This installation

has been carried out

by Messrs. Locke and

Soaree, of 83-87, New
Cavendish Street, W.,

the cooking equip-

ment being supplied

by the Jackson Elec-

tric Stove Co. and of

their standard type.

The kitchen, which
occupies a light and

airy situation at the

top of the building, is connected by

service lifts with a servery on the- floor

below, where the extensive staff dining

rooms are situated.

From the main switchboard in the

basement, a special 220-volt 37/14 s.W.G.

service is run to the top of the building

to a 12-way d.p. 50-amp. per way glass

fronted distribution board in the kitchen :

the service is controlled by a 350-amp.
Merry, Skinner d.p. switch and fuse.

and a special meter. From the distribu-

tion board the circuits leading to the

apparatus are carried round the walls,

being run in solid-drawn heavy gauge
screwed conduit, as is the case with the

service leading up from the basement.

The apparatus installed includes two
roasting ovens with double doors of the

usual Jackson lagged type, each with a

7 k\v. loading and three-heat control

;

a vegetable and pudding steamer of the

cupboard type fitted with perforated

shelves, &c. ; a grill and hot cupboard,

rated at 6 k\v., of the standard Jackson

type with three-heat control ; two ege

poachers for cooking 12 eggs at the

same time ; two fish fryers, with 9 kiv, loading and three-

heat control, and a 10-gallon water urn with a (\-kvt.

loading.

Arranged along the far side of the kitchen from the

entrance are a small boiling hob consist-

ing of four hot plates of 5"5 K\v. rating

and four boiling pans of three and six-

gallon capacity with nests of steamers

above and a total loading of 10 kw.,

these being arranged on a bench ; a

large stockpot of S"5" kw. rating stands

on the floor and beside it a Cornhill

potato peeler, chun-driven by a \ w.v.

motor—a piece of apparatus which will

(1 'hI with a sack of potatoes in a matter

of minutes.

Bac i unit of cooki ig apparatus is con-

trolled by Diamond If switches of' the

series-parallel or "on and off" pattern,

with Zed fases in circuit and provided

with an indicating pilot light, these ac

cessories being fitted on the wall adjacent

tii the apparatus controlled and coupled

to the latter by armoured flexible cable.

Practically all the apparatus is provided

with three-heat control, and three ap-

paratus—a 12-gallon steamer and two

1 0-gallon water boilers—have seven heat

control. The serveiy is equipped with

a 5-kw. hot cupboard

and carving table,

two water urns, one

being of the immer-
sion heater type and

a milk and coffee

urn, the controlling

switcSgear and pilot

lights being grouped

on one board.

The total installed

loading cf the cook-

ing installation is ap-

proximately 75 kw.,

and the maximum
working lo d has, we
understand, reached

55 kw. ; it provides,

daily, 80 breakfasts,

360 dinners, 300 teas,

and 8(i suppers, or a

total of, roughly, 860
meals for the staff,

and, we should add

amj Kitchen Distribution Board,
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is giving great satisfaction in use. The staff dining rooms,

with adjacent sitting and smoking rooms, are dependent on
electric heat, and five 8-KW. Belling fires and one of 2 k\v.

loading by the same maker have been installed for this

purpose.

In conclusion, we are indebted to Messrs. Locke
1 & Soares

for the data published herewith.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS,

AND PLANT.

Electric Capstan Control Gear.

Tbe severe conditions of operation of electric capstans and
winches call for extremely simple, robust and reliable control pear
if satisfaction is to be given to the user.

In order to meet these requirements the British Thomson -

Houston Co., Ltd., of Rugby, has developed a special control gear,

of the automatic fool-proof type, which comprises a pedal switch
designed for use in a covered yard or on an exposed wharf, and an
accelerating unit consisting of a series of electrically-operated con-
tactors. The pedal switch does not carry the main current, but,

when depressed, closes the operating coil circuit of the first, or

shunt, contactor, causing it to close and complete the motor circuit

through the starting resistance.

The remaining contactors olose successively, cutting out resist-

ance automatically at the proper time.

Fig. 1 illustrates a type P, form F, capstan pedal switch designed
for exposed situations, while fig. 2 shows an accelerating unit—

a

Btandard S.M.C. starter, in a ventilated iron case. Tubular form
resistance units are supplied in connection with the above.

Fig. 3 shows diagrammatically a capstan control equipment
arrangement.
An overload relay can be fitted to the contactor panel, and

special contacts are provided on the pedal switch, in such a case,

to reset the relay.

Control equipments for reversible capstans are also supplied,

operated by two mechanically interlocked pedal switches, one for

each direction of motion ; a special triple-pole contactor, fitted

with magnetic blow-outs, is supplied for use with A.c. squirrel-

cage motors, which can be oonnected direct to the line through
such a contactor.

Belling Cooking Apparatus.

Messrs. Belling & Co., of Edmonton. N., have recently issued

a leaflet dealing with their electric kitchen appliances, including

. *
. Separate

|

fj. Main Switch

/-*. Shunt Field

t—twwm—

I

L-2ja-0-»vw—

'

Fig. 4.—Belling Gbilleb-Toasteb.

Com: pole ^rm . Series Field.

Fig. 3.—Connections of Capstan Control Equipment.

-Phdal Switch poi: Electric Capstan Fig. 5.—Belling Electric Water Tank

Fig. 2.

—

Acceleeating Unit for Ele'tbic Capstan

the Belling oven, griller-toasters, hot-plates, electric water-tank, &c.

A recent introduction is a low-priced griller-toaster, fig. 4, to

meet the needs of the small householder. The top is available for

keeping things warm, while cooking is proceeding underneath, on
the grill ; a drip-pan and grid (10 in. x S in) are provided, and
three heating elements are fitted, giving a li-KW. loading, and 4 ft.

of cable are supplied with the apparatus

A large and more substantial apparatus of the same kind, with
3J-KW. loading, is also supplied.

Fig. 5 is a 2-gallon electric water-tank, made in polished copper,

with removable lid. This has a 2 kw. loading, and is supplied with
a control panel fitted with a three-heat switch, fuse, plug and
socket, &c.

Indicating Crane Signal.

In large shops where cranes are continually moving back and
forth, workmen naturally waste considerable time watching in

what direction the cranes are moving. To reduce this waste a
signalling system for indicating whether the cranes are moving
forward or baakward has been developed. The outfit consists of

red and green lanterns mounted on both sides of the crane, the
lamps of which are connected to the motor circuits. The red

lanterns of one side and the green of the other side are conneoted
to the same circuit, with the system so designed that when the
crane movesin onedireotion one set of lamps is automatically lighted,

and when the motor runs in the other direction the other set is

lighted. Thus, when a person is in a certain position, and the red

lantern is lighted, it indicates that the crane is approaching him,
and if the green lantern is lighted, the crane is departing. When
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the crane is standing still, no lights are shown. The number of

lanterns employed is optional—three on aside for each colour being
generally used. When the cranes are equipped with indicating

signals, it only takes a glance to determine definitely whether the
crane is approaching or departiog, the workmen knowing instantly

whether they are in danger or not. The indicating Bignals are

said to be very useful to operators of neighbouring cranes, mini-

U-4-C.

Alternating Current
Motor

:6"Green lens 6"Ruby Lens

Fig. r..—Diagrams of Connections fob Ckank Signal.

mising the possibility of collision, and enabling the operator to
give practically all his attention to the floor level, since the
signals come automatically within his vision with the approach of
another craoe, thua relieving him of strain, and greatly increasing
the general safety. The device is being made by the Nichols-
Lin'tern Co., Cleveland, Ohio.—Electrical World.

WAR ITEMS.

Exemption Applications.—At a sitting of the Batley
Tribunal last week, a local firm applied lor exemption on
behalf of an electrician and an engineer. The representative of
tne iirni stated that the engineer was not the chief engineer,
but it was thought that a concern such as that with which
he was connected should be entitled to more than one engi-
neer to attend to two large engines as well as dynamos ana
motors. He wished the members of the Tribunal could
spare time to inspect the firm's plant in order to form an
idea as to whether one or two men were required to run it.

A member of the 'tribunal suggested that the firm should
secure somebody of non-military age to take the place of
the engineer, but the applicant said the difficulty in doing
that was that the older engineers knew very little about
electricity. The number ot men competent to deal with
alternating current was extremely limited, and the applicant
firm had both d.c and a.c The Chairman intimated that
the Tribunal were strongly opposed to granting any further
time, but they would allow until April loth. They thought
that if the firm advertised they would be able to secure a
suitable man.

Before the Doncaster Tribunal last week exemption was
asked for on behalf of an electrician in the employ of the
G.N.R. carriage and wagon works, who was engaged upon
train lighting. The Railway Co. stated that the man could
not be spared. Postponement until May 31st.
At Blackpool Appeal Tribunal, on March 30th, the general

manager of the Tower supported the application for exemp-
tion of the electrical engineer and his chief assistant. They
had 70 men serving, and had not appealed for a single man.
Temporary exemption was granted until the end of October.
At the Durham County Appeal Tribunal,. held at Darling-

ton, an electrical engineer in business at Stockton asked for
an extension. One partner was already in the Army, being
chief electrical engineer in the Northern Command. At
the beginning of the war they employed six men, all of
whom had joined the Colours, save one who was engaged
on munitions. An arrangement was made that whichever
of the partners was first accepted for service, the other
would remain and try to keep the business going. Appellant
was the only one left in the business. He was not un-
willing to serve. It was a question entirely of serious
financial and business obligations. He asked for three
months, and then, even at great sacrifice, he would follow
his partner. The parents of the partners would have to
sacrifice the money advanced to establish the business.
Three months' extension, from March 14th.

At the Middlesbrough Tribunal, an electrician, trading as
an electrical contractor, contended that, in view of his
business he was a starred man. He had an invalid wife
and child dependent on him, and the allowance which he
would receive from the Government in the event of his
joining the Army would be quite inadequate. Postponed
until April 30th.

At the Portsmouth Tribunal, an electrician appealed on
behalf of his apprentice aged 19, on the ground that he
was indispensable, owing to the shortage of electricians,
and to his being engaged in Government work. The case
was adjourned so that the employer could apply to the
Minister of Munitions for a ruling as to whether the occupa-
tion of an electrician is considered a starred one or not.
At the Erpingham Tribunal, Lord Suffield, through his

agent, appealed for his electrician, aged 28, single, who has
charge of a valuable electrical plant at Gunton Hall, and
also of a gas plant. The claim was made on the ground
that i( the man had to go it would be a serious hardship to
his employer, as he could not be replaced. Exemption was
lefuscd.

The Grantham Tribunal has granted conditional exemp-
tion, until July 1st, to two employes (switchboard attend-
ants) of the Urban Electric Supply Co.
At Canterbury, on March 27th, Air. Dashwood, electrical

engineer, applied for exemption of an electrical wireman,
who had six months of his apnrenticeship to complete. Mr.
Dashwood stated that he had already released six men, and
applicant was the only man of military age left. The Mili-
tary declined to regard the occupation as being on the rc-

list. A month's exemption was granted.
Ill Wakefield Tribunal have granted varying periods of

exemption—in the majority of cases total exemption so long
as the men remained in their present employment— in

respect of 52 employes of the Yorkshire (West Riding/
Electric Tramway Co., who stated that the men were mostly
skilled workmen employed at the tram depot, and were
absolutely indispensable to the proper working of the tram-
way system.
At Dukinfield, exemption was sought for two employes

of the Tudor Accumulator Co., Ltd., whose works are
Government controlled. The men stated that they were
engaged on casting nlates for miners' electric safety lamps.
A representative of the firm staled, in answer to questions,
that their hands were fully occupied, and it was not a fact

that they were working the men only six hours per day.
Aid. Garner (a Military representative) : We are informed
the firm could easily discharge fifty men at the present time
without inconvenience. The firm's representative: I do not
know where you could have got that information. It is

incorrect. He added that the men were on work of national
importance, and that the cases ought not to have come
before the Tribunal at all, because the men were in a certi-

fied occupation. Temporary exemption was granted for two
months.
At Rochdale, an electrical wiring contractor appealed,

and stated that he would be of more service in a shell factory'

than in the Army, as he was a skilled turner and was
willing to go on munitions. He had applied for work of
this sort, but had not vet succeeded in getting any. The
appeal was dismissed, but 14 days' grace was allowed so
that applicant could finish work on hand.

A Publicity Man with the Forces.—The following is an
extract from a letter received from Lieut. A. R. Courtenay,
who, before taking up his commission, was acting publicity
manager to the General Electric Co., Ltd. Writing, on
active service with the Mechanical Transport (M.T.)
A.S.C., from Alexandria, he says:

—

" I am wih a splendid Company We run our own Pierrot Concert Party,
which has become very famous, the zenith of our fame being reached recently
when we gave a concert at The Alhambra Theatre in aid of the United Ser-
vices Recreation Fund. A -week before our name was practically unknown,
but on the night of the show we had a record full-house and took over ^100.
Being responsible for the publicity work, I was thoroughly in my element.
Within forty-eight hours of being told to ' carry on,' I had the town painted
green with posters, nearly a thousand of which were distributed to all the

principal shops in the town and district. These were backed by 5,000 small
handbills and -\ large quantity of small invitation tickets. The stunt, how-
ever, was my troupe of Arab sandwichmen, a method of publicity which had
never been seen before in Alexandria. I had 14 in all, divided into two
groups, one group having the letters EMPTIES on their front board and
a poster on their back, and the other group vice versa. Being quite unable
to read English characters ihey did not at first appreciate the importance of

keeping their places; hence the letters showed an inclination to wander at

times, until I had drilled them. Chattering incessantly, they every now and
again hailed a passing acquaintance, and at times 1 feared they would
obstruct the traffic, as they attracted so much attention. Their appearance
caused endless amusement, not only amongst themselves, but throughout the

town generally. Considering ther* are no English compositors nere, the

printed matter was turned out very creditably."

Companies to be Wound Up.—In the latest list of com-
panies ordered by the Board of Trade to be wound up the

following appear:

—

Veithardt & Hall, Ltd., 41, Eastcheap, London, E.C.,
iron and steel importers. Controller: A. J. Foster, 37,

Wallbrook, E.C.
Gustav Rosenmann, 194-200, Bishonsgate, E.C, hardware

merchant. Controller: X. W. Wild, 22-2S, Broad Street

Avenue, E.C.
C. F. H. Mtiller, 47, Red Lion Street, W.C., manufac-

turer of X-ray tubes. Controller: H. L. H. Hill, 2, Broad
Street Place, E.C.
London Electron Works Co., Ltd., Regent's Dock, Lime-

house, London, E., dealers in old tin. Controller: A. Tay-
lor, Thames House, Queen Street Place, E.C.

French Industries^The " Times " states that M.
Clementel, French Minister for Commerce, has recently

instituted a technical organisation to deal with all questions
relating to such industries as are not exclusively concerned
with war purposes.

Swedish Export Prohibitions.—The Swedish Chamber of

Commerce for the United Kingdom announces that the

following articles have been added to the list of goods which
are now prohibited for export from Sweden:—Calcium car-

bide, nitrogen carbide.
—

" Times."
Russian Electrical Companies.—Owing to military events,

says a Petrograd paper, the Dvinsk Electrical Co. has re-

moved from Dvinsk to Orel; Y. A. Shapiro, from Wilna to

Petrograd; B. Petsh, Poland to Petrograd, Sampsonievsky
Prosp. 84a; Titan, Poland, to Moscow, Pyalnitskaya 62.
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Thanks from the Front.—A correspondent with the British
Expeditionary Force says:—" The " Electrical Review " con-
tinues to reach me regularly each week, and is very welcome
too, I assure you. Mr. Carter's article in last week's issue

on the resistance of a cube was very interesting. I manage
to find time, during odd minutes, to wrestle with such pro-
blems, and to digest the various technical articles—in fact,

there is not much of the paper that goes unread. The other
day I happened across a man who, in norma! times, is on
the constructional staff of the YVestinghouse Co. We had
a brief chat, and he was quite pleased to have one or two
back numbers of the " Review " that I was able to give
him."

After=the=War Trade.—In replv to a Parliamentary ques-
tion, Mr. Runciman says that the Government fully anore-
ciates the importance of preserving and extending British
trade in neutral markets. The subject will come under the
consideration of the special committees which are being
appointed to inquire into the position of certain important-
branches of British industry after the war. In addition.

Mr. Ainscough. who has recently completed a commercial
mission in China on behalf of the Board of Trade, has been
closelv in touch with important British firms trading with
the Far East, and will be glad to receive further informa-
tion as to their views.

Municipal Corporations and Enemy Companies.—The
Blackpool and Eccles Corporations nropose to follow the
lead of Manchester bv adoptin" standing orders to the effect

that no contract shall be entered into with anv person of
German or Austrian nationality, and no contract shall be
entered into with any firm or comnanv whose subscribed
capital (whether bv wav of shares or otherwise) is held or
controlled to the extent of one-third or upwards bv persons
of German or Austrian nationalitv. Hevwood Corporation
G.P.C. has rejected a proposal in the same sense by ten
votes to eight.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Dissolutions and Liquidations.—Adnil Electric
Co., Ltd., A^n'l Building. Artillery L«ue, Bishopsgate, EC—The
report of Mr. H. E. Burgess, Official Receiver, in this matter, has
now been issued to the creditors and shareholders. The compnlsnry
winding up order was made last October on the netition of a
oreditor, and accounts have been lowered showing liabilities £34.333,

assets expected to produce £28,591, and a deficiency of £15,741
with regard to eontrihntoWes.

Acoording to the Official Receiver's report the company was
registered on June 29th. 1909, as a private company, and was
formed to carry on the business of electrical engineers and dealers

in elentrioal appliances. It held the ao-eney for this country for

the Berem»nTi-Elektricira*s-Worfce. of Berlin (hereinafter referred

to as " the Berermann Co ") The directors of the enrnnany were
P. Berthold, J. Hisoink and E. S. Morgan, all of the Bergmann Co.

On the incorporation of the comnanv, S. G. Lea"h and R. A.
Marples were anpointed joint general managers, hut they were not
directors. Although not strictly so in form, the comnanv might
be described as a reconstruction of Marples. Leach & Co.. Ltd.

(the "old company "). That business was founded in 1904 when
it acquired fbe sole agency in this country for the Bergmann Co.,

and it was registered as a private comnanv on April fi>b 19l)8.

Debentures for £7,500 were issned. and on Mav 14th. 1909. the
old comnanv went into voluntary liquidat-inn. The liabilities, in

addition to fhe debentures, amounted to £24.40.8. of whi"h £23.305
was due to the Bergmann Co. As a result of the liquidation the
debentures were paid off in full, and the ordinarv creditors received
dividends amounting to 7s. 9d. in the. £. The Bergmann Co.
provided £9.001 out of a total of £9.520 reqnired to pav the
dividends referred to, and the transaction took the form of a pay-
ment as the purchase nrice of the stock. Mr. Leach exp'ains that
the reason why the Bergmann Co. appear as such large creditors

is that on the liquidation they purchased the claims of all the
English creditors, who thuB received 20s. in the £, the loss of

12b. 3d. in the £ falling on the Bergmann Co.

After the incorporation of the Adnil Co. the question of the
acquisition of the goodwill of the old company appears to have
been considered, and resolutions are recorded in the minute-book,
under date. Berlin, July 2nd, 1909 : That Messrs. Marples & Leach
shonld make arrangements with the Receiver for debenture-holders
and/or liquidators of the old company to pav him, or them, for the
transfer of any orders coming in a commission of 5 per cent. This
arrangement to continue until superseded by any arrangement to

purchase the goodwill. Berlin. August 18th, 1909 : It was resolved
to acquire the goodwill of the old company, the consideration to

be such a sum as should represent the net profit made by the old

company for the two yea»s preceding the liquidation. &n. It does
not apnear from the books of the oomoany that these resolutions
were ever carWerl out: : in fact, the onlv relevant entry in the books
which the Official Receiver has been able to trace i» an item of £45,
which was oredited on July 1st, 1910, not to the Receiver or liqui-

dator of the old company, but to the Bergmann Co., in respect of
the 5 Der cent, commission referred to in the resolution of July
2nd. 1909, and debited to the goodwill account. But on June 30th,

1910, a goodwill account was opened, and a sum of £7,500 was

debited to that account, and credited to the Bergmann Co., the
figure being described as the lo as in the liquidation of the old com-
pany, presumably the loss incurred by the Bergmann Co. Of the
£7,500, £1,500 was subsequently transferred from goodwill account
to fixtures, machinery, and tools acoonnt, thus reducing the good-
will to £6,000, and from that date there has always appeared in
the books and accounts of the company an item of "goodwill
£6 000 " and a sDecial credit to the Bergmann °o. of that amount.
It was intended that this goodwill item should be written off from
profits each year, but no reduction of it appears to have been
made. It is not clear upon what grounds the Bergmann Co.
thought themselves justified in putting upon the Bhoulders of the
Adnil Co. the loss they had incurred in connection with the old
company, for that appearB to be the effect of the entries above
described. There is no evidence that they had ever bought ita

goodwill ; nor can it be suggested that the credit raised in their
favour was in consideration of their allowing the Adnil Co. to use
the stock which the Bergmann Co. had bought from the liquidator
of the old company, for there is evidence that the stock was
acquired by this company quite apart from the goodwill transac-
tion, thus :—On June 28th, 1910, £7.096 was credited to the Berg-
mann Co.'b stock account, and debited to this company's goods
account in respect of the stock purchased from the liquidator of
the old company.

All the directors being in Germany the Official Receiver has had
no opportunity of examining them, and his opinion is therefore
baaed upon the facta as recorded in the books, but as at present
advised he can see no grounds for any valid claim by the Barg-
mann Co. against the company in respect of the £6,000 before
referred to, which is included in the unsecured debta now owing.
This, however, is a matter whioh will have to be dealt with by
the liquidator.

The nominal capital of the company ia £10.000 in £1 shares, all

of which have been issued, and are fully paid up. There are only
three shareholders, the two signatories to the Memorandum and
Articles of Aaaociation, who hold one share each, and the Bergmann
Co., who are registered aa the holderB of 9,998 shareB. Of the
amount payable on the shares £1 000 was paid in ca°h by the
Bergmann Co. in June, 1909, and £1,700 was paid to the company
by the Receiver of the old company, but credited to the Bergmann
Co., in September and October, 1909. The balance of £7.300 was
paid by the Bergmann Co. on June 27th, 1911, but on the same
day a cheque for £7,300 was paid to the Bergmann Co. on account
of the amount due to them for gooda supplied. No debentures
were issued by the company. According to the accounts, which
were audited annually by a firm of London chartered accountants,
the results of the trading from the formation of the company were
as follows :—Year ending June 30th, 1910, loss £178 ; June, 1911,

loss £62 ; June, 1912, profit £639 ; June, 1913, profit £1,025 ;

June, 1914, profit £245. In the year ending June 30th, 1913, a
dividend at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum was paid, free of

income-tax. No other dividenda appear to have been paid. Shortly
after the outbreak of war Messrs. Leach & Marples, the joint-

general managers, discovered that, owing to the company's German
connection, the customers would no longer give any orders to the
company, but many of them atated that they would have no
objection to giving orders to Marples & Leach personally,

upon their undertaking that no benefit from the orderB

should go to the Germans interested. There was a large

stock on hand, and Marples & Leach thereupon began
to take and carry out orders in the name of " Marples & Leach."
The stock required to enable them to carry out these ordera was
taken from the company's atock, at stock book prices, and although
in the absence of any directors it was impossible for them to enter

into any written contract with regard to the matter, the arrange-
ment they had in view was that they should p»y the company
one-third of the gross profit on anch ordera in respect of their

uae of the stock, offices, staff, &c. In caaea where it was necesaary

to purchaae material for the carrying out of these orders the com-
pany paid for it, and "Marples & Leach" used it on the terrua

above stated. They opened a separate bank account in the name
of " Marplea & Leach " in connection with the business bo carried

on, and paid all proceeds of such trading into the credit of that

aooount. It was also arranged that for the protection of the com-
pany cheques on the " Marples & Leach " account should be

counteraigned by the company'e auditor. At the date of the pro-

visional winding-up order there was a sum of £4.887 standing to

the credit of the " Marples i; Leach " account, which was handed
over to the Official Receiver. Mr. Marples left the company's
service in June, 1915. An item "other liabilities, £1,216," shown
in the statement of affairs, represents the claims of Messrs. Marples

and Leach for a share of the gross profit above referred to. These
claims will be dealt with by the liquidator.

In August, 1915, a proposal was made to the special manager by
S. G. Leach for the purchase of the goodwill, stock, furniture and
fittings of the business. The offer was considered at a meeting of

the prinoipal oreditora of the oompany in thia country, and an
application waa made to the Court, which made an order approving
the sale to Mr. Leach. On Ootober 12th, 1915, an agreement waa
entered into between the company and S. G. Leach and another for

the sale to them of the goodwill, atock, furniture and fittinge.

The sum of £500 was paid on the signing of the agreement and
the balance of the purchase price (about £3.390) ia payable by
monthly inetalments for two yeara from December 1st, 1915. The
book debts are not included in the sale. The failure of the com-
pany is directly attributable to the war. Mr. Leach states" that

the company had never done ao well aa in the early montha of

1914. After war commenced, he and Mr. Marples did all they

could to preserve it, but without avail, ar<l in the absence of the
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directors they found it impossible to carry on the business any
longer. The olaims of the creditors are entirely on trade acoounts,

except £128 due fnr rent, and £6,000 shown by the books to be

due to the Bergmann Co. on goodwill account. The total amount
shown by the books as due to the Bergmann Co. is £27,706,

including the £6,000 referred to. There is also £1,965 stated to be

due to the Deutsche Telephone Werke G.m.b.H. of Berlin, which,

the Official Receiver is informed, is not connected in any way with
the Bergmann Co. Ae the result of the statutory meetings of

oreditors and contributories, reported in the Electrical Review
for March 3rd, the Court has appointed Mr. J. H. Stephens, of 6,

Clement's Lane, Lombard Street, EC, as liquidator of the

company.
[We understand that the report which appeared in our issue of

Maroh 3rd, although strictly acourate, is likely to give a wrong
impression. Mr. S. G. Leach ceased to be associated with the Adnil

Co. in October last, when he formed an entirely new company under
the title S. G. Leach & Co., Ltd., to take over the goodwill, fittings,

fixtmres and stock-in-trade of the Adnil Co., under agreement with
the Official Receiver, thus securiii? for a company which is entirely

British (capital, directors and staff), having no enemy interests

whatever, either direct or indireot, the business which during the

last seven years has been held by the Germans. We understand that

somebody has been suggesting that the new firm are preserving the

business for the benefit of the Germans, but we are assured that far

from that being the case, the new concern in aotual fact represents

an effort to get baok a business which was originally founded by
Englishmen, but through foroe of circumstances, fell into the

hands of the Germans.
In the above Statement of Affaire, it is mentioned that the old

firm of Marples, Leach & Co., Ltd., paid a dividend of only 7s. 9d. in

the £, but Mr, Leach calls our attention to the fact that all the

British creditors were paid 20s. in the £, and thiB was the condition

made by the shareholders of Marples, Leach & Co., Ltd., to the

Bergmann Co., in surrendering their shares to them at the Marples,

Leach & Co., Ltd., liquidation. Mr. Leach says :
" It suited the

Bergmann people to allow the liquidation to take 4-5 years to finish,

and with one of their own servants—Mr. George Ambach—as cc-

liquidator, they were practically in the position to declare any
dividend which pleased them. In this way the 7s. 9d. statement

rather places the Marples, Leach & Co., Ltd. liquidation in a light

which is not strictly accurate, nor fair to Marples & Leaoh. It is

also to some extent affecting the new company which, of course,

is now in no way connected with the Adnil Electric Co., Ltd., (in

liquidation)"]

Electro-Steel Foundries, Ltd., Darlaston.—A dividend of

20s. in the £ is payable at the office of the liquidator, Carey
Street, W.C.

Book Notices.
—"Technological Papers of the Bureau

of Standards." Nos. 52, 54 and 55, "Electrolysis and its Mitiga-

tion "
; No. 56, " Protection of Life and Property Against Light-

ning." Science Papers : No. 259, " A New Relation derived from
•Planck's Law " > No. 266, " Preparation of Pure Iron and
Iron Carbon Alloys." " Bulletin of the Bureau of Standards."

Vol. XII. No. 3. February 3rd. Washington : Government
Printing Office.

" Whittaker's Arithmetic of Eleotrioal Engineering." London :

Whittaker & Co. Price 2s. net.

We have received a copy of No. 1 of a new sixpenny monthly
journal, known as The British Manufacturer. Its object is to

promote trade in the Empire and beyond, and it contains a number
of articles which should interest thoBe who are concerned with
export trade matters.

"Electric Bells and Telephones." By B. E. Jones. London-
Cassell & Co., Ltd. Price Is. net.

" A Treatise on Electricity." By F. ft. Pidduck. London :

Cambridge University Press. Price 14b. net.

Thomas Alva Edison, By F.Rolt-Wheeler. London: Macmillan
and Co., Ltd. Price 2s. net.—This is a " live " story about a " live

"

American, one of the most notable of those whose biographies are

given in this series of "True Stories of Great Americans," which,
by the way, includes Christopher Columbus. The subject is held up
as " the typical American "—praotical, enterprising, utilitarian,

self-made, a glutton for work, inquiring to the last degree ; like

Newton, he was regarded as a dunce at school, and throughout
his life mathematics has been his pet aversion. He had, however,
an aptitude for making use of the acquirements of others,

which was invaluable to him in the development of his great
undertakings. But we do not propose to follow the author through
the wonderful career of the great inventor ; suffice it to say that
the tale is told in a most interesting fashion, and is brought right
up to date, for the last episode recorded in the book is the story of

how Edison found a way of producing carbolic acid from American
coal, in the spring of last year, when faoed with the stoppage of
BUpplieB by the European War. The story of his life is a most
fascinatiog one, and is here so admirably treated, that we can
cordially recommend the book to our readers.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.—G. E. Bonner, electrical

engineer, Palmers Green, Middlesex.—The adjourned publio exa-
mination of this debtor was held at the C ourt House, Edmonton,
on April 3rd, but no further questions wets asfced, the debtor
merely signing hie evidence.

?fea Russian Electrical Company.—The Erg Elec-
trioal Factories Co. is being formed for the manufacture and
exploitation of electrical equipment : oapital, 250,000 roubles. It
win take over the business of Prince I. D. Avaloff & Co.,

Petrograd,

The Industrial Development 01 India. — In a

Parliamentary reply to a question regarding the Commission to

inquire into the economic resources of India, Mr. Chamberlain
says, aouording to the Times :

—
" I understand that the Commission

will be asked to report on the possibilities of further industrial

development of India, and in particular, firsr. as to possible new
openings for the profitable employment of Indian capital ; and,
secondly, whether the Government can usefully give encourage-
ment by providing technical advice, by practical demonstrations
in the case of particular industries, by financial assistance, or by
any other means not incompatible with the existing fiscal policy

of India."

Catalogues and Lists.

—

Menses. Rose Bros., 25-i'7-

Milton Street, London, E.C.—Temporary catalogue of electric

pocket and hand lamps, soientifio novelties, Fulmen educational

working models, also of measuring instruments made by the
Compagnie F.A.C. Da Dutilh, Paris.

Messrs. Falk, Stadelmann & Co , Ltd., S3-87, Farringdon
Road, London, E.G.—Catalogue No. 409 (24 pages), giving illus-

trated particulars and prices of " Efesca " lanternB for half- watt
and vacuum tungsten lamps for street, shop interior and exterior,

and industrial lighting. Copies will be sent to any reader interested

in the lighting of munition or other factories.

Messrs. Drake & Gobham, Ltd., 66, Victoria Street, London,
S.W.—Eight-page pamphlet (No. 240), giving illustrated particulars

and prices of a number of vaouum oleaners—the "Santo," the
" Econo," the " Little Briton," and the "Premier."

Swedish Genbru. Electric, Ltd., Canada House, Kingsway,
London, W.C —April, 1916, Btock lists of D.c. single-phase and
polyphase motors and generators that are in London ready for

delivery.

Messrs. H. Dunod & E. Pinat, 47 and 49, Quai dee Grands-
Augustine, Paris.—Summarised extract from their general cata-

logue of books, list of works recently published or reprinted, and
prospectus of the " AgendaB Dunod."

Trade Announcement.—Messrs. Edward Le Bas
and Co , of Dock House, Billiter Street, E.C, have taken up the

sole selling rights for Great Britain for " A.P.M." patent asbestos

protected steel sheetB, &&

For Sale.— The Coventry Corporation Electricity

Department has for disposal one 600- KW. McLaren-Siemens and
one 600-kw. McLaren-British Westinghouse generating set. See

our advertisement oolumns to-day.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

itherton. — Street Lighting. — The U.D.C. has

deoided to ask the South Lanes. Tramway Co. to arrange for the

lighting of all the electric lamps on the tramway poles in the
district, in order that the Council may obviate the need for

lighting the gaB lamps on tramway routeB.

Bridlington.

—

Price Revision.—The T.C. has decided

to revise the electricity charges as from the June meter readings.

For lighting the price will vary from 5^d. per unit for the first

500 units per quarter, to 4d. per unit for over 1,500 unite. The
heating and cooking rate will be 2d. to lid. per unit, acoording to

amount.

Bo'ness.

—

Proposed Loan.—The Public Works Loan
Board has replied to the T.C, which asked for a loan of £14,500 for

the proposed electricity works extension, that it is unable to accede

to the request. Recently the Council submitted a proposal for a

loan to various banks and insurance companies, but the replies

were unfavourable, the parties approached having no funds at

present in hand. The Council has an application pending before

the Secretary for Scotland for sanction to a loan which it is

apparently quite unable to prooure.

Continental.—Austria-Hungary.—A census of elec-

tric machines has been ordered in Hungary, and all owners are

required to declare their existing stocks of motors, electric

machines and apparatus, in order that the latter may be

requisitioned by the military authorities.

Germany.—Electrioity supply is to be made a Government
monopoly in Saxony, the Government intending, it is said, to lay

before the Landtag a Bill to this effect. The State will undertake
the distribution of electricity, hoping thus to obtain a new source

of revenue. Municipal and private owners will be indemnified.

The total cost of the purchase is estimated at 62,500,000 francs.

In anticipation of the realisation of this scheme, the State has
already purchased from the City of Leipzig the oollieries owned bv
fhe latter at Lausitz and near Regis.

—

VIndustrie Elsetrique.

Italy.—A new central station has been completed for the
Voltumo municipality. This is equipped with three 6,000-KW.
three-phase transformers, for transforming energy received from

- Capo Volturno, and it further contains a stand-by generating plant,

consisting of three 1,200-kw. Diesel engines, ooKipled to three-
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phase alternators and a smaller auxiliary 120-kw. Diesel set of

the same type. The plant was supplied by the Italian Oerlikon Co.

and Messrs. Sulzir Bros. The building will be much enlarged

when the seoond Volturno waterfall is brought into use.

Swedes.—According to a return lately issued by the Swedish

Water Power Association, new water-power utilisation plants to the

extent of 28,000 H.P., exclusive of the Government works at Porjus

and Alfkarleby, were la't year completed in Sweden. The major

portion of the new plants, 12,000 h.p., was in connection with the

timber, wood pulp and paper industries ; 9,000 h.p. was in

connection with the iron and mining industries ; 1,500 h.p. for the

chemical industry; 500 H p. for the textile industry, and 5,000 h.p.

was divided over various o'her industries.

Derby.

—

Proposed Loans.—The T.C. has applied to

the L.G.B for sanction to loans of £3,000 for motors, and £1,000

for mains, required for urgent service.

Dublin.

—

The Electricity Undertaking.—Writing in

reply to strictures on the city electricity undertaking by the Irish

Independent, Mr. J. J. O'Neill, chairman of the Dublin Electricity

Supply Committee, denies that there was a deficit of £27,000 on
the working for the nine months ended in December last, and
asserts that, as a fact, there was a profit of about £3,000. As to

the description of the refunding of cost of a new service by a
prospective oonsumer as 'extraordinary," he admits that it is

not the ordinary arrangement in Belfast and in English cities,

where, he says, the consumer has to pay at present the cost of

the service and receives no refund, whereas in Dublin the cost

is paid back to him in instalments which leave the Corporation

without loss on the transaction. As it is not possible to raise any
loan just now, the Committee adopted this method as most
reasonable to the consumer.
The Independent says the Committee's report, signed by Mr.

O'Neill, gives the total payment for the nine months to D mem-
ber 31st as £99,613, and the receipts as £72,673, and wishes to

know, if the undertaking is conducted with the good results Mr.

O'Neill attributes to it, " why the Commit'ee refrained from sub-

mitting estimates for the coming year." The journal also asks

why Mr. D' Alton's report to the Speoial Investigation Committee
is not published officially.

Steeet Lighting.—The Public Lighting Committee of the

Corporation has been considering the beBt means of curtailing

the expenditure on the street lighting during the next 12

months, the City Council having been obliged to reduce by

£4,000 the amount to be provided for the purpose. The Com-
mittee has deoided that the arrangement likely to cause the

minimum of inoonvenienoe to the publio would be the oomplete
discontinuance of the lighting of a proportion of the street lamps
for the ooming 12 months rather than the serious reduction of the

lighting hours of all the lamps.

—

Irish Times.

East Ham.—The Finance Committee of the Corporation

has had under consideration the question of increasing the price of

energy used for public lighting, but has deferred the matter for

the present.

Ilford.

—

Loan Sanction.—The L.G-.B. has now sanc-

tioned a loan to the U.D C. of £870 to defray the cist of an elec-

trical engine room at the refuse destructor.

Ringston-on-Thanies.

—

Revised Tariff.—The Light-

ing Committee of the T.C. reports having further considered the

mode of charging for the supply of energy, and states that it has
adopted the following scale :—Lighting, first 3.000 units a year,

6id. per unit ; second 3,000, 6d. ; third 3,000, 5Jd. ; fourth 3,000,

5d. ; all over 12,000, 4Jd. Basement lighting, first 3,000, 3d. ;

second 3.000, 2|d. ; all over 6,000, 2jd. Power, heating and
cooking, first 10,000, lfd. ; second 10,000, Hd. ; next 50,000, l}d.

;

second 50,000, ljd. ; all over 120,000, Id. A transformer and
antomatic circuit breaker are to be obtained at a cost of £164.

Lancaster.

—

Price Increase.—The T.C. has decided

to increase the price of electricity for lighting from i^d. to 4Jd.per
unit ; for general motive power, from 2£d. to 2|d. per unit ; and for

large consumers an increase from a third of a pennv to a halfpenny

per unit, in adlition to the standing charges. The question of

increasing theoharge to the Tramway Committee is in abeyance.

Leicester.

—

Year's Working.—The accounts for the

year ended December 31st last show that 6,937,190 units were
generated at the Aylestone Works, 5,214,419 units being sold, this

including 3,029,391 unite sold for power and lighting. The total

revenue amounted to £46,257, a slight reduction on the previous

year, while the total costs amounted to £26 881, some £3,200
increase on the previous year (when about 300,000 extra units,

practically all for power, were sold). The gross profit, £19,376
was absorbed in meeting interest, sinking fund, and appropriations

of £3,000 for a new boiler, &c, and £752 to reserve. The reserve

fund in hand, in addition to the above, amounts to £10,911.
The Aylestone station supplied 1,312.400 units to the Lero

station. The Lero station had an output from steam plant of

15,370,954 units, of which 1,324,008 units were required for station

plant, 7,380,179 units were supplied to power consumers and the
balance to the tramways undertaking. The power consamers
supplied from the Lero plant numbered 260, with 9,100 HP. of

motorp. The total costs of the Aylestone undertaking averaged
l'23d. per unit ; the receipts were 2'13d. per unit, and the surplus

(£3,752), after meeting interest, sinking fund, &o., was -

173d. per
unit. The overall costs of the Lero station, including interest and
sinking fund charges, were '62d, per unit, and an average of '84d,

per unit was received for the power units sold, the surplus (on
power supply only), after allowing for distribution, interest and
sinking fund charges on oables, &o., being '098d. per unit, or,

roughly, £3,000, which is incorporated in the tramway accounts.

London.—At the City Corporation meeting, last week,
a resolution was adopted instructing the Streets Committee to

take the necessary steps to oppose the application of the Charing
Cross Electricity Supply Co. to the B. of T. for consent to increase
the maximum lighting rate. An amendment that it be referred
back to the Streets Committee for reconsideration was rejected by
one vote (82 to 81), and the original motion carried. In moving
the amendment, the Chairman of the Streets Committee pointed
out that the company was paying 60 per cent, more for coal, and that
the costs of labour had considerably increased, and the Committee
considered the increase fair and reasonable.

Bethnal Gkeen.—The Electricity Committee announces that

considerable progress has been made with the work of laying

cables, &c, in the borough, and it is hoped to be in a position to

supply electricity in the western portion of the district in the

course of a few weeks.
Hospital Lighting.—The Children's Committee of the Metro-

politan Asylums Board has reported upon the defective condition
of the electric lighting installation at the Children's Infirmary.

The institution is partly lighted by electricity and partly by gaB
;

the electric installation is in an extremely bad condition, and
considerable overhauling will have to be carried out. The total

cost of the work is estimated by the Board's engineer-in-chief at

£215. The matter has been referred to the Works Committee to

be dealt with.
Southwark.—In January last, the B.C. referred ba?k to the

Electricity Committee the accounts of the undertaking for the 12

months ended March 31st, 1915, with a view to its submitting
proposals for obviating future loss, and for effecting economy in

the working of the station. At the meeting of the B.C., last

week, the Committee reported having inquired into the deficit of

£6,410 on the year's working, which it attributed to the unpre-
cedented conditions prevailing consequent on the war. The Com-
mittee is satisfied that the number of hands now engaged is at its

minimum, and, so far as the general management and oonduct of

the station is concerned, it can, at present, see no grounds for

recommending any alteration. The Committee expects to benefit

next year from the recent revision and increased charges to con-

sumers for light and power.
St. Marylebone.—The estimated revenue of the electricity

undertaking for the year ending March, 1917, is as follows :—From
sales of eleotricity to consumers, £180,975; from publio lighting,

£14,970 ; meter rents, £7.800 ; sale of fittings, ko., £10,285
j
rent

of properties, plunt on hire, and sundry charges, £4,765, making a
total of £218,795. The estimated expenditure is, for generation

and distribution costs, management expenses, rates, taxes, &c.
£81,110; allowances to employes, £5,050; maintenance and
repairs to public lamps and repiirs to properties, £3,800 ; sales

department, £9,955 ; repayment of loanB, £47,440 ;
interest,

£68 507, making a total of £215,862, and leaving an estimated

oredit balauoe on the year's working of £2,933. During the new
year a short-term loan will be liquidated, resulting in a reduction

of £4,581 in interest and sinking fund charges.

maidenhead.

—

Price Increase, &c.—The T.C. has

decided to increase the price of current for lighting by id. per

unit, and for power by 10 per cent. A long dispute with the

Diesel Engine Co., Ltd., who claimed a sum of £365, has been

Bettled by payment to the liquidator of £128.

Matron.

—

Price Increase.—The Northern Counties

Electric Supply Co. has informed the Urban Council that from
April 10th the charge for electricity supplied to the Council will

be increased by 20 per cent. The company has agreed to consider

an application by the Council for an abatement in the lighting

contract for the past year owing to restricted lighting.

Manchester.—The Electricity Committee has given

permission to the city electrical engineer (Mr. S. L. Pearce) to

advise the boroughs of Rochdale, Chesterfield, and Stafford, on their

respective eleotricity undertakings.
Mr. Ross Clyne has given notice of intention to move a resolu

tion at this week's meeting of the City Council, regretting that a

request made to the Electricity Committee for large supplies of

current by a firm proposing to establish works in Manchester, was
not brought before the Committee as a whole, for consideration

as to possible wavs and means to meet the demand in question.

The resolution proceeds to urge that in future all proposals, offers,

or requests of like importance shall be properly submitted to the

discretion of the Committee before acceptance or refusal.

\avan (Co. Meath).—At a meeting of the Guardians.

Mr. J. Kelly referred to what he regarded as the Urban Council's

undue delay with regard to the electric lighting scheme. It was now
some years, he said, since a provisional order was obtained, cn^ if

it was not put in force in a few months, it would lapse.

Xewport (I. of W.).

—

Price Increase.—The Electric

Light Co. has informed consumers that the price of energy for

lighting will be inoreased by 15 per cent., and for power by 10 per

cent, after the current quarter.

Xorthwich.

—

Price Increase.—The Nbrthwich Elec-

tric Supply Co., Ltd., has given notice that in consequence of the

increased oost of materials and labour, the oharges for electricity

will be inoreased 10 per cent, from July 1st,
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Iterate.

—

Trice Increase.—The T.G. has decided to

increase by 15 per cent, the charges for lighting and power, and to

raise the price for heating from Id. to lid. per unit, plus 15 per

cent., as from April 1st.

Sallord.— Electric current is to be supplied free of

charge to local hospitals under the control of the British Hod

Cross Society.

The Eleotricity Committee recommends the T.C. to authorise the

cost of the proposed sub-station in the Greengate District to be

defrayed out of moneys to be obtained from the sale of low-tension

cables which will fall into disuse, the balance to be credited to

capital aooount. The Committee proposes to enter into an agree-

ment with the P<selConner Telephone Co,, for the supply of energy
for a period up to 10 years.

Stoke-on-Trent.—The T.C. has instructed the engineer

to report a9 to the present plant in the power house, and upon
what lines it is desirable that extensions shall be made, together
with the probable cost.

Wirksworth.

—

Proposed E.L.—In reply to an inquiry

from Mr. C. H. Best, of Bradford, as. to the possibility of making
preliminary arrangements for supplying the town with electric

light and power, the UD.C. has decided that it is undesirable to

proceed with the matter at present.

Wimbledon.

—

Price Increase.—The T.C. has decided,

as from April 1st, to increase the price of energy supplied in the
borough, and at Merton and Maidens and Coombe by 10 per cent.

A similar increas3 has been made for the hire of meters.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

Dundee.

—

Year's Working.—The revenue from the

Corporation tramways for the year shows an increase of £3,800,
bat the expenditure is greater by about the same amount.

II to rd.

—

Proposed Pare Revision-.—In view of the
increased running expenses, and the present prosperity of the town,
the tramway manager has advised his Committee to consider the
question of adopting the penny universal fare, and suggests that
the Bcheme should be put into operation for the period of the war.

Leeds.—At a meeting of the City Council last week,
Aid. C. H. Wilson (chairman of the Finance Committee) stated

that the profits made on the tramway undertaking last year
amounted to £91 000; £20.000 of this sum, however, represented
money which would have been spent on track renewal but for the
war, and £15,000 of it was to be put in reserve. He had autici-,

pated that the profits from the tramways for the ensuing year
would be £70,000, as against the Committee's estimate of £55.000,
and if they could secure drivers for the cars there was little doubt
that this year's figure would be exceeded at the end of the next
12 months, because, money being plentiful in the city, people would
not walk.

Leicester.

—

Year's Working.—The total revenue of

the tramway department for the year to December 31st last, was
£188,620, as compired with £170,235 for the previous year. The
working expenses, £122,142, increased by a less amount, leaving a
gross balance of £60,733, as against £53,288 in 1914. After
meeting interest, sinking fund charges, &c, and war allowances
amounting to £7,412, the net balance remaining was £11,961, as
against £11,221 in 1914, when war allowances were on a much
smaller scale. It is recommended to appropriate £8,000 of the
balanoe for rate relief, and £2,7.">7 for reserve ; the reserve fund in
hand amounts to £92,797. During the year 40,440,158, being an
iocrease of 2£ millions on the previous year, although the car-
mileage, 3,S99,939 miles, shows a reduction of 237,000 miles. The
improved receipts were partly due to increased fares charged. At
the end of the year 67 women conductors were employed on the
oars.

Leyton.—The Tramways Committee recommends the
carrying out of various repiir, &c, works at the depot, at a total
cost of £ 1 60.

London.—The L.C.C. Housing Committee having pro-
posed to make representations to the B. of T. on the inconvenience
that would arise to the working classes from the closing of certain
South London railway stations, the Highways Committee points
out that the workmen's traffio at most of these stations is negli-
gible, and that arrangements have been made by the tramway
authorities to cope with any additional passengers resulting from
tin withdrawal of railway facilities.

Northampton.—The T.C. has been recommcuded to
instruot the horough engineer to re-lay the curved tramway tracks
in Mercer's Row aud Abington Street.

U.S. A.

—

Extra-High-Pressure Turbines.—As pre-
viously mentioned in this journal, the Boston Elevated Riilway has
decided, in order to meet the growth of the load up to 1920, to
install a 35,000-KW. Bteam turbine unit and to add 4,000-KW.
rotary converters to its Bub-station plant. The deoision resulted
from the relatively low first cost per kw. and superior economy

of the large turbine over a 20,000-kw. unit which had been origin-

ally proposed. A feature of great interest is the decision to use a

staam pressure of 600 lb., for which pressure future boiler plant

.will be built. The present Siuth Bo-ton plant operates on steam
at 200 lb. pressure, and the new Bet will utilise the preeent boiler

plant to commence with, being designed for the addition of

probably six stages to the 16 stages considered necessary with the

existing pressure. These extra stages will form either an exten-

sion of the turbine casing or a separate high I ressure section on
the sime shaft.

Regarding the use of high pressures, Messrs. Stone & Webster's

engineers pointed out that the art of steam generation has reached

a point where manufacturers consider it entirely practicable to

build reliable equipment for operation at pressures ranging from
400 lb. to 600 lb., and that it seems probable that such equipment
will be demanded by the best practice within a few yearp. The
company cannot take advantage of these pressures yet, but the

additional cost of a 35,000-KW, turbine designed for double the

ordinary pressure iB given as only about $15,000. The estimated

saving of a 35,000 kw. unit over a 20,000-kw. unit, on a five-year

period beginning 1917, using 200-lb. Bteam, based on 1,180,000,000

kw.-hours is $20o 000, which covers the additional cost of the larger

machine. The cost of adding the 35,000- kw. set, exclusive of

engineering and fixed charges, will be §690,150, this including

building, foundations, piping, exciter, ducts, an air-washer, switch-

gear, &o., as well as the turbine nnit (which is figured at

$3 15.000).

The South Boston station supplies 1 1 sub-stations, with 20 rotary

converters, having an aggregate capacity of 41 000 kw. The 4,000-

KW. rotary unit is to be adopted for future extensions in the central

section of the city, since this not only reduces the cost and number
of new sub-stations, but permits of the economical increase in

capacity of existing sub-stations, whose 2,000-kw. machines can be

used to advantage in the outlying districts.

—

Eler. Railway
Journal.

Battery Cab Operation.—The Cambridge and Indiana Rail- .

road's 50-ft., 30-ton Edison battery car, during recent r«nB amount-
ing to 738 miles, showed a total cost for platform labour and
electric power, amounting to 13'9 cents per mile. Electrical energy
cost $35 4 at 2 cents per KW.-hour. The company has just ordered

another similar car, 35 ft. 8 in. long, equipped with 165 Edison
A 10 cells and four WestinghouBe motors.

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

Australia.— The Eastern and Associated Telegraph
Companies will shortly open their own public office in Melbourne,
Australia, which will be connected by special wire with their direct

cable system.

Glasgow.—The special committee of the Corporation
which deals with telephone affairs has recommended the T.C. to

protest against the manner in which the charges for unlimited
telephone service have been increased, without affording subscribers

an opportunity to make representations against them, and to inform
the P M.G. that the Corporation reserve? the right to take steps

after the war, with a view to the modification of the charges and
the amendment of the other conditions of service.

Norway.—At the end of June, 1914, the Government
telegraphs and telephones possessed in the aggregate 220,443 km of
wire and 22,674 kv>. of line ; the bulk of the wire was installed for

telephone subscribers' exchange connections, amounting to 129,690
km., while the trunk lines employed 67,713 km. The telephone
system of Christiania claimed no less than 91,658 km of wire, and
the 72 State telephone exchangee had a total of 36 377 subscribers'

stations. There were lot million conversations during the year.

Private telephone companiea, numbering 330 in 1912, had 37,211
subscribers and transmitted 84 million messages, the revenue being
over two million francs.

—

Journal Tilrgraphigite.

Post Office Telegraphs and Telephones. — The
report of the P.M.G. for 1914-15 was recently issued in the form
of a blue-book. It states that the number of telegraph offices

open at the end of March, 1915, was 14,222, an increase of 70 : the
number of telegrams handled was 91,179,000, an increase of over
4 millions, including over 3 million free Government telegrams
more than in the previous year, and the receipts increased by
£193,092 to £3,013,909. The military and naval traffio was
extremely heavy, an1 Press telegrams increased by 6 per cent.

The withdrawal of a large portion of the staff for military or

naval servioe necessitated the employment of temporary staff, the
training of additional operators, the recall of retired operators,

and the use of the telephone in place of the M irse sounder at

7,350 sub-offices. The use of Creed high-Bpeed printing telegraph

machines set free a number of telegraphists, and a Western Electric

multiplex was added on the London- Manchester route, on which
the Murray instrument was already in use. Baudot working was
extended, and the use of the Wheatetone was increased. The use
of the telephone system for the dispatch and delivery of telegrams
was found of great assistance, and the trunk telephone Hues were also

used for the delivery of urgent telegrams at night. The extended
use of phantom telegraph circuits superposed on telephone trunk
and janotion circuits proved valuable. Foreign telegrams (apart
from the cable companies' traffic) numbered 9,421,000, a deorease
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'of over two millions. At the outbreak of war there were 2,158
licences in existence for private wireless stations on land, an
increase of 196; no fresh licences were issued, and the existing
stations were dismantled. At the end of July, 19U, 'J42 merchant
ships carried wireless apparatus under licence from the P.M.G., an
increase of 63 during- the four months ; in that period 26,145
radiotelegrams were dealt with at the P.O. Coast stations.

The number of telpphones owned by the PoBt Office (apart from
military and naval telephones) was 74!>,665, besides 46,782 private-

wire stations. Nearly 10,000 emergency circuits were provided
specially for Government departments. The exchange telephones
in LoDdon numbered 253,436. The number of effective calls

during- the year was 815 millionp, a decrease of 23 per cent.

New exchanges opened numbered 232, making the total 3,052.

Trunk calls increased by 6'89 per cent., and 570 additional trunk
circuits were provided, or 40,727 miles of wire. At 34 towns the
separate trunk and local exchanges were amalgamated, with advan-
tage, and new underground telephone cables have been laid and
brought into use. An accelerated trunk service was introduced
between Bradford and Leeds. Automatic exchanges were working
satisfactorily at the G.P.O., Accrington, Chepstow, Darlington,
Epsom, Hereford, and Newport, and similar exchanges were being
installed at Blackburn, Dudley, Grimsby, Leeds, Paisley, and
Portsmouth. Only 357 exchanges now do not give a continuous
service. The number of rural party lines (farmers' lines) was
increased by 849 to 2,265. Some 7f million telegrams were Bent
by telephone, an increase of 13'4 per cent.

The mileage of wire in use was 3,071,867 miles, an increase of
6'4 per cent ; of the total, 265,765 miles were used for telesraphs
and 2,806,102 for telephones. Aerial wires aggregated H97,292
miles, underground 2,060.918 miles, and submarine 13,657 miles.

Urgent demands for stores for military and naval purposes were
dealt with on the outbreak of war ; in one case material weighing
over 100 tons was assembled and dispatched within 24 hours of the
receipt of the demand. Some 16,000 telegraph and telephone
instruments were issued for naval or military purposes during the
year. The whole of the initial equipment for the base and field

post-offices of the Expeditionary Force, weighing about 10 tons,

was dispatohed within two hours of the receipt of instructions.

Owing to the rise in price of foreign timber, 44,000 British-grown
poles were ordered.

The financial results of the working of the telegraphs and
telephones were briefly as follows :

—

Revenue. Increase. Expenditure. Inorease.

Telegraph ... £3,407,326 £286,813 ... £4,656 607 £324,352
Telephone ... 6,481,827 290,643 ... 6,588,869 636.796

The telegraphs showed a net loss of £1,249,281, and the
telephones a net loss of £107,042.

Part of the deficiency on the telegraphs was due to the use of
the Continental cables for war purposes, and to an expenditure of
£98,884 in wages to employes serving with the Colours. Similarly
the telephone cables to the Continent had been used for war
purposes, and £80 802 was paid in respect of telephone employes
serving with the Colours.

Uruguay,— The Government has obtained statutory
powers to take control of the telegraph, telephone, and post-office

services, and will entirely reorganise them as soon as arrangements
can be made to take them over from the present owners.

—

T. and T. Age.

Wireless Inventions. — It is reported that Senator
Marconi has bsen engaged upon research work in Italy, and has
obtained results which concern the future practice of the whole
science of wireless telegraphy and telephony

; patents are being
applied for. The inventions will probably be applied at once in
Italy to military purposes, and it is expeoted that by these meanB
results heretofore impossible will be obtained.

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.
Australia.—Sydney.—May 1st. Two 300-kw. turbo-

alternators, condensers, switchboard, &o„ for the pumping station
at Ryde, for the Metropolitan Board of Water Supply and Sewerage
at Sydney.

*

May 3rd. N.S.W. Railways and Tramways Department. One
2,500-KW. turbo-alternator, for Zara Street, Newcastle, power
house. Specifications (20s.) from the Engineer's office, 61, Hunter
Street, Sydney.*
May 24th. N.S W. Government Railways and Tramways.

16/600-volt D.O. motors for tramway stores, Raodwick.*
Adelaide.—April 12th. P.M.G. Ten to eleven mileB of lead-

covered cable.*

Melbourne. — April 11th. City Council. 533,000 arc lamp
carbons. See " Official Notices " Maroh 25th.

April 18th. P.M.G. 8,500 fuses.*

April 26th. Viotorian Government Railways. Car-lighting
material—cables, switohes, fuBes, &o.*
May 1st. City Counoil. Meters and maximum demand indicators.

See " Official Notices" today.
May 10th. Victorian Government Railways. Motor-generator

set and accessories for battery-charging of baggage truoks.*
May 17th. Victorian Government Railways. One 2-ton elec-

trically-operated goods elevator for Jolimont car-shed.*

Tamworth (N.S.W.).—May 1st. Additional generating plant,

Bwitch board, mains, Sea., in connection with the municipal
electricity undertaking. Specifications from Mr. V. G. Kable,

Town Clerk, Council Chambers.

Salfoi'd.—April 17th. Electricity Committee. Switch-

gear for 5,000-kw. sub-station equipment. See " Official Notices "

to-day.

Walthamstow.—April 20th. U.D.C. Water-softening
plant for the Electricity Department. See " Offioial Notices

"

to-day.

Warrington.—April Hth. Electricity and Tramway
Committee. Motors and transformers. See " Offioial Notices

"

March 31st.

April 26th. Electricity and Tramways Committee. Boiler plant

and economiser. See " Official Notices " to-day.

Specifications for the items marked * can be seen at the Board
of Trade Commercial Intelligence Branch in London.

CLOSED.

Barrow.—The T.C. has accepted the following contracts

for electricity supplies for 12 monthB :
—

Copper wire, &c—A. F. Goodwin & Co.
Insulating compound and bitumen. -Dussek Bitumen Co.
Switches, &c- General EleotricCo., Ltd.
Joint-boxes and switch cut-outs.—B.I. & Helsby Cables, Ltd.
Electricity meters.—Chamberlain & Hookham, Ltd.
Prepaym-nt meters.- Ferranti, Ltd.
Mecallic-filameot (Osram) and tantalum lamps.—Drake & Gotham, Ltd.
Carbon-filament lamps (Pope's).—Pope's Eleotric Lamp Co., Ltd.
Earthenware pipes and troughs. -Doulton & Co., Ltd.
Electrio motors.—Vcritys, Ltd.
Meter boards - E. Cust.
Bricks.—Furness Brick & Tile Co., Ltd.
Engine and crank-chamber oils. -Vacuum Oil Co., Ltd.
Cylinder and turbine oils.—Jas. Light & Sons, Ltd.
Ash-elevating plant, £'^19.—The New Conveyor Co.
Oil-eliminating plant (additions), £105.—Paterson Engineering Co.

Newport. — Messrs. Chamberlain & Hookham, Ltd.,

have received a contract for meters for the coming year for

Newport.

Bexhill-on-Sea.—T.C. 50<t tons of Shipley or Tibshelf

peas coal, for the electricity works : Myers, Rose & Co., £ 1 8s. 9d.

per ton.

Bolton.—The following tenders have been accepted by
the Electricity Committee :

—

Bolton Brick Co.—Trough covers.
J. & F. Webster.—Casings, 4c.

Derby.— T.C. Coal for the electricity works: Derby
Coal Co., Ltd., Hill & Poyser, T. Walker, and Brookhouse,
Johnson, Ltd.

Dudley.—The Lighting Committee recommends the
Corporation to accept the tender of the Earl of Dudley for a 12

months' supply of steam coal, at 22s, per ton.

Halifax.—The T.C. has been recommended to purchase
from the Brompton & Kensington Accessories Co., Ltd., the eleotric

cooker now on approval at the eleotricity works, and to acoept the
following tenders :

—

Edison Accumulators, Ltd.—A standard 2-ton Edison chassis, complete
with electrical tip body, for removing ashes from the eleotricity works,
for £977.

Daimler Co., Ltd.—Two 8-ton Daimler chassis, for the Tramways Com-
mittee, £1,488.

Illord.—Messrs. E. Foster & Co. are to supply one truck
weekly, over a period of six months, of Hawkins' nutty slack, at

20s. 6d. per ton, to the Eleotricity Committee.

King'ston-on-Thaiues.—The Committee proposes to seal

contracts with W. Cory & Sons, Ltd., and Usher & Co., for the

supply of 500 tons of Lambton coal at 37s. 6d. per ton, and 300 tons

Shipley £-in. slack, at 22s. 6d. per ton respectively.

Lancaster. — Corporation Electricity and Tramways
Committee. Tenders accepted for four motor-'buses : Edison Co.

for the chassis, and Brush Co. for the bodies.

Leyton.—The tender of Messrs. Siemens Bros., Ltd.,

has been accepted by the U.D.C, at £172, for 2i miles of service

line cable (several sizes).

London.—The Metropolitan Water Board does not
propose to enter into a periodical contract this year for the supply
of electric lamps, wire, and accessories (sub-sections 1, 2 and 3).

Instead, it has been suggested that the Works Committee should
obtain tenders from time to time for the supply of such quantities

aB may be required during the period ending March 31st next.

The Metropolitan Asylums Board proposes to renew the contract

with the Pritohett k Gold Co. for the maintenance of the electric

battery at the Grove Hospital for a further period of five yearn, at

£75 per annum.
L.C.O.—The Education Committee recommends that the chair-

man, vice-chairman and deputy-chairman of the Council, the
chairman and vice-chairman of the Education Committee, and the
chairman and vice-chairman of the Buildings Sab-Committee be
authorised, during the Easter recess, 1916, to open the tenders

received for installing electric light at the Southampton Street,

Camberwell, L.C.C. school.
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The Asylums and Deficiency Committee has accepted the follow-

ing tenders for the supply of the under-mentioned stores for

three months :
—

Electrical snnd'ies.— A. F. Goodwin & Co.; General Eleotrio Co., Ltd.;
Cox Walkers, Ltd. ; Ediaon & Swan U.E.L. Co., Ltd. ; G. MacLellan
and Co.

Eleotrio lamps.—Pope's Eleotrio Lamp Co., Ltd.

Manchester.—The Electricity Committee has approved
the fjllowine firms as subcontractors in connection with the tender
of M. Loun Prat (Paris) for induced-draught plant :

—
Chimney.—]-:. Dinks ,v Co. (Duxbl
Flectriral nnteriils. 1

Foundation basi

Midland Railway Co. — The recent reference to a
contract for Oiram lamps placed with the General Electric Co., Ltd.,

by the Midland Riilway Co., was not intended to indioate that the
contract for the exclusive supply of metal- filament lamps was given
t > that company. The order only covers a portion of the railway's
rfquirements.

Morden.—Joint Hospital Board. Electric light inaiu-

tpnanoe (not including- armature and field coil failures) : D. J.

Macdonald, Hounslow, £22 for the year.

Salford.—The Tramways Committee has accepted the

tender of Messrs. Scholey i; Co . Ltd., for steel tramway tires, amount-
ing to approximately CI,055. The Electricity Committeehasaccepted
the tender of Messrs. Babjock & Wilcox, Ltd, for two water-tube
boilers, &c, for £11,541.
The following tenders have been accepted by the TramwajB

Committee for supplies :

—

Car accessories (electrical), insulating materials, &c.—W. McGeoch & Co.,
Ltd. ; W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works, Ltd. ; General Eleotrio Co.,
Ltd.; L. Andrew & Co.; British Westinghouse Co.; Micaoite and
Insulators, Ltd.; Nonh British Rubber Co., Lr.d. ; Griffiths Bros.,
Ltd. (insulating varnishes) ; C. Macintosh & Co., Ltd. ; B I. & Helsby
Cables, Ltd. (P. and B. tape); Siemens Bros. Dynamo Works, Ltd.;
Le Carbone : H. Norbury & Co. ; Gabriel & Co., Ltd. ; W. Boydell and
8ons, Ltd. ; J. Hall.

Car accessories (mechanical).— W. J. Ritchie & Co.; National Rail and
Tramway Appliances Co., Ltd.; J. Needham & Sons, Ltd.; Anti-
Attrition Metal Co., Ltd.; Brown, Bayley's 8teel Works, Ltd. (steel

tires).

Ears, frogs, pulloffs, &c—B.I. & HelBby Cables, Ltd. ; Watlington & Co.,
Ltd. ; J. Hall ; British We^tinehouse Co., Ltd. (lightning arresters).

Special car accessories. -British Westinghouse Co., list priceB.
Wire, solder, lead and tin.—B.I. & Helsby Cables, Ltd. ; L. Andrew & Co.

;

R. Johnson, Clapham & Morris, Ltd.

The following tenders have been accepted by the Electricity

Committee :

—

British Wes'inghouse Co.—Two 1,000-kw. rotary converters, £5,690.
General Electric Co., Ltd.—One 500-kw. rotary converter, £1,680.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.—Two water-tube boilers, £11,614.

York.—T.C. Coal for the electric light works
Cooper (Bentley Colliery Co.), at 16?. per ton.

Mr. G.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

North-East Coast Institution ot Engineers and Shipbuilders.—Friday,
April 7th. At 7.30 p.m. At the Literary and Pbi'osophical Society, West-
gate Road, Newoastle. Address on "The Bum' ess Side ol Soienoe : Its
Part in the Coming Economic Crisis," by Mr. T. C. Elder.

Royal Institution of Great Britain.—Saturday*, April 8th and 15th. At
.'! p m. At Albemarle Street, W. Lectures (V and VI) on "Radiations
from Atoms and Electrons," by Prof. Sir J. J. Thomson.

Friday, April 14th. At 6.S0 p.m. At Albemarle Street, W. Lecture
on " The Genesis and Absorption of X-Rays," by Prof. Sir J. J. Thomson.

North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical Engineers.—
Saturday, April 8th. At 2 p.m. At the Wood Memorial Hall, Newcastle-
on-Tyne. General meeting.

Salford Technical and Engineering Association.— Saturday, April 8th-
At 7 p.m. At Royal Technical Institute. Lecture on "B itish Design
Modern Cylindrical Grinding Machines, External and Internal," by Mr. T,
R. Shaw.

Junior Institution of Engineers (Midland Section.—Tuesday, April 11th.
At 7.30 pm. At the Imp-rial Hotel, Temple Street. Birmingham. Papsr
on " Application of Chain Gear for Power Transmission," by Mr. C. Turtle.

Association of Engineers in-Charge. — Wednesday, April 19th. At St.

Bride's Institute, E.C. At 7.30 p.m. Paper on 'Steam Turbines, " by Mr.
oney.

Dynamicables' Anniversary Meeting and Dinner.—Wednesday, April
12th. At 7.30 p.m. At the Trocadero Restaurant. Mr. C. P. Sparks in

the chair.

Liverpool Engineering Society.—Wednesday, April 12th. At the Royal
Institution, C 'Iquitt Street. Paper on "Electric Power in t.'uarry Opera-
tion," by Mr. G. K. Paton.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.~Thursday. April 13th. At 8 p.m. At
Viotoria Embankment^ W.C. Discussion on "The Present Position of
Electricity 8upply in the United Kingdom, and the steps to be taken to

Improve and Strengthen it."

(Newcastle Local Section:.—Monday, April 10th. At 7 30 p.m. At
the Mining Institute. Paper on "The Nature of Electrical Insulation, bv
Mr. W. M. Thornton.

(Scottish Local Section i.—Tuesday, April 11th. At S p.m. At ?m,
Bath Street., Glasgow. Paper ou "Branches from e.h t. Chcu is," by Mr.
D. M. MacLeod

(Yorkshire Local Section).—Wednesday, April I2th. At 7 p.m. At
' the Philosophical Hall. Leeds. Paper on "Electric Heatiog: Its Present

Position and Future Development," by Mr. G. Wilkinson.

Leeds Association of Engineers.—Thursday, April 13th. At 7.30 p m. A
5, P.Tk Lane. Annual meeting.

Institution of Mechanical Engineers.—Friday, April nth. At 6 p m. At
the Institution of Civil Engineers, Great George Street, B.W. General
meeting.

NOTES.

Easter Holidays.— Owing to the Easter Hol :

days, the
Electrical Review for Friday, April 21st, will be published on
Wednesday, April 19th. All matter for both the editorial and
advertisement pages for that issue should be in our hands at the
earliest possible moment. A notice regarding the latest times for

advertisements to be received, appears in our advertisement pages
to day.

Lost Time.— In the Helfast Munitions Court, two young
electricians named Robert Sanderson and James Mawhirk were
charged with absenting themselves from work. It was stated that
during the nine weeks from January 20th to March 22nd, Sanderson
lest 31 per cent, of hiB time and Mawhirk 33 per cent. Sanderson,
who did not appear, was fined 40s., and Mawhirk 20s.

Electrical Output of I'.S. Power Stations.—A table

published in the Electrical World gives statistics relating to the
output, load factor, &o„ of the 36 largest eleotrical generating
systems of the United States, which produce about 70 per cent, of

the aggregate output of the country. The combined output of

these companies in 1915 was 13,000 million KW.-hours, of which
about two-thirds was generated by water-power. The Common-
wealth Edison Co. produoed 1,198 million units, with a load factor
of 42'5 per cent, for the year. The Niagara Falls Power Co.
produced 899 millions, with a load factor of 81 28 per cent., and
three other companies exceeded 725 millions. The Hydraulic Power
Co., whioh produced 695 millions, recorded the remarkable load

factor of 91 per cent., the bulk of the energy being used in electro-

chemical industries. Oaly two of the companies had an output of

less than 100 million units.

London and Frankfort Metal Interests.—It is

stited on good authority that, with the consent of the German
and English Governments, a dissolution is to take place of the
relations hitherto existing between the Metall Bank und Metal-
lureische Gesellschaft and the Metall Gesellschaft of Frankort-on-
Main, on the one hand, and Henry R. Merton & Co., Ltd., of

London, on the other, in the sense that both sides will completely
dispose of their mutual shareholdings. Certain formalities with
English executors have to be settled before the transaction can be
definitely completed. In this connection it is mentioned that of

the ordinary snares in the London empany the sum of £150,000
was in the possession of the Metall Bank and £180,000 in that of

the Metall Gesellschaft, these having been disposed of in London,
together with shares for £20,000 which were in private ownership.
In return large blocks of shares in the Metall Gesellschaft, the
Metall Bank and the Schweizsrieohe Gesellschaft fur Metallwerke
have been sold in Germany out of the holdings of persons who are
closely associated with the firm of Henry Merton & Co. The sale

price of the latter has range 1 from 200 per cent, to 270 per cent.

It is added that the incentive to the dissolution of relationship

emanated from London.

I.M.E.A. Annual Meeting'.—The 21st annual general
and business meetings of the Municipal Electrical Association will
be held at the Institution of Electrical Engineers, London (as

headquarters), on June 22nd and 23rd next. The first day's pro-
ceedings include the reading of the presidential address by Mr.
Alex. C. Cramb, Croydon, this year's president, followed by the
reading and discussion of three papers as follows :

—

" Boiler House Design," by Mr. W. W. Lackie, Glasgow.
" Area of Supply from an Economic Standpoint," by Mr. H. S.

Ellis, South Shields.
" The Application of Electric Power to Agriculture," by Mr.

W. T. Kerr, Hereford.

The second day's proceedings will be confined to the morning, when
the annual business meeting will be held. No special arrange-
ments will be made in regard to hotel accommodation or travelling
facilities. The secretary is Mr. C. McArthur Butler. 28, Bedford
Square, W.C., to whom communications should be addressed.

Petrograd Electricity Plans.—The Petrograd Town
Council has appointed a special committee for establishing a basis

for buying back the electrical concerns of the capital. The com-
mittee is working under the chairmanship of Town Councillor
A, A. Voronoff, and is preparing a general plan for uniting various
eleotrical concerns, having in view their reconstrnction and further
exploitation. It is also preparing an estimate and system of charges
for current, and so on. It is said that the committee promises
that electricity shall be muoh cheaper for the oousumere than it

was before. The estimated cost of the operations of the committee,
which it is hoped will be closed in the year 1918, is about 518,000
roubles.

Tungsten Deposits in Burmah.—According to the
Mining and Engineering World, the first serious attempts to
develop the Wolfram deposits of the Indian Empire and Lower
Burmah occurred about 5 years ago. During 1909-13 Lower
Burmah produced over 5.000 tons of concentrates valued at nearly
£400,000, and the present rate of production is about ;,000 tons.

The methods adopted in mining are extremely primitive ; open
quarries, hand crushing of the ore are usnal ; the labourers are
largely Chinese and Telegus. It is now announced that the Indian
Government is taking energetic steps to stimulate the output.

Inquiries.—Firms that stamp out steriliser bodies are

inquired for ; also makers of paper rolls for recording voltmeters
and makers of an assaying apparatus, using an eleotric ourrent to

deposit the metal under test.
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Institution and Lecture Xotes.— Institution of
Electrical Engineers.—The Committeeof the Birmingham Local
Section has had under very careful consideration the question of
alien enemy membership, which is at present before the Institu-

tion, and, after a full discussion of the matter at two meetings,
unanimously passed the following resolutions for transmission to

fie Council of the Institution :

—

1. That the Council be requested to obtain powers to amend the
Articles of Association to exclude from membership of the Insti-

tution any undesirable aliens or undesirable members of alien

origin.

2. That, in view of the foregoing resolution, it is not considered
necessary to proceed with the resolutions at present before the
Institution.

The Committee has prepared the following list of offioers to act
during the Session 1916-17 :

—

Chairman.—Col. J. F. Lister, R E.

VioeChairmen.—S. T. Allen, N. B Rieber.
Present Ordinary Members of Committee (remaining in office).

—

H. Foulds. C. C. Garrard, Ph.D , S. H. Holden, W. A. Jaokson.
Prof. G. Kapp, D.Eng., W. Marden, A. Pearson, B.A., W. E.

Sampner, D.Sc, F. Thursfield, J. M. Walshe.
Ordinary Members of Committee (new nominations).

—

F. II.

Clough, T. Plummer, E. 0. Turner.

Hon. Secretary.— J. D. Morgan.
The Committee's nominations are given in italios.

Additional nominations must reach the Hon. Secretary, at 13,

Temple Street, not later than April 12th.

The annual general meeting of the Manchester Local Section
was held on Taesday last. The ohairman (Mr. B. Welbourn) pre-

sided, and there was a good attendance of members.
The ballot for the election of chairman, hon. seoretary, and

Committee for the next session resulted as follows :

—

Chairman.—Mr. A. E. McKenzie.
Vice-chairman.—Messrs. C. J. Braver and A. P. M. Fleming.
Committee.—Profs. Field and Miles Walker, Dr. Cramp, Mes-rs.

H. Allcock, A. G. Livesay, S. L. Pearce, J. S. Peck, H. A. Ratcliff,

J. A. Robertson, H. D. Symonds, S. J. Watson, and Alderman
Walker.
At the close of the meeting a lecture on " R;cent R3searches in

X-Rays " was given by Prof. E. Rutherford, of the Manchester
University.

The report Btates that the number of members at the close of
the Session was 735, a Blight increase over the figures for last year.

The attendance has averaged slightly over 100 per meeting, which
would be a good figure for ordinary times, and under present con-
ditions mast be considered exceptionally good. In the discussions

upon the various papers, a very high general level has been
attained, and an unusual number of new speakers has taken part.

Royal Institution.—The Day Lectures after Easter inolude
the following :— Prof. T. M. Lowry, two lectures, "Optical
Research and Chemical Progress" ; Prof. W. H. Bragg, two lectures

on X-Rays and Crystals : (1) " New Methods of Research "
;

(2) "First Results and their Applications " (the Tyndall Lectures) ;

Prof. H. S Foxwell. two leotures, " The Finance of the Great War :

New Problems and New Solutions" ; "How we Stand To-day, and
What Lies Ahead." The Friday evening discourses will be resumed
on May 6th, and will include the following :—Sir James Mackenzie
Davidson, " Eleotrical Methods in Surgical Advance " ; Prof.

Charles G. Barkla, "X-Ravs."
Junior Institution of Engineers.—The meeting at which a

paper on " Speeding-up," by Mr. R. Rankin, ib to be read, has been
postponed from the 10th to the ISth April.

In an address before the Dublin Rotary Club, Sir John Griffith,

late engineer to the Dublin Port and Docks Board, suggested the
extension of the electrical equipment of the Port for the rapid
discharge of vessels.

Fire Prevention.—The British Fire Prevention Com-
mittee's fire warnings, which have been issued since the outbreak
of war, cover a number of matters that require the attention of
the public with the object of reducing the ordinary fire waste and
meeting the air raid danger. The public are advised to apply for
the particular class of notice or warning that they desire. These
are provided gratuitously. The warning for factories and works
engaged on Government contracts is No. 16. For the air-raid

danger, warnings Nos. 17a and 18a should be obtained No warn-
ing notice is issued to any caller at the Committee's offices or
testing-station, or upon any telephone message. Application must
be made in writing, with a large stampsd and addressed envelope
enclosed for the reply, to the Registrar, The British Fire Prevention
Committee, 8, Waterloo Place, London, S.W., and both the nature
of the notice and the reference number of the warning (as given
above) must be given.

Nickel-Chromium Patents in the U.S.A.—A list of
the licensees under the Marsh patent, No. 811, 850, for the use of
nickel-chromium wire as a resistance element in electric heating
apparatus, was published in the Electrical World of Maroh 4th,
The patent is owned by the HoBkina Manufacturing Co. and the
General Eleotric Co.—the parties in the recent infringement case,

reported in onr issue of July 30th, 1915, in which the latter com-
pany was the loser. The General Electrio Co. has acquired a
third interest in the patent. An advance in the prices of heating
appliances is anticipated. The owners do not intend to take
proceedings againBt firms that have used infringing devices in
the past, provided that they deal with the owners or their licensees
in future, and do not deal in infringing devices. The Driver-Harris
Wire Co., who manufacture uichrome wire, are in conference with
the owners of the patent.

Fatalities.—At Failsworth last Friday an inquest was
held into the death of Edward Capewell (48), who, together with
another man, was employed at the works of Messrs. Ferranti, Ltd.,
Hollinwood. Thsy were lifting a carboy of nOria acid from a
trolley on to the fl>or when it burst and the liquid ran on to some
brasB castings and fired. DaBpite medical aid Capewell died later.

The foreman, who was still suffering from the effects of the fumes,
would not be able to attend the inquiry for some days. The inquest
was adjourned.
An Openshaw electrical engineer, Arthur Fletcher, aged 45,

employed at the Armstrong, Whitworth works was knocked down
by a Manchester Corporation tramcar last week and killed. Ver-
dict :

" Accidental deith."

Electrical Instrument Makers Wanted. — The
WirelesB Section of the Corps of Royal Engineers is open to recruit
first-class instrument (electrical) makers. Conditioris aa to pay,
terms of service, &c, can be obtained by application to Mijor
A. Handley. R.E., St. M»rtin'a Gate, Worcester. Applicants should
state fully their training and experience, and say if they are eligible

for service.

Volunteer Notes.

—

Engineering Institutions' V.E.C-
—Orders for week commencing April 10th, 1916.—By Lieut. -

Ool. Clay, V.D., Commanding.
Monday, April 10th.—Sections 1 and 2, Technioal ; Sections

3 and 4, Sjuad and PlatooD, Signalling Class and Recruits.

Tuesday, April 11th.—School of Arms, 6 to 7 p.m.
Thursday, April 13th.—Shooting for Sections 3 and 4.

Friday, April 14th.—Sections 3 and 4, Technical ; Sections 1

and 2, Squad and Platoon, Signalling Class and Recruits.
Saturday, April loth.—Adjutant's Instruction ClaBS at 2.30 p.m.

E. G. Fleming,
Company Commander and Acting Adjutant.

3bd Batt. (Old Boys) Central London Volunteer Regi-
ment.—Battalion Orders by Capt. R. J. C Eastwood (Com-
mandant), Thursday, April 6th, 1916 :

—

Battalion Paradex — Saturday.—The Battalion will Parade out-

side Baker Street Station at 2.30 pm, and proceed by train to

Wembley Park, for Battalion Drill, under the Commandant.
Sunday.—The Battalion will Parade at Liverpool Street

Station (low level entrance, G.E.R.), at 9.30 a.m., and proceed by
train for Entrenching duties.

Musketry.—There will be shooting at Brsley on Saturday next,

8th inst., and all day Sunday, 9th inBt. Members proceeding to

Bisley on Saturday, must Parade, in uniform, at 12.45 p.m., No. 6

Platform, Waterloo Station, and members going down on Sunday,
at 9.45 a.m., No. 6 Platform.
The Acton Range will be open on Saturday, 8th inst., at 2 p.m.

Names (for both Ranges) must be forwarded to the MuBketry
Staff by first post Saturday morning.

A. G. JoiNEB, Major and Adjutant, O.B.C.

The Electrification of Fibres.— Arrangements are

being made for setting on foot a thorough scientific investigation

into the question of the electrification of fibres rn the textile

industry, a phenomenon which has given a great deal of trouble to

manufacturers. The Textile Institute, at the instance of the Mill

Managers' Association, haB requested the Leeds University to take

the research in hand, the cost being borne by the Institute, with
the assistance of the manufacturers.

Registration of Firms.—With reference to the subject

of our leading article of last week, we regret to state that in the

House of Commons, last Friday, Mr. Lloyd Gsorge, in reply to Mr.

Annan Bryce, said that as there was reason to believe that the Regis-

tration of Firma Bill would not be accepted as a non-contentious

measure, the Government was not, as at present advised, prepared

to proceed with the Bill in the Commons.

Electric Lig'ht Switching.—At the end of this month
the results of the competition just closed will be published in this

journal. Meanwhile, we are asked by Messrs. A. P. Lundberg and
Sons to announce the fact that, owing to the success of this com-
petition, a supplementary examination will be conducted shortly on
the same Bets of problems. Particulars will be issued to old and
intending new competitors early this month. Those who have a
copy of the February Examination Pamphlet should keep it by
them ; those who have not, can obtain one on application within

the next three weeks.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editors invite electrical engineers, whether connected with the

technical or the commercial side of the profession and industry,

also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the

Electrical Review posted as to their movements.

Central Station and Tramway Officials.—The L.C'.C. High-
ways Committee recommends that, during the absence through
illness of the chief officer of tramways, the deputy chief officer

of tramways, Mr. -T. K. Brcce, shall rake the plae« of Mr. A.
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I, 0. Fell as one of the representatives * XSttcilS
Rolling Stock and the Permanent Way mi Building Concilia

^Thfllfora Electricity Committee proposes to ,
increase the

salary of Mr. R. P. Windett, meter superintendent, to ±140

il

oTthe occasion of hi, marriage with Mi* H. Moon, Mx

Thos. Law.-
a staff, has

b£n presented by the shed stall with taepieoe

Coventry T.C. has adopted a recommendatoon of the liain-

waye Committee increasing the salaryof
'*»S?g%JS£.

mend the following mouses of salaries :—Mr. .7 U.arki n< m
JM«fl to =E275 ner annum; Mr. 11. Eawkins, from £250 to

Ho tr annum- Mr. F T. Fowler from .£200 to £210; and

ffr f J Love'll from £185 to £200. The total .advance,

amount to £75, which is the amount the mains engineer w,ll

relinquish from his salary of £475 per annum.

General—Mr. C. J. Spencer, manager of the Bradford City

Tramway* has been appointed Vice-Chairman of the i^ord

MaTO?s Citizens' Contribution Committee, which is charged

with the important duty of systematizing the collection, of

Funds from all classes of citizens in Bradford for the replernsh-

ir.ent of the Lord Mayor's War Relief Fund. Mr
.

H. Moss

electrician, of Bradford, is on the same Committee as the

representative of the local electrical engineers, together with

Mr Thos. Poles, the Bradford city electrical engineer.

Mr William Wood, the senior partner in the firm of

qninhim & Wood Ltd.. timber merchants and makers of

lecrric blocks! Leeds, has just completed. 60 years>oi
I
service

at the works. The local Press has interviewed Mr. Wood in

connection with the celebration, and m the course of the

arfele it is mentioned that some years ago Mr. Wooc
I
and his

sons prepared to meet the demand for electric switch.blocks,

bell pushes and casings, laying down a special plant theretor

w4 the result that when war broke out they were ma
position to secure a good deal of the German trade. Mr Mood

^presses the opinion that the Germans will never get it back.

London Gametic notice-Territorial Force Roy£ Engmeas.

Tvne Electrical Engineers :—Second-Lieutenant H. O. white

tobe taSSSSSy captain; Second-Lieutenant (temporary Cap-

tain) H. G. White is seconded. ,'..,.• i ,„„
With reference to a notice which appeared in this column

in onr issue of March 10th regarding the arrangement exist-

ine between Air C H. Best and Mr. Chas. Pul an of Brad-

fofd mTpullIn writes to say that, so.far as the date, men-

tioned is' concerned, the .announcement is P^ature. Cer-

tain differences have arisen between Mr.. Best and mysen.

hiit so far no definite dissolution of the existing an-angement

betweer^ us has been signed. I would add that it is my .inten-

tion to° continue with village electric supply schemes in the

fU

We'regret that in our report last week of the «g»*2j
livered by Lord Vaux of Harrowden. at the Electrical trades

Benevolent Institution annual meeting reference was made

to the death of Mr. E. G. Bvng. Tins, of course, was an eiroi

.

and .-hould have read Mr. H. G. Byng.

Mr W B Shirehampton, who was manager of the expo t

deirtment of Messrs. Veritye, Ltd., for many years, is shorth

Se na to Russia in the'interests of a few electrical firms

and would be glad to hear from others who are interested in

he dev" opment of this important market now and after the

war. He will be in the country for several week*
,

Furthej

particulars may be obtained from Mr. Shirehampton at 75,

Gin tain Road, E.G.

Roll of Honour.—The death has occurred, at */ Royal

Infirm*" Aberdeen, of Private William Warner, of the 1st

Battahon Gordon Highlanders, who was wounded mNovem-

her 1014 during severe fichtmg in the Ypres region, rnor

I the war he was engaged at the Keighley Corporation elec-

'"pSateF
6

'

\ppleton, of the Buffs (East Kent Regiment)

who has" aied of wounds received in action was for ««n
years prior to the war engaged on the staff of the Isle ot

1914 enga" d with the Pall Mall & St. James' Electric Light

Rifleman F Poe. of the Rifle Brigade, who was. prior tn

l,i uT ntenf. with the British .Thomson-Houston Co L d..

or Rugby isnov, reported killed in action. He had.been miss-

ingTs&ulj 30th last, after a liquid fire attack at Hooge.

Private Frank Lynas. Royal Inniskilling Fusiliers, killed in

action was a Reserve man. and. prior to the war. was em-

plowed in the Belfast Corporation's electricity works.

Obituary -Mr. T. RiCHARDS.-The death occurred last week

of Mr Thomas Richards, chairman of the Cleveland. Port.s-

head & District Electric Supply Co., LM.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

Conner Magneto and Ignition Ltd ,H3.456).^istered

larch 30th. by F. Samuclsor, M,dlan Bank
.

Cha-nbers , V
fc ^

orl. shares of Is. each- Object > EC . 0)) wilh

Conner Telephone Works, Ltd., ofj''•. '-'"',

?

n.
'^-"J, M S . Conner whereby

M. S, Conner ^^^^^^^tr^^Jiiion referred to there

™l\" £ctaft*«2rt*taSS5».rt motor taction, motor repa rer,

Pne'xpe.s&'c
g
The subscribers (with one P" "^^"M^uy; 'jla.

SamuXn' ha. Queen Victoria Street, EC. »Uc*or;

R

;

9£-gtf&JU
Oueen Victoria Street, E.C, solicitor. "'vaIe „?°"''"'

• H Hirst 67, Queen

Ho number no. less than three or more
|

th arIBM) •£"•,»"£
'. S.' Conner

Victoria Street. E.C.
, J *ffg*}£2&

,

lffi' Qualification, 100 Si

(manag.ng director Peel Works Adelp , ^ £ Reg,s,ercd

^^W^SSSSSSSS. 71a, Queen Vic! Street, E.d

Phonopore Construction Co ^Jlf^h'^r^
business of manufacturers of m l.tary 'e' ePh,°™

u ,.

an
thereof V used in connec-

agreement with Justus E*.^^^!! Oswald, 5,W
H J. Eck, 10, Priory Road, Ch.swick, W., engneer^

, directors is not to

Ro«, E.G., ^' m̂J/Z: Z7 il^^ "hall be one of the first, and

be less than five or more than nine j founders' shares. The

shall hold office Per
ma""% su^d

'

shall be entitled during the cont.nuance

New Phonopore Telephone Co., Ltd., snail ue , h igl6 between the

of a lease referred to im an ^Z"Jn*A i th "board by iwo directors;

£SfS tffchafrTart^E^l chairman. Registered office: 53-07.

Pirk Street, Southwark, S.E.

Walter Robb, Ltd (143 493).-Thiscoj^^
tered on March 31st. w.th a capital o £10^00 tn^.^^ ^ _.

^>firJ^e
n^R:lb

dl=ne^,TU\^
£?. r^S^^&SrSSSSi W Jo^an * Sons, Ltd.. 116-17.

"ZocS ln^neers,.
t

Ud^^^^S.rS^'SK
nerv. and P"t manufacturers &c The jubscr hers (

eng ;neer ; J. R.

J. Rhodes, 153, M%nnm8hacT-„,7r auternobile engineer. Private company.

Pepper, Moorhead Lane, Sh.ple> a"«omo*^e
^.J

^ or more than seven; the

The number of directors ,s "°« t0
. ^^".h^others to be appointed by the

fucscrmei *$&&£S shares. Solicitor^ W, Dunn.. W-
, . A. E. Stringe

Row, Bradford.

•

R'eg^^ed
in

o*ce
S^nor

3
R^

U
bhaSr^, ««*

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL

COMPANIES.

Banbury and District Etort*
»Jf&, 5°deben^^

mpmnMndum of satisfaction in tvilt on ' KUl utl
' { ,

Mareh 26th 1913, securing £100, has been filed.

'

Orford Electric Light and Povver Co.,;iVS«
December 10th, 1912, of. ^ 20, and on March 17th. Wl^ ^
parts of a series of which particulars have .

Ramsden Green Ltd -Issue onjW^^
^'235 debentures, part ol a series oi wiin.u r

i i^ «t Th-inrt Electric Tramwavs and Lighting Co.. l-io.

Isle 01 inanei cictuu *,\r~" . -
r„ j-i 000 and any sums which

-Agreement, dated March 16th 1916 to secu re f^^ not
>

, ^3 000.

mav become payable under a joint
.

ana se v
n( and ,u ,urc .

Sef: lAffftT'Sa lq
"
Uare.%

Runbaken .Magneto^^^-^n^o^ec^ of
1^

^Hnctd^unSled^S No trustees.

Lancashire Motor andWSA'^^
dated March 6th, 1916, '» sec

n
u

.

re
(l£r'e i'nclud ng uncalled capiUl. Holders;

rg
-d
anrrs: ^sr ssiSt's^siJUr,

CITY NOTES.

French Tramway Companies.

~ «;^f= of fVifi Tramways de Bordeaux reached

SL S^in mf^coSparld^ilh^CoLW in the previous

SSS^-SS and the net ^jSSfftJ^^ffiffl
in the two years respectively. It is lntenaea v»j -

19i3 or 1914.
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The Societe des Tramways a"Amiens proposes to distribute

ill per share for 1915, as contrasted with 16s. in 1914, and £1
in 1913; the Societ; Versaillaise de Tramways Electriques et

de Distribution d'Energi6, £1 2s. per ordinary share for 1915,

as in the previous year; the Tramways de Toulon, 7s. 2Jd-

per share, or 9 per cent., for 1915; and the Tramways du Var
et du Gard, 7s. 2$d. per share, as in 1914.

The Compagnie Parisicnne de Tramways earned £316,000

in 1915, as compared with £347,000 in the previous year, but
after deducting working expenses and financial charges the

net profits only amount to £8,000, as against £25,000 in 1914.

The financial charges include £16,000 for the settlement of

litigious accounts and £23,000 for the improvement of the

permanent way and rolling stock, whereas the amount pro-

vided, under the latter heading was only £17,000 in 1914 and
£12,000 in 1913. It is not proposed to pay any dividend for

the past year, as was also the case in 1914, but to place most
of the balance to a special fund, and to carry a small sum
forward.
The Societe des Tramways de Rouen, where great activity

prevails in connection with the traffic with England, experi-

enced a recovery in 1915 from the fluctuations in the receipts

and profits which occurred in the preceding year. The direc-

tors state that it was possible to provide a new workshop staff

in place of the men called up for service and to resume the main-
tenance and repair of the rolling stock, which had to^ be
neglected in the later months of 1914. The gross receipts

were the largest on record, and the net profits amounted to

£45,000, as contrasted^ with £42,000 and £48,000 in the two
previous years respectively. A dividend at the rate of £1 4s.

per share has been declared, this comparing with £1 and
£1 6s Id. in 1914 and 1913 respectively.

' The net profit for 1915 was £176,752,

„ ... . plus £8,121 brought forward, making

™ i,j£r £184,873. There is written off patents,
Westlngnouse goodwill, &c, £25,000; special deprecia-
hlectricand tion of plallt) machinery, &c, £35,241;

Manufacturing additional reserve for employers' liability,
LO., Ltd. £5,000; dividend of 7J per cent, on the

preference shares, £75,000; carrying for-

ward, £44,632. There have been charged against revenue the
usual expenses for maintenance of works, plant, &c, and in

addition there has been applied to depreciation of the same
items £87,150. which includes the special sum stated above
(£35,241) to cover abnormal wear and tear of plant due to

war conditions. Having regard to possible liabilities for taxa-

tion of excess profits under the Finance and Munitions of War
Acts, it has been thought desirable to carry forward a much
larger sum than usual. Last year the directors referred to

the acquisition of certain controlling interests in the French
Westinghouse Co., and they are glad to 6ay that the business
of that company shows signs of improvement. Annual meet-
ing : April 6th.

At the annual meeting, on Monday, the
Brompton and Chairman (Mr. H. R. Beeton), said that
Kensington his anticipation that the year 1915 would
Electricity te even less satisfactory than 1914 had,
Supply unfortunately, been fulfilled. Although
Co., Ltd. their output had more than doubled in the

past 13 years, their profits for last year
were the lowest for any year in that period, and it'had only
been after considerable discussion, and some difference of
opinion, that the Board had recommended the payment of
the usual dividend of 10 per cent. The justification for such
a course was to be sought in the fact that they had husbanded
their resources in more prosperous years, so that to-day they
had more than half of their capital represented by mains,
with reserves of profits amounting to upwards of 60 per cent,
of their capital invested in the business, with no debenture
debt, and with 15 years of their tenure still to run. But,
although they had restricted themselves to 10 per cent, divi-
dend when it would sometimes have been possible to pay
more, they could not, of course, maintain this rate if the
scale of profits were to remain permanently at its present level.
The present condition of things wa3 mainly due to public
restriction and private economy in lighting, "and to increased
cost of production consequent upon the war. Although a
profitable return on the capital invested in the Accessories
Co. with a view to encouraging the use of electricity for heat-
ing and cooking had been further postponed owing to the
war, it was largely due to such expenditure that in their
purely residential area they had virtually maintained their
output in spite of restriction in lighting. The new turbo-
generator, when installed, would give considerable economy
in working to compensate them in some measure for increased
cost of coal. Although the emergency legislation for limita-
tion of price had tended to amelioration, they had not so far
realised the full benefit promised under the Act, chiefly owing
to disorganisation in production and shortage in transporta-
tion. The matter was, however, receiving the attention of a
Committee of the Gas and Electricity Companies in conjunc-
tion with the Departments of Admiralty and Munitions, and
it was hoped that some amendment would ensue. Although
the progress of the Accessories Co. had been retarded by the
war, its capital account had not been extended, and its
revenue results showed an improvement, which was likely to
grow. The Restaurant, which continued to serve as an excel-

lent advertisement as well as an experimental laboratory, now
enjoyed a custom which, in spite of the increased price of

food, made it self-supporting. The show-room sales had been
prejudiced by the prevailing shallowness of the public purse,

and the stove department, whilst furnishing some important
cooking installations, had been largely diverted to the produc-

tion of munitions. The experience of the first three months
of this year led him to conclude that the results of the pre-

sent year would not be substantially worse than those of the

past year, and if the coal position, which was undoubtedly
precarious, was not aggravated, they might be rather better.

Trading during 1915 resulted in a credit

W. T. Glover balance of £54,438, and £7,950 was brought

and Co., Ltd. forward. The following are deducted :—
Directors' remuneration, &c, £1,035; 44

per cent, interest on first mortgage debenture stock, £4,250

;

5 per cent, interest on second mortgage debenture stock.

±'2,642; written off investments, £5,949; appropriation for

payment to trustees of second mortgage debenture 6tock.

£4,000; 5 per cent, preference dividend, £4,333; transfer to

first mortgage debenture redemption fund, £2,500; dividend

of 5 per cent., less income-tax, on ordinary shares, £4,977;

transfer to reserve fund, £20,000; leaving £11,701 to be car-

ried forward subject to payment of excess profit duty. With
the above appropriations the redemption fund for the first

mortgage debenture stock will stand at £40,500, that for the

second ditto at £36,000, and the reserve fund at £50,000,

making a total of £126,500. It will be appreciated that to

provide the increased working capital to meet the present

conditions, it is necessary to materially strengthen the com-
pany's reserves. During the year the works have been, and
still axe, largely engaged on the manufacture of cables, wires,

&c, directly or indirectly for the prosecution of the war.

Nine acres of land have been purchased for the general

development of the company's business, which of late years

has suffered by the works being greatly congested. A por-

tion of this land is thought to be in excess of the company's
probable requirements, and it is proposed to sell such portion

to the Trafford Power & Light Supply (1902), Ltd., in whose
welfare the company is largely interested. The directors ask

for full power to transact business from time to time with

that company, notwithstanding that they, or some of them,
may be directors of that company. Annual meeting : April

loth;
The report for 1915 of the Gesellschaft

The Berlin fur Elektrische Hoch und Untergrund
Elevated and Bahnen states that a large decline in the

Underground passenger traffic occurred in the seven

Railway. months ended with July, as compared with
the equivalent period in the previous peace

year, but a not inconsiderable increase took place in August
and September, which had also continued into 1916. During
the year the total number of passengers carried amounted to

69,542,277, as against 77,027,513 in 1914, and the expansion
in the last five months was 4,352,000 in excess of the corres-

ponding terrf in 1914. The working results were influenced

by the large advances in wages and the cost of materials, and
further reductions in the customary employes were caused
through men being called to the Army, which, however, it

was possible substantially to equalise by the engagement of

women. The train mileage run was 2,123,476, as contrasted
with 2,698,404 miles in 1914; the daily average number of

persons carried was 190,527, and the average receipts per
passenger amounted to 1.52d., as against 1.54d. in the pre-

ceding year. The accounts show the following figures :

—

1914. 1915.

Ordinary share capital .'....£2,600,000 £2,600,000
Preference shares 500,000 500,000

Loans 3,994,000 3,988,000

Gross receipts 418,000 394,000

Net profits 190,000 168,000

Dividend percentage on ord. shares ... 4i 4

Carried forward 31,000 17,000

The report states that work on the line from the " triangle"
to the Nollendorf Platz and Wittenberg Platz was continued
as far as the circumstances permitted.

The total revenue for 1915 was £20,331,

Woking and the working expenses were £10,649,
Electric Supply leaving £9,681, plus £653 brought forward

Co., Ltd. and £124 income-tax accumulations. The
interest on debenture stock absorbs £2,514,

interest on temporary loans £289, 6 per cent, preference divi-

dend £2,999, and there is put to depreciation and renewals
fund £1,750, £900 to reserve, 5 per cent, is paid on the ordi-

nary shares, and £693 is being carried forward. The number
of consumers increased from 2,021 to 2,101, and the lamps
connected from 95,803 to 106,360, the net revenue advancing
from £18,878 to £20,331. During 1915 there were issued £580
4$' per cent, debenture stock and £245 ordinary shares. Owing
to the continuous growth of the business, issues of further
debenture stock and ordinary shares were necessary. The
annual meeting was held on March 25th.

Urban Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—The gross profit for 1915
was £68,513, as against £68,962 for 1914. The available bal-

ance is £21,889, out of which £12,500 is required for prefer-
ence dividend and £9,389 is carried to reserve for depreciation.
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it the annual
W. T. Henley's m< i that out

Telegraph of £10,009 set aside last year to provide for
Works the d< the a mpanj 's emj

Co., Ltd. with the Forces, £4,333 had been spent,
and he hoped thai th< balance would suffice

purpose intended The c pany had made :i larger

profit than in the pre* ioua yea i 1 hej bad no! been able to

I the private i rders which they had been offered, but

he hoped (hut they would not eventually lose th

oinwended a dividend and bom mi foi

nt moie than was paid in the

j ear. 1 he com] i excellently managed 'I
I

ill 24 1 ,01 e than thai ol the pi riou • < ai ^mple
dad i" i'n made aJ i foi any claim w hi< b might be

made in conn< I
' il b the e: < profil ta s '1 bey hud

v-e! 6139,000 in War Loan and othei ti u tee ecuj itiea at

L. st, less ;i reserve oi 610,000. He had visited the works
,, centlj , both at Woolw ick ad, and had

c improvements which had taken place during the year.

v Woolwich they had suffered considerably from lack of

.i
j Mi I [atton deserved great praise for thi

which he bad overcome difficulties and had been able to meet
,,! \i ( Iravesend they were in a different

thi 5 had 12 acres to deal with, and <

! , v, Lai was required. '1 beir workshop there were

,ii mix in the country, and thej had now completed
,!,,,,!, i, emu for 'th<- workpeople with i parafc

.,,
i ommodation foi both men and women, and thei i were

iad heated bj electricity, whilst they also cooked bj

electricity. Then, again, near by, in I iiion Street, they bad

opened a Eoi il" 1 purpose of their tire busi-

ness. The Blomfield Street premises bad been extended by

t iking in adjoining buildings, as the staff there now con i h d

Jin people. The Managing Director, Mr. George
Si cton, M.J.E.E., who seconded thi- adoption of the report,

said Unit the extraordinary course of events of the war hail

bee Elected in their business. In addition to then- .special

othei f< atures of the year were the reduction in the

demand, and their inability to meet the demand that did

exist, for cable for the home and colonial commercial trade,

and the greatly increased demand from neutral countries \s

regarded th< borne trade and the reduction in the demand for

cables for commercial purposes, there had been a great falling

oft in the usual home and colonial demand for wire and cables

apart from .cables required in connection with the war. Share-

holders might think that they were also losing goodwill. He
did not, however, think that they would do so. They would

not suffer the loss of their orders because of inability to

execute them through working in the national interests. In

regard to the increased demand from neutral countries, to

some extent that was due to the closing down of the German
supply. In Germany and abroad, but not much in England,

they iiad a, great competitor. He thought that on the whole

outside the British Colonies they had a larger trade in cables

than English n ofaciurers, and therefore the closing down
,i the German trade hud increased the demand on English

manufacturers. The demand, however, had been very difficult

to meet in consequence of the uncertainty oi obtaining licences

for export from the Government, and although they were aide

to locate their consignees, so that they knew that their cables

would not find their way into an enemy country, there were

no doubt other reasons which necessitated the stoppage of

exports to neutral countries. They endeavoured not to com-

mence the manufacture of cables until they had reasonable

grounds to suppo.se that they would be aide to dispatch them.

The increase in the profit was due particularly to two causes.

First, there was the strong financial position of the companj
When the war started their position and credit were at a

very high standard, and they used them, and continued to use

them, to buy as freel cable those materials which
were essential to meet the demand for their products which

they expected would be upon them. Copper, rubber, and lead

. Mi the principal essential and their large forward pur-

chases of these materials, which had risen so much in value.

bad brought considerable profits af they had been made into

cables, which were sold on the pine of raw materials at the

time the cables were ordered. There was. of course, another
side to the picture When raw materials fell in value, they

were bound to be carrying a nek, mure or less large, which
involved them in a l ss whi n sold in the form of cable. That
was a contingency they always had with them, although it

was now greater than usual, bu1 the nature of their business
nd always purchasing certain materials some months

ahead of requirements, and their accounts always made pro-

vision, by means of contingent reserves, fi
i the

of loss on stocks. The second cause of the increased profil

was increa ed turnover. They had added considerably to

their plant in order to enable them to n nds which
were made upon them, and owing to the uncertainty of their

getting nail sizes of copper wire which they did
not make and which was require rd cables, they
acquired tor a cash payment a small factory in Yorkshire.
The motor tire factory was more than paying its way. He
could see the possibilities of an industry being built up there
that might become as large as the electrical side. In regard
to trade after the war. they did not know what the demand
for their product* would be, but they knew that the capacity
for making insulated wires and cables in this country had

j increased owing to the war demand. As they had

City of London
Electric

Lighting
Co., Ltd.

put down new plant, they might be assured that other cable
had done likewise, and there would be a severe

.struggle for th. i.. had, which would probably
"• in th prices. They hoped that that might be
avoided
machinerj in the i ountry

I

:

i. ih. \ might have a difficult time in front
i

'I hey were not afraid ho'w en ei
. that I

[< raid be bL
to I the position, for th

I three first i

of success—money, skill, and good organisation; and as they
had successfully weathered storms in the past, they might

future with equanimity.

Ml: \. M Ql III |e. .!:,,. ,;i
i

Madras me ti I,, said that For the first

Electric eve nth i of L915 the traffic -

Tramways were 6 pi than for tin

(1904), Ltd. ponding period of 1914. During the last

five months thei. a Uch a mai ked im-
proitemenl in traffic thai for the whole year there was an
mcrea i pf 6 I pei cent, in traffic receipts and an in.,
n.t receipts, and an advance, of 5 per cent, in pa
earned. The special renewals of permanent way, which bad
been in hand for some .wears, had been practically completed
l! was \ei> .it i-i.ii t,,i j to be aide

I mend an increase
in the ordinarj di\ idend. Recently a r< olut

.

i..\ the Madias Corporation praying the Government to in
crease the track renl paid by the i .pany. It this petition
iveri ranted it would be a breach of faith. The fares were
its l..w ... in anj pari of the world, and much lowei than they
were entitled to charge under their Government Orders. The
dividend on the shares could not be regarded as extravagant.
('j per cent.), particularly as the average return since the
company was incorporated was only 8:3 pel cent. With regard
t.i the Degotiations with the Government regarding various
extensions, referred to a year ago, the mutes w.-re approved
by the Corporation and .submitted to the Government for
confirmation, but they still awaited the latter'.-, decision.

Mr. F. W. Reynolds, presiding at the
animal meeting on March 22nd, said that
Mi Braithwaite, the chairman, was in

America on very urgent business. The
Marquess of Winchester was on active ser-

vice. The capital expended during 1915
lit halt the usual amount, and in 1916 it would be

still less, as they were reducing expenditure in all directions.

There was no object in giving a detailed comparison of

revenue and working expenses, as in such abnormal times it

could be of no real valuo. Everything that could be done to

produce economical working was being done, and they hoped
that there would be some limit to the rise in prices, which

hell business. 1 heir chief difficulty

was in regard to coal, the price of which was now 100 per
cent, more than before the war. chiefly by reason of increased

shipping rates, and supplies bad at times been exceedingly
difficult to obtain. For 1915, coal cost .£'14,000 more than
for L914, an increase of 40 per cent. There was no prospect
of early relief, indeed, they must expect another and still

larger increase during 1916. They were no believers in the
policy of raising prices in such times as these- until they had
actually felt the effect of the increa~.il cost of product], m and
could claim that the time had come to ask consumers to take

a further share of the burden. Doth last year and this year

shareholders had submitted voluntarily to a reduction of their

income, lief.. re increasing the price of electricity. They bad
jui I given public notice of their intention to increase the

price oi electricity by 10 pea' cent, after the end of March.
The balance for the year was ah. ait £16,000 less than last

year. They were distributing 611,000 less in dividends, and
pn aiding the balance of £5,000 by reducing the carry-forward

to 618,000 li had been pointed out at previous meetings
that their libetfaJ carry-forward constituted a dividend equali-

sation fund, and the present was a time when they might
rightly draw upon that fund. The company had 168 mein-

ff w n'h the For .- . 1 had been killed and 9

e .. ended None of their st niiarj loser by going

ti the Front; all cases were carefully attended to by the

managing directors, Mr. Bailey and Mr. Bull.

Mr. \ W. Tait presided at the annual
meeting last Friday. He said that the

ti iding profits for the year, after making
I ion for excess profits duty and

uddmg inter,. st mid dividends on invest;

n
. nt and deposits and the revenue derived from estates and

iee
. was 6312,546, an increase of £40,291. These

results were the best which the company had shown since

. iration in 1894. The conditions were, however, abso-

lutely abnormal, and entirely due to the exceptional demand.
He could not give particulars of the uses to which the metal

was at
i

. mi being put, and it was useless to speculate as

to the probable c rtditi ns which would rule as regards the

demand foi the metal after the war. The recent uses and
developments would go a long way to make up for any falling

oft there might be in the ordinary demand, due to the un-
avoidable and necessary period of recuperation required by
all countries involved in the war. Further, there was no
doubt that the experience gained during this war would open
up a demand in certain directions in the future, which would
considerably broaden the uses and applications of the metal.

British
Aluminium
Co., Ltd.
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'I he sales had been approximately tha same as thuse of the

previous year, and this was accounted for not by any slacken-

ing in the demand, but owing to a shortage in the anticipated

production, due to sabnomial weather conditions in the West
< I Scotland and in Norway during the summer of last year.

r for the metal showed substantial advances during the

year; but these advances occurred particularly during the last

six months, and as it had always been the practice to cover

the requirements of their regular customers at tixed prices

for the whole year, the average which was obtained was con-

i leiably below current prices at the end of the year The
. .,-i; of production bad been very materially affected dunne
M- year, owing to the heavy increases in labour charges and
the cost of raw materials, freights, insurance-, ml other

expenses. Great difficulties had been experienced in obtain-

ing the necessary supplies of raw materials and coal required
I.; the various works, the principal difficulty being not -

i ,ieh the supply of the actual material as the obt lining ol

the. necessary freighting facilities. The difficulties with regard
i . the .supply of raw materials and labour and freight would
undoubtedly exist until the termination of the war. and. in

ci nsequence, the costs of production were showing, and would
continue to show, very material increases. The various workt
- f the company bad been fully employed during the year, and
i he additional plant for the manufacture ol carbon electrodes

i- completed and put into operation before the close ol the
'...ii The erection of the new alumina works, which should
have been completed by this time, bad made skra progres
pntirelj due to the shortage of labour and materials, and il

should be sunn- months yet before those works could be put
in operation. No further development work had been carried
ont on the Orsieres power scheme, nor was this possible until

after the war. The Martigny-Qrsieres Railway continued in

operation for general traffic, but it did not contribute any-
thing to their revenue. The depreciation reserve account bad
been increased to £260,000 by the appropriation of £50,000
tiom the profits of the year, and the reserve account had
also been brought up to the same sum by the appropriation
of £70,000 from the profits of the yean. The necessity for

making ample provision for reserves had been accentuated
b\ the abnormal conditions, and it was advisable that their

petition should be strengthened, in order that they might be
able to meet the peculiar and difficult times which would
arise at the termination of the war. when ordinary commer-
cial business had to be resumed in the markets of the world
Their competitors in neutral countries had naturally been
considerably- strengthening their position during these abnor-
mal times, and, as their resources had not been depleted by
the heavy taxation which was falling upon British industry,
they would be in a position, if necessary or desirable, to create
keen competition in international markets and also in the
1 ome market, unless some measure of protection was given
i\ the Government. The results submitted were undoubtedly
satisfactory, and amply justified the policy of the gradual
building up of n serves which had been one of the main prin-

ciples adopted by the present board of directors since the
reorganisation of the company six years ago, and. looking
back over those six years, the progress which the company
had made in the time, and the p< sitii u which it had estab-
lished for itself, both commercially and financially, were good.
However, this company, like all industrial enlorpri-

be subject to the usual fluctuations which were the law of

industry, and it was therefore incumbent upon the directors
to see that the position of the company was strengthened,
so that it could not only meet the demands of the extension
of its activities, but that it might be able to live through any
period of temporary depression with comparative equanimity.

Mr;. J. FALCONER, M.P., presided at the
Cleveland annual meeting on Friday last. He said

and Durham that the gross profits showed a decrease of

Electric 65;681, but that figure, owing to the ex-
Power, Ltd. ceptional way in which the company had

been adversely affected by the war, did not
afford any indication of the development of the business. Il

they took the business of the three combined companies,
which was the only sound method of ascertaining what the
true result of the business had been, for the years 1913-14-15,
they found that the gross revenue had been as follows-—
E131 933 in L913, £141,4(8 in L914, and £151,512 in 1915, in-

creases of £10,000 in each of the two years since 1913, the
pie-war year. In their ease, differing from the experience of
Other of their companies, the result had been a serious diminu-
tion in the value of business done without any corresponding
diminution of the amount of plant required to meet the
demand. In all the mining districts—coal arid iron alike

—

tin- output had been greatly reduced owing to the abei
men at the war. This had been further accentuated by the
fact that in other businesses, such as the cement business,
which they supplied, there had been substantial reductions in
the demand for material produced. There had been practi-
cally no increase in the demand for current for the manufac-
ture nf munitions. The company'6 revenue had increased by
£20,000 in the three years 1913-14-15; that w,as the natural
development of the business. On the other hand, they had
been seriously hit by the war in the matter of the cost of
production. The figures for the past three vears were •—
1913, £91,839; 1914, £95,914; and 1915, £110.368. That in-
creased cost was due to two causes. In the first place, the
amount of current which they bad generated in their waste

heal stations bad been seriously reduced by the fact that

hematite iron had been largely substituted for Cleveland iron,

and the result had been that the gases available for the waste
boat stations had been much reduced. In 1915 the volume
of energy delivered to them from waste heat stations bad
i breed by about 15 million units as compared with tin

previous year. The consequence was that the energy thej

had supplied bad come from the coal-tired plant at Grangetown.
Thus, the coal bill was greatly enlarged, while prices had
been very much in excess of those obtaining in normal times.
Ir 1913 their coal bill was £845 whereas in 1915 it was
£16,404", an ini nething ovei £15,000 This increase
bad had a serious effect upon theii cost, and would continue
to have an effect during the war. They must take this element
into account in judging the trade condition of their business
The war had revealed to them the extraordinary value ol the
« iste heat arrangement they bad made. II the current had
not been supplied to them through the waste heat ststiom
i' would have been impossible for the company to have lived

through the period it bad
: it could

col have paid for the coal (in the absence of waste heat sta-
tions) required for the consumers. They bad never had to

increase their night bad. which would have given them addi-
tion I revenue, nor bad thej been m a position to a-k for

increased prices, Their poliej bad been, in ofdei to ea are
linancial stability, to have long-term agreements with then-
<

.
nsime-is, a polir\ which, he believed, was thoroughly sound

foi ; tnpanj that bad not a large reserve of capital behind
it. In consequence ol this, thej bad been compelled during
tin war to supplj theii consumers at the -am,- prices as in
normal times, notwithstanding thai theii costs bad increased
Ii was, theref re, imi ssihle for them to compare their condi-
tions with those i f oilier companies. They had for some time
been satisfied that it was imperative, in order to obtain a

fair return foi their current, that they sir tild -land out lor a
higher price and they bad al-o decided that their future
policy should bo to insist upon having a graduated scale -l

prices varying according to the price.of coal. After the -report
bad been seconded. M A. Gemmell said that the halting and
lame apology which the chairman had made was riot satis-
factory-. It was not much consolation to hem- that w-aste heat
bad failed them when they required it mot, and when eoal

a- deai lb- mgge led that there should be a Government
inquiry into tie- position of the eompanj The report was
adopted.

At the annual meeting, held last weel
Liverpool the Chairman referred to the death of one
District director and the resignation of another,
Lighting and added that Mr. Bromley Holmes, for- ..

Co., Ltd. merly city electrical engineer of Liverpool,
bad been appointed to, the board. The

1 that they had done better than thev expected.
Restriction of lighting had caused a loss of 40,000 units and
£850 revenue, but thej bad obtained Government contracts
resulting m the sale of 108,003 units, o that the net increase
was 68.000, the largest they bad experienced, though, of
course, thej could not obtain the same price for large Govern-
ment contracts as from other consumers. The resultwas a-net
increase of income ol £168, but the inert i fuel, &a .

was £560, leaving a net red 82 in working profit.
Fuel had further risen, and would affect the 1.916 figures. To
counteract this, thev had Followed the lead of the Liverpool
Corporation and had increased their eharges by 121 per cent,
all round. They were considering the question of coal storage,
so as to provide for further reserves ol fuel, 'lb.- dividend for
the year was I per cent.

Bell Telephone Co. of Canada.—The accounts for 1915
show- gross earnings of $9,634,673, as compared with
$9,599,026, and after deducting all charges, including $2,170,000
(againsl $2,010,000) for depreciation, the net revenue totalled
$1,663,848, which compares w.ib $1,650,837 'lb,- usual divi-
dend of 8 per cent, has been paid ll . .1 vj;. I

increasing the total surplus in $1;249,139.—Financial Ni •
.

Falkirk and District Tramways Co.. Ltd.—The /

News states that the accounts t. Ocl >bei 16th shov an avail-
able sum. including £674 !

I 65 313 \fter pro-
viding for depreciation, &c, the directors declare a dividend
of 6 per cent, for the year, as c mpared will] 5 per ceni for

each of tic two preceding yen--, carrying Forward £726

Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd.—The units
sold to consumers during the four weeks ended February -25th

were 1,362,833. compared with 990,763 in the corresponding
four weeks of 1915.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Tuesday Evening.

The Budget is out this Tuesday night, and the secrets
which the Chancellor of the Exchequer has kept with com-
mendable closeness now stand revealed to the expectant tax-
payer. These mysteries exercised a slightly numbing effect
upon investment business before they were "made known, but
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Lad little influence upon prices, this being traceable more in

the sentiment which prevailed than in quotations themselves.

The Home Railway market ha3 givcu way in the absence of

further support coming forward to a isl the buying move-
ment of a fortnight ago. Once the Budget proposals arc

digested, investment business will return to the House, be-

cause there is literally any amount of monej about; and the
provinces, prospering like the proverbial bay tree, although
for a different reason, send the bulk of their capital to London
when they wish to employ it in Stock Exchange channels.
Amongst the electric lighting shares which went ex dividend

last Friday are both classes of Citj of London and County of

London shares. Metropolitan: are again I up on the week,
thanks, of course, to the expectation of what the new com-
mittee may bo able to do by way of suggestion with a view
to restoring the company to some, at least, of its past success.

It is worth noticing that City and County preference have
both returned to their par value of £10, at which the yield is

6 per cent, on the money. St. James' are J better, and the
market as a whole shows firmness, due to a little inquiry for

several of the best-class shares, and the discovery of the buyers
that there are very few shareholders who wish to realise at

the present time and prices.

Underground Electric income bonds have again risen 1§

to 83, being picked up by investors in the provinces who
realise the attractions of a security upon which the interest

is paid free of taxation when that tax is something to be
seriously taken into account.
In which connection, may we observe that, with the income-

tax fluctuating as it is at the present time—for even the latest
proposals may not prove the limit of the burden which the
war will impose in this way—it seems advisable to abandon
our previous practice of estimating the yield with allowance
for the tax, in those cases where dividends are paid free
Accordingly, we have reverted to the previous practice of
working out all the returns on a " flat" scale, but have indi-
cated by an asterisk those stocks and shares the dividends
upon which are distributed free of tax. It requires but a
simple calculation for the person interested to make this
allowance according to the amount of income-tax current when
he is working out the return.

Districts have gone back to 162, shedding most of their pre-
vious week's rise, but Metropolitans and Central Londons are
steady. Tube railways stand to benefit from Zeppelin scares

;

and the ill-wind which brings the raider's may possibly profit
proprietors of tube stocks.
The feature in telegraph markets is the further rise in the

price of Marconis. A month ago the shares stood below 2,
and to-day they are at 7s. 6d. higher, the reason for the im-
provement being the expectations of the amount which the
Government is thought likely to pay the company for the use
of its system since war broke out. Another bull point is the
announcement that Senatore Marconi has invented a new
development in wireless telegraphy, which 'bids fair to be of
great importance, and which will be made public as soon as
the formalities in connection with patent rights are concluded.
American Marconis have hardened to 16s., and Canadians to
8s., the cheerful optimist maintaining that the latter will cer-
tainly go to 10s. before long.
Both the Globe Telegraph shares are ex dividend, but have

recovered the deduction in each case. Eastern ordinary rose
a point. The Anglo-American Telegraph stocks are a little
lower.
The report of the British Westinghouse Co. did not en-

tirely dissipate the disappointment felt with the retention of
the dividend at 7£ per cent., and the price of the shares is
dullish at 2. Electric Constructions at 15s. are a shade better.
Telegraph Constructions rose 10s. to 34$. Manufacturing
issues are good as a whole, such shares as Henleys, Callenders.
British Insulated, and India-Rubber being more readily sold
than bought, except when they come to market in connection
with a deceased account.
The activity in rubber shares has died down in consequence

of the interruption to communication with the provinces
caused by the gale of last week. The lines are being mended,
but even as late as this (Tuesday) evening, telegraphic and
telephonic communications with the country outside London
are erratic and uncertain. There is not much doing in copper
shares. Brices of the popular companies move rather aim-
lessly^ and business is of a meagre character.
Various of the American light and power shares have risen

sharply during the past few days. Alabama Traction, Light
and Bower common gained 3 points at 24, and the bonds put
on 2 at 67. Mississippi River Bower shares advanced 4 to 20.
and this group is in demand from people on the other 6ide of
the Atlantic. They, on their part, cannot sell shares here, in'
consequence of the physical possession restrictions imposed
by the Treasury, so, as their transactions must all be pur-
chases so far as London is concerned, the market moves only
one way when there is anything doing in it on account of
New York. Brazil Tractions, too, are better at 54} ; and there
has been a sensational rise in the shares of the City Services
Co. Mexican issues are harder in tone; the only quotable
alteration is a rise of 3 points—making 6 within the past fort-
night—in the Tramway Co.'s 5 per cent, bonds.

SHARE LIST OP ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.
Home Electricity Companies.

Dividend Price
, v April 4, Rise or fall

1014. 1916. 1910. this week.
Brampton Ordinary .... 10 10 7 —
Charing Crush Ordinary .. 5 B 8i —

do. d o. V Pre!.. 4} n 8J —
Chelsea 6 I 8} —
Cits ol London il K llg xd —

do. do. 6 pur cent. Pref. 6 K 10 xd —
County of London 7 7 FJ xd —

do. li per cent. Pref. li fi 1 I xd —
Kensington Ordinary !) 7 5} —
London Klcctric 4 3 1 —

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref. fi 6 4i —
Metropolitan 8* 3 1 g xd + }

do. 41 per cent. Pref. 41 4} B -
St. James' and Pall Mall . .

10" 8 52 + i
South London 6 6 'J; - J
South Metropolitan Pref. ..77 1 ,',.

—
Westminster Ordinary .... H 7 5J —

TELF.ilRAPHS AND TfvLEJ'HONF.S.

Dividend,
1914.

Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref 93} — }
do. Def 33/G 2l| - g

Chile Telephone . . .... . . 8 61 —
Cuba Sub. Ord 5 7! —
Eastern Extension 7 12J

—
Eastern Tel. Ord. 7 129 —
Globe Tel. and T. Ord log xd 4 2/-

do. Pref 6 10 xd 4 3/-

Great Northern Tel 22 84} —
Indo-European 13 50 —
Marconi 5 2^ + ,

3
„

New York Tel. 4J 4* 1003 —
Oriental Telephone Ord 10" if —
United E. Plate Tel 8 5j —
West India and Pan 1 1X —
Western Telegraph 7 12J —

Home Rails.

Central London, Ord. Assented . . 4 67} —
Metropolitan 1} 28} —

do. District Nil 16| — J
Underground Electric Ordinary . . Nil l|,4 —

do. do. "A" .. .. Nil 5/6 —
do. do. Income . . 83 +1}

Foreign Trams, Sec.

Adelaide Sup. 6 per cent. Pref. ..6 4g —
Anglo-Arg. Trains, First Pref, . . 5} 3l —

do. 2nd Pref 5* Hi —
do. 5 Deb 5" 78 —

Brazil Tractions 4 64} 4-1}

Bombay Electric Pref 6 10} —
British Columbia Elec. Rlv. Pfce. . . 6 58 —

do. do. Preferred . . — 88 —
do. do. Deferred . . — B4 —
do. do. Deb. .. 4} 61} xd —

Mexico Trams 5 per cent. Bonds .. — 41 +8
do. 6 per cent. Bonds . . — 86 —

Mexican Light Common . . . . Nil SO —
do. Pref Nil 32 —
do. 1st Bonds .... — 33 —

Manufacturing Companies.

Babcock & Wilcox 14 2J —
British Aluminium Ord. . . . . 5 23/ti —
British Insulated Ord 16 101 xd —
British Westinghouse Pref 1>. 2 —
Callenders 15 11} —

do. 6 Pref. 5 4* —
Castner-Kellner 20 8J —
Edison & Swan, £3 paid Nil 7/- —

do. do. fully paid Nil 1J —
do. do. 5 per cent. Deb. . . 5 57 xd —

Electric Construction II 16/- 4- 3d.

Gen. Elec. Pref fi 91 —
Henley 20 14j —
do. 4} Pref 4} 4 —

Lndia-Rubber 10 9} —
Telegraph Con .. 20 84} 4- }

* Dividends paid free of income-tax.

Yield
p.c.

JE7 2 10
7 13 10
6 18 6
5 14 4
li 17 9
6
6 18 8

7 6 6
6 "> 4
7 10

fi 16 2
8 18 10
6 14

6 13 ,

•6 9 10
•5 8 6
•6 16 8

6 14 8
•7 19
9 10 6
•6 8 9

6 8 2
6 8 6
6 17 8

7 10
6 10 6

6 17 B

•6 16 7
6 12 6

•10 10 6
•6 19 10

Browett, Lindley and Co., Ltd.—According to the Financial
Times the report for 1915 shows, after deducting £1,907 for

interest, writing off £6,316 for depreciation, and making pro-
vision for tax and duty, a net profit of £14.010, to be deducted
from the debit, which will then stand at £7,696. The directors

submit a scheme for readjustment of capital.

Oldham, Vshton and Hyde Electric Tramway Co., Ltd.

—

The report for 1915 states (says the Financial Times) that the
revenue amounts to £34,823 (£33,398 in 1914), and the expen-
diture (including £1,600 for debenture interest and £1,500
placed to provision for renewals account) amounts to £25,062
(compared with £26,024 in 1914), leaving a net profit of £9,761
(compared with £7,374), which, plus £1,021 brought forward,
makes £10,782. The directors propose to place to reserve fund
£3,000, to pay a dividend at the rate of 6 per cent, per annum
oi the ordinary shares, and to cany forward £2,282.

Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co. of America.—The gross
earnings for 1915 were £141,000, against £150,600 in 1914;

other income £21,000, against £30,000. £22,400 is placed to

reserve, as compared with £24,400, carrying £35,400 forward,
as against £29,800.

Shawinigan Water and Power Co.—A dividend at the rate

of 1J per cent, for the quarter ended March 31st upon the

common stock is announced.
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METAL MARKET. THE HIRE AND MAINTENANCE OF

CONTINUOUS-CURRENT MOTORS.
Fluctuations in March.
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The company act as wiring contractors, and always have a
staff of wiremeii available. The permanent wireinen and
mains staff arc all trained for pai and one man in
particular spends most of his tin tor repairs, and is
as often as not in the works and readily available for emer-
gency calls.

If a report of a breakdown is received, a man is sent out at
once and reports by telephone if the failure is such that it

cannot be repaired quickly on site, tn that case he 6ets to
work to get the faulty motor disconnected and removed from
its bed. Particulars of the drive at the same time arc ascer-
tained at the works, and a suitable motor is selected from
stock. A motor or horse lorry is ordered, preferably the
former, and the motor is slung up and very little time lost
in getting it on site.

Battens are taken to the job with it, and as the old bolt
centres are probably wrong it may be necessary to screw the
battens down with the old foundation bolts (if these are set
in concrete), and coach-screw the motor down to them.
I Bually, however, motors are already fixed on battens wide
enough to allow of considerable variation in bolt centres, 60
that little time is lost in fixing down another motor to them.
As a motor is often fixed in a room which can only be

reached by taking it up two or three nights of stairs, a good
deal of experience and some ingenuity is needed in handling
it quickly and safely. Sometimes in the case of small motors,
up to 6ay 5 h.p., it is quickest to remove both end shields
and take out the armature, when the motor can be carried
up in pieces.

Pulleys are sometimes made to fit the shaft too tightly and
are driven on hard ; they are best shifted with a pair of screw
pulley drawers. Keys are now always fitted with gib heads.

In may cases a small motor, up to say 5 h p., can be
changed in an hour and a half from the time of the break-
down, but possibly a more usual period from the notification
of stoppage to the time a new motor is running is double this.
Large motors cannot be handled nearly so quickly, but

by having men working simultaneously on the old and new
motors while at the same time the pulley is being prepared,
it is by no means impossible to change a 30-50-h.p. motor in
2j to 3 hours.
_The majority of stoppages are due to starter troubles, and

of these the bulk are caused by burnt-out resistances or open-
circuited hold-over coils, these fairly frequently failing at the
leading-in wires. Most starter defects can be remedied, at
any rate temporarily, on site. If not, a fresh starter is tele-
phoned for. In the case of a large motor it is usually quicker
to repair a fault on a field coil on site than to change the
motor. It means removing one end, taking out the armature,
and perhaps removing a pole-piece to get the coil out. By
cutting away the outer tape before dismantling one can
usually judge as to whether the trouble is sufficiently near
the surface for a fairly quick repair to be possible. If the
breakdown occurs in the afternoon a large motor is never
changed for a field-coil repair unless it is a genuine burn-out.

In the case of armature faults it is often possible to make
a temporary repair on site which will keep the motor running
until a week-end. The commonest fault, especially in small
armatures wound with fine-gauge conductors, is a break at
the point where one of the ends bends away from the coil.
One can frequently get over this in lap-wound armatures by
soldering across the commutator lugs.

The surest way to keep down the cost of repairs is to educate
one of the hirer's employes to keep the motor clean and the
armature and field coils blown free from dust, to see that
brushes do not wear down too far, and to keep a proper level
of clean oil in the bearings. As a breakdown entails interrup-
tion of the user'6 business, he will usually see that one man
is made responsible for a particular motor and that he gives
it ten minutes or so of attention, say, once a week.

It was at one time thought that periodic inspection would
lead to a diminution of breakdowns, but this, after being
tried, was abandoned It has been found more advantageous
to risk a motor running till it fails than to inspect 20 or 30
motors on the chance of detecting one which needs attention.
When a hired motor needs general overhaul it is taken

entirely to pieces, the commutator turned, the mica recessed
and the armature and field coils varnished with a suitable
insulating varnish. Bands are inspected, and if at all slack
are replaced, and fresh whip-cord if necessary is wound on.
Bearings are inspected and re-white-metalled if necessary, or,

in the case of bushes, new ones fitted if required, or the old
ones lined with white-metal. The brush-gear is taken to pieces
and overhauled, and the frame thoroughly cleaned with petrol
and finally painted. The colour is a grey, but the actual
shade is changed each year, thus giving a rough guide as to
how Ions a motor has run since the last overhaul. Finally.
the machine is run for eight hours at full load driving another
motor as a dynamo, and if satisfactory it is ready to be sent
out again. It is believed that 'a motor sent out smartly
painted and looking like new is likely to receive more careful
attention than if issued in a shabby condition. There seems
to lie no doubt that the user takes a pride in keeping it in
good condition.

When a rewind is necessary the repair is usually done at
the works, the necessary coils heinc bought from the makers.
The question frequently arises whether in a particular case

it pays to rewind rather than replace one or two faulty coils.

It is very annoying after fitting a couple of coils to find that
another has been damaged in lifting. It is still more pro-

voking if the second failure does not occur until the armature
has been belted and the motor re-assembled and tested. If

the original faulty coils have been overheated to 6uch an
extent as to be useless as a guide to the condition of the
rest, it is probably a good plan to scrap an additional coil

and bend the wire to see if the cotton is perished and breaks
easily. If so, it should certainly be rewound, because the
coils which have to be lifted are almost certain to be damaged
during the process.

Armatures should, of course, have a preliminary fall-of-

potcntial test before the cuds are sweated itit-i the commu-
tator. In connection with voltage-drop tests generally, the
author would draw attention to what he believes is a fairly

common error, namely, putting the current leads on opposite
ends of a diameter or separated by an angle corresponding
to the brush positions If this is done and there are equal:
connections, confusion is apt to arise, especially if, as is some-
times the case, one or more equalising wires are broken. If

the current leads as well as the millivoltmeter leads are both
applied to adjacent bars, the effect of possible trouble with
equalising connections is eliminated,
One cannot lay too much stress on the importance of recess-

ing the mica below the surface of the copper on the commu-
tator. The saving in brushes is most marked, and in a few
instances in particular if is little short of astonishing. M.
which have been known to consume a set of brushes in tine.

weeks will go for twelve months without a single new one.
In 1914 the cost of carbon brushes per h.p. was 7d., and per

motor 3s. 7d.

An effort has been made in recent years to adopt a standard
motor, past experience having shown up a cumber of d< A

in various makes.
The principal points looked for are a liberal rating without

imdue weight and bulkiness, ease of dismantling, large bear-
ings, and an accessible commutator. Suitable brush-gear is

also a consideration. No brush-holder except of a positive
radial type should be fitted to a motor. Old motors with
obsolete brush-gear have been wonderfully improved by
changing the holders.

Ball bearings should be avoided, for they are most unsatis-
factory. Narrow pole gaps are also a great source of trouble.

The small saving in efficiency is certainly outweighed by the
greater risk of armature breakdown caused by a faulty bear-
ing. Bearings inevitably wear; therefore such breakdowns-
are inseparable from motors with narrow air-gaps.

Price is the least consideration when one has to be respon-
sible for the upkeep of the motore; hence cut prices and extra
high speeds are avoided. On the other hand, very low-speed
motors are unsuitable, on account of their size, for general
hire work.

British motors are obtainable which fulfil most if not all

of the above conditions.

It is unfortunately a fact that motor starters have not yet
reached a very high state of perfection; the author has not
yet been able to find one which combines a good resistance-

element with sound switchgear. Undoubtedly carbon with
its negative temperature coefficient is the right material for

starting a large motor. The largest motor on the author's
mains is one of '250 h.p., which is started with a carbon
resistance. This motor has a rope drive, and on the first

contact takes 100 amperes. This current slowly increases and
the motor begins to strain at the ropes until at about 160
amperes it slowly starts to move. Not only does such a start

save unnecessary shock to the conductors of the motor, but it

minimises the disturbance to the supply.
Starters are mounted on a wooden board plugged flat on

the wall and covered with asbestos-cement sheet. All wires
are carried on the face of the board and fixed neatly with
cleats Mains are also run on cleats, a short run of screwed
tube only being used from the starter to the motor.
The author wherever possible prefers a belt drive to any

other (except for heavy drives, where ropes are preferable).

Motors are preferably fixed on the floor, as they certainly

receive more attention in this position. Occasionally there is

no alternative but to mount them on brackets or hangers, or
to hang them inverted from the ceiling.

For large motors, say over 50 h.p., which cannot be easily

replaced at short notice, it is advisable to keep a spare arma-
ture anrl field coil. In the case of a large mill with a number
of similar groups the author recommends the installation of
duplicate motors as far as possible throughout, keeping one
complete motor as a stand-by.

In opening the discussion, Mr. T. Roles (Bradford) stated

that the prime cost of the motors—both a.o. and d.c.—at

present hired out by the Bradford undertaking, was about
£53,000, the largest machine being of 300 h.p., and the
smallest I h.p. The Bradford hiring rates had never been
increased or reduced since the hiring scheme was inaugurated,
except in connection with some of the larger sizes of motors.

He did not encourage consumers to adopt the hire system for

motors of over 30 or 40 h.p. Quite a number of consumers
in Bradford had bought their motors outright rather than
continue to pay hire for them. He thought that the annual
charge for hire should not be less than 15 per cent, on the
total cost of the motor, slide rails, and starter, seeing that the
rental had to cover repairs, maintenance, inspection, interest,

and depreciation, and that, based on a 15 years' life, from
8 to 9 per cent, of the total cost would be required annually
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for interest and depreciation alone. Since 1906 hired motors
had been depreciated yearly on the basis of 6 per cent, of

their prime cost, and at the present day the hiring depart-

ment was in a very eatisfactory financial position. Brushes
had to be paid for by the hirer, as had also the cost of any
extraordinary damage which a motor might sustain. Practi-

cally all repairs were effected in the department's own works.

He thought it very desirable that a hiring scheme should be

in operation in connection with an electricity supply under-
taking.
Mr. C. E. Allsopp (Bradford) said that in Bradford, for

the year ended March, 1915, there were approximately 1,100

motors on hire, representing about 4,139 kw., out of a total

number of 2,551 motors on circuit. At the present time the

number of machines on hire was 1,262, representing 7,337

kw., an increase of 162 motors and 3,198 kw. in less than
twelve months. They fixed plates on the motors stating that

they were hired ; this precaution was necessary in case of

bankruptcy. The weight of the motors was also stamped
clearly on the machines. In Bradford they found that a six-

hour test was more than sufficient. He commented upon
the necessity of having a highly efficient repair staff, and said

that in Bradford they made their own coils readily at a very

much lower cost than would be entailed by purchasing them
from the makers. It was quite possible to standardise starters

from 5 to 20 h.p. with interchangeable overload and no-volt

coils, and he recommended " asbestin " covering for the coils

in case of anything going wrong with the motor. Speaking
from experience, he wished every machine they had at Brad-
ford was fitted with ball bearings. By adopting ball bearings

the air gap could be considerably lessened, with very good
results. He had had considerable trouble with white-metal
bearings; at Bradford they had had a number of machines
running for years with both bearings, and he voted for the

gun-metal mixture or the ball bearing.

Mr. R. H. Campion (Dewsbury) did not think it worth while

to hire motors for cranes and hoists. With regard to ball

bearings, he had found that the repairs in connection with
them were very oostly.

Mr. W. B. Woodhouse (Dewsbury) said that to make one
charge cover all services seemed to him, from the commercial
point of view, an ideal arrangement. He had come to the

conclusion that 20 per cent, was a reasonable figure, but
when this wis put to the Yorkshireman he preferred to buy
his motor rather than hire it. At the outset electric driving

had been hampered by manufacturers, wiremen, and motor
men all giving advice, the power user coming to the conclu-

sion tint it was an unsettled sort of business, and the engi-

neers did not quite know what they were doing. The second
portion of the paper was as valuable as the first, because
it was good to know what troubles one met with, and how
they should be dealt with.
Mr. W. M. Selvey (Sheffield) said that one of the most

vital matters was the question of the size of motor. By
putting in too large motors they got bad power factors and
wattless currents.

Mr. W. Lang (Leeds) said that in Leeds, when the Corpora-
tion proposed going into this business, very strenuous objec-

tion was raised by motor manufacturers and electrical

contractors.

The Chairman, Mr. H. H. Wright, said that the rates

charged by the hiring company appeared to be exceedingly
high ns compared with those of corporations in the district,

and that being so, he thought the profits of the company
ought to be larger. He thoueht it best to arrange a minimum
period of twelve months' hire, so that they knew exactly

where they stood. He did not think it paid to insure motors
with an insurance company, provided the machines were
rea6onnblv looked after; the insurance rentals against break-
down worked out at something like 5 or 6 per cent., and he
knew many cases where th?re hid not been any repairs for

five or six years. He agreed with Mr. Allsopp in regard to

bearinss. At least 90 per cent, of breikdowns were due to

oil Getting on the windings. He considered it to be very
important to have a clause inserted in the hiring agreement
whe^ehv. in case of the bankruptcy of the hirer, the landlord

could not distrain upon the motor; the same thing would
apply to a mortgagee of the property.

The Author, replying to various points raised in the dis-

cussion, said that at H'>wick the power users did not want to

be bothered at all with their drives, but turned the whole
thine over to the company, with the result that thev did pot
quihh'e about little nmtters. The company p ractically under-
took to insure the whole of their drives, and provision was
made for siK-h contingencies as bankruptcv. His principal

obiectiop to ball hearings was that they could pot be handled
quicklv: undoubtedly, if white-metal bearipgs let them dowp,
they let them down badly, but they had not found much
trouble from that cause in actual running. An obiection to

phosphor-bronze bearipgs was that when they seized, they
seized bidlv. During the past fivp apd a half vears the drives

at Hawick had got larger, particularly in the hosiery ipdustry,

with the result that opp was continually changing the size of

one's motors in the mills. At Hawick they had not had any
trouble with contractors, because they had not anv in the
town, though they had had to make a firm of manufacturers
feel rather uncomfortable when they attempted to quote
prices representing 334 per cent, off the proper charge, whilst
his company were hiring motors out to customers at a higher
figure.

THE USE OF CONTINUOUS CURRENT FOR

TERMINAL AND TRUNK-LINE

ELECTRIFICATION.

Discussion at Birmingham.

Mr. Storer's paper was read before the Birmingham Local
Section of the Institution of Electrical Engineers on
March 15th. An abstract of the paper was printed in the

Electrical Review of March 24th and 31st.

Dr. C. C Garrard said that the paper appeared to be
largely a plea for standardisation of railway equipments in

this country, and the suggestion was made that this matter
should be taken in hand by the Institution of Electrical Engi-
neers. Mr. Storer was of a somewhat sanguine temperament
if he thought that this would be done. The Institution had
not a standardisation committee or any other machinery
whereby this and other problems could be dealt with. The
American Institute of Electrical Engineers had such standing

committees, and there was no doubt, to his mind, that the

development of electrical engineering in this country was
hindered by the failure of the Institution of Electrical Engi-
neers to take the lead in such matters. The Engineering
Standards Committee dealt with such a wide field that elec-

trical engineering could only receive a 6mall portion of its

time and attention. These important electrical, problems
should be tackled by the Institution, which could put them
into such shape that they could be presented to the Engineer-
ing Standards Committee as the considered view of the elec-

trical profession. The Engineering Standards Committee
would then see that the views expressed fitted in with those

of other branches of engineering, and could eventually adopt
them as a British standard specification. If this scheme could

be arranged, he was sure progress would be greatly accelerated.

Mr. P. W. Carter said there was in 6ome quarters, even
now, a disposition to argue in favour of shunt or separately-

excited motors, but, from an operator's point of view, the

series motor was the only thing possible. He would like to

have from the author a more explicit statement of the service

conditions which he considered justified the use of field

control. If s were the maximum permissible speed of the

train, in miles per hour, D the diameter of the motor-driven
wheels, in inches, x the ratio of gear reduction, and N the

maximum speed of the armature in r.p.m., these quantities

were connected by the following equation :
—

sx X 88 X 12/jtd = n.

The quantities s and d might be considered as being specified,

whilst a maximum limit could be assigned to N by the

designer. If, now, the motor were designed so as to use a larger

gear reduction than that given by the above equation, the

armature speed would sometimes pass beyond desirable limits,

whilst if the gear reduction were less than that given by this

equation the motor was not used to the limit of its mechanical
capacity, and could be made more efficient or lighter or of

greater capacity by reducing the number of armature bars,

until the appropriate gear reduction satisfied the above equa-
tion. By starting the design with this equation, therefore,

and deducing the number of armature bars in accordance
with it, the most effective use was made of the active material.

The above applied whether the motor was designed for opera-

tion with a single field or for field control. For a particular

service, the comparison between motors must be based on
the assumption of approximately similar characteristics on the

normal fields; if it were desired to compare the operation of a

particular motor with and without field control, it was neces-

sary to use a greater gear reduction for the field-control

motor; but from the discussion given above it would be clear

that in this case either the field-control motor ran to a

higher speed than was desirable, or the saturated-field motor
could be improved by redesigning it so as to satisfy the eaua-
tion given above; that was to say, the gear reduction was either

too great in the field-control motor or too small in the other.

The comparison between field-control and saturated field

motors should not be made on the basis of using the same
motor in the two cases, but on the basis of the best motor a
desianer could offer in the respective cases. Under these

conditions the field-control motor would be somewhat heavier
and more expensive than the saturated field motor. To sum
up the advantages and disadvantages of field control, the

advantages were as follows :
—

1. There was a saving of energy, as explained by the author.

2. For locomotive-hauled trains there wa6 an increase of

flexibility, which was not only desirable but necessary in

many cases.

3. For multiple-unit trains it frequently enabled an other-

wise unsuitable motor to be employed by using it nearer to

the limit of its mechanical capacity.

4. It enabled trains to meet special speed restrictions outside

the ordinary schedules.
The disadvantages of field control when comparison was

made on the basis discussed above were :
—

1. The motors were heavier and more expensive.
2. Thev were slightly worse in operation on account of the

weakened field.

3. The control equipment was heavier and more complicated.
In many cases field control h".d not shown sufficient advantage
over the ordinary series-parallel control to justify its use. At
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the same time, it was frequently a valuable feature of which
advantageous use could be made. With regard to the author's
conclusions, whilst standardisation was highly desirable from
some points of view, he could hardly blame the railway com-
panies if they were indisposed to admit this at the present
tune; the advantages of higher d.c. voltage were too recent
to justify them in concluding that finalitv had been reached.
aDd. in fact, the system using 5,000 volts was only of last
year's development. It was pleasing to see that the author
referred to the 600-volt system as not only being thoroughly
established, but as being so well suited to the requirements
of terminal electrification that it should be continued a6 one
of the standards, at least for the present. This was the oldest
system in use for operating railways, and there was always
a disposition, when something newer appeared, to consider
that it was superior to the older and necessarily superseded it.

If, however, the question of electrifying 6Uch a system as
the London underground railways came up at the present
time, the sound considerations given by the author, where
he said :

" The determining factor in the entire question will,
of course, be the cost, not only of the original installations,
but the cost of operation and maintenance." would lead to
the same solution as was arrived at by the Underground Rail-
ways Co. at the inception of their project. The author's final
paragraph was important. In this country the main lines
and the local lines were very largely distinct, and if one
system of operation were considered best for local service and
another system for main line service, the two systems would
be largely concerned with separate, tracks; if a different system
of line conductors were considered desirable for the two classes
of service, the few lines which it would be necessary to equip
with both systems of line conductors would add little to the
cost of the installation, as compared with the additional
expense that would be incurred in adopting an unsuitable
system of operation either for the main line work or for the
local work, in order that a single system of operation might
be employed throughout the railway.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received by us after 5 p.m. on Tuesday cannot appear until

the. following week. Correspondents shouldforward their communi-
cations at the earliest possible moment. No letter can be published
unlets we hare the writer's name anil address in our possession.

Foreign Trade Successes.

You have, frequently emphasised in the columns of your
paper the necessity for the expansion of foreign trade, 'and
therefore, we think yon will be interested in the following list

ns received by this firm from abroad during the last
few weeks :

—
Country. Goods: Value.

France Switchgear and transformers .£'15,000

Denmark Transformers and meters 7,000
Holland Transformers and switchgear (in-

cluding 2-4,000 k.v.A.i 3,500
China Meters sunn
Russia Instruments and meters
Spain Meters 1,500
Australia Meters 4,000
S.America Meters 1,000
India Meters 1,600
Other Countries ... Meters 2,000

London, W.C., April 1st, 1916.

£46,000

Ferranti, Ltd.

Canada and the .Metric System.

No ne who has had a scientific training can doubt the
enormous advantage to British traders of changing to a

the writer is in very hearty accord with
being made by the Electrical Review

to this extremely important subject,
ler that the fullest possible benefit should be derivable

from such a ch.an_'e. however, the whole «>f the British Empire
should partake in it. and to that end it would be necessary to
enlist th lies i

I the people of the Dominions. In' the
Zealand, and South Africa this might

so difficult; but Oafi to her proximity to,
and intimate relations with, I States, is in a different
position, sine- it is not certain that Canada's big Southern
neighbour would care to follow in the lead of the British
Empire, and if she did it would make the task of British
traders' just that much harder, since the United States would

lined the san: dealing with the world's
markets. At the same time, this is not a very strong argu-
ment for keeping Canada out ol line with the rest of the
Empire, since her business men could more easily adapt them-
selves to the needs and requirements of the United States if

the systems of weights and measures, &c., were different
in the two countries than they can at present to those of

some far-away country like Italy, Spain, or France, especially
as there would be, in the former case, the supreme advantage
of a common language.
Canada, like the United States, is in the rather awkward

position which arises out of having adopted a decimal system
only in a few directions, leaving others entirely unchanged.
The money, of course, is decimal, but articles are still sold

in dozens, and to reckon out how much 2J dozen buttons are
worth at, say, 17 cents each, is quite an arithmetical feat for
a former inhabitant of the Old Country, and, it is suspected,
does not come any too easy even to a native.

Again, the measures of length are the same as at home, but
the hundredweight is 100 lb., and the ton is '2,000, which
latter are certainly improvements where decimal monev is

used, but the ounce is unchanged, making the reckoning of the
cost of lb. with odd ounces an awkward item.

Cantuck.

[Our correspondent writes of existing conditions. But what
of the future? What if the United States takes the initiative
and adopts the metric system before, we do? Already the
medical work of the U.S. Army, Navy, and Public Health
Service is carried on wholly in the metric system ; so is that
of the Bureau of Standards and other scientific departments;
the system has been adopted in the Philippines and Porto
Rico; scientific, engineering, and industrial organisations have
urged Congress to take action; the U.S. Department of Com-
merce is in favour of it; and the movement is steadily gaining
strength. If the United States decides to make the plunge,
can the British Empire stay out in the. cold?

Australia and New Zealand long ago advocated the adop-
tion of the metric system throughout the Empire, and the
Colonial Premiers in Imperial Conference have passed resolu-
tions to the same effect. If we do not move soon, our rivals
will—and then, as usual, we shall be " too late."

—

Eds. Elbc.
Rev.]

Cause of Flicker.

We note the suggestions made by your correspondent, Mr.
J. W. Long, that the flicker in the light may be due to faulty
valve setting causing unequal distribution of steam ; also, that
Mr. Bulsara should write to us for enlightenment and guid-
ance. Concerning this, we have to say that, although at

various times during the. past 15 or 20 years a number of cases
of flicker have come under our notice, in no cas^ have we
known the trouble to be traced to defective valve setting or
to be remedied by readjusting the valves. We hardly see how
the comparatively slight inequality due to a slide valve being
out of position could produce such a result with the liberal

proportion of fly-wheel effect and the fine degree of even
turning there is with a high-speed steam engine, bearing in

mind that in times past, at any rate, electric generators have
been successfully operated by high-speed "single-acting"
engines. If faulty valve setting or slight looseness, in the
valves could produce such an effect, complaints of flicker in

the lights would be far more, common than in our experience
they are.

Belliss & Morcom, Ltd.
Birmingham, April 3rd, 1916.

Electricity in Agriculture.—Miss E. C. Dudgeon,
of L uclndea House, Dumfries, has daring the past few years

carried out a number of interesting experiments in the growing of

crops by means of e'.ectricitv. The revolts she has a'tained in the

case of potatoes were ve'y marker*. In 1912, the yield was 10 cwt.

3 qr. more per acre than without the electricity ; in 1913, 13 cwt.

3 qr. more ; and in 1914, 1 ton 3 cwt. more. Last year the oat crop

was experimented with. From the very commencement of growth,
the oats under electrical treatment showed a conspicuous difference,

and they did not suffer from the prevailing drought to the same
extent. When the crop was harvested there was a oifference of 31

per cent in grain and 63 per cent in straw in favour of electrified

ovts. Miss Dudgeon cin»iders that the experiments justify the
following conclusions :—(1) That under the influence of the electric

discharge the ingredients and the soil necessary to plant growth are

rendered more soluble, and therefore more easy of assimilation
;

(2) that by the aid of electric current sap is enabled to flow more
vigorously, and the formation of sugar and starch is increased ; and
(3) respira'ion absorption, and evaporation are accelerated, and by
increased chemical activity in the plant its whole fabric is improved.

With regard to the c ost of electrical treatment of crops Mies Dudgeon
cansiders there is n ) reason to doubt that the apparatus required,

and its method of working, will come well within the means of

any practical farmer who has a little knowledge of the suhject, and
that the increase of crop will repay with interest the outlay

entailed.

—

Aberdeen Journal.

Russian Govern ment Electricity Measure. — A
Government conference has been held on the supply of electricity.

I ', was shown that with the existing scarcity of fuel it was necessary

to consider at once the means of assuring a supplv of electrical

energy which would aid in solving the motor difficulty. It is

proposed to use liquid fuel (petroleum) in place of the coal that

cannot be got A project of iaw to this effect, already drafted and
published, has been approved.
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TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND INDUSTRIAL

RESEARCH.

M,anx wild statements have been made during the past 18

months on the 6ubjeet of education, science, and research,

and there have arisen schools of theorists with enthusiasm as

their virtue and vagueness as their fatal defect. The national

crisis has aroused them to well-meaning frenzy and secured

a wide and sympathetic hearing for their proposals, particu-

larly amongst those who, from previous ignorance, are unable
to discern beneath the attractive surface of so many of these

sweeping proposals a lack of definition and a failure to analyse

the needs of the ca6e, and correlate them with practical possi-

bilities. Too many sovereign cures have been recommended
with too little justification, and too much faith has been pinned
on vague schemes for State aid and private organisation,

whilst overlooking the fundamental importance of individual

effort. Science has been regarded as a panacea for all ills,

and there has been a tendency to forget that not only the

general organisation and higher commands of the industrial

army, but also the vast body of that army itself must receive

attention. Those who begin life as manual workers must

—

with exceptions which are important in themselves, but
almost negligible in point of numbers—remain manual
workers to the end. In order that they may make the best

of their opportunities and render the greatest good to produc-
tive industry, it is necessary that these workers receive suit-

able education during the critical years between the time they
leave school and the time when their attitude towards industry

and their position and prospects therein may be regarded a6

fairly definitely fixed. As pointed out by various speakers—
Dr. W. Garnett and Mr. A. P. M. Fleming amongst them

—

at a recent discussion by the Circle of Scientific, Technical,

and Trade Journalists, there is insufficient discrimination in

our existing facilities for technical education between the

needs of the leader of industry, the technical expert, the works
manager, the foreman, and the skilled worker. Provision is

already made more or less satisfactorily for the technical

education of non-manual workers in the industrial army, but
the needs of the manual worker are sadly neglected.

In this matter, which primarily affects juvenile workers,
responsibility rests with manufacturers themselves, and, whilst

Dr. Garnett emphasised the necessity for more practical

education in schools, Mr. Fleming drew attention to the
benefit accruing to workers and employers alike from works
schools. Having investigated the problem, if only on the

ground that it is a sound commercial proposition, the em-
ployer must provide the necessary training himself or make
his voice heard in demanding that this kind of education be
provided. In either case, the employer must contribute at

least to the extent of granting juvenile workers class-time

during working hours, for it is physically impossible that such
workers should study hard and effectively during what should
be their leisure hours.
Apart from the more or less specialised education of indus-

trial workers, Dr. Garnett makes an urgent plea for the wider
diffusion of popular science. Broad education of the general
public, both at school and by popular lectures, would secure

a more intelligent and sympathetic appreciation of industrial

and scientific needs, conditions, and proposals; it would aid

fathers in selecting a definite training and aim for their

children ; and it would bring home to legislators and capi-

talists the fact that every scientific discovery sooner or later

finds its place in industry.
Following upon the question of education, which is its

indispensable precursor, comes that of research. Purely
scientific research should never be confused with industrial

research ; nor should either be regarded as of minor import-
ance. Both are to be encouraged by every means at our dis-

posal, but with this important distinction, that the pure
scientist exploring unknown fields in search of knowledge for

knowledge's sake cannot usefully be subjected to any organi-
sation or restraint, whereas industrial research is mainly
directed towards the solution of definite industrial problems,
though it may yield incidental scientific discoveries. Numerous
instances quoted by Mr. Fleming show, if further proof be
needed, that industrial research on a large scale and well

organised is always a commercial proposition. There are now
upwards of 50 corporations in the United States having re-

search laboratories costing annually from £20,000 to .-£100,000

each for maintenance. Recent advances in long-distance wire-
less telegraphy have been due largely to work in the Western
Telegraph Co.'s research laboratories; the rustless sheet-iron

of the American Rolling Mills Co. is a research laboratory
product; a new industry for the manufacture of commodities
from synthetic resins had its inception in the scientific work
of the General Bakelite Co. ; and half-a-dozen new factories

have been started as the result of discoveries in Edison's
laboratories since the outbreak of war. To quote Prof.

Gregory, industrial research is primarily a commercial matter,
and will be taken up by all our big firms directly they realise

how profitable it is. The pure scientist, however, cannot be
chained to any particular research, yet his work may be of

far greater value than any industrial research. In Faraday's
'magnetic spark" there orieinated every central station in

the world to-day, and from Maxwell's electromagnetic theory
of light there came the Marconi trans-Atlantic wireless stations.

Between the inception of a purely scientific investigation

and its application to industry there lies generally a wide
field demanding much patient labour before a track can be
beaten across it. The first fact to be realised is that the
several stages in the completed task are all equally important.
Bach must be encouraged—in spirit and by act—and the final

fruits of labour must be distributed equitably between all the
workers concerned. The original inventor or discoverer and
the originator of the commercial application of his results

should both share in the profits, and if the intermediate work
has been aided by public funds it is only fair that the State
should also participate in profits in order that further progress
may be made in similar

- manner.
College laboratories may be more usefully employed than at

present in the conducting of purely scientific research and in
the performance of "scientific work to order"—the order
being placed by industrial firms and ultimate profits being
divided between the firm, the college, and the research worker.
One of the most important functions of the Advisory Council
fur Research seems certainly to lie in organising, classifying,

and supplementing existing facilities for research in public
institutions, and in. bringing manufacturers and scientific

investigators into close association. It is in the preliminary
stages of scientific investigation that college laboratories can
be most usefully employed. There are some industries [e.g.,

leather tanning and process-block making) in which the
operations are the same for a single piece of work as for a
thousand, but generally the college laboratory cannot under-
take the commercialisation of scientific discoveries. Stan-
dardisation work and the testing of materials are provided for

by the National Physical Laboratory, and appreciation of the
sterling services rendered by this institution is extending
rapidly.

There remains, however, a most important class of work,
and one for which additional facilities must be provided in

this country. These facilities should take the form of mono-
technic institutes equipped for undertaking experimental work
under commercial conditions, on a broader basis than the
industrial research conducted by individual firms, and in the
interests of all members of a particular trade or group of
associated trades. Manufacturers would not be called upon
to reveal secrets they already possessed or might thereafter
discover, and they would certainly gain more than they would
lose by sharing with others the knowledge acquired by com-
bined industrial research. The cost of special trade research
institutions could be met by a purely nominal levy on the
capital of firms interested—for instance, an annual subscrip-
tion of 0.1 per cent, on the capital invested in engineering
works would yield about £300,000 per annum for research
institutions and research workers—but in certain directions it

would probably be expedient to provide State subsidies. There
are, for instance, many researches of great importance to a

large section of industry which fall outside the scope of pure
science and are not of such a nature as to justify a single

firm in undertaking the work at its own expense. It would,
then, be equitable to credit the State with a proportion of the
profits derived from the results of work conducted under
subsidy. This could be done by State patents, or other means,
and in the course of a few years fresh subsidies should be
covered by research revenue. It would be necessary also to

protect the interests of the research workers themselves and
to provide against their disposing privately of information
acquired during their investigations.

The danger particularly to bo averted is that of relying too

much on State organisation and aid, particularly at the. present
time, when technical education and research have still to be
given really practical effect in this country. It cannot be
emphasised too strongly that the main-spring of the move-
ment is, and must be, the employer (particularly the manu-
facturer) himself. Manufacturers must abandon their policy

of isolation, for there is no longer anything " splendid "

—

much less profitable—therein. Trade associations should be
oiganised to secure suitable educational facilities for their

employes (present and potential) and to make the best use of

trained men supplied by trade schools and colleges. The
question of the manual worker's education is one of extreme
importance, and should be solved in detail by each employer,
though his trade association could, and should, furnish much
valuable assistance. The same trade associations should con-

cern themselves with superintending the research work in

w:hich they are interested and in collecting and distributing

information among their members. They should keep in close

touch with the Advisory Council lor Research, and should
endeavour to frame their policy in conformity with arrange-

ments made for industrial research as a whole, but, if State

aid is not forthcoming promptly enough and in suitable

manner and degree, it is the clear duty of trade associations

to frame schemes for independent action. It is of the utmost
importance that individual and concerted trade action be

taken at the earliest possible moment, always, however, with

a view to supplementing present and future central action on
a national scale. It would be. as foolish for trade associations

to do otherwise than aid in building up a central national

organisation, as it would be. for the latter to take definitely

effective measures without the co-operative help of individual

trades. The intimate acquaintance of trade associations with

the actual needs and conditions of the industries they repre-

sent is indispensable, and these mobile associations should

set to work to define and supply their own needs as far as

possible and to aid in building Up an effective central organisa-

tion.
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FOREIGN AND COLONIAL TARIFFS ON

ELECTRICAL GOODS.

FRENCH WEST VFBIOA.- New 1 nstoms Regulation*

have been established by a receni Pr< identiaJ Decree. They
are based on the Customs Legislation in force in France in

-*. far aa the lattei oan be adapted to the local necessities of

the Colony, and deal in detail with the procedure 1

Sowed in respect of the importation, exportation, transit, and
warehousing of goods (including provisions aa to the declara

tion of goods for Customs purposes), the procedure in cases

.•f dispute as to the kind, quality, origin, or value of imported
L(oods {expertise), &o. The complete text of the Regulations
may be consulted at the Commercial Intelligence Branch of

the Board of Trade, 73, Basinghall Street, London, E.C.

PERU.—A new Law, dated December 29th, makes provi-

sion for the increase of the Customs duties levied on certain

goods imported into Peru.
The following goods, which have hitherto been on the free

list, are to pay import duty at the rate of 10 per cent, ad val. :

—Tin in bars and sheets; lead in bars or in unserviceable
articles; steel cylindrical axles; liquid mercury; copper, brass,

or bronze, in bars or sheets; asbestos or asbestos yarn, asbestos

cement; steam boilers and feed pinups for same; passenger
oars for railways or tramways, with any motor; locomobiles

and locomotives with or without boilers; cranes.

Duty at the rate of 5 per cent, ad val. is payable on the

undermentioned goods:—Steel bars; hoops of iron or steel;

wire cables (hawsers); zinc in bars; iron sheets from 3 to

15 mm. thick; steel wire; round wire or wire resembling
ribbon.

The following goods are to be subject to import duty at the
specific rates shown :

—

pgj. jjj]0ft

Machines of all kinds, hitherto free of duty,
weighing up to 100 kilogs. (gross weight) ... 10 centavos.

Machines of all kinds, hitherto free of duty,
weighing more than 100 up to 5,000 kilogs.

(gross weight) 5 centavos.
Machines of all kinds, hitherto free of duty,

weighing more than 5,000 kilogs. (gross
weight) 2 centavos.

Among the goods that will continue to be admitted free
i duty are irrigation pumps.
The Ministry of Hacienda is to fix, within 90 days from the

promulgation of the Law, the specific rates of duty which
are to be assessed as the equivalent of the 10 per cent, and
5 per cent. ad. val. rates mentioned above. For the purpose
of converting these ad val. duties into specific rates, the prices
current before the outbreak of the war are to be taken as
the basis.

The Law also provides for the following, among other,
modifications of the tariff of fees charged by Peruvian Con-
sular Offices :

—

The fee for the certification of the four copies of each
invoice of goods shipped to Peru is increased from 1 per cent.
t t 2 per cent, of the value of the goods.
The charge (under No. 46 of the Consular Fee Tariff) for

certification of the copies of ships' manifests is suppressed,
and in substitution therefor the fee for the legalisation of
signatures (2 soles) is to be levied for the visa of such docu-
ments.
For the certification of manifests for cargo that has to be

transhipped, the fee for the legalisation of signatures is to
take the place of the fee prescribed in No. 47 of the Tariff.
No. 48 of the Consular Fee Tariff, which provides for a fee

of 50 centavos for the certification of the two copies of the
general manifest, or of each one of the various manifests that,
according to Article 113 of the Consular Regulations, must
Iw presented by the captain of the vessel to which the mer-
chandise has been transhipped, is to remain in force.
The Law further provides that a special duty of 20 centavos

per 100 kilogs. (gross weight) is to be levied on all goods
(with the exception of bulky goods which are cleared without
entering into warehouse) imported through the Callao and
Mollendo Custom Houses.
[Note.—The Peruvian sol (100 centavos) is equivalent to

•is., but for Consular Tariff purposes it is taken as 48d.
-terling.]

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1916.
(NOT YET PUBLISHED).

Compiled expressly for this journal by Messrs. W. P. Thompson & Co..
Electrical Patent Agents, 2S5, High Holborn, London. W.C., and at
Liverpool and Bradford.
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4,110. " Manufacture of incandescent lamps." British Thomson-Houston
Co. (General Electric Co., U.S.A.). March 20th.

4,115. " Electric arc soldering." E. H. Jones. March 20th.
4.136. "Means for securing electric lamp,, &,-.. in sockets." T. H. A.

r*R( wx. March 20th.

4,182. "Shaping wire." British Iiimms.n ii,,isti« Co (General Electric
Co., U.S.A.). March 21st.

4,1*1. " Electrical condensers and condenser systems." W. A. Clark
II. i.. Longford, w w LoNcroBD, T. Morris & Sphinx Manufacturing Co.
March 21st.

4,190. "Process lor electrolysis of alkali chlorides." R. van IIassblt.
March 21.

t

1,193, "Sparking plugs for internal-combustion engines." W. P. Gilbakt
i.i.irEiTiis, Giloart & Co., and R. A. Gkiiiitiim. March 21st.

4,190. " Means (or indicating state of adjustment or output ol dynamo-
mad I Stoni & Co. ill. D, Rohman). March 21»t.

4,240. " (I., iiu.
I treatment o( liquids and fluids and products resulting

therefrom." J. E. Bloom, March 82nd.

4,247. "Electric transformers." British Thomson-Houston Co. (General
Electric Co., U.S.A.). March 22nd.

4,254. "Electric signalling apparatus." F. G. Bailv. March 22nd.

4."r:t. " Electric flash lamps." Brass Flask & Capsule Co. and S. Peplow.
March 22nd.

4,288. " Interrupters for magneto-electric machines." A. M. Allen & R. B.
Noi.ru. March 22nd.

4,295. •" Inductances for wireless telegraphy, &c, and manufacture there-
.[." I K i

i u.i.i March 23rd.

4.320. " Protective gear for electrical circuits." A. E. McCoix. March
23rd.

4.321, "Means for proL.tiiiL' ..U. ri.iing-current generators and trans-
formers." A. I-:. McCoLL. M ireh 23rd.

4,334. " Locomotives." British Thomson-Houston Co. (General Electric
Co., U.S.A.). March 23rd.

4.337. " Automatic block-signal systems." National Safety Appliancb Co.
3rd. (U.S.A., June 30ih. 19]

4.338. " Magnetic separators." F. Krupp Akt. Ges. Grusonweuk. March
23rd (Germany, October 22nd, 1915.)

4.342. " Electric light reflectors." C. H. Pitman & M. J. Railing. March
23rd.

4.343. " Means for controlling electric lighting of motor vehicles.
11 W,

l "i i lis March 23rd.

4.347. " Telephone systems." T. Petticrbw. March 23rd.

4.348. " Arc projector lamps." J. Bkockie. March 23rd.

4,363. " Application of tumbler switches to walls, &c." G. A. C. Thvnne.
March 24th.

4,373. " Trolley head for trams, &c." S. Hensii.uv. March 24th.

4,376. " Maximum-demand indicators for electricity, speed, and other
registering apparatas." Chamberlain & Hookham and S. James. March 24th.

4.399. " Controlling mechanism for electric circuits." British Thomson-
Houston Co. & W. L. Wise. March 24th.

4,402. " Telegraph machines." L. M. PoTTS. March 24th.

4,407. "Telegraphy." MuiriiEAD & Co. AND G. O. SguiER. March 34th.

4,41:1. " l-:ieciric flash lamp attachments." British Ever-Ready Co. 4 T. Y.
Unwin. March 24th.

4,453. " Leading-in conductors." British Thomson-Houston Co. (General
Cleetric Co., U.S.A.). March 25th.

4,467. " Magnetos." A. Guedatarian. March 25th.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.

1914.
15,581). Connections tor Electrical Condensers. H. Aland. June 29ih

(June 28lh, 1913.)

21,992. Method op Automatically Switching off Defective Sections oi

Electric Distributing Nets. M. Hochstadter. November 4th. (March 12th

1915. Convention date not granted.)

24,074. Trolley Poles or Bows for Electwcally-propellbd Vehicles
G. Meyer- December 15th.

1915.
2,1X14. Lanterns for use with Gas, Electric, or other Lights. J. A.

i hell. February 8th. (July 7th, 1915.)

3,329. Sanitary Telephone Mouthpieces. E. M. Jenkins. March 2nd.

3,410. Apparatus for Exhausting Lamp Bulbs and other articles, and
Testing the Vacuum therein. British Thomson-Houston Co. (General Elec-

tric Co., U.S.A.). March 3rd.

3.420. Electric Impulse Transmitters, particularly adapted for Signalling
purposes. A. Stern. March 3rd.

3,523. Electric Signalling Systems, particularly adaptable to Telephone.
International Electric Co., H. E. R. Roose & R. G. le Noir. March 4th.

3,569. Method and Apparatus for the Electro-deposition of Metais.
C. E. S. Bell & L. G. Scott. March 5th.

3,575. Electric Radiators. J. R. Qiain. March 5th.

3,706. Electric Push Buttons. G. E. Rocdding & E. B. Roeddi:>g.

March 8th.

3,733. Electrical Switches. A. C. Wynne. March 9th.

3.953. Electric Furnaces. E. K. Scott & F. Howies. March 12th.

3.954. Wireless Telegraphy or Telephony. Naarrdooze Vennootschap de
Nederlandsche Thermo-Telephoon Maatschappij. March 12th. (Februan
5th, 1915.)

4.600. Electric Heating Element for Kindling. R. K. Hearn. March 24th.

5,116. Gumming Machine for Gumming Telegraph Slip and the like.

G. A. E. Purvis. April 3rd.

5,928. Ignition Magneto Driving Couplings. J. W. Montague. April

20th.

7,638. Control op Electric Motors. C. F. Brindley, May 21st.

8.421. Electric Incandescent Lamps. British Thomson-Houston Co.
(General Electric Co., U.S.A.). June 7th.

8,896. Sparking Tlugs. II. G. Longford, W. Longford & W. A. Clark
(trading as Sphinx Manufacturing Co.). June 12th. (Addition to 7,365/13.)

8,860. Electrical Resistances. A. H. Railing. C. C. Garrard 4 P. Green-
halgh. June 16th.

9,346. X-RAY Devices. British Thomson-Houston Co. (General Electric

Co., U.S.A.). June 25th.

10.350. Electric Light Fittings. S. Fildes. July 16th.

'10,370. Centrifugal Compressors. British Thomson-Houston Co. (General
Electric Co., U.S.A.). July 16th.

10,421. Insulators. J. Roothaan & Ferranti, Ltd. July 17th.

11,457. Electric Distributing Systems. M. Hochstadter. August 9th.

11,511. Leci.anche Cells and Methods of and Means for Resuscitating
the same when apparently exhausted. J. T. Fahy & A. E. Otw.iv. August 9th.

14,746. Electric Heating Apparatus. Automatic Telephone Manufacturing
Co. & C. H. Archer. October 19th.
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Those of our readers who study the technical Press
of the United States are familiar with the importance
which in recent years has been attached to the sub-

ject which forms the title of this article by our
Western cousins. Not only has the waste of material

resources such as timber and coal been freely de-
nounced in that great country, which possesses
such enormous reserves of these priceless treasures,

but also the punishments which Nature remorse-
lessly inflicts upon those who misuse the riches

which she has lavished upon them in prodigal pro-

fusion, have been the subject of discussion—such as.

for instance, the denudation of the land by rainfall

when it has been unwisely divested of the protecting

mantle of forest growth; and the wealth of water-

power which is running to waste, while coal, oil,

and gas are consumed at low efficiency, has received

the attention of the leaders of the industrial world
and of the Government.

If, in a time of profound peace, a country so
lavishly endowed with natural resources should be
gravely concerned as to the abuse of those treasures
by its inhabitants, how much more urgent is our
obligation to scrutinise minutely the manner in

which the natural resources of these islands are
utilised, at a time when the heaviest financial bur-
dens ever laid upon a nation have to be borne by us,

to ensure the triumph of our cause, and when we
have to face the certain prospect of industrial com-
petition of unprecedented severity in the years that

will follow that consummation of our aims. Surely

it is our duty to examine in every phase the methods
of production and utilisation, especially of the fuel

which constitutes by far the most important store

of natural wealth in our possession—the factor to

which is primarily owed our evolution from an
agricultural community to the leading industrial

nation in the world.
The subject has many times been dealt with in

our columns, but never before has its importance
been so pressing or its urgency so obvious as it has
now become; and we are glad to know that leaders

in the scientific and industrial spheres, such as

Professor Bone and Sir R. A. S. Redmayne, are
endeavouring to direct public attention to the ques-
tion. The work of the former in the development
of more economical methods of heating with gas
is well known to our readers; the latter, H.M. Chief

Inspector of Mines, is more immediately concerned
with the extraction of our black diamonds from their

age-old matrix, but in his presidential address to the

Institution of Mining and Metallurgy last month
he broadly reviewed the mineral resources of this

country, unrivalled in their number and variety, and
insisted upon the imperative necessity of the con-

servation of coal by the prevention of waste both
in getting and in using it. With each of these

operations the electrical engineer is intimately

concerned.
As regards the extraction of the coal, the pro-

gress of electrification of the coal mines in the

recent past has been so satisfactory that we need
not dwell long upon this phase of the subject; not

only is the adoption of electric lighting and power

13]
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for ordinary purposes proceeding apace on all pro-
gressive properties, but also the number of electric

haulages and electric coal-cutting machines in use
is steadily increasing, and the use of electric power
for main winders has passed the stage of experiment
—in spite of the efforts of some faint-hearted elec-

trical engineers who upheld the superior advantages
of steam—and has established itself on the basis of
proved merit. Not only do these methods reduce
the consumption of fuel, but also they enable thinner
seams to be worked to commercial profit and
diminish the amount of coal abandoned in the pit or
cut to waste.
But it is in connection with the use of coal that

by far the greater scope for economy is found. Even
if we ignore the fact that only at most about one-
fifth of the energy contained in the coal can be
utilised in steam engines, or one-third in the more
costly gas engine, it is estimated that two-thirds of
the coal consumed in industrial works is wasted
owing to the employment of obsolete and inefficient

metliods and plant. Sir R. A. S. Redmayne refers
to the appointment by the British Association of a
strong committee to. consider the whole question
from a national standpoint, but considers that the
matter is of so great importance that it should be
undertaken by a State Commission provided with
adequate funds and the whole-time services of able
chemists. No electrical man will be surprised to
learn that he comes to the conclusion which is

reached by every engineer who studies this problem—that the more economical consumption of fuel for
the production of energy depends upon the more
extended employment of electric motive power, dis-

tributed from large generating stations in which the
fuel is used most economically under the direction
of highly skilled experts. The centralisation of
production and transmission lies at the very founda-
tion of progress tozvards the conservation of our
national stores of fuel. This is no new doctrine;
it is that taught by Ferranti, its first and most en-
thusiastic champion, and supported by such men as
Instill, Merz, Pearce, Chattock, and other leaders
in the electrical world. Wherever it has been car-
ried into full effect, the results have proved its truth
beyond all doubt. In this country, most unfortu-
nately, the generation and distribution of electrical
energy, with rare but instructive exceptions, is sub-
divided amongst innumerable undertakings of
comparatively small dimensions and limited scope
for development, thanks mainly to the craze for
municipal ownership which for over 30 years has
crippled the progress of the industry in this country,
by maintaining a high cost of production and thus
hindering the general adoption of electrical energy
for all purposes, by preventing our manufacturers
from developing the design and production of elec-
trical plant on the grand scale in vogue abroad, and
consequently by restricting the inflow of capital into
an industry in which we for a time led the world.
These facts are fully appreciated by Sir R. A. S.
Redmayne, who points to the necessity of financial
outlay on a large scale, and of legislative assistance
to facilitate, if it cannot compel, the co-operation of
municipal and private enterprise to carry the policy
into effect. His views are in accordance with those
which we have so long upheld in these columns, and
we trust that the attention which is now being
directed to the subject will bear fruit in the speedy
liberation of the electricity supply industry from the
toils by which it has hitherto been harassed.

Rather more conservative views
Rubber. have been of late ventilated in some

quarters as to market prospects in

crude rubber for the near future, which has been
quite in keeping with the downward tendency in

values within the last few weeks. Current prices.

however, are still well above the lowest point
reached at the end of January last, and the market
looks like displaying more resisting power, while
the demand throughout has continued on a
fairly active scale. The price of spot fine plantation
descriptions has dropped to a little under 3s. 46.
per lb., but the fact is worth noting that the fall has
been accompanied by a decrease in the London
stocks, thus indicating that the outlet has been
stimulated at least to some extent at the lower level,

while holders have evidently met the demand more
freely. This policy has no doubt been prompted by
the fact that very liberal quantities were already
tendered against contracts maturing this month,
which naturally tends to remove all apprehensions
as to a renewal of tightness for some time to come.
Not only are large quantities afloat, but consumers
and importers on either side of the Atlantic un-
doubtedly hold fair stocks against urgent require-

ments that may arise in the course of this or next
month. The remarkable strength of the position in

the early part of this year was probably due in some
degree to the rather oversold condition of the

market at a time when the shipping situation was
the subject of more particular uneasiness. There is

now certainly less alacrity on the part of consumers
to provide for their prospective needs pending fur-

ther developments, but the postponement of orders
in various directions means a slow accumulation of

buying power later on. Recent heavy arrivals

having synchronized with a reduction of the stocks
and a fall in prices, precisely the reverse is liable to

occur should anything happen to encourage the
nursing of part of the future arrivals. While there
is now a good supply of the commodity to meet all

requirements in the home trade and for export, the

outlook as regards shipping is' not altogether free

from anxiety. There have been delays to contend
with in the arrivals, but no losses at sea lately with
the exception of one boat last week, with only a

limited quantity, however. The total shipped last

month from the Federated Malay States amounted
to 4,429 tons, this showing a reduction of about
800 tons against the previous month, and making
an aggregate of 14,197 for the three months, which
compares with 10,302 tons and 7,321 tons for the
same period respectively in the previous two years.

The fact deserves notice that the ratio of increase

so far this year has been much greater than last

year, thus testifying to the excellent progress of the

plantation industry. The trade outlook across the

Atlantic continues eminently satisfactory, and the

continuance of a huge outlet there seems assured,

which constitutes a big factor in the situation

although the plantation output is steadily increasing.

The blizzard which swept the

Falling Trees country in the early days of the pre-

and the sent month did considerable damage
Maintenance to electric wires and poles. Ques-
of Wires. tions have already arisen as to who

is liable for the damage caused to

persons using the highway; and difficult problems
are sure to arise as to who is liable to make good
the damage caused by falling wires and poles,

whether used for telegraph, telephone, or electric

power. One such problem has already been brought
to our attention by a correspondent. An engineer

had undertaken to maintain and keep in repair cer-

tain poles and wires for a power company, and had
given an indemnity in respect of all liability which
might be incurred by the company owing to failure

to maintain. A pole fell during the recent blizzard

and damaged a cottage. The pole was new, well

set up. and well stayed. If a claim is made by the

cottage owner, can the engineer be sued on his

indemnity ? In the first place one has to consider

whether the cottage owner has any right of action.

This question depends upon a well-known principle

that anvone who brings on to his land something
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which may in certain circumstances be a source
'of danger, cannot escape responsibility if it causes
damage even as a result of the act of God. In the
present instance the pole, bearing certain heavy
wires, was presumably built on land of the company
in such a position that if it fell it would injure the
cottage. In such circumstances the company would
be liable. On the contrary, if a tree growing on
their land was blown down and did damage, they
would not be liable, as to grow a tree is to make
a natural use of land. But the fact that the
company may be liable does not necessarily give
them the right to sue on the indemnity. So far as
appears from the facts stated by our correspondent
the fall was not caused by the failure to maintain
but by the blizzard—a very different matter. For
all ordinary casualties resulting from the failure to

maintain he would be liable, but not for the conse-
quences of an unprecedented storm.

THE EFFECT OF THE PRESENCE OF

MOISTURE IN GAS COKE FUEL.

One Too
Many.

The British Manufacturers' Asso-
ciation, which was formed a year
ago, held a meeting at Cannon
Street Hotel last week. What struck

us as one of the most singular features of the
gathering was the complete silence observed by the

speakers concerning other efforts which are on foot

to establish a great organisation of British manu-
facturers. There may have been very good reason
for running separate movements up to a point, but,

as we stated last week, if the manufacturing interests

of the British nation are to deal effectively with the
unique position which confronts us all, and are to

carry weight with the Government and the public,

they should act in union, bringing their great com-
bined influence to bear through one strong repre-

sentative organisation. Some of the speeches must
have terribly bored the majority of those present.

The Association has issued a booklet, "Better Times
for Working People," for the education of the
workers, and it has very definite ideas as to what
the Government ought to do to prevent a great
German " after-the-war dump." Some of its

spokesmen are votaries of co-partnership, which
English masters have been so slow to adopt, and
which working people through their unions have so

often treated with suspicion. The idea of con-
vincing the worker that the interests of Capital are
the interests of Labour too, and that both parties

should therefore pull hard together, is excellent at

any time, but surely for that sort of propaganda one
hardly requires a " British Manufacturers' Associa-
tion." Nor does one want another association to

petition the Government to set up a Ministry of
Commerce. If the new association was intended
to serve the purpose of a sectional body to repre-
sent some particular trade, or some particular

object, and were to connect up to whatever main
body may emerge from the deliberations referred to

in our leader of last week, it would be more welcome
than it is in setting itself up under so ambitious a
title as though it were the only pebble on the beach.
One of the speakers, who is connected with the
electrical trade, referred to the need that exists for

one manufacturers' organisation which should be
sufficiently powerful to stand against all opposing
forces. One could only imagine that those respon-
sible for the gathering were unaware of the im-
portant movements which have been making such
substantial progress in recent months. To anybody
who has closely followed the course of affairs, the
proceedings were not impressive, the speeches were
long-winded and unbusinesslike, and certainly many
of the audience showed their interest by an early
retirement. To be perfectly frank, our own opinion
concerning the movement was that it was one too
many. While it might fill a useful object if it were
to represent particular trades, including leather, it

is not needed for the electrical or engineering indus-
tries of the country.

By PAKENHAM BEATTY, A.M.I E.E., and A. F. SMITH.

The figures given in the following notes are based upon

the results obtained in every-day practice during the con-

sumption of 10,000 tons of gas-works coke, iu the boiler

house of a tramway power station in Buenos Aires.
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at l.
r
i3. per ton c.i.f. and, although petroleum is actually

found in Argentina and a supply from Mexico has also been
available since the commencement of the war, in the case of

large installations where the capital required for the neces-

sary modifications and additions to the plant represented a

considerable sum of money, difficulty was experienced in

making contracts at a convenient price for such a length of

time as would warrant the expenditure involved.

Apart from the appreciable amount sold for domestic
purposes in Buenos Aires, g;n coke is also largely used in

lime kilns, but the general trade depression caused by the

state of affairs in Europe reduced the consumption of this

fuel to such an extent that it was placed within the reach
of the power-house engineer.

The generating station mentioned in these notes consists

of two separate plants. The first and older section contains
five slow-speed horizontal reciprocating engines, coupled to
direct-current generators, giving a total output of 4,500 kw.,
and nine Babcock & Wilcox marine-type hand-fired boilers,

varying in size from 49 to 105 sq. ft. of grate area. The
total heating surface of the battery of boilers is 24,7 10 sq.ft.,

and the total grate area 051 sq. ft.

The annual production in units is about 10,800,000, and
the average total steam consumption per unit generated,

6

ffil~

steam consumption 17 lb., and the annual boiler efficiency

70 per cent.

An analysis of a representative sample of the gas coke

used, made by Mr. A. Courtenay Luck, F.I.C.S., gives the

following results :

—

Elementary Analysis.

(Simple dried completely at
110° C.)

Carbon ... 881 "> per cent.

Hydrogen ... "91 „

Ash 981
Oxygen and
nitrogen b y
difference ... l'l .,

Sulphur
Volatile matter
lost on heating
away from air

Calories per kilo-

gram by Mahler
bomb, dry fuel

British thermal
units

Otheb Data.

1*61 per cent.

100 00 per cent.

The calorific value obtained by the Mahler bomb agrees

fairly closely with the calorific value as calculated by formula
from the elementary analysis.

The coke was burned under the marine-type hand-fired

boilers, and the average results obtained during the con-

sumption of 10,000 tons are set out below :

—

Lb. per KW.-honr 3'67"

Lb. of steam per lb. c ike as fired 57
Lb. of steam per lb. coke from, and at, 21i F. ... 672
Boiler efficiency, per cent 57'6

Ash, percant 13'5

Moisture, per cent 13'0

The ash, on being weighed as taken out of the boiler

house, after being quenched, was found to contain 20 per

cent, of moisture. The best results obtained were with

a large quantity of coke that contained per cent, of

moisture, when an average evaporation of 7
- 9 lb. of steam

from, and at, 212 F. per lb. of fuel, was attained during
trials extending over a month. After making the neces-

sary deductions for the increased percentage of incombustible

matter found in practice, and for the amount of water

present, this evaporation corresponds to a boiler efficiency of

02 per cent.

Assuming it were possible to maintain a boiler efficiency of

Fig. 4.

mm
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It should here be mentioned that the climatic conditions

under which the fuel was burned were exceedingly unfavour-

able to such a hygroscopic substance as coke. The extremely
high percentage of moisture was found duriDg periods when
heavy rains fell and the average relative humidity varied

between 80 and 85 per cent. Six per ceut. would, however,

appear to be the minimum amount of moisture gas coke is

likely to contain, even in dry weather. With this amount
of moisture, 1 ton of coke occupied 2 45 cubic metres as

against 1*1 cubic metres in the case of the Welsh coal usually

burned. In other words, 1 ton of coke occupied about 225
times more space than Welsh coal, and the extra work
entailed was the cause of some complaint from the stokers.

The highest rate at which coke containing 6 per cent, of

moisture was burned reached 18 lb. per sq. ft. of grate area

per hour, but when the moisture rose to 20 per cent., as

much as 23 lb. per sq. ft. of grate area had to be con-

sumed in order to keep pace with the load.

A sketch is given herewith of the type of fire-bar employed
(fig. 4). As the ash-pits contain water-troughs, no difficulty

was experienced at alt in keeping the fire-bars cool. The
ash formed was exceedingly troublesome to remove, forming

a layer some 1^ in. thick over the fire-bars, that greatly

hindered the passage of air through the fire.

In fig. 5 is given a C0
2
record that represents an average

diagram. Frequent and careful tests made with an Oreat

set only served to confirm the high percentage of CO.,, and
failed to detect the slightest trace of CO.

As it was possible to keep the amount of coke burned per

sq. ft. of grate area per hour down to about 15 lb., except

during the short peak load in the evenings, it was not con-

sidered necessary to go to the expense of fitting forced draught
apparatus. Alt attempts to use coke in the automatic

stokers ended in failure, owing to the burning of the bars

and other parts of the stokers.

Extended trials made with coke bre< ze gave the following

mediocre results, chiefly due to the extremely high per-

centage of ash that necessitated frequent supplementary

cleaning of the fires by hand, on account of the impossibility

of dealing, by means of the usual mechanical cleaning

devices fitted, with this unusual quantity of incombustible

material.

Lb. breeze per KW -hour 3"1%
Lb. steam pir lb. breez; as fired 5'3I9

Lb. steam per lb. of breezi from, and at, 21i° F. ... 6'282

B nler efficiency, per cent 65
Ash, per cent. ... ... ... 17

Moisture, per cent 13

An analysis of the coke breeze is given below :
—

Elementary Analysis. Sulphur ... 1'15 per cent.

(Sample dried completely at Volatile matter
jjqo q\ lost on heating

away from air 2'60 „
Carbon 831 per cent. Calories per
Hydrogen ... 102 „ kilogram b y
ABn 15

'

2 n Mahler bomb 7,318
Oxygen and b.th u. per lb. 13,170
nitrogen by
differenca ... 0'68 „

PRESSURE CURVES OF LARGE HIGH-

TENSION NETWORKS.

10000 per cent.

The endless difficulties experienced in attempting to

obtain the efficient combustion of substances containing as

much as 83 percent, by weight of ash and moisture have
not, as indeed might be expected, caused the authors'

opinion of coke and coke breeze to be unprintable.

The few pleasant moments spent during the trials, even
with the coke breeze, which on one occasion gave as high a

boiler efficiency as 58 per cent., when things went well,

were sufficient to show what excellent fuels both coke and
coke breeze might be under happier conditions.

Spain.—La Sociedad E«panola de Industiia Electricas is

the name of a new undertaking which has lately been started in
Madrid (PJaza de Carlos Camboronero), to carry on an electrical
engineering busineps.

Fire.—On Friday morning last, damage to the tune of
£2,000 was done by fire at the premises of the Yorkshire Cable Co.,

Ltd., Old Park Works, Bradford. The testing department and
insulating shed were saved, and there will be no stoppage of work
as temporary premises will be secured to replace those destroyed.

It is now generally realised that, under suitable conditions, the

distributed inductance and capacity of overhead lines may lead to

serious pressure rise at the end remote from the charging statioD.

Ordinarily, these phenompna are not apparent at commercial supply

frequencies, but th»y may be set up bj the higher harmonics of an
impure pressure curve. Modern turbo-generators, with cylindrical

rotor and distributed winding, give a practically pure pressure

curve, which retains its sinusoilal character at all symmetrical

loads
; but, even so, quite impure curves may be obtained on long

overhead lines fed from turbo-generators. Inductive loads reduce
the tendency to such results, but capacity loads increase the
tendency, and the use of transformers between generator and line

also favours distortion of the pressure curve.

Small though the harmonics be in the pressure curve of a modern
turbo-alternator, they are magnified by overbad lines and by
step-up transformers feeding the latter. The impurities in the
wave are more noticeab'e on the secondary than on the primary
side of the transformers, and increase in amplitude, the greater the
length of line to the ob'ervation point. As their amplitude
increases, the harmonics are apt to cause disturbances on telephone
lines, converter flash-over, and other troubles. From an analytical

consideration of pressure and current distribution on an open line,

it may be shown that the harmonics in the generator pressure

End of 215 Hn

Line

D - End of 300 Km

wave are not all magnified by an equal amount in the line. Oje
harmonic is magnified more than the others, and which it is

depends on the electrical constants of the line and on its length.

The various waves are distributed (in space) along the line according

to a cosine function. Full mathematical proof of this and subse-

quent statements, involving simple, but very cumbersome, equa-

tions, is to be found in a recent isaue of the E.T.Z., whence these

notes are derived.

S appose that a 50-cycle turbo-alternator is connected to a line

which has (per 100 km.) an inductance of 15 henry, a capacity of
0'75 mfd , and a resistance if 20 ohms. Calculated curves plotted

as above, show marked pressore-wave distortion, despite the
purity of the generator wave. The latter is shown at A ; and
B, c, D, respectively, show the form of the pressure curve at

the end of a 135 km, 215-km., and 300-km. line of the above
characteristics. In ca^es B, c, and D respectively, the ll'h, 7th

and 5th harmonics are specially magnified. The conditions

assumed may be considered somewhat exaggerated, but, on the
other hand, the generator wave assumed is of exceptional purity

and symmetry, and the resultant distortion depicted does give a
fair idea of practical occurrences.

The effective resistance of an A.c. line increases as the frequency
becomes higher. This effect is not pronounced for lower harmonics
than the 1 1th in waves of crmmercial frequency (say, 50 cycles),

but it prevents higher harmonics from resonating to any marked
degree. It can be shown mathematically that an inductive load

connected at the end of an overhead line tends to suppress reson-

ance, and hence prevents individual harmonics from attaining

excessive amplitude. On the other hand, a load of high capacity

or leading power factor favours resonance of the higher harmonics
in the generator wave to an extent dependent on the ratio of the

load and line capacities. By combining capacity and inductance

in series at the end of the line, to form an oscillating circuit tuned

to any' particular harmcnic, the latter is almost entirely suppressed.

In almost every case in practice, overhead lines are fed through
step-up transformers, and the precise effect of the latter as regards

pressure distortion depends on their construction and characteristics,

bu t by assuming the simplest possible typeof transformer, and making
perfectly general assumptions as to electrical characteristics, it is

possible to demonstrate mathematically that, even on light load,

large transformers may cause pronounced magnification of har-

monics in the secondary pressure wave, the natural frequency of

such transformers being sometimes as low as 500 cycles per

second.
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INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH IN THE U.S.A.

Under the auspices of the Council for the Organisation of

h Engineering Industry a lecture on "Industrial Re-
search" was given in the Manchester School of Technology
on Tuesday, April 4th, by Mr. A. P. M. Flkming, M.I.B.E.

There was an attendance of about 300. The chair was taken

by Mr. Chas. Day (Messrs. Mirrlees, Bickerton & Day), who
mentioned that at the works in which he was interested a

small laboratory was provided in which new ideas were tried

and developed before being finally adopted on engines sup-

plied. Tin- laboratory certainly cost something to run and
maintain, but it paid for itself in many ways. Be thought it

a mistake to embody new ideas without first having given

them a thorough trial, and he considered the last pe.reon to

experiment on was a customer.
At the close of the lecture, a vote of (hanks was accorded

t.-i Mr. Fleming, on the motion of Principal Garnrtt, of the

Manchester School of Technology, who gave an outline of the

research work carried on in the. School in conjunction with

the Manchester Association of Engineers.
The following is nil abstract of the lecture :

—
An industrj depends for progress on a continual inllux of

new knowledge, and it may be conceived that industrial re-

search embraces all means whereby this new knowledge hav-
ing application in industry can be obtained.

Industrial research in the United States is mainly accom-
plished by individual firms, although a good deal is done in

the universities and national institutions.

As regards the work of individual firms, during the past

ten years there have been very considerable sums spent by
(In loading manufacturing corporations to provide facilities

for scientific investigation. Annual expenditures for this pur-
pose of £'25,000, =650,000, and even £100,000 are not un-
common.
Among the important features of the work of many of these

private laboratories is the equipment of full-scale manufac-
turing plant, which enables discoveries in the laboratory to

be fully tried out and manufacturing methods perfected,
relieving the manufacturing departments from the hampering
effects of new developments. Many of the laboratories also

are equipped for the manufacture on a commercial scale of

some of the commodities developed from their discoveries
which are not of a character adapted to production in the
manufacturing departments. The laboratory production in

such cases is continued until it reaches such dimensions as

justify the starting of a separate works. There is a growing
tendency in many of the research laboratories to devote more
and more attention to investigations in pure science having
no immediate commercial object in view, with an apprecia-
tion of the fact that almost invariably such investigations
result in some industrial application, sometimes resulting in

the development of entirely new industries. Prominent
examples of this kind are represented by the work of the
General Electric Co.'s laboratory, at Schenectady, and the
National Electric Lamp Association. In connection with such
ivork, a very broad-minded policy is shown by the publica-
tion of the scientific investigations carried out.

It is also noteworthy that these research laboratories serve
as very effective advertising means, by inspiring confidence
in the minds of purchasers as a result of such visible evidence
of scientific working.
There appears to be no doubt that these laboratories have

proved financially successful, not only in that they afford

the greatest possible assistance to the works with which they
are connected in solving manufacturing troubles, developing
new materials, methods, tools, and making discoveries which
result in new industrial developments, but also in the direct
manufacture and sale in many cases of valuable products
straight from the laboratory.
A great deal of the research wink of the universities is

devoted to purely scientific investigations arising in connec-
tion with the preparation of degree theses by students, and
from work done by the staff in their spare time. Apart from
this, however, many investigations directed to the solution of

particular manufacturing problems are carried out for private
firms, and in a number of cases experiment stations have been
arranged, the stall's of which devote all their time, or most of
it, to research investigations.

In connection with Columbia University, it is proposed to

erect a laboratory specifically devoted to research, the cost
of which it is estimated will be of the order of £130,000 for

buildings and equipment, and it is expected that an endow-
ment fund, for extension and maintenance, of from .£400,000
to £1,000,000 will be required. This proposal appears to be
inspired to some extent by the success of the research labora-
tories associated with the large industrial corporations already-

referred to, and it is realised that there are many smaller
manufacturers who are unable to support individually the
burden of such laboratories, but who would be glad to avail
themselves of the. opportunities which this university research
laboratory would afford.

An important feature of the proposal is the intention of

devoting means to the collection of all possible information
hearing on the industrial problems that are likely to be
considered.
The most striking feature of the research work of the

universities is this provision of research facilities and the use
of a 6taff of highly-trained scientific men who can devote their

whole efforts to scientific investigation without the handicap

of a great deal of teaching work as well as of financial anxiety.

It is also noticeable that increasing numbers of young men
who have taken their bachelor's degree proceed to a doctor's

degree, possibly on account of the extended opportunities

for employment now presented by the increasing number
oJ research laboratories for men of the highest scientific

training.

While there is as yet no national plan of industrial research,

there are tendencies in that direction, some of which are

directed to linking up the efforts of the universities, the exten-

sion of the experiment station scheme to a number of univer-

sities and colleges, and the co-ordination of the work of some
of the existing laboratories connected with industrial concerns.

The work done in the United States is of considerable value

to us in this country in enabling us to shape our own schemes
with reference to research. The distinguishing feature of

work done in America is that it is mainly in the hands of

private companies, and is carried out in order than one com-
pany may more effectively compete with another. The
development of the internal resources of the country has occu-

pied most attention, and little work has been done w'ith a
view to encouraging export trade. In this country our export

trade is of the first importance, and it is here that the country

mo t Eeels the pinch of Ger D competition!. The opportunity,

therefore", arises to take the greatest possible advantage of

laxity in the past and, at the same time, to take steps to con-
ii r overseas trade.

This can only effectively be done by co-operating and pool-

ing our scientific resources, which have hitherto lacked organi-

sation. Doubtless each manufacturer will in future provide
himself with a small laboratory where manufacturing diffi-

culties peculiar to his own works can be solved, but the big

advances in the future can only come by concentrating
advanced research in a large central institution. The materials,

tools, and processes which are common to any industry would
be considered in such an institution and efforts devoted to

improving them for the common benefit of the industry. Pro-
cesses which are the monopoly of any individual firm would
have to be left out of such a scheme. Differences of factory

organisation and management and methods of distribution

would still enable manufacturers to compete amongst them-
selves, but the whole industry would be lifted to a higher
plane through discoveries arising from work done at a re-

search institution, which would enable foreign competition
t.> be met most successfully.

Such an institution would comprise a laboratory for each of

the great industries housed in a large central building. Much
of the work done would be along lines of pure science investi-

gation so as to ensure priority of new applications in industry.

Patents would be taken out on behalf of the Government, and
manufacturers in this country or the colonies would be licensed

to manufacture at a nominal charge. Work would be done
without the overlapping which inevitably occurs among a

number of different institutions, and which results in great
lack of economy, and administrative expenses would be kept
to a minimum.
Hie above scheme presents advantages over any proposal to

distribute the research work among the universities.

English people seem to possess a certain industrial genius
which assured them priority in the industrial world in the

past, and the records of our inventors and discoverers lead

to the belief that what has happened in the past may with
suitable organisation be repeated in the future.

RONTGEN SOCIETY.

A i the meeting of the Kontgen Society, on April 4th, Mr. B. II.

Morphy and Mr. S. E. MuLLABD read a paper on the subject
of the enclosed tungsten arc as a source of ultra-violet light.

They have adapted the new " Pointolite " lamp of the Ediswan
laboratories to a therapeutic purpose by enclosing it in a
quartz bulb, so that the ultra-violet output is very largely

increased. The open tungsten arc had a spectrum which ex-

tended further into the shorter wave lengths than did the

enclosed are, but even if these very short wave lengths wereof
therapeutic value, the authors contended that the sputtering
(if the open arc and its constant need of attention militated
against its value in hospital work. The enclosed arc gave off

a large quantity of ozone, owing to the ultra-violet radiation,

thereby showing that its value in this direction must be con-
siderable. If the lamp was over-run, the rays obtained ex-

tended much further into the ultra-violet, but this practice,

of course, diminished the life of the lamp.
Major Wilson, of the Canadian Medical Service, said that

ultra-violet light was proving of great use in the treatment
of wounds at the base hospitals, and the French were using
it extensively. He had himself made some experiments with
a view to obtaining ultra-violet light of much shorter wave-
length than hitherto by striking an arc in tungsten vapour,

or using a tungsten base as one electrode, and a carbon as

the other.
Mr. E. Schall, B.Sc, read a paper on some experiments he

had been conducting with a Coolidge tube. He said that he
thought it possible that X-rays might be discovered having a
quality so "hard" as to be capable of passing through sub-
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stances, whether photographic emulsions or the tissues of the
human body, while producing a very small effect indeed. He
believed that the explanation of some curious phenomena he
had observed in the case of the Coolidge tube was that the
radiation from this tube was heterogeneous, and that the more
current that was passed through it, the greater was the pro-
portion of exceedingly hard radiation which could not be
detected, and which approximated to the gamma radiation of

radium in hardness.
Mr. P. J. Neate, one of the Governors of the Cancer Hos-

pital, demonstrated a chronograph which he had constructed
to work with the electroscope, in response, to a suggestion by
the hospital physicist that a chronograph substitute for

measuring the duration of the electroscope readings would be
very useful. The prime mover was a rotating gramophone
cylinder, and by means of opposing magnets, armatures were
oscillated in such a manner that a pen in connection with
them was made to record a line of jerks corresponding to

brief intervals of time.

At the same meeting the Society passed a resolution express-
ing concern at the present conditions of X-ray examination in
naval and military hospitals, in view of the number of installa-

tions, some of which were believed to, be defective in their

means of protection, in the hands of inexperienced X-ray
workers. The suggestion was made to the authorities that

every installation, both at home and abroad, should be in-

spected by experienced radiologists.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received by us after 5 p.m. on Tuesday cannot appear until

the following week. Correspondents should forward their communi-
cations at the earliest possible moment. No letter can be published
unless we have the writers name and address in our possession.

The Engineer, in the Tropics.

I have to thank " Koie-Hai " in your issue of March 31st

for his criticism of my article of March 17th.

. His severe strictures upon my suggestion that corrosive

sublimate should be carried seem to be ths result of a mis-
apprehension on his part. I thought I was quite clear in

stating that corrosive sublimate was a first-aid remedy. It is

not intended for a regular dressing.

During the time I spent up the Amazon River I was res-

ponsible for about 500 men; amongst such a number, acci-

dents were of daily occurrence. When a man was brought
into the First-Aid Station his wounds were completely washed
out with a 5 per cent, solution of corrosive sublimate, thereby
rendering the .wounds completely aseptic, after which the
usual dressings were applied.

Hundreds of cases were treated by this method, and, so far

as I can recollect, we never had a case of septic poison in any
wound so treated.

In view of this experience, I am still convinced that corro-

sive sublimate should be carried amongst the first-aid remedies
in a tropical country.

Geo. U . Archdeacon.
Blackpool, April ith, 1916.

Australia and the Metric System.
' In my country, Australia, we have on our Statute Book a

law which only requires a Royal Proclamation to banish all

weights and measures outside "of the metric. We have held
our hands till now, because we feared to damage the trade

which we bring to the Mother Country. If we despaired of

your adopting the metric system, we should put our law into

operation, for we cannot wait for ever. In the near future,

we hope to see every young man studying science and, neces-
sarily, learning and using the metric system. Shall we, in
deference to your inertia, condemn those young men to learn,

in addition, every remnant inherited from bygone attempts
to establish a perfect system of weights and measures? Let
m give credit to the more, mathematical ancientB for trying
homogeneous systems, such as the Chaldean, with a basis of

60: but why take thence our time and angle divisions, from
another our binary divisions of the gallon and the inch, from
elsewhere a duodecimal division of the shilling, and of one
breed of ounces?
One cannot help feeling that the greatest enemy of pro-

gress is the one who, like " Cantuck," has had a scientific

training and advocates metric reform, but points with
trembling finger to the dangers lurking in every change.
Even the misfit of the ounce with the Canadian cent worries
him, although it would (at 16 to the lb.) fit no better with
the 12 pennies in the shilling.

Edward C. Barton,
Secretary, Queensland Decimal Association.

London, S.W., April Wth, 1916.

[We hope the Commonwealth will continueto exercise pres-

sure upon the Imperial Government, with a view to hastening
the advent of the reform which is so long overdue.

—

Eds.
Elec. Rev.]

Cause of Flicker.

There seems little doubt that bad valve setting is the cause
of flicker in many cases of relatively small steam direct-driven
sets.

I am familiar with the very small sets which, placed beside
tlu: driver on his seat, provide the electric lighting on the
steam omnibuses of the National Steam Car Co., running on
the. London streets.

It was the practice in setting the valves of these little

engines to adjust till flacker disappeared, and the method was
found simple and satisfactory, being much simpler than set-
ting to measurements.

Charles H. Wright.
Glasgow, April ilk, 1916.

1 have been interested in the correspondence on the above
subject, as a very remarkable case of lights flickering came
under my notice some years ago. The firm I was with sup-
plied a generating set to a central station for town lighting, the
set being the largest in the station at that time, and
ing of a high-speed steam engine direct coupled to two direct-
current generators in line, one generator being connected
across the middle and one outer, and the other across the
middle and the other outer. The set thus formed a balancing
generator set. Whenever this set was put on the bus-bars the
lights flickered all over the town, which was of fair 6ize.

Although having previously had nothing to do with the design
or manufacture of the set, I was eventually sent down ti>

endeavour to locate the trouble. I went very carefully into
the whole matter, and found that every part of the shaft and
armature ran perfectly true, and all electrical details appeared
to be quite all right on both machines. Now, there was a
bearing between the two generators, and, of course, another
bearing on the end spindle of the generator remote from the
engine; there was a coupling between the two generator arma-
tures, a spare armature had to be supplied, and all armatures
had to be interchangeable. Thus, the outer bearing and the
bearing between the two machines had to be the same size
Lnfortunately, both bearings were made to the standard of

tho outer bearing for that size of armature. After my tests,

1 came to the conclusion that the journal of the shaft in

the bearing between the two machines was too small in

diameter, and was causing a whip. As this meant three new
shafts, two new bearings, and altogether an expense of some
hundreds of pounds, it was not accepted at once. However,
eventually the alteration was carried out, and no further
trouble, was experienced. Thus, I would suggest that your
correspondent should so-, if his shaft is not small somewhere
between his engine and his generator armature.

Richard C. Dieppe.
London, S.E., April 1th, 1916.

The Council of the I.E.E.

1 am pleased to see that your journal has taken exception

to the nominations of what is, to all intents, a self-elected

Council of the Institution, and rightly, when one considers

that the country is passing through the most critical period

in its history, and as far as the electrical industry is concerned,

a crisis which, if not faced now, will mean after the war that

English electrical houses will have to face competition seriously

handicapped by the inroads which war has made. At such a
time it is necessary that the Council of the Institution should

have included on it men of strong British sentiments, whose
one intention should be Britain for the British and a closed

door to the enemy, with all his wares and hidden interests. It

may be said that the Council of the Institution is not con-

cerned with the commercial future of the electrical industry

any more than it was in respect of excluding members of

alien enemy origin, but it has been by popular demands very

reluctantly forced to take steps towards dealing with such

members, and there is no reason but to believe that equally

dilatory action would be taken in regard to English commer-
cial interests. It, therefore, behoves all members to see that

this election is not as in previous years, but that other mem-
bers are nominated against the Council's nominations and
every endeavour made to elect them.

P. M. A.

WAR ITEMS.

Sports Outfits Wanted for the Front.—We have had a

call from Corporal Watts, whose letter on " Wireless Wiring
at the Front " appeared in our issue of March 3rd, page
271. He asks us to appeal to any of our readers who may
not be using their sports outfits, or parts thereof, this year

to send them for the Mechanical Transport Section at the

Front. Cricket bats, stumps, and anything suitable for

outdoor sport will be most welcome to aid in whiling away
the half-holidays while waiting for the Huns. They should

be addressed thus: Corpl. A. E. Watts, 5th A.S.P., B.E.F.

Glasgow and Enemy Aliens.—The "Times " savs that

a petition has been extensively signed in Glasgow calling

on the Lord Provost to convene a meeting to consider the

whole question of alien ene.nies being allowed to reside and

trade in the city and whether alien professors and teachsrs

should be allowed to occupy positions of profit.

D
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Exemption Applications.—At Ilkley the engineer of the

Ilklev Electricity Works (Mr. Sidney Bell) applied for a

month's postponement in tespeci ol his switi

ittendanl lt< said thai the attendant was really engaged
00 ti< tut v. ould have been in •

applying for total exemption, but he only desired a month's
postponement. The application was granted.

At Burnley Tribunal, last week, an electrician made
application for his motor repairer and armature winder.

The Mavor: It will be easy to have this work sent away?

—

Not at" present. We are doing work for firms doing
Government work.—Not assented to.

At Berwick-on-Twced, on April 5th, the local electric

light company appealed for Mr. R. Hamilton, accountant,

oiTweedrnouth, whosi services were deemed indispensable.

It was stated that he had born with the company for 16

years, and it was claimed that he would be of more use to

the country if he was allowed to remain. Capt. Nicholls

(Military representative) : He receives two months' clear

notice before joining. IK- conies under the group known as
'• Britain's last hope," and he is kept at work till everybody
is called up. Six months' exemption was allowed on con-

dition that he remains in his present employment.
At Southend-on-Sea, on April 3rd, exemption until June

1st was allowed Mr. W. C. Smith, chief electrical en-

gineer to the Kursaal Estates, Ltd.

At Guildford, Sergt.-Major E. J. Nunn, electrical en-
gineer, who is in the 5th Queen's Regiment, appealed for

Mr. C. G. Howard, works manager, and Mr. H. O'Connor,
electrician. He said that seven employes had enlisted,

leaving only the two applied for. If the request was re*

fused he would have to take his own discharge at the end
of the month in order to look after the business. On Mr.
Nunn undertaking to re-engage for general service, Mr.
Howard was granted absolute exemption, and Mr. O'Connor
was given three months, with leave to appeal again.

At W'alton-on-Thames, Mr. Scott, electrical engineer
with Mr. W. H. Davies, of Cobham, was granted two
months' exemption on the recommendation of the military

representative.
Mr. S. Terry, electrical engineer, Canterbury, appealed

to the tribunal, on April 3rd, for exemption on the ground
that he was at present best serving the national interests.

He said it had taken him eight years to build up the busi-

ness, and he was carrying out important electrical work
in connection with two local munition works. If he was
called up the business would have to be closed. He was
allowed three months.
Dudley tribunal has granted two months' exemption to

an electrical engineer responsible for the maintenance and
repair of electrical plants at six works, all engaged on
Government work.

Clacton-on-Sea tribunal has granted conditional exemp-
tion, acquiesced in by the military representative, to the
electrical engineer of the U.D.C.

Before the Surrey County Appeal Court, Mr. J. H.
Batchelor, accountant to Edmundson's Electricity Corpora-
tion, of Dorking, appealed against the decision of the local

tribunal refusing exemption, but the appeal was dismissed.
The Rochdale Tribunal last week granted conditional

exemption to Harry Sprigg, an electric wireman employed
by Mr. G. L. Adamson.
At Hurst (Lanes.) an appeal under the Military Service

Act was heard, the appellant, J. H. Brownson (20),
electrical litter, stating that he had tried to join the Colours,
on three occasions, but had been refused because he was
wearing a munitions badge. He had this badge on when
he appeared before the Tribunal, and . the latter decided
that he was exempt, and need not have appealed.

Middleton Tribunal granted conditional exemption to a
pavior and platelayer employed by the Middleton Electric
Traction Co., and appealed for by them on the ground that
he was solely engaged in the maintenance of tramwav
track and was " reserved."
At Salford, last week, an electric wireman engaged on

installations at controlled factories received exemption
until June 7th, and he told the Tribunal that if the country
was badly placed he would be in the Army- by then.—Also
at Salford, an electrical engineer appealed for exemption
and stated that his firm were engaged on making fittings
for sea mines. The members of the firm had invested all

their savings in the business and in getting the machinery
together. Exemption was granted conditional on his con-
tinuing in his present employment.

Exemption to the end of May was granted at Warrington
to an electrician at a local theatre.
At Stretford a foreman electrician employed by a local

engineering firm stated that be had been passed "for home
seryire, but ho had stiff hands. The appeal was dis-
allowed.
At the Lincoln Tribunal application was made for an

electrician who is working at a flour mill. He was only 23
years of age, however, and the chairman said be could not
think the man was indispensable.—Claim disallowed.

At the Oxford Tribunal, the City of Oxford Electric
Tramwav Co. applied for absolute exemption for its chief
engineer, electrician, a Titter's mate and a unit adjuster, and
a number of motor 'bus drivers, on the grounds that their
present employment was in the national interests, and that
the men were in a certified occupation. The Court granted

conditional exemption for the four cases named, theirs

being certified occupations, but the 13 other cases were
1 for two months.

on April 4th, the Military

against sis months
|

n allowed by the local

tribunal to six employes at the Maidenhead Corporation

Electricity Works. The exemption was reduced until June
1st, with leave to renew the appeal.

At Old Hill, a Brierley Hill firm of electrical engineers

applied for exemption for an electrical engineer on their

staff. For the firm it was stated that they were employed
ill munition works, and if the man

went thev could not assist these works in case of break-

down. The tribunal granted a month foi the linn to gel

the appellant badged.
At 1'atnham, on April 4th, Mr. H. J. R<

engineer, in charge of the mains of the Earnham Electricity

Co., apple d for ( \emption. He said that he was in i

ship with Mr. Kimber, and they were under contract to

repair, lay, and renew the mains of the company, and -had

been asked to do similar work for the Farnborough Elec-

trical Works. Three months were allowed, with leave to

appeal again.
Mr. W. Jackson, chief assistant engineer at the Llan-

dudno Electricity Works, has been exempted so long as he
remains in his present employment.

French Works in Enemy Occupation.—A year ago it was
impossible for the Societe d 'Electricity et Gaz du Nord to

submit full accounts for the year ended with June, 1914.

owing to the company's electricity and gas works being
situated in the districts invaded by the enemy and th*

inability to obtain the figure® for the final three months oi

the financial year. The same state of affairs still preyails

for that year and also for the succeeding twelve months.
Nevertheless the directors have endeavoured to secure in-

formation relating to the condition of the works during the

period of enemy occupation, but it has not been possible

to correspond advantageously with those members of the

staff who remained in the invaded territory. Information

derived from Government sources, however, shows that the

works and installations have not_ suffered serious damage
since the non-military personnel is engaged on the supply

of current to consumers under the control of the Germans.
The conditions under which the supply of coal and other

materials is effected, as well as the regulations in regard to

the collection of accounts, are quite unknown to the com-
pany. The situation in respect of the interest possessed in

the Societe Je Gaz et d'Electricite du Hainaut, Belgium,
and the Societe d'Electricite, of the district of Valenciennes-
Anzin, has also undergone no change. These companies
are circumstanced similarly to the Electricite et Gaz du
Nord, as the war has interrupted normal working, but there-

is reason for assuming that the German occupation has not

stopped the operation of the works.

The Supply of Tramway Rails.—In the March issue of

the " Journal " of the Tramways and Light Railways
Association it is stated that negotiations are taking place

between the special committee of the Association and the
rail manufacturers with a view to securing a supply of rails

during the next twelve months. " Members have been
asked to supply the secretary with the minimum quantity
of rails and fishplates required by them for repairs which
are absolutely necessary for keeping their undertakings
going. The "manufacturers have now been asked to quote
prices at which they would be able to deliver these, and
members will in due course be advised thereof. It will then
be necessary to apDly to the Minister of Munitions for per-

mission to roll these rails, and to grant facilities for their

delivery to the various tramways requiring them. It is

hoped that a satisfactory result may be obtained." Accord-
ing to the arrangement made vvith the manufacturers last

November, the price of steel tires for the quarter ending
July next will be the same as for the past quarter.

Warsaw Telephones.—With the occupation of Warsaw bj

the Germans, the authorities forbade private persons to use
the telephone system. An exception was made in favour
only of members of the Citizens' Committee and magis-
trates. But considerable losses resulted from this order,

not only to the Polish citizens, but to the private companies
of neutral powers operating in Warsaw. Amongst those

that suffered considerably may be mentioned the Swedish
Sedergren Company, the director of which is the Swedish
Consul. This company applied to the authorities to haw
the prohibition removed. The result of this application
was, says the " Gazeta Polska," that the authorities

authorised the use of telephone lines to stores, trading and
commercial firms, and to a small number of reliable people.
The remaining subscribers had to continue without the use
of the telephones, which had to be retained in the control

of the military authorities.

To be Wound Up.—Orders have been made by the Board
of Trade requiring a number of other companies to be
wound up (the total is now 100). including the following:

—

Berkefeld Filter Co., Ltd., 121, Oxford Street, London, \V..

filter and pump manufacturers; controller, G. M. Robinson,
3, Raymond Buildings, Gray's Inn, London, W'.C.
Maschinenfabrik Augsburg-Nurnberg A.G., Caxton House,
S.W., manufacturers of gas engines, &c; controller, B. E.
Mayhew, Alderman's House, London, E.C.
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French Economic Expansion.—The Paris correspondent
of the " Daily Telegraph " states that a Commission was
appointed recently by the National Association for Economic
Expansion to examins the question of cartels and commer-
cial "ententes." This body was composed of well-known
politicians, economists, manufacturers, merchants, and agri-

culturists. The other day the chairman of the first meet-
ing of the Commission, M. Guisthau, formerly Minister of

Commerce, pointed out the difficult position in which
French manufacturers are placed in respect of foreign com-
petition by existing legislation, notablv a clause of the penal

code, which places French manufacturers .it fireal disadvan-
tage by depriving them of facilities enjoyed by foreign

competitors in the liberty of making "ententes." The
Commission is divided into two sections, economic and
judicial, and these sections are now studying the question

with a view to making considered proposals to be submitted
to Parliament.

The Petrograd Lighting Co. of 1886.—A communication
reported to have been forwarded by the Russian Prime
Minister to the Moscow City Council states that the ques-

tion of the liquidation of the Petrograd Electric Lighting
Co. of 1886 is not yet ripe for discussion. The chairman
of the company, Lieut. -General Swentorschitzky, is of th.

same opinion. During the war the company has merely
remittee! 166,409 roubles abroad, exclusively to allied am
neutral countries, of which 53,000 roubles refer to England.
The dividend declared for 1914 has not been paid. The
assets of the company amount to about 60,000,000 roubles.

If the Moscow City Council desire to take over the Com
pany's local works, the town must first ascertain whether
it has now at disposal the necessary capital of 2,800,000
roubles.

St. Helens Corporation and its Contracts.—Considerable
discussion took place at a meeting of the. St. Helens T.C.
on April 5th respecting the position of a firm manufactur-
ing accumulators, from whom it was proposed to purchase
plates. It was stated that the works were " controlled,"

and that contracts were being executed for the Govern-
ment. A member of the Council objected to the firm having
the order until the Electricity Committee had definite!*

ascertained that no British firm could deal with it. Sir

Joseph Beecham said the committee had already ascer-

tained this, and if the present offer was not accepted they

would have to pay ,£600 extra. The Council rejected a pro-

posal to refer the minute back to the committee*

Manchester Corporation Contracts.—At the meeting of

the Manchester City Council on April 5th attention was
called by Mr. McLachlan to tenders which the Tramways
Committee had accepted for certain electric lamps, and it

was asked whether the standing orders were complied with
requiring that twc&thirds of the capital of the companies
tendering must be British controlled. He submitted thai

parts of the lamps in tin tenders were monopolised by an
article with a German influence; and he pleaded for fair

play for the British manufacturer. Alderman Bowes
assured the members thai so far as (hey were aware the
linns whose tenders had been accepted were British. If

there was any doubt about it he would take back the
minute. It was resolved that the minute relating to the
tenders be referred, back.

Lighting Prosecutions.—In a prosecution at Bolton, on
April 6th, under the Lighting Order, one of the magistrates
said he had every sympathy with the defendant because
the Corporation should apply the law to itself Inline pro-
ceeding against ratepayers. The t'ramcars were setting a
bad example in regard to lights, and these should be dealt
with before the law was applied to citizens.

At Bury County- Police Court on April 6th, the Lan-
cashire E.P. Co., of Ainsworth, were summoned for a
breach of the lighting restriction regulations. It was stated
that the place complained of was a sub-station. A line of
20s. was imposed.

AirHaid Fatality.—At an inquest in a North-East Coast
town upon the body of a local electrician it was stated that
he had escorted a young lady home and was returning
when the Zeppelin bombardment commenced. He was
blown through a plate-glass window, and was found in the
shop some hours later by a policeman. He was terribly
injured and succumbed in the Infirmary. The jury returned
a verdict of death from peritonitis, set up by injuries sus-
tained through the explosion of a bomb thrown from a
hostile air-shio.

Trading with the Enemy.—The " London Gazette " for
April 7th contains additional lists of persons or bodies of
persons with whom dealings are prohibited, in the Nether-
lands, Netherland East Indies, Portuguese East Africa,
Morocco and Portuguese East Africa, also some amendments
to earlier lists.

Not for War Service.—The Ministry of Munitions has de-
clined to allow Dick, Kerr and Co., Ltd., to> deliver to the
Reading Town Council six motors for tramcars, on the
ground that the motors are not needed for cars used exclu-
sively for carrying munition workers. The cars were ordered
last August.

Exports to China.—The " London Gazette " for April 11th
contains a further list of persons and bodies of persons to
whom articles to be exported to China may be consigned.

Municipal Corporations and Enemy Firms.—Other muni-
cipal bodies which have decided to give support to the

action of the Manchester Corporation in adopting standing
orders prohibiting trading with persons or firms of Austrian
or German nationality or composition, include Crewe and
Southport. The Nelson Corporation has decided to leave

the matter alone. The Bury Town Council, after a lengthy
discussion on April 6th, decided to take a similar course, an
amendment that they should support the Manchester reso-

lution being defeated by 17 votes to 15, two members of th<^

Council remaining neutral.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS,

AND PLANT.

Simplex Lanterns.

We illustrate herewith two of the latest patteina of Simplex
fittiDgs for industrial lighting: with "half-watt " lamps. In these

designs the EB3thetic as well as the utilitarian aspects of the question

have been studied, the glassware has been specially chosen, and
provision has been made for using lamps of a wide range of wattage.

Fia. 1.

—

Simplex Semi-indibect Fitting.

Fig. 1 shows a fitting for semi-indirect lighting, 20 in. in

diameter x 20 in. high, for lighting large areas such as public halls,

railway stations, &c, with lamps up to 1 ,000 watts.

Fig. 2.

—

Simplex Conoentbating Reflectob.

Fig. 2 shows a reflector for workshop and office lighting, taking

ordinary tungsten lamps up to 60 watts, and half-watt lamps up to

100 watts. A variety of other designs is available, inoluding a

number of anti-Zeppelin reflectors.

Safety Device for Electric Motor Vehicles.

Particular interest attaches to a safety device for electric motor
vehicles, which has recently been work* d out in the mechanical
engineering department of the Eastman Kodak Co., the well-knowft

photographic apparatus concern, of Rochester, N.Y., TJ.S A., in

that no patent has been taken out for it, the designers having
commendably decided not only to make it known as widely as

possible, but to couple with any publicity regarding it, the an-

nouncement that any user or builder of electric motor vehicles

is at liberty to adopt the idea,
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Like many other ooncems in the United StateB, the Kodak Co.

is a large user of electric delivery vehicles ; it has also, in the

interests of its many emylnjt'. a Department of Safety and Welfare,

of which Mr. H. E. Ak^rly is the engineer. It has been found

that despite the care exercised by trained driver*, it occasionally

happens that when the vehicles are stopped by switching off the

ourrent, the speed control lever is not always at the same time

brought baok to the neutral position, with the result that,

overlooking this fact, the car bounis away unexpectedly when
the current is again switched on, with the risk of causing both

physioal injury and material damage, and even giving rise to

fatal accident. It was occasional experiences of this kind that

led the Department of Safety and Welfare to introduce on all

the Kodak Co.'s ft jet of elcctromobiles the safety device illus-

Northfi»ld, Birmingham, have constructed in la*ge numbers for

supplying current for X ray apparatus in travelling operating

theatres, while this we<k we are able to illustrate a plant they

have recently designed for the special purpose of generating

current for electric lighting and power purposes for field work-

shops.

The set consists of one of the standard-type Austin engines,

with four separate cylinders coupled direct to an 18-KW. generator.

The engine, which is provided with a governor in order to secure

a constant speed, is fitted with magneto ignition, and is adapted to

work with either petrol or paraffin ; the former is used on starting

up, and paraffin when the engine becomes warm, the heat of the

exhaust manifold being utilised by means of a " muff " in con-

junction with the gas admission pipe, to assist in the vaporisation

mf WSPI 11

Fig. 3.—Controller in Neutral and
Current Switch in Off Position.

Fig. 4.

—

Controller in a Speed Posi-
tion ; Current Switch Blocked.

Fig. 5.—Switch properly Closed ; Con-
troller Moved into Speed Position.

trated herewith, and by means of which it has been rendered
impossible for a driver to olose the main switch when the
controller is off the neutral position.

Figs. 3, 4 and 5 show, in different positions, one of the devices

mounted in a box similar to a driver's seat in the rough, the

photographs being taken from the front. The driver sits at the

left side of the box—that is, at the right of the picture—and
operates the controller b, with his left hand. The rheostat

selector shaft A, to which the controller b is attached, also carries

of the heavy oil. An interesting feature of the plant is the method
of oooling the cylinders ; in place of the large tank of water
usually employed for this purpose in stationary engines, an ordinary
motorcar type radiator is employed, this being mounted on a
separate bedplate and fitted with an enclosed fan driven by a
small electric motor in order to maintain a strong current of cool

air through the tubes of the radiat r ; flexible armoured hose is

used to conduct the water from the engine cylinder to the radiator

and vice ivrsa, the circulation being assisted by means of a small

Fig. 6.

—

Austin Field-Workshop Electric Generating Plant.

a secto. c, which prevents the main switch being olosed except
when the controller and all the selectors are at the neutral point.

The switch handle, whioh is connected with a lever D, is also

provided with a pawl E, which, to fully close the switch, must
first pass through the Blot in the sector. Should the controller be
in any other position than neutral, the pawl and slot no longer
coincide, so preventing the switch being closed. The arrangement
does not prevent the current from being switchtd off at any
position, as, the pawl being held forward by a preBBure spring, the
switch lever can be dropped at any moment, and independently of
the controller.

The arrangement, which is quite simple and inexpensive, should
be the means of preventing many an accident, especially having
regard to the fact, mentioned above, that it can be freely adopted
by any user or maker of electric motor vehicles.

Austin Field-Workshop Electric Generating Plant.

In a recent issue we briefly described the compact little elec-

tricity generating get which the Austin Motor Co., Ltd., of

pump. As will be seen in fig. 6, the set practically comprises four

units—the engine and dynamo, the radiator and fan, and the

paraffin and petrol tanks, tie latter being mounted on stands in

order to give the necessary fl >w of the liquid fuel to the carbu-

retter, an arrangement which enables the plant to be quickly set

np in any desired position.

Rochdale.—Having regard to the abnormal conditions

of working and the rapid increase of the requirements of existing

consumers, the Electricity Committee has decided that it cannot

recommend the connection of any further large consumtrs at

present. Mr. S. L. Pearce is to report npon the provision at the

existing works to meet the increasing demand for energy, and to

advise as to the charges for the supply of electricity for power

purposes.
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LEGAL

Krupp's Patents for Magnetic Separators.

In the P*>ents Court, on Friday last, before the Controller, Mr.
Temple Franks, and the Deputy C ratroller, Sir C jrnelius Dalton, the
Rapid Magnetting Machine Co., Ltd., applied for a licence to uee

three of Krupp's patents for a magnetic separator for treating ores.

The patent* are Nns. 14.082, of 1908, and 29 230, of 1911, in the
name of Georg Ullrich, and 4,595, of 1913, in the name of the
Fried. Krapp AktiengeBellsehaft Grusonwerk.

The patents oover a device for extracting from amid the
material in which it is found wolfram, the ore from which tung-
sten is derived. Wolfram is mined largely in the Cornish mines
in combination with tin, and was at one time regarded merely as

an impurity presenting considerable trouble to tin smellers. The
material being feebly magnetic is Busceptible of high intensity

magnetic treatment through an apparatus to which the patents
apply.

Mr. Hunter Gray appeared for the applicants ; Sir George
Croydon Marks, M.P., for Messrs. Edgar Allen fc Co., Sheffield, who
opposed the application, and Mr. Rushen, of the firm of Messrs.

Ha°eltine, Lake & Co., for the patentees.

Mr. Hunter Gray said he supposed Messrs. Edgar Allen & Co.

also proposed applying for these patents.
Sir George intimated that he intended applying for a dozen

patents in connection with this machine at a future date, and he
did not know how the Rapid Magnetting Machine Co. thought
they could get on with only three. They were already manufac-
turing to the order of the Government.
Mr Gray went on to say that the applicants were incorporated

in 190.3. a British company with Bi'ieh capital, and were the only
firm in the British Empire 'hat si ecialiBed in magnetic separators.

The principle of the machine applied for was that of a number
of magnet poles placed in a ring over which rotated a disk-shaped

magnetisable body. The electromagnets below, with attached pole-

pieces, were excited by coils, and a rotating shaft, to which
the upper ring or disk shaped armature was attached, ran through
the centre of the circular iron body which carried the magnets.
Between the magnets and the armature rotating above them, the

material, from which the metal was to be drawn, was fed in from
a hopper. Round the under side of the revolving piece went con-

centric magnetisable, axially-adjustable rings, wedge- shaped below,

at graduated distances from the magnets. The outermost ring-

edge was the furthest away from the horizontal pole surfaces, and
therefore produced the weakest zone in the magnetic field. This
attracted particles of the highest permeability, whereas the inner

ring-edge was nearest the pole surfaces, produced the str r ngest

zone, and consequently attracted substances of lower permeability.

Thus the material was graded. Midway between the magnets, the
attracted particles fell off the rings, the plaoe of minimum mag-
netic intensity havirg been reached, and were carried away in

different directions in their separated and graded form.
In the 1911 patent the armature-rings, as they were called, were

fixed and the field below was fixed, and there was a curious

zig-zag-shaped trough running from the centre, through which the

ore travelled. It was this trough now that revolved. The result

waB that the ore did not "stick," but it was carried away equally

in graded sizes. It was an adjustment of the same principle and,

an improvement, and it was called the dry treatment. There was
a further modification, known as the wet treatment, where water
was played upon the pom's of the wedge-shaped rings, to drive

off the ore as it got out of the field.

Sir George : Mr. Thompson, who will give evidence directly,

has written a letter, which ha9 appeared in the^ technical journals,

casting doubt on the special value of this machine ; why, then,

does he come here and ask you to give him a licence to make it ?

Mr. Gray: Because the public want it—misguidedly and
foolishly they want it—and his firm have more experience than any
other for making and selling it. They suggest the usual royalty

of 5 per cent, on the selling price, and will give an undertaking
that the price at which they sell shall be, at mcst, not more than
the prici oharged by the patentees before the war.

Mr. H Huband Thompson, the applicants' managing director,

giving evidence, said magnetic separators had been the exclusive

business of the Rapid Magnetting Machine Co., Ltd. Sir George
Marks was wrong if he suggested that he ridiculed the German
machine.

Sir George Marks : If Messrs. Edgar Allen & Co. may have a

licence for a 5 per cent, royalty, too, that will simplify matters

considerably. We are prepared to develop the sale.

The Controller said that as far as he was concerned both
applicant firms should have a licence.

Mr. Thompson said that it was an extraordinary thing that the

Government had not a British magnetic Beparator at the Imperial

College of Science at South Kensington.

The Controller : The old story one hears here from time to

timej—no trouble taken by the British manufacturers to push their

inventions.

Mr. Rushen, on behalf of the patentees, desired an adjourn-

ment to bring into the Court Mr. Walter Solly, whoee wife's

daughter was the inventor Ullrich's wife, to say he had practically

concluded arraneements. when the war broke out, for erecting a

manufactory for the supply of these machines in this country.

He was to have paid a royalty of 30 per cent.

The Controller said he thought the application satisfactory.

The only question was the royalty, and he should hear more about
that next week. In the publio interest he thought it advisable

that the machines should be made in this country, and clients'

letters which he had seen showed the estimation in which it was
held. The applicants desired to say :

" We can supply an efficient

British designed machine, but if any customer is unpatriotic enough
to require another type we can give him it." Their position was
quite intelligible. The machine must be made in this country to

meet the demands, and that being the position, he thought the

Rapid Magnetting Machine Co., Ltd., should have their licence.

Munitions Appeal Case.

In the King's Benoh Division, on April 7th, Mr. Justice Atkin
heard an appeal by a firm of micanite and insulator makers from

the decision of a Munitions Tribunal that they were not an engin-

eering firm within the meaning of the Munitions of War Act, and
therefore it was unnecessary for an employe to have a certificate

on leaving their employ.
Mr. Alex. Nielson, appearing on behalf of the appellants, said

that they were the makers of insulators and insulating materials

for dynamos, &c, and much of their work was for Government
oontracts. Daring the la8t day or two workers in that trade had
been put in the exempted list, and skilled men in the Army had
been fetched back. The appellants' works were the only works of

any substance to make micanite in this country, and he argued

that this brought them under the definition of munition works.

Mr. Cornyns Carr appeared for the Ministry of Munitions. Evi-

dence was called.

In his judgment, his Lordship said the finding of the Tribunal

was that the appellants' busineBB did not consist wholly or mainly

of engineering, and therefore a leaving certificate was not neces-

sary. But the appellants had tendered evidence to indicate that

their business was of a wide and different kind, and he was satisfied

from that that they were engaged exclusively in making by means
of machinery, articles which were the necessary parts of dynamos
and other machines which were used for war purposes and for the

production cf power. Under tho?e circumstances the question

arose whether it was right or wrong to find that they were not

engaged in engineering. The meaning of the word " engineering
"

had to be read in connection with the defini'ion of munitions

works in the Act. That definition applied to a factory or workshop

engagtd in manufacturing arms, and explosives, the repair of

arms, naval and military buildings, and the supply of light, heat,

water and power to such buildings. Hiving regard to this he

came to the conclusion that the finding of the Tribunal was

incorrect, and that their decision must be Bet aside. The appeal

was b: ought purely for the purpose of obtaining a decision as to

their actual position, and was, therefore, a test case.

Coal Mines Act : Prosecution.

At Merthyr, last Fridey, the hearing was resumed of the sum-

monses against Mr. W. W. Green, pgent, and Mr. H. Thomas,

manager, of Hill's Plymouth Co.'s Collieries, for offences under the

Coal Mines Regulation Act, namely, failing to keep the plant in

proper condition. After evidenca had been heard respecting a

length of bare cable, Mr. Vachell, for the Home Office, dealt with

the charges of failing to earth a switch, instrument cover, and

lampholder. He said that they were simply types of a number of

offenceB of a similar character. Mr. H. Thomas, the manager,

said he was under the impression all the parts mentioned had been

earthed. It was the electrioian's work to see that the earthing

was done. He did not think Mr. W. J. Charlton, one of the

inspectors, pointed out 170 unearthed pieces of apparatus, though

he might have pointed out 90 unearthed lampholders.

According to the Western Mail, the next summons was that
" the awitchgear and all terminals, cable ends, cable joints, and

connections of apparatus, had not been constructed and installed bo

that all live parts should be so protected or enclosed as to prevent

accidental contact by persons and danger from arcs or short cir-

cuits, fire, or water."

Evidence was given by Mr. Charlton that there was a place in

the colliery where there was no switch, and also no automatic

means for cutting off the electrical pressure. At this place there

were five lamps, and Rees Thomas, electrician, who was called for

the defence, said these were only temporary lights, and the matter

had been overlooked.

Giving evidence in support of the Bummons, " Cables not pro-

tected by metallic covering where pressure exceeds low pressure,"

Mr. Charlton said that at the No. 2 Pit he found a space of 4£ ft.

where there was no metallic protection for the cable, and evidence

was aho given in support of the summons that unarmoured

cables were not hung on proper insulators.

The hearing was adjourned.

Patents and Alien Enemies.—Application has been

made to the Board of Trade by Messrs. Edgar Allen & Co., Ltd..

Sheffield, for the avoidance or suspension of Patents No. 14.082/i>8,

granted to Ullrich ; and Nos. 17.459/09, 29.201/11, 29,224/11,

29,230/11.4,595/13, 14 426/ 3, 14,4.17/13, and 24,355/13, granttd to

Fii-d Kmpp, A.-G. Grueouwerk.

Japanese Electric Wire Exports.— One result of the

war is teen in the development o> the J.panese export trade in

insulated eleotric wire ; a return was recently issued showing that

the shipments from that country during the 11 months enaing with

November last attained a value of £80,500, as compared with only

£31,600 in the corresponding period of 1914.
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BUSINESS NOTES.

Catalogues and Lists.—Messrs. Simplex Conduits,
Ltd., Garrison Lane, Birmingham.—Sixteen-page pamphlet con-

taining illustrated partionlars and prices of lanterns and reflectors

suitable for industrial lighting. The types shown include enclosed

lanterns for half-watt lamps, semi-indirect half- watt fittings for

office and public interiors where glare would be objectionable.

Several types of anti-Zeppelin rffieotors. of which many thousands
have been sold during the last few weeks, are shown, as well as a
new concentrating reflector specially designed for workshop and
offioe local lighting, and large reflectors for the larger types of

half-watt lamps specially made for positions where it is proposed
to replace arc lamps.
Reason Manufacturing Co., Ltd.. Lewes Road, Brighton.

—

New catalogue, complete, with the exception of the street lighting

fittings section, which will be ready shortly. The five sections now
before us consist of a number of well illustrated leaflets filed in an
expanding binder case. They deal respectively with electrolytic

meters, maximum demand indicators, hand and electrically-wound
time switches, fuBe-boxes, ourrent limiters, &c. In a number of

cases dimensioned diagrams appear, and all prioes are very boldly
printed. Complete prices of the instruments are stated ; as extras

only such devices as are not necessary to the successful working
of the various instruments are given.

The British Thomson-Houston Co., LTD.,Rngby.—Descriptive

list No. 7,201 giving particulars and dimensions of small-power
motors for A.o. and c.c.

Swedish General Electric, Ltd., London, W.C.—Three
illustrated catalogues dealing respectively with split-phase motors,
single-phase motors and A.c. fans of Century U.S.A. types.

Book Xotices.

—

''Journal of the Institution of Elec-

trical Engineers." Vol. LIV. April 1st, 1916. No. 258.-This
issue oontains the following papers :

— " Continuous - current
Railway Motors," by Mr. E. V. Pannell ;

" Application of Telephone
Transmission Formula- to Skin Effect Problems," by Prof. G. W.
Howe ;

" Magnetic Behaviour of Iron at very High Frequencies,"

by Mr. N. W. McLaehlan ; "Doplex Balances on Long Submarine
Cables," by Mr. W. Judd ;

" Notes on Electrical Work in Austra-
lasia," by Mr. C. J. Caiman ; and a Report on Insulating Oils.

" On the Relation of Imports to Exports." By Mr. J. Taylor
Peddie. London : Longmans, Green & Co. Price 5s. net.

" Technological Papers of the Bureau of Standards." No. 62.
" Modern Practice in the Construction and Maintenance of Rail
Joints and Bonds in Electric Railways." Washington : Govern-
ment Printing Office.

"Quarantining Germany: A Common-sense Precaution." By
P. J. Ford. Glasgow : J. Maclehose & Sons. Price Id.

"Continuous-Current Eogineering." By A. Hay. London:
Constable & Co. Price 6s. 6<j. net.

" The Dynamical Theory of Gases." (2nd edition). By J. H. Jeans.
London : Cambridge University Press. Price 16s.

" Alternating Currents." By H. R. Kempe. London : Crosby
Lockwood fe Co. Price 3s. 6d. net.

Russian Trade Possibilities.—The Electrical World
states that Mr. Marcus Stowe Hill, who recently returned from a
seven months' stay in Europe as the representative of 18 large
Middle West manufacturers, reports excellent trade possibilities for
electrical goods in Russia. " The markets of the country, he said,

are absolutely bare. The merchants are hungry for American
goods, and American Consnls are flooded with inquiries as to where
all kinds of manufactured articles can be purchased. Orders for

great quantities of telephone and telegraph apparatus and for tons

of wire are awaiting American manufacturers. There is an
exceptionally strong demand for small motors from I H.P. to 4 H.P.
Eleotrioal equipment for demonstrating purposes in schools, X-ray
apparatus, batteries and absolutely all kinds of electrical supplies
are wanted in large quantities. Mr. Hill said that when he left

Petrograd there was not a dry cell in the city to be purchased, and
he repeats that the market shelves are praotically bare of every-
thing. Between 125,000 and 150,000 resident German merchants
and manufacturers have been sent to Siberia, and the Russians are
anxious that Americans should take their place. They are offering
to provide three-fifths of the required oapital investment if

Amerioans will furnish the other two-fifths and the brains to
establish American manufacturing plants in Russia. Mr. Hill has
been working in Russia on a basis of sales direct from manufac-
turers to dealers, eliminating the commission Bystem, under whioh
Russia has been greatly handicapped. In the purohase of manu-
factured articles at the present time it is not so muoh a matter of
prioe as it is one of getting the goods, for the prices being quoted
by American manufacturers, while very substantial, are never-
theless considerably under what the German merchants, acting as
jobbers in Russia, have heretofore charged for the same articles.

The Russian credit, Mr. Hill said, Is not only unquestionable but
there is a great abundance of ready oash in the country, more so
at this time than ever before. This is on acoount of the faot that
the use of vodka haB been abolished.
"Amerioan manufacturers have, he stated, a great advantage

over British manufacturers in shipping goods to Rassia in that
the latter must make application to the War Office for permission
tc export. At the least, it is three months before they get a
decision, and permission may then not be granted. Amerioan
manufacturers thus receive a tremendous advantage on time of
delivery, whioh is one of the very important considerations under
present conditions. The Russians are prepared to pay the price

because of the shipping difficulties, and they will furnish bankers'

irrevocable confirmed credits with eich order. Any firm contem-
plating granting a sole agenoy to a Russian is warned by Mr. Hill

to investigate the standing of the individual very closely before so

doing, to determine whether he intends to use this agency or to

sell it. He says that a great many sole agencies ate passed aronnd
from one man to another, none of whom knows anything about
the business involved or cares to do so, since he only intends to

sell the agenoy for $2,000 or |1,000 to the next man. Mr. Hill

urges that no agency be granted until the reliability of the pro-

posed agent has been positively established."

Machine Tool Association.—The annual report of the

Machine Tool and Engineering Association shows a membership of

134. The matter of date of the next exhibition being dependent
upon the oomiog of peaoe, cannot yet be Bettled definitely. " In
view of the fact that the existing classifications of machine tools

for Customs purposes is very imperfect, in consequence of which the
Board of Trade returns are very misleading, representations have
been made to the Board of Trade, and a promise has been given that
the matter shall receive attention after the war, during which no
alterations are being made to the classifications." " Negotiations
have been opened with the British Electrical and Allied

Manufacturers' Association with a view to the re-adjustment of

certain trading practices as between machine tool makers and
electrical manufacturers. While it is not possible to continue
usefully the negotiations at present, it is proposed to resume them
after the war. A recommendation was made to the members as to

the attitude to be adopted to firms having connections, direct or

indireot, with alien enemies."

Russian Trade Exhibitions.—A Reuter dispatch from
Petrograd states that the Odessa branch of the Anglo-Russian
Chamber of Oommerce, with a view to the improvement of economic
relations between Great Britain and Russia, has decided to open an
exhibition of Russian goods in London, and an exhibition of British

goods in Odessa.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Accring'ton.

—

Proposed Extensions.—At the Council
meeting, last week, Mr. Ashworth moved that certain alterations

and additions at the electricity works be referred back. He thought
they ovght to extend on a new site, and not spend money on the
present works ; he also urged the calling in of an expert. Aid.

Higham explained that in going in for steam turbo-generators they
were reverting to lineB adopted by all the Councils in the country

;

they departed from orthodox lines when they went in for gaa engineB.

With steam turbo-generators and the present lodge and a water
tower, they would have suffloient capacity to deal with 4,000 KW, of

plant. The amendment was lost.

Argentina.—A public electric light service has been
inangurated at Diamante (Entre Rics).

The Ministry of Finance has authorised the Direccion-General

of the Port of Buenos Aires to arrange with the Compania Italo-

Argentina de Electricidad for the suspension of the work of

renewal of lighting material for a period of three years. This
decision represents a saving of $23,000 gold per annum, so long
as the arrangement subsists.

Bacnp.

—

Bulk Supply.—The Rawtenstall Corporation
has offered to continue the supply of energy to Bacup from the

end of the first period of five years (August 2nd next), on existing

terms, and the matter has been referred to a Sub-Committee. The
Rawtenstall T.O. has also given notice that from the 1st inst. the

bads prioe of ooal for the purpose of charging large power con
sumers has been further advanced Is. per ton.

Beckeuhani.—The Council has decided that in future

the charge for electricity used at the various hospitals and hostels

in the district shall be at the rate of 3d. per unit.

Birkenhead.

—

Loan Sanction Refused.—The L.u.R.
has refused to sanction the borrowing of a loan of £6,400 for high-

tension plant, mains, &c„ on the ground that the extensions cannot
be regarded as complying with the official stipulations.

Bolton.

—

Loan Sanction.—The L.G.B. has sanctioned

the borrowing of £2,281 for purposes of the electricity under
taking.

Bradford.

—

Plaxt Extensions, &c.—The Electricity

Committee has come to an agreement with Messrs. Jeremiah
Ambler & Sons, with referenoe to a bulk supply of electricity. The
electrical engineer's estimate of the oost of extensions to tne boiler

house and cooling plant at Valley Soad electrioity works, now on

order or in contemplation, amounts to £53,113. The L.G.B. has

given formal sanctions to the borrowing of two sums of £20,102
and £6,8 14 respectively, parts of the above-mentionfd sum of

£53 113, and the Committee has deoided to adopt the estimate, and
to make application to the L.G.B. for sanction to the borrowing of

£26,1P6, the balance of the snm of £53,113.
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Carnarvon.—Proposed Loan.—Application has been
made by the T.C. for sanction to a loan of £2 780 for a IOOkw.
Diesfl engine set, with fuel storage tanks, switchboard, &c, for the

electricity works.

Continental.—Russia.— lb is stated that, notwith-

standing the war, the Russian Government is making prepara-

tions for an extensive utilisation of the watercourses of Finland
for the generation of electricity for lighting and power purposes.

Italy.— In connection wi'h the destruction of the Conti elec-

tricity works in the Val Brembana, it is reported in the Reiisto Tee.

d' Elettricita, that in const quence of the heavy snowfall an attempt
was made to shut down the supply, but a short circuit occurred
which resulted in the entire destruction of the plant, the loss being
about a million lire.

Dartford.— Loan Application.— The U.D.C. has
applied to the L.G.B. for sanction to borrow a loan of £1,000 excess

expenditure on extensions to the E,L. station and plant, and to

cancel £75 not spent in connection with an overhead cable.

Doncaster.—Electric Pumping Plant.—The Water
Committee of the Council has had under consideration a report of

the engineer regarding the existing plant in use for pumping river

water, and at the last meeting it was proposed to abandon the

present pumps and boiler, and to install electrical pumping plant
capable of delivering water under pressure of 120 ft. head, at an
estimated first cost of £300, and an annual coat of £340.

Dnngannon.—Hospital Lighting.—The Co. Tyrone
TubeiculoBis Committee has decided to recommend the installation

of an electric plant in the new sanatorium.

East Cowes.—Street Lighting.—The U.D.C. has
accepted an offer by the Isle of Wight E L. and Power Co. of a
further allowance of 30i. psr lamp fjr the lights to be dispensed
with from April 1st to September 30th. The company had already
reduced the charges for public lighting by one-half to 31s. 9d.

per lamp per quarter.

India.— Street Lighting.—The Calcutta Electric

Supply Corporation is pushing forward energetically the pre-

parations for lighting Chowringhee with 900-c.P. half-watt
lamps.
The electrification of the Bimbay cotton mills is now nearly

completed ; motors of approximately 36,000 h.p. have been installed,

divided amongst 26 mills, in addition to complete sub-station

equipmentsfor 30 cotton mills and two flour mills.

—

Indian Textile

Journal,
Indian Engineering states that the Ootacamund Municipal

Council has decided that the question of electrically lighting the
town by Buction-gas engine plant must stand over in consequence
of the high price of the plant, and the probability that it might
not be obtainable at all at present.

London.—Westminster.—The St. James's and Pall

Mall E ectrio Light Co. has advised the City Council that it

will be compelled from June 2tth next, to charge for eleotricity for

lighting purposes at 4d. per unit net. It is not proposed to increase

the charge for power supply. The Contracts Committee has
instructed the city engineer to report as to the practicability of
substitute g and using gas lighting, and the cost thereof, at those
buildings now lighted by current supplied by the St. James's Co.

Battefsea.—The Electricity Committee has been in negotiation
with the Fulham B.C. with reference to the supply of electricity

in bulk under the terms of the linking-up agreement. The elec-

trical engineer reports that the teBt supply given by Fulham
during January to Maroh has been satisfactory, and the Committee
is arranging for a continuance of this supply during the year
ending March, 1917.

Manchester.—Loan Sanctions.— The L.G.B. has
sanctioned the borrowing of £30,000, repayable within 15 years,

for equipment of sub-statious, and £10,000, repayable within
10 years, for the provision of motors for hire.

The Education Committee has accepted an offer by the Elec-
tricity Committee with regard to the eleotric lighting of the
Municipal School of Art extension.

Xelson.—New Plant.—The electrical engineer has
been instructed to obtain estimates for a complete turbo-generator
set.

\uueaton,—Subject to satisfactory terms being arranged,
the T.C. has decided to extend the mains to Weddington Hall
Hospital. It is anticipated that other consumers will be secured
en rovte.

Rath mines.—Street Lighting.—The Urban Council
has decided that every alternate public electric lamp shall be
left unlighted during the present financial year with a view to
saving expense.

Rotlierham.—New Plant.—The Electric Light Com-
mittee proposes to purchase an additional rotary converter to meet
the demand from Tinsley, and has accepted an offer for the supply
of snoh plant for £690, the money to be defrayed out of the renewals
fund,

Scarborough.—Street Lighting. — The T.C. has
instructed the Lighting Sui-Cimmittee to consider the question of

electno lighting in certain main streets after the war ; the public

gardens have been electrically lighted for some time, bat the streets

are entirely gas lighted.

South Africa.—A domestic water scheme and electric

lighting installation has been completed at Pietersburg, and Mr.
Cartis, late town engineer of Witnburp (O.F.S.), has been appointed
engineer. Mr. H. Hmoock, of Klerksdorp, acted as consulting

engineer, and Mr. R. Turnbnll Mawdesley acted as his represen-

tative on the construction works.

Stockton -on-Tees.—Ykar's Working.—The loss on
the Corporation electricity undertaking for the past year amounted
to £1,008, against £651, as estimated. Sales of current produced
only £9,120, being about £680shortof the estimate, due to lighting

restrictions, while for public lighting only £62 was received

against the estimated £300. The total income was £9,609, instead

of the estimated £10,325, the actual expenditure being £10,517, or

£459 less than anticipated. For the current year a loss of £1,998
is estimated for; expenditure is estimated at £11,580, the large

increase in the item being due to the purchase of electricity in bulk.

The revenue is estimated at £80 more than that received last year.

Teio'nmouth.—The U.D.C. has decided not to object

to the whole of the proposed electrical mains in Shaldon being

overhead, subject to steel poles being used in certain streets, and
to the proposed Shaldon Electric Lighting Co-operative Society

entering into an agreement with the C inncil on similar terms to

the agreement with Messrs. Parves, subject to such modifications

as may be necessary.

Torquay. —During the past month 158,490 units were
generated at the electricity works, an increase of 29 6't5 nni's as

como&red with the corresponding month last year. For the year

1915 the electricity undertaking shows a net profit of £1,200,

which has been expended on services.

Wakefield.—Price Increase.—In view of the increased

cost of generating electricity, the charges to power consumers are

to be increased by 12 J per cent, and cash discounts are to be

abolished.

U.S.A.—The Great Western Power Co. has carried out

an extensive investigation into the possibilities of electro-ohemical

development in the Californian area which it serves, and a com-
pany has now baen organised, to be known as the Great Western
Electro-Chemical Co.. which is to erect an initial installation on a

15-acre site at Pittsburg, Cal., tc produce caustic soda and bleach-

ing powder. The plant will be the first of the kind weBt of

Detroit.

Walsall.—The Committee has decided to place certain

sums received on the sale of superseded plant to a special acconnt,

to be utilised in repayment of the outstanding debt on plant.

Wigan.—In connection with the proposed supply of

onrrent to the premises of the Northern Coarse Spinners, Ltd., the

Electricity Committee has decided to apply for permission to

borrow £781 for cable, awitchgear and a transformer. The motors
and the electric lighting installation at the mill of the Coarse

Spinners, Ltd., are being supplied by the Corlett Electrical

Engineering Co., Ltd., Wigan. Mr. H. Dickinson, city electrical

engineer, of Liverpool, is to report on the electricity undertaking

for the fee of 150 guineas.

Wolverhampton.—Plant Extensions, Loans, &c.—
The Electricity Committee reports that the continual demand
for energy renders it necessary to make extensions to the

generating station plant, in order to cope with the load

during the winter of 1917. Having considered reports of the

electrical engineer (Mr. S. T. Allen) upon the question, the Com-
mittee recommends the extending of the boiler house, at a cost of

£17.160, made up as follows :—Building, £1,000; steel work,

bnnkers &c, £2,200 ; two water-tube boilers (40,000 lb.), com-
plete with mechanical stokers, £8,000 ; feed, steam and blow-off

piping for boilers, £500 ; forced draught plant, £500 ; feed pump
plant, £400 ; coal and ash-conveying plants, including ash-bunker,

£2.500 ; erecting a steel chimney on foundations already provided,

£500; contingencies, * 1,560. The Committee further recom-

mends that application be made for sanction to borrow the above-

mentioned sum, and that it be authorised to invite and accept

tenders for all necessary works. It is also proposed to make
application for permission to borrow £6,600 for defraying expendi-

ture to be incurred in connection with extensions to mains,

foreshadowed in the report.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

Bacup.—Consideration has been given to proposals from
the Rawtenstall Corporation for alterations in the tramway fares,

but the Eleotricity and Tramways Committee is unable to agree to

the proposals, holding that the increases would be paid entirely by
Bacup.

Burnley.—The Tramways Committee has considered

the question of the financial position of the undertaking, and
has decided that the charges for all privileged tickets shall b*

inoreased by 7 J per oent.
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Bradford.

—

Year's Working.—The tramway manager
has submitted a report showing the approximate result of the past

year's wo»k of the tramway undertaking, The estimated total

receipts were £334,315. an increase of £14,921 as compared with
the previous year ; the total number of passengers carried was
74,0(10,000. an increase of 4 000,000 on the previous year's figures

;

wages £129 313, show an increase of £9,1X2, whilst the department
had paid a sum of £7,102 iu war bonus and £7.352 to dependents of

employe* who had joined the Forces. There had been an increased

consumption of electricity in connection with the tramways,
notwithstanding the fact that the car mileage was less than a
year ago—this being attributed to the larger loads, the severe
weather conditions, and the absence of many old and skilled drivers.

This increased consumption will involve an amount of something
like £1,000 being charged against the undertaking. Last year's

car'mileage was 6,199,601, a decreose of 172,109 miles.

The Traffic and Fares Sub-Committee of the Tramways Committee
of the Corporation has authorised the general manager (Mr. C. J.

Spencer), to engage additional women conductors whenever male
labour for the purpose is not obtainable. The tramway manager
has received authority to equip an electric lorry, or to place an order

for a suitable petrol chassis. In response to an instruction of the
City Council for the Tramways Committee to report at the April
meeting a* to what it can do to deal equitably with all tramway
fare stiges in the city (including Great Horton), the Committee
sta'es that it will not be in a position to submit the desired report
until the balance Bheet has been prepared.

Continental. — Spain.— The Sociedad de Tranvia
Urbano de Bilbao has applied for a concession to construct and
work an extension to the exisHng tramway system in the town of
Bilbao to the Barrio de Irali Barri.

Croydon.

—

Strike.—A strike occurred on Saturday
morning last among the drivers and conductors on the South
Metropolitan Tramway Co.'s system running to Sutton, Tooting,
Penge, &c, owing to two women receiving instruction in driving
for test purposes. A restricted service was maintained over the
week-end, the TootiDg route being closed.

Liter information shows that the Btrike has spread to the
employes of the Croydon Corporation tramways—who demand
concessions in regard to wages and hours—and a reduced servicers
being given on the Corporation lines. The Croydon authorities

state that the increase in wages, and other concessions in their

case, would cost £10,000 a year, and would equal a 2Jd. rate on
the town. The B. of T. intervened in the dispute on Tuesday,
without result, and there appears to be a prospect of the strike

spreading.

Doneaster.—At a meeting of the T.C. last week,
at which the local rates were reduced by 4d., satisfaction was
expressed at the success of the new Woodlands tramway route.

In five weeks 23 006 passengers have been carried, and it was stated

that a reduction of fares on the route was under consideration.

Edinburgh.—The Tramways Committee has reported
against any immediate decision to adopt electric traction on the
tramways when taken over ; the burgh engineer is to report on
the matter at a later date. C mncillor Allan has a motion before
the Council urging the adoption of some form of electric traction
when the company's lease expires.

Gateshead-on-Tyne.—The Town Improvement Com-
mittee has rec°ivt da letter which has been sent to the Gateshead
and District Tramways Co. by the B. of T„ with reference to the
accident on Bensham Bank, in which Lieut.-Colonel Von
Donop, R.E , calls attention to the fact that a slight change in the
position of Ravensworth loop wou'd provide a better gradient for

cars to stand on, and, further, recommends that motormen should
not leave their cars during the journey. The Committee has
written to the company, inquiring what action it was proposed to

take, and the company has intimated its willingness to carry out
the suggestions. The matter was left in the hands of the Town
Improvement Committee with full power to act.

Halifax.

—

Year's Working.—The financial statement
of the borough treasurer shows that the total income of the Cor-
poration tramways during the past year has been £113,492
(12'404d. per car-mile), whilst the expenditure has totalled

£95,486 (10436d per car-mile), leaving a profit of tl8,0C6, as
compared with £17.052 for the preceding year. The number of
passengers carried showed an increase of 1,316,932 at 21,024,003.

Leeds.—From a statement which has been issued by the
tramway department it appears that the reoeipts for the
year ending March 31st last (£475,661) show an increase of
£41,150, as compared with those of a year ago. There has been
a decrease in the car-mileage (9.405,121) of 117,616 miles, due to
inability to use the full stock of car* owing to enlistment of
emplniei. The n'imher of passengers carried showed an increase

of 7 814.533 at 103,453,801. The receipts per car-mile (12'138d.)
increased by l'187d.

London.—Kensington.—The B.C. has been recom-
mended to raise no objeotion to the proposal of the M.E.T., Ltd.,

to use trailer cars, on the understanding that snoh oonsent is for
the period of the war only.

Oldham.

—

Year's Working.—The returns of the tram-
way department up to March 25th show, subject to audit, a profit

of £3,985. On the Hollinwood extension £1,000 has been expended,
and allowances to employe* with the Colours have amounted to

£5,226. Aid. Isherwood told his Committee, on April 6th, that the
result was as good as the Committee had ever had.

Itochdale.

—

Tramway Lease.—The Tramways Com-
mittee has intimated that it cannot accept the draft lease of the
Milnrow tramways as returned and altered by the Milnrow D.C.,

and further suggests that the matter might be postponed until
after the war.
During the last year the total receipts of the tramway depart-

ment amounted to £82 836, an increase of £4 477. The passengers
carried numbered 13,705,871, an increase of 298,553.

Rotherham.

—

Rolling Stock Purchase.—The Tram-
ways Committee has recommended the Corporation to exercise its

option to purchase the additional 11 bogie tramcare from the
Oldham Corporation. Repairs are to be carried out during the
month to various parts of the tramway track.

Stockport.—The Tramways Committee has decided to

acoept the offer of £600, made by the General Electrio Construc-
tion Co., Ltd., for one of the Corporation's railless trolley-'buees.

Swansea.

—

Overhead Breakdowns.—The electrical

engineer has reported on the number of breakdowns of overhead
equipment on the Morriston section of the Corporation tramways
during the past three months. He stated that praotically all

breakdowns were due to falling of guard wires. The tramway
engineer reported that the Bteel guard wires originally installed

had corroded to such an extent that the Tramway Co. had decided
to replace them on a section of about Bix miles with bronze wire.

Swinton and Pendlebury.

—

Tramway Lease.—The
U.D.C. has, subject to the approval of the B. of T., decided to lease

the tramways to the Salford Town Council for 21 years from
January 1st, 1905.

Warrington.—The free use of the tramway cars and
municipal omnibuses by soldiers, other than wounded Boldiers in

hospital dre3s, is to be withdrawn, because the privilege has been
abused.

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

France.—The French Government has drawn up a Bill

to be presented to Parliament, providing for an outlay of over

120,000 000 fr. for the improvement and extension of the tele-

phone system of Paris. A technical CommisBien has been appointed,

and has handed in its report. The chief provisions of the proposed
scheme are as follows :—The construction and equipment of Bix

large new telephone exchanges in Paris : the enlargement of three

existing telephone exchanges ; the introduction of new multiple

switchboards for 12,600 lines ; the installation of automatic
meters in the Paris exchanges ; and the laying down of long-

distance subterranean lines.

The Telephone System.—Last month the laying of an
underground cable between London and Liverpool was completed.

Considerable progress has been made in restoring the overhead
telephone lines brought down in the storm. Of 600 lines

going out of London which were down, 370 had already been
repaired by last week-end. Just after the storm there were from
40 to 60 important places in the country to which it was impos-

sible to get through from London ; on Saturday the number had
been reduced to four.

—

The Timet,

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.

Auerdare.— April 19th. U.D.C. Twelve months' supply

of lubricating and other oils, for the Electricity and Tramways
Department. See "Official Notices'' to-day.

Australia.

—

Sydney.—May 24th. N.S.W. (rovernment

Railways a^d Tramways. 16/600-yolt D.c. motors for tramway
stores, Raodwick.*

April 26th. Victorian Government Railways. Car-lighting

material—cables, switches, fuses, fc.o*

Mav 1st. City Council. Meters and maximum-demand indicators.

See " Official Notices " April 7th.

May 10th. Victorian Government Railways. Motor -generator
set and accessories for baftery-charging of baggage truoks.*

May 17A. Victorian Government Railways. One 2-ton elec-

trically-operated goods elevator for Jolimont car-shtd.*

Manchester.—April 1 7th. B.ofG. Electrical materials

for Withington Institution in connection with the additional

eleotric lighting of the main side of the establishment. Particulars

from the acting master at the Institution, Nell Lane, West Didsbury,

Manchester.
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New Zealand.—June 23rd. Oamaru Borough Council.
Overhead mains and street-lighting- equipment (Contract No. 2) ;

power-station equipment (Pelton wheels, alternators, &e) (Contract
No. 3) ; service meters (Contract No. 4) ; line transformers and
accessories (Contract No. 6).*

North Africa.—May 30th. Sixty years' electric tram-
way concpssion for Melilla ; work to be completed in two years.

Tenders to Direccion General de Obras Publicas, Minis'erio de
Pomento, Madrid. The Board of Trade Journal contains some
further particulars.

Salfoi'd.—April 17th. Electricity Committee. Switch-
gear for 5,000-kw. Bub-station equipment. See " Official Notices

"

April 7th.

Walthamstow.—April 26th. U.D.C. Water-softening
plant for the Electricity Department. See " Official Notices

"

April 7th.

Warrington.—April 2Gth. Electricity and Tramways
Committee. Boiler plant and economiser. See " Official Notices "

April 7th.

West Hartlepool.— April 28th. Electricity Depart-
ment. Two watpr-tube boilers with superheaters and mechanical
Btokers. S?e " Official Notices" to-day.

Specifications for the items marked * can be seen at the Board
of Trade Commercial Intelligence Branoh in London.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

Institution of Mechanical Engineers.-Friday, April 14tb. ttSpn. At
Great George Htrc 1, H.W. Haper on "Theory and Traotice in the Filtra-
tion of Water," by Mr. W. Clemenoe.

Physical Society of London.-Fridav, Am-il 14th. At 6 p.m. At the
Imperial College of Science. South Kensington, 8.W. Papers on "The
Variation of R»Bi*tanoe with voltage a* a Rectifying Contact of two solid
conductors with applications to the Electric Wave Detectnr," bv Mr. D.
Owen ; and "The Electrical Capacity of a Gold-leaf Electroscope," by Mr.
T. Barratt.

Chief Technical Assistants' Association.—Saturday, April 15th. At 3 p.m.
At the Tavistock Hotel. Di cu-sion on "The Advantages and Disadvan-
tages of Various Systems of Laying Mains."

Royal Institution of Great Britain.—Friday, April 14th. At 5.80 p.m. At
Albemarle Street, W. Lecture on " The Genesis and Absorption of
X-rays," by Prof. Sir J. J. Thomson.

Saturday, April 15th. At 3 p.m. At Albemarle Street, W. Lecture
(VI) on " Radiation from Atoms and Electrons," by Prof. Sir J. J. Thomson.

Institution of Civil Engineers.—Tuesday, April 16th. At 5.80 p.m. At
Great George Street, S.W. Annual general meeting.

Post Office Telephone and Telegraph Society of London.—Tuesday,
April 18th. At 6.30 p.m. At the IE. E., Victoria Embankment. Paper on
" Telegraph Tariffs and Economic Needs," by Mr. J. Lee.

NOTES.

CLOSED.

Belfast. — Messrs. Venner Time Switches, Ltd., have
received a contract from Belfast Corporation for automatic time
switches for a year.

Bradford.—The Electricity Committee has accepted the

tender of Messrs. Haywards, Ltd , for glasB flooring, and that of

Messrs. Redpatb, Brown & Co., Ltd., for constructional steelwork

r required at the Valley Road electricity works ; also offers for plant

for the Valley Road works as follows :

—

Musgrave & Co., Ltd.—Induced-draught plant and two steel chimneys.
Electromotors, Ltd.—Three 50-b.h.p. p'pe-ventilated fan motors.
Ferranti, Ltd.—Two 250-k.v,a. transformers.

Burton-on-Trent.—T.C. Jonathan Longbotham and
Sons are to supply 4,000 tons of coal to the Lighting Department.

Gillinghani (Kent). — T.C. Coal for the electricity

works :

—

Household screenings. Gi'lingham Co-operative Scciety, 20s. per ton;
ditto, Anders"n, Cornelius & Snow, Ltd., 20s. 6d. per ton ; 200 tons
Baddesley \\ in. nutty slick, Ciewes & Co., 26s. 8d. per ton; Welsh
coal, J. Gill & Son, 30s. 9d. per ton.

Gloueester. — T.C. Tramway points and crossings:

Edgar Allen & Co.. Ltd., £2,500.

London.—Hammersmith.—The Electricity Committee
reoommenis the acceptance of the offer by Messrs. Cory Bros, to

supply 100 tons weekly for six months of Aberclwyd coal, at

23a. 6d. per ton.

Meter Contracts.—Messrs. Chamberlain & Hookham,
Ltd., have received contracts for eleotricity meters for the ensuing

12 months from Pembroke, Walthamstow and Bermondsey.
The Electrical Apparatus Co., Ltd., has received a contract for

a year's supply of electricity meters for the borough of Basingstoke.

Nuneaton.— T.C. Coal for the electricity works for

a year :

—

Haunchwood smudge (1,030 tons), Wm. Jerlcoate, Ltd., 9s. 6d. per ton ;

Ansley Hall smudge (1,500 tons), Mr. Geo. Smith, 9s. 6d. per ton.

Sheffield.—City Council. The following tenders are

recommended for acceptance :

—

W. Marlow & Sons, Ltd.- Erection of eleotrioity sub-stations : Sidney
Street, £1,011 ; Stanley Street, £1,216.

Mortimore, Lyon & Co.— Increasing efficiency of the 6ix-cell unit at
Lumley Street destructor ly 75 per cent., £1,029.

Edison Accumulators, Ltd.—Three-ton wagon, £1,200 ; two-ton wagon,
£1,000.

Sunderland.— The T.C. on Wednesday accepted the
following tenders :

—

Babcock & Wilcox.—Superheater tubes.

G. & J. Weir.—Impell-rs for boiler feed pumps.
I.R., G.P. & Telegraph Works, Ltd.— Insulating tape.

Dussek Bitumen Co.—Box compound.
W. Simpson.—Hand-carts,

Swansea.—Council. Ferranti, Ltd., at £66, for a three-

phase transformer for supplying a new school.

Wimbledon.—The Electricity Committee considers it

undesirable to eoter into contracts for supplies during the ensuing

year. The borough electrical engineer has obtained offers from
oertain firms for the supply of various goods and materials, which
the Committee recommends f >r acceptance, and also that the

remainder of the supplies required should be purchased as and
when required at the lowest prices obtainable.

Wolverhampton.—The Electricity Committee recom-
mends the T.C. to accept the following tenders :

—
Brush Electrical Engineering Co.—Two 800-kw. transformers, £899 10s.

Reyrolle & Co.—Switchgear, £796.
Stirling Boiler Co.—Two Stirling boilers, two super-heaters, and two sets

of mecnanioal Btokers, £8,222.

Easter Holidays.—Owing to the Easter Holidays, the

Electrical Review for Friday, April 21st, will be published on
Wednesday, April 19th. All matter for both the editorial and
advertisement pages for that issue should be in our hands at the

earliest possible moment. A notice regarding the latest times for

advertisements to be received, appears in our advertisement pages

to-day.

Foreign Trade.

—

The March Figures.—The fol-

lowing are the electrical and machinery figures given in the

official returns for March :

—

Imposts,

Electrical goods and appa- Month Inc. Inc. or dec.

ratus, excluding of or to date compared
machinery and un- March. dec. with 1915.

insulated wire £115,409 + £17,783 + £137,236
Maohinery 685,507 + 103,419 + 225,891

Exports.

Electrical goods and appa-

ratus, excluding
machinery and un-
insulated wire 328.173 -I- 51.203 + 186,011

Machinery

.

... 1,424,140 - 166,294 - 110,860

Gas V. Electricity.—An Indian contemporary quotes

a recent article in the American Gas Age, which sums np the
results of an investigation as follows :

—
" It can be said that there

is no question but that gas lighting stands behind electric lighting

in every respect, for the latter causes no vitiation of the air,

develops no humidity and moisture and produces little heat." It

appears from the results of experiments that the claims for superior

ventilating effect of gas are unfounded. The tests made were
various, one of these being the cooking of sauerkraut in the room,
and then observing how long the odour could be detected in the

room. There was no difference in the room lighted by gas or

electricity. Tests for COs showed a higher percentage for gas,

and two curves illustrating the decrease of bacteria in the air,

when subjected for a definite time to gas or electric lighting,

showed little difference.

Vacnuin-Fnsed Silicon Iron.—In the Bulletin of the

American Institute of Mining Engineers, Mr. T. D. Yensen, of the

University of Illinois, has given the results of his experiments on
vacuum-fused iron containing varying percentages of silicon.

The experiments were made in an attempt to improve the iron

used in dynamo-electrical machinery. The qualities desired were
low hysteresis loss, high electrical resistivity (to reduce eddy-

current loss), and high permeability. Previous experiments by the

author had shown that pure electrolytic iron, melted and cooled in

vacuo, possessed desirable properties in respect of high perme-
ability (about twice that of the best commercial iron) and low
hysteresis loss. If the electrical resistivity of this iron, which in

the pure state is very low, could be increased without impairing its

magnetic properties, an excellent iron for electromagnetic purposes

would be produced. Previous experiments by Prof. C. F. Burgess,

at the University of Wisconsin, had ehown that when melted in

an atmosphere of carbon monoxide at ordinary pressures, pure iron

absorbed about 1 per cent, carbon, and probably some oxygen, as

the electrio resistarce increased more than would be expected from
the oarbon alone. The iron used in the present experiments was
doubly refined electrolyticiron deposited from Swedish charcoal iron,

accirding to the method*! of Burgess. The refined iron had the
following composition:—Carbon, 0C6 to 01 per cent; silicon,

001 per cent. ;
sulphur, trace ;

iron (by difference), 99 98 per cent.

Previous experiments by the author had shown that carbon and
boron, when alloyed with this vacuum-fused iron, lowered the

magnetic quality, and they were thus undesirable where high per-

meability and low hysteresis were needed. The present experi-

ments with silicon gave opposite results, and seem to have produced
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an iron which possesses very remarkable properties, highly desirable

in iron for electrical machinery.
The maximum tensile strength of 105,000 lb. per tq. in.

(73 5 kg. per sq. mm.) occurs with a silicon content of 4 5 percent.

With regard to the magnetic properties, the best alloys are

obtained with about 015 per cent, and 3 10 per cent, silicon after

annealing at 1,100° C. The maximum permeability for both of

these alloys is above 50 000, and the hysteresis loss for n max = 10,000

and 15,000 is about 300 and 1,000 ergs per cb. cm. per cycle

respectively. This hysteresis loss is J and \ of the corresponding

loss for commercial silioon steel. The most favourable annealing
temperature is in every case 1,100° C.

The specific electrical resistance increases about 13 microhms for

the first per cent, silicon added. For each additional per cent,

added the increase is about 11 microhms. Consequently, the
3'40 per cent, alloy mentioned above has a resistance more than
four times that of the 0'15 per oent. alloy.

By the vaonom process t wo silioon alloys have thus been produced
that have very valuable characteristics : one low in silicon, not

very strong, but extremely ductile, of high permeability, low
hysteresis loss, and low electrical resistance ; the other high in

silicon, very strong, moderately tough, of high permeability, low
hysteresis loss, and high electrical resistance. The properties of

these alloys are summarised in the table below. The first is

evidently suitable for use in places where high permeability and low
hysteresis loss are the chief requirements, while the second alloy is

suitable for electromagnetic machinery, principally transformers,

where a low eddy-current loss is an additional requirement.

Properties of the Two Best Iron-Silicon
Vacuum Allots.

a
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florin, the sovereign being the 10-florin piece ; the florin would be
divided into 100 cents, and now nickel coins, of the valueB of
10 oents (2*1.) and 5 oents (I [!.), would be introduced together
with bronze coins denominated i cents, 2 oents and 1 cent,

practically equal in value to the penny, halfpenny and farthing.

In eseencp, the system is identical with that which we have
recommended, for it retains the sovereign absolutely unchanged in

value ; whether the sovereign or its tenth part be regarded as the
unit is purely a question of convenience.
At the spring meeting of the Lancashire, Cheshire, Cumberland,

and Westmorland Division of the Incorporated Association of Head
Masters, a resolution was passed urging head masters to emphasise
the importance of the metric system, especially among boys who
are leaving this year, and that special attention be devoted to

practice in converting British into metric weights, measures, and
coinage. A Sub-Committee was appointed to suggest ways of
discovering and overcoming existing objections to the introduction
of the metric system.

The Indian Textile Journal states that the Karachi Chamber of

Commerce, in reply to Government, which invited itB opinion on
the reports of the Weights and Measures Committee, has replied

that it is of opinion that any changes made should be in the
direotion of the decimal system.

The Electrification of Fibres.—The research which
is about to be undertaken by the Leeds University into the causes

of the electrification of fibres and fabrics during manufacturing
processes will cover various classes of fibre, commencing with silk,

as the phenomena are most readily produced with this material.

Great interest is taken in the scheme by manufacturers, many of

whom have offered their assistance. Hitherto the endeavour has
been to cure the trouble ; in the present research the fundamental
causes will be sought with a view t-o preventing its occurrence. Wool,
silk, cotton, and linen, says the Yorksliire Observer, all become elec-

trified in the process of manufacture. The electrification of wool
means that spinning from newly-made tops cannot be done satis-

factorily. Sometimes tops have to be laid aside for at least a
month before they are spun, and yarn is allowed to wait from 10

to 14 days before it is need. The tops of the yarn have to be put
aside to allow the fibres to lose the electricity set up by the friction

incidental to their manufacture.
A«Buming a spinner to be producing 50,0001b. of yarn per week,

and the prioe to be 3s. a lb., the amount involved iB £7,500.

In the event of the reduction by a week of the time the yarn has
to be allowed to lie to get rid of the electrification of the fibres,

the saving to the spinner in interest alone would be about £30 a
week. What this would mean throughout the textile industry
cannot be comprehended except by the imagination of an exceed-
ingly large sum of money. The importance of the forthcoming
investigation will therefore be apparent. Attempts have been
made, and with a considerab'e amount of success, to overcome the
difficulty by the humidification of mills, and many mills are fitted

with plant to humidify the atmosphere for this purpose. Humidi-
fication, however, is but a remedial measure after the electrification

haa taken place. The objeot of the research to be undertaken by
Dr. Shorter is radical—an attempt is to be made to eliminate the
eleotrifioation. Success in this direction will mean not only the
saving in the direction already mentioned, but also the abolition of

the expensive apparatus required by the humidification process,

which has to be maintained and constantly kept in order.

The investigation to be undertaken is to be traced to two lectures

delivered to the Bri'ish Association of Mill Managers some years
ago by Prof. W. H. Bragg, formerly of L?eds University.
. Visits will be paid to works to investigate the electrification of
silk, wool, ootton, and linen, and evidence will be gathered with
reBpect to the effect on the electrification of fibres of the following
conditions :—(a) Dry and wet weather

;
(i) east wind or south wind

;

(c) frost
;
(d) Monday morning—the effect of week-end rest, and

the cooling and the drying of air. Steps will ba taken to solve one
fundamental point—namely, the question whether the difference

between electrifiable and non-electrifiable specimens of the same
Bpscies of fibre is a matter of electrical conductivity or surface
struoture. To settle this question it will be necessary to devise a
method of measuring the conductivity of fibres. As in any case
the conductivity will be very small, none of the ordinary methods
will be applicable, and the deciding of this question will have an
important bearing on the future course of the research. Thus the
question of the effect of the nature and the quantity of the oil

used for wool will depend largely on the solution of this problem.
The research will have two main branches—the study of the means
of getting rid of electrification, and the study of the process of
" ageing " wool, with a view to shortening the time required.

Crystal Palace School of Engineering'.—The Crystal
Palace school haa given up the premises at the foot of the South
Tower, which it has occupied since it started some 40 years ago,
and next term will be at a new home on Anerley Hill, close by.
Mr. J, W. Wilson, the principal, recently stated that something like

2,000 Btudente had passed through the school
;
morn than 200 were

on the roll of honour, and four had gained the Military Cross.

Appointments Vacant.—Electrical engineer and litter

(£85 4-), for the Axbridge Union ; telegraph foreman (£250). for
the Government of the Gold Coast; junior shift engineer (£104),
for the Birmingham Corporation electricity departm°nt ; assistant
(45s.), for the motor and meter department of the Heywood Cor.
poration electricity department; temporary chief olerk (£140),
for the Aberdare U.D.C. eleotricity and tramways department.
See advertisement pages to-day.

Volunteer Notes.

—

Engineering Institutions' V.E.C.
—Orders for week commencing April 17th, 1916.—By Lieut.-

Col. Clay, V.D., Commanding.
Drills, 6.25 to 7.25 ; 7.25 to 8.25 p.m.

Monday, April 17th.—Sections 1 and 2, Technical ; Sections
3 and 4, Squad and Platoon, Signalling Class.

Tuesday, April 18th.— 6 to 7 p.m., School of ArmB ; 7.15 to
s.15 p.m., R°cruit Drill.

Friday ~|

Saturday I „ , L, .. ,

Sunday' fEister Training.

Monda y J
E. G. Fleming,

Company Commander and Acting Adjutant.

3rd Batt. (Old Boys) Central London Volunteer Regi-
ment.—Battalion Orders by Capt. R. J. C. Eastwood (Com-
mandant), Thursday, April 13th, 1916 :—

Battalion Parades —Saturday.—Field Day. The Battalion will

Parade outside Baker Street Station at 2.15 p.m., and proceed
by train to Wembley Park, for Field Operations with the Corps
of Citizens Battalion and other units. Operations will ceaBe about
K.30 p.m.

Sunday.—The Battalion will Parade at Liverpool Street

Station (low level entrance, G.E.R.), at 9.30 a.m., and proceed by
train for Entrenching duties. The Battalion will return to town
about 6 p.m.

Faster Holidays.—-The Battalion will prooeed for Entrenching
duties on Saturday and Easter Monday.

Musketry.—The Rangea at Bisley and Acton will not be open on
Saturday and Sunday next, the 15th and 16th inst.

A. G. Joiner, Major and Adjutant, O.B.C.

For Sale.—The Port Talbot Railway and Docks Co.
has for disposal two sets of H-KW. Bellies engines and Crompton
dynamos, and two sets of 36-KW. Scott & Mountain engines and
dynamos. See advertisement pages to-day.

Electrometallurgy in Spain.—The engineer Domingo
de Orneta, who ie the diacoverer of valuable deposits of chrome,
nickel, and ferric ores in the Serrania de Renda, gave an exposi-

tion recently before the Siciedad Malaguena de Ciencias of the
measures he proposes to adopt for theelectrio smelting of the ores.

Water power for the generation of electrioal energy is available,

and there are suitable sites for ironworks in the neighbourhood of

the depceits. King Alfonso, in an interview granted in November
laat, conferred on Senor Orneta a conceeaion for a complete scheme
for the manufacture of ferro-chrome and ferro-nickel. Platinum
obtained from these deposits is likewise the. subject of present
investigations.

All Electrician's Default.—At the Belfast Munitions
Court, Wm. J. Burns, electrician, pleaded guilty to absence from
work in a local engineering establishment without satisfactory

reasons, and was fined 20s. The firm's representative stated that

employment throughout the entire establishment was retarded by
bad timekeeping in the electricity department.

Fatality.

—

Rotherham.—While A. Xicholls (40) was
employe! at the works of Messrs. Steel, Peech & Tuzer, Ltd.,

cutting off lengths of steel with an electrically-driven saw, the
Baw broke, fracturing his skull and killing him. Verdict : Acci-

dental death.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editors invite electrical engineers, whether connected with th,

technical or the commercial side of the profession and industry
also electric tramway and railway officials, to "keep readers of the

Electrical Review posted as to their movements.

Central Station and Tramway Officials.- A fohg disciissii a

re the resignation of the Oldham tramway manager (Mr. -1

.

W. Dtjgdale) took place at the T.G-. laat we&k. The resigna-
tion was accepted at a private sitting, and tin- minute record-
ing it added: ''That Mr, Dugdale be paid his salary for a
period of four months from date, ami lie relieved of all further
duties in connection -with the department."

The. Walsall Eiectrieitj? < 'oininittce. has agreed to pay Mr.
•T. D. Spark, mains engineer; a bonus of 615 in respect of

extra work perfor 1 bj i up ho the time the new station
is working.
The Bury Corporation has increased the salary of Mr. J. G

Pons, electricity works superintendent, from £180 to £200
per annum, and the following other increases have been
granted :—Mr. E. B. Fausev, chief shift engineer and assis-

tant works superintendent; from £i 15s. to £3 per week

;

Messrs. J. Harridance, J. W. A. Rexshaw, and V. Walker,
shift engineers, from 50s. to 55s. per week; and Messrs. W. B.
Bland, J. Stephen, and H. Strong, shift engineers, from 45s.

to 50s. per week.
The Newport (Mon.) electrical engineer proposes to appoint

Mr. W. H. S. Clarke, now distribution assistant, to the posi-

tion of installations assistant, at £140 per annum. This fills

the vacancy caused by the death of Mr. C. E. Covell.
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The Eotherham Tramways Committee proposes increases in

salaries to Mr. C. Webster, chief traffic clerk, and Mr. H.
Jaooer. traffic superintendent.
The Pulham Electricity Committee recommends that Mr.

0, Hicks, assistani mains superintendent, be appointed
assistant mains superintendent and supervisor of meters. His
salary is to be increased to £ 160. with a maximum of £200.

General.—Mr. Claude W. Hill has removed his offices to

19, Old Queen Street, Westminster, S.W.
Mr. W. C. Mercer, of the electrical department of Messrs.

Vickers, Ltd., Sheffield, and later electrician-in-charge at

Messrs. J. & G. Wells, Ltd., Holbrook Colliery, has been
appointed electrician-in-charge to the croup of collieries owned
by the Nunnery Colliery Co., Ltd., Sheffield, and he desires

to receive lists. &c, of cables, mining switchgear, &c, at the
Nunnery Pit, Sheffield.

Sir William Crookes, O.M., and Lady Crookes celebrated
their diamond wedding on April 10th.

Dr. Edward Hopkinson is one of the members selected to

go to India in connection with the inquiry of the [ndian
Commission on Industrial Development.

Anticipating the calling-up of his "Group," Mr. G. W. P.
Page, A.C.G.I., A.M.I.E.E.. who, for the past two years, has
been chiefly engaged on publication and other technical work
in the publication department of the General Electric Co.,

Ltd., has enlisted in the London Electrical Engineers.
Mr. H. B. Rowell has been elected president of the North-

East Coast Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders for the
1916-1917 session.

On April 4th, at Glasgow, Lieutenant G. S. Helme,
A.M.I.E.E., R.F.A., of Messrs. Kelsall & Parsons, engineers.
Glasgow, was married to Miss A. C. Morton, of Barrhead,
Glasgow.

Roll of Honour.—Second-Lieutenant H. P. Bramwell,
R.P.C., reported wounded with, shrapnel while doing photo-
graphic work over the lines, is shortly being sent home. At
the outbreak of the war he was with the B.T.H. Co.
Private Fred Worsman, who was formerly employed at the

Bradford Corporation electricity works, has been killed whilst

on active service.

Private James Wilkinson, of the Manchester Regiment,
ivbo has died of wounds, was formerly with the British West-
inghouse Co., at Trafford Park.
Private Ernest Budding, aged 19, formerly employed by

Messrs. Perranti, Ltd.. was killed during a Zeppelin raid.

Nelson Electricity and Tramways Committee has decided to

place on record its appreciation of the gallantry of Corporal

J. W. Smith, a tram conductor in the employ of the depart-

ment, who has been awarded the D.C.M.

Obituary.—Mr. Barnet Weatherley.—The death has
occurred, in his 78th year, of Mr. Barnet Weatherley, of High
Street, Lewisham, S.E., for many years in business as an
electrical engineer in the Borough.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

E. Powell, Ltd. (143,534).—This company was regis-
tered on April 7th, with a capital of £4,000 in £1 shares, to take over the
business of an electrical engineer, motor and cycle agent and engineer, and
gunsmith, carried on by E. Powell, the elder, at 41. High Street. Tunbridge
Wells. The subscribers (with 200 shares each) are: E. Powell, sen . 41, High
Street, Tunbridge Wells, engineer; P. Powell, 41, High Street. Tunbridge
Wells, engineer. Private company. The number of directors is not to be
less than two or more than five: the first are E. Powell, sen. (permanent), E.
Powell, jun„ and P. Powell. Qualification, £200. Solicitor: E. C. Frend.
Tunbridge Wells. Registered by Jordan & Sons, Ltd., 116-17. Chancer!
Lane, W.C.

H. G. Cooper, Ltd. (143,526).—This company was regis-
tered on April 6th. with a capital of £2,000 in £1 shares, to take over the
business of an electrical engineer and general office furnisher carried on by
H. G. Cooper at 6, Fen Court, E.C. The subscribers (with one share each)
are: H. G. Cooper, 6, Fen Cjrt, E.C, electrical engineer and general office

fitter; G. S Edwards, 28, Plashet Road, Upton Manor, Essex. Private com-
pany. The number of directors is not to be less than two or more than five;

the "first are H G. Cooper, G. S. Edwards, and Alice H. Cooper. Qualifica-
tion five shares. Registered office : 6, Fen Court, E.C.

Selective Signal Co., Ltd. (4,330).—This company was
registered in Dublin on April 4th, with a capital of £5,000 in £1 shares, to

acquire any interests in patent rights, licences, &c. The subscribers (with
one share eachl ire- W. J. Lyons. Royal College of Science, Dublin; G. M.
Meares. Fernhill, Dundrut.i, Co. Dublin, solicitor; J. Lindsav, 17, Westlan.l
Row, Dublin, engineer; W. Conan, 44. Kildare Street, Dublin, merchant;
F. P. Griffith. Temple Gardens, Rathmines, Dublin, engineer. Private com-
pany. The first directors are W. J. Lyons, W. Conan, F. P. Griffith, and
G M. Meares. Qualification, £50. Registered office: 17, Westland Rov.

.

Dublin.

Innovation Light Co., Ltd. (143,505).—This company
was registered on April 3rd, with a capital of £2.000 in £1 shares, to earn
on the business of makers and vendors of gas mantles, manufacturers of and
dealers in lamps, brackets, globes, films, shades, glasses, burners, meters,
galvanometers, ammeters, voltmeters, carbons, cut-outs, switches, motors
batteries, stoves, turbines, pipes, wires, and appliances used in connec-
tion with gas. electricity. &c. The subscribers (with one share eacM
are: J. O. Stacey, 2. Norfolk Street, Strand, W.C, solicitor; J. M. Averv.

2, Bridge Road, St, Margaret's, Twickenham, clerk. Private company! The
number of di-ectors is not to be less than two or more than five; the sub-
scribers are to appoint the first. Registered office : 146, Bishopsgate, E.C.

Baxendale Bros., Ltd. (143,544).—This company was regis-
tered on April 8th. with a capital of £5,000 in £1 shares, to take over the

business of a dealer in electrical supplies carried on by W. I. Baxendale at

29, Harrington Street, Liverpool, as Baxendale Bros., to carry on the same
and the business of electricians, electrical and mechanical engineers, manu-
facturers of, dealers in, agents and contractors for electrical, mechanical.

telegraphic, telephonic, photographic, optic
rubber hose, tires, motor cars, motor eye]
puny may not carry on anv clectn

Town Hall, nor, prior to July 8th. 1923.

n.i othe appli:

&c. The
ubber,

ithln 12
rarrv on anv hie

ilh the plumbers' material business ol Baxendale & Co., Ltd., provided
not to restrict the company from dea'ing in plumbers' materials
way as an adjunct only to its electrical business. The subscribers

' are; W. I Baxendale, 6, Llngdale Road. West Kirby,
n. plies; W. Walker. 81, Queen's Drive,

Wilton, Liverpool, manager (electrical supplies) Private company. The
numbei of directors is not to be less than two or more than five; the first

I Baxendale (permanent managing director, with £500

peting

< heshli

an! W. Walker. Solit

Registered office : 29, Ha
: J. T. Simpson, 42, Kennedy Street, Manchester,
ngton Street. Liverpool.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

under a joint and s

debenture stock of

mortgagee may ha
£3.000 ; also agn
^2,500, and any
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Isle of Thanet Electric Tramways & Lighting Co., Ltd.—
Agteement to issue debenture stock, dated March 16th, 1916, to secure £6,500,
and any sums which the mortgagee may have to pay under a joint and
several promissory note for £3,000; also agreement to issue debenture stock
of even date, to secure any sums which the mortgagee may have to pay

;ral promissory note for £3,000; also agreement to issue

yen date, to secure £2.500, and any sums which the
to pay under a joint and several promissory note for

debenture stock of even date, to secure
is which the mortgagee may have to pay under a joint

rv note for £3.000. Property charged : The company's
.sent and lutuie. Holders : W. M. Murphy. 39,

Monks, 123, Cannon Street. E.C; H. Drown,
The Red House, Parkside. Wimbledon Common; and J. B. Glenn, Moorgate
Station Chambers, Moorfields, E.C.

Bright's Light & Power Co., Ltd. (58,290).—Capital,
£200,000 in £1 shares (100,000 pret.l. Return dated December 31st, 1915
(filed April 5th. 1916). All shares taken up; £1 per share called up on
66,667; £06,489 5s paid, leaving £177 15s. in arrears; £33,333 considered
as paid on the remainder. Mortgages and charges : £16,000.

City of Buenos Aires Tramways Co. (1904), Ltd. (82,214).
—Capital, £1,240,000 in £5 shares. Reiurn dated February 29th, 1918. All

shares taken up and considered as fully paid. Mortgages and charges:
£174,000.

United Flexible Metallic Tubing Co., Ltd.—A memoran-
dum of satisfaction in full on March 29th, 1916, of debentures dated January
1st, 1907, securing £6,000, has been filed.

Woodbridge & District Electric Light Co., Ltd.—Issues
on various dates from October 27th, 1! IS, to March 31st, 1916, of £1,000
debentures, parts of a series of which particulars have already been filed.

H. J. Cash & Co., Ltd. (79,701).—Capital, £10,000 in £1
shares. Return dated February 29th, 1916. All shares taken up; I7s. 6d.

per share called up; £8,750 paid. Mortgages and charges: Nil.

Cambridge Electric Supply Co., Ltd. (36,457).—Capital,
£100.000 in jilO shares. Return dated March 8th, 1916. 9.911 shares taken

up; £9 per share called up; £89,199 paid. Mortgages and charges: £30,000
first debentures; also one debenture with bankers, to cover £15,000.

Atlas Carbon & Battery Co., Ltd. (34.857).—Capital, £2,000
in £1 shares. Return dated December 29th, 1915 (filed March 7th, 19161. All

shares taken up; £8 paid; £1,992 considered as paid. Mortgages and charges:

£3,000.

Electric Train Lighting Syndicate, Ltd. (112,932).—Capital,
A5.200 in £1 shares. Return dated March 20th, 1916. All shares taken up;
5s. per share called up on 900; £225 paid; £4,300 considered as paid on
4.300 shares. Mortgages and charges: Nil.

Crossley Bros., Ltd. (51,970).—Capital, £973,700 in 40,339
pref. and 57'031 ord. shares of £10 each. Return dated March 9th. 1916. All

shares taken up; £278,200 paid on 27,820 shares; £695,500 considered as paid

,in 12,519 pref. and 57,031 ord. shares. Mortgages and charges: Nil.

CITY NOTES.

British Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Co., Ltd.

Mr. J. Annan Bryce, M.P., presided on April 6th, at Hamil
ton House, oyer the annual meeting of this company. He
said that, sundry creditors stood at £409,000, as compared
with £265,000, the increase being due to the larger scale 0*

the business. There was an increase of £5,000 in the reserve

for employer's liability, which the board considered advisabw
hi view of the abnormal conditions existing at the works,

arising out of the extra pressure at which they were operated,

the large amount of female labour employed, and the in-

experience of the fresh labour from which they had had to

recruit their forces. The balance of £44.632 carried forward

was an increase of £36,511 oyer last year, and it was necessary

in view of the legislation of last session. As the nature of

the excess profit tax was not even now generally understood,

he referred to this at 60me length. It wa3 imposed largely

in deference to the demand of workmen that their labour

should not be exploited by manufacturers making exceptional

profits through war conditions. If the tax had been imposed
solely on profits due to the war no exception could have been

taken, but it speedily appeared that it would have been diffi-

i ult, if not impossible, to distinguish profits arising fmm the

war from profits made during the war. Naturally, the

Treasury chose the course which not only was simpler, but

brought a great deal more grist to its mill, and, accordingly,

the tax 'was imposed on all businesses which had made more
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profit during the war than before it. But it was unfair in

all cases where a business was in a state of development, and
' v.here the larger profits in the year 1914 had no necessary

connection with the war, and where, indeed, in many cases

they would have been still larger but for the war. This was
pre-eminently their own case. The war began on August 4th,

LP14; and their accounts were closed on December 31st, 1914.

They had, therefore, in their accounts only five months of

the war, during the first of which business was almost para-
lysed, and during the last four of which it was exceedingly
difficult to conduct owing to the loss of much of their skilled

labour, partly by recruiting and partly from the sudden
demands of the Government factories which, by enormous
wages, tempted away many of their best men. Moreover,
during the last four' months of 1914, not only labour, but
materials advanced in price, so that their costs were higher
than estimated. Furthermore, in a business like theirs, the
profits were not realised till long after the order was taken,
and it might be said that none of their profits in the year
1914 were due to orders taken during the war months of that
year, or even to orders taken in the pre-war months of that
year. From all the above considerations they would see that
not only were their larger profits of 1914, as compared with
previous years, not due in any sense to the war, but were
actually smaller than they would have been had there been
no war. Yet they were called upon to pay to the Govern-
ment half of the excess profits of 1914 over those of two out
of the three pre-war years, 1911, 1912, and 1913, merely be-
cause, as the result of hard thought and hard work, their

profits happened to be on an ascending scale, while other
concerns which had reached their development sooner, were,
though making far larger profits than themselves, entirely
exempt from the tax. Surely, nothing more unfair could be
imagined

;
yet the Chancellor turned a deaf ear to every

argument, and in the Budget introduced two days ago he
proposed to increase the injustice still further by raising the
tax from 50 per cent, to 60 per cent. In August, 1915, they
became a "controlled establishment" under the Munitions
of War Act, 1915, and were consequently, as regarded the
accounts for the year 1915, liable to a levy of 80 per cent, of
their excess profits. How the taxing provisions of these two
Acts would work out in practice had not yet been ascer-
tained, as the basis of calculation was not quite the same, but
the Chancellor of the Exchequer had announced in his Budget
speech that he was determined to make the best of both
worlds, and would levy the taxation under- whichever Act
gave the best return to the Treasury. The ordinary income-
tax had within the last two days been raised from 3s. 6d. to

5s., and how much further it would go would depend on the
duration of the war. Had the report been delayed until
after the Budget, he was by no means sure that the directors
would not have decided on a still greater provision. On the
credit side of the balance sheet, stock and material on hand
£1,098,000. showed a large increase on last year's figures of

£759,000, but that and the increase of ifilS^OOO in "sundry
debtors" was accounted for mainly by the increased scale
of the business, and partly by their having to work as a con-
trolled establishment. Shares and debentures in other com-
panies stood at about the same figure, but there had been an
exchange of shares with their American friends who had
parted with their holding in the French Co. in return for
shares in the Traction & Power Securities and Clyde Valley
Companies. In the profit and loss account, the net profit
was £176,752, against £151,627, an increase of £35,125. It
was not so large an increase as was shown in 1914 over 1913,
but, under the circumstances, could be considered satisfac-

tory. With regard to the business generally during 1915, their
total orders received compared with those of 1914 showed an
increase over the latter year of about 73 per cent., but this
included one large single order for the electrification of an
important railway amounting to about £500,000, to which
there was no corresponding order in 1914, and certain war
munitions work. After eliminating these two items, the
general orders still showed an increase over 1914 of some 30
per cent. A considerable part of this increase was probably
due to the absence of German competition, from which they
had suffered 60 much in the past. They must hope that when
peace was concluded this competition would be scotched for
some time to come. Mr. Lloyd George was doubtless actuated
by Christian principles when, in a speech the other day, he
deprecated the introduction of revenge into the business, but,
with human nature as it was, it would be surprising if the
nations who had suffered from German barbarism were con-
tent to kiss and be friends, receiving Germany back into the
comity of nations as if nothing had happened. And revenge
apart, did not the policy of " kiss and be friends " simply
mean that they would again, lay themselves open to that un-
scrupulous penetration, as a step to domination, from which
all the world had so long been suffering? The Commonwealth
of Australia, under the bold leadership of Mr. Hughes, had
already shown that she did not mean to run any such risk,
and perhaps Mr. Asquith, during his journeyings, might have
learned something of the intentions of their Southern Allies.
Those who knew what was going on to-day in France were
aware that she, at least, was determined in the future to
allow no penetration, however peaceful. Both their domestic
and Continental orders showed a good increase, but, as waa
only natural, having regard to prevailing conditions, their
export sales showed some falling off. It was interesting to

note that, notwithstanding the changed conditions at their
works, they had had the minimum of friction with their
workpeople, and, generally speaking, the most wholehearted
assistance; and much credit was due to the tactful manner
in which those in charge had dealt with the many difficult

problems presented by present conditions. At the outbreak
of the war they had on their hourly pay rolls 4,720 men and
513 women, = 5,233 total, while at the present time they
had 5,504 men and 1,344 women, = 6,848 total. The Chair-
man next dealt with the war relief fund inaugurated by the
staff to assist the dependents of men called to the Colours,
and said the employes had raised £13,648, to which the board
added £6,291. The number of men who had joined the
Forces was approximately 2,000, and of these 70 had been
Killed in action, and many grievously wounded. In addition
to this, some 3,500 men had attested under Lord Derby's
scheme. Their school for the instruction of apprentices had
grown considerably. Whereas on January 1st, 1914, they had
10U apprentices, of whom 30 attended school, on January 1st,

1916, they had 330 apprentices, of whom the whole number
attended school, in addition to which 120 had joined the
Colours; and they were particularly pleased to state that the
class of boy now attracted to the works was greatly superior
t > that in former years. Twenty-three of their foremen were
giving lectures, numbering in all nearly 100 in the course of
the year, and the co-operation between school and shops was
improving all the time. They had also inaugurated classes
for girls engaged in the drawing offices, and were preparing
a class for girl meter testers. The work of the school was
attracting great interest on account of its novel nature.
Four of the chief inspectors of the Board of Education had
visited the school and discussed very fully the lines on which
it was conducted, and Mr. Fleming had had several confer-
ences with leading officials of the Board on the system pur-
sued. Inquiries with regard to their methods had been
received from many public bodies, companies, and private
firms, and the fame of their system having spread, numerous
applications for apprenticeships were coming from all parts
of the country. Altogether, the school seemed to be doing a
valuable pioneer work, and the greatest credit was due to
Mr. Fleming, the superintendent of the transformer depart-
ment, who nad initiated and developed the scheme, and to
those who had co-operated with him. Let them pay the.

devil his due. The efficiency of Germany, everyone " must
admit was mainly due to the development of such methods
of technical training, in which, unhappily, England had till

now lagged behind. He did not believe in being too opti-
mistic, neither did he desire to go to the other extreme, but
they must all appreciate the trying times through which they
were now passing, and, while their accounts showed that
they had still further progressed over those of last year, there
were indications that they might be still further taxed in
order to help towards the heavy expenditure due to this
devastating war, and further difficulties might be placed in
the way of carrying on their normal business. Orders were
still coming in well, and at the moment were slightly in
excess of those at the corresponding period of last year, but
it must be remembered that the large railway order in 1915,
to which he had alluded above, was an exceptional one. Last
year he discussed the destruction of capital likely to be caused
by the war, and hazarded an estimate of 5,000 million pounds.
That estimate to-day appeared absurdly moderate. Certainly
they must look to a diminished purchasing power in the
world, and a consequent depression in industry, but that
depression would probably not show itself immediately after
the war ended, and he still held to the view that even when
it did come it might not affect, at least at first, industries
such as theirs, which were necessary for the purposes of
reconstruction and the economical working of other indus-
tries, especially as , in their particular business the pressure
of German competition was not likely to be so severe. It
was partly due to their anticipation of post-war conditions
that, with a view to broadening the basis of their business,
they acquired the controlling interest in the French company.
In France, as in England, German competition was before
the war exceedingly keen, while after the war it was even
less likely to be felt than here. The Italian company, in
which they held through the French company a controlling
interest, was also fully employed, mainly on munitions work,
but here, also, the post-war prospects were good. The use of
electrical apparatus, both for railway and other purposes,
appeared likely to increase largely, while in Italy also a
diminution of German competition appeared probable, though
perhaps not to so great an extent as in France.
Mr. N. B. Dickson seconded the motion.
Mr. Tomkinson did not think Mr. Lloyd George intended

they should kiss and be friends, and thought that it would
ba detrimental for such a statement to go out from that
meeting.
Mr. Acland emphasised the injustice done to shareholder's

in the company, who had received no return for years, by
the imposition of the excess profits tax. He suggested that
they might protest to the Government, and say they would
close their factory against Government orders.
Mr. Btrks thought the shareholders would have something

to 6ay with regard to closing the factory. He saw no reason
for the Chairman speaking in a minor key.
The Chairman said the interpretation put on Mr. Lloyd

George's speech was not his, but that put on it by the Press.
He bad been a Free Trader all his life, and went into Parlia-
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ment ten years ago to defend Free Trade. In a proper ideal
state ol affairs ho was still a Free Trader, hut could
ro and sLi.ike hands with a man \ilm had been robbing' and
violating and slaughtering all over tin- world? lie did not

aid il<i that, and. after al ire made up of

individuals He did do! feel thai this country,' anfl still more
France, Belgium, and !,'u ia,, could ki and lie friends"
with Germany after the war. If the Germane in the course
of years became civilised, if tbey became entirely regenerated
and changed their whole view of life, it might be possible to
be friends with them. He had already urged the injustice

of theexcesa profits tax in thi 6s e oi a companj like then,.;.

but he had not the slightest hope "I convincing tlie Chan-
cellor (it the Excl Ll l(

|

He i .

1 he report was then adopt d \ beartj vote of thi

He i:di w :e cati iecf.

German Electrical Companies.

Thi Voigt & Huifjucr A.O., of Frankfort-on-Main, proposes
to distribute 12 per cent, for 1915, as contrasted with 8 per
cent, in the preceding year.

The Dr. Paul Meyer A.G., of Berlin, which company makes
switch apparatus, and closed the year 1914 with a deficit of

£10,000, intends to pay a dividend of 7i per cent, for 1915.

The report of the Norddeutsche Kabelwerke A.G., of Neu-
holln, which company was formed about a year and a half

ago under the heading of the Mix & Genest Co. to acquire an
undertaking having the same title, states that the results

achieved in the year ended with September 30th, 1915, corres-
ponded to expectations. The gross profits total £12,700, and
the net profits £6,500, and a dividend at the rate of 8 per
cent, has been declared.

Thi report of the Deutsche Kabelwerke, of Berlin-Lichten-
hern, states that the company was satisfactorily occupied dur-
ing 1915. Including the balance brought forward, the gross

profits amounted to £73,000, as against £98,000 in 1914, but
On this occasion the profits have been arrived at after making
reserve provision for outstanding debts, investments, &c.
After deducting general expenses, &c, and appropriating £1,500
for depreciation—all other accounts are already written off

—

the accounts exhibit net profits of £35,000, as compared with
£32,000 in 1911. The dividend proposed is 6 per cent., as in

th- preceding year.

The Sachicnwerk Licht und Kraft A. G., of Nicdcrsedlitz—
the former Rummer works—reports that ordinary require-

ments in electrical manufactures existed in 1915, principally
lor various authorities and large industrial works. The
change over for the production of war material which was
begun in 191.4 was continued last year, and the total turnover
exceeded £ 1.5(10,000. As gross profits, the accounts show the
sum of £209.000, as compared with £66,000, and net profits

ol £184,000 and £47.000 in the two years respectively. The
directors propose a dividend of 18 per cent, on the ordinary
capital of £225,000, as compared with 8 per cent, in 1914.

Swiss Electrical Companies.

I he accounts of the Aluminium Industrie A.U., of Neuhau-
sen, show net profits, including £14,000 brought forward,
amounting to £379,000 for 1915, as compared with £280,000
in the. preceding year. After allocating £149)000 to the fund
for the gradual payment in full of the share capital, which at

present is paid up to the extent of 60 per cent., it is proposed
to distribute 20 per ce«t. on the paid share capital, being the
wiine rate as in 1914.

The Soaieie d'Exploitation des Cables Fhctriques, of Got-
taillod, reports gross profits of £10,000 for 1915, as contrasted
with £6,900 in 1914. The amount set aside for depreciation
is £3,500, as against £2,900, and the net profits and balance
forward are returned at £10,900, as compared with £9,500 in

the preceding year. It is intended to pay a dividend of 30
per cent, on the share capital of £20,000, the rate in 1914
having been 25 per cent.

The Schweiz. Gescllschaft fur Elektrische Industrie, of
Basle, which is an investment company associated with the
Basle Handelsbank and the Siemens & Halske group, records
gross profits of £173,000 for 1915, as against £193,000 in the
previous year. After meeting interest on the loans totalling
£2,400,000, and making various appropriations, the accounts
indicate net profits' of ' £49.000, a- compared with £69,000,
and the directors recommend a dividend of 5 per cent, on the
share capital of £800,000, this contrasting with 7 per cent, in

1914. The undertakings in which the company is interested
continued favourably to develop, with few exceptions, in the
past year, but no new transactions were embarked upon.

Folkestone
Electricity

Supply
Co., Ltd.

The annual meeting was held on March
31st. Aid. G. Spurgen said that, consider-
ing the abnormal circumstances under
which the company had been working
during the past year, the financial results

were in every way satisfactory. The
restricted lighting orders had necessarily affected to some
extent the revenue receipts froiio private users and for public
lighting. Substantial allowances had been made to the muni-
cipal authorities concerned. Capital expenditure during the
year was £2.689. The all-round advances in the prices of

materials and other costs were responsible for increased costs

of production. Coal was the principal item, and their con-
nig expired they were obliged to enter into a fresh

one al price wrj coo iderably advanced. Ihe gross profits
amounted to £16,758, und although those figures were less
than the "lint of 1914, they were consoled
l\ i)i. 1'aet that they had a laig

I
i deal with as

brought forward, and much less provision to make for the
special items of depreciation. After payment of the usual
debenture interest and preference dividend, they were able to
maintain the same dividend on the ordinary shares (7 per

last year, to place £5,000 to the depreciation fund.
6500 to tl uid to carry 6 602. 1 'nring the
Mar 2,833,415 units were genei 1,830 were soE

iv l L6 new consume] -. w ith an • quivaleni
8-O.P. lamps. So far 22 men had joined the Imperial Forces;,
and half wages, amounting to £735, had been paid.

The directors report o very satisfactory
Clevedon, growth of the undertaking, the gross
I'ortishead revenue for 1915 being almost exactij
and District double that of 1911. The consumers con-

Electric Supply nected to the mains in Portishead had in-

Co., Ltd. creased from 130 to 179, and the new sub-
station at Bower Ashton, now complete,

had been supplying the South Liberty Colliery since Michael-
mas. Further motors were now being put down at that
colliery. The total revenue was £1,737, as against £887, and
the gross profit was £696, against £'414. The net profit was
£487 (against £343), plus £72 brought forward. After paying
6 per cent, on the preference and 2.J per cent, on the ordinary
shares, £150 was put to depreciation fund, £100 was put to
writing down preliminary expenses, and £37 was carried
forward. Units sold were 209,524, as against 56,096 in 1914.

A further issue of 6 per cent, preference shares is being
offered to holders, for extension purposes. The board thanks
Messrs. Christy Bros., Ltd. for advancing (at 5 per cent, and
without any security) the sums necessary to complete several
very lucrative extensions. The Board of Trade is considering
the company's application for leave to extend the mains,

through the village of Long Ashton.

For 1915 the gross profit was £68,513, as

Urban Electric against £68,902, and after deducting ex-
Supply penses the balance was £65,312. Interest

Co., Ltd. and debenture stock redemption absorb
£43.423, leaving £21,889, which is applied

thus:—5 per cent, dividend on preference shares, £12,500; to

reserve for depreciation, £9,389. Annual meeting: Yesterday!
The following comparative table shows the equival

33-watt lamps connected, also the profits:—
Lamps. Profita.

1913. 1914. 1 '15. 1913. 1914. 1MB.
Hawick 76,964 B2.665 91,909 £4,952 £5,503 A'7.100

Stamford 10,261 44,986 49,948 2,004 2,151 2,643

Weybridge and Walton .. .. 78. "25 86,545 93,1;2 5,881 6,281 5,473

Goaalming 37,759 40.26S 43,633 3,44a 3 1140 2,f85

I ui.'krnliam and district ,. 146,162 !• 7,4 2 191,33s 1-.129 lfl,128 12,960

Dartmouth 26,639 27,393 27,948 2.171 1,831 1.8M
,. A „ ,. A „ „A„

Camborne aud Redruth ("A") niim icnata ois omJ 7,883 7.477 7,45111

and Cornwall CKi J
179,038.199,877 215,202

<

,, B ,, ., R „ „ B „

1 11.775 (7,325 14.273

Newton Abbot 24,950 28,647 32.S52 2.252 2,549 2,451

Grantham 42.902 46.235 50,538 S.1S2 5,686 7.011

Gl0330p 35,422 36,390 38,341 2,651 3,018 3. 727

Berwick 24,958 26,721 28,948 1,728 1,51s 989
Caterham 19,916 21.079 23,421 2.071 I

I

Newbury 26,423 28,22i 30,305 2,746 8,505 3,357

Totals 760,319 M36.519 920,505 t'64,M71 i'74, 107 1'73.890

During 1915, 76 new installations were
Mtrinchain connected to the mains, and the number
Electric of consumers is now 1,632. £4,059 new

Supply, Ltd. capital was expended. After providing for

debenture interest, premium on debenture
redemption policy, legal expenses, &c, the profit was £5,578,

plus £l,567 brought forward, making £77145. The dividend

on the preference shares is paid, £500 is transferred to general
11 ". eve, and £1,500 to reserve for depreciation of plant, leav-

ing £4,016 to be carried forward, out of which a dividend of

7s. 6d. per share is to be paid on the deferred shan
ing £2,625. The units sold were 1,676,081; units generated

2,059,855.
The report for the year 1915 states that

Brush the volume of output has been maintained,
Electrical but high wages, the shortage of skilled

Engineering labour, and heavy increases in the cost

Co., Ltd. fuel and materials have all tended to offs

the improvement that would oil

have been apparent in the net earnings. After providing tor

general charge . maintenance of plant and buildin

interest on debenture stocks and loans, there remains £17.300,

and £7, (Hi. was brought in, making £24,365. The directors

recommend that £8,000 be applied for depreciation of pro-

perty, patents, and goodwill. £2.044 in payment of the further

4 per cent, interest to which holders of the 6 per cent, prior

lien participating second debenture stock are entitled out of

th first net profits- available for dividend in any year, and

£5,000 placed to reserve, carrying forward £9,321. £31,963

baa been expended on capital account during the year, and

the directois have not yet issued the balance of the 6 per

cent, prior lien participating second debenture stock "referred

to in the last report, for the issue of which consent of the

Treasury has been obtained.

—

Financial News.
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The revenue for 1915 was £63,905, and
Cork Electric the expenses were £11415, leaving £-21,490,
Tramways plus £2,480 brought forward. Interest on

and Lighting debentures req £4,600; 5 per cent.
Co., Ltd. preference dividend £0,163; there is added

to reserve for depreciation and renewals
£6,500; £1,776 is to be written off wiring consumers', pre-
mises, repair shop equipment, plants on loan, &c. ; £890 written
off investments; and ±'4,041 is to be carried forward. Light-
ing and power business continues to show satisfactory pro-
gress, agreements for 147 connections being made, the addi-
tional connections amounting to 405 kw., as against 467 kvv.
in liil4. _ The revenue increased by £2,901, and the expenses
by ±'4,457, due to high, price of coal, war bonuses and allow-
ances. The net revenue shows a material reduction inconse-
quence, and no dividend on the ordinary shares is possible.
as it is necessary to carry forward a larger sum than usual
to provide against further increases in coal and other materials.
Owing to the increase in expenses, the lighting and power
tariff was raised from July 1st last, but the additional charges
to the consumers represents a very small percentage of tin-

increased cost of operating. £1,663 was spent on capital
account, mainly for house services and cables, during the
year. The 1,250-kw. Curtis turbine will be delivered shortly.
Annual meeting : April 19th.

Passengers carried 5.899.003, as against 5.858,904 in 1914; car mileage
870,094, as against 832,227; lighting and power customers 2,973, as against
2,626; 8-C.P, lamps, 200,030, as against 186,477.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Woking Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Mr. J. Ashby presided
at the annual meeting, and. in referring to the large amount
set aside to depreciation and renewals fund and to reserve
account, he said that the company was not affected to any
material extent by the war, but they could not say what
might happen. The cost of coal had increased by £205 (6 pel
cent.), but they had sold 31,841 more units. It was largely
due to the efforts of Mr. Bowden that they had reduced the
coal consumption per unit. The increase in sales was largely
due to the extra number of cookers sold during the year, tbeiv
having been a great demand for cookers and heating apparatus.
Wycombe (Borougn) Electric Light and Power Co., Ltd.

—The connections increased during 1915 by 137 kw. to 2,392
kw. Including £184 brought forward, there is a net profit

of £7,065, and after paying interest on debentures and out-
standing accounts amounting to £3,263, £3,802 is available.

A dividend of 2* per cent, absorbs £1,000, £2,000 is to be
placed to the reserve fund for renewal account, leaving £802
to be carried forward.
Lymington Electric Light & Power Co., Ltd.—Including

£897 brought forward, there is a net profit of £2,447, and
after paying debenture interest £150, and income-tax £112,
£800 is placed to reserve, 5 per cent, dividend is paid on the
preference shares, and £764 is to be carried forward. During
the year £1,512 was invested in Colonial Government stock
and War Loan.

Western Union Telegraph Co The Times New York
correspondent states that this company reports for 1915 gross
operating revenues of $51,171,795; operating expenses and
taxes; $10,199,254; income from .investments, '$1,303,926. In-
terest charges amounted to $1,335,588, and the balance avail-

able for dividends is $13,531,921. The surplus, after providing
for dividends, is $8,545,557. The total accumulated surplus is

$18,882,969.

Yorkshire (Woollen District) Electric Tramways, Ltd.—
A dividend of 4$ per cent, on the ordinary shares is, to be
paid for 1915, and £2,948 is to be carried forward. The
revenue increased from £65,385 to £71,593

Western Telegraph Co., Ltd.—Should the present net
revenue be maintained, the directors will recommend at the
general meeting a bonus of 2 per cent., which, together with
the ordinary dividend of 6 per cent., will make a total of 8
per cent., free of income-tax, for the year.

Eastern Telegraph Co., Ltd.—A final dividend of £2 5s.

per cent., and a bonus of 2 per cent., both free of tax,

making a total of 8 per cent, for the year on the, ordinary
sloek. are announced.

Eastern Extension, Australasia and China Telegraph Co.,
Ltd.—A final dividend of 4s. 6d. per share is announced,
together with a bonus of 4s. per share, both free of tax,
making a total of 8 per cent, for the year.

Lancashire Dynamo & Motor Co., Ltd.—The Financial
Time* says that from various causes the balance sheet cannot
be issued until some weeks later than usual, and the direc-
tors have, therefore, decided to pay a further interim divi-

dend of 4i per cent., free of tax.

Direct United States Cable Co., Ltd.—A final dividend of
2s. per share, less income-tax at 3s. 2d. in the £, making the
total for the year 4 per cent., is announced.

Kalgoorlie Electric Power & Lighting Corporation, Ltd.
—A dividend at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum for the •

past half-year has been declared.

Bombay Telephone Co., Ltd.—An Indian exchange states
that this company proposes to increase its eanital to Rs.
20,00,000 by the creation of 41.600 new shares of Rs. 25 each.

Sao Paulo Tramways, Light & Power Co.—A dividend of
2$ per cent, on the issued common stock is announced.

Rio de Janeiro Tramway, Light & Power Co.—A dividend
of li per cent, on the issued capital stock is announced.

Tuesday Evening.

^
The effects of the Budget are beginning to be felt in the

Stock Exchange markets, and certain ol the purely investment
sections show some slight heaviness in tone. On the other
hand, the imposition of heavier income-tax is making investors
eager for such stocks and shares as those upon which the
dividends are paid free of tax. In our lists there are various
examples to be found in the telegraph market-; while, in th.-
llome Railway list. Underground Electric income bonds fall

i nto the same ca tegory.
Generally speaking, business throughout the House is not

at all bad, and the way in which the attractions of Exchequer
Bonds are being re-advertised suggests that the Treasury may
postpone, for some time to come yet, the issue of another
War Loan. This consideration counteracts in no s'mall ri

the full effect of the 5s. income-tax ; and investment has been
resumed on behalf of the people in the Midlands and the
North who are making money out of the various industries
connected with the war.
Underground Electric incomes have risen 3 points to 86, and

the shares are better at 1J, while, sympathetically, the shilling
shares improved to 6s. Another dramatic feature is a rise,
also of 3 points, in Districts, this taking the price to 19J.
Dealers in the market are at a loss to account for the buying,
but the surmise is that some American group has taken the
stocks in hand—or, rather, has tried to do so. Perhaps a
more natural explanation lies in the limited character of the
market. A demand for £5,000 District stock—which, after
all, would involve less than £1,000 money—is quite sufficient.
nowadays to move the price a couple of points or more. Metro-
politans went up 1L and there has been rather more demand
Eoi South Western deferred, upon renewal of the statement
that the company is doing well with its electrified -system.
The Telegraph market shows the principal movements. As

we have pointed out on several previous occasions, there is

not much floating stock, beyond that which became available
through deceased accounts; and the greater part of this was
taken towards the end of last week. Good rises have occurred
in Eastern Telegraph ordinary stock, Eastern Extension, and
Eastern Telegraph shares. Globe ordinary gained 7s. 6d.
That it is the matter of income-tax which is the principal
attraction is obvious from the fact that the stocks of the
Anglo-American and other companies which pay their divi-

dends less tax have hardly participated—at any rate, up to

the present—in the strength of the lists. The only exception
is Great Northern Telegraphs, which are £1 higher.
Manufacturing shares are good. British Insulated are up

2s 6d., Telegraph Constructions £1, Henleys 5s., British
Wostinghouse preference Is. 3d., and Electric Constructions
6d. Several of the others which exhibit no quotable change
are difficult to buy at anything like the nominal prices.
General Electric preference fell 5s. to 9£, and this is the only
exception to the firmness of the market as a whole.

Electricity Supply prices keep somewhat irregular. The
market is certainly getting into a healthier condition, and
buyers are on the qui vive for cheap shares. The attention
of these purchasers turns this week to the ordinary shares of
the City, the County, and Westminster Companies. Chelseas
have eased off, with Bromptons and Kensingtons. All the
companies in this department pay their dividends less tax.

More favourable attention is being directed to Mexico. The
stocks of the railway companies operating in the country are
in some request, and there has been a little inquiry for the
/bonds of the utility concerns. Mexican Light & Power bonds
are better, but Mexican Tramways are not quotably altered,

though it is more difficult to get the offer of them than it

was a week or a fortnight ago. The' unexpected reappear-
ance of Felix Diaz, the son of the old President, has re-

inforced the wavering hope that order will ever be restored
in Mexico, although it is far from clear as to what recognition

he will receive from the United States, committed, as they
apparently were, to uphold the claims of Carranza.

Brazilian securities are also a little more popular, though
Brazilian Tractions-, nfter being 56," reacted to 54J. The
Argentine descriptions remain tolerably steady, but investors

are a little cautious about the Argentine Republic at the

present time, having regard to the unfavourable news with
reference to the maize crop and the distinctly unpleasant
nature of the traffic receipts on the various railways.

Canadian and American utilities are mostly good. The
sensational rise in City Services common shares took the

price up to within a point or so of 200, from which it fell back
to 190 on sales by those who had got in early, when the

rumours were first circulated as to the company's having dis-

covered oil on its property. British Columbia Electric pre-

ferred and deferred stocks are both a point down, although

tin- U per cent, debenture hardened to 62.

Interest in Marconis stands arrested for the time being,

awaiting a more definite statement from the Government a-

to what the company will receive for the use of its system.

The United Stntes has bought a few American Marconis, but

the price has not improved to any noticeable extent; and
Canadians loiter in the neighbourhood of 7s: 6d.

Armament shares are mostly better, thanks to the declara-

tion by Armstrongs of a good dividend. The rubber market,

too, is good, although business has fallen off fairly substan-
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tially from what it was a fortnight ago. The shrinkage of

business, however, has not brought about profit-taking to the

extent that it usually does iu such

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.

Home Elfcthioity Companies.
Dividend Prioe
,—' . April 11, 1

1914. 191"^. 1916. this week.

Brompton Ordinary 10 10 63 — J
Charing Cross Ordinary . . 6 6 81 —

do. do. do. 4* Prof.. 4$ 4) S{ —
Chelsea 6 4 81 - J
Citv of London 9 8 11J + i

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref. 6 fi 10 —
County of London .... 7 7 10i 4- J

do. 6 per cent. Pref. 6 6 10 —
Kensington Ordinary .... 9 7 5 — i

London Electric 4 3 1 —
do. do. 6 per cent. Pref. 6 44 —

Metropolitan :H 8 S§ —
do. 41 per cent, Pref. 4l 4$ 8 —

St. James - and Pall Mall 10 8 5| —
South London B 6 2g —
South Metropolitan Pref. ..77 1A —
Westminster Ordinary .... 9 7 5J +1

Telegraphs and Telephones.

Dividend,
1914.

Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref 6 98$ —
do. Def 3S/6 21$

Chile Telephone 8 6|
—

Cuba Sub. Ord 5 7| —
Eastern Extension 7 13£ 4- $
Eastern Tel. Ord 7 181 4-2
Globe Tel. and T. Ord 6 10| 4- S

do. Pref 6 10 —
Great Northern Tel 22 85$ +1
Indo-European 13 50

_
—

Marconi 5 2o-3 — 1
New York Tel. 4$ 4J 1001 —
Oriental Telephone Ord 10 1J 4- J
United R. Plate Tel 8 6 + $
West India and Pan 1 1A —
Western Telegraph 7 1SJ + §

Hoiie Rails.

Central London, Ord. Assented . . 4 67* —
Metropolitan 1J 24J +U

do. District Nil 19| 4-3

Underground Electric Ordinary . . Nil lj + A
do. do. "A" .. .. Nil 6/- +6d.
do. do. Income ..6 86 J 4-8$

Foreion Trams, &c.

Adelaide Sup. 6 per cent. Pref. ..6 H —
Anglo-Arg. Trams, First Pref. . . 5$ 8| —

do. 2nd Pref 5$ 8| —
do. B Deb 6 78 —

Brazil Tractions 4 64$ —
Bombay Electric Pref 6 10J —
British Columbia Elec. Rly. Pfce. . . 6 68 —

do. do. Preferred . . — 87 -

1

do. do. Deferred . . — 88 —1
do. do. Deb. . . 4J 62 xd 4- $

Mexico Trams 6 per cent. Bonds . . — 41 4-

do. 6 per cent. Bonds . . — 86 —
Mexican Light Common . . . .

Nil 20 —
do. Pref Nil 32 —
do. 1st Bonds .... — 41 4-8

Manufacturing Companies,

Babcock & Wilcox 14 2J
—

British Aluminium Ord. . . . . 5 28/6 —
British Insulated Ord 15 10$ + J

British Westinghouse Pref 7* 2,^ + rs
Callenders 15 11$ —

do. 5 Pref. 5 41 —
Castner-Kellner 20 9{ —
Edison & Swan, £3 paid . . . .

Nil 7/- —
do. do. fully paid .... Nil 1} —
do. do. 5 per cent. Deb. ..5 67 xd —

Electric Construction 6 16/6 + 6d.

Gen. Elec. Pref 6 9$ - J
Henley 20 16 + J
do. 4$ Pref 4J 4 —

India-Rubber 10 94 —
Telegraph Con 20 35$ +1

* Dividends paid free of income-tax.

£7 8 2
7 13 10
6 18 6

7 10

G 16 2
8 18 10
6 14

•6 18
6 12 6

'10 10 6
•6 13 4

ELECTRIC TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY
TRAFFIC RETURNS.

Locality.
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SWITCHBOARDS IN THE MAKING.

Although the standardisation of electrical apparatus and

plant has made considerable progress in late years, yet in

certain directions considerable variation in arrangement or

design is still practically a necessary feature.

Th s New Dbawixg Office.

be lifted over the others for removal for packing, &c.
Each board is erected on channel bases fixed in the floor,

while wall stays are provided attached to adjustable brackets.

Every switchboard is assembled complete to ensure accuracy
of finish, and for packing as little as possible of the gear is

dismantled.

A special machine has been developed for bending the
heavy copper interconnections required between pieces of

apparatus.

The design of switchboards is a very considerable factor in

the manufacture ; each board is set out in detail, the general

disposition of interconnections being determined, and com-
plete records are k' pt in view of possible extensions being
req aired.

The range of manufactures dealt with comprises all

classes of flat-back boards for alternating and direct-current

work, mechanically and electrically remote controlled boards
for heavy plant*, high tension cubicles, interlocked, and
non-iaterlocked for tub stations, neutral point earthing
resistances, &e. : heavj-power switchbofirds have been
manufactured for plant of 30,000 volts and 15,000 amperes,
and it is of some interest to record that the average yearly

output of switchboards will control some 81,000 H.P. of

plant, the apparatus having been supplied to 23 municipal
electrical departments and many industrial firms, both at

bom • and abroad.

The average switch-

board is a typical ex-

ample, in which the

numerous combina-

tions of measuring

instruments, protec-

tive devices and con-

trolling apparatus for

plant of varying type

and size almostalways

entails a special design

to suit the particular

conditions.

In fact, such are

the peculiarities of

this class of work,

that large firms may
find it desirable to

leave the unstand-

ardised portion to

smaller organisations,

while they concen-

trate their attention

•on the standard
switches, instru-
ments, &c, used in

the construction of such boards. Another

factor bearing on this arrangement is the

frequency with which engineers specify

particular makes of apparatus to be

mounted on the boards, with the result

that one firm's standard products cannot

always be adopted.

The conditions referred to above led

Messrs. Ferguson, Pailin & Co., Ltd.,

about 2| years ago, to commence a

specialist business in switchboard build-

ing at Higher Openshaw, Manchester,

the principals having already had ex-

tensive experience in this class of work

with well-known firms. The firru con-

fines itself to the assembly and connecting

up of proven apparatus made by re-

putable firms, and such has been the

demand for its switchboards, that the

firm has recently been compelled to ex-

tend its premises to cope with it. Our
views show a new erecting shop and
extended drawing < ffice at the works

;

the former shop allows for three rows

of switchboards being in progress at the

same time, and, the building being lofty,

enables one board, when c mplete, to

Extension to the Switchboard Ekicting Shop, Messls. F. rguson,
PilLlN'ri WoHKS.

Chemistry at
University College.
—A series of iiew

chemical laboratories

and research rooms
has been erected at

University College,

Gower Street, which
is said to be the finest

in the kingdcm, and
unsurpassed upon the
Continent. A sum of

£20,000 is required to

complete the equip-

ment, of which
£14,000 is urgently
needed, and the trea-

surer, Capt. the Hon.
Rupert Guinness,
M.P., will be glad to

receive contributions
for this purpose at

the College. In view
of the immense im-
portance of chemical
research to this
country, we cordially

con m?nd this appeal
to our readers.

Switchboaed supplied bt Messes. Ferguson, Pailin & Co. fob a Glasgow
Sub-station.
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THE HIRE AND MAINTENANCE OF
CONTINUOUS-CURRENT MOTOR5.

: th< Western Locai Si f i ^ oi phi Institution
Of Electrical Engineers discussed Mr. II. Joseph's paper on

abject, of which ;m abstraci appeared in our last issue.

Mr. M. I pob said he noticed that the cost of
maintenance had increased from .-J per cent; in 1908 to 6.2
per cent, in L915, and that the author expressed his opinion
that it ha<l now just about found its level. He thought the

i maintenance of large motors would prove to be less
than the maintenance of small machines, and would depend
on the class of parts .supplied, and the number of breakdowns,
rather than on the rest el repairing the breakdown. The
author said he never disputed liability in the event of a break-
down: this was a point they considered verj carefully when
they were contemplating the hiring of motors in Bristol.
They were afraid that if they undertook the maintenance of
the motors it might lead to carelessness cm the part of cus-

rs' employes. In Bristol, they only let motors out on
simple hire, but a customer might take ever the motor at an
agreed depreciation at any time he pleased. He had often
noticed that a man would hire a motor in the first instance,
and directly he had proved that the equipment was to his
satisfaction he would buy it.

Mr. E. G. Okell asked whether the author placed any limit
on the size of the motor, and the character of the mainten-
ance that was most expensive.
Mr. P. P. Crinks thought that a totally-enclosed motor

would make a more satisfactory—and probably a cheaper—
arrangement for a damp situation than placing the motor out-
side the building.

Mr. A. C. McWhibter, referring to the equipment of the
workshop, considered that a stove with which to dry out the
machines was a very essential item. Regarding soldered con-
nections, he entirely disagreed with the author, as his firm
did a great deal of soldering, and never got any trouble, unless
it was due to careless workmanship. He thought many people
under-cut the mica to too great an extent. Regarding the
rewinding of armatures, his experience was that a tremendous
amount of labour was wasted in using old material, which
probably broke down immediately the motor was put to work.
In certain cases, he considered ball-bearings very desirable,
especially at the commutator end, although he agreed that a
roller bearing constituted the best arrangement in most in-
stances. He thought periodical and systematic inspection the
best arrangement for maintenance jobs.
Dr. D. Robertson agreed with the author regarding the

want of a really good starter. Recently he ordered a starter
from a firm of good repute, and. although the resistance coils
were very nicely built up, the frame on which they were
mounted was much too light, and after a little time a number
of short-circuits were caused owing to vibration. His experi-
ence was that, not infrequently, the starting gear was just as
expensive as the motor itself.

Mr. Joseph, in replying, said that the arrangement he had
adopted was to keep the dost of materials for motor repairs in
a "motor repairs aoci nut." and not in a separate aco nut of
the repairs to each different size of tor The smaller motors
did cost more, in proportion, to renair than the larger ones
Y\ith regard to the questisn i l liability in the event of a break-
down, they knew there was a certain amount of risk that a
man might badly tr/eaf the motor, but they were prepared to
take this risk in the same way as an insurance company had
to take risks. He found that the motors were as well cared
for since they had done the maintenance as in the days when
they i nly did the simple hire. The? end< ivpun t the

ter to appoint one man to look alter the motors in a
particular department, and b make that maD responsible for
them. Themanknev, that if the motoi broke down, the mill,
or the section of the mill, would be stopped, and hi- de u

Qg happeninj
i

nt induce-
ment to make him endeavour t< prevent a breakdown occur-
ring owing i

'hat was in wa the labour involved. One man
lj all his ti on re] -, hen neoes-

sarj
.
oihoi s were c died of! other jobs . and
ost of their time was proj : U the wot I

actually did. He thought labour represented 75 per cent, of
maintenan :e. esp * iallj now that they were doins

their own rewinding. Referring to. damp situations, he said
that in a Scotch millirj atmosphere contained a

ire and ol mi' which would
structive ol anything that could be used to make a

motor. In these and as thej did not wish to
supply special mot 1 jobs, they preferred to install
an ordinary motor outside the house rather than to supply a
totall-, totor and run the risk of it roded
They did not use a stove, but hoot was obtained from steam
supplied by the boiler hoi B agreed as to the danger of
under-cutting the mica to too -rent an extent. If a motor
had been running very well, they would not cut the mica at
all. but he had frequently found in the case of a a
described by the customer ae a bad motor, that there was
nothing really amiss beyond the mica being a bit high, and
when this had been skimmed ud the motor ran excellently.
His remarks about ball bearings had horn somewhat misunder-
stood. He did not mean to suggest that there was anything

wrong with ball bearings; hie objection to them was purely a
jo ii on, ,in, i, the t required for effecting a repair. Poi
instance, it would probablj take about three hours to take th<

armature i
, 30 H motor out, as thej would have to tak<

the end shields off, « bich would be a length] m
some motors m use with ball bearings, and the proportion of
troubles had been quite as great as with the other type. About
four years ago he sot to work to ha\e all the motors inspected,
as he thought this was the |>o pel thing to do. His experi-
ence, however, proved most unfortunate, as he often found
that probably a fortnight after the man had called a motor
bioke down, although the machine appeared to have been
running satisfactorily when inspected. They were now getting

to let them know when they ^thought anything
was amiss, as it was more likely that the customers would
notice anything going wrong than a man who called and only
saw the machine running for a short time. In Leeds, where
there were about five tunes as man; motors installed, he
believed they had men going round who did nothing else but
inspect motors. If they had this system in Hawick, th<

cost would probably be about double what it was; in other
words, it would cost as much, or more, to inspect the
motors as to repair them. With regard to the framework ol

starters frequently being too light, he had experienced this

l rouble himself, and he believed it was now quite a standard
practice in most towns, where this business was carried on.
to have iron fixing boards drilled with standard holes. Thus
was an ideal arrangement, but he did not think it could be
adopted in small towns like Hawick until there was some form
of recognised standard starter: at present there were all sorte

and sizes of starters.

HIGH-TEMPERATURE WORK.

The March meeting of the Faraday Society was devoted to

what was called an informal discussion on " Methods and
Appliances for the Attainment of High Temperatures in the
Laboratory." Sir Robert Hadfield* F.R.S., President, was in

the chair, and the discussion was opened by Dr. J. A. Harker.
F.R.S., whose important, work at the National Physical
Laboratory entitles him to speak on this subject with excep-
tional authority. A large, audience, which included some ot

the best-known workers in this field, kept up an eminently
practical discussion till long after the normal time for con-
cluding meetings.
The President's short introductory address told of the diffi-

culties he and "(her experimenters had to contend with iu

times -one by in trying to melt small quantities of metals
like steel or copper in the laboratory. That was before the
advent of the electric furnace, which had wrought so great a

revolution in high-temperature work: but progress in cyto-
metry was a factor of no less importance, and he gave in

this connection a short historical sketch, beginning with
Wedgwood's work in 1782, and coming down through Le
( 'hatcher. Osmond. William Siemens, Roberts-Austen and
Callendar to the recent work carried out by some who were
going to take part m the discussion that night.

Dr. Harker dealt almost exclusively with carbon resistance

Furnaces, first made by Liveing and Dewar. A simple method
of making a furnace was to bore out an are carbon, but the
hardness ol the cprbon made this difficult. Fortunately, the

General Electrie Co. now had a stock of thin-walled carbon
tubes in man] sizes for this purpose. The advantage of

carbon was its high specific resistance. Graphite was much
easier to handle and bore -it turned as easily as a hard wood

but its low resistance, one-fifth that of carbi n, was a draw-
back, and it necessitated turning the tube, into a spiral. One-

had only to wrap copper conductors round the ends of the

tube and the furnace was essential!] complete.

Dr. Rosenhain, later on. suggested coating the carbon tube

with copper, aluminium, or iron, by the Scboop -pray process.

burnishing the coating to gi 1 contact. It was
attention to small details, such as the resistance of the end

, hich made all tl b'etw een a good and'

a bad furnace. Great local heating at the contacts was fatal to

n usually adopted. The fur-

nace had, of course, to be enclosed, both for heat-insulation-

and to prevent the escape of carbon monoxide fumes. The
nt typo of fun 't the National

Physical Laboratory (shown in operation at the meeting), used
acrete for this purpo.se. in preference to firebricks.

Dr. Greenwood, however, - ited hie px< ., r< nee for firebrick

for many purposes, on account of the ease with which a brick

furnace of any size or shape could be put together, and for

he preferred charcoal. Dr. Harker. on the other

hand, recommended that fine grade of soi t known as painter's

lampblack. Filling up with tiiis material the space all round
the carbi o tube for a radial distance of three inches gave
most effective insulation at, high temperatures. The one kilo-

watt which maintained the furnace exhibited at 2,000 deg. C.

only heated the outside wall of the furnace to something
over 100 deg. This temperature of 2,000 dcg.. by the way.
va< attainable in two or three minutes. To prevent the 60ot

dling through the spiral groove in the carbon or

graphite tube, it was only necessary to wrap filter paper
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round the tube. Its ash sufficed to keep the light soot from
falling.

An important point in connection with these furnaces was
their economical running. It was necessary to obtain high

temperatures with little power consumption. For this pur-

pose Dr. Harker used a small, home-made portable trans-

former, on which were 80 turns of primary, split so as to be

used at 300 volts and downwards, and 3 secondary turns

capable of being coupled in series or parallel. Currents up
to 1,000 amperes could be obtained. One of the furnaces

exhibited was to be sent to Hadfield's Steel Works, at Shef-

field, for standardising optical pyrometers, which appear to be

largely in use, for these particular furnaces were used for a

like purpose at the National Physical Laboratory.

Mr. R. S. Whipple said that furnaces like Dr. Harker's, but
larger, had been installed by Northrup, in America, for gear-

hardening. Thermo-couples passed through the furnace on to

the work, which was simply brought above the recalescent

point as indicated on a recording pyrometer, and then taken

out and quenched—a beautiful industrial application of

scientific phenomena.
Useful as is the carbon tube furnace, the presence of carbon

and carbon compounds is often a drawback where perfectly

pure metals or alloys have to be melted, and the discussion

turned largely on substitutes for carbon. On a small scale,

Dr. Rosenhain and others have found a tungsten wire vacuum
furnace effective, and pure iron (m.p. 1,525 deg. C.) can be

melted in such a furnace. But the tungsten becomes brittle

on cooling from a high temperature, and a fresh winding is

necessary for every run. Up to 1,000 deg. C. Mr. C. R.

Darling and Mr. H. G. Lacell were able to recommend a

kieselguhr tube wound with nickel-chrome wire. A fur-

nace 1 ft. long, using an inch tube, consumes only \ kw.,

and it can be rigged up in a few minutes. The arrangement
should prove useful in innumerable directions. For very high

temperature work, such as melting platinum or iridium (over

3,000 deg. C), gas or oxy-hydrogen had still to be used, but

experiments in the U6e of pure zirconia tubes for resistance

furnaces are being carried out at the National Physical

Laboratory, and if these should prove satisfactory this aspect

of the high-temperature problem will be solved.

Mr. H. A. Kent drew attention to the possibilities of surface

combustion; if one could use pure zirconia in granular form
almost any temperature could be so attained. Nevertheless,

the possibilities of gas furnaces have not by any means as

yet been exhausted, although the present uncertain quality

of coal gas is at the moment a difficulty. Much was said in

the course of the discussion about the modern high-pressure

types, in which not only the pressure, but the violence and
turbulence of the explosive mixture as it enters the jet, is a

necessary condition—as it is in a gas engine cylinder—of high-

temperature combustion. One type described by Dr. Rosen-
hain in use at the National Physical Laboratory has a special

form of injector burner for use with compressed air at 100 lb.

per sq. in., and with this temperatures up to 1,800 deg. C.

are obtained. An excellent burner is that bearing the name
of Mr. Brayshaw, and it was described by the inventor. The
essence of this burner is the wings, or side-pockets, round
which the mixture of gas and air under pressure circulates

becoming violently agitated on the way to the iet.

Mr. A. J. Webr said he had accidentally melted a large piece

of platinum in this burner with an air pressure of only 20 lb.,

while .small quantities could be melted with 3 lb. air pressure.

Sir Robert Hadfield said that Bessemer had worked with

very high pressure, blasts at one time, and he was glad the

idea was being taken up again; he believed they would have

a great future.

DIESEL ENGINE USERS' ASSOCIATION.

Ar the March meeting of the Association the subject of " Tar
Oils as Fuel " was further discussed, and the President, Mr.
Geoffrey Porter, gave some particulars concerning the un-
favourable results which had been obtained in mixing tar or

tar oils with ordinary crude oil for use in Diesel engines.

Mr. W. Fennell introduced the subject of the use of paraffin

oil as fuel. In the discussion which ensued, the opinion was
expressed that paraffin could be quite suitably used as fuel

at times when its price showed any advantage as compared
with the price of other fuels. It was necessary to run at a

lower blast pressure when using paraffin.

The Honorary Secretary read a report which had been
made to Lloyds' Underwriters by Mr. P. H. Smith on the
accident which occurred in the Smithfield Markets Electric

Supply Co.'s power station on February 6th.

According to the report, the compressor attached to the
engine is of Messrs. Reavell & Co.'s standard quadruplex type,

comprising four cylinders, viz., two low-pressure cylinders,

one intermediate, and one high-pressure. The air is drawn
into the low-pressure cylinders through slots in the piston

pin, and is then compressed, passing into the l.p. receiver or

purge pot, through copper pipes immersed in the water jacket

of the compressor. This purge pot contains a drain and regu-

lating valve, and a relief valve set at about 100 lb. per sq. in.

The air from the l.p. purge pot is drawn into the I.P. cylinder

past a valve through another cooling coil. Then it is com-

pressed and delivered past another valve into the I.P. purge

pot, which is almost identical with the l.p. pot, except that

its relief valve is set to blow freely at 300 to 400 lb. pressure.

From the I.P. pot it passes into the h.p. stage, from which it

is delivered to the small bottle, being cooled immediately

after passing the h.p. delivery valve.

The compressor is so designed that, under normal condi-

tions, and when pumping its full capacity, the absolute

terminal pressures of the various stages are approximately :

—
L.P., 60 lb.; I. P., 240 lb.; h.p., blast pressure.

A feature of the design to which particular attention is

called is the construction and location <>f the I P. plunger.

This being, so to speak, inverted, receives an excess of lubri-

cating oil, which when the engine is standing collects in the

inverted piston and can, in actual practice, get past the rings

into the cylinder itself. The rings are forced tight against

the cylinder walls not merely by their own spring, but by

air pressure passing behind the rings, the air being conducted

thereto by four small holes communicating from the inside

of the cylinder to the ring grooves.

It appears that this construction greatly facilitates the in-

gress of the oil to the I.P. cylinder when the engine is allowed

to stand, and as seeming to corroborate that the oil actually

takes this path, it is worthy of note that in most cases these

holes soon choke up. In the case of the compressor under

examination, two out of the four holes were choked. Further

evidence of the ingress of the oil in this manner is supplied

by the extraordinary condition of the h.p. valves, which were

both very heavily carbonised in 30 hours' running.

Assuming that both h.p. valves are inoperative, the L.P.

terminal pressure may reach a maximum of 60 lb. absolute

and the I.P. terminal pressure is that of the blast. But the

l.p. terminal pressure is approximately the l.p. suction pres-

sure. If the compressor is running slowly with the l.p. drain

valve fully open, the pressure in the l.p. purge pot will not

greatly exceed atmospheric pressure. Hence, on the assump-

tion that the h.p. valves are both inoperative, the pressure in

the l.p. cylinder would be raised from slightly above atmos-

pheric pressure to the blast pressure in a single stage.

These conditions apparently prevailed to an indefinite

degree at the time of the accident, for, at the inquest, driver

Baker remarked that he had started the engine in the usual

way, the drain valves on the compressor being open. Then,

when the engine commenced to fire, he closed them and
immediately turned to the blast bottle. He had just com-
menced to throttle the blast to recharge the bottles when the

explosion occurred. His estimate of the number of revolu-

tions of the engine to the time of the explosion is only 20.

What happened was that the l.p. purge pot burst. The pot

was of good average quality iron, and was of even thickness.

Assuming its tensile strength at 7 tons per sq. in., its burst-

ing pressure would be about 2,400 lb. per sq. in. Hence, no

piessures ordinarily prevailing in the compressor would be

likely to cause its fracture.

Mr. Smith therefore submits that the pressure originated

from a spontaneous ignition of oil vapour in the i.p. purge pot,

the temperature necessary to produce the ignition arising

from the compression of the air in the I.P. stage. Provided

that the oil is very finely divided, it may combine with

oxygen with sufficient rapidity to cause it to ignite, notwith-

standing that the surroundiug temperature is well below the

ignition point of oil vapour.
, Assuming that the flash point of the oil were as high as

450 deg. F., the inlet temperature to the i.p. only 80 deg. F.,

and that the compression follows the law pv l-2s = K, then the

i.p. stage has to compress the air to l/14th of its original

volume to attain 450 deg. F. as the terminal temperature.

Working at full capacity, this is the equivalent of raising the

pressure in the IP. stage from, roughly, 60 lb. absolute to

800 lb. This of itself is quite feasible provided that the i.p.

relief valve was inoperative.

The evidence is that the I.p. relief valve did not blow, so

that it is very probable that the terminal i.p. pressure was
well below 800 lb., as. on testing tie' i.p. valve, it commenced
to lift at 350 lb. Probably the valve would not have lifted

under 400 lb. pressure at the tune of the accident, but assum-

ing now that the terminal [.p. pressure was 330 lb. when the

explosion occurred, or well below the pressure at which the

valve was nominally set. the initial pressure would have been

10 lb. gau^i- pressure to result in the attainment of 450 deg.

F. terminal temperature under the assumptions specified

above.
Prom a study of different driver.-.. Mr. Smith is strongly ot

opinion that in the time elapsing between Baker's closing

the l.p. drain valve and turning to the bottles, the L.P. pres-

sure had not attained even tins figure. Hence, on this

hypothesis, he finds a very possible' explanation of spontaneous

ignition arising.

The fractured purge pot showed a black deposit on an other-

wise clean fracture in the pipes communicating with the pot.

and also inside the pot. The inside of the Chelsea purge pot

recently examined did not dirty the fingers at all. Hence, he

concludes that an ignition explosion occurred, and makes the

following recommendations accordingly :
—

1. Fit "pressure gauges on both L.P. and I.P. purge pots.

•2. The holes leading behind the i.p. rings to be plugged.

This will probably prevent the oil gaining easy ingress to the

i.p. cylinder and so reduce the heavy carbonisation of the h.p.

valves.

3. Fit a large relief valve to the i.p. and h p. pots.
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1 Belie! valves should be tested periodically for lifting

pressure.

5. There may bo some advantage in fitting a non-return
vaJve between the n.p. delivery and the bottle. This valve
should be fitted as close to the h.p. outlet as is convenient.

6. Drivers in charge should make a habit of feeling the
temperature of the purge pots. The L.P. is always the hotter
when the machine is in good order, but when the h.p. valves
become defective the I.p. becomes warmer.

7. To safeguard the water jacket, it is advised to work with
an open top to the compressor, or where (his is difficult to fit,

then in place of the diaphragm or relief valve usually fitted,

if is advised bo place a stand pipe 4 in. to 6 in. diameter of

sufficient height to obviate "head" difficulties.

The next meeting of the Association was to be held on Wed-
nesday, April 12th. Information concerning the Association
can be obtained from the Hon. Secretary, Mr. Percy Still,

19, Cadogan Gardens, London, S.W.

REVIEWS.

Single-phase Railways. By Edwin Austin. London : Con-
stable & Co., Ltd. Price 21s. net.

This book consists of descriptions of complete railways or
portions thereof which have previously appeared in the
columns of The Engineer, considerably added to for publica-
tion in volume form. The author explains in his preface that,
after delaying publication in order to make it cover every-
thing, it became necessary to go to press without reference to

the. latest "split phase " developments. It can, therefore, be
taken as being as nearly up-to-date as is practicable for a book
describing the applications of a rapidly advancing art.

On the other hand, it is essentially descriptive and not
theoretical. Although a good deal of information can be
extracted on such matters as the characteristics of various
motors, control systems, &c, involving more or less theoretical
explanation, it is necessarily not in the consecutive form
expected in a theoretical work.
The first chapter gives a resume of the case for single-phase

equipment of railways, pointing out particularly that the
system lends itself to unlimited extension, whilst the low-
tension direct-current system does not, and that though the
direct-current system may be more suitable for suburban ser-
vices, the inconvenience of working two systems is in favour
of the one which can be extended. On the matter of overhead
versus third rail equipment, it is remarked that the cost of
the former ha6 been considerably over-estimated by some advo-
cates of the latter, that overhead equipment has been built
at so low a cost as £800 per mile, that the high-tension direct-
current system has to use overhead equipment, that the
true criterion is relative total operating costs, and that every
case should be decided on its merits. This is the true gospel,
but its application is at present somewhat difficult owing to
the paucity of data which can be fairly compared. It is quite
on the cards that the controversy may be settled by delevop-
ments permitting a combination of alternating-current trans-
mission and distribution with continuous-current motor equip-
ments, a combination of the strong points of both systems.
Very complete descriptions are given of the two English

examples, the London, Brighton & South Coast suburban
lines and Midland Heysham, Morecambe and Lancaster lines,
with both of which our interested readers will be familiar.
The illustrations of the Brighton work are particularly full,

and include the profiles of the lines and a complete diagram
of the distribution system, including the boosters used to
keep the drop in the rails within the 20 volts allowed by the
Board of Trade. Tests show that with the boosters out of
operation 84 per cent, of the current returns by the rails and
uninsulated outers of the feeders, but with the boosters in
circuit nearly the whole current returns by the insulated
return feeders.

The description of the Midland Railway work is less detailed,
but the light, economical character of the overhead work is

well brought out, as well as the ingenious trolley insulating
devices
A whole chapter is devoted to the electrified lines of the

Midi Railway in France, notable as obtaining their power
supply from Pyrenean waterfalls. Here, again, the overhead
work is of a simple character, but of varying design on dif-

ferent sections, as at least four different contractors have had
a share in the work and have each introduced their own
material. It seems to have been the policy of the Midi Co.
to divide the early work between different firms, as they have
done the same thing in respect to locomotives, no doubt with
the object of finding out by experience the most suitable
equipment in each branch for guidance in future develop-
ments. There is, therefore, the interesting feature of illus-

ed descriptions of locomotives built by the French
Thomson-Houston, Westinghouse, Constructions Electriques
du Nord et de 1'Eet, Brown-Boveri. and A. E.G. Companies,
all to the railway company's performance specification, and
all differing in the ways the requirements are met. Regenera-
tive braking was one of the requirements, important because
the lines have considerable gradients, and the description in-

cludes a discussion of regenerative braking of an illuminating
character. It suggests that this action is easier of attainment
with single-phase than witu continuous-current equipment.
It may be said generally that with continuous current " it is

not done," despite persistent and gallant attempts extending
over nearly the whole history period of electric traction. There
have, however, been recent important developments on
American direct-current railways. The trolley wire on these
lines is supplied at 12,000 volts 101 cycles.

Chapter IV is occupied with descriptions of four German
lines: The Blankenese-Hamburg-Ohlsdorf, De au Bitterfeld,
Murnau-Oberammergau, and the Mitterwald Railways. The
second-named of these lines is remarkable for the size and
power of the locomotives employed, and also for the elaborate
design of the overhead contact system. The overhead sup-
porting structures on the Blankenese line show much van
of contrivance to 6uit varying and difficult conditions. Both
lines belong to the Prussian State Railways. The Murnau-
Oberammergau line is notable for a gradient between three
and four miles in length, with a general rise of nearly 3 per
cent. The overhead work is of a much simpler character than
on the State Railways before-mentioned.
The Mitterwald line is not exclusively German, as it extends

into the Austrian Tyrol to Innsbruck. It is a characteristic
mountain railway, .with numerous tunnels, viaducts, and
bridges, and some severe gradients. It was built for elec-

trical working, and it is reckoned that about 1\ miles length
was saved in the most difficult section by the use of ste i

gradients than arc permissible for steam traction. This saving
in construction amounts to more than the total cost of tin-

electrical equipment; an example worthy of note for future
mountain railway propositions.

Chapter V is entirely occupied with a description of another
mountain line, the St. Polten-Mariazcll Railway, entirely in

Austria, and also possessing a large number of tunnels,
viaducts, and bridges. The gauge is only 0.76 m., say 2 ft. 6 in.

It was built for steam working, but the capacity of the line

so worked soon proved to be unequal to the traffic demands
upon it.

Chapter VI describes four Swiss lines, of which the last,

the Lotschberg-Simplon, is by far the most important in many
respects. There are, however, some points worth notice in

the equipment of the smaller concerns. The Martigny-
Orsiferes line employs Deri repulsion motors, in Which the re-

versal and torque and speed regulation are obtained by shifting

a pair of auxiliary brushes, each connected to one of the fixed

brushes. The electrical functions of the controller are limited

to switching on and off the motor stator current. Everything
else is done by the mechanical shifting of the brushes. The
simplicity of this control gear is in striking contrast with the
complexity of most of the alternative arrangements for series

and composite series-repulsion motors, and as it is definitely

stated that the starting torque, efficiency, and power factor

of the motors compare favourably with those of series motors,

the question arises, but is not answered in the book under
notice, why has not the D6ri system superseded all other
single-phase traction motors. The claims are perhaps over-

stated.

The Lotschberg-Simplon Railway forms part of the inter-

national route from France through Berne and the Simplon
Tunnel to Milan ; it, therefore, has to carry trains of the

heaviest character. The physical characteristics of the line

are severe, including steep gradients, sharp and almost con-

tinuous curves, and long tunnels. The summit tunnel

—

Lotschberg—is 14i kilometres (say, 8J miles) in length, and
on the northern approach there is a remarkable double loop

shaped like an attenuated figure 8, of which much is in tunnel

and little straight. The conditions are. therefore, exacting.

For the purpose of local traffic, motor-cars are used. For the

through traffic locomotives of 2,000 h.p. were first adopted,

followed later by locomotives of 2,500 h.p. The former were
driven by two motors, each carried on a six-wheeled bogie with

coupled "axles. The first reduction gear consists of a three-

row Citroen pinion and gear wheel. This gearing permits

the use of higher speed and lighter motors for the power than
direct coupling.

The new locomotives of 2,500 H.r. exhibit considerable depar-

tures in design from the earlier ones. They also have two
motors, but these are placed in the centre of the locomotive

body, and drive the five coupled axles through two jack-shafts.

The' total weight is 107 tons, the weight on the driving-wheels

78.2 tons, the tractive force at the wdieel rims 135 tons at a

speed of 50 km. (say, 31 miles) per hour. The maximum
speed is 75 km. (say, 47 miles) per hour, and they can haul

a train weighing 310 tons up a grade of 2.7 per cent. These
locomotives, therefore, compare with all but the heaviest of

European steam locomotives, and are probably the most
powerful electric locomotives yet put into European service.

The control arrangement presents some interesting features.

The controllers are fixed immediately above the transformers

with the secondary tappings connected directly to the contact

fingers. The controller drums are driven by a pawl and
ratchet gear actuated by a motor. The direction of rotation

is controlled by a pair of electromagnets which lift one or

other pawl out of gear. "By actuating these magnets, there-

fore, the driver permits the continuously-running motor to

turn the controller drum in either direction, or to leave it

stationary. For dealing with very large currents, in this

instance up to 3,000 amperes, at 400 volts, it is claimed that

this direct action is more satisfactory and simpler than con-
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tactor control. There are, of course, blow-out devices, and the
usual series-parallel connections are available, both for the

transformers and the motors. The supply on this line is at

15,000 volts, 25 cycles. The reader will not find any informa-
tion about the difficulties with insulation which are said to

have been experienced in the tunnels of this line. The over-

head work is on the Siemens-Schuckert system.
Descriptions of the Rotterdam-Scheveningen Railway, a

Siemens-Schuckert line (where the original three-phase scheme
was altered to 6ingle-phase after the generating plant was
far advanced, necessitating some ingenious adaptations result-

ing in the eventual supply of two phases to different line

sections), and of two Norwegian lines occupy Chapters VII
and VIII. The most interesting point in the latter is the
description of telephone disturbances on neighbouring lines

due to a large high-frequency harmonic in the generator volt-

age wave. This trouble was substantially overcome by con-
necting a tuned resonance shunt across the terminals, forming
a virtual short circuit for the high-frequency current. This
current proved to be of email magnitude, and, therefore,

insignificant as a loss.

The Swedish State Railways have determined to adopt
15-cycle, 6ingle-phase energy as the general electrification

standard. The conditions in Sweden are dear coal, abundant
water power, and, in general, sparse population and low
traffic density. These are evidently conditions in which
economical transmission of energy is a ruling consideration.

The first line electrified, described in Chapter IX, is that
between Kiruna and Riksgriinsen, only about eight miles in

length, but wholly within the Arctic Circle, and the most
northerly line in the world. It is mainly used for iron ore
carrying, and, as in other mountainous mining districts, elec-

trification has greatly increased the carrying capacity. The
limits of steam traction had been reached. The practical and
financial lesults are shown to be quite satisfactory.

The Panna single-phase line described in Chapter X is of

somewhat special interest, because a portion of it is really a
town tramway, and the remainder a roadside light railway.

The tramway portic# is worked at 400 volte and the railway
part at 4.000 volts. The facility afforded by the single-phase
system of working at the two voltages seems to have largely

determined the choice, but the lines extend in two directions

to about 15 miles from the power house, so that transmission
and distribution economies were not negligible.

Chapter XI, the last, and nearly the longest, is wholly given
up to descriptions of six American railways, commencing with
the New York, New Haven & Hartford. This American work
has been very fully discussed and described in the technical

Press of both hemispheres. The problems offered by the New
York, New Haven &, Hartford line were particularly difficult

at the time, including the requirement of running through
from New York on 12 miles of direct-current track. The
magnitude of the work done, between 500 and 600 miles of
track, at an expense of £3,000,000, and the claims for lower
capital expenditure and higher all-day efficiency put forward
by the engineers, together with a large amount of experi-
mental work of which many results have been freely pub-
lished, tend to make this the typical single-phase main line,

and the centre of controversy. It is, therefore, well that Mr.
Austin has made his description full, and has been able to

illustrate it lavishly. It is at least possible that this parti-

cular line will considerably modify its present system of
operation before long, so that the record noticed may have
historical value as showing a step in evolution towards settled
practice.

The electrification of the Hoosac Tunnel, nearly five miles
long, presented the difficulties usually found in adapting over-
head work to a tunnel originally built for steam traction. How
these were overcome is shown in detail, and as the working
pressure is 11,000 volte the precedent is valuable. The insu-
lators in use in the tunnel are two in series, each nominally
capable of carrying 150,000 volts, so the factor of safety is

large. It is noted that travelling in the tunnel is now quite
a pleasure in hot weather, and that the tunnel is divided
into three block sections with automatic signalling, so that
its traffic capacity is trebled. The trains, with their steam
locomotives complete, are hauled through the tunnel by the
electric locomotives. This particular case is, therefore, an
example of electrifying a tunnel section on which steam
working is specially handicapped. The construction work
was by no means easy. During steam working it was found
that men could only work two hours per day in the tunnel,
and were often rendered unconscious by the engine fumes.
To assist matters dining the electrification, traffic was carried
on by oil-burning locomotives, which were also used on the
two construction trains, each of which included a dining car!
and compartments for the men to retreat to during the pas-
sage of steam trains, furnished with compressed air stores
to keep out the smoke.
The St. Clair tunnel, on the Grand Trunk, between Michi-

gan and Ontario, is another example of a difficult tunnel elec-
trified to increase its traffic capacity. The approach gradients
of 1 in 50 added to the difficulties nf steam working. This
particular tunnel is a " tube " of enst-iron segments 20 ft.

in diameter. The pressure used is 3.300 volts. Although the
tunnel is d-rnp, no insnhtion troubles have been met with.

In concluding this notice, special praise must be given to
the illustrations, especially the numerous diagrams of connec-
tions and line drawings of details, which are generally clear
and satisfactory. If some of the connection diagrams require

some puzzling out, that is due to the intricacies of the subject,

and is in mo6t cases eased by the textual descriptions. The
lettering and figuring of these diagrams is clear, though
sometimes minute enough to require a lens for easy reading.
There is, of course, a large number of process block illustra-

tions, but whilst these are not of so much technical value as
the line drawings, they are of more illustrative value than is

sometimes the case, and they add to the appearance, being
generally excellently reproduced.—H. M. S.

Principles of Direct-Current Machines. By A. S. LangSDOBF.
London : Hill Publishing Co. Price 12s. 6d. net.

The author's preface states that " this book has been pre-
pared with the object of placing before junior and senior
students of electrical engineering a reasonably complete treat-

ment of the fundamental principles that underlie the design
and operation of all types of direct-current machinery."
The first chapter consists of 42 pages on general laws and

definitions. The matter is well chosen and presented in an
exceptionally clear manner. The methods of the calculus are
freely used here, and, in fact, throughout the book, but a

decided effort has been made to give prominence to the physical
concepts of the various equations. Chapter II discusses the
dynamo, the treatment being on orthodox lines and quite
praiseworthy.
Armature windings are next dealt with. A full derivation

of the rules covering armature windings (following Arnold) is

included in addition to the usual description of typical wind-
ings. Chapter IV is devoted to the magnetisation curve and
to magnetic leakage. The treatment of the saturation curve
of machines is modern, the correction for the pole arc and
slots due to Carter being given.
The complex subject of armature reaction next receives

attention. The effect of fractional pitch armature windings
and other refinements are much more thoroughly treated
than usual.

Chapters VI and VII are occupied with the discussion of the
characteristics of generators and motors. They include a con-
siderable amount of new material, the treatment being largely
graphical. The three-dimensional diagram is used for depict-
ing the mutual relationships among the several variables.

Several of the constructions are the same as are given in

Arnold's "Die Gleichstrommaschine."
In Chapter VIII is developed a much more extensive treat-

ment of the subject of commutation than has been hereto-
fore easily accessible to students of the type for whom the
book is intended. The treatment appears to be based very
largely on Arnold's work, and on articles in the New York
Electrical World. A good deal of advanced mathematical
analysis is necessary before a student can read this chapter
with advantage; in fact, this chapter is above the heads of
the vast majority of ordinary students in technical colleges.

Efficiency, rating, and heating of direct-current machinery
are next discussed on standard lines. The usual empirical
curves for iron losses, &c, are included. The book concludes
with a lengthy chapter on boosters, balancers, and train-

lighting systems.
There can be little doubt that the author has succeeded in

his purpose as 6et out in the extract from his preface above.
The ground covered is comprehensive and the treatment
thorough and rigorous. It should be distinctly understood
that a competent knowledge of mathematics is necessary for

the successful use of the book. The volume is well bound,
the tvpe very clear, and, as things are nowadays, it is worth
its price.—H. G. S.

IMPORT TRADE OF CHINA.

The Chinese Imperial Maritime Customs have just issued an
additional volume giving the countries of origin of the prin-
cipal imports into China during 1912-14. The following
figures, showing the value of imports in 1913 and 1914 of
goods of interest to the electrical engineering industry, have
be^n extracted from this new volume, and the increases and
decreases shown. It is to bo noted that the average value of
the Haikwan Tael in 1913 was 3s. OJd., and in 1914 2s. 8Jd.

Hk. Tls.

1013.

Electrical materials and fittings.—
Prom Great Britain ... 506.000

„ Hong-Kong ... 174,000

„ Germany 7 845,000

„ Belgium 71.000

„ Italy 30.000

„ Japan 393.000

,, United States ... 179.000

,, Other countries ... 113,000

Hk. Tls.
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This subject formed the text of an interesting dis-

cussion which took place at the Institution of Elec-
trical Engineers last week, and is reported elsewhere
in this issue. The theme is by no means a new one
in electrical circles, but Mr. E. T. Williams, who was
responsible for bringing the matter forward, has
undoubtedly helped to focus our attention on a
problem, the importance of which the events of the
last twenty months have amply demonstrated.
The proposals put forward by Mr. Williams repre-

sent in the main the logical sequel to the in-

sistent demands for conservation of our national fuel

resources, and the no less pressing necessity of

improving our industrial equipment with a view to

securing the maximum of efficiency in industry after

the war. The suggestion, for the purpose of discus-

sion, is, briefly, that the control of the electricity sup-
ply of Great Britain should be vested in an Electricity

Board, having the weight of Government authority,

and that the area in question should be divided

into sections, each with an engineer manager respon-

sible lor its electrical well-being, who would occupy
a seat on the Board, together with legal, accounting,

financial, and Parliamentary members—one of each,

'ine other essentials of the scheme are the provision

of a bulk supply network to connect the existing gene-
rating stations and new ones which may be added by
the Board, it is important to note that interference

with existing stations and the capital invested in them
is not contemplated, and it is anticipated that the

benefits to be derived from the mutual interchange

of load via the proposed bulk supply network will

eventually lead to the smaller and less favourably

situated generating plants disappearing.

Stress is laid on the possibility of equipping on a
large scale at once, and fully loading within a brief

period, any new stations feeding into the proposed
network, with resulting all-round efficiency; Mr.
Williams might have gone further and emphasised
the important fact that only by means of such a

scheme can our generating engineers make up the

enormous leeway which exists between present

British practice, as regards the size of unit employed,

and the largest and most efficient units which are

commercially obtainable. We must, as Mr. Williams

hints, be prepared to depart from " cut-and-dried
"

methods, and such a scheme would enable us to fit

the load to the most efficient station in the neigh-

bourhood—to rule out the present disturbing and
efficiency-destroying factor of load variation in the

most modern plants, and so to obtain the maximum
efficiency from them at least.

Judging by the experience gained from the inter-

linking of the London power stations, and the pro-

gress made in that direction, it is more than probable

that provincial areas will follow suit, thus forestalling

in part the larger scheme.

It seems very doubtful, however, whether such

partial methods of mutual assistance, especially if

dependent on local initiative, can take the place of

a co-ordinated general scheme, although this was
suggested by Mr. Merz. The tendency would be to

super-develop certain supply areas which are already

being developed, but the small towns, the villages,

and the farms would be no better off than they are

at present.

We regard it as essential that electricity supply

shall be brought within reach of the agricultural
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industry at the earliest possible moment; in farming.
as in other directions, the methods of the past will

not serve, and there is every reason to believe that
those of the future will be largely electrical, if we
choose to make them so. Possibly the Board of
Agriculture might be disposed to lend its aid to such
a scheme, in view of the serious position which has
arisen in connection with thai industry, and to which
Lord Selborne drew attention in the House of Lords
last week. It seems likely that difficulty would arise
in connection with the financing of a scheme of this

nature unless its national character led to some form
of Government! guarantee being given; but our ideas
on most things are undergoing revision, and it

would seem scarcely consistent, after spending five

millions a day for many months on war, to quibble
about the expenditure of a few millions a year for

two or three years on an epoch-making industrial

development, as some people are disposed to do,

because an immediate return on the money might
not be,visible.

If it is conceded that a supply of cheap electricity

is likely to be a factor—and we believe it to be an
essential factor—in our future commercial prosperity

as a nation, then we must fearlessly accept the

condition, put forward by Mr. Chattock, that no
direct financial return should be expected for some
years, but that the country should shoulder the loss

in the meantime—if, indeed, that can be called loss

which confers so many indirect benefits on a nation,

and which holds the certainty of ample returns in

years to come.
The electrical manufacturing industry in this

country has been held back for years by our unenter-

prising and inelastic methods of electricity supply;

but were it assured of the enormous home demand
which would result from the supply of electricity on
a wholesale scale in this country, its operations

abroad could also be conducted with the same
facility and success as those of its great rivals, in so

far as these are due to their manufacturing resources.

Clearly the matter is one deserving of the closest

consideration at the present time; so many interests

are involved, however, and many of them of a non-

electrical character, that it will be necessary to enter

on a campaign of general enlightenment in order to

obtain the needful support—we must, in fact, talk

hard and keep on talking, if we are to attract public

attention and arouse enthusiasm. In this connection

Mr. Koles's suggestion as to enlisting the support of

the chief engineers of existing undertakings, by giving

suitable guarantees that they shall not be displaced,

is worth consideration; we believe that engineers

and managers would be in increased demand rather

than otherwise under such a scheme, and that public

servants have, as a rule, little to complain of in the

matter of compensation, &c, when they relinquish

a post to please the public, but it appears to be an

easy way of securing five or six hundred mission-

aries, who would necessarily bring influence to bear

on the various public bodies, and thus possibly

enlist the services of some of the most prolific talkers

in the kingdom in aid of the scheme.

Recent vague indications of a fall-

Copper, ing off in the general demand for

copper, possibly under the influence

of the more hopeful views that were entertained as

to the duration of the war, have proved rather decep-

tive. The abstention of buying, indeed, has been
only temporary, as it was to some extent due to the

opinion expressed by certain American critics that

prices had been forced up to a point as high as could

be reasonably expected even under the more strin-

gent conditions. There was certainly a little more
inclination on the part of a few smaller American
producers to consider lower offers for forward ship-

ment, but this change of sentiment has not exerted

the least influence on the arbitrary attitude of the

big American producing interests, who latterly have
been more sparing in their offers for forward de-
liveries owing to another extension of buying, first

by our Continental Allies, and subsequently on the
part of American consumers, whose takings within
the last few months have grown- at a stupendous
rate. Prices for distant shipment have certainly-

stiffened to a notable extent. The serious scarcity
encountered in covering needs over the Spring now
looks like spreading over the whole of the summer
months, for which period extensive orders have ap-
parently already been placed, which leaves the copper
magnates in absolute command of the situation for an
indefinite period, or so long as the chronic scarcity

of spot metal continues. European stocks are vir-

tually exhausted, as shown by the statistics, and
there is no prospect of a replenishment for some
time at any rate. Fairly liberal shipments are, it is

true, pretty regularly made to this side from Ameri-
can Atlantic ports, but the whole of this copper is

already sold, and the great bulk thereof goes
straight into the hands of munition manufacturers,
whose operations are in full swing at this critical

stage of the great struggle. Never before in the

history of the copper market has the demand for the

metal been so extensive and sc urgent. There has
been for some time past a phenomenal wave of indus-

trial activity across the Atlantic, in addition to which
munition work on a considerable scale is apparently
now being carried on in the United States as a pre-

cautionary measure. The world's production of

copper has now by far eclipsed all previous records,

but the extension of requirements has been no less

marked, and this must be expected to continue for

months to come, so that anything like a retrograde
movement in prices is rather unlikely, unless un-
expected developments arise in the w7ar situation,

calculated to hasten a conclusion of hostilities. The
fact is worth noting that in spite of an absence of

speculation in warrant copper under the Government
prohibition, prices have steadily broken into new-

high records, owing to the famine conditions. The
price has in the past week risen to about £126. and
offers are as scarce as ever.

The question whether a manufac-
Water for turer can lawfully take water from a

Condensing river for the purpose of condensing
Purposes. steam is one which is of increasing

importance, having regard to The

rising price of coal. There are few cases on the sub-

ject; and such cases as there are do not cover many
cf the important points. For instance, suppose a

riparian owner has a mill which is worked by water

power derived from the stream. He will naturally

want all the water he can get to flow into his mill

dam. Then suppose that another owner, a little

higher up, takes water from the stream, uses it for

condensing, and returns it. undiminished in quan-

tity, below the dam. Has the mill owner any right

of action? The authorities clearly establish certain

propositions. In the first place, a riparian owner
may take water from a stream for all ordinary pur-

poses, e.g., domestic purposes, supplying cattle,

watering his garden, and even for irrigation. He
cannot, however, draw off water and sell it to a

water company for supplying a town. In the second

place, every riparian owner may divert the water of

a stream for purposes in connection with his land

or for other purposes; but he is bound to return the

water which he has diverted into the stream again

before it leaves his land, substantially undiminished

in volume and unaltered in character; for a lower

riparian owner, subject to the rights of an upper

owner, is entitled to have the water flowing in the

natural bed of the stream come to him unaltered in

quality and quantity, and to come to his land in its

ordinary and accustomed channel. There is no case

which holds that a man may abstract water for con-
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densing purposes and return it undiminished in

quantity or quality lower down. Indeed, such a

decision would appear to be contrary to the prin-

ciple above enunciated. Where, however, he takes

water for condensing, and returns it to the stream
substantially at the same point on his own land, it

has been held that he does not infringe the rights

of the lower riparian owners (see Kensit v. Great
Eastern Railway, 27 Ch. D. 122). AH persons tak-

ing water for condensing purposes would therefore

do wisely to see that it is returned to the river on
their own land.

The increasing difficulties experi-

The Wire= enced by wire manufacturers in

Drawing obtaining supplies of copper for

Industries. rolling and drawing down, and the

holding back of trade inquiries, in

consequence of the abnormally high price ruling in

the metal market, have resulted, during the past few
weeks, in a decline in the output of many of the lead-

ing firms in this country. This, in some measure,
is to be regretted, as, with fewer restrictions in ob-

taining shipment of goods, more attention could be

devoted to the important question of the develop-

ment of the oversea trade, a section which in the

near future should prove to possess many attractive

and promising features for enterprising firms.

In the home trade section, however, there is pro-

bably much yet to be done in the direction of pre-

venting a repetition after the war of the German
wire manufacturers' acquisition of trade in these

markets with the same successful results as hitherto.

It cannot be too often repeated that the basis of the

German wire manufacturers' success in this country.

and in the British markets overseas, has been

a thorough and comprehensive system of personal

representation. This fact, besides being now more
than ever fully appreciated by British firms, has beer,

vouched for in confidence on more than one occasion

during the past few years by successful Germans
themselves, who have made good in these market.^

with practically no opposition as regards being first

in the field. Moreover, influential buyers in

the cable and electrical industries in this country

have confessed of late that frequently in the

past the attractions and inducements to trade with

German firms, in preference to British firms, have

been due, not so much as has often been erroneously

supposed, to undercutting in price and cheaper pro-

duction, as to superior all-round attention in the

matter of personal representation by qualified men.

AN 11,000-VOLT SUBMARINE CABLE.

Operations that are in progress

Hydro«Electric in Tasmania along hydro-electric

Power in lines are already more or less

Tasmania, familiar to our readers, but Mr. C.

T. Milne, H.M. Trade Commissioner
in Australia, has recently reported on this matter,

as mentioned here a few weeks ago, he having
been in Tasmania at the end of last year.

In order to bring the scheme to the notice

of Australian manufacturers and other light

and power users, the Government is carrying out

a publicity campaign, and has, it is believed, made
arrangements for the sale of about 9,000 h.p. Works
are being projected, and apparently United Kingdom
interests are investigating the possibility of erecting
woollen mills. The general manager, in an inter-

view with Mr. Milne, stated that there would be
an increased demand in Tasmania for electrical

fittings and appliances, and he suggested that

the time was ripe for more active steps to be taken
by our manufacturers of such goods to bring them
to the notice of consumers. Firms in the United
Kingdom can secure information regarding reliable

firms in Tasmania who would be ready to undertake
their representation, from Mr. Ashbolt, the Imperial
Trade Correspondent, at 23, Old Wharf, Hobart.
Tasmania.

The city of San Francisco is situated on the southern shore

of the Golden Gate, the narrow entrance to the land-locked

San Francisco and San Pablo Bays. Until recently, hydro-

electric power has been supplied to the city from the Pacific

Gas & Electric Co.'s power plants by a roundabout route

extending from Cordelia sub-station, round the southern
extremity of San Francisco Bay, and along the shore to the

Martin station at San Francisco, a distance of 107 miles.

As the hydro-electric plants to the northward increased in

number, it "was considered desirable to provide a more direct

supply route, as the San Francisco steam stations could then

more readily serve as relays for the rest of the system. Quite

recently a pair of cables were laid across the water from Oak-
land on the other side of the bay, which somewhat relieved

the situation, but still left much to be desired, and in May,
last year, it was therefore decided to make use of the 60,000-

volt line from Cordelia to San Rafael, by constructing a con-

Submarine Cable
3 Conductors in Series

Station

Bus

si^ekS: Submarine Cable
Shore Cable -4Cond in Multiple

^
- 3 Ccnductors in Multiple.

Connections for Cable Testing.

necting line to Sansalito, where a 6tep-down sub-station has

been erected ; to connect this by means of a short pole line

with the northern shore of the Golden Gate, and to lay two
submarine cables across the latter, a distance of 13,000 ft., to

the southern shore, and from a cable terminal house on the

latter to lay four underground cables, a distance of 6,500 ft.

to couple up to sub-station F of the San Francisco system.

The installation was designed to deliver 18,000 h.p. at a

pressure of 11.000 volts, which is the h.t. distribution pressure

at San Francisco.
The cables were laid across the " forbidden anchorage" area

between the two shores, as the besl route; consideration had
to be given to the 6-knot tide, to the depth of water, which
exceeded -200 ft, and to the question of repairs subsequently.

Time in Hours

Temperature Curves—Solid for Submarine Cables and
Dotted for Shore Ends.

as the strain on the cable itself when lifted from a 200-ft.

depth would be excessive.

It was therefore decided to use the messenger cable method

of laying, in which a steel rope is laid from shore to shore

and securely anchored, and acts as a guide line in laying the

power cable. The messenger cable is picked up at the shore

end and laid across a barge on which power cable reels are

mounted ; the former cable passes over sheaves and through a

cable gripper in charge of an operator, who controls the

movement of the barge while it is being towed across the

water by a launch.
The power cable was attached to the messenger before

paying out, and after a length of cable was laid, the barge

was anchored to the. messenger and another length spliced on,

the four reels of cable carried representing about 5,000 ft. of

cable.

The free end of the cable was then sealed and lowered over-

board, the barge towed to shore (under-running the messen-

ger), and reloaded with cable. The messenger was then picked

up at the free shore end, laid across the barge, and under-run

until the free end of the cable was recovered, when the
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splicing and laying were repeated as before. The messenger
cable takes the 6train, relieving the cable and joints from
all tension.

Hi.- steel messenger cables are 13 in. in diameter, each
composed of 37 strands of galvanised steel wire, woven in one
length of 14,000 ft. and having a breaking strength of 90 tons.

Each <if the power cables consiste of three stranded copper
conductors, having mi area of 350,000 circ. mil. at the shore
ends and 250,000 circ. mil. fur tin- deep-water sections; thi6

represents a finished diameter of 4} in. and weight of 22 lb.

per toot in (lie former case, and :i finished diameter of 4 in.

anil weight of 19 lb. per foot in the hitter.

The conductors are insulated with rubber and varnished
cambric, and enclosed in a 5/32 in. lead sheath; over this

are of jute were applied to form a cushion for 6teel

wire armouring, and the latter was in turn jute covered, and
a final coating of sand and asphaltum applied for mechanical

ii. Each cable contains a twisted pair of telephone
wires, cambric insulated, cotton braided, and laid in the jute

filler between the main conductors of the cable. These tele-

phone wires are protected at the shore ends by telephone
insulating transformers.
The cable-laying barge was 70 ft. long and 30 ft. wide, and

of 125 tons capacity: for laying the messenger cable it was
towed across Hie tide, but for laying the power cable it was
towed sideways to minimise interference of the tide, a 50-h.p.

launch being usually employed.
On the barge itself the messenger was laid across a 40-in.

sheave on either side of the deck, a rigging preventing it

from leaving the. sheaves no matter what position the barge

Continuous megger tot- were carried out during laying
from the sub-station on the north shore, and full 22,000-volt
tests were made on the splices.

The opportunity was also taken to carrj out heating tests
on the submarine cables, on which little data ha6 previously
been available.

By means of a 650-volt 1,000-kw. direct-current generator
and by connecting the cables, as shown, diagrammatically,
it was possible to circulate current through the conductors of
the submarine cable.
The telephone wires in the cable and on the San Francisco

shore were used as pressure cables, and it wa6 possible to

determine (li<- voltage drop for any given load. From observa-
tions the temperature curves shown on page 443 were plotted,
tin water temperature being 12 deg. O. Laboratory tests

under similar conditions were arranged to determine the tem-
perature rise in the ^plic-s, for which also curves are shown.
The shore ends of 350,000 circ. mil. cable are not entirely

under water, and further tests were made on these cables.
the dotted curves showing the temperature rise. As the life

of the rubber insulation depends largely on the temperature
to which it is subjected, it can be seen that the safe carrying
capacity of the cables is approximately 350 amp., owing
largely to the radiating capacity of the splices and the large
size of the 6hore ends, although under emergency conditions
the cables could safely carry 400 amp. The specification

called for. a test pressure of 30,000 volts for 30 minutes at 0t>

cycles between conductors and between conductors and ground
at the factory. The telephone conductor- were to withstand
a pressure of 4,500 volts between conduct* >is and between con-

Barge Serving Machine, Rings to Hold Armouring during Splicing, and View of Barge.

might take up. The power cable was fed from the reels
round 6pools, and both it and the messenger were passed
through a serving machine, driven by a petrol engine; this
machine was used to bind the two cables together by a con-
tinuous winding of two galvanised wires, but every 20 ft. the
movement of the barge was stepped by the grip, and a number
of turns wound on at one point, in order to ensure connection
at 20 ft. intervals. The speed when laying the cable was 8 ft.

per minute.
To make the joint mechanically strong it was necessary to

lap the armour about 15 ft., which involved cutting off 15 ft.

of the cable projecting from the water; the armour was
folded back and held in shape by rings.
The copper conductors were sweated together and insulated

with rubber and cambric; the telephone conductors were
spliced and insulated, the twisted pair being transposed be-
tween cores at each joint; finally, a 4J-in. lead sleeve, was
wiped to the main sheath, and the joint filled with " ozite

"

poured in at a temperature of about 460 deg. F., sealed, and
lapped, and the armouring put back into place.

As the barge was held fa6t to the messenger during jointing
operations, the serving machine was mounted on rollers, so
that it could travel along while binding the wire over the
joint. Every 12 in. the serving wires were soldered together
to provide against unwrapping should the wire break.
The cable was not attached to the messenger for a distance

of 8 ft. on each side of a splice, to allow it freedom of move-
ment independent of the splice. There were 11 splices in
each completed cable.

After the final splice was made, the cable and messenger
were under-run to a point mid-way between two splices, when
both were hoisted off the reels and lowered to the bottom by-
ropes.

Cable laying was commenced on September 26th, and the
two cables were laid and tested by October 30th, the connec-
tion through to San Francisco being completed on November
oth.

ductors and ground. On test it required 100,000 volte to
puncture between conductors of the main cable and 46,000
volu between the conductors of the telephone cable.

In conclusion, we have drawn on articles recently appearing
in the Electrical World and Journal of Electricity for much
of the information here given.

A LARGE BATTERY SUB-STATION.

The Metropolitan Electricity Supply Co. have recently com-
pleted a large battery sub-station in Eagle Street, Holborn, in
order to increase the facilities for supply in that district.
Provision is made in the building for four complete batteries',
and one of these has been installed in the basement; it has
been supplied by the Chloride Electric Storage Co., Ltd. The
batten; consists of 110 cells of their (WW. 26 type accumu-
lator, in lead-lined pitch-pine boxes, and has a capacity of: —
1,200 amps, for 10 hours to 1.8 volte per cell = 12,000 a.h.
2,000 amps, for 5 hours to 1.78 volts per cell = 10.000 a.h.
3,800 amps, for 2 hours to 1.7 volts per cell = 7,600 a.h.
6.000 amps, for 1 hour to 1.65 volte per cell = 6,000 a.h.
S.000 amps, for 35 minutes.
12,000 amps, for 1 minute.
15,000 amps, momentarily.

The normal maximum charging rate of the battery is 1,400
amps., and the maximum continuous charging rate 2,570
amps. The maximum charging voltage is 2.6 volte per cell.

The positive plates are of a special Plants type, in which
the active material is in the form of pure lead rosettes sup-
ported in a strong and rigid antimonial lead framework, which
is unaffected by the chemical changes which take place during
the life of the cells and retains its strength. The negative
plates are of the cage type, each plate consisting of an anti-
monial lead cage in two halves riveted together; the face of
the plate presents a smooth surface of perforated sheet lead,
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the, intervening pockets constituting receptacles for the active

material. The plates are separated by wooden dowels, which
also act as supports to special wood diaphragm separators,

and are held in the correct position by means of india-rubber
rings. The plate6 are suspended on stout glass slabs, resting

on and held in position by lead shoes. The positive ami
negative plates in adjoining cells are connected by means

mate weight of the complete battery, exclusive of the stands,
is 298J tons. Each cell is supported on 12 glass insulators of
the " mushroom " type. The stands are of pitch-pine, and are
supported on strong glazed earthenware insulators. The 'li-

ferent rows of cells are connected together by means ot flat

copper bare bolted to copper take-offs, cast into the channel
bars at the ends of the cells; each connection is composed of

Fig. 1.

—

Part of Chloride 1-,320-kw. Batters:.

of massive channel bars. The efficiencies guaranteed are :

amp.-hour efficiency at all rates. 90 per cent. Watt-
hour efficiency, 75 per cent, at 5-hr. rate ; 72 per
cent, at 2-hr. rate; 70 per cent, at 1-hr. rate. There are

26 positive and 27 negative plates in each cell, -the former
7/16 in. thick and the latter 5/16 in. thick; both plates

measure about 16i X 46f in. The overall dimensions of one

Fie -Negative Switchboard.

four bars, each 4 in. X | in.., air spaces being left between
the bars. These bars are suspended from the ceiling by means
of iron rods, insulated from the copper by globe strains and
insulated turnbuckles.
The battery-room floor is of special construction^ (see fig. 6);

metalline bricks are laid on edge, in rows of sufficient width
to carry the glazed earthenware insulators for supporting the

Fig. 3.—E.O.C. Boosters and B.T.H. Switchgear.

cell are 213 in. X 49J in. X 65J in., the height overall being
68J in. Sections of the cell are given in fig. 5.

The weight of the positive plate is 90 lb., and of the nega-
tive 41 lb., except the outside plates, which weigh 34 lb. each;
the total weight of the plates in one cell is 3,452 lb., of the
acid 1,700 lb., and of the complete cell 6,080 lb. The approxi-

battery stands in grout ; the rows are 9 in. wide, and 6tand
directly on the cement screed of a concrete floor. A space of

about i in. is left between the bricks, and is filled in with
cement to a depth of about 1 in from the bottom of the
bricks. Acid-proof asphalt compound 1 in. in thickness is laid

over the whole of the cement finish to floor; a fillet is formed
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round tho brides to 1} in. above the level of the surrounding
asphalt, and in ironed againsl the rough surface of the bricks.
The iin. spaces between the bricks are also filled with this

compound k> the level of the top face and sides of bricks,
thus forming an acid-proof Boor and making a solid founda-
tion for the batteries, which are illustrated in figs. I and 4.

Two motor-driven boosters have been installed to deal with
the. present battery; they were supplied by the Electric '''in-

struction Co., Ltd., of Wolverhampton. Bach consists of one
interpole motor of ll"> B.H.P., at 210/240 yolts, 500 B.P.M., and
two interpolc boosters, the i i

. I
-

1
- of which can be reversed

at lo volts, 575 n.p.M. It is provided with four bearings and
mounted upon a combination bedplate, together with the
oeceesarj switchgeaf. The I" oster is connected up to copper
bars supported by globe strains under the ceiling of the base-
ment as shown in fie. I. Portable flexible leads are used for

neetions from these ban to the cells.

The switchgear, which was supplied by the British Thomson-
Houston Co., I. til., consists of one main board for feeders,
motors, and battery, one negative and battery panel, one
po itive and battery panel, ana one instrument panel.
The main switchboard, shown in lie;. 3, accommodates the

bntterj connections, held and motoi coi etions, and 2-1

triple-c enin.' feeders. Ii consists of six feeder panels, one
in tor and batten panel, ami "in- panel carrying four 4,000-

ii< hes lor dividing the feeders into two sections,

the neutral bar having a covering plate for this purpose.
'J here aie double positive ami negative copper bus-bare, so

I that feeders or battery and motors can be connected
i i eithei tin- top or bott bus-bar, the battery through two
1,000-amp. switches in parallel on either pole, and the motors
ami feeders through switch fuse.-, each feeder having two
fuses in parallel.

I welve of the company's feeders forming part of the net-
work in Eagle Street were cut, both ends of each feeder being
brought into the station and connected to the bus-bars through
neighbouring fuses The Feeders can, therefore, be boosted
up as required, and the battery current Ls available in the
feeders in either or both directions.

The negative and positive I jtei and battery .switchboards

O <=> f=> <!=>

a 1
tt ^ .

.
£$>

Fig. 4.

—

Part ok Battery. Fig. G.—Details of Flooring.

so a-, to boost up or down; each booster is capable of giving
L,800 amps, at 10.7 volts continuously, '2,500 amps, at 12 volts

for two hours, and 3.000 amps, at 10 volts for one hour. The
boosters are separately excited at 210/210 volts, and each has
a (single commutator, which is ventilated through slots in the

centre of the commutator between two steel rings, as shown
in fig. 3. The machines, which are connected by Zodel-Voith
flexible couplings, have four bearings on one combination
bedplate, and are fitted with carbon brushes.

are at opposite sides of the machine room, as shown in fig. 3.

The negative switchboard is shown in fig. 2. Mounted on it

are two 5,000-amp. switches for No. 1 booster, two 5,000-amp.

switches for No. 2 booster, and one 8,000-amp. switch for the

battery connection, four voltmeters, one recording voltmeter,

and one recording ammeter. The switches on the positive

board are similar to those on the negative panel, the instru-

ments being two voltmeters, one ammeter, and one charge

and discharge Aron watt-hour meter. These switchboards are

fifi fl fl a i
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Fig. 5.—Vertical Sections of Chloride Cell. Fig. 7.—8,000-amp. Switch.

The efficiencies of each booster under the loads given above
are respectively 69, 62, and 56 per cent. The efficiency of

the motor is 91 per cent., with each booster giving 30 kw.
The switchgear for each motor is mounted on a panel fixed

t : the bedplate of the machine. The starting switch consists

of nine interlocked slow-break knife switches, and the booster
field regulators are of the pedestal potentiometer type. The
boosters axe shown in fig. 3.

A battery milking booster made by the Electric Construc-
tion Co. has also been installed, consisting of an interpole
motor driving an interpole booster, which gives 1,500 amps.

arranged so that either the first or the second machine, or
the two in parallel, can be connected to the existing battery
or to a second battery. An instrument panel carrying five

ammeters is fixed by the side of the positive panel.

The basement is ventilated by . means of two fans, belt-

driven from a motor. One is a low-pressure fan drawing air

from outside, and discharging it into the basement through
wooden trunks situated on the floor, and carried nearly the

full length of the building at either side; a portion of one of

these trunks is shown in fig. 1. The other is a high-pressure

fan drawing air through a wooden trunk fixed to the ceiling
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of the basement, and discharging at the top of the building

;

a portion of this trunk is shown in figs. 1 and 4.

'Hie building consists of a basement, ground, first, and
second floors. The basement and ground floor were designed

to carry each two batteries similar to the one now installed.

The firet floor was designed to carry all the boosters required

for the four batteries, and also the necessary switchgear. For
the present, however, the boosters and switchgear are erected

on the ground floor* thus saving a considerable amount of

copper.
The contractors for the building were Messrs. Geo. Andrews

and Co. The steelwork was supplied by Messrs. Drew, Bear,

Perks & Co., the architect being Mr. J. W. Stanley Burmester.
The building and plant were- erected under the supervision of

th- Metropolitan Electric Supply Co.'s engineers, to whom
we are indebted for the foregoing particulars.

THE ELECTRICITY SUPPLY OF GREAT
BRITAIN.

A>. important discussion took place last week at the Institu-

xiox of Electrical Engineers on this subject. It was intro-

duced by Mr. Ernest T. Williams, M.I.E.E., who in January
submitted a paper dealing comprehensively with the present

state of the electricity supply industry; the new conditions
brought about by the war, and the urgent need for electrical

engineers to work together for meeting the country's need
for a cheaper and more extensive electricity supply; and a

proposed scheme to meet this need.
The Council's decision to hold a general discussion on this

subject made it desirable to reduce considerably the ground
covered by the introductory paper, and for this reason the

first two sections have been almost entirely deleted.

Mr. Williams pointed out that the time had now arrived

when we must think of the supply industry not as a large

number of independent detached schemes having separate

areas, but for the country as a whole. If the policy of

centralising generating plants in larger power stations had
Wen economically sound, even though this involved trans-

formation losses and additional mams, why should they
In sitate in taking the next logical step of considering the

eventual replacement of the large number of small, costly,

comparatively inefficient electric supply stations by a lew
modern interconnected power .stations for dealing with the

electricity supply of the country as a whole?
Such a method of dealing with the problem would result in

lower capital costs per unit of output and lower working costs

per unit generated.
Against this must be set the increased cost of bulk distribu-

tion mains and transforming plant, and the loss in efficiency

due to the transformation.
The area of Great Britain was comparatively small, but no

country offered so great promise for a sound and economical
electricity supply, if taken as a whole.

Technical considerations offered little difficulty, and financial

issues could be dealt with under the guidance of present
experience and knowledge. It was the basis of organisation
which most urgently demanded attention, and the author had
endeavoured to evolve a scheme on which the organisation
might be based. It was imperative that the scheme should

b> formulated to draw in existing interests instead of acting

in direct opposition to them.
The public control of electricity supply should be co-ordi-

nated by a central body directly responsible to Parliament.
Such a body should not be an existing Government depart-

ment having various other interests; it should not be a Gov-
ernment department at all in the accepted sense of the word.
At the same time, this central body must have all the weight
of Government authority and be able to authorise or raise big

loans on Government security at low rates of interest.

Such a body would have to be created with the necessary
powers under a special Act of Parliament. It could be desig-

nated the Electricity Board, and its purpose would be the
co-ordination, control, and development of the electricity

supply of the whole kingdom for the public good.
He would assume that the whole country of Great Britain

was divided into, say, six sections; an electrical engineer
manager wTould be appointed for each district, where he would
reside in a central position. On him would devolve primarily
the responsibility of seeing that the best interests of the
electricity supply for the public good were being developed
and maintained, and in him would be co-ordinated the various
electrical interests of the district, and the management of such
portion of the electricity supply as might be directly handled
by the Electricity Board.
One of the most interesting examples of a new quasi Gov-

ernment department was that of the Public Trustee, whose
great and rapid success proved the value of having a faithful

and sympathetic public servant available for certain purposes.
The electrical engineer managers would act in a similar way
iu their own districts, whose electrical well-being would be
their primary interest and endeavour, and these gentlemen
holding well-paid and authoritative positions would be mem-
bers of the Electricity Board and take part in all its delibera-

tions.

Such public boards to be moat efficient should be kept as

small in size as possible. It was, however, desirable that they
should be self-contained and fully representative of the depart-
ments of the Board—legal, accounting, financial, and Parlia-
mentary. The heads of these four departments, like the
electrical engineer managers, should be men of authority and
repute in their several professions, so that the Board, consti-

tuted of these ten and two other members, would represent an
efficient and responsible body of high permanent officials

and recognised experts.

The President of the Board should be a man of wide know-
ledge and experience in public affairs, whose name carried

weight and inspired confidence in the public and men of affairs;

Tike the other members, he should preferably be a paid official

and expected to devote most of his time and interests to the
work of the Board. Finally, the Board would have its perma-
nent secretary, in whom—under the president—the organisa-
tion would be centralised.

To the Electricity Board proposed in the foregoing clauses
all the questions relating to the electricity supply of Great
Britain would be referred. It wrould become the authority

—

under Act of Parliament—on all the various questions and
issues involved in the supply and application of electricity.

Matters now dealt with by the Home Office, the Board of

Trade, the Local Government Board, and by Parliament itself.

would be gathered together under its control. The only 1

1

vation would be the right of appeal from the Board's decisions
to the higher authority of Parliament.
Never before in the history of this country had it been so

evident that they must conserve their capital and resources.
Thus to launch forth on to theoretical considerations of the
generation of electricity without using to the utmost the
piesent sources of supply would be to court failure.

The suggested scheme would, therefore, at the outset inter-

fere with present generating stations to the minimum extent.
When, however, stations under municipal control reached the
limit of their capacity, or desired to replace their obsolete
plant, they would require to obtain the Board's authority for

the expenditure. It would then be for the Board to decide
in each cast? whether the interests of the district and of the
electricity supply of the country as a whole would best be
served by allowing such additional plant to be purchased by
the Corporation and installed in the generating stations, or
whether it would be better for the additional load to he sup-
plied in bulk from a bulk network.

It would be for consideration whether limited companies
should be brought compnlsorily under this ruling or not. for

they were placed under different conditions from municipalities
and generally would prefer to purchase their current in bulk,
if by so doing they could obtain it at a lower cost, than to

sink further capital in their existing generating stations.

Several large stations in the country were highly efficient,

modern, and capable of extension in large units; these would
be the initial ones in the greater scheme which would be
planned in order to embrace them. They would be inter-

connected by a bulk-supply network, to which they would
supply their surplus power. Though additional new stations
would be required from time to time n.s the demand increased,
and it would probably be preferred for such stations to be
elected and worked directly under the Board, it by no means
followed that the control of the existing power stations which
it might he decided to incorporate in the scheme should pass

out of the hands of the present authorities, whether municipal
i company owned.
Waste blast-furnace gas, surplus water power, and other

sources (if energy- would be utilised.

Tlie lower the price at which they could supply electrical

energy, the greater would be the demand, and. conversely,

the greater the demand the lower the cost at which they could
supply. The result was thus cumulative, and if the cost could

b:'. brought low enough the demand would be so great as

absolutely to dwarf the present load. The two chief items of

generating cost at present were the capital charges and fuel,

and it was very evident that under favourable conditions and
with a sufficient demand these could be reduced to a small

fi action of tlir> present average generation costs throughout
the country. With the diversity factor of such a demand the

load factor on the stations would he high, and the plant

factor, or proportion of time the plant when running was on

full load, would be almost unity: this would be brought about

by the interconnection of the stations.

The scheme would enable much greater freedom of depar-

ture from " cutand-dried methods to he embarked upon,

due to the fact that a station could be laid out and built on a

large scale at once, for, if it was to feed into a network to supply

the whole country with a rapidly growing demand, the time

would be comparatively short before the station would be

required to give its full output. Thus early utilisation of the

capital sunk in the station would remove one of the disabilities

under which the designer of an ordinary large power station

now laboured. More important, however, would be the fact

that the failure of any new departure to obtain fully the

anticipated results would not be the_ same serious matter

which a similar partly successful experiment would be in an

ordinary power scheme to-day. This was important, for

development must be progressive.

A number of the stations would probably be arranged for

running on gas-fired boilers with modern plant for the re-

covery of the by-products of the fuel in large quantities, and

near such stations would probably be established chemical
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a companies making large demands for electrical

energy for electrochemical processes.

The main bulk-supply network should be the property of

the Board, which would ha I to carry its overhead
or underground mains through any district. The subsidiary
network might belong eithei to the Board or to existing

undertakers, according to circumstances; for example, there
arid the large

municipal undertakings should no! the Ives supply current
in bulk on their own mains, taking the supply from their own
power stations, from the Board's hulk network, or from both.

Tho bulk network would have to be designed with a view
bo en tiring reliability of supply, so that if any one power
station failed it would not affect the main supply, or if any
one section, of the bulk network was destroyed the supply of

current would go on automatically to the subsidiary network.
Reliability of supply w'as of the utmost importance, taking

the premier place even before low cost. One of the strongest

arguments for the new scheme would be its greater reliability,

owing to the number of stations and the alternative routes of

cables.

Phi 1 of giving a supply in any part of the country
would require to be regarded not alone from the standpoint
of whether it would pay to run the electric mains for the

111111I, but also from the larger standpoint of

giving such supply was for the good of the country
as a whole. In this way many districts would he given a cheap
supply of electricity, which under the ordinary commercial
conditions Of a company operating in a smaller area would
not obtain.

The transformation and distribution of electricity to the

small and medium-size consumer was well and efficiently filled

by the present undertakings, and, with the exception of
M moving a few anomalies and arranging for developments to

b OL lines which would tend to greater uniformity through-
out the country, the scheme would not interfere with the

present arrangements. If those interested in the existing

undertakings could clearly see that the scheme would not be
detrimental to them, but otherwise, it would readily receive
their support.
By leaving the local distribution under local control, the

inter-dcpartmental questions which arose, such as opening
roads for laying mains, lighting roads, pumping water elec-

trically, etc., would be more readily dealt with, and local

control, whether municipal or company, would create a local

interest in the question of electricity supply which would tend
to its more rapid and favourable development.

In districts where there were no electricity supply authori-
ties, the detail distribution would have to be carried out by
the Board itself in order that no district iu the country should
be without its cheap electricity supply. This would not be
a difficult matter, for undoubtedly under the new conditions
all the railways, main line and suburban, would eventually
be electrically operated, and this would carry the electricity

supply wherever there was a railway, from which the supply
would radiate to the country around. This desirable state of

things w-oiild not be brought about in a day, and progress
must go hand in hand with sound finance and common sense.

In the author's opinion, one of the indirect results of the
scheme would be the resuscitation of our canal system.
Hitherto, the. question of electrical propulsion had been partly
held back by the cost of the electric power system, but wdien
power mains w:ere running along canal routes for other pur-

he problem would be simplified.

Similarly, the great agricultural interests of this country,
which it was so important to revive, would receive a great
stimulus from a cheap electricity supply. In other lands
electricity was being largely adopted in agriculture; and much
was to be gained by its aid for lighting, power, heating, ami
transport. Not only directly, but indirectly, must they assist

agriculture by reducing the cost of artificial fertilisers, whether
as by-products of generating stations worked with gas-fired

boilers or through the cheap supply of current to electro-
chemical industries.

It was felt that the time was now ripe to launch this or a
similar scheme on to the public notice. There was evidence
on every side that men's minds were already actively em-
ployed in considering what could he done to enable the nation
to support the burden brought about by the war. In what
ways could the nation prevent waste and economise, and in

what manner could production be increased? The electricity

supply problem could play a leading part in both these depart-
ments, and because of this there had never been a more

li time in which a united electrical profession could
rapidly obtain public interest in and public support for its

ch said and written in these days which
suits. Let them determine that it' should not

I' thi case.

W hen it was understood that these proposals could be
brought into early operation by Act of Parliament without
disturbing existing concerns, and that the policy of the pro-
posed Board would be to become self-suppoTting at no distant

date—ultimately neither requiring any financial assistance,

from the Exchequer nor operating for profit—it would prob-
ably receive the immediate support of all political parties.

and a Bill could be rapidly passed through Parliament.
In a paper read before the International Engineering

Congress, San Francisco, last summer, Mr. C. H. Mitchell
demonstrated the wisdom and success of the policy of the

Bydro-electric Commission. In this Commission was
embodied, by Act of i the control of

the. electricity supply of tin Prpvinci of Ontario. Its aim
was to enable electricity to be given at the cheapest rate to

the people; and it supplied, without profit, electricity in bulk
to various supply authorities, obtaining this supply largely

1 panii and di h touting
..Hi null. 'I lie COStS Oi the Coill-

:. operations v. by the authorities to whom
tin supply was given. The formation of I ion was

ed. Its remarkable success spoke for

itself, and should : i 1 1 \ futile it. would
form :i convincing one for the scheme herein outlined for

Great Britain
They should avoid large committees and \nliiiiiinoiis reports.

and lo keepin [the © incise and clear lit

dealing with it in a bu ine alike manner, they would mote
readiij attain their end.

It. should be clearly understood that the proposed scheme
was not for the nationalising of oui electricity supply, nor was
it for the municipalisation of that supply. Its true function
was the co-ordination into one body of the control of the elec-

tricity supply, assisting existing undertakings whether muni-
cipal "i company owned, and taking upon itself only those
functions of generation and distribution which were
to the furtherance of wise development and a supply at the
lowest cost.

The sell. 'mi' proposed no confiscation of the rights, privilege-,

and propertj of either electricity companies or municipalities,
and in the event of its being recognised as essential in certain
special cases to take any of these over, full compensation
should be paid not only of the value of the actual plant, but
ol rea liable allowances for potential values.

The whole basis and policy of the organisation would be
heartily to recognise what had been done by the existing
authorities, whether public or private, and. instead of sweep-
ing awayi to conserve and build up, guiding future policy
and co-operating with the present authorities for the well-

being Of the whole.

Tlie author, Inning Occupied responsible positions in Gov-
ernment, municipal, and private concerns, and having seen
the inner workings of each, submitted the opinion that each
had its proper sphere of action which it alone could best
perform, and that the highest efficiency and greatest progress
were only attained when these interests worked together in

the common cause, none trying to usurp the place of the
other, but all recognising that the success of the whole meant
success of each in its own department.
The initial operations of the Board could be undertaken

without huge financial operations, and the avoidance of drastic

proposals for sweeping changes either in the ownership or
control of existing undertakings would cause otherwise poten-
tial opponents to become adherents and advocates of the
scheme, for all thinking men realised that something should
and must be done to place the electricity supply of the
country on a sounder basis.

Finally, these days of grave responsibility were also days
of great privilege and opportunity. Never again would they
find the same mental and moral attitude which was necessary
to bring some such a scheme as here outlined to early fruition.

Let it not he said of them that they failed.

Mr. C. H. Mekz. who followed Mr. "Williams, said he wished
Dr. Ferranti had been there to take part in the proceedings,
for he had no doubt as to the best arrangement for electric

supply in Great Britain. It was worth while considering why
the general idea outlined by Mr. Williams and others in the

past had not made greater progress. Similar ideas had been
proposed 20 years ago. and very numerous schemes of a
similar character had been brought forward since, yet but
little progress had been made, and he asked why. The author
said organisation was the difficulty, but he (the speaker) dif-

fered. The reason, he suggested, was because the profession

as i whole was not" convinced that such a scheme was the

ideal, and if that was so, they must face the fact and see

whether the majority were right. They must make up their

minds that what was right for other countries was not neces-

sarily the right thing for this country. Argument was at a low
level when it was urged that we must follow a certain course

because another country did so; it was not the consideration

which had influenced us in the past, and oi]r aim should be

to lead rather than to follow. As the electrical industry was
not Convinced, how Was the question to be solved? The
roiled Kingdom differed as regards its distribution problem

from America and Germany, and they would be wrong in

following the American idea of interconnected distribution

areas. British areSS were much more congested. The present

war and general considerations had emphasised the importance,

rity of supply, and they had considerable area- 60lelj

nt on one central station, which arrangement, if con-

tinued, would be. likely to lead to trouble. The more these

areas devel ped electrically, 'lie greater the importance of

not putting "all their eggs into one basket." As a remedy.

such adjoining area's should be interconnected and worked

conjointly, the linked stations being treated—as regards the

size of generating units and proportion of spare plant—as one.

Such an arrangement would lend to greatly reduced capital

< pMiditm-L and improve ^periling conditions hi su_„ st: 1

that it was the only logical system on which electricity supply

could be properly developed, and the most economical. With
the hirger units "a coal economy of from 30 to 60 per cent, was
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possible compared with what could be done with independent
* stations. Every day it was becoming more apparent that
small stations could not adopt the rehnements necessary to

high economy. The most important result would be the
improvement of load factor, and, as an instance of the possi-

bilities in this direction, he cited the load curves of the North-
East Coast system, which showed that they were able to get
up to 60 per cent. The first step was for the technical side

to agree as to the right lines of development; he discounted
the idea of Parliamentary assistance, especially if they w:ere

not agreed amongst themselves. It was important that they
should promote a "fashion" for electrical engineers to deal

with their distributing systems exactly as they asked their

consumers to deal with their own plants, &c.
Mr. R. A. Chattock said he was interested to see that Mr.

Williams was covering similar ground to that covered by him-
self in his presidential address to the Municipal Electrical

Association two years ago, and that he had further developed
the idea. However, sufficient emphasis was not laid on the
justification for such a scheme, which turned on the necessity
of attracting the consumer, and involved a reduction in the
cost of energy. It was well to help the idea by creating a

fashion, but a much more powerful incentive would be found
if the manufacturer's pocket benefited. Price was the great
attraction to industry, which looked forward to future reduc-
tions, and they must stimulate the idea, towards which Mr.
Willjanis's scheme would help. There was enormous scope for

development yet. but the hampering influence was the large
number of small stations and too high cost of operation of

some of the large ones. A scheme of the kind suggested
should be run on broad-minded principles, not so much to

produce large profits and, possibly, with a loss in sight for
snme years. But the loss should fall on the community as a
whole, as the scheme would benefit industry at large. The
scheme put forward was the logical development of our pre-
sent experience. He did not quite agree with the idea of

not interfering with existing stations; if they were inefficient

plants they should certainly be dispensed with at once, and
each subsidiary area should be treated as if it were a sub-
station area. Probably the number of large stations necessary
would be quite considerable, and probably we should come to

the interconnected station idea, with plants of, say, 300,000-

kw. capacity each, as lowering the price of electricity would
bring an enormous demand. He quite realised that a bulk
supply network would be an expensive and difficult thing to

arrange, and that a great difficulty would arise in connection
with wayleaves, for which drastic powers would be required
if the scheme were not to be crippled. There was no reason
why such a scheme should not lie, prepared now in readiness
for the opportunity to develop it.

:
Mr. J. S. Highfield said it was most important that they

should come to some agreement on the subject, but when
the previous speaker suggested that they must 6pend money
and expect no return for some time, it reminded him of the
dreadful times when electricity supply was developing in
London, and there -was no profit at all. He considered it

w'ould be quite hopeless to raise the money with such pros-
pects, and that the principle was all wrong, as there must
be some hope of a return on capital. Such a scheme would not
lead to any practical result. He considered that the existing
supply over large areas of the country was very good; there
were few towns where industry could not be satisfied elec-
trically, and he thought it was unnecessary to belittle our
piesent position. Probably in no part of the world were better
results obtained than in the North-East Coast area. He
thought if any one industry had suffered from legislation, it

was the electrical industry, and pointed out that all the
largest industries in the country had been developed by private
enterprise, and that when Parliament stepped in trouble
resulted. They did not want too much legislation. He
believed that if the same opportunities had been given as in
the case of the railways, the electrical industry would be in
n Riurh better position now. Mr. Williams suggested a board
of control, which reminded him of the Water Board, but who
were the board to be responsible to? He thought if they
removed the commercial element from the proposed board,
making it a technical board, he could agree with it.

Mr. H. Faraday Proctor said he differed from both Mr.
Williams and Mr. Merz, believing that technical considera-
tions should be dismissed, and the proposed board formed to

get on with the work; if left to the Institution, the scheme
would be stifled by the conflicting interests. The proposed
scheme did not interfere with the existing concerns; he was
afraid that Mr. Chattock's idea of scrapping existing plants
would tend to delay matters indefinitely. He agreed that
such a scheme would do more to cheapen supply than any
independent effort. The proposal to use canal routes for
transmission lines should be extended to railways, and
one controlling body should supervise matters; until some
such procedure was adopted we could not hope to get prices
down to the desired level.

Mr. W. B. Woodhousb said it was important that electrical
engineers should first agree what to do. Mr. Williams had
put. forward a scheme for electricity supply, but that was only
a link in the fuel problem, for fuel economy depended on the
realisation of electricity supply on a gigantic scale. On the'
broad principle of centralisation of supply, he hoped they
were_ all agreed; they might differ as regards organisation,
but if they agreed on the broad principle they had gone a
long way. They must give security for capital, but the large

schemes would necessarily be to some extent speculative. On
the other hand, if the Government would advance the capital,
it would be beneficial. He was afraid he could not agree as
to the basis of organisation. To achieve success, the public
must be educated to an appreciation of the dogma to be
followed; they must tell the public about it, and keep on
telling them before any progress would be achieved.
Mr. C. H. Wordingham said he had looked at the subject

of electricity supply from all points of view; now he looked
at it from a detached point of view, and, as a result of his
experience, was quite convinced that a number of the power
companies were in business from "purely philanthropic
motives." He had been interested in Mr. Merz's remarks,
but his suggestions that night represented something very
different from the original ideas of promoters of power
schemes, who asked for a single large power station. The
real secret of economy was to get diversity. The linking-iip
proposal of Mr. Merz was admirable, but where was it to
stop? The most successful power supply scheme had a large
number of linked-up power stations. Turning to Mr. Wil-
liams's proposals, he deprecated any form of Government inter-
ference; the scheme must be run on commercial lines and
show a financial return. No Government department could
successfully conduct a commercial undertaking, and under
Government control all the time would be occupied in receiv-
ing inspectors and making returns.
Mr. Madgen took exception to the description of the Ontario

Hydro-Electric Commission's work; of all the bodies he had
met with, none carried out its work in a more reprehensible
manner. The Commission not only regulated the supply in-
dustry as a whole, but it also competed with other independent
undertakings, resulting in the crushing out. of enterprise. The
consulting engineer branch was gradually disappearing! He
thought in regard to the proposed board, that if it was divested
of the business of operation it might do well.

.Mr. Thos. Boles considered that the electrical profession
was agreed on the right scheme of electricity supply, and
that engineers would support the proposal put forward,
especially if they happened to be on the suggested electricity
board. The success of the proposal really depended on the
human factor, and it was asking a good deal of the engineers
of smaller undertakings if they were to efface themselves for
the benefit of the country as a whole. The fate of the engi-
neers of those undertakings which had been absorbed in the
past was known. If all the engineers could be brought into
the scheme, they would get a body of opinion in its favour;
if they could safeguard the engineers, it would not be long
before the engineers would convince their committees. But
the talking should cease, and he thought the Institution was
the right body to take action, as it would combine the wide-
spread interests.

The President (Mr. C. P. Sparks) agreed that the stumbling
block was the human factor, and cited the cases where engi-
neers had rejected the idea of bulk supply to their under-
takings. The real principle at the bottom was the conserva-
tion of fuel, which was more important than cheap power. He
was sure that the Council would consider the views expressed
during the evening.

THE BUSINESS SIDE OF SCIENCE.

At a meeting of the North-East Coast Institution op Engi-
mkrs and Shipbuilders, on April 7th, Mr. T. C. Elder (of
the British Electrical and Allied Manufacturers' Association)
delivered an address on the part that would be played by
science in the coming economic crisis. Referring to the con-
ference recently summoned by the Royal Society, at which it

was decided to form a joint board of scientific societies, to
]" te the application of science to industry, he remarked
that, in the past the relationship between these two parties
had seemed to be based on a sort of mutual contempt; but
the times had changed, old methods must be abandoned, and
the business of industrial production and distribution must
in future be carried on with greater efficiency

—

i.e., on more
scientific lines. As a result of the war, the capacity of British
engineering works had been immensely increased ; at the end
of the war they must find outlets for their products, and this
could only be "done by the cultivation of the scientific habit
and method in the economic system of the country. The
accounts of manufacturing concerns were annually subjected
to a minute investigation by professional experts, so that the
true financial position should be disclosed ; surely, if this had
been found a salutary process, it ought to be extended to
other departments. Competent men for such work, who
could overhaul the purchasing department, revise the tech-
nical designs, appraise the efficiency of- the machinery, or
devise improved methods of promoting sales, were scarce and
expensive^ but he would suggest a practical solution of' this
difficulty. The principle of association was gaining ground,
but there was a danger of associations becoming mere hind-
rances to progress: the kind of association that was wanted
was one that would act as a persistent stimulus, not as a
technical debating society. He looked to the manufacturers'
associations for a method of pooling the experiences of mem-
bers and providing the equivalent of a system of auditing for
various departments. The great fault of most' manufacturers
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who entered such associations was that they did not make
full use of the powers so developed, but struggled to retain
their own freedom. Such associations could generalise from
a wider range of particulars than came within the purview of

a single firm, and could help their members in respect of the

purchase of materials, conditions of labour, the establishment
of co-operative sales agencies in foreign markets, and so on.

They should themselves be assisted in their attitude, towards
public policy by a board representative of the scientific and
technical institutions, especially ns regarded our unscientific

and unbusinesslike system of education and our inefficient

executive government. These associations should combine in

a campaign of popular enlightenment, to demonstrate the
importance, of British engineering to civilisation, its immense
earning power, and its social and economic possibilities. In

brief, Mr. Elder urged that scientific institutions should jointly

Erepare plans for the reform of our educational system, com-
ine with commercial associations to increase industrial effi-

ciency (and, therefore, national prosperity) all round, en-
lighten public opinion on questions of industrial economy,
showing the workers that it was to their interest to extend,
rather than to limit, production, and find effective means of

expression in Parliament. The public, having been protected
by engineering from a ruthless enemy, should now protect

engineering, and they should mix business not with revenge,
but with patriotism, politics and science, so that those indus-
tries in particular which were indispensable to peace and
prosperity should be given full freedom of development for

the security and progress of the Empire.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received by us after 5 P.M. ON Tuesday cannot appear until

the following week. Correspondents shouldforward their communi-
cations at the earliest possible moment. No letter can be published

unless xoe hare the writer's name and address in our possession.

The Institution of Electrical Engineers.

I am one of many who feel that the I.E.E. yields a totally

inadequate return for the annual subscription to the vast

majority of its members. All they receive is a copy of papers
submitted by their fellow members and the discussion there-

on, which they can equally well obtain by subscribing to your
paper.
The Institution should be representative of the industry

throughout the Empire, and its work and standing such that

this position is generally recognised. In Canada the position

it should hold is held by the American I.E.E. ; in South
Africa it has no standing whatever; there is supposed to be
a Local Section in Cape Town, but in practice this does not
exist, whilst in Johannesburg (the centre of a large and active

electrical community) an excellent independent Institution

has been established. I cannot speak of the. 6tate of affairs

in other Colonies, but I fear it is no better than in those I

mention.
In discussing the situation in Johannesburg with a member

of their committee, he said :
" We had to give up all pretence

of being a Local Section of the home concern, as they demand
75 per cent, (or thereabouts) of our income, for which we
get little or nothing, and the balance was totally inadequate
to carry on efficiently here," and this is true elsewhere.

It seems to me that the Institution, to serve its purpose,
must :

—

1. Be so strong that its influence carries real weight with
the Government and other public bodies.

2. Take a lead in electrical research work throughout the

Empire.
3. Take a lead in technical education throughout the Empire.
4. Take active steps to develop our electrical trade abroad

and to increase our prestige generally. To these ends it

should use its influence to place its members where possible,

in the many responsible positions available abroad.
6. Have such a number of sub-committees as will reasonably

represent the interests of the various branches of the industry

(these committees need not necessarily meet in London; Man-
chester would, perhaps, be a convenient centre for the manu-
facturers' section ; Sheffield for central-etation engineers ; Bir-

mingham for education, &c.).

To develop properly these suggestions I think, in addition

to its present staff, the Institution should employ at least

one active, highly-trained, practical engineer of recognised

standing. Then, the social side needs developing ; the oppor-
tunity of meeting other engineers, including those outeide

the scope of our Institution, is very valuable. This, I think,

may best be achieved by the formation of Engineers' Clubs,

on the lines of that in existence in Manchester, say, in Lon-
don, Newcastle, Glasgow, Sec., with interchange of member-
ship. These clubs, of course, should be self-supporting when
once started.

All these objects need money, and the Institution has it, but,

unfortunately, it is 6unk in that great " white elephant" on
the Embankment (incidentally, an' eminent central-station

engineer tells me that he has calculated the load factor of

that place so far as our members are concerned to be between
.040 and .045 per cent., but I am sure it is not nearly 60 high

in the case of most members). This building should be sold,
or other steps taken to reduce our rent charges in London to.

say,. £1,000 or ±'1,200. This would leave a considerable annual
sum free for the above objects, including the treatment of
members attached to Local Sections on equitable lines with
the fortunate residents around Ixmdon, who not only have
the daily privilege of viewing the "white elephant," but are
provided with a free annual conversazione, institution-aided
dinner, iv., all of which the great majority of members are
diMiiod.

I have discussed these matters with many of our members,
and with members of the "Mechanicals," many of whom
hold similar views regarding their Institution, and it seems to
me that much is to be gained by both parties (and, possibly,
other engineering societies) by a close co-operation without in

any way disturbing the integrity of each. Thus, by such co-

operation, the question of housing accommodation in Lond m
and for the Local Sections could be put on a satisfactory basis,
and also the development of the club idea suggested above

;

but, more important than all, a really "heavyweight" joint
committee representing the allied branches of engineering
could be formed.
Care should be taken in future that, as far as possible, the

Council of our Institution contains a fair representation
of the various branches of the industry. At present there is

a strong tendency for members holding public or semi-public
positions to predominate. I do not think one of our large
general manufacturers is represented just now, unless through
a Local Section, although, both in the_ matter of providing
"papers" and adding to the discussions, they are a most
active class.

In support of my opening statement, may I point out that.
although we have been at war some 20 months, and the indus-
try has badly needed a lead, all the Institution has appar-
ently done during that time (apart from the reading of
papers and adding to the discussions, they are a most active
class.

M. I. E. E.

Decimal Coinage and the Metric System.

The enclosed printed copy of the report of the Decimal
Association and your own strong and valuable lead in this

matter must be my excuse for appealing to you for further
attention. The Association propose the division of the shilling

into 50 parts (cents). Surely this is wrong.
1. It is unjust to the great mass of the people. Why should

the limit of justice remain at 2 per cent, when it is simple
and easy to 6et the scales to 1 per cent.? Whether we like it

or not, the shilling is the standard coin, and will remain so.

The shilling should, therefore, be divided into 100 parts (cents),

and so make an adjustment of prices possible within 1 per
cent.

•2. We are trying to introduce a sound decimal system ; can
the system be called sound which will make ten shillings

consist of 500 cents?
3. We are trying to get into step with the other nations,

who have long ago adopted the decimal system ; can it be.

called getting into step if we take one to their two? Will
any amount of persuasion make the French, the Belgian, the
Italian, the Scandinavian, and other nations think of our
shilling as 50 cents when their own corresponding and stan-

dard coin consists of 100 cents?
The two great stumbling blocks seem to be : (1) The desire

to keep a coin as near as possible to our farthing as the com-
fort for the poor, and (2) the wish to divide the pound sterling

into 1,000 as comfort for the richer. Undoubtedly the change
to the decimal system can be made at the present moment
much more easily than before the war, but let us keep in step

with our Allies, even if our enemies are marching to the

same tune.
C. Thorkelin.

[Provided that the system is decimal, we 6ee no great

advantage in making the shilling the standard unit. The only

current coin of the same value is the German mark ! The
Russian rouble is equivalent to 2s. lid., the Chinese tael to

2s. 5d., the Argentine peso to Is. 9d., the Brazilian milreis to

Is 4<1., the Canadian and American dollar to 4s. 2d., the

Dutch gulden to Is. 8d., the Indian rupee to Is. 4d., the

Japanese yen to 2s., the Mexican dollar to 2s., the Peruvian

sol to 2s., the franc and allied coins to 9Jd-—where is the

uniformity attributed to the shilling?—Eds. Elec. Rev.]

WAR ITEMS.

After the War in France.—The Conseil-General of the

Department of the Seine has adopted (says a correspondent

of the " Daily Telegraph ") the conclusions presented in the

report of MM. Sellier and Deslandres on the economic
measures to be taken for the organisation of labour on the

demobilisation of the armies after the close of hostilities.

The programme of public works outlined comprises most

important plans for railway extension, and an enlargement

on a great scale of the canal system, as well as the general

improvement of the seaports.
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Exemption Applications.—At the Stockport and East
Cheshire Appeal Tribunal, a young man employed on the
clerical staff of the Manchester Corporation Tramways De-
partment stated that he had a conscientious objection to
combatant or non-combatant service under the military
authorities. He had resigned his position in the Manchester
Tramways Department because he could not implicate him-
self by handling correspondence in relation to munitions.
The decisions of the Tribunal were not made known
publicly.

The Preston County Appeal Tribunal last Thursday heard
an appeal by an electrical engineer, aged 26, who urged that
his ability in his profession would be of more service to the
country in a civil capacity than in the service of the Army.
The appeal was dismissed, and the military representative
was asked to recommend the man for service with the Royal
Engineers.

At Douglas (Isle of Man), the tribunal has granted abso-
lute exemption to Mr. Thomas Sheard, electrician in charge
of the Government electrical plant at the Athol works.
At Poole, the Bournemouth Electricity Co. appealed for

12 employes. Mr. E. L. Ingram, for the company, said it

was prepared to release two of the men who were in certified
occupations, and withdraw two other claims. The appeals
were for a stoker, two charge engineers, one works manager,
two switchmen, and two motor-wagon drivers. Before the
war the company had between 135 and 155 men, and at
present the staff consisted of 85 men and boys, and they had
over 75 men with the Colours, and were paying over JS700
a year in separation allowances. The tribunal granted
exemption to six men as being in certified occupations, and
refused the appeals as to the motor-wagon drivers.

At Stroud (Glos.), Messrs. Edwards and Armstrong, Ltd.,
electrical engineers, appealed for 32 employes, who had
attested, on the ground that they were in a reserved occu-
pation. It was stated that time was needed to replace some
of the charge men who were going to join up. Since the
outbreak of war 30 men had left to join the army. It was
arranged that nine men should be exempted for 14 days,
and the remainder conditionally exempted until September
29th.
The Lowestoft Town Council has secured exemption for

the remaining employes at the electricity works.

Dartford Rural Tribunal has granted two weeks' exemp-
tion to Mr. A. Brakefield, electrician to Mr. A. J. Hewings,
of Northumberland Heath.
At the Newcastle-on-Tyne military tribunal, on Monday,

an army captain, who has a business as an electrical en-
gineer, applied for the exemption of his brother, in order to

carry on the concern. All but two of his men had enlisted,
while his other brother was in the Navy. They were both
married men, and they had a mother to support. Condi-
tional exemption was granted.

Conditional exemption has been granted to Mr. Charles
F. Clayton, who is in charge of electrical plant at Stone
(Kent).
At Salford a firm of electrical engineers appealed for a

man engaged in armature coil winding, and stated that all

the work was for public use or for places engaged on muni-
tions. Fifty per cent, of their employes left early in the
war, and women had been engaged to do light work.
Exemption was granted conditional pn the man remaining
at his present occupation.

Before the Cheshire Appeal Court, the Military appealed
against three months' exemption allowed the managerial
secretary of the Weaverham Electric Supply Co., on the

ground that he was not devoting the whole of his time to

the work. Respondent said that the whole burden of the

concern, except the engineering, fell upon him, and his

duties required a great deal of technical knowledge. The
appeal failed.

The Worksop tribunal has granted temporary exemption
to the Station Superintendent at the Urban District Council
electricity works, and also to two stokers, a cable jointer,

and a fitter, all of whom are married, and until September
1st to the meter tester, who is single.

At Maidenhead Tribunal, the appeal of Mr. R. C. Walker,
who had been refused exemption, was withdrawn by Mr.
G. F. Craven, manager of the Reading Corporation tram-
ways, Mr. Walker being medically unfit.

At Yarmouth, an electrician of two picture palaces was
granted two months' exemption.
At St. Albans, Mr. A. Flower, electrical and motor en-

gineer, appealed on the ground that he was in sole control

of machinery engaged on Government work. The case was
adjourned for 14 days.
At Brighton Tribunal, an electrician who had previously

been granted 14 days' postponement for one of his men,
appealed, stating that the man was the only one capable of

undertaking any repairs that might come in. Two months'
extension was granted.
German Dumping.'—A political correspondent of the

" Daily Telegraph " says that the statements with reference
to great preparations for a dumping of accumulations of

German manufacturers may be accepted too readily. They
do not square with information in the possession of our
Foreign Office and the Board of Trade. Any extensive
German preparations would certainly have been heard of

through neutral channels. The known state of German
industries leads the Government to discount the state-
ments.

German Dumping After the War The Exchange Tele-
graph Company's special correspondent at Stockholm de-
scribes the great dumping plan under which Germany, by
exporting vast quantities of cheap goods now ready, is to
pay for raw materials and to regain at a bound her lost
markets. Manufacturers' associations of a new kind are
being formed, which will aim at common action and pre-
vent excessive production of some products, or insufficient
production of others. They will also rule certain technical
questions and questions of sale-ability arising out of the
changing public taste. Makers of optical and surgical instru-
ments, electrical machinery and machine tools are all work-
ing together. The amount of dump goods which is con-
sidered necessary is distributed for production among dif-
ferent factories on lines which ensure economy and division
of labour. The production price has been cut so low that
the 90 per cent, of sale value, advanced by the State to
enable production to be. carried on, has been reduced. In
the campaign for economy factories and workshops are
being standardised and specialised. Where two shops in a
given area formerly produced indiscriminately two classes
of goods, one factory has now taken over altogether one
class and the other factory the other class. Sometimes
machinery has been exchanged. There is no doubt that
neutral States and, if they allow it, enemy States, will be
badly hit by German competition, especially if, as Germans
themselves predict, a period of industrial depression follows
the war.—" The Times."

Nitrogen for Munitions.—A lengthy question was ad-
dressed to the Minister of Munitions by Mr. T. M. Healy
in the House of Commons, last week, with regard to the
relations between his department and the Nitrogen Pro-
ducts and Carbide Company, which uses the Otswald pro-

cess of manufacturing nitrate of ammonia and nitric acid.

It was suggested that the process, which was purchased at

the price of .£652, 108, had been superseded by the Harber
process of the Badische Anilin-Fabrik, that money provided

by the Government had been used to erect works in this

country for the treatment of nitrolim, and that the process

had exceedingly injurious effects upon the health of the

workmen employed; also that in the flotation of the com-
pany large blocks of shares were given free to certain per-

sons and firms. In reply, Mr. Lloyd George stated that a
contract had been placed with the company on favourable

terms, under which the Government advanced, not ,£400,000,

as alleged, but £50,000 at 5 per cent, interest, repayable by
deductions from the price of the goods supplied; enemv
shareholders held only about 2 per cent, of the capital, and
the process had not' been superseded by the Harber pro-

cess, by which ammonia was manufactured, and not nitric

acid or nitrate of ammonia. There were no deleterious

effects upon the workmen employed, not a single case of

disease having occurred through its use, although very

large quantities of the material had been produced, and the

persons named received no free shares, their holdings hav-

ing been paid for in cash and by the surrender of equivalent

shares in other companies.

Trading with the Enemy.—The Board of Trade directs

the particular attention of all manufacturers and traders

concerned to the need for scrupulous care in the transaction

of their business abroad, in view of the fact that some traders

in some neutral countries are making themselves agents for

the supply of goods to and from enemy countries. _
Especial

care should be taken in opening new accounts in neutral

countries, and in relation to any orders or inquiries of an

abnormal character. In any case of doubt as to particular

firms abroad, business should be suspended pending reference

as regards firms in foreign countries outside Europe to the

Controller Foreign Trade Department, Lancaster House,

St. James's, London, S.W.; and as regards firms in Europe

to the Chairman, War Trade Intelligence Department,

Broadway House, Tothill Street, Westminster, London,

S.W.—"The Times."
After=the-War Trade Policy.—In the House of Commons

last week, in reply to a question whether Ministers were

taking steps to formulate a trade policy to come into opera-

tion after the war, Mr. Asquith stated that a Committee of

the Cabinet was appointed some time ago to deal generally

with all questions of reconstruction, including those con-

nected with commercial and industrial problems likely to

arise at the close of the war. Investigations of particular

aspects of the problem were being carried on by sub-com-

mittees. As to the most important, the Government were

in communication with the Dominions.

Trade with Russia The Vice-Chairman of the Sales

Managers' Association, Mr. William H. Beable, is leaving

for Russia as the representative of various important British

business firms to open up new trade with our Ally. He fs

going with the cognisance and approval of ttie Government,

and his Majesty's diplomatic and Consular officers have been

given instructions to offer him every assistance they can.

His stay will be of not less than six or eight months.

Prohibited Trading.—The " London Gazette " for April

14th contains a schedule of additions to the list of persons

and firm» ^ith whom trading is prohibited, in Argentina
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and Uruguay, Brazil, Cuba, Ecuador, Netherlands, Nether-
land East Indies, Persia, Peru, Portugal, and Sweden.
No Ministry of Commerce.—In reply to a question in the

House of Commons, as to whether the Prime Minister
would take early steps for rearranging the business at pre-
sent dealt with by the Home Secretary, the President of the
Board of Trade, and the President of the Local Government
Board, with a view to creating, while the war is in progress,
an adequate Ministry of Trade and Commerce, Mr. Asquith
said that he was not prepared to adopt this suggestion.

Companies to be Wound Up.—The Board of Trade has
ordered the following companies to be wound up:—Rhine-
land Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Wells Street, Oxford Street,

London, \V., importers of ball bearings for machinery, &c;
controller, L. F. Goodricke, 10, Coleman Street, E.C.
Nitsche and Gunther Optical Co., Ltd., Hatton Garden,
E.C., manufacturers of optical instruments, &c. ; controller,

B. E. Mayhew, Alderman's House, E.C.

Naturalised Aliens.—The Baltic Mercantile and Shipping
Exchange, which has excluded from its premises not only
all alien enemies, but also naturalised persons of enemy
origin, except those over 60 years of age or having sons
serving with the Colours, has further decided to ascertain

by circular from the members whether the majority wish to

exclude all persons of German origin.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS,

AND PLANT.

Church Lighting with Concealed Sources.

The artificial illumination of a church is a problem which stands

•by itself, and calls for the soundest judgment and a cultivated

eenee of the artistic and appropriate qualities which are too often

conspicuous by their absence from the scheme adopted. Indirect,

or semi-indireot, lighting is seldom practicable, owing to the
height of the roof and its dark surface, hence direot lighting must
be adopted : but it does not follow that the lamps or their fittings

should be visible. That satisfactory lighting can be secured with
concealed light sources is proved by the scheme that has been
adopted at St. Dunstan's Church, East Acton. This installation is

of special interest, not only because the system employed iB novel

and most effective, but on account of the low cost for which it has
been carried out.

When it was decided to replace gaa by electricity for lighting

the church, the fundB available were Bomewhat limited, and allowed
of bnt a small margin for the purchase of fittings after the wiring
costs had been met. The contractors for the work, Messrs.
Duncan Watson & Co., 62, Berners Street, Oxford Street, after

Fig. 1.

—

Example of Concealed Church Lighting.

consultation with the illuminating engineering department of the
British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., hit upon the happy idea of
dispensing entirely with fittings as usually understood, and of
lighting the church by trough reflectors concealed between the
mouldings of the arches at the points where the latter spring from
the pillar capitals.

;
Three Mirolux extensive type trough reflectors, each equipped

•with two 60-watt standard Mazda lamps, are provided on the east

side of the pillars on bath sides of the nave. Persons passing up
the •church, therefore, can see neither the fittings nor the light
sources, the illumination being thrown forward and distributed
with remarkable evenness throughout the building. The lamps
and fittings oan be seen, of course, when passing down the building
from theeast end. Thevalueof the illumination on the working plane,
'e.g., on the top of the pews, averages between 2'6 and 3-ft. oandles,

which is well above the figure usually allowed for ohurch lighting.
This permits of the congregation following the service in oomfort.

even with books having the smallest type, a condition that prevails
in very few churches, the light distribution usually being very
uneven.

For the lighting of the chancel, a pair of similar reflectors,

each with two 60-watt lamps, is placed on the east side, just

above the lower capitals of the pillarB supporting the main arch
while light is thrown upon the altar by single trough reflectors

placed within the reveals of the two side windows.
A telesoopic standard carrying a conioal reflector which conceals

a standard lamp is placed behind the vicars stall, and this also

illuminates the book on the lectern alongside. The music on the
organ is lighted by a tubular lamp, with an adjustable reflector.

The circuits are so controlled that almost any variation in the light
can be secured at will.

The installation was designed and carried out under the super-
vision of Mr. A. A. Blython, of Messrs. Duncan Watson & Co., the
wiring being enclosed in heavy-gauge screwed barrel throughout.
Although it has been run on the surface, especial care was taken
to make the runs as inconspicuous as possible, and at a casual
glance no evidence of the conduit is visible. Current is supplied
from the d.c. mains of the Metropolitan Electric Supply Co., at

230 volts. The accompanying illustration has been reproduced
from an untouched photograph taken by the unaided light of the
fittings installed, and shows that no fittings are visible.

Electric Foot Warmer for Policemen.

Policemen on point duty, regulating traffio, &c, in cold weather
are likely to suffer from cold feet in the literal sense. To cope
with this trouble, the City Council of Pittsburgh, U.S.A., has
adopted a device worked out in conjunction with Mr. Drew
Johnston, of the Duquesne Light Co. It consists of a warming
plate, 186 in. square and 1*6 in. thick, connected with an electric

plug and switch on a pole at the curb. The intermediate connec-
tion is a flexible armoured conduit about 10 ft. long. The police-

man, when he leaves his post or when the weather is not severe,

carries hie heater to the curb and pulls the plug from the socket.

Mr. Johnston took the matter up with the experimental depart-
ment of\the Westinghonse Electric and Manufacturing Co., and
the heaters were made by it. The switch controlling ithe heater
permits of four temperatures, which can be changed to meet the
rigors of the weather. At no time does the foot plate develop a
temperature that will burn the soles of the shoes ; the idea is not
so much to warm cold feet as to keep the feet from getting cold.

For all ordinary weather conditions the heater can be operated on
less current than is required for two ordinary 40-watt lamps, such
as are used in residenoe illumination.

—

Elec. Review and W. Elrc-

trician.

The Insulation of Joints in High-Tension Cables.

The extremely unfavourable conditions, such as limited space,

damp atmosphere, &c, under which most high-tension cable joints

have to be made have emphasised for a long time the desirability

of improvements in joining methods and materials. Such improve-
ments should, as far as possible, accomplish the following objects :

(1) Minimise the time of exposure of the open ends of the cable
;

(2) facilitate the mechanical joining of the conductors by solder-

Insvlatino
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Fig. 2.

—

Cross-Section of Completed Joint.

ing all three at the same time, thus avoiding the necessity of

bending the conductor ends away from their usual position : (3)

eliminate the necessity of replacing insulation over the exposed

section of the conductors by hand-wrapping ; (4) provide insula-

flg. 3.—assembled cell partitions,. enclosing sleeve, and
• : One of the Conductor-Spacing Blocks

tion in such form as entirely to eliminate the variations and
uncertainties due to workmanship, and so design the insulation of

the joint that it is reduced to a simple mechanical assembly of
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parts that when assembled must necessarily be in the proper posi-

tion and uninjured.

To meet these conditions and produce a joint insulation which
will equal that of the cable, the materials and joining method
described below have been developed. The insulation, known as
" Oonducell," comprises a seamless outer sleeve of a material

(micanite) of high dielectric strength, and three identical inner

sections of such shape that they may be assembled singly after the

three conductors are metallically joined. When the three parts

are assembled there is an unusually long leakage path between
conductors. Furthermore, the spacing around each individual

conductor is elliptical, so that ample room is provided for the fill-

ing compound to flow freely into all spaces and leave no voids.

The three inner sections when assembled interlock and present a

uniform circular contour on their outer surface over which the

seamless sleeve may be drawn. These insulating barriers are held

in positive relation to the conductors by means of porcelain blocks

like the one shown in fig. 3. The blocks ensure equal separation

and amount of insulation between the conductors, as well as

between them and the lead sheath. The length of exposed
individual conductor is relatively short, resulting in materially

reduced over-all dimensions of the joint.

The three inner sections, owing to their shape, may be placed

between their respective conductors and brought into final position

very readily. The operation requires only a few minutes, and no
assistance from the splicer's helper. Besides reducing the cost of

labour, this method of assembly minimises the length of exposure

of the cut ends of the insulation to the atmosphere.
Tests on various Bizee of commercial joints of this type have

shown that they will withstand 200 per cent, normal pressure

indefinitely and that the ultimate breakdown pressure is higher
than that of the cable itself. A special compound has been
developed for use with this type of joint.— Electrical World.

LEGAL

Lighting Regulations.

At the Police Court of a town in the North-Eastern counties on
13th inst., the assistant engineer-in-charge of an electric power
station was charged with not obeying the instructions of the

authorities to extinguish all lights. For the prosecution, it was
stated that on a recent night, Zeppelins visited the county and
dropped bombs. The police conveyed an official warning to the
defendant, and the lights at the station were extinguished with the .

exception of those in the bailer house. These were allowed to

remain lit from 10.38, when the order was given, until shortly

after 11. Four bombs were dropped in a certain district, and at

that time lights in the boiler house were on, but immediately after

the report of theBe bombs, the lightB were put out for the first time.

Very shortly afterwards, two more bomb3 were dropped. The
lights complained of were in a shed 150 ft. long, with a glass panel
6 ft. wide running along the roof, whilst in the side of the

building there were tix or eight windows 4 ft. square. The glass

had all been whitewashed, but that was not sufficiently effective.

The light could be seen for a distance of 400 yards on that parti-

cular night.—For the defence, it was stated that the lights were
small and were left on to illuminate the water gauges. There
were also four lights beneath the coal bunkers, and it might be

that some degree of light escaped from these, though all the glass

had been obscured with black paint. Defendant turned off the

lighting current to the outside world, but unfortunately omitted
to turn off the lights in the boiler house. When defendant heard
the report of a bomb which was dropped four or five miles away,
he woke up to his duties, pulled the switch and turned off the

lights in the boiler house. It was a serious offence, and the

defendant regretted it, but there was no wilful or felonious intent.

The Chairman of the Bench, in announcing a fine of £10,
together with £2 2s. solicitor's fee and £1 for witnesses, or 43 days'

imprisonment in default, observed that at such a time a man in

defendant's position should have been exceedingly careful, as it

might have proved a serious thing both for himself and the people

in the neighbourhood. However, the fact of defendant having
lost his situation had prompted the magistrates to take a rather

lenient view of the case.

Electric Switch Manufactorers and their Premises.

In the Shoreditch County Court, on Tuesday last week, before his

H mour Judge Graham, K.C., Mary Ann Rowlandson, sued MeesrB.

Marbro, Ltd., of Hackney, electric switch manufacturers, to recover

£12 10s., being two months' rent of the premises they occupied,

and an order for possession. It appeared that the present company
purchased the business of another firm, who had entered into an
agreement as to the premises as far back as 1909. The present

company oontended that theirs was a yearly tenancy, so long as

they paid the rent, and that they were actually in negotiation for

another lease for three years when they got the notice to quit.

For the defence, Mr. Poyser said the notice to quit was dated

March 10th, and the plaintiff had actually taken rent to April

10th, which quashed the notice to quit. Mr. Rowlandson admitted

receiving a cheque, and also paying it into the bank, but pending
seeing his solicitor he had not sent any receipt.

Judge Cluer said the paying in of the cheque was fatal to the

plaintiff's case, as legally it was the acceptance of rent. There
would have to be a verdict for the defendants, with costs. No
doubt more would be heard of the case later.

Munitions Cases.

An interesting decision was given last week by the Oldham Muni-
tions Tribunal, in a caBe in which a fitter employed by Messrs.

Ferranti, Ltd., asked for a leaving certificate, so that he oould take

up a foreman's position in a new National shell factory. The case

for the man was based on the fact that it was for the National

advantage that his skill and personal qualifications should have
wider scope than he had in his present employment, and Sub-

Sac. 5 of Sec. S of the Munitions of War Act, 1916, was quoted.

This Sub-Sec. states that in determining whether the grant of a

certificate had been unreasonably refused the Tribunal should take

into consideration the question whether the workman had left or

desired to leave his work for the purpose of undertaking any class

of work in which his skill or other personal qualifications could be

employed with greater advantage to the National interests. Mr.

Asa Schofield (A.S.E."), who appeared for the man, said he could

get another man to replace him in his present job. His present

wageB were 46s. for a week of 53J hours, and there was overtime,

and at the new shell factory he would receive £3 10s. for a week
of 54 hours, and overtime at a corresponding rate. On behalf of

Messrs. Ferranti's, Mr. Whittaker said they would be glad to have
twice as many men in the tool room as they had now. It was
imperative that this man should remain, and they were prepared

to take every tool maker the Labour Exchange could supply. Mr.
Sohofield Baid he was satisfied that the skill of the man would be
batter utilised in the new job and he would replace him with an
efficient tool maker. The Tribunal decided to grant the leaving

certificate aBked for, and Mr. Whittaker said he would appeal to

the Ministry of Munitions against the decision. Mr. J. F,

Hodgson (chairman) said the case was of importance to both sides,

and he would afford every possible facility for appealing.

A girl employed as an armature winder applied to the
Manchester Munitions Tribunal, last week, for a leaving certi-

ficate, on the ground that her health was endangered by her
employment. No doctor's certificate was prodnced, and the firm

stated that the girl's work was very important. The Tribunal
refused the application.

Dispute Aisout Springs.

In the City of London Court, on April 13th, before his Honour
Judge Atherley-Jones, K.C., an action was brought by the Lion
Spring Co., Ltd., Oldbury, near Birmingham, against the Carleon

Electrical Co., Ltd., 13, Queen Street, E.C., to recover £39 for 25,000

percussion springe and 25,000 detent springs, supplied to their

specification, at 1 8. 6d. per gross, for the Government. It seemed
that the defendants had a contract to supply the springB to the

Government in May of last year: The work was carried out, and
cash was to be Bent on delivery. Defendants refused to pay on the

ground that the springs were not made in accordance with the

specification, as they were too weak, and some of them were
returned. Plaintiffs said that the Government Inspector agreed to

pay for the springs because they were made before the specifica-

tion drawing was altered. The defence was that the springs had
not been accepted by the Government, and therefore plaintiffs

could not expect to be paid. The Government official, when
called, admitted that his inspection was not final.

Judge Atherley-Jones said that that being so, the plaintiffs

could not recover, and must be non-suited, with costs.

Judgment Summons.

In the Shoreditch County Court, on Tuesday last week, before his

Honour Judge Graham, K.C., Messrs. R. Becker & Co., of 53, City

Road, N.£., talking-machine electric motor manufacturers, sought

to enforce the payment of a judgment debt of 12s. 9d., out of

£5 12s. 9d., for goods supplied, from Wm. Saunders, of Cedric

Works, Forest Gate. The defendant said the machinery at his

place was not worth £100, but it might be worth £40 to £50;
but all tie same his business was in such a state that he was
unable to pay 5s. a month. He used to have 22 men, but now had
only four, as the rest had gone to the war : he was doing his best

to keep his business going.

Judge Cluer : And you mean to say you oannot pay 5s. a

month .'

Defendant : No, your Honour.
Judge Cluer : Committed for five days, suspended for 10 days.

Krupp's Patents for Magnetic Separators.

On Thursday last, in the Patents Court, applications for licences

to manufacture under these patents on the part of Messrs. Edgar

Allen & Co., Ltd., were heard by the Controller of Patents. The
previous hearing of the application of the Rapid Magnetting

Machine Co., Ltd., was reported in our issue of April 14th.

Sir G. Croydon Marks stated that Messrs. Edgar Allen & Co., Ltd.,

had an order from the Government for three Ullrich magnetic

separators, which were urgently needed. They proposed to pay a

royalty of 5 per cent, on the net selling price.

The Controller inquired as to the relationship between Messrs.

Krupp and the patentee Ullrich, and it was stated that the patents

were not the property of Krupp's,

The Controller granted both applications, the royalties to go

to the Publio Trustee ; he said that the presenoe of an English

machine already on the market took away any exceptional character

which might be claimed to attach to Krupp's,
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IDEAS AND ACTION.

Though the Government restrictions on paper con-
sumption form a very considerable handicap to

journals whose object it is to encourage national

trade and industry, they have not stopped the pro-

duction of pamphlets and other literature concern-
ing the trade and cognate problems arising out of

the war. A number of these lie before us at this

moment calling for attention. One writer,* in

language giving no uncertain sound, argues against
letting the Germans off easily, and states that a

perfectly cold-blooded consideration of right and
policy points to a relentless but impassioned treat-

ment of a ruthless and unscrupulous enemy. The
revulsion that is engendered by the horrors of war
sbould, in his estimation, be the basis upon which
our present and future attitude toward the German
nation and the German individual should stand.

The ineradicable dishonesty of the Germans in poli-

tical and in economic affairs, their underhand in-

trigues, their organised hypocrisy, and their

unscrupulous abuse of international hospitality,

their use of their embassies and consulates as hot-

beds of intrigue, are all summarised, once more
leading up to the conviction that we must never
again live with murderous thieves at large in our
house. The bestialities and outrages on land and
on sea, together with a review of the degeneracy
of the people as revealed in German criminal sta-

tistics of peaceful life in their own land, are also

produced by this writer to stamp the German people
as " now and for ever beyond the pale," and our
only way is to permanently deprive such a people
of all power to impose their will by violence or
intrigue. Until a new generation of Germans one
day arises " we need not hate, but we must refuse

to associate or to allow our people to associate

with a nation rotten with a moral leprosy." Here
the record ends—the sentiments are natural, we all

hold them, we have expressed very much the same
views ourselves a score of times, but the writer
would have added to the value of his contribution
if he had told us how all this was to be done, and
how our international transactions as a whole
would be affected if we were to decline to have rela-

tions with all the peoples of the earth whose
standards of morality at home were different from
our own. Moral depravity of a race has not gene-
rally been a bar to commercial transactions—we
never should have made those early pioneering
foreign trade relations to which we owe so much
if we had first asked " for a certificate of
marriage." Yet it is the Allies' duty to see that it

is impossible for Teutonic commercial success to
prepare the way for military measures in the future.

From this epistle of the hard-hitting quarantining
apostle, whose sentiments we repeat, multitudes of
men of British birth must share in these awful times,

we turn to a second pamphlet in which Mr. A. W.
Yeo, M.P., sends us his views on " Trade After the

War." We agree with his prefatory note that a

satisfactory commercial outcome of the war is only
second in importance to our being victorious over
our enemies in the field and on the sea. Mr. Yeo
pictures the state of things when " immediately "

the war is over five million citizen soldiers and
workers on Army contracts will be clamouring for

work. Nearly every one of our industries has been
disorganised, and he dreads the interval between
the cessation of war and the getting into our regu-
lar commercial stride, and he proceeds to give the
advice already so frequently tendered. " Be Pre-
pared !

" He goes on to show how largely in our
Home and Colonial domestic and industrial pur-
chases, from toys to machinery, we have depended
upon Germany, and holds out before us the pros-
pect of benefiting British industry by keeping this

* P. J. Ford, " Quarantining Germany."

trade to ourselves. Free Traders, lie says, must
be prepared for a modification of our policy, but
he adds that together with such modification we
must of necessity devise precautions against the
avarice of manufacturers

—
" the State must abso-

lutely prevent the manufacturers from becoming
unduly rich at the expense of the retailers and con-
sumers." We find what is working in Mr. Yeo's
mind in the "object lesson in paper"-—the case
certainly powerfully appeals to our journalistic sym-
pathies. The Government restricted the import of

pulp; there were vast stocks of paper in the country
which had already borne the full cost of production;
yet the State did not prevent the holders of these
finished stocks from raising their prices from ioo
to 300 per cent. " absolutely without justification,"

and thus " the State made to these paper merchants
a gift variously estimated at from three to five

million pounds," and the journals which foster the

trade of the country, among others, must stand
the racket. This illustration Mr. Yeo uses as

an argument against the State interfering

with the laws of supply and demand, and
to show that if such interference is neces-
sary, " such scandals " must be prevented. He
would rather see us leaving the manufacture of
cheap toys to Germany, and employing our present
reducing volume of labour on more useful and profit-

able lines—machinery, gas and electrical fittings

and motors are among those lines. Mr. Yeo says
that owing to- the increase in the employment of

female labour, which " has come to stay," we
shall, when the war is over, have increased our
productive workers by two million persons, who
within three years would increase the value of our
output of goods by £300,000,000. But to do this

we " shall require machinery and plant costing
some £40,000,000, and there's the rub! " A scheme
has been put before the Board of Trade which
finds a way for getting-

that money.
We do not think that Mr. Yeo can have the engi-

neering industries in mind, for they have vastly

increased their plant capacity. He appears to think

that the report of the Advisory Committee on Key
Industries was not worth the cost of printing,

but we hardly think that those who sit in a

certaini office in Kingsway will entirely agree with
him. The Board of Trade was urged a year and
a half ago to study every one of our 250 trades in

detail, and to carefully select for development such
trades as are the '* most necessary, most profitable,

and most practicable." We ourselves did our own
little bit of urging even at that early date, and we
deeply regret that it is only now that a series of

specialised trade committees are beginning their

inquiries. Mr. Yeo is appalled at the prospect of

the great German dump, which he puts at

£500,000,000. We heard a manufacturer say in

public the other day that it was £300,000,000. The
difference is not material—only £200,000,000—it is

the menace of the dump that is the haunting spectre.

We do not know upon what good authority the
estimate rests—Germany is scheming a great
dumping operation which may or may not affect

electrical and engineering industries, that is the
thing that matters. But in presence of this menace
which some people, including, we believe, the Board
of Trade, regard as more imaginary than real, what
does Mr. Yeo advocate? Unlike Mr. Ford, he
does not want to " quarantine Germany," what he
wants is that the British nation shall be prepared.

We quote :
—

Inhumanly though she has acted, Germany is a country of

seventy million people, and she must do trade in order to

compensate Belgium. ... I do not want to encourage
German trade, but I know and feel that we really must have
eome of her wares as soon as the conflict ceases—as little as

possible, but really there is much 6he produces, because of
low wages and great skill, in which we cannot compete. It is

foolish, then, to shout about doing no more trade with Ger-
many. Surely, it is better to make such arrangements as will

secure that we are top dog.
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The conclusion to which all this leads Mr. Yeo is

that our prospects of trade after the war are mag-
nificent, but they are remote because (a) we have
not taken, nor are we arranging to take, the proper

"steps such as intelligent discrimination, &c. ;
(b) we

are not' preparing" to provide ourselves with the

machinery required for commercial development.
We must at once alter our plans, failing which
" there is ahead of this country a period of great

destitution, ending only when we come to our
senses."

Now before we proceed to the third stage in our
consideration of these literary productions, let us

note that while Mr. Ford left Germany in quaran-
tine, Mr. Yeo leaves her people free to trade be-

cause it is natural and necessary to do so, but he
wants the Government and *' we," whoever may be
meant, to be prepared to employ our increased

labour by laying out £40,000,000 to assist British

manufacturing, so that we do not buy anything
from Germany that we could and should be making
advantageously ourselves. Mr. Yeo is at least an
advance on Mr. Ford, who simply left us strafeing.

We leave the " strafer " and the politician and
turn to the philosopher.* Mr. Dunlop is nothing
if not a philosopher, and though we confess that

at times " much reading is a weariness to the

flesh," we find his book on "British Destiny"
on the whole a very interesting and profit-

able study, one that every thinking man in

the industry, and out of it, too, would do
well to study. We wish that we had more
space to devote to ir. for we agree with him
that it is " ideas " that count in these anxious times

when so many things are in the melting pot. He
is unmoved by sentiment, makes us proud of our
British civilisation, and sees reason to hope that we
shall emerge from present disastrous happenings as

a people refined in the fire, strengthened in

character, more spiritual, drawn back to that

high standard and tradition from which we
were gradually falling until the clash of arms
came, reminding us of our historic high
moral standard as an example to the other
nations of the earth. Mr.' Dunlop leads us on
through discussions oru the equilibrium of society.

the philosophy of co-operation, competition for

quality, and the magic of industry, to a chapter on
Free Trade or Protection. He has shown in an
earlier chapter that a policy of reprisals is opposed
to our lofty aims and traditions, and here he shows
tnat in the matter of trade " time and energy will

be wasted if we spend them in devising means of

retaliation." " Methods of revenge will not pro-

mote our own national security—they will but per-

petuate antagonism." " We must not be anti-

German ; we must be pro-British." Only a calm,

collected, philosophical mind could traverse in

thought with such a measured tread the bloody soil

of Belgium, haunted by the abominations of terrible

lust and outrage ; or sail the Atlantic seas remem-
bering the Lusitania; or travel among the wrecked
cottage lanes of England, where babies and women
were murdered by cowardly bomb-droppers, telling

even the lofty British race not to be " anti-German."
Pro-British yes, we will all be that, but let us be
anti-German too—for a time at least. Who can
help it—if he have a heart wherewith to love his

friends and to hate the enemies of civilisa-

tion? But we must keep that "anti-German"
spirit well in rein—that we rather imagine
is what Mr. Dunlop would really ask of

us. He is sufficiently anti-German—or, out of

respect to him, we will say " pro-British "—to

adopt a Protective Tariff as an instrument " re-

quired by present international conditions," and to

be used wisely by a strong nation in order to estab-

* " British Destiny : The Principles of Progress," by D. N.
Dunlop, A.I.E.E.

lish reciprocity on equal terms between nations
—

"an.

instrument of negotiation"—and to finally prepare

tne way for international Free Trade. We presume
that all the preceding chapters are intended to lead

up to the scheme for Industrial Federation, which
is outlined in the last. He advocates that the func-

tions of many different organisations, each of them
important in its sphere, should be co-ordinated

without sacrificing or nullifying their individual

work. The first step advocated is a conference of

a few men with the co-operative spirit from each

of the associations named, representing trade, em-
ployers, labour, scientific and learned societies,

co-operative agriculture, and finance. -They should

establish a Federation, the general aim of which
would be to preserve and promote national effi-

ciency and the traditions and ideals which are the

basis of the British Empire.
Now where do all these different writers lead us ?

Mr. Ford would put the enemy in quarantine until

the national character is purged; Mr. Yeo says put

your own house in order by encouraging essential

industries; Mr. Dunlop leads us on to a high plane

with noble conceptions of British destiny, and says

assure that destiny by protective tariffs suited to

the emergency and for the emergency alone, and
by federating all the national forces of Capital and
Labour, of science, industry, finance and agricul-

ture, so as to make that destiny permanent and
secure.

Do these things satisfy our industrial hunger?
Are they food for men who have eaten humble pie

too long", and who cast longing eyes toward an
Economic Conference at Paris, who look for a com-
pact between Great Britain and her Colonies and
the Allies, who want to have more substantial rela-

tions with us in the near future ? Ideas are all-

important if they lead us on to right decisions when
we descend to the deliberations of a practical con-

ference of the kind that is awaited. It seems to us

that one of the very first duties to be performed in

connection with such a conference, or at any rate

one that should follow it immediately, is an exhaus-
tive inquiry by each of the nations engaged in it

respecting their requirements in the matter of im-

ports and their abilities in respect of exports. With
such material at hand, together with some fairly

reliable conjectures as to the possibilities of

developing manufacture under the altered condi-

tions that now obtain, and may probably obtain

after the war, it ought to be possible to draft a
practical scheme. But how can such material be
ready in time unless it be now preparing?—the

work would be of vast proportions. And how can
such material be trustworthy unless it be prepared

in part by industrial and business minds who know
the factors? And how cam it be well done if the

Government policy be to " wait and see " until it

is " too late " ?

THE SELLING SIDE OF ELECTRICITY

SUPPLY—VI.

In the first of this series of articles we devoted our space to

suggestions which would be useful to those having the

management of showrooms ; there were a number of obser-

vations that we were inclined to make, but refrained from, as

they appeared to be obvious"; that they might have been

made with advantage will be seen from the following

account of a visit recently paid to a London showroom.

This showroom is in a good situation in a flourishing

district, and a considerable amount must have been spent

in fitting it out. It is a thousand pities that such outlay

should be practically wasted as far as adverti-ing the

advantages of electricity is concerned. The windows were

not used to any good purpose, for they only contained a few

hot-wire radiators of poor design, none of them alight ; the
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one radiator running was a six-lamp pattern ; four of the
lamps were on, the two that were not alight were black
and dirty. Several table standards, with tarnished metal
parts arid shabby silk shades, were alight. The other uses of

electricity were " advocated " by a toaster and a few kettles,

all of which wanted a good cleaning. Much the same state

of alf.iirs was discovered inside. The walls were sparsely

covered with candelabra, of which the candles were leaning

at various angles. The electric kitchen consisted of one
modern cooker and several obsolete ovens ; all the metal
parts were dull and the insides dirty. On a table stood a
disk boiler ; the white cloth it stood upon was scorched in a

dozen places through over-heating of the legs. There was
also a very discoloured nickel-plated iron without connecter
or flex. Some vacuum cleaners were displayed ; perhaps
the dust on the floor and the cobwebs noticed on a fitting

were being preserved for the time when a demonstration
could be made. The only thing the writer fancied was a

very nice sideboard. On a table, prominently placed, was a

selection of publicity matter in which, amongst other claims
for electricity, cleanliness was prominently mentioned.
Comment is needless.

Unfortunately, this is not a solitary case. It were far

better if showrooms were left out, than be so badly managed
as to be a discredit to the whole service.

Those responsible for such exhibitions should disabuse
themselves of the idea that the selling of electricity places

them in a position of inherent superiority toother businesses.

Merchandising electrical accessories and apparatus to be
successful must follow ordinary commercial principles.

Granting that our efforts are circumscribed by the shortage
of many things owing to the war, there is no excuse for

running what should be an up-to-date showroom as a

museum or a curiosity shop. Rather than let stock accumu-
late and fall behind the times, there is no reason why a sale

should not be held.

It is difficult to keep many of the nickel-plated and other
metal finished apparatus smart. The best and cheapest
way is to effect quick sales and a rapid turn-over of stock.

Our remarks in previous articles as to frequent changes in

the shop-window display were apparently unread, certainly

not acted upon. We have at heart the improvement in

methods and scope of the business-getting side of electrical

suPP'y, and an earnest desire to assist those engaged in this

work. A showroom run on slipshod lines is an offence

against the interests of the industry at large, and the
undertaking to which it is attached in particular. It is

clearly the duty of every profit-earning department to make
that profit as large as possible. To allow the publicity

department to be an unnecessary burden on the current
revenue is to admit the arguments of those who take an
adverse view of this enterprise in salesmanship.

There is no gainsaying the fact, whatever may be the
ciuses, that our electrical showrooms in general make a very
pjor showing compared to the large well-fitted and well-

stocked establishments of the rival industry. Let us, there-

fore, strive to remedy this ; new departures may be out of

the question for the moment, but there is nothing to

prevent the showrooms already existing from making the

most of themselves. A well-thought-out plan of operations

should be determined upon. Dress the windows this month
with irons, and offer a free trial ; next month show vacuum
cleaners at work ; the following month, say, toasters and
kettles—demonstrate them. Letyourmanagement be charac-
terised by vigour, enterprise, and push. In salesman talk,

don't be ashamed to express the faith which is in you.
Believe in what you are saying if you wish your customer
to believe it too. Yours may be only a small part, but
play it for all you are worth if yon want a larger. Never
forget the rule :

" What your hand findeth to do, that do
with all your might," and you will eventually find your-
self on top.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.—J. T. Peddib, mechanical
engineer, Exhibition Buildings, Aldwych Site. W.C.—A composition
of 5s. in the £ is payable on April 18th at the offlceB of Messrs.
ELles, Salaman, Coates & Co., 1-2, Bucklersbury, E.C.

Liquidation.

—

Messrs. H. A. JIarvev & Co., Liu-
(in liquidation).—Mr. W. A. Henderson, the liquidator of this

company, intends to apply for his releate ; any objection must be
notified to the Board of Trade within 21 days of April 1 1th. The
receiver for the debenture-holders, having now realised all the
available assets of the company, can pay a dividend to the deben-
ture-holders only ; consequently, there will be no funds for the
ordinary creditors of the company, or for the expenses of the
liquidation.

Catalogues and Lists.

—

Messrs. Eh. Benms & Co.,
Ltd., 28, Victoria Street, S.W.—Folder relating to their conveyors
and elevators for handling coal and ash. A comprehensive cata-

logue will shortly be issued.

Messrs. Marshall & Plimthee, 20, High Holborn, W.C.

—

Leaflets describing the "Hold-heet" electric glue-pots and cookers,
fitted with thermostats to keep the temperature constant at the
right value, in various sizes, and the " Clearway " electric horn.

Book Xotices.—" Elementary Strength of Materials."

By E. S. Andrews. London : Chapman & Hall. Price 4s. 6d. net.

The Wirelets World for April has assumed a new cover, on
which is represented the latest type of mast arrangement for

receiving stations ; the contents have also undergone rearrange-
ment, and include a variety of interesting articles, technical and
otherwise. It is a very " live wireless" production.

The Caxton Translations Institute, of Caxton HonBe, S.W., has
issned a wall card giving brief but useful information respecting
the different countries of the world—populations, imports and
exports, ports, consulate addresB in London, &c.

We have received an advance copy of the Special China Number
of the Manchester Chtardiah, A number of interesting articles

serve to emphasise the greatness of the market and its oppor-
tunities for engineering and other traders.

Trade Announcements.

—

Messrs. F. Paine & Sosr,

electrical and mechanical engineers, have removed to larger

premises at 21, Old Road, Erinton-on-Sea.
Messrs. Austin Walters & Son have removed to larger

premises owing to expansion of business. The new works at

57, I.iwer Mosley Street, Manchester, are five times as large as the
old. A new department which has been fully equipped, regardless

of expense, for the repair and rewinding of all types of armatures
A.c. and D.C. has been opened, and the firm is specialising in

traction work. The works have modern drying stores, and special

attention is given to the careful test of all repair work.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Application for Extension of Patent.—An applica-

tion has been made by F. G Creed, W. A. Coulson, and Messrs.

Creed, Bille & Co., Ltd., for the extension of the term of patent

No 22,653 of 1902.

Accrinjrton.—Plant Extensions.—At the General
Purposes Committee, on April 13th, communications were read

from the L.6.B., &c, intimating that sanction had been given to

the scheme for the extension of the electric generating plant and
the erection of a new chimney and flues in connection with the
destructor. The new generating plant will cost £11,000, and the

boiler, chimney and flues C 7,000. It was decided to proceed with
the work. The provision of a tubular boiler, at a cost of £3,000,
was regarded as unnecessary, and has, consequently, been dropped
for the time being.

Altrincham.— ?ne\v Plant.—The Altrincham Electric

Supply, Ltd., has successfully put into commission its first turbo-

alternator set, which is one of 1,8.">0 k.a a., supplied by the B.T.H.

Co , with a Cjle, Marohent & Morley surface condenser and Rces-

Rjturbo pumps.

Argentina.— The Government of the Province of

Cjrdoba has authorised Messrs. Trelsi and RieEco to install and
exploit an electrical service at Villa Huidobro, Department of

General Roca.

Australia.—The gross revenue of the Melbourne City

Council's electric supply undertaking for the year 1915 was
£182,591, an increase over the previous year of £17,806 ; the expen-

diture was £82,745, leaving a gross profitof £99,849. The revenue
derived from private and bulk supplies increased by £17,736 ; from
private lighting the increase was £70. The increase in revenue
from bulk supplies to adjoining municipalities amounted to £2,122,
notwithstanding a considerable reduction in the prioe of current.

Interest payments amounted to £22,219 ; and contributions to the

sinking fund and depreciation and reserve fund absorbed £7,471

and £33,512 respectively. The net profit for 1915 of £35,569 was
in addition to interest on capital and sinking fund charges, which
together represented a return of over 10 per cent, on the £654,000
borrowed. The Electric Supply Committee in its report points out

the desirability of forming a reserve fund for depreciation of

machinery and non-remunerative expenditure, such as the storage

of coal ; £29,000 had been contributed to the town fund, including

£2,200 deficiency in the lighting rate, the total contributions to

the fund to date amounting to £108,645. The Committee pro-

poses to transfer £165,394 from the depreciation and renewal fund,
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and to write down capital expenditure by that amonnt, thereby

reducing it to £581,748, and leaving at the credit of the renewals

fund £55,131.

Barton-on-Humber.—Street Lighting.—With refer-

ence to the dispute between the U.D.C. and the Electric Supply Co.

over the public lighting account, the Council has decided by
10 votes to 6 t5 pay the amount claimed, less 10 per cent., without
prej adice. The L.G.B., in declining to express any opinion on the
matter, referred the C.juucil to the remarks of Mr. Justice Low, in

the Leiston case.

Continental.

—

Portugal.—A Bill has been presented

to the Chamber of Deputies to authorise the Municipality of

Amarante to contract a loan of about £17,500, to be devoted to a
hydro-electric installation for the production of power for lighting

and other purposes.

—

B. of T. Journal.

Spain.—The Ministerio de Fomento has granted permission to

Don Tomas Garmendia to utilise the waters of the Reburdieps and
Sejos etreams, ia the district of Los Tojos (Province of Santander),
for the production of electric power for industrial purposes.

—

B. of T. Journal.

Application has been made for a concession to put down a plant
to utilise the water power of the river Mendo, near San Pedro de
Oza, in the generation of electrical energy for lighting and power
purposes in the town named and surrounding neighbourhood. A
derivation canal about a mile and a half in length will be
necessary in connection with the plant.

Gravesend.

—

Price Increase.—The T.C., owing to
the continued advance in the price of coal, has decided to add
25 per oent. to consumers' accounts from the quarter ending
March 31st, the increase to be reduced to the original advance of
10 per cent, when fuel costs less than 25s. per ton.

Ilford.

—

Street Lighting, &c—The estimate in respect
of public lightirg for the ensuing six months, just approved by
the Electricity Committee, shows an allowance of £1,000 for
reduced lighting. The chairman of the Committee and the elec-

trical engineer have been authorised to place orders for an addi-
tional 1,000 tons of coal for delivery over the next four or six
months.

lvybridsre (Devon).—The local Electricity Supply Co.
has leased Union mills for its undertaking.

London.

—

Poplar.—The Electricity Committee is of
opinion that a temporary increase of prices for current for power
and public lighting purposes is necessary, and has fixed the increase
at 10 per cent, as from April 1st last. It is estimated that the
proposed increase, after making allowance for probable decreased
demand, will enable a surplus of not less than £.1,000 to be earned,
while if coal is obtained at 2s. 6d. per ton less than estimated, the
estimated surplus would be raised to £10,000 for the ensuing year.
An annual Burplus of not less than the latter sum is required to
meet all demands upjn the undertaking, and maintain the policy
of providing for the cost of new services, meters, tos., and the writing
down of plant out of revenue. It is not considered desirable to
increase the charges for private lighting. The Committee proposes
to adopt, experimentally, the Cumberland electrolytic process on a
Babcock boiler and economiser at the works, at a cast of £200.
Should the process achieve the resultB claimed for it, the Com-
mittee anticipates that the cost of installation can be met within a
year. The Council has been recommended to grant a war bonus
to the staff of 10 per cent, on present normal salaries and wages
(including emoluments) under £200 psr annum ; 7$ per cent, on
£200 and under £300, and 5 per cent, on £300 and upwards. In the
case of the electricity department, it is proposed that those who have
received a war bonus, or increase due to the war, should have the
amount made np to 10 p r r cent., and should a profit bonus be
available at the end of the ensuing year, the aggregate amount
paid as war bonus during the year, as proposed, Will be deducted
from each individual share in profits.

Islington.—The Lighting Committee has adopted the electrical
engineer's suggestion that during the war certain arc lamps should
be altered by substituting high c.P. metal-filament lamps in the
globes. The annual saving, exclusive of energy, will amount to
£85 per annum.
L.C C.—The Finance Committee recommends the Council to

sanction the borrowing by the Bermondsey B.C. of £2,773 for
electricity purposes, being £i)78 for mains, £1,410 for house
services, and £385 for meters ; also that sanction be granted" to
the Stepney B.C. to borrow £3,000, being part of the cost of the
two new boilers in connection with the electricity undertaking
and to the Woolwich B.C. in regard to £27,115 for plant, and
£385 for mains.

Manchester.—Tenders in connection with the scheme
to increase the output of the Stuart Street electricity station have
heen approved. Mr. Pearce. the electrical engineer, submitted at a
meeting of the Sub-Committee the total estimated capital cost of
the scheme at £30 u00.

Middleton.

—

Street Lighting.—The town clerk gave
notice, on the 13th inst., that the charge for current for lighting
purposes has been increased by id. per unit, and that for power and
heating purposes by 12$. per cent.

Radeliffe.

—

Year's Working.—It was reported, at a
meeting of the U.D.C. last week, that there was every possibility
of a small net profit resulting from the year's trading of the
electricity department.

Swinton.

—

Price Increase.—The U.D.C. has decided
that owing to the extra cost of current, the charge to consumers
be increased by 12$ per cent. It was state! that a Sub-Committee
is to review the conditions on which consumers are supplied,
and where it is found that they were served at a loss steps
would be taken to terminate the contract and make fresh arrange-
ments.

llverstou.—E.L. Scheme.—The R.D.C. has agreed
with the Coniston Electric Lighting Co. as to the basis of the
terms for electrioally lighting the village of Coniston. No
higher rate than 8d. a unit iB to be charged, and the Council
will have the option of purchasing the undertaking at any
time after 10 years at the fair market value. The Council was
also recommended that the proposed agreement shall contain a
clause preserving the right of the Rural District Council or other
local authority, or any company or person, with the consent of the
lo:al authority, to obtain a licence or provisional order.

Watford.

—

Proposed Loan.—The U.D.C. has applied
to the L.G B. for a loan of £3,300 for electrical supplies needed
for war purposes.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

Australia.—The half-yearly report of the Adelaide
(S. Australia) Municipal Tramways Trust, to January 31st, 1916,
shows that the net revenue was £63,401, the full statutory charges
being £64,579, leaving a deficit for the half-year of £1,322. The
gross revenue for the half-year was £160,463, or £7,180 more than
in the preceding half-year, and £3,313 more than in the correspond-
ing half-year ended January 31st, 1915. The capital cost of the
revenue-earning portion of the electric traction system, excluding
purchase money and stores, was £1,447,584. The surplus revenue
over operation expenses (excluding the Port Adelaide horse-car
account), waB £63,401, and the percentage of working expenses to

revenue was 60'333. The surplus revenue over operating expenses
equalled 8'75S per cent, on the capital cost. The reserve fnnd for
renewals now amounts to £97.426, and the insurance reserve to

£7,926.

A motion by the Minister of Public Works, in the N.S.W. Legisla-
tive Assembly, that a bridge should be constructed to connect Sydney
and North Sydney, at a total cost of over £3,000,000, was recently
agreed to by 42 votes to 8. The bridge would carry a double
electric railway track, double tramway track, vehicle and motor
roads, and a footway.

Belfast.—At a meeting of the Tramways and Electrical

Committee last week, it was intimated that at the present time
there were 297 motormen and 2!>8 conductors in the service of the
Corporation. Of theBe 227 motormen and 182 conductors were in

the service before the war, and 70 motormen and 116 conductors
had volunteered into the Army—most of them for the famous

" Ulster Division. Only four unmarried men of military age have
joined the tramway department since the war Btarted, 52 under
military age, and a number of over-age men, and some medically
unfit and discharged soldiers.

It has been decided to give the new manager of the tramway
Bystem—whoever he may be—an annual Balary of £800. The
original figure mentioned was £700.

Croydon.— Strike.—On Monday, the T.C., by 34
votes to 17, refused an amendment to refer the matters in dispute
with its tramway employes to arbitration. A further amendment,
referring the matter to the arbitration of five local gentlemen, was
lost by 26 votes to 22. There are 163 employes on str k', and 25
have remained loyal to the committee.

L. & V. Railway Electrification. — The new electric

train service between Manchester and Bury, on the Lancashire and
Yorkshire Railway system, was inaugurated on Monday.

London.—The Holborn B.C. offers no objection to the
application of the L.C.C. to the B. of T. for an extension of time
for the construction of a junction line to connect the existing
tramwaya in Clerkenwell R^ad with thoBe in Farringdon Road.

Southport.

—

Female Labour.—The Trades Council
has decided to send a protest to the Corporation against the
employment of women as tramway drivers. One member of the
Council stated that, as one who had driven a car, he conld
unhesitatingly say that the job was not one that was suitable for
women.

Sunderland.—The Tramways Committee recommended :

" That on and from the 1st inst. the war bonuses be payable to em-
ployee in the tramwaya dfpartment varying from 2s. to 3f. 6d. per
week, and that no employe shall receive, by reason of such b^nus, a
sum in excess of 50s. per week, including emoluments, and that the
wages of tramway inspectors be advanced from 7d. to 7$d. per
hour." It was stated that the advances recommended would mean
an additional wage expenditure of £78 a year and the temporary
advance in respect of bonuses of £624 a year. An amendment
that the bonus recommendations should be struck out was lost by
27 votes to 3.

Worsley.—The U.D.C. is petitioning the South Lan-
cashire Tramway Co. for the provision of additional shelters.
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TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES. FORTHCOMING EVENT.

Australia.—Wireless telegraphy throughout the Com-
monwealth will in th* future be under the control of the Navy,
and all men employed will wear uniform and belong to the " Royal
Australian Navy Radio Service." This is a new branch of the
Australian Navy. At present there are about 120 employe-", many
of whom were taken over from the Postal Department by the
Navy Department in October last. It iB intended at a later date to

appoint an engineer for radio-telegraphy for the Commonwealth.
In the meantime, Engineer-Lieutenant P, G. Cretswell will be
acting, and the Minister for the Navy has made arrangements with
Mr. J. G. Balsillie for him to have a retaining fee as consulting
engineer for six months.

Wireless by Gramophone.—At the suggestion of the
Marconi Co., gramophone records are now being made which
reproduoe the Morse signals as they appear in the microphone of a
wireless receiver. These records commence with the simple Morse
code, pasB on to dummy messages, including figures, fractions,

Stock Exchange terms, and other items of business importance,
and culminate with examples of "jamming."

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.
Australia.—Sydney.—May 24th. N.S.W. Government

Railways and T-nmwa>8. 16/600-volt d!c. motors for tramway
stores, Randwick.*
Melbourne.— April 26th. Victorian Government Railways.

Car-liahting material—cables, switches, fuses, &c*
May 1st. City Council. Meters and maximum-demand indicators.

See " Official Notices" April 7th.

May 10th. Victorian Government Railways. Motor-generator
set and accessories for battery-charging of baggage trucks.*
May 17th. Victorian Government Railways. One 2-ton elec-

trically-operated goods elevator for Julimont car-shed.*

New Zealand.—June 23rd. Oamaru Borough Council.
Overhead mains and street-lighting equipment (Contract No. 2) ;

power-station equipment (Pelton wheels, alternators, &c.) (Contract
No. 3) ;

service meters (Contract No. 4) ; line transformers and
accessories (Contract No. 6).*

Sal lord.—May 8th. Electricity Department. High-
pressure steel steam pipes and separator, also cast-iron pipes and
valves. See " Official Notices " to-day.

Walthamstow.—April 2Cth. U.D.C. "Water-softening
plant for the Electricity Department. See " Official Notices

"

April 7 th.

Warrington.—April 26th. Electricity and Tramways
Committee. Boiler plant and economiser. See " Official Notices

"

April 7th.

West Hartlepool.— April 28th. Electricity Depart-
ment. Two water-tube boilers with superheaters and mechanical
stokers. See " Official Notices" April 11th.

Specifications for the items marked * can be seen at the Board
of Trade Commercial Intelligence Branch in London.

CLOSED.
Barnes.— The tender of the Pirelli General Cable

Works, Ltd., has been accepted by the U.D.C., at £188, for 410
yards of three-core distributing cable.

Burnley.—B. of G. Electrical requirements : Messrs.
F. Thornton & Co.

Dundee.—The T.C. has accepted the tender of Messrs.
VennerTime Switches, Ltd., for time switches for the coming year,
and that of Messrs. Chamberlain & Hookham, Ltd., for meters.

Loudou.—L.C.C.—Seven tenders have been received for
the construction of foundations, &c, for the third additional
turbogenerator at the Greenwich generating station :

—

W. Downs, Ltd (aocepted) £4,751
"W. M.nders & Co. .. 4 927
G. G ids.m & Sons 4,930
J. Jarvis & Sons, Ltd .. 5 290
J. E. Whiter A Co 6,449
James Ford 6,450
Charles Wall, Ltd.

, .

.

6,853
Architect's estimate, £4,500.

The Stores and Contracts Commictee reoommends that the
Committee or the ohairman or the vice-chairman of the Committee
be each authorised during the Eister recess to open tenders for
the Bupply of electric traction glow-lamps for the Tramways
Department.

A SENSITIVE RELAY FOR WIRELESS
TELEGRAPHY.

Though a great deal of energy has been expended in devising
relays to make possible the calling and autographic recording of
wirelesB messages, there is still plenty of room for fresh devices, and
the relay illustrated diagrammatically in the accompanying figure

presents a number of interesting features. It is claimed that the
new instrument is superior to Dary, Ducretet and Brown's relays in

respect of natural frequency and sensitivity. As described by
E. Leimer in the E.T.Z., the instrument consists essentially of a
separately excited pot magnet, in the narrow air gap d e of which
there is a coil e, consisting of several hundred turns of No. 50
insulated copper wire, wound in one layer on a pot-shaped celluloid

former, which is carried by fine metal wires /, g, serving also sb leads.

The celluloid former moving with small clearance on the centre

pole c provides damping, and the wires /", g, terminating on torsion

and tension screws, provide a free suspension adjustable for sensi-

tivity and frequency. Either a third wire parallel to f or g
(in which case torsion screws are unnecessary), or a fine wire
spiral carries relay current to a platinum contact /, opposite which
is an adjustable contact screw k.

The relay is in effect a thread galvanometer, and is connected in

the detect ir circuit. It can be mad« to respond to 4 microamperes
when adjusted to a natural frequency of 05 second. In normal

a.
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NOTES.

Australian Engineers for Australia.— According

to the Melbourne Age of February 26th, a competitive

examination, held by the Government authorities for the purpose

of selecting an electrical engineer for the telephone branch in

Adelaide, at a salary of £528 a year, has resulted in the appoint-

ment of Mr. R, Lawson, formerly assistant engineer on the staff of

the chief electrical engineer. Nine officers competed, and Mr. P.

Kennedy, of WeBtern Australia, was second on the list. The
examination was held as the result of a protest by the Professional

Officers' Association against the appointment of imported officers

over the heads of Australians. The Postmaster-General decided

that the merits of all officers should be tested. Mr. Lawson is an
imported officer.

Complaints are being made in Australia with regard to the

appointment, it being alleged that imported candidates were
favoured, to the detriment of Australians, in the examination.

An impartial inquiry into the ciroumstances is demanded by
Commonwealth engineers.

One Too Many.—Owing to our having to proceed to

pres" two days earlier than usual, we are unable to include the

following letter in our " Correspondence " columns :

—

Ab " one of the speakers who is connected with the electrical

trade " referred to by you in your last week's issue under the above
heading, I was very pleased to read your article, which, though
somewhat severe in its criticisms, I gladly welcome as written

with that frankness and openness which cannot fail to assist our
common aim, viz., to bring about a complete commercial as well as

a military victory over our enemy.
Let me assure you that the "Bri'ish Manufacturers' Association,

1915 " should be entirely acquitted of any narrow or one-sided

views such as the article in question imputes to them, and the

absence of any reference to efforts emanating from other sources

was not due to any petty jealousy.

The Association is not unmindful of such other movements as

you refer to, but, to imitate your own perfect frankness, it fails to

find in them that " substantial progress " of which you speak.

I entirely agree with your argument that one strong representa-

tive organisation is what is needed, and this is indeed exactly what
I advocated, but it must be Btrong in business ability and deter-

mination to act, and must not rely for its influence and standing

on an executive composed of men of title or mere party speakers

—

enlisted as such—apart from any fitness for the real objects of

such an organisation.

It was with these points in view that the British Manufacturers'
Association was formed, and it is more than ready to act in

nnion with any movement, old or new, that will tackle firmly and
imperially the position which confronts ns.

I trust you will do me the favour of inserting this letter in your
widely read paper, in the hope that it may elicit criticism and
exchange of views, useful to all those who are willing and anxious
to help in these times to secure Britain for the British.

Arthur Berkeley, M.I.E.E.

London, E.C., April 17th, 1916.

Electrochemistry in the United States.— The
Niagara Falls section of the American Electrochemical Society in

February discussed the development of power from the Falls in

connection with the electrochemical industries. According to

Metallurgical and, Chemical Engineering, complaints were made
with regard to the restriction of power development at Niagara by
the U.S. Government. It waB stated that the Niagara Falls Power
Co. generated 90,000 H.P., and the Hydraulic Power Co. 100,000 to

125,000 H.P., all the latter, except 15 000 h.p., being employed in

the electrochemical industries. Mr. F. J. Tone said that the year
1915 had taught them that a nation must be economically and
industrially independent and self-contained. Crude potash,

formerly obtained from Germany, had risen from £7 to £80 per
ton ; ferromanganese, derived from England, had been placed
under an embargo, and its price had risen from £7'6 to £25 per
ton, while many commodities had become almost unobtainable.

Few realised to what extent their great basic American industries

depended upon electrochemistry, particularly the electrochemical
products of Niagara power. Steel manufacture, the greatest of all

American industries, was absolutely dependent upon Niagara power
for ferro-alloys ;

ferrosilicon was an essential element in the pro-

duction of ]•" million tons of Bteel ; ferrochromium, ferrotungsten,

and ferrovanadium were indispensable to the manufacture of high-
speed tool steel, while ferrochrome was the hardening element in

armour-plate and armour-piercing projectiles, and electrical trans-

former steel was equally dependent upon the products of Niagara
power. Artificial abrasives to the amount of 20,000 tons a year
were produced at Niagara, and were indispensable to many indus-

tries ; aluminium and calcium carbide were the largest of the
electrochemical industries at Niagara

;
nitrogen fixation works had

been established on the Canadian Bide of the river, but employed
only 25,000 H.P., whereas in Europe over 300.000 H.p. was devoted
to the production of nitrogen fertilisers. For the spectacle of
Niagara they were paying the price ef a million tons of coal a
week.

It was stated that from 125,000 to 150,000 h.p. was transmitted
into the United States from the Canadian side, and that the con-
tinuance of this supply depended upon permits revocable by the
Canadian Government. The generation of large quantities of

additional power at Niagara on the American side was the only

way to avoid a " frightful dislocation of American industry." The
development of the electrochemical industries had been the salva-

tion of Germany, and should equally be undertaken by the United
States as a matter of preparedness in national defence.

Late Legal.— Read v. Stella Conduits Co.—The
Court of Appeal, composed of the Master of the Rolls, Lord Justice

Phillimore. and Mr. Justice Sargant, have delivered their reserved

judgment on the appeal by the plaintiff in the action of Read v. The
Stella Conduits Co.

The action was brought for an injunction, damages, and the

usual ancillary relief for the alleged infringement of Letters

Patent No. 18,375, of 1905, granted to James William Brooks and
Albert Edward Read for ,'an improved means for connecting
tubular electrical conduits together, and for connecting the said

electrical conduits to the fittings without screwing.

Mr. Justice Joyce held that the gripping arrangement was a well

known and common one, and that as there was no invention in the

patented appliance the patent was invalid. He therefore dismissed

the action, with costs, and the plaintiff appealed from this decision.

The arguments upon the appeal concluded upon March 30th,

when their Lordships reserved judgment.
Mr. Justice Sirgant, who read the judgment of the Court, Baid

that apart from one small variation the plaintiff's appliance

was the same whether it was used for connecting a tube and
a fitting or connectiag two tubes, and, in the latter case,

whether the two tubes were of equal or unequal diameter.

What, therefore, was the invention as claimed by the plaintiff .'

So far as each function taken by itself was concerned, the

method described in the plaintiff's specification was undoubtedly
old. No doubt, however, in view of that fact the refreshingly short

and intelligible claim in the plaintiff's specification was not for a

method or appliance for effecting a simple single junction or con-

nection of this nature with one tune, but for an appliance for

connecting together the ends of two tubular eleitrical conduits

or fittings in the manner describ'd Did this double connection,

as distinguished from a single connection, disclose snffi neat

subject matter or sufficient invention to support the plaintiff's

letters patent .' In the opinion of the Court it did not.

The judgment of the Court below was therefore right, and the

appeal must be dismissed, with costs.

On Monday an action by the Pritchett & Gold and Electrical

Power Storage Co., Ltd., againBt Hamble, River, Luke & Co., Ltd.,

with reference to a contract for an electrical installation at the

premises of a Mrs. Currie, began hearing before Mr. Justice

Sargant. The hearing was adjourned.

Fatalities.—An inquest was held at Eston, on "Wednesday
last week, touching the death of Charles Morgan, an electric crane
driver, who succumbed to injuries sustained at the Clev-land

Steel Works of Messrs. Bolckow, Vaughan A: Co., Ltd. John S:eel,

a crane driver, stated that he examined deceased's crane imme-
diately after the mishap. Morgan had apparently stepped out of

the cabin on to a beam, and had not taken the precaution to switch
off the current. He had then evidently come in contact with a
live wire, the resulting shock causing him to fall a distance of

40 ft. to the ground. William Anderson, electrical engineer, said

the wires conveying current to the cranes could not be covered,

and there was an alternating pressure of 440 volts. Dr. J. Steel

deposed that Morgan's case was hopeless. De*th was due to the

shock from the fall, although it was very probable that the electric

shock alone would have cauBed death. Verdict, " Accidental

death."
Arthur Henry B joker, an electrical engineer employed at Messrs.

Cammell, Laird's works at Sheffield, was recently killed owing to

a plank, which fell from scaffolding on the roof of the power
station, striking him on the head. At the inqueat the verdict was
"Accidental death."

Zinc Smelting' in Xorway. — H.M. Minister at

Christiania states that the electrical refining of zinc has been

developing on a gradually increased scale at Trollhattan for s ime
years past, and has now reached an output of over 6,000 tons of

refined zinc per annum. The ore is first Bmelted in the raw-

material furnaces, and the ordinary spelter thus produced is then

re-distilled in the refining furnaces. Refining is also being carried

on at Sundlokken. For some time past plans have been discussed

for increased facilities for smelting the ore, and it has now been

deeded to secure the necessary water power from the Glomfjord

waterfalls, situated in Nordre Helgeland, in Nordland. These falls

have been purchased by a company formed for the purpose, and

when fully harnessed are calculated to yield 125,000 h.p. The
works are expected to be completed by 1918, and the hydraulic

power obtained will be used for smelting the ore and the refining

process connected therewith.

—

Board of Trade Journal.

American General Electric : Bonus to Employes.

—

The General Electric Co., U.S.A ,
has announced that all employes

in the Bervice of the company for a period of five years or more
will receive a bonus of 5 per cent, of a year's salary, payable in

two instalments. This will mean a distribution of over $1 000,000

per annum to employes. The first instalment will be payab e on

or before August let of this year, and will be a sum equivalent to

5 per cent, of the individual earnings f.ir the six mouths eading

June 30th, 1916. By the arrangement of two payments many
emploj es, who would not be entitled to participate in the distribu-

tion if all were paid in one instalment, will share in the second

distribution, having completed the five years' service between June
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30th and December 31st. The distribution, as stated by officials of
the company, is bein<j made by the company to signify its appre-
ciation of the services of the employed who have bean with the
company for a term of years, and is a result of a desire to promote
long, faithful and efficient service by its employe?.— A

i teto,

L.C.C. Tramway War Boimses—The Rolling Stock
Conciliation Board has considered the claims of the several grades
of men in the rolling-stock section of the L.C.C. tramways to the
war bonus of 4s. a week, and finds that the moulders belong to a
class dealt with by a decision of the Committee on Production
dated April 17th, 1915, and that the other grades belong to a class

dealt with at the conference on April 21st, 191."., and the Board
therefore awards them the advanoe of 4s. per week as war wages.
A question having arisen as to the grade? included in the

memorandum of the conference of April 21st, 1915, the matter was
submitted to the London and District Association of Engineering
Employers and the London, Erith and Southall District Allied
Engineering Trades Joint Committee. Having considered the
replies oi these two bodies, the Conciliation Board has decided that
an advance up to 4s. a week, to be regarded as war wages, shall be
paid to the undermentioned grades of employe? in the rolling-stock
section :

—

Armature winders, wiremen, magnet and coil winders, armature
banders, controller testers, body-makers, coach-painters, brush-
hands, solderers, light and power attendants, controller repairers,
machinery greasers, car greasers, stokers, plough repairer-*, loco-
motive drivers, crane drivers, steam lorry drivers', plough changers,
controller and motor cleaners, assistant brakesmen, truckmen,
brakesmen and re-wheelers, writers, carpenters, wheelwrights,
coach-trimmers, shunters, labourers (wood-working, electrical
and mechanical), leading labourer (mechanical), tool-store
attendants, traversermen, gate constable and patrol constable.

Except as regards armature winders and wiremen, the pay-
ment of the advance is to be made as from the first pay-day
in March, 1916.

Trie payment of the advance to armature winders and wiremen
is to be made as from the first pay-day in September, 1915.

Australian Electrical Contract Conditions.—With
reference to the note appearing under this title in our issue of
January 7th, Mr. B. H. Botler, secretary of the Australian Elec-
trical and Allied Contractors' Committee of Melbourne, writes
correcting the statements which we reproduced from an Australian
contemporary. Mr. Butler says that the whole of the information
is quite erroneous, and that his Committee " undertook the work
of preparing conditions of contract to be applied to electrical and
engineering contracts in Australia, and having drawn np a set of
conditions, submitted them to the Federal Council of the Electrical
Association of Australia, which body approved of them with slight
amendments. The report of the' Australian M
reverses the origin of these conditions by attributing tbem to the
Electrical Association of Australia, and stating that they had been
approved by representatives of electrical contractors."

The Royal Mint Report.—The Deputy Master, Sir
Thomas Elliott, in his report for 1914, shows that the activities of
the Mint were such that the previous record production of coins in
1913 was exceeded by more than 28 millions. Of the total coinage
of 213 millions in 1914, 188 millions were for Imperial, and 25
millions were for Colonial issues. The Imperial coinage consisted
of 19 million gold, 92 million silver, and 77 million bronze pieces.
The memorandum of Sir Edward Rigg, superintendent of the

operative department, states that over 2,300 tons of metal were
converted into coinage bars, this figure being more than double the
average of the previou? 10 years. In the machinery branch, the
staff has been considerably supplemented and employed since
August in the year under review on special work undertaken by
the department. The electrical plant has been subject to a Bteady
increase in the demands made upon it. Motors in use number 100
(gross H.p. 950), as compared with 102 (gross h.p. 877) in 1913.
Tfle extended use of high candle-power incandescent lamps has led
to a reduction in the number of arc flame, and silica lamps from
fit to 57. The number of incandescent lamps in private residences
in the Mint— 121—remains unchaneed, but those in ofli jial use
have been increased from 1.151 to 1.298, mainly in consequence of
the local lighting requirements for new machine tools in connec-
tion with the special work referred to above. The averagp
monthly output of the Mint generators for the year—39,917 Board
of Trade units— ia 5,600 units above that for 1913.

In the Inland Revenue department, 1 copper, 173 nickel and
232 steel- faced electros were grown, in connection with the pre-
paration of postage stamp plates and dies for postcards and
wrappers. The work of preparing master plates and electros of
the prisoners' inscriptions in the Tower of London (see Ei
October 13th, 1914, page 566) has been completed. In all, 158
electros and 66 mister plates were produced, the total- area of the
former amouuting to 332'^ sq. ft.

Sir Thomas Rose, chemise and assayer, in his memorandum,
refers to the question of electrolytic refining of gold. The main
drawbacks to the process at present are the length of time occupied,
and the consequent impossibility of bringing the metal in a refinery
to account daily. From experiments he has made in the depart-
ment, he states- that it would appear that by the use of an electrolyte
containing 20 per cent, gold in the form of chloride, and 30 per
cent, free hydroohlorio acid, a current of 5,000 amperes per sq. metre
can be employed, instead of the 500 to 1,000 amperes now used

with weaker baths. With this heavy current the percentage of

silver in the anodes is of comparatively little importance, and the
silver cells can be dispensed with in most cases, and, in addition, 80
or 90 per cent, of the time required in the gold cells can be saved.

Under these conditions, the r >u,rh gold oan be refined and brought
to account within the limits of each working day.

Mr. A. Ventris, superintendent at the Perth branch, reports that
on account of the extended use of compressed air for other purposes
than the original one in connection with gold refining, a 10-H r.

motor has been fixed in place of one of 5 h.p. originally employed.
An automatic controller, for regulating the speed of the motor-
driven blower, has also been installed in the melting-house office.

A hand regulator was formerly used in the blower rocm, but
proved unsatisfactory, as the resistance units were destroyed by
the action of chlorine. The new apparatus, which was made
locally, has given good results, and maintains a uniform air pres-

sure in the miin, irrespective of the number of furnaces used.

In the memorandum of the assayer of the Ottawa branch, Mr. R.
Pearson, it is stated that a trial has been made of the gold-plated
silver hooks and strips referred to in the previous report (see

Electrical Review, Ootober 23rd, 1914, page 566). The strips

were found to be quite as efficient as those made of fine gold. That
portion of the hook which passes through the hole in the end of

the anode (and is virtually a part of it), is only £ in. distant from
the warm electrolyte. The moist hydrochloric acid fumes con-
dense there, and, under the influence of the current, in about one
month dissolve the gold plating, and the silver becomes coated
with Bilver chloride, thus increasing the 'resistance to the passage
of the current. It is intended to use plated strips in place of fine

gold in future.

Institution and Lecture Votes. — Institution of
Electrical Engineers.—The annual meeting of the Newcastle-
on-Ttne Local Section of the Institution was held on the 10th
inst., Mr. P. V. Hunter presiding. The report of the Committee
stated that the membership had not been greatly affected by the

war except in the Students' Section. The average attendance of
members had been slightly better than in the preceding session.

With regard to the Tees-side Section, the report stated that owing to

the war no meetings had taken place. The following were the
officers elected for the ensuing session for Tees-side :—Chairman,
Mr. M. G. S. Swallow ; vice-chairmen, Messrs. H. G. A. Stedman
and J. Pigg : Committee, Messrs. L. F. Haslam, R. M. Longman,
J. R. P. Lunn, C. E. Taylor, J. Wright, and G. X. Wright

;
joint

secretaries, Messrs. P. S. Thompson and C. O. Bretelle. Many
members of the Newcastle Local Section and associated Sections

hold commissions in H.M. Forces, or are otherwise engaged in the
prosecution of the war, and the Committee regretted to announce
that one member of the Local Section, Second - Lieut. W.
Winkwortb, had already laid down his life for his country. The
officers elected for the next session were as follows :—Chairman,
Mr. H. W. Clothier : vice-chairmen, Messrs. A. H Marshall, A. P.

Pyne ; Committee, power supply undertakings, Messrs. W. F. T.
Pinkney. G. L. Porter ; manufacturers and contractors, Messrs. T.

Carter. W. Cross, W. G. Guns, J. H. Holmes, M. G. S. Swallow;
Post Office, Mr. F. G. C. Baldwin; technical colleges, Mr. W. T.

MacCall ; borough electrical engineers, Messrs. H. S. Ellis, C.

Turnbull ; consulting engineers, Messrs. J. R. Beard, R. W.
Gregory, W. C. Mountain, G. Stoney ; Xorth-Eastern Railway Co.,

Mr. H. Henderson ; hon. treasurer, Mr. C. Vernier ; hon. secretary,

Mr. J. R. Andrews ; assistant hon. secretary, Sir. G. L. Drury

;

hon. auditors, Dr. W. M. Thornton, Mr. E. Fawsett. Dr. Thcrnton
afterwards delivered a short technical address.

Ipswich Engineering Society.—At a meeting of the Society

last month, Prof. A. Humboldt Sexton gave a lecture on fuel

economy and gaseous fuel, in the course of which he emphasised
the extreme importance of economy in the use of coal. He recom-
mended water-gas as the best fuel gas obtainable, and locked

forward to the time when the domestic use of coal would cease,

and the smoke nuisance would disappear.

Royal Institution.— Recently Dr. Strahan, Director of the

Geological Survey of Great Britain, leotured before the Royal
Institution on the search for new coalfields in England.
He pointed out that much progress had been made in developing
the concealed coal measures of Yorkshire, Nottinghamshire, Denbigh-
shire, and Kent. The latter was peculiar in that it was concealed

everywhere. Referring to our happy-go-lucky methods of coal

mining, under which it was not necessary to publish any record of

borings, he mentioned that for a time the only published account
of the Kent boringB appeared in a German publication, and to-day

some of the boreholes are not descrioed anywhere else.

Ilonierton Sawmills.—On page 890, in our article on

Mr. Sherry's sawmills, an error occurred in the specification : for
" 5ii per cent, overload for an hour and a half,'' read " 50 per cent,

for half an hour."

municipal Loans for Storace Batteries.—The Local

Government Board has, on an application made by the B E A.M. A.,

extended the period for the repayment of loans in respect of

storage batteries from seven years to ten years, satisfactory

guarantees being given.

Appointments Vacant.—Engineer-in-charge (lis. to

50s.), for the Northern Command, Catterick Camp ; shift engineer,

for the Northampton Corporation tramways. Belfast Corporation

is to appoint a new general manager of the tramways, at a com-
mencing salary of £800 per annum :

" An Irishman Preferred,"
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Australian Preference.—At a meeting of the Sydney
City Council, in February, the following proposal was discussed :

—

"That during the present war a 30 per cent, preference be given
to goods manufactured by British companies on the price ex works,

and a 10 per cent, preference be given to goods manufactured by

allied companies."

CITY NOTES.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editors invite electrical engineers, whether connected with the

technical or the commercial side of the profession and industry,

also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the

Electrical Review posted as to their movements.

Central Station and Tramway Officials.—Sydney City
Council has been discussing the appointment of a deputy-
manager of the electricity supply department. The proposal
to appoint Mr. P. T. Davies, of Montreal, to the position was
referred back by 12 votes to 11. The qualifications of Mr.
S. J. Maling, of the Melbourne electricity department, have
also been reported upon.
Mr. J. P. Crowther, electrical engineer to the Worksop

U.D.C., has enlisted in the Electrical Corps of the Royal
Engineers.
The Ashton-under-Lyne T.C. has agreed that the salary of

Mr. Holt, the tramways manager, be increased from £200
to £260 per annum, the amount paid to his predecessor.
Mr. Harry Pilling, manager of Accrington Corporation

Tramways, appears in the list of nine selected candidates for
the general managership of Oldham Corporation Tramways.
Second-Lieutenant John' Seear Gibson, A.M.I.E.E., Royal

Sussex Regiment, charge engineer at the Tunbridge Wells
.electricity works, was married to Elsie May Dean, of Maid-
*tnne, Kent, on April 15th, 1916, at Sutton;

General.—Referring to notes which have previously appeared
in this column, Mr. Charles H. Best, of Bradford, writes :

—
My attention has been called to a paragraph in your issue of
April 7th, which refers to the relations between Mr. Charles
Pullan and myself. I do not for one moment suppose that
these relations are a matter of serious interest to your readers,

still I cannot allow Mr. Pullan's statement to pass unchal-
lenged. My connection with Mr. Pullan came definitely and
finally to an end on February 4th. He knows this perfectly

well, and I cannot imagine what purpose he thinks is served
by the publication of a statement to the contrary. It is a
question of legal fact, and not a question of anybody's opinion.
Mr. Pullan is still consulting engineer to one or two existing
village supply schemes, which he and I have jointly carried

through, but, in the case of all the new schemes in which I

am interested, I am seeking the assistance of other consulting
engineers. He has no interest whatever, in any of my work
in connection with these new schemes since February 4th. I

shall be very much obliged if you will kindly give the same
prominence to this letter as you did to that of Mr. Pullan.
Mr. T. M. Carey, until recently electrical engineer at the

Golden Horseshoe Mine, Boulder, W.A., has been appointed
electrical engineer to the Perth (W.A.) City Council. Mr.
C. A. TJnbehaun, electrical engineer, G.P.O., Adelaide, South
Australia, has retired after 39 years' service.

—

Common u- cult h

Engineer.

Roll of Honour.—Sergeant James Maguire, of the Man-
chester Regiment, formerly employed in the Manchester tram-
ways department, who was recently awarded the D.O.M., has
been killed.

Private John Wilcock, of the King's (Liverpool) Regiment,
who was formerly employed at the works of the Chloride
Electrical Storage Works, Clifton Junction, has been killed.

The Distinguished Conduct Medal has been awarded to

Lance-Corporal W. A. Goode, Royal Engineers, who was for-

merly in the switch shop of Siemens Bros. Dynamo Works,
Stafford. He joined in September, 1914, and gained the
D.C.M. for voluntarily repairing, under heavy fire, telephonic
lines of communication.

Private Albert Hill, of the King's (Liverpool) Regiment,
who has died from wounds, was formerly employed at the
British Westinghouse Works, Trafford Park.
Private L. Brown, of the Manchester Regiment, who has

been killed in action, was~forrnerly employed in the Man-
chester electricity department, at the Dickinson Street station.

The Military Cross has been awarded to Lieutenant A. C.

Sr/RKS, R.E., A.M.I.E.E., "for conspicuous gallantry and
initiative when taking part with some infantry in a raid on
the enemy's trenches. With a small R.E. party he made a
very successful reconnaisanee of the enemy's trenches, and
then exploded charges in two concrete structures."

The following have been mentioned in dispatches (according
to the last issue of the I.E.E. Journal) :

—
Major A. S. Angwin, A.M.I.E.E., Lowland Signal Service,

R.E.
Captain H. Carey-Thomas, A.M.I.E.E., London Army

Troops, R.E.
Major L. Evans. A.M.I.E.E.. R.E.
Lieutenant R. K. Morcom, M.I.E.E., Divisional Engineers,

R.N.D.

•The report for 1915 states that before
Marconi Wire- allowing for reserve, the net income was
less Telegraph $'288,994, as compared with $271,888 in

Co. of 1914. Income from investments amounted
America. to £104,932, and, after setting aside re-

serves, the net profit was $177,316, an in-
crease of 18.3 per cent, on 1914. This has been added to the
surplus, bringing it up to $541,8S7 at December 31st last. The
reserve at the same date amounted to $373,415. Nearly 500
ships are fitted with Marconi apparatus managed by the com-
pany; a contract for standard installations on 36 large power
barges for the Mississippi River has been secured, and since
the beginning of 1916, 35 ships have been equipped. There
has been no change in the commercial status of the trans-
Atlantic stations, the high-power equipments remaining closed
to business on account of the war. The British Admiralty
still holds for Imperial Government use the English plants
constructed to operate with the company's Belmar and New
Brunswick duplex stations, and thus far," because of the war,
it has been impossible to open similar direct service witli
Norway and Northern Europe through the newly completed
high-power stations at Marion, Mass., and Chatham, Mass.
Reliable and rapid service has been maintained between sta-
tions in California and Hawaii, and the volume of traffic shows
steady improvement. The Hawaiian stations are known as
two-way stations, being constructed so as to work with Cali-
fornia and Japan simultaneously. The Japanese Government
recently notified that its new wireless stations at Funabashi
ami ( nrhisi, near Tokyo, are complete and tests are now being
made daily with a view to early inauguration of a publie
service, spanning 5,600 miles of the Pacific. Negotiations oh
traffic regulations are now in progress with the Japanese
( lovernment Department of tutnmunications, and it is ex-
pected that by means of the Japanese Government cables ftie

service will be extended to China, Manchuria, and other Far
Eastern countries. The new circuit connecting the United
States with Alaska was opened in August, 1915. All of the
year's production of the factory at Aldene, New Jersey, has
been rented, sold to patrons, or installed on steamships, in

addition to which a number of sets have been manufactured
on special order for the United States Government.

South Wales Electrical Power Distribution Co.—The re-
port states that the business of the company shows a material
increase during the year, the units sold amounting to
2Si,967,656, as compared with 36,510,198 sold in 1914. After-

payment of all working expenses and interest on prior lien
debenture stock, and making provision for depreciation of
new plant, the surplus amounts to £6,756. as compared with
£5.347 in 1914. The indebtedness of £13,500 to certain mem-
bers of the Treforest Co. for extra charges having, as stated
in the last report, been provided for, this surplus has enabled
payment to be made of the interest on the old debenture
stock for the half-year to December 31st Iastr^£5,000—leaving
£1.756 to be carried to suspense account, and making, with
the balance to the credit of this account at the end of 1914, a
total of £3,999.—Financier.

Great Northern Telegraph Co., Ltd.—At the general
meeting, which will be held at Copenhagen on May
6th, the board will propose to pay a total dividend and
bonus of 22 per cent, for the year 1915, including the 5 per
cent, already paid, and to transfer to the reserve and renewal
fund (reduced by £233,202 on account of depreciation of

securities) and to the pension fund the following amounts,
namely, £13S,889 and £22.222 respectively. It is, further,
proposed to transfer an amount of £27,778 to the renewal
fund for cable steamers, and to set aside £83,333 for extra-
ordinary income taxes.

Dawlish Electric Light and Power Co., Ltd.—The war
considerably affected the undertaking during 1915, but though
there was a standstill in consumers and in revenue for cur-

rent supplied, and a great increase in cost of coal and stores.

the gross profit was very little less than in 1914. £200 has
been put hi depreciation fund for investment in 5 per cent.

Exchequer Bonds. The net revenue balance applicable for

dividend was £205, and. after paying a dividend of 1J per
cent., free of income-tax. on the ordinars shares, £121 is

carried forward.

Reading Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—The accounts for 1915

show that, after providing for interest charges and setting

aside £3,500 for depreciation, a credit balance of £1,262
Drought in was reduced to £453.

—

Financial News.

AngIo=American Telegraph Co., Ltd.—Interim dividend

for the quarter ended March 31st, 1916, of 15s. per cent,

on the ordinary stock and £1 10s. per cent, on the pre-

ferred stock, less income-tax.

Vickers, Ltd.—Final dividend of Is. 6d. per share, or 7i

per cent., free of income-tax, making 12$ per cent, for the

year.
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Telephone Co. ol Egypt, Ltd.—Including .£164,276

brought in, the accounts for 1915 show a profit of £232,143.

A further dividend of 6 per cent, is recommended on preferred

and deferred shares, making the usual JO per cent, for year,

carrying forward £193,469.

La Plata Electric Tramways, Ltd.—The accounts for

19J5, including £6,614 brought in, and after providing for

debenture stock and other interest, show a credit balance of

£12,142, which is to be carried forward.

Brazilian Traction, Light and Power Co., Ltd.—A divi-

dend of 1 per cent, on the issued ordinary capital stock, is

announced.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Satubday Afternoon.

As usual at the Easter season of the year, publishers'

exigences render it necessary to write well in advance of the

usual day of the week. The only reason for drawing attention

to the sub-heading of this column is that quotations may have

altered before the middle part of next week, and therefore it

is advisable to point out that these notes are being written

on Saturday afternoon.

Dramatic rises have occurred in the shares of the telegraph

companies. This is due to the fact that the two Eastern
undertakings and the Western Telegraph have all increased

their dividends from 7 per cent, to 8 per cent, for the year, a
surprise that was as pleasant as it was unexpected. The
effect has been to stiffen quotations for other telegraph issues

;

and the difficulty is to get hold of any stocks in this market.
The position as a whole in the Stock Exchange is decidedly

good ; and although business fell away to some extent as the

Easter Holidays approached, there is still sufficient to keep
a fair proportion of its members profitably occupied. A steady
rise in the price of the War Loan created a good impression
upon all the investment markets. Practically every section

dealing with industrials is in a thoroughly healthy condition

as regards prices, and some of them are remarkably busy.

The feature amongst Home Rails is a recovery in Metropoli-

tans and a further rise in Underground income bonds.
Metropolitans spurted to 2SJ, being a rise of | on the top

of their previous advance of 1J. At the present price, the

yield on the basis of last year's dividend of 1 per cent, is

under 4 per cent, on the money, so obviously there must be
some further reason than yield to be sought for the rise. This
reason has not yet become apparent, although there are
various rumours current to account for it. Underground
Electric incomes have again improved, this time to a small
extent. In Districts there is not much doing, and some of

the buyers who got in just before the three-points rise are
evidently not unwilling to take their profit.

The three telegraph companies alluded to above have all

declared dividends of 8 per cent., against their previous 7 per
cent. This is the first time that the Eastern has made a

change for 18 years, and the Eastern Extension for 27 years;
while the Western has paid 7 per cent, for the past quarter
of a century. The immediate effect upon prices was to send
them up with a leap, and to render stock almost unpurchase-
able. We know of one case in which a buyer was lucky
enough to get 6tock at 137, which he sold, within an hour
4 points higher up. The companies are to be cordially con-
gratulated upon their achievements; and the intensely con-
servative character of the boards is ample guarantee that the
change would not have been made unless the directors felt

entirely convinced that the increased distributions could be
maintained.
Other telegraphs are better in sympathy. Great Northerns

and Indo-Europeans are both somewhat nominal, inasmuch
as the offer of shares is wanted and there is no supply. Globes
rose to 11. The American group is not affected. Marconi
shares eased off to 2 3/16 sellers on the appearance of the
report of the American company, which is not as good as
some people had hoped it would be, having regard to the
recent buying of the shares from the United States.
The manufacturing shares of the telegraph group have not

yet sympathised with the rise in the cable companies' issues,
but it is taken for granted that they are pretty sure to do so.
Iron and Steel concerns, and those connected with chemical
companies— e.g., Castner-Kellner— are showing marked
strength, with demand eager not only from the provinces,
but from London, too. British Westinghouse preference are
conspicuously good, securing a gain of 1/16 on top of the
deduction of 3s. dividend.
The electrical supply shares are steady, without exhibiting

any particular alteration. Indeed, this section of the indus-
. trial market is still almost the quietest of them all. There is,

of course, nothing to attract popular attention just now; while
the advent of summer affords an additional reason to those
already familiar for the market quietude. Nevertheless, the
good yields obtainable from the principal shares are not lost
upon investors with sufficient patience to investigate their
proposed purchases in advance. South Metropolitan ordinary

are better at 14s., but no shares have changed hands for the

last two months.
Most of the Mexican stock* and shares have given way, upon

w hat looks like a joining of forces between Villa and Oarranza,
in opposition to the ' nited States. This novel turn of the

kaleidoscope seems to have disturbed the VmeficanB rather

badly, although it was not wholly unlooked for by London
observers of the situation.

The report of the Mexican Northern Power Co. throws
interesting light upon conditions in the country. Between
last October and December the villa currency had no pur-

chase value whatever. During this period the company con-

tinued to issue Villa m y up to 25 per cent, of the pay roll,

but redeemed all money so paid out bj various temporary
devices, the principal of which was the establishment of a
butcher's simp. So ingeniously were payments of wages
arranged that the result, says the report, was that "the
labour cost per unit of work done was only about one-half
of that which it had been in normal times." Brazil Trac-
tions are a little easier at 54, and the Argentine department is

inclined to be heavy.
The most active part of the Stotk Exchange is the rubber

market, where, notwithstanding a fall in the price of the
raw stuff, an extraordinary amount of buying continues day
by day. For this the issue of the spring reports is mainly
responsible, because they show that the leading companies,
and many of the younger producers, are earning extremely
handsome profits, while the big dividends now being declared
are likely to be exceeded by those to be paid in respect of

the current year.

SHARE LIST OF
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ELECTRICITY IN MINES. The following table shows the number of mechanical
coal-cutters in use in the various Inspection Divisions :

—

The Report of the Chief Inspector of Mines (Sir R. A. S.

Redmayne) for the year 1914, Part II, deals with the Report

of the electrical inspectors.

It appears that on the outbreak of war Mr. NelsoD, who
was the Electrical Inspector of Mines, took up military duties,

and his work was taken over by two junior inspectors,

Messrs. W. E. T. Hartley and W. J. Caarlton, the former

taking Scotland and the Northern divisions, and the latter

the four other divisions.

The following table shows the aggregate horse-power of

electric motors in use above and below ground for the various

•divisions :

—
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THE EFFICIENCY OF LABOUR.

By E. E. HOADLEY, M.I.E.E.

An oft-quoted definition of an engineer is " A man
who can do for eighteenpence that which any fool

can do for half-a-crown "; in other words, an engi-

neer is a man whose duty it is to make the most out

of anything and to use material and labour to the

greatest advantage.
In the domain of Central Station Engineering (to

which the writer only intends the present article to

apply), it has been his impression, gathered from a

large number of central stations that he has visited,

that in some of them, at any rate, greater efforts

are made towards economy in material than towards
economy in labour. The word economy is here used
in its best sense and has no connection with
parsimony.
At times such as the present, when conditions in

the labour market are about as bad as they possibly

can be, and when mighty happenings in the rela-

tions between capital and labour are being conceived
in the brains of the leaders of labour, it behoves
everyone who is in a position to do so, to help in

however small a way in drawing employers and
employed more closely together and convincing
them that after all, and in the widest sense, their

apparently divergent interests are in the main
identical.

The writer wishes to make it quite clear that this

article is intended to be absolutely non-political and
non-socialistic, and that he is merely putting on
paper his convictions, the result of many years' ex-

perience, as they apply to electricity supply.

In any manufacturing works, economy in the cost

of output depends to a certain extent, either greater
or less, ou the way in which the workers perform
their allotted jobs.

It may be urged that an electricity generating
station is not a manufacturing works, in the usual
acceptance of the definition, but I think it will be
agreed that the conditions are sufficiently alike for

tlie goodness or badness of the labour employed to

have a very decided effect on the financial results.

The methods and means by which labour in an
electricity works can be employed most profitably

are management and supervision—management
being the brains that so apportion and arrange
the work that each man is working efficiently; super-
vision, seeing that those arrangements are being
carried out. But, in spite of good management and
good supervision, the best results cannot be obtained
unless the men themselves have their hearts in the

work and are made to realise by some means or
other that in doing their best for their employer they
are also doing the best for themselves.
For many years past bonus schemes or profit-

sharing schemes have been in operation in electricity

supply stations, but until quite recently conditions

have not been stable enough to enable a satisfactory

scheme to be got out which should at the same time
be simple, equitable, and easily understood by the

men.
The writer has evolved several schemes of this

nature, and one or two have been put into operation,

with more or less satisfactory results, but owing to

various causes they have all died a natural death.
It is much easier in a company-owned concern to

draw up a scheme which shall be to the advantage
both of the men and of the company, than it is in

a municipally-owned undertaking; tne reason being
that in a company-owned supply the primary object

is admittedly the making of profits in order to pay
dividends to the shareholders, which at once gives
the basis of a satisfactory scheme. In a municipally-
owned undertaking, the first aim of those respon-
sible is, or should be, to give a supply at the lowest
possible price consistent with keeping the under-

taking in a sound financial condition, and not the
making of large profits. This complicates any
system of co-partnership based on profits.

The author has tried a system based on cost per
unit sold, but here again the constant alteration in

conditions, brought about by the installation of more
economical plant, finally brought the scheme to an
•end.

After carefully reviewing the various schemes
which have been and are in operation in municipally
owned undertakings, and after giving much thought
to the problem, the writer is strongly of opinion
that a scheme of this nature makes for the best
interests of the undertaking and of the men them-
selves.

The next question is—How shall it be worked out
and on what shall it be based ? Here again, after

much argument and weighing the pros and cons of
the various bases for a scheme, the author considers
that at the present time most supply stations are
proceeding along more or less regular lines, and it

is possible to estimate with fair accuracy the revenue
and costs for twelve months' ahead. It is, or should
be, possible so to arrange the charges for the supply
as to ensure the total costs being covered and a

margin of a predetermined amount left over and
above these, this margin being net profit.

With these premises it is not difficult to draw
up a scheme, having as its base profit-making, giving
to the staff a certain precentage of the profits and
increasing the percentage on all profit made over
and above the estimated amount.

The method of dividing up the bonus due to the
staff has had a good deal of consideration, and in the
end the author considers the simplest and fairest

method is to divide up the total amount in the pro-
portion of the total annual earnings of each man as

wages.
The writer is about to put a scheme drawn up on

the above lines into operation in the station of which
he has control, and it will be interesting to see how
far his hopes and ideals are borne out in actual
practice.

There is, in addition to the general bonus scheme
outlined above, another special bonus scheme on
which the writer sets great store, and which he has
had in operation for some years with much success.

This is a bonus payment to the stokers, based either
' on the lb. of coal burnt per unit generated or on
the lb. of water evaporated per lb. of coal burnt.

The details of such a scheme are easily worked out
for the local Conditions pertaining to each station,

but in the writer's case 10 per cent, of the saving in

fuel costs below a certain fixed figure is divided

among the stokers. The figures for each quarter
are fixed beforehand and posted in the boiler house.

This coal bonus to the stokers should be worked
<n addition to the stokers participating in tlie general
bonus scheme, as in all but the largest stations the

work of the stokers has a large influence on the
costs.

The above schemes are, in the opinion of the

writer, well worthy of consideration; that they are
open to improvement is beyond doubt, but time and
future circumstances will enable these improvements
to be made. In the main, however, any arrange-
ment such as the above must do a certain amount
of good, as it convinces the men that they are work-
ing for the best of all masters—themselves; in so

doing they realise that any saving they can make
is for their benefit as well as that of their employers,
and the general body of the men will not tolerate for

long a man who is a slacker and not doing" his best.

In settling the amounts to be paid as bonus to
the men, the writer considers that the amount it is

possible for each individual to earn should be sub-
stantial, and enough to make the man try his best,

yet it should not be sufficiently large to be looked on
by the man in the same light as wages.
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In conclusion, the author would express his

thanks to Mr. Bowden, of Poplar, Mr. Hall, of

Burton-on-Trent, and Mr. Seabrook. of. Mairyle-

bone, for help and suggestions received. ,

SWITCH CONTROL FOR AUTOMOBILES.

(Communicated.)

The great popularity at present enjoyed by auto-

mobile electric lighting' and starting sets is to be

traced in no small degree to the ease of control

available, a simplicity of arrangement, however,
which has unfortunately resulted in a lack of investi-

gation on the part of designers and others most
closely concerned. The advantages and conveniences
of electric light may be enormously increased by an
intelligent appreciation of switch control, for this

is a matter which, in the hands of a few, has under-
gone even more wonderful changes than the design
of the electrical fixtures themselves.

The correct disposition of the light units and the

advantages of an electrical supply are but two of

the points to consider when an electrical installation

has been decided upon.
The third, and equally important point, is the

switching arrangement adopted. Given a clear

grasp of the latter, then, and only then, can the

manifold advantages of an electrical supply be fully

appreciated.

The matter is one which is closely allied with that

of the furtherance of the motor industry in this

country.
The American sets are nearly all standardised,

and, having decided upon a particular method of

control, the same is incorporated as a fixed unit of

a standard machine. In our country it is almost safe

to say that the choice of the electrical equipment
and control thereof is left to the ^individual taste

and requirement of the customer. The result is lack

of standardisation and a corresponding increase in

the cost of the set provided.
There should be a standardised method of control

adopted for each particular case requiring considera-

tion. The necessary switch-gear is available, and
by a closer co-operation between the various in-

terested parties a step in the direction of standardisa-

tion of electric sets for car purposes would be taken.

In the following notes some brief control out-

lines are indicated, and while not claiming origin-

ality for the same, the author is of the opinion that

consideration and criticism may lead to a more in-

telligent appreciation of the advantage and ease of

electrical control taking place.

Improved Controls Available.—The interior light-

ing of cars is usually left in the hands of the occu-

pants. Improvement is possible by arranging a

dual control, a two-way circuit, with one switch

inside and the other outside near the driver, enab-

ling the latter to switch on when the car is about

to be occupied, or to switch off if the late occupants

should have forgotten to do so.

It is possible also to arrange for the control of

electric heaters in much the same way. A heater

should be controlled by a pilot switch and a pilot

lamp fitted in a conspicuous place, independent con-

trol being given to the driver if a two-way circuit

is used with the pilot lamp.
Automatic step or foot-board lighting is easilv

arranged for by the insertion of a spring-on switch
let into the door jamb, and the convenience of this

form of control should lead to its universal adoption
for all enclosed cars, at least.

The usual method of signalling to the driver is

open to objection, and frequently it is impossible in

traffic to make oneself heard from the inside of the

car. Silent communication by means of coloured

lights is, however, a perfectly sure and safe method
at all times of the day or night.

All that is required is two small dash lamps and
a switch inside the car. The " Twinob " switch, to

quote one example, arranges for the operation in

the following way : Right-hand lamp on—Turn
right. Left-hand lamp on—Turn left. Both lamps
on when running—Stop. Both lamps on when
standing—Start.

In this way all communication dangers, which are

always present, especially in traffic, are avoided, and
a simple standardised method of control is adopted.

The elimination of unnecessary switches and the

corresponding" simplification of the wiring are point?

that should appeal to all who are interested in the

furtherance of the motor-car industry.

In many cases a single switch may be made to

perform numerous operations, such as putting both
head and side lamps in parallel or series for full or

dim running, while at the same time providing ;:

control for the tail light.

Other combinations can quite easily be arranged,

as it is merely a matter of stating the requirement
and then choosing the switch capable of performing
the necessary operation.

The whole point is that the improved controls are

available, and that far from being in any way
mysterious they are the simplest pieces of mechanism,
and are merely the results of pushing electrical con-

siderations to a logical conclusion.

What is needed is co-operation between those

interested in the sale and utilisation of electric sets

and those manufacturers who have studied the

means of utilising the current to the best advantage.

In this way quite unnecessary cost and complication

can be eliminated. The system can be reduced to

the simplest one possible, satisfying the necessary

requirements, and a standardised method of control

arrived at. Intelligent co-operation is the secret of

the whole matter.

REVIEWS.

Wireless Telegraphy. By Dr. J. Zenneck. Translated from
the German by A. E. Seelig, E.E. London : Hill Pub-
lishing Co. Price 17s.

This book is not, as the author is careful to explain in the

preface, merely an abridged edition of his original German
publication. In adapting it to keep pace with the progress

of the subject it has become essentially a new work.
As one of the foremost German authorities on the theory,

if not also the practice, of wireless telegraphy, the book
possesses great interest as a disclosure of the theory and
practice as it is viewed in Germany at the present time. In

the first chapter on condenser oscillations there is evidence of

thoroughness and clear grasp of principles in many directions

which make the usual slip-shod text-book explanations appear

feeble. As an instance, in referring to the energy losses in

the spark gap, the author is careful to term the effect con-

cerned "gap decrement" and to explain the precise factors

involved in this quantity rather than to talk in a loose and
misleading way of the resistance of the spark gap. as though

it were a fixed and definite, instead of a highly variable.

quantity. The degree of ionisation of the spark gap, and,

therefore, its conductivity, necessarily varies with the current

passing at any instant ; the resistance therefore suffers a

large cyclic change in each half-period of the oscillations, and

a full appreciation of the magnitude of this change and the

various factors controlling it is necessary to a proper under-

standing of spark gap effects, especially quenched spark gaps.

A useful part of the second chapter is that dealing with

the theory of series capacity and inductance inserted in linear

oscillators or antenna?. In developing the explanation of these

cases the author does not appear to have expanded the treat-

ment to cover the effect in receiving. This is important in

view of a proper perspective being obtained with regard to the

selectivity of such antennae, and in view of the fallacious

methods of obtaining selectivity which hold at the present

day in this country and elsewhere. Reading between the

lines, the author is probably quite alive to the weakness of

the premises on which many methods in practice are based,

but he refrains from any direct criticism of them.

In a very clear exposition of the effects of resistance,

capacity, and self-induction in high-frequency circuits some
room is left for a fuller explanation of the many elusive effects
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of self-capacity of coils, especially where idle windings of
many turns are concerned. The chapters devoted to the dis-

cussion of coupled circuits and resonance curves are of a
highly informative character, and deal largely with investiga-
tion and measuring work. Useful practical hints as to means
of obtaining' accuracy and checking results of tests are given;
thus the means of eliminating errors due to eddy currents
occurring in the coatings or plates as forming
part of an oscillator; circuit are explained. In this connec-
tion, however, the student might very usefully have his
attention drawn to a s or which is often very
serious in large transmitters, namely, losses duo to the degree
of proximity of the ground, walls of building, his own body,
or any material substance which is neither a perfect conductor
nor a perfect insulator, and which is within reach of the
oscillating electro-magnetic field. Mention is made of an

eating method of completely .suppressing one of the wave
•components of a coupled transmitter giving a double wave,
the suppression occurring so far as the measuring instrument
is concerned. The author is no doubt alive to the bearing
of this method in other directions which he does not specify.
In a chapter devoted to the antenna, the author gives special
consideration to the important question of grounding and its

equivalent, as in the counterpoise method. In- his analysis
he appears to have overlooked at least one very important
consideratiiin, to which it may be as well not to refer specifi-

cally in present circumstances, though the omission may be
intentional.

Much of the interest that will be felt in this work will no
doubt turn upon the comparisons between quenched 6park and
unquenched spark systems, the former representing standard
practice in Germany. In appraising the quenched spark
method, both with the Wien type spark gap and the mechani-
cally-quenched gap which Marconi claims to be using in high-
power stations, sufficient attention is not paid to the impure
character of the wave emitted during the period prior to
quenching, representing considerable energy waste. It is

necessary to have regard to the fact that the antenna oscilla-

tions have grown to their maximum amplitude when the
primary epark is quenched, and that the radiation taking
place during this period is practically wasted. Probably the
really effective radiation only commences after the primary
circuit is quenched. As a general proposition, in spark sys-
tems a wave train is impure to just the extent that decrement
oc increment exists in the train. An absolutely pure wave is,

therefore, unattainable : but the nearer the amplitude reaches
uniformity the purer and more efficient the radiation. It is,

therefore, just a question whether it is better to make the
wave increment very large and the subsequent decrement
small, as in quenched spark methods, or to keep both the
increment and the decrement small, as in lightly-coupled un-
quenched systems. This cannot be fully elucidated theoreti-
cally, as practical limitations are concerned.
In the theory of wave propagation much prominence is given

to the so-called surface wave theory of Sommerfeld. Essentially,
however, this theory is merely an elaboration of a very early
theory first published in the Electrical Review in a.d. 1900.
As rendered by Sommerfeld, it is rather in the nature of an
artifice to resolve wave propagation into two parts which can
have no separate existence, but which resolution renders the
propagation more amenable to analytical treatment. One
part is treated as a wave following the contour of the earth's
surface, and the other as a free space wave. It is not clear
that this point of view results in any very marked elucidation
of most of the observed facts of long-distance transmission. A
point of criticism in reference to this part of the work is that
the student is apt to be led to overestimate largely the effect
and importance of the conductivity of the ground at a large
number of wave lengths' distance from the source of the
waves. It is never explained to him that the resistance of
the annulus of surface occupied by the base of an advancing
wave becomes progressively less as the wave expands. Hence,
the effect of the specific resistance of the soil may become
practically negligible.

A separate chapter is devoted to detectors, from which
much valuable information may be gleaned. By a somewhat
remarkable oversight, the author appears to regard the simple
rotating magnet form of magnetic detector as a practicable
instrument. It is also rather surprising in a German book
of this character to find no reference to the anti-coherers of
Neugschwender and Bela Schafer, though that of de Forest
is fully described There aresome questionable statements with
regard to coherer methods and appliances. Here the author
distinctly does not shine, for he is repeatedly caught depict-
ing the Morse circuit tapped off through choking coils from
the terminals of the coherer—a disastrous proceeding in prac-
tice. Marconi is given undue credit for the initiation of the
receiving transformer as used with the coherer. For the
development of it, such as it was, he is entitled to the credit,
hut he received the first suggestion from the British Post
Office. The chapter on receiving-station arrangements con-
tains one or two doubtful assertions, such as the statement
that a high receiving aerial is at a disadvantage because it re-

radiates the energy too quickly. Such a statement is dis-
tinctly open to challenge, at least in respect of the reason
advanced. In the matter of resonance curves, the author
follows the usual course of basing his conclusions as to the
degree of selectivity attained between a pair of stations on
the curves obtained by wave meter methods. If a method of
tracing out the curves at the receiving station be used it will

be found that, in the case of spark transmitters at least, the
merging of wave lengths by the receiver so entirely Bwaxnpe
any ordinary differences in sharpness of resonance exhibited
by the transmitter, from 6uch causes as changes of coupling,
that double wave emission is no longer traceable. This means
that undue stress has hitherto been laid on the need for highly-
tuned spark transmitters in order to avoid interference.

In the theoretical treatment of wave reception there is a
rather remarkable and serious omission which calls for com-
ment. The theory of arrest of waves by the receiving antenna
and mode of extraction of wave energy from surrounding
space, together with limitations concerned in the process (that
is, the reverse of the actions which occur at the transmitting
antenna), are not touched upon. Other omissions of a more
excusable character are in respect of later developments of
systems (German and other), developments of vacuum tube
amplifiers and transmitters. Neither does the book contain
precise information as to difficulties met and results given by
long-distance communications, of which a considerable num-
ber have now been established for some time. Indeed,! Hie
degree of secrecy observed by all commercial undertakings in

this matter carries with it a strong hint of disappointment.
In general, also, the perusal of the work gives the impres-

sion that whereas Prof. Zenneck is a reliable auth
transmitters and transmission effects, he is much less so with
regard to receivers and receiving effects.

The book contains a vast amount of useful information.
tbcugh many of the quantitative results of measurements
are not yet ripe for full acceptance. They will bear much
cross-check, by the application of entirely different methods,
for their full confirmation.
Though some criticism has been made in the foregoing,

there can be no doubt that neither engineers nor students
can afford to ignore this work if they are to make the best
use of available knowledge and improve British practice in

many needful directions.

Useful tables, data, and a valuable bibliography of some 355
references to original papers and publications complete the
work in a fitting manner. There is a number of minor slips

or misprints in the letterpress, illustrations, and tables, many
of which are, bow-ever, sufficiently obvious.—J. E. T.

The Telephone and Telephone Exchanges: Their Invention
and Development. By J. E. Kingsbury. London : Long-
mans, Green & Co. Price 12s. 6d. net.

Twenty years ago Mr. Kingsbury said "it was quite im-
possible to deal with any question of early telephone history
without quoting Mr. Loekwood." Henceforth, it may safely

be said, no one dealing with telephone development generally
can avoid reference to Mr. Kingsbury.
In the introductory chapter the earliest attempts at the

transmission and amplification of sound are summarised, and
we are led from the Otacousticon exhibited at the Royal
Society in 1668 to the views of Sir Charles Wheatstone on ine

subject of molecular transmission of sound waves. There,
however, the matter remained until the advent of the Bells,

father and son, when electricity was called upon to aid in

the transmission of speech ; and in this connection it is inter-

esting to read the letter of Graham Bell, wTitten in 1875, to

his parents, describing an interview he had had with Prof.

Henry, in which he states that he frankly admitted to Henry
that he did not possess the electrical knowledge necessary to

overcome the difficulties which he saw before him, and got

for answer the laconic reply, "Get it." The world little

knows how much it probably owes to these two words,
spoken at a time when Bell was living in an atmosphere of

blank discouragement. To-day we read (Elec. Rev., laouary
7th, 1916) :

" Dr. A. Graham Bell conversed with his assistant

of 1876, Mr. T. A. Watson, over 3,100 miles of line between
New York and San Francisco" !

Nine, chapters are devoted to the development of the tele-

phone and its eventual employment for commercial purposes.

Chapter IX deals with the inception of the telephone ex-

change, suggested in the first instance by Dumont, of Paris,

who took out a British patent in 1851 for the interconnection

of telegraph lines through a central office. In 1881 the first

Post Office exchange in this country was opened at Swansea.
The evolution of the variable resistance transmitter and

microphone is dealt with, and the work of Hughes, Edison,
Elake, and Hunnings in this field is adequately summarised.
Passing over the sections on Philip Reis, call bells, switch-

boards, &c., we come to that which deals with the advent of

the telephone in Europe, the commercial developments of

which " were initiated by American patentees assisted by a
few influential and far-seeing people in each country."
Pages 307-11 are "of peculiar interest inasmuch as they

depict the official attitude in this country towards the tele-

phone in 1879. In that year Sir Win. Preece—then Mr. W. H.
Preece—giving evidence before a Select Committee in the

House of Commons, in answer to Lord Lindsay's question,
" Do you consider that the telephone will be an instrument
of the future which will be largely adopted by the public?

"

answered "I do not." This wa6 the view of the Electrician

t> the British Post Office, and though it is always safe to

predict after the event, yet had Preece recognised the poten-
tialities of the instrument, and had the Department purchased
the Bell patent which was then offered it, how differently

might not its policy have been affected in the years that were
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to follow. But Preece's opinion appears to have been formed
from a consideration of the. inductive troubles to which the

instrument was subject, and which at that time appeared in-

superable, and remained so until Brooks, in 1881, patented
the metallic circuit and solved the problem.
Chapters on multiple switchboards, line construction, the

evolution of the dry core cable, and early exchange systems
are followed by a chapter on telephone engineering on a scien-

tific basis, in the course of which Mr. Kingsbury refers to

the acute diversity of opinion which obtained in 1896 on the
merits and demerits of the vertical and horizontal switch-
boards. We recall that in the discussion of Mr. Dane Sin-

clair's paper, the author and Mr. Preece were the two most
prominent opponents of the flat board; but Mr. Kingsbury
studiously avoids any reference to Mr. Preece's moral objec-
tion, or to Mr. Sinclair's effective rejoinder!

Fairly long chapters on branching systems and the common
battery system lead up to the " Automatic," the treatment
of which, on account of its brevity, will prove disappointing
to many of our readers ; "but as Mr. Kingsbury says, "It -has
teen preferred to give in greater detail particulars of the
earlier work and to discuss the general principles involved in
the later developments," and, in connection with the con-
troversy still being waged on "Auto" versus "Manual," he
adds, " results cannot be recorded for some time yet, and
any definite forecast is to be deprecated."
An echo of another famous controversy is to be found on

page 433, where we have retold the duel between Mr. Preece
and Prof. Silvanus Thompson on the essential elements in
long-distance transmission.

In pages 430-35 Preece's x.R. law and Heaviside's biting
criticism of the same are brought under review. Pupin'6
practical application of loading coils to telephone circuits is

discussed, and in this connection it is interesting to read
(page 441) of the demonstration given by Sir W. Slingo
to members of the technical Press last year, of the trans-
mission of speech over a loaded underground cable 660 miles
long. No cross-talk was observable from the other wires in

the cable, and immunity from disturbance was absolute and
complete.
An interesting chapter is devoted to the first Anglo-French

telephone cable, designed by Mr. H. R. Kempe, late chief
electrician to the Post Office, and is accompanied by a unique
illustration of the late King Edward speaking his congratula-
tory message to the President of the French Republic. Our
older readers will have no difficulty in identifying the various
personalities forming his entourage on that memorable occa-
sion.

The concluding chapters deal with instruments, rates,
economics of the telephone, and the telephone and Govern-
ntents.

chief operations underlying mechanical trades and handi-
crafts." Of course, the book is not exhaustive, nor is it

intended so to be; but it is quite sufficiently encyclopaedic for
the average work-a-day engineer who wants to know briefly

rud quickly the "why and wherefore" of his materials and
processes.

A workmanlike plan is adopted by the author in the
an angement of his matter. Thus the chapters comprising
Part I discuss "the production and properties of the chief
materials of construction," a big field, admittedly, since it

wavers iron, steel (including electro-thermic steel), alloy steeb.
i.on-ferrous metals and alloys, timber, stone, leather, and
rubber, to mention but a fraction of a list of the things with
which engineers have to deal.

Next comes Part II, where " preparatory processes depend-
ing upon the property of fusibility " are detailed. Here we
find described the foundry, methods of moulding, production
of castings, defects in castings and their remedy, this section
being followed by a final one (comprising Part III) devoted
to " processes depending upon the properties of malleabilitv
and ductility." These processes include forging, stamping,
rolling, tube drawing, and the manipulation of sheet metal.
Last of all, the author gives us a bibliography which makes
it possible to see what books to turn to if fuller information
than that given by the author is required. Altogether, we
can strongly recommend Prof. Charnock's volume to all but
the most advanced workers; and it is to be questioned if even
they would not have to admit that a perusal of the book, and
of its numerous and excellent illustrations, had taught them
many things that they did not previously know, eo extensive
is the ground covered by the author.—G. S. S.

IGNITION MAGNETOS.

In La Rwue TSlectirique iat March Sri, Messrs. D. Nobili and G.
Campos (engineers of the Italian '' C.G.S. Co.") refer to the article

of M. Arrnagnat, which was abstracted from the same journal in

the Electrical Review of October 15th and 22nd, 1915, and
describe some experiments which they have recently made to deter-

mine the energy output of magnetos.
It being necessary to avoid wattmeter methods, and generally

every method based upon the uae of circuits directly connecting
the high-pressure terminals in any way whatever, the authors
adopted a direct method of measurement of the energy of the
spark, with the help of a calorimeter. The instrument employed
for this purpose (fig. 1) had a bulb filled with nitrogen at atmo-
spheric pressure, containing a spark-gap with platinum points and
a spiral of resistance wire, the latter being connected to an
independent circuit and serving to calibrate the instrument with
direct current. To any given height of the mercury column there
corresponded a definite expenditure of energy, derived either from
the heating of the spiral wire or from the spark passing between
the platinum points. The speed of operation or rotation of the
magneto gave the number of sparks per second.
The conditions of working of a magneto in connection with the

calorimeter are obviously different from those under which the
igaition spark passes in the cylinder of an internal-combustion
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limit, phowinj; tha 1
. the apparatus has a low electrical efficiency.

This is not a serious drawback owing to the tmall quantity of
energy that suffi :ee for the ignition of even large engines ; nor is

it surprising, seeing that in the case of tui-h a generator of
electrical discharges, which are probably oscillatory, a large

proportion of the energy ii dispersed in the metallic masses.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL TARIFFS ON

ELECTRICAL GOODS.

URUGUAY—A Presidential Decree, dated January 25th,
amende Articles 211-13 of the Consular Regulations, concern-
ing the manifests of goods shipped to Uruguayan ports. Mani-
fests must conform to the model annexed to the Decree, and
must contain the following particulars :

—
1. The class, flag, and name of the vessel, the name of the

master, the ship's registered tonnage, the port of departure,
and the Uruguayan ports for which bound;

2. The numbers of the bills of lading, the marks, numbers,
quantities, kind and contents of the packages, the gross
weight or measurement of the packages, and the net weight
of each package;

3. The name of the shipper and of the person to whom the
goods are consigned, or an indication that the bills of lading
are " to order";

4. Country of origin of the goods (except for goods declared
"in transit"); total value of the goods (if possible, expressed
in Uruguayan gold pesos) ; freight rates (except in the case
of goods declared "in transit"), and amount of freight paid.
Four copies of each manifest (instead of three, as previously)

are to be presented to the Uruguayan Consular Agent, at least

two of which must be drawn up in. or translated into, Spanish.
Two copies of the manifest are to be " legalised " by the Con-
sular agent.

In cases where Consular agents cannot obtain from shippers
the particulars as to freight (see under 4 above), they are to
calculate the figures at the rates current in their place of
residence during the week in which the shipment is made.
Annexed to the Decree is a model of the certificate of origin

which Uruguayan Consuls are empowered by the Decree of
September 13th, 1915, to issue in respect of goods destined to

be imported into Uruguay.
The provisions of the Decree came into force on April 1st,

1916; and the complete text of the Decree, and of the forms
of manifests and certificates of origin annexed thereto, may be
seen at the Commercial Intelligence Branch of the Board of
Trade.

BRITISH INDIA.—New Import Duties taking effect on
March 1st.—The general 5 per cent, tariff is raised to 7J per
cent. Certain classes of machinery and railway material.
which were formerly free, are now subject to a duty of 2J
per cent., and motor lorries, formerly free, now pay 71 per
cent.

JAPAN.—A Government Bill has been introduced into the
Diet proposing to modify the Customs duties on various
articles imported, among which are the following. Proposed
additions to the text of the Tariff are indicated by italics.

Rate of duty.
Present. Proposed.

Yen. Yen.
Per Per

Brass and bronze bars and rods

—

100 kin. 100 kin.

(a) For steam turbines 7.55 16.00

(6) Others 7.55 7.55

Gas engines, petroleum engines, and hot-air

engines

—

Other (each weighing more than 2,500
kilogs.)

—

Each weighing not more than
10.000 kilogs 5.00 5.00

Each weighing not more than
50,000 kilogs 5.00 4.50

Each weighing not more than
100,000 kilogs 5.00 4.00

Other 5.00 3.50

Dynamo-electric motors, transformers, con-
verters, armatures, ana alternating current
variable speed electric motors Rates unchanged.

Dynamos combined with gas engines, petro-

leum engines or hot-air engines-
Other (each weighing more than 5,000

kilogs.)—

Each weighing not more than
10,000 kilogs. 5.80 5.80

Each weighing not more than
50,000 kilogs 5.80 5.50

Each weighing not more than
1(10,000 kilogs 5. SO 5.20

Other ... 5.80 4.90

[Yen (100 sen) = 2s. Old.; 100 kin = 132.277 lb.]

GREECE.—In the issue of the Review of March 17th parti-

culars were given of a Decree providing for the duty-free
importation into Greece of certain tools, machinery, instru-
ments, and utensils of agriculture and the branches of indus-
try connected therewith, when imported by Agricultural
Associations. A further Royal Decree has now been issued
providing that all the articles in question are exempt, on
importation into Greece from abroad, for a period of four
years from January let/14th, 1916, from State import duty,
and from harbour, communal, municipal, or other tax.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR,
(NOT YET PUBLISHED).

1916.

Compiled expressly for (hi

Electrical Patent Agent
Liverpool and Bradford.

journal by Messrs. W. P. Thompson ft Co.,
285, High Holborn, London, W.C.. and at

4,837. " Electrical batteries." E. A. Bayles, F. J. Brislef. and British
Insulated 4 Helsby Cables, Ltd. April 3rd.

4.853. " Electric fuses." H. B. Prentice. April 3rd.

4.859. " Sparking plugs for internal-combustion engines." W. Taylor.
April 3rd.

4,865. " Sparking plugs for internal-combustion engines." J. J. Cbeasiy.
April 3rd

4,901. " Electric beating devices." L. Heller. April 3rd. (Germ.iny, July
16th, 1914.)

4,938. " Electric time switches." A. M. Coates. April 4th.

4,940. " Spur gearing." British Thomson-Houston Co. (General Electric

Co , U.S.A.). April 4th.

4,942. " Automatic or semi-automatic telephone exchange systems." L. C.
Byckavi 4 Relay Automatic Telephone Co. April 4ih.

4.959. " Electrical means for producing musical notes." L. DB Forbst.
April 4th. (U.S.A., April 24th, 1915.)

4,962/ " Electrical driving, particularly for motor vehicles." H. CboCHAT.
April 4th

4,981. " Electric diaphragm horns." W. R. Carter. April 5th.

5,009. " Magneto-electric machines." C. L. Breeden & J. H. Chambers.
April 5th.

5.038. " Arc lamps." F. M. Lewis. April 6th.

5.053. " Portable electric torches, &c." W. A. Jacobs 4 P. Pollard.
April 6th.

5.061. " Telephone instruments." E. A. PET1THORY. April 6th.

5.069. " Electrical hand lamps." S. Fildes. April fith.

5.070. " Ships' telegraph, &c." A. Ferguson 4 Mechans. Ltd. April «th.

5,085. " Magneto-electric machines." M. CoLLARD 4 J. W. MlLLBR. April

8th.

5.091. " Electrical circuit systems." E. C. R. Marks (American Model and
Instrument Co.). April 6th.

5.092. " Electrically bonding rail-ends." J. C. Lincoln. April <<a.

5,163. " Electrically indicating presence of saline, alkaline, or acid Impuri-

ties in feed-water for steam generators, 4c." Bromell Patents Co. k w. C.

Crockatt. April 8th.

5,171. " Electric fittings." J. Gray 4 J. Wilkie. April 8th.

5.175. " Holders for arc lamp carbons, 4c." A. W. Bennis. April 8th.

5,1»4. " Accumulator cells, 4c." C. C Rattet. April 8th.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.

1919.
2,697. Electric Maximum Cut-outs. G. J. Van Swaay 4 H. I. Ktus.

February 19th. (Convention date not granted.)

2,841. Systems of Electric Ship Propulsion. British Thomson-Houston
Co. (General Electric Co., U.S.A.). February 22nd.

4,138. Electric Conductors, Cables, and the likb. Herbert Terry & Sons,

Ltd., and C. Terry. March 16th.

4.230. Winding Machines for Winding Electrical Coils. H. Wade (J- R-
Leeson). March 17th.

4.285. Automatic Telephone Exchange Systems. C. A. W. Hultman.
March 18th. (March 18th, 1914.)

4.483. Fusible Electric Cut-outs. F. B. Dehn (Schweitzer 4 Conrad).

March 22nd.

4.595. Protection of Alternating-current Electric Systems. British

Thomson-Houston Co. & E. B. Wedmore. March 24th.

4.664. Magneto-electric Machines. British Thomson-Houston Co. k A. P.

Young. March 25th.

4.675. Mine and other Electric Signalling Systems. Sterling Telephone

and Electric Co.. Ltd., F. G. Bell 4 H. W. Barclay. March 25th.

4,738. Protection of Alternating-current Electric Systems. British

Thomson-Houston Co 4 E. B. Wedmore. March 26th.

4,999. Electric Welding. W. M. Mordey. March 31st.

5,373. Methods of and Means for Amplifying Electric Potential Varia-

tions. British Thomson-Houston Co. (General Electric Co., U.S.A.). April

9 th

5.853. High-speed Rotating Shafts and the like. British Thomson-Houston

Cj. (General Electric Co., U.S.A.). April 19th.

6,407. Regulation of Dynamo-electric Machines. British Thomson-

Houston Co. (General Electric Co., U.S.A.). March 29th.

6,708. Sparking Plugs. J. A. Kennedy-McGregor. May 5th. (Cognate

application, 14.484/15.)

7 211 Electric Circuit Controlling Devices. British Thomson-Houston

Co. (General Electric Co., U.S.A.). May 13th. (Addition to 16,327 ,• 1 )

7 316 Timing of Electric Icnition in Internal-combi stion Engines.

Thomas Transmission, Ltd., 4 J. G. P. Thomas. Mav 15th. (Addition to

-J.-JI-. 'I:.. Cognate application 7,934/15.)

7.647. Junction Boxes and the like for Electric Wiring Installations.

G. S Boothroyd and Calender's Cable 4 Construction Co. May 21st.

8 543 Electric Welding and Brazing Apparatus. British Thomson-

Houston Co. (General Electric Co., U.S.A.). June 9th.

10.485 Electric Magnetic Recording Apparatus roR Telegraph Circuits.

R, W. James (A H. Annand). July 19th.

16.900. Cables tor the Distribution of Electrical Power. J. H. L5°«,de
,
n

and H. F. J. Thompson. December 1st. (Divided application on 4,585/lj

March 24th.)
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One of the most interesting and important classes

of scientific investigation that have attracted atten-

tion in recent years is that which relates to the
psychological and physiological conditions of labour,

and their bearing upon the output and physical well-

being of the worker. The subject has been studied

from various aspects—from the points of view of the
works manager, the professional psychologist, and
the social economist—and many valuable deductions
have been made from the data accumulated by ex-
periment and experience. Mr. F. B. Gilbreth, an
American engineer, was early in the field with his

extended researches into the elimination of wasted
effort, the results of which were embodied in his

classic work on " Motion Study," a book which
ought to be in the hands of every works manager
and foreman; particularly in view of the supreme
necessity with which we are now confronted, of
economising labour and increasing output to the
utmost, is it desirable that the lessons taught in this

book should be laid to heart and carried into prac-
tical effect by every manufacturing firm, and we
should be glad to see instructional classes estab-
lished for the promulgation of the ideas which Mr.
Gilbreth has developed. The point of view of the
psychologist is admirably set forth in " Psychology
and Industrial Efficiency," by a German-American,
Prof. Hugo Miinsterberg. This author studied the
application of psychological experiment to the ser-

vice of commerce and industry; whereas Gilbreth

was concerned with the movements of the limbs and
body of the workman, Miinsterberg investigated the
operations of his mind, the mental qualities and
peculiarities of individuals, and the fitness of each
person for his chosen vocation, together with the

numerous problems arising out of these researches.

This, again, is a work with which every manager
should be familiar.

Within the past year the Health of Munition
Workers' Committee has made a study of the causes

and effects of industrial fatigue, the fruits of which
have been embodied in a Memorandum that has re-

cently been issued, and in this case not only the pro-

duction of the workman, but also its reaction upon
his person have been considered, with scientific

thoroughness. We are taught that industrial fatigue

is a nervous not a muscular phenomenon, and that

by the proper organisation of periods of work and
rest the nervous system may be so trained as to

attain far higher efficiency than could otherwise be

reached. It is to this aspect of the industrial pro-

blem that we wish to direct particular attention.

The bodily sensations which suggest to us the

onset of fatigue have in fact little to do with the

question; real fatigue "is shown and is measurable

by the diminished capacity for performing the act

that caused it." The fundamental condition for

maximum efficiency—that is, maximum output com-
bined with the maximum of comfort and health to

the worker—is the proper alternation of work and

rest periods. This is one of the conditions laid down
by Mr. Gilbreth also.

Rest should not be deferred until symptoms of

muscular fatigue appear, for nervous fatigue com-

mences to show its effects before the former by an

unobserved but measurable slackening of speed.

T469]
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Moreover, if the fatigue is allowed to progress too

far, its effects cannot be dispelled by the normal
period of rest, but will lie felt during the following
work period. I lence such conditions of working are

wasteful and should be avoided.

In the report before us, emphasis is laid upon the

fallibility of mental impressions as to output and

upon the necessity of measurement in order to obtain

reliable guidance; this is a very significant circum-

stance, for it reveals the fact that empirical methods
and guesswork are being replaced by scientific

methods of investigation. Accurate measurement is

the foundation stone of all branches of science; some
subjects of study cannot readily be subjected to

measurement, and have consequently remained to

this day in what Lord Kelvin used to call the
" natural history " stage of development, whilst

others, more amenable to measurement, have long

been on the " natural philosophy " plane. The fact,

therefore, that measurement is now seen to be

essential to t'he securing of reliable results in the

study of industrial fatigue indicates that great pro-

gress has been made towards its scientific treatment.

We have not space here to quote freely from this

valuable report, but may say that results described

as " astonishing " have already been gained in other

countries by the application of experiment; that re-

duction of working hours and the adoption of a

week-end rest have been proved to increase the out-

put of workers to an extraordinary degree. Not
only is slackness—or rather staleness, for it is ob-

served in the most willing workers—an inevitable

accompaniment of long hours and lack of rest, but

also the effect upon the physical condition of the

workmen is deplorable.

It is stated in the report that management based

upon the experimental science of industrial fatigue

is far less common in this country than in the fac-

tories of America and Germany; this is a grave cir-

cumstance urgently demanding a remedy, and we
earnestly commend the document to the attention of

all works managers, in the hope that they will profit

by its teachings; we cannot afford to be handicapped

in the industrial conflict which is impending. The
subject has also been dealt with by a committee of

the British Association, and references to publica-

tions bearing upon it will be found in our " Notes
''

to-day.

BUSINESS-GETTING ABROAD.

It is an extremely difficult matter at the present time

to gauge the general industrial situation. There
are certain sections of manufacturing, including

parts of the electrical branch, which', if rumour be

trustworthy, are experiencing a slight falling off in

orders from the Government, while others report a

drop in Colonial and foreign demands. The former,

it is thought, may be due to the new Government
munitions factories being now ready to assist materi-

ally in meeting the needs of the Forces, thus ren-

dering private works less indispensable than they

have been. If it be correct it may be only temporary
—but who outside the charmed circle can say? If

it is not temporary it means that the released fac-

tories, or part thereof, may be freer to undertake

ordinary manufacturing business, assuming that

sufficient suitable labour remains available after the

Government draughts for the Forces and the

Factory have been satisfied. The falling off

in Colonial and foreign demands— if there be

such a drop may be due to the growing impression

abroad that British manufacturers are unable to

handle export business, or that the available ship-

ping facilities are insufficient; it may be due to a

definite fall in requirements owing to works
being deferred; but it is little use trying to guess

the caases until we know for a fact that there ; s

an actual drooping of electrical export demand, for
information from some of the Colonial markets and
from Russia shows clearly that the shelves of-

the electrical stores are empty and that supplies
of certain classes of goods are sold before they
arrive; traders want all that they can get. The elec-

trical export values for the last few, mom hs ought
to be known in all our markets, to show purchasers
how well we an- maintaining such business. The
shipping difficulty is undoubtedly a great one, and
our trans-Atlantic cousins, whose assistance we
appreciate, have not been slow to observe the

adverse effect upon us. and the favourable effect

upon themselves, of the great delays that have been
involved in obtaining export permits from our Gov-
ernment departments. If export trade helps us to

finance the war, the granting of permits should be
speeded up. Indeed, everything that is possible

should be done to convince the outer markets
of our ambitions to supply their needs. Reference
to speeches delivered at one of the cable manufac-
turing companies' meetings shows that the trading
of the pas'l year has raised the serious question
whether refusal of orders under the stress of war
conditions will mean loss of goodwill ultimately.

In normal times it is easy enough to lose export
connections: we remember the times when a good
foreign connection having been made, a happy and
prolonged relationship followed; there was little

foreign competition in those days—the world natur-

ally turned to England. Recently, even in peace-

time, a foreign connection had to be continuallj

nursed. In war-time, connections have had to be
sacrificed, not at the bidding of competitors,

but at the snorting of the war-horse. Can
such connections be regained? What will hap-

pen in that matter will depend upon tlie hold that

other manufacturing nations are able to gain while

we are otherwise engaged, and upon whethefi

such a service will be given at such a price that

there shah be no inducement to change again. Oj
the activity of these other nations in pursuit of cur-

rent business there is in our mind no doubt what-

ever. Reports from the different markets are
|

fairly safe guide, though we are interested to gather

from an -article in the Daily Telegraph that Mr.

Edgcumbe Brighten, who ha- lately returned from

the Cnited States, finds that American business men
are too concerned in reaping the harvest of the

present trade boom to concern themselves with pre-

parations for capturing overseas trade after the

war. The present activities—apart altogether from

anything special which may follow-—must, however,

be' reckoned with, and British manufacturers cannot

afford to allow any wrong impression regarding their

future intentions to gain currency. We are

told to-day on one hand that our engineer-

ing manufacturing capacity has been so greatly

increased during the last twenty months that

we shall have little difficulty, allowing for due

adaptation, in meeting an enormously increased de-

mand. This view was supported recently by Mr.

(.. Sutton in expressing his views regarding the

future of the cable manufacturing industry, and he.

as an experienced leader of the electrical industry^

is entitled to our listening ear when he suggests;^

one possibility of such increased capacity, a cutting

of prices between cable-makers. That is of course

assuming that there will not be enough business

available to keep all the works fully occupied. Mr.

Sutton is a man who knows the world- we mean he

is as capable as anybody of judging the prospects For

future business in other countries, having, to his

company's credit, among other things, the booking,

just prior to the war, of perhaps the biggest export

orders for electric power and traction cables for

Australia and South America— ever received 1:1

these islands. There is another view that is pat

forward, namely, that so huge will be the dej

rnand from the British Colonies and Dependencies.
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from Allied countries and from neutral markets,
almost immediately the war concludes, that we shall

be unprepared to meet it satisfactorily. And be-
tween these two views there interposes the uncer-
tainty as to the position that Germany and Austria
will be permitted to occupy as electrical exporters
after the war. Now if Mr. Sutton's view respecting
the cable trade holds good in regard to other branches
of electrical and engineering industry, one of the
most urgent of all demands upon us is to take every
precaution to strengthen and extend the selling

organisation and keep ourselves well to the fore

—

even in these days, when we can only with difficulty

meet the demand—in those parts of the world where
we desire to trade. We may thus be ready to secure
an increased dehiand which shall help to prevent the
need for competitive cutting. If next we consider
the interposing factor—possible resumption of Ger-
man competition in some Colonies and present satis-

factory neutral markets, we see again the necessity

for following up our industrial organisation at Home
with a boldly conducted campaign of salesmanship
and publicity so that British ability and British quality

shall be common knowledge among' purchasers
everywhere. Or, again, if we consider that the in-

dustrial menace of Germany will be broken at Home
and in the Colonies and Allied countries so that the

demand upon the new England's factories will be al-

most overwhelming, we shall still do well if we see to

these important commercial aspects of our affairs.

The British manufacturer needs to do more to im-
press the buyer abroad. The latter wants to know
who's who; where he can buy this and that; and
something about the suppliers and their works and
ways. Our readers will think that we are reiterating

a very old piece of our own trade advice. We do so

because the present situation seems to us to call

imperatively for a most spirited and energetic sales-

manship and publicity policy on the part of the greater
part of the industry. Our co-operative schemes are
excellent—as far as they have gone ; our discussions

as to what we want, or ought, to do, or what some-
body else ought to do, have been good, and we hope
that their influence will 'spread; but we have yet to be
convinced that there is an earnest, well founded,
and general effort being made with a view to assur-

ing that the Colonial and foreign markets shall

yield us such a volume of business as shall make it

possible to utilise to the full all the added factory

capacity, after the war. What is the use of talking

further about a Ministry of Commerce and other
matters of the same class and waiting? We have
got to help ourselves, and a strong self-help policy

throughout the industry would mean definite action
now to draw definite business later. Why not use
part of the war profits now being earned, on this

very reasonable expenditure ? The war has dis-

organised ordinary business; to place it on a proper
footing again certain measures of reorganisation
will be essential; those measures will involve higher
commercial activity, the cost of preparing for which
can surely be treated as a legitimate working
expense

An important announcement has
The Electrical just been issued by the President of
Trade After the Board of Trade. The Committee
the War. which is to consider and report

upon the position of the Electrical

Trades after the war, with special reference to inter-

national competition, and is to indicate what steps,
," if any," are necessary or desirable in order to
safeguard that position, has been appointed. Sir

Charles Parsons, F.R.S., of turbine fame, and of
C. A. Parsons & Co., Ltd., of Heaton Works,
Newcastle-on-Tyne, is to be chairman, and the other
members are:—Mr. J. Annan Bryce, M.P., Chair-
man of the British Westinghouse Electric and Manu-
facturing Co., Ltd., whose views on our trade rela-

tions with the enemy after the war, expressed at the
annual meeting of that company, and reported in our
issue of April 14th, page 431, assume an added in-

terest by reason of his appointment; .Mr. T. < >.

Callender, managing director of Callender's Cable
and Construction Co., Ltd., who is also connected
with several leading electric power companies and
other undertakings, and who, by his long practical

experience of the industry, is pre-eminently fitted to

assist in these important trade deliberations; Mr.
James Devonshire, A.I.E.E., manag'ing director of

the London United Tramway Company, who, as a
director of a number of other power and tramway
undertakings connected with the B.E.T. group, is

well versed in matters relating to finance; Mr.
Bernard M. Drake, M.I.E.E., chairman of the well-

known business of Drake & Gorham, Ltd.. and
of the D.P. Battery Co., Ltd.. who has^ known the

electrical industry intimately for a very lengthy
period; and Sir John Snell, a past president of the
Institution of Electrical Engineers, and member of

the eminent consulting engineering firm of Preece.
Cardew, Snell & Rider. All communications for the
committee should be addressed to the Secretarv.

Electrical Trades Committee, 7, Whitehall Gardens,
S.W. Our only comment at the moment is that we
hope that the committee have power to add to their

number.

Lead.
The position of lead has con-

tinued to be the subject of considerable

interest. Between the restrictions

imposed upon trading by the new regulations and
the growing scarcity of supplies consequent upon
the general small arrivals for some time past, the

market has been quickly affected by the least sign

of buying' or selling pressure, which is only natural

at the rather dangerously high level of prices-

Fundamental conditions, however, have remained
quite strong. The outlet for the manufacture of

war munitions is certainly as big as ever, against

which there is as yet no indication of freer supplies

from the chief producing countries. War require-

ments in Allied countries, such as France, Italy,

Japan, and Russia, being to a notable extent

covered direct, this tends to restrict the tonnage
diverted to home ports, and with America having but

little to spare for shipment to this side, it is hardlv

likely that the big deficit in our imports so far this

year as compared with last, will be made good for

some time at any rate. The absence of a free market
for the commodity due to the drastic action on the

part of the authorities intended to restrict operations

to bona-fide business, had at the same time proved

a serious drawback for lead manufacturers. The
latter, indeed, now find considerable difficulty to

cover themselves by forward purchases against new
forward contracts for their products. Dealers do
not care to make forward sales which might be re-

garded as speculative and involve them under the

Defence of the Realm Act. " Hedging " operations

of this kind on the part of manufacturers are as a

rule of frequent occurrence, but they are now almost

impossible, so that trading in manufactured pro-

ducts is likewise suffering. After a renewed rise

recently up to about £35 10s. for early shipment with

a fair amount' of business, the market just prior to

the holidays reacted to well below £35, but there

has been no great pressure to sell, although fair

quantities of metal near at hand came on the market.

There has been no material change in the American
position, which remains firm, although prices have

eased to well under 8 cents per lb., and the equivalent

of prices realised in America continues pounds a

ton above those ruling in this market. There has

been very little American lead shipped to this side

for some time past against old contracts. Operations

in Mexico are virtually at a standstill, and the position

in Spain is still anything but satisfactory.
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GAS-FILLED RECTIFIERS.

In the General Electric Jlcriew, for April, an account ia given of

recent progress in connection with the hot- kathode argon gas-

filled rectifier, by Mr. G. S. Meikle, of the Research Laboratory of

the General Electric Co., TJ.S A. The kenotron and the Coolidge
X ray tube, which have been described in the Electrical lit view,
employ the phenomenon of electronic emission, or " thermionic
current," in bulbs from which all reti iual gases have been
eliminated ; in these high-vaouum types of apparatus the current

is limited by the " space charge effect," of the nature of a back
e.m.k., which is manifested by a drop of voltage in the kenotron,

used as a rectifier, of the order of 100-160 volts, so that this device

cannot be used on low-voltage circuits, though it is capable

of snpplying rectified currents up to 260 milliamperes at pres-

sures up to 100,000 volts. Tbe "space charge" is due
to the electrons emitted from the hot kathode, which produce
an electrostatic field around it which limits the motion of electrons

towards the cold electrode ; but in the presence of positive ions

the Bpace charge is more or less neutralised. By introducing
minute traces of gas into the kenotron under certain conditions,

a seffinent number of positive ions may be formed to neutralise

the space charge completely, thus greatly reducing the voltage

required to set up a given current. The nature of the gas is

important ; oxygen, whether free or combined, cuts down the

emission of electrons from a pure tungsten kathode, but inert ga?es

have no such effect. But with minute traces of gas present the

positive ions acquire a very high velocity, and, striking the kathode,

bring about its rapid disintegration. When the pressure of the

gas is increased, the velocity of the ions is diminished, but their

number is so much greater that the effect of their bombardment
may be even more disastrous than with minnte traces of gas
present. Investigations covering a period of Beveral years have
revealed the conditions that must obtain in order to prevent

kathode disintegration and other detrimental effects ; by proper

adjustment of the pressure of a suitable gas, disintegration has

been eliminated, and it has also been found poBBible to secure con-

ditions under which the emission of electrons from the kathode
has been sufficient actually to cool it, when rectifying excessive

currents. As a reBult of these investigations, in fact, it has been

Figs. 1 and 2.—Low-Cprbent
Rectifier.

Fig. 3.—High-Current
Rectifies.

demonstrated that 'a rectifier filled with gas at pressures within
a more or less definite range can be designed to rectify currents
from a few milliamperes to exceedingly high values, at voltages
varying between Beveral voltB and several thousand volts."

Fig. 1 shows a sketch of a rectifier m which the kathode consists

of a filament of small tungsten wire coiled into a cloBely wound
spiral, and a tungsten anode of relatively large orosB-eection, with
a comparatively smooth surface. The filament ends are welded to
heavy tungsten wires, while the anode lead is swaged from, though
still a part of, the anode. All leads are sealed directly through
the high heat-resisting glass into 3-in. spherical bulbs of a similar
glass. Although the anode of the tube shown consists of tungsten,
other materials have been used with good results.

The rectifier shown in fig. 2 differs only in the shape of its

parte. The kathode is shown as a straight filament of small
tungsten wire, which, if properly proportioned and mounted, con-
sumes a minimum of energy for a maximum number of electrons
emitted. The anode is shown in the form of a thin disk, made
large in diameter, to give a big radiating surface, which is found
to be desirable when Buch metals as copper are used.

Fig. 3 illustrates a gas-filled rectifier designed to rectify high
currents at low voltage. Two kathodes are Bhown ; one iB in fila-

ment form identical with that shown in figB. 1 and 2, and is used for
Btarting

; the other is a tungsten rod kathode with beaded tip (the
middle rod), used during the operation of the tube. The constric-
tion between the besd and the lead suffices to prevent conduction
of heat from the tip. The object of using such a kathode is to
secure a long operating life. Any dieintegratior. unless very

severe, has no appreciable effect upon the life and operation of a
rectifier of thiB design. A graphite anode mounted on a heavy
tungsten lead is Bhown, as graphite has been found to be a very
desirable anode material for rectifying high currents. All leads
are sealed directly through the glass, and, for currents between
20 and 45 amperes, into a 5-in. spherical bulb.

All tubes are carefully exhausted and filled with gas in a high
state of purity. Certain impurities, even though present in small
quantities, produce a very rapid disintegration of the kathode, and
also have a very marked effect upon the voltage characteristics of
the rectifier. It iB advisable in certain types of gaa-filled rectifiers
to introduce substances which react chemically with such impuri-
ties as are introduced with the gas, or are given off by the parts
during the operation of the rectifier. The reaction which occurs
keeps the gaB in a pure state. It is found convenient in certain
types of the low-current rectifier to introduce the purifying agent
in the form of an anode. As the impurities are distilled from the
anode or kathode, or from the over-heated glass parts, the arc drop
increases. The increased energy consumption automatically causes
evaporation of the anode material until the high state of purity ie

re-established, when the evaporation ceases. In figs. 1, 2, and 3, the
purifying agent is shown as a coit wound around one of the leads,

A C. Line

i VWWWvW

Load

¥
—Connections ok Half-
Wave Rectifier.

Fig. 5.—Two Half - Wave
Rectifiers Connectfd to
Rectify the Whole Wave.

During ageiDg it is evaporated, and re-depoBits on the sides of the

bulb, carrying with it the impurities in their respective chemical

combinations.
The experimental work with argon indicates that rectification ie

possible in all pressures of gas. With an increase in the eas pres-

sure the potential at which the arc is established increases. At
the higher pressures, the temperature of the filament is also a

factor in determining the Btarting voltage. Alter the arc in-

formed, the arc drop increases very gradually for big increases

in gas pressures. For the low-voltage tubes a pressure of argon
between 3 and 8 cm. (measured cold) giveB very good results and
is therefore used.

The half-wave type shown in figs. 1-3 has the advantages of

simplicity of construction and installation. A typical circuit,

consisting of a 40- watt transformer for filament excitation, a load,

and a regulating resistance, is shown in fig. 1. If high efficiency

is necessary, the line voltage is transformed to a value which
enables regulation to be dispensed with. Two half-wave rectifiers

can be connected as in fig. 5, thus using the whole of the alter-

nating current ; the compensating transformer is designed to

transform the voltage to the desired value and to supply current

for exciting the filament. Where the load can be divided, as in

battery charging, the half-wave rectifiers with their individual

loads can be connected up so that half of them are rectifying one
loop of the wave, and the other half the other loop, thus attaining

the same result.

Fig. 6 shows the full-wave gas-filled rectifier, with two anodes
and a common kathode, which is used with the circuit shown in

fig. 7.

The rectifier illustrated in figs. 1 and 2 haB the advantage of

being self-starting. In the low-current rectifier the kathode fila-

ment is excited continuously during operation, though the tube

would continue to act as a rectifier when the arc was formed

A C. Line

WMvWW

Fig. 6.

—

Full-Wave
Rectifier.

Fig. 7.

—

Connections of
Full-Wave Rectifier.

without external excitation, the balance of advantage resting

with the former method ; in the high-current rectifier, however,

the filament is used only for starting. A three-pole swiich closes

the filament circuit, and also connects it with the anode ;
the gas

is immediately ionised, and current begins to How to the operating"

kathode, which is acting temporarily as anode. When the latter
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becomes hot enough to emit electrons, the rectifying arc is

established between it and the anode. The tube can be made to

start automatically by placing a D.c. relay in the rectified-current

circuit, which opens the three-pole switch when the arc is formed.

When constant purity of the gas can be relied upon, the filament

is used both as a starting and as an operating kathode, even in the

high current rectifier. Rectified currents as high as SO amperes
have been drawn from a tungsten filament 20 mils in diameter for

short periods, without injury to it. But, in general, it is advitable

to use the point kathode.
The persistency of ionisation in argon seems to be particularly

marked, and this makes it possible even without filament excitation

to use the rectifier for supplying current for very low fre-

quencies. For the same reason, it is possible to operate the tube

on very low current when the kathode is not externally excite 1
.

Nj auxiliary starting load is required when beginning a battery

charge. The supply switch is closed and the charging current
picks up immediately, giving a slightly tapering charge as the

battery voltage increases. On a resistance load, the current is

very constant, due to the fact that the kathode Bpot does not
wander.
The efficiency of the tube depends upcn the supply voltage,

inoreasing with it as the voltage become higher, and upon toe
energy consumed in the arc, indicated by the voltage drop Tne
arc drop of the low-current low-voltage rectifier, in which the
filament is externally excited, is between 4 and 8 vjlts, measund
on a direct-current circuit. The power consumed in keeping the

filament kathode hot enough to prodace initial ionisati in is less

than 40 watts. Tnerefore, for a 6 ampere tube the energy con-

sumed by the arc and filament is equivalent to that of a rectifier

having an arc drop of 10'66 to 1406 volts. The actual drop in

this tube without filament excitation is, however, Bomewhat
higher than indicated by these values.

METER ERRORS IN PARALLEL SUPPLY OF

FLUCTUATING LOADS.

Though complete electrificaticn of factories and workshops, using

central station supply, has become almost standard practice so far

as concerns new installations, there are still a number of works in

which such a considerable amount of mechanical driving equip-

ment or electrical generating plant is installed and working with
such high efficiency, that the problem of providing for further

power requirements becomes one of special difficulty. Oj a simple
basis of fuel and work: n » costs, the central station engineer can
generally Bhow a material saving to the works' owner in purchased
as oompared with home-made electrical energy, bnt the question of

capital cost of conversion is a serious item, particularly in a large

works where the existing plant is still in good condition. It is

easy to prove that extending the private generating plant would be

poor policy in most cases, so that the only alternative to immediate
and costly scrapping is to ose purchased current for all extensions

of load, and keep the existing plant working till analysis of costs

shows that it would be cheaper to replace it by purchased energy.

DuriDg the iotermediate period, when purchased current is beirg

ueed to supplement home-made mechanical or electrical energy,

the two sources of Buppl/ are connected in parallel— either elec-

trically, by connecting the public and private mains to a common
bus- bar ; or mechanically by usiog, Bay, the private steam engine

aod an electric motor supplied from the public mains to drive a

transmission system which is mechanically continuous. Under
Buch circumstances the works would look after its own prime mover
and generator (if any), and the central station would charge for

supplementary energy supplied. Io. practically all caseB this

supplementary supply would be sold by meter on a sliding scale,

Total dtmaud.

Pig. 8. Fig. 9.

Fig. 8.

—

Rectifies Charging Ignition Cells ;
Ml Amps.

Fig. 9.—Rectifier Contaising Purifying Agent ;

296 AMPf.

The tube operates satisfactorily on current ranging from a

fraction to many amperes. With a properly excited kathode, the

rectifying arc is started on alternating-current supply voltages as

low as 20 volts and is maintained on voltages as low as 14 volts.

The life of the low-current low-voltage rectifier, upc-n which the

greater part of the work has been done, varies from 900 to

over 3,000 hours. Same of the high-current half-wave tubs have

a life of over 1.000 hours, and many of 500 hours. Many of the

low-current tubes have been in actual service for over 18 months
charging batteries at central stations. In a case that is cited, a

rectifier was charging 89 cells at G'2 amperes ; the d.c. voltage

was 224 volts (average value) over the cells, and 235 volts (average)

over the cells and regulating resistance ; the A c. vc It ige was 236

volts (root-mean-square value). A larger number of cells could

have been charged by reducing the resistance to zero.

Fig. 8 shows oscillograms obtained from a rectifier charging a

battery ; the upper curve represents the rectified current

(61 amperes D c ), the middle curve the voltage acrosB the battery

terminals, and the lower curve the A c. voltage. In fig. 9, from a
rectifier containing an active purifying agent, the top curve repre-

sents the direct current (29'6 amperes), the middle curve the vol'age

across the arc (inverted), and the bottom curve the A c. voltage.

It will be seen that rectification in each caBe was perfect.

Magnetic Survey.—According to a telegram received by
the U S. A. Department of Terrestrial Magnetism, the Carnegie, under
the command of Mr. J. P. Ault, arrived at Port Lyttelton, New
Z .aland, on April lit, having successfully completed the circum-
navigation of the globe between the parallels 55 degrees south and
60 degrees south. Errors in the existing magnetic charts to the
extent of 12 to 10 degrees were found.

—

Science.

\
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Fig. 2.

From miins, clear ; to main-, thaded.

and it is important to note that the readings of a meter used under
such circumstances are liable to be anything up to 100 per cent,

slow, due to reverse running during lew load when the load curve

is very fluctuating.

On steady or reasonably steady loads the trouble does not

arise, but if a rapidly fluctuating load is concerned (as in textile

mills, particularly spinning mills) the private power plant runs

at full output continuously ; the central station supply iB drawn
upon during the peaks of the load curve, and more or less

of this amount of energy is returned during the troughs

of the load curve. As an example ('rom a paper, in Etektrofeeh. v.

Masc/iinenbau), the two cases represented by figs. 1 and 2 may be

considered. The left-hand diagram in eaoh case represents the

total demand to be supplied. In fig. lA it amounts to 100 kw. for

1 second and zero for 1 second ; if the output of the private

generator be constant at 50 KW., the demand on the mains duriog
one-half of the load cycle is replaced during the ntxt half, so that

the net meter reading is zero, and the works owner gets the benefit

of peak load assistance for nothing. In fig. 2 the load varies

periodically between 60 and 15 KW, and the private output is

30 KW (constan'), so that in this case the replacement is less than

the withdrawal (see fig. 2c), but the meter still has a large nega-

tive error. The conditions in the two cases and the total deficiency

in meter reading per hour of working under these load curves, are

summarised in the following table :

—
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In general, if Ki = power taken from the mains during the

peak load ; K. — power supply by private plant ; and Ks = mini-

mnm power demanded during the trough of the load curve ; the
meter record is actually

—

« Ki.ti- Cks - K 8) . fj

where tu t., — durations of peak and trough periods respectively.

Hence, the percentage meter error is

—

p — (1 — h/wi'iI X 100 per cent.

One way of obviating error due to reversal in the above manner
is to provide the meter with some form of locking gear which
prevents the armature making more than one backward revolu-

tion, but even so it is possible to lose a great deal of revenue in the
course of a year where the load fluctuates so rapidly, and one
revolution of the meter disk corresponds to so much energy, that

one revolution or less represents the energy drawn from the mains
daring one peak period, and returned more or less completely
during the succeeding trough period. The best method of over-

coming the difficulty is to provide such fly-wheel ioertia in the
plant to be driven that the peak demand from the mains is

reduced, and the private generating equipment is kept busy on the
load itself or in bringing the fly-wheels up to sp»ed. The circuit

conditions are tqualieed without troublesome tqualisiog currents
fl >wing.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS,

AND PLANT.

" Mazda " Shade for Subdued Lighting.

The more stringent regulations lately enforced by the authoiities
as to the lessening of outward illumination from Bhops, cffi.es and
private residences have made it necessary for every individual
lamp to be shaded. A neat and effective screen of attractive
appearance is being issued by the British Thomson-Houston
Co., Ltd., Mazla House, 77, tipper Thames Street, E C, and any
number in reason will bs supplied to business firms, contractors,
and retailers upon request. The shade is posted flit, and is made
up of stout dark- coloured card, with stencil cutout lettering
backed by orange-tinted piper. The shade can be placed over any
electric lamp without removing the latter, and if an ordinary
fancy glass shade is used the " Mazla" shade will go over it. To
place the screen in position, the two wings are locked together
around the holder, this movement causing the ihide itself to
assume a curved form, thus shutting off the direct light rays from
about one-third of the circumference of the lamp.

Timber-Piling Machine.

A portable electric machine for piling timber, patented by Mr-
H. C. Hilke, is being made by the Seattle Machine Works'
U.S.A. It consists of a lattice steel tower from 24 to 40 feet high,
over which runs a continuous chain elevator, lifting planks on one
side, carrying them over the top, and lowering them on the other
side, where they are taken off at any desired height ly the men
building the pile. The chain is reversible, and the machine can
equally well be ufed to unpile timbsr. It is stated that by use of
this machine timber can be quickly piled at the lowest possible C0Bt.

SUBSTITUTES FOR OIL IN HIGH-PRESSURE
SWITCHGEAR.

Though the risk of oil switch explosions may bo practically
eliminated by proper design and construction the usj of inflim-
mable liquid to quench a high-temperature flame can hardly be
regarded as an ideal practice. There is a possibility also of fires
which originate elsewhere than in the switch cases themfelves
being fed from oil in the latter. Provided nothing were' sacrificed
in electrical efficiency and safety, there would b3 a distinct field for
a non-inflammable substitute for oil in high-pressure switch
practice and about seven years ago E. Peyrusson (Paris) took out
patents proteoting the use of oarbon tetrachloride in this connec-
tion. Nothing appears to have been done, however, till Voigt and
Haeffner experimented with the use of that material in 1911, in
ignorance it is said of Peyrusson's patent. The German experi-
ments were revived in the summer of 1914, and conducted with
special vigour after the outbreak of war, when there was a great
scarcity of oil. The position is said to have been reversed a little
later when oil became again available, and the raw materials for
carbon tetrachloride, and the glycerine to protect it from evapora-
tion, becime scarce. Whatever the precise bearing of the matter
on the question of Germany's supplies of material, the following
notes from test data recently published in the E.T.Z. have an
interest of their own.

Carbon-tetrachloride (CC 1

,) or "benzinoform " is a colourless
liquid of sp. gr. 1 0, which boils at 76J° C. and freezes at - 26'7° C.
It evaporates as freely as bei zine when exposed to the atmosphere,
but it is incombustible and does not conduct electricity. Tne high
Bp. gr. of benz'noform (about 80 per cent, greater than that of
switch oil) increases the difficulty of handling filled containers and
necessitates heavier design of the latter. A more serious dis-
advantage is the great volatility of the tetrachloride. The level

of liquid in an ordinary enclosed switchbox, filled with this
material, falls 1 mm. per day by evaporation, and even after
packing the joints as thoroughly as possible, the loss amounts to
0'."i mm. daily fall in level. ConBidtration of possible pressure
rises inside the casing precludes sealing the case hermetically, and
also renders a liquid seal inadequate. The use of a float is of little

assistance, for though the exposed surface of the liquid is reduced,
there is capillary creeping in the clearance between float and con-
tainer. Peyrusson's patent suggested the use of a layer of
glycerine or glycerineand water to prevent e 7aporation ;

this is satis-

factory in its primary function, but if the switch-box be lowered
for inspection of the switch, the latter becomes covered with a
film of glycerine, which socn forms verdigris. Other troubles
introduced by the use of glycerine are mentioned below.
Copper is practically unaffected by berozinoform at atmospheric

temperature, but after prolonged immersion in the liquid warmed
to 45° C, the metal is deeply corroded and covered by a grea°y
white layer. Aluminium, silver and lead are less attacked, und tin

is particularly immune, so that tinning gives satisfactory protec-
tection against chemical attack by CCI, except as regards hinges
and contact surfaces, which cannot be permanently protected by a
surface coating. Rubber, vulcanite, pertinax and mieinite cannot
be used ia CO, but fibre and mica are unaffected, and litharge
cement, though blackened on the surface, does not lose itsstreneth.

In respect of dielectric Btrength, the behaviour of berzinofoim
depends on whether the stress is mi mentary or sustained. The
following data show the breakdown distance between pointed
electrodes :

—

(a) For oil
; (b) for CCli anl momentary stress, last-

ing 2 sees, or so ; (0) for Cd stressed for 20 minutes without
breakdown :

—
TeBt pressure Distance betwei n points (mm.),

b.tween points. (a) Oil. (b) CC'4 momentary, (c) CC'i sustamed.

10 kv. 6 — 9 5

30 „ 12 — 20
5(i

,. 20 — 33
60 „ 26 125 425
80 „ 41 36 66
100 „ 625 59 —

The tests from which these data were obtained were made with
CC'i which had already been used for short-circuit tests ; though
turned brown by this treatment the liquid had still good enough
insulating properties to make it suitable for use in high-pressure
switchgear. A switch designed on the basis of the figures in

col. (c) above would obviously be able to withstand high surge
pressures without breakdown. Probably the marked difference

between the sustained and momentary dielectric strength of CC'i
is due to the liquid being Bet into brisk motion by electrification

;

the movement is much more pronounced than in oil.

During the past 18 months various tests have been carried out
on switches filled with CO, and operated under various conditions

of load and pressure. Limitations attached to the use of the

"new" insulating material were soon discovered. Bjczinoform
evaporates so rapidly that the presence of a small leak in the con-

tainer is not betrayed by visible staining or or. zing, yet the loss of

liquid may be so serious, that flash-over occurB through the reduced

head of dielectric to the conducting "earthed" layer of glycerine,

which alone s fiords effective protection against surface evapora-

tion. It is not permissible to draw the switch out through the

glycerine for routine inspection purposes, because the film of

glycerine thus collected forms verdigris on the copper, and a con-

ducting covering on the insulators ; leakage across the latter then

causes quantities of CO4 vapour to be driven off. Benzinoform
does not possesB the lubricating value of oil, hence it may be

necessary to employ more powerful operating springs and soleno'ds,

and presumably wear will occur more rapidly than in standard

switchgear. The lack of lubrication is particularly undesirable

when the switch has to break a short circuit, and should act as

quickly and freely as possible.

The best form of switch for use with CC'i is the closed pattern

in which the leading-in insulators are taken through the bottom
of the switch, and the moving part passing through the glycerine

layer is limited to a rcund rod. Accessibility for easy inspection

must be sacrificed.

A mixture of 25 per cent, benzinoform, with 75 per cent, ordi-

nary switch oil (by volume) loses only 5 percent, in weight during
;'. hours' heating to 100 O, and is thus much less volatile than

pure CClj. The mixture is not incombustible, but is mut less

idtl immable than oil. The small evaporation Iobs at 100° C. is

evidence of the intimacy of the mixture, for the boiling point of

pure C'OIj is 70 6° C. The fact that the incombustible CC'< would
distill off first in case of a switch fire might prove a point of

practical importance, but the ultimate fire risk is obviously only

reduced and not entirely eliminated It is spggested by Vogelsang
that some of the "incombustible" switch oils placed on the

market have been Bimply mixtures of oil and benzinoform ; as such

they are not truly incombustible, but the characteristics of benzino-

form afford good grounds for hoping that chemistry may yet

evolve incombustible liquid dielectrics of high insulating value.

Though they may form the basis of more fruitful research, the

data and information given above afford no ground for prophesy-

ing or recommending the use of benzinoform alone, or even in

admixture, as a substitute for oil in switchgear. That its possi-

bilities have been investigated at such length, at such a time, is

probably another indication of Germany's difficulties and exi-

gencies. Whatever future developments may be -and this field

of research is certainly worth exploring—benzinoform as a sub-

stitute for switch oil may fairly be classed with ircn and zinc as

a substitute for copper conductors and with linoleum as a substitute

for leathar soles I
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INSULATING OILS FOR TRANSFORMERS.

Early in 1913 the Research Committee of tho Institution of
Electrical Engineers appointed a sub-committee to consider
the properties of and methods of testing switch and trans-
former oils. Letters were 6ent to a number of manufacturers
and users of oils, and to Universities, and the replies received
were reviewed in an interim report by Mr. W. Pollard Digby
in January, 1915. The Sub-Committee has considered the. sug-
gestions received with regard to the proposed tests, which in
the first place are being limited to transformer oils. A brief
account of the tests, most of which have been in practical use
for some time, is given below. The points that now require
investigation are :

—
1. 1 1 1

.
.\ Far are the results consistent when made by different

observers on the same, sample of oil?

2. Could the results of the tests be relied upon to indicate
with certainty the. behaviour of the oil under practical work-
ing conditions?
The Institution has received a grant from the Advisory

Council for Industrial Research for this work, and the Sub-
committee proposes therefore to put the experiments in hand
at once, especially in view of the delays caused by the war.
The Sub-Gommittee expresses its indebtedness' to Mr. Pol-

lard Digby for the services rendered by him in examining the
information received and drafting the first report, and to the
small committee consisting of Messrs. A. I;. Everest, A. ('.

Michie, and T. 0. Tbomsen who prepared the draft of the
tests.

In order to judge the suitability of an oil for use as a cool-
in,, insulating medium it is necessary to know lto charac-
teristics in the following respects:—Tendency to sludge; loss
by evaporation; Hash point; viscosity ;it different tempera-
tures; chemical reactions; density and coefficient of expan-
sion; cold test (solidification); moisture absorption; dielectric
strength; specific resistance; thermal transference; and
specific heat.

Sludging.—The object of this test is to obtain an idea of the
tendency of the different oils to form solid deposits when
they are subjected to the action of heat and air. This action
is considerably influenced by the presence of certain metals.
The method recommended is a modification of that used by
Dr. Michie. The oil contained in a flask is subjected to the
action of beat and oxygen lor a. given time, a piece of the
metal in question of given surface area being present in the
oil during the test. It would be of interest to obtain com-
parative figures for copper, iron, lead, tin, zinc, and alumi-
nium, and, in view of the importance of copper in electrical
work, data should also be obtained for tinned copper, silver-

plated copper, and copper covered by insulating material
such as cotton.

Besides the formation of solid deposits in the oils after
these have been subjected to the conditions of the test, note
should be made of any corrosive effects on the metals, the
formation of water and acids, and the extent to which the
oils have darkened in colour.

Loss hji Evaporation.—Two different methods of carrying
out this test are described. A definite volume of oil is heated
in a beaker at Ion deg. C. lor 8 boms. In one method the
body of the beaker is immersed in the heating bath, its open
mouth being exposed to the air of the laboratory but shielded
from draughts. In the second method the beaker is carried
in a revolving tray in a hot-air oven. The result is expressed
in terms of ioss of volume and ratio of surface to volume of
oil, the height of beaker wall above ml surface at the com-
mencement of the test being stated.

" Closed " Flashpoint.—The temperature at which vapours
accumulating above the oil in a closed vessel become inflam-
mable is determined by nfieans of either the Pensky-Martens
or ( IrayV instrument. The oil is rapidly heated to about '25

deg. C. below its suspected flash point, the beating being
continued beyond this at the rate of i{ to 3 deg. per minute.
Ac each additional degree of temperature the cover is opened
and a Maine inserted. The lowest temperature at which flash

occurs is thus determined.
Viscosity.—The standard method in Great Britain for this

determination is that of Redwood, which notes the time in
seconds required for a definite volume of oil to run through
an aperature of fixed dimensions. Measurements are made
at 15.5 deg. C, 50 deg. C. and 80 deg. C.
Chemical Reactions.—The oil is tested for acidity and alka-

linity. An iodine test is also recommended, as it is believed
that this test gives a, good general indication of the tendency
to sludge.

Density and Coefficient of Expansion.—The density is deter-
mined at the three temperatures 15.5 deg. C, 50 deg. C, and
80 deg. C, by means of specific gravity bottles or pykno-
meters, preferably of the Sprengel tube type. Prom these,

data the coefficient of expansion is obtained.
Cold Test.—This test determines the temperature at which

the oil commences to congeal. A knowledge of this charac-
teristic is of importance in connection with oil switches used
in exposed situations and cold climates.
Moisture Absorption.—This test is made to determine the

tendency of an oil to absorb moisture from the atmosphere,
and is made by taking dielectric (breakdown) tests upon the
originally dry oil after successive intervals of exposure.

•Abstracted from the Journal of the Institution OF Elec-
trical Enoineers for April 1st, 1916.

Dielectric Strength and Specific Resistance.—These are
familiar laboratory tests.

Thermal Transference.—A certain amount of information is

available regarding the relative cooling effects in a trans-
former with oils of different viscosities, but it is felt that
more exact information would be of value, and a method of
investigation recommended by the National Physical Labors
ton i.s described in detail.

Specific Heat.—The method of performing this test is left
to the judgment of individual experimenters. Data should
1 btained at 15.5 deg. (

'., 50 deg. C, and 80 deg. C. Refer-
ence i- given to published data upon this subject. It is

suggested that specific heat testa at 15.5 deg. 0. might with
advantage be made upon the oils both in their original condi-
tion and after drying, but for the test at higher temperatures
dried <id should be employed.

Detailed methods of investigation lor each characteristic
recommended are given in the Journal.

AN ELECTROLYTIC OXYGEN AND HYDROGEN
INSTALLATION.

A new electrolytic oxygen and hydrogen plant recently put
into operation at the works of the Fore River Shipbuilding
Corporation, Quincy, Mass., is run entirely automatically,
requiring the attention of only one man to a shift, the plant
being run continuously by three men in three eight-hour shifts.

Tire plant consists of a crude-oil engine, belt-connected to

a 45-kw. D.G. generator, and one of the National Ox-Hydric
Oo.'s electrolysers, as shown in the accompanying illustration,

guaranteed to produce 3,500 cubic feet of oxygen per 24 boms
and twice that amount of hydrogen.
The oxygen and hydrogen, after being produced from the

electrolyser, pass into steel gasholders of 2,000 cu. ft. capacity
each. From there they pass through a suction line into suit-

able compressors, which boost the pressure in the pipe lines

between the gasholders and poini <>f consumption to the
amount required at the blowpipes. Between compressors and
blowpipes or operating stations, are suitable concussion tanks
to take the pulsation of the compressors off the pipe lines.

The plant is also equipped with high-pressure compressors,
for the purpose of compressing oxygen and hydrogen into

cylinders where it i- nut advantageous to run pipe fines, such
as on board ships and other extreme points of the company's
shipbuilding yards.

The National electrolyser is of the improved "filter-press"

type, It consists mainly of a number of decomposition cham-

Pilter-Peess Electrolyser.

beis connected in -cues. These chambers are formed by
clamping together a -cries of cast-iron electrodes, so rece -e I

and grooved that each plate forms, with its neighbour, a

chamber which holds the electrolyte, and in which thi

tii it! of the gases takes place.

The electrodes are carefully insulated one from the other

l>\ means of patented rubber-bound asbestos diaphragms. The
el, clonics and diaphragms arc arranged alternately, and are

supported bj tie 1 insulated "frame of the filter press. The
required number of electrodes and diaphragms with the cor-

responding end plate- are then pre sed tightly together by
means of a heavy screw standard, thus making the whole

equipment form a hermetically sealed tank of the filter-press

type, the diaphragms serving both as an insulation and gasket,

and forming the sides of the cell-, preventing any mixture of

the two gases generated. The fact that the electrodes are

thus separated by the diaphragms causes one side of the

plate to act as the anode of the chamber and the other side

as the cathode of the adjacent chamber.
The electrodes are composed of a special alloy, anil are

heavily coated with nickel, which makes them neutral to

oxygen and alkali, .and prevents the formation of deposits or

the oxidisation of the electrodes themselves.

The number of chambers required is, of course, dependent
hi the production of gases required, as well as the voltage

of tl lectric current. The electro!} ei of the National Ox-
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The electrodes themselves are made with corrugated sur-

faces, increasing the active electrode surface and formii
i.\ .mall vertical channels through which

the gases rise freelj to the upper pari oi the plates. At the
top of each electrode and hermetically sealed togethel are
substantia] chambers in which the gases are separated from
the electrolyte. Prom these chambers the gases pass ..it in

a drj state int du< I extending through each plate, those
ducts forming continuous conduits-, owing to the manner in

which tin- plates are assembled. The gases pass through these
conduit! into then re pecttve n :eivei oi torage tanks. One
6f the main features of the design i.- the waj in which the
ccnduits are l<<'i't Eree from electrolyte; this is accomplished
by a device which is oast integral with each plate, thereby
eliminating anj possibility oi a short circuit even 'should the
conduit filled with the solution.

The electrolyte is a _! per cent, solution of pure caustic
pc-ta h in <listillc<] water. Uter the electrolysers hit once
rilled with this solution, distilled water is added from time
tii time to take the place of the water decomposed; the potash

manj months. The distilled water is fed to the electro-
lyser by an automatic device] which maintains a constant level
in the electrolyte throughout the machine.
Under normal load conditions, the voltage required per coll

is two volts or less. Therefore, to operate on a 110-volt
circuit an electrolyser containing 55 cells is necessary; and on
the same hasis. Hit cells are necessary for a 220-volt circuit.

Assuming continuous operation and riormal load conditions,

the electrolysers yield I cu. ft. of oxygen and 8 cu. ft. of

hydrogen at atmospheric pressure per Kw.-hr, of energy con-

sumed when the plant is operated at a temperature of 68
dog. F.

The gases produced are verj pure, the oxygen being of 99.5

per cent, purity. The electrolyser will stand an overload of
"in per cent, without any ill effects. This feature of being able

t i overload the plant and generate a proportionately greater

amouni of gas is of great advantage.
The water of which the electrolyte is formed has to ho dis-

tilled in large commercial plants, hut in the smaller individual

plants the purchase of distilled water in quantities sufficient

to operate the plant is advocated.
The electrodes are said to he practically indestructible. The

asbestos diaphragms are very durable, and. being neutral to

the elements with which they come in contact, have a life

fully equal to that of the electrodes. All other parts of the

equipmeni are practically not subject to any wear and tear.

—

Metallurgical and Chemical Engineering.

DIESEL ENGINE USERS' ASSOCIATION, u

Ar the April meeting i
I the Association, the accident to an

air compressor attached to a Diesel engine nt the Smithfield
Markets was further discussed. Mr. \Y. I'Tamu. suggested
that it uii^lit be adyantag ts t.. tit some suitable form ol

ell instead of the usual purge pot.
Mi i; I.M.I referred to an accident of a similar nature

which had occurred on an air compressor attached to a
I

1

' - i ,ii ili. works of th.' Hoffmann Manu-
facturing t... Ltd., in 1913. On that occasion, fortunately.

ii.. pergonal injuries resulted from the accident. The engine
had 1 n at work continuously for i24 hours before the acci-

deni ii.iiMi.l. wh. re:.-, i n ii,,, SmithfteW .use, the accident
on .stalling the engine. It was found that the H.P.

suction and delivery valves of the compressor were somewhat
worn and fouled with carbon deposit. An exhaustive inquirj
was held, l.ut no verj definite conclu ion wa arrived at.

i, isted that the bursting of the purge pot was
by th.- high pressure getting hack from the

1 being buill no. or by high pressure due to

the combustion or explosion of oil vapour. Mr. I.yle did not

think that the first theory was tenable, as the calculated
bursting pressure of the purge pot was .on 2,000 lb. per
sq. in., and !'h in the blast vessel did not exceed
850 lb. at the time of the accident; the necessarj pressure
could not he built hp, as a test bj the makers, which con-
sisted in blankingr-off the delivers pipe and running the coin-

that the relief valves dealt
i idered that the trouble was

undoubtedly caused b i o brqughi about bj high
terminal pressure and temperature in the intermediate-pres-

oiiler. which might have be in caused by the h.p.

valves sticking no. ps : .1 in the case of the Smith-
ident. There v . I

.

p.n the pri ibal u

.' thi .. nee suggested. II. i

able to satisfj himself that one cause of a rise
in the I.e. purge pot was from a choking of the l

coil, .in, to a c.iil. teposit taking place at the .-harp gim-
in'etal bend which coupled the i.p. delivery pipe to the
cylindei I I to the generation oi an ignition
pri no and I ocular spot, and tin

pot. TI ' taken s result- ol th.

accideni , ere at follow* \ check valve wa* fitted mi the H p

delivery pipe as close as possible to the an ipreasor casing;
gauges were fitted to the t.p. and l.p. stages, sons to

give timely warning when the attention; in-

structions wei ihe valves to he cleaned
frequent intervals, and it was recommended that this should

every six weeks, imt the experience gained bj a stud]
of the gauge pressures would be th.- best guide; the valves
also .should he renewed before anj plaj oi rounded

i' ,, m iiated.

Referring to Mr. P. II. Smith's recommendations in con-
nection with the Smithfield accident, Mr. I.yle stated that
In.- experience led him to suggest thai tic provision of anti-
vibratore in connection with the gauges was better than
throttle valves, as being more reliable in damping the oscilla-

tions iin.l in providing freedom from choking. He oo
that large relief valves provided m. propel safeguard against
explosions, though he quite agreed that valve wings choked
the area. lie thought that a non-return valve should cer-

tainly he fitted between the H.P. delivery and the blast bottle.

With regard to Mr. P. IT Smith's statement that the L.P.

purge pot was always the hotter when the machine was in

good order, .Mr. I.yle contended that this would depend on
the type of tlie compressor, and that when fitted with the
L.P. condenser type of cooler the reverse would be the case.

Mr. P. H. Smith desired to make a correction in connec-
tion with the remark in recommendation (6) in his report by
adding the words, " this remark applies only to compressors
in which cooling coils are used, and not multitubular coolers."

The next meeting of the Association will be hold on Wed-
Ma.y 10th.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received by us after 5 p.m. on Tuesday cannot appear until

the following week. ( 'm respondents shouldforward their communi-
cations at the earliest possible moment. No letter can be published
unless we hare the writer's mime and addn as in our possession.

" Glow Lamps."

In the recent new wiring regulations of the Institution of

Electrical Engineers, the Institution Committee adopts the
term "glow lamps" to refer to incandescent electric lamps.

It is of interest to note that this term does not appear to

be used at present by any of the electric lamp manufacturers
io their lists as a descriptive term for the electric incandescent
lamp. Examination of over ion lamp catalogues issued by
electric lamp manufacturers for a long period only traces the

use. of the expression " glov, lamps" in one of them.

A. B.C.

Electricity in War Areas.

It is with great pleasure that one receives out here regu-

larly a copy of tin 1 Electrical Review, kindly sent by the

editors and publishers, which enables one to keep in touch

with what is happening in electrical spheres at home and
abroad.

It may he of some interest to your readers to hear that

electricity is playing an important part on this front; one
finds where power is available from company mains that

full advantage is taken of it in every possible way, and it

is trulj painful to see the thousands of pounds' Worth of

up-to-date electrical plant, i.e., large capacity sub-stations,

transmission lines, transformers. &c., lying about in the "un-
healthy area." rendered useless cither by shell fire or ex-

posure to the had weather one has had to contend with in

recent weeks.
One wonders if th .leis after the war for reconstruction.

new installations, io. Will he placed at home, as undoubtedlj

a. huge volume of business is hound to he obtained out here.

line interesting application of electricity is. perhaps, worth

mentioning. A certain mobile workshop near the line was
equipped with a dynamo coupled to an internal-combustion

set. but it was discovered that an old flour mill, dating hack

from 1787, possessed &ri overshot wheel, driven from a small

stream near by. and shafting (incidentally, the drive was
bevel wheel and pinion with wooden renewable teeth). This

been utilised as prime mover, a countershaft obtained

'- helled" thrashing machine fitted up. and the

dynamo is now driven by water-power, an improvised trans-

ni--i in line being run to the workshop supplying power and

lighting, and. consequently. saying valuable liquid fuel.

Previously, in another part of the front, the same dynamo
was taken off its engine bed and coupled to a o-phase motor

that happened to have lost its owner, and connected to com-
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pany mains, the insulators of the transmission lines in this
case being the tops of champagne bottles, filled with plaster of
Paris.

One wonders what will be the next vicissitude the dynamo
will pass through.

A.M.I.Mech.E., 4.MXE.E,
B.E.F., France.

The Resistance of a Cubic Frame of Wire.

Ill' solution of this question has provoked considerable
discussion, and Dr. Fleming has given the general form of
solution for such mesh questions, involving a set of simul-
taneous equations, and their solution by determinants. This
is. doubtless, the correct general method, but a good many
engineers have little familiarity with determinants, and it

may be worth while to show a very simple way of treating
the particular case.

Fig. 1 shows the cube framework in perspective; with the
12 wires numbered. Fig. 2 shows the.se wires developed by
toll. .wing tin- three paths from one angle of the cube to that
opposite. It is at once obvious that these paths form two
terminal sections each of three wires in parallel, and a central
sect nm of six wires in parallel. The resistance of the three

y
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great station at Rossitz was compelled to install a large
new generating sel in order i<> meet i!i<' greater demand
for energy. Alter the re-conquesl ol the Galician oil yield-

ing region provisionally occupied 1>\ the Russians the diffi-

culties experienced In the owners of oil-engined installations
were probably overcome, bul the pri< <<i crude oil is siill

so high ih. 11 ii is more profitable to have .1 connection with
a generating station. As fo the question of a scarcity ol

raw materials, the author remarks that the Austrians helped
themselves in the si w.n .is the Germans i>\ the adop-
tion of substitutes, as, for instance, iron ami zinc for con-
ductoi -. papi r insulation, &c.

Ii i- submitted thai an expressed <
I* -.nt ti of raw materials

has probably not yel been perceived. Nevertheless it is

contended that precautions should now he taken, so that

on tin- conclusion of peace the replacement of exhausted
.stocks should not Ik- left to the action of individuals, as

this would lead to the forcing up of prices In' speculators
and the causing of immeasurable damage to the industry.

The work of acquiring raw materials should 1m- carried out

according to a scheme of centralisation under Government
control, under which the materials would In- grouped

1 her.

American Engineers and Preparedness.—At a special

meeting in New York on March 20th, attended by 3,000
engineers, the following resolutions win adopted:

—

" The engineers assembled in public meeting on March
20th, liUG, under tin- auspices of tin- Engineers' Committee
on Military Lectures, believe that it is unworthy a great

nation like the United States, and that it is dangerous to the

peace, safety and liberty of its people, to remain in our
present position of inadequate military, naval and industrial

preparedness.
" \\V believe thai between pacifism and militarism there

is a just, safe and proper ground, greatly in advance of our
present position—a ground which involves large additions

to both the navy and army, a large increase in our schools

for training Officers and a co-operation and mobilisation of

the physical and industrial resources of the nation.
" We believe that this nation should never make war

except to enforce peace; that when strongly supported by
.armed resources ils Influence in maintaining its own liberties

and rights, and the liberties and rights of the weak and
oppressed throughout the Americas, will be greatly

strengthened.
" We believe that Congress should give due weight to the

opiniem of experts and should then appropriate sufficient

money to put the nation in a position of defence against
attack on either the Atlantic or the Pacific Coast.

" We demand that our representatives in Congress act in

accordance with this expression."
Many prominent electrical engineers were among those

subscribing to the resolutions.—" Electrical Review and
Western Electrician."

Made in Holland.—The " Auckland Weekly News "

refers to complaints that are being made by New Zealand
importing firms that although direct trade with German
factories is blocked by present conditions, a large amount
of business that will ultimately accrue to the benefit of the

German firms, is still being done in New Zealand, especially

in electrical requisites. One dealer attributes the cause oi

the trouble to the fact that a large number of Anglo-

German businesses, with works in England, are in the

hands of supervisors, but their goods are going out to New-

Zealand in competition with the- manufactures of Britain

anil her Allies and of neutral countries. He asks: " Why
.should enemy enterprises be allowed, under this thin dis-

guise, to keep open the market in the Dominion, so that

purely German business may step in at the close of the war
and reap the benefit of this warming pan system, as if their

trade had never suffered interruption?" The "News''
later refers to the question of electric lamp manufacturing
thus:—" As a striking illustration of the flimsy pretexts on
which enemy trade is permitted, the trader produced a cer-

tificate covering a small consignment of a particular kind
of electric lamp, manufactured in Holland. He had re-

ceived a circular advertising the line and had sent a small

order to see what he might discover. Sure enough, with

the goods came a certificate from the British pro-Consul in

Rotterdam to the effect that the Dutch company had satis-

fied him that the goods had not been manufactured in

enemy territory, and that they 'did not contain materials

or labour of enemy origin to a value exceeding 17 per cent.'

So that, it was pointed out, .£17 out of £100 of the value

of the goods in Holland admittedly went to assist the enemy.
The lamps in question, it is stated, are being sold in New-
Zealand by thousands."

Trade After the War.—Mr. Asquith was recently asked in

the Commons whether any, and if so what, steps were
being taken by the Government to formulate a trade policy

after the war. In replv, according to the " Times," he
said that a committee of the Cabinet was appointed some
time ago to deal generally with all questions of reconstruc-

tion—including those relating to commercial and industrial

policy—which were likely to arise at the close of the war.
The detailed investigation of particular aspects of the pro-
blem would be carried on by sub-committees, as to the most
important of which the Cabinet wen- in communication with
the Dominions.

Dilution of Labour— In reply to a Member of th< II 1

ol Commons who asked the Minister of Munitions to what
extent his demand for 80,000 skilled and 200,000 unskilled
workers bad been met, |>,-. Addison said thai the effect

given to tin policy of dilution, that was, the performance
by women or unskilled men of work hitherto performed i<.

skilled men, had enabled the demands lor -killed men to be
largel) m< I. The demands for -killed m< n which could not
be filled by Ih' 1

' mploynient of women or unskilled men had
In in partly satisfied by tin transfer of war munition volun-
teers from private work, tin release of skilled oh n from the
Colours, tin introduction of labour from the Dominions,
and from certain foreign countries, and by training semi-
skilled persons or persons skilled in trade- similar to these
in which vacancies existed. There was still, however, a

large de-man I
lor skilled men. This was especially im-

portant in shipyards, and tin- demand could Onlv be met bv
the furthei progress of tin- methods referred to, and par-
ticularly h\ further dilution. The demand for unskilled
workers had bem largely reduced, mainly by the introduc-
tion ol women.—" Morning Post."

Post Oflice Tube.—According to the " Daily Telegraph,"
ih- suggestion has been made by Colonel Norton-Griffiths
that the work- of the Posl Office Tube Railway should be
suspended so as to release the large number of men em-
ployed lor pioneer battalions and other Royal Engineer
units, where they are urgently wanted. Though th< I''.

master-General stated that it would not be expedient to

suspend such work, he was considering, in conjunction with
the Ministry of Munitions, whether il would not be advis-
able 0. divert some of the men now employed on the tunnel.

Exports to China.—The "London Gazette" for April

18th and 21st contains further lists of firms and persons
in China and Siam to whom exporls may be consigned.

LEGAL.

Electeic Battery Contract.

An action by Pritchett & Gold & Electrical Power Storage Co., Ltd.,

manufacturers of electrical batteries, against II unble, River. Lake
and Co., Ltd., Hamble, Hampshire, was heard by Mr. Justice

Sargant, in the Chancery Division, on April 17th.

Mrs. Hilda Beatrice Carrie, of Upham House, Aldbonrne, Wilt-

shire, Iwas originally a defendant to the action, bat, as counsel
explained, she interpleaded, and an order was made whereby she

paid into Court £255 odd, and withdrew from the action, her costs

having to be provided for by the Judge. The action now came on
between the plaintiff company and the defendant company.
Mb. Grant, K.C., who appeared for the plaintiffs with Mr.

Merlin, said the claim was for paj ment of the price of a contract

for the supply and erection of an electrical installation at Mrs.

Carrie's premises. The main contract was between her and the
defendant company. The plaintiffs were Bub-contractors to the
defendant contractors. The contract was dated February 14tb,

)914, and was for a general electrical installation for the purpose of

lighting, pumping water in case of 6re, and telephonic communication
within the house, garage and ermine room at Upham. The price

for the whole of the work was £ I,3i>3. Defendants wan'ed to sub-

contract for the battery—a 66-cell one—and the plaintiffs were to

supply it and put it into workirig order, and start it off for £28(i.

Plaintiffs delivered the material in a large number of cases ready
for erection, but before the erection the defendant company went
bankrupt. They, however, took the materials supplied by the

plaintiffs, and did the erection, and now they said that the pro-

perty in the goods passed to them when the plaintiffs delivered the

materials, notwithstanding that the contract was not completed.

They declined to pay the contract price, aud said the plaintiffs

would have to take whatever dividend the company could pay.

Plaintiffs, on the other hand, said they had a contract for the

supply of the materials for the battery, and they were to put it up
and start it off, and until that contract was completed on the

premises, no property passed in any portion of the goods. Counsel

argued that this was one contract, not for the sale of goods at all,

but for materials to be supplied and work to be done in the erec-

tion of the battery, coupled with the superintendence of the first

charge.

His Lobdship : Yon say it was a contract for the supply of

a battery in working order ?

Mb. Gbant : That ib so.

Mb. Romeb, K.C., who appeared with Mr. H. E. Wright for the

defendants, said the plaintiffs made default to erect the battery,

and the defendants did it.

The hearing was continued on April ISth.

Mb. Romeb, K C, who appeared with Mr. H. G. Wright for the

defendants, argued that the plaintiffs bad tendered for a battery,

and had not incurred the responsibility of erecting it. This was
not a case analogous to that of a man contracting to build a motor
car on a buyer's premises ; it was a contract to supply the com-
ponent parts of a battery, and the moment the articles were
delivered the property passed from the plaintiffs to the defendants.

Mb. Gbant, K.O., said in reply that there was no completed
contract until the battery was erected.

His Lobdship, giving judgment, said the real question was
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when did the property in the goods pass. If the property in the
materials for the battery passed to the defendants, as was alleged,

at or about the time of the delivery of the materials, free on rail

for the railway destination, then of course the plaintiff company
were only entitled to prove in the liquidation for the amount due
to them. If, on the other hand, the property in the materials did

not pass, then the plaintiffs were entitled to the materials, and
under the arrangement made by the order of the Master, to have
paid out to them the sum paid into Court by Mrs. Currie. In his judg-
ment all the difference was made by the special terms of the actual

contract between the parties which seemed to him, on their true

interpretation, to amount to a contract for the sale and purchase
of a battery as one complete and entire whole in situ and in work-
ing order with its first oharge included. The legal consequences
were that the property Btill remained in their original owners, the
plaintiff company, and they were entitled to have paid out to them
the sum paid into Court and to have the costs of the action against
the defendant company.
A stay was granted with a view to an appeal.

Cedes Electbic Tbaction, Ltd

Upon the petition of the Tudor Accumulators, Ltd., Mr. Justice
Neville, on April 18th, made an order for the compulsory windiDg
up of this company. The matter had been standing over for some
time, and counsel for the respondent company Baid he could now
no longer resist the order.

The Kingstown Elfctric Lighting Scheme.

The Irish Court of Appeal delivered a considered judgment in the
appeal by the Dublin Southern District Electric Supply Co., Ltd.,

from the decision of Mr. Justice Barton in the matter of the
arbitration between the company and the Kingstown Urban District

Council, refusing an application made by the company for an
order directing the Taxing-Master to tax the costs of the company
as egainst the Council, in the proceedings in connection with the
scheme for the electric lighting of KingBtown, on the scale pro-
vided by the Acts for the taxation of Parliamentary costs, or, in
the alternative, that the costs should be taxed as Chancery costs on
the higher scale as between solicitor and client, or for such order
as the Court might think reasonable. Their Lordships had
previously dismissed the appeal.

The Lobd Chancellor now pointed out that, in making his
award, the arbitrator, Mr. S. L. Brown, K.C., did not use the word
" expenses," or refer to expenses by name. Oq looking at the
schedule to ascertain what it was that was made a rule of Court,
no submission in the ordinary sense could be found. The Arbitra-
tion Act of 1889 did not apply to Ireland, and if the matter had
been amply dealt with by statutory provision, it did not apply to
that country. They were confined to the provisions of the
Common Law Procedure Act and the older statute of William III,

dealing with arbitration. It did not appear that the immense
difficulty raised by that simple consideration was brought before
Mr. Justice Barton, and tbe trouble that he (the Lord Chancellor)
found, was that the company, of necessity, having obtained the
order which made the presumed submission a rule of Court, could
not themselves argue or suggest that the proceedings were now
irregular. Nor could the other side do it, because they were
content to have the order made, so far as the award generally was
concerned, which, he believed, had been obeyed. The award
was afterwards confirmed. It was a very serious question
whether, in view of what appeared to be a defect on the
face of the proceedings, they should base their decision on that
state of affairs. The whole point turned on whether there was
any award on the word " expenses " in Sec. 28 ; this conclusion was
that if that section was to apply, as he waB willing to consider it,

it covered something to be paid by one party to the other and
was really only costs ; that it included coats, and that where it

was a larger thing than coBts, and where the expression was inter-

changeable with costs, the arbitrator had jurisdiction to make the
order which he did, giving costs simpliciter. It was impossible
not to see that a grave and serious question arose as to whether
the whole proceedings in the case were not outside jurisdiction.

He thought, however, on the whole, as he found an order purport-
ing to be regular, which might be within jurisdiction if there
was a real submission, he might safely declare his opinion that
Mr. Justice Barton's view was correct.

Lord Justice Molony and Lord Justice Riman concurred.
The Lobd Chancellor Baid Parliamentary costs would be, of

course, indemnifying costs, his view being that the decision of the
Court of Appeal in England in Peterson's case was conclusive on
the subject. He also pointed out, with regard to the extension of
the Arbitration Act to Ireland, that three lines would have cured
what was a very manifest error.

Mb. T. M. Healy, K.C., MP. (for the company) said it might
interest the Court to know that when a clause was being drafted
the Board of Trade ruled it out.

In reply to Mr. Clancy, K.C., M.P. (for the Council), the Lobd
Chancellob said the ruling was that the appeal was dismiesed,
with costs.

S. T. Baldby r. Sun Electbical Co., Ltd.

Judge Pabby, at the Limbeth County Court, on 20th inBt., gave
judgment in the application for compensation made by S»muel
Theodore Baldry, aged 14 years, who, through his father, Joseph
William Baldry, engineer, of 65, Kirkwood Road, Peckham,
brought an action under the Workmen's Compensation Act againBt
the lad'B employers, the Sun Electrical Co., Ltd., of 118 120

Charing Cross Road. W. The facts were reported in our issue of
April 7th, page 391, A pifce of metal thrown by another boy
caught the applicant in the right eye, the sight of which he loBt.

His Honour, in giving a considered judgment, said a suggestion
was made that the boys were larking, but their evidence convinced
him that this was not so. They were taking an intelligent interest
in their surroundings, and Beeking information from each other, as
human children of their age would do, and, according to modern
educationalists, should be encouraged to do so. He had no
doubt that this was an accident arising out of, and in course of,

the applicant's employment, and made an award in Mb favour of
half wages of 9s. lOd. a week since the date of the accident, with
costs.

Morgan James r. Bedwellty District Council.

Mr. Justice Astbury, in the Chancery Division, last week, gave
judgment in the action of Morgan James, flannel manufacturer,
Maesyeymmer, against the Bedwellty District Council. The matter
is reported in the South Wales Echo, which says that plaintiff

Bought damages for the pollution of the* river Rhymney with
sewage, which, it was alleged, clogged plaintiff's turbine to such
an extent, that it would not work, and, as the consequence, plain-
tiff had to obtain electric power and light for his factory and
house from the South Wales Electric Supply Co. at considerable
expense. Defendants denied liability, and pleaded that the
machinery could not work owing to its neglect and defective
erection.

Hib Lobdship Baid there was only one faot not disputed, and
that was that the Council poured their undiluted sewage into the
river. Not unnaturally, perhaps, defendants sought to throw the
blame on the other District Councils, particularly the Council of
Gelligaer. On the evidence, he thought there were three con-
tributory causes to the Iobb of tbe power of the turbine. The first

was that the plaintiff neglected to replace worn blocks ; the second
was that the vanes of the turbine were choked with solid sewage
matter mixed with coal dust, and the third was that, owing to the
presence of sewage, the screens to the turbine became unusable.
The parties, and especially the defendants, had spared no expense
in presenting the case. Balancing the evidence as best he could,
and notwithstanding the expert views which were very positively
given by the defendants' witnesses, he had come to the conclusion
that solid sewage did find its way from defendants' pipes to plain-
tiff's factory, and that even if plaintiff had kept his turbine in
proper repair, it could not have given satisfactory power. He
awarded plaintiff damages for £150 and costs, and refused a stay
of execution, remarking that he thought the Council had indulged
themselves very freely in incurring expenses for expert evidence.

Munitions Cases.

Bepobe the Oldham Munitions Tribunal two Belgians applied
for leaving certificates to enable them to leave the service of an
electrical manufacturing firm. They complained that they felt ill

and said they desired to go to London for a rest and to undergo
medical treatment. A doctor's certificate was produced showing
that both men needed a rest. It now transpired that one of the
men did not want to go to London, but wished to take up textile

employment at Bradford, having been offered a wage of £4 per
week. Spinning, accordiog to the doctor, would suit him better
than shell-work, which was too heavy for him. The men said
they received 28s. and 32s. per week respectively, with 3s. war

, bonus in each case, but according to the statement of a representa-
tive of the firm their average earnings were 47s. per week
and 37s. 8d. per week respectively. The applications were
refused.

At a General Munitions Tribunal at Oldham, an electrical firm
complained that the Gordon Spinning Co., of Hollinwood, had
engaged a junior clerk from their office without consent or leaving
certificate. Mr. Marland, of the electrical firm, described the
youth's work and strongly complained about outside firms taking
their clerks after they had trained them. At least a dozen boys
from their place had been taken into cotton mills during the last

few weeks. Mr. A. J. Ashton, K.C. (President), said they did not
intend to allow textile companies to go on taking these boys as
they had been doing. They were going to protect the munitions
establishments as much as they could. There would ba a fine of
£2 in this case, but it must be clearly understood that if offenders
came again, either in Oldham or in other towns, they would take
a severe view of the matter. Mr. Pickford, manager of the
Gordon Co , said he was sorry if he had acted wrongly, but he had
done it in ignorance. The President said he was prepared to

" accept that statement. If he had thought the act had been com-
mitted other than in ignorance he would have imposed a fine of
£10 or £15.

Trade with Australia.—H.M. Trade Commissioner
for Australia (Mr. G T. Milne) iB about to visit those trade and
industrial ctntres in the provinces which have been decided upon
as most advantageous to visit in view of the applications that
have been received from firms in or near those centres, and from
Chambers of Commerce. The itinerary of H.M. Trade Commis-
sioner's tour includes Bristol, Newport (Mon.), Cardiff, Birming-
ham, Wolverhampton, Walsall, Coventry, Leicester, Nottingham,
Derby, Stoke-on-Trent, Dublin, Liverpool, Manchester, Sheffield,

Huddersfield, Bradford, Leeds, Newcastle, Edinburgh, Dundee
Dunfermline and Glasgow in the order named.
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BUSINESS NOTES.

Greece.—The French Consul-General at Athens gives

the following particulars regarding the oommeroial situation in

Greece as far as concerns imports. Price, owing to the competition

of German and Austro-Hungarian products, is an essential factor,

and should be fixed at the lowest level practicable, and should

embrace freight, insurance and packing. Among wares which
French exporters might offer with a good chance of sales are light-

ing apparatus, chemical products, machinery, dynamos, steam-

engines, &c. The Greek merchant only rarely opens direct

negotiations with oversea producers, and foreign exporters have
more often to treat with commission agents whose standing in

consequence becomes of first importance. To obtain all needful

details regarding such firms' credit and repntation, French exporters

have only to apply by letter to the French Chamber of Commerce
at Athens- Piia-us, or, in Paris, to the Office Nationel du Commerce
Extcrieur (which bodies would, doubtless, extend their services to

British exporters, in special cases). Additionally, the French Consul

also advises a more extensive employment of travellers, if only to

counterbalance the looal activities of the numberless German
travellers in Greece. Particular attention must likewise be given

to the drafting of the terms of the agreements come to. The bills

of lading drawn in duplicate and sent by two different routes,

should be as much as possible made out in a way to lessen the

risks of the misappropriation of this deed and the diversion of the

goods to improper third parties. Packing should be light, but

strong. Settlement is made through a bank, which hands the

documents to the purchaser against payment forthwith or against

an accepted bill. The French exporter is dissuaded from drawing
directly on the purchaser. Credit varies from two to three and
from six to 12 months, and as the renewal of bills is common
throughout the Levant, exporters would commit a great error in

showing themselves too strict on this head. In Greece commercial
csmBes come before the civil courts ; suits are decided by a Com-
mission of Customs officials, which is attached to the Ministry of

Finance, against whose decisions there is no appeal. The French
Consul advises the making out and forwarding of invoices in the

fullest detail, with gross and net weights of each article ; to pack
goods in solid cases, banded if possible : to insure against theft

and other risks, and to indicate oh the invoice the name of the

representative in Greece of their insurance company to whom the

goods-receiver should prefer his claim for damage or loss. It is to

be observed that all commercial travellers are subject to special

regulations, prescribed by Article 6 of the Commercial Code
arranged between Germany and Greece, whereby among other

things, they must be furnished with a letter of recommendation
subscribed by a competent authority in their own country

;

samples which they bear are allowed duty free only on condition

that they are re-exported unmutilated within from six to 12

months, and subject to fulfilling certain Customs formalities.

Commercial travellers are likewise exempt from the patent tax, if

Greek commercial travellers are granted a like exemption. The
office of the French Chamber of Commerce in Greece is available

for use by French commercial travellers for the reception of their

correspondence, and, on ocoasion, for the exhibitions of samples.

—

La Revue Electrique,

The Board of Trade C.I.B.—At a recent meeting of

the Advisory Committee of the Board of Trade Commercial Intel-

ligence Branch, it was reported that the number of written and
personal inquiries received, exclusive of the foreign samples section,

during 1916 was 50,400, as compared with 40,600 in 1914, and that
in view of the success which had attended the. British Industries

Fair, the Board of Trade had decided to hold a similar Fair next
year, to be opened on February 1st.

—

Daily Telegraph.

Aircraft Constructors.—The Times records the for-

mation of the Society of British Aircraft Constructors, Ltd., to

encourage, promote, and protect British aircraft industry. Among
the firms who have signified their intention to join are :—Austin
Motor Co. (1914), Ltd., Wm. Beardmore & Co., Ltd., Boulton and
Paul, Ltd., Brush Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd., Mann, Egerton
and Co., Ltd., Handley & Page, Ltd., Pbcenix Dynamo Manufac-
turing Co., Ltd., Robey & Co., Ltd., RuBton, Proctor & Co., Ltd.,

Vickers, Ltd., and G. & J. Weir, Ltd.

Liquidations.— Ilkeston Motor and Electrical
Engineering Co., Ltd.—Creditors must send particulars of

debts, &c, to the liquidator, Mr. A. Boaler. King Street, Notting-
ham, by May Kith.

Teleradio Electric Co., Ltd.—A meeting is to be held on
May 22nd, at Balfour House, E.C.. to hear an account of the wind-
ing up from the liquidator, Mr. E. H. R. Trenow.
Abdwick Electric Regulator Co., Ltd.—This company is

winding up voluntarily with Mr. J. W. Shepherd, 78, King Street,

Manchester, as liquidator. A meeting of creditors is called for

May 6th.

British Accumulator Co., Ltd.—Meeting of creditors, May 4th,

at Tanfield Buildings, Bradford.

Trade Announcements.—In order to expedite delivery
of telegrams to the Edison & Swan United Electric Light
Co., Ltd., Ponder's Ead, Middlesex, customers are asked to address
all telegrams : "Ediswan, Enfield," when cDmmunicating with the
Ediswan Work?.
The new works of Messrs. Austin Walters & Son are at

Gaythorn Eleotric Works, Manchester. Their old addreBe was
inadvertently given in our paragraph of 1m t week. The word

stores in the last line but one of that paragraph, of course, should
have read stoves.

The Greenly Advertising Service have issued a folder

entitled "Preparedness," briefly explaining the service which they
are prepared' to render. Copies will bo sent to manufacturers and
merchants on receipts of an inquiry to 37 and 38, Strand, W.C.
The General Insulate Co., 1008-20, Atlantic Avenue,

Brooklyn, N.Y., makers of " Insulate " and "Hi-Heet" moulding
compound, are extending their works so as to more than double
their present capacity.

.Book Xotices.

—

The Relation of Imports to Exports,

By J. Taylor Peddie. Second Edition. London : Longmans,
Green & Co. 5s. ne,t.—The author describes this book as a study of

the basis of a new National and Imperial Policy. A series of essays,

in which a number of leading authorities are quoted at leDgth, has

been written to induce the public to see that all questions relating

to the welfare of the State should be judged from the national point

of view, and not from the standpoint of political party or indi-

vidual interest. In the introductory notes the author holds that the
destiny of nations is now guided by the efficiency of their systems of

national economics. He takes credit that another volume of his was
" largely instrumental in bringing about the formation of a strong
Industrial liesearch Committee, under the auspices of the Govern-
ment," which has placed £30,000 at its disposal. We are inclined

to think that some others also believe that they were " largely

instrumental " in that connection. In the preface to the second
edition, he asserts that a great many of the legislative measures
approved of in recent yearB would have taken on a much different

character if they had been based on a clearly defined national

policy, and this volume is submitted with a view to making a

beginning in thiB direction. The essays in which he unfolds the
national policy are " The Relation of Imports to ExportB ; Foreign
Exchange (the Bill of Exchange)" ; "National Economics or

Empiricism .' " Part of the last of these, ae he says, was read

after luncheon to the Institute of Industry in January last. The
four immediate objects which he considers the public should aim
at establishing before the war concludes, or shortly thereafter, are

Nob. 1, 2, 3 and 6, which were published in the Electrical Review
for January 21st, page <>6—a Ministry of Industry, better repre-

sentation in Parliament of national industry, finance, science aDd
commerce, the establishment of industrial banks, and the standard-

isation of our educational system.
"Scientific Papers of the Bureau of Standards" : No. 260, Centre

of Gravity and Effective Wave Length of Transmission of

Pyrometer Colour Screens, and the Extrapolation of the High
Temperature Soale ; No. 261, Studies of Instruments for Measuring
Radiant Energy in Absolute Value : an Absolute Thermopile ;

No. 264, Photometry of the Gas-filled Lamp ; No. 265, Life Testing
of Incandescent Lamps at the Bureau of Standards ; No. 269, Effect

of Imperfect Dielectrics in the Field of a Radio-Telegraphic
Antenna. " Technological Papers of the Bureau of Standards "

:

No. 62, Modern Practice in the Construction and Maintenance of

Rail Joints and Bonds in Electric Railways ; No. 63, Leakage of

Currents from Electric Railways ; No. 68, Standardisation of

Automobile Tire Fabric Testing.
" Circular of the Bureau of Standards "

: No. 14, Analysed IronB
and Steel Methods of AnalysiB ; No. 17, Magnetic Testing.

" Journal of the Rontgen Society." No. 47. Vol. XII, April,

1916. London: Percy Lund, Humphries & Co., Ltd. Price4s.net.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.—A. F. Hawdon, electrical

engineer, Gosforth.—Application for discharge is to be heard at

Newcastle-on-Tyne, on May 11th.

J. Swainson, electrical contractor, Chorlton-cum-Hardy and
Manchester.—Trustee (Mr. A. Yearsley) released March 24th.

Catalogue.— British Thomson-Houston Co., Lti>.,

Rugby.—List No. 4,501 C, giving an illustrated description of, and
price and dimensional information respecting, lightning arresters

for c.C. circuits,

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Argentina.—A preliminary meeting of shareholders of

the newly constituted co-operative association for the supply of

electric light and energy in Mar del Plata has been held. The
installation is expected to be working by next summer season.

It is proposed to charge 40 cents per unit during the summer and
25 cents during the winter months.

After careful consideration of the request of the Compania
Alemana Transatlantica de Electricidad for permission to supply
electric current by means of aerial wires in certain of the less

densely-populated districts of the Federal Capital, the request has
been granted, Bimilar permission, however, being accorded to all

other electrical companies operating in the city.

Australia.—The Commonwealth Engineer recently sum-
marised the position of the controversy regarding the departure
from standard frequency and voltage in the oase of the West
Australian Government's power plant at Perth. The Federal
Council of the Eleotrioal Assooiation of Australia has endeavoured
to induce the W.A. Premier to conform to the existing standards,

pointing out the disadvantages which will ariBe from the Perth
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area having to be specially provided for, in view of the 40-cycle
A.o. supply and 250-volt consumers' pressure which is being
adopted, but has apparently been unsuccessful. It may be added
that 50 cycles has been generally adopted for A.c. work on large
Australian supply undertakings, while the voltage adopted for
Perth consumers, 250 volts, adds to existing divergencies as
follows :—Adelaide 200, Brisbane 220, Melbourne 200 and 230, and
Sydney 240 volts. "

Aylesbury.

—

Loan Application.— The U.D.C. has
applied to the L.G.B. for sanction to a loan of £550 for battery ex-

tensions at the electricity works. The Council has agreed that notice
be given to the occupier of the Bull's Head Hotel to discontinue
receiving current from the Aylesbury Electric Theatre, Ltd., or
any company or person other than the Council.

Burton-on-Trent.—The T.C. has decided to carry on
the cable extensions to cost about £600, including the provision of
transformers and motors, and to meet the cost out of revenue.
The extensions are needed for additional power customers.

Cardiff. — Restricted Lighting. — The electrical

engineer reported to the Tramways and E.L. Committee that the
new lighting restrictions order, which came into force on the
14th inst., would mean a loss of £20,000 to the department.
There have been no restrictions in lighting up to now.

Grimsby.—The Electric Lighting Committee has decided
not to accept any new consumers of current for lighting purposes,
the plant being already overloaded. The engineer, in his report,
recommends that a scheme of extensions be prepared, so that orders
can be placed immediately on the olose of the war. The report
was adopted. The Committee agreed, in the event of the war
being over by next winter, to continue the existing restrictions as
to private and public lighting.

Heywood.—Although the actual figures showing the
result of the working of the electricity department during the past
year have not yet been made public, the Electricity and Tramways
Committee has decided to ask for a sum equal to the production
of a 4d. rate for the reduction of the adverse balance ; last year a
5d. rate was granted.

India.

—

Electric Power Schemes.—In view of the
growing demand for eleotrio power in Mysore, Mr. S. G. Forbes,
chief electrical engineer, has formulated two projects to supple-
ment the present works at the Cauvery Falls. They are known as

the Shimsha and the Kededatu schemes, estimated to cost 67 lakhs
and 30 lakhs respectively. Power from these would be fed into the
existing transmission cables. Increased production up to 40,000 h.p.

is provided for, with a further possible increase up to 50,000. In
discussing a paper on the subject before the Mysore Eagineers' Con-
ference, Mr. Forbes, besides forecasting a possible supply of 3,000
to 4,000 h.p. for Madras City, points out that the railway from
Bangalore to Mysore can be electrified. He thinks the schedule of
trains over this S7 miles' section could be so arranged that power
consumption would be fairly uniform throughout the day at an
average of 1,000 h.p.—Indian Engineering.

Itchen.—Paov. Order.—The B. of T. has informed
the U.D.C. that it has no power to grant an extension of the E L.
order for three years after the war as requested by the Council,

but under the existing circumstances it will defer the question
of revoking the order for a year.

London.—St. Pancras.—The Ministry of Munitions
has agreed to the request of the B.C. that the contracts in con-
nection with the King's Road station extension may be declared
war contracts, so far as the two new boilers and the building
portion of the work are concerned. The Ministry suggests, how-
ever, that the installation of the coal storage bunkers and coal and
ash-handling plant should be left over, if possible, in order to
economise in the use of steel. The Electricity Committee thinks it

important that the whole of the portion of the station extension
scheme now arranged for should be allowed to proceed without
modification, and it has accordingly appointed a deputation to wait
upon the Ministry to explain the urgent needs of the cas\
Woolwich.—A supply of current is to be given to a large firm

engaged on Government work, necessitating the purchase of appa-
ratus, and at a total cost of £140. Having regard to the fact that
the amount of coal to be handled at the Globe Line Station has
nearly quadrupled, and there is every possibility that it will
further increase, the Electricity Committee's origiaal proposal to
purchase a grab to be fitted to the existing telpher is quite insuffi-

cient to meet present needs, and it is reported that other
arrangements have been made in connection with the existing
extensions now being completed. The B.C. has received sanction
to the borrowing of £3,290 for mains, transformers and hire
rentals.

Luton.

—

New Plant.—The electrical engineer reports
that two new boilers, an economiser and steel piping, and ash and
soot-handling plant, will be required for next winter's load.

Lyniinffton.—Price Increase.—The Electricity Co.
has informed the T.C. that as from March its charges for current
will be further increased by 5 per oent,

Manchester.

—

Rate Aid.—At the meeting of the
Electricity Committee to consider the estimates, it was Btated that
in order to provide the £30,000 for rate aid for the previous year
£ 1,825 had to be taken from the reeerve fund, the surplus avail-
able being £28,175, as against £34,426 the previous year. The
number of units sold for the year ended March 3lBt, 1916, waB
14 U millions, as against 127| millions for 1915, and the income
had risen from £530,740 to £605,652. For the current year the
Committee estimates that the sales will increase by about
42 million units. Owing to the high price of fuel and other costs
the estimated surplus on the year's working is £9,000. To provide
the £30,000 for rate aid it will be necessary to withdraw the
balance in the reserve fund and carry forward a3 a debit against
the year 1917-18, £10,943.

Mexboroujrh.— Proposed Loan.—The U.D.C. has
decided to apply to the L.G.B. for sanction to borrow £700 for the
purchase of a new boiler, &c.

Ratlikeale (Co. Limerick).

—

Workhouse Lighting.
—The average cost of gas lighting for the workhouse for the Bix

years 1909-14 was £100 per annnm, while the electric light bill

for the year ended in March, 1916, showed a cost of only £65.

Rochdale.

—

Year's Working.—The working of the
electricity department during the past year shows a profit of
£L',537, compared with £1,522 in the previous year, and a loss two
years ago of £330. The income amounted to £51,307, compared
with £33 553, an increase of £17,754. Working expenses amounted
to £30,379, compared with £18,279, an increase of £12,100. The
gross profit was £20,928, or £5,655 more than in the previous year.
Interest and sinking fund charges, and allowances to employes on
aotive service, amounted to £18,390, compared with £13,751 in the
previous year. The depredation fund amounts to £10,286, the
sinking fund to about £35,000, and there is £4,857 in the reserve
fund. The capital value of the undertaking is given as €227,673.
Last year £1,500 was contributed to rate relief, but this year it is

recommended that the profit of £2,537 shall be placed to reserve.
It is proposed to apply for L.G.B. sanction to the borrowing of

about £60,000 for extensions to the electricity works building and
plant, in accordance with recommendations in the report of Mr.
S. L. Pearce, Manchester city electrioal engineer, who has recently
been called in to prepare an expert report.

Southampton,—In the course of a report upon the con-
dition of the machinery and mains, the electrical engineer
reminds his Committee that last year English agents fonnd it

difficult, and finally impossible, to obtain brushes from Germany
for the Willans turbo-generator. For dome months this machine
was run as little aB possible, in order to eke out the Btock, there
being no English makers of these brushes. Sample brushes obtained
from a French firm have now proved fairly satisfactory.

Stratford-on-Avon.—Price Increase.—The T.C. has
consented to the Electricity Co. increasing the charge for energy
for lighting from 5d.'to 6d. per unit for the year or for the duration
of the war.

Tasmania.—Owing to delay in the delivery of material,

the Government's Great Lake hydro-electric scheme is not likely to

be ready to supply light and powerl before May. The turbines at

the power station were given a trial run recently, when the
machinery ran smoothly, and everything was in good order. All
that remains to be done before power is available at Hobart is to

oarry the transmission line across the Derwent at Bridgewater.

Tynemouth.

—

Year's Working.— The report of Mr.
Turnbull, the borough electrical engineer, on the working of the
electricity department for the year ended March 31st last, shows
that the total units sold amounted to 4,809,841, as against 4,296,305

in 1914-15 ; of these, 2,844,860 were three-phase units supplied to

large consumers not over the Council's mains, while of the balance
1,833,893 units were purchased in bulk, and only 291,653 units
were generated by the Council's plant. The total revenue for the
year was £23,030, and the net surplus, after meeting all expenses,

£738, as compared with £1,787 in the previous year.

Watford.

—

Loan Sanction.—The U.D.C. has received

sanction to the borrowing of £1,625 for electricity purposes.

.West Ham.—The electrical engineer reports having
obtained quotations for further automatic protective devices to be
used in connection with the three main generators, and that he
proposes to put these on order immediately. When installed, these
devices, the engineer submits, will bring the principal generators
into line with the most modern practice in regard to automatic
protection.

Weymouth.

—

Price Increase.—The T.C. has decided,

in vie* of the Iosb of £1,500 on last year's working, that the
charges for electricity be increased as from April 1st as follows:

—

15 per cent, on lighting and fixed price lighting, 20 per cent, on
heating, cooking, power and contract supplies, and that the
meter charges be reduced from 2a. 6d. to Is. per quarter.

Wolverhampton.

—

Price Increase.—The T.C. has
decided to advanoe the price of eleotrioity by 1 per cent.

Application is being made to the L.G.B, for sanction to borrow
£17,100 for the extension of the Corporation's eleotrioity plant.
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TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

Vusfralia.—The Minister of Victorian Railways (Mr. II.

McKenzie), states that satisfactory progress has been made towards
the inauguration of the surburban electrification scheme. ( ontingent
upon the arrival of sullicient apparatus from the contractors, Messrs.
Siemens Uro". Dynamo Works, Ltd., it would be practicable to
commence the running- of electric trains on the line between
Essendon and Sandringhan about the end of the year. The Agent-
(Jeneral and the consulting engineer, Mr. Merz, had waited on the
Minister for Munitions to obtain his consent to the contractors
proceeding with their work, but they were unable to obtain any
definite promise. The Commissioners are in communication with
Mr. Merz who has requested the contractors to submit any proposal
they can make for the early completion of the contracts. The
Minister Btated that the present indications are that the determin-
ing factor in the matter will be the supply of switchgear.

—

Melbourne Age.

Birmingham.

—

Trailer Cars, Ac—The Tramways
Committee reports that no definite decision has been arrived at
with reference to the running of trailer cars. A car was being
prepared, and would be placed on the Ilandsworth route a8 an
experiment ; if successful, the question of introducing such cars
upon the tramway routes of the city would be considered.
The scheme for constructing a branch tramway off the Erdington

route, to open np communication with Tyburn, had been postponed
until after the war ; meanwhile motor-'buses, of which several of
the 1 2 ordered had been delivered, would be used to convey
employes to the works in that district.

—

Birmingham Daily Post.

Blackburn.

—

Year's Working.—The annual report of
the Corporation tramway department for the year ended March
31st last, shows that the total revenue was £68,410: the working
expenditure amounted to £46,964, and after meeting financial
charges the net balance was £1,767 as against £1,572 in 1914-16.
The figures mentioned scarcely vary from those of the previous
year. An increase of about £1,200 in war grants has been met by
savings in other directions. Less miles have been work*d and more
passengers carried, the totals for the year being 1,0'.U,050 car miles
and 12,246,151 passengers. The receipts per cm. reached 14'17d.

Blackpool.—Year's Working.—The gross profit on
the Corporation tramways for the last 12 months was £35,036, the
total income being £80,070. After allowing for interest, sinking
fund repayments, &c, there was £16,27". available for the relief of
the rates, reserve funds, &a. The year was financially the third
best in the history of the tramway undertaking, there being a
disposable balance of £24, .".52 in 1913-14, and of £17 664 in
1912-13.

Bradford.

—

Railless Goods Traffic.—Owing to the
shortage of team labour and cartage facilities the question of
utilising the tramway system for the conveyance of goods has been
considered by Mr. C. J. Spencer, the tramwayB manager, with the
result that a vehicle has been built by the tramway department as
an experiment to run on the railless trolley principle, fitted with
accumulators which will take in a Bupply of current from the
overhead wires. It is considered that such a vehicle might be
loaded with merchandise at a railway goods dep6t and follow the
tramway system to almost any part of the city. It is calculated
that one of these vehicles would do the work of 10 men and 10
horses and carts, and at considerably leBs cost. The matter has
been placed before the B. of T. by Sir Wm. Pries-.ley, M.P., and AM.
James Hill, M.P.,andthe authorities in London have granted every
possible facility. It is proposed to erect a number of vehicles of
the type in question, and the experiment at Bradford will, it is
understood, be watched by the B. of T, with a view to its
development in other centres.

—

Leeds Mercury.
The general manager (Mr. C. J. Spencer) presented a report to

the Tramways Committee regarding the issue of free tramway
tickets during the year ended March 31st last. During the 12
months 442,230 free tickets were issued to soldiers. Belgians, and
visitors attached to the Lord Mayor's Relief Fund, the aggregate
value of these being £2,770. The proportions were: 333400 to
soldiers (£2,084), 97,180 to Belgians (£607), and 12,650 to Lord
Mayor's Relief Fnnd visitors (£79).

Bury.—Year's Working.—The profit on the Bury
sections of the Corporation tramways during, the past year was
£7,314, and it was decided to recommend that this should be
apportioned as follows: insurance fund account, £1,000; reserve
and depreciation fond, £1.314 ; and borough rates, £6,000. On
the Radcliffe section a profit of £769 was made under' the first
agreement, and a loss of £368 under the second agreement ; this is
borne partly by Bury and partly by Ridcliffe.

Croydon.—Strike.—At a meeting, on "Tuesday, the
employes of the South Metropolitan Tramway Co. decided to return
to work at once, subject to certain guarantees ; the Corporation
employes, who also toak a vote on the position, decided to remain
out until the T.C. agrees to arbitrate or to have a meeting of both
sideB, with an independent chairman.

Darlington.— The Electricity and Light Railways
Committee's report of the tramway revenue last year showed an
increase of nearly £1,000. An increased demand for electricity
was reported, by about 40 per cent, as compared with tte previous
year.

Female Tramway Drivers. — The Tramway and
Vehicle Workers' Association has made representations to the
B. of T. and the Ministry of Munitions against the suggested
employment of women as tramway drivers, and the secretary of the
Union, Aid. Jackson, of Salford, stated last week that requests
had been made that the departments named should receive deputa-
tions on the subject. The Union contends that no case has been
made out for the employment of women as car drivers, or for the

assumption that men over military age cannot be obtained for

the work^.

Hyde.— Female Labour.—At the local Trades Council
on the 18th inst. a protest was made against the proposed intro-

duction of women as tramway drivers in the district. It was
stated that the local Joint Tramways Board had invited applications

from males or females who wished to learn driving.

Ileywood.

—

Year's Working.—During the past year

the Iosb on the tramway undertaking amounted to £518, compared
with a loss in the preceding year of £1,012. The gross income
amounted to £11,985, an increase of £35s, and the gross

expenditure to £12,503, a decrease of £165. It has been decided to

ask the Corporation for a Bum equal to the production of a penny
rate for the reduction of the adverse balance.

hiiis'siniry.—The District Council is giving support to

the application of the M.E.T. Co. for permission to use trailer cars

Leeds. — Year's Working.— The returns of the

Tramway Department for the year ending March 3 1st 1916, show
that the income was £475,505 (traffic receipts £467,197; haulage
of minerals £2,620 ; and rents £5,054) representing an increase of

£40,994 as compared with a year ago. The working expenses were
£230,715, as against £228,134 in the previous year, which left a

gross profit of £239 278 as compared with the previous year's

£206,376. To this is added £10,302 in respect of bank interest and
dividends, and redemption fund investments briDg the net revenue

to £249,589, £35,375 in advance of the previous year. From this

has to be deducted interest on capital £49,474 ; income-tax £15,319
;

rent of lineB £3,072 ; allowances to dependents of enplojis serving

with the Colours £13,271 ; redemption fund contribution £64,789 ;

permanent-way renewals and exhausted loan on power plant sold

during the year £11,550 : reserve fund for third party risks £2,044,

leaving a net surplus of £86,822, representing an increase of £5,256
as compared with the figure for a year ago. Of this surplus

£15,000 is placed to the reserve fund, and £71,822 is to be devoted
to the relief of the rates.

Li & Y. Electrification.—A tabular statement which
has been prepared in connection with",the electric train service

tetween Manchester and Bury (which was inaugurated last week)
shows that the electric system cuts down the time of the journey
substantially. By steam train the journey from Manchester to

Bury, with stops, is shown as taking 32 minutes, as compared with
24 minutes on the electric service. From Bury to Manchester the

time by steam train is 29 minutes, and 22 minutes by electric

train.

Manchester.

—

Estimates for 1916-17.—The Tramways
Committee, after conaidering the annual estimates of receipts and
expenditure for the year 1916-17, has agreed to contribute £ 100,000

to the relief of rates as it has done on two previous occasions, bnt

to do this it is probable £10,865 will have to betaken from the

reserve and renewals fund. This rate contribution was fixed by the
City Council three years ago, and it is considered that it will have
to be revised before the end of the year. For war service

allowances the department paid £31,764 for the year ended March,
1915, last year the amount was £92,881, and for the current year

it is estimated that £94,000 will be necessary, making a total in

three years of £218,645. Last year's revenue was £939.416, au
increase of £27,540 over the previous year and £14,106 higher
than 1914 which was a record year; the car miles run were
1S,4S6,440, and the passengers carried, 209,853,344, an increase of

7,084 924 over 1916. The revenue per car mile was 12'196d. as

against ll'3d. in 1915. The estimated expenditure for 1916-17 is

£950,365 based on an estimated car mileage of 18,500,000. After
providing for the payment of £100,000 to the city fund and
meeting the extraordinary expenditure arising out of the war, viz.,

war services allowances, £94,000 and £40,000 income-tax, the
department will not only be unable to make any provision for

renewals, bnt it is estimated that there will be a deficiency of

£10,865.

Northampton,—Precautions which have been taken in

case of Zeppelin raids, almost led to a strike of the Corporation
tramway emplojes last week-end. The tramcars ceased to run a
fortnight ago at 8 p.m. and this led to a reduction of the working
hours and a consequent Iosb of wages to the drivers and conductors
of the cars of from 7e. to 8s. per week. An offer by the Tramwsy
Committee to pay half rates for the lost time was declined. After
further consideration the Committee agreed to the demands.

Port rush and Giant's Causeway. — County Court
Judge Orr, sitting at Ballymoney, Co. Antrim, decided that the
l'ortrush and Giant's Causeway Electric Tramway was to be
assessed as a tramway, not as a railway, and that the Portrush
Urban Council was therefore entitled to recover £8 in its action
against the tramway company for moieties of poor-rate and
consolidated town rate.
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Rochdale.

—

Year's Working.—The net profit of the

Corporation tramways for the year just ended amounts to £3,60S,

a decrease of C676 by comparison with that of the previous year,

and it has been decided to ask the Council to approve the placing

of the whole of the profit to the renewals fund, which will then
stand at £22,149. The gross takings to Mtrch 31st last amounted
to £87,908, an increase of £4.73.'!. Working expenses amounted to

£48,124, an increase of £1,283. Interest on loans, income-tax,

sinking fund, rent of leased lines, and receipts due to Heywood,
accounted for £34,780, as against t32,(152 in the previous year;

half wages to men on active service, and war bonus to employee
remaining with the department, amounted to £3.262, as against

£ 1.208 a year ago. The sinking fund has been increased from
£ 10S,033 a year ago to C 120,868 at present.

Southampton.

—

Electric Vehicle.—The Tramways
Committee has decided to purchase an Edison bittery automatic
tip-wagon at a cost of £:i50, and to pay for the same out of the

depreciation and renewals fund.

Southend-on-Sea.—According to a financial statement

prepared by the borough accountant, the total loss incurred on the

motor-'bus undertaking, subject to loss on realisation of the assets

still in hand, amounts approximately to £1,179. Edison Accumu-
lators, Ltd., has offered to supply additional 'bus chassis at the

price tendered in April, 1915—viz., £S90each—and also to replace

the existing motor-'bus chassis with a new model, less a sum in

respect of depreciation. The Committee has adjourned considera-

tion of the matter until after the war. The Committee has
resolved to try, as a tentative measure, the services of suitable

wiimen and girls with a view to utilising them as temporary
criverc

Stalybridge.—la connection with the protest of the
Trades Council against the contemplated employment of women as

tramcar drivers, it was reported at a meeting of the Council last

week that the commercial manager of the Joint Tramways Board
had written stating that women drivers would only be put on in the

last resort, and then only after thorough training and on level

ronte'. No driver was allowed on hilly routes until after two
years' service. Ic was decided to leave the matter where it was for

the present.

West Hani.—The B. of T. has given its consent to the

Corporation's proposal to substitute a double line of tramway track

for the existing interlacing lines in Woodgrange Road. The Tram-
ways Department proposes to purchase a second-hand motor-lorry

for cartage purposes.

York.— Female Labour.—The Tramways Committee
proposes to instruct women as drivers of the Corporation cars, and
the tramway manager has asked the drivers and conductors if

they would be willing to work with women drivers, and would be
prepared to stand by the Corporation in the event of disturbance
with other employes. The matter has been referred by the men
to the Tramways Trade Union, which has requested the Committee
to receive a deputation before taking any action in the matter.

It was proposed at a meeting of the Tramways Committee that
four women should forthwith be instructed as drivers ; an amend-
ment that no action should be taken until the Committee had
received the deputation from the Union was carried on the casting

vote of the chairman.

—

Manchester Guardian.

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

Constantinople. — A letter addressed to a German
newspaper in March contains a reference to the situation of the
telephone Bervice in the Turkish capital. A few days previously

the Turks celebrated the anniversary of the taking-over by the

Government of the undertaking of the English Telephone Co.

According to the well-known newspaper the Tanin, the
sequestration of the undertaking was due, apart from the state of
war with Great Britain, " to the defective fulfilment of the
obligations and the conditions of the concession assumed by the
English company." On the occasion of the celebration the present
general manager of the telephone system sought to prove that the
Turkish administration had turned ont far superior to the former
Eoglish management, and that the statement of the retiring
Englishmen, who predicted that the telephone service would be
suspended within two months, had come to nought. It was
mentioned in this connection that, notwithstanding the scarcity of
materials, the number of exchanges had increased during the year,

simultaneously with a reduction in the number of telephone girls

from 120(!)to94, some of whom are young Turkish girls. At
the same time the daily conversations had risen from an average
of 8,600 to 23,000. These figures were also quoted by the Turkish
newspaper in question, which added that no single emploj-' was
now in the service who was not an Ottoman subject.

Glasgow.—The opposition of a number of subscribers to
the increase in telephone rates for unlimited service has resulted in
the formation in Glasgow of a Telephone Subscribers' Defence
Association.

OPEN.
Australia.

—

Sydney.—May 2itb. N.S.W. Government
Railways and Tramways. 16 600-volt D.c. motorB for tramway
stores, Randwick.*
Melbourne.—May 1st. City Council. Meters and maximum-

demand indicators. See " Official Notices" April 7th.

May 31st. Victorian Government Railways. Transformers for

five years. First order, 220 transformers in six months.*

Birkenhead.— May 2nd. Electricity Department.
Twelve months' supply rough slack, small coal and coke breeze.

Electrical Engineer, Craven S ,reet.

Glasgow.—May 4th. Electricity Department. Twelve
months' supply of cables and meters. See " Official Notices " to-day.

New Zealand.—June 23rd. Oamaru Borough Council.

Overhead mains and afreet-lighting equipment (Contract No. 2) ;

power-station equipment (Pelton wheels, alternators, &c.) (Contract

No. 3) ; service meters (Contract No. 4) ; line transformers and
accessories (Contract No. 5).*

Sal ford.—May 8th. Electricity Department. High-
pressure steel steam pipes and separator, also cast-iron pipes and
valves. See "Official Notices" April 21st.

West Hartlepool.— April 28th. Electricity Depart-
ment. Two water-tube boilers with superheaters and mechanical
stokers. See " Official Notices" April 14th.

Specifications for the items marked * can be seen at the Board
of Trade Commercial Intelligence Branch in London.

CLOSED.

Bray.—U.D.C. One year's supply of electricity meters :

Electrical Apparatus Co., Ltd.

Burton-on-Trent.— T.C. Coal (4,000 tons) for the
electricity works : Messrs. Jonathan Longbottom & Sons.

East Ham.—Accepted tenders for coal for the Electricity

Department for 12 months :

—

E. & A. Shadrack.—1,000 tons Nailstone best hand-picked hards, £1 4p. per
ton ; 2,000 tons Nailstone best 1 Jin. nutty slack, £1 Is. lOd. ; 1,000 tons
Swadlincote U-in. nutty slack, £1 2s. lid. ; 2,000 tons Cadley Hill lj-in.

best nutty slack, £1 2s. £d.

E. Poster & Co.— 1 500 tons Bestwood washed peas, £1 Is. 8d. per ton ;

1,000 tons Craigoia Welsh large steam, £1 8s. lid.; 1,500 tons Pooley
fin. slack, 19s. 5d. ; 1,000 tons Ibstock slack, 16s. 6d.

Government Contracts.—List of new contracts for

March, 1916 :—
War Office.

Becondary batteries.—Premier Accumulator Co., Ltd. ; Pritchett & Gold
and Eleotrical Power Storage Co.

Electric cable and wire.- B.I. 4 Helsby Cables, Ltd.; Calender's Cable
and Construction Co., Ltd. ; Connolly Bros., Ltd. ; Hooper's Telegraph
and India-rubber Works, Ltd. ; Johnson & Phillips, Ltd. ; Liverpool
Electric Cable Co., Ltd. ; St. Helens Cable 4 Rubber Co., Ltd.

;

Saxonia Electrical Wire Co., Ltd. ; Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd. ; York-
shire Cable Co., Ltd.

Electric cells.—J. C. Puller 4 Son, Ltd. : Siemens Bros. 4 Co., Ltd.
Electric lighting sets.—Day Motor Co., Ltd.
Generating sets.—Aster Engineering Co. ; Austin Motor Co. ; W. H.

Dorman & Co. : Electric and Ordnance Accessories Co. ; Fyie, Wilson
and Co. ; Keighley Gas 4 Oil Engine Co. ; Atjhur Lyon 4 Wrench,
Ltd. ; New Pelephone Engine Co., Ltd."; Norris, Henty 4 Gardners,
Ltd. ; Parsons Motor Co., Ltd.

Electrio lamps.—Brimsdown Lamp Works, Ltd. ; Bulpitt 4 Sons, Ltd.

;

Dick, Kerr 4 Co., Ltd. ; Edison & Swan U.E.L. Co., Ltd. ; E. GrjffitbB

and Sons ; Lyon 4 Wrench, Ltd. ; Siemens Bros. Dynamo Works, Ltd.
Switchboards.—Park Royal Engineering Co. ; Siemens Bros. A Co., Ltd.
Transformers.—British Electric Transformer Co., Ltd.
Works services.—Electric light, 4c, Crayford : Pinohing 4 Walton.

Electric light at Clipstone Camp, Mansfield : V. G. Middleton. Electrio

light at Park Hall, Oswestry : V. G. Middleton. Power house and
equipment at Wigton : Girdleston 4 Co.

India Office Store Department.
Generator sets.—Lancashire Dynamo & Motor Co. ; Dorman, Long 4 Co.

H.M. Office of Works.
Engineering works.—Electrio passenger lift, Edinburgh Inland Revenue

Offioe : Aldous & Campbell, Ltd. Westminster Government Offices,

Siuthern Buildings Extension : Electrio paper and coal lifts, Medways
Safety Lift Co. ; electric passenger lifts, Waygood-Otis, Ltd.

Post Office.

Telegraph apparatus.—Creed, Bille 4 Co., Ltd.
Telephone apparatus. -B.I. 4 Helsby Cables, Ltd.; Siemens Bros. & Co.,

Ltd.
Testing apparatus.—General Electric Co., Ltd.
Tubular iron telegraph arms.—Bullers, Ltd.
Telephone cable. -Telegraph Construction 4 Maintenance Co., Ltd.
Bronze wire.—T. Bolton & Sons, Ltd. ; Shropshire Iron Co., Ltd. ; F. Smith

and Co., Ltd. (incorporated in the London Electric Wire Co. and
Smiths, Ltd.).

Copper wire.—T. Bolton 4 Sons, Ltd. ; B.I. 4 Heleby Cables, Ltd. ;

Elliott's Metal Co., Ltd. ; Johnson 4 Nephew, Ltd. ; Shropshire Iron
Co., Ltd. ; P. Smith 4 Co. (incorporated in the London Electric Wire
Co. 4 Smiths, Ltd.) ; Wilkes, Son 4 Mapplebeck, Ltd.

Commissioners of Public Works, Ireland.

New Public Offices, Dublin, South Block ; electrio wiring, bells, switch-
board, 4o.—V. G. Middleton.

High Wycombe.— T.C. Refuse destructor: Messrs.

Goodrich & Hamlyn, £1,435.
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Llandaff and Oinas Powis.—Rural District Council.

One year's supply of A C. meters : Electrical Apparatus Co., Ltd.

Leyton.—The quotation of Messrs. Edgar Allen & Co.

has been, accepted, at £4^0, for a new lay-out.

Nexhorough. — U.D.C. "Water-tube boiler, £615:
Messrs. Baboock & Wilcox, Ltd.

Southampton.— The Electricity Committee, having
received tenders for British-made meters, has decided to divide the

contract between MeeBrs. Chamberlain & Hookham and Messrs.

Ferranti, Ltd., and has authorised the engineer to obtain any
additional meters from the British Thomson-Houston Co. at prices

not exceeding those quoted by the other firms named.
The Tramways Committee proposes to accept the tender of

Mr. G. P. Wilson for brake blocks and castings, at £5 12s. 6d. per

ton, an increate of 8?. per ton compared with last year.

Southend-on-Sea.—Owing to the increase in the price

of materials, the E.L. Committee has agreed to pay the contractors

for the supply of joint-boxes an extra sum of 2{d. per box in

respect of 250 boxes recently ordered by the electrical engineer.

The Town Clerk reports that subsequent to the decision of the

Council in January last, to pay £168 to MessrB. Callender's Cable

and Construction Co., Ltd., for cable ordered in December, 1914, in

connection with the proposed supply of current in the Leigh area

(the payment for which had been delayed in consequence of the

withholding by the L.G.B. of the sanction to the raising of the

necessary money for the purchase thereof, and for the construction

of the Leigh sub-station) a portion of the cable had been supplied

to the Government, and that Messrs. Callender's had offered either

to replace such cable now, undertake to replace it at the termina-
tion of the war at the original contract price, or credit the Corpora-
tion with the value (£480), plus C210, being the increased value

of the copper at the existing market price, thus reducing the
amount payable to the firm to £991. The Committee has deoided

to accept the last-named offer.

Corporation. B.I. & Helsby Cables, Ltd. : Six miles of overhead
trolley cable, at Is. 4$d. per lb.

West Ham.—The Council's contract with the Fuller

Electrical and Manufacturing Co., Ltd., for the supply of motors
for the Sales Department terminated at the end of March last.

The engineer invited nine leadiDg firms to send in quotations, but
only four replied. Out of thesa that of the Fuller Co. was the only
complete one ; their prices, although muoh higher than last year,

were slightly lower than these of any of the other three on most of

the items, and slightly higher on two or three other items. The
firm intimated, however, that they would not enter into a contraot
and reserved the right to increase prices at a month's notice.

Under the circumstances the engineer proposes to continue to buy
ftom the company until such time as it seems desirable to make
another contract.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

Society of Engineers.—Monday. May 1st. At 5 p.m. At Caxton Hall, 8.W.
Conference on " Engineering and Scientific Research," to be opened by
Dr. J. A. Fleming, M.A., F.R.S.

Institution of Electrical Engineers (Birmingham Local Section).—
Wednesday, May t)rd. At 7 p.m. At the University, Edmund Street.
Annual meeting.

Chemical Society.—Thursday, May 4th. At 8.30 p.m. At Burlington House,
W. Ordinary scientific meeting.

Iron and Steel Institute.—Thursday, May 4th, at 10.80 a.m., and Friday,
May 5th, at 10 a.m. At the Institution of Civil Engineers, Great George
Street, S.W. Annual general meetirjg.

Royal Institution of Great Britain.—Friday, May 5th. At 5.30 p.m. At
Albemarle btieet, VV. Lecture on "Electrical Methods in Surgical
Advance," by Sir J. M. Davidson.

Saturday, May 6th. At 3 p.m. At Albemarle Street, W. Tyndall
Leoture on " X-rays and Crystals : New Methods of Research," by Prof.

W. H. Bragg, F.R.S.

NOTES.

Electric Light Switching Examinations.—The results

of Messrs. Lundberg's recent examination are given elsewhere in

this issue. The continued popularity of these competitions indi-

cates that interest in them is sustained, and we have no donbt
that really useful results accrue both to the competitors, who are
thus induced to sharpen their wits and study the possibilities of
the subject, and to the electrical trade, which will benefit by the
increased knowledge thus acquired A noticeable feature of the
list of names is that we find there wiremen, students, Associate
Members of the I.E.E., contractors, graduates, and apprentices,
showing the width of the field from which the competitors are
drawn.

Inquiry.— Makers of small steatite parts are aeked
for,

The Metric System. — In the paper on " Electric

I'ower in Slate Quarries," of which an abstract appears elsewhere in

this issue, there were included drawings which happened to be

figured partly in inches as well as millimetres, and these afford

interesting examples of the draughtsman's failure to appreciate

the meaning of "significant figures." For instance, the original

dimension being 310 mm., he giveB the English equivalent as

122049 in. The latter is an absurdity, for the dimension relates to

the frame of a motor, on which an accuracy of one part in 100,000

as here given would be ridiculous. Even to figure to mils is super-

fluous ; the proper equivalent here is 12'2 in. Other instances

occurring on the same drawings are the following :—Distance

between centres of holeB, 440 mm., 17'323 in. (17'32 would
suffice) ; 330 mm., 12 HH24 in. (12,99 would suffice). Of course,

there should be no occasion for conversion—all the dimensions
should be in the same notation, and that metric ; but when and
whilst conversion is necessary, it ought to be done with the aid

of common sense. The dimensions of a bed-plate or motor frame
are not gauged to the TD\nTth °f an incn 'n commercial workshop
practice. In most cases tJrjth in. and iV.th mm. are ample limits.

We welcome the deci-ion of the Electric Vehicle Committee,
reported on p. 48J, to give the metric equivalents of all their

standard dimensions (and trust that the error illustrated above
will not be allowed to occur).

A report on the ubo of the metric ByBtem in export trade has
been prepared by Director S. W. Stratton, of the United States

Bureau of Standards. This report was considered bo complete and
of such a useful character that it has been issued as a Senate
document, in the form of a booklet consisting of 80 pages. It will

be found interesting by all manufacturers, especially those who
are cultivating an export trade.

Institution and Lecture Aotes. — Tramways and
Light Railways Association.—At the annual Congress of this

Asaociation, which will take place on Friday. June 30th, there
will be the annual general meeting at Westminster Palace Hotel,
at 2.30 p.m., followed by a paper by Mr. W. Tuke Robson, general
manager of the Southampton Corporation Tramways, and a dis-

cussion thereon. There will be a motor-'bus visit to the L.G.O.
Training School, at Milman Street, Chelsea, and after the exhibition
of kinema films showing London traffic scenes, with special refer-

ence to Rules of the Road for tramcars, 'buses, and other traffic,

methods of training, &o., tea will be served during which Mr. Blain
will give a short address on "The Safety Movement." The
members' dinner will be held in the evening at the Trocadero
Restaurant.

Royal Institution,—The lecture arrangements for the coming
months include the following :

—

Friday, May 5th, at 5.30. Sir J. Mackenzie Davidson, on
" Electrical Methods in Surgical Advance."

Friday, May 19th, at 5.30. Col. E. H. Hill-, F.R.S., on "The
Movements of the Earth's Pole."

Friday, May 26th, at 5.30. Prof. C. A. Barkla, F.R.S., on " X-
rays."

Tuesday, May 30th, and June 6th, at 3 o'clock. Dr. T. Martin
Lowry, F.R.S., on " Optical Research and Chemical Progress."

Saturdays, May 6th and 13th, at 3 o'clock. (Tyndall Lectures.)

Prof. W. H. Bragg, F.R.S., on "X-rays and Crystals." (1) New
Methods of Research. (2) First Results and their Applications.

Saturdays, May 20th and 27th, at 3 o'clock. Prof. H. S.

Foxwell, on "The Finance of the Great War—New Problems and
New Solutions ; How we Stand To-day and What Lies Ahead."

The Committee on Xeirlect of Science.—A meeting

will be held at the invitation of this Committee, of which Sir Ray
Lankester, K.C.B., F.RS., is chairman, on Wednesday, May 3rd, in

the rooms of the Linnean Society, Burlington House, Piccadilly,

London. Lord Rayleigh, O.M., Past President of the Royal Society

and Chancellor of the University of Cambridge, will take the chair

at 3 p.m.
Resolutions will be submitted stating :

—

That it is a matter of urgency, in order to promote national

efficiency in the near future, that the natural sciences should be

made an integral part of the educational course in all the great

sohools of this country, and should form part of the entrance

examination of the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge, as well

as of the newer universities.

That it is in the highest degree desirable that the Government
Bhould encourage the study of the natural sciences, and thereby

increase the efficiency of our public servants, by assigning capital

importance to the natural sciences in the competitive examinations

for the Home and Indian Civil Service, and by requiring some

knowledge of the natural sciences from all candidates for admis-

sion to Sandhurst ; and
That the method indicated is the only one by which it is prac-

ticable to bring about the desired change in the attirude of the

schools and colleges throughout the country towards the natural

sciences and to make some knowledge and understanding of those

sciences general. As the results of such changes will only develop

in the course of years, it is urgent that the matter should be at

once taken in hand by His Majesty's Government.

Many well-known public men have expressed their sympathy

with the objects of the meeting, and several of them are expected

to take part in the proceedings.

Those desiring admission to the meeting should apply to the

Hon. Secretary of the Committee on the Neglect of Soienoe, 28,

Victoria Street, Westminster. S.W,
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Industrial Fatigue.—In our leading article to-day we
draw attention to a memorandum issued by the Ministry of

Munitions on the subject of "Industrial Fatigue and its Causes"
(Memo. No. 7, Cd. 8,213 ; Wyman & Sods, Ltd. Price lid.). The
keynote of the report is the necessity for due alternation of work
and rest if the maximum efficiency, in the most general sense, is to

be attained, the respective durations of these periods depending
upon the nature of the occupation. By way of illustration the case

is quoted of two officers at the Front, who recently, for a friendly

wager, competed in making equal lengths of a certain trench, each
with an equal squad of men. One let his men work as they pleased,

but as hard as possible. The other divided his men into three sets,

to work in rotation, each set digging their hardest for five minutes
and then resting for ten, till their spell of labour came again.

The latter team won easily. In another instance, a group of five

male voluntary Sunday workers in a certain munitions factory

were able in eight hours (including one hour for meals), to exceed
the average day's output of eight week-day men, who worked 14

hours (including 1$ hours for meals). Whilst the squad probably
could not have kept up the pace daily, there could be little doubt
that they could repeat their S hours' effort on, say, four days a

week, and the startling result follows that in those four days they
could do more than the whole week's work of an equal set of men
working for the longer hours : yet they would have more time for

recreation and sleep and three whole holidays in the week. The
work was of a uniform " repetitive " kind, involving moderate
physical exertion. The experienced manager of a large shell

factory employing 1,200 men and 1.500 women states that the

system of three 8-hour shifts gives better output and maintains
better health than that of two 12-hour shifts, and that there is a

period of slacking, often quite unconscious, during a 12-hour shift

which is detrimental to output.

On the question of Sunday work by exhausted men, a foreman
said that he did not believe in "a holiday on double payv

" Another
foreman said that Sunday work gave " six days' output for seven
days' work on eight days' pay." At a large shell-making factory

the men during the early months of war worked seven 12-hour
day and seven 12-hour night shif tB in the week. Recently Sunday
work has been stopped, and the men work from 6 a.m. to 7.30 p.m.,

with li hours for meals, tea being also brought to the men while
the machinery is running. The factory now produces an increased

number of shells with half the number of workers, and the
manager attaches the greatest importance to the week-end rests.

At another large munitions factory men engaged in the heavy
work of moulding are required by the management to rest

15 minutes in every hour of work, the manager being satisfied

that this arrangement was good for the men and for the out-

put. The men objected because they were on piece-work, and
they thought the production would be lessened, but the ontput per

hour was found to be actually increased.

References are given in the Memorandum to a report by Prof.

Stanley Kent to the Home Office on industrial fatigue (Cd. 8.056,

price 4'd.) ; 'Fatigue and Efficiency," by J. Goldmark, New York,
1918 ; and the Interim Report to the British Association (Man-
chester, 1915) by the Committee on the Question of Fatigue from
the Economic Standpoint. The following works also bear upon
the subject :

" Motion Study," by Frank B. Gilbreth ; London,
Constable & Co., Ltd. Price 4b. 66". net. " Psychology and
Industrial Efficiency," by Hugo Miinsterberg

; London, Constable
and Co., Ltd. Price 6s. net.

Electrical Trade in Argentina.— statistics which are

based upon a census are generally of a belated character, and those

which were published a few months ago by the Argentine General
Administration of Trade and Industry, in regard to an industrial

census which was undertaken in BuenoB Aires for the year 1913,

form no exception. The principle of the census was founded on the

Trading-tax Register, and the firms concerned were requested to

supply the desired information . It is considered possible that many
of the figures returned may have been less than those which were
actually the case, on account of the apprehension that the

statistics might be utilised for the purposes of taxation.

With this reservation a report recently issued shows that

there were 45 electricity works in Buenos Aires in

1913, with a share capital of £7,900,000, which dis-

posed of electrical energy for the sum of £2,050,000. The
value of the native raw materials consumed by these works was
£4,300, whilst that of the imported raw materials amounted to

£498,000. The staff employed numbered 735 and the workmen
2,991, the salaries and wages averaging £193 5s. and £135 10s.

per annum respectively. The works are for the greater part
distributing stations of the German Transmarine Electricity Co.,

whose former monopolistic position is now threatened by the
Italian-financed undertaking of the Cia. Italo-Argentine de Elec-

tricidad. It is mentioned that this company has already assured
itself of contracts for the supply of energy for theharbiur and
the Palermo part of the city. Previous to the advent of this rival

the price charged for lighting purposes was 5'17d. per KW.-hour,
and that for power was 306d., but the competition has caused the
prices to be reduced. The boilers which supply steam to the
turbines in the generating stations are now fired with Mexican oil,

and the Transmarine Co. iB said to be financially interested in one
of the oil-producing companies.
The report, proceeding to discusB the manufacturing side of the

question, states that 121 firms produced eleetrotechnieal goods in

1913, the oombined capital being £218,000 and the value of the
turnover £352,900. <o In manufacturing1 these products, inland
raw materials of the value of £27,250 were used, whilst the
imported materials totalled £68,300, The staff numbeied 197

and the workmen 1,168, and the wages averaged £125 and
£81 10s. per annum in the two cases respectively. Apart
from these undertakings carbon brushes were produced by firms
having a capital of £17,500, whose turnover, however, was
comparatively insignificant. It is concluded from the figures that
electrical work in Buenos Aires is very largely dependent upon
other countries, especially as the imports of electrical machinery
and plant in 1913 were of the approximate value of £2,000,000.

Appointments Vacant. — Engineer, and manager
(C400), for the Mexborough and Swinton Tramways Co. See
advertisement pages to-day.

Electric Steel.—A South Australian company has in

hand a project to establish in each of the capitals of the Common-
wealth an electric steel furnace for making cast steel out of Bcrap

iron. The furnace is a Swedish patent, and an English expert will

superintend the works.— Times.

For Sale.—Greenock Corporation electricity department
has for disposal one 500-e.h.p. Beltiss &. Morcom triple-expansion

engine, coupled to a 6-pole Siivertown dynamo, with spare arma-
ture. See advertisement pages to-dsy.

Volunteer Notes.—Engineering Institutions' V.E.C.
—Orders for week commencing May 1st, 1916.—By Lieut.-

Cal. Clay, V.D., Commanding.

Drills, 6.25 to 7.25 ; 7.25 to 8.25 p.m.

Monday, May 1st.—Sections 1 and 2, Technical ; Sections

3 and 4, Squad and Platoon, Signalling Class.

Tuesday, May 2nd.—6 to 7 p.m. School of Arms ; 7.15 to S.15 p.m.,

Recruit Drill.

Thursday, May 4th.—Shooting for Sections 1 and 2, and
Signalling Class ; 1! ?cruits, 5.45 to 7.45 p.m.

Friday, May 5th.—Sections 3 and 4, Technical ; 1 and 2, Squad
and Platoon.

E. G. Fleming,

. Company Commander and Acting Adjutant.

3rd Batt. (Old Boys) Centbal London Volunteer Reqi-
ment.—Battalion Orders by Capt. R. J. C Eastwood (Com-
mandant), Thursday, April 27th, 1916 :

—

Week-End Parades.—Saturday—The Battalion will Parade as

strong as possible outside Baker Street Station, and proceed by
train to Wembley Park for Ceremonial Drill, under the Com-
mandant.

Sunday.—The Battalion will Parade as strong as possible at

Liverpool Street Station (low level entrance, G.E.R.), at 9.30 a.m.,

and proceed by train for Entrenching duties. The Battalion will

return to town about 6 p.m. This beiDg the last day on these

particular trenches, a large muster is required in order to finish

them and leave them in a fit condition to hand over.

Fatigue Party.—A volunteer Fatigue Party is required on
Monday, May 1st, at Wembley Park. Members volunteering for

this duty should report themselves to the Camp Quartermaster at

Wembley Park, at 11 am. and 2.30 p.m.
Musketry.—There will be shooting at Bisley on Saturday next,

the 29th inst. Names must be sent in to the Musketry Staff, not
later than Friday midday. Members proceeding to Bisley must
report themselves, in Uniform, to Sergeant Cotter, at 12.45 p.m.
No. 6 Platform, Waterloo Station.

A. G. Joineb, Major and Adjutant, O.B.C.

Electric Vehicle Committee.—A meeting of the Com-
mittee was held in London on April 14th, 1916, Mr. R. A. Chattock
presiding. It was announced that all the Associations, with the
exception of the Tramways and Light Riilways Association, whose
reply had not been received, had re-nominated their representatives

on the Committee. The Committee re-elected the representatives

of the provincial electricity supply companies, makers of electric

vehicles, Edison Accumulators, Ltd., and Chelsea Electricity Supply
Co., Ltd. It was decided to invite the Motor Manufacturers and
Traders' Society to nominate a representative to sit upon the Com-
mittee. The present officers of the Committee were re-elected for

the present year, except in the case of Mr. A. H. Seabrook, who, by
reason of the work he is engaged upon in connection with muni-
tions supply in London, is unable to devote any time to the work
connected with the honorary editorship of the Journal. This work
the hon. secretary (Mr. F. Ayton) is undertaking pro tern, until

someone can be found who will accept the position. It was
decided that, in future, dimensions for standards will be given in

both metric and British measures, and that, in regard to the
British measures, exact dimensions will be quoted in mils, while
ordinary dimensions will be quoted in fractions. The secretary

was instructed to bring this rule to bear in quoting dimensions if

standards in the annual report of the Committee. Mr. E. W.
Curtis, of the General -Vehicle Co., was nominated as the Com-
mittee's representative upon the Tire and Road Wear Research
Committee of the Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders.

The next meeting of the Committee was fixed for Friday, June
16th, at 2.45 p.m.

Fatalities.—At the resumed inquest held at Failsworth

last week respecting the death of Ernest Capesvell, who had been
employed as a labourer at the works of Messrs. Ferranti, Ltd., and
who had a mishap whilst lifting a carboy of nitric acid, the
jury returned a verdict of "Death from misadventure,"
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Electrolytic Hypochlorite for Hospital Ships.

—

A report to the Medical Reeearch Committee on the use of sodium
hypochlorite prepared by the electrolysis of sea-water, for dis-

infeotinfj and antiseptio purposes on shipboard, especially in

hospital ships, has been made by Drs. H. D. Dtkin and H. G.

Carlisle, and was abstracted in the British Medioal Journal of

March 25th.

The report contains a description of apparatus installed on
n.M.ll.S. AqvMania, and is illustrated by scale drawings which
would make it possible for any combination of doctor and engineer
to introduce the method into any ship in which its use Beems
advisable. The electrolyser consists of a rectangular box of teak
or cedar bolted together, and divided into 20 or 25 c? lis by means
of carbon plates placed parallel to one another. Great care must
be taken in the selection of the carbon plates, and a particular

kind of graphite is recommended. Two wires leading the ship's

current (100 to Hi) volts direct current) are suitably connected
through a switch with the electrolyser, which, to ensure even
distribution of current, is provided with a copper plate attached to

four binding screws at each end. If the voltage be 200 to 220,

two electrolysers can be placed in series. Thanks are expressed to

Dr. Edward HopkiDson, of MeBfrs. Mather & Piatt, Manchester, for

his assistance in constructing a practical and efficient apparatus,
and apparently that firm is prepared to provide electrolysers.

When using ordinary sea-water, it is inadvisable to continue
electrolysis for more than 10 minutes. In that time, with a
current of 60 to 75 amperes at 110 volts, a solution will be obtained
containing usually a little less than four parts per 1,000 of sodium,
hypochlorite or available chlorine. For most purposes it is advan-
tageous to limit the eleotrolysis to five minutes, and at the end of

that time the solution will contain from 2 to 27 parts per 1,000 of

sodium hypochlorite or available chlorine. For swabbing floors,

walls, latrines, &c, this may be diluted with an equal amount of

water.

The results of the free use of hypochlorite in the wards were
most gratifying. The general opinion, after the experience of two
voyages to the Mediterranean, was strongly in favour of the
hypochlorite as contrasted with phenolic disinfectants. In the

typhoid and dysentery wards the results were particularly striking,

and the absence of odour most marked. The most important
effect, however, had been the large reduction in secondary infection

ocourring among the Bhip's staff.

The hypochlorite had also been used for the purification of the
Bhip's drinking water. About 1 part in 1,000,000 was sufficient for

all ordinary purposes, and the instability of electrolytic hypochlorite

was so great that after three or four hours all traces of chlorine

disappeared.

Electrolytic hypochlorite for surgical use should not be kept for

more than 21 to 48 hours, but it can be so readily and cheaply
prepared that this is not a matter of consequence.
The solution was also useful in the laundries and in the swim-

ming bath on the Aquitania. No significant damage to ship
structures was observed after two months' use.

The Aquitania, accommodating more than the seven largest

London hospitals, gave Lieut.-Col. R. H. Fuhr full opportunity for

forming a considered opinion, particularly as large numbers of
dysentery and paratyphoid caseB had been carried. The confine-

ment of approximately 4,000 patients in a limited space rendered
essential most stringent sanitary precautions, and Col. Fuhr states

that he has satisfied himself that for efficiency, economy, and
utility, electrolytic hypochlorite ia very essential for hospital ships.

I.ii»iii('ci'iim Equipment Required for Peking
Government University.—With reference to the desire of the
Chancellor of the Chinese Government University at Ptk'ng to

obtain samples and models of engineering products of United
Kingdom manufacture, it is notified that a well-known London
firm of consulting engineers has been appointed to the office of
honorary consulting engineers to the University, with a view to

co-ordinating the equipment of the engineering school. The firm

referred to (which holds a similar appointment with the Hong
Kong University) has been instructed to prepare plans of the
school of engineering, the equipment of which is to be proceeded
with ; a list of the apparatus required is being prepared, and the
firm desires to get into communication with United Kingdom
manufacturers who would be willing to present the necessary
apparatus either free of charge or on specially favourable terms.
The advantages which may be gained to British trade through
Chinese students learning from samples and models of British
make are obvious.

United Kingdom manufacturers who are prepared to assist in
the manner indicated may obtain the name and address of the
honorary consulting engineers on application to the Commercial
Intelligence Branch of the Board of Trade, 73, Basinghall Street,

London, E.C.—Board of Trade Journal.

Enffineerino; and Scientific Research.—At the meet-
ing of the Society of Engineers (Inc.), on Monday next, a con-
ference on the above-named subject will take place. It will be
opened by Dr. J. A. Fleming, who has played a prominent and
effective part during the war in directing attention to the nation's
neglect of soience, and to the handicap thereby imposed, not only
upon our industries, but also upon our military efficiency. A
large number of leading engineers and industrial authorities are
expected to take part in the discussion.

In his paper, Dr. Fleming reviews the whole field indicated by
the title, and indicates the nature of the reforms that are required
in order to remedy the errors of the past.

The Board of Education has allocated £40,000 for scientific and
industrial research, as compared with £25,000 last year.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.

The Editors invite, electrical engineer*, whether connected with the.

technical or the commercial side of tlie professwn and industry,
also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the
Electrical Review posted as to their morements.

Central Station and Tramway Officials. -Mr. EWART BfO-
nell, who \\ :is installation superintendent at Sutton (Surrey),

with the South Metropolitan Tramways Co., has resumed his

duties after being invalided from the Army.
Worksop U.D.p. bas appointed Mr. J. Fletcher, station

superintendent, to take charge of the electricity works during
the ab ence, on active service, oi the electrica] engineer, Mr.
Orowther. His salary is to !» increased bj £26 a year.

Tin- Southampton Electricity Committee proposes to advance
the salarj of the assistant mains engineer, Mr. W. G, i

III- Oldham Tramways Committee has recommended t lie

appointment of Mr. P. Priestley, general manager of the

Mexborough and Swinton Tramways Co., as manager of the

Oldham Corporation Tramways. There were 47 applications.

The West Hum Corporation has been recommended to grant
some small increases in the salaries of certain employes in

the electricity department. In the case of the assistant engi-
neers-in-charge it is proposed to raise the maximum salary
payable to £2 10s., and in the case of the junior engineers-in-
eharge to £1 15s.

Mr. J. P. Cameron, manager of the Northampton Tram-
ways, while attending to repair work at the, generating station
last week-end, stepped in the darkness into a 6-ft. inspection
pit. Mr. J. Cottier, who went to Mr. Cameron's assistance,
fell into the pit on the top of the manager. He escaped with
slight injuries, but Mr. Cameron had two ribs broken.

Having regard to the extra duties imposed upon the tram-
ways manager consequent upon the Leyton District Council's
resolution not to insure against third party risks, it is pro-
posed to increase his salary from £400 to £425 per annum,
rising by annual increments of £25 to a maximum of £500.

The Luton Town Council has been recommended to in-

crease the salary of the assistant electrical engineer, Mr. H. A.
Kell, from £200 to £215 per annum, and that of the chief
technical assistant, Mr. A. EL Gates, "from £182 to £200 per
annum.

'General.—The Executive Co) ttee ol the City and Guilds
of London Institute have appointed Prof. Gilbert T. Morgan',
D.Sc, F.R.S., of the Royal College of Science, Dublin, to the
Chair of Chemistry at the Institute's technical college, Fins1

bury, rendered vacant by the death of Prof. Meldola.

A correspondent says that Mr. Walter Pilling, who has
been a member of the Rochdale T.C. since 1903, and is an
Alderman, lias sent in his resignation.. It is understood that
his action is due to his dissatisfaction with the methods of

the Electricity Department in connection with the supply of

electricity to certain mills in 'which be is largely interested.

An agreement has been concluded with Mr. Clifford C.

Paterson, M.I.E.E., A.M.I.C.E.. principal assistant in charge
ol olivtm-technical and photometric buildings at the National
Physical Laboratory, to join the Osram-Robertson Lamp
Works, Ltd., as director of laboratories for research and
technical manufacturing purposes. The arrangement will

commence at the conclusion of the war, or before that date
if possible.

Mr. H. P. Gibbs, consulting electrical engineer to the
Mysore Government, and general manager of the Tata hydro-
electric scheme in Bombay, is shortly returning to the United
States on long leave. vii Australia and Vancouver.

—

Indian

Engineering,

The Commonwealth Engineer states that in consequence of

a protest by the Professional Officers' Association of the

Commonwealth Postmaster-General's Department against the

appointment of imported officers over the heads of Australians.

a competitive examination was recently held for the position

of electrical engineer for the telephone branch at Adelaide..

The salary is £528 per year. Mr. R. Lawson, formerly assist-

ant engineer on the stall of the chief electrical engineer, and
who was one of the imported officers, was selected. Mr. F.

Kennedy, of Western Australia, gained second honours. •

Mr. Ernest Hardman was married at Blackpool, on April

19th, to Miss Ethel A. Service. An aneroid barometer was
pre ented by the staff and employes of the Yorkshire Electric

Power Co. Mr. Hardman is a charge engineer at the Barnsley

power house of the Yorkshire Co. The. barometer was pre-

sented on behalf of the entire staff by Mr. H. F. G. Wood®
resident engineer. Mr. Geo Sheppard, who acted as best

man. is a colleague of Mr. Hardman's.

Roll of Honour.—At a meeting of the Salford Tramways
Committee on April 18th. Aid. Worsley (Deputy-Mayor) pre-

sented to Sergeant W. R. Smethorst, of the. Royal Sussex

Regiment, the D.C.M., which has been awarded to him for

conspicuous gallantry in the field. Smethurst was for several

years employed as a motor-man in the Salford tramways
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department. He was also handed an illuminated copy of a
resolution of congratulation on his distinction, which was
passed by the Tramways Committee.
Lance-Corpora] Herbert Harvey, of the Royal Fusiliers.

formerly engaged -at the West Mam electricity works, who
has been missing in Flanders since October, 1914, is now
officially reported killed in action.

Lieutenant H. A. Clifton, of the East Lancashire Regi-

ment, who has fallen in action whilst serving with the Kut
relieving force in Mesopotamia. was, before the war, engaged
as au electrical engineer at Woolwich, with Messrs. Siemens
Bros.
The Times records that Second-Lieutenant James Clement

SMITH, Royal Fusiliers, an electrical engineer, was killed at

the Front on March27th. He joined the Public, Schools Batta-
lion of the .Middlesex Regiment shortly after war broke out.

Second-Lieutenant T. O. H. Bates, A.M.I.E.E.. of the
89th Punjabis, late chief electrical engineer to the Tata
Steel & Iron Co., Bombay, died on April 12th of wounds re-

ceived in action. Trior to bis appointment in India, he held

the. position of engrneer-in-charge at the Morley Corporation
electricity works, and also that of electrical engineer at the
Rotherhani Main Collieries.

Lance-Corporal R. David, formerly an assistant at the
Bristol depot of the Edison & Swan Co.. Ltd.. has received :i

letter from the Divisional Officer on active service referring to

his distinguished conduct in the field on March 19th and 20th,

1916.

Obituary.

—

Mr. J. Stott.—We regret to record the death
of Mr. Jones Stott. for 12 years manager of the Heywood
Corporation electricity works. He was 42 years of age, and
three years ago resigned his appointment on account of failing

health. Death was due to heart failure.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

N. E. C. T. A., Ltd. (143,669).—This company was regis-
tered on April 19th as a company limited bv guarantee, but having a share
capital of £4,000 in £1 shares (2,000 6 per cent, cumulative preferred). Each
member undertakes to contribute not more than £1 in the event of winding-
up. To enter into contracts (a) to obtain special trade discounts on the pur-

chases or dealings of members or others, and (b) to indemnify clients of

members or others against the supply of faulty workmanship or materials;
to carry on, as principals or agents, the business of manufacturers, repairers,

commission agents, contractors or dealers in electrical machinery, instru-

ments, appliances, wires, cables, accessories, and apparatus, electricians, elec-

trical, gas, mechanical, or general engineers, cix. The subscribers (with one
pref. share each) are: \V. Cross, 7 & 9, Ridley Place, Newcastle, electrical

engineer; P. Collinson, 3 & 5, Millcrgate, Bradford, electrical engineer; H.
Marrvat, 26, Hatton Garden, E.C., electrical engineer, J. Orringe, 24, Bel-

voir Street, Leicester, electrical engineer; \V. R. Rawlings, 82, Gloucester
Road, S.W., electrical engineer; W. A. Shaw, 107, Princes Street, Stockport,
electrical engineer; S. H. Webb, 15, Cank Street, Leicester, electrical engi-
neer Minimum cash subscription, seven shares. The management is vested
in a rouncil, which shall consist of such persons who are existing members
.if lb.' Central Board of the Electrical Contractors' Association (Incorporated)
.is shall consent tot be members of the companv, and act thereon. Tin- first

are W. Cro-s. P. Collinson, H. Marrvat. |. Orringe, \Y. R. Rawlings, W. A.

Shaw ami s. II. Wil.h. Secretary: L. G. Tale. Registered office; 2",

Bui klersbury, E.G.

Mitcham Rubber Co., Ltd. (143,592).'-—Registered April
13th, by Lumtey & Lumley, 1.".. OM Jewrj Chambers, E.C. Capital, £50, I

in £1 shares. Objects: To carrj in the business oi india-rubber, asbestos,

gutta-percha, flax hose, flax and' cotton belling, lawn tennis, and ship and
engineers' stores, manufacturers and dealers, electro i n-. telegraph and elec-

trical engineers and contractors, submarine and other cable and telegraph
instrument manufacturers, wire drawers, win rope makers, manufacturers
of and dealers in pneumatic and other tires, and wheels of cvcles, carriages,

and vehicles of all kinds, ie. The subscribers (with one share each) are:

R. M. Albery, Coombe Hill Road, East Grinstead, Sussex, gentleman; E. W.
Hopton, Furzedown, 74, Crowborough Road, Tooting Common, cashier; H. C.
Houtt.ll, 3, Ermine Road, Lewisham, S.E., clerk; F. Hopkins, 12, Holmewood
Road, South Norwood, Surrey, secretary; E. H. Tapcrell, 20, Chester Road,
West Green, N.. clerk; J. E. Anslcv, 31, Barcombe Avenue, Streatham Hill,

S.W., clerk; F. G. Mathews, 116, Pendle Road, Streatham, S.W., clerk.

Minimum cash subscription, 7 shares. The first directors (to number not less

than three or more than seven! are to be appointed le the subscribers. The
directors shall have the right to appoint *' departmental directors," Qualifi-

cation, 250 shares. Remuneration (except departmental directors), £100
each per annum, and 10 per cent, of the net pn.lils, divisible (maximum addi-

tional remuneration, £'.."00). Solicitors: Lumley & Lumley, 15, Old Jewry
Chambers, E.C.

Troughton & Simms, Ltd. (143,586).—This company was
registered on April 12th, with a capital of £21,200 in £1 shares, to take

-over the business of mathematical instrument makers carried on bv \V. Simms
and J. Simms. at 138, Fleet Street, E.C, and 340. Woolwich Road, Charlton,

as Troughton it Simms, and to carry on the same and the business of astro-

nomical instrument makers, manufacturers of instruments connected with land

survey, electrical, and other scientific apparatus, &-c. The subscribers fwi

one share each) are
matical instrument

. matical instrument
not to be less than I

and A. D. Simms.
directors, subject tr

132. Shooters Hill Road, Blaekheath,
laker; J. Simms, Craighead, Abbey Wood, Kent, mathe-
naker. Private company. The number of directors is

ro or more than five; the first are W. Simms, J. Simms,
The first two named are permanent joint managing
holding £5.000 shares each, with £1.200 per

D. Sii 500 sha Registered office

Precision Screw Co., Ltd. (143,612).—This company was
registered on April 14th. with a capital of £3.000 in £1 shares (2.000 pref.),

to carry on in the United Kingdom or elsewhere the business of manufac-

turers of screws, particularly screws and parts for electrical and scientific

instruments and small engineering and scientific apparatus. Sec, and to adopt

an agreement between E. Homberger and F. E. Collinson. The subscribers

(with one share each) are : F. E. Collinson. 7. Hempstead Road, Waltham-
stow. N.E.', instrument manufacturer; E. Homberger, 9. Hempstead Road.
Walthamstow, N.E., engineer. Private company. The number of directors

is not to be less than two or more than five: the first are E. Homberger and
F. E. Collinson (both permanent, subject to holding £500 shares). Registered

office : Provost Works, Macdonnld Road, Walthamstow.

Anchor Electric Co., Ltd. (143,676).—This companv was
registered on April 20th, with a capital ol £4,100 in £1 shares (1,700 10 per

cent. cum. pref.), to take over the business of electrical engineers, manufac-
turers of electrical apparatus, fittings, and batteries, being a portion of the

tried on by A. Richmond and T. T. Rankin, C.E., B.Sc., M.I.M.M.,
M.I.M.E., at 81, Cannon Street, E.C, together with the benefit of the experi-

ments made and secret processes used by the proprietors. The subscribers

(with one preferred share each) are : A. Richmond, 81, Cannon Street, E.C,
electrical engineer; T. T. Rankin, 81. Cannon Street, E.C, electrical engi-

neer. Private company. The number of directors is not to be less than two
or more than seven; the first are A. Richmond and T. T. Rankin (both

permanent). Oualification (except first directors) £100 shares. Remun
£50 each per annum. Registered office: 81, Cannon Street, E.C

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL

COMPANIES.

Derby Lamp Works, Ltd.—Second mortgage debenture
dated March 30th, 191fi, to secure £2,000, charged on the company's under-

taking and property, present and future, including uncalled and unpaid
capital. Holder : W. L. T. Arkwright, Caxton House, Wesl

Charing Cross, West End & City Electricity Supply Co.,

Ltd. (29,122).—Capital, £2, 100 ,000 in 130,000 pref., I30.oi.io

ord., 80,000 City Undertaking pref., and 80,000 City Undertaking ord. shares,

all of £5 each. Return dated March 23rd, 19111.
'

SO. 000 pref., 80,000 ord.,

80,000 City Undertaking pref. and 70,000 City Undertaking ord. shares taken

up. £1,200,000 paid on the pref., ord., and Citv Undertaking pre!.; £350,000
considered as paid on the Cm Undertaking ord. Mortgages and charges:

£1,087.178.

Clarke, Chapman & Co., Ltd. (39,045) .—Capital, £250,000
in 18,000 ord. and 7,000 pref. shares of £10 each. Return dated March 7th,

1!)16. 15,281 ord. and 6.985 pref. shares taken up; £10 per share called up

on 3.536 ord., £2 10s. on 200 ord., and £10 on 4.435 pref.; £80.210 paid;

£152,450 considered as paid, being £10 per share on 11,545 ord., £7 Ills, on

200 ord., and £10 on 2.550 pref. Mortgages and charges : £100,000.

Crossley Bros., Ltd. (.51,970).—Return dated March 9th,
1916 Capital at date of return, £973.700 in 40,339 pref. and 57,031 ord. shares

of £10 each. All shares taken up; £278,200 paid on 27,820 pref.; £695,000

considered as paid on 12,519 pref. and 57.031 ord. Mortgages and charges:

Nil. On March 14th, a resolution was confirmed sub-dividing each £.10 share

into ten £1 shares.

Asbestos and General Paint Co., Ltd. (formerly Asbestos
Fireproof Paint Co., Ltd.).—A notice of the appointment of H. E. Moore, ..I

41, Bedford Row, W.C., is receiver and manager by Order of Court dated

April 12th, 1916, filed pursuant to Section 94 of the Companies (Consolidation)

Ail, 1908.

Newton & Wright, Ltd.—Land Registry Charge on certain

land in Islington, dated March 27th, 1916. to secure all moneys due or to

become due from companv to Union of London & Smiths Hank, Lid., 4aa,

Oxford Street, W.

G. H. Turner & Co., Ltd.—A memorandum of satisfaction

in full on \[inl ltih. L916, ol - cond debs., dated April 21st and July 12th,

1915, securing £1110, has been filed. I

CITY NOTES.

Mi;. 1'.. Gaeckb presided at the annual

Brush meeting on April 18th. He said that,

Electrical despite the many difficulties of the past

Engineering year, they had maintained the improve-

Co., Ltd. incnt of recent years. In fact, the gross

profits were a little larger, being £61,Sou. a-

a ,iM i 660,800 in 1914, but general charges had been £1,200

higher, and £1.200 more had been spent on maintenance and

plant and buildings; so that the net distributable profits for

1915, after paying debenture interest, were £17,300, compared

with £19,100 in 1911. i nit of this they proposed to write off

for depreciation £8,000, to put £5,000 to reserve, to pay an

extra 4 per cent, on the second prior lien loan debenture stock,

which would require £2.000, and would make a return of

1.1 per cent, for the year on this stock, and then to increase

tlte carry forward by £2,200, which would then .-stand at

£9,321 equal to about'9 per cent, of the share capital. During

the year they had spent £31,962 on capital account in con-

nection with Government contracts on which they were

engaged. This expenditure was anticipated and referred to

last year, and it was then stated that they would have to

issue' the balance of the second prior lien debenture stock in

order to provide the necessary funds. They had obtained the

consent of the Treasury to make the issue. In view, how-

ever, of the fact that they were paying 10 per cent, per annum

on this stock, and that the present was not a good time to

make issues of capital on the most favourable terms, they

were postponing this issue as long as possible. Meanwhile,

they were utilising their profits and temporary loans to pro-

vide the cash for capital expenditure. That was obviously

better finance than to raise capital at a high cost in order to

pay dividends, and the directors were glad that the snare-

holders at the last meeting approved the course recommended

not to commence the payment of dividends on share capital

during the war. They might, however, have to issue some

more debenture stock, although they would postpone doing

so as long as possible. In addition to other things, they had

turned out a large quantity of transport material as well as

turbo-generators, motors, and transformers. Although the

net profits had not been quite up to those of the previous

year due to the fact that they had to some extent had to

hear the brunt of higher wages and a largely enhanced cost

of materials, it was satisfactory to feel that their work had
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oatii oaJ im] an< v\ it m
the perforin; machine c 1

aturally, of the direi 1
1 in

w bich thej looked foi

1 the tin d< 'i had to

retarded, but .during the year thej bad provided Ljui
el to th< Government and 1

1

1

1

I a to

supplj stations and indu trial undertakin
dq sets oi

' ei
1 1

.'i in ci 'ii • of ni tallai Ord
of execution for Japan and New Zea.la.nd, Whilst

as he bad already said, the borne market wa at present
Decessarilj restricted, the Swedish Ljunj troni Co, baa made
phenomenal progress, and found itself for the time I

hi able to cope with the dj mand v bich bad at 1 en foi

turbines of thie design Hie figures representing 11 1-

put of turbines by the parent com] y, as well as the Brush
Co., wee- reaJIj \ ei

s
1 emai table, [t novi amounted to

133,000 K\v., thus showing that the Ljungstrom turbine bad
1

pa ed 1

'in!'!,
1 li

1

hi of the experimental tags Their own
an angement foi the manufacture oi I i bine, w iili its

auxiliaries, on- a more extended scale, were well forward, and
would have been complete in normal circumstances long
before this, but owing to the abnormal conditions prevailing,
the delivery of some oi the nevi machine took on order had
been unavoidably delayed. However, they were already reaping
some of the benefil they hoped ultimatelj to enjoj by the
installation of this new too] equipment, and be boped thai
before Long tools for the whole sequence of their manufactur-
ing operations would be available.

Mi B. S. Broadhuust (managing director) seconded the
motion, and the repoi i w a adopted w it] I di cu i n

\t ;i meeting of debenture I ckh
South Metro= held on April 19th, Mr. II. 11. Bebton
politan Electric presiding, a resolution wae passed making

Light and certain modifications in the provisions oi

Power Co., the trust deeds in order to more clearly
Ltd. define 1 be 1 bligations of 1 be companj

thereunder w ith regard to setting a; ide

depreciation, &c., and, according to the Financial
Times, to put an end to question! which have arisen. Mr.
I'm. 'imi said that bis co-trustee and bimself believed that
Hi.' resolution would enhance the credit of the company ami
contribute to the pri peritj which, be felt sure, they all

agreed was now fully assured! The chairman of the company .

seconded the n '

The total receipts for 1915 were 845,312,
Cuba and the expenses were 829,121, leaving

Submarine £16,190, plus i'T,.s9l brought forward.
Telegraph Several of the cables were seriously affected

Co., Ltd. by earthquakes, cyclones, and other causes
during the year, necessitating heavy ex-

penditure both of cable and for steamer hire in repairing,

same, amounting to £13,655, which has been charged against
revenue. £2,500 lias been placed to pension fund, and after

paying L0 per cent, on the preference shares, less income-tax,
and 5 pei cent, on the ordinary shares, free of income-tax,
£7,581 is to be carried forward. Annual meeting: Ala\ 3rd

The profit for l'.M 5 on I rading accounl -.

Johnson &c., after making provision for had and
and Phillips, doubtful debts, and after charging to

Ltd. revenue upwards of 89,000 for mainten-
ance ' E buildings, plant, &c, was £69,084,

pin 824,296 brought forward, les> the dividend paid in April.

L915, i.'-'s.T-Mi Remuneration of directors, &e., absorbs £1,958;

debenture interest 85,727; debenture sinking reserve fund

£7,182; second debenture interest 62,500; depreciation on
machine) \ ami plant, &c., £12,149; interest on loan £1,063;
reserve account £20,000, to meet contingencies in connection

with the war; leaving available 834,050 fftei paying 5 per

cent, dividend on the ordinary shares, 88,750, 825,300 is to

be carried Forward. The business has I n a "controlled

establishment" since Augusl last. Annual meeting; Yes-

terday.
The gross earnings for the year 1915, in-

Oriental chiding dividends ,

nl( | interest from subsi-

Telephone diary companies ami .1 to £90,631,

and Llectric plus £15,481 for pavments mad,, under the

Co., Ltd. deed of comprdmise dated June 9th, 1915,

an I the balance brought forward 656,136,

making 6162,248. Working expenses, maintenance, &o., ab-
1 ;s. (',.",;,, ,|, piv. iati.'ii of securities 65,500, interim divi-

dends, debenture interest, and redemption charges' £18,368,

leaving 699,726. After paying the final dividends of 3 per

cent on the preference and 6 pet cent
I
making L0 per cent.)

on (In linarj shares, 670,000 i- tran ferred to reserve

account, 82,000 to stafl pension fund, and £15,467

carried forward. The exchanges worked by the company
continue to expand and show improved revenues. Under-
ground cabling extensions ore in progress at Singapore and

from the operation of which additional revel will

ace i" the company. The Indian local co
i the past year. The Bengal

Telephone ' o . Ltd., ha* paid the same dividend as for 191 I.

viz. 7 pei cent. In ordei to provide permanent quarters for

increasing business, the directors of that company have

to purchase a cent ral site in ( ialcutta, and intend to

erect a suitable building thereon, in which will beinstalled a

ii, bin.aid equipment. Additional share capita] will be

the necessary expeo
,. ill take its proportion • d the i m . I b< Bombaj
paid a dividend of 20 per cent., a -. against L6
mi i I be amount of the di

ud luded in the i panj ing i i loth the
I, lephone I o. oi Egypt, I td an Tele-
phi ii" '.

1
.1." trie Co., Ltd.jjiave 1

i a > hi

"
'

per cei I the lattei 10 l

foi I'd I i In. I. lis .. ,il • bi i. bi

ac ni
.

'I he annual meet ing i a In I I on \\ . dnesdaj .

'I he capital exj led durin 1915
Potteries £532. The revenue

i
ih.

Llectric traffic receipts at 6119,872 showing an ad-
Traction vance of J64,789. Ifter deducting expenses,
Co., Ltd. in. 'hiding 611,269 for debentiu

intei '. i. the balance i t 10,81

£35,825 foi l'.M I. Tin re i to be pi

to renewal 610,000; preference dividend ;
. pel cent . requires

£12,250; 3 pel cent, dividend on the ordinary slian i int

to 87,350, and 64,935 is to be carried foi rard The reserve
now stands at £36,824, and the renewals account at

I I. i r: aj and omnibus n oeipfe foi ih. ei nd ball of the
year showed satisfactory increases. Owing I taboui shortage
through the v ar, Working hi ions Wi
cult. The negotiations with the Stoke-on-Trent C rporation
for the i» stponemeht by the Corporation for a definite periods
of their rights to purchase certain portions of the company's
undertaking, bave not .solar resulted in agra i

meeting ; May 1st.

For the year 1915 there was a net profit

Willans and of 616,726, aftei payment oi

Robinson. fcereet, provision for «' plant
Ltd. and machinerj and revaluation oi

allowances to employ i'.s on active service,
as well as special provision on account of outlays and c it;

incuts arising from war conditions. The company was
the first to l» i" a ' ''.'in mil. -I e tabli hment" under the

Munitions of War \<t. L915, i.e., from July L2th last. During
the year the Q n's Perry works were disposed of. In I9ll
the majority of the o ere acquired on terms
by interests whom Mr. II. Barber represented. An oppor-

tunity has in i in ii.\ transfer ol the greater pai '

interests of introducing additional parties. The direi

sidcr this will be advantageous to the company's interest^
and a resolutii n continuing the conditional release of Mr.
Barber from Ins covenant not to transfer the shares will be
submitted to the shareholders for approval at the meeting to-

day. Warrants will be issued covering the dividends on "A"
and "!'•" preference stpcks.and interest on the funding certi-

ficates. A dividend for the year of 10 per rent, on the ordinary
•shares is recommended i balance of £8,776. Of this,

it is proposed to carry 67,099 t. the reserve fund, and to

distribute £1,677 among the holders of " I'." slock and ordi-

nary shares in manner provided by the Articles.

Mr. P. D. Titkf.tt. presiding at the

Urban annual n ting on April 12th, referred to

Llectric the effect of the drastic lighting restrictions

Supply Co., and of consumers' economy on the light-

Lid, ing revenue, also to the heavy increase in

cost of materials, especiallj coal, which
was un by 68,868, or about .'HI per cent., while the quality

w;i.s often inferior to that of similar cla i
i >r to the

war. Thej had been deprived of the services of many of their

most experienced and highly-trained men at a time when
they could least afford to lose them Over 150 men had en-

I, iiil and allowances had 1 n made. 1 onsidering all these

adverse circumstances, it was fortunate that they had so little

less profit than a year ago. Both the profits earned at the

various works and the net profit balance were less than 6509

1m low the 1914 figures. Thej had placed £9,389 tore
depreciation, as against £10,904 in 1914. The item invest1

ments now si 1 at 6178,531, as a large part of theii

to the Cornwall Co. had been converted into shares of that

company. They had connected the equivalent of an additional

83,986 lamps, a 10 per cent, increase, of which 83 per cent.

represented power, a much larger proportion than in previous

years. These additional connections had entailed a capital

expenditure of 831,846, which was largely met from the pro-

the i "i nwall i lo.'s debenture issue mad.' la -I May,

This year new connections and capital expenditure would I"'

material!} reduced, as thej were not in a position to finance

;i M \ large developments in these difficult times. In regard c
their different undertakings; Hawick and Grantham haj

laTgelj saved the situation, the former owing to the artiwtv

oi its mill-, and the latter owing to its military camp
and Twickenham showed useful increases of £700 and 680C||

He very much honed that Twickenham, with its largelj in-

creased power load, to provide for which the greater part nf

last year's capital expenditure was incurred, would -bow a

further largo increase of profit during the year, for he feated

thai it might be the only undertaking from which they would

n 1,, ,m\ considerable increase, most nf the others being

, rea in ;1 affi cted by the adverse conditions

alreadj mentioned, and particularly by the increase in the

price of coal, which was now substantially higher than last

year's figure; indeed, the difficulty had been to get coal at

all The whole situation was a most anxious one for all large
-

COal-USers and he doubted whether there was much prospect
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of any material relief whilst the war lasted. They" had been
reluctantly compelled in a good many instances to make some
increase in their rates of charge, but how far it would com-
p< nsate them it was impossible to forecast, for it was one of

the peculiar characteristics of the business that, owing to the
altogether disproportionate ratio which capital and standing
charges bore to running costs, a rising or falling revenue was
not accompanied by a corresponding increase or decrease in

the costs of production!. In other words, loss of revenue
largely represented loss of profit, just a£ an expanding revenue
largely represented increased profit. It was a most satisfac-

tory feature in norma] times, and a correspondingly unsatis-

factory one in abnormal tunes. It bad been a great dis-

appointment that the Cornwall Oo.'s extremely gratifying pro-
gress should have been interrupted so unfortunately, but it

was directly attributable to the wax conditions, and particu-

larly to the fact that half the active mining population had
gone to the Front, where their expert knowledge was no
doubt of the utmost value in trench warfare. The increased
demand for power, which the various war activities had
brought about, and which had been a marked feature of the
year, had materially contributed to prevent the results shown
by several of the towns being worse than they were, whilst
Stamford and Twickenham's improved results were almost
entirely due to increased power load. Amongst the many
uses to which the supply of power was being directly put for
the purposes of the war were the manufacture of shells,

grenades, fuses, stretchers, motors, motor cycles, motor lorries,

and propellers, whilst wolfram from the mines supplied by
this company in Cornwall constituted a most important
element in the manufacture of high-class steel. With their
street and shop lighting practically gone for the time being,
and with lighting consumers generally economising, the light-
ing revenue, in spite of additional connections, was in many
cases substantially reduced ; and when they combined with
this an abnormal war expenditure of some £11,000 or ±'12,000

it was not at all surprising that some of the towns showed
worse results than for the previous year. Speaking broadly,
the towns which had suffered most had been those which w-ere
most largely dependent on a lighting load, such as Weybridge.
whilst the towns which had benefited most were those with
an industrial population and a power load like Hawick.
Glossop's improved profit was almost entirely due to the im-
proved earnings of its tramway, which had greatly benefited
by the prosperity of the industrial population it served.

The report for 1915 states that the net
River Plate revenue, after providing for administra-
Electricity tion expenses, bad debts, and all necessary
Co., Ltd. depreciations, amounts to .£'38,713, plus

£20,513 brought forward, making £59,226
The board proposes a dividend of 7 per cent, for the year on
the ordinary stock, to set aside as special provision for bad
debts £5.000, income-tax £5,000, and to cany forward £18,387.
The persistence of unfavourable trading conditions in the
Argentine, aggravated by the prolongation of the European
war and the great rise in freights and cost of materials, has,
as in the previous year, adversely affected the net results. The
continuance of hostilities has also prevented the payment of

interest upon the 5 percent, obligations of the German Trans-
Oceanic Electric Co., of Berlin. It has likewise prevented
the eighth annual payment of £2,300 due upon April 1st,

191(3, on account of the amortisation of the 5 per cent, obliga-
tions being made. No dividend is included in the year's
receipts upon the '21.000 £1 shares of tin- Argentine Elec-
tricity Co., received in connection with the sale of Tucuman,
but upon the issue of that company's report, due shortly, it

is expected that a small dividend will be declared. The im-
portant capital improvements and extensions at Ensenada
'and La- Plata in progress during the last two or three years
are now satisfactorily completed. No further capital expendi-
ture of any moment is in contemplation. The further 25.000
£1 preference shares and 25,000 £1 ordinary shares issued in

1911 are now fully paid and have been converted into prefer-
ence stock and ordinary stock.

—

Financial Times.

Calcutta Tramways Co., Ltd.—The revenue, includine;
interest on investments and deposits, less interest on loans,
and the balance brought forward of £7,566, amounts to

£116,736. A final dividend of 6s. 6d. per share is proposed]
making 9.\ per cent, for the year, transferring to reserve f >r

depreciation, &c, £15,000, contribution to staff provident fund
Sl.,309, leaving to be carried forward £6,812.

Colombo Electric Tramways and Lighting Co., Ltd.—
The directors announce a dividend of 10 per cent., free of tax,
for 1915; £15,000 is put to genera] reserve and renewal fund,
which has been dealt with by writing off £3,000 from the
special renewal fund, and £8,165 is carried forward.

Bath Electric Tramways, Ltd.—The accounts for 1915,
after providing for the preference dividend and sinking fund
instalment, show an available balance of £8,486, which the
'directors recommend (says the Financial Times) should be
carried forward to augment the reserves available for the
purposes of depreciation and renewals.

Rees Roturbo Manufacturing Co., Ltd.—The available
profit for 1915 is £30.419. of which £8,000 is put to deprecia-
tion and £12,000 to reserve. £10.419 being carried forward.

An Austrian Cable Works.—The Felten & Guilleaume
A.6., of Vienna, reports gross profits of £145,000 for 1915, as
contrasted with £106,000 in the preceding year. After defray-
in- genera] expenses and making provision for depreciation,
the accounts show net profits of £105,000, as against £57,000,
and a dividend is proposed at the rate of 12 per cent., as com-
pared with 10 per cent, in 1914. The prospects for the current
year are declared to be favourable, as work is on hand for a
long time forward, both in the electrical works at Vienna and
the iron and steel works in Styria.

Capital Reduction.—Briliih Uralitc Co. (1908), Ltd.-—A
p. tition for confirming the reduction of capital from £142,500
to £91,875 is to be heard on May 9th.

Montreal Light, Heat and Power Co.—A dividend of 2J
per cent, is announced for the quarter ended April 30th.

Kaministiquia Power Co.—A dividend of U per cent, has
boon declared for the quarter ended April 30th.

STOCKS AND SHARES.
Tuesday Evening.

The Stock Exchange has scarcely got back into its full
swing of business, and the influence of the Easter holidays
remains apparent in most of the markets. The political
crisis of last week had no effect Upon quotations, and the
only effect which such matters are having upon the world of
finance is to be seen in Now York, where juices came down
sharply upon the innocent statements as to another last Note
to Germany. In the electrical sections, the principal feature
is the further progress of telegraph stocks and shares. It is
extremely difficult to get the offer of any reasonable amount,
and other groups outside the Eastern have begun to share
in the strength initiated by the dividends recently declared
by the latter.

The good prices reached by the Underground Electric
.stocks have barely been maintained, though the market in
them as a whole is not a bad one. There is considerable
curiosity felt as to the reason for the still-unexplained rise in
Metropolitan Consolidated stock, which gained another point
just before the holidays. Districts keep steady, but Under-
ground Electric income bonds eased off a trifle.

Many people are asking whether they are entitled to claim
income-tax in respect of the Electric Underground income
coupons, seeing that these are paid free of tax, which is
deducted bj the company before it distributes the dividend.

people, however, who are entitled to relief should
apply to the bank for an income-tax certificate when they
are presenting then- coupons for payment; and the bank will
hand them a certificate somewhat similar to that which is

given in cases where, dividends are paid less tax, this certifi-
cate being accepted as a voucher by the Inland Revenue
authorities, as entitling the holder of it to claim what may
b due to him.
We believe that some little question arose between the

bankers, the Underground Electric Railways Co., and the
Inland Revenue authorities as to the proper procedure to be
employed in this case ; but the points of difference have now
been adjusted satisfactorily, and. as we have already said,
bondholders who are entitled to return of tax should ask for
a voucher at the time they present their coupons.
Eastern ordinary has followed up its 9 points rise of last

week with a further advance of 21, and the improvements in
" China " and Western Telegraph shares have been carried
further. Indo-Europeans are good at 52, on the declaration
of the usual dividend of £2 12s. 6d" per share, making 65s.
for the year, the announcement being couched in an unusual
way. Instead of this dividend being declared as the final for
the year, the company calls it an interim dividend, which
naturally gave rise to some hope that there might be a little

extra to come when the year's accounts could be made up
and properly adjusted. Apparently, the company has not yet
received its final accounts for the year from the various out-
lying parts of the world which it serves; and it may be. of
course, that the present interim dividend may also prove to

be the final in respect of 1915.

Electricity supply shares are distinctly better, there being
rises in nearly half-a-score of the leading issues. It would
appear as though this department, the Cinderella of the indus-

trial market, were at last to receive a little attention -from

investors] and that the attractions held out by good yields

were not to be entirely overlooked, after all. For improve-
ment to come in the shares of illumination companies just

when the days are growing long is a novelty. We have men-
tioned from time to time recently that shrewd people have
been trying to get the offer of shares, but without meeting
any noticeable success; evidently some of the inquiries have
crystallised into transactions, for the supply of stock now on
offer in the market is more than usually limited. At the

same time, it has to be borne in mind that the market is at

all times a narrow one, and that it takes comparatively little

either of demand or supply to cause prices to move.
Some of the manufacturing shares are better, too. Edison

and Swan (£3 paid) have risen a florin. Electric Construc-
tions are 6d. up, and General Electrics gained J. India-

Rubber shares, still called "Silvers" in the Stock Exchange,
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are LOs. better at their par value <>i 610. I able manufactur-
ing shares, as a whole, have Followed the lead sel bj the

cable market; and Henleys al L4j are ex the dividend of

L7s. 6d., therefore showing a uel gain oi 9 on the week I
1 "'

only exception to the strength of this section is a fall of L/16
m British Weetinghouse preference. Most of the chemical
shares are g I; Castner-Kellners, foi it 3} axe

2s 6d. up.

Brazil Tractions arc quoted ex a dollar dividend (liis week,
allowing for which the price i< -', higher. The Stock K\-

calculates that the t panj may now be regarded as

upon a J per cent, basis, so far as the common ih

concerned; eo thai at the present price the return works out

to about 7i per cent, mi the ney. The Colonial ami foreign

lao a .i whole are steady, Mexicans once more having
sunt; into suspended stagnation. The movements of the

American troops on the frontier, ami In Mexico iteelf, are

watched with a languid interest; and President Wilson, deep
in the throes of another Note to < lermany, cannot be expected
to find time to deal with such a trifle as Mexican settlement.

The rubber market keeps firm, and the steady outpouring
of excellent Spring dividends and reports is sufficient to

command the attention, interest, and money of a wide circle

of speculative investors. The price of the commodity does

little to belp values, hut nowadays this is treated with com-
parative indifference, seeing that were rubber to drop to

half-a-crown per lb., most of the producing concerns would
still make large profits. In the metal markets, copper shares
are mostly strong, but there is not much doing in these

:

while the armament division is disposed to be a trifle heavy;

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.

Home Electricity Companies.

Dividend Price
. v April 25, Rise or fall

1914. 1915. 1916. this week.

Broropton Ordinary .... 10 10 6| —
Charing Cross Ordinary ..56 3J —

do. do. do. 44 Pref.. 44 if, S} —
Chelsea 5 4 Pi —
City of London 9 8 12 + J

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref. 6 6 10J + J
County of London .... 7 7 104 + i

do. 6 per cent. Pref. 6 6 10$ + J
Kensington Ordinary .... 9 7 5 — ^

London Electric 4 3 1

J

+ J
do. do. 6 per cent. Pref. 6 6 41 + J

Metropolitan 8* 8 2| —
do. 4ft per cent. Pref. 4A 4) 8 —

St. James - and Pall Mall . . 10" 8 6 + j
South London 5 6 2J —
South Metropolitan Pref. ..7 7 1,*, —
Westminster Ordinary .... 9 7 6 +1

Telegraphs and Telephones.

Dividend,
1914.

Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref 6 99 + J

do. Def 33/6 21J + j
Chile Telephone 8 68 —
Cuba Sub. Ord 5 79 -
Eastern Extension 7 14J + J
Eastern Tel. Ord. 7 142* +2J
Globe Tel. and T. Ord 6 11* +j

do. Pref 6 10J + J
Great Northern Tel 22 354. —4
Indo-European 13 52 —
Marconi 5 2i + A
New York Tel. 4j 4* 100} —
Oriental Telephone Ord 10" 1| —
United R. Plato Tel 8 6 —
West India and Pan 1 1J + ,>,

Western Telegraph 7 14J + J

Home Rails.

Central London, Ord. Assented . . 4 f)74 —
Metropolitan 1J 264 •+ 1}

do. District Nil 19* —
Underground Electric Ordinary . . Nil Jg —

do. do. "A" .'. .. Nil 6/- —
do. do. Income . . 6 854 — J

Foreign Trams, Ac.

Adelaide Sup. 6 per cent. Pref. ..6 43 —
Anglo-Arg. Trams, First Pref. . . 54. 8l —

do. 2nd Pref 5J 8| —
do. 5 Deb 5 78 -

Brazil Tractions 4 65*. xd + 2J
Bombay Electric Pref 6 10j —
British Columbia Elec. Rly. Pfce. . . 5 53 —

do. do. Preferred . . — 87 —
do. do. Deferred . . — 83 —
do. do. Deb. . . 4J 62 xi —

Mexico Trams 5 per cent. Bonds . . — 40 —
do. 6 per cent. Bonds .. — t2 —

Mexican Light Common . . . . Nil 20 —
do. Pref Nil 82 —
do. 1st Bonds .... — 39 —

Manufacturing Companies.

Babcock A Wilcox 14 2J,
—

British Aluminium Ord 5 22/- xd —
British Insulated Ord 15 10J —
British Westinghouse Pref 7* 2 A, —A
Callenders 15" 114 —

do. 5 Pref. 5 4J —
Castner-Kellner 20 HJ 4. J
Edison & Swan, £3 paid .. ..Nil 9- +2/-

do. do. fully paid .. Nil 1J
—

do. do. 5 per cent. Deb. 5 57 —
Electric Construction 6 16/- +6d.
Gen. Elec. Pref 6 9g +4
Henley 20 14) + g
do. 4$ Pref 4* 4 —

India-Rubber 10 10 + i '

Telegraph Con 20 85J —
* Dividends paid free of inoome-tax.

£7
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EXPORTS AND IMPORTS OF ELECTRICAL GOODS DURING MARCH, 1916.

The returns of electrical exports aid imports for the month of

Mirch show increased values in nearly all sections of the table.

The exports reached the respectable total of £432,336, as com-
pared with £396 183 in February : the importB were valued at

1 196,251, as against C 182,222 in the previous month, while the

re-exports, at C 17,383, were also considerab'y in advance of the
February figure?. Gjnerally speaking', all the sections cf the

exports, except machinery exports, were at a higher level than in

the previous month, the most noteworthy figures being, however,
for cable exports, which were valued at 1 111,(3 1 for the month,
an exceptionally high value.

Tel^grarjhi; and telephonic exports were also eor-s'derably in

advance of the Fcb-uary figures.

Electrical machinery imports remained practically stationary
and cable imports declined, while telegraphic, telephonic and glow
lamp imports (from Holland) advanced considerably in value,

as compared with February.
Our beat easterner during the month was Iadia. followed by

France, while, as usual, Australian purchases reached a consider-
able value.

The total value of elec t
rical material received from the United

States duricg the month showed an advance on the previous month.

Registered Exports of British and Irish Electrical Goods from the United Kingdom.

Destination of exports and country consigning
imports

IS]

Igsfti si
B 8

\
£ .2

3 a>= Q

g, S's
i

- •§ g

S 8 gl

£ £
Russia, Sweden, Norway and Denmark ... 1,209 5,13:!

•German West Africa s ... 50

Netherlands, Java and Dutch Indies ... 102 LI, 773

Belgian Congo... ... ... ... ... ... 60

France ' 2,423 111

Portugal I 170 1,466

Spain, Canary Isles and Spanish N. Africa... 362

Switzerland, Italy and Austria-Hungary ... 1 677 ! 123

Greece, Roumania, Turkey and Bulgaria

Channel Isles, Gibraltar, Malta and Cyprus. .

.

90

U.S.A., Philippines and Cuba ... ta ... 397

Canada and Newfoundland 198 14

British WeBt Indies and British Guiana ... 33 169

Mexico and Central America 64

Peru and Uruguay 43
|

313

Chile 135 80

Brazil 201 456

Argentina «. ... 1,148 8 195

Colombia, Venezuela, Ecuador and Bolivia... ... 284

Egypt, Tunis and Morocco * ... 67 1,253

British West Africa i 33 303
Rhodesia, O.R.C. and Transvaal 1,1(8 8.173

Cape of Good Hope 813 1683
Natal , 23 5,166
Zanzibar, Brit. E. Africa, Mauritius & Aden

;

202 321

Azores, Madeira and Portuguese Africa ... 3 60

French African Colonies and Madagascar...

Persia ... 158

China and Siam 291 952

Japan and Korea 403
India ...

;

4,469 16,654

Ceylon 184 24

Straits S;ttlements, Fed. Malay States and
Sarawak 707

Hong Kong ... 496

West Australia 229
South Australia

;
70

Victoria • 1,215

New South Wales 1,161

Queensland 326
Tasmania
New Zealand and Fiji Islands

40

1,231

70-

207

528

275
286

3

2

339
146

343

3i

38

438

2627

1,637

1,608

1 8,390

7,362

875

I
1,056 8,002

Total, £ '21,174 1111,034

£
229

959
60

100
204

76

19

71

251

12

112

1,434

527

103
353
150

02

426
64

3,659

180

325

154
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SOME LEGAL HINTS TO THOSE WHO SELL
MACHINERY.

[FBOJJ A LEOAIi CONTRIBUTOR.]

Although a very considerable proportion of judicial time

is occupied with the decision of cases relating to the sale

and purchase of machinery, but few reports of such trials

appear in the papers. They are either too terhnical for

the average reporter to record with accuracy, or-too compli-

cated or dull for the reader of the newspaper. An action

for breach of promise affords better " copy " than an

action for breach of warranty on the sale of a " booster" !

In these circumstances a few hints to the vendors of

machinery, derived from experience in cases which have
either actually been decided or have at least got into the

lawyers' hands, may be found useful to engineers.

In many of the disputes arising out of the sale of

machinery which occur in practice, the first question at issue

is this : What was the contract between the parties ?

In his natural anxiety to secure the business, the manu-
facturer is sometimes careless about the guarantees to which
he stands committed. On the other hand, to obtain

machinery of which he is in urgent need for the fulfilment

of an important order, the purchaser sometimes clo?es a

bargain without making his requirements absolutely plain,

and without securing specific guarantees that the machine
in question will do what is demanded of it.

Selling a complicated piece of machinery is not like sell-

ing a top hat. In the latter case the customer comes to

the premises of the vendor, pays his money, buys the goods
" on the view " and takes delivery on the spit. Xo question

of guaranty arises. The customer does not—cannot — come
back in six months' time and say : "Tnis hat will not do
the work required of ic," and then bring suit for damages.

Where, on the other hand, machinery is sold a number of

considerations may arise. It has to correspond with a long and
complicated specification. It is generally guaranteed to do
certain work under certain conditions which must be precisely

explained. Let there be any departure from those con-
ditions and the machinery will not do its work. Finally, it

may have to work in conjunction with machinery supplied

by another manufacturer or by the purchaser himself. It

is of the utmost importance that the rights and liabilities of

the parties in relation to all these matters shall be borne in

mind when the contract is framed.
It often appears to bs thought unnecessary to draw up a

special contract when the parties are negotiating about a
mere piece of machinery. . A conversation, or a ring-up on
the 'phone—confirmed (or not) by a brief letter— is some-
times considered sufficient.

Again, when a dispute arises, it frequently happens that
the lawyers have to determine the real contract from (a)

the evidence given of conversations at various interviews
;

(b) telephone conversations : (<) telegrams
; and yd) letters.

Small wonder, if the component parts of the contract are

thus disseminated, that disputes aris j as to what those terms
really are.

The first princiule, then, is to put the contract into
writing. Vox ernissa volat sed res scripta manet is a
maxim which should be written up in every office.

In casjs where an arrangement is made orally, it should
always be confirmed by letter, unless it is considered that to

so confirm it would be regarded with suspicion by the pur-
chaser. In that event a memorandum of the transaction
should be made by the manufacturer in his own hand-
writing in his own diary on the same day, and when the
facts are fresh in his memory. In 99 cases out of 100 he
may never have to refer to the entry again ; but if a dispute
occurs, and he has to state his recollection of what took
place at the interview, he can refresh his memory by looking
up the entry.

These are more or less general observations appertaining
to all contracts ; bat there are certain specific things to be
remembered when selling machinery. Assume the agree-
ment is to be in writing, what should that writing contain ?

In the normal case there will be an inquiry from the
customer for a particular machine capable of doing so much
work. The manufacturer replies sending a specification in

which the machine is described. He also makes a tender

to supply it at a particular price. It is in the conditions

annexed to the tender that he should take particular care to

make plain the circumstances in which the machine which
he supplies will carry out his guarantees

The following points should be made iu the general con-

ditions to accompany a specification and tender :

—

1. Continuous Working.—Assuming the machinery is

guaranteed for a certain period, the question whether it is

to work continuously should be borne in mind. A machine
guaranteed for six months' working c ntinuously might be

guaranteed for 12 months if only working by day. Again,

continuous working may be an essential requirement—as,

for instance, in the case of a coiid -nser for a sugar refinery

—and the manufacturer must be careful not to make him-

self responsible for continuous working unless he knows the

machine will stand it.

2. Indirect or Consequential Damage.—-It is sometimes

prudent to say in the conditions :
" Th : manufacturer under-

takes no liability for indirect or consequential damage of

any nature or due to any cau-e." T hi - has effect, at any

rate, to compel the purchaser to reveal Lhe purposes to which
the machine is to be put. But such a disclaimer will not

release the manufacturer from the consequences of a breach

of warranty. For instance, if an ensine be sold as being of

10 H.P., and it turns out to be only 7 u.p., with the result

that the purchaser suffers damage, this clause will not relieve

the manufacturer.
''>. Machinery of Other Manufacturers.—A composite

machine or piece of apparatus may include the workman-
ship of other manufacturers. As to this it is wt.ll to say :

"Any machinery not of our own iii»nufacture included in

this tender is sold under the warranty given to us by the

makers, and which we are able to enforce, but it is not

guaranteed by us in any respeot."

4. Drawings.— It should be pointed out that drawings,

&c , submitted with the tender and contained in illustrated

catalogues which may form the basis of the contract are

approximate only, and that after acceptance of the tender

accurate outline drawings will be supplied.

The foregoing are some general conditions which will be

found applicable in most cases where machinery is to be
supplied.

Sjme particular cases remain to be considered. The
manufacturer is often asked to furnish something which is

to be worked in conjunction with an old machine already

installed on the premises of the purchaser. In that case

he should be careful to limit his guarantee by saying that

what he is selling will do so much " provided the efficiency

of the existing plant is as stated." A case occurred a year

or two ago where an atmospheric condeuser was supplied

with a guarantee that it would ruaiataiu a constant vacuum
of 2p in. to 20 in., with the barometer at 3o in,, in the

vacuum pans at a sugar factory. When installed,

the condenser appeared to be unable to maintain the

vacuum. In the course of a long inquiry it was found

that while the condenser itself was free from leaks there

was immense and abnormal leakage of air into the sugar

pans which was quite sufficient to explain the drop in

vacuum. In supplying a condenser, therefore, the manu-
facturer should be careful to point out the conditions under

which he guarantees that the vacuum will be maintained.

( ) je or two other instances come into mind. Where a gas

engine is supplied and is stated to be of a certain horse-

power, care should be taken to specify the quality of the gas

which must be used if the full power is to be attained.

For example, coke-oven gas and producer gas may vary

very considerably in calorific value. la such cases the

specification should state that the ga3 to be used must be

able to produce so many B.TH.U. per cb. foot.

As a last example, mention may be made of a specifica-

tion for refrigerating machinery. Here again, in the nature

of things, something that is essential for the proper woiking

of the machine may have to be supplied by the purchaser

himself. The writer .calls to mind a case in which a

carbonic anhydride refrigerating machine was guaranteed

to be able to produce a certain number of tons of ice pet
diem. The specification was very complete, but it made
no reference to cooling water. There was nothing to show
whether that water was to be supplied from the mains, or
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whether it was to be circulated from some kind of re-cool-

ing device. This is clearly a matter which should be pro-

vided for in the conditions attached to the tender. The
purchaser should be told either that the refrigerator will

require so much water from the mains (the amount depend-

ing to some extent on the season of the year ) or that a

re-cooling device of a certain capacity must be installed.

But a few examples have been given above to show the

necessity of disclaiming responsibility for the vagaries of

apparatus supplied by the purchaser. It would, doubtless,

be possible to multiply instances in the case of more compli-

cated machines.

THE USE OF CONTINUOUS
CURRENT FOR TERMINAL AND TRUNK

LINE ELECTRIFICATION.

O'v March 21st the paper on this subject by Mr. N. W. Storer,
which was read before the Institution of Electrical Engi-
neers, was discussed by the Manchester Local Section.
The Chairman (Mr. B. Welbourn) endorsed the plea which

the author made for some attempt to be made, before it was
too late, to secure the standardisation of voltage and collector

systems in this country. It was to be hoped that in connec-
tion with railway electrification work they would not have a
repetition of what had happened in the electricity supply
industry.
Mr. W. A. Barnes, referring to standardisation, pointed out

that direct^current traction was competing very 6trongly with
alternating-current traction in the only advantage the latter

possessed, namely, high-voltage transmission, and on this

account it would not be policy at the present time to stan-
dardise 1,200 or even 2,400 volts. Another point against stan-
dardisation at the present time was that such a course would
tend to stop progress. The question of the location of the
third rail had been brought before a meeting of railway engi-
neers as long ago as 1903, when it was decided that the most
advantageous position for the third rail was such that the
contact surface be 3 in. above the track rail, and that the
horizontal distance between the centre of the track and the
centre of the third rail be 3 ft. Hi in. This was adopted for

an overrunning shoe, and it was thought that 600 volts would
not be exceeded for direct-current electric traction. The above
recommendation had been adopted by railway companies who
electrified since 1903, but during the past two years the direct-

current traction motor had been greatly improved, so much
sj that the 1,200-volt motor was probably more reliable than
the 600-volt motor of ten years ago. The 600-volt third rail

was not sufficiently well protected to be used at 1,200 volts,

and on the Manchester-Bury section of the L. & Y. Railway,
where 1,200 volts was in operation, this had led to the adop-
tion of the side-contact rail adequately protected along its

ettire length, thus departing from the earlier standard. The
gear required to operate at various voltages would have to be
accommodated inside the car, and together with the equip-
ment for regenerative control and the apparatus for changing
the position of the shoe would seriously limit the passenger-
carrying capacity of the car, and would cost more for main-
t< nance and running charges. It was probable that in trunk
line electrification any one railway company would adhere to

one system, and only inter-running trains would be affected;

h:1 suggested that such trains be ordinary stock worked by
electric locomotives which would be changed at the junction
of two systems, and where through coaches were involved,

trailer coaches should be used in conjunction with motor
coaches in the usual way. The choice of motors depended on
the relative importance of efficiency of working and efficiency

of service.

Mr. Ferguson considered that the first step should be to

standardise line voltage. The inter-running of trains over
systems employing different voltages had 'been shown to re-

quire a relatively large number of switches; in maintaining
equipments of this kind, however, it was well to remember
that so far as the main control was concerned it was only
necessary to deal with a number of similar contactors or

reverse-type switches, all of which were fairly well-known
pieces of apparatus, hence the maintenance was only increased

in proportion to the number of similar pieces. The case of

auxiliaries for high voltages and various voltages was very
different, necessitating, as a rule, new types of apparatus more
or less exploited and undeveloped. In the case of equipments
having to run at comparatively high speed on the suburban
parts of a, railway, say, 2 to 4 miles between stops, and also

on city lines with only half-mile stops, the field control was
the proper thing, but required extra switches and extra cables,

Involving additional capital cost and maintenance, and there
were cases where it would be advisable to put the money and
material into building a large motor having a non-saturated
field.

Dr. Wm. Cramp said that emphasis was laid upon what were
called saturated and non-saturated fields, and no indication

was given as to the point at which distinction between

saturated and non-saturated was drawn. A case had been
made out against the rating of railway motors on the one-honr
basis; it was to be hoped that the Institution of Electrical
Engineers or the Engineering Standards Committee would go
into this question with the object of sanctioning a more
rational basis for specifications. Such a basis had already
been suggested by Dr. Pohl. The second part of the paper
was a most eloquent plea for standardisation, and showed
into what confusion railway equipment would be thrown if

some control was not quickly exercised. The adoption of the
single-phase system would obviate many of the difficulties

mentioned; in fact, the paper might be turned into a demand
for the single-phase system, 60 long as there was no co-ordina-
tion between the railway companies as regarded voltage. In
the single-phase system only frequency needed to be stan-

dardised, and that only within certain limits, which should
not be difficult to decide upon. Series-parallel operation of

transformer or motor windings would meet all other varia-

tions. It was ridiculous to construct trains on such short
lengths of line as existed in this country, with so much com-
plicated apparatus to change from one railway company's
system to another. If it were necessary to have voltages vary-

ing over- the range suggested by the paper, the continuous-'

current system should not be adopted at all. The only solu-

tion seemed to be some form of control which would prevent
a company adopting a system different from that adopted by
another company, without showing good cause for the differ-

ence, and the method to be adopted to secure interchange-
ability.

Prof. E. W. Marchant said that one of the main advantage*
of series-parallel control lay in the greater efficiency on start-

ing. The maximum possible efficiency in starting with series-

parallel control and two motors was 67 per cent., whereas,
starting writh ordinary rheostatic control, the loss was 50 per
cent. Taking the ordinary limit accepted in this country of

from 150 to 200 amperes from the trolley, it was clear that

very high voltage would be required on the trolley wire in

Older to obtain the power required to drive a railway train.

Regarding the question of the D.c. voltage possible on a

dynamo or motor, Mr. Catterson-Smith had experimented
some four or five years ago, using a motor designed to work
under compressed air at 200 lb. per square inch. The arma-
ture was designed for 3,000 volts, and he succeeded in getting

an output of about 3 kw. from the machine, which was 2-pole

and had a commutator only 4 in. in diameter. The design of

the bearings was a most difficult matter, on account of the air

pressure on one side, and the mechanical difficulties involved

were too serious to warrant much hope of final success.

Mr. A. P. M. Fleming expected a great deal of trouble with

high voltages, particularly in view of the extremely arduous
conditions under which railway services operated in regard

to moisture, dust, and oil.

Mr. C. H. Wordingham most strongly deprecated the

nationalisation of railways; every country which had nationa-

lised its railways had done so to its own detriment. Once the

feeling of competition was removed, bad as railways might

be in certain respects at present, they could be infinitely

worse if nationalised, and it might be said without doubt that

a Government department was not in a good position to con-

duct trading operations successfully or with advantage to the

public. It was essential to confine standardisation chiefly to

questions of interchangeability, and not to attempt to stan-

dardise design. By adopting a rigid standardisation, mechani-

cal or electrical, there was a grave danger of stifling progress.

Mr. J. S. Peck said that whilst it was not possible to stan-

dardise completely, as by 60 doing progress might be seriously

hampered, if certain provisional standards were adopted—say,

600, 1,200, 1,800, and 2,400 volts—it would prevent one rail-

way company from adopting, say, 1,200 volts and an adjacent

company 1,300 volts, 1,500, or other odd voltage which seemed

at the moment to possess some special advantage. Unless

some effort was made to standardise very soon, there would

be the same multiplicity of voltages that existed in the States,

where they had 500, 600, 750, 1,200, 1,500, 2,400, 3.000, and

5,000 volts. Mr. Barnes's suggestion of using electric loco-

motives operating only on their own systems seemed a very

important solution of the problem. If the railways were ever

amalgamated, one of the first things would be to adopt a

standard voltage, which would necessitate scrapping a large

amount of expensive equipment. Why should not standard

voltages be adopted, as would be the case if all the railways

in this country were under one management? The question

of the shunt motor being more sensitive to fluctuations in

line voltage was explained by the self-induction of the shunt

motor field, due to many turns of fine wire, being much, very

much, higher than that'of the series motor with a few turns

of large wire.. If the line voltage went off and was suddenly

thrown on again, or whenever there were large fluctuations in

line voltage, there was a tendency for very large rushes of

current to occur. The field of the shunt, motor was sluggish

in building up. and the very heavy armature current distorted

the field and was apt to produce flashing. The maximum
current which could be collected from a trolley wire was

dependent a good deal upon the type of trolley and size of

wire, but 250 to 200 amperes could be collected without much
difficulty, even at high speeds. An advertisement some time

ago showed a double pantograph trolley which would collect

4,000 amperes at 40 m.p.h. Compressed air was a very excel-

lent insulator, and it had been proposed in connection with

transformeis in order to stop static discharge. The author
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had written to Mr. P< that th difficulties thej

I so tar with 1I1.' 5,000-volt control equipment
arths on ii" 1 resistance, due t" running through

, thai however, was very easily remedied.

ELECTRIC POWER IN SLATE QUARRIES.

Bi G. K. PATON, LM.I.E.E.

paper read before the Liverpool Engineering
Society, Ipril 12th, L916.)

I. i- only within the last ten \rai f that electric power has

been introduced to anj extent in the slate quarries of .North
v. ale.-, some of which have been in active operation for a

century or more. Under the terms oi the North Wales Elec-
1 Vet of 1904, the company is authorised to supply

power in bulk to power consumers with an equivalent amount
in- purposes.

The transmission lines of the Power Co. now extend to the

quarrying districts in an area of nearly 400 square
miles, -applying slate an.l granite quarries, aluminium works,

and also the New Carnarvon transmitting station of Marconi's
Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd.

The generating station is situated at Cwm Dyli, near Peny-
gwryd, in the Gwynanf Valley.* Water power is the prime

at an effective head of 1,150 ft.

Pelton wheels, each of 1,600 b.h.p., are installed,

ci upled ti> 1,500-?.v. a. alternators with direct-coupled exciters,

it fail. Both designs are baaed on the tact thai the

in ulati'i is thi sal point ol a line, and should it fail the

ne may fuse ( >r break at this point. The second insulator

and anchor wires then prevenl the conductor from falling.

A continuous earth wire should be run throughout, and all

oik. motor frames, switch ironwork; and the neutral

point oi the secondarj . efficiently connected I h

In Blaenau I < tini g the workings are all underground and
mm equentlj the slate blocks and most of the dew i i

to be hauled to the i m face, elect ric pov ei bein^ a ed in the

larger quarries. Power is required in operal slate

saw sheds, air-compressors cor rock drills, ventilating

also ioi pumping in the Nantlle district the quarrie are ol

thi open pit type. Hoisting in thi i
done by

aerial suspension cableways and inclined hoists.

Slate -an sheds should be erected as near as possible to the

part of the quarry from which the blocks are obti sd

Advantage should be taken of the electrical supply to in

units oi tg to 20 b.h.p., driving 12 to 15 saw tables, instead of

the ohlcr method of concentrating all the saw tables in one

Large shed. When conversion i- made to electric drive in

these large sheds il is better to sub-divide into groups of 12

t i 15 taldes, each group being driven by a separate motor.

A convenient arrangement, recently laid down in Penrhyn
quarry, is a shed 162 ft. by 58 ft., cont ng L2 -an table-.

each driven bj a belt Er a main shaft. 1 in. diameter ai

the centre and tapering to 3 in. at the extreme ends, driven

from the centre bj means of a squirrel-cage, 3-phase indue

tion motor of 20 B.H.P.-, coupled to a worm gear with a

ratio of 960-45 B.P.M., the secondary shaft being direct coupled

to the main shaft. \n outline of this type of motor and worm
gear i.s given in fig. 2. The slate tables are arranged six on
each side of the tot equipment.
So far. artificial lighting has not been a success in saw

Pig. 1.—< iveehead Line Construction in Quarries, Crossing Rails n'ATHs. vi "a m-
1

,00 I \ oi is.

generating 3-phase current ai b',000 volts 50 periods when
running at a speed of 500 revolutions per minute.

is transmitted to the various consumers by overhead
transmission lines, and each consumer has one or more sub-

equipped with two 3-phase oil-insulated transformers,
varying in size from 100 to 750 k.v.a. capacity according to

requirements.
The neutral of the e.h.t. system i- earthed at the power

station, and it is advisable that the neutral on the L.T. side

should al-o be earthed. The earthing system in a slate quarry
i- important on account of the slate debris, which gives a

arth "
; an earth wire should be run beyond the debris

b
i

obtain satisfaetorj lesults.

In slate mines bitumen-insulated armoured cables are the
most suitable for voltages up to 550 volts. The moisture
underground causes rubber to perish quickly. All cables
should be armoured, the armouring being user] as an earth

luctor.

id lines have to cross innumerable rails and foot-
paths, and it i ,nv to guard the lines throughout
their whole length: owing to the extreme weather conditions,
guarding with earthed cradles is impi ssible

A simple and effective design for a 1,000-volt single circuit

line is given in fig. J, which is self-explanatory, Double cir-

cuit lines with channel arm- are arranged with two insulators
per conductor, to one of which the line wire is bound, and to

the other is attached the anchor wires. An earth bar is fixed

as an additional protection to earth the live wire effectively

* \ full description of the plant has appeared in the Elec-
i Review.

sheds, owing to the habit of quarrymen to work only in day-

light. In winter the working hour.- are thus reduced to eight

hours per diem, but even then there are periods when artificial

lighting is necessary indoors; the cast is so little that it is

surprising that more use has not been made of electric light-

ing in sheds—to the author's knowledge, only one quarry has

installed it.

In changing over an existing shed to electric drive, a belt

drive is employed El the secondary shaft on the motor,

running at about 240 K.P.M., to the main shaft at 45 or 60

r p.ii. slate dust i au-e- considerable wear on paper or hide

pinions, and it is nearly impossible to prevent dust getting

about, as it is carried by the belt, even when the motor is

fixed in a different compartment. A helical cut gear gives

good results .

It is always preferable to use a belt drive, but wheu a 6peed
reduction to ivui revolutions is required, this is only pos-

sible by means of a slow-speed motor. The "Cascade" motor
is suitable for this purpose, a 15-B.H.P. motor running at 320

r. p.m., synchronous speed 333 R.P.M. The pulley ratio is about

7 to 1, and consequently the motor pulley is small in diameter.

From the Tower Co.'s point of view, it is better to use

high-speed motors, giving a higher power factor at half to

three-quarter load, which is about the average over the run-
. ning periods of the day.

The cost of power in slate saw sheds may be taken at 5d.

to 7d. per ton of output, depending on the quality of rock,

hard or soft, at one penny per unit. The running load factor

varies from 45 per cent, to 55 per cent, over 9i working hours

per diem. The actual power required per table (S ft. by 4 ft.)

is on an average 1.1 kw. From tests taken, the actual cutting
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power per table is approximately 1 H.P., giving an overall

efficiency of 68 per cent.

Where the quarries are of the open pit type, the slate

blocks and debris require to be lifted out of the pit; aerial

suspension oableways and inclined ropeway hoists are used
for this work.

In the case of the inclined ropeway hoists, two heaving
ropes are employed on one drum, one paying out as the other
is pulled in, and the wagon and rope weight is balanced
during most of the travel. In practice, however, it is found
that the empty wagon descending" is actually landed before
the full wagon reaches the top of the mast at the upper land-
ing stage. Consequently, the [lower required at the end of
the lift is that required for the gross weight of wagon and
load. The single hoist, with two main ropes, lifts a gross
w-eight of 60 to 60 cwt., one empty wagon descending while
the other load is lifted. The double hoist is arranged with
four main ropes and is used to lift one or two full loads at

a time, as may be required. The single hoist is driven by a

70-b.h.p. motor and the double 'hoist by a 150-b.h.p. motor.
The total net weight lifted with 1,13-3 loads during tests was

2,380 tons, and the corresponding units registered were 1,140
units, which gives per net ton lifted 0.48 unit and approxi-
mately I unit per journey or load.

The overall efficiency is 75 per cent, with unbalanced load.

and about 85 per cent, with the wagon weight balanced, a

result which may well be considered satisfactory. The time
taken for each complete operation is about It minute-, bo
that it is not impossible to do one journey eveiy 21 minutes,
equal to about 200 load- per day, or, approximately, 400 tons
net. Under these conditions, the motor would take 200 units

per diem, although actually about 100 units per diem would
be a good average under normal conditions.

100 units per diem represents a load factor of 18.5 per cent

over nine working hours per diem, but taken over longer
I>eriods when other conditions, weather, &c., interfere with
outdoor work, the load factor averages from 12 to 15 per cent,

only. In other words, to the Power Co.. a winding motor
taking a maximum demand of 60 kw. intermittently, con-
sumes in a day from 60 to 100 units, representing from 0.9 to

1.43 units per h.p. per diem, which at Id. per unit brings in

a revenue of from 5s. to 8s. Id. per diem.

Pig. 2.

—

Worm Gear and Motor.

In the case of aerial suspension cableways, two winding
drums, one for heaving rope., and the ether for the endless

t travelling rope, are employed. The drums are independent
of each other, and each drum has a separate band brake with
foot control. The endless rope serves to hold the load carriage

in position when hoisting and lowering. For travelling hori-

zontally, the hoisting rope is drawn in and the endless rope
is paid out at the same speed, the drum diameters being
'equal. The load may be hoisted or lowered at any point

under the line of cable, and the horizontal motion may be
given to the load at any height to which it may be raised.

The direct lifting speed is one-third of the rope speed. Com-
pared with the inclined hoist, which has fixed positions for

picking up, it will be seen that the aerial cableway can pick

up and lower at any point across the main cable.

The following particulars relate to three such cableways in

operation at Penrhyn Quarry, with spans of 965, 1.010. and
1,015 ft.:—Gross load, each 60 cwt.; hoisting speed. 300 ft.

per mm-.; travelling speed, 900 ft. per min.
Winding drums, 5 ft. diameter, giving maximum rope speed

of 900 ft. per min.
Motor, 70 b.h.p. 3-phase, 50-period. 500 volts, 570 R.f.m.

slip ring, reversing, enclosed ventilated type, with extended
shaft and third bearing.

Controller, Westinghouse P. 12A drum-type reversing con-
troller, with 11 steps forward and reverse, arc shields, five

minute rated open-type, cast-grid resistance.
Switch panel, totally enclosed, oil-break automatic circuit-

breaker with no-volt and overload releases, fitted with adjust-

able time lags.

As the driver is not in full view of the landing points in

the bottom of the quarry, an electric signalling system is used,
with luminous signal receiver fitted in the driver's room. The
signals are given from a signal box in full view of the work-
ings under the cableway.
The main cable suspended across a span of 1,000 ft. forms

a catenary, and the power required in traversing varies
according to the direction and slope . f the cable.

Over a definite, period 423 complete journeys were made
(in and out), when the net tonnage lifted amounted t i 887

tons. During this period the energy used amounted b 650
unit-, equal to 0.733 unit per ton, or L.54 units per load ol
42 cwt.

In another cablewaj the tonnage noted in 255 jouin.
5/4 tons, when the energj consumed am<3unted to 516 units,
giving 0.9 unit per ton lifted, or L.89 unit- per load of 42 cwt.
not. These figures include journeys made with empty -

The time of a complete cycle 'of operations is six a

equal to 10 journeys per hour, as a maximum. In a

working day this would give at most 100 journeys, -

200 ton- per diem, which probably has not yet been ai

in ordinal} working.
Taking 200 tons per diem as a maximum, the consumption

of energy at an average of .8 unit per ton would be 160
The average loud requires a maximum power of 60 kw.

or r0 b.h.p., which gives an average of 2.28 units per h.p. per
diem. (Her a longer period the average would amount to
only about 50 units per diem, equal to only .715 unit per h.p.
per diem. This i- equivalent to a load factor of. say, 9 per
cent, to a possible maximum of is per cent, over a 10-1 •

day, and under normal working conditions 10 to 15 pel
would be a fair average.
The costs and tonnage handled by each type of haulage are

given below :
—

Type of
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the present state of rade may not warrant
further capita] expenditure, and each particular quarry must

red by itself, the actual working costs with modern
il compared with the additional revenue

from increased output1 and reduced working costs, that no
quarry manager should be content to work under the condi-

tions which prevailed in the past.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1916.

(NOT YET PUBLISHED).

Compiled expressly tor this journal by Messrs. \V. P. Thompson & Co
Electrical Patent Agents, 285, High Holborn, London, W.C., and I

I.ivorpool and Bradford.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL TARIFFS ON

ELECTRICAL GOODS.

AUSTRALIA.—By a Proclamation, dated December loth

last, the importation or exportation is prohibited of any goods

packed in a bag or sack when the combined weight exceeds

'200 lb.

SWEDEN.—The exportation of antimony, unmanufactured
platinum, and platinum wares other than those with precious

stones or pearls inset, has been prohibited recently.

ITALY.—By a Decree dated February- 17th certain Customs
privileges are granted in favour of new industries. For a

period of five years from March 1st exemption from Customs
and Octroi duties will be granted in respect of machinery

and building materials destined (1) for the establishment of

factories for producing articles not already manufactured in

Italy, or the products of new- industrial processes; and (2)

for factories existing in the Kingdom, in order to enable

them to undertake industrial processes not hitherto applied,

obtain products supplementing those already manufac-
tured in such establishments. Regulations for the application

of these privileges are to be laid down by Decree.

GUATEMALA.—A Decree, dated September 9th, 1915. pro-

vides that, as from October 1st, 1915. Guatemalan Consular

Officers were to collect the undermentioned fees:—
For the legalisation of invoices, '2 per cent, of the value of

the merchandise.
American gold.

For the legalisation of ships' manifests 10 dollars.

For the "visa" of each bill of lading in quadru-
plicate 1 dollar.

For each additional copv 1 dollar.

For the "visa" of bills of health 2 dollars.

For the legalisation of signatures to documents
to be U6ed in the Republic 3 dollars

RUSSIA.—Information has been received at the Board of

Trade to the effect that the competent Russian authorities

have decided that the differential rates of duty which are

leviable on goods falling under certain sections of the Russian

Customs Tariff, when imported over the Western land frontier,

are not to be levied on such goods when they are imported

via the Swedish-Finnish land frontier.

[Note.—The differential duties referred to consist of the

rates for goods imported by sea, increased by 20 per cent.,

and are leviable under Sections 140-2. 149-61, &c, of the

Russian Tariff, which has been published as a Parliamentary

Return (Cd. 7,854, price 7d., ex postage). The sections in

question relate, inter alia, to certain iron and steel manufac-
tures, and wire and wire manufactures (including electrical

cable of all kinds).]

SWEDEN.—The exportation of molybdenite has been prohi-

bited as from March 17th, and of calcium carbide and nitrogen

carbide [calcium cyanamide) as from April 1st.

NETHERLANDS.—The exportation of asbestos has been

prohibited as from March 27th, and of zinc ore and zinc oxide

as from April 1st.

SOUTHERN RHODESIA.—The following Customs decision

has recently been announced:—
Washing machines driven by electrical power are dutiable

under No. 193 of the Tariff at the general rate of 20 per cent.

ad vol., the rebate allowed on goods manufactured in the

United Kingdom or British Possessions (whether reciprocating

or not) being 9 per cent, ad val.

NEW ZEALAND.—A revised decision has recently been

issued by the Customs Department regarding the tariff classi-

fication of accessories for motor vehicles, cycles, and motor
cycles. Certain articles, among which are included electri9

batteries and switchboards, will only when accompanying
the motor vehicle. &c. to which they belong, be classed as

parts of same. When imported separately they will be classed

under appropriate tariff headings.

BRITISH SOLOMON ISLANDS.—A Proclamation has been

issued under the "Solomons (Customs) Regulations, 1907,"

embodying new schedules of goods dutiable and free, respec-

tively, on importation, with effect from January 19th. Among
the articles exempt from duty are machinery (including elec-

trical) and component parts thereof which the High Commis-
sioner may from time to time specify. The schedule of goods

dutiable mentions fuse, the duty on which is 10 per cent.

ad vol., and this rate is also payable on all goods not specifi-

cally tariffed or not included in the net of exempted articles.

5,240 "Sparking plugs." A. E. Lamkin. April 10th.

5,257. " Sparking plugs for internal-combustion engines." A. B. Back.
April 11th.

Motor-driven vehicles whereof the motor may be utilised for driv-
hicle cr dynamo carried thereon." J. L. Gordon. April 11th.

5,252. " Electrical alternating-current machines." J. L. Brown. April 11th.
•"»-"-* " Apparatus for cutting wires or cables under water." G. W.

April 11th.

" Gas alarm and telegraph." J. M. Meadows. April 11th.

5,289 "Electri< cable-laying machine." E. C. Blackstose, E. Carter. !•'.

1ND R. E. Watts. April 11th.

" Dynamo-clcctric machines." ' D. SuChostawer. April 11th.

" Electric ore lamps." T. L. Carbone. April 11th.

5,819. " Sparking plugs." V. Pons. April 11th. (France, May 14th, 1915.)

5,325- " Semi-automatic telephone exchange systems." G. Deakin, L.
POLINKOWSKY & WESTERN ELECTRIC Co. April 11th.

5,337. " Electrical aim corrector and teacher." J. M. Chariton. April 12th.

5,341. "Insulators for supporting electricity conductors or appliances."
J. W, \stley and British Insulated & Helsby Cables. Ltd. April 12th

5,343. "Electric lampholders." A. P. Rutherford. April 12th.
5,377. " Dynamo-electric machines." British TaOMSOH-HotfSfON Co.

Electric Co., U.S.A.). April IBih.

5.391. "Continuous-current generators." Aii.mvnna S\ knska F.lektriska
AktieboLAGET. April 12th. (Sweden, May 5ih, 1915.)

5,398. " Insulating compositions for electrical purposes, &c." J. Andersen
ano E. Sobekc. April 12th.

Portable military telephones." J. W. DuNOXV & C. B. KersTino.
April 13th.

5,442. " Electro-thermic induction furnaces." C. B. Foley. April 13th.
3.44.-1. " Electrical controlling apparatus." E. C. R. Marks (H. Goldberg).

April 13th.

5,458. " Wireless telegraphy and telephony." Soc. Francaise Radio-Elec-
TRIQUI. April 13th. (France, December 28lh, 1914.)

5,466. " Wireless telegraphy and telephony." Soc. Francaise Radio-ElEC-
TRIQUE. April 13th. (France, March 1st. 1915.)

5.471. " Wireless telegraphy and telephony." Soc. Francaise Radio-Elec-
iriqui April 13th. (France, March 9th, 1915.)

5.497. " Electric wire-cutting deyice." W. McRosTIE, A. Willows & I'".

Willows. April 14th.

5.498. "Shunting deiice for windings of electro-magnets." W. A. Stevens
April 14th.

5,501. " Field or portable telephones " H. Burce. April 14th.

5.507. " Purifying and alloying iron." British Thomson-Houston Co.
(General Electric Co., U.S.A.).' April 14th.

5.521. " An light electrode with capillary passages." Planiawerkb Art.
Gi.s fur Kohlenfabrikation. April 14th. (Germany, September 13th, 1915.)

"Dynamo-electric machines." A. H. Net land. April 14ih.

. i59. " Midlines for laying cables and wires underground." W. E.

Martin. April 15th

5.567. " Means for concentrating or intensifying light of electric filament

lamps." A. G. France. April 15th.

5.568. "Reflectors." A. G. France. April loth.

5.569. iJescent lamps." A. G. France. April 15th.

5.570. " Storage batteries." W. A. CrowduS. April 15th. (U.S.A., April

22nd. in
5,573 " Reflectors and shades of electric 'amps, gas lights, &c." A. G.

France. April 15th.
5.577 " Electric switch." G. Markt. April 15th.

' special serejee system for machine telephone switching exchanges."
I'. R. McBerty, L. Polinkowsky & Western Electric Co. April 15th.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.

1813.
27,646. Circuit Arrangements for Telephone Systems. Siemens & HaUke

Akt Ges. December 1st. (November 30th, 1912.)

1914.
17.175. Process for Electrically Separating Suspended Bodies from Elec-

tmcai.ly Insulatinc Fluids, especially Gaseous Fluids. E. Mbller. Julv

20th. (July 22nd, 1913.)

21 537. Electro-magnets. 11. Grob. December 23rd. i

24,841. Machines for Cutting the Globes of Electric Incandescence Lamps
an > the like. Allies' Electric Lamp Co. (le Naour). December 31st.

199X5.
S82. Dynamo-electric Machines and Installations. Soc. Anon, des Etab-

lissemenLs L. Bleriot. January 19th. (February 7th. 1914.)

1,221. Electric Arc-lamp Carbon Ferrules. T. Moore. January 26lh.

4,582. Telephone Systems. A. B. Smith. March 24th. (March 25th. 1914.)

4,593. Means for Establishing Positive Electrical Connection between an

Aeroplane or the like and its base. H. A. Von Post. March 24th.

4,849. Vpparatus for Electrically Detecting Vibrations. F. Gottschalk.

March 29th.
4 362 Electric Oscillating Systems. H. R. Rivers-Moore. March 29th.

(Addition to 1.649/10.)

4.896 Electric Switches as Applied to Stop Motions on Textile Machi-

nery. P. Sharp. March 30th.

4.953. Sound-magnifying Appliance ior Telephonic and Telegraphic Pur-

poses. H. Smith. March 31st. (April 18th, 1914.)

5,249. Joints of Pipes and Couplings applicable to Electrical Conduit
Fittings and like purposes. H. F. Joel, Sen. April 7th.

6,895. Starting Switches for Electric Motors. A. H. Curtis, A. H.

Macklev & Igranic Electric Co.. Ltd. May 8th.

7 080 WindinoS or Conductors of Electrical Apparatus. British Thom-
son-Houston Co. (General Electric Co., U.S.A.). May 11th.

7 081 Electrical Apparatus provided with Windings. British Thomson-

Houston So. (General Electric Co., U.S.A.). May llth.
'

8,019. Lifting Electro-magnets. Steel, Peech & Tozer, Ltd., and H. E.

Be wen. Mav 31st.

9.101 Regulating Mechanism for Controlling the Flow or fluids.

British Thomson-Houston Co. ;Genera! Electric Co., U.S.A.). June 21st.
.

9.957 Preparation of Electrolytes for obi in the Electrolytic Deposi-

tion or Metals. P. Marino. July 8th. (Patent of Addition not granted.)

11,262. Coating Metals. British Tho.nson-Houston Co. (General Electric
.

Co . U.S.A.). August 4th.

11 515. Turbine Apparatus. Westinghous-; Machine Co. August 9th.

(October 17th. 1914.) ' '
. n

17.411. Electrical Apparatus for Heating Liquids, vv. h. smitn. De-

cember 13th.
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It is a common saying, and one that is lull of sound
wisdom, the fruit of long experience, that " the
best is the cheapest in the end." Unfortunately, in

purchasing plant, the buyer too often ignores this

maxim, and appears to believe that the best is that
which is cheapest in the beginning; that is to say,

he accepts the lowest tender, on the faith of the
assurances that he receives that the plant is " just

as good " as its more costly rivals, or a bit better,
and is "guaranteed" to have high efficiency, long
life, and all the other virtues of high-class produc-
tions. The lowest tender is not always unworthy
of consideration; when, made by a firm of high
standing, whose reputation is an asset that it cannot
afford to depreciate, it may be. and often is, both
safe and wise to accept an attractive offer. But in

general the lowest tender should be most carefully

scrutinised, and considered in all its bearings, before
it is preferred to a somewhat higher-priced tender
of unquestionable merit.

Private purchasers, of course, are able to exercise

their discretion with absolutely unfettered freedom,
but municipalities in this country have always before
them the fear on the one hand of the Local Govern-
ment Board, which is apt to give little heed to

explanations justifying the payment of a higher price

than the very lowest terms, and on the other of the
intelligent ratepayer, who sees in any departure from
the minimum price basi$ either an opportunity for

making political capital out of the transaction, or

evidence of corrupt practices which he is not slow

to denounce, ft is sometimes the duty of the con-

scientious engineer to advise his committee to brave

these dangers and pass over the lowest tender, but

occasions arise when even he can see no adequate
reason for such a recommendation, and price must
rule the choice; yet the risk remains that the bargain

may turn out to be a bad one.

Such a case is recorded in the annual report of

Mr. T. H. U. Aldridge, engineer-in-chief to the

Municipal Council of Shanghai, which has just conic

to hand. Mr. Aldridge states that, in view of the

price and guaranteed efficiencies of the German
turbo-alternators which were installed two years

ago at the Riverside generating station, the German
tenders were " theoretically " the best offers re-

ceived, and could not easily have been passed over.

In practice, however, they proved to be most dis-

appointing, for a crop of troubles has been ex-

perienced since they were put to work. It cannot

be too widely made known in neutral and Allied

markets that serious breakdowns of the German-
built machines took place, and at one critical period

two-thirds of the turbine plant was unavailable for

service, owing to serious defects. The trouble was

traced to the employment of unsuitable material for

the turbine blading', but other mechanical defects

were discovered later, and a serious electrical burn-

out also took place, almost simultaneously with the

blade troubles. The consequence has been that

while the average cost of repair of six British

turbo-alternators" at Shanghai, aggregating 4,200

KW., which have been running for five to nine years,

was under £40 each per annum, the two 2,ooo-kw,

turbo-alternators supplied by the A. E.G., of Berlin,

which have been running less than two years, have

cost respectively £318 and £267 per annum, an

r«£7
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average of £293 each. In addition there was a
serious loss of revenue whilst the A. E.G. machines
were under repair. Mr. Aldridge adds: " -

those turbines were installed, troubles with machines
-imilar make have come to light in connection

with machines in Australia and England. Not only
e the German turbines proved defective in

ghai, but several transformers have also shown
marked inferiority to either British or American
ones in service.'" Whilst we condole with Mr.
Aldridge on his unfortunate experience with German

ts, we must, in passing, once more
^ratulate him on the splendid progress that his

undertaking has again recorded. A 52 per cent, in-

crease in units sold, following on successive increases
of 46, So, and 50 per cent., and a load factor of _ 3

per cent:, are achievements to be proud of; the units
sold now exceed 50 millions per annum, and the
installation of generating plant of 25,000 k\v. capa-

- in hand.
bly one ol -:ralian breakdowns to

ch reference is made above is that of the Sydney
hich in 1913 bought an A. E.G. turbo-

alternator for £. 233 ;st tender E2 77
This set v. as supplied through the Australian Metal
Co.. and broke down in 1914. It would be interesting

to know whether the resulting loss to the Council
had swallowed up the difference between the price
quoted and that of a set of reliable make, ^"e.know
that certain large A. E.G. turbines installed in this

country have turned out so defective that they have
had to be rebuilt.

From the foregoing data we deduce the obvious
moral which forms the subject of this article—that

the cheape'st may be far from the best, and may be
found the dearest in the long run. The danger of

too readily accepting the lowest tender was em-
phasised by Dr. Ferranti at one of the Beama con-
ferer.

.

and is particularly to be feared
in connection with German plant, even though it be
made by the greatest of the German companies. In
the course of a discussion at the Royal Society of

not long ago. Mr. J. Swinburne said that the
more the Germans dumped goods into this country.

the more we should get in the way of an indemnity;
dumping was a# splendid tiling for the countries that

received the goods, and very bad for the countries

sending them. But if the dumped goods prove to be
more costly in maintenance than higher-priced goods
made in this country, even Mr. Swinburne wil!

surely admit that dumping is a bad thing for both
parties. In this country we want neither Germans
nor German machines; it has been proved that

British machines are the better and the cheaper in

the end. hence there is nothing to be gained by
importing the inferior article.

The primary object of the law of

Patents ia letters patent is to secure to the
\Yar=time. public the benefit of new inventions.

by inducing inventors to disclose the

details of their processes and apparatus, instead of

endeavouring to surround them with a veil of

secrecy. The inducement offered to the inventor is

. ilege of monopoly, guaranteed by the State,

for a term of years. Incidentally, by retaining in-

ventors and their discoveries in this country, the

public derive advantage not only after the lapse of

the term of monopoly, but also during the life of the

patent, for employment is given to a number of

persons in working the processes, in distributing the

products, and in other ways, extending over a wide
and complex range: the importance attached to this

aspect of the subject by the State is well exemplified

bv the provisions introduced into the Patent Law a

few years ago for the purpose of compelling British

patents, not only of native but also of foreign origin.

to be substantially worked in this country as a con-

dition of the maintenance of the monopoly.

It would seem, therefore, that the State gets the
best of the bargain, and would be acting wisely if

it were to offer rewards to the originators of suc-
:ul ideas, in addition to the monopoly of which

so lew are in a position to take advantage. But on
the contrary, far from recognising its indebtedness
to the inventor, the State demands that he shall pav
an annual tribute for the privilege of owning letters

patent—a tribute increasing from year to year, just
as the public benefits derived in other ways from

,s>tul inventions increase as time goes on.
ely this is an unjust and unwise policy. At the

very least, the State should grant the patents free of
charge.
Are we exaggerating the position in favour of the

inventor? By no means. The truth of our conten-
tion is recognised, confirmed, and published abroad
to all the world by the State Government, which has

nised several departments for the express pur-
poses of inviting the submission of ideas of all sorts,

good and bad—of sifting out the former from the
latter with the aid of experts of the highest
standing and ability—and of carrying into effect

those which afford any prospect of advantage to the

nation, at the same time offering rewards to the
inventors. Our readers are familiar with die consti-

tution of these departments, w7hich were organised
first for the specific purpose of increasing our mili-

tary efficiency, and afterwards to develop our
industrial intere-- -

Yet side by side with this admittedly revolutionary-

innovation, the Patent Office pursues its normal
course, demanding fees from inventors for the main-
tenance of their privileges—whilst, moreover, other
departments of the Government commandeer fac-

tories and workshops, and thus render it impossible

for the inventor, during the continuance of the war.

to utilise the scanty term of his patent to secure his

just reward.
The manufacture of munitions must proceed with,

the utmost energy, and must take precedence of all

private interests; but, at the very least, steps should

be taken to suspend the payment of fees for the

renewal of patents which are thus hung up, and to

prolong the lives of the patents to a corresponding

extent.

Our attention has been called to this matter by a

letter which appears in our " Correspondence "

column to-day; we cordially sympathise with the

views of our correspondent, and should be glad to

see a movement set on foot to secure justice for the

inventor.

Elsewhere in this issue we corn-

Electrical mence an abstract of a paper by
Propulsion Mr. R. S. Portham, which at the

of Ships. same time adds to our information

with regard to the Ljungstrom
steam turbine—one of the most interesting and

admirable engineering achievements of the age—and

bears witness to the growing attention that is being

given to the electrical propulsion of ships. This is

one of the most important fields that still await

conquest by the electrical engineer, hardly second in

importance even to the railway field, and the excel-

lent results attained by the s.s. Mjoiner, in com-
parison with her sister ship Mimer, inspire the con-

fident hope that in no long time marine engineers,

for their own advantage, will be compelled to adopt

the electrical method of transmission of power from

the prime mover to the propeller. The small elec-

trical losses, in transit are completely swamped by

the gain due to the possibility of adopting the most
economical turbines, running at .their most efficient

speeds, and taking advantage of the latest develop-

ments of high steam pressures and high superheat;

ng turbines are dispensed with, and the con-

trol is reduced to its simplest terms, while all

auxiliaries throughout the vessel, as well as lighting.
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heating, and cooking, can be efficiently and cheaply
operated by electrical means. We understand that
already the application of the system to very large
merchant vessels—which, running almost all tne
time at constant speed, are able to derive the greatest
advantage from turbo-electric drive—is in hand, and
when the shipbuilding boom which is certain to

follow the war commences, we hope that the oppor-
tunity will be taken to increase the splendid lead

which our merchant marine already possesses over
all its rivals, by this means.

The recent setback in the price of
Rubber. crude rubber has proceeded to an

extent which has certainly tended to

keep the trade demand going at a pretty satisfactory

rate considering the rather drastic restrictions im-
posed by the authorities on the exports to the

United States. The reason for this policy is rather
obscure, especially in view of the fact that unsold
stocks have been accumulating for some time past,

while it is understood that proper regulations are
in force on the other side under the co-operation of

the Considar agents in order to preclude the possi-

bility of leakages in the way of contraband trading
with the enemy. However this may be, it is gener-
ally inferred that the present restrictions as to per-

mits are merely ephemeral, and must therefore

soon or later be modified, or otherwise trade will

suffer to some extent. Meanwhile, there is no
denying the fact that this adverse feature has had
something to do with the recent weakness of the

market. Not only have export buyers had to resort

to a more conservative policy in the placing of new
orders so as to avoid unnecessary additional charges
in the way of storage or interest, but the attitude

of home consumers has been of a more discriminat-

ing character, all of which, including quite large

arrivals, have contributed to the depression. Prices,

nevertheless, now appear to arouse more interest on
the part of consumers, and it is not really surprising

that the market is now exhibiting a little more back-

bone, although there is as yet no robust confidence

as to its stability. It is, however, worth noting
that the rubber estates are not anxious sellers,

and that quotations for forward deliveries cover-

ing the remainder of this year have been remark-
ably well held, mostly at a trifling premium over

spot rubber. For the present, dealers are dis-

inclined to carry stock, but it is probable that as soon
as the issuance of permits is restored to the normal,

a stronger feeling will assert itself and have a

stimulating effect upon the general demand. The
lower qualities of crepe rubber are now compara-
tively cheap, and once again attracting a little more
attention. The inevitable result of the recent break
in the price of plantation descriptions has been an

adjustment in values for wild rubber, in which there

has not been much activity. The price of fine hard
Para has dropped to below 3s. per lb. in the absence
of any notable demand, but supplies are fairly well

concentrated, and the chances are that, given a

revival of Inning, the market will readily respond
alongside of a change of feeling in plantation rub-

ber. Having regard to the progress of general con-

sumption, the outlook is satisfactory enough, pros-

pects across the Atlantic being quite good, and
pointing to the probability of the importations being
maintained on a big scale for an indefinite period.

American manufacturers have doubtless still good
stocks to go on with, so that a temporary falling off

in the imports can hardly impair the progress of

their operations. As regards the home manufactur-
ing trades, things are now quieter, the pressure of

Government work having relaxed, which is enabling
the works to make up somewhat for their arrears of

deliveries against export orders. The outlet for

ordinary cycle tires is, for the time being at any
rate, not so large as it used to be.

It seems that American traders

An are not so alert as their hustling
Important reputation might lead some people

Detail to expect. One of their own Consuls
(at Pernambuco; has been writing

home emphasising the importance of stating one's
telegraphic address and the names of codes used,

on letterheads, in catalogues, &c. A case is men-
tioned of a firm for whom a cable order was waiting,

but neither the firm's letterhead nor any available

directories gave the information required. Needless
messages were in consequence sent, and valuable

time was lost, and the business eventually had to be
abandoned. This order was not one for electrical

machinery or supplies—it was for candies, but the

lesson it teaches is the same whatever the article of

trade. We need not' give the Consul's figures show-
ing the American trader's remissness in the above
matter except to state that out of 144 letters

examined only 26 gave cable addresses, 50 the

address and code, and 68 gave nothing. In our
opinion the left-hand side of business notepaper can

be most profitably occupied by giving essential in-

formation of this kind, especially when dealing with

buyers abroad. We believe that most of our leading

electrical export firms are alive to the importance of

such matters. In some cases their catalogues are

models of what an export trade publication should

be. but the matter wants attention, not only on corre-

spondence paper and in catalogues and trade circu-

lars; it should be especially attended to in adver-

tisements appearing in trade organs. For example,

a copy of the Electrical Review lies on the table

of a given Consular office abroad—it is to be found
on many of them—the Consul receives an inquiry;

he turns over our advertising pages and
"

just the thing the inquirer wants, but the inquiry is

an urgent one and the cost of cabling is so many
shillings per word. The advertisement gives, neither
cable address nor code, and the name of the con-
cern is Brown and Johnson's Electrical Acces-
sories Manufacturing Company, Limited, of Little

Huddlesdon Works. Partingchester. near Manton
— is the inquirer not likely to be discouraged to

the point of exasperation if, as is as likelv as

not, he have no directory of British manufac-
turers at hand ? The illustration may seem an
extreme one. but we use it as the simplest way
of getting- home the need for placing before the
buyer essential export trade particulars. Whether
the inquirer be a trader in a big business centre, or
a caller at the Consulate, or a buyer in an out-of-the-

way corner of the globe, when he .trets the Ele
Review with the complete trade advertisement in it,

he will find it a time-saver and the advertiser v

business which might otherwise pass him by. We
have no first-hand figures available cor
practice followed in British export papers as a whole.

but the American Con-
formation that he has compiled as the result of a

survey of the advertisements in a number of publi-

cations. He does not say whether these journals

are all American; we should judge that they are not

so. for the weakness is certainly not peculiar to the

States. He says :
—

-

- ith America contained in a Ivertise-

taente. and of these 9 had address and cede. 4 add] -

and 12"2 no telegraphic information. Th
announcements in other export magazines. Of 70 machinery

lea examined, 10 gave address and code. and. in addi-

tion, their own private code; 15 gave address una cod

nly , 4 gave private code only

and other codes used: 36 ga - aphic informa-

tion.
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ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT OF THE PHOENIX

ASSURANCE CO.'S BUILDING.

One of the finest of the recently-completed modern London
office buildings is that erected for the Phoenix Assurance Co.,

in King William Street, E.C., which houses not only the

supply at 100 volts being obtained from two independent

s >urces, viz , the Charing Cross and City of London Electric

Supply Cos., and this division of service is carried out

wherever practicable throughout the whole building,

approximately half the lighting in all large or important

rooms and on each floor being supplied by each company,

and the well pump, ventilating, lift and pneumatic tube

motors being served

by both companies as

a precaution against

total interruption of

the supply. The
switchroom is a de-

parture from usual

practice, the main

switchboards being

built up of ironclad

gear attached to the

glax;d brick walls,

with the interconnect-

ing cables carried in

heavy - gauge screwed

gas barrel, with rect-

angular cast-iron junc-

tion boxes.

Ou entering the

switchroom, each com-

pany ' s service— the

neutral being divided

— is led to two two-

way terminal boards

(positive and negative)

through a ;!50-amp.

d p. switch and fuses.

From each terminal

board a 2n0-amp. ser-

vice is led through a

D p. switch and fuses

to a i'00-volt main
distribution board for

Fig. 1.—Large Centbal Fitting, Phcenix Assurance Building ; also Indirect Office Lighting.

company's own staff,

but also the Bank of

Egypt and certain

other tenants. The
building, wh ch is in

the classical Kenais-

sance style, covers an

area of 1 2,000 sq. ft.,

and is eight storeys in

height, the two lower

storeys being base-

ments.

The consulting en-

gineer for the whole

of the electrical work

in connection with the

building was Mr.
S. &. Castle Russell,

M I.E.E., who has

courteously allowed us

to place on record the

principal features of

interest in the install-

ation.

Although the ser-

vices to, a ad installa-

tions in the Phi mix
Company's premises,

and thoss of the Bank
and east and west ends

(tenants' portions),

.fee., are kept distinct,

the general type of

installation is uniform

Fig. 2.—Phcenix Assurance Co.'s Offices, showing " Half-Watt " Indirect Lighting.

throughout and can be gathered from the description of the

work carried out at the Phoenix Co.'s premises, which
follows.

The electric supply for the whole of these premises is

controlled from a switchroom in the sub-basement, this

lighting, fitted with d.p. switches and fuses for controlling

individual services to the various floors and basement and
sub-basement; a 100-amp. heating service is also taken off,

similarly controlled in each case by a d.p. switch and fuses

— these services running in the case of one company to
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tbe ground and fifth floors, and in the case of the othc r lo

th<> first and Second floors.

From the outers of each pair of terminal boards a 200-

amp. power service is taken t> a main power distribution

board, fi ted with DP. switches and fu-ies. wh ch controls

the vanom nvitor circuits in tbe building : each of tl,<se

Fig. 3.

—

View in Board Room, showing Special Lighting
Fittings.

h and fu-.eS in the

iipanj ri

I |(K)w»r

boards is also cortr.illed by a d.p. suit

switchroom.

The pair of lighting distribution Wmrd-ioii ra li

service are on facing walls, but all the beat" 'g

circuits are in close proximity.

As previously mentioned. the swiwsbjiear is i.f tie ironclad

pattern throughout, the D.p switches being inouut<d on

marble basts, two inches clear of the c-<se

all round for the main switches which

are lined w.th Urahte. and three inches

clear in the case of the main distribu-

tion boards which are also Urahte lined

and have plate glass fronts and front

bus-bars.

The whole of the switchgear is white

enamelled and clearly labelled ; its general

appearance is shown in figs. 4 and 7.

To provide for the services to the

various fbors, four chases are provided

running from bottom to top of the

building ; and adjacent to the chase on

each floor are provided sub-distribution

fuseboards and d.p. switches of the iron-

clad type, as shown in fig. 8.

The whole of the wiring, as far as

possible, is carried out on the looping-in

system, special cast-iron looping boxes

with porcelain interiors being provided

where necessary. This wiring, consisting

of 2,500 meg. braided v.R. cable, is run

throughout in heavy gauge-screwed gal-

vanised gas barrel, which was erected

complete, with the plaster in position,

before any wire was drawn in.

Cast-iron junction boxes with screwed lids are provided

where necessary and simiiar boxes are used in place of

tee-pieces and elbows throughout.

All the ltmp-fittings, switches. &c are screwed direct on

to the iron junction boxes connected to the tubing, and the

ends of all tubes throughout the ii.staUat'ou were fitted with

brass bushes, screwed on before the wire was drawn iu.

The metnod of il uminaton adopted is of paiticular

interest owing to the extent to wh :ch sewi-indiii ct lighting

is Mng used.

The imposing ground floor office depends uitirely on the

light provided by twenty-two 100-watt half-watt lamps in

diffusing bowl reflectors suspended from tbe ceiling, as shown
in fig. 2. In addition, a large central bowl-fitting is provided

on a level with the gallery under the dome, which is a

feature of tbe ground floor office ; this fitting contains a

150-watt half-watt lamp in the bo *d, with 60-C.P. lamps in

spherical globes round the periphery, as shown in fig. 1,

which al.-o shows the senii-indirect Ugh ing in pattof the

actutr.al department. The illumination of i he counters of

the ground Boor office is from 3 to 4 ft.-cindles, while

that, of the de>ks behind varies from 4 to 6 ft -candles.

The su p-t.ded bo type semi-indirect lighting fitting has

been generally adop ed thr aigbout the building, having been

specially dtsigne t by tbe makers in bronze and in Georgian

style, to harm<>ni>e with the pi incipil apartments.

J n all, we un lersan 1 that s >me 1 ,200 lamps of from 20

to 100 watts each have been installed in the building.

Turning to the odjer matters of electrical interest, an
i xtensive mechanical ventilating pl«nt has been provided,

which includes a 25-in. motor-driven tan for forcing fresh air

into the basemeit and sub-basetneut. the incoming air being

parsed through the heating chamber in trier to slightly

w.irru it in the wiater : a 15-in. uic tor-driven fan for

extract ng used air from parts of the basements j two
25-in. motor-driven fans for extii-ciing air from the

tipper tl iois and several smaller extractor fans iu various

p >sitions.

The general heating of the bulling depends on hot

water radiator-", ftd from boilers in i he ba-emenr. but

this is supple aented by a number <f 1.500 watt electric

radiators, e ch controllid by D p. irj clad switch and fuse

and plug.

The water sttpplf for the building is obtained from two

artes'an well-', h «vi.l r,'< » d ptb of 45 i It. bilow the lower

basement level. E ch »ell is provided with its own tlec-

Diically-dfivrn pumii and each of ibe latter will supply

aHout 12.000 gallons, or the es iumttd requirement* for

one day. w th e'ght hours' running. Tl c Water is raisid in

two lifts to -toragH tanks oi the nnf of tne lui iding.

Tbe Pbic i.\ premises proper me equipped with two

Wajgnod - Otis electric pa-s-i <o-t I, its placjd centrally;

thiee other lifts of a similar t\ pe are alsj provided to

a a

-B IB £

Fig. 4.

—

View in Switch Room, showing Main Distribution Boards, 4c.

serve the Hanking and other tenints in other parts of the

building.

A small electric cooking installation, comprising some

35 kw. of Jackson equipment, is installed on the fifth floor.
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This apparatus, shown in fig. ri, includes a double oven with

hot-cupboard between, and a boiling plate with six rings

over it ; a grill with hot-cupboard over it ; stock pot, fish

A private telephone exchange is also provided in the
building, this consisting of two .")0-line P.O. boards and a

120-line private internal board. There is also a very com-
plete electric-bell installation for the inter-departmental use

of the Phoenix Co.'s staff. 1 .

The principal contractors in connection with the carrying

out of the work for light and power wiring were : 1'bicnix

Co.'s offices, Messis. Belshaw & Co. ; tenancies and Bank
of Egypt, Messrs. Fincb & Wheeler, which firm also carried

out the internal telephones and ekctrio bells. The special

electric light fittings were designed and supplied by Metsrs.

Fig. 6.

—

Diagbammatic Arrangement of Ironclad
switchgear in switch room.

Veritas, Ltd., who also were responsible for all the ironclad

switchgear and motors. The ventilating plant was supplied

by Messrs Strode & Co. ; and Messrs. A. Williams & Co.

were rcspnuible for the artesian-well woik, under the

supervision of Mr. Albion T. Snell.

As previously mentioned, the whole of the electrical work
was carried out under the direction aud supervision of Mr.

S..G. Castle Russell, M.I.B.E., who was also responsible for

the eLetrie lifts, low-prcS<ure hot water and ventilating

systems ; and Mr. C. W. Catt acted as clerk of works for

the whole installation.

THE ELECTRIC COOKER IN

INDIA.

Fig. 6.— ELEcrmc Cooking Apparatus in K

fryer, tea and coffee urns, &c., the average week-day
requirement being from 17 to 3 4 dinners and 70 teas.

By CHARLES S. JEFFREY, A.M.I.E E„
A.Amer I E.E.

In reviewing the possible applica-
tions of electricity for domestic
cooking and heating in India, we
may leave out of consideration
greater part of the popula
There can be no question whether
the poorer classes will ever use
electricity in their homes, because
these people live in a state ot

poverty unknown in colder clime-.

Perhaps "poverty," which
gests distress, i> not the best word
to use; although the majority of

Indian natives have the absolute
minimum of worldly possessii

they are usually happy and con-
tented. " A state of simplicity

"

better describes their circum-
stances. ( >ne does not expect to

find electric fittings in a bamboo
-lied made of old kerosene tins,where

the entire furnishings consist of a mat on the floor

hut, or in a
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and one or two cooking pots, and, perhaps, a few
treasures! in the shape ot empty cigarette tins or the

illustrated calendars of bygone years.

It is only necessary, therefore, to consider the

classes who use or are likely to use electricity for

lighting. In one of the largest towns in India, where
there is no gas supply, the number of consumers on
the supply company's mains is only I per cent, of

the total population. This number includes all busi-

ness premises. Of course, in India the number in

each household is usually greater than in England,
but the total number of users of electricity is not

likely to exceed io per cent, of the population in

the large towns.
It is the custom in all European and the better-

class native households, in which may be included

all those wherein electricity is used, to keep a cook.

In most self-contained residences the kitchen is

situated a short distance from the main part of the

house, with a covered way between the two. The
advantages of this arrangement in a hot country are

obvious, but it has the effect of isolating not only
the kitchen, but also the cook from the rest of the

household. The kitchen becomes not so much a

Fig. 8.

—

Titical Set of Sub-distriuction Fig. 9.

—

Ventilating Plant
Boards and Switches. ix Basbmbnt,
Phcenix Assurance Co.'s Installation (see page 500).

part of the house as the abiding place of the cook;
its usually gloomy fastness is seldom invaded by
the mistress of the house, and, except on a punitive
expedition, by the master, never. To the careful

housewife in England it may seem incredible, but
very few Memsahibs visit their kitchens more than
once per day, and many not once per week. And
perhaps it is better so.

Be as enthusiastic as they may, it 1 is not possible
for white women in the East to do much work in

the house if they take proper care of their health.
It is evident, therefore, that no matter what appli-

ances are used, the greater part of the cooking
must be done by the native cook.
The writer may be unduly pessimistic, but he fears

that the task of educating Mr. Dorosawmey in the
economical use of an electric cooker is an insuper-
able obstacle. If one could be certain of keeping
one's cook, it might be done, but it is likely that
the knowledge that he alone could operate the
cooker would give the cook courage to become more
and more extortionate in his daily bazaar accounts.
It is seldom that one keeps a servant for more than
a year in India, and good cooks are ' usually the
most difficult to retain.

In Rangoon the cooking is usually done on a
charcoal fire. The writer, who had a coal fireplace

in his kitchen, had the greatest difficulty in per-

suading the cooks to use it, and whenever a dish

was spoiled the cook invariably blamed the fireplace.

A letter received from one of our cooks may be of

interest. The errors in spelling are omitted: —
highly respected memsahib with due respect and humble

submission this petition humbly sheweth that your petitioner

is a poor man and humbly requests you to forgive the trouble

your ladyship is my father and my mother and my children

and their children look to you for bread I good cook man ami
my father good cook man and pray that your ladyship will

have pity on my hard case my father cook with charcoal and
his father cook with charcoal madras cookman cook with char-

coal bombay cookman cook with charcoal memsahib say cook
with coal fire not can do I giving notice leaving at end of

month by your favourness have pity on my hard case my
children will have no bread for which act of kindness shall

ever pray for your ladyship's long life and happiness please I

waiting your ladyships reply your most obedient servant cook

dorosawmey.

It should be remembered that native .servants

spend all their spare time, of which they have much,
gossiping about their mistresses and the doings in

the households to which they belong. Should the

electric cooker one day develop a fault and reveal

the thousand devils of which it is possessed, the

news would go round to every cook
in the town, and no eloquence

would prevail on one of them to

touch it again. Everyone con-

nected with the business of electric

supply in India knows that if a

native receives an electric shock he

vanishes " like the snowfall on a

river " and the place thereof knows
him no more.

In support of cooking by elec-

tricity, much has been written about
the saving in weight effected by
roasting joints in an electric oven,

but the opinion seems to be gaining

ground that this saving is really

due to' cooking at a lower tempera-
ture, and the only advantage attri-

butable to the electric cooker is

the closer regulation that can be

effected. A study of Indian methods
of cooking" supports this theory, as

one cannot fail to observe that the

apparatus used appears to be of

comparatively little importance. A
good cook will prepare the most
elaborate meal with the most primi-

tive utensils. The cooking place in

a typical Indian kitchen consists

of a square of brickwork in which are made several

small charcoal fireplaces, abouti 6 in. square and

4 in. deep. That is the whole permanent equipment
of the kitchen. There is no oven provided. If the

cook wishes to be disagreeable, he may insist on
having a portable cast-iron oven which he can place

over one of these fireplaces, but usually all the

baking and roasting is done in an old kerosene tin.

Most cooks will bake excellent cakes in a stewpan
only a little larger than the cakes themselves.
She who presides over the writer's household in-

forms him that to cook well, one must cook slowly.

Undoubtedly herein lies the secret of the Indian

cook's success. He is superlatively slow. To his

credit, it must be said that he also has infinite

patience. For example, when baking a cake he will

surround his kerosene tin or stewpan with glowing
charcoal, and will stand over it from the moment the

cake is put in until it is taken out, carefully fanning

the fire and readjusting his charcoal, piece by piece,

in order to concentrate the heat just where it is

required. So long as the cooks stick to these

methods, and that is probably as long as the present

generation of them survives, it is unlikely that much
progress can be made in the adoption of electric

cookers for general purposes.

In India, another very important drawback from
D
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the supply company's point of view is that the prin-

cipal meal of the day in all European and better-class

native houses is served between seven and nine

o'clock in the evening, and since, in India, even in

the northern provinces, there are no long evenings
such as we arc accustomed to > n the summer months
.ii home, it is invariably served after dark. This
means that the peak cooking load would almost co-

incide with the peak lighting load, and with a poor
diversity factor it is, of course, impossible to offer

very attractive rates.

So Far this article is so pessimistic that it is, per-

haps, more suited to the pages of the Journal of Gas
Lighting than those of the Electrical Review, but
the writer hastens to add that there is a brighter

side to the picture. Although there is not much
likelihood of electric cookers being adopted for

general purposes, their cleanliness and freedom from
external radiation make them valuable auxiliaries for

domestic purposes. Apart from the attitude of the

cook, the isolation of the kitchen and its uncomfort-
able environment arc sufficient to deter most Mem-
sahibs from practising the culinary art; but if the
home is equipped with a small electric cooker which
can be fitted in the dining room or verandah, there

is no reason why the husband domiciled in India

should any longer be free from the danger which is

reputed to lurk in his young wife's first cake. There
are many people who cannot enjoy food prepared by
the native cook, because they know too much about
his methods, and electric cookers make it possible

for them to prepare an occasional meal for them-
selves.

Once an electric kettle has been used in any house-
hold it becomes indispensable, not only because of

its Convenience at the tea table, but because it pro-

vides a means of obtaining hot water after the cook
has departed from the kitchen. Electric toasters

also are in great demand. Even those of us who
accept ail that comes from the kitchen, provided it

passes the test of smell and taste, without permitting
our imaginations to dwell on disagreeable possi-

bilities, enjoy our toast better when we have positive

knowledge that the hands which prepare it are clean.

When we leave the kitchen for the laundry, we find

another invaluable article to be the electric iron,

because by its use it is possible to save many delicate

fabrics from that ruthless destroyer, the dhoby or
washerman. The dhoby 's method of washing is to

dip the article to be cleaned into a bucket of soap
and water, swing it round his head, and bring it

down with a smack on a block of wood or a flat

stone. If the wood has a nail in it, what cares he?
Mark Twain described him as the man he saw "break-
ing stones with a shirt."

When ironing, in order to impart to the clothes

the moisture which we are told is necessary to obtain

a good surface, he uses his mouth as a reservoir and
ejects water upon the garment with an accuracy of

expectoration that no Englishman and few Americans
could equal. Fortunately for their peace of mind,
many Memsahibs are in ignorance of this little prac-

tice of the dhoby's, because the ironing is usually

done in his own quarters. When an electric iron is

part of the household equipment, it is possible to

have the more delicate articles washed and ironed

under the eye of the Memsahib. Even if the dhoby
will not do the work in this way. there are few women
who will grudge the time it takes to do a little laun-

dry work for themselves, when by so doing" they are

spared the distress of witnessing the rapid disinteg-

ration of their most cherished " chiffons."

In the rainy season small electric Heaters are very

useful for drying' out wardrobes, cupboards, &c.,

and thereby preventing much destruction by mould
and mildew. In many pianofortes a carbon lamp or

small heater is permanently fitted for this purpose.

Obviously, in a hot country it is essential for com-
fort that 'the heat should be localised to the articles

to be dried, and the advantage of the electric heater
in that connection is at once apparent, since it can
be used in situations where any form of combustion
heater would be out of the question.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received fry u» after 5 p.m. on Tuesday cannot appear until

the following week. CorreapOTidents eliouldjoiioardtheir cemmuni-
cations at the earliest possible moment. No letter can be published
unless ice hare the writer's name and address ut our possession.

" Doing His Bit."

We eing of Tommy Atkins, the '- man behind the gun,''
Of workers in the Factories, making bullets by the ton;
But think of the man in the power-] se, amid the turbines'

roar,

Poi there be's doing bis duty, they'll let him <lo do more.

He cannot join the Army, the}' say he can'f 6e spared;
They won't put him in khaki, for then he'd ui t havi
He's trying to do his little bit, it isn't much, 1 know,
It's one of those silent; unknown jobs that doesn't get much

show.

Men from munition factories pi or out each day in streams.
But they would be no good at ah if they weren't supplied

with means
To turn their massive turret lathes and make the motors run,
But they get the extra cash, while the other chap gets none.

The man who runs the power house works seven days a week,
He gets- no overtime, but has to pay more for his keep:
And when "Take air-raid action" comes he has to do his bit
For the safety of the public, and the chance of getting hit.

S,
i when you pass a power house and hear the turbines hum.

Give a thought to the man inside, whose work is so hum-drum.
He isn't a khaki hero or a sailor boy in blue.
But his King and Country need him, and he'll see his duty

through.
P. Gordon Hieatt.

York.

Justice to Inventors.

Whilst to many in this country the war has brought in-

creased work and remuneration, there are others who have
been very hardly hit, and none, I venture to say, more than
inventors and patentees.

Before an invention reaches the stage when it b

brirlg in a return, a large amount of work, trouble, time, and
mi mcy has, as a rule, been expended on it.

When the war broke out. there must have been large

numbers of engineers, and others, owning patents which had
just reached 1 1 1 stage at which it might reasonably be ex-

pected that the income to be derived from royalties or sales

would begin to repay the. time and money expended in

development.
In the majority of eases, alas! the inventors soon found

that, owing to tile works being required for munition pur-

poses, it. was no longer possible to manufacture their patented

articles, and their royalties fell off very considerably, or in

many cases ceased altogether!

Under these circumstances; it seemed a natural step to ask

the Patent Office to postpone payment of the renewal fees

and to prolong the life of the patent by a period correspond-

ing to the duration of the war, or to the time during which

the pressure of Government work rendered it impossible to

manufacture the patented article.

The reply of the Patent Office is. however, that they have

no power to grant either request, and that, as far as the Office

knows, no fresh legislation is contemplated.

ft is, of course, always open to anv patentee at the expira-

tion of the life of his patent to apnly for an extension, but

what assurance has he that his application will be favourably

received? Meantime;, he must cither drop payment of the

renewal fee. and thus forfeit his rights, or pay the fees in

the adpe that after the war is ever his application for si

, -xicu.-ion of his patent innv receive favourable con-id. 'ration.

Now Sir, this is neither justice, nor in the public interest.

It is, surely, nqt just that the Patent Office should take

fees from inventors when. Owing to the needs of the nation,

it is impossible to get the patented articles made: nor can it

be in the public interest to discourage inventors in tins way.

In the industrial war to which the nation is committed we

shall need to ujdKse to the very utmost all the inventive skill

of our people, and we cannot afford to risk the loss nl usefu.

inventions simply because inventors, owing to want of proper

svppbrtr, l annot afford to nurse their ideas through to fruition.

u if the inventor does receive any royalties, the autho-

rities show their appreciation of his work by demanding the

pavment of income-tax at the. full unearned-income rate with-

out allowing anv deduction for development expenses.
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May I beg. Sir, the hospitality of your columns to ventilate
the matter, in the hope that a body of public opinion will be
formed sympathetic to securing fair play and encouragement
to our inventors.

Fair Play.

[Wc refer to this matter in our leading columns to-day.- -

Ens. Ei.ec. Rev.]

WAR ITEMS.

German Goods in New Zealand The " Auckland Weekly
News " publishes the following:—" A trade catalogue has
been shown to a Dunedin reporter which states explicitly
of a certain magneto that it is manufactured in America.
The old German-looking title of the company is replaced by
a word that is characteristically American, and the catalogue
expressly states that the concern is purely of American
make. So one would also gather from the lettering on the
cover of this magneto ' Made in the United States of
America.' It is this lettering that the customer reads, pro-
bably he looks no further, but the repairer, in remedying
defects, looks inside. It was in the course of such an
examination that a repairer found a betraying brand on the
magneto ' made in Germany.' The outer lettering, in small
type and newly cut. declares that the magneto is made in

America, the inner and bolder and older inscription inside
states that the make is German. Information placed at the
disposal of the reporter leads to the belief that such mag-
netos are still being imported into the Dominion, via
America."

Controlled Works.—The number of establishments con-
trolled by the Ministry of Munitions has been increased by
156 to 3,493.

Exports to Liberia.—In the " London Gazette " for April
2Sth there is published a list of persons authorised as con-
signees of articles exported to Liberia.

To be Wound Up Under the Trading with the Enemy
Amendment Act, the Board of Trade has ordered the fol-

lowing to be wound up:—Alphons Custodis Chimney Con-
struction Co., Ltd., 119, Victoria Street, London, S.W.;
constructors of chimneys. &c; controller, D. H. Allan, 20,
Copthall Avenue, London, E.C. The Phonotas Co., Ltd.,
125, High Holborn, W.C.; sanitary system for cleaning
telephones; controller, Alfd. Hartley, 9, Ironmonger Lane,
E.C.

Trade After the War.—A Reuter dispatch from Sydney-
states that the annual conference of the New South Wales
Chamber of Commerce has unanimously passed a resolution
in favour of the encouragement of trade within the Empire,
recommending among other things the imposition of a surtax
on enemy goods, and also that enemy goods after the war
shall be indelibly marked with the name of the country of

origin.

The Chairman of the General Steam Navigation Co. says
that in considering the question of new tonnage, a great
factor must necessarily be how far and how long the bitter

feelings engendered by the war would be extended after its

close to commercial intercourse between the belligerent
nations. As reported by the " Evening News," he added:
" I think that trade between this country and Germany will

be vastly reduced in volume—for sentimental reasons be-
cause the British will not easily forget the many acts of
ruthlessness of which the Germans have been guilty, and
for economic reasons because the spending power of this
country and the Central Powers must be restricted for years.
It is clear that additional revenue to meet our indebtedness
must be sought from other sources than direct taxation, and
those will be found in the imposition of duties on all im-
ported manufactured goods. It is not to be assumed that a
complete commercial boycott of the Central Powers will be
effected, as, in my opinion, international business is too
interlaced to make this either possible or desirable."
At the close of the International Inter-Parliamentary

Commercial Conference in Paris (says a Reuter dispatch
in the " Morning Post ") the meeting unanimously adopted
resolutions regarding the following:— (1) The establishment
of preferential postal, telegraphic, and telephone rates be-
tween the Allied nations. (2) The constitution of a per-

manent body charged with determining the conditions of the

transport of merchandise and the introduction of a tariff on
enemy goods so as to avoid delays in the transport of goods
from Allied States. (3) Reduction of freight rates, with
recourse if necessary to general requisition of merchant ves-

sels with indemnification in order to assure victory by the

economic solidarity of the Allies.

Exemption Applications.—At Maidstone, on April 25th,

the manager of the Corporation tramways renewed an
appeal for exemption for three car-drivers. A month ago
the matter was deferred to see if ineligible men could be
found, and Mr. Lambert now said that he had engaged a
discharged naval man and a discharged military man, but
two other drivers had left, and lie was in the same position

as he was a month ago. Next month, however, he expected
two discharged army men formerly in the service-of the Cor-
poration. One man, who has been on the tramways since
the opening, was conditionally exempted; the cases of the
others were put back until May 25th.

Before the West Kent Appeal Court, on April 27th, an
appeal by Mr. J. Vince, electrician at the Turkey Paper
Mills, Maidstone, for exemption, was refused.
At Ryde (Isle of Wight), the Isle of Wight Electric Light

Co. applied for exemption for a shift engineer and fitter in
sole charge of the engines and electrical plant while run-
ning, and claimed to be indispensable. The tribunal granted
conditional exemption.
The Rugby tribunal has granted conditional exemption to

an employe of Messrs. Willans & Robinson, who wished to
go to Nigeria to erect machinery at tin mines there.

Before the Devon Appeal Court, on April 26th, an appeal
was made for an electrical engineer and wireman employed
by Messrs. Garnish, Lemon & Co. The local tribunal had re-
fused exemption, considering that the appellant was not
indispensable to the business. The tribunal granted adjourn-
ment until applicant's group was called up.

At Wallasey, on Monday, Colonel Greene, tramways
manager, applied for further exemption for 2S married car
drivers. The tribunal decided to defer consideration of all

married men's cases until single men " combed out " of
reserved occupations had been dealt with, and granted con-
ditional exemption for one month to all the married tram
drivers. An appeal was also made for the exemption of a
motor controller, single, aged 36, who was stated to have
taken the place of a skilled man, and who was essential for
the maintenance of the tramway service. It was remarked
that the man came under the head of those engaged on the
maintenance and repair of plant and machinery, but a mem-
ber of the tribunal said that the skilled man had been allowed
to go and the handyman had taken his place, whereas the
handyman ought to have been allowed to go at the onset,
and not the skilled man. The appeal was disallowed.

Trading with the Enemy.—The " London Gazette " for
May 2nd contains further additions and amendments to the
lists of persons or bodies with whom trading is prohibited
in Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Netherland East Indies, Nor-
way, Philippine Islands, Portuguese East Africa, Spain,
Sweden, &c.

Exports to China.—The " London Gazette " for May 2nd
contains further lists of persons and bodies in China and
Siam to whom exports may be consigned.

THE INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERS.

Annual Report, &c.

The report of the Council for the past year is published in the
issue of the Journal for May 1st. It states that the member-
ship at April 1st was 6,676, showing a net decrease of 141

;

additions during the year numbered 212 (including 142 Stu-
dents), and deductions 353 (79 deceased, 96 resigned, and 178

lapsed). Members numbered 1,500, Associate Members 3,466,

Associates 520, Graduates 382, and Students 801, the remaining
7 being Honorary Members. During the year 49 candidates
for Associate Membership, of whom 27 were non-members,
were approved by the Council subject to complying with the
examination regulations. The Council elected M. Maurice
Leblanc an Hon. Member, and the King conferred a baronetcy
on Sir H. Norman, M.P., K.C.B. upon Lord Moulton, and
knighthoods upon Sir W. Sh'ngo and Sir G. Franklin.

Numerous military distinctions were awarded to members,
including the Victoria Cross to Lieut.-Com. E. G. Robinson.

R.N.', and 34 members lost their lives in the war. Other
members deceased included Mr. C. E. Spagnoletti, Prof. E.

Gerard, Mr. Robt. Hammond. Lord Alverstone, Mr. E. Dan-
vers, Mr. H. A. Mavor, Sir A. Riicker, Capt. E. G. Tidd, Mr.
P. H. Varley, and Mr. Thos. Parker.

On account of the war, the annual dinner and conversazione

will not be held this year.

Premiums for papers have been awarded to Messrs. J. R.

Beard. H. H. Harrison, N. W. Storer, A. Campbell and D. W.
Dye. A. E. Clayton, and Professors A. B. Field and G. W. 0.

Howe. No Students' premiums have been awarded, and the

David Hughes and Salomons Scholarships will not be awarded
this year.
Twenty-two societies have, held meetings at the Institution.

The Wiling Rules have been revised. 24 meetings of the

Committee having been held and over 500 amendments con-

sidered ; no fewer than 13.500 copies of the 1911 edition were
issued, and the seventh edition has been adopted by the whole

of the fire insurance companies of the United Kingdom.
The Council applied to the Committee of the Privy Council

for grants for research, and has received £8-10 for a year's
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work on tin' heating of buried wires, and £250 for research

in tin i dating oils; Mr. J. _S. Highfield has

been appointed representative of the Institution on the Engi-

C mittee oi the Advisory Oounoil for Research.

of members thai are or have been serving in

the Navj or \n«y since the outbreak of war is over 1,300.

The Council has taken steps towards facilitating the employ-
ment of disabled soldiers and sailors in electrical undertakings,

and irrangernente are in progress I" that end; a guarantee

fund of over 6300 hae been established for the purpose by past

and present members of Council.

The accounts show a surplus of income over expenditure of

;£1,847, compared with £1,623 in L914. The assets i unt to

t'l Hi.7 IS, against liabilities .I'Ci.dl::. leaving a balance to the.

good of £73,735, an improvemenl of £2,165; the building fund

amounts tn ti-'i.'.Mii. and the general fund to £23,619.
\t the end of L915 the capital account of the Benevolent

Fund stood at £4,642; donations and subscriptions amounted
to £777, and seven grants were made, amounting to £126.

The same issue of the Journal contains a further list of pro-

motions, transfers, &c., of members on military service, and
the result of the "voting" on the proposals adopted by the

informal meeting of Corporate Members on March 8th. The
number of cards issued was 3,244, and of these 1,470 were
returned. The proposals were as follows :

—
For. Against,

(o) To expel members who ai'e subjects of

enemy countries or States 1,320 88

(/)) To expel members who being natura-

lised British subjects have retained
enemy nationality 1,307 79

(c) Not to expel members who are natura-
lised British subjects and were for-

merly subjects of a country or State
now at war with Great Britain and

,

Inland but who have under the laws
of such country or State definitely lost

their alien nationality, provided they
are able to prove this to the complete
satisfaction of the Council 1,081 264

((/) That no person shall after the day of

19..., be eligible for election
as a member of the Institution who is

a subject of any country or State with
which the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland is or shall have
been at war on or after the date
mentioned 1,120 200

A resolution has been drafted to carry out the objects pro-

posed, and in due course the necessary meetings of Corporate
Members will be called to consider it.

The ballot paper for the election of Council has been issued

;

the list of names is identical with that published in our issue
of March 31st, with the exception that the name of Mr. C. H.
Wordingham has been added to those of Messrs. R. A. Chat-
tock and J. S. Highfield as candidates for election as Vice-
President, on the nomination of 17 members, whose names
are given, in accordance with the Articles of Association.
The annual general meeting will he held on Thursday, May

11th, at 8 p.m.

SHANGHAI ELECTRICITY REPORT.

The annual report of Mr. T. H. U. Aldridge, engineer-in-chief of

the Shanghai municipal electrical undertaking, for the year 1915,

shows that continuous progress is being made, and that the fore-

casts of previous years are in process of realisation.

During 1915, 49,787,397 units were sold, including, roughly, 14

millions for private lighting, 1 million for public lighting, 680,000

for heating, 30,633,455 for power, and 3,395,813 units for traction
;

the total represents an increase of 52 per cent, on the 32,633,671

units sold in 1914, and the power units included show an increase

of 101 per cent.

The public lighting output showed a slight decrease, although
over 100 additional lamps were connected, this being due to the
general use of the nitrogen-filled metal lamp.
The maximum load on the feeders, 14,000 kw., was under the

amount estimated at the beginning of the year, due to the tempo-
rary suspension of running of some large mills, and to a number of
small consumers shutting down owing to trade depression. The
load factor improved from 33'6 per oent. in 1914 to 40'8 per cent,
in 1915. The total H.p. of motors on the mains now amounts to
14,547, representing a net increase of 2,365 H p. during the year.
The report points out that 6,210 H.P. of motors in 10 different oil,

flour, and cotton mills have been negotiated for in the coming
year.

As to heating and cooking, 1,216 radiators, of 2.432 kw. capacity,

are now oonnected, practically all hired out by the department at

Is. 3d. per month.
This form of heating has become popular amongst foreigners

and Chinese alike, but electric cooking has been held back because

the cooking ranges ordered could not be procured. It is found
that 2 kw. is the minimum satisfactory size of heater in Shanghai.
At the end of the year there were 44 arc and 1,422 metal lamps

in uBe for street lighting and practically all the latter are of

the nitrogen-filled type, in 60-c.P. to 400 c.P. sizes. Daring the
typhoon last summer, in several cases the street lighting was inter-

rupted by branches of trres falling upon or among the wires

forming the street lighting circuits ; the typhoon wsb, however,
of exceptional severity, and Mr. Aldridge points out that failures

are rare and the price paid for the lighting service is very low.

There were 16 992 meters and 1,092 current limiters in use at the

end of the year, and 18,104 connections to the mains.
The generating plant capacity in use at the two stations (Fearon

Road and Riverside) was 19,600 kw. ; 62,291,443 units were gene-

rated, the modern Riverside plant providing 64,845,116 units.

The works cost per unit fell to
-

534d.
The net increase of transformer capacity for the year was

5,394 kw, bringing the total transformer capacity in use to

18,284 kw. A new sub-station in Tonquin Road has been com-
pleted and partly equipped ; it will ultimately be supplied wit'i

6,300 and 22,000-volt ourrent and have a oapacity of 15,000 kw.
Seven three-phase sub-stations for an ultimate capacity of 10,000
kw. are under oonstruotioD.

Financially, the undertaking made a net profit of £32,363, after

providing £27,877 for loan interest and £38,087 for depreciation.

The profit represented 8'91 per cent, on capital outlay, having
increased from 6 98 per cent, in 1914. The profit for 1916 is

estimated at £39,567, and £44,573 will b8 set aside for depre-

ciation.

The report contains a short description of the new Riverside

extensions, to which reference has already been made in our pages.

The present type of steel frame building with corrugated iron

walls will be adopted, with a turbine room 90 ft. long by 60 f c.

wide, and a boiler house 130 ft. long by 90 ft. wide. Coal bunkers
will provide accommodation for 1,000 tons of coal, and will be
supplied by coal-handling plant with a capacity of 60 tons an
hour, either direct from an 11,000-ton coal store or from river

A 20-ft. bay containing pumps, fans, &c, will separate the
turbine and boiler rooms, and a Beparate reinforced-concrete switch
and transformer house will be provided.

Two 10,000-kw. turbines (by Parsons and the 6 EC. of

America) and a 5,000-kw. turbine set (Fraser & Chalmers- Vickers)
comprise the first installation, and these will operate on 180-lb

steam superheated 200°. The alternators are to generate at 6,600

volts, three-phase, and by means of step-up transformers direct-

connected to the generators, the pressure will be raised to

22.000 volts.

The transformers are designed with 5 per cent, internal

reactance, and the use of external reactance will be avoided.

The 5 000- kw. turbine set will run at 3,000 R.P.M., and have a

full - load steam consumption of 13 lb. per unir, while the
10,000-kw. Parsons turbine unit (1,500 r.p m.) will operate on full

load with 11'9 lb. per unit, the American turbine of the same sizi

and speed, but of the impulse type, beiDg rated at 12'85 lb. steam
per unit ; the latter machine was adopted on account of the short
time of delivery.

For the 22,000-volt switchgear, the tender of the B T.H. Co. was
recommended, and for the transformers I hat of the Westing-
house Co.

Eight new Bibcock marine type boilers, each of 40,000 lb.

normal steaming capacity, are to be installed ; six of the boilers

will have Babcock chain-grates and two Taylor underfeed stokers.

All the boilers will operate with mechanical draught.
To connect the Riverside and Fearon Road plants, four

0'15 eq. in. 22,000-volt underground cables, of the split-conductor

type, will be provided, and the necessary step-down transformers
and switchgear at Fearon Road, and, as previously mentioned, at

the Tonquin Road sub-station.

The B.I. & Helsby Co.'s tender for 22,000-volt cable was
recommended.

The Copper Position.—At the meeting of the Namaqua
Copper Co., according to a Times report, Mr. T. V. Anthony, a
director, stated that the world's production of copper in 1915 was
estimated to have been a little in excess of 1,0)0,000 tons—of
which the United States were responsible for some 635,000 tons

—

and a recent estimate put the present rate of the world's output at

100,000 tons a month. To-day they were face to face with a posi-

tion for which no parallel could be found in the history of the
metal—on the one hand a production far in excess of anything
ever hinted at hitherto, and, on the other hand, a price which had
not been reached within the memory of any of thoBe present, and,
what was still more phenomenal, no visible limit to either. He
would, indeed, be a bold man who would venture to predict the
point to which prices might yet be taken, in view of the undoubted
fact that, huge as the production had become, consumption was
keeping pace with it and could hardly be relaxed so long as the
war endured—a comforting reflection for producers like them-
selves, however much it was to be regretted that the result had
not been attained by other means.
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A ROTARY CONVERTER INSTALLATION.

Bt E. P. AUSTIN, A.M I.E.E.

Amongst the various ways of linking up two individual

generating systems that employ different periodicities, and

are also generating direct current, the following example

possesses several interesting features.

A certain generating station supplies energy for public

supply and traction, the former being on the three-wire

system. The same generators are available for each system,

and are used as shunt machines for the lighting supply,

and compound for the traction work, two distinct switch-

boards being used for the purpose.

SO ~ BUS-BAR 30 ~ BUS-BAR

Pig. 1.

A booster rotary converter is installed, capable of running

inverted off either d.c. system, and supplying three-phase

energy at 50 periods, 6,fi00 volts, through a step-up trans-

former. It will also, when required, convert a.c. to d.c. in

parallel with either d.c. system.

4 It became necessary to take a bulk supply from a neigh-

bouring system at 3d cycles, and receive it in such a manner
that either d.c. system could be supplied. It was also

desirable that the machine installed for the purpose could

be run inverted at 30 or 50 cycles off either d.c. bars,

and thus form a complete stand-by unit for all conditions of

running. The several conditions were met by installing a

booster converter capable of running at two different speeds

on shunt field adjustment, and giving its rated output at

each speed.

A 50-cycle, 0,600-volt alternator has been added to the

system to synchronise with the rotaries at 50 periods. This

machine is controlled by a voltage regulator acting on the

field of the exciter, which is chain-driven off the alternator

shaft.

From this description it will be seen that considerable

complication has been introduced in order to obtain maximum
flexibility. A schematic diagram of the system is shown in

fig. 1, and a detailed wiring diagram of the 50-cycle to 30-

cycle rotary is given in fig. 2. There are two distinct

control panels and cubicles for this machine, all the switches

being meohanically interlocked to prevent mistakes in

switching and synchronising. Each rotary is fitted with

interpoles and is compound-wound, the shunt excitation

being obtained normally from the exciter mounted on the

rotary shaft. A separate compounded booster is also

mounted on the same shaft and connected on the a.c. side,

and provided with a potentiometer and rheostat to give a

wide range of voltage regulation.

From the diagrams it will be seen that the compound
windings of main and booster fields are connected in series,

and that it is necessary to change these windings, or short-

circuit them as required in accordance with the direction of

power supply and the bus-bar to which they are connected.

The switching arrangements on the d.c. side provide, there-

fore, for the following changes :

—

Lighting bus-bars, d.c. to a.c.

a.c. to D.c.

Compound machine
with compounding
reversed.

Shunt machine ,

Traction bus-bars, d.c. to a.c. ... Compound machine
with compounding
reversed.

A.C. to D.C. ... Compound machine
with equaliser in

circuit.

The interpole winding reverses its polarity with the

direction of armature current, and therefore requires no
switch control.

The rotaries are started up from the d.c. end and syn-

chronised in the usual manner.

The operation of No. 2 rotary is somewhat different. It

is usually started from the traction bus-bars as a compound
motor, synchronised at 30 cycles, and immediately tripped

off the d.c. bars. The compounding is then reversed and
the machine is paralleled with the d.c. bars.

The various combinations possible for reliability of supply

and efficient running have made the effective protection of

all generators a complicated matter, and the relay gear,

therefore, deserves a special description. The nature of the

load demands short-time overload capacity on the traction

and a.c. systems, which sometimes reach 100 per cent, over-

load for several seconds.

Time-limit overload relays have, therefore, been fitted on

all circuit-breakers, and are capable of adjustment on both

elements to suit running conditions. As the rotaries can

run direct or inverted, the d.c. overload trips are operated

off shunts on the main circuit or through change-over

switches. On the a.c. side of the rotaries and also on the

alternator, inverse time-limit overload relays are used, con-

nected to a d.c. trip circuit, and also three-phase reverse

• power relays actuate the same tripping element of the oil

switches. The latter are necessary to prevent complications

when rotaries and alternator are supplying power in parallel,

and they will also prevent undue disturbance of the d.c.

50 -BUS BARS

LIGHTING BUS BAR

Fio. 2.

supply in the case of bad synchronising. A snap switch is

used to cut the reverse power relay out of action when the

rotaries run direct.

The protection of No. 2 rotary when taking 30-cycle

energy in bulk is still further complicated. Normally, No. 2

runs on the D c. traction bars in parallel with a steam-driven

generator. When the bulk supply temporarily fails, the
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rotary A.C. switch must be instantly tripped to prevent the

supply from being restored out of phase. A simple no-

volt coil is not sufficient, since the rotary will continue

running off the d.c. bars and maintain voltage on the a.c.

line.

To overcome the difficulty a sensitive d.c. reverse-cur-

rent relay is used to trip the oil switch immediately

energy flows from the D.c. bars. It was also found

necessary to install a very sensitive A.C. no-volt relay coil

to open the no-volt coil circuit if the supply fails when
the rotary is not in parallel with other machines. The
situations of all these devices are indicated in the diagram

fig. 1 , and fig. :> shows the detail connections of the no-volt

protection gear for No. 2 rotary. The general working of

this system is quite satisfactory, due in large measure to the

careful study of the conditions and the design of the rotary

converters to meet them. The a.c. voltage and frequency

is maintained very effectively on varying loads. Frequent
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Fig. 3.

adjustment of the compound and interpole windings by means
of diverters was necessary, to obtain the best results, in

conjunction with the characteristics of the prime generators

and engine governors.

Some difficulty was experienced in the parallel running of

the rotaries and alternator, owing to the practically flat

characteristic of the former combination and the drooping

characteristicof the latter. Sudden fluctuations caused uneven
divisions of load, and curious divisions of power factor. The
use of the previously-mentioned voltage regulator, and the

experimentally-determined value of the rotary exciting

current, which has been proved to be best at some 20 per

cent, lower value than that necessary for running alone, has

resulted in very satisfactory operation up to (10 per cent,

overload on the combined machines.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Electrochemical Industries in South Africa.—We
recently summarised an important report issued by the Develop-
ment of Resources Committee of the South African Institute of

Electrical Engineers, on the possibilities of establishing in South
Africa, on a commercial basis, certain electrochemical industries.

Tin- Board oj Trade Journal states that a factory has been estab-

lished at Vryheid (Natal) for the production of ammonium sul-

phate. Plant, stated to be capable of producing 5,000 tons annually,
has been laid down at a cost of £350,000.

Hook Notices.—" Journal of the Institution of Electrical

Engineers." Vo'. 54. No. 259. May 1st, 1916. This issue con-
tains the following papers :

—
" The Use of Continuous Current for

Terminal and Trunk Line Electrification," by Mr. N. W. Storer
;

" Hire and Maintenance of Continuous Current Motors," by Mr. H.
Joseph. Also the Reprot of the Council and the Statement of
Accounts for the past year.

"The B.E.A.M.A. Journal." April (Quarterly). Is. London:
The British Eleotrical and Allied Manufacturers' Association.

Better KbmJ for Working People. By James Glass. London:
•British Manufacturers' Association' 1 91*5. 16s. 8d. per 100.—This

is described as "a straight talk with British working men," and
it is written by one who, from birth and experience, is able to

understand the position of Labour. The author touches in an
interesting way upon many matters. In the main, he tries to show
the worker that the Home producer and his work should be pro-

tected against the foreign manufacturer and the importer, and that
in the councils of the nation business men should have a larger

influence. Working men are urged to ask Parliamentary candi-

dates whether they stand for the Protection of British industry,

and whether they are in favour of State Insurance of Labour, and
to vote against them unless they are sound on these matters. Mr.
G lass looks forward to industrial peace and national prosperity

being secured, but while we have no deBire to throw cold water
upon so well-meaning an effort to deal with what threatens to be a

somewhat serious situation, we have to recognise that there are

still mountainous difficulties in the reformer's path, and that,

notwithstanding the war, the defectB of our human nature are still

very present with us. The pamphlet haB been prepared for distri-

bution by employers among their workpeople, and if the latter can
be induced to seriously read it, and weigh up its arguments, some
good may be done in paving the way for a better understanding
between Capital and Labour.
"Post Office Electrical Engineers' Journal." Vol. IX, Part 1.

April, 1916. London : H. Alabaster, Gatehouse & Co. Price
Is. net.

" Exporters' Hand-Book and Glossary." By F. M. Dudeney.
London : Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons, Ltd. Price 5s. net.

"Mechanical Handling and Storing of Material." By G, F.

Zimmer. London : Crosby Lockwood & Co. Price 42s. net.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.—Steel Bros., 20fi, East
India Dock Road, E.—The first meeting of creditors was held laBt

week at the London Bankruptcy Court, under a receiving order.

Mr. Egerton S. Grey, Official Receiver, reported that no one had
surrendered under the proceedings. A representative of the
petitioning creditor stated that an appearance to their writ
was entered by " Sidney Steel, trading as Steel Bros." When
the writ was issued the name outside the premises was
"The Steel Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd.," but the word
" Limited " was subsequently struck out. The same heading
appeared on the note paper of the firm. The chairman added that
from inquiries made by his inspector, it appeared that the debtor,

Sidney Steel, joined the Army in November last, and that a cousin
of his had stated that the business now belonged to the company.
The case was left with the Official Receiver to be wound up in

bankruptcy.
J. W. & T. W. Tattbbsall, electrical engineers, London.

—

Second and final dividend of lid. in the £, payable at Carey
Street, W.C.

Russia.—The French Commercial Attache in Kussia
calls attention to the importance of certificates of origin for French
and other imports into Kussia. This document should bear the

vita of the Russian Consul in the circumscription where the certifi-

cation has been made, for this visa, which is the simple legali-

sation of the signature of the Chamber of Commerce which issue

s

the certificate, is absolutely needful to avoid claims by the Russian
Customs for dues 100 per cent, increased, notwithstanding the
production of a certificate of French origin. French merchants
and manufacturers, says the Attache, do not appear to attach that

importance to this vita which it really possesses. In short, to

have full effect abroad, the certificate should bear the Hsa of the

country whither the goods are destined.

Traders' Demands.—At the National Chamber of Trade
Conference, on Monday, at Cardiff, resolutions were passed calling

for improved teohnical and business education, for the declaration

of a Government policy of trade with enemy countries after the

war, and the appointment of a Ministry of Commerce consisting of

business men.

—

Daily Telegraph.

A Strike at Pittsburg.—*A Central News dispatch

from Pittsburg, dated April 26th, says :

—
" The Westinghouse air-

brake plant has been closed down on account of labour trouble.

The dispute also involves the WestinghouBe electric plant. The
total number on strike is 20,000."

Consular Reform .'—It is stated in the Times that

Lord Robert Cecil haa informed the Associated Chambers of Com-
merce that the Foreign Office is prepared to enter into consultation

with a Committee of business men in regard to the changes which
may be necessary in the Consular Service. Before doing so, how-
ever, the Foreign Office find it necessary to discuss the matter with
the Board of Trade, but as soon as that preliminary inquiry is

concluded the Foreign Office will be happy to receive the views of

the Committee of business men and if possible to invite their

co-operation.

Patents and Alien Enemies.—Application has been

made to the Board of Trade for the avoidance or suspension of

patents Nos. 9,499/12, and 13.903/12, issued to Siemens & Halske

A.-G., for radiographs and Rontgen-ray tubes, by MeBsrs. Wateon
and Sons (Electro-medioal). Ltd. Licences have been granted by

the Board of Trade to the British Thermit Co., Ltd., in respect of

patents Nob. 26,297/04, 21.750/09, 24,389/10. 19,473/11, 16,165/12,

218 13, 1,179/13, and 25,180/13, issued to Th. Goldschmidt A.-G.

The application of Messre. Bellies & Morcom, Ltd., with respeot

to Patents Nos. 8,487/06 and 30,101/10, granted to Rogler, for

licenoeB has been granted by the Board of Trade.
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Catalogues and Lists.—British Insulated and
Helsby Cables, Ltd., Prescot.—Illustrated leaflet, showing their

Helsby pattern zinc rods for Leclancbe cells.

Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd., Woolwich, S.E.—Priced oiroular

respecting " Woolwich " tape of improved type.

Electrical Supplies Co., 233, Tottenham Court Road,
London, W.—Twenty-page price list of eleotrical accessories.

Copies will be sent on application.

Maximum Iron and Steel Prices.—A detailed list of

maximum prices fixed, until June 30th, by the Ministry of Muni-
tions, after conference with trade associations, for materials used
and produced in the iron and steel industries, is published in the
London Gazette for May 2nd.

Patent Restoration.—An order has been made restor-

ing Letters Patent No. 10,774, of 1910, granted to Nathaniel
Baldwin for " Improvements in sound reproducing devioes of the

telephone receiver type."

Liquidations.— Excelsior Aluminum Solder Co.,
Ltd.—This company is winding np voluntarily, with Mr. J. R.
Atkins. 14, St. Ann's Square, Manchester, as liquidator. Meeting
of creditors, May 12th.

Stolz Electrophone Co. (1913), Ltd., London, E.C.—First and
final dividend, 7d. in the £, payable at 33, Carey Street, W.C.

Trade Announcements.—Messrs. J. H. Woollis-
croft & Co.—Mr. J. H. Wooilisoroft, A.M.I. E.E., who is

well-known to many of our readers, and has for some
years been general manager of Messrs. H. T. Boothroyd,
Ltd., has commenced business for himself under the style

given above, at Queen's Buildings, 20, New Qaay, Liver-
pool (telegrams, "Energy" Liverpool; telephone, Central 2341),
as manufacturers and suppliers of A.c and D.c machinery, switch-
gear, &c, specialists in repair work, contractors for power plants,

factory and ship-lighting installations, &c. Mr. Woolliscroft, who
was the inventor of the rotary liquid starter, intends to put on the
market the improved patented pattern which we described in onr
issue of March 3rd ; he will be pleased to receive lists and
catalogues from supply firms. We wish him all success in his new
venture, to which his genial personality will contribute in no
small measure.

Messrs. F. Ryman & Co., are extending their works at

116, Livery Streeet, Birmingham, and are carrying a larger stock
of general electrical accessories. They wish to inform the trade
in Glasgow that their agreement entered into in 1912 with
Messrs. Paterson &: Service for the sale of fuseboards in
Glasgow, is not now in force, and orders can be sent direct

to Birmingham.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Aberdeen.—A report in connection with the supplj of

electricity to the Caledonian and Great North of Scotland Railways
has been submitted to the Electricity Committee, and approved.
The report recommends an increase of 20 per cent, on the present

charges. It was reported that the output generated in March was
1,423,730 units, an increase of 304,260 units over the same month
last year.

Australia.—The Melbourne City Council has decided

to establish a depot for the storage of coal, with a view to placing the

electricity undertaking in a more secure position in regard to its

coal supply. A site is to be utilised in Arden Street, North
Melbourne, to hold 10,000 tons. The capital cost of establishing

the depot, including machinery, is estimated at £8,785. and the

annual cost of operation, including interest and depreciation, at

£2,242.

—

Melbourne Age.

The Sydney (N.S.W.) City Council has offered to supply the pro-

posed electric steel plant of the Australian Electric Steel Co., at a
special rate of id. per unit, for not less than 500,000 units per

annum, provided the load is restricted to certain hours ; a further

reduction in price will be made later if the company agrees to

increase its load.

The N.S.W. Public Works Department, which proposes to install

a generating plant at Port Kembla to supply Wollongong, has
offered to extend the line to Bowral, Moss Vale and Mittagong,
for pumping and lighting purposes, the local authorities to under-
take distribution.

The Inverell (N.S.W.) Municipal electricity works extensions

have been formally opened. During the past five years the enter-

prise has contributed £4,000 to the relief of the rates.

North Sydney Electrification.—The Sydney City Council
has informed the Council of North Sydney that the delay in

supplying electricity to the district was due to the extraordinary
conditions affecting the manufacture of electrical apparatus and
the transportation of materials. No definite date could be fixed

for this supply until the required materials reached Sydney, which
would probably be in the course of a few weeks.
A large quantity of lead-covered insulated cable which was to be

used for one portion of the North Sydney supply had been delivered

in Sydney, but the Federal authorities declared it supplied by an
enemy firm, and they had been unable to obtain its release from
bond.

—

Sydney Evening Afeuu,

The Kilmore (Vic.) Shire Council has decided to take over the
undertaking of the Kilmore Electric Supply Co. for £2,500. pro-
viding the money can be borrowed at 6i per cent. The value
of the plant has been put at over £3,000. The Council pays
£160 per annum for street lighting. The present charge for

private lighting is 7d. per unit.

According to Melbourne Age, proposals have been made for UBing
the Hobart, Tasmania, hydroelectrio power scheme for providing
current to operate an electrolytic plant for manufacturing spelter

from zinc concentrates. In the event of the negotiations now in

progress coming to a head the first unit of a big plant will be
erected.

Carlisle.—The County Property Committee has decided
in consequence of the saving in the number of lights used and the
improved efficiency in the lighting by the partial introduction of
electric lighting in the county offices, court houses and committee
rooms, to continue the installation throughout the whole of both
buildings.

Chelmsford.—E.L. Charges.—The T.C. having pro-
tested against the minimum charge for E.L. to private consumers
introduced by the Electric Supply Corporation, the latter has
replied that it sees no reason to alter its decision, the charge being
based on a clause introduced into practically every prov. order.

Harwen.—There was a loss of £900 on the working of

the Council's electricity undertaking for the past year.

Edinburgh.—There is a considerable deficit in the
revenue of the Corporation electric supply department, caused by
the lighting restrictions, and the Electric Lighting Committee has
decided to increase the rate for current for lighting by id. per unit,

raising the charge to 3Jd. ; also to charge 5 per cent, in addition
to the present power rate where there is no contract.

Greenock.—Proposed Loan.—The Corporation has
decided to apply to the Scottish Office for sanction to borrow
£45,000 additional capital. It was stated that the Corporation had
been unsuccessful in its endeavour to get the Admiralty to agree
to pay any share of the money required.

Halifax.—The Electricity Committee proposes to extend
the high-tension mains to Messrs. Goodall's premises, via Lower
Shaw Hill, &c, at an estimated coBt of £1,123, subject to certain

guarantees.

Hasling'den.—During the year ended March last, the

total units sold were 892,495, compared with 677,017 units in the
previous year, an increase of 215,478 units. The maximum demand
was 398 kw. last year, compared with 339 kw. two years ago.

Arrangements have been made for obtaining a supply of elec-

tricity from Rawtenstall, and application iB to be made to the

L.G.B. for sanction to borrow money to cover the cost of the
necessary cable and switohgear.

Heston and Isleworth.—The District Council is to

apply for sanction to borrow £787, the extra cost of laying feeder

cables over and above the sum of £3,569 sanctioned before the

war. Sanction has been received to the borrowing of £175 for

extending cables.

London.—The B. of T. was to hold a conference on
Wednesday to consider the proposal of the Charing Cross Co. to

increase for the period of the war its statutory charges for electric

current ; this proposal, as mentioned in this column, has aroused

considerable opposition amongst the company's consumers.

Manchester.—Wages.—The Workmen Special Com-
mittee of the Corporation has considered an application by work-
men (other than tradesmen) at Stuart Street generating station,

for a special war bonus of 3s. per week. A motion recommending
the Electricity Committee to grant the war bonus asked for, was
negatived. With regard to another request from another Union
on behalf of workmen in the electricity, tramway and other muni-
cipal departments that a minimum wage of 30e. per week be

instituted without war bonus, in place of the 26s. rate for

labourers, the Committee has decided that it.cannot see its way to

accede to the request.

Nelson.—Year's Working.—Mr. G. F. Naylor, the

borough electrical engineer, reports that, instead of a small esti-

mated profit on the year's working, there is a deficit of £298.

The Electricity Committee has decided to recommend increases

in the price of electricity per unit, of one-eighth of a Id. in the

case of power, and Id. in the case of lighting.

Nova Scotia.—The proposal to harness the tides of the

Bay of Fundy, at Cape Split, Nova Scotia, by means of a current

motor, which would pump the water into huge reservoirs on the

cliffs above, the descending water furnishing the power, has been

followed by a suggestion to utilise the Reversing Falls at St. John,

New Brunswick, in a like manner. The suggestion has come from
tbe acting resident engineer of the Public Works Department, who
says that a stronger onrrent is available at the Falls than at Cape
Split, and that there would be a longer period between tides for a

motor pump to operate. All attempts to utilise their tremendous

energy have, so far, failed, but by the application of a current motor

suoh as has been suggested at Cape Split, and by the erection of

reservoirs on the height above, it is thought that, at last, a way
has been found by which the Falls may be harnessed,
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Itawteil stall. — Year's Working.— The electricity

undertaking has made a Burplus during the past year of £1,762,

compared with a surplus of £2,005 in the previous year. The result

is regarded as satisfactory, having regard to the increased coat of

coal (over £1,100), and the increased rateB and taxes.

Sal lord.—During the past month the Electricity Com-
mittee has authorised agreements to be entered into for supplying

plectricity to the premises of the General Electric Co., Ltd., the

Brough ton Copper Co., Ltd., and Messrs. Richard Haworth & Co.,

Ltd.

Sevenoaks.—The Electricity Co. has applied to the

U.D.C. for permission to use overhead cables in part of the town
for the supply of current to consumers.

Staljbridjre.—At a meeting of the Joint Tramways
and Electricity Board on April 27th, the seal was affixed to the

p-ecept on the four Corporations (Stalybridge, Hyde, Mossley and
Dakinfield) for the amount of the deficiency in the net revenue

for the past year. £7,000, which is to be apportioned in equal

shares.

Stoke-on-Trent.

—

Public Lighting.—The Electricity

Supply Committee of the Corporation has decided, owing to

restricted lighting, to allow a reduction at the rate of £1,000 per

annum on the public lighting aooount for the current year.

Wimbledon.—The Council has been informed that the

lixed Price Light Co. has paid the amount due in reBpect of

transformer losses in connection with its supply from the Cor-

poration.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

Australia.—It was recently announced that Messrs.

Norton, Griffiths, Ltd., had commenced tunnelling operations

in Macquarie S;reet in connection with the Sydney City Electric

Railway scheme.
At a recant meeting of the ratepayers of Port Adelaide it waB

decided to approve of the Council borrowing £ 12,000 for electric

tramways, as set out in the specifications approved by the Council.

Argentina. — The Government has authorised the
Buenos Aires Western R lilwav to construct in its own workshops,
with the assistance of the Great Southern Railway, the coaches
required for the company's electric service between the stations of
Once and Moreno. The Western Railway had originally con-
tracted for these coaches in Germany, but the war naturally
involved the rescission of thiB contract. British firms were then
approached but had to decline the business owing to pressure of

war orders.

—

Jioriew of the Hirer Plate.

Belfast.

—

Year's Working.—The annual report of the
general mauager of the City tramways, just published, is considered
very satisfactory under the present exceptional circumstances. The
total revenue for the year ending March 31st, 1916, was £280,641,
and the working expenses were £159,800, showing a trading profit

of £120,310. After interest and other charges are met, there
remains a net profit of £56,735. The sinking fund and depreciation
fund absorb £32,134 and £17,000 respectively, £5,000 goes to the
general purposes fund for 1915-16, and the balance to the same
fund on account of the £15,000 promised for the current financial
year. War pay and bonuses amounted to £10,081, and therefore, if

it had not been for this special expenditure, it would have been
possible to make a large contribution in relief of the rates. For
the present year .the net revenue is estimated at £69, ISO, and
deduc^ine' £52,000 for appropriation charges, a surplus will remain
of £17, ISO.

Bolton.

—

Wages.—Application has been made for an
advanco of one halfpenny per hour for motormen, conductors,,
overhaulers, cleaners and day labourers, and on the standard rate for
men working on machines, and the Tramways Committee, while
holding the belief that an understanding was arrived at when the
la»t advance was given that there should be no further application
before Jo'v, ly 16, has deoided to receive a deputation from the
workers' UnioD.

Certaia lengths of track are to be relaid, in accordance with
recommendations of the borough engineer.

Bournemouth.

—

Year's Working.—The report of the
working of the Corporation tramways for the past year shows a
profit of £14,132, asagainBt £9,083 in the previous year.

British Columbia.—According to the Electric Railway
Journal, an exceptional record of snowfall was shown during
January and February this year, amounting to 76 in. in the city of
Victoria and about 60 in. in the city of Vancouver. Despite these
severe conditions, the B.C. Electric Railway Co. maintained its
city and interurban services on the mainland ; in Victoria, how-
ever, the service was tied up for two days, due to the breaking of
one of the transmission lines under the heavy snowfall. Power
was only interrupted for one hour, but the cars were snowed up in
that time. It appears that the " jitney " competition shows a great
reduc;ion, compared with a year ago, in Vancouver city.

Continental.—Spain.—It is intended to electrify the
tramway running from Irun to Faentarrabia, at present worked
by horses.

Sweden.—With a view to electrifying the Eastern and Midland
Railway lines of Sweden, the question of utilising the falls at

Mjiilarp on the Swartan River has been for some time under con-
sideration. The question has been taken up again recently, and
guarantees have been given that the station shall be in working
order by 1920. The electrification of the Lund-Bjarred Railway
is also well advanced, although it has been delayed by the
Telegraph Administration owing to arrangements connected with
the telephones.

Dublin.

—

Tramway Stoppage.—In connection with
the recent Sinn Fein Rebellion, brief reports to hand show that the
tramway system was seriously damaged by the rebels, who obtained
possession of the power station, and destroyed portions of the
overhead system. It also appearB that the electric lighting of the
north side of the city has been shut down, owing to damage done,
and there has been no gas supply since the commencement of the
outbreak.

Haslingden.

—

Year's "Working.—The traffic receipts

for the Council's tramway undertaking amounted to £8,105 for
the past year, against £7,s04 for the year ended March 31st, 1915,
with a reduction in mileage of 18.569 and an increase in the
number of passengers of 54,692. The average receipts per oar-
mile were 13'18d., as against ll'30d. for the previous year.

Hull.—Year's Receipts.—The receipts on the Cor-
poration tramways for the year ended March 3Ut last were
£161,915, an increase on the previous year of £195. The total

receipts this year to April 22nd were £9,687, a decrease of £1,038
as oompared with the corresponding period of 1915.

Manchester.

—

Through Cars.—Arrangements have
been made with the Stockport Corporation Tramway department
for the temporary through running of Manchester cars to Reddish
in the mornings and evenings to meet the requirements of
factory workers employed in the Reddish district.

\elson.

—

Year's Working.—The Corporation Light
Railways department has made a net profit during the past year
of £1,124 ; the receipts amounted to £10,151, compared with
£9,299 in the previous year. The tramway manager reports that
the popularity of the discount tickets has been marked. Daring
the coming year it is hoped to add another top-covered car to the
rolling stock.

Xewcastle-on-Tyne.— Proposed Fare Increase.—
The Tramways Committee has been considering the question of
increasing the revenue of the City tramways, and has decided to

recommend the revision of some of the fares, including the minimum
of one halfpenny for soldiers, which is suggested should be raised

to one penny. The workmen, it iB stated, will have to pay more
for their books of coupons.

—

Xewcastle Journal.

New Zealand.—The directors of the Takapuna Tram-
ways and Ferry Co. have decided to grant to Mr. P. Hansen an
option over the rights to raiBe the requisite capital for the electri-

fication of the Bayswater-Takapuna tramways.

—

Auckland Weekly
News.

Bawtenstall.—Speaking at a meeting of the T.C.,
Councillor Taylor said that, with the rate-in-aid of £2,000, the
tramway undertaking had a surplus of £2,380, the whole of
which was to be placed to the credit of the renewals fund. The
financial result was very satisfactory, but the amount to the
credit of the renewals fund was not sufficient to meet the expeoted
expenditure in the near future.

Botherham.

—

Year's Working.—The total receipts
'from the Corporation tramways during the past year were £62,243,
and the total number of passengers oarried 11,705,785. There was
a gross profit for the year of £19,155, an increase of £4,759 on the
previous year.

Salford.

—

Female Labour.—At this week's meeting
of the Council a resolution was to be moved by Aid. Jackson to
the effect that the Tramways Committee be instructed to pay all

females employed on the cars and in the sheds a war bonuB equal
to that paid to men performing similar duties.

Sheffield.

—

Electric Vehicles.—The Midland Railway
Co. has placed in service three electric delivery vans of 2 to 3 J tons
capacity, for serving the outer areas of the city.

Stalybridge.

—

Female Drivers.—Apropos the recent
protests of local Trade Councils against the suggestion that women
should be employed as tramway drivers in the district, Councillor
Fowden stated at a meeting of the Joint Board, on April 27th, that
women should only be employed in the last resort, and that no
women should be put to the work without the matter having been
brought first before the General Purposes Committee. Aid. R. Wood
replied that if the G.P.C. was to take charge of the matter, that
should be stated at once, because it was no nse the Tramways
Committee training women as car drivers if the Board was not
going to approve them in the end. There was no idea of dispensing
with male labour now or in future, and women drivers would only
be employed if male drivers could not be obtained, and then only on
safe routes and after thorough training. The discussion dropped.

U.S.A.—The report of the Pennsylvania Railway for the
year ended December 3Ht last mentions that the electrification of
the main line suburban zone from Broad Street Station to Paoli '

was completed, and that multiple-unit electric trains started
running on September, 1915.

Pending the obtaining of further experience in the handling by
eleotrio traction of heavy freight trains, the proposed electrification

of the main line across the Alleghany Mountains between
Altoona and Conemaugh, has been deferred,
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\\ altharustow.—A new formula has been adopted by
the District Council for the calculation of the amount to be

charged by the electricity undertaking to the light railway under-
taking for energy for the year ending March 31st last. In
succeeding years monthly payments will be made on the basis of

the last annual charge, suoh payments to be subject to adjust-

ment on the issue of the accountant's certificate after the making
up of the annual accounts.

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

A U.S. Story.—According to the Telegraph and
Telephone Aye, Mr. Thomas D. Lockwood, general patent attorney

of the American Telephone and Telegraph Co., and an old time
telegrapher, is responsible for the following anecdote :

—

An Irishman who had returned from a visit to the old country
was telling a friend of the sights that had impressed him. "The
funniest of all," he said, " is the telephone. It's a queer little

instrument that you put up to your ear, and one to your mouth,
and then you nay, ' Are you there ?

' And the fellow at the other

end answers ' Yes ' or ' No,' as the case may be."

Cable Censorship.—An agreement has been made
between the Danish Merchants' Guild and the British Government,
according to which telegrams to America and England concerning
business transacted in accordance with the Anglo-Danish Agree-

ment are allowed to pass through the British Censor's Office

without delay.

Norway.—A new wireless station is to be erected at

Corefater, with masts 100 m. in height, to oommunicate with other

long-range stations in Europe ; it will be constructed on the same
ecile as that of Nauen, near Berlin, and will be ready for operation

next autumn. A contract has just been made with a Berlin com-
pany for the execution of the work. A smaller station near it

will be provided for communication with ships.

—

La Lwmiere
E'ectrique.

Portsmouth.—An automatic telephone exchange was
brought into operation on Saturday last at Portsmouth ; it is aaid

to be the largest of its kind in the country.

The Telegraph Service.—The Postmaster-General has
issued an important announcement to the effect that, on account
of the depletion of the Post Office staff by the withdrawal of men
for service with the Colours, the hours of public telegraph business

at many post offices have been curtailed. Some of the' larger

telegraph offices, and a number of the smaller offices, both in town
and country, now open at 9 a.m. and close at 7 p.m. for the
reception and delivery of telegrams ; and senders are warned that
telegrams handed in after 6 p.m. may not reach their destination
until the following morning.

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.

Australia.—Sydney.—May 24th. N.S.W. Government
Railways and Tramways. 16 600-volt D.c. motorB for tramway
stores, Bandwick.*

June 20th. Sydney Municipal Council. Supply of a two-ton
electric lorry. City Surveyor, Town Hall.

'Melbourne. — May 31st. Victorian Government Railways.
Transformers for five years. First order, 220 transformers in six
months.*

June Hth. Victorian Railways. Electric lamps and lampholders
for signal system.*

Canada.— May 15th. Ten knots of single-conductor
submarine telegraph cable (107 lb. copper, and 160 lb. gutta-percha
per knot) with iron wire sheathing, for Canadian Government
Telegraph Service Department of Public Works, Ottawa.*

ln»'letoii (Vorhs.).— Electric light installation at
St. Mary's Church. Rev. J. Llewellyn, Vicar.

Manchester.—May 10th. Coal slack for 12 months.
Mr. F. E. Hughes, Secretary, Eleotricity Department, Town Hall.
May 17th. Eleotricity Committee. Automatic coal-handling

plant at Stuart Street station. See " Official Notices " to-day.

New Zealand.—June 23rd. Oamaru Borough Council.
Overhead mains and street-lighting equipment (Contract No. 2) ;

power-station equipment (Pelton wheels, alternators, &c.) (Contraot
No. 3) ;

service meters (Contract No. 4) ; line transformers and
accessories (Contraot No. 6).*

Salford.—May 8th. Electricity Department. High-
preeBure steel steam pipes and separator, also cast-iron pipes and
valves. See"Offioial Notices" April 21st.

Spain.—May 15th. Municipal authorities of Bellcaire

(Province of Gerona). Tenders for the concession for the eleotrio

lighting of the town during ten years.

May 18th.—Municipal authorities of Villalbarbe (Province of

Valladolid), for the concession for the electric lighting of the town.

Specifications for the items marked * can be seen at the Board
of Trade Commeroial Intelligence Branch in London.

CLOSED.
Australia.— Sydney City Council has accepted the

tender of Messrs. Noyes Bros, for insulated wires and cables, at

£7,181, the basis price of copper being taken at £110 per ton.

Bolton.—Electricity Committee. Accepted tenders :

—

J. & N. Dickinson, Ltd., construction of a snb-Btation near Mtlrose

Mill in connection with the supply of current to Lastock MiIIb.

d.c. motors for 12 months : McClure At Whitfield.

Manchester.— The Tramways Committee has recon-

sidered the question of the tenders for the supply of electric lamps,

referred back at the last meeting of the City Council, and has
decided to accept the following tenders :

—
Drake & Gorham, Ltd.- Half-watt lamps and drawn-wire filament traction

lamps, manufactured by B.T.H. and Edison & Swan.
General Eleotric Co., Ltd.- Carbon-filament lamps, half-watt lamps, and

drawn-wire filament lamps, manufactured by the" Osram-Robertson
Lamp Works, Ltd.

The Electricity Committee has accepted the following tenders :

—

Cable.—Calender's Cable & Construction Co., Ltd. ; Pirelli General Cable
Works, Ltd. ; Chas. Maointosh & Co., Ltd. ; Western Electric Co.,

Ltd. ; B.I. & Helsby Cables, Ltd. ; Liverpool Eleotrio Cable Co., Ltd.

Crane for sub-station,— Vaughan Crane Co., Ltd.
Low-preBsure water and exhaust steam pipes, Ac— Staveley Coal & Iron

Co., Ltd.

Salford.—Electricity Committee. Accepted tenders:—
J. Gerrard & Sons, Ltd.—Alterations and additions to buildings and

foundations for one 5,000-kw. turbo-alternator, £1,660; extensions to

h.t. switch house, &c, £1,060.
British Westinghouse Co., Ltd.—Transformers, £1,088.
Albion Motor Car Co., Ltd.—Four-ton Albion petrol motor-wagon, £896.

Underfeed Stoker Co., Ltd.—Two underfeed mechanical stokers, £1,836,

for two water-tube boilers.

Walthamstow.—U.D.C. Recommended tenders :

—

W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.—Cables during the period
ending March, 1917.

P. II. Jackson & Co.— 24 commutators, at £6 5s. each.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

Royal Institution of Great Britain.—Friday, May 6th. At 5.30 p.m. At
Albemarle 8treet, Piccadilly, W. Leoture on " Electrioal Methods in

Surgical Advance," by Sir J. M. Davidson.
Saturdays, May 6th and 13th. At 8 p.m. Tyndall Leotures on " X-rays

and Crystals": I, "New Methods of Researoh"; II, "First Results and
their Applications," by Prof. W. H. Bragg, F.R.8.

Royal Society of Arts.—Monday, May 8th. At 4.80 p.m. At John Street.

Adelphi, W. Cantor Lecture II, on " Vibrations, Waves, :and Resonance,"
by Mr. J. Erskine-Murray.

Faraday Society.—Tuesday, May 9th. At 8 p.m. At the Institution of

Electrical Engineers, Viotoria Embankment, W. Ordinary meeting.

Illuminating Engineering Society.—Tuesday, May 9th. At 5 p.m. At the

Royal Society of Arts, John Street, Adelphi. Discussion on " A Report to

be presented by the Research Committee of the Society." Annual meeting.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—Thursday, May 11th. At 8 p.m. At
Victoria Embankment, W.u. Annual general meeting.

(Yorkshire Local Section).—Wednesday, May 10th. At 7 p.m. At
the Philosophical Hall, Leeds. Paper on "The Economical Production of

Power from Waste Gases," by Mr. G-. Dearie.

Chemical Society.—Thursday, May 11th. At 8 p.m. At Burlington House,
Piccadilly, W. Ordinary scientific meeting.

Physical Society of London.—Friday, May 19th. At 5 p.m. At the
Imperial Colltge of Science, South Kensington, S.W. Papers on "The
Latent Heats of Fusion of Metals and the Quantum Theory," by Mr. H. S.

Allen ;
" Lenses for Light Distribution," by Mr. T. Smith ;

" The Choice ol

GlasB for Cemented Objectives," by Mr. T. Smith.

NOTES.

Bribery Prevention.—A letter has been issued by the
secretary of the Bribery and Secret Commissions Prevention League
(Ino.), 9, Queen Street Place, London, E.C., appealing for members
and associates from the various branches of the engineering
profession. The letter reads :

—

It is expected, judging by past experience, that when the war is over, and
there iB eager competition for new business amid the general dislocation of
trade, the utmost vigilance will have to be maintained to guard against bribery.
Now, and in the near future, there seems to be special need for the work of the
League in combating corruption in official, commercial and private life. It is

recognised, however, that the demands of the war, directly or indirectly, are
such that many persons may ba unable to become members of the League at
the present time. It has been decided, therefore, as a temporary measure, due
to the war, to consider those who give not less than 5s. as associates, for 12
months. Similarly, trade organisations which wish to help the League but
lack the funds for affiliation, or shrink from the responsibilities involved, will
be grouped as associated organisations, on making an annual payment of one
guinea,
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The Business Languages of South America.

—

There
are two business languages need in South America : the language
of Brazil, with about 20,000,000 people, is Portuguese ; the
language of the rest of South America, comprehending an equal
number of people, is Spanish. Portuguese and Spanish—these are
the business languages of South America. The business man must
use in his correspondence and through those who represent him the
language of the people he wishes to reach.

Under no conditions should a letter addressed to South America
be written in English, unless the writer is positive that the person
to whom it is addressed reads and speaks English fluently. If the
writer does not know that the person he is addressing possesses

this qualification, the letter must be in Portuguese if sent to Brazil

and in Spanish if sent to any other South American country. On
the other hand, it is always safe to answer a letter from South
America in the language in which it is written.

The racial traits of courtesy possessed by all South Americans
tend to make them lenient of errors in language, provided the
attempt to make oneself understood is genuine. Thus, a letter

written in poor Portuguese or poor Spanish is far better than one
written in good English. The English letter would probably reach
the waste basket without an attempt being made to read it. On
the other hand, the letter in understandable, though inelegant,
Portuguese or Spanish would be read and its contents grasped.

All business letters written by South Americans are most
courteous in style. They are cordial and even gracious. To us,

both the salutation and the closing greetings are effusive. Scattered
through the body of the letter are frequent phrases of direct

address to the one who is to receive the letter, worded in the most
polite terms. When reading such expressions, one can almost
imagine the courtly raising of the hat that accompanies the
meeting and parting of business men in South America.

Three examples of common salutations in Spanish business
letters are herewith given, each being followed by a rather literal

translation into English: Muy Senor mio— My dear Sir;

Dittivguido Senor—Distinguished Sir ; llltixtri.i.iinio Senor—Most
Illustrious Sir. Three endings for letters, similarly translated, are
also given : Quedo dc VJ. atto. y S. S.— I remain to your Grace
your attentive and obedient servant ; Me repito de I d. atto. y S, S.—
I repeat to your Grace that I am your attentive and obedient
servant; Bsperandosut'xirdanesS, S.—Awaiting your orders, I am
your obedient servant.

From these few phrases it is easily imagined how offensive our
brusque North American style of letter writing must be to anyone
who naturally, and by association and training, uses most courteous
forms in addressing others.

.The importance of using the language of the country in dealing
with South America has been realised and acted upon by both the
British and the Germans. The German has acted from his usual
disposition to take advantage of everything that might count ; the
Englishman has accommodated himself to necessity. The final

result is that the salesmen representing German and British houses
are well equipped with a knowledge of the language of the
countries with which they are doing business, the customs of the
people, and the niceties and refinements of business intercourse.

These qualifications give them a decided advantage over North
Americans who have failed to appreciate and learn these important
things. In the case of the British, however, it must be confessed
that this acquirement is a veneer, for when Englishman meets
Englishman, or Englishman meets American, the brueque Anglo-
Saxon ways again come to the surface.

This subject of business languages in South America is so

important that eveiyone who is exporting to that continent Bhould
Bee to it that only Portuguese and Spanish are used, and that the
courteous forms of expression which enter into the daily business
intercourse of the peoples of those countries are scrupulously
observed.

—

American Mucliinist.

Electric Winding in South Africa.—In a paper read
by Mr. J. Norman Balkley, before the American Institute of Mining
Engineers, on the application of electric power to mining work in

the Witwatersrand area, some particulars are given of electric

winding plants in South Africa. The area contains 113 electrically-

driven hoisting engines, exclusive of winches. The combined con-
tinuous rating of these hoists amounts to 74,000 HP., or an average
of 517 HP. Although exact comparisons of costs with steam
winding plants are not possible, investigation favours the use of

electric winding, especially in deep shafts. One result is a
marked decrease in the cost of maintenance of shaft guides, owing
to the steadier turning moment of the electric winder, while
greater safety and reliability are also found with the eltcttic hoist.

A comparison of the efficiency of two winding plants operating
under similar conditions, but one equipped with a geared three-
phase rheoslatic winder, and the other with a Ward-Leonard
winder, shows that where the latter has been kept working
steadily, its efficiency exceeds that of the rheostatic set by about
5 per cent, but where the Bhaft H.P.-hours have dropped, the
efficiency of the Ward-Leonard set has dropped with them, showing
the bad effect of intermittent winding due to the practically con-
stant losses of the motor-generator set, while with rheostatic
control the only loss, when the hoist is standing, is that
due to the controller pump motor, which is negligible.

In the case of a mine under Mr. Bulkley's charge, a complete
change from steam to electric drive was made, and, at the same
time, the milling capacity was increased from 15,000 to 17,000 tons
a month, and the air-compressor plant by one-third.

A comparison of the last two years of steam operation and first

year of eleotrio service showed a saving in favour of electric drive
of i 12,000 per annum, without making any allowance for the
increased capaoity of the plant.

American Electrical Exports in January.

—

The
electrical exports for January were surpassed in recent months
only by the record shipments in November. In the four electrical

classes for which the numbers of articles exported are given in
the Government Report, there were shipped in January the
following :—Electrio fans, 1,433 ; arc lamps, 154 ; carbon-filament
lamps, 128,522; metal-filament lamps, 507,527. The detailed
figures for last January and for the corresponding month in 1915
are given below :
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ship upon the basis of $1,000 a year for the duration of the war
and two years thereafter, a sustaining' membership of 8100 and an
associate membership of $10 each year under the same circum-
stances.

Volunteer Notes.

—

Engineering Institutions' Y.E.C-
—Orders for week commencing May 8th, 1916.—By Lieut.-
Col. C. B. Clay, V.D., Commanding.

Drills, 6.25 to 7.25 ; 7.25 to 8.25.

Monday, May 8th.—Sections 1 and 2, Technical ; Sections
3 and 4, Squad and Platoon, Signalling ClasB and Ji'cruits.

Tuesday, May 9th.—School of Arms, 6 to 7 p.m. ; Recruits' Drill,
7.1.". to S.15 p.m.

Thursday, May 11th.—Shooting for Sections 3 and 4 ; Recruits,
5.45 to 7.45 p.m.

Friday, May 12th.—Sections 3 and 4, Technical ; S actions 1 and
2, Squad and Platoon ; Signalling Class and Recruits.

Saturday, May 13th.—Adjutant's Instruction ClasB at 2.30 p.m.

E. G. Fleming,
Company Commander and Acting Adjutant.

3rd Batt. (Old Boys) Central London Volunteer Regi-
ment.—Battalion Orders by Capt. R. J. C. Eastwood (Com-

indant), Thursday, May 4th, 1916 :—
Week-End Parades.—Saturday.—The Battalion will Parade at
:er Street Station, at 2.30 p.m., and proceed by train to

rembley Park for Battalion Drill, under the Adjutant.
Sunday.—The Battalion wiU Parade at Victoria Station, Wilton

toad entrance at 10.20 a.m., and proceed by train to Orpington,
>r Field Operations with the 3rd Batt. West Kent Volunteer

icibles. The Battalion will leave Orpington on the return
journey at 5.12, reaching Town at 6.4 p.m.
Musketry.—Inter-Battalion Cup Competition. There will be

praotice at Bisley for above Competition on Saturday, May 6th.
The range will also be open to other members. Names to be
sent in to the Musketry Staff by Friday midday. Members to
report themselves, in Uniform, at 12.45 p.m., to Sergeant Cotter,
No. 6 Platform, Waterloo Station.

A. O. JoiNEB, Major and Adjutant, O.B.C.

Appointments Vacant.— Junior engineers-in-charge
(45s.), for the Borough of Newport (Mon.) electricity department

;

assistant engineer (£150) : jointer (£2), for the Borough of
Gillingham (Kent) electric light and power department. See
advertisement pages to-day.

Institution an<I Lecture Notes.— University of
London, University College.—The following, among other,

public lectures are announced :—Tuesday, May 9th, at 5 p.m.
—

" The
School of Chemistry at University College : Turner, Graham,
Williamson, Ramsay," by Prof. J. Norman Collie. F.R S. Monday,
May 15th, at 5.30 p.m.

—
" The Manufacture of Nitrates from Air

by Electric Power," by E. Kilburn Scott, M.I.E.E. Tuesday, May
16th, at 5 p.m.— The Role of Chemical Science in Civilisation,"

by Prof. F. G. Donnan, F.R.S.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—The annual general
meeting of the contributors to the Benevolent Fund will be held
at the Inetitution on Thursday. May 11th, at 9 p.m., to receive the
report of the Committee of Management and the statement of
accounts and balance-sheet to December 31st, 1915. At this
meeting the names of the Committee of Management for 191617
wiU be declared. A general meeting of the contributors to the
Fund will be held as soon ai the business of the annual general
meeting is concluded, for the purpose of considering alterations
to Rules 9 and 10 of the Fan*.

Society of Engineers (Inc.).—On Monday a conference of
engineers, convened by the Sjciety. was held to discuss the subject
of " Engineering and Scientific R^seaich.'' Dr. J. A. Fleming,
F.R S., who bpened the discussion, showed that there were three
main divisions of such researches :

—

1. Those bearing on the determination of physical constants or
specific qualities of materials required as an aid to design.

2. Researches which provide new methods of testing materials
or structures.

3. Researches which involve new appliances or processes of
manufacture.
He Baid that there were no cut-and-dried methods by which we

could engender originality, but it was of the utmost importance to
foster it in anyone who gave evidence of its possession. A totally
changed attitude in the public mind towards scientific research
was required. Until we produced more men who could do new
things, and not merely know about old ones, it was futile for
Great Britain to hope to gain pre-eminence over Germany in
scientific industries. The advantages which we bad in greater
originality of mind and better workmanship were neutralised to a
large extent by the want of a sufficiently thorough and broad
scientific education to enable us to see the practical value of, and
work out exhaustively, especially with reference to trade pur-
poses, the openings given by scientific discoveries. Our post-war
policy could not be simply defensive. No tariff wall could be
built so high, no boycott of German goods could be so thorough, as
to defend our position in the absence of a positive and vigorous
policy of attack.

.
Rontgen Society.—It is proposed to conclude the Session in

June wich an exhibition of apparatus employed in radiography,
radiotherapy including radium technique, electromedical
appliances, and photographic apparatus to illustrate technique as
applied to medical science.

Royal Institution.—At the annual meeting of members held
on Monday afternoon the report of the Davy Faraday Research
Laboratory Committee was read. Fifteen new members were
elected in 1915. Sixty-two lectures and 19 evening discourses were
delivered m 1915. The following officers were elected for the
ensuing year .—President, the Duke of Northumberland : treasurer,
Sir James Crichton-Browne

; secretary, Col. Edmond H. Hills
managers, Sir Thomas Barlow, Bart., Sir W. P. Beale, Bart.|
Dr. H. T. Brown, Sir J. Mackenzie Davidson, Lord Grenfell'
Charles Hawksley, Col. Sir F. Nathan, the Hon. R. C. ParsonP,
Sir J. Reid, Bart., Sir Napier Shaw, Alexander Siemens. Dr. S P
Thompson, Lord Wrenbury, Sir A. F. Yarrow, Bart., Sir Robert
lounger. Visitors, H. Ballantyne, S. G. Brown, J. F. W. Deacon,
W. Duddell. Lieut-Col. H. E. Gaulter, Dr. J. Dundas Grant, J W
Jarvis, H. R. Kempe, F. Legge, E. R. Moon. H. G. Plimmer, Sir W
Wyndham Portal, Bart., A. W. Porter, H. Munro Robs, Joseph
Shaw.

Institution of Civil Engineers.—The Council has awarded a
George Stephenson Gold Medal to Mr. F. W. Carter, M.A. (Rugby),
for his paper on " Electric Locomotives."
West Ham Municipal Technical Institute.—A special course

of seven lectures on " Some Industrial Applications of Electricity,"
with practical work, will be given in the Institute, Romford Road,
West Ham, on Monday evenings, from 7 to 9 p.m., commencing
May 15th. Fee for the course, 2s. 6d. Particulars are given in
our advertisement pages to-day.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editors invite electrical engineers, whether connected with the

technical or the commercial side of the profession and industry,
also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the
Electrical Review posted as to their movements.

Central Station Officials.—Th<> following members of the
star] of the Leicester electricity department have received
advances in salaries :—Mr. W. E. Barton, superintendent of
the Ayl-stnne stations from £300 H&StfSB per annum; Mr. G
Morris, car-shed superintendent, from £260 to £285- Mr
E. J. Riley, chief clerk, from £200 to £215; Mr. H E
Rogers, mains superintendent, from £190 to £225; and Mr.
G. E. Tordy, draughtsman, from 10*. t'.d. to 50s. per week.

_
General.—Mr. Ware, Accrington Eire Brigade and light-

ing superintendent, is to have his salary increased from £160
S3 £200 per annum, and is to take charge in future of the
whole of the public electric lighting of the town, and not, as
al present, of the Blackburn Road section onlv
Mr. P. J. Prixgi.k, M.I.E.E., M.I.M.E., has been appointed

consulting engineer and assessor to the Melbourne Tramway
Board, recently formed, and will act in connection with the
transfer of the Melbourne Tramway & Omnibus Co.'* Under-
taking to the Tramway Board. Mr. Pringle is general manager
and chief engineer of the Electric Supply Co., of Victoria,
I td.. and will continue to discharge, these duties.
Mr. Leonard Fufdk. Aleday, who was married at St.

Clement's Church. Boscombe. on April 24th, to Miss [. II.
Sanbrnr.k. was presented by Ins

' ctnllmgiies in the electrical
department of Devon port Dockyard with an oak-cased chim-
ing clock.

Official notice from the London Gait //<•—Territorial
Torce. Royal Engineers, London Electrical Engineers, Tem-
porary Second-Lieutenant T. S. Wam.is. from RE., to be
S. ei i lid-Lieutenant.
Mr. C. F. BrTi.i:u. A. M.I.E.E.. late acting manager and

engineer of the Gravesend and Xorthrleet Tramways, has
taken up an appointment under the War Office as' station
engineer to the group of electric generating stations at
Pcvant, Salisbury.

Roll of Honour.—Sergeant Norman Green, of the Durham
Eaghi Qnfantry, who has died in hospital at Boulogne ol

Wounds received in action, was, prior to the war. engaged
With Messrs. W. E. Dove ,v Co.. Ltd.. electrical engineers,
of Darlington.

Obituary.—Mb! Frederick Walker.—The death of Mr.
EVederick Walker, at Cheltenham, at the comparatively early
tige of 62, -will recall to many of those with whom he was
associated m the early eighties, and since, a personality almost
unique in the engineering and electricy.!, world. In his pro-
f< --""I he was .< genius, and on the subject of aerostatics his
judgment and versatility were pr unced'. In the book pub-
lished by him in 1910, Aerial NavigatiOn, his remarks, read
in the light of iv, ent events, mav be considered almost pro-
phi tie. In the preface to his last book. Mr. Walker said :

—
'I be advent of the aeroplane a,

ra of trade, and the exigent

i medium for sport has commt tii -

of the preparations of foreign Pou
nt to actfor aeri it

in the same din
Ilut whatever i- done in the matter of aerial navigation in the waj ol

trade arid inventive genius, should I.,.- done h\ die British people themselves;
I cannot believe that the race has deteriorated to such a d gree that we
should depend upon foreign invention and manufacture for what we nee, I at
home. There is no need, for ages to .come, to [ear a social revolution or the
destruction of civilisation tv the advance of aerial navigation. This could
only he effected by the discovery and application of the neutraii-
regulation of the force of gravity. Given this as a secret under the control
Of a peaceful and highly-civilised Power, and war and its concomitant horrors
would be a story of the past.
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Another extract from this book goes on to say :
—

There is a great future before the aeroplane, and also before the airship,
which is built as a ri^id combination between the aerostat and the aeroplane.

It is certain that with such an airship, having controllable vertical move,
ri'i-nt, with fuel and provision fur eight men (or one month, no spot upon
omi plaint iii. iy remain unexplored and unchi I.

It must be conceded, however, In the most pacific of teachers, that it is

well for every nation to prepare toi defence, and, without uaiine; so far as
i" entertain or encourage a possible "war in the air," a Beet of properlv
corstructcd airships is a necrss.iry .uljini.t to .1 n.iv\ . more .-spi-viall y (or

that of a nation like Great Britain, with an insular centre, so dependent
upon the command of the elements surrounding it.

Born :tt Charlton, Kent, in L853, he served tin early appren-
tiri .ship nf seven years as illwright. His workshop train-

ing at Bryan, Donkins, Easton & Anderson's, &e., and a
ripened world-wide experience gained as a sea-going engineer
in the P. & 0. service, peculiarly fitted him in later years for

the profession of a consulting engineer and patent agent. He
was em ployed, among other things, in first installing the
electric light on the Suez Canal, the designing of the Volta
(the first electric launch to cross the Channel) in conjunc-
tion with the late Anthony Reekenzaun, and was the patentee
of the first dry battery in 1881, and closely identified with
tin " Jarman " electric road ears in 1880. He was also asso-
ciated with the early beginnings of many well-known engineer-
ing and allied firms, and in particular with the late Gustav
Binswanger in the inception of the G.E.C. Mr. Walker was
a well-known contributor to the technical Press, and author
of many works, including Practical Dynamo Building, Tables
and Memoranda for Electrical Engineers, Electricity in the
Engine 7?oom, Design and Equipment of Launches, &c. In
his later days Mr. Walker for many years practised the pro-
fession of a consulting engineer and patent agent, until,

through failing health, he retired into the country, near
Cheltenham, where he was much sought after by those who
valued his mature knowledge, gained by his practical experi-
ence and naturally scientific mind.

Wills.—The late Lady Kelvin left £5,000, to be applied
for promoting research and the teaching of physical science
in connection with a natural philosophy chair, and all the
decorations and medals conferred upon Lord Kelvin, to
Glasgow University.
The late Sir C. Eivers Wilson left unsettled estate £10,091

and net personalty £8,528.

REVIEWS.

Atmospheric Circulation and Radiation. By P. H. BlGELOW,
M.A. London : Chapman & Hall. Price 21s. net.

This is a meteorological treatise on the circulation and radia-
tion in the atmospheres of the earth and of the sun, by a
member of the Argentine Meteorological Office, who was for
many years Professor of Meteorology in the U.S. Weather
Bureau, ami. therefore, is exceptionally well equipped for the
task which he has set himself of adjusting the thermodynamic
equations employed in meteorology to a uniform basis in
accordance with the non-adiabatic system prevailing in the
atmospheres above-named. Obviously this is not the place
to discuss the author's work at length ; we are mainly con-
cerned with those chapters in which he deals with the elec-
trical and magnetic phenomena connected with the atmos-
phere. Numerous references to authorities are given, and the
author does not go into particulars with regard to instruments
and methods of measurement, but briefly states the formulae
employed, with their significations and some examples of their
applications. The cause of the wide discrepancy between the
values obtained by different methods for the conductivity of
the atmosphere is discussed, with the aid of numerous obser-
vations, and the difference is ascribed to a difference in the
conditions of experiment; it is stated that the absolute values
of the dissipation coefficients must be obtained by ion-counters,
the Elster and Geitel apparatus being suitable for giving rela-
tive, but not absolute, values. The characteristics of the
atmospheric electric potential are ascribed to ionisation of
aqueous vapour by the incoming radiation, producing a normal
charge of 150,000 volts at a height of 5,000 metres. A chapter
is devoted to terrestrial and solar relations, in connection with
the diurnal phenomena, especially the variations of the elec-
trical and magnetic elements; these are influenced by the con-
vective movements of the atmosphere, and react upon one
another also. The author remarks that the evidence is very
strong that the magnetic variations depend upon ionisation
in the lower strata, and not upon any system of ionisation
currents in the upper strata. The aperiodic variations are
also studied, and the author infers that there is a marked
tendency to correspondence with the rotation of the sun in
26.68 days; there is also a serni-amuinl change in the pheno-
mena, and the author remarks that the problem of the eolar
radiation and its effects throughout the earth's atmosphere i3

an exceedingly complex phenomenon. He is not without hope
that the development of meteorology and solar physics will
eventually enable us to predict the seasonal climatic condi-
tions likely to prevail during the coming year in the great
agricultural regions of the earth. While his work is mainly
of use as a reference book, it is highly original in character
and aim, and should be found of great value to meteorologists.

Handbook of Instruction for Wireless Telegraphists. By J. C.
JIawkhead and H. M. Dowsett. London: The Wireless
Press, I, lil. Price 3s. 6d.

This is a second edition of Mr. Ilawkhead's book, which
has been taken in hand by Mr. Dowsett for revision and
enlargement. A very marked improvement in the appearance,
quality, and illustrations has been effected. With the excep-
tion of amplification in a number of places, and a much more
complete description of the Marconi portable sets, the text
remains of the same general standard, in Part II, covering
the theory of waves, the faulty illustrations have been re-
plaeed ami considerable revision has been effected in the text.

Of the two or three additional illustrations, one gives an origi-

nal conception of the shape of electric strain lines as they are
stated to exist in the waves thrown off by an antenna. The
object of this departure from the Hertz diagrams is not clear,
and it is hardly a success. The sharply-pointed waves shown
do not, of course, exist in reality.

While the information given is generally sound, it is hardly
of the standard suited to high-class instruction, but will un-
doubtedly be valuable to operators using the Marconi appa-
ratus. The latter appears to be the object of the work.

Examples in Alternating Current*. Vol. I. By Prof. P. E.
Austin. From the Author, 1], South Park, Hanover,
N.H., U.S.A. Price $2.40 (in America).

The first thing which strikes one about this book is that it

is printed in green ink. Possibly some readers may like this

;

personally, we do not like it, and we find that it makes
indices, subscripts, and small lettering on figures difficult to

decipher. The next thing to strike one is the high price, but
the cost of setting up mathematical matter is notoriously high,
and the setting is done well in this instance, so we are pre-
pared to forgive the rather high price, especially as the author
is honest enough to 6ay in his opening sentence that "one
object of the book is to make money "

! So many authors
pretend to be philanthropists.

These initial prejudices vanish rapidly on a closer examina-
tion of the work, the scope of which is, perhaps, best explained
to British engineers and students by saying that it gives a
"pocket-book treatment" of alternating-current problems,
the electrical principles involved by the latter, and the mathe-
matical methods required for their solution. The treatment is

sufficiently detailed to make the book readable and of value
to students, as well as a work of reference for those wishing
to refresh their memories on a particular point. Though there
is, naturally, no particular "plot" in the book, its sections
are arranged so that a student could start at the beginning
and follow it right through intelligently. Previous knowledge
of fundamental electrical matters and mathematical methods
is, however, necessary unless the book is to be used as a class

manual and supplemented by oral explanation. In this con-
nection it should be particularly valuable.
The preliminary sections include a well-arranged collection

of trigonometric formulae, geometrical relationships, and clear

rules for differentiation and integration. Good definitions of
A.O. quantities are given, and there is a good treatment of the
fundamental formulas bearing on the generation of e.m.f.

and of the constants and properties of 6ine curves. Instruc-
tive examples are given and supplemented by sufficient hints
to make them really useful. A good deal of space is devoted
to methods of determining the area under various curves,
particularly as applied to a.c. problems, to addition and multi-
plication of sine forms, and so on. The student should be
enabled by these pages to deal confidently with any problem
concerned with wave form.
Inductance in straight conductors and in coils, impedances

in series and in parallel, pure capacity, the properties of

various arrangements of condensers, and the characteristics of
a.c. circuits containing various mixtures of resistance, induct-
ance, and capacity are all dealt with very clearly, frequent
use being made of vector diagrams to supplement analytical

results and methods. The author adopts different types of

arrow heads to distinguish between pressure, current, admit-
tance, and impedance; this device is successful where the
vector diagrams are reasonably large. A series of tables at the
end of the book give« values of 2irf. for frequencies from 1 to

151 cycles, and corresponding values of 1/(2 *•/"), (2 rrj")-. and

1/(2 nf)- Here are also tables showing the capacities in farads
necessary to neutralise inductance from 0.1 to 0.99 henry, and
from 1 to 25 henries, and produce resonance at frequencies of

15, 25, 60, and 100 cycles. These and other special tables form
a valuable feature, and it is a pity they are blemished by as

many as 10 or 11 figures being given without any spaces to

facilitate transcriptions.

The illustrations in the book are good, save that the letter-

ing is generally much too small and is, consequently, illegible

in some cases. On the other hand, there is an excellent index,

and the arrangement of the text and mathematical matter is

exceptionally clear. All the resources of the printer have
been called upon to discriminate between main essentials and
amplifications and examples. Revision seems to have been
done very carefully, and we notice no misprints, though we
cannot claim to have checked every calculation. One soon
giows accustomed to the green ink, and the book is one which
must be more appreciated the longer one has it in use. It

On mill circulate freely amongst students, teachers, and
practising engineer*.
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Directions for Designing, Making, and Operating High-pressure
Transformers. By Prof. P. E. Austin. From the Author,
11, South Park, Hanover, N.H., U.S.A. Price 60 cents
(in America).

This book gives quite a good treatment of the fundamental
principles of transformer action and construction. The figures

given after the introductory section are intended primarily to

assist those who wish to build a step-up transformer, but the

data are useful in helping those who study the subject with-
out going in for practical work, to a better understanding of

the principles of transformer design and operation. Trans-
former losses are dealt with at some length, data being given
to enable the reader to calculate the losses in any particular

case. Sections are devoted to power factor and transforma-
tion ratio, and the author then works through the chief steps

in designing a 1-kw. transformer operating at 110/20,000
volts on 60-cycle supply; this is done fully so far as concerns
the losses, weights of material, iron and copper sections, &c.
Directions and data are then given for building a 3-kw.,
110/20,000-volt, 60-cycle transformer; the instructions are so

complete that the reader should have no difficulty in building
any other small transformer of the same order of magnitude,
and for about the 6ame working pressures. The cost of

materials for the transformer described is about £6 10s. A
short section is devoted to oil-immersed transformers, and
attention is, very properly, drawn to the precautions to be
observed in working with step-up transformers. The author's

- statement that the transformer he describes will pass " enough
(current) to kill a person several times," contains a little un-
intentional humour, but the warning is none the less con-
vincing.
In the concluding sections of the book there are data relat-

ing to a 4,000-volt transformer, a- discussion of the use of

transformers as frequency changers, notes on obtaining unity
power factor by the use of condensers, and notes on connect-
ing primary coils to produce different secondary pressures.

The book is interesting and instructive.

CITY NOTES.

The Practical Design of Steel-framed Sheds. By Albert
Spencer. London : Constable & Co., Ltd. Price 10s. 6d.

net.

The war has caused the springing up of an unprecedented
demand for steel-framed sheds, such .structures being needed
all over the country in connection with the production of

munitions. According to Mr. Spencer's calculations, it would
seem likely that in many cases such sheds are unskilfully

designed. In fact, his complaint is that owing to the design-

ing of 6heds being left almost entirely to the manufacturers
of such structures, who are often working on a severely com-
petitive basis, many designs are open to serious objection on
the score of capability to withstand all stresses with a good
factor of safety. The trouble, the author is convinced, lies

mainly in the fact that in most treatises on this subject, and
also in the instruction provided at our technical colleges, too

much attention is devoted to the design of the various units
without proper regard to the structure as a whole. He, there-

fore, presents, in a clear and coherent manner, methods
which, if adopted, should greatly facilitate the practical design
of trustworthy shed framework and foundations. An intimate
knowledge of the theory of structures and of practical design-
ing is assumed to be already in the possession of the reader,

and, given this, a student on the subject should find much
food for thought in Mr. Spencer's calculations.—G. S. S.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

Harlesden Lamp Co., Ltd. (143,701).—This company was
registered on April 26th, with a share capital of £10,000 in 9.S00 prel. shares

of £1 each and 4.000 ord. shares of Is. each, to acquire and turn to account
any invention relating to electric and other lamps, or any fenses, reflectors,

or other component parts or accessories for use in connection therewith, ta

«arry on the business of manufacturers and repairers of, and dealers in, elec-

tric lamps, reflectors, lenses, or other articles, electricians, opticians, glass-

blowers, &c, and to adopt an agreement with C. B. Leake. The subscribers

(with one pref. share each) are: C. B. Leake, Red House, Hare-field, Middle-
sex, gentleman; J. M. Longe, St. Margaret's, Hallowell Road, Northwood,
Middlesex, gentleman. Private company. The number of directors is not to

be less than two or more than five; the first are C. B. Leake and J. M. Longe.
Qualification (except first directors), 500 shares. Remuneration, £200

iible

Holborn, W.C.
Soli, W. P.. Cr Cromwell House, Fulwood Pla

German Electrical Companies.

The Dcutsch-Atlantische Telegraphen Gcsellschaft proposes
to pay a dividend of 6 per cent, for 1915, as contrasted with
6i per cent, in the previous year.

The Ostcuropaisclie Telegraphen Gcsellschaft, of Cologne,
which owns the cable between Constantza and Constantinople,
records net profits of £15,600 for 1915, as contrasted with
£12,300 in the preceding year, when a dividend of 7 per cent,
was paid on the share capital of £50,000. The method of dis-
posing of the profits available for 1915 is not disclosed.

The report for 1915 of the Welter Elektrizitats und Heber-
zcug Werke, of Cologne, states that activity became greater
and more uniform on the completion of the changes in work-
ing for the execution of Army contracts, and the company
was also well occupied on the construction of lifting plant.
The net profits of £3,300 permit of the payment of a dividend
of 5 per cent., this result contrasting with a loss in the pre-
vious year.
The report of Gebr. Korting A.G., of Linden, states that the

company was able to deal with the increasing requirements
for electrical machinery in 1915. No information was forth-
coming in regard to the subsidiary companies in enemy coun-
tries, but the turnover in Austria-Hungary expanded consider-
ably. The gross profits advanced from £147,000 in 1914 to
£253,000 last year, and the net profits from £37,000 to £112,000
in the two years respectively. It is intended to pay a dividend
of 10 per cent, on ordinary share capital of £950,000, as com-
pared with no distribution in 1914 and 8 per cent, in 1913.

The Elcktrochemische Werke, of Bitterfeld, most of whose
installations and plant a.t Rheinfelden and Bitterfeld are
leased to the Griesheim-Elektron Chemical Works, of Prank-
fort-on-Main, report gross profits amounting to £87,000 for
1915, as compared with £S6,000 in 1914. Including the bal-
ance brought forward, the net profits are returned at £62,500,
as against £62,100, and the dividend on the share capital of

£275,000 is 10 per cent., as in the previous year. The share
capital has been increased to £350,000, and is held entirely
by the Zurich Bank for Electrical Undertakings.
The Geselhchaft fur Elektrische XJnternehmungen, of Berlin,

which is an investment company having a share capital of

£3,000,000, and loans amounting to £1,997,000, states that
the considerable interests held in enemy countries resulted in
a reduction of £90,000 in the profits realised from dividends
and interest in 1915, which was only partly equalised by
profits of £40,000 resulting from sales of securities. The net
profits and balance forward declined from £266,000 in 1914
to £216,000 last ve.ir, although the dividend is maintained at
6 per cent, for 1915, as in the previous year, whereas the rate
in 1913 was 10 per cent.

The directors of the Hamburg Hochbahn A.G. report that
the branch line to Rotenburgsort was handed over to the
company by the Hamburg State on May 21st, 1915, and on
that day the 40 years' concession commenced for the working
of the circle line and the three branches to Eimsbuttal, Ohls-
dorf, and Rotenburgsort. The electrical equipment of the last-

mentioned line was accelerated, and the service started about
the. end of July. During the first four months of 1915 troops
comprising 2,200,000 were carried free of charge, whilst the
paying passengers transported numbered 35,800,000 in the
whole year, as compared with 36.480,000 and 39,000,000 in the
two previous vears respectivelv. After meeting interest charges
and placing £27,000 to the renewal fund, as against £28,000
in 1914, the accounts show a loss of £900, as contrasted with
net profits of £32,000, and a dividend of 4 per cent, in 1914
and 5J per cent, in 1913.

The report of Yoigt & Haeffner A.G.. of Frankfort-on-Main,
states that the company was engaged during the whole of

1915 on the manufacture of parts of munitions, although the
production of the customary peace articles was maintained to

a satisfactory extent. Neutral countries were much larger

purchasers than in former years, partly influenced by the
favourable rate of exchange. It was possible to find substi-

tutes for the requisitioned metals in materials produced in

the country in the case of many classes of manufactures
turned out. and the. delivery of these materials was so much
facilitated that the company was able to secure a satisfactory

turnover towards the end of the year, particularly in pro-

ducts made in bulk. The net profits were £97,000, as against

£49,000 in 1914, and a dividend of 12 per cent, has been

declared on share capital of £250,000, as contrasted with 8

per cent, in 1914.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL

COMPANIES.

W. E. Dove & Co., Ltd. (72,630).—Capital, £3,500 in £\0
shares. Return dated March 13th, 1916. 320 shares taken up; £2,000 paid;

£1,200 considered as paid. Mortgages and charges ; £1,100.

Carville Site & Power Co., Ltd.—Issue on April 20th,
1916, of £10,000 debs., part of a series of which particulars have already

been filed.

West London & Provincial Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—
The credit balance for 1915 is £3.038, and after paying 6 per

cent, on the cum. pref. shares the balance is to be carried

forward.

Chiswick Electricity Supply Co., Ltd.—After paying deben-

ture stock interest, a dividend of 5 per cent, for 1915 i6 to

be paid, carrying £435 to depreciation reserve fund account.

Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd.—The units

sold during the five weeks 'ended March 31st were 2,122,507,

compared with 1,579,169 units in 1915.
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Austrian Electrical Companies,
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Swiss Electrical Companies.

lektrinitats Gesclhchaft Alioth, of Basle, which two
igo transferred its manufacturing departments to an-

other company, and then became purelj an investment under-
taking, reports gross profits of £17,000 for 1915, as against

£14,000 in 1914, and net profits of "£13,000 and £11,000 in the

two years respectively. It is proposed to pay a dividend of 5

per cent, on the ordinary share capital of £'240,000, as con-

with 4 per cent, in 1914.

The SocUte Franco-Suiss'e pour VIndustrie Electrique, of

Geneva, which is in close association with the group of the

Banque de Paris, is unable to pay any dividend for 1915, as

the rase for the previous year, on the ordinary share

capital of £1,000,000. The company is interested in railways

and tramways, hydro-electric works, and electro-metallurgical

undertakings, all of which are situated outside the war area.

After, meeting the interest service on the loans, amounting to

the accounts show net profits of £16,000, as against

£4,609 in 1914. Most of the profit has been carried forward.

Mr. R. W. Blackwell, presiding on
Johnson and April '27th at the annual meeting, referred

Phillips, Ltd. to the improvement in the accounts, which
showed a trading profit of £69,077. In

regard to the dividend of 5 per cent., free of tax, on the ordi-

nary shares, he said that the conditions under which the

business must be carried on for a considerable period to come
did not admit of a larger distribution. They must carry very

heavy stocks of material to meet the requirements of the

Government, The position of the company was thoroughly

sound and steadily improving. During 1915 they had spent
on additions bo buildings and plant £8,414. They had good

under existing conditions, to be satisfied with both

i

resent position and the future prospects of the concern.

So long us the war endured, it was more than probable that

:i largi part of their plant would run at full pressure, but a
considerable proportion of their machinery and plant which
was not susceptible of adaptation to the present requirements
might have to lie idle until normal conditions were again

reached. He did not believe that their company had been
either advantaged or injured financially by the war to any
special extent Their turnover might be somewhat higher

than they might reasonably have expected, but the difficulties

of ,lning business, prises and costs of all kinds, had greatly

,1. and their margin of net profit decreased. A part

of the new machinery that they had built would be of real

utilitj to them when the demand for war material no longer

existed. They proposed to continue in their endeavour to

bring every part of the works and plant up to the best modern
stan, lard. Their stocks, though large, as they must neces-

sarily be in these days, when there were great difficulties in

securing material, had been well bought, and stood in the

accounts at a safe figure. The chairman laid stress upon the

fact that in the present abnormal state of all business tho

command of ready money was a first essential to the business

ol the concern. However quickly they might be paid for

their goods when finished and delivered, the fact remained
that they must buy their material well ahead, and on practi-

cally cash terms, arid must carry its cost, plus labour charges,

for the period of manufacture—say. an average of at least

three months on everj order received. The comparatively
small dividend and the substantial carry-forward that they
recommended advisable in view of the conditions
under which their business must necessarily be earn'. !

an indefinite, but certainly a considerable, period.

SlB J. Sivewrioht presided on April 27th
Bath Electric at the annual meeting. He said that 1915
Tramways, could riot fairly be compared with any

Ltd. other year. The traffic and other re

showed a decrease of £5,558: The <1<,

however, was fcributable to the reduction- of the
company's motors in the latter part of 191-1. when a large
number of them were transferred to the Government for

military service. Economies in operation and in the expenses

of the company more than offset the diminution in receipts,

e j that they had actually a greater net revenue for 1915 than
they had m 1914. The foundry belonging to the company had
been engaged on most useful work, and continued to give
capital results. Operating, as they had been, for the whole
ol the year 1915 without a large part of their torpedo fleet,

the i ,i ed most favourably with those of the pre-
vious twelve months, for nine months of which they were
working the whole of their torpedo cars. In 1915 the weather
during the spring and summer was very unfavourable, but

decided imffP anient in the autumn, and of this

the company felt the benefit. A lot of money had again been
spent in repairs and renewals, and everything had been kept
in good order. He did not refer merely to replacements or

irs such as were done annually; what had been carried

out would last for many years. The company was in a posi-

tion not only to pay its debenture interest and preference divi-

dend, as well as to redeem debentures, but also to pay some-
thing off the. loan from the Union of Loudon & Smiths Bank,
which had been very substantially reduced. Originally it

t'2s,(KKt, and it had now been*brought down to £16,000,
and, although the shareholders had had to forego that £12,000,
Mi, value of their shares was improved to that extent. There
was a promising future before the company, and if they pur-
ued their present policy they would have an improved fleet

and their foundry would be extended. Mr. A. A. C. SwiNTOM
seconded the adoption of the report, which was carried.

Western ^e annua ' report of the Western Elec-

Electric Co trie Co., Inc., which is in effect a reorgani-

jj e t
"' sation of the Western Electric Co., of Illi-

nois, covers the operations of both the
Illinois and the New York companies during the year 1915, i

thus giving the results of the continuing business without
attempting to segregate that part which pertains only to the
operations of the new company. The 6ales for 1915, the report
states, were $63.85-2.000, as compared with $66,408,000 for

1914 and $77,533,000 for 1913. " During the latter part of the
year, however," says President H. B. Thayer, " there was
an increasing demand for our products, and the present pros-

p, , ts indicate a fair volume of business in 1916, following the
general business activity of the country. The costs of our
raw material have been very much inflated by the demand
for similar material by manufacturers of war munitions or by
interrupted supplies of such as usually come from abroad,
which continually reminds us that the general b*ine.-s activity

is largely founded upon the abnormal conditions abroad. These
higher costs materially affect the costs of our manufactures,
and when the. return to normal conditions comes we may
expect a considerable shrinkage in the value of such materials
as we may have in stock at that time." The orders on hand,

the report goes on to say, on January 1st, 1916, were $2,111,000

in value more than on January 1st. 1915. The average value

of an order filled during 1915 was $55, as compared with $56
for 1914. The number of employes on January 1st, 1916, was
17.135, as compared with 15,650 on January 1st, 1915.

—

Elec-

trical World.
Considering the conditions, satisfactory

North of progress was made, in 1915. Lamp connec-

Scotland tions in Montrose increased from 1.114 kw.
Electric Light to 1,163 kw.; iu Brechin from 738 kw. to

and Power 776 kw. ; and in Inverness from 1,286 kw.
Co., Ltd. to 1,452 kw., making a total of 3.391 kw.

connected in the three towns. The gross

profit, including £2,420 brought forward, is £9,458, and after

meeting interest on debentures and loans amounting to £2,856,

and writing off £57 from suspense account, a net profit of

£6,546 remains. A dividend at the rate of 3 per cent, for 1915

is recommended, absorbing £1,500, £2,000 is to be placed to

renewal reserve, £1,000 to general reserve, and .£'2 ,016 carried

forward.
The net profit for 1915 was £396,551, plus

Babcock and £69,492 brought forward. After paying

Wilcox, Ltd. dividends of 6 per cent, on the preference

and 5 per cent, on the second preference

shares for the vear. 9 per cent, is to be paid on the ordinarv

for the past half-year, in addition to the interim dividend of

6 per cent, already paid; £150,000 is to be placed to reserve,

and £10,000 to the staff pension fund, leaving £42.125 to be

carried forward. The business has been a controlled establish-

ment since August last. Additional premises were acquired

during the vear adjoining the Renfrew works, and other exten-

sions have also been carried out. The company is, and has

been, short of men. and is now introducing female labour in

some departments. A large proportion of the staff joined the

Forces, but the extra demands made on those remaining have

been met with a spirit of enthusiasm. The company continued

to contribute to the maintenance of dependents of the staff

with the Forces, \nnual meeting : May 9th.

During last year 21,081,928 units were

Calcutta sold, compared with 15. -987. 471 in 1914. The

Electric number of houses connected was 8,768, an

Supply 588. The gross revenue was

Corporation. £224,206. as against £202.455 for 1914.

Ltd The net revenue was £162,922 (as against

£140.609 for 1914), calculating the exchange

at Is, Id. per rupee. Adding the balance brought forward and

interest received on money at deposit, the total is £176.60-.

Alter paving the interim dividend of 3J percent., actual, paid

on the 'ordinary shares in November. 1915, the dividends

paid and accrued on the preference shares, and the other
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items in the net revenue account, the available balance

i^ £122,177. £5'2,00O is to be placed to the credit of the

depreciation and renewals account, £10,000 to the reserve

fund, and a final dividend at the rate of 5J per cent, actual

is recommended, making 9 per cent, for the year, leaving

£30,000 to be carried forward after providing for the directors'

extra remuneration of £2,500, and a bonus of £1,629 payable
to the staff in India. The reserve for depreciation and re-

newals will thus be increased to £229,444, and the reserve

fund, with the addition of £2,184 from dividends on invest-

ments, will stand at £126,704. The expenditure on capital

account during the year amounted to £122,344, making the

total outlay £1,380,827. The demand for electrical energy
continues to increase steadily, and the result of the working
for the year must be considered satisfactory. Units generated,
27,573,446; public lamps units sold, 476,373; sold by special
ciiii tract, 613,271; lighting units by meter, 4,371,865; power
units by meter, 15,620,419; used on works, 5,295,156; not
accounted for, 1,196,362. Annual meeting : May 10th.

The Financial Times states that another
Consolidated half-yearly statement by the liquidator has
Diesel Engine gust been issued, bringing the record of the
Manufacturers, accounts up to January 6th last. In the

LtdT interval the whole of the unsecured credi-

tors have been paid off, leaving a balance
of £52,800 in hand, so that the coiitributories are likely t<>

receive a small portion of their capital back, but it would
appear that there- are. still some uncompleted contracts m
hand, and the cost of these may have to be set against the
value of the remaining assets. "The liquidation has now
reached the unprofitable stage, and the sooner that it is finally

closed the better. For the six months the costs and charges
amounted to £3,200, while the total receipts were only £1,700,
so that there was a loss of £1,500. The collection of book
debts has been particularly disappointing, only £10,400 having
been yet got in out of £28,100 marked ' good ' in the secre-
tary's original statement, to say nothing of £69,300 scheduled
as 'doubtful.' How far the war is responsible for this it is

impossible to say, but we are afraid that not much value can
now be attached to the company's Belgian interests."

The report for 1914 states (says the
Puebla Tram= Financial Times) that the net profit in
way, Light, Mexico amounted to $692,499

" Mex., as
and Power compared with $736,952 for 1913. Reckon-
Co., Ltd. ing the earnings at the parity of exchange

there is a debit balance—after charging all

expenses, bond interest and first mortgage bond sinking fund
—of £17,154, but owing to the heavy loss on exchange, which
amounted to £42,996, the final result is a debit balance of

£60,150. The average exchange was 13.78d., as against
24.5841d. par value and 21d. in 1913. At the date of this

report the value of the peso is about 2d. The transmission
line to Vera Cruz was completed and power delivered to that
city at the end of the year, and commencing with January,
1915, a regular supply of power has been given to the Vera
Cruz Electric Light, Power & Traction under contract. Ex-
cept for a small amount of damage done by bandits from time
to time and considerable thefts of copper, the company's pro-
perties remain intact. Owing, however, to the difficulty of
operating the plants at Portezuelo and San Agustin, in face
of continued interferences, these were closed in August, 1914,

and the Tuxpango plant has since borne the entire load of
the company's output. The business has suffered during the
year on account of a large number of factories having been
destroyed or closed down. Owing to the. disturbed conditions
of trade and the heavy fall in the exchange value of the Mexi-
can dollar a meeting of the first mortgage bondholders was
convened and duly held on July 30th last, when a resolution
was passed sanctioning a modification of the rights of the
bondholders.

Sir Geo. Franklin presided at the
Oriental annual meeting on April 26th. He said

Telephone that one of their colleagues, Capt. Akers,
acid Electric wa9 in France on military service. After

Co., Ltd. explaining the sources from which the com-
pany derived its income, he said that the

gross revenue from subscriptions, rentals, and sales was
£55,336, an increase of £3,605, which was due mainly to

development in Madras, Mauritius, and Singapore. Dividends
and interest from subsidiary companies, £33,429, showed an
increase of £1,696, due to larger dividends from the Bombay
and China and Japan companies. The Bombay Co. now paid

20 per cent., and the China & Japan Co. 10 per cent. The
working expenses amounted to £28,870, plus £9,656 for London
expenses, which had been largely increased by heavier income-
tax and excess profits duty. In regard to the charge of £5.500

against revenue for depreciation of securities, it was necessary

to write off that amount in order' to bring their War Loan and
Cape stock well within the market prices on December 31st

last. The balance to the credit of net revenue account was
£61,957. With reference to the transfer to reserve, it should

be borne in mind that telephone plant in tropical or semi-

tropical countries was peculiarly liable to depreciation, not

merely from ordinary wear and tear, but from other causes,

such as the substitution of underground for overhead con-

struction, developments in the art, typhoon storms, and many
other contingencies of that kind. With regard to the Tele-

phone Co. of Egypt, controlled by the Oriental Co., they had
recently sent their consulting engineers to make a very care-

ful investigation, and to report as to the state of the plant,

&c, and its value. They hoped, also, to get much useful

advice for the carrying on of the business. With the figures

aud the information which they hoped to get in that way
they would have conclusive evidence as to the value of their

plant and property, which they conceived to be very necessary

at this time. Having done that with regard to Egypt, it might

be necessary to extend it a little further, and to consider how
far it was desirable to gain similar information as to the

value of their plant, and the best means of developing other

parts of the company's systems. While he did not waul to

a iniiiit the board to anything more than that, then, the share-

holders would see the' bearing that this had upon several

questions which might arise out of what he was going to say.

With regard to the Oriental Co., they were proposing to ear-

mark, for the first time, £40,000 to the reserve fund for depre-

ciation, and whereas last year they had a carry-forward of

some. £56,000, they were only proposing to-day to carry for-

ward £15,000. But they were transferring £70,000 to a reserve

fund account. The question as to how much, if any. of the.

£70,000 was profit, depended upon the investigation they were

proposing to make. That investigation would enable them,

first of all, to see whether their assets were worth the balance-

sheet figures—the capital which had been expended on lines,

exchange equipment, and telephone plant. He need hardly

explain the absolute necessity of keeping the company strong

and safe. One of the first things, and the last, which a tele-

phone company wanted was new capital. It was the breath of

life to it. Without new capital they were unable to take

advantage of opportunities of development which were of vital

importance. These were not times when they could get

Treasurv sanction to increases of capital. The first thing,

then, was to see that the value of the assets was sound.

Secondly, it would be for them to consider how far, if at all,

there might be anv probable distribution from this source,

lie referred to the "difficulty which would be created if they

were to deplete themselves of cash in order to make any dis-

tribution of that kind. The stores on hand and in transit had

increased to £45,512. during the past year, largely due to

£17,000 which was in cables for Singapore and Madras m
transit on December 31st last. They had learned since that

the. cabling work in those two places was proceeding satisfac-

torily and would enable the company to meet the development

fioni time to time. With regard to their subsidiary com-

panies, the figures in each case showed good progress. The

Telephone Co. of Egypt grew in strength and continued to

pay its 10 per cent, dividend. The circumstances of the war

had cast upon the company considerable responsibilities m the

construction of lines for the service of the military. In Hong-

Kong and Kowloon the China and Japan Co. had made good

progress, the gross revenue being increased by £3,400. The

I-li ri""al and Bombay companies had each shown satisfactory

development, though their figures were also somewhat affected

bv the war.

Anglo-American Telegraph Co., Ltd.—The three quarterly

dividends on the ordinary and preference st <-ks paid in May,

July, and November, 1915, absorbed £157,500, and including

the final dividends paid in February, absorbed £262.500, being

the rent paid by the Western Union Telegraph Co. for the

year, equal to 31 per cent, on the ordinary stock, 6 per cent,

on the preferred stock, and 11 per cent, on the deferred stock.

A bonus of Is. 9d. per cent, on the ordinary and 3s. 6d. on

the deferred stock was paid on February 1st. 1916. The bal-

ance at credit of revenue account, £07,153, includes £1,528

interest received, and the balance of £65,625 is available for

dividends for the quarter to March 31st, Annual meeting :

May 5th.

City Electric Light Co., Ltd. (Brisbane).—For the year

endea January 31st, 1916, the credit balance is £20,133, after

making additions to the franchise and purchase sinking fund

and renewal, replacement and contingencies account, and

allowing for depreciation. An interim dividend was paid last

September absorbing £8,987, and a further 3 per. cent, has

been paid bn the preference shares. 5 Tier cent, on the ordi-

nary and 5 percent, on the contributing shares; these pay-

ment- together with the dividend duty and an allowance for

Federal income-tax, will absorb £10,892, leaving £1,569 to be

carried forward.

A. Reyrolle & Co., Ltd.—The accounts for 1915 show a

profit after providing for depreciation, &c., of £11,853, there

being an available Slim, including £2,843 brought forward, of

£14,696. Dividends of 18i per cent, on the preference shares

and 18$ per cent, on the ordinary shares have been declared,

£5,000 being placed to reserve for general purposes and £3,396

carried forward.—Finaftehl Times.

Alderley & Wilmslow Electric Supply, Ltd.—During 1915

the total lamp connections increased from 1,036 kw. to 1,092

kw. There is a profit of £3.061, plus £1.042 brought forward,

and after paying £1.665 interest on debentures and loans,

£2/142 remains, of which £1,200 is to be put to reserve fund

and £1,242 carried forward.

Metropolitan Electric" Supply Co., Ltd.—The ordinary

general meeting which was adjourned until May 2nd or such

later date, as the committee might agree, will be held at a

later date.
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Indian Electric Supply & Traction Co., Ltd.—The surplus

on working in Cawnpore during 1915, including JE144 for

interest accrued, was £15,932 (against .£l'J,7'24 in 1914), and
including further interest in England and transfer fees, the

credit aide of net revenue account shows a total of £16,992.

London expenditure was £1,688 (against £1,537 in 1914), and
after providing £3,900 for debenture interest a net profit of

£10,264 is shown, plus £717 brought forward. Out of this,

£'J,000 has been placed to general reserve, £3,000 to reserve

for depreciation and renewals, and £500 against expenses of

the debenture issue. A final dividend of 3J per cent., making
6 per cent, for the year, is recommended, absorbing £4,681,

und .£800 is to be carried forward. Annual meeting : May 5th.

Tramways & General Works Co., Ltd.—Including the

balance brought forward, the amount now standing to the

credit of the profit and loss account is £540, out of which the

directors recommend the payment of a dividend at the rate

o 1 '

Id. per share (less income tax), absorbing £333, and leaving

£206 to be carried forward.

City of Buenos Aires Tramways (1904), Ltd.—A dividend
of Is. 3d. per share (at the rate of :> per cent, per annum),
less tax. for the three months ended March 31st is announced.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Tuesday Evening.

Collapse of the Irish "rebellion" has done something to

help the sentiment in the Stock Exchange, and with no more
holidays in sight until Whitsun, markets should be able to

settle down in earnest to such work as they can find. Busi-

ness in securities may be affected to no small extent by that

call to the Derby Groups which come* into operation at the

end of the present month, but the Stock Exchange is not
meeting difficulties half-way, and the future is left to look
after itself.

Meanwhile, the pronounced strength of all issues connected
with the cable industry is still the outstanding feature of the
markets dealt with here, and to this must be added a readi-

ness on the part of the public to buy most of the "chemical"
shares. These last are being taken principally by Liverpool and
certain of the manufacturing towns in the North, where the
investor is eager for the offer of shares in companies of which
Castner-Kellner may be taken as a fair example.
Continued strength is shown by the electricity supply shares.

City preference and County preference are both J better at

10J, though City "Lights" are I easier at llf. There is still

a demand for other good-class shares in this market, and, as
we have pointed out before, comparatively little supply. A
somewhat sensational rise is one of 12s. 6d. in Edison £ Swan
fully-paid shares, the price jumping to 1| upon persistent

buying—or demand, rather, inasmuch as there have been few
on offer and holders are by no means anxious to sell. The
partly-paid rose 3s. to 12s. in sympathy. The market seems
rather puzzled to account, for advances so violent as these, but
the buying proceeds from sources which should certainly
know what they are about.

Babcock & Wilcox are firm at 2J bid, on the issue of the
report. The raising of the dividend by 1 per cent, to 15 pet-

cent, does not look a particularly brilliant achievement, but
it has to be remembered that the distribution is made free of
tax, and consequently the yield is higher than it appears. The
company's net profit was actually £6.000 smaller than that
for the previous year, the whole of this, and more, being due
to increase in income-tax, for the gross profit showed au ad-
vance of £13,300. Castner-Kellners are better, in company
with most of the chemical shares; and British Westinghouse
preference hardened to 2J. There is no quotable change
amongst cable manufacturing shares, but the market is a
good one.

Eastern Telegraph ordinary gained 1$, and small rises are
shown by several of the other principal shares in this section.
Marconis are dull, the recent bout of buying coming to an
end somewhat abruptly. American Marconi's are quiet at about
15s., while Canadians are 8s. 3d.
Latin-Canadian companies are. doing well. The last pub-

lished accounts show that satisfactory increases in earnings
over the corresponding months in 1915 were secured by the
Brazilian Traction, the Consolidated Gas and Electric Light,
of Baltimore, and the Power companies of the Missippippi
River, the Shawimgan and the Pennsvlvania. Prom the mar-
ket point of view, however, April was quiet, but there was a
slight appreciation in prices on balance.

Within the past few business days has come a faint im-
provement in some of the Mexican prices marked more in

, .J31,,? departments than amongst utilities. The bonds
°ft,he Mexican Ljght & Power, and the Mexico Tramways are
still all but unsaleable, though railway stocks have hardened
in consequence of a jump in the price of silver that has taken
it higher than it has stood for about a quarter of a century.
Ihe political situation in Mexico is little or no better but 'if
this were^to take one of its unexpected turns—it could' hardlv
be for. the worse—Mexican utilities might make a vivid re-
covery. Seeing that the leading issues have suffered losses

ranging from 20 to 45 points since the outbreak of war, there

is at least scope for reaction, even when the succession of

blows at the companies 1- remembered and appreciated. The
I>eriod for deposit of the bonds 111 the Mexico Tramways
Group of Companies has just been extended until the end

of June.
Brazil Tractions are a point higher on the week at V.;

Other Latin-Canadians are good. New York has got over its

recent fit of apprehension with reference to the diplomatic

situation between the States and Germany, and. furthermore,

manages to extract some degree of confidence from the re-

ported refusal of Washington to withdraw the American troops

from Mexico at the instance of the. ( 'arran/.ist party.

Home Railway stocks dropped back into lethargy, for which
the Irish situation was held to lie responsible. Unfortunately,

the, market made no particular recovery upon the surrender

of the rioters. It is jocularly suggested that the sudden inrush

of summer weather may have something to do with the cessa-

tion of buying orders in Underground Railway stocks. These
issues are all easier, Metropolitans being the principal losers.

Business in the group as a whole is quiet.

Rubber shares, moreover, are much less active. The price

of the raw stuff has gone back to the near neighbourhood of

3a per lb., and) while such a factor would have weighed but
little in an active market, it assumes importance when the

upward movement shows signs of slackening. Armament
shares hold their positions fairly steadily. Coppers are some-
what erratic, and in most of the other base-metal shares

—

silver alone excepted—the prevailing tendency leans towards
dulness and rather lower values.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.
Home Electricity Companies.

Dividend Price
. v May 2, Rise or fall

1914. 1915. 1916. this week.

Brompton Ordinary .... 10 10 6| —
Charing Cross Ordinary ..56 BJ —

do. do. do. 4* Pref.. 4J 4) Sj —
Chelsea 5 4 (J —
City of London 9 8 llj — J

do. do. G per cent. Pref. 6 6 10} + J
County of London .... 7 7 10$ —

do. 6 per cent. Pref. 6 6 10$ + }
Kensington Ordinary .... 9 7 6 —
London Electric 4 8 1} —

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref. 6 6 4} —
Metropolitan 3} 8 S| —

do. 4* per cent. Pref. 4J 4) 8 —
St. James' and Pall MaU 10 8 6 —
South London ...... 5 6 2| —
South Metropolitan Pref. ..77 l rV,

—
Westminster Ordinary .... 9 7 6 —

Telegraphs and Telephones,

Dividend,
1914.

Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref 6 98 xd —
do. Def 33/6 21} —

Chile Telephone 8 fJ — 1

Cuba Sub. Ord 5 11 -
Eastern Extension 7 14} —
Eastern Tel. Ord 7 144 + 1}
Globe Tel. and T. Ord 6 113 + }

do. Pref 6 10* +4
Great Northern Tel 22 35» —
Indo-European 13 60 xd —
Marconi 5 2} + i
New York Tel. 4i 4J 1001 —
Oriental Telephone Ord 10 l| —
United R. Plate Tel 8 6 —
West India and Pan 1 1} —
Western Telegraph 7 14} —

Home Rails.

Central London, Ord. Assented . . 4 67} —
I

Metropolitan 1} 25* - 1}
do. District Nil 18S — g

Undergroun \ Electric Ordinary .. Nil l| —
do. do. "A" .. .. Nil 5/<f -6d.
do. do. Income . . 6 85} — 1}

Foreign Trams, &c.

Adelaide Sup. 6 per cent. Pref. ..6 41 —
Anglo-Arg. Trams, First Pref. 5*. 8| —

do. 2nd Pref 5} 8| —
do. 5 Deb 5 78 —

Brazil Tractions . . 4 66* xd +1
Bombay Electric Pref 6 10J —
British Columbia Elec. Rly. Pfce. . . 5 68 —

do. do. Preferred . . — 87 —
do. do. Deferred . . — 83 —
do. do. Deb. 4} 62 —

Mexico Trams 5 per cent. Bonds . . — 40 —
do. 6 per cent. Bonds . . — B2 —

Mexican Light Common . . . . Nil SO —
do. Pref Nil 82 —
do. 1st Bonds . . . . — 39 —

Manufacturing Companies.

Babcock & Wilcox 14 2| —
British Aluminium Ord. . . . . 5 22/- xd —
British Insulated Ord 15 10$ —
British Westinghouse Pref 7} 2} + A
Callenders 15 11} - —

do. 5 Pref. 5 4} —
Castner-Kellner 20 Sft + A
Edison & Swan, £3 paid .. .. Nil 12/- +8/-

do. do. fully paid . . . . Nil 1} +8
do. do. 6 per cent. Deb. . . 6 57 —

Electric Construction 6 16/- —
Gen. Elec. Pref 6 9g —
Henley 20 14* —

do. 4} Pref 4} 4 —
India-Rubber 10 10 —
Telegraph Con 20 86} —

* Dividends paid free of income tax.

£7 8 2
7 13 10
6 18 6
6 8 1

6 14 9
5 It 3
6 13 4

6 14 3

7 12
6 6 4
7 10

6 13 4

8 13 10
6 14 n

5 16 8

•6 18 4

9 1 10
•5 12 4

9 1

7 3
2 10

IS
13 6

I

I 18 4
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METAL MARKET.

Fluctuations in April.

THE LJUNGSTROM TURBINE AND ITS

APPLICATION TO MARINE PROPULSION.

April 3
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bo !> hold them in tin ii supporting disks thai any distortion

C i sequent on the variation id temperature between the blade
liny and the Framework should be eliminated. The original

conceit fed F'carryhi adb blade ring on
expansion ring, and embodying a series of expansion

Or breathing rings throughout all parte of the turbine subject

t temperature differences.

The period between L907 and 1909 svas spent bj Messrs
in preparing the designs of all the essential

details, and the results of their careful work were embodied,
in i:'ii\ in the first turbine constructed bj them of 750 b.h.h.,

i

>>
i: p.m., .' 1 1 n li gave a tJ ial -tram consump-

: the two series oi blade rings to the last ring. No. 42.

on it- way to the condenser; 21 blade rings are fixed to the

disk a r, and 21 to the disk I. l. The disks earn ing the blade
rings are 3nch divided inn. a . connected through

n rings: to avoid the stresses and alterations in Bhape
which would arise in a solid «li-k subjected to the influence of

varying and Irregularly distributed temperatures.
in- the case when strain was first admitted into the turbine,

and when variations took place in steam pressure oi tem-

pi rature, or in the load. The disks are made of lirome nicki

steel, and are mounted on the ends of the generatoi shafts.

which, where exposed to beating by tin steal ace hollow.

Pig. -LJUNGSTROM TuRBO-ALTERN Mi.'i:.
I [i "'.—Set of 21 Rings.

3.9 lb. per b.h.t. per hour, total temperature of steam
626 deg. F.. vacuum '28.6 in., and 1 . 1 lb. per sq. in. absolute

pressure on the turbine inlet-valve.

Since that date an aggregate of about 200,000 B.H.r., of a

design practically identical with their first turbine, has been
put in operation or under construction. Fig. 3 shows a

1,500-B.h.p. turbo-alternator, 16 ft. long overall, and 4 ft. 2 in.

in diameter.* Two 3-phase alternators, each of half the

capacity of the turbine, are coupled to opposite ends of the
turbine, and run in opposite directions, at 3,000 E.P.M., the

relative speed of the blades being 6,000 r.p.m. The running

so that the fluctuations of temperature in shaft and hub
follow one another, and thus avoid play between the hub ami
the shaft".

A general inspection of the half longitudinal section shows
a number of small dumb-bell-shaped sections. These are not
links, but cross-sections of circular rings made of nickel steel.

They are the expansion or breathing lings previously referred

to. which form one of the essential features of the turbine,

and are interposed between any two parts which would be
otherwise liable to distortion due to variation of temperature.
These expansion rings are interposed between the blade rings

'

LSIL

Fig. 4.

—

Half Longitudinal Section of Ljungstrom Turbine of 1,500 b.h.

speed is half the critical speed, and there is no vibration in

running up to full speed. The set weighs 15^ tons. Fig. 4

shows a half longitudinal section of the turbine, the axis of

which is x y. Steam enters by the vertical pipes A A, and
passes through the holes b b milled in the hub of each support-

ing disk to the innermost blade ring No. 1, then radially

* An illustrated description of the Ljungstrom 1,000-kw.

turbo-alternator as made by the Brush Electrical Engineering
Co., Ltd., appeared in the Electrical Review of October
10th. 1913.

and supporting disks, between the component parts of the

disks themselves, and between the steam chests and their

supporting frames.
Figs. 1 and 2 show the method of construction of the

blade rings. The blades are made of 5 per cent, nickel steel.

Counting from the centre line, x y. fig. 4, the first. 33 rows
are 5 mm. wide, the next five are 7 mm., and the last two
12 mm. and 20 mm. respectively. The blades are milled

from solid rough-turned bars and polished to a mirror-like

surface both inside and out. They are then cut into lengths
(11'. fig. 1, and are notched on the ends for insertion into
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mild steel retaining frames (15). A. side view of such retain-

ing frames is shown with registers or slots to receive the

blades (19). The turbine blades are retained in their posi-

tions by means of thin sheet-iron strips ('20). in which are

punched holes of the same cross-section as the blades, and
at a distance corresponding to the pitch or spacing of the
blades. These strips are applied in their places simultaneously
with the assembling of the blades in the retaining frames, the
angles of the blades being thus properly set, and the blades
prevented from shifting during the welding operation. The
blade ends are welded up solid in their frames by melting
iion wire* under the oxy-acetylene blow-pipe, thus filling up

revolves with it: whilst E is fixed to the stationary part of
the steam chest. Steam is admitted between these dummies
from the centre of the turbine. The inner labyrinthic pack-
ings receive the full steam pressure, the pressure gradually
decreasing from the centre until it finally drops to that of

the condenser outside of the outermost labyrinth. Each rib

of the fixed dummies has a small groove on its outer face,

into which a folded strip of thin nickel is lightly driven.

These labyrinthic dummy packings form a very accurate
method of balancing the axial thrust. Should the load increase
in the turbine, the revolving labyrinthic face d approaches the
fixed lace B, thereby increasing the space between the nickel

ja o s\ ijaiXi s a o Jin fig
i£I"I!=3L"..fc=a\_ fca_ ti Jt=l J]

r~ E=37 E=3 TP-r-fl- _X=0L 7 JC=IZ TO* ;

J

If

Fig. 6.—Half Longitudinal Section of Ljungstrom Turbine of 10,000 b.h.f.

the channels (18). The blade ring thus obtained is then
turned up in a lathe, giving the dovetail shape (10), fig. 2,

and the sheet iron strips are cut away. Strengthening rings

(9), fig. '2, made of the finest grade sprirtgisteel are then dove-
tailed into the blade ring, and the edges squeezed in so as

.

to grip the dovetail tightly, by means of hinged rollers carried
on the lathe tool rest. A groove is formed in one of the
strengthening rings (VI). to receive the dumb-bell-shaped ex-
pansion ring (4), the other end of the dumb-bell being rolled

into the seating ring (2), which is subsequently fixed to the
supporting disk, to which it is secured by a caulking strip (3),

fig. 2. Each blade ring is now complete, with the exception

strips, and causing high-pressure steam to enter between "

and D, forcing i> in the opposite direction, and automatically
closing the labyrinthic openings. A small dashpot is fixed

to the end of each rotor shaft for the purpose of damping any
oscillatory movement which would otherwise occur. The

Fig. 7.

—

Rotor of 1,500-b.h.p. Turbine. rEAM Chests.

of two pure nickel fins (7), fig. 2. which are caulked into the
top surface of the strengthening rings by two pieces of soft

iron wire (8). The function of the nickel fins is to prevent
side leakage from any pair of counter-rotating blade rings.

Fig. 5 shows the completed series of '11 ring* ready for inser-
tion in the supporting disk.

Eeferring again to fig. 4. it will be obvious that the steam
entering the centre and flowing through the series of turbine
disks to the condenser, will displace each rotating half axially
outwards relatively to the other, unless this is counteracted
Iby a corresponding reverse pressure. This is effected by a
series of labyrinthic dummies E p, of which D is attached to its

respective rotating disk through three expansion rings, and

shaft packings f, fig. 4, winch reduce shaft leakage to a
minimum, are of nickel steel, designed to expand freely in
all directions without distortion. Facking for a 1,500-b.h.p.

turbine occupies a length of less than 3^ in. of the shaft, but
contains no fewer than 158 constricting surfaces. The actual
leakage through these glands is less than 1 per cent, of the
maximum output of the turbine, but this is not wasted, as a
separate pipe leads it to the feed-water heater, where it is

economically utilised.

lm, fig. 4, shows the overload by-pass, which introduces
high-pressure steam direct into the outer blade rings through
a series of GO holes drilled circumferentiallv in the supporting,
disk.
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The shaft bearings of the turbine axe provided with delicate

methods of adjustment bv < tg screws fitted with

riceJ beads (fig. 9) Bach adjusting www is pro-

T i.l, .d with a pair of locking washers on which are 12 and 11

pectively, thus giving 132 different positions for

each turn of the adjusting screw, corresponding to a thread

with a very fine pitch. An eccentric ball admits of axial

adjustment bj turning its corresponding screw.

Ml bearings are automatically lubricated by oil under forced

pressure. It. is impossible to start the turbine unless the

bearings arc lubricated at their normal oil pressure, as should

for any reason the oil supply fail, the turbine will automatic-

ally shut down. , ,.

h, ,i pump is of the ordmarj geared type, driven toec y

In the governor spindle, and maintains a pressure of 35 lb.

per sq. in., which is lowered to about 15 lb. for the bearing

lubrication bj means of a reducing valve. The throttle valve

is normally pressed to its seat bj means ol a powerful spiral

spring acting vertically down-ward. On the lower side of the

valve spindle is attached a. double-beat piston. The oil pres-

sure acts on the bottom side of this piston, and consequently

has to work against the spiral spring in order to open the

throttle valve. Thus any variation in oil pressure vanes the

position of (he throttle valve, which, through a floating lever

oid ide i maintains a constant relationship between

the position of the stop valve and that of the governor, fag. »,

which is of the Ohorlton Medlcck type.

should dispel any criticism respecting the overhang. In the

case of the 1,500-B^h.p. machine, the weight of each revolving

part, that is, turbine rings, supporting disk, and attached

[abyrinthio packing, is only 2*5 lb. and 303 lb. respectively,

Maximum overhang to the outside of the bearing

is LOi in.
. . .

Fig. 8 shows the 1,500-B.H.P. turbine complete with its

steam chests being lifted out of the casing, and separated

from its generatoi rotors. The total weight of turbine and
ham chests is about 1,300 lb. The complete turbine can be

removed for inspection, and opened up in two hours. The
overall diameter i« 29 in. and overall length across the steam

chests 27J in.

No insulating jackets need be removed to make bolte and
nut* accessible. The internal parte of the turbine are made
accessible by lifting off the upper part of the turbine easing.

The couplings between the generator shafts and the turbine

wheels are then unscrewed, and e (lamp is applied to the

steam chests. By the aid of this clamp the whole turbine

ami its steam chests are lifted together.

Pig. 6 shows a longitudinal hall cross-section of the largest

i/jung-tWini turbine actually completed, the maximum output

being L0,000 b.h.p., and speed 3,000 h.t.m. The diameter ol

tl iter blade-ring is 31 in. The width of the outer rings

necessary to give' the required blade area is here obtained by
building up a series of six independent blade rings, thus giving

a sufficient stiffness to the drum as a whole. Each ring is

connected with its neighb r through an expansion ring dove-

tailed and rolled together.

[To be concluded.)

r, 9 Section of,Goveekoh \m> Shaft Bearing.

Au emergency release device is supplied by a steel cable

which, so long' as it is in tension, holds shul an oil relief-

valve in the relay controlling the stop-valve: in the event of

the turbine attaining an excessive speed or the bearings be-

roming unduly heated, the cable slackens, thus releasing a

lever at the side of the stop-valve; thk releases the oil pres-

sure, the tension spring operates, and the turbine stops,

To start the turbine, the handle at the top i- unscrewed a

couple of turns, so as to admit sufficient steam to raise the

disk valve from its seat, allowing steam to leak past the

double-heal pi ton-valve, which is quite sufficient to warm
up iln turbine in a few minutes. A few strokes of the band

pump raise the oil pressure sufficientlj to lift the piston on
pindle against the downward pressu f its 3] g,

hen once it 1ms atta

. peed the ^gulation beo m
rs are of vet tial const) uction, the

whole a i i rigid < Irical stru< ture, w bticb i

adequate!;, supported on thi thus forming, a

direct path without the necessitj oi intermediate joints. V-

the tin bini i a tng i it elf pari of the conderu ex chamber, it

requires no [ing.

A ventilating fan attai bed to the rotor ol each genei at>

diau sin. rovj ! i pa ial inlel and propels it through

slots in the stator, ind through the ail ;ap between staler

and rotor, to an outlet, whence it can be conveniently led

through ducts tn the forced-draughl preheater in the boiler,

dispensing with a separate fan engine. Pig. 7 illustrates

the 1,500-1!. H. P. turbine, the team chests being removed,

i oupli -I to one rotor.

The relative lightness of the relating parts of the I.iung-

strom turbine, coupled with their mechanical construction,

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS,

AND PLANT.

Lightning Arresters.

A recent list issued by the British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd .

Rugby, describes the tjps M form D> lightning arrester for direct-

current circuits. It consists of a single spark gap with a non-

iaduc'ive resistance in series constituting the discharge path to

earth : the spark gap is protected by a magnetic blow-out coil

connected in parallel to part nf the resistance, and shi uld any
cur ent (rom the supply system follow the lightning discharge and
tend to maintain the arc, a portion of such current will pass

throrgh the blow-out coil, producing a magnetic field tending to

blow out the arc The spark-gap terminals are threaded, allowing

of adjustment ; the box and cover are made of brown glazed

por.eluin, and the exterior \iew is Bhown in fig. 1.

Easy Clip Shade Carrier.

Messes. Siemens Buos. Dynamo Works, Ltd, of 38, Upper
Thames Street, EC, have placed on the maiket a new Bhade-carrier

of neat design, which simplifies shade fixing. This carrier is shown
in figs. 2 and 3 ; it consists of two eeta of claw grips, the inner ones

to erjgage the screwed p^rt of the lampholder and the outer ones

to grip the shade. The clip iB compressed by hand and forced into

Fig. 2.—Easy Clip Shade
Carrier.

Fi ;. 1 —B.T II.

LlllH i'NINU ARRESTER
Fig. 3.—Easy Clip Shade
Carrier is Position.

the top of the shade, where it holds in position ;
the shade and clip

together are then forced over the lampholder, when the ini.er

gripB engage with the thread on the holder. The shade is removed

by unscrewing, and it is not possible to remove it otherwise, as the

grips act in opposite directions.

Thi clip renders the fixing of deep shades an easy matter, and

when in position it presents but little difference in appearance

from the ordinary shade ring.
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Helsby Zinc Rods.

The Bkitish Insulated k Helsby Cables, Ltd., of Prescot,

have Bent us particulars of their special zinc rods for Leclanche

•cells. The ordinary rods of uniform Bection are usually eaten

away chiefly at a point one-third of their length from the bottom,

and consequently much zinc is wasted, especially in the stump
which remains at the top. The Helsby zincs are therefore made
thinner at the top and thicker over the lower half of their length,

so that the material is more efficiently used, and an equal life is

attained at reduced coBt.

HYDRO-ELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT IN

AMERICA.

"

The following notes are extracted from an address by Mr. Maurice
Ddutsch, delivered at the recent Pan-American Scientific Congress,

and abstracted in Power :
—

At present the total hydro- electric development of Niagara Falls

is only 455,000 h.p. by five power companies. The average flow of

the Niieara River is estimated at 222,400 cb. ft per Becond, or

about 25,000,000 tons per hour. Considering the total fall in the

river from half a mile above the Falls to the Pool below as being

216 ft, there is, theoretically, available a total of 5700,000 HP.
Assuming a turbine efficiency of 87 per cent, (this has recently

been carried to about 93 per cent ") and a generator efficiency of

92 per cent., the average available power would be about
4,500.000 h.p. This may b3 reduced by reason of friction losses,

Jtc, to a net 4,300,000 H.P.

Three of the most interesting waterfalls in the world are to be
found in South America—the Iguazu, Nacunday, and La GuayrS.
The Iguazu is probably the most important, its height and the
volume of water being greater than those of Niagara Falls. It

enters the upper Parana River about 1,500 miles from the Atlantic

Coast, at the junction of Argentine, Brazil and Paraguay, and lies

in the midst of a primeval forest. It is estimated that about
28,000,000 cb. ft. per minute bursts through a series of thickly

wooded islands, and makeB a clear leap at this point of 2 1 ft. into

the gorge below.
About 200 ft. above the entrance of the Iguazu, on the Parana

River, are the Falls of La Guayra, 310 ft. high, with an estimated
flow of over 13,000,000 cb. ft. per minute. The physical conditions

around this fall make it in every way a natural water power
requiring only the installation of power-houses and penstocks.
Although the journey from the Atlantic Coast to this falls takes

about 12 days, the straight-line distance to the Atlantic Coast
markets is not more than 400 miles. This entire country is

wealthy in timber and other natural resources, awaiting only
the assistance of capital for its exploitation..

In the United States the most remarkable development in recent
years is that of the Big Creek, a tributary of the San Joaquin
River, on one of the most inaccessible sites in the Sierra National
Forest R^Berve, 250 miles north-east of Los Angeles, California, and
at an elevation of 7,000 ft. above sea level. The snow water from
mountains 10,000 ft. high is stored and fed to two power plants,

utilising in turn heads of nearly 2,000 ft. in horizontal

distances of 2 miles to the first station, and 4 miles to the
second. Power is transmitted 241 miles to Los Angeles at 150,000
volts, for industrial, lighting, and street-railway uses. The present
plant has a capacity of about 80,000 H.P., but it is ultimately to be
developed for 400,000 H.p.

The Coosa River project is the first of a number of hydro-electric
developments by the Alabama Pjwer Co. in Central Alabama,
about 40 miles from Birmingham. The maximum distance of

transmission is 150 miles. This company is largely financed by
English capitalists. The present power house will provide for the
installation of six 12,500-H p. units operating under a 68-ft. head
and at a voltage of 110,000. The ultimate capacity will be
400,00'/ H.p.

In power output, and especially in physical magnitude, by far
the largest hydro-electric power plant in the world is that at
Keokuk, Iowa, on the Mississippi R ver. The ultimate installation
contemplates 30 turbines, each having a rated capacity of
10,000 H.p. at the normal head of 32 ft. At the maximum head of
39 ft. the output of each of these will be about 14,000 H.P., and
at the minimum operating head of 20 ft., approximately, 6,000 H.p.
The operating voltage is 110,000.
One of the largest water powers in the United States will be

the Mount Shasta Power Co.'s development now in progress on the
Pitt River, at the head of the Sacramento Valley. Its position will
enable it to furnish power to the mining interests and mountain
raUroads of Northern California and to all towns and cities as far
Bouth as San Francisco and Oakland at a maximum transmission
distance of 224 miles. Interesting features are the largest water-
power tunnels in the world—16 x 19 ft. and 36.753 ft. long. The
distance from the intake portal of the tunnel to the power house
will b3 not quite 9 miles.

An important hydro-electric development in Brazil is the Pirahy
plant of the Rio de Janeiro Light and Power Co., on the Lagee
River. The original plant had six vertical impulse wheels of
9,000 h.p. each, the maximum distance of transmission being
51 miles. As a result of the rapid growth of the cities eerved,
the demand has exceeded the original capacity of 54,000 h.p.
and the power house has been enlarged so as to make room for the

two largest impulse turbines built to date, each capable of

producing 20,000 h.p. at a speed of 300 a p.m. under a net head of

900 ft.

In 1914 the Sao Paulo Electric Co. started its plant at Sao
Paulo, Brazil. The present capacity is 40,000 H.P., and current is

transmitted 56 miles at 88,000 volts, to Sorocaba and vicinity.

Ultimately, it will have a capacity of 67,000 h.p. One of the

units in this plant has a capacity of 14,500 h.p. under a head of

600 ft.

While formerly gravity waterwheele were used to a greater

extent than reaction or impulse wheels, the practical water prime
movers to-day have been reduced to two—the Francis turbine and
the impulse wheel. These have been applied to a range of head
from 6 to over 5,000 ft. With the marked advance in the work-
able Bpeed of £hese machines, it is now possible to develop water
power under heads heretofore considered impracticable. A Bingle-

runner high specific speed mixed-flow Francis wheel has recently

shown an efficiency of 93*7 per cent.

The largest single units bo far constructed are the 17,000-H.P.

vertical Francis turbines installed at Tallulah Falls. These
operate under a head of 600 ft. Manufacturers now declare that

40,000-H P. units are quite practical if the demand arises.

Niagara Falls power is transmitted to Syracuse and to Oswego
at 60,000 volts. The Southern Sierra Power Co. transmits power
from Bishop, California, to San Bernardino, California, 238 miles,

at 150,000 volts. The Province of Ontario has been delivering

Niagara power 130 miles and has continued its line to Windsor, a

distance of 235 miles, at 110,000 volts. Already improvements
are at hand permitting a still larger transmission at a voltage of

150,000. The standard generating voltages are 2,200, 6,600 and
11,000, the choice being governed by the speed and capacity of the

plant. Standard transmission voltageB are 11,000, 33,000, 66,000,

110,000 and above, depending on the amount of power and distance

transmitted.

A few years ago the greatest trouble was had with high-tension

transformers, but American manufacturers have now entirely

overcome this. In some of the biggeBt foreign plants the

engineers have found it desirable to come to the American manu-
facturers for transformers even when the rest of their plant was
of home manufacture.

Thirty-one plants operate at or above 100,000 volts. One-half

of these are on the American continent and most of them in the

United States ; all but one are three-phase plants. About 40 per

C5nt. of the total number are operated at 60 cycles, 30 per cent, at

50 cycles and the rest at other periodicities, mostly 25 cycles.

There seems to be a strong tendency to use single-phase units in

the transformers, although a few plants use the three-phase type.

Lamps by Post.—According to the Central Station, the

Rochester Railway & Light Co., of NY., has for some months been

using the U.S. mails for the delivery of incandescent lamps, and

has found a reduction in cost over the old method of electric auto-

delivery. Pre-cancelled stamps are need to avoid handling. During
four months, 26,000 incandescent lampB—70 per cent. Mazda—have

been delivered by parcel post and about 20 lamps were broken in

the first month, owing to careless packing.

Colliery Worker Fined.—A rope lad at Manton Pit,

Worksop, named Tom Brailsford (17), held up the mine for over

half-an-hour by making an electrical connection with a piece of

wire, which set the alarm bell ringing and stopped the haulage

engine. At the Worksop Court, Mr. E. G. Warburton, who
prosecuted the lad on behalf of the Wigan Coal & Iron Co., eaid his

action had held up over 40 tons of coal, and stopped 80 men for the

period named. Defendant's excuse was that he had headache and
did not know what he was doing. It was shown that although

only 17, defendant could earn over 35s. a week Jand a fine of £2 was
imposed.

—

Sheffield Telegraph.

Rheinfelden Power Transmission Works.—The
report for 1915 of the Kraftubertragungs Werke, of Rheinfelden,

on the Baden-S wiss frontier, is of interest, inasmuch as it would
appear that nearly the whole of the undertaking situated on Swiss

territory has been disposed of to the Canton of Aargau. A
special law, which waB passed by this State some time ago,

ordained that the supply of electrical energy to the inhabitants

must be vested in the State by the creation of a special depart-

ment for this purpose, which was to be brought into operation on

January 1st, 1916. The report of the Transmission Co. shows

that an agreement was reached with the Canton during last

year, whereby the State took over the former's contracts

and concessions in Aargau which apply to the supply of

energy in Switzerland, whilst on its part the company agreed

to supply ourrent to the Canton in bulk at a low price for a period

of 20 years. In addition to the primary and secondary network

of mainB, the transfer to the State include 26 transformer stations

and apparatus, as well as the large direct-current converter station

which was established for the town of Rheinfelden, db; ether with

a battery of accumulators. Most of the purchase price was paid

last August, the balance becoming due early this jear. The
portion of the company's Swiss undertaking which has not been

acquired by the State of Aargau, which served for supply in

the district of Basle and to Laufenburg, has been disposed of in

another manner. The company's accounts Bhow net prnfrs of

£52,000 for 1915, as against £54 000 in 1914, and the dividend is

8 per cent., as in the previous year.
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INDIAN NOTES.

[FH05I OUH IM'I \\ I 01:1,1 SPOND1 '
1

I

Myaort Electrii Power Schemes. The [ssociuted Pi

Jin /m r«poi ts tli.-it in view ol the gri ving demand for electric

powei in Mysore the chief electrical engineer, Mr. S. G.
Forbes, has formulated I n o projei I toi upplemenl the pi - enl
works nt the Oauverj Falls. Thej are known ae the shisliu 1

and the Kededatu Schemes, estimated to cosl 67 lacs and 30
lacs respectivelj Power from the e would E I the existing
transmission cables. Increased production up to 40,000 ii.r.

is provided for with a further possible increase up to 50,000
ii. p. In discussing o paper on the subjecf before the Mysore
Engineers' Conference, Mr. I rbes, besides forecasting a pos-

sible supply of 3,000 to 4,000 ii. r. tn Madras City, poinl out

that tln> railwaj from Bangalore to Mysore ran lie electrized.
He thinks the sche<lule of trains over this -s~ miles' run could
be so arranged thai the consumption would be fairlj uniform
at an average of 1,000 k.p, throughout the day.
Amritzar Ciin Lighting Seheme.— 1 1 is II lur the Governor

of the Punjab performed the opening ceremonj of this elec-

tric powei and lighting ache i March i5tb. Originally,
(his was intended to be a canal fall sche but. eubsequentlj
it was decided to bave it a self-contained one, using Diesel
engines. The contracts were signed with Messrs. Siemens
Bros, in September, 1914; considerable delays were caused by
the war. and it is considered that excellent work lias been
done in finishing the principal contracl even within eighteen
months. The total capacity of the plant at present is 360 k\\ ..

consisting of three units of L20 kw. each, with room for
extensions later. The Municipality lias borrowed the capital,

45 lacs of rupees. In. iii I
'„ ,\ eminent at 4 per cent, interest.

It is hoped that when the scheme is fully working, in addition
to repaying the loan and its interest, the undertaking will

.pay a good dividend to the Municipality, and that at the end
of 'ill years the scheme will be the Municipality's own.

A great measure i f popularitj has already been attained,
and if the demand goes on increasing at its present rate, it

will soon he necessarj to add i
• generators.

The scheme was initiated by Mr. Miller Brownlie, municipal
engineer: the supervision and technical details were carried
out by Mr. Greenwood, the electrical engineer, who bas been
mainly instn ntal in bringing about a speedy completion
of the useful project.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL TARIFFS ON
ELECTRICAL GOODS.

SWITZERLAND.—By a Decree of the Swiss Federal I oun-
cil, the exportation has been prohibited a* from March Ml.
of inangane.se. chrome, molybdenum, titanium, uranium,
vanadium, and tungsten, in so far as exportation is not already
prohibited.

NORWAY.—A Customs Circulai (No. 9 of 1916) states that
the prohibition of the exportation of zinc applies also to (1)
zinc ashes, (-1) zinc scoriae, (3) zinc powder, (-1) "sinkgrot,"
and (5) hard zinc.

SPAIN.—A Royal Decree, dated March 18th, authorises the
Government to permit the establishment, by Spanish c -

panics constituted in conformity with the Commercial Code,
ami at such ports as may he convenient, of bonded eon :r-

cial warehouses, ('.nods may not remain within these ware-
houses longer than lour years, after which period they must
be exported abroad or entered for consumption in Spain.
Certain operations maj be performed within these warehouses
(under supervision)', including all those 'with certain specified
exceptions! which increase the vab f the warehoused goods
without essentially altering their nature.

Goods which enter these warehouses are to lie exempted
from transport duties, port duties. &c., as also are foreign
goods re-exported from warehouse. Spanish goods which arc
exported to foreign countries through these warehouses shall

be liable to transport duties and port due.s. and also to export
duties if such duties are leviable on the class of merchandise
concerned. Goods from these warehouses which arc passed
into Spain are to paj import, transport, and other duties as
if they had been imported direct from abroad.

BRITISH DOMINIONS \X1> POSSESSIONS.—A Supple-
meiii to the Board of Trade Journal of April 13th contains
complete lisfs of articles which, according to the latest in-

formation received bj the Board of Trade, are prohibited, to

be exported to variou destinations from British India. Canada.
New Zealand, South \iriej, Egypt, Malta. Cyprus, Mauritius,
Ceylon. Straits Settlements, Bong-Kong, Nigeria. Gold Coast,
Jamaica. Barbados, Trinidad and Tobago, and British Guiana.
The information in the present Supplement supersedes thai
given in the Supplement published on January b'lth last.

Copies of the Supplement nu\ I btained, ai the price of

3d. per copj (posl free 4d.), from the usual sab' agents for

Government publications;

PERU.—Two Laws have recentlj been promulgated estab-
lishing export duties on copper and other mineral products.

The duties are payable IM 90 days' bilk on New York or, at
11

pj I the shipper, in tin equivalent thereof in bills
'i London. The duties maj be paid in Idling when the

- payable does not exceed £40. Producers and
aiv required to de< so. the oature and jrade i f their produi t

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1916.

(NOT YET PUBLISHED].
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I' Marino Vpril I7.i..

i
.01 " s, Und d. te. ... n K I Bossini S II R. Wilding. Vpril I7lh.

5,634. "Sound detectors ... tra " K F. Bossini 81 It. R. Wild-
INil Vpril I7ili.

5.637. "Tablets (oi train signalling on lilwo) worked on
the electric-train tabl i block system." I

,
Roberts. April 17th.

5.646. " Elei Irii plug conn •
"

I-
.

... BA1LY. Vpril isii,

.".,117:.. "Controlling systems foi electrii lighting." I McLeod April ls.l>

r.,(iS2. "Electrolytic extraction ol zin. " Metals Extraction Corporation
(x,. H. I. s, i.,„v Vpril [8th.

">.750. "Electrolytic refining or extracting processes." United Ntwis.
Minis Refining Co April 19th. (U.S \. Vpril 20th, 1915.)

5,769. "Mini?, &c, signalling." Automatic lii.ri,"M Manufacturing Co.
Vpril 20th.

.-,.77:). "Gas alarm and telegraph." I. M. Meadows. April 20th.

.",,777. "Electrically-operated friction hoists." J Scott. April 20th.

S.807. "Distance-operated mechanisms ami signal n a to electric

supply systems." II. E. Angold, VV. Iiineiii. A. II. Dykes, II. W. Ilivn-
,\ C. Oliver. April 20ih.

5,834 "Preventing rapid exhaustion ol priman i...i i.
.

i. s. " T. McLeod.
April 20th.

5.841. "Electrical systems foi engines." C. F. Kettering. April 20ih.

It s.A., June 24th, 11115.)

5,842 "Dvnamb-electric machines," British I ... ..is. .\-Holston Co. and-

F P. WltlTAKER. April 20lh.

5.S47. "Illuminated signs oi electrographs." E. I Kingsbury. April 20th.

5.858. "Electric ruses." \. P. Berry. Vpril 20ih.

5.859. "Electric heal radiators." \. F. Berry. Vpril 2(nh.

5.860. "Electrical relays and their application." VV. \1. Mordey. ApriC

20th,

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.

i , i

1915.
I\si I VII Ma \v3,364. Mani i icti re ...

I w Richards. March 2nd.

:.,(IH7 Spring Arrangements', especially for I'si in Electric Making am>
Breaking Devices. Landis & Gyr Akt. Ges. March 31sf, (April 2nd, 1914-.)

:>.n7!i Dynamo-electric Machines. R. Boin. April ]*i.

5,086. Relays especially for Metering in Telephone Systems. E. Shibko.

Vpril 1-..

5,200. I o. TU.-III..M in vi 1 1 Operated Devices. I. I . K. Murray* G. F.

Shotter, April 6tK:

5,260. DYNAMO-ELECTiiii Machines. British Thomson-Houston Co., V.

Shuttfeworth & G, M Brown. Vpril 7lh.

.-, 741 Devices for the Discharge oi EiBCTRicm through a Vacuum,
Gases, ok Vapours. British Thomson-Houston Co. (General Electric Co.,

I S.A:). April 16ih.

8,028. Electrical Measuring Instruments. H. C. West. May 31st.

8,204. Electric Batteries. VV, Hoppie. June 2nd:

9,003. Miners' Electrii Safeti Lamps I. G. Patterson. June 18th.

9 7ni; Spuing Return Mechanisv e ... Electrii Motor Controllers and-

for other purposes Electrii S Ordnanci \ Co., N G. Langrish

an I L. Hodgson. Jul) 3rd,

9,903, Elkctricai Connection* particularly ipplicabli to thi Sparking

Plugs of [ntkrnal-combustion Engines. I
A. Kennedy-McGregor. July 7th.

10,325. Electrically-driven Luggagi ["ruck. I. E. Hamilton. Julj 15th.

L0 422 Connection vs.. Insulation of r.VPS on Electric Transformers
o , similar ipparatus. J. Wood, II G. Furlong .\ Ferranti, Ltd. Julj I7ih.

10,518 Apparatus for Converting Electrical Currents. G. Giandinoto

and s. Scuderi-S. udi ri. |ulj 20th. (July 21-.. 1914
|

10,598 Rheostat Swi s ind Tin I. K haan S. Ferranti, Ltd.

luh 21-1.

15,761. Replenishing Electrolytic Cells. VV. S. Smith. Noven
i In, i, 3rd, 1915.)

16,441 Apparati s foe Transmitting m i

si , i, November. 23nd.

17,455 Installations ind Vppaf.atus rot usi is Wireless TklBgrafht as»
rr.i.EPHONi i Bellini Dccembei 13th
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I'l is gratifying, especially to those who for years
have advocated a closer alliance between science and
industry, to observe that the tide of public opinion
continues to set strongly in that direction, and that
a flood of exhortation in the Press and on the plat-
form is being poured forth by men who occupy
foremost positions in the ranks of both these parties;
we earnestly hope that the movement will not end
in words, but will develop into vigorous and whole-
hearted action. The current month has already
seen a conference held by the Society of Engineers
to promote the application of scientific research to
engineering needs, at which Prof. Fleming once
more laid bare the deficiencies of our existing
system—or lack of system—and pointed out the
remedies ; a meeting of the Iron and Steel Institute,
at which Sir Wm. Beardmore dwelt upon the appli-
cation of science to industry; a meeting of the Tex-
tile Institute, at which Dr.' Garnett urged the need
of reform in our educational methods in order to
attain a higher standard of efficiency in industry and
commerce; and a meeting of the Institute of
Metals, at which Prof. Bragg showed how the pro-
perties of the Rontgen rays could be utilised in the
study of the structure of metals. Here is activity,
indeed.

Both Prof. Fleming and Dr. Garnett referred to
the advantages derived by our enemies from their
more practical system of education, as compared
with our own. which is so largely devoted to
cramming with knowledge (largely academic and
remote from every-day life) instead of the develop-
ment of the faculties of reasoning and observation.
The late Prof. Ayrton continually impressed upon

his staff the principle that the purpose of a scientific

training was to teach the students to think; for this
purpose, a knowledge of fundamental principles was
essential, but there was no need to memorise a
mass of facts. In the same way, Prof. Fleming
insists upon the importance of producing " men
who can do new things, and not merely know about
old ones." He draws attention again to the in-

adequacy of the instruction in the public schools,
which results in the loss of valuable time at college
which has to be spent in making up arrears; this is

also referred to by Dr. Garnett, in connection with
the education of the worker, and he points out that
reform must commence in the training school, with
the future teachers themselves. Years must neces-
sarily elapse before the effects of such reform can
become operative in the technical schools and col-

leges, and, consequently, it is imperatively necessary
that this question should be taken up at the earliest

possible moment. It is a matter of the utmost
urgency.
The demand for compulsory attendance at second-

ary schools, while in harmony with the spirit of the
times, would probably be superfluous if employers
would recognise the value of the certificates obtained
by evening-class students, which, as a rule, are
brushed aside with the disdain that is born of ignor-
ance; if superior attainments could be sure of a due
reward, they would be voluntarily sought after.

Dr. Fleming laid great stress upon the import-
ance of cultivating and encouraging originality of

thought. Led by men who are deficient in scientific

and engineering knowledge, we have been handi-

capped in the past; we need only cite the examples
of the motor-car industry, the manufacture of air-

[525]
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craft, and the development of submersible ships.

The theory of our political incompetents has been :

" Let us wait and see what other nations are doing;
when they have made this thing a success, at their

own expense, we will reap the benefit of their experi-

ence." No more disastrous policy could be con-

ceived; to follow in the steps of others is to commit
industrial suicide, and we hope that not the least

of the benefits to be derived from the war will be

the abandonment of this theory for ever.

We have space only to refer to one other feature

of Dr. Fleming's address—his contention that the

Government ought not to appoint committees of

experts, but should work through the medium of

the technical and scientific associations which already

exist. Is the Government policy wrong? Have
not these societies existed for decades, without
directly exerting any appreciable influence upon the

course of industry and commerce—subjects which
they regard with supercilious contempt? With few
exceptions they are, as Dr. Fleming himself admits,

mere paper-reading societies, distinguished mainly

by their stilted ideas of propriety and their narrow-
minded attitude towards mundane affairs. It is the

Committees—such as the Engineering Standards
Committee, the Electric Vehicle Committee, and a

few others—and never the Councils that get things

done that are worth doing.

Daylight
Sir Henry Norman's resolution

in favour of the adoption of the late
*' Mr. Willett's scheme for " saving

daylight " came before the House of Commons on
Monday last, and was adopted with the minimum of

opposition. The House of Commons has thrice

rejected or dropped the measure, which was first

introduced eight years ago, but it is now brought
forward under most exceptional circumstances, for

the patriotic purpose of economising coal, and
though we regard it somewhat in the light of a wolf
in sheep's clothing, we cannot but acknowledge the

powerful aid with which it seeks adoption.
In our issue of April 28th, 191 1, we set forth at

some length the grounds for our opposition to the

original proposal; in brief, these were as follows:—
the Bill was optional, and its partial adoption would
have resulted in chaos : a change of time on our
part would have thrown our foreign communica-
tions by sea and by telegraph out of phase with the

rest of the world, especially our European neigh-
bours; tide tables and other standard publications

prepared long in advance would have been thrown
out of gear; the change was sought by men who
thought they would derive advantage from it, but
not by the vast bulk of the population; and there was
grave doubt whether the alleged advantages would
be realised.

The situation has changed, for the measure will

now be made compulsory, thus avoiding confusion;
we have no dealings with the Central Powers, Hol-
land has already changed the time, and France, Den-
mark, Norway, and Sweden are likely to follow suit,

so that the communication difficulty is largely re-

moved; many of our works are in operation day and
night, and will therefore be unaffected by the change ;

and the compelling argument advanced in favour of
the change is national economy. Our case is, there-
fore, greatly weakened, but by no means destroyed.
To begin with, a new factor has come into exist-

ence in our favour : the Ministry of Munitions wants
benzol and toluol, derived from the distillation of
coal, agriculture wants sulphate of ammonia, the
textile industry wants tar for dyes, and Diesel
engine users want tar oil: we have, therefore, been
urged to use gas freely—how does this square with
the economy advocated by the Home Office, which
has cordially welcomed the proposal ? The Board of
Trade is also pressing for a 10 per cent, reduction

in the consumption of coal for lighting purposes,
apart from the daylight saving scheme, and this,

again, will hit the Munitions Department, which, on
the other hand, is calling upon electricity works to

increase their output for power supply. What does
the Government really want ?

It is curious to read in The Times that gas and
electricity undertakings, which would be directly hit

by the scheme, " regard its adoption with equa-
)ii»iity." The reduction in street lighting and the
general lighting restrictions " have already had their

effect"—and what follows? Surely, it is obvious
that if the suppliers of light are indifferent to the

measure, because its effect has been anticipated by-

other causes, the economy of coal that is hoped for

cannot be realised; the Bill is already discounted.

As for the street lighting, that goes by the sun, if

it is not in fact wholly cut off, and no economy will

be effected there; there is little shop lighting to

save, and therefore the bulk of the economy must
come from domestic consumption. Now, as men-
tioned above, the Board of Trade is urging the
public to reduce their lighting by 10 per cent.; it is

important that this fact be kept in view, for it over-
laps the daylight scheme, and in all probability the
advocates of the latter will claim for it, unjustly, the
whole of the joint economy, thus producing a false

impression of its benefits.

It is well known that agriculture has no use for

the measure; the workpeople must be guided by the

sun. As for the many workers who have to rise at

five, in order to start work at six o'clock, these will

rise with the sun until the middle of July, but
throughout August and September they will get up
in the dark; during a great part of September they
will have to work by artificial light for the first hour,
thus losing at one end what is gained at the other.

In many cases the change will have no effect at all

upon the lighting hours until the middle of August.
We feel that, with other European countries, we are

about to take part in the perpetration of a trick upon
ourselves, a voluntary self-deception, which is re-

volting to our intelligence and a slur upon our moral
strength. Let it be granted that in the summer
months it is desirable to rise earlier—could not that

end be attained by other means, less suggestive of

the child's "make-believe"? We see one ray of

sanity in the speech of Mr. Herbert Samuel on
Monday last—he said the Government would not
think of favouring the proposed change unless they
had reason to believe that it would be advantageous
for war purposes. It is consoling to know that the

proposal is now put forward for adoption purely as

a war measure, and not on its own merits.

Developments in the position

Copper. of copper have been of a rather

startling character, as testified by the

further huge rise recorded in prices within the last

few weeks, and there is as yet no sign of a halt in

the upward movement, for it is increasingly difficult

to secure spot or near copper of almost any descrip-

tion, even at the extreme prices now current. Re-
ports from across the Atlantic are as strong as ever,

consumers in all directions being anxious to have
deliveries against current contracts in order to keep
pace with their heavy requirements. The uncer-

tainty regarding the tension between the United
States and the Central Powers, and the fears of

Labour disturbances, do not appear to have had the

least effect on the temper of the market. Specula-
tion on this side remains absolutely barred by the
Government prohibition, which is to be regretted,

for it was undoubtedly speculation or the operations
conducted by large dealers which were instrumental
in keeping down the price of standard copper, prior

to the enforcement of the new regulation, at a

much heavier discount than at present is the case.

In tiie middle of last month the price of standard
copper was in the neighbourhood of £125, and has
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now reached about £140, while electrolytic, of which
the bulk of the American output consists, has risen

during the same period from about £137 to £150.
The premium on spot and near copper for weeks
past has been constantly on the increase, owing not

only to the fact that American producers have very

little actually available for sale to meet urgent needs,

but also to the virtual extinction of the stocks in

home warehouses. With America producing at the

rate of about 80,000 tons a month, and consuming
as much as 75 per cent, of that amount, or some-
thing like 60,000 tons a month, it is at once realised

that the exportable surplus is comparatively small,

i;i fact, rather inadequate, in order to cope with the

huge European war requirements. Within the last

few weeks the additional orders placed by the Allies

are stated on pretty good authority to have been as

much as 150,000 tons, or representing but little less

than a two months' American production, this to

say nothing of the orders given out by American
consumers. The world's output in 1912 was.
roughly, quite one million tons, to which the United
States contributed about 70 per cent., or fully 700,000
tons. The world's output for the current year has
been estimated by a fairly reliable authority as

1,202,000 tons, to which America will contribute

about 79 per cent., or 936,000 tons. The present
position is absolutely unique, both output and con-
sumption being a long way in excess of all previous
records, with unsold stocks practically non-existent
and a rise ini price not seen within living memory.
The course of the market, of course, depends largely

on the duration of the war, or developments in the

political situation calculated to hasten the conclu-
sion of peace. Anything happening in the latter res-

pect would probably have an important bearing on
the demand, but the speculative market having been
killed by Government action, the tendency of war-
rant copper cannot be expected to be immediately
very materially affected unless some selling pressure
makes itself felt.

Most commercial men have re

Commission ceived or have paid commissions in

Agents and their time. Some business houses,
Remuneration, indeed, appear to rely entirely upon

the efforts of the " men on the

road " to bring grist to the mill in the form of

orders; but while this method of bringing buyer and
seller together is well recognised, the principles by
which the question " Has this oommission been
earned? " must be answered are not always clearly

understood. A recent case in the King's Bench
Division shows that the person employing an agent
may be liable to pay commission although he de-

rives no benefit for the services rendered. In that

case by a contract between the plaintiffs and the

defendants it was provided that if the plaintiffs pro-

cured for the defendants a contract to supply certain

motor-lorries to the French Government, the de-

fendants were to pay the plaintiffs a commission
immediately after the defendants had received pay-

ment from the French Government. The lorries

were to be supplied from Turin, the defendants not
being the makers. The contract was procured by
the plaintiffs for the defendants, but the latter were
unable to get the lorries, and the French Govern-
ment cancelled the contract and paid the defendants
nothing. In an action to recover the commission,
it was held that as the defendants had put themselves
forward as being able to supply the lorries, the non-
receipt of the money was caused by the default of

the defendants, and the commission was payable.

The principle underlying this decision was that

when it is a term that the commission is payable on
the receipt of the money by the other party, it is

payable even though the money is not received if

the non-receipt is caused by the default of the per-

son employing the commission agent. It is to be
observed that the application of this principle will

not be avoided merely by inserting in the agreement
a term to the effect that commission will only be
payable " on orders accepted." A man may very

well accept an order, only to find, on trying to carry

it out, that it is commercially impossible to do so.

For instance, suppose an agent has obtained an

order for certain electrical machines, and the order

has been accepted by the firm employing him. Sub-
sequently it is found that to carry it out will involve

such an expenditure on capital account that there

will be a loss. If, in these circumstances, the firm

decline to go on with the business, they will be liable

to pay the commission due to the agent. The
difficulty can be got over in one of three ways : (a)

by the exercise of great care in the acceptance of an

order; (b) by strictly limiting the classes of goods
or orders which the agent may obtain; or (c) by
drawing the commission note in such a way as to

prevent the agent making any claim unless the order

is not only accepted but carried out. We have heard

recently of a case in which a firm engaged before

the war in the manufacture of electrical fittings and

apparatus had a claim made against them by an

agent who had secured an order for munitions from

the War Office. The firm accepted the order, only

to find that with the plant at their disposal it could

not be carried out except at a serious loss. Even-

tuallv. owing to delay, the War Office authorities

cancelled the order. The claim of the agent was
eventuallv compromised ; but it is plain that the firm

were in danger of having to pay the commission.

These notes inay suggest to those engaged in the

electrical industry the advisability of revising or

paying rather more attention to the terms of com-

mission notes.

A case which decided a point of

Water for interest to all those who use water

Turbines. for driving turbines was reported in

our issue for April 28th. The action

was brought by one James against the Bedwellty

Urban District Council for a declaration that the

defendants were liable to pay and make good to him

the amount of the damage caused to him by nuis-

ance arising from the pollution of the River Rhym-

ney by sewage matter, which clogged the vanes of

his turbine. Mr. Justice Astbury came to the con-

clusion that, while the clogging was partly due to

grit and coal dust in the water, it was largely and

mainly caused by sewage matter which could only

have been kept out by the plaintiff enlarging his

screens at very considerable expense; he awarded

the plaintiff £150 damages and the costs of the

action. This case is an illustration of the fact that

a riparian owner has a right to have the water flow-

ing past his land pure and unpolluted. In the

days of the old watermill a little pollution by

sewage would possibly have made no substantial dif-

ference to the working of the mill, but with a tur-

bine it is otherwise; any impurities in the water

appear to have a deleterious effect. While it is pos-

sible that a turbine would stand a certain amount of

impure water at intervals, the constant flow of

sticky matter would tend to clog, or of fluidy

matter would gradually wear away, the blades of a

turbine. It is important to notice that the right of

a riparian owner to have his water unpolluted is an

absolute right; so that it would be no answer to aa

action for the authority running sewage into the

river to say: "You knew the sewage was there

when you installed your turbine." unless, indeed, a

right to pollute has been acquired by Act of Parlia-

ment, or by prescription; that is to say, by uninter-

rupted user for a period of years.
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SURFACE MINING ELECTRICAL PLANT.

Thehk is practically no class of machinery employed in con-

nection with mining work which has not been adapted for

electric driving, the siz; of plant ranging from the small

ventilating fan to the largest main winder equipment.

jrThe advantageous use of electricity in underground mines
is fully appreciated by all engineers, but its possibilities for

shallow and surface mining work have not been developed
in the same degree as for underground work. With sur-

face mining, the area and position of operations may be

Fig. 1.

—

600-kw. Steam Alternator

altered within very short periods, depending upon the

locality and conditions of working.

t^.Fo r various reasons, such as the difficulty of illumination

and supervision of native labour, night working has not been

adopted by many of the principal mining companies owning
surface workings in different parts of the world.

{The following illustrations of plant supplied by Messrs.

Crompton & Co., Ltd., of London and Chelmsford, will,

necessary that the electrical equipment should permit of the
maximum output being obtained throughout the 2-1 hours.

In view of the extended nature of the workings and the
necessity of carefully supervising native labour, the illumi-
nation at night was carried out principally by searchlight
projectors, each fitted with lenses giving a widely diverging
beam of light.

The electrical installation consists of three steam alter-

nators, each having a normal three-phase output of COO kw.
at 550 volts, 50 cycles, with a Ox power factor

; a view of
one of these sets is shown in fig. 1 . The alternators are of
Messrs. Crompton & Co.'s standard construction, and are
designed to operate continuously at their full rated output
with a temperature rise not exceeding 70 I'.

The revolving field coils are of copper strip wound on
edge, hydraulic pressure being employed in winding to force
the turns into position. The stationary armature is provided
with open parallel slots and former wound coils, the latter

being dried in a vacuum
and impregnated under a

pressure of about 50 to

60 lb. per sq. in., with
special insulating and water-

proof varnish, without
breaking the vacuum. The
armature and field coils of

the exciters are treated in

a similar manner.
In fig. 2 is shown the

main switchboard, designed

to control three alternators

and feeder circuits. The
alternators are paralleled

by means of a synchrono-

scope mounted on a swing
bracket at one end of the

board. The alternators

are protected by circuit-

breakers with no-volt and
reverse-current trips, as

well as overload trips on
the circuit-breakers on the

feeder panels. A complete installation of lightning arresters

is also provided.

All the feeders are of bare copper, carried overhead on

porcelain insulators fixed to cross arms attached to wooden
poles.

As most of the mining machinery is adjacent to the gene-

rating station, a pressure of 550 volts was adopted, but for

the outlying district static transformers mounted on the

transmission poles increase the pressure to 2,000 volts.

A general view is shown in fig. 4 of the hydraulic plant

Fig. 2.—Main switchboard. Fig. 3.—Three-phase Motor driving Hydraulic Pump.

therefore, be of interest in showing the possibility of con-

tinuing the operations day and night, even when the work-

ings are extended over considerable areas.

Two well-known mining companies some time ago decided

to adopt electric driving throughout their surface mines.

The material m the workings was principally washed from
the cliffs and headings by hydraulic pressure, and it was

in operation, washing soil from the cliffs so as to expose the

metallic strata and ore, thereby facilitating the collection of

the ore.

In fig. 3 is shown a high-pressure three-throw ram pump
driven by a " Crompton " three-phase induction motor,

which supplies water power to various nozzles for washing

the cliffs. The rotor is of the slip-ring type, and is fitted
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with brush-lifting and short-circuiting gear, which elimi-

nates all friction losses of the brushes and rings, as well as

the losses in the rotor leads, after the machine has attained

full speed.

JR-No special mention is necessary in connection with the

motors driving the usual mining machinery, such as main

and tail haulages, auxiliary pumps, concentration plant,

crushers, puddlers, agitators, &c.

Fig. 4.

—

Hydraulic Mixing Plant in operation

To ensure the maximum efficiency of the illuminating

plant for night operations, it was necessary to employ search-

light projectors working with continuous current obtained

from rotary converters, one of which is illustrated in fig. 5.

These rotary converters are self-starting from the three-

phase side, the pressure being reduced by static trans-

formers to about 05 or 70 volts, in order to obtain

approximately 100 volts on the D C. side.

The switchgear mounted on the side of the rotary is for

starting purposes, and also for reversing the field windings,

illustrated in fig. 6, and is designed for controlling the

training and elevating motions by hand, through gearing, or

electrically from a distance, the motors for the two motions
being fitted in the base of the projector. The projector

lamps operate automatically, and run with a small steadying

resistance in each lamp circuit.

The projectors have parabolic glass mirrors and disper-

sion lenses mounted in special frames, which can be rapidly

attached to the front of the projector,

either by hooks or hinges, and which give

a beam of light diverging either verti-

cally or horizontally, as desired.

It is possible that considerable economy
in operation might be obtained by elec-

trically controlling a number of projectors

from a distance, by a single operator

situated at a central position in full view

of the operations, or in communication

with the workings by telephone.

The disposition and number of pro-

jectors employed would naturally influence

the D.c. voltage and type of converting

plant. It is quite probable that the most

satisfactory arrangement would be to pro-

vide a motor-generator with each projector,

consisting of a three-phase induction motor

operating direct from the overhead lines,

and coupled to a d.c. generator and small

exciter so as to obtain a drooping voltage

characteristic. This would enable the

projector to operate automatically, thereby

avoiding the necessity of a steadying re-

sistance in the lamp circuit.

In fig. 7 a view is given of one of the

workings taken at nigbt. The workmen can be clearly

discerned onvejiig the ore in trucks from the workings

to the haulage gear station.

A general view of the mining area and generating station,

&c, is shown in fig. 8, This view was also taken at night

under ordinary working conditions, and clearly shows the

arc lamp3 on the main road from the mine buildings to the

principal workings.

There are numerous instances of surface mines extending

over considerable areas, which are often of a temporary

Fig. 5.

—

Rotary Converter with Starting Gear

so as to ensure the correct polarity being obtained on the

D.c. side when starting up.

h For this class of work the converting plant should be

designed with a view to portability.

The continuous current from the rotaries supplies various

36-in. searchlight projectors. One of the projectors is

Fig. 6.—Motor-controlled iSS-rs. Projector.

nature, and where it is not practicable or convenient to erect

overhead lines for a power supply for night operations. In

these circumstances, the many advantages of a portable pro-

jector equipment cannot be over-estimated. It consists
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of a petrol-driven chassis, the engine being arranged to

drive the car or the generator for supplying the projector,

when stationary. The projector burns with a normal

current of 1 i'O amperes at about 65 volts at the arc, and has

a mirror of 86 -in. diameter. It is shown mounted on a

light trolley, so as to be capable of being easily moved in

any direction. The supply cable from the chassis equip-

Fig. 7.

—

View op one of the Woekings at Night.

Fig. 8.

—

General View op the Mine Area at Night

ment to the projector is carried on a drum at the rear of

the car.

A similar equipment could also be usefully employed
with other classes of outdoor work at night, such as the

illumination of docks, shipyards, and all kinds of erection

and excavation work, where the conditions of working
require a high degree of illumination.

ENGINEERING AND SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH.

By J. A. FLEMING. P.K.S.

act of paper read before the Society of Engineers
(Inc.), May 1st, 1916.)

There seems to be a very complete agreement that one result
of the great war in which we are engaged will be to render
absolutely necessary certain reforms in our national systems
of education, and especially in the attention given to scientific
knowledge. An important step was taken by the Govern-
ment through the Board of Education last July in the estab-
lishment of a Committee of the Privy Council and the appoint-
ment of an Advisory Council to deal with the question of

si ientific ami industrial research as described in a scheme out-

in a White Paper.
Since anj such Government control over scientific research is

bound I" ciave a great influence in time on the direction of

scientific work ami its applications, it appears most desirable
to gather viewe upon this scheme, even after its inception,
l i those who are concerned with one of the most scientific

industries, \iz.. engineering in all its branches.
Important industries have died out or never thriven in this

country in consequence of our
ueglect of scientific education
and research. We cannot undo
the effect of this neglect by a

wave of the wand; refoi a

be useful must be vers
ami very thorough, and begin

at the top and at the bottom in

our systems of national educa-
tion.

It is unquestionable that the

success of the Germans in the
commercial field is in part due
to their system of national edu-

cation, which prepares i

man for some vocation and
does it thoroughly. We are by
in means desirous of copying it

in its entirety, as it possesses

grave defects on its ethical side

and in its extreme cultivation

of materialism in its worst
aspects; nevertheless, we can
usefully draw some lessons from
it.

Our own educational s;

are too bookish, too much de-

voted to the cultivation of

: ry and words, and not

sufficiently leavened by a real

knowledge of the facts of

nature and power to draw true

inferences from observations.

One barrier in the way of our
industrial progress has been the

imperfect scientific training of

foremen,' managers and young
heads of departments in manv
engineering works. The young
men who are brought in to fill

directing positions have gener-

ally received the usual public

or middle-class school educa-

tion, with its entirely insuffi-

cient attention to scientific sub-

jects. Even when this has
been supplemented by a course

at a technical college, the time
at the latter has been so much
taken up with learning things

which ought to have been
learnt at school that the oppor-

tunity of acquiring advanced
scientific knowledge or real

power of independent investi-

gation has been very much cur-

tailed Hence, when once im-

mersed 'n business it has been
impossible for them to keep up
with scientific advances, and
they can at most copy what

they see others do. We have to produce more men who can
do new things, and not merely know about old ones.

Until this state of affairs is remedied it is perfectly futile

for Great Britain to hope to gain pre-eminence over Germany
in scientific industries. The advantages which we have in

greater originality of mind and better workmanship are
neutralised to a larg stent by the want of a sufficiently

thorough and broad scientific education to enable us to see
the practical value of. and work out exhaustively, and espe-
cially with reference to trade purposes, the openings given
i > scientific discoveries. It i.s the want of this sufficiently

thorough scientific education which accounts for the limited
t.iith of many employers and capitalists in scientific research,
and also for the inability of the practical worker to take
advantage of. or see the meaning of. facts which present
themselves to him in his every-day work.

i'iic of the educational reforms which seems most i

is the compulsory attendance of lads after leaving the board
school at a technical continuation school. Assuming he leaves
at 11 or 15 and is taken on at an engineering works, it should
not be optional whether he attends a continuation technical
school. He should be compelled to do it until he is 17 or 18

years old. as in Germany. This continued education should
not be merely a handicraft training, but should be a careful

instruction by practical engineers in mechanical drawing.
mechanics, physics, chemistry, metallurgy, electro-

technics, and machine construction. The attendance should
not be allowed to become irregular, and the certificates of

proficiency should have an immediate effect on the lad's pros-

pects of advancement.
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In the case of young men of higher social rank who have

heen to public schools, the practical experience in the shops

and drawing office should not be deferred entirely until after

the college course. The school education should have pro-

vided them with a thorough grounding in the elements of

chemistry, physics, and mathematics, pure and applied, and
a speaking acquaintance with at least one modern language.

One year at a university or technical college should then

prepare them to take advantage of some shop experience,

and after that they should return to the college for a year or,

perhaps, two for the advanced laboratory and designs work.

The degree or diploma examinations should be made to

depend more than at present on the results of practical

laboratory and drawing-office work. My experience; is that

students who come straight from school to college for three

years without break are less serious workers than those who
have had some experience in an engineer's shop and then

returned to the college.

In order to compress into this time the necessary training,

our methods and means of instruction must be much im-

proved. It is essential now for every engineer to have a good
working acquaintance with certain branches of mathematics.
It? he has no knowledge, whatever of the calculus or trigono-

metry he finds it impossible to read many original papers in

the technical journals. In teaching electrotechnics to young
engineers, I find I have to give much time to imparting
elementary mathematical knowledge w-hich ought to have been
gained elsewhere. It should, however, be taught by engineers

to engineers.
The great thing to guard against on the part of the student

is premature specialisation. He should broaden as much as

possible his knowledge of the principles of chemistry,
mechanics, physics, mathematics, and metallurgy, and he will

then be able, later on, to build up on this foundation. Unless
he does lay this foundation he will not be able to follow or
assist in improvements. As an illustration of this, we may
take subjects such as telephony or wireless telegraphy. It is

impossible now for anyone to make any really important addi-

tion to these subjects who has not a very competent know-
ledge of physics and some parts of mathematics. The easier
problems are worked out and the design of telephonic systems
or radiotelegraphic stations has become a matter in which
advanced scientific knowledge is an important factor. Then,
again, to make any advance in metallurgy requires a veiy
intimate acquaintance with the chemistry of metals. A lucky
accident might give a clue to an improvement, but an observer
not sufficiently acquainted with modern chemical principles
could not take advantage of it or follow it up.
In the third and fourth year the student will, of course,

have given time to learning as much as possible of the methods
of testing—both mechanical and electrical—required in engi-
neering work, the especial object of which is to enable him
to deal with the kind of problems which will present them-
selves in practice.

It is of extreme importance that he should acquire sympathy
with and confidence in scientific research to give the data for
engineering work.
We then turn to the subject which it is our purpose more

particularly to discuss, viz., the relation of scientific research
to engineering practice.

There are first the laboratory researches, which aim at
determining various physical constants of the materials used
in engineering which are requisite to give data for design.
This knowledge can never be made too accurate or too com-
plete; but the moment one goes to any of the well-known
pocket-books or tables of engineering data it is astonishing
to find the wide gaps in our kuowdedge. Hence, we require
abundant provision for re-determining these values for parti-
cular samples of new materials to be used in bulk for various
purposes.
In the second place, there are those researches which aid

engineering by providing new methods of examination and
test of materials or structures. An an instance of this, con-
sider the invaluable aid rendered by what is now called
metallography, or the study of the internal structure of metals
and alloys by the aid of the microscope. Every engineering
student is now familiar with the processes applied and with
the. immensely important knowledge that has been gathered
as to the composition of steels and other alloys by this method.
The great development of pyrometry and high temperature

thermometry by the invention and improvement of the
thermo-junction and radiation pyrometer and the electrical
resistance thermometer have provided the engineer with im-
plements of great accuracy for the measurement of high tem-
peratures and made it, in fact, an exact science.
The improvement in the means of testing the mechanical

or elastic, properties of engineering materials by testing
machines is another instance of the same class of research.
Of late years, the appliances for testing the mechanical pro-
perties of materials under repeated stresses, vibrations or
blows have become important in giving the dynamic as con-
trasted with the. static stress properties.

In the third place, we have a type of research which calls
for special aptitude and insight, viz., those which lead to the
discovery of some new process, material, or machine.
An excellent example of this is the discovery which rendered

the production of metallic aluminium in bulk a commercial
possibility; further examples of the same important class of
researches are given in the production of the various alloy
steels with extremely valuable properties.

This originative pow'er is partly due to natural gifts, partly

to effective" training, and partly to the possession of sufficient

appliances and means.
Originality stimulates originality; a really great investigator

not only discovers himself, but imparts something of his

powers to his associates. Hence we require to establish and
strengthen those research institutions such as the Cavendish
Laboratory, Cambridge, or the Royal Institution, London,
where notable scientific investigators have established school
of research and imparted some; of their great powers to stu

dents and colleagues.

In providing a large mass of accurate scientific data for use
in engineering, the National Physical Laboratory has given
most valuable service for the last twenty years. Nevertheless,
there are matters requiring assistance for which even its

present resources are insufficient.

In Germany much of the technical research work is car-

ried out by private associations of the trades concerned. In
Great Britain manufacturers in the same trade are far too
prone to regard one another as rivals, whereas in the future
they will have to stand shoulder to shoulder much more
against their common and German antagonists, who will be
united against them. In many matters it would pay British
firms in the same business to promote scientific research in
common on certain problems of manufacture, subscribing
together the funds to undertake it either at a National Tech-
nical Laboratory or at some Technical College or University
which may be provided with the proper equipment. Such
information when obtained would then only be communi-
cated to the members of the association or union.
The same principle of common action might be brought to

bear upon the collection of information as to what is being
done in certain branches of manufacture; the establishment,
iu fact, of an information bureau common to certain firms
or manufacturers. Trade associations such as the British Elec-
trical & Allied Manufacturers' Association are doing and
could extend this work with great effect.

As a rule, British technical firms do not expend anything
like the same labour or money over their intelligence depart-
ments as German firms. The latter gather in from all coun-
tries every scrap of information which can assist them, both
from scientific and technical papers and patent specifications.
The first direction in which our advances should be made is

in improving the means for obtaining this early information
on possible improvements and advances.
Many important problems which need attention are very

large ones and will require the assistance of many experi-
enced men. Such problems are the conservation and more
economical use of our national coal supply, the universal adop-
tion of gas or of electric heating in place of the wasteful
combustion of raw coal in domestic fireplaces, and the elec-
trical transmission of power from coalfields to great cities.

Hence, it is to be hoped that the principal engineering insti-

tutions will unite in a strong request to the Government, if

they have not already done so, to place representative engi-
neers upon the Advisory Council, and also that in the dis-

bursement of funds allocated to the assistance of industrial
research, these institutions, as bodies, shall be to a consider-
able extent the avenues through which it is dispensed.
The present policy of the Government and of the Board

of Education seems to be the creation of fresh committees
and boards, whilst setting on one side the existing learned
and technical institutions, which include in their member-
ship all those who have special knowledge and eminence in
their various subjects.

Mr. Runciman has recently appointed certain committees
to report on measures to safeguard the commercial interests
of the iron, steel and engineering trades, and on shipping and
shipbuilding. The Advisory Council for Scientific and Indus-
trial Research is also appointing standing committees to deal
with mining and metallurgy, and an engineering committee
is promised as well. Furthermore, the Royal Society recently
called a conference of about 25 of the chief scientific anil
technical societies, and it was decided to form a board to
advise the Government on any branch of scientific inquiry
which may be brought before it. The result of all this must
be to diminish rather than increase the very organisation and
co-ordination required.
The existing scientific and professional societies, if pro-

perly organised, would supply all that is required. These
engineering institutions and societies should take a leading
part in guiding the fortunes of the industries they represent,
aiid not be reduced to the level of mere paper-reading or
discussion societies.

At present, the Government prefer to ignore the existing
societies and create fresh bodies of their own selection. 'Hie
result will be to weaken these existing institutions ami
societies.

It is essential to guard against the. bureaueratisation of
science, and the safest and most simple method of avoiding
this would be to make the great technical and professional
institutions the means of advising upon the most important
steps to be taken in aiding technology.
We have first to create a great change in the attitude of

the public mind towards scientific knowledge and research
and develop the conviction that until it is regarded as a most
serious pursuit we shall fail to make any firm advances
towards victory in industrial war.
No one who has studied German methods can fail to admit

they have realised fully in commercial matters the truth that
union is strength. Our ideal has been largely individualism
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m, theirs lias been organisation and co-opi i

i

ticin. The German c ercial system is essentiallj

in i.atu li is all pari and parcel of the
plan to achieve w oi Id conqui si al anj co I and b

policy 1 annot, therefore, be ' simply
tariff wall can be bi boj cott of

German g Is so thorough, as to defend our position in the
and \ igorou 1 tack. I fence,

the first condition of Buccess must be association and combi-
ond thi

: cientific method in all I b

1
t principle of scientific investigation is to collect
and to draw deductions onlj i" the lighi of full

knowledge. The inference is that our information about for-

irkets must be greatly increased. This means that
our Consular reports must be improved, thai foreign a [i ncii

d with men who have the necessary linguistic

and scientific accomplishments, and thai the study of foreign
markets and ol the nature 0) the foreign demand for goods
shall be 1 atific studj

.

In the main, however, wi bave to rely on bringing to bear
edg of all kinds upon the manufacture and

tion of goods and obtaining foreign markets for the
same.
The importance of a true education in science is that it

lends to love of accural loyalty to scientific truth,

unwearying labour in obtaining it. and care in the inferences

derived from it. We have to cut ourselves adrift from all the
past, its easy, self-satfsfied mediocrity, dislike of trouble, and
contempt for knowledge,

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received by us after 5 p.m. on Tuesday cannot appear until

the following week. Correspondents shouldforward their communi-
cations ut the earliest possible moment. No letter can bepublished

unless we burr the writer's name and address in our possession.

Electricity in War Areas.

My thank's are due to you for the copy of the Electrical
which reaches me here regularly. Even though one

is not actually filling one's corner in the work at home, it is

very gratifying to read of what others are doing, and of what
is happening in the wide circles of electrical science and
engineering.
Your correspondent's description of the utilisation of dere-

lict machinery in the war area is very interesting. I have
seen many instances where otherwise wasted energy could be

e of with advantage—ancient Hour mills with over-

shot wheels offer very good scope in this direction. By the
way, the condition of the wooden-teeth pinions in some of

thi - old mills is really surprising—they have a wonderfully
long life.

Perhaps it is not looking too far ahead when we express

the hope that we shall soon see some examples of German
ring ingenuity " behind the line," an article on which

appeared in the Review some little time ago.

J. H. Pembrey,
I S.C., M.T.

British Expeditionarj Force, Ai<nl 30th, 1916.

The I.E.E. Election.

I have just returned my ballot paper to the Secretary of the

Institution of Electrical Engineers, and I regret to say that I

consider myself justified in having erased the name of Mr.
Sparks, who has apparently been nominated by the Council

as President of the Institution for another year.

My action has been prompted through no hostile feeling on
my part towards Mr. Sparks, because, as a matter of fact. I

very much admire the way in which he has carried out his

duties during the past year, but I entirely disagreed with the

piactice of electing presidents for two successive years. There.

are any number of eminent gentlemen who could quite well

tid the position satisfactorily.

I believe there are any number of people who agree with

e sentiment, although they probably do not take the

trouble to express their opinions in writing.

[ am in entire agreement with the remarks regarding this

matter which appear 1 p 386 of your journal dated 7th ult.

I in-
I and sign myself

May 3rd, 1<?1G

President for One Year Only.

Justice for the Inventor.

Youi leader, and Q the current issue of the

no the above subject, will eertainK In- appreciated by
everyone interested, but more especially by those, like my-
self, who "were just applying fur a patent when the war
tarted

lie m\ own e.i .
1 , months before the

11 1 in eiiieiit of the war I worked hard to perfect a device
ich, at that time, there was a Certain market; there

were but a few days between the outbreak of hostilities and
my application lor the patent, and, Imping tor the. best, I
paid the money, which I have since sorelj 1

The patent was granted, ami 1 have since submitted the
invention to certain people with a vie\i to their adopting it:

the opinions expressed regarding the met invention
win- very pleasing, but there will be no market for it until

D In a -tut.' nt peaceful industry. Three month-,
from now. two years of the life of mj patent will bi

and as my inventio ot oi much use in connection with
tin' manufacture ol munitions, it 1^ exact!] in the position
it was in when the patent was granted, and win probably
remain so until a. considerable time after peace is restored.

Nevertheless, if when tin- renewal fee is die- 1 have had
no return for my labours and initial outlay, and cannot afford
tin- amount demanded, J lose everything. This is not rery
encouraging for British brains to help In capture the trade,

previously held by the enemy. It. could hurt nobo
would be only justice to the patentees, if patents which were
shewn tu be ad ei elj affected l>\ the war were granted an
extension of life, or, rather, a "stay of progression," equal
to the duration of the war—by which I an ti,

fees and the ultimate expiration of the patent should be
del, lied to the extent of that period; but it must be free, or
in many cases, like my own, it would be useless.

Invention is the seed of industry; therefore, if those who
cultivate it are discouraged, there will be a scarcity of the
seed.

(i. W. W.

The Electric Cooker in India.

While agreeing generally with Mr. C. S. Jeffrey's article

tinder this head, may I say that servants are not quite so
impossible as he would make them. When I was transferred
fiom Calcutta to Simla my servants aggregated 85 years' ser-

vice, several having been with me over 15 years, while other
long-timers died in my service earlier. Also, the fetish of
charcoal for the kitchen is easily overcome. My cooks have
always used coke except for pastry making. I have found the
electric kettle and iron invaluable, but they must have an
earth wire, for the reason given by Mr Jeffrey.

('live Hall. Shrewsbury, May 7//,, 1916.

J. W. Meares.

INDIAN NOTES.

I
From 01 n Special Correspondent.]

No report has yet been made public as to what took place

at the meeting of Government electrical officials in Calcutta

last cold weather. Their deliberations lasted over a week, and

they are said to have worked very hard : the only tangible

result up to now seems to be that a very good photographic

group was taken—copies of which adorn their office walls in

each presidency.

Mr. J. W. Meares, the electrical adviser to Government, has

gone home on furlough, and his work is being done by Mr.

C. C. Eastgate, who is Government electrical inspector to the

Punjab. Mr. Tufnell, the electrical inspector to the United

Provinces, has joined the Army, and his work is being done

by Mr. Bell, who is municipal electrical engineer to Mussoorie

Municipality. Mr. Warren ably assists Mr. Bell as assistant

electrical inspector. Mr. E. J. Browne, electrical inspector

to Bengal, Assam, and the new Province of Bebar and Orissa,

has gone home on sick leave. His duties are now divided

between Mr. A. N. Mclntyre, who takes over sole charge of

Bihar and Orissa Province, and Mr. A. K. Taylor, who is

acting as electrical inspector in Bengal.

Lucknow.—The work of building and equipping the new
pcwer-house is making progress. This is in the hands of

Crompton & Co., who have now accumulated a rare

experience in town lighting in India. No certain date is yet

given for actual supply of current; but, judging by the multi-

plicity of electrical contractors now opened up in Lucknow.
wiiin- work should be. brisk—and inexpensive. The great

ambition of the average Indian electrical engineer—be he the

result of a technical college or, as more often is the case, the

result of a few months' so-called apprenticeship with a Euro-

pean contractor firm—is to start on his own, open up a busi-

1I1 a high-sounding name, and get a few jobs,_ mostly

fiom among relatives, and then, in most cases, go " phut."

as the saying is. either from want of capital or. which is

generally the ease, from want of experience. Allahabad,

which, as well as its sister city Lueknow, is going to have

apply Bhortly, is also a happy hunting ground

small one-horse contractor. This city is also being

bj Messrs Crompton A Co., and a good return
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should be shown after a few years' working. In Indian cities

like Lucknow and Allahabad, a certain revenue can be always
counted on from large Government offices and buildings—

a

revenue almost large enough to pay interest ou capital and
establishment charges annually. The surplus may fairly be
counted upon as profits. The hot-weather load, with its

innumerable fans, is, of course, a feature of Indian electric

supply.

It is surprising with what regularity machinery and elec-

trical accessories are still imported to India, in spite of the
immense shipping difficulties. Of course, the delays are con-
siderable; but with a little patience the goods get here some
time. Shortages are, perhaps, noticeable now in electrical

accessories, particularly rubber and flexible wire, especially

the latter.

Japanese electrical goods are making great headway, especi-

ally insulators, lampholders, flexible wire, and so on. The
material is passable, though not up to English standard; insu-

lators particularly are below the mark, their finish, instead of

being white or creamy, is of a grey-bluish tint, due probably
to the glaze. The adaptable Japanese will shortly, however,
better this, and given another year of present conditions he
will have a very firm grip on the Indian electrical market for

light material.

WAR ITEMS.

Exemption Applications.—On the application of Mr. Dash-
wood, electrical engineer, the Canterbury Tribunal has
granted another month's exemption to a wireman.
At the Newcastle Tribunal an electrical engineer appealed

on the ground that he supported his parents, and that his

occupation was a reserved occupation. It transpired that
his parents were not wholly dependent upon, him, and that
his occupation was with a cinematograph company. When
told that he must serve, he asked whether he could go into
a munition factory, and was told that he must fight.

At the Brighton Tribunal a lecturer in physics and elec-

tricity at the Brighton Technical College appealed for

exemption on the ground of the importance of his work.
The Brighton Education Committee also appealed for him
on the ground that the work he is engaged in is of more
national importance than his services in the Army would
be. Six months' conditional exemption was granted.
At the Southport Tribunal a firm of electrical engineers

asked for the absolute exemption of a branch manager on
the ground that they were engaged in the supervision and
carrying out of important Government sub-contracts and
other jobs of national importance. He was 35 years of age,
and the onlv eligible single man in their employ. The
Tribunal said that it was not prepared to deal with the
application; it would simply mark the man as at present
holding a badge-

Before the Rawmarsh Tribunal, on May 5th, five em-
ployes—four connected with the generating station, and the
other a motor-man—were appealed for by the Mexborough
and Swinton Tramways Co. Mr. Priestley said that two
of the men were switchboard attendants, and, in reply to

the military representative, stated that there was not a girl

on a switchboard in any generating station in the country.
The military representative said he knew of cases of girls

attending switchboards in important places, such as large
•theatres. If they could do that they could, with a little

training, do the work of these men. The Chairman
said he did not think girls could do the work of
the generating station. A member suggested that older
men could be obtained, and Mr. Priestley replied that there
were great difficulties in the way of getting other men;
considerable training would be required. The Tribunal
granted exemption to each man until the end of June, the
military representative in the meantime to ascertain
whether the men were legally exempted under the heading
of " Public Utility Service."

Before the Cornwall Appeal Court, Mr. John Jewell, of
Redruth, appealed for exemption for his son, Mr. Wm.
Jewell, electrical engineer, who was in charge of an elec-
trical plant at a tin works. The Local Tribunal had granted
two months' exemption. The Court considered that another
man at the work9 could carry out the "duties, and the appeal
was dismissed.
At Nuneaton, exemption was appealed for on behalf of

Mr. A. N. Lilley, aged 18, a pupil in the electrical engineer-
ing department of the Corporation. It was stated that the
indentures expired on October 30th, and at the end of that
period he would be put in the Officers' Training Corps or
under the Admiralty. Exemption was allowed to the end
of May only.
At Glossop, the Urban Electric Supply Co. appealed for

a motor-man, but the request wa9 refused on the ground
that he was not in the position he held on August 15th, 1915.
At Dover, on May 3rd, exemption was applied for by the

Corporation for Mr. Goodwin, traffic clerk on the tramway
staff. It was stated that he was the only clerk left. A
member asked if a woman could not do the work, and a
negative reply was given. Exemption was allowed for two
weeks from May 29th for a substitute to be found.

The Whitehaven Tribunal have granted exemption until
June 20th to the son of a principal of a local firm of elec-
trical engineers, and engaged in the business, which caters
for firms who are on war work. It was stated that the
only male left was a Belgian, and that the places of men
who had left had been filled by women.
At Gloucester, the Corporation appealed for a motor-man

engaged on the tramways. Mr. Corson, for the Council,
'

said the time was quickly approaching at which the em-
ployment of women as drivers must lie settled; it was a
question whether women should be employed in such a
capacity. As the service was still normal, it was contended
by the military that it might with advantage be curtailed,
and a number of men thus released. The appeal was put
back to ascertain what arrangements could be made for
releasing a portion of 13 attested motor-men who remained
in the service.

Before the Gloucestershire Appeal Court, the Bourton-
on-the-Water Electricity Co. applied for exemption for their
assistant electrical engineer, on the ground that he was in

a certified occupation—public utility service. It was ex-
plained that the installation supplied 1,463 lights, while the
company ran a motor pump at the local hospital. The assis-
tant engineer was the sole man in charge of the Bourton
installation, his chief was stationed at Burford, and if he
went his place could not be filled, and the town would be
left without artificial light. The Tribunal granted exemp-
tion until Michaelmas.
The Herts County Tribunal has dismissed an appeal for

further exemption for G. E. Way, electrician at the Berk-
hampstead Picture Palace, for whom a substitute had not
been found.
At Oxfordshire Appeal Court, the military appealed

against exemption granted by the Local Tribunal to Raglan
D. Price, of the Oxford Electric Tramways staff, on the
ground that he was not in a certified occupation. It was
contended that Price only did the work of a mechanic. Mr.
A. A. Tyler, manager of the tramways, said that Price
examined the engines and fittings of 'buses, which were
at the disposal of the military for the wounded free of
cost. He was a fitter and did fitter's work. The appeal
was dismissed, but the exemption was varied, and granted
until November 2nd.
At Horsham, on Monday, a private estate electrician

claimed exemption on the ground that he was indispensable,
but he was allowed only a month's postponement.
At Bath, on Monday, the military appealed against exemp-

tion granted to Mr. W. J. Fussell (23), engaged with
Messrs. Kendall, electrical fitters, and said that the man
was employed in a private concern and should be released
for service, while the age for men in this occupation to be
regarded as reserved men had been raised to 30. The appeal
was allowed, and exemption cancelled.

At the Stockton-on-Tees Tribunal, exemption was sought
for 16 drivers employed by the Imperial Tramwavs Co.,
Ltd., on their Middlesbrough, Stockton and Thornaby sys-

tem. It was stated that 115 men had been released bv the
company and provision made for their dependents. Since
the last appeal to the tramway employes, a representative
of the Ministry of Munitions had visited the company's pre-
mises, and, after investigation, admitted that the absolute
limit had been reached so far as the release of men was
concerned. The Chairman said the Tribunal was of the
opinion that the number of drivers could be reduced, and
that the single men should be spared. Mr. F. Freshwater,
manager, replied that for every three men they took away,
it would mean the taking off of a tramcar. Conditional
exemption was granted in regard to nine drivers who are
over 25 years of age, but the remaining seven were dis-

missed.

Russian Pressspahn.—A writer in a Russian semi-official

journal, complaining of the want of tone in Russian indus-
try, observes that the production of insulators in the country
might be extensively developed, including special cardboard.
Until the war opened, this cardboard—pressspahn—was
imported from abroad, " that is Germany." When the war
started, it was found that pressspahn could not be had at any
price. But after inquiries, pressspahn was found within the
boundaries of Russia itself. It appears that in Russia the
manufacture of pressspahn and fibre has existed for a long
time, but electrical industrialists were quite unacquainted
with the fact. There were factories making pressspahn and
fibre, using the pressspahn for binding copybooks and block
notes, and they sold the fibre for the manufacture of peaks
for caps and for cartridges. But pressspahn and fibre for

electrical insulators were ordered from abroad. " These
examples are extracted from the latest publications by the

industrialists themselves. They are astonished by the fact,

and are endeavouring to throw the blame on third parties."

Lighting Prosecution.—The manager of a large Middles-
brough drapery and furnishing establishment, when charged
on May 2nd with having failed to observe the lighting regu-

lations, pleaded that it was the fault of an electrician who
had been doing work on the premises, and had tapped the

wrong main. Instead of tapping one of the mains through

the shop, he tapped a main controlling the lights in the

whole of the windows. A junior switched up the lights in

mistake.—Fined £2.
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Johannesburg and Trade After the War.—According to
the " South African Mining Journal," the Executive of the
Johannesburg Chamber of Commerce has submitted a series

•I recommendations on post-war trade. They urge co-
u (lie Imperial Government and the Domi-

nions so as to make the Empire self-supporting; that the
Imperial and Dominion Governments should be urged to

i ncourage, for a period of years, the continuance l>y subsidy
rvvisi oi new ami "key" industries established

i ili. Empire prioi to or since the commencement of
i!i. war, "i which mai hereafter l«- established; that the
assistance of the Imperial and Dominion Governments in

the organisation of industries is essential to a more com-
l< - lo; nl of the Empire's resources with a view to

ensuring thai each industry .shall be enabled to obtain all

its requirements from sources within the Empire itself;

thai steps Ik: taken to prevent dumping and under-valuation
of all foreign goods imported into British markets after the
war, and certificates of origin should be required to be
signed by British Consular agents; that the British Consular
service should be strengthened by the appointment of men
qualified to -safeguard and promote the interests of British
trade; and that ii is of the highest importance that various
Governments of the Empire should take steps for the
development of technical institutions and scientific research,
and their adaptation to industrial and commercial ends.

I hey further urge that the Union Customs tariff should be
aim nded in order to provide for preferential trading between
all pails of the Empire; reciprocal arrangements with
foreign countries, exceptingpresent enemy countries (against
whose produce and manufactures a prohibitive tariff should
he enforced), and a special tariff on a prohibitive scale
againsl the products and manufactures of present enemy
countries; differential charges against enemy shipping; the
prohibition of the entry of enemy trading journals, cata-
logues, and price lists; that no trading licences be issued
to enemy subjects or to agents of enemy firms; that no
foreign patents be allowed to be held in South Africa un-

they are worked or the> articles so patented are made
in the British Empire; and that Government departments,
municipalities and other bodies administering public funds
should be required to confine purchases to products and
manufactures of British firms whenever articles required are
obtainable within the Empire.

Trading with the Enemy.—In the Cape Town House of
mbly, on April 26th, according to a Reuter dispatch in

the "limes," the debate on the Enemy Trading Bill was
resumed. Mr. Burton declared that the Government were
• n I* rmined to pass the measure during the present Session.
« i. ni nil Botha described the measure as a deplorable neces-
sity, but nevertheless a necessity, for the protection of the
inhabitants of South Africa. He quoted a German Act of
Parliament dealing with British interests in Germany, add-
ing that if Germany at the end of the war refused to return
tin- goods of British subjects, South Africa would be in a
position In adopt a similar attitude towards German goods.

In the " London Gazette " for May 0th there appear new
ales nl in isons or bodies with whom trading is prohi-

bited in the following countries, and alterations in previous
lists:—Denmark, Greece, Japan, Norway, Philippine
Islands, Portugal, Sweden, Brazil, Netherlands East Indies.
A number of \velI-know :n electrical names appear in the
lists.

Scarcity of Metals in Austria.—Reuter's correspondent at
Zurich reports that lead and tin are now required very badly
for military purposes in Austria, and new decrees have been
issued for their requisitioning. Manufacturers and mer-
chants are required to give up 80 per cent, of their stocks
of lead and tingoods, including plumbing materials, baths
and boilers. Type founders, printers and newspapers are
.ii o required to give up 20 per cent, of their type. If such
reports as these regarding German and Austrian metal sup-
pl'n s be correct, it is not easy to reconcile them with reports
of a coming big after-l he-war dump of manufactured goods
—and any rate, in the metal-using trades.

Municipal Corporations and Enemy Contracts.—Hackney
B.C. is recommended by its General Purposes and Estab-
lishment Committee to support the Manchester Corporation
in adopting similar standing orders with regard to contracts
with foreign manufacturers, viz.:—That in future no con-
tract shall be entered into with any person of German or
Austrian nationality, or with any firm or company whose
subsoribi d capital (whether by way of shares or otherwise)
is held or controlled to the extent of one-third or upwards
li. persons el German or Austrian nationality.
Bacup Town Council last week adopted new standing

orders to tin effeel that no contract be entered into with
any person of German or Austrian nationality, nor with any
firm or company whose subscribed capital was held or con-
trolled to the extent of one-third or upward by persons of
German or Austrian nationality.

An Australian Board of Trade.—In n discussion by the
Melbourne Chamber of Commerce as to how to remove
• • i man trade influence, one member suggested the creation
of an Australian Board of Trade.—"Times."

The Paris Conference.—The Parliamentary correspon-
dent nl the " Daily Telegraph " saws that the Economic
Conlen ace of the Allied Powers in Paris has been fixed to
commence on Monday, June .5th.

To be Wound Up.—The following further companies
have been ordered to be wound up:

—

Coutinho, Caro & Co., 134, Fenchurch Street, E.C., metal
merchants. Controller: N. YV. Wild, 22-28, Broad Street
Avenue, E.<

'.

Wolf Safety Lamp Co., Boston Street, Sheffield, engi-
neers and lamp manufacturers. Controller: X. G. Shuttle-
worth, Sheffield.

E. M. Brinckman & Co., 99, Redcross Street; London,
S.I'".., merchants (electric lamps, batteries and gas mantles).
Controller: K. ('. Fox, 45, London Wall, E.C.
Enemy Firms in Hong Kong.—The " Board of Trade

Journal " for May 4th contains a list of enemy firms in

Hong-Kong under liquidation, lo some of whom British
lii ins, obviously under misapprehension, continue t" send
advertising literature, trade papers, Ac The following
appear in the list:—Arnold Karberg A Co.; Bume A' Reif;

Carlowitz .V Co.; Siemssen .V Co., Carrels, Horner & Co.

Artificial Limbs for Returned Soldiers.— Following the
evunpli adopted in Germany, an exhibition is about to be
opened in Petrograd of artificial limbs specially designed to

enable wounded soldiers to follow industrial employment
when they return to civil life.

LEGAL

Hands r. J. Davis & Co.

An application was made to Mr. Justice Astbury, in the Chancery
Division on May 5th, to enter judgment for the plaintiff in the
action by Albert Hands against J. Davis & Co. (Southampton),
Ltd., electrical engineers, of Bedford Place, Southampton, the
defendants having entered no defence. The action asked for a

declaration that the plaintiff was entitled to a charge on the

company's assets to secure the payment of debentures.

His Lordship entered judgment as asked.

Charge op Bribery.

At Leeds City Court, laBt week, Thomas William West (37) a War
Office viewer, of London, was remanded for a week on a charge of

attempting to obtain a bribe from Mr. A. S. Tiylor, of Arusley,

works manager of the Cremer Lamp & Engineering Co.

Mr. B. 0. Simpson, for the War Office, faid the defendant was a
viewer, or inspector, in the Ordnance Department at Woolwich,
and it was alleged that whilst visiting the Cremer Co 's works at

Leeds to inspect some lamps that were being made under contract,

he offered to pass the lamp^ if he were given £5. hilf of which
he would share with Mr. Taylor. There wa« another charge of

falsifying accounts respecting the time spent in Leeds, which
minht be preferred against him.
The defendant pleaded "Not guilty," and said that after

inspecting lamps Mr. Taylor took him to lunch, saying the
" guv'nor " would pay, and it was BuggeBted to him that he should
stay the week-end and inspect some more lamps. He stated that

he had not enough money with him, and, he alleged, Mr. Taylor
said :

" I could do with making a bit," and added that he would
get £5 and they could go halves.

Ilkley U.D.C. r. Evans.

Before the Otley Bench, on May 5th, Edgar W. C. Evans,

electrioian, Bradford, was summoned for fraudulently diverting

electricity at Ilkley on February 10th.

It was stated on behalf of the Ilkley Council that the defendant
was manager for Messrs. Christopher Pratt & Sons, Ltd., of Brad-
ford, who electrically wired a number of premises at Ilkley.

Amongst these was a shop, into which was put an electric motor.
1 1 waB later found that two lightB had been connected with the

power meter, and thus the consumer wa9 able to obtain electricity

for lighting at the power rate.

Mr. Sidney H. Bill, electrical engineer for the Ilkley Council,

admitted in cross-examination that in Bradford and Leeds it was
the custom to have two or more lights from the power meter, but

this did not prevail at Ilkley. It was contended for the defence

that the defendant had been accustomed at Bradford to oonnect

one or two lights with the power meter.

Without asking the defence to call witnessps, the Bench dis-

missed the case, and ordered each Bide to pay their own costs.

—

Zffr/.i Mercury.

sllrimpton and another !'. the northern light, power,
and Coal Co., Ltd., and Others.

This case came before the Court of Appeal on Friday, May 5th,

upon the appeal of the plaintiffs from a judgment of Mr. Justice

Peterson. The matter was referred to in our issue of December
24th, 1915.

At the conclusion of the arguments, their Lordships dismissed

the appeal, with costs.

The Accuracy of Electric Meters,

At Morpeth County Court on Sth inet., the Northern Counties

Electricity Supply Co. sued Andrew Foster, a local tradesman, for

£1 15s. 4d. for energy supplied.
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Mb. P. Cobdeb, who represented the plaintiffs, said it waB a
question of the aocuracy of the meter.
The Defendant said he had refused to pay, because while he was

using nine lights before the war, and had only used two since, the
cost had been very much larger. He produced accounts in Bupport
of this statement. The meter had been changed three times.
One of the company's testers said the tendenoy of the meters

was to go slower in UBe, rather than faster.

Mb. Bibliz, one of the company's electrical engineers, said the
last meter had been tested and found to be quite accurate.
Judgment was entered for plaintiffs, with costs.

" Z " Electbic Lamp Manufacturing Co., Ltd., ». W. Denton,
Ltd.

In the King's Bench Division on Tuesday, May 'Jth, this case waB
in the list to be mentioned before Mr. Justice Rowlatt.

Mr. Whateley was for the plaintiffs and Mr. Morle for the
defendants.

It was stated that the defendants now submitted to an order for
the payment of a sum of £32 4e. 6d., and High Court costs.

Adams Manufacturing Co., Ltd., r. Bboadbent.

In the City of London Court, on May 5th and 8th, before his
Honour Judge Rentoul, K.C , an action, which had been instituted
in the High Court of Justice, was brought by the Adams Manu-
facturing Co., Ltd., Bedford, against Mr. Frank Broadbent, elec-

trical engineer, London, to recover £71 for electrical switches
supplied.

Mr. C. P. Blackwell appeared for the plaintiffs, and Mr. Fortune
for the defendant.
Me. Blackwell said that the claim was really reduced to £43

by payment. It was brought in the name of the Adams Manu-
facturing Co. by Mr. Hardy, who wa9 appointed the receiver and
manager for debenture-holders by an order of the Court on April
11th, 1913. Various contracts had been sanctioned by the Court.
The claim was for electrical switches sold by Mr. Hardy after his
appointment. The company ceaBed to be able to carry on business
on the appointment of Mr. Hardy. Defendant had admitted that
except as to £20 the rest of the claim was admitted, but be said
that the claim had baen assigned by the plaintiffs to the Igranic
Electrical Co., Ltd. In faot, it was intended to assign the debt
due to the plaintiffs to the Igranic Co., but it was never done.
Defendant had not paid the Igranic Co. or the plaintiffs. Defen-
dant had said that he granted to the plaintiffs full and exclusive
licence and authority to manufacture and sell electric switches
under letters patent, or any improvement or modification thereof.
Plaintiffs agreed to pay defendant a royalty of 5s. on the price of
every switch so manufactured. The agreement did not in truth
confer on the plaintiffs any right to sell or manufacture in respect
of any improvement or modification. There were several patents
concerned

; one had lapsed by effluxion of time because the defen-
dant had not paid the necessary fees.

Mb. Fortune said that Mr. Hardy had gone, so far as the
receiver waB concerned, and the company were the real plaintiffs.

Mr. J. Morley, plaintiffs' solicitor, said that Hardy sold the
business of the Adams Manufacturing Co. and the assets for
£15,000 to the Igranic Co.
Mb. Foetune said that the wrong plaintiff was suing. The

Igranic Co. had been using the defendant's patents for making
electric Bwitches on which defendant was entitled to royaltiep.

Mb. Blackwell said that the patents were not valid, and
plaintiffs had been making the switches without licences, as they
did not consider they were necessary.
When the hearing was resumed on Monday, the Judge said that

the receiver and manager appeared to have sold the plaintiffs'

business to Bacon, and Bacon sold to the Igranic Electric Co.
Mr. Blackwell : He did not sell this debt—that is the point.
Mr Fortune : They have given us notice of assignment of this

debt to the Igranic Co., and the choice in action is in the Igranic
Co. The sale was to take place on April 11th, 1913, The whole
business passed to Bacon on that day. Hardy had no interest in
the business

;
he was going to be indemnified as regards any out-

goings. The claim is for electrical goods sold after April 11th.

Hardy had it in trust for Bacon. Hardy oould only sue as Baoon's
agent.

Mb. Blackwell : Yes ; but although the debt might become
vested in Bacon, and that was contemplated, I say that it never
has become vested in Bacon, although he can direct ultimately
what shall be done.

Judge Rentoul was sure that neither side wanted to get a
judgment that they could not hold when the other side went to

the place which dealt only with points of law and had no
conscience—the Divisional Court.
Me. Fortune : They have treated everything as assigned to the

Igranio Co. until they come to this action. We claimed this money
we are now counter-claiming. The Igranic Co. have taken a part
of the debt, and we are not claiming that.

Judge Rentoul said he could only consider the legal docu-
ments. No matter how many people had acted in the matter in
another way, that could not affect him. If he could settle the
oase altogether—if there were no appeal—he might possibly look
at what he thought roughly was the justice of the case, that did
not enter into the matter at all.

Mr. Fortune : No. I am entitled to say :
" I have a counter-

claim against your principal, because you were only trustee or
agent, and you have no interest in the aotion you are bringing

;

yon are only a cloak for a principal." Leaving out the question

whether the new patents are new patents or modifications, this
action is by the receiver. I claim my minimum royalties on the
1906 patent so long as he has been receiver and manager
Judge Rentoul

: The first point is who is the right plaintiff
and, as far as I can see, the plaintiff is the right man ; the right
to Bue was never in the Igranic Co. There must be judgment for
the plaintiffs on the claim. Now about the counter-claim.
Mb Foetune said that must be regarded as another action in

which the receiver was acting in the name of the Adams Co. The
receiver had sold certain goods during the time of his receivership,
and during that receivership there was a contract going on
between the company and the defendant whereby the company
were manufacturing under those licences. The receiver took no
Btepa to terminate the licences ; they went on for the life of the
patent, subject to the company giving three months' notice.
Mr. Blackwell did not agree.
Mr. Fortune said the Receiver did not do that, and he sent out

a notice wherein he said he was going to carry on the company as
usual.

Mr. Blackwell added that the company went into liquidation
on April 22nd, 1913, The company's business came to an end,
except for the purpose of realising the assets of the company for
the debenture holders. There was no contract continuing^ There
was no grant of improvements or modifications to the company.
Mr. Fortune

: The company were manufacturing with a view
to selling to the Igranic Co.
Mb. Blackwell : Not after the liquidation.
Mb. Foetune : Oh, yes.

Mb. Blackwell thought that if agreements which were made
covered the new patents which were entered into, inasmuch as the
company, during the time of the Receiver, did manufacture and sell
on plaintiff's evidence under the new patents, the defendant might,
be able to maintain a counter-claim against the plaintiffs.
Mb. Fortune said that Hardy could have repudiated the

licence, but he eat on it, and therefore he had to pay the dead
royalties, even if he never manufactured at all under it. He did
not mind whether Hardy was acting for the Adams Manufacturing
Co., or for Bacon, or for the Igranic Co. Defendant was entitled
to £50 a year for 15 months, or £62 103. from April 11th, 1913. to
September, 1914.

Mb. Blackwell replied that the receiver and manager was
neither a successor nor the assignee of any contract with the
company. He did not come within the words of the contract at all.

Judge Rentoul : Could he repudiate it
.'

Mr. Blackwell : Yes, in the sense that he could say "I am
not going to express my willingness to take over the contract ;

"

but he is under no obligation to repudiate, because it is not a
contract which is binding upon him. It is a breach of contract on
the part of the company in not carrying out the agreement. They
had failed by selling and manufacturing or by omitting to pay the
dead royalty. Mr. Blackwell added that every one thought the
Igranic Co. would take over the patents, but they did not do so.

Judge Rentoul gave judgment for the plaintiffs on the claim
for £43 and costs, and for defendant on the counter-claim for £62
and costs.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Catalogues and Lists.— British WESTiNnuotsE
Electbic and Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Trafford Park, Man-
chester. — A number of new publications giving descriptive
particulars and illustrations, and, in most cases, prices, of a variety
of electrical manufactures, as follows :

—

No. A56/ Al.— Type F. A oil-immersed auto-starters for squirrel-cftge motors.
No. A56/BI.—Type MP rotor Btarters for a.c. slip.ring motors.
No. Af6/CI.—Type D Btarters for d.c. motors.
Nos. 1.358/2- 1 and L858/2-3.—A.c. single-phase watt-hour meters, type N.
No. L358/2-4.—Performance curves, and diagrams of connections, of type N

sinele-phase watt-bour meters.
No. 315/3.—Horn type switch fuses.
No. 47/3.—Brake solenoids for single-phase connections.
No. 47/1.—Brake solenoids for three-phase oirouitB.
No. 322/2A.—Knife switches for low and medium pressure switches, type B.
No. 7,703/1.—Westinghouse motor applications : Notes on the electrification

of a modem Hour mill.

Messrs. Simplex Conduits, Ltd., Garrison Lane, Birmingham.
—List No. 627, illustrating and giving prices of several designs of
inspection lamps for shells and other articles such as ca=kp.

carboys, &c, where interiors can only be inspected through small
apertures. The largest design shown is for the inspection of the
interior of hogsheads, and it is fitted with a spigot for removing
stray corks. The smallest lamp shown is designed for the inspec-

tion of 18-pounder shells or other small work. Some of the lamps
are fitted with small switches in the handles ; some are without
Bwitches, whilst one specially robust type for munitions work is

fitted with a standard tumbler switch in a convenient position near
the handle. All the fittings are sent out complete with lamps and
flexible, with earth-wire connected.
Messrs. Meldrumr, Ltd., Timperley, Manchester.— 20-page

illustrated catalogue of the Meldrum forced-draught furnace, with
a host of extracts from tributes paid thereto by users in all

departments of industry.

For Sale.—The Postmaster-General has for disposal, and
is open to receive offers for, a quantity of surplus stores. The
Corporation of Accrington Electrical Engineering Department
invites tenders for one 175-kw., 460-D.c, direct-coupled generating
set, and three 56-kw., 230-volt, d.c. Willans-Johnson & Phillips

sets. Particulars ara given in our advertisement pages today,
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Teilipcratlire Measurement.—During the past month enemy countries regaining trade which they have lost on account

the Cambridge Scientific Instkiment Co. have received of the war, but as this is a matter so much bound up with questions

contracts for temperature measuring instruments for vai ious He me of tariff
.
national treaties and future, discussion of terms of peace,

Government departments, al-o for the Victorian Government theyhave found it difficult to formulate any definite proposals,

liiilways, the Small Arms Factory—Lithgow, Australasia, and The following resolution was unanimously adopted and copies

the Russian Government Supply Committee. have been forwarded to the Prime Minister, the Attorney- General
and the Minister of Trade and Customs, and also published in

Australian Imports.—"We have received from the
the Press:—

Australian Association of British Manufacturers and their liepre- ,
T 'mt ""-' Bxjjullve Counoil of the Australian Association ot British Manu-

... . ., ,. - .. . . .. .. , . r - factuicry Rfui thttir representatives, bEann» in mind the fact that countnas
sentatives at Melbourne a copy of their statistical statement Of a t present at war witn tho British Empire are rer'ain to make strenuous
competitive imports into the Commonwealth of Australia for the efforts to recapture trao> which they have lost during the war, wish to

12 months ended June 30th, 1915. The statement has been com- impress on th. Government of the CommonwMlth of Australia the »ecessity o!

•i j j-a .1 r lL , - j -t • -j j taking such stf jis as will absolutely prevent the Importation of German and
piled differently from those previously issued, as it is considered Austrian goods after the declaration of poace.
that it will be of more value to give the totals and values of goodB
imported into the Commonwealth under preferential and non- The Association has strongly urged the necessity of the British

preferential tariff rates, than to show the percentages of imports Government and Britieh financiers, stipulating in regard to all

into each separate State from the United Kingdom. Further, as future loans granted to, or underwritten for, Colonial Governments,
imports from Germany bave now disappeared, figures are shown that all money loaned must be spent within the Empire, and not,

for imports from British Dominions and Possessions and the United as has so frequently been done in the past, paid away to foreign

States of imerica. as well as the United Kingdom. firms.

The United Kingdom share of the Commonwealth imports of The policy of the Association in endeavouring to obtain pre-

competitive manufactured merchandise (1914-15) was 64"9 per ferential treatment for goods of Britieh manufacture has been

cent. We make the following extracts :

—

persistently pushed on every possible occasion. The Cabinet of

Imposts prom All Countries (19U-15).
the New South Wales Government has decided that a 10 per
cent, preference shall be extended to goods or material of local,

CtABS ' Total
- Preference. Non-Pref. British or Empire manufacture as against those of other countries.

Meuls-Manufactmed ..
. *M«.ijjB £%™;™ "M» It was also decided that such margin of preference shall be

\\ Miscellaneous manufactured 2!886.60k 2le8G\693 15 inclusive of any preferential Customs duty that may obtain in the
„ Bars, rods, bio ims . . . . 933 594 983 694 — case of the particular material affected. All Government depart-

mdiaTubbe^nd manufactures of'.: " mfn "i" mentB abd corporate bodies operating under the
,
awie of the

Instruments, soientiflo, surgical, &o. 543,463 388,384 155.079 Government have been asked to give effect to this policy forthwith.

Analysis op Imports, 1914-15.

. United Kingdom, , British Dominions & Possessions.
CL4S8. Total. Preference. Non-Pref. Tolal. Preference. Non-Pref.

Metals—Manufactured 6,789,134 719 6,787.503 72-0 1,631 8'8 3r6.224 3 2 306,221 3-2 — —
„ Machinery 1,988,409 52-2 1,988,4(9 52

-

2 — — 122.279 3-2 122 279 32 — —
„ Miscellaneous manufactured .. 1,691.967 f.s 6 1691.857 58-6 — — 2)1147 83 211,147 8'3 — —
„ Bars, rods, blooms 728 672 7S0 728,672 78'0 — — 4,693 -6 4 693 -5 — —

Pig and ingot 168.P6 62 8 152.357 63-0 9,819 59-1 59,«13 22 8 £8,150 24-0 863 51
India-rubber—and Manufactures of .. .. 214,929 44 6 214,929 446 — — 86.703 7 6 36 7(3 7-6 — —
Instruments—Scientific surgical, &a. .

.

257,051 47 2 182.994 47-1 74,067 47 7 3,610 6 3021 -7 589 -3

United States -
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Bankruptcy Proceedings.—W. C. Wild, electrical

engineer, Halifax.—Trustee (Mr. \V. Durrance), released May 5th.

Trade Announcement.— Owing to increasing search-

light work and lamp-lowering gear bnsiness the London Electric
Firm, of Croydon, require additional space, and they are building

a new works at Brighton Road, Croydoa.

Electrical Imports to the Argentine Republic.—
According to a recent official return, the imports of electrical goods
into the Argentine Republic, during last year, only attained a value

of £751,000, as contrasted with £1,105,000 in 1914.

Book Xotices.

—

The Exporter's Handbook and. Glossary.

By F. M. Dudoney. London : Sir Isaac Pitiniu & Sans. 5s. net.

—

The author had begun his work before the outbreak of war, and he
has adhered to his original plan of preparing a permanent hand-
book to the export trade, resisting the temptation to point the

commercial lessons of the war, about which so many other authori-

ties are writing and speaking to-day. The book is intended to give an
exposition of the principles and methods of export business which
will assist British manufacturers and merchants who determine to

secure a larger share of the world's trade. It consists of some 40
chapters, a glossary of abbreviations and terms used in export

trade, and inset there are many useful specimen shipping docu-

ments, such as advice notes, bills of exchange, bills of lading,

Consular invoices for different countries, Customs specifications,

certificates of origin, a marine insurance policy, and so forth. It is

an instructive and^edueative work throughout, and should be

valuable to exporting firms and their employes, especially at a time
when it is recognised that there is room for improvement in the

commercial training of the younger generation who will have to

play a large part in the maintenance and extension of our Colonial

and foreign trade after the war. Among the matters dealt with in

the course of its 40 chapters are :—The advantages and general

principles of export trade ; the indent ; types of overseas

importers ; the native importer ; the merchant shipper ; the

export agent ; manufacturers' oversea representatives ; travelling

representatives ; export advertising ; a summary of methods to be
followed in order to secure export trade. The author proceeds in

the second part to discuss and describe such matters as financial

machinery, bills of exchange, credits and terms of payment, and
in Saction 3 he tells how to quote to oversea buyers, how to pre-

pare export catalogues, emphasises the wisdom of giving metric
equival< nts in all quotations, classifies the weights and measures
systems of different countries, and handles such points as sampling,
packing, marking, and methods of shipment. In the fourth

section the subjects covered include freight, bills of lading,

demurrage, marine insurance, Consular invoices and certificates of

origin, Customs requirements, consignors' and consignees' liability,

&c. In several places the author refers to the important part which
must be played in certain markets by the technical representative

who is able to supplement the efforts of the commercial or sales

representative, especially in connection with mining and electrical

machinery and other engineering classes of exports. He appre-

ciates the importance of adequately compensating the right man,
a direction in which British manufacturers have, unfortunately,

played too often into the hands of the Germans in past days. One
of the most interesting chapters in the book, so far as we are con-

cerned, is that in which emphasis is laid upon the great part which
must be contributed by reputable export trade journals. The author
say8 that the solid basis of any general export advertising campaign
must be the specialised export trade journal—systematically

reaching oversea buyers who can be got at in no other way. He
remarks that there are comparatively few, even of these, which
can honestly claim effectually to fulfil their purpose, but those

which really do offer sound value for the advertiser's money, are

undoubtedly among the most potent levers available for creating

and extending export connections. He proceeds to remark that
figures of circulation are not to be regarded as the gauge of value
in regard to the more respectable export publications. These
of en refuse to divulge such figures, knowing that the true test is

qu ility rather than quantity, " which latter any mushroom print

can guarantee, and even provide, without the advertiser being one
jot the better for it." "The only circulation worth considering is

that which covers the bond fide wholesale importers in a given
market or markets." Elsewhere, in discussing the want of co-

operation between commerce and finance in pursuit of export
business, he advocates an adaptation of our present system to the
needs of the times. Tterj is a chapter on " flow the Government
Helps Manufacturers in which the part played by the Board of

Trade in placing ex] o :t trade information at traders' disposal is

more fairly dealt with than is sometimesthecase. From the foregoing
summary of the contents it will be observed how complete a wo k
on the subject Mr. Dudeney has set himself to produce. He has
brought together a vast amount of most useful information in a
very well-arranged form, and the book deserves, and, no donbt,

will have, a ready sale among the commercial community.
" Proceedings of the Physical Society." Vol. XXVIII, Part 3.

April 15tb. 1916. London : Electrician Printing and Publishing
Co., Ltd. Price 4s. net.

Telegraph and Telephone Journal. Vol. II, No. 20. May, 1916.

London ; G P.O. North, the Eiiting Committee. Price 3d.
" Proceedings of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers."

Vol. XXXV, No. 4. April, 1916. New York; The Institute.
Price $1.

"Science Abstracts." A. and B. Vol. XIX, Part 4. Ap il 25th,

1916. London : E & F. N. Spon, Ltd. Price 1b. 6d. each net.
" Mechanical Engineers' Pocket Book." By W. Kent. London:

Chapman k Hall. Price 21s, net.

" Anglo-Russian Trade : Exposure of the Russian Chamber of

Commerce in London." London : Daily Chronicle Office. Price 6d.

The French Exporter is a new monthly journal for the " defence

and the expansion of French interests." It will appear separately

in the Englieh and French languages. A number of interesting

illustrated articles on Buch matters as the Lyons Fair, the

Economic Conference, French automobile and carriage trade, &c,

appear in the April number, a copy of which is before us. Price

I fr. per copy
;
published at 21, Boulevard des Italiens, Paris.

International Company Law.—According to the

Manchester Guardian, Sir John S. Randies, M.P., chairman of the

Commercial Committee of the House of Commons, moved at the

Congresp, in Paris, of the Commercial Committees of the Allies'

Parliaments :
" That a reform of company law amongst the Allied

nations is very desirable, with a view to enable business men of the

Allied countries to buy and Bell more freely." Money, said Sir

John, lacked nationality : it went where it could find' a congenial

and profitable field. Wnile money, however, was cosmopolitan,

national boundaries remained, and a company was often under two
jurisdictions, with an inevitable conflict of laws. The moment was
ripe for the enunciation of an agreement upon leading principles

of joint-stock company law such as could be accepted by virtually

all European nations, and would be of incalculable convenience to

all who were engaged in company enterprise, in addition to afford-

ing an inestimable stimulus to the investment of further active

funds in this form of enterprise.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Vcciiii" ton.

—

Year's Working.—There was a loss of

£3,410 on the working of the Council's electricity undertaking

during the past year, as against £3,670 in the previous year. The
income was £35,247, and the expenditure £38,657.

The Tramways and Electricity Committee has decided to enter

into a five years' agreement for an additional Bupply of current to

the Calico Printers' Association.

Australia.

—

Hydro-Electric Schemes.—A series of

proposals for the generation of electric power by the utilisation of

waterfalls in various parts of New South Wales is to be submitted

by the Government to the Public Woi ks Committee. The principal

proposal is in connection with the overflow from the Bnninjuck

dam, and would cost about £100,000 ; it would provide power and

light in many towns and districts.

The Upper Clarence River would provide a hydro-electric scheme

at a coat of £25,000.

The schemeB have been tentatively recommended by engineers as

the result of inquiries set on foot by the Government about

18 months ago.

The Sydney City Counoil, on May 1st, commenced the supply of

electricity to Lane Cove (North Sydney) Municipal Council.

Additional plant is being installed in the rolling mill of the

steel works of the Broken Hill Proprietary Co., Ltd., at Newcastle,

N.S.W., and, in order to supply the necessary power, a further

1,000-kw. set is being added to the electrical generating plant.

Belfast.—Year's Working.— For the year ended

March 31st the net profit on the Corporation electricity under-

taking—according to the Northern Whig—was £17,000, this being a

record. The highest previous surplus was £13,175. The total

receipts were, roughly, £ 1 15,000, and the expenditure amounted to

£68,579. The output Bold for lighting and power, exclusive of

tramways supply, was 9,149,000 units, as against 8,193,000 units

in the previous year ; the tramways supply was 3 J per cent, less

than in 1914-15. The excellent result is attributed to the growing

power supply, coupled with the recent increase in price.

Blackpool. — Annual Estimates.— The electricity

department's estimated income for the present year is £46,200, and

the expenditure £26,925. Gross profit is estimated at £19,275,

but capital charges will absorb £17,275, leaving an estimated

surplus of £2,000, as compared with a surplus for the year just

closed of £2,478. The estimated receipts are up by nearly £2,000.

During the last three years there have been 1,028 new consumers.

Bootle.—Price Increase.—As from June 30th next,

125 per cent, is to be added to the charges for electricity for

lighting, power, and other purposes, except in cases where special

agreements limiting the charges for electrioity exist.

Bo'ness.—Loan Sanction.—The T.C. has been notified

by the Secretary for Scotland that he is prepared to sanction the

borrowing of an additional sum of £12,000 for the extension of

the electricity undertaking, subject to the condition that one-

twentieth of any Bums borrowed under the sanction is paid off, or

set aside, to a sinking fund annually. The Council has approved

of the terms of the letter, and has agreed to ask the National

Electrical Construction Co. to submit the particulars of the modified

scheme, with estimates, for the acceptance of the Council.

Bury.—Year's Working.—The profit for the past year

on the Corporation tlectrioity undertaking was £2,003, £1,000 of

which is to go to the relief of the rateB, and the balance to the

reserve fund.
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Carnarvon.— Loan Sanction.—The T.C. has received

the sanction of the L.G.B. to the borrowing of £2,680 for addi-

tional plant at the electricity workp.

Chile.—A decree has been issued granting permission

to Don Iloracio Urrutia Gundian to install electric light and power
systems in the towns of Illapel, Salamanca, and Vicuna.

—

Board
if Trade Journal.

Continental.

—

Switzerland. — An influential Swiss

electrical concern is the Columbus Eleotrical Society, formed some
years ago at Glarus. It is associated with the Brown-lioveri group
and possesses 75 per cent, of the capital of the Italo-

Argentine Electrical Co., of Buenos Aires, which enjoys a con-

cession similar to that of the Deutsche Ubersee Elektrioitiits

Gesellsohaft, and haB secured a number of private, municipal and
State contraots. The Italo-Argentine Co. holds the majority of

the shares in the electrical companies in the Argentine cities of

Dolores, Courientes, and Pergamino.

Cumberland.—The CO. has granted the Cumberland
Waste Heat Owners' Co. permission to croBS the Whitehaven, Egre-

mont, and Cleaton Moor, and Egremont Main roads with electric

cables, provided they are placed underground. Objection was
taken to overhead lines on the ground of danger to the public in

rough weather.

Hartford.

—

Increased Assessment.—The Assessment
Committee has increased the assessment of the electricity under-
taking from £450, rateable value, to £1,700, and the refuse

destructor from £106 to £300. Notice of objection has been
lodged.

Greenock.

—

Plant Inauguration.—Last week, a new
5,000 kw. We8tinghou?eHateau turbine set was started up at the

Dellingburn power station, this being a duplicate of the one
installed two years ago. The alternator is of the totally enclosed
self-ventilated type with compensating windings. In the course of

some remarks at the inauguration ceremony the convener men-
tioned that the output of the works in 1913-14 was 11,000,000
units, while it was expected that the present financial year would
show an output of considerably over 20,000,000 units.

Horwich.—The U.D.C. has consented to the Bolton
T.C. supplying energy to a consumer in the urban area, on condi-

tion that other applicants will be supplied.

Hove.

—

War Bonuses.—As a result of a petition from
the employes of the Corporation electricity department, it has
been decided to grant various members of the staff an extra war
bonus of 3s., in addition to the present bonus of 2s. per week.

—

Sussex Daily News.

India.—All-Electric Colliery.— The Burelia Col-
liery of Messrs. Bird & Co. is the only entirely electrical colliery in

India. Two groupB of two shafts have been sunk, the power being
supplied from a Btation at the Chichuria pits equipped with two
300-n.p. Bellies Siemens generating sets. Four similar electric

winding engines are installed, each driven by a 25-H.P., 600-r.p.m.
motor, and having a capacity of 200 tons in eight hours, using
single 15 cwt. tub cages. One pump is installed at each dip shaft
with a capacity of 6,000 gallons an hour against a head of 320 ft.

Four additional three-throw dip pumps on trolleys are also in

use. Two Turbon fans are to be installed, one at Chichuria and
one at Dahooka.
A ropeway in two sections is provided, to oonnect the two col-

lieries with the screens, and this is driven by a 60-h.p. motor.

Man fv II in.—Mr. R. A. Jones, who has completed an
E.L. installation for the town, has offered to undertake the public
lighting at £2 per lamp per annum. This, compared with the
present coBt of gaa lighting, will ensure an annual saving of £30.
The T.C. has decided to consider the matter at a special meeting.

London.

—

Hammersmith.—The Electricity Committee
recommends the Council to conclude an agreement with the
Osram-Robertson Lamp Works, Ltd., for a supply of electricity to

Brook Green Works for a period of four years from April 1st, 1916,
and afterwards, subject to determination by six months' notice,
at "8d. per unit. The minimum guaranteed payment to be £5,000
per annum, representing 1,500,000 units.

Fulham.—Owing to the difficulty of obtaining adequate sup-
plies of water from the river for condensing purposes in connection
with the Council's electricity undertaking, owing to low tides and
other causes, the Electricity Committee recommends that the cir-

culating water pipes be extended further into the river, at an
estimated cost of £1,500. The work can only be carried out during
the summer.

Battersea—Owing to the increase in the demand for
electricity in the Nine Elms and Church Road districts,
the Electricity Committee recommends the adoption of the Bcheme
of the electrical engineer providing for a sub-station at Nine Elms,
with a rotary converter, which, with mains, will cost £3,723 ; also
for additional transformer and switchgear in the New Road
sub-station, at a cost of £875, and an additional feeder cable at a
cost of £780.
On Wednesday, last week, an inquiry, lasting six hours,

was held into the application of the Charing Cross Elec-
tricity Co. to be allowed to increase its statutory charges
during the war. The City Corporation, the L.C.C., the Port of
London Authority, and about 30 private consumers appeared to
oppose the application.— City Press.

Bethnal Gkebn.—The B.C. has given notice to the Stepney
B.C. of the commencement shortly of the supply of electricity in

Bethnal Green.

Middlesbrough.

—

Bulk Supply.—The Cleveland and
Durham County Electric Power Co. has approached the < 'orporation
with a view to advancing the price of energy temporarily by
15 per cent., as from January 1st, 1916, until six months after the
termination of the war. The matter has been left with a Sub-
Committee pending a proposed meeting of the principal consumers
of the Power Co.

ltliddleton.—Prick Inckease.—The charge for elec-

tricity for lighting has been increased by }d. per unit, and for

power purposes by 12 J per cent.

Newcastle-under-Lynie.

—

Price Increase.—Owing to

the high price of fuel, the T.C. has increased the tariff for general
electrical lighting by 5 per cent. ; for power, by 165 i. per cent

;

cinemas, increase of 10 per cent, on lighting, and of 20 per cent.

on power ; North Staffs. Railway Co., increase of 20 per cent, on
power; Messrs. Hammond's mills, increase of 10 per cent, on
power.

Kochdale.

—

Proposed Loan.—The Gas and Electricity

Committee has recommended that application ba made to the
L.G B. for sanction to borrow £60,900 for extensions to buildings

and plant at the electricity works. The T.C. has decided to call a

special meeting to discuss the matter.

Salford.

—

Bulk Supply. — The Council last week
adopted a recommendation of the Electricity Committee varying a

resolution of February last relative to the supply of electricity in

bulk, by agreeing not to require the Lancashire Electric Power Co.

to supply a demand of over 2,000 kw. unless the company has the
necessary plant available, and subject to reasonable notice being

given by the Corporation.

South Africa.—The Boksburg T.C. has had under con-

sideration an offer from the Victoria Falls Power Co. to supply

the town with eli ctricity under a 15 years' contract. Apparently
the town has spent £13,000 on electric plant and buildings, and, if

the offer is accepted, it will be necessary to dispose of the plant at

un estimated loss of £4,300 ; it will also be necessary to spend
£500 in connection with the proposed supply ; assuming that the

proposed supply costs an average of l'25d. per unit, the addition of

financial charges on the amounts above mentioned would bring

the coBt to l'43d. per unit.

South Lancashire.—A correspondent informs us that

the completion of the equipment of the Hulton Colliery Co.'s new
pits at Huyton is being hindered by the difficulty in obtaining

delivery of the equipment for the electric winders which are to be

installed.

Torquay.—The Corporation Electric Light Committee
has deferred consideration of the proposed increase in the price of

current to the Tramway Co. until the expiration of the company's
year of account in AuguBt next.

Walliden.—A new generating station has been com-
pleted at Lord Ellesmere's Mosley Common Collieries, in which
exhaus% steam turbine and air-compressing plant is installed :

generating stations have also been erected at the Bridgewater and
Ashton Field collieries.

Harrington.—Loan Sanction.—The L.G.B. has sanc-

tioned the borrowing of £9,536 for extra boilers at the electricity

works, and has authorised the work to be put in hand.

Wigan. — Proposed Extensions. — The T.C. has

adopted a scheme of electrical extensions bas*d on the recommen-
dation of Mr. H. Dickinson, city electrical engineer of Liverpool.

Application is to be made to the L.G.B. for sanction to the bor-

rowing of £53,920 in connection with the proposal, which
involves the installation of new boilers, turbine plant, &c.

Wolverhampton.—Loan Sanctions. — The L G.B.
has sanctioned the borrowing by the Corporation of £4,000 for

the laying of mains and £2,000 for sub-station equipment in con-

nection with the electricity undertaking. The Electricity Com-
mittee has entered into an agreement to Bupply the works of

Arcorundum Abrasives, Ltd.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

Amington.—The last year's accounts of the Corpora-

tion tramways show total receipts amounting to £29,393, compared
with £27,850, and working expenses amounting to £19,498, against

£111,438 in the previous year. The passengers carried totalled

4,841,331 ; the traffic revenue per car-mile was 12'86d., and the

working expenses 8'67d.

Bacup.—Representatives of the Bacup Tramways Com-
mittee and the Riwtenstall Corporation are to meet to discuss

questions relating to tramway stages and fares, upon the

suggestion of the Rvwtenstall Corporation.

The Corporation has approved draft tramway rules and regula-

tions, as amended by the L.G B
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Belfast.—Year's Working.—At the quarterly meet-
ing of the Corporation the annual statement of the tramway
accounts, the details of which were given in these notes last week,
was approved of after much criticism. Couucillor Duff said that
he did not think that a surplus of £5,000. was enough when other
systems gave from £50,000 to £70,000.

Birkenhead. — Female Labour. — Soaie criticism

having been made recently regarding the work of the women car

conductors, Mr. Halsall (chairman of the Tramways Committee),
made a statement at a meeting of the T.C., on May 3rd, tD the
effect that the women were doing their duty very satisfactorily.

Inspectors had been specially employed checking the women con-
ductors' pay-sheetB on the routeB during the hours of the heaviest
traffic, and it waB found that very few fares had bjen missed on
the cars. The management were satisfied with the work of the
conductors.

Blackpool.—The Easter traffic returns on the Cor-
poration tramways were remarkable. They were only £100 short

of an absolute record, being £3,380, as compared with £3,480 in

1914, whioh was £8110 better than any preceding year in the history
of the department.
A statement has bjen prepared Bhowing estimated receipts on

the tramways for next year of £76,000, and expenditure amount-
ing to £46,200, leaving a gross profit of £29,800. Capital

charges will absorb £19,800, leaving an estimated surplus of

£10,000. For the year just closed the estimated surplus was only
£2,500, but the actual surpluB was £16,500.

Bolton,—Electric Vehicles.—The T.C. has agreed
to a recommendation of the Electricity Committee that an electric

charging station for battery vehicles be installed at Spa R>ad
works ; also that the attention of the various Committees of the

Corporation using vehicles be drawn to the enormous advantages
to be gained by substituting electric vehicles for other types, and
that a deputation from the Electricity Committee csnf.r with
those Committees on the subject.

Bradford.—Electric Vehicles.—The Electricity Com-
mittee proposes to purchase an electric battery vehicle for cmvey-
ing coal from the railway yards to the electricity works, and ashes

from the works to available tips. The authorities will be able to

compare the advantages of this vehicle with the railleBs trolley

10-ton conveyance which the tramway department has put

on the streets to help local industries to overcome transit difficulties.

The Sheffield Independent states that the new vehicle on the

raillesB trolley system, which is to inaugurate a service of goods
haulage on the tramways made its appearance on Monday
last ; it took a 2-ton load to Wibsey, running at the speed of an
ordinary tramcar when in touch with the overhead wires, and at

the same time accumulating power for use when leaving the tram-
way routeB. It will be regurlaly used for the purpose of coaveying
wool from railway depots to the various warehouses in the city,

and will greatly ease the strain caused by the Bhortage of ordinary

cartage facilities.

Dublin.—Gangs of men are making good the damage
caused by the rebel outbreak of Easter week. The damage done
to the tramway system appears to have been exaggerated, as by
the end of last week the power station and the distributing

stations were virtually working as usual. Some damage waB done
to the rolling Btock, as some of the cars were seized by the rebels

to form parts of street barricades. The electric lighting, &c, in

Sackville Street is, of course, badly damaged owing to the havoc
wrought by the rebels, fires, and the artillery bombardment.
The Dublin and Lucan Electric Railway, notwithstanding the

danger prevalent in the neighbourhood of Conyngham Road, was
able to maintain a complete service of cars. The manager reports

that during one period, hundreds of bullets passed over the com-
pany's buildings, though no material damage was done.

Gatesliead-on-Tyne.—The question of paving in con-

nection with the tramway doubling on the Bensham route is biing
diBCussediby the T.C. and the Tramway Co., the latter disagreeing

with the Council's requirement that it shall pave margins at the
road side.

Glasgow.—The receipts from the Corporation tramways
last week totalled £23,152, which is the highest amount yet
received during a normal week.
The Sub-Committee on Tramways Finance has agreed to recom-

mend that the depreciation for the current year bi at the same
rates as for the preceding 12 months.
The Tramways Committee has decided to recommend that the

works and properties of the department be insured against air-

craft risks.

Halifax,—The Tramways and Electricity Committee has
been authorised by the Council to carry out extensions at the
Skircoat depot, at an estimated cost of £2,700.

Nottingham.—The Corporation tramways, gas, and
electricity undertakings have contributed £60.350 this year to the
relief of rates, as compared with £71,000 last year.

Salford,—Year's Working.—At a meeting of the T.C.
last week, Aid. Linsley. chairman of the Tramways Committee,
said the Committee had a net balance of £18,000 on the year's
working of the tramways, and it was proposed to borrow £4,000
from the reserve fund in order to coni ribute £22,000 to the relief
of the rates.

Stret ford.—The U.D.C. is applying to the B. of T. for
an' extension of time for the completion of the construction of

lines authorised by the Stretford Light Railways Order, 1906, and
the West Manchester (New Lines, &c), Order, 1906.

Sheffield.—The Corporation tramway receipts during
the Eister holidays totalled £11,439, an increase of nearly £3,000
as compared with the previous year.

U.S. i.— The Brooklyn Rapid Transit System has
recently introduced an articulated car made up of two single-truck
cars and a low fljor vestibule for its street lines. This type of
car is really of an experimental character, and data as to its work-
ing will be collected over a number of lines. The complete car
is 62 ft. 10 in. overall, comprising the centre vestibule 13 ft. long,
two car bodies each 20 ft. long, and two end platforms each
4 ft. 10 in. long. The car is fitted with a motor-driven coin
register in the centre entrance vestibule, and the latter is provided
with pneumatically-operated doors.

Chicago-Milwaukee Electrification.—The Chicago, Mil-
waukee and St. Paul Railway was expecting to inaugurate elec-

trical operation oa the eeconi section of its electrified dis-
trict about April 15th. The road has been operated electrically
since last December between Three Forks and Deer Lodge, Mont.,
a distance of 115 miles, and the new electrified section comprises
that part of the road between Harlowtown, Mont., and Three
Forks, a distance of about 113 miles. This will make a continuous
piece of electrified railroad for both heavy freight and passenger
service for a total distance of some 228 miles.

The new electrical equipment having been in service through-
out the winter months, Mr. C. A. Goodnow, assistant to the
President, has authorised the statement that the results of the
electrification have in every way exceeded their expectations. At
times when the severe cold weather was seriously impeding opera-
tion by steam the electric locomotives were moving without any
trouble. The new equipment has given satisfaction not only with
respect to tonnage handled and the mileage made, but also with
respect to regularity of operation and freedom from failures. One
electric locomotive is taking the place of four steam engines and
promises eventually, at full efficiency, to supplant even a larger
proportion of steam locomotive power. Moreover, the electric

locomotive handles its full tonnage at 15 to 16 miles per hour as
against 8 or 9 miles per hour by steam. The mileage of the heavy
trains drawn by electric locomotives is 200 in 21 hours, which
compares with ill miles by steam locomotives. On the 115 miles
now operated electrically, 24 steam locomotives, Mallet and other
heavy types, have been released already by the nine electric loco-

motives which are now in service, and the trains are moved more
qunkly and cheaply. The maximum loadB will be 3,000 tons over the
mountains, 3,450 tons between Deer Lodge and the mountains, and
4,500 tons between Bitter Root mountains and Deer Lodge. These
trains will be handled with one engine except for short stretches
where a helper will be used. A rough estimate is made at present
that repair costs on the electric locomotives will amount to

aboat one-half the expense of the steam locomotive. The regene-
rating braking feature is working as satisfactorily as are other
features of the equipment. It is possible to dispense with the air

brake entirely in ordinary operating, thus avoiding heating and
pos-ibly broken wheels, and the excessive wear of brake shoes,

with a stopping of the freight trains every 10 or 12 miles to cool
wheels.

—

Railway Review,

Wi»an.

—

Year's Working.—There was a profit on the
past year's working of the Corporation tramways of £663.

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

Dublin.— During the recent rising in Ireland, the rebels

neglected to cut the Stock Exchange telephone wires ; had that
b»m done, Dublin would have been isolated and the troops at the
Curragh would not have been warned in time. Fortunately, eome
of the military got to the Exchange on Easter Monday in time to
protect it, arriving exactly three minutes before the rebek came to

c^t the connection.

Telepbone for Forest Rangers.—A portable tele-

phono, made of aluminium and weighing only 2 5 lb., the
invention of a U.S. forest officer, R B. Adams, will be part of the
regular equipment of patrolmen in the U.S. National Forests
during the coming season : it is regarded as a great improvement
over the set formerly used, which weighed 10 lb. A field man
equipped with this telephone, a few yards of light emergency wire,
and a short piece of heavy wire to make the ground connection,
can cut in anywhere along the 20,000 miles of Forest Service
telephone lines and get in touch with the headquarters of a super-
visor or district ranger.

—

Electrical Review and Western Elec-
trician.

Trans-Atlantic Wireless Telegraphy. — Marconi's
Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd., announces the resumption of the
deferred night and week-end letter services, which were suspended
recently owing to the trouble in Ireland, and their traffic can now
be expeditiously handled, as their land-line communication with
the high-power trans-Atlantic wireless station in Ireland is

restored.

Wireless Telephony.—Mr. Daniels, Secretary of the
Ucited States Navy, has communicated, by means of a wireless
telephone, with the commander of a battleship off the coast. This
is the first time communication by wireless telephone between ship
and shore has been established,

—

Ike Times,
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Wireless on Aeroplanes.—According to the Daily
JSteprui, Mr. Marconi has succeeded in developing apparatus
which makes it possible not only to transmit wireless messages,
but also to receive them on aeroplanes, betides improving the
reception on airships ; he stated that the improvement would
make wireless communication more efficient, and would make it

more difficult for the enemy to intercept our messages. Hitherto
it has not been possible to receive messages on aeroplanes, on
aocount of the noise of the engines, but this difficulty has now
been overoome. Mr. Marconi considered that the Allies were
ahead of the enemy in science as applied to wireless work, but not
in organisation. He stated also that wireless telephony from
airoraft was already feasible, and that not too much importance
should be attached to the German attempts to jam the wireless
between our warships at sea.

Meter Contracts.—The following contracts have been
placed with the Electrical Apparatus Co., Ltd.:—Burnham and
District Elrctrio Supply Co., electricity meters for one year

;

Malvern l'D.O, electricity meters for one year; Leyton U.D.C.,
electricity meters for one year.

Sunderland.—T.C. Tenders accepted on Wednesday :

J. W. & C. J. Phillips.— Four boiler-draught gauges.
E. Green & Son, Ltd. C.I. damper.
General Electa- Co., Ltd.—Sii k.h.t. main boxes.

Wolverhampton.
tenders :

—

Electricity Committee. Accepted

J. E. Perry & Son.—To purchase and removo Ihroo Lancashire boilers,
steel girder, and Moorings, £655.

Straoban & Henshaw.—Installation ol ash handling plant, £515.

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED. FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

OPEN.

Australia.—Sydney.—May 24th. N.S.W. (iovernment
Railways and Tramways. 16 600-volt D.C. motors for tramway
stores, Randwiek.*
June 20th. Sydney Municipal Council. Two-ton eleotrio lorry.

City Surveyor, Town Hall.

Melbourne. — May 31st. Victorian Government Railways.
Transformers for five years. First order, 220 transformers in six

months.*
June 14th. Victorian Railways. Electric lamps and lampholders

for signal system.*

Belfast.—May 2-lth. Electricity Committee. Chain-
grate meohanical stokers. See " Official Notices" to-day.

Canada.— May 15th. Ten knots of single-conductor
submarine telegraph cable (107 lb. copper, and 150 lb. gutta-percha
per knot) with iron wire sheathing, for Canadian Government
Telegraph Service, Department of Public Works, Ottawa.*

Keiffhley.—May 22nd. Wiring of Fever Hospital and
Sanatoriam, Morton Banks. Specifications (10a.), Mr. H. Webber,
Borough Electrical Engineer, Coney Lane.

Liverpool.—May 81st. Liverpool Overhead Railway.
Twelve months' supply of electrical fittings. Particulars from
General Manager, 31, James Street.

Manchester. — May 17th. Electricity Committee.
Automatic coal-handling plant at Stuart Street station. See
" Official Notices" May 6th.

Alternating-current or direct-current motors, 200 b.h.p. capacity,
at Stuart Street station. Specifications (£1 Is.), Mr. F. E. Hughes,
Secretary, Electricity Department.

New Zealand.—June 23rd. Oamaru Borough Council.
Overhead mains and street-lighting equipment (Contract No. 2) ;

power-station equipment (Pelton wheels, alternators, &c.) (Contract
No. 3) ; service meters (Contract No. i) ; line transformers and
ccessories (Contract No. 5).*

Pahiatua.—July 10th. Borough Council. Overhead wires,
poles, street lamps, gas engines, producers, dynamos, and auxiliary
apparatus, accumulators. Specifications from Borough Offices or
E. J. Fenn, Consulting Engineer, Auckland.*

Swindon.—May 30th. Corporation. Steam coal for

the electricity works and waterworks respectively. See " Official

Notices " to-day.

Wolverhampton.—May 19th. Corporation Electricity
Department. Small coal. Mr. S. T. Allen, Chief Engineer and
Manager, Commercial R^ad (returnable deposit of £1 Is.).

Specifications for the items marked * oan be seen at the Board
of Trade Commeroial Intelligence Branch in London.

CLOSED.

Aldington.—Electricity Committee. Accepted tenders :

Water-oooling tower.—Lancashire Water Cooler Co.
2,0O0-kw. turbo-alternator, with condenser, &c—B.T.H. Co., Ltd.
Boiler feed pumps.—J. P. Hall & Sons, Ltd.
Peed water heater.—Holden & Brooke, Ltd.
Modernising one set of mechanical stokers.—Bennis & Co., Ltd.

Repairs to economiser : Green andCanterbury.—T.C.
Co., Ltd., £130.

Glasgow,—T.C. Tramways Committee. Recommended
tenders :

—

Points and crossings and special junction work.— Hadflelds, Ltd.
Chilled-iron brake blocks (three months).-Miller & Co., Ltd.
Steel axles (six months).- Glasgow Railway Engineering Co., Ltd.
Steel tires (six months).—Brown Bayley's Steel Works, Ltd.
Fire-clay goods (12 months).—Glenboig Union Fire-clay Co., Ltd. ; Douglas

Fire-brick Co. ; Speirs, Gibb & Co.

Keig'llley.—Corporation. Accepted tenders:—
i Dorman, Long & Co.—Steel girdei'B and steelwork for foundations for new

5,000-kw. turbo-alternator, ±'132.

H. V. Robinson. Ltd,—Foundations for 5,OO0-kw. turbo-alternator, £1,21 i.

Physical Society of London.— Friday, May 13th. At 6 p.m. At the
Imperial Coll. ge of Science, South Kensington, S.W. Papers on "The
Latent Heats of Fusion of Metals and the Quantum Theory," by Mr. H. S.
Allen ;

" Lenses for Light Distribution," by Mr. T. Smith ;
" The Choice of

Glass for Cemented Objectives," by Mr. T. Smith.

Royal Institution of Great Britain.—Saturday, May 13th. At 8 p.m. At
Albemarle Street, W. Lecture (II) on " X-rays and Crystals : First Results
and their Applications," by Prof. W. H. Bragg, F.R.S.

Friday, May 19th. At 5.30p.m. Lecture on "The Movements of the
Earth's Pole," by Col. E. H. Hill, F.R.8.

University College, London.—Monday, May 16th. At 5.30 p m. At Gower
Street, W.C. Lecture on " The Manufacture of Nitrates from Air by
Eleotric Power," by Mr. E. Kilburn Scott.

Tuesday, May 16th. At 6 p.m. Lecture on "The R(Me of Chemical
Science in Civilisation," by Prof. F. G. Donnan, F.R.S.

Hoyal Society of Arts.—Monday, May 16th. At 4.80 p.m. At John Street,
Adetphi, W.C. Cantor Lecture on " Vibrations, Waves and Resonance,"
by Mr. J. Erskine-Murray (Lecture III).

Institute of Engineers and Shipbuilders in Scotland.—Tuesday, May
16th. At 2.1o p.m. At the Royal Technical College, Glasgow. Address
on " Engineering Industry in the Economio War," by Mr. T. O. Elder.

Chemical Society.—Thursday, May I8th. At 8.30 p.m. At Burlington House,
Piccadilly, W. Lecture by Prof. F. Gowland Hopkins.

Institution of Mechanical Engineers.—Friday, May 19th. At 6 pm. At
Great George Street, S.W. Paper on " Spur-Gearing," by Mr. D, Adamson.

NOTES.

Electrieal Methods in Surreal Advance.—At the

Royal Institution on Friday last, Sir James Mackenzie Davidson
delivered a lecture on "Electrical Methods in Surgical Advance."

lie said that the discovery of X-rays had revolutionised surgical

diagnosis, but the shadow-picture produced by X-rays, however
realistic it might appear, was not like an ordinary photograph
from whi^h the relative positions of objects could be inferred. To
obviate this difficulty the stereoscopic method was largely used, but

this, while invaluable in many respects, was not precise enough for

exact localisation, and in order to arrive at the measurements
required with mathematical accuracy, some system based on the

principle of similar triangles was neceFsary. The lecturer gave a

description of his own cross-thread localising method, and of a rapid

procedure by which the measurements could be carried out with a

small hand flaoroscope. Having ascertained the position of the

foreign body, there were various electrical aids to the surgeon when
he came to the question of its extraction. Of these, one of the

most useful was the telephone attachment (already described in

these columns) ; one terminal of the telephone being attached to the

surgeon's instrument, and the other to a carbon plate placed on the

patient's skin, a click was heard in the receiver when the

electrical circuit was completed by contact with the foreign body.

Another device was a telephone forceps with fluorescent screen

attached, adapted by Dr. A. E. Barclay, of Manchester. Another
instance of the adaptation of electrical methods to war surgery was

Prof. Bergonie's electromagnet ; this device, largely used in France,

and of which the lecturer gave a demonstration, consisted of a large

electromagnet excited with an alternating current. When the

magnet was held over the suspected part, a vibratory motion was

imparted to the projectile (if this were in the magnetic field),

synchronising: with the pulsing of the current. The Burgeon felt

the part, and became instantly aware of any vibration of the

tissues, which indicated the presence of the metal. The point of

maximum vibration having been selected, he made an incision at

that point if convenient, and then the magnet was again used, and

the incision deepened in accordance with the information it gave.

I : was stated that vibration was induced, not only in the ordinary

magnetisable metals, but also in some of the non-magnetisable,

including aluminium and copper.

A new Tungsten Arc Lamp.—At the meeting of the

Rontgen Society on May 2nd, Major Wilson, of the Canadian

Medical Service, demonstrated a new enclosed tungsten arc lamp

which he has devised for therapeutic purposep. He said that hi»

idea originally waB simply to produce a lamp capable of giving

ultraviolet rays, but much more cheaply constructed than the ,

ordinary large arc in ubb at someof thehospitals, and at the same time
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more effective than the ordinary Finsen-Reyn lamp, and costing

less for running than the Simpson arc. For this purpose he had
devised a lamp, one of the electrodes being of pure tungsten, while
the other was of carbon cored with tungsten, the tungsten powder
being made into a paste and forced into the central cavity of the

ordinary carbon. When the arc was formed, the tungsten was
reduced in the intense heat, and rays of very short wave-length
were liberated. The spectroscopic results showed that it was
possible to get down to a wave-length of 2,000 Angstrom unite.

Cerium and other materials were tried, but nothing gave so good a

result as tungsten, nor was any arrangement so effective as the

tungsten and the carbon cored with tungsten powder. There was
no sputter, and the arc worked qnite automatically, a good quartz

compressor being effective for bringing the rays on to the part in

the therapeutic treatment of wounds. The president (Mr. J. H.
Gardiner) suggested that uranium might be tried in the place of

tungsten, the uranium spectrum being remarkable for its great
masses of fine lines, and approaching a continuous spectrum.
Radiations higher than a wave-length of 2,000 units could be
obtained with metallic uranium. At the same meeting Mr. H. E,

Donnithorne read a paper on a new modification of the ionisation

method of measuring X-rays, and complained of the inadequaoy
of the ordinary milliamperemeter, which utterly failed to measure
the exact value of the current passed through the tube.

Xewspaper Science.—In these days, when all the non-
technical Press has awakened to the fact that the demands of the
technical Press for the cultivation of science, reiterated continually
during the past 20 years, are fully justified, we may perhaps be
merciful and regard its errors with a lenient eye. Yet we cannot
altogether ignore a blunder which is not only ridiculous but also

utterly gratnitons, especially when it is found in the columns of

the leading daily journal, which has been a prominent advocate of

reform in the nation's attitude towards science. Referring to

Sir J. Mackenzie Davidson's lecture at the Royal Institution on
" Electrical Methods in Surgical Science," the Times of May 6th,

states that the lecturer dwelt upon the utility of the spectroscope

in localising bullets in the body. How the reporter managed to

substitute "spectroscope" for "stereoscope" we cannot tell, but
it is clear that neither he, nor the sub-editors, had any notion of the
respective uses of the two instruments, which are about as much
alike as a compound microscope and a pair of spectacles, and are

employed for purposes differing as widely. The operating surgeon
has no use for the spectroscope, but has used the stereoscope with
radiograms for years, and no one who knew the A B C of the
subject could possibly have confused the two instruments.

Economy in Use of Coal.—The following letter has

been sent by the Board of Trade to gas and electric lighting

undertakings :

—

" I am directed by the Board of Trade to state that, as you will

he aware, difficulties have been experienced for some time in

securing adequate supplies of coal for manufacturers of munitions,

and other consumers of national importance, owing to the decline

in the output of coal from the mines and the increase in the
demand for war purposes. The position has been met in the past

to a large extent by the restriction of export, but coal which is

now being exported goes largely to meet the urgent requirements
of our AllieB, or is valuable as a weapon in negotiating with
neutral countries.

" The Board have observed with some concern the recent decline

in coal exports, and in their opinion it has become necessary that

special steps should be taken to maintain, and if possible to

increase, the exportable surplus of coal, and that for this purpose
everything possible should be done to encourage economy in the
use of fuel at the present time. A copy of the notice which they
recently issued, recommending a reduction in the consumption of

domestic coal, is enclosed for your information. The question has
been further considered by the Central Coal and Coke Supplies
Committee, and they have recommended that a general policy of

economy in lighting should be adopted, and that gas and electric

lighting undertakings should b? asked to do what they can to

reduce consumption by a definite amount. The Board think there

can be little doubt that there are many cases in which light is at

present being used needlessly or wasted altogether. They have
accordingly decided to request owners of gas and electric lighting

undertakings that they should notify their consumers that the
Government desires to see the consumption of coal for lighting
purposes reduced by 10 per cent., and they should do all in their

power by notices and inspection to see this recommendation carried

out. The Board would suggest that inspectors should be sent
round as often as possible to examine meters, and hand to con-
sumers, where necessary, a notice reminding them of the recom-
mendation, and calling attention to the fact that they have not
yet carried it out. The Board would be glad to be informed of the
steps taken."

The Electrical Wholesalers' Federation, Ltd.

—

The annual general meeting of this Federation took place on
Wednesday, April 26th. The chairman, Mr. R. W. Smith, in

presenting the report of the Committee and reviewing the woik
of the year, said that many questions affecting the wholesale
electrical trade had arisen, which the E.W.F. had been able to

negotiate successfully. He appealed for more Bupport from bond
fide wholesale firms, so that the Federation should be thoroughly
representative. Wholesale electrical firms desirous of becoming
members can obtain all information from the Secretary. Elec-

. trical Wholesalers' Federation, Ltd., Amberley House, Norfolk
' Street, W.C.

Foreign Trade.

—

The April Figures.—The fol-

lowing are the electrical and machinery figures given in the
official returns for April :

—

Imposts.

Electrical goods and appa- Month Inc. Inc. or dec.

rat us, excluding of or to date compared
machinery and un- April. dec. with 1!>15.

insulated wire £148,575 + £58,432 + £195,688
Machinery 637,917 - 239,889 - 13,998

Exports.
Electrical goods and appa-
ratus, excluding
machinery and un-
insulated wire 273,274 + 34,375 + 220,386

Machinery 1,284,318 -290,107 - 400,967

\-Rays and Crystal Structure.— On the occasion of

the sixth annual May lecture of the Institute of Metals, delivered

on May 4th, Prof. W. H. Bragg, F.R.S., gave an interesting account
of the new method of applying the properties of X-rays to the
study of crystal structure, including the structure of certain

metals. The method, it was shown by the Professor, results in

the determination of the exact relative positions of the atoms of

which the crystal is composed. It is not successful in every oase

as yet because of the lack of practice and experience of the experi-

menters in the new field, and because some of the interpretations

are not fully understood.
Silver and copper have been shown to possess a very simple

structure, in which the atoms are arranged as in the piling of

shot. Bismuth and antimony have a distorted arrangement ; but
these two, as well as zino, have not been completely determined.
A beginning had been made with iron ; the war has, however,
stopped all work of the kind on this metal.

This new field of research, according to Prof. Bragg, depends on
the well-known principle that when a regular train of waves falls

upon a surface separating two media, part is reflected and pait
goes on. If the part that goes on meets another separating
surface, a second portion is r< fleeted, and some of this emerges from
the second medium in the same direction as the beam reflected

from the first surface. It will happen in general that the two
reflected beams are out of phase, and to that extent destroy one
another. Whether they do so or not depends upon the relation

between the wavelength, the angle of the inclination of the beam
to the reflecting surfaces, and the distance between the surfaces.

In this way are explained the colours of the soap film, of the
thin layer of oil on the surface of a liquid, of steel when
being tempered, and so on. It is an essential cause of this effect

that the wave-length and the spacing are not very different in

amount. The X-rays consist of waves which are something like

ten thousand times shorter than the wave-length of light. The
layers of atoms in the crystal provide suitably spacad reflecting

surfaces, and it is found that when a pencil of X-rays of a
definite wave-length is allowed to fall upon the face of the crystal,

and the crystal is gradually turned round so as to alter the angle
of incidence, the reflection of the beam, as a whole, is non-existent

except when the angle is right. Then it flashes out strongly. When
this angle is observed, the relation of the wave-length to the
spacing is known.
The instrument used is called the X-ray spectrometer. It has

no lenses, because X-rays cannot be refracted : and the rays are

invisible, so that, in place of the telescope, there is a chamber con-

taining gas, which is ionised by the X-rays. The resulting elec-

trical effect is observed in an electroscope. The measurement of

the result iB quantitative, so that in this respect the new spectro-

meter has an advantage over the old. In this way, if we use

always the same X-ray, we can compare the spacings between the

layers parallel to one after another of the natural faces of

the crystal ; and in this way we arrive finally at the crystal

structure.

Engineers' Wages at Birmingham.—The Birming-
ham branch of the A.S.E. has made application to the Engineer-
ing Employers' Federation for an increase upon the day rate of

wages. The men have pointed out that in many instances unskilled

workers engaged under the piecawork system are receiving higher

wages than skilled engineers, and, fnrther, that the increases

which have already been granted are not commensurate with the

increased cost of living and the additional responsibility placed

upon them in consequence cf the introduction into factories of

workers with no previous experience. The Birmingham Daily
Post states that some of the employers have met the demand of

the men, but as others have not, the question is now the subject of

negotiation between the Employers' Federation and the engineers'

society. The matter has also been laid before the Minister of

Munitions.

Faraday House Awards.—The following awards have
been made as the outcome of the recent scholarship examinations
at Faraday House Electrical Engineering College :

—
A Faraday Scholarship of 50 guineas per annum, tenable for

two years in college and one year in works, to F. I. Ray, of

Bournemouth School.

A Maxwell Scholarship of 50 guineas per annum, tenable for

one year in college and one year in works, to C. F. Fowler, of

Brighton Grammar School.

An Entrance Exhibition of 20 guineas per annum, tenable for

two years, to W. Parr-Dudley, of Cranbrook School.
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Institution and Lecture Notes.—Belfast Associa-
tion Of Engineers.—The annual general meeting was held on
April 27th, Mr. J. W. Kempster, D.L., presiding. In the course of
his address the chairman said that in other centres the Engineering
Associations were actively interesting themselves in the future,
and the Manchester engineers had commenced an organisation by
which they hoped to oompete successfully with the foreigner when
the war was over. Engineers needed to make up their minds
whether collective effort on their part was desirable, and what it
could effect

;
and if they thought it could do any good, they should

throw in their lot with whatever organisation was formed to
further the movement. They must not expect everything from
the Government

; the latter could only make use of the forces
which were in existence.

Mr. Stanley Johnston moved:—"That this meeting of the
Belfast Association of Engineers approves of the prompt organisa-
tion of the engineering industries within the British Empire, in
co-operation with other industries, under State auspices, with the
objpetof stimulating internal progress and of exerting collective
mtluenceand common action in the severely intense competition
for trade in the markets of the world that, it is anticipated, will
arise immediately upon the termination of the present war. That
a copy of this resolution bs sent to Mr. Edmund L. Hill, the
honorary secretary of the Engineers' Club, Manchester, askine him
to lay it before the Council for the Organisation of British Engi-
neering Industries, assuring him of the co-operation of our Belfast
Association of Eogineers in the effort to organise the British engi-
neering industry, and expressing the hope that the organisation
may extend to all industries throughout the Empire, including
those of Ireland." He said when the war broke out British engi-
neering firms were unprepared

; they were isolated from each
other, and their own petty j mlr-usies were keeping them apart. It
was not until the Ministry of Munitions was established that there
was any co-operation, and now tbey were all working as one great
organisation, under one heal This moulding together of our
great engineering industries had been one of the wonders of the
Allies. Three thousand firms had been takfn over and controlled
by one department, and 13,000 firms, with almost 2,000,000
emplojcs, were working on munitions. The great question to be
faced now—not when the war was over -was : what had to be done
to turn those 2,000,000 workers back to the ordinary commercial
life that ex s ed bafore the war/ They were told that Germany
was ready to dump on the United Kingdom, after the war, a
greater quantity of goods than ever before. Were they going to
sit down and wait for that event ,' This was the problem which
had to ha faced, and the sooner we had a Ministry of Commerce
the better. The motion was unanimously passed.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.-A special general
meeting of the Corporate Members will be hrld on May 25th, at

?,
m

u
for

,

the Purpose of considering the following resolution :
—

That the following wordB be added to Article 11 of the Articles
of Association, namely :

—

' 00 On and after the 15th day of June, 11116, no person, whether
a naturalised B itish subject or not, who is or shall be or has
or shall have ever been a subject of a country or State,
then or thereafter at war with His Majesty or his successors,
shall be or continue to be or be eligible for election as a
member of any class of the Institution, provided nevertheless
that the above disability shall not apply to a person who
having at any time been a subject of such a country or State
as aforesaid shall have become and shall be a naturalised
British subject and shall prove to the satisfaction of the
Council that under the laws of such country or State he has
ceased to be and is not a subject thereof.'

"

Should the above resolution be passed by the requisite majority,
a, further special general meeting of the Corporate Members of the
Institution will ba held on June 15th, at 5.15 p.m . when the
resolution will be submitted for confirmation as a special reso-
lution.

At the meeting of the Yorkshire Local Section on Wed-
nesday last, a paper was read by Mr G Dearie on "The Economical
Froluction of Power from Coke-oven Gas."

Electrical Association of Australia (Victorian Section)
At a meeting held on March 30th, Mr. F. A. McCarty delivered his
presidential address.

Association of Supervising Electricians.—The meeting
announced for May 16th will not take place, owing to Mr. F. C.
K iphael having accepted a commiesion in the R >yal Engineers!
O.her arrangements are being made, of which notice will be given.

The Textile Institute and Research.—The out-
standing feature of the annual meeting of the Textile Institute,
which was held in Manchester on Friday la3t, was the evidence of
increasing recognition of the importance of research work. The
annual report Btated that in addition to a special investigation
which was to be carried out at the Bradford Technical College, a
special research in relation to the control of the electrification of
textile fibres during processes of manufacture had been initiated.
Dr. William Garnett (late educational adviser to the London
County Council), in a paper on " Industry, Education, and
Research," spoke of the need for breaking down the academic
isolation of the schools and bringing them more closely into touch
with the everyday life and experience of the children—

a

reform which must commence in the training colleges. HiB
principal word to the manufacturers of the country was the need
of confidence and combination for successful competition with
Germany and America after the war. Individualism might serve
very well in competition for home trade, where all were on an
equal footing, but it could not compete with organised collectivism
in foreign markets. If in one country all the manufacturers in a

particular trade combined to carry out scientific research, and so

to distribute manufactures that there was the minimum duplica-
tion of plant, and each works produced those goods which it could
manufacture with the greatest economy, they need not add the
assistance of the Diplomatic I'orps to see Bofficient reasons why
the individual firms of another country should find it hard to

compete. Dr. Garnett spoke hopefully of the postiola work of the
Advisory Counoil for Uasearcb, and Btated that the Council had
made a start on sound lines. After outlining the way in which
the Textile Institute might further industrial research in the
textile trades, he concluded with one "small piece of advice"

—

never to regard with complaoency the loss of any branch of trade,

however small or unremunerative. It was very easy to be too late

in defensive action.

Mr. H. Leaser, President of the National Federation of
Employes' Approved Societies, read a paper on "Employers
and National Health Insurance," in which he described the
formation and work and advantages of approved societies for

the emplojcs of one or more employers. Mr. Joseph Taylor,

secretary of the British Thomson- Houston Employe'*' Friendly
S iciety, Rugby, opened the discussion. Ha alluded to the closer

relationships between employers and employed that were often
made possible through the employe's' fiiendly society, and
remarked upon the willingness of the employers to give help in

any way which was calculated to be mutually advantageous. His
own society had well-equipped ambulance stations throughout fie
works, not only for dealing with accidents but for attending to,

say, a man with a headache, who could be given a draught by
qualified persons which would probably put him right and enable
him to resume his work and prevent him losing tima, while giving
the employers the advantage of having his machine running, and
not idle. Mr. Taylor strongly recommended textile manufacturers
who had not their own friendly societies to start them without
delay. Other speakers spoke appreciatively of the banefits of these

sicieties, not only to the employes but to the employers as well.

Sir William Mather (President of the Institute) who has been
indispospd recently, was not present at the m;aiing. He was re-

elected President for a second year.

The Metric System.

—

Apropos of the recent references

in our columns to the metric system, the following extract from
the paper on " Education, Industry and R search." read by Dr.

William Garnett before the Textile Institute in Manchester, last

Friday, is interesting:
—

" There is one su 1

j sot of instruction in the
schools in respect of which the trade of the country is in a better

position to form a judgment than any education authorities or

bodies of teachers ; I refer to the metric system. I am quite

prepared to set aside for the present the question of decimal coinage,

but all our children should be taught to think in terms of the

metric system of weights and measures. I have recently been
examining statistics respecting the food supply of this country and
of Germany. I find that sometimes two Government departments
adopt different units for their statistical returns. I find ounces,

pounds, hundredweights, tons, quarts, gallons all used more or less

indiscriminately in the books I have consulted, and then, as soon
as physiological Bcience is brought to bear on the statistics,

grammes and litres, kilogrammes and metric tons, with the great

and small calorie and the kilo- litre calorie for heat values, are

introduced along with the ounces and pounds of the British

statistics. But theBe difficulties are trivial aB compared with the

effects of an insular system of weights and measures on foreign

countries which have adopted the metric system. . . . The
metric system is Blowly, but very slowly, gaining ground in this

country. Metric sorew threads have found their way into British

tool making, and only a few days ago I was interested in finding

a small boy in a veneer shop in Shoreditch quoting three-ply birch

in millimetres of thickness. The average Briton, however, Btill

refuses to read any article which is written in terms of tha metric

system, regarding it aB outside his comprehension For
the purpose of foreign trade we are bound to learn a system which
is almost universal among other civilised countries."

South African Electrical Trade.—The annual report

of the Johannesburg Chamber of Commerce, in reviewing the trade

of 1915, Btates that the electrical trade has suffered throughout the

year, owing to shortage of ttocks consequent upon the abnormal
conditions prevailing in British manufacturing circles, and a^so the

restriction of Bhipping facilities. The dsmaod from the mines for

electrical machinery and supplies haBbeen substantially maintained,

but there has been a reduced inquiry from the Government
Department and electrical wiring contractors'. Cost prices have

increased considerably, and this fact, in conjunction with the

increased rates of freight and insurance and shortage of stocks, has

caused a substantial rise in seUing prices. Wnile the British firms

have derived some benefit from the elimination of cheap German
goods, there has bsen a considerable amount of competition from

neutral countries. It seems evident that when the war is over and

German goods are again available, British electrical industries

will continue to be seriously affected, unless some preventive Bteps

are taken. The prospscts for the current year (1016) are not too

encouraging.

—

S^ut/t African Mining Journal.

Fatality.

—

Bradford.—An inquest was opened on

Friday last week, and adjourned to Wednesday, in regard to the

death of Alfred Dickenson (31), married, a switchboard man in

the employ of the Corporation electricity department. It Beemed

that he was engaged in his employment at Thornbury sub-station,

when he touched a live wire and died as a result of the shock.

Electric Vehicle Committee.—The Society of Motor

Manufacturers and Traders, Ltd., has appointed Mr. T. 0.

Pullinger, of Arrol-JohnBton, Ltd., to represent this society upon

the Electric Vehicle Committee.
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Inquiries.—Makers of
1

ferro-type sheet for telephone

diaphragms aie asked for.

Appointments Vacant.—Engineer-in-charge (40s. to

4.">3.), for the Borough of Bedford electricity department.

Volunteer Notes.—Engineering Institutions' V.E.C.
—At the desire of General Sir 0'Moore Creagh, the Corps has
joined with the 4th Battalion Central London Regiment ( Archi-

tect' CorpB), under the command of Lieut-Col. C. B. Clay, V D., to

form the 1st London Engineer Volunteer Corps. The identity of

the Corps will be preserved in the Engineering Institutions' Com-
pany, and the funds will also remain separate.

1st London Engineer Volunteers.—Orders for the week by
Lient.-Col. C. B. Clay, V.D., Commanding.

Friday, May 12th.—Technical, at 46, Regency Street, S.W. for

Sections 3 and 4, No. 3 Company ; Squad and Platoon Drill for

Sections 1 and 2, No. 3 Company, at Chester House ; Signalling

Class and R emits, No. 3 Company, at Chester House.
Saturday, May 13th.—Company Commander E. G. Fleming's

Instruction Class, at Chester House, at 2.30.

Musketry.—See notice, Tables A and B, at Headquarters.
Sunday, May 14th.—Major-General Sir Francis Lloyd, KfiB.

(G.O.C. London District), will make an inspection of the Corps at

work on the Sections of the South London Defences allottel to

them. Every member should make special efforts to attpnd.

Parade, Victoria Station (S.E. & C. Railway Booking Office), at

» a.m., for special train. Uniform, haversacks and water-buttles.

Mid day rations to be carried. Railway vouchers will be provided.

Notice.—The Parade for Richmond Park, on Sunday, May 2lBt,

is cancelled.

Macleod Yearslet, Adjutant.

May 8f/(, 1916.

3rd Batt. (Old Boys) Central London Volunteer Regi-
ment.—Battalion Orders by Capt. R. J. C. Eastwood (Com-
mandant), Thursday, May 11th, 1916 :

—

Week- End Parades.—Saturday.—The Battalion will Parade at

Baker Street Station, at 2.30 p.m., and proceed by train to

Wembley Park for Battalion Drill.

Sunday.—The Battalion will Parade at 9.30 a.m., at Liverpool

Street Station (Low Level entrance, G.E.R.), and proceed by train

for Entrenching duties. Members will carry their own lunch, and
the Quartermaster will make arrangements for light liquid refresh-

ments. The Battalion will return to town about 6 p.m.
Musketry.—Inter Battalion Cap Competition. Bisley Range will

be open for Bhooting all day on Saturday next, the 13th inst., to

those members whose names appeared in Monday's Orders.

Morning Train.—Members to report, in uniform, to Sergeant
Burmester, at 9.20 a.m., Platform No. 6, Waterloo Station.

Afternoon Train.—-Members to report to Platoon Commander
M. H. Galsworthy, at 12.45 p.m., same platform.

A. G. Joiner, Major and Adjutant, O.B.C.

South African Agencies Wanted.—H.M. Tn.de
Commissioner in South Africa (Mr. W. G. Wiekham) reports that

a firm in Johannesburg wishes to obtain agencies covering the

Transvaal, Natal and Rhodesia, of United Kingdom manufacturers

of h.t. oil-break switches and switcbgear, motors, transformers,

electricity meters of all descriptions, and electric mine-Bignallrag

apparatus (Buch as bells, pulls and pushes). The name and address

of the firm can be ascertained on application to the Commercial
Intelligence Branch of the Baard of Trade in London. Rjference

number 161.

Electrical Operation of Panama Canal Locks.—At
a meeting of the Western Society of Electrical Engineers, held in

Chicago, it was stated in a paper entitled "The First Year's

Operation of the Panama Canal Locks " by MeFsrs. F. C. Clark and
R. H. Whitehead, respectively superintendent and assistant

superintendant of lock operation, that in the first year 1,370 vessels

were locked through the canal without any accident whatever. The
control apparatus had given excellent results, and it was only by

the use of such a control system that bo large a system of locks

could be operated properly. Both up and down lockages were

made at about twice the speed that was anticipated. Both lock

operators and canal pilots were given very careful training. The
night illumination of the locks had proved entirely satisfactory, so

that vessels could pass through the locks as freely at night as by

day. Electric locomotives used in towing and guiding vessels

through the locks were designed for a speed of two miles per hour ;

it was feared that this speed would be too high when it came to

handling very large vessels, so a scheme by which the locomotive

speed could be reduced to one mile an hour was developed through

concatenation of the motors. It had been found, however, that

practically all vessels could be manipulated at the speed of two
miles an hour without danger or trouble. Bids were being sought

on a number of additional towing locomotives, in which certain

improvements were to be incorporated.— Electrical Review and
Western Electrician.

Bequest.— The Times states that the late Mr. Thomas
Taylor, of Blackpool, left £1.000 to the Corooration of ABhton, for

scholarships in electrical Bcienoe at the Reginbottom Technical

S ;hools.

Substitute for Platinum Leading-ill Wires.— A
note in La Revue Electrique describes a BUbBtitute for platinum

for the leading-in wires of glow lamps, invented by Mr. Byron E.

Eldred. Two conditions must be satisfied to make a permanently

Bound joint between the wire and the glass : the metal must be
" moistened " by the glass, to secure adhesion, and the glass and

metal must have practically the same cDefficient of expansion-
Platinum fulfils both these conditions, but expands slightly more
than glass, so that when the joint is cold, the wire contraots more
than the glass, and thus the glass sheath, sticking to the wire, is

in a state of tension. Obviously it would be preferable to use an
alloy having a coefficient of expansion slightly less than that of

glaBs, so that on cooling the glass would ba compressed. This con-

dition is fulfilled by certain nicktl-iron allojs, which, however, do
not possess to so high a degree as platinum the property of adher-
ing to glass. To remove this objection, Mr. Eldred uses a nickel-

steel wire coated with a layer of coppi r and a final layer of
platinum, the thicknesses being so chosen that the joint coefficient

of expanrion is a little less than that of glass, while the coating of

platinum ensures good adhesion. The layer of copper improves
the conductivity of the wire—a matter of some importance when
dealing with very fine wires—and regularises the expansion of the
nickel-jteel, which presents some perceptible irregularities between
the temperature Units that the wire must endure.

Metallurgical Research. — On Monday last the

Standing Committee on Metallurgy, appointed by the Advisory
Council for Scientific and Iadustria R .-search, held its first

meeting, under the chairmanship of Sir Gerard Muntz, who is also

chairman of the Section on the Metallurgy of Non-ferrous Metals,

Sir Robt. Hadfield b ing chairman of the Section on the Metallurgy
of Ferrous Metils. In the course of an opening statement to his

Section, Sir Robt. Hadfield referred to the necessity of improve-
ments in electrical pyrometers, electric furnace practice, and the
electrical and magnetic properties of various alloys.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
Tiie Editors invite electrical engineers, whether connected with the

technical or the commercial side of the profession and industry,
also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the

Electrical Review posted as to their movements.

Central Station and Tramway Officials.—The Reading
Tramways Committee has recommended that the salary of
the general manager and engineer be increased from £550 to

£600 a year from April 1st, instead of January 1st next.

Aberdare l
T .D.C. has increased the salary of Mr. A. J.

Abkaham, general manager of the electricity and tramways
departments, by £50 per annum.
A Sydney newspaper states that the proposal of the Elec-

tric Lighting Committee to appoint Mr. P. T. Davies, of

Montreal, to the position of deputy general manager of the
electric light department, caused a long discussion in the City
Council. As against the appointment of Mr. Davies, the
(linns of Mr. S. T. Maltng, a Victorian, were urged by Aid.
Farrell, who vigorously pleaded for the appointment of an
Australian. Eventually an amendment approving of the
appointment of Mr. Milling was carried.

The Wolverhampton Corporation is recommended to in-

crease the salary of Mr. J. S. Dudley, maintenance engineer,
from £160 to £170 a year, and that of Mr. J. Wvatt, second
clerk in the electricity department, from £114 to £125 per
annum.

General.

—

Sir Hiram Maxim has accepted the invitation of

the Aeronautical Institute of Great Britain to become its first

president.

The Tonbridge U.D.C. has decided to grant £12 10s. per
annum to the electrical engineer, Mr. M. P. Plunkett, for

taking over the responsibility of the electrical plant at the
sewage works.
The marriage took place at Southampton, on April 26th, of

Mr. Wm. Bowen, A.M.I.E.E., of Leeds, to Miss Elsie Marion
Wmshfp:
Mr. G. G. Hazard. London representative of Siemens

Brothers Dynamo Works, Ltd., of Upper Thames Street, E.C.,

has been appointed to the A.S.C., M.T., as from May 8th.

Mr. R. C. Hatton, Southern sectional engineer of the York-
shire Electric Power Co. (previously on the staff of the mains
department of the County of London Electric Supply Co.,

Ltd.) was married on April 22nd.

Sir C. A. Parsons, K.C.B., and Mr. Chas. Bright, F.R.S.E.,

are two of the members of the new committee which has

been appointed to inquire into the administration and com-
mand of the Air Service.

London Gazette notice : Territorial Force. London Elec-

trical Engineers. Second-Lieutenant (temporary Captain) A.

R. Z. Porter, from London Regiment, to be Lieutenant

(temp.).

Roll of Honour.—Amongst the prisoners taken by the

Turks at Kut-el-Amara on the surrender of the garrison is

Mr. A. .1. Waldron, who was, before the war, on the staff of

the Western Union Telegraph Co., at Penzance.

Flight Sub-Lieutenant Warner H. Poberdy, formerly a

student engineer with the British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.,

of Rugby, and who was later in Canada, has been invalided

home to Rugby as the result of a serious aeroplane accident

in Flanders. . .

Private Chas. Harold David, of the Canadian Regiment,

who was on the staff of the Bell Telephone Co., of Toronto,

until he joined the Expeditionary Force, has fallen in action

in France.
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Private Alfred Whitehead, of the Eoyal Fusiliers, who,
prior to his enlistment, was engaged at the. British Westing-
house Works, Trafford Park, has been wounded, and his right
leg has had to l>e amputated.
Lieutenant MuLLINER, assistant borough electrical engineer

at Bccles, is on sick furlough. He has been suffering from
nervous breakdown, after service at the Front. He has now
left the Hospital for Officers at Ilampstead, and gone to his

home at Malvern.
Mr. Wm. Hambltn, formerly a fireman at the Barnsley

power house, of the Yorkshire Electric Power Co., who was
in the K.O.Y.L.I., was killed in France in January.
Second-Lieutenant J. Fisher, of the North Staffordshire

Regiment, to which he was commissioned from the Honour-
able Artillery Company, has died from the effects of gas
received at the Front. He was formerly engaged at Siemens
Brothers Dynamo Works, Stafford, and was 25 years of age.

Obituary.

—

Liedt.-Col. St. George R. S. Caulfield.—The
Morning Post states that Lieut. -Col. St. George R. S. Caul-
field, of the Royal Engineers, while playing golf at Leeds,
died from heart failure. He was for a time Chief Instructor

at the School of Submarine Mining and Electric Lighting.

Will.—According to the Times, the late Mr. Harold Fara-
day, Hampstead, and Wardour Street, \Y., electrical engineer
and manufacturer, left £29,495.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

K. E. Syndicate. Lid. (143,777).—Registered May 5th by
Kenneth Brown, Baker, Baker & Co., Lennox House, Norfolk Street, W.C. Capi-
tal £1,000 in £1 shares. Objects: To acquire certain options and rights in

respect of two inventions, relating respectively to electric arc lamps and to

improvements in direction indicators, to carry on the business of electricians,

manufacturers of and dealers in electrical, geometrical, chemical, photographic,

and scientific apparatus and materials, 8tc, ami to adopt an agreement with

G. A. Knapton and H. Justus Eck. The subscribers (with one share each) are:

H. C. Leggatt, 36, St. Mary's Square, Kennington, S.E., solicitor's clerk;

H. T. Page. 60. Ballance Road, Homcrton, N.E., solicitor's clerk. Private

company. The first directors (to number not less than two or more than four)

are G. A. Knapton, H. Justus Eck, F. Ruthcrfoord Harris (chairman), and
R. O. Graham, each of whom may retain office for five years. Solicitors :

Kenneth Brown, Baker, Baker & Co.

Haddow & Co., Ltd. (9,579).—This company was regis-
tered in Edinburgh on April 28th, with a capital of £3,000 in £1 shares (500

preL), to take over the business of electrical contractors carried on bv Haddow
and Co., at 107, Douglas " Street and VM, West George Lane; and by A.

Wylie & Co., 10, Wcmyss Place, all in Glasgow. The subscribers (with one
share each) are: A. F. Wylie, Calderwood Road, Glasgow; J. S. Hutchison,

107, Douglas Street, Glasgow. Private company. The number of directors

is not to be less than two or more than five; the first are A. F. Wylie and

J. S. Hutchison. Registered by J. Oswald & Son, Edinburgh.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Sun Electrical Co., Ltd.—A memorandum of satisfaction
to the extent of £275 on April 28th, 1916, of debenture stock dated March
31st, 1912, securing £7,000, has been filed.

Productive Engineers, Ltd.—Issue on April 27th, 1916, of
£600 debs., part of a series of which particulars have already been filed.

Burgess Hill & District Electric Supply Co., Ltd. (85,698).
—Capital, £6,000 in £1 shares (3,000 preL). Return dated March 10th, 1916.

All shares taken up; £5,900 paid; £100 considered as paid. Mortgages and

charges : £1,200.

Record Electrical Co., Ltd.—Particulars of £7,000 debs.,
created April 6th, 1916, filed pursuant to Section 93 (3), Companies (Consolida-

tion) Act, 1908, the amount of the present issue being £6,000. Property

charged : The company's undertaking and property, present and future. No

G. H. Turner & Co., Ltd.—Issue on April 14th, 1916, of
£200 second debs., part of a series of which particulars have already been filed.

CITY NOTES.

For the last half of 1915 the amount to

West India credit of revenue is £33,553, as compared
and Panama with £49,935 in the corresponding half-

Telegraph year of 1914, and the expenses have been

Co., Ltd. ±'22,987, against £31,251. Including the

balance brought forward and interest on
investments, there is available £14,649. The directors propose

dividends for half-year to December, 1915, on the first prefer-

ence shares at 6s. per share, and on the second preference
shates at 6s. per share, carrying forward £2,880. The board
have thought it well to recommend that the above balance be
carried forward. The traffic receipts for the half-year show
a falling-off of £16,529 as compared with those of the corres-

ponding period of 1914, when an abnormal volume of traffic

was carried. Beyond the reduced traffics the company also

suffered from the hurricane referred to below. At the date

of the last report it was not possible to gauge the effect of

the severe hurricane that in August passed over the West
Indies, extending from Cuba and Jamaica to Guadeloupe, to

which disturbance the simultaneous interruption of their two
main cables between Porto Rico and Jamaica is attributable.

This interruption lasted for twelve days, and necessitated the

use, at con iderahle cost, of alternative connecting lines for
cairying the traffic during the emergency. It is many years
since a similar disaster happened to these two cables. Conse-
quent upon, and as a direct result of, war conditions, the
working expenses, although on the whole less than those for
the corres] ling period, are above the average of the pre-
vious lew veins, and no immediate reduction can be hoped
for. The value of cable used in repairs and renewals was
particular!} beav; during the hall' year; and, in the opinion
ol the board, the mm! properh chargeable on this account
against reserve for depreciation is £5,451. -Financial

For 1916 the profit is £31,084 (compared
Shanghai with £33,602 for I'.lU), plus £4,703 brought
Electric forward, making .£'35,787. There has been

Construction transferred to reserve for renewals account
Co., Ltd. £10,000, and applied in reduction of the

preliminary expenses account £2,000; a
dividend of 7 per cent, for the year, less income-tax, requires
£22,400, leaving £1,387 to be carried forward. The loss by
exchange on subsidiary coinage in 1915 was £31,707, which
was equal to 9.91 per cent, on the capital. Profits had been
converted into sterling at an average rate ,,l Is. '.Id. to the
Mexican dollar, as against Is. 9jd. for the preceding year.
Since the close of the year the improvement in the rate of
sterling exchange had been material, and there was a ten-
dency towards improvement- in regard to depreciation of sub-
sidiary coinage, which was likely to be maintained while the
price of copper retained its present high level. The effects of
the war on general conditions in Shanghai, and on the com-
pany's traffic, were seriously felt during the first half of the
year; gradual recovery had since taken place, and the traffics

and net receipts for the current year were the best in the
history of the company. Ten motor cars had been added to

the rolling stock, making 90, and an application had been
made to the Municipal Council for leave to introduce a further
15 trailers, making 70 in all. They also had seven railless cars.

After the relaying of Fokien Road in cement concrete, the
service of railless electric cars was resumed on July 6th, 1915,
and had operated successfully ever since. These cars were
extremely popular. Application had been made for sanction
to a small extension of this route, for which the cars in stock
were sufficient. Passengers carried 59,749,710, an increase of

4,102,472; passengers per car mile 17.86, as against 16.97 in

1914; gross receipts per car mile 8.46d., an increase of .08d.

;

average effective receipts per passenger .35d., as against .37d.

in 1914. Annual meeting : May 19th.

For the year ended March 31st, 1916, the

British
profit, including the amount brought for-

Ever-Readv wa,'d anc' after writing off depreciation

Cn I tri
an(^ transferring £7,500 to general re-

co., liu.
serve> wag £5gj2i8. The preference divi-

dend of 10 per cent, absorbs £8,500, 10 per
cent, dividend for the year on the ordinary requires £11,500!
and a bonus of 10 per cent, for the year (making a total of

20 per cent.) requires a further £11,500, leaving £27,718 to

be carried forward. It is anticipated that the excess profits

tax for 1914-15 and 1915-16 will absorb the greater part of this

carry-forward. The increasing business of the company has

necessitated acquiring additional factory accommodation. New
premises will shortly be taken over at Clissold Park of approxi-

mately 20.000 superficial feet area, and it is hoped that this

factory will be in full working order by the end of May. 1916.

The business is a controlled establishment under the Ministry
of Munitions. Annual meeting : June 1st.

The result of operations during 1915,

Lisbon Electric after deducting interest and amortisation

Tramways, Ltd. due on the debentures of the Companhia
Carris de Ferro de Lisboa, and after the

payment of £25,570 for interest on and redemption of the

debentures of this company, and also the payment of London
office expenses and directors' remuneration, shows a net profit

of £59,917, plus £2,883 brought forward. The. usual 6 per

cent, preference dividend has been paid, absorbing £25,533,

and after paying 4i per cent, net for the year on the ordinary

shares, £8,736 is to be carried forward. In order to meet
this year's contribution to depreciation reserve. £25,000 has

been transferred to that account from the exchange reserve

t) represent this year's appropriation, it being considered that

this sum would have been available out of profits for this

purpose, bad it not been for the heavy fall in the rate of

exchange, and as the exchange reserve account was set aside

for this purpose it now falls to be drawn upon. The tram-

ways carried 67,101,249 passengers, earning Es.2,022,143 $93,5,

as 'compared with 03,758,037 passengers, earning Es.l,938,2W-

$79.3 in 1914, but though the receipts and passengers con-

tinued to expand, there was a considerable addition to the

expenditure consequent upon the abnormal high price of

coal and other supplies, and of labour. The company also

suffered from the heavy depreciation in the exchange, the

average rate of which during the year has fallen from 43.43d.

to 35.97d. The system was closed down for two days during

May, 1915, owing to political disturbances; this was the only

int. eruption. With the exception of one small incline, which

it is hoped will be completed during 1916, the remainder of

the Ascensores line have been electrified and re-opened to

traffic during the past year. The directors express their

appreciation of the services of the local board in Lisbon, of

Mr. A. O. Kolkhorst, the general manager, and of the entire

staff. Annual meeting ; May 17th.
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Sir Henry Kimber presided at the annual
Calcutta meeting on May 4th. He said that the
Tramways traffic receipts showed a falling off of only
Co., Ltd. £1,313, and the working expenses were less

by £2,683 than in 1914. During the first

half of the. year there was a drop of over £5,000 in traffic, as

compared to pre-war takings, but in the second half there
was an increase of upwards of £4,000. The principal portion
of the new capital expenditure of .±'11,720 was due to the
outlay on the completion of the new Dalhousie Square sub-
station, and the major portion of the cost of the new A.c. set

at the Nonapookur power station and the works in connec-
tion with its erection. With regard to the prospects for the
current year, whilst the aggregate receipts up to now showed
an increase of £4,721 over those for the same period last year,

they must expect that, with the continuance of the war, the
cost of all materials, freights, &c. would continue to advance,
with the addition of increased import duties and income-tax
ti be levied in India. There had been a discussion going on
ia a great number of companies having their headquarters in

England, and their works and businesses overseas, with a
view to escaping double income-tax. The speaker referred

to, and quoted from, a paper on the subject issued by the
London Chamber of Commerce, giving the reasoning for and
against double income-tax. The company now had a system
of about 35 miles; their traffic receipts were lO.lOd. per car
mile, and the expenses 5.21d.

Mr. J. G. B. Stone, presiding at the
Indian Electric annual meeting on May 5th, said that the

Supply and increase in the number of units sold

Traction was 508,928, or '25 per cent, and the net
Co., Ltd. profit in Cawnpore increased by about 25

per cent. The actual price per unit was
slightly lower, but this had been more than balanced by the
lower cost of generation. The supply side of the business
ccntinued to expand, and there were new districts awaiting
development as soon as general conditions allowed. They must
for the thne being refrain from undertaking new work, for
even supposing they were able to raise the capital, there would
be a difficulty in getting the Treasury to sanction its issue.

They must also consider the enormous increase in the cost of
copper, machinery, plant, and material, and the prohibitive
rates for freight. In regard to the last of these, the increase
was from 50 per cent, to 75 per cent, over pre-war rates, and,
in addition, there were increased amounts to pay for insur-

ance. The short length of tramway still yielded no profit,

although it was a convenience to the Indian population. It

was too short to become a paying concern on the very low-

fares it was necessary to charge to attract passengers, there
being no European traffic, and at present there was no encour-
agement to extend the system. They had placed to general
reserve £2,000, and to depreciation and renewals account
£3,000; they had also written £500 off the expenses of the
debenture issue. The position for the current year was satis-

factory, as the profits showed an increase.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Canadian Westinghouse Co.—The annual report shows
net earnings for the year 1915 amounting to $860,628; pro-

perty and plant account takes $150,000, and $261,285 is carried

forward. The total surplus of the company is now $1,823,775,

and the total assets $8,330,757. Regarding business condi-

tions, the annual report says :

—
" The industrial life of Canada

during the year just closed experienced a remarkable recovery
from the suspended activity of the preceding year. Many
plants which had with difficulty kept together an irreducible

minimum of their operating organisation found themselves
early in 1915 strained to their utmost capacity under night
and day operation. In addition, numerous new industries

have been brought into being, the changed conditions in these

respects being the direct result of large purchases in Canada
by the British and Allied Governments of various supplies and
munitions of war."

Anglo Portuguese Telephone Co., Ltd.—The profit and
loss account shows a gross revenue of £81.923, of which operat-

ing, management and general expenses absorbed £51,577, and
royalties to the Portuguese Government £2,459, leaving a

gross profit of .£27,886. After payment of income-tax £1,349,

and providing for debenture interest £1,937, and sinking fund
£1,662, the amount available for disposal, including £5,471

bi ought forward, is £28.409. Of this amount £2.000 has been
added to exchange fluctuation account, and £10,000 to the

renewals fund. An interim dividend of 3 per cent, was paid,

less income-tax, last November. The directors now recom-
mend a further dividend of 5 per cent., less tax, making a

total distribution of 8 per cent, for the year, leaving £4,409 to

be carried forward.

Eastern Telegraph Co., Ltd.—A final dividend of £2 5s.

per cent, is recommended on the ordinary stock, also a bonus
of £2 per cent., both free of income-tax, making a total of

8 per cent, for the year 1915.

Bell's United Asbestos Co., Ltd.—For 1915 the total dis-

tribution on the ordinary shares has been 15 per cent., placing

£15,000 to reserve, and carrying £7,942 forward.

Auckland Electric Tramways Co., Ltd.—An interim divi-

dend of 7d. per share, less tax, on the ordinary shares is

announced.

Tuesday Evening.

Stock Exchange markets are somewhat under the influence

of the new Military Service Bill. Members of the House,
their staffs, and their clients arf all affected, in a greater or

less degree. There is, of course, no shirking of the responsi-

bilities or of the sacrifices which are called for. But if all

men up to the age of 41 are called up within any brief space

of time, business must suffer from disorganisation; and it

will be some little while before the machine of commerce
gets into smooth running order again. The Daylight Saving

Bill is vigorously discussed in the Stock Exchange, but has
had no effect in the market for electric lighting shares. The
encouraging Board of Trade figures for April are helping

Home Railway stocks. In the telegraph section, there is

more inquiry than hitherto for the issues of the Anglo-

American companies. The Globe Telegraph & Trust has

ii.creased its dividend by 1 per cent.

The Electric Lighting market's prices are unchanged, des-

pite the proposed introduction of the Daylight Saving Bill.

The market views the measure with equanimity, and the

proprietor of electric lighting shares need not be troubled

by the recent newspaper outpourings with reference to the

effect it is likely to have upon the companies.

The summer-time is obviously the lean one for Electric

Supply concerns. In some cases, the undertakers reduce the

price of their current, by way of inducement to users, and it

is well-known that in pre-war days they earned compara-

thely little in the summer months. The Government's

appeal to the public that they should economise in the matter

of coal, gas, and electric light, may affect the first two items,

but so far as the last is concerned the public have probably

got down to something like bed-rock in their bills for light

mid power.

As it is not proposed that the Daylight Saving Bill should
bo in operation throughout the winter, when the demand for

cm rent is greatest, it is contended in the Stock Exchange
that the Bill will have little effect upon the receipts of the
companies. A few investors in these shares show signs of

nervousness, due, probably, to a lack of appreciation of the
actual position—moved thereto by the newspaper comments
aforementioned. The great body of proprietors, however, is

not at all likely to be disturbed by the latest developments;
and a guess may be hazarded that neither the Daylight Saving
Bill nor the Government appeal will affect the dividends of

the industry to the extent of one per cent.

Underground Electric income bonds have started to re-

cover, but Districts continue dull, and have slipped back to

is: on the offering of a little stock for deceased accounts.

Central London assented ordinary keeps very steady. There
is. however, a few hundred pounds of the Company's de-

ferred ordinary offered at 65i or thereabouts, the return on
which works out to 6 per cent, on the money, though the

dividend on this, unlike the interest payments on Under-
gicund Electric income bonds, is paid less income-tax. The
unassented deferred stock of the Central London Railway is

changing hands at 25, some 40 points below that of the
assented issue.

Anglo-American Telegraph preferred has risen to within a

fraction of par, and the deferred stock braced up to 21£.

The Eastern group is steady, with a further rise in Globe
Telegraph ordinary shares to 12, on the increase of 1 per
cent, in the dividend to 7 per cent. Great Northerns are £1
up, but Indo-Europeans at 49 have lost an equal amount,
though it may be doubted whether a buyer, even at 50,

would find many Indo-Europeans available at that price. West
India and Panama shares eased off to 1 1/16. Marconis are

a slightly better market, the parent shares hardening to

2 3/16; but the subsidiaries are dullish at 14s. 9d. for Ameri-
cans and 7s. 9d. for Canadian Marconi.
The telegraph manufacturing shares are strong. India-

Rubbers at lOj have gained the fraction. Telegraph Con-
stiuctions went up £l to S6i; while as regards Henleys and
Callenders, there are very few shares about. British Insu-

lated at 10i are a good market.

Edison & Swan fully-paid shares, after their remarkable

jump of 12s. 6d. last week, have receded i to 1J, shares

naturally being tempted out by the big advance. At the

same time, the partly-paid eased off to lis. 6d., this still

leaving them 2s. 6d. higher than they were a fortnight ago.

British Westinghouse preference continue to mend, and Elec-

tric Constructions at 16s. 6d. are better.

The rises in the chemical group have suffered something of

a check, although the market in them generally is a firm one.

Here, however, as in the rest of the Stock Exchange, busi-

ness is handicapped for the time being by the various uncer-

tainties that arise out of the Military Service Act, which have

had the effect of removing buying orders. Babcock & Wilcox

keep steady, the little disappointment in connection with the

dividend being counterbalanced by the excellence of the

report. Rubber shares are heavy and dull. All the sparkle

has evaporated from the market for the moment. Unexpected
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us laid upon the export of rubber to Russia, and the

falling away in the demand from the United States, are put

forward as being the two principal reasons for the way in

which the wind has gone out of the sails of the market, lea^

ins them flapping heavily and idly. The provinces have

erased their voracious rush for shares; and the disposition

ih.u is to wait I see what is going to happen next.

Brazilian Tractions lost the rise that thej gained last week,

New York coming in with share to Bell Mexican utilities are

generally better. The first mortgage bonds of both the Train

ways and the Light & Power Companies have strengthened

to 11, Btock being wanted at thai figure in each ease. The
rise in the price of silver has l.c.n well held: and notwith-

standing the absence of definitely good news from Mexico,

indirect evidences add poinl to the hope thai the country may
be settling dovi n, after all.

Argentine Tramwaj shares, firs! and second preference,

have drooped ;. there being some little pressure to sell them
on the part of proprietors disappointed with the outlook for

the Republic, which seems to be slower than Brazil in over-

coming the difficulties that arose in connection with the war.

British Columbia issues are (inner, and there has been a

little inquiry for B bay Electric preference shares. The
Calcutta Klectrie Supply report shows the line net profit of

ill.!. (Hid, an improvement of £22,500 over the previous year.

The dividend on the ordinary shares is retained at 9 per-

cent., the price is firm at 6|, and the 5 per cent, preference

are 41 middle.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.

Home Electricity Companies.

Dividend Price
. ^ Mav 9, Rise or fall

1914. 1915. 1910. this week.

Brompton Ordinary .... 10 10 fj —
Charing Cross Ordinary ..56 8} —

do. do. do. 41 Pref.. 4J 14 3} —
Chelsea 5 4 81 —
City of London 9 8 111 —

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref. 6 6 101 —
County of London .... 7 7 19

j

—
do. 6 per cent. Pref. 13 6 10J —

Kensington Ordinary .... 9 7 6 —
London Electric 4 8 11 —

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref. 6 6 4} —
Metropolitan 3* S 22 —

do. 4S per cent. Pref. 4* 41 8 —
St. James' and Pall Mall . . 10 8 6 —
South London 5 6 2£ —
South Metropolitan Pref. ..71 1

A

—
Westminster Ordinary .... 9 7 6 —

Telegraphs and Telephones.
Dividend

1911. 1915.

Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref 6 6 99} xd 4-U
do. Def SO,'- 33/6 211 + i

Chile Telephone 8 8 6} —
Cuba Sub. Ord 6 6 "!* —
Eastern Extension .... 7 8 14} —
Eastern Tel. Ord 7 8 HI —
Globe Tel. and T. Ord 6 7 12 + }

do. Pref. ..6 6 10} —
Great Northern Tel 2-2 22 331 4-1

Indo-European 13 13 49 -

1

Marconi 10 — 2^ +&
New York Tel. 41 . . 4* 4} lOOj —
Oriental Telephone Ord. 10 10 1

c" xd —
United R. Plate Tel 8 — 6 —
West India and Pan 1 — 1,',, —t^i

Western Telegraph .... 7 8 14} —
Home Rails,

Central London, Ord. Assented 4 4 67$ —
Metropolitan 1} 1 251 —

do. District .. .. Nil Nil 18* — g
Underground Electric Ordinary Nil Nil lg —

do. do. "A" .. Nil Nil 5/6 —
do. do. Income 6 6 85} + }

Foreign Trams, 4c.

Adelaide Sup. 6 per cent. Pref. 6 6 4J —
Anglo-Arg. Trams, First Pref. 6$ 61 83 — 1

do. 2nd Pref. . . 51 5} 3} — 1
do. 6 Deb. . . 5" 6 78 —

Brazil Tractions 4 4 65 —1$
Bombay Electric Pref 6 6 lfg 4-1
British Columbia Elec. Rly. Pfce. 5 6 55 +2

do. do. Preferred— Nil 89 4-2

do. do. Deferred — Nil B8 —
do. do. Deb. 4} 4} 62 —

Mexico Trams 5 per cent. Bonds — Nil 41 4-1

do. 6 per cent. Bonds — Nil 35 +3
Mexican Light Common .. Nil Nil 20 —

do. Pref Nil Nil 82 —
do. 1st Bonds .. Nil Nil 41 4-2

Manufacturing Companies.

Dividend
1914.

Babcock & Wilcox 14 2J —
British Aluminium Ord. . ; . . 5 22/- xd —
British Insulated Ord 15 101 —
British Westingbouse Pref 7J 48/- + 6d.

Callenders 15 111 —
do. 5 Pref 5 4} —

Castner-Kellner 20 Sfy —
Edison 4 Swan, £3 paid . . . . Nil 116 — 6d.

do. do. fully paid .. ..Nil 1| —1
do. do. 5 per cent. Deb. 5 67 —

Electric Construction 6 16/6 4- 6d.
Gen. Elec. Pref 6 9| —
Henley 20 1 4 4 —

do. 4J Pref 41 4 —
India-Rubber 10 10} + }
Telegraph Con 20 86} +1

• Dividends paid free of income tax.

•5 11
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FROM THE POWER-HOUSE WINDOW.

By " ROVER."

I believe it was Mark Twain who designed his house with

the kitchen windows looking out into the street. He
declared the kitchen to be the most important room in the

house, and said further that his cook would work better with

a cheerful view before her than if she bad only other kitchen

walls to look at. Perhaps Mark's philosophy does not apply

to power houses, but 1 think I understand his cook's point

of view.

My first station experience was in a Midland town. The
windows were so high up that only the sky could be seen,

but, Heaven be praised, there was a door which opened

direct upon a lane, not a very respectable lane, but one in

which human beings disported themselves. They looked in

our open doorway, stared at our strange machinery, asked

foolish questions, and somehow shortened our night hours.

Across the lane was the back of a large hotel, with the
" club-room " just opposite our dcor, and occasionally we
would hear " A Jolly Good Fellow " suDg with fervour or

would listen, without invitation, at a "smoker"; but

the hand of progress was against us. Our cba ;rman
reported " The extensions made necessary by the increasing

demand on our plant have now been completed, and the two

new big 200-kw. sets and switchboard have been installed in

the new engine room." Good-bye to the door which opened
into the lane !

Next, a seaside resort. The power house here was placed,

not on the front, but some distance inland. < )n one side of

us we had a mortuary, and on the other, a cemetery. In the

summer the mortuary was fairly busy, as this particular resort

was found very convenient for purposes of suicide by
distressed Londoners.

I think my next point of view was even worse— a small

town in Ireland. Here we had no outlook at all, but a high

wall separated us from the public abattoir, and every day we
heard the death cries of countless pigs. I do not think

centuries in Ireland would accustom me to the last shrill

agony of the pig.

From Ireland to America was a natural change—a power
house, hydro-electric, with many windows, seven miles from a

town, in the heart of the Ontario bush. The camp,
containing about a dozen souls, stood at the crest of a hill in

full view of the men on duty, but too far off for a man to be

distinguished. We rarely saw a stranger from our many
windows—nothing but trees, trees, trees, and but two
varieties of trees, the pine and the birch. "We felt almost

grateful when the bush tires started to devour whole acres of

the accursed trees, and for a day or two we watched the

smoke with some satisfaction. Later on, when the camp
was threatened with extinction, we changed our minds as to

the usefulness of bush fires. At night, the power-house men
had to watch the flames and give the alarm if the fire came
too close, in which case all the residents of the camp were to

take refuge in the power house—the only non-inflammable

building. I remember my wife made a parcel consistirg of

all our jewellery and three cans of evaporated milk for the

baby, and we considered ourselves prepared for the worst,

which, luckily, never came. I do not hope to watch another

bush fire from a power house window. As it was, our

transmission lines were burnt down for half-a-mile.

At another plant, about 100 miles further north, I had a

similar outlook of bush, but, although the nearest town was
20 miles away, we got more passers-by. This was in the

gold district, and many prospectors were looking out for

precious metal. They came in twos and threes by canoe,

and were generally very uncommunicative as to the locality

in which they expected to make their " lucky strike." They
would discuss every other subject discussed by civilised or

barbarian man. They were nearly all American, and all

most interesting talkers, and I came to the conclusion that

prospscting for gold greatly stimulates the imagination.

Usually they came just before the mosquitoes made bush life

unbearable, disappeared for three weeks or a month, and
returned with depleted knapsacks. They gave us a cheerless

recognition at the power-house door and hurried home.
The Indians had even less to say. At certain times of

the year whole tribes move to other huntiDg grounds, and
there would be a procession of canoes past our door. The
men and boys were nearly all dressed in dungaree overalls,

but the squaws and girls had a passion for vivid colours.

They all handle a canoe perfectly, and to see them shooting

a rapid is a tight worth while.

We used to catch some decent trout from our power house
windows, and some monster pike, too. Sometimes we would
see a bear, and more rarely a moose, although early one morn-
ing a big bull moo.'e so far forgot himself as to swim across

our tail-race. In winter, we had little but snow to see, but
an occasional Indian dog team or a couple of Indian hunters

on snow-shoes would break the monotony.
Back to a London central station in fog- time. Nothing

outside to be seen—not even the other end of the engine

room could be properly distiGguished when the usual fog

was in evidence.

Last of all sunny .Spain—all, all too sunny. From our

windows, a vista of bare red rock, but with one precious

green spot where a Spaniard has, with infinite labour, made
an orchard. Close to the orchard is a spring of drinking

water, and from the power bouse can be seen Spanish girls,

each bearing on her head the heavy "cantara" or water-

battle of precisely the same design as those used by the

.Mediterranean race of how many thousands of years ago.

THE LJUNQSTROM TURBINE AND ITS

APPLICATION TO MARINE PROPULSION.

By ROLAND S. FORTHAM.

{Abstract of paper read before the Institution of Engineers
and Shipbuilders in Scotland.)

(Concluded from page 522.)

Fig. 10 shows the outer blade-rings of the 10,000-B.H.r.

machine, and the rigidity of the structure is clearly apparent.
The cylindrical stress caused by the lineal velocity in the
10,000-b.h.p. size is moderate, and the factor of safety is

ample. Fig. 11 illustrates the complete 10,000-b.h.p. turbo-
alternator and condenser. The overall length is 24 ft., height
from bottom floor, including condenser, 21 ft., and weight
of turbo-alternator 60 tons.

The overhang of each generator frame is supported by . a
pair of steel ties, each connected to the foundation through a

stilt' spiral spring or buffer, which efl'ectively prevents any
tendency to hogging in the event of any difference of tem-
perature between any portion of the casing.

My endeavour has been to show the symmetry and compact-
ness of the design and the care taken to eliminate any traces

of distortion due to temperature changes, so that the highest

possible temperature of superheat can be used. The fact that

the steam velocity is at its lowest when the temperature is

greatest is in marked contrast to the ordinary type of turbine,

either of the impulse or impulse reaction type, where maxi-
mum velocities and maximum temperatures are invariably

associated.

The whole turbine has been so designed as to be manufac-
tured in ordinary lathes, such as may be found in any modern
engineering shop. The. fitter is almost entirely replaced by
the turner. The manufacture of the blade rings is ordinary

repetition work, to which unskilled boy or girl labour can
be trained in a few weeks. The completed machine has a

factor of safety larger than in any other type of turbine.

Blade stripping is unknown, due to the mechanical construc-

tion of the rings, the blades being firmly held at both ends.

Some Steam
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per b.h.p. per hour, or S lb. per 8.H.P. per hour, including
.generator and motor ln.-ses. hut <•., hiding condensing and
propelling auxiliaries. With electricaUy-driven auxiliaries,

and including excess steam tapped from the turbine al 30 lb.

pressure for feed-heating purposes, this would represent a
total propelling steam consumption of 9 lb.

per s.H.i'. per hour, equivalent with coal of

14,000 b.th.u. and an actual evaporation of

10 lb. of steam per lb. of coal with 'Jin

dec. P. feed temperature, to 0.9 lb. of

coal per b.h.p.

It might be said that trial conditions of
consumptions may not be maintained in
practice, due to possible wear of the laby-
rinthic edges which vary from .004 in. to
.01 in. in the different radii of the blade
rings.

_
It has been found, however, thai

there is no perceptible increase in con-
sumption. Recent trials carried out with
the 1,000-KW. set installed in 1913, at the
North Metropolitan Tower Station. Willes-
den, show no increase on the original con-
sumptions after a period of two years'
continuous operation for 18 hours a day.

diminished fuel consumption, weight of propelling machinery,
and resultant increased cargo-carrying capacity should in
normal times repay the additional cost of the installation in
a period of under two years.

•1. In respect of maintenance, the experience of sixteen

Tig. Outer Blade-rings of 10,000-H.r.
Turbine.

Fig. 11.

—

Ljungstbom 10,000-h.p. Turbo-alternator and

Comparison of the Mjolner and the Mimer shows that—
1. There is a relative trial fuel economy of 42 per cent., and

fuel economy in service of over 38 per cent, in favour of the
former.

2. The machinery weight and space shows a relative reduc-
tion of about 25 per cent.

Condenser.

months' running of the Mjolner has proved this to be ex-
tremely low. The cost of upkeep of the turbines, motors, and
gearing has been practically nil.

5. During the period under review, the ship has not re-

quired to 6top through any defect of the main propelling

machinery; this is a pioneer installation, and the entire

Fig. 12.

—

View ok Motors and Gearing.

3. As regards capital cost, if the propelling machinery in

the electrical ship is more expensive for smaller powers than
in the equivalent reciprocating ship, it will be found that the

Fig. 13, Controlling Gear.

satisfactoryabsence of breakdown must be considered
feature.

As reversing is effected on the motors, an astern turbine is
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dispensed with. The prime mover rune under the best pos-
sible thermal conditions, which include as high a superheat
as can be commercially obtained without unduly sacrificing the
efficiency of the boilers. The gain in thermal efficiency due
to such increased temperature eliminates the electrical con-
version losses. Further, the Ljungstrom electrical method of
propulsion, in conjunction with mechanically-geared motors,
is a system which embodies the maximum degree of reduc-
tion between prime mover and propeller shaft, whilst the
total weight of engine-room machinery is lower in the smaller
powers and not greater, even in the larger powered merchant
ships, than any form of mechanical reduction with the ordi-

nary impulse or impulse-reaction turbine. The reduction in
weight of boiler-room machinery is obviously in direct pro-
portion to the steam consumption of the propelling plant.

To have at least two independent turbo-generators of equal
power for each marine installation is advisable, not only in

respect of the factor of safety through such duplications, but
also in regard to the economy to be derived therefrom when
running at reduced speeds. There is no necessity, however, in

any class of merchant ship to increase the weight and expense

Fig. 14.—s.s. Mjolner.

of the motors by pole-changing devices. To run at half speed
or about one-ninth power one of the tw'o generator sets would
run at half speed, absorbing about 25 per cent, of its normal
full power. Between three-quarters and full speed, both sets

are run in parallel at speeds corresponding to these two re-

quirements, consequently the turbines run under at least as
•efficient conditions, and with the same elasticity, as in the
case of ordinary geared turbines where the regulation is

•effected on the throttle or nozzles of the turbine.

The reversing 6witch and its resistances need only be used
when manoeuvring astern ; the whole of the regulation from
dead slow to full speed and vice versa can be effected on the
turbine. The motor speed falls in direct proportion to the
reduction of speed on the prime mover.
Twenty-one ships of an aggregate s.h.p. of 32,000 are at

present under construction on the Ljungstrom turbo-electrical

system, for British, Russian, Japanese, Swedish. Norwegian,
and Danish owners. These vary from ocean-going vessels of

5,400 s.h.p. to river steamers of 550 s.h.p. They include one
light-draught paddle steamer of 1.500 s.h.p., the pow-er being
transmitted from the turbo-alternator to two electric motors

Fig. 15.

—

Motors and Gearing, Complete.

running at 450 r.p.m., each geared by single reduction to the
corresponding paddle-wheel shaft, which runs at from 35 to
40 R.P.M.

In an appendix, a brief description is given of the Ljung-
stiom turbo-electrical propelling plant fitted in the Mjolner,
md particulars are furnished of the comparative trials of the
Mjolner with her sister ship Mimcr, the latter possessing
•eciprocating engines.
These two ships, each of about 2,250 tons displacement,

were ordered in 1913 for coasting trade, and delivered to their
>yiners at the end of 1914. The following guarantee was
nven :

—
On trial, the consumption per i.h.p. (equivalent) per hour

if the electrically-propelled vessel should not exceed 70 per
ent. of the consumption per i.h.p. per hour of the standard
riple-expansion engine of the other vessel under equal condi-
ions, excepting that the turbo-electrically driven vessel

should have the benefit of the reduction in weight of machi-
nery as regards draught.
The actual trial consumption showed that the Mjolner only

consumed 58 per cent, of the fuel of her sister-ship. During
a period of six months' service conditions, the owners have
certified that the coal per ton mile consumed by the Mjolner
was 62 per cent, of the coal consumed by her sister-ship for
the same period.
The table below shows some of the trial results.
There are two turbo-generator sets in the Mjolner which

run at 7,200 r.p.m., and supply three-phase alternating cur-
rent at 500 volts, 120 cycles per second. The maximum load
is approximately 400 kw. per generator unit

—

i.e., 800 kw.
for the complete installation. The over-all length of the
turbo-alternator is 10 ft., the external turbine blade ring
15 in., and the weight of the turbo-alternator 7 tons.
The generating plant has been designed so as to avoid any

possible trouble from salt or dust deposited on the generator
stator or rotor. The generator rotor contains no air ducts.
The stator air-ducts are straight, and, consequently, easily
swept without removing or dismantling any other portion of
the plant.

Mica only is used for the insulation of the rotor windings,
which are consequently able to withstand a considerable
amount of overload without injury.
The condensers, of a modified contraflo type, easily maintain

a vacuum of 97 per cent, in service with a sea temperature of
65 deg. F. This high vacuum is in part due to the efficiency
of the air-pump plant, and in part to the care which has been
exercised in obtaining an air-tight condenser. No auxiliary
engine exhausts are led into the main condensers, and where
outlets are unavoidable water locks have been fitted to ex-
clude the entry of outside air. An electrically-driven vertical
centrifugal pump draws the condensate into the kinetic tank.
The condensate from the feed heaters is led to the main

condensers through additional small heaters in series with
the main feed-pipe.

Mimer. Mjolner.

Total boiler - heating
surface
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to the angle through which the wheel has been turned. About
represents full power ahead, and 120 deg. in the

other direction represents full power ostein.

Regulation of the speed of the motors when reversing is

effected by inserting in scries with the rotors of the motors
resistances of the liquid type. These resistances consist of

two sets of cones, of which the lower ones are stationary and
filled with a saline solution, whilst the upper cones are

mounted on vertical spindles which can be raised or lowered
into the lower cones by the hand wheel, thereby inserting a

greater or lesser resistance in the circuit. Tn mid or stop
position, the upper cones are lifted entirely out of the liquid

and lower cones; thereby the circuit is broken and the motors
come to rest. At full speed the. two cones come nearly into

contact, the resistances being simultaneously cut out through
a short-circuiting switch.

Reversal is effected with the wheel in mid or stop position

—that is, when the rotor is open-circuited—and is accom-
plished by a change-over switch which reverses the phases
in the main or stator current. A solution of dilute potash is

used as the liquid resistance. This solution is circulated and
cooled by a small centrifugal pump which is mounted on the

,
-indie as the circulating pump. The cones are of

nickel and thus non-corrodible, and are counterbalanced, so

that the power required to turn the hand wheel is nominal.
The switches are of the ordinary open type, the pressure in

the rotor current of the generator being automatically
lowered before the circuit is broken ; they are found to work
perfectly satisfactorily. For larger powers, oil switches are
used.

The elasticity of control is considerable, the speed of the
piopeller ranging from about 12 R.r.M. to 90 at full speed. The
total time of propeller reversal from full speed ahead to full

speed astern was carefully tested on the trial trip of the
Mjoiner, and averaged fifteen seconds.

LABOUR DEMANDS
AND RESPONSIBILITIES AFTER THE WAR.

(Some Mistakes Which Must not Recur.)

Bv JOHN MARKS.

One of the best features of the Electrical Review is that it

appeals to the woikmen of the electrical industry as well as to the
most advanced scientific workers who are busily engaged in

furthering new ideas and advances in the matter of applying
electricity to ever wider and more varied uses.

This being the eise, the writer considers that if a short time is

spent in consideration of mistakes which in the past have not only
tended to embitter workmen and their employers, but also to in j are
seriously the calliDg by which they bath obtain their livelihood,

it may have a really g rod chance of influencing the more thoughtful
workmen to take a more reasonable view of the difficulties under
which the manufacturer works

;
to realise that in any struggle

between the manufacturer and themeelveB they must necessarily

come off a bad second ; and to hope that the influence of such men
may have a deterring effect on the more erratic and hot-headed
portion of their fellows.

The writer proposes to point oat where, in the past, the workmen
in various engineering trades have allowed themselves to be badly
injured by following out the usual policy of antagonism towards
the manufacturer in season and out.

The latter expression is purposely used, for the writer's own per-

sonal experience teaches him that too often the attitude of

suspicion ha9 had its rise in dealings, which were far from fair, on
the part of manufacturers of an older school, who, for the most
part, are now gone from us for ever.

Why should the unfair methods which obtained in days gone by
make the workman suspicious of an employer who wishes to-day
to treat him fairly ! Why should the good and skilful man be
forced to work, and work hard, for no greater return than the
mediocre man, or even the duffer, who, in times of good trade,

mnst be employed .'

It is often stated, from the workmen's side of the question, that
the demanding of a minimum wage, and the utter refusal to

work on some type of piece or bonus system, does not prevent the
manufacturer from rewarding a smart man with greater wages
than the poor man. This, however, is quite a fallacy ; the manu-
facturer has to average the cost and output of each man he
employs when he is making up an estimate of what any particular
contract will cost. He now pays all men the same level rate, and
the good man must restrict, and does restrict, his output, in order not
to show up the slower and less skilful man. Thus the manufacturer
only gets a meagre output c jmpared to what might be possible ; he
is not only compelled to refuse to pay the smart man abetter wage,
but, in order to face competition, he is also bound to take such
precautions in the matter of providing supervision, that the slower
man is kept constantly at his work, and is, in fact, made to

accelerate his output to a degree which for him is uncomfortable,

in order that the total cost for labour en any contract shall not
be so heavy as to be prohibitive. The writer speaks from prac-

tical experience of both sides of the question.

Apprenticed to a firm who would not allow its premium men to-

idle, but forced them to work, or cleared them out, the memory of
the work in the shops, though very pleasant, has this thought
constantly at the back of it. The almost hopeless nature of the
state of a man, who perhaps gifted with good brains and clever
fingers, is compelled to go on year after year turning out so many
parts per day, often of the same machine, and sometimes of one
style and size, for a wage at the end of the week which will be
the same when he is 50 as it was when he was 25. Surely there is

some way of remunerating a man's skill and the result of his

accumulated years of experience ; and what better form could thiB

remuneration take than extra wages, which would contribute to

bis everyday comfort, and tend to make him a more independent
member of society, as well as to render him much more valuable
to the community as a whole .'

It may be said that the smart man will alwajs rise from the
bench or machine ; that, however, is not true, in that we cannot
all holi supervising and managerial positions. The correct policy
then is to make the prospect before a workman better than it

has been in the day a before the war. The most important member
in this matter is the workman himself.

If he will, he can raise himself to a far higher plane than he
occupied before the war, an i he can make his own position more
crtain and less liable to attacks of short time due to bad trade.

This can only be accomplished if he assists the manufacturer by
turning out a greater vulume of work per man, and by asaistirg

and not hinderirg the turning out of much more work from every
individual machine used.

The level at which wages now stand cannot be maintainel after

the war unless the workman will consent to work with the firm
and lock upon the well-being of the firm as his very particular
and personal interest. The writer is stating no mere empty
platitude when he calls attention to the fact that the manu-
facturer has gone as far as he can in helping the workman

; any
further help must come frooo. the workman himself, or it will not
come at all.

It may be asked, what is meant by the idea of the workman
helping hims.-lf, and the employer being unable to h;lp him
further. .

The matter is simplicity itself : before the war, people who had
money to invest, first asked about the security of the trade they
intended to put their money into

;
next they wished to learn the

probable dividend they nvght reasonably expect would be payable
year after year. After some eucli inquiry, they very often decided
to invest their money otherwise than in the electrical trade. Why .'

Because they could see but little in the way of good dividends
paid throughout the trade as a whole, and also because they noted
that in many caseB the capital invested was none too safe ; that is,

a share bought for £1 to-day, stood a good chance of being only
valued at ISs. in the course of a few months or a year or two.

People who advise persons who are about to make investments,
would always draw the attention of their clients to the element
of risk in the engineering, and particularly in the electrical

engineering, trade.

Now these matters may not appear to affect the workman, and
far too many men declare that they do not and cannot affect

him.
They do affect the workman, however, because when such a

state of things occurs in any industry, it becomes difficult to obtain
capital with which to put down fresh machinery, or to erect new
works. In order to attract sufficient capital, the management of

such an industry must promise, and must pay, a semewhat
high return tn the money invested. Thus the woiks must
now earn a greater margin than ever between the cost of con-
structing and selling its products, and the price it receives from
the customer : as the manufacturer is subject to keen competition,

he is forced to speed up the output of his men. There is no other
explanation of the matter, he is absolutely forced to make the men
work at a hot pace, in order to preserve the industry by which
they both earn their livings.

Also we have the spectacle of the workman s adviser, whether
he be his Trade Union representative, or the leader writer in the
labour paper to which he subscribes, stating that all piecework
or bonus work systems, are methods of inducing the workman to

sweat himself. Let us suppose for a moment that they are for

this purpose ; it will at least be admitted that at the end of a self

sweating week, the wages packet is considerably heavier, than
nnder the ordinary datal system cf paying wages, and to that

extent the workman is a considerable gainer. Under the present

system, the Trade Union rules actually make it imperative for the

master to drive his men, in return for a smaller wage than they

might easily earn by using their skill, experience, and brains, for

the purpose of expediting their ou'put; and every man knows
that when a workman has a direct monetary incentive to turn

out more work, he does not feel the speeding up, simply because

he does it willingly ; whereas at present he is kept to his task

whether he wisheB or not.

Now let us take a glance at what will be the after-war condi-

tions of our industry, in relation to the obtaining of sufficient

capital. It is no use arguing that the State Bhould own the means
of production and exchange ; the State does not own them, and

will not do so for many a long year, if ever. Meanwhile both the

manufacturer and workman have to live, and whilst it is a fact

that most manufacturers could get a, fairly comfortable living if

they retired from trade and invested their money in Government
securities, it is equally true that not one workman in 10,000 can

so exist, simply irom lack of capital.

Thus, for the present, we depend on capital flowing into the

industry, in order to make a living possible for anyone.
B jfore the war a man could get. with safety, 4 per cent, on
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money he invested with municipal or equivalent safe concerns. He
pnt his money into business because he anticipated making a clear

S or 10 per cent, out of it. In some cases he preferred to take 5 or

6 per cent, in order to be a little safer, but he always demanded
considerably more than the Bafe rate of 4 per cent. In short, he

would not take risks for the sake of an extra 10s. per cent.

dividend.

The. manufacturer not only looked to this return on his invested

money, but he recognised that by using his managerial abilities in a

trade in which he had some degree of interest, he could earn for him-

self a good salary as a manager. Tans, such a man has everything

to pirsuade him to enter and keep in busineB?, and will often do so

when the return on hia invested capital is really low. The share-

holder, however, haB not this double interest, he is interested only

in the dividends earned, and will not bring his money to the

industry if the return is low ; as this man is the person who finds

the maj irity of the necessary capital, he must be considered, or the

business goes to the wall for want of money to work with.

It is quite certain that after the war people with money to

invest will be somewhat scarce, and that they will require a high
return on their money, Bimply because tbey can obtain Government
secuiity with a dividend of 5 per cent. ; if they are to take the risks

of an industry subject to keen competition, they will require much
morp.

Also, the manufacturer with money and ability will, if the

returns of business are meagre, simply refuse to be subject to the

worries inseparable from the management of a large business ; he
will save himself worry, improve his 1 eilth, and prolong his days

by the simple method of investing all his money with the

Government, and none in industry.

The writer makes no philanthropic claim for the manufacturer,
he simply states what will be the policy dictated by common sense

;

no man in his senses is going to submit his capital to the risks of

business, and himself to heavy and responsible duties, unless he is

able to get a good consideration for so doing.

Now in every dispute between the workman and the employer
the workman is at a disadvantage, owing to the fact that the
employer can, and the workman cannot, live without working

;

consequently, it should not be necessary to point out that only in

the greatest extremity should the workman resort to a strike,

simply because it injures him and those dependent upon and
connected with him to a far greater extent than it can ever injure

the employer.
Take a recent case when a few years ago the late secretary of

the A.S.E. advised the men on the North-East Coast not to strike :

they threw his sound advice in his teeth, and, as usual, dubbed
him traitor. Mr, Barnes knew both sides of the question, and, on
that account, he advised the men not to strike. He was publicly

flouted and insulted, and as a consequence resigned his position as

secretary.

The strike laBted nine months, and the men went in on the
employers' terms, after subjecting their wives and children to the
misery and serious privation of a long strike, and the wicked
wasting of sufficient capital to bring in an income of over £10,000
a year at a 4 per cent. rate.

During the great coal strike of a year or two ago over the
minimum wage, the proprietor of certain iron mines, asked per-

mission from the Miners' Union, to obtain sufficient coal from his

own pits in order to keep his blast furnaces going.

This situation was somewhat peculiar, and is thus more interest-

ing. The owner of the iron mines was a member of a family who
had worked those particular furnaces for over 130 years ; he was
on the best of terms with his men, and owned valuable coal pits

5 mileB away. The iron ore he raised was so good that he had
received many offers from iron masters in different parts of the
country to buy the ore from him at a price which would have left

him a much greater profit than he obtained from the iron rnn at

the blast furnaces. He was a very wealthy man, and to the
writer's knowledge refused three times to sell the ore instead of
smelting it, on the grounds that the furnaces were going to be
worked by him as his family had worked them before him.

His proposition was that he should pay for a check man at his

coalmines who would see to it that no coal went from the mines other
than to the blaBt furnaces ; every man employed on working coal for

this purpose was to be paid a lump sum at the end of the dispute,

which would have represented the agreed increase of wages from
the start of the trouble ; that is, any advance obtained was to be
made retrospective.

In vain did this owner plead that if the miners persisted in
shutting down the furnaces, they would throw out of employment
200 men who were comfortably situated, and in vain did he point
out that every man working coal for those furnaces would be
paying into the Union funds, instead of drawing from them. So
serious did he consider the matter, that he addressed mass meet-
ings of the local men, in order to lay the proposition before them.
Finding nothing but stubborn rebaffs, he warned the men that if

they shut the furnaces down, they would not be started up again
in his lifetime ; neither persuasion nor warnings had any effect.

The furnaces must close in order that as far as possible the
whole nation should suffer and ait up over the coal strike.

The furnacea were shut down : the strike progreBaed, and ended.
Knowing members of the strike-mad section of the community
waited for the furnaces to start np again, and even gave the dates
of the restart. The iron ore men certainly restarted, and then
loaded the stuff into the railway wagons, to go away and be
smelted elsewhere

; the offer of other iron masters had been accepted,
and 200 men were done out of a comfortable living by the un-
paralleled folly of their own class.

The critic may retort, that as the smelting had to be done else-

where the men were not done out of a living. It is true that

those who still possessed their youth and pluck packed up and
followed the ore, after waiting about for a month or two to see

what would happen. Finding their resources absolutely at an end,

they sought work elsewhere, and found it—not amidst the country
surroundings of the old place, but in the dirty and high-rented
quarters of a large industrial district. The writer's contention
therefore that they were done out of a comfortable living is quite
oorrect.

Some of the men who did not wiBh to leave the district, and
who had one or two permanent ties in and around the locality,

were forced to take up any sort of a job that they coull find.

The writer will not easily forget the spectacle of a healthy man
of about 45 asking a relative for a labouring job at an adjacent
workB, and stating that his family obligations would not permit
him to remove ; that he had been provident and made some pro-

vision for bad times and old age, but that work he must have if

he was not to start realising bis capital, which consisted of two
cottages, and an excellent plot of gardening ground.

Tbis man plainly stated that he had worked for the iron com-
pany for over 30 years, that he had never had any quarrel with
them, and that the miners' attitude had thrown him absolutely on
his bjam ends.

This man was no slacker, and no fawning humbug ; his frugal
investment made it impossible for him to follow the iron ore
without great sacrifice, and an objectionable change for his

family and himself, into a dirty industrial district. He was
willing to walk, and did walk three miles from his home to the
next works which could offer him even a pittance, providing that
he could stay where his interests were.
Thus folly on the part of one section of men brought distress

to another section of working people : distress of a permanent
nature. The greatest folly of the whole matter was that the man
they had worked for was admittedly a thorough gentleman, and a

most considerate employer.
This last statement brings the writer to his final argument.

Why should workmen so often tantalise and aggravate those firms

which treat them best 1 This is simply folly of the worst
description, and if persisted in will ultimately throw all control
into the hands of the less desirable type of manager.

Let anyone with extensive experience of municipal control

think of the manner in which advantage is taken of the known
sympathy of the Council towards the Trade Unions ; this expe-
rience, like those mentioned above, has been personal with the
writer, and is no hearsay matter. Often has the question been
asked, "Why do you not leave ua alone inatead of badgering us in

this fashion ? " " Why do you not annoy some of the worst paying
firms in the town until the management there gives you some-
thing like what you get here, both as regards wages and conditions

of work ? Why do yon follow a stupid policy which must alienate

men with a friendly feeling towards you ?

"

No satisfactory answer is usually offered, except that it ia con-

sidered good policy to squeezj where squeezing can be done ; and
so the shortsighted game goes on, and results in the opposition to

Trade Uaion methods spreading even to those cfficiala, who in

theory have at one time approved the Unions.
The plea is advanced that ideal conditions will bring out the

best in the worker ; this is absolutely incorrect.

Let us take an example of an industry run by working men
themselves for their own benefit. The reference is to the factories

run by the Co-Operative Wholesale Society.

This society iB not only up-to-date in its manufacturing methods,
but its constitution insists that full Trade Union wages shall be

paid, the shortest poBBible hours worked in return, and that the

best of conditions must be maintained for the workers in those

factories.

Now do we find unalloyed contentment in those placeB ' The
answer ib in the negative ; on more than one occasion strikes on
trivial and absolutely piffling matters have broken cut and caused

annoyance and loss to the management.
Again, taking the retail side of that same movement, the writer

knows of discontent obtaining amongst a number of employes who
are paid above the district rate for their labour, and who work
many hourB leaB per week than the ordinary shopmen. Yet here,

again, we get the pettifogging, annoying manufacturing of petty

grievances, which could enter the mind of no man who was buay
with a fair day'a work.

In one instance in a iarge town, the managing Committee, mostly

composed of working men and Trade Unionists, were so disgusted

and hurt at the spirit displayed towards them by a well treated set

of employes, that they placed their regret in writing on the minutes
of that particular society.

In conclusion, the writer assures the workman that no way
of improving hiB status and pay will avail permanently other than
that of assisting the employer to reduce the cost of manufacture.

This he can do by agreeing to work on a bonus system whereby he
turns out more work in a given time, and receives more money for

doing so.

The manufacturer's share comes from the fact that the charges

for rent, rates, taxep, cost of maintaining the establishment,

lighting and running, are very heavy. More work turned out

means a lower standing or dead charge on each finished

article, and a quicker realising of the profit thereon. Thus a smaller

profit can be taken on each article because it is taken on more
articles per year.

The cost of each article is reduced by the time saved, and the

cost to the customer can, therefore, be reduced ; by following the

above method of intensive production, the customer gets a lower

price, the man a greater wage, and the manufacturer a larger profit.

If works A can maka an engine of a certain type for £100, and
works B cannot make it for less than £120, then works B will
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have to ehnt np. Apply the comparison to countries A and B with
regard to the whole of their manufactures, and it follows that
country B will have to go down.
£ Which we are to be is in the hands of our workmen. If they
will try to abolish old time suspicion and work hand in hand with
the manufacturer to speed np output, both the country and them-
selves will bemfit by long- continued prosperity ; and under such a
system the present rates of wages could be maintained after the
war has finished.

The war will not finish to-morrow, but to-morrow will be too late
to oonsider the matter. It must be considered now, and with an
open mind.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL TARIFFS ON
ELECTRICAL GOODS.

CHILE.—With reference to the announcement in the
Review of March 17th respecting a proposed new specific
Customs Tariff for Chile, it appears that the enactment of
the new Tariff has now been reported (by cable on April 16th)
by H.M. Minister at Santiago, who states that merchandise
cleared through the Customs within 30 days of the promulga-
tion of the new Tariff will be assessed for duty at the old
Tariff rates, notwithstanding that the new Tariff will, in prin-
ciple, take effect from the date of promulgation.

JAPAN.—The Government Bill proposing to modify the
Customs duties on various articles imported—see the Review
of April 21et—has now been passed by both Houses of the
Diet, and was promulgated in the Official Gazette of March
6th. The new rates of duty provided for by this measure
came into operation on April 15th.

FRANCE.—A Government Bill has been laid before the
Chamber of Deputies, proposing to authorise the Govern-
ment, so long as hostilities continue, to prohibit by Decree
the importation of foreign goods, or to increase the Customs
import duties thereon.

FRENCH INDO-CHINA.—Owing to the difficulties experi-
enced at the present time in regard to the shipment of goods
from the United Kingdom to In do-China, the French Govern-
ment have decided that, subject to the necessary " authorisa-
tion " being given by the French Consul-General in London,
the " Minimum " Tariff rates of duty will be applied during
the continuance of the war to all British goods forwarded
fiom the United Kingdom to Indo-China, whether in British
or French bottoms, with possible transhipment at Marseilles,
Singapore, or Hong-Kong.
The above-mentioned concession is in addition to that noti-

fied in the Review on March 10th, under which tranship-
ment at Singapore only was allowed.

SPAIN.—In virtue of a Royal Decree of October 2'2nd. 1914,
bended warehouses have recently been established in Cadiz,
reports the British Vice-Consul at that port. Goods placed in
these warehouses remain free of import duties, transport and
port works dues, until imported for consumption into Spain.
If re-exported from bond they are not subject to these taxes.
Merchandise may remain in the bonded warehouses for a
period up to four years, except where it is liable to decay.
Goods such as explosives and articles dangerous to the pre-
servation of other merchandise or to the security of the build-
ing.-, are not admitted.
A table of warehousing charges for deposited merchandise

is included in an explanatory pamphlet forwarded by the Vice-
Consul, a copy of which I in Spanish) may be inspected at the
Commercial Intelligence Branch of the Board of Trade.

The prohibition of the exportation of articles wholly or
partially manufactured with copper or brass has been with-
drawn.

BERMUDA.—A new Customs Tariff came into force on
January 1st, and will continue in force till December 31st.
With few exceptions the rates of duty and the. free list are
identical with those previously in operation. It is provided,
however, in the present Tariff that on all goods which are
liable to specific or to ad valorem duties a surtax shall be
levied of 10 per cent, on the amount of duty so payable.

EGYPT.—Revised Tariff valuations for use in assessing
duties on certain metals imported into Egypt have been issued,
with effect from April 1st to May 31st.

A Lamp Test.—A projecting bracket, beneath which
was suspended an opal glass sign with the letters "G.E.C. " upon
it, was blown down during one of the recent gales, outside the
branch premises of the General Eleotric Co., Ltd., at Swansea. An
illustration that lies before us shows that the bracket terminated
in a hook bearing a reflector and an Osram lamp. The opal sides

of the sign was completely smashed, but the 1,500-watt A'mos-
type Osram was found to be unbroken, and, when tested, gave
forth its light as usual, the filament being intact.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1916.
(NOT YET PUBLISHED).

Compiled expressly tor this journal by Messrs. W. P. Thompson &• Co
Electrical Patent Agents, 285, High Holborn, London W.C and a'r
Liverpool and Bradford.

5.874, "Magnetic blow-out furnaces." G, ll. Nxxe and Swihhgui imCowans, Lid. April 25th.

5.875. "Intercommunication telephones." 1. W. DuNGir. April 25th.
5,884. " Electrically-operated tempi "

J. p M A Stkivven
April 25th.

; ii. Apiil 25th.

5,934, "Electric locomotives." British Thomson-Houston Co (Gencraf
Electric Co., U.S.A.). April 25th.

5,945. "Shields or guards tor electric lanterns, electric torches ic " N I
Austin & G. E. Taylor. April 25th.

'

6,003. " Lighting fittings." I-ritisii Thomson-Houston Co. April 26th.

8,005 "Dry cells, and batteries thereof." C F. Buroxss Laboratories
Aprill 28th. (U.S.A., May 28th, 1915.)

8,031. " Electric devices lor automatically turning lights on and off." E
STEIOXR. April 27th. (Switzerland. April 28th, 1915.)

6,036. " Electric welding apparatus." E. Woltmann. April 27th. (U.S.A ,.

M iv 1st, 1915.)

6,039. "Electrical generators fur aircraft." G. E. Mortley. April 27th.

6,042. " Dry battery." F. P. B.aumann. April 27th. (Switzerland, Febru-
ary 4th.)

6,044. " Assembling and uniting accumulator plates." A. Allegranza and
A. Fort. April 27th.

6,079. " Electric switches." P. L. Davies & J. II. Woolliscroit. April
28th.

H

6.082. " Reflectors and shades for arc lamps, electric lights, &c." H Levy
April 28th.

6,089. " Electrolysis of brine in the manufacture of sodium hypochlorite,
and apparatus therefor." R. S. Chambers. April 28th.

6,091. " Acid and fume, gas, water, and vapour-proof electric lamp-holding-
device." A. Warne. April 28th.

6,095. " Electrical indicating devices for taxicabs, Sic." H. E. Gill & H.
Richardson. April 28th.

6,104. " Method of automatically taking up shrinkage of coils of electric
transformers, &c." J. HALL & J. R. KlRK. April 28th.

6,106. " Distributors for magneto-electric machines." F. B. HALroRD^
April 28th.

6,129. " Method of operating electrodes for projectors," E. A, Sprrry.
April 28th. (U.S.A., June 28th, 1915.)

6,131. " Electrical resistances." A. H. Curtis. April 2Slh.

6.150. " Method of automatically taking up shrinkage of coils of electric
transformers." J. Hall & J. R. Kirk. April 29th.

6.151. " Electro-magnetic guns." D. S. Crowther & W. RoutledgE-
April 29th.

6.160. " Electric motor control systems." British Thomson-Houston Co
Elect™ Co., I S.A.). April 29th.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.

1314.
22.01."' Arrangements for Automatically Switciiinc-off or Indicating-

Difective Sections of Electric Distributing Nets. M. Hochsta.Itcr. Nov-
ember 5th.

1915.
1,997. Telegraph Machines. L. M. Potts. February 8th.

2,163. System of Telegraphy. E. C. R. Marks (Delany Foreign Co.).
Fetiuary 10th.

5,168. Magneto Ignition fur Internal-combustion Engines, J. W. T.
Cadett & C. Percy. April 6th.

5,201. Circuit Breakers, Current Limiters, Excessive Current Indica-

tors, and the like, FOR Electric CiRCuirs. E. T. R. Murray & G. F.

Shotter. April 6lh.

5,323. Minus ELECTRIC Safety Lamps. J. G. Patterson. April 8th.

5,557. Electric Rectifiers and Methods of Operating tmi same, British

Thomson-Houston Co. (General Electric Co., U.S.A.). April 13th.

5,598 Electrical Relays. J. Savin & Automatic Telephone. Manufacture
ir)s> Co. April 14th.

5.623. ELECTRICAL Alarm Systems. Siemens & Hilske Akt. Ges. April

14th. (April 16th, 1914.)

5.731. Portable Primary Batteries ok Cells. C. H. Elliot & Solectric Co.
April 10th.

5.7S3. Aerial Conductors for "Wireless Telegraphy. Marconi's Wireless-

iph Co. S. C. S. Franklin. April 17th.

8,991. Short-time Electric Switch. Lnndis & Gvr Akt. Ges. May 10th.

(Mac 23rd, 1914
)

7,263 Apparatus for Pneumatic Conveying of Solids. British Thomson-
Houston Co. (General Electric Co., U.S.A.). May 14th.

7.826. Electrical Transformers. S. Z. de Ferranti & Ferrantl, Ltd.

7.827. Electrical Apparatus employing Oil Insulation. S. Z. de
Ferranti, J. Roothaan & Ferranti, Ltd. May 26th.

7.S40. Vibrating Make-and-break Devices for use in Electric Signalling.

A C. Brown. Ml ) 37th.

7,987. Rotary Electric Converters. British Thomson-Houston Co. (Gene-

ral Electric Co., ( S A.). May 29th.

S.540. Electric Fuse Carriers. A. C. Robinson. June 9:h.

9,584. Electric Water-heaters. G. P. Elmen, S. O. Salisbury & A. R.

Talbot. June 30th. (December 26th, 1914.)

10,272. Amplification of Wireless Signals. A. J. Roberts. July 14th.

11,033. Magnetos. M. A. CodJ. July 29th.

11,208. Devices for Guiding Ropes or Cables. Pickerings, Ltd., & J.

Fothergill. August 3rd.

12,614. Electric 'Arrangements for Distant Control. Fried. Krupp Akt.

Ges. Septembi r 2nd. (September 2nd, 1914.)

15,330. Switching Devices for the Low-tension Induction Circuit of

Automobile Engines. F. I aeon. October 30th.

18,084. Telephone Systems. H. S. Turner. December 28lh. (June 20th,

1914. Divided application on 6,480/15, April 30th.)

1916.
503. Cable Clamps for Electric Wiring Installations. G. S. Boothroyd

and Calender's Cable 4 Construction Co. May 21st, 1915. (Divided applica-

tion on 7,647/15.) Patent No. 100,233.

4.402. Telegraph Machines. L. M. Potts. February Sth, 1915. (Divided

application on 1,997/15.) Patent No. 1W.239.
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In our last issue we referred, in passing, to the

excellent address of Sir Wm. Beardmore to the Iron

and Steel Institute; there is so much of value in this

address that we have thought it well to reproduce

a large portion of it, and have omitted the remainder

with regret. The author speaks with knowledge

based on an exceptionally wide experience in con-

nection with engineering undertakings of the first

magnitude, and we are glad to see that he whole-

heartedly advocates the application of scientific

method to industrial affairs, giving many striking

instances of the improvements and economies

which have resulted from its adoption. The fact

that immediate benefits may not accrue is clearly

brought out in the address; in the case of the great

dye industry which the Germans built up on the

scientific foundation provided by British genius, no

less a period than 17 years was spent in patient and

unflagging research before success was achieved, at

a cost of a million sterling—but the desired end

was eventually attained and immense profits were

secured. On the other hand, examples are given of

investigations which bore valuable fruit within a

comparatively short time of their inauguration.

Another feature of the address to which we would

direct attention is his appreciation of the import-

ance of pure scientific investigation, with no appa-

rent bearing upon industrial matters. The researches

and discoveries of Faraday, which have given rise

to the electrical industry, afford a familiar example

of this nature; but others even more striking are

adduced by Sir William, such as the discovery

—

first by pure theory—of Thomson and Joule that

a gas expanding through a porous plug was lowered

in temperature, upon which is based the liquefaction

and separation of gases, now employed on a large

scale in various branches of industry, or the recales-

cence of iron studied by Prof. Barrett, a well-known

phenomenon, the investigation of which has led to

revolutionary improvements in the manufacture and

treatment of steel alloys of the utmost importance

to the engineering industries.

There is, however, a jarring note which runs

through Sir William's address—the reluctance of the

workers to " play the game." He demonstrates,

with startling clearness, the fact that even in war

time, they deliberately restricted their output, and

to such an extent that girls, with necessarily very

little training, were able to turn out more than

double the production of thoroughly trained mecha-

nics working under the same conditions and for

the same hours. The gravity of such a statement

cannot easily be over-estimated, and the author's

conclusion that men capable of such unpatriotic

conduct are unworthy of the privileges of citizenship

is thoroughly justified. It is not thus that Germany

[553]
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war. We fear that his forebodings as to the

future due to the lack of a sense of duty on the part

of the worker are only too well-founded. That in

ng a policy of restriction of output the work-
acting against his own interest is undeniable,

and if he could be induced to make a trial of the
" square deal " he would soon realise the -fact. But
the difficulty is to persuade him to try it. and prob-

ably past errors on the part of foremen in cutting

down piece rates unduly when a man increases his

output have a good deal to do with his suspicious

attitude towards the employer. It is not only the

worker who is selfish.

From articles which have been
National appearing in a number of leading
Industrial newspapers during the last ten days,

Organisation, we gather that the scheme for com-
bining the several movements which

have for their object the formation of a strong

national organisation of manufacturers and indus-

tries has been advanced a further stage. Circulars

are understood to have been issued bearing the

signatures of Mr. F. Dudley Docker, C.B., Mr.
F. J. Nettlefold (chairman of the Institute of Indus-

try), and Mr. W. P. Rylands (representing the
" Central Association "), intimating that as soon as

one hundred preliminary members, each guarantee-

ing an entrance fee of £1,000, have been obtained,

the new Association of Manufacturing Interests will

be established. Nearly half that, number have been
secured.

It is safe to assume that the great majority of our
numerous large industrial concerns are by now fully

convinced of the crying need for such an organisa-

tion efficiently to watch over British manufacturing
interests, and worthily to represent those interests

in the right circles without antagonising Labour.
That being so, if these concerns can be convinced,

as we think they can, that the combined effort now
seeking their co-operation is a serious one, with
very substantial backing of influence and funds, they

will throw in their lot with those who are eager for

the organisation to get to work in time to assist in

putting our industrial house in order before Peace is

declared. The Association will embrace practically

all classes of manufacturing industry
—

" a sort of

industrial Parliament," are the words credited to

Mr. Dudley Docker in the Press—but engineering
and electrical manufacturing form so extensive and
vital a part of the industrial life of the nation that

they will inevitably rank very prominently in such
an organisation. It is stated that Mr. A. W. Tait,

of Basildon House, E.C., is acting as honorary
secretary pro tern., and that all correspondence on
the subject should be addressed to him.

The recent fatal explosion of a

A Diesel compressed-air receiver in connec-
Engine tion with a Diesel engine at the

Explosion. Smithfield Markets electric lighting

station has been very fully dealt

with at the meetings of the Diesel Engine Users'
Association, of which reports have appeared in our
columns. -In some respects the accident was of a

similar nature to that which took place at the Bray
electricity works in 1912, with most unfortunate
results. In both cases, apparently, a mixture of oily

vapour with air (enriched with oxygen at Bray) ex-

ploded and fractured the containing vessel—the

intermediate " purge pot " or receiver in the present
instance, the blast bottle at Bray.
While in the latter case the presence of excess of

oxygen was probably the main cause of the accident,

we pointed out at the time that the insertion of a

check valve in the course of the pipe from the blast

receiver to the fuel valve would have prevented the

explosion. It will be noticed that the makers of the

air compressor at Smithfield Markets recommend
a similar precaution in the case of the pipe from the

compressor to the blast receiver, to prevent the

return of air from the receiver to the pump, in the

event of faulty operation of the high-pressure valves

on the latter.

The dangers arising from the association of com-
pressed air and oil vapour have been well known for

many years, and as both these elements are neces-

sarily present in the working of the Diesel engine,

in which, moreover, the risk is aggravated by the

exceptionally high pressures employed, elaborate

precautions to prevent the possibility of accident

would be fully justified. All the more, therefore, is

it incumbent upon the makers and users of these

engines to adopt the simple and inexpensive expedi-

ents to which we have referred, and we hope that

both parties will by such means endeavour to render

the Diesel engine as safe as any other prime mover.
The Association, which, though necessarily small, is

one of the most active and efficient of our technical

societies, may be trusted to throw its influence into

the scale of safety and progress.

Notwithstanding the prohibition

Lead. of speculative dealings under the

regulations in force, the ran of busi-

ness has been fairy active within the last week or so,

at a somewhat lower range of prices, however, due
to the fact that the market for early delivery has

been chiefly fed by the disposal of controlled lead or

metal that was ear-marked or held on behalf of the

British Government. Developments, as a matter of

fact, have been chiefly the outcome of the operations

conducted by Government brokers. The supplies

now coming to this country from Australia and
Spain are, apparently, largely under Government
control; but the fact is worth noting that this control

has not resulted in any very material cheapening of

the price of the commodity, which, after all, depends
chiefly on the law of actual supply and demand. Con-
sidering the very liberal quantities of metal which
have come on the market of late, the latter has cer-

tainly given a good accoimt of itself. The price of

prompt delivery dropped to about £33 12s. 6d., thus

showing a depreciation of quite £2 15s. a ton from
the extreme highest point recorded this year, which

has given consumers who were rather short of stock

an excellent opportunity of replenishing on more
advantageous terms than generally anticipated. A
fair number of transactions have just lately taken

place in forward positions, whereas business has been
for some time past, or since the enforcement of the

new regulations, almost entirely confined to near

lead. Forward metal is certainly not offering with

anything like freedom, which is not surprising, for

indications as to future supplies do not point to any
excessive surplus.

As shown by the official returns of imports for the

past month, the deficit of supplies as compared with

the previous year is greater than ever, though this

is, to a considerable extent, offset by the fact that

the re-exports have fallen off materially this year,

which is partly due to the Government restrictions

upon export business. For several weeks past, in-

deed, licences have been very hard to get. So far

this month, the arrivals have been again very light,

and the surplus for near delivery having been

whittled down to moderate proportions, the market
now shows greater resistance, although dealers are

not disposed to carry much stock, and, in fact, they

chiefly confine their purchases to actual demand from
consumers. The chief sustaining factor in the situa-

tion continues to be the big outlet for munitions,

while the demand for ordinaiy industrial purposes is

considerably under the normal, which is explained

liv the marked slackness of the building trades.

Rollers, however, are being kept fairly busy by the

large Government orders for war purposes.
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The fact may be mentioned that operations on the
part of white and red lead manufacturers are
seriously hampered by the ever-growing scarcity of
labour, while a keen demand has been experienced
for this material for some time- past. The bulk of
the English output of white lead is, apparently,
absorbed or reserved for Government purposes, and
those consumers who placed orders in America find
considerable difficulty in securing shipments through
lack of freight, while American terms have been
raised considerably. The posit/ion of pig lead in
America is not quite so tight as it was a few weeks
ago, the demand having fallen off somewhat, both
for domestic and export, and prices have eased off

appreciably, but they still stand at a relatively high
level, which practically prohibits the resumption of
shipping business with this side. The French
takings from Spain direct continue on a large scale.

CENTRAL ARGENTINE ELECTRIFICATION.

The Working
of " Unsealed

Patents."

A new range of patents
—"the

unsealed patents "—is now thrown
open to applicants for licences. An
application of considerable moment,
the first under new legislation of this

year, was made to the Controller of Patents, Mr.
Temple Franks, and the Deputy-Controller, Sir

Cornelius Dalton, on Thursday last week. The
Patents Court was set up by special legislation to

deal, under the Patents, Designs and Trade Marks
(Temporary Rules) Acts, 1914, with the patents of

alien enemies. Hundreds of German patents, a

good many electrical, have been applied for by
British manufacturers, who desired to manufacture
under a Board of Trade licence for the supply of the

British and Colonial trade. The novel application

heard last week was made under new legislation

passed only a few weeks ago—the Trading with the
Enemy Amendment Act, 1916. This relates not to

letters patent already granted, but to an important
department of the newest examples of inventive

skill—the applications which have been received -

from the Continent since the outbreak of the war, or
immediately before it, for British patent rights for

new devices, for which as yet no sealed patent has
been issued.. Specifications have been required to

be filed, but the authorities in this country have done
nothing in the direction of conferring rights and
transforming the applications into sealed patents.

These " unsealed patents," as they are called, are
now thrown open for the investigation and applica-

tion of British manufacturers and users. The first

application under this new legislation is, therefore,

a significant event, not to be overlooked by those
who are consulting the needs of the public and
of British industry' in these times.

The first application for an " unsealed patent
"

had to do with the German Thinner machine for

grinding blades, and was made by two Sheffield

firms in order to fulfil War Office contracts of so
extensive a kind that they could not ordinarily com-,
ply with' them.
The machine, curiously enough, comes from the

German Sheffield—Solingen. The Controller made
clear the procedure in this new class of case. The
Public Trustee will probably be made custodian of
the " unsealed patents," and while the licence has
been issued by the Board of Trade hitherto, the new
type of licence will be executed by the Public Trustee
and granted in his own name, though it will be pre-
pared by the Solicitor of the Board of Trade. The
Public Trustee will hold the royalties, and it will be
necessary (the Controller pointed out) for somebody
to pay the sealing fee, for the unsealed patents must
be sealed to someone before they can be us'ed.

It is stated that there are some two thousand of
these "unsealed patents" filed, together with their
specifications. The first application, the Controller
announced, would be granted.

An important railway electrification scheme, which is

approaching completion, is that comprising the Central
Argentine Co.'s suburban line from the new Retiro Station
(Bnenos Aires)' to Tigre (via Victoria), which has a route
length of 28 km. From a description of this scheme
which appeared recently in the Central Argentine Railway
Magazine, it appears that Messrs. Merz & McLellan reported
favourably on this project in 1910, and that the scheme,
having received the approval of the Argentine Government,
steps were subsequently taken to carry it into effect, with
the result that it is practically completed. Electrical
energy will be generated in the company's power house at
Canal San Fernando, and transmitted through 20,000-
volt underground cables to sub-stations at the Canal San
Fernando, Victoria, Olivos, Palermo and Retiro. The sub-
stations at Canal San Fernando, Olivos and Palermo will

cenvert to direct current at 800 volts, at which pressure the
current will be supplied to the third rail. The sub-station
at Victoria is a static sub-station, and will supply three-
phase current at 410 volts for power and lighting require-
ments at the Victoria workshops and station. Retiro sub-
station will convert to 220-volt direct current for the supply
of light and power to the new Retiro station and goods
yards.

Electrical energy will be supplied to the trains by means
of a third rail, and will return to the traction sub-stations
by means of the track rails. The rolling stock is arranged
on the unit sjstem, and each unit will consist of one motor
coach coupled to one trailer coach. A train can thus
consist of one to six units, that is, two to twelve coaches.

With the exception of Tigre C. and Victoria the electric

lighting at the local stations on the electrified system will

be supplied direct from the third rail. At, Victoria, the
Victoria sub-station will supply the current, while at Tigre C.
motor-generators will reduce the current at 800 volts from
the third rail to a pressure of 200 volts, at which pressure
the lighting will be carried out.

The power house is situated on railway property
midway between the Canal San Fernando station ai-d

the River Lujan. The foundations are in the form of an
armoured concrete raft supported on about :!.000 piles

driven to a depth of 10 metres.

The power house, with its machinery, is now completed.
The building is of steel framework, with walls of reinforced
cement plaster, and is divided into two main parts, the
engine house and boiler house. There is a bay along each
side of the engine house ; in one the high-tension switch-
gear is housed, and in the other, which is adjacent to the
boiler house, all the water tanks and feed pumps are
situated. The engine house is spanned by an electrically-

driven travelling crane.

The boiler house has three main floors : a basement, or
ash-handling floor, a boiler house floor, and an economiser
floor. The boilers and economisers are arranged on each
side of the boiler house, and above them are coal-bunkers
which have a capacity of 1,000 tons. Alongside the boiler

house in the open is a coal store for ti,000 tons of coal.

In the engine room are installed four 3, :>00kw. turbo-
alternators of the Par.ons type. The alternators generate
at 2,500 volts, 2:> cycles, and run at 1,500 E.P.M. ; they
are direct coupled to step-up transformers, which raise the
voltage to 20,000. Below each turbine is situated its

surface condenser and auxiliary machinery.
The circulating water is obtained from the River Lujun

by means of four electrically-driven circulating pumps which
pump the water from the river to the condensers.

The high-tension switchgear is installed in concrete cells

reaching from the basement to the roof of the switch
house.

There are six boilers of the multitubular type fitted with
mechanical stokers, superheaters, induced and forced
draught. Each boiler has its economiser placed directly

above \.

¥
, the waste gases from each pair of boilers being

dealt with by the one chimney. The ashes and soot are
handled by means of the vacuum ejector system.

Coal, as a rule, is brought from Campana, or Villa Con-
si itucion in wagons, and lifted by an electrically-driven jib
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crane, with grab attachment, into the open coal store, or into

receiving hoppers. Two coal-crushers reduce the coal to a

small size ; a bucket elevator conveys it to the top of the

boiler house, where it is transferred to a tray conveyor

running over the overhead bunkers. It is expected that

about 50 tons of coal will be burned per day.

Practically all the cables have been laid and jointed, and

are ready for use. The h.t. cables are all of the three-core,

paper-insulated, lead-covered and wire-armoured type, and

are in duplicate. In general, the cables have been laid in

traction sub-stations and several of the signal cabins. The
third rail will be protected throughout by means of

creosoted boards attached to the top and Bide.

In all, 117 electric coaches have been ordered. Of these

50 are trailer coaches, 55 are motor coaches fitted with two

motors per coach, and 12 are motor coaches fitted with four

motors per coach. The four-motor coaches will be used

principally for express trains and special trains on race

meeting and regatta days.

Owing to the war, only 80 trailers and 12 two-motor

Plan showing Present and Proposed Electrical Lines, Central Argentine Railway.'

the ground at the boundary lines on each side of the track.

Each h.t. feeder has laid alongside it a pilot cable for the

automatic protective gear for cutting out faulty feeders.

Telephonic communication has been arranged for by

means of underground telephone cables, which link up the

various points of the electrified system.

The three traction sub-stations are practically identical,

and have been completed. The buildings are of the same

type as the power-house building. Each sub-station contains

three rotary con-

verters, each of

1,000-kw. capacity.

The direct-current

feeders are paper-

insulated, bitumen-

sheathed, and are

laid in fibre conduits

filled with bitumen.

Work has just

been commenced on

the foundations of

the Retiro sub-sta-

tion. Besides the

machinery required

to convert the h.t.

current, there will

be installed a large

battery to ensure a

continuous supply

at Retiro station,

in case of repairs to,

or breakdown of,

the power-house
plait or distribu-

tion cables. It is

expected that this

sub station will be

ready for use before

the end of the year. ' Victoria sub-station will be completed

in a month's time.

Most of the third rail has been laid. It is in the

foim of a channel with the open side of the channel

towards the track. The shoes on the train make contact

with the underside of the top flange of the third rail.

The whole third-rail system is divided into sections con-

trolled by switches and circuit-breakers housed in the

Turbine Plant at the Canal San Fernando Power House.

coaches have been received. The balance is not expected

until some time after the war has ceased. The trailer

coaches were received about two years ago, and lately

the electric equipment has been fitted to these coaches.

The 42 two-motor coaches are practically ready for service.

The coaches are equipped with 250-h.p. motors and control

gear.

It is expected that with this stock the express trains from
Tigre to Retiro will make the journey in about 30 minutes,

. making two stops

on the way, while

the electric trains

stopping at all sta-

tions will be able

to make the journey

in approximately 45
minutes. Repairs

to the rolling stock

will be carried out

at Victoria work-
shops, at which
large alterations and
additions to the
buildings and ma-
chinery are being

made for the carry-

ing out of this work.

The tracks be-

tween the Canal

San Fernando Sta-

tion and the Tigre

(R.) Station have
been equipped with

the third rail, so

that electric trains

can be run there

for the purpose of

giving motormen a

thorough course of instruction and training before the electric

service is commenced. Since the middle of September an

electric train composed of two motor and two trailer coaches

has been running daily for the purpose of showing up any

faults there might be in the electrical equipments. So far, this

train has run 3,600 km., and not a single fault has developed.

* Map reproduced from Proceedings, West of Scotland Iron and
Steel Institute.
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ACCOUNTING FOR POWER FACTOR IN

THREE-PHASE SUPPLY TARIFFS.

Theee-phase generation and distribution being undoubtedly the
standard system of the future iu all industrial districts, and
industrial loads being frequently of low power factor, any pro-
posals for taking power factor into acco int in charging for

A c. supply are of quite special interest. That the wattless current
demanded by a load of poor power factor does involve considerable
idle investment in generators and cableB is well known, and no
doubt readers are acquainted with the investigations and proposals
of Prof. Arno in this connection. Broadly, these proposals are

that costs due to low power factor be covered by charging each
consumer for his true consumption plus a fraction of the difference

between his real and apparent consumption, this fraction varying
with circumstances from 25 to 50 per cent. Taking 33 per
cent, as an average value for this fraction, the power for which
the consumer has to pay (in a caHe where the real power is E I

It is not neceasiry, however, to use the special Arno meter
( vhioh is inferior in electrical and mechanical characteristics, to
most modern watt-hour meters), in order to work on Arno's prin-
ciple of charging for real power plus a proportion of the wattleBS
demand. R Stoppler, in a recent copy of the Elek. Zeitschrift,
points out that separate measurement of the two products E I cos <p

and E I sin provides all the essential information and requires
only the me of meters of standard construction, whilst overcoming
all the objections cited above. If the load current lags on the
supply pressure E (fig. 1), a meter reading E I cos <t> would record
the watt component E ;'i ; and a meter reading E I sin ^ would
record the wattless component E ?2 .

Connections for such meters are given later. Assuming for the
moment that their readings are available, they may be used for a
complete analysis of the load conditions by aid of fig. 3. la this
chart values of <j> and cos f are plotted against values of tan

<t>
as

as abscissa (tan (p = E I sin 0/e I cos
<t>
= reading of sine
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For a three-phase, four-wire circuit, three measuring systems
are required, connected as in fig. 6 with the pressure windings in
star, and each connected to another phase than the one containing
the current coil with which it works. The fields of the pressure
coils being made to lag GO" on the e.mk.'s producing them, they

vw—

Fig.

Bradford railless trolley-cars when taking them over the tramway
routes to the depot, was designed by M'. E. Cross, the general
manager of the Rotherhara Tramways)
The accumulators employed are 120 cells of the Edison typ 1

,

giving a normal voltage of 150.

These supply current to the ordinary .'.00 yolt motors, the only
difference being that the motor with battery supply runs
correspondingly slower, that is, pro rata to the voltage, but as the
toique of a series motor is proportional to the current passing
through the windings, the vehicle is capable of climbing steep
gradients, bat at a speed corresponding to the low vol' age.

Whilst the vehicle is running on the .">00-volt circuit the battery
may be in series with the motors, thus charging it whilst the
car is in trolley service. The battery is capable of running the
vehicle about 10 miles.

The change-over from batlery to overhead wire is merely a
question of throwing over a switch, the putting of the trolley on
the wire and the earth connector on to the steering gear.

We are indebted to Mr. C. J. Spencer for these details and for

our view of the vehicle.

come in phase with the main current fields when the main load
is non-inductive and the torque produced ib proportional to the
wattless power of the outers against the neutrals. Other arrange-
ments are possible in the above and other cases, but enough has

DIESEL ENGINE USERS' ASSOCIATION.

Fig. 6.

been said to illustrate a convenient means of applying the
admittedly sound principles enunciated by Arno, without incurring
the practical difficulties involved by using meters designed to
record automatically a composite quantity which includes an
arbitrary and gradually changing numerical factor.

A RAILLESS TROLLEY-BATTERY VEHICLE.

The new motor-wagon ^designed by Mr. C. J. Spencer, general
manager of the Bradford City Tramways, for the conveyance of
goods in connection w ith the ordinary passenger tramway service,
which was referred to in our " Notes," was given a trial recently, and
the Yorkshire Observer says it was found to work with smoothness
-and efficiency in tvery respect. The new vehicle is quite Bimple in
design, but wonderfully adaptive to the pur-
poses to which it is to bs put. Taking the
•chassis of an old railless trolley-car, Mr.
Spencer has built upon it a long, broad lorry,
similar in shape and dimensions to the motor-
lorries which have become so familiar in recent
times. The great difference is, that instead of
using petrol, which is so dear in these days, the
new transport wagon is run by means of the
existing electric tramway equipment. It may
thus have the advantage of greatly reducing
the demand for the precious petrol, minimising
running costs, and at the same time contributing
greatly to the public convenience at a time
when there is so serious a deficiency in trans-
port servicee.

The adaptability of the new wagon
was demonstrated to the chairman of the
Bradford Tramways Committee (Mr. Enoch
Priestley) and Beveral other interested persons,
at a test of the vehicle on the 8th inst. :

at the Thornbury tramway depot it was
seen manoeuvring with the facility prac-
tically of an ordinary motor-car. A load
of two tons was put on the wagon, and with
this it made a satisfactory journey to Wibsey.
The great advantage of the new wagon is that
it can travel either by means of the electric
equipment of the tramway system or inde-
pendently of it, by means of a battery carried
on the vehicle.

The equipment of the chassis of the rail-

less trolley-battery vehicle is similar to that of
the ordinary railless trolley-chassis, with the
addition of the battery, and includes two
20-H.P. motors with ordinary series- parallel control, and it will
therefore operate on a 500-volt circuit. The earthing device is an
extension of the steering arm of the vehicle, bearing on the track
by the medium of a cast-iron block, and at the same time auto-
matically steering the vehicle. (This device, which has been used
with con-iderable success for some time in connection with the

At the May meeting of the Association reference was made to the
fact that the list of membership was now representative of upwards
of 30,000 b.h.p. of Diesel engine plant. Several further engineers
having control of such plant were elected members.

Discussion on the Smithfield Market explosion was resura 'd.

Mr. R. L. Quebtieb, the London manager of Messrs. Rcavell
and C<\, Ltd., who attended the meeting by invitation, made seme
remarks on behalf of his firm, who were the makers of the air

compressor concerned. While not wishing to be dogmatic, he said,

they had a theory which seemed to fit the case and which, if

correct, showed that quite a simple precaution should prevent
further accidents of a j ike nature. The abnormal conditions
shown by the examination of the compressor after the accidmt
were, so far as they knew, confined to the high pressure suction

and delivery valves, which were exceedingly badly carbonised, and
to th^ relief valve on the intermediate purge-pot, which, when
tested after repair, only blew off freely at about 380 lb. per eq. in.

This relief valve was set by the makers to blow off at about 275 lb.

per sq. in., bo that it must have been re-a^ justed by screwing up
the spring to the limi^.

The accident occurred almost immediately on starting up after the
engine had been out of service for some hours, and therefore the
temperature of the compressor was very much lower than normal,
and it would seem that the conditions were not at all favourable
for an explosion to take place. There seemed no doubt, however,
that an explosion did occur, as, in the first place, a calculation of
the strength of the purge-pot showed that the bursting pressure
would be in the neighbourhood of 2,500 lb. per sq. in.

;
and,

secondly, the fact that it was broken into fragments indicated a

heavy and instantaneous shock, and not the fracture at the
weakest section, which one would expect with a steadily-increasing

load, even if that were rapidly applied.

Railless Trollet-Battebv Vehicle fob Goods Sebvice on Tbamways.

Assuming, therefore, that an explosion occurred, and that this

was cansed by the ignition of lubricating oil, it had been suggested
that such explosions were caused by the ignition of oil in the form
of mist or fog. One, therefore, had to account for the oil fog and
for the means by which the temperature was raised to ignition

point. His firm's theory was as follows :

—
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The high-pressure valves were not functioning, with the result

thai there was, more or less, open passage conneotion between the

final delivery-pipe to the blast-bottle and the intermediate purge
pot. The valve bstween the blast-bottle and the compressor
was opened just before the accident, and this would allow the

dense air in the blast battle to rush back along the pipes to the
intermediate purge pot by way of the high-pressure cylinder.

They suggested that the velocity at which the rush took place and
the density of air caused it to lick np and carry away any oil

deposited on the pipes and to churn this into a fog. The inter-

mediate relief valve, as tests recently made proved, was capable of

dealing with all the air aspired by the compressor with a rise in

pressure of not more than 30 lb. per sq. in., but it was obviously

incapable of dealing with an almost instantaneous rush of air from
the blast bottle, and consequently the pressure rose till a balance

was attained. All the while, of course, the intermediate cylinder

was delivering air, and had now to compress against this greatly

increased pressure, so that the temperature of the delivered air

rapidly increased till it was sufficient to ignite the oil mist in the
purge pot and cooling pipes. It was not necessary for this rush
back of air to take place immediately the blast bottle valve was
opened, because the compressor was at work and the conditions

necessary, namely, a more or less free passage into the I.P. purge
pot and coils, might not have been immediately present. Again,
the same conditions would be obtained with a slower leak back if

for any reason the I.P. relief valve were not in proper working order.

If this theory were the correct explanation of the explosion, it

was clj»r that the greatest safeguard possible would be a back-

pressure valve inserted in the final delivery pipe between the blast

bottle valve and the compressor. Mr. Quertier thought that this

valve should ba fitted close to the blast-bottle end of the pipe, as

there the air pulsation would be leBS definite and the air would be
cooler. These conditions would ensure the valve working freely

without undue wear or tender oy to stick.

Qjite apart from the accidenc above referred to, he thought it

was clear that no undue r:se in temperature could occur in the
compressor, even if either or both the high-pressure valves failed,

if in the first place the air in the blast bottle were prevented from
rushing back by the above-mentioned check valve, and, secondly,

if the intermediate- pressure relief valve were kept in proper work-
ing condition, so that it would prevent the I.P. delivery pressure

rising, by blowing off all the air aspired by the compressor with the
reisonable rise in pressure for which the relief valve was designed.

The next meeting of the Association will be held on Friday,
June 23rd, when Mr. Geo. E. Windeler will read a pap^r on the
Bubject of "Methods of Lubrication and the Difficulties of

Efficiently Lubricating a Diesel Engine."

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS,

AND PLANT.

Special X-ray Reflectors for Half-Watt Lamps.

Tn perm't advantage to be taken of the well-known merits of

the X-ray lighting system, when using half- watt lamps for the

E.G., have developed three new reflectors for use with Mazda half-

watt lamps. These retiectors embody the same merits as the

ordinary X-ray reflector in respeot of scientific design, freedom
from striation, and permanently high reflecting efficiency. The
distinctive feature of the new patterns is the provision of a special

backing to withstand the high temperature of half-watt lamps,
which would destroy the Bilver backing of the ordinary X-ray
reflector.

The " Jove'' X-ray reflector, which is very similar in appearance
to the " Scoop " type, is intended for use with 100-watt Mazda
half-watt lamps, and is suitable for windows of average propor-

tions. It throws an equal amount of light back and down, which
distribution is suitable for windows from one to one and a-half

times as high as they are deep. If the window height be about
twice as great aB its depth (measured from the front glass to the

background), the "Jupiter " X-ray reflector, in conjuction with a
100-watt Mazda half-watt lamp, throws a powerful beam of light

downwards, and thus meets the needs of the case. In general

appearance, the "Jupiter " reflector much resembles the " Helmet "

pattern of ordinary X-ray reflector.

The " Jumbo " reflector, for use with 500, 750 or 1,000-watt half-

watt lamps, is altogether a nnique production. It is the largest

one-piece glasB reflector ever blown (16J in. diameter, 13f in. high),

and is particularly suitable for the efficient direct illumination of

very large interiors. This reflector requires a special metal haDger,

at the top of which a special holder can be supplied with an
adjustable feature, which makes it possible to obtain two or three

degrees of spread to the light.

Toe makers confidently anticipate that the " Jumbo," " Jupiter
"

and "Jove" super-X ray reflectors will continue for half-watt

lighting the sterling services already rendered by X-ray reflectors

in the development of good lighting.

Westinghouse Flour Mill Plant.

A description of a flour mill installation, in which the electrical

equipment was supplied by the British Westinghouse Co., of

Trafford Park, Manchester, appeared in a recent issue of the B. W.
Gazette, from which the following notes are abstracted.

The original engine-drive included a good deal of gearing which
it was desired to supersede. The main mill consisted of four

floors, each with a line of shafting, while a wing of the building

contained the cleaning and conditioning plant. The question of

the electrical sub-division of the drive waB considered, and it was
decided to install a 110-h.p. motor to drive each of the four main
lines of shafting, while the drives for the cleaning, conditioning

and auxiliary plant were determined by the circumstances in each

case.

The mill contains a 35 10 (230 lb.) sack plant, and is fitted

throughout with three-phase Blip-ring motors.

Owing to the lack of space, the motors for the main mill were
let into the lines of shafting, and coupled np by flexible couplings,

as shown in fig. 3 ; in order to UBe high-speed motors, the shafting

Bpeed was increased from 175 to 375 B.P.M., and, as changes in

pulleys were necessary, it was decided to increase the break-roll

speed by 15 per cent., and that of the reduction-rollB by 25 per

cent , the result of which has been quite BatiBfactory.

In order to ensure that the four motors shall be started

simultaneously, the Btarters for the rotor cirouits, shown in fig. 4,

are geared together, and operated by one handle ; the starters are

" Jupiter " type for high windows.

Figs. 1 & 2 —X-Ray Silvered Glass Re-
flectors foe Mazda Half-Watt Lamps
for Window Lighting. Fig. 3.—Westinghouse Slip Ring Pipe-Ventilated Motor Driving Line Shaft

direct lighting of shop windows or other interiors, the British
Thomson-Houston Co., of Mazda House, 77, Upper Thames Street,

also interlocked with stator circuit-breakers on the wall beD-ind, so

that the latter cannot be closed unless the former are in the off
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positirm. The circuit-breakers, which are oil immersed, are fitted

with time-element overload and no-volt releases, and, in addition,
emergency push-buttons in various parts of the mill can operate
the latter releases.

The speeds of the scalpern, centrifugals, to., were not altered.
The wheat-waBhing and conditioning plant has a separate motor

drive, as also the wheat-cleaning plant.

THE APPLICATION OF SCIENCE
FACTORIES.

IN

Fig. i.—Coupled Westinghousb Liquid Startehs,

Separate motors are also installed for driving the grain intake
plants, sack hoists and general warehouse plant. In practice, it is
found safe to speed up sack hoists 25 per cent.
The current is derived from a supply company's transformer, and

passes through a distribution board. The work was carried out
by the British Westinghouse Co., under the supervision of MesBrs.
Horace Boot & Partners, consulting engineers.

Large Direct-Current Switchboard.
During the last few years the General Electric Co., Ltd.,

of 67, Queen Victoria Street, E.C., has produced a considerable
number of heavy-current switchboards for various municipalities,
and a recent example of this class of board is shown in fig. 5. This
board consists of 23 panels, comprising generator panels for con-
trolling the continuous-current side of two 1,620-KW. motor-
generators, with Witton- Kapp phase-advancers, which are being
manufactured by the G.E.C. at Witton. It also includes a large

Pio. .">.

—

View op Back of Heavy-Current "Witton"
Switchboard, Showing One of the Side Portions.

number of feeder panels for distributing the energy. The board
has been constructed in a form occupying three sides of a rectangle

;

the panels have a thickness of 2
', in., being composed of oiled slate

slabs ; in addition, all the circuit-breakers are mounted upon their

own slabs, 2J in. thick. The circuit-breakers controlling the
generators have a capacity of 10,000 amperes. Some idea of the
heavy charaoter of the gear can be gained from the Bi'ze of the
bus-bars, the latter being composed of 24 strips of copper, etch
4 in. x J in. thick.

The Employment Department.—The Board of Trade
announces that the Labour Exchanges and Unemployment
Insurance 1 'apartment will in future be known as the Employment
Department of the Bjard of Trade.

Bi mi:

{l-U tracts from o Presidential Address to II u I D Siui
Institute.)

The war, with its revelation uf great influences at worl
taught us all lessons which must be assimilated and

i in the fullest extent. I hi
I are ethical, noli

Ideal, and industrial. They are interdependent: each a

the other; and it is difficult to discuss one without involving
the other. But, obviously, in this Institute we ft]

coined with the ini al and economic factors of the prob-
lems. Even with this limitation, the subject offers wide scopi

for consideration. The industrial lessons involve science and
technics, design and manufacture, volume and economy oi

production, ami. finally, the relation of both employer and
employe to all of these. All are correlated, and we can only
achieve our aim if everyone, from the least skilled of workers
to the greatest of industrialists, resolves to consider the
ing of each not only upon himself, hut upon the prosperii
th«' Empire.
Science comes first. It is the dominant factor, be

should be the beginning of all things, and yet it is only one
element in the problem, because there must be co-operation
between laboratory research and manufacturing development.
This should be strongly enforced, as there is a tendency at

the moment to neglect the other factors. There is a greal
need for the extension of research and experiment, and my
experience is that much of this work is highly remunerativi
either positively in improved processes of manufacture, oi

negatively in eliminating faults and obviating wastage. Much
of it, however, is unremunerative. and in any case all of it

requires money. Excessive competition in manufactures nai

rews profits, and leaves little money for such work. Mann
f;;cturing firms have therefore difficulty in finding the where-
withal to embark initially on scientific research work, or they
are compelled, after starting it, to limit expenditure on its

ccLtinuance. The refusal of workers to utilise to the besl

advantage improved methods of manufacture, evolved by
experimental research, discourages industrialists in their evolu-

tion and application. These are axioms whose truth could be
established by many examples. When a charge of lack of

enterprise is made against manufacturers, blame should at tin-

same time be laid at the door of workers who do not realise

that their interests are intimately affected by the attitude they
display in all such cases. There lies the political connection
with the problem. It is not enough for the State to assist

or otherwise encourage scientific research and experiment.
The nation is equally concerned with the profitable applica-

tion of the results, in order that national prosperity shall be
augmented by ensuring that the fullest utility will be derived

fiom scientific research and experiment. The question, there-

fore, is a national one. The employment of the people and
their well-being depends upon plenty of work. This, in turn,

requires the maintenance of a great export trade. Efficiency

and economy in manufactures can do much to win and retain

foreign as well as British Imperial markets. This necessitates

advance towards perfection of design and greater volume ol

output, through improvement in the mechanical means of

pi eduction evolved by experiment. It follows that research

should be a charge on the selling price. To counterbalance
this charge it is essential that the volume of output should be

increased. Thus, when we reach the bedrock of industrial

conditions we find that, unless restrictions and limitations

dictated by workers' organisations are abolished, much of the

gain possible to the nation due to research and experiment
must be lost.

An example may hen be given of the influence of the

restrictive methods of Trade Unions. Early in the war it

was found at the Parkhead Forge that the output from the
respective machines was not SO great as what the machines
were designed for, andfne of the workers was induced to du

his best to obtain the most out of a machine. Pie very greatly

increased his output, notwithstanding his predilection for

trade union restrictions. When it was found that the demands
of the Government for a greatly accelerated production of

sh.lls required the employment of girls in the projectile fac-

tory owing to the scarcity of skilled workers, these girls m
all cases produced more than double that by thoroughly

trained mechanics—members of the trade unions—working
sentative cases may be quoted thus : In the turning of the shell

body the actual output by nirls with the same machines am!
working under exactly the same conditions and for an equal

number of hours was quite double that by trained mechanics.

In the boring of shells the output was also quite double, and
in the curving, waving and finishing of shell bases quite 120

pei' cent, more than that of experienced mechanics. These
cenditions applied to war time, when the peril of the nation

anded unselfish, patriotic exertion by everyone, and the

men who thus limited the output can only be regarded as

unworthy of the privileges of citizenship. In peace time the

same results, due to restrictive measures, must necessarily

I andicap severely all manufacturers in their aim to advance

the prosperity of the nation by ensuring adequate employment
for all.
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There is little need to demonstrate that ideal conditions in
manufacture are associated with a higher rate of wage and
large total earnings per worker per week, and this is attain-

able without forfeiture of a satisfactory profit, provided—and
this is the crux of the whole problem—all w-orkers make the
most of all the appliances which scientific research and
mechanical experiment may place in their hands, by increas-

ing the volume of production per unit of time and by working
lull time. These, again, are well-known economic laws, but
they are not enforced often enough. Until they are applied,

the gain from the application of science to industry will not
be fully realised for the benefit of the workers of the nation.
The awakening of the worker to such responsibility is thus

as important as the arousing of the nation to the need for

more scientific methods. But that does not in any way excuse
the manufacturer for any deficiency in enterprise. In fair-

ness, however, it should be made clear that some progress has
been made in this direction in our own history. A few iron

and steel manufacturers as long ago as the 'eighties began
tentatively to carry on chemical and metallurgical research
work, and they have been steadily and continuously increas-
ing the extent of the work done, with very satisfactory results.

The present crisis and the prospect of a great trade war in

the near future justify a consideration of the importance of

increased diligence in this essential department of industrial

activity and of the encouragement afforded by results in the
past.

Scientific research falls naturally into two main divisions,

and in considering how such work can be extended it is

iriiportant at once to differentiate between the two. The
work may be characterised in the one case as purely theoretical,

aimost classical ; in the other as distinctly technical or prac-

tical. In the one, the results are indicative of potentialities

for the future, more or less remote ; in the other they are for

immediate application, or generally contemporaneous with
actual manufacture. Obviously only a limited amount of

what I have termed classical research can be undertaken by
the manufacturer, particularly where the current demands for

chemical, metallurgical, or mechanical research for practical

woi;k monopolise much time and apparatus. Such classical

work must, therefore, be separately undertaken. Where it is

not dependent upon experience in every-day industrial work,
i* would seem that State or other public laboratories could
readily undertake it. This condition would apply to new
piocesses, to new discoveries, or to new- materials. This line

of demarcation of scientific work is further justified, because
in public laboratories the difficulty of practical direction or
control is often experienced. Where there is an attempt to

do work capable of immediate application, it becomes essential

that the guiding influence should be immediately conversant
with every-day practice in the factory. In this category there
are. therefore, included improvements, whether in chemical or
n t chanical processes, in combinations of metals, or in the
reduction of the cost of production. All of these are more
or less dependent on precedent, and consequently require com-
plete intimacy with existing conditions.

There should be no disposition to limit the original or purely
classical w:ork in scientific research. When this is borne in

mind only good can accrue from close association, even in such
purely scientific research, between the industrial and the
theoretical scientist. What is distinctly theoretical to-day may
become the practice of to-morrow, and no one who has been
associated with such work can fail to realise that there are

no more difficult questions presented for decision than the
potentialities, from a commercial point of view, of problems
solvable in the laboratory.
Purely theoretical research may yield important commercial

results, and we are thus brought into contact with one of the
difficult problems associated wdth national expenditure on such
work. It is admitted that science knows no boundaries; but
at the same time there is the important commercial rule that
national expenditure must be justified by national gain.

Where humanitarian work is involved no one will object to

the gain from national expenditure being universal. Thus, all

work for the prevention of accidents in mines, or in other
employments, may be undertaken by the State, and the publi-

cation of results broadcast be justified. But where a new
discovery, a new process, or new materials of great advantage
to the industry of a nation are evolved, the advantage
ought to accrue to that nation. It is admitted that between
the discovery of the germ of a great idea and its application

t ) manufactures much diligent work must be done, and that,

too, of an important scientific character. But with the dis-

closure of the basic idea the subsequent work becomes invit-

ing, perhaps comparatively easy, even if it is expensive or

requires long and expert experiment. With the conduct of

research in public laboratories a difficulty arises in connection
vvith the publication of scientific results.

There should, however, be a great extension of the practice

of conducting experiments on behalf of firms who direct and
pay for such research, particularly of firms who desire to

follow a definite line of research not immediately connected
with any of their manufacturing processes, and whose current
work does not permit of such researches being undertaken.
No doubt in the future there will be much of this work for

such public institutions, and a satisfactory measure of secrecy
will be attained. There would no longer be the objection that
the fullest experience of current works practice is not avail-

able by those engaged in the public laboratory if there were
such direct and close contact between the public laboratory

and the works of the firm directing and paying for the re-.

search.

One of the difficulties in finding a scientific staff for the
factory is the limitations of our educational system. It has
been put on record recently that at Cambridge only four col-

leges are presided over by men of scientific training ; at Oxford
not one; and that of the 35 largest and best-known public
schools 34 have classical men as headmasters, and in no case
do scientists hold a high place. It may be contended that
such institutions were intended originally to give a classical
or liberal education ; that they were based on the concept
that the fundamental principle of education is the cultivation
of the mental faculty. On the other hand, science has become
so essential, not only to the industrial, but even to the
domestic life of the nation, that scientific training might be
made to serve a greater part in the future than in the past in
cultivating the mental faculty. In any case, the accepted
principle that entrance to the largest number of posts in the
Civil Service should be contingent on an examination where
science plays the smallest, if not a negligible, part, tends to
encourage the youth of the country to neglect scientific train-

ing, and to bring into the service of State departments, many
of which are concerned with scientific work, men with little

knowledge of and less sympathy with science. The State
endowment of research has been delayed, and is now ham-
pered, by the absence of this influence in Government staffs.

Until there is an educated and liberal-minded control of our
industrial and commercial Government departments, the true
relation of the State to science can never be realised nor its

benefits fully materialised. It is because of the gradual
awakening of publicists to these considerations that many look
with the greatest measure of hope to a quickening of interest

ia scientific research within factories. No firm which neglects
such work can expect to achieve the highest success, indus-
trially or financially. We must still pursue a vigorous policy
of enlightening the working classes on the importance of the
fullest advantage being taken of all chemical and mechanical
improvements conducive to increased production. But, at the
same time, no opportunity should be neglected of enforcing
the need for a more active participation in research and experi-
ment by manufacturers in all processes of production.

I am persuaded, from my own experience, that reward
follows from the pursuit of scientific methods. Continuous
investigation by a trained staff is absolutely necessary for

efficient work, and it is essential that managers and works
superintendents should be sufficiently acquainted with the
scientific side of their work to apply in a practical way the
recommendations made from the laboratory and ensure the
desired results. This presupposes co-ordination between the
manufacturing staff and the research staff, so that we have
here, again, a proof that scientific work must be done in the
woiks, under the stimulus of the chief. For this reason, too,

it is desirable that young men should have at least the first

part of their practical laboratory training within the works.
Educational authorities should maintain a closer contact with
the works, so that not only would these young men be
grounded in school laboratories for practical work, but the

student would have a better chance of being placed subse-

quently in a position in the works laboratories where his

ability would more readily be developed. And here. I cannot
refrain from the suggestion that the training in works labora-

tories should be regarded as part of the higher education of

the future metallurgist, and that there should not be an imme-
diate desire for high remuneration. Experience is of far

freater permanent value than the earning of a big wage at

the commencement of a scientific career.

While we should be masters in one branch of science we
should know a little of all others, and watch all progress

s\mpathetically and intelligently.

In 1889 Sir Robert Hadfield dealt before this Institute with
alloys of silicon and iron, and his investigations, taken up by
others, led to the important discovery that certain elements,

like silicon and aluminium, could render steel more permeable
under low magnetic fields than the purest commercial iron

then available. The usefulness of this discovery to the elec-

trical engineering trade was at once recognised, and a special

silicon steel was shortly afterwards applied to the manufac-
ture of transformers. From this purely scientific work there

has sprung the trade in special transformer sheets, &c, and
it has been computed that in the nine years from the introduc-

tion of this material the aggregate output in America alone

of machines using it amounted to no less than 14,000,000 kw.,

and the annual saving in the latter year in electrical energy,

due to its better magnetic properties, was about 10,000,000

dollars.

A further illustration of the value of organised research

applied to the improvement of an industrial product is afforded

by that undertaken to find the factors which prevented the

present metallic-filament lamp from being run at a higher

efficiency than one watt per candle-power. By adopting the

results arrived at, a lamp was made which had an efficiency

of 0.5 watt per candle-power and an average life of 2.000

bours—the now well-known " half-watt lamp." This, it is

safe to predict, will ultimately supersede all other forms of

glow lamp, and be a serious rival even to the flame arc itself.

Scientific methods applied in the works can achieve much
in avoiding wastage, in ensuring greater reliability in pro-

cesses, in providing labour-economising mechanical appli-

ances, and by recovering all by-products. Every industrial

process should be examined constantly and methodically by
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the trained scientific staff, whose sole duty it would be to
elucidate the principles upon which the process depends, and
to ascertain, in the laboratory first, and afterwards in the
works, the conditions of maximum efficiency. Every failure
and every flaw should be recorded and explained, so that the
cause may be avoided and the process of manufacture
improved. Responsibility, therefore, rests upon all manufac-
tuiers to make such research work part of their productive
methods.
A great duty and responsibility rests also upon the State

and upon the worker. Instead of being hampered by legisla-
tion manufacturers should be encouraged, because on manu-
factures the prosperity of the nation will depend much more
in the immediate future than in the past. What is required
13 that everyone, scientist, technologist, employer, and worker
shall do his best for the common weal. It would be easy to
demonstrate that many developments towards improvement
and increase in production, in a great variety of factories, have
been regarded as mediums only for justifying the same wage
earnings for the same output with less physical effort: Were
the highest efficiency of all such improvements realised bv
the workers, their earnings would be higher and the output
wculd be greater without any increase in physical effort.
Charges would be spread over the greater volume of output,
manufacturers would be encouraged to prosecute research
w-ork to a still greater extent, and by the improving of the
character of the production and the cheapening of its price
the nation would be better equipped to face the keen competi-
tion in all the markets of the world which is bound to arise
ia the immediate future. There would be no unemployment
problem. Thus, while we foster metallurgical science, we
must not neglect the equally important subject of industrial
economics and the duty of the State and the worker towards
such problems.

WAR ITEMS.

The German in British Commerce.—At the annual con-
lerence of the Association of Trade Protection Associations of
the United Kingdom, held last week in London, in bringing
foiward a resolution on behalf of the London Wholesale Hard-
ware Club, which recommended the affiliated societies to ask
their members to print names of partners or directors on their
stationery, and against these names to put the country of
the partner's or director's birth, Mr. Nettlefold (according to
the Ironmonger) thought that a main object of every trade
society and Chamber of Commerce ought to be to get rid of
the Germans who had come over to do business here. " Most
business men left at home were now unfitted for shouldering
the rifle, but they might well take the knife and try to get
nd of the cancer which had been undermining the country's
strength. There were two classes of Germans involved : one
was the unnaturalised, which was being dealt with by the
Board of Trade, which, like all Government departments,
moved slowly. If the war went on another ten years they
might perhaps dispose of 20 per cent, of this class.

* The Asso-
ciation should suggest that an Advisory Committee of every
trade in the country should be brought together to help the
Board of Trade in this matter in their own special individual
trades. If, however, they were going to get rid of the natura-
lised Germans in trade, it must be done by showing there was
a feeling of repugnance against them."

Exemption Applications.—At the Saltburn Tribunal an
application for extension made by an electrical engineer was
refused.

At Stockton-on-Tees, Aid. T. B. Watson applied for exemp-
tions in the case of John Thomas Walton, aged 39, the
manager of the electrical fitting and plumbing business of
T B. Watson & Son, at Middlesbrough, and of his son, Coun.
H. C. Watson, aged 36, who is in charge of the plumbing and
electrical department at Stodkton. Exemption for three
months was granted in the case of the manager at Middles-
brough, and the application in regard to Coun. Watson was
adjourned.
At Stalybridge, last week, Mr. F. Schofield, commercial

manager of the Joint Tramways & Electricity Board, appealed
for the exemption of Samuel Holt, aged 25, traffic clerk. The
three other clerks formerly employed in the office are now on
military service, and it was urged that special training was
required for the position of traffic clerk. Conditional exemp-
tion was granted.
At the Exeter Tribunal, an electrician who applied for a

wireman said it was true that women were being trained in
this calling in the city, but they would not be able to do the
work for at least six months, if thev could then, which was
very doubtful.
At the West Sussex Appeal Tribunal, a Worthing Kinema

appealed for the exemption of a single man, aged 27, an elec-
trician, wireman, and spare-part maker. His was claimed to
be a certified occupation. The Local Tribunal had refused
exemption as the occupation was not certified. Capt. Dawes
said that this was the very class of man who was wanted for
the Army. A wireman was no longer an exempted occupation,
and recruits of the class were wanted for the Royal Engi-
neers. The appeal was dismissed.

At the Southwark Tribunal, Messrs. Alexander Hawkins and
Sons, electrical engineers, applied for the exemption of the
manager of their dispatch department, who was responsible
for the repair of electric motors in works Where Government
contracts were being carried out. He was granted exemption
as being in certified occupations, the stipulation being that he
should join the Volunteer Training Corps for Home Defence,
if required. Mr. F. J. Hawkins, a member of the film, wan
also granted a similar exemption. He was a fully-trained elec-
trical litter, and was superintending the erection of motors
iu munition works. The firm had lost 13 men since the out-
break of the war.

At a sitting of the Newcastle Local Tribunal on 9th inst.,
Mr. E. Hatton, manager of the Corporation Train
appeared in support of the application for the exemption of
certain tramway employe's from military service. He said
they had a number of married men conductors who were
being trained as drivers. Out of 823 employe's, there were 133
who were eligible for service. There were 30 single motor-
men he must keep, and there were 100 married men who had
received conditional exemption. There were 107 conductors
who were being trained as drivers, and these he desired to
be exempted. In reply to the Chairman, Mr. Hatton said if

the Government would release soldiers who were no longer
needed for service, he would be glad to release some of the
Corporation employes, but the Government would not hear
of it. There was, too, an increasing difficulty in getting hold
of women. The Chairman suggested that an application be
made to the Ministry of Munitions to secure released men
so that further tramway employes might be released. It was
agreed that the motor-men should be given conditional exemp-
tion, and a similar course was adopted with respect to 32
single drivers, who were being trained as drivers, and 75
mairied conductors. It was also decided that all up to and
including Group 7 (men under 25) should be refused exemp-
tion, all inspectors up to and including Group 40, and all

labourers at the power station also should be refused exemp-
tion.

Total exemption has been granted to Mr. Ernest Bond (31),

applied for by the Wedmore Light & Power Co., Ltd. It was
stated that Mr. Bond was the only one left to supervise the
gas plant, engines, dynamos, batteries, and other apparatus,
and to do the necessary repairs.

Before the Herts. Appeal Court, a Luton electrical engineer
appealed against a period of exemption granted by the Local
Tribunal. He said that he was induced to start business
thiough being misled at the recruiting office, where he was
told that he would not be required by the Military. The
appeal was refused.

At Colchester, the manager of an electrical engineering busi-

ness at Marks Tey, owned by a lady, was granted three
months' exemption. The employer stated that appellant was
the only one left in her employ, and if he went the business
would be closed, and she would be without means.

The Southend-on-Sea Tribunal has exempted until June 1st

an electrical engineer, who has been in business for nine years
at Westcliff. He said that he had contracts to complete, and
that he employed two assistants who were under military age.

A Buxton electrical engineer appealed to the Local Tribunal
for himself and one of his men. He stated that all his capital

was invested in the business, and military service would
mean financial ruin. He was engaged on military hospital

work, which would take some months to complete. Five of

his staff had enlisted, and he had failed to find a successor

for the man appealed for. The employer was given six

months, and the employed two months.

The Heckmondwike Tribunal has granted conditional

exemption to an electrician engaged by a local firm.

Conditional exemption has been granted to the resident elec-

trical engineer at the Keswick generating station. It was
stated that he was the only electrician available, and that if

he went the works would have to be closed.

At Coventry, Messrs. Hutt Bros., electrical engineers and
contractors, appealed for Mr. A. Franklin, electrical engineer,

the only eligible man left. Mr. Hutt stated that he was running
the business single-handed, and was himself called up. The
matter was put back for 14 days with a view to badges being

secured for Mr. Hutt and his employe. Mr. Frank D. Cham-
bers, electrical contractor, who also appealed, was exempted
until May 31st.

At Buxton, application was made for exemption for the

engineer-in-charge of the electric light plant at a local hydro,

who, it was asserted, could not be replaced. The Tribunal

allowed exemption until October 5th.

At Dover, on May 10th, the manager of the Burlington

Hotel, appealed for the hotel electrical engineer (30). The
Advisory Committee recommended no exemption, and this

was agreed to.

The Amersham Tribunal has refused extended exemption to

Hugh R, Butler (24), electrician to Mr. Freeman, of Chart-

ridge, who stated that he was engaged upon important experi-

mental work, and that Mr. Butler was essential, as he main-

tained the plant.

An electrician, 32 years of age. married, applied to Clayton-

le-Moors Tribunal, on May 12th, for exemption on business

grounds. He had contracts to complete, and he could not
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get anyone to take his business. He was the only electrician

in Clayton-Ie-Moors. Exemption granted to July 10th.

At the Tynemouth Tribunal application was made on behalf

of an electrician, aged '27, employed by a local firm. The head
of the firm stated that the young man was the only qualified

electrician left in the town (North Shields), the others having
either gone into " controlled " establishments or joined the

Colours. Conditional exemption was granted.

At Oldham, an electrical engineer and contractor who had
lost four men, appealed on his own behalf, and was exempted
till September. He also appealed for his brother-in-law, aged
19, who was employed by him as an electrician and wireman.
He urged that he was absolutely indispensable, but the appeal
was disallowed, the man, however, not to be called up before

Tune 1st. Temporary exemption for two months was souaht
by another Oldham electrician for 3n employe in order that

existing contracts might be completed. This appeal was dis-

allowed, but the man is not to be called up before July 1st.

At Warrington, an electrical engineer and contractor
appealed for exemption, and it was stated that seven of his
employes had joined the Army. He was responsible for the
maintenance of the electrical plants at some of the local

munition works. Application had been made for badtres for
himself and some of his employes, and on hearing this the
Tribunal adjourned the case for a month.

Johannesburg and Trade After the War.—In our last issue
we reprinted from a South African contemporary a series of
recommendations respecting after-the-war trade which had
been before the Johannesburc Chamber of Commerce. This
Yeport, it is interesting to state, was adopted at a general
meetinc of members called at the suggestion of the
B E.A.M.A. South African Overseas Committee, and held on
April 3rd. All the B.E.A.M.A. Overseas Committees are work-
ing towards the same end. namely, the protection and main-
tenance of the. British electrical export industry, and in con-
nection with these efforts thev are enlistinc the co-operation
of engineering and commercial associations in their respective
territories in bringing their objects before the various Domi-
nion Governments.

To be Wound Up.—The following appear in the lntest

list of enemy businesses to be wound up by order of the
Board of Trade :

—

Bleichert's Aerial Transporters, Ltd., 36, New Broad Street,

E.C., constructors of aerial wire railways. Controller : Mr. W.
Hancock. 90-91. Queen Street, E.C.
The Plender Co., Broad Street House. E.G., wooden pulley

manufacturers. Controller : Mr. J. Baker, Eldon Street House,
E.C.
Hammer, Bayreuther & Co.. 21, Mincing Lane, E.G., rubber

merchants. Controller : Mr. R. J. Knight, 3, Raymond Build-
ings, Gray's Inn, W.C.

Prohibited Exports.—A number of pages of the " Board
of Trade Journal " for May 11th are occupied with a lengthy
list (revised and complete) of prohibited exports.

The list will also be found in the " London Gazette " for

May 12th.

Germany's Investments Abroad.—A Reuter dispatch from
Christiania states that the German firm Schuckert, of Nuern-
berg, which owned half the shares in the Hafslund Joint Stock
Co., has recently sold its shares to a Norwegian firm. It is

understood that the purchase price was 18,000,000 kroner
(about £1,000,000).

arid is bound to continue so, and consequently a legitimate profit

on lampB would be welcome.

The Calcutta Supply Co. has recently offered a reduction in its

rates from July 1st, to five annas for lighting units and three annas

for fan and small-power units or, if preferable, a flat rate of four

annas all round, with substantial rebates after the first 5,000 units.

Although this seems a substantial reduction, it only affects the

large consumer to any extent. A flat rate has been asked for by

the public for some time as it simplifies installations, lessens meter

rents to half, and incidentally reduces the first oost of wiring by

about 20 per cent. This, in itself, is something, but the Bmall

consumer still cries out for more reduotion.

INDIAN NOTES.

[From Our Special Correspondent. 1

The present week, April 21st, ends the longest period which India

has been without a full mail since the war began ; the last mail

recevei bein? d ited March 17th, and the next mail in will he

April 22nd. The mail of home date, March 25th, was apparently on

the ill-fated S'lssex and only a very few bags reached India.

Electrical firms are inconvenienced as much as most others, as one

looks out for home mails these days with extraordinary anxiety,

for our invoices of goods long ordered and still not advised.

A stroke of extraordinary luck overtook a particular well-known

firm recently. With big lamp orders booked, and not a word of

advise of their shipment from home, a message was unexpectedly

received from the harbour authorities that a consignment of 10,000

lamps was lying in the goods sheds awaiting delivery with

demurrage daily mounting up ! Dalivery of the lamps was soon

taken.

Metal-filament lamps are about the only electrical goods which
have not advanced in puce in India since the war began. In faot,

if anything, the prices have deoreased somewhat. The principal

lamps marketed are the Osram, Mazda, Ediswan, Phillips, and

Wotan.
An attemptwasmadesome timeago to regulate prices, and meetings

were held, attended byrepresentatives of the different lamp interests,

but nothing praotioal was done ; in fact, worse price-cutting than

ever took place afterwards. This is somewhat of a pity, because

electrical Ibusiness in plant and other electrical material is slack

LEGAL

Rontgen Rat Electric Apparatus.

In the Patents Court, on Wednesday last week, Messrs. Watson and

Sons (Electro-Medical), Ltd., applied to avoid or suspend Letters

Patent Nos. 9.499, of 1912, and 13,903, of 1913, registered in the

name of the Siemens & Halske Aktien-Gesellschaft, Berlin, in order

themselves to manufacture in this country an electrical appliance for

use in connection with Rontgen-ray radiographs.

The applicants' case was presented by Mr. E. C. R. Marks,

and Mr. Imray appeared for the patentees, the patents being

nominally registered as owned by the German company, though

they were said to be beneficially owned by Messrs. Siemens Bros,

and Co., Ltd., of Woolwich.

The pitents cover improvements on the ordinary form of electric

apparatus, in order to obtain a more satisfactory discharge in the

X-ray tube. Ttte invention aims a* reducing the time oonstant of

the apparatus, by varying the primary circuit at the moment of

commutation. Immediately prior to commutation the whole of

the primary winding is in circuit. The commutator automatically

cuts out half the primary, so that at the moment of commutation

only half the primary coil is in circuit. The same result may be

obtained hy having two primary windings with different time

factors. B rfore the commutation, the patentees have the primary

of higher time oonstant in the circuit, and at the moment of

commutation tbey automatically cut in a second primary having a

lower time constant.

A statutory declaration was read by Mr. Geoffrey Pearoe,

managing director of Watson & Sons (Electro-Medical), Ltd., who

explained that the applicant firm were a sub-company of a very old-

established British company, Messrs. W. Watson & Sons, Ltd., of

313 High Holborn, London, and were on the contractors list of

theAdmiralty, the War Offioe, the India Office, and many foreign

Governments and were engaged in the manufacture of X-ray and

electro-medical apparatus.

The company possessed every faoihty for the manufacture at

their own works by their own British workpeople of apparatus

constructed in accordance with the specifications, and they desired

to manufacture the apparatus to fulfil an urgent Government

order which they had obtained. They had also other orders and

inquiries for the apparatus, and it was highly desirable at the

present time that this apparatus should be manufactured to an

adequate extent in this country, to meet the growing demand.

Mr Imrat pointed out that Messrs. Siemens Bros & Co., Ltd.,

were beneficially interested in the patents, were doing a great

amount of Government work, and were prepared to carry out the

manufacture of this type of apparatus. However, as the Govern-

ment had approached Messrs. Watson & Sons (Electro-Medical), Ltd.,

Messrs. Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd., would not objeot to a licence

being granted to them. The only question that remained was the

question of royalty.

Mr Marks offered 2i and 3 per cent, on the patented part of

the apparatus, roughly half of the entire apparatus, which would

oost about £100. Finally, the applicants agreed to pay 4 per cent,

on the selling price of the entire machine.
_

The Controller of Patents (Mr. Temple Franks) intimated

that he favoured the issue of a licenoe to the applicants, and stated

that they would hear from the Board of Trade on the Bubjeot in

due oourse.

Adams r. Broadhent.

With reference to our report of this case, Mr. Frank Broadbent

wrireB as MIowb :— '',..»
j. ki-L-

" One or two little inaccuracies have crept into your report of the

above case, but there is only one which I deBire to correct, namely,

the statement that the counsel for the plaintiff expressed the

opinion that my later patents were not valid. This is not the case :

the plaintiff's witness admitted in cross-examination that if my

patents were valid his company had infringed them, but he

expressed no view at all as to the validity."

Munitions Cases.

At the Oldham Munitions Tribunal, last week, a Trade Union

secretary appeared on behalf of two men who desired leaving

certificates from their employers—an eleotncal firm. When the

oase was called, the representative of the firm said he thought he

oould save time by making a short statement. The two men, he

said were in a reserved occupation, being engaged on oertain wort

in the meter department. The firm had communicated with tn«
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military authorities, and it had been agreed that they ahould

release as many of their hands as possible. They had stuck to

that, and the firm could now release these two men who were

applying for leaving certificates, as they would be able to replace

them with female labour. He proposed, therefore, to inform the

military authorities that his firm no longer desired to keep these

men in the reserved occuoation, and he took it that they would enter

the Army. The Trade Union secretary waB commencing to address

the Tribunal about something- that was said by the firm's repre-

sentative at a sitting of the Tribunal some months ago, when the

Chairman (Mr. James Hodgson) interrupted, and said that had

nothing to do with the matter. The applications of the men were

granted. The Trade Union secretary said he should take the

matter up elsewhere, and would instruct the men to register as

munition workers. The Chairman said he was afraid he oonld not

hear the seoretary any further. The firm's representative had

undertaken to grant the leaving certificates, and there was nothing

before the Court.

At the same Court, a man appealed for a certificate enabling him

to leave the electrical works where he was engaged, and return to

his former employment as a coal miner. The firm's representative

said they left it to the Court to decide whether the man was

rendering greater national service where he was than if he were in

the pit. The appeal was refused, the Chairman stating that the

man had made out no case for a certificate.

Petition i;ob Prolongation of Patent.

The hearing of a petition for the prolongation of the patent of

1902, granted to the Runcorn White Lead Co., Ltd., Mr. George

Vincent Barton and others, for improvements connected with the

production of lead oxide, was concluded by Mr. Justice Sargant

in the Chancery Division on May 1 2th.

Mb. Fairfax, K.C., with whom was Mr. Moritz, said the subject

matter of the patent was litharge, an oxide of lead which had a

very extensive application, especially in the construction of storage

batteries. This particular substance was also converted into white

lead or red lead. Mr. Barton, while manager of the Runcorn

White Lead Co., made the invention which was the subject of the

patent. Messrs. Rowe Bros. & Co., Ltd., of Exeter and Runcorn,

were now the owners of the patent, and though the business

carried on under the patent had not up to 1915 been successful, in

that year the receipts were greater than the expenditure, and

Messrs. Rowe now hoped to turn the patent to advantageous

aeoount. They had had to face labour difficulties at Runcorn and
heavy cost of freight, besides German dumping and competition

among British manufacturers, but they had purchased land at

Liverpool and were to erect thereon works on a larger scale for the

manufacture of litharge and its conversion into white and red lead,

and they expected to save 15s. a ton in respect of freight for raw
material and products. In these circumstances Messrs. Rowe and

Mr. Barton, who was paid a royalty on the products, petitioned for

an extension of the term of the patent.

The Crown, represented by the Solicitor-General, K.C, and Mr.

Austen Cartmell, opposed the petition on the ground that the

patent was of no commercial value.

At the conclusion of the arguments his Lordship reserved

judgment.

Hill r. John Lysaght, Ltd.

In the King's Bench Division on Tuesday this action came on for

hearing.
Plaintiff, an electrical fitter living at St. Albans, claimed to

recover damages from defendants for personal injuries sustained

through the alleged negligence of a servant of the defendants.

The defendants denied the alleged negligence.

The hearing was adjourned till Wednesday.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Book Notices. — Electrical Apparatus Making for
Beginners. By A. V. Ballhatchet. London: Percival Marshall
and Co. Price 2s. net.—This is an excellent guide for the novice,

being obviously written by one who has been through the mill,

and knows from experience the troubles and difficulties that will

bs met with. He recommends a liberal equipment of tools, and
with this we cordially agree ; but the whole of the work described

in this book can be done without a lathe. Theconitruction of primary
cells of various types, simple galvanometers, a moving-coil
galvanometer, a rheostat, electromagnets, bells and indicators, a
Morse sounder and key, simple motors, an induction coil, tele-

phones, voltmeters, &c, is clearly explained, with great detail, on
the basis of the author's own work, and we think the ambitious
amateur will find the book of the greatest interest and value.

The Arc is " a magazine written and edited by No. 3 Coy. L.E.E.,

RE.(T.)," at its station on the coast; it has reaohed its fourth
issue; and is going strong, with numerous advertisements, and all

the usual symptoms of prosperity. We have been turning over
the pages of the last three issues, and note that the contents are

varied in the extreme, brightly written, and full of looal and topical

interest, while the many jests are proof of the cheery spirits of our
pbmradeB on active servioe, The following speoimen of frightful.

ness occurs in a oolumn of queries :
" What condition the editor must

have been in to spell Mesopotamia, Messupathomehere .'
" Never-

theless, we congratulate the producers on the energy and origin-

ality displayed in their scanty leisure, and wish success to their

lively magazine.
" Scientific Papers of the Bureau of Standards." No. 273 : General

Design of Critically-damped Galvanometers. Washington : Govern-
ment Printing Office.

Sale of Tyneside Plant.—Messrs. I). H. Long-
botham & Co., Ltd., of Inge Foundry, Wakefield, have purchased
from the Newcaetle-on-Tyne Electric Supply Co., Ltd., several

Parsons turbo-alternator sets, with condensers, &c, ranging from
2, 1)00 to 5,000 kw, These sets are being taken out for the sole

reason that it is necessary to make room for larger sets, consequent
upon the continued development of the company's undertaking.

Trade with Russia.—The Rtjsso-British Trade
Exchange, Ltd., 16, Regent Street, London, announce that they
are taking step3 to establish in Moscow a series of exhibition show-
rooms and salesrooms, with Anelo-Russian technical and clerical

staffs, for the representation of British and Colonial manufacturers
and merchants on a co-operative basis. The details are set forth

in a circular which has just been issued.

Stoker Contracts.—We have received a list of contracts

for stokers recently received by the Underfeed Stoker Co.,

Ltd. Among these are many oontracts for munioipal corporations,

a number of collieries in this and other countries, mills, iron-

works, &c, also the Midland Electric Corporation for Power Dis-

tribution, and the Compagnie Generale de Distribution Electrique,

Bil Iancourt.

The \ational Electrical Code 1015.—The office of

H.M. Trade Commissioner in Canada has forwarded copies of the
" 1915 National Electrical Code." This Code has been adopted by
the Canadian Fire Underwriters' Association, and British firms are

notified of the necessity of complying with the requirements of the
Code before undertaking the sale of their goods in the Dominion
of Canada. A few oopies of the Code are available for distribution

to United Kingdom manufacturers of electrical apparatus, and
they may be obtained by such manufacturers on application to the

Commercial Intelligence Branch of the Board of Trade, London,
E.C.

—

Board of Trade Journal.

For Sale.—The City of Leeds Electricity Department
has for disposal 1,000 -bh.p. triple-expansion, 3-cylinder vertical

Bellies engine, 2 sets horizontal surface condensing plant, with
pumping and circulating engines, six 700-kw. two-phase alter-

nators and exciters, and one additional circulating engine.

A - sale by public auction, by order of the liquidator of the
Consolidated Diesel Engine Manufacturers. Ltd., and Diesel Engine
Co., Ltd., will be held at the Ipswich Works, Hadleigh Road,
Ipswich, by Messrs. Wheatley Kirk, Price & Co., on Wednesday,
June 7th, of the stock of Diesel engines, spare parts and stores.

For further particulars see our advertisement pages to-day.

Advance in Prices.

—

The Walsall Electrical Co.,

Ltd., announce that, from June 1st, their prices will be increased

by a further 10 per cent., owing to the heavy increase in cost of

labour and material.

Canadian Trade.—The Ottawa correspondent of the

Times states that a Commission of six leading Canadian business

men is to visit Great Britain, France, and Italy, to study ways of

developing Canadian commerce. The Commission may be accom-
panied by Sir George Foster, Minister of Trade and Commerce. Sir

George Foster has arranged with the British Board of Trade to have

sent to Canada a display of German and Austrian products to be

exhibited in leading Canadian cities. He is making plans for the

encouragement of chemical and industrial research work in Canada,
with the co-operation of the Universities and chemical societies.

Dinner.—The employes of Messrs. H. T. Boothroyd,
Ltd., electrical engineers, Bootle, sat down to dinner together on
Saturday, May 6th, at the Bear's Paw Restaurant, Liverpool. The
guest of the evening was Mr. J. H. Woolliscroft, who has just

resigned from the position of general manager, in order to com-
mence business on his own aocount. Mr. Woolliscroft was pre-

sented with a silver rose- bowl and a silver match-box, and, in

response, he suitably expressed his appreciation. For a concert

which followed, the talent was provided by a number of the

employes.

Liquidations. — Baldur Engineering ami Supply
Co., Ltd.—A meeting of creditors is called for May 22nd, to

accept the resignation of the liquidator, Mr. H. C. Caley, who is

now on active service abroad, and to appoint Mr. ,T. W. Buck, of

39, Victoria Street, S.W., in his place.

Biddle Automatic Signal, Ltd.—This company is winding

up voluntarily with Mr. W. Braby, 25, Victoria Street, S.W., as

liquidator. A meeting of creditors is called for May 22nd.

Univeksal Cheap Cables, Ltd—A meeting of creditors is

called for May Kith, at 30, Bash Lane, E.C.

Colston Electrical Works, Ltd.—A petition for the wind-

ing up of this company presented by Haslam i Stretton, Ltd.,

Cardiff, creditors,' will be heard at Bristol on May 31st. p

R. E. Connold, "late eleotrioian," carrying on business at

Canterbury, now RN.A.S.—Receiving order made May 11th on
debtor's petition.

Lancashire Motor and Engineering Co., Ltd., Preston.—
First meetings of creditors and cODtrJbntoriea, May 25th,
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Bankruptcy Proceedings. — Arthur Faraday
Hawdon, electrical engineer, Yetholm, Elmfield Gardens, Gosforth,

Northumberland.—The application for discharge of the above-

named debtor was fixed for May 11th, at the County Court, WeBt-
gate Road, Newcastle- on-Tyne, but was withdrawn. Bankrupt not
to be at liberty to apply again without the leave of the Court
and notice to the Official Receiver and payment of the costs.

Trade Announcements.—Mr. R. E. Connold, elec-

trician, of Ha, The Parade, Canterbury, having joined the Forces,

has discontinued the business. The stock is to be sold by auction

on May 23rd.

The firm of H. Hartmen & Co. has been turned into a private

limited company under the title of Holder, Harriden, Ltd. Mr.
F. W. Lang is the sole director.

Messes. A. Hurst & Co., announce that their address is now
again. 59, Farringdon Road, London, E.C.

Catalogues and Lists.—Messrs. Simplex Conduits,
Ltd., Garrison Lane, Birmingham.—Sixteen-page publication in

which Mr. L. M. Waterhouse gives an illustrated account of the

protective coverings of Simplex conduits—their new "Zenex"
and " Xegrex " finishes. The former is a pure zinc covering, and
the latter is a pure zinc finish subsequently treated with enamel.
The firm have recently installed at their Birmingham works what
is said to be probably the largeBt automatic plant in the kingdom
for dealing with the deposition of pure zinc on the surface of steel

conduits. It is claimed that the extra expense involved in initial

outlay will be more than compensated by the increased life and
freedom from faults and breakdowns. Simplex " fittings are

finished in exact conformity with the "Zenex" and "Negrex"
finishes of the conduits.

"Z" Electric Lamp Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Southfields,

London, S.W.—Three book-markerB are being issued to the trade

generally as part of the company's publicity measures relating to
" Z " lamps.
Mr. C E. Miller, New York.— Catalogue and price list of

automobile and other like supplies.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Accrington.—Loan Sanctions, &c.—Aid. Higham,
the chairman of the Electricity Committee, referring to the loss

of £3,410 on the electricity undertaking last year, following a loss

of £3,670 in the previous year, pointed out that they were losing

money on the contracts made before the war. He was sanguine,
however, that their finances would improve considerably during the
coming year. They had made out their case, that the load on
their station was such as they could not cope with without the
extension of plant. The B. ofT. had intimated that on formal
application, sanction would be given to borrowing £7,000 for a
new chimney, boiler, and flue to the destructor plant, and £14,000
for new electrical generating plant, cooling tower, boiler and feed
pumpB.

Australia.—The A usiralian Mining Standard states that
there is every likelihood of the proposed electric light and power
scheme for Ipswich (Q.) being carried out, if the Queensland
Treasurer agrees to allow 12 months' grace to the company, in

view of the difficulties arising from the war. The terms of the
Order-in- Council granting the concession stipulate that the period
shall not exceed 25 years, and that the local authorities and
probably the State Government shall have purchasing rights at
the end of 15 years and 25 years, under certain conditions. The
price to be charged to local authorities for tramway supply is to

be £5 per kw. of maximum demand per annum plus Jd. per unit,

and for the city pumping plant, should the city decide on electric

pumping, fd. per unit plus a reasonable kw. charge. The
municipal authorities have agreed not to exercise their purchase
rights before 25 years, and to request the Minister to grant the 12

months' grace asked for.

Barnes.—Owing to the fact that the net profit (£769)
on the electricity undertaking for the paBt 12 months is not sufficient

to meet all eventualities, more especially as in the eight years
immediately prior to the war the average net profit amounted to

£2,500, the electrical engineer suggests that as from the June
quarter an amount equivalent to 10 per cent, should be added to all

accounts. This proposal would, the engineer states, provide a sum
of approximately £1,250, and provided the cost of materials
remains the same, would ensure a net profit of about £2,000 for
the year 1916-17. The Lighting Committee will consider the
question at its next meeting.

Canada.—The Court of Appeal has upheld the claim of
North Vancouver municipality for power to expropriate the electric
distributing system within its borders, this being part of the B.C.
Electric Railway Co.'s system.

A bill has been introduced in the looal legislature of New Bruns-
wick to permit the development of electrical energy from the St,

Croix River.

Continental.—Spain.—A new central station has just
been inaugurated in Segovia by fche Sooiedad Co-operativa Electra
Segoviana, a company supplying light and power. The first

equipment comprises two hydroelectric groups of Francis turbines,

built by Escher, Wyss & Co., and two alternators furnished by
the Swedish General Electric Co.

—

Industria e. Znveneiones.

Dover.— Loans, &c.—The Loaning Authority has

agreed to renew for five years, at 5 per cent., the loan of £157,000
for the electricity undertaking.

dlravesend.—Proposed Loax.—TheT.C. has decided to

approach the L.G.B. with regard to a loan for an electric supply to

the Town Works, Nortbfleet, of the ThameB Metal Co. The esti-

mated outlay is £3,000, and the company guarantees for three

years a minimum annual payment of £400. Without any guarantee,

the company now pays over £2,000 a year for current supplied to

its Rotherhithe works.

Great Harwood.—Prov. Order.—The U.D.C. has

instructed its clerk to apply to .'the B. of T. for the renewal of the

E.L. order.

India. — Rangoon Street Lighting. — The chief

engineer of the Rangoon municipality, while in Eagland, will

inquire into the various systems of street lighting. The need for

this has arisen from the fact that the present electric lighting of

Rangoon is not considered satisfactory by the Municipal Com-
mittee.

—

India n Engineering.

Kendal.—The T.C. has offered to supply current for

power, during the present year, at ljd. per unit, to Messrs.

Atkinson & Griffin, and Mr. H. J. Croft, if each guarantees a con-

sumption of 8,000 units during that period.

Knottingley.—Prov. Order.—The B. of T. has

extended the Electric Lighting Order for one year from July,

1916.

Leig'h.—Loan Sanction.—The T.C. recently applied

for permission to borrow £18,300 for extensions at the electricity

works, and sanction has now been received for the borrowing of

£5,536. It appeared that if the full scheme had been sanctioned

there would have been danger of men being drawn from more

urgent work.

Lincoln.—Revised Prices.—The various firms taking

power under contract have agreed to pay the increased prioe for

electricity decided upon by the T.C. some weeks ago.

Llanfyllin.—Public Lighting.—With reference to

the offer of Mr. R. A. Jones to light the town by electricity, men-

tioned in the last issue of the Electrical Review, the T.C. has

decided to take the opinion of the ratepayers on the matter. The

present price of gas is 8id.per 100 cb. ft., and Mr. Jones offers to

undertake the public lighting at a cost which will save 2d. in the

pound on the rates.

London.—L.C.C.— The Finance Committee recom-

mends the sanction of the Council to the borrowing of £3.000 by

the Hammersmith B.C. for electricity mains, transformers, fwitch-

gear and house Bervices ; and of £3,000 by the Hampstead B.C. for

purchase of a new switchboard.

Stoke Newington.—The Electric Lighting Committee recom-

mends the installation of surge arresters at the electricity sub-

station, at an estimated cost of £61.

Shoreditch.—Loan Sanction.—The L.C.C. has advised the

B.C. that it is prepared to advance the £2,00n rtquired by the

electricity department for house services and meters, and the B.C.

has been recommended to take up the loan. The B.C. is making

representations to the B. of T., the Railway Executive Committee,

and the Admiralty Coasting Trade Office on the matter of coal

supply.
Westminster.—The City Council has been recommended to

agree to the increase in charges for electricity supplied by the

Charing < 'ross and St. James's Companies to the Council Buildings.

Middlesbrough.—The Electricity Committee has decided

to extend the supply to a large local works.

New Zealand.—The installation of the Kaponga Town
Board's hydro- electric plant was expected to be completed last

month ; the township is situated on the Kaupokonui stream across

which a concrete dam has been built. The plant consists of a single-

discharge horizontal-shaft type Boving turbine capable of develop-

ing 70 b.h.p., coupled to a 45-kw., 230-volt dynamo ; a d.p. battery

of 128 cells, and about 2 miles of pol6 line. The system is two-wire

d.c, with the street lighting on a separate circuit.— Commonwealth

Engineer.

Licences have been granted for electrical installations and lines

in Thames County, in the borough of Spreydon, in Kidnapper

survey district and in Mangohua County.

—

Board of Trade Journal.

Pendleltury.—The new power station which has been

erected and equipped for the Acme SpinniDg Co., Pendlebury, is

expected to be running by the end of the present month. The

firm haB used electricity for driving purposes for several years at

the No. 1 Mill, and now the electric drive is being adopted at the

firm's other factory, the whole of the power to be derived from its

own power Btation. Hitherto the electric supply for the newer of

the two mills has been obtained from the Lanes. E P. Co. The
B.T.H. Co,, of Rugby, has supplied the electrical machinery.
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Rochdale.

—

Extensions and Loans.—The recommen-
dation of the Electricity Committee that function should be sought
from the L O.B. for the borrowing of £60,900 for extensions at

the electricity works was considered at a special meeting of the

T.C. on May 11th. Councillor Walker said the Committee did not
propose to spend the whole of the money now or in the immediate
future. The outlay proposed now was on a new chimney, econo-

mises induced draught plant, and other work, estimated to cost

about £ 10,000. The other money would be spent as required, and the

Council would be sole to consider the development step by step.

An amendment that borrowing powers be sought to carry out the
portion of the scheme stated to be urgently required—No. 3

chimney, induced draught plant and economiser—was adopted by
22 votes to 10.

In a supplementary report on the electricity undertaking, Mr.
S. L. Pearce (Manchester City electrical engineer) reoommends
that the question of a further increase in the prices charged for

current should be considered.

Swansea.

—

Public Lighting.—The Electricity Com-
mittee has approved the proposal of the engineer to change over

the whole of the existing enclosed arc lamps to incandescent
lamps.

West Hartlepool.—Year's Working.— It was re-

ported last week that the income from the Corporation electricity

undertaking for the past year showed a net increase of £1,295,
chiefly from power supply. The income from public and private
lighting was greatly reduced. The expenditure increased by
£1,023, the principal item being for the purchase of coal. After
meeting all expenses there was a credit balance of £311',, against
£44 in the previous year.

Worcester.

—

Loan Sanction.—The T.C. has received

permission from the L.6.B. to borrow £240 for the extension of
the supply to the works of Messrs. Heenan & Froude.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

Asiley.—Owing to the extension of coal mining in the
Astley district, the South Lanes. Tramways Co. is being urged to
extend its system in this area.

Birmingham.—The Corporation tramways last year
carried 14 million more passengers than in the previous year, and
the traffic revenue increased by £125,000.

Bury.

—

Year's "Working.—The total mileage worked
by the Bury cars in Bury and adjoining areas, during the year
ended March 31st last, amounted to 1.549.360, and 15,810,869
passengers were carried. The gross traffic receipts in the several
areas, were: Bary, £45.837; Radcliffe, £14,361; Heywood,
£7.438, and Salford, £1,986, making a total of £69,622, as com-
pared with £68,908 in the preceding year. The total receipts
amounted to £69.792. The financial result showed a net surpluB
of £18,334, of which £7,315 represented the net profit on the
Bury undertaking, after paying £1,645 war allowances. The profit
was allocated as mentioned on page 482. The Bury generating
station supplied 1,404,707 units, and the Radcliffe station 389,014
units, the energy consumption showing a slight increase per car-
mile, owing to the lack of skill of the new men, while the price of
electricity has also been increased by 10 per cent. Mr. Clougb, the
manager, points out that of the estimated life of the rails, 15 years,
about 12 have now expired, and that the period for renewals is fast
approaching. A fund of £30,000 is available for this purpose.

Canada.—According to the statement of the general
mrnager of the Western lines, the Canadian Pacifio Railway is still

oonBidering the electrification of its lines through the mountains of
the British Columbia division. The matter has, of course, often
been mentioned before.

East London Railway.

—

Assessment.—Theelectrically-
operated East London Railway, which is worked by a joint com-
mittee of six companies, and runs from Shoreditch, under the river,
to New Cross, has for the last 30 years been assessed at a figure
varying from £2,000 to £8,000. The joint oommittee, which had
unsuccessfully appealed to the London Qaarter Sessions on four
previous occasions, has now, on its fifth appeal, obtained a reduc-
tion on rateable valne from £5,092, recpntly fixed by the Assess-
ment Cimmittee, to a nominal figure of £100. The Assessment
Committee was ordered to pay the joint committee's costs.

Heywood.

—

Year's Working.—There was a loss of
£518 on the tramway undertaking during the past year. In the
previous year there was a loss of £1,042.

Leeds.—Tramway Goods Trafeic—The annual re-
port on the Corporation tramways points out that sintfe October the
tramways have been used for o&rrying fireclay aoross the city for
a local firm. Mr. Hamilton (the manager) has been asked to
report fully on the possibility of UBing the tramways for goodi
traffic, particularly those in the northern area, which is unserved
by railways or canals.

London.—L.C.C.—The following comparative state-

ment shows the income and expenditure relative to the working of

the Council's tramways in respect of the two years, 1914-15:—
1914. income £2,268,669, expenditure £1,615,466 ; 1915, income
£2,399 M7, expenditure £1.700,572. The expenditure for the year
ended March 31st, 1915, includes a charge of £42,209, in respect of
allowances made to officers and employ's of the tramway depart-
ment serving with B..M. Forces. The surplus on (working)
revenue account for the year 1914-15 amounted to £699,276 ; the
net revenue account showed a deficiency of £33.173, which was
met out of the balance standing to the credit of the general reserve
fund.

The Finance Committee has bad under consideration the question
of the periods to be allowed for repayment of capital expenditure
in connection with the substitution of turbine sets for reciprocating

plant at the Greenwich generating station, and after conferring
with the Highways Committee and with the approval of the
Treasury, recommends for :—

Expenditure on river works, foundations for new machinery,
and alterations to buildings (for completion of works of a
permanent character (£23,640)—60 years.

0;her alterations to existing buildings (£1,310)—25 years.

Expenditure on new plant and machinery (other than additional
steam, exhaust, feed condenser, &c, pipeB)—15 yearp, on the under-
standing that, in the event of payments into the renewals fund on
the agreed basis being resumed at any future date, the question of

the period for repayment shall be reviewed.

Expenditure on additional steam, exhaust, feed condenser, &o.,

pipes—25 years.

Cost of re-blading turbines and re-winding generators to be
charged to revenue account or renewals fund.

Outstanding debt in respect of each of the old machines—to be
provided for in two years, from the end of the financial year during
which the old machine in question is replaced.

The Highways Committee during the quarter ended March 31st,

1916, has settled 483 claims against the Council in respect of

accidents arising in connection with the working of the Council's

tramways, amounting to £6,478. In 22 other cases actions were
brought against the Council. In 13 of these a verdict against the

Council was given, and sums amounting to € 1,023 and costs had
to be paid. The remaining nine actions resulted in the Council's

favour ; £584 has been received in settlement of claims made by
the Council in respect of damage to tramway property.

Luton.

—

Assessment.—In November last the Commis-
sioners of Taxes dismissed the T.C.'s appeal against the assessment
of the Corporation for income tax under Schedule D in respect of

the rent received from the tramway lessees (Messrs. Balfour.
Beatty i; Co., Ltd.) A claim was thereupon made that the Council
should have an allowance made for depreciation. The lessees con-

tended that they alone were entitled to the depreciation allow-

ance, but after protracted negotiation an arrangement has been
made with the lessees and the Inland Revenue authorities, whereby
the Corporation shall have the benefit of so much of the usual

depreciation allowance as will release the Corporation from the
payment of income tax except to a small extent during the two
last years of the existing lease.

Nelson.—The Tramways Committee has decided to

have five additional cars fitted with new bodies by the United
Electric Car Co., of Preston.

Plymouth.

—

Electric Vehicle.—The City Council
has decided, by 29 votes to 20, to purchase an electric lorry at a
cost of £1,055.

Ramsbottom.

—

Wages.—The Traction Committee has
refused to grant an application of the tramway men for an increase

of wages, on the ground that the present rate of pay is equal to

that paid to drivers on small tramway systems like that of
lUmsbottom.

Rochdale.—Three persons were injured as the result of

a tramway smash on Friday, last week. A car in Drake Street got
out of control owing to the failure of the brakes on the greasy
rails, and collided with two coal carts, subsequently running into

a double-deck car. Several passengers received a shaking.

Southampton.

—

Year's Working.—The tramway
manager strongly recommends the levying of a charge for excess

luggage on the cars, that is to say parcels other than personal

luggage not execeeding 28 lb. in weight. For the twelve months
to March 31st last, the receipts of the undertaking amounted
to £78,064, an increase of £10,022 compared with the previous

year. There wa9 also an increase in the number of passengers
carried to the extent of 2,228.651, although the mileage run fell

short of the figures for 1915 by 66 929. There was a decrease of

4,499 units in the energy UBed. The receipts, passengers carried,

and units consumed per car mile all show an increase as compared
with twelve months ago, the former by l'862d., the second by
l'676d., and third by .045d. The manager is to report upon the

penny seotions, and as to the advisability of revising them.

Sout hend-on-Sea.—The Light Railways Committee haB

instructed the electrical engineer not to proceed with the proposal

for engaging women as temporary drivers, but to apply for the
exemption provisionally of 17 motor-men, and to appoint tempo-
rarily other suitable men for the season traffic when the

necessity arises. The Oommittee has considered the question of

the fares at present oharged on the tramways, and the rates charged
for the supply of energy, but has decided to make no alteration at

the present time.
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Salford.

—

War Bonus.—A recommendation has been
pnt forward that female conductors shall be paid the same bonus
as males for similar duties.

Swansea.

—

Extension of Time.—The Tramways Com-
mittee proposes to ii struct the town clerk to make application for

an extension of time fur the construction of the Carmarthen Road
aid Port Tennant Road tramways.

U.S.A.

—

Electric Freight Yards. — The detailed

plans of the WeBt Sile Improvement in New York city, which have
been filed by the New Yirk Central Railroad, include the electrifi-

cation of the company's 12-mile freight entrance to the city,

and extensive track reconstruction work, iivolving the covering of

the tracks through several miles of parks, at an approximate cost of

$50,000,000. Particular interest attaches to the work because of

the large scale of the freight switching operations which will be
involved ; there are four important freight yards on the route.

The traias will operate on either 1.200 or 600 volts, and the loco-

motives will be insulated for 1,200-volt operation, according to

the oompany's practice in connection with its recent passenger

locomotives. The locomotives will be available for either

1,200 or 600-volt working ; it is exp'cted that 75 will be

required, and these will handle two classes of rervice, viz.,

through freight trains and switching Bervice. Under pre-

sent conditions trains of 3,000 tons are handled, bit mOBt

of the trains are 1,500 tons or lesB in weight. Mach of

the traffic has tn be handled at relatively high Bpeed on account of

the dense passenger traffic on the New York Central's electrical

route to which the Went Side tracks connect. The road locomotives

will operate between New York and Croton, the northern end of

the present electric zone, a distance of 31 miles. A new 20,000-

kw. turbine set will be installed in the company's Yonkers power
Btation which supplies this section of the railway, and three Bub-

stations will be provided for the new electrical lines.

A new public service terminal buildin^ has been opened in

Newark, N.J., which is stated to have cost $6,000,000. Electric cars

enter the terminal from the east over an elevated structure and
from the west through a subway. The ground floor or concourse

contains public gas and electric showrooms, &c, while the upper
floors contain offices. The terminal is connected with surrounding
districts by 10 lioes, and has been provided to accommodate this

traffic and prevent interference between it and local traffic

West Hartlepool.

—

Year's Working.—To the Cor-
poration, last week, it was reported that the past year's revenue
from the tramways was £19,482, against £19,506 in the previous

year, the working expenses being £13,126, as against £11,574 in

the preceding 12 months. Notwithstanding the increase in work-
ing expenses, a sum of £1278 was oarried to the reserve fund,

making the total amount of that fund £5.706.

It was reported that an application from motormen and con-

ductors for an increased war bonus, had been referred to the
Management Sub-Committee.

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

Marconi Station in Danger.—The Dublin corres-

pondent of the Daily Telegraph states that a large body of rebels

plotted to seiz? the Marooni station at Skerries, county Doblin.
The local police got word of the attack on Easter Tuesday ; there
waB only a small military force at the station, bat every prepara-
tion was made tn meet the attack. On Wednesday the rebels

captured the villages of Swords and Donabate, and prepared to
march on Skerries, but jast then a destroyer came along and
landed 200 men, who at once entrenched themselves around the
station. The rebels, on learning of the presence of the destroyer,

went off in the direction of Dublin.

Spain.—The city of Seville possesses a telephone
system, but the municipal authorities have refused to extend it

beyond the bounds of the city. An interurban company serves the
principal provincial capitals of Spain ; bnt its system has no direct

connection with the urban system. Now it is suggested to com-
bine the urban and interurban systems, and to extend the inter-

urban system to the cities and towns in the neighbourhood of
Seville. In the six provinces adjacent to that of Seville there is a
population of 5,170,000 inhabitants, with 48 important cities and
319 of lesser grade. The Interurban Co. which is studying these
extensions is the Compania Peninsular de Telefonos Interurbanos.—I/id>istria e Invenciones.

United States.—The annual report of the directors of
the American Telephone and Telegraph Co. (the B-ll system)
states that at the end of 1915 there were over nine million stations
connected, an increase of half a million ; the total mileage of wire
in use was 184 million miles, 93 per cent, being of copper, and 10i
million miles are underground, the total cost of the underground
oonduits and oables being 41 million piunds sterling. The length
of phantom circuits in use amounted to 196 841 miles ; this item
is reported this year for the first time. The effect of adopting
phantom oircuita is to obtain three speaking circuits from four
wires, and it is possible to use two phantom circuits in like manner
for a super-phantom called a " ghost," giving 7 circuits from 8

wires—but this is not uBed commercially, as the gain
does not justify the added oomolications. The daily average
traffic in 1915 was 2ii million messages, making the
immense total of S 652 million effective connections per annum,
exclusive of all uncompleted calls. The expenditure on capital

account during the ye»r was 6£ millions sterling, compared with
10 millions in 1914. Provision for depreciation of plant absorbed
9 millions, an average of 5'2 per cent, on the cost of plant, it being
a firm policy of the company to provide each year out of revenue
a sufficient amount to cover the estimated wear and tear,

obsolescence, and inadequacy of plant accruing during that year,
so that when any plant has to bs superseded sufficient reserve is

available to meet the resulting loss of capital. This is the only
way in which present telephone users can be made to pay for the
wear of the plant they are using.
The total capital expenditure of the system amounts to no lees

than 273$ million pounds sterling.

Daring the year trans-Continental communication was accom-
plished, and the service proved so satisfactory that the work of
extending the improved form of construction was at once put in
hand. It is now possible to talk from any State in the Union to

at least some point in any other. The engineering department
also succeeded during the yfar in transmitting speech by wireless
telephony from Arlington, Virginia, to California, Paris, and
Hawaii, and the transference of the speaking vibrations from wire
to space, and vice rerxii, was also achieved. As regards the possi-

bility of wireless telephony ever taking the place of wire tele-

phony, the ecgineers of the company emphatically state that, so

far as preBent knowledge and indications are concerned, there ia

no such prospect.

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.

Australia.

—

Sydney.— June 20th. Municipal Council.
Two-ton electric lorry. City Surveyor, Town Hall.

Melbourne.—June 14th. Victorian Railways. Electric lamps
and lampholders for signal system.*

Bedford.—May 25th. Coal for the Corporation Elec-
tricity Works : Mr. ChaB. Stimson, Town Clerk.

Belfast.—May 24th. Electricity Committee. Chain-
grate mechanical stokers. See " Official Notices" May 12th.

Keijrhley.—May 22nd. Wiring at Fever Hou>ital and
Sanatorimn, Morton Banks Speculations (.103.), Sir. H. Webber,
Borough Electrical Engineer, Ooney Lane.

Liverpool.—May 3 1st. Liverpool Overhead Railway.

Twelve months' supply of electrical fittings. Particulars from
General Manager, 31, James Street.

Manchester.—May 23rd. Coal (best steam cobbles).

Tramways Committee. J. M. McElroy, General Manager, 55,

Piccadilly.

May 26th. Electricity Committee. Stores for one year. Mr.

F. E. Hughes, Secretary, Electricity Department, Town Hall.

New Zealand.—June 23rd. Oamaru Borough Council.

Overhead mains and street-lighting equipment (Contract No. 2) ;

power-station equipment (Pelton wheels, alternators, &c.) (Contract

No. 3) ; service meters (Contract No. 4) ;
line transformers and

accessories (Contract No. 5).*

Pahiatua.—July 10th. Borough Council. Overhead wires,

poles, Btreet lamps, gas engines, producers, dynamos, auxiliary

apparatus and accumulators. Specifications from Borough Offices or

E. J. Fenn, Consulting Engineer, Auckland.*

Rochdale.—May 24th. A 110, economiser; A 111,
electrically-driven induced draught; A 112, chimney and flues

;

A 113, a9h-handling plant. Specifications, &>., £1 Is., from Mr.

C. C. Atchison, Engineer, Dane Street.

Spain.—Municipal authorities of Almorox (Provirce of

Toledo). Tenders for the concession for the electric lighting of

the town during six years.

May 30^h.— Manioipal authorities of Figaeras (Province of

Geroua). Tenders for the concession for the electrio lighting of

the town during five years.

May 31st. Municipal authorities of Adradros (Province of

Segovia). Concession for the electric lighting of the town during

ten years.

Swindon.—May 30th. Corporation. Steam coal for

the electricity works and waterworks respectively. See " Official

Notices " May 12th.

Specifications for the items marked * can be seen at the Board
of Trade Commercial Intelligence Branch in London.
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CLOSED.

Government Contracts.— List of new contracts for

April, 1916 :—
War

1 'istrihution boards.—Dorman & Smith, LM.
Batten- boxes.—Hcwson Manufacturing Co., Ltd. ; Marshall, Hons ft Co.,

Ltd. ; Ransome", 8ims & Jefferies, Ltd.
Itridgo meggers.— Evershod A Vignoles, Ltd.
Electric cable and wire.-Craigrpark Klectric Cable Co., Ltd.; General

Blectrio Co., Ltd. : Johnson, Mattlny A Co., Ltd. ; Johnson ft Phillips,

Ltd.; Liverpool Electric Cable Co., Ltd.; St. Helens Cable 4 Rubber
Co., Ltd.

Electric cranes.—Baboock A WilOOX, Ltd.
Electric secondary station.—D.P. Battery Co., Ltd.

Eleetrolysers and accessories.— Mather ft Piatt, Ltd.

Engines, dynamo, switchboard, Ac.— Petters, Ltd.
Generating sets.— AuBtin Motor Co., Ltd.
Eleotric lamps.—Honig & Mock, Ltd.
Switchboards.—Drake A (iorham, Mil.

Works services.— Electric equipment for power house, British Westing-

house Electric A Mfg. Co., Ltd. ; eleotric lighting, telephones, Ac,
T. Clarke A Co. ; electric lighting installations (various), T. Clarke and
Co. ; G. E. Taylor A Co. ; Ellis A Ward, Ltd. ; Foote A Milne, Ltd.

;

S. Dixon ft Son, Ltd.

India Office Stobe Devart.ment.

Backs and cups.—Bullers, Ltd.)

Cells.—Siemens Bros. A Co.
Elements.—General Electric Co., Ltd.
Engines.—Lancashire Dynamo Co.
Switchboards.—Eckstein, Heap A Co.
Transformers.— British Electric Transformer Co., Ltd.
Wire.—T. Bolton A Sons; Shropshire Iron Co. ; Calender's Cable Co.. Ltd.

Post Office.

Electric lighting, Bolton new Post Office.—Grindlay, Ross A Co., Ltd.

Testing apparatus.—General Electric Co., Ltd.
Telegraph cable.—Telegraph Construction A Maintenance Co , Ltd.

Telephone cable.—London Electric Wire Co. A Smiths, Lid. ; Telegraph
Construction A Maintenance Co., Ltd.

Dry cells.—Siemens Bros. A Co., Ltd.
Telephone oords.—London Electric Wire Co. A Smiths, Ltd.
Insulators.—Doulton A Co., Ltd. ; Taylor, TunnioliHe A Co., Ltd.
Telegraph ironwork.—Bullers, Ltd.
Glow lamps.—British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. ; Edison ft Swan U.E.L.

Co., Ltd. ; General Electric Co., Ltd.
Bronze wire.—P. Smith A Co. (incorporated in the London Electrio Wire

Co. A Smiths).

Hants.—The Hants County Council has entered into an
agreement with the Chloride Electrical Storage Co. for the main-
tenance of the storage battery at the Park Prewett Asylum for

ten years from the date of its first charge, for £61 a year.

Kirkcaldy.— Council. Electricity meters for one year.

Chamberlain & Hookham, Ltd.

London.— L.C.C.— The Highways Committee has
accepted the under jientioned tenders for the supply during 1916-17

of tramways equipment, ,v.c.

—

Electrical equipment (motor and generutori spares.—A. Clan 1 A Co. (six

months only) ; British Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Co., Ltd.

Electrical equipment (controller, circuit-breaker and other switch details,

and magnetic brake) ares.—British Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Contact fingers and parts, segments, Ac.—British Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Co., Ltd.; Dyer A Young; E. Showell a Hjns,
Ltd. ; Tramway Supplies. Ltd.

Electric cable, fuse wire, and cotton-covered wire.— Liverpool Electric-

Cable Co., Ltd. ; Cullender's Cable and Construction Co.. Ltd. ; British
Insulated and Helsby Cables, Ltd. ; London Elect -ic Wire Co. and
Smiths, Ltd.

Copper bonds.—Watlington A Co.

Moulded insulators.—British Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Co., Ltd. ; Crystallite Manufacturing Co , Ltd. ; Ebouestos Manufac-
turing Co., Ltd. ; Litholite, Ltd.

Track insulators and porcelains for electric track work.—Bullers, Ltd.;
Taylor, Tunnioliffe A Co., Ltd.

Machined bronze bearings.—Anti-Attrition Metal Co., Ltd.

Brake shoes.— Pease & Partners, Ltd.

Malvern.—U.D.C. Contract renewed for a year for

electric meters with the Electrical Apparatus Co.

Southend-on-Sea.—Light Railways Committee. Mate-
rial for the fixing of the new overhead equipment on the Leigh
route :

—

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

Institution of Mechanical Engineers.—Friday, May 19th. At 6 p.m. At
Great George Street, S.W. Paper on " Spur-Gearing," by Mr. D. Adamson.

Royal Society of Arts.—Monday, May 22nd. At 4.80 p.m. At John Street
Adelpbi. W.C. Cantor Leoture on 'Vibrations, Waves and Resonance,''
by Dr. J. Erskfhe-Murray (Lecture IV).

Wednesday, May Q4tb. At 4.S0 p.m. Peter le Neve Fostar Priae
Essay, on " Zinc, its Production and Industrial Applications," by Mr. J. C,
Moulden.

Royal Institution of Great Britain.—Friday, May 26th. At 5.30 p.m. At
Albemarle Street, Piccadilly, W. Leoture on "X-rays," by Prof, C. G.
Bart-la, F.K.S,

NOTES.

Resuscitation After Electrical shock. — In the

Elaotrioal World Mr. W. P. Strickland recently wrote as follows :

— Recently one of our foremen after climbing a pole preparatory

to stringing primary wires received a shock that caused him to

fall to the ground. It is inferred that in adjusting hie belt and
shifting his position his spur cut out, and that to save himself he
instinctively reached out and touched the wires carrying 2,300

volts. When the other linemen and ground hands reached him
to all appearances the man was dead. One of the linemen, follow-

ing instructions, immediately took hold of the ankleB of the limp
body, lifting it until the whole weight rested on the neck and then

letting it fall. He then took a pair of connectors and hammered
the soles of the injured man's feet without removing his shoes.

Another lineman opened the man's mouth, pulled forward the

swallowed tongue (which occurs in electric shock) and was about
to begin the Schaefer prone method of resuscitation when the man
returned to life. He was removed to the hospital and is alive and
well to-day, though suffering severely from his burnB.

For the past year the writer has been teaching his men to

Btrike the feet without removing the shoes in all cases of electric

shock. Some years ago an accident occurred where a man came
in contact with 6,000 volts, fell from the pole, and was restored to

consciousness by this means, although he was terribly burned and
died three days later. Another accident that came to the writer's

attention happened in New Jersey when a man came in contact

with a wire carrying 2,200 volts. This man was struck violently

on the feet, his tongue was pulled out, and he was restored to

consciousness before the arrival of the doctor.

A Canal Comedy.—The Times has received from a
correspondent copies of a correspondence which would be merely
amusing if it did not reveal a lack of serious thought and energetic

enterprise on the part of some of those who are responsible

for the working of canals in this country. It appeaTS that the

South Metropolitan Electric Light and Power Co. wanted to

avoid paying the high freight for the carriage of coal from the

north, and inquired of the Grand Junction Canal what facilities

that company could offer. A reply waB received stating that ae

the company was not a carrier, the letter had been passed on to a

canal carrier. A discouraging note was appended to the effect that
it was practically impossible to bring coal from Yorkshire collieries

to Greenwich. A letter to the Regent's Canal Co. brought
forth a reply in which the writer gave his enthusiastic blessing to

the scheme, but said that the matter had been referred to another
canal company which, owing to its greater length of waterway,
ought to be more interested. Another difficulty arose at this Btage
owing to one of the canal companies suggesting that it might be
necessary to tranship the coal at Brentford, as it was rather
dangerouB for the canal barges to venture so far down the river as
Blackwall. Meanwhile, communication having been established
with the canal carrying concern, it was learnt that the canal
carrier had died, and his executors, after carefully examining the
position, had come to the conclusion that no further work could be
undertaken owing to the extra demand made for boats by the usual
traders. The South Metropolitan board communicated fu-rther

with the canal companies, but so far the only help it has derived
from them ia a suggestion that it should form a syndicate to buy
or build barges !

The Chemical Society and Alien Enemy Members.
—As the result of vigorous action on the part of the members, the
Council of the Chemical Society called a special general meeting
to consider the question of removing the names of nine alien

enemies from the list of members ; the meeting took place on
Thursday last week, when an amendment retaining the names on
the list was carried by 93 to 91 votes. The society is constituted

b7 Royal Charter and provided by the nation with free quarters at

Burlington House. After a long and heated discussion, the meet-
ing was adjourned, and on its resumption the amendment will be
submitted as a substantive motion.
We hardly need remind our readers that it is to the fiendish

ingenuity of German chemists that such loathsome devices as

poisonous gas, lachrymatory shells, and " liquid fire" are due. and
of all classes of German scientists, these have achieved the most
brilliant success in debasing their manhood and befouling the fair

fame of science in the eyes of the human race.

The Electrochemical Equivalent of Silver.

—

According to No. 271 of the Scientific Papers of the Bureau of

Standards, U.S.A., which deals with the question of inclusions of

foreign materials in silver voltameter deposits, the value adopted
for the electrochemical equivalent of Bilver by the London Elec-

trical Congress of 1908 (111800 mg. per coulomb) is the closest

figure that can be assigned to this constant, and appears to be cor-

rect to within a few parts in one hundred thousand ; the atomic
weight of silver ia not known to this degree of accuracy. Taking
the present international value of the atomic weight, 107'88, the
value of the Faraday is 96,494 coulombs, but for general purposes
the round figure 96,500 is recommended.

Longitude by Wireless.—The determination of the
difference in longitude between Paris and Washington with the
aid of wireless telegraphy, which has been in progress since

Ootober, 1913, has been completed. The distance between the
stations is 6,175 km. The result, expressed in terms of time, is

5 hours 1 7 minutes 35'67 seconds, and has a probable accuracy of

the order of O'Ol second,
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Association of Electrical Station Engineers.—The
most active branch of the A E S.E. at present is Manchester, which
has become concerned with the introduction of female labour into

various stations in the district. The following resolutions were
passed at a recent meeting.

1. Attitude of Automation.—That this branch views with extreme
disapproval the introduction of female labour into electrical

stations unless convinced by the authorities that the same iB a
military necessity.

2. WageS.—That the wages paid for female labour be the same
as that to the men displaced.

3. Guarantee.—That guarantees be obtained thit the positions

Bhall be restored to the men displaced, at the termination of the war.
With respect to No. 3, the chairman of the meeting emphasised

the fact that guarantees could only be enforced and maintained by
a strong united body of station engineers.

Daring the last few weeks, the number of members of the

A.E.S.E. who are undertaking military and naval service has
considerably increased, and very few of these are able to continue
their subscriptions to the Association. Some anxiety was
occasioned to the Executive. Extra efforts were therefore made to

obtain new members, and the result has been extremely satisfactory.

American Electric Cooking- Campaign.—A special

meeting of representatives of electric stove manufacturers was
held at the offices of the Society for Electrical Development, New
York, to consider the question of a national electric range cam-
paign ; the meeting was preliminary to the appointment ef a
national electric range committee representative of all electrical

interests, and it is considered that the Society for Electrical

Development should organise the campaign, collecting and pub-
lishing' data, advertising, &c. A special committee is to meet at

the N.E.L.A. Convention in Chicago to elaborate plans.

Scientific Research in Australia.—At a meeting of

the Circle of Scientific, Technical, and Trade Journalists, held at

the Institute of Journalists on Tuesday, Mr. Gerald Lightfoot, a

member of the staff of Mr. Hughes, Prime Minister of Australia,

explained the scheme for the promotion of scientific and technical

researoh which is being developed by the Commonwealth Govern-
ment. In December last Mr. Hughes stated that the Government
was prepared to spend half a million sterling, if necessary, for this

purpose, and in January a committee was appointed to draw up a
scheme. The proposals of the committee provide for the formation
of a Scientific and Industrial Advisory Council of nine members,
and an Executive Committee of three, the chairman to be a man of

wide experience and proved ability, with a full appreciation of the

value of the application of science to industry, snd tie other two
to be men of high scientific standing. These three would confer
with the Advisory Council, which would consist of representatives

of industry and science, but they would not le obliged to adopt the

aivice of the Council ; they would be free from political control,

and would occupy positions similar to those of judges, having
salaries of £2.000 to £2,500 a year, and being removable only by a
resolution of Parliament.
The Executive Committee would go about the country and

ascertain the problems immediately calling for solution ; it would
then allocate the work of investigation to the existing scientific

institutions, laboratories, &c. The Federal Government would
furnish liberal grants to defray the cost of equipment and main-
tenance in carrying out the researches, and it was hoped that by
this means it would be possible quite soon to organise and stimu-
late the development of research in the Universities.

A second object was to establish a Bureau of Information, which
Bhould collect information on industrial and scientific subjects and
distribute it to manufa;turers.

Thirdly, there were certain important fundamental investiga-

tions which should be carried out in Australia, and which necessi-

tated the foundation of national physical and chemical laboratories,

which would be centralised, and engineering laboratories for

which, it was thought, the existing laboratories of colleges, &c,
could be utilised. Also an Agricultural Bureau would be estab-

lished, on the lines of that of the United States, which had proved
highly successful.

The whole scheme would be based on co-operation between the
Federal and State Governments and Universities, and with the
employers' and employes' associations. A stimulus wonld also be
given to the teaching of science in the elementary schools. The
scheme had not yet been definitely adopted by the Government, as

Mr. Hughes was awaiting information as to what was being done
in England and the United States ; but an assessment was being
made by the Provisional Committee in Australia, and steps were
being taken through the colleges and universities to ascertain the
problems that were pressing for solution.

An associated proposal was that the formation of a central

authority in Eogland was essential to the proper co-ordination of

effort, to prevent duplication ; it was suggested that an Imperial
Bureau of Information should be established to act as a sort of

clearing house on an imperial basis. It was considered that
co-operation throughout the Empire was indispensable to success.

Charge Dismissed.—At the Salford Police Court, on
May 12th (according to the ManoKester Evening Jfews), Joseph
Atkinson, secretary of the London (South- Western) Branch of the
Electrical Trades Union, of Silford, was summoned on a charge of
wilfully withholding £20, the moneys of the Union. Defendant
did not appear, nor was he legally represented, but Mr. J. Brown,
general secretary of the Union, said; that defendant had admitted
the deficiency. The Stipendiary said he could not hold that the
money had been wilfully withheld, and he accordingly dismissed

the sum mons,

Engineering' Industry in the Economic War.

—

Mr. T. C. Elder, of the British Electrical and Allied Manufacturers'
Association, spoke at a meeting in Glasgow, under the auspices of
the Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders in Scotland, the
West of Scotland Iron and Steel Institute, and the Glasgow
Chamber of Commerce, on Tuesday, May lf.th, Lord ProvoBt
Dunlop presiding. Mr. Elder traversed much the same ground as
he had covered at similar meetings held in other parts of the
oountry. He summed up what he described as a somewhat
straggling address in the form of the following propositions :

—

1. That it is necessary for the world's peace that Germany shall

be restrained, as far as possible, from retaining her past and present
proportion of military power.

2. That to accomplish this it is necessary to cripple her engi-
neering industry, and force her populace into peaceful pursuits.

3. That this end can be attained by an international convention
of the Allies and the British Empire.

4. But that it will also need a reconstruction of British trade
policy, with special regard to the engineering and allied industries.

6. And such a reform will need to be accompanied by a practical
conception of the common interests of all engaged in British
engineering trade, and by the exertion of collective power on the
part of manufacturers for the development of business abroad.

The author's remarks evoked an interesting discussion, in
the course of which Sir Archibald Denny, Bart., Dumbarton,
said he had to confess that the attitude of those who said they
would never again trade with Germany was not a correct one.
But if they did trade with Germany again they should do it with
their eyes open and armed to resist insidious trading. He was a
born Free Trader, and while there was something wrong with their

Fiscal trade relations, he had not quite made np his mind that
total exclusion was the best way of dealing with organised dump-
ing. Every trade should organise itself now. His great hope was
in the organisation of the employers. The men were fully

organised and loyal in one direction, and if they joined up with
the employers he had not the slightest feeling of despair. Mr.
Murray, chairman of directors, Glasgow Chamber of Commerce,
pointed out that at the outbreak of the war there were certain
industries essential to this country which were practically con-
trolled by Germany, and commercial men were blamed for want
of foresight in allowing the deliberate undermining of our trade,

which had been going on for many years. They must all admit
the partial justice of that condemnation, but he asked if our com-
mercial men were solely to blame. Personally, he did not think
so. It had been the ingenious policy of the German Government
to staff their Ministry of Commerce with business men who
knew a great deal in the way of getting over diffi-

culties which were inevitable in the opening up of

foreign trade. The unanimous opinion of business men
was that the Board of Trade was overburdened, and was
unable, as at present constituted, to deal promptly with any prob-
lems which might arise. They were determined, as business men,
to make it clear to the Government that the demands of the busi-

ness community must have attention. Sir John Cowan (Edinburgh)
expressed himself in entire sympathy with the appointment of a
Ministry of Commerce, provided they got the right men to manage
it. If they did not get the right men they would be no better off

than they were now. They, as engineers and business men, had
the matter in their own hands. Engineers in this country must
wake np and do a great deal better than they had done in the paBt.

He emphasised the necessity for complete organisation. It did not
matter what their organisation was. It m'ght be perfect, but
unless the management and equipment of their works was right

the organisation could not pay. Mr. W. S. Workman (Glasgow)
agreed with Sir Archibald Denny. What they had seen and heard
within the past six months made one think that they would have
to change their minds and introduce some new machinery in the
shape of tariff reform. They realised that Parliament could do a
great deal for them if the Government would only go in the dirccti ^n

business men wished. Another speaker drew attention to what
was being done in the United StateB in preparation for the coming
economic war. A naval consulting authority had secured the

co-operation of the five national engineering societies, whom they
had asked to appoint a representative from each State, who was
charged with the preparation of an inventory. That was their first

step towards industrial preparedness. Such a system might with
advantage be copied in this country.

On the call of Mr. W. W. Lackie, the speaker was thanked.

Prospects in South Africa.—A correspondent inquires

whether any of our readers can give information aB to the present

prospects in South Africa for a man, as described below :

—
Sound knowledge of electrical engineering, both theoretical and

practical. Undoubted business ability, though the latter has not

been developed by actual experience. Born in Holland, of Dutch
parents, but father of English descent ; name Eoglieh ; married

into English family. Speaking, reading, and writing, almost like a

native, English, Dutch and German ; French also very well. A
very important question ia : Wonld those who know advise a man
to go out to South Africa with hiB family " on spec " .'

i

Perhaps some of our readers will kindly assist our correspondent,

who, it willba seen, is of Dutch nationality.]

America's Electrical Week.—This is the title selected

for a great electrical oelebration, after the style of the " Electrical

Prosperity Week," which is planned for December 2nd to 9th,

1916 ; a start has already been made with the preparations, under

the guidanoe of the Society for Electrical Development,
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Appointments Vacant.— Meter and mains assistant for

Ritherham Corporation electricity works ; mams engineer (£156),
for the Borough of Eixtbourne Eteotricity Department.

Educational. Manchester Municipal School of
Technology.—We have received the prospectus of summer even-
ing olasses, which were to begin this week ; they include
meobanical, electrical, and municipal engineering, chemical tech-

nology, &o. Prof. Miles Walker is at the head of the electrical

engineering department.

Sheffield University.—One of the bequests contained in the
will of the late Sir Edgar Allen was a legacy of £32 000 to the
University of Sheffield, of whioh £5,000 is to be allotted to the
Applied Science department, the remainder being devoted to pro-
viding scholarships. Sir Joseph Jonas, chairman of the Applied
Science Committee, has added another £5,000 to the legacy, and
the total sum of £10,000 is to be used in erecting a laboratory for
testing engineering materials.

Imperial College of Science.—Yesterday a party of Members
of Parliament was conducted over the College by the R°ctor, Sir

Alfred Keogh, and the Commercial Committee of the House of
Commons, in order that the members might be shown the original
research work whioh has been done at the College in connection
with industry.

Fatalities.— An inquest was held at Fence Houses
(Connty Durham) on Monday, touching the death of Henry Allison

(25), who was kill, d eleotrically on the previous Friday while
following his employment as a cleaner-out in the Lady Ann coal
mine at Lambton. Deceased was found dead, his body being in

contact with the frame of an electric coal-cutting machine. The
jury found that death was due to an electric shock accidentally
received through contact with the framewoik of a coal- jutting
machine, which was " alive " due to a fault in the cable.

John James Jevons (16), of DroylBder, was killed through fall-

ing into a coal hopper at the Manchester Corporation electricity

works. At the inquest on Monday it was stated that it was not a
boy's duty to go into the hopper, and that it was customary for
anyone going into the hopper to have a rope tied round his body.
The youth had been told not to go into the hole, but he simply
laughed and went down.

Volunteer Notes.

—

1st London Engineer Volun-
teers.—Orders for the week by Lieut.-Col. C. B. Clay, V.D., Com-
manding.
Monday, May 22nd.—Technical for Sections 1 and 2, No. 3

Company, 46, R'gency Street, S.W. ; Squad and Platoon Drill,

Sections 3 and 4, No. 3 Company ; Signalling Cla?s and Recruits.
Tuesday, May 23rd.—School of Arms, 6 to 7 ; lecture, Mr. J.

Roberts, "The Geolcgy of Otford," 7.15 ; Recruits, 7.15 to 8.15,
Archbishop's Park.

Wednesday, May 24th.—Platoon Drill, No. 2 Platoon, No. 1

Company.
Thursday, May 25th.—Platoon Drill, No. 6 Platoon, No. 2 Com-

pany ; Shooting for Sections 3 and 4, No. 3 Company, Miniature
Ran«e ; Recruits, 5 45 to 7.45 ; Instructional Class, 5 45.

Friday, May 26th.—Technical for Sections 3 and 4, No. 3 Com-
pany, 46, Regency Street, S.W. ; Squad and Platoon Drill, Sections
1 and 2, No. 3 Company.

Saturday, May 27th.—Route March : Parade, Golder's Green
Station, 2.30 ; Uniform.
Sunday, May 28th.—Entrenching at Otford : Parade, Victoria

Station (S.E. & C. Railway Booking Office), at 8.35 a.m.
Musketry.—For Nos. 1 and 2 Companies, see Notice and Tables A

and B, at H >adqna'-tei3.

Notice.—Unless otherwise indicated, all drills, &c, will take place
at Chester House,

Macleod Yearsley, Adjutant.

3rd Batt. (Old Boys) Central London Volunteer Regi-
ment.—Battalion Orders by Capt. R. J. C. Eastwood (Com-
mandant). Thnrsday, May 18t,h, 1916 :

—

Week- End Parades.—Saturday.—The Battalion will Parade at
Baker Street Station, at 2.30 p.m., and proceed by train to
Wembley Park for Drill under Company Officers.

Sunday.—The Battalion will Parade at Liverpool Street Station
(Low Level entrance, G.E R.), at 9.30 a.m., and proceed by train
for Entrenching dutieB.

Derhy Recruits.—Members called up under Lird Derby's scheme
are requested to send in their names to the Adjutant before 9 a.m.
on Siturday next, the 20th inBt., with a view to application being
made for them to serve together in the same Battalion.
Musketry.—The range at Bisley will be open to members. Morn-

ing train, 9.20 a.m., Platform 6, Waterloo Station. Afternoon
train, 12.45 p.m., same platform.

A. G. Joiner, Major and Adjutant, O.B.C.

Institution and Lecture Notes. — Illuminating
Engineering Society.—The report of the Council for the past
year Btates that the membership has been maintained. Tte Pre-
sidents of the Institutions of Gas and Eleotrioal Engineers, Mr.
John Yonng and Mr. C. P. Sparks, have oonspnted to act on the
Council. The Interim Report of the Committee on Research was
presented at the annual meetii'g last week, and contained a long
list of su^jactj on which research was desirable.

Association of Mining Electrical Engineers.—At the last
meeting of the Yorkshire branoh, Mr. J. W. Harbottle read a paper
on " The Winkey Detector " for earth faults.

Daylight Savin)?.— On Wednesday the Summer Time
Bill received the Royal Assent, and the Act will oome into force
next Sun 'ay morning, when the clocks on all railways ani in
Government buildings, and public clocks generally, will be put
forward one hour. The " summer time" will remain in force up
to and including September :50th.

Enemy Firms.—In reply to a Parliamentary question,
the President of the Board of Trade says that he is aware thatlis'-.s

of enemy companies have been published in Australian journals.
The names of companies and firms in this country ordered to b>
wound up are given in the London Gazette, and he does not thiok
it advisable to publish the names of other companies and firms in

which there are enemy interests, on account of the injustice which
would result in certain cases to the British shareholders, and the
nndesirability of damaging a business when the enemy interest
may be transferred to British subjeots.

Engineers and the War.—At the annual meeting of

the Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders of Hong-Kong on
March 3 1st, Prof. C. A. Middletun Smith, the president, delivered
an address, in which he referred to the part that engineering and
engineers were playing in the war, to the achievements of British
engineers in all parts of the world in the past, and to their inten-
tions for the future. In alluding to the future oourse of trade in

China, he emphasised the advantage that would ensne from
Ciinese and British co-operation in utilising and developing the
great mineral and other resources of China. The speaker also

referred to the great commercial struggle that would commence
when the war was over. Eagineera must inevitably take a great
part in that struggle, and they must carry out the British tradition

and pi iy the square game. The meeting accorded a hearty vote
of thanks to Prof. Middleton-Smith upon his retirement from the
presidency.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editors invite electrical engineers, whether connected with the

technical or the commercial side of the profession and industry,

also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the

Electrical Review posted as to their movements.

Central Station and Tramway Officials.—Mr. G. H.
Browne, acting engineer and manager, Ilkeston tramways and
electricity department, has been appointed engineer and
manager to the Mexborough & Swinton Tramways Co.
Mr. E. Fisher, junior assistant and temporary mains super-

intendent in the Nelson electricity and tramways department,
has resigned on receiving an appointment at Heywood.
The Ashton T.C. last week adopted a recommendation of

the Tramways Committee that the salary of Mr. Ernest Holt,
manager of the tramways department, be increased from i!200

to £260 per annum.
Dover T.C. has appointed Mr. A. H. Jones as a charge

engineer at the electricity works. The mains superintendent,
the senior charge engineer, and the works superintendent at

the electricity works have been granted 10 per cent, increases

of salary on account of the high cost of living.

Roll of Honour.—Private G. B. Wivell, of the Royal Fusi-

liers, who has fallen in action, was at the time of his enlist-

ment on the staff of the British Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Co., Ltd., at Manchester. Just before the
outbreak of war he was engaged for the firm at Johannesburg.

Private A. E. Taylor, of the 2nd Leicestershire Regiment,
who is reported killed in action, after being missing since

May 15th, 1915, was, prior to joining the regiment, on the

electrical staff of the Holwell Ironworks. Asfordby, Melton
Mowbray. He was 26 years of age.

Rifleman H. A. Clarke, of the Machine Gun Section of the

Rifle Brigade, who was, at the outbreak of war, on the Rugby
staff of the British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., has lost his

life at the Front in a mine explosion.

Sergeant J. Hindle, of the Lancashire Fusiliers, formerly
a member of the staff of the British Westinghouse Co., Traf-

ford Park, has been killed. Deceased was 34 years of age,

and he has left a widow and five children.

Lieutenant Edward Wilson, South African Infantry, whose
death is reported, went out to South Africa after taking his

degree at Cambridge, and, through an introduction to Rhodes
(says the Times) was placed in charge of the transport of the

Transcontinental Telegraph Co., on the section from Chindi,
on the Zambesi, to the north end of Lake Nyassa.
The Times states that Captain R. J. Smith, Lancashire Fusi-

liers, who fell on May 5th. was an Associate of the Royal Col-

lege of Science, Ireland. When the war began he was in the
service of the British Westinghouse Co., Manchester, before
which he had been a teacher in Newry Technical Institute.

General.—The Post Office Provincial Superintendents and
the Headquarters Staff of Traffic Managers have now been
amalgamated into one establishment, under the control of Mr.
R. A. Dalzell, with the title of Chief Inspector of Telegraph
and Telephone Traffic. His two principal assistants will be
Mr. L. Harvey Lowe, late Deputy Controller of the London
Telephone Services, and Mr. J. Lee, with the title of Deputy
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Chief Inspector of Telegraph and Telephone Traffic. Mr. W.
A. Valentine, late Provincial Superintendent, has been
appointed Deputy Controller of the London Telephone Service.

Mr. J. W. Turner, Post Office engineer of Darlington, has

retired after 45 years in various positions in the Post Office

Telegraph Service. His late colleagues presented him with a

draught screen and other gifts Mr. Turner, in replying, re-

called the occasion when he attended the first telephone

experiment by Sir W. Preece at the Guildhall, Plymouth.

Obituary.

—

Mr. Edwin Thornton.—At the funeral, at

Barrow-in-Furness on Saturday last, of the late Mr. Edwin
Thornton, A.M.I.E.E., whose untimely death occurred as the

result of a motor-car accident on the road near Carnforth on
April 29th, those present included Aid. J. P. Smith, Chairman
of Barrow Electricity Committee; Mr. Wm. Drysdale,

A.M.I.E.E., representing the Barrow Chamber of Trade;
representatives of the Barrow Technical Schools and Barrow
Master Builders' Association, &c. The deceased, who was 50

years of age, and eldest son of the late Mr. W. R. Thornton,
was managing partner of the firm of Messrs. W. R. Thornton
and Son, electrical engineers. The deceased's only son is in

the Army in Egypt.
Mr. Richard S. Blackburn.—Mr. Richard S. Blackburn,

electrical engineer and contractor, of Hebden Bridge (Yorks.),

died suddenly on May 8th after undergoing an operation. He
was 54 years of age.

Mr. Edgar W. Salis.—According to the Times " Deaths
"

column, Mr. Edgar W. Salis, representative at Rio, Brazil,

of the Marconi Co., third son of the late Major-General Salis

Schwabe, C.B., died in London last week aged 41.

Lady Crookes.—Lady Crookes, wife of Sir William Crookes,
O.M., passed away last week at the advanced age of 80 years.

We tender our sincere sympathy to Sir William in his loss.

Mrs. Wordingham.—The many electrical friends of Mr.
C. H. Wordingham will regret to learn of the death, on the

11th inst., of his mother, the widow of the late W. H. Word-
ingham. The loss of a parent is one of those misfortunes
which no one may hope to escape, but in some cases the blow
is heavier than in others; and without intruding too far into

sd delicate and personal a subject, we may venture to say that
it is an open secret amongst his intimate friends that to his

mother Mr. Wordingham ascribes all that he has achieved

—

to her he looked for sympathy, inspiration, and encourage-
ment, and he looked upon her as a true comrade. We sin-

cerely condole with him in his bereavement.
Mr. W. Dean.—The death is notified of Mr. W. Dean,

assistant electrical engineer with the Merthyr Electric Trac-
tion Co., Ltd. He was 28 years of age, and in the new year
had a serious attack of pneumonia.
Private G. L. P. Edwards.—Private G. L. F. Edwards, of

the King's Shropshire Light Infantry, who has lost his life

through the accidental discharge of a revolver, was, prior to

the war, engaged as an electrician with Messrs. Lea & Son,
electrical engineers, of Shrewsbury. He was the son of Capt.
Ceo. Edwards, of the 6ame regiment, and had been at the
Front since last July.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

British Graphite & Trading Co., Ltd. (9,597).—This com-
pany was registered, in Edinburgh, on May 13th, with a capital of £12,000
in 8,000 participating prel. shares of £1 each and 80,000 ord. shares of Is.

each, to carry on the business indicated bv the title. The subscribers (with
one prof, share each) are: J. Logan, 95, Bath Street, Glasgow; J. J. Fisken,
20, West Campbell Street. Glasgow. Private companv. The number of direc-
tors is not to be less than two or more than seven'; the first arc J. Logan
anl'J. J. Fisken. Qualification, 200 shares of either class. Remuneration,
£100 per annum. Solicitor : D. Gardner, Glasgow. Secretary : A. Grimmont.
Registered office : S3, Bothwell Street, Glasgow.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Wakelins, Ltd.—A memorandum of satisfaction to the
extent of £120 on April 15th, 1916, of debentures dated May 7th. 1911, secur-
ing £720, has been filed.

Brilliant Arc Lamp & Engineering Co., Ltd.—Memoran-
dum of deposit on April 25th, 1916, charged on certain contracts, to secure
all moneys due or to become due from company to London & South-Western
Bank, Ltd., 170, Fenchurch Street, E.C.

Llandrindod Wells Electric Light & Power Co., Ltd.

—

Particulars of £2,200 debentures, created December 11th, 1915, filed pursuant
to Section 93 (3) of the Companies (Consolidation) Act, 1908, the whole
amount being now issued. Property charged : The company's undertaking and
property, present and future, including uncalled capital. No trustees.

IndiaRubber, Guttapercha & Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.
—Particulars of £400,000 debentures, created March 16th, and secured by
trust deed dated March 28th, 1916, filed pursuant to Section 93 (3) of the
Companies (Consolidation) Act, 1908, the whole amount being now issued.
Property charged : The company's undertaking and property, present and
future, including uncalled capital and land, buildings, and premises in West
Ham and Liverpool. Trustees : J S. Cockburn, J. Ferguson, Sir Henry C.
Mance, Kt., C.I.E., and Hon. S. E. Marsham.

Willans & Robinson, Ltd.—Debenture dated April 28th,
1916, to secure £20,000 (ranking pari passu with a debenture £40,000 issued
H December, 1911), charged on the company's undertaking and propertv,
present and future, including uncalled capital, subject to prior charge.
Holders : G. H. D. Coates, Rugby, and W. C. Buckley, 71, Lombard Street,
E.C.

Ernst Hildebrandt, Ltd. (112,286).—Capital, .£5,000 in £1
shares. Return dated March 16th, 1916. All shares taken up; £1 per share
called up on 4.002 shares; £4,002 paid; £998 considered as paid. Mortgages
aid charges: Nil.

W. T. Glover & Co., Ltd. (56,124).—Capital, .£214,850 in
£1 shares (100,000 pref.). Return dated April 24th, 1916. 100,000 pref. and
114.850 ord. shares taken up; £1 per share called up on 67,000 pref. and
50,000 ord. shares; £117,000 paid; £97,850 considered as paid on 33,000 pref.

and 64,850 ord. Mortgages and charges : £1112,800.

CITY NOTF «i

The following particulars appear in tue
General EIec= income account of this company for 1915,

trie Co. (U.S.A.) as published in the American Electrical
Review and Western. Electrician :

—
1915. 1914.

Sales billed $85,522,070 $90,467,692
Costs, including operating main-

tenance depreciation charges ... 76,898,183 81,496,728
Profit 8,623,887 8,970,963
Interest and sundrv revenue 2,129,266 1,570,431
Income from securities 1,554,843 1,313,989
Total income 12,307,996 11,855,383
Debenture interest 570,086 567,556
Net profit 11,737,910 11,287,827
Dividends 8,129,919 8,142,867
Surplus 3,607,992 3,145,060
Previous surplus 20,084,879 16,939,819
Profit and loss surplus 23,692,871 20,084,879

The net profit was equal to 11.56 per cent, earned on
$101,510,600 capital stock, against 11.12 per cent, earned on
$101,485,700 stock in 1914.

In his remarks to stockholders, Chairman C. H. Coffin said

that the value of orders received by the company for electrical

apparatus and devices in the past year was $98,385,891, an
increase of $14,637,370, or 17 per cent, over those of 1914.

This increase was largely due to the general revival of busi-

ness in the latter part of the year. " These figures are exclu-
sive of orders for special war munitions, which amounted to

$33,980,000 during 1915. These have been so restricted as to

interfere as little as possible with the regular product of the
company. The percentage of profit from these orders will

probably be less than that of the average, of the company's
output. The amount of sales billed was $85,522,000, a de-

crease of $4,945,621, or 6 per cent." The number of employes
engaged in the factories and offices, and in those of subsi-

diary companies at the end of 1915 was about 60,000. The
company has followed its customary practice in writing off

against income account its total expenditures in 1915 for

patents, applications for and licences under patents, and other
outlays relating thereto, amounting to $838,455. The patent
account is carried at $1, as in previous years. Stocks, bonds,
and other securities are carried at a valuation of $32,916,593,

of which $19,687,965 represents securities of subsidiary com-
panies, and $13,228,628 those of public utility and other com-
panies. Current accounts and notes receivable are carried at

$19,619,215. Sales of several small factories substantially off-

set the manufacturing floor space added in 1915; and plant
expenditures amounting to $4,485,068 were chiefly for improve-
ments in existing construction and equipment, and the pur-

chase of special tools and machinery which are subject to a
high rate of depreciation. Because of the nature of these
expenditures, and on account of the liquidation of the book
value of the factories sold, the reduction in the plant account
for the year was $5,985,068.

The Concordia Elektrizitats Ges., of

German Dusseldnrf, which is now associated with
Electrical the Berlin-Hagen Accumulator Co., records

Companies. net profits of £8,600 for 1915, as compared
with £12,000 in 1914. It is intended to pay

a dividend of 7i per cent., as against 10 per cent, in the pre-

vious year.

The Berlmer Elektrische Bahnen, whose share capital of

£300,000 is held almost entirely by the City of Berlin, propose

to pay a dividend of 1 per cent, for 1915, as in the previous

year. The directors state that they hope soon to be in posses-

sion of new motor tramcars in order to enter into competition

with the Grand Berlin Tramways.
The report of Korting & Mathiesen, of Leutsch, near Liepsig

(arc lamps and electricity meter works) states that Army con-

tracts were only carried out to a limited extent in 1915, but

activity in all departments was satisfactory, and the turnover

was greater than that in the preceding year. After providing

for depreciation, the net profits are returned at £10,500, as

compared with £9,200 in 1914, and the dividend at 5 per cent,

is the same rate as in the previous twelve months.
The Elektrizitats Lieferungs Ges., of Berlin, after reporting

that the development of the supply industry in 1915 was ham-
pered by the unfavourable situation of the times, states that
trio nrr-^uct^n nf the works owned by the company, and of

others in which it is also interested, increased by 3,240,000

K\v.-hrs. to 55,672,000 KW.-hrs. As net profits, the accounts

indicate the sum of £109.000, as contrasted with £179,000 in

the previous year, and the dividend in contemplation is 10

per cent., as in 1914.
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The accounts of the Bergmann Elektrizitats Werke A.G., of
Berlin, show gross profits amounting to £1,061,000 for 1915,

as compared with I 555,000 a the
|

LEtei deduct-
::il expenses

£313,000 for depreciation, as against £158,000 in 1914, the ael

profits are ivturued al 157:.'.
, a contra h .1

!i i' proposed to pay a dividend of lo per cenl

with 5 per cent, in 1914, to place £50,000 to a goods reserve
a. remit, Jt'200,000 to the war and war ta\ —.nrei lint, and
62,500 to the benevolent funds, and to carry £19,000 forward
to L916

The Compagnie d'Electriciti de Limoges
French earned gross profits amounting to £31,000
Electrical in L915, and net profits of £20,000. It has
Companies. been decided to pay a dividend of 6 per

cent, on the ordinary Bhares and set aside

certain sums for the renewal of batteries, redemption of

loans, &c.
The 8oi Electrodes has declared a dividend

at the rate of 10s. per share out of net profits amounting to

£12,700 in 1915. It was mentioned at the recent general

that, notwithstanding the scarcity of labour, more
satisfactory results could be expected for the current year.

The Union Electrique, whose revenue experienced a large

decline in 1914-15 as compared with the preceding year, re-

ports gross profits of £22,000, as against ±'36,000 in 1913-14.

After defraying general expenses and financial charges, the
net profits of £192 have been carried forward, this result

contrasting with a dividend of 2 per cent, which was paid

for 1913-14.

The Compagnie I'Energie Electrique du Sud-Ouest reports a
large increase in the receipts in 1915, and net profits and
balance forward amounting to £52,000. A dividend at the

rate of 5 per cent., or £1 per share, has been declared. During
I extensions of the works were undertaken in order to

cope with the growing demand, and an investigation is being
made with a view to the utilisation of two new falls on the

Dordogne, between Tuilere and the Mauzac ban-age.

The Compagnie Francaise Thomson-Houston reports a gross

revenue of £301,000 for 1915, as compared with £302,000 in

the previous year, of which £'209.000 and £204,000 were
derived from manufacturing and sales in the two years res-

pectively, and the balance from investments. After meeting
general expenses, financial charges, and placing £72,000 to

the depreciation fund, the net profits and balance forward
are returned at £127,000, or practically the same as in 1914.

It is intended to distribute £1 per share on the ordinary
capital, being the same rate as in 1914.

At the annual meeting held on May 11th,

Calcutta EIec= the Chairman (Mr. P. V. Luke, CLE.)
trie Supply said that the capital expenditure during 1915

Corporation, was £122.344, compared with £61,443 in

Ltd. 1914, the increase being chiefly on account
of a new 6,000-kw: turbo set installed at

Cossipore ; the mains laid in connection with the supply of

current to the docks of the Calcutta Port Commissioners;
switchgear for the new sub-stations; and the ordinary expan-
sion of the business. The total generation costs increased by
£4,906, mainly owing to the larger quantity of coal used, 5^
million additional units having been generated. Revenue
expenditure was practically the same. -Revenue from sale of

current showed a satisfactory increase of £24,404. Meter rents

were reduced by one-half last July. The war tax of 50 per

cent, on excess profits affected, or would affect, them seriously,

although their excess profits were accounted for entirely by
the growing expansion of the business, and were in no way
due to the war. On the contrary, the business was adversely

affected by the greatly increased cost of materials and trans-

port. If their additional profits were in any way due to the
war no exception could be taken, but on a business in a state

of development it fell with a severity which hardly appeared
equitable. There was no desire on their part to make a griev-

ance of having to assist in the prosecution of the war. They
had carried forward a much larger sum than usual in order

t) provide for the tax, which had now been increased to 60

per cent. Another matter of importance was the increase in

the ordinary income-tax, which in India had been more than
doubled, being raised from 5 pies in the rupee to 12 pies, or

one anna ; while the English income-tax would be for the
current year 4s. 6d. in the £, and they had to pay both the

Indian and the English tax. Moreover, an ad valorem import
duty, on goods imported into India, had been imposed, which
would affect them in the current year to the extent of lh per

cent, on cables and 2^ per cent, on machinery. At the last

two annual meetings he had alluded to their intentions to

make certain reductions in the charges to their consumers in

Calcutta. Consistent with their duty to their shareholders,

they had ever before them the desire to make the supply of

electrical energy as cheap as possible, and it was their inten-

tion to persevere in that direction. Their average dividend on
the total subscribed capital had been 7 per cent., and con-
sidering the class of business it could not be. argued that
they had made undue exactions from the public. In setting

aside large sums for reserve and depreciation they had been
guided by figures well recognised in similar undertakings in

this country, and these were by no means excessive, in fact,

probably the opposite. As much as 77 per cent, of their

reserve had been derived from premiums on shares issued and
interest on investments. In regard to superseded plant, they

had spent, roughly, £500,000 in bringing the undertaking up
t ) date. This had necessitated laying aside a large amount
of machinery which, though not worn out, was none the less

uneconomical for their purposes. Had that plant served its

full life the original cost would have been written off against
depreciation, but not having served its full life the book
value was still quite a large figure, larger than what they
would sell il lor. They bad disposed of a considerable quan-
tity of it, and the difference must be made good out of
rev. •mi.-. They had decided to spread the liquidation of that
debt over several years, during which period additional sums,
over and above what was required to cover current deprecia-
tion, must be set aside before the Corporation could be as
generous as il might otherwise be to either its consumers or
i! shareholders. Therefore the reductions in charges to the
public in Calcutta had been as liberal as the position of the
Corporation justified. The chairman proceeded to show in
detail thai Hi. n era] reductions in 1914
and 1915 in charges amounted to £22,000 per annm
replied effectively to letters which appeared in the Calcutta
bn bs on the matter of the charges to the public. Considering
the unsettled state of the war and its consequences, they had
acted toward consumers as liberally as circumstances per-
mitted. Though the war bad not affected them in Calcutta
si detrimentally as it bad dune similar undertakings in Eng-
land, it had nut been without its sinister influence. The
speaker proceeded to show how prominent members of the staff

and others were assisting in the war, the difficulty in obtain-
ing the services of suitable men from England, and the diffi-

culty, almost impossibility, of getting any new plant from
English factories. They were fortunate in Retting delivery,
though belated, of a 6,000-kw. turbo set ordered in December,
1914, from the British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., and in
having it safely erected in Calcutta. In order to ensure the
certainty of a supply of direct current for the auxiliary plant
and the station lighting in case of any accident in future
which might cause a complete breakdown on the H.T. side, a
secondary battery had, as a special safeguard, been
at Cossipore, which had cost, including the switchgear, £3,800.
All the pumps, both for air and water circulation, are driven
by D.c. motors, and will be kept running by this battery. This
will enable the. station to be started up again much more
quickly, and in the case of a comparatively insignificant

failure of the d.c. supply at Cossipore, the battery would
probably prevent a total shut-down. The construction of four
new sub-stations, badly needed to meet the expansion of busi-

ness, was put in hand during the year, and one was started
up in December. A ten years' contract had been made with
the Port Commissioners for a supply of current to the docks.
The great distance of the docks from the Cossipore station

bad involved a large expenditure of capital in mains, which
had to be duplicated by different routes so as to ensure a
safe supply. Several inquiries received for large extensions
pointed to a considerable access of business after the war.
There was a further improvement in regard to units un-
accounted for. The bonus scheme distribution to the staff in

India was £1,629, as against £1,406 in 1914.

The profit for 1915 after paying all

Chesham charges, including interest on debentures
Electric Light and temporary loans, but exclusive of

and Power depreciation, was £1,563. After deducting

Co., Ltd. £500 for depreciation and £152 for propor-
tion of costs connected with the debenture

issue, and adding £1,958 brought forward, there is an available

balance of £2,870. A dividend of 4 per cent, absorbs £600,
and £2,270 is to be carried forward. The gross earnings,
exclusive of profits on wiring, have shown a steady increase

for the past five years; for 1915 they were £6,315, against

£5,085 in 1914. Extensions at Berkhampstead and Amersham
had been further proceeded with. The capital expenditure
during 1915 was £4,767. The heavier load had necessitated

plant. &c, additions at Chesham. which had been fully war-
ranted by the reduction in the cost of the electricity supplied.

The bankers' loan had been increased to £4,000. leaving £1,000
still at the company's disposal. It is proposed to write off the
remainder of the cost of the debenture issue by six annual
instalments of £151. Units generated, 712,641; units sold,

618,067.

For the year 1915 there is a balance at

Calender's the credit of profit and loss of £113.267,

Cable and plus £163,169 brought forward, making
Construction £276.436. From this are deducted : in-

Co., Ltd. terest on debenture stock. £13,500; pre-

ference dividend £10,000; depreciation of

buildings, plant and machinery. £10,335; depreciation of office

furniture, £254. It is proposed to pay a dividend on the

ordinary shares at the rate of 10 per cent. per_annum, less

income-tax, being 10s. per share; a bonus of 5s. per share

and a special bonus of 5s. per share, both less income-tax;

and £207,347 is to be carried forward. The year's operations

have been carried on under exceptional difficulties as to men,
materials, and transport, and the directors are pleased to sub-

mit a report which shows such satisfactory results. The com-
pany has been a controlled establishment since August last.

No firm in the electrical industry has rendered more effective

service to the nation. The ordinary home trade has conse-

quently been much interfered with, but it has been possible

to carry out some municipal and other contracts in connec-

tion with munition work, and also to satisfy to some extent
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the demands of the old and valued customers of the firm. The
shortage of shipping has seriously interfered with the delivery

of orders for overseas customers, but in spite of this, good
work has been done in several of the Colonies, and in some of

the neutral countries, which will, it is hoped, be of consider

able service after the war. It has been necessary to re-

arrange many of the departments of the factory, so as to

adjust them to the new conditions. There have been diffi-

culties in doing this, but the arrangements have now been
made in a satisfactory manner, and the works at Erith and
at Leigh are fully and most usefully employed. Substantial

additions to the plant and machinery at Erith and at Leigh
have been necessary, and further additions are being made.
The Anchor Cable Co., Ltd., whose operations are so closely

interwoven with those of this company, has also been able

to show satisfactory accounts of its year's working. The
Leigh factory has been running for many months continu-

ously day and night on work on behalf of this company.
Both at Erith and at Leigh great difficulty has been experi-

enced in regard to labour, owing to the drain on the available

supply lor the direct manufacture of munitions, and the large

number of the workmen and staff who have joined the
Colours. At the Anchor works women have to a large extent
taken the place of men, and arrangements are now being
made at Erith for the employment of female labour upon an
effective basis. Annual meeting : May 25th.

The report for 1915 states that the gross

Eastern receipts amounted to ±'1150,030, against

Extension, £819,583 for the previous year. The work-
Australasia, ing expenses, including ±'51,312 for main-
and China tenance of rallies, absorb ±380.672, against
Telegraph £304,1 178, leaving ±'563,358, plus £31,371
Co., Ltd. brought forward. ,£30,096 is required for

interest on mortgage debenture stock and
±'85,817 for income-tax payable in England and excess profits

duty. Three interim dividends of li per cent, each have been
paid, and ±200,000 has been credited to the general reserve
fund. The directors now recommend a final dividend of 2J
per cent., with a bonus of 2 per cent., making 8 per cent.,

free of tax, for the year, carrying forward ±38,816. In addi-

tion to the ±200,000 above referred to, the general reserve
fund has been credited with ±40.912 in connection with the
closing and disposal of the Banjoewangie-Roebuck Bay cable
owing to the establishment of improved means of communica-
tion with Australia making it unnecessary to continue the
maintenance of this cable. On the other hand (says the
Financial Times), the fund has been debited with ±74,685 for

partial cable renewals carried out during the year, ±11,382
representing the loss incurred on the sale of investments and
±25,000 as a further provision on account of investment fluc-

tuations, bringing the total provision against depreciation up
to ±225,000. An agreement has been concluded with the Aus-
tralian Commonwealth Government enabling the company to

deal direct with the public in Melbourne, as at Sydney, Ade-
laide, and Perth, and an office has been opened by the com-
pany for the reception and delivery of telegrams in Melbourne.

During the year ended December, 1915,

Eastern the revenue was ±2,104.431, less ±655,888
Telegraph ordinary expenses, and ±202,609 for expen-
Co., Ltd. diture relating to maintenance of cables

and other expenses, leaving £1,245,934,
plus ±32,742 brought forward. After providing for income-
tax payable in England and excess profits duty, interest on
mortgage debenture stock, and preference dividends, the bal-

ance is- ±821,038. out of which ±400,000 has been placed to

the general reserve, ±10.000 to insurance of war risk at

stations fund, and ±5,000 to insurance of goods in transit

fund. A final dividend on the ordinary stock of 2J per cent,

and a bonus of 2 per cent, make a total of 8 per cent., free of

income-tax, for 1915, and ±26,638 is to be carried forward.
The general reserve fund has 'been charged with ±204,880 in

respect of the new Aden-Colombo cable and other special
expenditure, and with ±125,000 as a further provision on
account of investment fluctuations. At the annual meeting
on May 24th shareholders will be asked to approve the pay-
ment of the directors' remuneration free of income-tax.

Kidderminster and District Electric Lighting & Traction
Co., Ltd.—During 1915 the capital expenditure was ^309.
The net receipts of the lighting undertaking were £4,561, plus
£3,471 dividends received in respect of investments, and ±219
brought forward. After deducting administration and general
expenses, interest on temporary loans and debenture stock,

and providing £500 for renewals, there remains £3,708. Of
this, there is to be put to reserve £750, to dividend on cumu-
lative preference shares £1.500, and there is carried forward
£1,458. The profit on the working of the tramways company,
after providing for renewals, is £2,439, plus £163 brought for-

ward. There has been put to reserve £500, a dividend at the
rate of 3J per cent, absorbs £2,002, and £100 is carried for-

ward.

Stock Exchange Notice.—The Committee has ordered the
undermentioned to be quoted in the Official List :

—

South Metropolitan Electric Light & Power Co., Ltd.—Fur-
ther issue of 45,926 six per cent, cumulative second preference
shares of £1 each, fully paid, Nos. 350,001 to 395,926.

Craigpark Electric Cable Co., Ltd,—At the annual meet-
ing, in Glasgow, the Chairman said that the year's working
had been satisfactory taking everything into consideration.

They had been somewhat handicapped by shortness of laboui

and difficulty in getting delivery of material. They could
have done more business but for these circumstances. There
had been a big rise in the price of copper, but at present they
were fairly well off with regard to purchases. He moved the
payment of a dividend of 6 per cent, on both preference and
ordinary shares, and, Prof. Magnus MacLean seconding, the
report was unanimously adopted.

West Coast of America Telegraph Co., Ltd.—The gross
receipts during 1915 were £65,475, as against £61,129 in 1914.

The working expenses were £46,215, as compared with
£43,054. After deducting £477 for excess profits duty, the
revenue account shows a balance of ±18,782, plus £1,994
brought forward, making ±20,777. ±6,000 has been paid for

interest on the 4 per cent, debentures, £800 provided for the
interest on the 4 per cent, income bonds, £5,000 transferred

to the general reserve fund, and £6,000 to the provision on
account of investment fluctuations, leaving £2,977 to be
carried forward.

South Metropolitan Electric Light & Power Co., Ltd.—
There is being offered to the holders of the shares and deben-
ture stock for subscription, £30,000 44 per cent, first mortgage
debenture stock at £85. The issue is necessary owing to the
continuous expansion of the business; the stock will rank
pari passu with the other 4 J per cent, debenture stock, and it

is repayable at par on July 1st, 1931, or earlier on six months'
notice at £110. Allowing for redemption, the return at the

price of issue is about 6 per cent, per annum. The Treasury
raises no objection to the issue.

Birmingham District Power & Traction Co., Ltd.—The
total revenue for 1915 was ±101,909. Surplus, after provid-

ing £9,000 for renewals, £58,738. The directors recommend
placing to reserve £5,000, a dividend on the preferred ordinary

shares at the rate of 4% per cent., carrying forward £2,551.

—

Financial Times.

Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.—Speaking at the annual meet-
ing on May 9th, Mr. J. Dewrance said that considering the

enormous changes that had taken place since the last meet-
ing, the balance sheet must be a source of great satisfaction.

In pre-war days they made boilers, cranes, and conveyors;
these were now cast aside, and they were making anything
for which their factory was suitable without any stint of

labour.

Kalgoorlie Electric Power & Lighting Corporation, Ltd.

—The report for 1915 states that the average profit of previous

years has been maintained. A further £7,000 has been added
to the debenture redemption fund, bringing that item up to

£14,000, and, after writing off ±6,500 for depreciation and pay-

ing debenture interest, the balance carried forward is £1,139.
—Financial Times.

Submarine Cables Trust, Ltd.—The revenue for the year
ended April 15th was ±25,489, and the expenses were £1,509,

leaving ±23,979. After providing £15,8-13 to meet payment of

the coupons, ±8,109 has been transferred to the redemption
fund, leaving £77 to be carried forward.

Anglo=Argentine Tramwavs Co., Ltd.—The gross receipts

for 1915 were £2,709,616, a decrease of £141,380. The expen-

diture was reduced by £94,256. No dividend on the ordinary

shares is recommended. The credit balance of £91,120 is to

be carried forward.

United River Plate Telephone Co., Ltd.—The directors

recommend a final dividend of 5 per cent, on the ordinary

shares, making 8 per cent, for the year 1915, free of income
tax, carrying forward ±6,234.

Victoria Falls & Transvaal Power Co.—The financial

Press states that the net earnings (including those of the

Rand Mines Power Supply Co.) for the quarter ended March
31st amounted to £192,874.

British Electric Traction Co., Ltd.—The directors, accord-

ing to a financial daily, lecommend a dividend of 3 per cent,

on the new ordinary stock for the year ended March 31st.

Capital Reduced.—British Vralite Co. (1908), Ltd.—The
Chancery Court last week sanctioned the reduction of capital

already referred to here.

Melbourne Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Interim dividend,

5 per cent., free of tax, on the ordinary stock.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Tuesday Evening.

One of the principal features in the Stock Exchange market

this week is the influence exerted over securities, particularly

those of the. best class, by the removal of the minimum prices

from the pre-ordinary stocks in the Home Railway market.

These have been protected in this way, of course, since the

Stock Exchange re-opened, last January twelvemonth, and

there was considerable speculation in advance as to whether
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the freeing this market from the restriction of minimum prices
might not drive a blow at other gilt-edged securities.

So far, however, no harm has been done to any of the gilt

edged departments; and the extension of the arena oi high
class issues which the development entails lias been acoom
plished without any disturbance to other existing values.
Prices in the Home Railway market have fallen from 10 to 'jo

points, the movement being accompanied, oddly enough, by
advances in the ordinary stocks of this market, for which the
explanation is adduced that trustees of deceased accounts will

now be able to eel] prior-charge I Ionic Bails instead 01 being
compelled to Limit their realisations to the junior securitie
The railway storks with which we are more particularly

concerned in these columns, to winch the minimum prices
have applied hitherto, are as follows:—

I 'i ice

Stock. Minimum. Now. I .ill

Metropolitan 81 per cent, debenture 83$ 65 L8J
Metropolitan 3i per cent. " A " c^i a\ 1-;

District 1 per cent. Trior Lien !)2 74 18
London Electric 4 per cent, debenture 85 71 11
Central London 4 per cent, debenture 75 18
Central London 44 per cent, preference 991 78 21J
Metropolitan 31 per cent, preference 77i 64 13i
Metropolitan 31 per cent. " A " 71', 64 10i
Metropolitan convertible preference ...... 71', 63 llj

The quotations in the second column—that is to say, those
now current—are to some extent nominal even yet, because
business is still a little cautious of returning to this market.
Holders of the stocks argue that they have perforce kept
them for so long that they may as well retain them a little

longer, in the expectation of buyers giving more than the
figures quoted above. Whether they will be right to refrain
fiom selling, if they really wish to get rid of the stocks, seems
to us a little doubtful, unless they are prepared to keep them
for some time after the conclusion of peace.
Generally speaking, the best-class debentures have fallen to

a level at which they pay 5 per cent, on the money: upon
this platform, of course, they stand equal with the Exchequer
Bonds of 19'20. The preferences are approximately valued by
the market upon a 51 per cent, basis of yield; and it will be
observed that, the returns from the stocks, given in our list
above, conform roughly to this scale.

With Daylight Saving so close at hand, it would certainly
not have been i urprising to find most of the electric lighting
shares lower on the week. As a matter of fact, however, the
only falls are those of J in County of London and in West-
minster ordinary shares; while Cities are actually better at
12. There is, perhaps, less reason for dulness in Counties than
in almost any other share throughout the list, since the com-
pany derives so substantial a part of its profit from supply of
current for power that it should be less hit than its peers by
the Daylight Saving Bill. The City of London is another
concern with a big business amongst power consumers.
Edison & Swan of both classes have further receded, their
recent dramatic rises being too swift to last; as it is. however,
the prices stand substantially higher than thev did a month
ago.

Anglo-Argentine Tramways continue to give way, and the
first preference have, dropped to 31, at which they show a
yield of 7| per cent, on the money. Brazil Tractions regained
the loss of the previous week, moving up to 561 in conse-
quence of a recovery in the Rio rate of exchange to a shade
above Is. The principal rises in this section, however, stand
to the credit of the British Columbia Electric Railway group,
where the deferred is 5 points, the preference 4 and "the pre-
ferred stock 1 point to the good. Traffics of late show comfort-
able evidence of amendment, ami there is a well-founded im-
pression that the severity of the competition endured for
some time past has slackened noticeably of late.

The news from Mexico is scarcely so good just recently, and
these who declared themselves buyers of Mexican utilities
are exhibiting some little hesitation when a seller comes along.
The nominal prices of the securities, however, arc unchanged!
The Carranzist Government is said to have prohibited the
export of silver from any of the Mexican mines, from which
the inference is obvious that it is desired to place the terribly
depreciated paper currency upon a better basis. This, however
unjust to the silver-producing mines of the country, might
turn out to be a bull point for the industrial concerts; though,
as vigorous protests have been lodged against the proposed
prohibition, it may come to nothing after all.

Telegraph stocks and shares are strong, the only exception
being West India and Panama ordinary, which have dropped
3/16 on the passing of the dividend. The Eastern Extension
report shows splendid results, net profit coming out at
£563,000, and the carry-forward of 838,800 being ,±'7,500 more
than was brought into the accounts. Anglo-Americans are
good, the preferred hardening to par. Globes continued then
improvement on the increase in the dividend. In the manu-
facturing group, Telegraph Constructions gained 10s., and
Iridia-Ruhbers half as much.

Projectiles, at 20s. for the Is. shares, are the main feature
of strength amongst the armament group. The rubber market
is calmer again; business is remarkably quiet in contrast to
the rush before Easter. The Commodity market is something
of a dark horse at the moment, but share prices are main-
tained with a good deal of firmness, and buyers from the
provinces have begun to re-assert their confidence.

SHARE LI3T OP ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.
Home Elkctricitt Companies.
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THE ELECTRICITY SUPPLY OF GREAT
BRITAIN.

This subject was discussed at a meeting of the Manchester
Local Section of the Institution of Electrical Engineers,
the discussion being opened by Mr. J. A. Robertson, who
said that the present position of the electricity supply business

in this country called for serious consideration in view of the

6teps which would have to be taken at the end of the war to

re-organise and re-establish our national industries. The
restrictions placed by the Local Government Board last year

on new capital expenditure, coupled with the largely increased

output of energy for war munition purposes, had reduced the

reserve plant capacity in most central stations to a margin
which would have been considered totally inadequate in

normal times; the problem of utilising to the very best advan-

tage 'the existing plant in central stations was, therefore, one

that should receive the immediate and careful attention of

all interested in electricity supply. The most serious difficulty

with which central stations had had to cope during the last

year had been the high price and the shortage of fuel supplies.

The Prices of Coal (Limitation) Act, passed in July, 1915,

conferred an immediate benefit in restricting the inflated

prices which were then demanded, but the intention of the

Act was not being fulfilled, and large quantities of coal were
being sold at prices considerably above the maximum increase
of 4s. per ton. The existing conditions called for thorough
investigation, and, if found necessary, the Act should be
amended to carry out the intention of Parliament. Indirectly,
the difficulties under which central stations had been operating
would do much good. Manufacturers who were still generat-
ing from private plants, or using steam or gas power, had
found their power costs increasing by 30 to 40 per cent., while
the central-station consumer had not been called upon to pay
more than 10 or IS per cent, increase in the rates for elec-

tricity. They had, therefore, the unique position of manufac-
turers applying for power supplies who were previously con-
vinced they could produce more cheaply with their own plants,

while central-station engineers were refusing applications for

supply which no amount of canvassing could formerly obtain.
The ultimate effect was bound to be beneficial to the electrical

industry, and the time was, therefore, opportune to consider
steps for improving and strengthening their position after the
war. In the paper read by Mr. Williams at the Institution in

London, they had Dr. Ferranti's splendid idea for centralising

electricity supply put into the form of a concrete proposal.

Mr. Williams believed that the time had arrived when a

national scheme of bulk supply from large central stations

might be introduced which would gradually supersede the in-

efficient, and in some cases obsolete, stations now in operation.

AU central-station engineers would agree that centralisation

was desirable, but there were certain stages of development
to be passed and difficulties to be overcome which were over-
looked in the paper. The technical difficulties could not be
set aside, particularly the differences in periodicities in various
districts.

The present Government control of electricity undertakings
by three departments was unsatisfactory, but the proposal to

set up a Board which would operate electrical undertakings
on such a large scale, and to give the Board powers now exer-
cised by three Government departments, was open to severe
criticism. He thought, also, that to place the control of a
district comprising, say, the Midlands or the North-West of
England, in the hands of one engineer-manager would not
commend itself either to engineers or local authorities. The
scheme did not propose to interfere with existing under-
takings, but simply to set up a trading concern selling elec-

tricity in bulk. The power companies had been trying to do
this for years, and had made little headway because they
found in most cases that bulk supply could not be given to

central stations at a price which would pay the standing
charges on the necessary cables, converting and transforming
plant, and also the standing charges on the superseded gene-
rating plant. Again, the Central- Board would have no powers
to compel a local authority to shut down its generating sta-

tion, or to fix the price which the existing authorities were
to charge for energy. A local authority might, therefore, con-
tinue to operate its own plant, and even to pay its extensions
out of revenue, or it could purchase energy from the State
system in bulk, and resell it at prices which were deliberately
fixed high to ensure large profits for the benefit of the dis-

trict rates. In either case, the object of a bulk supply scheme.
i.e., the provision of cheaper electricity for all industrial and
domestic purposes, would be defeated. State ownership might
be the ultimate solution of the all-electric problem, but they
would be faced with an enormous difficulty probably in a few
months, or, at most, in a year or two, to meet the demand for
a cheap power supply which was vitally essential for increas-
ing the productive capacity of manufacturers after the war.
Their task for the present was to ascertain what steps could
be taken to utilise their existing facilities to the fullest extent,
taking care only to make extensions or adopt methods which
could be worked in as part of a larger scheme, when the time
was ripe for it.

The policy of Unking up existing undertakings, which had
been adopted in one or two London boroughs, would have

to be seriously considered. The country for electrical pur-
poses divided itself into eleven areas, which represented the
important industrial and coal-mining districts. In each of

these districts, the existing central stations could be linked
up at a moderate cost. Later on, it would be a simple matter
to supply the network thus formed from one or two large

modern stations. About 220 generating stations out of a total

of 364 in the whole country would be included in those areas.

Most of the remainder were in residential districts, and it

would not be profitable to connect them to any system of

high-tension networks.
As an instance of what linking-up might do, the Manchester

district was a striking example. There were situated within
the Manchester area 15 generating stations with an aggregate
generating capacity of 170,000 sw. Nine of these stations were
generating three-phase energy at 50 periods, and there were
n ) technical difficulties to prevent them being linked up
immediately. The stations would act as reserves to each other,

and the aggregate demand could be increased by 30 to 40 per

cent, writh perfect safety.

Hitherto, the chief obstacle to eo-operation between exist-

ing authorities had been local jealousy, but if machinery was
put in motion to combine these authorities for a common
object this jealousy would probably disappear.

He proposed the formation of a joint board for each dis-

trict, consisting of lepresentatives elected by the supply

authorities, along with a certain number of independent
members appointed from the local manufacturers, who were,

after all, the parties most interested in the question of cheap
pewer supply.

As the joint board would require to raise capital, Parlia-

mentary powers would be necessary, w-hich might be limited

at first to the raising of capital for the consolidation of exist-

ing undertakings. The powers might be enlarged later to

include the extension of existing undertakings and the build-

ing of new stations. By this means they would obtain uni-

foimity in administration, and other benefits, such as stan-

dardisation of rates for supply, would naturally follow.

It was not suggested that this proposal would provide a

complete solution to the problem, but it would, at least, prove

more workable than any nationalising scheme could possibly

be at this stage; it could be put into operation with the

minimum of cost, and, what was more important at present,

with the minimum delay.

He agreed with the suggestion that the powers now vested

in the Local Government Board, the Board of Trade, and the

Home Office should be combined in a Central Electricity

Board. This Board, which would be mainly composed of

electrical engineering experts, would be the sanctioning

authority for loans, and would, therefore, be able to exercise

technical supervision over the proposals of the district boards.

There was another question closely bound up with the

centralisation of electricity supply which, unless dealt with

on national lines, would prove a serious hindrance to the

object aimed at. Oil fuel might be left out of account while

they were dependent on foreign markets for supplies. They
were,, therefore, absolutely dependent for the production of

power on the supply of coal. Coal getting and coal distribu-

tion were an outstanding example of their haphazard methods

in dealing with matters of vital importance. The colliery

owner was left free to extract the coal, and to sell it to the

highest bidder, even though he were the agent of a foreign

Government not too friendly to this country. There was no

attempt to grade or classify coal from particular districts for

industrial purposes. Prices varied within wide limits, and at

one time they were threatened with interruption of supplies

through strikes, while at another stocks were held up in

order artificially to inflate prices. The time had arrived when
a Commission should be appointed by the Government to

report on the national supply of fuel with the object of utilis-

ing it to the best advantage. The question of transport should

also be dealt with, so that they would not witness the anomaly
of coals being shipped from Newcastle to Manchester district,

whilst collieries within a 20-mile radius of Manchester were
actually sending consignments of coal to Newcastle for export.

The Limitation of Prices Act would require to be strengthened

and compulsory arbitration introduced to prevent an inter-

ruption of coal supplies through strikes. To avoid such strikes

some form of profit-sharing might be established which would
give the worker a direct interest in the concern for which he
worked.
These proposals might seem somewhat daring, but if they

were to make good the wastage caused by the war and to

retain their commercial supremacy, the problem must be dealt

with on broad lines. The ideal to aim at was to convert their

natural resources, fuel and labour, into power, light, and
heat, so as to achieve the Highest individual and national

efficiency.

If the war caused them to scrap their old methods and to

reorganise existing systems with the view of attaining higher
standards, the enormous sacrifices which it had entailed wrould

not have been in vain.

Mr. J. S. Highfield said that one of the reasons for the

success of electricity supply undertakings was the possibility

of working with less coal than the individual manufacturer.
He thought it was a mistake originally to grant powers to

public companies with terminable concessions, as during the

last few years preceding the termination it would be difficult

to raise capital for so short a period, and they would not
invest their reserve funds freely in the business because of
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the doubt as to what they would get for the undertaking
when it was Bold. When the Power Acts were granted in

1900, that fault in the original legislation was realised, and
power companies were formed withoul compulsory purchase
clauses. Even without such a Board as had been suggested,
.1 great deal might be done with regard to linking up, so

that the small stations should not be unnecessarily extended.
The electrical industry in this matter had suffered from pro-
fessional jealousy; there bad not been that assistance given
between managers of supply authorities which would have
made connections possible, lie bad no! much belief in Gov-
ernment control, because it was not possible to alter human
nature by legislation. The war was going to do a lot for

them, and it was making people see that the success of one's
neighbour was in a very large measure one's own success.

Aid. W. Walker said that in principle the linking-up of
stations would be a good thing for the community; when,
however, details came to be discussed the human element
entered into the matter. When dialing with representatives
of public bodies and directors of private companies, with their
professional and technical stall's, one immediately found that
each took a conflicting view as to which was the main con-
cern. At present they were handicapped by having to go to

Parliament for permission before a step could be taken to
improve the conditions in a given area. There ought to be
some body to whom an appeal could be made,, who would
a nsider these questions solely on their merits, and not with
sentimental or political motives.
Mr. A. E. McKenzte said that in Manchester the price of

gas had been increased approximately 24 per cent, in the last

twelve months, as against 10 per cent, to 15 per cent, for elec-

tricity. Mr. Robertson's suggestion that the proposed Board
should fix the selling price would involve considerable diffi-

culty, as each municipality had its own ideas as to the amount
that the electricity department should contribute to the rates.
The Manchester electricity department had for some years
contributed a sum of £30,000 per annum in relief of the rates.
If it were proposed that the department should be State con-
trolled, he was sure the inhabitants of the city would offer
great opposition to the scheme, unless this rate aid was con-
tinued. Great economies would be effected if the linking-up
of stations was brought about; it was absurd that municipal
boundaries should be insurmountable barriers against such a
s<

;

heme. Professional jealousy also tended against its adop-
tion. It had been done in several London boroughs, with
very great saving. In Lancashire it could easily be arranged
by the engineers of the various undertakings, and undoubtedly
good would result.

Mr. 'S. J. Watson thought that one of the great difficulties
of a Joint Board would be that of finance. He suggested that
the capital might be found partly by municipal bodies and
partly by private enterprise. A further step might be taken
to appoint representatives from the local Boards to a Central
Beard in London, which should possess very wide powers.
Not the least matter which such**a board would have to deal
with would be the conservation of coal supply. It would have
power to stop the establishment of any further small generat-
ing stations, and also to consider the advisability of continuing
existing stations or forcing them to take a supply from some
other larger undertaking in the district. When Chairman of
the Manchester Section, some live or six years ago, he went
caiefully into the question of linking-up the different sta-
tions, and found that if all the supply undertakings within an
8 or 10-mile radius of the city were coupled up, it would set
at liberty for use spare plant to the value of approximately
half a million of money. He agreed with Mr. Highfield on
tha question of perpetuity of tenure; if an order was limited,
higher prices must be charged than would be the case if the
time was unlimited, owing to the uncertainty as to what
would happen at the end of the term.
Mr. C. C. Atchison agreed that there should be a Central

Electricity Board in London, but its functions should be
mainly in the direction of finance and general guidance. There
should be some standardisation of systems throughout the
whole country; at the present time systems were very varied,
and it would be difficult to link up the stations in certain areas
owing to the difference in frequencies, and so on. With
regard to the profits from municipal stations, he thought that
the ratepayers were entitled to a reasonable return from their
trading undertakings, but not to the extent some of them had
contributed in the past. The friction which might exist be-
tween undertakings in connection with the linking-up of
systems did not, in his opinion, arise from engineers, but
was purely a question of local councils. No doubt in the
future it would be necessary to link up certain stations, and
the engineers were quite willing to consider such a scheme
with interchange of supplies regulated in a manner like the
railway clearing-house.
Mr. J. H. Wood thought the time was ripe to consider the

question of linking up. This could be done without a Board,
by a meeting of the different authorities. Many of the smaller
undertakings had found it necessary to limit their under-
takings because they could not enter upon any additional
capital expenditure until there was some revenue from the
capital already expended. Many consumers were lost in this

manner. With regard to coal supplies, a Board on the lines

suggested by Mr. Robertson could control both prices and
quality. He suggested that a Board might regulate the
amount to be paid for labour.

Mr. R. Blackmore thought there was no good reason why

the suggested Board should be formed It had not yet been
shown that super-stations Could generate re cheaply than
a medium-sized station. Linking-up was good, but it was
not necessary to bring in Parliament to do it. Tramways had
aheady been linked up, and electricity stations could be linked
up similarly.

Mr. J. D. Paton said that engineers should not confine them-
selves to pure technical electrical engineering, but study
mining engineering, in order to deal with the waste coal and
future supplies of coal foi electric power They bad millions
of tons oi waste coal which yielded I 11 or 50 gallons of oil to
the ton, but the colliery owners could not produce this

material till it was demanded. The Coal which was now esti-

mated as valuable coal would in the near future be relegated
to a position of secondary importance Coal fired for a thermal
value only would become a thing oi the past, and take a
secondary place to coal which would yield a high oil and by-
pioduct return.
Mr. Robertson agreed that the high price of coal was a

good thing for electricity undertakings for the time being,
and even if it continued, but a broadei view should be taken.
To re-establish their position after the war in the world of
commerce, they must have cheap power, and therefore cheap
fuel. It was just because of the human element that it

Wi uld be necessary, in his opinion, to go to Parliament to
obtain powers to over-ride those local councils which might
not be prepared to come voluntarily into a local linking-up
scheme. He had not proposed that uniform prices should be
barged in one district or in one undertaking; he had simply

said the Local Board should be the authority that would fix

the prices for each area or portion of an area. He thought
that was a very necessary thing, because if they were intro-

ducing a bulk supply to a group, one local authority might fix

juices without any reference to the actual cost, or the actual
value to the consumer. He did not think an electricity under-
taking existed for the purpose of making money to be handed
over to the ratepayers who were not possible consumers of
electricity, and who would never be called upon to make good
any deficiency that might arise. Any surplus or profits should
be transferred to the reserve fund, and so prevent the possi-

bility of the ratepayers being asked to make good any defi-

ciency. The linking-up arrangement he suggested was only a

temporary one, to meet the difficulty. His own view was
that the powers possessed by these Boards should go much
further later on, and would ultimately result, he believed, in

the nationalisation both of generation and distribution.

AMERICA AND EXPORT TRADE
DEVELOPMENT.

I\T the proceedings of the last annual convention of the
National Commercial Gas Association of America, there appears
a report of an address by Dr. E. E. Pratt, Chief of the
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce of the U.S.
Department of Commerce, on the subject of export trade
development. He said that at the outbreak of the war much
was said about America's exceptional opportunities for secur-

ing export trade, but he believed that many such statements
were unduly optimistic, being made by persons who were
inclined to take an exaggerated view of the possible expansion
in the foreign field.

One assertion, however—and it might be regarded, after all,

as the fundamental one—was absolutely true. The disturbed
conditions in Europe did, and still do, give American manu-
facturers an altogether unusual opening for the building up
of foreign trade. But the expectation of immediate returns,

of getting a great number of cash orders in foreign countries,

was ill-judged and failed, very naturally, of realisation. There
was ground for the belief that many exporters thought they

had only to go to South America, to Australia, to South
Africa, to Japan or China, and pick up the orders overlooked

or left behind by the countries that had become involved in

the great military conflagration. Such a view was hardly

justified. The European war broke up so completely the

machinery of the world's traffic and the world's credit that it

was impossible for many months to get orders in foreign

countries. It was impossible for many months to get the

cash for orders that had been taken before or during that

time. The chief advantage derivable by American manufac-
teiers from the unprecedented situation that confronted them
at the beginning of the war was the chance to lay a solid

foundation for future business. • That was still true. The
opportunity was not so much an affair of present profit as of

earnest, judicious building toward a goal which, while it was
clearly discernible, could not be grasped at once. And when
this end was finally reached, the accomplishment would be

valuable and important just in proportion as the preliminary

work had been systematic and well done.

The American manufacturer had. in some ways, been slow

to seize the advantage that conditions now afforded. Many
were hesitating; they were waiting to see what someone else

could do; they were reluctant to extend the necessary credit

facilities. But, on the other hand, there were many enter-

prising, far-sighted manufacturers who had gone into the
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foreign markets with vigour at this time. They might not
all be taking orders; but they were gradually, surely, paving
the way for future trade. He knew one manufacturer who had
sent out his salesmen (his business diplomats, they might more
properly call them) for the purpose of establishing on secure
foundations the business in these foreign countries. He knew
oi manufacturers who had planned extended campaigns for

from one to five or ten years—not with the idea of getting
immediate sales or of making marked conquests next year,

or the year after, but, rather, of attaining an eventual posi-

tion that would ensure the coming of a notable volume of

business into their hands. Some of them might not realise

the increase of American trade with the countries that were
entirely outside the war zone. They were enjoying, of course,

an augmented trade with the neutral European, as well as
with the allied -nations. There might not, however, be an
adequate comprehension of the way in which U.S. trade with
South America, for example, had increased. Comparing the
four months—June, July, August, and September, of 1913

—

with the same four months of 1915, U.S. trade with South
America had increased 21.5 per cent. That must be regarded
as a considerable increase in a large volume of trade. " Our
trade with Central America has, unfortunately, not increased.

Our trade with Canada has actually decreased by almost 9

per cent. Our trade with British South Africa has increased
12 per cent. Our trade with Asia has increased 50 per cent.,

and our trade with Australia has increased by the astonishing
amount of 77 per cent. These figures convey, more emphati-
cally than any long analysis, a sense of what has happened
in the markets that are not in the zone of military opera-
tions."

He did not wish to be understood as discouraging the hopes
that had been aroused with reference to the Latin American
field, but it seemed worth pointing out that there were
markets in other countries that were of equal or greater
importance. After all. in all of Latin America, including
Mexico and the West Indies, there were 75 million people.

But in certain other parts of the world there were tremendous
populations—populations capable of absorbing vast quantities
of goods. Passing over South Africa and Australia, with popu-
lations of 6,000,000 and 5,000,000 respectively, he spoke first

of India. India had 315,000,000 people. Its imports in

1913-14 amounted to the total of $©4,517,000, of which the
United States furnished only $15,542,000. The value of

American products consumed annually in India was less than
4 cents per capita. India had been characterised by a recent
writer as " the treasure sink," and to an American commer-
cial traveller it seemed like " a bottomless pit, into which
supplies may be sent in an endless stream."
The East Indies had 40,000,000 people ; Japan had 53,000,000

;

China had 350,000,000; and last, but by no means least, Russia
had 170,000,000. Some of them were thinking that the

people of those countries had not the purchasing power of

the South Americans. If an individual average were taken,
that was indisputable; but the fact should, nevertheless, be
stressed that, in the aggregate, countries like India and China
had a genuinely enormous purchasing power. In Australia—
a field that in many discussions received comparatively scant
attention—the average man bought about 50 dollars' worth of

goods from the United States every year.

Russia, in his opinion, was perhaps the most promising mar-
ket to which American manufacturers could just now look

forward. It was a great, but largely undeveloped country.

In all Russia there were now only about 46 thousand miles
of railways; within the next few years, thousands of miles
would be built. Only 20 per cent, of the large cities of Russia
had either electric or gas plants. Only a small proportion
had such public improvements as sewage and water systems.
Russian mines, forests, and mineral resources were relatively

undeveloped at the present time.
During the last few years Russia had been importing

annually, from all the countries of the world, an average of

$600,000,000 worth of goods. About half that amount, or

$300,000,000, had in -the past been sold by Germany. They
might decide for themselves whether, after the termination
of hostilities, such an amount of goods would continue to be
taken from Germany into Russia. Present indications pointed
t ) the probability that the trade would be divided between
England and the United States on the west and Japan on the
east. A tremendous amount of goods had been flowing from
the United States through Germany into Russia. Germany,
in fact, had acted as the middleman for most of U.S. Russian
trade.

Dr. Pratt next glanced briefly at the methods of entering

these markets. To one essential principle they might adhere,

and that was that foreign was not basically different from
domestic trade. They might reasonably expect to succeed
abroad if they employed there the same fundamental principles

that they had used in the successful development of their busi-

ness in the United States. To illustrate this, they might cite an
example. Suppose an American manufacturer located in New
England were about to develop a new market on the Pacific

coast. What would he do? Probably his first move would be to

go there himself, looking over the field personally, formulating
his impressions of it, determining whether there was likely

to be a market. Then, quite probably, he would send out his

sides manager for the purpose of acquainting himself with

the sales methods of his competitors, and with the idea of

testing out the market and ascertaining exactly what kind of

pjoducts should go there. In the event that he represented a

large corporation, he would send there skilled business investi

gators, in order that they might actually go to the consumers,
find out what competing products were marketed, and gather
together the many facts that a large manufacturer would
desire before embarking on an undertaking of that kind. He
would then be likely to set aside a small advertising appropria-

tion, not so much with the idea of getting immediate business

as of seeing whether the market would respond to methods
he had used before—whether, in short, his goods would " go."

After satisfying himself on these preliminary points, he would
send out his salesmen. Most manufacturers would scarcely

expect a group of salesmen in a new territory to show a profit

at the end of their first trip. If they turned in profits at the

end of a second or third trip, or even a fifth trip, the manu-
facturer would, in most cases, be satisfied. Later, head-

quarters, or a branch store or distributing warehouse, would
be established in the locality, and finally, perhaps, a factory

might be established. How did the same manufacturer
approach the subject of foreign trade? He probably got

together, in the first place, all obtainable books that had to

do with the particular market that he contemplated entering.

He sent to the Government for publications, and the Depart-

ment of Commerce could, as a rule, supply him with interest-

ing literature.

Writing to an American Consul, he might secure a list of all

the persons in that district who would be likely to take hie

goi ds. His next step was to send out circular letters and
catalogues of his goods—printed, perhaps, in English. As a-

result of these efforts, he might get an order. This he filled.

Greatly elated at his success in the foreign field, it was quite

probable that he might neglect altogether to look up the pur-

chaser's credit rating—a thing he would not fail to do if he

were shipping a bill of goods to Tacoma or San Francisco.

Perhaps, finally, he became sufficiently resolute to send out

a salesman ; but almost invariably (and contrary to his usual

custom) he would expect that salesman to show a profit at

the end of his first trip.

"We have all heard men say: 'There is nothing in this

foreign-trade game. I have tried it. I sent out a salesman,

and he made no profits, and I am done with it. I am con-

vinced there is nothing in it.' That is emphatically not the

way to work up a business in a foreign market. The manu-
facturer who does business on such principles abroad will

fail just as surely as the man whose methods I have pre-

viously outlined is certain to succeed in the domestic field.

Let me repeat, therefore, the fact that, after all, the same
businesslike principles arc applicable to the foreign trade as

to the trade at home."
Certain modifications were, of course, necessary, but, from

the standpoint of general policy, these were of relatively small

consequence. A few surface conditions presented new prob-

lems; a few obstacles or handicaps must be surmounted; but

these things were a matter of detail. In South America, as had
frequently been stated, travelling salesmen must possess the

qualities of courtesy and politeness; business transactions

there rested, in a large measure, on a basis of personal friend-

ship and esteem.' And, in addition, the methods were more
leisurely ; bVeeziness, hustle, a determination to make, a quick

sale must yield in those countries to the practice of quietly

deferring to the wishes of the buyer. Adjustments, adapta-

tions, must be made in minor matters such as these; the

successful exporter and the successful salesman must show
a willingness to conform. " But is not the same true, in a

less degree, perhaps, of the United States? There are, I

think, some_sales managers here. Is it not true that you
have to do business in different ways in different parts of the

United States? Is it not necessary to use different sales

methods in New York and in Chicago, in San Francisco and
in New Orleans? Before passing on to another phase of

commercial life, let me reiterate my conviction that, in so far

as your domestic trade methods are sound, logical, and well-

censidered, they will need no material alterations when
bi ought to bear upon the foreign field."

With respect to co-operative marketing for_ export, there

was really not much that could be said, since information on
the subject was more or less limited. The German cartels

had been pointed out from time to time as an example of

what they ought to do. He thought, however, that there was
some misunderstanding as to precisely what the cartel was
and what the cartels in Germany were actually doing. As a

matter of fact, these were organisations (perhaps the word
" pool " would more nearly express their character) of inde-

pendent manufacturers and. strange as it might seem, of

independent consumers. A large proportion of the German
cartels were organisations of consumers and not of producers.

These had been .brought into existence by conditions growing

out of the producers' organisations ; they therefore found in

Germany a peculiar situation, in which organisations of pro-

ducers were opposing similar organisations of consumers.

Some of the German cartels were very loose associations.

Some of them merely controlled the conditions of sale; some
controlled certain other market conditions; some actually fixed

prices ; others fixed the proportion of profit or the proportion

of the market that was to be allotted to various producers

belonging to that cartel.

Only a few of the German cartels had any definite foreign-

trade policy, and where such a policy existed it was, in many
cases, not well developed. " I think I am justified in saying

that Germany has succeeded in foreign trade, not because of

her peculiar organisation of industry, not because of the pre-
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valence of cartels, but rather because every German manu-
facturer who goes in for foreign trade brings to that field an
eLergy and perseverance that compel results. He gets all the

together and then, with his knowledge to guide him,
markets his goods in essentially the same way as in Germany."
Dr. Pratt next irk of the Bureau of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce in helping American manu-
facturers in their efforts to win such trade. Hie nation got
information from a number of sources : First, from the
Ccnsuls, of whom there were about 400; second, from the
commercial agents, of whom there were about '20. These
latter were experts on certain commodities, such, for instance,

as boots and ihoes d apparatus, or gas appliances.
Then, in the third place, they got information from the com-
mercial attaches, a h had been in existence
about a year. The information obtained from all these sources
was brought together, systematised, and co-ordinated in Wash-
ington at the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
whence it was disseminated by correspondence, through their

publications, and by means of their district offices, which
were located in eight cities. In addition to these eight district

offices, the Bureau had co-operating branches in the chambers
of commerce in five other cities.

In regard to the commercial attaches, there were ten of
these trade diplomats, with headquarters at London, Paris,
The Hague (the man assigned to Berlin is temporarily at The
HagueV Petrograd, Peking, Melbourne, Santiago, Lima, Eio
de Janeiro, and Buenos Aires. These men did not, in any
way, duplicate the work of the consuls. The consuls had a
comparatively restricted district and were burdened with a
tremendous amount of routine work. The attache, on the
contrary, had jurisdiction over an entire country—sometimes
two or three, or even five, countries—and his business was to
attend to the more general problems, the things that con-
.cemed the country as a whole rather than the minute, local

features that concerned only a particular district. For example,
their commercial attache at Rio de Janeiro had given almost
his entire time to a careful study of the tariff situation. Their
commercial attache in Petrograd had given a portion of his
time, among other activities of promotion and investigation.

:ting out embargoed goods. Their commercial attache
at The Hague had giver, practically his entire time to facili-

tating the movement of goods, so far as possible, in and out
of Holland and Germany. Their commercial attache at
Peking. China, had done a number of things, especially in
the way of getting Americans appointed as special advisers
to China on such -subjects as cotton mills, agriculture, or
similar economic matters. Perhaps the most interesting
achievement of any of their men was that of their commercial
attache at Paris. " We received an invitation from the King
of Spain, coining to us through the Department of State and
asking that a commercial man be sent to Madrid. The King
desired a conference and exchange of views with respect to
commercial relations between Spain and the United States.
Our commercial attache was therefore sent from Paris. In
the course of his conversation with the King of Spain, he
mentioned to His Majesty the existence of a transport tax on
coal—a tax that placed American coal at a serious disadvan-
tage as compared with English coal and, in fact, practically
kept our coal out, of the Spanish market. His Majesty was
much interested and asked many questions. Three weeks
later the transport tax on coal was abolished by Royal Decree,
and there is now a market in Spain for approximately
3 000,000 tons of American coal a year."

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters receirad by us after 5 p.m. ok Tuesday cannot appear until

the following week. Correspondents shouldforward their commum-
rations at the earliest possible moment. No letter can Republished
unless we hair the writer's mime and address in our, possession.

The I.E.I:, and a Current Commercial Problem.

It is always very gratifying when the Institution take under
their aegis a commercial problem. Their latest essay in this
direction had been taken on the recent issue of the Board of
Trade circular asking gas and electric light companies to get
their consumers to reduce fighting consumptions by 10 per
cent. Thereupon, the Institution duly convened a meeting of
the engineers of the supply undertakings. We are sorry,
however, to have to criticise their method, even at this pre-
liminary stage. The whole question is a commercial one,
and, surely, the commercial side should have, been adequately
represented. Instead of this, it appears to have been com-
posed of the station and other engineers, despite the fact
that the Board of Trade letter does not raise any engineering
point but one of policy. History in the past has shown that
for such questions to be dealt with by station engineers is

tj invite trouble. It has not yet been made public what
coiporate action has been decided upon, but one may be
pretty certain that the engineers have been " drawn." We
must remember that they are up against very strategic oppo-
nents.

I should, incidentally, like to know whether those who are
responsible for calling this meeting have taken the trouble to

ascertain whether the Department of the Board of Trade who
are directly responsible for electric supply undertakings (and

the proper performance by them of their statutory obligations)

had been consulted on this letter, and whether such depart-
ment had given their support. Or, as the alternative, whether
the letter in question emanated from some one or other
department in the Foard of Trad are entirely

alien to the electric supply .section, and who, acting indepen-
dently, are trying thus adroitly to " draw " the industry. It

is to be hoped that the engineers had not allowed their inno-

cenoy to be traded on.

The letter from the Board of Trade may be regarded as a
kind of knot in the stretched rope of tug-of-war. On the one
side there are the electric supply and gas o panies, and on
the further body
of colliery owners and others who ha - to gain by
decreasing home consumption (which is under " limited

"

prices) and increasing the export consumption (which can
command fancy prii

With regard to the Board of Trade circular itself, this has
already met with full criticism in the electrical and gas Press.

One can. only regret that on one of the few occasions when
the Board of Trade has woke up from its Rip Van Winkle
somnolence its activity should not have been better considered.
Anyhow, we await with interest the result of the Institution
meeting.

Policy.

Justice to Inventors.

I would like to endorse the very opportune letter written
by " Fair Play " and inserted in your issue of May oth.

Unfortunately, inventors cannot hope for any immediate
assistance from our Government. The immediate question
arising, therefore, is :

" What is the best course to adopt at the

moment? " I would suggest three initial steps:

—

1. That every inventor whose British patents are adversely
affected by the war should, either directly or through the
medium of his patent agent, pay his patent renewal fees under
vigorous protest.

_. That inventors should bring their grievance to the notice
of their respective trade associations.

3. That trade associations should be invited to co-operate on
the subject, and when a fitting time arises they should pre-

sent a concrete proposal to the Government.
For my part. I have already adopted suggestions (1) and (

-

2).

• and shall be glad to further joint action and to interest my
trade association if the suggestion meets with general approval.
In the meantime, inventors are indebted to you. Sir, for

allowing this subject to be ventilated in your valued columns.

Inventor.

The Pronunciation of " Ljungstrom."

I think it would interest a few of us readers of the Review
if we had the English pronunciation of the word " Ljung-
stiom " as applied to the turbo of that make.

James A. Burns.
Magheramorne, May 13th, 1916

[We sincerely sympathise with our correspondent, and have
made inquiries; it is difficult to convey the result to our
readers in print, but we understand that a fair approximation
to the Swedish pronunciation is given by " Yoongstrerm."

glish pronunciation seems to be a matter of personal

taste.—Eds. Elec. Rev.]

The I.E.E. Election.

May I be allowed to say that my sentiments on the matter

are identical with those of your correspondent of last week,

though I am afraid the course he adopted with his ballot

paper may have invalidated it.

Think of a number of years, say, 20. Then can anyone
deny that in that long period there would be many more than

20 fresh men to select from ; men who deserved and w ho could

act up to the highest position in the Institution?

The Council and the Local Sections seem chiefly to blame

in not giving us a newT President.

Speaking of Local Sections reminds me that I was once a

disgusted member of that at Manchester. It had far less

" go " in it than the committee of any sort of club.

There were other things in the ballot paper that were not

clear to me, but it showed in black and white that there was
only one small body in the whole Institution that had the

gumption to put forward an outside candidate for the Council.

I voted for him without hesitation.

We have recently been told, officially and numerically, how
poor the response is when members are asked to indicate then-

wishes on voting papers sent them through the post. The
conclusion one arrives at from this and other signs is that

the majority of I.E.E. members are hopelessly indifferent to

things. What else can be said of men who lack the esprit de

corps to lift a pen, do a little thinking, write a word or two,

and spend a halfpenny or a penny on a stamp?

The occasional grumblers (and I am one of them) seem to

forget that by co-operation and procedure on regular lines,

the carrving out of any desired "reform," if it really had much
to recommend it, would be comparatively easy. So perhaps,

after all, the Council is not so very much to blame.

W. Perren Maycock.
London, S.E.. May lith, 1916.
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The Resistance of a Cube.

There is an error in the demonstration by Mr. Makower,
" The Resistance of a Cube," which is not brought out in

the communications of Mr. Carter and Mr. Smith in the
issue of March 24th.

Mr. Makower is correct in stating that the conduction in

the sides of the cube will be made up of six parallel circuits,

each consisting of two triangles in series; but he errs in

assuming that the stream lines in these triangles will be the
same as when these triangles represent quarters of a square
with electrodes at two opposite corners.

This may readily be shown by developing the surface of the

cube out into a plane, as in the accompanying figure, f repre-

sents one electrode and G the other, fcd is one of the tri-

angles referred to, and the stream lines shown are for the

I cannot conceive of any other means whereby man can adopt
the estimable habits of the lower creation and vary his time-
table from winter to summer with the unanimity demanded
by modern civilisation. If you have an alternative we look
to you to suggest it rather than to indulge in purely destruc-
tive criticism, which, fortunately, cannot now destroy.

It will be no easy task for my diminished stall to aitei

5,000 clocks in London alone nest Saturday night, but I think
it is to the credit of the electrical profession that it has con-
tributed a method by which it can be done comparatively
simply and with precision.

F. Hope=Jones. M.I.E.E.
London, E.G., May 15th, 1916.

TRADE STATISTICS OF ITALY.

case when it is part of a square, o c D is the triangle in series

with it, and it will be noticed that this triangle is reversed
with respect to the first. The result is that the line c D is no
longer one of equipotential, and the stream lines will not
fellow the same course as in the case of the square. Hence
the resistance cannot be computed on the basis of this
analogy. The result is approximately correct, but is not exact.
Of course, it is necessary to consider an electrode with

appreciable size, but this may be taken the same for both
square and cube.

M. G. Llovd.
Chicago, U.S.A., April 21s/, 1916.

Daylight Saving.
In your first editorial on this subject you referred to having

received protests from Mr. Willett and myself against your
antagonistic attitude to this measure, and with regard to

mine, you expressed astonishment " that one whose profession

it is to propagate accurate time service should lend his aid

to the destruction of that ideal." I trust, therefore, that you
will permit me to reply to the more important points in

your two articles.

Greenwich mean time fixes the minutes and seconds only.

They remain permanent and universal. I yield to none in my
pride in the fountain head of the world's time-keeping, and
it was left to me to protest against our lamentable failure to

take any share in the w-ork of organising international wire-

less time service, an undertaking which our country was most
competent to perform. Daylight saving takes nothing from
the prestige, utility, or permanence ef Greenwich mean time,

which is the world-wide standard for minutes and seconds.

But the position of the hour-hands is variable, is, in fact.

already different for each of the 24-hour zones, is fixed by
every country for the convenience of its inhabitants, and may
be moved backwards or forwards at will to secure the greatest

good for the greatest number. A forward movement in the
spring is demanded in latitudes like ours, where the inertia

of winter habits results in our sleeping many hours behind
blinds drawn to keep out the sunlight.

In your current issue you say that the original proposal was
optional, and the present one compulsory. There was no
more option in the Daylight Saving Bill of 1911 than in to-

day's Summer Time Bill. In both the option is with the indi-

vidual, who may, if he likes, refuse to conform. It is obvious
that few would be so eccentric or stubborn as to exercise this

option to their own detriment and vast inconvenience.
Why should we feel this to be "a voluntary self-deception

and a slur upon our moral strength " any more than the daily

clock alteration on an Atlantic liner? The cause is similar, and
the obiect desired is identical. Owing to a change in the hours
of daylight relatively to the human time-table, we get out of

phase with the sun, and a' correction must be made. The one
ii measured by latitude, due to a change of seasons, and the

other is measured by longitude, due to a change in our posi-

tion.

Denounce, if you like, a calendar based upon hours of

uniform length, but unless and until you are prepared to.

revert to the Roman method of " temporary " hours, i.e.,

hours of varying length (and. incidentally, to give up the

measurement of time. yea. even astronomy itself as an exact

science) your only alternative is to pass a Summer Time Bill.

The following statement, showing the imports of electrical and
similar goods into Italy during the year 1914, is extracted from
the recently-issued trade statistics. The figures for 1913 are
added for purposes of comparison, and notes of any increases
or decreases are given.
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Arc lamps.—
Germany
Austria-Hungary ..

( treat Britain
France
United States
Other countries

Total

Dynamo-electric machines

From Austria-Hungary
France
Germany
Great Britain
Switzerland
United States
Other countries

1913.

[ire.

2'20,000

5,000
2,000

l'.l.ooo

1,000

2,000

1911.

Lire.

101,000

2,000
4,000

9,000
•1,000

Inc. or dec.

Lire.

- 119,000

3,000

2,000

10,000
3,000

2,000

. 249,000 120,000 - 129,000

weighing 1,000 kg. or less.—
636,000 226,000
132.000 97,0110

2,689,000 2,093,000

322,000 336,000

161,000 251 ,000

131,000 322,000
28,000 43,000

411,000
35,000

596,000
14,000

90,000
191,000
16,000

4,099,000 3,367,000 - 732,000

911,000 1,638,000 +
36,000 46,000 +

1,816,000 2,439,000 +
33,000 38,000 +
279,000 416,000 +
180,000 340,000 +

727,000
10,000

023,000

5,000

137,000
160,000

1,000 1,000

Total ...

Electric transformers.—
From Austria-Hungary

,, France
,, Germany
„ Great Britain

,, Switzerland

,, . United States

,. Other countries

Total 3,256,000 4,918,000 + 1,662,000

Ports of dynamo-clfictric machines and of transformers.—
Ficm France 168,000 111,000 - 57,000

Germany 975,000 580,000 - 395,000

Great Britain ... 194,000 183,000 - 11,000

United States ... 60,000 120,000 + 60,000

Switzerland ... 49,000 112,000 + 63,000

Other countries ... 407,000 55,000 - 352,000

Total 1,853,000 1,161,000 - 692,000

Electric lamps, incandescent.—
Ficm Austria-Hungary ... 2,362,000 2,672,000

France
Germany
Great Britain
Switzerland
Netherlands
Other countries

138,000 131.000

5,480,000 3,863,000

8,000 57,000
141,000 159,000

921,000 465,000

36,000 58,000

310,000
7,000

,623,000

49,000

18,000
456,000
22,000

Total 9,092,000 7,405,000 - 1,687,000

Carbons of all kinds for electro-technical purposes.—
Ficm Austria-Hungary ... 133,000 121,000 -

„ Germany 666,000 1,290,000 +
,, France 86,000 155,000 +
„ Switzerland ... 41,000 9,000 -

„ United States ... 50,000 43,000 -
,, Other countries ... 4,000 2,000 -

12,000

624,000

69,000
32,000
7,000

2,000

Total 980,000 1,620,000 + 640,000

Accumulators and metal parts.—
Fiom Germany 33,000 32,000 -

., Great Britain ... 10,000 13,000 +
„ France 80,000 8,000 -

Other countries ... 8,000 28,000* +

Total 131,000 81,000

United States, 28,000 lire.

1,000

3,000
72,000

20,000

50,000

The classes of electrical and allied goods, in which Italy is

making most progress as an exporter, are shown in the follow-

ing comparative figures of her exports (special trade) in 1913

and 1914 :
—

Dynamo-electric machines iveighing 1,000 h.g. or less:—
To Argentine Republic ... 730,000 664,000 - 66,000

France 332,000 207,000 - 125,000
"

Brazil 201,000 22,000 - 179,000

,, Austria-Hungary ... 69,000 48,000 - 21,000

„ Other countries ... 714,000 614,000 - 100,000

Total ... ... 2,046,000 1,555,000 - 491,000

Copper, brass or bronze wire more than I mm. diameter.—
To India and Ceylon
,, Tripoli

,, Egypt ... ..

., Other countries

426,000.
79,niiii

16,000

40,000

213,000
54.000

5,000
08,000

Total 561,000 340,000

Steam engines, stationary, without boilers.—
To 'Argentine Republic ... 124,000 136,000

.. Spain 109.000

.. Tunis 5,000

.. Russia 41,000

., Turkey 50,000

., Other countries ... 213,000
112,000

119,000

+

80,000 +

Total 542,000 507,000

213,000
25,000

11,000

28,000

221,000

12,000

109,000
75,000

41,000

62,000

94,000

35,000

1H 3. 1914. Inc. or dec.
I i iv Lire. Lire.

Boilers (including multitubular)

.

—
To Argentine Republic ... 1.63,000 192,000 + 29,000

„ Punis 13,000 10,000 + 3,000
., Tripoli 28,000 11,000 - 17,000
. Brazil 40,000 '.il.OOO + 19,000
.. Chile 14,000 — - 14,000

,, Egypt 163,000 177,000 + 14,000

,, Other countries ... 24,000 93,000 + 69,000

Total
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THE INTERCONNECTION OF ELEC-
TRICITY SUPPLY UNDERTAKINGS.

[58

We have followed with the keenest interest the
recent discussions at the Institution of Electrical

Engineers on the proposals put forward by Mr.
Ernest T. Williams for the reorganisation of elec-

tricity supply in this country, on the bases of cen-
tralisation, co-operation, and interconnection, and
have cordially welcomed the new spirit which seems
to be stirring the dry bones of this exceedingly
important branch of the industry. Hitherto, to
judge by the actual course of events, the watchword
of most undertakers of electricity supply, whether
company or municipal, and of most engineers con-
nected with them—but, happily, not all—has been
"'every man for himself"; the petty jealousies of
municipalities and of supply engineers were freely
blamed in the Manchester discussion for the failure
to secure co-operative working between them,
although the fact was clearly recognised that very
great advantages could be derived from a policy of
interconnection of systems and genuine co-opera-
tion, particularly in such densely inhabited industrial
areas as those of South Lancashire, Yorkshire, and
Birmingham. But there was ample evidence that
the national importance of the matter, the changed
conditions, and the general awakening of the nation
to the imperative necessity of placing efficiency and
economy above all minor and local considerations,
were bringing about a new attitude of mind towards
such questions, and that the time was ripe for action.
We were, therefore, intensely pleased to receive

from the Board of Trade a copy of a letter which it

has addressed, under date May 25th, to all electric
supply undertakings in the United Kingdom, in the
following terms :

—
The Central Coal and Coke Supplies Committee have had

under consideration the increasing difficulty in providing for
the supply of coal to important consumers, and have advised
the Board of Trade that in view of the possibility of a serious
shortage in the near future every practicable economy in con-
sumption should be adopted without delay.
In this connection the Board desire to call attention to the

very considerable saving that can be effected by the adoption
of arrangements for interconnection and Joint working of
electric supply undertakings, including interconnection with
stations supplying tramways and railways.
The Board are aware of the difficulties involved at the

piesent time, particularly in regard to labour and materials,
but they are advised that in many cases the necessary arrange-
ments could be made at once, and they wish, therefore, to
urge upon electric supply undertakers the necessity in the
national interest of taking immediate steps to avail themselves
to the fullest possible extent of the powers which exist for
the purpose.
Any application which may be made to the Board of Trade

for their approval of such arrangements under the powers
conferred on them by the Electric Lighting Act, 1909 (Section

4 Sub-section 3) and the London Electric Supply Acts, 1908
and 1910, will receive their immediate attention.

The Board. are prepared to assist as far as possible in cases

where difficulty is experienced in securing the agreement of

all the parties interested in any proposed scheme, or in

ananging the terms and conditions under which it shall be
cairied out.

The importance of this step can hardly be exag-
gerated, not only in its bearing upon the conditions

which exist in war-time, but also in its effect upon
the whole future of electrical engineering in this

country. We heartily congratulate the Board upon
its prompt action, and upon the intention, which is

plainly manifest, to follow up the policy suggested.

We would gladly see it go further, and obtain com-

1]
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pulsory powers to enable the Board not merely to
" urge upon electric supply undertakers the neces-

sity in the national interest of taking immediate
steps," but also to ensure the adoption of its sug-
gestion<. This is no time for coaxing and wheedling;
what the nation is crying out for is government
with a firm hand. We have seen the lamentable
results of the former policy in only too many in-

stances; we have seen also how readily and willingly

the nation complies with an order backed up with
energy and decision. To be effective during the war,
the policy of interconnection must be put into force

at once.

The immediate benefits to be derived from this

course chiefly consist in economy of fuel, the ex-
pressed purpose' of the Board, and the release of

stand-by plant to cope with the increased demand for

power. These features may at first sight appear to

be somewhat conflicting, but a little consideration
will show that the small and inefficient power sta-

tions can be utilised as a reserve to the large stations

equipped with modern economical plant; the latter

will be able to supply a greatly increased demand,
and yet show a great reduction in the aggregate
consumption of fuel. No interference with local

management of the distribution of electrical energy
is necessary, at any rate for the present, and we feel

sure that station engineers, a most patriotic body of

men, will heartily support a movement which is

shown to be of advantage to the nation, while their

private interests can readily be safeguarded, if they
feel it to be necessary. We trust that no time will

be lost in pressing on with a proposal which we
believe to be of the first importance to the nation,

to the electrical engineering industry, and to every
consumer of light, heat, and power throughout this

country.

In discussing the future of trade
The Future in Russia we have on several occa-
in Russia. sions expressed the opinion that

Germany's influence in that and
other markets would wane as the financial difficulties

withim the Central Empires developed, rendering
necessary or politic the disposal of securities in elec-

trical and other engineering undertakings. Of
ccurse, whether the weakening would be temporary
or permanent would depend to some extent upon
the ability of German interests to re-purchase the

securities after the war, and upon whether they were
transferred to friendly hands in neutral lands as a

matter of war convenience. Present indications do
not suggest that such ability will be very substan-

tial, but there are certain signs that transfers are

heing made.
Another very important point to which we

have also already alluded several times is the

need for engineering industrial development in

Russia, by Russians, and by nations which are now
their Allies. Engineers, at all events, have long

recognised that Russia would have been able to

withstand the German and Austrian offensive

last year with even greater brilliance and effect

—

indeed, the war might never have come at all—if

she had been more advanced as an engineering and
industrial nation. We may judge from the many
utterances that have been made by responsible

statesmen, scientists, engineers, and industrial

authorities in Russia, that this aspect of the situa-

tion is as keenly appreciated there as it is here. They
have a land of vast resources, and they desire .o

release it from the strangling grip of the Teuton.

Both of the foregoing matters are referred to in a

very -businesslike interview which " Sergius," of the

Daily Chronicle, has had with Mr. A. Protopopoff,

the vice-nresident of the Russian Duma. who. we are

told, is looked upon as the future Russian Minister

of Trade and Commerce. His great desire seems

to be to revolutionise the whole of Russian trade
—if he succeeds in revolutionising only a part
oi it he will have done much to open the way for
the development of closer relations with British
finance, industry, and commerce. He recognises
the need of British capital, says that the desired
guarantees and facilities that our capitalists require
will be forthcoming, flouts the opinions of those
Russian economists who blindly demand a complete
control over the capital, and who want only Russian
engineers and workmen to be employed, leaving the
English capitalist merely a dividend. Mr. Protopo-
poff says: "Give us English Engineers, English
managers, and even English skilled workmen. We
will learn from them. We are going to open wide
our doors to Allied capital . . . and see that such
conditions are created ... as will facilitate the
turnover of capital." Railways will be required on
an extensive scale; gold, iron, and coal mining indus-
tries clamour for development, and after the war
" we shall build up new industries and develop the
old ones, and thus emancipate ourselves." It may
be that in the readjustment of affairs, when the war
is ended, there will not be very much capital free for

such purposes immediately. But Mr. Protopopoff
will, as time passes, and as the position comes to be
tackled, see that finance is but part of the huge
problem, and British manufactures will be wanted
by the million sterling if the German yoke is to be
flung off. His sympathies, we are sure from other
comments made in the interview referred to, will

lead him to advocate the facilitation of British trade
quite as enthusiastically as he flow argues for

British finance, which is promised a fair return,
" perhaps many times greater than the profit on . . .

manufactured goods." He praises highly the efforts

of his friend, Prince Shahovsky, the present Rus-
sian Minister of Trade and Commerce, to bring
about closer businessi relations between the two
countries, urges the organising of visits of British

business men and experts to Russia, and the setting

up of an Official Information Bureau. He is careful

to warn British manufacturers and capitalists against

throwing themselves haphazardly into Russian enter-

prises, and in this he is but preaching what we have
ourselves long advocated, a policy of unity and co-

operation in a strong effort on the part of British

electrical and engineering manufacturers to build

up a thoroughly sound organisation equal to the

immense possibilities of the situation. All efforts to

this end may not be as free from set-backs as we;

might desire, and some appear to be delayed because

we are lamentably short of the right type of men to

carry these operations through with experience and
authority. We trust, however, that some of the

financial minds of the British Empire have their

attention fixed upon the concessions, electrical and

other, the hold upon which Germany is now being

driven to loosen. These may be regarded in many
cases as key concessions to fit and turn the lock of

industry.

In connection with what we have

German stated above, we are informed that a

Realisation movement is in progress in Germany
of Foreign in the direction of taking advantage
Securities. of the opportunity afforded by the

present rate of exchange for dis-

posing of securities held in undertakings in neutral

countries, whilst, at the same time, these countries

are exhibiting a greater desire to nationalise

electrical works. Among the recent transfers

may be mentioned the sale by the Frankfort

Laiimeyer Co. of its Wangen electricity works

in Switzerland for a sum of about 9,000.000 fcs.

(£360,000), and the disposal by the Berlin Electrics'

Undertakings Co. of shares for 1,136,800 crowns ir

the Christiania tramways; it is stated that the trans-

action yielded a good profit, which could not hav<

been obtained in" normal times. A further opera
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tion of considerable magnitude relates to the
Nuremberg Schuckert Co., which, as stated last

week, has succeeded in transferring to a Norwegian
syndicate, for a cash payment, its large holding of

shares in the Aktieselskabet Hafslund. These,
again, are said to have been sold at a large profit,

and they represent a total value of about £720,000.

LABOUR AND INDUSTRY.

The rubber market has been of

Rubber. late rather severely depressed, not
because of any material deteriora-

tion in the outlook as to the future outlet for the

commodity, but chiefly in consequence of the fact

that the export trade has been seriously handi-

capped by the difficulties experienced in the way of

getting permits for shipment to neutrals, more par-

ticularly the United States. There is as yet no indi-

cation of any material improvement in that direc-

tion, and this naturally continues to prejudice the

general demand to an extent which must be expected
to keep the warehouse stocks on this side in rather

unwieldy proportions. It seems unfortunate that the

progress of the industry should be so much ham-
pered by the action of the authorities, the reason for

this not being quite clear, although it is suggested
that demands for permits were at one time forced to

a degree which tended to make the authorities more
circumspect, possibly partly because of the persistent

tightness of shipping. These adverse conditions are

clearly reflected in the Board of Trade Returns for

the past month, showing a very big falling off in the

quantities dispatched to the United States, the total

against the previous year marking a deficit of over

4,300 tons, while it is well under the tonnage
accounted for in the same month two years ago. The
exports to allied countries were fairly well main-
tained. As compared with the large shrinkage in

the exports, the decrease in the imports was com-
paratively small and due to a falling off in the ship-

ments from the Near East, probably on account of

freight scarcity. The result, therefore, has been an
inevitable swelling of the stocks, the existence of

which is obviously making itself felt, the home
stocks being considerably larger than for some years
past. There is no mistaking the fact that export
buyers have now still to contend with many diffi-

culties as regards freightage and licences, and until

these drawbacks are to some extent remedied, it is

hardly likely that the position of spot rubber will

mend to any appreciable extent, although arrivals

look like being smaller for some time. The total

shipped during last month from the Federated
Malay States was, according to official returns, only

3.904 tons, against 4,429 tons for the previous
month, and 2,777 tons for April last year. The aggre-
gate for the four months amounts to 18,011 tons,

which is an increase of about 5,000 tons against last

year, and almost double the returns for the same
period two years ago. The tendency of prices for

weeks past has been most irregular, the depression
in spot and near rubber down to 2s. 9d. per lb.

(from which a temporary rally ensued of about 3s.

per lb.) contrasting sharply with the comparative
firmness which has characterised forward rubber,

I

the latter having been invariably maintained at a
fair premium due to a well-sustained demand which,
however, has been chiefly met by dealers. The
estates are apparently still reluctant to take advan-
tage of this satisfactory feature. Dealers have thus
been tempted to increase their operations while re-

purchasing on the spot at a discount some of the
rubber sold short forward. For the time being, con-
sumers confine their purchases to near requirements,
so that the market is largely in the hands of dealers.

The backward attitude of producers has come in for

seme criticism, for the prices obtainable for forward
delivery seem attractive enough. The course of the
market to some extent depends on the proportion of

the quantities reaching this side unsold.

For some years prior to the outbreak of Germany's war
upon Civilisation we were deeply absorbed in the domestic

questions which were constantly arising in consequence of

the progress of British Democracy. Those to whom it falls

to write the history of those days will probably record

against us that we were so much involved in embittered

controversy, and so angrily engaged in internecine struggles,

that we were, as to the majority of us, allowed to remain

oblivious to the terrible danger that was gathering force,

lifting its ugly head, and hardening its mailed fist, in

readiness for the great spring forward, striking the blow which

should give Germany World Domination. The Enemy happily

was unable accurately to estimate the British character and

the Oneness of Heart of our Empire, or to foresee the ability

of the Allies to act in so grand a spirit of unity and forti-

tude against the Terror of Europe. The guardian of the

Law who enters to interfere in the domestic differences

between husband and wife knows from long experience that

he is inviting the combined attentions of both parties,

who put aside their own comparatively trifling differences in

order to visit the full force of their vengeance upon the in-

truder. Such, in the main, has been the penalty incurred by
Germany from the combined forces of British Capital and
Labour. At the appointed Day the vast forces of Prussian

militarism were let loose with thirst for blood and lust and
plunder. Husband and wife flew at the new-comer, their

common interests deciding that his intentions were more

dangerous than were the internal grievances which brought

about the domestic blows. It has been an exhausting

struggle extending over nearly two years, but the intruder

is kept at bay, and if only the combined effort can be main-

tained he will be sorry for the intrusion before long

—

indeed some reports suggest that there is a very deep

sorrow already, and that much would be given by Germany
and Austria, by Turkey and by Bulgaria, could they see

reasonable justification for hopes that they will ever return

to the highly favoured state in which they existed before

the first shell was fired in August, 1914.

The British and Allied determination, as grim as it is

unalterably fixed, is that they never shall so return.

But when the aggressor has been beaten to his knees and

permanently defeated, shall we celebrate the Peace by a

renewal of our old quarrels between Capital and Labour ?

We trust not, after all the sacrifice that has been mutually

borne by both classes on the fields of blood and slaughter : yet

we shall still be a British Democracy—the war has not wiped

that out of the national character ; our relations will still

be those of master and man ; and whatever developments

may take place altering parties and party politics, there

will still be motives and ambitions, purposes and objects,

bringing different classes and different minds into conflict.

We wish we could agree with those who think that the life

and death of the trenches are to have a subduing and a

soothing influence which will outlast the very serious diffi-

culties of demobilisation. There are millions for whom the

only " trench " during these two years has been the factory

at Home, and amongst these a " high wages habit " has

been established ; and hundreds of thousands, either

through disablement or death, or the liking for open-air

life, will never return to factory life.

We need to remember that for many years prior to the war

the workers were struggling and fighting periodically in

individual trades—almost incessantly if we consider all trades

together—for concessions from employers, from Capital and

from I ndustry . During the war these workers have been told

almost to the point of weariness that they by their efforts are

winning the war quite as much as the men with the fighting

Forces. Is it to be supposed that they will forget that fact

after the war when they renew their claims ? Already the

Voice of Labour has been letting us know in very clear tones

that the fruit of former struggles, what are termed the rights

of the worker, the better wages, the shorter hours, the

improved conditions, must not be filched from them as a

result of the war. Have they not had the definite promises

of responsible legislators that they shall not be so robbed ?

The inevitable economic consequences of the war, the

inability of industry to carry all the burdens that it is
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sought to impose, the effects of supply and demand upon

employment, these and other factors may exert an influence

in connection with the fulfilment of those promises when

the time comes. Rut with all the softening influences and

all the prom'ses of ministers, human weaknesses will

remain, and we shall be guilty of the gravest of errors if we

count too much upon the approach of an Industrial

Utopia after we are at Peace again, especially remem-

bering that during the last two years, when we have

been fighting for our lives against the enemy, there have

been frequent rumblings of discontent in Labour circles, and

disgraceful unwillingness in some parts of the country to

rise to the occasion and increase the output of munitions of

war and of ships. Even during the last few weeks our

newspapers have been reporting disaffection in many

trades, and everybody knows that Labour's eyes have

recently been turned somewhat longingly in the direction of

Australia and New 'Zealand, where wages are higher, where

pensions are larger and are paid at an earlier age than here.

One Labour spokesman has declared that if Labour swallows

the Australian policy of Protection it will want these com-

pensations in return. Other Labour men hold that they

cannot have such rewards unless the economic position is

rectified along Protective lines.

We have, of course, no desire to exaggerate the possi-

bilities of the situation, but manufacturers' associations

have not been slow to recognise the importance of facing

the Labour problem as far in advance of demobilis ition as

is practicable. The Government has its committees

studying the question, and Labour, through its organisa-

tions, is engaged very seriously formulating proposals for

securing the position of the working classes after the war.

We give below some of the proposals that have been

advanced, as we think it most necessary that those

interested in industry should keep themselves informed

respecting the policies, principles, and aspirations to which

certain sections of the workers have announced adherence.

In April the following programme was adopted by what

is called the Triple Labour Alliance ; this Alliance con-

sists of the Miners' Federation of Great Britain, the National

Union of Railwaymen, and the Transport Workers'

Federation :
—

1. That any departure from Trade Urron practices which have
been made to accelerate production and distribution shall terminate

upon the resumption of peace.

2. That all workers, whether men or women, who have been
employed as substitutes shall be on their disemployment, provided

with other work at the standard living rates or with full main-
tenance by the State.

3. That the Government be urged to arrange for the demobilisa-

tion of all those who have joiaed for the duration of the war in such
a manner as shall lead to their gradnal absorption into their civil

occupations.

1. That all men desiring to do so shall be granted extended
furlough on full Army pay and separation and billeting allowances
in order to recuperate themselves at the end of the war.

5. That a registration bureau be set up with management powers
half of which shall bs Trade Union representatives appointed by
tb.e various Trade Unions with full exeoutive power, in order to

deal with the transition stage, and that men who had severed
their connection with the "Army who cannot procure employment
shall be insured full employment by the State.

It will be observed that this Alliance is a very strong one,

composed of organisations representing millions of workers

whose occupation is vitally necessary for the maintenance of

the industrial and ordinary life of the Kingdom. In (1),

it sets up a claim for what has been promised underpressure

of the most exceptional circumstances. Yet the fact

remains that those who gave the promise on behalf of the

nation have been loud in their condemnation of trade union

practices because they meant limitation of output in the

critical periods of war when we have been fighting for our

lives and when the maximum effort of the nation was essential.

Those who have studied such industrial^juestions in peace

time during the past 10 or 20 years, and feel some anxiety

in regard to the industrial conditions that will follow the

war, realise that deliberate limitation of output—in other

words, " trnde union practices"—is as heavy a millstone

round the neck of manufacturing industry for peace-time

development as it proved to be in the production of

munitions of war. It is profoundly hoped that Labour will

have seen the error of its ways for itself—we are all learn-

ing lessons in practical experience in these trying days, and

Labour, ready as it may be to fight for what it may call its

" rights," must be induced to learn the seriousness of its

responsibilities in relation to after-the-war production.

Items No. 2 to No. 5 in this programme present demands
which, of course, do not err on the side of modesty ; there

is apparently no bottom to the Empire parse ! But these

are points for the discussion of which the time is

hardly ripe. The problem of demobilisation will call

for anxious thought from the entire nation — from
legislators, from industrial employers, and from labour

organisations. To a large extent whatever after-war
burdens are imposed will become a tax on industry, and
the worker needs to learn that the burdens of industry

must inevitably in the long run be passed on to the worker
in some form or other, perhaps as unemployment consequent

upon restricted business in some trades. At the moment we
are not called upon to discuss these demands further

;

authorities have been appointed to investigate the prospective

situation, and their findings will give us a basis for dis-

cussion in due course. It is announced that while the big

combined organisation referred to has formulated the

proposals given above, in other labour circles there is a

disposition to investigate separately before adopting a

programme. For instance, it is stated that a number
of Trade Union leaders have appointed a Special Joint

Labour Committee to report on labour problems after

the war. It will consist of the following members, repre-

senting the organisations named :
—

Trade Union Congress.—H. GosliDg, W. Thome, M.P., and C. W.
Bowerman, M.P. ,

Labour Party.—G. J. Wardle, MP., J. R. Clynes, MP., and
J. R. MacDoald, MP.

Worheri National Committee.—Robert Smillie, A. Bellamy, and
Sidney Webb.

General Federation of Trade Unions.—Three members not yet
appointed.

Everything is to be gained by the most exhaustive

study of the problems by Labour, especially if while the war

lasts.it can bring to its deliberations some of that spirit of

the trenches about which we hear so much. It is to

be hoped that in such deliberations the questions will

not be viewed short-sightedly. The rights and the best

interests of Labour will be mbre permanently safeguarded

if the problems of national industry and trade, and their

bearing upon employment and unemployment, are carefully

and sympathetically studied as a whole. Labour and

Capital both need to take a long view in the critical inquiries

and negotiations that should lead on to reasonable com-

promises in the interests of the entire Empire. To
advance extravagant demands without due regard to the

question of national trade policy, and to the need for pro-

tecting ourselves in some way or other against the outside

aggressor, if and when he resumes his characteristic trading

methods, will be a hindrance to peaceful and satisfactory

inquiry.

We are sympathetically drawn by some parts of the

programme of the British Workers' National League, whose

recent magnificent initiatory meeting at Queen's Hall was

addressed by Mr. W. M. Hughes, the Prime Minister of

Australia. The avowed objects of this League are :
—

1. The application of the War's emphatio lesions (1) that Com-
petition and Private Profit-Seeking lead to Waste, Inefficiency,

Fraud, and National Disunion ; and (2) that the full Expinsion

and National Use of National Res^u'ces in Peace or War absolutely

depend on the National Control of Vital Industries under the joint

management of administrative and manual workers in the interest*

of the whole nation.

2. The establishment on a democratic basis of defences adequate

to the Empire's security, by the recognition of every citizen's duty

to defend the life of the State. This naturally involves the State's

reciprocal duty to guarantee the citizen's right to live—that is,

the right to work at a full living wage.
3. The Federation of the British Free States under a governing

council, representing all portions of the Empire, for the direction

of Imoerial and Foreign policy.

4. The modification of ,our international commercial policy,

with a view to the political and economic defence of the British

States and their Allies.

5. Educational reform on a national scale to seoure greater

technical efficiency combined with more democratic general access

to knowledge.
6. Drastic agricultural reform to secure the full scientific

development of the land in the national interest, with especial

regard to the employment of ex-soldi tb and sailors.

7. The realisation of free democratic government based on

Universal Adnlt Suffrage, instead of the actnal Government by

eaucuB and money-power.
'
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We do not propose to comment upon all the planks in

this platform—they do not fall immediately within our

industrial scope ; but No. 4. relating to the future com-

mercial policy of the British States and their Allies, was the

one point upon which the speakers were unanimously

emphatic, and the one which the vast audience vociferously

•cheered again and again. Making full allowance for all the

glamour that would be cast around the proceedings by the

presence of a Labour Prime Minister from the Antipodes,

who had come Home to strike a definite note when so many
other voices were weak or silent, we have to say that

the definiteness and strength of the speeches of Labour men
left no room for doubt about their enthusiasm for an

Imperial Labour policy such as Mr. Hughes has been urging

all along. To our mind, so far as British Labour Trade
policy is concerned, the speech of the chairman, Mr. Hodge,

M.P., was as important as that of Mr. Hughes. In brief,

both of them recognised that the workman cannot expect to

secure higher wages and to realise the ideals of a healthy

and virile population unless the manufacturer " knows
where he stands." It will help us to understand the

importance of this movement, in relation to those of other

Labour sections which condemn anything in the nature of

an economic war with Germany, if we give the names of the

men who are more prominently associated with the Leagu?

:

Chairman.—A. M. Thompson.
Hon. Sec. and Treasurer.—Victor Fiaher.

[To whom all communications should be addressed at 22,

Backingham Street, Adelphi, W.O.]
Assistant Hon. 8ee.—I ?ene Fisher.

Chairman Organisation Committee.—J. A. Saddon.
Vice-Presidents—Right Hon. VV. Abraham, PC, MP., Right

Hun. W. Crooks. P.O., MP., Ciarles Dunaan, M.P., John Hodge,
M.P., James O'Grady, MP., C. B. Stanton, M.P., Stephen Walsh,

M.P., A. Wilkie, M.P., H. G. Wells.

The Queen's Hall meeting is to be followed by similar

big gatherings organised by the League ; these are to be

held in different centres of the provinces, stimulating or

focusing the opinion of Labour.

(To be continued.)

by the company without charge. What might have proved an
insuperable dilfioulty in the formation of the Corps has thus been
removed by the generosity of the company.
The first Corps is commanded by Captain E. A. Joyce, who has

on his staff First Lieut. A. V. Cannon, and Second Lieut. W. F.

Arnold. We reproduce a portrait of these officers herewith. This
Cadet Company is attached to the First Cadet Battalion of the
Sussex Yeomanry and is 112 Btrong, consisting of two platoonB.

Khaki uniform is worn, and both offioera and " men " are recog-

nised by the War Office.

The training is given in accordance with the 1914 Infantry
Training Regulations, and wo understand that the Corps, although
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NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINQS,

AND PLANT.

Small 1 1 11 in jili re y Type Pumps.

We illustrate herewith (fig. 1) an interesting development of the
Humphrey gaB pump, which, as our readers will remember, was
originally designed to deal with water in balk quantities, to meet
the requirements of waterworks and for similar duties.

The new type of pump has been developed for small use, which
are, of course, much more numerous than the large ones, and at

present two sizes, with power cylinders of 3 in. and 6 in. diameter
respectively, are made. The new pumps work on a two-stroke
cycle

The power cylinder at the top contains a piston, with the piston

rod projecting through the top cover and attached to a heavy
mital orosshead, circular in shape (shown resting on the cylinder

head in our view). This crosshead is connected by side rods to a
lower orosshead, which in turn is connected to the pump bucket
in the pump at the lower end. The power cylinder has a me-
chanically operated exhaust valve at its lower end, and, part- way

at 600 ft. The 3-in. pump weighs 350 lb. and the 6-in. 1,630 lb.

the former consuming approximately 20 cb. ft. of gas or t pint of
petrol an hour.

bb»i" t "Holdfast" Lamp Guards.

The L.P.S. Electrical Co., of 18, Adam Street, Strand.'W.C,
are introducing the patent lamp guard—the 'Holdfast "—for glow
lamps, Bhown in fig. 3, consisting of a clamping collar, forming
a rigid guard to the eocket, f :om which is suspended a wire cage
containing an internal spiral-spring oushion fixing the position of
the lamp bulb. Between cushion and guard there is a 1-in. clear-

ance which not only protects the lamp from jars, but keepB it at
a safe distance from anything combustible. A special trap lock
prevents the unauthorised removal of the lamp. These guards
have been in use 1 1 years and are guaranteed ; they are designed
for all lamp sizes from small carbon to 1,000- watt pear-shaped
metal-filament lamps.

" Verilux " Glass.

" Verilux " is a new three-ply glass, which has recently been
placed on the market by The General Electbic Co., Ltd., of
London, designed to produce, in combination with tungsten
lamps, a close and permanent approximation to daylight. The
inmost layer of the glass is a colour-straining medium, the
next is a diffusing medium, and the outside layer it of clear glass
to provide the necessary " body " or strength. Light transmitted
through this glass emerges as a precise imitation of daylight, and
is free from glare. There is no re-itriction on the shape or dimen-

Fig. 4.

—

Pendant Fit-
ted with Sphebical
" Verilux " Glass-
ware.

Fio. 1.

—

Humphbey Gas Pump. Fio. 3.—"Holdfast" Lamp Guabd.

up, a row of gas and air inlet ports. Assuming the piston to be at
the bottom of its stroke, wi;h a comp-esjed gis charge below, on
ignition of the charge, the piston, with the crossheide, &;., and
pump bucket, is forced up —the bucket forcing out the water
above it and drawing ia fresh water beneath through a foot valve.
In the power cylinder the upstroke of the piston has compressed

a charge of gas and air in the cylinder lop and mixing chamber
with which the ports communicate. The piston overruns the
ports and the compressed charge then enters the cylinder, assisting
to drive out the burnt gases through the exhaust valve which has
opened in the mjantims. Tae exhaust valve closes and the piston
with the weighty parts connected to it falls, oompressing the new
charge again ready for the next stroke.

It will be noted that the pump movements are gas-cuBhioned,
but as a precaution a corrugated rubber pad is placed on the
cylinder head to cushion the falling crosshead if necessary.
The explosive charge is ignited electrically, but under some

circumst»noe3 the charge may ignite itself ; if pre-ignition should
occur it would only Bhorten the working stroke of the pump.
The water ends are made in various sizes to suit the quantity of

water to be pumped, which becomes less as the head increases.
For instanoe, the 3-in. pump output varies from 9,200 gals, per
hour at 8 ft. head to 575 gallons at 172 ft. : the 6-in. pump output
Tori's from 46,800 gallons an hour at 12 ft. head, to 1,500 gallons

sions of the globes made for this purpose, but the best results are

obtained with the deep bo wl or the spherical typeB (fig. 4), which en-

sure that practically all the rays are transmitted through the glass.

o.ving to the high efficiency of the Osram and Osram-Atmos
type lamps, the loss due to absorption by this glass is, for all

practical purposes, unimportant, bnt in any ciee the commercial
value of artificial daylight is so high that a slightly lower efficiency

will not affect the popularity of the "Verilux " glass. There are

many industries which, for want of such an invention, can be
carried on for only a few hours each day during the winter
months : the number and variety of suoh industries iB much greater

than most people imagine. In domestic and office lighting there

iB also a field which is worth cultivating.

Small-Power Motors.

The British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., of Rugby, has put
on the market a series of motors of very Bmall powers, for which
the qualities of cheapness, efficiency, and reliability are claimed.
One of them is illustrated in fig. 2 ; it will be noticed that the
field-magnet consists of steel laminations, riveted together, and
forming the main frame of the motor, to which the malleable-iron
end-shields are bolted. The latter contain the bearings and brushes

;

the bearings are fitted with grease cups on the underside, arranged
for wick lubrication. The figure shows a DC. motor (type S.D.,
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J-H.P., 110 volte), but single-phase motors are also made, very
similar in appearance and construction ; the sizes range from ?fc
to i H.P., at 110 and 220 volts, 50 cycles A.c. and D c. The D.c.

machines of type S.D., np to TV HP., are shunt-wound, larger sizes

compound-wound. From ^J^ to fV, H p., both A.c. and D c. motors
are designed with series characteristics, and have commutators ;

the A.c. motors, type S. A, from Jg to i H.P., are of the split-phase

induction type, with the primary winding on the rotor, and the

secondary on the stator : at full speed the starting winding is

automatically cut out of circuit. Carbon brushes are used in all

cases, with fixed holders.

Small/Shell Inspection Lamp.

Messrs. Waed & Goldstone, of Sampson Works. Salford, Man-
chester, are placing on the market a small type of shell inspection

lamp specially designed for inspecting small shell interiors. A
feature of the lamp is that the guard protecting the bulb is only

i in. in diameter ; a proportionately small bulb is usfd and is

energised from a dry battery, the handle bsing fitted with a push
contact so that current is not wasted when the lamp is not in use.

A long length of flexible is provided connected to the battery
;

the firm's "Volex " 4-volt batteries give from 80 to 250 hours for

intermittent use.

LEGAL

request of Messrs. Smith, a oheque for £105 to Messrs. Shaws,
and the cheque passed to Mr. Knowles, a debenture-holder of

Messrs. Shaws. The Electrolytic Co., finding, as they alleged,

that the anodes were of no value, stopped the cheque. Mr.
Knowles at once took legal proceedings on the cheque, alleging

that having received value for the money the Electrolytic Co.

could not legally stop the cheque. The Electrolytio Co., however,
counterclaimed for breach of contract with regard to the anodes,

but Mr. Knowles contended that having received the articles from
A. S. Smith & Sans, the remedy of the Electrolytic Co. was against

that firm and not against him or Shaws, Ltd., at all. Mr. Justice

Biilhaehe held for Mr. KnowleB on the counterclaim by the

Electrolytic Co., and for the last-named company on the claim by
Mr. Knowles. Consequently, both parties appealed.

Their Lordships, on Friday, dismissed both appeals, with costs.

The Lord Chief Justice said that to succeed Mr. Knowles would have
to show that S laws, Ltd., supplied nickel anodes, whereas it seemed a
fact that what they sold to Messrs. Smith was scrap nickel. Con-
sequently, the Electrolytic Co. did not receive value, and were
entitled to stop the cheque. On the other hand, to succeed in their

counterclaim against Shaws for alleged breach of warranty, the

Electrolytic Co. would have to prove that MesBrs. Smiths bought
the nickel as their agents. Seeing that it was a well-known fact

that the Electrolytic Co. could only use anodes containing not less

than 96 per cent, of nickel, it seemed improbable that Messrs.

Smiths, had they acted as agents for the Electrolytic Co., would
have bought for their principals scrap nickel containing 91 per cent,

of niokel. Consequently, Messrs. .Shaws could not be sued by the
Electrolytic Co. for breach of warranty.

Hill v. John Lysaght, Ltd.

In the King's Bench Division, on May 16th and 17th, Mr. Justice

Bay and a special jury heard an action brought by Albert Edward
Hill, an electrical fitter, against John Lysaght, Ltd., London and
Bristol, to recover damages for personal injuries suotained, aB it

was alleged, through the alleged negligence of a Bervant of the
defendants, who are a firm of ironmasters and engineering con-

tractors. The defendants denied the alleged negligence.

Mr. Vachell K.C., and Mr. S. Duncan were for the plantiff , and the
defendants were represented by Mr. Clavell Salter, K.C., and Mr.
R lynor Goddard.
The case for the plaintiff was that the defendants in July, 1915,

were engaged on certain Government constructional work in the
eastern counties in connection with a large shed with galvanised

iron eideB 300 ft. long, 100 ft. broad, and 50 ft. high, the work
being very urgent. The taBk of putting in an electrical installa-

tion was in the hands nf the firm of G. E. Taylor i: Co., and it was
by this firm that the plaintiff was actually employed. The
plaintiff was employed running metal tubes over the building,

electrical wires, and fixing fuseboards. While he was thus engaged
working on a high scaffolding, an employe of the defendants, who
was higher up, dropped a heavy bolt which struck the plaintiff on
the left forearm with great violence, causing a lacerated wound.
Ha suffered from this for a long time and also from nervous
troubleB consequent on the injury and shock. The plaintiff gave
evidence to bear out these statements, and denied that he was
warned on behalf of the defendants against working on the elec-

trical fittings while the men were working on the iron girderB

above. Other emplojes of Taylor & Co., who were engaged with
the plaintiff, deposed that no warning was given by any of
defendants' men as to danger overhead.

Archibald Lowe, the foreman of Taylor & Co., said he always
warned his men to look out for others above them, and he had on
occasions found his men working elsewhere if they found the
ironworkers were too close.

Mr. Clavell Salter, K.C., submitted that there was no
evidence of negligence against the defendants.
Mr. Justice Brat said that the case was " very near the line,"

and he would hear the evidence called on behalf of the defence.
Mr. Salter, K.C., in opening the defence, said that the

employes of Taylor & Co. were continually warned by the
defendants' foreman of the danger of working beneath the men
engaged on the iron work, but all the warnings were disregarded.
Work of this character waB necessarily dangerous, and the dropping
of bolts, tools, &o., occurred without negligence. The evidence
showed that the plaintiff was not bound to work at this spot

;

and Taylor's men were continually warned of the danger of
working under the men on the ironwork. He asked the jury to

siy that the claim against the defendants was unfounded, and that
the real liability lay on the plaintiff's employers, Taylor & Co.,

or the insurance company by whom they were insured.

Mr. Geo. Carpenter, defendants' foreman, gave evidence, and,
in the result, the j ary returned a verdict for the defendants, for
whom judgment was entered, with costs.

Scobie v. L.C.C.

Knowles r. Electrolytic Plating Apparatus Co., Ltd.

On May 18th, the Lord Chief Justice, Lord Justice Warrington,
and Mr. Justice Lu-h. heard an appeal respecting the Bale of a
quantity of nickel anodes for electro-plating. The appeal was
from a decision of Mr. Justice Bailhache, at Birmingham
Assizes, and the parties to the proceedings were Mr. J. W. Knowles,
of Oldbury, and the Electrolytic Plating Apparatus Co., Ltd., of
Birmingham.
Mb. Maddocks, for Mr. Knowles, explained that Messrs.

Shaws, Ltd., of Willenhall, sold a number of nickel anodes to
Messrs. A. S. Smith & Sons, of Walsall, and they resold them to
the Electrolytic Plating Co. The last-named firm sent, at the

Before Mr. Justice Bray, in the King'sBench Division, on May 18th'

a special jury awarded Private Stewart Homer Scobie, a Canadian
soldier, £500 damages against the London County Council. Plantiff,

formerly a horse trainer at Saskatchewan, joined the Canadian
Expeditionary Force, and was wounded in France. On October
11th, 1915, just before midnight, while crossing the Kennington
Road, he was knocked down by one of the defendants' tramway
cars, receiving such injuries that his right arm had to be
amputated.

Munitions Cases.

An important ruling was given at a sitting of the Oldham Muni-
tions Tribunal last week. A firm of electrical instrument makers
charged an employe with having failed to work regularly and
diligently on April 19th and following days. On April 18th the

man applied for a leaving certificate, so that he could return to

the mill, but his application was unsuccessful. He had not been
back to his work since. The man now said he had not been at his

work since April 5th, and had been out of work the full six

weekB allowed under the Act before he could take another situa-

tion. The Chairman (Mr. James Hodgson) consulted with the
assessors, and then announced that, in this case, an important
point had been raised as to whether a man who left Mb employ-
ment with no intention of returning, waB liable to a penalty, in

addition to the punishment he voluntarily incurred by the loss of

six weeks' wages. It waB a point of law, and, accepting the man's
statement that he had not worked since April 5 th, he held that
there had been no infringement of Rule 2, because he was not
working on April 19th, the date on which he was charged with
having failed to work regularly and diligently. No further penalty
could be enforced, or the man would be penalised twice for the

same offence. The case was therefore dismissed.

At the same Tribunal an electrical firm charged a youth with
having neglected his work. It was stated that the foreman had
had nothing but trouble with the youth, and what the latter

really wanted was to leave his work and go into the Army. The
firm could not commend his conduct, but believing that discipline

would do him a great deal of good they were prepared to let him
go into the Army. The youth now stated frankly that he had
been asking the foreman for months if he would allow him to

join the Army, but he had always refused. He was willing to join

now. The firm's representative said the youth's conduct had been
such that they would not be able to offer him a situation after

the war, nor could they guarantee the allowance which they
usually paid to dependents. The case was withdrawn, and the

youth was sent off with the good wishes of the chairman of the

Tribunal and also of the firm's representative.

A Peculiar Line Trouble,—The operator in a sub-

station connected with a long-transmission line recently noticed

that his lightning arresters were discharging regularly at short

intervals. Since it was a clear day, and there was apparently no
trouble on the line, he was at a loss to know the cause of the dis-

turbance. The line was, however, inspected, and after going out

from the station a distance of i9 miles, it was found that the

galvanised-iron ground wire above the line had slacked off and
was swinging in the wind. Every few minutes it would swing

over within spitting distance of the line and cause a surge which
resulted in the discharge through the lightning arresters in the

sub-station 19 miles away. This is one example of the peculiar

ways in which surges may manifest themselves, and travel along

the line.

—

Electrical World.

D
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SERVICE BRANCHES FROM EXTRA-HIGH-

TENSION CIRCUITS.

BvD. M. MACLEOD, M.I.B.E.

[Abstract of paper read before Tin: Institution of Electrical
Engineers at Glasgow.)

With the rapid growth and development of power supply from
central stations _ alternating current,
the problem of ical mains lay-oat has
become of paramount importance. Every method must be
tiied to reduce to a minimum the outlay involved in feeder
and network extensions, compatible with reliability of supply.
The ring-main system of distribution possesses undoubted

advantages, one of the most important being that supply can
be maintained to all consumers even though a fault should
occur at one point on the ring circuits. To achieve the best
results from this method of distribution it is essential that
seme system of balanced protective gear should be installed.

When a supply is required for a large power consumer, there
is seldom any question as to its being obtained from or in-

corporated with the nearest available ring main, even should
imer's works he situated some distance therefrom, as

the importance of the supply on the commercial as well as

or the engineering side is such as to justify the capital

(«) Cost of looping-in ring-main cable, auxiliary cables,
and consumer's sub-station equipment 100

(h) Cost of laying branch cable and auxiliary cables,
building and equipping switch-house, and equip-
ping consumer's sub-station 61

(c) Cost of laying branch cable and auxiliary cables,
link box, and equipping consumer's sub-station 53

The percentages are calculated for underground cables in
each case. In the case of (a), overhead transmission is not
admissible, as the expense of a double line built in accord-
ance with Board of Trade requirements and accepted modern
piactice would show to very little advantage compared with
underground cables laid in a common trench. Overhead
transmission is, however, often quite admissible in the case of
(l>) and (c), and if adopted would make the percentage cost
o f these two methods still more favourable.
These figures show at once the economy in first cost in

using branch services controlled from an extra-high-tension
link box at the point of junction. The results achieved with
these boxes have been uniformly successful.

Specifications and preliminary sketches clearly defining thf
functions and conditions to be met, were submitted in 1907
to the principal manufacturing firms throughout this country.
At that time the application of link boxes to 11,000-volt cir-

cuits was considered to lie so daring that one or two firms
d< clined to tender Fortunately, however, Messrs. Siemens
Bios, submitted a design which clearly fulfilled all the require-
ments of the case, and which provided, in the author's opinion,

Glass cover
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,

/" " ">
.

Fig. 1.

expenditure involved in iooping-in the ring-main circuit and
pioviding the necessary sub-station and balanced protective
equipment.
In some cases, however, a comparatively small supply for

an isolated works may be all that is required, or the return
to be expected is totally inadequate to justify the heavy out-
lay that would be entailed in looping-in the ring-main cables.

Under these circumstances the supply authority requires to

exhaust every possible economical method of distribution in

order to fulfil its obligations and ensure, at the same time, an
adequate return on the capital employed.
In a number of cases the power supply required is too small

ti justify the cost of even a single branch with switch-house
and consumer's sub-station equipment. Such cases can often
be met. however, by the installation in lieu of the switch-
house of an extra-high-pressure junction box; this course has
been successfully adopted by the author during the past eight
years.

The following table gives some indication as to percentage
cost of various methods of delivering a supply of, say, 100 kw.
to a point distant, let us assume, one mile from the line of

route of a ring-main cable, it being understood that the point
of supply is so far removed from any transforming station

that a low-tension service line is not considered to be econom-
i-;:lly practicable.

Fig. 2.

a reasonable margin of safety both as to the insulation of the
cunent-carrying parts and as to the safety of the operator. „

The design submitted was. subject to a few modifications, the •

one finally adopted by the power company with which the

author is connected.
Ihe general arrangement of the link box is shown in fig. 1.

Each main and service cable is brought into the box in such

a manner as to leave no doubt in the mind of the operator

as to its identity. This very important feature is frequently «J

overlooked in link-box design. All disconnecting boxes should

embody in their design their own diagram of connections, II

thus leaving no doubt as to the route and purpose of each!
cable entering them.
The link box consists essentially of a rectangular cast-iron if

box in three portions, so arranged as to facilitate assembling

and jointing. The internal fittings consist of a number oflj

porcelain cells, one for each cable core. Details of one of,i

these cells are shown in fig. 2. Through the bottom of the

cell pass two studs, one of which is in metallic contact with a

bus-bar (a), and the other is directly connected with one of
|

the cores of the cable. To these studs are attached two main
contacts, 6 6, and these again are connected together by I

means of a removable link c. The porcelain cell is of a suit- -

j

able depth to provide for the link being immersed in oil.

Each cell is provided with a glass cover, and in the centre of
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each link is a screwed hole into which the operating rod is

sciewed for the removal or insertion of a link. These cells

are assembled in groups corresponding to the number of

phases, and they are embedded in the box compound with
which the greater portion of the cast-iron box is filled.

Beferring to the cast-iron box itself, the bottom joint passes
through the main cable glands, and the faces are machined
and fitted throughout. This arrangement provides the maxi-
mum of accessibility, in that it allows of all. the cable cores
being set into position and jointed up before the box is

finally assembled, and when this is done nothing remains but
carefully to wipe the lead of the cable to the brass glands of
the box.
The complete jointing of one of these boxes occupies too

much time to permit of all the work being done at the site.

Obviously the ring circuit would require to remain open all

the time this wrork was being carried through, and that being
so, the risk has to be taken of another section of the main
opening under fault conditions, thus endangering supply to
a more or less extensive area. This difficulty is got over by
jointing into the link box short lengths of cable of the
required sectional area. After assembly the box is transported
en bloc to the required site, where two or more cable jointers

make the requisite straight joints in the minimum of time.

These boxes are not intended to break load, but simply to
disconnect a line under pressure. In one or two cases of
emergency a connection has been both broken and made under
lead, but the carrying out of this operation demands a cool
head and a steady hand, the flash and noise when the circuit

is either made or broken under these conditions being con-
siderable.

Special care has in all cases to be taken to eliminate any
traces of moisture inside the bex, and this is done by means
of an exterior vessel containing calcium chloride. This vessel

is directly connected with the box by means of a. short piece
of screwed tubing, so that the chemical can be renewed when
required without the necessity of opening the box cover.

In the construction of the box chamber, every care must
be taken to exclude surface or drainage water. The chamber
therefore usually consists of a shallow pit built of 9-in. brick-
work on a 6-in. bed of concrete, this brickwork being sur-

rounded by a 4^-in. brick wall so placed as to leave a space
of 1 in. or more between the two walls. This intervening
space is filled with bitumen run in hot, and thus ensures a
perfectly dry chamber under all climatic conditions. Care
has also to be exercised to exclude moisture when opening
the box, particularly in damp weather, this operation being
carried out under a jointer's tent.

It has been found in practice to be quite feasible to take
branch services off sections of cable controlled with balanced
protective gear. At first sight it might appear that the taking
off of such intermediate services would disturb the static

balance in the current-transformer secondary circuits.

Theoretically this is undoubtedly the case, but when it is

bone in mind that in actual practice the relays employed in

ccrnectipn with a balanced protective system are usually set

for operating on a fault current of from 60 to 200 amperes,
it will at once be apparent that there is an ample margin
within which it is possible to give a branch supply without
materially impairing the efficiency of the protective system.
Nevertheless, it has been found necessary to install a no-volt

release at the supply or consumer's end of such service

bipnehes, as otherwise the static balance is liable to be dis-

turbed in the event of any sudden fluctuation of voltage,

caused, for example, by a fault on the external circuit.

Supplies given off these service branches are subject to

the disadvantage that they are liable to temporary interrup-

tion if a fault should occur on that portion of the ring-main
circuit off which the branch is tapped. This is, however, not
a serious objection, as it is a simple matter to test out, dis-

connect the faulty section, and restore supply over the sound
poition of the ring-main section. Obviously, it is in this

connection that the disconnecting links are of special value.

It will be readily understood that in a widely scattered

industrial area the field for such devices is fairly extensive.

Branches are often extended from time to time for miles,

continuing from one point of supply to another, until in

the ultimate course of development it is found practicable

to reconnect the far end either with another similar branch
or with another point on the ring circuit, the branch ulti-

mately becoming part of a subsidiary ring. The original box
i" then withdrawn and a switch-house substituted in its

pkce. With development carried out in such a manner, it

is possible to make each extension on a minimum of capital

outlay, the supply network by a process of steady growth
being extended over a wider area to the mutual advantage of

the industrial community and the supply authority.

One of the chief sources of reliability is simplicity, and the

author is a confessed advocate of the single-branch service

as the most direct method of securing reasonable freedom
from failure for all classes of supplies, except those the

magnitude or importance of which makes inclusion on a

ring circuit imperative. All such service branches should, in

every case, be laid complete with the necessary auxiliary

cables for a telephone service and pilot wires, so as to permit

of the steady development of the branch in the direction

abeady indicated.

It is, of course, not contended that these link boxes are

applicable in every instance, but it is undoubtedly the case

that their use makes it possible to secure business which
would otherwise be most difficult to negotiate.

A demand sometimes arises for small lighting and power
supplies for farms or residential property along the route
of overhead transmission fines. There is a growing tendency
to make the granting of wayleave facilities, especially through
residential estates, conditional upon the giving of a lighting

supply to the owner's house. Where such a condition has
been imposed it can be very readily met in the case of a low-
tension transmission line, but in the case of an extra-high-
tension transmission the solution is not so simple. The author
has met the difficulty by using small pole-type transformers.
The reliability of transformers of this type has been fairly

well established. No effort should be spared to create and
develop a demand for electrical energy on the part of the
small power consumer. No scheme of electrical power distri-

bution may be considered complete w7hich finds no place in

it for the small trader or the ambitious workman who desires

to become his own master. Only by such means can an
appropriate place be found for electricity in the service of

Discussion.

Mr. Mitcheix said he was in complete agreement with the
author ; the taking of branches off high-tension loops was now
recognised as quite good practice. The N.E. Coast system
did not use these junction boxes, but a large proportion of

the system was on 20,000 volts, and junction boxes would not
lie so satisfactory at that pressure as they were at 11,000 volts.

In Glasgow, following the Clyde Valley Co.'s lead, they had
used these junction boxes for some years. They had eight

working and another was being put in, and they gave com-
plete satisfaction. They had not had to open these boxes in

an emergency during the whole time they had had them
in use. In the diagram shown in the paper the positions of

the bus-bars were in proper sequence, but he thought the

bus-bars on phases one and three should be kept always to

the outside of the box for the sake of getting longer bends on
the cores to the cable terminal contacts, which would then

be towards the inside of the box. With regard to the identifi-

cation of the bus-bars, he had thought of fixing a piece of

porcelain to each bus-bar which would project up through
the compound, and so identify the bar; they had not found
assembling in a workshop a great success. They could put

down a box with all the tails laid out in a country road, but

in a crowded thoroughfare this was not possible. They had
always to contend with gas and water pipes, and when all

the tails were connected they might have to thread under-

neath these conduits, which subjected the cables to severe

strains. He did not quite agree with the author with regard

to the time lost in assembling a box in situ. It was not neces-

sary to interfere with the loop until they had got the tails

laid out; they had the tails which would ultimately connect

the loop laid alongside the main cable, and after everything

was connected up it was easy to shut down the loop section and
make these two joints, and all the time during which the sec-

tion was dead was that necessary for making the joints. With
regard to the earthing of the cables at the box, he thought it

was most desirable that facilities should be provided so that

that could be done. Say that a fault existed on the branch

leading from the box. The links would be drawn in the box

on that cable, but the bus-bars would be kept alive. After

the faults had been located it was likely that a joint or joints

would require to be made, and it was then desirable that

the faulty cable should be earthed if possible in the box, and
at the other end also. The jointer's mind was at rest if he
knew the cable was earthed at both ends.

_
He showed a very

simple and safe device which enabled this earth connection

to be made in the box. This was done by substituting for the

lid of each cell another lid of porcelain with a fitting attached

which when the lid was placed in position made contact with

the cable terminal contact. The fitting was connected on the

outside of the lid by a length of insulated conductor to an

earthing stud on the side of the box. The use of this device

made the identification of the bus-bars all the more important.

Also, the cable terminal contacts must be got at when identi-

fying the phases preparatory to making the joints, and this

would be a dangerous proceeding with the bus-bars alive

unless the tester was absolutely clear as to the position of

the live terminals. The use of this earthing connection

enabled the phasing to be carried out in perfect safety. As

to the advantages of the use of calcium chloride, his firm had

not used that, and had not, so far, had any trouble through

not using it. He asked whether the author had had any

trouble due to the covers of the cells being made of glass.

They had found a number of the glass lids broken, due to

temperature change, when they had gone back to the boxes

seme time after they had been put in place. He thought that

in future the glass lid might be replaced with a porcelain lid,

Mr. Wm. Nairn said that when he first learned, five years

ago, that such boxes were in use he considered that their

operation would cause the staff grave concern, but during

that period not a single failure had occurred. The author

had stated his opinion that " all disconnecting boxes should

embody in their design their own diagram of connections

There "was no doubt that this was a point of paramount

importance, not onlv in the design of junction boxes, but also

in the switchgear lav-outs in the sub-stations. Stonework

partitions between feeders should differ considerably from the

stonework partitions between the phases of the same feeder;
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isolating links should be placed immediately over and under
the oil switches they controlled ; remote-control bodies should
be arranged symmetrically opposite the oil switches, and
generally the whole design should be arranged on its own
diagram of connections, as the author pointed out.
The Chairman (Mr. D. A. Starr) said that in a diagram of

Canadian transformers shown by Mr. Macleod, these were
enclosed with housing around. He did not think there was
any Board of Trade regulation which insisted on such enclo-
sure. He had seen thousands of these transformers in Canada
for pressures much higher than the H,000 volts which was
used by the Clyde Valley Co., and these transformers erected
on poles had no cover or housing whatever.
Mr. J. K. Stothert recalled some experiences. In 1890 he

had to do with laying mains for one or two towns; it was
before the days of oil-immersed transformers. They put
the transformers in street boxes, and had a good deal of

trouble due to dampness. They got over a good deal of the
difficulty by using receptables, and tried calcium chloride and
caustic soda, ultimately preferring the latter. The heating of

the transformers inside the box rendered it difficult to keep
the joints intact, and the joints shown on the screen would
never have done. They had to use thick flanges and good
jointing material to keep the joints damp-proof. They put a
special gauge inside to find out the pressure.
Mr. R. A. Brown asked the size of the pit and the con-

taining box for these transformers.
Mr. H. T. Burton stated his conviction that the develop-

ment of the h.t. service lay in the overhead link. When the
inconsistencies both of our wayleave laws and out legislature

were changed, the American system of lattice poles, over-
head switching apparatus, and overhead transformers would
be as common on our highways and railway lines as telephone
lines were at present. Overhead transformers were in more
common use in the South than in Scotland, and four years
ago he supervised work on a 6,000-volt 50-k.v.a. transformer
which was mounted on a four-membered pole without weather
protection, and gave satisfactory service.

Mr. Macleod, in reply, said he would not like to put for-

ward those boxes for use with 20,000 volts, though he had no
doubt that it would be a comparatively easy matter to alter

them to suit that pressure. He would adopt the apparatus
Mr. Mitchell had brought forward in connection with his work.
He had had no experience with the cracking of covers, and
could only suggest that the two pieces of glass had been
screwed up too tightly. As to the suggestion of the chairman
that housing^ was unnecessary, his experience was that the
white porcelain boxes proved too great a temptation to stone-
throwing boys when left exposed. The protecting frame was
4 ft. square, and the box chamber was flush with the inside

of the frame, the depth being 16 to 18 in. He would have
no hestitation in putting in an equipment of pole switchgear
provided he was satisfied on the point of design. His view of

the Merz-Hunter protection as applied to overhead construc-
tion was that it was likely to cause more trouble than it

would prevent. In the Merz-Hunter system, where they
duplicated conductors they doubled their troubles by doubling
their insulators. A common insulator was now being used
to meet this objection.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters receired by us after 5 P.M. os Tuesday cannot appear until

th* following week. Correspondents shouldforward their communi-
cations at the earliest possible moment. Nil letter can be. published

unless ice hare the icriter's name and address in our possession.

Economy in the Use of Coal.

In your " Notes " of May 12th you refer to the letter

issued by the Board of Trade to gas and electric lighting

undertakings, calling for their assistance in reducing the
household consumption of coal by 10 per cent.

Perhaps it has not occurred to the Board of Trade that a

very considerable economy in fuel consumption can be effected

by a general change-over from the use of gas to electrical

energy for illuminating and power purposes.

The output of gas per ton of coal varies from 10,000 cu. ft.

to 13,000 cu. ft., according to quality of coal and the retorts

employed. A 66-c.P. burner will consume 4 cu. ft. of gas
per hour, therefore one ton of coal will supply light, under
the most favourable conditions of plant and fuel, to 3,250

6(3-c.p. burners.
By employing electricity as the lighting agent, under the

best conditions of plant and fuel not more than 3 lb. of coal

per unit of energy supplied need be consumed, therefore one
ton of coal will produce 747 units of energy, or 747,000 watts,

and 11,318 one-watt lamps of 66 C.P. each will give 3} times
the light obtainable from 3.250 66-C.P. gas burners; i.e., by
using gas for illuminating purposes 3J tons of coal are used
to every single ton necessary to produce an equivalent illumi-

nation by the use of electrical energy, by which 70 per cent,

of fuel can be saved.

By using half-watt lamps the proportion of fuel consumed
is one to seven.
But a greater field for economy presents itself in the use

of power. 25 cu. ft. of gas per h.p. is a fairly moderate esti-

mate for gas-engine consumption, compared with 746 watts
by the use of electrical energy.
One ton of coal will yield 520 H.p.-hrs. by the use of gas and

1,000 H.P.-hrs. by the use of electricity, which shows a saving
of approximately 50 per cent, in coal consumption.
Perhaps steps could be taken to bring these facts to the

notice of the Board of Trade, with the assurance that every
electrical engineer will readily assist the Government to bring
about this enormous reduction in coal consumption provided
the Government will assist the engineers in obtaining adequate
supplies of fuel and machinery to achieve the desired object.

J. Horace Bowden,
Borough FAcctrical Engine* r A Manager.

Electricity Works, Poplar, May 16th, 1916.

Faults in Bitumen Cables.

The opinion of others would be welcome on the following
problem. About eight years ago three bitumen cabli
drawn into a 3-in. earthenware duct, the conductors being
.1 in., .1 in., .075 in. Voltage across outers 440 v., continuous
current. The positive cables have given trouble, while the
negatives have not. In one fault the bitumen had disappeared
at the fault, on one side of the cable, for a distance of about
6 in., the copper being green and eaten through. The bitumen
was in good condition in other parts, except that the braiding
was gone in a few patches. The duct is damp, but not
excessively so.

I will be glad to hear from others who have had similar
faults as to whether trouble of this kind is liable to spread
rapidly or whether it remains local Also, if it is a good thing
to change the polarity of the cables, so that the positive
becomes negative and vice versa. Will such a change pro-
long the life of the cables, or will it bring their life to a
sudden termination?

Bitumen.

Decimal Coinage.

Like all who have an eye on England's future I, too, am
intensely interested in the decimal question. But why need
Mr. C. Thorkelin bother further about the decimal money
system? The problem has been solved for some considerable
time by those far-seeing people the Esperantists. Their seven-
year-old system (recognised by the London Chamber of Com-
merce) is based on the " Speso." an imaginary coin whose
international value is .05s., 1,000 speso = 1 spesmilo, the
practical unit; which is equivalent to 2s.. 2m., 2Jf., and so

forth. The method of pricing catalogues, estimates, &c, is

easy in the extreme. The contractor simply quotes in spes-
milo or decimal fractions thereof, and that figure is compre-
hensive in all countries.

May I here offer a tip to engineers who are receiving or
sending money abroad? Let them send it through the Inter-
national Esperanto Bank (it is connected with a big London
bank, by the way), and their bureau de change losses will go
down rapidly. This is not intended as a free advertisement
for the bank in question, but a frank exposition of personal
experience.
Herewith is enclosed a money table issued by the bank,

giving the relative values of the spesmilo to various units of

monetary systems throughout the world.
I give this information for what it is worth, and hope that

others may taste of the benefits which I myself have enjoyed
for several years.

I would gladly give inquirers any information or addresses
of firms abroad who I know use the system.

Alfred Bridges.
20, Wilsons Road, Hammersmith,

London, W., May 20t/i, 1916.

[It is interesting to note that the unit adopted by the
Esperantists corresponds with that which we have recom-
mended in preference to the franc or mark, namelv, 2s., one-

tenth of £L—Eds. Elec. Rev.]

WAR ITEMS.

Exemption Applications.—At Middleton, an electrician

appealed for the exemption of two wiremen. One—an appren-
tice with a mother and sister partially dependent on him—
also appealed on domestic grounds, but he was ordered to

report. The other man was granted exemption conditional

on his remaining in his present occupation.

At Ramsbottom (Lanes.), on May 18th, an appeal was made
for a tramway depot foreman, and it was stated that he had
been employed at the depot since the local tramway system
was commenced. The cars would stop altogether, it was
stated, if this man had to go. Exemption till August 1st was
granted.
At Chipping Norton, the Recruiting Officer applied for the

withdrawal of certificates of exemption held by Mr. W. H.
Hellyar (37), manager of the local electricity works, granted

under Regulation 48, sec. 6, para. 2B, and Geo. G. Bates (21),
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electrical worker with the electricity company. Asked how
many men were employed before the war, Mr. Hellyar replied
that the number varied from seven or eight down to five. He
now had only one other man of experience with Bates, two
apprentices, and a Belgian, who assisted. There should be at
least two on each shift, but he was now running with only
one. There was a lot of mains work he had not been able to
touch ; in fact, there was work in this respect to occupy two
or three months. He was now working with the minimum staff

ti maintain the private supply of light, and he himself was
doing the mains work besides his own. The Tribunal allowed
Mr. Hellyar's certificate to remain, but granted the appeal as
to Mr. Bates.

Kingston-on-Thames Tribunal has granted exemption until
August 31st to the head of the electrical department of W. H.
Gaze & Sons, Ltd., who is largely engaged in carrying out
installations at various munitions factories.

Margate Tribunal has refused any exemption to a local elec-

trician who claimed to be in a certified occupation.

At Newton Abbot, the Urban Electric Supply Co. applied
for exemption for a stoker as being in a certified occupation.
The manager said it was impossible to get another man in his
place. On a month only being granted, the manager said he
should appeal to the County Tribunal.

At Canterbury, Mr. H. E. Philpot, electrical engineer,
applied for absolute exemption, and he was given a condi-
tional certificate. He also applied for a wireman, Alfred
Fassum, who is engaged on important electrical installations

for the Government. Mr. Philpot said that he himself and
Fassum had been scheduled for badges, but some delay had
occurred in obtaining them. This case was deferred for a
month in view of the badges arriving.

At Exeter, on May 16th. Wippell Bros. & Row, engineers,
of High Street, appealed for A. E. Wilson, the only qualified

electrician left with the firm. Out of the staff of 27, 15 have
gone. Exemption was allowed until July 31st.

At Sutton (Surrey), an electrical engineer appealed for his

19-year-old apprentice, whose indentures expire on September
30th, and whose services he desired to retain in order to be
able to complete contract work, eight employes having en-
listed. The appeal failed.

Beddington and Wallington Tribunal has granted a local

electrical engineer, aged 36, exemption until August 31st.

Nuneaton Corporation electricity department appealed
for seven members of the staff. Three were temporarily
exempted until September 30th; the others were given condi-
tional exemption.

At Oxford, the Electric Light Co. appealed for exemption
for Wm. Chas. Coates (26), stoker at the generating station

for the public supply of electricity. It was stated that 16 out
of the engineering staff of 40 had enlisted. Conditional exemp-
tion as being in a certified occupation was granted.

Messrs. Webster & Sons, electricians, Folkestone, have
appealed for H. J. Vine, the only engineer left besides the
foieman. Four months' conditional exemption was conceded.

Mr. J. W. Darby, an engineer at the Caterham electricity

works, has been given conditional exemption. It was stated

by the manager. Mr. Howard, that there were only two engi-

neers to work the night and day shifts.

At Torquay, on May 16th, Mr. Nisbett, manager of the
Tramway Co., appealed for the chief clerk of the traffic depart-

ment and an electrical fitter. The latter, it was stated, had
been taken away once and placed in Devonport Dockyard,
but he was released on an appeal being made. The chief

clerk was exempted until September 1st, and the fitter was
given conditional exemption.

At the Hastings Tribunal an electric wireman and general

electric repairer and an ironmonger's manager were claimed
by their employer, who stated that he had tried at the Labour
Exchange for other men ; over 20, or more than half, of the

staff had joined the Colours. The case of the wireman was
adjourned for him to be medically examined, and the other
va-^ given two months' exemption.

At the Blackpool Tribunal, on May 18th, a discussion took

place regarding the employment of four young single men
at Blackpool Corporation electricity works.

_
Mr. Dunkerley

said Mr. Furness, the borough electrical engineer, had made
a statement to him about the men, and had explained that

an Inspector from the Ministry of Munitions had been down
and made application for badges for them. It was practically

ceitain they would get them, but they had not received them
yet. It was decided to ask Mr. Furness to attend and make
an explanation at the next meeting of the Tribunal.

At Chatham, on May 16th, the Chatham & District Tram-
ways Co. applied for the exemption of three switchboard
attendants and a car fitter. One switchboard attendant was
given three months; the other claims were rejected.

Mr. Frank Bailey, electrician, in the employ of the Burn-
ham (Somerset) Eiectric Supply Co., Ltd., has been given
total exemption.

Before the North Devon Appeal Tribunal, on May 17th,

Garnish & Lemon, of Barnstable, appealed for C. W. Cockram,
electrician. It was stated that a war-serving badge had been
obtained, but not yet received. It was claimed that the man
was now under the Ministry of Munitions, and beyond the

jurisdiction of the Tribunal. The case was adjourned sine die

provided the badge is received.

The Middlesbrough Tribunal has refused exemption to
Wilfrid Heal, electrician at the Grand Opera House, who
pleaded that he had a wife, two children, a blind father and
crippled mother dependent upon him.

At Oldham, an electrical engineer sought exemption for an
electrician and wireman. Prior to the war 10 men were em-
ployed, and now there were three only, one of whom was
over military age, and another had to report for service
ii July. Exemption until August was granted on business
and domestic grounds. The same Tribunal granted exemption
till July 1st to an electrical engineer and contractor with a
partner. He urged that his business premises would have to

be temporarily closed if he had to go. The employes of the
firm had gone into the Army.

At the Walsall Tribunal, on Friday, an electrical instrument
maker who applied for exemption, explained that he was
engagefd in making electrical instruments required by the
Government. Before the war 75 per cent, of these instru-

ments were made in Germany. His partner knew nothing
about the electrical part of the business, and if he (applicant)

had to go it would have to close down. In reply to questions,

applicant said there was only one other firm engaged in

making these particular instruments. Six months' exemption
was granted, and the Chairman of the Tribunal observed that

it was a trade which ought to be developed.

At Barnstaple, on May 17th, Mr. Frank Bickford, electrical

engineer, applying for exemption, stated that he was respon-

sible for the upkeep of over 140 h.p. motors at various fac-

tories, his business was solely dependent on his own energies,

and the major portion of his capital was in the stock, while

he had an extensive fitting business. The Military did not
assent, on the ground that there were other electricians avail-

able in the town. It was decided that Mr. Bickford, who had
been passed by a local doctor for garrison duty only, should

be re-examined by the Army Medical Board.

At Rawtenstall, last week, an appeal was made by Mr:
Stewart, tramways manager, for the exemption of a switch-

board attendant who was unbadged. It was stated that 26

men, some in responsible positions, had left. A badge for

this man had not been applied for, because it was thought he

was under military age. He was in his present occupation

before August last year. The appeal was allowed.

At the Grantown Tribunal, Mr. G. Anderson asked for the

exemption of an electrician. Applicant had the contract for

the lighting of the town, and the engineer had left with the

Territorials at the outbreak of the war.

At the Kingston Tribunal, Messrs. Offer & Sons asked for

the exemption of their works foreman, who had charge of

all the electrical machinery, and was responsible for setting

out the joinery work. He was practically the key of the

shop. Exemption granted to August 31st.

At the Aldershot Tribunal, Mr. Vertue, electrical engineer,

appealed on his own behalf on the ground that if his men
were taken he could not carry on the business. His partner

was wholly engaged under the Officer-in-Charge, Electric

Light, Aldershot Command, and he could not receive any

help from him. Applicant was granted exemption until

August loth. Mr. Vertue also applied on behalf of an em-

ploye, aged 32 years, Group 37, electric wireman and fitter,

on 'the ground that if he were taken they could not carry on

the business. They were the only firm of electrical engineers

in the town, and were responsible to most of the biggest

firms in the town engaged on Government work. Exemption

until June 15th.

An appeal was made at Drolysden by Messrs. Ashworth

and Hadwen for their assistant electrical engineer, Mr. F.

Hargreaves. He was allowed until May 31st only.

\t Winchester, a firm of electrical engineers appealed for

the only wireman left, who does nothing but electrical work.

Six months was granted.

A Surbiton eleclrical engineer who appealed for his appren-

tice, aged 19, said that he had lost all his men, and it was

impossible to replace them owing to the high wages obtained

in munition works. No exemption was allowed.

At Southwark, on Tuesday, Samuel Vousdon, of Ryan and

Vousdon, porcelain and stoneware electrical insulator manu-

facturers, applied for exemption. He was an ironmongers

assistant before the war, but since the war began had started

this business with his brother-in-law. The articles which he

produced were made entirely in Germany before the war, and

since thev commenced business they had been inundated

with orders for Government departments and private works.

He was granted conditional exemption.

Substitutes in Germany.—The annual meeting of the

Verein Deutscher Elektrotechniker. which is to be held at

Frankfort-am-Main early next month, is to be mainly devoted

to papers on the subject of " Substitutes for Scarce Electrical

Engineering Materials, and on Experiences with such Sub-

stitutes." In connection with the gathering, an effort is being

made to organise an exhibition of all the substitutes that have

been brought into use since the commencement of the war,

and in order to make it as complete as possible a general

invitation to send specimens has been issued to all German
electrical engineers.
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Dr. Rathenau.—On May 20th the " Times " mentioned
the prospect of Dr. Rathenau, of tin- A. E.G., of Berlin, be-
coming Minister of Finance in place of Dr, Helfferich, but an

:n report of the following day gives that appoint-
ment to Count von Roedern.

Controlled Works.—The number of works now controlled
by the Ministry of Munitions is 3,577.

After=the=War Trade.—The " Times " states that the
Council of the Association of Chambers of Commerce have
passed a resolution expressing the opinion that the Board of

Drade Committee on Textile Industries alter tlie war is not
sufficiently representative of the large producers.

It is stated that the President of the Board of Trade has
appointed Mr. Henry Summers to be an additional member
of the Committee recently appointed to consider the position

after the war of the iron, steel, and engineering trades.

In the House of Commons Mr. Asquith said that according
t / his information he could not accept as proved the state-

ment that quantities of goods were being made and stored in

Germany ami America for the purpose of being dumped in
the United Kingdom at the end of the war. The Govern-
ment's expert advisers failed to find any evidence of this.

The question of trade policy after the war was receiving,
ami would continue to receive, the most careful consideration
of the Government.—In reply to Mr. Hunt, who asked : "Can
we have any assurance that millions of our own people will

not be driven back to the starvation wages of pre-war days?
"

Mr. Asquith replied :
" How can I give such an assurance?"

To a later question by Mr. Hunt, asking for an assurance that
we should have fair play in our own country and in the
Colonies, the Press reports " No answer was given."

Speaking in the House of Commons, in the course of the
debate on the second reading of the Finance Bill, Mr. Cham-
berlain said (according to the Ti}>ics report) we were using
up capital for the purposes of the war at a time when neutral
countries, happily for themselves saved from the struggle,

were making enormous profits at the expense of the belli-

gerents, and were able out of their profits to reorganise, ex-

tend, and develop their business. He would not undertake
to say what was the exact measure of agreement which might
be evolved among the various parties as we set ourselves to

the work of reconstruction after the war. He would be a
rash man who would undertake to say what were the limits

of possible agreement. But one thing was clear—we could
not leave the work of reconstruction to chance. There was
no section which would maintain that we could pursue after

out experience of this war the policy of laisscz {aire, laisser

alter. It was common ground among people who were widely
divided in the old days that the Government must come in

1 1 help, organise, and support, to see that the pivotal indus-
tries of the country were to continue to exist, and that indus-
tries which were vital, as we had found out, to the country,
should not again be allowed to be crushed out, but should be
maintained at least in so far as any one of them could be
shown to be necessary to the full life and vital strength of

the nation. Speaking for himself, he was not at a time like

this or in the future going to consider himself bound to the
exact measures which he advocated before the war, nor even
to a rigid policy which in the circumstances after the war he
might not consider the best. It would be a much better thing
to get a system which any one of them might regard as im-
perfect, but which might really form the basis of a national
and Imperial policy for our political development hereafter.
Any declaration of policy by the Government had better be
made at the Paris Conference rather than now, before they
had consulted with their Allies, or had their proposals before
them. The representatives of the Government at that Con-
ference would go there unbound by any rigid school of
economic thought of the one kind or the other—unbound by
any specific fiscal policy which they had adopted in this

country in the past or which some of them had advocated, in

order to see in what way their common interests might be
best pursued and strengthened.'

Prohibited Exports.—A supplement to the " Board of
Trade Journal " for May 18th, which occupies over 100 pages,
and is, therefore, larger than the normal issue of the
" Journal " itself, brings together in convenient form the
complete " Prohibitions of Export in Force in the United
Kingdom and in Certain Allied and Neutral Countries." Ex-
port firms should find it of considerable assistance to them.

To he Wound Up.—The Board of Trade has ordered to

be wound up, under the Trading with the Enemy Amendment
Act :

—
Isaria, Ltd.. 20S, Tower Bridge Road. London, S.E.—

Dealers in electrii meters, &c. Controller: (!. S. Pitt, 140,

Leadenhall Street, E.C.

Trading With the Enemy. — The "London Gazette"
foi May 19th contains further additions to the list of persons
or bodies with whom trading is prohibited in Argentina,
Brazil. Chile, Netherlands East Indies, Norway, Persia, Peru,
and other countries.

Rhodes Scholarships.— It is announced that the trustees
of the will of Cecil Rhodes intend to apply for a Bill in Parlia-

ment abolishing the Rhodes Scholarships at Oxford allotted
to German subjects.

THE ELECTRICITY SUPPLY OF GREAT
BRITAIN.

In his reply to the discussion in London on his paper, read
before the INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS (reported
in the Electrical Review of April 21st, p. 417), Mr. E. T.
Williams, referring to Mr. Merz's remarks, said he thought
the chief reasons why they had not made greater progress
towards the ideal in electricity supply were that they had not
considered the problem from the standpoint of the country
as a whole, and had lacked a central organisation to translate
thecry into practice and co-ordinate effort. He was convinced
that centralisation of plant was the ideal arrangement, and
must come sooner or later. Mr. Merz's splendid achievements
on the North-East Coast showed something of the possibilities

of public electricity supply and the soundness of interconnected
power stations with large units, enabling a saving in fuel of
30 to 60 per cent, to be effected. He had come to the conclu-
sion that it was the basis of organisation that required solu-
tion, and they should not go to Parliament until they had
secured the support of the electrical profession in general and
the electricity supply industries in particular. Their densely
populated manufacturing districts required large power sta-

tions at comparatively short distances apart, rendering inter-

connection easy and inexpensive; no district in the world,
taken as a whole, offered so favourable a field for a cheap and
efficient electricity supply, and the remarkable load factor
attained on the North-East Coast was due to the interconnec-
tion of the stations in that area. In reply to Mr. Chattock,
he did not agree with the nationalisation of electricity supply,
knowing the disabdities under which Government depart-
ments worked. Small economies often meant the difference

between success and failure, and it was fallacious to suppose
that because a manufacturer's costs for power were only 1
per cent, of the total costs, it was of no importance to reduce
the price of energy by 10 per cent. They should be indepen-
dent of State finance; the proposed Electricity Board should
raise money on the security of its assets for the erection of

power stations, &c, and would work on a commercial footing,

paying interest and sinking fund, but not operating for profit.

Mr. Chattock's proposal to replace small stations by a bulk
supply at once would raise powerful opposition to the scheme.
Powers to grant wayleaves to electrical undertakers should be
entrusted to the Board. If they could go to Parliament as a
united profession, backed by municipalities and electricity

supply companies, with a sound, straightforward proposal, he
believed it would soon become law. In answer to Mr. High-
field, he had no intention of proposing to sacrifice the vested

interests of either capitalists or engineers. By cheapening the
cost of electricity, not only the public, but also the capitalist

and engineer, would be benefited. In view of the difficulties

incurred, their past achievements were truly remarkable, but
the position of the industry was far from what it might be,

as exemplified by the success of the North-East Coast system.
If they could be sure that the requirements of the country
cculd be met without the Board having operating powers, he
wr uld agree that it should be only a controlling board ; and if

this question of dual powers became an obstacle to agreement,
it would be better to give way on the operating question for

the sake of unity, and carry through the proposal for an
electricity board with controlling powers only. But he.

believed the interests of present undertakers could be pro-

perly safeguarded in the Act of Parliament by which the

Board would be created, and the Board could be prevented

from operating in competition with any existing undertaking
i-i that undertaker's area; if an undertaking misused its

powers the Board could refer the matter to Parliament. If

the Board had no operating powers it might mean a serious

loss to present undertakers, as well as to agricultural districts

which undertakers would not care to supply ; moreover, the

Board would be unable to carry out pioneer work in the

direction of gas-fired boilers, recovery of by-products, &c.

Parliamentary control would be ensured by the presence of

a Member of Parliament on the Board, who would have to

answer for the Board in Parliament; a Government official

might possibly be added to the Board as a further link

with Parliament. Mr. H. Faraday Proctor's energetic

demand to " get a move on " was backed by a large number
of electrical engineers. There was a call for action, and the

sooner they made their demands known, the sooner the new
era would commence. They should avoid widening the scope

of the inquiry, and keep out any proposal with the word
"Ministry" in it. He agreed with Mr. Wordincham that it was
important to avoid Government operation in electricity^ supply

;

but Parliament would never put extensive powers into the

hands of any other organisation than a Government department

or a Public Board such as that which he proposed. He was
absolutely opposed to anything that would deal unfairly with
existing concerns. With regard to Mr. Roles's remarks, he
had sreat sympathy with the interests that he mentioned,

and knew it was useless to bring forward a scheme which

cculd not be supported by electrical engineers while remain-

ing loyal to their own interests. But he was satisfied that

with extended areas for distribution and an increased demand
due to lower costs, the importance of their undertakings

would be much greater than at present, and the positions of

the engineers would be strengthened and improved. He wel-

comed Mr. Roles's suggestion of endeavouring to bring into

the scheme the smaller stations which would not form part of
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the ultimate scheme, in order to avoid the opposition of the
engineers and committees or companies controlling them. The
new electricity supply era would create such a large demand
that consulting and supply engineers, manufacturers, and all
connected with the electrical industry would find more open-
ings, the engineers' status would improve, and their services
would be at a premium. This home demand would react
favourably on exports. On the other hand, if united action
were not taken, after the war capital would not be attracted
t > extend electrical operations, and the electrical industries
would be badly affected. The more efficiently and economi-
cally they organised the sooner the period of trade depression
would be over. The Institution and the technical Press could
render the greatest assistance by creating interest in the sub-
ject and focusing attention on the main issues, and the engi-
neers of medium and small undertakings could educate their
councils to advocate the proposed organisation. The trend of
the discussion appeared to be favourable to a scheme on the
basis of : interconnection of power stations for security of
supply; reduction of costs; conservation of fuel; and co-ordina-
tion of control, and the opportunity had arisen to advance a
cause of great national importance.
Replying to the discussion at Manchester (reported in the

Electrical Review of May 19th, p. 575), Mr. Williams
pointed out that Mr. Robertson was mistaken in supposing
that the proposed bulk supply system would be owned and
operated by the State through a Central Board ; the country
was to be divided into six districts not for supply purposes,
but for the purpose of control, an entirely different matter.
and it was not proposed to place the control of any one of
the districts in the hands of one engineer manager—the
control would come under the Board as a whole. The engi-
neer would manage only the property of the Board in his
district, and not that of municipalities or companies. Any
person, company, or body in the district could present its

case directly to the Board if desired. The smaller generating
plant would not be superseded until it had fulfilled its

economic purpose—that is, until the cost of a bulk supply
was less than that of running the plant and meeting the
standing charges on it. The Board could withhold its approval
for extensions or replacement of obsolete plant, where such
a course would not be advantageous, but could not otherwise
ccntrol the price charged for energy by local authorities or
compel them to shut down existing stations. Contrary to Mr.
Robertson's view, he held that this was the best possible

time to deal with the problem. He welcomed Mr. Robertson's
pioposal to form subsidiary Boards, but urged the necessity
of forming the Central Board first. In reply to Mr. Highfield,
he thought it desirable that; at no distant date municipalities
which possessed powers to purchase the undertakings of com-
panies should be called upon to adopt settled policies, so that
there should be no period of uncertainty of tenure. The
Board would probably discourage the taking-over of com-
panies' powers by municipalities so long as a cheap supply of

electricity was ensured. He did not agree with Aid. Walker
that the cost of site was immaterial; no item of cost was
immaterial. In reply to Mr. E. K. Scott, the members of the
Board would be paid, and would be expected to devote the
whole of their time to the work of the. Board. If, as Mr.
Roles suggested, the Home Office. Board of Trade, or Local
Government Board opposed the scheme, the opposition would
have to be met, and if it were insuperable he thought they
ought to proceed with the Board with whatever powers they
could obtain for it, and expand its powers later. He had had
the subject of the paper under consideration for many years,

and held that the inclusion of the many subsidiary matters
touched upon in the discussion would create controversy and
delay achievement. They should keep in mind the main
issues, and deal with the subject in a businesslike manner. The
agreement that something should be done somewhat on the
lines suggested was more general than he had anticipated,
and the profession would welcome energetic action on the
part of the CouDcil of the Institution.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Liquidations. — Re Cedes Electric Traction Co.,
Ltd., 112, Great Portland Street, W.— The creditors and
shareholders of this company (in liquidation) met on May
19th, at the Board of Trade Offices, Carey Street, W.C., when
a statement of affairs was presented showing unsecured liabilities

£14,826 and assets valued at £3,992, after deducting- £-1,000 to
meet the claims of the debenture-holders. The deficiency as
regards shareholders is estimated at £47,831. Mr. H. E. Burgess,
Official Receiver, reported that the company was formed in 1910,
most of the issued capital being held by the Austrian Daimler
Motor Co., of Vienna. In 1911 an agreement was entered into,
under which, in consideration of certain royalties, the Austrian
company granted to this company the sole right to manufacture
and sell their electrically-driven motor vehicles. In 1914 the
financial position of the company became somewhat difficult, and
an arrangement made for it and another business to be taken over
by a new company was rendered abortive by the war. The com-
pany's business had been carried on at a loss throughout : in 1913
the books showed a losB^of £7,000, in 1914 it was £7,395, and in

1915 it amounted to £14,000. The directors attributed the failure
of the company to the fact that its resources were too limited to
produce on a scale sufficiently large to be remunerative, but, the
chairman added, there also appeared to have been Eome discord
between the management in London and that in Vienna. A
Receiver had been appointed on behalf of the debenture-holders,
and the whole of the assets were in possession of that gentleman.
The liquidation was left in the hands of the Official Receiver!
Appended is a list of the principal unsecured creditors :

—
Lancashire Brass Foundry .

.

£30 Electro-Mechanical Brake
Berham, T 23 Co., LH £23

P"
nl°P Rubber Co 105 C. Churchill A- Co., Ltd. .'.' 25

' F!' e ' ..•_" - 86 Tramway and Railway
Tudor Accumulator Co., Ltd... 119 World Publishing Co.

" 72
BcuenaerACo 15 Direction der Disconto
Oeo. Adams 19 QeseUschaft .. 39,231
I urner A. Co 13 Austrian Daimler Motor
Marryatt A Place 16 Co., Ltd. o 53)9
The Electric Vehicle . . .

.

12 J. Bandell A Co. "' 16
.. London Electric Wire Co. 41 British Insulated A Helsl.y

Pic; fords, Ltd 12 Cables, Ltd. . ,8
T. Chatwin, Ltd 17 W.P.Thompson u
O. Macintosh A Co., Ltd. 21 Johnson A I'lollips Ltd. 760
Hart Accumulator Co., Ltd ... 158 J. Sankev A Co., Ltd. 102
Bo.ynton, Dowsett A Co. .

.

25 Cooper Bros A Co 97

X
lc
,t
er

l;
Ltd 18 Graham, Nicholson and

O. W. Burton, Griffiths A Co., Jones ... 91

,

Lt<i 37 Stamfo d Hill Palace Co.,
bachsenwerk Licht und Kraft Ltd. .... 75

A.G., Dresden .. .. 40 North Metropolitan 'Elee'-'
Christopher Dodson, Ltd. 537 trie Supply Co 56

General Electrolytic Parent Co, Ltd.—A meeting is
called for Jpne 20th, at Widnes, to hear an account of the winding
up from the liquidator.

Accessories Manufacturing Co., Ltd.—A meeting is to be
held on June 30th, at S, Queen Street, EC, to hear an account of
winding up from the liquidator, Mr. H. A. McCann.
Universal Cheap Cables, Ltd.—This company is winding

up voluntarily with Mr. H. E. Oldham, 30, Bush Lane, E.C., as liqui-
dator. Creditors must send particulars by Junj 20th.

M. k G. Truck and Engineering Co., Ltd.—Creditors should
send the usual particulars to the liquidator, Mr. C. Cooper, 30,
Moorgate Street, E.C., by June 20th.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.—A. F. Hawdon, electrical
engineer, Goaforch.—June 5th Is the last day for sending proofs
for dividend to Mr. C. Woollett, Official Receiver, 30, Mosley Street,
Newcastle-on-Tyne.
Steel Bros., electricians, &o., late of 206, East India Dock

Rjad, E.—A sitting of the London Bankrnptcy Court was appointed
to ba held on Tuesday before Mr. Rsgfstrar Link later for this public
examination. An order of adjudication had been made on May 8 th,
against Sidney Steel, trading as, or a partner in, the firm of Steel
BroB. Mr. Egerton S. Grey, Official Receiver, reported that
inquiries were proceedings with a view to ascertaining exactly
who constituted the firm. The examination was adjourned.

Book Notices.—" Annates des Postes, Telegraphes et
Telephones." Vol. 5. No. 1. March, 1916. Paris : A. Dumas
Price 12 fr.

"Pole and Tower Lines for Electric Power Transmission." By
R. D. Coombs. London : Hill Publishing Cj. Price 10s. 6d. net.
The Bradstreet Co

,
of London, E.C., have issued a pamphlet

giving a summary of the failures in the United States and Canada
in 1915, in comparison with those of previous years.

" Proceedings of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers."
Vol. XXXV. No. 5. May, 19K;. New York : The Institute.
Price SI.

" The Principles of Apprentice Training." By A. P. M. Fleming
and J. G. Pearce. London : Longmans, Green & Co. Price 3s. 6r3.

net.

Trade Announcements.—Messrs. Ikin & Eads,
Ltd., announce that owing to the demand for their Quead electric
fires, they have formed a separate company to control their
eltctrie heating department, which will be known in future as
Qaead, Ltd., 47-57, Marylebone Lane, London, W. Telephone :

'Mayfah-3582."

Catalogues and Lists.

—

Messes. Scholey & Co.,
Ltd., 56, Victoria Street, London, S.W.—20-page illustrated
pamphlet entitled "The Economical Production of Steam," and
giving an account of the principal features of the Taylor
mechanical Btokar and the Copes feed-water regulator.
The Stentor Electric Manufacturing Co. (Inc.), New

York.—12-page pamphlet containing an illustrated description of
the Stentor loud-speaking telephone equipment.

Private Arrangements.—B. T. Gardner & Co., Ltd.,
electrical engineers, 20, Bennett Street, Blackfriars.—A meeting of
creditors was held on Monday, at Balfour House, E.C The com-
pany had passed resolutions in favour of voluntary liquidation, and
had appointed Mr. G. E. Corfield to act as liquidator. The state-
ment of affairs presented showed liabilities of £199, and net assets
of £22, or a deficiency of £177. Mr. Osborne stated that the
company was formed a few years ago to take over the business
which had previously been carried on by Mr. B.T.Gardner. A
balance-sheet prepared in December, 1915, showed a loss on trading
of £186. The business had since been continued, and further losses
made. It was decided to confirm the liquidation of the company
with Mr. Corfield as liquidator,
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LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Argentina.—The electric power station and the public
water supply service of the town of 25 de Mayo (Province of
Buenos Aires) have been acquired by the Compania Americana de
Luz y Traooion of Buen"8 Aires, whose president is Senor Juan
Oarosio.

—

lieriew of the River Plate.

Bury.

—

Price Increase.—It is proposed to increase the
price of eleotrio current for private and publio lighting, and
tramways by a further 5 per oent., and for power and heating by
10 per oent.

Canterbury.

—

Price Increase.—The T.C. has decided
to advance the price of current for lighting by Jd. per unit. This
is on account of the Daylight Saving Aot. It is computed that
the extra halfpenny will convert a prospective deficit of £200 into
the customary profit of £600.

Continental.—Italy.—" The Utilisation of Hydraulic
I'ower in Italy " was recently the theme of an interesting address
by engineer Del Buono, before the Associazione Elettrotecnica
Italiana. In the view of the speaker, a new era is opening for
Italy in this direction. Modern history had its start with the
use of steam, and this oocurred in countries rich in coal,

whence their greater progress. Water- generated power had,
however, many advantages, and estimates gave from 3 to
4 million h.p. as the Italian total available. This consumption
might be considerably increased by the use of power by inter-

mittent industries. The aggregate power of the installations
actually at work was about 1 million h.p., and the equipments
might be truly described as technically perfect. The problem of
the transmission of energy to a distance, so far as Italy was con-
cerned, might also be said to be completely solved in practice, it

now being possible to- transmit energy to a distance of from 400
to 500 km. But the utilisation of Italian power stations was far
from being complete, so long as the plants were not used to their
full capacity, and for the whole of the day—defects which might
be remedied, on the one hand, by the use of storage reservoirs, and,
on the other, by the creation of industries to utilise the surplus
energy.
The extension of hydro-electric plants did not imply the elimi-

nation of the use of ooal (of which some 10 million tons were
imported yearly) for heating purposes, for which it was generally
more suitable than electrical energy

; but it was desirable to restrict

its use as far as possible, as also to cultivate the national reserves
of coal.

Of Italy's production of upwards of 1 ,600,000 h.p. o f motive power,
40 per cent, was thermal in origin, but mieht be displaecd by hydro-
electric power, involving an appreciable saving in cost. The
development of electric traction had hardly begun, some 348 km.
only of the 16,000 km. in operation being electrified. The realisa-
tion of the Government scheme for the electrification of 2,000 km.
more would call for about 300,000 H.P. Electric traotion should
also have a large development in connection with light railways
and tramways. Furthermore, the electrochemical and metal-
lurgical industries claimed attention with regard to the production
of metal and the fixation of atmospheric nitrogen ; the former as
the base of all industry, and the latter as valuable for the develop-
ment, in general, of agriculture, and, in particular, the intense
cultivation of grain. An additional J million H.P. employed
would give such life to the iron, brass and zinc industries as to
render Italy independent of the foreigner, while providing nitrates
in the quantity needed by Italian agriculture.—V Elettrotecnica.
At a recent meeting in Turin an influential Committee was

formed to foster the movement in favour of the utilisation of
the water power available in the Province of Piedmont, in con-
nection with the supply of electrioal energy for lighting and power
purposes.

Croydon.—Price Increase.—The T.C. has decided to
add 10 per oent. to all accounts for lighting, heating and power
supplies, as and from the June meter readings. A similar per-
centage is to be added to the publio lighting account, and the
tramways will be charged an increase of ,'ri. per unit on all units
above 10 millions. The Electricity Committee reported that,
having regard to the loss (£3,600) on the past year's working of the
undertaking, it had no alternative but to recommend the increase.
Part of the loss, however, had been made up by the tramway
department, thus reducing the loss on the year to approximately
£800. There would probably be an increase of £6,000 in the cost
of ooal and materials during the current year, so that unless the
charges were revised, there would be a large deficit at the end of
the 12 months.

Dublin.

—

Damaged Arc Lamps.—At a meeting of the
Electricity S'ipply Committee details were submitted of the
damage caused to the arc lighting system during the recent insur-
rectionary troubles. Mist of the damage was done, apparently, by
rifla fire, and in the majority of instances the lamps were beyond
repair. The total' cost of making good this class of damage was
estimated at £1,050. It was reported that the electric lighting
accounts of oonsumere whose premises had been destroyed by fire
amounted, for the past 12 months, to £8,072. A letter was read
from the B. of T. asking that a notification be issued to consumers
urging the necessity of economy in the use of electric light, as a
reduction of the coal supply to the generating station at the
P geon House might have to be made.

Fleetwood.—The Blackpool Building Trades Employers'
Association has written to the Electricity Committee respecting the
carrying out of private work by the employes in the electricity

department. The Committee has decided to take no aotion in the
matter.

Heston and Isleworth.

—

Suggested Price Increase.
—The L.G.B. auditor in his report upon the electricity under-
taking, states that the year's working, after allowing for all

charges has resulted in a deficiency of £1,050, which, with £938
brought forward from the previous year, makes a total deficiency,

at March :i 1st, 19 16, of £1,988. The electrical engineer reported

on the question of enforcing the minimum legal charge.

The minimum statutory charge the Council was entitled to was
13s. 4d. per quarter, ie., 20 units at 8d. Last year they had 70
accounts under 6". each. In view of a further decrease in the
UBe of current consequent on the Daylight Saving scheme, the
losses in revenue were likely to increase, and he suggested an
entire revision of prices.

Heywood.

—

Year's Working.—There was a loss of

£1,052 on the working of the Corporation electricity undertaking
during the past year, including £112 disallowed by the L G.B.
some time ago. In the previous year there was a loss of £972.

Hornsey.—In the course of a report upon the question
of a reduction in the quantity of eleotricity now being consumed
in the darkened street lamps, the borough engineer stated, as re-

gards arc lamps, of which there are 58, that the provision of small
side-arm lights for post-midnight hours had enabled the arcs to be
dispensed with. They used only 36 pairs of side-lights, in which
the consumption of current per lamp had been reduced by one-half.

The present cost of current consumed was £55 a year, as compared
with £903 under normal conditions.

Hall.

—

Female Meter Readers.—The Corporation
Electricity Committee has decided, on account of the depletion of
the m^ter staff, to engage women meter readers at the Bame wages
as paid to the men.

India.—On April 8th the Simla municipality took over the
new generating plant. On the evening of the 19th the demand on
the power station bus-bars was very nearly equal to the full installed
capacity of the old plant, i.e., 790 k.v.a.—Indian Engineering.

Keijrhley. — Revised Discounts. — The Electricity
Committee has recommended the laying of a cable to the new
hospital at Morton Banks, at a cost of £475. It is also proposed
that as from Airil 1st the discount on accounts for electricity

supplied otherwise than under sealed agreement be reduced from
5 to 2i per cent.

London.

—

Bethnal Green.—The B.C. has decided
to appoint Mr. H. W. Couzens as consulting engineer for its elec-

tricity undertaking until March, 1920, at an annual fee of
200 guineas plus 5 per cent, on capital expenditure.
Islington.—The B.C. proposes to apply to the L.C.C. for

sanction to the borrowing of a further sum of £1,500 to cover the
additional cost of mains, which was estimated in May, 1914, at

£7,561, and subsequently revised at £9.076 in July laet.

The City Corpora'ion has be-n inform d that the B. of T. has
refused the application of the Charms' Cross E. S. Co. for an in-

crease in its charges for electrici;y of 10 per oent.

Rawtenstall.—Proposed Linking-Up Scheme.—At
the meeting of the T.C. last week the borough electrical engineer

reported that a scheme was being considered for linking up, where
possible, the electric power stations in the Lancashire area with a

view to economy and the placing of local authorities in a better

position as regards electricity supply.

The T.C. has approved of draft agreement for the supply of

electrioity to Haslirigden.

Ripon.

—

Proposed E.L. Scheme.—A movement has
bjen started to form a syndicate for the supply of electric light to

the city, and it has been decided to approach the Corporation to

obtain its support in an application for lighting powers.

At the inaugural meeting Mr. Charles Pullan, of Bradford,

explained a scheme pointing out that if the project was to

materialise by the autumn of 1918, a move must be made now.
Mr. F.Stockton Gowland remarked upon the difficulty of raising

thi required capital looally.

Rochdale.—The dispute between Tyre Yarns, Ltd., and
the Electricity Committee as to the interpretation of osrtain parts

of the agreement between the two respecting the supply of current

to the mills of Tyre YarnB, was again before the Committee last

week. The firm has asked that the matter be referred to arbi-

tration by the B. of T, and the Works Sub-Committee is to report

on the request.

With reference to the proposal to borrow £10,000 for electrioity

works extensions, a deputation has been appointed by the Com-
mittee to interview officials of the L.G.B on the matter.

Tottenham.—The North Metropolitan Electric Power
Supply Co. is prepared to make an allowance to the U.D.C. of £139
in respect of public lamps not used during the past quarter. The
General Purposes Committee is to ascertain whether this includes

an allowance for the December quarter last.

Tyncmouth.—The Electricity Committee has decided

to adopt the revised wiring rules of the Institution of Electrioal

Engineers, and to request the local wiring contractors to conform
thereto in future.
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West Ilaiii.

—

Loan Sanction.—The L.G.B. has sanc-

tioned the borrowing by the Corporation of the following: amounts
for the purposes of the electricity undertaking :—£3,000 for

general maina and cables, £5,400 for feeder oables, £350 for switch-

gear, £300 for protection gear, £6,000 for sub-stations, trans-

formers aud switchgear, £450 for wet-air filter, and £3,000 for

additional connection to water mains

—

£14850 in all. The total

amount applied for was £26,775, bat the amounts granted were
for the more urgent and important items. The offer of the makers
of the suction ash-plant at the generating station for altering and
replacing certain portions, is recommended for acceptance.

Willesden.—The North Metropolitan Electric Power
Supply Co. has given notice of its intention to extend the mains
from Taylor's Lane to Wood Green. The Electricity Committee
has agreed to supply energy to Mpsts. F. E. Berwick & Cj. for a

period of three years, and the L.G.B. has sanctioned the borrowing
of £500 for this purpoBe. The Commissioners of Inland Revenue
have agreed to a reduced assessment in respect of the accounts of

the electricity undertaking for the year 1914-15, which will result

in a saving of £104.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

Australia.—An order made by the Victorian authori-

ties authorises the Prahran-Malvern Tramways Trust to construct

an electric tramway from Kew to Malvern.

—

Board of Trade
Journal.

Belfast.—At a special meeting of the Tramways Com-
mittee held last week, it was intimated that 42 applications had
been received for the post of general manager of the Corporation's

tramway system.

Blackpool.—Female Labour.—The "Watch Committee
was informed that the Blackpool, St. Anne'B and Lytham
Tramways Co. were proposing to employ women drivers ; the

Committee expressed its disapproval, holding that there were suffi-

cient men over military age and discharged soldiers who were
competent to do the work.
An exciting incident occurred last week on a CTfOFation car,

when a controller was completely burnt out, and tht taiiease was
also severely scorched by the flames before the trdi«y oould be

disconnected from the overhead wire.

Continental.—Portugal.—The municipal authorities

of Guimaraes are authorised to contract a loan of about £70,000
to be devoted to certain public works, including the installation

of an electric tramway system between Braga and Guimaraes.

—

Board of Trade Journal.

Spain.—It is under consideration to employ electric traction

for the exprfss trains between Madrid and Valencia, whereby the
journey will be made in five hours, with a single stop at Onenca.
The Madrid station will be underground, situated in the Calle de
Montalban, fronting the Prado, on a site, however, already fixed

upon by the Government to build the Ministerio de Marina. If

this railway can be included among the secondary and strategic

lines, its construction may be begun within a year, and in six

years' time, says lndustria e Invenciones, it will be in working
order.

Dublin.—The tramway system is now running as usual

;

the rebuilding of Siokville Street, in which several important parts

of the system run, including a couple of junctions and a terminus,

may lead to some important changeB of the system in that par-

ticular area.

East Hani.

—

Female Labour.—The T.C. is recom-
mend d to authorise the tramway manager to employ women as

car conductors in the event of his not being able otherwise to fill

vacancies.

Huddersfield.—Year"s Working.—On the working of

the Corporation tramways during the past year, there was a gross

surplus of £63,229, and a net Burplus of £13,014.

London.—Wandsworth.—The Town Clerk has been
directed to call attention of the L.C.C. to the dangerous condition

of the tramway railB in Upper Tooting Road, Tooting High Street

and Garratt Lane.

Nottingham.—Collision.—On Saturday evening two
cars on the Sherwood Rise section of the Corporation tramways
came into collision, causing serious injury to one driver, while
many of the 17 passengers received minor injuries. Both the car
fronts were smashed, and much of the damage was due to broken
glass falling amongst the passengers.

Salford. — Estimated Surpluses. — Aid. Jenkins
(chairman of the Finance Committee), in his annual statement on
the coming financial year, said the Tramways Committee promised
£18,000 in aid of the rates, or £4,000 le s than during the past
year, and the Electricity Committee promised £6,500, or £3,000
more than was promised twelve months ago.

Sheffield.—Female Drivers.—At the Amalgamated
Association of Tramway and Vehicle Workers' annual conference,

a resolution was passed protesting against the employment of

women drivers, the conference declaring that it would not allow

it to come to pass except under the gravest national emergency.

—

Sheffield Independent.

U.S.A. — Large Railway Turbine Set. — Some
further data concerning the 35,000- kw. turbine Bet for the South

Boston station of the Boston Elevated Railway (to which we
referred on page 398), appeared in a recent issue of the Electric.

Railway Journal. The set, which is to be built by the General

Electric Co. (U.S.A.), is to operate on 200 lb. steam prtssure and
200° F. Buperheat, and run at 1,600 b.p.m. ; it will have a capacity

of 42,500 kw. for two hours. The steam guarantee for the turbine

at 200 lb., 1,500 R P.M. and 1 in. back pressure, is as follows :

10,000 KW., 1210 1b per KW.-hour ; 15,000 KW.1U30 lb ; 20,000

KW., 10 85 1b. ; 25,000 KW., 10'65 lb. ;
35,00n KW., 1095 lb. For

each 10 lb. per sq. in. increase or decrease in steam pressure the

steam consumption is to decrease or increase by 1 per cent, from

185 lb. to 210 lb. per sq. in., and for each 10 5° increase or decrease

in steam temperature b3tween 175° and 225° F. superheat, the

steam consumption will vary 05 per cent. At 2 in. absolute back

pressure the guaranteed steam consumption per KW.-hour is as

follows : 10,000 KW., 1320 lb. ; 15,000 KW., 12-30 lb. ; 20,000 KW.,

1180 lb. ; 25,000 KW., It 60 lb. : 35,000 KW., 1190 lb. An 18-in.

steam pipe will be required for the unit, with a 10 ft. x 16 ft.

exhaust. The generator will be a two-pole machine delivering

25-cycle three-phase energy at 13,200 volts pressure. Its

guaranteed commercial efficiency is 97 per cent, at one-quarter

load ; 9325 per cent, at half, 9875 per cent, at three-

quarter, and 99 per cent, at full load, not including friction

and windage—roughly, 250 kw. With air at 40° C. the maximum
armature temperature ib not to exceed 100° C. at 35,000 kw.

continuously, or 125° C. at 42,500 KW. for two hours. With full

load 70,000 cb. ft. of air at 40° C. psr min. will be required for

ventilation.

York.

—

Female Drivers.—At a meeting of the Elec-

tricity and Tramways Cjmmittee last week, it was reported that

in view of the extension of the system, it would be necessary to

engage from six to eight female drivers. A motion that no women
drivers should be employed was not seconded, and the recommen-

dation will come before the City Council. Female conductors

have been employed for some time, but the male staff his been

considerably perturbed over the proposal to employ women
drivers.

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

Spain.—A public wireless telegraph service has recently

been inaugurated batween Spain and Germany ; the receiving and

transmission statims are at Aranjuez and Kom'gswinttrhausen

respectively, and the charge is 2jd. per word.

The Telephone Service.—The P.O. Telephone De-

partment has informed the Bromley Guardians that, owing to the

shortage of Btaff and the havoc caused to wires by the recent storms,

it is unable to entertain for the present orders for new installation

work

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.

Australia.—Sydkey.—June 20th. Municipal Council.

Two-ton electric lorry. City Surveyor, Town Hall.

Perth.— August 16th. P.M.G. Telegraph and measuring

instruments. Schedule No. 498, W.A.*

Barking.—June 9th. U.D.C. Six or twelve months'

supply of coal, slack or beans. Engineer and Manager, Electricity

Works.

Dewsbury.—May 31st. Twelve months' supply (about

2,500 tons) of steam coal for the eleotricity works. Specifications

from Mr. R. H. Campion, Borough Electrical Engineer.

Dublin.—May 30th. Electricity Supply Committee.

Cast-iron exhaust pipes and supports for 1,500 kw. BellisB eDgine.

See " Official Notices " to-day.

Fleetwood.—June 3rd. U.D.C. Rough slack coal for

12 months (2,000 tons) for the eleotricity works. Mr. A. Cottam,

Clerk.

Liverpool.—May 31st. Liverpool Overhead Railway.

Twelve months' supply of electrical fittings. Particulars from

General Manager, 31, James Street.
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London.— May '30th. Metropolitan Asylums Board.

Electricians' ironmongery and general stores for 12 months.

Mr. T. D. Mann, Clerk.

St. Pancbas.—Steam coal for 12 months for the Electricity

Department. Borough Electrical Engineer.

Manchester.—May 2(ith. Electricity Committee. Stores

for one year. Mr. F. E. Hughes, Secretary, Electricity Department,

Town Hall.

June 7th. Electrioity Committee. Electric capstan for Stuart

Street station. See " Official Notices " to-day.

New Zealand.—June 23rd. Oamaru Borough Council.

Overhead mains and street-lighting equipment (Contract No. 2) ;

power-station equipment (Pelton wheels, alternators, &c.) (Contract

No. 3) ; service meters (Contract No. 4) ; line transformers and
accessories (Contract No. 5).*

Pahiatua.—July 10th. Borough Council. Overhead wires,

poles, street lamps, gas engines, producers, dynamos, auxiliary

apparatus and accumulators. Specifications from Borough Offices or

Mr. E. J. Fenn, Consulting Engineer, Auckland.*

.Swindon.—May 30th. Corporation. Steam coal for

the electricity works. See " Official Notices " May 12th.

Wi«'an.—May ;> 1st. Extension to boiler house at elec-

tricity works. Specifications, Electrical Engineer's office, Wigan.

Specifications for the items marked * can be seen at the Board
of Trade Commercial Intelligence Branch in London.

CLOSED.

London.—L.C.C. Traction glow-lamps for the Tram-
ways Department : British Westinghouse Co., Ltd.

Maidstone.—B. of G. Renewal and repairs of internal

telephone system : Oswald Jones & Co.

Meter Contracts.—Messrs. Chamberlain & Hookham,
Ltd., have received contracts for meters for the ensuing 12 months
for Southampton and Falkirk.

Rawten stall.—T.C. Accepted tenders for cable and
apparatus for supply of electricity to Haslingden :

—
British Westinghouse Co., Ltd.—Transformer and switch panel.
W. T. Glover & Co., Ltd.—Cable.
Oates & Green, Ltd.—Conduits.
British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.—Switohgear.

T.vnciiiouth. — Electricity Committee. 220 yards of

three-core cable : Macintosh Cable Co.

Worthing;.—B.C. A year's supply of 3 and 5-ampere
electricity meters : The Electrical Apparatus Co., Ltd.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

Royal Institution of Great Britain.—Friday, May 26th. At 5.30 p.m. At
Albemarle Street, Piccadilly, W. Leolure on "X-rays," by Prof. C. G.
Barkla, F R.S.

Tuesday, May 30th. At 3 p.m. Lectu'e on "Optical Research and
Chemical Progress," by Dr. T. M. Lowry, F.R.8.

Physical Society of London. -Fridav, May 2G h. At 5 p.m. At the
Imperial College of Science, South Kensington, S.W. Ordinary scientific
meeting.

Association of Supervising Electricians.—Tuesday, May 80 h. At 7.15 p.m.
At St. Bride's Institute. Bride Lane, E.C. Paper on " Internal Combustion-
driven Electrical Sets," by Mr. W. A. Tookey.

Royal Society of Arts. -Thursday, June 1st. At 4.80 p.m. At John Street,
Ade'phi. Paper on "The Work of the Imperial Insiitute for India," by
Prof. W. R. DunstaD, F.R.S.

NOTES.

Effect of Imperfect Dielectrics in the Field of a
Radiotelegraphic Antenna.—In Scientific Paper No. 269 of the
Bureau of Standards, Mr. John M. Miller deals with the variation
of the resistance of an antenna with the wave length of the
oseilb tioa. Starting from the wave length corresponding to the
fnnc'£m ratal of the antenna, the equivalent resistance of the
antenna rapidly decreases with increasing wave length, and reaches
a miuimum

; as the wave length is etill farther increased, the
resistance rises again, but in a linear manner. The decrease in

resistance is explained by a decrease in the energy radiated in the
form of electromagnetic waves as the wave length increases

;

this so-called radiation resistance varies, as it should, inversely as

the square of the wave length. It has been difficult, however, to

account for the linear increase which takes place at the longer
wave lengths.

A recent paper by Austin pointed out the similarity in the
linear increase in resistance of an antenna at long wave lengths
with the behaviour of an absorbing condenser. The fact that in

the carves which he had obtained for ship stations the rise in

resistance was less marked than for land stations led him to believe

that the absorption was probably caused by the ground acting as

an imperfect dielectric. The measurements described in this

paper verify Austin's hypothesis that the effect is caused by
dielectric absorption, but do not confirm the supposition that the
absorbing dielectric in question is the ground.
The observed large effect upon the absorption of variable air

condensers brought about by the poor dielectric properties of

small amounts of insulators in the electric field suggested to the
author that the absorption in antennas was likewise caused by the
presence of poor dielectrics in the field of the antenna. Experi-
ments were accordingly carried out, and proved that in the design
of an antenna it is a matter of importance to keep the dielectric

absorption of the antenna, regarded as a condenser, as low as

possible in order to minimise the waste of energy in the antenna,
and so improve its efficiency as a radiator. Tne capacity through
wooden masts, trees, buildings, insulators, tec., must be made ex-

tremely small in comparison to the capacity of the antenna
through unobstructed air. In other words, the electrostatic field

of force set up by the oscillating electric charges should not be
occupied by imperfect dielectrics, and especially so where the
electric force is intense. One important feature of design is to

cover the interior walls of rooms into which the leads to the
antenna rnn with grounded metal screens.

Electric Steel in Italy.— Five of the steel works in

Italy are now provided with electric furnaces, the total number of
the latter being 13, According to Metallurgia Italiana, the pro-

duction amounts to 78 tons per day of 21 hours, the quantity of

electrical power required being i;,8C0 KW.

Chief Technical Assistants' Association.—Owing
to the war, it was thought advisable that the annual dinner of

this Association should not be held, and an informal gathering of

the members took place on Thursday evening, 18th inst , at the
Villa Villa Restaurant. Advantage was taken of the occasion to

present Mr. MacAlister, the hon. secretary, on behalf of the
member?, with a handsome rose bowl, as a token of their apprecia-

tion of the work which he has put into the launching and
organising of the Association. The presentation was made by the

chairman, Mr. J. T. Baron. In replying, the hon. secretary stated

that as they had now reached practically the maximum of their

membership, owing to the limited field from whioh their members
could bs obtained, it was hoped that the members would continue,

as during the past 12 months, to contribute to the general welfare
of the Association by further discussions on technical matters

;

and although by present arrangements a large number of Butjects

were down for discussion, these by no means exhausted the field

which was open, and of which it was hoped all members would
avail themselves. The following members supported the chairman
and contributed towards the evening's success :—Messrs. Young,
Bradshaw, Mason, Parker, Howell, Gregory, Thompson, and
Manly.

Lay-Oats for Car Sheds.—Mr. N. L. Sanow, in an
article in the Electric Railway Journal, gives some data resulting

from an investigation with a view to finding what arrangement of

track would call for the least number of car movements over
switch, mate and frog in electric railway work when one car was
passed to each of the branch tracks, as, for instance, at the entrance
of a deiot. The life of a piece of special work is practically

dependent on the number of movements across it, and any system
which reduces the number will result in reduced maintenance.
The author concludes that in place of the plaia " ladder " track

from which each diverging track turns off individually, it is better

tj arrange the branch tracks in groups of two or three or more,
each group connected by a sinele branch-off to the principal ladder

track. The saving in movements increases rapidly with the
number of tracks in the lay-out, and exceeds 50 per cent, for equip-

ments of moderate size.

Large U.S.A. Turbine Plant. — The Xarragansett
Electric Lighting Co., of Providence, R I., has decided to install a

46,000 kw. turbine set at its South Street station, which will be

of the Westinghouse cross-compound type similar to, but larger

than, the units in operation at the Seventy-Fourth Street station

of the New York Interborough Co., which have been described in

our pages. The machine is to be capable of carrying a short-period

load of 50,000 kw., and will operate at its most efficient rating

on llj lb. steam per KW.-hr. The set comprises a high-pressure

turhine of the reaction type, to operate on steam at 175 lb. and
100° F. superheat, direct-coupled to a four-pole generator running at

1,800 r.p.m. The h.p. turbine exhausts into a low-pressure turbine

alongside, which is coupled to a six-pole generator ranning at

1,200 b.p-.m. Both generators will deliver three-phase 60-cycle

current at 12,000 volts, and will have an independent exciter. The
l.p. turbine is of the double-flow type, each end exhausting into

a separate jet condenBer of the Westinghouse-Le Blanc low-head
type, said to be the largest jet condensers constructed. The plant

will require 18,000,000 lb. of circulating water an hour, when
maintaining a 28-in. vacuum with water at 70° F.

The complete turbine set will measure 46 ft. 9 in. in length by
37 ft. in -width, representing 26 kw. per sq. ft. of floor Bpace.—
Power.
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Inquiries.—Makersof the "New Pacific" and "Empire"
electric carpet sweepers are asked for.

Seats for Lift Attendants.—The Home Secretary

desires to call the attention of occupiers and managers of business

premises who have taken on, or may be taking on, women and girls

to act as lift attendant?, to the need which exists in certain cir-

cumstances for allowing the attendants facilities for resting in the

intervals of work. There is a growing tendency, with a view to

increasing the passenger accommodation, to make lifts without
seats, and it has been represented to him that in busy establish-

ments, where the lifts are running very frequently during certain

hours, a considerable strain is placed upon the attendants, if the

work is carried on without any opportunity of sitting down during
such intervals as may occur. He would urge the provision of an
attendant's seat when other sitting accommodation is not avail-

able, and in specially heavy cases where work is practically con-

tinuous, would recommend that one or two Bhort intervals should

be allowed for purposes of rest. A convenient form of seat,

which is now being provided in some new lifts, consists of a
wooden flip which closes flat against the side of the lift when not

in use.

Fatality.—An inquest was held at Old Hill, on Friday,

respecting the death of a lad named Humphreys (15), formerly in

the employ of Barton, Dekingpole & Co. The evidence showed
that the lad was helping to put on a belt, for which purpose he
was hanging on to a beam in a stooping position, when he acci-

dentally fell down as the result of an electric shock through
coming in contact with an expoBed electric wire. The medical
evidence attributed death to the arresting of the heart's action by
shock caused by electricity, and a verdict of " Accidental death

"

was returned, the jury exonerating the manager of the works from
all blame.

Reforms in Education.—The executive of the Associa-

tion of Education Committees has agreed to ask the forthcoming
Conference to demand the immediate appointment of a Royal
Commission on Education. The feeling of the members is that the
educational system of the country will require much amendment to

meet the struggle for supremacy after the war, and that a Com-
mission should get to work at once, so that its recommendations
will be ready to put in operation at the earliest possible moment.
The Association represents the urban authorities of England and
Wales.
The City Corporation has decided that the City of London

Schools' Committee shall inquire into the syllabus of teaching at

the City of London School for Boys, whether the chemistry
teaching is adequate for modern requirements ; and also as to the
advisability of adding an engineering class to the course of

instruction.

—

The Times.

Organised Science.—At the annual meeting of the

British Science Guild last week, Sir Wm. Mather, the President,

Baid that if the warnings of the founder of the Guild, Sir Norman
Lookyer, had been heeded, we should have been in a far better

position to carry on the war ; it was at last being recognised that

the organisation of science was indispensable to the prosperity of

the nation. Mr. Andrew Fisher, High Commissioner for Australia,

explained the constitution of the National Institute of Science and
Industry in Australia, of which we gave particulars in our last

issue. Moving a vote of thanks to Mr. Fisher, Surgeon-General
Sir Alfred Keogh remarked that we had as able scientific men as

any in Europe, who also had the invaluable quality of initiative.

Dr. R. M. Walmsley, in seconding the motion, advocated strong
efforts to re-establish British ascendancy in technical optics.

German Chemical Combine.—A new combine in the
German chemical industry, which has been formed for a period

of 50 years, is stated to be essentially a consequence of the war
;

it was felt that a syndication of the German chemical industry
was necessary if the industry was to maintain its world-wide pre-

eminence, more especially in regard to dyes. The new combine is

stated to have a larger capital than any other existing German
syndicate—namely, 225,800,000 marks. Its members are : —Badische
Anilin und S oda Fabrik, Farben Fabriken Bayer, Aktiengesellschaf

t

fiir Anilin- Fabrikation, Farbwerke Ho chat, Leopold Cassella, Kalle
and Co., and Chemische Fabriken Weilerter-Meer.

The Output of Coal.—At the suggestion of the Govern-
ment, representatives of the coalowners and the Executive Com-
mittee of the Miners' Federation of Great Britain met in London
last week to devise some scheme to stimulate the production of
coal, which has fallen off in consequence of the withdrawal of
labour for military service. The following resolution was unani-
mously adopted :

—"In regard to absenteeism, this meeting agrees
to the matter being referred to the districts on the.distinct under-
standing that committees will be at once set up in the districts to
provide and put into operation effective machinery to secure the
attendance of all workmen employed to the fullest possible extent,
and to inquire into the circumstances of workmen employed in the
mines not being provided with work whenever they present them-
selves, the intention being to secure, as far as possible, the output
of coal necessary for the country's needs.'' The joint meeting was
adjourned to Jane 22ad to receive reports from the districts. The
question of the suspension of the Eight Hours Act and the work-
ing of one hour extra per day for 60 days a year was also adjourned
to the same date. It was decided to recommend to the several
districts that the holidays should be curtailed, as far as possible, in
the national interest, in order to increase the output of coal.

—

Morning Post,

Appointments Vacant.—Shift engineer (32s. 6d.),
for the Holyhead U.D.C. electricity department. See our advertise-
ment pageB.

Rubber from Vodka.—The absolute prohibition of
the drinking of spirituous liquors in Russia left a stock of nearly
7 million hectolitres of vodka available for other uses, and the
Russian Government initiated researches with a view to finding
industrial applications for it. A Moscow chemist named
Ostromysleneki is reported to have found employment for it in the
manufacture of synthetic rubber from butadienes obtained from
oil-gas, and it is said that the Government ha3 decided to erect a
large factory for the purpose.

Electric Equipment of the Phcenii Assurance Co.'s
Bulldiug;.—With reference to our description of the above in the
Electrical Review of May 5th last, we understand that the
electric fires which are in use are of the " Revo " type, supplied by
the Cable Accessories Co., Ltd., of Tividale, Staffs.

Large American Sign.—An unusually large electrical
sign has recently been erected outside the premises of the
Travellers' Insurance Co. at Hartford, Conn., USA. The sign,
which consists of the single word "Travellers," is 120ft. long,
with 9 ft. letters, and is stated to be readily legible at a distance
of three miles.

German Cartels.— Prof. Hauser. in a recent communi-
cation to the Bulletin of the Socielu d'Encouragement pour
l'lndustrie Nationale, explains the part played by " cartels " in
Germany's economic expansion. The "cartel," he says, cannot be
defined as a form of industrial concentration, for a " trust " ia also
a form of concentration ; bat while a trust is the absorption of a
number of enterprises by the strongest, as a brutal application of
the struggle for existence, the cartel is a federative organisation
which allows of the subsistence of individual enterprises. These
enterprises merely renounce, on entry into a syndicate or cartel, a
determinate part of their industrial or commercial autonomy.
Juridically, a cartel is a joint-3tock company among a number of
producers, for the sale in common of the generality, or certain
categories, of their products. Not every industry, and in a single
indas 1 ry, not all the products, are susceptible of subjection to the
syndicate rule. A type of syndicate product ia coal, and the Rhine-
Westphalian syndicate in 1908 absorbed 98'7 per cent, of the total
production of that basin ; but for a cartel to succeed it is not
enough that the product, for which it is oreated, Bhould be
subjected to the syndicate rule : it requires in addition, among the
members forming it, a remarkable development of the spirit cf
association. Hence, as M. Hauser points out, foreign countries
contemplating the introduction of this German trade method must
take note of the actual conditions under which the German cartels
work—the iron discipline which reigns among those consentirg to
be subject to it. The cartel, at least as it exists in Germany, ia

a Bpecifically German institution ; there are cartels in other
countries, but they only remotely resemble those of Germany. It
is a noteworthy fact that the cartel, if it has latterly served to
favour exportation, was never conceived with that object ; itB

primitive object was to straggle against over-production ; but
while permitting the syniicate producers to maintain prices on the
home market, it also allowed them to export at prices defying
foreign competition, their surplus product not consumed at home.
It was between 18S0 and 1885 that the German cartels began this
exploitation policy, this poliey of "dumping" which, by the way,
is not a German invention, as is sufficiently shown by its name, and
which c raBists in setting up two prices for the same product, or
two scales of prices—a high price for the home market, and
lower prices, varying with requirements, for foreign markets.
This policy of dumping ia, moreover, not without inconvenienceB,
and M. Hauser gives several example?. In 1903, a big English
shipbuilding company increased its exports to G-rmany by being
able to buy German iron 30 per cent, below the cost of English iron.

Belgium and Holland also exported into Germany nails and iron
wire made with German iron. Facts such as these gave rise in
Germany to vigorous opoosition against the cartels. The inquiry,
whioh took place in 1903 in consequence, resulted, however, in favour
of the cartel, but with the stipulation that the latter consented to
a reduction in home prices in favour of the German manufacturer
exporting products. It was this new policy which the cartels had
already begun to apply, which enabled Germany to oast, often
completely, all competition in foreign markets, and to hinder the
development of national industries in certain countries, such as
Italy. With their system of premiums on exportation in all

branches of industry, the Germans were able completely to strangle
competition in foreign markets, and Government orders, and those
of companies controlled by them mechanically, directly or
indirectly, reverted to the German houses ; it was in this way that,

at the end of the crisis in 1906, French railway companies alone
were customers for one third of the German exports of locomotives.
Oa the international board, says M. Hauser, the dice played by
Germany were loaded, and it is foolish, under these conditions, to
talk of " fair play " with so tricky a player. Steps should rather
be taken to counteract and destroy the disloyal procedures of
German cartels. Among means which are available to this end,
M. Haaeer commends those of the Canadian Government as the
best. This stipulates that in case of sales below the prices of the
country of origin, a double import-tax is levied— first the normal
tax, based on the value of the invoice, and then a special tax, equal
to the difference between the invoice price and the normal price.

Arrangements such as these, M. Haneer thinks, the Allies should agree
among themselves uniformly to enforce.

—

La. Revue Kleotriqiie.
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U.S. Production of Copper for HMO.— If the present

rate of pr< d lotion is maintained, the U.S refinery production of

copper f <r the 12 m inths of 1916 will for the first time on record
exceed 2 010,000 000 1b. The es-im i*ed figure for the year is

2,096 875,000 lb., an inc-eiae of 4 49,875.000 lb. over 1915, or 27 per
cent. Five producers will be resp insible for 78 per cent, of this

increase. Never before in the history of the industry has the
iocreaae in any one year exceeded 150.000.000 lb.

In the face of an unprecedented outpouring of the metal, sales

of hundreds of millions of pounds are being made to eager buyers
for delivery up to the end of the year at 27 j cents. Thia is the
figure understood to be the price to be paid for the 300,000,000-lb.

order just closed with the British Government.
Not ia any year since is?:; has copper Bold above 2GJ cents.

The copper producers wnild seem to be assured of a gross busi-

ness this year of at least S'">21, 000,000, and thia assumes an average
price of only U."> cents per lb. If an aver'ge of 27 cents is

received, the producers stand to sell thi-ir product for $565,920 000.

Such is the boom conferred by the European war. The full

import of these figures is appreciated when placed beside the gross

value of 8288.220 000 for the 1915 production and $205,066,000
for 1914.—Boston News Bvreav.

Italian Coal Resources.—Although [taly is endowed
with water power available for hydro-electric purposes in excesa of

many European countries, the need for coal for steam-driven elec-

tric generating plants is pressing, in order to supplement the hydro-
electric plants in the drier seasons of the year. Hitherto coal has
been mostly imported, principally from England or Germanv. Now,
however, an attempt is to be made to explore and develop such
deposits of coal—cbiifly anthracite and lignite—aa the country
may possess. Prof. Novarese, heal of the R iyal Mining Corpora-
tion, states that there are extensive deposits of various kinds of
useful coal in the peninsula, and a recent G ivernment decree makes
provisions to facilitate the Bearch and winning of the home article.

Prof. Novarese is of opiaion that the Italian deposits c >uld be
made to yield 1,000 000 tons of fuel yearly, for electric stations,

anl even if of a quality somewhat inferior to the imported article,

the present enhancement of the price of the latter would more
than compensate for any deficiencies of the Italian fuel.

Late Legal.—Falk, Stadelmann & Co., Ltd., v. The
General Cable Manufacturing Co —Before a Divisional Court
of the King's Bench Division, presided over by Mr. Justice Lush,
an application was made on Wednesday regarding a new trial of
this action, to recover in respect of certain Swi-s electrical cable.

Mr. Clavell Salter, K.C., for the plaintiffs, said that a
Divisional Court had heard an appeal from the County Court in

this case, and had ordered a new trial, and a question had arisen

as to whether it was intended that the new trial should ba limited
to certain issues. The goodB were electrical cables, and defendants
said there waa a force majeure clause, ard the contract was impoesib'e
because of the war. The County Court Judge found there was no
force majeure clause in the contract, but he did not consider
whether there waa in fact force majeure. The question of impos-
sibility he decided in favour of the plaintiffs, and he then aasfssed

the damages. The Divisional Court took the view that the Judge
did not properly determine if th*re was a force majeure term in

the contract, but that the question of impossibility had been
rightly decided, and at the new trial it won d not be necessary to

further c insider the latter question. Tne order had been drawn
up for "a new trial," without any su h limita'ion, and as this

litiga'ion had proved costly, his clients were most anxious that the
second trial should be of limited scope as directed by the Divisional
Court. The only point was whether there waB power to amend the
order that had been drawn up.

Mr. C. Johnson, for the other side, said that the evidence must
be the same' again whatever happened, because evidence that
would go to show that the contract was impossible of performance
would also apDly to the question whether there had been preven-
tion by force majeure from the carrying out of their obligations.

This was the third attempt made to limit the right of his clients

to a new trial.

Mr. Justice Lush said that, while sympathising with the
position of the plaintiffs, they could not alter the order that had
been made for a new trial of the case. They ordered that the costs

of the application should be coats in the cause.

Tests of Fire Extinguishers.—We have received from
the Home Office the report of a Committee appointed to conduct
experiments with a view to ascertaining the value of dry-powder
fire extinguishers for coping with fires such as are caused by
bombs. The tests showed that the dry powders checked the fire,

but the application of buckets of water was far more effective in

confining the fire to the immediate neighbourhood of the bomb,
and eventually extinguishing the fire. A jet of water from a
liquid extincteur was still more effective, but only extincteurs of

reliable makes should be used. The Committee concludes that a
plentiful supply of water is by far the best extinguishing agent,
and that d'y-p>wder extinguishers are practically u-eless for con-
trolling fires caused by bomba. A Bmall hose of J in. diameter,
similar to garden hose, with a n zzle of i]- in. dameter (internal),

supplied with water at a pressure of 45 lb. per square i ich, and
discharging at the rate of six gallons par minu'e, extinguished a
bomb fire which had been allowed to mature for three minutes;
at the end of six minutes from ignition of the bomb, the fire waa
completely out.

These conclusions are in accord with the recommendations of

the British Fire Prevention Committee, which we published in our
ssue Of May 28th, 1915.

The Inefficiency of German Electrical Machinery.

—

With reference to on' recmt leading article on "Th- DearuesB of
the Lowst Tender" (Elkc. Rev., May 5th, 191C), we observe from
the B. of /' Journal that his Majesty's Consuls in China have not
been slow to take advantage of the opportunity which haB been
afforded by Mr. Aldridge's report on the troubles experienced
with German t iroo-alternator and other plant provided for the
Shanghai municipil electricity works, to give assistance to British
electrical manufacturers. Tne fullest publicity will doubtless be
given to this important matter in China in circles where German
cheapness tas long been little Bhort of a scandal. German
dumping of electric motors, &c, in the Ch'neae market at

ridiculously low prices has been one of the difficulties that our
firms have long had to face, and object lessons of the Shanghai
kind should have a very healthy effect, and go a good way to

defeat the methods which German works were continually employ-
ing in China before the war. The beneficial effect of the tribute

paid to British manufactures, in contrast to German, will not be

limited to tlat market. It is one of those examples which might
fairly and legitimately be turned to profitable account in all

colonial and foreign markets where the under-cutting weapon of
the Teuton has been so ruinously employed for the purpose of

stifling British and other trading efforts. But have the British

electrical manufacturers any efficiently organised means for

ensuring that the industry shall reap all the good that widespread
and discriminating circulation of the facts of the case should
bring ?

Increased Loom Production Due to Motor-Drive.

—

Investigations have been conducted in a New England worsted
mill, to determine the actual extent of possible benefits by the
substi'ution of electric motors for the existing mechanical drive.

The mill contains 48 looms, which are run at a load factor of

62 percent., and a speed which varies over 11 per cent., due to the
irregularities of mechanical driving. The looms operate at an
average of 105 picks per minute, and, on a 59-hour week, yield

119 yards of cloth per loom. Teats show that with the installation

of group-motor drive an ave-age of 112 picks per minute can be
obtained, with a load factor of 72 per cent. The resulting output
would then be 147 yards per loom per week, or a gain of 28 yards
per lo»m. The selling price of the cloth is $1.50 per yard, bo that
the total value of the increased product is §2,016 per week for the
48 looms for a 50- week year, and. taking 5 per cent, of the Belling

price as the profit, this equals $5,040. The oost of making the
change, which involves the purchase of six motors, aggregating
46 H P. connected had, was estimeted at 81,100. On this basis the
eleotric drive would pay for itself in less than three months.
Electrical World.

Lights on Vehicles.—The recent order of the Secretary

of State prescribes the use of three lamps on vehicles, two in front,

whi'e, and one at the rear, red. From June 1st the police will be
instructed to enforce the law in all cases where a contravention is

observed.

A High-Head Turbine Plant.—For a long time the

record for height of head haa been held by the power station of

Vouvry, in Valaia, France, with a fall of 9.7 metres ; it passed to

the works of Orlu, in the Eastern Pyrenees, where the head was 6 m.
greater, but has now been far exceeded by the Fully station, which,
500 m. above the sea-level, is fed by a lskeat an altitude of 2,140 no.,

giving ahead of 1,640m., or 5,380 feet. Piof. R Nieaer, of

Lausanne, states that the preaeure conduit is 4 625 m. in total

length, of which 2,300 m. has a diameter of 600 mm. (24 in.), and
the remainder, 500 mm. (20 in.). The walls of the tube vary from
6 to 43 mm (', to lj in.) in thickness ; up to 34 mm. the conduit

is welded sheet, the rest being of weldlesa steel. With the
exception of about 870 m. which is in tunnel, the pipe is buried in

a trench 1 to 1} m. deep throughout its length; no expansion

j oiote are provided, and it is anchored at only one point—where it

enters the workp. The runner of the turbine, of the Pelton type,

haa a mean diameter of 3 550 mm. (140 in.) and eona sts of a disk

of Siemens-Mariin steel, weighing about 7,100 kg. (7 tons), and
carrying 54 backets. Th- jet is 34 mm. (134 in.) in diameter. The
runner is carried on a steel shaft with j mrnals 200 and 240 mm.
(7J and 9J in.) in diameter, directly coupled to the alternator and
runnii g a; a speed of 500 e.p.m.

The buckets are attached to the rim of the disk by a special

method, patented in Switzerland by Leon Dufour ; they are of

pressed Siemens- Martin steel, and weigh 11'4 kg. (25 lb.) each.

The turbine is provided with an automatic regulator, which
actuates a deflecting plate as well as the needle of the jet, the

former ac'.ing quickly to take the load off the runner, and the

latter more slowly, to prevent excessive presaure in the pipe line.

A special arrangement is provided in the discharge pipe to cushion

the jet when thus d.flected, consisting of a cast-iron chamber
followed by a converging steel casing leading to a horizontal pipa

1 300 mm. (51 in.) in diameter and 9 m. (29J ft) long, which is

partly closed at the outer end, so that it always contains a quantity

of water. Tnts water receives the di fleeted jet, and ab-iorhs the

blnw without injury to the walls of the passage ; the device has
proved qui'e sa i factorv. The velocity of the jet at the needle

valve ia about 175 m. (574 ft.) per second, but at the outlet of the

damping pipe its speed is reduced to a harmless value. Even under
working conditions, the velocity of the water leaving the buckets

is 30 to 40 m. psr Becond, which, without such special provision

would damage the masonry.

—

La Revue Electriqiie,
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Institution and Lecture Notes. — Institution
of Electrical Engiueers.— A special menting' to consider the

reeoluciou to exclude alien enemiea from membership of the Insti-

tution wis to be held yesterday.

At the annual general meeting held on the 11th inst., the report

of the Council and the statement of accounts were presented and
adopted.

The result of the election of Council for the next Session was
announced, as follows :

—
President : Mr. C. P. Sparks.

Vice-Presidents : Messrs. R. A. Chattock,* R. T. Smith, C. H.
Wordingham,* and Dr. A. Ru«sell.

Hon. Treasurer : Mr. J. E. Kingsbury.
Ordinary Members of Council : Messrs. W. A. Chamen, J.

Christie, H. Dickinson. Prof. T. Mather, Messrs. G. H. Nisbett,*

G. W". Partridge, W. H. Patchell. W. LI. Preece,* H. F. Proctor,

G-, S. Rim, R. J. WalliK -Jones, W . B. Woodhou»e.
Associate Members : Messrs. F. W. Crawter,* H. H. Harrisor,*

W. R. Riwlings.*
Associates :—Messrs. J. 0. Callender,* J. Devonshire,* J. Hunter

Gray.
* Elected.

The President announced that the Willans Premium h<>d been

awarded to Dr. S. Z. de Ferranti, for his Presidential addreBS in

19 to.

University College, London.—Lecturing, on May 15'h, on
the manufacture of nitrates from the air by electric power, Mr.
E. K Scott gave three reasons why the war broke out when it

did : Gsrmaoy's new-found ability to dispense with Chile nitrates
;

the perfection to which Zeppelins had been brought ; and the

gyro compass for submarines. He dealt mainly with the direct

electrical method of fixation of nitrogen, and demonstrated the
importance of the compounds of nitrogen in the manufacture of

explosives, in agriculture, and in the production of aniline djes.

Volunteer Notes.— 1st London Engineer Volun-
teers.—Orders for the week by Lieut. -Col. C. B. Clay, V.D., Com-
manding.

Monday, May 29th.—Technical for Sections 1 and 2, No. 3

Company, 16 R gency Street, S.W. ; Squad and Platoon Drill,

Sections 3 and 1, No. 3 Company ; Signalling Class and Recruits.

Tuesday, May 30th —School of Arms, 6 to 7 ; lecture, Mr. J.

Roberts,
'" Water Supply," 7.15; Recruits, 7.15 to 8.15, Arch-

bishop's Park.

Wednesday, May 31st.—Platoon Drill, No. 3 Platoon, No. 1

Company.
Thursday, June 1st.—Platoon Drill, No. 7 Platoon, No. 2 Com-

pany ; Scooting for S-ctions 1 and 2, No. 3 Company, Miniature
R»n?e ; Recruits, 6 45 to 7 45 ; Instructi mal Class, 5.45,

Friday, June 2nd.—Technical for Sections 3 and 4, No. 3 Com-
pany, 46. Regency Street, S.W. ; Squad and Platoon Drill, Sections

1 and 2 No. 3 Company.
Saturday, June 3rd.—Company Commander Fleming's Instruc-

tional Parade, 2.30.

Sunday. June 4th. — Entrenching duties : Parage, Victoria

Station (S.E. & C. Railway Booking Office), 8.35 a.m. Uniforms,
haversacks and water-bottles. Mid-day rations to be carried.

Riilway vouchers will be provided.

Musketry —For Nos. 1 and 2 Companies, see Notice and Tables A
and B, at H^dqua'ters.

Notion.—Unless otherwise indicated, all drills, &3., will take place

at Chester House.
Macleod Yearsley, Adjutant.

3rd Batt. (Old Boys) Central London Volunteer Regi-
ment.—Battalion Orders by Capt. R. J. C. Eastwood (Com-
mandant), Thursday, May 25th, 1916 :—

Week- End Parades — Saturday.—The Battalion will Parade at

Baker Street Station, at 2.30 p.m., and proceed by train to

Wembley Park for Ceremonial Drill under the Commandant.
Members who have their tunics »t their tailors may attend.

Sunday.—The Battalion will Parade at Liverpool Street Station

(Low Level entrance. G.E.R.), at 9.30 a.m., and proceed by train

for Entremhing duties.

Musketry.—Inter-Battalion Cup Competition. A practice match
has been arranged to be shot at Bisley on S inday next, the 28th
inst,, between selected teams. Targets will be available for other
members who attend. Members to report to Sergeant Burmester,
at 10.5 a.m., Platform 6, Waterloo Station.

A. G. Joiner, Major and Adjutant, O.B.C.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
Tke Editors invite electrical engineers, whether connected with the

technical or the commercial side of tlie profession and industry,

also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the

ELECTRICAL Rrvthw posted as ',. thjrir movements

Mr. D. E. Ross has been gazetted second-lieutenant in the
Tyne Electrical Engineers. R.E. He has been on dispatch
riding in France for about a year.

The Times states that the curators of Edinburgh University
on Monday appointed Sir James Alfred Ewing, Director of
Naval Education, Principal in the room of the late Sir Wil-
liam Turner.

Councillor O. Atkinson has been re-appointed chairman of
the Fleetwood Electricity Committee.

Roil of Honour.—Intelligence has reached Rugby of the
deaths in action of five former employes of the British Thom-
son-Houston Co., Ltd. Rifleman E. Franklin, of the Rifle
Brigade, who was in the winding department, has died of
wounds received on April 12th ; Private R. Davis, of the Oxon
and Bucks Light Infantry, has been killed by a trench mortar;
Bombardier E. Cox, of the Rugby Howitzer Battery, for-
merly a charge-hand in the turbine department, has been
killed by shrapnel; Private B. Blake, of the Wiltshire Regi-
ment, who was in the purchasing department, is reported
killed in action, after being missing since June 16th last; and
Lance-Corporal J. T. Gukxf.y, of the Royal Warwickshire
Regiment, reported missing since April 21st, 1913, is now listed
as dead.

The death in action is reported of Private J. Jeffries, of
a Shropshire Regiment, who was an employe at Darwen Cor-
poration electricity works.

Private J. H. Dorber, of the South Lancashire Regiment,
formerly employed by the Osrarn Lamp Co., at Manchester,
has been killed in action.

Private Richard Silcock, of the Canadians, who has been
killed in action, was formerly employed at the works of the
Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Clifton Junction.
Captain Gerard R. Fleming, Scottish Rifles, who has been

wounded, was, before joining the Armv, in the employment
of Messrs. Wm. M'Geoch & Co., of Glasgow.
Rifleman John Barker, Royal Irish Rifles, formerly em-

ployed at the British Westinghouse Works, Trafford Park,
who was previously reported missing, is now officially reported
killed. Another former worker at the Westinghouse Works,
Sergeant E. Murray, of the Loyal North Lancashires, has
been killed. Private Arthur Etterick, of the Black Watch,
who has died from wounds, was also employed prior to enlist-
ment at the British Westinghouse Works, Trafford Park.
Lance-Corporal R. Quinn, of the Manchester Regiment,

fqimerly employed by Messrs. Hans Renold, Ltd., has been
killed in action.

Corporal Elijah Baugh, before the war employed as an
electrical titter by the General Electric Co., Ltd., Salford, has
been seriously wounded in action.

The death in action is reported of Sergeant R. W. Woods,
Loyal North Lancashire Regiment, who was formerly em-
ployed at Messrs. Dick, Kerr & Co.'s works, at Preston.

Obituary.

—

Mr. R. W. Tweedy.—The death has occurred of
Mr. Robert Wilkinson Tweedy, chairman of Messrs. Tver and
Co., Ltd., electrical and general engineers, Denton Holme,
Carlisle, and Dalston, London. Deceased, who was 69 years
of age, entered the business of his father at Carlisle, of which
he ultimately became sole proprietor. On amalgamation with
Messrs. Tyer & Co., 16 or 17 years ago, he became local
managing director, and subsequently was elected chairman of

the company. He had served on the Carlisle City Council
and Cumberland County Council.

Sir Corbet Woodall.—We. regret to record the death of

Sir Corbet Woodall, governor of the Gas Light & Coke Co.,

at the age of 75 years.

Herr F. Gnauth.—The. death has occurred, at the age of

62 years, of Herr F. Gnauth, the general director of the
Felten & Guilleaume Carlswerk Gesellschaft, of Mulheim,
Cclogne.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

General.—Mr. August Eckstein, electrical engineer, of

FallowfielJ, who was born in Bavaria before it became part

of the German Empire, but has been permanently resident in

England since 1887, was denationalised in 1SS8, and has been
a naturalised British subject since 1894, has assumed the

name of Arthur Erskine.

F. J. Shenton & Co., Ltd. (143,861).—This company was
registered on May 17th. with a capital of j£3,500 in £1 shares (3.000 ord.

and 500 " B "), to carry on the business of munition makers, electrical, tele-

phone, telegraph, mechanical, and general engineers and merchants, elec-

tricians, electroplaters, fitters, millwrights, founders, stampers, galvanisers,

japanners, annealers, enamellers, painters, &e. The subscribers (with one
share each) are: W. A. Barber, 51, Penshurst Road, Thornton Heath, Surrev,

clerk: J. A. Matthews, 38, Lambton Road, Hornsey Rise, N. clerk. Private

company. The number of directors is not to be less than two or more than

five; the first are F. J. Shenton (managing director) and E. H. Smith (chair-

man) In the event of the decease of the said E. H. Smith, his father. L. J.

Smith, or failing him, the personal representatives of the said E. H. Smith,

shall have tlie right to appoint a director in his place. Remuneration of

E. II Smith. £50 per annum; of managing director, as fixed by agreement;

of other directcrs, as fixed by the company. Registered office: 284, Queen's

Road, Peckham, S.E.

Ouead, Ltd. (143,850).—This company was registered on
Mi, 15th, with a capital of £7.000 in £1 shares, to take over the business

of vendors and' manufacturers of gas and electric stoves, heaters, lamps and

apparatus and appliances relating thereto carried on by F. Eads and R. J.

Ouainton, at 47. Marylebone Lane, W.. as Fads & Ouainton. The subscribers

(with one share each) are : F\ Eads, 47, Marvlebone Lane, W., manufacturer

of electric fires, &c; F. L. Wright, 66, Windermere Road, Ealing, W„ f.i,;.-
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neer; R. ! Qualnton, -I". Marylcbonc Lane, W., engineer. Private company.
Th.- number •( din

I more than five; the
fir-i are I

I lent), I-'. L. Wright, and R. J. Quainton. Qualifica-
-

jC I'm sl Se. . tar; II. Mi Idl I eretf office: 47, Marylc-
W.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Lamplough & Sons, Ltd.—Mortgage, created by Receiver,
dated May 16th, ]ril6. to secure £1,200, charged on the company^ undertaking

lent and future, including uncalled capital. Holdei : II. I..

Taylor, 33, Church Road, Richmond, Surrey.

CITY NOTES.

The gross earnings of the company for

United 1915 amounted to £641,581, whilst the gross

River Plate maintenance and other charges in Argen-
Telephone tina and London were £447,810, leaving

Co., Ltd. the profit for the year at £193,771. Deduct-
ing interest on debenture stock, preference

dividend for the year, and the interim ordinary dividend, and
adding £6,563 brought forward, £128,234 remains. Of this,

£2,000 has been put to the staff provident fund, £20,000 to

the reserve fund, £19,000 to depreciation of securities account,
and a final dividend of us. per share on the ordinary shares,

making 8 per cent, for the year, free of income-tax, absorbs
£'81,01)0, leaving £6,234 to carry forward. Annual meeting:
May 30th.

The annual meeting was held on May,
Anglo- 16th, Mr. Herbert Allen presiding. The

Portuguese chairman said that in a year of great

Telephone events in the outer world the affairs of the

Co., Ltd. company had been singularly uneventful.
They earned £81,923, against £71,339 in

the previous year, and expended £54,037, as against £44,875,
and the gross profit was £27,8S6. The commercial and finan-

cial situation in Portugal was no better than one would
expect, it to be after the political turmoil prevailing through-
out the country during recent years, and it w7as not easy
under such circumstances to explain the steady growth of

this company's business, unless it were due to their excellent

seivice, combined with a moderate tariff. The number of

subscribers increased during the year by 10} per cent., and
the gross revenue by 14 per cent. Unfortunately, however,
the net profit showed little advance on that of the previous
year, owing partly to the increased cost of labour and
material and in greater measure to the loss on exchange. The
Lisbon exchange on London was now only 34d. per escudo,

a fall of about 20 per cent, in less than two years, and that it

was not worse was due to the fact that imports 'into Portugal
had practically ceased, and that the Brazilians and rich Portu-
guese, who formerly spent most of their time in Paris or
Biarritz, were obliged now, on account of the war, to take

up their residence and spend their money in Lisbon or Oporto.
How they were to meet the steadily increasing cost of labour

and material was not quite clear. The Portuguese railways,

both private and State-owned, had solved the problem by an
increase of 10 per cent, in their tariff, and if such a step could

be justified in the case of native enterprises it should be still

more allowable in the case of foreign companies, which had
to send their profits out of the country. He feared, however,
any such increase on their part would be resented by the
public, and therefore was out of the question. Capital expen-
diture during the year was lower than for some years past. In
normal times this would be no subject for congratulation,
because the constant aim of a telephone company was to

enlarge the scope of its operations, and that, of course, could
only be done by liberal capital expenditure. But under exist-

ing conditions, when Treasury sanction for new issues was
difficult to obtain, it was perhaps as well that capital require-

ments were, it only temporarily, on a moderate scale. This
provision of working capital was a question that did not leave
them altogether free from anxiety, because there must be no
slackening of effort to meet the requirements of an ever-
growing telephone public. At the present time the business
was expanding at an unprecedented rate, and scarcely had
fchej got their new exchange at Lisbon into working order
than they were confronted with the possible necessity of fur-
ther extensions. How much longer thej could defer the
opening of a new exchange at Oporto he did not know. For
the i in e being the policy of the board was to restrict new-
work as far as possible to the actual bringing in of subscribers,
but tin present rate of progress could not be maintained with-
out an adequate increase in the capacity of the exchanges and
of the cable routes. Having regard to all the circumstances,
it was scarcely probable that normal capital requirements
would henceforth be under £20,000 a year, and the tendency
would be to increase rather than to fall away. Should they
be called upon to extend the area of their operations beyond
Lisbon and Oporto, this estimate might be considerably in-
creased. As in the past, they would hope to meet this expendi-
ture largely out of surplus or undivided earnings, but the

continued rise in the Lisbon exchange was making serious
inroads on the profit antl loss account, and the diminished
sin plus, if they were to maintain their normal rate of divi-
dend, would neces itnte raising some, at all events, of the
requisite funds by an increase of capital in one shape or
another. Fortunately their present financial position was
quite satisfactory, and, .subject to the al

I any turn for
the worse m the military situation, they could see their way
ahead for well over a year.

The net profit for 1915, after providing
Electric £6,648 for debenture interest and

Construction for depreciation, is £43,241, plus £7,471
Co., Ltd. brought forward. After paying 7 ]»

on the preference shares, and 1\ per cent.
on the ordinary for the year, £12,664 is to be pul to ral

reserve fund (making it £50,000), leaving £16,839 to be ca
forward, subject to excess profits duty and assessment ui

Munitions of War Act, 1915. He works were declared con-
trolled in August last. Notwithstanding the very high price
of mat. rials and an all-round increase in the eostof manufac-
turing, the net profits for the year were satisfactory. The
improved results are due principally to a larger volume of
orders having been handled through the unremitting efforts
of the staff and workmen i nexecuted orders at the begin-
ning of the new financial year exceeded those on hand a

ago. Annual meeting : May 30th.

At the annual meeting, held in I ondoD
Shanghai on May Pith, the chairman said that the
Electric falling off in receipts referred to a year ago

Construction continued until the early autumn, when a

Co., Ltd. marked improvement took place, and in

the later months of the year nearly all the
loss was recovered. The receipts for 1916 had so far con-
tinued on the same improved basis, and the position was now
certainly hopeful. The trade of Shanghai also improved dur-
ing the second half of the year, and the company had benefited
by this, and by an increasing influx of natives into the Settle-
ment in consequence of the disturbances in China. The gross
traffic receipts were £117,975, less £31,707 for loss by native
copper coinage, leaving effective receipts of £86,268, which
was practically the same as in 1914. After deducting the work-
ing expenses in Shanghai, an operating profit remains of

£35,003, as compared with £35,,S!.I2 in 1914. After paying
the 7 per cent, dividend, £1,387 was to be carried forward.
The expenditure on construction account was £12,567, about
£10,000 less than last year, chiefly for 10 new motor cars,
temporary overhead feeder cables, land for sub-stations, build-
ings extension, &c. The power expenses had been reduced
from £9,814 to £8,684, and had been brought down to 2.97

cents per car mile against 6.15 in 1909. the average cost per
unit being 3.10 cents. A further reduction per unit was
looked for when the Council had completed its new Riverside
station, when the company would be aide to do away with the
overhead feeder cables which were put in to replace the.

original underground cables, which had proved unsatisfactory
in many instances. The 1 overhead cables were purchased on
favourable conditions, and the materials at to-day's p
cculd be sold on terms that would go a long way to cover the
original cost. In 1915 they carried nearly 60 millions of

passengers, against 113 millions in 1909. and during the first

three months of this year they had carried I5j millions, or at

the rate of 62 millions per annum. As they anticipated that

this increase would be maintained, they had applied to the
Municipal Council for permission to introduce 15 new trailers.

Notwithstanding the assurances given to the Diplomatic body
in Peking by the Chinese Minister of Finance, the deprecia-

tion of native copper coins had been accentuated, and the
ratio of loss to gross receipts had been increased to 28.58 per
cent.—9.91 per cent, on the share capital, as compared with
26.04 per cent, in 1914, and the loss for the year was £28,038,
against £25,880 in 1914. At present there were good reasons

for believing that the depreciation would be arrested at no
distant date, and should this charge on the receipts be mini-
mised or eliminated altogether, it was obvious that their

account would in future be very materially improved. The
rise in the silver exchange was also greatly to their advantage.

In regard to railless traction, the Fokien new roadway had
been completed in cement concrete, and the company's rail-

less service was resumed on,July 7th, the weight of the cars

being reduced to meet the Council's requirements. The cars

s i altered had operated most successfully on the smooth sur-

face, and since the opening to December 31st they had carried

1,439,804 passengers, run 49,753 car miles, and collected a

gross revenue of $19,347.49, which, after deducting loss on

native coinage, working expenses and depreciation, had paid

over 6 per cent, per annum on the capital employed. The
route (less than | mile) was too short to get the full benefit

of the seven ears available, and they had applied to the

Council for an extension, which the popularity of the service

and the success of the experiment should justify. They were

looking forward for opportunities to expand this form of trac-

tion at no distant date, as it was proved to be well suited to

the narrow streets and to the requirements of the population.

They also hoped that when the war was over and the disturb-

ances in China had ceased, the inquiries made as to starting

tramways in other townships in the interior might lead to the

company being invited to take an interest in such schemes,

as their experience should certainly be useful to those con-

cerned in any such new undertakings in China. Mr. Doran,
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a useful member of the staff, came home on leave to join the
Army, and the deputy general manager, Mr. Smeaton, was
home on leave for medical treatment. Thanks were due to
the local board and to Mr. McColl. Owing to the death of

General Thys last year, and to the enforced absence of M.
Francqui, Iff. le Chevalier Edmond Carton de Wiart had been
invited to represent the large Belgian interest in the company.

For 1915 the gross receipts were
Anglo* £2,709,616, less working expenses (which

Argentine include £120,000 carried to depreciation
Tramways renewals reserve, in addition to £265,692
Co., Ltd. expended on ordinary maintenance)

£1,786,740, leaving £922,876. After adding
interest on investments and deposits and transfer fees, £45,637,
and £96.409 brought forward, the amount is £1,064,922. In-
tel est and charges, absorbing £970,802, are made up as fol-

lows:—Annuity to City of Buenos Aires Tramways Co. (1904),
Ltd., £70,000. 4 per cent., 4i per cent., and 5 per cent,
debenture stock interest, sinking fund for redemption of
debenture and share capital, and 5£ per cent, dividend on the
first and second preference. The balance forward is £94,120.
During the year there was a further fall in receipts of £141,380,
but by the exercise of strenuous economies the expenditure
was reduced by £94.256, and it " now probably represents
the minimum compatible with efficiency," while the position
is aggravated by the continuous use in the cost of fuel, upon
which the price paid for electric current is based. Having
regard to the difficulty of forecasting the results of the present
year, the directors are unable to recommend the payment of

a dividend on the ordinary shares. The balance at the credit

of the profit and loss account, £94,120, has accordingly been
carried forward. The general manager. Mr. G. Pedriali, in a
most exhaustive report, shows how building operations in

the city of Buenos Aires came to an almost complete standstill,

immigration was reduced to a minimum, and the population
fell. The traffic suffered more even than in 1914. The passen-
gers carried were approximately 317 millions, a decrease of 4.5

per cent. This includes 30i millions of subway passengers (an
increase of 7.1 per cent.). The car 1cm. run were 81£ millions,

a decrease of .09 per cent. The surface receipts decreased by
6.7 per cent., and those for the subway increased by 7.1 per
cent. During the year 64 new cars received from Preston
were delivered to traffic. The number of motor-cars has
increased from 1,768 to 1,800, the convertible trailers from 407
to 426, and the motor trolleys from 49 to 55. Details are given
of the number of breakdowns of cars and of electrical equip-

ments, also particulars concerning the maintenance of the

overhead system, cables, permanent way, and buildings. A
reduction of 6 per cent, has been effected in average con-

sumption of the subway cars. The electric current used for

traction has diminished by 1,105,469 Kw.-hrs., and the figures

per car km. run show a continued decrease. The average cost

of current per Kw.-hr. for traction increased from 1.431d. to

1.544d., or 7.9 per cent. Coal cost considerably more than in

1914, and but for a favourable petroleum contract the 1915

figures would have been exceeded. North American coal was
largely used, three cargoes only of Welsh coal having been
received in the early part of the year. The North American
coal does not give such pood results as best Cardiff. Petroleum
has given excellent results as regards consumption per KW.-hr.

The KW.-hr. of current produced required, before the war
period, 884 grammes of best Cardiff coal. During 1915, owing
to the use of petroleum, this figure was never reached until

December, when North American coal alone was used, when
the consumption was 959 grammes for every KW.-hr. of current

generated, which added over 8 per cent, to the price, of current.

The company will be prejudiced greatly if North American
coal continues to give inferior results, taking both cost and
pioduction of current into consideration. The increased cost

of current has added largely to the working expenditure. The
amount paid to the D.U.E.G. in 1915 for energy was £355,574.

If prices of fuel had been at the normal conditions in accord-

ance with the base price in the contract, i.e., less than 7.75

geld per ton, the cost would have been £289,253, so that the

difference added to working expenditure amounted in 1915 to

£60,321. Mr. Pedrali closes his report with a reference to

prospects as follows :—
\ever has it been more difficult to form an idea as to wh.it the year

mav bring about, or the effect, either directly or indirectly, that the state of

European affairs will have on our receipts. There is little doubt that no

improvement on a large scale can be anticipated. Should things continue as at

present. I should say that a verv gradual and hardly perceptible increase will

take place, but there are nowadays so many factors which may affect us at

a moment's notice that this opinion must be accepted as absolutely precarious.

Expenses have been cut down to the utmost limit in every department, but

where we are quite unable to form an estimate of expenditure is in the

expense of electric current. The price of coal and other fuel has reached such

unheard-of prices (nearly three times the normal!, and the outlook ,s so

extremelv obscure, that 1 am afraid our profit for the year will be very

gravely affected by this state of affairs.

The annual meeting took place yesterday.

The directors of the Gotthardwerkc, A.G.

Swiss far EHehtrochemisehe Industrie, of Bodio,

Electrical state that the works were occupied to the

Companies. limit of their capacity in 1915, and they

propose a dividend of 10 per cent., as

against a rate of 8 per cent, in 1914.

The Elektrizitats Geselhohaft Baden, in which the firm of

Brown-Boveri is interested, reports net profits of £4.900 for

1915 as against £3,600 in the previous year. It is proposed

to distribute &i per cent., as compared with 51 per cent, m
1914.

The Motor A.G. fur Angewandte Elektrizitat, of Baden,
which owns generating stations, and is also interested hi

supply works, in various countries, records net profits of

£87,000 for 1915, as contrasted with £99,000 in the preceding
year. The directors recommend a dividend at the rate of
7 per cent, on the ordinary share capital of £1,200,000, being
the same rate as in each of the three preceding years.

Anchor Cable Co., Ltd.—The report for 1915 states that the
piofit. after making provision for war taxes and contingencies,
amounted to £47,251, plus £32,129 brought forward. Interest
on debenture stock absorbs £2,250, depreciation £20,000,
written off investments £107, leaving an available balance of

£57,023, which it is proposed to deal with as follows :—Divi-
dend of 20 per cent, on the shares £13,000, carrying forward
£44,023.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Tuesday Evening.

Stock Exchange markets have further developed the acces-

sion of strength to which we have drawn attention in our
last two issues. Various reasons are ascribed for the substan-

tial buying now in progress. Some people put it down to

rumours of peace and consequent eagerness on the part of

in\estors to get in before the expected peace boomlet starts.

Others say that the buying is simply employment of capital
which is being made out of munitions and war-work generally.
Possibly both reasons contribute to the robustness of invest-
ment markets as a whole—a strength which is led by Consols-
and W'hich permeates practically everything of an investment
nature.
The spectacular event of the week is a rise of over 20 points

in a day in Cities Services common shares. The company has
just issued its annual report to April 30th last, showing a
remarkable expansion in profits; and Montreal vied with
New York in competing for shares. Another feature of the
week is a spurt in Brazilian Traction common shares, which
carried the price from 56^ to 64^, with hardly a break. The
motive power here, also, was New York buying, with the Rio
exchange up to 12 9/16d. to back it. The Home Railway
market is good, with further recoveries in the Undergrounds;
and amongst the industrial descriptions, manufacturing shares
stand out with noticeable firmness.

It is something of an anti-climax to go on to remark that
home electricity shares are inclining rather to the dull side.

County of London preference and Westminster ordinary are

both easier. The only improvement in the fist is one of 1/16
secured by the London Electric shares; and the market
explanation of the dulness of this section naturally falls back
upon the Daylight Saving Bill as responsible for holding back
orders which might otherwise have come in. The tone, not-

withstanding these two small falls, is quite good ; and any
resumption of demand for the shares would put up prices

smartly enough.
Another dull spot in the. following price lists is that for

Anglo-Argentine Tramway shares. The report of the company
elaborates the reasons for the directors' decision not to recom-
mend the payment of a dividend on the ordinary shares. The
ccntinuous rise in the cost of fuel is the principal difficulty

;

and the directors state that expenditure has been reduced
until it now probably represents the minimum compatible

with efficiency. The meeting was fixed for the Thursday in

this week.
Central London assented ordinary stock, after being stag-

nant literally for months, suddenly developed strength and
rcse 1h to 70, with very little stock to supply the buyers.

District ordinary gained i, and Underground Electric income

bonds held their previous good rise. The Home Railway

market is good in all its sections. Removal of the minima
from the prior-charge stocks has brought in more buyers

than sellers; and instead of the expected flood of stock, the

market is astonished to find that there is little supply to

meet the considerable demand. Nor is this the case in London
only, for correspondents of ours report that the same condi-

tions prevail in the Glasgow Stock Exchange, while from some

of the other important provincial centres there are insistent

inquiries for the offer of reasonably-priced stock.

It is in the telegraph market that the principal strength is

shown. The Eastern group is again favoured; there are rises

in
" China " shares. Eastern ordinary. Globes, and Western

shares The American section is also decidedly better on the

week Anglo-American Telegraph deferred is up to 22, a rise

of |; and the preferred stock has at last gone over par.

American railway shares enjoyed a boom on their own
account; and almost everything connected with the States is

held in high favour.

West India and Panama shares recovered Is. bd. to I. is.,

svpport being rendered on the assumption that the directors

had done the wisest thing in passing the dividend, and so

lading the. foundation for a better year next time. United

River Plate Telephones rose another 1 on the issue ot tne

report which makes pleasant reading for the proprietors.

Marconis improved to 44s. 6d., and there has been a little
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business in Americans on the basis of 14s., though in others
roup there has not been much alteration.

One important feature of the week is the announcement
hi a working agreement between Brunner, Mond & Co. and
the Castner-Kellner Alkali Co. The secret had 1 a very well

kept, and the news of the Tiii>]irtwhrmr»l caused a sharp rise

in the shares of both companies, Castner-Kellners gaining i

at •" 7/16. Electric Constructions put on 6d. to 37s., the

report being even more satisfactory than the dividend

announcement had led the market to expect. Oallenders are

ocminallj unchanged at 11.;, but there are very few shares

atout, and the company's report, which ci out a few days

ago, shows the undertaking to occupy a very strong position.

The news from Mexico dues not greatlj encourage activity

in the si >rks and shares connected with the country. At the

same time, however, with such rapid rises taking place in

the prices of stocks in companies thai operate in North and
South America, there is more disposition to look kindly upon
i In Mexican utilities, with the result that the 5 per cent

bends of the Tramways and the Mexican Light and Power
ii nr, ins have each a rise of a point to their credit.

In the armament group there is no change from the pre-

vious quietude, hut the rubber market continues to improve.

Although the price of the raw material hangs hack, buyers

are once more pressing in to take advantage of the slightly

lower prices than those which ruled a few weeks ago. At the

same time, the excitement which then characterised the

market is not so evident, thanks, of course, to the spread of

public interest to so many other sections of the industrial

market.

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.

Home Electricity Companies.

Brompton Ordinary
Charing Cross Ordinary

do. do. do. 4£Pref..
Chelsea
City of London

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref.

County of London
do. 6 per cent. Pref.

Kensington Ordinary
London Electric

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref.

Metropolitan
do. 4& per cent. Pref.

St. James' and PaU Mall
South London
South Metropolitan Pref.

Westminster Ordinary .

.

. .. May 23,

)14. 1915. 1916.

10 10 6?
6 6 8J
44 41 8i
6 4 Ej

9 8 12

-i

Yield
p.c.

£7 8 2
7 13 10

6 18 6
6 8 1
6 13 4

6 113
6 16 7
6 15 8

7 10

6 13 4

8 18 10
6 14

Telegraphs Telephones.

Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref. ..

do. Def.
Chile Telephone ..

Cuha Sub. Ord
Eastern Extension
Eastern Tel. Ord.
Globe Tel. and T. Ord. ..

do. Pref.

Great Northern Tel.
Indo-European
Marconi
New York Tel. 4i
Oriental Telephone Ord.
United R. Plate Tel.

West India and Pan.
Western Telegraph

Central London, Ord. Assented
Metropolitan

do. District
Underground Electric Ordinary

30/- 33/6

12J

364

6 is

+ I
+ 2

+ i

+ i
+ 1/6

+ i

+2J

+ J

Foreign Trams, &c.

Adelaide Sup. 6 per cent. Pref. 6

Anglo-Arg. Trams, First Pref. 64
do. 2nd Pref. . . 5j
do. 6 Deb. . . 6

Brazil Tractions 4
Bombay Electric Pref 6

British Columbia Elec. Ely. Pfce. 5

do. do. Preferred —
do. do. Deferred
do. do. Deb.

Mexico Trams 5 per cent. Bonds
do. 6 per cent. Bonds

Mexican Light Common
do. Pref
do. 1st Bonds

>i

34

3}
78
Ml
Iff

Nil Nil
Nil Nil
Nil Nil

Manufacturing Companies.

Babcock & Wilcox
British Aluminium Ord.
British Insulated Ord
British Westinghouse Pref. .

.

Callenders
do. 5 Pref.

Castner-Kellner
Edison & Swan, £3 paid

do. do. fully paid
do. do. 5 percent. Deb.

Electric Construction
Gen. Elec. Pref
Henley .

.

do. 4J Pref
India-Rubber
Telegraph Con

88
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EXPORTS AND IMPORTS OF ELECTRICAL GOODS DURING APRIL, 1916.

The April returns of electrical export and import business, which

we tabulate below, show as regards the former a general falling-

off in values, while the total of the latter shows a very consider-

able increase.

The exports, which in March were valued at £432,396, fell in

valne to £353,266 in April, the decrease in the total being mainly
attributable to the falling-oS in the machinery, cable, telegraph

and telephone exports, while only in three sections were minor
increases in value recorded.

On the other hand, the imparts, which in March reached a
total value of only £196,251, in April amounted to £256 099.

This considerable increase is due to the greater value*, particularly

of machinery, of telephonic and telegraphic material—which more

than doubled the March values—and of glow lamps, which were
imported into this country.

Battery imports were alBO in advance of the previous month's
value, while carbon and cable imports were on a reduced scale.

The re-exports for the month were valued at £15,391, as com-
pared with £17,383 in March.

India, as usual, was our best market during the month, while

the Australian States and France were also prominent customers.

Of the importers, the United S;ates naturally heads the list,

with a total of £175,060—largely machinery and telephonic

material ; Holland occupies a prominent second place, due to her

sending ub nearly £35,000 worth of glow lamps—a record amount,
last month's figure being £21,600 worth. Business with the

Scandinavian countries also was on a larger scale.

Registered Exports of British and Irish Electrical Goods from the United Kingdom.

Destination of exports and eoarj try consigning
imports

5 C •

Russia, Sweden, Norway and Denmark
Netherlands, Java and Dutch Indies

Belgian Congo
France
Portugal
Spain, Canary Isles and Spanish N. Africa...

Switzerland, Italy and Austria-Hungary ...

Greece, Roumania, Turkey and Bulgaria ...

Channel Isles, Gibraltar, Malta and Cyprus...

U.S.A., Philippines and Cuba
Canada and Newfoundland
British West Indies and British Guiana ...

Mexico and Central America
Peru and Uruguay
Chile

Brazil

Argentina
Colombia, Venezuela, Ecuador and Bolivia...

Egypt, Tunis and Morocco
British West Africa

Rhodesia, O.R.C. and Transvaal
Cape of Good Hope
Natal
Zanzibar, Brit. E. Africa, Mauritius & Aden
Azores, Madeira and Portuguese Africa

French African Colonies and Madagascar...

China and Siam
Japan and Korea ...

India
Ceylon
Straits Settlements, Fed. Malay States and
Sarawak

Hong Kong

West Australia

South Australia

Victoria

New South Wales
Queensland
Tasmania
New Zealand and Fiji Islands

Total, £

£
1,804

2,208

10

2,7(6

303
356

310
59

1

330
62

998
13

218
61

721

255
1,115

12

451
56

3,946
54

15S

444

187
117

2,671

1,065

20
992

4,453

12,566

2,463

2,617

336
65

226

7

10
138

353
526

3 014
394

1,926

88
1,854

4 703

1,939

31

21

1,431

262
16,595

638

1,051

2,621

2,585

683

17,636

7,775

625

2,972

£
45

204

181

45
152

£
181

£
1,718

32,6N4

34
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THE SHILDON-NEWPORT RAILWAY ELECTRIFICATION.

The North-Eastern Railway Co. was one of the first

of our great railway companies to adopt electric
traction, having as far back as 1904 successfully
applied electrical operation to their Newcastle and
Tyneside suburban traffic. Once
more this company lias acted as

a pioneer of electric traction in

applying it to heavy freight haul-

age on the Shildon-Newport line,

on which electric working was
first started on July 1st, 1915.
Following a report by Messrs.

Merz & McLellan, the company's
consulting electrical engineers,
the Shildon-Newport route was
selected for trial as being an im-
portant freight line, dealing
almost exclusively with heavy
mineral traffic.

Some historical interest attaches
to this selection, since the track
runs over a portion of the original

Stockton to Darlington railway,

the first public railway on which
steam locomotives were used for
conveying passengers and goods.
Beyond the usual considerations

affecting the decision to apply

electric traction to such a line, a

special factor which differentiated

the North-Eastern Railway lines

from others in the United king-
dom was the ample supply of

cheap electrical energy available

from the systems of the existing

power companies, and this fact,

obviating the necessity for a large

capital expenditure by the railway

(fig. 1); considerable portions of the sidings at both
ends are also electrified, so that, including the
sidings, about 50 miles of single track are equipped
for electric working.

MI0Dt'ESBRDUG!Jo? <^
STOCKTON^EWPOMN

o**
r
,f»IHUS

Fin. 1.

—

Route Plan of the Shildon-Newport Electric Railway.

CARLTON SOUTH JUNCTION

Fir. 2.—Profile of the Shildon-Newport Line.

Fig. 3.

—

North-Eastern Electric Freight Locomotive and Train.

company on power-station plant, had an important
bearing on the whole scheme.
The electrified line, between 18 and 19 miles long,

connects the mineral sidings at Shildon with the
Erimus siding at Newport, near Middlesbrough

The general gradient, fig. 2, is in favour of the
laden traffic, the steepest gradient being 1 in 103. The
line carries the heavy mineral traffic from the South-
West Durham coalfields to the Middlesbrough dis-

trict, supplying the large number of blast furnaces
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and iron works concentrated there. On the return
journey, the load consists mainly of empty wagons
returned to Shildon sidings.

It was decided to adopt the high-tension direct-

current system, current being supplied to the loco-

motives through overhead contact wires at a pres-

from the main stranded steel catenary by means of
steel wire droppers. The main steel catenary wire
is supported from the steel structures by means of
special insulators, double insulation being used
throughout (figs. 4/5).
The normal span between the steel structures is

Figs. 4 and 5.—Typical Views 01 Overhead Construction Tensioning Structure in L.H. View.

sure of 1,500 volts from the two rotary-converter

sub-stations described later.

The overhead track equipment was carried out

by Messrs. Siemens Bros. Dynamo Works, under
the supervision of the railway company's then
chief engineer, Mr. C. A. Harrison.
The overhead contact wires on the main portions

no yds., but on curves and sidings they are placed

at lesser intervals, depending on the conditions

existing.

The normal height of the contact wire from rail

level is 16 ft. 6 in., but at level crossings this is

increased to 18 ft. 6 in., and under some of the low
bridges, of which there are a large number on this

Fig. 6.—Vitw showing Terminal Arrangement of Overhead Construction.

of the track consist of two .155 sq. in. section hard-

drawn copper conductors, but on certain portions of

the sidings where the loads are not so heavy, a

single contact wire only is used.

The wires are supported by a solid steel auxiliary

catenary wire, to which they are attached by sliding

clips. This auxiliary catenary is, in turn, suspended

route, the, height from the rail level is reduced, the

minimum height being about 13 ft. 8 in.

Two auxiliary overhead stranded-copper feeder

wires, each of .194 sq. in section, are connected

in parallel with the main contact wires at frequent

intervals, to increase the conductivity of the over-

head equipment.
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Each steel structure carries a pair of insulated
steadying arms, pivotted in all directions and
attached to the contact wires by means of clips, their
purpose being to fix the position of the contact wire
relatively to the - track. The contact wires are
staggered in the usual way to prevent undue wear-
ing of the bow collectors.

The general types of steel structure carrying the
wires over the track can be seen in our views.
These all-steel structures are bonded to the run-

Fig. 7.

—

Section of Line with Cantileyeb Overhead Construction

ning rails by means of a hard-copper bond of No. .08

sq. in. section, and any steel structures carrying sig-
nals, which are in proximity to the electrical equip-
ment, are also similarly bonded to the running rails.

In order to limit, as far as possible, the sag of the
contact wires due to temperature variation, auto-
matic tensioning was adopted, the tensioning points
being approximately 1,100 yds. apart.
Two of these structures are placed 65 yds. apart

at the end of each tension length,
the wires from the opposite lengths
overlapping by this amount. The
end of each contact wire is raised at
the tensioning structure to which it

is fixed, to a height of about 18 in.

clear of the normal level at that
point, so that the locomotive bows
ride gently and without shock from
one tensioning length on to the next.

The contact wires are anchored to
the auxiliary catenary wire at a point
two-thirds of the distance along each
tensioning length in the running
direction.

The tensioning weights are slung
in the centre of the mast structure by
chains passing over pulleys attached
to the contact wire. A normal ten-

sion of about one ton is maintained
By this means in the double contact
wire. The auxiliary catenary wire is in all cases
anchored off to the lower girder of the tensioning
structure, but the main catenary is continuous,
except at tensioning points at which section switches
are fitted. At the latter points, the main catenary is

also anchored off, but to the top girder.

On some of the sidings where only shunting work
is done a single contact wire is used over each track,
with ordinary tramway span wire construction.
On some of the marshalling and reception sidings.

which are not equipped throughout and on which
it is only necessary for the overhead construction
to permit of the locomotives entering to pick up
their load, the wires are terminated as shown in
fig. 6.

Danger boards are fitted beyond which electric
lccomotives should not pass, but if by any chance
they should over-run these, the terminal construc-
tion is such that no damage would be done to the
bow collectors or to the overhead track.

At some of the low bridges it

is possible to carry the main
catenary wire through the bridge,
but at most of them it is neces-
sary to anchor it off to the bridge.
In these cases, to obtain suffi-

cient clearance, the contact wires.

with the auxiliary catenary, are
brought towards the centre of the
bridge, and in order to prevent
the edge of the bow collector from
striking the bridge a guard wire
is fitted.

The track is sectioned on the
normal length at intervals of

about 2i miles, and considerably

more frequently on sidings. Sec-

tion points are arranged to occur

in most cases at tensioning points.

so as to avoid the use of section

insulators.

Fig. 10 shows the type of sec-

tion switch adopted, fitted with a

horn-break arrangement, and
operated by levers in the signal

cabin.

Fig. 9 is a view of five section

switches fitted on a girder.

As the train-control system of

working is in use on this route, the signal cabins are

connected by telephone with a central control office

situated at Newport, and the handling of these

switches is directed from the same point.

In certain positions, where it was impossible to

avoid their use, section insulators are fitted, of the

tvpe shown in fig. 8. The track rails are suitably

bonded at the joints and cross bonded between rails

with stranded-copper bonds.

Fig. 8.—Detail View of Section Insulator.

The freight locomotives were designed and built

at the N.E.R. locomotive works at Darlington, the

electrical equipment being supplied and fitted by
Messrs. Siemens Bros. Dynamo Works, Ltd. They
are designed to haul trains weighing 1,400 tons at

a speed of not less than 25 miles per hour on the
level; a locomotive and train are shown in fig. 3.

The work was carried out under the direct super-
vision of the chief mechanical engineer, Mr. Vincent
L. Raven.
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The engine may be described as an articulated
truck locomotive in which the tractive effort is trans-
mitted through the truck frames.
The cab, with sloping- ends, is supported on the

centre of each truck by strong steel castings, which
embody the centre pin bearings and side rubbing sur-

Fig. 9.

—

View ok Gantry With Section Switches.

faces in one casting. The centre pin at No. i end
is a good working fit in its bearings on the centre
of the transom. At No. 2 end provision is made
for creeping up of the trucks when passing round
curves, but no allowance for movement transversely.

The trucks are securely held together by means
of a draw-bar and spring, which can be adjusted (the

•compression of spring being § in. per 7-ton load)

Fig. 10.

—

Detail view op Section Switch.

to act as a connection between the two trucks. This
spring cannot be subjected to heavy compression,
resulting from buffing action, as the buffer part of
the coupling between trucks receives the buffing
stresses directly through the truck frames without
subjecting the centre pins and platform to any stress

other than that due to the weight of the cab appa-
ratus on them.
The sloping ends are partitioned off from the cab

and contain the resistances, contactors, motor cut-
out switches, multiple cut-out switches, and all high-
tension electrical apparatus. Entrance to each
sloping end can be obtained through doors which
are normally locked.
The bow collectors on the roof of the cab are

raised and maintained in connection with the contact
wire by compressed air. A cock is fitted in the air
system, the removable handle of which forms the
key of the doors mentioned. This handle is so
arranged that it can only be removed when the cock
is in the exhaust position, so that it is impossible
to open the doors of the sloping ends while the bows
are in contact with the overhead wire.

In the cab two master controllers are fitted, one
at each end. The cab also contains auxiliary
switches for controlling the air compressor and the
two dynamotors described later, and for lighting
and heating. It also contains the control valves for
the Westinghouse brake and for air sanding. In
the centre of the cab there is a vertical hand wheel
for the hand-brake.
The dynamotors are securely fixed to the floor,

the switches 1

, &c, being fixed on the sides of the
cab and weather boards.

Particulars op Motor, Gearing, &c.

Weight of electrical equipment, inclusive of motors .

Di. of mechanical parts ...

Do. of motors without gear wheels and gear cases
Do. do with gear cases and gear wheels
Total weight of mechanical and electrical apparatus .

Main dimensions of motors :

—

Axial length over windings ... ... ...

Length over core ... ... ... ... ...

Diameter of armature
Diameter of commutator 1*Vt
Length of commutator 75
Number of segments 195
Air gap JS

Speed of motors at normal loco, speed of 25 miles per hour
= 787 R P M.

Leading Dimensions op Locomotives.

Length over buffers

Width over footplate ... ...

Total wheel hase ... ... ...

Wheel base of truck
Centres of trucks ...

Diameter of wheels
Height of centre of gravity

{To be continued.)

ions
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FOREIGN AND COLONIAL TARIFFS ON
ELECTRICAL OOOD5.

SSIA.—A decree dated April 1st has been issued by the

Minister of Finance temporarily establishing regulations under
u bich Customs duties must be paid on clearance of goods, not

later than six months after deposit at the Port of Petrograd
Custom House and two mouths at the. Finnish Railway Sta-

in m Custom House, counting from the day of the acceptance
(if the Moods within the control of the Customs authorities.

FRENCH COLONIES.—A decree dated \pnl Kith of the
Minister for the Colonies prohibits the exportation of zinc

ore to any destination except under special authorisation.

I KECE.—The exportation of searchlights and parts there-

of is prohibited by Ministerial Order published on April 6th.

BRAZIL. \ revised tariff of foes to be charged by Brazilian

Consular Officers has been establish by a decree, dated Febru-
ary 23rd, to take effect as from April 1st. The full tariff,

including also the instructions for the levying of the fees, may
I'.' consulted at the Commercial Intelligence Branch of the'

Beard of Trade.

DENMARK.—Telegraphic information has been received at

the Foreign Office that the exportation of platinum and
platinum wire has been prohibited.

PORTUGAL.—By a decree dated April 29th the exporta-

tion and re-exportation to foreign countries of wire and cables

for electric light installations is absolutely prohibited. The
decree also provides for the payment of a surtax, in addition

to the ordinary export duty, on the following among other

articles :
—

Rate of surtax.

Copper ore and precipitate 3 per cent, ad valorem.

Tin and tin ore 16 escudos per metric ton.

Wolfram 180 escudos per metric ton.

Other ores not specified 3 per cent, ad valorem.

Metals in the rough, in bare, in

wire or scrap, and their alloys 50 per cent, ad valorem.

Wares of antimony, lead, copper,

tin, zinc, and their alloys 50 per cent, ad valorem.

These articles may not be exported to foreign countries

except under authority issued by the Ministry of Finance,

based upon special reasons of an international character result-

ing from the state of war.

MEXICO—A decree dated Feb. 20th, published in El Gon-
Mtucionalista for March 10th, amends previous decrees res-

pecting the export duties on Mexican produce and the suspen-

sion and reduction of Customs duties on various articles

imported into Mexico. Full particulars of the revised duties

are available at the Commercial Intelligence Branch of the

Board of Trade.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1916.

(NOT YET P0BL19HED).

Compiled expressly lor this journal by MESSRS. W. P. Thompson & Co..

Electrical Patent Agents, 285, High Holborn, London, W.C., and at

Liverpool and Bradford.

6,585. " Magnetically-operated pr

Mav 8th.

W. II. HlCGlNS.

"
J. G. Hender-6,589. "Starting and stopping devices for electrii m

son May 8th.

6,534. " Electric lamps." F. B. Somes. May 8th.

6,596. " Electrical machines lor variable-speed gearing." T. von Zweig-
bfkck. May 8th.

6,603. "Sparking plugs." K. E. L. Guinness. May 8th.

6,616. " Holders (or incandescent electric lamps." 11. LANCASTER. May 9th.

6,619. " Electric lamp sockets." W". Hi NT (Bryant Electric Co.). May 9th.

6,629. " Means lor telephonic communication to and from moving railway
trains, &c." K. H. Warfvinge & V. G. WERNER. Ma) 9th. (Sweden, May
11th, 1915.)

6,639. " Electric motor control Systems." British ThOMSON-HooSTON Co.
(Gereral Elecric Co., U.S.A.). May 9th.

6.654. " Switchboards for telephones or telegraphs." I.. K. Cunningham.
Ma, 9th.

6.679. " Switches for electric battery lamps." F. Westwood. May 10th.

6,682. " Railway or tramway switch-operating mechanism." A. Galston.
Mav 10th.

6.696. " Means for discharging static electricity from moving-picture films,

&c." C. VAN Deventer. May 10th. (U.S.A., May 17th, 1915.)

6,702. " Electrolytic deposition of copper from acid solutions." F. E.

Sit DT. M iy 10lh.'

6,735. " Electrolytic cells." C. Churchill Si Co. and E. Geeraerd. May
11th.

6,737. "Synchronisation of sounds and movements." C. H. Verity. May
11th

6,715. " Electrical radiators." J. S. A. Primrose. May 11th.

6,746. " Former for electrical radiators, &c." J, S. A. Primrose. May 11th.

6.771. " Electric headlights." O. R. Sell. May 11th.

6.780. " Electric heat radiators." A. F. Berry. May 11th.

6.809. " Sealing and bonding glands for electrical junction boxes." G. S.

Boothroyd and Callender's Cable & Construction Co. May 12th.

6.823. " Automatic machine for manufacture of stems for metallic-filament
electric lamps." J. A. ALLISON AND Morris & Whitham. May 12th.

6.836. " Sparking plugs." V. Perrett. May 12th.

6,849. " Method of suspending metallic articles during electro-deposition."
S O. Cowper Coles. May 13th

oldei lot elecli* an lamps. " J. White. May 13th.

plug rut out for internal-combustion engines."
LSth,

6,867. "Electric lamph, il WELCH. May 13lh.

6,887. " Elcctrically-actu electric alarms, Sic. J. R. O,

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.

1915.
1,767 i

I'm ialli Shaping rniGiuPfl Insulators *nd the
like H. L. Doulton & VV. Podmore. April 17th.

5 -.:_' Process ] i, or Hi iting Cond < iiermic
Mill HON! 5 R OAI V, i.

|

April 19th.
i. h, IMS

MS AND THE LIKE INTENDED K
it - tnti N'aamlooze Vcnnootschap de
\. derlandsche I I liappij. April 19th. (February 8th,
1!H5.)

5,P34. Construction oi Hbai R8 for Thermic Telephones.
NaamlooA Y, nnnnK, hap ,|. Nederlandsche Thermo-Telephoon Maatschnppij.
Vpril 19th, (February 6th, 1915.)

:
s for thj Manufacture ! I [eating Conductors for Thermic

Telephones from Wires manufactured by the Wollaston Process. Tvaam-
v. nnootschnp de Nederlandschc Thermo-Telephoon Maatschappij. April

19th. (February 9th. 1915.)

5.836. Thermic Telephones. NTaarhta hap de Nederlandsche
Thermo-Telephoon Maatschappij. April 19th. (February 10th, 1916.)

5.837. iiiiiMi- Miii;..)' .i landsche
Thermo-Telephoon Maatschappij. April 19th. (February 11th, 1915.)

5.838. Thermic Tei.ii'i i nlooze Vcnnootschap tie Nederlandsche
Thermo-Telephoon Maatschappij. April 19th. (February lllh, 1915.)

5.839. Thermic Telephone with Adjustable Sound Effect, N'aamlooze
Vcnnootschap de Nederlandsche Thermo-Telephoon Maatschappij. April 19th,
(February 12th, 1915.)

5.840. Thermic [*elephonbs Naamlooze Vennootschap de Nederlandsche
Thermo-Telephoon Maatschappij. April 10th. (February 12th. 191',.)

a.842. Heating Conductors for Thermic Telephones. Naamlooze Vcnnoot-
schap de Nederlandsche Tlurmo-Telephoon Maatschappij. April 19th. (Febru-
ary 13th, 1915.)

5.843. Heating Conductors for Thermic Telephones. Naamlooze Vennoot-
schap de Nederlandsche Thermo-Telephoon Maatschappij. April 19th. (March
6th 1915.)

5.844. Manufacture of Heating Conductors for Thermic Telephones from
Wollaston Wires. Naamlooze Vennootschap de Nederlandsche Thermo-Tele-
phoon Maatschappij. April 19th. (March 6th, 1915.)

5.845. Thermic Telephones. Naamlooze Vennootschap de Nederlandsche
Thermo-Telephoon Maatschappij. April 19th. (March 17th, 1915.)

5.846. Thermic Telephones. Naamlooze Vennootschap de Nederlandsche
Thermo-Telephoon Maatschappij. April 19th. (March 17th. 1915.)

5.847. Thermic Telephones. Naamlooze Vennootschap de Nederlandsche
rheimo-Telephoon Maatschappij. April 19th. (March 17th, 1915.)

5,918. Electrical Apparatus having Windings or other Portions in which
Resonance Phenomena may occur. British Thomson-Houston Co. (General

Electric Co.. U.S.A.). April 20th.

6,542. Electric Signalling System for Railways. W. J. Mackenzie. May
1st.

6,586. Thermic Telephones and Microphones. R. A. B. Van Lyndrn and
Naamlooze Vennootschap de Nederlandsche Thermo-Telephoon Maatschappij.

May 3rd. (Cognate application 12,256/15.)

7,016. PROCES3 FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF TAPES CONTAINING PARALLEL ELEC-

TRIC Wires. A. de Capitani. May 10th. (May 9th, 1914).

7,092. Controlling Means for Electrically-propelled Vessels. Svenska
Tuibinfabriks Aktiebolaget Ljur.gstrom. May 11th. (September 17th, 1914.)

7,311. Combined Interrupter and Rectifier for the Production of Uni-
directional High-tension Impulses of Large Capacity as used for X-ray

Work. A. C. Gunstone. May 15th.

7,864. Sparking Plugs for Internal-combustion Engines. M. G. W.
Burton. May 27th.

8,107. Oil-Cooled Transformers. British Electric Transformer Co. & W.
McWilliam. June 1st.

9,519. Magneto Ignition Devices for Internal combustion Engines. A. F.

Payne. June 30th.

9,635. Winding Devices for Conductors Conveying Power to Movable
Electrically-driven Machines. II. S. Cassel. July 1st.

9,697. Shade-carrying Electric Lampiiolders. F. W. Dullingham. July

3rd

10.026. Electric Junction Box. G. H. Scholes. July 9th.

13,600. Electric Lampiiolders. T. H. A. Brown. September 24th.

16,155. Glands or Grips for Securing Electric Cables and the like.

E. A. Graham. November 16th.

16,780. Switches for Electric Cycle Lamps. F. Westwood. November

29th. (Divided application on 7.909/15, May 28th.)

1916.
3,534. Electrolytic Condenser or Electrolytic Valve. G. Giles. March

9th. (March 9th, 1915.) Patent No. 100,157.

3,780. Tools for Internally Smm,; Telegraph Insulators and the like.

H. L. Doulton & W. Podmore. April 17th. 1915. (Addition to M.923/14.
p..f«„t v.i 'inn oriDivided applica 757 15 Patent No. '100,261.

Sew Electric Sisrnal Lamp.—Mr. E. G. Fischer,.

Chief of the Instrument Section of the Coast and Geodetic Survey,

Department of Commerce, has just completed the design and con-

struction of a signal lamp, which will be used during tbe coming
summer in the mountainous regions of Idaho and Oregon on

primary triangulation, where the distance between stations is

frequently as much as 100 miles. This lamp has been tested by

the Bureau of standards, and shown to be more than 150 times

as powerful as the acetylene signal lamps, which have been used

for a Dumber of years by the Sarvey. These acetylene lamps

have been observed with the telescope over lines more than 120

miles in length. The new lamp is an electric one, with a specially

designed filament, and the energy is derived from ordinary dry cells.

While no te»ts have been made in the field with the Dew lamp, it is

expected that ordinary h»zi or smoke will seldom prevent

ob ervations.— U.S.A. Commerce Reports.
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The description, which we conclude in the present issue, of

the electrification of the North-Eastern Railway Co.'s

mineral route from Shildon to Newpoi t, near Middlesbrough,

records the first real step towards the introduction of elec-

tric traction for heavy goods service on our railways, and on

a practical scale.

The work of conversion has been in progress for some

time, and sufficient experience has been obtained to demon-

strate the technical success of what must presumably still be

termed " the experiment," inasmuch as no pronouncement

has yet been made as to the actual, or expected, commercial

result of the conversion.

We trust that in this instance, the North-Eastern Rail-

way Co.—to whom, and to the consulting electrical

engineers for the work, Messrs. Merz and McLellan,

we tender our congratulations —will see fit to depart from

the traditional railway habit of secrecy, and publish, when
available, such information as to the working of the line, a*

will indicate its success or otherwise to /he public. It is

essential that public opinion should be influenced, if possible,

favourably towards the development of electric railway

traction generally, for it is not often realised that a very

large percentage of the public is either directly or indirectly

interested financially in the railways, and that the ijvesting

public may ultimately decide the question of railway

electrification on any extensive scale.

There are probably many other mineral lines in this

country with characteristics similar to those of the Newport-

Shildon line, for which, in the event of the latter proving

successful, electrification rr ay be considered ; moreover,

there are trunk lines in populous districts carrying heavy

passenger and goods traffic, for which, to meet the growth

of traffic in the near future, electrification must be con-

sidered as an alternative to purchasing property at an

exorbitant price for widenings and perpetuating steam

traction.

There is another aspect of the question which needs little

emphasis at the present time, i.e., the urgent necessity of

making the utmost of our resouices, engineering or otter-

wise, "after tbe war ; and, were this the sole consideration,

there is little doubt that a very large percentage of our

steam locomotives could be profitably relegated to the scrap

heap, or otherwise disposed of, and electric traction

substituted.

Such, at least, can be deduced from the statement made

regarding the electrical operation of the heavy freight and

passenger service on the first 115 miles of the Chicago,

Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway to be converted to electric

traction, and from our own experience in suburban railway

electrification. Although this railway doubtless operates

under conditions which have no exact counterpait in this

country, the statement of Mr. <Tocdnow,* assistant to the

president of the line, is sufficiently indicative of possibilities

in other directions to deserve close attention on this side.

For instance, he mentioned that one electric locomotive

was taking the place of four steam locomotives, and pro-

mised eventually to supplant an even larger proportion of

steam power. Moreover, the electric locomotive handled

its tonnage at 15 to 16 miles per hour, as against 8 or 9

miles per hour by steam traction ; also the mileage

of the heavy trains drawn by electric locomotives was 200

in 24 hours, as compared with 114 miles by steam loco-

motives. On the 115 miles of line operated electrically,

24 heavy steam locomotives had been released by nine

electric locomotives, and it was estimated roughly that

locomotive repair costs would be halved.

* Electrical Review, May 12th, 1916.

[609]
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An earlier statement in regard to the electrification of

this liue was that a return of 20 per cent, per annum was

anticipated on the expenditure, due to the saving in fuel

and in mechanical upkeep, increased hauling capacity, and

the maintenance of speed schedules.

This railway, of course, operates in mountainous country,

and the results of its working, obtained on an extensive

Bcale for the first time, confirm the expectations of American
engineers, based on smaller schemes of the same kind

actually w 'rking. Bin it is nqt only for the operation of heavy

(•raffio ou mountain divisions that American railway engineers

are turning to electric traction. We published recently

some particulars of the West Side Improvement in New
York city, in c mnection with which the New York Central

Railroad proposes to electrify its 12-mile freight entrance

to the city, at a cost of some £10,000,000.
There are four important freight yards on the route, and

the trains will be hauled electrically from New York to

Croton, the northern end of the company's electric zone, a

distance of 34 miles.

The carrying out and operation of this scheme, if

approved, will be watched with the greatest interest,

although its success, in view of past experience, can scarcely

be doubted.

The Stiildon-Newport electrification is a comparatively

minor nff,iir in comparison with the two American projects

just referred to, but its successful operation will, neverthe-

less, help to turn the scales when more important schemes

are under consideration, and it may incidentally assist

towards a solution of the exceedingly knotty problem of

the system to be adopted, our inability to arrive at any

definite decision in regard to which has undoubtedly

hampered proj cts of this kind in the past.

British railway working, to give it its due, has attained

a high, and probably in practice a limiting, standard of

efficiency under st am operating conditions ; but times change,

and although our railways, as a whole, cannot be accused of

anv great eagerness to change with them, it will probably

require the strongest of arguments to justify the continuance

of present methods, if the higher standard which our

national welfare demands in the future can be realised by

the introduction of electric traction.

On Monday last, by the courtesy
Training of the Ministry of Munitions, we
Munition were enabled to inspect one of the
Workers. 64 schools which have been estab-

lished by the Ministry for the pur-
pose of training unskilled persons for service in

factories making munitions of war; we afterwards
visited one of these factories, which is staffed almost
entirely with operatives trained at these schools, in

order to see them actually at work. It was exceed-
ingly interesting to see men and women differing

most widely in age, figure, and class, busily engaged
in qualifying themselves for employment on the

engineering side of the war, in a large hall formerly
the pride of a London County Council School of

Building, but now filled with machine tools, shaft-

ing, and benches, and humming with activity and
zeal.

We cannot withhold a tribute of congratulation

from the instructors who laid out the plans and
themselves erected the steel framework to carry the

countershafts, fixed the machines, and organised an
excellent course of training for the " students," the

majority of whom were innocent of the least

acquaintance with the most rudimentary mechanical

operations. A brief account of the equipment of

the school and of the methods of instruction adopted
is given elsewhere in this issue ; here we need only

say that from a personal examination of the system,

and of the work done by the pupils, we can testify

to the excellence of the results attained, and can

cordially recommend the students to employers in

need of semi-skilled labour for the manufacture of

munitions. It is worthy of note that after passing

through the initiatory stages, as a rule each operative
is trained to do a particular class of work; no attempt
is made to achieve the impossible and to turn out
all-round mechanics in six weeks, but no difficulty

is found in teaching a worker to do one thing
thoroughly well in that period. Those who show
special aptitude for the work are further trained on
a broader basis, as tool setters on lathes, milling
machines, &c, and as gauge-makers; a number are
taught lead-burning, and some women tracers
have been trained. In London alone over 3,000
certificated workers have been trained since July last

year, of whom 2,700 are known to have entered fac-

tories or H.M. Forces; over 300 firms have been
supplied with operatives, and a number of firms not
only ask for them, but actually supply special

machine tools for the pupils to be trained upon. It

is obvious that by obtaining workers from these
schools, the employers not only are sure that the
operatives will immediately fall into the routine of

their shops and commence commercial production
right off the mark, but also are relieved of the neces-
sity of setting apart a portion of their valuable
machinery and space, and providing skilled instruc-

tors, for the purpose of training them from the raw
material. Shop methods are adhered to as closely

as possible, and in some cases items such as shell

bases are manufactured in the schools on commercial
lines and supplied to munition makers.
Turning from the school to the workshop, the fac-

tory which we inspected was crammed with plant

for the production of shell cases, working at full

pressure, and was "manned" largely by women;
most of the operatives had been trained at the

L.C.C. schools, and carried out their duties with
ability and industry which left nothing to be desired.

In this class of work there is no room for careless-

ness or incompetence; every individual shell case

has to pass inspection at various stages in its manu-
facture, and bad work cannot escape detection. It

is obvious, therefore, that the work which is done
by these trained operatives is well done; and it is

done quickly- We left the place deeply impressed

with the undeniable success of the new system, and
marvelling not a little at the extraordinary revela-

tions to which the war has given rise, as to the

degree 'of skill and the time required for the per-

formance of repetitive machining operations.

In our " Notes " to-day will be
Linking up. found an important item on this

subject, received whilst we were
ling to press; we commend it to the attention of

station engineers.

There has been a rather startling

Copper. transformation scene in the copper
outlook, as may be gathered from

the rapid downward movement which has taken

place in prices within the last ten days or so. The
break originated in the standard market, the price

of which has already come down by no less than

over £25 a ton, while the value of electrolytic copper

has been affected by about £10 a ton. Such big

fluctuations in so short a space of time have hardly

ever been witnessed, but they must, of course, be

regarded as the inevitable outcome of a dangerously

inflated level of values following upon a decided lull

in the demand, which has not unnaturally set a good

many people thinking that the height of the " big

war boom" has at last been seen. Indeed, there

does nob seem to be much doubt on that point,

although it is only correct to point out that so far

the American copper magnates have not made the

least attempt to test the market, and have, as a

matter of fact, not modified their limits. The col-

lapse in the price of standard copper has aroused

the more astonishment considering the prohibition
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of speculative dealings under the Defence of the
Realm Act, but it none the less betokens the swift

change in sentiment wrought by an absence of

demand alongside of the persistent talk of peace in

the foreign Press. American news has been rather
adverse for some little time past, which for one thing
has had a disturbing effect. The forcing up of

prices in recent months was entirely the result of the
huge orders placed by Allied Governments for muni-
tions over the whole of this year, which orders may
aggregate not far short of a quarter of a million

tens. Copper producers have really no reason to

feel very apprehensive as to developments in the
near future, for they will still be reaping huge profits

against their deliveries for months to come, nor may
they feel much inclined to re-enter the market for

seme time yet.

Meanwhile, second-hand copper appears to exist

across the Atlantic in fair quantities, and should
sales be pressed, prices may fall a good deal further

Should the moderate surplus held speculatively, how-
ever, be cleared off the market by the filling of addi-

tional needs, this may have a steadying effect and
enable the American magnates to retain control of

the market, although there is not much doubt that,

with a fast increasing production, some surplus in

first hands is bound to arise at no distant date.

Therefore, it is generally inferred that, sooner or

later, American producers must take action to regu-
late prices on a less extravagant basis, in order to

guard against severe disturbances later on, when
peace conditions are restored. Admittedly, the out-

look is very obscure, while the war demand for the

time being, at any rate, has been fully satisfied. In
America, consumption has been on a huge scale for

some months past, but there is ground for believing

that it has seen its best, while the special orders

placed last year for export in connection with muni-
tions are now being worked off, which must lead

to some contraction in the meltings on the part of

American manufacturers, and thus make room for

an increasing exportable surplus of refined copper.

Reserve supplies on this side are still badly depleted,

but this is no longer being felt in view of the stag-

nant demand, and, given easier freight conditions,

some increase in current supplies may be pretty

safely looked for. The policy of consumers is now
obviously to confine their purchases strictly to

urgent needs.

The comparative scarcity of coal
Water=Power in Spain, which in the past has de-

in Spain. pended largely upon imports for

meeting the requirements of the

railways, industries, city lighting, shipping, &c, has
resulted in attention being again directed to the

waterfalls existing in that country, with a view to

the production of electrical energy on a considerably

larger scale than is the case at present, so as to

render the country more independent of supplies of

coal from abroad. It is estimated that the water-

courses would be able to yield 5,000,000 h.p., and
that a further large amount could be obtained by
utilising the mountain torrents. It is urged that

the railways should be operated by electricity, the

works and factories be driven by it, the industrial

furnaces be electrical, and the public and domestic
lighting also be provided by means of the same
agency. The reasons why such work has not been
carried out are declared to lie in the negligence and
lack of precision on the part of the governing
authorities and the lack of initiative and of industrial

understanding of Spanish capitalists. It is held that

the native agricultural industry was saved from
disaster by the Copta irrigation policy, and it is sug-
gested that if a similar policy were adopted in the

case of the utilisation of water powers for electrical

purposes it would be possible to raise the position of

Spain to the level of the great industrial nations.

LABOUR AND INDUSTRY.

{Continued from page .
r
>85.)

Mb. Hodge, MP., who presided at the meeting of the
British Workers' National League, is the late acting chair-

man of the Parliamentary Labour Party, and he was as

definite a* Mr. Hughes in his pronouncement of policy. So
also were Stephen Walsh, M.P., Will Crooks. P.C., M.P.,
and J. A. Seddon. Mr. Hodge, as a Labour leader, recog-

nises, as everybody else must do, that there will be great

changes when peace comes, and we must prepare to take
time by the forelock. There was no attack on Capital, none
of that spirit which will demand what it regards as its due
reward, indifferent as to the ability to give it. Here was
Labour asking that more money should be spent on scientific

research and on technical and other education. The
workers had been crying in the past for a minimum
wage, but now they were told that, if they were able to

think, they must see that they could not have a minimum
wage unless they gave the employer protection against the

sweated goods of Germany or any other country. They
had to bring the cold logic of reason to the economic
problem. This was the line a'ong which Labour was
going—such the goal that it had in view. They did not

want " economic war "— they wanted fair play. " The open
door for an open door, but not an open door against a shut

one." With such sentiments Mr. Hodge introduced Mr.
Hughes, the Australian Prime Minister, acknowledging at

the same time the lead which Australia had given in Labour
legislation. Mr. Hughes delivered one of his thorough-going

and characteristic speeches, covering much ground which is

by now familiar to those who have followed his doings. One
or two points will suffice to show the advice that he
vouchsafes to British Labour at this critical emergency.

The war means life or death to Labour. If Germany were

to win, good'bye to all chance of Labour realising its ideals,

for all its opportunities rested upon the foundations of

those free institutions which Englishmen enjoyed and
Germans did not. The war was a struggle for these

free institutions . . . the people must win the war . . .

or they must lose all those privileges of freedom for which
their fathers had fought arid died. He repeated that the

war meant everything to Labour. Labour had set itself to

improve the conditions of the masses ; it had organised itself

to that end. Nationally, we must organise to retain the fruits

of victory. Industrially we must organise, for successful

industry was impossible without organisation and co-ordi-

nation when competing against the most efficiently organised

industries of the world. Every industry would not require

the same treatment— some might not require help of any

kind, others must have it. We must see that our raw
material resources were developed and controlled as British

industries— must make new industries, and develop some
that already existed. After covering this familiar ground,

Mr. Hughes developed his ideas to show how these

matters were related to the well-being of Labour. He said

that the conditions under the new regime must be such as

would ensure a healthy and virile population, and this was

to be arrived at by the payment of a reasonable wage to

enable a man to bring up a family in a manner compatible

with British greatness. Nothing short of that would

serve, and the organisation of British industry could do it.

" If the British employer is to give fair and reasonable

wages he must know where he is. He must be aided in the

foreign market. We have to cocsid r the question as a

whole, and not in parts. . . . We shall be faced with

infinitely greater problems af.er the war. If we do not

want to see industrial chaos and unemployment in the land

we must act, and act now. Are these millions of men going

to be employed again if we open our doors to the enemy, and
allow her to dump her goods into our markets ? " He
argued for Protection as a measure of safety for the nation.

Many more utterances of an equally energetic and spirited

nature fell from Mr. Hughes's lips as he gave the new
Labour movement its send-off. The argument is not new,

but the times are changed, and we print the foregoing

review because we feel that the League represents what may
be expected to become a strong movement in the coming

months and years, for the problems of the industrial world
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bid fair to become so great that the workers will be more

keenly interested in such matters, especially as the horrors of

German methods in warfare have aroused within them such

feelings of repugnance against German goods, that they will

not want them to be admitted unhindered, whether they

are cheap or not. We need not refer further to the pro-

ceedings at the (Queen's Hall, except to briefly indicate two

points from other Labour speeches which show how the

wind blows in these changing days. Mr. Stephen Walsh,

M.P., said he had been a Socialist ever since he could

remember ; he was early orphaned, and owed his all to the State

which had brought him up, educated him and given him his

chance ; he had yet to learn that in a time of great emergency

a Socialist should not stand by the State to which he was a

debtor. This naturally reminded us of the pre-war talks of

war being prevented by Labour in all countries concerned

"downing their tools" by international understanding

between the workers when the call to arms was given.

We have since seen Nationalism prevail against Inter-

nationalism; the Socialists of England and of France, and of

( I erinany too, have leaped to the help of the land of their birth,

ft may yet lie with the Socialists of Germany to displace that

nostrum "Kultur" and introduce a true culture based

upon Democratic civilisation—who can say ? How does

this bear upon the Labour problem ? Does it not suggest

that the British Socialist-Patriot who feels it his bounden

duty to stand by the State in military emergency will also

be prepared for the policy of protecting his own Rith and

kin against aggressors when the economic emergency arises ?

Are not the State and Industry practically interlocked or

iutermeshed ? Do not industrial security and prosperity

assist to ensure national security and prosperity ? The
second point arises from an effective remark made by Mr.
Will Crooks, whom Labour, in many of its parts, loves and
follows :

" Hundreds of Belgian young women—all single

—

at a railway terminus—in terror, ready to flee before the

Huns. A soothing voice: 'Don't be afraid—they don't

make war on women !
' The Huns came—the women

disappeared—they've never been heard of since. Can yer

buy from Germany again as yer did before, after that sort

of thing ?" In these and other ways are we permitted to

see what is working in the mind of Labour. We make no

deductions —they are not necessary ; we merely record the

bare signs of the times. Labour is to-day more against the

enemy than against Capital in its own country. Will it

remain so when wages fall and we are merely master and man
again ? That is an all-important question for us all ; but

at present the same sentiments of patriotism and of horror

possess capitalists, and who shall say that they may not yet

be found to form one of the strong ties of common interest

between Capital and Labour, which may strengthen our

feet and assist us as we feel our way along towards

industrial harmony ? Perhaps they are not sentiments

that will be permanently healing or reconciling, but they

may tide us over the first critical period. Everybody seems

now to recognise that Labour has been antagonised in the

past by a deplorable suspicion of Capital, and that Capital

has had to be continually on its defence because Labour has

made exaggerated demands in a regrettable spirit, and with

apparently little regard to such elementary considerations as

the sanctity of contracts, and the burdens that a business

could carry and still survive against foreign competition.

The new teaching that, unless the master knows where he

stands, the labourer cannot very well have his demands
satisfied, will probably be listened to with sympathetic ears,

and may serve to prevent a renewal of that spirit of

suspicion where, as in so many cases, it has had no justifica-

tion in fact.

Keturning now to the general question, we observe that

Mr. W. A. Appleton, the secretary of the General Federa-

tion of Trade Unions, whose representatives to the Special

Joint Labour Committee, as stated last week, have not yet

been appointed, has been expressing his views on the situa-

tion. He holds that it is of profound importance that Trade
Unions should decide at once what they want ; how far their

wants are within the bounds of possibility ; and then what
kind of organisation should be set up, and how much money is

needed, to win through. He, too, sees that during the period

of industrial and commercial readjustments which will follow

the signing of peace, the fate of movements as well as

nations, will be decided. " Trade Unionism must not

depend upon promises, or hope to receive preferential treat-

ment ; it will secure just what it is strong enough to take

—that, and nothing more. Such a statement does not

imply criticism or any charge of breach of faith ; it is just

a statement of fact, and is based upon historical and

economic experience."

Of course, those who know anything about Labour
organisations and Labour gatherings know that it is not

customary amid such surroundings to mince matters, or

to clothe one's sentiments in over-courteous dress ; a spade

is Bometimes called a spade, and, even under stress

of conditions, a sanguinary shovel. But hard words

break no bones, though they do sometimes stir up bad

blood. In this case, all that Mr. Appleton is doing is

telling Trade Unionism that it must be as sfcrong as it

possibly can, or, when Labour wrestles for its rights, it will

not rend them from Capital. He is saying no more to

Labour than many have said to the employers : —If you

wouid be equal to the coming emergency, you will need to

consolidate your forces. As Mr. Hughes says :
" Organise,

or you cannot win.'' Masters must have a solid organisa-

tion to negotiate with organised Labour, as well as to com-

pete with the Enemy. If they are not so organised, how will

they be able to represent national industries in the presence

of a Government which, after the war, is bound to give ear

to the counsels of Labour, which it has so often told is doing

so much to win the war ? In the past Labour has won
much because it h is been organised —better organised than

have the manufacturing interests of the Empire. What will

be the true strength of Trade Unionism after the war ?

Will it represent the workers en masse ? Do we not observe

differences of policy among different sections ; are there not

already different sections, some of which appear to regard

the coming emergency as one in which they can parade their

Utopian ideals, while others base their demands upon facts ?

Is there not just a possibility of Ideal and Fact once again

coming into collision, even within the ranks of Labour

itself ? The last thing in the world that can be detected at

the moment is any uniformity of policy on the part of the

great forces of Labour of the United Kingdom. Things

are very much in a state of flux, and such programmes as

we summarised last week will, doubtless, undergo a good

deal of revision as the Trade Unions, in the words of Mr.

Appleton, come to decide " how far their wants are within

the bounds of possibility." Perhaps, all the at present

diverse sections of Labour will yet consolidate in one organisa-

tion. We believe that individually the manufacturer prefers

to deal with a Trade Union rather than with disorganised

employes ; and probably it would be more satisfactory for

strongly and efficiently organised Labour to negotiate, as

occasion arises, with strongly and efficiently organised

employers. But whatever may be the developments along

these lines, if the workers, as a whole, can be induced

by propaganda, by the Press, and by meetings, to look

calmly, fairly, and squarely into " how far their wants are

within the bounds of possibility " as " after the war

"

possibilities develop, we believe that they will feel that there

will be as much as the nation and the Allies can do to deal

with the serious facts in a practical way, and to relinquish,

at any rate for a time, the grand ideals to which we never

can attain save by a gradual evolutionary process.

{To be continued.)

BATTERY ROOMS.

By GEO. R. ARCHDEACON, A.M.I.E E.

Nothing in the whole scheme of things electrical seems to

receive such scant attention as the design of battery rooms.

The care bestowed on the battery itself is generally just

about the minimum required to keep it running, but the

care bestowed upon the building in which it is intended to

install it seems to be, if possible, even less. First of all, the

author intends to draw attention to the faults most

prevalent in the design and situation of battery rooms.

This subject lends itself to three sub-divisions— i.e.,
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central station battery rooms ; workshop battery rooms ;

house lighting battery rooms.

In a central station, one would naturally suppose that the

technically trained men usually employed therein would so

direct things that the building wherein it was intended to

install an important section of the plant, costing anything

from £1,000 to £15,000, would be as free from errors as it

was possible to arrange. Yet even here one finds the most

haphazard methods, and the most casual attention paid to

the situation of this most important item.

To quote a few instances of the neglect in this direction,

the author can point to a central station wherein the

battery room is located so close to the boiler house, that

steam, ashes, dust, &c, penetrate the crevices of the doors

and windows to such an extent, that the floor of the battery

room is covered with dust and dirt unless swilled out twice

a week.

Another instance. In this case it is necessary to squeeze

sideways past the main coal-bunkers to get to the battery-

room door. This rcom is situated under a fitting-shop, and

the tops of the windows come on the level with the top of

the coal-bunker. If by any chance the windows are opened

to ventilate the room—well ! the author leaves the result

to the reader's imagination.

In another instance, the main doors of the battery room
are situated within some 12 ft. of the ash conveyor. In

several cases the battery room has been constructed over

the economisers (presumably to keep them warm).
All these obvious errors are repeated, and will doubtless

continue to be repeated in dozens of stations, until the

central station engineer is converted from his present feel-

ings of doubt and suspicion towards the storage battery,

which he so frequently regards as some weird chemical

contrivance which is frightfully " messy " to handle,

possessing a most potent faculty for destroying his clothes,

yet of unquestionable value in coming to his assistance

when his pet favourites have refused duty and failed him in

his hour of need.

Not until the central station engineer ceases to look upon
the storage battery as a mere appendage to his generating

plant (a sort of necessary evil), will he trouble to interest

himself more in its welfare.

Workshop battery rooms, with few exceptions, suffer

from most of the defects of design and situation already

enumerated, the bad lighting arrangements being especially

noticeable.

Usually the space occupied by the battery room is con-

sidered " unproductive "
; therefore it is cut down to the

smallest proportions, and is so cramped as to prevent the

attendant working in comfort : this naturally reacts on the

amount of attention the battery receives.

House lighting battery rooms in the main are in a

deplorable state of chaos. With few exceptions most of

these battery rooms seem to have been fitted up with the

special object of being unsuitable. They are fixed in stables,

hiy-lofts, greenhouses, cellars, &c, in fact, anywhere where
they are out of sight. Badly lit, cramped, damp, dusty, up
rickety stairs, down dark passages, complete with all the

bad features, and with never a good one to recommend them.
Having briefly pointed out the grave errors found so

frequently in the design and situation of battery rooms, the

author intends to offer a few suggestions and hints which
may assist some engineer who is considering the adoption of

a storage battery, and has not yet decided where it shall be
placed.

The battery room should be lofty, situated (where
possible) in an open space where it will have access to the

wind in all directions. Glass is cheaper than bricks, and a

good light is preferable to a bad one, so let there be plenty
of windows.

Attention must be paid to the ventilation of the room.
Unless this is quite adequate, it will be impossible to work
in the battery room during prolonged periods of charging.
Three to six cowl ventilators (according to size of roof)

should provide a sufficient means of exit for acid fumes, &c.
The doors should be of ample proportions to admit freely

carboys, new cells, boxes, &c , which from time to time may
be required.

All necessary precautions must be taken against the possi-

bility of bits of lime, plaster, dirt, &c, falling from the

walls or ceiling into the cells. One of the most substantial,

and, at the same time, pleasing results, will be obtained by
having the ceiling and walls entirely finished off with

concrete, instead of plaster.

If it is proposed to have a flat roof, this can be entirely

covered in sheet-lead, upon which should be spread a thin

layer of concrete ; bitumen is then poured over the whole to

finish off. This appears to afford excellent results, and few
complaints of leakage are ever made if the job is well

carried out.

The author's objection to this method is based upon the

very slow drainage ; whatever precautions are taken, a flat

roof of fairly large area will hold up sufficient water to find

a weak spot sooner or later, and then penetrate. A well-

slated steep roof, in the writer's opinion, gives the maximum
protection against inclement weather.

One of the mo3t satisfactory designs that has come to

the author's notice is in the form of a saw-tooth roof, the

steeper side consisting of long glass panels, for preference

facing towards the north, and thereby preventing too much
direct sunlight from entering the battery room, and so

increasing the temperature beyond 60 F. This roof may
be supported entirely upon wooden side and cross beams.

Of course, all woodwork must be treated with two or three

coats of acid-resisting paint.

The floor of the battery room may be covered with acid-

resistiDg tiles, with tiled gutters running down the sides of

each row of cells ; or, if preferred, the floor to the depth of

2 in. can be of rock-asphalt, having a whaleback form to

drain down to the gutters. In any case, however, to get a

good level surface, about 12 in. of cement concrete should

form the foundation for any construction it is intended to

employ.

The cells should be erected in single tiers only. Double

tiers, whilst saving space, do not add to the comfort of those

whose duty it is to work the battery ; and the personal

element must never for a moment be lost sight of. With
this point in view and having regard to the increase in

working speed of the attendant, the author would advise in

the lay-out of a large battery of, say, 250 cells, an arrange-

ment as follows :—One single tier, single row, 3 ft. from

wall : one single tier, double row, down centre of room ;

one single tier, single row, 3 ft. from wall. Space on both

sides of double row 4 ft. 6 in.

It is an advantage to make an alley-way across each row

of cells half-way down, leaving elbow room and head room

with the connections.

This item will be well appreciated when some special

cell is in need of attention, as to have to walk the whole

length of the battery-room every time one wishes to look

at the hydrometer is not only fatiguing, but intensely

provoking.

It is a great convenience to have two or three taps with

hose connectors fitted at various points of the room, also a

sink should be fitted wherein the attendant can wash boxes,

sections, gloves, &c.

Attention should be paid to the electric lighting. A
high standard of illumination should always be the rule,

thereby considerably reducing the errors in hydrometer

readings. A desk should always be provided, so that the

records, thermometers, hydrometers, inspection lamps, cell

voltmeter, &c, can be kept close to hand ; this also saves

time and temper, and will improve the legibility of the

written records.

Inasmuch as badly designed and badly situated battery-

rooms do in a very great measure react upon the perform-

ance of the battery, one can only wonder why the manufac-

turers do not include a department for the design and

building of battery rooms. This, under careful manage-

ment or a system of sub-contracting, could doubtless be

made into a profitable feature of their business. In any

case the ideal conditions it would assure would undoubtedly

redound to the credit of the battery,, whose successful

operation so materially affects the manufacturer.

In conclusion, the author again strongly emphasises the

following points in battery-room design :—Assure thorough

ventilation ; keep out all dust and dirt ; arrange for ample but

equal distribution of light ;
provide sufficient working space.

Remember that the ideal temperature is G0° F. ; therefore

construct the battery room so that it rarely exceeds 05° F.
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NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS,

AND PLANT.

"Atnios" Street Lamps.

The accompanying view, fig. 1, illustrates the " Boro " type of

lantern, containing an Osram " A fmos" type l»mp of 300 or 600
watts, installed for the Kensington Borough Council on existing

arc lamp-posts. The outside dimensions of this lantern are

equivalent to those of the arc lamps displaced ; the lantern con-
tains an automatic cut-out and substitutional resistance to enable
any number of lamps to be run in series. Tin resistance and

Fig. 1.

—

Lamp post in Kensington High Street, with
Osbam "Atmos'' Lamp in " Boro '" Lantern.

cut-out are completely wired and connected up to the two
terminals in the top crown Special care haB been taken to

provide adequate ventilation. Tne lantern itself is made of
vitreous enamelled steel, to withstand all weather conditions ; and
the globe and reflector, which are fixed together, are hinged and
held by fly-nu's, so that thev may be readily swung clear for
cleaning or for replacin r the lamp. The " B to " lantern is one of
the various types manufactured by The General Electric Co ,

Ltd., of London.

A New Ignition Magneto.

A new ignition magneto (figs. 2—4) for use on petrol motor cars,

which embodies a number of interesting features, has recently been
brought out by the Ziola Engineering Co. of America, of Madison,
Wis., U.S.A. The machine, which is really a high-tension
generator, has a soft laminated field throughout ; the high-
tension winding instead of being wound on the armature, is wound
on a stationary side of the field on one spool, thereby increasing

its insulation and making it possible to produce a higher voltage
without taking chances in the leakage of the current. A very
small amount of current from a battery is conducted into the
winding of the rotor, whi-h, while revolving, induces current in

the high-voltage section. There is also a special winding in the
stationary part of the field, whi;h makes the inductive action
uniform throughout the entire stator. By revolving the armature
the magnetic circuit is continuously being broken, and thuB
alternating current of high intensity is induced in the high-tension

running. It is designed for use on cars provided with an electric
engine Btarter and a storage battery ; when it is desired to employ
the magneto to generate a spark without the intervention of a
battery, a pair of permanent magnets can be added, these being
excited with electric current during the whole of the time the
engine is running. In other words, the magnetism will build up
with the running of the engine, and the spark from the generator
will not depend on the permanency of the magnetism.
Both types of the new magneto are provided with either a

stationary or a movable distributor, in order to meet the varying
ideas of car manufacturers, some of whom prefer fixed ignition,

while others prefer variable ignition. Finally, it may be men-
tioned that the Ziola magneto is of the olosed-circnit type, and
that the magnetic leakage is claimed to be very low.

Measuring the Height of Acid in Tanks.

The method generally employed for determining the depth of
acid in a tank consists of lowering an iron rod into the tank until

it reaches bottom and then measuring the liqnid depth on the rod.

This method is crude and cumbersome. Mr. M. M. Samuels has
worked out an electrical device for the purpose, several of which
have now been in operation successfully for about a year. Two
platinum wires are sealed into small glass tubes approximately
2 in. long. About ^ in. of the wires projects at the bjttom of the
glass tubes for contacts, and insulated leads are attached to
the top ends of the wires. These glass tubes are inserted in a
j in. iron conduit, which is then completely filled with paraffin.

A lamp suitably protected by a wire guard is mounted on top of

the pipe, and a flexible two-conductor deck cable is brought out
from the side of the pipe with a strong marine plug attached to

its end. A receptacle box furnishing alternating current and
mounted on the tank, or near it, serves as the Bource of energy.

When the ou'fit is inferted in the tank, the lamp lights up as soon

as the platinum contacts touch the acid. The height of the acid

can be read directly on a wooden scale attached to the rod.

The valve for feeding the acid tank is very often a great distance

away from the tanks, and the man operating the tanks has no way
of tellijg when they are filled up to proper depth. A signboard

was therefore installed near the valves, with one lamp for each

tank connected in parallel with the lamp on the measuring rod.

As soon as the tank is full the lamp on the signboard will light

np. For this purpose the plug has to be of the three contact type

and the cable made with three conductors. Bells can easily be

added to the system to indicate either when the tank is full or

when it is empty.

—

-Electrical World.

" Trolley Shoe " for Tramways.

Our contemporary, the Electric Railway Journal, describes a

trolley-shoe with a renewable steel coutactjr instead of a wheel,

which, it is claimed, will run from 7,000 to 10,000 miles, and has

C'BLE-TO SPARKING PLUGS TO DISTRIBUTING TIMBER
TO SPARKING PLUGS Fig. 5.—Tramway Trollet Shoe.

Fig. 2.

—

Distributing Device.

to ba ttery switch

Fig. 3.—Ziola Magneto. Fig. t.—Wiring Diagram.

-Rocker and Spring for

Trolley Shoe.

winding. This type of high-tension generator does not depend
upon stationary magnets, but builds up its own magnetism while

been put o^ the market by the Utility Specialities Co., Ltb.,

of Boston, Mass. The trolley harp is fittel with an oval-shaped
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shoe, pivoted and fitted with a strong spring, so that
the contactor automatically assumes contact with the wire,

regardless of the angle. It is claimed that the increased area,

combined with the sliding contact, eliminates arcing, and that the
shoe rune cool. The shoe has been found particularly adapted for

use on heavy locomotives and high-speed cars. No lubricant is

required, and the contactor ia of special steel.

High-Tension Draw-Out Cubicles.

Fig. 7 shows a five-panel board for 3,300 volts, three-phase, of the
draw-out cubicle type, designed and manufactured by Messes..
Johnson & Phillips, Ltd., Charlton, S.E.

The board consists primarily of a sheet steel shell which contains

the bus-bars, cable boxes and fixed contacts. The control apparatus

for each cubicle is mounted in trucks, one for each circuit, these

trucks, which run on wheels fitted with ball bearings, being made
up of stout angle irons with sheet steel fronts.

Owing to the special construction, it is an easy matter to push in

or pull out the trucks, and when any cleaning or repairs are

necessary the truck can be wheeled away from the board and
attended to in perfect safety.

I a order to avoid the danger of pulling out the truck when
current is on, a special interlocking device is fitted so that the oil-

switch must be open-circuited first. The connections to synchro-
Bcopss or voltmeters are made by a system of pilot wires running
bshind the sheet steel front of each truck and the continuity of

these pilot wireB is maintained by small removable links on the
front between each truck. Tnis type of gear is very suitable for

confined situations, as it can be placed close to a wall.

Great care is taken in the alignment of each truck so that the

electrical contact batween it and the bus-bar does not deteriorate

by frequent removals of the truck.

This type of gear has been installed in many works and collieries

Fm. 7.—H.T. Draw-out Cubicle Switchgear.

in this country, and is well worth consideration for pressures of

2,000 to 11,000 volts where the space is limited and the greatest

safety in operation is desired,

Mayfleld's Sound Augmenter.

Mr. C. Mayfield, of 31, Red Lion Street, London, W.C., has
sent ua particulars of a sound augmenter which he haB devised,

consisting of a special attachment, entirely self-contained, and
electrically connected, for clipping on any ordinary telephone
receiver, or, in the oaBe of phonographs, gramaphones, &c, to the
Bound tube leaving the sound box ; we are informed that it

augments inaudible, or almost inaudible, sounds to such a degree
that, in the case of ordinary telephone receivers, the sound or

speech can be heard a dozsn feet away from the telephone.
The devioe consists of a special microphone, sensitive to such a

degree as to respond to sounds inaudible to the human ear, yet
capable of carrying heavy currents and so reproducing sound by
the aid of an ordinary Bell receiver, augmented in volume
sufficiently to fill a large hall if necessary.

The essential features of the microphone comprise a circular
elastic disk, covered with an electrolytic deposit of iron, from the
periphery of which, electrically connected, radiate a number of
elastic cords covered with metallic filings electrically in contact

;

the number of these cords and their diameters vary with the size

of microphone and the current it iB intended to carry. These cords
are electrically conuectel to two half-plates of brass, whose
distance apart can be adjusted by screw tension. The microphone
is fitted in a small adapter which can be clipped in a moment on
any ordinary telephone receiver, and ia Belf-contained and
electrically connected, requiring no interference with the telephone
instrument, which, of couree, would not be permitted by the
authorities. The action of the instrument, in the case of the
ordinary telephone receiver, is as follows : the faint sound is at

once responded to by the delicate disk, which vibrates, setting up
vibration of the elastic cords, which vary the resistance in a small
dry battery and telephone receiver circuit (self-contained), and the
sound is reproduced, augmented in volume to a degree depending
upon the size of the microphone and the current used.

In the case of an ordinary telephone receiver the clip attachment
will give audible speech 12 ft. from the telephone, and in the case

of large apparatus with a specially constructed receiver and
microphone, with ourrents of 3-12 amps., will yield sound sufficient

to fill a large hall.

An essential principle of the apparatus is that when no sound is

passing through the telephone receiver, the local microphone
repeating battery shall be automatically switched out of circuit by
the action of the microphone itself ; the instant sound affects the

diaphragm, current passes to the augmenter. The small instrument
for clipping on an ordinary telephone receiver is entirely self-

contained, measures only a trifle over 3 in. in dia., weighs under
i oz., and can be clipped on a receiver in a few seconds. There is

then, we understand, no need to hold the receiver to the ear ; laid

on the table, the sound or speech will be heard clearly in any part

of the room.
Preparations are being made to place the attachment on the

market at a very low price, and agents will be appointed all over

the country.

THE STRUCTURE OF METALS.

At the May meeting of the Faraday Society a group of papers

was discuBsed bearing on various physico-chemical problems

in connection with the structure and properties of metals. Two
of these were by Mr. F. C. Thompson, of the University of Shef-

field, to whom the President, Sir Robert Hadfield, offered a

prize of £50 as an incentive to him to continue his researches and

present them to the Faraday Society, and further as an

expression of his appreciation of the valuable work being

done under Dr. Arnold in the Department of Applied

Science at Sheffield University.

The first of Mr. Thompson's papers dealt with " The
Properties of Solid Solutions of Metals and of Intermetallic

C >mpounde." In this a suggeBtive hypothesis is pnt forward to ex-

pla n the improvement in physical qualities— hardnesB, ductility,

hig i electrical resistance, and so forth—that results when two

me'als are alloyed in such a way a? to form solid solutions. It is

an established fact that all the industrially useful alloys, the

brises, bronzes, nickel-silvers, strong aluminium alloys, even

ha dened steel, consist largely of one or more solid solutions
;

wd :n metals combine to form definite intermetallic compounds,

bu h alloys are generally useless for practical purposes. Now it

is well known that metals may be considerably hardened by sub-

jecting them to a state of strain, such as happens when they are

rolled, hammered, or drawn. Mr. Thompson supposes that a

similar state of strain is set up in solid solutions,

and this is the cause of their superior properties.

Whance arises this internal strain? The atoms of a

metal, like those of any other crystal, are arranged in space with

perfeot regularity. In the case of an element A, to which a second

b, which passes into a solid solution, is added, the atoma of A in

the space-lattice are replaced progressively by those of b, and the

lattice passes imperceptibly from that of one pure element to that

of the other. This atomic replacement must react on the physical

properties, and if the atom of A occupies a greater volume than

that of B, there results an expansion of A and a contraction of B in

the act of crystallising together. The resulting distortion gives

rise to elastic strains, and it is to these that Mr. Thompson

ascribes the increased hardness of this claBS of alloy. The strain

will be greatest when half the atoms have been replaced by

others, and it is considered valuable evidence in support of the

theory that in the gold-silver and gold-copper alloys, which form

a continuous series of solid solutions, the' maximum hardness is

found in the 50 per cent. alloyB. Now that the Braggs' method of

determining the space-lattice of crystals is available, a ready

method of testing Mr. Thompson's suggestive theory presents

itself, and it is hoped that it may be possible to isolate good

crystals of, say, the gold-silver series, and apply to them the X-ray

spectrometer.

Mr. Thompson's second paper gave a rhumv of recent Btudies,

here and on the Continent, on the '' Annealing of Metals." This

work is baaed on the views and experiments of Beilby, Ewing, and

Rosenhain, who have shown that work-hardening in metals

consists in, first, the internal shearing of the crystals along the

planes of slip ; and, secondly, the conversion near those cleavage

planes of crystalline substance into a hard amorphous inter-

crystalline cement. This cement is not only itself extremely hard,

but it is also essentially the seat of the internal stresses. Reheat-

ing or annealing has the effect of recrystallisiDg the amorphous

modification. There is an essential difference between the anneal-

ing of steel and that of alloys like brass or nickel-silver. In the

former case the object iB to refine a coarse-grain sizj resulting

from previous exposure to high temperature, and it is essential to

maintain the elastic limit as high as possible. In the latter the

very reverse is aimed at. The object of annealing is to render the

metal capable of again receiving changes in shape, and hence the

proceeB is designed to lower the elastic limit as much as possible,

for mechanical work spent within the limits of elasticity ia

obviously useless. iMr. Thompson's paper, which is well worth

oareful study, after following in some detail the course of the

annealing process in hard-worked copper, brass, and nickel-silver,

deals finally with the influence of the temperature—here " burn-

D
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ing" is a factor to be considered—of the duration of annealing, and
of impurities.

An allied sulject was discussed by Mil. Zav Jeffries in a
paper sent in from Cleveland, USA, on "Grain-size Measure-
ments in Metals and the Importance of such Information." The
counting of the number of grains in a unit aree, or, better, unit
volume, of a metal affords a ready means of indicating many of
its physical properties, such as tensile strength, hardness, elastic
limit, life under vibratien, or even corrodibility, and it is a
method which deserves more attention from engineers than it has
so far received. Tbe valua of such information is largely com-
parative, and it has to be taken in correlation with other physical
properties, but it has the great advantage over mechanioal tests,

of not introducing any deformation into the specimen under exa-
mination. Unfortunately, in many metals, hardened Bteels for
examplr, thi grain is so fine a? to defy measurement, unless again
Prof. Bragg s wonderful X-ray instrument can be employed, as was
suggested in the course of the discussion. Sir ft >bert Hadfield
mentioned that whereas a 0'58 carbon steel as forged and annealed
contained 4. 500 grains per sq. iD., the number rose to H33.000
when the steel was water-quenched and reheated. Mr. Jeffries

has devised an improved rapid, convenient, and accurate method
of oonnting grains. This consis's in counting those completely
inoluded, and partly included, in the circular portion of an image
of the specimen of standard magnification, and by means of an
empirical formula determining therefrom the equivalent number
of whole grains in the standard area.

Tvvo papers on aluminium were presented : one by Dr. F. J.

Brislee, on "The Charges in Spfcific Heat of Hard and Soft
Aluminium," and the other by Dr R, Seligman and Mr. Percy
Williams, on the " Annealing of Aluminium."

Dr. B ijlee has previously shown that the density of aluminium
decreases with mechinieal work. The tensile strength increases,
but with a great deal of work the metal becomes exceedingly
brittle. These changes are explained by an allotropic change cf
sta'e, from a crystalline to an amorphous form, such as Prof.
Ernst Coh< n. of Utrecht, has shown to take place in so many other
metals. The differences in specific heat noted support this
theory, and they indicate the important fact that the amorphous
phase begins to change into the crystalline even at 100° C.
Dr. J. A. Darker, in the discussion, urged the importance of
making more studies on the properties of metals at high tempera-
tures. The melting point, and not room temperature, should be taken
a? the starting point. Dr. Seligman and Mr. Williams found that hard-
worked aluminium which had been heated for 10 hours at 126° C.
was less readily soluble in nitric acid than the same metal before
heating, but that if the heating were continued for 80 hours, this
comparative immunity from attack disappeared. Further, metal
freshly annealed at 440° C. was less readily attacked than it was
after 10 days' standing. These results, too, would seem to be
explicable on the theory of allotropic modifications.
A paper by Mr. E.mil Hatschek on "The Theory of Gels as

Systems of Two Liquid Phases " shows that this accepted theory
of tbe constitution of gels breaks down en mathematical analysis.
Mr. Hatschek himself conceives gels as of an ultimate crystalline
structure, with the crystals thinned and filled with liquid.

The meeting concluded with the consideration of a piper sent
from the University of Melbourne, by Mb. E. J. Hartung, "A
Contribution to the Theory of Solution."

A paper by Dr. Oliver P. Watts on rapid nickel plating sums
up the advantages of a hot over a cold nickel solution as follows :

—
Heating from 25° to 70° C. lessens the resistance of the

solution one-half 1h". current density may be increased two-and-
a-half to three-fold. The current efficiency, if less than 100 par
cent, in the cold solution, is raised. Anode corrosion is gn atly
improved, and higher current densities may be used at the anode as
well as at the cathode. The deposit is superior to ordinary nickel
plate in toughness and freedom from peeling.

In the solution teBted, plating may be done at 200 to 300 amps,
per square foot, at which rate the same amount of metal is deposited
in five minntes as requires one-and-a-half hours in the "rapid
solutions" now in use at 10 amps, per rquare foot.

Prof. Frank C. Mathehs and John R. Kusbler, in a paper on
the electro-deposition of silver from silver nitrate solutions, sta'e
that in their experiments the ordinary addition agents euch as glue,
peptone, clove oil, aloin, fee,, were found to be either without
appreciable effect or to prevent only partially 'he formation of
crystals, and in no case was a thick, smooth deposit obtained.

Tartaric, acid is the most effective substance for producing solij,

firm deposits of silver from the ordinary silver icfinirg bath
containing silver nitrate and nitric acid. A good composition of
the bath is 3 per cent, each of silver as silver nitrate, nitric acid,

and tartaric acid. The further addition of 001 per cent, of glue
twice daily makes the di posit much smoother and of a darker, more
Bhiny colour. '

A current density of 22 '4 amp. per sq. ft. in a vigorously stirred

bath gave a fiim, smooth deposit w hicL was a little heavy on the
edges. In a bath only gently mixed or dtirred, 7'4 amp. per sq. ft.

gave the best results.

The deposit is brittle, hence! it is of no value in plating.

—

Met, ami Chew. Engineering;

INDIAN NOTES.

[From Our Special Correspondent.

ELECTRO-PLATING.

The recent Indian budget imposed a Customs duty of 2 J per cent
on all imported material above and beyond the duties levied

hitherto. For instance, prime movers such as engines, motors,

dynamos and electric fans, which were free of duty before, now
oarry a duty of 2J percent.; and such goods as copper vs ire and
switchboards, which previously carried a duty of 5 per cent., now
pay 7 \ per cent. It is but a small increase and will, of course, be
borne by the customer, and it is not anticipated that turnover wi'l,

to any extent, be influenced. The Indian Tariff Act of 18H4 safe-

guards the importer on contracts made prior to the imp sition of

this new duty.

There is what may almost be called a fan famine in India just

now. PriceB have gone up about S3J per cent., and Government
are buying np all the fans obtainable. Several consignments of

this very necessary commodity have gone down in various sunken
boats. English made fans are scarcely to be had; and American
and Italian fans are particularly slow of delivery, although big

stocks are on order for long periods.

Small self-contained oil-driven electric sets are also at a premium,
and good prioes are being obtained by firms who are fortunate

encueh to possess any. The military authorities are buying up all

available stocks in this line.

A paper by Prof. F. C. Mathers, E. H. Stuart and E. G
Sturdevant on nickel plating, read before the American Electro-
chemical Society, gives an account of an extended research, the
chief results of which are as follows

—

The purest nickel anodes obtainable should be used. Strips of
electrolytio nickel cathodes, 98 8 per oent. pure, used directly as
anodeB, dissolve irregularly and with pitting, but no impurities are
introduced into the bath. Very much of the trouble with badly
coloured deposits and with sludge is caused by the iron from
impure anodes. The addition of 2 per cent, of magnesium or
nickel chlori de makes the anode corrosion approximately theoretical.
The nickel anodes, supported by lead hooks, may be completely
immersed in the solution, thereby greatly reducing the amount of
scrap metal from the anodes. The anodes should be placed in bags
in order to catch loosened particles, which cause pitting: if they
reach the cathode.
The addition of 0'2 to 3 per cent, of ammonium citrate keeps

the solution clear and free from eludge, whereby a shallower tank
and a less volume of solution may ba used. The bath should be
stirred or mixed thoroughly at intervals, but not within 8 to 10
hours of the tirre of using if any solid particles from the anodes
are present.

The greater the ratio of nickel sulphate to nickel-ammonium
sulphate the brighter and more shiny the deposit. The more acid
the solution (to the point of acidity to Congo red) the more shiny
the depot its. B )rio acid increases the current that can be used
without blackening or burning the deprsit.
The following bath seemed to ba the best : nickel-ammonium

sulphate 4 per cent., nickel sulphate 10 to 14 per cent., boric acid
1 to 3 per cent., magnesium chloride 2 per cent., and ammonium
citrate 2 to 3 percen*. A current density of 16 amp. persquare
deoimeter (14'8 amp. per square foot) which plates a thickness of

-0025 cm. (0 001 in.) in 1'25 hours may be used.

LEGAL

Prolongation op Patent Refused.

Mr. Justice Sargant, in the Chancery Division, gave his

reserved judgment in the petition tried by him a week or two ago,

which was presented by I! owe Bros, .t Co., Ltd , of Runcorn Lead
Works, and Mr. George Vincent Barton, of Liverpool, the inventor

of improvements in the production of litharge. The petitioners

asked for the prolongation of a patent granted in 1902 for the

procesp.

His Lordship said the applicants had embarked large Bums in

the enterprise, bnt had been hampered by low prices and other

cau-:es, and they had made considerable losses in the working of

the process. It was only recently that they had begun to make up
some part of the loss, and there seemed to be a reasonable p.ospect

of success in the future. On the question of degree of inventive

merit, he could see nothing exceptional in it, and it had a limited

scope, being merely an improvement, or improvements. If the

process proved to be really valuable in the future, when worked on

a large scale, the petitioners would have a start over competitors in

the matter of building the new works necessiry, and, he was glad

to say, they would not go nnremunerated. (It was stated at the

hearing that the petitioners had acquired land at Liverpool for the

building of larger works, and that the Government had assisted

them to obtain the necessary materials.) Bu*. on the whole,

he had come to the conclusion that the petition fell short of the

standard required to justify the prolongation of the patent, and

the application must therefore be refuser
1

,
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Munition Casks.

At the Oldham Munitions Court, last week, an armature winder
employed in the Oldham tramway department, applied for a
certifl -ate enabling him to leave h a preaent employment to take a
position with a northern munition firm. He stated that he only
took on his present employment while waiting; for a place in a
munition wnrka, and when he got the i ffer of such a post, his

leaving certificate was refused. He admitted that when he
accepted the position in the tramway department he did so on the
understanding that it would be a permanent one ; he ; had been
there only six weeks. For the tramway department, it was sub-

mitted that the man had been emp'oyed indirectly on munition
work, and he could not be spared. Tne application for a leaving
certificate was refused.

At the Glasgow Munitions Tribunal Appeal Court, John R-id,

an electrician, who hod been in the Army and discharged bro .use

of wounds, complained that he was dismissed from his employment
with Alex. Anderson, electrical engineer, GUagcw, at thne hours'

notice. The Glasgow Monitions Tribunal hela that Raid was
entitled to 10s. compensation. Hia appeal now was bastd on the
argument that 10.-. was an inauffijient award. Under the Act he
was entitled to a week'a notice or compensation to the extent of

£5, and he maintained that he was entitled to rec3ive £5.
Lord Diwar pointed out that £5 was the maximum, and tbe
Tribunal was entitled on the facta before ic to awatd what waa
considered fair, fie dismissed the a( peal.

THE TRAINING OF MUNITION WORKERS.

The extraordinary demand for labour to carry on the produc-
tion of munitions of war on a colossal scale has led to the
employment of hundreds of thousands of men and women in
mechanical workshops who had no knowledge whatever of
the processes which they were destined to conduct. These
persons have had to be trained in the workshops at a consider-
able cost in space, plant, staff, and time, and many having
proved unfit for the work, the expense incurred in training
them has been worse than wasted. Obviously it w-ere far
better that the necessary training should be imparted to the
candidates for such employment before their admission to the
factories, thus reducing the loss and waste to a minimum, and
saving the wages that would otherwise have to be paid to

them whilst on probation. The Ministry of Munitions, there-
fore, obtained the assistance of the authorities in charge of
secondary education—which was willingly given—and estab-
lished 64 training centres throughout the country at which
persons who desired to enter munition works could be trained
free of cost. In London the normal course is six weeks, six
days a week, four hours a day, 144 hours in all.

The general course consists of simple exercises in bench and
vice work, and turning, drilling, and milling, the purpose
being to give to the student an elementary " machine sense,"
and some preliminary idea of engineering factory conditions.
In cases where definite " orders " can be obtained from em-
ployers, efforts are made to specialise the training, as far as
the equipment of the schools allows, on the exact lines of the
work which will have to be done in the factory. It is not
pu-tended that a mechanic can be trained in so short a period,

but, having regard to the necessity for introducing large num-
bers of outsiders into machine shops, the training is a valu-
able stage in the process.

Students who show aptitude for engineering work, and pro-

mise of becoming useful otherwise than as mere operators, are
given special instruction to fit them for particular work. Large
numbers of men and women have been trained in this way as
shapers, slotters, drillers, and even as tool-setters and gauge-
makers.
The general effect of the training scheme is to introduce a

large body of persons from the professions and numerous
other trades and occupations, thus helping to supply the in-

creasing demand for labour. Approximately 18,000 men and
women have been so trained, the majority of whom would
probably not have entered munition works without some such
preliminary instruction.

The training scheme has also had the effect of demonstrating
the possibilities of unskilled labour, and many employers have
been induced to inaugurate training in their own factories.

By carefully selecting suitable workmen, by more closely
dissecting operations, and by a greater degree of specialisation,

it has been found possible to provide tool-setters, tool-makers,
and charge-hands from the ranks of the unskilled. This is

fhe only way in which the urgent demand for skilled workers
can be met.
At a London County Council " School of Building," Which

was inspected on Monday last by a few representatives of the
technical Press, a large hall has been equipped with benches,
machine tools, etc., for this purpose by teachers drawn from
the various L.C.C. technical schools, the Ministry of Muni-
tions facilitating the purchase of plant, whilst in some cases
special machines have been supplied by manufacturers who
wished to have operators trained to work them. The school

has accommodation for 100 pupils, and the work is carried

on in three shifts—9 a.m. to 1 p.m., 2 to 6 p.m., and G.30 to

10.30 p.m., six days a week—each pupil being required to

attend for four hours a day. Some of the training centres are

set apart for gauge-making, and here, the pupils work 44 hours
per week. A double teaching stall' is provided, the members
working 36 hours a week.
The hall measures 150 ft. X 70 ft., and is laid out complete

with the necessary offices, stores, and refreshment rooms,
machine, fitting, and blacksmith shops. The organisation
fellows as nearly ;h possible that of a munition factory, anil
the manufacture of actual details of munitions is undertaken.
There are three main lines of shafting, each about 100 ft.

leng, driven by four electric motors.
In July, 1915, the following equipment was installed : 3D

lathes, 11 drilling machines, 3 power hack saws, '2 shaping
machines. 1 punching machine, 1 shearing machine, 45 vices.
The following machines have since been added : 6 capstan

lathes, 12 milling machines (including profiling machines), 3
It-thes for lS-pounder cartridge cases, 2 turret lathes for 18-

pounder shells, 2 tool grinders, 2 universal cutter grinders,
1 plotting machine.
The following machines are on order : 8 milling machines

(including profiling machines), 5 lathes (including 3 capstans),
1 two-spindle drilling machine, 1 power hack saw.
Two definite classes of workers are trained : (a) Ordinary

operators at the vice and machine tools; (b) tool-setters on
lathes, milling end allied machines. Set schemes are worked
t .

> except where special requisition is made by individual firms
for workpeople to meet specified needs.

All tool-setters, and nearly all the operatives, have been
placed in munition factories. The following table illustrates

the nature of the training and the results obtained (at five

Lc'ndon centres) :
—

General Lead Too! G-nee
rour e. burning, setters, makers. Total.

Number in attendance during
wp.k ended May 20th' 1916 501 3S 30 "6 Gil

Number certificated up to

May 20th. 1 9 IK 2 8,97 75 38 28 3,038
Number refused certificates

and withdrawn 936 26 1 11 974
Ceitifij&ted

—

Number known to have
entered factories orJ-H.M,

Forces 2,661 75 37 27 2 703
Number unplaced 333 — I 1 335

I'q ertifieaied

—

Numbr known to have
entered factories 76 — — — 76

Students have been supplied to 338 individual firms, one of

which has taken 344 students; 18 firms have taken over 20
students each. Included in the number of students placed in

factories are 46 women who have- been trained as tracers.

Some 10,800 applications have been registered, apart from
those whose applications have been declined. It will be
noticed that about 25 per cent of the entrants are found
wanting, and are refused certificates.

In addition to machining operations, the art of lead-burning
is taught at the school on a practical scale, for the autogenous
welding of the seams of lead-lined tanks; the limit gauges
used in the workshop are made in the school, and the special

form tools that are required for some processes also are

made, of high-speed steel.

Following the inspection of the school, a munition factory

where shell-cases are made was visited: the staff n a

350, women being in the majority, and with the exception <}l

a small proportion of skilled supervisors, the whole of the

employes had been trained, at the training centres. Every
operation from the rough solid bar or forging to the finished

shell-case was in progress, and, apart from the personnel, the

shop presented no feature distinguishing it from a shop
operated by skilled mechanics. The impression left on the

minds of the visitors was that employers need have no hesita-

tion whatever in availing themselves of the assistance of the

Ministry's schools in staffing their works.

CHURCH LIGHTING WITHOUT FITTINGS.

An article by Messrs. A. L. Powell and R. B. THOMPSON in

the Electrical World describes the methods adopted for fight-

ing St. George's Episcopal Church, Newburgh, N.Y. The
auditorium is rectangular in shape and measures 73 ft. long

by 4i! ft. wide. At the fwo sides and at the rear is a balcony

with a sloping floor about !i It. wide. The front edge of

this balcony is 9 ft. above the floor. The ceiling over the

balcony is "flat, while the central portion is slightly arched.

rising to a height of 28 ft.

The posts which extend from the floor to the balcony ami
fiem this to the ceiling are cylindrical, with very plain bases

and capitals. These and all tin1 rest of the woodwork are

pcinted a pure white. The pews are also white, with

mahogany edging. The floor is of red and white tile, and

the walls are finished in light cream. The ceiling is painted

a flat white.-

The system of electric lighting formerly installed employed
biackets on the columns and along the front edge of the

balcony, with carbon lamps, and shades which gave no diffu-

sion, and did not conceal the lamp filaments.
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The lighting was not satisfactory ; it was, moreover, costly

effects secured, the fixtures were inartistic, and glare

was extreme.
u it ' decided to remodel the lighting system and

1 1 install something thoroughly up-to-date, which would make
1

1 comfortable and bring out its full beauty.
After inspection of the building and taking the necessary

merits, a set of recommendations was drawn up for

lighting the church with standard indirect fixtures; the report
was presented to the committee having the matter in charge,

but was rejected on the ground of want of harmony with the

period of the church, and eventually it was decided that the

building should be well lighted without any fixtures being
visible.

Cove lighting was suggested, but abandoned; flood-lighting,

using focus-type tungsten lamps with parabolic reflectors,

directing their beams on the ceiling, was experimented with,

but did not produce the desired effect. Since it wa6 seen

thai projector units concentrated the light too strongly, the

S/ot

*•

—

Thumb Scrtw

1.—Adjustable Box used in Experiments.

the upper part of the arch, which are concealed by the mould-
ing, and two small windows of art glass are illuminated from
behind.
The church now presents a most attractive appearance; the

illumination is even, very well diffused, and of a pleasing
character. The ceiling is very evenly lighted, yet none of the
light strikes the side walls. The direction of the light is the
same at that of daylight, and the shadow effects produced l>y

sunlight have been duplicated. The total power consumption
has been increased somewhat, but the results warrant the
sliyht additional cost.

fn the ICIcctrical News an account is given by Mr. G. J.

P.f.attie of the lighting of the Timothy Eaton Memorial Church,
of Toronto, which was recently completed, and is said to be
the finest building of its kind in the Dominion. In this case
the lighting is effected by means of large fittings, each of
which contains eight 300-watt Mazda "C" lamps; the fittings

are of Gothic design, in harmony with the architecture of
the church, and are suspended from the ceiling, which is

painted a light cream. The total power consumption for the
main auditorium is 17.4 kw., the aggregate floor area being
0,270 sq. ft. It is estimated that a uniform intensity of

illumination of 4 ft. candles is obtained on a 30-inch working
plane. " X-ray " reflectors are used in the fittings, which
also have white glass panels, softly illuminated, with excellent
effect.

The large stained-glass memorial window is illuminated
from without by a powerful searchlight mounted on a steel

tower at some distance from the window; a large amount of

experimental work was necessary before the proper height,
distance, and intensity of light was determined, but the result

is believed amply to justify the labour and expense incurred,
many observers holding the opinion that the auditorium
appears at its best at night.

next attempt was to use standard deep-bowl industrial reflec-

tors, placed so as to illuminate evenly the central portion of

the ceiling.

From this experiment it was evident that satisfactory effects

could be produced with a very deep reflector designed to give

the proper angle of cut-off. An adjustable box 3 ft. deep, of

sheet iron, painted white inside, was made as shown in fig. 1.

The sides, being hinged, could be set at any angle and held

in place by thumb-screws working in the slots. It was then

a very simple matter to find the exact shape of reflector

desired. Six units of the design which gave the best results

were constructed and installed; sections of the seats in the

first row of the balcony were removed and the reflectors

bcxed in, as indicated in fig. 2. The boxes are so arranged

that persons sitting behind or beside them are not annoyed

vmm^vva^<a^\\s
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Fig. 2.

—

One op the Reflector Units in Place.

by stray light, and are deep enough so that v$en viewed from
the opposite balcony no glare is visible. In the entire audi-

toiium there are only two seats where* a person, when stand-

ing, can see a lamp. Deep-bowl, porcelain-enamel, intensive

distribution steel reflectors are placed about the lamps, which
are 500-watt Mazda .type C units. Below the balcony opales-

cent-glass deck lamps are fixed flush with the ceiling, with
60-watt lamps in recesses above them. In order to obtain a
warmer tone of illumination than that given by the un-
modified gas-filled lamps, gelatine screens of very light amber
are available, to place across the mouths of the large reflectors.

The sanctuary is illuminated by a row of lamps rlaced about

CORRESPONDENCE.
letters received by ut after 5 P.M. ON Tuesday cannot appear until

the following week. Correspondents shouldforward their communi-
cations at the earliest possible moment. No letter can he published
vnless we have the writer's name and address in our possession.

Industrial Organisation and the Worker.

The columns of the technical Press, and especially those of

the Electrical Review, have recently been replete with refer-

ences to the necessity of reviewing the many problems that

are arising out of the war. Nowhere does it seem to be dis-

puted that our present enemies will continue their activities

against the Allied nations at the conclusion of a military peace,

and everywhere is it recognised that the war, even though it

was begun in the trenches, will be carried into the market-
place. " Not prepared for war, let us at least be prepared for

peace! " is a slogan that has a healthy ring in it, and one
which commands the scientist, the business organiser, and the

weaker to review candidly the motives and principles, or the

lack of them, that have decided their former relations and
decided their efficiency.

Criticism has been active, and so far as it has exposed

defects, useful, in regard to business organisation and scientific

method and training. The elements of economic geography
have been vividly brought to our notice when we have passed

in review the supply of raw materials and their enemy source

ol origin. New light has been thrown on the specialisation of

processes, and the economic determination of the situation.

The Consular service has emphasised once again its own in-

eptitude when not recruited from home sources. The rela-

tions of the State to business enterprise and finance are also

among the many points we have had to review. Among these,

.••nd not least in its significance, arises the problem of the

worker. Will he be in the way? Judging by the opinions of

recent speakers and writers there does seem to be some doubt

whether the worker will rise to the occasion when new times

will demand new methods and new men. It seems to depend

primarily on the point whether any proposition will be a re;d

departure from -the practice of old mistakes, or the old mis-

takes in a new form.
The worker has an interest in his industry. It remains retj

much with external influences whether that interest is men-lv

a cash nexus or a professional pride. So long as he is denied

the latter he will pursue the former. The specialisation rfl

piocesses and that inexplicably bad old economic law of

demand and supply, when applied to his labour as a market-

able commodity, have operated strongly, and have neutralised

and dominated' whatever inclinations he had in developing tor

himself his productive capacitv. That is an indictment that

the best friend of Labour ought to admit ; the trade union

official mav even feel in it a source of satisfaction. But the

essential point at the present moment is to take this as a

basis for review. Half a century of trade union activity has

shown the organisers of industry, and ought to have shown

the workers of industry, that progress can now only he in

the direction of increasing the productive power ot ettorx

applied under the direction of organising ability to raw

materials. No progressive employer now denies the necessity

of a reasonable standard of living. The efficiency of well-paid
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labour is now an accepted economic axiom, and with the exit
from the purview of debate of this, the real raieon d'etre of
trade unionism, the time has now arrived when, both in the
interests of employer and employed, attention should be
focused on the problem of bringing all forces together in
pursuit of a common end.
There seems some support for those who can only see pro-

giess in fighting trade unionism. This has in it the same
essential error as the worker who is blessed with class con-
sciousness and imagines progress follows further extractions
from the profits of industry. Acrimony of this description
blurs the real issue. In most industrial centres some sort of
technical institute exists where young artisans get sufficient
training to enable them to earn their living in the " shops."
Does it never occur to anyone how it is that when they fall

oft from the technical school at the age of, say, 22, they cease
to be interested in technical matters, and very often graduate
to the public-house or become engrossed in trade union work?
Most technical and trade associations fail lamentably in this
respect, and even if a young artisan by dint of much exertion
got access to some of these societies, he would find them
engrossed chiefly in grinding axes of various descriptions. I
doubt not that he would hear of more valiant feats of engi-
neering in some local public-house. It is said that there are
more guns and ammunition made and more coal drawn from
the pits over pots of beer than in all the engineering works
and coal mines in the country. And that is just the problem :

How to bring into line with the new form of industrial
oiganisation the undoubted interest and technical capacity of
the worker, instead of leaving him to wallow into incapacity
i l idle and profitless company or brood over wrongs in trade
union clubs.

Technical education should be more thorough, and the pre-
liminary subjects more insisted on in our scheme of public
education. A man's inventive capacity begins where the exist-
ing knowledge of laws and rules and formulae ends, or where
his imagination is such as to transcend all such bounds and
start him on a train of thought and action purely original.

More sympathetic treatment and greater encouragement
financially and materially would do much to raise the worker
who has capacity, and prove to him that his interest lies in
that of his industry, in its development and scientific organisa-
tion.

Francis Shirley.

May 29th, 1916.

The Future' in Russia.

I notice a reference in the current issue of the Electrical
Ef.view to the desirability of encouraging the commercial,
industrial, and technological development of Russia. One of
the difficulties in the way to this end, so far as it depends on
intercourse between the peoples of Great Britain and Russia,
is the barrier of language. The heroic attempts now being
made on the part of English people to master Russian are
dcomed to end in failure, except in rare cases where students
have opportunities for a prolonged stay in Russia. Why
should we persist in such a futile course? The language
problem is capable of a fairly simple solution by the adoption
of Esperanto for intercommunication between the two coun-
tries. We have recently seen the adoption of the Summer Time
measure in one country followed rapidly by its adoption in

others. In the same way, if Russia and Britain adopted
Esperanto—a proposition as practicable as the Daylight Saving
Bill—the whole of Europe would follow suit in a short time.
One unanswerable argument in favour of Esperanto which
should appeal to business men is the fact that, while it is

quite efficient to express all international ideas, it can be
learnt in any country in a few months. The writer has
spoken in Esperanto with a number of Russians, some few
of whom had learnt the language from a text-book without
the assistance of a teacher.
The case for an international language for engineers was

piesented in a paper read before the Society of Engineers on
March 2nd, 1914. The paper was reprinted separately from
the transactions of the Society. May I add that anyone desir-

ing information as to Esperanto may obtain it on application
tj the British Esperanto Association (Incor.), 17, Hart Street,

W.C.?
P. G. Cameron,

Hon. Sec, London Esperanto Club.

London, E.C., May 28th, 1916.

Decimal Coinage.

What a pity the " Speso " should be an imaginary coin. It

would be good business to buy them at 1,000 for a florin and
sell them to Mr. Bridges at '20 a shilling. Is there a catch
somewhere, or is it only that, like most decimalists, Mr.
Bridges is weak in arithmetic?

W. M.M.
London, E.C., May 26th, 1916.

[Our correspondent of last week has obviously let himself
in for it. But by what right, and on what evidence, does
" W.M.M." cast a gratuitous slur upon the arithmetical
capabilities of " most " decimalists? All civilised nations,
except the British and some of their Oversea Dominions,
employ decimal coinage.—Eds. Elec. Rev.]

Faults in Bitumen Cables.

In reply to the letter signed " Bitumen " in the current
number of your valuable periodical, from, the data given in
this case my opinion is that the positive cable had sustained
some mechanical damage, possibly when drawn into the
earthenware ducts.

The effect of changing the polarity—making the faulty posi-
tive cable negative with an earthed neutral—would be to
bring its life to a sudden termination.
In this connection I have recently experienced an unusual

phenomenon on a power distribution system under my control,
which may be of some general interest. The system con-
tains some 25 miles of .05 v.b. cable laid solid with bitumen
in wooden troughing. The cable is looped up every 10 ft.,

and connected to some 15,000 magnetically-operated switches
with a bitumen seal between the trough and the switch boxes.
Normally the cable is positive, and the negative return is

through steel rails at earth potential. The system has been
in operation 15 years, and has given very little trouble.
One day, for a short time—a few minutes—the polarity was

reversed, with the result that alarming leakages developed at
several switch boxes, ultimately necessitating the renewal of
the bitumen and compound seal at about 200 points.

I must here explain that the normal voltage is 500 direct-
current, and the leakage current registered on the morning
of the breakdown on the sections affected was as follows:—

.026, .03, and .018 ampere.
In order to investigate the cause of the trouble, I carried

out a series of experiments, including the following :

—

1. A test was made on three different sections with about
30 switches. on each.
Leakage current with cable positive : (a) 14 milliamperes,

(6) lmilliamp.. (c) 1 milliamp. Leakage current with cable
negative: (a) 23 milliamp., (fa) 5 milliamp., (c) 2 milliamp.

2. The lengths of bare .05 cable were carefully insulated
with bitumen tape and pierced with several pin-holes. Each
cable was coiled up and placed in a metal box about 12 in. by
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WAR ITEMS.

Technical Men and the " Commercial War."—The
Liverpool Jour, contains a summary of an
address delivered in Liverpool on Empire Day by Mr. T. (.'.

B.E.A.M.A.) on Bngh ring for the Empire: The
Waj In Victory and Prosperity. ' The Lord .Mayor of Liver-
po \ presided, and in the course of the discussion Prof. Mar-
chant was one of the principal speakers. He referred, among
other things, to Germany's superior technical equipment for
warfare, and expressed the opinion that aftei the war we
should be in the same position as now in regard to the com-
mercial war unless we recognised that highly-trained tech-
nical men -were the first aecessitj ii progress was to be made.
rhej were necessarj uoi onlj to occupy technical positions,
but as directors and leaders of industry, to know when and
hov to take advantage ol Devi discoveries. II' progress was
t p be made in manufacture, highly-trained technical men must
he available both as leaders of industry and in the research
II' iratories. We felt the nerd of such men to-day in fighting
the war, but it was of still greater importance in the indus-
trial war of the future, and he hoped that every effort would
h-j made to bring home to the public the enormous import-
ance oi this question, so that action might ensue. We learn
Iron] Mr. Elder that the following resolution was moved by
tin Chairman of the Liverpool Corporation Tramways anil
Electric Power and Light Committee (Mr. Councillor E.
Lu^-ll-Taylor). and seconded by the Chairman of the Man-
el., ster Corporation Electricity Committee (Mr. Alderman W.W alker) :

—
lieu the indispensable militarj services rendered by the engineering indus-

tr> and its fundamental importance in the luture j* a basis of defensive
economic development, entitle it tn special State

recognition m an} reform ..l national and imp licy, and to
patriotii support of ..II publi. and private users "I plant and machinery

Ihioughc the Empii

The Supply of Light and Power for War Purposes The
following addition has been made to the Defence of the Realm
\

''' \' 1
' company, authority, or person supplying or

d to supplj water, light, heat, or power, shall, if so
required bj the Admiraltj or Amu Council or the Ministry
ol Munitions, supplj water, light, heat oi power to any fac
torj-, building, camp, or other premises belonging to or used
lor the purposes bi the Vlmiraln or Army Council or the
Ministei oi Munitions, and shall carry out such works and
render such services at ma bi directed by the Admiralty or

puncil or the Minister of Munitions for the purpose
ol enabling such a supplj to be given either by themselves or
li,\ some other such company, authority, or person:

'Provided that a company, authority or person shall not
be required under (his regulation to supply water, light, heat
or power to premises within the area of supply of any other
company, authoritj or person except with the concurrence of
the appropriate Government Department, and if any question
arises n- tn which Government Department is the appropriate
Government Department the question shall be finally deter-
mined by the Treasury.

It any company, authority or person fail to comply with a
requisition under tins regulation the company, authority or
person shall be guilty of an offence against these regulations,
and any director or officer of the company or officer of the
authority who is knowingly a party to the default shall also
be guilty of an offence against these regulations.'

"

Women in German Industry.—The "Daily Telegraph,"
quoting from the " Vorwarts " regarding the employment of
women workers in Germany, mentions tl xpenence of one
centre—Cologne. -.< fairlj typical manufacturing city. Here
in January. 1914, there were 46,634 working-class women regis-
tered as subscribers to the sick funds of the local trade unions.
In January, 1015. the number had risen to 60,194, and in
January. 1916, it was 75,319. This information was fur-
nished by Heir Haas, secretary of the Cologne. United Trade
1 iiion Committee, who added, " That means an increase of

ir 60J per cent. The additional women and girls
employed had fairly responsible and difficult work to do.
There are main women, previously not employed at anything
at all, who are row acting as chauffeurs, drivers of tramCars,

Others are in charge of electric cranes,

ore intelligent are acting as " foremen
"

in chai I'hnenders. Nor are the hours of

tor these women to have to

and in a few cases I have known them
us on end. In many

hi i in... this extra work is not paid for at. all; in others
the ovcrl i iii

i miserably small. In no case do the
i man would earn for doing the

same .'.nil;: and in tl i afortnnately, the State and
municipal authorities are setting the wot

Exemption Applications.—At Lambeth, Messrs. Toy and
electrical engineers, applied lor tie- exemption of

i Lull's A. Window, aged 30, a brothei of one of the i

Mr. Winslow said his brothei was indispensable to the busi-

ness, being the only man who was really reliable. Tie' appli-

cation was refused, but, as it was stated tie- Inn

o:i Government work, the Tribunal suggested tiny bould
io the Ministry of Munitions for a bad

At Blackpool Tribunal, on May 25th, Mr. C. Furness, elec-

trical engineer, applietl for exemptions for 11 men in the
i L .tin-it-, department and 12 in the tramways depot

Coun. Fielding said there was a great deal of talk about the

men kept at the electricity works. Mr. Furness should take
. (unity of replying to it. Mr. Furness said electricity

was a young profession, and most men engaged in it were
i 30 to 40 years. The electricity supply had to be

r.. illiniums, and men engaged on the switchboards had to

have their meals under the roof. Mr. Birkett (Military repre-

sentative) said men in the electricity department were all

i in exempted occupations. All the 11 men were condi-

exempted. When the tramway men were considered,

Mr. Furness explained that 73 men had joined the Army from
tins department and 53 from the electricity department. Eleven
men were granted conditional exemption, and one until July
1st.

Before the Bipon City Tribunal, a firm of mechanical and
i ii applied for the exemption of their costs

eli 'I
. aged 29, and married, who had taken the place of an

unmarried man. It was stated that it would be impossible

for a women to do the clerk's work. Exemption until July

26th.

At Stretfonl, exemption till June 30th was granted to an
electrical wireman employed by a firm of electrical engineers.

Whitehaven Tribunal granted exemption until August 17th

t i a pipe fitter engaged by a local firm of electrical engineers,

and whose service was claimed to be absolutely necessary.

Six months' exemption each has been granted by the West
Kent Appeal Court to Mr. F. J. Quinnell, electrician, of Graves-
end, and to Mr. H. C. 0. Silver, electrical engineer, of Park
Grove, Bromley.

Coventry Tribunal, on May 22nd, considered a request by
Messrs. . F. G. Brown & Co., electrical specialists and con-
ti actors, for exemption for Mr. B. A. Davies, their head elec-

trical engineer, engaged on Government contracts. The case

was put back for a month for Mr. Davies to be badged.

—

Messrs. II. W. Burbury & Co., electrical engineers, applied
for three months' additional exemption for Mr. F. W. Thomp-
son, electrician. It was stated that the firm, who had Govern-
ment work in hand, had only four electricians left out of 14.

I>m. months were allowed.—Mr. J. Hutt, electrical engineer
and contractor, who appealed for himself, said he was chiefly

engaged on war work, and it would mean financial ruin if

be went. Exemption was allowed until August 20th.

Newmarket (Suffolk) Tribunal has refused exemption to the
clerk and draughtsman of the electrical company.

At Stratford-cn-Avon, the Electricity Co. appealed for a
jointer and electrician. It was explained that in January,
HU5. there were 10 men employed, and nowMhere were only
six men ami two boys. On six months being allowed, Mr.
Talbot, the manager, intimated that he might possibly appeal,
and the Mayor replied :

" Just so; but we consider the man
is essential, as the company have to supply power and light."

Hull Tribunal has given until September 1st to an electrical

titter who has the supervision of the electric motors for a

number of local firms.

Three months' exemption has been granted to a contractor
at Philadelphia (Co. Durham) engaged in repairing boiler fur-

naces at the power station. The manager of the latter said it

was a specialist's work, and unless it was carefully done
boilers might give serious trouble, and serious risks were pos-

sible. In the area current was being supplied to munition
factories.

A Weobley electrician, who asked for absolute exemption,
has been given until August 1st.

At Malvern, the IT.D.C. has secured conditional exemption
for the foreman at the electricity works and a shift engineer.

At Maidenhead, Mr. Bond appealed for temporary exemp-
tion for Geo. Lovegrove, his. electrician, engaged in connection

with contracts for the upkeep of private launches for the

river. Exemption until October 1st was conceded.

Cheltenham Tribunal has exempted nine employes at the

ition electricity works—two charge engineers, the works
.tendent, the sub-station man and jointer, three stokers,

and an engine-driver—whilst a clerk was given until July

\ motor-man with the Light Railway Co. has been
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given exemption ou the ground that he was indispensable and
in a certified occupation.
Bath Tribunal has granted conditional exemption, with the

assent of the Military, to 20 members of the staff, including
Mr. W. J. Targett, engineer, at the power station. No less
than 171 men have left to join the Colours, and the present
staff is only half of that before the war.
Before the Local Tribunal, exemption was claimed by the

Surbiton Electricity Supply Co. for the head clerk and accoun-
tant. It was stated that two assistants and a junior clerk
had enlisted, and that appellant was the only man left who
cculd take the place of the engineer and manager in the latter'?
absence. Three months were conceded.
At Sevenoaks, an appeal was made for R. S. Terry, elec-

trical engineer with Messrs. G. Humphrey & Co., who is

engaged in the maintenance of electric plants in the district.

Exemption granted for three months.
Hove Tribunal has granted three months' exemption to an

electrician with a local firm who claimed that the business
could not be carried on without him owing to the depletion
of the staff.

Berkhamstead Rural Tribunal has granted two months'
exemption to Albert V. Skinner, electrician.

An electrical fitter in business at Buxton has secured
exemption until November 13th.

At Hastings. Messrs. Adams & .Tarrett appealed fur their

only electrical wireman left for this branch of the business.
Mr. Jarrett said that his two sons were in the Army, and the
staff was very much depleted. Two months were allowed.

—

Mr. Fred Pillings (37), electrical engineer, appealing for him-
self, said that many of his staff bad gone, and he had five

contracts to supervise electric lifts. Two months were granted.
At Godalming, Mr. Geo. Jones sought exemption for A. P.

Bowdler. the only electrician left in his business. A month
only was granted.
At Southport, Messrs. Ashley, Ltd.. electrical engineers,

appealed for R. C. Jones, aged S3, on the ground that his

work in connection with the manufacture of X-ray materials
for use in the hospitals was of national importance. The appeal
was disallowed.
At Oldham, an appeal for three electrical fitters was made

'by Mr. John Jackson, electrician. The men were stated to be
engaged on electrical work at mills and waterworks, and the
film has also work in hand for Government controlled works.
Exemption till August 1st.—Messrs. Caton & Sons, electricians,

appealed for the manager and other men. Three brothers,

all married, were in the firm, and the appeal for one was dis-

allowed. The other appeals were put back to September 1st.

At Blackpool, exemption till October 31st was granted to an
electrician employed at the Winter Gardens, and to a stoker

at the Winter Gardens generating station ; and exemption till

October loth was granted to a switchboard attendant at the
Tower, the electrician at the Grand Theatre, and the elec-

trician at the Palace.
At the Godalming Tribunal, the Urban Electric Supply Co.,

Ltd., of Godalming, applied on behalf of two men engaged at

their works, one a stoker and cable jointer's mate and the
other a switchboard attendant, Mr. R. S. Robertson, manager
of the works, said it would be impossible to replace either

man ; 45 per cent, of the permanent staff had joined the
Colours, and any further reduction would mean a serious risk

of interrupting the supply. In the case of the switchboard
attendant the military authorities agreed to three months'
postponement, but dissented in legard to the other man on
the ground that he appeared only to be an assistant. The
Mayor remarked that both men were in certified occupations,
and conditional exemption was given in each case.

The Urban Electric Supply Co. appealed at Grantham for

a married stoker, aged 31. Mr. J. E. Edmundson stated that

the staff was depleted, and the stoker was claimed under the

certified list. A woman could not stoke, and the Board of

Trade would not agree to it. Conditional exemption was
allowed.
At Sandown. (Isle of Wight), the Isle of Wight Electricity

Co., Ltd., applied for exemption for Mr. S. H. Smith (34),

works engineer in sole charge of the generating station supply-

ing the town and Shanklin. Conditional exemption was
allowed, with the consent of the Military.

Weymouth Tribunal has granted exemption until October
31st to Mr. T. H. Escott, manager for Messrs. Brooking & Co.,

electrical engineers, and until August 31st to the firm's wdre-

man.
Grays Tribunal, on the application of the Urban Council,

have given conditional exemption to the foreman stoker and
a wireman at the electricity works, and until August 1st to

two other employes. It was stated that all types of foreigners

had been taken on in order to keep the works going.

Eastbourne Tribunal, on Monday, granted exemption until

June 30th to an electrical engineer who said that his work
was of a highly technical character, and that he supplied
mechanical engineers and munition works.
Wallasey Tribunal on Monday granted exemption to 26 tram

drivers appealed for by the Town Council.

British Capital in Russia.—The " Bourse Gazette " states
that British capital has been used since the beginning of the
war to finance 355 Russian companies for the exploitation of

gold, platinum, iron, copper, and asbestos mines. During
April three new mining companies, with an aggregate capital

of £800,000, were formed with British and French money.

—

Times.

German American Magnetos.—The Customs Department
in Melbourne has stopped delivery from the wharves of a ship-
ment of motor cars until the American Bosch magnetos with
which they are fitted are removed by representatives of the
Department. It is alleged that the firm manufacturing these
magnetos is financed with German money, and refused to
supply magnetos for American automobiles ordered by the
Allies.

—

Sydney Mirror.

Restarting Belgian Works After the War.—A number of
Belgian manufacturers recently met at Lyons under the presi-

dency of M. Paul Theeuwissen to discuss what measures can
be adopted at present to assure the resumption of work in
Belgian metal works after the war, and especially the supply
of sufficient tools. From information received from the indus-
trial districts of Belgium, it appears that almost all the metal-
lurgical works are stripped of their plant, which has either
been destroyed or simply stolen and dragged off to Germany,
The expulsion of the Germans will therefore leave Belgium
with empty works, and immediate restocking would be diffi-

cult. To obviate this it is intended to place immediate orders
for the necessary plant at Lyons and Saint-Etienne, and a
Technical Committee has been formed at 4 Rue Sala, Lyons,
under the presidency of M. Theeuwissen, who is a consulting
engineer and was formerly a bolt manufacturer of Liege.

—

honmonger.
Tunnelling Commissions.—The president of the Institu-

tion of Mining Engineers has been advised by the Secretary of

the War Office that the Army Council are desirous of obtain-
ing the services of mining engineers for employment with the
Tunnelling Companies of the Royal Engineers. Preference
will be given to candidates between the ages of 25 and 35 years,

and those found suitable will be appointed to temporary com-
missions and be required to proceed overseas at an early date.

Mining engineers not members of the Institution, but possess-

ing the necessary qualifications, are also eligible. Intending
candidates for commissions, or those at present serving in the
ranks who desire to be transferred to the Royal Engineers,
are requested to communicate at once with the Secretary of

their own Institute, who will supply a form of application.

Only candidates who have already attested are eligible.

To be Wound=up.—The Board of Trade has ordered the
following to be wound-up :

—
Scorch Electrical Co., 35, Basinghall Street, London, E.C.,

electrical engineers. Controller : C. E. Barker, 21, Finsbury
Pavement, E.C.
A. T. Speedometer Co., Ltd., 140, Long Acre. W.O., manu-

facturers of speedometers. Controller : F. G. Van de Linde,

4. Fenchurch Avenue, E.C.
Isleworth Rubber Co., Isleworth, manufacturers of and

dealers in rubber goods and tires. Controller : S. W. Tubbs,
23, Basinghall Street, E.C.

Richard Klinger & Co., 66, Fenchurch Street. E.C, engi-

neers. Controller: H. W. Dunn, 46, Queen Victoria Street,

E.C.
Mining Engineers and Enemy Aliens.—The Institution of

Mining Engineers has issued an official Order of the Council,

dated June 10th, 1915, reading as follows :

—
" All Members,

Associate Members, Associates, or Students of the Institution

of Mining Engineers, of Austrian, Bulgarian, German, Hun-
garian, or Ottoman nationality, are hereby requested to abstain

from attending any meeting, or from visiting the rooms of the

Institution during the continuance of the war."

Copenhagen War Lighting.— It has been decided by the

Tow n Council .of Copenhagen that fewer lamps are to be

lighted in the streets. In future gas and electric power will

not be supplied by the municipal works for illuminated adver-

tising signs.

—

Times.

Exports to China and Siam.—The " London Gazette " for

May 30th contains additions to and revisions of the previously

issued lists of persons and bodies to whom exports to China
and Siam may be consigned.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Electrical Catalogues Wanted.—The new Public

Works Eogineer in Boma, Belgian CoDgo, who has in hand the

construction of a new lighting plant and the laying of the neces-

Bary cables, is anxious to know the names and particulars of

English firms who are able to supply electrical machinery and
cables. Firms who are interested in the matter should forward
catalogues direct to him at the following address :—Mons. Armaud
Van Hool, Inreaieur aux Travaux Publics, Boma, Congo Beige.

Book Notices.—The Efandem Co., Ltd., of Fallings

Park Works, Wolverhampton, whose enterprising activities have
already been referred to in our pages, have now started for circula-

tion among the employes a monthly magazine entitled Tlte

Flashlight, a name fully appropriate to the principal line of manu-
factures in which the company has made such excellent headway.
The whole of the contents of the first number (Miy, price 3d.),

which is now before us, have been contributed by members of the

staff and employes at the works, and Mr. C. H. Stephenson, the

works manager, is the editor.
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(able Prices and Discounts.

—

Messrs. Pooley and
AUSTIN, of 28, Victoria Street, S.W., write stating that, owing to

the Bomewhat complex nature of standard cable discounts at the

present time, they have, for the convenience of contractors and
other users of cables, got out a set of single multiplier figures,

which will render the calculation of net cable prices quite a

simple matter. They will be very pleased to send a copy to any
user of cables who is interested. Until the supply is exhausted,

they can also send a cardboard slide rule for getting a price per

yard or per coil when the price per mile is known.
Their table is certainly short, convenient and simple, and

applies to the discounts at present in force.

Copper-Clad Steel.—The Copper-Clad Steel Co. of

Pittsburgh, recently incorporated under the laws of Pennsylvania,

ha9 erected a plant at Rankin, Pa., for the purpose of rranu-

facturing copper-clad steel products. The mills are of the mOBt
modern construction, and are electrically driven throughout.

American Investigation of Foreign Electrical
Markets.—The Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
Washington, held an examination in various cities, on May 19th,

for a special agent to investigate the market for electrical goods

in China, India, East Indies, Africa and Australia. The examina-

tion was to consist of practical questions on the subject of investi-

gation, thesis on investigation methods, and a statement of the

candidates knowledge and experience. According to the American
Electrical Review, the salary was not to exceed $10 per day and
transportation and living expenses (the latter not to exceed $5 per

per day. Applicants were to be able to address public gatherings,

and were to submit in advance an unmounted photograph.

For Sale.—The Farnworth TJ.D.C. has for disposal two
Lancashire boilers and accessories, one Green's economiser, and
one feed pump. Full particulars are given in our advertisement

British Bank for Russian Industry.—The Russian
financial Press, according to the Algemeen HandeUUad, of Amster-
dam, says that a group of leading English bankers has approached
the Kussian Government with a view to a concession for the
establishment of a new bank exclusively devoted to lending money
for the development of Russian trade and industry. The authorised

capital of the bank is fixed at five million roubles.

—

Financial

'I, men.

Empire Trade.—The British Imperial Council of

Commerce is holding a luncheon at Cannon Street Hotel, next
week, at which the delegates to the Empire Business Conference
will be present. Mr. Asquith has accepted an invitation.

In the House of Commons, in reply to a question by Col. Norton
Griffiths, who asked whether the Government proposed to take
any action with a view to a preferential trading policy with the
Dominions and our Allies being adopted before the termination of

the war, Mr. Bonar Law said :

—"The whole subject is now en-

gaging the attention of the Government."

Bankruptcy Proceeding's.— R. E. Connold, late

electrician, Canterbury, now R.N.A.S..—First meeting, June 3rd
;

public examination, June 17th ; both at Canterbury.

Trade Announcement.—For the convenience of their

London customers, Messrs. Ward & Goldstonk, of Manchester, are
opening an office at Albion House, 59-61. New Oxford Street,

London, W.C., as from June 1st, with Mr. A. W. Richards as their

London representative. A collection of samples of their manu-
factures will be on view there, and, when exceptional war demands
on the factory have passed, a Btock will be held at the new
branch.

Catalogues and Lists.

—

Messrs. Ward & Goldstone,
Simpson Works, S .1 ford.—Illustrated price circular of "Volex"
dry batteries, multiple cells and single unite, and adaptations of

same.
British Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,

Trafford Park.—Two new publications—Control Catalogue, No.
91/2, containing a full description and list of prices, &c , of
type P steel-clad motor-control pillars ; descriptive leaflet, No. 71/5,
giving an illustrated account of their type LH hand-operated
liquid controllers. The company has also sent us a very acceptable
wall calendar for the year ending March, 1917.

Liquidations.

—

Eureka Patent Gas Engine Starter
Co . Ltd.—A meeting is called for June 30th, at 28, Deanegate,
Manchester, to hear an account of the winding up from the
liquidator, Mr. T. Forster.

British Gbaetzin Light, Ltd.—The Controller, Mr. Thomas
Wise, Bassishaw House, Basinghall Street, E.C , requires creditors
to send particulars of debts or olaims, &o., to him by June 30th.
Jaeger Bros.—Mr. M. JenkB, 6, Old Jewry, E.C, the Controller

in this case requires oreditors to send him particulars of debtB or
claims, &<?., by June 30th.
Maschinenfabrik Augsburg-Nurnberq, A.G., Caxton House,

Westminster.—Creditors must send particulars of debts, &c, to the
Controller, Mr. B. E. Mayhew, Alderman's House, Bishopsgate.
E.G., by June 30th.

Richard Klinger & Co . engineer?, 66, Fenchurch Street, E.C.
—Creditors must send particulars of debts, &o., to the Controller,
Mr. H. W. Dunn, 46, Queen Victoria Street, E C, by June 30th.
Phcesix Electric Heating Co. (1914), Ltd.—Creditors must

send particulars of their debts, &c, to the liquidator, Mr. A E
Tilley, 8, Staple Inn, Holborn, W.C., by June 17th.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Aberdeen.—The T.C. has decided to purchase addi-

tional ground in the vicinity of the Ferryhill Electricity Works,
for the extension of the electricity department and for storage.

Argentina.—The following news items are extracted

from La Electrioidad y la Uaquinaria :
— A beginning has

been made with the construction of the electricity station at

Maldonado, and its completion is expected in Jnly or August.
Popular dissatisfaction is being expressed in Concepcion del

Uruguay with the electric light Bervice supplied by the Anglo-
Argentine Electric Co., and some 300 subscribers have held a
public meeting and decided to form a co-operative society to

supply their own requirements. In the town of I de Julio also,

the lighting service is being complained of, total interruption

of the service having occurred for 15 days together, without either

the company or the municipality having taken any action. Owing
to the sustained and lengthy exertions of the Instituto Sud-

americano de Electricistas y Mecanicos, the Municipality of Buenos
AireB has now decided to draft a scheme, for presentation to the

Intendente, for the creation of an Office of Inspection of Electric

Installations. The staff will oonsist of technical experts, and its

duties will embrace the testing of materials and parts, and the

general working of all plantB. No installation will be allowed to

operate without the previous inspection and permission of the

Office.

Australia.

—

Hydro-Electric Schemes.—With further

reference to the proposed hydro-electric schemes mentioned in our
isBue of May 12th (p. 537), Mr. Cann, the N.S.W. Minister of

Works, in moving to refer to the Public Works Committee the
report for a Murrumbidgee scheme at Burrinjuck, stated that the

estimated cost of £100,000 would provide plant, transmission lines

and distributing stations ; the power generated would approximate
8,000,000 units per annum, the annual expenditure would amount
to £9,095, and the annual revenue to £11,686, leaving a net profit

of £ 2,591. The scheme would serve the towns of GouHburn,
Yass, Harden, Cootamunda, Junee. Wagga, Gundagai and Tumut.
The Snowy River scheme which the Minister also submitted for

reference to the Committee was far more costly and pretentious and
had greater possibilities, but nothing definite had yet taken place,

and the power generated would have to be distributed over a much
greater ares. The proposed dam on the Snowy River, about a mile
above Jindabyne, would be 148 ft. high, and have a capacity for

26,000,000,000 cb. ft. of water.

The power house would develop an average load of 100,000 K\v.,

with a maximum of 125,000, and there would be available at the
point of delivery 750,000,000 units of electricity per annum, as com-
pared with 8.000,000 in the Murrumbidgee scheme. A trans-

mission line, 210 miles in length, would bring the power right into

Sydney. It was anticipated, however, that a large amount of

power would be used on the South Coast for electro-metallurgical

and other processes. This would enable New South Wales, better

than any other State, to compete with electric process manufac-
tures in the old world, such as the treatment of ores, kc. The
estimated capital cost was £5,000,000. The annual cost, including
interest, would be £361,173, equal to £2 5s. 5d. per H.p. per annum,
and if all the units were sold at Jth of a penny per unit it would
produce £390,625, showing a surplus of £29,452 over expenditure.

Schemes of a like nature were also outlined in regard to hydro-
electric developments on the Shoalhaven River, Cataract, and
Cordeaux Rivers, Gilmore Creek, and the Tumut River, all of which
were referred to the Public Works Committee. A motion was also

carried for reference to the Committee of a scheme for hydro-
electric development on the Nymboida River. The dam is already

in existence, and it is proposed to develop the power for supply-

ing electricity to Grafton and South Grafton. The estimated cost

is £35,000. The total cost of all the schemes is estimated at

£6,855,800.
Willoughby, on the north side of Sydney Hirbour, is the

first of the group of northern suburbs to have its streetB

lighted by electricity. The inauguration took place at the
commencement of last month, and it was anticipated that elec-

tricity would be available in Line Cove, a neighbouring munici-
pality, on May 1st. The Fremantle Corporation Tramways and
Electric Lighting Board has notified consumers that between
July 1st, 1916, and January 1st, 1917, the following changes in

the supply of electricity will be made :—For power, from two-
phase, 220 volts, 50 cycles, to three-phase, 440 volts, 40 cyoles ;

and for lighting, heating, and motors up to 2 H.P., from Bingle-

phase, 220 volts, to single-phase, 250 volts.

Belfast.—The Electricity Committee has had under
consideration the matter brought before them by a recent deputa-
tion of electrical contractors in the city, in reference to the exten-
sion of the electricity undertaking, which had been deferred owing
to Treasury restrictions on oapital expenditure, and a deputation
has been appointed to wait upon the L.G.B. on the Bubject.

Birmingham.

—

Year's Working.—The accounts of

the Corporation electricity supply undertaking for the year ended
March 31st last show a profit of £ 17,4117, a decrease of £12,888 on
the previous year. It was reported that the output amounted to

177 million units, as compared with 83 million units in 1914-15.

Aid. Jephcott stated that the increased revenue had been more than
absorbed by the extra expenditure, due principally to the rise in the
price of fuel. The Electricity Committee has decided to carry

£22,000 to a special fund, and allocate the remaining £25,497 to

the relief of rates.

—

Birmingham Daily Post.
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Bo'ness,

—

Plant Extensions.—The T.C. has accepted

the offer of the National Electric Construction Co., Ltd., to carry

out the modified scheme of extensions to the existing electi icity

works, at a coBt of £12,000. Mr. J. M. Munro, consulting engineer,

of Edinburgh, has been appointed to supervise the work.

Christchnrch.

—

Price Increase.—The B. of G. hag

received a communication from the Bournemouth and Poole

Electricity Supply Co. with reference to the 10 per cent, increase

in the charge for electricity which the company had added to the

accounts for the last quarter, and which the Guardians refused to

pay. It was Btated, at a meeting of the Board, that the company
waa under a five-year contract with the Guardians to Bupply elec-

tricity for light and power at a fixed rate, and the Board had
decided to hold the company to the contract.

—

Jlournemovt/i

liuardian.

Danven.

—

Price Increase.— Ifc is proposed that the

charges for electricity for power purposes, which were last year

raised 20 per cent., shall be advanced a further 5 per cent.

Eccles.

—

Generating Station Site.—The Corporation

Electricity Supply Committee has secured a site at Monton for a

new generating station.

Edmonton.—Price Increase.—The North Metro-
politan Electric Power Supply Co. has asked the B of G. to pay
an increase of '18d. per unit for electricity supplied, and a recom-
mendation that the increase be p»id has been referred back for

reconsideration by the Finance and General Purposes Committee.

(riinsby.

—

Year's Working.—The report on the last

year's working of the electricity department showB that, despite

the difficult conditions of the period, a net profit of £1,851 was
made. There was a net decrease in revenue of £2,058, the gross

revenue amounting to £22,144, while expenditure amounted to

£12,339, and financial charges to £7,954.

Horsham.—The electrical engineer reports that since

the introduction of the Daylight Saving scheme there has been a
paving in coal consumption at the works of from 17 to 25 percent,

per evening. Public lighting is to be abandoned during the

summer month?.

llford.

—

Loan Sanctions, &c.—The U.D.C. has received

sanction to the borrowing of £6,098, part of £6,565, for mains,

and £ 1,650 for the provision of the GoodmayeB sub-station. The
sum deducted from the original application for mains? is in respect

of new mains to provide current to private houseB, which the
L.G B. is not willing to sanction at the present time.

The Electricity Committee has decided to pay the contractors

half the extra cost of 6d. per ton for West Cannook slack coal, the
increase in oost being due to the 5 per cent, advance in miners'

wages.
An expenditure of £1,199 charged in the' Council's accounts for

the year ended March 31st, 1915, to which exception was taken by
the district auditor, has been sanctioned by the L.G.B.

Kettering;,

—

Year's Working.—The annual accounts
of the Council's electrical undertaking show that the total revenue
for the year ended March last was £18,2ii0, while the working
expenses amounted to £10,616, leaving a gross profit of £7,643.
Including the amount brought forward, the balance of the net

revenue account amounted to £12,136, and after meeting interest

and sinking fund charges and transfering £2 000 to reserve, the
balanoe carried forward to next year was Ci 659. Increased cost

of coal, rates, taxes, and loan charges accounted for £3,168 more
than in the previous year. Increased revenue from sale of energy
to private consumers amounted to £2,218. A total of 2 \ million

units were sold, an increase for the year of 540,655 units. The
maximum load was 1,250 KW , showing an increase of 148 K\v.,

and the net surplua on the year's working amounted to £1,272.

Llanfyllin.—Public Lighting.—The meeting of rate-

payers held to consider the offer of Mr. R. A. Jones to light the
town by electricity has referred the matter back to the T.C, and
promised support in any action that would give the town cheaper
lighting.

London.

—

Woolwich.—The L.C.C. has sanctioned the
borrowing of £27,500, in respecting of the Globe Line electricity

works extensions.

Luton.

—

Plant Extension, &c.—The electrical engi-

neer has reported generally as to the erection of a sub-station,

the laying of the h.t. mains, and the erection of the new
machinery and cooling tower at the electricity works. Since
April 6th last, 1,230,853 units have been generated for general
supply, and 30,335 units for traction purposes ; a total of 1,922
consumers with 71,812 lamps, 1,131 motorB of 6,652J H.P., and
1,680| KW. in heating are now connected. Compared with the
corresponding period last year, the units generated for general
Bupply show an increase of 18 per cent.

New Zealand.—The proposal of the Thames B.C. to

raise a loan of £5,500 for the extension of the electric lighting
plant and mains was submitted to a poll of the ratepayers reoently
and carried by a large majority.

Nuneaton,—The T.C. has fixed the following scale of
oharges for current for power as from April 1st last :—First
5.000 units per quarter, Id. per unit ; the next 1,000, Jd. ; all after
the first 6,000, '6d. On account of restricted lighting, the same
rebate as made by the gas oompany is to be allowed by the Elec-
tricity Committee.

St. Austell.— Street Lighting.—The U.D.C. has
accepted the offer of the Electric Light Co. for public lighting for

three years, at an increased prioe of £36 per annum.

Stafford.

—

Price Increase.—The T.C. has increased

the price of electricity for power, as from July 1st, from 2jd- to

3d. per unit, the graduated discounts to remain as at present. It

is anticipated that the increase will bring in an additional revenue
of about £1.000 per annum.

Staly bridge.—Loan Application.—The Joint Tram-
ways B ard has adopted a recommendation of the Generating
Station Committee to make application to the L G.B., for sanction
to borrow £39,000 for a turbo-alternator, cooling towers and
boiler plant, &c.

Stoke-on-Trent.

—

Extension Scheme.— In order to

meet the growiog load and reduce production cotts, it is proposed
to add a 3,000-kw. turbine, with condenser, cooling tower, twitch-

gear, and the necessary boilers at the central power house, at an
estimated coBt of £33,000. The following particulars as to energy
generated last year at the various generating plants under the
T.C. were submitted in a report on the Bubject :

—
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llirniinjrhaiii.—List week tbe tramway service was
again shut down for a short time, owing to the inability of the

electric supply department to supply all the demands made upon
it under existing conditions.

Hindi pool.—EOKOTEIC VEHICLE.—The Cleansing Com-
mittee has decided to provide in its estimates for the purchase of

another electric street sprinkler, estimated to cost about 1 1,000.

Bradford.

—

Tramway Fares.—Mr. C. J. Spencer, tbe

Corporation tramway manager, ha? submitted his report on the

question of fares in Bradford, with particular attention to the

Great Horton route. He considers that circumstances are not

favourable to the cheapening of fares, and states that had the

war-time receipts been the same per car-mile as the average for the

five years preceding tbe war, there would have been a loss of

nearly a halfpenny p3r car-mile rnn (£12,900) owing to the in-

creased working cost. The receipts per cir-mile have been exceed-

ingly good during the war period. Ha has made inquiries in

other towns, and found that in 12 centres, including Birmingham,
fares had been increased, and in only one case had there been

a decrease.

Chile.—The municipality of Valparaiso has refused to

accept the proposition made by the Compania de Tranvias Elec-

tricoB de Valparaiso, which is the company now operating the eleo-

trio street railways and furnishing the electric lighting of the city

for an extension of franchise. The franchise was to be extended by

79 years, making the total life from date !i9 years. The company
was to give the city 8 jrr cent, of its gross receipts from the

tramways, this percentage of gross receipts to be applied prin-

cipally on the city debt, and secondarily on the ini5°btedness of the

city to the traotion company for municipal lighting (in 3 me,

1915, the balance due for municipal lighting amounted to $383,045

U.S. currency). The company was also to double-track several

lines, to do all necessary poving, and clean, repair, &c, such

paving. The company was to cede to the city on certain conditions

and in return for certain payments on part of its equipment, all its

equipment, plants, lines, &c, on the expiration of itB franchise.—
Electric Railway Journal.

Hull.

—

Halfpenny Fares—In reviewing the year's

working of the Corporation tramwiys, the Lord Mayor seated tha k
,

since the introduction of the halfpennv Mages tbe income had
increased from 85 1. to 9 jii. per car-mile. There was a profit for the

year of £12,469. in addition to paying £8.759 in allowances to

men on service, £4,000 in war bonuses and £2,000 extra for coal

;

i' million free rides had been given to soldiers.

—

Manchester

Guardian.

Ilford.—The tramway manager reports that the work-
ing of the new system adopted a short time ago, of charging for

the conveyance of parcels on the cars, has proved satisfactory.

Luton.—The B. of T. has issued an order prolonging

the period from August 11th next to August 11th, 1918, for

wholly comnleting the tramways authorised by the Corporation

Order of 1905.

York.—The traffic returns of the Corporation tramways
for April show receipts amounting to £3,033, as against £2,633
last year; passengers carried. 719 353 aga'nst 606,513; and
receipts per car mile, 10'47d., as compared with 9'49d.

Holt Committee's report. The Committee proposes that the Holt
Committee's recommendations shall be adopted, with modifica-

tions in certain cases, in regard to the transfer to other duties of

persons suffering from telegraphies' cramp, travelling expenses of

telephonists, increment of assistant engineers, credit for telegraph

work, and other itenn.

—

Daily Telegraph,

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

Aberdeen.—-Tune *th. ElectriVity Committee. Small
steam coal forone.yeir. Mr. J. A. Bill, City Electrical Engineer.

Australia.

—

Perth.—August lGth. P.M.G. Telegraph
and measuring instruments. Schedule No. 498, W. &.*

MELBOURNE.—July 26th. Victorian R lilwayB Commissioners-
400 signal lighting transformers.*

Jane 27th. D puty P.M.G. 18,551 Stalloy telephone receiver

diaphragms.*

Sydney.—August 24th. P.M.G. Automatic switchboard and
apparatus for N>rth Sydney Exchange. Schedule No. 611.

BBisBANE —July 31st. P.M.G. Power board an 1 accumulators.
S;heduleNo. 381.

Barking-.—June 9tb. U.D.C. Six or twelve months'
supply of coal, slack or beans. Engineer and Manager, Electricity

Works.

Belfast.—June ~Gh. Corporation. Supply of coal

(40,000 tons), for 12 months, for the Electricity Works. Mr. T. W.
Bloxim, City Electrical Engineer.

Dublin.—June 8th. Corporation. One, two or three

years' supply of coal for the Electricity Works (approxima'e
amount 40,000 tons per annum). Town Clerk, City Hill.

Glasgow.—Tune 5ih. Six or twelve months' supply of

electrical stores for the Trustees of the Clyde Navigation
Superintendent of Stores, 16, Robertson Street.

London.— St. Pancras.—June 13th. B.C. Twelve
months' supply of steam coal for the Electricity Department.
Borough Electrical Engineer.

Manchester.—June 7th. Electricity Committee. Elec-
tric capstan for S.uart Street station. See "Official XoticeB

"

May 26th,

New Zealand. — Pah tatua.— July 10th. Borough
Council, n.-erhead wires, poles, Btreet lamps, gas engines, pro-
ducers, dynamos, auxiliary apparatus and accumulators. Specifica-

tions from Borough Offices or Mr. E. J. Fenn, Consulting Engineer,
Aucklind.*

Invekcabgill.—September 28th. Borough Connoil. >eam
turbo alternator, condensing plant and switchgear. Specification!

from the Tramway Office.

Torquay.—June 10th. Corporation. 5,500 tonsof coal

for use with mechanical stokers for the Electric Lighting Commitee.
Mr. F. S. Hex, Town Clerk.

SpeciScations for the items marked * can be seen at the Board
of Trade Commercial Intelligence Branch in London.

Argentina.— Senor Al. Schwimer, representing a North
American syndicate, has applied to the municipality of Boenos
Aires for permission to inBtall and to exploit a system of automatic
telephones in the capital. Tbe system is said to be in operation in

more than 500 cities in the V oited Spates with a million and a
half instruments installed.— Review of the Hirer Plate.

Havana.—On the completion of the long-distance tele-

phone line to Key West, Fia.. by the American Telephone and
Telegraph Co., steps will be taken to lay a submarine cable
between that point .and Havana. Cuba.

—

Telegraph and Telcjihoiie

Age.

Improvements in Submarine Telegraphy.—Accord-
ing to the Telegraph mid Telephone Age, recent experiments
intended to increase the speed of working on submarine cables
have proved successful, and a much higher speed is now attained
on some of the Atlantic cables. Patent considerations prevent the
publication of details at present.

Post Office Servants.—A further report has been pre-
sented by the Committee appointed, under-the chairmanship of Sir
George Gibb, to examine the issue with regard to the wages and
conditions of employment of Post Office servants, raided by the

CLOSED.

Eccles. — Corporation Electricity Supply Committee.
Superheater and accessories : T. Sagden, Ltd., £85 10s.

(. lasgow.—Electricity Committee. Recommended tenders,

the fi-st for three months, and the remainder for a year :
—

Cast iron boxes, section pillars. &o.—Carron Co. : W. Luoj A Co. ; Fa'kirk
Iron Co. : D. KioR 4 Sons : J. Allan. Sen., & Sons.

Cotton waste and dusters.— Basson Bros.

Single cables, coocentric and triple-concentric cables.—Callend-
. Ltd.

n.T. cables.—W. T. Glovar 4 Co., Ltd.
e.h.t. cables.—Calender's Cable Co , Ltd.
Rubber-covered cables and flexible^.—Craigpirk Electric CabH Co., Ltd.

city meters —Ferranti, Ltd.; Chamberlain 4 Hookham, Ltd.;
British Westinghoose Co.

London.—Metropolitan Asylums Board. To install an
internal telephone system and overhaul the existing electric bell

installation at the Children's Infirmary : J. VV. Gray & Son.

Malthanistow. — The following tenders have been
accepted ;

—
son Eng'neeriog Co., Ltd.—Water softening plaot for ths el ctricity

works, at £7S0.
Canmell, Laird & Co —18 tramcar axles, at £5 16s. each.
1J

. K. Jackson 4 Co., Ltd.—U commutators, at £5 10s each.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical Engineers.—
Saturday, June 3rd. At 2 p.m. At ibe Wood Memorial Hall, Newcastle-
oa-Tyne. Ganeral meeting.

Royal Institution of Great Britain.—Tuesday, J

A'bemaile Street, P.ccadillv, W. Leoture IIIl m
Chemical Progre s," by Mr. T. M. Lowry, F.R S.

Friday, June 9th. A'. 5.30 p.m. Leoture on " Eyesiglit and the War,"
by Dr. E. Clarke, F.R.C.S.

Bontgen Society.—Tuesday, June 6th. At 8.15 p m. At the Institution of
Ei ctri al Eagineers, Victoria Embankment, W.C. Paper on "Homo-
geneity. of Visible Radiation," by Prjf. J. W. Nicao!son

:

NOTES.

Scientific Research.—By Order in Council, the Secre-

tary of S:ate for the Colonies for the time being his been added
to the Committee of the Privy Council for the organisation and
development of scientific and industrial research.

Interconneetioii of Electric Supply Undertakings.
—In our last issue we published, and warmly welcomed, a letter

addressed by the Board of Trade to Electricity Supply Authorities,

drawing attention to the very considerable saving that could be
effected by the adoption of arrangements for the interconnection

and j )int working of eleotrieity supply undertakings, and stating

that the Board was prepared to assist in securing the asrreement of

all parties interested in any such proposed scheme. This le'ter

was well-tim^d, in view of a mrvement which had jest been
s'arted in Lancashire, in the same direction. In the discussion at

Manchester on Mr. E. T. Williams's paper recently read before the
Institution of E ectrical Engineers, Mr. Robertson, the chief

eleotrioal engineer of Salford, whilst maintaining that a national

bulk supply scheme such as was proposed by Mr. Williams was not
feasible at the present time, threw out the suggestion that a scheme
for interconnecting the principal supply undertakings in the
industrial districts would be of enormous benefit, and referred

particularly to the advantages of such a scheme for the Lancashire
and Cheshire districts.

The nfitter was taken up forthwith by the Municipal Electrical

Association of Lancashire and Cheshire, and at a meeting held in

the School of Technology, under the chairmanship of Mr. S. L.

Pearce, on May 9th, and attended by a large maj irity of the chief

engineers of the electrioity supply undertakings (municipal, com-
pany, and railway) interested in the matter, a committee was
formed to prepare a scheme for the interconnecting (where
possible from an eneineering point of view, and commercially
feasible) of the principal supply stations of the two counties. The
committee consists of the following gentlemen :—Mr S. L Pearce,
Manches'er, chairmin; Mr. B Welbourn, Prescot Electric Light

C>.. vice-chairman : Mr. J. A. Ribertson, Salford, hon. secretary
;

Mr. C. C. At'hison, Rochdale ; Mr. S. E Britton. Chester
; Mr. H.

D.ckinaon, Liverpool: Mr. E H. Elwardes, South Lancashire
Tramways Co.; Mr. R. Bla kmore, Stalybridee

; Mr. J Purrett,

Linevshire Electric Pow>-r Co. ; Mr. S. J. Watson. Bary
; Mr.

P P. Wheelwright, Blackbarn
; Mr. Aspinall, Lancashire and

Yorkshire Riilway.
The area of supply coming within the scope of the Committee

has been divided into the following districts:— Manchester Inner
district ; Manchester Outer district ; Stalybridge and Oldham
district ; Liverpool district

;
North Lanoashire district ; Cheshire

district.

Sib Committees have baen allocated to the various districts to

obtain the necessary technical data, which will be compiled and
tabulated at an early date. The central Committee will then be
in a position to review tha whole question and to present its report,

including estimates of cost, to the various municipal committees
ani supply companies. The sympathetic consideration of the
Boird of Trade bjing asrared, there should be no difficulty in
carrying out the scheme without additional Parliamentary powers,
and in view of its importance at the present time, it is hoped that
the Local Government Board will also lend its assistance to enable
tha financial difficulties to be overcome.

We hope to see similar steps taken in other districts in which
suitable conditions obtain—there are many such. As we pointed
out in our last issue, the matter is of urgent importance, and
energetic action should be taken at once.

We congratulate the ME. A., of Lancashire and Cheshire on its

promptitude—it will be noticed that the first meeting was held on
the 9th ult., long before the Board of Trade letter was circulated

—and hope that its action will ba rewarded with equally rapid
success.

Fatality.—The Daily Telegraph reports that a Sheffield

electrician, named John Silvester, while engaged in repairing an
electric motor, on Siturday afternoon was killed through his right
hand coming in contact with a live wire.

Appointments Vacant.— Station engineers, fitters,

wiremen, and engine drivers (steam and oil), for the Western Com-
mand, Chester ; switchboard attendants (30 s.), for the Faversham
Corporation sewage pumping station ; shorthand typist (male or
female), for the chief engineer, Southern Command, Salisbury

;

steim engine driver (45s.) for the County of Middlesex War
Hospital, Napsbury. See our advertising pages to-day.

New Testing: Institution.— The Istituto Elettrome-

trico Italiano has lately been formed in Turin in connection

with the Polytechnic of that city, with the obj ?ct of carrying on
and extending the electric il measuring- instrument testing depart-

ment of the last-named institution.

Institution Notes. — Institution of Electrical
Engineers — On Thursday last week a special meeting of

Corporate Members was held to consider the resolution,

already recorded in this column, for altering the articles of associa-

tion so as to exclude alien enemies from membership. After a
brief discussion, the resolutim was put to the vote, and carried by
a majority of 41 to 1. A meeting to confirm the resolution will be

held on June 15th, at 5.15 p.m.

Volunteer Notes.—Birmingham Electrical Engin-
eers.—The Birmingham Electrical Engineers (V.) has supplied

and maintained a batoh of skilled engineers for experimental and
constructional work in connection with coast defence since the

beginning of the year. More than 50 men, representing 17

branches of the engineers' profession, have j lined the Navy for

this work, and take duty on H.M.S. Vernon, for periods of two
weeks or more, as and when such periods of duty can conveniently

be arranged. Their services have bpen so useful to the Admiralty
that a request is being made to the Birmingham Electrical Ecgin-
eers to supply and maintain twice the original number of men.
To cope with this new demand an appeal is being made to

draughtsmen, fitters, toolmakers, turners, mechanics, wiremen,
and others with engineering knowledge, to offer themselves as

volunteers for this work. Applicants should possess good health,

and ba between the ages of 18 and 50. Arraneements have been
made for the transfer of specially selected " Darby " men to this

soheme.
There are also vacancies for fitters and turners who wish to

join the full-time service for the period of the war. Details of

pay and allowances may be obtained fr )m the Commandant of the

Birmingham Electrical Engineers (V.), 56, Digbeth, each Friday,

between 7 pm. aid 7 30 p.m., or from the Adjutant, Mr. S. T.

Pemberton. 8, Church S.reet.

The following letter from the Secretary of the Admiralty
shows that the services of the Volunteers are highly appre-

ciated :

—
" With reference to the arrangements made by which assistance

haB been rendered to the staff of H.M.S. Vernon by the Birming-

ham Electrical Engineers (V.), I am cuinmanded by my Lords
Commissioners of the Admiralty to inform you that a report has

now been received from the Commander-in-Chief, Portsmouth,

stating that the scheme has proved very satisfactory during the

first three months of its working. The men's services have been

of great value, and they have been uniformly well reported upon
by the Departments of H.M.S. Vrrnon to which they have been
attached.

"I am to add that their Lordships, who have received with
pleasure this excellent report, have approved of the scheme being

continued during the period of the war."

—

Birmingham Despatch.

1st London Engineer Volunteers.—Orders for the week by
Lieur.-Col. C. B. Clay, V.D., Commanding.

Saturday, June 3-d.— Uniform Parade, 2.45, for Ceremonial
Drill. Every Member is urged to attend.

Monday, June 5th.—Technical for Sections 1 and 2, No. 3

Company, 46 Rgenoy Street, S.W. ; Squad and Platoon Drill,

Sections 3 and 4, No. 3 Company ; Signalling Class and RecruitB.

Tuesday, June 6th.—School of Arms, 6 to 7 ; leoture, " Bridging,"

Company Commander E. I. CaBtell ; Recruits, 7.15 to 8.15.

Wednesday, June 7th.—Platoon Drill, No. 1 Platoon, No. 1

Company.
Thursday, June 8th.—Platoon Drill, No. 5 Platoon, No. 2 Com-

pany ; Scooting for Sictions 3 and 4, No. 3 Company, Miniature

Rin;e ; Recruits, 5 45 to 7 45 ; Instructional Class, 5.45.

Friday, June 9th.—Technical for Sictions 3 and 4, No. 3 Com-
pany, 46, Regency Street, S.W. ; Squad and Platoon Drill, Sections

1 and 2, No. 3 Company.
Sunday, June 11th. — Entrenching duties: Parade, Victoria

Station (S.E. & C. Railway Booking Office), 8.35 a.m.'

Macleod Yeabslet, Adjutant.

3bd Batt. (Old Boys) Centbal London Volcnteeb Regi-
ment.—Battalion Orders by Capt. R. J. C. Eastwood (Com-
mandant), Thursday, June 1st, 1916 :

—

Week-End Parades.—Saturday.—The Battalion will Parade out-

side Baker Street Station, at 2.30 p.m., and proceed by train to

Wembley Park for Drill under the Commandant.
Sunday.—The Battalion, will Parade at Richmond Green, at

11.10 a.m., the 4th inst. Dress: Marching Order.

In the afternoon a Parade will be held by the Regimental Com-
mandant, Brig.-Gen. the Hon. F. C. Bridgeman.

It is most important that every man should attend these

Parades.
Bridgeman Cup Competition.—This competition will be fired at

Run«tede R^nge on Saturday next, June 3rd.

A. G. Joineb, Major and Adjutant, O.B.C.

The Diesel Auction at Ipswich.—Messrs. Wheatley
Kirk, Price & Co. have issued a catalogue of the "Diesel " engines,

&!., that are to be offered for sale by auction at IpBwioh, on Wed-
nesday next, under the liquidation of the Consolidated Diesel

Engine Manufacturers, Ltd., and Diesel Eugine Co., Ltd.
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Inquiries.—Makers of the "Vulcan" ammeters, &c.,

and tin cans from J pint to 1 gallon, are aeked (or.

Increasine; Production.— In reply to a House of

Commons question the other day, Mr. Pretyman said that no

Committee had yet been appointed to advise specially on the

problem of incrensiner the output of British industry, but no doubt

the subject would be considered in connection with Bpecial groups

of trades by the various Committees formed to study the state

that those trades might be in after the war, especially in relation

to international competition.

Enu'ineerino; Wages,—Arising out of the refusal of the

Committee on Production to grant any increase in wages to the

Clyde allied engineering trades, a national movement has been 6et

on foot to press for an advance of 2d. an hour to all sections of

engineering workmen. It is stated by a prominent Trade Union
official that this i ffort has come into being solely as a result of the

great increase in the cost of living, and that a restriction of food

prices on the lines of the limitation of prices of coal exported to

France will stop any further efforts to Becure increased wages from

different seotions of workmen.

—

Sfomimg Post.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editor/ invite electrical engineers, whether connected, with th

technical or the commercial side of the profession and industry,

also electrio tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the

Electrical Review posted as to their movement*.

Central Station and Tramway Officials.—The Marylebone
Eire trio Supply Committee recently reported respecting the

permission granted last July to Mr. A. Hugh Seabrook, the

general manager, to undertake certain duties in connection
with the Metropolitan Munitions Committee, as follows:—
" The work is now nearly completed, and the general manager-
has applied to us for permission to take up a commission in a

special branch of the Army where his general mechanical engi-

neering experience, and the special experience he has gained on
munitions work (raring the last ten months, will be utilised. We
are satisfied that the undertaking will in no way suffer during
the absence of Mr. Seabrook, and our Chairman, Mr. Alder-

man Duncan Watson, has promised to give even more of his

time in the interests of the Council. We recommend that the

Council do grant leave of absence to Mr. A. H. Seabrook,

general manager, during the period of the war on the terms
of the Council's resolutions."

The St. Marylebone B.C. is recommended to further extend

the sick leave granted to Mr. Richardson, station superinten-

dent at the electricity works, until the end of July.

A sub-committee of the Stalybridge. Hyde, Mossley and
Dukinfield Joint Tramways and Electricity Board has been
appointed to consider and report on the question of the salary

of Mr. E. Blackmore, chief engineer to the Board.

General.—We are glad to read in the Journal of the Tram-
ways and Light Railways Association that Mr. A. L. C. Fell,

who was taken seriously ill in January, is now making satis-

factory progress, and hopes to resume his duties in a few

nei ks' time.
Axbridge Board of Guardians has appointed Mr. A. T. Mar-

shall, of Dawlish, as resident electrical engineer at the work-

horj e

Mr. J. H. Butters, chief engineer and general manager of

the hydro-electric department, Tasmania, has been appointed

a member of the advisory council constituted by the Federal

Government in connection with the scheme for a scientific

research bureau for the collection and dissemination of indus-

trial scientific information. The first meeting of the council

was held in April.

London Gazette notices :—Territorial Force. Royal Engi-

I'linr Electrical Engineers.
Captain G. A. Bruce to be Major. February 5th, 1915, and

to remain seconded.
Lieutenant (temporary Captain) N. II. Eirmin to bi tem-

porary Major. October '23rd, 1915, instead of as notified in

Gazette of January 18th, 1916.

Lieutenant (temporary Major) N. H. Eirmin to be Captain

(temporary Major). February 5th, 1915.

Second-Lieutenant (temporary Captain) W. G. Ward to be

Lieutenant (temporary Captain). February oth, 1915.

Roll of Honour.—Lieut. E. M. Marvin, A.M.I.E.E., of the

Royal Engineers, only son of Mr. E. J. Marvin, of Maidstone,

has been awarded the Military Cross for bravery in rescuing

a wounded man under fire. He was articled with Messrs.

Chapman & Co., and when he enlisted he was with the Elec-

trical Equipment Motor Co.

Private Fred Hill, of the Grenadier Guards, formerly

engaged at the Siemens Dynamo Works, at Stafford, has been

killed in action. .

1'iivate David J. Roberts, of the King's Shropshire Light

Infantry, who has fallen in action, was, before enlisting,

engaged at Ferndale, South Wales, as a colliery electrician

with Messrs. D. Davis & Son. He was 27 years of age.

Ptivate J. Powell, of the North Staffordshire Regiment,

who was on the staff of the Hanley Municipal electrical works
when he enlisted, has died at the Front from the effects of

gas poisoning. He was 23 years of age.

Private Albert F. Brown, of the Loyal North Lancashire
Regiment, formerly employed at the works of Messrs. W. T.
Glover .v. Co., Trafford Park, has been killed in action, aged
•J I years,

The 1 1.CM. has been awarded to Lance-Corporal Harry
Mi I'.lwii. of the ">tli Signal Company, Royal Engineers, who
was, until war broke out, a cable jointer in the postal telephone
depart of ;ii Huddersfiield. lie was thrice recommended for

the award for devotion to duty in repairing wires Under liir.

News has reached Openshaw, Manchester, of the deaths in

action of four former employes of Electromotors, Ltd. :
—

Rifleman I. C. Abbott, of the Rifle Brigade; Private G. W.
Hudson, L/9th Bast Lancashire Regi nt; Private ('has. B.
Hardy, of the 8th i lordon Highlanders ; ami Private D. Da vies,

of the Royal Ann\ Me.lieal Corps.

Obituary.—Mr. J. W. Smith.—The death took place on May
'.V'th of Mr. John Wm. Smith, for over 10 years associated
with the business of Messrs. Taylor & Parsons, Ltd., elec-

ta icians. of Bradford. He was in his 72nd year.
Mn. William Hutchings.—Mr. William Hutchings, whose

death at the age of 49 is announced, was formerly general
manager of the St. Helens tramway service. He left eight

years ago to take up a commercial position at Liverpool.

Mr. J. E. M. Stewart.—The death took place on May 23rd,

at Bournemouth, of Mr. J. E. M. Stewart, late chief assistant

engineer of the Leicester Corporation electricity works, to

which position he was appointed in 1899. Deceased, who was
only 45 years of age, resigned at the end of last year for

health reasons.
Mr. Charles Fowler Baldwin.—Our monthly American

exchange. The Electrical Age, reports the death, in Pittsburg,

of Mr. Charles Fowler Baldwin, aged 41 years. Mr. Baldwin
was associated with the Western Electric Co. for 19 years, and
served as chief engineer for that company in Antwerp and
London.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

Electrical Accessories Association, Ltd. (143,940).—Regis-
tered May 26th, by Holder & Wood, 40, Cheapside, E.C., as a comp.mv
limited by guarantee, with not more than 500 members, each liable for £10
in the event of winding-up, to afford pecuniary, legal, and other assistance to
men bers, to co-operate with kindred associations, to promote and assist the
home, colonial, and foreign trade in, and the manufacture of, electrical aacs-
sories, to examine any patent, trade mark, concession or charter which, in
the opinion of the Association, may tend towards the creation of an unjustifi-
able, oppressive, or unreasonable monopoly in electrical accessories, or which
the Association may deem otherwise objectionable, and to bring or defend any
proceedings in relation thereto, to support and promote the status and interest
of the electrical accessories tiade generally, to diffuse information amongst
members, to carrv on the business of a mutual trade protection association,
to assist members' in collecting debts, &c. The income of the Association is

to be applied solely towards the promotion of its objects. Any person or firm
engaged in the electrical accessories trade, or allied trade, whose place of
business is situated in the United Kingdom, the Channel Islands, or the Isle

of Man is eligible for membership. The Council is to have absolute discretion
as to the admission or rejection of any candidate. The entrance fee is five

guineas, and the annual subscription two guineas. The management is vested
ii a Council, the provisional members of which are the subscribers to the
Memorandum of Association, viz.: C. S. Giddins. 15. Tichlirld Terrace,
Regent's Park. N.W., solicitor and J .P.; E. N. H. Spicer, 41, Red Lion
Street, Clerkenwell, EC, factor of electrical accessories; F. Watkinson, of

I. & W. B. Smith, 15-23. Farringdon Road, E.C., general lighting merchants;
F. Stanley Smith 218, Mortlake Road, Ilford, buver; C. G. L. Holme, 74,

Pepvs Road, New Cross, S.E., electrical accessories factor; B. R. Agazar, 2.

Colville Gardens, W„ of the A. & A. Electrical Co., Ltd.. factors of electrical

accessories; W. A. Bradshaw, 1, Tewkesburv Terrace. New Southgate, N.,
manager; F. Summers, Trafalgar House, Regent Street, S.W., merchant;
VV. G. Hellver, II. Gamage Buildings, Holborn, E.C., merchant. Solicitors:

Holder & Wood, 40, Cheapside, E.C.

British Electrolytic Zinc Co. (Ishenvood Process), Ltd.
(143.918).— Registered Mav 24th, by Spver & Son, Austin Friars House, E.C.
Capital, £62,500 in £1 shares Objects: To adopt an agreement with the
Venture Trust, Ltd., to carry on the business of refiners, reducers, crushers,

puritWs, separators, and amalgamators of and dealers in zinc and other ores,

matters, base bullion, slag, metals, minerals, and other substances and com-
pounds, including tailings, residues, and other materials containing metals or
minerals, metallurgists, assayers, metal workers, iron founders, copper smelters,

dealers in gold, silver, zinc, copper, iron, tin, lead aluminium &c. The signa-

tories (with one share each) are : E. Fairweather. Tinner's H.ill, Austin Friars,

E.C, secr.tarv; F. W. Ellis. 19, Deanville Court, Clapham Park. S.W.. secre-

t.irv; A. J. Aldis. 10 & U. Austin Friars, E.C. F.C.I.S.; A. W. Whitefield.

3. Throgmorton Avenue, E.C, clerk; W. F. Fisher. 4. Copthall Court, E.C,
clerk; G. F. Weston, 3, Throgmorton Avenue, E.C, clerk; J. Rosen, Austin

Friars House, E.C, clerk. Private company. The directors are to number
not less than three or more than five. Three of the first are to be appointed
1.,' the signatories. The Refractory Zinc Ore Treatment Co. have the right

so long as they hold 15,000 shares, to appoint two directors. Qualification, 100

shares, except in the case of the first directors, who shall not be required to

hold such shares until completion of purchase agreement. Remuneration, £100
each per annum (chairman £150) and 10 per cent, of the surplus profits

remaining after 10 per cent, dividend is paid, divisible.

Strand Electric & Engineering Co., Ltd. (143,933).—This
company was registered on May 25th, with a capital of £750 in £1 shares,

to efirrv on the business of manufacturers of and dealers in machinery, gas,

steam, and oil or petrol engines, motor cars and accessories, pumping appa-
ratus, electric motors and lamps, electrical accessories and apparatus, and any
kind of electrical, mechanical, or automatic apparatus for the production of

electrical stage effects, kinematographs, phonographs, sewing machines, vacuum
pumps, electrical or mechanical fans, and air infractors and extractors, elec-

trical and mechanical engineers, &c. The subscribers (with 250 shares each)

are : A. T. Earnshaw, 50. Verdant Lane. Hither Green, S.E., electrical engi-

neer ; ] M. Woolnough, 125, Finlarms Road. Goodmaves, electrical engineer;

P. Sheridan, " Monaiee," 151, Culverley Road, Catford, S.E., electrical engi-

neer. Private company. The number of directors is not to be less than three

or more than five. A. T. Earnshaw signs documents as managing director.

Registered office ; 66a, St. Martin's L3ne, E.C.
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OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

New Era Signs, Lid.—Particulars of ,£2,000 debs. , created
May 1st, 1916, filed pursuant to Section 93 (3) of the Companies (Consolidation)
Act, 1908, the amount of the present issue being ,£1,300. Property charged ;

I he company's property, present and future, including uncalled capital. No
trustees.

Carville Site & Power Co., Ltd.—Issue on May 19th, 1916,
of £.10,000 debs., part of a series of which particulars have already been filed.

CITY NOTES.

The net profit for the year ended March
Peel Conner 31st, 1916, was £21,749, out of which
Telephone £5,000 has been put to reserve for depre-

Works, Ltd. ciation and £4,000 to general reserve, leav-

ing £12,749, plus £4,201 brought forward.
The dividend on the preference shares for the year absorbs
£5,000, and a dividend of 2s. per share on the Is. ordinary
shares requires £8,000, leaving £3,950 to carry forward. The
directors expressed themselves as satisfied with the result,

ntore especially as during the past year the cost of labour and
raw materials showed considerable increases. The annual
meeting was held on Wednesday.

Mr. H. Kahn, in addressing the annual
West London meeting recently, referred to the diffi-

and Provincial eulties of the year. Everything seemed
Electric Supply to have conspired to make the lot of those

Co., Ltd. conducting an electric light concern an
unhappy one. On the one hand, owing

tj the Defence of the Realm Act, one of the most profitable

sources of revenue—namely, shop window and outside light-

ing—had been practically done away with, and in

Aberystwyth, where the Chiswick Corporation supplied the

street lamps on the front, that source of revenue was for the

tune being extinct, and, on the other hand, coal and oil had
gone up in price tremendously. Coal, for which the corpora-

tion used to pay 18s. per ton, now cost 28s., and for oil fuel,

which used to range from 60s. to 70s. per ton, it had now
to pay 124s. to 140s. To meet the situation, the Corporation

had been compelled to raise its price for current by 10 per

cent, and to fix a minimum payment per quarter of 13s. 4d.

per consumer, and unless in the near future some reduction

occurred in the prices of fuel—which seemed very unlikely

—

the Corporation might be forced to make a further increase

in its charges. The second Diesel engine was working satis-

factorily at Aberystwyth, and the Corporation was now install-

ing a new one at Chiswick, as its reserve power there was
becoming dangerously small. This engine would be ready for

use in about a fortnight's time. Mr. W. B. Essox (managing

director) seconded the adoption of the report.

The annual meeting was held on Tues-

The Electric day. Mr. P. E. Beachcroft, who presided,

Construction said that again he had to submit a report

Co., Ltd. which showed an improvement upon that

of the preceding year. The gross profits

for the year had amounted to £88,500, with net profits of

±'13,200, an increase of £16,000 in the gross profits and of

£7,700 net. From these figures it would be seen that of the

increase of £16,500 in gross profit from manufacturing and
contracting, £8,800 had been absorbed in additional expendi-

ture. This was accounted for by (n) additional income-tax,

rates and insurances, £3,500; (b) additional maintenance on
plant and buildings, £2,800; and (c) additional provision for

depreciation, £2,500. The increase in maintenance was
chiefly due to an extensive overhaul of the factory roof, which
had to be taken in hand, and which was still proceeding. The
increase in depreciation they considered necessary, as the

pknt and machinery had been in more or less constant use

during the past financial year, and the provision for deprecia-

tion must be correspondingly increased. They must, how-
ever, be prepared for some increase in general charges this

year, but the amount would not be serious. It was extremely
gratifying, in view of the abnormally high prices of materials,

the higher rates of wages, the difficulties of transport, and
several other factors which had contributed to increased cost of

pioduction, that they had been able to increase the net profit

by 21 per cent. The improved results were due principally

to a larger volume of business having been handled. There

was a balance to be carried forward of £16,839, subject

to excess profits duty and assessment under the Muni-

tions of War Act, 1915. They were liable for excess
profits duty for the year ended March 31st, 1915. They
were also, he presumed, liable for this dutv from April
1st to August 18th, 1915 (when their works were declared a
controlled establishment), and from that date to March 31st,
1916, to an assessment under the Munitions of War Act, 1915.
The amount of their indebtedness had not been finallv deter-
mined, but they had carried forward more than sufficient to
meet the demands of the Government. It had afforded the
Board very great satisfaction to be able to recommend a
substantially increased dividend, which they considered fully
justified. An increase of £1,450 was shown "in shares in other
companies, which was represented by a holding that thev had
acquired in an allied concern, and which yielded a "good
return. On previous occasions he had emphasised the strong
financial position of the company. Their financial position
to day was stronger than ever. Regarding their assessment
for excess profits duty and assessment under the Munitions of
W ar Act, 1915, two years' assessments had to be provided out
ot the sum of £16,839 carried forward. The Chancellor of the
Exchequer required from non-controlled establishments 50
per cent, (now 60 per cent.) of the excess profits earned over
the average of two of the three years prior to the war. Under
the Munitions of War Act a pre-war standard was fixed of
the average of the net profits for the two financial years
completed before the outbreak of war. A controlled establish-
ment was allowed to retain 20 per cent, over the pre-war
standard, and anything in excess of that was to be paid to
the Minister of Munitions. The last Budget, however, pro-
vided that unless the assessment paid to the Ministry of Muni-
tions represented 50 per cent, or 60 per cent., as the ease
might be, of the increased profits, the Chancellor of the
Exchequer would claim part of the 20 per cent, appropriated
tj the employer under the Munitions of War Act. He
realised that the Munitions of War Act was in the nature of
an arrangement with the workmen, who represented that
they should not be expected to modify their rules and work
longer hours to put extra profits into the pockets of the em-
ployers. He concurred, but as matters now stood controlled
establishments were suffering to a larger extent than non-
ccntrolled. He did not wish to be misunderstood, as he had
no fault to find with the excess profits duties in principle,
but while recognising that certain privileges were enjoyed by
ccn trolled establishments, he hoped that something would be
dene to put matters on a more equitable basis. Moreover,
aa allowance of 20 per cent, on the pre-war standard was in-
adequate for the electrical manufacturing industry, which had
just emerged from a long period of acute depression. He
endorsed what was stated in the report regarding unexecuted
oiders at the beginning of the new financial year. Indeed,
they had never begun a year so well provided with work, and
as far as judgment could be formed in these days, there was
eiery prospect of their meeting next year under favourable
auspices. Many people had said that after the war there
would be a period of depression. He did not share that view
entirely, and with regard to the electrical industry, in his
judgment they had only touched the fringe of the trade in
this country. There were so many things which would come
ur.der the industry in the future that he did not see why it

should be limited in its operations. There were such things
as the electrifying of agriculture and other interests, and there
was no reason to suppose that in years to come they might
not be able to harness all the coal fields. He felt confident
that the electrical industry would not suffer from any falling
off in demand after the war. Therefore he was an optimist,
and he believed that their company would benefit materially
ia the future.

Mr. James Gray (managing director) seconded the motion,
and the report was adopted without discussion.

Sm Alex. P. King, presiding at the
West India annual meeting on May 17th, said that at

and Panama the half-yearly meeting they foreshadowed
Telegraph a great falling-off in traffic receipts con-
Co., Ltd. currently with increased expenses due, to

a large extent, to the hurricane which
visited the West Indies in August last. Their prognostications
had proved to be correct. Several circumstances had com-
bined to militate against obtaining a more satisfactory record,
but they could not at the very best of times hope to emulate
the prosperity of the larger telegraph companies, owing
mainly, if not entirely, to the narrow field of their operations.
The population of the whole of ihe British West Indies was
only about 2.fmo.i« n>—less than one-third the population of

London. Further, the productive area of those Colonies was
very limited, and as there was little sympathy of trade be-

tween the several islands, traffic receipts must be compara-
tively small. Under arrangements with the Government they
reduced their charges from October, 1914. The loss from so

doing was estimated at £20.000 a year, but, as a set-off, the
Imperial and Canadian Governments granted subsidies

amounting to £16,000 a year for 10 years—leaving £10,000 a
year to be made up by the increased traffics which they were
told would result from the stimulation the lower rates would
induce. Certainly the volume of words had increased, but
some part of this was certainly due to circumstances not

connected with the question of rates. For instance, war
conditions, the difficulty and uncertainty of steamer communi-
cations, the favourable crops and the higher prices obtained

for them, were factors to which much of the increase in their

wcrk coald be attributed. Under conditions which had ruled
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for very many years, the staff had had to be kept down to a

minimum strength; and, owing to the Government require-

ments that the offices should at times be kept open day and
night, the working costs had been higher than in previous

They had, however, formulated a claim for a modest
i lion of the extra cost entailed by the special services

nid that claim was at present under I he considera-

J the departments concerned. In the hurricane referred

to, the Island of Jamaica suffered most severely. The deficit

in tin' Jamaica Budget for last year was £62,000, and the

estimated deficit tor this year was £115,000—both largely

due to the hurricane and to war conditions. But they were
not without some hope for the future. Their Canadian friends

seemed to feel that there was something better in store for

their West Indian Colonies. Banking interests were being
- d forward by the establishment of branches of a

(
'; nadian bank, and the Dominion was apparently alive to the

fact that, given transport facilities, l't could offer a market
for all the sugar their colonies could 'produce. Reciprocity of

trade relations between Canada and the West Indies ought
i.i the natural order of tilings to bring about better results for

thi company. Indeed, the traffic receipts to the end of March
showed an appreciable increase over the corresponding period

of 1915, but at present the expenses were not likely to de-

crease Some of the articles supplied to their repairing ship

had increased in cost from 100. to '200 per cent. They hoped
that circumstances would produce a more satisfactory account
for the current half-year.

The report states that the year ended
Argentine September, 1015, was largely one of con-

Tramways Mruetion. About 20 miles of track ire now
and Power constructed. The supply of electricity for

Co., Ltd. light and power was commenced in May,
1915. Until the eighth month of the

financial year the company was only deriving its revenue from
a part of the system, while the expenses charged to revenue
covered the whole year. Notwithstanding this, the revenue
was nearly sufficient to provide the full year's interest on
the whole issue of £200,000 debenture stock. The develop-

ment of the business had not been so rapid as was antici-

pated, owing principally to the depression in the Argentine
accentuated by the war. The revenue was, however, gradually

ircreasing, but no marked improvement must be looked for

until more normal conditions prevail.

Owing to the continued interruption of

Indo luropean the company's route during the whole of

Telegraph 1915, the actual receipts were confined to

Co., Ltd, local traffic. It has been impossible to

make final arrangements for the re-estab-

lishment of the route. Under the existing arrangements with

other companies and administrations the company's receipts

have not been prejudicially affected, but the directors foresee

a diminution in the receipts for 1916. They -hope shortly to

conclude an agreement for the acquisition of a substantial

interest in a prominent manufacturing firm under which that

firm will manufacture and develop apparatus for radio-tele-

graphic transmission and reception covered by the several

patents now owned by the company; these will under the

proposed agreement be transferred to that firm. The revenue

amounted to £204,190, an increase of £14,806 over 1914. The
expenses were £82,218, a decrease of £6,177. Including

£'11.592 brought forward, £122,297 is available. Deducting

£35,000 provided for investment fluctuations, £15,000 provided

towards excess profits duty for 1915, and the interim dividend

of £10,625, there, remains £61,672. An interim dividend of

£2 12s. 6d. per share, free of income-tax, was recently paid,

amounting to £44,625. This will be confirmed in the form of

a final dividend and a bonus of £1 17s. 6d. per share, free of

income-tax, amounting to £31,875, with a special distribution

of 15s. per share, free of income-tax, amounting to £12,750,

will be paid. The latter sum is derived from interest on
unappropriated investments and advance accounts. It is pro-

posed to provide a further £10,000 for wireless and other

technical development work, carrying forward £19,797 to the

credit of 1916. The annual meeting was held on Tuesday.

ir.i,<...ii. Mr. E. Pope presided at the annual

fwr!pl, meeting in London, on May 23rd. He said

anrt I icshfincs lhat the Potion of the company had been
ana MRnung

maintained, though costs and taxation were
corpn., Ltd.

higher. More power was sold, but the total

net profit was a fraction less. The amount of liquid assets

showed a substantial increase. The question of debenture
redemption had to be dealt with next year, but in the mean-
time they would continue to buy debentures offered at a
reasonable market price. They held larger stocks of firewood

in anticipation of trouble with the firewood cutters, many of

the workers being alien enemies, this meaning a' shortage of

labour and a demand for higher wages. This demand was
made in January, 1916, and whilst it was being adjusted many
of the users of their current, wdio also used firewood for steam
plant, closed dow-n and ceased operations for many weeks, so

that the profit fell to about one-third of the normal in January
and for February it was also decreased. Ultimately extra
wages were agreed to, and the price of fuel was increased by
Is. per ton, which meant an extra cost of .055d. per kw. to

produce their power. The cost of all engineering supplies had
been greatly raised^ some as much as 100 per cent., but not-

withstanding the higher expenses they still expected to have

a fan I It was not likely that the gross

piofii would o thai 61 la I
'.ear. but if they could

reduce expenditure the cash balance might be as large. Mr.
tope referred to the change of manage] at Kalgoorlie, Mr.
Crocker, who had been th desiring a change.
His duties had been assumed by Mr. Marmion, who had always
ai led as manager w hen Mr. < Irocker was absent. Mr. Crocker,

as consulting engineer, would be al hand to advise him.
; lit., M.P.,

Cullender's presided over the annual meeting, held at

Cable and Hamilton House, on -May 25th. He re-

Construction lerred to the comparatively favourable

Co., Ltd. nature of the report in the face of the

difficulties of the year. The Government
and the circumstances of the war were more responsible for

the difficulties that had arisen than any cause inside their

own organisation. They had lost a large number of their

woikmen who- had volunteered for the war; they had had
most serious difficulties arising from the restriction of British

tennage, which had caused delay in the delivery of their raw
materials and had enormously increased the 'cost of raw
materials and coal; and they had also had to contend with
the cancellation of orders—perhaps he had better say the

postponement of orders, because they hoped to resume them
after the war The inroads on their earnings, first by the
Minister of Munitions, because they were a controlled estab-

lishment, and, secondly, by the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
especially under the new legislation now before Parliament,
were amongst the. difficulties they had had to encounter. And
yet they claimed to have overcome those difficulties without
resorting to any means of which the shareholders would dis-

approve. They had made no undue profit out of the nation's

need. He desired to emphasise that fact, because so many
allegations were made at the present time that traders were
making profits by excessive charges. They had carefully

avoided doing anything of the sort, and all the work they had
done for the Government had been done in full confidence
with them, with open hands, and with the full approval of

the Government officials in respect to every department for

which they had worked. The interruption to their ordinary
tiade due to the war had enabled them to make very con-
siderable changes—some of which, perhaps, would be of advan-
tage after the war—both at Erith and Leigh. They had set

as good an example as they could to their brethren in the
electrical trade, and, broadly speaking, the electrical trade

had not been behind any other trade in its patriotic exer-

tions since the war broke out. In these circumstances, there

had been difficulty in maintaining their commercial work,
both at home and abroad, and in the Colonies and neutral
countries, but they had been able to execute such
orders as were urgent, and they had be^n at great pains

t ) keep alive all the world-wide connections which they pos-

sessed, because they realised that whilst doing their duty to

their country, yet a duty also rested upon them with regard

tD their shareholders to see that when the war was over they
were able to resume their ordinary business with full advan-
tage, and they believed the measures they had taken were
such that after the war the company would be able to con-

tinue its ordinary business as advantageously as before, both
tn customers and shareholders. Indeed, they bad reason
ti believe that their friends were storing up reservoirs

of orders for their requirements which would be opened very

fully to their advantage after the war was over. The chair-

man proceeded to deal at some length with the question of

transport, and said that whilst the German submarine menace
had failed absolutely upon the whole, still the losses which
had been incurred, coupled with the demands of the Govern-
ment in regard to the construction of ships of war, had caused
embarrassment. He saw little hope for relief in the near

future, but he suggested that the situation might be relieved

by the authorities making more careful use of ships requisi-

tioned, and also by a still further restriction on the import

of articles not absolutely required by the nation. Continuing,

he said the company had added a great deal of new plant and
buildings at the factories both at Erith and Leigh. They had
done that at the- request of the Government, and he desired

tD put on record their appreciation of the very businesslike

manner in which the Government had met them and co-

operated with them in these extensions. In addition to add-

ing new plant, they had kept the existing plant up to the

fullest state of repair and efficiency. They worked overtime

at both factories, and at Leigh they worked practically con-

tinuously night and day. The chairman next referred to the

erection of canteens and hostels for the workers. The develop-

ments of women's labour were quite astonishing, and he could

assure them that in the case of their factories the adapt-

ability of women, the quickness with which they learned

technical handicrafts, the steadiness with which they applied

themselves, and their utility and efficiency generally, were be-

yond all praise, and he himself thought that after the war this

general recognition of the utility and adaptability of women
labour would not be thrown away. Dealing next with the

balance sheet, the chairman called attention to the very con-

siderable sum carried forward. On January 1st, 1914, the

sum carried forward was £124,000. On January 1st, 1915, it

was en;:; nmi. while on January 1st. 1916, they commenced the

year with £207,000. That was a reserve against the future.

They did not know what the war would bring forth, and it

was well to have something laid by in case they had some
unexpected difficulty. Their profit was substantially in-
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creased through causes which were perfectly legitimate.

Stocks both of raw materials and manufactured goods had
increased, and now they were £267,000, compared with
£145,000. The general expenses at the London office were
£41,789, as against £44,600. The saving was due to the fact

that as they were not doing so large a commercial business
they had re-arranged their agencies in the direction of

economy. It might be that when they resumed their full

commercial operations they would again have to spend more
money in this direction. The allowances to the members of

t In? staff on active service came to £2,554, as compared with
£867 last year. The item of £2,405 for samples, experiments,
and advertising compared with £1,960 last year. It was im-
pel tan t that both at Erith and Leigh the scientific research
and investigation of all matters relating to the electrical

industry as concerned in their manufactures continued with-
out abatement during the war period. They claimed to be
in the first rank of manufacturers of electrical apparatus,
and they could only maintain their position by thorough re-

search and by keeping up a special branch for laboratory
experiments and for investigation, and they were very satisfied

with the result and very grateful for the scientific services of

the gentlemen who served them in that capacity. They had
a long roll of honour, which included Mr. Tom Callender's

own son, who, he believed, would be a credit to the company
to which his father belonged. The prosperity of the com-
pany was dependent on the skill of the management and the
lojalty of the staff of workers. In their managing director,

Mr. Tom Callender, they had a man who was known to every
shareholder and every worker, and who was appreciated for

his extraordinary combination of scientific knowledge and
business capacity. He was splendidly supported by Mr. Peter-
sen and Mr. James Callender, who shared with him the res-

ponsibility of the management, and in Mr. Walter Allnutt,
their secretary, they had a financier who, if opportunity
arose, could give points to the Chancellor of the Exchequer.

—

Mr. Tom Callender, who seconded the motion, referred to the
employes who were with the Forces, making special mention
of Flight-Lieutenant Reed, who, in the Schleswig-Holstein raid,

descended from the comparative security of the air to render
assistance to a comrade, and. failing to rise, was taken
prisoner. A shareholder had referred to the fact that
the accounts contained no information as to income-
tax, but they did not wish to say anything at present.

Certain particulars were given them under the Munitions
Act, but they did not know what they meant, and as to

what was before them under the Finance. Act, it was too bad
for words. Mr. McKenna said it was his intention to tax
every person to the extent of 60 per cent., and that those
taxed under the Munitions Act would be called on to make
dual returns, and h§ would take whichever was the

This, in their opinion, was a most unfair basis, ami they
were trying all they could to combat it. In addition, it was
a distinct breach of the bargain, because when they were
made a controlled establishment they, with others, entered
into a three-party bargain between the workers, the em-
ployers, and the Government, and they held that it was not
competent for one party to break the bargain without the
consent of the others. Whether they would be successful in

obtaining what they considered < their rights was not yet

settled, but they would do their best to protect the interests

of the company. The difficulties during the past year had
been very great. The price they had had to pay for most of

the commodities they used they would a short time ago have
considered ridiculous. In the early days of the war copper
was between £50 and £60, and was now over £150, and, with
such a fact before them, it did not need many words of his

to show how serious the position might become unless it was
handled with considerable care, and they had endeavoured to

do that. They had done some overseas trade—not as much
as they would have liked, but they had been prevented by
the action of the Government, and he thought the action they
had taken had been quite correct. No one could have any
fault to find with most of the regulations which had been •

issued. Some had hampered them and restricted their busi-

ness. Still, they had endeavoured as far as possible to con-
solidate the fields they had already entered, and he was glad
to say they had with them that day Mr. Wadham, one of
the partners of a firm in Sweden with whom they were in

very close touch, and who was doing most excellent work in
connection with them. Wherever possible, they were extend-
ing their business and doing the best they could. As to the
future of the trade generally, he was afraid he could not
make any particular remarks. The Government had done him
the honour of nominating him as one of the members of the
tiade on the Committee dealing with the electrical business
after the war. and in view of the fact that he was getting
information from various sources on which the Committee
would eventually have to make a report, it would not be right
for him to say anything. He hoped next year they would meet
under circumstances which would justify him in wishing the
shareholders their share of prosperity in the future.

The gross receipts during 1915 were

:

Delhi Electric Tramway undertaking, £9,604; electricity
Tramways supply undertaking (including £2.590 for

and Lighting current sold to tramways), £20,199. The
Co., Ltd. last-named figure represents an increase of

7 per cent, over the figures for the pre-
\ious year, while the tramway revenue shows a reduction of

1} per cent., due to decreased mileage. The net revenue of
the combined undertakings was £10,300, as compared with
£8,163 in 1914 and £6/252 in 1913, which is considered satis-

factory in view of present conditions. After charging general
expenditure in London and Delhi, the debenture and loan

the profit and loss account, including £78 brought
foiward, shows an available balance of £6,113. Of this,

£2,218 is devoted to writing-off part of the preliminary ex-
penses, £2,000 to depreciation reserve account, £1,000 to
renewals reserve account, and £896 is to be carried forward.
The cost of upkeep of cars and permanent way is still heavy,

'hi.' to the increased cost of spares of all kinds. A
larger battery has been installed in the power house, and the
loss on realisation of the old battery (£750) has been charged
to renewals reserve account. Owing to the increasing demand,
fuither generating plant must be provided as soon as funds
are available, and new tramway rolling stock is required. The
cost of these and of new feeder eables will be met out of
surplus revenue, as it will probably be impossible to place
the contemplated issue of second debentures for some time.

Rangoon Electric Tramway & Supply Co., Ltd.—The
report for 1915 states that the cars earned 10,815,613 passen-
gers, a decrease of 323,335, the total receipts being Es.8,60,664,

'-', or 3.61 per cent. In the private light-
ing ami power department the gross receipts for current
amounted to Rs7,32,172, an increase of 13.77 per cent. The
gross profits for the year were 663,,347, and transfer fees and

estments in London yielded £1,307,
making £64,654. 1 rom this has to be deducted, among other
items, depreciation on sundry assets in Rangoon £1,847, trans-
fer to reserve for rem wals account ±'12.500. to special reserve
for cables. &c., £2,500, leaving £20,327, plus £2,766 brought
forward, making £23,093. The directors recommend a divi-

dend on the ordinary shares of 3 per cent, for the year, tax
free, leaving £2,7.33 to be carried forward.

—

Financial Times:

Russian Electrical Companies.

—

The Russian Wirch-ss Tele-

Co. (capital 3,000.000 roubles) made a net
profit of 1.016.018 roubles in 1915 (against 1.304,988 roubles in

1914), and is paying a 15 per cent, dividend.

Tin- United Cable Factories (capital 6,000,000 roubles) made
a gross profit of 3,586,486 roubles in 1915 (against 3,872,154
roubles in 1914), and a 25 per cent, dividend is being paid.

Reduction of Capital.

—

Browett, Lindley <£ Co., Ltd.—

A

petition for confirmation of the reduotion of the capital of

the company from £120,000 to £107,500 is to be heard on
June 6th.

R. W. Blackwell ii Co., Lid.—The Courts have confirmed
the reduction of capital from £250,000 to £50,000 by can-
celling 200,000 shares held by Mr. Blackwell, the chairman
and managing director.

Victoria Falls & Transvaal Power Co.—Ten months' divi-
dend at the rate of 6 per cent, per annum, less tax. on the
preference shares, bringing the dividend payments down to

December, 1915.

Lima Light, Power & Tramways Co., Ltd.—The report of

the Empresas Electricas Asociadas states that the total profits

during 1915 were £pl83.715, less bond service £p60,030, in-

terest, discount and exchange £pl7,508. European expenses
£pl,858, provision for bad and doubtful debts £p3.000, leaving
a net profit of £pl01,318; balance brought forward, £p50.077.
There is put to reserve, and redemption fund £p29,000, to

reserve for bad and doubtful debts £pl3,000, to amount
wiitten off value of shares owned by Empresas Electricas
Asociadas in otbpr companies £p29,000, leaving £p80,396 to

carry forward.

—

Financier.

Stock Exchange Notice.—The Committee has been askeu
to allow the following to be quoted in the Official List :

—
Consolidated Gas, Electric Light & Power Co., of Baltimore.

—Further issue of $3,329,300 common stock.

North Metropolitan Electric Power Supply Co.—The
accounts of this company for the year ended December, 1915,
appear in the London Gazette for May 30th.

Held Over.—Pressure upon our space compels us to hold
over reports of several company meetings.

stocks And shares.

Tuesday Evenino.

The calling-up of the penultimate Derby Groups on Monday
certainly had its effect upon Stock Exchange business: but, as

a City factor, Sir Edward Grey's cold douche to the peace

optimists has been the principal market consideration of the

past week. The strength of the markets gave way appreciably
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after the pronouncement of the Foreign Secretary; but, all

the same, there is plenty of money about for investment, and
the gilt-edged securities are once more beginning to move up.

This movement will be assisted by the Treasury's drastic

steps for compelling holders of American dollar securities to

sell their stocks, or to deposit them on loan with the Govern-
ment. The I'm peel ill paying 7s. in the X income-tax has

had the effect of dislodging already an unexpectedly large

mirabei of such securities; and as the Government's list of

In mis and shares which it is prepared to purchase runs to

nearly a thousand stocks and, even so, is not exhaustive, it

is obvious that there will be a lot of money before long seek-

ing investment in home securities.

The industrial sections of the Stock Exchange arc certain to

feel the benefit of this re-arrangement of capital, because,

although the bulk of it will no doubt go into Exchequer Bonds
and other war loans, some portion, at any rate, will percolate

through to more commercial investments, if only from the

fact that the latter give a higher yield and make a good mix-

ture with the gilt-edged security offered by the Government
at lower rates of interest.

Various electrical stocks and shares are included in the list

published by the Treasury which the latter wishes to buy.

For instance, the Consolidated Gas & Electric Co., of Balti-

more, general mortgage 4$ per cent, of 1954 is fairly well .

known in our markets, though the Edison Electric Illumina-

tion bonds are nothing more than a name on this side of the

pond. New York Telephone bonds have been in the list, of

course, for some time past. Georgia Electric first mortgage
fives are wanted, but we are rather surprised that Shawinigan
Water & Power is not to be found in the published list. Nor
are Calgary bonds included.

Holders of such securities, however, might well consult

their brokers as to whether the bonds would be acceptable to

the Government, under the scheme, because there is a charm-
ing uncertainty at present as to what dollar securities will have
income-tax deducted from their dividends at the rate of 7s.

in the £.

The London electric lighting companies have received quiet

hints as to the advisability of seeing whether something fur-

ther cannot be done in the way of linking-up the services, with
a view to increased economies in labour and material. The idea

seems to be that, in spite of the various arrangements between
some of the companies, there is still a certain amount of over-

lapping and that much might be done by a comprehensive
scheme for London as a whole.

The only change in the market for electricity supply shares

is a rise of 5s. in Charing Cross ordinary, which has lifted the
shares to 3J. The yields to be obtained from this market are

worth noticing in our tables. They compare well with many
other industrial sections in the Stock Exchange, and, as we
have said before, the likelihood of further reduction of divi-

dends cannot be very great.

In one or two districts, the price for electric current has
been raised in consequence of the Daylight Saving Bill; and
urers of electricity in other parts will feel something more
than curious to see whether this innovation will spread.

The Telegraph market is good. Anglo-American preferred

put on another point, and the rise in Eastern ordinary is not
yet over. The rest of the stocks and shares in this department
hold the rises that they have established during the past week
Oi two. Nor are there many shares about, as buyers find

when they endeavour to pick up cheap stock.

At the Eastern Telegraph's meeting, last week, the chair-

man stated that the gross revenue constituted a record. The
company set aside ^300,000 for income and excess profits taxes,

and, even allowing for this, there was £114,000 more to divide

than in 1914. An interesting sidelight upon the company's
working was afforded by the chairman's reference to the facili-

ties offered by the company for cheap, and . occasionally

gratuitous, cabling to soldiers and sailors and nurses.

The Indo-European Telegraph profit of i'l'i'J.t It 10' showed an
improvement of £21,000, as compared with 1914. The board,
however, bint that there may be some shrinkage in the
revenue in respect of the current year, in consequence of the
fact that some of the arrangements with other companies will
run out or be modified this year. The through route of the
company traverses Germany, so naturally the Indo-European
has had to rely upon local traffic for its revenue, plus its share
in the arrangements already referred to.

The railway market is a little easier, except as regards the
prior charge stocks, for which there is an increasing demand.
Lnderground income bonds lost J, and there are small falls

in Metropolitans and in Districts. Keen interest is, of course,
aroused by the publication of the electrification of about 50
miles of single track on the mineral line between Shiklon and
Newport. Three electric locomotives are now ready. The com-

panj has the advantage of operating in a district where cheap
ectric current is plentiful; and it is calculated that the scheme

will be a most important factor in reducing costs. That it

will be extended to other parts of the system, and also fol-

lowed up by other Trunk lines will come about as a matter
of course if it is anything like the success which it seems cer-

tain to be; ami its operation will be watched with lively atten-
tion by the community at large.

Brazil Tractions have gone back a little, after their rise of

8 points in the previous week; but Mexican issues are slightly

better as regards the first mortgage bonds. The Brisbane
Electric Tramways Investment maintained its ordinary divi-

dend of 8 per cent., although its receipts have fallen off pretty
considerably. The special allocations this time last year, how-
ever, were on a sufficiently liberal scale to render their repeti

tion this year unnecessary; and the carry-forward of £10,400
i3 £7,000 better than it was in 1915.

One of the features in the manufacturing group is a rise

of 2s. in British Aluminium ordinary. The iron and steel

group, too, is exceedingly firm. Babcock & Wilcox are \

In tter. Castper-Kellners, in the chemical list, are 1/16 harder.

The rubber share market is quiet, because of a

dwindling in the price of the raw material which once more
is sinking towards the half-crown per lb. level. At the Litter

figure, big profits will still be available to the good concerns;

and if rubber were to drop to a florin per lb., dividends good
enough to satisfy most people could be counted upon. More
activity is noticeable in the armament group; and, as before,

the industrial market of the Stock Exchange shows con-

spicuous activity.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.

Home Electricity' Companies.

Dividend Price
, .. May 30, Rise or fall

1914. 1915. 1916. this week.

Brompton Ordinary .... 10 10 6f —
Charing Cross Ordinary ..56 Sj + J

do. do. do. 4* Pref.. 44 4} 81 —
Chelsea 6 4 EJ —
City of London 9 8 12 —

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref. 6 6 10% —
County of London .... 7 7 10J —

do. 6 per cent. Pref. 6 6 Kg —
Kensington Ordinary .... 9 7 6 —
London Electric . . .... 4 3 1& —

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref. 6 6 4i —
Metropolitan 3i 3 2| —

do. 41 per cent. Pref. 4J 4J 8 —
St. James' and Pall Mall . . 10 8 6 —
South London 5 6 2J —
South Metropolitan Pref. ..77 1A —
Westminster Ordinary .... 9 7 5| —

Telegraphs and Telephones.

Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref 6 6 102 xd +1
do. Def 30/. 33/6 22 -

Chile Telephone 8 8 6| —
Cuba Sub. Ord 6 5 7* —
Eastern Extension . . . . 7 8 14& —
Eastern Tel. Ord 7 8 147 +1
Globe Tel. and T. Ord 6 7 12|

do. Pref. ..6 6 10J
—

Great Northern Tel 22 22 86J —
Indo-European 13 13 49 —
Marconi 10 — 2jm, —
New York Tel. 4} 4J 4% lOOi —
Oriental Telephone Ord. ..10 10 lJg —
United R. Plate Tel 8 8 6g + j%
West India and Pan 1 Nil 19/- —
Western Telegraph .... 7 8 14i —

Home Rails.

Central London, Ord. Assented 4 4 70 —
Metropolitan 11 I 25 i — i

do. District . . . . Nil Nil 19 — J
Underground Electric Ordinary Nil Nil lg —

do. do. "A" .. Nil Nil 6/- —
do. do. Income 6 6 864 — %

Foreign Trams, &c.

Adelaide Sup. 6 per cent. Pref. 6 6 43 —
Anglo-Arg. Trams, First Pref. 5J 6* 3$ —

do. 2nd Pref. 5* 5$ SJ —
do. 5 Deb. ..6 6 79 +1

Brazil Tractions 4 4 C2J —2i
Bombay Electric Pref 6 6 Kg —
British'Columbia Elec. Rlv. Pfce. 5 5 69 —

do. do. Preferred— Nil 40 —
do. do. Deferred — Nil 88 —
do. do. Deb. 4J 4J 62 —

Mexico Trams 5 per cent. Bonds — Nil 43 41
do. 6 per cent. Bonds — Nil 35 —

Mexican Light Common . . Nil Nil SO —
do. Pref Nil Nil 82 —
do. 1st Bonds .. Nil Nil 43 +1

Manufacturing Companies.

Babcock & Wilcox .... 14 15 2J + J
British Aluminium Ord. ..5 7 24/. xd +2/-
British Insulated Ord 15 17S 10* —
British Westinguouse Pref. .. 7% 7ft 44/- —
Callenders 15 20 11* —

do. 6 Pref 5 6 4J —
Castner-Kellner 20 — 8% + A
Edison & Swan, £3 paid ..Nil — 10/- -6d.

do. do. fully paid ..Nil — lg —
do. do. 5 percent. Deb. 5 6 57 —

Electric Construction . . . . 6 lh 17/- —
Gen. Elec. Pref 6 6 9g —
Henlev 20 — 1 -I j

—
do. 4* Pref 4J 4J 4 —

India-Rubber 10 10 101 —
Telegraph Con 20 20 87 —

* Dividends pail free of income tax. •

Yield
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THE SHILDON-NEWPORT RAILWAY ELECTRIFICATION.

{Concludedfrom page 607.)

The motor equipment of each locpmotive consists

of four totally-enclosed motors, each driving an axle
through single reduction twin gearing. The gears
are machine-cut with straight teeth of the involute

pattern, the face dimensions of the spur wheels and
pinion being nearly 4 in.

A pinion is mounted on each end of the armature
shaft and meshes into a corresponding gear-wheel

Fig. 11.—Electric Freight Locomotive, X.E. Railway

mounted on the running wheel axle, the gear ratio

being 1 to 4.5.

The motors are suspended by means of a cross

beam suspension bar with bearings and re-action

springs. These, with the motor suspension bearings
on the axle, provide the motors with four points of

suspension.

The four main motors are fitted two in each bogie,

an average pull of 28,000 lb. at the tread of the
wheels when starting under normal conditions of
rail. The maximum pull at the tread of the wheels
is, of course, considerably greater than this.

The motors and gearing are designed so as to
run at a speed of 45 miles per hour without exceed-
ing the limits of safety, but the normal speed on the
level when hauling a train of 1,400 British tons is

25 miles per hour. The equipment
is so designed that each locomotive
is capable of performing four round
trips in 12 hours, each consisting of
a trip from Shildon to Newport
with a train of 1,400 tons, followed
by a trip from Newport to Shildon
with a train of 800 tons, the dis-

tance of each trip being about 18
miles. The locomotives are able to
start a train of 800 tons from rest
on a grade of 1 in 100, and
accelerate to normal running speed.
A novel feature is the ring lubri-

cation on the motor shaft. The
gearing is enclosed in a welded
sheet-iron case fitted with a siphon
wick oil lubricator.

The air supply for ventilating
the motors is supplied from fans

driven by the dynamotors; in order to avoid the
use of a flexible pipe between the fan air duct
in the base of the cab structure and the motors, a
special form of spring sliding gland is employed.
The normal quantity of air passed through each
motor case is 700 cu. ft. per minute.
Two master controllers are fitted in the cab, fig.

•Fig. 12.

—

View in the Locomotive Cab. Fig. 13.

—

Roof op Loco. Cab, Showing Bow Collectors, fcc.

and are each wound for 750 volts, the pair of motors
in each bogie being connected permanently in series,

and the two pairs or units being controlled on the
usual series-parallel system.
Each motor is capable of developing 275 b.h.p. at

a speed of 20 miles for one hour with forced ventila-

tion. The motor equipment is capable without in-

jury of exerting a torque sufficient to skid the
wheels under any conditions of rail, and will exert

12, one at each end. Notching up can either be
carried out by hand or automatically. The auto-
matic arrangement consists of a spring which is

wound up by the controller handle, the speed at

which the controller drum follows the handle being
governed by a step-by-step escapement movement.
The maximum current taken at each step is limited

by a switch fitted in the sloping ends of the cab,
which, on the current rising beyond a predetermined
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point, closes the circuit of a small
magnetic interlock, which locks
the escapement mentioned, hold-
ing the drum of the controller
until the current has fallen to the
required value.

In addition to the above, by
means of a catch inside the con-
troller, which when lifted discon-
nects the spring and escapement
action, the automatic arrangement
described can be thrown out of
action and notching performed by
hand.
An acceleration switch is also

provided so that, in special cir-

cumstances, the adjustment of the
limit switch mentioned can be
altered by short-circuiting some
of the turns of an opposing coil,

thus allowing of a larger current
for accelerating under special con-
ditions.

Each master controller is fitted

with the usual reversing barrel,
the handle of which can onlv be
removed when in the " off" posi-
tion; when left in this position,
the reversing handle locks the
main handle. There is also fitted

Fig. 14.

—

Main Locomotive Motor
ami Gear.
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pump the compressor starts pumping the air in the

reservoir up to full working pressure. It is con-
trolled by a circuit-breaker similar to those control-
ling

- the dynamotor circuits, a starting resistance
being provided and short-circuited by an automatic
relay in the same manner, but in this case the relay

is fitted with a time-limit arrangement to extend the
starting time.

An automatic governor is provided for the com-

Fig. 17.

—

Intebioh of Atcliffe Sub station.

pressor, and is so arranged that the motor circuit

is opened when the air pressure rises to ioo lb. per

sq. in., and closes again when the pressure falls

to So lb. per sq. in.

Two bow collectors, fig. 13, are provided on each
locomotive. Each consists of a hinged pantograph
built up of steel tubing supported off the cab struc-

ture by strong corrugated insulators. Each col-

lector has two bows, each fitted with an aluminium
rubbing strip; there are thus four

rubbing strips per locomotive,
which with the double contact wire
makes eight points of contact. The
bows are attached by leaf springs
to provide for small irregularities

in level independentlv of the move-
ment of the pantograph.
A hand-pump is provided by

means of which the bows are raised

if no pressure is available in the

reservoir.

The pantographs are held in posi-

tion by air cylinders, so that in the

event of a failure of the air pres-

sure the bows are automatically
lowered.

Tests have been carried out re-

cently with one of the electric loco-

motives. Several journeys were
made between Shildon and New-
port, a train of 1,400 tons of laden
wagons being taken down from
Shildon to Newport, and a train of

800 tons, consisting of 92 empty
wagons, hauled from Newport up to

Shildon with stops on certain of
the heaviest grades. The 800-ton train was stopped
and started on a gradient of 1 in 103. The maximum
drawbar pull during the tests reached 16 tons, the
average speed on the run up from Newport to Shil-
don being 18.3 miles per hour, the maximum speed
being 26 miles per hour. Up a grade of 1 in 230,
which is 4J miles long, the 800-ton load of empty
wagons was hauled at an average speed of 23 miles
per hour. The locomotive also proved capable of
hauling the 1,400-ton train on the level at 26 miles

per hour. The general operation of the locomotive
proved satisfactory in all respects throughout the
test, and a regular night service is now established,
the day service being postponed for a few weeks to
enable the overhead work to be finished off.

Two rotary converter sub-stations are provided;
that at Aycliffe contains two 8oo-kw. rotary sets,

each set consisting of two 400-KW. rotary converters
in series (figs. 16-19).

The series arrangement enabled
the machines to be designed with
a reasonable commutator speed and
a conservative voltage between
commutator parts.

The machines, which are of the
Mx-phase commutating pole type,

operating on 40-cycle three-phase
current, were designed to operate
normally at 95 per cent, leading
power factor t and to withstand
overloads of 50 per cent, for two
hours and 200 per cent, momen-
tarily. As a precaution against
rlashover occasioned by short cir-

cuits on the system, the operating
parts of the brushgear were en-

tirely enclosed, and the commu-
tator was screened from the arma-
tui<fe and machine frame.

It will be noticed that, this being
a high-tension sub-station, the
machines are enclosed by expanded
metal screens. The rotary con-
verters were built by the British

Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., who were the main
contractors for the sub-station plant, including the

transformers and switchgear; part of the work was
sub-contracted, the transformers being of the British

VVestinghouse Co.'s make. The rotaries are of the
self-synchronising type, and are started by oil-

immersed drum-type starting switches.

The Erimus sub-station is generally similar, and
two rotarv ^ets are also fitted, but in this case one

Fig. 18.

—

1,500-yolt DiKEcr-CuKBEKT Switchgear, Aycliffe.

is of i,20o-k\v. capacity. Two auxiliary trans-

formers are installed in each sub-station, connected
directly across' the high-tension terminals of the
main transformers.
A feature of interest is that they are fitted with

a double secondary winding, one section being used
exclusively for metering, and the other for supply-
ing lighting and auxiliary power in the station for

portable air compressors, &c. The sub-stations are

supplied from the interconnected mains systems of
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the North-East Coast Power Companies, through
the Cleveland and Durham Electric Power Co.
The Aycliffe sub-station is supplied at a pressure

of 20,000 volts between phases through two over-
head three-phase 40-cycle lines; the 20,000-volt

switchgear is of the Reyrolle ironclad wall-operated
type.

The Erimus sub-station is supplied at a pressure
of 11,000 volts between phases through underground
three-phase 40-cycle cables, the alternating-current

switchgear being of the same type as that at Aycliffe.

The direct-current switchgear at both substations
is of the brick-cell type, being designed somewhat
on the lines usually adopted for high-pressure A.c.

beards, and of the remote-controlled cubicle type.

Special compartments are provided for the bus-bars

and isolating switches; circuit breakers; and operat-

ing mechanism for those switches, &c.

Fio. 19.

—

Plan axii Eletation of the Ayclifpj Sue-station.

The bus-bar isolating switches are of the h.t.

rotary type; the machine circuit breakers are fitted

with a differential relay which, in the event of the

rotary coming up of the wrong polarity, renders it

impossible to close the circuit-breaker on the bus-
bars.

In connection with the 8oo-kw. rotary sets, field

splitting switches are provided of the remote-con-
trolled type, operated from the switch gallery. The
sub-station lighting is on a no-volt circuit, the

lighting boards being of standard type.

Each sub-station is connected to the overhead con-
tact wires by four paper-insulated bitumen-sheathed
single-wire armoured cables (.5 sq. in. section) laid

in wood troughing run in with bitumen.
There are two negative cables of similar type and

size at each sub-station connecting the track rails

to the negative bus-bar. The overhead transmission
lines and cables supplying the sub-stations were sup-
plied by the British Insulated & Helsby Cables, Ltd.

A hand-operated travelling crane, by Herbert
Morris, Ltd., is fitted in each sub-station.

In conclusion, we are indebted to the countesy of
Messrs. Merz & McLellan, the consulting electrical

engineers for the work, for the foregoing particu-
lars and illustrations. The line is the first in this

country specifically designed for heavy freight haul-
age by electrical means, and the North-Eastern Rail-

way Co. is to be congratulated on its enterprise in

regard to what is undoubtedly a coming develop-
ment in connection with railway working in this

C( untry.

V'
THE NATURE OF ELECTRICAL INSULATION,

1,000590
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Referring to polarisation in steady fields, the speaker said

4hat when a steady field was applied to a dielectric, inter-

attraction had full scope. In moderate fields it proceeded to

a limit independent of the intensity of the field, and might
take days to complete. The polarisation was then in most
materials many times greater than for rapid reversals, so that
the dielectric coefficient corresponding to the slowest possible

polarisation was much higher than even for one minute's
electrification. On switching-off and insulating a cable which
had been under continuous voltage for a few days, the inter-

attraction slowly relaxed, and the total quantity released,

which corresponded to the above high dielectric coefficient,

might be sufficient to raise the insulated conductor to a dan-
gerous potential. Rubber cables might have from four to five

times their original charging voltage. Quartz and glass

reached over 100 times their starting values. The danger in

the case of a cable left standing was that- the charge which
had soaked out was not bound, but free, so that the shock
from it would be much greater than from a charge—discharge
spark. It was common knowledge that the best way to re-

lease the residual charge was to 6hort-circuit the conductors
for several days after use.

The interattraction between the polarised atoms or mole-
cules in a dielectric had great influence on its electric strength.
It could be shown, in fact, to take complete charge of the
material after a certain voltage had been reached, and to

determine the electric strength. The action was found in

solids, liquids, and gases. When there was absorption caused
bj interattraction, the polarisation increased to a value in-

dependent of the strength of the applied field, and depending
only on the structure of the atoms or molecules. Referring to

•experiments on the influence of time of application on break-
down voltage, the speaker said that the fact that it had a
finite value when v (voltage) and t (thickness) were exceed-
ingly small, showed that the thinnest possible substance
required a definite time to break down. This, when worked
out, showed that there was a thickness which could not be
broken down, for it would take an infinite time to establish

the state of failure. The speaker referred in some detail to

the breakdown voltage of liquids and solids, and added that
it could be stated as a general law for solids, liquids, or gases,

that their failure under electric stress had two stages. In the
first stage the work done on the material up to the point of

failure was independent of the thickness of the specimen or
length of spark gap. In the second stage, interattraction was
in one sense more important than the applied field. Beyond
the point of transition, the work of breakdown was not in-

dependent of thickness, but was a linear function of the volt-

age. Summarising the work on polarisation and on break-
down strength. Dr. Thornton said that most of the phenomena
of dielectrics were brought into line by considering the inter-

attraction of electrons in adjoining molecules to play the chief

part in polarisation.

TRADE STATISTICS OF SWITZERLAND.

IMPORTS.
The following figures of the imports of electrical and similar

goods into Switzerland in the year 1914 are taken from the
recently-issued trade statistics; the figures for 1913 are added
for purposes of comparison, and notes of increases or

decreases are given. The poor participation of Great Britain

is apparent :
—

1913
Electric cable not insulated.— EVanes

1914.

Francs.

From Germany
„ France
„ Other countries

Total ...

42,000
17,000

1,000

19,000

1,000

200

60,000 20,200

Electric cable insulated with rubber or paper.—
Fiom Germany 139,000 90,000 -

„ Great Britain ... 3,000 —
„ Other countries ... 16,000* 23,000t +

Total 158,000 113,000 -

•Includes Belgium 5,000 fcs.

t Includes France 20,000 fcs.

Cable ditto covered with lead.—
From Germany 4,000 3,000 -

Cable insulated with rubber or paper and
covered with textiles.—

From Germany 194,000 171,000 -
„ Other countries ... 15,000* 30,000t +

39,800

49,000

3,000
7,000

45,000

1,000

23,000

15,000

Total 209.000 201,000 -

•Includes Italy 9,000 fcs.

tlncludes Great Britain 16,000 fcs. ; Italy 6,000 fcs.

8,000

1913.

Francs.
Cable ditto covered with lead.—
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1913.
1' ran. -.

029,0(10

IM.ihhi

035,000
:i;V,,(l(«]

1914.

Francs.

137,000
I !)7,(« K

I

371,000
270.

Inc. or dec.

Francs.

192,000

-t- 13,000

264,000
7'. I.ooo

181,000 332,000 + 151,000

323.000 424,000* + 101,000

Electric meters.-*

To German;
„ Austria-Hnrigarj

,, France
„ Italy

„ Great Britain ...

,, Other countries

Total 2,307,000 2,037,000 - 270,000

• Includes Russia 137,000 fcs.

Stiam, benzine, and electric locomotives.*—
To Prance
„ Algeria and Tunis

,. Dutch E. Indies

,, Other countries

Total 1,433,000 1,969,000 + 536,000

Electric locos in 1914, 146,000 fcs. ; in 1913, none specified.

+ Includes Turkey in Asia 158,000 fcs.

Electric cable, not insulated.—
To Germany 3,000

„ Prance _
5,000

,, Other countries ... 1,000

405,000 1,013,000

350,000 436,000
1 1 ,000 247,000

637,000t 273,000
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The announcement made in our last issue, too late for

editorial comment, that the engineers of Lancashire and

Cheshire were actively developing a scheme for the purpose

of interconnecting the principal supply stations of those

counties, formed a most appropriate and well-timed sup-

plement to the circular issued by the Board of Trade in the

previous week. It showed that those engineers were fully

alive to the possibilities and importance of the proposal,

which indeed was not entirely new, but was brought within

the scope of practical politics by the war, and they had

anticipated the action of the Board of Trade by several

weeks ; already they had divided up the area into districts

and appointed sub-Committees to investigate the conditions

obtaining in each district, and no doubt we shall shortly be

in a position to report further progress. The immediate

credit for the local movement is due to Mr. J. A. Robertson,

of Salford, who, in opening the discussion on Mr. E. T.

Williams's paper, outlined the policy which is now being

pursued ; but the greater includes the less, and it must be

acknowledged thati the idea of interconnecting existing

stations formed one of the fundamental and essential features

of the more elaborate scheme described by Mr.

Williams, to whom, therefore, the thanks of the industry

are especially due. It is obvious that if each of the districts

in which the conditions favour interconnection independently

proceeds to carry out the policy, we shall eventually have a

small number of organised areas in which the principle

of mutual assistance and support is recognised and adopted,

and then there should be far less difficulty in advancing

further towards the national organisation so powerfully

advocated by Mr. Williams—in fact, it amounts to com-
mencing at the bottom and workirjg upwards, instead of the

reverse ; and that is the best way to erect a substantial and

enduring edifice.

A suggestion has been put forward by Mr. William? that

the Council of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, in

view of the trend of opinion disclosed by the discussions,

should take energetic action towards the development of the

scheme, and we cordially endorse this view. Whether the

matter be held by some to be of a " political " nature, or by

others to involve " grave difficulties," we care not a jot

;

we are at war. This is no time for mincing words or

splitting hairs ; there is general agreement amongst the

members of the Institution that the co-ordination of our

electricity supply undertakings ought to be carried out:

the Board of Trade is anxious to see it done ; the engineers

themselves— at any rate, in one area—are pushing on

with it ; and the Council, which is armed under the

Memorandum of Association with the widest possible powers

to take any lawful action in respect of legislative or industrial

matters which may conduce to the advancement of the

applications of electrical science, in 1914 pledged itself to

take such action. Here is an excellent opportunity for the

Institution to take the lead, which, at the outbreak of the

war, was passing to other hands. There may never be

such another opportunity for it to regain the prestige whick

it has lost, and to demonstrate its ability and determination

to act with promptitude and energy.

We do not suggest that the Lancashire and Cheshire

movement is in need of assistance ; we are thinking rather

of the districts in which no action has yet been taken, but

which offer similar possibilities, and only await the initia-

tive. The Council might well communicate with the Board

of Trade, and undertake to organise conferences in those

areas, with a view to carrying out the Board's proposal.

[687]
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Most of us arc agreed I

Support Home the future we should give British
industries. engineering manufactures a very

decided
i
'reference when the I

ditufe of British public mone} is involved. What-
ever the national policy may be, the municipalities

will have to be prepared to reckon with the anti-

enemy feeling of the community for a time. lint

what about that wist number of semi public under-
takings owned by companies and by private parties

whose transactions need never he divulged to the

public gaze? Can these—railways, collieries, mills.

i 3, &C— he relied upon to patriotically sup-

port home industries if the Teuton, with his wily

way, extends the tempting bait? If we were to

judge from what occurred in pre-war days we might
oi reformation in connection with the policy

of some of these concerns. Consider the case of

British collieries—what a tale could be unfolded
regarding the installation of German plant! What

the British electrical manufacturer has been
deprived of by the readiness of owner and adviser

to buy elsewliere ! But antics temps , autres
niacins, and we will indulge the hope that directors

and shareholders, owners and advisers, will see that.

as we have pointed out in another case. German
cheapness may be purchased at too high a price.

Pending the declaration of anything definite in

regard to a national policy in this connection, we
must have faith in the loyalty and determina-
tion, and the educational influence, that individual

engineers and organisations can exercise. But
among the signs of the times which are very wel-

come is the example of the Oxcroft Colliery Co..

Ltd., which is giving out its contracts upon the

distinct understanding- that the company, firm, or

individual to whom they are sent is not in any way
under the influence or control directly or indirectly

of any German, whether naturalised or otherwise,

and that none of the payments or profits arising- from
the execution of the contracts will pass into the hands
o.' Germans as shareholders, partners, or otherwise.

In all probability as time passes we shall hear of all

kinds of efforts which private concerns are prepared

t"> make in order to secure the benefit of their con-

tracts to British firms and British investors. The
Oxcroft decision will be difficult to apply, for it will

not permit even a small proportion of the capital to

be held by any naturalised or unnaturalised German,
nor may the business be even indirectly influenced

or controlled by anybody of German taint. The
Oxcroft spirit is willing and most commendable, but

.perhaps it will lie found that the flesh is weak. Such
a sweeping' decision must, however, make the blood
of the purely British electrical and engineering firms

how fast in their veins !

The chief feature in the market
Lead. for pier Lad in recent weeks has been

the fact that the authorities came to

the rescue of consumers by placing at their dis-

posal in the open market large quantities of metal

that was held under their control out of the supplies

that came from Australia and Spain. Consumers who
had run rather short of stock thus availed themselves

pretty freely of this opportunity of replenishing in

a constantly falling market, under well sustained

offerings from that quarter. Some thousands of

tins were thus taken care of for prompt delivery.

Prices fell to about £31 7s. 6d. a ton, but there has

been since some recovery with a very irregular

tendency, while offers of Government lead have
come to a standstill.

The action of the Government came rather as a

surprise to consumers and dealers, who undoubtedly
under-rated the importance of this factor. Appar
entlv the authorities were not immediatelv in need
of the metal disposed of. but the fact remains that

considerable quantities continue to be absorbed
for war munitions, so that it is rather doubtful

I
experience will repeat itself in that respect

However, it is generally assumed that developments
are for the time being in no small degree subject to

the policy pursued by the authorities, who, more-
cm resolute in keeping down prices. Indica-

te now towards a further recovery, although
no important developments are looked for, this view
being based on the assumption that consumers have
been recently pretty well tilled up. while export
trading has remained almost a negligible quantity
as licences are difficult to obtain. The withholding
ol permits for liionths past is largely accounted for

by the fact that allied countries have been enabled
in the last few months to fill their requirements
direct from producing centres, such as Spain and
Australia. The importance of the London market,
therefore, as an international centre is nothing like

what it used to be.

The receipts from Spain have this year fallen

off, and they are likely to continue comparatively
light. During the first quarter of this year,

France imported no less than 21,500 tons, or about
14,000 tons more than in the previous year, the

-real bulk of which came from Spain. It is difficult

to form any idea of the true merits of the position,

while there are no reliable particulars having' regard
to the progress of production, yet it is probable that

in view of the abnormally high prices, operations in

most mining districts, except Spain and Mexico,
have been well maintained. The price is now in the

neighbourhood of £32 for near delivery, with for-

ward metal at a discount of about 12s. 6d. a ton.

V\ hereas the two extreme points recorded in the

past year were £18 6s. 3d. and £30 5s.. the price this

year rose as high as £36 10s., in spite of the new-

regulation. There is certainly plenty of lead to go
round without resort to importations from America,
where prices still stand at a very high level.

As the war continues the position
The in the wire-drawing industries, par-

Wire=Drawing ticularly in the copper section, in

Industries. common with most other controlled
trades, appears to be experiencing

increasing difficulties as regards supplies of raw
materials. While wire manufacturers do not by any
means expect their trade to be immune from the
difficulties under which other industries are labour-

ing at the present time, there appears to be some
just cause for complaint at the somewhat loose

manner in which the Government is handling the

freight problem in regard to the supplies of raw
metals, particularly copper.

Whereas, on the one hand, the demands from the

Government upon wire manufacturers for goods are

practically unlimited, and tend to increase as time
goes on, the supplies of raw material, the delivery

of which now depends entirely upon the authorisa-

tion and good organisation of the Government, be-

come more lean and precarious every day. The
department under the nominal control of the Minis-

try of Munitions, which was instituted for the pur-

pose, among others, of ensuring manufacturers a

necessary supply of copper, &c, when the freight

difficulties otherwise threatened a stoppage of sup-

plies from the normal source, has hardly come up to

expectations, and. in most cases, where manufac-
turers have appealed to this department, they have
obtained no satisfaction or sympathy.
The Government officials, apparently, do not suffi-

ciently realise the gravity of the situation, which

threatens a serious curtailment of output by wire

manufacturers in the near future unless a more
sympathetic attitude is manifested towards the vital

needs of these trades. It is not improbable that the

Minister of Munitions, personally, has not been

made sufficiently to realise the gravity of the situa-

tion; in which event, an explanation from the High-
Conductive Copper Association would, perhaps,

prove of considerable weight' towards instituting an

improvement in the situation.
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ELECTRIC VEHICLE PROGRESS.

This year's annual meeting of the (American) Electric

Vehicle Section of the National Electric Light Association

—our old friend the Electric Vehicle Association of America
under a new guise—was held in Chicago during the fourth

week in May, and judging by the shoal of papers and reports,

for which we are indebted to the Association and to Mr.
Jackson Marshall, secretary of the Section in question* it

appears to have been as prolific as usual in these matters.

As mentioned previously in our pages, the Electric Vehicle

Association recently affiliated with the N E.L.A., and its

annual proceedings now constitute a Section of the annual

convention of the larger Association, which iccidentally has

increased its membership by 9 48 new members through the

amilgamation.

Some of the Committee reports of the Section are of con-

siderable interest to engineers on this side ; one of them dealing

with federal and municipal transportation, which recalls

Mr. Ayton's paper before our own Electric Vehicle Com-
mittee last year, contains a comprehensive survey of this

particular class of transport service, referring particularly

to fire, ambulance, street cleaning and postal uses. As
regards the last-named branch of vehicle work we cannot

claim much progress in this country, but in municipal circles

there appears to be evidence of a growing interest in the
•' electric," which promises well for the future. We notice

in the report a view of the G.V. electric street-watering

vehicle in use at Blackpool (which, by the way, our American

friends refer to as "a suburb of London" !) ; 60 of these

vehicles are stated to be in use in American and European

cities. Judging by the somewhat danger us economies in

scavenging and street watering which many of our muni-

cipal authorities are stated to be practising at the present

time, owing to shortage of horses and men, an opportunity

has undoubtedly arisen for introducing modern labour-saving

street appliances, amongst which the bat'ery-driven vehicle,

in view of the conditions, should take a leading position.

A brief reference occurs to battery-driven road-rollers.

Somewhat similar motor-operated rollers are stated to have

been used with great success in the Middle West, served

with energy from central station lines by means of flexible

cable.

On the subject of postal vehicles, it appears that the

"electric" has been specified by the Chicago authorities,

while both the Boston and New York Postal Departments

have fleets of 2-ton and other vehicles in service ; the battery

exchange system is in use in both cities, and some of the

New York trucks are kept in service practically day and

night, only returning to the service stat
:on for two 15-min.

periods each 24 hours to change the batteries and drivers.

Another report dealing with insurance shows that an

effort is being ma'de to obtain regular preferential treatment

for electric vehicles, and that special reduced rates are

being accorded by various companies. The difficulty appears

to be that the vehicle user does not make a point of deal-

ing with the companies offering preferential rates.

A joint report of Committees dealing with operating

records, garages, and rates presents some graphic illustra-

tions of data already established regarding the cost of

operating electric vehicles, energy consumed for charging

purposes, and garage space required for various siz s of

vehicles, together with a chart showing an analysis of the

cost of garaging commercial electric vehicles.

The cost data summarised in Curve No. 1 (page 641)
are derived from the Electrical World investigation of groups

of installations, published in May last.

Curve Xo. 2 (page 641) is based on the experience of a

number of electric vehicle operators, and will, it is hoped,

serve as a means of definitely establishing the question of

rate-making for normal energy supply.

The detailed analysis of garaging costs will, no doubt, be

useful for reference in this country, although the actual

figures have only a comparative value. The total costs

for garaging electric vehicles per month are given as

follows :—Capacity, 700 lb., $37-8; 1,000 1b., $42 3 ;

2,000 lb., $47-9 ; 4,000 lb., *60-l ; 7,000 lb., £70 9 ;

10,000 lb., 181-1. •

One paper, on central-station promotion of electrical vehicle

use, seems to indicate that station engineers have adopted a

non-committal attitude on the question up to now, and,

further, points out the serious competition of the petrol

passenger and freight vehicles, the latter, in particular,

haying to be faced as soon as the abnormal export busini ss

falls away. The author, Mr. W. P. Kennedy, however,
believes that the electric vehicle would unquestionably

obtain the preference if a flat price \nr annum were offered

for garage service covering upkeep and maintenance in

constant workiag condition.

A paper on greater garage service, by Mr. Salvat,

deals, in breezy language, more espjcially with the grievances

of the Chicago garages and the mis leeds of the electric-

vehicle manufacturers, who, according to this writer, are

playing into the hands of the gasoline car makers. This

paper gives one a glimpse of the "human nature " side of

business, and is well worth reading on that account alone.

A piper on battery service, by Mr. Wagoner, refers

to the Hartford Electric Light Co.'s battery service system,

some particulars of which have already appeared in our

pages ; it appears that the General Vehicle Co. co-operated

in establishing the system—in which an essential feature is

the purchase of electric power by " the mile run "—and
ha i since established similar service in Spokane, Bos fon,

Baltimore, Harrisburg, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Wor-
cester, Fall River, and Wichita, while many other ci'ies are

prospective users.

A paper on the electric passenger vehicle problem, by Mr.

Chalfont, is a plei for a more rational unlerstanding of the

present scope of this type of car. The author points that

the electric passenger car is capable of performing fully 95

per cenr. of the demands mide upon the gasoline car, " but

that little 5 per cent, stands up in the skv like a steeple on

a church," and is responsible for the sale of a million gaso-

line cars a year. The writer proceeds to show that this

small percentage represents problematical advantages, and

to demonstrate how users can be educated as to the true

state of affairs.

Other papers deal with the industrid truck and its

troubles, and the relation of tires to efficiency, and all of

them contain something of interest to electric-vehicle men.

Tilling-Stevens Petrol-electric Fire Escape.

Through the courtesy of Messrs. Tilling-Stevens, Ltd.,

of Maidstone, we are able to illustrate one of the petrol-

electric fire-escape ladders which they have supplied to the

London Fire Brigade.

The Tilling-Stevens petrol-electric diive has been referred

to on several occasions in our pages, but we may point out

that this equipment consists of a 40-elp. four-cylinder engine,

direct-coupled, through a flexible coupling, to a generator

which energises a series-wonnd motor, the latter driving

the back axle through a propeller shaft and worm gearing.

The generator, by means of simple switcbgear, is used to

supply the power requirements of the ladder for elevating

and training it, when not required for propulsion.

The generator is capable of an output of up to 30 kw.,

at speeds varying from 350 to 1,400 r.p.m , and pressures

varying from to 300 volts ; the machine has a falling

characteristic, so that any increase in the current taken by

the m >tor is accompanied by a corresponding reduction in

voltage. Thus on the level the demand for current is

small, and the voloage high and favourable to high vehicle

speed, while on an up-grade, opposite conditions prevail

—

the motor speed decreases, but the torque increases.

The diagram on pige 641 shows the whole of the elec-

trical connections and controlling devices.

Reversibility is obtained by change in the direction of the

current in the motor field through the controller-switch.

The speed of the vehicle is controlled by means of the

throttle-pedal in conjunction with the generator and motor

field resistance.

The output of the generator can be reduced practically

to z ;ro by lowering the engine speed on the throttle and in-

serting resistance in the field by means of a resistance lever.
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-worth

"all

& Co., Ltd., who, to avoid the disadvantages of the

mechanical " and "'all electrical" systems adopted the

Electrical Connections, Tilling-Stevens Fire Escape

with only a portion of the power for a relatively small portion

of the whole running time, it is comparatively light and cheap.

We have before us particulars of a non-
stop 210-mile test with a gross load of 30
tons, in which the train illustrated put up
a record of 77-ton miles per gallon of

petrol, and this in spite of wet roads and
10 hours' night travelling during the test.

The train is now carrying loads of 25 to

30 tons of the kind illustrated, the material

carried being used in the construction of a

large factory in the North.

It can be operated conveniently by two
men, and in an emergency one man is

sufficient. All the wheels are steered, and
the facility with which the train can be
backed out of awkward places or round
corners is remarkable, the wheels following

in the same track in either direction of

travel.

All the wheels of the leading vehicle are

braked by direct mechanical means in- the

ordinary way, whereas the brakes on the

Typical Views op a Road Train fitted with Thomas Electro-Mechanical Transmission.

electro-mec'hanical system known as the

"Thomas Transmission."

In previous issues of this paper we
have from time to time referred to the

Thomas system ; briefly it is a com-

bination of an electrical with a me-

chanical system of transmission, whereby

the power is transmitted partly elec-

trically, but mainly mechanically. The
portion of the power transmitted me-

chanically in the case of a road train

is confined to the leading vehicle, while

the electrical portion is easily trans-

mitted to the trailers and controlled

from the leading vehicle.

As in other applications of the Thomas
system the electrical transmission is cut

out on top drive ; the electrical ap-

paratus is used only when large tractive

• effort is required, i.e., when starting from rest, when travelling

on bad- roads, and when climbing grades, and since it deals
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within reach of the driver. By means of an electric

controller, 15 speeds in either direction are provided.

The train illustrated is equipped with an engine develop-

ing 75 h.f., at 1,000 it.p.M. It will run continuously at

12m.p.h. on ordinary macadam roads, and if the surface be
extra good, can be speeded up to 15 M.P.H.

On account of the large single-power unit, the efficient

drive, and the relatively low tare weight, the fuel and other

expenses of such a train will be very much less than that

required by a number of single lorries to handle the same
load.

In conclusion, we are indebted to the Thomas Trans-
mission, Ltd., for the foregoing particulars and views.

Electromobile Delivery Vans.

Messrs. Electromobile (Leeds), Ltd., have recently con-

structed two 1 5-cvvt. delivery vans for Messrs. Boots, the

well-known chemists, the general appearance of these

vehicles being shown below. These are built with a

similar chassis to that described in the Electrical Review
of March 3rd, last ; the battery is of the "Ironclad" type,

consisting of 40 eleven-plate cells, allowing a travelling

radius of 40 miles per charge.

Pedal resistance and drum control, operated by means of

a lever underneath the steering wheel, are fitted.

The vehicles have a speed of 14 miles an hour, and in

addition to their expeditious delivery work, provide an
excellent advertisement for Messrs. Boots. We may add,

as tending to show the simplicity of operation of such a

Electromobile Delivery Van.

vehicle, that the driver of one of them was able to commence
his regular duties on the day after he ceased driving a

horse-van.

A Battery-driven Recruiting Van.

Messrs. Drake & Gorham's Manchester branch, some
time ago, supplied a standard Edison G.M. 2- ton electric

vehicle to the Liverpool Corporation Electricity Department,
and during the vigorous recruiting rallies in connection
with the Derby scheme, Mr. Dickinson, the city electrical

engineer, had a special recruiting body fitted, as shown in

our view, the vehicle being in regular use for evening recruit-

ing marches. The battery supplies a number of electric

lamps fitted inside the body to illuminate the lettering, and
the result was a very effective appeal.

The vehicle has now been in constant use on its ordinary
duties for over a year, and has effected a very considerable

economy in the cartage work of the department. It is

employed largely in connection with mains extension work,
and, in addition to the actual saving in the cost of

carting (which, we understand, amounts on an average to

between £7 and £8 per week), a further advantage is

afforded by the reduction of time spent by gangs of men
in reaching their work, as, apart from carrying the cable

and other materials required, the car transports the mains-

men, labourers, and tools to the required locality with a

minimum of delay.

Mr. Dickinson states that during the twelve months that

the vehicle has been in use, it has covered 10,000 miles at

Liverpool's Electrical Recruiting Van,

an average current consumption of 0'7 unit actual input

to the battery. Repairs and replacements have been
practically nil, so that the total operating costs have been
extremely moderate.

LEGAL

Colston Electrical Works Co., Ltd.

At the Bristol County Court, his Honour Judge Stanger made a
compulsory winding-up order in the case of this company.

Mr. Haslam, who appeared on behalf of the peti-

tioning creditors, MesBrs. Haslam £ Stretton, of Cardiff,

said the facts stated in the petition were not disputed,

and he thought he was entitled to the winding-up order
asked for. A short time ago the company approached
the largest creditors, and asked them to agree to the
petition being withdrawn, in order that the company
might be wound up voluntarily. The company passed

. a resolution for voluntary winding up, and appointed
Mr. A. Collins as liquidator on May 23rd. They stated
that, provided that course was agreed to, outside people
w"uld provide a sum sufficient to pay 12s. Gd. in the £.
His clients felt that if they got 12s. 6d. in the £ it would
be as much as they expected, lie did not withdraw his

petition, though he thought the matter was one for the creditors

to consider.

Mr. Weatherly, who appeared on behalf of the creditors, said

that assuming that the meeting alluded to was regularly called,

and assuming that 12s. (id. in the £ was guaranteed, he would
support the petition for compulsory winding up, on the simple
ground that the assets would realise more than the liabilities.

Mr. Tayler, who represented the company, said the position of

the company was this: The Simplex Conduit Co. claimed about
£500. They issued process, got judgment, and put in an execution,

which erabled them to reduce their claim to about £90. In view
of what the Simplex Co. did, his clients sought the protection of

the Court, and the Offkiil Receiver was appointed liquidator to

protect the assets. When the largest creditors were approached
with a guarantee of 12s. (i 1. in the £, on condition that the present

petition was withdrawn, it was in the interest of the creditors that

the application should not be proceeded with. I f his Honour would
notdism'ss the petition, he suggested an adjournment, so that the
matter ould be further discussed. If the assets were worth more
than 20a. in the £, the creditors would be paid in full. The com-
pany had got into its present position simply because it could not
collect its debts.

Mr. Weatherly contended that it was just one of those caseB

which ought to be investigated by the Court. From the figures

supplied to him by the Official Receiver, the assets, which had
already realised £420, were likely to yield £9G0 to meet liabilities

of £797.
His Honour made the order asked for.

Victoria Falls and Transvaal Power Co. >: Van Breda.

On April 10th, in the Transvaal Provincial Division of the Appeal
Court, Mr. .lustice Bristowe allowed the appeal of the company
from a decision of the magistrate, who, while finding that there

was serious and wilful mifonduct on the part of the defendant,
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awarded £500 as compensation for his death. Van Breda was an
electrician, admittedly experienced and competent, employed at

Rosherville station, and he was killed on April 18th. 1915, by an
electrical discharge at one of the transformers. Mr. Justice

Bristowe, in reviewing the matter as considered by the magistrate,

said that the magistrate was not entitled to infer, in face of

evidence to the contrary, from the mere fact that a permit was
Bigned, that the deceased in entering a live cubicle was acting
with the knowledge and approval of Powell, the foreman electri-

cian. Until the permit had been shown to the deceased and he
had Bigned the declaration he could not know that the cubicle was
dead. The fact that there were breaches of the regulations by
other officials did not prevent the act of the deceased being so

regarded. While one had the fullest sympathy with the defendant's

wife and young child, one was not entitled to stretch the law in

his favour. The appeal must be allowed, and the judgment altered

to one of absolution from the instance, and the appellant would be

entitled to costs in both Courts. The other judges concurred.

A Walfobd Bodib " Overdose."

A tailor's presser has been awarded £25 damages against
" Djctor " Walford Bodie. Defendant was giving one of his

entertainments at the Gaiety Theatre, Birmingham, and plaintiff

took hold of the handles of the battery, under the defendant's
assurance that he would come to no harm. He was thrown to the
ground, and became unconscious for a few seconds, the audience
laughing all the while. The County Court Judge said that
plaintiff had suffered from an overdose of the current. A man
who had a battery like that, and represented to the audience that it

was safe, should exercise a high standard of care to keep the
current under control, and see that no harmful results happened.
He ha 1 not done that in this case. Stay of execution was granted.

THE EFFECT OF VACUUM FUSION UPON
THE MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF IRON.

By TRYGVE D. YENSEN.

In a number of articles during the last two years the writer has
described the remarkable magnetic properties obtained by melting
electrolytically refined iron in vacuo. It has been shown that it is

possible by this process to obtain magnetic permeabilities as high
as 50,000, accompanied by hysteresis losses of £ to 5 those of the
best commercial transformer Bteels in use at the present time. The
question has naturally arisen : What effect will the vacuum treat-

ment have upon commercial grades of iron 1 In order to answer
this question, one of the purest grades of commercial iron obtain-

able was selected for an investigation ; this iron was made by the
open-hearth process according to the most approved method.

TeBt pieces were prepared from the iron as it was received from
the manufacturer, and otherB were prepared from the iron after

its being re-melted in vacuo. These test pieces, before the final

testing, were annealed at 1,100° C. in vacuo, and cooled at the rate

of 30° C. per hour to room temperature.

The results obtained are given in the accompanying table and

Magnetizing Force. //.- Gilberts per em. (Upper Curves)

20000

16000
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THE ELECTRIC LIGHTING OF SMALL
TOWNS.

Bi 11. N. mi;ni;- 1

[Abstract ofpapei read befon tht 3\ mon [nstiti noN of

Bnqj

The idea is prevalent in the lay mind that an electric under-
taking will nut pay unless developed cm a large cale, and
thai to attempt to put down an electric generating station and
provide electric light and power in a place of less than 1.0,000

inhabitants is to court disaster. This impression is entirely
erroneous; villages with populations as low as 500 have found
that it is a profitable venture to follow the times and use
electricity in place of oil or gas; These concerns are not onlj

upporting, but thej mana i to 5 ield di\ idends oi

cent and omel ime more after a year or two of work-
ing, some of the more successful yielding in per cent, after a
few years. It is, of course, essential thai such concerns
should he most econnmicall} run in order to keep expenses
down and. at the same time, to maintain a reliable and effi-

cient service.

Ii is well to hear in mind when contemplating the promotion
Of any sneh schemes that there will always he a certain
ami lint of local opposition which must be overcome.
In opening up negotiations, the best plan is to interest and

obtain the support of two or three prominent residents in the
place, these preferably being tradesmen or members of the
local governing body. The next thing to do is to call a meet-
ing to which all interested are invited. Prior to this, a judi-
cious distribution of literature stating the case for electricity
trill arouse interest sufficient to ensure a good representative
attendance at the meeting, when the objects and scope of the
undertaking can be clearly explained.
Assuming that the support of the inhabitants is assured, it

will now he necessary to ascertain bow far the local authori-
ties and governing bodies may be expected to favour the
scheme officially. This is most important. Assuming that
consent is given by the governing bodies concerned, the
formation of a company can be proceeded with immediately.
There are many schemes of this nature working without any
Provisional Order. The obtaining of a Provisional Order is a
lengthy and often an expensive matter, and it places on the
undertaker many responsibilities. The only substantial
benefit to be got from it is permission to break up roads and
streets for the purpose of laying cables, and also the securing
of compulsory wayleaves; the breaking up of roads is unneces-
sary, as all mains are run overhead, and wayleaves are not
very difficult to obtain when the support of the residents in
the place is given to the undertaking. Furthermore, the Pro-
visional Order does not convey a monopoly of electric supply
to a company as is commonly thought, since the local authori-
ties can give their consent to any other undertaker to provide
an electric supply.

If at all possible, neighbouring villages should be induced
to fall in with the proposals, and these should be grouped
together, as this will be found to reduce costs per unit and
management expenses, besides being conducive to more effi-

cient service.

The company should be well supported locally if it is to be
successful, and the majority of the shares should be held by
the inhabitants of the locality. The articles of association
should contain clauses relating to the selling of fixtures,
wiring of premises, and extent of supply in order to give the
company full scope for extension. The company should start
with full capital and entirely free from all obligations and
loans. If sufficient money cannot be obtained at the outset
to purchase outright all plant, &c, arrangements can some-
times be made by which contractors will agree to accept
shares in the company as part payment.
For a small town of, say, 5,000* inhabitants, a sum in the

neighbourhood of ±4,500 is necessary to provide plant and
mains. A good average figure for load per 1,000 of population
is about 12 kw., and the town under consideration will there-
fore require plant able to generate some 60 kw., which, at an
average figure of ±'35 per kw., gives a sum of ±2,100 for
plant alone

;
A substantial brick and galvanised iron building

may cost in the neighbourhood of ±400, giving a total of
±2,500 for plant and building.
In such a town as is here discussed, a mains length of four

miles is a fair figure to take. This, carried on wood poles
with hare copper conductors at 230 volts on the direct-current
two-wire system, would cost approximately ±400 per mile,
making a total of ±1,600 for mains. This would include ser-
vices, protective apparatus, and house meters. A sum of ±50
should be sufficient ,1 expenses.
The odd amount of ±350 should cover contingencies, thus

bringing the capital, in round figures, to ±4,500. Full powers
should be obtained when the company is formed to increase
the declared capital, if necessary, by a sum of, say, ±1,500
to cover the cost of future extensions.
An average number of 20-watt lamps per bouse or shop

being assumed, the estimated possible load can be arrived at.

For residential districts 60 per cent, of the estimated possible
load may be taken as the maximum load on the feeders, and
for shopping areas a percentage of 80. The next step is to
dividi the area into districts each served bv a feeder The

feed
1 point should be as near the power si

as po 11,1c .should be 1 enfa
m the district.

The distributors should be as few a , 1, one
take in as many consumers as 1

Each feeder, at its ten ation
as should each distributor leading from it. The fuses should
be contained in cast-iron weatherpTool I"

I a nted
high up on the pole.

Post Office telegraph or telephone lines must be protected
from contact with the power lines by guard wires. At the
station end of each feeder is a ' -, ester.
While most of the overhead work of this nature is carried

out with wood poles, sui ed by the Post Office for
telegraph lines, steel poles are occasionally used
a better appearance. They arc-, howi three to live
limes as costly as wood poles, arc more difficull to erect, and
coal more for maintenance than wood poles. Good wood
well en osoted should last from 25 to 30 years, and
nary conditions require very little maintenance. Light poles
used lor carrying verj small conductors along a straight route
are from 22 to 30 ft. long, and about 6 in. diameter at top and
9 in. diameter at the bottom, for medium conductors poles
are used about 25 to 35 ft. long, 8 in. at top, and about 10 in.
at the butt. Stouter po luctors and
for cornel- or terminal positions where- heavy strain is

encountered.
For supporting the line, either wood or iron arms are used,

or malleable cast-iron brackets. The insulators used an
similar to those adopted by the 1'osl Oilier on telegraph hue-.
Ironwork should he well galvanised, and all exposed screw-
portions should be coated with a tallow mixture. Poles and
other woodwork should be well creosoted or impregnated with
some preservative material, and poles or arms, when drilled
or cut in any way after impregnation, should be treated with
a coating of hot tar or other preservative solution at the
parts affected.

The plant for a power supply in a large city has to be
supremely efficient; cost is, to a certain extent, a secondary
consideration. The small plants with which this paper is

concerned are dependent, to a great extent, on low initial ci tsi .

Superlative efficiency is not required, but the. plant must he-

reliable, strong, and simple to work, as skilled drivers and
attendants are not readily obtainable in small places.
The type of plant largely depends on circumstances. If

good coal is clump, and plenty of water is obtainable, a self-

contained steam plant is worthy of consideration. Some
types of this plant are exceedingly efficient and possess a

comparatively high overload capacity. With careful attention
stand-by losses can be kept low. A suitable steam plant may
be obtained for about ±9 to ±10 per b.h.p. The average
required for a small town station is about 7 or 8 sq. ft. of

floor space per b.h.t. The fuel consumption of such engines
ranges around 4 to 5£ lb. of coal per unit generated.
The gas engine and producer is a popular plant, and can

be run very economically. Stand-by losses are not very great;

cheap fuel can be utilised, and an abundant water supply is

not, necessary. It pays to use a fairly good anthracite coal in

the form of peas. This ensures a clean gas being generated
cc mparatively free from tar, and reduces cleaning costs.

An efficient horizontal gas plant consumes about 2 to 1\ lb.

of anthracite per unit generated, and the cost, including pro-

ducer plant, averages ±8 to ±9 per b.h.p.

Oil engines are an extremely satisfactory plant to deal with,

provided they are well chosen and attended to carefully. The
cmde-oil engine is most frequently met with in small power
stations for this work. This plant costs in the neighbourhood
of ±8 per b.h.p., and consumes about 1J pints of crude oil or

paraffin per unit generated. The space occupied is about the

same as that of a steam plant of the same rating.

Shunt-wound generators are. used, controlled by a shunt
regulator, with properly designed steps. With low-speed

engines a belt drive is usual, while direct coupling is resorted

to in case of high-speed engines. A booster is used in sta-

tions where a battery is installed.

In such installations as are here considered the plant during

the day has but little load to provide for. A reliable battery

of adequate capacity should be installed. The maintenance
of the battery is very important, and is usually undertaken

by the suppliers under a maintenance contract.

A deciding factor in these schemes is the cost which must
be borne by the householder in order to be able to use elec-

tricity. Unless it is absolutely certain that the arrangement
is a sound one, free wiring should not be undertaken; it is

better to have a small number of consumers entailing very

little expense than a large number whose wiring has to be

supplied at a heavy cost. A very satisfactory job can be

carried out in wood casing at a est of about 12s. per point.

It is a very good plan tor the company to have a separate

department' for the sale aid hire of fittings. A meter rental

of about 4s. to 5s. per annum is charged. A " penny-in-the-

slot " meter is used in some places for the poorer class of

mer,
Th.- disadvantage of the meter system is that a man must

', metei The great advantage of the-

meter is that the station engineer can obtain valuable records

which are indispensable to a progressive undertaking, and the

consumer can see what units are actually supplied and charged

for.
. ,

The method of charging In contract presents little or nor
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difficulties in the way of operation. It requires no meter
reader and no meter, and involves less clerical labour. It is

open to the objection, however, that no records are available
of each consumer's actual consumption. Of the two systems,
the author favours the charging by meter. The lamps mostly
used are 15, 20, and 25-watt, and an average of 12 lamps per
building may be taken.
In a town of 5,000 inhabitants a reasonable installs tion to

expect is in the neighbourhood of an equivalent of 1,000 lamps
of 20 c.p. each for the first year's working. In a well-
managed place this should easily be about doubled during the
second year. In a great number of these small places gas or
oil is the only illuminant, the gas being sometimes as high
at 6s. or 7s. per 1,000 cu. ft. Electrical energy may be sup-
plied up to 8d. per unit, 6d. being a good average to take,
which compares favourably with gas at 3s. 6d. per 1,000 cu. ft.

—a very low rate for a small town.
It is usually possible to enter into a contract with the local

authorities for the electric lighting of the whole or part of
the main streets; a reasonable price for this is about £3 per
lamp per annum. 'While in many cases a dividend is yielded
as the result of a first year's running, it would be unfair to

base one's estimate of working on this year. In the second
year the scheme has had a good chance to develop, and may
be reasonably expected to be running normally.
The private lighting may be taken to comprise 1.800 20-watt

lamps, the public lighting 100 3/40-watt lamps. The follow^
ing figures are based on these assumptions :

—

Expenditure.
68,040 units at Id
Management expenses

Total expenditure

Revenue.

Private lighting—28,800 units at 6d. per unit
Street lighting—100 lamps at £3 each per

annum ..

150 meter rents at 5s. each per annum

£ s. d.

283 10
525

£808 10

£ s. d.

720

300
38

£1,058

The profit is therefore £250. Of this amount £1,500 deben-
ture, or preference shares will absorb their dividend of 5 per
cent., totalling £75. The balance of £175 remains to satisfy

the ordinary shareholders and any reserve or other fund which
is contemplated. A dividend of 5 per cent, can be paid on
£3,000 ordinary shares, leaving the sum of £25 to be placed

to reserve.

The foregoing figures are representative of what may be met
with in actual practice. No notice has been taken in this

paper of power loads or requirements or of any profit which
may accrue from the sale of fittings, lamps, &c, which, after

a few years' working, may amount to a substantial sum.
An average dividend of 5 per cent, has been figured from

the statistics of ten companies, with populations varying from
2,500 to 10.500, which shows that such undertakings are pay-
ing concerns.

CORRESPONDENCE.
IMt-ers receired by us after 5 P.M. ON Tuesday cannot appear -until

the. following week. Correspondents shouldforward their communi-
cations at the earliest possible moment. - Xo tetter can be published

unless we have the writer's name and address in our possession.

The Metric System.

We have had long enough to wait for that very practical

and economical reform—Daylight Saving—an idea originated

by a Briton, but only adopted by Great Britain after almost
every other European country. Shall we also be the last to

benefit by that equally great, or greater, commercial reform,
the substitution for our present weights and measures of the
international metric system, the idea of which was also

originated by a Briton?
For years the Decimal Association has urged the reform of

our coinage and weights and measures to those on a decimal
basis, and the prospects for the success of our work are now
hopeful. I shall be pleased to send further particulars to

an} one applying to me at Finsbury Court, Finsbury Pave-
ment, London, E.O.

E. Merry, Acting Secretary,

The Decimal Association.

London, E.O, June 3rd, 1916.

Decimal Coinage.
" W.M.M.'s " reply is far from edifying in its criticism of

my note. It is to such men as he that we owe our present
backwardness in commerce and, to a certain extent, in science.

These iconoclasts whose policy is to destroy where others
cci'struct belong to a class which, were it not so prevalent,

one could well afford to ignore—always ready to magnify
infinitesimal error*, while they themselves sit on the fence

and watch others struggle. The slip of the pen which
" \\ .M.M 's " eagle eye spotted would have been obvious to
any schoolboy, and allowed for as such.

" W.M.M." should remember that the system of which I
wrote is, and has been, in practical use for nearly ten years
aJ over the globe, and has " worked " with unfailing success
during that period.
The imaginary coin, the speso, with its practical unit the

spesmilo, 2s., has been scientifically designed in order to give
the closest approximation possible to the standard coins of
different countries.
By the way, has it occurred to " W.M.M." that all foreign

coins are imaginary as far as we are concerned? A franc or
mark is simply imagined by our contractors, and its relative
value in English currency ascertained.
Unless " W.M.M." is mad (this is not an aspersion) he will

not^ deny that the French decimal coinage system works
O.K.; yet has he, or any other man, ever seen in modern
French currency a centime piece, of which the French
" penny " is a multiple or 10 Q The same remark applies to
many other foreign " imaginary " units. What is needed is
an international system to link them up, and the Esperanto
spesmilo system supplies this need. Ours is about the only
European country which has not made a move in the matter.
Why, oh why, is England so inert

Alfred Bridges.
London, W., June 3rd, 1916.

Economy in the Use of Coal.

The figures given by Mr. Horace Bowden in the letter
which appeared in your issue of May 26th, advocating the
urdversal substitution of electricity in place" of gas for light-
ing and power purposes, are very misleading, owing partly
to his somewhat over-estimating the efficiency of electric
lamps and motors and under-estimating that of gas burners
and engines, and partly to his leaving a very important factor
oat of consideration—that of residuals.
From every ton of coal carbonised in a gas works there is

a lesiduum of 10 cwt. of coke for sale; so that, even if it

takes two tons of coal to produce the same total candle-power
by gas as one ton of coal will produce by electricitj—and
that is an outside estimate—the net consumption of solid fuel
is the same in both cases. But then there must be taken
into account the tar and ammoniacal liquor resulting from the
distillation of the coal, residuals from which (1) our Navy
and Army are deriving invaluable ingredients for the manu-
facture of high explosives, (2) a host of industries obtain
chemicals that are vital to their existence, and (3) the
fanners of this and allied countries derive one of the most
in portant of all artificial fertilisers.

All these precious materials go up the chimney at an elec-
tric generating station, unless gas engines are used to drive
the generators

!

Mr. Bowden 's figures regarding the relative usage of coal
to produce H.p.-hvs. by the gas engine and the electric motor
need material correction, as I have said; but even taken as
they stand, and amended by the factor of residuals, they show
an advantage as to fuel economy in favour of the gas engine
Corrected to a true comparison of efficiencies the balance in
fa*. our of the gas engine is very marked.
Mr. Bowden is seeking fuel economy in the wrong direc-

tion. It lies, rather, in putting coal through the retort as a
pi elude to obtaining from it the motive power for the genera-
tion of electric energy.

D. Milne Watson, Managing Director,
The Gas Light and Coke Co.

London, S.W., June 3rd, 1916.

The I.E.E. Rules.

These days of warfare may not be a suitable time for

criticism of the new Wiring Rules issued by the Institution

of Electrical Engineers. Electrical contractors have already

noted difficulties and defects in the matter and arrangement
of some of the rules. The revised rules must themselves be
revised. So much is clear. The object of this letter is to

recommend that the Wiring Committee begin preparations

for a revisal as soon as the war work permits. I would sug-

gest, also, that there should be added to the Committee the

names of some wiring experts well known for their pro-

longed effort to raise the standard and the status of this

blanch of electrical work.

The majority of the Committee should be men whose work
has been mainly wiring. Many engineers eminent in other

blanches undervalue the importance and complexity of

wiring problems and practice.

Engineer.

June 3rd, 1916.

[Our correspondent appears to be deeply dissatisfied with

the new Rules and refers to "difficulties and defects," but

does not enter into particulars. It would be interesting and

useful if he would specify the nature of his complaints in

detail. We may remind him that the Wiring Rules Com-
mittee of the I.E.E. is a Standing Committee, and invites

suggestions.^EDS. Eleo. Rev]
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WAR ITEMS.

After-theAVar Trade.—In the House of Commons last

week, Sir R. Cooper complained that the Board of Trade was
too slow in tackling the question of trade alter the war. It

was unfortunate that there should be an impression in the

country that many of the Committees which had been set up
to deal with the matter were packed juries. Now was the

time to get rid of the German octopus.—In reply, Mr. Prety-

man said that the Board of Trade was alive to the situation

which would arise in regard to labour when the war ended.

He said, according to the Morning Post report, that the

matter had been considered from the outbreak of the war,

and he believed the arrangements which had been formulated

would go a long way towards solving the problem when it

aiose. Before the war the tendency of trade was in the

direction of international and cosmopolitan combinations. We
looked upon this as a purely trade matter—we assumed poli-

tical and trade honesty in the Germans. But there was

behind this action on the part of the Germans a political

object and, indeed, a dishonest trade object. One knew how
agencies had been captured by Germans, and German goods

gradually substituted for British. The Board of Trade had

dene a good deal to counter that. The Board of Trade were

getting rid of, and closing down, the German element in

British trade. One element which was most difficult to get

rid of was when German agencies had practical control of the

output of some product of pivotal character. It was necessary

that this country should have the plant and material ready

at the end of the war to combat this. The labour to make
and erect such plant, far less to operate it, was difficult to

piccure. But the Board recognised that the country must be

ready to be self-supporting at the end of the war, if we were

not to lose our opportunity. If the gates had once again to

ba opened to an uncontrolled supply of vital products he

could not see how they were to be closed again.

Exemption Applications.—At Batley, the managing direc-

tor of a local firm of electrical engineers applied for exemp-

tion for himself as being in a certified occupation. He was

regularly employed in the work of electrical fitting, and had

suffered great depletion of staff. He had been ,
an active

member of the local Volunteer Corps from the beginning.

Conditional exemption granted.
.

At Windsor, Mr. Fowler, electrician, who appeared m
R.N.A.S. uniform, applied for exemption for his only adult

employe. Mr. Fowler stated that he himself had joined, leav-

ing the man appealed for in charge of the business. If this

man left there would be no electrician in the town, and the

business would close down. Three months' exemption

allowed.
Windermere Tribunal, after considering appeals by Messrs.

J. K. & Ernest 0. Thornburrow, electrical engineers, granted

the former six months' exemption and the latter one month.

Dover Tribunal has granted conditional exemption to G.

Hopkins (32), coal and ashes trimmer at the Corporation elec-

tricity works, and six months to E. Smith, driver for a Cor-

poration electric refuse vehicle.

Dartford Tribunal has refused exemption to a coal trimmer

appealed for by Mr. Pember, electrical engineer to the U.D.C.

At Chatham, on May 30th, exemption was claimed by the

Tramway Co. for 35 men, it being stated that if any more

had to go things would become very serious. Before the war
there were 234 men and 17 boys, but all the latter and 145

of the former had left, and the staff now consisted of 124

men, 28 boys, and 72 female conductors. The Tribunal gave

conditional exemption to 22 motor-men, one engineer, and

one repairer of electrical mains; three months to a clerk and

a stoker; two months to a pavior and a night timekeeper;

and one month each to a clerk, a night foreman, a chief

motor inspector, and two truck-men. The other appeals

failed.

Nuneaton Tribunal has granted exemption until August

l3t to E. Burgoyne (29), the only man, out of seven, left with

Mr. Harold Birch, electrical engineer.

At Torquay, conditional exemption has been granted to Mr.

J. M. Keenan, deputy electrical engineer, and Mr. A. E. Wil-

liams, chief clerk at the electrical works.

At Macclesfield, a local firm sought exemption for their elec-

trical engineer, "" and said that it was impossible to obtain a

qualified man over military age. The company supplies a num-
ber of business concerns with current for manufacturing pur-

poses, and it was stated that if the engineer went the supply

might have to be curtailed, as the staff had now reached the

absolute minimum. Three months' conditional exemption was
allowed.
Tunbridge Wells Tribunal has granted three months' condi-

tional exemption to Messrs. R. J. Spittles and R. F. Rack,

electrical wiremen with Messrs. Strange- & Sons.

The Chipping Norton Electric Supply Co., Ltd., appealed

t-> the County Tribunal for Mr. G. G. Bates, shift engineer,

claimed to be indispensable to the maintenance of the borough
supply. The Local Tribunal considered that Mr. Bates was
not wholly indispensable, and that he could be replaced by a

man over military age. He had been " starred," but this

was removed on May 11th. The Court declined to interfere

with the Local Tribunal's decision, but gave the company a

moDth in which to find a substitute.

At Bedford, Mr. R. W. L. Phillip*; applied for exemption

certificates for 20 men at the borough electricity works. It
was explained that although the men had been exempted
fchej were being called up by the Recruiting Officer. The
Tribunal decided to issue the certificates.

Bi i the Wes( Kent Appeal Coi T. White and
Bushell, electrical engineers, of Ohislehurst, appealed for Mr.
Jl. S. White (28), as being indispensable to the business, but
n) exemption was allowed.
The Barnstaple Tribunal has granted conditional exemption

to Mr. Prank Bickford, electrician, who had been pa ed foi

sedentary work only, and who upervises motors, &c, al local

works.
At Canterbury, on May 29th, the city electrical en

Mr. C. A. Blascheek, appealed for threi i id at th •

dust destructor, and said that there were now only six men
instead of 12, and they could work with only one shifi

ditional exemption was allowed.

Chelmsford Tribunal has granted three months' exemption
t.) F. J. East (40), who attends to the electric light installa-

tion at the residence of Mr. R. A. Ellis, J. P., of Stock.

Eastbourne Tribunal has given two months' exemption,
with leave to appeal again, to an apprenticed electrician with
a local firm, whose indentures have still two years to run, and
who is the only one of the former staff of seven electricians
left.—The proprietor of an electrical engineering business in

the town has been exempted until the end of June.
At Hoddesdon (Herts), Messrs. Christie & Co., Ltd., ap-

pealed for Mr. W. R. Stone, electrician, responsible for supply-
ing light for 100 men and the offices, and also to several houses
in the town. He was exempted whilst he remains in his
piesent position.

Woking Tribunal heard an appeal for five indispensable
employes of the Accumulators, Ltd., of Maybury. S. F. Bates,
foreman of the carpenters' shop and woodworking mill, was
refused exemption, it being considered that he could be re
placed; three months' each were allowed to E. H. Cooper,
foieman of the assembling and formation department

;

A. A. Blatcher, foreman of the mixing and pasting depart-
ment; R. H. Simpson, foreman electrical fitter; and P. D.
Hollings, manager and analytical chemist. The same Tribunal .

has given three months to A. M. Dallen, chief clerk, and
A. J. Jameson, meter tester, repairer, and reader, with
the, Woking Electric Supply Co., and one month to Mr. A.
Gill, the company's accountant.
The Aylesbury Rural Tribunal has given three months'

exemption to the electrician engaged at Hart well House.
Oldham Tribunal has refused exemption to three married

brothers, partners in the firm of Caton & Sons, electricians,

ten of whose staff have, enlisted. Three electrical litters with
Mr. J. Jackson, electrician, of Oldham, have I n exempted
until August 1st.

The military appealed against three months' exemption
allowed to a charge-hand at the Rugby U.D.C. refuse destruc-

tor, who has been on the staff for ten years and is thoroughly
conversant with the work. It was- claimed by the surveyor
that in the interests of health the work should be done effi-

ciently. The exemption was allowed to stand, but it was
intimated that it might not be renewed so easily.

The Peterborough Tribunal has granted six months' exemp-
tion to Mr. T. C. G. Clabburn, manager of the Peterborough
Electric Traction Co.
At Rochdale, an electrical engineer, Mr. W. Piekard, aged

29, who was stated to be engaged in developing a patent, was
granted temporary exemption till the end of August.

At Blackpool Tribunal, on June 1st, a local hydro company
appealed for their engineer and electrician, aged 32. There
were 1,100 lights in the hydro, the plant being under the

control of this man. Conditional exemption granted.

Conditional exemption was granted by St. Amies Tribunal,

on May 31st, to the chief electrician of the tramway company,
and to two engine drivers at the electricity works.

The proprietors of the Royal Mills, Esher, applied to the

Tribunal for their electrician to be exempted, he. being the

only one of the original staff left. Exemption granted until

November 20th.

The Dartford Tribunal has granted exemption to Mr. S. W.
Botterill, electrical engineer to Messrs. SwaislandB, of (.'ray-

ford.

At the Stockton-on-Tees Tribunal, on May 30th, an appljj

cation was made for the exemption of Coun. II. C. Watson,

manager of the electrical department of the firm of Messrs.

T. B. Watson & Son. sanitary and electrical engineers; the

department was turning out work for controlled firms, and

so mam- men had joined the Colours that it would be impos-

sible to carry on the business without Mr. Watson. Three

months' exemption was granted, with leave to appeal again.

At Fleetwood, an electrical engineer who sought exemption

for himself and for two of his employes, produced documents
showing that he was fitting wireless to the mine sweepers,

and regularly repaired electrical machinery on the boats. He
was also engaged on electrical work for the Government and

foi firms outside the town who were on Government work.

The applicant was granted conditional exemption. The other

men were exempted till September 30th, and the employer

was advised to set badges for them.
Ashby-de-la-Zouch Rural Tribunal has refused exemption

to the man in charge of the electric light plant at Measham
HalT, the seat of Sir W. Abney.
Before the West Kent Appeal Court, on Monday, Mr. H.
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Williams, assistant manager of the Erith U.D.O. electricity

works, appealed for Leonard Clarke (31), engineer-fitter's

mate. Conditional exemption was allowed.

At Castleford, Mr. C. J. Cos, electrical engineer, appealed

for his working manager, Mr. Ralph Sheard ('28), and said

that without him he would be unable to carry on the business.

T li> other men were gone, and Mr. Sheard was the only man
ij the town who could do certain repairs at the works in the

district. Exemption was allowed whilst he remains in his

piesent occupation.

At Batley, the managing director of a Local firm'of elec-

trical engineers, who said that, owing to the depletion of the

stall he was regularly employed in the work of an electrical

fitter, wis granted conditional exemption.
The Aysgarth Tribunal has granted conditional exemption

to an attested employe of the Askrigg Electric Light Co.

\n attested farmer, butcher, and proprietor and manager
of a " public electric light supply " at West Burton was
granted conditional exemption.

The Economic Conference.—The Marquess of Crewe will

attend the Paris Economic Conference in place of Mr. Runci-
n.au, President of the Board of Trade, who is suffering from
a breakdown consequent upon the great strain of his manifold
duties.

Breach of Lighting Order.—At Accrington, on June 1st,

R. P. Gerland, electrician, was fined 7s. Cd. for a breach of

the Lighting Order. Defendant had been carrying out elec-

trical work in Whalley Road, and had omitted to switch off

otxi of the lights when leaving.

Coal Trade Committee.—The President of the Board of

Trade has appointed a Committee, consisting of the Rt. Hon.
Lord Rhondda (chairman), Mr. A. E. Bowen, Mr. Newton
Dunn. Mr. P. J. Jones, Mr. A. Nimmo. Mr. A. F. Pease, Sir

Daniel M. Stevenson. Bart., and Mr. R. Wharham, to con-
sider the position of the coal trade after the war, with
especial reference to international competition, and to report
what measures, if any. are necessary or desirable to safeguard
that position. Mr. J. U. Smith, of the Board of Trade, will

act as Secretary.

To be Wound-up.—The Board of Trade has ordered the
following to lie wound-up :

—
Krupka & Jacoby, Ltd., 26-36, Chapter Street, Westminster,

S \Y. Importer's of electric light fittings. &c. Controller:
Thomas Wise, Bassishaw House, Basinghall Street, E.C.

Trading with the Enemy.—The " London Gazette " for
.Tune '2nd contains further lists of persons and bodies with
whom trading is prohibited in Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Nor-
way, Pern, Spain, Sweden, Portugal, and other countries.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Catalogues and Lists,—British Thomson-Houston
Co., Ltd.. Rugby.—A very fully illustrated brochure of between
80 and 90 pases describing Curtis turbo-generators has been issued

by the company. The descriptive matter is very detailed, and is

accompanied by half-tone pictures of various parts of the plants

and many views of oomplete sets, line diagrams and curves, and
photographs of the works at Rugby. Altogether it is a very fine

production and will be of service to power station engineers, con-
sulting engineers, &c.

Messrs. T. W. Broadbent, Ltd., Victoria Electrical Works,
EaBt Parade, Huddersfield.—Leaflet No. 1 of a new catalogue which
is being issued in sections. The " D " type generator for ocntinuous
current is described in this leaflet.

Messes H. Tinsley & Co., Eldon Park Works, South Norwood,
S.E.—Two pamphlets : No. 44 (12 pp.) contains a description with
prices, &c., of the Drysdale-Tinsley non-inductive low resistance

standards or "shunts"
; No. 47 (12 pp.) deals with optical testing

instruments, Dr. Drysdale's field glass and telescope testing appa-
ratus. k.i.

Messbs. Pakmiter, Hope & Sucden, Ltd., Hulme Eleotrical

Works, Manchester.—Advance copy of a new catalogue of 52 pages,
in which fully illustrated and exhaustive information is given
respecting the Fluvent fuse syBtem, which is being largely used in

the new munitions factories put up by the Government. "Fluvent"
switch fuses, power centre boards, glandp, &i. ; "Ajax" ironclad
switches and fuses, mining switches, fuse-holders, small power
distribution boards, lighting fuseboards, and bi-metal fuse wire,
are among the manufactures covert d. A number of pages are occu-
pied with shipping weights and dimensions. The firm have now
an office in Londcn (Queen Anne's Chambers), where Bamples of the
Fluvent system can be seen.

To Develop Export Trade.—M. Crozier, the French
commercial attach^ in Belgium, Holland, Switzerland, and
Scandinavia, advises certain modifications in present methods of
securing trade in these countries. The union of producers is a
leading point in his advice. Considering that the bigger
firms stand in no need of his recommendations, he limits

his remarks to the smaller firms engaged in turning out articles of
restricted consumption, or " seasonal " articles, or to those afraid
or hesitating to make a Btait in the export trade. To these he
tenders the advice to combine or group their resources and efforts.

It is, he says, a modus operandi found efficacious by our enemies.

Such selling syndicates should oombine from one to two dozen
merchants or manufacturers of articles suitable for the same class

of customers, but each firm different and non-competitive with
other members of the same group or combine. The components
of the group Bhould be wisely studied ; the number of its members
happily limited, so as to help the work of agents and representa-

tives, and assure a sufficient remuneration, so that none may think

their interests sacrificed, such groups working in the foreign

country chosen either by means of an agent sent direct and
settled on the spot and holding local stocks, or by a resident

representative of the country, recommended by, say, the French
Foreign Trade Office. The choice of this agent or representative

should be the subject of great care : he should be capable, intelli-

gent, of credit in the country, and furnish every guarantee of

integrity, serious business, mental acumen, and pro-French sym-
pathy. On the other hand, it should be made possible to aBBure

him a suitable position and a remunerative volume of business.

At a pinch, resort might be had to commission firms, but these

have the faults of occupying themselves with too great a variety

of articles, buy from any French or foreign firms, and negleot the

little known articles which it is the object of the gronp to export.

Lastly, the attaohe recommends the trial and employment of

French women already trained in commerce, so as to leave the

the men free for industrial occupations.

U.S. Electrical Exports in February.—The U.S.

electrical! exports for the month of February established a new
record. The previous record of last November was exceeded by
nearly $168,000. An increase of over $1,259,000 occurred as com-
pared with February, 1915. For the four electrical classes for

which numbers of articles exported are given in the official

reports, there were shipped in February the following :—Electric

fanB, 1,872 ; arc lamps, 112 ; carbon-filament lamps, 86,471 ; metal-

filament lamps, 580,6(57.
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Dissolutions and Liquidations.—Lake & Currie,

consulting enT'neers, Norfolk Houkb, Laurence Pountney Hill,

London, E.C.—Messrs. H. W. Lake and D. Currie have

dissolved partnerBhip.

EA8TON Lift Co, Ltd.—This company is winding np volun-

tarily, with Mr. H. G. Holmes, 33, Patirnotter Row, B.C., as liqui-

dator. A meeting of creditors is called for June 15th, at ExpreBS

Works, S mthwark
Buitish and Colonial Lighting Co , Ltd.—A meeting is

called for July 7th. to hear an account of the winding up from the

liquidator, Mr. C. W. Rnoke, 16, ^tinen Victoria Street, E.C.

American ADDING Machine Co , Ltd.—A meeting is called for

July 7th, at 18, St. Svithin'r. Line, B.C., to hear on account of the

winding up from the liquidator, Mr. D. L. H meyman.
WlSTON Eleotbic Lamp Co., 1 and 3, Sun S-reet, Finsbury,

E.G., eleotrio lamp tVtorsand agents.—Messrs. C. S. Eogzelius and

J. S. Nunn have dissolved partnership. Mr. Engzelius attends to

debts, and continues the business.

Trade Announcement.—Messrs. Berky, Skihner
AND Co. announce that in future the addreB 1* of their head offices

will b« "The Switch House," 86, Newman Street, Oxford Street,

W., where extensive premises have been acquired. Telegraphic

address, '' Ptolemaist Ox., London "
; telephone Nos., " Museum

3310 and 3311."

Lamp Discounts.— Messrs. Siemens Bros. Dynamo
Works, Ltd., of Upper Thames Street, E.C. have issued a notice

withdrawing the 74 per cent, preferential disoount on Wotan,

half-watt, and tantalum drawn-wire lamps, as from June 1st,

owing to the increased cost of raw material and labour, and the

difficulties arising from the shortage of both.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Aberdeen.—The total number of units generated during
May at the Corporation electricity station amounted to 1,2 1 3,870,

an increase of 285.360 units over the preceding month ; an appli-

cation has been received from a local shipbuilding firm for a
power supply, and that the Electiioity Committee has approved a
recommendation that the firm be supplied with 400 H.P , on a
three years' guarantee of energy consumption. A three-phase
e.h.t. supply will be given to a sut-station in the yard.

Accrinffton.—The Tramways and Electricity Committee
haB decided that the whole of the fire insurance of its depot shall

be undtrtaken by the Corporation's own fire insurance fund.
The borough treasurer reports that of £26 250 borrowed under

a sanction of June, 1900, for the electrical undertaking, provision
for repayment had been made to the extent of £25,655 np to March,
1916, leaving a balance of £595.
The Electricity Committee bas decided hat the sum of £1,000 be

repaid to rate funds during 1916-17, wuich will leave the balance
owing at £3,558.

Barrow-in-Furness.—Year's Working.—The' report
of Mr. Burnett, the bsrough electrical engineer, on the working of
the Corporation electricity undertaking for the year ended March
last, discloses an exceptionally prosperous state of affairs. Whereas
in the previous jear the units sold totalled 3 597,410, the total for

{916-16 reached 13,800,254 units, an increase of 10,208,844 units
in the year. Of this total, over 12 million units represent power
supply. The maximum load was 3,905 sw, and the load factor
40'36 per cent, these comparing with 2,2S5 kw. and 17'97 per
cent, in 1914-15. C msiderab'e inert a-ies were also shown in the
lighting and tramway supp'y, but naturally publio lighting units
Bhow a large reduction. The effect of this abnormal increase
in power units, sold at an average price of Jd. per unit, on
the financfs of the undertaking is of considerable interest. The
revenue during the past three years was made up as follows :

—

Private lighting, &o.

Power and heat
Public lighting

Traction
Meter rents, &3

Total receipts

Total costs

% costs to recfipts

Gross profits

% gross profits to capital

expenditure
Workiog costs per unit
Average price per unit

Net profit

Some 382 motors of 2,700 h.p. are now connected to the mains,
94 being hired, and hired apparatus for heating and cooking has
also attained respectable proportions. In regard to the domestic
use of apparatus, Mr, Burnett mentions that the average con-
sumption of a large number of domestic consumers in one
district iB now three times what it was fouri years ago.

1913- 14.
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France.—The present and future of the hydroelectric industry
in the French Alpes region is set out in a recent issue
of the Revue Electrique. The region embraces one-tenth of
the total area of France, and includes the departments of
Haute-Savoie, Savoie, lei re, Drome, Hautes Alpes, Basses Alpes,
Vaucluae, BoucheB du Rhone, Var, and the Alpes-Maritimes, and
the basins of 37 rivers. The installed water-power in December,
1910, of this region amounted to 473,00o HP , which had increased
by December, 191", to 738 000 HP., or by 255,000 H.p. in the five

years. The utilisation of this power iu the latter year was indus-
trially subdivided in H p. as follows :—Power and light, 291,000;
metallurgy, 255,000 ; electrochemistry, 147,000 ; traction, 10,000

;

saw-mills, paper-making, wood-working, 30,000 ; sundry (lime,
cement, weaving, ice), 8,000 H.p. The number of electric works
in 1910 was 126, and in 1915, 205, or an increase of 79 in the five

years. Their capacity varied as follows:— Up to 100 h.p., 9 in
1910 and 26 in 1915 ; 101 to 500 h.p., 43 and 70 respectively in the
two periods; 601 to 1.000 h.p., 14 and 19; 1,001 to 5,000 H.p.,

30 and 43 ; 5,000 to 10,000 H.P., 17 and 19 ; and 10,000 H.P. and
upwards, 13 and 28 in the years 1910 and 1915 respectively. The
electrio plants of 500 H P. and nnder mostly furnish light to

small localitii s, whereas those above that figure are allied to large
industries. The constant calls for energy, as well as the demand
created by the increasing scarcity of imported coal, have created
a situation such that the distribution companies constantly find
themselves unable to meet demands. In consequence, many im-
portant undertakings for the utilisation of waterfalls are being
taken in hand, and the next qukquenium's advance is likely to
m"re than (qual that of its predecessor.

Italy.—A society has been formed at Turin with the title
" Comitato Torinese per lo Sviluppo Hidroelettrico," which, as in
the case of the Aasociazione Elettrotecnica Italians, is intended to
further the utilisation of Italy's water resources by hydro-electr'c
plants. Influential personages and bodies in the Province of
Piedmont have joined the board.
The Sjcieta Anonima Lugugnanese has been formed at Porto-

buffole, with a capital of 35,000 lire, to supply electric current in
an area which includes the town of Lugugnana. The Society
proposes to purchase energy.

—

Reimta Tecniea d'Elettrieiti.

Exeter.—Price Increase.—The T.C. has decided to
increase the charge for electricity for lighting from 4d. to 5d. per
unit, as from July 1st next. It is estimated that the Daylight
Savings Bill will reduce the income by £500, while restricted
street lighting meanB a reduction of £1,250 for the year.

Finehley.

—

Price Increase.—The D.O. has decided
to increase the prioe of current for private lighting by 20 per cent,
in lieu of the increase of 10 per cent, previously decided upon.
The increased price will apply after the June quarter. The price
of current for power purposes will also be increased as from the
above-mentioned date as follows:—(a) Consumers with a load
factor of 33jrd per cent, or less, by 10 per cent.

; (S) exoeeding
33jrd per cent., the increase to be the percentage amount of the
excess fuel cost over '9d. per unit generated, with a limit of 10 per
cent. It is also proposed to suspend, on and after August 1st next
and during the period of the war, the clause of the general condi-
tions of supply relating to free service connections.

Glasgow.—Year's Working.—The electricity depart-
ment has achieved a record output for the year endiDg May 31st,

consequent largely upon the huge demands for power made by the
different factories, shipyards and other establishments engaged on
national work. The output for 1915-16 amounted to 130,000,000
units against 104,000,000 units in 1914-15, while the revenue was
£500,000 against £400,000 respectively, an increase approximately
of 30 per cent. So great was the demand that an overload was
carried throughout practically the whole winter, a state of affairs

which would have been obviated"had the new works at Dalmarnock
—a portion of which would have been in operation, but for short-

age of labour and material—been ready.

Grimsby.—The Public Lighting Committee is recom-
mending the T.C, in view of the fact that in the current year
£966 has been taken from the reserve fund of the electricity

undertaking to pay for extensions of mains and services, for which
no loans are available, to transfer the whole of the balance of net
revenue (£640) to the reeerve fund.

Illord.

—

Refuse Destructor Reports.—The question
of utilising the steam from the destructor works has formed the
subject of recent reports from the Council's officials. The surveyor
estimates that some 75,000 lb. of steam per day should be available,

and Mr. Shaw, the borough electrical engineer, deEcribes three
schemes by which this could be utilised in supplying electricity,

giving respectively 551,000, 735,000, and l,20u,000 units delivered

at the Ley Street works. For reasons given, either the first or
second scheme is preferred, both involving the transfer of
machinery from Ley Street to the destructor. Mr. Harvey, the
tramway manager, says it is evident that neither of the first two
sohemes would alone provide the requisite energy for the tram-
ways, and that the third scheme could not be carried out under
present conditions.

Ilkeston.— Sale of E.L. and Tramways.—The Tram-
ways and Electricity Committee has recommended the Corporation
to accept the offer of the Nott?. and Derbyshire Power Co. to take
over the tramways and eleotricity undertakings on certain terms.
The matter has been considered by the Council as a General
Purposes Committee, and it was decided, by a large majority, to

sell the undertakings, and the resolution to that effect will be

submitted to the ordinary meeting of the Council for confirmation.
The tramways have been in existenoe for 13 years.—Sheffield
1elfgraph,

India.—The Karachi Cantonment Committee has decided
to light the streets by electricity.

—

Indian Engineer.

Kein'hley.

—

Hospital Lighting.—The Keighley and
Bingley Joint Hospital Board last week decided upon an installa-
tion of electric lighting in the permanent hospital buildings, at a
cost of £216.

Lancaster.

—

Year's "Working.—The report of the
Council's elect! i ;ity department shows an income of £ 10,1 70, againet
£9,111 in 1914-15

; the expenditure increased by £1,865, coal
accounting for t; 1,119. While there was a decrease in li°hting, there
was an increase of 160,346 power units. For the first time since
1896, there was a deficit amounting to £393—less than anticipated,
and met from the reserve fund, which now stands at £3,561.

Leek.—The U.D.C. has received the report of Dr.
Watkinson, of Liverpool, on the breakdown at the electrioity

works, and it is being considered in conjunction with the report
of the Council's own engineer.

Leyton.— Street Lighting.—The Highways Com-
mittee of the D.C. has agreed to the electric lighting department's
proposal to make a charge of £10 per lamp per annum for light-
ing arc lamps converted for incandescent lighting. The depart-
ment is making no charge for carrying out the conversion, the
cost of whioh is estimated at £ 100.

Liverpool.—The Corporation has been recommended
by the Finance Committee not to approve the resolution of the
Tramways and Electric Power and Lighting Committees to increase
the pay of certain of their emplojcs by |d. per hour, but that a
war bonus of Is. 63. per week should be given to all men in the
Corporation employ on certain conditions.

Llanfvllin.

—

Street Lighting.—The T.C. has decided
to accept the offer of Mr. R. A. Jones to light the streets by elec-

tricity at £2 per lamp for 21 lamps, for a period of one year,
subject to renewal ; the town clerk is to prepare the agreement.

London.

—

Hammersmith.—The L.C.C. has sanctioned
the borrowing by the B.C. of £3,000 for electrical extensions, under
the usual war condition?.

Westminster.—With reference to the amended terms for the
supply of current to the City Council's buildings by the Charing
Cross Co., the Council has been recommended to agree that the
contract should be for one year ending June 24th, 1917, determin-
able at the end of that period, or on any quarter-day thereafter,

by three months' notice.

Maidstone.

—

Price Increase.—The T.C. has adopted
a new soale of charges for current, which are some 25 per cent,

above the original prices.

Reigate.—The T.C. has decided to further overdraw the
electric lighting capital account to the extent of £231, in order to

enable certain work to be carried out for increasing the capacity of

the two sub-stations. It was stated that the heating and power
supply had increased 36'25 per cent, up to March laBt.

ltochdale.

—

Plant Extension.—Although the formal
sanction of the L.G.B. has not yet been given to the expenditure
of £10,157 on extensions at the electrioity works, it is reported
that an intimation has been received that the sanction will be
given, and, acting on this, contracts for the work have been let.

Salford.—The Electricity Committee recommends the

T.C. to agree to a reduotion of 2i per cent, in the normal contract
cha-ges for the supply of energy to the works of Messrs.

R. Haworth & Co.

The Committee has decided to temporarily delete Clause 31

(relating to penalty for late completion of contracts) of the Model
General Conditions of the I.E.E. from contracts entered into on
such conditions.

no ii tli Africa.—The Cape Provincial Council has passed
an ordinance whereby it will hereafter be lawful for any under-
taker of a public eleotrical supply to supply electrical energy out-

Bide the area of a local authority, subject to the consent of the
Administrator being obtained. The immediate object of the
ordinance is to enable the Municipality of Oudtshoorn to supply
electric lighting to the Divisional Council of the district, bo that
the Cango Caves may be illuminated.

Snenborougli.

—

Year's Working.—There is a loss of

£152 on the Council's electricity undertaking for the past year, as

compared with £600 for the previous year. This is considered

satisfactory in view of the fact that there was an extra expense
of £138 over which the Council had no control.

Sunderland.

—

Year's Working.—The last year's

working of the Corporation electricity department resulted in a
revenue of £71,102, inoluding £37,304 from power supply. After
meeting working expenditure a balance remained of £30,636, and
after providing for interest and sinking fund charge?, the balance
of £1,032, being net profit, was carried to renewals. The output
sold amounted to 15,056,376 units, an increase of 3'84 per cent.

;

the load factor also improved from 26 to 31 per cent. The manager,
Mr. Blackman, refers to narrow margin of plant capacity, and
points out that the breakdown of a generator had led to estimated

additions to working oo'st of £3,600.
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Wisbech.

—

Price Increase.—The T.C. has agreed to

allow the Electricity Supply Co. to increase the price of energy

for lighting: to not more than 6Jd. per unit, owing to the great

increase in the cost of fuel.

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

Blackpool.— Electric Vehicle.—The Finance Com-
mittee h as sanctic ne 1 the purchase by the ( leansing Committee of a

second eleotric water-sprinkler, at a cost of about £1,000.

Itnlton.

—

Electric Vehicle.—A deputation from the

Electricity Committee having recommended the advantages of

electrically propelled vehicles, the Waterworks Committee has

decided that it will consider the views put forward by the

deputation when the question of motor transport is next before the

Committee.
LB LABOUR.—The tramway manager reported a difficulty

in obtaining suitable labour for car cleaning in the night time, and

has been authorised to employ women for the work. It was
reported that 151 employes of the department were serving with

the Colours and 18 had still to go. Forty women conductors were

now employed.

<«laS!i'0\v.

—

Year's Working.—The official returns of

the last year's working of the Corporation tramways Bhow that the

traffic receipts amounted to £1,149,261, an increase of £178,570 on
the previous 12 months. The passengers numbered 362,371,461, an
increase of 26,110.706, and the car-mileage was 21,963,309, an
increase of 718,819. The receipts per car-mile were higher,

although the receipts per passenger were slightly decreased. It is

noteworthy that 232,871,360 passengers were carried at }d. fares as

against 93,768,671 at Id. fares.

Lancaster.

—

Year's Working.—The borough account-

ant reports a traffic levenue of £6,696 on the Conncil's tramways,

against £5,533 in the previous year, an increase of £163. The
expenditure increased by £135, but £500 has been set aside for

depreciation. After paying interest and redemption, the net deficit

is £2,012.

Leeds.— Female Lahocr.— The tramway manager
(Mr. J. B. Hamilton) has expressed his complete satisfaction with

the women conductors, of whom he has now over 100. The
employment of the wemen has released between 100 and 500 men
for military service. The pay, with overtime, reaches 30s. a week.

Manchester.

—

Wages.—As from June 1st, a war bonus

is to be paid to the paviors, .*cc, in the tramway department. The
Tramway and Vehicle Workers' Union has applied on behalf of the

traffic staff for an additional war bonus, and the Workers' Union
has applied for an advance of wageB for certain classes of workmen.
Both applications have been refused.

Xorth London Electrification.—On Saturday morning
last, a successful trial run was carried out on the recently electrified

line between Broad Street and Richmond.

Nottingham.

—

Year's Working.—The total receipts

on the working of the Corporation tramway undertaking for the

12 months ended March 31et la=t amounted to £195,392, an
increase of £16,077 compared with the previous year. Working
expenses amounted to £121,266, an increase of £8,682, leaving a

balance of £74,125, an increase of £7,391, carried to net revenue
aocount. After providing for interest on loanB, contribution to

sinking fund, .Sec , the balance is to be divided, £20,350 going in

aid of the rates, and £13,150 to reserve and renewals fund. During
the 12 months the cars ran 3,885,322 miles, an increase of 95,465

miles over the previous year, and carried 45,711,208 passengers, an
increase of 4,530,216. Since the commencement of the war 22S
men have joined the Colours, and 62 left the service for munition
work or other employment. There are upwards of 100 women
conductors in the service, and the majority are carrying ont their

duties in a quite satisfactory manner. The difficulty of finding

drivers has become seiious, as men are leaving faster than they
can be replaced. Further, the reserve of conductors suitable for

training for drivers is exhausted, and very few applications for

employment are being received.

Sunderland.

—

Years Working.—The total receipts of

the Corporation tramways for the last year amounted to £79,121
;

traffic expenses amounted to £20,915, and the balance carried to net
revenue was £34,6ii9. From this amount, interest and sinking fund
obarges were paid, £5,000 was plaoed to rate relief, £9,781 to

renewals, and other expenditure was met. The passengers carried

numbered 19,908,911 asagainst IS,619,361 in 1916.—Northern Press
Agency,

Swansea.— Tramway Power-Plant Purchase.— At
the last meeting of the B.C., it was reported in connection with the
negotiations to take over the Tramway Co.'s power station, that the
company had now acquired the freehold, which would be transferred

to the Corporation instead of the leasehold interest. Under the
agreement, the Corporation has undertaken to purchase the plant
and machinery for £ 10,000, payment to be spread over 26 years at

£400 per annum.

A Wireless Iteconl.— It is reported that the American
steamer Ventura, which has just arrived at Sydney from San Fran-
cisco, states that she picked up wireless messages from the station

at Tuckerton, New Jersey, when she was 9,000 miles distant from
that place. This is claimed to be a world's record.

Ashton-nnder-LTne.—The substitution of junction for

trunk circuits between Manchester and adjoining towns has been

extended to Ashton-under-Lyne, with which are associated Mossley,

Mcttram, and Hyde.

Norway.—The Western Electric Co , Ltd., has received

from the telegraph department a contract for nine automatic
telephone exchanges for Christiania, having a total capacity of

30,000 lines and 35,000 subscribers' stations. The work will occupy
a period of six years.

Russia.—Some time ago the Pan-Russian District

Councils' League organised a telephone factory in Moscow on a

small Bcale. As such apparatus, and most of the parts thereof, had
previously been imported, the first efforts to make a complete
telephone apparatus without importations met with serious

mechanical difficulties. However, under pressure of the absolute

necessity of having Buch apparatus, by the application of all avail-

able technical skill the difficulties were overcome, and solid pro-

gress has been made. The factory now employs over 200 hands,

and the total production is over 50 apparatus per day.

Trans-Atlantic Telegraphy.—During the Irish rebellion

many of the Atlantic cables landing on the West Coast of Ireland

were for some days deprived of their land-line connections with the

cables connecting Ireland with England, and were thrown idle,

while the cables having direct submarine connection with England
had to deal with an enormously increased traffic.

—

T. and T. Age.

The German Post Office has made arrangements to permit
Swedish telegrams to be transmitted to the United States by
German wireless telegraphy, subject to certain conditions.

I nited States.—The naval administration of the U.S.

Government proposes to erect three large wireless stations, one at

San Diego, California, one at Cavite in the Philippine IslandB, and
the third at Pearl Harlour, Hawaii. The last two will have a

range of about 9,000 km., which is the distance from San Fran-

cisco to Paris. The contract has been placed with an American
company. The new stations will enable the United States to om-
municate with Japan by wireless telegraphy.

—

Journal Tilt-

graphigue.

Wireless Telephony.—From May (ith to 8th wireless

telephony was employed to transmit orders between the US.A.
Government at Washington and the U.S. battleship New Hampshire,

in Hampton Roads ; the telephone was also used for communica-
tion with naval stations at New York, San Diego (Cal.), Pensacola

(Fla.), and other places. During the test the New Hampshire was
ordered to sea, and returned to her station, reporting by wireless

telephone at every hour. The demonstration was successful in

every respect.— /'. and T. Age.

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.

Ashton-under-Lyne.—June 14th. Engine slack, for

the Electricity Committee. Particulars from Borough Electrioal

Engineer, Wellington R iad. Tenders to Mr. J. Neal, Borough
Comptroller.

Australia.

—

Perth.—July 19th. P.M.G. Supply of

insulators (Schedule 510). See " Offi jial Notices " to-day.

August 16:h. P.MG. Distilling apparatus (Schedule 502),

telegraph and measuring instruments (Schedule 198). See "Official

Notices" today.
Melbourne.—July 26th. Victorian Railways Commissioners.

400 signal lighting transformers.*

Sydney.—August 21th. P.M.G. Automatic switchboard and
apparatus for North Sydney Exchange. Schedule No. 511.

Brisbane.—July 31st. P.M.G. Power board anl accumulators.

Sohedule No. 381.

Halifax.—June 17th. Steelwork over the dam at the

electricity works. Mr. James Lord, Barough Engineer, Town Hall,

Halifax. Deposit £1 (returnable).

Keighley.—June 10th. Fitting up the Keighley and

Bingley War Hospital, Morton Banks, with eleotiioity. Messrs.

Moore k Crabtree, Architects, Keighley.

London.— St. Pancras.—June 13th. B.C. Twelve
months' supply of steam ooal for the Electricity Department
Borough Electrical Engineer.

L.C.C.—June 19th. Asylums and Mental Deficiency Committee.

Electrio lamps for three months. Mr. H. F. Keene, Clerk, 2, Savoy
Hill, Victoria Embankment, W.C.
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New Zealand. — Pahiatua.— July 10th. Borough
Council. Overhead wiies, poles, street lamps, gas engines, pro-

ducers, dynamos, auxiliary apparatus and accumulators. Specifica-

tions from Borough Offices or Mr. E. J. Fenn, Consulting Engineer,

Auckland.*
Invercabgill.—September 28th. Borough Council. Steam

turbo-alternator^ condensing plant and switchgear. Specificatk ns

from the Tramway Office.

Spain.—June 22nd. Municipal authorities of Sancti

Spiritus (Province of Salamanca). Concession for the electric

lighting of the town during an undetermined period.

June 28th. Municipal authorities of Infantes (Province of

Ciudad Real). Concession for the electric lighting of the town
during a period of five years.

The municipal authorities of Paebla del Maestra (Province of

Badajoz) have lately invited tenders for the concession for the

electric lighting of the town during a period of 10 yearp.

Stoke-on-Trent.—Coal and slack for the Corporation
eleotricity works for a year. Chief Electrical Eagineer, St. Peter's

Chamber?.

Torquay.—June 19th. Corporation. .j,500 tons of coal'

for use with mechanical stokers for the Electric Lighting Commitee.
Mr. F. S. Hex, Town Clerk.

West Ham.—Tune 22nd. 15. of <!. Electrical fittings

for three months. Mr. T. Smith, Union Offices, Union Road,
Leytonstone, N.E.

Wolverhampton.—June 16th. Electricity Department.
Coal and ash-handling plant. See " Official Notices" to-day.

Specifications for the items marked * can be seen at the Board
of Trade Commeroial Intelligence Branoh in London.

CLOSED.
Bury.—T.C. Washed slack, for the electricity works :

Pemberton Colliery Co., Ltd.

Dewsbury.— Electricity and Tramways Committee.
2,000 tons of coal, for the electricity works : Crawshaw and
Warburton, Ltd.

Installation Contracts.—The following contracts were
placed with Messrs. H. ,T. Cash & Co., Ltd., during May :

—
Admiralty.—Electric lighting installation, Chatham.
War Office.—Provision of l.t. cables and distributors, and electric light

installation, Dover. Special fittings for operating theatres.
Post Office.—Electrio -power circuits and mains, telegraph factory,

Birmingham.
L.G.C.—Electric light installation, Southampton Street School, Camber-

well ; ditto, Haverstock Hill School, London, N.W. (See list of tenders
below.)

Reigliley.—The Keighley and Bingley Joint Hospital

Board. Accepted tender : Craven and District Private Telephone
and Electric Co., at £216, for the electric lighting of the permanent
hospital buildings and the sanatorium.

Leyton.—The District Council is entering into a year's

contracts with the Electrical Apparatus Co., Ltd., the Reason
Manufacturing Co., Ltd., and Messrs. Chamberlain & Hookham
for ordinary electricity meters ; also with the B.I. A: Helsby Cables,

Ltd., for slot meters. The British Thomson-Houston Co. wrote
stating that under present conditions they were unable to enter

into a contract, as their meter factory was otherwise engaged.

Llanfyllin.—T.C. Accepted tender for the lighting of

the streets by electricity for one year, subject to renewal : Mr.
R. A. Jones.

London.—London Education Committee. Tenders for

installing electric light in the undermentioned schools :
—

Southampton Street, Camberwell.
H. J. Cash & Co.. Ltd (accepted) £4 Jfi

Alpha Manufacturing Co 491
Foote & Milne, Ltd 504
Lund Bros. & Co 506
Alex. Hawkins & Sons 523

Haverstock Hill, St. Pancras.

H. J. Cash & Co., Ltd (accepted) £101
W. C. Tackley & Co., Litd 305
Tredegars, Ltd 8iQ
Foote 4 Milne, Ltd 373
Pinching i Walton 410

The Committee will open and accept tenders received during the

Whitsuntide recess for installing electric light in the County
Secondary School, Forest Hill.

Hammersmith.—Tenders reoeived by the B.C. for panels
required for new switchboards at Shepherd's Bush sub-station :

—

Park Royal Eng. Co. (accepted) £18 Ferranti, Ltd. £39
Edi->on &. Swan 19 Johnson & Phillips 80
Switchgear & Cowans .. ..20 Eleotric Const' uction Co. .. 81
Reyrolle&Co 21 Siemens Br.is. & Co 38
Bertram Thomas 25 Qeneral Electric Co. . . . . 41

Manchester.—Eleotricity Committee :

—

L.p. pipework and valves.—Aiton & Co., Ltd.
Switchgear.—B.T\H. Co., Ltd.
Two water-tube b ulers, drain pipes.—Baboook & Wilcox, Ltd. (Sub-

contractors : Economises, E. Green & Sons, Ltd. ; lagging, Newall's
Insulation Co., Ltd.)

Cable.—Pirelli-General Cable Work?, Ltd.
10,000-kw. turbogenerator, also 6witchgear.—B.W. Electrio & Manufac-

turing Co., Ltd.
Two motors.—Phcenix Dynamo Mfg. Co., Ltd.

Tramways Committee. Accepted tender :

—

Block tin.—Williams, Harvey & Co., Ltd.

Salford.—Electricity Committee. Accepted tenders for

materials to March next :

—

W. T. Glover A Co., Ltd.—Unarmoured cable, sohedule of prices.
Key Engineering Co., Ltd.—Fibre pipes, approx. £100.
Doulton & Co.- Stoneware pipes, toughs &0., £500.
Albion Clay Co.— Stoneware conduits, £200.

Also accented :

—

United Electric Car Co., Ltd.—Parmanent-way wagon body, £159.
British Westinghouse Co., Ltd.—Auxiliary steam turbine, £740.
G. & J. Weir, Ltd. -Two roto-feed pumps, £560.

Tenders have also been accepted for the erection and equipment
of a sub-station in Blackfriars Road as follows :

—

Wm. Gomall.— Bui'ding, also machine foundations, £3.280.
Bri ish Westinghouse Co , Ltd.—Three-phase e.h.p. switchboard, £1,503.
Bertram Thomas.—Continuous current switchboard, £2,215.

Materials required in connection with the Willans & Robinson
5,000-KW. turbo-alternator :

—

Stewarts & Lloyds, Ltd.- steel pipes and separator, £159.
Stanton Ironworks Co., Ltd.—Cast-iron pipes and valves, £772.

The Electricity Committee has approved the proposal of Messrs.

J. Gerrard & Sons, L'd., to sub-let the steelwork portion of the
contract for the foundations for a turbo-generator to Messrs.
Thomas Prickett & Sons.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

Boyal Institution of Great Britain. Friday, June 9th. At n.30 p.m. At
Albemarle Street, Piceailillv, W. Lecture on " Eyesight and the War," by
Dr. E. Clarke, F.E.C.S.

Chief Technical Assistants' Association.—Saturday, June 10th. At 3 p.m.
At the Tavistock Hotel, Covent Garden. W.C Discussion on "The
Advantages and Disadvantages of Various Types of Mechanical Stokers."

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—Thursday, June 15th. At 5.1"; pjn.
At the Institution Building, Victoria Embankment. Special meeting of
Corporate Members, to confirm the resolution to exclude alien enemies
from lueinber&hip.

Chemical Society.—-Thursday, June 15th. At 8.30 p.m. At Burlington House,
Piccadilly, W. Ordinary scientific,meeting.

Physical Society of London.—Friday, June 16th. At .i p.m. At the
Imperial College ofcScience, South Kensington, S.W. Ordinary meeting.

NOTES.

Power and Heat for Chemieal Plants.—In a letter

addressed to Met. and Clwrn. Engineering!, attention is drawn to the

great economy that can be effected by using exhaust steam for

heating purposes. The writer says :

—

" If it be assumed that 25 per cent, of the heat units of the coal

is required in the development of electric energy in an electro-

chemical plant employing steam, then that plant should be developed

for . utilising the remainder of the available heat units of the fuel

(chiefly in the form of the latent heat of the steam) in multiple-

stage evaporating, &c. By so doing the electric energy required for

the electrochemical work would be largely a by-product. There

are many purely chemical operations where a large preponderance

of heat over power is necessary.
" It is conceivable that great plants where heatr(at low tempera-

tures) is king, might well put in electric generators and thus obtain

electric energy at very low cOBt. There are great industries in

practically all manufacturing communities, where the two great

forms of energy, heat and electricity, might mutually complement
each other. As the situation now stands, we have great central

lighting and power stations wasting 75 per cent, of the heat units

of the ooal in condensing the steam ; and, on the other hand, we
have vast sugar refineries and other industries whose chief need is

steam-heat. From a heat standpoint they should operate in

combination."
If this course were followed, not only could steam compete with

water-power, but it might even ba found to possess an advantage

over the latter.

Clyde Valley Workers.—Mr. James Macdonald, Edin-

burgh, arbitrator under the Munitions of War Act, has rejected the

claims of the labourers employed by the Clyde Valley Electrical

Power Co. for increased wages, time-and-half overtime rates, and

double pay for Sunday work.

Cobalt for Thermocouples.—In a paper read before

the American Electrochemical Society, Prof. O. L. Kowalke advo-

cated the use of cobalt in thermocouples, stating that it was strong

and gave a high e.m f., did not grow brittle like niokel, and could be

obtained in a fairly pure state. The combination of oobalt and
constantan gave a particularly satisfactory couple. Unfortunately,

at present the metal is costly.

Safety Lamps.—The Home Secretary has approved the

following safety lamps for coal mines :

—

Beat's " Exoelsior " Lamp, No. 8.

Best's " G*uzeleas " Lamps, No. 1 and No. 1A,
" Prestwioh Patent Protector 08 " Lamp.
Rothwell and Co.'s "A3," "B3," "C3," "D3,"and " E3 " Lamps.
Teale'B Maeseler or Thornburry No. 6 and No, 6A Lamps,
Teale's No. 1 Miners' Hleotrio Safety Lamp,
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Foreign Trade.—Tim Mav FlGrtJBES.—The' following

are the electrical and machinery figures given in the official

returns for May :

—

Impoi. is.

Electrical goods and appa-
ratus, excluding
machinery and un-
insulated wire
Machinery

Extorts.
Electrical goods and appa-
ratus, excluding
machinery and un-
insulated wire

Machinery

Month
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Russian Copper Production in 1915.—According to a

statement issued by the Military Industrial Committee, the total pro-

duction of oopper in Russia in the year 1915 amounted to l,6b7,155

poods, against 1,919,721 poods in 1911 and 2,095,289 poods in 1913.

The production per district in the last three years was as follows,

in poods :

—

1913. 1911. 1915.

Urals 1,055.122 1,025,057 1,043,892

Caucasus 610,661 495,387 233,559

Siberia 315.273 312.S81 259,123
Chemical and n fining

works sl.233 86,396 50,281

2,095,289 1,949,721 1,:-.87,155.

Embargo ou the," E.T.Z."— It is reported in /'Industrie

Electriijue, on the authority of the Swiss Elektrnindvstrie, that the

German Government has forbidden the transmission abroad of the

Elektrotechniselte Zeitschrift, the official organ of the German
Elektroteohnischpr Vprein and the Verband Deufscher Elektro-

techniker. The E.T.Z. has never busied itself with war affairs, but
our contemporary suggests that the interdict is due to the desire

of the Government to oonceal from foreign eyes the scarcity of

certain materials such as copper and aluminium, which is revealed

by the publication of official regulations for the use of zinc and
iron as electrical conductors. If so, it comes too late.

The Metric System.—On April 1st, 1916, the old

Bystems of weights and measures in use in Denmark were abolished

and the metric system came into force.

Germans and Austrians Suing; in the Courts.

—

In the City of London Court, on June 6th, A. T Speedometer,
Ltd., assignee of George Zimmermann, of London, E.C., sued
Stanley & Co., of Southend, for £10 for goods supplied. Defendants
objected to pay because plaintiffs were Germans. Mr. H. Snowman,
pltintiffs' solioitor, said that Zimmermann was a German, and he
was interned. While he was an alien enemy he did not come
within the scope of the Defence of the Realm Act. A man named
Max Niechy, who said he was an Austrian who was exempt from
internmfnt (although he was not naturalised), having lived in

England for 10 years, was called to prove the assignment. The
plaintiff company, he said, was now in liquidation, and was under
the control of the Board of Trade. The majority of the share-

holders were Austrians and Germans. Some of them were in

England and some in Germany. Judge Atherley Jones, K.C., said

he must find for the plaintiff with some reluctance, having regard
to the last decision of the Court of Appeal, as that was the law
until the House of Lords gave its long-deferred judgment. In his
humble view, the opinion of the Court of Appeal enabling such
companies to bus was not the law of the country. Therefore, as

the oompany was registered in England, it was entitled to

recover, notwithstanding the fact that the beneficiaries were a' ien

enemy shareholders resident, or earryirg on business, in enemy
teiritory. But the money would be kept in Court until after the
war was over. That was a security against the money leaving the
country.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.

The Editors invite electrical engineers, whether connected with th

technical or the commercial side of the profession and industry,

also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the

Electbical Review posted as to their movements.

Central Station and Tramway Officials.—Mr. P.Priestley,
the engineer and manager of the Mesborough and Swinton
Tramways Co., who is about to leave to take up the manage-
ment of the Oldham Corporation tramways department, was
the recipient of a presentation and good wishes at the Tram-
ways Institute, Rawmarsh. The presentation took the form
ot a silver tea service.

Mr. G. H. Browne/ A.M.I.E.E., acting engineer and mana-
ger of the Borough of Ilkeston tramways and electricity

department, has been appointed manager and engineer of the
Mexborough and Swinton Tramways Co., at £400 per year,
succeeding Mr. P. Priestley.

Mr. W. G. Stock has been appointed chief engineer at the
Hindhead (Surrey) electricity works.
On May 4th ene of the employes at the Fulham electricity

works (J. Fish) was struck by the crane on the Quay Wall at

the Townmead Wharf, and knocked insensible into the river

at high tide. Shift engineer T. H. Welch promptly jumped
ij and saved him. The Electricity Committee has very
fittingly passed a resolution congratulating Mr. Welch upon
his courage and skill, and recommending him for the Royal
Humane Society's Medal or Certificate.

The original list of 42 candidates for the position of tram-
ways manager at Belfast has been reduced to six. The ques-

tion of the appointment has been referred to a sub-committee
of the Tramways and Electricity Committee for consideration
and report.

General.—Mr. J. Arthur Sykes, M.I.E.E., assistant to

general manager of Messrs. Wm. Beardmore & Co., Ltd.,

Glasgow, has resigned this appointment in order to take up
that of works manager to the Yorkshire Copper Works, Ltd.,

Leeds.
In the list of aliens to whom certificates of naturalisation

were granted during May, the following entries appear:—
J. Prosper Dethier (known as John Prosper), Belgium, elec-

trician, residing at Palmers Green, Middlesex.

F. C. C. Nielsen, Denmark, retired manager of a, telegraph

company, residing at Westminster.
Coun. James Heald, head of the firm of Messrs. Calvert and

Heald, electrical engineers, Lancaster, and chairman of the

Lancaster Electricity Committee, has been elected Alderman
of the Borough, of which he was Mayor in 1904-5.

Prof. Dobson, general manager of the Johannesburg muni-

cipal gas, electric, and tramway departments, has been

appointed Major in command of two Pioneer Corps for ser-

vice in East Africa. Each Corps is to consist of 120 men.

and is intended to be formed of men skilled in the use of

explosives.

Mr. J. M. Gray, assistant engineer and electrician at the

Maypole Margarine Works, Southall. has retired after 22

years' service. He was presented with a gold watch by the

diiectors, a canteen of plate by the heads of departments, and

a marble clock by the • engineering staff. The Maypole Co.

produces its own power, the average output being over

1.500,000 units per annum, the installation comprising over

100 motors.
'

,'
,j

Mr. G. S. Herschell and Mr. T. Birkett, who have both

been 42 years in the service, has been appointed to succeed

Messrs. H. M. Knight and T. Warden (retired), as superin-

tendents in the telegraph department of the Edinburgh Post

Office. „ , „ .

London Gazette notice :—Territorial Force, Royal Engi-

neers. Tyne Electrical Engineers : Staff-Sergeant Addison

Stanley Burdis to be Second-Lieutenant (on probation).

Mr. C. le Maistre, secretary of the International Electro-

technical Commission, arrived in New York on May 12th on

a mission to the electrical engineering societies of the United

States and Canada with regard to the adoption of international

standards for electrical machinery, &c.

Birthday Honours.—In the list of King's Birthday Honours

are the following, to whom we tender our congratulations:—
Knighthoods are conferred upon : George T. Beilby, Esq.,

F.E.S., the well-known chemist; E. C. Geddes, Esq., Deputy-

Diiector-General of Munitions, and formerly of the North-

Eastern Railway.
Appointed C.B.'s :—Capt. M. H. P. RiALL San key. late K.E.

;

the Hon. Arthur Stanley, M.V.O., M.F. ;
George E. Pember-

tov Murray, Esq., Secretary to the Post Office: W H.

Beveridge, Esq., Assistant Secretary. Board of Trade; U. I.

Wintour, Esq., C.M.G., Director of Contracts, War Office.

Roll of Honour.—In the first list of losses of officers in the

gieat battle of the North Sea, May 31st, we find, the names

of the following :— ,,'„„ ,-, ,,
Warrant Electrician Lawrence Gatt, H.M.S. Queen Mary.

Warrant Telegraphist Ernest Kemp and Warrant Electrician

Arthur O. Worthington, H.M.S. Invincible.

Warrant Electrician Arthur Beales, H.M.S. Indefatigable.

Warrant Telegraphist Henry Arberry, H.M.S. Defence.

Acting Warrant Telegraphist Harry Burn-ell and Warrant

Electrician E. G. Goad, other ships.
, .

Mr John Reginald Hatch, an electrician on the Queen

Mary, which was lost in the big sea fight last week, was

employed at the Southport electricity works prior to his

enlistment in the naval service, being apprenticed to Mr. A.

Black the borough electrican engineer.

Private A. McCulloch, of the Loyal North Lancashire

Regiment, formerly employed at the Peel-Conner Telephone

Works, Salford, has died from wounds received in action.

The death in action of Private Chas. Holdway, Loyal North

Lr.pcashires, who, prior to the war, was engaged at the

works of Messrs. Dick, Kerr & Co., Ltd.; Preston, is reported.

Mr C. R. Steele, of the Somerset Light Infantry, who has

fallen in action in France, was. until the war broke out,

engaged at Siemens Bros. Dynamo Works, at Stafford.

Mr Huuvood Maulkinson, of the Royal Naval Reserve, ior-

merly an electrician at Fleetwood, has lost his life through

the mining of a trawler in the Mediterranean whilst on patrol

The Distinguished Service Cross has been awarded to the

following officer in recognition of his services whilst employed

on transport duties at the Dardanelles:—
'

H\rold G. E. Wightman, Officer Commanding cable ship

Ltv<tnt, who rendered good services- in connection with the

laying of the cable from Imbros to Suvla on the night ot the

Sin la landing, and in laying and repairing cables off the penin-

sula frequently under heavy fire.
.

The following officers are mentioned for good services whilst

employed on transport duties at the Dardanelles :

—
Alan Henry Black, Chief Officer, cable ship Levant.

Alfred L.' Spalding, Chief Electrician, cable ship Levant.

Thomas 0. Birbeck, Assistant Electrician, cable ship Levant.

Alexander S. Henderson, Chief Engineer, cable ship Levant.

Arthur Hill, Cable Jointer, cable ship Levant.

The Distinguished Service Medal is to be awarded to Wire-

less Telegraph Operator (First Class) A. Andrews,' E.N.R.,

O.N. 13 W.T.S.
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Obituary.- Mr. LESLIE R. Robertson —Amongst thf staff

ol Lord Kitchener on board II. M.S. Hampshire was Mr. I,, s
Robertson, whose death will be lamented by the engineering
world, ana is to ourselves a personal lnss. Mr Robertson was
best known as the Secretary of the Engineerini Standards
Committee, < position which he filled with the greatest abilitj
from Hi- formation of the Committee in L901 to the time of
his death; in July, 1916, lie received an appointment at the
Ministry of Munitions a \.i tani to Hi'' Director of Produc-
tion, in which capacity he was accompanying laird Kitchener
t i Russia. He was tin- youngest son oi Sir \Y. I;. Robinson,
sometime Governor of the Presidencj of Madras (the family
nam.' "Robertson," its original form, having been resumed
in 1898), ami entered engu 1111- life at the works ol

Messrs. Denny Tiros., Dumbarton; la' afterwards joined
. John r. 'riiornv.ToH Si Co.. of Chiswick. He was

the author of a standard work on steam boilers, and a member
0! thr firm of Robertson .V Outram, consulting engineers; ho
also tool; an active part in the management of engineering
concerns, being a director of a large number of companies.
and chairman of two of them. His loss will he long and
widely felt, not only in the engineering world, hut also in

si eial envies, for he was a most genial and warm-hearted
companion, and of a kindly disposition.

Mi). D. T. Miles.—The death occurred on Monday of Mr.
I

1

. T. Miles, mains engineer, Bath" Corporation electricity

veiks. He was taken unwell with tonsilitis 011 Saturday
morning. He had for 15 years held the position of mains
engineer at Bath, and had been solely responsible to Mr.
Francis Teague, the electrical engineer, for the whole of the

outside work. He assisted to lay the original cables in Bath
in 1889, when he was a foreman for Callender's Company,
th» contractors. Mr. Miles's death is deeply regretted, for
lie was one of the best known men in Bath, lie leaves a

w idow and four children

CITY NOTES.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

Mander & Co.. Ltd. (143,989).—This company was regis-
tered on May 31st, with a capital- of £2,000 in £1 shares, t» take over, as
from April 1st, 1916, the busings of electrical" and mechanical engineers now
carried on at 125, Hocklev Hill, Birmingham, and to adopt an agreement
with A. F. Mander. The subscribers (with one share each) are: A. F. Mander,
as. Davy Road, Handsworth. electrical engineer; I. E. Bendall, 20, Greenhill
Koad. Moselev, bakei and confectioner. Private company. The first directors

are A. I'. Mander and J. E. Brndail (both permanent). Solicitor: E. H.
< lutterhuck, Minories Chambers, Birmingham. Registered office : 125, Hockley
Hill, Birmingham.

Galloway Engineering Co., Ltd. (9,604).—This company
uas registered, in Edinburgh, on Mav 211th, with a capital of ,£40,000 In £1
shares, to carrv on the business of engineers, electricians, chemists, &c. The
subscribers (with one share each) are : D. L. Forrest, 116, Hope Street, Glas-
gow; C. Finlayson, 160. West Georgi Street, Glasgow. Private company.
The number of directors is not to he less than two or more than seven; the
first are Major H. R. Alexander and R. H. Rallantinc. Qualification, £100.
Registered office : Shakespeare Street, Dumfries.

Telephone Motor Works, Ltd. (143,934).—This company
was registered on May 25th, with a capital of £1,000 in £1 shares, to take
over the business of motor engineers, makers and repairers, &c., carried on
as the Telephone Motor Works at 15b, Allsop Place, Baker Street, W., and

Hie subscribers are: \ J. Walt. 15b, Allsop Place, Baker Street,
. er, 200 shares; C. W. G. Green. 28, Rectory Road. Stoke Newing-

'"ii, \ . law clerk, 350 shares. Private company. The number of directors
is not to be less than two or more than five; the first are A. J. Watt (manag-
ing director), and C. W. c n Solicitor: A. Sargeant, 207, Union Court,
('!! Broad Street, E.C. Registered oilice : 15b, Allsop Place, Baker Street, \V.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

C. A. Vandervell & Co., Ltd.—Particulars of ,£100,000
debentures, created by resolutions of March 24th and May lSth, 1016, filed

pursuant to Section 93 (3) of the Companies (Consolidation) Act, 1908, the
whole amount being now issued. Property charged: The company's
taking and property, present and future, including uncalled capital and free-

hold and leasehold properties. No tri

Baxendale Bros., Ltd.—Particulars of „£2,000 debentures,
' i lllh, 1016. filed pursuant to Section 93 (3) of the Companies

(Consolidation) Act, L908, the whole amount being now issued. Property
charged: The company's undertaking and property, present and future, in-

cluding uncalled capital. No trustees"

Pritchett & Gold and Electrical Power Storage Co., Ltd.

—

Deposit on May 12th, 1916. of deeds of a mortgage on land and buildings at

Highfield, Feltiiam, Mdx., to secure all moneys due or to become due from
company to Barclay & Co., Ltd., 93, Victoria "Street, S.W., stamped to cover

£3,000 registered. A memorandum of satisfaction in full on Mav 11th, 1016,
of charge dated July 29th, 1013, securing all moneys due "or to' become due
horn company to Barclay & Co., Ltd., has also been notified.

Berkeley & Young. Ltd. (formerly Bergtheil &• Young,
Ltd.) (95,405).—Return deed September 21st. 1013 it'll, d April 20th, 1016).

Capital, £13,000, in £1 shares. 10.010 shares taken up. £7 paid. £10,003
considered as paid. Mortgages and charges : Nil.

British L. M. Ericsson Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (79,061).
--Capital, £200,000, in £1 shares (09.090 preference and 100,010 ordinary).
Return dated March 29th, 1016. All shares taken up. £1 per share called

up on 50,010 ordinary, 8s. per share on 50.000 ordinary, and £1 per share
on 09,990 preference. £170.000 paid. J.Hil, 12s. pet share) considered as
paid on 50,000 ordinary. Mortgages and ch

Electro Galvanizers. Ltd.—Particulars of i;4,000 deben-
lures. created Mav 9th. 1916, filed pursuant ,, s „„, a; (3) f tne Companies
l Consolidation) Act, 1908, the whole amount being now issued. Property
harmed' Thi- company's undertaking and p operty, present and future, in-

. uncalled capital. No trustees.

Lancashire
Dynamo

and Motor
Co., Ltd.

German
Electrical

Companies.

After providing for debenture and bank
f. ami charging extra depreciation on

machinery and plant on account of war
wastage, the profit for the year ended
December 31st, 1915, was £31,534, plus-
£1,118 brought forward. The dividend on

Hi.' preference shares, 5i per cent., is paid, and int. rim and
final dividends and bonus on the ordiim ' per
cent.- for the year, free of tax, as against 8 per cent., free of
*a\\ for the previous year. 1> ea require £1,400,
614,992 is put to reserve (making it £42,000), and £1,450 is

Id be carried forward. The profit as shown for the past year
is considerably greater than the pre-war average years (1912
and 1913), but this is almost entirely caused by additional
output, partly at Trafford Park works, but mainly at a

specially equipped new works lor war service. The total

number of persons employed in 1915 was double the average
of the two pre-war standard years. The current year's orders
on hand are very large, and might be still further increased
if they could be executed, but the shortage of men continues.
Women in considerable numbers have been engaged and suc-

cessfully trained for working the smaller machines installed

in the new works. The annual meeting was held on Monday
last.

The Hoch Frequent Maschinen A.G., i>f

Berlin (Goldschmidt machines for wireless
telegraphy) has been absolved from sub
mitting accounts for the past year.

The Kabelwerk Duisburg, of Duisburg, recommends the
payment of a dividend of 18 per cent, for 1915, as in the
previous year, together with a bonus of 12 per cent.

The accounts of the Kabelicerk Wilhelminenhof, of Berlin,
which belongs to the Carlswerk group, show net profits

an .uniting to £12,200 for 1915, as compared with £10,500 in

the previous year on an ordinary share capital of £50,000.
The T'cr. Isolatoren Werke, of Bcrlin-Pankow, report that

the company's activity in peace manufactures (insulators, etc.)

further diminished in 1915, although extensions of buildings

and machinery were necessary for the execution of Army
orders. No dividend was paid for the previous year, and the
net profits of £600 earned in 1915 also do not permit of any
distribution on the ordinary capital of £50,000.
The accounts of Felten <£• Guilleaume, Carlswerk, of Colognc-

Mulheim, for 1915 indicate net profits, after appropriating

£149,000 for depreciation, as against £111,000 in 1914, amount-
ing to £353,000, as compared with £300,000 in the previous
year. A dividend of 11 per cent, is in contemplation, as com-'
pared with 8 per cent, in 1914. It is proposed to increase

the share capital to £3,000,000 by the issue of new shares
'O.000.

The report of the C. Lorenz A.G. [Telephone and Telegraph
Works), of Bcrlin-Schoneberg, states that the turnover in

1915 experienced a considerable increase, and most of the
business was for war contracts. The orders referred almost
exclusively to articles of bulk production, and special plant

had to be obtained for their manufacture. Including the

balance from 1914, the accounts show net profits amounting
to £83,000, as compared with £50,000 in the preceding year,

and a dividend of 34 per cent, is proposed, as against 32J per

cent, in 1914. It is now intended to increase the share capital

to £225,000 by the issue of new shares for £75,000, at the

price of 175 per cent.

The Deutsch-Ueberseeiscke Elektrisit'ais Geselhehaft, of

Berlin, which owns large supply works at Buenos Aires and
other towns in South America, reports gross receipts

amounting to £1,520,000 for 1915, against £1,495,000 in

the previous year. After defraying general expenses, interest

charges, etc., there remain gross profits of £1,118,000, as

against £1,105,000, of which depreciation and reserve funds
have absorbed £371,000 and £353,000 in the two years respec-

ti\ely. The directors recommend the payment of 6 per cent.

in the preference capital, as compared with 5 per cent, in

1914, and 10 per cent, on the ordinary shares, as in the pre-

ceding year.

The report of Hartmann & Braun .4.6'., of Frankfort-on-

Main, states that the production of munitions, which began
at the end of 1914, was brought into full operation in 1915.

and new electrical measuring instruments were also required

in. the defence of the country. Thanks to the large stocks

i'i measuring apparatus, the company was able to supply cus-

tomers in neutral countries in so far as legal regulations did

not impose an embargo. After allocating £20,000 to deprecia-

tion, as compared with £12,000 in 1914. the accounts exhibit

net profits of £38,000, as against £15,000, and the dividend

proposed is at the rate of 12 per cent., this contrasting with

8 per cent, for 1914.

The directors of the Akkumnlaioren Fabrik AG., of Berlin-

Hagcn, report that the works were well employed in 1915. and
the turnover of the German and Austrian works rose from
£1,011,0(30 in 1914 to £1,229,000 last year. Increases in sale

I
Hires were made to equalise *he dearness of raw materials

and : es, so as to earn the profits used in peace

times. It was impossible to give any information regarding
the company's foreign undertakings, as communications, even

i neutral countries, were difficult. The net profits total

£138,000-, as compared with £148,1100. but as no special war
provident grant is provided for, as against £20,000 set aside
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for this purpose in 1914, the dividend is at the rate of 20 per
cent., as compared with 18 per cent, in the preceding year.

The report of the Deutsck Sudamerikanische Telcgraphen
Gtsellschaft, of Cologne, states that the cable between Mon-^
rovia and Pernambuco was still in 'operation during the firs"

eight months of 1915. On September 13th, however, the
cable was severed, and since that date the company's network
has been at a standstill. The Compania Telegrafico-Telefonica

del Plata, of Buenos Aires, in which the company is interested
to the extent of £106,000, again concluded its year's work-
ing with a slight loss, and the Cologne company conse-
quently transferred £15,000 from the disposition fund, so as

to provide a reserve for this investment. The net profits are
returned at £41,000, as compared with £59,000 in 1914, and
a dividend of 6 per cent, is proposed, being the same rati- as

in the previous year.

The report of the Deutsch-Atlantischc Telegrapher! Gcs., of

Cologne, states that it could not be foreseen when the repair

of the company's interrupted cables and the resumption of

working could take place. The news from the Vigo station

was good, and the information from Horta to the end of

March. 1916, was also favourable. The gross profits declined
by £62,000 in 1915, as compared with the previous year. After
meeting general expenses', the accounts indicate a loss of

£43,000, which is reduced to £'26,000 through the balance
brought forward from 1914. By the appropriation of £100,000
from the special reserve fund, it is possible to extinguish the
deficit and pay a dividend of 6 per cent, on the ordinary share
capital of ±'1, '200,00(1, as compared with 6i per cent, in 1914,

and 7J per cent, in each of the four preceding years.

The report of the Bergmann Etektrizitats YVerke for 1915
states that while the departments reserved for peace manu-
factures had to work at a restricted output owing to the State
seizure of various raw materials, those devoted to the produc-
tion of war materials had to work with continuous day and
night shifts. A considerable increase in the turnover took
place as compared with the preceding year, and the sale

prices were adjusted to the dearer raw materials and higher
wages. The greater total profits were not only due to the
execution of war contracts, but also to the sale at good prices

of stocks which were previously entered at a low valuation.

la order to render the undertaking independent as far as
possible in the provision of raw materials, the company had
embarked upon the working up of metals in substitution for

those which were requisitioned by the Government. The
dividend, as previously reported, is at the rate of 10 per cent.,

as against 5 per cent.

The adjourned general meeting was held
Indo-European on May 30th, Mr. J. H. Tritton presiding.

Telegraph The position of the company, "he said, had
Co., Ltd. remained unchanged during the year.

Their communications through Germany
had remained severed. The South Russian and Persian lines

had done good service, the staff everywhere having remained
at their posts. The Odessa-Constantinople cable, in which
they Had a joint interest, had been closed down since Turkey
entered the war. There was no prospect of resumption of the
company's main route, and it was the wish of the British
Government and the cable companies with whom they had
working arrangements that they should await the termination
of hostilities before committing themselves to any definite

decision for the re-establishment of the through service to
India via Russia, so that the most suitable route should be
determined upon. Last year they received an assurance from
the British Government that facilities would be given to the
company for the re-establishment of the Indo route. The
Imperial Russian Government had also promised facilities to
the same end, together with an extension of the existing con-
cession. Such extension should render possible the very con-
siderable expenditure on capital account which would be
involved in the re-establishment of their route. The revenue
for the year showed an important increase, and the expenses
a decrease—a satisfactory and unlooked-for state of affairs,

which was entirely due to a prolongation of the working
arrangements with the other telegraph administrations, except
for which a large decrease of receipts would have been
recorded. They could not hope for a continuance of such
more or less artificial prosperity, and under new arrangements
with their friends they considered they were assured of suffi-

cient receipts to provide a dividend of 7 per cent, upon the
capital of the company after payment of all expenses, an
arrangement which would continue until one year after the
war. The company had been very liberally treated by the
Indo-European Telegraph Department of the Indian Govern-
ment and the Eastern and associated companies. It would
remain with the directors to augment the dividend thus pro-
vided by withdrawal from the fund established for the equali-
sation of dividends. They might well congratulate themselves
that the reserve funds of the company stood as they did.
Their endeavours to assist the Government of the country had
ranged from the manufacture of gauges of microscopic accu-
racy, which had more than once received high commendation,
to subscriptions to war loans aggregating upwards of £150.000.
The levy of the tax-gatherer in respect of excess profits necessi-
tated the putting aside out of surplus £15,000 for last year's
excess. In regard to the constantly recurring items of depre-
ciation of investments, the £25,000 set aside in 1914, which
some thought excessive, had not proved sufficient, and they
had now set aside £35,000 for the same purpose. It was pro-
posed to appropriate £10,000 towards wireless development

and research, although last year's vote had not Leea quite
exhausted. They would not be able to do this out of income
for 1916. They would eventually have no cause to regret the
money expended in this direction. The Indo Co. had a pre-
deminant interest in the Galletti Co. For more than eighteen
months it had been nothing but a source of expenditure to
them, and this in spite of negotiations which at one time
appeared likely to offer a solution of what was practically,
owing to the war, a deadlock, but which came to nothing.
The directors had determined to bring to an end this state of
affairs; indeed, they had no option but to do so in view of
the material diminution of the earning power of the Indo Co.
I Ivy proposed, therefore, in the interest of all concerned'
and particularly of the Galletti shareholders, before whom
there was no other alternative than liquidation, to enter into
a new combination of interests with Creed Bille & Co., Ltd.
manufacturers of telegraph apparatus of every sort, 'whose
business was in a highly prosperous position. 'This company
would be enlarged by the issue of additional capital, of which
the Indo Co. would take up to £30,000 for the development
of the wireless side of the business. The patents owned by
the Indo Co. and those owned by the Galletti Co. would be
n: nsferred to the Creed Bille Co., on whose board the Indo
Co. would be represented. The value at which these patents
were taken was fixed at £105,000, of which the greater part
was applicable to the Galletti Co., to be paid in cash by an
annual percentage of the divisible profits of the combined
undertakings. Facilities were also given for an option to take
up 20,000 £1 shares at par, shouW the issue be advisable, thus
enabling Mr. Galletti or others interested to participate in the
future development of their patents. The directors felt that
the prospects of the radio-telegraphic and telephonic patents
would be enhanced by this arrangement. They hoped that in
the interest of the War Office and the Admiralty no difficulty
might be found when they made the necessary 'application to
the Treasury Committee for new issues to sanction the
scheme. They would regret that anything should retard a
step which they considered afforded good prospects of ultimate
success and provided an immediately dividend-paving invest-
ment.

Me. J. B. Coxcanon presided at the
Anglo= annual meeting on May 25th. He said

Argentine that there was a net decrease in receipts
Tramways of £141,380, and a saving in expenses of
Co., Ltd. £94,256. The amount carried to net

revenue account was £47,123 less than last
year. In view of the outlook for the current year they could
not recommend an ordinary dividend. Although the financial
position in Argentina was sound, enterprise in Buenos Aires
had been almost at a standstill, particularly in the building
trade, capitalists and financiers being reluctant to embark in
new operations,. Confidence seemed to be slowly gaining
ground, but he feared that no rnarkad improvement could be
looked for during the continuance of the war. The very high
cost of freight and limited tonnage hampered both exports
and imports, and would have a very detrimental effect on
expenditure on cost of energy. Up to April 30th, though the
receipts were down by only £32 compared with the corres-
ponding period of 1915, the expenditure was £33,495 more,
entirely due to dearer energy, and they would have to face
a greater ratio of increase for the remainder of the year. The
supply company from whom they got their current assured
them that they had already secured sufficient fuel to carry on
until the end of the year. Great credit was due to the general
manager, Mr. Pedriali, for the substantial economies he had
effected, but there was a limit beyond which he could not go,
having regard to the efficient working of the system. The
sinking fund for the redemption of the 5 per cent", debentures
came into operation this year, and would entail a charge on
revenue of £8.000. The chairman said he thought it well that
he should correct a misapprehension which had got about to
the effect that the company was " controlled by Germans."
There was no foundation for that rumour. The ordinary shares
were all held by the Compagnie Generate de Tramways de
Buenos Aires, of Brussels, and the shares of the Brussels Co.
were owned by Belgian, French, and Swiss subjects, none
being held by Germans.—Mr. G. A. Touche, M.P., who
seconded the adoption of the report, said that the position
was that the gross takings had gone back to a little below the
level of 1912, notwithstanding the opening of the subway.
Shipping difficulties would stand in the way for some time
to come. While the present condition of things obtained it

would be idle to pretend that the outlook for such an enter-
prise as theirs, depending upon the supply of fuel, was pro-
mising. He feared that the position was likely to get worse
rather than better.

At the meeting held at Copenhagen, on
Great Northern May 6th, Consul-General W. Weimann

Telegraph said that the company had experienced the
Co., Ltd., same difficulties as had hampered all inter-

of Denmark. national intercourse since the beginning of
the war, but the strict neutrality observed

by the company and the correctness of its service were being
rewarded by the continued confidence of its concessionary
Governments. Apart from the cables between Denmark and
Russia, which, on account of the war, they had been unable
to repair since they became interrupted in November, 1914,
seven of the company's cables in Europe had suffered 11
interruptions, whilst in the Far East 19 breaks had occurred
in nine cables. Considering the dangers to navigation in
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the European seas spanned by their cables, it was fortunate

that the interruptions during 1915 had been less numerous
than in the last few years. In Europe the cable steamer
//. C. Ortted had bi e service for 140 days, of which

i for tin' accounl of others, whilst in the far East the

diaki and Pacific had been occupied

for 171 days, lor 103 of which th for account
Ihr Wladiwostoci and Kiachta routes had

been in tati eking order, but unfortunately the

ill crease in the traffic transmitted by these lines betv.

the Par Elast since the beginning of the war had
ind bad been eve ore perceptible towards the

end of the year. In these circumsl bad provi-

::v returned to the h ih the wire

between Petrograd and Irkutsk, winch so years ago was
ai the disposal of the company's offices at the two

reserved for the transmission

of the Far Eastern traffic. Tie- wire was now fully used for

the huge internal correspondence of Russia. The automatic

it struments lately introduced at their principal offices in

Europe had demonstrated their great value during the war;
hut lor these instruments the work would have proved over-

whelming for the Staff. They had recently commenced to

introduce similar instruments in the far East, where the

Yvoikn I differed in several respects from those

existing in Europe, and a- soon as circumstances permitted

thee instruments would he employed more generally in the

Far East also. They naturally continued to watch the

development of wireless telegraphy, hut hitherto had had no

occasion for occupying •hemselves actively therewith, apart

from the installations on 1 d the cable steamers during

later years. A change in this passive attitude might, however,

he brought about in the near future, as they were negotiating

an arrangement with the Danish Govern nt, by which the

company was to undertake the establishment of wireless

communication within the Faroe Islands and the working

of the stations en behalf of the Government. Circumstances

permitting, two stations were to lie erected in the course of

iurrent year, .me at Thorshavn (Stroemoe) and the other

at Tveraa (Suderoe): the former would be open also for

communication with ships at sea. The scope of the scheme
was purely local, and, as the traffic to be transmitted was
insignificant, they did not expect to derive pecuniary henefit

fiom the arrangement. Their main purpose in proposing to

saddle themselves with this wireless service was to facilitate

the fulfilment of a most natural wish of the Danish Govern-

ment, viz.. to give to the inhabitants of Suderoe the henefit

oi telegraphic communication with the rest of the world. The
(international Telegraph Conference which was planned to

take place in Paris last year—the 50th since the foundation

of the Telegraph Union—hail been deferred sine die. During

the year, and particularly during the first six months, the

telegraphic traffic over# the company's European cables had

been extraordinarily heavy, and, as a consequence, the work-

ing zeal of the staff at the majority of the European stations

had been tested I severely. The employes had, however.

everywhere performed the very strenuous task imposed upon
them with goodwill and witli unflagging ardour; but now
that certain classes of traffic were decreasing owing to cir-

cumstances in connection with the war, they might hope to

obtain a well-earned respite shortly. The outcome of the

pii sent situation was still so obscure that every reason existed

for repeating the view emphasised at the last general^ meet-

ing, viz. :
" That this appalling war which has -hitherto

brought prosperity to the company, may at any moment affect

its interests adversely." The speaker proceeded to refer to

the accounts, and to say that the board felt that the same
dividend and bonus as last year ('22 per cent.) might safely

be paid.
Sir J. Wolfe Barry, presiding on May

Eastern 24th at the annual meeting, said that the

Telegraph result of the year's operations was remark-

Co., Ltd. able. The gross revenue was in excess of

any hitherto attained by the company.
and amounted in round figures to £2,104,000. an increase of

£458,691. The total expenses were about £72,000 more than

last yea'-. Included was an amount of =£36.642 for special

payments to the staff and other expenses in connection with

the war. The large sum of £307.037 appeared in expenses for

income-tax payable in England and e duty. Not-

withstanding these heavy additional taxes and the inn
expenses, the final amount available for distribution was
£113,895 in excess of 1914. Under these circumstances, they

were fully justified in recommending a final dividend of 2i
per cent., making 6 per cent, for the year, as against 5 per

cent, winch had been paid for many years past, while main-
taining the usual bonus of 2 per cent., making a total distri-

bution of 8 per e: year, free of income-tax. The
stockholders were asked to approve the proposal that the

directors' fees should be naid free of income-tax, as was the

case, e i he stockholders' dividends and bonuses, and
was also the case with respect to all salaries of the staff at

home and abroad He hill referred at recent meetings to the re-

newal of some of the older section of cable in the Red Sea. and
to new cables which had beer 1 lid between Gibraltar and Alex-

andria and from Aden to Colombo. These operations had
entailed a verv large exnenditure, aggregating nearly
£1.400 0o0. and this sum had been charged against the general

reserve fund during a nerind covering the last five years, the
final instalment of £200,000 being included in tLe present

accounts. Although it v. ader the existing circum-
stances to obtain a reliable valuation ol the reserve land invest-

.
it. had been decided, as a result of the approximate

i ion made, ti . i lluc-

tuations, and a further sum of been taken from
the general r< erve fund purpose, making a total

ion to dati -
i in fund bad i lain

tamed, and the balance remaining ws . or rather
more than it was Indole the heavy withdrawals on account of
the new cables, &c. Be believed that at no period in its

history had tins company stood so well in the eyes of the
rnment and of the public as to-day. Th >xer-

cised m laying additional cables to provide in advance a
margin of carrying capacity I" late requirements
had stood tie It had enabled them to i

tain an efficient system for tie at, and, .suhj

the conditions which had necessarily been imposed upon com-
mercial COn l and trustWoi :

had also heeii available, notwithstanding the unpreced
volume of traffic. The principal factors which had caused the
increase in the number of words earned during the year were
lie interruption of the Indo-European Telegraph Co.'s line to
India, and also that the carrying capacity for commercial work
of the Great Northern Telegraj o China and
Japan had been greatly reduced on account ni Governmental
requirements. Although the Government had permitted the

-hiel) had to ;i considerable extent restricted

the use of plain-language telegrams, still the amount of work
transmitted over the cables had shown a large increase, so that
when any of the main cables had become interrupted from one
or other of the natural causes, some delay to commercial
traffic must necessarily result. So far, however, they had
Dei n able to maintain a constant service throughout their

system. The chairman proceeded to refer in some detail to

the manner in which the company had assisted Government
departments, the Colonial, and other Forces by facilitating

communication by telegraph in every possible way.

The revenue received and accrued during
New General the vear ended March, 1916, amounted to

Traction £20,289. The profit was £11,300. plus

Co., Ltd. £7,081 brought forward, making £18,381.
A dividend of 4 per cent, is recommended,

less income-tax, leaving £7,901 to be carried forward. The
traffic receipts of the Norwich Electric Tramways Co., Ltd..

fully maintained, and a 3 per cent, dividend was paid
for the year ended June, 1915, the same as for 1914. The
iiei essary work of relaying and renewing portions of the track

has been continued throughout the year. The Douglas
Si nthern Electric Tramways system has been closed down on
account of the vsar; all expenses have been reduced to the

minimum necessary for the safeguarding and upkeep of the

urdertaking. The income received from the Philadelphia
undertaking was £14,238. The balance of the proceeds of the

sale of the Coventry undertaking to the municipality has now
beer distributed, and the company's interest in that concern
is, therefore, finally liquidated. Annual meeting : June 14th.

The business continued to show substan-
Marconi

1 i ii 1 expansion during 1015. The net profit
International amounted to £63,630, after deducting

Marine £29,281 for depreciation and debenture
Communication interest, compared with a net profit of

Co., Ltd. £55
!
668 for 1914. Notwithstanding the

considerable decrease in passenger traffic, and the necessary

restrictions in respect of private messages at sea, the revenue
from ships' telegrams, subsidies, &c, amounted to £208.899,

a substantial increase over 1914, when it was £175,021. This

increase is mainly due to the greater number of ships installed

with wireless apparatus. The number of telegraph stations

owned and worked by the company as public telegraph sta-

ti. us on the high seas increased from 875 in 1914 to 1.008 in

IP15. The organisation of this company, together with that

of its associated companies, with a total of some 2,300 mer-
cantile vessels fitted with Marconi telegraph stations, has con-

tinued to render inestimable service. The amount of the

piofit and loss account now stands at £75,062. including

£11.971 carried forward. The directors recommend a final

dividend of 75 per cent., which, with the interim dividend,

makes 12J per cent, for the year. The losses sustained in

crnsequence of attacks upon the mercantile fleet during the

latter part of 1914 and those incurred during 1915 have now
been debited to profit and loss account. Therefore the

£10.000 which was placed last year to the credit of a special

reserve account to meet any losses arising from this cause

remains intact, and it is now proposed to transfer this sum.
together with the share premium account, to a general

reserve account, which will then stand at £27.639. The con-

tinuous growth of the company's business and the large num-
ber of additional telegraph stations on board ships, which are

being installed year by year without the issue of additional

capital, render it prudent to carry forw-ard the substantial

balance of £33,841, after providing the sum of £3.500 for the

redemption of debentures. During the vear under review

there has been a net increase of 133 stations, representing a

substantial capital outlay for which it would have been im-

pcfcsible to provide without raising additional capital had it

not been for the policy of prudently husbanding the cash

resources of the company. The balance carried forward will

also serve to meet the excess profits duty, which must exceed

£8,095, the amount pavahl* utfder this heat! for 1914. The
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Amalgamated Wireless (Australasia), Ltd., in which this com-
pany is interested, has paid a dividend of 6 per cent, for the
year ended June, 1915. Annual meeting : Juue 14th.

During the year ended October I
I

United Llectric 1915, the gross receipts of the tramwaj
Tramways of system were $1,553,824, a decrease of

Monte Video, $154,061, and the operating expenses were
Ltd. ,791, a decrease of $45,151 The net

receipts were $565,033, a decease of

$99,910, which at exchange of $4.7 to the £ is £21,257. The
passengers carried were 40.337,643, a decrease of 3,525,206,
and the car miles decreased by 44,070. The percentage of

operating expenses to gross receipts increased by 2.78 to

63.64. The further decline in tariffs which was anticipated

is attributable mainly to the war. The summer weather
conditions were also unfavourable, but conditions in general
showed some tendency towards recovery at the close of the
year. Further economics in working have produced the sub-
stantial decrease in operating expenses. Certain services
which had been reduced, on the outbreak of war owing to
the uncertainty of obtaining coal supplies, have been resumed
by municipal regulation, although in .some instances they are
uniemuneiative. The charges for freight and insurance have
shown an alarming percentage of increase. Owing to the
scarcity of shipping, high rates for freight still exist, and the
cost of coal delivered in the power-house in Montevideo is now
between 150 and '200 per cent, above the pre-war cost. Capital
expenditure was £30,482, mainly for paving and rolling stock,
the latter ordered before the war. Only 10 cars and 15 trailers

had been ordered and supplied. Further expenditure on roll-

ing stock, lvc, had been postponed where possible until after

the war. The amount receivable from La Sociedad Oomercial
de Montevideo in respect of revenue was £111,414. The profit

and loss account for the year, after providing for administra-
tion expenses and charging £48,937 for debenture interest,
showed a credit balance of £51,693, plus £1-2,973 brought for-

ward. There has been put to redemption of debenture stock
£3,562, to redemption of preference and ordinary capital
£'2,500, to renewals and contingencies £20,000. The' dividend
of 6 per cent, on the preference 'shares, less income tax at

3s. in the £, for the year ended March, 1916. required 625,500,
leaving to be carried forward £13,103. Owing to the war no
di\idend on the ordinary shares is recommended. Annual
meeting : June 15th.

Reduction of Capital.

—

Browett, Lindley <f Go., Ltd.—Mr.
Justice Sargant, in the Chancery Division on Tuesday, June
6th, confirmed the reduction of the capital of Browett, Lind-
ley & Co., Ltd., electrical engineers, by a sum of £12,500,
being capital lost or unrepresented by available assets. Mr.
H. B. Wright, for the company, said the company was incor-
porated in July, 1899. with a capital of £120,000, divided into
00,000 preference and 60,000 ordinary shares of £1 each.
They issued 50,000 preference and 50,000 ordinary shares, all

fully paid. The Articles of Association gave the preference
shareholders priority as to their cumulative dividend and
capital, and to nothing more, and the ordinary shareholders
got the rest of the assets in the event of a winding-up. The
resolution for reduction threw all the_ loss on the ordinary
shareholders, but a scheme had been arranged, which did not
require the sanction of the Court, by which the holders of

both preference and ordinary shares would be satisfied. It

had been approved by both classes of shareholders. As to the
cause of the loss, the company had been compelled to. take
over investments in satisfaction of bad debts, and these were
never worth the nominal value at which they were, put into
the. balance sheet. His lordship remarked that the scheme
was of the nature of a bargain.

Ferranti, Ltd.—At an extraordinary general meeting,
called for June 16th, a resolution will be submitted extending
the borrowing powers, which already stand at £200,000, to

£200,000 exclusive of amounts owing or secured to the Gov-
ernment.

Worcester Electric Traction Co., Ltd.—Including ,£293
hi ought forward, the accounts for 1915 show:—Available,

£4,042; dividend 3 per cent., transfer £1,00(1 to reserve, carry
forward £180.

—

Financial Times.

Marshall, Sons & Co., Ltd.—A financial daily states that

the dividend for the year is 7J per cent., with £10,000 carried

to reserve, and £19,633 forward.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Tuesday. Evening.

The first effect of the news of Lord Kitchener's tragic death
was to bring business in the Stock Exchange to a standstill.

Nobody could believe it possible; and for half-an-hour busi-

ness was suspended. Then markets quietly returned into

something approaching their usual condition. A slight fall in

Consols was the only noticeable change. There was no rush
to sell ; the investor and ttr* comm'unity at large taks their

loss with courage and calmness—eloquent testimony to the
confidence with which Lord Kitchener has inspired the nation
8i3 to the eventual conclusion of the struggle, come what may
in the meantime.

Therefore prices remain firm and steady. The readiness of
the investor to buy securities is so great as to give rise to
some surprise in the City that the Government do not issue
a popular long-dated loan. The public are content to buy
Licme Railway debenture stocks up to a price that reduces
the yield to 4J per cent, on the money ; and even at this
level there is not enough stock to go round.

Industrial markets continue to hold the field for activity
and public interest. And the reason for this is simple. Inves-
tors find that they have such difficulty in getting even good
second-grade stocks that they turn perforce to the ordinary
shares, and to such preferences and debentures as are avail-
able, particularly those of the best sort, amongst manufactur-
ing concerns.
There is a strong disposition, moreover, to endeavour to

discount what is going to happen after the war is over; and
is being directed to any direction which is likely to

experience a rebound of prosperity in those days. Interest-
ing problems crop up bere-anent; and we have been asked,
quite seriously, what price Armstrongs shares will command
when peace is signed.

In the industrial markets are to be found wider ranges of
selection than otUcr departments afford. The man who holds
War Loan says he would not sell it, even apart from patriotic
reasons, simply because he does not know in what other
stock of similar class he can employ his money to equal
advantage. The holder of Colonials re-echoes this sentiment.
Meanwhile, money is being piled up in the provinces. A
guat part of the present national spending consists ef trans-
ferring bank balances from one set of pockets into another
set ; and the restrictions laid upon new issues, together with
those which militate ae;iinst realisations by capitalists outside
Great Britain, are all points in favour of existing securities
here.

Nevertheless, the electric lighting market is dull, and the
only two movements on the week are in the downward direc-
tion.

, St. James' fell J, Brompton ordinary i. The latter
stand at 6i, and are worth considering by the investor, be-
cause the company was one of those which did' not reduce
its dividend for 1915, and at the present price the return on
the money comes to £7 13s. lOd. per cent. No doubt the
various calls to economy, daylight saving, linking up, reduc-
tion in lighting, ami so on, have the effect of keeping money
away from this department. But its turn will come some
day. of course; and then it will be just as difficult to buy
shaies as now it is hard to realise them at reasonable figures.
Home Railway stocks were buoyant until Sir Edward Grey's

cold douche to the peace expectations led to modification of
the buying orders which had been steadily streaming in.

North-Easterns keep good, in consequence of the anticipations
in connection with the electrification. The Underground list

L steady, with recovery in the price of Underground Electric
income bonds. It is worth noticing that the return at the
pic sent time is 6J per cent., which, allowing for income-tax
at 5s. in the £, works out to the equivalent of 93 per cent.,
less tax. on the money. No changes worth mentioning have
occurred in Districts or Metropolitans.
Telegraphs are good all round. Advances have occurred in

the, American and the Eastern groups. Great Northerns are
up 10s. Westerns gained i. Globe shares of both kinds
participated in the improvements, which, of course, come on
the top of gains recently established. A feature is the strength
of Marconis. which are 7/32 higher at 2 7/16, on the expecta-
tion of a favourable report. The Marconi Marine Co. has
done very well, and the dividend is raised from 10 per cent.
to 13J per cent. The company carries forward the substantial
balance of £34,000. It is stated in the report that the Amalga-
mated Wireless (Australasia). Ltd., paid a dividend of 6 per
cent, in respect of the year ended June 30th last. The price
of Marconi Marines is better at 29s. Oriental Telephone ordi-
nary shares are J up, and the strength of the market is carried
on into the industrial list.

Telegraph Constructions are 30s. higher. There are rises of
15s. in India-Rubber shares, of 10si in Callenders and in
Henleys. Another noticeable spurt in this department is one
of 3s. 6d. secured by British Aluminium ordinary, the shares
standing now- at 27s. 6d., against 20s. a few weeks ago.
British Westinghouse preference improved to 2J. The elec-

trical manufacturing shares, however, have moved in the
other direction. Electric Constructions fell Is. 6d., Edison
and Swan fully-paid 2s. 6d. Engineering, iron and steel

descriptions are mostly good, and further rises are recorded
in some of the chemical shares. Castner-Kellners are 3 7/16
ex the interim dividend of Is. 9d.

Brazil Tractions are fluctuating sharply. The price rose

to 64|, fell 2 points, and recovered to §4, at which it shows
a rise of If on the week. The buvin&is attributed to New
York. Mexicans are not so good, the news from the country
being still vagup and unsatisfactory. Nothing fresh has
occurred in the British Columbia list. The heaviness of the
An do-Argentine Tramway group is -"giving way to a better
feeling, but there is no quotable change in price.

The rubber share market keeps firm, upon a recovery in

the price of the raw material. Business continues quiet, as

compared with what it was six weeks ago. A good deal of

money is b/Sing put into the shares; and a'rry material
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advance in the price of rubber would probably find a scarcity

of shares if demand became pressing.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.

Home Electricity Companies.

Dividend
6, Rise or fall Yield

1914.
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way with modera and efficient management, with scientific

insight and oversight, with increased manufacturing capacity,

and with increased efficiency of Labour, and more of it. It

will be of little avail for Labour, as representing the workers,

to cry out against future trade with Germany, if by its policies,

and by reluctance to comply with the necessities of the new
situation, it is going to clog the wheels of our industries.

There never was a time when harmony and co-operation

between Capital and Labour were so urgent a matter as

they will be when the economic position assumes its next
phase—as the Government ceases to be the employer of
millions, when the high wages of a national emergency
cannot be paid out of trade as they are now being paid out
-of national capital, and when the excess profits drawn from
war business give way to the much smaller ordinary profits

of every-day trade.

There is one aspect of the work of these After-the-War
Trade Committees which, to our mind, bids fair to affect

Labour very materially—we refer to its suggestions for

increasing our share of trade with colonial and foreign markets.
By adequate regacd being paid to our national representation
throughout the world, we could do vastly better than we have
done in the past. We have for years witnessed the efforts of
the Teuton to wrench from the British grasp by dint of
Governmental and financial force, and to filch, by
characteristic underhand methods, our trade connections,
not entirely for the purposes of legitimate business, but for
other ends which are now revealed in the clear light of
day. Our national weaknesses in such matters have been
fully availed of by the enemy, and we have largely to thank
ourselves that we have afforded him the opportunity to
work his dark designs and strengthen his movement towards
Commercial Domination. Too many people seem to over-
look the fact that one aggressive, enterprising representative
abroad may, by the timely and appropriate exercise of
business ability and adequate knowledge, secure for British
factories work which may employ thousands of British
workers for a year. This is so elementary a thing that we
dare hardly utter it again here ; it is, of course, mainly a
matter calling for initiative on the part of manufacturers and
financiers, commercial men, and, at times, concession-
hunters, either individually or collectively ; but the worker
needs to recognise these common trade truths so that he
may see how important it is that in such representation
we should have support of the utmost efficiency in the
form of Governmental assistance. We refer to such
matters as Consular activities, trained and accredited
Commercial attache?, and Trade Commissioners. Labour
will not be slow to see that the expenditure in such ways of
hundreds of thousands of pounds annually may be a
profitable national investment in the interests of the worker.
It needs to have a vision of the developing world which
none can give it in more appropriate manner than some
of its own Leaders, who, as they tell us, have seen the
Union Jack flying from the lonely shack in Canada, West
Australia, and so on, and have observed the spirit of
Home and Empire so warmly displayed. Surely, if the
workers can be brought to see something of the immensity
of the demands of the thousands of millions of population
in other lands for manufactures which they cannot yet pro-
duce for themselves, if they will ever be able to do so, they
will see that there ought to be " work for all," and no com-
plaining in our streets, if only we avail ourselves in an
awakened manner of the world's opportunities as they will
present themselves when the nations gradually feel their
way back to normal life again. We repeat that this is a
question for Labour quite as much as for Capital, and
we consider that Labour should, and probably will, as
it comes to a better understanding of the difficulties of
British industry in the past, see that the demand for a more
extensive and more efficient organisation of Governmental
fostering of trade by official overwatching in all parts of the
Globe, is not a selfish cry from-a few manufacturers, as the
representatives of capitalists, as has sometimes been suggested,
but is a reasonable demand made in the interests of national
industry, which, if satisfied, should go far to provide that
" work for all " who desire it, which employers are anxious
to be able to give.

Tn some trades, and more particularly those connected
with engineering and elecrical pursuits, there is considered

to be a large reservoir of orders accumulating which will

await execution after munitions are done with, and the

increased works and plant capacity, when adapted, will

certainly require all that business to keep it occupied.

No doubt for some years to come also there will be very

large requirements from countries where the destructive

effects of war have been so great ; but a revision of our
Consular and trade representation system and service should

not be delayed because of the arrears of orders and the

work of rehabilitation that await us. In this matter it is

in the interests of industry, and therefore of Labour, that

we act in time, for the problem of finding ample work for

all will be more acute after a year or two than it may be

at once. The difficulties of readjustment consequent upon the

transfer of labour from different places and from different

industries may be enormous, but the need for increased

volume of some classes of trade will probably make itself

keenly felt a little later. Organised Labour, therefore,

needs, in whatever policy it adopts, to be very long-

sighted ; some of these matters which appear at first sight

to be questions for the master, are far from remote in the

interest that they possess for the worker. Indeed, here

again we need to make it known that the interests of

employer and employe are, in the main, alike ; they only

differ in degree.

{To be continued.)

ELECTRICAL PRECIPITATION OF SMOKE

AND DUST.*

\fcfi By HALBERT P. HILL.

Electrical precipitation has proved an effective method for

obviating smoke and dust and for the recovery of solids suspended
in gases.

The writer has conducted a number of experiments under many
varying conditions on various materials to determine the most prac-

tical wayB of making- electrical precipitation effective. The first

apparatus used consisted of a 7'5-kw. motor- generator set operated

from 220-volt direct current, generating alternating current' at

154 volts, 60 cycles, single-phase. This unit was connected to

a transformer with primaries arranged with six taps bo that
secondary voltages of 40,000, 50,000, 60,000, 70,000, 80,000 and
100,000 were available. In order to get a finer adjustment a

variable resistance was connected between the taps, so that it was

fo Negative

Ground:

I
Turnbutkle

Wooden Screir

Snort buttons

on Canvas to Ctose

Bottom of Treater
Open at Bottom

Fig. 1.

—

Construction op Homb-Made Dry Gas Treateh.

possible to secure voltages in 1,000- volt steps from 40,000 volts to

100,000 volts, and ratings from 2'5 KW. to 7'5 KW. The secondary
of this transformer was connected to a rotary rectifying switch
which rectified the current into a pulsating unidirectional current.

From the switch the high-tension wires were carried to the treater.

Since the experiments were being conducted on relatively cold

gases, at a temperature seldom exceeding 200° F., a wood box 8 ft.

long, 6 ft. wide and 4 ft. deep was used, in which wooden frames
covered with copper screens of No. 100 mesh were mounted.
There wer* six scrcenp, and all were connected to the ground.
Ai insulated frame was provided at each end, and between each
screen three piano wires were so spaced that they were 10 in. from

* From the Electrical World.
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•eaoh screen and 10 in. apart. All these wires were conneoted
together and formed the positive pole (fig. 1).

This treater was used in conjunction with an atomising house,
where fluids containing* solids, Buch as milk, salt solution, and
various chemicals were atomised. By applying heat and spraying
the solution in the room, a large percentage of the solids would
fall to the floor as a powder, but from 15 to 20 per cent, was
carried off in the exit gases. Various mechanical means for the
recovery of the solids carried away in suspension were tried, but
the eleotrio treater was found the most effective and dependable.
Serious difficulties were encountered at first with the treater, as
long sprays of the product would build up and cause the treater to
arc. Mechanical means for shaking the screens were provided
which proved quite effective. Another difficulty was encountered
in building a transformer that was dependable for the service, as
the end coils would gradually disintegrate owing to corona. It
was only after numerous experiments that it was possible to correct
this difficulty. The first experiment was conducted with a disk
8 witch having four contacts 90° apart, with one strap connecting

could be handled by the treater with 27 milliamp. and 40,000 volts
and this type of switch than with a make-and- break Bwitch using
practically twice the electrical energy. Using this type of switch
corona on the transformer was practically eliminated.

Tests were conducted to determine the actual advantages of using
a positive contact switoh. It was found that the frequency was over
360,000 oscillations when using the make-and- break switch
commutating 10° of the arc, and when using the positive contact
switch commutating 80° of the arc, the frequency dropped to about
40,000 oscillations. The results of the experiments seemed to prove
that the ideal method would be to employ Btatic machines. Thfy,
of course, could only be used in very email plants owing to their
limited capacity and the uocertainty of operation in damp weather.
The next approach to static machines is the positive-contact switch
and a 40-cycle to 60-cycle source of supply. The writer believes it

a mistake to commutate only the apex of the wave, and also a
mistake to use too low a frequency. Assume that a given weigh
of materials passing through a treater at a given velocity it

attracted by a certain force and a certain number of times pes

Fig.
ThboughTbeater

!

iroR Hot Gases and
Smoke.

-Jjk 25-"-

POSITIVE-CONTACT SWITCH.

the top and right-hand stud, and a second strap connecting the

bottom and left-hand stud (fig. 3). In front of these two studs

a second disk was mounted with four contact shoes each about
10° long, and to the top and bottom studs were connected the

high-tension secondaries from the transformer. The right-hand

and left-hand Btuds were connected to the treater. The right-

hand Btud, being positive, was connected to the positive wires, with
the negative left-hand stud connected to the screen or ground.

With switches of this character, as well aa two-arm and four-

«rm rectifier switches, in the beginning only 10 per cent, of the

wave was rectified. Finally the shoes were increased until 70 per

cent, of the wave was rectified. Trouble still developed in the

transformers, however, caused by the fact that the treaters

had high condenser capacity, and the current commntated
arced from the rotor arm to the shoe, so that a high fre-

quency was Bet up. The experiments seemed to show that

the longer the arc or the greater the portion of the wave
that was commutated the less current it was necessary to

Fig/3.—Small Rectifying Outfit, showing Rotaby Con-
" terteb, Rectifying Switch and Transformer.

use to get good results on the treater. As an illustration,

when handling 80,000 cb. ft. of vapour containing about 15 percent,
-of milk powders and solutions, 50 milliamperes at 70,000 volts was
used with a switch having shoes commutating 10 per cent, of the
arc When these shoes were increased to 60° it was possible to
operate with 50 000 volts and about 35 milliamperes. Afterwards
a switch was substituted consisting of two disks with two copper
selectors bolted to the sides, the selectors being 80* each, and four
brushes made of hack-saw blades resting on glass plates. The
plates were 22 in. in diameter, and ! in. thick, and were mounted
on aluminium quills. These were slid over a wooden shaft ; the
whole was mounted in a cast-iron frame, and the brmhes were
supported on condensite tubes. This made a positive contact-switch
commutating 80° of the wave. There was very little sparking, as
the break occurred 6° in advance of the zero line, and the voltage
-was quite low at this point. It was found that more of the product

second, always bearing the fact in mind that when the
contact at the switch is broken the treater charges and
discharges and the velocity of the materials must necessarily
be re'arded a certain percentage because of the disclarge of the
treater. Therefore, with the positive-contact switch, the materials
passing through the treater take on a charge, or each particle stores
up a certain kinet'c energy which will carry it a fixed distance, so
that the nearer a true direct current or a uniform positive charge
can be applied to the subBtance in euspension the greater attraction
will be imparted to each particle and a more perfect precipitation
secured.

A number of experiments have also been conducted on tube-type
treaters, laying them tl it and passing the gases through them at a
fixed velocity ; standing them on end and admitting gases through
the bottom . and standing them on end and admitting gases at the
top (fig. 2). The best results were obtained when the gases were
admitted at the top, as the weight of the material as well as the
momentim imparted by the velocity tended to deposit it in the
bottom of the chamber or the treater. Experiments were con-
ducted operating the apparatus at various frequencies from 25 cycles
to 100 cycles, and while at the higher frequency better results were
obtained, for commercial efficiency 40 to 60 cycles was deemed best,

as this allowed a speed of 1,200 B p.m. at 40 cycles for the Bwitch
and 1,800 at 60 cycles. The size of the transformers and the cost
of the apparatus were in favour of the 60-cycle equipment.
The size of the treater and the proportioning of the positive and

negative elements are important considerations. Owing to the
extremely large condenser effect of the treaters, great care should
be exercised in the designing of a transformer to operate in

connection with them. The windings should be protected with
mica insulation, and as each end of the transformer is alternately

grounded at every alternation, extreme care should be taken in

insulating the coils from the core. The best design of transformer
seems to be a square magnetic circuit with a primary wound in the
bottom and a secondary in the top. The secondaiy should be
divided into at least four coils, and should be spaced at least 6 in.

apart and well insulated with oil. All the transformers used by
the writer were put up in steel cases, with the terminals 17 in.

apart. The 5 kw. and 7'5-kw. sizis were designed for continuous
operation at 40° F. rise in temperature. O sing to the length of the
magnetic core and spacing of the coils to get proper insulation,

there is considerable leakage in these transformers, which, however,
is not an objectionable feature, as there are frequent short-circuits

in the treaters, and thia leakage is an advantage during perioda of
short-circuit.

A peculiar condition that the writer has never satisfactorily

accounted for is that the insulation on the alternator seems to
break down, particularly on the collector rings, and for no apparent
reason. After operating a rectifier with a positive-contact switch,
thia trouble seems to have been eliminated.

The field for electrical precipitation is very large. The apparatus
can be successfully uaed for abating smoke nuisance, provides an
ideal means of removing the soot, clinker and ash in blast-furnace
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gas which is so objectionable when used with pas engines, and may
be used in cement mills and in conjunction with smelters.

In the Electrical World if M>y 13th, Mr. E. R. Walcott
described an electrostatic voltmeter reading up to 75,000 volts for

use in connection with the precipitation of em< ko and fames. It

is constructed on the prin iple of the K lvia guard-ring eleotro-

meter, comparing the electrostatic attraction due to the pressure

with the gravitution of a small weight under z ro condition?.

Tne instrument is siid to ba accurate to one part in 1,000.

THE DUBLIN TRAMWAYS AND THE IRISH

REBELLION.

We are indebted to Mr Man-hall Harries, general manager of the

Dublin United Tramways Co. (I89C), Ltd., for the following

interesting particulars and views of the stirring events which took

place recently in the Irish Capital.

We feel ture that o or reaiers will j iiri with in in cmjratulating

Dublin Tramway Standard, showing Shell Hole.

the cimpany and its offi ia's on having e caped whit might have
involved much more serious loss.

At the commencement of the trouSle on E i ter Monday, at
12 30 p.m., immediately after the Sinn Fei ,rs occupiei the
principal public buildings, the Tramway Co.
commenced to withdraw its cars from the
city, and at 2.SO p.m. moBt of them were
safely in the different del 6 is.

In Sankville Street, however, one of the
Howth cars was stopped, aid the motorma-o
and conductor covered with revolvers nnd
ordered to leave. An attempt was made to

upset this car by hand, to form a barricade
for Earl Street, but failed, and subsequently
a charge of dynamite was exploded unde? neath
it, but did little or no harm. Eventually this
car was burnt, due to the adjoining house
having caught fire and fallen upon it. Another
car was caught on the South Quays, and was
also burnt in the tame way, aud minor damage
was done to four or five of the cars by rifl i

fire. The trolley-wires suffered mo9t severely.

several miles beiDg brought down all over tli.-

city by rifle fire. Several tramway s'andird*
were also damaged by shell fire, and one of
the views bdows a standard at the corner
of O'Connell Bridge and North Quays through
which a shell pissed. S .bsequently this pole,

and others which were damaged, were filled

up with concrete, reinforced with steel rods,
on site.

The day after the outbreak the Sinn Feiners surrounded the
power station, aud eventually entertd and ordered the men out.
The rebels carried revolvers, and eome of them a revolver in
one hand and digger in the other. They gave the engineer on
watch an hour to clear out, under penalty of death, and
ordered the whole ejstem to be shut down. This was exactly
what it had been decided to do by the officials of the company.
Howeve', the S nn Fdiners were apparently satisfied that their
wishes were carried ou h

, as they did not return, and the staff re-

mained in occupation of the station in its shut-down state

throughout the whole of the disturbance, notwithstanding the
heavy rillc-fire in the district, which was one of the worst situated,

nod was the last to capitulate. No attempt was made to do any
damage to the power station, nor, indeed, was any direct attempt
made to damage the cars except from the Sinn Feiners' military
point of view.

One of the motormen, in getting his car away from the danger
z >ne, wai shot and seriously wounded, and another, coming from a
eity d -put, was shot dead by rifle fire from the General I'ott

Offi* ; several other tramway employe* were also shot by stray
hull eta in the vicinity of their own homes. The loss included the
two oars referred to and the damage to the overhead system, but
the loss of traffi; was the most seriouB matter that the Tramway
Co. has experienced.
Da May 2nd, immediately after the bunvng of the General Post

Ofioje, the fires in the power station were restarted, and on May ird

most of the system was in working order.

Soiling was very prevalent throughout the whole of the
system, which made it very uncomfortab'e for the men repairing

t le overhead wires ; but by May 5th practically every feeder was
temporarily repaired and the Bervice restored as far as allowed by
the military authorities, who had drawn a cordon around the whole
city, an 1 would not allow the cars to pass more than two bridges

—

on" on the south si^e and one on the north side.

Tae total damage to the rolling stock, including the two cars

destroyed and injuries to six other cars—mainly breakage of glass

by lifle fire—did not much exceed £1,500 ; the total damage to the
overhead system amounted to about £500. Considering, how-
ever, the amount of property the company had throughout the
city—the various depo.s and large number of cars—the company
may be congratulated on their good fortune. The system was at a
staac'still from 12 30 p.m. on Easter Monday, April 2-Jth, until

May 3rd.

One of the views shows the Howth car referred to, which was-

hurnt ; this car, as well as a smaller one destroyed on the South
Quays, was eventually towed home on its own wheels. The field

coils of the motors were destroyed, but the armatures are apparently

not very much the worse. Notwithstanding that the metal melted
from all the bearings, the trucks are not beyond repair. No
damage appears to have been caused to the truck as the retult of
the attempt to blow the car up.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINQS r

AND PLANT.

New Shop-window Reflector.

It is gradually becoming recognised that a shop window may
be even more effective as an advertisement by artificial light than
by daylight, owing to the precision and flexibility with which the
illumination can be arranged.

Considering the variety of conditions which have to be dealt

with, the demand for an unusually efficient mode of shop-window
illumination might seem beyond the range of practical engineering.

But a method has been devised for illuminating the typical deep Bhop-

window in such a way that every article placed in it, in any
position, is lit to the best advantage. The meanB by which this

Dublin Cab Destroyed hiring the Irish Rebellion.

result is obtained will be clearly understood from the accompany-
ing diagram—fig. 1.

The diagram shows how these limitations are avoided in a new
system of reflectors that has just been brought out by the General
Electric Co , Ltd.. of London. By arranging plain mirror re-

flectors of certaia dimensions and of certain angles, in aoonchoidal
curve, with lamps about 18 in. apart at the focus of the curve,

a complex system of direct and reflected light is obtained. The
multiplication of rt fleotors at different angles prevents the streaki-
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nesB which is usually the result of using plain mirrors
; and the

genetal effect is that articles set in any position within the window
are bathed in light from every side. At the same time, no light,

either direct or reflected from the mirrors, falls in front of the
window line ; nor are the lamps visible to the public. The stage

effect so much sought after is thus retained, with a complet

"Zedlite" Electric Candles.

The "Z" Electric L\mp Manufacturing Co.. Ltp, of
S>uthfield-, S.W. have issued a leaf! :C d aling with their electric

candles.

The ''Z dlite'' candle, fig 2, i-< claimed to resemble clrse"y its

waxen predecesior ; it eonsis's of ouly two parts, the lamp and
the opal tubetosiile over the litter, which can be removed for
cleaning without disturbing the limp.
The makers claim that it is the < n l electric candle that remains

upright, be:ng unaff-.cted by vibration. 1 h <s b^i-n extensiv-Iy
uied in the Piccadilly H .tel and many large houses. It is sold for

3"ig. 1.

—

Diagram Showing Reflected Light
Rays in the G E.C. New Reflectobs for
Shop-window Lighting.

absence of glare or harsh shadows. It will be seen from the

•diagram that, from the point of view of effective illumination, it

is a matter of indifference how ,the articles in the window are

arranged.
This method of lighting ha^ already been put to the practical

test in the window-lighting of large drapery establishments, aid
ihas proved completely successful. It provides, in the simplest

Fig. t
—Dorman 810 kw. Petrol-Electric Sit (see p. 664).

circuits of 20 to 260 volts pressure, and in candle-powers fro n
8 to 16.

Lee Electric Water-Heater.

The Lee Electric Radiator Co . of Chicago, has placed on
the market the electric water-heater shown in fig. 3. Toe mosc
popular siz3S in use are the single-heat elements of .100 and 750
wat-s, although the line i» c imp'.eted with 1500 and 2,030-watt

tiz'.i with three-heat c utrol.

Fig. 2.—"Zrdlite"
Electric Candle.

Fig. 3.

—

Electkic
Watek-Heater.

possible manner, an ideal mode of illumination, and, moreover, it

is adapted to the present lighting regulations, which prohibit the

overflow of light on to the pavement
Numerous other applicati ma of th'S ingenious system of reflectors

might he suggested. Stage-lightioe is one of the most obvious ;

'

and in hapD'er times than the present it will find its use for poster

and tign illumination.

Fig. 5.

—

Dorman Petrol-Electbic Sets under Test
(see p. 664).

In construction the water-heater is like a pipe or rod 1'25 in. in
dia., 56'5 in long, and threaded for one inch at the top. so that it

is only necessary to insert this unit through the standard opening
in the top of any ordinary range tank. The pipe is filled with an
insnlating, non-oxidising rl aid, in which is submerged an op< n
resistance-coil or heating element.
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Ititrinan Petrol-Electric Sets.

Messrs. W. II. Dobmak k Co., Ltd., of Stafford, have been
supplying for <! wrnment lighting and power nHts a number of

their standard 810 kw. eelf-oontained petrol-eleotric sete, which
we illustrate in 6gi. I and 5 (p. 663). Engine, generator, fan-cooled

radiator, fuel tank and silencer are all monnted on one bedplate.

The engine is the firm's standard two-cylinder vertical water-

cooled monobloc type 120 mm. bore > 140 mm. stroke, capable of

developing 18 B.u.p. at 1,000 r.pm. on petrol; it can also be
adapted to run on paraffin, in which case petrol is used for

starting.

A special type of centrifugal governor is provided which controls

the voltage within 6 psr cent, batween full load and no load. The
lubrication is automati", the oil being forced to all the bearings

nnder pressure through a drilled crankshaft from an oil pump in

the base chamber ; oil level and circulation indicators are

provided. The engine is coupled to the dynamo through a flexible

coupling.

The fuel tank is mounted above the ba-e plate, the starting

handle of the engine b:ing carried in bearings integral with this

tank. Tae fuel is lifted from the tank to the carburtttor or

vaporiser on the engine by means of the
1

' Auto-Vac" patent feed

system.
The radiator is mounted above the fuel tank, the circulation

being by thermo-siphon ; the radiator is cooled by a large diameter
f*n driven by a Whittle belt from the engine shaft.

The sile&c r is carried on the bedplate.

The to'.al net weight of the set as shown in the views is approxi-
mately 35 cwt.
These sets have proved exceedingly convenient for both permanent

and emergency purposes ; the petrol consumption is approximately
1'6 pints per KW.-hiur, and the plant will run continuously with
the minimum of attention.

Such plants are built in sizes ranging from 4 kw. up to 30 kw.
Full particulars of the engines are contained in the firm's

sectional oatalogue No. 20.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL TARIFFS ON
ELECTRICAL GOODS.

TRANSIT OF GOODS THROUGH FRANCE—Ad otScial

statement has been published in the Hoard of Trade Journal
of May 11th, giving full particulars of the arrangements for

transit through France of goods sent from the United King-
dom to Switzerland, Italy, and Spaiu oid Fiance. Goods
sent by parcel post to Spain may pass in transit through
France without special formality.- In the ease of Switzerland
and Italy, however, a special label indicating that exportation
has been licensed must be affixed to the parcel. Special

facilities exist for the transmission to the Societe Suisse de
Surveillance Eccnomique of parcels by post weighing less

than 11 lb. gross, and containing certain specified goods. Full
information is available at the Commercial Intelligence

Branch of the Board of Trade.

BRITISH DOMINIONS, COLONIES, &c—The Board of

Trade have received information that Consular Certificates of

Origin are not now required for goods shipped from Italy to

British oversea ports.

UNITED KINGDOM AND CERTAIN FOREIGN COUN-
TRIES. —A Supplement to the Board of Trade Journal of May
18th contains complete lists of articles which are prohibited
to be exported from the United Kingdom, and certain foreign
countries, viz. : Denmark, France, Greece, Italy, Japan,
Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Roumania, Russia, Spain,
Sweden, and Switzerland. The list of articles prohibited to

be exported from Sweden is based upon information received
at the Board of Trade up to May 15th, and should be of con-
siderable interest to British exporters to Russia in view of

the application of the Swedish prohibitions to goods passing
ia transit through Sweden to Russia. The present Supple-
ment supersedes that issued on February 17th last. Copies
may be obtained, price 3d. (3£d. post free), from the usual
sale agents for Government publications.

CAMEROONS.—The former German Customs Tariff re-

mains in operation. According to the Comptroller of Customs,
Nigeria, goods for the Cameroons may be entered at Victoria,

where a Custom House has been opened, but goods for Rio
del Rey are required to be entered at Calabar. The specified

schedule of import duties includes " articles of iron of all

kinds," which pay an ad valorem rate of 20 per cent. All

goods not mentioned in the schedule and not exempted from
import duty pay 10 per cent, ad valorem. Among the articles

o.i the free list are appliances for wireless and cable telegraph
stations; machines and implements of all kinds.
An export duty of 40 pfennige per kilog. net (about 2d. per

lb.) is payable on rubber, except plantation rubber.

ST. VINCENT.—By an Order-in-Council, dated March 17th,

previous Orders issued in Marcfi, 1915 (under which an addi-
tional duty of 20 per cent, was levied, with certain excep-
tions, on dutiable articles imported into the Colony) are
rescinded, and new additional duties are imposed in lieu

thereof, including an increased duty of 10 per cent, on all

articles other than tobacco, wines, and spirits.

NORWAY,—The exportation of worked, unworkcd, and
platinum has been prohibited.

FRANCE.—The Bill proposing to authorise the Govern-
1

1
• nt

,
while hostilities continue, to prohibit by Decree the

iruportatl a goods, or to increase the import duties
thereon aide the Bi t n w of Maj 12th- has now become law.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1916.
(NOT YET PUBLISHED).

npiled expressly tor this jouni.il by Messrs. W. P. Thompson & Co

,

its, 2K5, High Holborn, London, W.C., and at
: Bradford.

netting and heating furnace

utomatiralty turning lights

S Daves-

:.nl off."

7 .jii " Electrodes of clectr

port .t V. Stobis. May 22nd.

i . May 22nd.

7.86S. "Loading cits." BRITISH INSULATED & IIi.lxiiy CABLES, Ltd, (\D
H. 11. Harrison. May 22nd.

7,268, "Call-distributing telephone svstems." Western Electkic Co. May
22n.l. (U.i : 1916.)

T.275. " Electric heating apparatus." I
I .v 22nd.

7,888. "Miners'. Sic, electric lamps " F. J. Turquand. May 22nd.

7,891. " Refillabic fuse plugs." }. C- Cm-miss. May 22nd. (U.S.A., May

7,303. '.' Shareholders for artificial lights." A. Hague. May 23r.t.

7.305. "Stands or pedestals for electric lumps." W. J. Pursi & Co. asd>
V- F. Fl USE, May 23rd.

7 314. " Adapter for elccti R. A. Wickess. May 23rd.

7,328. " Multicore electric cables-." Calli Construction Co.
AND J. O. Callender. May 23rd.

7.334. "Telegraph key." F. I'h mi i Ma; 83rd (Nc« Zealand, May
29lh, 1915.)

7.335. "Telephony." L. C. Bygravs & Relay Automatic Telephone Co.
,May 23rd. .

7.336. "Thermo-electric switches." Kmv Automatic Ielephone Co. and
G K. Robertson. May 23rd.

7,347. "Means for earthing elci luits " L. R. Uci and
G. RlSHTON. May 23rJ.

7,380. "Electric lamps." J. MerSing. May 24th.

7,392. "Eleiiii. ignition or sparking arrangements." \V. A. Bkistow,
11. W. F. Ireland and Siemens Bros. & Co. May 24th.

7,456. " Electro-chemical microphones for wireless telephony and telegraphy,
&c." S. Ford & A. 1". Sykes. May 85th,

.7,471. "Electrical lock and commutator for railway signal leers." \V. [I.

Parr. Maj 85th.

7,497. " Hygi. .ic appliance for telephones," E. Lemaitre. May 26th.

7..">17. " Sparking plugs." A. E. Lamkin. May 26th.

7.518. " Electric ship propulsion systems." R. V. Morse. May 26th.

7,535. " Spark plugs." A. C. Fercier. May 27th.

7,540. "Transmitting gear of ships' telegraphic, &c, apparatus." G. W.
Hastings X- A. Robinson & Co. May 27th.

7,648. " Morse signalling for aircraft." C. M. BuSTOCK &• R. N. Coke.
Maj 27th. -

7,567. "Separators for secomlar. batteries." ^ |. Mellersh-Jackson
-

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.

17,872. Construction or IIigii-fkeouency Alternators. Soc. Marius Latour
et Cie. July 28th. (November 22nd, 1912. Divided application on 26,934/13,
November 82nd.)

.

1915.
2,404. Electro-magnetic Driving Mechanism. T. Rushton & Coventrv

Electric Clock Co. February 15th. (August 13th, 1915.)

3,760. Incandescent Electric Lamps. A. A. Canton. March 9th.

6,296. Arc Lamps adapted to be used also for the Production or Elec-
tric Oscillations for Wireless Telegraphy, Wireless Telephony, and for
OTHER PURPOSES. L. Mauclaire & A. Breon. April 27th.

6,647. Sound Directing Appliances for use with Telephones and Micro-
phones. E. M. C. Tigerstedt. May 4th. (May 20th, 1914).

6,674. Systems tor the Protection or Electric Cables in the event of
i:\tiKsiL damage, C J. Beaver & E. A. Claremont. May 4th.

6,818. Automatic Switches of Electric Train Lighting Systems. W.
King. May 6th.

6,930. Electric Measuring Instruments. A. Philip & L. J. Steele. May 8th-

6,980. Joint for an Electric Cable. A. E. Tanner & E. A. Claremont.

May 10th.

7,025. Electric Time Alarm ind Cam Signals. F. L. Cantrall. May 10th.

7,177. Switching-over Systems for Electrical Lighting Installations for

Railway Trains and THE like. II. C.rob May 12th.

7,308. Electric Switches. G. Webb. May 15th.

7,324. Ships' Stokehold and analogous Telegraphic Apparatus. W. Chad-

burn & Ch3dhurn's (Ship) Telegraph Co. May 15th.

7,366 Electrical Transmission for Automobile Vehicles. Daimler Co.,

I . W. Lanchester & J. L. Milligan. May 17th.

7 367 Wireless Signalling Systems. British Thomson-Houston Co.

(General Electric Co., U.S.A.). May 17th

10.762. Dynamo-electric Machines. British Thomson-Houston Co. & A. A.

Pollock. July 24th.

11627 Fluid-pressure Starting and Stopping Devices for Electric

Motors Operating Pumps. Wcstinghouse Brake Co. August 11th. (Decem-

b. - 84th 1914 I

13.207. Alloys British Thomson-Houston Co. (General Electric Co.,

U.S.A.). September 15tli

17 535 Time-lag Electric Switches. Allmanna Svenska Elektnska Aktie-

bolaget. December 15th. (January 9th. 1915.)

17,876. KEYBOARD-CONTROLLING DJV1CES, PARTICULARLY APPLICABLE. To'TllE-

piioni Systems: Western Electric Co. (Western Electric Co., U.S.A.). De-

cember 82nd
1916.

339 RADioTELEcRArnv APPARATUS. W. J. Mellersh-Jackson (A. Arbib).

January 7th, 1916. Patent No. 100,384.
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The movement towards the adoption of rational methods
in the generation and distribution of electricity in this

country, to which an added impulse has been given by the

Board of Trade circular, is gaining impetus, and, we hope,

will soon be in full swing. Oar " Lighting and Power
Notes " to-day contain references to the steps taken in

Lancashire, where a scheme is being prepared for linking-np,

and in London, where the municipal authorities have held

a CDnference and passed a resolution in favour of the pro-

posal. Much has already been accomplished in the Metro-

politan area, but much remains to be done, and it is to be
hoped that the difficulties interposed by the Treasury earlier

in the war, as in the case of the Hammersmith-Battersea-
Fulham scheme, will be removed by co-operation, if not
linking-up, between the Government Departments con-

cerned. It is, no doubt, inevitable that the requirements of

the different Government Departments should sometimes
clash, as in this instance, as well as that of the Ministry of

Munitions and the Board of Trade on the fuel-saving

question, but there should be no difficulty in arriving at a
solution of the trouble, and facilitating progress in the
interests of the nation.

Our present aim is to support the arguments tf Mr. E. T.
Williams and Mr. J. A. Kobertson—and, of course, their dis-

tinguished leader on this path, Dr. Ferranti— by drawing
attention to some noteworthy examples of the beneficial

effects of concentration of management, enlargement of area,

and development of the power load. For the most strikingof
these we have to go to the United States. The undertaking
which supplies electrical energy to the City of Chicago is the
largest in the world ; some up-to-date particulars will be
found in our " Notes " columns to-day, from which it will

be seen that the annual output by now exceeds the
almost incredible amount of 1,200,000,000 units, and the
annual revenue is over four million pounds sterling ! Why
have we no such immense concern to our credit ? Simply
because, for well-known reasons, the business of electricity

supply in this country has been split up into innumerable
independ< nt fragments, of which but a very few have been
able to att tin dimensions of real importance. It cannot be
suggested that the social and industrial conditions which
obtain in this country do not permit of similar develop-
ments—in the areas round several of our great cities there

are populations, industries, and railways quite comparable
with those of Chicago ; the fundamental obstacle to pro-
gress is the small scale upon which our electricity supply
undertakings have been conceived and developed. Granted
that more than half of the Chicago output is supplied for

traction—the remainder is still gigantic, nearly four times
as great as the output of any of our municipal undertakings
for all purposes ; and have we not railways that can and
should be electrically operated ? Thanks to the conduct of
supply on an enormous scale, the largest and most up-to-

date machinery can be employed—a turbo-alternator

of no less than 60,000 kw. is on order in the
United States—and the capital and ruuning costs can thue
be reduced to values which 10 years ago would have been
derided as unattainable. The use of electricity for all pur-
poses results in an excellent load factor, and the concen-
tration of management enables the concern to command
the service? of the most able men available.

In our " Lighting and Power Notes" to-day we give the

results of the past year's working of the Manchester Cor-
poration Electricity Department, the largest municipal
undertaking in this country. It will be seen that with one-
sixth of the capital expenditure of the Chicago undertaking,

[665]
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its sales of energy amount to over 110 million unks

—

less than one-eighth of the Chicago sales —and the average

income per unit is Odd. higher. The results are

undoubtedly admirable, and reflect the greatest credit upon
the city and its engineering staff. But why should not the

Manchester undertaking rival, and outrival, that of Chicago
in magnitude and output ? Since 1904 the former has

increased five-fold—the latter seventcen-fold.

The possibilities of the industry are perhaps still more
strikingly shown by the case of Barrow-in-Furness, of which

some particulars were given in our last issue. Nothing
could more admirably demonstrate the importance and the

profitable nature of the power load. Due allowance must,

of course, be made for the state of war and its effect upon
the rate of growth of the demand ; but this has the advan-

tage that instead of comparing the results obtained at an
interval of five or 10 years, we can compare the records of

two successive years, and note the remarkable contrast

which they afford. Thus, in the year 1914-15, the total

receipts were £26,585 ; last year they were £59,208. The
total costs during these periods were respectively £13. 807
and £34,809, the gross profits being, therefore, almost

doubled ; but the net profits increased from i£3,163 to

£12,804, more than fourfold. Also the total costs per unit

decreased from 0"92.r>d. to
-G05d., and the average price

obtained from T742d. to l
-020d. What was the cause of

this phenomenal advance ?

No change was made in the tariff ; the cost of coal,

wages, and materials was considerably increased. The
improvement was solely due to the increase in output from

3,597,410 to 13,80(5,254 units, in almost the same ratio as

the net profit, and the load factor has improved from 17 -97
to 40"36 percent. The bulk of the increase, amounting to

over 10 million units, is attributed by Mr. H. R. Burnett,

the borough electrical engineer, to the power and heating

load, and almost the whole of the increased revenue is derivi d
from the same source, the receipts under this heading rising

from £7,692 to £38,929. These results'speak for them-
selves ; but we may emphasise the moral : it is not wiih

the lighting load, but with the power and " other uses " load

that the future of the supply industry is bound up—in other

words, with the cheap units.

To supply at low prices, it is neces3ary to secure a high

load factor, a good diversity factor, and a large output,

whilst keeping down capital outlay and running costs ; all

these objects are best attained by extending the area of

operations and increasing the magnitude of the under-

taking.

There has been so far no im-
The Position provement in sentiment in the mar-
of Rubber. ket for crude rubber, and prices-

have fluctuated considerably with an
erratic tendency in values, which is not surprising,

for the outlook has been in no small degree obscured
by political apprehensions and the trend of the war
news. Prices dropped at one period to about 2s. 6d.

per lb. for best plantation rubber on the spot, the

lowest figure recorded since October last year, and
showing a set-back of is. 8d. per lb. from the ex-

treme highest seen this year. The market last week
showed at one period quite a good rally, but fresh

weakness ensued owing to the fitful character of

the demand. At the current relatively low prices

holders occasionally displayed more resistance, but
in the absence of any sustained demand from users,

who seem very reticent about providing for their

future needs, and so long as the authorities refrain

from granting licences more freely for export to

neutrals, it is probable that things will remain un-

settled. There is, moreover, a considerable tonnage
of the product left unsold on this side, which natur-

ally tends to discourage the nursing of speculative

holdings, these being apparently of respectable

dimensions. Yet there has been some reduction in

the home stocks in the course of the past month, as

shown by the usual statistics. The deliveries for

Mnv. indeed, made a good showing, amounting to

6,206 tons
v
for London and Liverpool combined,

against receipts of 5,834 tons. The stocks have
thus fallen to 9,031 tons, this comparing with 8,763
tons last year, and 5,778 tons two years ago. Of
these, stocks, only about 1,200 tons represent wild
rubber, the bulk being plantation descriptions.
There is an increasing inclination on the part of
big consumers on either side of the Atlantic to
await developments in the general political situation
before increasing commitments for forward deli-

veries, although prices have now again reached
a level at which the merits of the commodity should
lie more closely considered. Pending a lead in that
direction, however, buyers are cautious. Indica-
tions as to the progress of the world's consumption
are anything but clear, while there is just a possi-
bility of American requirements falling off tem-
porarily. It is, moreover, difficult to form any idea
regarding the extent of invisible supplies, while not
a few people suggest that consumers are as a rule
fairly well provided. At the same time, the outlook
in shipping is not so tight as it was a few months
ago, so that regular supplies should be pretty well
assured. The total shipped last month from the
Federated Malay States to all ports was about the
same as for the previous month at a little below
4,000 tons, making an aggregate ol nearly 22,000
tons for the five months against 15,787 tons in 1915,
and 11,544 tons in 1914. Our imports from Brazil

are now comparatively small, and there is, for the
time being, not much interest centered on fine Para,
the outlet for which is undoubtedly interfered with
by the formidable competition of the plantation pro-

duct. Developments in the general position are
purely problematic until peace is restored, after

which it is tolerably certain that big quantities will

be required by the Central Powers, whose stocks are

utterlv exhausted.

Next week the annual meetings
Electricity in of the I.M.E.A. will be held at the
Agriculture. Institution of Electrical Engineers;

the function, as last year, will be on
a modest scale, but we sincerely hope that the

weather conditions will be much better than those
whicl; prevail at present, in order that the meeting
may be as successful as is possible under war condi-

tions. The programme, which we published in our
issue of April 7th, shows that papers will be read

on boiler-house design, on the economic aspect of

area of supply, and on the application of electric

power to agriculture ; all these are subjects of

extreme interest and importance, and should lead to

good discussions. The effect of area of supply is

the key-note of the movement inaugurated by Mr.
E. T. Williams towards the reorganisation of elec-

tricity supply in this country, and has figured promi-
nently in our columns of late; we anticipate that it

will be discussed with keen interest by the members
of the Association. The use of electricity on the

farm is, we may say, a " pet subject" of ours; for

some years past we have missed no opportunity of

bringing it before the notice of our readers, for we
have satisfied ourselves—and wish to satisfy them

—

that it is a matter of the first importance to supply

engineers, and offers surprising possibilities. We
are glad to be able to add that some of those engi-

neers have begun to realise the facts in this connec-

tion. Apart from the author of the paper, Mr. W.
T. Kerr, whose enterprising and successful work in

this direction were described in our issue of June
nth. tqt 5- we have recently received letters from
other engineers,, stating that the farm load, which
had appeared unpromising, had turned out very

desirable, and that " the enthusiasm of the farmers

on the subject is really remarkable." We venture

to urge upon the members of the I.M.E.A. whose
areas include farming districts the value and import-

ance of this load, and to assure them that they will

find it well worth cultivating.
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MUNICIPAL ELECTRICAL EXTENSIONS AT KILMARNOCK.

The electricity undertaking of the Kilmarnock Corporation

commenced operations in 1904 for lighting, power and
tramway supply. Up to the year 1912 the largest con-

sumer of energy was the Corporation tramway, but in that

year the Council offered very reasonable tariffs to the

factories, and now 90 per cent, of the mills and engineering

works in Kilmarnock take the whole of their power from

the public mains.

In the year 1914 the Town Council obtained powers to

extend its area of supply, and this now includes the Burghs
of Troon, Irvine, Galston, Newmilns, and Darvel, and a

few villages and parishes ; the whole area covers approxi-

mately 160 square mileB, Kilmarnock being situated in the

centre. In order to meet the new conditions efficiently, a

three-phase h.t. supply was introduced, and the various

localities are now linked up to Kilmarnock. The industries

of the town are varied ; Troon is one of the noted Ayrshire

thrcugh a -2 sq. in. 3,300-volt cable and a 500-kw. Bruce
Peebles motor converter, which is wound on the D.c. side

for 240 volts. This machine is capable of developing

25 per cent, overload for two hours, and 50 per cent, for

a short period, and displaced four reciprocating generating

sets of 150-kw. each. Off the same feeder an overhead
transmission line is run to give a supply to other works.

A direct-current supply is given to Messrs. Dick, Kerr
and Co., Ltd., and Messrs. A. Barclay, Sons & Co., Ltd., from
the main Langland Street sub-station. One "2 sq. in. and
one "06 sq. in. cables feed this sub-station, and in it are

installed one 250-kw. and one 300-kw. Bruce Peebles

motor converters ; foundations are available for a further

300-kw. machine. The d.c. side of the converters is wound
for 480-540 volts, and the machines run in parallel with

existing low-tension d.c. mains which feed through the

town. The l.t. d.c. switchboard in this sub-station con-

KlLMAENOCK POWEB STATION : GENERATING PLANT.

residential seaside towns, and has but one engineering works
of any size, viz., the Ailsa Engineering and Shipbuilding Co.
Irvine is also situated on the coast, but is a purely manu-
facturing town, with shipbuilding, forge works, block works,
hosiery works, chemical, and smaller engineering works. The
shipbuilding industry was started some two years ago, and
is turning out to be of great importance.

The chief industry of the Burghs of Galston, Newmilns,
and Darvel, is lace manufacture ; there are approximately
36 lace mills in these burghs, each usually driven by a

60 or sO-h.p. steam engine, and in one or two cases requiring

120 h.p. The chief industry in the county is mining, for

which Ayrshire is noted.

Although the Burgh of Kilmarnock has a population of

only 36,000, there are numerous industries—blanket mills,

yarn spinning, and engineering works. Three large engin-
eering works are those of Messrs. Glenfield & Kennedy,
Ltd., hydraulic engineers ; Dick, Kerr & Co., Ltd., me-
chanical engineers ; and A. Barclay, Sons & Co., Ltd.,
locomotive engineers.

The supply to Messrs. Glenfield & Kennedy is given

sists of two machine panels, three feeder panels, and one

middle-wire panel, and was built and erected by the works

staff. Off the -2 sq. in. feeder a '12 sq. in. main is run to

another industrial part of the burgh, where transformers are

installed and l.t. and A.c. supply is available.

Owing to the distance between Kilmarnock and the outer

burghs, an 11,000-volt overhead transmission system was

adopted. Immediately outside the main power station a

transformer house is erected, wherein are installed one *00-

K.v.A.andone600-K.v.A. transformers. The larger transformer

supplies the western section, and the other the eastern

section, but arrangements are made whereby both trans-

formers can be run in parallel. No switchgear is installed

on the 11,000-volt side of the transformers, these being

operated on the 3,300-volt side by switchgear in the main

power station.

Inside the transformer house protective apparatus is

installed on each outgoing wire, consisting of isolating

switches, horn gaps, static dischargers, and resistances. The
spark gaps on each phase consist of 12 non-arcing

metallic bobbins in series with a horn-type gap, and a
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limitincr resistance of the non-inflammable and non-heating

The overhead transmission lines commence immediately

outside the main power station. The conductors are

triangularly spaced, and for the greater part of the

route are carried on single creosoted wood poles, the

height of the pole being sufficient to provide a clear-

Mice of 20 ft. between the conductors and the ground
in the centre of the span. In addition, the poles carry two
telephone wires. At ansrles in the transmission line the

•ngle pole is adopted. Each pole is provided with the usual

aumber plate and barbed wire climbing guard ; a galvanised

Supply Area op Kilmarnock Corporation.

earth-plate is buried at the foot, and put in metallic

connection with each insulator pin.

On terminal and tee poles, channel-iron cross-arms are

substituted for oak in order to give the necessary strength.

Near Hillhouse Quarry the transmission line crosses over
ground so soft that a stick can be pushed down 20 or

30 ft. without effort. When the moss litter composing the
top surface has been removed to a depth of 18 in., the

ground is so treacherous that considerable care has to be
exercised in continuing the excavation, and in some of the
holes the "ground" was practically a

iemi- fluid. Tests were made, and it was
fonnd impossible to erect wood poles in

ground of this nature, while concrete, if

supplied in order to give additional

strength, disappeared in the course of a
few days, and made its way to the bottom
of the moss. To meet these conditions,

Callender's patent steel towers were used
on this ,part of the route. These
poles provide a very wide base, with
'ightness, and practically float on the
surface of the moss. During the winter,

heavy gales
<
have been experienced, but

the steel towers to-day a-e absolutely

vertical, and in a dead straight line.

In addition to the bad weather, the

andergrowth on the moss took fire last

3ummer, and flames swept across the

moss in some places at a considerable

height, but the supply was not
interrupted, and the line remained
unaffected.

M'hen the transmission line crosses

private or public roads, the duplicated

insulator system with earth brackets is

adopted, no cradle-work being used.

Neither are lightning arresters placed on
the tops of the poles, but where the overhead line is con-
nected to underground cable, as at railway crossings, choking

are put in circuit.

The whole of the transmission line is designed for 20,000
but is only working at 1 1 ,000 volts at present.

Immediately on the boundary of the Burgh of Troon a

sub-station is erected, and the overhead 1 1,000-volt trans-
mission line terminates : at this sub-station the pressure is

reduced to 3,800 volts. 15.T.H. truck-type switchijear is

employed on the 11.000- volt side of the transformer, and
the same makers' ironclad switchgear on the 3.300-volt side,

from which 3,300-voltmains are laid underground to various

distribution centres. The latter consist of high-tension dis-

connecting pillars and kiosks containing h.t. oil switches,

transformers and l.t. fuses. As far as possible, low-tension

mains are laid between these points to provide against a

fault occurring on any one transformer. Practically the

whole of the load at Troon is lighting, but high-tension

mains are laid of sufficient capacity to give a supply to the

Ailsa Engineering and Shipbuilding Oo., who at the present

time generate their own supply by means of two 150-kw.

Belliss-Westinghouse sets. The householders at Troon have

taken advantage of the electricity supply, and the people

living in the residential part cf the

burgh have installed all the latest cooking

and heating apparatus and water-heating
'; appliances. The supply has only been

\ available since last March, but a good
'; revenue is promising.

• At a point in the overhead trans-

mission line, viz., (lateside Bridge, a

; tapping is taken off to supply the Burgh
of Irvine ; the distance between this

section point and Irvine is about three

miles. Between these two points a

50-k.v.a. transformer is installed to

supply a training centre, some 4,000

30-watt lamps being in use.

Immediately on the Burgh Boundary

of Irvine, a sub-station, similar to the

one at Troon, is erected, where the

pressure is also reduced from 11,000

volts to 3,300 volts. The whole of the switchgear is

similar to that installed at Troon. From the sub-station,

underground h.t. mains are laid to the various works and
distributing centres.

At the Irvine Shipyard, one 420-kw. Bruce Peebles

motor-converter is installed to supply direct current at

480/540 volts. The sub-station at the Caledonian Forge

contains one 3,300/4 15-volt, 150-k.v.a. transformer, and
at Messrs. Laird's Blockworks one 200-k.v.a. transformer

of similar ratio is installed. In the centre of the town

® ROTARY SUB-STATION!

• STATIC SUB-STATIONS

a transformer-kiosk is erected, containing one 50-k.v a.

transformer, and i..t. maius are now laid between the

other two transformer stations.

The whole of the underground mains, 11,000-volt, 3,300-

voh, and l.t. mains, are paper-insulated, lead-covered, and
armoured, laid direct in the ground, and covered over with

stout wood boarding in accordance with the Board of

Trade regulations. All l.t. distributing mains are 4-core

(•1, -1, -i, -05) cables.

The neutral point of such transformers is connected to

earth by means of a separate earth-plate buried in the
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ground. At various places en route tappings are taken off

the transmission lines to supply works, the chief of which

^m
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pressor and two dynamotors shown, and for the lighting

and heating circuits. The locomotive is mounted on two

four-wheel trucks, and is 39 ft. 4 in. in length over

the buffers, having a total wheel base of 27 ft. ; it weighs

about 75 tons, and its rated horse-power is 1,100.

It is designed to haul 1,400-ton trains at a speed of not

less than 25 miles an hour on the level, and will exert an

average pull of 28,000 lb. at the tread of the wheels when
starting under normal rail conditions, with, of course, a

considerably greater maximum pull.

The locomotives were designed and built at the company's

locomotive works, and the electrical equipment was supplied

and fitted by Messrs. Siemens Bros. Dynamo Works, Ltd.,

the work being carried out under the supervision of Mr.

Vincent Raven, chief mechanical engineer to the company.

INTERNAL-COMBUSTION-DRIVEN ELEC-

TRICAL SETS.

By W. A. TOOKEY, M.I.Mech.B.

{Abstract of paper rexi, before the ASSOCIATION OP SUPERVISINS
Electricians.)

One very frfquently hears that a gas engine should be selected to

work at a load IS per cent., more or less, lower than the makers'
ratings. This presupposes that gas-engine makers have agreed
npon a standard basis of rating amongst themselves, bnt, as far as
the author is aware, this is not the case. Practice in this matter
varies very considerably.

There is one important item which a makers' catalogue very
rarely gives, and that is the diameter of the engine piston and its

length of stroke ; it is npon this dimension that the whole output
of the engine depends and comparisons are made possible. In his
practice, the author pays no regard whatever to the makers' ratings,

and considers only cylinder dimensions. Knowing these, the
engineer can select his own engine to suit the job, and
allow such margin as he thinks is necessary. Then, knowing
the speed of rotation of the engine crank shaft, and the limit of
pressure behind the piston that it is advisable not to exceed, he
has all the elements which enable him to exercise a wise discretion
in making a selection from engines of various types and construc-
tion. The necessary information is given in the following
table :—

Piston Pressures (lb. per sq. in.) Obtainable from
Internal-Combustion Engines for Use in Calculation of

b.h.p and kw. Output.
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dynamo sets are often due. The subject is essentially praotieal,

and should certainly be given much more attention than It usually

reoaives.

A piston-pressure basis of rating as suggested in the table accords

generally with practical results obtained. The author has found
the method of comparison extremely useful, and for this reason

now presents it to his engineering colleagues for what it may be

worth.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS,

AND PLANT.

White's Patent Corrosion-Proof Fitting.

The latest addition to the series of corrosion-proof fittings

developed by the St. Helens Cable and Kubbeb Co., Ltd., of

Warrington, for use in connection with their cab-tire sheathed
cable, is a lampholder specially designed for situations in which it

Fig. 1.

—

Sections of White's Corkosion-Proof Lamp-
holder, " Loop-in " Type.

is not contenient to install the corrosion-proof ceiling-rose. The
construction of this device iB illustrated in figs. 1 and 2, and is on
the same lines as thit of the company's standard c.P. holder,

also the whole of the lamp cap, from corrosion. In fig. 1 the

method of locping-in is clearly shown, and it will be seen that the

compound with which the top of the holder is filled (shown black)

completely protects all metal parts in that chamber, while pro-

vision is made for excluding water from the lower chamber with
rubber washers. Fig. 2 shows the parts as photographed, and fig. 3

the complete fitting in position. These holders have been tested

by total submersion under water, with the lamps burning, for

periods of 144 hours, and under battery acid for 24 hours. Mr.
White's c.P. fittings, we understand, are being largely used by the

Ministry of Munitions (Explosives Department), and are approved

by the Home Office for use in Explosive Danger buildings. The
bDdy of the holder is made of a special insulating material of the

ebonite class, the interior being fireproof and the exterior of a

special acid-resiBting 'quality.

Hotpoint Cooking Appliances.

We have received a 19 1 1> pamphlet on the subject of eleotric

ranges, from the Hotpoint Electric Heating Co., of 38, Poland
Street, W., which, in addition to general information on the sub-

ject of electric cooking, particularises Hotpoint apparatus and its

use.

Mention may be made of five new ranges, models D to H, which
are being introduced by the company, and of which D and E repre-

Fig. 4.

—

Hotpoint Electric Cooker, Model G.

sent apparatus suitable for large family cooking, while the others

are on a- less ambitious scale. We illustrate in fig. 4 the Model G
range, which most neafrly resembles the usual type of English

apparatus, and includes a baking oven 1 Si in. x 16 in. X lljin.high,

with drop-down door, and upper and lower heating elements con-

trolled by three heat-indicating anap switches. The upper element

is for broiling, and a broiling-pan ia provided. Three three-heat

circular boiling-plates, giving nine different loadings, from 200 to

1,500 watts, are fitted, of the "glowing coil rtneetor " type : similar

rectangular elements are fitted in the oven. The top of the range

is hinged, and the boiling-plates are easily removable. A heat

indicator is provided on the oven door, which
can be used as a guide to cooking tempera-

turea in conjunction with a chart ; the

indicator regiBtera a number, not degrees.

Amongst other matters referred to in the

pamphlet is the Hotpoint water heater,

suitable for 15 or 30-gallon tanks ; this

is in the form of a hollow cylinder, through
which the water circulates, and ia made
for two loadings, 500-watt, 8 in. long, and

Fig. 2.

—

Parts of
Lampholder.

3.—Corrosion-Proof Fitting
Complete.

Fig. 6.—Hotpoint Switch.

having their U seal in the top and their special collar, with

cushion to protect the terminals and lamp cap. The holder, it

will be noted, protects not only the terminals and cable ends, but

1,000-watt, 12 in. long, with the heating element guaranteed for

two years. The company has recently issued a neat little push-

button switch for use with table-cooking applianoes, shown in fig. 5

D
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This switch has a simple and effective movement, giving a quick

make and break, and bears the Underwriters' inspection stamp.

It should be quite suitable for table appliances.

Electric Fans.

Notwithstanding the fact that in the early days of this week
office fires had to be switched on, to prevent the editorial bouI from
freezing hard in this merry month of June, we are asBured that

there is every indication of a good fan season. On that assump-
tion, in anticipation of the good times in store, firms that are in a

position to supply are being advised to cironlarise during the next
few weeks the local hospital?, doctors, nnrsing home?, authori-

ties, &<\ The Edison & Swan United Electhic Light
Co , Ltd., Ponder's End, have issued a new fan list illustrating a

number of their leading lines, some of whioh we show herewith.

Figs. 1 and 2 show their steamship and train fan (d.c), in two
different positions : its essential feature is its special combined
supporting device and connection. One or more supports oan be

fitted in each cabin or saloon, so that the passenger can fix the

FIG 4 FIC5

Ei iswan Electric Fans.

fan to suit his own requirements, whilst by means of the swivel

and trunnion movement the fan can be set to blow in any desired

direction, from the roof, floor, or table. Fig. 3 shows a ceiling

fan (d c), which is specially built for large hallB, kinema theatres,

clubs, institutions', See., for energetically moving the air over a large

radius without noise. An oil-well fitted inside the body prevents

oil from getting into the windings. Fig. 4 is a popular model of

convertible fan for convalefcent homes, private house?, &c. ;
it can

be used either as a bracket fan or on the table or floor. It is a

silent fan, and is fitted with a regulator giving three speed?. The
porthole fan (d.c.) shown in fig. 5 is specially built for faotory

ventilation, and can be easily fitted to all standing buildingB—the

cast-iron ring may be inserted into a suitable aperture in the wall,

window or ceiling.

LEGAL

Charges Against a Colliery Manager.

In the Sheriff Court at Fa1 kirk, on Friday, before Sheriff

Moffatt, John Grierson, -colliery manager, Falkirk, was charged

with a number of breaohes of the Coal Mines Act at No. 7

Pit of Callendar Colliery Co., in which the haulage is worked
by mechanical power. It was alleged in the indictment

—"You
did place, or permit to be placed, electric cables across the

entrances to No. 18 and No. 22 refuge holes of the inner set of

haulage road, so as to impede ingress." The indictment also

charged him with failing to have in use at the mine the code of

signals prescribed by No. 92 (a) of the General Regulations, and
failing to keep exposed and dangerous parts of the machinery
securely fenced. Grierson tendered a plea of guilty, and on his

behalf an agent stated that in regard to a number of the counts he

oould have pleaded not guilty, but to have done that would have
necestitated the closing of the pit for a whole day. Immediately

the inspector drew his attention to the matter, Mr. Grierson had
additional fencing put up. The haulage engine was started and
stopped by a lever operated from a separate winding engine house,

which had two doors, and the engineer only visited the haulage

engine when stopped for oiling purposes. It might be, however,

that his client had committed a technical breach of the law, and
the engine-room in question had now been profiled with two
doors. Further, the agent explained that the collieiy was supply-

ing mine-sweepers and public works engaged in the manu-
facture of explosives, grenades, electric-power works, and others,

and that the manager was unable to cope with the national

demands. In the circumstances he elected to goon working his

haulage road, under the honest conviction that in doing so he was
really assisting in the national need 1-.

The Sheriff said it was a question whether the Aot of

Parliament was to be disregarded in times of national <mergency.

Addressing the acsused—he said he could not hold that the pro-

visions of the statute or of the regulations could be altered in this

case. If it was necesBary that the work of making the neceesary
alterations could not be gone on « ith, as a result of naiioial emer-
gencies, he (the Sheriff) wan sure that those wto prosecuted would
have taken that into consideration. The accused had contravened
the regulations laid down by Pailiament, and consequently he
would impose a penalty of £15.

The Leiston Street Lighting Case.

In the Court of Appeal, on June 9th, the appeal by the defendants
in the case of the Leiston (las Co.. Ltd, c. Leistoc-cum-Si ewell
U D.C. (recently commented upon in our pagee) was diemiesed.

THE FIXATION OF NITROUEN IN THE U.S.A.

The fixation of atmospheric nitrogen with the aid of water power
has recently been under discussion in the United States CoDgress.

The importance of providing a supply of nitric acid in time of war,
as well as of artificial fertiliser in time of peace, from the country's

own resources, is gaining appreciation, but the various interests

involved are pulling in different directions, and no definite retult

has be>n attained.

In Metallurgical and. Chemical Engineering, a pamphlet issued

by Mr. F. S. Washburn, president of the American Cjanamid Co
,

is quoted on the relative merits of the arc and cyanamide processes

of fixation of nitrogen ; the former depends upon direct ccmb na-

tion of nitrogen and oxygen by the high temperature of the arc,

whereas the latter is based upon the conversion of calcium carbide

to cyanamide by combination with nitrogen, the cyanamide being
afterwards converted to ammonia by treatment with steam, and
the ammonia, if desired, to nitric acid by oxidieatior. Mr. Wa- h-

burn states that the arc process requires between five and six times
as much electrical energy as the cyanamide process, for the fame
reault ; for the production of 180,000 tons of concentrated nitric

acid per annum 540 000 continuous horse-power is required by the
arc process and 100 000 continuous horse-power by the cyanamide
process. With the cOBt of power installation at the moderate
American figure of $100 per continuous horse-power on the switch-

board, a plant for 180,0(0 net tons of concentrated nitric acid per

Ostwald Apparatus for Converting Ajimonia to
Nitric Acid.

annum by the arc process would coat $30,000,000, and under the

same conditions a plant of the same capacity by the cjaoamide
process wculd co&t $3O,00O,CO0. For the production of fertilisers

alone, the disproportionate cost of plants of equal capacity is

much greater than is indicated by the figures given atove for the

production of nitric acid.

The world production of nitrogen by the arc process is 32,000

net tons, and by the cyanamide precess 2C0.000 tons per annum.
The former has been confined mainly to Norwav, wheieas the

cyanamide process has found application in Norway, Sweden, 3|
Germany, Austria, Italy, France, Japan and Canada.
There are a number of processes for the oxidisation of ammonia. Jj

The particular process in the development of whioh the American
Cyanamid Co. collaborated has application in German 5 equivalent j
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to the production of 120,000 tons of concentrated nitric acid per

annum.
The chemical efficiency of the process is over 90 par cent., and

an English company is establishing plants in the allied countries

of Europe with this efficiency guaranteed. The cost of production

is about 70 per cent, of that of nitric acid by way of Chile nitrate.

The art was quite new when the war began, and the enormons
demand for nitric acid has given it an extraordinary impetu=, and
led to improvements which might otherwise have taken years to

accomplish. All military explosives are made from and with
nitric acid. Germany's supplies of Chile nitrate of soda were
consumed early in the war, and she is said to have expended
20 million pounds sterling on the air nitrogen industry, increasing

the power employed by 300,000 H p., whilst the Allies, though
able to obtain Chile nitrate, are employing 500,000 h.p. con-

tinuously in the fixation of atmospheric nitrogen. Again, Ger-

many produces twice as much food from half the area devoted

to "grain and potatoes in the United States, by employing seven
times as much fertiliser to the acre. Mr. Washburn, at the
request of the U.S. War Department, submitted a plan for

assuiing to the Government an ample supply of nitric acid in

the event of war, according to which the Government was
to develop 100,000 hydro-electric h.p. (with a reserve of 25 per

cent), costing 2i millions sterling, the plant rema"nlng the

property of the Government
;

private capital would pay the

Government 3 per cent, on the cost of the plant and the operating

costs, and would construct a fertiliser plant at a cost of 4 1 mil-

lions, producing fertiliser eqaivsl-nt to 2,200,000 ons of standard

fertiii-er
;

private capital would also install plant costing

4200,000 to manufacture 20,000 tons of nitric acid per annum, the

Government's peace requirements, while the Government would
install, at a co-t of £ l,0u0,000, plant to manufacture 90,000 tons of

nitric acid per annum, the latter plant to stand idlr. but ready,

and have all preparations mad; to double this output within three

months.
Regarding the production of ammonia from by-product coke

oveas, Mr. \V*shburn considers the output variable, and savs that
it is absorbed by industries from which it coull not be withdrawn
without great disadvantage in time of .war. Hi points out that
Germany, producng V) p-.i cunt, of her c >ke in by-products plant,

turned to atmospheric nitrogen in wartime. No private interest

oan afford to prepare itself in time of peace to manufacture nitric

acid to meet war demands, owing to the amount of iile caoital on
which there would be no return. Chap w -ter power is the chief

requisite in the fixation of atmo-pherio nitrogen, but the United
States is not a country of cheaD water power-* ; the annual coat of

a hydro-el' ctric h.p. in the United States is §12 to §20. compared
with S3 to $6 in Norway. Toe markets of tne United StateB c»n
be beit filled from manufactories situated on ihe cheao Canadian
water-powers. Only by Government ownership, and a lease at low
rates to the user, oan power be supplied to the latter cheaply enough
to manufacture nitrogen from the air, and as the industry is

new to Ameiican investors, to be relieved of the necessity of pro-

vicing capital for power plant amounting to about onebalf the

total investm -nt w >uld greatly a-oi-it in raiding the capital for the
purpose. Mr. Wishburn also states that the American Cyanamid
Co. is representative of one of the four indu tries which must
have au extraordinary amount of extremely cheap water power,
the others being the carbide industry, the aluminium industry, and
the arc nr leess. The Union Carbide Co is the sole representative

in the Uaited States of the carbide industry, and it has secured

water powers in Norway for future developments. The Aluminium
Co. of America, the sole representative of the aluminium industry

in the Uaited Sta'es, is confined to the use of those powers which
are within range of the necessary raw materials, and has secured

the cream of the large cheap powers in the United States. The arc

process has not, so far, found its way outside of Norway except in

an experimental way. The Du Pont Co. states that it is its pur-

pose to establish the arc process in Canada. The Cyanamid Co. is

in Canada, and has laid its plans for remaining there ; it is engaged
in extensive developments for the purpose of ptoviding for the use

of the farmers of the U.S.A. a great supply of a concentrated
chemical compound of nitr< gen and phosphoric acid, constituting a
fertiliser of superior merit.

In the same issue of Met. and Chem. Engineering is an abstract

of an article by G. Schiiphane, in ileta.ll und i?rc, on the Ostwald
process, which is the one employed for converting ammonia into

nitrio acid. Broadly speaking, impure ammonia liquor is first

purified, and then pure ammonia gas from this liquor is

conducted to a catalyser apparatus, where it is mixed with air

and passed over a heated catalyser, forming nitric oxide
and steam. The catalysing chambers are arranged in groups of

three elements, of which two are in use and the third is in reserve
;

one is shown on p. 672. At the bottom the ammonia gas enters on
one side and air on the other. The air and ammonia, before they
meet each other and mix, pass through gauge collars as indicated,

whose diameters are eo selected that a proper mixture of air and
ammonia for burning will be obtaimd. For further adjustment
a valve is placed in each line. The air and ammonia are mixed by
a rotating aluminium plate, and pass then through a narrower
iron wire screen.

The air-ammonia mixture now goes to the platinum ganza,

which is heated to about 700° by electricity. At this temperature
an aim. st quantitative conversion of the ammonia to nitric oxide
and water takes place. The platinum gauze takes about 120 to

150 amperes, at 21 to 26 volts, for heal ing. In order to prevent
breaking up of the ammonia by radiation and conduction from the
glowing platinum gauze before it reaches the hot zone, the lower
half of the casing surrounding the ganza is cooled by water. For
conducting away the oxide of nitrogen, an iron hood is fastened

to the burning chamber. This hood rapidly diminishes in cross-

section, and is lined with sheet aluminium on the inside, in order

to prevent iron oxide particles from falling down on the platinum
ganz?. The elbow leading from the iron hood is also of

aluminium.
The three elements provide nitric acid for the manufacture of

10,000 tons of 60° suphuric acid per annum, on the lead-chamber
system. On the other hand, the process can be worked so aB to

produce ammonia-nitrite or nitrate, the latter being an excellent

fertiliEer.

THE SELLING SIDE OF ELECTRICITY

SUPPLY.— VII.

Advertising, like politics, is a subject that everybody feels

himself capable of criticising, and it therefore behoves one

to be wary in offering suggestions. There are, however,

one or two points worth a little more consideration than

they generally recive, both in l he matter and in the

distribution of publicity literature.

As regards the matter itstlf, unless great care is taken with

its form, a very large percentage finds an immediate resting-

place in the waste-paper basket. Especially is this the case

when it is in the shape of advertising matter pure and simple.

Progressive advertisers discovered maDy years ago that, in

order to avoid its premature destruction, it was necessary to

give their literature some practical or artistic value. This

they did by embodying it in a calendar, a diary, or some

such thing, which would render it of use, or else giving

it an artistic embellishment that would save it from

an untimely end. The latter, or a combination of the

two, is usually prohibitive on account of expense, and one

therefore leans to the utilitarian method for achieving the

purpose at a minimum cost.

It has most frequently been the object of electricity

supply managers to direct their efforts towards the con-

version of the householders, yet all who have had much
experience in pushing "other users" of electricity have

found that the servants are almost as important.

If the cook, for instance, has made up her mind that she

will not like electric co.oking, an attempt; to force it upon

her is foredoomed to failure. There have bten many cases

where it has been installed in defiance of the autocrat of the

kitchen, and one complaint has followed another, until it has

been removed. A good deal of diplomacy is required to get

her majesty's sympathy and co-operatioo, but it is well worth

the effort, for plenty of cooking installations have been

brought about by her advocacy. As time goes on good

servants are becoming rarer, and to those lucky enough to

possess them, priceless, which in itself suggests a variation

in our modus operandi.

Supply authorities are, of course, in the habit of reading

their meters quarterly, and we offer the suggestion for what

it is worth, that in addition to sending advertising matter

with the bill—not always a happy moment—the meter-

reader should be provided with a supply, and should present

a copy to the servants.

We have always believed that the finest introduction to

other uses is the electric iron ; there is nothing to touch it

in convenience or cheapness, and no residential installation

can be regarded as satisfactory that does not include one or

more.

For a meter-reader to waste his time canvassing is neither

necessary nor desirable, but no doubt a little of his time

goes in a friendly chat here and there with, perhaps, a pretty

maid. With a little encouragement this might be made to

take the form of a pleasant inquiry as to whether she has an

electric iron. A list could be made of the premises

without one, and a mark placed on the meter-card. It

might then be possible to offer each meter-reader a bonus,

or a small increase of sixpence or so on his weekly wage, for

every 25 or 50 irons installed in his district from the date

the scheme starts. It would not take him a moment, whilst

he is being admitted and escorted to the meter cupboard,

to present his publicity matter and suggest the advisability

and interest of paying a visit to the show-rooms where

demonstrations are being given.

We have mentioned that the advertisement might take the
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form of something useful. A calendar is a thing often
referred to, and it might be made for a portion of the year,
say, the period between the meter reading visits, so that,
having supplied a reminder about irons for a time, the
next of the series would deal with vacuum cleaners and so
on. Other ideas suggest themselves for ensuring frequent
reference to the advertisement ; for example, spaces beside
each day could be provided, wherein to record the quantity
of milk and bread delivered.

The scheme should be backed up by every possible means
j

those interested will find a plan for an iron campaign
outlined in our issue of March 19th of last year. The co-
operation of manufacturers can always be obtained for
providing advertising matter, and possibly for a special
display stock.

It is important to make sure that apparatus does not get
out of order and become shelved. The meter-reader's advance,
when earned, might well be made conditional on his seeing
that this does not happen, by making an occasional inquiry
as to how it is found to be working.
One other point about irons : there is still room for a

very light iron of 2 or 2\ lb. weight for lace and fancy work.
Many ladies would be inclined to purchase such an iron for
their own use, in addition to one for the kitchen.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received by us after 5 p.m. on Tuesday cannot appear until

the, following week. Correspondents should forward their communi-
cations at the earliest possible moment. No letter can be. published
unless we have the writer's name and address], n our possession.

Support of Home Industries.

I was pleased to note your Leaderette in reference to the
example of the Oxcroft Colliery Co., Ltd., who propose giving
out contracts only upon the distinct understanding that the
company, firm or individual to whom they are sent is not
io. any way under the influence or control, directly or in-
directly, of any German, whether naturalised or otherwise,
and that none of the payments or profits arising from the
execution of the contracts will pass into the hands of Germans
as shareholders, partners, or otherwise.
For your information, I may say that I believe a municipal

authority endeavoured, when advertising for their annual con-
tracts in the early part of this year, to follow the same prin-
ciple, by issuing, at the time of inviting tenders, forms on
which they were asked to fill in the following information :

—
1. State as to whether you have directors on the board of

alien enemy origin, naturalised or not; if so, the number.
2. As to the shares held by such directors or/and by share-

holders of alien enemy origin, naturalised or not, and the
percentage of such shares to the total capital.

3. As to the number of staff and employes of alien enemy
origin, naturalised or not, receiving payment.

4. As to whether any of the goods or material which it is

proposed to supply will be manufactured or obtained from
abroad, and, if so, the town and country of origin, with the
name of the firm supplying same, must be given, and not
the country from which they are imported.

I am informed however, indirectly, that instead of getting
the support it was hoped the British manufacturers would
give, many firms refused to have anything to do with it. It
is hoped, however, now that such an important and influential
industry as the coal trade (which at the present moment is

all-powerful in the country) has taken the matter up, that it

will be possible to enforce conditions which other purchasers,
even a municipal body, are unable to do.

It is to be regretted that an Association of which the word
"British" forms such a large part should not be starting
some active propaganda towards the end which should be
the aim of all British-born subjects.

Station Engineer.
June 12th, 1916.

[It is satisfactory to learn of one more municipal authority
that is prepared to embody in its conditions of contract the
views held by the majority of the British people on this matter,
when it is possible to do so. Several important corporations
expressed themselves very plainly on this question some time
ago—will the others follow?—Eds. Elec. Bev.]

THE RONTGEN SOCIETY.

At the meeting of the Bontgen Society on June 6th, Frof.
J. W. Nicholson read a paper on the homogeneity of visible

radiation, and gave an account of spectroscopic researches
which he had been conducting at King's College, London.
Although the paper was almost wholly concerned with physics,
the discussion took a more immediately electrical turn, Major

Robert Wilson, of the Canadian Medical Service, raising the
question as to the possible homogeneity of X-rays, which
homogeneity, he said, was the philosopher's stone' of the
radiographer. The radiographs obtained to-day by means of

er trail immcrs were of a totally different order
from those obtained with the simpler apparatus of years ago.
Not merely was the apparatus more powerful, but the action
was different. In taking radiographs of the frontal sinus side-
ways it was found that with a static machine or coil as the

if excitation a clear-cut image of the bone resulted,
but with the high-tension transformers now in use a different
type of ray was forthcoming, and one which revealed not only
the bones clearly and perfectly, but also the nimbus
and in some instances on the same plate an image of the very
skin itself. He never got these with his static machine, fie
felt that there was a very definite ratio between the character
of the ray which was produced and the strength of the cur-
rent.

Dr. G. W. C. Kaye said that Frof. Barkla originally laid it

down that every element had at least one homogeneous X-ray
of itsown, and in some cases two, one oT which was called
the K radiation, and the other the L radiation; but then
came the workers on crystals (Bragg and others), and it was
found that the X-ray was not by any means homogeneous]
and at present the X-ray investigator was in the same posi-
tion with regard to the number of spectra as was the worker
in optics. Dr. Kaye said that previously to the war he had
been engaged in analysing the beams of rays obtained from a
hard tube under ordinary conditions, and although the work
was suspended, he did enough to show that the chances of
obtaining homogeneous X-rays were extremely small. The
proportion of L radiation got out of an ordinary tube under
ordinary working conditions was trifling, perhaps about 5 per
cent. If the tube were run " soft "—so soft as to be probably
of not much use, except for therapeutic work—it was possible
to get a fairly large proportion of homogeneous rays. No
matter how much the quantity of radiation were cut down,
although a ray almost homogeneous could be obtained, it was
never quite homogeneous. The results in this direction were
certainly not such as to make one optimistic.

Prof. Nicholson said that he had no certain results along
this line of investigation at present, but he promised that the
Society should hear something about it later on.

WAR ITEMS.

To be Wound=up.—The Board of Trade has ordered more
businesses to be wound-up, making the total down to date
196. The latest lists include the following :

—
Union Electric Co., Ltd., Park Street, Southwark, S.E.,

electrical engineers. Controller : P. D. Leake, 25, Abchurch
Lane, E.C.
Quarzlampen Gesellschaft m.b.h., 62, Bed Lion Street,

W.C., dealers in quartz lamps and accessories. Controller :

R. \V. Brown, 12, Old Square, Lincoln's Inn, W.C.
Coke Oven Machine Co., Ltd., London, manufacturers of

coke oven machinery. Controller : J. Duncan, 158, Fenchurch
Street, E.C.
Chas. H. Blume, Western Road, Mitcham, Surrey, varnish

and enamel manufacturer. Controller : J. W. Barrett, 19a,

Coleman Street, E.C.
" Made in ."—The Chamber of Commerce of New

South Wales at a recent conference resolved :
—

" That, with
a view to preventing the general use of enemy goods after

the war, the Commonwealth Government be approached with
a request that legislation be introduced, requiring that all

imported goods be indelibly marked with the name of the

country or origin."

Empire Trade.—At the annual conference of the New
South Wales Chamber of Commerce, the following motion
was carried unanimously :

—
" That this conference places on

record its desire to co-operate with any practical proposal for

the encouragement of trade within the Empire, and believes

that the imposition of a surtax on goods manufactured within

the territories of the nations now at war with us would be

the most effective means of attaining that end, and thereby

to some extent ease the enormous financial burden likely to

occur through this disastrous war; that the British and Aus-

tralian Governments be urged to co-operate with the manu-
facturing industries by establishing laboratories and centres

(if scientific research, such to be available to manufacturers

throughout the Empire; that these opinions be conveyed at

the proper time to the Federal Government, the High Com-
missioner, the Agent-General for New South Wales, and the

London Chamber of Commerce."
At the conference of the British Imperial Council of Com-

merce, in London, a resolution was carried, with three dis-

sentients (one of whom was Sir Albert Spicer), urging that

arrangements should be made at the earliest possible moment
to provide for preferential reciprocal relations between all

parts of the British Empire; for reciprocal trading between

all parts of the Empire and the allied countries; for the

favourable treatment of neutral countries; for restricting by

tariffs and otherwise trade relations with all enemy countries

so as to render dumping, or a return to pre-w:ar conditions,

impossible.
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Exemption Applications.—At the Yorkshire East Central
Tribunal, Messrs. J. T.

#
& J. Taylor, Ltd., woollen manufac-

turers, of Batley, applied for exemption for the engineman
-and factory electrician at Blakeridge Mills. They said an un-
trained man could not be trusted with the work without great
risk to person and plant at the mills, where 1^50 people were
employed. Their present assistant was the only one to share
responsibility with the chief engineer for 200 electric lights

and 22 dynamos and motors in live different mills and ware-
houses. As illustrating the man's importance, it was men-
tioned that last week 400 people were idle for three and a
half hours owing to a slight electrical mishap. Members of

the Tribunal are to investigate the requirements at the mills,

and the case was adjourned.
At St. Albans, on June 3rd, the North Metropolitan Electric

Power Distribution Co., Ltd., appealed for Mr. C. Hocker,
electrical engineer. It was stated by Mr. Hind, assistant to

the general manager and engineer, that Mr. Hocker was in-

dispensable. • His principal work w-as to look after the require-

ments of consumers with regard to wiring of power installa-

tions, and at present, owing to the shortage of labour, he
assisted the resident engineer in case of breakdown, and had
control of a contract with the military. He added that out
of a staff of 29 they had let 12 go. He admitted that there
was no installation work for the military going on at pre-

sent. No exemption- was granted.
At Poole, Mr. Edwin Chas. Newman (23), electrical engi-

neer, of Sandy Lane, Broadstone, claimed exemption on the
ground that it was expedient in the national interest that he
should remain in business. He was the only partner in the
concern, and contended that he was in a certified occupation.
He was allowed until September 1st.

At Swindon, Bays & Co., electricians, appealed for the
exemption of Walter John Moran (34), engaged on the repair

of wires, motors, &c, and the only electrician left with the
firm. Mr. Bays said that if the man went they would have
to close the electrical department, electricians being very
difficult to obtain just now. Mr. Crewe Wood : Did not the
Minister of Munitions put his hand on him? Mr. Bays: He
volunteered for munition work, and we received a notice

from the Ministry of Munitions asking if he could be spared.

We said we could not spare him, as he was the last electrician

we had. Conditional exemption was allowed.
At Dartford, Mr. S. K. Fergusson, manager of the Light

Railway Co., appealed for exemption for a motor-man, and,
with the assent of the military representative, the request
was acceded to.

At Southend-on-Sea, two electricians sought exemption. One
said he was carrying out several contracts, and it would be a
serious hardship to give up the business ; he had serious finan-

cial obligations to fulfil. He was passed for home service only.

Exemption was 'granted until September 1st. The other appel-
lant, a contractor for electric lighting, telephones, &c, said

he would have to give up business entirely if he went. As he
stated that he suffered from a tubercular complaint, he was
directed to go before the Army Medical Board.
Hemel Hempstead Tribunal has given total conditional

exemption to Mr. T. Hall, fitter and electrical engineer,
appealed for by Mr. H. Martineau.
At Altrincham, an electrician and plumber sought exemp-

tion for two men, asking that exemption should be condi-

tional on their remaining in their present employment, or
similar work, and that the exemption should not be used to

demand an increase of wages, or accept any bribe or offer

from any other firm without the usual consent. He was
engaged with important sanitary and electrical contracts at

private houses, shops, munition works, and flour mills. The
Tribunal pointed out that they had nothing to do with
wages, and could not deal with the applications in the manner
apparently desired by the employer. Eventually temporary
exemption for three months was granted to one man, and
the other was ordered to go forward when called upon.
At Oldham, on June 8th, Mr. S. Stapleton, electrician, of

Hollinwood, 'was granted temporary exemption to September
1st. Mr. Stapleton also appealed for two employes-, but these
were disallowed.
At Stretford, three employes at the local electricity station,

whose services were said to be indispensable to the mainten-
ance of the electrical supply and distribution, were exempted
until August 31st.

At Rochdale, last Friday, Messrs. Fryer & Hartley appealed
for Mr. T. Hartley, a member of the firm, who was stated

to be engaged on electrical contracts, and temporary exemp-
tion to the end of August was granted.
Middleton Tribunal granted conditional exemption to a

tramway pavior on the application of the tramways manager.
At Southwark, Messrs. Alexander Hawkins & Son, electrical

engineers, of London Road, S.E., applied for the exemption
of their manager at Richmond. He was the only man left

at their Richmond w7orks, and was a fully-qualified wireman,
capable of undertaking repairs at Army camps and depots.

He was granted conditional exemption on joining the Volun-
teer Training Corps.
Hastings Tribunal has granted three months' temporary

exemption to Mr. C. G. Winter (40), electrician at the Albany
Hotel, appealed for by Sir Henry Lunn.
At Whitehaven, a local electrician appealed to retain his

son (18 years and 8 months), apprenticed to electrical work,
and the only one left to assist in the business. Three months
were granted.

Boston Tribunal granted exemption until September 1st to

Mr. C. E. Clare, engaged by Mr. R. W. Sandars, of Queen
Street, as a cabinet-maker for electric coils, &c. Mr. Sandars
said he was one of the largest coil makers in Great Britain.

Folkestone Tribunal has given conditional exemption to Mr.
R. Carr (39), electrician with Messrs. Webster & Son.
At Maidenhead, the manager of the electric light under-

taking of the T.C. appealed for exemption for a shift engineer,

and engine driver and fitter, a switchboard attendant, and a

cable jointer, all essential. With military assent, each was
exempted until October 1st.

Three months' exemption, with leave to appeal again, has
been granted to Mr. S. A. Stock (24), electrical engineer, in

charge of the business of Mrs. E. Storey, whose husband
died last year. Mrs. Storey stated that three employes had
joined the Forces, and she had a lot of contract work in hand.

An electrician with a firm of caterers at East Grinstead.

having 2,000 lights to look after, has been exempted until

September 30th.

A Runcorn firm of electrical engineers has been granted

exemption for a storekeeper on releasing a single " badged
"

employe.
At Oxford, Messrs. Hill, Upton & Co., electrical engineers,

applied for two electric fitters and wiremen, employed in

installation work. It was stated that 17 of the staff had been

released. Both men were conditionally exempted.

Mr. Gilbert Clark (34), electrical engineer, of Combe Down,
Bath, has received three months' exemption.

The Tudor Accumulator Co., Dukinfield, appealed last week

for a number of married men who were said to be indispen-

sable. Several of them were engaged on work which, prior

to the war, was done in Germany. One appeal was dis-

allowed, another met with a temporary exemption for three

months, and the rest of the men concerned were conditionally

exempted, being in reserved occupations.

At Denton, the Oldham, Ashton & Hyde Electric Tramways
Co., Ltd., appealed for a number of employes, and it was

stated that if any more employes were taken away the car

sei vices would have to be further curtailed. Prior to the war

the company employed 155 men and nine boys, and now they

had 100 men. 13 bovs, and 29 women, although more passen-

gers were being carried. In all cases except four conditional

• exemption was granted, and it was recommended that the

four should not be called up before July 31st. _
It was an-

nounced that the company would appeal to the higher tribunal

in respect of the four men who were not granted conditional

'

Before the County Appeal Court, the Midland Electric Light

and Power Co., of Warwick, appealed for Mr. A. E. Pntchard,

clerk and collector of electricity accounts, and two months

were allowed, leave to appeal to the Central Tribunal being

An electrical engineer at Sutton (Surrey), who appealed,

said that if called up he would have to sacrifice the business

he had built up, which included work in a controlled

establishment at Chelsea. A final month to settle his affairs

was allowed.
Tonbridge Tribunal, on June 8th, granted conditional exemp-

tion to Mr. F. A. C. Tabberer, electrician. _

The Kent Appeal Court has allowed exemption to Mr. A. V^

.

Groombridge, electrician, of Ramsgate, on condition that

within a month he secures and keeps an engagement with the

Government as an electrician.

A Northampton electrical engineer, previously given two
months in which to arrange for a manager, applied for fur-

ther exemption. He stated that he had ^500 in the business

which had a turnover of £1,500 a year, and was still engaged
on contracts. The Tribunal allowed him a month in which to
" clear up."
Stoke-on-Trent Tribunal has given three months' exemp-

tion to an electrical engineer engaged on the erection, super-

vision, and maintenance of plant for manufacturers and firms

engaged on munition work.
Nuneaton Tribunal, on June 6th, granted conditional

exemption to the acting borough electrician, Mr. H. Hodges.
Sevenoaks Tribunal has given three months' exemption to

Mr. J. Pink, electrician with Messrs. S. Young & Sons.

Two lead burners were appealed for at Woking by the

Accumulators, Ltd., on the ground that they were essential

to the completion of Government contracts. It was stated by

the military representative that the men had been " combed
out " of a reserved occupation. The Chairman observed that,

according to an official circular, lead burners were very scarce,

and were urgently needed in munition works. A month was
given in each case.

At Nuneaton, Mr. F. A. Newdegate, M.P., of Arbury Hall,

appealed for Wm. Mitchell (35), electrician, in charge of the

plant there, and exemption was allowed until November 1st.

Electric Steel Rails.— Dealing with the rail tonnage

of the United States. Met. and Chew. Engineering says that Btatistios

of electric steel rails began with 462 tone in 1911, the output

rising to its maximum, 3,455 tons, the next year, while 2,436 tons

was produced in 1913 and 178 tons in 1914, not a ton being reported

for 1915. It may be, however, that judgment is suspended until

time has elapsed for a oomplete try-out of the experimental rails,
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BUSINESS NOTES.

Patent RestoratiOOi—Letters Patent No. 6 881, of

1911, granted to J. R. Haanan. for ' Improvements in or relating

to side flues and downtakes for boilers" have been restored.

Hawaii : Electrical Imports.—The imports of elec-

trical machinery info H iw*ii during the fiscal year 1st] I- 1 6 attained

a value of only £66 606, as ompared with £116,944 iu 1913 14.

Book Notices.
—" E igioeeriog as a Career." Py P.

and A. W. Marshall. Lmdm: Pjrcival Marshall & Co. Price

6d. net.

"(ironies E ectrogi- ies en R.'- rime Trouble. " By L. Barbillion.

Paris : (i luthier-X'illars et Cie. Price 1 1 fr.

Trade Announcements.

—

Messrs, J. .1. Roche & Co.

have removed to larger premises at 4 7,0. Id n Lane, EC. Tele-

phone nnmb r and telegraphic address unaltered.

Mb. Hanson PaBET, electrical engineer, of North Q lay,

Douglas (I of M.) has had his stock, &;., sold by auction.

Catalogues and Lists.— British Thomson-Houston
Co . Ltd.. Ru^by.— D -scrip we list N i. 4,120, detailing, with foil

dimen-i mal partionl ith their i^nla in^r switohes for H.T. systems.

Messrs B <OOM- & Wade Ltd, H gh Wscombe.— S xteen-page
illustraed cital gue, BT i. 9 giving rte-cri >tio i and prices of

Hyatt's roller bearings as applied to line shafting.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.-?Herbert Page (Smeaton
and P.^e), eiec.rical engineer, London. E.C.—Trustee released

J one .7 h
A. F. Hawdon, electrical enjine-»r, Gosforth.—A seoond divi-

dend of la. 2.1. in the £ is payaMe June 16. h, at the Official

Receiver's offic, 30, Mosley Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Patent Extension.— A petition of P. G. Creed,
W. A. Coulson and Creed, Bille & Co., Ltd., for extension of Patent
No. 22,653, of 1902, granted to F. G. Creed and W. A. Coalson, is

not to be heard before July 18:h.

Export Prohibitions.—The Priry Council has approved
certain amendment in the schedule of export prohibitions. The
entry "electric lamps" is deleted and in place thereof is included :

' Electric lamp>, except carbon filament lamps and arc lamps for

street lighting."

Board of Trade Inquiries.—The Board of Trade
Commercial Iitelligence Branch has received applications from
firms at home for British makers of two and three-cell fliBh lamp
batteries, and electric baling presses.

Liquidations.

—

Re Cedes Electric Traction, Ltd.,
112, Great Portland Street, XV.—The report of Mr. H. E. Bargess,
Official Receiver and Lquidator, upon the affairs and failure

of this company has been ismed to the creditors and share-
holders. The statement of affairs was briefly summarised in

our issue of May26;h. The deficiency as regards contributories

is returned at £47,834. According to the report of the Official

Receiver the company was incorporated as a private company on
May 18th, 1910, with a nominal capital of £2,000. to manufacture
and sell motor vehicles of every description. The capital waB
subsequently increased to £50,000. The issued cap tal at. the date
of thewinding no was £7,00! ; 6,99 > shares were allotted to the
Ojsterreichische Daimler Motoren Aotien Geselbchaf t. of X'ienna,

or its nominees. The directors of the company have been
XVilhelm Strauss, G 'Orge Frederick Underwood, H-nry Ichenhaueer,
Ladislaus Jooa'z, FjIix Barmann, Kerbey D. Bowen and Francis
M. Luther. The tsvo last-named constituted the board at the
date of the winding up. C larles Janin was the secretary through-
out. Previous to the incorporation of the company they were
acting in similar capacities for the Austrian Daimler Motor
Co., Ltd., and Trackless Trolley. Ltd. (companies controlled by the
Vienna company). On their taking office with the Cedes Electric
Traction, LM., it was arranged that a portion of their salary should
be subscribed by the latter. B men was appointed managing
director on January 1st, 1913. Under an agreement dated
May 18th, 1911, the company, in consideration of certain royalties,

acqaired from the Vienna company the sole rights for the sale and
manufacture for the United Kingdom, its Colonies and depen-
dencies, of electrically-driven vehioles. made under their patents.
At the commencement of its operations the company obtained its

supplies from the Vienna conpany. Subsequently arrangements
were made with a firm of engineers in this country for the manu-
facture of vehicles. 1) ilay occurred in delivery and the vehicles
were otherwise unsatisfactory, and considerable expense was
incurred in putting them in proper order. Proceedings were
taken againBt the company by the firm referred to in respect of
additional work, and they were compromised by the oompany
agreeing to pay the sum of £1,500. Part only of this amount
has been paid.

At an extraordinary general meeting on November 29th, 1912,
the directors were authorised to negotiate for the purchase of the
business o£ Trackless Trolley, Ltd. The necessary documents were
apparently prepared, but the purchase was not completed. In
antioipation of this bein» done, the company, who had taken works
at Stamford Hill, commenced to manufacture trackless 'buses.

Contracts for these vehicles were carried out for various public
bodies,' but the 'buses were not satisfactory, and heavy losses were
sustained^ in effecting replacements and rectifying defects. Oje

of tin contracts was executed for a firm of contractors engage!
upon w irks in Siuth Wale 1

. In con°equence of the vehioles fil-

ing to meet retirements, a considerable portion of the price has

not b>en received by ths company. It is understood that the

receiver for debenture-holders has come to an a-rangement with
the contractors for their taking over and completing thiB contract.

According to ]'. iwen, the principal trouble in connection with
these vehicles was due to >he motors not being sufficiently powerful,

and failin* to perform the work which the X'ient a company
a wired him they would d). He also states that recommendations
and suggestions made by him with a view of avoiding the tronh'e

were disregarded. Towards the end of 1913, the financial position

of the company was such that 1 quidation was contemplated. The
X'ienna c >mpany. however, were advised that there were prospects

of suc;essfully carrying on the business, and it was determine! to

transfer the undertaking, together with that of the Trackless Trolley

Co., to a new company. A prospectus was prepired, but the

ou'break of war prevented the matter being proceeded with.

While these araog.me ta were pending negotiations took place

with the D.rection der D seontoGesel : 8ohaft and a credit account

was opened for an amonnt not to exceed £32,000, gua-anteed by a
Vienna bink. The bnlk of the drawings against this account were .

remitted to the X'ienna company on account of the company's
indeht-dness to that company and to the Austrian Daimler M /tor

Co.. L'd., in respect of advances made, St i, Biwen s-&t"B that he
understood the account was to b^ used for the purpose of pro-

viding working capital until the new company was form 'd, and
that he wa< not aware nntil some time later that remittances had

been madeto X'ienna In Aie-ust, 1915, the directors created an

issoe f deb ntures for £4,000 The*e were allotted to the

Austrian Daimler Co to secure £2 (tco alleged to he then owing,

and further advances to be made by them. In November, 1915, a

creditor hav ng obtained j ldgment against toe c impany. the

debenture-holders took steps to protect their seenri'y, and on
January 14th, 1916, the Court appointed Mr. J. XV. Barrett, of

19a, Cdeman Street, London, E.C , receiver on their behalf. The
company's business has been carried on at a loss throughout, the

result of the trading, as shown by its accounts, being aB

follows :

—
From May, 1910, to Jan.. 1911. Loss, £821 ;

„ TA., 1911,,, Jan., 1912. „ £1.274;

„ Feb., 1912, „ D:c, 1912. „ £618;
„ Jan., 1913, „ Dm., 1913. „ £6,f

„ Jan., 1914, „ Die, 1914. ,. £7.395;

„ Jan., 1915, „ Jan., 1916. „ £14,061.

The failure of the company ia attributed to its resources being

too limited to produce 'on a remunerative scale, to heavy losseB in

connection with the various contracts referred to. and 10 friction

between the management in London and the X'ienna company.
Krttpka & Jacoby, Ltd., London.—Creditors shiuld send par-

ticulars of debts or claims, &c , to the controller, Mr. T. Wise,

Bassishaw H inse, Basinghall Street, E.C. by July 10th.

Union Electric Co , Ltd., London, S.E.—Creditors should

send particu ars of debts or claims, & ;., to the controller, Mr.

P. D. Leake, 25, Abchurch Lane, E C, by July 22nd.

Scorch Electrical Co, Ltd., 35, Bisinguall Street, E.C—
Creditors should send particulars of their deb -8 or claims to the

controller, Mr. C. E. Barker, 21, Finsbury Pavemint, EC, by

July 14 th.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Australia.—The Melbourne City Council has adopted

the recommendation of the E ectric Supply Committee, to reduce

the present tariff for the supply of electricity in bulk to the munici-

palities of Footscray, Port Melbourne, B -unswick, and XVilliatns-

town, and to the B-unswick and Coburg Tramways Trust, as from
November 1st, 1916, as follows:—For a demand up to, but not

exceeding, 500 kw., a reduction from the present rate of £5 a k\v.

a year, to £4 10s. : for any excess above 500 KW. a charge of £4 a

KW. a year, plus the present rate of 0'65d. a unit for a consumption

up to 1,000,000 units a year, 0'61. for the next 1,000,000 units a

year, and 0'55d. a unit for any excess above 2,000,000 a year.

Barnes.—The Council's electrical engineer, Mr. C. S.

Davidson, estimates that there will be a loss of about £900 on the

electricity undertaking during the summer months owing to the
" daylight saving." The Council has decided to increase the charge

for power by 10 per cent., and for private lighting and heating

(now 3} i. pir unit) by 15 per cent.

Bedford.— Loan Applications.—The I. G.B. haring
informed the T.C that no ordinary extension^of EL. mains 6hould

be undertaken at present, the town clerk has pointed out that

parsons in the statutory area have a right to the service. In their

reply the L G.B. state that the cases appear to be covered by the

expression 'ordinary extensions of mains," and add that they will

rapt be prepared to sanction a loan for any extensions, exoept such
as are necessary for war purposes. The R.D.C and the B. of T.

. are to be asked to oonsent to electricity being supplied to the new
works to be established by Messrs. W. H. Alien, Son & Co., Ltd.

Birkenhead.—The chairman of the Electricity Com-
mittee states that the charges for electricity will have to be

inoreased in consequence of the Summer Time Act. An increase

of 5 pT cent, to ordinary consumers would bring in £794, whiob,
with other amounts, would total £2,000.
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Barnct.—The Guardians last week decided to purchase
and install electrical apparatus in connection with the new
infirmary.

Blackburn.

—

Year's Working.—The annual report
of Mr. Wheelwright, the borough electrical engineer, refers to the
diffi mlties encountered during the past year, particularly as
regards coal supply. The total units generated during the
year for lighting, power, and traction, amounted to 7,829477, an
increase of 336,454 on the previous year, due to 'power supply. The
receipts were £51,110, and the expenditure was £26,650, leaving a

I
1

III I I l l ll Wtt
Typical Mill Day-load Curve.

gross profit of £24,460 ;
after payment of interest and sinking

fund there was a net surplus of £3 132, compared with £2,348 in

the previous year. The nature of the mill load on the three-phase
extra high-pressure mains is well shown by the accompanying
diagram, reduced from one of Mr. Wheelwright's.

Canterbury.—Prick Increase.—The T.C. ha? not
adopted the recommendation to charge an extra £d. per unit for

energy supplied for pow jr. There is to be an increase of Jd. per
unit for lighting.

Carnarvon.—Plant Extension.—Owing to the in-

creasing demand for electricity, the Corporation has decided to

extend the plant at the works by the addition of a Diesel engine
set, at an estimated cost of £2,380.

Continental.

—

Spain.—The Sxsiedad Fuerzi Motrices y
R'egos, of Pamplona, has applied for a concession to establish a

plant to utilise the water-power of the River Ebro for the genera-
tion of electrical energy for lighting and power purposes in the
district.

Crewe.

—

Price Increase.—The T.C. has increased the
charges for energy by 10 per cent.

Ealing.—During the first week of the operation of the
Simmer Time Act the Council electricity station generated 6,820
units of electricity less thai in the previous week, equal to-a 25 per
cent, decrease.

Eton.—Street Lighting.—The U.D.C. has decided to
ask the Windsor Electric Installation Co., Ltd., to reconsider the
charges made for public lghting, which has been reduced by about
40 per cent. The company had intimated that they were unwilling
further to reduce the oharges, and tin Council's Lighting Com-
mittee expressed dissatisfaction with this decision.

Grays.—The U.D.C, on June 8th, decided further to

increase the charges for energy for lighting and power by 15 per
cent, making a total of 25 per cent, since the outbreak of w&r.

Hereford.—Price Increase —The T.C. has adopted
the folio wing new Bcale of charges for energy : —All lighting units
charged at 4 id. per unit before the war to be 6 J. ; ditto charged
at 3d , to be 61.

;
all other units 25 per cent, extra, making, with

the 10 per cent, advance last year, a total of 35 per cent, on pre-war
charges. Discounts remain unaltered.

Ilkeston.— Sale of Undertaking.—The Council has
approved the proposed sale of the electricity undertaking, on which
there has been a total los3 of £4,555, to the Notts, and Derbyshire
Power Co.

Keswick.—Price Increase.—The Keswick Electric

Light Co., Ltd., is increasing the charges for electricity for light-

ing as from July 1st by 10 per cent.

Leeds.—Year's Working."—The report of the manager
of the electricity department, Mr. C. N. Hefford, on the results of
the past year'B working, shows that the revenue from private
lighting was £75,100, from street lighting £1,183, from power
£91.886, from heating £2,672, from traction £15,181, and from
resiiential bulk supplies £1,539. The total receipts were £187,724,
an increase of £17,703. The working expenses were £75,143, an
increa»e of £9.522, and the gross profit was £112,581, an increase
of £8,481. While private and public lighting showed a decrease,

power »>les increased by 26 per cent. Allowances to dependents of
employe) on active service absorbed £2,041, income tax £1,974,
interest £35.845, sinking fund £55,631, and contributions to
capital expenditure £8.374, leaving a surplus of £8,716. No
increase ia the price of energy was made last year, but an increase
of 10 per cent, has been considered necessary for the current year.
The total energy gold increased from 43 to 44'8 million units, the
growth of 26 per cent, in the output for power being almost
wiped out by the decrease in sales for other purposes ; the largest
item was a reduction of 31) million traits for tr'aetion. The

motors connected to the mains have an aggregate capaoity of
38 054 H.P., and the revenue from the power load, for the first

time on record, has exceeded that from any other source. The
" residential bulk system" of charging, which was introduced on
January 1st, 1916, and is growing in popularity, is that otherwise
known as the assessment system, with a charge of Jd- per unit.
The number of consumers of electricity for heating purposes
has increased by lfl'5 per cent, the capaoity of the heating
apparatus installed by 35'3 per cent., and the energy con-
sumed by 53 per cent., in addition to that supplied to residential
balk consumers. The average net price per unit for lighting was
2'93i.,for power 8d. and for all purposes Id. The extensions of the
generating plant are approaching completion, and will bring up
the total capacity to 44,600 kw.

Lincoln.—The working of the Corporation electricity

department for the year ended Mirch 31st resulted in a revenue
of £17,448 including £9,6 !5 for power sipply. After meeting
working expenses, a gross profit remained of £6,901 ; interest and
sinking-fund charges amounted to £5,214, leaving a net profit of

£1,690 to be carried forward. The energy sold totalled 3,152,831
units, an increase of 861,717 units or 33 per cent, over last year.

London.—Fuel Economy.—A conference of repre-
sentatives of Metropolitan Municipalities owning electricity

supply undertakings was held on June 8th, to consider the
letter of the Board of Trade with regard to the inter -onnection of
systems fcr the purpose of saving coal. A resolution was passed
pledging the authorities that were represented to do all that was
in their power to carry ont the object of the B >ard of Trade.
Hammersmith —The Electricity Committee has reported upon

the letter from the Board of Trade, and reminds the B irough
Council that in June last a scheme for linking-up the generating
stations of Battersea, Fulham, and Hammersmith was approved in

principle. H M Treasury, however, only sanctioned such capital

expenditure on the scheme as was then alleged to be urgently
necessary for the effective maintenance of existing supplies, and
the County Council therefore decided that loans must at that time
be limited to the cost of linking-up the undertakings of B ittersea

and Fulham. Accordingly, Hammersmnh had no alternative but
to withdraw from the scheme. Having regard to the terms of
the Board's letter mentioned above, the Committee reports that it

has now directed the town clerk to re-open negotiations with the
Government Departments concerned with reference to the desir-

ability of completing the original scheme of liuking-up.

Loughborough.

—

Loan Application.—The T.C. has
deoided to apply to the L.G.B. for sanction to borrow £1,400, or
such other sum as may be necessary, for the laying of a special

electric cable to works in Great Central Road and Windmill Road.

Maidenhead.—It is reported that sinca the Summer
Time Act came into force, the sale of lighting units from the
Corporation eleotricity works his been seriously reduced.

Manchester.—At a meeting of the City Council last

week, a long-standing notice of motion with regard to the inability

of the eleotricity department to meet demands for energy for pro-

posed new works (which subj ict was referred to in these columns
some time ago) was withdrawn by Councillor Ross Clyne, who
said he had received assurances that the Electricity Committee had
a complete answer to the points raised by the motion. A war
bonis of 2s. per week has been granted to certain workmen in the
electricity department.
Year's Workino.—The report of the Electricity Committee

to the City Council for the pist year shows that the Bales of energy
brought in a revenue of £606,056, made up of £475,839 for lighting

and power, £126 956 for traction, and £3 251 for public lighting,

which, together with £13,914 from other sources, mide a total of

£620,000, as compared with £513,516 in the previous year. The
expenditure amounted to £371,514, as compired wi,h £295,444,
lewing a balance of £243,486, practically the same as in the

previous year. Diduoting £67,919 for interest, £118,393 for

sinking fund, £7,302 for repayment of a loan, and £25 419 trans-

ferred to renewal, there remained a net surplus of £29 4*3 ; this

was made up to £30,000 from the reserve fund, and handed over

in aid of the rates. The expenditure included £11,110 for war
service allowances and £11,308 additional income-tax. The
renewals suspense account stands at £191,215, and the reserve

fun i at £11,335. Borrowing powers amounting to £426 420 were
secured during the year; the total outlay stands at £3,112 406,

and the mortgage debt at £1,738,726. The energy sold exceeded
141 million units, an increase of 14 millims; the items were:

—

Private consumers, 113 3 millions; traction, 281 millions. The
energy used on works amounted to 13 1 millions, and that used in

distribution, &c, to 26'7 millions, the total quantity generated
being 1SI'3 millions, compared with 1627 millions in 1914-15.

The ni'ximum demand wae, for lighting and power, 42,976 KW.
;

for traction, 10,000 kw.—total, 52,976 kw., compared with
50,460 kw. in 1914-15. The average price obtained per unit was
1 03d. The curves on the following page are reproduced from the
report.

At Stuart Street station a 5,000-KW. turho-alternator has been
installed by the British Westinghouse Co., Ltd., and a repeat order .

has been placed with the makers, which will displace another oi

the Yates & Thom-A.E G. 1,500-kw. reciprocating sets. Two B.

.

and W. boilers have been installed. and pending the commencement,,
of the Birton Works, additional B. & W. boilers have been ordered
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as well as a 15,i>00-kw. turbo-generator from Messrs. liichardsone,

Westgarth & Co., Ltd., with the necessary auxiliary apparatus

X<V"."'
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Wakefield.—Loan Application.—The City Council has

decided to make application to the L.G.B. for sanction to borrow
the sum of £5,620 for proposed extensions to the electricity under-

taking.

Wigan.—Loan Applications.—The T.C. has decided

to amend its resolution of May 3rd last (authorising application

to be made to the L.G.B. for sanction to borrow the sum of

£53,920 for extensions at the electricity works) by the addition of

£3,517 for stock, boiler, and accessories.

The Council has further decided to amend its resolution of

April .ith last (authorising application to be made to the L.G.B.

for sanction to borrow £781, the estimated cost of cable, switch-

gear, and transformer, in connection with the proposed supply of

electricity to the Northern Coarse Spinners, Ltd.) by the substitu-

tion of £961 for the sum of £7Sl above mentioned.

Winchester.—The T.C. has decided to apply to the

Ministry of Munitions to certify the 500-kw. turbo-generator set

ordered last year from Messrs. C. A. ParsonB &Co., Ltd., as necessary

to maintain the continuity of the supply of electricity over next
winter. The plant can be installed by next September if released.

Windermere.—Price Increase.— The Windermere
and District Electricity Supply Co. is increasing the oharges for

electrioity for lighting purposes by 10 per oent. from July 1st

next.

Worcester.—Year's Working.—The report of the

oity electrical engineer, Mr. C. M. Shaw, for the past year, states

that the total income was £21,225, an increase of £365 : the

working costs were £9,968, leaving a gross profit of £11,257, out

of which was paid £3,851 interest and £6,801 redemption of

capital, the final trading surplus being £601. But as works of a

capital nature were paid for out of revenue to the amount of

£726, there was a net deficit of £122. Private and public lighting

and tramways showed a decreased consumption, but the power
demand increased by nearly a quarter of a million units ; 42

motors and 32 heating devices were connected.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

Aldershot.—New Tramway Scheme.—A looal con-

ference of public bodies interested, is to be arranged to consider

the question of a tramway scheme to link up Aldershot with
Faraborough and Farnham.

Continental.—Spain.—The Sociedad Minera y Metal-

urgica de Penarroya has applied for a concession for the construc-

tion and working of a narrow-gauge eleotric railway between
Conquista and Puertollano.

Croydon.—The T.C. is to renew the tramway track-

between Selhnrst New Road and Selhurst railway bridge loops,

strengthen the foundation, and construct a double line of track

in continuation of the existing double line. The cost is estimated

at £2,156.

Ilkeston.—Sale of Tramway.—The Council has
approved the proposed sale of the tramway undertaking to the

Notts, and Derbyshire Power Co. There has been a loss of £32,498
since 1904, when the tramways were opened.

Liverpool.—War Bonus.—The Tramways, Electric

Power, and Lighting Committee recently decided to recommend an
increase of pay for certain employed of id. per hour, but at a meet-

ing of the City Council, on Jane 9th. the Finance Committee
reoommended that this be not approved, but that a war bonus of

Is. 6d. per week be given to all men of 18 years and over in receipt

of a weekly wage. This, with the proviso that no one should

receive by such bonuB more than £3 per week, was carried.

Loughborough.—Electric Truck.—The T.C. has

decided to apply to the L.G.B. for sanction to borrow £600 for the

purchase of a two-ton electric truck for the Electrioity Cjmmittee
for carting purposes.

Ramsbottoni-—The D.C. has rescinded resolutions

respecting free travelling facilities on the car*, and has decided to

confine these facilities to tramway employes going to or returning

from duty, policemen in uniform, and wounded soldiers.

Stretford.—Extension of Time.—The Board of Trade
has sanctioned a further extension for two years of the period for

completing the lines authorised by the Stretford Light Railways
Order, 1906, and Railwav No. 10 authorised by the West Man-
chester Light Railways (New Lines, &c.) Order, 1906.

Warrington.—Year's Working.—Mr. W. H. Wood-
oock (assistant borough treasurer) reports that during the past

year the tramway undertaking had an income of £24,670, and the

expenditure amounted to £16,617. The gross profit was £8,053,

and the net profit £2,620. The income in respect of the motor-
'bns undertaking was £3,129, and expenditure £2,910. The gross

profit was £219, loan charges amounted to £615, and the net loss

was £396. Passengers oarried on the 'buses numbered 816,883, as

against 771,510 in the previous year.

London and South-Western Railway Electrifica-

tion.—Oj Tuesday a trial run waB carried out on the recently-

electrified section to Hampton Court.

L. & Y. Railway Breakdown.—Between eight and
nine o'clock on Monday night a breakdown occurred on the

L. & Y. Railway Co.'b electric system between Bury and Man-
chester. Some inconvenience was caused to passengers by the

stoppage, which lasted about an hour. Steam trains were put

into service as soon as possible.

Manchester.—According to certain authorities close

upon 1,000 women are now serving as conductors on tramcars

in Manchester, -Salford and adjoining districts of South-East

Lancashire. Sj far, we believe, no female drivers have been

employed.

Weston-super-Mare.—Extension of Time. — The
Electric Supply Co., Ltd., has applied to the B. of T. for an exten-

sion of time until August 6th, 1918, for the completion of the

tramways authorised by the order of 1900.

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.

Australia.—Perth.—July 19th. P.M.G. Supply of

insulators (Schedule 510). See " Official Notices " June 9th.

August 16A. P.MG. Distilling apparatus (Schedule 502),

telegraph and measuring instruments (Schedule 498). See " Official

Notices " to-day.

Melbourne.— July 26th. Victorian Railways Commissioners.

400 signal lighting transformers.*

Sydney.—August 17th. Portable internal combustion engine

and dynamo (2 J kw.) for the Departmental Stores, Sydney, for

P.M.G.*
August 24th. P.M.G. Automatic switchboard and apparatus

for North Sydney Exchange. Schedule No. 511.*

Bbisbane.—July 31st. P.M.G. Power board and accumulators.

Schedule No. 381.

Brighton. — June 20th. Electrical fittings, for the

B. of G. Mr. H. Burfield, Clerk, Prince's Street.

Halifax.—June 17th. Steelwork over the dam at the

electricity works. Mr. James Lord, Borough Engineer, Town Hall,

Halifax. Deposit £1 (returnable).

Hull.— June 19th. Electrical requirements for six

months, for the B. of G. Mr. R. H. Winter, Clerk, St. Mary's

Chambers.

London.—L.C.C. June 19th. Asylums and Mental

Deficiency Committee. Electric lamps for three months. Mr. H. F.

Keene, Clerk, 2, Savoy Hill, Victoria Embankment, W.C.

New Zealand.— Invbrcahgill. — September 28th.

Borough Council. Steam turbo-alternator, condensing plant, and

switohgear. Specifications from the Tramway Office.

Rotherhaiu.—July 3rd. Corporation. Twelve months'

supply of tramway stores and materials, coa1
, cable, meters, &c.

See " Official Notices " to-day.

Salford.—June 26th. Corporation. Coal eonveyors and

bunkers, for the Electricity Department. See ''Official Notices"

to-day.

Spain.—June 27ch. Municipal authorities of Albox

(Province of Almeria). Concession for the electric lighting of the

town for 12 years.

Tenders have Utely been invited by the municipal authorities of

Ziragoza for the concession for the electric lighting of the town,

and by the municipal authority s of Pobla de Lillet (Province of

Barcelona) for a similar concession for ten yeare

.

Torquay.—June 19th. Corporation. 5,500 tons of coal,

for use with mechanical stokers, for the Electric Lighting Com-
mittee. Mr. F. S. Hex, Town Clerk.

Warrington.—June 27th (noon). (1) Coal elevator

;

(2) vertioal steam boiler feed pump. Specifications, &c. (£1 Is.

eaoh, returnable), from Mr. F. V. L. Mathias, Borough Eleotrical

and Tramways Engineer, Howley.

West Ham.—June 22nd. B. of G. Electrical fittings

for three months. Mr. T. Smith, Union Offices, Union Road,

Leytonstone, N.E.

Wigau.—June 20th. Extensions to electric works, for

the Electrioity Committee. Deposit £1 le. (returnable). Mr. A. T.

Gooseman, Borough Engineer.

Wolverhampton.—June 16th. Electricity Department.

Coal and a3h-handling plant. See " Official Notices " June 9th.

Specifications for the items marked * can be seen at the Board

of Trade Commercial Intelligence Branch in London.
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CLOSED.
Australia.—Accepted tenders :

—
P.M.G.'l BOi i"Ti- ,,( B 1 Amp-signalling trunk-

line swit.-hhoaid ;it Melbourne Centra] I cchaxi ii.m. western
I .a.

Victoria K.-uiwius it.-paitin.-nt. Threescore cable lor Newport Workshops,
• S2.866 p ,r mil.'. 11.1. A II, Ul,i . al.les, 1.1,1.

maohin

:,i 1 1, Board ol Watej Supply and
Biindi ie 1 .t,l.

Bradford.— Electricity Committee. Two 150-k.v.a.
three-phase transformers, and one 250-K.Y.a. three phase trans-

f jrmer : Brash Eleotrioal Eogineering Co., Ltd.

Cheltenham.—Corporation. Electric il Apparatus Co.,

Ltd. : Renewal of oontraot for one year's supply of eleotricity

meters.

Dublin.—Dynamo for Crooksling Sanatorium, Brittas :
—

General Electric Co (recomi led) £54 10
British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. 54 9

— Irish Builder. '

t.llildford. — T.C. Boiler coal-furnace with forced-
draught blowers and spooial fire-birs, for the refuse destructor :

Meldrums, £100.

London,—Twelve-month contracts have been booked by
the ' Z" El»ctrie Lamp Manufacturing Co.. Ltd.. as follows:—

Great Northern Railway.—" 7, " drawn-wire metal-filament lamps.
Metropolitan Water Board.—"Z" drawn-wire lamps.

The following installation contracts were secured by the Alpha
Manufacturing Co. during May :

—
H.M.O.W.- New offices for Ministry of Munitions, Whitehall Gardens.

I ..< ' . Th.' " Victoria " Elementary Sohool, Hammersmith; Senior Street
Elementary School, Paddington ; star Lane Elementary Bo] L,

Fnlham; Wool mole Street Elementary School, Poplar.
Metropolitan Asylums Board.— Ventilating and lighting at South-Western

Hospital, Stockwell ; electric heating at Head Office, Embankment,

Rotherham.—Electric Light Committee. Rees Roturbo
Manufacturiog Co., a turbine boiler feed pump, at £322.

Sheffield.—Electricity Supply Committee :
—

T. \V. Ward, Ltd., M. C. Burnhy A Suns, G. Turner, and Longhottnm and
Co.—Total quantity of approx. 43,600 tons of coal over a period oi
19 month>.

E. Taylor, Ltd.—Ash-hois

Sunderland.

—

Teiders ace >ted :

—

Farranti. Ltd.—E.H.T. switchgear and meters,
Stewart & Lloyds.—Pipework.
P. A. Mudd A Co.—Pipe and hoiler lagging.

Tonbridg/e.—U.D.C. Electricity meters for a year :
—

Electrical Apparatus C )., Ltd. 200 tons of D;an Fjrest coal for
the electricity works : Medway Coal Co., 29 j. 4d. per ton.

tdundaiions, £257.

Electricity and Lighting Committee.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

Physical Society of London.—Friday, June 16th. At 5 p.m. At the
Imperial College of Science, South Kensington, S.W. Ordinary meeting.

Incorporated Municipal Electrical association.— Thursday, June 22nd-
At 10 a.m. At the Institution of Electrical Engineers, Victoria Embank"
ment, London, W.C. Annual Meeting. Presidential Address by Mr 1

A. C. Crarnb. Papers on " Boiler House Design and Operation," by
Mr. W. W. [iackie; "The Generation of Electricity on a Small Scale or
Bulk Supply," by Mr. H. S. Ellis; and "The Application of Electricity to
Agricultural Purposes." by Mr. W. T. Kerr.

Friday, June 23rd. At 10 a.m. Council Meeting; at 10.!

General Meeting.
. Annual

NOTES.

The British Association Meeting:.— The annual
meeting of the British Assiclation for the Advancsment of S ience
will take place at Newcastle-upon-Tyne from Tuesday, September
5th, to the following Saturday. Sir Arthur E 'ans, F.R.S , is the
president. Tne sectional presidents inc'ude the following ;

—
Mathematical and Physical Science : Dr. A. N. Whitehead, F.R S.

Chemistry : Prof. G. G. Henderson.
Economic Science aud Statistics : Prof. A. W. Kirkaldy.

' Engineering : Mr. G. G. Stoney, F.R.S.

There will, of courBe, be no excursions, garden parties, fcc., but
the papers and dissuasions, as last year, will be concerned with
problems arising out of the war, in its scientific, its techmlogical,
and itB social aspects. The reception room will be at the College
of Medicine, and the sections will meet in rooms not far afield.

The presidential address will be delivered in the Tjwn Hall.

Indian Aotes.—Our special correspondent writes :
—

AifiuL—H.M. The Amir's electrical engineer, Mr. G. Murray,'
has recently returned to India on a two months' holiday at the end
of two years' service. The large hydro-eleotric scheme, whioh
was commenced there a few years ago, has not yet been put iota
operation, mainly due to shortage of labour and material, and the
difii -.ulties of the climate. Mr. Jewett, the chief engineer for the
contractors, is still in charje, courageously working against heavy
odds to ensure the succeeB of the operation.

Calcutta.— Vx. H.D F. Jacob, lately of the British WeBting
house Co. has been appointed by the Bengal Government as
Executive Eugiieer, Electrical D'.vision P.W.D , to take the place
of Mr. A. K Taylor, who has been appointed Electrical Inspector
under the Indian Electricity Act. Mr. .licob is a sound engineer
of ripe Indian experience; his knowledge of electrhal work from
a contract ir's poiat of view Bhould be an excellent asset to him in

his new sphere.

Japaneie. Supplies. — The eink'ng of the s.s. Chautala not
long ago has been a serious loss to many Calcitta electrical firms,

and has given a further chance to the astute and enterprising
Japanese traveller to push his wares. B;ing unable to procure
supplies from England in reasonable time and in sufficient quantity,
eleotrica' dealers are now buying largely from Japan goods such
as cables, wires, lamps, motors, and so on. B • it said that Japanese
Bupp'.ies are improving in quality, the Far East manufacturers
beiag now able to turn out a surprisingly good article with prompt
dispatch and at a not unreasonable price.

American Fans.—American oeiliag fans hold a good grip of
the Indian market, but the deliveries this season are woefully late

;

it is somewhat astonishing that America has not pushed the
electrical acceBsories business more strenuously in India. The big
American companies have hitherto done well in a big machinery
way ; but they appear to have neglect ;d the smaller lines—in which
there is money to be made.

Rats and Lead-Covered Cable.—The sample of lead-

oovered cable illustrated herewith, which Meesrs. Electrical Instal-
lations, Ltd , have kindly sent us, was recently taken from an
installation in a City restaurant. The lead sheathing and the
insulation of the wires have been completely gnawed away by rats,

the marks of their teeth being distinctly visible, not only on the
lead, bit also on the copper wireB, of the simple. The insulation
in this case was of vulcanised rubber. We do not know which

restaurant harboured these ravenous rodents, but seeing the straits

to which they were reduced, we should think it hardly the mo3t
promising place in which to look for "satisfied consumers."
As regards the technical aspects of the matter, it is clear that

lead sheathing is an inadequate protection for wiring in places to

which rats have acoess, snob as warehouses, farm buildings, work-
shops, A: s., and in suoh places conduit seems to be the only sure
protection ; but rats' should never be found in inhabited buildings

—

not even in a "C.ty restaurant ''—and the present instance need
not deter contractors from UBing lead-covered wire there.

Runaway Car.—In Oldfield Lane. Wortley, Leeds, on
Tuesday morning, a Corporation tramway goods hopper car, after

being unloaded, ran away owing to the brake being prematura l?

released by a workman, and dashed down the track, which is on a
gradient, at a furious pace. The driver, who waB engaged i i

changing the trolley pole, was knocked on one side in trying to

board the car. After runnin? for a mile, the hopper car crashed
into a passenger car, shattered the whole of the rear portion, and
swerved it half-way round across the pavement, driving it through
a fire- foot wall and partly into a field. The wagon driver and the.

driver and conductor of the passenger car were severely inj ired ;

a lady passenger was able to proceed home after treatment at the

Leeds Infirmary, and the remainder of the half-dczm passengers
Buffered from shock and minor hurts.

Device for Preventing: Collision at Sea.—At the

meeting of the Marconi International Marine Communication Co .

L'.d., on Wednesday, Mr. Godfrey Isaacs stated that S inatorw

Marconi had authorised him to announce that he would shortly

introduce a simple apparatus, to be worked from the bridge of a
ship, which would put an end to the danger of oollision in darkness ;

or fog.

Volunteer Votes.—1st ' London Engineer Volun-
teers.—Orders for the week by Lieut.-Col. C. B. Clay, V.D.,

Commanding.
Monday. June 19 ;h.—Technical for Platoon No. 9, 46 R gency

S-reet, S.W. ; Squad and Platoon Drill, Platoon N>. 10 ; Signalling

Cla°s and Recruits.

Tuesday, June 20th—Sohool of Arms, 6 to 7 ; Recruits, 7.15

to 8.15. ; lecture, 7.15, "Sketching and Reconnaissance," Mr. R J.

Finch..

Wednesday. June 21st—Platoon Drill, N>. 3 Platoon.

Thins/fay, June 22nd.—Piatoon Drill, No. 7 Fiatoon ; S looting

-

for No. 10 Piatoon: Miniature Ruije; Recruits, 5 45 to 7 15;
InstruQtimal Cl*s», 6. -15;

Friday. June 23-d.

—

Technical for No. 10 Platoon, 46, Regenoy- -

Street, S.W. ; Squad aud P.atoon Drill, No. 9 Platoon.
Sunday. June 25th. — Entrenching duties : Parale. Victoria

,

Station (S.E. & C. Railway Booking C-moe), 8.35 a.m.

MACLEOD Ye&BSLET, Adjutant.
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The Largest Supply Undertaking; in the World.
—In the Electrical World, of May 20th, there is a statistical

acoount of the development of the C immonwealth Edison Co. of
Chic igo from small beginnings in 1881 to the present hnge con-
cern, which has a capital of 18 millions sterling- and an annual
incime from the sale of electricity of more than 4 millions. Mr.
S»muel Iosull, an Eoglishma", has been President of the company
since 1892 (when it was the Chicago Edison Co., and its capital
was £150,000), and has guided its progress to its present condition
of extraordinary prosperity. Some idea of the rate of development
may be gained from the following- figures :

—

1900. 1905.

Kw.-hours generated, millions 39 131
Revenue from sale of electri-

city, millions sterling ... "452 1'07

It will be seen that the output increased 30 fold in the 15 years,
whilst the revenue increased nine-fold, showing; a great reouetion
in the prices charged. Oae of the most impressive and significant
features of the article is the fact that the energy supplied to elec-

tric railways in 1915 exceeded H 70 million units—nearly two-thirds
of the total output Bold

; the length of electric railways (largely
c imposed of tramways) supplied was 1,500 mileB. Regular cus-
tomers numbered 286 202. Tne maximim day's output, last

Coristrnas Eva, was 4} million units, and the maximum connected
loal on D member 31st was S31 0i6 KW. Tae peak load occurred
on November 29th, 1915 33 7,900 KW., the total rating of the eight
genera ing plants beitig 377,150 KW. The load factor was 425
per cent., and the average income per KW.-hour 97d.

1910.

626

2'43

1915.

1,198

4'17

Chelnokoff, expressed the desire of the town concerning the future
of the company. This desire went no further than it had already
been considered neoessary to go against the company by Senator
IlyaBhenko's Committee—namely, the liquidation of the company
by means of a special liquidating Committee, and the purchase of
the concern by the Town Governor. Mr. Chelnokoff explained
that it would not take more than a month to fix the
value of tin concern, whether by striking a balance of the
accounts, or by an actual valuation. On the question to whom the
undertaking of the company should be transferred, the town's repre-
sentatives explained that there would be no financial trouble
incurred by the transfer of the company to the towa of Moscow.
If it should be necessary for the town to pay the company out all
at once, or in instalments, it was all the same to the Moscow
Givernment, which could arrange for such a settlement. This
opinion was also emphatically held by the representatives of the
Financial C >mmittee of the Town Council, Messrs. Eatuar and
Gutchkoff. In order to pay the company in one sum, the town
would have to raise a loan, but for buying up such a concern
the raiding of the loan presented no difficulties. Oo. the
question of technical or economical obstacles to the transfer, the
representatives of the town, referring to the practice in con-
nection with their other important enterprises, showed that
technical obstacles were non-existent. The town managed
very well with its own public works. Touching the
question of obstacles of an economic character, the
representatives of the town Bhowed that the danger to society or
to manufacturers in the form of a rise in price for energy, and
especially of strikes in the electrical works, which had been

-
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Australian Metals Developments.—The Australian

newepaperB have recently contained very full particulars of the

Boheme under which practically all the companies interested in

silver, lead, and zinc in the Commonwealth are brought together.

The Australian Zinc Produiers' A*»oeiaHon has been formed,

through which the products of the whole of the companies will be

marketed for a term of 50 years. The companies are extending

their works, and according to a statement issued by Mr. Mahon,
Acting Attorney (ijneral, who, in the absence of Mr. Hughes, is

dealiog with the metal question in the Commonwealth, everything

points to the conclusion that in the near future Australia will be

self-contained in regard to the production of metals in a finished

state. Mr. Mahon says :

—

" In order that the public may have some idea of what has been

performed since the Commonwealth Government adopted the wise

policy of prohibiting the exportation of all minerals and metals

that can be treated in Australia, it may be stated that the follow-

ing named companies have enlarged their works, installed new
plant and appliances, and generally increased the capacity of their

various metallurgical establishments :

—

Broken Hill Associated Smelters I'ty., Ltd. :

Extensions to smelting and refining works, Port Pirie,

for the treatment of lead concentrates and refining

of lead bullion, costing £250,000

The Electrolytic Smelting and Refining Co. Works, Port Kembla,

N S.W. :

Additions and extensions to plant aDd installation of

five refining furnaces £150,000

Sulphide Corporation, Cockle Creek Works :

Extensions to acid and superphosphate works for the

utilisation of sulphurous fumes from metallurgical

operations ... ... ... ... ... ••• £50,000

There is also the probability that this company will

ereot a silver, lead, and gold refinery in the near

future, the cost of which will exceed £50,000

The Wallaroo and Moonta Mining and Smelting Co., Wallaroo, S.A. :

Extensions to treatment plant and the installation of an

additional large copper refining furnace ... ... £25,000

The Broken Hill Proprietary Co. :

Important additions ani extensions to its new iron and
Bteel work 3.

The Mount Lyell Mining and Railway Co.

is conducting large experiments for the recovery of

sulphur. This coin oany also has an option over a

group of mines in Tasm inia, and it is very probable

that large works will be erected for the treatment

of mixed ores from these properties.
" Several new companies have been formed to further develop

the metal industries, viz :

—

Metal Manufactures, Ltd. :
Capital.

The operations of this company will cover the drawing

of copper and brass wire and cables ; manufacture
of tubes, plates, and all descriptions of bronz !3 and
alloys £200,000

A company (not yet registered) for the production of

electrolytic zinc £250,000
Australian Electric Steel, Ltd. :

The objects of this compaiv are the working up of scrap

iron and scrap steel, and the mauufacture of ferro-

alloys in electric furnaces ... ... £10,000
" Several small plants have been installed for the separation of

bismuth minerals from wolfram and molybdenite. Also, there

has been restarting of the smelting of auriferous and non-auri-

ferous antimonial ores for the production of fine gold and ' Star
'

antimony. Tne question of alkali manufacture has not been

neglected, and plans are progressing satisfactorily for the estab-

lishment of thiB industry on a large scale. Carbide of calcium

plant is being installed by the Hydro-Electric and Complex Ore

Companies. These companies also intend to work the 'Gillies'

process for the production of electrolytic zinc."

Fatality. —Belfast.—On the evening of the 8th inst.,

Wm. Micdonald (31), foreman electrician, was discovered in a Btate

of oollapBe, at No. 2 switchboard in the engine-room at B lfast

electricity works, where he was on duty. The surmise is that his

foot having slipped, he threw out a hand to restore his balance,

thus inadvertently establishing the contact that oost him his life.

Deceased was the eldest son of Mr. Divid MacD maid, who is

overseer in the electricity department. At the inquest the jury

found that death was the reBult of accidental shock, and expressed

the opinion that the use of gloves should be enforced in such work
as shifting shunts.

Institution Notes.— Association of Teachers in

Technical Institutions.—An open meeting will be held on

Saturday, June 17th, at 2.30 p.m., at the Day Training College,

Southampton Row, W.C., at which Dr. William Garnett will

deliver an address, and resolutions will be put to the meeting

stating that : (1) The Association views with grave o ncern any
diminution in expenditure whioh would impair the efficiency of

technioal education, and thereby react injuriously uoon industry at

a time when the oouutry should be making every effort to improve

Its industrial position. The Conference, therefore, urges the

Government to take all pofsible Bteps to make technioal education

more effective, not only in relation to existing industries, but in the

development of new industries.

(2) The Conference urges the desirability of compulsory

attendance for further education of employs until the age of 18

years for not lesB than six hours per week. The instruction should

be given preferably in the day time, and to this end the Conference

urges that adequate facilities should be provided in the conditions

of employment.
(3) It is of the greatest importance that the conditions of

employment of a technical teacher should provide him with the
opportunity of keeping himself in close touch with the develop-
ment of his subjects.

(4) The Conference notes with great regret the inadequacy of

the sum (£40,000) which the Government intends to devote to

scientific and industrial research during the present financial year.

The Conference is of the opinion that the existing conditions

require the expenditure of a mnch larger sum.

The Association of Consulting Engineers (Inc.).—The
report of the Committee for the past year, states that the restrictions

which, owing to the war, the Treasury has caused to be placed on
the borrowing powersof Local Authorities and on the issueof fresh

capital by public companies, coupled with the increasing necessity

for divoting the whole energies of most engineering works t> the

production of munitions of war, have had a very great effect on
professional work during the past year ; while a considerable

number of members are either serving directly with the Forces or

engaged on work connected with the supply of munitions.

A deputation from the Association interviewed the L.G.B. in July
last year, with a view to obtaining some mitigation of the conditions,

and in March last, representations were made to the authorities

to the effect that they should employ consulting engineers with
local experience when possible, rather than use the services of the

servants of public bodies. Protests were also addres ed to local

authorities which allowed their electrical engineers to advise other

local authorities. Negotiations are proceeding with the British

Electrical and Allied Manufacturers' Association with a view to

agreeing to a standard set of conditions of contract. The total

membership now stands at 74. The accounts for the year 1915-16

show a credit balance of £128, compared with £78 list year.

At the annual general meeting on May 31st the report and
accounts wfre unanimously adopted. The new members elected to

Bervn on the Committee were MeBsrB. A. A. C. Swinton, F. Gill,

W. V. Graham, E. P. Hill, A. Hindle, and O. D. Lomax.

The Chemical Society.—The adjourned meeting of the Society.

to deal with the question of alien enemy membership, is to be held

on Wednesday, June 21st. at 8 p.m. The Council has issoed a

voting paper with the notice of the meetiDg, inviting the Fellows

to indicate their views with regard to three propositions, contem-
plating respectively the unconditional removal of thenameBof alien

enemies from the roll of members, the retention of the names with

suspension of jadgment till after the war, or the removal of the

names of nine such members (including those of Nernst and Ostwald)

during the war, the position to be reconsidered attheend of the war.

The voting, as in the case of the I.E E., will not be binding, but will

no doubt influence the voting at the meeting.

Industrial Research.—The Standing Committee on

Engineering appointed by the Advisory Council for Scientific a id

Industrial Research held its first meeting on Wednesday, Jure 7ch.

The Committee has been so constituted as to represent both the

scientific and the industrial sides of engineering, and includes the

following members nominated by the professional associations :

—

Institution of Civil Eogineers, Sir Maurice Fitzmaurice, C.M.G.

Institution of Electri-al EngineerB, Jtlr. J. S. Highfield.

Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Dr. Dugald Clerk, F.R.S.

• Institution of Naval Architect", Sir Archibald Denny, Bart.

N.E. Coast Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders, Mr.

Herbert Riwell.

Manchester Association of Engineers, Mr. Alfred Saxon.

Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders in Scotland, Mr. James
Brown.
The following members have been appointed directlv by the

Advisory Council :— Mr. F. R Davenport; Mr. Alfred Herbert;

Prof. Bertram Hopkinson, F R.S ; Mr. C. H. Merz ; Mr. V. L.

Riven j Mr. A. A. Remington ; Mr. G. Gerald Stone?, F.R.S. ; Mr.

Douglas ViokerB ; Prof Miles- Walkar. The Advisory Council has

appointed Sir Maurice Fi'zmaurice, C.M.G. , to be chairman.

The Committee was weloomed bv Sir William M'Cormick, ohair-

man of the Advisory Council, and D\ H. F. Heath, administrative

secretary of the Council. Sir A. Selby-B gge, secretary to the

Commvttee of the Privy Council for Scientific and Industrial

Research, also attended, and emphasised the importance attached

by th 1} Government to the need for greatly increa«ed activity in

research in connection with industry. la Sir Maurice Fitz-

mau rice's opening statement, as chairman of the Standing Com-
mittee, several important aspects of the Government Bcheme, as

iBsued in July, 1915, were referred to, and attention was directed

in particular to the necessity for securing that British industries

Bhould get as large a share as possible of the full value of the

results of any successful researches, and should retain at leaBt the

initial advantages derived from them. Applications for aid must

be dealt with on as broad lines as possible, without red-tape, and

with a constant regard to the ultimate object of the Government

scheme, which was to help the industrial community of the Empire

in the contest with the cimmon trade enemy. Mu :h time and

money had b:ea spent upon research in the works of individual

firms, whose aggregate expenditure for the purpose far exceeded

the Bums at the disposal of the Committee of Council, and from the

industrial side such work by firms appealed to him as the most

hopeful arrangement. Toomu;h m ist, however, not be expected

from reBearoh and experimental work in themBelves, for these alone

would not win back the industries which should never have left us,

or even retain those we still possessed ; individual and combined

efforts were needed to secure that the products of this country

should find their way to those who needed them at home and abroad,

and to see that what was wanted was supplied by our industries,
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Electrical Man's Court-Martial.—John M'Entee,
electrical engineer, Belfast, who was employed at the Dundaik
eleotricity works from January, 1914, until near the end of April

last, was tried, with several others, by court-martial on Friday and
Saturday last, at Richmond Barracks, Dublin, for the murder of a
c instable, and attempted murder of a lieutenant in the Grenadier

Guards, and taking part in the rebellion, in County Louth, on
April 24th. Mr. P. A. Spalding-, resident engineer and manager,
of Dandalk electricity works, gave evidence as to M'Entee's high
character as an en gineer, and as a young gentleman of education and
intelligence. M'Entee made a lengthy statement absolutely deny-
ing and disavowing the charge of murder. He also denied other

charges, and repudiated the allegation that he was asBitting the

King's enemies, directly and indirectly. He paid that any action

he had taken was actuated only by love of Ireland. He was an
enthusiastic Volunteer, but his whole aim on Easter Monday was to

resist the suppreesion of an organisation the maintenance of which
he regarded as a great safeguard against the repeal of the Hone
Rjle Act. He was not aware of the plans for the insurrection.

Mr. Alexander, a member of the Belfast Corporation, gave evidence

in M'Entee's favour, as did also Alderman Magowan, Mr J.Devlin,

M.P., and others. The President announced that the proceedings

in open C'jurt were concluded, and the accused was removed.
It was announced in Dublin on Wednesday, that M'Entee was

sentenced to death, but that his eentence had been commuted to

penal servitude for life.

Appointments Vacant.

—

The following are required

for military electric power stations in Yorkshire and Staffordshire :

—
District electrical engineer

; station engineer ; shift engineers
;

station fitters and linesman-j winters. See our advertisement pa jjes

for particulars.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editors invite electrical engineers, whether connected with th

technical or the commercial side of the profession a?id industry,

also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the

Electrical Review posted as to their movements.

Central Station Officials.—By 11 votes to 8, the Gillingham
(Kent) T.C. has agreed to Mr. Ritson, assistant electrical

engineer, joining the Colours. The minority, which included
the Mayor, considered that they would be placing themselves
in a very awkward position by letting Mr. Ritson go. Mr.
Chalmers, the electrical engineer, has undertaken to take
charge of the works for the period of the war without a

substitute for Mr. Ritson, three applicants for the position

being deemed unsuitable.
In view of the large amount of additional work and respon-

sibility which has been cast upon the general manager of the

Sheffield undertaking owing to the war, the Electricity Supply
Committee has recommended the City Council to grant him a

bonus of ;£100 The Establishment Committee does not
approve, and the Electricity Committee is appealing to the

Council.

General.—Mr. Ernest E. Kell, chief electrical assistant

engineer P.W.D., Government Factory, Colombo, Ceylon, was
sailing for home last month on short leave. His address here
is : Clifton Villa, Clifton Terrace, Hayle. Cornwall.

Gazette Notice.—Territorial Force. Royal Engineers. Tyne
Electrical Engineers : Sergt.-Major Frank T. Hamilton to be
Second-Lieutenant (on probation).

Mr. T. N. Vail, president of the American Telephone and
Telegraph Co., was awarded the Elliott Cresson medal at a
meeting of the Franklin Institute on May 17th. and Mr. J. J.

Carty. chief engineer of the company, was presented with the

Franklin medal.
The marriage took place on June 10th, at Penarth, of Mr.

R. L. Booth, managing director of "Booth & Bomford. Ltd.,

electrical engineers, Cardiff, and Miss Margaret Lewell.

Roll of Honour.—Many of the friends of Mr. William
Arthur Price will desire to join us in an expression of sym-
pathy with him and Mrs. Price and the members of the

family in the loss of his second son, Sub-Lieutenant Wilfred
Bartholomew Price, in the North Sea Battle on May 31st.

Mr. Price's eldest son was at the battle of Mons, and has

been a prisoner in the hands of the enemy ever since.

Electrical-Wireman John Luty, of H.M.S. Conqueror, who
took part in the North Sea battle, and was uninjured, was
formerly an electrician at the municipal power station at.

Batley.'
Sergeant G. H. Wood, one of the senior inspectors of the

Blackburn Corporation tramways department, who has been

shot in the head, is in a serious condition.

First-Class Stoker Henry Parker, who. prior to joining the

Navy in August, 1914, held a position in the electrical depart-

ment of the North-Eastern Railway, was lost in the Queen
Mary.
Percy Lawley, lost in H.M.S. Queen Mary in the North

Sea fight, was formerly an electric wireman with Messrs.

Callenders, at Birmingham.
It is feared that Mr. W. F. Murray, electrical engineer, was

Inst in the North Sea battle. He was an engine-room artificer

on H.M.S. Indefatigable. He was formerly electrical engineer

at the Workington Iron & Steel Co.'s iron ore mines.

Captain A. F. Marchment, of the 1/lst London Regiment,

who was, when the war broke out, in the engineering depart-

ment of Calender's Cable & Construction Co., Ltd., has been

awarded the Military Cross.

Charles Clifford Massey, of H.M.S. Black Prince, killed
in the North Sea battle, served his apprenticeship in the elec-
trical department at Crewe Railway Works, and was later
engaged at the Marconi Works, at Chelmsford. He entered
th.' Navy three years ago.

Artificer George Adams Morphew, E.R.A., one of the
victims in the H.M.S. Hampshire disaster, was formerly on
the staff of Messrs. Siemens Bros., Ltd., of Charlton, S.E.
His mother, who lives at Walmer. received a letter (dated
June 4th) from him on June 8th, enclosing his will, and
stating that in the North Sea battle his vessel rammed a sub-
marine, and sunk another and a light cruiser by gunfire.
Donald Herbert Jennings, of H.M.S. Tiger, who was

severely burned on the face and hands in the North Sea
action, was a wireman of the armoury, and. prior to the war,
was with Messrs. Tainplin & Makovski, electrical engineers,
of Reigate.

Electrical Engineer W. G. Waterman, reported lost in
H.M.S. Hampshire, was formerly mains superintendent at
the Doncaster Corporation electricity works, where he served
as u pupil for three years. He joined the Navy last July.

Private Hiram Hart, Loyal North Lancashires, formerly an
electrician with the Bolton Corporation, has been killed in
action.

Electrician J. W. Vasegarden, aged 33, is believed to have
gone down witli the Hampshire.
Private Frederick Montier. formerly engaged at the elec-

tricity generating station at Clifton, near Manchester, has
been killed in action.

Leading Stoker Joseph Graves, aged 24, formerly in the
employ of Messrs. J. P. Hall & Co., electrical engineers, of
Oldham, was lost in the Indefatigable.
Sergeant James Muscroft, formerly employed at the British

Westinghouse Works, Trafl'ord Park, who w'as reported miss-
ing some months ago, is now officially reported killed.
Seaman J. R. Stone, formerly employed by the British

Westinghouse Co., Trafford Park, is believed to have been lost
in the sea fight. He was serving on H.M.S. Nestor.

Electrician Henry Lewis Davey, H.M.S. Warrior, "killed
in action," May 31st, 1916 (aged 20 years), was formerly in
the employ of Messrs. Edwards & Armstrong, of Bristol.

Electric Artificer Joseph Samuel Parker, who belonged to
Ipswich, was killed in action whilst on board H.M.S. Tiger
in the battle on May 31st.

Electrician W. Wharmby. of Stalybridge (formerly em-
ployed by Messrs. Ferranti, Ltd., and later by Messrs. Johnson
and Phillips) went down on H.M.S. Defence in the North Sea
fight.

Obituary.—Prof. Silvanus P. Thompson.—We record with
very deep feelings of regret the death of Prof. Silvanus P.
Thompson, D.Sc, 1.I..L.. F.R.S., which occurred at his resi-

dence at " Morland." Chislett Road, Hampstaad, N.W., on
Monday last, after two days' illness " without suffering."
Prof. Thompson, who had nearly reached his 65th year, was
a man of great eminence in the world of physical and elec-

trical science as a scientist, teacher, author, and orator. His
prolonged occupation of the position of Principal at Finsbury
Technical College, his widely-used standard technical works
and biographical writings on Faraday and Kelvin, and his
manifold activities in connection with various institutions, had
brought him into touch with thousands of men, many of

whom recognise how greatly they have benefited from being
brought under his influence. We hope to refer to the deceased
professor's' career in greater detail next week. In the mean-
time, we tender our sincere sympathy to Mrs. Thompson and
her four daughters. Friends of the late professor are invited

to a meeting at the Friends' Meeting House, 52, St. Martin's
Lane, W.O., to-day, Friday, at 3 p.m. (after the cremation).

Mr. William Stanley.—The American Electrical Review
contains an obituary of Mr. Wm. -Stanley, "one of the fore-

most inventors and engineers in the American electrical indus-
try, and former vice-president of the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers." who passed away last month at the age
of 58 years. I lis most notable invention was the transformer
which made the A.C. system of long-distance transmission of

electrical energy a commercial possibility, the Edison Medal
being awarded to him therefor in 1912 by the American I.E.E.
The deceased gentleman was a member of the English Insti-

tution of Electrical Engineers.
Lieutenant J. R. Wilkinson, B.St'.—Mr. George Wilkinson,

borough electrical engineer of Harrogate, has received news
of the sudden death of his elder son, Lieutenant J. R. Wilkin-

son, B.Sc, in Germany, where he had been a prisoner of war
for 21 months. Lieut, Wilkinson had gone on to the roof of

his quarters at Gnadenfrei, Schlesien, to make meteorological

observations, when from some cause unknown he fell to the

ground and was instantaneously killed.
_
We tender our sin-

cere sympathy with Mr. Wilkinson in his loss.

Mr. W. C. Maxsell—The death is announced of Mr. Wm.
Charles Mansell, who was in business as an electrical engi

neer at Northampton.
It is officially announced that while employed on special

duty Sir H. F." Donaldson and Mr. Leslie Robertson, both

of whom were lost in the Hampshire, were to have the rela-

tive precedence of a brigadier-general and a lieutenant-colonel

respectively. At the instance of the Engineering Institutions

a service was held at St. Margaret's Church, Westminster,

yesterday, in memory of Sir Frederick Donaldson and Mr.
Leslie S. Robertson.
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NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

Coleman & Appleby, Ltd. (144,022).—This company was
i'i> a capital ol £3,500 in £l shares {3,000 6 per

cent, cumulative preferred, free "I incomertav), to enter into an agreement
"' sale and pun h ' n. .m., , Works, Ltd , an I Vi
Randlo, the controller thereof, of the first part, O. J. Neale, W K Baker
I ' Vppl. by, and 11. S. Coleman ol the second part, and I'. I. B. Hasell
(for the company) ol the third part, and to carry on in the United Kingdom

olonies, or elsewhere, the business of electro-metal lurgisl
'

'!"
i manuf;

i ol and dealers in dynamo
eleclrii rs, switches, and ill kinds of clectric.nl apparatus :md instru-

chinery, and materials for grinding and polishing, and all kinds
trolytic solutions, &•<

. I he Subscribers (with o
each) are: o. J. Neale. 91, Croc Lane, Handsworth, Birmingham, builder
and shop fitter; H. S. Coleman, 3, Wyndham Road, Kdghaslon, liirminghair,
electro chemist; C. If. Appleby, B9, Holly Road, Handswortb, Birmingham
general manager. Private company. The first directors (to numb,, nol less
than four or mole than live) arc O. J. Neale (chainnan), C. B. Appleby,
II s'- Coleman, and on hei to be ip'pointed by the subscribers (all lite

' v issui ol 101 linary shares to each oT the life directors,
no turther ordinarj shares shall be issued by thi company without ihe consent
of all the directors. Remuneration ol O J. Neale and Buch other dire
be appointed as ..hove, £7o per annum divided between them. The said
1 B. ippleb) and H. S. Coleman whilst in the employ of the company, other
[li hi OS ..J linary directors, shall not be entitled to any' remuneration as direc-
tors, t.iii in the event ol either of them ceasing to be so employed, he is to
receive £37 10s. per annum. The directors may not allot any shares or

\ transfer pi shares to a foreigner or a loreign corporation, or a
<ot|ioi control; without the consent of the Board of Trade.
Another ciau ihat "the directors shall refuse to allot

ii istcr any transfer . . . which would cause more than 25
per cent. . ipital or of Ihe voting power ... to he held bv
foreigners and/or foreign corporations or corporations under foreign control."

plication for the allotment of shares, and every transfer, must be
ipanied bj s statutory declaration as ro nationality and allegiance, and

a British subject bj naturalisation must specifically declare whether he remains
for any purpose in the allegiance of any foreign Sovereign or State. The
solicitors have marie the usual declaration that the company is not formed
for the purpose or with the intention of acquiring all or part of the under-

i person, firm, or company whose books and documents are liable
to inspection under the Trading with the Enemy Act. Solicitors : Jeffrey Parr,
Hasell & Parr, 20. Temple Row, Birmingham. Registered office: 23, Great
Hampton Street, Birmingham.

South Coast Kearney High=Speed Railway, Ltd.
dll. i- Registered June 3rd. by E. W. C. Kearney, 100, Victoria Street,

S.W. Capital. £21,000 in 211. rdinary shares of £1 each and 20,000
founders' shares of Is. each. Objects.: To adopt agreements (1) with Charles
William Neville and (2) with the Kearney High-Speed Railway Co., Ltd.,
whereby the said company shall grant to this company the full and exclusive
use of Hi" patents and other rights in connection with the Kearney High-SpeeJ
System [or the purpose of constructing a line of railway on the said svstem
on the South Coast of England. The consideration payable is to be the allot-

ment to the said company of 10,000 fullv-paid founders' shares. The signa-
tories (with one founders' share each) are: Miss D. A. Cockle, 6, Great
Ormond Street. W.C., private secretary; E. W. C. Kearney, 100, Victoria

Street, S.W., civil engineer; H. J. Darby'. 59. Bromfelde Road, Clapham, S.W.,
solicitor; Rev. H. Hughes, 37, Bartholomew Road, N.VV. ; C. B. Kearney,

ell Road, Wimbledon, S.W., mechanical engineer; W. F. Paul,
Lome Cottage. Sutton, Surrev, gentleman; Rev. H. S. G. Walker. The Tower,
Easington, Hull. Minimum cash subscription, 100 ordinary shares. The first

directors (to number not less than two or more than five) are : E. W. C.
Kearney (managing director), C. B. Kearney, and W. F. Paul. The said

E. W. ('. Kearney is to receive £200 per annum and to have allotted to him
or his nominees '2,500 fully-pahl ordinary shares in consideration for his

services to the company. Qualification of first directors, one share; of subse-

quent direetors, 200 shares. Solicitor : H. J. Darby, 63, Queen Victoria

Street, E.C. Secretary (pre rem.) : Miss D. A. Cockle. Registered office :

100, Victoria Street, S.W.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Pirelli-General Cable Works, Ltd.—Particulars of .£50,000
debs., created April 11th. 1916, filed pursuant to Section 93 (3) of the Com-
panies (Consolidation) Act, 1008, the whole amount being now issued. Pro-
perty charged : The company's undertaking and property, present and future,

including uncalled capital. No trustees.

James Keith & Blackman Co., Ltd.—A memorandum of
satisfaction in full on May 15th, 1916, of debs, dated June 23rd, 1908, May
25ih, 1913, and November 2nd, 19H, securing £500, has been filed.

British Electric Transformer Co., Ltd. (76,351).—Capital,
£200,000 in £\ shares (100,000 pref.). Return dated March 31st, 1916. 61,981
pref. and 85.498 ord. shares taken up; £1 per share called up on 52,764 pref.

and 9,529 ord., and 7s. 6d. per share on 14 ord.; £62,298 5s. paid; j£85,179
considered as paid on the remainder. Mortgages and charges : Nil.

Brook, Hirst & Co., Ltd. (95,264).—Capital, £20,000
in £1 shares. Return dated January 12th, 1916 (filed April 20th). 12,500

shares taken up; £12,500 considered as paid. Mortgages and charges : £7,000.

Bridgwater and District Electric Supply & Traction Co.,

Ltd. (75,429).—Capital, .£20,000 in 15,000 ord. and 5,000
' prel. shares of £1 each. Return dated May 12th. 1916. 12,809 ord. and 6S0
pref. shares taken up; J~\ per share called up on 4,017 ord. and 680 pref.;

£4,707 paid. 'including £;i0 on 100 forfeited shares; £8,883 considered as paid

on 8,882 ord. Mortgages anl charges: ,£12.950. A further 50 pref. shares
were allotted, payable in cash, on May 31st, 1916.

Bromley (Kent) Electric Light & Power Co., Ltd.
(54,127).—Capital, £76,000 in £5 shares. Registered September 21st. 1897.

Return dated \ 17ih. loll', (filed Mav 9th). All shares taken up. £75,000
paid. Mot .65,003.

Bath Electric Tramways, Ltd. (74,278).—Capital,
£230, > in 75,000 pref.. 125.000 pref. ord., and 30.000 def. ord. shares of £1
each. Return doted Mav 11th, 1016 (filed June 1st). 75,000 pref., 75,606

prel. ord., and 30.000 def. ord shares taken up; £150,608 paid on the pref.

and pref. ord.; £30,000 considered as paid on the def. Mortgages and
charges : £155.339.

Beck & Moss, Ltd. (69,298).—Capital, £2,500 in £l
shares Return dated Much 18th, 1916. 2.500 shares taken up; £525 paid;

£1,975 considered as paid. Mortgages and charges: £250.

Alderlev & Wilmslow Electric Supply Co., Ltd. (47,663).
—Capital, £30,000 in 20,01X1 ord. and 10.000 pref. shares of £1 each. Return
dated Mav 9th. 1916. 15.009 ord. shares taken up; £15,009 paid. Mortgages
ind charges : £15,000.

CITY NOTES.

The report for tin ei 1 Mar h.

British Elec- 1916, says that, having regard to tii

trie Traction of war; the increa ed cosl of material and
Co., Ltd. wages, and the difficult} of obtainirj

1 ienl laboui
, the improvement in the

revi nue derived from the inve tments is sati factory. The
general conditions have precluded the directors from entering
upon in'.', enterprises of any large extent. I he gro

.1 £244,065, as against £235,508 in the previous year. After
deducting the general expenses and the amount written off
sundry assets, £34,896, 6209,169 remains, plus 671,400 brought
forward. Debenture stuck interest absorbs 691,260; there 1

put to reserve £20,328; 6 per cent, on the participatii
prel took for the year absorbs £42,765; 3 per cenl
mi the ordinary stock requires £39,788, and £86,421
carried forward. The scheme ol reduction and re-a
menl of capital has been approved and confirmed by the
Court, and given effect to in the accounts. The share's and
investments stand at £4,276,857, after deducting 61,001,602,
by which amount the capital has been reduced. The revenue
from the investments amounted to £222,330, representing an
average yield of 5.19 per cent, for the year on the balance-
sheet figure. The award of the arbitrator in regard to the
sale of the tramway undertaking of the Devonport & Districl
Tramways Co. to the Plymouth Corporation has been made,
and it is estimated that this company will receive about
£86,000 in respect of its holding in the Devonport Co. The
company's main interests in the Metropolitan Traction and
'Electricity Supply Companies have been merged in the London
and Suburban Traction Co., Ltd., in which the Underground
Electric Railways Co. of London, Ltd., is also largely inter-
ested. The office of the London & Suburban Co., together
with its subsidiary companies, have been transferred to Elec-
tric Railway House, Westminster. The direction and manage-
ment of the Bombay Electric Supply & Tramways Co., Ltd.,
have been transferred to India in view of the heavy burden
of double income-tax. The reserve has been reduced by
£93,230, the amount applied in paying up in full a like

amount of shares for distribution among the holders of the
income certificates, in accordance with the scheme of arrange-
ment. The reserve now stands at £410,000. Sir E. C. K.
Ollivant has been elected a director. Annual meeting : June

"23rd.

Sir G. Franklin presided at the annual
United meeting on May 30th. He said that dur-

River Plate ing 1915, a whole year of war conditions,
Telephone they had added '2,714 subscribers; they
Co., Ltd. had now 56,582 stations, and the revenue

continued, though slightly, to expand.
The gross earnings increased by £10,930 to £641,581. The
expenses fell by £7,536, and the net profit increased by
£18,466 to £193,771. After referring to the accounts and to

the reserves, the chairman alluded to the visit of the consult-
ing engineer, Mr. P. Gill, of Gill & Cook, to the company's
properties. His report generally confirmed the values appear-
ing in the balance sheet, and justified in full measure the
policy pursued by the directors and the company in the past

in making the company strong. In this connection, they
were specially indebted to Sir John Gavey, whose wise coun-
sel and technical skill following upon his visits to the Argen-
tine had been of the highest service to the company. Their
trunk-line system giving connection to the Federal capital

remained as at the beginning of last year, but they had again
extended their lines in the Cordoba district by joining up the
Belle Ville district to Villa Maria (38 miles), which town was
connected to the city of Cordoba; and a short trunk line ('25

miles) had also been built in the province of Buenos Aires
connecting up the towns of Tapalque and General Alvear.

The common battery boards mentioned last year for their

exchanges at Flores, in the city of Buenos Aires, and at

IiOinas and La Plata (a few miles outside the capital) had"
been completed 'and, with the exception of the last-named,
brought into service. Only two exchanges in Buenos Aires
now remained to be converted into the central battery system,

and for one (Belgrano) they had recently accepted a tender

for the erection of the necessary building. The other (Barra-

cas) would be dealt with in due course. The automatic
installations at Rosario and Cordoba were giving excellent

services, but the retention of temporary expert assistance so

fa i necessary made true comparative costs of working for the

present unobtainable. As to the current year, it wa
ally hazardous to forecast results in times such as these. The
prospects of Argentine trade were such, however, as to lead

them to hope for figures quite as favourable for 1916 as those

they were now considering. Regarding the conditions prevail-

ing in the great country upon which the prosperity of their

enterprise depended,, the paralysis of trade with the Argen-
tine caused by the war was almost past. The difficulties of

tonnage notwithstanding, there was every indication that

Argentina would maintain its position during the current

year. The improvement in the gold position at the end of

1915 showed a very strong position for the future of Argen-
tine trade.

Mr. F. Gill, in referring to his visit to the Argentine,

directed his remarks to three points—plant, service, and pros-

pects. The plant had been well chosen, well constructed, and
well taken care of. The kind of plant in use was very similar
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to that which was now being installed in this and other
countries. The chairman had said that Buenos Aires itself
was well equipped with modern exchange equipment in the
shape of central batteries. A great deal of 'the capital was
invested in underground ducts, underground cables, central
battery equipment, and specially designed telephone build-
ings. All that made for stability. With regard to the ser-
vice, he thought he might fairly and, perhaps, favourably,
compare the service in the city of Buenos Aires itself with
that of London, which was not by any means a bad one, and
the trunk service was, he thought, a little faster than in this
country. No telephone man, however, was ever satisfied with
his service; but increasing attention was being given to this
very important branch of the work here, and he was sure
it was also being given in Buenos Aires, and the service
would become still better. With regard to the future, their
sphere of operations was the Federal capital, the city of
Buenos Aires, the province of Buenos Aires, and Rosario and
Cordoba. Buenos Aires itself had a population of about 1J
millions—a large field in itself—and the province of Buenos
Aires had a population of another two millions. That com-
bined population was, roughly, about half the population of
the whole country; the population was rapidly increasing
prior to the war, though it had fallen off now. As the chair-
man had said, the trade of Buenos Aires during 1915 was
good. Daring the 10 years between 1904 and 1913 the. trade
of the Argentine—imports and exports—doubled. For some
time prior to 1914 there was a very heavy demand upon the
company for telephone facilities, and, although that demand
slackened during 191-4 and 1915, he was quite sure that a
heavy demand was coming on the company again for public
service, and that there would be an ample field for a large
.increase in the company's sphere of operations.

Sir F. Fryer presided at the annual
Rangoon Elec= meeting on June 7th. He said that the
trie Tramway share capital remained unaltered. After
and Supply providing for debenture interest, preference
Co., Ltd. dividend, depreciation and reserves for re-

newals, there remained ±'8,094, which was
almost identical with the balance available in the previous
year. The recommended ordinary dividend was 3 per cent.,

free of income-tax, the same rate as last year. Twelve months
of war in 1915 had caused a decrease in tramway and motor
omnibus receipts of £"2,800, as compared with 1914 with its

five months of war. Under all the circumstances, there was
ground for congratulation that the decrease had not been even
larger. There had been great dislocation of trade in Rangoon
consequent on the closing of certain markets and restrictions

on others, and both im ports and exports had been greatly
reduced, consequently the Burmans had had less money to

spend. During the current year the traffic, while keeping
steady, did not so far show any marked tendency to improve
over the 1915 figures. The experimental motor omnibus ser-

vice had been continued. The best type of 'motor omnibus
for the streets of Rangoon was still unsolved, and, owing to

the fact that all motor factories in this country were engaged
on munition work, fresh types of motor omnibuses could not
be obtained. The difficulties caused by the frequent closing

of the roadways in Rangoon for repairs had seriously inter-

fered with the traffic. Coming to the brighter side of the
picture, the gross receipts for current supplied in the private
lighting and power department showed an increase of 13.77
per cent., against 11 \ per cent, in the previous year. Not-
withstanding the increased cost of coal and other stores, the
working expenses were 41.64 per cent, of the receipts, as
against 43.14 per cent. The public lighting negotiations had
made a certain amount of progress, but they had not been able
to bring matters to a conclusion. Their chief engineer and
the engineer to the municipality would be in this country
very shortly, when they hoped to be able to bring the pro-
posed new arrangement between the municipality and the
company much nearer to a settlement. The house wiring
and supply department continued to be satisfactory; it ful-

filled its purposes as a feeder for the supply of current, and
continued to return a fair profit. The high cost of coal and
of all the materials in the electrical business still continued,
and signs were not wanting that the increase was likely to

be even more acutely felt during the present year. They
hoped that the 10 per cent, increase already made in the rates

fo~ current would prove in some measure sufficient to counter-
act the influence of the cost of materials. The serious rise

in the price of copper and other metals pressed heavily. Not-
withstanding the influence of the war, unmistakable signs of

expansion of electrical supply requirements in Rangoon were
observable. To meet the increasing public and private demand
further capital expenditure would in all probability have to

be incurred in the by no means distant future.

Sir Frank A. Swettenhaji presided at
Singapore the annual meeting on June -6th. He said

Electric that the traffic receipts showed an increase
Tramways, of ±"2,340, and the sale of electrical energy

Ltd. £1,305, as compared with 1914. Power
expenses fell by £1,600, due to the larger

proportion of power generated by the Diesel plant. Traffic
and general expenses were about the same as in 1914, but
maintenance and repairs had risen by £500, owing to in-

creased coPt of materials. The passengers carried per car
mile wera 7.92, as against 7.43. The expenses of the whole
undertaking represented 62.2 per cent, of the receipts, while

the Singapore expenses were 59.5 per cent, of the Singapore
revenue. These figures in 1914 were 56 per cent, and 54.3 per
cent, respectively. In many instances stores were costing
more than 100 per cent, above pre-war prices, and the
tendency was always to go higher. The new fares came into
operation in January, and down to the end of May the
passenger receipts were up by 13 per cent., as compared
with the same period in 1915, 3 per cent, higher than in
1914, and 7 per cent, higher than in 1913. There had been
a large drop in the passengers carried, but the majority of
the lost passengers would gradually return. In regard to
the urgent question of track renewal to cost £103,000, it was
now thought that the work might be extended over a period
of eight years, commencing from this year. At the present
time, however, it was practically impossible to obtain
material, such as rails and other steel work, arid the price
of cement was too prohibitive. Apparently this state of
things would continue until the end of the war, and they had
no option but to postpone the commencement of the renewal.
The estimate of cost had been drawn up at normal rates. The
result of any lengthy delay in commencing the. work must be
increased cost of track and car maintenance. When the track
could be renewed there would be an immediate reduction in
these costs, such reduction increasing as the work proceeded,
and it would be considerable. The three new Diesel engines
had been running for some tune. Two were supplying energy
for lighting the Tanglin district for the Municipal Commis-
sioners. The municipality had not completed their arrange-
ments for taking the supply, but the delay was automatically
extending the ten years' contract.

In their report for the year ended March
Lancashire 31st. 1916, the directors state that the
Power trading profit of the Lancashire Electric

Construction Power Co. for 1915 was £9-2.2:35, plus £607
Co., Ltd. interest on hire-purchase plant, Sea., mak-

ing £32,843 (as against £30,471 for 1914),
plus £3.422 brought forward. Debenture interest absorbs
£4,500, there is put to reserve £15,000, a dividend of 3 per
cent, on the share capital requires £14,700, and £2,064 is

cairied forward. The following figures indicate the develop-
ment of the company's business during three years :

—

1913. 1914. 1915.

Units generated 28,191,442 32,157,185 35,768;064
Maximum load in kw. ... 9,720 10,210 10,740
h.p. connected 23.900 27,018 29,000
Receipts £54,515 £65,433 £72,395
Expenditure £31,730 £35,472 £40,160
Profit on trading £22,785 £29,961 £32,235

The revenue account of the Lancashire Power Construction
Co., Ltd., shows that the total receipts for the year ended
March. 1916, were £19,200, and, after deducting the expendi-
ture of £15,258, the available balance is £3,942, which it is

proposed to carry to reserve account. Annual meeting

:

June 22nd.

Montreal Light, Heat & Power Co., Ltd.—A dividend of

2} per cent, on the paid-up capital stock, being at the rate of

10 per cent, per annum, is announced for the quarter ending
July 31st.

Manila Electric Railroad & Lighting Corporation.—Divi-
dend, li per cent, for the quarter ending June 30th on the
common capital stock.

National Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Interim dividend at
the rate of 5 per cent, per annum (2s. 6d. per share) on the
ordinary shares for the past half-year.

Shawinigan Water & Power Co., Ltd.—Dividend of 1?
per cent., or at the rate of 7 per cent, per annum, for the
quarter to June 30th on the common shares.

Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co., Ltd.—The pre-
ference share and transfer books will be closed from 17th to
24th inst. for the purpose of preparing the dividend warrants
on the 6 per cent, preference shares for the past half-year.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Tuesday Evening.
Conditions continue good, so far as Stock Exchange markets

are concerned. The victorious advance of the Russian Army
and the later details regarding the engagement in the North
Sea have both tended to increase the confidence of investors
that the end of the struggle may be nearer than anybody
except the pacifists expected. At the same time, what was
called " peace talk " has died down a good deal. Peace is

not expected to come to-morrow or the next day, but that
affairs on land,and sea are tending in a direction which may
make peace essential for the enemy before the winter is

cautiously acknowledged.
The sales of American securities to the Treasury are releas

ing unexpectedly large sums of money ; and those who failed

to respond to the appeal on patriotic grounds are touched by
their country's needs now that the Treasury proposes to lay

an income-tax of 7s. in the £ upon the dividends drawn from
various American investments. The Home Railway market
has suddenly sprung into a condition of vigour, but the market
for industrials is still the most active in the House.
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With Consols up 4 points since last we wrote, other gilt-

edged stocks are naturally very strong. The demand for
debenture and preferred issues is insistent. The difficulty is

ti find stork to supply it. One of t
! oahlj pun,

I

stocks left is Metropolitan 3J per cent, debenture, obtai
at 68, with a half-year's dividend due in the middle ol Julj
The company's "A" debenture Btock ran be bought a little

cheaper, the interest dates being the same.
District 6 per cent, debenture stock is changing bands about

109, at which the yield is 5J per cent, on the money, with
interest due this week. Metropolitan Si pei cent prefei
is about 64, and London Electric I per cent, preference found
a buyer early this month at 661. Central London 15 per
preference looks fairly tempting at 81, carrying, as it does, six

months' dividend in the price, and the return, allowing for
this, being ">,' per cent.

The market lor ordinary stocks of the Home Railway com-
plies lias risen substantially during the past few days.
Metropolitans have put on li, and Underground Electric
n.Mine bonds have hardened to 87$, the £10 shales rising to

86s 3d. Amongst the Steam stocks, North-Eastem Consols
spurted again, on the electrification of part of the g Is lines;
and the stock occupies the premier position, as regards pries,
of the active issues m this market—a position which, by the
way. used to be held by London & North-Western ordinary.

The British Electric Traction Co. has lately issued its report
for the year to March 81et last. It has been received with
satisfaction in the market. The 5 per cent, perpetual deben-
ture stock is quoted at 80, and the 4i per cent, second deben-
ture stock at To, these juices being respectively 12 and 7§
points lower than the quotations for the securities on the eve
of war.

In the electricity supply shares there is not a solitary
change to quote this week. At the same time, it is worth
noticing that instead of being a dull and depressed market,
the position is now decidedly firm, and there is some difficulty
in getting the offer of good shares. Cities are being dealt in
about 12; and a few Counties changed hands the other day
on the basis of 10J, the preference shares being 10J. London
Electrics have been done lately at 'Jf'.s.. Metropolitans at 2 7/16,
and Westminsters at 5J. South Metropolitan ordinary are a
good market at 16s. 3d., this price comparing with 10s. as
the pre-war quotation on July 27th, 1914.

Somewhat a feature in the Kaffir, market is the noticeable
strength of Victoria Falls & Transvaal Power shares. The
preference has risen to 18s., the ordinary to 7s. 10^d., while
the 5J per cent, second mortgage are up to 102—19 points
above the price they commanded less than two years ago, and
double the lowest figure which they touched since the out-
break of war. The debentures, of course, receive their divi-
dend free of income-tax, which is a considerable attraction:
and the bonds are full of interest at this price. The company
is doing well, and the ordinary shares should now be within
reasonable reach of a dividend.

Matters in Mexico are going badly, and the various hopeful
points which appeared a couple of months ago are being
extinguished one by one. Hopes of United States interven-
tion are dimmed by the political situation, the approach of
au American presidential election being sufficient to divert
attention from more ordinary affairs. The prices of most
Mexican securities are. therefore, leaning to the heavy side,
though there is no quotable change in the bonds of the' utility
companies.

Canadian General Electrics spurted to 123 on buying which
was said to come from New York, and the 7 per cent,
pi eferred stock has hardened to 117. The principal item of
interest in this market, however, is the organisation in
Montreal of the Civic Investment Industrial Co., with an
authorised capital of 75 million dollars, formed to take over
the Montreal Light, Heat 1- Power and the Cedars Rapids
Manufacturing & Power Companies, to operate both under an
agreement for 98 years. The Montreal Co. is to be taken
over on the basis of three shares of the new company for one
of its own shares: while in the case of thie Cedars Rapids,
share for share will be given. Arrangements are made for
such proprietors as do not care to exchange their stock, and
the new company begins operation on August 1st. The price
of Montreal capital stock is about 247, while Cedars Rapids
stand at 85.

Brazilian Tractions keep good about 64. the rate of exchange
remaining in their favour, while, at the same time. Brazilian
issues of all kinds have come into sharp popularity by reason
of the substantial change for the better which has occurred
in Brazil.

The Telegraph list once more shows a number of important
rises. Even West India and Panamas have participated in
the general strength, improving Is. to 1. China shares are f
up at 14J. Eastern ordinary has risen 2 points, and Globe
preference hardened to 10£." Both the Anglo-American Tele-
giaph stocks have improved, and in those cases where no
changes are shown the difficulty is to get hold of stock at
anything like the prevailing levels. United River Plate Tele-
phones ore good at 6|.

There has been further activity in Marconi shares, although
the price shows no quotable change at 2 7/16. Expectation
looks to a very flattering report, and we understand that the
figures are likely to be out early next month. The strength
of the parent shares has not had much effect upon those of
the subsidiaries, although Marconi Marines keep good at 31s.

Canadians are a little better at 8s., and a bargain is recorded
in Spanish and Generals at 6s. 3d.

In the manufacturing group, Callenders are another 10s.
up, and Tel, graph Constructions at 39 have gained an equal

nt, while Henleys and India-Rubber shares are both i
t i the good, A fair volume of business is passing in British
We '

ference, the shares receiving a good deal of
attention from Liver) U 'he disappointment" which was felt

recently at the dividend of 7$ per cent., showing no increase
over that of the previous year, is giving place to pleasurable
anticipations in regard to the distribution for the current
twelve nth. Electric Constructions at 14s. 6d. are ex divi-

dend. The iron and steel group remains very firm, and the
chemical shares arc also well maintained.

In tin- rubber share market, business is still quiet. The
pile- ol the raw material, at 2s. 7d. per lb., is a little better
than it has I n lately; and all the recent reports and divi-
dends of the good companies have been so satisfactory as to

confirm proprietors in keeping their shares. When the puce
ol rubber takes a pronounced turn for the better, it is safe
to prophesy that the share market will be quick to respond.

SHARE LIST OF ELE VTRICAL COMPANIES.
Home Electricity Companies.

Dividend Price
, ^ June 18, Rise or tall Yield

1914. 1915, 1916. this week, p.c.

Brompton Ordinary .... 10 10 6J.
— £7 18 10

Charing Cross Ordinary ..66 8$ — 7 8 10
do. do. do. 4J Pref.. 4), 4J SJ — 6 1*8 6

Chelsea 6 4 fj — 681
City of London 9 8 12 — 6 18 4

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref. 6 6 10$ — 6 II 8
County of London .... 7 7 lOi — 6 16 7

do. 6 per cent. Pref. 6 6 Ui — 6 16 8
Kensington Ordinary .... 9 7 6 — 700
London Electric 4 8 lf^ — 7 11

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref. 6 6 4i —'713
Metropolitan It S 9| — 6 6 4

do. 41 per cent. Pref. A 4j 8 — 7 10

St. James' and Pall Mall . . 10 8 6i — 6 16 4
South London 6 6 2g — 8 18 10
South Metropolitan Pref. ..7 7 1A — 6 14
Westminster Ordinary .... 9 7 6§ — 646

Telegraphs and Telephones,
AngloAm. Tel. Pref 6 6 1C3 +J 6 17

do. Def 30/- 33/6 23 + g 7 10 9
Chile Telephone 8 8 61 — 866
Cuba Sub. Ord 6 S 7J — 8 18 4
Eastern Extension . . . . 7 8 14J xd + 1 *6 12 4
Eastern Tel. Ord 7 8 144 xd +2 »6 11 1

Globe Tel. and T. Ord 6 7 12J — '5 13
do. Pref. ..66 10J + J 6 14 8

Great Northern Tel 22 22 37 — 6 19
Indo-European 13 13 49 — 6 12 8
Marconi 10 — 2,'a — 4 2
New York Tel. 4* . . . . 4J 4) 102J — 4 7 10
Oriental Telephone Ord. 10 10 IJS — 6 8 1

United R. Plate Tel 8 8 6gxd — »6 5 6
West India and Pan 1 Nil 20/- +1/- 9 6 1
Western Telegraph .... 7 8 14§ — »6 9 4

Home Rails,

Central London, Ord. Assented 4 4 71 +1 6 12 8
Metropolitan li 1 27 +1J 8 14 1

do. District Nil Nil 193 + j Nil

Underground Electric Ordinary Nil Nil Ijg + $ Nil
do. do. "A" .. Nil Nil 6/- — Nil
do. do. Income 6 6 87} + } *6 17 9

Foreign Trams, &c.

Adelaide Sup. 6 per cent. Pref. 6 fi 4J — 6 6 4

Anglo-Arg. Trams, First Pref. 5J 5J 8ft + ^ 7 14 5
do. 2nd Pref. . . 5} 6J 3} - 8 9 2
do. 6 Deb. ..66 77j — 687

Brazil Tractions 4 4 64 — 650
Bombay Electric Pref 6 6 Kg — 6 15 8
British'Columbia Elec. Ely. Pfce. 5 6 59 — 9 9 8

do. do. Preferred— Nil 40 — Nil

do. do. Deferred — Nil 88 — Nil
do. do. Deb. 4J 41 62 — 6 17 1

Mexico Trams 5 per cent. Bonds — Nil 42 — Nil

do. 6 per cent. Bonds — Nil 35 — Nil
M !xican Light Common Nil Nil V0 — Nil

do. Pref Nil Nil 81

) — Nil

do. 1st Bonds . . Nil Nil 42 — —
Manufacturing Companies.

Babcock & Wilcox .... 14 15 9j — 6 9 1

British Aluminium Ord. .. 6 7 27/- — 6d. 5 8 8
British Insulated Ord 15 17* 104 — 7 9 10
British Westinghouse Pref. . . 7} 7* 46/- + 1/. 6 10 4

Callenders 15 20 12J xd + J 8
do. 5 Pref 5 5 4J — 5 17 8

Castner-Kellner 20 — 8,'r xd — 6 1H 8
Edison A Swan, £3 paid .. Nil — 10/- — Nil

do. do. fully paid Nil — 1 j
— Nil

do. do. 5 percent. Deb. 5 5 57 — 8 16 8
Electric Construction . . . . 7i 11/5 xd — 10 6 10
Gen. Elec. Pref 6 6 9| — 6 4 8
Henley 20 25 16 — 8 6 8
do. | Pre." 4J 4J 4 — 6 12 6

IndiaRiiober 10 10 11j +} «8 13 10
Telegraph Con 20 20 89 + J «6 4

* Dividends paid free of income tax,

W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.—In our table
last week we showed the dividend in this case as being paid
free of income-tax. This was a mistake, the company having
ceased, a year or two ago, to pay dividends tax free.

Copper Prices.

—

The Week's Changes.
F. Smith d Co. report, Wednesday, June 14th :—Electro-

lytic bars, advance from £140 to £142; ditto sheets, £158 to

£160; ditto rods, £147 to £149; ditto H.o. wire, Is. 5|d. to

Is. 5|d.

James £ Shakespeare report, Thursday, June loth :—Copper
bars, iheet and rod (best selected) unaltered at £164.
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SOME " HYDRO " TROUBLES IN CANADA.

By "ROVEE."

The engineer-in-charge of a steam-driven plant is sometimes

given to cursing boilers, pumps and engines, and casts

envious glances at his hydro-electric brother, who is never

worried by bad coal or low vacuum. But the hydro-electric

"operator" has his troubles (in Canada, at any rate), and

spends much time in abusing the man who designed the

plant, and the Canadian winter.

To begin with, Nature rarely plants a serviceable water-

fall close to the place where power is needed, and, conse-

quently, the power house is usually situated in the "bush,"

20 or 30 miles from civilisation. The power-house men
live in a little colony of from 20 to 40, and are mostly

agreed that life at the end of a telephone wire is something

worse than purgatory.

In some cases rivers have not been under observation long

enough to determine the maximum and minimum flow of

water, and plants have been installed " on spec," with the result

that during the dry season the gates to the water-wheels are

wide open on half-load, or less. It occasionally happens, too,

that the high water in spring bursts the dam, and in one

case, at least, part of the power house was washed away by

the flood.

Water wheels are generally controlled by oil-pressure

governors, of which there are almost as many types as

power houses. Most governors are belt-driven, and this

is the weak spot. A water wheel may be running at full

load day and night, and only shut down for an hour or two

for inspection on Sunday, or in the mining districts it may
run for two or three months without a stop. This is pretty

severe on the belts and belt fastenings, and occasionally a

breakage occurs and the gate flies wide open. The machine

must be put on hand control immediately, and, in some

cases, it is hard work for two men to bring the gate from

wide open to the normal running position. This does not

apply, of course, to governors fitted with electric motors

controlled from the switchboard.

Some oil-pressure governors are so constituted that the

belt is overworked if the generator switch is tripped at full

load and works off the pulley, generally after giving warn-

ing with an agonising squeak. The usual remedy is to

place a heavy bar or other obstacle to prevent the belt

coming off. This does not prevent the squeak, of course,

and does not improve the condition of the belt.

The breaking of a governor-belt on an exciter wheel is

not so serious a matter, as the hand control gear can usually

be attended to by one man. I have known of cases where

the exciter governing gear was permanently out of action,

and hand control was resorted to. Luckily this was close

to the switchboard, but the attendant had to step lively

whenever there was a short on the line.

At one power house I encountered a motor-driven exciter,

driven off the main bus-bars. This arrangement worked

admirably, except that a heavy short circuit sometimes

shut us down completely, exciter and all, and we had to

run up a small water-driven exciter to get a fresh start.

Shortage of water is sometimes accompanied by another

trouble—sand. During low water, the water in the river

bed or canal is moving much faster than at normal times,

and brings a good deal of sand with it. As a rule, this

sand passes through the water-wheels without causing any

trouble, but occasionally a sandbank will form in the

exciter-wheel passages or other places where the current is

slowest. Fallen leaves, sticksj and chips from lumber camp?,

will accumulate on the racks, but these only come at their

accustomed times, and are easily discovered and removed.

During the long Canadian winter, the river or canal

flows under ice perhaps 2 ft. in thickness, except at* the

fore bay and tail race, where the quick motion of the water

prevents any ice forming. If the level of the water remaiis

fairly constant, the ice slowly forms during the winter and

slowly melts when spring comes without affecting the power

plant in any way. But if the water level should vary to

the extent of 2 or 3 ft., then large pieces of ice are apt to

break away and float on to the racks. The motion of the

water causes them to " up-end," and sometimes the opening

to one or more machines is completely blocked. I well

remember my first experience of ice in mid-winter, with low

water, and the plant carrying about half its rated load.

Another power plant, situated about three miles down the

river, had 'phoned an urgent call for more water, and we
opened our waste gate to oblige them, bringing down our

level about 2 ft. In half-an-hour we saw big ice-floes

bearing down upon the power house, and these were care-

fully guided to the waste gate. All available help was

pressed into service to break up the floes and pass them
through the gate, but one big piece quickly settled matters

for us by wedging itself and completely blocking up the

gate. The remaining floes then arranged themselves on the

racks and shut down the three machines we had running.

It took about half-an-hour to clear the racks and waste gate,

and supply was resumed.

Five minutes after the fresh start our state was worse

than before. The shut-down had raised the water-level

about 3 ft. and a veritable field of ice broke off and floated

down on us. We had two more shut-downs that day, the

worst one lasting about an hour and a half. Thereafter,

extra " booms" were built across the canal, and the water

level was kept as constant as possible. We found that a

large piece of floating ice is no respecter of booms, and

will dive 3 ft. below the surface when on mischief bent,

but by extreme vigilance it is possible to guide it into the

least dangerous channels, and after a little experience one

gets the knack of breaking up an ice-floe very quickly.

Another trouble, of rather an exciting nature, occurred

at a hydro plant in Ontario. This plant works with about

120 ft. head of water, and is fed through 8-ft. iron

penstocks, about *00 ft. long. Parts of the penstock were

on a very inadequate foundation, owing to the sandy nature

of the soil and the extreme difficulty in getting down

to bed-rock. About 2 o'clock on a February morning the

operator on duty was surprised to find a small stream of

water trickling under the front door into the power house.

The temperature outside was nearly 50 below zero, and the

operator, wishing to study this unnatural phenomenon

further, incautiously opened the door, and was swept off his

feet by the flood which burst into the power house. He
tried to close the door again, but the force of water was too

much for him, even with the assistance of -his oiler. By
this time there was a foot of water on the power-house floorr

and operator and oiler were^obliged to escape by the back

door. Here the noise convinced them the penstock had

burst, and the two rushed to the top of the hill, and

succeeded in closing the valve—a task which ordinarily

took two men half-an-hoirr, but was accomplished in record

time on this occasion.

Coming back, they found it was impossible to enter the

power house, and when daylight came the floor was still

covered to the depth of 2 ft., upon which a crust of ice had

already formed. It eventually froze solid, and was removed

by hammer and clink. The penstock was rebuilt, and

placed on safer foundations, and electric motors were

installed on the pipe-line valves, all of them being controlled

from the power house.

Severe lightning storms are another bugbear of the

Canadian operator, and in the forest districts " bush fires
"

occasionally burn down the transmission line, but these

troubles affect steam-driven plants also, and are not peculiar

to a hydro-electric system.

Flies, again, are a nuisance, chiefly to the operators, who

get bitten all over. Occasionally they get ink) the bear-

ings in such numbers as to close up an oil-pipe and cause

a hot box ; in one instance I know of, bearings had to

be protected with muslin on this account. There are

legends, too, of big butterflies and moths tripping the oil

switches, but I have been unable to verify these tales. I

have, however, known big bats to blunder stupidly into the

switchboard when in pursuit of flies and other insects.

\ In mi niimi in Norway.—A large plant for the pro-

duction of aluminium ia contemplated at Hoyanfjord, Norway,
where hydroelectric power ia available to the extent of about

60,000 h.p. It ia propoaed to develop 20,000 H P. at once to fur-

niBh power for the production of 4,000 tons of aluminium per year.
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LABOUR AND INDUSTRY.

{Continued from page 660.) .

It would not be right to shut our eyes to the effect upon
ihe mind of the general public of the invigorating campaign
of the Ministry of Munitions in regard to Trade Union
restrictions, slacking, drink, and so forth. Generally speaking,

the effect upon the minds and activities of the workers has

been very healthy. But this campaign and this effect

have been the work of war-time when we have been fighting

for our very existence. One consequence of the high wages

in the shipyards, noted by a Times correspondent a month
or two ago, was a " fastening " upon certain workers of the

pre-war habit of absenting themselves early in the week.

The artificial prosperity of war-time has not in such cases

gone into War-Saving Certificates ; restricted hours of

licensed houses do not prevent home supplies of liquor being

laid in, and the Saint Monday habit, which always has

affected industry more or less, has been strengthened. Will

the " fastened " habit be easily uprooted after the war ?

We shall be told that these are exceptional cases—that the

great bulk of the working men of England are steady,

sober, and reliable. We are not in a position to dispute

it, but practical experience has shown a thousand times

that a small percentage of slackers can hold up thousands

of willing workers. Can the workers be induced to see

that many things that have been said in regard to winning

the military and naval victory will be applicable with

almost equal truth and force when we fight industrially

and commercially to prevent the enemy from gaining

supremacy. The " boys " will not be at the Front then

making their own appeal to us to strain every nerve

;

the public-houses may be open for normal hours again ; and
there will be a desire for relaxation or taking things easily

after a long period of strain. Peace will be the signal for a

more or less prolonged cessation—we shall all need a rest

;

but when that period is over, and demobilisation, with all its

re-adjustments and re-transfers, is complete, there will be no
room for anybody to idle, for it is becoming pretty generally

recognised that we have got to increase the productivity of our

industries by every means in our possession, in order to raise

our general standard of efficiency, securing more economical

production without reducing quality. We shall require all

the scientific assistance at our command, shall have to

employ machinery for many things that have been extrava-

gantly made without it, and the fullest co-operation of

Labour is required to secure the best possible results from
these developments. Will Labour be blind to its respon-

sibility, or fail to respond to the call of duty ?

Far more frequently than we like to think, it has been

necessary to appeal to the workers in certain trades to cease

slacking, or to accelerate the rate of production of war
requirements. Notwithstanding higher wages and the

promises that Trade Unionism would not be adversely affected

after the war by the suspension of its conditions during

hostilities, the spirit of the old Adam has exhibited itself

again and again. At one stage it was complained that

Labour was not enlightened as to the real urgency of the

munitions question, that the truth had been withheld or

concealed, that the real peril of the men at the Front was
not understood. It fell to the Minister of Munitions, and
others acting with him, to make the matter plain. The
deficiencies of Labour must have been a revelation, almost a

shock, to those who previously preferred not to recognise the

existence of those weaknesses which in times of normal trade

had so often embarrassed industrial concerns, but who were

now alive to the peril which faced the nation. The lessons

of these critical times will not be lost upon the minds of

legislators and social reformers, whatever may be the

effect upon the workers. Even at this moment the post-

ponement of the Whitsuntide holiday is proving the extreme

importance and urgency of everybody continuing to produce

to the utmost of his or her capacity the things that are

essential to enable the fighting Forces to hasten the defeat

of the Enemy. No body of workers can complain to-day

that they do not know, for our losses on the Eea and on our

80 miles of Front in France and Flanders, and in the other

centres of war where we are still engaged, are making a

more urgent appeal than any platform orator can pour

forth. Is not the iron entering the very soul of the

people to-day ? Letters sent Home by " boys " at the

Front, wounded and others returning from the field of

battle, all make their own appeal, not merely that we shall

"keep the Home fire3 burning," but keep the motors
running in the factory producing—producing as hard
as we can go. Yet it is thought necessary to

supplement all these invigorating agencies by means
of literature, and in this connection we have
received from a firm of publishers a copy of a special edition

of a book, " Between the Lines," by Boyd Cable, which,

after a successful run as a ijs. work, has now been produced
in a paper-cover form, 75,000 copies being run off for free

distribution in order that it may be read by munition
workers. Its object is to give such workers, if they will

read it, a glimpse of the trenches, and especially of what
any shortage of munitions means there. When we talk of

an " Advance !
" of a coming " Push Forward," these truths

require to be kept constantly in mind ; and we hope that

the generous effort of the publishers (Messrs. Smith. Elder

and Co.), and of the author, will have the desired effect of

convincingly bringing home to the right minds the fact

" that the fighters count on the workers to help them to

victory, to watch the fight clo3ely round by round, to

stand solid behind them, and back them and support them,

and give every possible ounce of assistance to see it

through."

Mr. Frederick Maddison, addressing the Labour Co-
partnership Association, in London, in April, said that

nothing could have been more unfortunate than the false

impression given by the Minister of Munitions of the

general response of the workmen of this country to war
demands. They had sacrificed advantages and positions

which had taken generations to build up, and had the great

mass of Trade Unionists adhered to those conditions, no
power in this country could have compelled them to give

them up. Mr. Maddison advisedly said " in this

country," because he knew that if Trade Unionists had
played the traitor, the enemy, once admitted here, would
have played havoc with Trade Union restrictions, indeed with

all the principles of Trade Unionism. It is sometimes said

by Labour that the Military Service Act was aimed at Trade
Unionism. We do not for a moment believe anything of

the kind, but this we know, and Labour knows equally well,

that Trade Unionism and Prussian Militarism could not

co-exist. Mr. Maddison said that the great mass loyally,

heartily, and voluntarily suspended the conditions because of

patriotic considerations, and because they felt that it was
necessary. The deplorable friction in certain quarters was
only due to a very small section. Unfortunately, it is

often a small section that causes industrial strife in times of

peace ; but how do the Union leaders and members deal

with the " small section " in normal times ? Mr. Maddison
said that there must be the recognition of the dignity

of craftsmanship. " Men must not come back simply to

become pieces of the mechanism of Capitalism. They
were entitled to be industrial freemen, and capitalists must
be content with more modest profits. Trade Unionists

must not be content with merely forcing up wages by

might, and must know that the industrial problem would

not be settled by the winning of a strike." The other day

another public speaker said that when the war broke out

we were heading " straight for revolution" at home. The
outlook in industry certainly was the blackest that we had

known it—there was industrial strife everywhere. Our
differences were temporarily set aside. Another public

speaker—a social reformer in the East End of London

—

who paid a tribute to the readiness with which thousands of

restive hooligans and others, brought up amid undesirable

surroundings, sprang to the help of the country at the out-

break of war, remarked that when these men returned they

would want to find a country worth fighting for ; he some-

times wondered " what England had done for them " !

And this after years of Democratic legislation !

What do such remarks as these portend ? Will the men
not say that they have saved the Empire and that a larger

share in the fruits of Empire belongs to them ? They will

demand that Capital takes less and Labour has more ; but

capital in the form of State loans now earns a higher yield,

and industry may not possess the same attractions
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formerly, unless its security is assured. It is industry

which must be made more profitable so as to yield a better

Teturn for all. How is this to be secured but with the full

co-operation of all ?

Australia is sometimes spoken of as though it were the very

Elysium of Labour, but it must not be imagined that in

the Dominion there is freedom from Labour troubles.

Strikes are not by any means uncommon, not a few have
been recorded during the war ; indeed, we believe that the

present methods employed there for settling differences

between Capital and Labour are considered by some students

of the position to be utterly futile. They have not removed
the root-causes of the troubles ; they have merely devised

ways for dealing with them after they have arisen

—

practically giving recognition to the fact that in the best of

all worlds, under the prevailing system, human nature will

at times come into conflict. We have received from Mel-
bourne a copy of a book, by Mr. F. Gascoyne Williams, on
" Industrial Peace ; the Way to Secure Industrial Efficiency,

Unity, and National Prosperity." The author holds that

the industrial warfare and troublous times ahead are too

serious and acute to be treated with indifference. In his

opinion, as in that of many other people, the first and great

essential is to bring Capital and Labour together. Having
long studied the principles of co-partnership and profit-

sharing, he says that in building up and developing the huge
Continent of Australia it must be recognised that this will

be found impossible if there is to be incessant industrial

strife. We all recognise that the same remark applies to

the case of the future development of British industries at

Home. Mr. Williams's observation shows him that, under

the profit-sharing system, strikes are rarely known, due to

the fact that Labour settles down contentedly when, in

addition to the standard wage, it participates in profits. He
holds that in Australia other means than Wages Boards,

Factory Acts, and Arbitration Courts should be tried, for

these methods of conciliation have been operating since 1807
with anything but satisfactory results. " Tney are supposed

to do away with strikes, but, so far, have proved ineffective,

and act merely as a temporary expedient." The Arbitra-

tion Court is " staggering under its burden "
; in October,

1914, its work was two years in arrear ; and its awards are

being continually flouted. The writer feels that employers

generally have failed to note the evolution of Labour during

thepa3t 50 years, and are apt to forget that education has

taught the workman to appreciate bis position as an

important factor in the Industrial World, and that he wants

to enjoy more of the comforts of life. Labour and Capital

are interdependent, and, apart from both of them, manage-
ment is unemployed. " Profit is produced by the three factors

— it should, in consequence, be shared by all three." Mr. Wil-

liams concludes one of his chapters by proving that the goals

of co-partnership and Trade Unionism cannot be regarded as

incompatible. In the next he discusses profit-sharing from the

employers' point of view ; and in another he illustrates, by

British examples of, and chronological notes on, co-partner-

ship and profit-sharing between the years 1S95 and 1914,

how these means of producing contented Labour and

prosperous industry have been successfully practised. The
conclusion of the whole matter is that in profit-sharing and

co-partnership is to be found the only present method

whereby master and -man can work together in harmony :

*' a wise and equitable bond of union between the three

great forces in industrial activities— Capital, Management,

and Labour." This aspect of the industrial problem has

often been discussed in our pages ; the principle of co-

partnership has sometimes failed ignominiousiy because of

the manner of its application and the suspicion that it was

a means to defeat Trade Unionism ; but it will doubtless

be discussed more and more as we get to grips with the

after-the-war Labour problem. Therefore, it may not be

out of place to give Mr. Williams's opinions of the essentials

of profit-sharing and co-partnership :
—

1. It must not degenerate into charity or philanthropy.

2. Its object must be the increased success of the

undertaking, with increased prosperity for all connected

with it.

3. It must not place Management in the position of

servant to Labour through liability to criticism and censure.

4. It must ensure to Labour freedom from conlrol of

Management in the enjoyment of the benefits derived from
Profit-sharing.

5. Its benefits must be felt by wives and children.

6. It must have a distinctly elevating tendency on
Management and Labour, raising them in the social and
intellectual scale, and increasing their power for enjoyment
and happiness as well as their power of usefulness.

7. Control must remain with those who find the Capital.

(To be continued.)

THE ELECTRICAL TESTING OF STEEL
CONDUCTOR RAILS.

;i

'

By C. H. RIDSDALE, F.I.C., F.C.S.

{Abstract of paper read before the West of Scotland
Iron and Steel Institute.)

Sieel is a relatively cheap and plentiful conductor, for when
copper costs, say, twelve times as much per ton as steel, a
steel rail of such section as would convey an equal current
with no more resistance would only cost about one-half as
much as the copper.
For many years, when resistance was specified in terms of

copper, the " times copper " was always of "equal volume,"
meaning equal length and cross-sectional area.
Of some 12 railways, one referred the resistance in microhms

to that of a stated volume of copper; one gave it in terms
of ohms per mile for a stated cross-sectional area; two were
for conductivity percentage of copper of equal volume; the
rest were for resistance in " times copper " of equal volume;
but not one specified resistance in times coriper of equal
weight.
Within the last few years the term " mass resistivity

"

began to be met with in reports, and as the ordinary dic-

tionary meaning of the word " mass " does not clearly indi-

cate weight, as contradistinct to volume, and resistance had
not been formerly specified in times copper of equal weight,
misunderstandings arose. A steel rail of the same weight as
a copper one would have about 1.125 times the cross-sectional

area of the latter, or of a steel rail of equal volume to the

Fig. 1.

copper one; and as resistance varies inversely as the area, a

resistance of, say, seven times copper of equal volume is only

about 6.17 times copper of equal weight, and the resistance

of steel expressed in terms of weight at first sight gives the

impression that it has a lower resistance than if expressed in

terms of volume. Thus certain makes of steel, tests of which
were given in terms of weight described as " mass resistivity,"

appeared to be better than they really were, and engineers

sometimes specified (meaning of equal weight) what appeared

to be extremely low resistances (if taken to mean of equal

volume), and when they were told these were impracticable,

contended that they really got them.
Matters were still further complicated by several slightly

dillenng copper standards being in use, and questions some-

times arose as to the density of conductor steel, the tempera-

ture at which the terms of resistance were stated—some being

at 15.6 deg. 0. and others at '20 deg. O, this alone making
about 1| per cent, difference—and other points.

In 1913 the author and his son issued a number of tables

describing the electrical properties of steel, and the Engineer-

ing Standards Committee, which also had recognised the diffi-

culties arising from the want of uniformity in terms, appointed

a conference to prepare a report on the subject of a conductor

rail standard; the Committee adopted some of the author's

suggestions in its " Beport on the British Standard method
of specifying the Resistance of Steel Conductor Rails," pub-

lished in 1914 (Report No. 68). In this report it recommended
a-i a standard mode of expression resistance in "microhms
per 100-lb. yard of the steel being tested," and also gave

various conversion factors for other modes of expression.

Although this introduced yet another standard, differing
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from any of those which had previously heen in use, it must
be admitted that one universal standard if adopted wilPbe a
gieat advantage.
Pure iron has a resistance about 5.81 times that of copper

of equal volume.
Steel for conductivity purposes is, or should be, the softest

class of steel made; it has a higher density than other ordinary
forms of steel, and also very little segregation. Speaking
broadly, the more nearly it approaches in chemical composi-
tion to pure iron, the better it is in conductivity.
Sometimes a chemical composition is specified for it, but

this, whilst it may tie the maker's hands, can serve no useful
purpose for the ultimate object in view, namely, getting in
the best manner a steel to satisfy electrical requirements.
Conductivity steel is simply the "blown" or "bath" metal
(purified by oxidation) with the smallest quantity of deoxidiser
or " recarburiser " added that will just enable it to roll.

Thus it is metal only just removed from " redshortness."
In the endeavour to keep the steel very soft and low in

resistance, makers have to work within such a narrow margin
that from time to time they overstep the line, and the steel

bleaks up in the rolls and yields scrap or defectives. When
not so pronounced as this, in steel near the limit, parts of the
section which grow cold sooner than the rest are liable to

show a number of fine hair cracks close together when they
drop to low red, although it will roll quite sound at a bright
red heat.

Slight cracks due to redshortness, as, for instance, ' fine
" saw edges " along flanges or corners, such as if present in
ordinary track rails (which have to carry heavy running
weight) would certainly disqualify them, are no disadvantage
for the purpose of a conductor rail which has no weight to
carry. Indeed, they should be regarded with favour, as they
are an indication that the rails have a very low resistance.

In view of its special suitability for very soft qualities, one
of the earliest applications of basic-bessemer steel was for

conductivity purposes, and so far back as 1883 or 1884 the
North-Eastern Steel Co., of Middlesbrough, made it for tele-

graph wire, and has continued to make it ever since, mainly
for conductor rails.

Although the number of rails which, according to specifica-

tion, are taken for testing may be only a small percentage,
whereas with ordinary track and tram-rails once they are
down the. manufacturer is not likely to have trouble from
them, conductivity rails are liable to be tested as a whole.

Steel wire makers state that its conductivity is not affected

by the temperature at which it is rolled or drawn, or the
number of holes required to bring it to a given gauge. This
corresponds with my own experience on steel in the mass,
for this, say in the form of billets 4 in. square, tested in 5-ft.

lengths, corresponds quite closely with tests of the wire after

it has gone through the various necessary processes.

Eails in the early days were specified to be tested on 20-ft.

lengths; a 5-ft. length gives just as accurate results, and this

length is now generally accepted. This involves, with what
is required for connections, a total length of 8 or 9 ft., say

2 to 2i cwt.
The apparatus designed by Messrs. Elliott Bros., of Lewis-

ham, was probably the first for testing conductor rails; both
the system of testing and the apparatus have been approved
without question by engineers and contractors (see fig. 2).

The testing apparatus on the drop of potential system con-
sists of two or more accumulators, each having 120 ampere-
hours capacity, and coupled two in series, and a switchboard
for coupling either the charging current to them, or them
to the cables leading to the rail being tested, which are con-

nected with an ammeter registering up to 200 amperes.
These cables go first to a reversing switch, from which one

branch goes direct to the rail, the other through three or four
resistances, enabling, say, 40, 60, 80 or 100 amperes to be
taken to the rail, as required.

These cables are each branched for a couple of feet at the
end, and terminate in flat copper blocks for clamping against
the head and foot of the rail with screw-clamps. Two knife

edges, ground sharp and case-hardened, are mounted on large

baulks of timber, from which they are insulated by mica
sheet. They have under their centre a horizontal bolt so as

to allow a slight rocking lengthways. The knife edges should
be parallel and exactly 5 ft. apart.

At each end of these knife edges, and in line and level with
them, but with an intervening gap of about 1 in. at each
end, are carrier rails on which the lengths of rail to be tested

can be stacked. The knife edges are each connected to a

small cable leading to one terminal of a double scale millivolt-

meter with zero in the centre, and graduated in tenths up to

12 millivolts on each side.

As each length of rail to be tested is pulled forward on to

the knife edges, the sliding motion cuts into its under surface
and thus makes a good electrical contact. To facilitate this

4 or 5 in. of the under surface of the rail generally are filed

bright just previous to testing, and the rail is pulled a few
inches backward and forward several times on the knife edges.

The rocking-knife arrangement was introduced by the author
because rigid knife edges will not adjust themselves to any
slight twist which the pieces may have.
The cables are then clamped to 6aeh end, and the current

can be turned on. The amount passing is read off from the
ammeter, as well as, instantly before or afterwards, the milli-

volts difference in potential due to the resistance of the length
of rail between the knife edges.

For 80 to 100-lb. rails, 60 to 80 amperes is the most satis-
factory current. If two or three successive tests of the same
piece are made, especially with a large current, it becomes-
heated appreciably and its resistance increases.
Immediately after taking these readings the current is-

reversed and a second set of readings is taken. These two-
tests are often repeated as a further check, giving four sets
of readings. From the average of these the resistance is-

obtained.
The temperature of the rail should be taken, both at the

beginning of the test and, if this lasts long, also at its end.
A correction may be necessary both for the rail and for the
millivoltmeter. The corrections generally specified are 0.5 per
cent, per deg. C. for steel, and 0.4 per cent, per deg. C. for
copper.

Testing can be done very quickly, and provided the pieces-

have been filed up just before starting, and the men are
accustomed to the work, the calculation for each rail can be
done whilst the next is being pulled on, rubbed, and coupled
up; 50 or 60 tests can be made in from one and a half to two
hours.

If, as may happen, particularly with crop-ends, any of the
pieces tested are. not of quite true area, a correction for this

can easily be made.
In order to avoid misleading results, the insulation of the

knife edges, especially in wet weather, should be verified. If

one end of the bar being tested be moved so that it rests on
the carrier rail (thus completely earthing it), when the current
is turned on, although the ammeter will, of course, ihow it,

_-MU— -,

battery ten

Fig. 2.

—

Elliott Bros.
1
Rail-testing Apparatus.

the millivoltmeter will not move; though if the insulation-

were bad some current would leak through to the knife edges
and indicate it.

To enable the instruments to be readily checked at any
time, the author introduced standard copper bars of such
cioss-sectional area that their resistance falls within the usual
range of conductor rails. Such bars once tested and certified

by authorities of standing are always available as a check on
the whole installation. For convenience, the standard copper
bars are mounted on wood. All that is necessary is to put
them on the knife edges just as is done with a rail, with—in

older to give the necessary weight—a rail laid on the wood
backing, and test them, and if they come within a reasonable
margin, say 1 per cent., the testing apparatus can be regarded
as right.

As regards the minimum distance, at each end of the rail

at which the contact pieces of the cables should be clamped
from the knife edges, although diffusion of the current is

very rapid and good test's have been obtained with as little

as 3 in., it is better for safety to allow at least 6 in. or more,
besides room for handling, clear of the clamps, say 18 in. or
2 ft. overhang altogether at each end.

The effect of variations of thermal and mechanical treatment
such as are met with in normal works practice upon the

resistance of conductor rails seems to be negligible.

As regards the effect of different impurities on conductivity,

taking it very broadly, the relative effects in increasing resist-

ance are, per 0.01 per cent, ot the substance present in excess

of that in ordinary conductivity steel :
—

Carbon from .05 to .07 "times copper."
Manganese .05 to .07 „
Silicon .08 to .10

Phosphorus .02 to .03

Sulphur .01 to .02

The higher value should be taken when within the ordinary
limits of composition for conductivity steel, say, not over
carbon 10 per cent, or manganese .40 per cent., and the lower
value when above this. Too much importance must not,

however, be attached to these figures.

As illustrating the effect of composition, the following are
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some actual tests, showing side by side the theoretical resist-

ance calculated on the basis and from the factors given.
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\ ESterday, in comparatively mild weather, the
twenty-hrst annual meeting of the Incorporated
.Municipal Electrical Association was opened at the
Institution of Electrical Engineers. Mr. A. C.
Cramb, the president, in his address touched upon
a variety of interesting subjects, reviewing the work
of the Council during the past year; it was inevit-

able that war conditions should have the effect of
restricting the activities of the Council and its Sub-
Committees, so that the record is rather suggestive
of marking time than of steady progress, "but the
organisation is ready for action as soon as circum-
stances permit of it. We share Mr. Cramb's regret
that it has not been possible, even with the kind
offices of the B.E.A.M.A., to arrive at an agreement
with the Electrical Contractors' Association; the
terms offered to the latter are so favourable that it

is difficult to understand why it should continue to
form an obstacle to progress, especially at a time
when the only consideration that should weigh
with any British citizen is the welfare of the nation
as a whole. Mr. Cramb's concluding observation
on this subject has an ominous appearance.

Referring to the proposal of the Board of Trade
Committee on British Trade after the War to impose
upon public bodies the obligation to purchase as far
as possible only goods produced within the British
Empire, the President indicated that the Council
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Advertisement page :z viewed the suggestion unfavourably, as constituting
an injustice to the ratepayers; judging by the report
of the result of the Economic Conference at Paris,
there is reason to hope that, at any rate, no more
orders will go to Germany.
The three technical papers which followed were

all of interest and value, touching as they did upon
subjects which closely concern the future prosperity
of electricity supply. The development of the tur-
bine to so remarkable a degree of efficiency and
compactness has had the effect of transferring the
attention of engineers to the problems of the boiler-

house, and Mr. W. W. Lackie's paper on this sub-
ject comes at a most opportune time; the more effi-

cient utilisation of our stores of coal is one of the
most urgent questions of the day. We look forward
to far-reaching changes in this department of engi-
neering in the near future, for. while Mr. Lackie
discusses the subject in the light of present condi-
tions and methods, the importance of obtaining
from the coal a far greater proportion of its precious
contents is rapidly gaining public appreciation. It

cannot be denied that the combustion of coal in

furnaces is an inherently wasteful process, and we
hope that drastic reforms will be effected in this

connection.

In his paper on the generation of electricity on a
small scale versus bulk supply. Mr. Harry S. Ellis

draws attention again to the question which has
recently been brought so prominently before the

industry in the I.E.E. discussions, and indirectly by

the Board of Trade circular. Mr. Ellis holds the

balance fairly between the two aspects of the ques-

tion, but allows it to appear that he personally

favours the independent station; as he points out,

his Committee refused an offer of the North-East
Coast system to supply South Shields in bulk some
years ago. and " the results have been entirely satis-

factory." Yet he keeps the door open for the

reverse conclusion by suggesting that the linking-

up of large undertakings might reduce costs, and
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holds that the present chaotic state of electricity

supply in this country calls lor thorough investiga-

tion by a committee of members ol the I.M.E.A.,
"with power to co-opt members "l other scientific

societies, such as the Institution of Electrical Engi-
neers, the Institute of Chemistry," &C.—a remark
full of significance.

Mr. \Y. T. Kerr's paper on the application of

electricity to agricultural purposes deals with a sub-

ject which should command the attention of supply

engineers in rural districts; the author points out

that it has been extensively developed abroad, and
proves from: his own experience that it can be

made a profitable enterprise. Not only the adoption

of electric light and power on the farm, but also

the use of electricity for intensifying agriculture, is

of great promise ; the latter would probably not con-

stitute a heavy load, but it would greatly assist the

demand for the former. We hope to deal with

these subjects more fully in later issues.

THE FUTURE OF THE ALUMINIUM
INDUSTRY.

The question of the future of the aluminium industry

has just been raised in France, almost simultaneously

with the annual meeting of the principal company
in Switzerland that is engaged in this particular

branch, although no direct connection exists be-

tween the two events. Nevertheless, it will not be

without interest to hear what the Paris newspaper
L'Information has to say on the problem as it

affects the Allied nations. In the first_ place, it is

submitted that, as in the military situation, so

in the economic field should France show capa-

bility of initiative and energy, and that the country

must fulfil the duty of closing to Germany the mar-
ket for raw materials when France has almost a

monopoly of these, as in the case of bauxite. The
chief producing countries of bauxite are few. Ger-
many only possesses the deposits in Hessen-Nassau,
the quality of the mineral being declared to be more
than problematical. It is true that Austria is able

to furnish the former with supplies of the raw
material from the deposits at Neustadt, in Styria and
Carniola, and for that matter Germany has received

supplies through the Dalmatian port of Almissa
from the products extracted at Prechora. But the

Austro-German deposits on the whole only repre-

sent a mediocre quantity for a great industry whose
future is of such an encouraging character.
The allied countries, on the other hand, are parti-

cularly well favoured with deposits of raw materials.

Great Britain works the advantageous bauxites at

Straim, in the County of Antrim, and those at Glen-
ravel, which afford large supplies to the works of

the British Aluminium Co. The French minerals are
of a clearly superior quality, and, at the same time,

are abundant in comparison with the resources of

their rivals in the East and their friends in the
North. Thus, the minerals furnished by the Bouches
du Rhone and the Var are of specially high quality.

and the output is claimed to form two-thirds of the
production in Europe. In addition, the Italians have
discovered deposits in the Abruzzi which are not to

be despised. If we now take into consideration the
state of the industry in 1913, the French production
of aluminium is returned at 18,000 tons, that of
Great Britain (including works erected in Norway)
10,000 tons, and Italy 2,000 tons to 3,000 tons,
whilst Germany turned out 7,500 tons. Austria 7,000
tons, and Switzerland 7,500 tons. The figures for
the last three countries make a total of 22,000 tons,
but the statistics issued by the Frankfort metal com-
panies at the end of July, 1014, only recorded a total

of 12,000 tons for these three countries combined.

Leavfn:
1

this discrepancy on one side, and
accepting the considerably higher French figures as
being correct, we find the French newspaper—which
states that the Neuhausen Aluminium Industry Co.
is essentially a German firm whose Austrian works
have been purchased by Germany—placing the
Teutons in possession of 22,000 tons of aluminium
per annum on the outbreak of hostilities, as com-
pared with a combined quantity of 28,000 tons for
Great Britain and France, together with 3,000 tons
in the case of Italy. Such a large output on the
part of Germany and Austria was only possible
through its having been possible to import bauxite
from France to assist in meeting their own totally

inadequate resources, and in this respect the French
newspaper clearly implies that the output of the
Neuhausen company is controlled by Germany.
We now come to a little interesting history. The

Germans, it appears, sought to monopolise the
French bauxite deposits, in the same way as they
endeavoured to secure possession of the iron ore
resources. With this object in view, they first

formed the Societe de l'Aluminium Francais, which
started works at Saint Louis du Rhone for the refin-

ing of alumina, and which is asserted to be merely
a branch of the Neuhausen company. But the
former arrived on the scene too late, as the prin-

cipal deposits were already in the hands of the metal-
lurgical companies making aluminium (Alais and
Camargue, Froges, and the Metallurgique des
Pyrenees), or in those of the French extracting com-
panies (Union des Bauxites, Bauxites de France,
Lecesne and Cie, &c). Under these circumstances,
the voracious appetite of the Teutons had to be con-
tent with poor nourishment. They acquired, for

instance, mineral deposits at Thoronet (Var), which
were so unsatisfactory that 10,000 tons had to be
left at the Luc railway station, whilst the Cabasse
minerals appeared to be so silicious that the motor
lorries purchased for transporting them had to be
put into the garages. The deposits at Vins caused
the same disappointment, and although more fortu-

nate results were obtained at Mazangues, the

minerals were also greatly silicious. But these
failures did not deter the Germans, who then re-

solved to purchase deposits which were already

known and appreciated. Nine-tenths of the share*

capital of the Bauxites de France were secured, and
the success of the scheme was celebrated in July,

1914, by the substitution of three Germans for three

French directors on the Board. But the company
was subsequently placed under sequestration, and
although it has since been sought to replace the

Teutons by Swiss representatives, the attempted
deception was discovered. Now a new scheme
appears to have been adopted to overcome the diffi-

culties. This has taken the form of the announce-
ment made by a new Norwegian company that the

bauxites from the South of France would no longer

be sent to Germany, but would be treated by the

company in Scandinavia. Without suspecting the

intentions of the company, the French newspaper
pertinently asks whether the Neuhausen company
is not at the back of it. apprehending a shortage of

minerals for its furnaces in the event of the French
Government ultimately prohibiting the export of

bauxites to enemv countries after the war. The
newspaper concludes by stating that it is quite

obvious that the French would henceforth no longer
permit the Germans to compete with them with

their own (the French) products, and that the Euro-
pean manufacture of aluminium must be reserved

for the allied countries.

It is evident from the foregoing that our French
crntemporarv considers, as, indeed, it states, that

the Neuhausen companv is essentially a German
firm, especially as the French Government deemed
it necessary to sequestrate the company's works at

Marseilles some time ago. As to the assertion that

the companv's Austrian works have been purchased
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by the Germans, no confirmation of this statement
was contained in the annual report for 1914, nor is

any reference made in the report for 1915 to any
transfer having taken place. It, however, naturally

follows that the production of the Austrian works
would be used by the Central European' Powers,
together with that of the Neuhausen Co.'s works
in Germany, at Goldschmied-Trotha, and the new
Martinswerk, near CologTie. Indeed, Col. Naville,

addressing the shareholders at the meeting held at

Zurich on May 6th, stated that the company had
succeeded in securing extensive bauxite mines in

Hungary, and the raw materials were being trans-

ported to Goldschmieden and the new Martinswerk.
Under these circumstances, the chairman's fresh
denial of the assertion that the company is covertly

German—the statement that the majority of the
capital is held in Swiss hands, and the majority of

the directors and managers have been Swiss since

the formation of the company—will not dispel the

fact that a large portion of the company's total pro-
duction from its German and Austrian works is pass-

ing into the hands of the Central Powers for use
against Great Britain and her Allies. It would be
of interest in this connection to learn the exact
amount represented by the shares which have been
returned to Switzerland since the outbreak of the
war, as the Zurich correspondent of the German
Voss. Zeitung reported at the end of April that

"large amounts" had flown back. The expression
of our French contemporary that the French sup-
plies of raw material should be wholly reserved for

France and her Allies in the future, as well as at

present, will consequently be reciprocated by the
allied nations.

The position of the red metal con-
The Copper tinues the subject of considerable
Position. interest, despite the fact that specu-

lation on this side has remained
entirely at a standstill, in view of the prohibition in

force under the Defence of the Realm Act. The
sensitive state of the market may be gauged from
the fact that, although dealings in warrant metal
have for weeks past been virtually absent, prices

have again fallen heavily, and to a much greater
extent than in refined copper. The price for near
delivery has now dropped to about £103, this com-
paring with £145, the highest touched this year,

while American fine copper, which reached as high
as £155 some time back, stands in the neighbour-
hood of £140.
That the latter shows more resistance is, of

course, due to the control exercised by American
producers, whose output is sold far ahead, thus
encouraging them in keeping their terms at a high
level as long as possible, or until they feel the neces-

sity of competing more freely for new orders.

Signs of weakness in the general outlook have,

however, not been wanting, since the demand has
come to a halt in all directions, even in connec-
tion with munition work. As to whether the

demand in the latter respect will reassert itself again
to any important extent in the near future seems
very doubtful, for it is understood that war needs

have been already well covered up to the end of

this year. There is, therefore, a strong suspicion

that no great revival of buying will be witnessed
this year, while American industrial requirements,

though still very heavy, have of late shown distinct

evidences of falling off. Moreover, there is not
much doubt that American consumers have pur-

chased far ahead of their needs, and are now getting

copper which is not actually wanted, judging from
the reported resales effected lately on the part of

some manufacturers. These resales, coupled with

the second-hand parcels held speculatively now
coming on the market, have naturally enough made
themselves felt.

This factor appears to be under-rated by pro-
ducers who. as a matter of fact, still profess in-

difference in the hope of being able to hold the
market, or, at least, to protect it against any further
serious fall. In the legitimate trade there is no
confidence in the stability of the market, consumers
generally being of opinion that it is only a matter
of time when producers will be compelled to stimu-
late new business at considerable concessions. This
view is based on the contention that the United
States refiner}' capacity has now been very fully

raised to the height of the huge mine and smelters'

output. The refinery production is already esti-

mated at about 90,000 tons a month, which should
leave a very fair surplus over current requirements
after making allowance for exports at the rate of

25,000 tons, which is well above the average
recorded so far this year.

It may be remarked that the American exports
during the first four months of this year varied be-

tween about 20,600 and 26,300 tons, and fell last

month to 14,700 tons, in spite of rather easier

freight conditions. Metal for early delivery is

getting a little more plentiful, and producers out-

side the United States have, too, rather more to

spare than seemed likely only a few weeks ago,
and they are somewhat anxious to push business

since the aspect of the market has been entirely

changed. On the other hand, consumers resolutely

refrain from buying beyond their early needs. Ware-
house stocks on this side are still very small, but

they have lately increased somewhat and the prob-

ability is that they will go on increasing.

A remarkable decision was re-

What is cently given in the Federal High
an " Engine= Court of Australia, which may have
driver"? very far-reaching effects. The im-

portance of the case is due to the

system which prevails in the Commonwealth,
according to which the rates of wag'es for the dif-

ferent classes of labour are fixed by the Courts.

In the present instance^ an appeal was lodged
against a decision of the Melbourne Court of Petty

Sessions, which refused to allow a claim preferred

by the Federated Engine-drivers' and Firemen's
Association that the driver of an electric crane

should be regarded and paid as an engine-driver.

The Chief justice said that the power of the electric

motor was regulated "by pressing a button,"

whilst that of a steam crane was controlled by
operating a valve; the difference in the simplicity.

or difficulty, of the operation performed by the

person in charge of the crane made no difference in

its character, and therefore the decision of the lower

court was reversed.

This decision appears to us to show an extra-

ordinary lack of appreciation of the fundamental
difference which exists between the vocation of an

engine-driver and that of the user of an electric

motor; the former is a trained man, whereas any-

body can operate an electric motor without previous

experience, that being' one of its most valuable

characteristics. What the decision means to em-
ployers in Australia may be gathered from the fact

that every man who drives an electric crane, hoist,

tramcar, pump, or any other appliance will in future

have to be designated as an engine-driver and paid

according to the wages award in force—and engine-

drivers are now demanding an award of no less than

12s. 8d. per day from the Federal Arbitration Court,

which, from previous decisions, appears to be dis-

posed to grant anything that Labour asks for. If

technical evidence had been produced, the Court
could not possibly have arrived at so absurd a deci-

sion, and we do not know why the employers con-

cerned failed to call such evidence; perhaps they

thought the truth was obvious, even to a judge.

Unfortunately, the decision cannot be revised ex-

cept by appeal to the Privy Council in London.
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SILVANUS PHILLIPS THOMPSON : AN APPRECIATION.

The sudden death of Prof. Silvanus Thompson deprives the

scientific and literary world of a charmiDg personality and
a man of great and diversified talents.

To many thousands of his students, and to the electrical

profession, his loss will come as a shock and surprise of

which they had no warning
; but to his intimate friends it

had become increasingly apparent during the last few

months, that his health and strength were suffering severely

from the long-continued strain of his work at Kinsbury,

and the many anxieties which the war had brought to him
in an especial manner.

Silvanus Phillips Thompson was of Quaker descent and
upbringing, and one of the beet-known members of the

Society of Friends, whose principles and influence have had
such an enormous effect on the social and religious life of

this country, although in mere numbers they have always

been insignificant.

His public life

commenced when
he became Pro-

fessor of Experi-

mental Physics at

UniversityCollege,

Bristol, in 1878,

very soon after the

conclusion of his

student days which

had given great

promise of a dis-

tinguished scienti-

fic and literary

career.

Indeed, it was

this special com-
bination of scien-

tific ability and

literary charm
which gave him
so prominent a

place among his

contemporaries,
and he was almost

as well known in

the sphere of

literature as in that

of science.

In the early days

of electrical engi-

neering, Thomp-
son, then quite

a young man,
achieved a fore-

most place as a

scientific expert,

and his early re-

moval toLondon to

become Principal

and Professor of

Applied Physics

and Electrical En-
gineering at the

City and Guilds College, Finsbnry, gave him a large

field of influence, of which he made full use. Electrical

science had then scarcely emerged as a distinct branch

of engineering, and Thompson was one of a very few
brilliant young men who grasped a unique opportunity

to establish its principles on a thoroughly scientific, founda-

tion, a work shared in by Profs. Ayrton and Perry, both of

whom were connected with the foundation of the Finsbury
Technical College. Thompson laboured unceasingly in this

work in lectures to London audiences, and by means of

books and papers which had a world-wide circulation. In

those days Finsbury was almost the only place in London
where instruction in electrical engineering could be obtained

by evening students, and the college was crowded with
young men attracted by lectures of rare lucidity and fascina-

EUwtt << Fry.

tion, while the publication of his " Elementary Lessons in

Electricity and Magnetism," and subsequently a treatise

mi " l>ynamo-Electric Machinery," established his fame

both at home and abroad as a brilliant teacher,

writer, and man of" science, resembling in very many
ways Prof. John Tyndall, whose student he was. Prof.

Thompson's numerous books, papers, and published lectures

are, in fact, so well known to electrical engineers, that it is

hardly necessary to deal with them in detail here, and their

great value has long been recognised by the electrical engi-

neering world. It is, therefore, rather to his work in other

fields that this brief memoir is concerned, since this is,

perhaps, not so widely known, although it probably forms

the greater portion of his life-work.

To his artistic instinct experimental work on light appealed

with especial force, and it always remained a dominant
attraction. His
knowledge of this

branch of science,

in fact, was quite

as encyclopedic

as in the electrical

field, and one could

go to him, as I

often did, with

some perplexing

question, perhaps

on polarisation
phenomena, or an

allied topic, and

find in him a mine
of information.
Form and colour

especially appealed

to him, and he

revelled in the

gorgeous displays

which this kind

of work afforded,

and to which he

contributed many
new and original

experiments and
ideas. His many
contributions in

this field include

a brilliant course

of Christmas lec-

tures, at the Royal

Institution, on

"Light, Visible
and Invisible,"
afterwards pub-

lished in book
form ; and, more
recently, a trans-

lationof Huygens"s

famous Treatise on

Lisht, and the

theory of double

refraction, a special

contribution to the Optical Society on the occasion of its

highly successful Congress in London a few years ago,

when Thompson was President and moving spirit.

As a member of the Spectacle Makers' Co. he gave much
time and thought to the diffusion of scientific knowledge

among opticians, and was one of the recognised experts of

this ancient City company.

In another field, that of magnetism, he was distin-

guished by his literary researches in connection with

Gilbert's great work. " De Magnete," the writings of Petrus

Peregrinus, and the history of compass cards, which latter

formed the subject matter of a course of lectures delivered

at University College last year. He also wrote an instruc-

tive technical work on the electromagnet, based on a special

course of lectures delivered at Finsbury.

P. Thompson, F.R.S.
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Biography had a great fascination for him, as his

admirable Life of Faraday shows, but the chief work in

this field is undoubtedly his Life of Lord Kelvin.

His distinguished subject took a keen interest in this

work, and indeed for some time they met each week for an
hour or so to talk over Lord Kelvin's earlier days. Unfor-

tunately, Kelvin died before much progress had been made,

and although this was a severe blow to his biographer,

he redoubled his efforts, and in a year or so completed his

great task and his most considerable literary achievement.

Thompson's linguistic powers also were of a high order, and
electrical engineers will remember well his Italian oration

in memory of Volta, while physicists will recall his services

as fo-eign secretary of the Physical Society of London, of

which body he was also president, and his lecture, delivered

in German, in Berlin on the life of Faraday.

In addition to his natural gifts, Thompson was a most

strenuous worker, and a holiday for him was merely freedom

from routine work, and a change of scene to begin some
long-cherished project, or to complete another already

outlined in his pocket-book. No one was more industrious

on holidays than he, and during each summer he invariably

added considerably to his collection of water-colour sketches

of Alpine scenery or of some favourite haunt nearer home,

which later found their way to the Alpine Club, and
occasionally to the Royal Academy.

His temperament, in fact, was such that he needed few

relaxations, but one of these during the winter was the

monthly meeting of a small coterie of distinguished literary

and scientific men, the Sette of Odd Volumes, a dining

club of which he was a prominent member and past

president, and to the interesting proceedings of which he

was a frequent contributor. Many honours and distinctions

fell to him both at home and abroad, and he filled the

presidential chairs of many scientific and professional

societies with distinction, tact, and skill.

He was a Fellow of the Royal Society, of long standing,

and took an active part in its work, especially in connection

with the catalogue of scientific papers. In recent years he

was elected a member of the Athenaeum, in recognition of

his distinguished career.

His death removes from our midst a great teacher and

man of science, with rare gifts of thought and expression,

which have been freely given to his day and generation.

E. Gr. Cokke.

Following upon the cremation, which took place at

Golder's Green, a special meeting was held at the Society of

Friends' Meeting House in St. Martin's Lane, W.C., on

Friday afternoon. -The proceedings were of a most

impressive character, and will be remembered for their

remarkable simplicity and true sincerity. In addition to

the widow and family mourners, and many members of the

Society with whom the late Professor had been a fellow

worshipper, as well as a profoundly respected teacher in

spiritual things, there were present men of eminence in all

those departments of activity— scientific, educational,

literary—upon which the deceased had left the impress of

his intellect and influence. These included the following :

—

Sir J. J. Thomson, Sir A. B. Kempe, Sir W. Crookes, and
Prof. W. B. Hardy, representing the Royal Society.

Col. E. H. Hills (Royal Institution).

Sir Alexander Pedler (British Science Guild).

Mr. C. Hawksley (Institution of Civil Engineers).

Sir H. Trueman Wood (Royal Society of Arts).

Sir Ernest Clarke (Sette of Odd Volumes).

Prof. A. Schuster (British Association).

Mr. C. P. Sparks and Mr. P. F. Rowell (Institution of Electrical

Engineers).

Mr. W. J. Tennant (Junior Institution of Engineers).

Dr. R. Mullineux Walmsley (Northampton Polytechnic Institute).

Dr. Gregory Foster, Prof. Carey Foster, and Prof. E. G. Coker
(University College).

Mr. E. B. Knobel (Royal Astronomical Society).

Mr. Eccles (Physical Society).

Mr. W. T. Dunn (Institution of Gas Engineers).

Mr. F. S. SpierB (Faraday Society).

Mr. A. G. Temple (Director of the Art Gallery, Corporation of

London).
Prof. G. T. Morgan and Prof. Margetson, both of Finsbury

Technical College.

Mr. Howgrave Graham and Mr. C. R. Darling (the late pro-

fessor's assistants), also Mr. Abell, his lecture assistant.

Prof. Dalby, Dean of the C.T.C., and formerly of Finsbury.

Sir John Gavey, Sir J. A. Ewing, Sir J. Mackenzie Davidson,
Sir G. Beilby, Sir W. F. Barrett, Sir John Snell, Prof. John
Perry, Col. R. E. Orompton, Dr. C. V. DryBdale, Mr. Chas.

Bright, Mr. C. H. Wordingham, Mr. J. E. Kingsbury, Prof,

Baily, Dr. Russell, Mr. Gerald Stoney, Mr. W. R. Cooper, Mr.
W. P. Thompson (of Liverpool), and many others.

At the beginning of the meeting it was intimated that

the Society of Friends had no set order of service for such

occasions, and it remained for those present to lead the

meeting, either in devotion or by speech, as they were

moved so to do. Several Friends spoke in fitting terms and

tones of reverence and solemnity of the earnestness and
tenacity with which Prof. Thompson had to the last clung

to the same simple religious faith with which he had

commenced his career of brilliance, referring also to his

spirit of humility, which made no task too mean or small

which might bring honour to religion or assist those who
worshipped with him or who sat under his religions teaching.

The temptation of intellectual pursuits had not lured him
into beliefs that religion and science were irreconcilable.

CONTROL GEAR FOR DIRECT-CURRENT
MOTORS.

By E. F. BUTLER.

The subject of control gear does not always receive the

amount of attention it deserves, and very little information

on the subject, as the result of actual operating experience,

has been published. The control gear is often the weak

point in installations otherwise well laid out. This may be

due to a number of reasons. In some instances quota-

tions are given for the motor only, and when the pros-

pective purchaser finds out that he must pay for a starter in

addition, he buys the cheapest form obtainable. In other

cases the seller, either for fear of losing an order, or, possibly,

ignorant of the various types of control gear which are

available for every conceivable purpose, cuts down the price

to its lowest, and supplies one of the old-fashioned forms of

starter. In many instances this has failed to give satis-

faction, and created a prejudice against electric driving.

In a paper given by the writer before the Junior Institu-

tion of Engineers, on February 27th, 1014, an analysis of

100 breakdowns connected with electric motors was given.

It was found that 38 per cent, were on motors, and 62 per

cent, on the control gear, starters alone accounting for

28 per cent, of the whole. This is confirmed by Mr. A. P.

Drake (Proceedings of the Association of Mining Electrical

Engineers, Vol. Ill, page 458) : "The unsatisfactory design

of starting switches and controllers, together with the

careless way in which they are frequently handled, accounts

for about 2/> per cent, of the troubles that occur in motor

driving."

The neglect of suitable control gear is not confined to

the commercial side, which we may charitably suppose to be

ignorant of these matters. This is evident from a specifica-

tion, less than three months old, before the writer at this

moment. It emanates from the chief engineer of an im-

portant power station. After describing the motor in great

detail—bearings to be fitted with ring lubrication, armature

to be slotted-core type, brushes to be of high quality carbon,

&c.— it concludes :
" Protected type starter with no-volt

and overload release, ventilated grids and coils, also shunt

regulator in series with fields for speed regulation." And
this for the most important motor in the power house !

Fortunately, the importance of control gear is beginning to

be recognised, and some public bodies now devote a separate

specification to this item.

The following remarks are not intended to be a treatise

on the subject, but are written with the idea of bringing to

notice some of the types which may often be used with

advantage in place of the ordinary plain type, together with

some notes on both good and bad features.

The familiar type of starter will be dealt with first. As
is well known, the arm moves over the contacts and cuts

out the resistance in so doing. The no- volt coil is energised

by being placed in series with the shunt field, and holds the
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arm in the full-on position against the pull of a spring. A

few turns of thick wire in series with the armature form an

overload coil which is intended to pull in a pivoted arm at a

predetermined current, short-circuit the no-volt coil and

return the arm to the off position.

This type of starter is useful for getting small and medium
size motors up to speed, and when well made and carefully

handled will give good service for such purposes as it is

suited for. The greatest objection to it is that it depends

too much upon the human element. If the arm is moved
too quickly, there is a danger of passing an excessive

current through the armature, and possibly melting a fuse

or opening a breaker which may shut down a group of

motors. On the other hand, keeping the resistance in

circuit too long results in overheating or burnt-out coils,

o. <> a

B

Fiu. 1.

if

besides being wasteful of both time and energy. The writer

recalls a steel works having some large rail and girder

straightening presses. For some reason these were fitted

with plain shunt motors, which took a large current to get

under way. The starter was made up of bare iron

spirals, above the starting arm. The motor was protected

by a circuit-breaker nearly a quarter of a mile away, and
the job was to manipulate the starter-arm at the exact

moment. If it was moved too quickly the breaker opened,

necessitating a walk to the switchboard, while if it was not

moved quickly enough, the last spirals got red hot, and
could only be kept from burning out by vigorously blowing

upon them.

The trouble most commonly met with in this type of

starter is the burning of the contacts, caused by moving
the arm on and off the first studs. This is particularly

common in the printing trade, as it is necessary to " inch
"

the machine, or move it round a fraction of a revolution

when " making ready."

It is also very usual with machine tools when setting

work, particularly with lathes having four-jaw independent
chucks. When the starter arm is moved on and off the

first stud, the breaking of the starting current, together

with the self-induction of the shunt fields, sets up a

destructive arc, which rapidly burns up the contacts, and
renders the starter useless. When the motor is connected
across the outers of a three-wire system, and the starter

cover is earthed, as it should be, the arc often spreads to

the cover, and causes a dead short-circuit, sometimes
destroying the starter and burning the operator. In
larger sizes trouble arises when starting up, due
to the fact that as soon as the contact on
the arm touches the first stud on the slate, the
whole of the current passes through what is- practically a
line or point contact, and sticking or welding takes place.

This cannot happen with a carbon contact on the arm, but
a good deal of pitting and burning away is noticeable. Of .

course, this trouble can be got over if the attendant can be
induced to get the arm full on the first step and close the

double-pole switch afterwards ; but this is usually asking too

much. When starters of this description are met with, and
it is not possible to replace them by a more suitable type,

the fault can be got over by connecting the end of the

resistance coil which is first cut out, to the starter arm, thus
doing away with the off position altogether, and passing
current through the armature as soon as the double- pole

h is closed. While this certainjy gets over the trouble,

it may introduce another, for if the current be interrupted

and the arm flies back, the motor may run with all the

resistance in when the supply is resumed. However, the

author has not hitherto come across any trouble from this

cause.

Whilst dealing with the ordinary type of starter, some con-
structional details, both good and bad, may be mentioned.

The usual internal connections are well known, and it will

be noticed that as the resistance is cut out of the armature

it is re-inserted in the shunt field. There is no particular

objection to this, but it can be obviated in several ways, if

necessary. A common method is to fit a small button

contact under the last main contact, so as to short-circuit

the starting resistance on the last step. Sometimes the

inner end of the no-volt coil is connected to its iron, core,

which has the same effect. This method has the advantage

that there is only one end of the coil to break off—namely,

the outer end, which can be connected up again without

re-winding the coil.

In good-class work it is usual to fit a brass quadrant

with a small contact on the arm, so that the shunt circuit

is independent of the starting resistance. It may be men-
tioned, in passing, that a good many no-volt coils are too

weak, and the starter arm has a weak spring. If the

contacts get very smooth, there is not sufficient friction to

hold the arm up ; if, on the other hand, the contacts get

rough, the spring is not strong enough to return the arm
to the off position. In fact, some makes of starters can

almost be divided into two classes—those that won't stop

on, and those that won't come off.

It would be an advantage if the tension of the spring

were adjustable, and if a small brass set- screw and back-nut

were fitted to the keeper of the no-volt coil to prevent

sticking. Coming now to the overload coil, the usual source

of weakness is the contacts. A very common form is

shown at a, fig. 1. The trouble generally met with

is the wedging of the contacts after they have pulled in.

When the motor is next started, the no-volt coil is short-

circuited, and the arm will not hold up. It is tied up with

a piece of string, which is usually forgotten when the motor
is stopped.

Next time the switch is closed, the arm still being tied

up, the fuses are blown and the double-pole switch probably

L-^nrmrm-

damaged. The owner remarks :
" Electric driving is a great

convenience ; it is a pity it is so unreliable." Improved

forms of contacts are shown at b and c, fig. 1, the first

being a circular disk pivoted underneath, which makes
contact with the lower portion of the two studs ; the

second consists of a short piece of round brass with a

broadly-tapered end, which does not become wedged.

In order to comply with the Home Office regulations, it

is sometimes necessary to arrange to shut down a motor

from a distance. When a starter of the ordinary type is

fitted, it is usual to run a pair of wires from the terminals

of the no-volt coil to the point of control, and fix a push or

switch, the closing of which short-circuits this coil, or, more

correctly, more or less shunts it. The best that can be

said for this arrangement is that it works—sometimes. By

a simple re-arrangement of connections a much more re-

liable and satisfactory method is possible. Fig. 2 shows a

two-way switch without an off position. When the top

contact only is made, the no-volt coil is in circuit as usual.

In the next position this coil is short-circuited, while in the

final position, one lead to the coil is disconnected.*

Another method of connecting the no-volt coil is some-

times used when a separate regulator is used for the shunt

field. In this case the coil is made independent of the
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shunt field by being placed in series with a resistance

directly across the mains. This obviates a common source

of trouble—namely, the dropping back of the starter

arm, due to the weakening of the holding-up coil.

When so connected, the overload acts by breaking the

circuit of the no-volt coil, and to stop the motor from a

distance the required number of switches are placed in

series and normally make contact.

AN ELECTRIC
GOLDER'S

RESTAURANT
GREEN, N.W.

AT

Baking Ovens. The Refectory

Arising out of these two examples,
it may be noted that in dealing

with problems involving the opening
or interrupting of a circuit by
means of magnetic switches or automatic
control, it will usually be found much
more satisfactory to positively open the
control circuit than to shunt it more or

less. With any length of wiring, and a
number of dirty or oxidised contacts, it

is easy to have a resistance equal to that
of the coil it is intended to short-

circuit.

Emergency stops may not be used
for a long time, but when they are
needed they are usually needed very
badly, and should be reliable and posi-

tive in action.

The contacts on the slate should be
renewable from the front in all excepting
the smallest sizes. One make in par-
ticular should be avoided ; it has seg-

ments held on by countersunk screws
passing through the slate and holding
the connections on the back. Coun-
tersunk screws make it easier to clean
the segments, but round-headed ones
enable the segments to be reversed,

and both sides used. The contacts on
the starter arm should also be easily

renewable. For small currents a plain
brass or copper strip is quite suitable, backed up by
a strip of spring steel.

{To be continued.)

By the courtesy of Mr. B. 6. Drummond, engineer and
manager of the Hendon Electric Supply Co., Ltd., we were
enab'ed to inspect a new restaurant which has been opened
at (lolder's Green, and has been equipped with electric

cooking apparatus. The restaurant is

known as " The Kefectory," and is

tastefully fitted and furnished in a style in

keeping with its name ; and judging by
the savoury odour and appearance of the

dishes in course of preparation at the time

of our visit, the traditions of the monastic

order with regard to " living well " as an
aid to leading a good life, are no less faith-

fully reflected in the cuisine. Theenter-
prise is conducted by The Company of

Electric Caterers, Ltd., which was formed
early this year for the purpose by local

residents, and the electrical equipment was
installed at first on experimental lines

;

the establishment has now been running
for about three months, and the results

obtained have been so successful that

the installation has been made permanent.
The confidence of the promoters in

their venture is indicated by the title

which they have adopted, and we trust

that, as a result of the experience gained

in this well-known suburb, their opera-

tions will be extended to other districts.

The cooking apparatus was supplied

by the Falkirk Iron Co., Ltd., its main

Patent Restored.—An order has been made restoring
Letters Patent No. 17,026, of 1U07, granted to Wm. Reavell and
Reavell A: Co., Ltd, for "Improvement in mechanism for con-
verting rotary into reciprocating motion, applicable to pumps,
compressors, and other machinery."

* Switch positions are indicated on right of diagram.

Roasting Ovens, Grill, and Toaster.

features including two large roasting ovens, two grilling

and toasting apparatus, a hot cupboard and carving table,

two pastry-baking ovens, a girdle plate, and sundry coffee

and hot-water urns, milk boiler, &c, each provided with
three-heat regulation. The roasting ovens, the meat grill,

and the hot cupboard are loaded to 5 kw. each, the pastry

ovens to 4 kw. each, and the other apparatus to •! and 3 kw.
each ; they are controlled by " Diamond H " switches with
indicators and pilot lights. The toaster (3 kw.) and grill

(5 K\v.) are fitted with convenient devices for regulating the
distance of the food from the heating elements. The carving
table is fitted with two vegetable trays, two carving trays,

and two gravy wells, and, with the hot cupboard beneath
it, has given great satisfaction to the kitchen staff.

P
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All the- apparatus is controlled with ironclad Henley
switches and double-pole fuses, and the wiring is carried out
in screwed tubing, with flexible metallic tubing as a protec-
tion to the leads entering the cooking apparatus. All the
appliances are operated on single-phase circuits, but the
general supply is three-phase ; maximum-demand indicators

are installed, for observational purposes only, and Ferranti
meters, on each phase.

In the pastry kitchen, besides the pastry ovens, there is

a girdle plate loaded to 3 kw., which is in great demand
for the baking of Scotch scones. The pastry ovens, which
are loaded with 4 K\v. each, are of a new and special design

to meet the requirements of the purchasers, having each four

heaters, disposed horizontally at the top and bottom of the

oven and under the two intermediate shelves, so that in each
compartment both top and bottom heat is provided ; this

arrangement has been found very satisfactory. There are

two hot-water urns in the lounge, loaded to 3 kw. The
coffee urn above mentioned is rated at 2 kw.
We gathered from the chefs, in both the kitchen and the,

pastry department, that the electric cooking apparatus
gave them great satisfaction, with the one exception that

the upward radiation from a coke fire for grilling was
preferred to the downward radiation of the electric griller ;

but that may be n question of taste rather than an actual

defect in the system.

The complete cooking installation is more than sufficient

to cater for the accommodation provided, namely, 130 to

150 persons, in addition to a large output of pastry and
confectionery for sale across the counters.

It is interesting to note that none of the staff had any
previous experience with electrical apparatus, but they had
no difficulty in familiarising themselves with it in the Fpace

of a few days ; in fact, the chefs expressed surprise that

they so quickly adapted themselves to the most modem
system of cooking.

The general heating of the premises is provided for by
means of " Falco " and luminous radiators, and ample
arrangements are made both for ventilation and cooling the

air by electric fans placed in suitable positions.

The lighting is effected with half-watt lamps throughout,

and in the public rooms G.E.C. alabaster semi-indirect bowl
fittings are used with excellent effect.

In thanking Mr. Drummond and his assistants for afford-

ing us facilities to prepare this notice, we add our con-

gratulations to them and to the Electric Caterers on their

progressive policy, to which we wish every success. We
understand that the Supply Co. will be pleased to receive

visitors who wish to inspect the installation.

THE INCORPORATED MUNICIPAL ELECTRICAL

ASSOCIATION, 1916— I.

The annual meeting of the Association was opened yesterday

at the Institution of Electrical Engineers, with the presi-

dential address delivered by Mr. A. C. Cramb, borough

electrical engineer of Croydon. The morning session was

afterwards devoted to the reading and discussion of a paper on

" Boiler-House Design and Operation," by Mr,W. W. Lackie,

engineer and manager of the Glasgow Corporation Electricity

Department. In the afternoon two papers were down for

reading and discussion :
" The Generation of Electricity on

a Small Scale or Bulk Supply," by Mr. H. S. Ellis,

borough electrical engineer, South Shields, and "The
Application of Electricity to Agricultural Purposes," by

Mr. W. T. Kerr, city electrical engineer, Hereford.

To-day the business meeting will take place, at which the

report of the Council and that of the Electric Vehicle

Committee will be presented. The following is an abstract

of Mr. Cramb's presidential address :
—

In attempting to look into the future of electric supply, Mr.
('iamb said, one felt that in this, as in most other matters.

would never be quite the game agailb When the
1

1
"""• settled dov 1- peaceful tins peopl ivould aim at

efficiency and progre is busini
perative action quicker and bettei '

attained. The elect] icaJ industrj needed in a g'reati 1 1

the spirit of co-operation in furthering the expansion "i itr

worl lor the benefit of lb'' Empire ami of its own membra
When une considered tin- need for progress in standardisation
in publicity, in (lie field of dome tie beating anil cooking, ami
in the development of new lines of business, there could be
little doubt that the future offered full scope l,,i lb-
ol the Association.

There could be little doubt in the mind of any member
ot the Association of tlie necessity for standard CO!
ot contract; it was necessary, therefore, that individuals
should not press their own personal prejudices to thi
of preventing the establishment of conditions acceptable bj
the majority. If progress was 'to be made, the mature
opinion of the majority must be loyally accepted. Municipal
engineers bad in the past enjoyed the privilege of making
contracts in which the contractor bad liltje voice, and no
doubt the settling of contracts in which both sides 1 1 1. t on
mole equal terms might be somewhat d i -concert i 1 ig ;it first

The Council bad not yet received any report from tlie Issocia-
tioi. of Municipal Corporations regarding tlie contentious
clauses of the model conditions referred to them For considers
ti' hi by the Association nearly two years ago. In the mean-
time, individual undertakings represented on tin Association
were accepting these conditions, and they bad, be understood.
been adopted by other representative bodies concerned.
The Association was indebted to the British Electrical and

Allied Manufacturers' Association for their kindly offices in

endeavouring to bring about a settlement of the outstanding
differences between the Electrical Contractors' Association
and themselves in connection with the I.M.E.A. Bill. A joint

meeting took place, and it was hoped that an agreement had
been reached, but the terms, as on previous occasions, were
not accepted by the Electrical Contractors' Association. lie

wondered how long this policy of obstruction by a small
section of the industry would be allowed to continue to

seriously curtail the development of the business, not only of

electric supply undertakings, but also of manufacturers and
ci ntractors. Even when contractors were guaranteed in the
Bill that all wiring work, which would be greatly increased
by the passing of the Bill, was to be placed in their bands,
that supply undertakings were to be limited to prices which
contractors could safely underquote, and that increased busi-

ness would be brought about through hire and hire-purchase
systems in which there would be no bad debts, they still

hesitated to join in a course which held the promise of a

considerable expansion of profitable business. Parliament had
already in a number of cases granted much greater powers
than those asked for in the Bill, and the present state of

affairs, in which one undertaking held powers to develop its

business which were denied to a neighbouring undertaking,
was extremely illogical. The Association would at an oppor-

tune time again press for the Bill.

It had been the aim of the Association to effect an agree-

ment equitable to the various interests, but it might become
necessary to adopt a more active policy, to create a greater

desire for settlement.

With regard to the Development Committee, the activity

of which had been restricted 1>\ the war, the work of the
Sub-Committee dealing with questions of electrical apparatus
for cooking, heating, and other domestic requirements was
urgent and important. There had been too much disjointed

work in the production of cooking apparatus, and a co-opera-

tive effort by manufacturers and supply authorities was
urgent. There were many matters of detail, but of great im-

portance to success, which actual experience had demonstrated
1 1 require consideration. The production of a suitable and
reliable radiant heating unit in place of the usual hot-plate

was a case in wdiich the work of the committee should yield

good results. It was highly probable that valuable assistance

could be rendered by the National Physical Laboratory in

si bring certain problems connected with electric heating and

cooking.
The Publicity Sub-Committee had been instructed to pre-

pare a complete scheme for the development '>f a publicity

organisation in this country. Several attempts had pre-

viously been made in this direction, but in all cases bad

ci ased after a certain period. Undoubtedly the want of funds

bad been tlie main obstacle. A first essential of success was

lb, appointment of a thoroughly competent whole-time

specialist in publicity, who should give ins entire attention to

the running of such an undertaking. \ more liberal spirit

,,1 co-operation of the various interested parties was of equal

importance. The hanging up of the I.M.E.A. Bill—which

contained provision for enabling local authorities to subscribe

t i such an organisation—also continued to prevent progress.

The passing of the Summer-Time Act seised to emphasise

the courage and foresight of those undertakings which had

adopted the Norwich or some other system of standing and

running charges for domestic purposes before the use of

metal-filament lamps became general. The advantage to the

undertaking by the adoption of such a system, in maintaining

financial stability against the large drop in revenue resulting

from the introduction of more economical lamps and other

causes, far outweighed any objections. His own experience

in bringing before the householder the merits of electricity
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for domestic purposes had convinced him that there was a
very large potential demand if only the electrical industry
were ready with a supply of suitable apparatus which could
be obtained by consumers on terms comparable with those
ti which they had become accustomed.

Electricity committees should reali.se that those members
of the staff who had to deal with the development of elec-
tricity for domestic purposes should take every possible oppor-
tunity of gaining actual experience with various types of
apparatus in their own homes, and that all reasonable facilities
should be given to this end.
The question of sufficient supplies of coal for the mainten-

ance of electricity undertakings had been a source of anxiety
during the past year to the individual members of the Asso-
ciation, and promised next winter to become critical. The
Council had done what was possible by appointing a sub-
committee to watch the question, and by supporting repre-
sentations to Parliament and the Board of Trade.
The proposal of the Board of Trade to urge consumers to

make a percentage reduction in lighting with a view to
economy in coal was not likely to have the desired effect.

The view of many supply authorities that an increase in price
was the more effective way of bringing about economy was
undoubtedly correct. The saving in coal owing to reduction
of lighting seemed also to have been greatly over-estimated.
The work of the British Engineering Standards Committee

had been approved by the Government, from whom it

received financial assistance. The Association was also sub-
scribing to the expenses, and was well represented on the
various committees of the Electrical Section. He hoped that
local authorities would be prepared to help forward the work
b; subscribing.
Experience had proved that the control of accounts by an

official independent of the engineer-manager inevitably led to
unsatisfactory results. Nowadays the chief official of an
electric supply department must, to an increasing extent,
devote his energies to the financial and commercial side of
the business, whilst guiding the work of the technical staff.

It would be much more satisfactory if the municipal account-
ant were to act as an internal auditor.
In the report of the Board of Trade Committee on British

Trade after the War, it was proposed that local authorities
and other public bodies should be under legal obligation to

purchase as far as possible only goods produced in the British
Empire. It was felt by the Council that discrimination be-

tween local authorities and private companies in this matter
was unjust to the ratepayers, and that whatever restrictions

were made with a view to assisting British manufacturers,
they should be equally applicable to all interests.

ELECTRICITY IN SMALL HOUSEHOLDS.

By W. B. SMITH, A.M.I.E.E.

[Abstract of paper read before the Greenock Electrical
Society .

)

Electricity is not a luxury, and it is economical to make full

use of electric energy in any dwelling-house where a supply
is available at reasonable rates of charge. Much of the infor-

mation here put forward is the result of three years' personal

experience of electric lighting, heating, and cooking in a

house in which no gas was used, and where coal was burned

general practice of adopting more expensive fittings where tlie
winng is carried out of sight behind plaster and below floors.
To take a typical house of the semi-detached type of, say,

five rooms and kitchen, the description of lamps and fittings
to adopt might be as shown below. The candle-power of the
lamps should be determined experimentally, taking j j 1 1 <

.

account the colour of walls and furnishings in the rooms. The
cost of an installation of this size might be about £17 in wood
casing, and about £'23 in screwed tubing, while the annual
lull for lighting would vary from £2 to £3.

Dwelling-house of Five Booms and Kitchen.
Position. No. c.p. Switches. Fittings.

Hall 1 50 1 1 pendant (fancv shade).
Dming-room 3 30 2 Rise and fall pendant

^ . (silk flounce).
Drawing-room 4 30 2 Brackets or ceiling fixtures

T,. , (fancy shades).
Kitchen 1 50 1 Pise and fall pendant

-, „ (fancy shade).
Scullery 1 If, 1 Pendant (opal shade).
Stairway 1 16 2 2-way Pendant (fancy shade).
Bathroom 1 30 1 Pendant (opal shade)
3 Bedrooms 3 30 3 Pendants (fancy shades).

The actual cost of electricity for lighting in small houses
naturally depends on the habits of the occupants, but from
information obtained from the accounts of the Greenock elec-
tricity department it is evident that the lighting bills of
domestic consumers bear some relation to the size of the
dwelling. The particulars in fig. 2 have been compiled from
the average lighting bills of domestic consumers in Greenock
who are charged at present on a flat rate of 3d. per unit.
The cost of each lamp per annum averages about 4s. In
fig. 3 the variation from month to month is shown, the
amounts being calculated from actual meter readings. The
cost of electric lighting per month varied from 5s. 7d. in
January to 7d. for the month of July.
Having demonstrated the economy of electricity for lighting

dwelling-houses, station engineers are now endeavouring to
introduce electric energy for other domestic uses. Many
"small-current" appliances are now in daily domestic use,
the most popular in small houses being the electric iron,
consuming one-third to one-half of a unit per hour, the elec-
tric kettle, with quick-boiling heating element to boil two
pints in less than eight minutes, and the electric vacuum
cleaner. On the lighting rate of, say, 3d. per unit, the inter-
mittent use of these " small-current " devices does not very
materially increase the electricity bill. But if more frequent
use is made of them the consumer should be advised to adopt
the "fixed-sum" system of charging, whereby an annual
charge is made for the use of the supply and a small rate of,

say, fd. per unit, for energy consumed.
The thick line in fig. 4 gives the average standing charges

for small dwellings in Greenock, while the average total

electricity bill at Id. per unit is shown by the dotted line

above.
The recent boom in electric heating is undoubtedly due to

the advent of a reliable electric "fire" giving radiant as
well as convected heat. In a room of dimensions 14 ft. by
12 ft. by 10 ft., the capacity of the heater required would be
2J kw., which could be reduced to about 1 kw. after the first

few hours. In Greenock there are over 400 electric radiators

in use, and more than 300 of these have been sent out during
the last eighteen months
In England, where a large amount of roasting and baking

is done in the household, the electric cooker is now exten-
sively used; but in Scotland, where boiling, stewing, frying,

and grilling form the greater proportion of cooking opera-
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pel sun* should not be uuic than £4 lo* 111 a unall house
hold of three persona, where the cooking is done by eleo
tricity, and where electric heaters are used for occasional

heating of rooms, the lighting costs ljd. and the heating and
cooking about 3Jd., a total cost of 5id. per day in winter

For a day in summer the cost would obviously be much less

The average price paid for the whole supply works out at a

little more than Id. per unit.

The annual cost of cooking, heating, and lighting by elec-

tricity and coal from actual results in such a house was as

follows:

—

„ ,

£ s. a.

Electric lighting at 3d. per unit, 7Jd. per week 1 13 9

Electric heating and cooking at id. per unit,

Is. 5Jd. per week 3 15 4$

Coal at Is. 3}d. per cwt., Is. Hid. per week 5 10

Total cost Is. Oid. per week 10 9 Hi

In Dumbreck, Glasgow, eight small villas of four, five, ami

six apartments, have been fitted with electrical appliances

for lighting, heating, cooking, &c., and the cost of electricity

per annum for the year ending May, 1915, was found to var\

from d620 to £30 for each house.

For a small dwelling, where no maidservant is kept, a

total cost for electricity of £'20, or even £30. per annum
cannot be said to be excessive, considering the dirt and

labour saved, and the usefulness of the whole arrangement,

ft might be argued that a large cooking and heating load

would very materially raise the peak load of a power

station without much advantage in increasing the general

load factor of the station. Such, however, is not the case.

In a town where in large tenement houses the tenants use

electricity for lighting, heating, and cooking, although the

total of the rated loads of 21 consumers in one block was
I 111 KW., the maximum load on the service rabies supplying

the block was only 13.5 kw. In the case of the Glasgow villas

mentioned above, the maximum demand on the distributor

supplying the houses was 17 kw., although the connected

load totalled 80 KW., giving a diversity factor of about 5.

It "has been shown in several towns that the domestic cook-

ing and heating load comes on mainly at "off-peak" hours

of the day, thereby tending to improve the load factor on the

station, and assisting towards the cheaper cost of generation.

Experience has already shown that the middle-class

domestic consumer has been the first to adopt electric irons,

kettles. &c, and it would seem that it is in the small house-

hold where no servant, or at most one servant, is kept, that

we may expect the pioneer work will be done in connection

with domestic electric heating and cooking on a more compre-

hensive scale.

WAR ITEMS.

Exports to China.—The " London Gazette " of June 20th

contains a further list of persons in China and Siam to whom
exports may be consigned.

Export Prohibitions.—The " London Gazette " for June
16th contains a further list of persons or bodies in Greece.

Portugal, Spain, Netherlands, &c., with whom or which
tiading is prohibited.

To be Wound=up.—Under the Trading with the Enemy
Act the Board of Trade has ordered tlie following to be

wound up :

—

Standard Cable Manufacturing Co., Ltd.. 18 and 19, Queen-
hithe, London, E.C. Agents for cable manufacturers. Con-

troller : Mr. J. S. Feather, 35, Great Tower Street, London,

E.C.

The Effect of the British " Black List."—The correspon-

dent of "La Prensa " at Valparaiso says: "The trade war
between the belligerent nations of Europe is assuming alarm-

ing characteristics here. In virtue of a decision of the British

Government, a 'Black List' has been formulated consisting

of Austrian and German business houses, with which no in-

dustrialist, trader, or private member of the ' Entente
'

Powers may have commercial dealings of any kind whatso-

ever. In this list there figure 14 firms domiciled in Chile,

amongst the most important and best known in this market
and whose business is connected with all Chilean products,

but principally nitrate, as also with the Chilean import and
export trade. The ' Black List ' comprises the following

films: Dante & Co., with offices at Santiago, Valparaiso and
Antofagasta ; Folsch & Co. ; Gildemeister & Co. ; Kurtrts

;

Walter; Winkelhagen & Co.; Ernesto Hans; Leopoldo Reitze

;

Schultz, R.,&Co. ;Slomann & Co.; Stubernauch & Co.; Wor-
werk & Co.; Weber & Co. The effects of the British Govern-

ment disposition above referred to are already being felt. The
Get man nitrate company have closed down because British

traders refuse to sell them sacks. Furthermore, the firm of

Graham Rowe notified the Board of the Gatico Mining Co.

(which is Chilean) that they would not supply them with coal

or coke so long as Sr. Hutmaun, manager of the German
Bank, was a director. Sr. Hutmann resigned, but the prohi-

bition of sale of coal still persists."

—

Review of the River Plate.

Exemption Applications.—At j sitting of the Bispham
Tribunal last week, apphcation was made by the Blackpool
and Fleetwood Tramroad Co. for the exemption of It) em-
ployes, including inspectors, cash clerks, a wireinan, an engi-

neer and engine tester, a feeder repairer, and motormen
Mr. J. Cameron (manager) said he was short of 50 men, and
had put some conductors on us drivers, replacing them with
-.'J women, in the power house, where S3 men were for-

merly employed, there were now only .10 men, live being of

military age and appealed for, and the rest being over age. In

1914, 73 men were employed, and 31 enlisted direct, and
there were only '.if left. The exemptions asked for were the.

minimum. Exemptions were granted in every case—12 men
3:i years old and over receiving conditional exemption, the

remaining seven, who were under :>b, bring exempted until

September 1st.

At Rochdale, an appeal by Mr. G. L. Adamson for an elec-

tric wireman, aged 22, was disallowed. It was stated that

the man was on work directly affecting Government contracts,

The linn had lost 50 per cent, of their men.
At Warrington, last Friday, an electrical contractor, aged

:!J, who was stated to be engaged on electrical work
foi firms on Government contracts, appealed on his own
behalf. His appeal, together with others for certain of his

employes, had been adjourned with a view to seeing whethei
badges which had been applied for were forthcoming. It

now transpired that badges had not been received, and it

was understood that badges would only be granted to people

actually engaged in Government work on direct contracts

The applicant's manager had previously hern granted exemp
tion by the military authorities. Applicant now said he would
not be disposed to leave anyone to look after his business in

his absence, and the Tribunal deferred their decision.

The Portishead District Tribunal granted exemption to the

manager and two other employes of an electrical undertaking,
it being stated these were the only men left of an original

staff of 26.

At the Oxford Local Tribunal, A. H Pearson, ironmonger.
Oxford, asked for absolute exemption for an electrician and
fitter, the only mechanic left. Applicant was himself serving.

Exemption granted so long as lie remains in his present

0( rupatioii.

At the St. Andrew's Tribunal, the Electric Supply Corpora-
tion applied for the exemption of one of their stokers, on the

ground that the man was indispensable, as he had the repairs

of machinery, &c, to do. Bailie Hall said: He left mj em-
ployment at the gas works 14 months ago. lie is only a

fireman, and knows nothing about the repair of engines."

Exempted till July 15th.

At the East Sussex Appeal Tribunal, an electrical kinema
engineer applied for the renewal of an exemption given for

one week by the Appeal Tribunal. Every effort had been
mud.' to dispose of the business, but without success, and
if the engineer were compelled to serve the whole of the

capital would be lost. He had a '21 years' lease. The appeal

was dismissed. Leave to appeal was refused.

At Cookham (Berks), on June 14th, exemption untU Sep
tember 1st was granted to T. G. Hardy (32), electrician, of

Pinkney's Green; and until August 14th to Harry Hill (36),

in charge of the electrical plant for Sir R. M. Beachcroft at

Cookham Dean.
At Rochdale, exemption until August 31st has been granted

to Mr. T. Hartley, of Messrs. Fryer & Hartley, who is

engaged on electrical contracts. Conditional exemption has

been conceded to Mr. E. Rothwell (32), electrical engineer at

the workhouse.
Two months' exemption has been granted, on the applica-

tion of Mr. Woodman, borough electrical engineer at Dover,

to a coal and ash trimmer. Leave to renew the appeal was
given. A tramway body maker on the Corporation staff has

been granted eight months' exemption, with leave to appeal.

At Calne, exemption until September 1st has been allowed
to Mr. A. McKenzie (31), who is in sole charge of the elec

trie power and lighting plant at the works of Messrs. Harris

and Co.
Before the I >evon Vppeal Court, the Bradninch Electric

Supply Co. appealed for Mr. L. Jeffery, engineer in charge of

the generating station. It was stated that Mr. Jeffery came
from Canada at the company's request to fill a gap, and if

he was taken the work would have to be practical!] dis-

continued. Two months' conditional exemption was allowed.

At Aldershot, a final one month's exemption was allowed

to two fitters appealed for by the Aldershot & District Trac-

tion Co. It was stated that there were now only 11 fitters

on the staff, 50 per cent, having been lost during the past

year.
The Tribunal at Wellington (Somerset) has granted exemp-

tion until September 1st to Thomas Antrobus, electrician,

eLgaged at Nynehead Court, by Major Stobart.

At Salisbury, five men were appealed for by the electric

light company. Mr. A. B. Randall (manager) said that all

were essential to the satisfactory working of the undertaking.

Nine employes had joined the Forces. Conditional exemp-
tion was given to a meter, battery, and testing assistant, two
engine drivers and electricians, and an assistant engineer.

The accountant and chief clerk were exempted until December.

At Walton-on-Thames, Mr. Robert James Rodd (35), elec-

trical engineer, secured conditional exemption on the ground
that he was the working manager of a firm engaged solely

on Government work.
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Before the Tribunal at Woking, Mr. W. H. Exley (38),
electrical engineer, designer and draughtsman, Maybury Hill,
said that he was engaged on national work, and the War
Office wrote to the effect that he was doing work of the
utmost importance. Conditional exemption was assented to.
At Aberystwyth, the electric light companv applied for

exemption for Mr. E. fl. Chamberlain (22), shift engineer,
in charge of a Diesel engine, a steam engine, and other
plant. Mr. C. P. Perkins, the manager, staled that Mr.
Chamberlain also assisted in the repair and maintenance of
the tnachinery. and it was difficult to get men capable of
looking after Diesel engines. He had only two men capable
of taking charge of the engine rooms, and he could not
keep the works running with less men than he had now.
Conditional exemption was allowed. The same Tribunal
allowed exemption until September 9th to Mr. B. W. Oheet-
ham, electrician at the local kinema theatre.
At Reigate. on June 13th. Messrs. Tarnplin * Makovski,

electrical engineers, appealed for exemption for seven em-
ployes. Sir Ralph Ashton (Military representative) said that
in an electrical works in which he was interested five men
bad been replaced by women. The appeals were adjourned
at the request of Mr. Makovski.
The Reigate Rural Tribunal has refused exemption to J.

Penfold (4ti). in charge of the electric light plant at the resi-
dence of Mr. C. F. Rowsell, of Nuffield, and E. E. Cheasley
(40), electrical engineer with Mr. C. L. Bower, of Nuffield.
The East Kent Appeal Court has withdrawn exemption

allowed to E. .1. Farewell (36), electrician at the Hippodrome,
Sheerness, and granted a final month's postponement.—Mr.
V. Pomfret, of Horton Manor, Chartham, appealed to the
same Court for exemption for his electrician, W. J. Pay (38).
A final exemption to August 25th was granted.

At Whitstable, three months' exemption has been allowed
to Mr. E. 0. Spray (40). electrician; and conditional exemp-
tion to Mr. A. S Tyler (32), engineer at the electricity works.

Absolute exemption was claimed, at Witney, by Mr. F. G.
Curel. engineer and manager of the U.D.C. electricity works,
for Victor Brice (]S), on the ground that it was imperative
for his daily duties to be executed for the proper maintenance
of the public supply of current. Two assistants had already
enlisted, and Mr. Curel said that it was impossible to obtain
a competent man in Brice's place. Brice had another year's
apprenticeship to serve, and, including himself, the staff was
now only six. There was great difficulty in finding compe-
tent electricians at the present time. One month was allowed
" to look round and make other arrangements."

Before the Warwickshire Appeal Court, the Military
opposed exemption until November 24th granted to Mr. A. L.
Smith, electrician, of Stratford-on-Avon. The Court limited
the period of exemption to two months.
At Chatham, the tramway company appealed for Mr. F. W.

Bone (34), station superintendent, who has . sole charge of

the power station, and is indispensable. It was stated that
the. Board of Trade insisted upon a competent and experi-
enced man being in charge. Three months were allowed.

Conditional exemption has been allowed to Mr. W. Bobbins,
wireman with Mr. W. H. Smith, of Bexley (Kent), whose
fotmer staff of 28 has been reduced to four.

The Dover Tribunal has conceded conditional exemption to

Mr. E. W. Wright (39), electrical engineer.

At Stoke-on-Trent, when appeals were considered from the

Potteries Electric Traction Co., it was stated that the com-
pany were prepared to liberate a considerable number of

conductors now, and others later. The general manager,
Mr. W. Thorn, said that there were 266 eligibles left; ahout
46 could be gradually released as women were trained at

substitutes. He offered to send the men to the military in

six weeks' time This was agreed to by the Tribunal.
The Maidenhead Tribunal, on .lime Kith, granted exemption

until October 1st to Mr. W. E. Wise (38), electrical engineer
ti Messrs. Wilder & Son. and until \ugust 1st to Mr. Walter
S,hley (30), electrician with Messrs \runde!I & Co.
The City of Oxford Tramways Co. appealed for absolute

exemption for 29 employes. Two drivers were given one
month only; the others were each exempted for three months

Application was made to the York Tribunal in respect of

three engine-room labourers, one boiler-house labourer, and
one clinker wheeler, employed in the tramways department.
It was stated that it had been mutually agreed that two of

the claims should be refused, that two men should be
exempted to August 6th. and one until September 6th.

To the Brentford Tribunal application was made for the
exemption of a man engaged in the manufacture of magneto
fittings for use on aeroplanes supplied to the British and
Fiench Governments. The firm had been requested to double
its output, and with that object in view new machinery had
been acquired. Case adjourned to enable applicant to apply
IV..- a badge.

South African Tariffs.—The Customs authorities of

South Africa have recently given a decision to the effect that
incandescent bulbs for pocket electrio torches are to be classified

under No. 114ft of the Tariff, the general duty being at the rate of

3 per cent, ad valorem, with a rebate of the full duty in the caee of

bulbs of British manufacture.

LABOUR AND INDUSTRY.

(Continued from page 689.)

Many authorities are anxiously engaged with the question

of how we are to employ after the war the hundreds of

thousands of women-workers who have turned their hands

in war-time to entirely unaccustomed pursuits. The Engineer,

in a recent editorial, says :

—"We have trained hundreds
of thousands of people who had no previous knowledge of

handicraft, to use these tools. What is to be done with
that labour when it is no longer required for the making of

munitions!-" The writer replies to these questions as

follows :
—"A very large proportion of the labour will be

glad enough to escape from the workshop and return to

other duties. It is receiving now, under the impulse of

necessity, wages that it is inconceivable that it should

receive under peace conditions, and it is supported by zeal

for its country's success in arms. Under these two influences

it gives itself up to the hardship of the workshop, but when
they are removed it will welcome a return to less exacting

walks in life. The industrial class has broken down its

boundaries, but when peace comes once again it will flow

again in its old channels, widened perhaps a little, but not

very greatly. The total result is that we shall have far

more machines than we have workers to use."

It is, of course, impossible to forecast what the future

may bring forth, but we agree with our contemporary that

much of the woman labour will flow back into ordinary

channels after the war—from the factory, the tramcar, the

motor-omnibus, and so on. It is the stress of the times,

and the desire to " do their bit " while their " boys " are

away at the war, that keeps many of them working in

unaccustomed ways, the strain of which they may not feel

it either necessary or desirable to stand when the boys come
home. In some cases they will take the place of the perma-
nently disabled fighter and become the breadwinner, supple-

menting the pension ; but when we read and hear prognosti-

cations of serious Labour strife after the war because the

women will want to stick to their present kind of life, doing

the returned men out of their positions, we are disposed to

discount them as exaggerated imaginings. It is altogether

too early for us to judge of the position of woman as a

substitute for man in industry, however well many of them
have acquitted themselves under certain abnormal conditions.

Quite legitimately, the women-workers have a committee

looking after their interests up and down the country, and
a programme is stated to have been drawn up by which the

committee hopes to ensure that a woman displaced after the

war shall receive, through a Trade Union, adequate out-of-

work benefit, either until she gets work or for an agreed

period, and that the Government shall subsidise the Trade
Unions to enable them to meet the increased cost of

unemployment benefit.

At the present moment there is an urgent call being

made for hundreds of thousands more women to enter the

workers' ranks. As matters stand, only in this way, accom-
panied by the most complete dilution measures, can indus-

trial output, which might otherwise be seriously affected by

the drawing off of men for the active Forces, be maintained.

Both in order to supply home needs and to assist in the

upkeep of the export trade more woman labour is required.

Information is being collected by a special Bureau concern-

ing the women who are available. According to the Daily

Telegraph there were before the war 2,180.000 women
employed in industry, and by a couple of months ago 391,000
more had " enlisted."

These extra women were distributed very unevenly among the
various trades. Of 49,000 who seonred work between February
and April, 41,000 went to the metal and chemical trades, leaving
only 8,000 for all other industries, a total very much smaller than
the number of men who during the same period had joined the

Forces. The need for a further employment of women in these
trades is therefore urgent. Some manufacturers have shown con-
siderable enterprise, and are employing women on various new
processes, the experiment often turning out ouite successfully.

With regard to the supply of women before the war, there were
abont If million who were unmarried and "unoccupied." Of
these 1,000,000 were under 25, and for the most part untrained.

It is pointed out that these could profitably be employed for muni-
tion work, but the needs of the other industries must not be foj-

gotten. The textile tradei, for example, -employ a large number of
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women, and are moBt important from the national standpoint on
aooount of the export trade. These industries are now suffering
severely from a shortage of trained women.

The Engineer article already referred to proceeds :

—

" The public has been shown in a most convincing way
that the restriction which Labour put upon output
was a very real thing, and that employers under-stated
rather than exaggerated it. Very many people who will

eventually leave the workshops now know by experience
what output can be attained. Hence there will be a large

body of public opinion against shirking and 'ca-canny,' and
it is probable that under its influence the output per
machine will be increased considerably over pre-war times."
Taking all the different factors into account, it is concluded
that we are " in possession of enormous potential energy.
We have a vast number of machine tools, and we have an
increased number of workpeople—not sufficient for the
tools, but still increased—who are able to turn out more per
individual than heretofore. How can we make use of this

potential energy ? That is the question to which an answer
is desired, and we must confess for our own part that we
see none at present, and see no probability that prevision
will be of much avail." Our contemporary apparently does
not consider that there will be a great demand upon British
factories for the requirements of Allied countries that before
the war we were not supplying. We must make within our
own borders more of our own manufactured requirements,
must meet the demands of the Empire, and must strain

every nerve to increase the volume of our trade.

In regard to the subject of dilution, with which we have
already dealt on several occasions, detailing some of the steps
which have been taken to train suitable labour and the success
which has attended these efforts, the extreme importance of
this question is shown by a letter written by the First Lord
of the Admiralty on June 8th, in which he sUted that
" during the period of the war nothing short of an ample
scheme of dilution would meet naval requirements and
secure national safety." He expressed his appreciation of the
loyal way in which the skilled men on the Clyde had assisted
dilution in the engineering shops, and did not doubt that
those engaged on national work in the shipyards would
follow their patriotic example. An important agreement on
the matter has been reached between the Commission on the
Dilution of Labour and the Clyde and West of Scotland
District Committee of the Boilermakers' and Iron and
Steel Shipbuilders' Society. We quote from the Times the
terms of this agreement :

—

1. Co-operative efforts to increase production by the adoption of
all expedients which tend to increase and maintain output.

2. Interchangeability inside the boilermakers' and iron and steel
shipbuilders' trade of the various classes of persons who are mem-
bers of that trade, and with that purpose in view the suspension
for the period of the war of all internal lines of demarcation.

3. The utilisation to the best advantage of existing Bkilled men,
or skilled men interchanged, and the use, as far as practicable, of
pneumatic, hydraulic, and eleotric toolB.

4. The upgrading in the boilermakers' and iron and steel ship-
builders' trade of workmen to do more Bkilled work wherever the
nature of the work and the qualifications of the men make such
procedure practicable.

5. The introduction into the^ boilermakers' and iron and steel
shipbuilders' trade of (a) skilled men from allied trades

; (*) skilled
men from other trades

;
(r) unskilled men and women in all caBes

where the work is of such a character, or the conditions such, as to
enable the labour introduced to perform the work with reasonable
efficiency.

«. The relaxation of the existing demarcation restrictions, or the
admission of semi-skilled or female labour not to affect adversely
the rates customarily paid for the job. In cases where men who
ordinarily do the work are adversely affected thereby, the neces-
Bary readjustments shall be made, so that they can maintain their
previous earnings.

7. A record of the nature of the departure from the conditions
P'evailing when the establishment became a controlled establish-
ment to be kept.

8. Due notice to be given to the workmen concerned, wherever
practicable, of any changes in the working conditions whioh it is
desired to introduce as the result of the establishment beooming a
controlled establishment, and opportunity for local consulation
with workmen or their representatives to be given, if desired.

{To hf continued.')

Accident.— Mr. J. McClenaghan, electrical engineer,
PortBtewart, was rather badly injured while motor-cycling He
collided with a horse rod lorry, and the animal fell on his machine,

LEGAL

Minitios Cask.

The Oldham Munitions Tribunal last week refused an application
for a leaving certificate made by an employe of an eleotrical instru-
ment manufacturing firm, who pleaded ill-health and declared
that the fumes from a soldering-pot in the works affected him.
The case had been adjourned for medical examination, and the
doctor reported that the applicant was suffering from slight
bronchitis and slight nasal catarrh, and that there was nothing in

the place where he worked that was injurious to his health. On
hearing the decision of the Tribunal, applicant said his parents
insisted on his leaving the placn. and he took it he could do so if he
" played " for Bix weeks. Mr. J. Hodgson (President) said that it

was not for the Court to advise applicant what to do. The
manager of the firm asked that the caBe should come under
Sec. 22 of the Act in regard to the dootor's ooBts in examining the
works, and he contended that the applicant ought to pay the
doctor's oosts because the proceedings, he alleged, were vexatious
and frivolouB. The allegations as to the working conditions had
been proved unfounded. Mr. Hodgson said he did not think the
proceedings were vexatious or frivolouB ; there waB no application

by the complainant for the doctor to examine the works, and he
(Mr. Hodgson) did not think Sec. 22 applied here.

Injunction Against an Irish Elkctuical Co.

In the Irish Chancery Division, before the Mister of the Rolls, a

consent was received and made a rule of Court in an action by
Mary E Ewing against the Irish Towns Electric Light and Power
Co., Ltd., defendants agreeing to an injunction restraining them
and their servants and aerenta and workmen from using or working
on their premises at Newcastle, Co. Down, any gas engine or

machinery in suoh a manner as, by reason of vibration or other-

wise, to injure plaintiff 's dwelling-house and premises at Slieve Dhu,
Newcastle, or from interfering with or annoying her.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Board of Trade Inquiry.— The Board of Trade
Commercial Intelligence Branch in London has the name and
address of a Calcutta firm which desires to communicate with
British manufacturers of electrical fittings, Bueh as cut-glasB

chandeliers, &o.

Monometer Furnaces.—We have received a lengthy

list of orders recently receive'! by the Monometer Manufac-
turing Co., Ltd., of Aston, Birmingham, for their specialities.

These include contracts for a number of well-known electrical

manufacturing firms and many industrial works of other classes

in this country. Monometer aluminium melting furnaces are

being exported to Italy and other types by the same firm to

Australia and the United States. The Monometer tilting furnace

is now constructed for coke firing as well as for oil and gas.

Electricity in Collieries.—Mr. A. F. Pease, presiding

at the annual meeting of Messrs. Pease & Partners, Ltd., at

Darlington last week, said that the firm had been extremely
fortunate in getting nearly all their electrical schemes completed
before the war, and it had meant a large saving in labour in their

collieries and mines in these difficult times, and left them with a

larger amount of coal at the collieries to dispose of.

Patent Applications.—As announced in our advertise-

ment pageB, Mr. C. B. Kersting has applied for permission to

amend Patent No. 22,549, of 1914, for " Improvements in inter-

communication telephon« systems."

Messrs A. G. Hopper, J. E. Hopper Greenwood, arid K. Anderson
have applied for restoration of Letters Patent No. 25,363, of 1907,

granted to A Greenwood and K. Anderson.

British Trade with Italy.—The British Chamber of

Commerce for Italy (Inc.). whoBe registered London office is at Oxford
Court, Cannon Street, B.C., has issued particulars of membership
in the Chamber. An official notice from Italy states that the new
headquarters of the Chamber at 7, Via Carlo Felioe, Genoa, with
exhibition show-cases, are now ready. They are oentrally situated

near the principal business buildings, and in the showrooms will

be displayed a sample exhibition of British goods suitable for

import into Italy. Communications respecting terms for space, kc,

should be addressed to Mr. E. B. Weatherhead, the secretary-

general, at the above address at Genoa. The Chamber has branches

in Milan, Tuscany, Rome and Naples.

Catalogues and Lists.—Allies Electric Lamp
Repairing Co., Ltd., Montgomery Street, Hammersmith, London.
—Folder giving particulars and prices of "old lamps made into

new " by their regenerating process.

The General Electric Co., Ltd., 67, Queen Victoria Street,

London, B.C.—A showcard measuring 17 in. by 22 in., attractively

designed and executed in 11 colours, has been issued for the purpose

of assisting the popularisation of " Magnet " electric fires. After-

noon tea in the subject of the picture,
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Book Notices.—" Discovery ; or, the Spirit and Service
nf Science." By R. A. Gregory. London : Macmillan & Co.

Trice 6s. net.

"Proceedings of the Physical Society of London." Vol. XXVIII.
Part IV. Jane 15tb, 1916. London : The Electrician P. and P.

Co., Ltd. Price 4s. net.

Manchester Steam Users' Association.—The annual
report of the Committee of M 'nagement shows that in 1915 there

were 2,089 members, and 10 793 boilers under inspection, and the
revenue was £22,642—record figures. The year was the busiest

the Association had ever experienced, 22,297 examinations being
made.

Meter Approved.—The Board of Trade has approved
of the Westinghouse single-phase watt-hour meter, type K,
deposited in March, 1915, by the British Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Dissolutions and Liquidations.—Marine Smoke-
less Mechanical Stokeb Co., Ltd.—This company is winding
up voluntarily with Mr. T. W. Gilbert, Blomfield House, London
Wall, E.C., as liquidator.

Ebuby Ei.ectbical Engineering Co. and Ebury Garaoe,
automobile and electrical engineers and lighting equipment
experts, 80, Ebury Mews, Victoria, S.W.— Messrs. R. Ormes, H. K.
Gossip and H. Jones, have dissolved partnership, Mr. Gossip retir-

ing. Debts, &c., will be attended to by the other gentlemen named,
who will continue the business.
Stellar Signs, Ltd'.—A meeting is called for July 18th, at

11, Panoras Lane, E.C., to hear an account of the winding up from
the liquidators, Messrs. A. C. Hutchins and V. G. Morris.
Colston Electrical Wobks, Ltd., Bristol.—First meetings

of creditors and contributories, June 28th, at 26, Baldwin Street,

Bristol.

Bankruptcy Proceedings.—J. BouLxand J. H. Bolt,
electricians, Liverpool ; also John Boult, separate estate.—July 5th
is the last day for the receipt of proofs for dividend. Trustee : Mr.
P. S. Booth. 2. Bixteth Street, Liverpool.
James Brockie, mechanical engineer, Forest Hill.—July 3rd is

the last day for reo9ipt of proofs for dividend, by the Hon.
W.J. H. Boyle, 132, York Road, Westminster Bridge Road, S.E., the
trustee.

Trade Announcements.—Messrs. Donnison, Sillem
and Co. have decided to close the business of general and electrical

engineers and contractors which they have been carrying on at 116,

Great Portland Street, W , for the past 20 years. Mr. Donnison has
entered into a working arrangement with Messrs. Girdlestone & Co

,

electrical engineers, of 23, Davies Street, Berkeley Square, W., and
he will continue to give his personal attention to orders. Mr.
Sillem is retiring from the business.

The style of the firm of E Ostein, Heap & Co.. Ltd., Manchester,
has been altered to Erskine, f{raj> ,<• Co., Ltd.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Aberdeen.

—

Plant Extension.—The Corporation Elec-

tricity Committee has considered the matter of the extension of

the generating plant, together with a supplementary report from
Mr. Bell, the engineer, and has instructed Mr. Bell to obtain

tenders.

Aylesbury. — Price Increase. — The U.D.C. has

arranged to supply electrioity to the Diminion Dairy Co. at lid.

per unit up to 20 000 per quarter, and H'd. per unit beyond. The
existing rates of charging for lighting and power have been
increased by 10 per cent.

Ballymoney.—Public Lighting.—The Council has

considered the question of lighting the town by electricity, and
has instructed the clerk to inquire of the L.G.B. with regard to the

powers possessed by the Council for raising money by loan.

Boothstown.—Electric power, generated on the spot, is

now being utilised to drive the maohinery at Lord Ellesmere'a

Mosley Common Collieries, Boothstown, near Manchester. These
collieries are amongst the largest and deepest in England, and
employ 1,800 men and youths.

Bournemouth.—The Electricity Supply Co., in view
of the fact that the Council has not been able, owing to lighting

restrictions, to take the minimum quantity of energy specified in

the contract, offered to make an allowance of id. per unit upon the

balance of the minimum consumption ; the Council has accepted

the proposal.

Burton-on-Trent.—Year's Working.—The report of

the year's working of the eleotricity department Bhows a total

ordinary income of £20,310, and works expenditure £9.542. The
profit-sharing bonus amounted to £228, leaving a gross profit of

£10.640. After meeting loan and other charges, the surplus

remaining waB £1,938, as compared with £2.566 last year. The
surplus has been allooated as follows:—£1,308 to meet capital

expenditure on transformers, mains, and services, in lieu of

borrowing ; £620 for depreciation of Consols, and the balance of

£110 was carried to the renewals fund, The total oapital

... £572
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Kilmarnock.—In view of questions that have been
raised from time to time regarding the administration of the elec-

tricity department, the T.C. has decided to ask Sir Alex. Kennedy
to make a general survey and report on the position of the electricity

works, and to retain him as consulting eleotrical engineer for the

burgh.

kinjrswinford.—Public Lighting.—The R.D.C. has
arranged with the Midland Eleotrio Corporation for the public

lighting aocount from January 1st to June 10th, amounting to £550,
to be reduoed by £160, on account of restricted lighting, on con-
dition that the oontraot is renewed for three years at the old rate,

only lamps actually lighted during the war period to ba paid for.

London.—Price Increase.—The Charing Cross, West
End and City Eleotrioity Supply Co., Ltd., announoes that, owing
to the refusal of the B. of T. to allow the company to increase the
charges for eleotrioity by 10 per cent., it has decided to fall back
on the powers conferred upon it by the Aot of Parliament and the

City of London Eleotrio Lighting Order, 1809. The new charges
for lighting, which are to oome into force at the end of June,
are :—Each quarter 5d. per unit for the first three units consumed
per 30 watts of eonneoted demand ; each quarter 4d. per unit for

the next 8 units consumed per 30 watts of oonnected demand. All

units in excess will be oharged for at 2d. per unit.— City Press.

Middlesbro'.—Year's Working.—The report of the

electrical engineer, Mr. R. H. Sootson, for the past year shows
revenue £25,087, as compared with £25,365 the previous year, and
expenditure £14,419 (727d. per unit) as against £14,372 ('985d. per

unit). The gross profit for the year was £10,668, as oompared with
£10,994, and the net profit £3,325, as agaiuBt £3,978. The number
of consumers was 2,147, as compared with 2,001, and the average
price per unit sold was l'47d., as against 1 74d. the previous year.

Certain alterations he suggested a year ago had been carried out with
results more satisfactory than was expected. They had sold over
550,000 more units than in the previous year, yet the combined cost

was only £14 more, whereas if this extra ourrent had been gene-
rated under the old arrangement it would have cost at least £1,160.
They had saved on generation alone £1,136, in addition to the

wages of six men. whom it had been possible to dispense with.

The revenue had been adversely affected amongst other things
by reduotion in private lighting of £2,442, public lighting of £135,
and market lighting of £13. The total reduction of £3,423 was
entirely due to the war, but had been met by increased revenue
from power of £2,241, and a saving on wages of £529, leaving a
reduotion in the net profit of £<>53.

\ewcastle-under-Lyme.—The T.C. has decided that
in future a minimum oharge of 5s. per quarter Bhall be made for

eleotrioity services.

Newfoundland.—The Imperial Trade Correspondent at

St. Johns (Mr. H. W. Le Mesurier) reports the passing of an Act
to incorporate the Union Eleotrio Light and Power Co., and for

other purposes. The capital of this company will be about
£20,550, and it is authorised to install an eleotric light and power
system and operate electric tramways in the towns of Trinity,
Cataliaa, BonaviBta, ko. The company is also granted the exclusive
right to use the waters of several lakes and streams.

—

Hoard of
Trade Journal.

Oxford.—Price Increase.—The Oxford Electric Co.,

Ltd., announces that after the reading of the meters for the June
quarter there will be an increase of 20 per cent, on the present
charges for electricity.

Paisley.—Switchboard Fire.—Owing to a breakdown
at the electricity station, Blaokhall, reoently, the supply was for a
time seriously impaired. It was found that the high-pressure
switchboard had caught fire, and six hours elapsed before repairs
oould be executed.

Shropshire.—The London Gazette for June Kith con-
tains a notice of the application of the Shropshire, Worcestershire
and Staffordshire Electric Power Co. for Parliamentary sanction
to amending their borrowing and other powers.

Swansea.—Mains are to be extended to Prince of Wales
Road, at a cost of £250. The B. of T.'s letter re the intercon-
nection of supply undertakings, in order to effect saving in coal,

has been referred to the chairman and vioe-ohairman of the Eleo-
trioity Committee, together with the engineer, with a view to the
proposals being extended, in a similar manner to the Corporation's
arrangement with the tramway oompany, to other large inde-
pendent consumers of eleotrioity.

Slaiihwaite—The B. of T. has extended the U.D.C.'s
electric lighting order for one year.

Sweden.—A new company has lately been formed at
Alfdalen, with a capital of £50,000, and the title Alfdalens
Elektrizitetswerk Aktiebolag, to acquire the rights to certain
waterfalls in the district, and to establish electricity generating
plants to utilise the same.

Tasmania.—New Undertaking.—The inauguration of
the Wynyard (Tas.) municipal electric light undertaking took place
recently ; the generating plant at present installed consists of an
81-H. P. Hornsby suction gas engine driving a 45-kw. D c. 460-volt
three- wire dynamo with static balancer. The storage battery of
the Chlorida type consists of 258 cells of 4fiO ampere-hours'
oapaoity. There are 50 street lights, 4 2 of 100 c.p and S of 500 p.p.
The scheme has started under very satisfactory conditions as to load ;

150 houses were wired and connected, with 40 waiting to be com-
pleted, making 190 connected to the plant in the first six weeks of
operation. The motor load is also large, and is steadily increasing.

The Council's engineer iB Mr. A. L. Kerr, to whom is largely due
the successful loading of the plant.— Commonwealth Engineer.

Tottinji'ton (Lanes.).—The D.C. has granted an appli-

cation made by the Lanes. E.P. Co., to croesHarwood and Bradshaw
Roads with their overhead mains.

Walkden.—Amongst the latest cotton mills (weaving
and doubling) in Walkden to adopt additional eleotrical installa-

tions are Mr. W. A. Rothwell's Primrose Mill and Messrs. Faulkner's
Granville Mill. Further developments in this direction are expeoted
at Messrs. Burgess, Ledward & Co.'b Wardley MilU.

Walsall.—Year's Working.—The total expenditure
on revenue aocount of the electricity undertaking during the twelve
months ended March 31st last was £ 1,496 more than in the pre-

ceding year, the respective figures beiog £18.789 and £14,293.
The increased cost of generation contributed largely to this

increase, the total for the year under review being £11,699 as

against £7,920, or an inorease of £3,778. £22,026 was received

from the sale of energy for lighting, power and bulk supply,

£6,726 from sale of energy for tramways, and £563 from public
lighting, making, with minor items, total reoeipts £29,573, or

l'84d. per unit sold, oompared with £25,879 in 1915. The balance
of £10,784 is carried to net revenue account. From this has to

be deduoted interest on loans and stock (£4,936) and contributions

to sinking funds (£6,747), leaving a deficit on the year's working
of £899. The Town Council is recommended to defray this loss

out of the reserve fund.
The rotary converter on order for the Darwall Street sub-station

is being taken over by the Minister of Munitions, on condition

that it will be replaced without any cost to the Corporation. The
Electricity Committee proposes to extend the mains to the works
of Messrs. Craddock & Sons, at Wieemore.

Walton.—It was reported at last week's meeting of the
U.D.C. that the B. of T. had considered the application of the
Urban Electric Supply Co. to be allowed to discontinue the maximum
demand, with the result that the Board's representative intimated
that he would recommend the Board not to accede to the applica-

tion for a minimum charge asked for by the company—viz., 1 Is. 7d.

per quarter—and that he would recommend that the maximum
charge should be increased to 7d per unit.

Wolverhampton.—Plant Extensions.—The Elec-
tricity Committee of the Corporation has deoided to make applica-
tion to the L G.B. for permission to borrow £31,240, being
£53 900 for the extensions contained in the electrical engineer's
report of February 21st, 1916, less £19,6<i0 for which borrowing
powers had been already asked. The Finance Committee has been
authorised to borrow the money, and, if necessary, to raise

Wolverhampton Corporation stock for the purpose.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

\ sh < on - ii n der - Lyne.— Tramway Purchase.— The
T.C. ha9 adopted a recommendation of the Tramways Committee
that a Bill be promoted in Parliament to obtain powers to enable
the Corporation to acquire the tramways of the Oldham, Ashton,
and Hyde Electric Tramways, Ltd , within the areas of Waterlow
and Bardsley.

Australia.—The report of the Deputy Chief Commis-
sioner on the working of the N S.W. a overnment tramways for the
quarter ended March 31st, 1916, shows revenue £51 1,861, an in-

crease of £10,178 ; expenditure, £378 560, an inorease of £6,773 ;

and number of passengers carried, 75,537,540, an inorease ot

2,141.640.

During Ap'il two electrical tramway services were opened in

Melbourne and its suburbs. The first is that from Princes Bridge,
Melbourne, to Hawthorn and Burwood, the total cost of whiob,
when completed, will be approximately £ 220,000 ; electricity is

purchased in bulk from the Melbourne Eleotrio Supply Co. The
second opened was the Coburg section, about two miles of the
Melbourne, Brunswick and Coburg tramways.— Commonwealth
Engineer.

Colchester.—Year's Working.—The annual report

of the Corporation tramways for the year ended March 31st last

shows total revenue £15,741, an increase of £1,919 over the
previous year. The gross profit on the year's working is £5,043 ;

after payment of interest on capital £1,853, allowances to men
with the Forces £187, and sinking fund charges £2,590. there is a
net profit of C440, compired with a loss laBt year of C402. The
total amount appropriated from revenue for repayment of loans

since the commencement of working is now £24,619. The total

revenue per car-mile was ll'41d. as compared with 9'96d. in 1915 ;

and total working expenses per car-mile were 7 73d. as against 6 90d.

Croydon.—Tramway Strike.— The South Metro-
politan Tramways Co., which has had a dispute with its employes,
has concluded an agreement whioh is to bs retrospective to the
beginning of May, and to continue till 1919, the terms and con-
ditions being similar to those obtaining under the L.C.C. The
strike of the Croydon tramway employes still continues.
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Glasgow.—Wares Demand.—The motormen and con-
ductors (male and female) in the employment of the T.C., to

the number of 3,100, have applied for an increase of 63. per week
on their present scale of wages, on the ground of increased cost of
livinsr. Since the war started, all motormen and conductors have
received an increase of 2s. weekly, and in addition a bonus of 2s.

was paid to men whoge wages were under 30s. weekly. The
general manager is to report on the application, and it has been
pointed out that the increase, if granted, would represent a weekly
payment of £930, or an annual additional expenditure of £48,500,
which would not only wipe out the surplus of £43,548 handed to

the Common Good as a result of last year's woi king, but would
leave a deficit of nearly £5 000.
Replying to a request by the Springburn Ward Committee, the

Tramways Committee of the T.C. has informed the applicants that,

in view of the difficulties under which the day Bervice of cars is

at present maintained, it is impossible for the department in the
meantime to accede to a suggestion for establishing a half hourly
all-night service on the principal car routes in the city.

Years Working.—The report of the tramway department
shows traffic and sundry receipts for the finaucial year to the
end of May at £1,137 336, as compared with £1,076,877.
The expenditure is £773 442, including a sum of £80,437 for
expenses on account of the European War. For renewal and
depreciation the amount set apart is £174,407, and the surplus
paid to Common Good is £43,548, as compared with £12,951 last

year.

Leigh.—Owing to the rapid opening-out of new coal-

fields in the Astley district, local authorities are to approach the
South Lancashire Tramways Co. to press for the construction of
tramways from Leigh through Astley to Bjothstown.

London and South-Western Electrification.— <>n

Sunday last, trains started running on the Waterloo to Hampton
Court, section of the L. & S.W. Railway. This is the fifth section
of the line to be electrified ; only two sections, both running to
Guildford, now remain to be completed. On the East Putney-
Wimbledon route electrio trains commenced running on Ootober
25th last year, on the Kingston roundabiut route aod the Shep-
perton branch on June 30th, and on the Hounslow loop on March
12th. There will be trains every 20 minutes on the Waterloo-
Hampton Court section.

Manchester.—The tramway department on Monday
commencsd an experimental half-hourly motor-'bus service from
West Point, Slade Lan», car terminus to the Palatine Road car
terminus.

Southend-on-Sea.—War Economies.—The Committee
appointed by the Corporation to consider the question of effecting
economies in public expenditure has considered the possibility of
saving money by reducing the tramway service ia any particular
way, but is of opinion that this step would be inadvisable, both
from the point of view of public service and that of economy, as
the capital charges in respect of the service would continue
whether the cars were in use or not. Regarding the staff at
present engaged for the maintenance of the service, the Committee
recommends the Corporation to dispense with the services of the
traffic superintendent.

Walsall.—The Corporation Tramways Committee pro-
poses to purchase three additional single-deck motor omnibuses, at
a total cost of £3,187.

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

Australia. — According to the Melbourne Age, the
Federal Arbitration Court commenced the hearing of the claim
filed by the Australian Poet and Telegraph Officers' Association
against the Commonwealth Public Service Commissioner and
PoBtmaster-General on April 27th. Claims were made for increased
salaries for telegraph enginaers and telegraphists, reduction of
hours of duty, &c.

Holland.—It is reported that several private wireless
installations have been seized at The Hague and confiscated by the
authorities. The owners will be prosecuted.

Italy.—The automatic telephone exchange for 2,000
subsoribers, installed at Rome some two years ago, has given such
satisfaction to the Technical Commission supervising its installa-
tion and working that a proposal has been introduced into the
I :alian Parliament to replace all the existing manual exchanges by
automatic exchanges. The example of the capital will, it is

believed, induce the choice of that system for all future telephone
installations throughout Italy.

Xew Cable.—A triple convention between Russia, China,
and Autonomous Oucer Mongolia, regarding a telegraphio cable to
Outer Mongolia, has been published in Petrograd.

Post Office.—The Postmaster-General was to open the
"ew head office of the London District Post Office Engineering
Dioartment, near London Bridge, yesterday.

Permanent male part-time London night telephonists, who have
been employed for two years or more, have been granted 3s. a week
increase, retrospective to February, 1914. These men now receive
1Kb., with 7s. a week war bonus, for 18 hours a week,

OPEN.
Cable. See "Official Notices'Aberdare.— U.D.C.

to-day.

Aberdeen.—July 7th. Corporation. Due .'i,000-kw.
turbo-alternator with surface condenser and anxiliaries, for the
Electrioity Department. See " Official Notices " to-day.

Australia.—Perth.—July 19th. P.M.G. Supply of
insulators (Schedule 510). See " Official Notices " June 9th.
August Kith. P.M.G. Distilling apparatus (Schedule 502),

telegraph and measuring instruments (Schedule 498). See" Official

Notices" June 16th.

Melbourne.—July 26th. Victorian Railway Commissioners.
400 signal lighting transformers.*

Sydney.—August 17th. Portable internal-combustion engine
and dynamo (2{ kw.) for the Departmental StoreB, Sydney, for
P.M.G '

August 24th. P.M.G. Automatic Bwitchboard and apparatus
for North Sydney Exchange. Schedule No. 511.*

Brisbane—July 31st. P.M.G. Power board and accumulators.
Schedule No. 381.

I. villi lister.—June 20th. Electrical appliances for a
year, for Devon County Lunatio Asylum. Mr. C. Masters, Clerk.

Liverpool.—June 26th. Electrical supplies to Toxteth
Park B. of G. for three months. Mr. R. A. .TameB, Clerk, 15, High
Park Street.

Malvern.— Urban Council.
tricity works. The Manager.

New Zealand.— Invebcabgill. — September 28th.
Borough Council. Steam turbo-alternator, condensing plant, and
switchgear. Specifications from the Tramway Office.

Itotherham.—July 3rd. Corporation. Twelve months'
Bupply of tramway stores and materials, coal, cable, meterB, &c.
See "Official Notices" June 16th.

Sall'ord.—tune 26th. Corporation. Coal conveyors and
bunkers, for the Eleotricity Department. See "Official Notices"
June 16th.

Corporation Tramways. Manganese-steel crossings and steel

tramway poles. General Manager, 32, Blackfriars Street.

Spain.—July 4th. Spanish Post and Telegraph authori-
ties in Barcelona. Erection of an interurban telephone line
between Igualada, Santa Coloma and Vallfogona, in the Province
of Barcelona.

Warrington.—June 27th. (1) Coal elevator
; (2) vertical

steam boiler feed pump. Specifications, &c. (£1 Is. each, return-
able), from Mr. F. V. L. Mathias, Borough Electrical and Tramways
Engineer, Howley.

Specifications for the items marked * can be seen at the Board
of Trade Commercial Intelligence Branch in London.

Compressor for the elec-

CLOSED.

Accrington.—Electric lighting of Christ Church : Con-
tract let to Messrs. Simpson, of Hapton.

Aylesbury. — U.D.C. Extension of battery at the
eleotricity works : Chloride Co.

Bristol.— Electricity Committee. Contracts with the
East Bristol Collieries, Ltd. (value £12,561), for coal to 30th
September.

Glasgow.—The Tramways Committee recommends the
following for acceptance :

—

Scrap trolley wire, copper and mica turnings, scrap lead, scrap lead-covered
cables.—MacKinlay, Ltd.

Scrap armature coils, scrap brass, bare stranded cables, D.C.C. copper
wire, turnings and borings, scrap rubber and cables, dry cells.—R. M.
Easdale & Co.

Wall plug-sockets, &o,—W. C. Yuille & Co.

The Electricity Committee has accepted the offer (£250) of Messrs.
Waygood, Otis & Co. for a hoist for the ahowroomB in Sauchiehall
Street.

Electricity Committee. Recommended tender :

—
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Government Contracts,— List of new contracts for

May, 1916 :—
\Y u:

Eleotrio rabies and wire. B.I. & Helshy Cables, Ltd.; ' onn<
Ltd. ; W.T. Glover & Co., Ltd.: Hoopei I

il S India-Rabbet
Works, Ltd. ; St. U.I,-,. I nhl, ,\ Ituhl

,
[.1,1.

, -miuil - .iii.l litlil.Ks. Siniplix < ,,n, lulls, Ltd.
id u:

.

<
, r a Telegraph « nil,-, i lo . Ltd. . Poel I

>' le

phone Works, I .til.

Generating sets. Browett, Lindlej A Co., Ltd.: i'«i i simplex
Engines, Ltd- 1 W. H. Dorman .\ <',,.

; Norrii .
n,nn a Gardners, Ltd.

I .iill.i -pnoliii i shoot I. I 1. 1 li; |. ;, I I, l-'.l, r I ri.- I 'a 1 ,1, C, i. , I ,td .

Eleotrio lamps. British Thomson-Houston I o., Ltd. ; I Iryseleo, Ltd.
w ..i-kv .i-i-ii,,,-, ri, ,111, li ;h1 insl illation al ' rambington Robson and

Coleman. Electric Ugh! astallal t Lilboume 5. WeBton & Sons.
Electric Light instauatfo] al London Colin--, Tre.legars, Ltd.

Maohineryand plant for power houso, Mi it, 11 n. hnhhi a s„m, Ltd.

;

British Westinghouse Eleotric a Mfg. Co., Ltd.; D.P. Battorj Co.j Ltd.

iMill Hi I li I Si Hi rillTMF.NT.

Mi, Callender's Cable a Construction Co., Ltd.; W. T. Glovct and
i o., Ltd.

Plates. < id,, ride Electrical Storage i !o., Ltd.

Post Office.

Teleph apparatus, automatic Telep] i Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Telegraph arms. Siemens Hros. A Co., Ltd.
Telephone cable. New Gutta-Peroha Co., Ltd.; Siemens Bros. & Co.,

I,i,l.
: Western Electric Co., Ltd.
II, -I.H., (i.P. A- Telegraph Work. ( ,,.. 1,1,1.

Insulators. -T. Bourne A Son; Bnllers. Ltd.; Dolllton A Co., Ltd.;
-I. Macintyre & Co., Ltd. ; Taylor, Tunnicliff * Co., Ltd.

I , I, n.ipli ironwork. Bayliss, Jones A' Bnvliss. Ltd. ; Bnllei-s, Ltd. ; T. W.
I il .,, h, Ltd. ; Portland Bolt & Nut Co.', Ltd.

llron -,- wire.— B.I. * Helshy Cables, Ltd. ; F. Smith .V; Co. (incorporated in

Hi,- I [on Electric Wire Co. 4 Smiths, Ltd.).
\ 11 1 1, a I,-, 1 ropper wire. -B.I. A- Helshy Cables, Lid.
I'm I,,-, I ,-opper wire. — B.I. & Helshy Cables, Ltd.

< lalvaiiised iron wire.—Hylands Bros., Ltd. ; Shropshire Iron Co. ; I-'. Smith
and Co., Wire Manufaeturers, Ltd.

Wolverhampton. — Electricity Committee. Accepted
tenders :

—

H, Gough & Son.—Building extensions at the electricity works, Commercial
i: I, £3,620.

Stirling Boiler Co.—Two Stirling boilers and two superheaters, i'fi.tOo.

I ii.l, i feed Stoker Co.—Two sets of mechanical stokers. £1,907.
Crompton & Co.- Electric motor, £137.
Holly Bank Coal Co., Ltd., and W. Harrison, Ltd.—Fuel for use at the

electricity works in stated quantities ami at stated prices according to
specification.

The Committee has confirmed the action of the chairman and the
eleotrical engineer in placing an order with Messrs. Willans and
Robinson for one turbo-alternator with condensing and auxiliary
plant for £1!),000.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

Incorporated Municipal Electrical Association.- Friday, June 23rd. At
the Institution of Electrical Engineers, Victoria Embankment, London,
W.C. At 10 a.m., Council meeting; at 10.30 a.m., annual general meeting.

Association of Supervising Electricians.—Tuesday, June 27th. At 7.30

p.m. At St. Bride's Institute, Bride Lane, E.C. Annual general meeting.

NOTES.

Organisation of British Engineering Industry.—
Mr. F. Dudley Docker, C.B., chairman of the Metropolitan Carriage,
Wagon, & Finance Co., Ltd., has joined the Committee of the
Council for the Organisation of British Engineering Industry.

Educational Books for British Prisoners of War.—
Arrangements have been made, with the approval of the Foreign
Office, for extending to British prisoners of war interned abroad
the benefits of the scheme, which has been in operation for the
last year in connection with Ruhleben, for supplying selected books
of an educational character to those of the interned who may be
desirous of continuing their studies in any subject. Under this

Boheme several thousands of oarefully selected volumes, mostly
standard workB, have been supplied to the Rnhleben Camp, which
is now provided with excellent libraries (class, reference, and
lending). These books, which have been sent out through the
agency of officers of the Board of Eiucation, have proved a great

boon to the interned, and have enabled sustained educational work
nf a definite character to be carried on by the Camp Eiucation
Department formed among the prisoners. In view of the value of

the work, the Board of Trade (Marine Department) have decided to

take it into account, in conn' etion with their examinations for the

certificates of competency granted by them to officers of the mer-
cantile marine and the fishing service. Accordingly, arrangements
have now been Joompleted for recording the time spent by any
prisoner interned at Ruhleben or Groningen in the study of

nautical or other subjects.

An appeal is, therefore, now made for a plentiful supply of new
or secondhand books of an educational character (light literature

and fiction is available from other sources) to meet the needs of

the many thousands of British prisoners interned in enemy or

neutral oountries. It is to be hoped that to this appeal there may
be a liberal response. A oiroular explanatory of the ednoational

book scheme can be obtained by sending a postcard addressed to

Mr. A. T. Davies, at the Board of Eduoation, Whitehall, S.W., who
is in charge of the arrangements,

Electricity and Bainfall.—In a recent issue (May
27th) of the Scie7iti/if American there is an illustrated article

nn the anti-hailstorm guns in general use to-day in the south of
France, principally in the wine-erowing districts of Bordeaux,
Bourgogne, and the Champagne. The gun was orginally invented
by an Austrian of the name of Stieger, in 181*6. It is discharged
vertically through a funnel against the storm cloud, the dis-

charge producing a whirling vortex of air which, according to

M. Vermoret, a French expert, brings about certain changes in the
atmosphere. The condensation produced by the discharge—we are
told—modifies the unstable electrical Btate of the clouds which
form the seat of the hailstones so much feared by agriculturists,

especially winegrowers. The American paper is evidently not
satisfied with the explanation of the action of the anti-hailstomi

"cannon," but states that " this odd artillery is servin? its purpose
very well." Another American paper, the Amerihai Magyar
Vepgsava, published, a short time ago, a letter, dated April otb,

from its Budapest correspondent, containing the news that

M. Vc/.iiry, a Hungarian engineer, had been experimenting among
the vineyards in the mountains round Buda with an electric

apparatus, with the object of diBBipating storm oloudB. On two or

three occasions the apparatus had failed, and rain fell copiously,

but the inventor's explanation was that his apparatus was not

powerful enough, and that the current was only placed at his dis-

posal in the day time. In scientific circles the invention is treated

very much in the same way as was the anti-hailstorm gun at the

outset, but the correspondent understands that the Ministry of

Agrioulture is inclined to have M. Voziiry's electric apparatus

examined and reported on by experts.

It is somewhat singular that while Mr. Balsillie, with the assist-

ance of the Australian Government, is making experiments with a

view to inducing the fall of rain by electrical means, the Hungarian
scientist is trying to prevent it by the same agency. From what iB

known regarding the phenomena, it would appear far more
probable—or lesB improbable—that electrical discharges would
precipitate moisture than the contrary, and therefore Mr. Baleillie's

chances of success seem the more favourable.

Germany's Lach of Saltpetre. — The Miinchner
Neueste Nachriahten, in discussing a project of a Munich engineer,

Herr Hallinger, for the utilisation of water powers with little fall

for the production of electricity, makes some valuable admissions
as regards the lack of saltpetre, for the manufacture of which the

new scheme is especially intended. It says that the imports of

saltpetre to Germany amounted to 774,000 tons in 1913, of which
no less than 700,000 were used in agriculture. During the war
large Government works had been Btarted to ensure the supply of

saltpetre for military purposes, but the supply for agriculture was
out off altogether as regarded Chile, and from Norway only t!0,000

tons could be imported. According to agricultural statistics, soil

fertilised with saltpetre produces four timeB the yield that it doeB

without it. If this is correct, the coming harvest must fall by
2 to 3 million tons below the previous annual average. The
scheme of Herr Hallinger is, therefore, to be taken in hand imme-
diately, and will be discussed shortly in the Bavarian Landtag.

The Bavarian Government itself is meanwhile making preliminary

investigations as to the water power that may be available in

Bavaria. Aocording to Herr Hallinger, it would take one-and-a-

half to two years to oarry ont his plans.

—

Financial Timet,

Steel Shortage in Australia.—According to a Sydney

newspaper, representatives of unions whose members are engaged

in the iron and steel industry waited on the Assistant Minister for

Defence (Senator Gardiner) at the end of April, and pointed out

that the shortage of materials in the industry was causing much
unemployment. They urged that action should be taken by the

Federal Ministry to provide supplies. Mr. Thompson Green (South

Australia), said that the shortage of material was causing grave

concern to both employers and employes. Unless something were

done in the near future, there would be a general stoppage of the

works. Prices had risen from 80 to 100 percent, since the outbreak

of war, and were still rising. Shipping was controlled by the

Federal Ministry, and arrangements Bhould be made so that ships

coming to Australia to take wheat cargoes should bring ont

materials needed for manufactures. Mr. R. O'Halloran, representing

the Victorian Boilermakers' Union, said that if something were not

done to relieve the situation something like 2,000 men would be

thrown out of employment.

A short time ago the Prime Minister of Australia (Mr.

Hughes) introduced a deputation of zinc producers in Australia

to the Secretary of State for the Colonies, Mr. Bonar Law, to lay

definite proposals before the Government. The deputation owned

and controlled all the zinc ores produced in Australia. The scheme

was Imperial in its scope and objects, and at the same time rested

on sound business lines. It covered a proposal for the erection of

smelting works in Britain, and involved the exclusion of German
spelter after the war. The soheme, as ready for adoption, pro-

vided for preferential treatment of the Empire's products, but also

allotted a fair Bhare of raw materials to Frame and Belgium.

Swedish Export Prohibitions. —The Swedish Chamber

of Commerce for the United Kingdom, London, has received a

cable from the Swedish Biard of Trade, Stockholm, to the effect

that the following articles have been added to the list of goods

which are now prohibited for exportation from and for transit

through Sweden :—Electrical safety appliances, box onrrent regu-

lators, with coverings or inner parts of other metal than iron ;

mountings for inoandesoent lamps, with coverings or inner parts of

other metal than iroa.

—

Morning Part.
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Contact Resistance of Metal Electrodes.—In a
paper on this subject, read before the American Electrochemical
Society, Mr. X. K. Chaney refers to the high "contact resistance"
which, under certain conditions, exists between the surface of an
electrode of sheet zinc and the electrolyte. This " contact resist-

ance" between zinc and an electrolyte of zinc chloride and
ammonium chloride is a secondary development occurring with
measurable rapidity after the immerfion of the zinc in the electro-

lyte. At the instant of immersion it is very small. It may rise

to values of from 200 to 400 ohms per square inch of electrode

surface. It forms the principal part of the internal resistance of

dry cells at low current values, and as determined by measure-
ments upon the latter it has a high temperature coefficient,

decreasing to one-tenth of its value with a temperature rise of

from 0° to 45° C. It is lessened or destroyed temporarily by
current densities above certain low limiting values, but is prac-

tically unaffected by currents of less than 1 milliampere per

B0 sq. in. of electrode surface, even if continued for a considerable

time. With higher current denfitieB it begins to decrease rapidly,

and becomes negligible at current densities of about 1 ampere per

50 sq. in. On open circuit the resistance again slowly rises

towards its initial value. It is destroyed or very greatly reduced
by chemical treatment of the zinc surfaoe, e.g., by corrosion with
dilute sulphuric acid. An explanation of the high contact resist-

ance observed is b\sed upon the supposed existence of a hydrogen
film upon the electrode surface, discharged there by local action

between the zinc and the electrolyte. This is supported by a con-

fiderable amount of experimental evidence, in which it is shown
that the predicted behaviour of such a hydrogen film under selected

conditions is in agreement with the observed behaviour of the

contact resistance.

—

Met. and Chem. Engineering.

Testing Rubber Insulation.— In testing rubber

insulation according to the Underwriters' specifications, Mr. A. A.

Ladon found that samples taken from the same coil showed marked
variations in strength and elongation. Samples 5 in. long were
rolled between two blocks of wood to loos°n the insulation ; the

rubber could then be slipped off the wire. The insulating material

was then teBted for elongation, stretch, and tensile strength. The
results varied as much as 100 per cent., and in only six coils out of

52 did the samples check.

The trouble did not lie in non-uniformity or deterioration of the

rubber compound, as was at first supposed. The method of separating

the wire from the insulation was at fault. No matter howcarefully
the sampleB were rolled between the two blooks, the insulation

could not be removed intact. In places it would stick to the wire.

A new method was therefore devised for removing the insulation.

The wire was of tinned copper. Tin amalgamates with mercury very

easily and forms a very slippery surface on the copper. The
mercury has no effect on the rubber compound. About

i
in. of

insulation was cut off each end of the samples, and the stripped wire

was scraped to remove dirt and greaBe. The ends of the samples were
then immersed in mercury. After a petiod of time, varying from
four to 24 hours, the insulation could be slipped off the wire with
almost no effort.

This method is being used by one of the largest electrical manu-
facturers in the country. Besides the accuracy and uniformity of

results accompanying the application of this property of mercury,

the cost of the testing has been reduced by over one-third.

—

Met.

and Chem. Engineering,

Russian Electricity Tax.— On May 20tb, with the

Assistant Minister of Finance, A. I. Xikolaienko, in the chair, a

sitting of the Committee of Indirect Taxes was held. The
consideration of the project for taxing electricity was taken in

detail. The most important decision of the Committee was the

acceptance of the proposition of the representatives of the electrical

industry, that the concern delivering electricity should be free of

the obligation to submit to the inspection of the Excise a list of its

subscribers using current. The payment of the Excise or tax will

be made according to the quantity of energy delivered, and not
according to the amounts paid by the clients. The Committee
agreed to certain exemptions in various branches of the industry.

It ruled out the projected right of the officials of the Excise to

enter the premises of the subscribers at any hour of the day or

night, and agreed to permit inspection by the Excise officers in

private premises only during certain fixed hours of the day.

Niagara Electrochemical Works.—Unable to obtain

a sufficient quantity of cheap electric power from the Niagara Falls

generating companies, when millions of cubic feet of water are

being wasted over the great cataract every 24 hours, the Union
Carbide Co., of Xiagara Falls, X.Y., has been forced to erect a

?2,000,000 branch plant at Sande, Xorway. Construction work has
already been started. The Xorwegian factory will be known as

the Electric Furnace Products Co. ; it will be operated as a sub-

sidiary of the Niagara Falls plant, and the products of the foreign

company will be sold exclusively in the United States. The plant

is expected to be in operation in less than two years.

Practically all the large Niagara Falls electrochemical industries

are constructing extensive additions to their plants, and are con-

tinually increasing their demand for power. Probably the largest

construction work now in progress is the plant of the Niagara
Smelting Co. This new industry will be one of the largest users of

electrio energy along the Niagara frontier. Upwards of Si,500,000

iB being invested in the new plant.

The new plant of the Hooker Electrochemical Co., costing

upwards of $1,000,000, is rapidly nearing completion, and the

Aluminium Co. of America has just awarded contracts for a large

addition to its Falls plant. Other electrochemical industries are

also making large extensions.

—

Electrical World.

Conductors and Flexible Cord in Russia.—Since
October last year a scarcity of conductors and flexible cord for
electrical installations has been felt in Russia, as the stocks that
were in hand have become exhausted, and it has been found im-
possible to renew them under the existing conditions. Inability
to obtain the necessary conductors and flexible cord for factories
working for the national defence often brought about a difficult

situation, particularly in the provinces, and this circumstance
prompted the Electrotechnical Section of the Central Military
Industrial Committee to call a special council of representatives of
all the cable factories, in order to take measures for the purpose of
remedying the trouble. The meeting took place on Friday,
8tb/21st January, on the nremises of the seotion, under the chair-
manship of Prof. A. A. Veronoff, and considered the necessity of
urging the Government to grant facilities for the delivery into
Russia from abroad of a certain quantity of copper, rubber, and
other necessary materials for the organisation in cable factories
of the production of conductors and flexible cord for stock, provided
that conductors and flexible cord should be delivered from store only
to such concerns as were working for defence, and under a
sufficient guarantee. For the coming half-year, according to the
estimates of the Electrical Section, about 7.">0 tons of copper will
be required for Government purposes, the distribution of which
and corresponding quantities of other materials necessary for the
production of conductors and flexible cord, and also the control of
the regular delivery of all these materials, it is proposed shall be
entrusted to the Electrotechnical Section of the Central Military
Industrial Committee. Representatives of the cable factories
explained at the same time that with an immediate delivery of the
necessary materials for the preparation of conductors and flexible
oord, installations might be organised only on condition that
during the period of the war certain variations in the present
system of making the cables and flexible cord should be permitted.
The fact is that at certain cable factories at present all the braiding
machines are occupied in preparing field telegraph cable, but at
the same time the winding machines are empty. It was urged,
therefore, as desirable that the winding instead of braiding of wire
Bhould be allowed. Another variation from existing construction
consists in the application for flexible cord of thicker wires, whioh
indeed reduces its flexibility

; but it is possible, and in time of
war should be permitted. Prof. A. A. Veronoff was given a
copy of the minutes of the corresponding committee of cable
factories which met in Moscow from December 29th to January
11th. The examination of these proposals to vary the existing
types of conductors and flexible cord was entrusted to the
electrotechnical section of the committee, composed of specialists
in conductors, kc—Elektrichegtvo,

A 15,000-H.P. Motor for a Reversing Rolling Mill.—
The Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co., of East Pitts-
burgh, Pa., has sold to the National Tube Co. the electrical equip-
ment to drive a new 40-in. reversing rolling mill, which it is about
to install in its plant at Lorain, O. This rolling mill, when com-
pleted, will be one of the largest in the country. The motor will
develop 15.000 h.p., and will run at a maximum speed of about 120
e.p.m. Power will be supplied by a fly-wheel motor-generator set,

which will be bo controlled that the load on the power plant will be
limited approximately to 3,000 kw. A similar equipment has been
supplied to the Indiana Steel Co., which has purchased Westing-
house electrical equipment to drive and control a new 40-in.

reversing blooming mill that is to be installed in its plant at Gary,
Ind. In addition to these two units, the Westinghouse Co. is at
present building the electrical equipment for four other reversing
mills, two of which are of approximately the Bame size as those
mentioned above.

—

Elec. Rev. and W. Electrician.

Terrestrial Magnetism.—The report of the Astronomer
Royal for the past year states that the mean values of the
magnetic elements at Greenwich for the past two years were :

—

Declination, Horizontal foroe Dip
W. in C.G.S. units. (inductor).

1914 15° 6'3' 018518 66° 51' 13"

1915 14 56 5 018494 66 51 58

Electricity on the Panama Canal.—According to
the Electrical Review and Western Electrician, extensive changes
have been authorised for increasing the capacity of the hydro-
electric plant at Gatun, Panama Canal Zone. New turbine wheels
have been ordered for the three turbo-generator sets, each of
4,400 H.P., instead of 3,100 h.p. as at present. "No change will
be made in the generators, as the very liberal design of these units
makes it possible to operate them with an ontput of 3.650 k.v.a.,

at 80 per cent, power-factor and 55' C. temperature rise." In other
words, it would seem that a miscalculation was made in the design
of the generators, which were guaranteed to give only 2.500 k.v.a.
continuously with 40° rise, or 3,125 k.v.a. for only two hours with
55° rise.

In order to take care of the increased output of these generators,
four new 400,000-circular-mil cables have been ordered for instal-

lation between the hydro-electric station and the Gatun sub-
station. The present cables between these two points are 10 in
number, and of No. 0000 size.

In addition, two 4,000-k.v.a. power .transformers have been
ordered for the Gatun sub-station. These are the largest trans-
formers that can be installed in the existing compartments.
One of the present 2,667-k.v.a. units will be moved to the

Crittobal sub-station, where it will be needed to take care of the
increased load, due to the operation of the new coaling plant, the
terminal piers, and the projeoted submarine base,
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Late Leffal.—The Maoneta Time Co., Ltd.—An
application in a debenture-holder's action—the Magneta Fabriqne

d'Horloges Electriques c. the Magneta Time Co., Ltd.—to confirm a

provisional contract for the sale of the undertaking of the

defendant company to a Mr. Molden, one of the co-plaintiffs in the

action, came before Mr. Justice Astbury, in the Chancery Division,

on Wednesday. Mr. Vanneck said the application had been before

Mr. Justice Neville, when the contract was strenuously opposed,

and his Lordship then adjourned the application, with the intima-

tion that the provisional contract would be sanctioned at the

adjourned hearing unless in the meantime a better offer was brought
forward. The opposition of the oompany was that the price the

applicants were to get for certain of the assets was not sufficient,

and that the company would be able to realise to better advantage
and save something for themselves, whereas under the provisional

contract they would get nothing. The defendants did not now
appear on the application, aud the applicants had had no notice of

any other offer being made, and counsel understood they did not

intend to oppose the oontract any further. Mr. Justice Astbury
thereupon sanctioned the oontract.

The British Engineers" Association.—The following

communication has been issued to British engineering firms, under
date .Tune 19th, from the offices of the Association, 32, Victoria

Street, Westminster, S.W. :

—

" As president and chairman of the Executive Committee of this

Association, we appeal to you at a oritical moment for your support

and co-operation.

"The war is often described as an ' Engineers' War,' and there

can be no question as to the vital part played by the British

engineering industry.
" One result of the honourable, but heavy, responsibility which

was thrust upon our engineers on the outbreak of war has been
the inevitable dislocation of our pre-war trade and manufacture.
As a oonsequence, the future contains serious problems which can
only be Bolved by the ablest brains in the engineering trade.

" The first practical step—as in all struggles on a large scale

—

is mobilisation. It is notorious that neither in peace nor during
the war has the British engineering industry exerted the influence

to which it is legitimately entitled.
" The cause of this serious handicap has been the failure to

combine. The disinclination to combine was due to British indivi-

dualism and independence. But we would ask you to consider

whether the dictates alike of patriotism and business do not call

for combination on a large and effective scale in so far as it is

vital to secure a national policy which will conserve and foster

British engineering.
" If we lean ou Government departments or outside helpers and

advisers instead of looking after our own interests for ourselves

we shall—as the past has proved—be running grave risk.
" We fully realise the strain and pre-occupation imposed upon

you by the war, but the issues at stake are too urgent to be any
longer side-tracked till ' after the war.'

" It is common knowledge that Germany, and, perhaps, other
rivals, are preparing for a vigorous commercial campaign at our
expense on the cessation of hostilities. If Germany can do this, so

can we. The question is merely one of inclination. The British

are the best organisers in the world, as witness the Royal Navy
and our Army of 5 million men. They are also the easiest people

to organise, once their consent has been won, because they are a
free people.

" The time has come for the engineering industry to show the
country that it believes in organised self-reliance, and that it is

prepared to maintain the supremacy of British engineering against
all-comers.

" The first practical step towards this end is mobilisation. We,
therefore, appeal earnestly to you to join forthwith the 300 firms
which already belong to the British Engineers' Association, so that
we may henceforward present a united front to our common enemies
whoever and whatever they may be.

" The new members whom we hope to welcome will naturally
have a say in the coming campaign ; and, in order to reduce the
oall upon the time of buey men to a minimum, we have engaged
the services of special organisers to carry out the decisions of our
Council aud Executive Committee.

" We believe that we are justified in promising you in the near
future a practical return for your support, and we Bhall heartily
welcome your criticisms and suggestions.

" Wilfrid Stokes, President.
" J. E. Thornycroft,

" Chairman, of the Executive Committee"

Institution and Lecture \otes.—Institution of
Electrical Engineers.—On Thursday last week the special meet-
ing of Corporate Members was held to confirm the resolution to

alter the Articles of Association, so as to exclude alien enemies from
membership. The resolution was passed with one dissentient. In
proposing a vote of thanks to the President, Mr. LI. B. Atkinson
pointed out that the Council had been unable to move in the
matter until it was called upon to do so by the members

; but
directly that step had been taken, the President and Council had
acted vigorously and effectively.

Association of Teachers in Technical Institutions.—On
Saturday laat Dr. Wm. Garnett delivered an address on " Technical
Instruction after the War " at the annual oonference of the Asso-
ciation. He said that when the full record of the work done for
Government departments by Universities and teohnioal colleges
could be made public, it would command the attention of the
industrial world, and there wonld no longer be any need for the
work of Committees on the neglect of science. He advocated the

formation of associations of manufacturers in allied trades to

ascertain the subjects on which research should be undertaken.
We had been so keen on dealing in the cheapest markets that we
forgot all national considerations ; no sacrifice was too great in

the way of market price to render this country industrially inde-

pendent of all other nations in respeot of the essentials of life and
of national efficiency.

Reform of the teaching of the schools could never be effected

except through the examinations, on the results of which schools

gained their position in public esteem.

Amongst the special points that Or. Garnett emphasised were the
following :

—
(1) That leaders of industry must place a higher value on indi-

vidual scientific research, which is the greatest need of Rritish

industry. (2) That teachers in teohnioal institutions must be
more closely associated with industrial leaders. (3) That time and
other necessary facilities must be given to teachers in technical

institutions to enable them to carry ont industrial research. (4)
That consumers must be willing to make a Bacrifice in order to

contribute to the nursing of infant industries, so as to avoid entire

dependence on foreign sources for the necessaries of life or civili-

sation.

The Chemical Society.—At the adjourned special general
meeting of the Society, on Wednesday, a resolution was carried to

remove from the list of honorary and foreign members the names
of nine alien enemies, including those of Nernst and Ostwald.

The Electrical Trades Benevolent Institution.

—

Mr. F. B. O. Hawes, Beoretary of the above institution, informs us
that the confirmatory general meeting was held on the 19 th inBt.,

at the Institution of Electrical Engineers, for the purpose of con-
firming the alterations in rules which were made at the annual
general meeting. The principal alteration was to make the rule

regarding the position of members who had not paid their subscrip-

tions slightly less drastic than it formerly was. The rule formerly
stated that members whose subscriptions were in arrear were
entitled to no privileges whatever. The altered rule is, that a
member who is thus in arrears shall not be entitled to votes. Mr.
HaweB adds:

—"There is no doubt that votes will in the near
future be of considerable value, as the election of pensioners is by
vote, and the list of members is steadily embracing more names of

persons who might possibly be in need of such pensions. It is

sincerely to be hoped that the list will contain many more such
names in the near future."

Volunteer \otes.

—

1st London Engineer. Volun-
teers.—Orders for the week by Lieut.-Col. C. B. Clay, V.D.,

Commanding.
Monday, June 2(ith.—Technical for Platoon No. 9, 4fi. Regency

Street, S.W. ; Squad and Platoon Drill, Platoon No. 10 ; Signalling

Claes and RecruitB.

Tuesday, June 27th.—The School of Arms will be discontinued

during the Bummer months ; Recruits, 7.15 to S.16. ; lecture, 7.15,

"Organisation and Discipline." Company Commander W. Hynam.
Wednesday, June 2ith.—Platoon Drill, No. 1 Platoon.

Thursday. June 29th.—Platoon Drill, No. 5 Platoon ; Shooting
for No. 9 Platoon : Miniature Ranje ; Recruits, 5.15 to 7.46

;

Instructional Class, 5.45.

Friday, June 30th.—Technical for No. 10 Platoon, 4fi, Regency
Street, S.W. ; Squad and Platoon Drill, No. 9 Platoon.

Saturday, July 1st.— Parade, 2.45. Uniform.
Sunday, July 2nd.—Entrenching duties : Parade, Victoria (S.E.

and C. Railway Booking Office), 8.35 a.m.

Macleod Yearslet, Adjutant.

3rd Batt. (Old Boys) Central London Volunteer Regi-
ment.—Battalion Orders by Capt. R. J. C. Eastwood (Com-
mandant), Thursday, June 22nd, 1916 :

—

Week-End Parades.—Saturday.—The Battalion will Parade at

Wembley Park at 3 p.m. for Drill under the Commandant.
Sunday.—The Battalion will Parade at Liverpool Street Station

(Low-Level entrance, G.E.R.), at 9.30 a.m., and proceed by train

for Entrenching dutieB.

Battalion Sergeant-Major's O.I.C. Class will be examined by the

Commandant on Saturday, 24th inst., at 3 p.m., at Wembley Park.

A new class will commence on Monday, the 26th, at Lord'B

Crioket Ground, at 5.30 p.m., and will continue for two months.
Names should be sent in to the Adjutant as soon as possible.

Map Reading.—Mr. W. Page will commence a new class at Head-
quarters on Wednesday, 28th inst., at 5.30 p.m. Those who wish
to attend Bhould send in their names to the Adjutant as soon as

possible.

Musketry.—Competitors for the "Holland Cup" and other

members who have sent in their names to shoot at Bisley on
Sunday, 25th inst., will report in uniform to Sergeant J. W. S.

Bnrme8ter, at 9.45 a.m., at No. 8 Platform, Waterloo Station.

G. H. F. Duncan, Acting Adjutant, O.B.C.

Fatalities.—A young machineman was examining a

machine with the aid of an electric lamp in the Speedwell Iron

Works, Coatbridge, when he sustained a shock which proved fatal.

A verdict of " Accidental death " was returned at a Kilburn

inquest, on Saturday, on Walter Percy Harris, 33. an electric fitter,

of Kensington, who was killed on June 15th. According to the

Daily Telegraph, it was stated in evidence that Harris was
employed by the British WeRtinghouee Co., Ltd., at the electrio sub-

station of the London and North-Western Railway Co., at Kilburn.

He was engaged in connecting some oables, and as there was an
obstruction, he went to a cnbiole containing live wires with the

object of finding out what the obstruction was. He had been

warned of the danger. It appears that he struck a spanner against
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a live wire at the top of the cubicle, and he reoeived a shock of

1 1,000 volts. The jury added a rider to their verdict to the effect

that greater care should be taken in gruardiDg live wires.

Appointments Vacant.—Mains engineer, fitter drivers,

engine drivers, and wiremen for the Military Electiii Power
.stations, Southern Command, Salisbury

;
junior assistant (30->.) for

the Leek U D.C. electricity works ; station engineer, assistant

engineer, charge engineer, station fitter, and linesman jointer, for

the Ripon military camp. See our advertisement pages for

particulars.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editors invite electrical engineers, whether connected with th

technical or the commercial side of the profession and industry,

also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the

Electrical Review posted as to their movements.

Ccii Cr.i I Station Official.—Mr. K. M. WlLSON, late assistant

superintendent at the Thonikill power station of the York-
shire Electric Power Co.. Ltd., who is leaving to take up a

position with the Ebbw Vale Steel Works Co., has been pre-

sented by his colleagues with a gold albert.

General.—At a largely attended social gathering, the South
Shields Corporation tramways department presented a silver

cigarette case and a silver watch to Motor-man William
MtDDLETON, who was serving on one of the warships which
took part m the naval battle off Jutland. Mi. W. Bunting
presided, and Alderman Wylie, chairman of the Tramways
Committee, made the presentation.

Mr. .John Brotherton, manager of the British Insulated

and Helsby Cable Works, Helsby, has been placed on the
Commission of the Peace for Cheshire.

Mr. E. A. Nash, secretary of the Faraday House Testing
and Training Institution, has joined the Artists' O.T.C.

Roll of Honour.—Captain Henry. Newton, of the 5th Notts

and Derbyshire Regiment (attached to the Royal Engineers),
who is a director of Messrs. Newton Bros. (Derby), Ltd..

electrical engineers and contractors, of Derby, has been
awarded the D.S.O. According to the Derby Daily Tele-

graph, Captain Newton accompanied the Ilkeston Company
of the oth Battalion (T.F.) to the Front, and while there he
was responsible for a number of inventions which were ilsed

to advantage by his own Battalion, and the Brigadier-General,
realising their excellence, and utility, gave instructions for

them to be provided for the Brigade. A workshop, which now
employs over 1,000 men, was established in Fiance for his

operations to be conducted on the spot, and Captain Newton
was placed ill command It is stated that the King, the
Prince of Wales, and the late Lord Kitchener all evinced
great interest in his inventions.

Lieutenant F DlXON, Dorset Regiment, an electrician

under the Cleckheaton Urban Council, has been wounded.
Sapper Edgar Lockwood, of the 13th Divisional Company

of the Royal Engineers, a member of the Institution of Elec-

tiical Engineers, aged 28 years, and formerly engaged at the

Ashton-under-Lyne electricity works, has died of disease con-

tacted on active service.

Private Ernest Barker, of the Lancashire Fusiliers, for

nine years in the employ of the British Westinghouse Electric

liiiI Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Trafford Park, has been killed

in action.

Private J. H. Leonard, of the King's Liverpool Regiment,
who has been missing since June, 1915, is now officially pre-

sumed killed. Prior to enlistment he was employed at Messrs.

Lick. Kerr & Co.'s works at Preston.
Electrical Artificer J. W. Hobner, formerly on the elec-

trical staff of the North-Eastern Railway Co. at York, was on
H.M.S. Warrior in the North Sea battle, and was injured.

He is in a Scottish hospital, and is making a good recovery.

Private Thomas Burns. Loyal North Lancashires. has died

fioin wounds in the head received whilst fighting in France-

He had worked previously as an electrician.

Lieutenant H. Duncan, of the Royal Flying Corps, for-

merly in the testing department at the Rugby works of the

British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., has been decorated by
the King with the Military Cross for services rendered at

the Front.
Air Mechanic Ernest Whitfield, of the Royal Flying Corps,

who has died of smallpox whilst on active service at Cairo.

was formerly on the Doncaster municipal electricity works
staff.

E. R. L. Snow, who was a wireman on board H.M.S.
Inducible, lost his life in the North Sea battle.

Electrical Artificer Harry Woodman was lost in the North
Sea fight on board H.M.S. Queen Mary.
Our readers will, we are sure, join us in tendering sincere

sympathy to Mr. R. A. Chattock, city electrical engineer of

Birmingham, on the death of his only son, Private A. A.

Chattock, who was killed in action on June 4th. Private

Chattock, who was 23 years of age. was educated at Hillbrow

School, Rugby, and subsequently at Charterhouse School

(Robinites). He studied at the Birmingham Municipal School

or Art and in Paris. He was engaged on designing work
when war broke out, and he joined the 2nd City of Birming-
ham Battalion in October, 1914, as a private. This was after-

wards named the loth Service Battalion Royal Warwickshire
Regiment. The Battalion went to France in November, 1915,

and he was on active service there until his death occurred.

Lance-Corporal Edward Mee, of the Loyal North Lanca-
shires, on the Bolton tramways clerical staff, has been miss-

ing since May 21st.

Obituary.

—

Mr. E. March Webb.—We regret to record the

death, which occurred somewhat suddenly on June 15th, at

the Arundell Arms Hotel, Lifton, Devon, of Mr. E. March
Webb, of the India-Rubber, Gutta-Percha & Telegraph Works
Co., Ltd. Mr. March Webb commenced his career at Silver-

town in 1869, on the staff of the late Sir Charles Bright,

during the manufacture of 4,000 odd miles of submarine cable

for the West India & Panama Telegraph Co., which was laid

in 1870. Subsequently Mr. Webb joined the Silvertown com-
pany, and took part in many cable-laying expeditions as chief

electrician between 1872 and 1895. He was at one time
manager of the West Coast of America Telegraph Co., Ltd.,

and lately he had filled the office of secretary of the Spanish
National Submarine Telegraph Co., Ltd. The cable-laying

expeditions in which he took part were as follows:—The
Direct Spanish cable (1872); Havana-Key West (1873); New-
haven-Dieppe Shore End (1874); Chile-Peru cables (1875);

Marseilles-Algiers laying and Direct Spanish repairs (1879)

;

Lizard-Bilbao (1880); Marseilles-Algiers (1880); Mexican cables

and Havana-Kev West repairs (1880) ; C. & S.A. cables (Pacific

side) (1881); Spanish National cables (1883 and 1884); Havana-
Kev West repairs (1886); Congo cable repairs (1887); Western
and Brazilian (1891); South American Co. (1892); ditto (re-

pairs) (1893); Spanish Government and S.A. (1895). His
death is regretted by his remaining Silvertown friends as the

loss of one who was kind-hearted and genial to all.

Mr. William Todhunter.—We regret to record the death of

Mr. William Todhunter, of the Telegraph Construction and
Maintenance Co., Ltd., which occurred at Blackheath on
June 19th, at the age of 59 years.

Mr. J. Tranter.—The death is announced of Mr. Joshua
Tranter, of Kendal, who, under the National Telephone Co.,

inaugurated the service at that town 20 years ago. Later he
had charge of the underground installation work at Black-
pool, Lytham, and St. Annes. and he retired when the under-
taking came under Government control. He was 71 years

of age.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

L. Weekes. Ltd. (144.093).—This company was regis-
tered on June 14th, with a capital of £10.0U0 in £1 shares (1.000 founders'),

to take over the businesses (1) of an electric fuse manufacturer carried on
bv A. L. Weekes at Langlev Street, Luton, Beds., as the British Electric

Calibrated Fuse Co., and (2) of electric switch manufacturers carried on as

th " Safetee " Controlling Appliances Co., Ltd., at Langlev Street, Luton.
The subscribers (with one share each) are: A. L. Weekes, Brooklands, Har-
penden, Herts., gentleman; W. J. C'oorn, 30, Conway Road. Luton. Beds..

engineer. Private company. The number of directors is not to be more
thaa five; the first are: A. L. Weekes (permanent chairman and sole govern-

ing director) and W. J. Coom. Qualification, £100. Registered office :

Langley Street Luton.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Bourton ontheWater fclectric Light it Power Co., Ltd.
—Particulars of £600 second debentures created August 27th, 1915, filed pur-

suant to Section 93 (3) of the Companies (Consolidation) Act, 1908, the amount
of the present issue being £580. Property charged : The company's under-

taking and property, present and future, including uncalled capital. No
In st. e;.

Rural Electricity Supply Co., Ltd.—Issue on June 6th,
1916, of £100 debentures, part of a series of which particulars have already

been filed.

South Metropolitan Electric Light & Power Co., Ltd.—
Issue on Mav 24th, 1916, of a £20.000 debenture, part of a series (this deben.

lure, with others, particulars of which have already been filed, is issued to

trustees as security for an issue of debenture stock).

T. W. Broadbent. Ltd. (95,420).—Capital, ,£5,000 in 440
pref. and 560 ord. shares of £j each. Return dated August 27th, 1915 (filed

Wil 22nd, 1916). All shares taken up; £5,000 paid. Mortgages and charges:

£1,000.

British Mica Co., Lid. (72,187).—Capital, .£5.000 in 2,000
pref and 3,000 ord. shares of £1 each. Return dated March 16th, 1916.

629 pref. and 2.000 ord. shares taken up; £6211 paid on the pref.; £2,000 con-

sidered as paid on the ord. Mortgages and charges :
Nd.

Camborne Electricity Supply Co., Ltd. (57,950).—
Capital, £10,00(1 in £1 shares. Return d'ated April 26th, 1916. 607 shares

taken up; £605 paid, leaving £2 in arrears. Mortgages and charges: Nil.

CITY NOTES.

The report for 1915 of the Oompagnie du
Chemin de Fer Metropolitain, of Paris,

refers at length to the tunnel and inci-

dental works carried out by the City of

Paris in connection with the extensions of

the railway, and states that no routes were handed over to

the company for the construction of the permanent way and

Paris
Metropolitan
Railway.
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equipment for working. Although delays had taken place in
consequence of the difficult} oi obtaining labour and materials,
progress had been made everywhere. Similar obstacles con-
fronted the company in the execution oi its works, and the
route length in operation had not varied since Septembi 1 30th,
1913, the mileage slightly exceeding 48. The completion oi

1 rden placed m L913 for additional motor cats and trailers
had been interrupted, and the rolling stock consequently
remained at 700 motor care, 270 first-class trailers, and 385
second-class trailers. The train service, which hud to be re-
organised and reduced in the second half of Kill, was gradu-
ally brought last year up to a time-table which substantially
approached that which prevailed prior to the war, whilst the
number of employes had risen from 3,658 at the end of 1914
to 4,133 at the close of last December. Concerning the bonuses
granted to the stall' in order to give the men a greater interest
in the efficient working of the railway, the report mentions
that over £36,000 was paid in this manner in 1915, and both
the regular men and the temporary substitutes for those
called to the Colours participated in the distribution. The
total receipts amounted to £1,846,000, of which £596,000
represented the share payable to the Citj oi Paris .according
t > the terms of the concession, and the working expenses
absorbed £806,000. After making various appropriations, the
net profits are returned at £252,000, which sum has permitted
of the declaration of a dividend at the rate of 5.6 pei cent, on
the ordinary capital of £3,000,000.

The directors, in their report for the year
Imperial ended December, 1915, state that the gross

Tramways receipts of the Middlesbrough, Stockton
Co., Ltd. and Thornabv electric tramways amounted

to £66. 529. an increase of £2,967. The
passengers carried were 12,299,280, an increase of 37,656. The
nil profit was £15,432, as compared with £17,604. The traffic

receipts continued to develop in spite of the difficult condi-
tions in the districts served by the tramways and omnibuses.
Since the beginning of the war 84 per cent, of the employes
have joined the Forces or attested. The special allowances
granted to dependents of employes amounted during 1915 to

£1,531. This company holds T22.230 5 per cent, cumulative
preference shares of £1 each and 112,451 ordinary shares of

£1 each in the London & Suburban Traction Co., Ltd., and
has received the full dividend for the past year on the prefer-
ences shares, but the revenue of that company for the year
J915 was not sufficient to permit the payment of any dividend
on the ordinary capital. The company's net revenue account
for the year shows an available balance of £25,760, and after

payment of interest on the debenture stock for the whole year
an interim dividend on the preference shares in respect of

the half-year to June 30th last, amounting together to £17.075,
6 per cent, per annum on the preference capital (less income-
tax) absorbs £5,025, and a dividend for the year at 2 per cent,

on the ordinary capital (less income-tax) requires £3,467. £194
remaining to be carried forward. Annual meeting : June
26th, Bristol.

Mr. G. A. Touche, M.P., presiding at

United Electric the annual meeting on June 15th. said

Tramways that the war was still a dominating factor

of Monte Video, in the River Plate. The company suf-

Ltd. fered from the abnormal conditions in the
shipping world, and would do so more in

the current year Practically all materials required by them
hail to be shipped to Monte Video. The coal situation con-
tinued t.i cause anxiety. There w-as no coal supply in Uruguay,
but there were fairly extensive peat deposits, and experi-
ments as to their use for fuel purposes were being made. Fail-

ing British coal, it became necessary to rely on America,
although it was not of the same steaming qualities as Welsh.
The large railway companies and other consumers of coal in

the Argentine and Uruguay had formed a committee to regu-
late, as far as possible, the exportation of coal to the River
Plate. The Admiralty had agreed to liberate a certain amount
of requisitioned shipping to carry coal from American ports
ta the River Plate. The cost of this coal, delivered in Monte
Video, would be approximately 105s. per ton, of which 85s.

represented freight. This compared with an average pre-war
price of 40s. 6d. British coal might cost even more, but at

the moment there was little or no chance of obtaining any.
It was by no means certain that the company's requirements,
even in American coal, would be fully supplied, as it was very
difficult to find the ships necessary to carry it south. The
fuel difficulty had not reached its acutest stage during the
period covered by the accounts, but during the year now
current it must represent a serious charge on the company's
receipts. Weather conditions in Monte v'ideo had also been
unfavourable again. By carrying out rigid economies in

every department of the hotel, the reduction in the expenses
almost compensated for the decrease in the receipts. All

these adverse circumstances made a rather depressing narra-
tive, but none of them represented conditions which should
be permanent. Having referred to the political and economic
situation in Monte Video and given details of the results of

the past year's working, the chairman expressed regret that

the directors were unable to recommend the payment of anj

•dividend on the ordinary shares. In the circumstance- there

was no prudent alternative. With regard to the current year,

weather conditions during the past summer season showed
some improvement, with the result that the traffics had
shown increases when compared with the corresponding
months in the previous year. It was, however, to be regretted

German
Netherlands
Telegraph Co.

that practically all the rncrease in gross receipts had been
ivier operating expenses. 'Those expenses were

bound io go on increasing while fuel and freight costs con-
tinued on the up-grade, lie feared they could not expect
anj impri

i
the net revenue position in the current

year unless conditions made some rapid changi I

i past it bad been the policy of the Government ol
Uruguay to municipalise businesses of public utility. With this
objec! in view they acquired recently a controlling interest
m the Norte Tramway Co., which still operated a system of
trains in Monte Video by animal traction, lb' believed it to
be the intention of the State to electrify this syst
extend it in various directions—probably in competition with
existing electric tramways. Experience showed that etc

operation was better than competition, whether the result
aimed at the public utility or financial stability. If the muni-
cipality was to enter upon the tramway business it would
clearly lie better that it should control the largest system
in the city instead of being in competition with it. This
might explain why some months ago informal inquiries were
made as to whether this company Would be prepared to sell

to the State, and, if so, on what terms. The direct
nised that the position create. I by the war and the desire of
the Government that British investments in North and South
America should, when opportunity offered, be realised, were
factors which ought to be taken into account. They there-
fore caused the authorities to be informed that if tic

nt were prepared to make a definite offer on a Ian and
reasonable basis of valuation, they would give it theil

consideration. Since the report was issued the ( lovernment
had made a proposal, which the directors would give their
full and careful consideration.

The report for 1915 of the Deutsch-
Niederlandische Telegraphen Gesellschaft,
of Cologne, states that no changes took
place in the conditions of the company's
stations and cables as compared with the

pieceding year, the cables being still in good condition. No
news had so far come to hand from the officials who remained
at Yap in regard to this station, and the directors assumed
that the Japanese censor had not permitted any report being
ii ade. The company had again received a dividend of 6 per
cent, for 1914-15 on its investment in the German South Seas
Wireless Telegraph Go. in so far as it was paid up. As a
result of the alteration in the agreement with the Great
Northern Telegraph Co., of Copenhagen, according to which
the annual payment for repairs was reduced by £3,000 froni

June 1st, 1915, the German Netherlands Co. had to pay a sum
lower in this year by £1,750, but a reduction in the expenses
as against 1913-14 was not shown, owing to the unfavourable
rate of exchange. The net profits are returned at £41,000, as

contrasted with £41,600 in 1914, and the directors recommend
a dividend of 6 per cent., as compared with 6} per cent, in

1914.

The Elektrieitata Gesellschaft (late II'.

Lahmeyer A Co.), of Frankfort-on-Mam,
reports net profits amounting to £103,000
for 1915, as compared with £103,500 in

the previous year. It is intended to pay
a dividend of 7 per cent., being the same rate as in 1914.

The accounts of the Land und Seekabel Werke, of Colognr-

Nippes, show gross profits amounting to £61,000 for 1915, as

compared with £67,000 in the preceding twelve months.
After setting aside £4,000 for depreciation, as against £12,0t«)

in 1914, and making other appropriations, the net profits are

recorded at £38,000, as compared with £35,000. It is pro-

posed to distribute 11 per cent, on the paid-up capital of

£262,500, this comparing with 10 per cent, in 1914.

The shareholders in the Dergmann Elektrizitats II

Berlin, were informed by the general manager at thi

annual meeting that over one-half of the total turnover in

1915 represented peace manufactures, the balance comprising

war contracts. As a result of the Government requisitions of

copper and certain other metals, the company had been com-

pelled to equip itself for the production of metal substitutes,

and this had rendered it possible to continue the output of

articles for peace purposes. This fact was aim of importance

for the period after the war in regard to the price movements
in copper. If the price of copper exceeded permissible limits

the continued use of substitutes would make the works in-

dependent of other countries. On the conclusion of peace it

would be possible quickly to change over to the manufacture

of peace products, and competition would be keen, especially

witli American firms.

Mr. Godfrey Isaacs presided, on June
14th. at the annual meeting, in the

.i Mr. Marconi in Italy. Attc
dealing with the balance sheet and

the increase in the receipts, which has

already been mentioned in the report, be

said that they were entitled to congratu*

upon the result, especially considering that the

trily being conducted in very difficult and

circumstances, and that the whole of the losses

incurred through the submarine warfare had been debited to

profit and loss account. The gross receipts, which in 1911

were £64,166, had grown in successive years to £100.32o

I It; :';25 (1913), £175,105 (1914), £208,927 (1915). Their

German
Electrical

Companies.

.Marconi
International

Marine
Communication

Co.. Ltd.
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telegraphic receipts were very much below what they would
hare been in ordinary circumstances. Except in such abnormal
times as these their business was not subject to any material
variation in its figures in consequence of fortuitous circum-
stances, activity or slackness of trade. Thev provided what
was an absolute need, the great importance of which was
more marked each year. Not onlv was it essential that everv
merchant ship should be fitted with a- wireless installation,
but overwhelming evidence had been afforded of the import-
ance of a world-wide organisation such as the company had
built up. The number of telegraph stations owned and
worked by the company as public telegraph stations on the
high seas had increased since December from 1,008 to be-
tween 1,100 and 1,'200, and the number was increasing daily
as fast as it was possible to turn out and fit the installations.
They had to-day a sound industrial business which could
only progress, and which, after the war, would develop
more quickly than hitherto. Their position had not been
obtained without a very great struggle. Since their incep-
tion, 16 years ago, they had encountered innumerable diffi-

culties, the country was slow to appreciate the value of their
work', and the business was dangerously near to falling into
foreign hands. It gave one hope that tin- lessons of the war
would lead to national assistance—should it again fall to the
lot of a British company, situated as this company was—to
develop a new science and a new industry destined to become
of such paramount importance to the nation. Mr. Marconi's
recent developments would dispose of one more peril of the
seas. He authorised him to state that in the near future lie

would introduce a new, independent, and very simple appa-
ratus to be worked from the bridge of a ship, and by one of
the ship's officers, which should put an end to all danger of
collision in darkness or fog. Mr. Marconi bad described that
new work to him. and be had little doubt that every sea-
going vessel would be equipped with the invention.

'

This
should prove of no small value to their company. Mr. Isaacs
went on to refer to the bravery in these perilous times of their
operators, of whom they had 2,000 almost continuously on
the seas. Eighty-two of their operators were employed on
mercantile ships which had been sunk by the enemy. ' Three
were drowned, two had been seriously injured, and seven
slightly injured. The chairman spoke very highly of the ser-
vices of the manager, Mr. Bradfield, and the heads of the ship
department, Messrs. Cross and Lewis, and their staff.

J. G. White & Co., Ltd.—A dividend of G per cent., less
tax, is proposed, carrying forward £34,939. The war con-
tinues to adversely affect the business. Methods for broaden-
ing the scope of the company's work are being developed with
encouraging prospects. Investments having been conserva-
tively valued in the past, no readjustment of values is now
necessary.

Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd.—Gross profit for
1915, £581,125; net profit, £377,818, an increase of £145,101.
In view of the state of war, and having regard to the large
sums of money abroad, and to the uncertainty when the
moneys due from the Government will be received, the re-

sources are to be husbanded. A final dividend of 5 per cent,
will make 10 per cent, for the year. Annual meeting : June
30th.

Trowbridge Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Mr. J. H. Blake
presided at the annual meeting, on June 13th. at which a
dividend of 5 per cent, on the ordinary shares was declared.

The profits were only £348, as against £43,s last year. That
was not due to a reduction in sales, but to their not putting
up the price to consumers as early as they ought to have
drne. It was stated that the Bradley Road residents could
not have a supply, as the Council would not grant permis-
sion there for overhead wires. The cost of underground
cables was prohibitive, and would be for some years to come.

Waygood=Otis, Ltd.—For the year ended March, 1916,
the profit was £12,798. Depreciation absorbs £3.900, direc-

tors' remuneration and salaries of directors managing depart-

ments £6,542, grants to employes' dependents £2,396, and
there is carried forward £671.

Yorkshire (West Riding) Electric Tramways Co., Ltd.—
Interim dividend of 3 per cent, on account of the accrued
dividend on the 6 per cent. cum. pref. 1 shares.

Verity's, Ltd.—Dividend for the vear, 6 per cent, on the
ordinary shares, carrying forward £1,084.

Coventry Chain Co., Ltd.—Interim dividend of 6 per

cent, per annum, less tax, on the ordinary shares.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Tdesdas Evening.

The capital news of the Russian advance contributed in

no small measure to further improvements in the Stock

Exchange markets, prices going ahead rapidly under the

leadership of Consols. The Funds, indeed, moved much too

quickly, as was apparent immediately the buying pressure

became relaxed, with the result that the 4-point rise secured
in less than a week was cut in half as sellers came in, tempted
by the rapidity of the rush-up. Consols have once more
taken the premier position as regards markets, upon them
depending movements in other gilt-edged securities The
latter hardened with Consols, but in their case they managed
tD retain the rises considerably better than Consols did.
Home Railway stocks have dwindled a little, followin" upon

their big rises of last week. The attention called to the
market by the advances, spread to the Central London issues-
though when would-be purchasers sent in their orders, they
found scarcely any stock on supply, and the quotations
ncminal except to sellers. The 4 per cent, preferred stock is
changing hands about 57£; but the 4 per cent, assented pre-
ferred stock is quoted about 72, with none on offer. The
last business marked in the company's ordinary stock (non-
assented) was at 355, which is about half the present quota-
tion for assented ordinary. Underground Electric ordinary-
are better at 1 15/16, though the income bonds have riven
way a little.

Blectricitj ordinary shares have a rise of 7s. 6d. to the
credit of Westminsters, which has raised these to 6, at which
price the return on the money comes to £5 16s. 8d. per cent.
This gives Westminster ordinary the pride of place, as yield-
ing less than any of the shares of its class in the list. Chelseas
at 3 are i down

; up to the present they have held the position
now taken by Westminsters. The highest returns are those
afforded by the ordinary shares of the South London, the
Brompton, and the London Electric Companies, in the order
named

;
while from the preference shares the average yield

works out to about 6$ per cent., taking the list through.
There is rather more business doing in the market than usual,
and jobbers report inquiry for the shares of the leading com-
panies. In the manufacturing group, too, Edison & Swans
have picked up to half-a-guinea. British Westinghouse pre-
ference have further improved.

British Aluminium ordinary shares are a trifle easier at
26s. 6d. The report of the Aluminium Corporation, which
had been awaited with considerable interest, is now out, and
shows a net profit of £14,300, this being the first time for
the past half decade that the company has escaped a loss.

The preference shares are, therefore, to get their 7 per cent,
dividend, although some criticism is directed against the pay-
ment by those who think it would have been better to fortify
the financial position by refraining from making a distribu-
tion yet. Nothing has been allowed this year for deprecia-
tion, the directors stating that the question will be dealt
with in the next report.

All the cable manufacturing shares are strong. India-
Rubbers have risen 5s. to 11J. Henleys and Callenders are
wanted by Manchester, which also is a buyer of the other
companies' shares in this group. Babcock & Wilcox gave way
a trifle, but firmed up again to 2J. Castner-Kellners have
lecovered the dividend recently deducted, and at 3| they are
3/16 higher on the week.

With reference to dividends paid free of tax, as there seems
to be a slight misapprehension amongst some readers, may
we repeat that the yields per cent, which are given in our
tables have been calculated without making any allowance
for income-tax at all. For some time, we endeavoured to

show the equivalent return where dividends were paid tax
free ; but, in consequence of the various alterations which
took place and the different deduction made by the Com-
panies from their dividends, we reverted to the simpler prac-

tice of working out the returns " flat," leaving the necessary
allowances to be made by those who are interested. To take

one concrete example : The return on Eastern Telegraph ordi-

nary stock comes to oh per cent. ; but as the dividends are

paid free of tax, deduction of 5s. in the £ would render
this equal to nearly 7J per cent, when compared with other

shares the dividends on which are subject to tax before the

cheques are sent out.

The strength of the telegraph market continues to stand

out as one of the features of the Stock Exchange. Westerns
have risen 7s. 6d., Eastern ordinary is up 2 points, " China

"

shares are again up |, and Anglo-American preferred is a

point to the good. In addition to these, all the rises of the,

previous week have been held. Considerable animation has
revived in Marconis. The ordinary shares gained 7s. 6d. upon
their last week's price, but at 2 13/16 shares came in, and

there was a small reaction which has left the price J up.

Rumour is busy in the discussion of what dividend the

company is likely to pay. With the parent shares, those

it the subsidiaries have also rallied, Americans hardening to

16s. 3d., and Canadians to 9s. A prominent feature in this

section is the strength of Marconi Marines, which rose

straight from 30s. to 39s. without a break, though at the

latter price something of a halt was called to the breathless

advance.
Mexican news is bad. Carranza has developed unexpected

truculence, and is said to have seized a station on the South-

ern Pacific Railroad. President Wilson has ordered mobilisa-

tion of the American Militia, and prices of Mexican securities

ar-i naturally flat. So far as the utilities are concerned, no

quotable changes have been made, but the various issues are

not exactly in eager demand.
Holders of the 5 per cent, convertible debenture stock of

the Consolidated Gas, Electric Light, and Power Co., of Balti-

more should note that their option of conversion into common
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shares will expire on July 1st. The stock is an excellent
security, but the shares have fine prospects, and receive 7 per
o nt. dividends at present.

Brazil Tractions fell a point to 63, although other things
connected with Brazil are mostly good. Prices in the railway
market are making rapid strides. British Columbia deferred
i. haul.!, and a satisfactory feature is the further recovery
iri Anglo-Argentine Tramways first preference shares, the
price putting on another J to 3 11/16. The Argentine Republic
has recovered very slowly from the effects imposed upon it

b/ the war; and there can be no doubt that when it fairly

turns the Corner, prices will go ahead just as sharply as did

those of companies trading in Brazil. The 1 per cent, deben-
ture stock is better at 76; the 11 per cent, has improved to

75J, which is about a couple of points lower than the 5 per
i mt. debenture stock.

Bombay Electrics are good at 16J. The British Electric

Traction issues arc also linn, the 5 per cent, debenture stork

changing hands the other day at 804, and the 4$ per cent.

second debenture stock at 70J. Calcutta Tramways ordinary
have been done within the last few days at 61, which is £1
a -hare lower than they stood upon the outbreak of war.

The rubber share market is steady, notwithstanding a fur-

line in the price of the raw material to 2s. 5Jd. per lb.

Business is accordingly quiet, and interest has drifted away
t . a large extent into other and more active departments of

the industrial section of the Stock Exchange. At the same
time, the decline in rubber has not led to any particular

si lling Copper shares have weakened, in consequence of

the smart drop in the price of copper. Base metal shares oi

various kinds are under something of a cloud. Armament
issues, on the other hand, tend to improve, in sympathy with

the strength shown by iron and steel shares generally.

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.
Home Electricity Companies.

Dividend Price
„ * v June 2?, Rise or fall

1914. 1915. 1916. this week.

Brompton Ordinary .... 10 10 6J
—

Charing Cross Ordinary ..66 84 —
do. do. do. 4JPref.. 4J 4J SJ

Chelsea 6 4 8 -J
City of London 9 8 12 —

do. do. 6 per cent. Pret. 6 6 10$ —
County ot London .... 7 7 lOi —

do. 6 per cent. Pret. 6 6 Kg —
Kensington Ordinary .... 9 7 6 —
London Electric 4 3 1,% —

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref. 6 6 4i —
Metropolitan 3£ 3 2g —

do. 4i per cent. Pref. 4J 44 3 -
at. James' and Pall Mall 10 8 Ei —
South London ...... S 6 21 —
South Metropolitan Pref. 7 7 \fa

—
Westminster Ordinary .... 9 7 6 -f i

Telegraphs and Telephones.

Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref 6 « 104 +1
do. Def 80/. 83/6 23

Chile Telephone 8 8 6g

Cuba Sub. Ord 6 5 7J

Eastern Extension .. .. 7 8 14g +4
Eastern Tel. Ord 7 8 146 +2
Globe Tel. and T. Ord 6 7 12g —

do. Pref. ..6 6 10* —
Great Northern Tel 22 22 37 -
Indo-European 13 18 49

Marconi 10 — 2'J + }
New York Tel. 4§ . . . . 4J 4) 102* -
Oriental Telephone Ord. . . 10 10 IfS
United R. Plate Tel 8 8 6jxd —
West India and Pan 1 Nil 2>/-

Western Telegraph .... 7 8 15 + g

Home Rails.

Central London, Ord. Assented 4 4 73 +1
Metropolitan li 1 27*. + *

do. District .. .. Nil Nil 19> — }
Underground Electric Ordinary Nil Nil 1}" + J

do. do. "A" .. Nil Nil £/
do. do. Income 6 6 87 — J

Foreign Trams, Ac,

Adelaide Sup. 6 per cent. Pref. 6 6 4§ —
An'lo-Arg. Trams, First Pref. 6$ 5*. 8}J + £

do. 2nd Pref. . . 6 J 6J 9J
—

do. 6 Deb. ..6 6 77J
—

Brazil Tractions 4 4 63 - 1

Bombay Electric Pref 6 6 Kg —
British'Columbia Elec. Rlv. Pfce. 6 5 69 —

do. do. Preferred — Nil 40 —
do. do. Deferred — Nil 39 +1
do. do. Deb. 4J 4J 62

Mexico Trams 5 per cent. Bonds — Nil 42 —
do. 6 per cent. Bonds — Nil 35

Mexican Light Common . . Nil Nil 20 —
do. Pref Nil Nil 82 -
do. 1st Bonds . . Nil Nil 42 —

Manufacturing Companies.

Babcock A Wilcox .... 14 15 2J —
British Aluminium Ord. ..5 7 2*,

6

— 6d.

British Insulated Ord 15 17J 10S

British Westinghouse Pref. .. 7*. 7* 46/6 +6d.
Callenders 15 20 12J

—
do. 5 Pref 5 6 4*

Castner-Kellner 20 —
: g + ,%

Edison & Swan, £3 paid .. Nil — 10/6 + 6d.

do. do. fully paid . . Nil — 1*, —
do. do. 5 per cent. Deb. 5 5 57 —

Electric Construction .. .. 6 7* ll/ 1
* —

Gen. Elec. Pref 6 6 9g —
Henley 20 25 15 —
do. $ Pre! 4*. 4J 4 —

India-RuDber 10 10 Hi. —
Telegraph Con 20 80 89 —

* Dividends paid free of inoome tax,

Yield
p.c.

£7 13 10
7 2 HI
6 18 6

6 19 4
6 13 4
5 14 3
6 16 7
6 15 8
7
7 11

6 13
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MUNICIPAL ELECTRICAL EXTENSIONS AT KILMARNOCK.

(Coiiduded from page 66&.) -

T„>: transmission Hne to supply the eastern area wj. not ^^^^T^ KS\£S££k
completed until the end of the summer

;
thus this hne is

™.f'^'
88
/°
n
fch

"
bu%h f Newmilns. Between Galston

not so revenue-producing as the western route. However cont.n^ »
^
Jte J^h o Ae ^^ ^

a number of the mills are considering offers tor completely and Aewmiins tne aipp y

electrifying their

plants. This trans-

mission line is simi-

lar in design and

capacity to the

western section.

The sub-stations at

Galston, Newmilns,

and Darvel are

erected in close

proximity to the

power line, and in

each case the line

loops Ln and out of

these sub-stations,

so that the circuit

can be divided up.

At a point between

Kilmarnock and
Galston a tapping is

taken into the sub-

station of Messrs. A.

Strang & Co., Ltd.,

where a .jO-k.v.a.

transformer is in-

stalled, and arrange-

ments are made
whereby a supply

can be given to the

village of Hnrlford

HlGH-PEESSUBE SWITCHGEAB, AND CUBICLES.

11,000/3,800-

volt transformer is

installed. Here one

100-h.p. and one

50-h.p. motors are

running day and

night, driving tur-

bine pumps placed

at the bottom of the

pit shaft ; the adop-

tion of electric wind-

ing is also under

consideration.

The sub-station

at Newmilns is

erected under a rail-

way arch, and l.t.

mains run to the

various mills. BTew

mills are in course

of erection, and the

manufacturers are

driving throughout

by electricity, utilis-

ing a motor on each

loom. It is essen-

tial that the loom

drive shall be steady

and not jerky

when starting up ;

It Galston the sub-station is similar to those at Troon

and Irvine, but the transformer ratio is 11,000/415 volts.

Low-pressure mains are laid from this sub-station into the

with a modern spring adjustment on the motor, the

starting-up trouble has been overcome, and the three-phase

A C motor is recognised to be a complete success in every

B.T.H. 2 500-KW. Tubbo-Genebatob.

town The supplv here was available in the middle of

January, 1916 ; the Wholesale Co-operative Blanket * ork

have some 150 HJ>. installed, and a number of smallei

Insu-Ts have been connected. Ducts are laid with the

low-pressure mains for installing u P. mams immediately the

rested; There is no doubt, therefore, that many of the

manufacturer?, now that the electric drive on lace looms is

proved t.» be satisfactory, will eventually discard their steam

engines and adopt the electric drive. ....
Owin" to the mills not being in close proximity to one
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another at Darvel, as is the case at Xewinilns, :i,300-volt

mains are laid in the burgh to the various mills. The sub-

station is similar to those already described, the transformer

ratio being 11,000/3,300 volts.

The supply at Darvel has only been available for a few

weeks, and only one mill is as yet electrified, but applica-

tions from others have already been received. Messrs.

Stirling & Auld, prior to taking the Corporation supply.

direct-contact feed-water heater situated on the top of a

hot-well tank, or put into the main turbine condenser. With
the 2,500-kw. turbine a Lea recorder is installed.

High-pressure Switch Pillar and Transformer Kiosk.

generated their own electricity by means of an sO-h.p.

suction gas engine and belt-driven alternator.

To cope with the demands from the Burgh of Kilmarnock,

and its recently-extended area of supply, extensive altera-

tions have taken place at the power station, and extensions to

the engine room and boiler house, and a switch annexe, have

been built. A turbo-alternator set of 1,500 kw. was installed

in January, 1915, and a further similar 2,500-kw. set was

put on load in April, 1916, bringing the total plant capacity

to 5,550 kw., there being nine sets in all, three of which

are turbo-alternators. Both the 1,500 and 2,500-kw.

turbines are of the B.T.H. horizontal Curtis type, running at

3,000 r.p.m., and driving 3,300-volt, 50-cycle alternators,

with the exciters on the ends of the shafts. The 1,500-kw.

set is designed for 25 per cent, overload and 50 per cent.

momentary overload, but the 2,500-kw. set is designed for

50 per cent, overload for a long period. On both alternators

a Heenan & Froude air filter is provided.

The condenser on the 1,500-kw. set is of the surface type,

with the air, circulation, and extraction pumps driven by an

auxiliary turbine manufactured by Messrs. Mirrlees Watson.

Tee off E.H.P. Transmission Line to supply Irvine

The condenser on the 2,500-kw. set is of the Worthington

surface type, the air, circulating, and extraction pumps
being driven by a B.T.H. steam turbine. The exhaust

steam from the two auxiliary turbines can be passed into a

Callendeb K Towers crossing Bog Land (see p. 668).

The high-pressure switchgear supplied by the British

Thomson-Houston Co. consists of one Tirrill regulator panel,

three machine panels, two converter panels, and six feeder

panels. Immediately behind the control board and in the

switch annexe are built concrete cubicles containing

bus-bars, switches, &c. The whole of the bus-bars and

isolating switches are duplicated, and the doors of the

cubicles are interlocked with the switches.

In order to make full use of the efficient turbo-alternators,

one 500-kw. and one 800-KW. Brace

Peebles motor-converters are installed

in the power station to supply the

direct current for lighting and tram-

ways, and these also run in parallel

with the converters at the Langland
Street sub-station. These machines

have the same voltage regulation as the

D.c. generators, and can be run in

parallel with them.

In the boiler house one 20,000-lb.

Babcock & Wilcox boiler has been

added, and a similar one is in course of

erection at the works, making a total of

eight boilers, three of which are of the

Lancashire type. Owing to the cheap

grade of fuel which can be had around

Kilmarnock, this new boiler is fitted

with " undergate " forced draught.

This was the first of Messrs. Babcock

and Wilcox's manufacture, and it has

been found that a very small and

cheap class of smudge can be burned

economically and well. B.T.H. steam-flow meters are

installed in connection with the chain-grate stokers. An
induced-draught plant is at present being erected, and

much better evaporation is expected from the boilers when
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this plant is working. A railway siding runs direct over

the coal-bunkers in front of the boilers, and the usual

bunker elevators are in use for taking the coal into the

stoker hoppers.

The pumping plant consists of three Weir double-acting

feed pumps, and a rotary feed pump will be installed

shortly. Although the works are situated on a bank of the

river Irvine, a shortage of water was experienced during the

summer, the river being dammed at a number of places.

To overcome this difficulty, 36 -in. ferro-concrete pipes have

been laid from the nearest dam to the works, and an

ample supply of water is now available. The condenser

and pumps are now always flooded.

The maximum load during the winter of the year ending

May 15th, 1915, was 1,340 kw., and the average day load

for the last four months has been 2,000-2,200 kw. This

load would have been some 500 kw. better had sufficient

plant been available, but owing to the delay in getting

the 2,500-kw. turbo-alternator into commission, it has been

necessary to restrict a number of the large consumers from

taking the whole of their requirements.

The majority of the large consumers are under agree-

ments for 10 to 15 years, the Corporation covering itself

against increased cost of coal by inserting a coal clause in

these agreements.

The transmission lines were erected by Messrs. Callenders

Cable and Construction Co., Ltd. ; the total length of over-

head mains is 19 '78 miles, and the total number of poles

581, spaced, as a rule, 55 to GO yards apart.

The A.c. supply-pressure is kept constant by means of a

Tirrill regulator j the alternators are star-wound, and the

neutral point is connected to earth through a limiting resist-

ance.

The Town Council of Kilmarnock is doing everything

possible to further the interests of the electricity department,

and a showroom has recently been opened. The tariff

charges for lighting and power are reasonably low in Kil-

marnock, and even in the outer areas the lighting is at the

same rate, but the power charges are 10 per cent, above the

Kilmarnock rates. However, at this figure the power con-

sumers are finding the electric drive more economical than

their old steam or gas engines.

The construction of the outside extension was not com-
menced until June, 1914, and was greatly delayed owing to

the difficulty in getting material consequent on the war, but

practically the whole scheme will be completed in three

months' time, except for local extensions. Up to May 15th,

1916, some 2,050 h.p. in motors had been connected.

The 11,000-volt transformers were supplied by Messrs.

Ferranti, Ltd., and are of the oil-cooled type ; the end

Peebles 500-kw. Motor Converter at Glenfield and
Kennedy's Works.

turns are specially insulated to withstand increased pressure,

and each transformer has approximately 5 per cent, react-

ance. A number of the transformers have their coils clamped

by means of the above makers' patented spring clamp, and

all the transformers have their coils clamped in order to

withstand, as far as possible, short circuits and overloads.

Tappings of 11,000, 10,800, 10,600, 10,400, 10,200, and
10,000 volts are taken out of the transformers, in order that

the correct voltage may be obtained. The kiosk transformers

are air-cooled, and are of the well-known " Berry " make.

The underground cables were supplied by Messrs.

Callender's Cable and Construction Co., Ltd.. and were laid

by the Kilmarnock Corporation Electricity Department.

Siemens 100-h.p. Motor Drive at Spinning Mill.

In conclusion, we must express our indebtedness to Mr.
William Bexon, the burgh electrical engineer, for providing

us with particulars and views of the extensive supply scheme

under his control, towards the success of which his efforts

have so greatly contributed.

GERMAN SUBSTITUTES AND ECONOMIES
IN ELECTRICAL CONDUCTORS.

The oft-repeated boast that Germany has within her own
borders many years' supply of copper, and has secured

inexhaustible supplies in allied or occupied territory in the

Near East, has been accompanied by an ever more exten-

sive commandeering of domestic copperware, and, in the

electrical field, by the most vigorous efforts to find a sob-

stitute for copper conductors. At first iron wire and
cables were employed, but these soon proved very incon-

venient, apart from the fact that the conductivity of iron

is only about one-eighth that of copper. Aluminium is, of

course, quite a useful substitute for copper in practically

every electrical application, and the fact that the enemy has

gone the length of formulating rules concerning the use of

zinc and iron in wiring and in machine windings merely

indicates that the shortage of aluminium is as serious as that

of copper. The conductivity of zinc is more than twice as

great as that of iron, and the metal is non-magnetic, and

more flexible and convenient in its mechanical properties.

In this respect the latest zinc wiring on the German market

is claimed to be almost equal to copper. Under favourable

circumstances, this is probably the case, but it is never

possible to rely on a single zinc conductor being sound

throughout its length, and the mechanical properties of zinc

are inferior and treacherous at temperatures much above or

below normal atmospheric temperature. Zinc cables

may not be laid during frost, and, once laid, they

must not be moved except with very great care, and

only between narrow limits of temperature. Electrolytic

corrosion, at the expense of the zinc, is very apt to occur at

all-junctions with dissimilar metals, and mechanical contact

clamps are preferable to soldered joints, owing to the low
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melting point of zinc and the risk of coarsening the

crystalline structure and rendering the metal brittle by

heat. For this reason, zinc wiring or windings may not be

used in hot situations, and joint-boxes must be as small as

possible, and filled with a compound melting at somewhere

below the boiling point of water. Zinc may not be used

for overhead lines, and zinc windings are not safe in motors

to be used out of doors, neither are they safe in totally-

enclosed machines ; indeed, they are not reliable enough

under any circumstances to be considered safe for use in

electrical apparatus for military service. As an approximate

rule, zinc conductors may be worked at half the current

density, giving the same temperature rise as in copper

conductors.

< >nly a few weeks ago fresh rules were published by the

V.D.E. concerning the use of aluminium and zinc lighting

wires, pendant and workshop fiexibles, as well as rubber-

insulated and armoured aluminium cables. A further

economy, prescribed " for the duration of the war and a

suitable time thereafter," relates to the thickness of lead on

lead-sheathed cables. This is to be reduced to values

indicated by the following summary, in which the approxi-

mate equivalents of the I.E.E. values are added for com-

parison. Double-lead sheathing is prohibited for the

present.

Thickness of lead sheathine.

Xew V.D.E. Rules. I.E E. Rules
(approx.).

10 mm. 1'5 mm.
1-' „ 1"8 „

13 „ 20 .,

1-5 „ 2-8 .,

17 2-5 „

20 ..

Effective copper
section.

1 to 10 :

36 to :.()

98

1 60
240
500

1,000

Concentric and multicore cables may have a single lead sheath

ing, the thickness specified advancing by steps of -

l mm.
from 1*1 mm. for cables 10 mm. or less in diameter (under

the sheathing) up to 3 mm. for cables 70 mm. in diameter.

By agreement with the Association of Central Stations and

with cable manufacturers, it is arranged that all conductors

insulated with "regenerated rubber " shall have a bright

green identification thread.

The war-time fittings wire, for use only in or on low-

pressure lighting fittings, consists of a solid aluminium or

a 7-strand aluminium or zinc wire of 0"75 sq. mm. cross-

section, covered with 0'8 mm. of vulcanised rubber, which

may be " regenerated " material. Over this there is the

usual impregnated cotton or silk braiding, and the test for

the finished material is ability to withstand 1,000 v., A.C.,

for half an hour between the cores of 5 metres of twin

conductor or between two single wires twisted together.

Pendant wires are insulated similarly, and subjected to

the same electrical test, but the conductor section is in-

creased to 1 sq. mm., and consists of 1 9 aluminium or zinc

strands. One, or, if preferred, two tension fiexibles are

stranded with the current-carrying cores, and the whole,

after braiding, must be flexible enough to paBS without

injury over a 25-mm. roller in the case of single cords, and
over a 35-mm. roller in the case of double cords.

Flexible for domestic service, subjected to small mechanical

stress and lower pressure, is to consist of aluminium or zinc

wires of at most 0'3 mm. diameter, suitably twisted together.

The smallest permissible section is 1 sq. mm. in aluminium

and 15 sq. mm. in zinc ; the largest permissible sections are

2*5 mm. and I sq. mm. respectively. Each core must have

at least 1 mm. (radial) of rubber sheathing (which may be
" regenerated"), and over that a braiding. The test for

this class of wiring is ability to withstand 2,000 volts i.e.

for half-an-hour on 5-metre test lengths after immersion in

water for 24 hours. Workshop flex is of similar construc-

tion, but sections up to 16 sq. mm. are permissible, and

wires 04 mm. in diameter may be used in sections exceeding

(. mm. Vulcanised rubber insulatiou is specified, and

this must be covered with impregnated tape or paper. Two
or m are placed together under a strong outer

braiding ; earthing conductors must have strands not

exceeding 0"8 mm. diameter.

The following extract from the wiring table for aluminium

and zinc wires may be compared with the LE E. limits for

copper :

—

Conductor Aluminium
section. (V.D.E.)

1 sq. mm. B amps.

* ., .. 80 „

10 ,, .,

26 „ „ 80 „

50 „ „ 125 „

95 „ „ 1110 „

150 „ „ 256 „

Maximum permissible current.

Zinc
(V.D.E.)

13 amps.
23 .,

r,2 „

83 ,.

125 „
170 „

Copper
(I.E.E. approx.)

6 amps.
24 „

38-57' „
64-108 „
98-158 „
150-346 .,

204-327 ..

* Rubber and paper insulation respectively.

In addition to last year's rules sanctioning rubber-insulated

zinc cables for use in low-pressure permanent installations,

rules have been issued for rubber-insulated aluminium wires

of the same general construction, but permitted in sections

down to 1 sq. mm., this conductor having 7 strands and at

least 1 mm. thickness of rubber. In armoured aluminium

cables the minimum conductor section is 1 sq. mm. The
following figures show- the maximum permissible suetained

current flow in a few sizes of aluminium cables laid in

earth, and give a good idea of the rating permitted :

—

Alumi-
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tion of the rotary feed can be altered by the raisin? or lowering: of
a handle. The device, views of which are given in figs. 1 and 2,
can be applied to any existing- elevator, and diminishes the coat of
attendance, an important matter in these.times.

Fig. 2.—Elevator Head, showing Balance Lever and
Belt Fork.

The apparatus is manufactured by Messrs. Ed. Bennis & Co.,

Ltd., Little Hulton, Bolton, and 28, Victoria Street, S.W.

Isolating Switches.
A line of substantial isolating switches for use on high-pressure

systems has been designed by the British Thomson-Houston
Co., Ltd., of Rugby, for pressures up to 11,000 volts, and currents
to 1,200 amperes. The switches are made in several patterns, of
which Type I is illustrated in fig. 3. The switches are, with few

Fig. 3.—200-amp. Isolating Switch on Cast-iron Base.

exceptions, of wrought copper, carried on white porcelain insu-
lators, and are designed to be operated by means of insulated hooks
on wooden handles. Interlocking mechanism and safety catches
can be provided if required. For three-phase circuits rotary
switches are made.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received by us after 5 p.m. on Tuesday cannot appear until

the following week. Correspondents shouldforward their comnwni-
cations at the earliest possible moment. <Vo tetter can he. published
unless we hate the writer's /Mine and address i« our possession.

"0 Ye of Little Faith."

Why is it that the electrical men of this country have such
little faith in advertising and modern methods of selliDg? The
seventh instalment of your contributor's article on the "Selling Side
of Electricity Supply," has evoked this outburst from an otherwise
peaceful citizen. One would think that the product, and the
accessories to that product, which we are so interested in, are
unworthy of expenditure in the matter of advertising and sales
promotion.
Your contributor shows a lack of knowledge of true advertising

by stating that artistic embellishment is necessary to the success of
a piece of advertising matter ! A calendar or diary is not the best
form of advertising, neither is it the first form of advertising to
adopt ! What is the matter with a piece of blotting paper printed
on one side ? It is oheaper than the calendar, and is needed in moBt
households

; but how poor must be the claims of the product if,

in order to secure attention, we must give away something that is
" useful."

To suggest that any form of advertising should be prohibitive on
account of expense, is at once to label it as unsound in principle,
and therefore not in any sense good business.

Again, what value does he place upon the claims of electrioal
domestic appliances, when he says that the meter-reader should not
waste his time canvassing. Why talk of increasing sales by giving
the meter-reader an increase in wages of 6d. per week f

1 ) j not the merits of the electric iron, toaster or vacuum cleaner
warrant the adoption of ordinary commercial methods

; and is it

impossible for a good traveller, receiving a salary of about £5 a
week and commission, to earn this sum by selling electricity and
domestic appliances ? If such is the case, why discuss the
question

'

In a recent advertisement a manufacturer was appealing to
central-station engineers and contractors to acquaint themselves
with electric cooking and heating by using the appliances them-
selves. Can we hope to increase the demand for articles which do
not merit a place in our own homes ?

Until we have confidence in our wares, and look upon advertising
(by which I mean the employment of men as well aa printed
matter) as an investment instead of an expense, we can only grow
in spite of ourselves and through the sheer merits of our products.

I believe I am one of the few who have little faith in the co-

operative idea of advertising—except as an adjunct of individual
effort; The business of the world has been built by sane competi-
tion, and so long as we adopt methods which tend to stifle this,

progress will be slow.

Advertising to be successful need not involve a vast expenditure,
but it should be suited to local conditions and give the fullest

possible information to prospective clients.

Cooperative literature cannot be made direct enough in its

appeal to ensure an adequate return— it is necessarily too general.
Let each central- station engineer, contractor, and manufacturer

who believes in advertising secure the assistance of a capable
advertising man, and collaborate with him in spending the appro-
priation in the most direct way possible. If he feels inclined to
put 10 per cent, of this money into a pool for a broader campaign,
then he will be doing the right thing ; his motto should be 90 per
cent, direct, 10 per cent, indirect, until such time as he feels that
the whole of the money can be best spent in his own way and in
his own locality.

After 14 years' experience in advertising and selling in the elec-

trical industry, I have found the fac-simile typewritten letter (with
name and address filled in so well as to render it equal in all

respeots to an individual type-written original) to be one of the
most productive forms of advertising. Added to this, should be
an occasional business-like leaflet, which relies on photographic
illustrations and the interest of its message rather than 'artistic

embellishment " to secure a reading.

Both will eventually find a resting-place in the waste-paper
basket, but what matters if an adequate percentage has actually
created a sale 1 We can afford to send these inexpensive forms
of advertisements out again and again to those who have not
purchased, and then secure the advantages of cumulative
effect.

The central-Btation engineer is in a most favourable position in

that he has a complete list of consumers, and by using the post he
can eliminate all waste in advertising.

In the case of the London companies, conditions may be so

different as to render it more profitable to take a London news-
paper, in order to reach their consumers at a minimum expense.
At least one supplier of domestic electrical appliances has found
the London daily Press a paying medium, but then he is interested

in all districts.

All these considerations are simple of solution when one has
facts and figures to work upon ; and the more one thinks of adver-

tising in connection with electricity gererally, the more one
realises the vast possibilities in the field.

During the last few years manufacturers have shown a greater

appreciation of the claims of the trade paper in the matter of

advertising. It is a hopeful sign, and I doubt not but that other
sections of the industry will fall into line eventually.

A. J. G.
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Salaries for Engineers.

Atthieperiodonehardly liken tocriticitse an important Government
department, which we all believe ie (jointr good work, but a word of

protest seems not out of place against the suggestion contained in

an advertisement—in your is-iue of June lO'-h—of the Admiralty,

that a fair B&lary for the services of a M.I.E.E. is £250 per

annnm.
I understand that men competent to supervise power and

lighting plants are required, and for snch it is only right that an
adequate salary should be offered—especially as the appointments
are not permanent. If the salary named is a fair return for the

services required, then there can be no need for engineers who are

sufficiently qualified to be full members of the Institution. The
successful candidates will, I believe, bs ranked as second assistants

—not a particularly high degree. As it stands, the advertisement

is distinctly open to the interpretation that the electrical depart-

ment of the Admiralty has not much resptct for the Institution

and its standards of professional competency.
A.M.I.E.E.

(>0-cycle Transformers on "25 -cycle Systems.

Could any reader explain why some transformers, designed to

operate on a supply having a frequency of 60 cycles, work satis-

factorily on a 25-cycle system, disregarding regulation and
temperature, whilst others, although of the Bame type and output,

cannot be used .'

We are running certain transformers under this condition, and
have several others that we cannot use.

Is there any way whereby thess transformers could be used up,

to save having them re-designed 1

William Lovell.
London, N., June 15th, 1916.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL TARIFFS ON
ELECTRICAL GOODS.

COLOMBIA.—A Resolution, dated December 29th, 1915, of

the Minister of Hacienda notifies that goods dispatched to

Colombia must be declared in the Consular invoices in the
teims of the nomenclature of the Colombian Customs Tariff.

Firms exporting goods to Colombia should therefore obtain

from the importers or their agents the information necessary

to enable them to do this.

VENEZUELA.—According to a recent Presidential Decree,
electric batteries when imported into Venezuela must be
declared in the Consular invoice as " pilas electricas," and
will be dutiable under Class m of the Tariff at the rate (in-

cluding surtaxes) of 0.391 bolivar per kilog. gross. (Bolivar

= 9.6d.; kilog. = '2.2046 lb.)

Note.—It is important to preservethe exact (Spanish) word-
ing mentioned above in the declaration for Consular invoice.

CHILE.—In virtue of a Law, dated February 29th, the

fees to be charged from April 1st to December 31st next by
Chilean Consular Officers are to be levied at the rates hitherto

in force (viz., those fixed by the Law of September 21st, 1909),

with an increase of 50 per cent. Particiilars of the fees

chargeable under the Law of 1909 are obtainable from the

Commercial Intelligence Branch of the Board of Trade.

NEWFOUNDLAND.—The free entry of material for in-

stalling wireless telegraphy on board ships engaged in the

trade and fisheries of Newfoundland was among the proposals

made by the Minister of Finance and Customs in his Budget
speech of April 18th. The Act embodying this proposal was
passed on May 4th.

BRITISH TllOMSON-HOUSTON Co.

. Kessbljunc. June 8th.

British Thomson-Houston Co.

8,128. " Electric motor control svsltms.
(General Electric Co., U.S.A.). June 8th

6,150. " Continuous-current dynamos."
-hip propulsion."

.(General Electric Co., U.S.A.). June 9th.

Electric traction devices." Soc. Anon, due Ateliers de Construc
i. et de l'F.st. June 9th. (France, December 21st.

1915 I

& Relay Automatic Telephone Co.8,178. '

June 9th.

Co Jum
8,191. '

1915.)

8,216.

SON. J

8.238.

3,240

H. J. He

systems." H. J. HsSMX & Relay Automatic Telephone
9th.

' Electromagnetic switches or contact makers." Igranic Electric
'uring Co., U.S.A.). June 9th.

' Electric trucks." F. J. Decker. June 9th. (U.S.A., June 9th.

" Printing telegraph systems." A. D. Chardweix
" Sparking plugs for internal-combustion engines."
tc 10th.

" Electric generators for road vehicles,

" Manufacture of galvanic batteries."
" Manufacture of galvanic batteries.'

" Device for passing through the hun
ordinary town main electrical supply." E. E. Greville. June 10th

8,245. " Electric ignition or sparking arrangements." H, W
and Siemens Bros. & Co. June 10th.

June 9th.

F. A. L. John-

A. F. Evans. June 10th.

J. J. Linzeix. June 10th.

J. J. Linzell. June 10th.

n body currents derived from

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.

1914.
22,807. Wireless Control Systems. M. Compare. November 20th.

23,505. Transformer Connection for Three-phase Metal Vapour Recti-
fiers. Atlgemeine Elcktricitats Ges. December 3rd. (December 3rd, 1913.)

1915.
717. Protection of Electric Cables. J. H. Bowden & H. F. J. Thompson.

January 16th. (July ICth, 1915.)

2.897. Electric Railway Systems. F. G. Brettell (C. W. Leffler. U.S.A.).

February 23rd.

4,378. Telecraphic Printing Apparatus. M. B. Rodriguez. March 20th.

7,467. Electric Current Limitlnc Devices. W. Hamilton, G. Wall and
Ferranti, Ltd. May 18th.

7,546. Electric Accumulators or Storage Batteries for use in Electric
Battery Lamps. S. D. Smith. May 19th.

7,579. Telegraphy. E. S. Heurtley. May 20th.

7,829. Process for Manufacturing Metaluc Filaments for Incandescent

Ellctric Lamps and for other i urposes. K. Nishimoto. May 26th.

8,485. Centrifugal Compressors. British Thomson-Houston Co. (General

Electric Co., U.S.A.). June 8th.

9.582. Telephone Systems. Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co. and
P T. Bates. June 30th.

12,434. Loaded Telephone Line System. Western Electric Co. August 30th.

13,769. Loading Coils for Telephone Lines. Western Electric Co. (West-

en Electric Co., U.S.A.) September 28th (Addition to 12,434/15.)

13,869. Electric Current Duration Meters. A. Aubert. September 29th.

(October 1st, 1914.)

15,128. Electric Measuring Instruments of the Thermal Type. P. M.

Lincoln. October 26th. (November 12th. 1914.)

15,792. Electric Motors. F. J. Osius. November 9th.

16,044. Electric Killing Apparatus tor Flies or other Insects. J. Satin-

over. November 13th. (November 27th, 1914.)

16.393. Loaded Telephone Line System. Western Electric Co. (Western

Electric Co., U.S.A.). November 20th. (Addition to 12,434/15.)

16,479. Loaded Telephone Line System. Western Electric Co. (Wester.i

Electric Co., U.S.A.). November 22nd. (Addition to 12.434/15.)

17.322. Make-and-break Devices for Magneto Electric Machines used in

conjunction with Internal-combustion Engines. F. Stone & C. Hornbj

.

December 10th.

17.974. Electric Couplers for Organs. H. Willis, Jun., & A. S. Cooke.

D-cember 23rd
1916.

1 247 Resistance Units and the manufacture thereof. Igranic Electric

Co' (Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Co.). January 26th, 1916. Patent No.

100,417.

1,876. Machine Switching Telephone Systems. Western Electric Co.

(Western Electric Co., U.S.A.). February 8th. Patent No. 100,459.

2,742. Submarine Boats. Electric Boat Co. April 23rd, 1915. Patent No.

100,346.

4 022. Means for Driving Dynamos from Engines running at Variable

Spuds. W. J. Mellersh-Jackson (A. Churchward). March 17th, Patent No.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1916.
(NOT YET PUBLISHED).

Published expressly for this journal by Messrs. W. P. Thompson & Co..

Electrical Patent Agents, 285, High Holborn, London, W.C., and at

Liverpool and Bradford.

7.934. " Electrical transmission and control of motion." L. G. W. Guest
and H. O. Merriman. June 5th.

7,936. " Portable electric battery." A. Sandrini. June 5th. (Italy, Jun'
5th, 1915.)

7.942. " Systems of ship propulsion." British Thomson-Houston Co.

Electric Co., U.S.A.). June 5th.

7,963. " Electric switches." F. J. Decker. June 5th.

7,995, " Telegraphy." E. S. HsuRTLEY. June 6th.

8,003. " Underground circuit making and breaking device." E. Brodsky.

June 6th.

Still "Wireless signalling systems." British Thomson-Houston Co.

(General Electric Co., U.S.A.). June Gth.

8,042. " Ear protector for telephone and wireless telegraphy head receivers."

I. J. Trim. June 7th.

8,056. " Electrical water heaters." J. F. Barr. June 7th.

8,091. "Combined electric iroi and heating apparatus." J. Kluijtmans

June 8th.

8,103. " Field telephones." E. Thompson. June 8th.

8,111. " Electrolytic apparatus." Siemens & Halske Art. Ges. June 8th.

(Germany, June 24th, 1915.)

LIST OF BRITISH PATENTS EXPIRING

DURING 1916.

1,061.

-raphs.

3,227.

3,737.

4,754.

5,104.

5,530.

5,812

6,666.

nachin.

6,733.

January 6lh, 1902. W. M. Brown. Electric railways

January 14th, 1902. E. de Pass. Railway points.

January 14th, 1902. F. G. Creed & W. A. Coulst Electr tele

3rd, 1902. Gas engines. G. Honold.

February 8th, 1902. T. F. Walker & T. S. Walker

February 13th, 1902. R. A. Hadfield. Alloys.

25th, 1902. R. Lundell. Dynamo-electric machines.

1 February 28th, 1902. Soc. G. et P. de Mestral. Electric lamps.

March 5th, 1902. C. H. Merz. Measuring, electricity.

March 8th, 1902. J. H. Woolliscroft. Electric switches.

1 March 18th, 1902. J. II. St. H. Mawdsley. Dynamo-electric

March 19th, 1902. W. D. Kilroy. Electric heating, Sic.

30th, 1902. A. Graham. Telephonic apparatus.

April 1st, 1902. J. B. Struble. Railway signals.

April 5th, 1902. P. Jensen. Electrolysis.

April 12th. 1902. British Thomson-Houston Co. Controlling electric

(7\j be continued.)
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In our last issue we referred briefly to the annual
meeting of this Association, which took place in

London on Thursday and Friday last week, at the

Institution of Electrical Engineers.

As was the case in the previous year, the pro-

ceedings were severely curtailed, though, judging
by the numbers attending the meeting and the
nature of the business transacted there, it is cer-

tainly open to question whether such drastic treat-

ment of the annual gathering is not a mistake. If

" public interest " is to be taken as a criterion, then
the three papers considered on Thursday last week
—which, so far as the authors' abstracts at the

meeting are concerned, might equally well have
been " taken as read "—deserved a better fate than

to be crowded into one day, as they were devoted
to pressing questions of the hour, of the first im-

portance not only to the electricity supply industry,

but also to the State, and might well have been
discussed at greater length.

Mr. Lackie's paper dealt mainly with the arrange-

ment and operation of the steam-raising plant in

a modern coal-fired boiler house, though the dis-

cussion embraced several other topics and led to

interesting disclosures on the subject of gas-firing.

We confess that we were rather surprised that the

paper contained no reference to the higher steam

pressures and superheats, towards which develop-

ments in central-station practice have been tending

for some time; fortunately, in the discussion, Mr.

J. P. Gregory's intimation that a boiler-turbo unit

of 1,500 kw. had been operating satisfactorily for

over a year with steam at up to 400 lb. pressure

and 700 deg\ F. temperature, showing an overall

thermal efficiency of over 19 per cent., afforded an

indication that progress is being made by our engi-

neers in this direction. The whole question of

boiler pressures requires careful consideration now.

There appears to be no obvious reason why a

factory for the commercial production of electricity

should be rectangular in outline, any more than any

other factory, and the care often displayed in fitting

the boiler-house or houses to the modern turbine

room is remarkable; we appreciate Mr. Selvey's

remarks on this matter, though we cannot quite

understand his apparent repugnance to gas-firing.

To us it seems that the suggestion of Mr. Christie,

to separate the fuel plant from the modern boiler-

house and treat it as a specialised department, has

many points to recommend it.

It was unfortunate that Mr. W. Yorath Lewis,

whose diagrams of Niclausse boiler plants were dis-

[72!]
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) 'laved upon the wall, was not called upon to speak

until (he sitting was about to close.

The paper by Mr. II. S. Ellis on independent

stations v. bulk supply was criticised in some quar-

ters because it was based on published statistics

relating to works costs, &c, which are, of course,

admittedly unreliable for certain purposes, Mich as,

for instance, individual comparisons, but are. never-

theless, useful where average results of groups of

stations are concerned. ' The future of the indivi-

dual station is closely bound up with the question

of interlinking supply areas, to which we have

referred at some length in recent issues, and it is

evident that if the highly efficient high-superheat

plant' referred to by Mr. Gregory is adopted to any

extent, the life of the smaller generating stations as

independent plants may be prolonged.

It is not at all unlikely, however, that linking-up

:.i\ come about solely on the score of reliability,

and, to turn to the third paper, by Mr. Kerr, on

agricultural electricity supply, such linking-up in

agricultural districts would probably be the means
of developing a profitable load en route, from sup-

ply to farms, country houses, and villages in the

vicinity of the line.

Mr. Kerr's paper is, we believe, the first one read

in this country dealing specifically with the electrical

•aspects of agriculture from Hie central-station

man's point of view, and draws timely attention to

a matter in which we lag" seriously behind many
•Continental nations, as well as the Canadians and
Americans.
The paper recapitulates many matters which

ihave, of course, appeared in the various articles on
the subject appearing in our pages from time to

time, and it is not now a question of whether elec-

tricity supply is valuable to the farmer and wel-

1 nied by him, or of whether it will pay the central

station to supply the farmer, but solely a question

iif how to render such a supply available at an early

-date, in all reasonably accessible districts.

We have on previous occasions urged the press-

ing necessity of taking immediate action in this

matter, the urgency of which is dictated alike by

che favourable opportunity created by the present

labour shortage, and by the need for checkmating

the energetic campaign in favour of oil and petrol

engines for farm work, which has already made
considerable headway.
The discussion, though wholly favourable to Mr.

Kerr so far as it went, rather tended to show that

there are still many engineers and committee-men
who are disposed to adopt a " Wait and See

"

policy. The achievement of practical results in the

direction of agricultural electricity supply would
obviously be facilitated were supply engineers

—

iniiinicipal and company alike, for the matter cannot

'be confined to municipal circles—to arrive at some
'common understanding" as to the methods to be

employed in installation work on farms, in running

farm services, in formulating scales of charges, and
generally in conducting this class of business; ex-

perience already gained should be within the reach

of all, and no effort should be spared to secure both

organised and standardised methods of dealing with

the agricultural business. The matter is one on

which it would be interesting to have the views of

station engineers already engaged in this class of

work, and an attempt should be made to secure the
• operation of the electrical and agricultural

machinery makers. Possibly a society—or at any
rate a committee—of representatives of all the

interests involved might be formed to deal with

these matters, and we should be happy to afford

any assistance in our power towards attaining this

The Prime Minister has an-
The Economic nounced in the Mouse of Commons

Pact. this week that if there is any
general desire for discussion of the

findings ol the Allied Economic Conference he will

find an opportunity therefor. While we must not
attach too much importance to remarks that may
fall in the course of a Parliamentary debate on
this great subject, it would be of some value to
see whether i louse of Commons opinion is as
substantially sound on the matter as is opinion
generally, and particularly in commercial circles,

throughout the country. We heartily agree with
those who say that there is no time to be lost in

making such preparations as are necessarv for

carrying the Allied policy into effect. The French
Cabinet has already signified the adhesion of the
French Government to all the resolutions adopted,
and Mr. Asquith has intimated that the result of

the Conference is binding on the House of Com-
mons. Each of the nations in the Entente will

take steps suited to its own position and cir-

cumstances, but all are determined that both
now and after the war they will not allow-

either their resources, their trade, or their people's
interests to be exploited to the advantage of

enemy countries or to the detriment of them-
selves. Of course, it is quite true, as some people
have been saying, that the precise manner of deal-
ing with the matter will be affected by the kind of

peace that is secured. An inconclusive peace might
leave much power in the hands of the Central
Empires, limiting the ability of the Entente to carry

the Conference's intentions into effect. But there

is to be no inconclusive peace, and if Prussian mili-

tarism is to be stamped out the Prussian military

party must be disposed of, or chained for genera-
tions. If the Allies' military and naval victory be
so complete, as we believe it will, that there will be

a break-up of Prussianism and a removal of its

leaders from the head of German affairs, there will

still be the commercial magnates and organisations

to deal with. The break-up of the idol of World
Domination may, as time passes, pave the way for

new and better ideals among the millions of Ger-
many, but the need will remain for those who.
against their will, were plunged into this un-

paralleled war, to secure their position for the future,

until the chastening of Germany has smashed the

idol of commercial and industrial " penetration
"

and " domination." Therefore, it has been neces-

sary to make these very definite recommendations for

meeting the measures which the Central Empires are

understood to be developing to defeat us all econo-

mically after the war. But the recommendations
are to become more than mere recommendations.
We observe that an attempt has been made to

secure opinions in favour of a great gathering of

industrial and commercial authorities to discuss

how they should be carried into effect, but we doubt
whether such a conference is either possible or

desirable just now. The Government and the Board
of Trade must know the mind of the country by

this time on most of the points in the recommenda-
tions, and Mr. Asquith has promised to make " at

an early date " a general statement as to the steps

that are to be taken to give effect to the convic-

tions so strongly expressed by the Conference. We
await that statement with interest. There is no
room' for half-measures or for any half-hearted way
of dealing with the matter. Step by step the Gov-
ernment has been assisted along a progressive way
by the opinion of the majority of the nation, but

\\
; e trust that Mr. Asquith's statement will show

that the Cabinet needs no further pressure from the

people, is of one mind, and ready for prompt,

thorough, and energetic action in regard to these

vital questions.

Mr. Asquith's promised statement is described as

a " general " one. It will doubtless be sympa-
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thetic and will deal chiefly with the main principles

by which we are to be influenced in the carrying
out of our policy; the manner of dealing' with parti-

cular industries will be dependent upon the findings

of the After-the-War Trade Committees which are

now sitting. Mr. Runciman in his best moments
said that Germany must be prevented from ever
again raising her commercial " head." ' In later

expressions of his views the " head" became only
a Hunnish military " helmet." The Conference, at

which he was unfortunately prevented from being
present, seems to suggest the need for an economic
straight-jacket to be fitted on to the enemy, only to

be removed at the good pleasure of the Allies.

THE ECONOMIC PACT OF THE ALLIES.

There has been another con-
Lead, siderable fall in the price of pig

lead within the last few weeks
which must be largely ascribed to the attitude of

the authorities under whose control the market
remains entirely as heretofore. The supply of spot

or prompt metal has been throughout quite liberal,

and offers of Government metal having at times been
rather pressed, this has accelerated the downward
tendency, which, moreover, has been lately assisted

by the general depression in metals. The tendency,

at the same time, has been very irregular, quite

according to the extent of the demand from con-
sumers for early delivery. The value of the latter

has dropped to well below £30 a ton, and the fact

is worth noting-

that forward positions have been
obtainable at a steadily widening discount. Statis-

tical data are now complete since supplies under
Government control are no longer included in

the official returns, so that these are of no use what-
ever in making attempts to gauge statistical merits.

The authorities alone would be able to throw light

on that point, or to what extent supplies are coming
in or have been absorbed for munition purposes.
Very big tonnages, no doubt, have been required

in that direction, but there is good reason for be-

lieving that the authorities have already made full

provision for all their requirements for some
months to come. They are thus well able to accom-
modate consumers for current needs, and for this

reason the sagging of prices is not unlikely to con-

tinue.

The efforts of the Government in getting prices

down from an unduly inflated level have proved
successful in the long run. There has been a severe
fall from the highest seen this year, namely £36
ios., but prices still stand pretty high, making
allowance that present indications as regards the

course of the war lend themselves to a gradual
return' to more normal conditions. Unless a change
of attitude becomes manifest on the part of the

authorities, or arrivals unexpectedly fall far short of

requirements, those dealers who are suggesting a

recovery in values seem rather premature in their

views. It is true that prices across the Atlantic

are still at a high parity level as compared with our
market, but there are now already vague signs of

some American interests contemplating' the placing

of forward contracts for shipment to this side which
may be regarded as the forerunner of a further

letting down of prices in America. So long as

America is still able to divert considerable quanti-

ties of metal to the Far East and elsewhere against

old contracts entered into at high prices, no im-
portant development may be experienced in that

quarter; but there is no doubt that with decreasing
domestic requirements. American producers will

soon feel the need of stimulating export business

once more. Attempts in that direction would now
probably be facilitated by the fact that exports from
this country are still virtually prohibited, attempts
made for some time past to obtain permits having
proved abortive.

The representatives of the Allied Governments who
met in June in Paris at the Economic Conference
declare that the Empires of Central Europe are to-

day preparing in concert with their Allies for an
economic contest to continue after the re-establish-

ment of peace. Agreements now under preparation

between our enemies have the obvious object of

establishing domination over the production and

the markets of the whole world, and of imposing

on other countries an intolerable yoke.

In face of this grave peril, the representatives of

the Allied Governments state that they consider it

their duty, on grounds of necessary and legitimate

defence, to adopt and realise from now onwards
all the measures requisite on the one hand to secure

for themselves and for the whole of the markets of

neutral countries full economic independence and
respect for sound commercial practice, and on the

other hand to facilitate the organisation on a per-

manent basis of their economic alliance. The fol-

lowing resolutions are therefore submitted for the
approval of ourselves and our Allies, and in view
ol the unanimity of the conference, the definite

nature of its propositions, and their importance as

a basis for the preparation of a Government policy

which shall be equal to the emergency, we print

them in full. It behoves our own and the Allied

Governments to proceed at once to embody the
recommendations- in Acts. The Conference, by its

closing sentences, has declared that there must be
no delay, and, though there will be tender-speaking
voices and critical minds that will be all too solici-

tous for the interests of the enemy, we believe that
the great bulk of the nation will be behind legis-

lators if they take strong action immediately to>

ensure that the work of the Conference shall not
be thrown away.
The recommendations relate to three periods:—

(1) During the remainder of the war: (2) during the

period of reconstruction, commercial and other-

wise, in Allied Countries: (3) for after period (2)

when permanent measures will be needed for

mutual assistance and collaboration among the
Allies.

Measures for Hie War Period

I.—The laws and regulations prohibiting trading with the

enemy shall be brought into accord. For this purpose:—
(a) The Allies will prohibit their own subjects and citizen?

and all persons residing in their territories from carrying or
any trade with (1) the inhabitants of enemy countries what-
ever their nationality. (2) Enemy subjects wherever resident.

(3) persons, firms and companies whose business is controlled

wholly or partially by enemy subjects or is subject to enemy
influence and whose names are included in a special list.

(b) They will prohibit the importation into their terri-

tories of all goods originating in or coming from enemy
countries.

(c) They will devise means of establishing a system en-
abling contracts entered into with enemy subjects and in-

jurious to national interests to be cancelled unconditionally.

II.—Business undertakings owned or operated by enemy
subjects in tin- territories of the Allies will all be sequestrated:

or placed under control; measures will be taken for the pur-

pose of winding-up some of these undertakings and of realis-

ing their assets, the proceeds of such realisation remaining
sequestrated or under control.

III.—In addition to the export prohibitions which are

necessitated by the internal situation of each of the Allied

countries, the Allies will complete the measures already taken
1, >, the restriction of enemy supplies, both in the mother
countries and in the Dominions, Colonies and Protectorates:—

(1) By unifying the lists of contraband and of export prohi-

bition, and particularly by prohibiting the export of all

commodities declared absolute or conditional contraband;

(2) By making the grant of licences for export to neutral'

countries from which export to enemy territories might take-

place conditional upon the existence in such countries of

control organisations approved by the Allies; or, in the
absence of such organisations, upon special guarantees such
as the limitation of the quantities exported, supervision by
Allied consular officers. &c.
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Transitory Measures foi the Period of Commercial, Industrial,
Mural, and Maritime Reconstruction of the

{Hied Countries.

I.—The Ulies declare their common determination to
ensure the re-establishment of the countries Buffering from
acts of destruction, spoliation and unjust requisition, and
decide to join in devising means to secure the restoration to
those countries, as a prior claim, of their raw materials,
industrial and agricultural plant, stock and mercantile fleet,

or to assist them to re-equip themselves in these respects.
II.—Whereas the war has put an end to all the treaties of

commerce between the Allies and the Enemy Powers, and
whereas it is of essential importance that, during the period
of economic reconstruction which will follow the cessation of

hostilities, the liberty of none of the Allies should be ham-
pered by any claim put forward by the Enemy Powers to
most-favourednation treatment, the- Allies agree that the
benefit of this treatment shall not be granted to those Powers
during a number of years to be fixed by mutual agreement
among themselves.

During this number of years the Allies undertake to assure
to each other so far as possible compensatory outlets for
trade in ease consequences detrimental to their commerce
result from the application of the undertaking referred to in
the preceding paragraph.

III.—The Allies declare themselves agreed to conserve for

the Allied countries, before all others, their natural resources
during the whole period of commercial, industrial, agricul-

tural and maritime reconstruction, and for this purpose they
undertake to establish special arrangements to facilitate the
interchange of these resources.

IV.—In order to defend their commerce, their industry,
their agriculture and their navigation against economic
aggression resulting from dumping or any other mode of

unfair competition, the Allies decide to fix by agreement a

period of time during which the commerce of the Enemy
Powers shall b^ submitted to special treatment and the goods
originating in their countries shall be subjected either to

prohibitions or to a special regime of an effective character.

The Allies will determine by agreement through diplomatic
channels the special conditions to be imposed during the
above-mentioned period on the ships of the Enemy Powers.
V.—The Allies will devise, the measures to be taken jointly

or severally for preventing enemy subjects from exercising,

in their territories, certain industries or professions which
concern national defence or economic independence.

Permanent Measures of Mutual Assistance and Collaboration
among the Allies.

I.—The Allies decided to take the necessary steps without
delay to lender themselves independent of the enemy coun-
tries in so far as regards the raw materials and manufactured
articles essential to the normal development of their economic
activities.

These measures should be directed to assuring the independ-

ence of the Allies not onlv so far as concerns their sources

rnent of national industries and resources; to customs duties
or prohibitions of a temporary or permanent character; or
to a combination of these different methods.
Whatever may be the methods adopted, the object aimed

at by the Allies is to increase production within their terri-
tories as a whole to a sufficient extent to enable them to
maintain and develop their economic position and independ-
ence in relation to enemy countries.

II.—In order to permit the interchange of their products,
the Allies undertake to adopt measures for facilitating their
mutual trade relations both by the establishment of direct
and rapid land and sea transport service at low rates, and by

tension and improvement of postal, telegraphic and
other communications.

III.—The Allies undertake to convene. a meeting of tech-
nical delegates to draw up measures for the assimilation, so
far as may be possible, of their laws governing patents, indi-
cations of origin and trade marks.

In regard to patents, trade marks and literary and artistic

copyright which have come into existence during the war in
enemy countries, the Allies will adopt, so far as possible, an
identical procedure, to be applied as soon as hostilities cease.
This procedure will be elaborated by the technical dele-

gates of the Allies.

Whereas for the purposes of their common defence against
the enemy the Allied Powers have agreed to adopt a common
economic policy, on the lines laid down in the resolutions
which have been passed, and whereas it is recognised that
the effectiveness of this policy depends absolutely upon these
resolutions being put into operation forthwith, the represen-
tatives of the Allied Governments undertake to recommend
their respective Governments to take without delay all the
measures, whether temporary or permanent, requisite for

giving full and complete effect to this policy forthwith, and
to communicate to each other the decisions arrived at to

attain that object.

THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC WORKS.

Recently, by the courtesy of the Managing Director, Mr.
Guy Campbell, we were enabled to make tour of inspection

through the works of The Benjamin Electric, Ltd., in Rose-

bery Avenue, E.C. The workshops, which were established

seven years ago, have been continually extended until they

now occupy the whole of the space available at this site, and
are packed as full of machinery and workers as they can be

—indeed, they are overflowing on to the roof, where a

copper-depoeiting outfit is being installed. While the build-

ing is not ideally adapted for the purpose, the business has
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fittings, Goliath landholders, large spinnings, &c, are

important features of the company's products. The spinning

of extraordinarily large vessels from sheet aluminium—
sometimes as much as i in. in thickness and 7 ft. in

diameter at the commencement— is, indeed, a speciality of

these works, and is rarely seen in course of execution in

other factories.

These vessels, or tanks, are being made in considerable

numbers for use in certain processes connected with the

manufacture of munitions in which absolutely perfect

Fig. 4.

—

Experimental Laboratory.

freedom from leaking joints is necessary, so that spinning

is the best method of production. At the time of our visit

tanks about 2 ft. in diameter and 2 ft. deep were being

made ; they were beautifully finished, the surface of the

metal being smooth, and the cylindrical shape of the vessel

perfect. Spinning is an operation which demands not only

a high degree of skill, but also very severe muscular effort

on the part of the workman, who, in fact, when dealing

with these large jobs, has to be assisted by a labourer ; the

spinner, moreover, is scarce, and, naturally, a good one can

command high wages. Spinning is employed in the manu-
facture of certain types of Benjamin reflectors, especially

those which are made of copper—though steel also is spun

Fig. 5.— Diagram showing Optical Design of
Distributing Reflector.

when required ; other patterns are pressed out of the sheet,

and, consequently, the spinning lathes, heavy presses, and

annealing ovens form prominent features of the equipment.

We give herewith a view in the spinning department (fig. 1),

showing such work in progress, whilst fig. 2 shows one

of the heavy power presses, fitted with safety control.

A. still larger press, which is used for drawing large and

deep bowl reflectors, is illustrated in fig. 3 (back view).

These presses were made by Messrs. Taylor & Challen,

Ltd.. and Messrs. J. Hands & Sons, of Birmingham,
and are driven by electric motors. The heavy machines
are all installed on the ground floor, together with

the annealing stoves and enamelling ovens ; enamel
is applied by a pneumatic process, which results in an

admirably smooth and uniform finish to the coating. A
special aluminium enamel has been developed by the

company, which when applied to the interior of a reflector

gives high reflecting power, and at the same time prevents

the steel from rusting, and is easily cleaned ; as a rule,

howerer, the reflecting surface is coated with white vitreous

enamel, combining high reflecting efficiency with a sufficient

amount of diffusion to produce a soft illumination.

An inherent feature of the Benjamin reflectors is that

they are not simply " made," but are designed, on scientific

Fig. 6.

—

Benjamin Half-watt Reflector Fitting,
Distributing Type.

principles, to produce particular results ; and the achieve-

ment of the desired end is not merely presumed, but is

definitely ascertained by actual trial. For these purposes

a room has been set apart as an experimental laboratory,

in which the designs of the reflectors are prepared and the

result is afterwards tested photometrically. We illustrate

in fig. 4 the interior of the laboratory, and in fig. 5 the

method of arriving at the correct shape for a " half-watt

reflector fitting," the final form of which is shown in fig. G.

This reflector is of the distributing type, and its radial

Fig. 7.— Characteristic Curve of Fitting, with
Half-watt Lamp of 400 m.h.c.p.

section is part of a true ellipse, of which one focus coincides

with the source of light : assuming the reflecting surface

to be perfectly regular, all the rays emanating from one

focus that are reflected from the surface must pass

through the other focus, and the result is practically to

produce a secondary light source in the form of a ring

near the edge of the reflector.

The characteristic curve of distribution of light resulting

from this design is shown in fig. 7, from which it will be

2Li»*-<;^.I_

distance trt reer

Fig. 8.

—

Illumination Curves.

seen that the intensity of illumination is greatly increased,

especially at an angle of about 50' with the vertical. It

is not sufficient, in lighting an area, to consider only the

effect of a single lamp ; the combined effect of all the

lamps on each unit of area ought to be taken into account,
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and this can be done by means of the curve. As a first

approximation to the result, the illumination due to two

adjacent lamps can be taken, and this useful information is

given by the Benjamin Electric in connection with many
of their reflectors, for stated conditions. For example, in

fig. 7 two lamps are shown spaced 30 ft. apart and 20 ft.

above the working plane ; in fig. 8 are given the illumina-

tion curves for the space between the lamps, showing a

remarkable uniformity of illumination, which will be pre-

served, but with different intensity, in all positions provided

that the lamps are spaced apart (in this case) one-and-a-half

times their height above the working plane. In addition

to such information, the company include in their lists a

variety of useful data, and a rapid method of calculating the

wattage required to produce a given intensity of illumination.

Besides the distributing type of reflector above illustrated,

a concentrating type is made, as well as a wide range of

angle, intensive and extensive, cluster and other patterns,

and a variety of landholders and accessories. In particular,

the porcelain Goliath screw lampholder, designed to take

the place of the German lampholders with which the

market was flooded before the war, has had an enormous

sale ; these holders are provided with a patent gripping

device which effectually prevents the lamps from unscrew-

ing, a great trouble in windy weather. The special

machinery for making these and other accessories is installed

on an upper floor, of which fig. 9 shows a section ; and

another floor is devoted to assembling the parts, as shown

THE INCORPORATED MUNICIPAL ELECTRICAL

ASSOCIATION, 1916— II.

1 )\ Friday morning last the concluding session of

the meeting was held, to receive and discuss the

Report of the Council and the Balance Sheet, and
the Report of the Electric Vehicle Committee.
Several passages i" the Reporl gave rise to animated
discussions, especially a proposal to end the impasse
with regard to the Model General Conditions, some
of which have been •" receiving the consideration

"

of the Association of Municipal Corporations for

nearly two years, by adopting the Model General
Conditions of the I.E.E. Strong feeling was shown
adverse to this proposal, and the matter was left

in statu quo ante. The composition of the Council

was another rather controversial matter, the dis-

cussion on which occupied a great part of the sit-

ting; it was admitted that the engineers in charge
of the big undertakings were men of ability and
experience, but it was urged that those responsible

for the smaller ones were not without merit, and
as the small undertakings constitute the bulk of the

membership, they should be directly represented in

greater proportion than at present, a point which,

to some extent, was ultimately conceded. The sub-

ject of British trade after the war called forth some

Fig. 9. Past of aim him Assembling Dep.

in fig. 10. In the tinman's shop special facia reflectors

for shop windows were being made at the time of our
visit, as well as a number of "daylight" fittings, pro-

vided with special glass light filters which, with half-watt

lamps, give a light practically identical with daylight ; we
understand that this is a speciality of the Benjamin Electric.

Special fittings for powder works, with deep spun copper
reflector?, have been made in great numbers, the company
having supplied them to many of the Government factories.

While the company does 110 installation work, it has on
many occasions designed schemes for lighting important
areas, such as railway goods yards, &c, having acquired
exceptional experience in such work, and is always willing

to advise either purchaser or contractor ; thanks to the

system of scientific design combined with experimental
verification, it is able to produce the desired results

with certainty, and we were much impressed with the
scientific methods of investigation that are practised in the
laboratory. Moreover, although in the first instance the
company marketed American products, almost the whole of

its output is now produced in the shops in Rosebery
Avenue, only a few items, for which there is a small
demand, being imported. That the electric lighting
industry has benefited greatly by the introduction of the types
of reflector identified with the name of Benjamin cannot be
gainsaid, and we congratulate the management of the com-
pany upon its success, which we hope will be maintained in

the future also.

excellent speeches in favour of the utter exclusion
of enemy manufactures, a view which was heartily

endorsed by the applause of the members. Little

time was left for other questions, which were
rapidly dealt with—including the report of the Elec-
tric Vehicle Committee, which was not discussed

—

and the meeting closed " in perfect harmony."
During the morning the result of the ballot for

new members of Council was announced, as- fol-

lows :
—

President, Mr. F. M. Long. Senior Vice President, Mr. S.
I. Watson. Junior Vice-President, Mr. V. Avton. Engines
Members: Messrs. J. Christie. S. T. Allen, and J. H. Bow-
den. Committee Members: Coun. Sinclair (Swansea) ami
Aid. Walker (Manchester).

The following is an abstract of the report of the Council :
—

The membership of the Association »« stands at 377, made-
up as follows :

—
Committees (Members) 168
Chief Electrical Engineers (Members) 172
Honorary Members 6
Chief Assistants (Associate Members) 4

Assistants (Associates) . 27

Model General Conditions of Contract.—The British Elec-
trical and Allied Manufacturers' Association expressed the
hope that the I.M.E.A. would now recognise the Institution
of Electrical Engineers' conditions as standard. The Council
have, however, been unable to take any further steps in the
matter, pending the receipt of the report of the Association of
Municipal Corporations.
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On the subject of coal supplies, Bailie Smith - :pre ed

gratitude to the Council for its action, w hii b

reat saving.

The constitution of the Council was attacked by Mr. F. W.
who called for the inclusion of members representing

the smaller stations; varioi ffl were made with a
M'i\ to attaining this end, and finally a proposal of Mr. B. E,

IIoadley, that at least one seat should be reserved for the
representative of a town of less than 50,000 inhabitants, was
adopted as a recommendation to the Council.

It was agreed that arrangements should be made for the
adoption of a postal ballot for the election of the Council.
On the subject of British trade after the war, Mr. C. C.

Atchison expressed regret at the attitude taken up by the
Council, but said that luckily the Paris Conference had cut.

the ground from under their feet. Ee deplored the proposal
that local authorities should not adhere in British machinery.

Aid. Walkeh moved a resolution urging the Government
immediate steps to deal with the situation that would

arise directly peace was declared; chaos would reign in the
industrial world, the output capacity of manufacturing plant

had been increased by 30 to 50 per cent., and local authorities'
supply undertakings were dependent upon the maintenance
of industrial prosperity.

Mr. Chattock seconded the motion, and Bailie Smith ener-
getically called upon engineers to act for themselves instead
of waiting for the Government to move; he hoped that no
municipality would accept anything from enemy countries in

the future. Another speaker agreed, holding that the Govern-
ment should reverse, its customary attitude and encourage
trade, instead of neglecting it. Enormous assistance could be
given in this way, and if it were done quickly there would be
a trade boom after the war. The Chairman of the Kilmarnock
Electricity Committee, in an able speech foreshadowing a
victorious peace, said that .it was the duty of the Association
to support the Government in getting its house, in order ready
for that event. The country had been duped for years into
assisting Germany to organise for war; they should urge the
Government to put an embargo on all goods from enemy
countries. A resolution on the foregoing lines was passed,
and the Report and Balance Sheet were adopted.
The place of meeting next year was left to be settled by

the President and Council.
On the motion of Mr. H. Faraday Proctor, a resolution

pledging the Association to assist, with evidence and finan-

cially, the Hackney Borough Council in an action with refer-

ence to preferential charges was adopted.
Mr. A. B. Mountain, of Huddersfield, was elected an hon.

member, and the proceedings closed with votes of thanks to

the president and other honorary officers.

Boiler House Design and Operation.

By W. W. Lackie.

{Abstract.)

In the design of a modern boiler-house the main object has
come to be to have the maximum of steaming capacity in the
minimum of space. Twenty years ago, in the design of a
generating station, it was a simple matter to install an addi-
tional boiler for each addition to the engine-room plant;
economisers were seldom installed, and the stations were run
non-condensing.
The growth in the demand for electric energy, the much

improved load factor, and the introduction of the use of the
steam turbine for the driving of electric generators about the
year 1904, brought about a change in the relative space re-

quired for engine-room plant and boiler-house plant. Instead
of having 1 h.p. per sq. ft. of engine-room floor space, we
have to-day turbine rooms with 5 h.p. per sq. ft., and in

designs for new power stations, using 15,000 to 30,000-kw.
sets, this figure may go up to 20 h.p. per sq. ft. of engine or

turbine-room floor space.

It is now recognised that even with improvements in

boiler-house design, where very large turbo-generators are in

use, every pair of such sets requires a separate boiler-house.
Several present-day power houses have an evaporation of

50 lb. of water from and at 212 deg. F. per sq. ft. of ground
apace occupied by the boilers, but it is possible with im-
proved design of the boiler-house plant to approach an
evaporation of 100 lb. from and at 212 deg. F. per sq. ft.

While the engine-room and boiler-house floor space were 20
years ago about equal, and remained so even for 10 years
thereafter, to-day in a large modern generating station the.

ground space occupied by the boiler-house is from li to 2$
times the space occupied by the turbine-room.

It is now recognised that a modern boiler-house should

consist of three storeys at least : the basement or ground
floor containing ash-handling plant; the second floor contain-

ing the boilers proper, and the third or upper floor containing

economisers and coal-conveying machinery, and probably

coal storage.

In stations where boilers of 50,000-lb. capacity are installed,

it is necessary to erect a separate chimney for each boiler or

each pair of boilers. One is practically compelled to adopt

" brick for chimneys in a modern boiler-
bou .i oh !e.

! the i Ilium.", oan be en i ted En tie third
floor, on which the e nisei in placed, whereas
is ii. .-J the foundations and superstructure up to the second

cnplj mean a aluable space and a mass of
brickwork which serves DO u efu] purpose.

actual! « lb; boilei at present, with the
j passages between them, Ice. not aa a rule exceed

33 per cent, of the total boiler-house floor space, and of this

33 per cent, the grate ai inta for one-naif.
J,et us consider II) boiler-hou e which has to

supply steam to two 15,000-kw. sets, The steam required
b set will amount to between ISO.nun and 2' 0,1

per hour. Thia steam under modern conditions would be
supplied by four boilers, each capable of generating 50,000 lb.

of ste Each boiler will require to burn at least 7,000 lb.

of coal per hour, depending upon the calorific value of the
coal. Urates of 250 to '.'7o sq. ft. will be necessary, which
means that each boiler will actually occupy, with passages
between, about 500 sq. ft., eight boilers will

sq. ft., and the boiler-house will have a floor area of 12,000
sq. ft. Fig. I Bhows a plan and cross section of such a boiler-

hi use.
Twenty years ago water tube hollers of 4,000 to 6,000 sq. ft.

heating surface were considered large; to-day boilers are
made with a heating surface from 10,000 to 20,000 sq. ft. In
Detroit five boilei each with over 20,000 sq. ft. heating sur-

face are in use.

The boiler-house should be designed to admit of an ample
supply of natural daylight. This is managed by placing the
boilers back to back, with a firing floor down each side in-

stead of down the middle between the two vows of boilers.

Bight can then be had from windows in the side walls as well
:ii from the roof. This, however, means a larger floor area
and a space between parallel boiler-houses, and further in-

creases the area occupied by the power station. Adequate
daylight can be got from roof lights with proper design of

the roof, and fig. 1 shows such an arrangement.
There is still a tendency to-day to construct the combus-

tion chamber of boilers much too small. A combustion
chamber should be of such dimensions as to allow ample
space for complete combustion to take place and the products
of combustion thoroughly to mix before coming on to the
heating surface. The older boilers had 2 to 2$ cu. ft. of

combustion chamber per sq ft. of grate area; to-day similar

Fig. 1.—Sectional Elevation and Plan of Boiler-house.

boilers have 5 cu. ft. The Detroit boilers before referred to

have 9 cu. ft. per sq. ft. of grate area, and this fact is very
largely responsible for the high efficiency of these boilers at

widely varying loads.

Steam flow meters are as necessary on boilers as an
ammeter is on a generator, as they indicate what each boiler

is doing, and whether all the boilers are doing their fair pro-

portion of the work.
(.'(i.j recorders are an index of the working efficiency of

the boiler-house; a word of warning, however, is required

against assuming that high COj always means high efficiency.

There may !» a large quantity of CO present. There should
be thermometers or pyrometers with dial faces on every
boiler, giving the temperature of the superheated steam leav-

ing the boiler, also the temperature of the gases at the

damper.
We may at an early date see an increase in the boiler

pressure from 160 and 200 lb. to 250 lb. The Commonwealth
Edison Co., of Chicago, in 1910 adopted 250 lb. at their

North-West station.

A station of 50,000 kw. capacity and burning 200,000 tons

of coal per annum requires coal-handling facilities for a supply

of 1,000 tons of coal per day, together with facilities for

handling 100 tons of ashes per day. This means a railway

siding capable of holding from 100 to 200 full trucks, and
probably another siding of equal dimensions to hold the
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empty trucks. The length of railway sidings for a 50,000-kw.
station would not be less than half a mile, or an addition to

the site equivalent to 4,400 sq. yd. The wagons have to be
tipped, and coal-conveying plant has to be provided capable
of handling '200 tons per hour. Coal-breaking machinery
should be installed, for while we have been in the habit of

using small coal, circumstances may in the near future
render it economical to buy and break larger coal.

Large coal storage accommodation is advisable and will

piove economical; not less than from two to four months'
fuel supply should be retained. This margin enables coal to

be delivered in fairly regular quantities throughout the year,
and may result in lowering coal prices.

The cost of energy for lifting coal from canal barges or from
trucks, and placing it overhead in coal hoppers or in the coal

store, is a small item. In one Glasgow station we have a coal
transporter fitted with a one-ton grab. This transporter cost

i2,600, and handles coal at the rate of 40 tons per hour; the
cost of energy, labour, and repairs brings the cost of handling
coal in this way just under Id. per ton. In another station
ttuck-loads of coal are elevated 30 ft. at one end of the coal
store to an overhead platform, whence the coal is tipped into
an overhead hopper or to the coal store, and the empty
trucks are lowered by a second elevator at the other end of

the coal store. These two elevators, complete with electric-

ally-operated capstans, cost i>2,000. The inclusive cost of

handling coal in this way is 3jd. per ton, the higher cost

being due to the amount of labour necessary for handling the
trucks. These figures are conclusively in favour of the grab
and transporter. Where coal has to be carried a short dis-

tance from coal store to boiler-house, bucket or tray con-
veyors appear to be the right thing. On the other hand, for

longer distances, the telpherage system works out slightly

cheaper.
For the removal of ashes, bucket conveyors have proved

to be costly in upkeep on account of the wear of the axles
and pulleys, caused by the fine hard grit of ash dust, but even
with this drawback, bucket or tray conveyors seem to be the
cheapest method of removing ashes. Suction ash plant is find-

ing much favour on account of the absence of moving parts in

its design, but the capital cost is about three times that of

bucket conveyors. The cost of energy for operating suction
ash plant works out at about 5d. per ton handled, at Id.
per unit. Suction plant is now made to do other work. It

can be constructed for the purpose of elevating riddlings and
small unburned fuel to a hopper or tank over the coal-

conveying plant. It can also be made suitable for the
removal of soot from ' economiser soot chambers, and flue

dust from the base of the chimneys.
A modern boiler-house calls for comparatively large over-

head ash storage, from which ashes can be dropped into
wagons or other vehicles for removal. The removal and dis-

posal of ashes is becoming a serious matter. A few years
ago ashes had a market value, and we could get as much as

4d. or 5d. a ton for them; to-day we have difficulty in getting
the ashes from our stations carted away at 2s. a ton. It has
been suggested that it would pay the large electrical under-
takings to purchase 3-ton or 5-ton electrically-propelled

wagons for the removal of ashes, especially where convenient
railway facilities are not available.

Coal-weighing machinery for each boiler or group of boilers

is absolutely necessary if proper records are to be made of

the boiler-house efficiency. It should always be possible to

ascertain the amount of coal used in each eight-hour shift

and at the end of each week or month, so that the coal used
per Kw.-hr. generated may be ascertainable. These weighing
machines should preferably be fixed between the overhead
coal hopper and the boiler stoker, but some stations in

America have a travelling gantry, fitted with a weighing
machine at each end, the gantry travelling along the whole
length of the boiler-house between two rows of boilers. The
duty of the operator on this gantry is to move up and down
the boiler-house and to weigh out regularly to each boiler a

predetermined amount of fuel.

The total condensate from the turbine-room condensers
should be measured by a Lea or other water recorder, and
this should have an integrating attachment. Having ascer-

tained the amount of coal used and having measured the con-
densate, we can get the amount of water evaporated per lb.

of coal used.
No very great increase in the efficiency of steam boilers can

be looked for. The heat balance of many of the steam plants

in operation at the present day is as follows :
—

Heat absorbed by boilers 78 per cent.

Heat lost in flue gases 15.5 per cent.

Heat lost in radiation and unaccounted for 6.5 per cent.

That is to say, the total loss on which any reduction can
take place is 22 per cent., but it is only a small proportion
of this figure which can be attacked with a view to lowering
it. It would be doing negative work to discharge the gases
from a boiler at a temperature lower than that of the water
in the boiler.

An evaporation of 4 lb. of water per sq. ft. of beating
surface in the boiler was, until recently, considered standard
practice, but to-day water-tube boilers are designed, in con-
junction with special economisers. to evaporate at the rate

of 6 lb. normal load, and at overload 8 and even 10 lb. per
sq ft. of heating surface of the boiler. The heating area in

most water-tube land boilers is of the order of 50 times the

grate area. With such proportions the general practice is to

emit the gases from the boilers at a temperature of 500 deg.
to 550 deg.' F., i.e., from 100 to 150 deg. F. above the tem-
perature of the steam at the boiler working pressure. The
proportion of heating surface in economiser to heating surface
in boiler varies, but 35 per cent, may be taken as a fair
average. With such a proportion, allowing for heat drop in
flues, the gases at the outlet to the chimney will have a
temperature of from 325 deg. to 350 deg. F., and the econo-
miser will have utilised about 7 per cent, of the heat of the
gases emitted from the boder. The inlet water to the econo-
miser from the hot-well will, with present-day practice, be
raised to a temperature of 200 or 220 deg. F. Until recently
the evaporation per sq. ft. of heating surface of boiler and
economiser combined was therefore roughly 3 lb. per sq. ft.

of heating surface. Modern practice tends to diminish the
heating surface in the boiler from 50 times the grate area to
35 times the grate area and to increase the area of the econo-
miser to 80 per cent, of that of the boder heating surface.
The result is to put up the evaporation of the boiler at over-
loads to 8 lb. per sq. ft. of heating surface and the tempera-
ture of the gases now emitted from the boiler is considerably
raised, being about 650 deg. F. The heat, however, is taken
up in the economiser and the temperature of the feed water
to the boiler is considerably increased. The net result is
that we get an evaporation of 4J lb. per sq. ft. of heating
surface of boiler and economiser combined. The overhead
economiser is suitably proportioned to give the very highest
combined efficiency. Boiler plants arranged in this way
probably give a higher efficiency than was the case with
previous designs, inasmuch as the radiation losses are less and
the loss between the boiler and the economiser is reduced to
an absolute minimum.

(To he concluded.)

WAR ITEMS.

Lighting Prosecution.—For allowing light from un-
screened lamps to shine through four windows and the door
of the boiler-house at the electricity works at Middleton
(i.ancs.), James Faulkner, of Oldham Road, Middleton, was
last week fined 7s. A police officer said that when he saw
defendant about the matter, he said the windows and door
were opened for about an hour on Thursday nights to allow
of ventilation while the boilers were swept out.

To be Wound=up.—The Board of Trade has ordered the
following to be wound-up :--

Eiermann & Tabor, Lauderdale Buildings, Aldersgate Street,
London, E.G., bronze powder and metal leaf manufacturers.
Controller : P. W. Straus, 7, Great Winchester Street, E.C.
The Bakelite Co., Ltd., Orb Works, Cowley, Middlesex,

makers of insulating material. Controller, Sir W. B. Peat,
11, Ironmonger Lane, E.C.

Griesheim-Elektron, Ltd., 3, Thames House, Queen Street
Place, London, E.C, and Salford, merchants in dyestuffs
and chemicals. Controller: W. Eaves, 15, Fountain Street,
Manchester.

Exemption Applications.—An application for exemption
made by Mr. E. Inkpen (36), electrician, of Camberley, has
been refused.

At Exeter, Mr. F. T. Baker, electrical engineer, who has
lost five of his staff and an apprentice, was given exemption
untO November 30th.
Hastings Tribunal has given conditional exemption for three

months to Mr. A. Tester, electrical contractor, and Mr. R.
Merrifield, repairer of electrical plant, with Mr. Wordley.
By arrangement with the military, the Reading Corpora-

tion Tramways Committee has decided to release for military
service all motor-men under the age of 27, and to retain the
rest. Sixty per cent, of the staff have enlisted, and the pre-
war staff of 200 has been reduced to 84, 47 of whom are being
taken for the Army.
On the appeal of Mr. J. T. Spencer, conditional exemption

has been granted by the Reading Tribunal to G. P. Wilkins
(29), electrician.

At Northampton, on Monday, the Electric Light & Power
Co., Ltd., appealed for eight of 15 employes recently un-
badged by a Government Inspector. It was stated that the
pre-war staff consisted of 77 men and 10 boys; now there
were 71 and 16 respectively, but the heavy demand for power
for factories had increased the output by 55 per cent. Tem-
porary exemption was allowed in each case.

Exemption has been allowed to Mr. J. W. Gibson (30),

manager of the Holsworthy Gas & Electric Supply Co.
The Leigh (Lanes.) Tribunal has granted one month's

temporary exemption to the electrician at a local picture

house.
\t ( lldham, exemption was granted to the attendant and

electrician at the Castleshaw filtration works on the applica-

tion of the Corporation waterworks engineer.

At Salford, an electrical contractor appealed for a wireman
—his brother—aged 19, and said he had only three men left,

including himself. He was indispensable to the business, and
applicant had written to the Ministry of Munitions, but had
not yet received any reply. The appeal was adjourned for a

fortnight so that the decision of the Ministry of Munitions
might be obtained.
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At Eeigate, Messrs. Tamplii) & Makovski, electrical engi-

aeers, appealed for a foreman, litter, and turner, a:

trical engineer, a maintenance engineer, an engineer, a fore-

man and skilled hand, and a skilled wireman. It was stated

that the firm had lost 18 of their permanent staff. The fore-

man litter and turner, the foreman and skilled band, and the

ince i Qgineei were condii ionally exempted
;
the engi-

i r was directed to be medically examined, and the other

cases were dismissed.
The Maidenhead Tribunal has granted exemption until

October 1st to A. R. Mills (21), engine driver and to] ei and

Geo. Arthur Cox (22), shift engineer, engaged at the Cor-

poration electricity works.
Leyton Tribunal lias granted c litional exemption to dine

employes at the destructor works of the U.D.C. The stall

ii reduced from 25 to 17.

Six months' exemption has been granted at Heme! Hemp-
stead to Mr. P. Bishop, electrician, oi (,'otterells, Mr. Bi hop

was invalided from the Naval Service, and is now certified

lit for home garrison duty.

At Rochdale, exemption was claimed by Mr. G. L. Adam-
son for W. Bentley (22), electrical wireman, engaged on work
directly affecting Government contracts. Mr. Adamson said

that 50 per cent, of the employes had been lost. Twenty-one
days were granted.

As the result of appeals at Epsom, Mr. F. Fairs, estate

electrical engineer, of Stoke d'Abernon, has received exemp-
tion until June 30th; Mr. H. J. Proctor, electrician, of Cob-

bam, until September 30th; and Mr. E. E. Newbald, electrical

engineer and contractor, of Epsom, for three months.

On the appeal of the Woking Electric Supply Co., Samuel
Chas. Bicknell (37), wireman and repairer, has been exempted
for three months, and Philip S. White (39), cable jointer's

labourer, for one month.
Mr. J. S. Mander (32), assistant engineer with the Ascot

and District Electrical Co., has been granted
_
a month's

exemption, until July 15th. It was stated that it had been

found impossible to fill Mr. Mander's place, and that, alter-

nately with another employe, be had charge of the generating

machinery.
Hertford Tribunal has granted exemption until September

30th to Mr. A. H. Sharrat, electrical engineer.

Mr. Lambert applied to the Maidstone Tribunal on behalf

of the Corporation for the exemption of Mr. J. P. Macrow
(29), electrician, regarded as indispensable to the tramways
system, and conditional exemption was conceded.

The Blackpool Tramways Committee has- given instructions

to the manager to apply to the Tribunal for exemption till

the end of the season for a dozen motor-men. It has been

found impossible, Mr. Furness informed the Committee, to

secure suitable men of non-military age, and therefore, for

the first time, he was compelled to apply for the temporary
exemption of drivers.

The County Appeal Tribunal at Preston, last Friday, heard

an appeal by an electrician, but disallowed it, recommending
that the appellant should undergo a trade test with a view

to his skilled services being used to the full in the Army.
The branch manager of an electrical firm at Lewes (Sussex)

has been conditionally exempted on undertaking to join the

Volunteer Training Corps.

(though hardly likely), they might be coupled star and put across

the mains singly ; in this case the maximum density would be

about 40 per cent, greater than normal.
D. D. Rayner.

Wolverhampton, June 2ith, 1916.

Throwing-Off Motor -Starting Rheostat from a
Distance.

' In the interesting first instalment of his articles on " Control

Clear lor D.c. Motors," in yonr issue of 2i!rd inst., Mr. Butler does

not mention (in connection with the lapt diagram) that the tliort-

circuiting tumbler switch should spring back to its normal posi-

tion when released. This action is very necessary, as otherwise

the switch would often be left in the " Bhorting " position, and the

starter would not hold on.

We have no difficulty in modifying our own standard construc-

tion to do what is required, and the same can be fitted for either

lever or push-button actuation. As regards the bridging of the
" way " contacts in passing over, this principle was adopted some
time ago in our inductive-circuit switch.

Trie special motor-stop switch arrangement is all the more
necessary when two or more are to be fitted, as the lengths and
resistances of the leads tend to increase in such cases. At firBt

sight it may seem impossible to connect more than one of the

special stop-switches in circuit, but the problem resolves itself

into connecting the top or normal contacts in series, and the
" shorting " contacts in parallel. We shall be happy to send a

diagram of connections to anyone who is interested.

A. P. Lundberg & Sons.
London, N., June 26th, 1916.

The late Prof. Silvanus Thompson.

May I be allowed to add a word to your tribute to Dr. Silvanus

Thompson, from the point of view of an old student .'

I was at Finsbury 10 years ago, and though I only spoke to

him directly perhaps half a dozen times, and have never seen him
since, he has always filled a unique place in my mind. "The
Doctor" inspired the greatest affection and confidence in all his

men, and was at all times ready to give help and advice to those

who went to him.
I remember one of his last lectures in my second year, in which

he dropped technical matters, as he sometimes did, and was talking

of our future liveB and prospects ; and he told us then that if ever

in our future lives we were in any moral or personal difficulty and
felt the need of a " father confessor " he was alwayB at our ser-

vice ; and I should never have had the slightest hesitation in

going to him with the full assurance of a patient hearing and wiBe

counsel.

Kipling's lines

—

"HeBcarcehad need to doff his pride or slough the dross of

Earth-
E'en aa he trod that day to God so walked he from his birth,

In simpleness and gentleness and honour and clean mirth.

Who had dene his work and held his peace and had no fear

to die."

—might have been written of him, and all thoBe who came under
his influence will feel that they have lost a very dear friend, and
the world a very perfect gentleman.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Letters received by us after 5 p.m. on Tuesday cannot appear until

the. following week. Correspondents shouldforward their comnmm-
cations at the earliest possible moment. No letter earn be published

unless we hare the writer's name and a/1dress in our possession.

CO-cycle Transformers on 25-cycle Systems.

In reply to your correspondent Mr. William Lovell, re " GO-cycle

Transformers on 25-cycle Systems," it is very difficult, in the
absence of further information, to answer his first query ; but
assuming the supply voltage is the same in each case, then the
flux generated when working on a 25-cycle system will be 2'4 times
that on a 60-cycle system, which will mean a magnetising current,

probably, considerably in excess of the full-load value, depending
upon the degree of saturation. For instance, if ordinary Lohys
iron be used in the magnetic circuit, and worked at a maximum
density of about 0,000 c.G.s. lines per cm.2 for 60-cycle supply,

then the maximum density on 25-cycle supply would be 2'4 timeB
;

i.e., 14,400 C G.s. lineB per cm.2
, whioh would enable the transformer

to supply the load, disregarding regulation. Considering another
transformer with the same outward appearance, but whose
magnetic circuit is built up of Stalloy iron, worked at a maximum
density of, say, 11,000 cos. lineB per cm. 2 for 60-cycle supply,
then the maximum density on a 25-cycle circuit will be 26,400 c.G.s.

lines per cm.2
; the iron being very highly saturated a large

magnetising current would be drawn from the mains.
In order to avoid any alteration to the transformers, I would

suggest that they be coupled in banks of two in series ; the maximum
density would then be only 20 per cent, greater than normal, and
should allow them to supply a reasonable load.

If the transformers are three-phase, with delta-connected primaries

Discounts.

Some little time ago you inserted an article on discounts, which
showed the waste of time arising from the unnecessary complica-

tion of multiple discounts commonly used in the electrical trade.

The T.L.A. secretary then pointed out that the T.L.A. issued sheets

giving equivalent discounts. To this the writer of the article

naturally replied, " Why not UBe the equivalent right away ?
"

One notes with delight that this suggestion has been adopted

in the new circular sent out, and that one discount iB now used to

do the trick. What about other branches 7 The I.R. cable

makers might take the hint and do likewise with great advantage.

Hope.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS,

AND PLANT.

New Telegraphic Apparatus.

An interesting application of resonance has been made by
Mr. Alban Roberts, a New Zealand inventor, to telephony and tele-

graphy, and should prove of great utility. In both cases the principle

involved iB the tuning of a column of air enclosed in a tube after

the style of the old " pitch-pipe," in one case to produce any
desired pitch at the source of vibrations, and in the other to

intensify by cumulative resonance vibrations of a particular

frequency, and thus to exercise a selective function.

Taking the familiar reaction between a telephone receiver and
transmitter as a basis, Mr. Roberts has deviBed a buzzer whioh
possesses no make-and-break oontacts, and which emits a perfectly

clear and sustained musical note for any length of time ; as shown
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in fig. I, the watch- type receiver R and transmitter M are coupled
in oircuit through an induction coil c with a battery is, and are
fixed facing each other at a distance apart of a few centimetres,
in a cylindrical case which confines the column of air between
them, and thus strengthens the reaction. Directly the circuit is

closed, a clear, musical note is emitted, in the usual way. The
back of the receiver is partly removed to allow of the attachment
of a tube T, in which moves a piBton p ; by varying the distance
between the diaphragm of the receiver and the piston, the
natural pitch of the enclosed air-column is varied over a range
limited only by the length of the tube and the dimensions of the
receiver, the natural frequency of the diaphragm of the receiver

Fig. 1.

—

Diagram of the Roberts Buzzer.

being completely suppressed or overcome by that of the pitch-pipe.
This arrangement, which Mr. Roberts has demonstrated to us,

forms an excellent buzzer with variable note, consuming very little

current, and of very simple construction ; the signalling circuit

can be taken off the secondary terminals of the coil in shunt to the
receiver, and the timbre and pitch of the note are admirably
adapted for the purpose to which buzzers are applied.
The sound intensifier or amplifier depends npon the same prin-

ciple, and is purely acoustic in its action. It consists, in one form,
of a tube t fitted with a movable piston r, and one or two side

tubes t, ending in sockets in which telephone receivers R connected
with the source of electrical oscillations (such a8 a wireless anteDna)
fit closely ; to a pocket in the upper end of the tube T is connected
a pneumatic head-set such as is used by medical men in connection
with the stethoscope, consisting of rubber tubes r r which end in

ear-pieceB e e, attached to the steel spring s.

The operator, with the head-set in place, varies the position
of the piston in the tube until resonance is obtained with the
incoming signals—which is indicated by the manifold increase in

the strength of the sounds, as we can testify from experience.

Reception can then proceed without further adjustment, but, if

deBired, a shunt can be applied to the telephone receivers to damp
down all the oscillations to which they are subjected ; obviously

those which are not reinforced can be made practically inaudible,

while the note which has been selected for intensification remains
clear and distinct. The device thus forms a means of tuning

out irregular and undesirable oscillations, and retaining only

those which are useful ; it has the advantage that it can be added

We have described the devices in their simplest form ; the
inventor has devised other forms for applying resonance to both
sides of the diaphragm of the receiver, damping down the signals
with mechanical means (such as an iris diaphragm, instead of the
electrical shunt), providing means to deal with the received signals
in the resonating air column electrically, and so on. The practica-
bility of using the same line for a number of different signalling
points without confusion is an important feature of the system.

Mr. Roberts may be addressed c/o Messrs. Spencer & Son,
56a, Highbury Grove, London, N.

Electrically-Heated Linotype Metal Pots.

A comparatively new application of electric heating is that of
keeping in a molten condition the metal in the pots of linotype
machines from which the Blugs bearing the characters are cast.

The printer finds the electrical method free from the disadvantages
of gas and gasoline heating, and the slugs produced are practically
perfect owing to the close and accurate regulation of temperature.
An electric linotype pot is made by the Cutler-Hammer Manu-
facturing Co., Milwaukee, Wis. Each unit consists, of a series of
resister ribbons of metal alloy encased first in mica, then in metal
ducts, and sealed by autogenous welding inside a steel casing.
The two main units are immersed directly in the metal in the pot,

while two more are disposed about the throat and mouthpiece of

the pot to ensure proper temperature at these points. The circuit

is initially closed by an ordinary snap switch. Thereafter the cir-

cuit is automatically controlled by a special thermometer, set to

maintain the temperature desired, which limits the range within
10° either way from the predetermined point. This special ther-

mometer consists of an air-tight metal tube filled with mercury,
the enlarged end of which rests in the pot. The other end of the
tube is formed into a spiral and attached to a lever. As the tem-
perature rises and falls the mercury in the tube expands and con-
tracts, causing the spiral to open and close and the lever to move
back and forth between two contact points. This makes and
breaks a relay circuit, in turn controlling the current in the heat-

ing elements. In first heating the pot from a cold condition the
input is 1,600 watts, and is maintained for about 50 minutes.
When the proper temperature point is reached the thermometer
cuts it down to the operating rate of 550 watts. As the peak load

comes from midnight until morning, the electric linotype pot makes
a very attractive addition to oentral station lines.

—

Electrical World,

LEGAL

Fig. 2.—Diagram of the Roberts Amplifier.

Fig. 3.

—

Buzzer and Amplifier in Model Form.

to any wireless installation without alteration to the latter

—

instead of listening to the receivers directly, the operator places

them in the sockets on the Roberts intensifier, and puts on the

head-set of the latter. It is a simple and cheap device, and should

find many applications in connections with military signalling,

wireless telegraphy, .tc. Fig. 3 shows the buzzer connected np to

the intensifier—both apparatus in their experimental form, but

quite efficient,

Monometer Manufacturing Co. ». Electric and Ordnance
Accessories Co., Ltd.

Mr. Muir Mackenzie, one of the High Courts Official Referees,

on June 27th, concluded the hearing, at the Royal Courts of
Justice, of an action, part heard at Birmingham, in which the
Monometer Manufacturing Co. sought to recover from the Electric

and Ordnance Accessories Co., Ltd., of Bir-

mingham, the cost of a certain specially con-

structed and designed installation, consisting

of furnsces for melting aluminium and other
metals, together with the necessary plant for

drawing off and carrying away the metals so

melted.

Mr. Colam, K.C., appeared for the plaintiffs,

and Mr. Hugo Young, K.C., for the defendants.

By a contract made on January 7th, 1915
between the parties, the plaintiffs agreed to

manufacture for the defendants three fur-

naces for melting aluminium, each with a
melting capacity of 1,000 lb., Sited with from
8 to 10 burners each, and with the necet sary

parts for drawing off the metal into certain

Bmaller furnaces, such parts to consist of a
suitable base to bring the outlet pipe over
the orifice of the smaller furnaces, which
had a melting capacity of 140 lb., so that

the metal might be drawn direct from the

larger furnaces into the smaller. The plain-

tiffs agreed to supply these for £230 each,

less 2£ per cent, discount, one furnace to be

delivered at the Ward End Works within
four weeks from the date of the contract.

Plaintiffs also agreed to supply 12 furnaces,

to be used in conjunction with the three

larger ones, each with a melting capaoity of

140 lb., without parts for pouring, but each

to have three burners with a specially-

designed top. These were to be supplied for

£52 each, and four of them were to be de-

livered at the works within four weeks
from the date of the contract. Next,

there were to be two other furnaces to be used in conjunction

with the others, with a capacity of 140 each, to be fitted

with pouring spouts and valves, for which the charge was to

be £62 each. There were also three furnaces for melting aluminium
swarf, each with a capacity of 600 lb., fitted with water-cooled

chills, for casting ingots of aluminium, which were to be supplied

complete for £248 each. The burners were to consume only about

60 ft. of gas per burner per hour, and it was also agreed that all
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the furnaces should be bricked with special silica bricks, to cut

down the consumption of gas per burner by about 10 per cent.,

and to reduce the consumption to a point lower than that of any

other system of furnace heating. All the furnaces were to befitted

with special burners, described as Monometer low-pressure eras

burners, Monometer patented gas chamber, and all the latest

improvements.
The Defendants said that the furnaoes were not according to

contract, and would not satisfactorily do the work for which they

were required, and they counterclaimed for damages and for the

return of money paid. They said that the plaintiffs contracted

that the furnaoes should be reasonably fit for melting aluminium

to be cast in chilled moulds for fuses, for producing a molten

product of pure aluminium absolutely free from particles of iron

or other foreign matter, and free from porosity and other flaws

and defects, and that the pots forming parts of the plant should

not produce scale, but should produce castings suitable for pressing

and machining all over. Another condition was that the specified

number of burners would produce such a temperature as would be

required satisfactorily to melt aluminium for the production of

castings. These conditions the defendants said were not complied

with by the furnaces supolied. The defendants stated that they

required the furnaces and plant for the purpose of melting

aluminium for castings in chilled moulds for the purpose of

manufacturing fuses, for which manufacture they had prepared

plans of a proposed new foundry for an estimated output of

between 50 and 60 t"n« of casings per week. The defendants

'urther alleged that the delivery was not made to time, and that

when d-'liverei the furnaces did not work satisfactorily, and that

they were not reasonably suitable for the wck
The plaintiffs' case was completed at the hearing at Birmingham,

where the evidence of Prof. Arnold and other expnrt witnesses was
taken, in support of the plaintiffs' cunt^ntion that the furnaces

were capable of carrying out the work for which they were
intended.

Further evidence was called for the defence at the resumed hear-

ing in London to prove that the specified number of burners did

not produce such a temperature as was required sufficiently to melt
the aluminium for the castings, and that the necessary degree of

liquidity could not be produced with the consumption of gas indi-

cated, and that in fact a much la?ger consumption of gas was used
in attempting to obtain the liquidity. It was said that although
attempts were made to make the furnaces comply with the con-

tract conditions they had not been successful.

Mr. Wilmot, the works nanajer for the defendants, was
recalled, and further cross-examined by Mr. Colam, when he said

that the scum in the ladling pots was sometimes half an inch in

thickness. The cold metal was put in at the top as the molten
metal was drawn off at the bottom, and in this way the accumu-
lation of scum might have been assisted. He had all through
complained of the excessive oxidation. The Monometer furnaces
had been offered as being capable of minimising the oxidation,

but practice had proved, in his opinion, that they did not. His
view was that the principal cause of oxidation was the long time
it took to melt the metal. The quicker the melting the less the
oxidation. The average heating power was not sufficient, and
consequently they could not get their output. When he complained
the plaintiffs expressed their astonishment and made certain altera-

tions, but they did it on their own responsibility, and not in con-
sequence of any request from him. In making the contract, he
wanted to get furnaces without compressed air or other forced
draught and the plaintiffs represented that their furnaces met this

requirement.
In re-examination, the Witness said that to supply the shops

he had to have a certain output from the foundry, and he wanted
the quickest and best way of getting the metal down, but the
plaintiffs' furnaces took a much longer time to get it down than
had been represented, and that necessarily affected the output.

Mb. Nuthall. head foreman at the defendants' works, also

erave evidence as to alleged shortcomings of the Monometer
furnaces.

Mb. Thos. Turner, Professor of Metallurgy at Birmingham
University, who said he had been interested for more than 30
years in the production of aluminium and was acquainted with
the practice in the chief Biimingham aluminium foundries, gave
evidence as to what was meant in the trade by the term
" aluminium " and aluminium castings. The term to a chemist
would mean pure metal, but in the trade it meant an aluminium
alloy consisting of a percentage of zinc or copper. The melting
of ordinary aluminium in an iron pot would have very little effect

upon the pot, but in the case of an alloy of zinc the iron pot would
be affeoted bv the zinc, which would make a distinct orystallised
compound. The zinc would take up the iron which was attacked
very shortly after the melting point of the zinc was reached, and
for practical purposes the iron pot ceased to be an iron pot. He
attributed the accumulation of scum to excessive heat or to a
longer time being taken in the melting. If the metal was a
long time melting, there would be oxidation. The scum on the
top of the ladling pot wonld affect the molten metal underneath,
because there would be a certain amount of oxidation distributed
below any large amount of soum, and the effect npon the castings
would be that they would be less sound and harder to machine.

In cross-examination, the Witness said that if he ordered
aluminium articles, he would expect to get an alloy ; but if he
ordered aluminium from a metal merchant, he would expect to
get aluminium of 99 per cent. pure. Sometimes a little magnesium
was present in aluminium castings, and sometimes he found a little

iron. Pure aluminium would not attack the pots, but when there
was a mixture of zinc with it, the zinc would do so. Zinc always
attacked iron, and would do so even though there was aluminium

with it. It was a common thing to coat iron pots, but he objected

to say what the coating was, as it was a secret process.

Pressed to say what the process was, Witness said that it wbs a
French secret brought over by a Frenchman. It was in the

form of a wash, and had to be renewed from time to time. It was
largely composed of chalk or whiting, and was mixed with some-
thing which made it stick.

Other witnesses said that in consequence of the Monometer
plant failing to do itB work properly, there was delay in the

defendants' output, and they had to place some of their work in

other hands. One witness (Mr. Monroe, their accountant) said

that up to the end of July the furnaces produced 1,300,000

castings, which represented about 20 tons a week, instead of 50

tons required. There was necessity for an even larger output than
50 tons required. Up to the end of July there was no intention

to get rid of the Monometer furnaces ; on the contrary, they were
endeavouring to get the Monometer people to work them.

After further evidence had been given for the defence, the
Official Keferee reserved judgment.

D. Davis & Sons. Ltd., b. The Assessment Committee op

Pontypridd Union, Ovbrsebrs of Rhondda and the
Rhondda Urban District Council.

This case came before the Court of Appeal, comoosed of Lords
Justices Swinfen Eady, Phillimore and Bankes, on June 21st, upon
the aopeal of the respondent Assessment Committee, Overseers
an' I 'ban District C mncil. from a judgment of a Divisional

Court, consisting of Justices Ridley, Lush and Low.
The short facts appeared to be these :

—
D. DaviB & Sons, Ltd., are the owners and occupierB of certain

mines and their appurtenances, and in 1901 they made with the
Assessment Committee an agreement by which, for the purposes of
rates, the assessment of the property was to be calculated on the
output of coal, the agreement being determinable by one year's

notice. S^me small electric stations were attached to the appel-
lants' pits, and for some years they purchased a large amount of
power from an electric power company, but in 1H07 they erecttd

an electric power station of their own, and from that time the
small stations went out of use, and the company reduced the
amount of power that they purchased. Down to April, 1913, the
assessments on the company's property were made in accordance
with the agreement, the electric power station not being assessed

separately from the rest of the colliery. In April, 1913, the
Assessment Committee, having given previous notice determining
the agreement, assessed the electtia power station separately from
the rest of the colliery ; but they still assessed the latter in accordance
with the agreement. The Divisional Court held upon the question
of the company's appeal against the poor rate that although the
Assessment Committee of 1901 had no power to bind subsequent
ABseasment Committees, yet as the Assessment Committee of 1913
could not repudiate the agreement so far as concerned the power
station, since they had affirmed it as regarded the rest of the
company's property, there was no power to rate the power station
separately as long as the rest of the property was rated in
acoordance with the agreement. The Court, therefore, held that
the rate was bad and remitted the matter back to Quarter Sessions,

with an intimation to that effect. Hence the present appeal.

At the conclusion of the arguments of Counsel, their Lordships
affirmed the decision of the Divisional Court, and dismissed the
appeal with costs.

Power p. Prince of Wales Dry Dock Co.

An unusual claim under the Employers' LisMHty Act, for personal
injuries, came before his Honour Judge Bryn Roberts, at the
Swansea County Court, the other day, when Wm. Power, boiler-
maker, of Cardiff, sued the defendant company, of Swansea, for
£47 odd for damages sustained through the alleged negligence of
the defendants, by which he received a severe electric shock that
rendered him incapable of jwork for over a fortnight. The
plaintiff waB in the employ of the Oxy-Acetylene Welding Co., who
were sub-contractors to the Dry Dock Co. in carrying out certa n
work on the steamship Lille at Swansea, in March last. Plaintiff

was engaged in trundling some gas cylinders from the Btokehole
into the engine room, and at the same time some of the defendants'
men were engaged with an electric drill, for which purpose an
electric cable was conveyed from the quayside to the engine room.
The cable trailed along the floor of the engine room, and as
the plaintiff brought in the third gas cylinder he received an
electric shock that rendered him insensible for some time. It was
afterwards discovered that the insulation of one of the electric

wires had been cut in several places, presumably by the collar of
the cylinder, and it was supposed that by this means the current
escaped along the iron floor of the engine room. For the defence
it was urged that there was no negligence, and that if there were
any. it ciuld easily have been obviated.

Mr. David Fulton, the chief electrician to the Swansea
Harbour Trust, who supplied the current, and other witnesses,
deposed that they had experimented with a cable under the same
conditions, apd not more than 175 volts was possible to go through
the body. They snff ered no Ul-effecte whatever from the shock.
Mr. Fulton added that the biggest shock he ever sustained in his
life was of 1,500 volts ; but he admitted that less than 100 volts
had been known to kill. The latter, however, was alternating
current.

His Honour said there was negligence in allowing the cable to
trail along the floor when if might easily have been hung up out of
danger, and he awarded the plaintiff £23 and costs.
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Stealing Electricity.

A pine of 40s. was imposed at Llanhilleth upon Esau Protheroe, a
local collier, for fraudulently consuming electricity, the property
of the Abertillery TJ.D.C, between March and April. Defendant
pleaded guilty. Mr. A. II. Dolman, Abertillery, diverted the
current from the meter by means of a pin, and conveyed it direct

to the lamp.

—

South Wales Daili/ News.

BUSINESS NOTES.

South African Electrical Requirements.—The South
African Mining Journal for May 27th says:

—"All the munici-
palities are quietly in the market for switches, copper, and every-

thing connected with electrical power driving machinery. As
regards household goods, under this heading, the recent frosts have
created a brisk demand for radiators, and in this respect it is

pleasing to record that the complete framework of these have been
made in Johannesburg for several seasons past, and those now pre-

sented are an improvement over last season's. A large dealer

thinks that the local makers will oust the imported article, as any
metal worker can make them in his spare time, &o. However,
they are about 18 per cent, dearer than the imported goods. It

must not be omitted to mention that the higher voltage lamps are

getting scarce, as it is very difficult to obtain 2,O0u candle-powers
for the mines, and not easy to get the 1,000 kind."

Wolverhampton Electrical Trade.—In the annual
report of the Wolverhampton Chamber of Commerce, the following
reference is made to the electrical engineering trade :

—
" Through-

out the year the demand made by the Allied Governments for

eleotrical plant of all descriptions has been exceedingly heavy,
many innovations having been introduced for special electrical

requirements. Local factories have been, and are still, working
day and night to meet the requirements. There is a distinct

indication of an increase of trade with the Colonies, due to the
supplies from enemy countries having been cut off."

Nottingham as an Industrial Centre.—A well-

organised effort is being made to popularise the advantages
possessed by Nottingham as a centre for new manufacturing
industries. A glance at the map shows the ample nature of the
railway connections between the city and the great seaports, also

the excellence of the- waterway connections. Powers have been
secured by the Corporation under which they will spend £100,000
for increasing navigational facilities, but, unfortunately, this work
is inevitably held up until a year after the war. At a time when
new industries are being established, or when existing companies
and firms are contemplating the building of new works, the claims
of the district, with its ample fuel supplies, the cheapness of raw
materials, &c, are well worthy of consideration. A Special Com-
mittee has been appointed to undertake the commercial develop-
ment of the city, and an Industrial Development Officer has been
appointed to devote his whole time and energies to the department.
Communications may be addressed to him at the Guildhall,

Nottingham.

New T.L.A. Lamp Discount Scheme. — Messrs.
Siemens Bros. Dynamo Works, Ltd., of 38 and 39, Upper
Thames Street, E.C., have sent us two booklets explaining the new
lamp discount Bcheme that has just been inaugurated. One of the
booklets deals with the scheme from the point of view of the trade
reseller, and the other from the point of view of the trade user.

They have already been distributed to a number of their customers,
and copies will be supplied to any of our readers who are interested

in the purchase of Wotan or other makes of T.L.A. lamps. In
order that the scheme may be thoroughly and generally under-
stood, we may say that it is based on the quantity of lamps pur-
chased and delivered during 12 months, and the discounts are
regulated in accordance with certain stipulated minimum quanti-
ties or equivalent net money values. The money values are intro-

duced to cover half-watt type lamps, which, of course, are higher
in initial cost. The total annual turnover in all makes of Asso-
ciation lamps will, therefore, regulate the terms at which Wotan,
half-watt type, or tantalum lamps can be supplied. The booklets
give an example of the method of procedure. A new customer
will commence to buy lamps at 20 per cent., but immediately
his total purchases of T.L.A. lamps amount to 500 he will
automatically become entitled to buy at 22 per cent. In order to

avail himself of these terms he must notify the secretary of the
T.L.A., and, in addition, he will receive from his supplier, or
suppliers, a oredit note for the difference between 20 per cent, and
22 per cent, on the original lamps purchased. As each succeeding
step is reaohed the increased discount will be obtained by means
of the Bame procedure. There are, of course, a number of cus-

tomers who were graded at a definite figure under the previous
arrangement, and they will now receive the terms specified for a
quantity of lamps based on their past purchases. This will bring
them into the new scheme at, approximately, the discount to

which they are entitled in accordance with their established turn-

over, and increased discount will be allowed should they improve
on their previous figures. The termB for the trade user have been
somewhat revised, and if lamps are purchased in quantities of less

than 50, a discount of 15 per cent, only is allowed. Providing the
lamps are ordered in quantities of 50 and over for delivery at one

time, the standard schedule of discounts are applicable. It is

therefore claimed that the scheme is absolutely equitable, and
ensures to each trade buyer a discount directly in proportion to

hiB turnover. As the discounts increase in a succession of easy
steps the scheme should be an incentive to business extension.
All invoices will be subject to one discount (J e.., the one corres-

ponding to the minimum quantity taken), plus the usual 2i per
cent, (cash) approved monthly account. This obviates the multi-
plicity of discounts, which are sometimes confusing, and often
cause inconvenience and misunderstanding.

Australian Insulators.—According to the Melbourne
-ir/e, the assurance was given by the Postmaster-General to Mr.
Fenton (V.), in the House of Representatives, on May 1 1th, that
the Postal D'partment was encouraging the manufacture of
insulators in Australia, with a view to becoming independent of
importations. The following comparative statement shows the
extent of the Australian orders, a? against importations :

—

Year. Australian. Imported.

1911 £8(10 £12,717
1912 421 11,190
1913 329 17,115
1914 4,490 14,444

1915 9,359 5,063

Bankruptcy Proceedings.—The Colston Electrical
Works, Ltd., 9, Denmark Street, Bristol.—The winding-up order
in this matter was made on the petition of a creditor. The
liabilities amount to £1,673, to meet which there are net assets of

£991,the estate disclosinga deficiency of £582 as regards unsecured
creditors, whilst as regards contributories there is a deficiency of

£2,234. The company was registered in December, 1913, with a
nominal capital of £3,600, to acquire, as a going concern, the
business of electrical engineers promoted by G. J. T. J. Parfitt and
W. J. Webber, trading as Parfitt, Webber k Co., at 9 and 10, Den-
mark Street, Bristol. By an agreement of January, 1914, the
vendors agreed to sell to the company the goodwill, plant,

machinery, stock-in-trade, implements, utensils, book debts, and
contracts, &c, which the vendors were entitled to in connection

with the business, for 1,600 fully paid-up shares, the company to

discharge all the trade liabilities of the said business, and the
liability of the vendors' firm to the Capital and Counties Bank,
Ltd. The business was taken over from July, 1913, and from that

date down to January, 1914, the date fixed for completion, the
vendors were deemed to have been carrying on the business on
behalf of the cmpany. The directors appointed were Miss
H. L. W. Parfitt, Bath ; A. E. Finch, Weston-super-Mare, electrical

engineer ; and E. W. Brock, Keynsham, glass tile manufacturer.
At a meeting of directors, A. E. Finch was appointed chairman.
An agreement was entered into in January, 1914, whereby
A. E. Finch was to act as manager at a weekly salary of £3, and
on the same day E. W. Brock was appointed Becretary. The com-
pany was registered as a private company, and no capital was
offered to the public for subscription, and no prospectus was issued.

A meeting of the six largest creditors was convened by E W. Brock
in May, and an offer was made of a composition of 12s. 6d. in the £,

payable as to 2s. 6d. forthwith, 5s. in one month, 2s. 6d. in two
months, and 2s. 6d. in three months. Mr. Brock also issued a
notice, signed by him as secretary, without consulting the other

directors, convening an extraordinary general meeting of the com-
pany for the purpose of submitting an extraordinary resolution for

voluntary liquidation and the appointment of a liquidator. Three
shareholders apparently attended this meeting, the resolution was
passed, and on May 30th, notwithstanding that the hearing of the

petition for a winding-up order was to be heard by the Court on
the following day, the liquidator purported to have been appointed

sent out a notice convening a meeting of the creditors of the

company to be held for the purpos« of confirming his appointment

as liquidator. In these circumstances the meeting was abortive.

The failure was said to be due to loss of £725 through bad debts

in 1914, and want of capital. From its inception the company
has never had sufficient capital, and in 1914 it lost £650 through
the failure of the Bristol International Exhibition, Ltd., and £75
through the failure of G. J. T. J. Parfitt in February, 1915. The
usual books of account have been kept, but the cash book has not

been balanced, and the books in general have not been properly

posted. The following are creditors :
—

British Ever-Ready Co. ... £194 Hodge, Jacques A- Co £11
Bristol Corporation Eleotricity Joyner, C, .V Co 10

Department .'. 14 National Telephone Pen-ice .. 14

Calender's Cable & Construe- Metallic Peamless Tube Co. . . 22

tion Co. 43 Premier Accumulator Co. 20

Cryse'co, Ltd .. 28 Willey & Co 20
Drake & Gorham, Ltd... . 16 Wilesmith. John, ,v Co. .. 12

Edison A Swan United Electric Wright, Harland 17

Light Co 133 Parritt, Webber & Co 731

Haslam & Stretton, Ltd. . . 77

R. E. Connold, late electrician, now R.N.A S., late 6a, The
Parade, Canterbnry.—The public examination of this debtor was
fixed for June 17th, at Canterbury. Debtor was unable to obtain

leave to attend the Court. The case waB, therefore, adjourned.

South American Trade.

—

The Hon. R. C. Parsons,

chairman of the King's CoUefe Delegacy, presided at a lecture

given by Colonel Don Pedro Suarez, Conau'-General for Bolivia,

at King's College last wwk, on the subject of ''Boliv'a, its

Geography and Industries," and said that the greatest bar to British

trade in South America was the refusal of the British merchants
to adopt the metric system, and their unwillingness to make goods
to suit other peoples' necessities. This refusal had sent great

quantities of trade into German hands,

—

Morning Pott',
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Dissolutions and Liquidations.—Readers Patents

and Engineering Co., Ltd.—A meeting is called for .Inly 26th,

at 3, Portland Street, Southampton, to hear an account of the

winding up from the liquidator, Mr. E. W. C. Whittaker.

Standabd Cable Manufacturing Co., Ltd.—Creditors should

send particulars of debts, -to., to the controller, Mr. J. S. Feather,

35, Great Tower Street, E.C., by July 31st.

Ship Carbons, Ltd.—Creditors should send particulars of debts,

&o., to the controller, Mr. W. Hanoock, 'JO, Queen Street, E C, by

August 7th.

Bleichert's Aerial Transporters, Ltd.—Creditors should

send particulars of their debts, &0., to the controller, Mr. W.

Hancock, 90, Queen Street, E.C., by August 7 th.

Economisers, Ltd.—A meeting is called for July 28th, at 18,

Theobald's Road, to hear an account of the winding up from the

liquidator, Mr. W. F. JohneoD.
Hobabt Electbic Teamway Co., Ltd.—A meeting is called

for August 3rd, at 5, Bucklersbury, E.G., to hear an account of the

winding up from the liquidator, Mr. F. J. Warner.

John Roberts & Son, boiler coverers, Salt Street, Manningham,
Bradford.—Messrs. J. W. Roberts and S. Haigh have dissolved

partnership. Mr. Roberts will attend to debts, and carry on the

business at 29, Princes Crescent, Bare, Morecambe, under the same

style.

Book Xotices.— '' Trade as a Science." By Ernest

J. P. Benn. London : Jarrold & Sons. Price 2s. 6d. net.

" Large Electric Power Stations." By G. Klingenberg.

London : Crosby Lockwood & Co. Price 25s. net.
" Electrical Engineering." By E. J. Barg and W. L. Upson.

London : Hill Publishing Co. Price 17s. net.
" Proceedings of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers."

Vol. XXV. No. 6. June, 11*16. New York : The Institute.
" Soience Abstracts," A and B. Vol. XIX. No. 222. June 26th,

1916. London : E. & F. N. Spon, Ltd. Price Is. 6d. each net.

" Scientific Paper of the Bureau of Standards," No. 27H, " Pro-

tected Thermo Elements." Washington: Government Printing Office.

The Magazine of the Finsbury Technioal College and Old

Students' Association for May contains a portrait and obituary

notice of the late Prof. R. Meldola, F R.S., the continuation of a

paper on " Humphrey Pumps," by J. G. Bulger, and a further Roll

of Honour of remarkable length.

Board of Trade Inquiry.—The Commercial Intelli-

gence Branch of the Board of Trade has the name and address of

a firm of agents and importers of electrical material at Brescia,

Italy, which wishes to secure the agencies of United Kingdom
manufacturers of electrical plant and machinery, measuring

instruments and gauges, apparatus and material for electrioal

plant, and porcelain and insulating material in general. Reference

No. 202.

The Commercial Intelligence Branch of the Board of Trade has

received inquiries from Home firms for makers or producers of

manganese dioxide for Leclanohe batteries, and electrical novelties.

Catalogues and Lists.—The Bonecourt Waste
Heat Boileb Co., Ltd., Parliament Mansions, Victoria Street,

S.W.—New catalogue dealing with gas-fired boilers and waste-

heat boilers, describing the Bonecourt surface-combustion system ; in

view of the increasing importance of economising fuel and recovering

the by-products from coal, the contents of this brochure are excep-

tionally interesting. Tables are given showing the standard sizes of

the boilers, the performance of each tube with different kinds of

gas, and the draught required, with illustrations of the details of

the plant and the lay-out recommended. The results of a test by
an independent expert are included, showing the efficiency of an
unlagged Bonecourt boiler and feed-water heater to be 927 per

cent. It is claimed that an evaporation up to 20 lb. of steam
per Eq. ft. of heating surface per hour is obtainable, and that

48 000 lb. of steam per hour can be generated on a floor space of
22". sq. ft. A battery of boilers for 12,000 h.p. occupies a space

of only 48 ft. by 33 ft., and a CO> content of 181 per cent, in the

fine gaseB is recorded. The boiler can be utilised for recovering

heat from the exhaust gases of gas engines, coke ovens, steel

furnaces, &c. A new method of mixing the air and gas has pre-

vented back-firing, and the refractory material is now made on a
greatly improved system, so that over 3,000 cb. ft. of producer
gas can be burnt per hour in one tube 6 in. in diameter and
15 ft. long.

Messbs. Mossay i. Co., Ltd., 41, Tothill Street, Westminster,
S.W.—Illustrated pamphlet (2n pages), describing the "Orwell"
electric vehicle of 1J, 2i and 3J-ton sizes. A number of improve-
ments and additions to the equipment of the vehicles are
included.

The British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd , Rugby.—Price list

No. 4,310, describing and illustrating their type EK, form B, iron-

clad switch fuses.

Messrs. Bruce Peebles & Co., Ltd., Edinburgh.—Twenty-
page illustrated pamphlet (No. 21 C), in their standard form and
size, containing full illustrated specification, detailed tabulated
data, output ratings, weights and dimensions, of the Peebles self-

contained continuous-current dynamos and motors. Sixteen frame
sizes, whioh are listed, can be manufactured in any of the nsual types.

Edison & Swan United Electbic Light Co., Ltd., Ponder's
End.—Two illustrated and priced leaflets of Ediswan electric fans
of various types. The company has also issued a very handy
pocket book in a distinctive red oover, containing " Ediswan dis-

count tables " from <& to 60 per cent. The book is issued for the
convenience of the members of the trade, and it contains various
tables not to be found in the ordinary discount books, but useful
in making up disoount on T.L.A.. lamp priceB, Buoh as 22 per cent.,

21 per cent., 27 per cent , 28 per cent., 32 per cent., 34 per cent.,

36 per cent , 39 per cent., ko.

MESSRS, Belling & Co., Derby Road, Edmonton, London, X.

—

Two-fold circular, containing description of their electric immer-

sion heaters, with diagrams showing the methods of their applica-

tion, also giving- dimensions and prices.

Trade Announcements.—Messrs. Marbbo, Ltd.,

have removed to larger premises at Palace Wharf, Rainville Road,

Fulham, S.W. Telephone No. : "Hammersmith 1215."

The electrical and engineering advertising business of Mr. A. J.

Greenly will in future be conducted as A. J. Greenly vt Co., and

will have additional offices at 37 and 38, Strand, W.C.
The General Electric Co., Ltd., announce that the address

of their Cork branch, from whence all orders from the South of

Ireland are attended to, has now been altered to 76, Grand Parade.

For Sale.—Messrs. Percy Huddi.eston & Co. will

sell by auction, on July 11th, at Dalling Road, Hammersmith, a

quantity of electrical apparatus, &o. Full particulars are given in

our advertising pages to-day.

Copper Prices.—The Week's Changes.— F. Smith
and Co. report, Wednesday, June 28 th :—Electrolytic bars drop

from £139 to £130 ; ditto sheets, £157 to £150 ; ditto rods, £146
to £137 ; ditto H.c. wire, Is. 5jd. to Is. 4§d.

James & Shakespeare report, Wednesday, June 28th :—Copper

bars, sheet and rod (best seleoted), drop from £160 to £152.

LIGHTING AND POWER NOTES.

Aberdeen.—Engineer's Report.—Mr. Bell, the Cor-

poration electrical engineer, in a report regarding new generating

plant, says :

—
" The Council's decision not to proceed with the addi-

tional installation suggested in November last precludes the install-

ing of plant for the winter of 1916, and the question now to be

considered is the provision of new generating plant before the

winter of 1917. The output for the 10 months ending May 31st

is 2,030,360 units above the previous corresponding period, being

an increase of 191 per cent. The remaining two months will, at

a conservative estimate, add a further half million units increase,

which would make a 23 per cent, increase for the year—a figure

only once exceeded in the history of the undertaking. Additional

motors of 2,027 H.P. have been coupled up since Jnly 31st laBt, and
applications for a further 1,291 h.p. have been received. No. 1

turbine has now generated 28! million units, being 19 millions

in 22 months and 9J millions in the last seven months. A further

500-kw. converter has been ordered since the last report, and,

therefore, the 1,000-kw. set recommended in November last can

meantime stand over. A 5,000-kw. turbine alternator, if ordered

now, can be delivered for next summer, and will, I estimate, cost

£18,000."

Australia.—Power Station Plant.—For the power

station plant and equipment for the Commonwealth naval dock-

yard at Cockatoo Island, one tender only for engines of Australian

manufacture was submitted—viz., for reciprocating engines ; the

tenders had been originally invited under the heading of four

alternative schemes—viz., geared turbo-generators, reciprocating

sets with exhaust turbines, reciprocating sets and exhaust geared

turbo-generators, and Diesel engine Bets. Acting on the advice of

the British Admiralty, who endorsed the recommendation of local

experts, the Naval Board has adopted the first alternative scheme,

and orders have been placed for Farsons-Crompton geared turbo-

generator sets. It is stated that for reciprocating engines the

price quoted by the Australian manufacturers and that submitted

from abroad showed a difference of something like 70 per cent.

—

Sydney Morning Herald.

Barnsley.—Price Increase.—Having considered the

report of the borough electrical engineer on the working of the

department for the past year, and in view of the loss thereon, the

Electricity and Lighting Committee has decided that the price of

energy be increased by \d. per unit for lighting, and 10 per cent,

for power consumers.

Beckenham.—Price Increase.—The D.C. has decided

that the charge for electricity for lighting shall be raised to 7d.

per unit, to take effect from Saturday last.

Bedford.—The R.D.C. has given consent for the T.C.

to supply current to the new works of Messrs. W. H. Allen, Son

and Co., to be ereoted in the rural district.

Bolton.—Despite the Summer Time Act, the electrical

engineer reports no appreciable decrease in the consumption of

electricity. Lighting restrictions had already considerably reduced

the quantity used for lighting purposes.

Colwyn Bay.—Price Increase.—Owing to the heavy

increase in the price of fuel, the U.D.C. has decided, from the

close of the present quarter, to advance the price of energy from

5d. to 5jd. per unit.

Coventry.—Price Increase.—The Electric Light Com-
mittee recommends an increase of the scale of charges for the

supply of energy for power proportionately to the increased cost

of coal.
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Darwen.—Fire broke out, on Monday, at the Darwen
electricity works, and the man in charge of the engine room,
Joseph Munroe, was burned about the face in a plucky attempt to

stop an engine. The fire brigade extinguished the flames.

Dundee.

—

Year's Working.—The total units sold last

year amounted to almost 181 millions, an increase over the previous

year of 3i millions ; the net income, which showed an increase of

fully £12,700, was £78,295. The costs also showed a large

increase, being £10,000 in excess of the previous year. The coal

account itself practically represented the entire increase, this item
being £9,800 more than in the previous year. The accounts closed

with a net profit of £409.

Cilosport.

—

Restriction of Output.—The Gosport
and Alverstoke Electric Supply Corporation has notified its con-

sumers that owing to the difficulties in obtaining skilled labour, it

is feared that it may be necessary in the near future to restrict, if

not entirely cancel, the supply of electricity for power, heating,

and lighting, and also for the service of the tramways.

—

Portsmouth
News.

Heston and Islewortk.

—

Year's Working.—The
engineer reports that, as the result of the " Summer Time " Act, the
output has fallen 200 units per day. He estimates the

approximate loss during the summer at £400 to £150. The
Electricity Committee reports that there was a deficit on last

year's working, after taking into account expenditure on new
plant and the previous year's deficit of £1,049, which arose mainly
from the high price of coal. Each unit sold cost for coal '55d. against

"38d. in the previous year. The total number of units sold was
1,288,371 against 1,162,995 in the previous year, and the increase of

expenditure-—due entirely to the rise in the price of coal—after

allowing for the reduction in consumption per unit due to the
larger amount generated, was well over £900. The prices of coal

showed an increase on last year, and the Committee had no other
course open to it but to raise the charges by 12] per cent. In
his annual report, the engineer, Mr. P. E. Rycroft, Btates that the
income was £11,246, an increase of £751, and the working expenses

£7,031, giving a profit of £4,214 ; but interest and loan charges
were £4,927, which caused a deficit of £712. The main cause of

the deficit was the cost of coal, which was £1,088 in excess of the
previous year. The total units generated were 1,564,473, an
increase of 55,246, but the units sold increased by 125,376. The
works costs had risen from l'03d. to l'23d. per unit, and new
business had been very difficult to obtain.

Hornsey.

—

Year's Working.—There is a deficit of
£2,789 on the net revenue account of the electricity undertaking
for the year ended March .'Slst last. The total expenditure for the
12 months, including the purchase of meters, amounted to £1 1,035,

an increase of £470 compared with a year ago. On the other
hand, the total receipts showed a fallingoff of £1,720, the
respective figures being £20,570 and £22,290. The balance, trans-
ferred to net revenue account, shows a reduction on the previous
12 months of £2,189. The balance to the credit of this account is

now £3,984. The Council has again found it necessary to increase
the prices for energy and meter rent, this time by a further 15 per
cent., provided they do not exceed the authorised maximum
rates.

Hull.

—

Year's Working.—The annual report to the
T.C. on the working of the eleotricity undertaking states that the
revenue from all sources amounted to £89,208, and the total
working expenses, exclusive of special charges, to C 47,1 78, leaving
a balance of £ 42,030. Of this amount, interest and sinking fund
absorbed £33,950, income-tax £ 2,106, and special charges £1,727,
leaving a net balance to be carried to the reserve fund of t: 4,2 17.

The revenue from lighting showed a decrease of £5,000 on the
figures for the year 1914-15. On the other hand, the increase in
revenue from power amounted to £9,517, approximately 22 per
cent, over last year's figures. The units sold for all purposes
increased from 12,969,776 to 14,795,426, being an addition of 14 per
cent., and the additional income under this head was t: 4,207. The
revenue from power supplies more than compensated for the decrease
on the lighting side. The works oosts and total cost were the
lowest recorded by the undertaking. The total connections to the
mains were :—Power, 20,470 kw.

;
and lighting, 8,320 kw. The

city accountant stated that the income for the year increased by
£6,908 on the previous year's working. During the year capital
outlay amounting to £2,476 was met out of revenue, and 16,760
out of loans. The total capital expenditure on the undertaking
was £540,099.
The town clerk has been instructed to take the preliminary steps

towards getting an order to authorise the Corporation to supply
electricitv to the new sanatorium at Cottingham.

India.— Electric Lighting.— It is stated that the
Mukhisandthe leading Sind merchants of Hyderabad are forming a
company on the lines of the Karachi Electric Corporation to supply
electricity to the town of Hyderabad. The preliminary details
have been settled. The firm of Messrs. Mukhi Hiranand Tara-
chand are to be managing agents for the company. The engineers
of Messrs. Tata & Sons' electric works near Bombay are to be
consulted. It is proposed to utilise the River Indus for the supply
of power.

—

Indian Engineering.

Rin«rstown.—The TJ.D.C. has made an arrangement
with the Munster and Leinster Bank for a loan of £ 6,000 at 4 J per
cent., for three years, to cover the preliminary expenses in
connection with the electric lighting scheme.

—

Irish Builder.

London.

—

Hampstead.—Price Increase.—The B.C.
has decided, owing to the cost of coal, to increase the charges for
electricity by 23] per cent, from January 1st, making, with the
10 per cent, then made, a total advance of 33 | per cent, on the
pre-war charges.

St. Pancras —Pbice Increase, &c—The Electricity Com-
mittee has had under consideration the question of revising the
charges for energy, in view of the serious financial loss falling
upon the undertaking, and having due regard to the continuance
of the 10 per cent, at present added to all accounts, recommends
the following increased charges, which are estimated to produce
an additional income of £18,000 during the year :— (1) Present
charge of Id. per unit for power, heating and cooking to be
increased to 1 ]d. ; (2) present rebate of 20 per cent, allowed for
" factory " lighting (exclusive of offices, showrooms, &o.) to be
abolished, and a flat rate of 3d. per unit charged in lieu thereof

;

(3) present two-rate system of 6d. per unit between the hours of
4.30 p.m. and 8.30 p.m., and Id. per unit afterwards, to be
abolished

; (4) present maximum-demand tariff of 6d. and lid. per
unit to be increased to 6d. and 2d., and the introduction of a flat

rate of 3d. per unit for kinema theatre supplies
; (5) kw. demand

Bystem of charging of £4 per annum, plus id. per unit, to be
abolished

; (6) meter rentB to be charged on a sliding scale in
regard to all supplies, instead of only, as at present, where a
factory lighting rebate is allowed, and for cooking and heating
purposes, &c, and where the maximum-demand indicator is used.
The Finance Committee is in full agreement with the above pro-
posals, and in view of the fact that, as a result of the agreement
come to with the L.C.C. to accelerate the periods of repayment of
loans, an additional sum of £ 1,454 a year will have to be paid from
revenue during the next three years, has recommended that the
interest of about £1,500 a year earned by the reserve fund account
Bhould be taken into revenue, instead of accruing to the reserve
fund as heretofore. Arrangements have been made for laying an
e.h.t. main in Gray's Inn Road to supply current for power pur-
poses

; this work will necessitate the re-arrangement of the
switchboard at the Tavistock Place sub-station, at a cost of about
£462. The Committee has received a reply from the Board of
Trade in reference to representations made as to the necessity of
an adequate supply of coal for the undertaking, suggesting that
in any case in which the Counoil is unable to renew a contract, it

should communicate with the Coal Supply Committee for the dis-

trict in which the colliery conoerned is situated, and that
immediate steps be taken to renew contracts which will shortly
expire. The Committee has also received a reply from the
Admiralty Coasting Trade Office, stating that every effort will be
made to assist the Council to secure supplies.

Poplar.—Year's Working.—The annual report of the elec-

trical engineer and manager, Mr. J. H. Bowden, shows that the
energy sold amounted to 21' million units, an increase of 4 i
millions, or 27 J per cent. ; the net income from the Bale of energy
was £88,490, an increase of 20i per cent. ; and the working
expenditure was £52,179, an increase of 45 per cent. The gross
profit was £36,311, a slight decrease on the previous year ; and
after deducting interest £11,530, repayment of loans £12,S60, and
sundry charges £563, there remained a surplus of £11,814, a
decrease of 20 per cent. With the unappropriated balance of
£10,220 from laBt year, there was a total surplus of £22,035 ; a
sum of £3,500 was transferred to the rates, about £8,000 was
applied to sundry items of capital expenditure, alterations, &c,
£1,000 to the Btaff as a bonus, and £617 was transferred to the
superannuation and pensions fund, leaving an unappropriated
balance amounting, with other items, to £11,667. The Council
has decided that after providing a working balance of 10 per cent.

of the total income, 40 per cent, of any available surplus shall be
carried to the general fund for relief of rates ; 20 per cent, up to

an amount of £6,000, and 10 per cent, above that figure, as bonus
to the staff ; and the balance to meet capital expenditure. The
agreement between Poplar and Stepney enables an output of 25
million units per annum to be attained before extensions at Poplar
are necessary. The average price of coal rose from 12s. 5id. per
ton in the previous record year to 17s. Hid. last year ; but the
working easts have only risen from 0'51d. to 0'58d. per unit, which
is claimed as the record for the metropolitan area for the past
year. The average price of 988d. per unit is also stated to be a
record ;

deducting the supply to Stepney, the price for the Poplar
area becomes l'087d., which is claimed as a record to date. The
capital employed per kw. of plant installed (£30 7) is believed to
be the lowest in the country, and the output is said to be the
largest yet published in connection with any metropolitan muni-
cipal undertaking. The load factor waB 30'2 per cent., compared
with 28'8 per cent, in the previous year. The sale of energy for
private lighting was 1,125,005 units

; for domestic supply (fixed

charge + id. per unit), 935,414 ; for power, 16,647.703 ; for bulk
supply, 2,556,946 ; and for public lighting, 241,546 units. The
accounts are published in a remarkably complete and detailed form.

St. Mabylebone.—a.c. Plant.—In recommending payment
of the final instalment on the extra-high-pressure three-phase
generating plant installed on the recommendation of the general
manager, Mr. A. H. Seabrook, the Committee reported on the
results of the whole scheme. During the year ended March 31st,

1914, 24 per cent, of the total energy generated at the station was
supplied from this plant ; to March 31st, 1915, it generated 94
per cent., and for the year ended March 31st, 1916, 96 per cent.
The turbo- generators, although contracted for to work at 3,000 KW.
each, actually give 4,200 kw. continuously, and have done
5,000 kw. as a maximum. The steam consumption of the plant
during the 2i years has been at least up to the contract guarantee.
The steam consumption per unit generated (including all losses)

has been reduced from 21'17 lb. with the old plant to 16'34 lb.
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with the new ; the coal consumption has been reduced from
3'49 lb. (10 per cent, elack) to 2

-

87 lb. (42 per cent, slack) per
unit. The Baving in coal last year by the new plant was £6,534.
Though the station and mains staff had no previous experience
with thiB system of feneration and transmission, no breakdowns
had occurred. The actual expenditure amounted to £32,981 for
plant and mains.
The Electricity Committee reports that women have been

engaged to replace men wherever possible. One is employed
as storekeeper at the generating station stores ; with the
exception of the chief technical clerk, all clerical work at the
station is done by girls, and girls are now being engaged for the
switchboard galleries at the generating and sub-stations. The
Committee has appointed a lady as district representative in the
sales department, and arrangements are being made for the employ-
ment of women as lamplighters, meter testers, and in any other
capacity where they can replace men.

Luton.

—

Extensions.—The electrical engineer hopes
shortly to be in a position to submit tenders for the additional
boiler, economiser, and aBh and soot-handling plant required in

connection with the generating station extensions. The demand
has increased 36 per cent, over the corresponding period last year.
Apolications in hand include 5,12") 8-c.P. lamps for lighting ;

376-h.p. motors, and 513 K\v. for heating.

Manchester.

—

Summer Time.—After a month's experi-
ence of conditions under " Summer Time," the electricity depart-
ment anticipates a reduction of 550,000 units of energy at the Stuart
Street station from May 21st until the end of September, equal to
1 per cent, of the total output of the station, and a reduction of
600 tons in the consumption of coal ; at the city stations the
reduction in output is estimated at 200,000 units, or2 per cent., with
a reduction in coal consumption of 300 tons.

Nelson.—The electrical engineer having reported on the
engineB at the electricity works, it was decided that no repairs be
undertaken to the engine now disabled, and that a Sub-Committee
be appointed to deal with any emergency that may arise in con-
nection with the generating Btation.

Newton Abbot.—The U.D.C. has accepted an offer
from the B.L. Co., of a reduction of £55 for discontinued lighting
during June, July, August and September, the period of the con-
tract to be extended for the time the lamps are not used.

Norway.—According to a recent official return, the
number of electricity generating plants in Norway at the end of
the fi«cal year, 1915. amounted to 1,515, with a capacity of
649,127 kw., these figures comparing with 1,427 and 560,406
respectively at the end of the preceding twelve months.

Perth.—The balance on the year's work is fully £330
to the good, and there will be no increase in the charges.

Rawtenstall.

—

Price Increase.—The Electricity Com-
mittee has decided that the price of electricity to power consumers
other than those under an agreement containing a coal clause shall
be increased 5 per cent.

Ripon.—Prov. Orber.—The City Council has decided
to apply for a provisional order for the supply of electricity to the
oity.

Rochdale. — Arbitration. — Tyre Yarns, Ltd., of
Castletnn, have asked that a dispute between the film and the
electricity department respecting the interpretation of certain
clauses in their agreement for the supply of electricity shall be
submitted to the arbitration of the Board of Trade, and the T.C.
has instructed the town clerk to take the necessary steps to this
end.

Nouthend-on-Sea.—For some months past the Elec-
tric Lighting Committee has been in communication with the
viirious contractors f"r the plant ordered for the pronosed sub-
stations at Leigh and Thorpe Bay, with the objeot of effecting an
amicable arrangement to meet t^e difficulty which arose in con-
sequence of the action of the L.G.B. in prohibiting the raising of
loans by loc-il authorities during the war. The plant ordered
included five Diesel oil enerines manufactured by Messrs. Bellisa and
Morcom, Ltd., three 200-KW. dynamos manufactured by the
Phceaix Dynamo Manufacturing Co., Ltd., and two 180-KW.
dynamos manufactured by the British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.,
the amount of the accepted tenders totalling £16,359. With the
exception of two six-crank engines, all the machines mentioned
were ready for delivery last summer. The Committee has now
succeeded in provisionally effecting an arrangement.

It waB reported at the last meeting of the Lighting Committee,
that a tradesman who carried out the work of cleaning the
interior of various houses and also furniture by means of a vacuum
cleaner, had, for the purpose of operating the machioe, used the
current supplied under the contract rate to such premises. The
Committee resolved to charge the tradesman in question at the
rate of 6d. for a period not exceeding three hours, or Is. per day
in respect of the current used for the purpose referred to, and
that this rate be charged for all current used in vacuum cleaners
where the consumption thereof does not exceed one quarter unit per
hour.

The Committee appointed to consider the question of effeoting
economies in public expenditure expresses the opinion that it would
be impracticable, at the present time, to reduce the amount of the
estimate (£3,900) for street lighting during the current financial
year. With the view, however, of lessening the future outgoings,

it has advised the Corporation to request the Highways Committee

to consider the question of substituting electricity for gas in the

streets at present lighted by the latter.

Stalybridge.

—

Plant Extensions.—L.'G.B. sanction

has been received by the Sfaly bridge, Hyde, Dukinfield and MoBBley

Tramways and Electricity Board, for the borrowing of £30,000 for

extensions, and the work is to be put in hand at once.

Walthamstow.—The Lighting Committee of the D.C.

has given instructions for the whole of the street lighting to be

discontinued until the end of Augnet. The Committee has

recommended the purchase of automatic switches for the public

lampsat a cost of about £450. The Finance Committee has approved

of the expenditure, and recommends application for borrowing
powers.

West Ham.—The electrical engineer has been autho-

rised to proceed with the work of extending the supply of elec-

tricity to the works of the India-Rubber, Gutta-Percha and
Telegraph Co., Ltd.

Westleift'h.— Electrical plant to serve a variety of

purposes is to be put down at the Parsonage Collieries, Westleigh,

Lanos , belongine to the Wigan Coal and Iron Co., Ltd., who are

sinking extensive new mines there. Additional electrical power
is to be introduced at other collieries in the same neighbour hood.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

I5innin»li;tiii.—Car Derailed.—A serious accident

occurred at Handsworth, on Thursday last week, 3y persons being

injured, four of them somewhat seriously. The car was making the

journey from Dirlaston to the city with a full complement of

passengers and had reached a point opposite Soho Road Station

when, through an accident to the brakes, it left the rails, ran into

the pavement, smashing the stones for many yards, and finally fell

over on its side in the roadway. The passengers both inside and
outside were thrown violently against each other, many being

pressed downwards against splintered glass. Most of the injured,

who were suffering from shock and bruises, were taken on ambu-
lances to the general hospital. The majority were sent to their

homes after receiving treatment.

—

Morning Post.

Blackpool.—Despite the abandonment of the Whitsun-
tide holiday, Mr. C. Furness, general manager of, the Corporation

tramways, reported on June 22nd that the tramway traffic practi-

cally held its own compared with last year. This he considers a

very pood result, for he was prepared to see a decline of about

£1,500.

Brentford.

—

Track Repair.—The D.C. has decided to

call the attention of the B. of T. and the Commissioner of Police

to the noise made by the cars owing to the worn-out state of the

track, with a view to pressure being brought to bear on the com-
pany to carry out repair work.

Iluddersfield.—The Tramways Committee has agreed

to a further amendment to the existing agreements to allow of

their continuance until the conclusion of the war. The Committee
has decided that men who are called up for military service before

their holidays are due shall receive holiday pay, this applying to

temporary men where they have been in the employment of the

department for the necessary period.

Keiji'hley.—After allowing for interest and sinking fund
charges, the net revenue accounts for the tramways show a deficit

of £168 for the year, and for raiHess trolley vehicles a surplus

of £51.

Newcastle-on-Tylie,

—

Year's Working.—Thefinancial

statement of the working of the Corporation tramways shows that

for the past year the traffic expenses were £93,831, as compared
with £79,328 for the preceding year. The increase of £14,603
was made up principally by increased wages and war bonuses to

the traffic Btaff. Of the total traffic expenses. 87.40 per cent,

represented wages. General expenses totalled £34.745, an increase

of £9,165. of which rates alone accounted for £6,000. General

repairs and maintenance had cost £38,055 against £31,120, an
increase of £6,935. Power expenses at £17,436 showed an increase

of £3,496, due to the higher prices of fuel and an increased con-

sumption. On the maintenance of power and sub-stations £3,087

had been spent, as against £3,969. Public lighting, £4,320,

showed a decrease of £760, attributable to the fact that in recent

years new lamps had gradually been installed to supersede less

efficient types. The total working expenses were £192,649, an
increase of £32,191. The total income was £324,695, as against

£293,264, an increase of £31,431. The traffic income of the under-

taking was £314,732. The gross profit on the year's working was
£132,046, which was increased by interest to £135,764. Out of

this sum there had been paid £10,834 for income-tax (an increase of

nearly 100 per cent.), £75,000 for interest and redemption of

loans, £S,164 contribution to the rates out of profits. £13,144
allowances to men on active service and their dependents, and
other smaller items, which left a net profit of £23,389 as against

£24,822 in the previous year to be appropriated for the reserve

and renewals fund, which now totals £77,000. During the past

year there had been spent on renewals to the permanent way,
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additions to plant and cable, and in the purchase of land £21,052,
so that almost the whole of the surplus of the undertaking
for the past year had been absorbed, and there was a net £2,000 in

round figures to carry to the reserve and renewals fund.

Preston.—Fares.—The T.C. is to be recommended by
the Tramways Committee to sanction the discontinuance of the

issue of transfer tickets, and to agree to the issue of '.d. tickets on
the present transfer st»ges.

Swansea.—The B.C. has approved of the recommenda-
•ions of the Tramways and Electric Lighting Committee that the
Council accept the Tramway Co.'s offer to convey the freehold of

the power station, instead of the leasehold interest, and that the
necessary steps be taken to carry the matter to completion.

Walthanistow.—The D.C. is recommended to put in

hand at once the work of repairing the tramway track in

Chingford Road.

AVest Hum.—Fares and Stages.—The Tramways
Committee has reconsidered a recommendation, referred back at the
last Connoil meeting, with reference to the adoption of a revised

list of Jd. stages, and the substitution of IJd. workmen's return
tickets for the existing Id. returns, together with certain resolu-

tions adopted by the Leyton Tramways Committee, with reference

to the revision of Jd. fares and the overlapping stages, or their

abolition, and the revision of workmen's fares, which are considered

to be too low. The Committee now recommends that in lieu of

the previous recommendation, the following be adopted and carried

into effect :— (1) A universal Id. fare for a continuous journey on
any one car within the borough

; (2) children's stages to remain
in force as at present

; (3) a lid. workmen's return fare for a con-
tinuous journey on any one car within the borough—return
tickets to be issued on all oars scheduled to arrive at a terminus
before, and up to, 8 a.m. ; (1) existing through fares, where neces-
sary, to be adjusted to comply with the above scheme.
Loan Application.—The T.C. is recommended to apply to the

B. of T. for sanction to a loan of £1,000 to cover the cost of

doubling the track at the Connaught Road terminus, and to advise

the Board, in reply to their letter with regard to the possibility of
postponing the whole, or a portion, of the Bcheme, that the matter
is one of extreme urgency at the present time, due to heavy traffic

from the docks and Arsenal, and should be completed as early as

possible.

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

Hull.—The Corporation having applied for sanction to

borrow £1,0(>0, the L.G.B. stated that in the present circumstances
it was undesirable to have recourse to borrowing. The telephone
engineer explained that this was capital expenditure by the Post
Office bafore the Council took over the telephones, and recom-
mended that all capital expenditure from January 1st last should
be met out of the reserve fund, and that in connection with all

future new installations the subscribers be requested to defray the
expense. The recommendation waB adopted.

Argentina.

—

La Eledricidad y In Maquinaria states

that Alexander Schwimmer, the representative of a North American
Syndicate, has applied to the Municipal administration for leave to

set up an automatic telephone system in Buenos Ayres. The tariff

which the promoters offer is 10 to 15 per cent, lower than the prices
now charged by the Union Telefonico for the existing service.

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.

Aberdare. — U.D.C. Cable. See "Official Notices"
June 23rd.

Aberdeen.—July 7th. Corporation. One 5,000-kw.
turbo-alternator with surface condenser and auxiliaries, for the
Electricity Department. See " Offieial Notices " June 23rd.

Australia.—Perth.—July 19th. P.M.G. Supply of

insulators (Schedule 510). See "Offioial Notices " June 9th.

August 16th. P.M.G. Distilling apparatus (Schedule 502),
telegraph and measuring instruments (Schedule 498). See " Official

Notic»s" June 16th.

Melbodene.— July 26th. Victorian Railway Commissioners.
400 signal lighting transformers.*
August 8tb. Deputy P.M.G. Standard battery material :

—

Porous mts, jarB, zinc and carbon rods, and chemicals. Sched.
1,327. High Commissioner's Office, 72, Victoria Street, S.W.
Sydney.—August 17th. Portable internal-combustion engine

and dynamo (2$ KW.) for the Departmental Stores, Sydney, for
P.M.G.*
Angust 24th. P.M.G. Automatic switchbocd and apparatus

for North Sydn'y Exchange. Schedule No. 511.*

Brisbane.— July 31st. P.M.G. Power board and accumulators.
Schedule No. 381.

Barrowford.—July 8th. U.D.C. Automatic control
electric screen-cleaning gear for the sewage disposal works. Mr.
F. Sutcliffe, Surveyor to the Council.

Bradford.—Uuardians' Union House Committee. Instal-

ling an adequate telephone system at Bowling Park Colony.

Leeds.—July 3rd. Electricity Department. Two over-
ground transformer chambers at Holbeck, and one underground
transformer chamber at Hunslet. Mr. C. N. Hefford, Manager.

Manchester. — July 11th. Electricity Committee.
(«) Electric or hydraulic coal-wagon lift and turntable ; (4) saddle
tank st"am locomotive. Specification, &o., 21s. (returnable), from
Mr. F. E. Hughee, Secretary, Electricity Dept., Town Hall.

New Zealand.— Invercargill.— September 28th.
Borough Council. Steam turbo-alternator, condensing plant, and
Bivitchgear. Specifications from the Tramway Office.

Plymouth.— July 20th. Corporation. Rotary steam
boiler feed pump for the Electricity Department. See '' Official

Notices " to-day.

Rochdale.—July 12th. Electricity Committee. Paper-
insulated cables for 12 months. Mr. C. C. Atchison, Engineer and
Manager, Dane Street.

Itotherhaiu.—July 3rd. Corporation. Twelve months'
pupply of tramway stores and materials, coal, cable, meters, &c.

See "Official NoticeB" June 16th.

Spain.—July 14th. The municipal authorities of Sollana
(Province of Valencia). Concession for the electric lighting of the
town during a period of five years.

Warrington.— July 11th. Electricity Department.
7,000 tons of slack coal for six months, or alternatively 12,000 tons
during 12 months. Mr. F. V. L. Mathias, Borough Electrical

Engineer.

Specifications for the items marked * can be seen at the Board
of Trade Commercial Intelligence Branch in London.

CLOSED.

Barnsley.—Electricity Committee. Contracts for coal

:

4,000 tons, Wilby & Sons ; 4,000 tone, Williams.

Bolton.—Electricity Committee :

—

J. B. Scholes & Sons.—15,000 tons of Ellerbeck and rough Arley slack, and
2,500 tons of Roscow's (Peel Hall Colliery) rough slack, with option of

further 2,500 tons.
Earl of Ellesmere.—5,000 tons of slack.

Brentford.— District Council. Automatic starters for

the pumping station : Igranic Electric Co., Ltd.

Brighton.— Board of Uuardians. Electrical fittiDgs :

H. J. Galliers, £35.

London.— Included in the tenders which have been
accepted by the Metropolitan Asylums Board for the supply of

general Btores, &c , during the period ending June, 1917, is one
from the General Electric Co., Ltd., for three items of the Bchedule.

St. Pancrss.—Borough Council. Tenders received for 1,000

yards of k.h.t. three-core cable, required for the supply of power
to industrial works :

—

Union Cable Co., Ltd ±'564

Western Electric Co., Ltd (accepted) 5fi8

Pirelli-General Cable Works, Ltd 579

Johnson & Phillips, Ltd 590
B.I. & Helshv Cables, Ltd 590
Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd KM
W. T. Henley's Tiln.-raoh Works Co., Ltd 597
W. T. Glover ,v I .... Ltd 608
Calender's Cable, *c, Co., Ltd 632
Macintosh Cable Co., Ltd 690

Sut.ject to satisfactory sureties, the tender of Messrs. Beattie and
Co., Ltd., for coal to the generating1 stations for one year has been
accepted. The approximate estimated quantities for the respective

works given in the schedule were 16,125 tonB beans, 5,375 tons

nuts, and 3,600 tons large hard steam. Messrs. Beattie's prices

(£1 6s. 5d. for hard steam, £1 4s. 5d. for beans, and £1 5s. 8d. for

nuts) are subject to any advance or reduction anthorised under any
alteration of the Price of Coal (Limitation) Act, to the Coal
Exchange Strike, &c, Clauses, the Official Government Clause, and
to the increase or reduction in railway rates and charges.

Rawtenstall.— 2,000-kw. turbo-generator (G.E.C.),

James Howden & Co., Ltd. ; condenser plant, Mirrlees, Watson and
Co., Ltd.

Southampton,—Messrs. Walton & Clough, contractors

for the coal conveyors for the electricity works, have been
authorised by the Ministry of Munitions to treat this contract as

war work, provided it does not interfere with the output of

munitions. Accordingly, two of the conveyors may be delivered

in July.

Electricity Committee. Accepted tender :—A coal breaker, £148,
JenkiDs \t Oo.

Watford.—The Electricity Committee recommends the

DC. to enter into an agreement with Messrs. E. Foster & Co. for

the supply of 45 tons a week of Kingsbury Black coal at 20s. 2d.

per ton for a period of 12 months. The Committee also recom-
mends the acceptance of the offer of the Tudor Accumulator Co.

to renew their contract for a period of 10 years on the same terms
as before.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

Physical Society of London. 1

College of Sciern 0r<

NOTES.

Electric Vehicle Committee.—A meeting of the

Electric Vehicle Committee was held in London on June 16th,

Mr. A. C. Oramb presiding-, in the absence of Mr. It. A. Chattock.

It was announced that for the present year the following had
been nominated by their respective Associations to act as their

representatives on the Committee :

—

The Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders.—Mr. T. C.

Pullinger, of Arrol Johnston, Ltd., Heathhall, Dumfries.

The Tramway and Light Railways Association.—Mr. W. T.

Robson, general manager, Corporation Tramways, South-

ampton.
The Incorporated Association of Electric Power Companies.

—

Mr. J. S. Highfield, chief engineer, Metropolitan Electric

Supply Co.

A Sub-Committee consisting of Mr. E. S. Shrapnell-Smith, Mr.

E. W. Curtis, and the hon. secretary was appointed to draft a

letter to the Board of Trade, with a view to getting electrical

commercial vehicles excluded from any declaration that might
be made prohibiting the import of foreign-made commercial
motor vehicles.

The Committee's attention had been drawn to the fact that

industrial electric trucks imported into the country were not being

provided with the standard charging plug. The Committee was
unanimously of the opinion that these trucks ought to be

provided with the standard fitting, and the secretary was
instructed to write to the manufacturers to this effect.

The date of the next meeting was fixed for Friday, July 28th,

at 2.15 p.m.

Allied Labour Conference.—An important conference

of Allied Labour Federations will take place at Leeds on July 5th

and lith to consider a lengthy programme on general Labour
subjejts affecting trade unions in the Allied countries. Repre-

sentatives of the General French Confederation of Labour, and the

Italian, Russian, and P irtuguese confederations, will attend as the

guests of the British (ieneral Federation of Trade Unions, whose
annual conference will be held during the same week. Among
the subjects to be discussed are :— An international eight-hour

day, a general Saturday half-holiday, the Sunday cessation of

labour, the industrial protection of women and labour, and an
international approximation of laws relating to Labour. There

will also be considered the question of stopping immigration

from enemy countries, and the appointment of a Government
Committee representing all sections of industry and Government
departments.

—

Daily Telegraph.

Institution and Lecture >otes.— Diesel Engine
Users' Association.—The June meeting of the Diesel Engine
Users' Association was held at the Institution of Electrical

Engineers last week.
Me. A. J. C. De Renzi (Newcastle-under-Lyme) made a

suggestion that the Association should hold one meeting in each

year in an important centre outside London.
A motion by Mr. H. Leslie Dixon (Leatherhead), seconded by

Mb. C. 0. Milton (Maidenhead), that the Association should

support fhe application of the Suffolk Electricity Supply Co., Ltd.,

to the Bjard of Trade for the voiding or suspension during the

war of the German patent in regard to " Improvements in

Internal-combustion Engines " to enable tar oihs to be used as

fuel, was discussed, and carried unanimously.
A paper was read by Mr. Geoffrey Ports k (president) on

" Oil Engines and Steam Engines in Combination," in which he
discussed the problems met with in extending a comparatively

inefficient steam-driven generating station of about 1,500 kw.
capacity, of which there are large numbers in various parts of

the country. He dealt with the subject from the point of view

of capital costs and working costs, and produced tables showing
comparisons of actual results obtained by the introduction of

Diesel engine plant at various works. All the examples of

generating stations in which Diesel engine plant had been put

down as an extension to the steam plant showed a remarkable
diminution in working costs An important advantage of the

Diesel engine over steam plant was that any irregularity or

inefficiency in working became obvious at once, and could receive

prompt attention, and the author was convinced that a Diesel-

engine plant could much more readily be kept in good economical

working condition than the average steam plant. The question of

fuel oil supplies was one of the greatest importance, and the

present war had opened their eyes to the manner in which this

country had become dependent on others for absolute necessities.

The fuel oil question could be, and would be, solved by their own
chemists and engineers. Continental users and manufacturers of

Diesel engines had used tars and tar-oils with success for many
years, and they should do so too. In working their coal deposits

they were living on their capital ; the greater the reason, there-

fore, to use it to the best advantage.

The next meeting of the Association will be held on Wednesday,
July 12th

The Tramway Cowrrcss in London. — To-day the

eighth annual Congress of the Tramways and Light Railwajs
Association is being held in the Westminster Palace Hotel

(Rooml). The annual general meeting takes place at 2.30 p.m.

At 3 o'clock, Mr. W. Tuke Robson (general manager, Southampton
Corporation tramways) will read a paper on " Tramway Transit

and Comfort: a Plea for the Passenger." After this has been

discussed, there will, at 1 o'clock, be a visit by motor-'bus to the

L.G.O. training school at Milman Street, Chelsea, where members
will be received by Mr. II. E. lilain, operating manager of the

L.G.O. and the Underground Railways. The class rooms, tec, will

be inspected, and in the kinematograph hall Bpecial films will be
exhibited showing London traffic schemes, with special reference

to rules of the road for tramcars. 'buses, and other traffic,

methods of training, iVc. After tea Mr. Blain will give a short

address on " The Safety Movement " ; and in the evening the

members' dinner will be held at the Trocadero Restaurant, at 7.30

for 7.45. Evening dress is optional.

Volunteer \otes.

—

1st London Engineer Voi.un-
tek.ks.—Orders for the week by Lieut.-Col. C. B. Clay, V.D.,

Commanding.
Monday. July 3rd.—Technical for Platoon No. 9, 16, Regency

Street, S.W. ; Squad and Platoon Drill, Platoon No. 10 ; Signalling

Class and Recruits.

Tuesday, July 4th.—Officers' Training Class, fi to 7 ; Recruits,

7 ; lecture, 7.15, " Constitution and DutieB of a Field Company,"
Company Commander Bentley.

Wednesday, July 5th.—Platoon Drill, No. 2 Platoon.

Thursday, July 6th.—Platoon Drill, No. 6 Platoon ; Recruits,

5 45 to 7 45; Instructional Class, 5.45.

Friday, July 7th.—Technical for No. 10 Platoon, 40, Regency
Street, S.W. ; Squad and Platoon Drill, No. 9 Platoon.

Saturday, July 8th.— Instruction Class, 2.30, Company Com-
mander Fleming.

Sunday, July '.ith.—Entrenching duties : Parade, Victoria (S.E.

and C. Railway Booking Office), 8.35 a.m.

Macleod Yearrley, Adjutant.

3rd Batt. (Old Boys) Central London Volunteer Regi-
ment.—Battalion Orders by Capt. R. J. C. Eastwood (Com-
mandant), Thnrsdav, June 29th, 1916 :

—

Week-End Parades,—Saturday.—The Battalion will Parade at

Wembley Park at 3 p.m., under the Commandant. The Examina-
tion, Officers' Instruction Class, which was postponed from la9t

Saturday, will take place on this Parade.

A party, as strong as possible, is required for Entrenching work
on Saturday, July 1st. This party will Parade at Liverpool Street

Station (Low-Level entrance, G.E.R.), at 8.10 a.m., and return to

London by the 5.20 p.m. train.

Sunday.—The Battalion will Parade at Liverpool Street Station

(Low-Level entrance, G.E.R.), at 9.30 a.m., and proceed by train

for Entrenching duties, returning to town about t; p.m.

Public Regimental Recruiting Meeting at the Guildhall on
Friday, 30th inst., at 12.30 p.m., presided over by the Lord Mayor.

Musketry.—Competitors for the "Holland Cup" who have sent

in their names to Bhoot at Bisley on Sunday, July 2nd, will

report in uniform to Sergeant J. W. S. Burmester, at 9.45 a.m.,

at No. 8 Platform, Waterloo Station.

All members who took part in the competition for the Cup pre-

sented by Brigadier-General the Hon. F. C. Bridgeman are

requested to attend Saturday's Parade at Wembley Park.

G. H. F. Duncan, Acting Adjutant, O.B.C.

Professional Classes and the War.—A meeting was

held at the Mansion House last week in furtherance of the objects

of the Professional Classes War R°lief Council, the Lord Mayor
presiding. Cardinal Bourne placed under three heads the profes-

sional people who required temporary assistance : (1) Those

dependent for their livelihood upon fixed salaries despite rising

prices : (2) those who were not dependent upon fixed incomes, but

were becoming increasingly prosperous before the war, and (3)

those whose whole means of subsistence had been practically

brcnght to an end owing to the war. Mr. Marshall Hall, K.C.,

M.P., was of opinion that among the classes concerned collective

assistance was far preferable to individual aid. Dr. (Mrp.) Scharlieb

dealt with the work of the Maternity Committee, and Sir William

McClure explained the educational and musical work. Lord Justice

Phillimore pointed out that the professional classes had done much
for the country by enlistment and other national service, and were

the greatest sufferers from the war. The Council had already

relieved 7,000 cases, and most of the money had been subscribed

by professional people leBS severely affected by the present economic

conditions. A donation of £100 from Lord Loreburn was an-

nounced.

—

Morning Pott,

Engineer Examiners.—It is announced by the Secretary

of the War Office that 250 examiners of engineers' work are

urgently required for service at home. The rates of pay are 50s.

to 60s. weekly, plus allowance of 21s. weekly np to three months

at one station ; also a special war increase of 4s. a week, and over-

time at common-time rates after 48 hours per week. Applications

should be addressed, " Room 268, A. G. 2 B, War Office," enclosing

credentials.

Appointments Vacant.—Junior engineers-in-charge, for

the Newport electricity department (45s.) ; assistant, with experi-

ence of suction gas plant and overhead wiring, for the Holmfirth

U.D.C. electricity works ; chief assistant engineer and manager of

the electricity undertaking (£160), for the Leek U.D.C. For

particulars, see our advertisement page: to-day
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London P.O. Engineering' Department.—On Thurs-
day last week the Postmaster-General opened new offices which
have been erected in Denman Street, London Bridge, to accommo-
date the headquarter Btaff of the Post Office Engineering Depart-
ment, London District, which numbers 350 members. At a
meeting that was held on the premises, Mr. A. Moir, super-

intending engineer of the district, presided. !Sir W. Slingo,

engineer-in-chief, welcomed Mr. Pease and the secretary, Mr.
6. E. P. Murray, and stated that the total expenditure of the
department last year reached over 6£ millions sterling. The
architect, Mr. E. Cropper, said the site covered 8,000 eq. ft., and the
building consisted of seven floors, with a total area of 45,000 sq. ft.

It was designed by his predecessor, Mr. Rutherford, and coBt

£ 211,000. The Postmaster-General said that the staff had been
depleted by the war, and consisted of 160 men and 40 women ; the
old building now provided for three district engineers and
assistants. The number of women employed on the engineering
staff in the Metropolitan district had risen from 13 before the war
to 141. The total number of all ranks in thedistrict in .Tuly, 1!M4,

was 5,541, of whom 2,132 voluntarily joined the Colours, 25
obtaining commissions

; 58 had fallen in the war, and 68 had been
invalided home. S»ven had received the D.C.M. Sioce taking
over the National Telephone Co.'s system the department had
opened four large new exchanges and five smaller ones, and
arranged for lii others

; 14,000 miles of OH. wire had been
removed, and W.OOO subscribers had been added. The staff now
maintained 53 telephone exchanges and 12,000 private branch
exchanges, and 251,142 telephones—one-third of the whole tele-

phone service of the United Kingdom. Over 300 million calls

originated in the area last year. There were in London over H00

telegraph offices, and the Central Telegraph Office dealt with one-
third of the ill million messages that were dispatched per annum.
The total length of cables in the district was 70,849 mile?, and the
single-wire mileage was 1,037,790 miles. The cost of new con-
struction and maintenance was over a million a year. The number
of complaints received from the public had diminished from 1'25

per diem per 1,000 direct lines to 5. About 7,000 additional

telephones had been installed for the War Office during the year,

and l,."i00 for the Ministry of Monitions. The work of the Post
Office engineers had been accorded the highest praise during
the war.
The secretary expressed appreciation of tha work of the Btaff,

and Mr. Moir replied, pointing out the advantages of the con-
centration of the staff, and presented Mr. Pease with a key with
which he proceeded to open the new building.

Accident.—Whilst James Lancaster, an electrician, of

Shipley, was engaged last week in filing a nut at the rear of

a switchboard on the electrical equipment at Briar Field Mills,

Shipley, the rile came into contact with a live wire, which fused.

Lancaster's clothes caught fire, and he was severely burnt about
the face and hands, and suffered from shock. After first aid had
been rendered he was taken to hospital and detained there.

Foreign Languages.—The Senate of the University of

London has elected a Professor of the Spanish language.
Sir James Roberts, Kirt., has offered £10,000 to the Leeds Uni-

versity for the establishment of a Professorship of Russian lan-

guage and literature, and the offer has been accepted.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The E&itort invite electrical engineers, whether connected with th

technical or the commercial side of the profession and industry,

also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the

Electrical Review posted as to their movements.

Central Station and Tramway Officials.—Having been
offered, and accepted, another appointment, Mr. W. H. Allen
has resigned the post of engineer and manager of the Lough-
borough Corporation electricity department, which he has
held since the inception of the undertaking, some 12 years
ago.

A Yorkshire paper states that Mr. A. B. Mountain, the
borough electrical engineer of Huddersfield, has resigned his

position, and, on the recommendation of the Electricity

Committee, the Huddersfield Town Council has decided that

the following arrangements shall come into operation on
September 1st:—Mr. Mountain to be consulting engineer,

up to December Mist, 1919, at £300 per annum and expenses;

Mr. J. W. Turner to be borough electrical engineer at 424UO

per annum (his present salary is £250); Mr. E. Lunn, station

superintendent, to have his salary increased from £240 to

£265; Mr. J. A. Swift, commercial assistant, to have his

salary increased from £200 to £225; and Mr. Phillips to be
appointed mains foreman at £182 per annum.
Nuneaton T.C. has granted a war bonus of £40 a year to

the acting electrical engineer during the absence of the elec-

trical engineer on military service.

Huddersfield T.C. has advanced the salary of its tramway
manager, Mr. R. H. Wilkinson, from £400 to £500 per

annum.
Mr. C. L. E. Stewart, borough electrical engineer of Raw-

tenstall, is laid up, but it was stated at the Council meeting
last week that he was much better.

On the occasion of his marriage, Mr. John Downie, chief

clerk of the Aberdeen Corporation electricity works, was
last week met by the staff and employes and presented with
a barometer and clock. Mr. Bell made the presentation, and
Mr. Downie suitably replied.
General.—In May, Prof. J. H. Dobson, general manager

of the gas, electric, supply and tramways department of the
Johannesburg Municipality, left on active service with the
Forces for the German East African campaign. He has been
appointed officer commanding, South African Pioneer Batta-
lion, with the rank of major.
At Blackpool, on June 21st, the marriage took place of

Mr. \\ m. H. Miller, A.M.I.E.E., of Belfast and Fleetwood,
and Mrs. P. Browne, widow of Mr. Frank Browne, of St.
I [elens and Liverpool.
The marriage took place at Wellington, New Zealand, on

June loth, of Mr. Wilson Ormrod, A.M.I.E.E., and Miss
E. B. Bean, only daughter of Capt. Fredk. T. Bean, of the
Bedfordshire Regiment, of Clapham Common, S.W.

The Times states that "an engagement is announced be-
tween Mr. George Verity, J.P., hon. colonel, R.E. (T.), of
7, Basil Street. S.W., and Mrs. Charles Hamilton Walter, of
35, Hyde Park Gate. S.W." Mr. Verity is, of course, the
chairman of the well-known firm of Veritys, Ltd.

Mr. J. J. Lightioot (secretarial department), County of
London Electric Supply Co., has been gazetted as second-
lieutenant, Royal Engineers (T.). Wireless Section.

Mr. II. G. Price has resigned his position as secretary of
the Nottingham Society of Engineers, and a successor is
being advertised for at £25 per annum.

Roll of Honour.—Amongst those mentioned in dispatches
for gallant and distinguished conduct -'n the field is the late
Private W. R. Jenkinson, of the 13th Cheshire Regiment,
who, before the war, was an electrician at Port Sunlight,
Birkenhead. He fell in action last January.

Private Walter Ashcroft, of the Loyal North Lancashire
Regiment, formerly employed at the Bolton electricity works,
has been killed while on sentry duty.
Sergeant S. Levey, of the Rifle "Brigade, formerly em-

ployed by Messrs. Hans Renolds, Ltd., Manchester, has been
killed in action, aged 25.

Private J. A. Warren, of the King's (Liverpool) Regiment,
formerly employed at the Chloride Electrical Storage Co.,
Clifton, has died from w-ounds, aged 29.

Lance-Corporal E. W. Icke, of the Manchester Regiment,
formerly employed at the British Westinghouse Works, Traf-
ford Park, has been wounded by a rifle grenade.

Private J. Bond, of the Royal Canadian Highlanders, who
has died of wounds, was formerly employed as an electrician
by the Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway Co.

Private T. Bullock, -of the Highland Light Infantry, for-
merly with Messrs. Taylor, Tunnicliffe & Co., electrical china
leanufai hirers, of Eastwood, Hanley, has been killed in
ai lion.

Private J. Millington, formerly on the staff of the Pot-
teries Electric Traction Co.. has been killed in action. He
served through the South African war.
Seaman Robert Chant, of H.M.S. Invincible, who lost his

life in the North Sea fight, had been in the employ of the
Lancashire Dynamo Co., Trafford Park.

Corporal Arthur Davy, of Urmston, previously reported
missing at Gallipoli, and now officially reported killed, was
25 years of age, and, prior to the war, was assistant secre-

tary to the general manager of the British Westinghouse
Works, at Trafford Park.
Hiram Hart, an electrical fitter, formerly in the employ

of Bolton Electricity Committee, has been killed on active

service.'

Harold Willsher, wireless telegraphist on the Tipperary,

who was presumed lost in the North Sea battle, is a prisoner

in Germany.
Second-Lieutenant Walter J. Cridoe, of the 15th Sher-

wood Foresters, was wounded in the face recently in France,
and he is now at the 4th Northern General Hospital, Lincoln,

where he is going on well.

Sergeant-Major O. L.uxa. 21st County of London Regi
nient. 1st Surrey Rifles, has been awarded the Military Cross

for an act of great gallantry in saving a wounded comrade.
Sergeant-Major Laing was on the staff of Messrs. M. Bateman
and Co., of Brooke Street, Holborn, and was known to many
houses in the lighting industry.

The following casualties among men of the County of Lon-
don Electric Supply Co., Ltd.. with the Forces are reported:
- Private II. BEAZLEY, 9th Battalion (Buffs) East Kent Regi-

ment, killed in action; Lance-Corporal E. Capon. 5th Royal

Berkshire Regiment, wounded, March 11th; Chief Petty

Officer \. Garden, Royal Navy, died of injuries (North Sea);

Private T. HYAM, 9th Battalion (Buffs) East Kent Regiment,

killed in action; Private R. Reeves. 9th Battalion (Buffs)

East Kent Regiment, killed in action.

Private H. F. Gill, Royal Engineers, Wireless Section,

secretarial department. County of London Electric Supply

Co has been awarded the Military Medal for services in the

field.

Obituary.—Mr. W. Todhunter.—Mr. W. Todhunter, a

member of the electrical staff of the Telegraph Construction

and Maintenance Co., Ltd.. who, as stated in our last issue,

passed away on June 19th at the comparatively early age

of 59. was born at Emsworth, Hants. He was educated at

Blackheath, and, like most of the Todhunters, showed an
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aptitude for mathematics. He joined the company's
on board the Great Ba terri in I ?3, and remained with them
up to the time of his death. His first submarine cabl pi

dition was in L874, when he assisted in thi

Anglo-American cable . He has al o been principal assistant

oa able expeditions to all parts of the world until L907, when
he took charge of the electrical department in repairing I

renewing the Eastern Telegraph Co.'s Bombay-Aden, Durban-
Mozambique cables and numerous repair expeditions for

various telegraph companies. His last expedition wa
the duplicate Now STork-Guantana -Oolon cables for the

Central & South American Telegraph Co. With bis experi-

ence of over 43 yours, his death is a severe loss to the elec-

trical department of the company. He was much admired
as a genial companion, and respected by all whom he met
in the course of Ins career. He has hen lember of the

relegraph Cable Masonic Lodge since L903. The funeral

took place on Saturday last at Shooter's Hill Cemetery.
Ah;. \Y. .1. COOKBAM. The death has taken place, from

pneumonia, of M i
Wm. .1 s • lockram, electi teal Bn 1

of Barnstaple, aged 53 years. Deceased was for some years

in business in the town.
Miss Isabella Faraday. The rimes records thai Miss

Isabella Faraday, a, descendant of Michael Faraday, has died

ai Kirkbj Stephen. Miss Faraday founded the Michael Fara-

day Homes near Warlingham, Surrey, where over 10U old

people are housed.

Mr. Mark Brown.—The funeral took place at Blackpool

Cemetery, on June 21st, of Mr. Mark Brown, foreman arc

lamp trimmer at Blackpool Corporation electricity works,

where he had been employed for 22 years. Mr. Chas. Fur-

ness, electrical engineer, and a number of fellow workmen
attended.
Mr. William Hanning.—According to the daily Press, Mr.

William Hanning, a former president of the British Chamber
of Commerce in Paris, who was well known in engineering

circles both in England and in France, died in Paris on

Sunday.

CITY NOTES.

The report for the year ended December,

Marconi's 1915, states that there was a gross profit

Wireless of £581,125 for the year, and that the net

Telegraph profit was £377,S18, which is better by

Co., Ltd. £145,101 than for 1914. Including £69,497

brought forward, the amount is £447,315.

There is still no agreement with the
_
Government as to the

basis of remuneration and compensation for the use of the

company's high-power stations since the beginning of the

war and for other services rendered in connection therewith.

It has, therefore, again been impossible to include in the

accounts any sum in respect of these matters.
_
A large num-

ber of contracts have, however, been entered into with Gov-

ernment departments, for all of which payments have been

regularly received. It is stated that sums are payable by

the Government to the company under the following four

heads :
—

1. The Post Office, for remuneration and compensation in respect of the use

of the company's high-power stations since the beginning^of the

staffing and management of those stations, and other services in

therewith. (It is hoped that a substantial payment
received shortly.)

2 The Admiralty, for the use of the company's patents since the expira-

tion, on March 31st, 1914, of the Admiralty agreement of 11)03, no new agree-

ment having vet been concluded. (There have been difficulties in arriving

at a settlement of this matter and delay has been unavoidable. We have,

therefore, received an assurance that every dispatch will be given to deal

with the matter as quickly as possible.)

3. The War Office, in respect of the use of the company's patents, with-

out agreement, during the whole time wireless telegraphy has been used by

the War Office. (This matter is about to be referred to the Treasury for

settlement under the Talents and Designs Act, 1907.)

4. The Post Office, for compensation in respect of their withdrawal from

the contract for Ihe Imperial lhain of stations, with regard to winch no

agreement has been arrived at, an. I the company has therefore been obliged

to leave the amount of compensation to which it is entitled to be setlled by

a court of law.

Shares in associated companies and patents arc taken at

their cost price, viz., £1,383,658, which shows an increase oi

£23,532. The company's holdings in associated companies;

except for some additions, have undergone no change during

the past year. The par value of the shares held in assoi iated

companies now stands at £2,484,370, exclusive of shares which

have no capital denomination. After crediting 6100,000 alio

cated from profit and loss account of the preceding year, the

general reserve account now stands at £967,530.

The Marconi Intsrnational Marine Communii ition I iu I to show

substantial .I.e. l..| ..I its business and a further increase i fil

Dividends lor the pasl oar amounting to 12} per cent, hav been declared,

and t'33,S42 has be, n carried loi v ard

The Russian company, Societe Russe de Telegraphes <•< Telephones sans

continued to do a large business, A dividend at the- rate of 15 per

cent, for the year 1915 lias been declared.

The French company, La Compagnie Krancaise Maritln

Telegraphie sans Fil, has declared a dividend ^fpr^tlje

of 10 per cent, on ttie ordii

sb

I from the trace ice. whi h, in consequence of this

idle. 1 1 i . appi 1 1" ndi a that the

race th los: in
he i

ble rates of cge sums
have had to be placed on deposit with foreign hanks,

illj in allied count i i the ex-
n mal. I lad those- monej s been remitted

on December olst last 1

chan e of £25, 757. Temporary in . tl i
i ad ol thi

jear showed a de] ttion ol £27,606. It has, therefore,
been deemed right- to debit to profit and los

these sums, which amount to nee been
substantial improvement . and it is contemplated that if

held until hostilities cea e the loss will be completely re-

covered. In the event of eventual realisation with...

the amount so written off will appear as profit i lOthei
year. In view ol thi state ol ar, and having regard to the
large sums of monej abroad, and to the uncertainty as to

wh.n ; 1 1
1
> of the moneys due in the company from the Go^

eminent will he rccei\cd, the clnectors deem it prudent to

husband their resources, and recommend the declaration of

a final dividend upon th dinary shares at ihe rate of 5

per cent., which, together with the •"> per cent, interim divi-

dend paid on Februarj 1st, L916, will make- In per cent, for

the year. They will, however, further recommend that b

substantial bonus shall be declared and paid out of the moneys
due from the Government as soon as they ar. recei

Annual meeting : To-day.

> et Coloniale

1915 at the r:

ll 31.25 'francs on the foundc

The Amalgamated Wireless (Australasia), Ltd., has paid a dividend of

6 per cent, for the year.

The Wireless Press, Ltd., has paid a dividend of 25 per cent, in respect

of the year.
The Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co.. of America, has again earned in-

creased profit* for Ihe past year, hul its principal revenue is expected to

Mr. S. G. Bibby presided, on June 2'2nd,

Aluminium at the annual meeting. He said that the
Corporation, difficulties referred to at the last meeting

Ltd. were eventually successfully overcome,
although the first six months of the year

were better, as regarded output and profits, than the follow-

ing half, due to the drought and shortness of their water
supply. This was not likely to occur again now that they
had heen successful in tapping the Dulyn water. The boring
of the tunnel was completed in April last, and they were now
reaping the benefit of the Dulyn water, and already it was
making all the difference as regards output, this having in-

creased by approximately 30 per cent, during the five months
of the current year as compared with the .same period of

1915. The more water they could control the greater the

output; the Dulyn tunnel had amply justified its construc-

tion. As the shareholders only gave a meagre response to

the offer of debentures, they had to arrange for temporary
loans. Loans appeared at £'28,000 in the accounts, but they

had been reduced since the close of the year to £15,000.

Loans to subsidiary companies had increased by £6,442, these

r.dvances being made to enable the subsidiary companies to

increase their output, so as to cope with this company's in-

creased consumption. An Act of Parliament would be ap-

plied for shortly for simplifying the capital account. Having
regard to their present position and prospects, they recom-

mended that a start be made to reduce the accumulating

preference stock dividend by paying 7 per cent., less income-

tax. Their faith in the company has justified itself, and
during the past year it had proved itself to_ be a national

asset. Conditions were extremely abnormal in consequence

of the demand for aluminium. That need not worry them,

however, as recent developments of new uses would have

the effect of increasing 'the demand and consumption when
they returned to normal peaceful times. The abnormal

demand had created a much higher selling price than before

the war, but the cost of production had very considerably

increased. There had been serious difficulties as to their

supplies of raw materials, labour, freights, etc., and all these

had told heavily again them, and they were likely to be still

further increased as long as the war lasted. The Treasury

had approved of their increasing the debenture issue, and

they were now negotiating for the placing of a further

£100,000 6 per cent, debentures to rank pari passu with the

existing issue. This would give the funds for proceeding with

the erection of the < 'owlyd and Trashwll dams, which were

essential to increased output, and would treble the water

st.erag.'. An aelihti.iiial pipe line was ahsnhitely necessary,

and would be proceeded with as soon as practicable. Arrange

no nis had been made for the installation of a new generator,

and work had been commenced upon a bridge over the River

Conway, enabling them to bring the L. & N.W.R. direct

into the works. They were doing their host towards placing

the company upon a sound and substantial dividend-earning

ind the present year promised to be one- ol consider-

able progress. .,. . ..

Mr. T. W. AlSOP, presiding at the an-

.Taines Keitli nual meeting recently, said that the bal-

& Blackmail unco sheet was not an unsatisfactory one.

Co I td. The business done was a record. 18 per

cent, more than in 1915, notwithstanding

the decrease in lighting, which was an important part of their

The dividend was 10 per cent, free ol mcome-tax

practically 12 per cent., and they wore wiping goodwill and

0UI altogether. They were increasing the reserve to

^40000 In the carry-forward of £12.056 they had provided

for 'excess profits tax. Orders were being maintained; the

works were now ready for anything of a profitable nature

which might come along ; and they looked forward with hope
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and confidence to a steady, successful, and secure future. Mr.
James Keith, the managing director, who followed, said that
while the fighting department of the business diminished at
heme, owing to the Government restrictions, the turnover
had largely increased in other directions. They began the
current year well. They had had to get a lot of new and
special machinery for urgent Government requirements, but
they had been careful only to obtain such machinery as
would be necessary for their regular and special work long
after the war would be over. Their present principal trouble
was in getting and retaining skilled workmen. All in the
Empire must now and henceforth so organise as to effec-

tively bar business relations with, and unfair competition
from, the Huns and their relations.

Dr. H. F. Parshall, presiding at the
Lancashire annual meeting on June '22nd, said that
Power the progress of the Lancashire Electric

Construction Power Co., in which they held all the
Co., Ltd. shares and debentures, had been very satis-

factory, with a substantial increase in the
profit on trading. As to the first live months of the present
year, the results were appreciably better than those for 1915,
and if progress was maintained during the whole of 1916 the
trading profit would be substantially better. From an engi-
neering point of view, the progress had been comparatively
uneventful. No addition had been made to the power plant,
which had worked economically and well throughout the
year. With regard to mains, they had extended them, and
the system generally had been reinforced and consolidated,
and therefore there was no large capital expenditure for them
to face in order to keep up a~sufficient supply. The outlook
for future business was good, and on terms more consistent
with the advantages given by the company and than those
which had so far been obtained. It was not necessary for
him to mention specific contracts, but there were several of

importance. The units sold during the year showed a sub-
stantial increase over those sold in 1914, as did also the
revenue. The growth of business with local orders showed
an increase, but not as great as might have been anticipated,
owing to the restricted lighting regulations. Still, the increase
showed that their investment in those local orders would
ultimately be a profitable one. The cost for fuel per unit sold
was greater than in 1914, the increase being due to the higher
price of fuel, but the total operating costs had been reduced,
although there had been an increase in the rates. While on
the. subject of generation, he desired to point out that the
Government appeared to be favourable now to a central
supply system. In the past they had certainly not been given
much consideration in that connection, and local authorities
which could not generate as cheaply as the company had
been allowed to go on with generating systems when, in the
interests of the public or of economy, they should have come
to the company for a supply. They had most pleasing and
satisfactory relations with some of their larger neighbours,
but some of their smaller neighbours had been very anxious
to go on with their own undertakings, even at a loss. It was
satisfactory to know that the principle of centralisation, after

all these years, was now being recognised in a practical way
by the Government, for he thought it could be said without
fear of dispute that generation in England was more waste-
fully carried on than in any country in the world ; that was
to say, the relative cost of fuel per unit generated was vastly

greater than in any other country. That was due to the fact

that almost every local authority had been allowed to set up
its own undertaking. In London half a million tons of coal

were wasted yearly. If the principle of centralisation became
generally adopted, their Lancashire undertaking would be-

come a very important one, because they were in the centre
of the district, with every facility for extension and gene-
rating on the most economical lines—and they could attain

to very much lower generating figures than smaller under-
takings less favourably situated. Owing to the handicap of

not being, he feared, as favoured as the local authorities, they
had had to feel their way, going on with small generating
units, and, as a result, their fuel economy had not been as
low as it might have been if they could have gone ahead at

full speed from the beginning. Their fuel consumption, how-
ever, was lower, considering the class of fuel they were using,

than of most other similar undertakings in the kingdom.
Although they might have been in a better position had they
been allowed to go ahead with bigger units, yet, as they stood

to-day, they were very favourably situated to give a proper
supply if they became the nucleus for giving a general supply
in their district. They were proposing to extend their power
station by the addition of another large generating unit to

meet the general growth of their business and to give a safe

margin for the continuity of the supply. The expenditure had
been approved by the Government authorities, who had also

approved the ordering of this machinery, and they were able

to carry out the extension without asking for any new capital.

When this unit was in working order they might expect an
improvement in their cost of generation—at least, in their

coal consumption ; and they could also safely say that on the

present basis of working, this unit would take them up to

the point where they would be earning their fixed charges

something like three times over. They had a considerable

issue of profit-sharing notes. He thought that a dividend on

them would be forthcoming when the new_ unit
_
was fully

employed, because they could then pay a fair dividend and,

at the same time, have a sufficient margin over for carrying
on the business. Having regard to the present general finan-
cial situation, he thought they must provide for necessary
extensions out of earnings.

The net revenue for the year ended
Globe Tele= May, 1916, after deduction of expenses,

graph & Trust amounted to £226,086, plus £27,655
Co., Ltd. brought forward. £122,932 has been dis-

tributed in interim dividends, leaving
£130,S08. A final dividend of 3s. per share, less income-tax,
on the preference shares makes 6 per cent, for the year; 8s.
per share is to be paid, free of income-tax, on the ordinary
shares, making 7 per cent., free of tax, for the year. The
balance to carry forward will be £36,849. It is proposed that
the 'directors' fees shall be paid free of income-tax. Annual
meeting : July 4th.

Mr. H. C. Walker, presiding at the
Waygood=Otis, annual meeting, said that one part of

Ltd. their works was occupied for the Govern-
ment, to the detriment of operations in

the other part. They had met with loss on a number of con-
tracts, some of large amounts, which were placed at pre-war
prices, but which, owing to the delay-in building work gener-
ally, were hung up, or had had to be completed at the
advanced costs of labour and material due to the war. They
were obliged to carry out their undertakings though involving
considerable loss. The speaker said that he did not regard
the. present state of affairs with any apprehension. When
they were able to resume normal business they would be able
to do it with conspicuous success, and he hoped that they
would soon be able to pay the arrears in the preference divi-

dend.
The report for 1915, presented at the

Hart annual meeting held at Stratford on June
Accumulator 22nd, stated that the profit was £10,331,
Co., Ltd. plus £11,394 brought forward. The divi-

dend on the preference shares requires
£423,' and a dividend of 5 per cent., free of income-tax, on
the ordinary shares absorbs £4,353, leaving £16,949 to be
carried forward. Buildings, plant, tools, &c, have been aug-
mented by £1,285, which has been charged to capital, and due
depreciation on same has been made. The maintenance of

the works, plant, &c, has been kept up at a cost of £1,697,
which has been paid for out of revenue.

Anglo=Argentine Tramways Co., Ltd.—With reference to

our paragraph of last year, the circular issued to the second
preference shareholders reads :

—
" The directors regret that

owing to increased expenditure, due to the abnormally high
cost of fuel, it would be inexpedient at present to declare an
interim dividend on the 5£ per cent, cumulative second pre-

ference shares for the half-year ending June 30th. The board
entertains no doubt that when normal conditions again pre-

vail regular payment of dividends on these shares will be
resumed and arrears paid."

J. Stone & Co., Ltd.—The report for the year ended
December 31st shows a profit, after full allowance for depre-

ciation and provision for special Government taxes, &c, of

£133,157, plus the balance brought forward of £189,039, mak-
ing a total of £322,197. The directors recommend a dividend

of 10 per cent, per annum and a bonus of 3s. per share on
the ordinary shares, leaving £207,147 to be carried forward.
—Financial Times.

Consolidated Electrical Co., Ltd.—A dividend of 2h per

cent, on the ordinary shares for the year is announced. The
income for the year ended March, 1916, was £5,437, as com-
pared with £5^344 for the previous year. The general

charges were £1,215, compared with £1,191. The directors

record the death of Mr. T. Taunton, who had been secretary

from the company's formation.

Shawinigan Water & Power Co.—There is to be offered

to shareholders $1,361,250 of new stock, the Treasury having

given permission.

Stock Exchange Notice.—The following have been ordered

tj be quoted in the Official List:—
Barcelona Traction, Light & Power Co., Ltd.—£436,700 7

per cent. 50-year prion lien "A" bonds, Nqs. 1 to 4,367, of

£100 each, in lieu of the scrip.

STOCKS AND SHARES,

Tuesday Evening.

Investment markets in the Stock Exchange have come to

something of a halt in the matter of business. This is partly'

due to the difficulty that there is in obtaining stock, and also

to the . inclination on the part of investors to await further

developments from the various war theatres. Everyone has

heard some of the highly interesting rumours which have

been current in the City during the past few days, but of

the truth of these no confirmation has been received. Expec-

tation, however, stands on tip-toe; and, meanwhile*, Stock
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Exchange inter nl to look after thi

to a large extent. The price of Consols shows a tendency to

rise once more : and the industrial markei of the Stock Ex-
111. He interest than any other part,

fying feature is a respectable series of advances in price

supply shai

More than half the shares in our lis) of electricitj companii -

show rises, the improvements ranging from Is. 3d, to 5s.

From this, it might have been supposed that there was an
active business being d in them. Cn point of fact, how-
ever, the number of shares changing hands is very small.

Proprietors decline to Bell, and, at the same time, there is a

steady demand fr investors who have noticed thai this is

one ol the Few Bectioni which has hitherto failed to respond

to the investment movement. Jobbers complain that there

are no shares about, and thai they have only buyers.

We reminded holders of the convertible debenture stock of

the Consolidated Gas, Electric Light & 'Power, of Haiti re, last

week that thej should observe that the time for converting
their debenture stock into c mon shares expires to-morrow
(July 1st). Since thru, the price of the -tuck lias ri

90 to 95, while the shares spurted from 110 to 120, there
having been some little reaction fn.ui these prices. The
shares, it need scarcely be said, are of the semi speculative
order, while the debenture stock is a first-class security of its

kind, sn that its holders maj feel that they would prefer to

retain this rather than exchange into shares of a more vola-
tile description.
The price of the debenture Btock has been run up on the

conversion rights, and. when these expire, probably the price
of the debenture will gracefully decline. Therefore the
holders of the debenture stock, though they should i'eel dis-
inclined to convert nTto common shares of the company, maj
be advised, even at this eleventh hour, to realise then stock,
with a view to re-investing the money in something of the
still more gilt-edged variety, which also stands a good chance
of improving in price.

The Shawinigan new issue is now out. and the Treasury
has given consent for holders on this side to subscribe for
their proportion, which is one new- share for every 10 now
held, to be paid for at 115. A distinct novelty is introduced
into this issue by the company's giving option certificates
whereby those holders who do not wish to take up their
shares now. may defer doing so until next April, when they
will have to pay 120 if they elect to take up the shares at
that time. Last year's dividend was 64 per cent., and the
company is doing well. These American utility companies,
by the way, are considerably to the fore at the present time,
a jump of about 75 points within less than a fortnight in
Cities Services shares having attracted mild interest and atten-
tion to the group as a whole.

Brazilian Tractions are a disappointing market, the price
having given way U points to 61i, notwithstanding the fact
that the Rio exchange is well maintained in the neighbour-
hood of Is. OJd. Other Brazilian stocks are mostly firm, so
that the decline in Tractions is taken t.. suggest that there
may be something of a tap on hand, and that until it is
turned off the price of the shares will remain depressed.
The Mexican group is weak. Few suppose that there will

• I"'!' war between the States and Mexico, but events are
moving rather rapidly now. and the situation is obviously
very strained. The revolutionaries—or whatever Carranza
and his friends style themselves—appear to be respecting pri-
vate property, as, indeed, they have done hitherto. But it is
quite comprehensible that holders of Mexican securities
should feel anything but happy at the unexpected and uncom-
fortable turn which affairs have taken.
Anglo-Argentine Trams keep stea.lv. despite the directors'

decision to postpone payment of the interim dividend on the
second preference shares. This is rendered advisable by
reason of the increased expenditure due to the abnormal cost
of fuel.

The Marconi report came out at the end of last week The
directors have decided to repeat last year's dividend pavment
of in per cent., hut they hold out hopes of a substantial bonus
at the end ot the year. The immediate effect was a fall in
the price of the shares to 2|. Profit-takers hurried in to
scalp their gains while they could. Directlv this bout of
Belling was over, a sharp rally occurred, the price being taken
up to 2J, so that on the week there is a net improvement of
its. 9d. Ihe other shares of the Marconi group are also
higher, with the exception of Marines, which, after touchinfl
±2, eased off to 37s. 6d.
The Home Railway market has fallen upon quiet .lavs

though to-day's rise in Consols helped prices considerably'
Metropolitans tell |, T nderground income shares J and others
in this division were similarly dull. Central Loudon stocks
are still wanted, and the prices well maintained, the assented
ordinary again exhibiting an improvement.
This remark appbes also to the prior-charge issues of the

various lines, steam and electric both. The best-class deben-
tures have been forced up to a level at which the return is
barely 4f per cent, on the money, or J per cent, less than the
Government is now offering on Exchequer Bonds. The infer-
ence obviously is that there are people looking for such a
drop in the value of money after the war as shall justify
them in taking a lower rate nowadays upon an irredeemable
security, than they can get from a Government bond termin-
able within a few years. As to which, of course he who
lives longest will see most—or his children will.

. A \\ ilcos i ' .. I iier-Kellncrs are

i higher, following upon their rise of 3/16 la I (reek, at ui.
I ;t it

i ih \ I M 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I., t sixpence, l.ui
1

1

i. i 6d better, while other things in the mann-
list are decidedlj Laid in tone, tndia Rubber shares

are I "is. up. and Lleetne t'unstrii. . to the good.
i leneral Electi ic prt ference hard, m d I

'I he Telegraph mai ki I ptu i tenour ol i)

way. There was a slight reaction towa i of Last

w.ek'. I. ut what little stoek came to market was avidly

Bnapped up and everj change which we record is a

the upward direction. Eastern ordinary has gained 3 point

and Eastern Extensions al ii; are 7s. 6d. higher. Globe ordi
nai\ and preference have moved with the resl ..I the market;
and were it not for the difficulty of supplying thi require

meats of the buyers, there would be a free and g I market
i-i the whole list.

Tins week dealings have tarter] in the nev. tpeks of the
British Electric Traction Co. The common is quoted at 37-39,

and the 6 per cent, preference stock at 79-80. The latter looks
quite a fair slock of its kind, and the yield at the present

price comes to 71 per cent, on the money, so that there would
appear to be scope for appreciation. The debenture stocks,

..I course, remain the same as before, and the quotation for

the 1 nsts is 81, while that for the Seconds is about 1U points
lower.

The rubber share market is slightly better than it has been
lately. For this the issue of another hatch of excellent

reports and good dividends is responsible, because the price

.I the raw material continues to afford little stimulus to pur-
chases. Further weakness has occurred in copper shares in

consequence of the dulness in the metal; but the armament
group is sympathetically strong with most of the shares in

the iron and steel market.

SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.
Home Electricity Companies.

Dividend Price
. > v June 27, Rise or fall

1914. 1915. 1916. this week.

Brompton Ordinary .... 10 10 6j + J
Charing Cross Ordinary ..56 8* —

do. do. do. 44 Pref.. 4J 4) 8J —
Chelsea 6 4 8 —
City of London 9 8 124 + 4

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref. 6 6 10$ —
Comity of London .... 7 7 104 + 1

do. 6 per cent. Pref. 6 6 1D| —
Kensington Ordinary .... 9 7 64 +4
London Electric 4 8 1,2, —

do. do. 6 per cent. Pref. 6 6 4* + J
Metropolitan 3* 8 91 —

do. 4i per cent. Pref. 4} 4} 84 + J
St. James' ana Pall Mall . . 10 8 6 + J
South London 6 6 2J —
South Metropolitan Pref. ..77 14 + ,';

Westminster Ordinary .... 9 7 64 +4
TELEGRAPHS AMD TELEPHONES.

Anglo-Am. Tel. Pref 6 6 106 +2
do. Def 80/- 33/6 23 —

Chile Telephone 8 8 6J +4
Cuba Sub. Ord 6 5 7* —
Eastern Extension .... 7 8 14J + §
Eastern Tel. Ord 7 8 149 +8
Globe Tel. and T. Ord 6 7 12| +4

do. Pref. ..6 6 10J + J
Great Northern Tel 22 22 37 —
Indo-European 13 13 49 —
Marconi 10 10 22 + f,
New York Tel. 4.1 . . . . 4J 4) 1024 —
Oriental Telephone Ord. 10 10 2 + ,',

United R. Plate Tel 8 8 6*xd + j
West India and Pan 1 N 20/. —
Western Telegraph .... 7 8 154 + 4

Home Rails.

Central London, Ord. Assented 4 4 73 +1
Metropolitan H 1 26J — J

do. District .. .. Nil Nil 191- —1
Underground Electric Ordinary Nil Nil 1\$ —

i

do. do. "A" .. Nil Nil 6/- —
do. do. Income 6 6 871 + i

Foreign Trams, &c.

Adelaide Sup. 6 per cent. Pref. 6 6 41 +4
Anglo-Arg. Trams, First Pref. 6J 54 8}i —

do. 2nd Pref. . . 6

J

5J 3J —
do. 5 Deb. ..56 77« — J

Brazil Tractions 4 4 614 - 1J
Bombay Electric Pref 6 6 log —
British Columbia Elec. Rlv. Pfce. 5 5 60 +1

do. do. Preferred — Nil 40 —
do. do. Deferred — Nil 39 —
do. do. Deb. 4J 4J 62 —

Mexico Trams 5 per cent. Bonds — Nil 40 —

2

do. 6 per cent. Bonds — Nil 81 —

1

Mexican Light Common . . Nil Nil 20 —
do. Pref Nil Nil 82 —
do. 1st Bonds .. Nil Nil 41 -1

Manufacturing Companies,

Babcock & Wilcox .... 14 15 3 +4
British Aluminium Ord. . . 5 7 26/- —6d.

British Insulated Ord 15 17* 10* —
British Westinghouse Pref. .. 7J 7* 48/- +1/6
Callenders 15 20" 124 —

do. 5 Pref 6 6 44. —
Castner-Kellner 20 — 8J +4
Edison & Swan, £3 paid .. Nil — 10/6 —

do. do. fully paid . . Nil — 14 —
do. do. 5 percent. Deb. 5 5 57 —

Electric Construction . . . . 6 74 15/3 -t 9d.

Gen. Elec. Pref 6 6 9| +4
Henley 20 25 15 —

do. 1 Prel 44 4J 4 —
India-Rubber 10 10 12J +j
Telegraph Con 20 20 89 —

* Dividends paid free of income tax.

Yield
p.c.

£1 18 2
7 2 10
6 18 6
6 18 4

6 12 n
5 14 8
6 13 4

6 15 8
6 16 7
7 11

6 13 4

6 6 4
7 4

•5 10
5 11 7

6 19
6 12 8
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EXPORTS AND IMPORTS OF ELECTRICAL GOODS DURING MAY, 1916.

In comparison with the returns for the preceding month, the May
figures for electrical exports and imports show markedly increased

values in nearly all sections of the table.

The exports reached the respectable total of £499,384, as

compared with £353,266 in April : the imports were valued at

£302,583, as against £256,099 in the previous month: while the

re-exports were considerably in advance of the April figures.

The increased value of the exports was due principally to

improved business in the machinery and cable sections, cable

exports showing an increase of £57,000, and machinery £46,000;
arc lamp parts and carbons were the only sections to show a

reduction as compared with April.

The imports reached the highest recorded total this year, the
machinery, cable, goods, and telephonic and telegraphic sections

showing increased values.

The re-exports reached £20,889, as compared with C 15,391 for

the previous month.
India. Xew South Wales. Russia, and France* were our^ best

customers during the month, and to Victoria, Argentina.' Xew
Zealand, and Holland also we supplied considerable quantities of

material.

The total value ot electrical material received from I the United
States of America during the month showed an 'advance of

643.000 mi the April figures.

Registered Exports
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CONTROL G.EAR FOR DIRECT-CURRENT
MOTORS.

By E. F. BUTLER.

{Concluded from page G'.t'j.)

In larger sizes, and for heavier work, the contacts on the

slate should be reinforced by carbon rollers, to take any arc

iway from the contacts. A skate on the arm makes contact

with these rollers when passing from one segment to another.

Such an arm will usually have a square hole in which

contact-blocks can slide freely. Adjustment of pressure is

effected by means of a suitable spring acting on a short

arm pressing on the top of the contact. It is best to have

two contact blocks, as they can bed independently, and the

block which first makes contact should be of carbon.

Flexible pigtails are often fitted to shunt the current from
the tension spring. The fitting of these is often a source of

weakness. The usual arrangement is to drill a hole in the

carbon, push in a short piece of brass rod, to which the pig-

tail is fixed, and hope for the best. Owing to unequal expan-

sion, these pieces of brass often work loose and fail to make
good contact. Furthermore, when renewing the carbons

it is easy to split them in attempting to fit the pigtails. A
way of getting over the difficulty is shown in Fig. 3. A

Fig. 3.

hole is drilled through the carbon, and another at right

angles into this hole. A piece of round brass is tapped out

and inserted. A set-screw is fitted to this, and two nuts at

the top serve to hold the pigtail.

In the full-on position a laminated contact on the side of

the arm presses against brass pillars on the slate and takes

the full-load current. The pressure of this is usually taken

against the pull of the no-volt coil, which in a good many
oases is not sufficient to make a firm and reliable contact.

The next thing to consider is the resistance. Resistance

elements in the form of wire or strip are most common.
The construction is usually carried out in such a way that

the maximum length of wire is got into as small a space as

possible, and the usual form is a spiral, either with or with-

out a core.

When no core is used, it is a good plan to provide

separators or distance pieces to prevent the possibility of

the ooils touching or short-circuiting one another, either

from vibration or sagging. This separator may take the

form of a substantial sheet of uralite, having holes drilled

and spaced correctly, which is slipped over the coils before

they are connected up.

Coils wound on a core or former should have plenty of

room to expand without buckling ; if made of hygroscopic

material, earthenware ends should be fitted. It would be

an advantage if any coil could be removed independently for

renewal or repair. In any case, all the side covers should

be easily removable for inspection, and in small and medium
sizes the resistances might well be arranged so that they

could be removed bodily with the slate.

In order to keep down the sizes and numbers of resistance

coils as much as possible, makers sometimes connect a

number of coils in parallel to get the required resistance,

and while this is often satisfactory, it means extra joints ;

furthermore, the wires, having a much smaller cross-

sectional area, very easily get eaten through in damp
locations.

The latest development of resistances in the form of coils

is the enamel embedded type, and it seems very likely that

these will be very largely used in the future. When
properly made they are electrically and mechanically sound.

In one form, largely used for Admiralty and dockyard

work, a steel tube is covered with a coating of enamel,

which will not soften at any ordinary working temperature.

The resistance wire is wound over this, and to hold the wire

in position a current is passed through it of sufficient

strength to soften the enamel : the turns of wire sink in,

and are held in place. A second coating of enamel is

applied, which serves to preserve the wire from atmospheric

influence, and also prevents any surface leakage. Previously

to being dipped, suitable tappings are connected in where

necessary, and the whole forms a robust self-contained unit.

It is impossible to repair a burnt-out coil, but, on the other

hand, burnt-out coils are very rare.

The metals available for resistances are somewhat few ;

iron is very much used, and also the nickel alloys. The
latter are characterised by a very low temperature coefficient,

which makes them of special value for use in regulating

resistances, where it is desirable that a resistance, when
once adjusted, shall keep its value permanently.

The most common alloys are nickelin, constantin, man-
ganin, and eureka. Iron is most useful in the form of grids,

and when so used, the following points may be noted :

—

The formation of rust should be prevented as much as

possible, the use of aluminium paint being the most common
way.

Only mica insulation should be used ; fibre is not

uncommon, but very quickly perishes. Grids should be

placed vertically, to facilitate cooling. When used on <

cranes, it will often be found preferable to bolt them up to

the roof of the cab. If placed on the floor, which appears

to be the usual method, the covers will get dented in, and
short-circuit the grids, or there will be trouble due to

irregular notching, which will quite likely be found due to

the presence of spanners, screw-drivers, and miscellaneous

ironmongery in general.

A three-point suspension is useful to prevent sagging, and
it may be noted that stamped grids are much stronger and
less liable to break than cast ones. An offspring from the

grid is the mat or sieve resistance, which, in its usual form,

consists of a woven asbestos mat, with the resistance wire

threaded backwards and forwards through it. These mats

are cheap, and a very fine grading of resistance can be

obtained by their use.

The weakest point is in the connection ; the mats are

usually of very fine wire, and often connected several in

parallel, and it seems difficult to make a sound connection to

carry the current. This type of resistance has not been

found satisfactory for controllers or regulators where it is

necessary to keep the resistance continuously in circuit.

When so used, the asbestos perishes and the wires short-

circuit ; furthermore, it is necessary to renew the whole

resistance when one portion gives out, as the mats fall to

pieces when taking them apart.

Materials of which the resistance decreases when heated

up by the passage of the current are not in very general use.

Messrs. Reyrolles, Ltd., are probably the leading makers of

this type of control gear, and use this class of material to

advantage. Its reliability is shown by at least one

installation with which the author is familiar. The
firm in question is one of the largest colour and poster

printers. The starters have been in daily use since 1903,

and have given no trouble. The makers of these starters

also fit a magnetic blow-out to break the current at the first

contact, as did the B.T.H. some years ago, and this seems

such a simple and efficacious device that it is a wonder that

it is not more widely adopted.

A few more details concerning the ordinary type of starter

may be given. The buffer on which the arm rests when in

the off position usually consists of a spindle passing

through the slate and fixed by a nut, the other end carrying

a disk of poor-quality rubber. The most common troubles

with this arrangement are the breaking-up of the rubber

and the working loose of the spindle in the slate. The
usual result in either case is that the arm hits the end of

the slot in the cover when the motor is stopped, and gets

smashed, or else hits the spindle and knocks a piece out of

the slate. It is good practice to use two buffers placed
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close together, so that the arm hits them both. Alterna-

tively, a cast socket with lugs, bolted through the slate and
using a spring in place of a rubber buffer, can be used.

There is a point with regard to the starter arm which is

worthy of notice, and that is the design of the end
through which the spindle passes. A very common design

is shown in fig. 4 at A. This has the fault that a very small

-amount of wear is sufficient to throw the top end of the

arm away from the slate. This often happens to such an

extent as to cause sparking and heating of the contacts. A
better arrangement is shown at b ; the greater length of the

spindle, together with the much larger facing and the addi-

tion of a shoulder, makes a much more mechanical job, and

has a longer life.

The greater part of the foregoing remarks applies, to a very

large extent, to starters and regulators used for series motors.

In the case of small motors, regulators are often of the plain

type, with no automatic features. Of course, this affoids

no protection to the motor in the event of the failure of the

supply, and so it is usual to incorporate some more or less

protective devices. In one form, ratchet teeth are cut

round the bottom of the starter-arm, and the keeper of the

no-volt release is made sufficiently long to engage with

them, the end being turned up for the purpose. This

arrangement suffers from the defect that the tension of the

spring varies with the positioa of the arm ; it is often too

strong to hold the arm on the last contacts, and too weak to

release when on the first contacts, the trouble being

aggravated when the teeth begin to wear. In the most

suitable form two arms are used, one acting ;is a switch, the

other as the regulator, the resistance being cut out from

right to left. The insulated handle is fixed to the regulator

arm, and on moving this hard over, the switch arm is

carried on to a contact button, which passes current round

the motor, energising a coil which acts both as a no-volt and

overload coil, and holds the switch arm on. The backward

movement of the regulator arm cuts out the resistances, and

so increases the speed of the motor. A somewhat similar

arrangement can be used for varying the speed of a shunt

motor by altering the strength of the field. In this case

the insulated handle is fixed to the regulator arm. When
this arm is moved, it pushes in front of it the arm which

cuts out the armature resistance and runs the motor up to

speed, the shunt resistance being short-circuited until the

last stop is reached. The regulator arm can then be moved
backwards, and the resistance inserted in the field in so

doing. When the current is interrupted, both arms are

returned to the off position and the shunt resistance is short-

circuited.

A very common fault, and one which has done much to

prejudice electric driving, is the abominable and inexcusable

practice of having the starter and shunt regulator in-

dependent of each other, thus making it possible to start up

the motor with a weakened field. In printing works

especially, attempts to ''inch" under such conditions have

been, and still are, a source of trouble. Whenever shunt

regulation is desired, it should be made impossible to

start up except on a full field. This can be accomplished

by means of the double-arm starter just described ; or, if a

separate regulator is desired, as in the case of an existing

3tarter, or of some type of push-button control, then an

electrically-interlocked regulator should be provided. A
3imple and reliable interlock (Igranic Co.) is shown in

fig. 5. It will be seen that the essential part consists

of a small coil c, similar to a no-volt coil, connected in series

with the shunt fields, having a soft-iron keeper K, and a
pair of contacts, a b.

Assuming that the motor were stopped by simply opening
the double-pole switch, then the spring s would pull the
keeper away from the iron cheeks, and so short-circuit the
shunt resistance. The spring is strong enough to prevent
the keeper from being attracted, but not strong enough to

pull it away once it is attracted. When the motor is

started, or re-started, the shunt resistance remains short-

circuited until the regulator handle is moved to the " all

out " position, pushes the keeper from the face of the
magnet, and so unshort-circuits the shunt resistance, and
enables it to be inserted in the field circuit.

Although speed regulation by means of resistance inserted

in the armature circuit is not much used, as it is wasteful, and
the speed varies with the load, it is sometimes convenient.

Shunt regulation can be used in addition if required.

The connections are as shown in the diagram, fig. G.

One modification of the ordinary type of starter may be
mentioned in passing, and that is the retarded or slow-

motioa type, which ensures that the resistance is cut out
steadily and not too quickly.

The simplest way is to have a starter-arm with teeth cut

round the lower end. A small worm-wheel is mounted
underneath, free to rock through a short arc, and having a

spindle with a crank at one end. The crank is pulled down
until the worm engages with the teeth on the starter-arm,

and is held down whilst being revolved. When the

resistance is all cut out, the crank is released and the woYm
drops out of gear.

The troubles inseparable from the use of the ordinary

type of starter—namely, flashing on the contacts, making

and breaking the circuit on the first stud, and the uncertain

rate of cutting out the resistance—led makers to try and
devise a starter which, without having any great complica-

tions, would get over these defects. Some makers are still

trying to design a fitting or find out something which will

not cost much (this is important), but when added to the

ordinary starter will give it interlocking, non-arcing

features, automatic acceleration, and dynamic braking.

They usually give up the idea, or end by evolving a totally

different class of apparatus.

The first step towards the evolution of a better type of

control gear followed upon the realisation of the fact that

the proper place to make and break a circuit carrying

current is at a switch. A starter is not intended to do so,

and will not do so. When the starting current of a motor,

together with the self-induction of the fields, is to be broken,

suitable arrangements must be made to deal with it, namely,

auxiliary carbon contacts, operating in an arc-resisting

chamber, a magnetic blow-out—in fact, all the essentials of

a circuit- breaker, excepting that to avoid excessive pressure

rises the break may be arranged to take place more slowly.

A piece of apparatus which fills these requirements, and has

stood the test of experience, may be described.

Briefly, this type of starter comprises a double-pole

breaker which takes the place of switch and fuses, a no-volt

and overload release, and a device for preventing too rapid
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acceleration. The starter itself looks very much like an
ordinary one, but has the addition of a concentric ring on

its base.

A contact on the starter-arm consists of a wheel, part of

the periphery being an insulator and part metal, which
engages with this ring.

On moving the handle forward, this wheel rotates until

the brass portion makes contact with the ring, completes the
" pull-in " circuit, and closes the double-pole breaker, which
consists of two clapper switches. Moving the handle further

forward puts an economy resistance in series with the

holding-up coils of these switches. If the handle be moved

IRON CONDUCTORS FOR HOUSE WIRING.

v£l£b
D/*<

y^=^m

over too fast, the overload operates and opens the ciicuitof

the clapper switches, and as the economy resistances are still

in circuit, there is not enough current passing to pull them
in again and so the handle must be put back to the " off

"

position.

If the handle be moved backwards while starting up, the

roller turns round slightly and the insulating portion touches

the brass quadrant ; again, the clapper switches open and the

arm must be moved right " off."

This type of apparatus also has the advantage that push-

buttons can be connected up in series and operate by
breaking the "hold-up" circuit. This makes it of

particular value for such purposes as printing works and
saw-mills.

HaviQg dealt with a number of types of starters largely

from the standpoint of design, this article may be fittingly

concluded by a few words, more in sorrow than in anger,

to the user and the wiring contractor.

The fixing-up of control gear is often done in a slipshod

and unworkmanlike manner, probably more often than not.

It is a far too common sight to see the double-pole switch

and fuses, starter, and sometimes speed regulator and
ammeter, fixed to any convenient part of the wall, which
may have to be plugged in four places for each item, with
cables festooned from one fitting to another, possibly held

together at intervals with tape. Sometimes battens are

fixed, and the control gear is screwed on to them, attempts

at earthing being made by trying to tighten a stranded

cable under a countersunk screwhead without washers. It

is much more satisfactory to make a sound job, both
mechanically and electrically, by mounting the whole of the

control gear on steel bars or channels. These should be

spaced to take the widest fitting, usually the starter ; the

other portions can be mounted on ironwork carried across

between the uprights, and preferably riveted to them. The
whole can be fixed to the wall by means of bolts cemented
in, or run in, with lead. To facilitate subsequent repairs, it

is advisable to crank the ends of the uprights, or to pack
them out from the wall, so that it is possible to work behind
the panel.

A contributor to the Elektreieehnischi Zeiischrift, obvi-

ously desirous of making a virtue of necessity, has drawn
up what is probably the best case possible for iron as a
house-wiring material. The author states that after over-
coming his initial natural prejudice against iron wiring, he
realised speedily its numerous advantages, and is now pre-

pared to recommend its use after, as well as during, the
war ( !). His premises and conclusions are certainly worth
consideration, since the exhaustion of the world's copper
supplies is due at a much earlier date than the exhaustion
of its coalfields. From the notes and examples given below,

it will be clear that iron as a house-wiring material is a

much more feasible proposition than the use of that metal

for transmission and distribution cables and for the windings-

of electrical machinery.

When there was no more efficient filament lamp than'

the carbon type, and when electric lighting was a luxury

accessible only to the rich, so that the problem was to supply

large installations of inefficient lamps, the use of copper as

a wiring material was practically essential, and relatively

enormous sections of even that good conductor were-

frequently required. Now, however, the use of tungsten

lamp? is universal, and there are thousands of small light-

ing installations having only a few metal-filament lamps
supplied through copper wiring, which is rarely worked at

anywhere near the permissible voltage drop. For example,

the I.E.E. rules specify that the minimum cross-section of

any house-wiringconductor(except fittings wires), must be not

less than that of an 18 s.w.G. conductor. Such a conductor,

rubber insulated, may be worked at 7
-2 amperes so far as

concerns heating. Taking an average lighting load of

350 watts for a suburban villa, this corresponds to 1*75-

amperes at 200 volts, and assuming the whole load to be
concentrated at the end of a siDgle pair of leads (which it is

not), the length of run might be about 105 yards for

a pressure drop of 5 volts (2 per cent, plus 1 volt, a«

allowed by I.E.E. Kule 40). In other words, the smallest

permissible size of copper conductor is unnecessarily large,

both from the standpoint of conductivity and temperature

rise, in such an installation, and there is a prima fide case

for a wiring material of lower conductivity.

The permissible voltage drop in house lighting installa-

tions being i per cent., plus a constant allowance of 1 volt

[i.e , 3 per cent, total in 100 volts, and 2| per cent, in

200-volt circuits), the c.p. variation in metal-filament lamps

is about 10 per cent., as against 15 per cent, in carbon-

filament lamps, and it must be remembered that the actual

voltage drop is very rarely the maximum possible, and then

only for the lamps at the far end of the circuit ; further,

the full 10 per cent, change in c.f. will only occur if all

intervening lamp3 be switched on, and then off. Usually

only 15 to 30 per cent., and rarely 50 per cent., of the

lamps in a private house are in usfe at any one time, so that

the maximum pressure drop is very rarely more than half

the possible value, and the variations in pressure are yet

smaller. Arguing on these lines, a number of German
electricity supply stations which took 15 per cent, voltage

drop as the basis for designing house-wiring installations

prior to the war have decided to allow 5 to per cent,

maximum drop in future.

In order to see what can be done with iron wiring on

this basis, let us assume conductors of l.\ and 2?> sq. mm.
section (approximately Nos. 1 7 and 15 S.w.G. respectively)

supplying, say, five, and ten, 30-watt lamps (in turn)

grouped at the end of a single pair of leads. The length of

run of these leads, corresponding to 5 per cent, voltage drop

at the terminals of the lamps, will give a very fair indication

of the utility or otherwise of iron conductors of the above

sizes. Taking the specific resistance of iron as 0"143 ohm
per metre per sq. mm., the results may be thus tabulated :

—

Supply pressure

No. of 30-w. lamps
Permissible run /Lamps grouped :

(single length) I 17 s.w.G. wire
of circuit fori 15 s w.c;. wire

6% pressure ) Circuit branched :

drop ; using iron I 17SW.G. wire
wires. V is s.w.G. wire

110 volts.
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The two lower lines in this table show the probable ran per-

missible in the same cases as before, but assuming the

circuit to be branched, as is invariably the case in actual

house-wiring. The exact increase in run permitted by this

branching depends on the distribution of the lamps, but it

is safe to assume that the most distant lamp may be H
times as far from the service point as when all the lamps

are supposed grouped at the end of two wires.

There are many thousands of small lighting consumers

having, say, eight 30-watt lamps, or their equivalent,

installed, and it is obvious from the above table that No. 16

s.w.g. iron wiring could be used in such cases without any

fear concerning voltage drop, the effective length of the

branch circuits in such houses being less (generally much
less) than corresponds to the 5 per cent, maximum pressure

drop held to be permissible. By using larger iron con-

ductors (say, up to 7/16 s.w.g.), and by using copper or

zinc for the heavily loaded portions of more extensive wiring

installations, the possibilities of economy in wiring are

greatly extended. An immense amount of copper at

present used only for mechanical reasons would be saved.

Electrolytic troubles at the junction of dissimilar conductors

could be avoided by the use of suitable junction-boxes, and
the prevention of rusting on the exposed portions of iron

wiring at connecting points does not appear to offer

insuperable difficulties, so far as concerns ordinary house

wiring. German reports concerning the ease of installing

iron wiring are not very favourable, but, on the other hand,

it is pointed out that practically no skilled labour is avail-

able for the work ; and, further, that installation would be

much facilitated were rubber-insulated wires available, so

that the conductors could be drawn into conduit—but

rubber is as scarce as copper in Germany ! There seems

good ground for the belief that German manufacturers will

continue to use iron as a substitute for copper in many
electrical applications after the war, and it certainly seems
that house wiring is not merely one of the least objection-

able of these applications, but one which is distinctly worth
-closer investigation, even by those to whom the copper

markets of the world are still open. •

A NEW RONTQEN RAY TUBE.

At a recent meeting of the Dresden Electroteohnieal Association,
Prof. F. J. Koch discussed the latest developments in X-ray equip-
ment, and described a new tube construction due to Lilienfeld.

According to Koch, the inconstancy of vacuum in a Rontgen tube
operating on a high-pressure rectifier may be attributed to sudden
fall in the potential of the electrodes, after attaining the potential
difference required to break down the initial resistance of the
tube, permitting energy stored in the capacity of the starting-
transformer windings to set up oscillatory discharges through the
tube. The vacuum is also affected by release of occluded gas on
the one hand and by consumption of residual gases in the tube on
the other hand. The higher the vacuum the " harder " the tube,
but once a steady state has been attained, a skilled operator can
maintain practically constant " hardness " for a long time by
choosing a suitable current strength.

Lilienfeld has discovered that the nature of the discharge is

independent of degree of vacuum, up to a certain point, if an
incandescent cathode be employed in the vacuum tube. This
principle is applied in the Coolidge tube by using a glowing
tungsten spiral as cathode ; diffuse cathode rays are sent off in all

directions, and generate Rontgeu rays where they impinge. The
efficiency of the tube decreases rapidly with load, so that control
of effect is not easy. With a view to overcoming this difficulty,

Lilienfeld adds to the ordinary Roatgen ray tube a special
ignition tube eontaining an incandescent cathode in the shape of
an ordinary metal lamp filament. The main and ignition tubes
may be excited by two tranformera working in phase, or a single
transformer (t, fig. 1), may be used for both purposes. In fig. 1,

G represents the incandescent cathode, E the main cathode, and A
the anticathode. A variable high resistance R is shunted between
K and A, and adds considerably to the homogeneity of the rays.

The cathode G is made incandescent by an auxiliary transformer H,

and when T develops the breakdown pressure, ignition current
flaws between G and K. The latter being tubular, cathode rays
pane into the Roitgen tuba itself, break down its high cathode
resistance, and establish discharge between K and A. As compared
with B, the internal resistance of the tube is so small that most of
the current pastes throngh it, and only a small part through the
high-pressure resistance.

As regards general construction, the anticathode is water-cooled,
and since the glass shows no fluorescence (electrons being produced
artificially), a fluorescent screen is mounted inside the tube to

indicate its working. It is claimed that this tube gives constant
radiation at all loads, that the hardness or penetrating power of
the rays can be varied easily and accurately either by altering the
ignition current or by varying the setting of E, and the hardest or
softest rays can be obtained at a moment's notice (irrespective of
previous conditions) and maintained indefinitely in greater intensity
tha^i is passible with other tubes. The quantity of rays varies directly
with the current strength, and the radiation is relatively homo-
geneous. Since no reflected cathode rays fall on the glass, the latter
doeB not become hot in working ; also no guard screen is necessary
on account of Roatgen-rays from the glasB. Sharp negatives
are obtained

; and the life of the tube is practically equal to that of an

ordinary glow lamp (so long as the anticathode is not prematurely
damaged by overload), ;>., the life is determined by the incandescent
cathode instead of by consumption of residual gas by the cathode
rayB. The new tube is made with as high a vacuum as possible.
A valve-tubs with incandescent cathode is claimed to give excel-

lent results, and to render unnecessary rectification of the high-
preBBure transformer current. In order to keep the field stress in
the spark transformer approximately symmetrical, Koch places a
"directional resistance" (porcelain-sheathed aluminium rod in
electrolyte contained by an iron vessel), in parallel with the trans-
former primary.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL TARIFFS ON
ELECTRICAL GOODS.

NETHERLANDS.—In virtue of a Ministerial Resolution
dated April 27th, iron moulds used for the construction of con-
crete ducts for electric cables are classed as machinery in the
Dutch Customs Tariff, and will be admitted free of import
duty.

MEXICO.—The Board of Trade have received information
to the effect that, in virtue of a Mexican Decree published on
May -Uth, the fee to be charged by Mexican Consular officers
toe the certification of invoices of goods shipped to Mexico
has been fixed at 3 per cent, of the value of the goods covered
by the invoice. It is understood that this new rate was to come
into force on June 15th as regards shipments from the United
States or Cuba, and on July 1st as regards shipments from
other countries.

SOUTH AFRICA.—According to a decision, dated April
17th, by the Commissioner of Customs, incandescent bulbs for

pocket electric torches are dutiable under No. 114 (b) of the
Union Tariff at the rate of 3 per cent, under the General
Tariff, with a rebate of 3 per cent, on goods manufactured in

the United Kingdom or reciprocating British Colonies.

ITALY.—A Decree, dated May 21st, has been issued by the
I.ieutenant-General authorising the competent Italian Minis-
tiies to prohibit, during the period of the war, the importa-
tion into Italy of bulky goods and articles of luxury. The
Decree came into force on June 4th.

UNITED STATES—HAYTL—Ratifications were exchanged
on May 3rd of a Treaty which was signed in September last

between the United States and Hayti, having for its objects,

inter alia, the remedying of the present condition of the

revenues and finances of Hayti and the carrying out of plans

for its economic development and prosperity. The Treaty is

ta remain in force for 10 years from May 3rd, 1916. It pro-

vides for the appointment, upon nomination by the President

of the United States, of a General Receiver to collect, receive,

and apply all Customs duties on imports and exports; and,

further, that the Customs duties shall not be modified in a

manner to reduce the revenues therefrom without a previous

agreement with the President of the United States.
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NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR,
(NOT YET PUBLISHED).

1916.

Compiled expressly for this journal by
Electrical Patenl Agents, 285, lligi>

Liverpool and B

Messrs. \v. p. Thompson &• To.,
Holborn, London, W.<

8,278. "II., in. incandci i I. imps." T. H. Benyon. June 12th.

8,285. " Portable electric lighters (or gas." R. VV. Sanders. Juno 12lh.

8,291. "Recording and reproducing audible and visual indications."
Hriiimi Tiicimsi.n-HiU'siiin Co. (Crucial Mr, in, ('„., U.S.A.). June 12lh.

8,303. "Transforming motion irto electrical waves and impulses." T. B.
Dixon. June 12th. (U.S. A., July 19th, 1016 I

8,305. "Telephone transmitter." S. C. Porter. June 12th. (U.S.A.,
June 12th, 1915.)

8,310. " Electric meters or relays." British Westinghouse Electric and
Manui actur'NG Co. (Westinghouse ' Electric & Manufacturing Co.). June 12th.

8.320. " Electrical regulators, or rheostats." E. D. Rouwav and Switch-
GBA-i & Cowans, Ltd. June 1.1th.

8.321. " Holders for electric lamps." W. TrBNTHAM. June 13th.

8,334. " Electric detonators or fuses." F. S. Denmson. June 13th.

8.359, " Electric arc lamps." British WESTINGHOUSE Electric X: Manufac-
turing Co. (Westinghouse Electric ,\- Manufacturing Co.). June 13th.

8.360. " Control systems for electric motors." British Westinchouse
Electric & Manufacturing Co. (Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.).

June 13lh.

8.393. " Electrolytic cells." H. C. Jenkins, H. F. Pattinson & R.
Wei LESLEY. June 14th.

8.394. " Electrical keyboard transmitting apparatus." H. K. Harris.

June 14th.

8,41f>. " Electrical resistances." H. Snowdon. June 14th.

8.422. " Cutling-out flui.l wave transmission lines." G. Constantinesco
an.) \V. Haddon. June 14th.

8,430. " Field magnets lor magnetos, &c." H. B. Stocks. June 15th.

8,433. " Electric heaters." Cablb Accessories Co. & F. H. Reeves. June
15th.

8,436. " Ammeters and voltmeters." V. Deebecque & Walsall Electric

Co. June 15th.

8,453. "Glass-working machines." British Thomson-Houston Co. (Gene-
ral Electric Co.). June 15th.

8.457. " Magneto electric machines." A. E. Bennett. June 15th.

8.458. " Electrical make-and-break devices." A. E. Bennett. June 15th.

8,467. "Attachment (or electric torches." J. F. Barr. June 15th. ,

8,470. " Device (or attachment to sparking plugs o( petrol. &c. engines

for automatically cleaning and cooling sparking points o( such plugs."

A. E. Lamkin. June 15th.

8.473. " Machine switching telephone exchange systems." L. PoLIN-

KOV.SKV & Western Electric Co. June 15th.

8.474. " Electric and steam power-generating systems." J. C Ruths.

June 15th. (Germany, June 14th, 1915.)

8,476. " Electric and steam power-generating systems." J. C. Rums.
June 15lh. (Germany, June 14th, 1915.)

8,499. " Electrical turning gear for starting internal-combustion engines."

Rolls-Royce, Ltd., & F. H. Royce. June 16th.

8.509. " Secondary electric batteries or accumulators." Chloride Electric

Storage Co. & H. Dean. June 16th.

8,521. " Fittings (or preventing theft of electric incandescent lamps." J.

Harrington. June 16th.

8,533. " Electric furnaces, &c." T. Bai.mforth & Co. and H. J. Kitchen.

June 16th.

8,536. " Electric bell actuated by sound waves." T. W. A. Comben.

June 17th.

8.550. " Field telephone equipment." A. E. Carr. June 17th.

8.551. ".Electric lamps, &c." J. Clegg & J. Cook. June 17th.

8.558. " Variable-rate electricity meters with two counters." I.andis and
Gyr Soc. Anon. June 17th. (Switzerland, June 22nd, 1915.)

8,574. " Electrical motors." British Thomson-Houston Co. (General

Electric Co., U.S.A.). June 17th.

8,581. " Rotary motors actuated by alternating fluid currents." G. Con-
stantinesco & W. Haddon. June 17th.

8,584. " Ignition dynamos." C. T. Mason. June 17th. (U.S.A., June
19th. 1915.)

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.

19X4.
4,808. Sparking Plugs, and the manufacture of same. Thomas Croshee

and Sons, Ltd., & W. J. Spicer. March 29th. (Cognate applications,

11,123/15 and 12,240/15.)

6,197. Controlling Mechanism for Automobii.es. British Thomson-Hous-
ton Co. (General Electric Co., U.S.A.). April S6th.

6,340. Electric Resistance Regulating ARRANGEMENTS. J. H. Woolliscrofl.

April 28th.

7,909. Battery Cases for Electric Cycle Lamps. F. Westwood. Ma) 28th

8,004. Insulating Material and Method of producing same. H. B. Mac-
Farland & R. J. Shoemaker. May 29th.

K,ln<;. Protective Arrangements for Alternating-current Apparatus.
F. I- Berry. June 1st.

8.305. Method of and means for Separating Metals by Electrolysis.

A. Walker. June 4th.

8,318. Mechanism for Operating Electrically-worked Tramway isd

Railway Track Points. J. Murray. June 4th.

8.327. Composite Metal Bodies. British Thomson-Houston Co. (General

Electrii Co., U.S.A.). June 4th.

8,417 Casing for the Stators of Dynamo-electrical Machines. Maschi-

nenfabrik Oerlikon. June 7th. (June 30th, 1914).

9,408. Cases for Ammeters and Voltmeters. A. Chinn & H. Butler.

June 28th.

11.224. Magnetos Applicable for the Lighting of Vehicles. J. Bethenod.

3rd. (June 27th, 1914.)

11,47:1. Alternating-current Motors. British Thomson-Houston Co.

(General Electric Co., U.S.A.). August 9th.

11,684. Controlling Mechanism for Printing Presses operated by Elec-

tr.c Motors. Goss Printing Press Co., of England (Goss Printing Press

Co.). August 12th.

12,702. Electrical Heating Elements. H. Cheshire (trading as Cranmer
ihire). September 4th.

12,772. Electrical Switches. A. C. Wynne. September 7lh.

14,164. Electrii Resistances. J. Collinson. October 6th.

m Electrolysis and Treatmfnt of SulfiI
E. J. Hunt \ W. T. Giddcn. October 8th. (Addition

11

14,499. Guards for the Cords or Wires of Telephone Sets
I Gambling & 1.. F. Parker. Oclober 13th.

168 Construction of Electric Switch. G. Markt. November 4tl

Electric Soldering Irons. J. G. Clemens. November
(Novembei 21 [, nil

801. Shadeholders for Gas or Electric Light F,

l.i.hlan. January 18th, 1916. Patent No. 100,525

955, Electric Condensers. H. R. van Devcnter. February 15th. 1 1.

(Patent No. 100,081.)

3,389. Alternating-current Electromagnets Waygood-Otis, Ltd. (I I

I I i itoi Co.). March 7th, 1916. Patent No. 100,519.
'

3,533. Multiple-contact Microphones. Signal Gcs. January 19th, I i.

Patent No. 100,156

3.658. Starting Mechanism for iNTBRMAieCOUBUSTiON Engines. Brih
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co. April 6th, 1915. Patent i,

100,246.

3.659. Starting Mechanisms for Internal-combustion Engines. Brijl

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co. March 24th, 1915. Patenl I

Mill, 197.

1,109 Joint for an Electric Cable. A. E. Tanner & E. A. Clarero I.

March 20th, 1916. (Addition to 6,980/15.) Patent No. 100,511.

LIST OF BRITISH PATENTS EXPIRING

DURING 1916.

{Continued from page 720.)

9,488. April 24th, 1902. A. W. Bcuttell. Electric

April 28th, 1902. M. Wildermann. Electrolysis.

10.181. May 2nd, 1902. O. J. Lodge & A. Muirhead. Syntonic telegra|

1M,204. May 3rd, 1902. J. Hargreaves, J. W. Stubbs St J. Rears
Electrolysis.

10.452. May 6th, 1902. J. E. Evans-J

11,085. May 14th, 1902. Stothert & Pi

11,500. May 20th, 1902. G. C Marks.

11,698. May 22nd, 1902. W. D. Kilro;

12,159. May 28th. 1902. C. D. Abel.

12,554. June 2nd, 1902. Siemens Bros.

telegraphy.

Electric crane

H.

ckson. Wirel

and E. Evai

Electric switches.

Time indicators for stokers, ,

Electric lamps.

& Co. Telephone systerm. »
Electric telegraphs.

H. Lake. Signals, marine; locating soon

O. J. Lodge, A. Muirhead & E. E. Robins

H. Baker & Castner-Kellner Alkali Co. E

H. Baker & A. T. Smith and Castner-Kell

W. A. Gorman & A. Graham. Telephones

ar sig<

:;
veto*:.

Vickers, Sons & Maxim, A. D. Willi:

motors; planing machines, &c.

Johnson-Lundell Electric Traction Co.

L. Lohner & F. Porsche. Dynamos a

12.706. June 3rd, 1902. C. D. Ehret

13,287. June 11th, 1902.

13.521. June 14th, 1902.
Wii eless telegraphy.

14,133. June 21st, 1902

Erodes; couplings.

14.135. June 21st, 1902.

Alkali Co. Electrolysis.

14.136. June 21st, 1902.

divers, &c.

14,228. June 23rd, 1902. W. Schuster. Clutches.

14,269. June 24th, 1902. E. W. Smith. Controlling traffic on raBw.

14,286. June 24th, 1902. T. A. Hearson. Electric vehicles.

14,308. June 24th, 1902. J. P. O'Donnell Si E. C. Irving. Railway sign.

14,373. June 25th, 1902. Lancashire Dynamo & Motor Co.

McLeod. Electric distribution.

14,430. June 25th, 1902. F. H. W. Higgins. Telegraphs; gearin|

14,732. July 2nd, 1902. T. B. Murray & N. O. Fulton. Magni

14,774. Julv 2nd, 1902.

C. L. Sumpter. Electric

14,790. July 2nd, 1902

electric machines.

14,851. July 3rd, 1902.

controlling ; systems of electric ngnung.

15,095. July 7th. 1902. F. Conrad. Electric testing.

16,034. July 18lh, 1902. G. S. Baker. Toothed gearing.

16,041. July 18th, 1902. A. C. Reyrolle. Electric resistances and hca

16,495. July 24th, 1902. J. E- Bousfield. Welding chain links.

16,529. July 25th, 1902. M. I. Pupin. Telephone and telegraph c;

and conductors.

16,923. July 30th, 1902. H. H. Lake. Incandescent electric lamps; mi

ing glass. '

_

17,406. August 7th, 1902. A. Blondel. Electric lamps.

17,703. August 12th, 1902. R. A. Fesscnden. Wireless signalling, &c

17,705. August 12th, 1902. R. A. Fessenden. Wireless signalling.

\TJQ6. August 12th, 1902. R. A. Fessenden. Wireless signalling.

17708. August 12th, 1902. R. A. Fessenden. Wireless signalling.

is]328. August 20th, 1902. British Thomson-Houston Co. Ele.

switches; motors, controlling.

18,747. August 26th, 1902. R. Haddan. Telephone systems.

lSJSO.* August 26th, 1902. H. Bremer. Electric lamps.

18,817. August 27th, 1902. British Thomson-Houston Co. Electric mo

18821, August 27th, 1902. British Thomson-Houston Co. Electric mo

(To be concluded.)

A Fire Without a Flame.—The strangest freak •

in the history of the Diyton fire department occurred recentli

the Paris Store. An electric iron left on a table bnrned its \ u

through the table, through the fl wring, through a 10-in. joist U
supported the fl>or, and was dangling by its wires from the ceil*

of the storeroom below when discovered. The fire departm

investigated, but did not throw any water, for the iron had
'

Bred the building. The only repairs necessary will be to rein ft

the burned joist and close the hole in the ceiling and floo-

Elec'rical Wb'ld.
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